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Don't hide in a trunk. Get action! Year after year,
for more than 28 years, the station that has sold more,
more often, for more people, to more people is

I

"J

7.00 Annually
IS cents weekh

— that power-full station

WOR

at 1440 Broadway, in New

York

I 2

i
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WIS
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story

and

BOS

,235,734

Back in 1936, Little Crow Milling Company called on WLS

of

the

TOFS!

to perform what seemed to be a most

difficult task. They wanted to introduce a new kind of cereal, Coco- Wheats,
to Midwest homes. What made the task seem so difficult was:
1* Not a single salesman was to be usedl% \
2* Not a single package of Coco- Wheats was in the area.
3* Not a single buyer in the area had been called on.
\\ of \
Some said it couldn't be done ... it was expecting too much
even the recognized great power of

WLS

radio and WLS. But it worked. Radio's ever magic touch created desire, and turned that desire into action.
listeners were sold Coco- Wheats . . . demanded it of their merchants . . . and sent box tops to the station.

Through 1950, WLS
is well known

has received 1,23,5,734 box tops for this one account! Today, Coco-Wheats
and solidly entrenched throughout the Middlewest. WLS

and each and every year since is proof that WLS

listener-response then

advertising produces volume sales. \

This is but one example of the continuing effectiveness of WLS

in building product

acceptance ... an effectiveness predicated on knowledge of and adherence
to listeners' interest in their day to day business and home life in city or on farm.
That builds listener loyalty — and listener loyalty is the substance
of successful radio advertising.
For detailed information on how radio's ever magic touch can sell for
you, contact your John Blair man, or write WLS today.

w

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

Sell

the

Yankee

the

Right

Market

YANKEE

on

MAIN

STREET

Do your selling in each large shopping

established

center through the local Yankee Network home-town station. With Yankee
you can get as close as that —
directly to the dealer's own
with his own local station.
You

can

depend

on

appeal

customers

coverage

you can buy in New

tying into one great market

can

pro-

England,
the many

prosperous centers of population in this
six-state area. Choose Yankee for to-

impact that only a local station with an

day's best buy in radio in New

the Yankee

Yankee

audience

Yankee's 29 home-town stations provide the most complete and effective

every Yankee

/tccefettutce U

network

vide, reaching every neighborhood shopping center throughout the trading zone.

home-town station to add a plus to your
sales, because each station has the local

The

Way,..

network's

England.

0Pou*tcUti<ut

Network,

Inc.

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON

15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building. Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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ASSN. OF National Advertisers, it's learned
authoritatively, is undertaking new radio rate
survey in TV markets, reworking data in light
of changes in radio tune-in because of war
emergency situation. New study will be based
on Oct. -Nov. -Dec. Nielsen. First report,
which caused consternation in radio ranks,
was effectively attacked because it calculated
TV "penetration" without taking into account
radio listening factors.
ANA'S RADIO-TV COMMITTEE, which
brought in last summer's report for radio rate
cuts in TV markets, is now functioning under
chairmanship of George Duram, media director of Lever Bros. He succeeds William
Brooks Smith, advertising director of Thomas
J. Lipton Inc., who spearheaded last year's
project.
IF CBS CHAIRMAN William S. Paley decides,
to accept call to government service, it's likely
to be special short-term assignment to make
survey in critical materials field — far removed
from radio or TV. It's possible, however,
that if war situation worsens, he'll find himself back in colonel's uniform, possibly on
staff of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower (who
shortly assumes Supreme Command of Allied
Forces in Europe), under whom he served in
psychological warfare in World War II.
WHETHER OR NOT ABC finds another
sponsor for Drew Pearson, who will be dropped
in February by Adam Hat Co., it's definite
that commentator will stay on that network.
His contract with ABC runs from January
to January and already has been renewed for
1951.
SHOULD NBC fail to receive lOOVr acceptance of its 48 AM affiliates in TV markets on
its projected rate adjustment, prevailing view
is that it will abandon plan for present. Network may find some solace, it's reported, in
fact it can show advertisers and agencies that
it's better to have tried and lost than never
to have tried at all.
ANNOUNCEMENT shortly will be forthcoming on formation of new TV film distributing
syndicate by two important entities in radioTV and one in motion picture booking and
distribution.
LEVER BROTHERS (Rinso) planning oneminute transcribed daytime spot announcement schedule stai-ting Jan. 29 in 50 markets
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
MERRILL MUELLER, onetime NBC news
chief in London who covered SHAEF during
World War II, is choice of Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower for top public relations post with
headquarters of Atlantic pact forces. Mr.
Mueller, now NBC newsman in San Francisco,
will report to new boss Jan. 2.
WITH his Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee assigned to study Defense
Dept. proposals for Presidential power to control radio signals as protection against enemy
attack, Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) may himself write more restrictive legislation.
(Continued on page 82)
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Jan. S: National Collegiate Athletic Assn., Dallas.
•r2 NBC Affiliates meeting,
Jan. 9: Provisional
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Jan. 10: NBC AM Affiliates in TV markets,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Jan. IS: Industry Per Program Committee, Chicago.
Jan.
19: NAB TV Convention, Hotel Stevens,
Chicago.
(Oih^r Upcomings on page 60)

VIRTUAL freeze on civilian use of cobalt in
radio-TV magnet loudspeakers after Feb. 1
foreseen Friday with government order allocating metal and requiring magnet manufacturers
to obtain approval of National Production
Authority. Order permits users to consume
roughly one-third of January 1950 amount, and
applies to each purchase of 25 lbs. or more.
NPA officials said defense and "essential"
civilian production will require "almost total
available supply."
STERLING DRUG, New York (Bayer aspirin),
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,
preparing one-minute live daytime spot announcement campaign in 11 major radio markets starting Jan. 15 for 50 weeks.
NOVEMBER NETWORK
SALES
TOP FIGURE YEAR AGO
GROSS time sales of four radio networks in
November totaled $15,891,148, slightly ahead
of $15,855,162 combined gross for same month
of 1949, according to figures released to Broadcasting • Telecasting by Publishers Information Bureau. For January-to-November
period, however, 1950 gross of $167,782,676
does not match 11-month 1949 total of $171,39L445. For both month and 11 months, CBS
1950 grosses exceed that network's time sales
in 1949, while other three networks all show
decreases this year as compared to last. PIB
figures show:
Nov. Nov. 11 Months 11 Months
1950 1949 1950 1949
NBC
S5,152,322 S5,558,195 S56,445,724 S58,381,653
ABC
2,925,819 3,406,989 32,357,189 38,686,362
CBS
6,455,478 5,573,015 64,200,179 57,628,644
MBS
1.357,529 1,316,963 14,779.584 16,694,786
TOTALS: $15,891,148 S15,855,162 $167,732,676 $171, 391,445
Three TV networks— ABC, CBS, NBC, with
DuMont figures not available — had combined
gross time sales of $6,524,858 in November.
Breakdown follows:
Nov. Nov. 11 Monlhs 11 Months
1950 1949 1950 1949
ABC
$1,239,184 $ 214,660 $5,325,681 $1,172,654
CBS
2,185,064 677,836 10,531,934 2,878,180
DuMont
124,435
848,775
NSC
3,100,610 1,035,808 17,941,535 5,473,738
TOTALS: $6,524,858 S2,052,739 $33,799,150 S10,373,347
WHITE HOUSE MEETING
ANNUAL meeting of advertising and business executives to be held Jan. 11 under White
House sponsorship. Some 200 executives invited, including members of Advertising Council. Executives will confer with top Washington officials, including Secretary of Commerce
Charles Sawyer and Defense Mobilizer Charles
E. Wilson. They will be briefed on defense
program.

DICTOGRAPH SERIES • Dictograph Corp.,
San Francisco (hearing aid), Jan. 15-Feb. 12
sponsoring 14-program MBS series including
True or False, Maj. George Fielding Eliot,
Lanny Ross, Mutual Newsreel. Agency,
Atherton Adv., Los Angeles.
REPRESENTATIVE NAMED ft Effective
Feb. 1 H-R Representatives Inc. takes over
national sales representation of WHUM Reading, CBS outlet, it is announced by Humboldt
J. Greig, station president.
PETER PAN TV ® Derby Foods, Chicago,
for Peter Pan Peanut Butter, has signed with
NBC-TV for sponsorship of Magic Slate alternate Sundays, 4:30-5 p.m. (CT), starting
Jan. 21 for 39 weeks. Agency, Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
ARMOUR ADDS % Armour & Co., Chicago,
Jan. 13 adds 20 stations to NBC Dial Dave
Garroway in new five-weekly spot, 10:45-11
a.m. (CT), bringing outlets to 166. Agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
$800,000 ARMY PURCHASE
OF TIME NEAR COMPLETION
U. S. ARMY Friday had almost completed
purchase of more than $800,000 worth of time
on two TV and four AM networks through
Grant Advertising, Chicago. One firm order
was set, for Roller Derby, half-hour weekly on
ABC-TV, and others are expected to be confirmed this week.
Contracts are all for 13 weeks and will plug
Army and Air Force recruiting. Shows
chosen mainly for adaptability to live commercials, because of frequent need for lastminute changes. Second TV show considered
seriously was athletic events from Madison
Square Garden on DuMont. AM programs
are as follows: ABC, Ralph Flanigan orchestra; NBC, portion of Operation Tandem; CBS,
two weeks of Great Gildersleeve and parts of
general lineup; MBS, The Shadow.
NAB BY-LAWS CHANGES
THREE amendments to NAB By-Laws, submitted to membership after November board
meeting, adopted by overwhelming majorities.
Amendments require 90 days notice for member resignation from NAB; eliminate office
of vice president and substitute "fiscal" for
"calendar" in Article 5 Section 3; specify unexpired board terms must be filled by electorate
instead of by board itself, as in past.
FORREST JOINS WYATT
ARTHUR L. FORREST, formerly promotion
manager of WOAI and KTSA San Antonio
and recently with Denver agencies, joins
Wyatt Adv. Agency, San Antonio, as office
manager.
LORILLARD

RULING

UPHELD

FEDERAL
Trade Commission's
seven-yearold
order directing
P. Lorillard Co.
to stop
advertising that Old Golds contain less nicotine than six other leading brands was upheld
Friday by U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Richmond, Va.
BROADCASTING
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WSAV

reaches

more

than any other

Comparative

homes
Savannah

medium!

Analysis

Based upon Official Published Reports - BMB . Study No. 2.
For three subscribing Savannah, Georgia stations:
Total Weekly
Subscribing
Average Daily
Number
Total BMB
Station:
Radio Homes:
Counties:
Audience Families:
Audience Families:
D 82,080
D 143,670
D 57,009
D 42
WSAV
N 109,100
N 53,850
N 33,786
DN 28
29
D 46,163
D 106,860
D 65,810
Savannah
N
20
N 46,070
N 83,320
N 31,578
D 7
D 19,323
D 51,880
D 30,470
Savannah
Station "B"
N 3
N 44,800
N 28,430
N 16,996
"A"
Station
Average Daily Circulation (ABC Reports)
Savannah Newspaper "A" — 46,774

Savannah Newspaper "B" — 23. £07

630 kc.
5,000 watts
Full Time

in Savannah
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Office*:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING

German

Style

Things keep happening in radio to which there seems
no sensible answer. Like Fritz the Plumber.

He's on WMIL. He talks in a burlesque German
accent that smacks of Weber and Fields in their
amateur days. He reads nonsense "commercials"
straight from the corn belt of the nation. He plays
(on request, so help us) recorded polkas and schottisches and the like to the accompaniment of his own
inane introductions.

He's on the air for three hours a day; he pulls hundreds of letters a week and almost no one can equal
his audiences when he gives forth with this stuff.
(When Hooper reported a 5.6 for Fritz, for example,
the
2.4.)average for the three network stations svas only

Darned if we know why. But we're not complaining.

NBC Affiliates Up in Arms
15
Radio-TV at Stake in Sports Policy Talks
15
Network Sales for October Near '49 Level
17
Radio Gross Near Half Million
17
Confessions of a Contract Folder
18
Don Lee Sale Approved
19
Radio First as News Source
19
Population Increases Found in 34 of Economic Area 20
Radio-TV Vital in Defense — Pierce
20
Civil Defense Approval Expected
21
Tremendous Electronic Production Urged
21
New Antenna Rules Issued
22
Excess Profits Tax Relief Seen
24
P. I. Offers Mount; Investigation Begun
24
Representatives See Business Increases
30
Regionals See 5-20% Gain in 1951
32
ALA Questions CBS Loyalty Oath
67
TELECASTING Starts on Page 47
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Beat
Aircasters
468 On All Accounts ... 13
Allied Arts
72 On Dotted Line 23
Editorial
42
Mike
62
FCC Actions
74 Open
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Promotions,
Feature of Week 13
Premiums
71
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Eunice Weston.
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Remember

U>rk

4o pick up

fhe

way

home!"

While just about everybody likes the

This, we believe, says something impor-

idea of meat on the table, most folks
also like the idea of turning the proc-

tant. When farmers find it's to their
advantage to sell their animals to meat

essing and curing chore over to the

packers and buy just the cuts of meat

nation's meat packers.

they want from retailers, that's a pretty

That even goes for a lot of farm families

good indication that America's meat
supply system is working all right.

right in the heart of the hog country.
With prime porkers rooting all over the

It shows that the service performed by

place, you'll find packer-processed meats
in many a farm refrigerator.

meat packing companies is well worth
its moderate cost.

American
Headquarters, Chicago
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Meat

Institute

Members throughout the U. S.
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ROBERT W. BALLIN, vice president in charge of Hollywood office,
Foote, Cone & Belding for past three and one half years resigns to
accept position as vice president in radio and TV department J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. He will work in administrative capacity on
agency radio and TV accounts, in addition to other duties. Prior to joining
FC&B he was head of Hollywood office Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. During
that time he produced Jack Benny Show for R&R and later, when account
shifted, for FC&B.
HARRY
. . . another
has

WMBD
than

the

Peoria

reason
more

next

stations

why

O'BRIEN, executive vice president of former O'Brien & Dorrance, N. Y., announces formation of new creative and
consultant art director service, specializing in radio
and TV. Mr. O'Brien for many years was art director
at CBS and is president of New York Art Directors
Club.
ALBERT TILT 3d, DuMont Television Network, to
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., on TV staff.

listeners

L. ROCHE, director of advertising and public relations
Flintkote Co., to Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., in executive capacity.

2
combined

Mr. O'Brien
GILBERT C. MORRIS, account executive and group head Fuller, Smith
& Ross Adv., N. Y., and RALPH W. NICHOLSON, group head, same
agency, elected vice presidents.

Skillful local programming with widely popular personalities
makes WMBD the winner in prosperous Peoriarea. Throughout the broadcasting day (and night), a steady parade of
these and other interesting people received a warm-hearted
welcome in the dominant slice of Peoriarea homes.

CHUCK BARNHART, Program Director has been in radio
since 1938 . . . with WMBD since 1947 (recently he was
named Peoria's "Outstanding Young Man of 1949"). Whimsical and with a fine sense of the dramatic, Chuck also has
his own immensely popular "Chuck Barnhart Show."
BROOKS WATSON, News Director — With WMBD since
1937, Brooks' ability and popularity reached far beyond
Peoria during his Army career. With the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel, he was Chief of the Radio Section in the ETO . . .
worked with both networks and the BBC. Back home now,
he's Peoria's favorite newscaster.

CHARLES W. KOPF, Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y., rejoins BBDO, N. Y.,
as copy chief for Armstrong Cork Co.
ETTORE FIRENZE, art director Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F.,
JJ DC
appointed vice president.
ARTHUR
F. MONROE,
of public
J.
M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.,director
appointed
vice relations
president. and publicity division"
ROSS N. SMITH, production manager Stevenson & Scott Ltd., Montreal,
to head new radio and TV department of agency.
L. K. WOODWARD and CROFTON JONES, Dana Jones Co., L. A., to
Hixson & Jorgensen, L. A., as account executives.
YOUNG & RUBICAM, Toronto, moves to new Bank of Nova Scotia
Bldg., King and Bay Sts.
AERATED PRODUCTS Co., L. A. (Instant Whip prepared whipped
cream) appoints Davis & Co., L. A., to handle advertising. Firm currently
using spot participations on local TV stations.

PHIL GIBSON, Local News Editor — 29 years experience as
a reporter, columnist, newscaster and news editor! Peorians
like their news fresh as their morning eggs — and Phil Gibson
gives it to them quickly and accurately.
EMIL BILL, Farm Editor, brings showmanship to the farm.
Raised on a farm, he later trouped 28 years in vaudeville
circuits — thus makes the combination easy! Witty, personable and down to-earth, he's a consistent favorite with rural
audiences.
ASK FREE & PETERS

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate ■ 5000 Watts
Free & Peters, Inc., Nat'l. Rcpi.
Page 8
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STATION, agency and advertising executives dropped in during an open house
session held by WRVA Richmond, Va., as part of the annual dinner meeting
of the Richmond Sales Representatives Assn. Among those attending were
(I to r): James Clark, WRVA sales manager; Tom Sheehan, Bert Warner and
Gibson
Wright,
representing
Safeway
Stores; Mark
Evans, director
WRVA's
Housewives
Protective
League,
and Gordon
Manchester,
account ofexecutive,
Lewis Edwin Ryan Adv., Washington advertising agency which handles the
Safeway Mid-Atlantic division account.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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WANT

A

RECEPTIVE

beat

GOOD
AUDIENCE

ATA
GOOD
IN

LOW

COST?

ROCHESTER,

N.

Y?

PLANS for Federal Department Stores to sponsor the Shopper Show on WXYZTV Detroit are set by (I to r) Sidney Jacobson, Federal's sales promotion manager; Charles Rosen, executive vice president of W. B. Doner Agency, Detroit, and John Pival, WXYZ-TV production director.
GLADDEN, McBEAN & Co., L. A. (manufacturers, diversified clay products), appoints West-Marquis Inc., L. A. to handle advertising.
HUDSON PRODUCTS Co., Long Beach, Calif. (Sleep-Eze sedative),
names Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A. advertising counsel. Radio will be used.
IRVING COLLIN, sales manager Foreign Language Quality Network,
previously sales manager of WLIB New York and assistant sales manager WHOM New York, to S. Duane Lyon Inc., N. Y., as vice president.
He will also act in capacity of account executive, director and time
buyer of radio and television.
JACK BUCHOLTZ, production manager Supreme Displays, N. Y., to
William Warren, Jackson & Delaney, N. Y., in the radio and television
commercial production department.

BUY

IN

WHAM'S

Midnight

"
Merry-Go-Round
WHAM's 11:20 P.M. to 12:30 A.M. coverage
stretches over 23 New York counties, plus the
huge bonus territory you get from a clear
channel at night. There's always a sizable,
receptive audience tuned to Bob Keefe's platters. And — just to put frosting on this latehour cake — there's a late news summary
midnight and a sports roundup at 12:05.

at

See your Hollingbery man for details about lowest cost availabilities on "Midnight Merry-Go-Round"

WHAM
DISCUSSING plans on the set for CBS-TV People's Platform are (I to r):
Standing, Leon Levine, producer; Newell Schwinn, advertising manager.
Household Finance Corp., sponsor of the show; Charles Collingwood, CBS
newsman and program chairman; Norman LeVally, president, LeVally Inc.,
HFC agency; Al Waack, Eastern advertising manager for HFC and seated.
Bill Shipley, announcer.
5ROADCASTING
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The Stromberg- Carlson
Station

Basic NBC — 50,000 watte — clear chasms.]— 1180 kc
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A few of the many
de luxe units available

Supplementary equipment for Consolettes — switching systems, extra inputs
and outputs, jack strips, ringdown,
sound-effects filters, and line equalizers
Master control equipment — to handle
any number of studios
Matched custom wings for consolettes
—for studio and master controls
Custom racks for relay switching
"One-man" control layouts
Master control console combinations
Studio control consoles
Custom recording
— for separate or simultaneous recording
Custom recording control turrets

WJPG
GREEN BAY, WISC.

acilities

Mobile recording equipment — disc
recorders, tape recorders, record playbacks. Everything including the motor
vehicle.
Audio/Video equipment — custom audio, plus video switching, monitors,
stabilizing amplifiers.
Master control handles 4 studio inputs, 4 output channels, 2 remote
inputs, 3 turntable inputs, cueing, monitoring, talkback. This master control and one sub-master handle all program needs.

. • • • • for
si*

ith RCA Custom-Built equipment you can extend your audio facilities almost without
limit. No matter what size the system, experienced RCA design assures instant,
fool-proof switching without program
level "pops" or "breaks." Fidelity of
sound meets the requirements of the
world's severest critics.
Suitable for every AM, FM, and Television station— small, medium, or large
— RCA Custom-Built Systems are "individualized" tohandle all the studio-control operations anticipated by the
AUDIO

individual plant. Any number of station
studios may be provided for . . . any number of remote lines . . . any type of master
control ... all the monitoring, talkback,
and cueing facilities needed . . . every
conceivable facility for controlling program operations and reproducing highfidelity sound. True cabinet craftsmanship combines durability with function.
Handsome styling and finish enhance
station prestige.
Consultation on Custom-Built equipment is provided without obligation to
every station — any size. Service includes

BROADCAST

detailed layout proposals, diagrams of
equipment and facilities, artist's sketches
by RCA functional design experts, thorough counselspecialists.
by RCA's experienced
of broadcast
Where plans staff
are
already down on paper, RCA will be glad
to work from these — co-operate closely
with your principals.
■t - 1 i
Your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer can
tell you about this service. For complete
information call him, or write Department91 AA, RCA Engineering Products,
Camden, New Jersey.

EQUIPMENT

RAD tO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

of AMERICA
CAMDEN N.J.

new

business

PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Oxydol), planning TV spot test in
women's programs in Grand Rapids and Buffalo. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
TRIANGLE LABORATORY, Chicago (Rid-X), appoints M. M. Fisher
Assoc., Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio and other media will be
used in 1951 campaign.
TOFFENETTI RESTAURANT Co., Chicago, names Alfred Paul Berger,*
N. Y., to handle all advertising of firm's New York Toffenetti Restaurant.
Latter began sponsoring portions of Tex and Jinx show on WNBC New
York, Dec. 26 for 26 weeks.
SCUDDER FOOD PRODUCTS, Inc., L. A. (Scudder mayonnaise, peanut
butter) today (Jan. 1) starts total of 11, 20 and eight second spots
weekly on seven Los Angeles television stations. Contract, 13 weeks.
Agency: Davis & Co., L. A.
Metu/otk
UIho

-flccounti • • •

PALMOLIVE After Shave Lotion announces Bill Stern Show will be
renamed Bill Stern's Sports Newsreel, Fri. 10:30 p.m. on NBC-TV.
Agency: Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.

Knows...

REXALL DRUG Co. Ltd., Toronto (chain stores and drug products),
Jan. 7 for 39 weeks starts Amos 'n' Andy on 30 Dominion network stations, Sun. 7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Ronalds Adv., Toronto.

There's no guesswork
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—
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INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co., N. Y. (1847 Rogers Brothers), will
sponsor new daytime TV show, Success Story, featuring Betty Furness,
Tues. and Thurs., 2:15-2:30 p.m., on WJZ-TV New York, starting Jan. 2.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. to sponsor Jack Benny's second TV show,
half -hour program on a Sunday night at 7:30-8 p.m., exact date to be
announced shortly. Time for program will be relinquished by This Is
Show Business which also is sponsored by American Tobacco. Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
LEWIS FOOD Co., L. A. (Dr. Ross dog cat foods) Jan. 4 starts Tarzan
series half -hour weekly on 45 Don Lee stations, Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m. PST.
Contract 52 weeks. Program transcribed by Commodore Productions,
Hollywood. Agency: Rockett-Lauritzen, L. A.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE Co., New York, today (Jan. 1)
renews for 52 weeks, Mon. through Fri., David Vaile News, on 6 CBS
Pacific stations, 8:15-8:30 a.m. PST. Agency: Young & Rubicam Inc.,
N. Y.
DOUBLEDAY & Co. Inc., N. Y., for its Dollar Book Club, to sponsor
Jan. 10 broadcast of Modern Romances over ABC, 11-11:30 a.m. Agency:
Thwing & Altman Inc., N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Prince Albert
Smoking Tobacco), renews Grand Ole Opry, Sat., 10:30-11 p.m., over
NBC, for 52 weeks effective Jan. 6. Agency: William Esty Co. Inc., N. Y.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co. Ltd., Toronto (Wrigley gum), Jan. 2 starts for
undetermined period Life With Lnigi on 23 Trans-Canada network stations, Tues. 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.

■tfctpeojale • • •
JOSEPH SWERSEY appointed manager variety chain division in charge
of sales and merchandising for Tintair product of Byniart Inc., N. Y.
Was with Eversharp Inc., Chicago.

^

FRED M. FARWELL, vice president International Business Machines
World Trade Corp., Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, appointed executive vice
president S. C. Johnson & Son Inc. He will assume duties April 1 .
with headquarters in Racine, Wis.
*
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feature

of the week

WSJS
IN THE WASHINGTON
MARKET

WKY-TV's high-flying parabola goes up on the end of an Oklahoma City
Fire Dept. ladder truck.

A 15-COUNTY MARKET
With Over

AN old familiar cry — Call the Fire
Dept. — got a new meaning in Oklahoma City when WKY-TV called
out the local hook-and-ladder boys
to do some emergency heightsupplying.
A remote telecast from the opening of a new shopping center in

VALUE

FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING
DOLLAR

AM-FM
WINSTON-SALEM
Represented by:
NBC Affiliate
HEADLEY-REED CO.

HOLLY WRIGHT
on all accounts
went with the Wanamaker Store in
teleand
tment
o
depar
radi
n
of
one
of
visio
the
G
IN
AD
Philadelphia. He became an execuHE
the larger agencies in Philtive in the merchandising departadelphia isa far cry from practicment and also got his first taste of
ing law, being an executive in a advertising. In 1924, he was named
department store or an advertising
advertising manager of the Studemanager for a sales organization.
Edmund H. Rogers (Ned to his baker Sales Co. in Philadelphia.
In 1931 Jerome B. Gray asked
associates) held each of these positions before he added his name to Ned to join him in the advertising
Jerome B. Gray's and in 1931 be- agency Mr. Gray had started four
years earlier. Even then Ned did
came a partner in Gray & Rogers
advertising agency.
not immediately realize his ambition to do creative
Ever since his unwork. Due to his
dergraduate days at
business backthe U. of Pennsylvania, where he took
ground, he became
business head of
part in the Mask &
Gray & Rogers and
Wig shows, Ned has
had a desire to do
kept his nance.
eyeBut heon did
ficreative work.
finally get his wish.
Ned's father, Col.
Today as head of
John I. Rogers, was
the radio and televione of Philadelphia's
sion department of
most distinguished
Gray & Rogers (he
attorneys and Judge
still keeps his eye on
Advocate General in
the finances), Ned
the state adminiRogers is responsible
stration of Governor
for the supervision
Hastings. Like every
of everything from
father, he wanted at
spot announcements
least one of his sons
to telecasting of the
to follow in his footMummers Parade
NED
steps. Ned's three
and football games.
older brothers
had
chosen engineering, so he became
a lawyer.
After a short fling at practicing
law, Ned gave up his practice and

BROADCASTING

was tall enough to mount a para(Continued on page 72)
7 A.M. NEWS
with

$60,042,000" General
Merchandise Sales
* Soles Management 1950
Survey of Buying Power

MORE

Oklahoma City was scheduled by
WKY-TV, but when station engineers made a check of the site they
found it to be in an extremely low
geographical
spot — so structures
low that
none of the available

• Telecasting

Here is another WRC program-personality combination
doing a consistently solid selling job for over five years.
Holly Wright clearly leads the
field, Monday thru Friday at
7:00 each morning.*
This is NOT an availability.
We merely point to this record
as an example of the "salesprogramming" WRC can do
for you. Top-rated shows with
selling power dominate the
programming pattern.
WRC pays out, not alone in
top audience ratings in the
rich District, Maryland and
Virginia area — but in hard
"over-the-counter" retail sales.
*American Research Bureau
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

Shows for which Ned is responsible include the Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co.'s half-hour televi(Continued on page 7S)
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$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

NBC

AFFILIATES

By J. FRANK BEATTY
SOME two-score NBC affiliates
blew their tops once again last
week as they scanned a confidential
document from NBC which explained in detail why the network
felt it had to cut evening radio
rates in TV cities.
Aroused and organized after a
fortnight of indecision and informal
talks, affiliates started to prepare,
through a provisional committee,
for the Jan. 10 New York meeting
called by NBC to study rate surgery the network had tried to impose
in December [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 25, 18, 1950].
On top of that, angered affiliates
laid groundwork for their own private session Jan. 9 at the WaldorfAstoria, New York. This dinner
meeting will serve as an organization and briefing session in advance
of the main gathering the following day.
Judging by advance indications,
at least 50 affiliate station executives will attend the private dinner
meeting and the joint meeting to be
held the following day.
Members of the provisional station committee indicated last week,
after hearing from NBC stations
in TV areas, that stations will
stand up and fight against any
network effort to slash rates.
Prepare for Fight
Meantime, groups of affiliate executives are reviewing selected portions of the NBC bulletin. They
will bring their findings together
this week and go to New York prepared for a knock-down battle to
prevent the network from slicing
radio rates and perhaps setting in
motion a nationwide rate debacle.
As members of the provisional
committee heard from affiliates last
week they reached the conclusion
that NBC will have little support
outside its owned stations. They
reported
manybulletin
stationswas
felt full
NBC'sof
confidential
holes.
One member told Broadcasting
• Telecasting that no affiliate
contacted by the committee was
willing to go along with the NBC
rate cut. An affiliate listed as in
favor of the cut originally is said
to have made a flat denial that he
had endorsed the idea.
Affiliates, in many cases, are said
to insist they can't possibly take
a rate cut at this time with present
operating costs and the chance that
BROADCASTING

UP

IN ARMS

costs will go even higher. They
complain that income from network
time is low compared to revenue
from local and national spot. Some
station operators have muttered
dire threats about what they would
do if NBC decided to resist the affiliates and insist on slashing rates.
The provisional committee comprises Clair McCollough, Steinman
Stations, chairman of the NBC Stations Planning & Advisory Committee; Tom A. Brooks, Hearst
Radio (WBAL Baltimore) ; Lee B.
Wailes, Fort Industry Co. (WSPD
Toledo); P. A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma City; William Fay, WHAM
Rochester, and Nathan Lord,
WAVE Louisville.
In general, NBC's affiliates argued that the network had pulled
a fast one on them. As late as October, duringattheWhite
NBC affiliates'
convention
Sulphur
Springs, network officials are said
to have assured stations no rate
cut was in sight and nothing of
the sort could happen this year.
Affiliates
argued
excuse for rate
cuts there's
at thisnotime.

SPORTS

Sure, maybe the AM network operation will feel the pinch as advertisers jockey for lower rates,
they
contend,
but operation.
that's nothing
new in a business
What
the network should do, they insist,
is order officials to develop new
clients and new business.
Feeling persists that the network
should have raised rates two or
three times in the last decade to
keep pace with increased circulation and increased listening. Stations, they remind, have had two or
three rate hikes in this decade.
Other media, too, have done the
same thing.
'Need More Selling'
"What's the hurry?" one affiliate
executive asked. "They say they
can't sell enough time. What NBC
needs is more selling. Actually,
this is the third or fourth rate cut
by NBC in the last few years, including the rate scales on Operation Tandem, Sunday afternoon
time, and similar efforts.
"Nobody else is cutting rates.
This thing is doing incalculable

POLICY

POLICY actions at which the future of sports broadcasting and
telecasting are at stake will be
taken in the next few weeks as
professional and scholastic interests add up their box office reports
and try to work their way out of
what they contend is a dilemma.
The problem of sports telecasting was worked over in detail last
week by the convention of the College Physical Education Assn., held
at the Hotel Adelphia, Philadelphia. Campus representatives, who
operate on the policy level as
against the field activities of more
publicized coaching staffs, heard
Jerry Jordan, leading sports research specialist, present new figures showing that TV hasn't hurt
scholastic or professional sports.
In the professional sports field,
representatives of radio-TV interests as well as other media will
take part in a meeting to be held
Jan. 15 at Columbus. The session
was called by George Trautman,
president of the American Assn.
of Professional Baseball Leagues.
Representing
radio-TV indus• Telecasting

TALKS

tries will be officials of NAB and
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. President Justin Miller and General
Manager William B. Ryan are expected to appear for NAB. President Robert C. Sprague is slated
to represent RTMA. Mr. Jordan is
understood to have been invited.
Appearing Friday before the
physical education officials, Mr.
Jordan contended television has
not hurt newspapers, magazines,
radio, entertainment or sports attendance to the extent many persons had predicted. He spoke for
a half-hour with a half-hour discussion period following.
NCAA Meet Jan. 8
Scheduled Jan. 8 is a meeting of
the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn., representing big colleges.
This meeting will be held at Dallas.
NAB has been invited to appear.
Many of the coaches and athletic
officials planning to attend the
Dallas meeting are understood to
have jumped to the conclusion
that
TV has
^ootboll
a brutal
blow.dealt
SomecoH^s-e
of them
plan

harm to the entire industry. Radio
is still the cheapest medium in the
William B. Way, vice president
and general manager of KVOO
Tulsa, was among affiliates who
harshly criticized NBC.
world."
"The attempt at AM network
rate reduction is another means of
forcing this medium to pay for
television," he said. "This is evident when consideration is given
to the fact that TV schedules are
sold out yet station owners continue
to suffer losses or admit that they
are barely breaking even.
"It seems the obvious thing is to
raise TV rates. If this then forces
some TV advertisers off that medium they may return to more profitable AM. If increased rates do
not force any advertiser off TV
then increased cost must prove
profitable to the users.
"Either way each media will have
to stand on its own feet. After all,
the only right way to figure advertising costs is on „a per-person(Continued on page 6U)

Radio-TV

at Stake

to demand a flat NCAA ban on
football telecasts.
Mr. Jordan told the physical education group Friday that the media,
entertainment and sports industries have been operating at or
very close to the highest levels in
their history despite the fact that
1950 was the dangerous novelty
period in TV's development.
In the three years of video's
growth, he said, 173 daily newspapers, mostly located in TV markets, have added 1,100,000 circulation ;that more radio stations had
been built in the last five years
than in the 25 years previous, with
2,045 now operating corrmared to
943 in 1945. Fifty-four million new
radios have been bought in the
same period, he said.
"Thirty-one magazines have had
a 32% increase in circulation in
the last 10 years," Mr. Jordan said,
"and despite a $3 billion drop in
personal income in 1949, the public
still spent $144 million more on
recreation than in 1948. In 1950,
there are moderate declines in
(Continued on page 79)
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NAME HIGGINS
KMBC-KFRM Sales Head
GEORGE J. HIGGINS, for the past
three years manager of WISH Indianapolis, Friday was appointed
vice president in
charge of sales
for KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City, Mo.,
by Arthur B.
Church, president
of Midland Broadcasting Co. The
appointment is effective Feb. 1,
Mr. Church said
in making the anMr. Higgins
nouncement.
No successor to Mr. Higgins has
been named at WISH by C. Bruce
McConnell, who last week was
granted FCC consent to acquire
control of the licensee corporation,
Universal Broadcasting Co. (see
story page 66). It is expected, however, that Mr. McConnell's son,
Bob McConnell, will be in charge of
the stations involved in the consolidation. In addition to WISH,
the outlets include WHBU Anderson, WANE Ft. Wayne and WHOT
South Bend.
Sports Figure
Mr. Higgins was vice president
and general manager of KSO Des
Moines, Iowa, from 1944 to 1948.
Prior to that he served for two
years as manager of the St. Paul
office of WTCN Minneapolis - St.
Paul. Mr. Higgins first joined that
station in 1931 as sports director.
In 1938 Mr. Higgins did the playby-play of the World Series for the
Blue network and in the same year
broadcast the All Star Football
game from Chicago. He has long
been active in sports and is past
president of the American Hockey
Assn. and at one time was president
of the American Assn. of Baseball
Broadcasters.
At present Mr. Higgins is a member of the NAB board and its
Television Committee. He also
served for two years on the CBS
Affiliates Advisory Board.
NORGE SPOT DRIVE
To Use 47 Non-TV Markets
NORGE Division of Borg-Warner
Corp., Detroit, begins a concentrated radio spot campaign in 47
non-TV markets Jan. 15 for a
year. Initial 21-week campaign
will begin with about 150 spots
weekly, doubling during the spring.
Schedule is expected to be dropped
in the summer and resumed in
September.
Transcribed announcements and
occasional live participations will
advertise the entire Norge line,
stressing refrigerators, gas and
electric ranges and washers. FourStar Review on NBC-TV, which
Norge began sponsoring last
Wednesday, supplements the radio
campaign. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Page 16
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In Agency Gross Billings
DANCER-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, for the 17th consecutive year
tops the 20 leading advertising
agencies for gross radio time billvealed.ing during 1950, the agency reTop 20 agencies and billing:
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $19,088,843; BBDO, $11,669,127.60; Benton &
Bowles, $8,078,006; J. W. Thompson,
$7,467,085.80; Young & Rubicam,
$7,401,297.60; Wade Adv. $7,123,058.60; Biow Co., $6,792,163.80; Compton Inc., $6,206,568.60; Cunningham,

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"And now WOF ish happy to bring you shounds of New Year's revelry!"
McKinnie,

Allison,

Schofield Shift
RAYMER
CHANGES
PROMOTION of Ralph E. McKinnie, account executive of Paul H.
Raymer Co., to be sales manager in charge of the firm's New York
office, and appointment of John D. Allison as account executive for both
radio and television, were announced last week by Paul H. Raymer,
president of the representative
firm.
Mr. McKinnie has held account
executive positions with CBS-TV
and the DuMont Network, and earlier was national sales manager
for WCKY Cincinnati. As a Naval
officer for five years just before
and during World War II, which
included service as an executive
officer in the South Pacific, Mr.
M i
McKinnie reportedly is the "Mr.
Mr. Schofield
Mr. Raymer
Roberts" in the book and play of
that name by Thomas Heggan.
studies of trends, and research into
Mr. Allison entered radio and
sales effectiveness are planned.
television with Headley-Reed Co., Aids in promotion, preparation of
New York, about 11 years ago,
sales literature and presentations,
eight of which he served as a vice
and
development of new selling appresident. Subsequently he was
proaches will be offered. More
vice president and general manfrequent visits and improved liaison
ager in charge of the New York
with client-stations also have been
office of Taylor-Howe-Snowden Radio Sales.
prepared.
Concluding the announcement,
Also announced was the appointMr. Raymer said : "Although the
ment of Arthur C. Schofield, until
Raymer Co. has for years mainrecently director of advertising and
tained a research and promotion
sales promotion for the DuMont
department, we felt the need for
network, to head the reorganized
increased services and greater faand expanded sales research and
cilities was present today to such
promotion departments of Paul H. . a degree as to warrant a complete
Raymer Co. Mr. Schofield earlier
reorganization of these vital func-

Mr. Allison

Mr. McKinnie

was associated with the Philadelphia stations, KYW and WFIL,
and with WPAT Paterson, N. J.
Plans for Mr. Schofield's departments include provision of various
services to client-stations. Surveys
to obtain sales and market data,

CASH NAMED
tions."
NBC Station Relations Dir.
NORMAN CASH has been appointed director of radio station
relations of NBC, effective today
(Monday), to replace Easton Woolley, who resigned last November
to become vice president of Intermountain Broadcasting and Television Corp. in Salt Lake City.
Mr. Cash joined NBC in 1940.
Since March 1948, he has been a
member of the stations relations
department. As a wartime lieutenant in the Corps of Engineers, he
was awarded the Bronze Star.

Foote,
& Walsh,
Belding,$5,076,845.60;
$4,478,083.60;
JohnConeF. '
Murray, $4,444,131.30; Ward Wheelock, $4,168,077; William Esty, $4,004,055.80; Duane Jones, $3,948,795.40;
McCann-Erickson, $3,819,437.80; Leo
Burnett Co., $3,519,243.80; Ruthrauff
& Ryan, $2,903,695.20; Cecil & Presbrey, $2,652,439; Knox & Reeves Inc.,
$2,530,253,
and Sullivan,
well
& Bayles,
$2,093,199.Stauffer, ColAUDIENCES
UP
Hit Ail-Time High
BROADCAST Audiences (radio
plus TV) are at an all time high,
according to the December Hooperating Pocketpiece, which shows
25% of the 33 TV cities reported on
as having higher average evening
audiences in November 1950 than
in any other month in the 15 years
of audience reporting by C. E.
Hooper Inc.
Philadelphia
showed
the greatest1"
increase
in evening
sets-in-use
over
the base year of 1948, up 68% in
Nov. 1950 from Nov. 1948.
Cities with the highest percent
of evening set-use in November
were: Pittsburgh, 46.3; Cleveland,
46.0; Milwaukee, 46.0; Philadelphia,
45.9; Buffalo, 45.5; Baltimore, 45.5;
Cincinnati, 45.2; Minneapolis-St.
Paul, 44.3; Columbus, 44.2; Dayton, 43.8.
Wide Open Mike
EDITOR:
I appreciated very much
the desk calendar which
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
sent to me for Christmas. I
looked through it very carefully to see if you had scheduled some of the major decisions which the Commission
must make during the year.
How can the Commission get g
the business done if you don't
give us the "planned aplems ? proach" for solving our probWith kindest regards and
all good wishes for the New
Year.
Wayne Coy
Chairman, FCC
[Editor's
Note: We regret
we'reTimelate
with
our recommended
1951 FCC
Table embodying
that
"planned
proach." Work now is in process apby
our Planning Board, but budgetary
factors, sioned
plus
inordinate developments
delays occaby unexpected
(such as color TV and TV educational
proceedings) interrupted normal processing lines.
Schedule will be upcoming in early
issue.]
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NETWORK

GROSS

GROSS network time sales for the
month of October 1950 came very
close to equalling those of October
1949, with this year's total mounting to $16,153,627 compared to last
year's $16,413,883, a difference of
only 1.5%, according to figures released to Broadcasting • Telecasting by Publishers Information
Bureau.
Advertisers in many important
classifications continued to show
an increase in their network time
purchases (see Table I). Procter
& Gamble Co. once again led the
sponsors with October purchases
of $1,685,453, a decided increase
over last year's same month total
of $1,338,449.
Few Declines
Two evidences of a slight decline,
however, were Sterling Drug Co.
which spent $679,002 this October,
as compared to last year's $686,789,
and third place Lever Bros., whose
October 1950 total was $661,043
and October 1949 total, $673,769.
Fourth place was taken by General Foods this year, which bought
time worth $635,293 and last year
ranked 8th with total purchases of
$516,663. Miles Labs retained its
October '49 fifth position during
the month of October 1950, but increased its expenditures this year
to
$628,706
from last year's $559,331.
Expenditures of $3,917,790 placed
* * *
TABLE I
TOP TEN AM NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR
OCTOBER 1950 AND 1949
Rank Order
1949
1949
1. Procter & Gam- 1950
1
ble $1,685,453
$1,338,449
686,449
2. Sterling Drug. . 679,002 2
673,769
3.4. Lever Bros. . . . 661,043 3
516,663
General Foods. 635,293 8
559,331
5. Miles Labs . . . 628,706 5
Mills.
605,056
600,464 4
7.6. General
Campbell
524,841
Co Soup 521 ,085 7
& Myers 413,929
9.8. R.Liggett
J. ReynoldsCo. 402,863
Tobacco
9
382,785
10. Philip Morris. . 402,624
367,746
10
SET OUTPUT
14 Million Radios in '50
PRODUCTION of radio receivers
exceeded 14 million sets in 1950,
Robert C. Sprague, president of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., announced Thursday, revising upward an estimate of 13,750,000
prepared for the Dec. 25, 1950,
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Output of TV receivers was close
to 7,500,000 as against the estimate of 7,250,000 submitted a week
earlier, Mr. Sprague said. He
added that the 1950 record will
likely stand for some time due to
the increasing mobilization of the
industry for military purposes.
"At the peak of the fall boom,"
Mr. Sprague added, "the industry
was producing TV receivers at an
annual rate of better than 10 million sets and radios at the rate of
17 million units.
BROADCASTING

SALES

the Food Producers in first position
among the product group classifications during October 1950. Within
the food group, General Foods led
all other advertisers by purchasing
$601,350 in gross time.
Toiletries & Toilet goods spent
$2,513,483 to place second, and top
sponsor in the group was Procter
& Gamble which bought $389,164
in time.
Third place was taken by the
Drugs & Remedies manufacturers'
expenditure of $2,119,147, in which
Sterling Drug topped the other
producers by spending $655,479.
Fourth and fifth place were taken
by the Smoking Materials category
and Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes,
respectively (see Tables II and III).
The 10-month period of JanuaryOctober 1950 saw a total of $151,875,347 in gross radio network
time purchases, which was $3,647,413 less than the $155,522,760
grossed by the networks in 1949.

Oct.

'50 Nears

'49 Level— PIB

TABLE II
FOR OCTOBER 1950 BY PRODUCT GROUPS
GROSS
AM
NETWORK
TIME
SALES
Product Group
-Oct.7031950
Oct. 1950 Jan. 840,
'49
105,414 Jan.-Oct.
58,278
Agriculture & Farming
957,199
1 17,410
197,248
1
1
70 nm 1
485,289
,
/o,V0
Apparel, Footwear & Acces
1,073,732
Oct.
'49
Automotive, Automotive Equip. & Acces. 338,818
4,255,376
5,807,783
Aviation, Aviation Acces. & Equip
961,206
173,338
255,710
Beer, Wine & Liquor
99,124
2,165,174
i
i
no
1
A
1
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
109,326
1,075,215
1
,
1
03,246
564,825
ConfectioneryServices
& Soft Drinks
5,466,089
235,670
3,3o3,Uz3
423,004
Consumer
190,037
1,580,105
17,228,491
Drugs & Remedies
1,650,664
20,263,449
Entertainment & Amusements
2,119,147
1,882,232
A4,027,423
nni
Ant
in not. c/i
Food & Food Products
36,886,518
41 6,1 63
504,923
3,917,790
5,340
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
4,772,037
A Ann
*>nr\861
'145,619
7)JJO
Horticulture
1 05,696
269,639
4,400,
97,642
Household Equip. & Supplies
41 4,721
213,526
5,496,325
Household Furnishings
46,846
818,154
39,286
2,673.51 1
210,997
214,133
Industrial Materials
1,813,338
Insurance
1,769,477
402,178
3,565
276,199
3,174,730
2,374,932
220,231
201,103
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
2,116,488
1,236,833
Office Equip., Writing Supplies &
1 122 529
1 50 033
Stationery
1,129,221
70,932
Political
773,896
32,705
31^946
121,255
Publishing & Media
626,597
122,759
15,860
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
146,662
731,545
826 263
& Acces
RetailJnst.Stores
38,472
1,080
29,008
Smoking Materials
19,332,848
1,853,026
18,910,594
17,082,250
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
2,121,599
16,136,336
1,547,275
1,876,550
Sporting Goods
Toys
29,614
24,415,563
21,244,106
62,774
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
.
939,833
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
735,012
2,612,169
84,585
83,001
Miscellaneous
469,218
2,528,616
4,303,872
427,205
Totals
16,153,627
151,875,347
16,413,883 155,522,760
151,875,347
16,413,883

TABLE III
LEADING AM NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR EACH PRODUCT GROUP IN OCTOBER 1950
135,623
Agriculture & Farming
Allis Chalmers
$33,270
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel
Insurance
Prudential Life Insurance. 111,879
Apparel, Footwear & Acces Trimount Clothing Corp. . . 51,300
Aviation, Aviation Equip. &
Jewelry,Cameras
Optical Goods &
Longines-Wittnauer
Watch
Acces
Co
201,103
Automotive, Automotive Equip.
Office Equip., Writing Supplies
& Supplies
Electric Auto Lite Co
76,392 & Stationery
Hall Bros
70,932
108,726
Political
Democratic National Com.
Beer, Wine & Liquor ....... .Pabst Brewing Co
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures. .Johns Manville Corp
104,782
Publishing & Media
Christian Science Monitor.
11,480
29,830
Confectionery & Soft Drinks Wm. H. Wrigley Co.
160,176
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs
Consumer Services
Electric Cos. Adv. Program 857,746 Musical Instruments & Acces. . .RCA
Drugs & Remedies
Sterling Drug Co
655,479
Retail Stores
Dr. Hiss Shoes Inc
Entertainment & Amusements
413,929
83,691
Materials
Liggett & Myers
1,080
Food & Food Products
General Foods
601,350 Smoking
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes . . .Procter & Gamble
1 146,816
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other
Sporting Goods & Toys
Fuels
Standard Oil of Indiana.. 122,331 Toiletries
& Toilet Goods
Procter & Gamble
Horticulture
389,164
Household Equip. & Supplies . . . .Philco Corp
136,632
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts.
.
.Assn.
of Amer. Railroads 83,001
Household Furnishings . . .Armstrong Cork Co
35,620 Miscellaneous
American Fed. of Labor. . 121,034

B
'5°-NA
in increased
Bi"ion
Half Station
revenue
from
GROSS revenues of the radioGR
industry
in S
1950 (time salesNeq
afterrtrade
OS
S
O'
DI
RA but before deduction of agency commissions) totaled $448,discounts
$323.7 million in 1949 to $338 million in 1950, or 4.4%, Dr. Baker
198,000, an increase of 5.4% over 1949, according to the annual yearend
estimated. Overall average profit
estimate by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director.
of stations before federal taxes
Using returns from an industry
will be close to 15%, he said,
sample as well as individual and and will go from $182.1 million in again
on the basis of increased costs
1949 to $196.4 million in 1950.
business paper data, Dr. Baker
forecast increases in local retail, The almost spectacular increase in matched against higher revenues.
revenue from this source in the
Dr. Baker found costs increasnational spot and regional network
ing to a greater extent in the
income and a loss in network re- past has been consistently underestimated. Since it has been ac- West North Central area, with
ceipts.
counted for largely by the new
greater-than-average increases in
On the other hand, he said, the
stations, however, and since the the Mid-Atlantic and New England
industry's operating expenses have
of new stations going on
States.
also increased. He said costs have number
the air is increasing less rapidly,
National spot increased most in
gone up from $357.5 million in 1949 the increase in local retail revenue
(FCC data) to an estimated $376.8 is not expected to exceed the $14.3 New England and Mid-Atlantic
states. Local business went up the
in 1950, an increase of 5.4%.
indicated above."
most
in New England, West South
Outstanding feature in the 1950 million
Gross revenue in television will Central
and East North Central
revenue picture, said Dr. Baker, range between $70 million and $80 areas.
is the "very large increase in the million, he anticipates.
revenue to stations from national
Below are '49-'50 revenue -figures.
3.3
spot business. Revenue from this
7950
GROSS REVENUE
source in 1950 is estimated to have
7949
%
Change
been $120.7 million as compared
(Official FCC Figures)
(Estimates)
with $108.3 in 1949, an increase of
National Networks
$128,903,467
11.4%. This will bring the reve$124,688,000
Regional Networks
5,994,858
nue from national spot business
6,500,000
120,660,000
National Spot
108,314,507
very close
the revenue from net- Local
Retail
182,144,301
196,350,000
work timetosales.
"The revenue from local retail
+ 11.4
$448,198,000
$425,357,133
business will be up again. The in++ 7.8
8.4
Estimated total increase — $22,841,000
crease is estimated to be 7.8%
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1AM a radio station Contract
Folder. The label they put on
me when I was first put in the
file three years ago was "Delsoy
Products." That's the name I still
bear — and I must say, I've been
a pretty busy file. They've even
changed the color and style of contract folders since I began, and even
y full of new
though I'm prett
memos and additional contracts, my
hide's it!pretty tough and I love to
take
You see, three years ago, I represented a new business. Delsoy
Dessert Topping, a vegetable whip
cream made from soybeans, had
just begun to be manufactured by
three fellows who had started a
business. When the station salesman first took me down to their
office, I contained, of course, just
one contract — that first one — and
it wasn't signed — yet.
I must have lain on the desk
there for two hours while those
three men, and the station salesman, discussed the business of this
thing called radio. At that time,
like it is with a new business,
money was a very important item,
and besides, there wasn't much of
it. I could tell pretty much how
things were from just looking
around. This new company had

<z

(fatfaact

rented just a portion of the building
they were in. Out of the window
I could see the one truck they
owned, and even the desk I was on
was pretty old and scarred.
Finally the contract was signed
(for an amount so small I blush to
mention it) but when the salesman
closed me over it, I felt very satisfied and happy, like I'd just had a
good dinner. That was on Sept. 12,
1947.
A Long History
Of Selling Success
Since then, a lot has happened.
Many new contracts have been
added to my covers. Renewals, additional time, and changes of time.
Naturally, I've paid many visits to
the Delsoy Products Co. with the
salesman in the last three years.
It made me very proud through the
first two years to hear that the
station with which the first contract
was signed, WKMH Dearborn-Detroit, was really doing the job and,
more important, that radio was the
only form of advertising they were
using. Proud, because with each
visit I could see things happening.
Instead of one yellow and red truck
. . . there were two trucks . . . and
then four . . . and then six . . . and
eight . . . ten . . . and now THIRTEEN Delsoy trucks. On one of

those visits, I also saw some digging across the way; and the next
thing I knew here was a big brand
new building.
In the beginning, the meat on
me was pretty thin. But soon the
fat was being added and I felt
healthier every day as Doctor Radio put me on a bigger and bigger
diet.
I remember when my details
called for only five spot announcements weekly on an early morning
disc jockey show. But after while,
the broadening brought a spot
across-the-board on Bess Wright's
Kitchen program. She is the station home economist.
After that things began to happen. The spot was added to an
evening record emcee program.
Then, the Delsoy company increased their spot on the Bess
Wright show to a 5-minute segment across-the-board.
People who deal with me like to
talk in facts and percentages, and,
I can't say that I can blame them.
For example, they point out that
the station has had two or three
rate increases in the past three
years, but in addition, Delsoy has
increased its schedule on the
amount of time purchased by some
135%. That's tonic to me!
Promotion Cooperation
Pays Dividends
The station, I noticed, went
ahead with typical radio cooperation by promoting Delsoy's product— and of course, me, too. It
sent letters to WKMH Homemakers Institute. That's a group of
100 housewives, located throughout
metropolitan Detroit, who test and
endorse products under the direction of Bess Wright.
Letters were sent to grocers too.
Use and promotion of the whip
cream before 100 women three days

golden,

a week at Bess Wright's cooking
school, held in the People's Outfitting Co., a Detroit department
store, was a station effort that just
suited my purpose fine.
All this was direct with the advertiser, up 'til now. Then, things
were moving so fast, the Delsoy
folks began talking of an advertising agency. I heard them ask the
salesman if the station would help
them select one. I was kind of
worried for a little bit there, because Iwas afraid that maybe my
job might end and that the new
contracts might be kept in a fancier
file somewhere. But, of course,
this wasn't the case. I do have
some new different-looking contracts within my sides. They're
from the agency — and we're going
bigger and better than ever.
I think I'm one of the proudest,
happiest contract folders in the
file. Of course, lots of my next
door neighbors have a lot of good
things
"A"
to
"Z," to
but tell,
here too,
is a from
real radio
story. From one truck to 13; from
small quarters to a new building
. . . and all on radio.
The last time I was down there
with the salesman and the agency
man I heard them talking. They're
selling Delsoy now in Toledo, Flint,
and Cleveland. I heard the agency
man say they were now using some
newspaper and billboard too. Well,
of course, I got a kick out of knowing that we made a business grow
so big that we could give them
some business too.
But another thing I got a kick
out of was that Delsoy is now buying radio, with a transcribed single
jingle, on such stations as WFDF
Flint, Mich.; WTTH Port Huron,
Mich.; WSPD Toledo, WBNS
Columbus, WONE and WING Dayton, and WGAR and WERE Cleveland, all in Ohio.

ANOTHER and new contract is signed for the folder. Grouped about the
WKMH business desk are (I to r) R. C. Force, sales representative; Harvey
Whitehouse and Robert Smith of Delsoy; Fred A. Knorr, president and general manager, and Eric R. Swanson, Delsoy's secretary-treasurer.
BROADCASTING
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SOURCE
NEWS
AS
FIRST
RADIO
more of their listening in different for dwelling, community for comthat "in the course of a week one
RADIO is still America's number
out of three families listens to at parts of the house — 41.6% in the
munity, so that "as closely as comone news source, outranking newspetent research could achieve, both
least one broadcast of this news
kitchen, 34.2% in the living room,
papers by 38%, television by 268%,
groups
were
exactly the same in
18.6% in the bedroom and 5.6% in
according to a survey made early program." Furthermore listening
all
respects
—
but
one: One group
the
dining
room
—
than
non-TV
becomes
habit, "more
last summer by Pulse Inc. for to
one itout
of foura listeners
hear than
two
owners, who do their listening listened, the other did not listen
Free & Peters, which, revealed the or more of these broadcasts every
largely (65.0%) in the living room
this news
results of the survey last week in day, more than half listen five or and only 20.3% in the kitchen, to Sales
to program."
listeners were 50%
10.9% in the bedroom and 3.8%
an attractive brochure titled "Rasix days a week; more than four
higher than to non-listeners, with
in the dining room.
dio News Is Bigger Than You
out of five listen three to six days
29.6% of the listening group havThink."
ing bought Esso gas at the last
95% Are Adults
purchase while only 19.7% of the
a week."
"It was a study we felt impelled
A sizeable proportion of the lisAnalysis of the Esso Reporter
non-listeners had bought this
to sponsor," the station representeners to these newscasts — 37% or audience by age and sex shows
brand. As listening increased so
more — comes either from other sta- more than 95% of the audience
tative firm explains, "to obtain
factual answers for those who, in
did the per cent of purchasers:
tions or turns on its radios expresscomprised of adult men and wom24.0% of those listening one or
1950, were quite ready to bury all
ly to get the news. No less than
en.
Coupled
with
the
fact
that
radio, most certainly news over the 28% go to another station or turn
two days; 27.9% of those listening
three or four days; 33.4% of those
radio. ... It was an attitude we
of identify
program'sits listeners
were
the sets off after the news is 57%
able
to
sponsor,
this
listening five or six days bought
found hard to accept. That there
finished.
implied that the program should
the advertised brand.
had been a strong habit of turning
do
a
good
sales
job.
But
Free
&
Checking
on TV homes,
"we
to the radio for news, no one would
Free & Peters concludes the rePeters was not satisfied with mere
found
that television
set owners
deny . . . Was it possible that a do 73% as much listening to this
port with this sentence: "Radio
implication
and
went
a
step
furhabit so firmly established, so
ther, matching each member of a news stands out as a vital service
radio news program as non-TV
strongly catered to, so universally
to listeners ... as an effective
owners," the report states. It listening group with a non-listener,
acknowledged, could suddenly
points out that TV listeners do age for age, sex for sex, dwelling vehicle for advertisers."
weaken and fade away? Only research could give the answer."
As guinea pig, Free & Peters
selected a program of almost pure
radio news broadcast by seven of
General Tire Purchase Approved
the stations the company represents: Four five-minute broad• The bank sells KTSL (TV)
casts a day sponsored by the same
$12,320,000 ac- the Thomas S. Lee Estate [Broadand four experimental and
advertiser (Esso, although the THE RECORD
casting • Telecasting, Nov. 20, Hollywood
q
u
i
s
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
Don
Lee
radio
and
associated facilities to CBS for
name is not mentioned in the re- TV properties by General Tire &
Oct. 23, 1950], the multiple trans$333,765 plus long-term lease arrangeport), with each station selecting
actions break down thus:
Rubber Co., along with parlay sales
ments covering studios, transmitter
and rewriting the news for each
of one AM and one TV station, was
site and other facilities for a total
£ The First National Bank of rental
program, both news and comof
$3,115,000.
be consummated yester- Akron, as trustee of the retirement
mercials being broadcast by an slatedday to
plan
for
salaried
employes
of
General
(Sunday), after FCC approved
# Toments,meet
FCC'sdispose
duopolyof requireanonymous voice.
Tire and certain subsidiaries, acthe transactions Wednesday.
CBS must
its 49%
interest
in
KTTV
(TV)
Los Angeles
quires the radio-TV properties of
Three key questions were chosen
Arising out of the Los Angeles
Don Lee Broadcasting System, includ— which is slated to go to the Los
for the survey: Do people listen to
ing its four owned AM stations and
Superior
Court's
of the
the radio for news? Is there any
General Tire
bid acceptance
for the stock
of one FM and one TV station for Angeles Times, already owner of
51%, for a reported $450,000.
difference in news listening be- Thomas S. Lee Enterprises from
$12,320,000 cash.
0 General Tire acquires all of the
tween families living in the staDon Lee properties except KTSL and
tion's city and families living in
one AM station from the bank as
surrounding towns 25 to 40 miles
trustee for $650,000, subject to adaway? How does TV set ownerjustment not to exceed $750,000, with
ship affect listening to radio news ?
General Tire's Lee Enterprises leasMore Depend On Radio
ing space and facilities for 10 years
at a total rental of $3,480,000.
In answer to the first of the
three key questions, F&P found
£ To comply
multipleownership
policy with
limitFCC's
of seven
sta"more people depend on radio for
tions, General Tire, which also owns
news than on any other medium."
Yankee Network and Yankee's four
Asked whether they got most of
owned stations, sells the Don Lee
their news from newspapers, radio
KDB Santa Barbara to Lincoln Delor television (in that order), people
lar, sole owner of KXOA-AM-FM
Sacramento, KXOB Stockton, and
gave radio the decision over newsKXOC Chico, Calif., for $25,000.
papers by 38%, city dwellers prePart Not Included
ferring radio to newspapers by
18%, "outsiders" by 60%. Radio
Not included in the FCC actions,
led TV in the overall figures by
since FCC approval is not required,
268%, radio's lead in the city being
was
Don Lee's 19% interest in
195%, its lead in the outside area
Mutual, which went to General
of satellite markets 25 to 40 miles
Tire, already owner of approxiaway being 352%.
mately 19%. General Tire also
"This greater dependence on raacquires control of Pacific Northdio for news by respondents in the
west Broadcasting Co., through
'outside' areas was observed in
which the Don Lee Network has 25
every single market," Free &
affiliates in addition to 16 affiliates
Peters reports, noting that the
in California.
average plus of 23% in "outside"
EVIDENCE of a satisfied sponsor is reflected on the dotted line of the 1951
over city figures is missed by contract signed by Feld Chevrolet and KCKN Kansas City, Kan. Firm has
With completion of the sales, the
surveys of listening based on in- sponsored broadcasts in the Kansas City market without interruption since California properties involved will
terviews made only "inside" the March 1937. New pact for KCKN broadcasts is signed by Milton Feld, be held as follows:
city. "It means that radio news
president of the company, while looking on are (I to r): Hurley Kaylor
General Tire — Don Lee Broadis bigger than you think."
(seated), KCKN commercial representative; Lester Goodman, Feld secretarycasting System, including KHJMoving from general news listentreasurer, and Merritt Owens, president, Merritt Owens Advertising Agency,
AM-FM Los Angeles, KFRC San
ing to the specific "guinea pig" prowhich handles account. Feld has sponsored a $10,000 "mystery voice"
(Continued on page 68)
gram, the Pulse surveyers found
contest and other programs on KCKN.
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rather
than silence radio and TV operations in time of national emergency was stressed last week by
R. Morris Pierce,
president and
general manager
of WDOK Cleveland, who won
acclaim for his
radio work in
combat areas in
World War II.
His statement

the
Defense
Mr. Pierce
Dept.'s proposal
to give the President far-reaching
control powers over radio, television and other radiations during
emergencies or periods of possible
attack, to prevent the use of such
signals as direction finders for
enemy planes and missiles [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25,
1950.] The proposal has been
widely interpreted as a forerunner to blacking out radio and TV
during emergencies, which Mr.
Pierce found "alarming."
The WDOK president, who for
two years during World War II
was in charge of construction and
technical operation of the broadcasting stations in Allied liberated
areas in North Africa and Europe,
noted that during this service he
became familiar with broadcasting operations in combat areas.
"These broadcasting stations operated almost continuously," he
said, "the occasions in which they
were silenced, for security reasons,
could be counted on the fingers of
one hand."
Quotes BBC Official
Mr. Pierce quoted Francis C.
McLean, head of the Planning, Installation and Designs Dept. of the
British Broadcasting Corp., as
having written him early last
month in response to a query:
It seems to me most extraordinary
that anybody in the U.S. should talk
of closing down broadcasting in the
event of war. There is, I think, not
the slightest doubt that broadcasting
will be, more than ever, necessary in
the event of war to stop the spreading of rumors, to keep up the morale
of the people, and to maintain an
adequate channel of communication
from the government to the people.
It will, no doubt, be necessary to
make modifications to the actual
broadcasting system and to take steps
to avoid hostile planes directionfinding on broadcasting stations. As
you know, we had a number of precautions here during the last war.
We got very successful results with
this and were able to have various
transmitters running at times when
there were a large number of enemy
planes over.
Mr. Pierce said he cannot believe that the enemy would be so
"naive" as to trust the guidance
of expensive bomb-carrying aircraft to "a radio station in the
XL S. which could be silenced at
Page 20
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ys p/erce
Radh-TV Wfo/- So
ROLE
it would be cona moment's notice or whose op- likelihoodsidered atthat
the current lame duck
erating frequency could be changed
session of Congress.
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D.at He
will."
thought it more likely the
Col.) of the Senate Interstate and
enemy would seek more certain
Foreign Commerce Committee, to
methods, such as some provided
which the proposal was relayed
by nature or others less dependent
upon such easily varied factors as from the Armed Services Committee, is known to be skeptical
broadcast signals.
about
the
of the authority
Engineering experts of this which wouldscope
be conferred.
country and its allies, he felt,
Will Study Situation
should be consulted and the problems weighed carefully before
He expressed his concern to
governmental authorities come to NAB Government Relations Dia final decision.
rector Ralph W. Hardy, and promised that "our Committee will
That the Defense Dept. propoexamine this whole matter very
sal would be approached cautiously by Congressional leaders to
Some FCC authorities also have
whom it was referred, as well as carefully."
voiced concern, particularly with
by the FCC, appeared a virtual
one of the features which Sen.
certainty.
Observers
saw no

Johnson also questioned — the proposal to extend the Presidential
control to times of "strained international relationships" in addition to times of war or proclaimed emergency.
Mr. Pierce's caution against
blacking out radio and television
was based on experience during
1943 and 1944, first as chief engineer for the Psychological Warfare Branch of OWI and later, in
England, France and Luxembourg,
as chief engineer of continental
operations for the Psychological
Warfare Branch.
In North Africa, he conceived
the idea of broadcasting terms to
the Italian Navy on the international distress frequency. Later,
in Europe, his accomplishments included supervising installation of
the first free radio in France at
Cherbourg,
and Luxembourg,
"leading" one
the
capture
of Radio
of
the most powerful stations in
Europe.

Areas
^ncreqses m Qyer 3/4 Economic
ON
fLAof the Tt
PQ
OVER PL
three-fourths
nation's 443 state economic areas had popula- growth rates of 20% or more.
In the North Central region, 24
tion increases between 1940 and 1950, the Census Bureau reported last
of the 135 state economic areas
week (see map). At the same time preliminary population counts were
issued for the areas, to be used for the reporting of population and were reported to have shown inhousing statistics from the 1950 *
creases of 20% or more. Only
census.
and 1950, showed population gains six of the 68 state economic areas
Of the 338 areas where populaof the Northeast had such rapid
of 20% or more in about threetion gained, 220 had increases of fifths of the 59 state economic
population increases.
10% or more and 120 had gains
areas constituting the region. An
of 20% or more. In the areas
increase of 20% or more was reLarge Increases
corded by all but one of the 17 state
Two
state
economic areas were
which
lost
population,'
only
21
areas had losses of 10% or more
economic areas of California —
reported
to
have
more than doubled
termed
the
foremost
state
in
the
and there were only two areas
nation
in
both
amount
and
rate
of
in
size
during
the
past 10 years.
which lost population to the extent
These were areas Virginia-B and
population growth between 1940
of 20% or more.
and 1950.
Maryland-B, each of which conAreas of heavy population
stitutes apart of the Washington,
Growth
in
South
growth were largely concentrated
D. C, standard metropolitan area.
in the West and South. The West,
In the South, the Census Bureau
The increases were 130% and
reported as the fastest growing
reports 54 of the 181 state economic areas, or almost 30%, had
106.2%, respectively.
region in the U. S. between 1940
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MCTRONK
JRGENT need for a "tremendous
-program" in the next 18 months
o accelerate military production
of vital electronics equipment —
especially component parts — was
asserted last week by a top-level
!.government munitions official.
The problem of scarce materials
j!and industry fulfillment of expected defense orders was denned by Marvin Hobbs, communications chief
of the Defense Dept.'s
Munitions
Board.
Mr. Hobbs' comments were in
response to a report that the department was studying the feasibility of "commandeering" complete facilities of the radio-TV industry "before building new plants
or opening shadow plants."
Mr. Hobbs termed the report as
"inaccurate" but said that the electronics-communications segment
probably could expect defense priorities ranging from 50% to 90%
— depending on the gravity of the
international situation. Much of
the curtailment already has taken
shape under a "slow process," he
pointed out.
The government, he stated, encourages expansion of the "internal facilities" or production lines
of component part firms, though
he conceded they face shortages in
skilled specialists.
In fact the government probably
would be more apt to help component parts firms in tax write-offs
on new equipment than it would to
VOD

CONTEST
12 Finalists Are Picked

TWELVE finalists out of 1,500,000
high school students who participated in the fourth annual Voice
of Democracy Contest during National Radio & Television Week
were selected by a screening board
which met last week at NAB's
Washington headquarters.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
jointly sponsored the contest with
NAB. The 12 finalists were picked
from winners of contests in the 48
states, Alaska, Puerto Rico and
District of Columbia. Four national winners will be selected with
winning transcriptions reviewed by
a panel of eight distinguished
Americans.
Winners will be brought to Washington Feb. 22 for an awards luncheon at which they will receive $500
scholarships. They will spend a
week in Washington and Colonial
Williamsburg. The screening panel
that picked the dozen finalists consisted of Ellsworth Tompkins, specialist for large high schools, U. S.
Office of Education; James D. Secrest, RTMA general manager;
Robert K. Richards, NAB director
of public affairs and chairman of
the overall Voice of Democracy
Committee; John H. Norris, representing the Junior Chamber and
manager of WGCB Red Lion, Pa.
BROADCASTING
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'Tremendous

aid finished product companies
whose role stresses assembly and
engineering aspects.
The problem of expansion relating to end-product makers is
simplified to the extent that plants
already exist to serve production
needs. The greatest problem facing those firms is the scarcity of
trained manpower. Mr. Hobbs
noted.
The government wants to make
use of present industry facilities,
including expanded lines of parts
makers, before renting any standby plants now in mothballs, Mr.
Hobbs emphasized.
Vital Metals Short
Complicating the picture is the
shortage of vital metals confronting parts manufacturers and the
great difference between current
civilian needs and military .equipment requirements.
Despite the great number and
diversity of parts firms, there actually aren't too many in any one
segment — tubes, resistors, condensers, etc. — nor are there spe-

Proqram'

cialists sufficient to go around.
Furthermore,
Mr. Hobbsa number
added, "the
military
has ordered
of
equipment items which have not
been tested or have yet to be
"modeled" for the first time.
Shortage of vital materials was
further pointed up last week by
the National Production Authority,
which issued a new anti-hoarding
order covering aluminum, cobalt,
copper, nickel, steel, tungsten and
tin — all used in electronics equipment. NPA thus implemented
provisions of the Defense Production Act passed by Congress last
August. Penalties provide for
$10,000ment, orfine,
both. one year's imprisonNPA also issued the first of its
"conservation" orders prohibiting
use of a scarce metal in certain
products casting,
[Broadcasting
Dec. 25, 1950.] • TeleThe anti-hoarding order provides that "no person shall accumulate (1) in excess of the reasonable demands of business, personal, or home consumption, or (2)
for the purpose of re-sale at prices

in excess of prevailing market
prices, materials which have been
designated as scarce ... or materials the supply of which would
be threatened by such accumulaThe NPA directive prohibits
hoarding of cobalt, used in radioTV receiver - speakers, while
copper was designated to include
ingots, secondary copper and copper-base alloys. Others were altion." uminum, primary or secondary in
"crude" form; nickel, alloyed and
unalloyed; cadmium metal, tin,
primary and secondary; and
tungsten.
Tungsten Restriction
The provision on tungsten, used
in tubes, included the material "in
any form or shape into which it
may be fabricated except such
finished forms as are fabricated for
installation (without further processing) into electrical communications systems . . . and electronic
equipment such as radio, radar,
andIn similar
products."
other actions
last week, NPA
also:
0 Modified its previous order on
aluminum permitting manufacturers of functional component
(Continued on page 68)

Hill Approval
DEFENSE
As now constituted, a nationwide
FINAL approval of President Truman's "atomic age" Civil Defense
emergency could be declared — in
program, envisioning communicathe interest of the "national safety"— upon a Presidential or Contions as the "nerve system" on the
gressional decision that an attack
federal, state and city levels, is expected- on Capitol Hill tomorrow
has
occurred
is "anticipated."
The emergencyor authority,
which
(Tuesday) before the 81st Concould be invoked without proclagress adjourns.
Differences in House and Senate
mation in certain limited areas, exversions of the master plan, which
pires on June 30, 1954.
earmarks $32 million out of $3.1
Congi-essional conferees also
billion for communications equipagreed toistratorauthorize
admin-to
to allocate the
stateCDfunds
ment and gives legislative teeth to
the new Federal Civil Defense Adstates, who in turn would match
ministration, were ironed out last the outlays for certain projects,
but not including communications
week by a joint Congressional conference committee.
which would be borne by the government. States would share in the
Both chambers are expected to
approve the far-reaching measure
expense for air-raid warning syswhich would include power of seitems. Conferees' action followed
Senate passage of the bill (HR
zure over all equipment or facilities needed to help stricken areas,
9798) Dec. 22.
and authorize the mobilization of
Floor debate took on a cautionthe entire government under a
ary note as* Sen. Brien McMahon
"Civil
(D-Conn.) warned against "serious
lamation.Defense Emergency" procdangers" that would confront radio

Seen

CIVIL

SCREENING panel narrows down Voice of Democracy finalists to 12 at allday session held at NAB Washington headquarters. L to r: Ellsworth Tompkins, U.S. Office of Education; James D. Secrest, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.;
Oscar Elder, NAB; John H. Norris, U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce;
Robert K. Richards, NAB.

• Telecasting

and television stations, newspapers
and other influential media in
the event of hostile attack.
"It is quite possible that Communists are even now organized to
seize a radio station when an
enemy attack may occur, and to
broadcast messages generating panic and chaos among the populace,"
Sen. McMahon asserted.
"An irresponsible and reckless
use of communications facilities
could greatly impair our capacity
to successfully withstand a surprise
assault. I think the gravity of this
problem is apparent by simply mentioning it," he said.
Other Defense Actions
On other civil defense fronts
last week:
• The District of Columbia CD
group accepted a bid by RCA for
installation of four units of its
contemplated air-raid warning system, with contract calling for $45,550. Installation is to be completed within four months, comprising electronic horns and activating
equipment. A $337,000 District
outlay was pending on Capitol Hill
in supplemental funds.
© The Federal Civil Defense Administration issued a 250-page volume titled Civil Defense Health
Services and Special Weapons Defense, and was nearing completion
of a technical manual on communications for state and local planners.
Role of mobile first aid stations
is explored and monitoring teams
are advised to carry walkie-talkie
radio sets or utilize radio networks
of the police force to transmit information to radiological plot centers.
January 1, 1951
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provide local coordination of radio
related. application problems," FCC
tower

Air Hqzqrd' p°|icy
FCCs New Commission
OBJECTIONS
to the A
location ofRULE
in deciding whether
jectors toS
the rules when they were
ANTENN
proposed. FCC said the Court of a grant of the application involved
antennas because of alleged hazard
to air navigation will have to go Appeals for D. C. decided this in such a study would be in the
issue in Simmons vs. FCC in 1944.
into public record with adequate
The Air
Coordinating Committee
public
interest."
The Commission also said "no
supporting evidence, according to reasonable
analysis or construction
was created by Presidential order
procedures outlined by new anof Part 17 can lead to a conclusion
to provide for the development and
tenna construction and marking
coordination of aviation policies.
that the procedure provided thererules announced by FCC after
by constitutes a delegation of the The Airspace Subcommittee, part
of CAA, coordinates proposals by
lengthy re-evaluation of existing
Commission's authority to other
policy.
government agencies, private inagencies" as claimed in objections.
dividuals and industry which may
The changes in procedure are
FCC said Part 17 "contemplates no
involve conflict in the navigable
more than a referral of applications
substantially as proposed by the
airspace. It functions through the
requiring aeronautical study to the
Commission last spring [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, Airspace Subcommittee . . . who
regional subcommittees "composed
of experts in the aeronautical field,
May 29, 1950]. The new rules be- will act as an expert in an advisory
familiar with the requirements of
come effective Feb. 15 (see text capacity" and the "determination
of this body will merely aid the air safety in their area, who will
page 39).
In general, the new Part 17 of
FCC's rules provides that no aeroHayes Takes Complaint
nautical study will be required for
To White House
antennas and towers under 170 ft., BAC CHIDED
except when the proposed location
CHALLENGE that the Broadcast Advisory Council, acting for the infalls in the vicinity of airports
dustry in government mobilization activities, is not a truly representaand approach areas or an estabtive body was made to the White House last week by John S. Hayes,
lished coastal corridor. Similarly,
vice president of WTOP Washington.
study may not be required for antennas up to 500 ft. except when
The charge was made just as *
NAB President Justin Miller was
near airports or airways systems.
agreement over anti-newspaper
All antennas over 500 ft. require
preparing to call the council to selling by Broadcast Advertising
special study, FCC stated.
Washington for a Jan. 8 meeting,
Bureau.
second session of
In some cases the proposed locaSince the Dec. 14 council-governthe full group.
tion of an antenna may require and
ment meeting NAB officials have
First
meeting
result in raising of minimum flight
received
numerous favorable comwas
held
Dec.
14
altitudes for aircraft, the new
rules indicated. Such cases will
ments
about the industry's aggres[BROADCASTING •
sive action on behalf of national
TELECASTING, Dec.
require special study, it was ex18, 1950].
defense, according to NAB. Some
plained.
This second sesfederal people have referred to the
Bids to Be Referred
sion is to go into
council as a model to be used in
All broadcast applications whose
regulatory probpatterning participation of other
proposed antenna sites require
lems, with top
industries in the defense picture.
aeronautical study will be subFCC officials joinMr. Hayes wrote that the two
mitted by FCC to the appropriate
ing in the discusnetworks represented on the counRegional Airspace Subcommittee
sion. Civil defense and the induscil don't speak for their affiliates
of the Air Coordinating Committry's role in this phase of mobilibut merely their owned and opertee, the Commission explained.
zation also will be considered.
ated stations.
These groups, located at the reAt
the
Dec.
14
meeting
the
counText
of his letter to Dr. Steelgional CAA offices (see separate
cil met with President Truman,
man follows:
list of locations and areas covered),
Secretary of State Acheson, SecreThere has been considerable publicity
will consider the bids informally
tary of Commerce Sawyer and recently
in the radio trade press about
and if approved will return them
the
formation of a Broadcast Advisory
other topdrawer government ad- Council,
to FCC.
reported to have been formed
ministrators. Ineach case governby Mr. Justin Miller, president of the
If informal clearance is not obNAB, names
at yourof request.
On reviewing
ment officials discussed the radio- the
the members
of the
tained or a single objection raised,
TV role in national defense with Council, I am somewhat
shocked to
FCC said, the case will be placed on candor and confidence, according to note that of 14 representatives of commercial radio stations in the United
the agenda for consideration at the council members.
States, tions
13 which
are are
representatives
stamembers of ofNAB.
next meeting of the Regional AirThere is but one representative from
Letter to Steelman
space Subcommittee and the apa non-NAB commercial radio station.
plicant and objector both will have
You may not be aware that of the
Mr.
Hayes,
writing
to
John
R.
almost 3,000 radio stations in this
to appear and present their cases
country, less than 1,500 are members
Steelman,
assistant
to
the
Presiin usual hearing procedure. This
of the NAB. This means that some
dent, complained only one of the 14 1,500 other stations, or about half of the
regional body will submit its recradio stations in the United States,
representatives of commercial ra- have only one-fourteenth representaom endations to the Washington
tion on whereas
the Broadcast
Airspace Subcommittee which in
dio stations truly represented noncil,
the otherAdvisory
half, orCounthe
NAB commercial stations, noting members
turn will file copies simultaneously
of NAB, have thirteenfourteenths!
upon receipt with FCC.
In Washington, for instance, WTOP,
that only half the nation's stations
the most listened-to station in our
Any disapproval by the aerobelong to NAB.
nation's capital, is not a member of
nautical authority must include
After the council was projected
the NAB and we find ourselves, therereasons therefore, the Commission
fore, in the somewhat embarrassing
summer, at Mr. Steelman's
position of having but a one-fourteenth
stated. When any approval or dis- last
suggestion in a letter to NAB, some
representation
on what is a most necapproval is rendered, FCC must
essary and important adjunct to our
industry
elements
balked
at
taking
country's
defense
effort, and on what
notify the applicant, and when reI am sure you would agree should inquested, the Commission must ad- part in the council if it operated
clude a reasonable
representation. Iknowindustry-wide
that the council
under NAB auspices. This undervise an applicant as to the current
does
include
representatives
of
two
current of opposition melted away
radio networks which do not belong to
status of his application.
the
NAB,
but,
as
you
know,
networks
at an Oct. 2 meeting and the full do not speak for their affiliates but
Denial of a broadcast application
council membership was announced
merely for their owned and operated
can be made by FCC on the basis
stations which, by law, are limited to
in November.
seven for each network.
of adverse aeronautical findings,
I bring this matter to your attention
WTOP resigned from NAB more
the Commission explained, conbecause I think it is one that you will
trary to contentions by certain ob- than a year ago following dis- well wish to consider.
Page 22
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The Commission notice pointed
out the regional CAA offices and
commanding officers of nearby
Dept. of Defense air bases "will be
able to provide assistance to applicants in applying the criteria
and in the selection of sites which
will satisfy the requirements of the
FCC indicated the following may
aid applicants in determining where
criteria."
their proposed sites lie with respect
to airport and approach areas:
Sectional aeronautical charts, location aeronautical charts, instrument approach and landing charts,
radio facility charts, Flight Information Manual and Airmans Guide
(by-monthly). The charts may be
purchased from the U. S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey while the
Manual and Guide may be purchased from the Government
Printing Office.* * *
DIRECTORY OF
CAA REGIONAL
First RegionOFFICES
RegionalnationalAdministrator,
InterAirport, Jamaica, L.CAA,
I. Region
includes: Conn., Dela., D. C, Me., Pa.,
Md., Mass., N. Hamp., N. J., N. Y.,
R. I., Vt„ Va., and W. Va.
Second Region
Regional Administrator, CAA, 84
Marietta
St., N.W.,
Region includes:
Ala.,Atlanta
Fla., 3,
Ga.,Ga.Miss.,
N.
C,
S.
C.
and
Tenn.
(P.
R.
and
Virgin Is.).
Third Region
Regional
Administrator,
CAA, Ridge,
Chicago International
Airport, Park
111. Region includes: 111., Ind., Ky.,
Mich., Minn., N. Dak., Ohio and Wise.
Fourth Region
Regional Administrator, CAA, Post
Office Box 1689, Fort Worth 1, Tex.
Region includes: Ark., La., N. Mex.,
Okla. and Tex.
Fifth Region
Regional Administrator, CAA, City
Hall Bldg., Kansas City 6, Mo. Region
includes: Colo., Iowa, Mo., Kan., Neb.,
S. Dak. and Wyo.
Sixth Region
Regional
Administrator,
CAA, 5651
W. Manchester Ave., Los Angeles
45,
Calif.
Region
includes:
Ariz.,
Calif.,
Nev. and Utah.
Seventh Region
Regional Administrator, CAA, Post
Office gion
Boxincludes:
3224, Ida.,
SeattleMont.,
14, Wash.
ReOre. and
Wash.
Eighth Region
Regional Administrator, CAA, P. O.
Box 440, Anchorage, Alaska. Region
includes: Territory of Alaska.
Ninth Region
Regional Administrator. CAA, P. O.
Box 4009, Honolulu 12, T. H. Region /
includes: Territory of Hawaii.
Murrow

Honored

EDWARD R. MURROW, CBS
commentator and narrator of the
program and records, I Can Hear
It Now, has been selected one of the
nation's seven outstanding orators
by the Speech Assn. of America.
In addition to Mr. Murrow, others
chosen for their "impact on contemporary American history as
well as speech effectiveness" were:
President Harry S. Truman, Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Norman
Thomas, Chancellor Robert M.
Hutchins of U. of Chicago, Sen.
Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.) and Sen.
Robert Taft (R-Ohio).
BROADCASTING
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Ream

Addresses

Speech Meet
RADIO-TV
DUTIES
FOUR MAJOR responsibilities of broadcasters to the public were cited
by Joseph H. Ream, executive vice president of CBS in a speech Thursday before the Mid-Century Conference of the Speech Assn. of America
held at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York, Wednesday-Saturday.
Mr. Ream emphasized that "get- "one of impact." Breakdown of
ting and staying on the air with
the weekly program schedule from
the best technical facilities" is the Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec.
first obligation of broadcasters to
the public. The second obligation, 25, 1950, into two categories, entertainment and programming for
he said, is to serve the majority
minority
tastes,
demonstrated that
"so well that 41 million radio
families and IOV2 million television 70% of all quarter-hours from 6-11
families spend four to five hours a p.m. offer at least one network
program aimed at minority tastes.
day beside their receivers." GivFourth responsibility, according
ing "most of the people most of
the time what they most want to to Mr. Ream, lies in "maintaining
an immense, waiting audience-inhear,"
he said,
end ofmeasure of the
success"isor the
failure
our being — ready at any moment to
listen and respond to the needs
system of broadcasting."
Serving a wide variety of min- of their government in a time of
ority interests with specialized national emergency." He said
network programs in more than "this means broadcasting material
that most people want to hear
half of all night-time and weekend
the time," and also "keephours, was Mr. Ream's third chal- most ingofvirtually
all of our 2,000 stalenge to the broadcasters. Adtions on the air."
mitting that the documentary programs produced by CBS such as
Siepmann Charges
Operations Crossroads, Mind in the
Charles
A. Siepmann, professor
Shadow, and The Empty Noose,
received only a small per cent of of education at New York U.'s
the radio audience possible, he School of Education and author of
pointed out that the problem is Radio's Second Chance, charged
that the offerings of radio constitute "a resounding
failure."
said that
radio has not
tended Heto
WALKER
REPORT
subordinate profits to public servLack of Procedure Seen
ice but has equated profit-making
with its service to the public.
LAPSE in military security which
T. R. Shearer, vice president of
resulted in "premature" disclosure
of the death of Lt. Gen. Walton H. A. C. Nielsen Co., New York, spoke
in a morning session of the conWalker by radio and press was
ference Friday and warned: "The
attributed last Thursday to the
fact that television is a very powlack of machinery to implement
erful
advertising medium should
Korean censorship and the absence
not blind us to the possibility of
of "procedure at various communiimmeasurably enhancing its sales
cations outlets."
effectiveness by sound research,
Col. M. P. Echols, chief of inproperly
interpreted and fully apformation at Gen. Douglas Macplied." Mr. Shearer pointed out
Arthur's headquarters, absolved
that the problems of measuring
both media of blame, asserting that television audiences are enhanced
"neither United Press nor any by the high cost of television proother agency in Tokyo released the
gramming which make imperative
story from this end until clearance
the need for comprehensive inwas given" at his office.
formation regarding every factor
The disclosure resulted in orders
that
determines
a TV campaign's
depriving Kenneth Kanton, NBC
effectiveness. He explained the
radio correspondent, and Peter
Nielsen Audimeter technique to the
Webb, UP reporter, of press privi- conferees and also demonstrated
leges, pending an inquiry into their
the Nielsen research data methods.
handling of the story. Col. Robert
L. Thompson, U. S. Eighth Army
information officer, had termed release of the news as a "gross secuWOV
Appoints Favia
rity violation." Both newsmen
APPOINTMENT of Tumberto
subsequently were reinstated.
It was understood that NBC had
Favia, Italian Language broadaired the announcement of Gen.
caster for Radio Diffusion Francaise (French broadcasting system)
Walker's death, which stemmed
from a jeep accident, after news
as WOV New York correspondent
had been carried by press associain Paris was announced last week
tion wires. George T. Folster,
by Arnold Hartley, WOV program
NBC's Tokyo correspondent, was
director.
Mr. Favia will use portapprised of the action.
able
recording
equipment to cover
Meanwhile, last Friday, Gen.
activities of the Italian-speaking
Mac Arthur's headquarters ancommunity in France, which is
nounced a new far-reaching censorsecond only to that in the United
ship ban on mention of all UN
States in size and is equally active
troops in Korea except the Eighth
Army whose information officers
in the business, art and social life
of its adopted country, according
have been screening all copy before
to WOV.
approving its transmission.
BROADCASTING
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PLANS for promoting
Yankee Network are
H. Rose, exec. v. p. of
Ira C. Kepford, v. p.

The Story of Doctor Kildare, syndicated program, over
discussed by co-sponsors' executives: (I to r) Jerome
Rhodes Pharmacol Co.; Ade Schumacher, president, and
charge of merchandising and adv., Liggett Drug Co.

WILFRED BUSH (seated), sales manager. Light Grain & Milling Co., sets
one-year contract with KSCB Liberal,
Kan.,TheforStreet.
sponsorship
of Light's
Man
On
Looking
on are Leon
Salathiel (I), KSCB manager, and Roy
Pearce, commercial manager.

DAVID M. KIMEL (r), local commercial manager for WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., watches as Philip L. Danforth,
executive v. p. and treasurer, Essex
Savings Bank, same city, signs for
daily weather
reports.
Year's
contract marks bank's
return
to radio

ARRANGEMENTS for Texas Round-Up, hour-long show of live hillbilly music
originating from several Texas Quality Network stations, are completed by
(I to r) Mike McGuire, sales manager. Gulf Brewing Co., sponsor; Jack
Harris, manager, KPRC Houston; Wade Barnes, Foote, Cone & Belding, agency
handling show; Bert Oliver, FC&B; Jack McGrew, assistant manager, KPRC.
Round-Up is presented by KPRC, WOAI San Antonio, WFAA Dallas, KRIS
Corpus Christi, and KRGV Weslaco.
COMPLETING
arrangements
WKRC-FM
exclusive
air Cincinnati Mohawk hockeyfor games
are: (ICincinnati's
to r): Standing,
Bob rights
Bender,to
WKRC-FM sales manager; Byron Taggart, WKRC announcer; Jim Grainey,
publicity director for Cincinnati Garden, sport arena; seated, David Taft,
WKRC-FM manager and Alex Sinclair, Cincinnati Garden general manager.

RS
FE
STEPS to/.
protectOF
the public
against
operators of mail-order business
are being taken by government and
industry sources as per inquiry and
free-time projects continue active.
Several pre-holiday offers are
being investigated by the Bureau
of Chief Inspector, U. S. Post
Office Dept. They consisted of alluringly described Christmas tree
ornaments actually made of cardboard.
Better Business Bureau, of Washington, D. C. became interested in
tree-ornament offers when WEAM
Arlington, Va.,..MBS capital outlet,
refunded money to listeners after
receiving a sample.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
New York, has received many complaints from NAB member stations
about per inquiry and mail-order
offers. WFIL-TV Philadelphia has
moved to protect listeners by setting up contractual rules governing
acceptance of all such business,
according to General Manager
Roger W. Clipp.
Post Office Inquiry
The U. S. Post Office Dept. inquiry followed complaints that
mail-order tree ornaments were not
worth the $1 charge, according to
department officials.
Mentioned in connection with the
department's inquiry were Ornaments Ltd., Los Angeles, and
Robins, Newton & Chapman, Los
Angeles agency.
A. Frank Katzentine, president
of WKAT Miami, told Broadcasting • Telecasting he had returned to senders the dollars sent
to the station in response to announcements. He took this action
after inspecting the ornaments.
Postal officials said they would
decide, after investigation, whether
the facts and eviderice justified

MOUNT
reference of the case to the Dept.
of Justice, which would decide if
criminal proceeding should be instituted.
The copy submitted to stations
referred to "50 brilliantly colored
luminous Christmas tree ornaments
for the unheard of low price of
only one single dollar. Just think
of it, a total of 50 magnificent luminous Christmas tree ornaments,
everything you need to transform
your Christmas tree and living
room into a fairy wonderland — all
for only one dollar. And if you're
not delighted, your money will be
Bonus of 36 luminous icicles was
refunded."
offered if the order was submitted
within 48 hours. The ornaments
were described in considerable detail.
The $1 packet is understood to
have contained 4x5-inch sheets on
which are stamped Santa Claus,
Christmas trees, stars, candy canes
and similar effects, a total of 86
cardboard pieces.
A number of similar ornament
offers were made by firms bearing
other names.
In refunding hundreds of dollars
to listeners, WEAM stated that it
felt the product was not worth the
money. The station had carried
six announcements in one day before inspecting a sample of orna-

Excess
TAX
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Radio and TV stations have reported a large number of offers
from mail-order firms. Many of
these have been forwarded to BAB
with comments on the type of merchandise.
Frequent complaint is made that
mail-order houses buy newspaper
and magazine space but only want
to handle radio-TV business on a
per inquiry basis.
«;]
"This ad will appear in newspapers and magazines from coast- |
to-coast," said an offer from New
Products Distributors of America,
New York, in describing a "$10
value" gift box to be offered for $1.
The package includes fountain pen,
ball point pen, automatic pencil and
flashlight. The company pays 35%
of the gross amount of all orders.
"WE DO NOT BUY TIME," the
offer emphasizes.
Maurice C. Coleman & Assoc.,
Atlanta agency,
a client with
"a
miracle
lint-free,haswashable
plastic
cotton polishing, wiping and dusting cloth that retails at $1 for a
package
10 cloths."
In
addition containing
a 20x20-inch
synthetic
chamois goes along with the towels.
In a letter to stations, M. J.
(Continued on page 69)

Profits

Relief

Seen

STATUS

UNCLE SAM'S future tax bite
will not be as big nor as painful to
the business of broadcasting as it
had seemed nearly two months ago.
First-hand look at the excess
profits tax legislation, whipped into shape by the outgoing Congress,
shows a number of relief provisions
which, despite complexities, promise at least two things for the
broadcaster to cheer about this
New Year's Day:
$ The bill, as agreed upon by
House-Senate conferees, is less
discriminatory against the radioTV entrepreneur than the old
World War II law.
6 The new legislation is designed to take care of — at least in
part — vexing corporate problems inherent in the broadcasting industry.

APPEARANCE of Gen. Dwight Eisenhower before KOA Denver's microphone took on added significance
recently with announcement that he
had been named Supreme Commander
of all West Europe military forces.
Station's news department recorded
the general's statements while he
was in Denver and played them on
newscasts throughout the day. Excerpts gave listeners a fresh slant
on Gen. Eisenhower's views about
solving current world problems, and
were aired within a few hours after
announcement of his appointment.

Investigations Start
ments which it said were offered
by Cohen & Whitmore, Los
Angeles. The Better Business
Bureau of Washington congratulated WEAM on its action. WEAM
also carried MBS programs promoting similar merchandise, according to the station.
The WFIL-TV rules covering
mail-order items specify that every
product advertised must be backed
by a certificate of approval from a
recognized testing laboratory or by
the reputation of an established
merchandising firm.
No Censorship
"This action," said Mr. Clipp,
"should in no wise be interpreted as
unwarranted censorship of the advertising of reputable organizations. Television already has been
proved a highly effective medium
for mail-order selling. The new
WFIL-TV regulations are designed
to protect this sales power by
eliminating the damaging effects
merchandiprecaution
irresponsible
of Another
sers."
WFIL-TV
concerns the acceptance of business
from new firms or product merchandisers. When a company has
only a briefly-established merchandising background, time contracts will be consummated only
after a thorough investigation of
company i-esources, including credit
status, it was reported. "If TV

stations are to win and hold the
continuing confidence of the home
audience, they must voluntarily as- "
sume the responsibility of supervising the quality of merchandise
sold to the viewing audience
said.
through
TV facilities," Mr. Clipp

Whether the relief provisions
can aid every individual station
operator is a matter which only the
tax lawyer or accountant can iron
out, it is explained. But for the
most part, broadcasters are assured that radio profits, and where
present, television profits, will not
be wholly siphoned off by the government.
The original House bill (HR
9827) was tightly drawn with few
provisions for growth, new services or abnormalities in a corporation's operation. The Senate,
however, amended
the measure

Truman will deliver his State of
substantially to bring these conthe
Union address to Congress
siderations into the bill's writing.
Conferees retained nearly all of within several days after the new
Congress convenes. His budget
the Senate amendments. The conference report v/as adopted by the message, usually sent to Congress
Senate Dec. 22 and needs only the following day, may call for a
$75 billion spending program for
House approval to go to the White
House.
fiscal 1952, it was understood.
Most of the money sought would
It was expected that the House
would follow the action by the go for the armed forces and for
Senate and quickly adopt the legis- other defense purposes. Few inlation today or tomorrow (Tuescreases are seen for the "normal"
operation of the government.
day) in time for President Truman
General features of the excess
to sign the measure. The 82d
Congress convenes Wednesday.
profits bill include: (1) retroactive
to July 1, 1950, with termination
$3.3 Billion Added
date on the taxable year beginning
As written, the new tax bill may
June 30, 1953; (2) over-all ceiling •
pick up an estimated $3.3 billion
on normal tax, surtax and excess 1
to add to the $4.7 billion tax boost
profits tax at 62% ; (3) crediting
ushered in last fall. However,
of 85% of three best years of the
President Truman announced
1946-49 base period; (4) subjectThursday that a new tax program
75% of(5)thea minimum
excess to credit
a profits
was being drawn up to finance the levy, ingand
of '
country's increased spending and
$25,000
for
all
corporations.
that it would be submitted to the
An important section of the bill
82d Congress once the Treasury
deals
with capitalization of adverDept. and Congressional committising expenditures. Briefly, this
tees get together on the general
outline.
provision puts it up to the Treasury Dept. to determine a fair rate
Current thinking in Washington
of return. It is understood that
circles points to higher corporate
the advertising practice of corporations under the bill would be comand individual income rate. Under the excess profits levy agreed
parable to planning during World
War II. Since no sudden deviation
upon by the conferees, a flat 2%
in advertising volume would be
increase in the 45% corporate rate
permitted, it is expected that cornow in existence would be imposed.
(Continued on page 67)
It is expected that President
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LOOK

WHO'S

LISTENING!

In the rich Texas Gulf Coast area the by-word
is buy radio. There's no better way to reach so
many people at so little cost than via the microphone. In the 71 Texas Counties and Western
Louisiana Parishes that make up the KTRH
BMB coverage area there are today 2,629,600
people, a big audience getting bigger every
day. Population-wise, the Coast is an example
of a rocketing market and listener-wise, it's
growing, too, as evidenced by the 11.2% hike
in KTRH BMB families over Study No. 1.

• • • • •
50.000

AND

TO

WATT

WHAT

STATION!

KTRH, of course — the leading Houston
station in total BMB families. KTRH
also ranks high inside Houston, America's 14th market. According to the
October-November
Hooper Radio
Audience

Index, it's KTRH they're
hearing most in three of the
five-time-rated periods.

KTRH
CBS— Houston
John Blair & Company — Nat'l Rep.
50,000 Watts— 740 KC

All sources available on request
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BROADCASTERS
THE broadcasting business will
enjoy another prosperous year, assuming world events don't upset
everything, in the opinion of a
number of industry executives
whose views support predictions in
the annual Broadcasting • Telecasting yearend forecast (Dec. 25,
1950, issue).
Statements received after the
Dec. 25 issue had gone to press,
point to improved local and national spot sales, in particular,
with some optimism in the network
field.
Paul McCluer, NBC Chicago AM
network sales manager, believes
1951 will be better than 1950, "generally a very good year." "What
the season just ended has indicated
to us is that sponsors still recognize the fact that radio is the logical national advertising medium,
and it will continue to be a good
buy for many years to come," he
said. ". . . There has been a particularly healthy upswing on the
AM spot sales side. Our TV sales
picture at NBC in Chicago has
been spectacular, and gives every
indication of continuing its amazing pace."
John H. Norton Jr., ABC Central Division vice president, said
that during the past year the ABCTV Chicago office developed billings
"which totaled midway into the
seven-figure bracket." He pointed
particularly to the Mars Candy Co.
order placed with the division as
well as additional AM billings, not
counting renewals, of nearly $4
million.

Mr. Rawlins

Mr. Norton

L. R. Rawlins, manager of KYW
Philadelphia, Westinghouse-owned,
predicted 1951 business will maintain the 1950 level. "We're confident that advertisers will remember the importance of keeping their
brand names before the public, a
sound business procedure demonstrated during World War II," he
said.
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vice president and WBBM Chicago general
manager, predicts "the greatest
year in our history, just as 1950
has been. December has been our
best month. We expect an increase
in our operational expenses, but
there's nothing new about that for
we have experienced mounting
costs year after year recently."
Walter Haase, station manager
Page 26
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of WDRC-AM-FM Hartford, sees
full employment in that industrial
area. He expects local and spot
business to rise.
Humboldt J. Greig, president of
WHUM Reading, Pa., suggests TV
sets can't be kept in service if tubes
and servicemen are not available.
"Radio, even in TV cities, will benefit," he added. He figures business
will be up, especially local and national spot, along with operational
expenses.
Frank King, president of WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla., said the station
is geared to do an increased selling
job, by attention to details and
hard, intensive selling. "More work
in 1951 will again pay off in increased volume, as it always has,"
he said, predicting local and spot
will increase.
Kenneth F. Schmitt, general
manager of WIBA Madison, Wis.,
foreseeing an unchanged business
volume in 1951, considers the outlook for general industry and business is excellent. Federal and state
building, plus military activity, will
aid Madison business, he predicted.
. Gaston W. Grignon, general

•s^

manager of WISN Milwaukee, said
the station has
just completed
its
"AMbiggest
radio year.
still
remains the most
effective low-cost
medium," he said,
predicting that
new advertisers
will take the
place of any who
Mr. Grignon
may cut radio
budgets. TV has
had "no material effect" as far as
WISN is concerned, he said.
1950 was the biggest business
year for WQXR New York, declared Elliott M. Sanger, executive vice president of the station.
A 10.7% increase in business over
1949 was revealed by Mr. Sanger,
an increase which reached its peak
during November, the largest
sales month in WQXR's existence.
Assertingof that
"thisthatis there
furtheris
indication
the fact
no substitute for good music," Mr.
Sanger said, "for this reason, our
emphasis for 1951 will be more
and more on the kind of musical

Index to Yearend Statements by Industry Executives
In Addition to Reports Dec. 25, 1950 Broadcasting • Telecasting
Atlass, H. Leslie, WBBM Chicago
26
Avery, Lewis, Avery-Knodel Inc
30
Baird, Dana, Weed & Co..
81
Bannan, Bertha, Bertha Bannan Co
81
Barnes, Clark, Burn-Smith Co
81
Barrett, Harold V., Headley-Reed 81
Beeson, Sterling, Headley-Reed Co
80
Biddick, Guy, Walter Biddick Co
81
Boiling, George, Boiling Co
80
Bryant, William, Free & Peters
81
Butche, R. Continental Radio Sales 80
Campbell, Jerry, Campbell-Cahill 70
Carr, Tom, Georgia Assn. of Local Stations 66
Cooke, Donald, Donald Cooke Inc.. .... 80
Dennis, Ralph E. ABC
80
Dephoure, Joseph, Dephoure Studios ... 26
Digges, Sam Cook, CBS
80
Dorman, William, John H. Perry Assoc... 80
DuMont, Dr. Allen B., DuMont Labs 70
Evans, Joe, Free & Peters Inc
81
Evans, Trevor, Pacific National Adv.
Agency
. . 70
Everett, Max M., Everett-McKinney Inc... 80
Faber, William, Headley-Reed Co
80
Frechette, George T., Wisconsin Network. 66
French, Carlin, H-R Representatives 80
Gale, Jack, Paul H. Raymer Co
81
Gill, Cliff, Pacific Regional Network 32
Gleeson, W. L., Broadcasting Corp. of
America
66
Grant, W. S., W. S. Grant Co. Inc
81
Greig, Humboldt J., WHUM Reading, Pa. 26
Grignon, Gaston W., WISN Milwaukee.. 26
Haase, Walter, WDRC-AM-FM Hartford.. 26
Headley, Frank M., H-R Representatives. . 80
Herman, Buell, Edward Petry & Co
81
Hoffman, Hal, Forjoe & Co
81
Hollingbery, George, George P. Hollingbery Co
80
Ingrim, Ward D., Don Lee Broadcasting
System
32
Jacobs, Lee, Oregon Trail Network 66
Jones, Merle S., Columbia Pacific Network 32

Kellman, Lous W. News Rell lab
70
Kerrigan, George J., Tel Ra Productions.. 70
King, Frank, WMBR Jacksonville, Fla 26
Le Baron, James, Ra-Tel Representatives. . 30
Leslie, R. A., National Broadcast Sales. . 81
Lindquist, Norman C, Atlas Film Corp... 70
McCluer, Paul, NBC Chicago
26
McConnell, James V., NBC
80
McDermott, Andy, H. N. Stovin & Co
81
McGillvra, Joseph, Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc
80
McRaney, Bob, Mid-South Network 66
Master, Maurice, Master Motion Picture
Co
26
Meeker, Robert, Robert Meeker Assoc 80
Meyer, Lynn L., Intermountain Network. . 32
Mitchell, Don G., Sylvania Electric Products Ine
70
Niles, Fred, Kling Studios Inc
26
North, John Radio Representatives 80
Norton, John H. Jr., ABC Central Division 26
Pearson, John E., John E. Pearson Co
30
Rawlins, L. R., KYW Philadelphia 26
Raymer, Paul, Paul H. Raymer Co
80
Salmon, Earl, ABC
80
Samuels, Frank, ABC Western Division... 32
Sanger, Elliott M., WQXR New York 26
Schmitt, Kenneth F., WIBA Madison, Wis. 26
Sears, Burt, Sears & Ayer Inc
80
Seiberling, J. P., Seiberling Rubber Co... 70
Simonds, Lincoln P., Weed & Co
81
Spencer, F. E., George P. Hollingbery Co.. 80
Spight, Lindsey, John Blair & Co.
81
Staley, Don, The Katz Agency
81
Stone, Peggy, Radio Representatives 80
Thompson, Paul, Thompson Film Services.. 70
Vernard, Lloyd, O. L. Taylor Co
30
Walker, Wythe, The Walker Co
80
Weed, Joseph J., Weed & Co
80
Weir, E. A., Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 66
Wise, Harry H. Jr., George P. Hollingbery. 81
Witt, Vernon G., Criterion Films Inc 26
Young, Adam J., Adam J. Young Inc. . . 30

programs for which WQXR has
been a leader for the past 15
Vernon G. Witt, president and
manager of Criterion Films Inc.,
Seattle TV film production firm,
said that TV sets in Seattle had
increased "more than 400% during
theyears."
year now ending" and said that
his firm had every reason to believe that "the remarkably swift
growth of television advertising
and merchandising in the greater
Seattle area will continue with the
same comparative pace noted during 1950."
added
that as"in-a
creased He
awareness
of film
medium of advertising ... in
television, has accelerated demand
in this area for filmed promotional
pieces of all kinds . . . Criterion is
staffed and geared for much greater activity in production work of
this kind in 1951 over 1950."
More TV Money
Maurice Master, of Master Motion Picture Co., Boston, Mass., is
convinced there will be more time
bought on TV and more money
spent on TV next year. Based on
his own experience in producing
video films, Mr. Master believes
there will be an increase in sponsors representing food stuffs, soap
products, footwear, and home
furnishings. "If the war situation
gets
believes, in"there's
bound worse,"
to be he
a decrease
products available to sell. In any
event, even if there's less business
generally, more television will be
used and it will come out of other
Joseph Dephoure, of Dephoure
Studois, film producers, Boston,
Mass., believes that 1951 should
undoubtedly
be a bigger revenue
media."
year for TV and pointed to the
present situation in Boston where
all available time has already been
sold on both television stations.
He expects largest increases to
come from sponsors of foodstuffs,
beverages, hosiery, and beauty
products. Mr. Dephoure said,
"We're already starting to* have
curtailments on film stock, and
allocations in the future will probably be based on purchases of the
last couple of years . . . However,
big advertisers will stay in television. And essential films for
the government will take the place
of any decrease in television advertising." Feeling Pinch
Fred Niles, Director, Television
Division, Kling Studios Inc., Chicago:
"Television films, like many
other basic industries, are already
beginning to feel the pinch of
shortages. Raw stock shortages
are becoming evident, and are an
element
in every onproducer's
(Continued
page 70)think-
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* Latest Hooper reports (Oct. -Nov.
1950) show audience increases in
every time bracket for KLZ — Denver's
first station.
* Increased Coverage, too! KLZ's daytime and night time BMB has grown
over 1 0 percent.
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Radio Increase

WAR

PLANS for acceleration of the government's psychological warfare program, entailing use of broadcast media in field operations, were revealed
last week by a top military official.
Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, head of the newly-created Psychological
Warfare Division of the Defense
Dept.'s G-3 Section, said his organization is working on personPHILA. SUITS
nel and equipment requirements deStations To Ask Rehearing
signed to implement military field
operations in Korea, Japan and
COUNSEL for three Philadelphia
other theatres.
stations last week were preparing
At the same time, he dis- to ask the U. S. Court of Appeals,
closed to Broadcasting, • TeleThird Circuit, to hear reargument
casting that his branch has "earon
its reversal
of a lower
marked" school personnel and
decision
dismissing
$50,000court's
libel
specialists not now available for suits against them [Broadcasting
psychological warfare duty.
• Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
Gen. McClure's group now numThe appellate court's decision,
bers only 15 members, none of
interpreting the political broadcast
them familiar with broadcast
section (315) of the Communicamedia, but plans to expand uptions Act, held that the law does
ward to 35 personnel. Those who
not prohibit stations from censormay be regular
expectedor to
serve officers,
"would
ing political broadcasts by persons
include
reserve
who are not candidates.
primarily those with World War
The district court had dismissed
II experience.
suits against the stations — KYW,
Gen. McClure's division, re- WCAU, and WFIL— on the ground
activated last September, curthat Sec. 315 forbids stations to
rently is concerning itself with
censor political speeches and that
planning and supervising broadunder Pennsylvania law the owner
cast participation in field operaof a station is not responsible for
tions, including suggestion of pos- libelous broadcasts in the absence
sible themes for field use which
of fault on his part.
The Court of Appeals, however,
would be more convincing "than
the printed word." His division,
noted that the broadcast involved
he explained, would not be conin the suit was not made by a
cerned with actual broadcast operations but rather serve to candidate, and held that the legislative history of Sec. 315, as well
"backstop" psychological warfare.
as the language itself, shows Congress intended it to apply only in
Contingent on Crisis
the
case
of broadcasts by candidates.
"It is conceivable," Gen. McClure commented, "that in time of
Attorneys representing, the three
war, the organization would be stations in the consolidated case
sent to Europe to function in the planned to base their request for
field as it did during World War
reargument on the fact that the
II." Developments would hinge on
the international situation, he decision rests upon legislative history whereas this point was not
noted.
covered in the briefs or arguments
During the last war, Gen. McClure headed ETO, with command
by The
either
side.were filed by David
suits
over such figures as William S.
H. H. Felix, a Philadelphia attorPaley, CBS board chairman; Adney, after William F. Meade, then
rian Murphy, CBS vice president
chairman of the Republican Central
and general executive; Davidson
Campaign Committee, made two
Taylor, former CBS vice president
broadcasts over the stations in Ocand incoming general production
tober 1949 allegedly implying Mr.
executive for NBC-TV, and Samuel
Felix had Communist affiliation.
R. Rosenbaum, former chief of Radio Luxembourg and now head of
the trusteeship of the AFM welWGET to Progressive
fare fund [Closed Circuit, Nov.
AFFILIATION of WGET Gettys27, 1950].
burg, Pa., with the newly-organized
The Psychological Warfare Di- Progressive
Broadcasting System
vision also will work closely with
was announced last week in a joint
the National Psychological Warfare Board, comprising officials of statement by Earl C. Pace, managing director of the station, and
the Dept. Defense, State Dept. and
other agencies. Its purpose is to Larry Finley, PBS president.
WGET, which is owned by the
coordinate overall strategy of U.S.
Times & News Publishing Co., has
propaganda
activityAug.[Broadcastbeen in operation since August
ing • Telecasting,
28, 1950.]
1950, on a full daytime schedule.
The plan for broadcast media
envisions, among other facets, possibility of dropping leaflets and
Son To Bernards
broadcasting from U. S. planes.
J. BERNARD, general manager
Gen. McClure also thinks it "quite J.
of KOMA Oklahoma City, is the
feasible" that guided missiles
father of a boy, born Dec. 28, 1950.
could be used for voicing broadThe child will be named John
casts. To that end, his division
Joseph Bernard. Mr. and Mrs.
currently termine
is guiding
research
to
dethe feasibility of using Bernard have two other children,
missiles for broadcast uses.
Karen Hart and Joan Justice.
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An

Invitation

GOLD

MEDAL

PUBLIC

SERVICE

to Radio

and

AWARDS

IN

Television

FOR

Stations

OUTSTANDING

PROMOTING

FIRE

SAFETY

To recognize outstanding public service
in promoting fire safety, the National Board of
Fire Underwriters asrain
announces its annual
o
Gold Medal Aw ards for 1950 to the nation's radio
and television stations.

For Outsonding Publit Seme
id Fire Prevention

A Gold Medal or $500.00 in cash will be given to the
radio or television station which, in the opinion of impartial judges, has contributed most to the betterment of
its community through fire prevention.
There also will be honor award citations to five radio
stations for distinguished achievement through their campaigns. Identical awards will be made to the press.

WINNERS

LAST

YEAR

To Prevent Fires and Save Lives
GOLD

Every year, through their public service campaigns,
radio and television stations, and the press, in hundreds

MEDAL

Station KANS

of towns all over the United States help their communities gain greater safety from fire.

Wichita, Kan.

These campaigns strengthen fire departments, building codes, safety ordinances, and stimulate increased activity on the part of civic organizations working to prevent
fires and save lives. It is in recognition of such worthwhile
services that awards have been made annually since 1941.

Honor Award Citations

Get Entry Forms and Suggestions

Grand Rapids,
WJEF Mich.

WEBR
Buffalo, New York

You are invited to nominate your radio or television

KONO
San Antonio, Tex.

station for the 1950 awards. All radio and television stations and all daily and weekly newspapers are eligible.
Mention or lack of mention of the National Board will
not be a factor in the judging. For entry forms and for

KELO
Sioux Falls, S. D.

suggestions regarding the materials and make-up of the
entries, see your local fire chief or write the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.

KSYC
Yreka, Cal.

NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS

Public Service Organization of the Capital Stock Fire Insurance Companies
85 John Street, N.Y.7, N.Y. • 222 West Adams St., Chicago 6,111. • 1014 Merchants Exchange, San Francisco 4, Calif .
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Increased
REPRESENTATIVES
©
dictions in part on the practices
Another 31.3% expect the network
BROADCASTING in 1951 will conof the last war, the majority felt
tinue on a sound basis, according
picture to remain the same.
There is no doubt that television
radio could expect added adverto the concensus of national representatives who handle the bulk of billings will increase, expected by 18%.
tising dollars — averaging about
the nation's spot business. Looking the national representatives queried
One faction felt this condition
into the future, 70.4% of the repreto average about 36%.
would
be precipitated by an insentatives polled by BroadcastAM billings should be up an aving • Telecasting see increased
crease in "good-will" advertising
erage
of
14%
according
to
86.1%
revenue for radio in the coming
of the representatives who see brought about by expanded war
year despite unsettled world con- gains for this broadcast media in production in many "name" firms
ditions.
and by the stimulus of the excess
1951.
profits tax. Another group took
The majority of representatives
Operating Increase
the view that the advertisers of
expect both spot and local radio
On the question of operating ex- soft goods — food, clothing, etc. —
billings to expand. Over 76% see
penses for radio, 79.4% of the rep- would increase broadcast approincreased spot business with the
resentatives se this item increaspriations to back available lines.
average gain expected to be about
This increase, they said, probably
ing an average of 14% in 1951.
15.5%. In the local field 1951 will
Another 17.6% say this cost will would more than offset any debe a bigger year according to 77.7 %
remain the same.
crease which might come among
of those expressing an opinion.
hard goods. As some items beThe war situation, viewed with
They expect the gain to average
come increasingly hard to get, hard
about 9.5%.
mixed emotions, was mentioned as
Network radio will be down in a factor to be reckoned with by goods advertisers are expected to
change their radio advertising
1951 in the opinion of 43.7% of almost every national representathe representatives. The drop, they
tive polled by Broadcasting • theme from selling to institutional
say, will be about 10% below 1950.
Telecasting.
Basing their pre- messages. Also mentioned was the

^ As we start tke New Year, we at WISN

pledge to

continue giving our advertisers tke same outstanding

Revenue

Seen

by 70%

possible shortage of paper — and
the increasing cost of white-space
— which would tend to divert some
appropriations to radio.
Business in general, according to
82.8% of the representatives,
should be better in 1951. They peg
the average gain at about 14%.
Even with the present-day unsettled world conditions, the representative generally take the view
that both radio
and television will
prosper
1951.
John
E. in
Pearson,
president
of John
E.
Pearson
Co.,
New York, feels
that
industry
"willthehave
the
biggest year in its
history and especially spot on
both radio and. TV. The station
that's really on its toes and has
smart local programming as well
as alert local and national sales
staffs and representatives can expect to do from 15 to 20% more
business overall. . . ."
Adam J. Young, president of
Adam J. Young Inc., New York,
expects that despite abnormal conditions business will be good. He
says "the amount of money spent
on all types of advertising will increase, and this will be reflected
favorably in radio and televiMr. Pearson

service and satisfaction tkat tkey kave learned to expect from .Milwaukee s most productive radio station.

* We

also' reaffirm our policy of Lroadcasting tke

finest local and network puklic service programs and
special events.

* For it is our Lelief, tkat only Ly gaining tke acceptance and loyalty of Lotk its listeners and its advertisers
can a radio station

attain greatness an i keep it.

WISN
Milwaukee's CBS

Outlet

Represented Ly KATZ Agency

Mr. Young
"General business will be better
with a great variety of lines showing improvement," in the opinion
of Lloyd Venard, vice president and
eastern sales manager of O. L.
Taylor Co., New York. Decreases,
however, are seen "in lines of business where production is curtailed
for war necessities — automobiles,
warning to stations not to reforA example."
turn to the "take it or leave it" ,
selling attitude of the last war is
voiced by Lewis Avery, president
of Avery-Knodel Inc., New York.
As to the business picture, Mr.
Avery feels that "spot radio and
spot TV advertising will show substantial gains in 1951 over 1950.
I would estimate that spot radio
will increase 15% and spot television 25%. If there are no new
TV stations in 1951, a large part
of the increase will come from
"General
rates.
. . ." business activity in
1951 will increase," according to
James W. Le Baron, manager of
(Continued on page 80)
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Want

in

New

to

be

England?

F. H. Snow Canning Company, a regular participant on Mildred Carlson's "Home Forum,"
knows that 50,000-watt WBZ really gets action in
New England.
This letter from Snow's agency, Daniel P. Sullivan
Company, tells the whole story —
"Until further notice, please omit reference to
the free recipe booklet. Response has been remarkable, not only in number but in geographic spread.
"Analysis shows returns from every corner of
the New England states as well as New York
State and Canada.
"Our present difficulty is the limited office staff.
If we continue to swamp them with requests,
we're afraid of delays in mailing out the books,
which would not be good!
"Thank you for your excellent work on Snow's
Clam Chowder and other products."
Want further evidence in the same vein? Ask WBZ
or Free &. Peters. They'll give you eye-opening
records on W7BZ results., on both daytime and
nighttime programs!

BOSTON
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS Inc
KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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See 5-20%
REGIONALS
REGIONAL networks and groups
are generally hopeful of improved
business in the year ahead, with
gains ranging from 5% to 20%.
Of a dozen regional organizations that replied to a Broadcasting • Telecasting questionnaire,
only three predicted business will
be unchanged in 1951 and in no
case did a regional predict a loss
in revenue.
All but three regionals predicted
local business would rise and estimated increases running from 5%
to 25%.
Four groups predicted national
spot would remain the same whereas nine predicted gains ranging
from 2% to 15%.
All but three predicted gains in
network time sales, ranging from
5% to 25%. None expect the 1950
level to continue, with the trio an-

V

Gains

ticipating declines, estimating them
at 10% and 25%.
Main sources of increased business mentioned on the regional
questionnaires were foods, drugs,
household, regional soft goods,
national hard goods, national spot,
war industries, institutional, industrial, auto, farm implements,
money lending and service organizations.
All but one group predicted operating costs would go up anywhere from 3% to 20%, with most
of the estimates running around
10%.
As to general business, only one
regional looks for a decline in 1951.
The rest look for overall business
to go up anywhere from 5% to
20%, mostly around 10%.
Merle S. Jones, general manager
of Columbia Pacific Network, be-

NEW

in Year

Mr. Jones

Ahead

Mr. Ingrim

lieves material shortages "will
translate themselves into an abnormal turnover of advertising
accounts. Since radio is less dependent on hard - goods manufacturers than some media, we expect
fairly normal national business in
the soft-goods lines and services,
but local dealer shortages and
credit regulations will require
wider diversification of local accounts on our station.

OWNERSHIP

V

NEW
V

"The rising cost of newsprint
indicates possible newspaper rate
hikes, and newsprint shortages
may appear presently. Therefore
we expect greater demands for
our radio facilities in 1951 from
local as well as national accounts."
Southern California, he reminded,
is a center of war production
plants and larger payrolls will
bring more retail buying.
Lynn L. Meyer, vice president in
charge of sales, Intermountain
Network, Salt Lake City, said:
"We believe that recent credit restrictions on auto buying will expand use of radio by dealers and
manufacturers. The last quarter
of 1950 has brought increased interest on the part of farm implement dealers. For the first time
in several years we have regular
schedules from distributors and
dealers.
Heavy Spot Activity
"We feel certain that these
schedules will continue throughout the year since farm income
continues good. Unless the armed
forces make unusually heavy demands on food processors we look
for heavy spot activity in this
field. Intermountain billings increased more than 100% in 1950
and we are bullish on 1951."
Ward D. Ingrim, vice president
in charge of sales, Don Lee BroadSystem, go
said:on "Should
certaincasting
materials
the critical
list, the entire advertising picture
would change. If avenues of supply remain relatively open, we at
Don Lee-Mutual are expecting a
really good year of business in

PROGRAMMING
NEW

PERSONNEL
1951."

Mr. Gill

NEW

YOKiC

AS

• CHICAGO

EXCLUSIVE

now owned and
personally operated
THE

OLIN

• LOS

ANGELES

NATIONAL
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O/in, president
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Mr. Samuels

Frank Samuels, vice president
and general manager in charge,
ABC Western Division, believes
radio will hold its own in 1951 and
pass 1950 in gross sales.
"Many advertisers who have curtailed some of their radio budgets
to go into television are now expanding radio once more, while
many new advertisers are entering
radio for the first time," he said.
"Many new advertisers who were
never in radio, and other advertisers from other media who displayed their product in newspapers,
magazines, etc., are continuing to
give
phenomenal
growth."
DespiteTV thea national
emergency
he
predicted business will continue to
prosper
Southern
California's
populationandinflux
is bringing
new
dollars and consumers, he added.
Cliff Gill, general manager of
Pacific Regional Network, believes the booming West Coast
will roll up record payrolls. He
(Continued on page 66)
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For

three

straight

months

WWDC

Washington,

had

the

BIGGEST

MONTH

in

its

history!

October was the biggest month
November topped October! And

in WWDG's
exciting history! Then
then December topped November!

This

mind

happened

in Washington,

you— a booming

city with

4

newspapers, 4 television stations, and 14 radio stations. There's just
one reason why: WWDC
gives advertisers more results in dollars
and

cents.

Get

all the dope

P. S.— Transit
3 -month
in your
BROADCASTING
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reps: H-R

man.
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Face

OUTLOOK

MANY FM stations face 1951 with
confidence, judging- by scattered returns from FM stations that sell
time. A Broadcasting • Telecasting questionnaire sent to some
two score FM stations did not
draw enough replies to reduce
figures to a percentage basis.
Only one of a dozen respondent
stations predicted 1951 will be
worse than 1950, maintaining the
traditional optimism of many FM
operators despite the difficulties
they face. The rest estimated
time sales will go up from 10%
to 100% in 1951, with higher
figures coming in several cases
from transit and /or storecasting
operators.
Local business will increase anywhere from 10% to 100%. One
station executive fears a 20% loss
in local revenues. National spot
will go up from 10% to 100%, according to a half-dozen stations,
but three predictions expected no
change in this category.
Type of sponsors from whom
more business is expected include
local retail, wholesalers, distributors, co-op accounts, jewelers,
beverages, construction and furniture.
Asked if TV in their markets is
hurting their FM revenues, two
stations said television actually
SOUTHWEST
cMaw.

increases revenues; three said
there is no effect; one conceded
TV hurt his business.
Operational expenses will go
up around 5% to 10%, many
managers believe, but two expect
no change and one hopes for a
decrease.
Here are some of the comments
submitted by FM executives:
Ben Strouse, general manager of
WWDC-FM Washington, predicted the station's FM business
would be up 100% in 1951 and
called the figure "conservative."
"We are Washington's transit radio station," he said, "and transit
radio has only now hit its stride
as an effective medium. December was our biggest month by far,
and we are still growing.
Shortages Threaten
"Presumably some of our best
sources of revenue will dry up because of shortages, but new sources
will undoubtedly develop. Our
country will be going through a
tough period — there will be
stresses and strains. We will have
manpower problems, material
problems and many others, but radio will again serve well in whatever emergencies arise. Commercially, radio will have one of its
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Much?

1949 BMB
Daytime

BMB Radio
Families

Prelim. Reports
1950 U. S. Census

1949
Retail Sales

50-100%
19 Counties

101,680

517,587

279,752

25-100%
27 Counties

157,110

814,186

452,784

10-100%
36 Counties

216,220

1,115,996

610,207

1949 BMB
Nighttime

50-100%
10 Counties

72,050

360,853

232,657

25-100%
22 Counties

128,350

654,711

373,006

10-100%
31 Counties

188,540
972,052
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best years, despite obstacles that
A. Wheeler, president
mayEdward
develop."
and general manager of WEAW
(FM) Evanston, 111. (.Chicago),
said "most of the water was removed from the FM picture in
early 1950. A gradual increase in
the number of FM stations (and
FM operating hours) is expected
in 1951 as additional AM and AMFM operators find it necessary to
evaluate their audience.
"In TV markets, the increasing
proportion of TV-FM sets (without
AM) will cause concern to the AM
stations without FM affiliates. In
1951, FM should receive recognition from national accounts now
that FM has been shown to be a
good advertising buy on the local
E. J. Paxton Jr., manager of
WKYB-FM Paducah, Ky., broadlevel." casts local baseball but fears the
war will kill minor league baseball.
Everett L. Dillard, general manager of WASH (FM) Washington,
said TV had helped FM by increasing audience "because of TV-FM
combinations and by establishing in
the minds of the public that there
is more than one medium of broadcasting, i.e. AM."
Advertising to Gain
"Regardless of the international
situation," he said, "all indications
point to a considerable upsurge in
FM advertising
in 1951." isFMrising,
circulation in Washington
from 114,000 last October to an
estimated 125,000 as of Jan. 1.
There are more FM than AM stations at night in Washington, he
noted, and predicted that around
the nation a number of FM stations should reach the profit stage
in 1951.
Sol Chain, vice president and
general manager of WBIB (FM)
New Haven, Conn., expects revenues to drop because "over 40%
of our business is advertising television. From what I hear on other
stations that figure probably holds
for them, too. With no TV to sell,
that business will be lost. Assuming there will be revenue from
other sources connected with the
defense effort, we'll still be 20%
under. General business in this
area should be improved since this
area is part of the arsenal."
Jerome P. McCarthy, station
manager of WTOA (FM) Trenton,
N. J., has transit radio and said
response from local merchants is
"very encouraging."
Ira A. Hirschmann, president of
WABF (FM) New York, looks for
a 10% comeincrease
the contends
station's TV
innext year inand
actually is a help to FM.
E. J. Hodel, general manager of
WCFC-FM-AM Beckley, W. Va.,
expects a 75-100% increase in FM
business in 1950, with local up
100% and spot up 50%. He believes mobilization will aid FM,

possibly to the detriment of TV,
due to scarcity of metals and components for sets. In turn he feels
manufacturers will find it more
profitable to build quantities of FM
sets instead of fewer TV receivers.
He notes a revived interest in FM
by set makers, advertisers and
even networks, pointing to a slow
but sure FM expansion in 1951.
Guy T. Nunn, manager of WDET
(FM) Detroit, expects 1951 to be
the biggest year in FM, AM and
TV history, with chance FM's gain
may be slight depending on set
production and conversion of TV
production to open-band FM sets.
He fears dislocations during the ,
changeover to military production.
HILL

PICKUPS

Provides for Radio-TV
FACILITIES for future radio-TV
pickups in Congress have been installed in the newly remodeled
Senate and House chambers, according to Robert Lee Holcomb,
electrical engineer of Capitol Architect David Lynn's staff.
New streamlining of the Capitol's Senate and House wings is
slated to be ready for the convening of the 82d Congress Wednesday. Remodeling took place for
half-year periods in 1949-50. Total
cost approaches $5 million.
According to Mr. Holcomb, conduits, junction boxes, cabinets and
plug-ins for microphones have been
built in the new House chamber.
Most of these facilities also are
integrated in the Senate design.
He said that during the remodeling,
a representative group of broadcasters was called in for consultaTV's tionneeds.
in order to determine radioMost complete facilities are in
the House wing where joint sessions of Congress are held. Permanent lines have been run from
the House wing's "attic" to a
broadcast cabinet which gives outlet to the outside, thence to a
sound truck. Complete "studio
equipment" of 12 spot and floodlights can be set up in the House
for TV and newsreel purposes, it
was pointed out.
JAZZ PROGRAM

Is Savings Bonds' Salute
LATEST "Guest Star" program
produced for the U. S. Savings
Bonds Div. of the Treasury
Dept. is a 15-minute jazz classic
that has been distributed to 2,800
radio stations, it was announced
last week. The show, called Dixieland Clambake No. 1, features 28
of the nation's greatest jazz artists
including Bob Crosby, Hoagy Carmichael, Ziggy Elman, Joe Venuti
and Charley Teagarden.
As a part of the public service
effort to urge the buying of U. S.
Savings Bonds, the show was recorded early in November in CBS
Hollywood's Vine St. studios. The
release was scheduled for broadcast New Year's Eve.
BROADCASTING
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They're

talking

about

you

. . . and

what

you

sell

If you have a product or service to sell, someone is
probably talking about it right now.
For, when customers and prospects get together, tabletalk can turn to shop-talk — and to you and what you sell.
Word-of -mouth mention is powerful medicine in any
sale — and whether it's a boost or a blast can often depend
upon the impressions made by your personal selling, what
other customers say and, perhaps most of all, by your
advertising.
It's advertising that influences the people you can't get

in to see or don't know. It's advertising that pre-conditions
prospects — that shapes the opinions upon which your
order can rest.
That's why so many successful marketing executives
in every field are advertising-minded.
They know that the salesman is but one link in the
buying-chains-of -command — that chain reactions are
triggered by advertising — and that their (and your)
greatest sales asset is acceptance.
Selling to advertisers is no different.

Advertising is bought by the group of executives who plan
marketing strategy and tactics.
That's why media, agencies, services
advertising in Printers'
the entire marketing group of
agency executives

and suppliers concentrate their
Ink. It's the one publication that reaches
advertising, management, sales and
who create and buy advertising.

Printers' Ink is the magazine of marketing for advertisers — the
place to build acceptance among the leading buyers of advertising.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT AND SALES
205 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
•
MURRAY HILL 3-6500
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See
NNOCK,
WEBSTER
e
By FREIDA B. HENNOCK
provement and good — for spreadCommissioner, FCC
ing knowledge, enlightenment and
I have no difficulty in fixing the culture to every adult and child
most significant event in the field throughout the entire United
States. It would be gross misuse
of broadcasting during the critical
year of 1950. The past year will be of an unique opportunity as well
as a waste of a limited and valulong remembered
as the one in
able natural resource if TV's great
potential was completely disrewhich educational
garded in the rush to exploit the
television took its
medium commercially.
first firm steps
No one ever denies the crucial
toward realizaimportance of free public education
tion. 1950 saw edin our democracy. Everyone is in
ucators make a
forceful claim for
agreement on the limitless teaching potential of television. Similartelevision frely, the inability of educators to
quencies supportcompete with commercial interests
ed by a rising tide
Miss Hennock
for available frequencies is recogof public opinion
nized. Yet there are those who balk
in favor of a reservation of these
at giving education any substanscarce channels for non-commercial,
tial access to television on the
educational purposes. Educational
ground that this valuable medium
television once was only a pious
hope. Today it is well started on its will be badly used and wasted by
way toward becoming a reality in educators. I, for one, am not so
hesitant. I would entrust televimillions of American schools and
sion to educators just as I trust
homes.
them with the development and
The rapid development of the tel- training of the minds of our chilevision industry is high tribute to dren.
American productive and distribuThe next 12 months may someday
tive genius. But it is not fitting that
be recognized as the opening of the
this great electronic innovation
20th Century Renaissance thanks
merely be added to America's stock
of technical advantages and elec- to the modern miracle of television.
Broadcasters and equipment manutric home appliances. Television
facturers alike will benefit by this
has an enormous potential for imHetailers

get

WHOLESALE
results when

as*

/

they use

>\ U/'/v,

Retailers get pretty d
cautious when it comes to
spending their own money on
radio.
But retailers using WPWA
report "wholesale" results.
Dealers in appliances, vacuum
cleaner repairs, furniture or
furs all cheer for WPWA, all
recommend WPWA to other
retailers.

We have availabilities for some national
business. If your company or your client
has an influential
dealer in the Delaware County suburbs
of Philadelphia, go to
a little trouble to write
and ask "Whaddye
think of WPWA?"

DELAWARE COUNTY'S FIRST STATION
1 590 on the dial, FIRST in the hearts of listeners
CHESTER, PENNA.
Represented By
NATIONAL TIME SALES, 17 E. 42nd Street, New York City
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anticipated resurgence of education and enlightenment. They are
the people most directly responsible
for making America radio and television conscious and to them in
great part falls the responsibility
for maintaining the trust and confidence of the public. The second
half-century will be only the beginning.
* * *
By E. M. WEBSTER
Commissioner, FCC
I believe that I am safe in saying that, of all the complaints
hurled against the FCC, the one
most often registered pertains to
the delay suffered
in reaching final
action on pending
matters.
While I can not
help but agree
that the responsibility for some
of the delay lies
Mr. Webster
with the Commission, there is
much to be said with respect to
time wasted by the applicants
themselves who, for example, often

file improperly prepared applicatory. tions and other papers, as well as
pleadings which are clearly dilaBut this is not the time for recriminations— this is the time for
resolutions. And, as one of my
1951 resolutions, I hereby resolve
that I shall continue my practice of
using every means at my disposal
to move all properly prepared matters through the Commission with
the greatest possible rapidity.
CANADIAN SALES
CKSO, CJRL Change Hands
CKSO Sudbury, Ont., and the Sudbury Star, daily newspaper, have
been sold by the late W. E. Mason's
estate to a group of Sudbury citizens for $1,500,000. James R.
Meakes, general manager of the
Sudbury Star, and Wilf Woodill,
manager of CKSO since 1934, are
listed in the buying group. Proceeds of the sale will go to a
charitable foundation, it was reSale also is reported of CJRL
Kenora, Ont., for an undisclosed
ported.
sum by James Richardson & Sons,
Winnipeg, to the Norwesto Corp.,
Kenora, headed by Carl Johnson.
Sale of CJRL and CKSO are subject to approval by the CBC board
of governors.
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INCREASED station operating costs and growing shortage of manpower loom as possibilities in the months ahead, according to Richard
P. Doherty, nationally known economist and NAB employe-employer
relations director.
While no person is in the position
to predict what the government
will do about price controls and
wage freezing, as well as advertising allowances, Mr. Doherty
pointed out that station costs rose
sharply during World War II, particularly after 1942.
Shortage of manpower is a definite possibility, he said, with its
impact on stations depending to
considerable degree on relief measures provided by the government.
Life-saving action during World
War II was FCC's suspension of
its Rule 91-C, requiring that an
operator with first-class ticket be
on duty at all times.
War Demand
With the big demand for technical radio personnel in the war,
Mr. Doherty explained, stations
were able to keep operating without any loss in efficiency by using
non-first class technicians and by
creating combination jobs.
As a matter of fact large numbers of stations informed FCC
during World War II they were
able to obtain combination men
better trained for announcing, continuity and the simple dial-turning
chores than was possible when
hiring was limited by Rule 91-C.
The much talked about "wageprice control" program will have
its primary impact upon broadcasters through any general wage
stabilization which may be put into

effect, according to Mr. Doherty.
However, even under a so-called
wage freeze, there are likely to
be demands for "fringe" wage increases which in the final analysis
mean higher payroll costs. This
was the common experience of virtually all lines of business during
World War II.
Many stations, with costs rising
during the war, increased their
rates. In addition they sold more
time and were able to handle the
cost situation in a satisfactory
fashion, Mr. Doherty recalled.
The excess profits tax in effect
during World War II allowed broad
privileges with regard to money
spent for institutional advertising,
he reminded. Some limits were
placed in the case of companies producing war goods on a cost-plus
basis, according to Mr. Doherty.
National advertisers and their
agencies are concerned over any
new excess profits tax because they
are anxious to keep valuable trade
names alive as well as to sell
available goods and services.
The months immediately ahead
will bring developments affecting
all phases of station operation, Mr.
Doherty said, creating problems
that will challenge the ability of
management to keep costs under
control while maintaining efficient
service and high-class programming
through adequate and efficient staff
employes.
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INJUNCTION

In 'Times-Picayune' Case
A TEMPORARY
injunction
against the New Orleans TimesPicayune, respondent in an antitrust suit lodged by the government last summer, was sought in
a motion filed last Tuesday in
Federal District Court, New Orleans.
The motion, which seeks either
an injunction or a partial summary
judgment, asked the court to decree
that the Times-Picayune Publishing Co. "be perpetually enjoined
from offering combination or unit
rates" for certain advertising in
the daily Times-Picayune and
afternoon New Orleans States.
The action represented an interim move by U. S. Attorney John
McKay in a case involving publication of the two newspapers but not
the company's radio interests,
WTPS-AM-FM New Orleans. The
suit, reminiscent of FCC's duopoly
broadcasting rule, is being watched
closely, however, by FCC legal
authorities and newspaper-owned
stations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 2, June 19, 1950].
The Justice Dept. suit is aimed
partly at alleged practices involving all "combination" rates, charging in this case that the company
used its two papers to attain
monopoly at the expense of the
competing New Orleans Item. The
company has denied charges of
anti-trust action and monopolistic
practices.
Attorney McKay's motion added
that if the request is not granted,
the court should issue an order,
"pending final determination of the
merits of the complaint, temporarily restraining the company from
adhering to certain advertising
contracts."
Also filed with the district court
was an affidavit signed by David
Stern, publisher of the Item, and
George Nelson, Item executive,
which charged that combination
rate selling has caused that newspaper to "operate
reduced
revenues and onat greatly
substantial

HYDE APPEARS
Testifies on Wire Tapping
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde appeared Dec. 20 before the Senate Committee on the District of
Columbia concerning S 4154, a
bill making any wire tapping unlawful in D. C. except by a law
enforcement officer acting under
court warrant. The bill was introduced by Sen. Matthew M.
Neely (D-W. Va.), committee
chairman.
Comr. Hyde said FCC wished to
take no position on the issue but
explained Sec. 605 of the Communications Act contains a general prohibition against unauthorized interception and divulgence or use of wire or radio communications of a private nature.
He said also the Supreme Court in
the 1937 Nardone case ruled government employes, including law
enforcement officers, were included
in the prohibition under Sec. 605.

£TAe ^Bum/tarn

BROADCASTING

RCA announces new high-fidelity tape
recorder designed to meet exacting
broadcasting requirements. RCA type
RT-11A magnetic tape recorder is
suitable for all sizes of AM, FM and
TV stations, firm says.

Radio-TV Specialists
DEPT. OF DEFENSE officials revealed last week that the military
establishment has availabilities in
its radio-TV branch for Naval Reserve commissioned officers who
wish to return to active duty. Positions are open for radio-TV
writing and production specialists
as well as for reporters interested
in recording documentaries outside
of Washington for the department.
Qualifications include network or
large station writing production
experience and special events background, but are not limited to those
factors, it was stressed. Naval reserve officers are not presently subject to involuntary recall. Applicants should contact Chief of Information, Navy Dept., or the Director of Information, Office of the
Secretary of Defense, Dept. of
Defense, Washington, giving background experience and service
serial number.
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operating losses."
Officials of the Times-Picayune
Publishing Co. contend that such
procedures are generally utilized in
the newspaper filed and do not
violate the anti-trust law.
FCC normally has not acted
against licensees charged with antitrust violations unless the suits
ended in convictions or consent decrees, nor has it clarified its policy
generally with respect to such
cases.
Ethan Allen
FUNERAL services were held in
Santa Rosa, Calif., for Ethan Allen,
40, West Coast advertising and
radio man who died Dec. 19 after
an illness of almost a year. Mr.
Allen retired from BBDO, San
Francisco, last February and moved
to Santa Rosa in an attempt to regain his failing health. He is
survived by his widow, Elizabeth,
and four children.

The question of relaxing provisions of Sec. 605, Comr. Hyde said,
rests with Congress since wire
tapping is "clearly as great as invasion of a citizen's basic rights
of privacy as any search of his
home or person." He felt necessary some provision of safegaurd
such as the proposed requirement
for a court warrant to wire tap.
Comr. Hyde recalled a number of
bills similar to S 4154 have been
proposed, particularly relating to
national defense or kidnapping.
Rep. Kenneth B. Keating (RN. Y.) introduced a comparable
measure in the House, HR 9929, a
bill to authorize acquisition and
interception of communications in
the interest of national security.
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SUB-PART A
GENERAL INFORMATION
§17.1 — Basis and Purpose
(a) These rules are issued pursuant
to the authority contained in Title 3
of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended, which vests authority in the
Federal Communications Commission to
issue licenses for radio stations when it
is found that
the public
interest,
convenience or necessity
would
be served
thereby, and to require the painting
and/or illumination of radio towers if
and when in its judgment such towers
constitute, or there is a reasonable possibility that they may constitute, a
menace to air navigation.
(t>) The purpose of these rules is to
prescribe certain procedures and standards with respect
the Commission's
consideration
of toproposed
antenna
structures which will serve as a guide
to
personslicenses.
intendingTheto standards
apply for radio
station
have
been worked out in conjunction with
the Civil Aeronautics Administration,
the Department of Defense and other
Government agencies.
§17.2— Definitions
(a) Airport Reference Point. The airport reference point is a point selected
and marked at the approximate center
of the airport landing area.
(b) Antenna structures. The term
"antenna structures" includes the radiating system and its supporting structures./
(c) Approach Surfaces and Approach
Areas. The approach surface is an
imaginary inclined plane through the
air space located directly above the
approach
the
approach area."
area The
are dimensions
measured ofhorizontally. This inclined plane extends
upward and outward from the beginning of the approach area starting at
the elevation of the runway end.
(1) Length
— Thefeetapproach
length
of 10,000
beginningarea200hasfeeta
(1,000 feet for regular Department of
Defense Air Bases) from the end of
each runway and extending outward,
ending at a point 10,200 feet (11,000
feet for regular Department of Defense
Air Bases) from the end of the runway
on the extended center line of the runway. In addition the approach areas of

THE
COVERING

The Construction,

and

Antenna

Lighting

Of

all runways which may be used for instrument operation shall extend outward an additional 40,000 feet. The approach area requirements for instrument runways shall apply to all runways which may be used for instrument
operations
runways. and to both ends of such
(2) Width — The approach area is
symmetrically located with respect to
the extended runway center line, and
for all instrument runways has a total
width of 1,000 feet (1,500 feet for regular Department of Defense Air Bases)
at the end adjacent to the runway.
The approach area flares uniformly to
a total width of 4,000 feet at the end
of the 10,000-foot section and to a total
width of 16.000 feet at the end of the
additional 40,000-foot section. For all
other runways
not designated
instrument operation,
the approachfor area
has a total width at the end adjacent
to the runway, and at the approach
end, respectively, as follows: For express air carrier service and larger airports, 500 feet and 2,500 feet; for trunk
line air carrier service airports, 400
feet rier
andservice
2,400airports,
feet; for300 feeder
air 2.300
carfeet and
feet; for secondary airports, 250 feet
and 2,250 feet and for personal airports,
200 feet and 2,200 feet.
(3) Slope — For instrument runways
the slope of the approach surface along
the runway center line extended is
50:1 (an elevation of 1 foot for each 50
feet of horizontal distance) for the
inner 10,000-foot section and 40:1 (an
elevation of 1 foot for each 40 feet of
horizontal distance) for the outer
40,000-foot section. All other runways,
not designated for instrument operation, which meet or exceed the minlength
requirements
feeder imum
air-runway
carrier
service
shall havefora
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(m) Minimum
Flight Altitude
— Minimum altitudes designated
by the
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics to provide aircraft a safe clearance of all
obstructions within the area designated.
The necessary information concerning
the locations of these areas and the
established minimum flight altitude can
be obtained from the CAA publications
offices.by contacting the CAA regional
and

(n) Transitional
— The inclined
transitional surfaces aresurfaces
imaginary
planes through the air space having
a slope of 7:1 (an elevation of 1 foot
for each 7 feet of horizontal distance)
measured upward and outward in a
vertical plane at right angles to the
axis of the runway. The transitional
surfaces, symmetrically located on
either wardside
of the from
runway,
upand outward
a lineextend
on either
side of the runway which is parallel
to and level with the runway center
line. These parallel fines are at a
horizontal distance from the runway
center linewidth
equalof totheone-half
the
minimum
approachof area
indicated in Section 17.2(c)(2). Transitional surfaces extend from the edges
of all approach surfaces upward and
outward to the intersection with the
horizontal surface or the conical surface.
approach
surfacesthrough
for instrumentTherunways
projecting
and
beyond the limits of the conical surface
shall have 7:1 transitional surfaces extending a distance of 5,000 feet measured horizontally from the edge of the
approach surfaces and at right angles
to the runway axis.
§17.3 — Form to be Used to Describe
Proposed Antenna Structures.
All applications for radio facilities
shall be accompanied by FCC Form
401A
(revised) for services other than
(f)
Established
Airport
Elevation
—
The established elevation of the air- broadcast*
in all cases when:
port is the elevation of the highest
(1)
the
antenna structures proposed
point of the usable landing area.
to be erected will exceed an over-all
(g) Established
Certain
established Coastal
corridorsCorridors
in which— ■ height of 170 feet above ground level, or
(2) the antenna structures proposed
low level
flight is and
required
Departbe erected will exceed an over-all
ment of Defense
Coast forGuard
air to
height of one foot above ground for
operations
conducted
from
air
stations
each
feet of distance, or fraction
located within 20 statute miles of the thereof,200 from
the nearest boundary of
Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf Coast. These
corridors will be ten miles in width any landing area.
§17.4
—
Commission
Consideration of
extending from coastal air stations to
the nearby sea coast. Information with Proposed Antenna Structure with rerespect to these established corridors
tion. spect to possible hazard to air navigawill be published
formation on civil along
airways.with the in(a) All applications which in the light
(h) Civil
Airwaysby— Athesystem
of aerial of the criteria set forth below require
routes
designated
Administrator
aeronautical
study will be referred by
of Civil Aeronautics for Air Navigation the Commission
through appropriate
channels to the Airspace Subcommittee
and Traffic
Control
purposes.
Information concerning the location of civil of the Air Coordinating Committee for
its recommendation.
airways nautical
can. charts.
be CAA
obtained
from aeropublications,
and
(b) All
which indo view
not re-of
by contacting the CAA regional offices.
quireapplications
aeronautical study
(i) Final Approach Minimum Flight the criteria
set forth below will be
Altitude — An altitude designated by ap- deemed not to involve a hazard to air
propriate federal authority which is navigation and will be considered by
normally established from the highest the
Commission without reference to
point within five statute miles of the the
Airspace Subcommittee of the Air
center line of the final approach course
Coordinating Committee.
of the downradio
for fin^l let(c) Whenever a recommendation for
for an facility
airport, used
and extending
for
a distance of ten statute miles along approval of any application that has
to the
Subthis course outward from the radio been submitted
committee of the
Air Airspace
Coordinating
facility. The radio facilities used for Committee has
been received from that
final let-down and the final approach
Committee, the application will be
minimum flight altitudes are published
deemed not to involve a hazard to air
in Instrument Approach and Landing navigation
will be processed by the
Charts and the Flight Information Commission andaccordingly.
Manual.
(d)ingWhenever
recommend(j) talHorizontal
— The horizondenial of anya report
application
or any
surface is Surface
an imaginary
plane
through the air space, circular in shape, report which indicates a lack of agreement
among
the
members
of
the
Airwith itslished
height
feet above
estab-a
space
of the
Coordiairport 150
elevation
and the
having
natingSubcommittee
Committee has
beenAir received
radius from the airport reference point from that
Committee, the applicant
as indicated in the following table:
will be so advised and the CommisIntercontinental express airsion will take such further action as
and Department
DefenseportsAir
Bases of 13,000 feet might be appropriate.
SUB-PART B
Intercontinental airports. . . . 11,500 feet
Continental Airports
10,000 feet
ANTENNA CRITERIA
Express airports
8.500 feet
Structures over 500
Trunk Line airports
7.000 feet §17.11
in— Antenna
height.
Feeder airports
6.000 feet feet
Antenna structures over 500 feet in
All smaller airports
5,000 feet
height above the ground will require
The category
in ac- special
cordance withoftheevery
aboveairport
classification
aeronautical study irrespective
of their location.
is
designated
by
the
Administrator
of
Civil Aeronautics.
§17.12 — Antenna Structures over 170
height.up to and including 500 feet in
(k) Instrument Approach Area — An feet
approach area where instrument apAntenna structures over 170 feet up
proaches are authorized. The dimento and including 500 feet in height
sions of the approach area and instruabove the ground will not require speapproach
Sectionment17.2
(c). area are contained in
'Consideration to aeronautical facilities
(1) Landing Area — A landing area not in existence at the time of the filmeans any locality, either of land or
ingtiesofwillthebe application
faciligiven only for
whenradioproposed
water, diate
including
airports
airport construction or improvement
landing fields,
whichandis intermeused, or
plans are on file with the CAA as of the
approved for use1, for the landing and
date of the application for such
take-off of aircraft whether or not fa- filing
radio facilities.
cilities are provided for the shelter,
servicing, or repair of aircraft, or for *FCC Form 301, Section V-G (antenna)
receiving or discharging passengers or shall be submitted with all broadcast
cargo.
applications.
BROADCASTING
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slope of 40:1. On airports with shorter
runway lengths than those specified for
feeder air carrier service, the slope of
the approach
tion of 1 foot surface
for eachis 2020:1feet(anof elevahorizontal distance) for all runways.
(d) faceConical
Surface — surface
The conical
suris an imaginary
through
the air space extending upward and
outward from the periphery of the
horizontal surface and having a slope
of 20:1 measured in a vertical plane
passing through the airport reference
point. Measuring radially outward,
from the periphery of the horizontal
surface, the conical surface extends for
a horizontal distance of 7,000 feet for
intercontinental express airports, intercontinental airports and Department of
Defense Air Bases; and 5,000 feet for
continental, express, trunk line and
feeder airports, and 3,000 feet for all
smaller airports.
(e) Designated Air Traffic Control
Areas — Areas established and designated by the Administrator of Civil
Aeronautics for air traffic control purposes.
Information
the location
of these
areasconcerning
can be obtained
from CAA
publications
and
by
tacting the CAA regional office. con-

cial aeronautical study except:
(a) Where antenna structures less
than 500 feet in height would necessitate the raising of the minimum flight
altitude within the Civil Airways and
designated air traffic control areas in
the country.
(b) In areas of established coastal
corridors.
(c) Where the antenna structure
would project above the landing area,
or the limiting heights or surfaces,
specified in Section 17.15, of all airports
now in existence or provided for in approved plans1.
§17.13 — Antenna Structures 170 feet in
height and under.
Antenna structures 170 feet and
under in height above the ground will
not require special aeronautical study,
except
17.15. in the areas outlined in Section
§17.14 — Certain Antenna Structures Exempt from special aeronautical study.
Antenna structures mounted on top
of natural formations or existing manmade structures will not require special aeronautical study, if, as a result
of such
such natural
mounting,formations
the over-all
height
of
or existing
man-made structures has not increased
more than 20 feet.
§17.15 — Antenna Structures in airports
and approach areas.
Antenna structures in the vicinity of
airports
approach
requireand
aeronautical
study areas
if they will
project
above the following heights above
ground or surfaces (in case of conflict
the lowest height will prevail).
(a) In instrument approach areas,
more than 100 feet above the ground
or 100 feet above the elevation of the
approach
the runway,
ever givesend
the of
higher
elevation whichof the
structure, within three statute miles of
the runway end, and increasing in
height above ground in the proportion
of 25 feet for each additional statute
mile of distance outward from the runway but not to exceed 250 feet within
ten miles of the runway end. The aparea requirements
mentproach
runways
shall apply tofor
bothinstruends
of such runways.
(b) More than 170 feet above the
ground or the established airport elevation,
gives thewithin
higher three
elevationwhichever
of the structure
statute miles of the reference point of
a feeder or larger class airport and increasing in height above ground in the
porportion
of 100
each additional statute
milefeetof for
distance
from
the airport
but
not
to
exceed
a
maximum of 500 feet above ground.
(c) Antenna structures of an elevation which would increase the final approach minimum flight altitude.
(d) In addition to the requirements
mentioned above, antenna structures
which project above the landing area
or any facesofwillthe
following
surrequire
specialimaginary
aeronautical
study:
(1) Approach surface
(2) Horizontal surface
(3) Conical surface
(4) Transitional Surface
(e) Under most conditions, the limits
prescribed in paragraphs (a), (b) and
(c) above
will inbe the
the areas
determining
factor. However,
immediately
adjacent
to
the
runways
and
under
certain conditions where the terrain
rises rapidly in the airport area, the
surfaces specified in paragraph (d)
above become a more limiting factor
JSee footnote 1, under section 17.2 (I).
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from
ments. the absolute height of require§17.16 — Shielded Antenna Structures.
•In any special aeronautical study
conducted under the provisions of this
Sub-Part,
the circumstances
that the
antenna structure
will be shielded
by
natural
formations
or
existing
made structures will be taken maninto
account.
§17.17 — Existing Structures.
(a) ing
Nothing
these criteria
concernantenna instructures
or locations
shall apply
to
those
structures
now existing or to those structures authorized
prior
to
the
effective
date
of
these
criteria.
(b) No change in any of these criteria
or relocation of airports shall at any
time impose a new restriction upon any
then existing or authorized antenna
structure or structures.
SUB-PART C
ANTENNA MARKING
SPECIFICATIONS
§17.21 — Painting and lighting, when required.
Antenna structures shall be painted
and lighted when:
(a) They
study;
or require special aeronautical
(b) They exceed 170 feet in height
above the ground.
(c) The Commission may modify the
above requirement for painting and/or
lighting of antenna structures, when
it is shown by the applicant that the
absence of such marking would not
impair the safety of air navigation,
or that a lesser marking requirement
would insure the safety thereof.
§17.22
used. — Particular specifications to be
(a) Where special aeronautical study
is not required, the Commission will
assign tionspainting
lighting specificaas set forthandhereafter.
tb) Where special aeronautical study
is required, the Commission will, in so
far as is consistent with the safety
of life and property in the air, also
assign tions
painting
and lighting specificalisted hereafter.
(c) However,
where
antennathat
installations are of such a nature
their
painting and lighting in accordance
with these specifications are confusing
or endanger rather than assist airmen,
the Commission will specify the type
of painting and lighting to be used
in the individual situation.
§17.23 — inAntenna
under
height. structures 100 feet and
(a) Antenna structures 100 feet and
under in
the ground,
located inheight
areas above
set forth
in Section
17.15 of these rules shall be painted and
lighted as follows:
(1) The structure shall be painted
throughout its height with alternate
bands of international orange and
white, terminating with international
orange bands at both top and bottom.
The width of the international orange
bands shall
be approximately
seventh
the height
of the structure oneand
the white bands shall be approximately
one-half of the width of the international orange
bands,
provided,
ternational
orange bands
shall the
not inbe
more than 40 feet nor less than 5 feet
in width.
(2) The
of bands
may 35be feet
reduced fornumber
structures
less than
in height but the minimum width of
5 feet for each international orange
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'Cisco Kid' in Comics
PRODUCTION of a "Cisco
Kid" comic strip by King
Features Syndicate has been
licensed by Frederic W. Ziv
Co. and its affiliate, Cisco
Kid Products Inc. Tie-ins
with TV, radio and movies,
rights to which they also
own, are to be arranged. The
strip, which it was announced
has been sold to 10 newspapers, will appear Jan. 15.
Artist will be Jose Luis
Salinas of Buenos Aires.
John L. Sinn of Ziv and
Ward Greene of King Feaments. tures made the arrangeband shall be maintained.
(3) For atnight
theretower
shall two
be
installed
the marking
top of the
100 or Ill-watt lamps (#100-A21/TS or
#111-A21/TS,
respectively),
enclosed(heatin
aviation red Fresnel
or prismatic
resisting preferred) obstruction light
globes. The two lights shall burn
simultaneously and shall be positioned
so as to insure unobstructed visibility
of at craftleast
lights from airat any one
angleof oftheapproach.
§17.24 — Antenna structures above 100
feet up to and including 170 feet in
height.
?
(a) Antenna
structures above 100 feet
up to and including 170 feet in height
above the ground located in areas set
forth in Section 17.15 of these rules
shall be painted and lighted as follows:
(1) The structure shall be painted
throughout its height with alternate
bands of international orange and
white, terminating with international
orange bands at both top and bottom.
The width of the international orange
bands
be approximately
seventh shall
the height
of the structure oneand
the white bands shall be approximately
one -half the width of the international
orange bands.
(2) For at
night
shall beat
installed
the marking
top of there
the tower
least two 100 or Ill-watt lamps (#100
A21/TS or #111 A21/TS, respectively)
enclosed in aviation red Fresnel or
prismatic (heat resisting preferred) obstruction light globes. The two lights
shall burn simultaneously and shall be
positioned so as to insure unobstructed
visibility of at least one of the lights
from aircraft at any angle of approach.
(3) Onandlevels
at approximately
twothirds
one-third
of the over-all
height of the tower, there shall be installed at least two 100 or Ill-watt
lamps (#100 A21/TS or #111 A21/TS,
respectively) enclosed in aviation red
Fresnel or prismatic (heat resisting
preferred) obstruction light globes.
Each light shall be mounted so as to
insure unobstructed visibility of at
least one
lightangle
on each
level from aircraft at any
of approach.
§17.25 — Antenna structures over 170
feet up to and including 400 feet in
height.
(a) Antenna structures over 170 feet
up to and including 400 feet in height
above the ground shall be painted and
lighted as follows:
(1) The structure shall be painted
throughout its height with alternate
bands of international orange and
white, terminating with international
orange bands at both top and bottom.
The width of the international orange
bands
be approximately
seventh shall
the height
of the structure oneand
the white bands shall be approximately
one-half the width of the international
orange bands,
provided,
internaorange bands
shall the
not be
more
than 40tionalfeet.
(2) For night marking there shall be
installed at the top of the structure
one 300 m/m electric code beacon
equipped with two 500 or 620-watt
lamps
Codesimultaneously,
Beacon type), both
lamps (PS-40,
to burn
and
equipped with aviation red color filters.
Where a rod or other construction of
not more than 20 feet in height and
incapable of supporting this beacon is
mounted on top of the structure and it
is determined that this additional construction does not permit unobstructed
visibility of the code beacon from aircraft at any angle of approach, there
(Continued on page U5)

Radio
Market

Data

for
Oakland,
California
1. How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2. How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs,
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.
What does Hooper say?
KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
3. radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
4« Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.
5. What about KLX results
...and promotion?
Just send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALiFQRNSA
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.
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Let us show you how to get a big IMPACT
on a small budget.
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Call Collect: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St.,
New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
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WCKY
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New

Year's,

4

1951

NEW YEAR'S, 1951, is ushered in on as
somber a note as any in the glorious 175-year
history of the nation.
For the broadcasting arts — radio and TV —
the national welfare has the right of way.
Radio simply picks up where it left off in
1945. For TV, it's boot-training, but since
TV is largely in the hands of broadcasters
who won their chevrons in World War II,
the transition shouldn't be tough.
How do the leaders among advertisers,
agencies, stations, representatives, researchers, view the national scene as it applies to
radio-TV? We rounded up the opinions of
nearly 500 of them for the last two issues.
There are horrendous stories about radio
and TV being taken over by the military —
stories out of whole cloth. The effort is to
take steps so that these services can continue
operating, but in a manner that will make
our shores least susceptible to enemy attack.
There were lessons learned in, the last war, but
modern warfare entails new techniques. You
just don't tell your enemies what you're doing.
Certain things are evident in this state of
national emergency. First, it's clear that
business should be good. That's just one of
the paradoxes of this war — or preparing-forwar — business. Radio shouldn't forget the
onslaughts of the advertisers trying to beat
down costs. But radio can eschew the buck
fever that heretofore has permeated its ranks.
TV, on the other hand, probably will be hard
put to accommodate the business offered.
TV will have other problems. It's doubted
whether any substantial number of new outlets will take the air for the foreseeable future.
Even if the FCC completes its allocations
hearings as scheduled, in April, and proposes
to resume licensing in July, chances are that
an equipment freeze will be imposed. This
would preclude licensing of any new stations,
except possibly where there is no contest, and
where the applicant has all of his equipment
and is ready to go. AM and FM likewise are
destined to be caught in an equipment freeze,
with new stations or improved facilities to
be authorized only where the defense authorities certify the additional service is essential.
The task will be to maintain existing operations by providing adequate allocations of
tubes and parts — and of maintaining in the
hands of the public an adequate supply of
working radio and TV receivers. Even in
these times, there are areas where it's difficult
to get proper TV service. When the drain on
manpower worsens, the problem of TV servicing may become critical.
An indication of the advertiser-agency approach to the radio versus TV dilemma is
given by Tom Harrington, partner of Ted
Bates. He says that if industry goes full-scale
into defense "the day of the 20 million TV
receivers may indeed be far off and the scramble to return to radio will be a rout, not a
retreat."
The New Year's resolution of the mass
broadcast media, then, should be to:
Maintain loyal manpower (screen every
employe)
Conserve equipment
Program discreetly
Work closely with federal and local defense authorities, and
Prepare for the day you hope will never
come.
Page 42
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Sports A-Field
STRAWS in the sports show wind:
Movie moguls have set their sights on big
spectacle sports events like the World Series
and championship boxing bouts to pull more
patrons into half-empty theatres. This time
they are aiming at television and radio too.
They want big screen telecast exclusives.
Commissioner Chandler has sold the radio
and television rights to the World Series and
All-Star games for the next six years for
$7,370,000. In 1950 combined radio and TV
rights for the Series brought $975,000.
The Big Ten, most professional football and
some boxing clubs are restricting or banning
telecasts this year — arguing that fans will not
come to an exhibition they can see in the
comfort of their own homes. Some minor
league baseball clubs say it is radio, more than
television, that is hurting their gates.
A winning team draws crowds. Losers don't.
Radio or TV will not change that fact. Since
there must be more losers than winners in the
finals, there are always sports promoters
looking for an alibi— and it is currently fashionable to turn to TV and radio.
An exhaustive baseball survey by Jerry N.
Jordan, author of a sports study last spring
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 15, 1950]
was reported in Broadcasting • Telecasting
Nov. 20. This study showed conclusively that
televised baseball clubs had a relatively better
attendance than clubs having no TV.
It is true that some fans listen to their
radios or watch their TV screens rather than
go to a sports event. But it is also true that
many others begin listening or looking who
seldom, if ever, have gone near a football
stadium, a baseball diamond or a boxing ring.
Both radio and TV stimulate interest where
none existed before. Big time sports owe their
life to publicity. There are no better media
for that publicity than radio and TV.
It's a short-sighted sports group that cuts
its show from the radio-TV limelight. Once
out, it may be hard to get back.
We'll make a long range prediction. When
the Gillette-World Series $7-million-dollar-plus
package deal expires six years hence, baseball
will be buying its time on both AM and TV.
It Had

to Happen

IT HAD to happen. It did down in Dallas.
"Can you look at television and read at the
same time?' The question was posed by the
Dallas Morning News in a display ad spotted
in its classified ad section. And it gave its
own answer — a vociferous "No."
"All over the country," said the copy, "television is cutting into the reading time of
evening newspapers to such an extent that
advertising is seriously affected."
The Morning News, a pioneer in radio with
WFAA, also has a TV outlet, WFAA-TV. So
does its afternoon competitor, the TimesHerald, which operates KRLD and KRLD-TV.
And there's competition in nearby Fort Worth,
where the Star-Telegram operates WBAP and
WBAP-TV.
As far as we're aware, this is the first
"break" on the effect of TV on newspaper
readership. A number of confidential surveys
in TV markets indicate that afternoon readership has been affected from 20% to 35%.
The question arises as to how long that
story will hold. Agencies and advertisers, as
well as telecasters, foresee growth in daytime
TV that will equal the rapid expansion of
nighttime TV last year.
Maybe, with the resurgence of radio, and
imminent paper rationing, the newspapers —
morning and
afternoon —anyway.
won't covet added
circulation
or readership

- our respects to:

RICHARD

MONROE

FAIRBANKS

ing datesFAIRBAN
faith
1932 when
back to KS'
in broadcast
RD MONROE
RICHA
he emerged from Sheffield Scientific
School at Yale, but it took him 15 years of
involved maneuvering through the intricacies
of the newspaper business and the Navy before
"arrived."
he When
he did arrive it was with a bang. In
1947 he was named to his present position,
president of WIBC Indianapolis, and in two
years had built and put into operation the
only 50 kw operation in Indiana.
In 1932 Mr. Fairbanks spent several months
endeavoring to form a group to purchase the
then WKBF Indianapolis which was for sale
at the time. Fresh from school, he was imbued
with the desire to go on his own, and that
growing young giant the radio industry was
beginning
advertising. to loom as a great medium of
His desire to purchase WKBF was thwarted.
In the judgment of the parties he had tried
to interest in the venture, the young entrepreneur lacked two essentials to the success
of the project — money and radio operating
experience.
As second choice Mr. Fairbanks accepted
a spot as cub reporter on the Indianapolis
News, progressing through various phases,
including copy desk, sports reporting (where
he picked up a byline), financial editing, and
eventually assistant managing editor. Young
Fairbanks, however, never lost his enthusiasm
for radio. At every opportunity he urged the
management of the News to consider the advantages of radio station ownership and management.
His urging bore fruit and during the war,
the News purchased WIBC. The paper's acquisition of a radio station, although at Mr.
Fairbanks' behest, did him little immediate
good. By 1941 the direction of his career had
changed to the Navy, and right after Pearl
Harbor as a Naval Reserve officer he was
called to active service. The end of the war
found Lt. Col. Dick Fairbanks on Guam as a
public relations officer on the staff of Admiral
Nimitz. He returned to civilian life in 1945.
Because of his keen interest in radio the
News management had placed Mr. Fairbanks
on the board of directors of WIBC while he
was in the Navy. The directorship entailed
no special duties in station operation so Mr.
Fairbanks forsook Indianapolis for Miami,
Fla. He served on the advertising staff of the
Miami Daily News until 1947, at which time
he returned to Indiana when offered the presidency of WIBC.
From then on, as Mr. Fairbanks puts it,
(Continued on page 46)
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front office

'ACK HARRIS, general manager KPRC-AM-TV
Houston, elected
a director of Houston Post, parent company.
Col. Harris, former
Army Radio Division Chief, joined KPRC in 1947. He
had come up through the ranks at WSM Nashville.
RALPH J. CORDINER, executive vice president General Electric, elected president succeeding CHARLES
E. WILSON [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 18,
1950].
ROBERT H. HINCKLEY, ABC Washington vice president, moves his offices to 1731 L St. N.W.

Mr. Harris
RALPH

W. NIMMONS, assistant manager WFAA-AM-TV Dallas, appointed station manager for WFAA-TV. ALEX KEESE, regional sales
manager, appointed assistant manager; he will continue his duties as
regional sales manager. GEORGE K. UTLEY, radio sales staff, will
replace Mr. Nimmons in radio sales and also continue to handle national
sales for station. BERT MITCHELL will assist Mr. Nimmons. HILDA
LeBLANC CHASE and TOM BROWN to sales staff.
JOSEPH GOODFELLOW, account executive WNBC New York, and
GEORGE DIETRICH, general manager Radiotime Inc., Chicago, appointed radio account executives for NBC Spot Sales Dept., N. Y.
ROY W. PARKER appointed sales service representative WJNO West
Palm Beach, Fla.
VANCE HERROLD, KREI Farmington, Mo., to sales staff WIL St. Louis.
FRANK

CUNNINGHAM appointed manager KPAS Banning, Calif., replacing WILLIAM T. SMITH resigned.

LARRY

ISRAEL, sale director WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, appointed director of operations. JIMIE SPANOS will assist him in his hew duties.

FRED LeMIEUX

appointed general manager KOGT

BUDDY STARCHER, WCAU
WAUL Apollo, Pa.

Orange, Tex.

Philadelphia, appointed managing director

CKNW New Westminster, B. C, announces following staff promotions
effective today (Jan. 1): PHIL BALDWIN appointed national advertising
director; HUGH WALLACE appointed local sales manager in New
Westminster, and AL KLENMAN appointed local sales manager in
Vancouver office.
TED SWIFT appointed general manager WTAO and WXHR (FM) Cambridge, Mass. Was with WEEI Boston, CBS Radio Sales and WNEB
Worchester.
WAYNE

J. HATCHETT, chief engineer KJFJ Webster City, Iowa, appointed general manager.

JAMES F. McKERNAN, co-manager and chief engineer WTWN St.
Johnsbury, Vt., resigns. E. DEAN FINNEY, president and co-manager,
appointed general manager and president. RICHARD M. ADAMS,
salesman, appointed assistant manager.
HARRIS L. UMSTEAD, commercial manager WAZF Yazoo City, Miss.,
appointed station manager.
ESTEL FREEMAN, continuity department WFBM Indianapolis, appointed night operations manager for WFBM-AM-TV.
ROY SINOR, general manager KROP Brawley, Calif., appointed vice
president in charge of sales for Broadcasting Corp. of America and its
five Southern California stations.
WILL DOUGHERTY, account executive and program consultant WSRS
Cleveland, appointed assistant sales manager assuming direction of
programs, announcers and traffic.
J^etionali • • •
LEWIS TIERNEY, president Tierney Co. (WCHS Charleston, W. Va.),
appointed chairman of U.S. Treasury's Saving Bond Committee for West
Virginia. . . . MORTIMER HALL, administrative staff KLAC Los Angeles, and Ruth Roman, film actress, announced marriage. Mr. Hall
is son of Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, owner KLAC-AM-TV and KYA San
Francisco and publisher of New York Post. . . . ROBERT W. CLARK,
manager KNBH (TV) Hollywood, elected secretary-treasurer Society
of Television Engineers, effective Jan. 1. . . . CHARLES BLACK, account
executive KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, and Shirley Temple, film actress,
announce marriage. . . . RONNIE PERKS, Overseas Radiffusion Inc.,
London, (England representative for All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.
stations), is making tour of Canadian stations. His firm also represents
commercial stations in South Africa and Australia.
TR BUSINESS
Eight New Accounts Added
TIME purchases by Whitehall
Pharmacal Co. and seven other
sponsors were announced last week
by Transit Radio Inc. Whitehall
is sponsoring a full hour daily on
Transit outlet WWDC-FM, Washington, beginning Dec. 18 and running for 26 weeks. Whitehall products to be advertised include Anacin, Kolynos toothpaste, Hill's
Cold Tablets, Bisodol Roll Mints,
Kriptin, Heet liniment and Freezone foot remedies.
Other new national sponsors are
Botany Lotions, Grove Labs for
Bromo Quinine, Northwest Ford
Dealers, Ford Motor Co., Sportsman Products, Rum & Maple cigarettes and Stagg Brewing Co. Viceroy cigarettes completed a 13-week
test of Transit Radio in St. Louis
and has renewed for 52 weeks effective today (Jan. 1), it was announced.
Jones
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Hits Justice

FCC COMR. Robert F. Jones fortnight ago took the Justice Dept. to
task, indirectly, for not taking a
more active position on alleged
anti-trust questions in the field of
color television and FM. In oral
argument on a common carrier
case, Comr. Jones told Lambert
S. O'Malley, who represented the
Justice Dept., that it was the second instance he could remember
where the Justice Dept. had intervened in common carrier matters— where, he said, FCC has
broad powers to regulate monopoly— whereas he could remember
no similar instance of intervention in cases where FCC has no
authority over manufacturers, as
in color TV and FM.

HADACOL
SHOW
First Nationwide Radio Use
FIRST venture in network broadcasting will be launched Jan. 12 by
the LeBlanc Corp. (Hadacol, a dietary supplement), according to
plans by its president, State Sen.
Dudley J. LeBlanc. Cost of time
and talent for the nationwide halfhour show, which will be aired
over MBS, ABC and Liberty networks and some 150 independent
outlets, is expected to total $50,000.
The broadcast, featuring such
stars as Judy Garland, Groucho
Marx, Vic Damone and Minnie
Pearl, into
will coincide
with and
Hadacol's
entry
Los Angeles
West
Coast markets, according to the
firm. At present, LeBlanc is placing 12 spots daily on 16 stations in
the Los Angeles area along with
newspaper advertising.
The 9-9:30 p.m. (EST) Friday
show will originate from a testimonial dinner feting Sen. LeBlanc
in Hollywood. That night, Mutual,
Liberty and most of the independents will carry the program which
will be rebroadcast by ABC at the
same hour the following evening.
Hadacol's agency is Majestic of
Houston.
Promotion of Hadacol has included the holding of more than
500 Christmas parties with cooperation of some 500 radio stations
which carry Hadacol advertising
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 25, Nov. 27, 1950]. Typical
of these was the party held by
WNOE New Orleans which reports
700 children and 150 parents jamming a downtown theatre for gifts
and a three hour show. James E.
Gordon, WNOE president, who directed the event, noted that children lined up as far as two city
blocks were denied entrance when
the theatre filled to capacity.
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Construction

Rules

munications Act of 1934, as amended,
as outlined elsewhere in this part:
(a) (1) Shall make an observation of
the tower lights at least once each 24
hours either visually or by observing
an automatic and properly maintained
indicator designed to register any failure of such lights, to insure that all
such lights are functioning properly
as required; or alternatively,
(a) (2) shall provide and properly
maintain an automatic alarm system
designed to detect any failure of such
lights andto totheprovide
failure
licensee.indication of such
(b) Shall report immediately by telephone or telegraph
the nearest
Airways
Communicationto Station
or office
of Civil Aeronautics Administration
any observed or otherwise known failure of a code or rotating beacon light
or top light not corrected within thirty
minutes, regardless of the cause of
such failure. Further notification by
telephone or telegraph shall be given
immediately upon resumption of the
required illumination.
(c) Shall
intervals
not orto
exceed
threeinspect
monthsat all
automatic
mechanical control devices, indicators
and alarm systems associated with
the tower lighting to insure that such
apparatus is functioning properly.
§17.30 — Recording
of tower
light inspections in the Station
Record.
The licensee of any radio station
which has an antenna structure requiring illumination shall make the
following entries in the station record
of
the
inspections
required by Section
17.29:
(a) The time the tower lights are
turned on and off each day if manually
controlled.
(b) The time the daily check of proper operation of the tower lights was
made.
(c) In the event of any observed or
otherwise known failure of a tower
light:
(1) Nature of such failure.
(2) Date and time the failure was
observed, or otherwise noted.
(3) Date, time and nature of the adjustments, repairs, or replacements
were made.
(4) Identification
Airways
Communication Station of
(Civil
Aeronautics
Administration) notified of the failure
of any code or rotating beacon light
not corrected within thirty minutes,
and the date and time such notice was
given.
(5) Date and time notice was given
to the Airways Communication Station
(Civil Aeronautics Administration) that
the required illumination was resumed.
(d) Upon completion of the periodic
inspection
required at least once each
three
months:
(1) The date of the inspection and
the condition of all tower lights and
associated
tower and
lighting
vices, indicators
alarm control
systems.de(2) Any adjustments, replacements,
or repairs made to insure compliance
with the lighting requirements and
the datements, or such
repairsadjustments,
were made. replace§17.31 — Cleaning and repainting.
All towers shall be cleaned or repainted asvisibility.
often as necessary to maintain good
§17.32
—
Time
when lights shall be exhibited.
All lighting shall be exhibited from
sunset to sunrise unless otherwise
specified.
§17.33— Spare Lamps.
A sufficient supply of spare lamps
shall be maintained for immediate replacement purposes at all times.
§17.34 — Lighting equipment.
The ters,lighting
of filand shadeequipment,
of paint color
referred
to
in the specifications are further defined
in the following government and/or
Army-Navy
tions, Bulletins,Aeronautical
and Drawings:Specifica(Lamps
are referred to by standard numbers.)

(Continued from page 39)
shall be installed two such beacons
positioned so as to insure unobstructed
visibility of at least one of the beacons
from aircraft at anv angle of approach.
The beacon shall be equipped with a
flashing mechanism producing not more
than 40 flashes per minute nor less
than riod
12 of flashes
minuteto with
pedarknessper equal
Vi ofa the
luminous period.
(3) On levels at approximately twothirds and one-third of the over-all
height of the tower there shall be installed at least two 100 or Ill-watt
lamps (#100 A21/TS or #111 A21/TS,
respectively) enclosed in aviation red
Fresnel or prismatic (heat resisting
preferred) obstruction light globes.
Each light shall be mounted so as to
insure unobstructed visibility of at
least craft
oneat anylightangle
at each
level from airof approach.
(4) All lights shall burn continuously
or shall
be controlled
a light
tive device
adjusted sobythat
the sensilights
will be turned on at a north sky light
intensity
level
of
about
thirty-five
foot candles and turned off at a north
sky
eightlight
foot intensity
candles. level of about fifty§17.26 — Antenna structures over 400
feet up to and including 500 feet in
height.
(a) Antenna structures over 400 feet
up to and including 500 feet in height
above the ground shall be painted and
lighted as follows:
(1) The structure shall be painted
throughout its height with alternate
bands of international orange and
white, terminating with international
orange bands at both top and bottom.
The width of the international orange
bands shall be approximately 40 feet
and the width of the white bands shall
be approximately 20 feet.
(2) For night marking there shall be
installed at the top of the structure
one 300 m/m electric code beacon
equipped with two 500 or 620-watt
lamps
Codesimultaneously,
Beacon type), both
lamps (PS-40,
to burn
and
aviation red color filters. Where a rod
or other construction of not more than
20 feet in height and incapable of
supporting this beacon is mounted on
top of minedthethat this
structure
and construction
it is deteradditional
does not permit unobstructed visibility
of the code beacon from aircraft at
any angle of approach, there shall be
installed two such beacons positioned
so as to insure unobstructed visibility
of at least one of the beacons from
aircraft at anv angle of approach. These
beacons shall be equipped with a
flashing mechanism producing not more
than 40 flashes per minute nor less
than 12 flashes per minute with a
period of darkness equal to Vz of the
luminous period.
(3) At approximately one-half of the
over-all height of the tower, one similarconflashing
m/m electric
beashall be 300installed
in suchcode
position
within the tower proper that the
structural members will not impair
the visibility
of thisof beacon
craft at any angle
approachfrom air(4) On levels at approximately three-fourths and one-fourth of the over-all
height of the tower, at least one 100
or Ill-watt
lamp (#100enclosed
A21/TS inor avia#111
A21/TS,
respectively)
tion red Fresnel or prismatic (heat
resistant-preferred) obstruction light
globe shall be installed on each outside
corner of the tower at each level.
(5) All lights shall burn continuously
or shall
sensitive be
device controlled
adjusted sobythata light
the lights
will be turned on at a north sky light
intensity
levelturned
of about
thirty-five
candles and
off at
a north foot
sky
light
intensity
level
of
about
fifty-eight
foot candles.
§17.27 — Antenna Structures over 500
feet in height.
Antenna structures over 500 feet in
height above the ground shall be
painted and lighted in accordance with
specifications to be determined by the White House Staff
Commission after aeronautical study.
§17.28 — Antenna
TWO assistant secretaries have
structure
antenna farms
arrays. and multiple
In the case of antenna structures been named by Joseph H. Short,
which are so grouped as to present a new press-radio secretary to Presicommon potential menace to air navident Truman. They are Irving
gation, the foregoing requirements for
painting and lighting may be modified Perimeter, Bureau of Internal revenue Officer, and Roger Tubby,
as a result of aeronautical study.
§17.29 — Inspection of Tower Lights and executive assistant in the State
Associated Control Equipment.
Dept. press office. Eben Ayers,
The licensee of any radio station assistant to the late Charles Ross,
which has an antenna structure requiring illumination pursuant to the provi- becomes
a special assistant on' the
sions of Section 303(q) of the Com- White House staff.
BROADCASTING
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Aviation Red
Army-Navy Specification AN-C-56
Outside White Federal Specifications
TT-P-40, Type
1 or 2
d-Style 4)
International
Orange
Federation
cations SpecifiCode Beacon
TT-P-59
466
(Sec. II- 2
CAA Specification
100 Watt Lamp
111 Watt Lamp
#100
A21/TS
#111
(3000 A21/TS
hours)
500 Watt Lamp
620 Watt Lamp
#500 PS 40/45
#620 PS 40/45
(3000 hours)
Army-Navy Drawing
Obstruction Light
Globe, Prismatic
Obstruction
Light
Army-Navy Drawing AN2541-2
Globe, Fresnel
Army-Navy Drawing AN2541-12
Single Multiple
structionObLight
Fitting Assembly
AN2547-2
Obstruction Light
Fitting Assembly Army-Navy Drawing AN2547-4
1 Copies of Army-Navy Specifications
or drawings can be obtained by contacting
Commanding
General,
Material
Command,
Wright
Field, Air
Dayton,
Ohio, or the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department, Washington 25, D. C.
Information concerning Army-Navy
specifications or drawings can also be
obtained from the Office of Federal
Airways, tration,
Civil Aeronautics
AdminisWashington 25, Department
D. C. of Commerce,
- Copies tained
of fromthisthespecification
be obGovernmentcanPrinting
Office for 5 cents.
3 At the Air Routes and Ground Aids

Division Meeting of the International
Civil Aviation Organization during November, 1949, the designation "Aviation
Surface Orange," was adopted to re"International
Orange."can be ob4 Copiesplace
tainedof fromthis
the specification
Office of Federal
Airways, Civil Aeonautics Administration,
Department of Commerce.
s It is strongly recommended that the
Ill-Watt and 620-Watt, 3000 hour lamps,
be used instead of the 100-Watt and
500-Watt lamps whenever possible in
view of the extended life, lower maintenance cost, and greater safety which
they provide.

§17.35
— Painting and Lighting Existing
Structures.
Nothing in the criteria set forth in
Sections 17.11—17.17 of these rules concerning antenna structures or locations
shall apply to painting and lighting
those structures authorized prior to the
effective date of these criteria, except
where lighting and painting requirements are reduced by these criteria,
in which case the lesser requirements
may apply.

KJBC Appoints Bowles
KJBC Midland, Tex., has appointed
Bowles & Co., Fort Worth, as its
exclusive national representative, it
was announced today. KLKC Parsons, Kan., and WJMB Brookhaven,
Miss., which have become affiliates
of Radio Sales Network, also will
be represented by Bowles & Co.
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VOICE HIT
Longer Charges Denied
CHARGES attacking alleged "errors" by the State Dept. in its participation inforeign frequency allocations and certain programming
of the Voice of America have been
categorically denied by high department officials.
The charges were raised Dec.
18 by Sen. William Langer
(R-N. D.) who accused "somebody
in the department" of "conveniently or deliberately" overlooking
a conference held in Copenhagen,
Denmark, in 1948, for the purpose
of reallocating certain European
radio frequencies.
As a result, Sen. Langer declared, German listeners today no
longer hear American progams,
but are deluged, instead, with Russian propaganda.
State Dept. telecommunications
officials branded the Langer accusation as false and said the "facts
are entirely in variance with his
charges." Sen. Langer, they said,
is not correctly informed.
An official said that the State
Dept. had sent delegates to the
convention to present requirements
and to draft preliminary plans but
asserted they were "summarily
dealt with and ignored." The conference subsequently "denuded"
Germany of certain frequencies, it
was explained.
Officials attributed poor German
radio reception to "shared" frequencies and to Russian jamming
activities.
"The State Dept. has been anything but dilatory or negligent in
this matter," a spokesman asserted,
adding that it had sent delegates
on at least two other occasions
since the Copenhagen conference.
Sen. Langer had contended that
the U. S. was not represented at
the allocations meetings.
In referring to the Copenhagen
conference, Sen. Langer noted that
the Communists broadcast from
stations at Leipzig and other Russian Zone areas, and stated that
"to overcome their propaganda our
stations must of course be equally
powerful or more powerful."
ARCHIE

L. LEE

D'Arcy Board Chairman Dies
ARCHIE LANEY LEE, 62, chairman of the board of D'Arcy Advertising Co., died of cancer Dec. 22 in
St. Louis.
He was also a director of the
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of St. Louis,
as well as the Western Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. and the Coca-Cola Bottling Plants Inc. in Portland, Me.
Mr. Lee's advertising career began when he interviewed Samuel
C. Dobbs, former president of the
Coca-Cola Co., for the Atlanta
Georgian while he was a reporter
with that paper. Robert W. Woodruff, chairman of the executive
committee of the Coca-Cola Co.,
has credited Mr. Lee with having
done more than any other individual to popularize Coca-Cola.
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air-casters

assistS appoint
DICK ROBBIN
on of edColumbia
ant on producti
Pacific Network's Meet the Missus, replacing MAURIE COHEN, resigned to join Oxarart-Steffner (packaging firm).
BEN GREER, WSPA Spartanburg,
S. C,Greensboro,
to WFMYTV
N. C, as a n nouncer-producer.
DON OWNES,
star of Radio Rodeo on WGAY Silver Springs, Md.,
and PERRY
WESTLAND hillbilly singer on
show, enter Air
Force.
n o u nFISH
c e ER,
r WHIZ
an- Mr' Greer
ED
Zanesville,
Ohio, father of boy, Kip
Edward.
GEORGE MOORE, WKY Oklahoma
City, to announcing staff KLRA Little
Rock.
HARRY BABBITT, CBS singer,
named Brentwood, Calif., "Man of the
Year" by Brentwood Parent-Teachers
Assn., on behalf of his work in community youth activities.
OSCAR L. GERMAIN, certified public
accountant, appointed assistant treasurer WHLI Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.
CARL SCHEYING and ED LINCOLN
to announcing staff WLAN Lancaster,
Pa. Mr. Scheying was with WSNJ
Bridgeton, N. J.; Mr. Lincoln was
with WNOK Columbia, S. C.
CHARLES V. (Jughead) HUNTER,
program
WJW Lea.Cleveland,
father of ' director
girl, Jennifer
TORA REHM, Miss Atlanta of 1950,
now emceeing daily
women's show on
WATL-AM-FM
Atlanta.
JOHN B. DuBOIS, ABC Hollywood
assistant sales promotion manager,
father of boy, Dec. 16.
DICK PAINTER, KRLN Canon City,
Col., to KVGB Great Bend, Kan., as
announcer.
BILL DeWITT to announcing staff
WAVE Louisville.
JOHN NATALE, NBC Chicago TV
technical director, father of girl,
Mary Ann, Dec. 18.
GEORGE PHILLIPS, WSVS-AM-FM,
Crewe, Va., music director, father of
boy.
KEN JOHNSON, CBR Vancouver, to
Royal Canadian Air Force as jet
pilot.
ALFRED
LEWIS, Toronto freelance
producer, and Ruby Mann, Miss Toronto 1950, announce their marriage.
NEIL COPELAND, continuity editor
CKOC Hamilton, to program director.
HAROLD GIBSON, chief announcer
CJOC Lethbridge, appointed CKOC
continuity editor.
JACK VOETH, stage manager Earl
Carroll Theatre, Hollywood, to CBSTV Truth or Consequences as assistant to stage manager. He replaces
RICHARD GOTTLIEB, transferred
to program idea staff.

DENNY HAYES, announcer, and WIP
ROBINSON III, program director,
KNUJ New Ulm, Minn., elected president and vice president, respectively,
of local branch of NSPEBSSA, barbershop quartet singing group.
CHARLOTTE SLIFE, continuity writer KNUJ New Ulm, Minn., and
ROBERT DAHL, relief engineer
there, announce their marriage.
PROGRESSIVE BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
adds field
following
it's station relation
force:toFRANCIS
O'DRISCOLL, JOSEPH SEIFERTH,
CHARLES T. MEEHAN, LEONARD
WAYNE, RAY TROTTER, TOM TOYE,
JOEL HOLT, HIRAM STRONG,
CHARLES BERGER and CHARLES
DERRY.

W. W. CHAPLIN, NBC correspondent,
assigned to European headquarters of
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, to cover
all activities of General, and Supreme
Headquarters of Atlantic European
Powers.
BOB NOBLE to news editor CBH
Halifax.
GENEVA JOB OPEN
For IFRB Technical Assistant
A VACANCY on the Technical
Secretariat of the International
Frequency Registration Board in
Geneva, Switzerland, is to be filled
by April 1 this year. Persons interested in applying for the position of technical assistant are
urged to write to Francis Colt de
Wolf, Chief, Telecommunications
Policy Staff, U. S. Dept. of State,
Washington, D. C, for copies of
qualifications required and further
description of the position.
Qualifications which a candidate
for the position (paying from
$2,620 to $3,960 per year with allowances for expatriation and children of school age) should have,
include a degree or diploma in
physics or electrical engineering
from a university or a recognized
technical college or from an equivalent professional body; five years
experience with a government
organization or private company
in the radiocommunications field
(a shorter period may be acceptable
if the candidate has undertaken special studies in radiocommunications
engineering) and a broad knowledge in the field of international
regulation of telecommunications.
WPIC-AM-FM Sharon, Pa., and its
staff were warmly applauded by
Sharon Herald, daily newspaper, for
their work during recent snow storm
emergency. Cartoon on editorial page,
headed "Old Faithful," expressed appreciation for station's emergency
messages, news, reports on road conditions, helps for people in distress,
and "valorous staff service."

his "radio luck turned all good."
He was able to secure the services
of Ken Church as general manager
for the station and the two became the top administrative and
operating team for the outlet. Mr.
Church had many years of experience in sales and management behind him on such midwest stations
as WKRC and WCKY Cincinnati
and KMOX St. Louis.
Together they reprogrammed
the station from stem to stern, retaining the best features of the
old program structure and streamlining the rest according to the
likes and dislikes of the Indiana
listeners. At the same time they
built the station up to the present
50 kw operation.
Mainstay of the programming
has been disc jockeys and block
programs which have appeal to the
large metropolitan audience as well
as rural listeners.
With the advent of television,
Mr. Fairbanks' faith in AM remains paramount. He is nevertheless prepared to undertake the
television venture as soon as it is
possible. Details of a TV application filed in January 1948 are
locked away in his desk drawer.
The plans embrace blueprints for
new buildings to house both TV
and AM, which Mr. Fairbanks is
convinced "will still be paying the
bills
hence."
A many
native years
of Indianapolis,
Mr.
Fairbanks married an Indianapolis
girl, Mary Evans Caperton, in
April 1933. They have two children, Anthony Caperton Fairbanks
III, a sophomore at Westminster
School, Simsbury, Conn., and Richard M. Fairbanks III, in grade
school.
In addition to Yale, Mr. Fairbanks attended Phillips Academy,
Andover, Mass., and the Milford
School, Milford, Conn. Tennis was
Dick Fairbanks' hobby until an
injury forced him to turn to golf,
which he plays with "indifferent
success." Aside from that, Mr.
Fairbanks is a busy man who
finds operation of a 50 kw station
allows little time for extra-curricular activities.

Gray Appointed
GORDON GRAY, president of the
U. of North Carolina and owner
of WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
has accepted an appointment to
serve on the Scientific Manpower
Advisory Committee of the National Security Resources Board,
Chairman W. Stuart Symington
has announced. The committee,
which comprises representatives
of education, industry and science,
will examine proposals dealing with
use of scientific and technological
personnel. Mr. Gray, one of 11
members named to the group, recently resigned as special assistant
to
President Truman after previArmy.
ous service as Secretary of the
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PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC,

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

r.M

OF A SERIES

FEATURING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

TELEVISION

SERVICE

Four years, University of Illinois
Two years, U. S. Army (Purple
Heart, Silver Star)
Twenty-two casting
years,
CompanyNational BroadFree & Peters, Inc. (New York
Office) since Dec, 1950

Heads

up,

—
Sj it s

■

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —

i
(Another F&P
Yes, "heads up" is the phrase for Chick
Showerman. As you undoubtedly know,
he's been heading up a lot of things, for
years — including the Central Division
of NBC, as Vice President In Charge
(recently piloting this Division's television sales to an outstanding level in
the industry). Now Chick has joined
F&P, to head up our rapidly-growing
television sales and to help keep us
heads (and shoulders) up on National
Spot Television.
Big man though he is, however, Chick
Showerman is by no means the only
great performer in our team of TV

TELEVISION

Specialist)
FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELES RAM)

specialists. For years we've been building a complete line and backfield of
skill and experience in this new and
exciting medium — have long since developed aTV squad that's of strictly
championship quality. . . .

n
M

We of Free & Peters are entirely convinced that "good men are the secret of
success." Ever since our company's
founding in 1932, we have considered
it a big part of our job to discover,
develop and acquire good men. We
know you can see the results, here in
this pioneer group of radio and television station representatives.

Peters,

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)
ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦Primary NBC Affiliates

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW

YORK
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advertising the products of
Westinghouse...a

and the top dramatic show
in all television.
For another good buy, see
back page of this i

JANUARY
PM

Programs
in italics are sustaining.
Time is EST.
L is live; F, Film; K, Kinescopic Recording; E, Eastern Network; M. Midwestern Network; NI, Noninterconnected stations.

1951

IS
Canada Dry
Super
L (E Circus
M)

30

Capitol
Cloakroom

Quaker Oats
The Gabby LMayes Show

Peters Shoe Co.,
M&M Ltd. (Alternating)
Super Circus
I. fE-MI
Household Finance
Peoples Platform

F'(E-M)
Cowboy 'n Injuns
Bigelovv-Sanford Co.
Bigelow Theatre

NBC
Cum ics

Chuck Wagon Playhouse

GabbyOats IfC-P-P
Quaker
Doody
Hayes
L (E-M)

Lois and
Looie
L I \l
Lucky Pup
L (E-M)

NBC
Comics

NET won
■K.
45
Dodge Motors
Goodyear
Revue
Showlinie
USA
Paul Whiteman
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
American Tobacco
Wm. Wriglcy, Jr. Co.
This Is Show Business
Gene Autry Show
L (E)Weapon
Our Secret
(The Truth)
General
(Jello)
AldrichFoods
Family
RegentIt ToCigarettes
Leave
L (E-M)
L (E-M)The Girls
Club Seven
L (E-M)
7:05-7:13

Faye
Pepsi-Cola
Emerson

Sieve Allen Show

Small Fry Club
L/FL CM)
(E-M)
Cactus Jim
Jimmy

Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
Andv 4
Delia
Russell
7-7-11=;

Kukla,L RCA
Fran & Ollie
(E-M)
Club
Seven
L (E-M)

Chuck Waqon Playhouse

Co-op

Steve Allen Show

Kellogg
Howdy
Doody

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus
Jimmy

W. II. Johnson Candy
Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)

Panhandle
Pete
and

Howdy
C-P-P
Doody

T >T.'.A'n

Blaine
L (E-M)

Cadet
L Space
(E-M)

Chuck Wagon Playhouse

( juaker
MarsDoody
Inc.
GabbyOats IF
Hayes
L (E-M)
wmm

Lois and
Looie
L (E-M)
BristolMyers
a
f ,1 ifI pan
tr y Pup

Russells
LSchenl"-y
(E-M)
7 7i05

Co-op

Miliar
L (E-M)

Lois and
Looie
L (E-M)
Quaker Cily
Chocolate
Lucky
Bub
■NBC
Com ics

Howdy
Mars
DoodyInc.

Lamont, Corliss & Co.
Mr. I. Magination

General Foods
HopalongF Cassidy
Kellogg
Jimmy
Blaine
L Space
(E M)
Cadet
L (E-M)

Watch the World
L

Lot's
Looieami
L (E-M)
Lucky Pup

30

45
The Ruqqles
F (E-M)
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d>
HowdyShot
Intnl.

Panhandle H'Kellogg
DoodyCo.
Pete
and
L (E-M)

7-7:1),')
Small Frv ClubL/F (E-M)
Cactus
L (M)Jim

t. rF-ivn

Chuck Waqon Playhouse

Howdy
C-P-P
Doody

Chuck Waqon Playhouse
Howdy Co.
Wander
Quaker
Gabby Oats| iWelch
HowdyG. J Doody
Hayes Doody

Andv tf
Delia
Russell

Sealtest
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie
Club
Seven
L (E-M)
Mien Show

Jimmy

Andv 4

Capla(E-M)
in V ideo
L/F
(NI)
Ford Motor Div.
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
L (E-M)

Blaine
L (E-M)

Delia
Russell
7-7 -ns

Club Seven
L (E-M)

Co-op

Sieve Allen Show

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)
Cactus Jim
Andv 4

W. It. Johnson Candy
Captain Video
L/F (E-M) (NI)
Sealtest
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie

Delia
7-7 -On
Russell

Club Seven
L (E-M)

Jimmy
Blaine
L (E-M)

Cadet
L Space
(E-M)

Co-op

Sieve Allen Show

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus

Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
RCA & Ollie
Kukla.L Fran
(E-M)
Hollywood
Time Theatre

Lucky Pup
Review

TBA
CBS Dayt:
londay-Friday — p.m .
:30-2:45 First 100 Years, i'&.G
4-4:30
Homemakers Rxchange, pai-

NEW

'minum Cooking Uten<^j
525Assn.,
&P$£
'rowers
CaiS., &Wilbur
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The Big Top (Off 1/20)
Oldsmobile
(Starts
TBA1/27)
Sam (JBeaina
LevensonLZ22
Show
Brown Shoe Corp.,Smilin
Ed. McConnell. F (Alt.
weeks), Brown Shoe, Say

Suchard Chocolate, LandFrary & Clark
4:30-5
Vanity ers,
Fair
onday and Friday — p.m.
■>
Fashion Magic, Latex
Tues., Thurs. — p.m.
3 30-4
Betty Crocker, General Mills
Mon,,
Wed.,
p.m. Show, R. J,
2:15-2:30
GarryFri. —Moore
Reynolds Tob. Co.
Thursday — p.m.

TBA
3-3:15
Saturday
12-1

Ironrite Corp.
Hollywood Screen Test
L (E-M)
Oldsmobile Liggett &
News
CBS-TV Perry Como
Myers
Mohawk
Show
HiMills
mm

Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

ProcterBeulah
& Gamble
F (E-M) Club.
Oldsmobile Liggett &
Stork
CBS-TV
Myers
News
"News
Van Camp

HOWSHEE
15
30
Hollywood
Premiere
FTheatre
(E-M)
Ford Motor Co.
Lincoln-Mercury
Toast of the Town
Rhvthm
Rodeo
L (E-M)

Jiv. oi (iM
Frigidaire
1
Clark and H
Comedy
Hour-Bobby
Alternating
every 41 h Sunday wiF.I
Palm.-Peet, Colsrate C
Morgan
Wines
Can YouDavid
Top This?
-Lux
LuxLeverVideoBros.Theatre

The
Lever io
Arthur

C )i
The Taler
Al fai
Firestone
Voice o
Paul
WinchellL (
SpeidelLShow
Jerry Mahoney
Buci
Pontiac
All-American
F (E-M)Football
L
Prudential I nsurance Co. of A
Prudential Family Theal
Alternate
Weeks
Sure AsmFttile

Johns* jib
Court of Current Issues
(E-M)
Texas Co. Sciem
Texaco Star Theatre
Little Show
L (E-M)
Reynolds
News
T.
F (E-M)
F"irst Nighter
John Conte"
F (E-M)Sales
Campana
Bendix
Home Appliances
Chance L of(E-M)
a Lifetime
* Udsmobile
Toni-Pillsbury (Alt.) [ Ligget
Arthur Godfrey and His Fr-Ls
Liggett
&
Como
Myers
CBS-TVPets Perry
( JerEet
Mr. & Mrs.
J. Carroll
Motorola, Norge, Pet M
LIE
Mohawk
Mills
Four Star Revue
News
Reynolds
L (E-M)
Show L Boom F (E-M)
Lone Ranger
Admiral & P. Lorillard
American Bakeries (5 sta)
StopL the
General Mills (rest net)
(E-M)Music
F (E-M)
Carnation-Burns & Alien! American
Oldsmobile
Johnson-StVlight
Theatre
The Sh
Alternate Weeks
News
LiggettClub&
CBS-TV
Stork
Myers
(E) (NI)
OnceL Upon
a Tune
Van Camp s
Little Show
John LConte Reynolds
F Sews
(E-M)

DeSoto-Plymoul h
You Bet FYour Life

Bor
Peter Liu*:
Bes

LM
Ronson Art Metal Works
Green Giant Co.
Man
A;
Life Willi
Linkletler
20 Questions
Penthl
L (E-M)
General Foods
( lldsmobile
R. J.
Maxwell House Coffee
L (E)
Mama
Liggett
&
CBS-TV
News
Perry
Como
Art
Myers
Rosefield
F (EB
TjerEer F3s
Mr. & Mrs.
J. Carroll
Mohawk
Miles, Quiz
L Kids
Reynolds
TV I
ShowMills
L Room F News
We
Paul
ii Urn
(E-M)
American Dairy Assn
Paul Whiteman
General
Mills
The Irwins
TV Teen Club
F (E-M)
L (E-M)
LI/
( rlDSOD Belr Salurilav
News
Anheuser-Busch
The
Ken
Murray
She
Show
(SI sonI Gib2H) (sts. 1/20)
Laura
Special
Manhattan Soap Co.
One Man's
L (E-M)Family

Bride & & Paper
Groom, Hudson
Pulp
— Big
p.m.
fsts. Top,
i/Jn Natl. Dairy Prod.

2:15-4 — p.m.
Basketball
NBC Daytime - Sunday
2:30-3
American Forum of Air
3
Battle Roosevelt
Report— Washington
3:30
Mrs.
4
Meet the Press, Revere

4:30
Zoo Pf
3-3:30
Ran:
Monday-Fi
i w
ing on
& Ga
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ABC Librarv
Marshall Plan
Doc. Film
in Action
F (E-M)
General Electric Co.
Fred Waring Show

Hope
Col.E-M)
r lies
-Lipton
Ifrey's
:outs
llifiran Show
Ha libber Co.
i estone
bth'wers
L III)

,pk ins
<;view

\I vers
MiSa

■i-. .:(>ty
Joes Bazor
On

3»ri Co.
• j:»iayes
L MM) Show
ods
Party
nolds
st Crime
king Co.
\-.Wr Show
Pill (NI)
Jlf
■ 'eople

Gospel
Bcst'g Corp.
Old
Fashioned
Revival
Hour
F (E M)
B. F. Goodrich Co.
Celebrity Time

Arthur
ArthurMurray's
Murray Studios
Show
L (E-M) (NI)
Philco Corp.
Philco Television
Playhouse
L (E-M)
Pharma-Craft
Am. Razor Blade Corp.
On
Trial
L (E-M)
The College Bowl
I, 'F.M)
Philip
General
Foods-Sanka
The Goldbergs
HoraceMorris
HeidtCo.

PM
IS

1 1 .00

45

Church of The Air
Young
People's
Youth
on The
March
Jules Montenier Inc.
Stoppette
What's
My Line

Norwich
Week in
Review

They Sland Accused
L (E-M)
Congoleum-Nairn
Inc.
TBA
Garroway At Large
L (E-M)
Double Feature
F (E-M)

Party
AtMaslaud
Home
L

Westinghouse
Studio Electric
One Corp.
Co-op
Wrestling
(From Columbia
Hocking
L (F-M) Park,
(Nil N. 3.)
Anchor
American
Tobacco
Co.
Admiral
Local
Sponsors
(Co-op)
R.
Montgomery,
Lucky
Strike
Theatre
LightsL Out
Who Said That
Open LHouse
Alternates
withComedy
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
L (E-M)
Musical
Time fl.i
American
Hudson Motor Car Co.
Arnold Bakeries
Movies
BoilerTobacco
Derby Co.
Billy Rose
Life Begins at 80
In
Your
Home
L
(E-M)
L (E-M)
L (E-M )
Block Drug
It. J. Reynolds
Electric Auto-Lite
We Take Your Word
Vaughn Monroe Show
Suspense
Danger
Food Store
Drug
Store ofTV Bands
Prod.
Programs Corp.
Cavalcade
Hocking
L (E-M) (NI)
L Star-Time
(E-M) (NI)
Anchor
Procter & Gamble
Armstrong Cork Co.
P.
Lorillard
Fireside Theater
Circle Theatre
Original
Amateur
Hour
L
F
L (E-M)
Open LHouse
Lio-op
Wrestling
Philco Corp.
Don McNeill TV Club
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
(To Midnight)
P.
Lorillard
Co.
Pabst Sales Co.
Bymart Inc.
Interview
Somerset Maugham Show Embassy
Blue Bibbon Bouts
The Cigarettes
Web
Sports
Co-op
Consolidated Cigar Corp, Tidewater Assoc. Oil
Famous Jurv Trials
Plainclothesman
Broadway L to(E)Hollywood
L (E) (NI)
Hocking
L (E-M) (NI)
>erby
Anclloi
Armour
Bristol-Myers
Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
Break the
Stars Over FHollywood
L (E-M)
L Bank
Open LHouse I
Packard Motors
Gruen Walch Co.
Blind Date
Holiday Hotel
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Esso Standard Oil
Lever Bros.-Binso
Kroger Co.
Big Town
Alan Young Show
Kaiser-Frazer
Ellery Queen
L (E-M) (NI)
lord Dealers of America
Ford Star Revue
Jack Haley
L E-M)
Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing Corp.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
L (E-M)
Ford Motor — Ford Theatre (Alt. Weeks)
Wildroot General Mills
Charlie Wild
TBA
Bond Clothing Stores
Rocky King, Detective
Hands of Mystery
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E-M) (NI)
American
Ijig. <5i (_:ig.
Bonafide Mills
Big
Story
(alternates
Versatile Varieties
with
Emerson
Badio
L
The Clock) L

( lemon
iM)Club

is grateful

Film

support through the years since
1941. This has made possihle
Pulse's steady expansion to its ,jj
present
eluding :television markets, now in|

Boston
New Haven
New York
Philadelphia
Syracuse
Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Chicago
Dayton
St. Louis
Los Angeles
San Francisco

Stud's Place
L (E-M)

Nash Kelvinator
Sylvania
Star of the Family
Beat the Electric
Clock
Morton Downey
Drug
More t v
Productions
Cavalcade
Stars
L (E-M) of(NI)
CEesEBroug
Boxing
Greatest
Gillette
Fights
F

For information
Hocking

about

any

of these markets

Open LHouse
Anchor"

Sterling Drug
Carter ] Ludens
Sing It Again
Sing It Again
Carter
t'rod.l liver
onarp Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Saturday
Saturday
Night at the
Night at the Night at the SaturdayGarden
Garden 1 Garden
American Tobacco Co.
Your HitL Parade

id, Hazel Bishop.
Mon.. Wed.. Frl.— p.m.
3:30-4
Bert Parks Show: General
Foods sponsors Wed., Fri.
Tues.. Thura.
— p.m. this date
Remember
DuMont Daytime
Headline Clues
Olsen's Rumpus Room
Dennison James'
Okay Mother
Man
the Street
san Raye Sings

. . .

... to its clients for their continued

Iatz Brewing
Seeman Bros.
I Cover Times Square
Florsheim Shoe Co.
L (E-M)
Red Grange Predicls (11:15 to 11:30) j
Nash Motors
Philip Morris Co.
Truth or Consequences Nash Airllyte Theatre
Boxing
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
U.Martin
». tobacco
Anchor
Film
Kane,
Private Eye
L
TBA
Open LHouse I

Roller Derby
(to Conclusion)

The Frank Sinatra Show
Allen B. DuMont Labs
Saturday Night at
Madison Square Garden
L (E-M)
Campbell Soup, Swift & Co., & Mfg.,
Crop, Minn. Mining
1 Wildroot, Snow
SOS, Renrus. Crosley
Saturday Night Bevue L(E-M)

Pulse

ASK

THE

PULSE

Co-op
Wrestling
L (E-M)
TBA

THE

PULSE,

15 West
New

46th Street

York
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AT&T
TV NETWORK
system
of E
AT&T PRED
'5
1 CA
BL
IC
TI
ONS
BELL
SYSTEM
TELEVISION
NETWORK ROUTES ^^^1
has grown from 476 miles of facilities (coaxial cable or radio relay)
connecting three stations in two
cities at the end of 1946, to 17,344
miles of intercity connections linking 72 stations in 42 cities at the
end of 1950, AT&T reported last
week in a yearend review of the
company's TV progress.
Final figures for 1950, the report
noted, do not include the seven
Los Angeles or the three San
Francisco TV stations nor the 750
miles of connections between these
two West Coast cities, since they
are not as yet connected with the
Bell
System's east - midwest TV
network.
Extension of the radio relay between Omaha and San Francisco
is expected to make such a connection possible before the end of
1951, AT&T predicted. Link will be
used first for long distance telephonic communication but it is
anticipated that the task of equipping it for video program transmission will be completed by late
fall, available for coast-to-coast
simultaneous TV broadcasts if the
networks or the TV program sponsors order such service.
Other TV plans of the Bell System for 1951 call for linking Binghamton, N. Y., to the network by
means of radio relay from a point
near Schenectady; erection of a
direct relay route connecting
Charlotte and Atlanta; equipping
an existing coaxial cable from
Memphis to Birmingham for TV
use and the addition of a number
of new video circuits on existing
routes.
Network Telecasting
In its review, AT&T set Dec. 1,
1945, as the date of the first postwar network telecast, when the
Army-Navy football game was sent
by coaxial cable from Philadelphia
to New York for broadcast in the
latter city. This temporary twocity hookup was replaced on Feb.
12, 1946, by the first permanent
network installation — a northbound coaxial link from Washington to New York, which was augmented with a second circuit, providing service in the opposite direction, two months later.
Philadelphia and Baltimore were
joined permanently to the New
York-Washington coaxial in October 1947 and a month later New
York and Boston were connected
Telecasting

by the Bell System's first radio
relay system, with eight intermediate relay stations between the

FOLSOM

two cities. Experimental at first,
these circuits were put on a commercial basis May 1, 1948, after

@

TELEVISION progress in 1950
"outdistanced the progress of all
of its previous years
Frank combined,"
M. Folsom,
president of RCA,
said in a year-end
statement released last week.
"As 1951 bowed
in, the New York
metropolitan area
alone had more
than 2 million
sets with an estimated viewing
Mr. Folsom
audience of 8 million men, women and children," he
continued.

Television receiver circulation
has increased 12 times in the past
year, he said. Video now reaches 10
million homes and approximately
40 million people. The public spent
$1.5 billion for sets last year, representing an increase of more than
100% over 1949, the best preceding year in television. Set manufacturing facilities and production
schedules were stepped up to such
an extent that more sets were offered to the public in a single
month than in the entire year of
1948, he said.
"Theatre television, with giant
projections of special events on
• BROADCASTING

Cites

TV's

Reviews

the telephone company had filed a
rate schedule with the FCC.
On Sept. 20, 1948, a midwestern
hookup went into service, connecting Cleveland, Buffalo, Toledo, Chicago, and St. Louis by coaxial
cable, with radio relay connections
between Chicago and Milwaukee
and between Toledo and Detroit.
In January 1949 the eastern and
midwestern networks were joined
by a Philadelphia-Cleveland cable
circuit which added Pittsburgh to
the TV network en route. Wilmington, Providence, Albany, Schenectady, Utica, Syracuse, Rochester,
Erie, Lancaster, Dayton, Columbus,
and Cincinnati where added to the
number of interconnected cities for
TV program service during 1949.
Continued Expansion
During 1950 the network continued to expand. Memphis was
connected to St. Louis by coaxial
(Continued on page 58)

Record

screens of motion picture houses,
began to spread across the country
in 1950," his statement continued.
RCA Victor installations in New
York, Boston, Washington, Chicago
and Los Angeles "was believed to
form the pioneering basis for an
independent theatre television network which would supplement
regular film fare with special offerings to attract
public."from
Installations in 71 the
theatres,
Yuma, Ariz., to San Francisco,
were planned by one big chain at
year's
tinued. end, the statement conSet Production
During 1950, 70% of total RCA
Victor production was of sets with
16-inch tubes, the "overwhelming
choice," from 18 models offered, including three with 12% -inch tubes,
11 with 16-inch tubes, and four
with 19-inch tubes.
Network facilities were extended
and programs improved. NBC,
when its present construction plans
are completed, will have invested
between $35 million and $40 million, the statement went on. And
there are plans for acquisition of
more top talent, and for morning
network sorshipprogramming
as spongoes up.
"NBC's commanding' lead in all

Growth

Progress

in "50

phases of television broadcasting
is expected to increase as 1951 progresses. The plan is to provide entertainment of such quality and
variety that increasing numbers of
set owners will be attracted to the
NBC network. At the same time,
efforts will be made to provide the
finest cultural and informational
programs," the announcement said.
"tasks
Mr.Among
FolsomNBClisted
the completed,"
building of
a talent line-up for producing programs at the rate of 100 per week,
the leasing and transforming of
the Center and Hudson Theatres in
New York, and the conversion of
three radio broadcasting studios
into production studios for TV.
Outside the United States, RCAequipped television stations were
opened in Havana, Mexico City,
and Sao Paulo, Brazil, and plans
for a Canadian station were being
studied.
Meanwhile, Mr. Folsom said, radio continued to serve the public.
Thirty-five million listeners every
evening of the week was the average audience for the first half of
1950. The potential audience of
families with sets in their homes
comprised 95% of the population.
RCA scientific achievements of
(Continued on page 58)
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COLOR COAXIAL
AT&T Files Rates With FCC
COLOR TV coaxial cable charges,
above those for monochrome TV
only for station connection, have
been filed with FCC by AT&T, the
Commission reported last week.
The color charges include no extra
fee for cable time above the regular monochrome tariff [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 25, 1950].
Alternate Use Basis

EXECUTIVES attending the Spot TV Clinic luncheon
held Dec. 19 at the Biltmore Hotel in New York by the
National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives included
(I to r): Seated, Scott Donahue, The Katz Agency Inc.;
Dan Schmidt, George P. Hollingbery Co.; Norman Farrell,
Weed & Co.; Glenn Gundell, advertising and sales manager of National Dairy Products Corp. and NARSR's

guest; Al Goustin, John Blair & Co.; John Wade, AveryKncdel Inc.; standing, Robert McNamara and Jack
Brooke, Free & Peters Inc.; Keith Dare, Headley-Reed Co.;
Don Kearney, The Katz Agency Inc.; Jerry Lyons, Weed
& Co.; Louis Moore, Robert Meeker Assoc.; Thomas
White, Avery-Knodel Inc.; John Porterfield, Paul H.
Raymer Co.

The new tariff specifies that for
monthly service for 525-line monochrome and 405-line field sequential
color on alternate use basis the
broadcaster will be charged $450
per month for each station connection. This is addition to the regular monochrome station chai-ge of
On occasional use basis, the station connection charge will be $250
$500.
plus $10 per hour but not exceeding
a total of $450 per month. This is
in addition to the regular monohourly.
chrome charge of $200 plus $10

Signs 6 Years for $6 Million
PACT
GILLE11E
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co, last week bought television rights to the purchase of the TV rights through
In all other respects the existing
1956 for $6 million, Commissioner
World Series and baseball's annual All-Star games for the next six years
Chandler said that most of the television coaxial rates remain the
at $1 million a year, the highest price ever paid.
AT&T indicated. These
money would be applied to the same,
Announcement of the sale of the TV rights was jointly made by Baserates, which were effected March 1,
ball Commissioner A. B. Chandler,
★•
baseball surance
players'
annuity and in- 1948, are under general investigaplan.
Joseph P. Spang Jr., president of that the "television hookup which
tion by the Commission but the
will be used by Gillette has not yet
Gillette, and Frank White, MBS
Mr. Chandler "accepted" the hearing presently has been conpresident.
contract after negotiations extendbeen determined."
tinued without further date. It is
The question that immediately
Gillette and Mutual had already
ing over a period of months, the understood the new color charges
announcement said.
acquired radio rights to the Series
arose was whether history would
Gillette has sponsored radio would be incorporated into this
and All-Star games through 1956 repeat itself.
under a contract written last year.
TV network arrangements for broadcasts of the World Series on proceeding when it is resumed.
At that time, however, Mr. transmission of the World Series
Effective Jan. 25
MBS since 1939 and television
broadcasts since 1946.
Chandler was unwilling to sign games in 1949 and 1950 were
away TV rights for so long a among the most unique in either
In its experimental color demonIt was not immediately known
strations in Philadelphia, CBS has
radio or television history.
period.
whether the $7 million-plus sum
The radio rights for the period
1949 Arrangements
received for radio-TV rights to used AT&T intercity video facilthrough 1956 were bought for
ities at regular monochrome rates.
World Series and All-Star games
In 1949 all networks and almost
$1,370,000.
The color tariffs are due to become
would be subject to federal income
all interconnected TV stations carNo official explanation was forthtax payments.
effective Jan. 25 and apply to either
ried the Series without receivingcoming as to Mr. Chandler's reaIn
Washington
the
Internal
Revpayment.
In
1950,
ABC-TV,
CBSexperimental or commercial transsons for agreeing at this moment
enue Bureau declined comment on missions.
to sell the TV rights for the six- TV and NBC-TV each paid Gillette
whether Commissioner Chandler's
$50,000 for the privilege of carryAT&T sources said additional
year period. Whether his decision
games and in addition paid office would be required to kick
was connected with the fact that theiring the
affiliates four hours of time
back a portion in its capacity as charges for intercity color are rehis term i j baseball commissioner
them.
quired because additional monitortaxpayer. Officials indicated the isexpires at the end of 1951 could not forThetelecasting
sue would not arise until Mr.
DuMont Television Network
ing equipment is needed, as well as
be learned.
additional equipment to keep down
refused to participate oi: that basis.
Chandler's office seeks information
Under terms of the Gilletteon its liability.
the noise level.
In the announcement of Gillette's
Mutual agreement with baseball
reached in 1949, Gillette was given
first refusal rights to the games.
Gillette could have the games proRCA
Readies SCOT US Appeal
viding it equalled any rival bid.
COLOR
CASE
Gillette was forced up to $800,000
to buy the TV rights to the 1950
RCA ATTORNEYS in Chicago- members of the firm of Kirkland,
World Series — a figure matching
the latter
existing
economic
statement
was situation."
made with
Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis- —late last week were preparing a The
the highest bid entered by the Dulengthy brief to be filed with the U. S. Supreme Court, appealing the reference to manufacturing probMont Television Network, backed
Dec. 22 color television decision of the Chicago Federal District Court.
lems in production, procurement
by Chevrolet.
After five weeks of consideraand
manpower
relative to the re*
First Refusal Rights
are known to want a final decision
tion, the three-judge court upheld
quirements of national defense.
Under terms of the arrangement
the FCC approval of CBS color TV
in the case at the earliest possible
This situation, the court said, "bebetween Gillette and Mutual, that but halted its inauguration until
time, however.
comes more acute with each passnetwork is assured of carrying the April 1 or a final decision of the
One spokesman involved in the
ing
day,
prospects
are itthatis
radio broadcasts of the Series and
it will beandfarthe worse
before
Supreme Court [Broadcasting • color suit hazarded that the highest
Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
All-Star games, and the three TV
court's decision might not come
stations owned by its stockholder
It was understood that the Chi- until April "or later," because of
In some quarters it was felt that,
inasmuch as the advent of color
cago law firm planned to file the two statements made by the lowerstations, WOR-TV New York,
court judges in their decision.
WGN-TV Chicago and WNAC-TV
television might be delayed by maappeal "within the first two weeks
better."terial and manpower shortages
Boston, are assured of participatof January," perhaps this week.
They
held
that
"the
public
intering in whatever television network
even if the CBS system wins final
FCC may also appeal — against
est in this matter has been magniarrangements are made.
continuation of the temporary recourt approval, the Supreme Court
fied far beyond its true perspective"
In the Chandler-Spang-White anstraining order — but spokesmen re- and that "another reason why the might consider the entire problem
fused last week to say when. They
nouncement last week, it was said
[FCC] order should be stayed is one of theory only.
Page 50
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Poppele Cites TV Role
In National Crisis

TBA

By J. R. POPPELE
President, Television Broadcasters Assn.
TELEVISION broadcasters across the nation look ahead to 1951 with
unswerving determination to back up the Administration with all-out
assistance during the present national emergency.
The role television can play in uniting the nation to meet the crisis
is tremendous and, .
because of this, flees that may be required as a
the responsibilty result of the crisis.
of each broadThe emergency tends to spotlight
caster is multithe
need for a speed-up in plans to
plied immensely.
inter-connect the East and West
Nearly 10 years
Coasts via coaxial cable and radio
ago when the na- relay and thus unite the nation as
tion faced equally
never before! This should be set
grave threats,
into motion without delay.
television was
only
a
budding
Mr. Poppele
industry. Yet,
even then, it made valuable contributions to the national defense.
CBS TV CITY
Today, the situation is far difConstruction Begins in L. A.
ferent; television is one of the most
important of our communication
CONSTRUCTION of the first unit
services. When President Truof
CBS' proposed $35 million Teleman faced three television cameras
vision City in Los Angeles at Fairin his White House office and
fax Ave. and Beverly Blvd. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 29,
proclaimed the national emergency, he virtually sat face to face
1950],
got
underway last week. The
with 40 million Americans. This
initial section, being erected on the
personal, intimate "chat" with so site of the present Gilmore Stadium
many of our citizens could not help now being taken down, will cover
but make an indelible imprint on approximately 5 of the 15 acres
the minds of those who saw and
already acquired by the network
heard their chief executive.
on that area. It will consist of six
The power of television to imstudios and a six-story combinapress itself on a nation has been
tion crafts and office building.
proved in many ways during the
Completion of this first project
past few years. Now with a nais expected by early 1952 at which
tional emergency confronting us, time
network programs will be
television can serve its greatest
originated from the studios, to be
educational role by keeping the transmitted directly by microwave
people of America well-informed on relay to the East Coast and the
civil defense and alerted to sacrirest of the CBS-TV network.

BLS ADDS SETS
To Living Cost Index
TELEVISION sets are being added
to the government's official cost-of. living barometer — the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, it was announced
last week by Bureau Commissioner
Ewan Clague.
Revision of the cost-of-living index, vital to the government's
anti-inflation battle and to certain
union-management wage contracts
which are tied to BLS findings, is
part of a general overhauling of
the bureau that started last summer. It is expected the realignment
will be complete by mid-1952.
More than 17,000 families in 91
major cities will be asked about
their spending habits for 1950. The
survey, scheduled to begin in about
10 days, will be carried out between
January and April, the bureau said.
The changes in the index — other
costs to be included for the first
time are beer, baby foods, frozen
foods, cakes, cola drinks, ice cream
and voluntary hospitalization premiums— are designed to make the
index reflect more closely the commodities an average family buys.
Telecasting

Studios, promised by the network
to "combine finest working conditions with most modern equipment
and facilities that TV engineers
and architects can design," will include provisions for broadcasting
CBS color TV. Pereira & Luckman,
Los Angeles, are the architects and
engineers for the new project. William Simpson Construction Co., Los
Angeles, is the builder.
As soon as arrangements are
completed for the KTSL (TV)
transfer (story page 19), CBS will
move the staff of its Hollywood outlet KNX-AM-FM and the Columbia
Pacific network to the new Mutual
Don Lee Building on Vine St. The
KTSL staff as well as that of Don
Lee network remains in the building. Application will be made to
FCC by CBS to change call letters
of the TV station to KNX-TV.
CBS will retain Columbia Square
studios as headquarters for network radio and television.
GENERAL ELECTRIC announces new
TV receiving tube (Type 12BH7) designed primarily for vertical oscillator and amplifier service with large
wide-angle picture tubes, but which
also may be used in applications
where two similar triodes in single
envelope are desirable.
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film

ft

REDART Ltd., Los Angeles, is new
20tt
firm set up by Exclusive >J
Sales
Corp.
(Natalie Kalmus TV sets) to distribute English films to American
TV stations. Jack Covel, president
of Exclusive, will head new firm
which will function separately from
set distributor company. R. L.
Kemp, London (theatre chain),
with Los Angeles offices at 1216 W.
Olympic Blvd., will work in association with the firm.
Effective last week, WKRC-TV
Cincinnati has sold INS This Week
in Sports to local DeSoto auto
dealers association. WTAR - TV
Norfolk buys Super-Projectall.
WBAL-TV Baltimore has installed Trans-Lux rear screen projector. Device supplies unlimited
range of backgrounds in life-size
proportions before which studio
actors appear. Commercial application of projector offers advertisers,
using live spots, opportunity to
have actual scenes from own stores
or show rooms.
INS-Telenews reports newsreel sales to following stations:
Weekly review to WAGA-TV Atlanta, KRLD-TV Dallas, WCPOTV Cincinnati, and on repeat basis
to WOR-TV New York. WEWS
(TV) Cleveland began daily newsreel service Jan. 1.
Jack Danowitz Advertising
Agency, New York, has established
production facilities on own premises to produce TV and sales promotion pictures. Firm says it
turned out series of 16mm TV film
with action and narrative for under $1,000 for a client. Two-minute
commercials will be placed on test
basis in four markets starting next
week. Stations include WTTG(TV)
Washington, WAAM(TV) Baltimore, WAGA-TV Atlanta and
WDSU-TV New Orleans.
SNADER
EXPANDS
To Open New York Office
SETTING a shooting schedule of
20 musical films per week, Snader
Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills,
Calif., will establish a New York
production division in mid-January.
Production will be split between
that city and Hollywood.
Louis Snader, president, and Phil
Bloom, talent director, will be in
New York late this week to complete arrangements and also appoint adirector. With recent formation of Snader Telescription
Sales on a national basis, Mr.
Snader said filming operations must
be stepped up to meet the contracted for 960 musical subjects.
He further revealed that cost
of making the 3- to 3 V2 -minute
musical films has increased. Originally budgeted at $1,500 each, subjects now are running from 25%
to 40% higher. Firm has already
completed 257 films, with 400
promised for March 1 delivery.
Firm has moved its Beverly Hills
headquarters
to 171 South Beverly
Drive.

Alab ama's housewives are making
it their business to dial Channel 13
's
Alabama
WAFM-TV
in
cooking
what's
see
to
's
onkitchen.
brand new model
ly And they
Alabama's only livesee it liveTVover
station.
camera

Only WAFM-TV's Model Kitchen is
on the air every weekday from 11
a.m. to 12 noon. And that means no
TV competition. Your product gets
undivided attention . . . right in the
kitchen . . . where it's used !

live

TV

Live TV with 5 top economists and
23 aides on the scene to demonstrate allhousehold goods makes the
Model Kitchen show convincing.
Viewers know your product will
work for them just the way they
see it in use!

kitchen
Kitchen recipes using your food
products are prepared by the Model
Kitchen home economists in front
of a studio audience while thousands
more look on at home. Housewives
can get all of the recipes, too, just
for the asking.

Programr
details on how you can
p ogram
use WAFM-TV's Model Kitchen to
sell your product in the busy, industrial-rich Birmingham market may
be obtained through us or Radio
Sales. Ask about participations and
one-minute availabilities.

"TELEVISION
ALABAMA"
V
FM-T
WA
CBS in Birmingham •Channel 13
Represented by Radio Sales
January 1, 1951
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Psychologists Study
TV Advertising
telestatus

(Report 144)

It

|§

THE

HI DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES ...
920,500
NOW

lliere

are

"IRRITANT" advertising will not
get the results in television that it
got "when confined to a single
bodily sense"— radio, Social Research Inc., Chicago, has concluded. The company, a private research firm of psychologists and
sociologists, aided by consultants
from the U. of Chicago, recently
completed its first television report.
The survey also concluded : "It
is impossible to find a TV audience
which does not have a social class
viewpoint toward whatever it
watches. In radio and magazine
advertising, the indifferent audience
simply waits. In television they
get up for another errand unless
both the visual and the auditory
senses
are satisfied."
The first
in a series of scheduled
psychological studies "explored
typical TV programs representing
upper and lower middle class tastes,
with the two types clearly representing different worlds in entertainment appeals and in the social
structure of their audiences."
Commercials, "unless carefully
attuned to the different types of
audiences," will be ignored, according to findings outlined in the report. It was also found that commercials on "middle majority daytime shows" must fit the character
of the program, be "sincere" and
emphasize "the worthwhile character of moral values."
"Most middle majority housewives who watch such daytime

shows rarely stay for any whole
show on any
. ." Commercials mustone
be day.
well .spaced
and
the sales line sympathetic to the
housewife's practicality, the survey
showed.
Middle majority housewives are
appealed to in daytime shows by
performers who are "sincere, real
motherfully, and successful but
not snooty." Kate Smith, star of
her own afternoon show on NBC,
"is a person who in herself represents all of the high-valued,
moral qualities dear to the middle
majority, and at the same time
appeals to them as a friendly
equal," Dr. Burleigh B. Gardner,
executive director of Social Research, said.
Kukla, Fran & Ollie, another
NBC-TV feature, attracts, in contrast, the upper middle class,
mainly because it is "fanciful, sophisticated" (the interest to which
the upper middle class viewer subscribes or feels he ought to), shows
a world without the hostility so
common to soap opera, has adult
and independent characters, emphasizes the tolerant notion that
"little
sins
thrive
~
' * * v *.r *■all over," the
report notes.
Berle Leads Latest
Hooperatings
MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star
Theatre and Godfrey's Talent
Scouts rated first and second reCity

spectively inTV viewer popularity,
according
the "First
Fifteen"
from
theto latest
Hooperatings
Pocketpiece released last week. For
the period Dec. 1-15 the report was
as follows:
1. Star Theatre
55.5
2. Talent S:outs
45.6
3. Fireside Theatre
44.7
4. Toast of Town
38.4
5. Cactus Jim
38.3
6. Man Against Crime
34.6
7. Mama
34.5
8. Philco TV Playhouse 33.3
9. Lights Out
32.4
10. Show of Shows
31.9
11. Lone Ranger
31.3
12. Studio One
30.9
13. This is Show Business
30.4
14. Comedy Hour
29.4
15. Martin Kane
29.2
Trendex Reports
On December Viewing
TOP 10 Trendex ratings for sponsored network television shows in
the week of Dec. 1-7 have been
reported as follows:
Star Theatre — Berle
59.9
Philco TV Playhouse
47.7
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
47.5
Fireside Theatre
43.9
Comedy Hour
42.7
Mama
38.3
Man Against Crime
34.0
Big Town
33.4
Your Show of Shows
32.9
Lucky Strike Theatre
32.9
Nielsen Releases
November Report
FIRST November report of National Nielsen-Ratings places Texaco Star Theatre as the top pro(Continued on page 58)
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Weekly Television SummaryOutlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
Louisville
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WTVJ
Ames
65,758
KOB-TV
Memphis
WMCT
30,198
WOI-TV
6,100 Miami
Atlanta
67,800
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
64,424
45,000
252,226 Milwaukee
Baltimore
189,500
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
30,110
188,100
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville
27,500
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
114,700
WSM-TV
WTTV
16,727
12,200
Bloomington
New
Haven
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
160,180
New
Orleans
609.388
43,593
Buffalo
New
York
WBTV
WBEN-TV
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WABD,
Charlotte
Chicago
43,504
WOR-TV, WPIX
737,407
1,875,000
WBKB, WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
223,000 Newark
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT WNBQ
Cincinnati
Norfolk
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
372,213
WTAR-TV
44,545
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
122,000
61,745
55,529
Omaha
Philadelphia
725,000
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Ft. Worth
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV,
WPTZ
KRLD-TV
Davenport
WOC-TV
Phoenix
91,877 Pittsburgh
22,900
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock
KPHO-TV
WDTV
:. Moline
180,000
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
32,199
WTVR
WLWD
Dayton
146,000
Providence
100,338
Detroit
WICU
51,710
Richmond
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Erie
376,706
WJAR-TV
42,576 Rochester
Ft.Dallas
WorthWHAM-TV
Island
WHBF-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
91,877 Rock Quad
61,117
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
32,199
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline
Salt Lake City
WLAV-TV
Greensboro
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
97,166
WFMY-TV
33,950
Houston
San
Diego
San
Antonio
36,766
56,578
35,901
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
KFMB-TV
127,069
69,500
HuntingtonSan
Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
125,000
Charleston
Schenectady
WRGB
30,000
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
Albany-Troy
102,000
WFBM-TV
55,600
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
22,000
Johnstown
Seattle
KING-TV
S;. Louis
54,472
WJAC-TV
221,500
KalamazooKSD-TV
Battle Creek WKZO-TV
95,860 Toledo
WHEN, WSYR-TV
88,116
Kansas City
60,000
Syracuse
WDAF-TV
83,450
WKTV
52,260
KOTV
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
71,951
Lansing
WJIM-TV
32,500 Utica-Rome
30,200
205,835
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
831,232
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Washington
Wilmington
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
WDEL-TV
53,466
Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Estimated Total Sets in Use 9,832,000
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
te
leviewing
area.
Where
coverage
areas
overlap
set
counts
may
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies andbe
manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain un changed
in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is necessarily
approximate.
Telecasting
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Morning
WSB-TV
Gives

. . . afternoon

dominates

the

advertisers
more

to time

Atlanta

more

pull

per

dollar.

home

—

*

television

viewers

buyers

Atlanta
are

. . . evening

per

Of

99%

market.

dollar

interest
of the

market's

TV

sets

sets!

WSB-TV share of audience (OctoberNovember Hooper Television Audience Index): Monday thru Friday,
8:00 A. M. to 12:00 noon -92.2%.
Monday thru Friday, 12:00 noon to
6:00 P. M.-75%. Sunday, 12:00 noon
thru 6:00 P. M.-62.5X. Sunday thru
Saturday evening, 6:00 P. M. to
10:30 P. M.-55.4%. For further details, see your Petry man.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
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Folsom
(Continued from page 49)
the year included the development,
with U. S. Navy cooperation, of
"the world's largest and most accurate analogue computer," and an
electronic "brain" to evaluate the
performance of guided missiles,
ships, airplanes, and submarines.
Another laboratory development
was a portable model of the electron microscope, a new non-broadcast industrial television system
based on a sensitive pickup tube
called the "Vidicon," and a new
facsimile system capable of transmitting printed documents at the
rate of 120 square inches a minute.
Turning to international communications, Mr. Folsom said that
RCA had successfully extended the
use of its automatic tape relay
method of transmission of overseas
radiotelegraph traffic, and had introduced a "new two-way, customer-to-customer teleprinter exchange service."
RCA Institutes in 1950 graduated the record number of 957
students. Employment of virtually
all graduates immediately by industry reflected the "increasing importance of the courses in radio,
electronics, and television."
ELECT STOKEY
As ATAS

STOKEY, television producer, was officially named president of Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles, for
the coming year at a meeting last
month. His election was unopposed following the withdrawal by
three other nominees for the post
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 18, 1950]. Syd Cassyd is retiring president.
Elected to other offices also for
the year term were Hal Roach Jr.,
of Hal Roach Studios Inc., first
vice president; Harland Thompson,
CBS-TV production supervisor,
second vice president; Betty Mears,
TV writer, secretary (re-elected);
Fred Henry, assistant general manager, KLAC-TV Los Angeles,
treasurer; Isabelle Pantone, KFITV Los Angeles production staff,
recording secretary; Harry Koplan,
program packager, secretary to
treasurer; Mark Finley, public
relations director, Don Lee Network, correspending secretary.
Officers will be installed at the
Academy's third annual awards
dinner Jan. 23 at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, when the winners of the
annual "Emmy" awards
will be
announced.
....for the finest
in professional tape
recording equipment
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EDUCATION

VIA TV

'News' Reports Comments
FAVORABLE reaction to WWJTV Detroit's private showing of
its U. of Michigan Television Hour,
held before government and indusWashington's
mantry officials
Park atHotel
Dec. 17,Wardwas
chronicled the following day in the
Detroit News, station owner.
The newspaper quoted the comments of such observers as FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comr.
Frieda Hennock; Col. Ed Kirby,
radio-TV chief, Dept. of Army, and
Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.), who
attended along with other members
of the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee.
Stressing that federal officials
described WWJ-TV as "the pioneer
in turning the nation's living rooms
into classrooms through television,"
the News quoted Chairman Coy as
commenting that the educational
series is "terrific" and should be
carried a step further by having
students take part in the production end.
"Along with the need for wellplanned adult education, the television industry needs vehicles to
train young men for its expanding

President

MIKE

HOLLYWOOD

ADULT

38, CALIFORNIA
January 1, 1951

STANTON REPORT
CBS Color Drum Explained
A CBS color television receiver,
showing the largest direct-view
picture of any system yet, was reported by Frank Stanton, CBS
president, in a yearend review released last week. The receiver employs a drum to show a color picture on a 17-inch rectangular tube,
housed in a console 34 inches high
and 27 inches wide. Its principle is
applicable to a 20-inch tube, he said.
When a tri-color tube is perfected, he continued, "there will be no
practical limit on the size of directview color pictures with the CBS
Use of color television for medsystem."
ical and surgical demonstrations at
major medical meetings in 1951, as
in 1950, has been agreed upon by
CBS and Smith, Kline & French
Laboratories. And a Remington
Rand Inc. agreement with CBS provides for the production by the
former of Vericolor, industrial TV
equipment using CBS color, he reminded.
Mr. Stanton said that CBS radio
shows were heard during about
one-third of the commercial program time of a typical week of the
past year. "During the peak listening hours, 6-11 p.m., 37% of the
programs
were CBS 'packages,' "
he said.
Total stations in the CBS radio
network at the end of the year were
196, an increase of 11 over the 1949
total. CBS-TV grew from 56 to 61
stations during the past year, and
it serves a combined potential audience of 10.5 million families, or
about 29.5 million viewers, he said.

on WWJ-TV

Project

technical staffs," the FCC Chairman reportedly stated.
Comr. Hennock said she would
"like to see every station in the
country duplicating the Detroit effort, morning, noon and night." She
felt the series has "drama as well
as educational value," and also offers a means of helping Americans
who never received formal education.
Col. Kirby predicted, according
to the News, that national networks will duplicate the Detroit
plan and "give the whole nation
a graphic lesson in world problems
andNBC
responsibilities."
New York recorded the
show, which emanated directly
from Detroit, for showing on four
TV screens before some 100 invited
guests. Harry Bannister, general
manager of WWJ-TV, and Herbert
Ponting, a director of the Detroit
News, explained the project under
which listeners seeking official certification from the university's television school may receive material
developing the telecast lectures for
a $2 fee. About 400 have registered
for a TV course in photography
starting this month, Mr. Bannister
added.
Also present at the showing were
FCC Comrs. Rosel Hyde, Paul
Walker and E. M. Webster; NAB
President Justin Miller, and several members of Congress, as well
as industry representatives.
Red Crown AM-TV Spots
STANDARD OIL of Indiana, Chicago, will conduct a month-long
saturation campaign during January with radio and TV spots in
Detroit and Milwaukee, advertising
its new 1951 Red Crown gasoline.
A total of 500 spots will be carried
in each market, about 10% going
to TV. Six AM and three TV stations are being used in Detroit,
six AM and one TV in Milwaukee.
Agency is McCann-Erickson, Chicago.

Telestatus
(Continued from page 56)
program in both the number of
homes reached and the percent of
TV homes reached in program
areas. For the two weeks ended
Nov.
1. 11 the report is as follows:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U.S.
Homes
Rank
Program
5.
(000)
Texaco Star Theatre
Philco ofTVShows
Playhouse
2. Show
(Snowcrop)
3.
of Shows (Crosley)
5,492
4. Show
3,908
Show of Shows (Part.)
4,108
6. Toast of Town
3,752
7. Colgate Comedy Hour
3,627
8. Stop Music (Lorillard)
3,620
3,609
Fireside Theatre
3,498
10. Howdy Doody (Int. Shoe)
3,547
1. PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
AREAS
3,391
3. IN PROGRAM STATION
(%)
Homes
Ran9. k Program
50.6
60.4
Theatre
53.1
2. Texaco
Fireside Star
Theatre
47.6
9.4. R.
ShowMontgomery
of Shows Presents
(Part.)
49.2
5. Philco TV Playhouse
46.2
6. Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
44.5
7. Toast of Town
43.5
8. Show of Shows (Crosley)
Stop Music (Lorillard)
42.9
42.2
10. Mama
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY
TV CONSULTANTS
Beacon Opens in Boston
BEACON TELEVISION Features
Inc., a new TV consulting firm, has
been organized in Boston to serve
agencies and clients who are using
or planning to use video. Emphasis will be on creation and production supervision of television
and radio shows and commercials.
President of Beacon Television Features is Leonard Sanderson, for
six years art director for Alley &
Richards, Boston.
The firm, located at 420 Boylston
St., opened
today (Monday.)
Services of the consulting
organization
include advice on TV programming,
time and techniques. The company
will prepare advertising, promotion, and publicity for productions
it handles.
RCA VICTOR designs streamlined,
unobtrusive microphone, especially for
Named "StarmakTV programming.
er,"
as result of nation-wide
contest.

#51 Cable Predictions
(Continued from page 49)
cable, Norfolk to Richmond and ington. On the last day of that
Johnstown to Pittsburgh by radio month, 14 cities were added to the
interconnected list: Greensboro,
relay early in the year. ConstrucCharlotte, Jacksonville, Atlanta,
tion was also begun on a * new
relay route between New York and Birmingham, all joined to the netChicago which went into service
work at Richmond; Indianapolis
Sept. 1 and was extended to Omaha
and Louisville, connected at Dayton; Rock Island, Davenport, Ames,
by Sept. 30. Also during September
a microwave system went into serv- Minneapolis-St. Paul, Omaha and
ice between New York and WashKansas City, connected via Chicago.
TV GROWTH Connected
1946-1950 Sla'ions with Bell
50
PrivatelyInterconnected
59
End of.
Owned
Relays
Mileage
with Cities
Stations
Cities
Stations
3
4
1946
By2 Bell Circuits
1
476
9
5
11
1947
1948
1
916
30
13
2
3,550
3
8,954
1949 . .
66
1950
30
sta-*
1(37,344*
Francisconetwork
San 8
and East-Midwest
Angeles
do not include Los
* Figures
not to the
other 26(7butstations)
to each
tions) which are connected
Francisco are not
San
and
Angeles
Los
connecting
miles)
(750
circuits
Two
**
included in this total.
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GPL

Introduces

Designed

First

from

Compactness

TV

Start

and

Ease

Camera

to

of

Chain

Finish

for

Operation

Built with the compact precision which distinguishes
aimage
quality
watchcamera
from chain
an alarm
clock,lighter,
GPL's easier
new
orthicon
is smaller,
to use. It is the first camera chain that has been
"human engineered" — designed from motion studies
of cameramen and control personnel. It is the first
with type and location of controls based on minimum
movement and maximum ease and efficiency.
This simplification, together with size and weight
reduction has been accomplished without any sacrifice or
limitation whatever in performance or accessibility. Superior GPL circuit design provides a better picture than normally obtainable with image orthicon equipment. Complete
control is provided for every studio or field requirement.
Logical components have been combined . . . fewer units
make up a chain. A single chain consists of only 4 units; a
triple chain, 12 including switching unit and master monitor. The camera, with integral view finder, is only 10%" x
12i/2" x 22", weighs 75 lbs. instead of 100-105 lbs. The sync
generator is a single portable unit including its own power
supply. It may be easily removed from its case to go into a
standard relay rack.
SIMPLIFIED

Compact GPL camera and control unit have been "human engineered" for easy, efficient use. Camera provides uniform focus
adjustment for all lenses; iris is motor-controlled from rear of
camera or from control unit, with lens opening shown on dials
at both locations. Control unit has 8 '/2 " monitor tube.

IMPROVED SYNC GENERATOR
The sync generator, with its power supply,
is a single unit, packaged for field use.
Because binary counting circuits are used,
and pulse width is controlled by delay
lines, it provides circuit reliability better
than present studio equipment. With this
circuitry, all operator adjustments are
eliminated.

All controls are at the finger-tips of cameramen and camera
control operators. Focus adjustment of all lenses is uniform;
a given rotation of focus control produces the same shift
in plane of focus for all lenses. The iris is motor-controlled,
either from the rear of the camera or from the camera control unit. Dials on both camera and control unit indicate
the lens opening. Negative feedback is used to stabilize
video frequency response, eliminating an adjustment. Target
and beam are controlled by thumbwheels next to convenient knobs for pedestal and gain.
READILY
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ADAPTABLE

GPL Camera Chains completely meet all studio and field
requirements or may be readily adapted to supplement
existing installations. Before you make any camera chain
investment, get all the facts on this new addition to GPL's
outstanding line of TV studio equipment.
Write, Wire or Phone

' Camera Chains • TV Film Chains
TV Field and Studio Equipment
Theatre TV Equipment

CONTROL

for Details

General

Precision Laboratory
I N CORPORATED
NEW YORK
PLEASANTVILLE
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PHONEVISION

Jan. 7-12: Protestant Radio CommisEastern Regional
RadiosionWorkshop,
Yale U.,Religious
New Haven,
Conn.
Jan. 8: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn., Dallas.
Jan. 15: Media Conference, American
Assn. of Professional Baseball
Leagues. Columbus.
Jan. 22-26: AEEI Winter General Meeting, Hotel Statler, New York.
Jan. 23: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences annual dinner, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Jan. 26-27: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., Columbia, S. C.
Jan. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting,
Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair,
Fla.
Feb, 3: Radio Correspondents Assn.
Dinner for the President, Hotel
Statler, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 16-17: First Annual Regional Telemore. vision Seminar, WAAM (TV) BaltiApril 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April
15-19:Chicago.
NAB Convention, Hotel
Stevens,
April 20-21: ference,
Southwestern
IRE ConSouthern Methodist
U..
Dallas.
TV

SEMINAR

WAAM Plays Host Feb. 76-77
WAAM (TV) Baltimore announced
last week that it will play host to
a Regional Television Seminar in
Baltimore Feb. 16-17. Sub-titled
"Career Opportunities in Television." the seminar will feature well
known figures in the television industry, who will address a group of
100 college students from schools
in the East.
The seminar is to be co-Sponsored by WAAM, Johns Hopkins
U., American U., Temple U., and
the U. S. Office of Education. Joel
Chaseman, public relations director
for WAAM, announced that the
station has been working since May
1950 to establish an educators' committee to assist in planning the
seminar.
Beginning Friday evening, Feb.
16, with an address on the general
topic of television, the seminar will
continue on Saturday with addresses and discussions on sales,
promotion, research, production,
casting, public affairs, public service, writing, personnel and others.
Members of the steering committee, which has been working on the
Seminar since last May, are:
Willett Kempton, public relations director for American U.; Lynn Poole,
public relations director for Johns
Hopkins U.; Dr. Armand Hunter, chairman of the Radio, Speech, and Theater
Dept. of Temple U.; Dr. Franklin Dunham, chief of the radio and TV section
of the U.S. Office of Education, and
Mr. Chaseman, representing WAAM.

Thrice-Delayed Tests
Begin Today

ZENITH Radio Corp. begins its long-heralded test of Phonevision, its
dollar-in-the-slot adjunct to commercial telecasting, in Chicago today
(Monday). The 90-day test, delayed three times, will offer three "topflight" motion pictures daily to residents of 300 Chicago area families
between Jan. 1 and March 31.
.
The FCC-approved experiment
and in Europe, and will be transis an attempt to determine public
mitted with a scrambled signal
acceptance or rejection of the de- from the station on top of the
vice. Families wishing to see a
certain Phonevision movie call the Field Bldg. in Chicago's "Loop."
The signal can be unscrambled only
telephone operator, ask for transon order of test residents who call
mission of a signal for clearance
the telephone operator. Regular
of the jumbled original TV transteleviewers tuning to Channel 2
will see only the garbled picture.
mission andsee.
are billed $l'for each
movie they
The key signal which unscrambles
Today's
lineup
includesin the transmission is sent via the
Jack
Carsonopening
and Ann
Southern
telephone circuit.
"April Showers," Bing Crosby,
The Phonevision test begins
Joan Caulfield and Barry Fitzafter FCC approval, cooperation
gerald in "Welcome
Stranger"
Clark Gable
and Lana
Turner andin of film producers, a "special" licensebyfromtheASCAP
and aFederation
"special"
"Homecoming." These Hollywood
American
films have grossed more than $12 waiver
of Musicians, Comdr. Eugene F.
million since their release, accordMcDonald Jr., Zenith president,
ing to Zenith. The films were deweek. "The sole
scribed by the firm as "pictures of explainedof last
the test is to gather
a caliber never before presented to purpose
data for use of the FCC in deterthe home video screen."
mining whether Phonevision is in
Zenith declined to release titles the public interest and whether it
of other movies which will be tele- shall, in the future be authorized
cast. It was understood a list of
as a new type of service," he said.
the
first
week's
mailed last
weekbill,
to Jan.
the 1-6,
300 was
test
"Not a Substitute"
families.
Stressing that the system was
not developed as "a substitute for
Films will be telecast by Zenith's
experimental station KS2XBS
any of the established or potential
three times daily, at 4, 7 and 9 p.m.
uses of regular television broadA total of 90 films will be used
casting radio, motion pictures or
during the test, as films will be re- other extant communications and
peated on two succeeding days
art forms," Comdr. McDonald sees
after the initial showing. Repeats,
the device "as a new and distinct
however, will be spotted at a new
time and on a different day in
"It in no way affects people's
order to attract all segments of the service."
opportunity or choice of viewing
test group audience and give them
regular, free, television programs,
a variety.
of going to the theatre, or spending
their time and money as they see
Films were produced in the U.S.
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RTDG
NLRB

VS. SDGA
Dismisses LA. Case

REGIONAL National Labor Relations Board, Los Angeles, has dismissed because of "lack of evidence" the Radio and Television
Directors Guild case charging
Screen Directors Guild of America
with "unfair labor practices." Announcement was made a fortnight
ago at a meeting of SDGA which
was informed of the move by
Howard LeBaron, NLRB regional
director.
RTDG, which had intervened in
recent NLRB hearings on SDGA
petition seeking jurisdiction over
TV directors at KECA-TV Los
Angeles, charged violation by
SDGA of Section 8 of the National
Labor Relations Act claiming that
the latter was employer-dominated
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Oct. 9, Sept. 25, 1950].
RTDG is asking NLRB in Washington that the "unfair" plea,
though dismissed by the local
board, be included as part of the
evidence in the whole case now under the board's consideration.
SDGA also advised members at
the meeting that new members had
joined both in New York and Los
Angeles and that the majority of
the nation's top TV shows were
now being directed by SDGA members. Guild further reported that
about 70 TV film program producers are signatories of SDGA
100% guild shop contract.
DEY BROS. SIGN

ANDREW Corp., Chicago, has issued
general price list of transmission
lines and antenna equipment.
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fit," he said.
If the method is approved, Zenith
their time and money as they see
"does not intend to enter the entertainment business or any other
fields of programming made possible by Phonevision's potentialities. We propose to remain in the
field of manufacturers electronics,
and would simply produce and license other manufacturers to proPhonevision
equipment,"
Comdr. duce
McDonald
explained.

Contract for the daily half-hour shopper's show on WHEN is completed
by (I to r) : Robert Severance, WHEN account executive; Robert A.
Macht, Dey Bros, merchandise manager; Paul Adanti, WHEN general
manager, and John P. Fitzgibbons, vice president and managing director
of Dey Bros.

Buys Program on WHEN(TV)
DEY BROS. & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
(department store), has signed a
52-week contract with WHEN (TV)
Syracuse for a daily half-hour
shopper's
program, Your Dey-Time
Shopper,
1-1:30 p.m.Monday through Friday,
Extensive use of store personnel
on the daily shopping programs is
planned, with various departments
demonstrating their wares in the
WHEN studios. Joyce Taylor,
Dey's fashion co-ordinator, is hostess of the program and conducts
daily TV tours of the store. Newspaper promotion has been used
heavily for the show, while pointof-sale displays in the store call
attention to merchandise featured
on the program. During the Christmas shopping season, hundreds of
specials were sold to customers who
had seen the items advertised only
on WHEN, the station reports.
First show in the series was presented Dec. 11.

Telecasting
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TV AIDS GATE
WTVJ Head Blames Schedule
TELEVISION is a definite aid to
football attendance and should not
be blamed for slumps in gate receipts, Col. Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ (TV) Miami, said
in a recent letter to the Orange
Bowl Advisory Committee.
Col. Wolfson urged the committee to evaluate the preceding season's football attendance records
with four factors in mind — weather, general economic conditions,
schedule of games, and television.
He concluded that the schedule of
games was the most important factor governing paid attendance,
not TV.
Average attendance at Miami U.'s
home games, held in the Orange
Bowl, was 36,517 in the 1950 season,
he said, a 9% drop from 1949's
average of 39,931 per game.
Analyzing the past season's schedule, Col. Wolfson pointed out that
the two biggest games of the 1949
season, those with Florida U. and
Purdue, were played away from
home in 1950. If these two crowddrawing games had been played
at home during the past season,
he said, the attendance would have
showed only a %% drop from last
year.
As for the other factors — weather, economic conditions, and TV —
Col. Wolfson said: "There is a
strong indication that people don't
stay home to watch television because of rain." Citing 1950 attendance figures again, he pointed
out that the Villanova game, played
in the rain, enjoyed higher attendance than three of the other games
on the schedule. Mentioning the
all-time high of the cost of living
index and the 3% increase in personal income taxes put into effect
in October, Col. Wolfson urged
that these factors be taken into
consideration as affecting economic

conditions and therefore the sale of
tickets.
Emphasizing the selling job TV
has done for football, Col. Wolfson
enumerated the promotional supWTVJ last
gave season.
the university's
home port
games
In all its
football features, Col. Wolfson said,
the public was urged to get out to
the games for "full enjoyment of
atmosphere, half time spectacle,
etc." Also, over $2,000 worth of
season tickets were sold in advance
on a special series of eight TV
programs called Rumpus on the
Campus, he pointed out.
"Now if television — rather than
the schedule — had been the major
factor in attendance losses," said
Col. Wolfson, "we should have expected the losses to have increased
as the season advanced, because
the number of television sets in the
area increased. But it is obvious
that the season ended with peak
attendance at the two major games
with more TV sets in the area than

TRICOLOR
TUBE
Invented by Chew
INVENTION of a new all-electronic color television picture tube
which is claimed to avoid "pitfalls"
of current color TV systems was
announced last week by Thornton
Chew, vice president in charge of
engineering for KFMB-TV San
Diego.
Mr. Chew, who has secured a
patent (No. 2529485) on his invention, said the tube employs a
magnetic field to select color sequences and combinations. Its
screen was described as having
successive groups of strips of
material, each with red, green, and
blue colors.
The tube has a single gun.
It was said to render a spinning
disc unnecessary, and to need no
complicated lens system.
KFMB-TV spokesmen said plans
for exhibition of the tube are now
in progress.
Mr. Chew, a former research
engineer with Don Lee television
interests in Los Angeles, joined
KFMB-TV in May 1949.
.
Telecasting
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TRUMAN
DINNER
Correspondents Map Plans
PROGRAM representatives of the
major radio and TV networks are
slated to meet in New York this
Friday to map out entertainment
plans for the ninth annual Radio
Correspondents Assn. dinner in
honor of the President of the
United States. The dinner will be
held Saturday, Feb. 3, at the Hotel
Statler, Washington, D. C.
The association's executive committee met last Thursday to work
out seating arrangements and
other details for the occasion,
which is expected to draw about 700
key government officials, Congressional members and industry representatives, including the radio
correspondents.
John Edwards, ABC, is serving
as general chairman of this year's
planning committee, with ABC the
"coordinating"
network
on the

usual rotation basis. DuMont Television Network will participate
along with the four major radio
networks.
A feature of the 1950 dinner,
during which President Truman
will receive a gift from the correspondents, will be the installation
of new officers of the association.
Elections are scheduled to be held
Jan. 10. William McAndrew, WRCAM-FM and WNBW (TV) Washington, president of the organization, will preside.
WTMJ-TV Tube Costs
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee has released
figures on tube costs showing
the cost per hour of the various
tubes in use at t'^e station as well
as the total net cost of each type
of tube. According to the figures,
orthicon tubes averaged an hourly
cost of $2.47 each, while iconoscope
tubes, used in film cameras, cost
294 per hour, and transmitter tubes
cost 71$ per hour.

One of America's TEN TOP DAYTIME
PROGRAMS
November

. . . reported in the

issue of TELEVISION

PAUL

DIXON'S

MUSIC

. . .

SHOP.

This "tops-in-the-nation" program is seen
Monday

through Saturday . . .

WCPO-TV,

3 to 5 P.M.

WCP0-TV
7 CINCINNATI
CHANNEL
WEWS Cleveland under same general management
is also one of the country's top TV stations.
SEE
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MAN!
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BRITISH

VIDEO

'Mirror' Cites Commercial Plan
OPERATION of British television
on a commercial basis, with sound
radio continuing as a BBC monopoly, will be recommended by the
Beridge Committee, according to a
prediction in the London Daily
Mirror.
Writing under the heading "Allow Commercial TV, Government
Report Will Urge," Clifford Davis
reported that the committee, appointed by the British government
to report on the future of radio
and TV when the BBC charter expires at the end of 1951, will file
a report of more than 150,000
words.
Appearing in two volumes, the
first part, Mr. Davis predicted, will
contain the committee's findings
and the second part will review
evidence taken at extended hearings.
According to the Mirror story,
the recommendations of the 10man group are expected to be
along this line:
Sponsored TV programs should be
started, at first on the existing TV
wavelengths in order to lengthen
present transmission time of 30 hours
a week. Later, a rival TV service —
supported by advertising — should be
established.
BBC television should be set up as
a separate organization from sound
broadcasting immediately.
Cinemas should be allowed their
own TV system for films, newsreels
and stage shows. The same program
could then be televised to hundreds
of cinema screens.
The government should relax its
ban on capital expenditure to allow
the BBC to spend more money on
sound and TV development.
The committee was set up in
1949. It held a thorough investigation and four of the members
visited the U. S. and Canada to
study commercial radio and TV.
Mr. Davis understands the report will be severely critical of the
BBC internal organization and
some of its policies, though agreeing unanimously that the BBC
offers the finest service in the
world.
Suggested commercializing of TV
is ascribed to the new medium's
high costs.

open mike

Cites Digest Service
EDITOR:
I've . . . seen the digest of
Broadcasting • Telecasting [Dec.
18, 1950] which you had the AP
transmit. It was a splendid service and one which I appreciate very
much. As usual, you're on your
toes.
fulness. Thanks for your thoughtLester W. Lindow
General Manager
WFDF Flint, Mich.
* * *
Artist McDonald
EDITOR:
.... I was never so surprised
. . . Broadcasting
aS . . . when I saw• my
"doodlin"
in
Telecasting
[Nov. 27, 1950]. . . .
... I have received many, many
letters about it from both friends
and in several cases, managers that
I do not even know personally. Two
wanted me to design them some
letterheads.
I have had . . . telephone calls,
and a few telegrams . . . Everyone
that I see personally, if in the industry, mentions seeing it in Broadcasting • Telecasting. . . .
Guess I am forced to admit —
maybe your ole book does have a
few readers. . . .
Patt McDonald
General Manager
WHHM Memphis
* * *
Car Radio Report
EDITOR:
Dr. Ken Harwood's Alabama
auto listening survey, reported in
your Dec. 18, 1950, issue, was
especially interesting to the industry in Southern California, since
Ken first made a study of this
type while still at the U. of Southern California. His findings induced our association to call in
The Pulse for a full-scale check of

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

VLaiipwiL
JsuaiuMA,
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
■^r We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
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the radio status of 880 cars at 50
widely scattered Los Angeles
County intersections day and night
for a full week.
Their findings were that 72.5%
of the cars were radio equipped,
the highest figure discoA^ered in any
of the surveys made thus far (New
York, Iowa and now Alabama).
Since there are actually more passenger cars than there are families
or occupied dwelling units in our
county, this finding is significant.
The day-and-night sets-in-use average, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., was 32.8%,
considerably higher than the similar percentage in homes.
Robert J. McAndrews
Managing Director
Southern casters
California
Assn. Inc. BroadHollywood
#

❖

Continue Reviews
EDITOR:
Please continue your program
reviews regularly!
Your critical comments will do
much to keep tele and broadcasters
on their toes.
Here's one reader who appreciates them.
Leon C. Hood
Radio Chairman
National Council of Teachers of English
61 Lafayette Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
* * *
Reaction
EDITOR:

to TV

Ads

After conducting a recent television study in San Francisco, Dan
E. Clark II & Assoc. reports that
only two out of nearly 800 respondents mentioned the recent
controversial television industry
radio-newspaper campaign. This
campaign brought many complaints
from parents and educators and
resulted in the Federal Trade Commission's Division of Radio and
Periodical Advertising announcement that it was "considering certain recent advertising of television
sets to determine the truth or
falsity of statements and repreEach of sentations
793therein."
respondents who

COLOR CHOICE
Let Public Decide — Caldwell
FORMER Federal Radio Comr. O.
H. Caldwell, editorial director of
Tele-Tech, in a letter to members
of the present FCC has suggested
the public be allowed to decide
which color-TV system it preferred.
He indicated the Commission
should authorize the "compatible
color-TV system" along with the
CBS system so the public might
choose the better method.
Mr. Caldwell attached a copy of
his report in the January 1951
issue of Tele-Tech titled "Compatible Color-TV Is Ready." The
article, based
on RCA's urged
early December demonstrations,
opportunity for public choice.
It stated
that
FCC,resulting
"overwhelmed by the
uproar
from its recent decision . . . taking
merely the testimony of its own
senses — now needs only to authorize compatible color-TV to go on
the air, along with the presentapproved abortive non-compatible
system. Then the public, industry,
and trade will quickly decide for
themselves which system they want
— which system must survive ! Thus
in a single logical and democratic
step, the FCC can provide the
soundest future for color, and
meanwhile save the television enMr. Caldwell's
letter stated in.
joyment of millions."
Having
pioneered
inarethenowadministrationin ofTV,
radio,
as you
pioneering
I
can
sympathize
difficulties and understand with
the your
high
motives
with thewhich
you are undertakpart:ing to serve
public.
We earlier Commissioners too had to
take positive actions — sometimes based
on too-meager information and field
experience. We found we made some
embarrassing mistakes, but we also
learned that one way to correct the
effects of these was, as quickly as possible, to authorize a parallel, sounder
course, and so let the radio industry
and public erase our earlier error, by
giving them a choice so they could
select and adopt the later, better plan.
This lesson we thus learned years
ago, suggests a similar handling of your
present
color-TV the
difficulties.
ing formalities,
FCC willIf, inwaivthe
public interest, quickly come to the
heart of turbing
thethe matter
and
without
disCBS authorization, will
grant ible
similar
the industry,
compatcolor-TVapproval
system, tothe
trade and public will quickly determine
which is the more practical of the two
systems
for homethat
use.theThere
is no
doubt whatever
compatible
system will quickly outrun the other.

stated they were not in the immediate market for a television set
were asked by Clark & Assoc. for
comments and reasons as to why
they did not want television now.
The great majority gave such reasons as "can't afford now," "waiting for sets to improve," "waiting
for color," and other comments.
Only two respondents voluntarily
mentioned the recent industry camG. E. Hurst
paign. Dan E. Clark II & Assoc.
Research Consultants
San Francisco
Telecasting

RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates are
Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity
Trained
bv . . and
. Showmanship
Network
Professionals
Trained to . .
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained with . . .
problemsTV and Radio
Complete
Commercial Equipment
Trained under .
Actual Broadcast Conditions
for Promof free Service
Call, Write, Division
or Wire
Personnel
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St., N. Y. • PLaza 7-321?
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Lehman Bros. Centennial
LEHMAN Bros., investment
banking company and pioneer in radio-TV financing,
celebrated its 100th anniversary last week by publishing a chronicle of the firm's
activities since its founding
as a grocery and dry goods
store in Montgomery, Ala.,
in 1850. The chronicle traces
the investment company's 18year association with the
radio-TV industries, beginning in 1932 with an investment in CBS, and continuing
in the late 30's with the first
public underwriting of a television company, Allen B.
DuMont Labs. Lehman Bros,
has also undertaken financing
for RCA and Avco Corp.

WMIT

(FM) SOLD
Reactivation Asked

WMIT (FM) Charlotte, N. C—
The Southeast's first FM outlet
which ceased operation last April
after eight years of pioneering —
may return to the air under new
ownership. The project represents
an investment of more than a quarter-million dollars.
Bid was filed with FCC last
week for the station's assignment
by Mt. Mitchell Broadcasters, a
new firm headed by W. Olin Nisbet, Jr., Charlotte investment
banker, which also has purchased
WMIT'S plant atop Clingman's
Peak from Gordon Gray, former
licensee. The price, including 10
kw transmitter, was reported as
$27,500.
The application specified a new
50 kw amplifier would be acquired
{ for
$27,000
the station's
output
to 300 tokwboost
effective
radiated
power on Class B Channel 295,
106.9 mc. WMIT previously had
ERP of 75 kw. Antenna height is
3,076 ft. above average terrain and
more than 6,500 ft. above sea
level.
Service Planned
The application reported the
1 mv/m contour of the 300-kw station will include 27,380 sq. mi. having a population of 2,153,900 while
the 50 uv/m contour will include
' of
50,600
sq. mi. having a population
4,017,800.
Total estimated cost is $54,500,
FCC was told, while first year operating cost was specified as
$40,000 with revenue expected
i $50,000. Hours of operation will
be 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Mr. Nisbet, president and 73.33%
owner of Mt. Mitchell Broadcasters, is vice president-treasurer of
Interstate Securities Corp., of
which he owns 31%. Vice president and 20% owner of the applicant is John C. Erwin, executive
vice president and 14% owner of
Allison Erwin Corp., hardware
firm, and vice president 40% owner of Alwin Corp., real estate, both
in Charlotte. Secretary-treasurer
and 6.6% owner of the applicant is
W. H. B. Simpson, part owner of
Telecasting

WMRC Greenville, S. C. Mr.
Simpson is president and 70%
owner of the Georgia, Florida &
Alabama Railroad and holds extensive dry goods merchandising
interests in Belk Simpson and
other stores through the South.
Mr. Gray, owner of WSJS-AMFM Winston-Salem, N. C, made
a heavy investment in WMIT. He
established the pioneer FM outlet
in 1942 on the old 50-mc band.
He evidenced great disappointment last April when the decision
was made to discontinue the outlet [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 10, 1950.] Mr. Gray expressed belief at that time that
FM "is the superior form of sound
broadcasting" and "sincerely"
hoped this feeling would one day
be proved financially as well as
technically right.
Mt. Mitchell Broadcasters told
FCC it wanted to reactivate WMIT
and to continue "rendering an FM
service needed in the area." It explainedwithoperating
sistent
good economies
operation "conand
program service will be necessary,
particularly during its early
stages." No Duplication
"Without any intention of lessening competition or duplicating
essential service to the public,"
the applicant explained it proposed to lease certain services,
facilities and assistance from
other stations. Initially, according
to the application, studio space
is to be obtained from WSOC
Charlotte and some WSOC staff
members will be employed on a
part-time basis.
FCC was told the fulltime staff
is to include J. F. McFarland as
chief engineer-manager. Mr. McFarland, the application said, had
been employed by Mr. Gray and
has continued on the property to
maintain it. Other staffers to be
hired include three engineer-announcers, one program manager,
one sales manager, one trafficbilling manager and a promotion
manager.
JOHN

H.

NORTH

Chicago Agency V.P. Dies
PRIVATE funeral services were
to have been conducted Saturday
for John H. North, 54, vice president in charge of media for Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago
agency. Mr. North died suddenly
of a heart attack Wednesday morning in his Evanston, 111., home.
He was named vice president of
the agency in 1949, and since then
had supervised all radio and television business. Mr. North worked
at the agency 27 years. Before
joining it in 1924, he worked at
Lee O. Duncan Advertising Agency
and was a salesman for Armour
& Co., both Chicago. He was first
president of the Radio Club of
Chicago when it was organized in
1944.
Survivors include his wife, Elizabeth Gunderson North; two sons,
J. Duncan North, 10, and James
Bruce North, 4; his mother, three
brothers and a sister.
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McCARTHY-PEARSON BOUT
Episode Draws Varied New Comments
EPISODE between Sen. Joseph
McCarthy (R-Wis.) and Drew
Pearson, ABC commentator and
news columnist, crackled into a
news feud last week with sniping
coming from both sides of the
opinion fence.
The dispute grew out of remarks
made by Sen. McCarthy on the
floor of the Senate and a statement Dec. 22 by Adam Hat Stores,
New York, that it was dropping
Mr. Pearson's broadcasts effective
Feb. 18 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, 18, 1950].
Meanwhile, ABC, which is understood to be planning continuance
of the commentator's broadcasts at
least until the Adam Hat contract
termination date, said any formal
statement before that time would
be "unlikely."
Sen. McCarthy had levelled two
attacks against Mr. Pearson. The
Senator's accusations were coupled
with mentions of his sponsor, telling the Senate the newsman would
not be "pouring out his poison into
millions of American homes every
Sunday if the Adam Hat Co. did
not
hire himon and
him toto boycott
do it."
He called
the pay
public
stores handling the sponsor's products and urged newspapers buying Mr. Pearson's column, as well

COSTS

LESS

as radio stations, to see that his
voice is stilled.
Doris Fleeson, who writes a
Washington news column, took a
hard look at the Senator's remarks
and commented: "Radio advertisers
have consistently refused to fight
the battle for free speech which is
the heart of the American system.
The free press which radio feels
free to criticize perhaps justly,
simply does not stand for the kind
of interference with constitutional
prerogatives that radio takes for
Columnist Westbrook Pegler, on
the other hand, commended the
Senate speeches and added a bit
ofgranted."
fuel of his own. He implied that
a condition existed "which should
never have been suffered to develop
in radio subject to government
Charles V. Molesworth, president
of Adam Hat Stores, in announcing
control."
the
termination of Mr. Pearson's
contract,
said:a "Mr.
tract covered
periodPearson's
from Sept.con-2,
1949, to Feb. 18, 1951, and because
of a planned change in advertising
media for 1951 the contract will
not be renewed or extended."
Mr. Pearson's reaction to the
Adam Hat announcement was:
"The Adam Hat people have been
swell to me."

becM
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A CHIEF ENGINEER SAYS: . . . have been using the Fairchild Tape Recorder constantly . . . over 5 000 hours now . . . practically no
maintenance . . . get more work done in less time . . . optimum
performance always . . . has operating features no
other equipment has . . . my men work
without fatigue . . . has literally paic
. . . front office thinks I'm a magician!
FROM THE FRONT OFFICE: . . . tried to get
cheaper tape recorders . . . looked good
hold specs or stand up for long
. . . Fairchild gives my customers
better recordings . . . brings me
more customers . . . can do shows
now we couldn't with other recorders . . . brought in new
sponsors
. . . almost
and mynothing
engineers'
budget asks
for
maintenance . . . how soon can
we get delivery on another
unit?
. . regret
didn't
get the . Fairchild
Tape weRecorder
sooner!
CAN YOU
WE HAVE FAIRCHILD TAPE RECORDAFFORD
NOT
ERS: Columbia Records (N. Y.) . CBSTV IN. Y. and Hollywood) . Reeves
TO
OWN
IT?
Sound Studios (N. Y.) . WJR (Detroit) • U. S. Signal Corps Photographic CenterSystem
(L. I. City)
Broadcasting
(Rome,- Italian
Turin,
Milan) • General Motors (Detroit)

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
154TH STREET AND 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, N. Y.

Send Bulletin TR-3 About
FAIRCHILD PROFESSIONAL TAPE
RECORDERS
My Name
Company
Address
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NBC Affiliates
(Continued from page 15)
reached cost. On this measurement
AM can prove increased rates are
more
order
than any decreases."
Herein is
a condensed
version of
the confidential booklet sent to affiliates in TV cities by NBC. The
last page of each booklet was specially prepared to show impact of
the rate reduction on the station to
which the document was sent. The
condensation follows :
The NBC plan to cut evening
radio rates (6-11 p.m.) in TV
cities, to reflect TV's impact on
radio vaUies, proposes no rate
changes in other time classifications but present ratios between
evening and other rates would no
longer exist in the case of affected
stations.
NBC explained it had four basic
principles in drafting the plan.
First, NBC desired to calculate
TV's effect on TV families included
in the station's evening audience,
rejecting the theory that all TV
families should be subtracted from
the radio audience.
Continued Listening
Second, NBC credits the station
with continued listening by TV
families and rejects the theory that
a TV family does no evening listening. Third, a "reasonable limit"
is placed on the amount of indicated rate reductions so radio stations in TV cities can survive economically and continue rendering
valuable service.
Fourth, NBC uses a prospective
base for TV circulation to provide
stability in the radio rate structure.
Explaining why a rate reduction
is needed now, the NBC statement
cites these reasons: To maintain
radio network operations on a
sound economic basis; to hoM many
important accounts in jeopardy
under present rates; to break the
log jam which is blocking new
sales and to get sales momentum
rolling.
As to the advertiser's position,
NBC claims that sponsors "know
that TV has caused a sharp decline
in listening in metropolitan markets" and some of its clients are
asking for a radio network bypassing TV cities — "which we have
refused to do." Besides, rate cuts

SO

IT'S
See

5946

Total
Radio

Only
Radio

are sought by sponsors to reflect
diminished listening in TV cities.
Sponsors are holding back on
evening radio network buying,
NBC warned, and unless rates are
cut they will further curtail use
of the medium. Radio-only as well
as radio-TV users both feel this
way, the network explains, because
they don't want "to buy waste circulation in metropolitan markets."
Radio advertisers also in television, NBC notes, are watching
their TV rates go up as TV circulation grows and figure this contraction of the radio audience is
not reflected by a radio rate cut.
Taking up the decline in network
sales, NBC argues that sponsor
resistance to evening l'adio at present rates "is reaching the danger
point and is threatening the economic stability of network radio."
All networks are effected, and all
have "substantial amounts of onen
evening time," according to NBC.
Furthermore, new evening time
sales have virtually dried up, the
network laments.
This trend of several years is
shown in charts. The first traces
total evening homes listening to
radio from 12,240,000 in 1946 to a
peak of 14,384,000 in 1949 and
down to 13,024,000 in 1950. Daytime listening rose from 6,766,000
homes in 1946 to 8,803,000 in 1949
and 8,506,000 in 1950.
Evening listening is much below
the 1947 level now, according to
NBC. The downward trend is even
sharper on the basis of evening
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listening to all four networks, according to another chart, ranging
from 10,894,000 homes in 1946 to
12,255,000 in 1949 and 10,771,000
in 1950.
Major part of the decline in
evening listening has occurred in
metropolitan markets, dropping
9.2% for the country as a whole
from the beginning of 1949 to the
beginning of 1950 compared to an
18.2% decline in metropolitan
markets.
The trend in radio homes as compared with television homes is
shown in another chart (see this
page), revealing fewer radio-only
homes
1945. than at the beginning of
Another chart shows that sponsors bought 199:25 hours on the
four networks in 1948, 177:40
hours in 1949 and 172:20 hours in
1950 (third week of October each
year). It will be even worse in
1951, the network fears.
Network 'Health' Seen
Network radio can be restored
to economic health by means of
full advertising support if rates are
adjusted, NBC argues in a chapter
titled "A Rate Adjustment to Unfreeze Network Sales." Substantial
investments in improving NBC's
evening programs were made in
1950, it is stated, and sales efforts
"have been intensified to the maxitivity. mum" along with promotion ac-

enough, NBC claims, to start the
swing back to evening radio.
NBC explains in detail its method
of reducing rates, estimating TV
circulation as of Oct. 1, 1951. The
cut in total network evening rate
is 11%, compared to 15% proposed
by ANA and many advertisers,
based on Jan. 1, 1951, TV circulation. NBC's Oct. 1, 1951, TV figure
is 13,500,000 sets in markets affected by the radio rate reduction
compared to the 8,600,000 figure
used by advertisers.
Advertiser-proposed cuts, in the
case of certain station rates, would
run as high as 35%, 45% and
55%, according to NBC, with a
25% limit on NBC's reductions.
ANA's July 1950 study, says
NBC, "calculates the effect of television by subtracting all TV families in the station's area from its
radio audience. The resulting percentage reduction is rounded to the
next lowest 5% and applied to the
station's rate to obtain the reduced
NBC Illustration
Illustrating, NBC cites a hypothetical case assuming 500,000 radio families in the nighttime coverage area of Station X, with
200,000
rate." owning TV sets and 375,000
(757c of total) listening to the
station and constituting its evening
BMB audience.
ANA assumes the 375,000 BMB
families own all of the 200,000
TV sets and the other 125,000 own
no sets, according to NBC. ANA
subtracts all of the TV families
from the station's BMB audience
to get a percentage cut. In this
case, ANA would delete 200,000
TV families from the 375,000 BMB
families, getting a percentage reduction of 53.33%.
On the other hand, says NBC,
it would scatter the 200,000 TV
sets among the 500,000 radio families. Under this formula, the 375,000 BMB families (75% of 500,000) own 150,000 TV sets (75% of
290,000). Before subtracting the
150,000 TV families from 375,000
BMB families, NBC credits the
radio station with a 25% factor
representing radio listening by TV

Sales will continue to drop unless
evening network radio is again
attractive to advertisers, in NBC's
opinion. A decline would hit the
*****
quality of programming whereas
a rate cut which stimulates sales
will permit high-quality commercial program service "against
which you can sell spots and chainConstant service
breaks," the NBC statement continues.
of Highest type
Normally the strong program
will Net sponsors
schedule would have been sold,
NBC claims. "With sales unfrozen,
INCREASED SaLES IN
the network and its affiliates can
receive the maximum return from
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
NBC's improved programming, its
intensified sales activity and its
JOS. WEED & CO.
enlarged
promotion,"
it
is
stated.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Full weight has been given to
ways of avoiding a rate cut, such
(Rep.)
as curtailed TV expansion because
of mobilization and the influence
5000 WATTS-NOW!
of excess profits taxes in enlarging
advertising expenditure, NBC informed its stations. These aren't
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

amilies as compared to non-TV
amilies.
At this point NBC subtracts
h^c of the 150,000 TV families
irom the BMB audience of Station
\l, or 112,000 from 375,000 families
to arrive at the percentage reduction in circulation on which a rate
pit is based. Thus the reduction in
his case would be 30^ compared
o 53.33 rf under the ANA method.
Here are NBC's instructions on
pplication of the method to a paricular station:
The first step in arriving at the reuced rate for your station is to deter-ine the total radio homes in your
ration's
nighttime
our evening
BMB coverage
audience area
based and
on
;MB Study No. 2. The percentage
atio between BMB families and total
adio families is then applied to the
Dtal television families in your area
oision
determine
of these
telefamilieshowaremany
included
in your
1MB audience, and to exclude those
•ience.
hich are not part of your BMB auThe television families in your BMB
udience are next credited with a 25^
actor for evening radio listening. The
et result represents the loss in your
tation's BMB audience because of
elevision.
The families thus lost are deducted
rom your total BMB audience to ob= in the percentage reduction in your
vening radio circulation and this
ercentage is applied to your current
vening rate to obtain the reduced rate,
f the percentage is higher than 25%,
ne latter percentage is applied.

AD RATES
Still Control Exempt
EXEMPTION of radio time rates
from price control still is in effect
under the Defense Production Act
signed into law by President Truman last September even though
a national emergency has been declared by the President since that
time, government spokesmen explained last week [Broadcasting
» Telecasting, Sept. 11, 1950].
Whether this means wages can
or cannot be "stabilized" in the
radio industry is still unsettled
and one Economic Stabilization
Administration official reported
ESA attorneys are studying the
provisions of the Act, Public Law
774, to set an interpretation.
From an industry legal source,
however, came an observation that
Title IV of the law relating to
price and wage stabilization specifically exempts only prices from
control for radio and TV does not
mention wages.
The report of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency
respecting S 3936, which with HR
9176 was basis for the Defense

Production Act, indicated price and
wage controls generally go hand
in hand but in certain instances
might be imposed separately. No
examples were noted.
Exemption of advertising rates
for radio and periodicals had elicited heated debate during House
hearings [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 14, 7, 1950].

WALKER
NAMED
Now Manager of KFPW
JAMES P. WALKER, formerly account executive with KTUL Tulsa,
has been appointed manager of
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark., effective
today (Monday;.
KFPW, which
was recently acquired by KTUL
Telecas
TI N G,
[Broadcasting
Dec.
25, 1950],•

NEW SERVICE
Management

has become the
CBS affiliate in
Fort Smith. John

Audits Offered

"MANAGEMENT Audits," a consulting service for radio-TV stations and networks, is being offered
by Von Baumann Studios, NewYork production firm which has
heretofore confined its radio-TV
activities to packaging and production.
Cyril von Baumann, executive
vice president, said the audits
"apply practical and psychological
methods, forms and charts to the
study and analysis of each department— its cpsrations and functions,
plus an evaluation of the entire
station personnel (from boss man
down) — their duties and activi-

Esau, dentvice
presiand general
manager of
KTUL, will supervise operations
of both stations. L. A. Blust Jr.
will be general sales manager for
both stations, and George L.
Ketcham will be general promotion
manager.
Mr. Esau also announced plans
for building a new broadcasting
plant and studio for KFPW on a
site east of Fort Smith, where the
present transmitter and towers are.
KTUL and KFPW are affiliated
with KOMA Oklahoma City, also a
CBS outlet owned and operated by
the Griffin Radio Interests.
Mr. Walker
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"from all other forms of entertainment, including newspaper and
magazine readers. Radio is going on to greater heights and
greater sales volume. The radio
industry needs to do a better job of
selling itself. Set makers should
be sold on using radio to sell television instead of pouring millions
into media that are trying to stop
both radio and television from

Regionals
(Continued from page 32)
said: "Lessons learned by advertisers during all-too-recent World
War II will eliminate much of the
guesswork that marked the advertising picture in 1942 which,
despite its uncertainties, showed
an increase over pre-war 1941.
"After an opening quarter
fraught with confusion, 1951 will
be one of the biggest years for
business in the history of advertising. Cheap dollars otherwise
destined for excess profits tax
coffers will help build brand names
for many new or lesser known
firms and maintain the names of
already established advertisers."
Bob McRaney, general manager
of Mid-South Network, Columbus,
Miss., observed that the South is
rapidly acquiring new industries.
"Cattle growing and poultry are
also contributing to the economic
prosperity of the Mid-South area,"
he said. "We expect local business
to increase and foresee greater
use of radio locally and regionally
as the local" markets are becoming more important with television's invasion of the major
markets."

Mr. Carr

George T. Frechette, managing
growing."
director of the Wisconsin Network,
said regionals "are becoming better recognized as an easy way for
advertisers and agencies to cover
a specific state or area. The Wisconsin Network has seen the shift
to regional networks by spot advertisers during the last part of
1950 and looks to a substantial
increase in revenues in 1951."
Impetus From War
Lee Jacobs, president of Oregon
Trail Network, said a war crisis
"will add impetus to the normal
increase expected as the Northwest will be a vital area for war
operations. This activity and tax
dollar advertising will just about
offset shortages of goods, leaving
the industry with just about the
same revenue as in 1950. Small
market stations located in non-war
activity areas will probably suffer
a loss in revenues."
An unchanged healthy advertising picture in Canada for 1951
is envisioned by E. A. Weir, commercial manager, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., who does concede that there will be more pressure for daytime network time in
the Dominion.
"Business can be expected to remain good; bookings on networks
show business is going to remain
reasonably stable," declared Mr.
Weir. "Advertising for necessities will continue, and this is
still basic revenue producer for
radio. No definite percentages of
time for commercial TV have been
set up yet by CBC, and no change
is expected in present FM commercial regulations."

Mr. McRaney

Tom Carr, sales director of
Georgia Assn. of Local Stations,
said: "Higher profits and higher
taxes should increase advertising
budgets locally, but TV may hurt
network business."
W. L. Gleeson, president of
Broadcasting Corp. of America,
Riverside, Calif., claims advertisers who heeded newspaper claims
that radio had lost its audience to
TV are now returning to radio
and TV is getting its audience

And the world gone to pot,
I'm thankful for what I've got,
And wish you a
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IND. MERGER
FCC CLEARED the way last week for merger of the licensees of four
Indiana radio stations by approving a stock reorganization plan which
gives C. Bruce McConnell control of Universal Broadcasting Co., licensee of WISH Indianapolis.
Mr. McConnell owns control of
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — AssignWHBU Anderson, WANE Ft.
ment of license from S. Marvin GrifWayne, and WHOT South Bend.
fin to Thomas R. Hansen, John A.
Under the plan approved by FCC,
Dowdy and Charles W. Dowdy d/b
Universal stock will be exchanged
as Decatur Broadcasting Co. for $24,000.
for stock in the licensees of the
three other outlets. Thus Universal
KBKI Alice, Tex. — Assignment of
will be holding company for the 15% interest from J. H. Mayberry to
George
Prowse for $6,667.
three others as well as the licensee
KSGN
Sanger, Calif. — Assignment
of WISH casting,
[Broadcasting
• Teleof license from five equal partners to
Nov. 27, 1950].
Radio Sanger Co. for $24,000.
The reorganization plan, which
KPAS Banning, Calif. — -Assignment
involves no monetary consideration,
of license from Pass Broadcasting
was one of more than a dozen trans- 000.
Co. to Byron-Wood Motors for $30,fer and assignment applications — ■
including the complex and recordKWBU Corpus Christi, Tex. — Assetting Don Lee Broadcasting Syssignment of special service authorization for 50 kw daytime on 1030 kc
tem transactions (story page 19) —
approved during the last week of from Baylor TJ. to parent organiza1950.
Texas. tion, Baptist General Convention of
Succeeds McKinney
Other transfers approved are reMr. McConnell, who acquired
ported in FCC Roundup, page 79.
43% interest in WISH for about
$151,000 a few days before the STUDIO SITES
merger plan was first announced,
will own 67.885% of the stock of
FCC Permits Four Changes
the reorganized company. He will FOUR studio location changes were
succeed Frank E. McKinney as
president of Universal, with Mr. approved by FCC last week in line
and Mrs. McKinney owning 10.6%
with thecember
Commission's
early Deannouncement liberalizing
of the stock. Earl H. Schmidt, submain studio site rules [Broadstantial minority stockholder of its
1950].
casting • Telecasting, Dec. 11,
WHBU and WHOT, will have
14.01% of the reorganized Universal, and Frank M. McHale, who
has had 10% of WISH, will have
3% of the reorganized firm.
WISH operates on 1310 kc with
5 kw day and 1 kw night. WHBU
WANE, and WHOT are 250 w fulltime outlets on 1240, 1450, and
1490 kc, respectively. WISH,
WHBU, and WHOT are ABC affiliates, while WANE and also WHBU
are affiliated with CBS.
Other transfers and assignments
given FCC approval included:
WPAG-AM-FM Ann Arbor, Mich.—
Acquisition of negative control by
Arthur E. Greene and Edward F.
Baughn through purchase of 40%
interest from Paul G. Greene for
KEPO El Paso and KWFT-AM-FM
$50,000.
Wichita Falls, Tex. — Acquisition of
control by E. H., Agnes D. and John
H. Rowley and Kenyon Brown for

all business is shot

Happp

FCC Also Approves
Other Transfers

$32,062.
WMIL Milwaukee — Acquisition of
control by Gene Posner for $29,605.
4-TON SQUEEZE
Allied Gets New

Presses

ALLIED RECORD Mfg.
lywood, has installed two
ton presses that squeeze
of plastic into 16-inch
tions.

Co., Holnew fourhot slabs
transcrip-

Custom-built by Stewart-Boiling
foundries in Cincinnati, the new
equipment adds a production capacity of more than 5,000 transcriptions weekly to the batteries
of presses at the Allied plant, according to Daken K. Broadhead,
president.

WHFC Cicero, 111., since 1928
with main studios at 6138 Cermak
Rd., Cicero,
was togranted
tion of license
switch modificathe site
to that of its transmitter, 3550
South Kedzie Ave., Chicago, with
the provision it continue to identify
itself as a Cicero station. FCC
noted Cicero is in the center of
metropolitan Chicago.
KXOA Sacramento, Calif., was
granted move of its main studio
from 1617 30th St. to its transmitter site, 1.4 miles north of the city
on the Freeway.
KOBK Owatonna, Minn., was
permitted to move from 109%
North Cedar St. to its transmitter
at % mile east of the city on State
Aid Rd. No. 4.
WLWA (FM) Cincinnati was
granted move of its main studio
from Crosley Square, 140 West 9th
St., to the FM transmitter site at
southeast corner of Warner and
Chickasaw Sts.
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IEACTING to the CBS "loyalty
Questionnaires" [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950], Authors League of America last week
jisked Joseph H. Ream, vice president, for assurances that employes'
"rights under law" will not be
,"curtailed or disturbed," and that
nnocent individuals' reputations
'will in no instance and no way be
damaged by your questionnaire or
by any use that is made of it."
Saying that "if the kind of personal liberties which are defined
in the First Ten Amendments to
the Constitution are ever lost, the
democracy we wish to defend will
have been lost," the league letter
went on to list five "conclusions"
as to the CBS order, as follows:
1. It (CBS' order) establishes the
principle that a writer's employment
may depend upon his politics. The
Authors League has always taken
the view that a writer's employment
should depend upon his writings. We
fully understand that under wartime
conditions precautions have to be
taken, especially in the field of communications, against subversion and
sabotage, and that the move by CBS
has been taken in the name of such
precautions. Nevertheless, we deplore the principle that the hiring
or firing of a writer should be decided by his politics, without recourse
to the proper channels for security
against subversion already established and now being extended by the
United States government. Your
technique goes outside and beyond
these channels and arrogates to one
corporation a type of function which
has traditionally belonged to the
federal government. Unless and until
this power is delegated to private
corporations in a legal and orderly
manner, it seems to us improper for
a single company haphazardly to take
it.
2. The CBS questionnaire is more
likely to condemn the loyal unjustly
than to discover the disloyal. In
days of hysteria like these, the mere
hint that a man has ever had Communistic connections may damage his
earning power indefinitely. No safeguards against this happening to
those who are loyal have been announced by CBS.
A fundamental
DO f
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CBS

safeguard, it seems to us, would be
a guarantee not to deprive a writer
of his job on any ground except incompetence without a hearing.
3. The questionnaire is not flexible; it does not take into account the
passage of time. In checking all
present and past affiliations, it
equates for instance, the period of
the Nazi-Soviet pact with the period
when the United States, Great Britain,
and Soviet Russia were wartime
allies; and both those periods with
the present time. Majority opinion
and the national interest have shifted
with the times; your questionnaire
makes no acknowledgment of that
facet. Nor does it admit that men
may change their minds.
Tax

Questioned

by ALA

4. The questionnaire seems to us
negative in intent and in effect. It
asks a writer to prove his loyalty
to the United States by denying that
he has ever belonged to certain organizations. As only a positive loyalty
can be of value to the nation, so only
an affirmative means of determining
it — -and of inspiring it-— can be justified as being of any use.
5. We have serious doubts as to
the effectiveness of your method. If
a man is dedicated to the overthrow
of a form of government and a society, why should he think twice
about lying to a corporation?
The letter, which was signed by
Oscar Hammerstein II, league presStatus

(Continued from 'page 2U)
porations would have to figure on
ment in small quantity of equipment and who added their ina certain fixed percentage of exvestment many times over) ; (2)
penditure for advertising over the
period of years the tax is in effect.
consideration of abnormalities during the base period; (3) permission
Although there has been agitaof a 12% rate of return on invested
tion behind-the-scenes in Congress
and in certain administration quarcapital (perhaps the most farters for lawmaking to restrict
reaching for the radio-TV operinstitutional advertising as a deator); (4) adjustments of recent
ductible expense, it is understood
losses; (5) consideration of capital
that the Bureau of Internal Rev- borrowed; (6) special relief for
enue will use its discretion in deter- corporations changing products or
mining what, in its opinion, is services during the base period; or
for new corporation products.
"unnecessary" or "extraordinary"
advertising expense.
A major aid for the broadcaster
It has been pointed out that the is that provision which affects most
the main difficulty in phrasing lan- corporations that began business
guage in any bill to benefit the during or after the base period.
radio-TV industry is the inherent
It permits such a company to comproblem of corporate structure. At
pute its excess profits credit by
least 80% of corporations engaged
applying the average base period
rate of return for his industry to
in television broadcasting combine
the amount of his total assets.
radio and television income. Thus,
Retardation Cited
a good many broadcasters have
been writing off TV losses against
NAB, when appearing before
Congressional committees hearing
radio profits. The rub in the practice is that this balancing brings the tax proposal, emphasized that
the broadcasters' profits base to a the broadcasting industry would
lower level and thus, when TV
be retarded if the "rate of industry
becomes profitable, would subject return" was computed by lumping
an abnormal amount to an excess
together radio and television operation with the broad field of comprofits tax.
munications. This would have
The profits bill has two main
placed broadcasting with the vast
optional "formulas" for determining excess profits, one geared to a public utilities operating in the
corporation's earnings in a base area.
period and the other to its invested
However, the conferees agreed
capital.
to treat radio, television and facThe wartime act contained a
simile operation as a single industry group thus alleviating the
general relief provision for hardship cases but because of the inequity. NAB reportedly was pardifficulty met by the government
ticularly pleased with this action.
in administering it, a number of
This interpretation becomes vital
specific provisions were substituted
when it is understood that the lawin the new profits bill.
makers provide that a corporation,
These include measures to aid without a previous earning base
those corporations whose operaperiod, would have to attain the
tions permit them to come under
average rate of return for its inthe general classifications of (1)
dustry classification before the excess profits tax is effective.
growing companies, (2) new corThe Treasury Dept. has set
porations, (3) corporations which
March 1 as the tentative date when
increased capacity, (4) depressed
industries.
it will issue the yearly base period
rates of returns for the various
Specific portions of the bill which
could affect the broadcaster direct- industry classifications. Meanwhile,
ly involve the following: (1) recogthe average industry rate or return
nition of capital additons during
as computed from the years althe base period (e.g. TV broadcastready available will be used temers who began with limited investporarily.
• Telecasting

ident; John Hersey, vice president;
and Erik Barnouw, secretary, went
on to say that the league felt that
its members employed by CBS were
entitled to assurance that their
rights under law would not be curtailed, and that "those among them
who are affirmatively loyal to their
country and to its traditions of
freedom of conscience are entitled
to assurance from you that their
individual reputations will in no
instance and in no way be damaged
by your questionnaire or by any
use thatRTDG
is madeInvestigating
of it."
Meantime, a committee of the
Radio & Television Directors Guild
is investigating the question.
RTDG has requested Mr. Ream to
postpone application of the order
until Jan. 4, when the RTDG New
York local council will meet, hear
the committee's report, and, presumably, act.
Executive Placement
EXECUTIVE Placement Service
has been formed by Howard S.
Frazier, TV and radio management
consultants, with offices in the
Bond Bldg., Washington. The new
project expands an employment
service, formerly available to
clients, to include executive applicants. The service is licensed and
bonded by the District of Columbia.
Mr. Frazier for some years was
associated with the management
consultant firm of Frazier & Peter.
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Production

(Continued from page 21)
parts to use next March 75% of
their average use during the Jan.June 1950 base period — thus increasing civilian supply by 10%.
The government said the increase
was designed
to "giveandrelief
to certain manufacturers
assemblers
of end products ... to maintain production and to permit additional time
for adoption of substitute materials."
Conditions laid down by NPA: (1)
the components must serve a "functional purpose in the end product";
(2) it is not practicable to "substitute
another material before or during
March;" (3) components do not exceed 1% of the end product's total
weight; (4) parts manufacturers must
obtain certification from the assembler of the end product stating NPA
terms were complied with.
Cadmium Conservation
% Took steps to conserve cadmium (used frequently to plate
steel chassis in radio-TV sets)
by limiting cadmium inventories to
30 days and its use to certain products, including "copper-base alloys
containing hot more than l1/4%
cadmium for parts inside electronic
tubes and resistance welding electrodes . . . safety devices, electrical fuses ..."
0 Discussed with industry officials the impact of NPA restrictions on use of copper in
manufacture of low-voltage electrical distributing equipment
needs for expanded industrial
production.
£ Established a Facilities and
Construction Bureau designed to
speed up industrial expansion
needed for defense and to expedite
related defense construction, with
Frank R. Creedon as assistant administrator supervising functions
relating to building of new facilities. Mr. Creedon set up five divisions governing industrial expansion, tax amortization, loans,
building materials' and construction controls.
9 Brought under its complete
control purchase and distribution
of all natural rubber.
WANE

Fort Wayne, Ind., has announced five one-hour programs, featuring final rehearsals of the Fort
Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Igor Buketoff, sponsored by
Magnavox.

MILITARY
NEEDS
Can Be Met — Baker
MILITARY requirements can be
adequately met by the electronics
industry if it is permitted to convert to defense on a sound basis
partly in line with its own expansion plans, according to Dr. W. R.
G. Baker, General Electric vice
president and general manager of
the company's Electronics Dept.
"One of the major concerns,"
Dr.
Bakerelectronics
stated, however,
that
trained
workers "iswould
scatter into other fields if there
should be a sharp curtailment of
television and radio output before
production lines for military equipment could be placed in operation."
Contending that a part of physical facilities necessary for military
production will be provided under
present "expansion plans" within
the industry, Dr. Baker noted that
GE's electronics department has
embarked on a long-range program
to include expansion of facilities
relating to manufacture of parts,
components or products that can
be used in defense output. One
of GE's three new plants can be
readily converted to military use,
he added.
A major critical shortage foreseen by Dr. Baker is the number
of experienced electronic engineers
capable of designing and improving
guided missile, radar, communications and electronic fire control
equipment.
WORLD

RATE PLAN

Will 'Hold Line/ Sinn Says
WORLD Broadcasting System Inc.
will "hold the line on rates at their
current level as long as possible,"
according to John L. Sinn, president.
In a letter to the World member
affiliates, Mr. Sinn cited the recently completed negotiations between world and AFRA which resulted in an average cost increase
for AFRA talent of 175%, but reassured the affiliates that World
would not increase its rates as long
as it was possible to retain the
present structure. He added that
the stations will continue to receive
all the new commercial ideas for
sale of the programs.

TheVoice^/Kansas
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Don Lee Sale
(Continued from page 19)
Francisco, KGB San Diego.
CBS— KTSL.
Los Angeles Times — K T T V
(100%).
Mr. Dellar— KDB.
First National Bank of Akron
(as trustee) — The estimated $2
million-plus Don Lee studio building in Los Angeles (leased to CBS
and Lee Enterprises), Don Lee's
Mt. Wilson and Mt. Lee TV properties (leased to CBS), and other
real properties.
FCC meanwhile dismissed as
"premature" a petition filed by
Oilmansion Edwin
Pauley's
Televi-of
CaliforniaW.seeking
return
TV Channel 2 to the long-standing
competitive proceeding involving
San Francisco TV applications
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 18,
application for1950].
Channel Don
2 inLee's
San Francisco had been severed from the
comparative proceeding and associated with Don Lee renewal applications, when the renewals were
pending.
Applicant Only
The renewals were subsequently
granted, and FCC pointed out in
last week's order that "Don Lee's
status with respect to the television application in question is
simply
an applicant."
FCC that
said of
it has
no information
as to whether Don Lee, under General Tire ownership, will wish to
continue with the San Francisco
TV application.
To Television California's suggestion that details of the sale of
KTSL to CBS imply that "trafficking in licenses" may be involved,
the Commission replied that "we
find nothing suggesting the activities of a promoter or broker but
rather of the orderly distribution
of an estate. Hence, we are satisfied that no problem of trafficking
Under General Tire ownership,
is present."
the
Don Lee Network and its owned
stations are expected to be under
the executive management of Willet
H. Brown, now Don Lee president.
Licenses of the stations will remain
in the name of Don Lee Broadcasting System.
Merle Jones, general manager of
KNX-CBS Hollywood and the
Columbia Pacific Network, will be
general manager of KTSL under
CBS ownership. KTSL will be
Columbia's second fully owned TV
station, the network already owning WCBS-TV New York, in addition to a 45% interest in WTOPTV Washington.
The lease arrangements in the
Don Lee transactions provide for
CBS to rent space in the Los Angeles Vine St. studio building for
10 years at a total rental of $2,550,000 and to lease the Mt. Wilson
and Mt. Lee television properties
for 20 years at $460,000 total
rental.
CBS gets the right to renew the
Mt. Wilson and Mt. Lee leases for
another 20 years, and would be

permitted to buy the Mt. Wilson
property after the first 11 years of
minorlease
conditions.
the
for $137,000 with certain'"
Don Lee (General Tire) also will
lease space in the Vine St. building,
under a 10-year agreement totaling
$2,550,000. Certain other real properties are to be made available to
Don Lee on a 10-year rental basis \
for a total of $930,000.
With General Tire acquiring
more than $5 million in cash and
quick assets in its purchase of the j
Lee Estate, and with certain other II
properties yet to be liquidated, the H
company's actual outlay would be
approximately $6 million for the
estate.
Corar. Paul A. Walker voted for
hearing on two aspects of the Don
Lee transaction — assignment of the
KTSL construction permit to CBS,
and the transfer of control of the
Don Lee AM and FM properties
from the bank as trustee to General
Tire.
The reported $450,000 sale price
of CBS's 49% interest in KTTV to
the Los Angeles Times was understood to be premised on a ceiling
of $25,000 in monthly losses from
April, plus certain fixed items.
FCC's action brought this phase
of the transactions just under the
wire, since the CBS-KTTV contract
was slated to expire Dec. 31.
KTTV's operations are understood
to have entered the black in
October.
On the bidding for the Lee
Estate, General Tire topped Hoffman Radio & Television Corp. and
associates on the second round by f
increasing its offer to $12,320,000
after the Hoffman group made the
high bid on the first round, $11,200.000 to $10,525,000.
General Tire was represented by
the Washington law firm of Pierson & Ball.
Sign Loyalty Oath
ENTIRE staff of KWKW Pasadena,
invited by William J. Beaton, vice
president and general manager, to
sign a loyalty oath with no compulsion attached, has responded
with 100% signatures, KWKW re-

ports.
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D. Ritholz, of Dr. Ritholz & Sons
Co., Chicago. The first (Clark
Optical Co.) is a pair of eye
glasses. "Save up to $15." the
offer says. "Test your eyes at home
with our home eye tester. See far
and near." The company pays 50
cents per inauiry.
Second offer by Dr. Ritholz &
Sons
Co. covers
a "beauty Products
device"
(Midwest
International

P. I. Offers Mount
(Continued from page 2k)
Penny, of the agency's radio department, said the station would
receive 25 cents net on each order
for Nun-Lint cloths.
Hollywood Toy Television Corp.,
Chicago, offered TV stations a per
inquiry deal in December which it
said had been tested on three stations with results that "amazed"
the company. The item is a "toy
television set" selling in stores for
$9.95 and specially promoted by TV
for $5.98. Of this sum the station
gets $2 net. The toy shows sixminute movies on a 3x4-inch screen.
It is motor driven. A suggested
announcement is three pages long,
with video cues provided.
Stockings $3.50 @ Doz.
Twelve pairs of "beautiful sheer
nylon hose" are sold for $3.50 in an
offer by Gateway Sales Inc., Atlanta. The station gets 75 cents
per order. A money-back guarantee
is included. J. B. Brannon, of Gateway, in a letter to stations, wrote:
"Our firm has been selling bargain
merchandise by mail for several
years. We are now, for the first
time entering into sales through
the medium of radio. ... At present
this offer is being handled by all
of the stations comprising the
Southeastern Broadcasting System."
Many stations received a form
letter from The Netherlands Information Bureau, Holland, Mich.,
which "is pleased to announce that
it has available a new transcribed
radio series, This Is Holland, composed of 13 features about life in
the Netherlands with each program designed for a 15-minute
spot." Discs may be secured "free
of charge" by mailing an enclosed
post cai-d.
Another offer of free transcriptions came from Pathfinder magazine, via a letter signed by Gretta
Baker, radio consultant, New York.
Writing to program directors, she
said: "One of the pleasantest
parts of my 14 years in radio has
been the friendly contact with program directors like you in radio
stations all over the country. . . .
Now I am proud to tell you of a
distinguished new series of public
service programs that I shall write
Roy

Thompson

radio experiyears
personal particience and of
pation in his community's
and services have
projects Roy
R made
Thompson a
household word in industriWRTA,
na. Statio
Altooson
richThomp
Tally
n,
the -Roy
will assure you a loyal, buying audience throughout the
ML
listening hours.

W25

ABC

1240 KC

Altoona,
Pa.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
BROADCASTING

OFFER to send toys to Children's
Home upon receipt of Butter-Nut
Coffee strips and jar labels was
broadcast by News Editor Bob Arthur
of KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., on
his noon newscast for Bi!tter-Nut
coffee, with these overwhelming results— 16,000 replies, a tired news
editor, a merry Christmas for some
youngsters and a happy sponsor.
and produce for your special benefit
"The programs will be based on
articles of lasting interest in Pathfinder. .. . Sixteen-inch transcriptions will be made available to you
without charge as a public service.
The only reference to the magazine
will be a brief statement saying
that 'the story is based on an
article in Pathfinder, the family
news magazine'. ... At a later
date a list of stations carrying
these programs will be published
in Pathfinder. I hope your station
will be on that list."
Ludy Reply
Ben Ludy, general manager of
WIBW-AM-FM Topeka, Kan.,
wrote Miss Baker as follows:
I have read with interest your letter
and the suggested 15-minute scripts
plugging Pathfinder magazine. For
your information I am attaching our
rate card, which will give you complete details as to our time charges.
I could not under any circumstances
construe such a transcribed show as a
public service. I am sure that you
would not expect Milton Cross, the
professional actors, or the transcribing
company
to do their work without
charge.
I am sure that you will find that all
well-accepted radio stations will feel
as I do in the matter.
Joseph Maxfield Co., Providence,
R. I., agency, submits a P. I. offer
of an assortment of textiles for
$1.95 a bundle. The station gets
50 cents per order, less 15%
agency discount. Client is Quality
Patch Co., which "has been advertising for several years in many
national publications and has received excellent results."
Schwab & Beatty, New York
agency, submitted a late autumn
P. I. campaign for a $1.50 book,
Your Income Tax. Stations were
offered 75 cents per copy, commissionable. "The last time there was
a big increase in income-tax rates,
100 radio stations shared in $250,000 of revenue," according to
George F. Perkins, agency radio
director.
Two offers are submitted by B.
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Co.) and pays $2 per COD or cash
in advance order. The device is
called "The Isotome Method for
Beauty," and is described as an
"amazing new discovery for wrinkles, blackheads, enlarged pores,
muddy sallow complexion, dry or
oily skin, other skin blemishes." It
attaches to any water faucet. References given by Dr. Ritholz & Sons
Co. are Dun & Bradstreet and National Security Bank of Chicago.
Radio & TV Sales Promotion,
Chicago, has had "considerable success" in distributing quick-selling
P. I. items, according to a letter by
Nicholas F. Acacio. Stations are
asked to "advise us on what percentage you operate and the method
in
which
you control
orders."
A typical offer,
the letterallindicates,
is Kwik Trim hair trimmer for $1,
including free blades.
JACKPOT FIGHT
Court To Choose CBS Winner
SUPERIOR Court in Boston has
issued a temporary injunction restraining CBS from awarding jackpot prizes totaling about $16,000,
in cash ($6,000) and merchandise
($10,000), until the court has determined who answered the jackpot
question, on the network's Sing It
Again show Dec. 16.
A telephone call was put through
from CBS to Rocco Rotondi, owner
of a pastry shop in Boston, at his
store. When the questions were
answered correctly, the network announced that Mr. Rotondi had won
the prizes. Then William de Marco
went into court, claiming that he
was in the store at the time of the
call and that he, not Mr. Rotondi,
answered the questions and that
he, not Mr. Rotondi, should get the
prizes. The court issued the restraining order and CBS is keeping
the money and merchandise until
the winner has been certified.

RICHARDS CASE
FCC Counsel Granted Time
FCC last week granted its General Counsel's appeal for additional
time to answer G. A. (Dick) Richards' petition asking FCC to reconsider and grant his three stations' renewal applications, or alternatively, todecide the issue on
the basis of their performance
since their last regular renewals.
At the same time — six days after
the hearing on Mr. Richards' news
policies was ended — the Commission dismissed as "moot" a Richards appeal from the hearing examiner's refusal to recess the
hearing until FCC handed down a
decision on the petition in question.
The Commission allowed General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone until
Jan. 12 to file his answer to the
Richards petition. His request for
additional time had been denied by
a motions commissioner earlier.
The case — on which hangs the
fate of Mr. Richards' KMPC Los
Angeles, WJR Detroit, and WGAR
Cleveland — involves charges that
the station owner ordered newsmen
to slant newscasts according to his
own political, social, and economic
beliefs.
The hearing, held in Los Angeles
and Detroit, consumed 114 days and
included 18,000 pages of testimony
by some 275 witnesses, with 1,200
exhibits. It was held before FCC
Examiner James D. Cunningham,
who said he expected to hand down
a decision in about six months
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 25, 1950]. Attorneys for FCC
and Mr. Richards were given 90
days in which to file their" respective versions of what the "findings
of fact" should contain.
Would Deny KFGF Bid
KFGF Fremont, Neb., would be
denied increase in power from 100
w to 250 w, operating fulltime on
1340 kc, according to initial decision reported by FCC last week.
Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison found KFGF already covers
Fremont with primary service and
the requested power increase would
cause interference to other^stations.
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Broadcasters Optimistic
(Continued from page 26)
ing. What with the freeze . . .
there will be continued shortages
of time availabilities for both spots
and programs in many markets. . . .
The majority of our clients are
established television users, who
come back repeatedly for new film.
This will be the hard core of our
business during the coming year.
. . . We still expect an increase in
business in '51 over '50, but nowhere near the increase we would
contemplate were it not for the
state of the nation."
Norman C. Lindquist, television
director, Atlas Film Corp., Chicago:
"We anticipate a lot more television commercial production, and
have added extensively to our
facilities. . . . Because of the
economic emergency, however, we
have already seen a hesitancy on
the part of management to plan
long-range advertising campaigns.
. . . They are cautious about going into any large-scale commercial
or promotion ventures because of
cutbacks and drastic reductions in
materials available for civilian
use. . . . We think that the entire
TV film production business will
be unionized. Such organization
would stabilize the entire price
line of the industry and eliminate
the present practices of undercutting. Organized producers cannot compete, price-wise, with nonunion shops."
Campbell View
Jerry Campbell, president,
Campbell-Cahill, Chicago film producers,:
"In spite of the world situation,
I look for 1951 to be a much bigger television year than even 1950,
which was tremendous. When the
public takes to something in the
manner in which it has taken to
television, it puts advertisers in
an enviable position which for
years has been their goal, and has
never been realized until now. . . .
I look for excess profits to be literally poured into television, which
will provide even greater stimulation. Of course I don't have to
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point out the importance of television film to anyone who has had
even the most remote experience
in the medium."
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president
of Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc., said
television will contribute to the
national emergency effort in
1951 "like all American industry."
Production figures will have to be
cut drastically, he said, but "the
full impact of the defense effort
will not be felt until spring or
early summer."
Production Off
Dr. DuMont estimated that
production would be off at least
25% from the September-October
period when TV receivers were
coming off the production lines
at the rate of 9 million a year.
Moderately higher consumer prices
were seen because of "increasing
costs of essential materials and
shortages of component parts." But
Dr. DuMont added, "That picture
is changing so fast that it is impossible to say when price raises
are coming or what they will be."
The color TV question has been
thrown into a "state of complete
confusion," according to Dr. DuMont, and it will take "considerable time to settle ("the) question."
He' continued: "The color question for 1951 will be mostly an
academic one." Dr. DuMont expressed hope that the freeze on
TV stations would be lifted in
1951,much
stating
such the
actiondemand
"will
do
to that
increase
for sets." However, he concluded,
though every manufacturer would
like to make more sets in 1951,
"the important thing right now is
to make sure our defenses are
strong. . . . Events of the past
few weeks have made it clear that
if we don't increase our nation's
strength, we very soon won't have
a nation."
"Total sales figures for the rubber industry in 1951 will almost
certainly reach record high levels"
declared J. P. Seiberling, president, Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron.
Reviewing tire manufacturers'
record shipments of 103 million
units during 1950, Mr. Seiberling
forecast that the rubber industry's total output of civilian tires

will be slightly lower in 1951. He supply," and he observes that some
pointed to one big question that stations are "talking about setting
faces the rubber industry: "Will up their own producing units in
an effort to fill some of the need
there be full-scale war?"
Trevor Evans, radio director of
Pacific National Advertising
for filmed programs."
Agency, said his agency will spend
more on radio in 1951 with a
definite increase indicated for network expenditures. As for tele- NEW AWB GROUP
vision, Mr. Evans estimated a
10% increase with most of that
Meets April 6-8
going for spot TV. Radio will FIRST meeting of a new trade
not suffer from the increased TV
association for women, succeeding
budgeting at Pacific, Mr. Evans in- the Assn. of Women Broadcasters,
dicated. Magazine advertising will be held April 6-8 at the Hotel
will be decreased, he said.
Astor, New York.
George J. Kerrigan, vice presiKnown as American Women in
dent of Tel Ra Productions, PhilaRadio & Television Inc., the new
delphia and New York, sees a big- association is temporarily headed
ger revenue year for television in
by Dorothy Spicer, of Minneapolis.
1951, estimating a general busibecomes acting direcness increase of 50%. "Should the Misstor Spicer
Jan. 1 and will serve until the
war crisis increase," Mr. KerriApril convention.
gan stated, "I believe rationing
and government needs for steel and
Details of the association's format were drafted at a Dec. 16 meetelectronic equipment will curtail
ing
of a steering committee headed
the advertising budgets of TV's
by Doris Corwith, NBC New York.
largest advertisers — the appliance
and automotive industries, thus
Law is Chairman
affecting programming to some deChairman
of the AWRT Steering
gree. But 1951 should see other
Committee is Agnes Law, CBS New
advertisers such as food, drug,
York. Temporary headouarters will
(and) clothing expand their budgbe maintained at NAB headquarets both nationally and locally."
ters in Washington.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
B°tte Doolittle, acting secretary
sales volume for 1950 in excess of
$150 million, representing an in- of AWB, is aiding the new associacrease over 1949 of more than 50%,
tion in a temporarv advisory capacity. Miss Doolittle has been
and a carry-over of nearly S70
million in unfilled orders, was re- named assistant to Charles A. Batported by Don G. Mitchell, presi- son, NAB television director.
dent, in his annual statement and
Permanent officers will !~e named
forecast.
at the April convention. Effective
Jan. 1 the following committees
Business for the full year of 1951
will operate until the convention:
will be "considerably more" than
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS :
that for 1950, he predicted, deGeraldine Zorbaugh. £BC, chairman:
spite reduced production expected
Eleanor Sanger, WQXR New York;
to follow critical material restric- Ruth Crane, WMAL Washington; Harriet Sabine, Can Mfrs. Institute.
tions, and the lag between defense
CODE: Linnea Ne\=on, J. Walter
orders and resultant production.
Thomoson Co., chairman: Dorothy
A search has begun for substitute
Kamble, MBS: Mary Wilson, WTTM
Trenton, N. J.; Dorothy Fuller, WBET
materials in company laboratories,
Brockton, Mass.
he said.
ACTIVITIES: Evadna Hammersley,
KO\ Denver, chairman; Anne Hayes.
Film Shortage
KOMO Seattle; Marie Houlahan, WEEI
Boston.
Louis W. Kellman, News Reel
FINANCE: Betty McCall, WCAO
Laboratory, Philadelphia, pro- Baltimore,
chairman; Hazel Markel,
ducers of TV film shows, and WTOP Washington; Elizabeth Marshall,
WBEZ
Chicago.
spots, feels that his firm might be
MEMBERSHIP: Doris Murphy, KMA
hampered in 1951 in supplying TV
Shenandoah. Iowa, chairman; rest of
committee
comprises remaining 16 dispackage shows because "a shorttrict chairmen.
age of positive film for the duplicate prints has arisen" putting the
firm on an allotment basis "which
recently has been as low as 25%
of our original orders." Mr. Kellman feels that "expenses are going to increase. . . . We expect to
pay more money in 1951 for production than we did in 1950."
Paul Thompson, Thompson Film
Services, Seattle, believes that
"1951 looks like a good year for
the producer of commercial motion pictures." Unless raw film
stock is restricted, which Mr.
Thompson does not think likely, he
feels that "present developments
should aid, rather than retard, the
use of motion pictures for sales
promotion, education of new employes, and TV." He feels that
the demand for good commercial
films for TV already "exceeds the
BROAPCASTING
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programs

prornotjoil

premiums

QUICK WORK
• • •
KCOH Houston, through quick
work, averted shutdown by fire
that burned through telephone
cables linking studios with transmitter. Crew of announcers, operators and program personnel took
records to transmitter, and resumed operations from there. They
had only one turntable and used
other makeshift equipment.
NEW FLASHCAST
@ # #

APPOINT
SMITH
Heads New AFA Committee
RALPH SMITH, executive vice
president of Duane Jones Co. Inc.,
has been appointed chairman of a
committee of 12 advertising men
to create a new version of the Advertising Federation of America's
campaign for public understanding
of advertising. The campaign will
be
geared to the newly mobilized
economy.

WSUN

willOther
be: members of the committee

BASKETBALL GAME • • •
WIOU Kokomo, Ind., staffers and
Kokomo Tribune members challanged Kokomo High School coaching staff to benefit basketball game
to help local hospital nursing
home building fund. Contest, under direction of WIOU Sports Director Rick Weaver, was played in
Memorial Gym. To delight of 7,000
fans, lopsided game (which both
teams claimed as victory) brought
total of $337 into fund.

NEW MAP CALENDARS
O #
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., mailing
maps to trade and advertisers,
starting 1951 promotion. Calendar
(42x32") features map of nation
in color in upper half, with lower
half devoted to calendar. Site of
station is circled on map with
arrow pointing to it and reproduction of radio tower directly under
it.

INTERVIEW TWIST
• • •
WTAG Worcester, Mass., Morning
Parade. M.C. John Wrisley is
using new twist to interview musical personalities who arrive in
Worcester. Recorded interviews
are cut into five or six short takes
and Mr. Wrisley uses one each
morning on his daily show. Each
one ends with lead-in for stars
record, which is played on show.

it^ir^kitir^kir^:

NEW PUBLICATION

OPERATION

FIRST ISSUE of "WBBM Showman" has been released by station
to agencies and clients by Promotion Manager Dave Kimble. Fourpiece color brochure, fronted with
season's greetings and picture of
Wrigley Bldg. at night, contains
boiled-down lead stories appearing
in trade press, few gags and short
items about agency personnel
changes.
will be released "Showman"
monthly.

PROGRAM BROCHURE
# %
BOWLES & Co., national representative, and directors of Radio
Sales Network, sending complete
brochures to affiliate stations.
Brochure describes programming
and functions of network.
NEW MUSIC SHOW
• O •
WCFM (FM) Washington, The
Inside of Music, Thurs., 9:30 p.m.,
starts Jan. 4. Richard Bales, director of music at National Gallery
of Art and conductor of National
Gallery Orchestra will act as m.c.
He will give comments and information on music featured on
show. Mr. Bales formerly conducted series on WOL Washington
in 1946-47.

TIME FOR SALES
• • •
CKXL Calgary sending hour-glass
style egg timers to local druggists
to draw attention to sponsored evening newscast (proprietary).
Timer, mounted on card, is mailed
in carton of sponsored medicine.

THING

WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, in cooperation with Junior Chamber of Commerce launched
"Operation Thing" to help
needy people of city. During
seven hours of broadcasting,
calls were received from listeners offering different
things for drive. Twenty radio-equipped Jaycee cars
stood by in different parts of
city to pickup gifts. Phil Harris, who made
"The Thing"viaa
hit tune,
was interviewed
telephone. Idea for program
was picked up from "Things
for Kids" drive inaugurated
by Mr. Harris on his NBC
show.

OVERSEAS GREETINGS
9 9
ARMED FORCES Radio station
in southern Japan has started
Hometown Mailbag, sending greetings to men overseas from back
home. Sgt. Leland Ray Briem,
who emcees show, sends greetings
and songs requested from people
back home. He asked men in
Korea to write home and tell families about program, urging them
to write station for requests. AFR
reports show is top morale builder.

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
MACAO^RIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. . DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-B-
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Charleston, S. C, has inaugurated new flashcast sign and
also has signed 36 co-sponsors who
will have their copy and slogans
displayed every hour with latest
news. Gov. Strom Thurmond and
other noted guests attended dedication ceremony. Sign was built by
Trans-Lux News-Sign Corp., N. Y.
@

©

TEAR SHEET ON COLOR #

®

@

RCA sending to trade tear sheet
of stories appearing in newspapers,
magazines and trade journals dealing with color television and court
decision. Stories deal with RCA's
color system and reports it has
received in press. Attached is note
from RCA President Frank Folsom.
SMART PROMOTION PIECE 9
WFAA Dallas sending promotion
piece to trade and advertisers
headed "They all BUY for
BENELL." Piece cites Julie Benell
shows on AM and TV and her selling power. Folder also has pictures of guests that have been on
her shows and pictures from shows.
'MORE EARS'
• © ®

Norman Boggs, general manager,
WMCA New York; Eugene S. Thomas,
manager, WOR-TV New York; P. J.
Everest, managing director, National
Assn. of Transportation Advertising;
Frederic R. Gamble, president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
Otto Kleppner, president, Otto Kleppner Agency; Anthony LaSala, production manager, Geyer, Newell & Ganger; Harold V. Manzer, business manager, Worcester Telegram & Gazette;
Albert L. Morse, vice president, Goodall Fabrics; G. A. Phillips, advertising
manager, Cluett, Peabody & Co.; Everett R. Smith, research director, Macfadden Publications, and Art Stein,
promotion manager, N ewsweek.
Moves Transmitter
WJZ-FM New York has moved
its transmitter to the top of the
the Empire State Bldg., New York,
and resumed permanent service interrupted by the storm, Dec. 29.
Transmitter was formerly located
in Lodi, N. J.

ORTH
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KNBC San Francisco sending mailing piece to advertisers entitled
"It's ears ahead." Title is printed
in red on white cover. Inside
points up KNBC's wide coverage
in big market and increase in population in area.
VIEWS OF THE PEOPLE ® $
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, Opinion, 1 p.m. listeners were asked
to send opinions on Korean situation for broadcast. Station reported that replies, from 88 counties, ranged from "Blow 'em up"
to "Let's stop using bullets and
get back to the Bible." Bill Arthurs
used excerpts from 150 different
letters during show Dec. 25. He
also gave roundup of Ohio public
opinion concerning present world
crisis.
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arts

ARA, director of
DON C. McNAM
TV Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, to
vice president Dudley Pictures
Corp. and newly formed Dudley Television Corp., same city.
NEW SYRACUSE, N. Y., Local 825,
Television Broadcasting Studio Employes, of International Alliance of
Stage Employes and Moving Picture
Machine Operators, announces election of following officers: HENRY
CRONIN, president; WILLIAM M.
CLEARY, vice president; E. PAUL
WILEY, financial secretary-treasurer;
IRVING G. WELSTED, secretary; and
MORTIMER I. SKOLER, business
agent. International representative
JOSEPH D. BASSON installed charter.
ALBERT W. BATES, head of editorial
department Whitaker & Baxter, Chicago, appointed account executive
Hill & Knowlton, N. Y. (public relations).
NATIONAL REGISTER Publishing
Co., N. Y. (Standard Advertising
Register), moves to larger offices in
Bush Bldg., 130 W. 42d Street, N. Y.
18.
JOHN KNEUBUHL signed by Wilkins-Gooden TV Productions, Hollywood, as writer for Jonathan Story
on KNBH (TV) Hollywood.

"Technical • • •
ROBERT PIERCE, engineer WNBQ
(TV) Chicago, father of girl, Nancy,
Dec. 16.
GERALD D. JOHNSON, staff engineer
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt„ appointed
chief engineer.
LORNE BAKER to CBG Gander, Newfoundland, as operator.
JIMMY RILEY, engineer WLAW
Lawrence, Mass., father of boy.

CREST TRANSFORMER Corp., Chicago (transformers and electronics),
announces addition of G. G. Willison
Co., Houston, Tex., as representive
for Louisiana and Texas.

JOHN F. RIDER Publisher Inc., N. Y.,
announces new Rider Volume XXI
will be available to organization distributors in January. Volume in AMFM series contains data on servicing,
information on AM-FM radios, auto
radios, record changers, tuners and
disc and tape recorders.
PHILCO Corp., Phila., accessory division, announces new special vibrator
test kit available
for company's
distributors. Kit planned
to increase
speed of checking auto radio vibrators.
RCA announces new self contained
TV utility monitor, available either
as portable instrument or as one designed for rack or console mounting.
PENTRON Corp., Chicago, announces
new type electronic mixer for all
audio systems. Model MM-1 Audio
Mix designed for professional engineers and is ideal for wire, tape or
disc recorders, firm says. For additional information write Pentron
Corp., 221 East Cullerton St., Chicago.
TELEVISION UTILITIES Corp., N. Y.,
announces production of "Private
Eye"
monitors.
mounted
monitor,Combination
made to fitpanelinto
sturdy steel cabinet for double duty
around studios.
ALTEC LANSING Corp., L. A., has
opened new plant in Beverly Hills to
supplement production facilities in
L. A. and N. Y. New plant has been
merged with Hollywood offices and is
located at 9356 Santa Monica Blvd.
John Hyde
FUNERAL SERVICES for John
Hyde, 55, vice president and partner in charge of the Hollywood office of William Morris Agency
Inc., who died Dec. 18 following a
heart attack, were held Dec. 20
from the Church of the Recessional, Forest Lawn Memorial
Park, Glendale, Calif. Interment
was in Forest Lawn. Head of the
talent agency's Hollywood office
for the past 15 years, Mr. Hyde
joined the agency in 1925. He is
survived by four sons, Donald, Jay,
James and Vance.
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HOLLINGBERY

Feature of Week
(Continued from page 13)
bola for transmission to the WKYTV relay station.
Sixty-five feet of height — enough
to clear the surrounding hills and
other obstacles — was supplied by
the Oklahoma City Fire Dept. in
the form of a ladder truck. Engineer Aaron Britton mounted the
parabola on the end of the ladder,
raised the ladder straight up,
climbed calmly to the top for a few
last minute adjustments and the
remote telecast went off without a
hitch.
Viewers and sponsors alike were
reported enthusiastic about the
show. Kimberling's
a supermarket located in the Inc.,
new shopping
center, was overwhelmed the next
day by a flood of customers. Stock
was depleted to such an extent that
the store had to be closed for restocking. Owner of the store,
amazed at the quick action accomplished by the telecast, said ordinarily, a new store would have to
wait two or three weeks to build
up a trade,
but could
he had
moreon customers than he
handle
the
first day of business.
The program's results also
looked good to Homer Hyde, owner
of the Hyde Drug Store, in the
shopping center. He signed with
WKY-TV for two TV spots a week.
Mr. Hyde said several out-of-town
customers had dropped in the day
after the telecast "just to see what
all the shouting was about."
The station reported the program was primarily a television
tour of these two stores and the
Melody Cleaners, another shopping
center establishment. The "Serenaders," WKY-TV instrumental
and vocal quartet, provided to entertain during the show.
WQQW NOW WGMS
Marks Change at- New Year
THE NEW YEAR today is being
celebrated doubly at WQQW-AMFM Washington. Station is marking its ca'l letters change to
WGMS-AM-FM, initials promoting
the station's slogan, "Washington's
Good Music Station." First station-break of the new call letters
was made by M. Robert Rogers,
vice president and general manager, during a New Year's Eve
"Surprise Party" which was held
at the station and broadcast to
listeners. Event also marked the
station's fourth birthday.
In announcing WGMS to the
radio audience, Mr. Rogers pointed
out the station's attempt to change
its call letters for some time and
thanked the Civil Aeronautics Administration, to whom the call
letters were assigned formerly, for
arranging to make them available.
WGMS operates on 570 kc with 1
kw daytime; WGMS-FM on 103.5
mc with 19 kw.
LEILA LOUISE starts five weekly
quarter-hour Girls and Gowns charm
advice program
casting System. on Progressive Broad-

Cards to President
BROADCAST a fortnight ago
by WCAX Burlington, Vt.,
urging residents to send
Christmas cards to President
Truman — "sit down with an
extra Christmas card and
send a message to the President, telling him he has
steady, sincere friends in the
Green Mountain State" — stirred up "scores" of telephone
calls and letters which were
favorable, the station reports.
Vermont is normally a Republican state.

COURT REVERSAL
Hicks Cleared in WBT Case
NORTH CAROLINA Supreme
Court has reversed a lower court
conviction of Sterling L. Hicks on
charges of conspiracy in an attempted dynamiting of WBT Charlotte's radio tower on Jan. 22, 1950
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 13, Jan. 26, 1950]. Mr. Hicks
had been identified at that time as
business manager of the IBEW
local in Charlotte.
Following the ruling, Solicitor
Basil L. Whitener announced he
would submit a new bill of indictment against Mr. Hicks to the
grand jury of the Mecklenburg
Superior court term that begins
Jan. 8. The Mecklenburg court
heard the case last March. The
jury returned a verdict of not
guilty
to the acharge
of "conspiracy
to damage
building
owned by
the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT)," but guilty of
"conspiracy to damage real proerty." Mr. Hicks was sentenced by
the criminal court to a 18-24
months prison term.
The supreme court reversal was
based on the indictment of Mr.
Hicks and an alleged accomplice.
The latter had testified in court
that he hadn't meant to "blow up
the WBT tower — it was the transnot the tower."
Later testimonyformer,revealed
the transformer
to
be the property of Duke Power Co.
which services WBT.
Based on this contention, the
ruling in part read: "There is
fatal variance between the indictment and the proof on this record.
This indictment charges the defendants with conspiring to maliciously commit damage and injury
to and upon the real property of
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co. The proof is to the effect that
they conspired to maliciously commit damage and injury to the property of the Duke Power Co."
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WCKY WINNERS
New Transmitter Contest

(Continued from page 13)
sion show Great Music; the PhilaSociety's halfdelphia Saving- Fund
hour Favorite
Story, featuring
Ronald Coleman on WCAU; the
Club's Let's
Automobile
Keystone
Go,
a weekly
travel film, and its 3
weekly radio news shows, and radio
and television sports shows sponsored by the 23 Chevrolet Dealers
in Philadelphia.
There are also many station
breaks and spot announcements,
both radio and television, for such
clients as Philadelphia Saving
Fund Society, Keystone Automobile
Club, 23 Chevrolet Dealers, Capital
Bakers Inc., Allied Florists of
Greater Philadelphia, Barbey's Inc.
(Sunshine B?er), M. A. Hanna Coal
Co., the Battery Division of Thomas
A. Edison Inc. (on stations in
Pennsylvania, New York, Michigan,
Massachusetts, Ohio and Iowa),
Harleyville Mutual Casualty Insurance Co., Wilkening Mfg\ Co.,
Hood Chemical Co., and others.
For one client alone, the Bell
Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania,
Ned and his department place 279
one-minute announcements a week
on 93 stations in Pennsylvania.
Most of these announcements deal
with courtesy on the party line, the
proper method of dialing, long distance calls, and other information
material on how the public can
better be served by telephone.
Television and radio business has
increased tremendously at Gray &
Rogers since the last war, with
television considerably ahead of
radio. This, as Ned sees it, is because "television is still somewhat
of a novelty and a little more spectacular than radio. But television
is a tremendous force in advertising and will grow stronger every
year."
He hastens to explain, however,
"television will never completely
outshine radio, even though, it has
not yet reached its peak. Both
have their proper places in the
advertiser's budget. Each has its
own audience to reach."
Ned is married to the former
Mary Mirkil, also a Philadelphian.
They have two children, both are
married. Edmund Jr. is a TV
director at WFIL-TV Philadlephia
and Carter, their daughter, is married to George Morris Dorrance Jr.
The Dorrances recently made Ned
a grandfather when Carter gave
birth to a baby girl.
Ned's hobbies are fly fishing and
collecting antiques of the early
American period.
....for the finest
in professional tape
recording equipment

HOLLYWOOD
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Charles H. Topmiller (I), WCKY
station manager and chief engineer checks over a winning
entry in the station's "Long Distance Contest." Frank McGough,
Cincinnati district manager for
Trans-World Airlines, points to a
Brazilian cityresides.
where one listener
^

HAM RESTRICTIONS
Reiterated by FCC Notice
REMINDER
on prohibitions
against international communication between radio amateurs of the
U.S. and those of certain other
countries has been issued by FCC
with latest information on existing foreign restrictions as compiled by the State Dept. up to
mid-October.
The notice stated those administrations which forbid radio communication
amateurs
and stations inbetween
other their
countries
are Indonesia
and Japan (excluding amateur stations
of Allied Occupation Forces as authorized by supreme commander). Those
which forbid all amateur operation are:
Indo-China,Thailand.
Iran, Lebanon,
Netherlands
Antilles,
Australia
forbids
except for purely experimental purposes. Reception of foreign amateurs
is allowed in Austria but transmission
by Austrian stations is not allowed by
Allied control authorities there.
APPOINT DOME
Heads New H-R Office
ROBERT S. DOME will manage
the Philadelphia office of HeadleyReed, station representative, which
is scheduled to open today (Monday) in the Lincoln-Liberty Bldg.,
it was announced last week. Mr.
Dome formerly maintained his own
representative business in the
Philadelphia area for a number of
Pennsylvania stations.
Previously he had been office
manager in Philadelphia for Forjoe
& Co., station representative. Other
positions held in the past by Mr.
Dome include account executive
with Cox & Tanz Agency and advertising and merchandising with
Procter & Gamble and Rubin F.
Donnelly Co. The Headley-Reed
Philadelphia office makes a total of
eight company owned-and-operated
offices in the country and is designed to bolster national coverage
of agencies and advertisers for the
stations it represents, the firm said.

• Telecasting

MORE than 16,000 entries were
received by WCKY Cincinnati in
four contests held in connection
with dedication of its new 50 kw
transmitter [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950] WCKY has
announced.
In the two-line jingle contest,
first prize of $100 was awarded
Eunice Walker of Jasper, Fla.
Contestants from Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Cincinnati won second
and third prizes. In the "LongDistance" contest, Donald Hunter
of Tokyo, Japan, won $100 firstprize money when he proved he was
able to receive the station there.
Second and third prizes in this
category were awarded to listeners
from Brazil and Peru. A Cincinnati native, Major Robert H. Weber,
now stationed in Montgomery, Ala.,
won $100 for the best letter on the
subject "What Hometown WCKY
Also toin Me."
observance of the new
Means
transmitter's dedication, complete
layettes were distributed to 16 sets
of twins born in the WCKY listening area on the day of the dedication. In addition, $25 defense
bonds were awarded to two sets
of twins born in Cincinnati.

NAB

FM

Report

OF THE 319 FM authorizations
deleted between Jan. 1, 1949 and
Dec. 1, 1950, 60%, or 192, were
"paper stations" never on the air,
according to the NAB FM Dept.
An NAB release covering FM deletions had incorrectly stated that
only 66 or 22%, of the 319 FM stations that went off the air in the
23-month period were fully licensed
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 18, 1950]. NAB pointed out
that it was erroneous to refer to
the .319 FM deletions as "FM stathat went
the of
air,"them
in view
of thetionsfact
that offmos;
had
never actually been on the air.
NAB added that 28 new FM stations have gone on the air since
Jan. 1, 1950, in addition to those
becoming fully licensed.

:

HEART FUND DRIVE
Pryor Heads Radio-TV Unit
ARTHUR PRYOR Jr., vice president of BBDO, New York, has been
named chairman of the Radio and
Televicion Committee for the 1951
Heart Fund. Other members of
his committee include: Robert E.
Kintner, president, ABC; Frank
Stanton, president, CBS; Frank
White, president, MBS; Charles C.
Beiry, vice president, NBC; Walter
Craig, vice president, Benton &
Bowles; Wallace S. Jordan, William Morris Office; Ivor Kenway,
vice president, ABC.
The committee will help 21 outstanding1 representatives of major
networks and radio stations, advertising agencies, and talent
agencies,, in the fund-raising campaign to be conducted throughout
February to finance the association's program of research, education and community service.
KEYY RENEWAL
FCC Upholds Resnick Ruling
FINAL decision to grant license
renewal to KEYY Pocatello, Ida.,
has been announced by FCC supporting an earlier initial ruling
of Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 4, 1950]. KEYY is assigned
250 w fulltime on 1240 kc.
FCC sustained the examiner's
finding that no transfer of control
without Commission approval had
occurred regarding a management
contract between F. M. Bistline,
president, and Louis Haller. The
Commission denied the exceptions
of its general counsel on this issue.
Rate Reductions
IN
THErate
storyreduction
regardingproposal
NBC's
radio
[Broadcasting0 Telecasting, Dec.
18, 1950], WOAI San Antonio and
WSM Nashville were en-oneously
included among the NBC radio station affiliates for which the Assn.
of National Advertisers had requested rate reductions last sum-
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December 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KPOC Pocahontas, Ark. — License for
CP new AM station.
KIUP Durango, Col. — License for CP
to change frequency, power and install
DA-N.
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
station: WBCO license
Bessemer,
Ala.:AMWDIG
Dothan. Ala.; KTIP Porterville, Calif.;
WILM
WAOV Minn.;
Vincennes, Wilmington,
Ind.; KBUN Del.;
Bemidji,
WROX Clarksdale, Miss.; WNAT
Natchez. Miss.; WGNC Gastonia, N. C;
WHIT New Bern, N. C; WJER Dover,
Ohio; WLEU Erie, Pa.; WPLH Huntington. W. Va.; WHAW Weston, W.
Va.; KFIZ Fond du Lac, Wis.
Modification of CP
KRLD-TV Dallas— Mod. CP new commercial TV station for extension of
completion date 4-1-51.
December 27 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Marshall Formby, Spur, Tex. — Designated for hearing at Washington on
Feb. 20, 1951, application for CP for
new station on 1260 kc 250 w D.
WSOC Charlotte, N. C— Designated
for hearing at Washington, application
of
CP toininstall
'new vertical
ant.,WSOC
to beforheard
consolidated
proceeding
with
application
of
Radio S.Sumter for new station at Sumter,
C
on 1240 kc 250 w, unl., previously
designated for hearing; made WKDK
Newberry, S. C. party to proceeding.
Modification of License
WHFC Cicero, 111. — Waived Sec.
3.30(a) of Commission Rules and
granted application for mod. of license
to change
to Chi-to
cago, main
provided studio
WHFC location
continues
identify itself as Cicero.
Request Denied
KTED Laguna Beach, Calif.— By letter denied request for additional period
of 45-60 days to remain silent pending
reorganization of station and transfer
of studio location; advised licensee that
unless KTED resumes regular operation
within 30 days from date of letter, and
notifies Commission and Engineer in
Charge of District thereof, KTED license should be surrendered for cancellation.
Hearing Designated
KJSK Columbus, Neb. — Designated
for hearing in consolidated proceeding
presently scheduled for Jan. 3 in Washington on applications of KGAR et al,
application of KJSK to change facilities
from 900 kc 1 kw D, to 920 kc 1 kw D
500 w N and made KUSD Vermillion,
S. D., party to proceeding with regard
to Anderson application only.
Petition Dismissed
KVOL Lafayette, La. — Dismissed as
moot petition of KVOL filed Oct. 30,
1950, requesting review of Motions Comaction of Oct. 27 postponing
hearing on missioner's
application.
BY COMMISSION
Modification of CP
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.— Granted
mod. of CP to incorporate changes in
DA system as suggested by Commission
to afford signmprotection
to Canadian
asent at CKX Brandon,
Man. under
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200
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fCC

actions
DECEMBER

21 TO DECEMBER

28

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
new NARBA.
Extension Granted
WPAB Ponce, P. R.— Granted extension of authority for period of 60 days
from Dec. 19 to operate with power
reduced to about 4 kw.
CP to Replace CP
KOKX Keokuk, Iowa — Granted application to replace
advertently allowedCPto which
expire. was inBY THE SECRETARY
KSAMcense Huntsville,
Tex.— Granted liinstall new trans.
WHLD
Niagara
Falls,
Y.— Granted
CP to install old main N.trans,
as aux.
on present location of main trans, on
1270 kc with 1 kw, DA day, for aux.
purposes.
WNEWnewNew
install
trans.York— Granted CP to
WWJ-TV Detroit— Granted extension
of completion date to 3-1-51.
WRBI Blue Island, 111.— Same except
to 1-31-51.
KFGR Forest Grove, Ore.— Granted
w-D.
license
for new station — 1570 kc 250
KOCY
Oklahoma
City,trans.Okla.—
Granted license
install new
Edwin
H.
Armstrong,
Granted license for new FMNewSTLYorkKEA
46.
Shamrock Bcstg. Co., Houston, Tex.—
Granted licenses for new remote pickup KA-6549-50.
Richard
Field Lewis Jr., Winchester,
Va. — Granted license for new remote
pickup
WBUR KIC-4090.
Boston— Granted CP to change
ERP from 0.380 kw to 20 kw; change
trans, and make changes in ant. system.
KRLC Lewiston, Ida.— Granted CP
for new remote pickup KA-8104.
KSEM Inc., Moses Lake, Wash. — Same
KA-8105.
KECC Inc., Pittsburg, Calif.— Granted CP and license new STL, KMA-91.
KCMO-FM
Kansas
City, Mo. —
Granted
ERP to 56 mod.
kw. of license to change
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCP'sas for
shown:
WATV Newark, N. J. to 7-9-51;
KOB-TV Albuquerque, to 4-1-51;
KOMA-FM Oklahoma City, to 7-1-51;
WJMC-FM Rice Lake, Wis. to 6-12-51;
KTSA-FM San Antonio, to 5-1-51;
WJHL-FM
Johnson City, Tenn. to
6-1-51.
Charles Wilbur Lamar Jr., Houma,

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
VACANCY
YOUR beFIRM'S
in thisreaders
"vacancy''
will
seen NAME
by 15,500
— station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilties.

La. — Granted license for new remote
pickup
EasternKKC-978.
Idaho Bcstg. & Tele. Co.,
Idaho Falls, Ida. — Granted license for
new remote pickup KA-2476.
F. C. Todd,
Gastonia,
N. C. — Granted
license
change
in remote
pickup
KA-3844.
Baptist General Convention of Tex.,
Dallas, Tex. — Granted license for new
remote
Granitepickup
Dist. KA-6290.
Radio Bcstg. Co., Salt
Lake City, TJtarw-Granted mod CP to
change power and equipment in remote
pickup
KA-6291.
The Twin
States Bcstg. Co., Augusta,
Ga. — Granted mod. CP to specify additional frequency 26.47 kc in remote
pickup
KA-6337.
American
Colonial Bcstg. Corp., Arecibo. P. R. — Granted mod. CP to change
trans, site for remote pickup WWA-200.
WLWA Cincinnati — Granted mod. license to change studio location of FM
station.
WKAB Mobile, Ala. — Granted license
install new trans, for aux. purposes.
KOBKcense forOwatonna,
Minn.1390
— Granted
new station;
kc, 500 liw
D cond.
WBTV Charlotte, N. C— Granted license change trans, location of TV
station.
KSEL newLubbock,
install
trans. Tex.— Granted CP
WNLC
New
Conn. — Granted
CP to install London,
new trans.
WGOVnew Valdosta,
Granted
CP
install
trans, to Ga.—
be used
as main
trans, for nighttime use and as aux.
for daytime use with 1 kw.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
Public Service Radio Corp., Baltimore, Md. — Granted time in which to
file exceptions
to proceeding
Commission's
Proposed
re application andDecision
that inWBAL
Baltimore,
Md.
be extended from Dec. 26, to Jan. 5,
1951.
Tri-Cityleave
Bcstg.
Co., Bellaire,
Ohio-so
Granted
to amend
application
as to show location of main studio as
4000 Water Street, Wheeling, W. Va.;
and to show increase in cost of construction of proposed TV station.
FCCtion General
Counsel
— Granted
for extension
of time
to Jan.peti22,
1951, in which to file exceptions to
initial decision issued in proceeding
upon application of Lubbock County
Bcstg. Co., Lubbock. Tex.
Southern Bcstg. Co. Inc., Nashville,
Tenn. — Granted petition for leave to
amend its application to increase the
amount of individual subscriptions to
stock tional
of the
applicant,
addisubscribers
to stock toandadd
information relating thereto, and to provide
information as to the specific transmitter site selected by the applicant.
Granted motion to take depositions in
proceeding re its application.
Cape County Bcstg. Co., Cape
Girardeau, Mo. and Hirsch Communication petition
EngineeringofCorp.,
Sparta, Bcstg.
111. —
Granted
Cape County
Co. insofar as it requests leave to
amend application to specify 1220 kc.
250 D, in lieu of present request for
1230 kc, 250 w, unl., and for removal of
application, as amended from hearing
docket; dismissed request for grant of
application;
on Commission's
own motion,
of Hirsch
tionaoplication
Engineering
Corp. Communicais removed
from hearing docket
FCC General
Granted
extention
of time Counsel
to Jan. — 15,
1951 from
Dec. 26 in which to file exceptions to
initial decision issued in proceeding
upon application
consent
to assignment of license offorKSET
El Paso,
Tex.,

and for CP.
WKEY Covington,
— Granted
continuance of hearing,Va. now
scheduled
for
nitely.Jan. 5, 1951, in proceeding upon
application; hearing continued indefileave
to WQXI,
amend Buckhead,
applicationGa.—
so Granted
as to change
place of operation from Buckhead, to
Atlanta,posedGa.,
and and
to revise
his pro-as
DA array
application,
amended, is removed from hearing
docket.
WING Dayton, Ohio and Charles H.
Chamberlain, Bellefontaine, Ohio — Dismissed as moot petition dated Nov. 14,
1950, of Chamberlain to strike oppositionmentto WING's
petition
for enlarge-of
of issues in
re application
Chamberlain. because Commission
grantedment ofWING's
petition
for enlargethe issues
on Dec.
14.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Gila Bcstg. Co., Winslow, Ariz. —
Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding upon application from Jan. 2,
to March 5 ,1951. in Washington, D. C.
FCC General
CounselDec.
— Granted
tension of time from
18, 1950, ex-to
Jan. 3, 1951 in which to file proposed
findings of fact and conclusions, briefs,
or memoranda of law in matter of
Garfield
Medical Apparatus Co., New
York.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KYA
San Francisco,
— Granted
continuance
of hearing Calif.
in proceeding
upon application from Jan. 8, 1951, to
Mar. 12, 1951. in Washington, D. C.
WHDH Boston, Mass.; KOA, Denver,
Colo.; eral
WXKW,
Y.; FCC GenCounsel — Albany,
GrantedN. petition
filed
Dec. 15, 1950, by all parties to this
proceeding
and
General
Counsel
of
for extension of time from Dec. FCC
18,
1950, totions Jan.
15, 1951,offorrecord
filing in
correcto transcript
this
proceeding,
and 1951,
for extension
of time
from
Jan. 17,
to Feb. 26,
1951,
for filing proposed findings and facts
(Continued on page 79)

Marks New Transmitter
KCBS 'CLUB'
THAT thing called curiosity,
innate in every being, is called
into play by KCBS San Francisco's
"KCBS Sidewalk Superindendent's
Club" to mark construction of its
new 50 kw transmitter and tower.
As promotion of the new construction, KCBS is sending out a
"bulletin" to "club members" giving latest data on progress. The
first "bulletin" pictures the driving
of 75-ft. piles, embedding of steel
plates to anchor guy wires and
placing of concrete bases to support
the construction.
Explaining the club, Arthur Hull
Hayes, vice president and general
manager, says the' site, 30 miles
north of San Francisco, has the
purpose creaseof
achieving
10-foldCBS
inin power
... to"aextend
and KCBS programs to an area
which includes 9 out of 10 families
in northern California."
NBC's Voice of Firestone, sponsored by
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., was presented Lowell Mason Award "for outstanding contributions to music on the
air" by Keyboard Jr., scholastic music
magazine.
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEER

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Reeh*lJ«, N. Y.
New RochelU 6-1620
BROADCASTING

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

• Telecasting

& KENNEDY

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

Of. ^.RADIO
3itUr
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington 6, D. C

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Member
AFCCE*
January 1, 1951
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10$ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.

.
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Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted: Topnotch manager with first
class ticket and some announcing ability. Small market, new 1 kw station
west Alabama. Applicant must be
draft exempt and have automobile.
Salary against a definite percentage.
Interested parties please write W. E.
Farrar, Reform, Alabama, or R. E.
Hook, Aliceville, Alabama.
Salesmen
Time salesman for AM and/or TV in
thriving midwest market. Salary plus
commission. Excellent opportunity for
a salesman willing to work at selling
and become associated with a stable,
growing organization. Send complete
details in first letter, advising sales
record and enclose late photo. Box
349H. BROADCASTING.
Solid, experienced smaller market
salesman.
in ex-to
cellentTop
market.Conlan
Enoughstation
accounts
begin with to make better than $60.00
draw. Above average commissions and
a really fair, profitable deal to steady
worker with service knowhow. Midwest. Box 359H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: flight
Sales
representative
topsouthern
independent.for Rush
reply. Box 370H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. No high pressure, just good
worker, salary and commission. WPKY,
Princeton. Ky.
Young progressive Massachusetts 1000
watt independent station needs "thinking" salesman
to help
mercial manager
with excellent
tough jobcom-in
virgin territory. Good opportunity for
ambitious man who likes to battle odds
—of and
win.is low.
Salary Ifis you
not have
bad and
living
whatcostit
takes and are interested, write at once
in long hand to Guidance Center, 73
Tremont Street, Room 343, Boston 9,
Massachusetts. Be sure to include your
latest photograph.
Announcers
Announcer. Reliable, experienced. Some
control work. Immediate opportunity
at central New York network affiliate.
Upstater preferred. Good starting salplus increases
over two-year
spread.arySome
talent opportunities.
Must
have pleasing voice and personality.
Capable of handling news and shows.
Congenial
livingbutconditions. Live working
audition and
preferred
disc
will do. Character and work references required. Give details in first
letter. Box 290H, BROADCASTING.
Southwest network affiliate needs one
announcernouncer must
andbe experienced
one engineer.
Anand able
to sell ontions,theexpected
air. salary.
Send disc,Box
qualifica327H,
BROADCASTING.
Female disc jockey for hillbilly show.
Must be aggressive, experienced and
able to sell on air. Moderate salary
to start; excellent future potential.
Send audition disc, photo and full particulars to Box 350H, BROADCASTING.
Girl disc
jockey Must
wantedhave
for metropolitan station.
plenty of
oomph.
Box 354H, BROADCASTING.
Southern Minnesota network station
needs announcer with first class license. Must have experience and be
able to read news well. Must have
car.
Send
CASTING. details to Box 357H, BROADAnnouncer-engineer, accent on anOpportunity toonassume
job. Salarynouncing.
dependent
abilityPD'sto
assume responsibility. Car necessary.
Prefer good news delivery. Immediate
opening. Box 365H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Versatile professional quality
announcer pendent.
for topflight
Rush reply.southern
Box inde369H,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
$65.00
or
more weeklyI am
if you're
the two announcers
lookingonefor.of
Must be good. Aggressive southern
independent.
Rush. Box 371H. BROADCASTING.
Will hire experienced announcer.
Wanted immediately. Pays seventy or
better per week. Must be able to do
news, commercial and musical shows
with good deep selling voice. Box
374H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced announcer with
first class ticket. Car necessary, nice
living conditions, town 15,000. Music,
news, sports, salary $270 per month.
KANA, Anaconda, Montana.
Announcer with ticket. One year experience announcing. Start $225, raise
in six months. Phone or wire J. B.
McNutt, KBUD, Athens, Texas..
Wanted:neer.Combination
announcer-engiSalesman or saleswoman.
KLIC,
Monroe, Louisiana.
Needed, announcer with first class
ticket. Good future. $52 for 45 hour
week, starting. Send resume, audition,
picture. KYOU, Greeley, Colorado.
Unusual
ing man.opportunity
High salaryforplusa good
talentmornfees.
Contact WISR, Butler, Pa. at once.
Immediate opening for an announcer
with first class ticket. Starting salary
$80.00 weekly. Talent for all remotes.
Contact WMNC, Morganton, N. C.
At once: Experienced announcer,
straight staff for long established
north-central Penna. NBC affiliate.
Send full details to Program Manager,
WRAK, Williamsport.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer with first phone license. Wire
WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania stating
total experience and phone number
where you can be contacted.
Technical
Small market network affiliate interested in application from first class
licensed non-union engineer capable
running turntables and studio controls.
No applications from outside New England wanted. Salary $75, forty -hour
week. Box 297H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, veterans, colored licensed
operator to instruct radio and television service and broadcasting technicians and operation immediately.
Starting salary $230 to $320 per month
year
ING. round. Box 334H, BROADCASTFirst phone combination, 30 miles New
York, send disc, photo. Box 353H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class engineer-announcer
for combination job at KCOW, Alliance, Nebraska. $52.00 per week. Send
audition.
1st class phone transmitter operator.
Experience not necessary. Write,
WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Network affiliate needs combination
engineer-announcer. Send full details
first letter, Lester L. Gould, WJNC,
Jacksonville, North Carolina.
Wanted: Technical engineer for transmitter and control room. (No announcing.) Base pay $56.00 for a 47V2 hour
week. Experience desirable but not
essential. Contact G. R. Hoffman,
WJPS, Evansville. Indiana.
Opening for transmitter operator, experience not necessary, ideal for one
desiring to break into commercial radio. Must be sober, reliable, willing to
work. Car necessary. Contact W. A.
Pritchett, Chief Engineer, WOLS, Florence, S. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , others
Competent news editor wanted by 5
kilowatt
in midwest.
Gathering andoperation
writing local
news of prime
importance. Delivery secondary. Box
323H, BROADCASTING.
Traffic clerk. Immediate opening for
young lady with radio traffic or clerical
experience.
Must conditions.
be good typist.
Excellent working
Starting
salary $45-$50 per week. Station located ington,
in beautiful
WashD. C. area.metropolitan
Rush application
and photo to WARL, Box 391, Arlington, Virginia.
Television
Salesmen
Salesman — Now contacting TV stations
in all areas other than metropolitan
New York. No objections to supplementing this with other duties. One
of America's
most successful
juvenile
TV
program
developments
is available
for other markets.
Sensational
success
story. Can be part of any western
film strip
need BROADCASTING,
of hvpo. Cost negli-or
gible. Boxin 252H.
call Lackawanna 4-1571.
Technical
Experienced
TV broadcasting
technician for midwestern
television station.
Experienced
AM
engineers
will
be
considered in lieu of actual TV experience.
Box
309H,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Well known New England (Yankee
thrift) radio executive desires position
as combination manager-sales manager. Proven record, high recommendaexoerience.tions. 1638years
years ofof profitable
age, married.
Remember, I am not a product from
the war years. I know good radio
from
away back. Box 321H. BROADCASTING.
A profitable New Year is more than
wishing. Sound management, hard selling, are
aggressive
promotion
instead
wishing
the keys
to profitable
radioof
in 1951. For more than 20 years, during
depressions, booms and war, I have a
provenment sales
successful
record regional
in manageand promotion;
and
local network stations. Unimpeachable
references from top men in industry.
Seek
opportunity
where with
compensation
will be
commensurate
results.
Able to make substantial investment if
desired. Box 32SH, BROADCASTING.
Attention
owners:
Have you
a borderline station
that should
make
more?
Experienced general manager will buy
interest, operate and improve. Prefer
single or two-station market, 10,00050.000 population. Box 356H. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman experienced large and small
markets. Network and independent.
Currently employed major market.
Saleable program ideas. Box 300H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or spring.
Experienced
all sports-staff. Box 227H,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster,
2 >/2 years,
including
2 years
5000
watt CBS
affiliate.
Journalism
university graduate. Draft exempt.
Box 293H, BROADCASTING.
DJ, news, perience.
commercials.
3 years
Single, 36. Veteran.
Disc ex-or
personal audition. Box 320H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Eight years announcing, production
experience.
"hot-shot";
versatile,
dependable. No
Single,
draft free,
car.
Midwest or southwest. Box 322H,
BROADCASTING.
Network caliber bilingual announcer
and salesman with long experience desiresworthy.
position.
Reliable
trustCan furnish
best and
references.
Box 328H, BROADCASTING.
Well trained announcer, conscientious,
need first opportunity to prove talent.
Non draftable veteran. Music, news,
Box 330H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wants straight
job in 50,000 market. $65 minimum.
Box 336H, BROADCASTING.
Western
and pull
folk and
musicall DJ.
ence in mail
night Experirecord
shows. Also have four piece western
ING^
and
hillbilly band. If you can use one
or both, write Box 337H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-writer; single, prefsrs midwest. Dignified personality DJ show,
not
jazzy.
Also strong G.
on news, comCA
ST
mercials,IN
man-on-street. For particulars and disc. Box 339H, BROADMike deficiency? Young announcer
offersity andremedy.
Also copy
writing Trade
abilcontrol board
operation.
limited experience for opportunity.
Veteran. Box 341H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. One year AFRS, work
board. Vet, 23, single, college grad,
radio
school. Available immediately.
CASTING^
Disc available. Box 342H, BROADAnnouncer - sal e sm an. Serves your
sponsorsence,onseeks and
off air. Sales
experiopportunity.
Knowledge
control board, married, veteran, child.
Box 346H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
Limited
experience,
knowlCASTING.
edge of control
board.
Vet, married,
seeks opDortunity. Box 347H, BROADAnnouncer. Limited experience. Single,
veteran,
draft exempt. Seeks opporBROADCASTING.
tunity. Control board. Box 348H,
Announcer. Thoroughly experienced,
draft exempt. Looking for better payposition and permanency. Box
351H, ingBROADCASTING.
Top ranking
analyst
and announcer wishesnews
to locate
in southwest.
Special programs and public relations
aBoxspeciality.
Full details on request.
352H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. 3 years experience. Family man, some selling experience. Disc, photo, reference on
request.
here is on announcing.
Box 358H,Stress
BROADCASTING.
Man with twenty years experience in
radio. Have done every type broadcast,
special
events,
specialty,
morning
shows.sports,
Sing MC.
and play
piano. Have been on television for
the past two
on same
show.
References onyears
request.
Prefer
eastern
stations. Box 361H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
veteran, draft exempt,
capablemarried
newscaster,
good
on
all
type
music
shows,
better
BROADCASTING.
market
area, east only. Box 362H,
Available
January
3rd. inCompetent
announcer. Well versed
every phase
CASTING.
of radio and TV. Box 3S6H, BROADBaseballtion. 10play-by-play
and reconstrucand
television years
minor experience
and majorradio
leagues.
Married, dependable. Draft exempt.
Interested only in AA, AAA or major
leagues.
guaranteed.
Available forSatisfaction
personal interview
anywhere,
anytime. Box 368H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, knows board,
interested in sales, married, draft exempt. Box 363H, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster,
man, sports
director.
Liveplay-by-play
and recreation.
Pinch
hit on news. Solid background and
experience in sports, news and special
events. Presently employed but seeking change. Location immaterial, congeniality and375H,
permanency
more important. Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile announcer. Staff
announcing, newswriting and newscasting, play-by-play baseball, classical
music tomatics.
hillbilly,
specialboard.
events,College
draKnow control
graduate.
Now
employed,
seek
adson
City,
vance. RayTenn.
Moore, 107 W. Unaka, JohnAnnouncer, operator. Veteran, single.
Sports,
news, and
music,disccommercials.
Will
travel. Photo
available. Marko
Zelich. 1328 Marquette. South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer, 17 years experience.
Seeks change to progressive station.
Salarv secondary to opportunity. Best
references. Box 842G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced studio, phasing
and directional equipment, maintenance
and remotes. Box 952G. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, phone first, complete offer
first contact. Box 974G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer experienced on console tape,
recorders, remotes, etc. Available Immediately. Veteran. Box 286H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, presently employed,
experienced in all phases, looking for
job with progressive station
tough
which expects topflight performance
from its engineering department. Box
292H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. 10 years experience AM radio. Draft proof. Box 338H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer: Draft exempt, experienced.
24, car, references, permanent. Will
travel. Box 340H, BROADCASTING.
Inexperienced 1st class licensed radio
telephone operator. Desires position
as broadcast engineer. Willing to take
position anywhere. Box 343H, BROADCASTING.
Inexperienced, 1st class license. Radio
telephone operator. Desires position
as broadcast engineer. Willing to take
position
CASTING.anywhere. Box 345H, BROADNot a meter watchman. First phone,
excellent
ability construction
any equipment,technical
directional arrays,
etc. Some announcing. Presently employed. Desire chief regional. Box
355H, BROADCASTING.
Technician, first license, five years
broadcast radio, wants straight transmitter job. No objection some studio
maintenance. 32. single. Please outline requirements. Lewis Sherlock,
Box 51, Plainview, Texas.
Inexperienced 1st class license, radio
telephone operator desires position as
broadcast engineer, willing to take
position anywhere. Box 344H, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
25 year old vet, no reserve, good draft
status. Stillperience.single
withall8 phases
years ex-of
Can handle
radio production with accent on special
events. Can sell, handle sports and
have had success with disc shows.
No floater. Am employed but would
like to settle. Good references, sober,
dependable,
experienced
programming and willing
to work.in Box
268H,
BROADCASTING.
Local news, wire re-write, special
; events. Three years experience 250 w.
: Presently employed.
Six net news
shots past year. Want to join news
staff on larger station. B. J., A. B.,
veteran. 27, married, references. Box
. 304H, BROADCASTING.
I've worked
with boys.
drunks, Now
has-beens,
students,
glamour
desire
to work with professional radio people.
PD or/and
newsman,
good
5
year
record, 27, married, military exempt,
sterling
references.
Box
324H,
BROADCASTING.
Writer. "Hello? Operator? Give me the
police!
I want to report a miracle!"
Script,
CASTING.details, Box 325H, BROADI 15 years experience. Low mature voice,
operate board. News editor, writer
and production. Seek future. Married,
veteran, draft deferred. Will go anyCASTING. where. Write Box 332H, BROADProgram director-announcer. Good
draft status. Married. 5 year station
and 5 years free lance experience. Box
367H, BROADCASTING.
Public relations director. Years of
major TV experience. Wide, favorable
acquaintance among trade and consumer press. Strong in preparation
and development of effective publicity
campaigns for diversified clients. Box
376H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Managerial
Young radio station manager desires
opportunity
to learn
tion, announcing
fromtelevision
bottom. producNo TV
experience; 28, married. Box 294H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesman
Sales or agency. Except for war years,
continuous TV experience since 1939.
Now employed; valid reason for
change. Have been program director
two successful stations; desire return to
sales where had topnotch record, or
agency as TV
references.director.
Family man.Excellent
Box 331H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcers
Experienced radio announcer, can double as cameraman, stage manager, director, interested position television
station or radio station with television
plans.
Box
364H, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
TV — INS projectal. A-l condition. Includes pedestal and disolve feature.
First
come or7, best
offer. WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville
Florida.
One RCA 69C distortion analyzer used
very little and in excellent condition.
Real bargain
at $250.00. WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia.
Emergency power plant for 4 kw radio
stations. Brand new Army surplus.
15 kw
powered
or
220 3gasphase,
three 110-220
or foursingle
wire. phase
Will
sell at a fraction of original cost. Imdelivery available.
Grossman's
Surplus mediate
Division,
130 Granite
St.,
Quincy, Mass. BRaintree 2-3750.
1200 feet on reel brand new recording
tape at a bargain price of $2.00 each.
Each individually packed. Quantity
users write for discount price list. Send
cash, or money order for as many
tapes as you want. Syrena Recording
Company, 33 Parker Ave., Passaic,
N. J. Prescott 7-7013. Hurry, stock of
5000 is going fast.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Interested local station in small, single
market. No brokers or broke owners.
Cash if priced right. Box 329H,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Frequency monitor, FCC approved, to
be used on 1540, but will take any frequency. Box 360H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Federal 101C or RCA WX2B
field strength meter. R. F. bridge preWells Chapin,
Stationferably
WIL,GR.Chase
Hotel, Radio
St. Louis,
Missouri.
Wanted: cluding
Equipment
250 watter
intransmitter, for
monitors,
console,
antenna. Kelly Bell, Crawford Hotel,
Midland, Texas.
Miscellaneous
Attention, commercial managers! Turn
that sustaining time into dollars with
our accounts! Write Ambassador Advertising Associates, 706 Elmwood, East
Gadsden, Alabama.
Employment Services
Broadcast Executives
We are seeking qualified applicants for
placement as station manager, commercial
manager, gineer.
program
chief enWrite or director
wire forandconfidential
application Howard
form. S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultant
Washington 5, D. C.
726 Bond Bldg.
NAtional 2173

Help Wanted
Managerial

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television

Manager Wanted
Seldom -offered opportunity for experienced or
potential
proven insales
record
and top manager
character with
references
prosperous
midwest
industrial
market
of
250,000.
Station is well established network outlet. Send
full particulars and snapshot. All replies held
confidential.
Box 373H, BROADCASTING

Television
3 Topnotch Men Wanted
Program Director
Advertising Manager
Producer

Salesmen
Midwest city of
250,000. No television yet

Wanted '. national representative by
WLYN 1000 watts, independent. Reply to Ken Strong, Commercial Manager,
WLYN
Lynn, Massachusetts.

Unequalled opportunity to
participate in earnings and
management of corporation.
Voting stock,rectorshipofficer,
and di-to
s wil be offered
successful applicants.
Men selected may build their
own departments and will be
given a contract immediately
pending issuance of a CP. Do
not apply unless you have a
good TV ecutive
background
experience. and exPresident of corporation will
be in Washington, D. C. January 8-12 and in New York
City January
13-17Allto replies
interview applicants.
confidential.
BOX 372H,

Announcers
MAJOR MIDWEST MARKET
is ripe for top-grade disk jockey —
entertainer. Progressive AM-TV network affiliate promises unlimited future
to reliable, promotion-minded personality with proven record of sales success. Preference given to man who can
combine live vocal or instrumental talent with platter patter. Send disc or
tape with photo and details to
BOX 280H, BROADCASTING

ANY
CAN

GROW
WITH

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

STATION
AT

A

THIS

PROFIT
MAN!

Making volume grow has been this man's record.
TAKE SALES —
PUBLICATION.

RADIO.

TV.

Increased dollar volume in his territory 10 TIMES in 2 years — and
DOUBLED that the third year.
Sold more time, dollars or station
hours, than probably any other
man in the country.
Ditto!

MANAGEMENT —
Revised station operation — cut costs 40% — PLUS
smoother and more efficient operation. In short,
he knows HOW to make more money stick to your
hands as it passes through.
PERSONALITY —
People like him, listen to him, believe him and
hand him business termed "impossible" to get.
This man is looking for a "tough" station job — a job
that will be a real challenge to his record for getting
results.
Reply, in strict confidence, to Box 333H, Broadcasting.

Help Wanted
Television
Announcers
TV EMCEE
Live-wire Master of Ceremonies
for TV audience participation
show wanted by midwest station.
Real opportunity. Send background, picture and disc to Box
282H, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , others
*TV traffic opening for woman twentyfive to forty interested in western
New York. Must be experienced
typist and have writing ability. State
education, experience, marital status
and salary required. Send snapshot.
Box 377H, BROADCASTING.

GATHERED at- first BMI program directors and librarian clinic in San Francisco, held at KNBC last month, are (I to r): Paul Speegle, KNBC program
manager; Carl Haverlin, BMI president; Jimmy Lyons, KNBC disc jockey,
and Glen Dahlberg, in charge of station relations for BMI. California broadcasters, BMI executives, and agency representatives participated in the all
day session.

Situations Wanted
Television
Production-Programming , others

Experienced
TV Director
available
immediately

Radio and TV veteran wishes position as TV program director
with established
station. Network,
agency and local
station production experience.
Salary not important. Best of references.
Box 335H,
BROADCASTING*
TELECASTING

Miscellaneous

CU/TOM
t h proven

JINGLE/
sales results

RICHARD /TROUT
PRODUCTIONS, Box 2^61, Hollywood

Southwest

Full Radio-TV Operation
In Emergency Urged

AFCCE

By ANDREW D. RING
President, Assn. of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers
THERE are many imponderables for radio and TV in the present national emergency. First and foremost is the necessity of maintaining all
existing operations in these fields, in order to keep the public adequately
informed in these difficult times.
b eSteps
taken should
forthwith to ensure
adequate production of replacement tubes and
parts forcensedallstations.
liProvisions should
be made, moreMr. Ring
over, for the licensing of additional stations —
particularly TV stations — in areas
not now receiving adequate service.
The role of radio and of TV on
the home front — which could become just as important as the
fighting front — has been underscored by our highest federal officials, from the President down.

Midwest

$125,000.00
$40,000.00
One of two stations in an outstandOnly station in a very substantial
ing southwest city in excess of 75,000
midwest farm market. Gross is inpopulation with retail sales of more
creasing and profits are above $1000.00
than ninety million dollars. This is
monthly. Owner is in Reserves and
is being called to active duty. Here
a fulltime independent that is showis an outstanding opportunity for one
ing excellent profits and gross is expanding with this rapidly growing
or
good office.
operators. Call or wire
our two
nearest
market. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
Ray V. Hamilton
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
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There
should be no diminution or
*
degradingduction lines
of should
that service.
Probe kept open,
so far as is consistent with the
rearmament effort, to avoid steps
that might result in arbitary reductions of station power.
It is to be fervently hoped, also,
that means will be found to authorize additional TV stations in
important areas now denied that
service. The significance of TV
in civil defense and in mass training already has been attested by
the military, even as far back as
World War II. In time of national stress, 150 million Americans turn to their radios and their
TV sets for counsel, guidance and
training.
Experience Gained
The experience of the last war
taught us that we can anticipate
critical manpower problems on the
technical side. Electronics provide the brain-power for so-called
push-button war fare. Extreme
care should be exercised by the
federal authorities, lest the drain
on radio and TV man-power endanger operations in these fields.
Adequately trained manpower is
essential in the interests of conservation of equipment, as well as
in the maintenance of optimum
service when it is needed most.
The radio engineering profession pledges its all-out support of
the nation in this emergency. Engineers regard themselves as soldiers in this war for survival,
whether they be on the battle
fronts in other lands, or on the
home front.

WMAW
DENIED
FCC Reverses Examiner
REVERSING the earlier recommended decision of a hearing examiner, FCC has denied WMAW
Milwaukee a license to cover
its construction permit for a new
station on 1250 kc directional
with 5 kw fulltime. The action was
taken on grounds of ownership
misrepresentation, FCC said.
WMAW last week reported it
will appeal the decision.
The station was given not more
than 90 days in which to wind up
its affairs and cease operations.
WMAW has been on the air since
1948. Midwest Bcstg. Co. is permittee.
Comr. Paul A. Walker dissented
from the majority opinion and
favored a grant of the license for
the reason cited by Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper whose initial decision had found no evidence
to support charges of ownership
concealment [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 17, 1950]. The
majority opinion was given by
Comrs. E. M. Webster, Robert F.
Jones and Frieda B. Hennock.
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde and George E. Sterling did not participate.
FCC declared that after considering the facts in the complex case
it could come "to no other conclusion than that Midwest Broadcasting Co. is not qualified to hold a
license to operate a broadcast station because of concealments, misrepresentations and deceptions"
concerning stock holdings
and other
matters.
AFL

COMMERCIALS
Public Service Stressed

EMPHASIZING the public-service
nature of its commercials on Frank
Edwards' news program on MBS,
the AFL has released copies of the
announcements aired on the show
during the holidays.
On the Dec. 26 show an announcement included the following: "The American Federation
of Labor pledges that its eight
million members will live up to
their responsibilities in the national
emergency. They are ready to produce in record quantities the militarysentialequipment
and supplies
esfor the defense
program.
They are willing to assume their
fair share of the burden of sacrifice
all Americans must pay . . . Laboris determined to make America
the arsenal of democracy. . . ."
The Christmas Day program included a suggestion that all join
in prayer for the men in the armed
forces. The Dec. 27 broadcast
asked all Americans, including
AFL members, to "do more work
and less complaining. Our own
sons are in the fighting forces — ■
let's back them to the fullest extent. Let's have more harmony
and inmore
America.
all
the unity
same inboat.
By ourWe're
actions, ... let us show the entire
world that we mean to defend our

free American way of life. . . ."
BROADCASTING
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Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
KFGT Fremont, Neb. — Announced
initial decision by Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison to deny application KGFT
to change from 1340 kc, 100 w fulltime
to 1340 cisionkc.Dec. 250
27. w fulltime. Initial deOPINIONS AND ORDERS
KMPC Los Angeles; WJR Detroit;
WGAR Cleveland — The Commission en
banc adopted memorandum opinion
and order (1) to grant appeal of FCC
General Counsel to set aside order of
Motions Commissioner Dec. 1, 1950
denying
General
for
extension
of timeCounsel's
in whichpetition
to file
opposition
to
pleading
"Motions
and
Petition Under Rules 1.386
and 1.389
and
for
other
relief"
filed
by
KMPC
WJR and WGAR and G. A. Richards
(2) extending time for filing such oppositioasn tmoot
o Jan. 12.
1951; and
(3) dis-et
missing
applicant
Richards
al, petition for review of hearing exof theirOrder
oral Dec.
motions
for recess aminer's
of denial
hearing.
27.
Non-Docket Actions . . ,
AM GRANT
KSMI
Wewoka,
in facilities fromOkla.—
1260 Granted
kc, 500 wswitch
day
to
1260
kc
1
kw
fulltime,
directional.
Grant Dec. 27.
FM NONCOMMERCIAL GRANT
WTJO-FM Ottawa, Kan.— Ottawa U.
granted new noncommercial educational FM outlet on Chan. 201 (88.1 mc).
Effective radiated power 10 w. Granted
Dec. 27.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WKAQ San Juan, P. R.— Granted assignment of license from Angel Ramos,
individual licensee to El Mundo Bcstg.
Corp. Mr. Ramos will still own 99.9%
of stock. Transfer deemed advisable
to effect better tax position. WKAQ
is assigned 5 kw unlimited, directional,
on 620 kc. Granted Dec. 27.
KXOX Sweetwater, Tex. — Granted
transfer of control in Sweetwater Radio Inc., to Radio News Inc. This
transfer constitutes a stock transfer
and no change of ownership. KXOX
is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc.
Granted Dec. 27.
WBEN-AM-FM-TV
Buffalo. in N.WBEN
Y.—
Granted
transfer of control
Inc., licensee to Buffalo Evening News
Inc. Does not constitute any change
in official control of WBEN Inc. or
owned and operated stations. WBENAM is assigned 5 kw fulltime. directional night, on 930 kc; WBEN-FM is
assigned Chan. 293; WBEN-TV is assigned Chan. 4. Granted Dec. 27.
KERO Bakersfield, Calif. — AssignI ment of licensee from Paul R. Bartlett,
I licensee to Radio Station KERO a partI nership composed of Mr. Bartlett and
Gene DeYoung.
Mr. Bartlett wishes
to reward Mr. DeYoung for his part
in the operations of KERO by granting
him a partnership interest. KERO is
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc.
Granted Dec. 27.
KFRC San Francisco; KDB Santa
Barbara; KGB San Diego; KHJ Los
Angeles; KTSL-TV Hollywood and 10
experimental and associated facilities:
Settlement of estate of Thomas S. Lee
and approved transfer of control of
California properties of Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises Inc.. d/b as Don Lee Bcstg.
System from Ben H. Brown, special
administrator of the estate. See story
page 19. Granted Dec. 27.
Deletions .
TWO FM authorizations reported by
FCC last week. Total withdrawals to
date since Jan. 1: AM 35; FM 106: TV 3.
KVOB-FM Alexandria, La.— Central
La. Bcstg.
Corp. License Dec. 20. Request of licensee.
WFMC
Goldsboro, N. C— Southern
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 7U )
Decisions Cont. :
and conclusions.
KID Idaho Falls, Ida.— Granted petition requesting that transcript of testimony in proceeding upon application
:>e corrected in various respects.
WTOD; Midwestern Bcstg. Co.; Toedo Blade Co.; Radio Corp. of Toledo,
«11 Toledo, Ohio, and Rural Bcstg. Co.
:>f Ohio, Oak Harbor, Ohio— Ordered
nat further hearing in this proceeding
->e scheduledD. for
Washington,
C. Feb. 26, 1951, in
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Charles H. Chamberlain. Bellefonaine, Ohio — Granted continuance of
-.earing
proceeding
rom Dec.in 19,
to Jan. 3.upon
1951. application
5RO ADCASTING

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Application*
J?OX S>COte
SUMMARY
TO DECEMBER
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications

28

Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending
2,231 2,198 121
263
136
676 524
151
1* Appli150
6
107
53
56
374
171
*
*
*
Radio & Tele. License Dec. 18. Will of construction $40,000. Applicant is
devote time to other broadcast facil- licensee FM station WFOB Fostoria.
'ties.
Andrew Emerine is president. Filed
...
.
Dec. 19.
New Applications . . .
Detroit Lakes, Minn.— Detroit Lakes
AM APPLICATIONS
Bcstg. Corp., 1050 kc, 1 kw day. Esti$16,921. PrinSanford, N. C— Waldo W. Primm, mated construction cost
C. Brown,K Xstockcipals include:
con- holder,
day. Estimated
1360 kc, 1 costkw $14,790.
R A
general R. manager
Mr. Primm,
struction
Alexandria, Minn., and owner American
individual applicant, was until Dec. Institute
40%;
president
Air,
the
of
and
president
stockholder,
25%
1950,
treasurer 40%;
Beverly I.A. Hutton,
manager WWGB Sanford. Filed Frederick
generaljg
Dec
Hay, owner Fred Hay,
St. Louis, Mo.— Hawthorn Bcstg. Co.. d„rug store, secretary 20%. Filed Dec.
1230 kc, 250 wcostunlimited.
Estimated 12-Wilmington, N. C. — Wilmington Bcstg.
construction
$41,000. Principals
in Hawthorn include: Leonard P. Service, 1400 kc, 250 w fulltime. EstiFrankel, sales manager WEW St. Louis, mated construction cost $9,500. Prinpresident 49% plus; J. A. Johnson, em- cipals include: Jack Siegel, 33y3% inploye WTAX Springfield, 111., secretary- terest in WLOW Norfolk, Va., and
treasurer, 49% plus; James E. Cook, WELS Kinston, N. C; William M. Carvice president, 8/10% and Fitzhugh Lee penter, station manager WLOW; Joseph
Price, vice president 8/10%. Filed Dec. B. Matthews, 25% interest in WIRK
18.
W. Palm Beach, Fla. and business
Fostoria, Ohio — Seneca Radio Corp., manager WLOW; and William Manrov,
1430 kc, 1 kw fulltime. Estimated cost owner Stephan's Luncheonette. Dec. 13.
Class
AM stations
FM stations
TV stations
* On the air.

Sports Policy
(Continued from page 15)
nighttime radio, sports and entertainment admission, partly due to
6 million new TV owners — but all
are still enjoying one of the best
years on record.
"I think the real answer to this
entire television controversy is the
kind of country we live in. If we
lived in a static economy that had
stopped growing, then the introduction of a powerful new force
like television might well hurt
many things. But a nation that has
produced 17 million new family
units and more than doubled their
incomes in the last 10 years can
still find a prosperous place for
established industries as well as
rapidly expanding new ones."
Reminding that 1950 can be
called the "peak danger period in
the effect of television," Mr. Jordan said, "all of our studies have
shown that the greatest harm to
reading, outside entertainment and
sports attendance comes during the
first year of ownership. After that
the novelty and cost wear off and
normal habits tend to return in
many homes.
"There probably never will be
another period with such a large
group of owners of less than a year.
Television set sales probably will
drop in 1951 as a combined result
of national defense restrictions and
the FCC freeze on new TV markets. Even if the industry could
produce and sell another 6 million
sets, the majority of owners would
be out of the novelty stage when
television hurts most."
In discussing impact of TV on
sports Mr. Jordan offered figures
from 1950 baseball attendance.

• Telecasting

These figures show that the loss in
paid admissions per game in major
league parks decreased as the season progressed despite the installation of 600,000 new TV sets every
month. This would not have happened if TV's harm had been permanent, he asserted.
Football attendance at colleges
has set the best record of any major form of outside entertainment,
Mr. Jordan said, hitting its alltime peak in 1949. Even if it is
off between 6% and 7%, as a
United Press survey indicates, it
will still have the second best year
in its history, he said.
Mr. Jordan explained that his
continuing Philadelphia area sports
study should give the first clear
answer to the controversial issue of
TV's effect on sports attendance.
Football has been televised in that
city for 11 years, with highest TV
saturation in the world.
Football Highest
Based on five-year attendance
figures furnished by 18 colleges,
Mr. Jordan estimated more people
paid to see college football in the
area than in any other 60-mile TV
territory, averaging more than a
million admissions a year.
Attendance in 1950 was 11% below 1949, with seven fewer games
played, he said. Most of the current loss was traced to four large
colleges — Pennsylvania, Princeton,
Temple and Villanova — and about
a third came on the stormy day of
Nov. 25 when the area was crippled by a record gale.
Six of the 14 smaller colleges increased attendance in 1950 over
1949 despite declines in student enrollment, bad weather and general
economic leveling out, he said.
"Fifty-one percent of all the

families and probably three out of
every four football fans in this
area now own TV sets," Mr. Jordan said, estimating that the loss
due to TV was not more than 6%.
"Even this loss might be temporary
as most of the families will be out
of the novelty stage in 1951.
"It just doesn't make sense to
force a national ban on this Philadelphia area now and never find out
whether television will be helpful
or harmful to football after the
novelty has worn off. The public
wants to know the actual facts
from practical experience, not opinion. Philadelphia can furnish these
Colleges
should utilize the full
facts
in 1951."
promotional values of television on
many of their activities as one way
to broaden public relations, according to Mr. mediately
Jordan.
"Thegoing
yearsto imahead are
be
tough on many colleges. Student
enrollment, according to the New
York Times survey, is down 7.4%
and may continue to drop for
another two years.
"Rising costs and lowered income are creating severe financial
problems. Most colleges are now
engaged in public fund-raising
drives to assist them in nearly $3
billion worth of needed construction.
"Television, if it does not hurt
attendance, may prove to be a fine
medium for bringing the public
closer to college activities."
Mr. Jordan is author of "The
Long-Range Effect of Television on
Family Habits," "The Long-Range
Effect of Television and Other Factors on Sports Attendance" and
"Analysis of 1950 Baseball Attendance." He is son of C. L. Jordan, executive vice president of
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Lee F. Wynne
FUNERAL services for Lee F.
Wynne,
partner
in WynneAlexander52,Adv.
Agency,
South
Pasadena, Calif., were held Dec. 22
at Forest Lawn Memorial Park in
Glendale, Calif. Mr. Wynne died
Dec. 19 following a heart attack.
Prior to going into the agency
business two years ago, Mr. Wynne
was for two years general manager
of KGER Long Beach, having
served for eight years previously
as station commercial manager.
He had been active in the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. Mr.
Wynne is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Dorothy M. Wynne of Durante, Calif.
NANCY
McIVER
TRAVELS THE WORLD
(Formerly Nancy Grey
on WTMJ — NBC)
WHFC Chicago WEHS-FM
2-2:30 Mon. thru Sat.
— and —sellsand
Shesells
entertains
Participations
Available
MARSHALL
PRODUCTIONS
40th Floor
Bankers Bldg.,INCORPORATED
Chicago 3
Radio — Shnw« tr. fit your budget — TV |
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Representatives
(Continued from page 30)
the New York office of Ra-Tel Representatives Inc. "Radio will benefit from defense preparation pressure at the expense of printed media. The secondary markets and
stations will have a greater share
of the increased volume than .the
major and long-established outlets."
"A 10-15% increase in radio and
a good rise in TV advertising- business" is seen for 1951 by F. E.
Spencer, manager of George P.
Hollingbery Co., New York. He
believes that "war or no war, business for the year 1951 will be very
Joseph McGillvra, president of
good."
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.,
New York, reports that "in view
of the prosperity that spot radio
has enjoyed for the past six
months, together with the fact that
renewals for 1951 have hit a high
level, it is our contention that 1951
should be a good year for spot
radio. There is a great deal of resistance on the part of advertisers
to highthat
talent
costswillandbe it'greater
is our
guess
there
demands on the part of advertisers
for locally built and produced
shows, because of this condition."
Good Increase Seen
An increase of 1.0% to 15% in
AM business is seen by Max M.
Everett, president of Everett-McKinney Inc., New York. "Our experience shows us," he says, "that
in wartime periods advertisingdoes not suffer. It continues and
sometimes shows substantial increases in volume. There's no reason why the present war situation
should change what has been true
in similar periods."
At Headley-Reed Co., New York,
Sterling B. Beeson expects AM
business to increase by about 20% .
He says "radio and general business prospects appear healthy for
1951. . . ." In television, William
Faber feels overall business will
increase during the year. "Our
emphasis in 1951 will be on the sale
of daytime television," he reports.
"AM radio should be much bet-

Used By More Radio Stations Than All
Other Professional Tape Recorders
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ter in non-television markets," in
the opinion of William K. Dorman,
general manager of John H. Perry
Assoc.,
He devote
feels more
"AM
networksNew
will York.
have to
attention to selling smaller, nontelevision markets to make up for
loss of volume sustained in the
larger television markets. In some
markets radio should get a boost
because of newsprint shortages."
Wythe Walker, president, The
Walker Co., New York, is "very
optimistic" about business prospects for 1951, "apart from the
international situation."
Increased gains for television are
seen by George P. Hollingbery,
president of George P. Hollingbery
Co., Chicago. "Based on present
predictions," he feels, "the advertising business as a whole will be
very fortunate to come within 10%
or 15% of its 1950 record." He also
reminds
primary
function that
is to advertising's
sell merchandise
and
"we shouldn't sit and wait for excess profits advertising to take care
of us during the emergency."

Mr. North

Mr. Hollingbary

"National spot business will be
very good,"
John North,
vice president of Radio
Representatives,
Chicago, feels. "Even though there
may be a shortage of goods, more
promotional and institutional copy
will be used. Another encouragingprospect is the shortage of newsprint." He predicts that "with
newspapers already over taxed in
handling orders for increasingly
large
displays, much
of the
client'sto
appropriation
will be
shifted
radio." Radio spot supplementing
network TV programs also will
gain in 1951, Mr. North feels.
TV May Double
AM business will continue to increase and television will probably
double, according to Joseph J.
Weed, president, Weed & Co., New
York. "If the international situation does not seriously worsen," he
says, "we anticipate continued good
business in both AM and TV spot
broadcasting."
Donald Cooke, president of Donald Cooke Inc., New York, is "very
optimistic about the prospects of
radio and TV in 1951. There will
be, I believe, a slight increase in
radio and a tremendous rise in TV
business." He predicts that curtailment of TV set production will not
have
dustry.any drastic effect on the inFavorable increases in national
spot business during the coming
year are seen by Frank M. Headley, president of H-R Representatives Inc., New York. Transit Radio, which the firm represents, is
expected to extend the gains made
in 1950.

Peggy Stone, vice president of
Radio Representatives Inc., New
York, sees a 25% general business
increase in 1951. A great deal,
however,lation
depends
"upon the prices,
legispassed regarding
wages and excess profits," she
feels, "and the answer can be either
that business will be excellent or
at AM
a standstill."
business is expected to gain
by Paul H. Raymer, president of
Paul H. Raymer Co., New York,
who feels "general business will
continue at the present rate of increaseisthrough
1951."
"There
little
doubt that all
media are in for a hectic, though
in most cases, profitable year,"
Robert Meeker, president of Robert
Meeker Assoc., New York, states.
Although he sees shortages, controls and a loss of skilled personnel
as 1951 progresses, Mr. Meeker
feels "current indications from
Washington are favorable to advertising and to the part broadcasters must play in the national
emergency. With the radio audience definitely increasing, the pressure for reduced AM rates is
subsiding" and he looks for an
increase in his firm's business. "Because of the slackening in set production," he says, "it's to be
expected that TV rate increases
will taper off some but we believe
that most TV stations will have
little choice time available in the
foreseeable
James V.future."
McConnell, director,
NBC National Spot Sales Dept.,
New York, says "1951 promises
good business, subject to limitations
imposed by the preparedness proCites Steady Climb
The steady climb of television
prompts Ralph E. Dennis, manager, ABC TV Spot Sales, to pregram."
dict "that our TV spot business will
increase by 50 ''< in 1951, and the
present advertisers in all classifications will be responsible for that
increase as well as many new businesses which have not yet use !
TV." Daytime video also is expected by Mr. Dennis to increase
although "the degree to which the
increase in business is made will
depend on general world condiEarl Salmon, manager of ABC
AM Spot Sales, says "we expect a
very
tions."good year in 1951 for spot

manufacturing is restricted severely then, the greatest opportunity for increased time sales is in
theBurt
increase
Sears, inof viewing
Sears & hours."
Ayer Inc.,
Chicago,
predicts
that "newin type
accounts will
be developed
1951
to take the place of standard advertising. Already . . . specialty
accounts are on the increase. If
we all dig in for the emergency,
we shoi^d have as good a year as
'50. if not better."
The future of Transit Radio is
bright, in the view of Carlin
French, vice president of H-R Representatives Inc., Chicago, which
represents the service. He reports
that six new cities have been signed
within the last four weeks, although they will not be announced
for a while, and feels that 15 to 20
other stations will be added within
the next two months. "Agency men
know what we're talking about
when we're selling — for the first
time," he says, and he feels that
Transit Radio will continue to excounts.pand both in service areas and acAdvertisers Waiting
Sam Cook Digges, Chicago sales
manager, television, CBS Radio
Sales, feels
"anywartimesituation,
an advertiser, that
due to the
drops out of Class A time, there
will be many other advertisers, not
so drastically affected, waiting to
step into his time. Therefore, Class
A time should continue to be at a
premium — with availabilities almost
Daytime
television alsonon-existent."
will continue
to prosper,
he reports, with this medium today
"just about where nighttime telewas three
years to
ago."
Radiovisionwill
continue
advance
in 1951 and greater buying power
is in prospect
due view
to theexpressed
war situation. This is the
by
R. Butche, manager of Continental
Radio Sales, Philadelphia. Although some accounts are moving
into daytime radio as the result of
television, he feels both will prosper in the coming year.
On the West Coast and in the
Southwest, areas notable for their
recent gains in both population and
business activity, national representatives are highly enthusiastic
about the prospects for 1951.
Approximately 60% of the West
Coast representatives queried said
they expect the new year to bring
greater levenue for radio than
1950. The average gain is expected
to be about 17%.

George Boiling, president of the
Boiling Co., New York, makes this
The majority, 76%, of those exobservation
: "We believe that the
pressing an opinion on the future
radio;"
new year looks very encouraging.
of local radio said th~y expect it
We look for a general increase in to gain an average of 11%. Spot
national business, with perhaps a radio was expected to increase by
63.6% of the West Coast represlight decrease oh the local level
sentatives. The average gain was
when goods and commodities become scarcer or are placed under
peggedture isatmuch
15%. less
The decisive.
network picOf
control. If the government freezes
production with a pronounced effect
on TV sets, radio will receive a
JOE
ADAMS
marked increase in business.
REACHES ALL
"Regarding television, the conNEG
ROES
tinuation of the big bonanza in
IN LOS
AN GILES
time sales which is on now depends
upon the continuation of set sales
\J W - LSANTACLEAR
CHANNEL
LOS|V ANGELES
MONICA,
CALIF.
or increased viewing hours. If
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hose expressing an opinion, 41.6%
said they felt it would remain the
same while 35.3 r'( said this type
of business probably would decline
in 1951.
Lincoln P. Simonds, Pacific Coast
manager of Weed & Co., Hollywood, said 1951 should be a good
year "for the sale and advertising
lof all available goods and services" in his area and that AM and
jTV
meritadvertising
an ever increasing
share"will
of the
dollar in
sharp-buying 1951 media purchases."
Predicting increased radio expenditures all along the line, Guy
Biddick, manager of Walter Biddick Co.. Hollywood, said he is
sure "national spot sponsors will
not have the ready availabilities on
some stations as schedules will be
filled to capacity, and it is quite
possible that many stations will
have a waiting list of potential
sponsors."
A more cautious note is sounded
by Harry H. Wise Jr., West Coast
jmanager of George P. Hollingbery
Co., Los Angeles. He says that
'despite the war situation, with its
resulting cutbacks in production.
1951 should be "equally as good a
year as 1950 from the standpoint
of radio and television volume."
An increase in revenue is predicted by Clark N. Barnes, West
Coast manager of Burn-Smith Co.
Inc., Los Angeles, who said: "In
AM radio, national accounts will
maintain or increase their advertising budgets even though their
products may be unavailable. Goodwill and commercial copy 'in the
public interest' will prevail."
Although the shortage of ma:erials will curtail the introduction
jf new products, established lines
ivdll continue their advertising
•ampaigns which will probably become more institutional in nature.
This is the opinion of Jack Gale,
?outhern California manager of
Paul H. Raymer Co. Inc., HollyIvood. "If there is any decline in
sending by national advertisers,
t will probably be offset by local
idvertisers who will be competing
Snore energetically than ever for
'jheIncreased
consumers'
dollars," is
he seen
said. in
competition
951 by Hal H. Hoffman, San
■"rancisco
Forjoe in& the
Co.
ia
expectsmanager
general ofbusiness

SO

IT'S

See

LOOKING over t!ie first issue of the
Merchandiser are George C. Co!lie,
(1), merchandising manager WOA!AM-TV San Antonio, and G'js G.
Heinz, sales manager for the San
Antonio Drug Co. Copies of the
monthly publication published by the
station will be mailed by the drug
company to ali dealers on its list.
The paper, which spotlights radio
and television advertising campaigns,
is planned to promote sales of drug
products in the southwest Texas area.
coming year to be fairly stable
and says "there probably will be
more institutional advertising than
lastGreater
year." radio appropriations for
1951 are seen by Don Staley, manager of the San Francisco office of
The Katz Agency, as a result of
the war situation on the production
of TV sets and the freeze on video
stations. Citing the advantages of
spot radio,
"more in advertisers will usehe it,feels
especially
areas
where TV penetration is not yet
Under present war conditions,
W. S. Grant, president and general
great." of W. S. Grant Co. Inc.,
manager
San Francisco, says "business in
1951 should increase materially
over 1950." If we go into all-out
war, however, he cites experiences
of the last war which "created a
consumer shortage that was reflected in advertising both in the
local field and in the national field,
and was particularly felt in the
secondary markets."
Lindsey Spight, vice president of
John Blair & Co., San Francisco,
evaluates the situation this way:
"If general
business continues
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POWER

through 1951 at the rate of the
last quarter of 1950, radio should
have a big or bigger year . . . The
most promising classification is national spot advertising (ideal) for
clients who are diverting at least
part of their appropriations from
network radio to TV but still need
the power of audio selling in nontelevision markets plus mass cir."
Increasedculation. . . appropriations
in both
radio and television are seen by
Buell Herman, southwest division
manager of Edward Petry & Co.,
Dallas. "If we get further into war,
and as emergency conditions tighten," he feels "we're probably going
to see a lot of new substitute products which will be promoted.
Business volume will be very heavy,
but much of it will be directly from
the"There
government."
is no chance for business
to decline in the southwest in 1951
— business generally and radio and
television
particular."
This is the business
evaluationin given
by Joe
Evans, southwest manager of Free
& Peters Inc., Fort Worth. Citing
the industrial and economic growth
of the area, he says they combine
to mean "good advertising business
Barring all-out war, the national
in
1951."
representatives
in New England
see another good year for radio
and television advertising. Bertha
Bannan, owner of her own firm in
Boston, feels that "under 1950 conditions, more or less, the future of
AM radio should be definitely improved. . . . TV certainly will not
stop growing. . . . Extra money
for TV will not come out of AM
radio, in my opinion."
Cautious View
Dana Baird, Boston manager of
Weed & Co., takes a cautious view
of the future in the light of the
ever-changing war picture. He says,
however, "if we do not have allout, global war, I suspect the industry will enjov a good year in
Predicting a general increase in
broadcast appropriations for 1951,
Harold
1951." V. Barrett, manager of the
Detroit office of Headley-Reed,
says: "If no war, I still think the
general overall picture will be up
for both radio and TV."
"Short of war 1951 should be a
terrific year," in the opinion of
William Bryant, Detroit manager
of Free & Peters.
In Canada, the consensus among
representatives is that radio appropriations will expand in 1951.
"Immediate prospects for selective
radio placements are the highest
in history, with no curtailment as
yet evident," according to R. A.
Leslie, president, National Broadcast Sales, Toronto and Montreal.
Andy McDermott, sales manager,
H. N. Stovin & Co., Toronto, reports that the bulk of the radio
business is going to major cities,
with many stations sold out.
Smaller stations, he says, are getting heavy local business. "Regional
networks, especially French language, will increase their revenue
in 1951," even under war economy.

Your
1951
Broadcasting
Yearbook
—
... is being printed. It will be
mailed to BROADCASTING
subscribers within the next
few weeks.
You'll refer to this 314 lb.
radio-tv source book throughout the year for vital business
information, available from
no other source.
For instance — How much do
advertisers spend for spot, network, regional and local campaigns? Who handles the account?
You'll find the answers — and
many, many more hard-to-get
facts — in the 1951 BROADCASTING Yearbook. It has a
complete directory of radio-tv
stations, including top personnel, network affiliate, national
representative, services — plus
some 50 directories covering
the wingspread of radio, television and related businesses.
Yearbooks will be sent to regular BROADCASTING subscribers immediately upon
completion.
If you're not a subscriber,
there's still time to get in on
the first mailing. Here's a
handy order form:

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please enter my RROADCASTING
subscription immediately and be
sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
as part of this order.
~J $7 enclosed

^] please bill

NAME
STREET
COMPANY
CITY

ZONE
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FOUR ABC DISTRICTS
ELECT COMMITTEEMEN
ELECTION of new committeemen for ABC's
Stations Advisory Committee in Districts 2,
4, 6 and 8 were announced by James H. Connolly, network radio stations director. J. P.
Williams, WING Dayton, Ohio, elected for District 2,with alternate to be named. T. B. Lanford, KRMD Shreveport, La., for District 4,
with Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham
as alternate.
Frank C. Carman, KUTA Salt Lake City, for
District 6, with Willard L. Kline, KEPO El
Paso, Tex., as alternate. James W. Hicks,
WCOS Columbia, S. C, for District 8, with
Owen Uridge, WQAM Miami, as alternate.
New members were elected for two years,
beginning Jan. 1.
STANTON,

McCONNELL

ON #LOOK# AWARDS PROGRAM
SPECIAL hour-long Look TV awards will be
presented on Ford Theatre at its regular time
on CBS-TV Jan. 12 with Frank Stanton, CBS
president, Joseph McConnell, NBC president,
and Gardner Cowles, publisher of Cowles magazines, as guests.
Two network presidents appear to accept
Look's special award for United Nations television coverage. List of award winners who will
perform on show include Ed Sullivan, Mel
Allen, Charles Andrews, Sid Caesar, Connie
Desmond, Faye Emerson, Dave Garroway, Arthur Godfrey, Max Liebman, James McNaughton, Worthington Minor, Robert Montgomery,
Jimmy Powers, Franklin Schaffner, John
Cameron Swazey and Paul Tripp.
FINALISTS SELECTED
FOR DEMOCRACY CONTEST
TWELVE finalists for annual Voice of Democracy contest, screened from million-and-a-half
entries, announced Friday by Robert K. Richards, NAB public affairs director and chairman
of joint VOD Committee. Four of winners will
be picked by board of judges (early story and
photo, page 21).
Finalists, selected from state winners, follow: Ricardo Romulo, District of Columbia;
Robert D. Conrad, Kankakee, 111.; Richard
Orville Bell, Hutchinson, Kan.; Norita Newbrough, Baton Rouge, La.; Pegg Janney, Sandy
Springs, Md.; Robert Burnett, St. Louis; John
Richard Graulich, Peekskill, N. Y.; Barbara
Coats, Yankton, S. D.; Richard A. Thompson,
Amarillo, Tex.; Bill Wilson, Seattle; Marvin
Martin, Kenosha, Wis.; Bob Smith, Laramie,
Wyo.
WCBS-TV RATE INCREASE
EVENING one-hour one-time rate for WCBSTV New York is set at $3,250 under station's
Rate Card No. 9, effective Jan. 1. Class B time,
5:30-6:30 p.m., weekdays, 1-6 p.m., Saturday
and Sunday, is $2,437.50 an hour; all other
times are $975 an hour. Sound film announcements, either 20-second or one-minute, priced at
$675 in Class A time, $425 in Class B and $175
in Class C, with 8-second station breaks at
55% of those rates.
Page 82
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EXAMINER WOULD LIMIT
CHURCH OWNERSHIP
FCC EXAMINER J. D. Bond held Friday that,
under First Constitutional Amendment, established church bodies may not be licensed to
operate broadcast stations if their radio purpose includes furthering their religious interests.
Observers felt ruling, if allowed to stand,
could have far-reaching effects on existing
church-owned stations— of which there are
score or more in AM field and approximately
same number in FM — as well as on church applicants. Itwould also seem to block current
FM plans of Baptist General Convention of
Texas and Southern Baptist Convention, which
are seeking creation of class of 10-w noncommercial FM stations.
Examiner Bond reached his conclusion in
72-page initial decision in which, for different
reasons, he looked toward denial of rival AM
applications of Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints and of Kansas
City Broadcasting Co., seeking new stations
in Independence (Mo.) and Kansas City, respectively. Initial decisions become effective
in 40 days unless appealed to Commission.
On question of church-state separation as
applied to station ownership, Mr. Bond said
in part:
It is the Hearing Examiner's conviction that the
First Amendment forbids that this Commission,
an arm of the Federal Government, should employ
the public interest concepts entrusted to it by the
Congress in measurement of the broadcast service proposed by an applicant which is an established church body whose intended use of the
broadcast station includes the purpose of fostering the church's religious interests.
This government must hold inviolate the absolute right of the Reorganized Church to espouse
its religious cause and in relation thereto, to interpret the needs of the public interest as the
scruples of its conscience and judgment dictate.
The church's proposed radio broadcast policies
and practices so evolved may not by this governmental body be either approved or disapproved
in the name of the public interest, convenience
or necessity . . .
Examiner Bond's oiiginal initial decision,
which made no findings on church-state question, was set aside by FCC and remanded for
further holdings on other issues [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 3, 1950]. Both applications seek 1380 kc, 5 kw day. Examiner
Bond held application of Reorganized Church
— which in 1925-29 was licensee of KLDS, now
KMBC Kansas City — must be denied because
one director is alien. He said Kansas City
Broadcasting's application should be denied
because "a corporation operated under the
business concepts and practices as related and
exhibited by [its] corporate officers lacks the
ability to operate a radio broadcast station in
the public interest." Company is headed and
controlled (50.125%) by Minister Wendell
Zimmerman.
LARRY PARKE TO PEARSON
LARRY PARKE, New York representative for
International Artists Reps., London, to Pearson
Adv. Agency, New York, as director of radio
and television.

GRIFFIN SHOE POLISH through Bermingham, Castlemann & Pierce, New York, kicked
off annual radio spot campaign in Florida
resort area last week and will follow seasons,
moving from South to North, with further
campaigns scheduled to start in January.
ALTHOUGH final tabulation of nationwide
TV critic votes not to be completed until Tuesday, John Cameron Swazey will be winner of
first monthly "Mighty Monarch of the Air"
TV award, as newscaster with "freshest, newest and most informative" TV technique.
Award made by Majestic Television & Radio
Corp., New York, with next month's going to
"best daytime-TV broadcaster."
MONARCH FOODS, Chicago, through Weiss
& Geller, Chicago, currently contemplating
"personality-type" shows for radio or television series. Advertiser plans to switch from
magazines to radio or television starting after
first of year.
GENERAL MILLS considering sponsoring
television version of its radio show, Live Like
a Millionaire, currently on NBC, through its
agency, Knox Reeves. Show is Masterson,
Reddy & Nelson package. TV counterpart
would be half-hour and is understood to be
going on CBS-TV.
ATTEMPT by ANPA Bureau of Advertising to
show department store sales nosedived during
month-long Pittsburgh newspaper strike receiving careful scanning by BAB. National
BOA campaign meticulously avoids mention
of fact that stores hit by suspension were
largely non-radio users dependent on newspaper advertising.
MATERIALS

FOR

COLOR

TV

REQUESTED BY STANTON
CBS PRESIDENT Frank Stanton asked National Production Authority Administrator
William H. Harrison Friday that color TV be
allowed to "share materials with standard
black-and-white television and other consumer
President Stanton's request stemmed from
news reports that radio-TV industry appliance
group
had called on NPA to forbid use of
products."
critical materials for color TV [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950]. Mr. Stanton
felt this was "one more effort to block color
television," and said he thought it possible for
color TV to "gain a start during the current
emergency" without impeding mobilization
effort. He asked opportunity to discuss question with NPA "if the NPA has the elimination
of color television under consideration."
TRANSIT

HEARING

SET

TRANSIT RADIO legal battle to be aired Jan.
29 in oral argument befoi*e U. S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia, on Pollak &
Martin vs. PUC. Appeal stems from dismissal
of complaints by U. S. District Court in December 1949. Principals in suit, Washington attorneys Franklin S. Pollak and Guy Martin,
on own behalf also filed complaint with FCC
in early 1950 and later filed supplemental request for hearing on license renewal bid of
WWDC-FM Washington, local transit radio
outlet [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 13,
April 17, 1950].
JOSE DI DONATO, formerly director of
Edward Petry's national TV operations, joins
Robert W. Orr Assoc., New York, as director
of radio and television.
BROADCASTING
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LEADER*

in

nearly

Vioth

of

America

This is a BIG market — 1 3,658,000 people (3,611,800 radio families). It's the WLW
Merchandise-able Area. (330 counties of seven states.) In it, WLW is the LEADER among
media . . . WLW reaches
MORE

of its people
MORE

often,
MORE

MORE
LOWER
New York 20
630 Fifth Ave.
Circle 6-1750

cost

per

CROSLE

products
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impression

Chicago 1
360 N. Michigan
STote 2-0366

to sell

than

at a

any

WLW
the nation's moil merchandise-able station
Y

BROADCASTING

for

other

single

Cincinnati 2
140 W. Ninth St.
CHerry 1822

CORPORATION

medium.

Hollywood 28
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
HOIIy'd. 9-5408

Frith each new year, in fact
with each new

day, radio

faces ever greater responsibilities. As the articulate
voice of the nation it must,
and will, send to the ends of
AT

WORK

the earth the message of hope
and freedom which America
alone holds out to the rest

KEEPING

of the troubled world. It is
with these thoughts in mind

Freedom

that WJR pledges the resources ofits men, its women
and its broadcasting equipment to the task of making

on

the

the message of America
audible the world over!

Air

THE

GOODWILL
STATION,
FISHER BLDG., DETROIT

Inc.

CBS
50,000
WATTS
Call or write your
nearest Petry Office

FREE SPEECH MIKE
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WLEE

IN

RICHMOND

NOW

WATTS

- * w*v r wye

JJ
More power! And more

Ni wsl

power means

more listeners, more

value for every advertising dollar you spend on WLEE.
5000 watts, WLEE

sends out a more dominant

With

signal in Rich-

mond, and brings in thousands of new listeners from other
parts of Virginia. Profitable results come faster than ever to
smart advertisers on this success-famous station. Get the whole
WLEE

story from your Forjoe man.

Annually
cents weekly

TOM TINSLEY: President

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representatives
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MOVE UNDERWAY in administration circles
for revival of World War II's Defense Communications Board. While White House has
not yet entered picture actively, it's learned
that comprehensive analysis is being made because of general worsening of international
situation. If last war's pattern is followed,
chairman will be Wayne Coy, for FCC, with
Army, Navy, State and Coast Guard also represented. Strongest impetus may come from
defense mobilization agencies. Broadcast Advisory Council could be named consulting
group. Mr. Coy has been reluctant about recommending return of DCB but it's known that
FCC staff is working on blueprint.
WHITE HOUSE considering new approach
to radio-TV liaison toward more expeditious
access to public via broadcast media. If consum ated, itwould affect Broadcast Advisory
Council, formed under aegis of NAB, with
appointment of formal committee representative of all segments of radio-TV. John S.
Hayes, vice president and general manager,
WTOP-AM-TV-FM Washington, conferred
Friday with Assistant to President John R.
Steelman and Charles Jackson, of White House
staff, as result of his letter to Mr. Steelman
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1] challenging BAC.
REORGANIZATION of Mutual, whereby it
would abandon cooperative ownership and become horizontally competitive with other networks— TV as well as AM — reportedly again
being talked. Acquisition by General Tire,
owner of Yankee Network, of its second regional through purchase of West Coast Don
Lee network, has given rise to new exploratory
conversations. Yankee and Don Lee hold 19%
plus each in Mutual, whereas by-laws provide
for maximum holdings in one company of 30%.
Year ago there were reports of impending deal
with M-G-M, which failed to win board approval.
WHO WILL sit in at NAB headquarters for
William B. Ryan, who goes on leave Feb. 1 as
NAB general manager to become president
of revitalized Broadcast Advertising Bureau?
In alphabetical order only, these are prospects,
either as acting or assistant general manager:
Richard P. Doherty, employe-employer relations director; Ralph W. Hardy, government
relations director; Robert K. Richards, public
affairs director. Mr. Ryan can, but board
probably will make decision.
BECAUSE of his successful marshalling of
forces in handling of excess profits tax legislation as it pertains to radio-TV manufacturing, Glen McDaniel, RCA vice president, being
mentioned as likely first paid president of
Radio-TV Mfrs. Assn. For past year, Robert
C. Sprague, head of Sprague Mfg. Co., has
been functioning as interim president, but is
known to be anxious to turn over toga to fulltime executive as soon as one can be found.
He probably would become chairman of the
board.
WHILE REMOVAL of FCC headquarters
from Washington federal area to point pos( Continued on page 82)
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Upcoming
Jan. 8: Broadcast Advisory Council, Washington.
Jan. 11-13: National Collegiate Athletic Assn.,
Baker Hotel, Dallas.
Jan. 18: Industry Per Program Committee, Chicago.
Jan. 19: NAB TV Convention, Hotel Stevens,
Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on page 73)
Bulletins
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., New York
(Octagon granulated soap), starting spot announcement campaign using about 50 markets
for 52 weeks. Agency is Ted Bates Inc.
SATURDAY EVENING POST, through
BBDO, New York, planning 13-week spot announcement campaign starting Jan. 31 in five
markets.
DISTRICT

COURT

DECREE

IN 'LORAIN JOURNAL' CASE
DECREE incorporating many of stiff terms
proposed by Justice Dept. to govern competitive conduct of Lorain (Ohio) Journal, first
newspaper found guilty of anti-trust practices
against radio station, handed down Friday by
U. S. Dist. Judge Emerich Freed in Cleveland.
Judge Freed ruled that Journal, owned by
Samuel A. and Isadore Horvitz and found
guilty of anti-trust violations in refusing to
accept advertising of local merchants who also
bought time on WEOL Elyria-Lorain [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 4, Oct. 2, Nov. 6,
1950], must not discriminate against any advertiser because he uses radio or other competitive media.
He did not adopt Justice Dept.'s proposal
that Horvitzes be forbidden to acquire any
radio station or newspaper which competes
with Journal or with Mansfield (Ohio) Journal,
which they also own. He did, however, instruct
newspaper to publish his findings once weekly
for 25 weeks, as proposed by Justice Dept., and
ordered paper to give written notice of his
findings to employes. He also directed Journal
to keep records open during business hours for
inspection by Justice Dept., and instructed
Journal officials to hold themselves reasonably
available for interviews with Justice Dept. representatives.
Journal spokesmen have said they would appeal to U. S. Supreme Court.
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
SEVEN Democratic members of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee announced Friday by Sen. Ernest W. McFarland
(Ariz.), Democratic Leader.
Majority members include Sens. Edwin C.
Johnson (Col.), chairman; McFarland; Warren G. Magnuson (Wash.); Brien McMahon
(Conn.) ; Herbert R. O'Conor (Md.) ; Lyndon
B. Johnson (Tex.); Lester C. Hunt (Wyo.).
[See editorial page 44.]
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New York,
through St. George & Keyes, New York, will
sponsor for 23d consecutive year Your Home
Beautiful starting March 3, Saturday, 1111:15 a.m. on MBS.

Business
Briefly
SEED SEASONAL # Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
Detroit, Feb. 17 starts for seventh year Garden
Gate on CBS, Sat., 9:45-10 a.m., and WCBS
New York, Sun., 8:30-8:45 a.m., via WLACj
Nashville. Agency, MacManus, John & Adams
Detroit.
P&G ADDING • Procter & Gamble Co. to
add extensive list of new markets to current
spot campaign for Tide. Agency, Benton &
Bowles, New York.
FALSTAFF LOOKING # Falstaff Brewing
Corp., St. Louis (Falstaff beer), looking foi
baseball broadcasts in South for early spring
advertising campaign. Agency, Dancer-Fitz^
gerald-Sample, New York.
NORWICH SERIES 0 Norwich Pharmacaj
Co., Norwich, N. Y., to sponsor new weeklj
series, Sunday News Special, featuring Dor
Hollenbeck, 11-11:15 p.m. on CBS-TV, starting
Jan. 14. Agency, Benton & Bowles, New York
HERBERT, FREY, WILE
ELECTED NBC VICE PRESIDENTS
JOHN K. HERBERT, general sales managei
for radio network; George E. Frey, directoi
of television network sales, and Frederic W
Wile Jr., director of television production
elected rectors
NBCFriday.vice presidents by board of diMr. Herbert, former Hearst magazine ex
eeutive, joined NBC last September, became
general sales manager for radio network las
Nov. 27. Mr. Frey entered radio with WEAI
New York (now WNBC), joined NBC whei
network was formed in 1926. Mr. Wile joine(
NBC late in 1949 as assistant to Sylveste:
L. Weaver Jr., when latter was hired as NB<
vice president in charge of television. H
had formerly been with Young & Rubicam a
supervisor of operations of radio department
Before his Young & Rubicam service he wa
with CBS in press and special events.
CBS POST TO EDWARDS
WILBUR S. EDWARDS, assistant general
manager of WEEI Boston, named director c
KNX Hollywood and CBS Pacific network
operations, according to Merle S. Jones, whl
continues as general manager of KTSL, ne j
work's new TV outlet in Los Angeles. M ji
Jones announced expansion plan for KTS1:
Charles Glett, who was Don Lee TV vice pre;
ident, to assist Mr. Jones in ownership chanji
and expansion. Radio Sales becomes nation j
spot representative of KTSL.
HICKOK SPOT TEST
HICKOK MFG. Co., through Kastor, Farre
Chesley & Clifford, New York, running sp J
announcement and chain-break test on all foil
stations in Hartford, Conn., to determine i|l
future radio advertising campaign. If test \
successful in sales and distribution, schedvij
will be expanded.
TEMPLETON APPOINTED
BILL TEMPLETON, assistant account ex<
utive, Kudner Agency, New York, named rad |
TV director succeeding Ed Cashman who j
turns to Foote, Cone & Belding (see Agen
Beat, page 8).
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Dallas

KRLD

MORNING-8:00
A. M. -12:00 NOON.
KRLD has more than twice the number of listeners in the
morning of any other Dallas station or frequency.
SUNDAY-12:00

NOON-6:00

P. M.

KRLD has in excess of 10% more listeners Sunday afternoon than the second highest rated Dallas station or frequency.
EVENING-6:00-10:30 P.
Sunday through Saturday .
KRLD has more than 45% more
of the week than the next highest
frequency.

M.
. .
listeners every evening
rated Dallas station or

For fufl information see your OctoberNovember Hooper Measurements for
Dallas.

Owners and
Operators of
KRLD-TV
Channel 4
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AM

- FM

- TV

The Branham Company
Exclusive Representative

The

TIMES

HERALD

Stations

John W. Runyon, President
Clyde W. Rembert, General Manager
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THE NEWS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
Ryan Elected BAB President
NBC Shelves Rate Cut Plan
Opposition Mounts to Sports Ban Threat
Network Gross Billings Near $184 Million
In Review — Phonevision and 'Stork Club'
Defense Procurement Realignments Made
FCC Issues Annual Report
Toller's Builds Success on Radio
Expansion of Broadcast Advisory Council Mulled . .
Congress Opposition to Controls Seen
Radio-TV on New Congress Agenda
Radio-TV Highlights of 1950

So what?
There isn't a radio station which can't claim some
sort of first. Maybe first with left-handed defensive
quarterbacks, or first to use diamond - studded
microphones, or what have you.
We sport a few FIRSTS, too . . . profitable ones
for those who take advantage of them.
Such as: a show called "Club 1300". WFBR- built
and produced. FIRST in rating against every kind
of opposition thrown at it for ten years — from network soap operas to giveaways! Another one called
Shoppin' Fun. Another called Every Woman's
Hour. Others like Morning in Maryland, the Bob
Landers Show, Homemakers Harmonies and more
• . . a lot more • . . rate first with advertisers who
want results.
All right up there in the ratings— all with huge followings. All available to advertisers on a participating basis.
Has your curiosity been tickled? Contact a John
Blair man or WFBR direct. You'll be shown very
clearly why, in Baltimore, you need
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WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
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2, 1951

To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

RAILROADS

IN THE YEAR AHEAD

To meet the rising requirements of national rearmament, the
railroads will continue in 1951 the billion-dollar-a-year program of
expansion and improvement which has marked the last five years.
They enter the new year with orders for 125,000 new freight
cars, to be added to the 42,000 put in service in 1950 and the total
of 345,000 new cars since the end of World War II.
The railroads have on order more than 2,000 units of new
motive power, to be added to the approximately 3,000 installed in
1950, and the total of 11,000 new units since the end of World War II.
With more and larger cars and with locomotives which total
7 per cent more in pulling power and average almost 25 per cent higher
in tractive effort, railroads have greater carrying capacity than they
had at the time of Pearl Harbor.
With the improvements in tracks,
signals, yards, shops and every other part of the plant, the average
freight train in 1950 turned out transportation service each hour
equivalent to moving a ton of freight 20,000 miles — an hourly output
nearly 15 per cent above the peak movement of the second World War and
almost three times as much as in the first World War.
In times of emergency, railroad capacity is capable of a high
degree of expansion.
Between Pearl Harbor and the World War II traffic
peak, three years later, freight movement on the railroads went up more
than 50 per cent.
With access to the manpower and materials needed to
continue and enlarge the program of improvement on which the railroads have spent more than five billion dollars in the past five years,
and with the continued cooperation of shippers and government agencies,
the railroads once again can increase their transportation output in
step with the increasing demands of defense.
Sincerely

OADCASTING
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yours,
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ED

CASHMAN,
N. Y. production supervisor o:
radio-TV Kudner Agency, and producer Texaa
Star Theatre, to Foote, Cone & Belding as Hollywood vice president in charge of radio and TV operations. He replaces ROBERT BALLIN [Broadcasts
• Telecasting, Jan. 1].

Mr. Cashman

PHILIP M. WHITE, account executive Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, appointed Chicago manager Calkins
& Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith agency. Account executive on Swift Products and Derby Foods
at NLB, he had been with agency eight years.

PETER FINNEY, account executive Kudner Agency, N. Y., to Erwin
Wasey, N. Y., as account executive on Admiral Corp. account whiclj
agency recently acquired from Kudner.

on all accounts

counts, Marfree Advertising
30 mail order radio acWITH
Corp. claims to be one of the
most successful agencies of its type
in America. One of the reasons its
star is rising is because Marfree's
vice president and Chicago manager, Alvin Maurey Eicoff, has a
talent for mail order promotion
poss
ves. d by few other agency executiesse

Al's most sensational account
currently is d-CON, the rodenteliminator which is
being exploited on
more than 400 radio
stations across the

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule

for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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BLAIR

&

CO.

our

country
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 11, 1950]. But
he also was one of
the men behind the
mail order success
of Pinto the Pony,
the plastic novelty
merchandised by R.
& F. Specialty Co.;

Perhaps Al learned what the
public likes and dislikes from his ^
father, a successful retail merchanl |
of Lewistown, Mont. He has i
"grass roots" grasp of merchan
dising, even though he never pur
sued retailing as a career. Aftei
going
through
the Lewistowi
schools, he attended the U. o:
Texas, where he took a degree ii
business administration in 194S
During World War II, he serve<
as a correspondent for Stars am
Stripes, and thi
prepared him for
job
as reporter
o
the Lewistovn
News
after V-J Dail
Daj |
Within a year, how
ever,
Al shif te
from the editorii
side of the News 1
advertising. He w£
named advertisir
manager of the p;
per
within a matt<
of months.
He served brief
as commercial ma:
ager of KXLO LeV
istown before joi.
ing thestaffNewof Yot
sales
Friedenberg
Age

House of Goddard's
quilt pieces; and
Galgano Distributing Co.'s phonorecords. fall
Earlygraph last
when Al Eicoff told
a few of his friends
AL
station the
represe
tative, in 1948.cy, During
sar
at Chicago's larger agencies that
year,
he
was
named
Chicago
ma
he was about to glamorize a ratager of both the representati
killing compound so that a housewife could buy a can of it with no firm and Marfree Advertisi
more embarrassment than when
Corp., which was being set up
she purchased a can of cleanser, he the time by his employer, Harry
was told it couldn't be done. Yet Friedenberg. By December 1£
today d-CON is outselling its rivals
(Continued on page U6)
by more than 50 to 1.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii
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ON THE
WASHINGTON

SCENE

beat
JIM

GIBBONS'
Sets

HARJORIE GREENBAUM and BOGART CARLAW, copy supervisors,
appointed vice presidents of Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
[
iOBERT KINSLEY, manager S. F. office Sawyer-Ferguson-Walker Co.,
md MILES TURPIN, manager of firm's L. A. office, named vice presidents.
VILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB & Co., Inc., N.
hat its media, accounting, radio and television time
lave moved to offices at 49 East 53rd Street and its
o 270 Park Ave. Due to the expansion of agency
ast six months of 1950.

in

wmal

COUNTRY

all-time

public

STOR

record

response!

15,000 Needy Aided by enthusiastic
support of Gibbons fans at Christmas

Y., has announced
buying departments
research department
business during the

IM BURCH, secretary-treasurer King, Ackerman, Deckard & Burch
nc, Phoenix, to Vick Knight Inc., L. A., as copy chief and account
r xecutive.
iEORGE COLEMAN MARTIN and staff of Martin Adv. Agency merge
pith Buckley Organization, Phila. advertising firm. Mr. Martin will
unction as service director and will continue as executive on following
ccounts, formerly handled by his agency: Zippy Products Co. Inc., John
lohenadel Brewery Inc., Hanscom Brothers Inc., Plantation Chocolate
)o. Inc., Mrs. Morrison's Products, and Raymond Rosen & Co. (Bendix
automatic Ironers Div.). No change in name or location of Buckley
•rganization.
•EYTON CARROLL, copy chief Dana Jones Co., L. A., to Ted H. Factor
agency, L. A., in same capacity.
jj?IARFREE ADVERTISING Corp., N. Y. and Chicago, acquires A. Linn
ffddison Adv. Agency, Chicago, HARRY FRIEDENBERG, president
-larfree, announced last week. Mr. Addison elected Marfree vice presient and will supervise all space-advertising placed from Chicago office.

The National Capital Optimist Club (above) arrives at The Country
Store with a train-shaped truck load of gifts and is greeted by Jim
Gibbons (overalls). Each day the Country Store was run by a different club or school — was in operation from November 27-December
23. During that period more than 60,000 items were contributed by the
many friends of Jim Gibbons in the Nation's Capital! Items were distributed Services.
to the needy by the Christmas Bureau of the United Community
The Jim Gibbons
Country ficially
Storeopenedwasby of-(1
to r) Tom Amatucci, builder of
the Country Store; D. C. Commissioner John Russell Young;
Jim Gibbons; Thornton Owens,
Board of Trade President; and
Al Renaudot, Kiwanis President.
Jim Gibbons broadcast his
"Town Clock" program (Mon.
thru Sat., 6 to 9 am) from the
Country Store each day.

7 ETER DeBON, Sandvick-Saniford, S. F., to production department
^uild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
. it
jjijOEL McPHERSON, vice president traffic and sales Pan American Air54l?iays in charge of media advertising, to Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N.Y.,
;rTe ,3 account executive.
w 11
fljlEW KASHUK & SON Adv. Co., N. Y., moves to larger quarters in
£oi Ihillips- Jones Bldg., 1225 Broadway. Telephone Murray Hill 6-2523.
WftURT FREIBERGER & Co., Denver, to membership in American Assn.
Advertising Agencies.
^DITH M. KNUTSEN and ARTHUR R. ROBERTS Jr. appointed vice
esidents Christiansen Adv. Agency, Chicago. Miss Knutsen has been
edia director of agency since it was organized in 1944. Mr. Roberts was
;tis«% j-eative director.

*\ LARENCE HATCH Jr., executive vice president D. P. Brother & Co.,
etroit, elected president of Detroit Television Round Table for 1951.
ther officers elected were: ART FIELDEN, Campbell-Ewald Co., vice
^j-esident;
WALKER
GRAHAM, Co.,
Geyer,
Newell Board
& Ganger,
treasurer;
iAN WHIRL,
Campbell-Ewald
secretary.
members:
BILL
; jRYAN, Free & Peters; RALPH HOTCHKISS, Maxon Inc.; N. A. COR!ljPTT, RCA Victor Distributing Co.; CHARLES NUTTING, C. A. Nutl,'<ig
WXYZ-TV
ELL,Sales
VideoService;
Films; LEN
BUD LAMINS,
PEARSE, Weed
& Co. Detroit; BILL WITHEigten
1 cNEILL & McCLEERY Adv., Hollywood, changes name to McNEILL,
cCLEERY & CREAMER. C. R. CREAMER, account supervisor and
Im member since 1946, is secretary-treasurer. KENNETH McNEILL
3 president and JAMES McCLEERY vice president.
■9
■01 ATHLEEN A. OAKES to radio and TV department Ketchum, MacLeod
Grove Inc., Pittsburgh, as assistant to KATHERINE NEUMANN,
ar
rgh.of Kay's Kitchen five-times-weekly program on WDTV
Telecasting
< *0 ADC ASTING

(TV) Pitts-

Civil Service Commissioner James Mitchell i^H^
presents over 3,000
cans of food to the Country
Store on behalf of his agency.
A total of 48,000 cans of food,
4,000 toys, 350 gallons of fuel
oil, 500 loaves of bread, 3,000
pounds of meat was collected
PLUS a live pig, a ton of coal,
$2,960 in cash converted into
food and Clothing — a tribute
to the popularity of Jim Gibbons, and a Merry Christmas
for thousands of needy Washingtonians !
WMAL-TV

WMAL-FM

WMAL
THE

EVENING

STAR

WASHINGTON,

STATIONS
D. C.
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SPONSORS

GET

"PROMOTION
pior*
ON

WDSU

.

.

f

0m

ness
new busi
PHILIP MORRIS, N. Y. (Bond Street tobacco), looking for availabili
ties in four markets, Chicago, Boston, Washington and Philadelphia,
between 11 p.m. and midnight to place its transcribed program
Lonesome Gal. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
ZIPPY PRODUCTS Co., L. A. (liquid starch, wall cleaner, detergent for
dish washing), appoints W. B. Geissinger & Co., L. A., to direct national
advertising. Spot radio and TV planned in key West Coast markets.
WEST END BREWING Co., Utica, N. Y. (Utica Club beer and ale
appoints Harry B. Cohen Agency, N. Y., to direct advertising, effective
Feb. 1. Radio and TV spots will be used.

*0VER 5,000 LINES OF
NEWSPAPER

ADVERTISING

EVERY WEEK, AIMED DIRECTLY
AT NEW

ORLEANS

LISTENERS!

PARAMOUNT CITRUS Assn., San Fernando, Calif. (CAL-FAME,
frozen orange juice, lemonade), in late January starts for 13 weeks,
participation in live shows on Los Angeles TV stations. Estimated
budget $20,000. Agency: Vick Knight Inc., L. A.
HOWARD CLOTHES, Brooklyn, N. Y., began sponsoring kinescope
version of Jimmy Powers Shoiv, on WPIX(TV) New York Jan. 3, for
13 weeks. Show will be carried on TV stations in Philadelphia, Syracuse,
Boston, Chicago, and later in Providence, R. I. Agency: Peck Adv., N. Y.
LOS ANGELES Conservatory of Music & Arts appoints Vick Knight
Inc., L. A., to handle advertising. Regional radio and TV contemplated.
Jim Burch is account executive.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co. (Canada) Ltd., Montreal (shave cream), Jan. 15
starts spot announcement campaign on number of Canadian stations.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Montreal.
GRACE BROS. BREWING Co., Santa Rosa, appoints Byrne and Grill
Adv., S. F. TV will be used.

A/atwotk

-@ccou.nt5 • • •

JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, renews Halls of Ivy ort
NBC,
26 weeks
from Jan. 3, Wed., 7-7:30 p.m. (CST). Agency: Young &'
Rubicam,
Chicago.

At WDSU, Promotion is an every
day, every week, every month job.
Sponsors get extra sales assistance
from our powerful "Promotion Plus"
merchandising.

YAMI YOGURT Products Inc., L. A. (cultured milk), currently sponsor-ling three quarter-hours weekly of Fulton Lewis jr. news analysis on"
seven Don Lee stations, Jan. 7 started William Tusher in Hollywood',
commentary on KGO San Francisco for 52 weeks. Agency: Hal Steb-j
bins Inc., L. A.
CANADIAN

WESTINGHOUSE Co., Hamilton, Ont. (receivers and appliances), Jan. 7 expanded Dominion network carrying Don Wrighi
Chorus program to 48 stations, and extended time for five weeks tc
April 29, Sun., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto.

NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION
OFFERS THIS PLUS TO SPONSORS!
■Qdjaeojale
HOWARD M. LIST, assistant advertising manager Kellogg Co. fo
past three years, appointed advertising manager.
• Write, wire
or phone your
1
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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A. C. RAGNOW, vice president and Chicago manager Campbell-Mithu
Inc., advertising agency, to Fairmont Foods Co., Omaha, as vice presi
dent in charge of merchandising.
THOMAS E. WARD, night radio editor Associated Press, Chicago, t
public relations staff U. S. Steel Corp., same city. Was newscaste
WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Two

reach

the

ways

ears

of

PORTLAND

YOUNGSTERS

. . both

on

KEX

Want a huge juvenile audience in
the big Pacific Northwest market1?
It's yours., via economical particiin KEX's
new Special
Format forpations.,late
afternoons.
Back from active duty with the
Marines, Bob Amsberry again conducts the ever-popular "Squirrel
Cage," 4:15-4:45 Monday through
Saturday. Bob's voice characters..
"Gus the Goose" and "Gabby the
Squirrel". . are known and loved
by uncounted thousands of kids
in the rich Portland area.
Then from 5:00 to 5:30 Monday
through Saturday, there's the new
"Merrie Circle" with Merrie Virgina. . the girl who scored such a
sensational hit in the "Squirrel
Cage" while Bob was in service.
Two sure-fire programs! Double
opportunity for results! Get details
from KEX or Free & Peters.

PORTLAND,

ORE.

5 0,00 0 WATTS
ABC AFFILIATE
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KYW • KDKA • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
KEX

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV7;
for WBZ-TV. NBC Spot Sales

January 8, 1951
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We call it "Sportsmen's
Lodge," a regular niche on
the sportsmen's listening
post at 5:00 each Saturday
afternoon. It's an authoritative program of hunting,
fishing, resort and travel
information reported by
WRC's Outdoor Editor,
Kennedy Ludlam.

feature of the week
f-f
PERSONAL greetings from 94
G.I.'s to their relatives in the Los
Angeles area were simulcast on
Christmas Day by KFI-AM-TV
Los Angeles.
The station decided that one of
the best gifts for those at home
would be supplied by tape recorded
messages from loved ones in Korea,
Tokyo, Alaska, and Germany.
These recordings were obtained
during the month before the holiday and presented on Christmas
day, the telecast being accompanied
by a picture of each serviceman as
his message was delivered.
Families of 79 of the servicemen
phoned the station during the day Mrs. Thomas Learniham Sr. is presented a record of her son's greetto express their gratitude, and over
ing by Mr. Anthony
250 relatives and friends of the
Whitney. (I) and Mr.
men expressed their appreciation
He * *
by signing and presenting a scroll
to Earle C. Anthony and George
broadcasts, individual recordings
family. sent to each serviceman's
Whitney, KFI owner and manager,
were
respectively.
In addition to the

strictly

Ken Ludlam's easy, wisely paced half hour includes
late hunting and fishing
news, supported by last
minute long distance
'phone reports — they're
standard outdoor bulletins
for all outdoor men and
women.
"Sportsmen's Lodge"
may well become your
sales avenue to this busy
and wealthy sports market.
Call WRC or National Spot
Sales.
JERRY GLYNN
5:00 - 5:30 PM
EVERY SATURDAY

T in WASHINGTON

k

A
. 980 RC
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s his
enjoy
ess,
and jobit
radioN busin
RYtheGLYN
JERand
.
ng,
personable
shows A smili
salesman, Jerry likes people, believes sincerely in his product and
knows his prospects. That's just
part of his personal formula. Chir oftive
managesenta
Walker
the firm,
the
for Co.,*
stationcagorepre
past year, Jerry was elected a vice
president last September.
Young but not youthful (he'll be
26 years old Feb. 13), Jerry has
moved fast all his life, especially
during his three years in radio. Son
of a golf professional, who has
"followed the sun" with golfing

business

devotees all his life, Jerry was born
in Biloxi, Miss., when his father
was teaching golf there one winter.
Most of his youth and adolescence was spent commuting between Chicago, which was always
maintained as headquarters for the
family operation, and points southward in the wintertime. Twelve
years ago his father bought a home
in suburban Lake Forest, along
Chicago's North Shore, where
Jerry now lives with his parents
and two younger brothers.
He entered the business of radio
after graduation from Lake Forest
College and a stint in the Navy.
In 1943, following Navy training
at the U. of South Carolina, Jerry
was
school transferred
at Columbia toU. .midshipman's
in New York
City. Just before he was to be
graduated, he — alone among 1,200
trainees in the class — contracted
scarlet fever. He missed graduation, spent six weeks staring at
Long Island Sound from a hospital
window and was shipped to Notre
Dame U. There he completed midsioned. shipman training and was commis-

'GRAWyoming
ND KNIG
HT
Valley's
THE

OF

TURNTABLE"

Hit tunes — Top bands — New
stars are all brought to Pennsylvania's 4th largest marketing
area 1st by our own Bob Bacon.
More
listen to
"Bacon people
lor Breakfast"
showBob's
on
WERE than any other disc show
in town.
There's no "Ham" in this Bacon.
He makes sweet music for listeners and Money for Advertisers.
Write or call us for availabilities on
Wyoming

Valley's lop disc show . . .
"Bacon for Breakjasl."

In Miami, at an anti-submarine
warfare base, he was given sea
training on Caribbean cruises
aboard destroyer escorts and submarine chasers. Stationed as communications officer on an amphibious cargo ship which carried supplies and small landing craft, Jerry
(Continued on page 38)
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

THE BILLION-DOLLAR MARKET OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA'S MAGIC
EMPIRE— PLUS THE RICH PLUM OF ARKANSAS' WESTERN OZARK REGION!
*

ONE

OPERATION

*

ONE
REPRESENTATIVE
(AVERY KNODEL
Inc.)

*

ONE

NETWORK

*

ONE

BUY

- THE

BEST

KTUL-KFPW
JOHN ESAU — Vice President-General Manager
AFFILIATED

lOADCASTING

•

WITH

KOMA,

OKLAHOMA

Telecasting

CITY

January 8, 1951
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BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME

For a full century Hillsboro, Oregon, has been a major producing,
marketing and processing center. Today foods packed by Hillsboro plants are consumed throughout the world. A recent KGW
Tour-Test, conducted with the cooperation of the Oregon State
Motor Association, proved KGW's dominance of this market
Haley Canning Company, one of the city's major packing plants,
was visited by the Tour-Test. Above William Christensen (left)
Hillsboro business figure, and Bill Watkins, Haley's president,
examine with "Miss KGW" canned meat products destined for
the U. S. armed services. Hillsboro's expanding economy is delivered through the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of KGW

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

chart, compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
with
the
FCC
in
WashingD.C., or from field intensity
ys.
tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
PREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marnof the

PORTLAND,
ON
{PRESENTED
Page 14
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THE

OREGO

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

620
BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

BROADCASTING

PETRY

&

CO.

Telecasting

I
WASHINGTON,

Yol. 40, No. 2

D. C, JANUARY

8, 1951

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Gets
WAN

ELECTED

EARCH for a president of naional stature to direct expansion
f Broadcast Advertising Bureau
ito a million-dollar agency culminated last week in election of
William B. Ryan, NAB general
lanager.
Mr. Ryan was elected Thursday
iter a series of telephone talks
mong members of the board of diectors of BAB Inc., headed by
.obert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
■rleans.
1 Even before all routine steps to
pmplete the deal had been taken
|riday, Mr. Ryan was working on
lans to carry out the development
f BAB into a competitive sales oranization able to fight on even
?rms with the elaborate facilities
taintained by newspapers, maga.nes and other media.
He will not take over the posion formally until Feb. 1, followlg the winter meeting of the NAB
oard.
NAB President Justin Miller has
ranted Mr. Ryan leave of absence
> accept the BAB position. The
AB presidential appointment cares a 836,000 starting salary unar a three-year contract. He will
jceive $40,000 the second year and
50,000 the third year.
NAB Situation
What happens at NAB headquar:rs is not yet known. Judge Milr will continue as top policy ex;utive of the industry trade assoation. It was thought at the
eekend that any changes at NAB
lould await the Jan. 31 board
eeting.
Hugh M. P. Higgins, present
AB director who was named last
ugust, will continue in that post,
ong with his assistants, accordg to Mr. Ryan. A Washington
ssistant will be named to act adinistratively for Mr. Ryan during
I s absence from NAB headquarprs.
Mr. Ryan expects to retain his

BAB

N

Leave

From

NAB

PRESIDENT

WILLIAM

B. RYAN, new president of BAB, made the following statement to Broadcasting • Telecasting:
I regard the BAB presidency as a terrific challenge. I have been keenly
interested in BAB since its start.
My professional career has been
centered around radio and outdoor
selling. I have spent a great deal of
my professional life selling radio. I
regard this as an opportunity to
promote the best advertising medium in America and have complete
confidence of radio's ability to retain that position.
A strong trade association derives its strength from economic
stability. In turn sales are the
key to economic stability of its
members. I look for development
in BAB of direct sales tools and
H ^■Hkc . ^^k.
■^^^Hk|
H
K
JKk m
HL

broad basic promotion of the mediof advereducation
urn, including
g,
tising
people not
in broadcastin
who must be acquainted with the
use and value of radio selling.
BAB will sell radio directly and

radio's
It will
intensively
advantages. at
everypromote
possibly
opMr. RYAN
portunity before groups and organizations whose members have advertising dollars to spend.
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; Charles C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria, 111.; Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga., and Allen
M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.
The five committeemen are organizing directors of BAB Inc., successor to the original BAB. Addi-

tional directors are to be named as
the reorganized BAB moves into
high gear.
Mr. Ryan is charged with enforcing BAB board policies and immediately launching plans to meet the
industry's demand for a broadened
program of radio promotion. Re-

maining on the BAB staff with Mr.
Higgins, it was indicated, will be
Lee Hart and Meg Zahrt, assistant
directors.
Commenting on the appointment,
Judge Miller said: "Of course we
are sorry to lose the fulltime services of Bill Ryan. The manner in
which the association has progressed in recent months demonstrates his ability as an executive.
I am sure he will demonstrate his
abilities again, both as an organizer and a salesman, as head of
BAB — a dynamic force in radio
selling and promotion.
Joint Understanding
"I have agreed to a leave of absence with the understanding, in
which he joins, that his withdrawal
from fulltime NAB management
would not adversely affect the futhe association."
Mr.ture ofSwezey,
speaking on behalf
of the BAB board, issued this statement:
"Many of us regard this assignment as the most important one in
the industry at present, and we
believe that Mr. Ryan's long experience in the field of radio sales
and promotion, together with his
demonstrated talent for organization and administration, eminently
qualify him for the job.
"Initial steps have already been
(Continued on page 30)

<*
CUT
RATE
LVE
SHE
NBC
NBC
LAST WEEK
shelved
its S
continues to offer advertising values
had arranged.
greater than competing media, that
proposal to reduce nighttime radio
There was no indication, howrates in television markets after a
recent changes in the national ecoever, that the network had wavernomic picture indicate that these
ed from its basic belief that advermajority of its affiliates had extiser resistance to current radio values will increase in the period
pressed opposition to the plan.
The network cancelled a meetrates in television areas must evenahead, and that broadcast operating of the 48 affiliated stations that
ing expenses are continuing to
tually force reductions.
had been scheduled for Jan. 10 in
No Immediate Action
New York to discuss the rate cut.
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC presiWhether NBC had a timetable
A conference to be exclusively con'ashington residence, in suburban
pointed out to
fined to the stations, arranged by a regarding a reopening of the quesirginia, until the spring.
ing •dent,
Telecasting
thatBroadcastevents ocThe BAB committee checked
tion with its affiliates could not be
provisional station committee to
curring
after
the
network
first
learned. It was authoritatively
precede the NBC meeting on Jan.
-ound the industry before making
broached the rate cut to its affils presidential selection and found
9, also was called off.
felt, however, that the network
iates had raised some questions as
The decision to abandon the probably would not make any im)0% support for Mr. Ryan. Origto rise."
the future patterns that the
mediate
moves
in
that
direction.
present effort to persuade affiliates
ally the committee had thought
growth of television — the dominant
terms of a chairman of the to accept rate reductions was made
In an official announcement of —factor
the radio rate reduction
would intake.
>ard for BAB but had abandoned
on Sunday, Dec. 31. After NBC
the cancellation of its Jan. 10 affiltelegraphed the affected stations a
ie idea some weeks ago. NBC
iates meeting, NBC said it was the
He said that it was after NBC
"consensus" of the 48 affiliates
id CBS gave the Ryan appoint- notice of cancellation of its meetits proposal that Presi"that a reduction in network rates first made
ing, the provisional station comCO ent their blessing.
dent Truman declared a national
mittee followed suit with respect
Serving on the BAB committee
is untimely and unwarranted in
(Continued on page 28)
id board with Mr. Swezey are to the station-only conference it view of the fact that network radio
ROADCASTING
• Telecastin;
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MILK

Y&R
NAMES
Three New Vice Presidents
THREE Young & Rubicam Inc.
executives last week were named
vice presidents of the agency, according to an announcement by
Sigurd S. Larmon, president.
Those named were Eldon E.
Smith, manager of Y & R Los Angeles office and supervisor, Hunt
Food Account; Edward A. Merrill
Jr., manager of the San Francisco
office; David Miller, member of the
law firm of Engel, Judge, Miller
& Sterling, New York legal counsel for agency. Mr. Miller was
also named general counsel.
Mr. Smith first joined the agency in 1945 as merchandise man,
and was named manager of the Los
Angeles office in 1949. Mr. Merrill, San Francisco manager since
1948, first joined agency in 1931.
ADAM

EXPLAINS

Why Pearson Was Dropped
AN OFFICIAL of Adam Hat Stores
Inc. explained last week the action
of his firm in dropping sponsorship
of ABC Commentator Drew Pearson's Sunday night broadcasts on
the network [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Charles V. Molesworth, president
of the company, said the decision
to terminate sponsorship was made
last May, long in advance of Sen.
Joseph McCarthy's (R-Wis.) attacks against the news columnist.
In explaining the Adam Stores'
position, Mr. Molesworth said the
firm would dispense altogther with
network radio as an advertising
medium. He said that throughout
Mr. Pearson's broadcast series
(contract runs from Sept. 2, 1949
to Feb. 18, 1951), the commentator
enjoyed complete freedom cf
speech.
Mr. Molesworth pointed out that
Mr. Pearson received notification

Heavy Radio-TV Schedule
A MILK-EDUCATION campaign,
utilizing radio-TV and newspapers,
has been launched in the Washington, D. C. area by the Maryland & Virginia Milk Producers
Assn. through Henry J. Kaufman
& Assoc., Washington.
In order to clarify its position to
the public in a hotly contested dispute over the milk regulation
rules, the association had the
agency
prepare campaign
a concertedwhich
radio-is
TV-newspaper

Drawn for Broadcasting e Telecasting by Sid Hix
"It's been suffering from envious discontent ever since some contract
folder's confessions ran in Broadcasting • Telecasting."
of the contract cancellation as
early as Nov. 15, 1950, and that
lions to Stanton, Ream
since the controversy with Sen.
McCarthy appeared in the press a CBS has granted an option to buy
7,000 shares of its Class B stock to
month later, "it is . . . obviously
Frank Stanton, president, and an
impossible that Sen. McCarthy's
attack upon Mr. Pearson and the option to buy 3,000 shares of Class
requested boycott of Adam Hats
B stock to Joseph H. Ream, executive vice president, in consideration
could have had any influence whatever on our decision not to extend
of "past efficient and exceptional
services . . . and proven loyalty,"
our radio contract with him."
He said his statement was de- according to information at the
Securities & Exchange Commission.
signed to clarify confusion over
motives behind the change in policy
In each case, the options conof Adam Hats. The executive said
tinue until Dec. 8, 1957, unless the
that although the firm was in dis- optionee dies or leaves the network.
Par value of the stock was given
agreement with Mr. Pearson's
as
$2.50 per share, and the options
views "on a number of occasions,"
the broadcasts were aired without
may be exercised at the price of
company interference. Mr. Moles$24.75 per share, which is deworth added the belief Mr. Pearscribed as being "at least 85% of
the fair market value on the date
son would continue on the air under
another sponsor.
of The
granting
the options."
actionof was
taken by the
ABC has indicated Mr. Pearson's
broadcasts will be continued, al- CBS board of directors on Nov.
though the network has not an8, 1950, and the option agreements
nounced detailed plans.
made on Dec. 8, 1950.

now hammering home the group's
points to thousands of District
area residents. Initial effort came
through local participation in the
Paul Whiteman
Teen Club onW
ABC-TV, followed by effective ra- [
dio spot announcements.
A se- \
ries of 1,000-line ads in all four 1
Washington
newspapers
supple- it
mented the drive.
Started in December, the cam- j
paign is continuing to add ii
pact, Kaufman reports.
!
5
NBC Signs Hope
BOB HOPE has been signed to an'
exclusive, long-term contract by
NBC for both radio and TV. Terms
for the contract were undisclosed.
Mr. Hope currently is sponsored by
Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield),
Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. over NBC,
and by Frigidaire Div. of General
Motors for six performances on:
the Sunday, 8-9 p.m., Comedy Hour
over NBC-TV.
Plymouth Buys Packages
PLYMOUTH MOTOR Corp. (Div
of Chrysler Corp.), Detroit, foi
1951 Plymouth cars, will sponsoi
one-time broadcasts of three CB£
radio packages : Harold Peart
Show, 9-9:30 p.m., Jan. 10; Th
Line-Up, 10-10:30 p.m., and Song
for Sale, 8:30-9 pm., Jan. 12. Th<
agency
is N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
New York.

AN
ELECTION of NAB's general manager, William B. Ryan, to the presidency of radio's new
business-getting organization — Broadcast Advertising Bureau Inc. — will be applauded generally throughout radio's ranks. It should be.
Mr. Ryan brings to BAB a rich background
in radio selling. Even though it isn't generally
known, he has guided the destinies of BAB
from behind the scenes since he assumed his
NAB post nine months ago.
The evolution of BAB management did not
follow the course originally planned by the
NAB board and its BAB Committee. There
was to have been named, as chairman of the
board, an outstanding personage in commerce
and industry, after which a president was
to have been selected. (Mr. Ryan had been
considered for the post almost from the start.)
The war emergency, however, found most of
the figures under consideration for the honorary chairmanship unavailable.
In view of the exigencies, however, little
appears to have been lost in altering the
Page 16
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course. The next step is the selection of a
powerful board of directors for BAB — representing all segments of radio. Every group
that has a step in radio-selling — broadcasters
(including the networks, of course), station
representatives, radio manufacturers, transcription producers, suppliers — all should have
a voice in its direction.
A year from April, BAB is slated to become
100% autonomous. It must have the wherewithal— something over a half-million dollars
— to effectively cope with the competitive onslaughts of other media.
BAB's gain poses for NAB a big question
mark. Mr. Ryan brought a new confidence,
stability and esprit de corps to NAB, which
obviously was floundering rather aimlessly.
Nominally, he will be on leave from NAB for
a maximum of three years (though he can
return on appropriate notice in the interim).
But BAB is a full-time job if there ever was
one.
NAB President Justin Miller leaves in early

EDITORIAL

March for a prolonged UNESCO trip througl
South America. Mr. Ryan then will have lef
the NAB.
The top command will be gone.
These are critical times. There are por
tents of all-out war. It is the worst possibL
time to leave NAB without a policy-directins
head. Either President Miller should cancel hi
trip or Mr. Ryan should postpone his assump
tion of BAB's presidency. There isn't time lef
to train even an interim replacement for Mi
Ryan even if the logical course of selecting
a senior department head is followed.
Events in radio have gained favorabl
momentum in the past few months. Ultima^
emergence of BAB as an independent entit
may be followed shortly by the crystallizatio
of NAB-TV as a largely autonomous organi
zation. Broadcasters and manufacturers ar:
working in closer harmony than ever befort
Greatest diligence must be exercised at thi
juncture to avoid any loss of ground.
BROADCASTING
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chasing power were important factors. Baseball's decline, he added,
declined less than other sports.
Another late development in collegiate circles was announcement
by Georgia School of Technology
that it had signed its third annual
contract with W SB-TV Atlanta for
live telecasting of 1951 basketball
games. Televising of games has developed an "amazing" interest in
basketball in the Atlanta area, according to Roy Mundorf, assistant
athletic director of Georgia Tech.
The school telecast its football last
fall.
President Fagg, of U. of Southern California, in commenting on
sports telecasts, said:
We have televised football games
for the past three years and last year
prepared special half-time films on
university educational and athletic activities. Undoubtedly television will
become one of the greatest educational
media yet devised by the human mind.
We are using television as a means
of education, information and public
relations. Through the generous cooperation of KFI-TV we are currently
presenting
dailycovers
five-a-week
University" awhich
cultural "TV
and
scientific subjects in classroom fashion.
Response has been gratifying. We are
planning additional college-level programs on specific subjects and are
contemplating offering academic credit
throughout the extension division.
President Allen, of U. of Washington, said:
As to athletic events, audio broadhas long benefiting
since established1
itself as acastingfactor
the public,
the radio business and the colleges
alike. Television, on the other hand,
presents other problems.
In my opinion, however, these problems will eventually be worked out to
the satisfaction of all. Even if not
(Continued on page 80)

PORTS
BAN
THREAT
search director. General Manager
Research Center, commissioned by
By J. FRANK BEATTY
B. Ryan may attend later
PPONENTS of broadcast and TV
Mr. Hamilton's committee and the William
in the week.
sporting of professional and col- TV networks to analyze the TV
sports situation. Paul B. Sheatsley,
The professional baseball situagiate sports events, seeking bans
tion was at a standstill last week.
gainst play-by-play coverage as NORC eastern representative in
ley enter negotiations during the New York, told Broadcasting • George Trautman, president of the
Telecasting he would submit a American Assn. of Professional
ext fortnight, face opposition
Baseball Leagues, conferred
preliminary report to the NCAA
'om the public, highest university
TV Committee but explained that a Thursday with C. L. Jordan, execticials and many athletic directors.
utive vice president of N. W. Ayer
written report could not be prestake are the
rights
pared before March or April.
& Son, advertising agency, on the
)Ateducational
andpublic's
recreational
Mr. Sheatsley said NORC has
agenda for a radio-TV conference
.rogramming as well as large numscheduled in Columbus Jan. 15.
merely collected figures and anabers of commercial and sustaining
Representing minor leagues, Mr.
lyzed
them
in
a
preliminary
way,
adio-TV contracts involving milbut added that it is extremely dif- Trautman's organization faces ecoifflJslons of dollars.
nomic and personnel problems
ficult to submit findings on which
S As college athletic and coaching
arising out of the war mobilization.
a
categorical
answer
to
the
TV
Officials converged on Dallas for sports problem could be based. He The minor leagues have complained
lie annual meeting of the National
that nationwide broadcasting of
to attend the Dallas meetollegiate Athletic Assn., new sup- plans
ings.
major league
inport for the electronic media came
terest of fansgames
fromhasthedrawn
minors.
It is understood NORC will be
•om several nationally known unialso have been tryunable to supply basis for an im- Majoring to leagues
ersities enjoying high sports
work out a solution of the
mediate decision by NCAA. NORC
-inking.
many-sided radio-TV problem, recis said to feel that it should conWhile the situation was unpreognizing the promotional benefits
duct an extensive nationwide public
ctable at the weekend, there were
of
live
sportscasting.
opinion
survey
if
NCAA
desires
idications from college sources
lat NCAA will run into trouble
comprehensive material as a basis
National League Meet
an effort is made to impose a for deciding the future of sports
National
League club owners
aijaneral ban on sports telecasts at telecasts in colleges.
meet Thursday in New York to
bjj time when the actual impact of
In some localities, the NORC fig- discuss the broadcast-telecast probures are said to indicate, TV hurts
srniflV is still unknown, and 1950 atlem and will attempt to work out
rd tndance data are incomplete.
the gate. In others it obviously a definite policy to meet minor
11 Moreover, colleges are known to does not. Thus any attempt to reach league objection to widespread
a national decision runs into the broadcasts.
concerned over signs that over\BCl;>mmereialization of sports is local angles as well as the longFord Frick, league president, said
sen i arting to backfire,
range thinking of university offi- a central office to handle radio afs g i Also offsetting opposition to TV
cials at the policy-making level.
fairs is planned. He described
Job \: the coaching level were statebroadcasts as a contributing factor
Attending the Dallas meetings
lents to Broadcasting • Telethis week for NAB will be Robert
in minor league atiSting by three high officials of K. Richards, public affairs director, in the decline
tendance but said bad weather, the
ading universities. They were
and Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, re- world situation and decline in pur'aymond B. Allen, president of the
Di,,. of Washington, and Fred D.
-■0 (agg Jr., president of the U. of
authern California. In their supNetworks Near S184 Million
»rt of TV they joined Father
,r aeodore M. Hesburgh, C. S. C, '50
BILLINGS
ecutive vice president of Notre
TOTAL gross billings for the four for 1949, but television billings was J. Walter Thompson, with
rose $5,078,519 above the 1949 gross billings of $1,556,361.
major radio networks in 1950 were
gross of $1,391,991.
$183,727,422, a decrease of 2.2%
West Coast Stand
By product category, the Food
& Food Beverages group led in
The network's biggest customer
These comments were made as below the total for 1949, according
in 1950 was General Mills Inc. MBS time purchases, spending $4,to computations released last week.
^_hletic directors and coaches of
By networks, total gross bill- which spent $4,910,766 on radio 194,196.
jest Coast conference schools
and $476,374 on TV.
Neither CBS nor NBC releases
ings were:
"aded toward Dallas with deterDancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, with billings. Those released by ABC
ABC
$35,124,625
ination to ban telecasts of their
gross billings of $5,381,248, and and Mutual follow:
CBS
$71,000,000
otball games.
J. Walter Thompson, with $2,662,MBS
$16,102,797
Five of the larger NCAA con632, led agencies buying ABC radio American Broadcasting Co.
NBC
$61,500,000
ferences— Big Ten, Eastern, Southtime. Young & Rubicam, with
The ABC and Mutual figures
i stern, Southeastern and Pacific
$858,334 gross billings, and Danhave expressed, formally and in- were compiled by the networks
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample, with $590,- AM
Month Gross Billings by Months
■ rmally, varying degrees of op- themselves. Figures for CBS and
1950
409, were leading television buyers
1949
NBC were estimates based on PubJanuary
$3,454,221
jjj| sition to telecasting of games.
on
ABC
among
agencies.
February
3,147,208
lishers
Information
Bureau
figures.
Foods
Top
• r £ The Dallas sessions, including
March
3,454.338
3,845,610
The $183,727,422 total gross billApril
3,115,897 $4,067,907
4,238,780
jimmittee and all-inclusive meetBy industrial category, the Food June
May
3,242,000
ings figures calculated last week
Jgs, will hear a report from the
3,893.736
2,880,220
4,030,915
& Food Products group led all July
2.788,103
CAA's TV Committee, headed by were at only slight variance with
2,255.647
August
2,249,885
trim Hamilton, athletic director,
others in buying ABC radio, spend3,387,939
Broadcasting • Telecasting's
September
2.416,631
own estimates of $184,200,000 of
of Pittsburgh. Mr. Hamilton
October
3,009,205
ing $10,893,839 in 1950. Automo3,076.900
2,544,141
2,973,103
biles, Trucks & Accessories led in November
Id Broadcasting • Telecasting
total network gross business pub3,404,713
3.406,989
*2,926,270
lished in the Dec. 25, 1950, issue.
TV buyers, with $1,285,332 spent December
lursday the TV problem was
The ABC radio billings for 1950, in 1950.
3,656,492
TOTAL
*$35,124,625 $42,342,225
taggering." He wasn't sure that
. equate facts were available at $35,124,625, were estimated by
Mutual's 1950 gross billings were * Estimated
Broadcasting • Telecasting at
enflflijis time to reach a definite deci- $35,500,000. ABC last week also $1,968,898 below the .$18,071,695
fm on telecasting of football and
gross for 1949. Broadcasting •
1950
By Advertisers
reported gross television billings Telecasting estimated MBS' 1950
ier college sports events.
General Mills Inc.
$4,910,766
A limited amount of research
for
1950
of
$6,470,510.
BROADCASTgross
at
$16,200,000.
Swift & Co
2,696,534
: a;
Telecasting had set the
Top advertiser on the network
Sterling Drug Inc
2,312.512
jrta on TV's impact on game at- figureING • at
$6,750,000.
vlance will be submitted to the
last year was Quaker Oats Co., Philip Morris & Co. Ltd. Inc 2,153,357
P.
Lorillard
Co
1,942.056
ABC's radio billings for 1950 with $1,365,937 expenditures. Lead"AA. Preliminary reports will were
(Continued on page 68)
$7,217,600 below the gross
submitted by National Opinion
ing agency buying Mutual time
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ZENITH'S NEW YEAR'S DAY entry into the race for the
consumer dollar with Phonevision followed the starting
formula: One for the money, two for the show, three
to make ready and four to go.
Zenith had the money but it »mmm.mm»mm»mm*mmmmmm»m»mm
was not until about two weeks
PROGRAM FACTS
ago, that it had the "show" —
Phonevision:
Pay-as-you-see-television.
feature movies with name stars,
Attraction: Name star movies
to be served as the bill of fare
to be offered to selected holdduring the 90-day FCC-authorized
ers of experimental sets for
experiment in Zenith's home town,
$1
fee.
Corp.
Presented
by: Zenith Radio
Chicago.
Prod.
Cost:
Estimated
by Zenith
Equipment and facilities, "ready"
at over $500,000.
since last summer, were all set to
Number Families: 300.
TestChicago.
Area: Lakview District,
go.The debut, Jan. 1, found ChicaFilms
leased from: Paramount,
goans aflutter. Trade people and
Warner Bros., MGM, RKO and
laymen alike wondered what the
Eagle Lion.
experiment would look like, as the
Authorized by: FCC on 90-day
experimental basis.
films can be seen only in the 300
test homes and a few non-test
homes of VIPs. The picture trans- have "name" stars, some in hapmitted from the Zenith experihazard stories with mediocre promental station on Channel 2 is duction.
scrambled and can be decoded only
Broadcasting • Telecasting's
on order of Phonevision-equipped
reporter caught a telecast of "Lost
homes.
Honeymoon" on the 7 o'clock perFilm Quality
formance the third day. The film,
The caliber of films to be shown
produced by Eagle-Lion with Franseems to be under the par set by chot Tone and Ann Richards, was
Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr. a five-year-old weak comedy farce,
Zenith's aim, for the test at least, on a bad film print. A Zenith rewas to lease from movie producers
pairman standing nearby commented that it was the worst print
first-run, top-flight films with name
stars having the greatest boxoffice among the pictures shown thus
draw. Although the complete list far.
Despite a slight but constant
of films has not been revealed, a
flicker, the picture quality was fair
sampling of the first two-weeks
scheduled shows several oldies and the sound excellent. Most of
which were box office ringers. All the scenes were close-ups and
middle-shots, making the film
readily adaptable for video presentation. Ifthis was a consideration in selection of all the films,
the movies will be more palatable
than those crowded with mob
scenes, chases through the desert
or filled with detailed back and
foregrounds.
Without regard to the question
of licensing policy involved (see
story page 58) the pay-as-you-see
medium has the same basic appeal
as all television. It offers a program that can be seen from a comfortable chair at home. But whether the slight superiority of the
movies offered by Zenith for a fee
over those to be seen free by any
television set owner would make
Phonevision a success seemed
doubtful at this early stage of the
demonstrations.
The fact that television program(Continued on page 79)
Comdr. McDONALD
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UNING in the Stork Club on CBS-TV is not unlike walking sober into the midst of a midnight conversation in
a saloon. The atmosphere is amiable, not to say maudlin,
and the talk, although in this instance apparently uninfluenced
by drink, could not be fuzzier unless the participants had been hit
PROGRAM FACTS
on the head with a bung-starter.
Program:
Stork Club,
CBS-TV
stations,
Tuesdayon and49
The other night, Sherman BilThursday,
7:45-8
p.m.
|
lingsley, the Stork Club proprietor
and master of ceremonies on the
Sponsor:
Liggett & Myers (Fatima cigarettes).
show, steered his interview with
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh,
New York Mayor Impellitteri into
John B. Tarleton, Acct. Exec.
the kind of serious discussion that
Cast: Sherman Billingsley and
one is apt to encounter after the
sixth Martini.
Producer:
guests. Myron Dutton.
"I think," said Mr. Billingsley,
Director: Alex Thurn — Taxis.
Announcer: George Bryan.
"we should talk to the mayor about
those bombs and things everybody
Production Cost: Approximately
$4,500 per show.
is The
talking
about."
phrase
that Mr. Billingsley
was groping for, it turned out un- cigarettes that sponsor the two.
der diplomatic coaching by the
Mr. Godfrey which
spoke favorably
mayor, was the atom bomb. Mr. Chesterfields,
are manuo:1
Billingsley, set aright on his no- factured by Liggett & Myers, wh<
menclature, wanted
mayor's also makes Fatimas, which spoi
advice. Should
Mr.theBillingsley
sors Mr. Billingsley. Mr. Billings I
evacuate his family to the country?
ley spoke well of Fatimas, am;]
The mayor said no, thus sparing lighted several for guests, using
Mr. Billingsley the tortures of Stork Club matches he tore fror
existence outside his chromium
an oversize pack large enough t<j
redoubt.
set fire to the Hudson River.
Mr. Billingsley opened this parBilling Problem
ticular program by presenting the
In this performance, the Storfl
mayor's wife with a check for Club, a name emblazoned on th J
$1,000, a donation to the Heart match cover, got top billing ove|
Fund, and Mrs. Impellitteri in turn Fatima, which pays the bill for th
presented Mr. Billingsley with a
nosegay of compliments for his show.
No one is getting much ou
generosities. The modesty of this of
Billingsley.
this program, except Mi
charitable transaction, carried on
in view of however many people
watch this program, was not
among the memorable moments of
television.
T

*. . . Where The Elite Meet'
The program is said to be telecast from the Stork Club's Cub
Room, a sanctuary to which only
Mr. Billingsley's elite — Walter
Winchell, stray debutantes, retired prize fighters — are admitted.
Mr. Billingsley is revealed at conversation with his leading guest.
On the program under inspection
his guests included the mayor and
his wife and Arthur Godfrey.
Mr. Godfrey's contributions were
two. He read a poem written by
a soldier in Korea (in keeping with
the apparent determination to
prove that serious things are settled in the Cub Room), and he
carried on a chiding banter with
Mr. Billingsley over the brands of
BROADCASTING
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PROCUREMENT

REALIGNMENT of the government's production allocation struc»re to assure a speedier and more
irderly flow of electronics and
:her equipment into defense chanisls highlighted last week's najonal developments, including
jiese :
# Creation of a Defense Projction Administration, with Wilam H. Harrison placed in charge
: directing and coordinating the
itire production phase of mobiliition.
# Split of electronics and comunications into two divisions unjr the National Production Au/iority.
! Ill , Appointment of Manly
-IB ! leischmann, NP A general counICfljklj as new administrator of the
roduction authority, which would
'mtinue as an operating agency
ithin the Dept. of Commerce.
The new production agency
DP A) and Gen. Harrison, who
stains his present jurisdiction
?er allocations, priorities and
•quisitioning of materials, will
mction within the framework of
le Office of Defense Mobilization,
3aded by Charles E. Wilson, forVATTS NAMED
Gets High Defense Post
'ALTER W. WATTS, vice presiily ( ijnt in charge of the Engineering
am jroducts Dept. of RCA Victor Division, was named
last week to serve
as one of thp
principal assistants to Maj. Gen.
William H. Harrison in his new
post as head of
the Defense Production Administration.
Mr. Watts, who
served
as a
»lonel under Gen. Harrison in the
otignal Corps procurement and disjUibution service in World War II,
] slated to report for duty today
Monday). His exact assignment
id not been clearly denned late
st week.
During World War II he served
; commanding officer of the Signal
Drps distribution agency, and as
gnal Corps procurement director.
in. Harrison was director of the
ocurement and distribution serve in the Office of Chief Signal
fficer.
Mr. Watts was granted a leave
absence from RCA to accept the
fense role. Selection of his inrim successor is expected to be
mounced shortly.
Mr. Watts, formerly sales manner of RCA Victor, was elected
ce president in charge of the de|irtment in July 1946. He preously was mail order sales manner for radio and electronic
[uipment for Montgomery Ward
Co., and, before that, vice presint of Wincharger Corp.
ROADCASTING

mer head of General Electric Co.
At the same time, a Defense
Mobilization Board was created to
comprise NSRB Chairman W. Stuart Symington, who formerly discharged duties of the mobilization
director, and secretaries or chairmen of the various government
agencies and departments.
Before President Truman announced creation of the new production agency, the NPA revealed
that it had split up its old-line
electronics-communications section
into two divisions — the former to
exercise duties relating to radiotelevision, radar and all electronics
components; the other to deal with
common carrier, telegraph, plant,
wire, switchboard and other facilities.
John G. Daley is acting director
of electronics, with Donald S.
Parris as deputy director. Gen.
Calvert H. Arnold of the Signal
Corps heads up the communications
division.
Both divisions, which function
under the NPA's Industry Operations Bureau and H. B. McCoy, assistant administrator, plan to add
personnel to man desks devoted to
all phases of electronics and communications. Separation took place
Dec. 27. Some of the IOB functions
shift with Gen. Harrison.
When the electronics division
finally materializes in full force,
with radio-TV specialists, it will
crystallize as a full-fledged factor
in the whole vast production picture.
Present Duties
Already the division makes recommendations on (1) appeals for
adjustments received from end
product and component parts manufacturers on limitation orders involving cobalt, copper and aluminum; (2) loans requested by electronics firms, and (3) "necessity
certificates" governing plant expansion and requests for tax
amortization.
Functions of the electronics division are these:
(1) To analyze supply and demand
for essential materials and make recom endations as to electronics allocations; (2) determine productive capacity of critical industries and urge
measures to increase capacity; (3)
formulate allocation and conservation
orders; (4) administer appropriate orders; (5) direct flow of critical materials; (6) schedule production and
delivery of materials, components and
end products; (7) direct utilization of
facilities and maintain schedules; (8)
study and urge conservation measures.
It is understood that as many as
200 electronics firms have appealed
orders which would cut back consumption of metals used in civilian
radio-TV equipment.
It was learned last week that
RCA had appealed limitations on
copper on grounds that a shortage
of the scarce metal would force
layoffs throughout five of its
plants for a period of ten days or
two weeks because of the lack of
actual defense orders to fill the
gap.RCA's presentation stressed the
inter-relation of production units

• Telecasting

Realignments

Set

using copper at its plants and action the company had taken to
conserve materials, as well as the
need for maintaining a normal
working force in those cities in
which plants are located. RCA's
casewaswasunderstood
described that
as "strong"
and
it
NPA would
tender some relief from copper
limitations. The metal was cut
back 15% for each of January and
February and 20% during March.
Requirements for different industry groups, under current procedure, are submitted by so-called
"claimant" agencies who report
their recommendations respecting
materials and facilities to the Secretary of Commerce. The FCC
Chairman is such a claimant for
"government and private communications facilities," not including
the military, it was revealed.
To Get Materials
Assurance also was given last
week that capacitor and resistor
makers would be given all possible
materials to keep flow of electronics equipment moving. This
was indicated by Mr. Parris.
At the same time the Transmitter Div. of Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. is slated to meet this
week with government officials to
discuss that phase of production.
Members of the committee, comprising such firms as General Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric
Corp., DuMont Labs and others,
met informally last Thursday to
review the situation.
One report
foreboding
reduction
in TV
output "drastic"
confused
industry officials last week, but it
was quickly clarified.
Asked whether the television industry was slated for all-out "induction" to meet military needs,
John Small, chairman of the Munitions Board, stated that the industry could expect sharp curtailment. He later explained the government had not "ordered" the cutbacks, but that curtailment would
result inevitably from metal shortages and felt there would be no
complete stoppage of civilian TV
output.
Military Procurement
Under last week's agency realignment, the board will continue
to handle military procurement.
The board has been criticized for
lagging in placing defense orders.
Possibly the most dire situation
confronting the industry is that
stemming from the short supply of
cobalt, used in radio-TV magnet
loudspeakers. NPA already has directed that manufacturers must
obtain its approval for orders of
the commodity after Feb. 1
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 1]. The order permits firms
to consume roughly one-third of
the January 1950 amount after
Feb. 1. Amount distributed during
January will be in proportion to
the amount received during the base
period,
Jan.-June
1950.will consider
Officials
said NPA

appeals for adjustment of supplies
if limitations work an "undue or
exceptional hardship . . . not suffered generally by others in the
same industry," and added it would
study appeals in light of requirements for "public health and safety,
civilian defense, and dislocation of
labor and resulting unemployment
that
would impair
defense."certain
Directive
also prohibits
uses and limits inventories to a 30day supply
"orinventory,
a minimumwhichever
practicable working
is smaller." Restriction also is
placed on use for pigments of more
than 50 lbs. in any three-month
period after Feb. 1. Purchasers
must obtain authorization from
NPA
filingthan
on Forms
NPAF-1516 notbylater
the 15th
day of
month preceding period of desired
delivery, and submit to suppliers.
BAB

FOLDERS
First 7957 Series Ready
BAB's first 1951 series of direct
mail folders, designed to aid member stations sell more radio advertising to retail prospects, are now
ready to be shipped, it was announced last week.
Seven folders, which can be
mailed in series to prospects, list
sales points which are bolstered by
23 radio success stories from department stores, automobile dealers, grocery stores, breweries, farm
machinery dealers, drug stores,
show stores, banks, lumber dealers
and furniture stores. No mention
is made on the folders of BAB so
that station imprinting turns them
into individual station promotion.
Orders will be filled on a firstcome, first-served basis in each
market, it was announced. Price
for 100 copies of each of the seven
folders
is $28, $4.making the cost per
100 mailings

KENWAY
RESIGNS
Leaves ABC for UCPA Post
IVOR KENWAY, ABC vice president in charge of new business, last
week resigned his position to temporarily become
public
relations
consultant of
United Cerebral
Palsy Assn. He
will assist Karl
K. Van Meter,
UCPA executive
director, in organizing apublic
relations advisory
committee and a
Mr. Kenway
citizen's advisory
committee.
Mr. Kenway joined the Blue Network in 1944, after 21 years with
the Devoe & Reynolds Paint Co.,
New York. Later in 1944 he was
appointed advertising manager of
the Blue Network. After becoming director of advertising and
promotion subsequently, in 1948
Mr. Kenway was elected vice president in charge of advertising, promotion and research. He became
vice president in charge of new
business in 1949.
January 8, 1951
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Toller's

On

Success

Consistent

AN INDEPENDENT druggist
l\ in Sioux City has built the
"largest prescription business
in Iowa" on a consistent schedule
of radio newscasts.
Adolph J. Toller, who in 1911
formed the drug company that
bears his name, has confounded
his competitors — notably two well
known chain store organizations —
by adhering for the past eight
years to the simple advertising
formula of telling the news, and
incidentally pointing up his belief,
via short professional-type commercials, that "the heart of any
drug store is its prescription
service."
Long before he purchased his
first spot announcement on KSCJ
Sioux City in 1941, Mr. Toller was
conscious that pure pharmacy was
one of the most valuable services
to mankind. But the formal newspaper cards he employed to tell
his "professional" story for 30
years failed to attract the patronage he had hoped for.
Three years of radio put him
"over the top" to such a degree

that Mr. Toller broadened his
whole promotional structure in
1944, and the newspaper that formerly carried his cards, with an
occasional merchandise ad, soon
counted Toller Drug Co. as one of
its largest accounts. Radio, however, has the major share of Toller's advertising budget — more than
1%% of its total sales volume.
Toller Opens First Store
At Age of 23
Adolph Toller was 23 when he
opened his first store at the corner
of West Third and George Sts. 39
years ago. He took in $7 his first
day. Within four years his reputation for "prescription perfection"
had grown to the point where he
needed larger quarters, so he
opened the first unit of what is
today one of Iowa's most modern
retail establishments, at the downtown corner of Sixth and Pierce
Sts. Thirteen years later, he opened
a "Hospital Store" at Twenty-first
and Court Sts., near St. Joseph's
Hospital, and in 1935 Toller's expanded to a third location at Fourth

Is

Built

Radio

and Court Sts. Each of these establishments upheld Adolph Toller's reputation for "precisionmade medicine," but none was departmentalized and glamorized on
a scale to compare with the stores
of Toller's radio era.
With the exception of special
events promotion on KCOM Sioux
City, all of the company's radio
appropriation for 10 years has
gone to KSCJ. In 1941, a daily
announcement was carried in the
morning on KSCJ's Town Crier, a
musical clock show running from
6 to 8:30 a.m. The following year
a second announcement was added,
and in 1943 the first of Toller's
uninterrupted string of newscasts
was aired. It was a quarter-hour
schedule, daily except Sunday,
from 8 to 8:15 a.m.
When KSCJ became affiliated
with CBS in June of 1945, the company added CBS' News of America
but retained its quarter-hour period of local and regional news.
Toller's 8 to 8:30 a.m. Newstime
still is on the air, Monday through

The 'prescription department — first thing a customer sees on entering a Toller store.

Use

Saturday, and since 1944 the company has purchased more than 1,000
spots yearly on KSCJ. In addition,
there were sponsorships of a halfhour Christmas Day program in
1945; four nights of Golden Gloves
fights in 1946 ; a Homemaker moniesHarseries

1949 to February |
from October r
1950, Monday
through Friday,

Mr. Toller

2 toon 2:15
all
KSCJ.p.m.—
Toller's
consistent schedules
on
KSCJ
and freon KCOM
lead
quentcompany
"specials"
the
reg-

in
I
J.
|
i

its goal of $10,000 worth ularly
of toRexall
reach
products sold monthly. Last
fall, ~
returns from its "One-cent Sale"
showed a 40% increase over the
1949 event. On a recent week-end, it
1,600 pounds of peanut brittle were
sold after a radio campaign.
Another week-end special moved
288 electric irons at $10.95 each, 'ill
and a third, 20,000 jonquils at 49 lit
cents a dozen.
Toller's "Starlight Room" at the< :
headquarters store is one of Sioux
City's finest restaurants, attracting
trade from nearby hotels with the
quality of its food. No luncheon- If
ette, it is equipped to turn out a
full course dinner, including aged
steak, at $4 each. The average
number
dinersdaily.
in the "Starlight
Room" isof 5,000
Has Own Facilities
If
For Food Production
Home-made ice cream and bakery
goods are featured at all of Toller's stores. These products are
turned out in the 10,000 sq. ft. U
lower level of the main store, where
modern meat cutting and storage
facilities, photo finishing equipment, and a well-ordered stockroom
also are maintained.
To keep up his excellent prescription service, Mr. Toller has 15 registered pharmacists on duty in his
stores on a normal day. Typing lit
of prescriptions is a fulltime job
for one of the Toller office girls.
Toller spot announcements are
(Continued on page 39)

Administrative

PRE AD of AM stations into the
on-metropolitan markets with
censes passing the 2,000 mark for
:ne first time, increase in licensed
M stations despite further drop
1 total FM authorizations, and
antinued high interest in televiion were highlights of FCC's
6th annual report to Congress,
eleased yesterday (Sunday).
Fiscal 1950 (July 1, 1949 to
une 30, 1950) saw a levelling off
f broadcast activity, the report
idicated, as compared to a 19%
rop of applications in fiscal 1949
ver the preceeding year [Broad. asting • Telecasting, Jan. 16,
(©50].
Increase of Other Problems
Because of simplified procedures
nd reorganization the Commission continued to reduce its back>g, the report explained. Howver, because of lengthy policy
roceedings such as the TV relocation hearing, some hearing
ases and other activities were delyed, while lack of sufficient budgt curtailed some technical reearch projects and certain other
'•ork, the report noted.
Television interference cases,
.lonitoring, inspection and inves1 gation work increased during the
tad i
:i
TABLE II
...
Broadcast authorizations by States
'M
TV Total
FM
AM
88
Comm. Ed. 1 11
•jes
2
□ bama
ei -izona
71
140 12
1
25
7 0 0 413828
34
-kansas
7
58
ilifornia
143
3 0 0 219
ilorado
35
0 1
27
•nnecticut
199
113 0
1
5
aware
8 0 4 39
rst. of Columbia 7
3
1
75
jbrida
102
1 3 100
21
(orgia
76
223 0 0 13025
22
oho
5
5
46
74
pnois
6 2 73
20
45
J^diana
76
2 2 46
52
20
6
1 0 60
. [««
msas
39
2
3
12
43
n
tucky
tit uisiana
1 61
2
42
16
18
2 0 0 43
16
en i ine
18
0 3 98
22
. j juryland
2
83
28
2
51
" assachusetts
4 6 63
25
63
chigan
2 2
49
10
nnesota
5
1 0 49
ragi » ssissippi
43
15
2 2 70
51
ziM ssouri
25
0 0 0 25
sntana
3 0 2
jraska
22
11
1 0 0
■vada
10
4 0 0 2716
12
>w Hampshire
2
1 36
20
13
;w Jersey
25
1 27
0 1
■w Mexico
9593
56
6
170
•^w York
2
2 139
lirth Carolina
420 0 130 14
14
•JqJ jirth Dakota
45
6 12 13253
69
46
10
3 2
-"V lahoma
43
638 2 0 6118
: ; egon
111
4 7
nnsylvania
11
5 1 1 18553
I ode Island
42
11
0 0
jji jiuth Carolina
14
1 0 0
15
"' uth Dakota
57
13
1 2 73
-Pit "in
183
29
4 6 222
:<asessee
18
3
1 2
rmont
9 200 0 0 24629
57
2 79
0
-ginia
53
7 1
1
ishington
38
15
0
1 54
ist Virginia
18
1 80
55
6
: sconsin
13
0 0 0
13
'oming
SLska
10
0 0 0 10
12
0 0 0
jerto
waii Rico
25
0 0 0 25
3
0 0 0 123
'gin Islands
3rand Totals 2,295 740 82 109 3,226
Includes 1 experimental authorization
crating on commercial basis.
ROADCASTING

TABLE I
10
Authorizations
Increase
Class of June 30, June 30, or
1950 decrease
broadcast station 1949
Standard (AM) .... 2,179 2,303 124
Frequency modulation
(-133)
(FM)
865 732
109
(-8)
Television
(TV)
117
206
Television
1
(experimental)
.
.
205
Noncommercial
40
24
82
educational (FM).. 58
Facsimile
2
K-2)3
International
37
423
Remote pickup
580
1,003
Stud:o trans(-8)1
mitter (ST) 28
6
Developmental
14
Total
4,085
4,51029 is425now
1 Commercial facsimile broa dcasting
authorized over FM broadcast facilities.
year, the report said, but fewer
broadcast technical discrepancies
"indicated a somewhat higher degree of compliance with the Commission's requirements."
AM-FM-TV revenues hit a new
peak in 1949 although not quite as
high as preliminary guesses had
expected [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950].
Here's how the report sketched
the history of fiscal 1950:
The broadcast year witnessed
mounting interest in television, a further slackening of FM authorizations
and applications, but a continued
growth of AM facilities, particularly
in the smaller communities. Authorized AM, FM, and TV commercial
broadcast stations totaled 3,144 at the
close of the fiscal year, which was
only 17 more than the year previous.
However, the number of licensed stations rose to 2,658, an increase of 305.
On June 30, 1950, there were 351 TV,
277 AM and 17 FM applications on
file for new stations. The number
of broadcast receivers was approaching 81,000,000.
The aggregate revenues of the
aural and television broadcast industries reached $450,000,000 in 1949
or 8% above 1948. TV revenues were
$34,300,000, or almost four times the
1948 amount. Despite this tremendous
increase in TV revenues, however,
aural broadcast industry revenues
rose to about $415,000,000 or about
2% above 1948. Aggregate aural and
TV income (before Federal income
tax) dropped to $27,300,000 in 1949,
or 41% below the preceding year
largely as a result of the $25,300,000
loss sustained by the television industry.
Hearings on color TV proposals
consumed 62 days between September
1949 and May 1950, during which
nearly 10,000 pages of testimony was
taken and nearly 300 exhibits were
introduced. This was the first phase
in the Commission's TV proceeding,
announced July 11, 1949, looking
towards new standards to curb interference, providing additional channels, and consideration of color. Decision on the color issue was pending
at the close of the year.
the attendant
"freeze"there
on
newDespite
TV station
construction,
were 109 previously authorized TV
stations 47at were
the year's
end,Altogether,
of which
number
licensed.
106 TV stations were on the air
serving 64 cities and metropolitan
areas, as compared with 71 stations
serving 42 cities the year previous.

• Telecasting

An estimated 7,000,000 TV receivers
were in the hands of the public. More
than 200 experimental TV stations
were functioning, including nearly
160 auxiliary TV broadcast stations.
For the first time the number of
licensed AM stations passed the 2,000
mark. They totaled 2,118, or 155 more
than in 1949. AM authorizations
mounted to 2,303, an increase of 103
during the year. Most of this AM
expansion took place in nonmetropolitan districts,
in communities which particularly
previously had
no
local AM outlets. Decision in the
clear channel proceeding was held in
abeyance because of negotiations for
a new North American regional broadcasting agreement.
Despite deletions which reduced
FM broadcast authorizations from 865
to 732, the year closed with 493
licensed FM stations, a gain of 116.
The number of FM stations on the
air decreased by 46, leaving 691 in
operation. However, FM programs
remained available over most of the
eastern half of the United States,
over most of the west coast area,
and in a number of cities and adjacent
rural areas in the West. FM audiences were using approximately 5,500,000 receivers. A few FM stations
provided facsimile service during the

Burdens

Mount

stated, there was a total of 4,510
broadcasting authorizations outstanding, an increase of 425 over
the previous year. For a comparative breakdown, see Table I.
Texas leads all states in the
total number of station authorizations, the report said, according to
a report dated June 7, 1950
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 12, 1950]. Texas had 222
AM-FM-TV authorizations while
California came second with 219.
Pennsylvania had the most FM
stations — 67, while California had
65 and New York 62. New York,
Ohio and California led the TV
list with 13, 12 and 11 stations respectively. For state by state
breakdown see Table II. For
leading city breakdown see Table
III.The more than 3,100 commercial
AM, FM and TV stations authorized at the close of fiscal 1950 were
distributed throughout nearly 1,300
communities of the U. S. and its
possessions, the report stated. All
but 20 communities had at least
one authorized AM station. The
20 had FM authorizations only.
Total of 384 communities had one
or more FM authorizations while
(Continued on page 22)

Due, in part, to the economies of
year.
low-power operation, noncommercial
educational FM broadcast stations
grew from 58 to 82. During the year
the Commission set aside a channel
in this service for the United Nations
TABLE IV
headquarters in New York.
Broadcast Applications
International broadcast stations,
AM Applications
which operate under the auspices of
the Department of State, increased
from 37 to 40.
^ p. -• o in 9;
3 to "a *o®2
Miscellaneous auxiliary broadcast i 7
services (remote pickup, studio transNew stations
382pis 242
277
a. 347
2. oio
mitter, and developmental) accounted
Ch. in facilities 293
266 304 255
for 1,038 additional authorizations,
Renewals
201
743 706 238
license
92 381 400 73
or 416 more than the year previous.
Transfers
103
381 417 67
As of June 30, 1950, the report
Miscellaneous
115
836 877 74
Toial
1,186 2,849 3,051 984
TABLE IIIFM
TV
FM Applications
Broadcast Authorizations by Cities With 10 or New stations ..
65
16 64 17
50
119 135 34
More Stations
Total
34 Ch. in facilities
28 Renewals
AM
21
154 150 25
License
89
139 188 40
Comrr . Ed.
Transfers
15
85 90 10
20 Miscellaneous
1410
14
1 6 35
Chicago
New York
.
26 540 551 15
16
13
1 4
13
7
1
Los Angeles
Total
266 1,053 1,178 141
8
1 3 22
Philadelphia
8
1 3 18
8
San Francisco
7
8 0 4 1819
Washington
Boston
8
6 2 2
18 New stations TV Applications
338
28 15 351
in facilities.
14
26 23 17
Minneapolis10
4
2
2
16 Ch.
St.
Paul
Renewals
2
23 16 9
New Orleans
6
10
1
1
16 License
9
36 34 11
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
6
8 0 3
17 Transfers
10
15 22 3
7
1
8
1
17 Miscellaneous . .
Atlanta
13
179
186 6
7
5
1 3
14
5
Cleveland
7
1 3
Total
386
307
296
397
5
6
1
3
15
Detroit
Portland
5 0 0
Dallas (Oreg. 106
5
1 2
Assignments and Transfers
Louisville
7
3 2
2
14
13 AM
103 381 417 67
9
4
0
1
14
Seattle
Columbus
15
85 90 10
4
5
1 3 1513 FM
TV
15 22
Houston
3
8
1
1 13 Other
Madison (Wis.)
4010
85
94 313
12
4
4
5
0
Providence
7
4
1
1
13
Total
168
566 623 111
San Antonio
8
3 0 2
13
Cincinnati
5
4 0 3 12
Jacksonville
7
3
0
2
1
Miami
6
4
1
1 12 New stations Total 932Application
Birmingham
1,141 705
7
2 0 2
1110 Ch. in facilities 370 914
552
608 314
Buffalo
6
4
1
11 Renewals
Oklahoma City
305 1,402 1,179 528
10
7
3
0
1
11
Richmond
License
223
1,074
1,092
205
4 . 0
6
1
1110 Transfers
168 566 623 111
7
3 0 0
10
Denver
Miscellaneous..
158
1,723
1,769
112
Des Moines
6
4 0 0 10
Milwaukee
7
2
0
1
St. Louis
Total
2,156 6,231 6,412 1,975
7
1
1
1
5
2
1 2
Mncludes
noncommercial educational,
Syracuse
Tulsa
6
2
1
1
10
facsimile, international, relay and studio
1 Includes 1
link, tions
experimental
and developmental staexperimental authorization
not detailed above.
operating on co mmercial basis.
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(Continued from page 21)
66 cities had TV authorizations.
In addition, there were 35 AM
and 82 FM stations engaged in or
planning noncommercial operation
with 16 of this group in communities having no commercial outlet.
Of the 732 commercial FM outlets authorized at the end of the
fiscal year, 598 or 81.7% were
authorized to licensees of AM stations in the same area, the report
showed.
During fiscal 1950, AM stations
continued to expand in the small
and medium sized metropolitan
communities. This growth, since
Oct. 8, 1945, when FCC resumed
peacetime licensing, is depicted in
Table V.
Distribution of AM and FM stations according to community size
is given in Table VI.
There were 251 deletions of station authorizations during the fiscal year, the report said, of which
70 were AM, 173 FM and 8 TV.
The Commission bit further into
its backlog of pending applications,
the report indicated, processing
more requests during the year than
the total of new bids it received.
Breakdown is given in Table VI
on page 21.
Competition for Attention
Broadcasters may better understand from the report the competition for FCC's attention which
their affairs must face from multiple non-broadcast interests, particularly with the growth of new
non-broadcast services. The Commission told Congress that "while
broadcasting continued to attract
the popular interest, developments
in other fields of radio had equal,
if not greater, public impact."
Particularly inviting the Congress' attention to the "little publicized yet highly important developments in the non-broadcast field,"
FCC noted that here "new and
augmented services have a material public impact in utilizing radio
for the protection of life and property, as adjuncts to commerce and
industry, and in furthering common carrier telephone and teleservice."upon FCC to act in
The graph
burden
the public interest was indicated to
be increasing as frequency demands continued from all quarters
to far exceed the available spectrum, while defense, legislative
and other regulatory and administrative problems mounted.
FCC illustrated its position thus :
The numerical extent of the Commission's supervisory and regulatory field
is exemplified in the fact that, as of
June 30, 1950, its records showed more
than 775,000 licenses and other authorizations outstanding. This represents a
net increase of about 75,000 during the
year. Not included in the above total
are associated portable and mobile radio transmitters, which alone exceeded
220,000.
In the radio field there were nearly
35 times as many nonbroadcast authorizations as broadcast authorizations. In
round figures, these groups numbered
155,000 and 4,500 authorizations respectively. Radio operator authorizations
rose to 615,000, an increase of 52,000
during the year.
In the same period the Commission
Page 22
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TABLE V

Percent of Communities with One or More
= 218Number andAuthorized
Commercial AM Stations
1948
Dec. 31,
1 Number
of communities
each data
of population
groupings
under
June 30, 1950
Oct.
50,000
is derived
from 1940 incensus
and excludes
communities
8, 1945
No.
% 311
%19.2 No.
%
24.9
forming
part
of
metropolitan
districts.
Each
metropolitan
district
Population
ois a No.27
is counted as a single community and Is defined as including a
2,500
to 5,000 1,134
330
45.9
52.5 central city or cities with population of 50,000 or more and all ad356
5,000 to 10,000 678 204 12.7
79.9
2.4
jacent and contiguous areas having population of 150 or more per350
100.0
10,000 to 25,000 413
89.3 123 100.0
140
100.0 districts
sons perinsq.U. mi.
109
S. Based on 1940 census, there are 140 metropolitan
25,000 to 50,000 122
86 49.5
84.7
140
140
Over 50,000 140
100.0
566 100.0
124
Includes
52
communities
of less than 2,500 pop.
Total
45.1
Includes 73 communities of less than 2,500 pop.
22.8
50.3
1,122
1,252
2,487
received more than 220,000 applications
TABLE VI
of all kinds. Of this number, nearly
Station
Distribution
150,000 concerned radio operators, and
there were about 63,000 nonbroadcast
o.2 °"S.2
1282
applications as compared with 6,200
Number of communities having —
dealing with broadcast. Common carrier applications numbered 3,600. In
1
2
4
5
6
Population .f
addition, common carriers filed some
o 3i»g
~ " -|i0-M?
s s 5 » »SI
tions
tions tions tions
more
611
23,500 tariffs and reports requiring
t-u. i *21
tions
tion
Commission attention.
tions
10
o
Z » - o S aThere were 595 cases on the CommisFor AM Stations
sion docket at the close of the year, or
276
6
350
2,500 to 5,000 1,134
60 less than for the previous year.
52.5
332
22
2
356
24.9
5,000 to 10,000 678
About 90%
of
these
hearing
cases
con1
84.7
98
1
10,000
to
25,000
413
stacerned broadcast.
sta47
27
7
2
124 100.0
25,000 to 50,000 122 33,218
7 sta- sta29
14
38
140 100.0
2402
Over 50,000 140
sta- staTotal number of
sta50.3
The expanded use of radio in gen68
37
24
14
897
communities 2,487
eral, and increased television operaTotal number of
204
34841
148
120
84
417
tion in particular, has deluged the
stations
174
29
Commission with interference com1,252
21
18
plaints. Some of these cases may be
For 897
FM Stations
resolved in a manner of minutes or
20
1
1.9
2,500
to
5,000
1,134
40
5.9
hours, but many require days, even
40
5,000 to 10,000 678
115
7
weeks, for their solution.
10,000 to 25,000 413
57
77
29.5
25,000 to 50,000 122
ii
25
14
122
63.1
11833
Over
Total50,000 140
In the Federal courts were 32 cases
88.6
15.4
27
14
6
59
6
124
384
which involved the Commission. Of
communities 2,487
56
30
36
150
261
732
Total stations
these, nine were decided in favor of
261
the Commission, two others were re1 Includes 73 communities of less than 2,50029 pop.
versed or remanded to the Commis2 Of 38 communities with 7 or more stations, 9 had 7 stations; 7 had 8 stations; 3 had 9
sion, six were dismissed by agreement,
stations;
9 hadinclude
10 stations;
and 10 AMhad stations
11 or more
stations.8135 operating noncommercial!/ and
and 15 remained in litigation.
3 Does not
85 authorized
as follows:
504 Includes
located in13 U.communities
S. possessions.
of less than 2,500 pop.
5 Of the 11 communities with 7 or more stations, 1 had 7 stations, 2 had 8 stations, 1 had
Monitoring operations resulted in the
9 stations, and 7 had 10 or more stations.
serving of nearly 10,000 violation notices, handling over 100 requests for media. At the close of the year, it was
To expedite its administrative
assistance involving lost or disabled
duties the Commission noted in its
for 24
additional
internaaircraft, and helping trace sources of preparing
tional
sessions.
It
also
made
extensive
interference.
changes in its frequency records and report that staff reorganization
During the year the field staff hansystem of notifying the International
along functional lines was underdled more than 8,600 investigative comUnion at Geneva.
taken (broadcast group is yet to
plaints and closed down 149 illegal Telecommunications
The
Commission
handled
nearly
400
be reformed) while special legal
radio operations. Inspection of nearly cases of international interference, and
2,000 broadcast stations revealed more
and technical assistants were asprepared approximately 3,000 reports
than 1,100 technical discrepancies. Over
of treaty infractions for transmittal to
signed to the Commissioners, now
10,000 ship station inspections showed
nearly
150
foreign
countries.
more than 8,900 discrepancies. Nearly
the Office of Formal Hearing As13,000 other nonbroadcast radio station
sistants. In certain areas applicainspections resulted in about 3,700 detion forms and other paper work
ficiencies being cited.
Nearly
1,200,000
pieces
of
correspondence in the form of letters, telegrams,
The engineering field staff also gave
were simplified while rules changes
examinations to radio operators, and
etc., were received or handled . . . effected additional simplification of
as a result, granted more than 100,000 about 860,000 involved receipt and distribution of incoming messages, while
operator authorizations of all classes.
formal procedures for FCC and apoutgoing messages exceeded 332,000.
In addition, it engaged in 128 techplicants alike.
nical engineering projects for the ComMimeographed public notices, orders,
A continued problem respecting
mission and other Government agendecisions, and opinions issued during
cies.
the same period required about 521,200 amateur operation and TV recep* * *
stencils, 7,550,000 sheets of paper, and
tion in outlying areas was noted
During the year, the Commission
11,367,000 impressions.
in the report:
assisted in the TJ. S. preparation and
At the
end of
fiscalwhich
1950, was
FCC'sa
participation
in 19 international
Interference to the reception of telestaff
totaled
1,285,
ings and conferences
having to do meetwith
vision broadcasts continued to be of
reduction of 55 during the year.
all types of electrical communication
concern to many amateur licensees in
areas served by TV stations and a
serious problem to many amateurs located outside the normal service areas
of TV stations who are faced with the
problem of trying to reduce or eliminate such interference where the owners of TV receivers are using them to
receive weak signal programs not intended for their locality and beyond
the normal range for which television
receivers are designed.
The challenge to reduce radiation of
harmonics and other spurious emissions which results in interfernce to TV
receivers has been successfully met by
many amateurs. However, the Commis ion is aware of inequities in this
situation and is studying the matter
with a view to amending its rules to
PRINCIPALS in the organizational realignment of WFAA-AM-TV Dallas, clarify individual responsibilities.
Elsewhere in the detailed, nearly
announced by General Manager Martin B. Campbell [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1], are (I to r): Ralph W. Nimmons, appointed station manager
200-page
report, the Commission
of WFAA-TV; Bert Mitchell, new assistant to Mr. Nimmons; Alex Keese,
also
reviewed
its litigation activinow assistant manager of AM-TV operations, and George K. Utley, new naties, most of which involved broadtional radio sales manager for WFAA. Realignment was made because of
cast cases.
"rapid growth" of the TV affiliate, according to Mr. Campbell.
BROADCASTING
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BROADCAST
PROPOSALS to increase size of
roadcast Advisory Council, industrywide group serving as liaison
Mth the White House and other
overnmental agencies during the
-ar crisis, will be made to the
Duncil today (Monday) at its sec|nd Washington meeting.
A schedule of conferences with
hairman Wayne Coy, of the FCC,
nd other Washington officials has
een set up by the council.
Protest by John S. Hayes, vice
resident of WTOP Washington,
lat the council did not adequately
jpresent non-NAB members was
nderstood to have been taken up
y White House officials.
NAB President Justin Miller,
AC chairman, said Mr. Hayes had
bt protested either to NAB or the
>uncil. He pointed out that the
ayes letter [Broadcasting •
elecasting, Jan. 1] had overoked the fact that council mem;rship had not been selected by
AB itself.
Two letters calling for reprentation of National Assn. of Rao News Directors on the council
ere sent to Dr. John R. Steelman,
ssistant to the President, by Ben
latfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga.,
ARND president.
Today's BAC agenda opens with
9 a. m. meeting at the NAB
•ard room at which the agenda
ill be discussed. This will be folwed by a briefing session.
Full FCC membership is excted to join Chairman Coy in a
o'clock
the
FCC.conference in Room 6121

COUNCIL
cuss any problems dealing with the
government in this emergency.
It appears to me that it might be
highly desirable if the NARND could
be represented on this Broadcast Advisory Council. It is particularly important for the NARND to have representatives sitting in on any conferences dealing with censorship and the
release of government information.
The NARND is made up of members
from news-conscious radio stations
throughout the United States and Canada, and representatives of the major
networks. At our recent convention
in Chicago the NARND went all-out
to cooperate with the government for
this emergency. Our speakers included Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg, the officers in charge of public relations for
all branches of the armed forces,
Lowell Thomas, and many others.
The NARND is to the radio industry
what the American Society of Newspaper Editors is to the newspaper industry. It represents the men who will
handle the news which goes to the
public.
Our association would appreciate it
greatly if you will add one or more of
its members to the Broadcast Advisory
Council. It is suggested that the
president of the national association
and the chairman of our Washington
liaison committee be named to the

Expansion

Mulled

council. We feel that this would be
of great value to you and the government, as well as to our organization.
I would be happy to come to Washessary. ington at any time it may be necSecond Letter
Text of Mr. Chatfield's second
letter to Dr. Steelman, Jan. 2:
I am appointing as chairman of the
NARND government liaison committee
Cass Keller, director of news, WRC
(NBC) Washington. Each of the
NARND committees has a member of
our board of directors as an advisor.
The advisor of our government committee is Ted Koop, director of news,
CBS Washington, and who by the way
headed the committee last year.
We members of the NARND would
appreciate your calling on Cass Keller
and Ted Koop so they might keep
thoroughly informed.
As I wrote earlier about government activities at all times our more
than 300 members feel that it is most
important to the public and the government that the NARND have representation on the committees or councils which you or President Truman
might set up where news is concerned.
Enclosed you will find a copy of the
NARND's code of standards as adopted
in Chicago in November.

DORN
NAMED
To SHAPE Information Post
APPOINTMENT of Col. Frank
Dorn, chief, Army Public Information Division, as acting public information officer under Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower for the newlycreated SHAPE (Supreme Headquarters for Allied Powers of Europe) was revealed last week by
the Dept. of Defense. Col. Dorn,
who will serve on a temporary
basis, left for Europe Thursday.
At the same time it was understood that Merrill Mueller, NBC
San Francisco newsman and formerly with SHEAF during World
War II, had been offered the post
but had turned it down. Mr. Mueller was to have reported momentarily [Closed Circuit, Jan. 1].
Col. Dorn has headed the Army's
Public Information Division, serving under Maj. Gen. Floyd Parks,
since May 1949. From 1946 to
1949 he was assistant and later
acting commandant for the Armed
Forces Information School. Previously he was artillery commander
for the 11th Airborne Division and
also had served with the 10th Army
at Okinawa. During the early '40s
he was aide to then Maj. General
Joseph Stillwell, and later was
deputy chief assistant in the
Burma-China-India theatre.

n
Congress Opposition See
C0N1
SPECULATION
in R0
that LS
if he did sponsor a bill, it raised a technical point. He said
RADIO mounted
he had not thoroughly read the DeWashington communications quar- would contain more restrictive
ters last week, amid assembly of safeguards on the military than
fense Dept. plan and felt it would
have to be re-referred to him, in
the 82d Congress, that the Dept. of envisaged in the present proposal
Defense will encounter stiff oppo[Closed Circuit, Jan. 1]. Sen. the new Congress, before he would
take any action. Rep. Vinson said
sition to its present plan calling Johnson, who has questioned some
he may sponsor a measure along
for stringent control over radio- aspects of the plan, has indicated
Luncheon Meeting
TV broadcasting signals and other
the
department's proposed lines
his
committee
will
"examine
this
Military and civil defense offi- "electro-magnetic" radiations.
"though not necessarily support it."
whole
matter
very
carefully."
als will meet with BAC at 12
He conceded, too, that once the
Sentiment for less "restrictive"
Of particular concern to broadon at the Capitol Room of the legislation to empower the Presicasters— and to Sen. Johnson as plan took on legislative form, it
)tel Statler. A luncheon will start
could still be referred to the House
dent to commandeer stations in well — is that provision which would
112:30 and sessions will continue
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
times of war or national emerextend the President's authority
r perhaps two hours.
gency was apparent unofficially in "not only during hostilities or a Committee if the House Speaker
|The council will meet in execuCongressional circles as two key proclaimed emergency, but also so determined.
Extension of Act
"e session at 3 p. m., taking up committees marked time on Capi- during time of strained internatol Hill.
3 membership question, finances,
tional
relationships.
.
.
."
The
presThe bill now advocated is an exsorts of government agencies and
While the Dept. of Defense has
ent language, authorities feel,
tension of the Communications
?ans to carry out council projects.
requested prompt enactment of its should be more clearly defined and
Act's Sec. 606 (c), which empowers
■Ben Strouse, general manager of plan, designed in part to lay the should not be permitted to extend
the President in times of proWDC Washington and an NAB
groundwork for silencing or "dis- to all situations.
claimed emergency to silence or
3rd member, wrote Mr. Hayes as
torting"
radio
signals
and
thus
In a word, broadcasters are gen- take over, or to suspend or amend
lows:
thwart enemy bombers or missiles
erally more concerned over what
the rules applicable to existing
noticed in the January 1st issue which would "home" on them
radio communications facilities. It
the
department's
plan
would
do
if
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
'Komplaint
Broadcasting
enacted in present form than what
you have
would include radiations ranging
to thethatWhite
House taken
that Jan. 1, Dec. 25, 1950], there was
it would not do. They appear re- from 10 kc to 100,000 mc, encomIrOP, as a non-NAB member, is repno indication that communicationssigned to the fact that, in time of
passing the radio beams of high,
ented on the Broadcast Advisory
minded
lawmakers
would
be
huractual crisis, the military should
jncil by only one representative
medium
and
low power stations.
ried into quick action.
tead of 14.
exercise complete control as it inThe
proposal
drew editorial fire
^he answer is really very simple,
evitably would in such a situation
Inquiry Promised
in Washington last week from the
under martial law.
in. Join NAB, and then you will
The
controversial
proposal
now
Times-Herald, which commented
"e 13 fellow members on the BroadThe Senate Interstate & Foreign
rests in the laps of two groups —
It Advisory Council. I will be very
that
the plan "confesses a rather
Commerce Committee, should the sad lack
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
of confidence in the Deid to deliver a membership blank
measure be introduced in the upper
person.
Commerce and House Armed Servfense
Dept.'s vaunted radar
ices committees — whose chairmen
chamber, is expected to hold thor- screen." The newspaper interpret't seems to me that WTOP is a big last week
indicated
assurances
of
•ugh station to take its part in
ough hearings on the controversial
ed concern of Marx Leva, Assistant
ustry-wide organizations,
a thorough inquiry.
issue, probably soliciting testimony
Secretary
of Defense, as one infrom the Defense Dept., NAB and
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
ifext of Mr. Chatfield's first letstations whose
other interested groups.
, to Dr. Steelman, Dec. 27:
chairman of the Senate committee,
nals volving
reach "large
a thousand
miles sigor
was
understood
to
be
undecided
as
Meanwhile, on the House side, more," and asserted the naviga. have just learned that you reto his own immediate course of Chairman Carl Vinson (D-Ga.) of
tly set up the Broadcast Advisory
tional question was a "mere screen
Jncil for the radio industry to dis- action. Authorities felt, however,
the Armed
Services Committee
for the real purpose" of the bill.
OADCASTING
• Telecasting
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2. Barbara Welles samples the Pierre Hotel's curried chicken. Man on the right
is famous "Louie," the head waiter.

1. WOR's Barbara Welles caught reading day's news near
fountain in New York's Plaza at 59th Street.

WOR'S

HEAR
LOVELY

BARBARA
every weekday

WELLES

from 4:00 to 4:30 PM

(being an aside or two on a woman who not only at'
tracts 73,800 listeners a day, but is chiefly responsible
for the return of PEARS — a great English soap— to
America after it had had a nap of almost 9 years.)
by JAY CEE
photographs by Eugene Moss

"Dear Miss Welles: My husband is a nightworker. When he
sleeps in the day, I listen to you and Dan McCullough. I like you.
Thought you ivould like to know." Mrs. J. K., Astoria, L. I.
These three excerpts from thousands of letters are merely indicative ofthe power this WOR woman wields. Many other letters
have been written by loyal listeners in Sheepscot, Maine; Fall
River, Mass.; Allentown, Pennsylvania; St. Petersburg, Florida;
Arden, Delaware; Aberdeen, Maryland and Pawtucket, Rhode
Island.

New York, Nov. 17 — Every Monday thru Friday at 4:00 PM,
an able and attractive woman program conductor named
Barbara Welles brings 73,800 people in 14 states from Maine
to North Carolina comfort, consolation and news of all the
world — the world in general; the theater; opera; and almost
every form of living that makes life a full and joyous thing.
Suave, sensitive Barbara Welles was born in Kansas City.
She has lived in Florida, Maryland and New York. Her career
is a patch-blanket of exciting experiences.
Mail rains in on her like confetti — to the tune of more than
650 cards and letters per-week; more than 33,950 during the
past twelve-months. Why? Well people say things like this:

Here are some of the advertisers who have sponsored,
and are sponsoring, her famous WOR show —
Schieffelin & Co.; Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.; Curtis
Circulation Co.; Sapolio Products; Olson Rug Comoany;
Flako Products.

"Dear Barbara Welles: I've listened to your program for a
long, long time. It's warm, appealing Mrs.
and J.a great
K. C, comfort
Manhasset,to me."
N. Y.

These people, we assure you — as if you needed any assurance —
are shrewd investors of cash in advertising that sells most at less

"Dear Barbara: You'll never know, really, how much I enjoy your show on W OR. You have, a nice casual air which my
husband and I enjoy very much."
Mrs. A. B., Rahway, N. J.

cost. That's why they pick WOR's Barbara Welles.
Don't you think it might be worth a letter or phone call to
know just as much as they know about a radio station, a program, or a person like Barbara Welles that can sell so much for
so little? It's only good business, isn't it?

Here's an example of the power that WOR's BarbarafFelles wields for advertisers —
In 3 months — three months, mind you — WOR's adroit Barbara
Welles placed Pears— at 50c per cake — in 3,100 drug stores;
48 department stores and 14 drug chains — from Hanover, New
Hampshire to Raleigh, North Carolina. That's selling!

3. WOR's Barbara Welles steps from taxi before entering WOR studios to greet
a handful of her more than 73,800 listeners. This is a daily ritual.

4. Handsome? Handsome is as hansom carries! It's WOR's Barbara Welles out
for a ride through New York's Central Park to relax before job of daily show.

the name

is WOR

the station that sells more people
more things, more often, than any
other station in the United States

Radio-TV

Action

Promised

passing a host of bills (including
ACTION is promised along several
events had "arisen in the past
of government subsidation";
would
NEW
AGENDA
defense and excess profits tax
of networks;
radio
fronts this CONGRESS'
year by a politi- prevent alien control
months" underlining the problem.
measures)
before retiring from the
cally virulent 82d Congress. While
lessen FCC activity in license reguThe public,
he said,
lation; and would allow the public
interest
at stake
. . has
. anda "large
[color scene.
pending radio legislation died with
television] is an important phase
The stage was being set for the
the passing of the 81st Congress
"to hear many of the high quality
last Tuesday, a new flush of radio
radio programs which are now not of industrial electronics. . . ."
political dramatists. Administration stalwarts acceded to Southern
It is no secret, his letter went
proposals has already begun.
heard
by them."
and conservative Democrats in the
On Wednesday, the new Congress
A demand
for a full dress in- on, that controversy has developed
convened in brightly remodeled
quiry on color television came on
in the industry. "Certainly they vieing for Senate leadership. Sen.
chambers at a most critical time in the opening day of the new Conand the public have the right to a McFarland was elected Senate maU. S. history. With the opening
jority leader over Sen. Joseph C.
The request was submitted to
of Congress came a flood of legis- gress.
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), who had alHis call was for a "full and commost solid administration backing.
lation. Among the bills introduced
Chairman Robert Crosser (D-Ohio)
prehensive hearing" that would not
forum."
and to Rep. Charles A. Wolverton
Sen.
McFarland has been chairwere two by Rep. Harry R. Shep"bypass the FCC." Rep. Dolliver
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
(R-N.J.), ranking Republican
pard (D-Calif.), outspoken advoman of the potent Senate Comcate of network licensing. It also
merce radio subcommittee, a post in
member, both of the House Inter- that his motivation in requesting a
color investigation came from vot- which he is expected to continue.
may be likely that Sen. E. W. Mcstate & Foreign Commerce Comers in his home district with whom
He is author of the controversial
Farland (D-Ariz.) will reintroduce
mittee, by Rep. James I. Dolliver
he
had
discussed
the
entire
probhis measure to reorganize FCC proFCC
procedural bill.
(R-Iowa),
also
a
committee
memlem.
cedures.
ber.
Speculation was high as to what
There was no immediate comThe investigation was necessary,
added weight and impetus Sen.
Rep. Sheppard's new bills (HR
ment from Chairman Crosser. It McFarland's new prestige will give
10 and HR 73) are similar in conthe Iowa Congressman said, be- was indicated
the matter would be
tent to legislation he introduced
cause "there is presently a great turned
study. over to the committee for to the procedural bill which struck
in the last Congress to require li- deal of misunderstanding and cona perennial snag in the House. The
censing of networks by the FCC
Senator, who has asserted in the
fusion in the public mind concernExcitement
prevailed
on
Capitol
(while arming the Cornmission
past that he believes the legislation
ing color television. . . . The indusHill during the week. The waning
try and the public generally would
with sanctions against the netessential for the broadcasting in81st Congress made revelry on
works) and to take control of re- benefit from such hearings. . . ."
dustry, said Friday he was not yet
broadcasting rights away from the
New Year's Day and Tuesday by certain he would reintroduce the
According
to Rep. Dolliver,
networks and place it in the hands
bill.
of the originating station or sponCommittee Members
sor, whoever assumes the greater
cost of the particular program
In the House, a RepublicanStations Complain
CASE
MAIL ORDER
Southern Democrat coalition over[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
A NEW YORK advertising agency that had placed contracts with an
turned atwo-year old rules reform
Feb. 20, 1950].
and restored to the House Rules
unknown number of radio stations to advertise at least two mail-order
Cites Operating Losses
Committee its former life and death
items could not be located last week, after two of the stations reported
In introducing the bills, Rep.
to Broadcasting • Telecasting they had not been paid for the time.
power on bills. Democratic leaderSheppard deplored what he indi*
ship
intact.
Three
Demowas unable to that
This publication
as far as it knew all the
cated was a startling rise in the contact
cratsremained
were named
to fill
vacancies
the Midland Advertising
treasure chests that listeners had
number of AM stations operating
Agency last week, although a week
on the House Interstate & Forat a loss. He cited FCC figures before it had been situated in a ordered had been delivered. But
eign Commerce Committee: Reps.
as
of
last
week
the
station
had
not
showing a total of 686 AM stations
sub-leased office at 420 Madison
Burr P. Harrison of Virginia, Eulosing money in 1949, 581 in 1948 Ave., New York.
received payment for its time.
gene J. Keogh of New York and
and 365 in 1947.
The effort to find the agency
Walter Granger of Utah.
According to the Maryland staThe problem, he said, has become
A brief rundown of other legisla
tion, the Midland agency had adwas made after a station in Kenvised that the treasure chests were
tion dropped into the House hopper
tucky and one in Maryland had
more acute in the light of the "serious war situation which now faces requested information about the
the opening day of Congress found
us, and it is imperative that each agency. The Kentucky station re- made by "Forty Toys Inc.," situthe following bills of interest to the
ated
at
80
East
'llth
St.,
New
York.
A
visit
to
those
premises
last
radio-communications field :
and every one of our radio broadported the agency had contracted
casting stations maintain radio for spot announcements advertisweek by a Broadcasting • TeleHR 85— Rep. Millet H. Hand (R-l
casting reporter disclosed that N.J.)
service to the public."
ing a mail-order Christmas decora— Would provide that espio
tion package costing $1.
Rep. Sheppard declared that
"Forty Toys Inc." occupied an of- nage and advocating the overthrow
"many radio stations are being refice jointly with "Inter-Ocean
of the government by force or vioReports Complaints
strained from doing business with
lence be capital offenses at al
Trading Co." and "Exchange Milithe advertisers which support the
The station said that it had retimes.
To Judiciary Committee
A
man
in
the
offices
said
that
industry, by certain unlawful and
tary Supply Co."
ceived many complaints from lisHR
221
and H J Res 33— Rep.
teners who had sent in their money
one J. L. Barker was president of
monopolistic practices of the four
Henry
D.
Larcade Jr (D-La.) —
major radio networks operating in but had never received the decora"Forty Toys Inc." but that Mr.
Relates to actions for "civil liabili.
tions. Under the terms of the Barker the day before had left on
this country ... in direct violaties"
for
violation
of the Emer
tion of the intent of Congress as agreement with the agency, the a vacation to restore his health.
station forwarded all orders and
gency Price Control Act. To Bank
outlined in the legislative history
A check with Mr. Barker's home
ing and Currency Committee.
of the Communications Act of the money to the agency (including confirmed this report. At neither
HR 256— Rep. James T. Patter
his home nor his office did anyone
some
from
members
of
the
station's
1934."
son (R-Conn.) — Would suspeni
know his present whereabouts.
The Californian listed the fol- staff).
The tenants of the building at certain import taxes on copper. T jj
lowing as corrective points in his
None of the staff members reWays and Means Committee.
ceived the decorations, and many
420 Madison Ave. from whom Midproposal to license networks: (1)
HR 269— Rep. Melvin Price (D
Prevent radio networks from fall- listeners who had ordered the
land Advertising Agency had subleased an office reported they did HI.) — Would require certain com
packages
also
reported
non-deliving into the hands of "aliens"; (2)
mon carriers on railroads to main
not know the whereabouts of that
require licensing and regulation
ery. Since the advertising mestain communication systems as par
of networks by FCC; (3) reduce
organization.
sages had included a money-back
They said, however, they exregulation of individual radio sta- guarantee, the station refunded
pected to receive word from one
tions by FCC (by regulating the money of its own to those who
Truman Address
P. Jett, who had signed contracts
networks directly) ; (4) prevent
complained.
with the Kentucky and Maryland
PRESIDENT TRUMAN is
Repeated efforts by the station
radio network "monopolies from
stations identifying himself as
to get satisfaction from the agency
controlling the radio broadcasting
scheduled to deliver his anwere assertedly ignored.
"timebuyer," and who was charnual State of the Union adindustry and the very economic
dress before a joint session of
heart of the individual radio staThe Maryland station last No- actrized by his landlords as apCongress today (Monday).
the chief executive of
vember accepted a short-term con- Midland. parently
tions of this country."
The landlord said he still
tract from the agency to advertise
According to Rep. Sheppard, his
His speech is to be carried
had a rental bill to settle with
two bills would strengthen the coma "treasure chest," also a $1 mailby all vision
major
radio and telenetworks.
order item. That station reported
them.
munication medium "without need
January 8, 1951
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if safety devices. To Interstate
tions Policy Board, established ||
nd Foreign Commerce Committee,
Truman.
President
year bywhich
last board,
The
is looking
into ''"
j HR 468— Rep. George A. Donllero (R-Mieh.) and HJ Res 51 such matters as frequency control and allocations, is to report to
ijep. James T. Secrest (D-Ohio) —
the President in February.
i'ould outlaw the Communist
Recommendations for Congreslarty with respect to candidacy
sional remedial action may be
ofelective
state
or
federal
pr
ces. The resolution also would forthcoming in the board's report.
eport aliens found to be Party Both the Senate and House Commerce committees have expressed
embers. To Administration
ommittee.
high interest in the board and are
HR 485— Rep. Kenneth Keat- expected to give particularly close
Y.) — Would require attention to its findings.
g (R-N.
Trend of thinking in Congressrsons obtaining commissions in
sional quarters has crystallized
ie aid of securing government
mtracts to register with Con- considerably in regard to the
fess and would set up a clearing Communist question, particularly as
it hinges upon internal security.
ouse for contract information,
Anti-Communism sentiment may
b Judiciary Committee.
involve further both broadcasts and
HR 538— Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara
telecasts with Congressional dei-Minn.) — Would
protect conmands for some type of governimers and others against misment control or regulation.
•anding, false advertising and
..lse invoicing of fur products
'Job-Jumping' Bill
id furs. To Interstate & ForLegislation
to restrict "jobgn Commerce Committee.
jumping" in governmental agencies—
such
as
the FCC — w a s
HR 543— Rep. O'Hara— Would
klisake standard time the measure of washed off the legislative calendar with the passing of the old
it '.me for all purposes.
To Comerce Committee.
Congress. New bills, designed for
HJ Res 27— Rep. Keogh— Would
this purpose and patterned after
nend Constitution to empower
the provision that was contained
ngress to regulate use and own- in the McFarland Bill, probably
ship of trade marks. To Judi- will be introduced again.
iry Committee.
Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio), who
H Res 32— Rep. Wright Pat- asked for an FCC investigation of
an (D-Tex.) — Would set up a TV channel allocation for educational institutions in a Senate
mmittee to study removal of the
S. Capitol or provide a sup- resolution last month, may reintroduce his proposal.
ment Capitol. To Rules Comttee.
Further strengthening of the
P Res 36— Rep. Edith Nourse Voice of America and psychological warfare can be expected to be
gers (R-Mass.) — Would create
ect committee to study inter- talked about in this session. The
tional information services for last Congress was concerned paracetime and a civilian psychoticularlyand with
the unprecedented
Voice's effectiveness
voted
warfare agency during warte ?ical To
Rules
Committee.
sums
to
finance
an
expanded
pro.:,
Radio Control Issue
gram. Renewed discussion of a
of important issues, world-wide radio network and a
fell Ane number
aborted in the last Congress,
"Vision of America," embracing
y be destined to crop up again television as a world propaganda
is in prospect.
11 - ring the current session. Loom- unit,
A recommendation by a House
f as one of the most important
the government plan for strict Select Lobbying Activities ComI itrol
over radio-TV broadcastmittee that radio-TV be exempted
from the Federal Lobbying Act
■
signals
(see
story,
page
23).
bio ^ess essential to national de- may appear in bill form. This would
se but equally as controversial
put broadcasting on an equal footing with newspapers under the eyes
the newly negotiated North
of
the
lobbying registration law.
lerican
Regional
Broadcast
■
reement which must be ratiThe final spurt of the 81st Con1 by the Senate. As yet, the
gress before adjournment sent the
excess profits tax bill, which
late Foreign Relations Commithas not received the treaty.
promises to gain an estimated
3a& fitting directly at the broad- $3.3 billion for the Treasury, to the
White House where it was signed.
ting business is the suggestion
A number of provisions are
impose fees for commercial
contained in the new profits law
adcast licenses as a revenuesing action.
Spading was ac- which affect the broadcasting iniplished in the 81st Congress
dustry. Among them are formulas
the Senate Executive Expendi- for "growth" companies, new
es Committee and the House
services added, abnormalities in a
ys & Means Committee. Fur- corporation's operation, and carryr exploration can be expected,
over to 1950 and 1951 of operational losses incurred during the
he Senate Interstate & Foreign
nmerce Committee already has base period of 1946-49 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].
stioned government agencies
The problem of deficit budgeting
iluding FCC) within its jurision on the question of services by the government seems certain
dered to "private interests." to assume greater proportions in
dies from agencies are being the days ahead. President Truman may ask the Congress for as
piled by that committee,
nother
far-reaching study much as $75 billion for the 1951-52
fiscal year in his annual budget
rly completed is that conducted
message next Monday.
the Temporary CommunicaOADCASTING
• Telecasting

He rings a bell
with cash-register

echoes

The miniature Liberty Bell on his mantel symbolizes a
point of view shared by millions of his listeners. That's
one reason why his nightly analyses of the news from
Washington establish a rapport with his audience which
rings cash-registers for his sponsors . . . and brings in
folding money too!
As Mr. Joseph P. Wortz, vice-president of the Security
Trust Company, wrote to Station WAMS, both of Wilmington, Delaware:
"We have received letters of commendation regarding
our sponsoring of the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program and
we feel that we have written considerable new business as a result of this particular program."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300 stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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NBC

Shelves

(Continued from page 15)
emergency and that the government ordered cutbacks in the use
of some metals for television sets.
NBC's formula
computing
the
amount
of radiofor rate
reductions
was based on a prediction that
there would be 14,500,000 TV sets
in use by Oct. 1, 1951. Whether
that figure can be reached if television set production is curtailed
by the defense effort remains in
doubt. (NBC estimates there were
9,845,300 TV sets installed on
Dec. 1.)
One of the principal arguments
advanced by opponents of the ratecut plan was that the growing national defense effort and the international crisis would not only arrest the development of television
but also increase radio listening —
because of growing interest in
news.
These opponents ' asserted that
until the patterns of the televisionradio future became more clear, it

NBC's Announcement
duction in network rates is
THE FOLLOWING statement was issued Jan. 2 by
untimely
and unwarranted
NBC:
in view of the fact that network radio continues to offer
"Several weeks ago the
advertising values greater
National Broadcasting Comthan competing media, that
pany asked its radio affiliates
recent changes in the nain television markets to partional economic picture inditicipate in a reduction of evecate that these values will
ning network radio rates in
increase in the period ahead,
those markets.
and that broadcast operating
"These rates are fixed by
expenses are continuing to
the terms of the affiliation
rise.
contracts between the net"Since the affiliates have
work and the stations and
cannot be reduced without
expressed themselves in detail on the matter, the meetthe consent of the stations.
ing originally scheduled for
All of the stations affected
Jan. 10 for discussion of the
have been consulted. It is
question between NBC and
their consensus, expressed
the stations will not be held
individually to us, that a reat this time."
would be unwise to rearrange radio
rates are fixed and cannot be rerate structures.
duced without the consent of the
In its official announcement last stations.
The network in early December
week, NBC pointed out that under
started its solicitation of stations
its contracts with affiliates present

with the proposal that they agree
to rate cuts ranging as high as
25% in some markets to be invoked
on Jan. 1 — the date on which a
network television rate increase
averaging 35% became effective.
The average of the radio rate
reductions in the 53 affected markets (including five where NBC
owns and operates its stations) was
slightly less than 12%.
Tentative Okays
Six affiliated stations were reported to have at least tentatively
agreed to cut rates, but others
objected.
After a week of individual consultations with stations, the network abandoned its hopes to make
the Jan. 1 deadline and set the Jan.
10 meeting at which time it hoped
to convince the affiliates of the
necessity for the reductions.

TRUCKING
BUYS
ATA Takes NBC Forum Series
AMERICAN Trucking Assn. has
entered radio for the first time with
sponsorship of American Forum
of the Air, Sunday 1:30-2 p.m., on
166 NBC stations beginning yesterdaywas(Jan.placed
7). Thethrough
52-week Biow
contract

Jan
(The

Garber
Idol

of

the

Airlanes)

A quarter hour "Dance Parade"
five times per week, featuring
sweet melodies old and new by
the nation's popular listening favorite,
"The Idol of the Airlanes,"
JAN GARBER AND HIS ORCHESTRA!
Another Capitol Library feature
available in the
Capitol Custom Library Service.
A feature worth $50 per month
alone — yet you can have Jan Garber
plus numerous other sparkling
library shows on your station for
$75.00 per month the first year and
just $50.00 per month thereafter.

For Custom Library Details write or wire...
CAPITOL RECORDS, Inc., BROADCAST DIVISION
Sunset and Vine
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Co., New York.
Institutional copy of an educational nature, emphasizing importance of trucking to national
economy, is being used on the program. ATA has been conducting
a similar campaign for years
through other media, but some
local and state trucking groups
have used radio and TV previously
and are now. Private firms such
as home furnishing movers have
been using radio in a number of
areas to sell their services for some
time.
Typical of the institutional use
of radio by local groups is the
York, Pa.,
chapter
the Pennsylvania Motor
Truckof Assn.,
which
sponsored special half-hour programs Dec. 24 and 31, 1950, on
WSBA-AM-FM York. Shows featured the RCA-Victor recording
Spring Garden Band and the 40
Yorkettes. Band director is Lester
Loucks, older brother of Philip G.
torney.
Loucks, Washington broadcast at-

Associated

Issues Letter

AS A NEW weekly service to subscribers of Associated Prograir
Service, "The Needle," a lettei
"offering the latest news of sale;
and program last
developments,"
was
inaugurated
week. The four
page letter is issued over the signa
ture of Maurice B. Mitchell, APS
vice president and general man
ager, and resembles a pamphle
published by the Broadcast Adver
tising Bureau while Mr. Mitchel
was its president.
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$115,699,000.00

(1950)
IN 10

PICTURE

100,603

YEARS
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Matinee
Matinee radio listeners in Alabama
love Maury Farrell. So much so that
the Pulse gives his "Matinee in Birmingham" higher
a
rating than any
local program on any other Birmingham station all day long.*

idol
Idol of Alabama radio for more
than 15 years, WAPFs Maury has
drawn a following that's as loyal as
it is large. Whether he's on the air
as emcee, disc jockey or sportscaster, his word is gospel.

Of
Of all Maury's shows, "Matinee in
Birmingham" (Mon. through Sat.,
4:00 to 5:15 p.m.) is most popular.
Maury spins favorite records —
picked in his own daily poll — gives
scores and interviews guests.

Alabama
Alabama-bound advertisers will
love Maury, too... as literally hundreds of sponsors, present and past,
already do. He's the right personality with the right show to spin
sales records for you.

radio
Radio Sales will be happy to tell
you all about "Matinee in Birmingham" and the participations — including choice one-minute spots —
now open. And so will we. Call your
Radio Sales representative, or...
'Pulse: Sept. Oct. 1950

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
Page 30
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Ryan Elected
(Continued from page 15)
taken toward the establishment of
a strong and representative board
of directors for BAB Inc., and appropriate measures will be taken
to secure the requisite supplemental financial support for the organization in addition to the substantial sum already allocated to it
by vote of NAB members.
"I am confident that BAB Inc.
will be quite ready to swing into
full operation by April 1, accordschedule."
Mr.ing toRyan
joined NAB last April
during the Chicago board meeting,
receiving a three-year contract as
NAB general manager at $25,000 a
year. The action had followed concerted industry demand that an experienced businessman be placed
in fulltime charge of NAB headquarters operations.
In his nine months as general
manager he has made sharp
changes in NAB's structure, effecting large budget savings. The
budget has been changed from an
average monthly to an actual
monthly basis. The costly superstructure of advisory committees,
costing vast sums, was eliminated
in favor of functional AM, FM and
TV committees.
With the TV Committee, also
headed by Mr. Swezey, he developed the plan to set up a separate
NAB-TV organization within the
NAB structure but having an independent board of directors. This
plan will be submitted to an industrywide TV meeting to be held
Jan. 19 in Chicago (see separate
story, page 57).
Station Relations New
For the first time a station relations department was set up in
NAB by Mr. Ryan. John F. Hardesty, director, and William K.
Treynor, assistant director, are on
the road contacting station members and recruiting new members.
A number of important organizational and administrative changes
have been made at NAB headquarters by Mr. Ryan, effecting important economies. Prior to joining
NAB last spring he had been general manager of KFI Los Angeles
for a number of years. In that
period he had served on the NAB
board and was chairman of the
original Broadcast Advertising Bureau when that agency was a
NAB department.
BAB's present expanded program was started last fall after
the board had voted in August to
separate it from NAB itself. The
agency was incorporated as Broadcast Advertising Bureau Inc. with
Mr. Higgins continuing as director.
At the August meeting the board
voted to gear BAB for an eventual
operating budget of at least a
million dollars a year, approaching
the status of similar sales agencies
in the newspaper and magazine
fields.
The August action specified that
BAB was to be broadened to bring
support from all elements of radio

sales, including networks, station
representatives and program-transcription firms.
Details of the expansion program
were presented to the 17 NAB district meetings last summer and
fall by members of the BAB Committee. At every meeting the members adopted resolutions voicing
endorsement of the expansion pro-

will not be necessary for participation in BAB. In April 1952 the
separation will be complete, under
present plans.
Starting next April 1 NAB members will be able to get BAB services by designating that 30% of
their dues be diverted to BAB. If 1
they do not desire to belong to
BAB, they
receive dues.
a 30% reduction inwill
association

The board's November action ingram. cluded a project by which growth
of radio as evidenced in expanded
coverage and enlarged impact
would be shown. Results of the
study are scheduled for presentation at the NAB convention in Chicago next April.

Mr. Higgins joined BAB last
August, coming from WMOA
Marietta, Ohio. Before joining that
station as general manager he had
spent several years at NAB headquarters as assistant to Frank E.
Pellegrin, at that time director of
NAB's broadcast advertising de-

Spontaneous Start
Original formation of BAB in
1949 grew out of a spontaneous
movement at the Chicago NAB convention. The subject had been discussed by the NAB board at its
February meeting. But during the
board's pre-convention session just
before the membership convened a
sales project was discussed.
Membership sentiment crystalized
into a floor debate that shook the
association's foundations. Convinced that important industry
segments were deadly serious in
their demands, the board acted
promptly and dramatically in setting up the first Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
Maurice B. Mitchell, now vice
president of Muzak and its Associated Program Service, and prior
to that with NBC and CBS in
sales capacities, was named as the
first BAB director. Within a
month in 1949 he had a skeleton
operation set up and several projects moving, including the cooperative advertiser file system.
In early summer of 1949 BAB
moved to 270 Park Ave., New York,
taking over some of the space
leased by Broadcast Measurement
Bureau. The shift to New York
was designed to bring the BAB
staff in close touch with agency
and advertiser industries.
When BAB was created a $250,000 annual budget was envisioned.
This goal was not reached, however.

partment.
Mr. Ryan had joined KFI-KECA
Los Angeles Feb. 15, 1943, when
the stations were operated jointly.
He had been a teacher of marketing
and business administration at
Santa Clara U. and U. of San
Francisco before joining Foster &
Davies Co., outdoor advertising
firm, in 1928. He entered radio in
1937 as an NBC San Francisco
salesman, soon becoming Northern California sales manager for
NBC. When the NBC Red and
Blue networks were separated in
1942 he was named San Francisco
general manager for the Blue, directing operation of KGO San
Francisco.

As competing media continued
to expand their sales organizations,
demand for an expanded BAB
arose in many circles. At the same
time some industry elements, especially newspaper-affiliated member
stations, complained that BAB was
selling too hard against news-

FM and TV Demands
Last January Mr. Ryan was
elected to the NAB board for a
two-year term as director-at-large
for large stations but served only
a matter of weeks before being
named NAB general manager.
FM and TV members of NAB
have been demanding special services from BAB. The board has
directed a study of the TV problem, with indication that a separate
BAB TV department will be set
up after NAB works out its plan
for a separate TV organization.
NAB's FM Committee submitted
to the board a recommendation
that BAB give due attention to
this medium in its sales activity.
The present BAB annual budget
runs around $180,000 a year, it is
understood. A goal of $200,000 has
been set for next April, with eventual industry support expected to
provide funds for the proposed
million-dollar agency.

ABC Names Two
APPOINTMENT of Robert A.
White and Richard B. Gordon as
account executives in ABC radio
sales department was announced
last week. Mr. White, former sales
manager of the American Institute
of Food Products, earlier was associated with the sales departments
of MBS in Chicago and WOR Ne\,
York. Mr. Gordon's past associa
tions include the sales organiza
tions of C. E. Hooper Inc. anc
Edward Petry & Co., both Nev
York, and the radio department o]
Compton Advertising Inc., Nev
York.

papers.
Tactics 'Rugged'
This brought the reply that
newspaper competitive tactics were
extremely rugged, requiring broadcasters to fight back in their own
defense. Some newspaper stations,
such as WTOP Washington (Washington Post), withdrew from the
association.
For these reasons the board decided to separate BAB entirely
from NAB, starting April 1, 1951.
After that time NAB membership
BROADCASTING
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WOW, Omaha, Nebr.,Troscon
Self-Supporting Radio Tower,
500 feet high overall.

vorld

leader

in

better

radio

tower

engineering

Truscon experience in radio tower engineering is
world wide . . . meeting all types of topographical
and meteorological conditions . . . and supplying
many different tower types— guyed or selfsupporting . . . tapered or uniform in cross-section
. . . for AM, FM or TV transmission.

k
::'}

:t *
j!ai u

Your phone call or letter to any convenient
Truscon district office, or to our home office in
Youngstown, will bring you immediate, capable
engineering assistance. Call or write today.

WHDH, Boston, Mass. Three
Truscon Guyed Towers; 565
feet, 605 feet, and 645 feet high.

WSAM igan.AM-FM,
Saginaw, MichTruscon Self-Supporting
Tower, 386 feet high.

radi i
ma
sal

ocii i

KAA-284, Owatonna, Minnesota, Northern Natural Gas
Company. Truscon Self-Supporting Tower, 260 feet high.

TRUSCON

WXEL-TV, Cleveland,
Ohio. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
437 feet high.

WTCH, Shawano, Wisconsin. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
240 feet high.

WMRI - FM, Marion,
Indiana. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
336 feet high.

WEMP-FM, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Truscon
Self-Supporting Tower,
456 feet high.

a
-s

TRUSCON®
COMPANY
Subsidiary ofSTEEL
Republic Steel Corporation
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RADIO

AND

TV

As Reported
Jan. 2 — Gross revenues from time sales
rose 4.5%cording to
$435 million
for 1949,
acto annual
study made
by Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director.
Jan.
9— Free speech
victoryto seen
U.S. Supreme
Court refuses
reviewas
Maryland Court of Appeals decision
against Baltimore "gag rule."
Jan. 11 — NBC commences regular operation of new UHF experimental TV
station at Bridgeport, Conn.
Jan.
— In move
against
FCC 12proposes
to ban
sales"trafficking,"
of stations
before they start program tests.
Jan. 12television
— First public
of CBS
color
is heldshowing
in Washington.
Jan. 12 posals
— FCC
calls TVfor service.
hearing on profor theatre
Jan. 13 — Thomas S. Lee, 45, owner of
Don Lee Broadcasting System, dies in
fall from Los Angeles office building.
Jan. billings
16 — Fourestimated
major networks'
1949
total
at $187,830,799,
for 5.6% drop below 1948's.
Jan. 20 — Radio Mfrs. Assn. creates National Television System Committee,

HOW

OR

TO

HIGHLIGHTS

In BROADCASTING

headederal Electric
by Dr.Co.W. R. G. Baker, GenJan. 23 — Radio time sales $429 million
in 1949, television $24.7 million, according to BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING YEARBOOK estimates.

YOUR

IDEAS,

Our successful

TO

Feb. 15 — Bill to require licensing of
networks introduced by Rep. Harry R.
Sheppard (D-Calif.).
Feb. 16—mentsFCC
says NBC-TV's arrangefor 2V2-hour
night
show violate
Network Saturday
Rules.
Feb. 17 — President Truman appoints
temporary communications policy
board, headed by Dr. Irvin Stewart,
West member.
Virginia U. president and former
FCC
Feb. 20 — Advertisers to spend over $20
million in sponsorship of 1950 baseball
games,
according to
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
survey.

RADIO

147

PROGRAM

RADIO

STATIONS

arrangement—

Here may be just what you have been looking for.
This advertisement is published by a nationally known organization which has
successfully sold our own radio program idea to over 147 stations in the past 10
months.
Our men are out on the road right now, closing contracts with additional stations
at better than 2 every day. Although they have but one program idea to offer,
they are making excellent money and so are we. However, we are always interested in cutting our sales costs and increasing their earnings.
So, we find we can represent 2 or 3 additional shows or services and can offer
the proposition selected in every community just as efficiently as we are now
selling our own show. Commission basis only. Here's your chance to acquire
the services of our experienced, successful, traveling sales organization now
covering radio stations all over . . . and without risking a dime . . . provided you
have a proposition that we consider practical, salable and profitable.
Please give complete information and your full proposal in first letter ( it will be
treated in confidence ) , or phone us and speak to our Mr. Whitehouse, Mulberry
2532.
MAURICE AZRAEL, Copyright Owner
LUCKY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS PROGRAM
1000 N. Charles Street
Baltimore 1, Maryland
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Feb. 23 — Side-by-side demonstration of
color TV systems of CBS, RCA and
Color Television Inc. is held as FCC
enters last leg of color hearings.
Feb. 27— BROADCASTING • TELECASTING analysis shows four major
networks' business volume continuing
upward trend.
Feb. 27— Almost 40% of Army-Air Force
recruiting
earmarked program's
for radio advertising
and TV. budget
Feb. 27 — Civil defense planners brushing up plans
for radio-TV in event of
national
emergency.
Feb. 28 — A. C. Nielsen Co. acquires national rating services of C. E. Hooper
Inc. for reported $500,000, the Hooper
organization to continue operations at
local level.
Mar. 2 — Ralph W. Hardy, director of
former NAB Radio Division, named
director of Govt. Relations Dept.
Mar. 6 — Procter & Gamble Co. remained top network advertiser in 1949
with gross time expenditures of $17,315,092. according to PIB.
Mar. 6--Four TV networks' gross time
sales totaled $12,294,513 in 1949, according to PIB.
Mar. 6-8 — TV operating problems appraised by more than 225 video execuat Chicago
Television
Council's
second tivesannual
National
Television
Conference.
Mar. 6-9 — IRE convention in New York,
with more than 16,000 engineers.
Mar. 9 — Industry film, "Lightning That
Talks,"week,
opens
in New other
Yorkcities.
and, Re-in
same
in several
action: mixed.
Mar. 10 — FCC launches staff-wide reorganization with creation of Common
Carrier Bureau. Curtis B. Plummer,
chief sionofDivision,
Engineering
Televiis named Bureau's
chief engineer.
Mar. 11— WNOX Knoxville, WWJ Detroit, and NBC Commentator Morgan
Beattv
win (TV)
duPont
and WPIX
NewAwards.
York getABC-TV
special
citations
in
duPont
committee's
first
recognition of television.

traveling sales force (now on the road) can

sell for you on straight commission

1950

• TELECASTING

J.
R. Poppele,
New York,
reelected
TBA WOR-AM-TV
president.
Feb. 8-10 — NAB board gives Preisdent
Justin Miller far-reaching powers, authorized appointment of general mangives go-ahead
for new Corp.
milliondollar ager,
Audience
Measurement
Feb. 9— FCC approves Zenith Radio
Corp.'sin request
tests
Chicago. for public Phonevision
Feb.
10
Washington
attorneys
ask FCC — toTwo
outlaw
transit radio.

Jan. 23 — RMA reports 1949 radio and
TV set production totaled 9,680,773
units.
Jan. 24 — Rep. George Sadowski IDMich.) introduces bill to create "super
FCC,"
tions. provide new regulatory sancJan. 30 — Dollar volume of radio manufacturing industry gained 13% in 1949,
reached all-time peak of $850 million,
according to RMA President Raymond
C. Cosgrove.
Feb. 1 — Forney A. Rankin, NAB director of government relations, resigns to
accept State Dept. post.
Feb. 2 — U.S. -Cuban conferences on
NARBA proposals opens at Havana.
Feb.
8 — VideoBroadcasters
economics inAssn.
spotlight
Television
holdsas
annual Television Clinic in New York.

SELL

OF

Mar. 13 — Movement on Capitol Hill
looking toward assessment of license
fees on commercial stations.
Mar. 13 — Eleven advertising agencies
in Newlion inYork
at least $1during
milTV registered
network billings
1949. according to BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING survey.
Mar. 15 — Formation of Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc., to succeed
Broadcast Measurement Bureau, is
commenced.
Mar. 15 — Changes in ASCAP licensing
methods covering TV stations, as well
as organizational reforms, are provided
in anti-trust consent agreements.
Mar. ?3— RCA's tri-color TV picture
tube demonstrated for FCC in first •
showing outside of laboratories.
Mar. 24— U.S. -Cuban NARBA negotiations abandoned upon renewal of demands by Cuba after agreement "in
principle" had been reached.
Mar. 27— Joint study by NAB and RMA
shows 88.964,000 radio and TV sets in
use as of Jan. 1, 1950.
Apr. 2— WTMJ-FM Milwaukee, first
FM station west of the Alleghenies,
ceases operations for want of sufficient
FM sets in area.
Apr. 2 — "Bisignal." transmission of two
FM signals on the same frequency, redeveloped by radio
Raymond
M. Wilmotte, ported
Washington
engineering
consultant.
Apr. 3 — Results
of second
Broadcast
Measurement
Bureau
study were
found
better than average by over 75% of
subscribing broadcasters, according to
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
Trends
survey.
Apr. 5— Bill to ban broadcasting or
telecasting
of "gambling
on sports events
introducedinformation"
at Justice
Dept.'s(Continued
request by on
Sen. page
Ed C. 3UJohnson
)
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"Freedom

and

of

thought

independence

of

DONALD

action

59

. . •

W. DOUGLAS

President, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.

"Freedom of thought and independence of action are among the keynotes
of America's economy. They are fundamental to our way of life. Systematic
savings through the Payroll Savings Plan help the individual maintain his own
independence and freedom of action and make us strong as a nation."
In more than 21,000 large companies (employing 100
or more) and in many smaller companies, more than
8,000,000 men and women are helping to keep America
strong. By systematic saving in U. S. Savings Bonds they
are doing their part to offset inflationary tendencies . . .
they are building a reservoir of future purchasing power
to support industry .. .they are providing financial independence for themselves and their families.
The widespread success of the Payroll Savings Plan is
an excellent example of our freedom of thought and independence of action. Far-sighted employers offered these
8,000,000 Americans an opportunity to enroll in the Payroll Savings Plan. There was no pressure, no emotional
stimulation. A Payroll Savings Plan application was placed
before them. They "signed up"— to the benefit of them-

selves, their companies and their country.
Has every man and woman in your company been
offered an opportunity to share in the benefits of the Payroll Savings Plan? How about the newer employees? How
about those who did not sign before but may wish to do
so now? Delegate one of your top executives to conduct a
person-to-person canvass of your employees to make sure
that every man and woman gets an application blank. You
don't have to urge them to enroll, or to increase their present allotment— they are anxious to build for their own independence.
Get in touch with your State Director, U. S. Treasury
Department, Savings Bonds Division. He is ready to help
you— with a package plan that reduces your work to the
minimum.

The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotic donation, the G. M. Basford Company and
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Your

Radio-TV Highlight
(Continued from page 32)
(D-Col.), though
far-reaching
scope. he disapproved its
Apr.
General
Mills for
buyswhirlwind
65 halfhour 10—
periods
on NBC
summer campaign, with cost estimated
at $700,000 for time and production.
Apr. 11 — Television has a larger audience than major magazines, says Syl(Pat) Weaver.
identvesterin L.charge
of TV. NBC vice pres-

1951
Broadcasting
Yearbook

—

... is being printed. It will be
mailed to BROADCASTING
subscribers within the next
few weeks.
You'll refer to this 3Y2 lb.
radio-tv source book throughout the year for vital business
information, available from
no other source.
For instance — How much do
advertisers spend for spot, network, regional and local campaigns? Who handles the account ?
You'll find the answers — and
many, many more hard-to-get
facts— in the 1951 BROADCASTING Yearbook. It has a
complete directory of radio-tv
stations, including top personnel, network affiliate, national
representative, services — plus
some 50 directories covering
the wingspread of radio, television and related businesses.
Yearbooks will be sent to regular BROADCASTING subscribers immediately upon
completion.
If you're not a subscriber,
there's still time to get in on
the first mailing. Here's a
handy order form:

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please enter my BROADCASTING
subscription immediately and be
sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
as part of this order.
] $7 enclosed

Q please bill

NAME
STREET
COMPANY
CITY
Page 34
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Apr. 12-15
Latestandtechnical
develop-at
ments in —radio
TV unveiled
NAB's Fourth
Annual
Engineering
Conference, in Chicago.
Apr. work
14 —TV AT&T
foresee
netfacilitiesofficials
from coast
to coast
by 1951.
Apr. 15-16 — Big Ten Conference bans
live telecasts of its member-college
football
games forConference
"at least one
as Intercollegiate
holdsyear"
TV
"adverse" to attendance.
Apr. 17-19 — NAB convention in Chicago, with William B. Ryan, KFI Los
Angeles, May
named1. NAB general manager
starting
Apr. 20— Death of Frank R. McNinch,
77, who was 1937-39 chairman of FCC.
Apr. 20-21— Radio Mfrs. Assn. decides
to name fulltime paid president.
Apr. 24 — FCC opposes Justice Dept.
bill againstformationbroadcasting
inon sports events,gambling
offers more
limited substitute as Senate hearings
enter homestretch.
Apr. 24 — Radio attorneys oppose adoptionward
by FCC
of "uniform
toapplicants
who havepolicy"
violated
anti-trust and other non-radio laws.
Apr. 24 — Brig.. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA chairman, sees TV as $3-5 billion
per year industry within five years.
Apr. 24-26— AP, UP, and INS all report increased service to broadcasters
as American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. convenes in New York.
May 1 — NAB plans appointment of allindustry committee to study advisability of drafting code of practices for TV.
May
4 — Peabody Awards winners announced.
May 15 — Jerry N. Jordan survey offers
documented
proofsuffer
that from
sportsTVattendance does not
after
novelty of set ownership wears off.
May 15— BROADCASTING Trends survey billings
indicatesisfurther
expansion
of radio
in offing,
especially
on
national spot and local levels.
May
CBS weeks
resigns later.
from NAB. ABC
follows17— two
May 17 — Senate kills President Truman's plan to "reorganize"
FCC along
lines proposed
by Hoover Commission.
May 22 — NAB announces formation of
committee of top business and industry figures
to cooperate
with broadcasters in mapping
economic
trends
and planning for future.
May 24 — Broadcast Music Inc. is attacked in complaints filed with FCC
and Federal Trade Commission by Kenneth H. Davis, attorney, who says he
proposes to dissolve BMI.
May 25 — Trend toward rising station
operating costs is starting to level off
for first time in several years, according tions
to NAB
DirectorEmploye-Employer
Richard P. Doherty.RelaMay
— FCC
completes nine-month-old
color 26TV
proceeding.
May 26 — Senate Commerce Committee
approves compromise gambling bill
banning
broadcast
of odds
and similarradio-TV
data before
horse races
but
permitting them during and afterward.
May
27 — Inwar,
first NBC
roundoutbids
of return
in talent
CBS bout
for
Groucho Marx, follows up by signing
Bob
weeks Hope
later,toat five-year
same timecontract
selling two
his
Tuesday
night
radio
show
to
field for reported $30,000 weeklyChestertalent
price.
June 1 — U.S. District Court for District
of Columbia dismisses three suits
against transit radio, holds transit service is not "inconsistent with the public
convenience, comfort, and safety."
June 5— Television Broadcasters Assn.
announces
membership drive, expansion program.
June 5-8 — Radio Mfrs. Assn. reorganizes
at annual convention, changes name

to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., names
R. C. Sprague, Sprague Electric Co.,
as board chairman and also president
pending selection of fulltime paid president.
June 8 — KFI Los Angeles asks emto sign anti-Communist
oath of
in
what isployesbelieved
to be first instance
its kind.
June 11—ofDeath
John Shepard 3d,
founder
Yankeeof Network.
June icies
14 —of G.
FCC's
news polA. hearing
Richards on(KMPC
Los
Angeles,land)WJR
Detroit,
WGAR
opens in Los Angeles Clevewhile
Capitol Hill
hearsaction.
demands that FCC
account
for its
June 19 — ABC signs Don McNeill,
Breakfast Club m.c, to 20-year conality.
tract, reportedly longest single agreement ever signed with a radio personJune 19 — Networks' talent-buying spree
continues: ABC signs Screen Guild
Players, NBC signs Kate Smith and
Comedian Ransom Sherman to fiveyear TV contracts, while Philip Morris
&radio
Co. and
buys TVTruth
or Consequences for
on CBS.
June 20 — Senate unanimously confirms
FCC Comr. George E. Sterling for new
seven-year term.
June 20-22— NAB Board adopts media
committee system (AM, FM, TV), cuts
budget from $798,000 to $706,000.
June 22 — FCC drops investigation of
NBC-TV's 2V2-hour Saturday night program, saying network has eliminated
details workwhich
rules. conflicted with FCC netJune 23 — AT&T microwave relays to
complete transcontinental TV network
by Jan. 1, 1952, are authorized by FCC.
June 25 — Hostilities break out in Korea;
radio begins to gird itself for emergency operations.
June 27— Paul H. Willis, Carnation Co.
general advertising manager, credits
radio with an "unparalleled, all-time
record of economic mass selling."
July 3— Stanley G. Breyer, KJBS San
Francisco, touches off industry-wide
debate with advertisements in BROADCASTING • TELECASTING calling
for survey to test Pulse and Hooper
rating methods.
July 6 — Congressional leaders call for
expanded use of radio and TV by U.S.
overseas, and Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman, advocates $200
million world network.
July 11 — "Condon Committee" submits
its color TV report to Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
July
officials say war needs
10-20%.14cut— RTMA
may
radio-TV civilian production
July 14 — Maurice B. Mitchell resigns
as director of Broadcast Advertising
Bureau to join NBC executive sales
staff.
July 17 — President Truman asks Congress for additional $89 million to expand Voice of America.
July 18— Death of John J, Gillin Jr.,
45, president and general manager of
WOW-AM-TV Omaha and one of radio's pioneers.
July 21 — With White House approval,
NAB plans to set up Broadcasters Defense Council to unify radio participation in nation's defense effort.
July tion21 of— affiliates
FCC saysinnetwork
sale of representaadvertising
does not violate FCC rules — but that
it
decided whether rules should
be hasn't
changed.
July 24 — Assn. of National Advertisers
campaign for radio rate cuts receives
setbackworksasrefusethree
of fourinvitation.
major netconference
July 27 — Proposals to levy license fees
for government services, including
thoseateofcommittees
FCC, referred
to various Senfor study.
July 31 — Navy Secretary Francis P.
Matthews
named succeeding
president oftheWOWAM-TVJ. Gillin
Omaha
late
John
Jr.
July 31— RCA tells FCC it has made
substantial progress in development
of its tri-color picture tube.
Aug. 3 — Radio and TV broadcasting
classified
"essential industry" by
Commerce asDept.
Aug. 7 — Korean outbreak's influence on
listening
as eightor major
tisers turnseen
to network
regional advernews
programs to exploit their products.
broa:

IN SPECIAL ceremony, NAB plaque
is presented to WJEH Gallipolis,
Ohio. L to r are Bill Watterson,
station announcer; Paul E. Watson,
president, Gallipolis Chamber of
Commerce; Truman A. Morris, station's manager. Chamber lauded
WJEH for its community services during a blizzard and flood which disrupted transportation
cation in the and
area. communiAug. 7 — TV's formal entry into higher
education is planned in project develjointly by WWJ-TV Detroit and
U. of oped
Michigan.
Aug. 7 — Committee of five FM broadcasters formed to fight FM's battles.
Aug. 7-8 — NAB board drafts plans for
radio-TV service in national emergency; also decidesAdvertising
to set up Bureau)
"SuperBAB" (Broadcast
supported by million-dollar budget.
Aug. 8 — National Electronics Mobilization Committee, to cooperate with govofficials
on mobilization
lems,ernment
formed
jointly
by RTMA proband
National Security Industrial Assn.
Aug.
9, 11,
— House committee
holdsto
hearings
on 14McFarland
Bill (S 1973)
reorganize
FCC
procedures,
which
ate had reactivated by passing Senit a
second time.
Aug. 14 — Broadcast revenues increased
in 1949 but gains in operating costs
left lowest margin of profit in industry's history,
to Richardrela-P.
Doherty,
NAB according
employe-employer
tions director.
Aug. 19 — Gillette Safety Razor Co. pays
$800,000 for TV rights to World Series
—four
timesrights.
the 1949 cost— plus $175,000
for radio
Aug. 21— BROADCASTING • TELECASTING'S Fall Business Roundup indicates autumn radio advertising volume will equal and probably exceed
Aug. 21 — Hugh M. P. Higgins, vice
president
and general manager of
1949's. Marietta,
WMOA
Ohio, is appointed
interim director of BAB.
Aug. 28 — National radio-TV advertising
in 1949 at least equalled the totals of
newspapers
and other
magazines
ably will lead
mediaandin prob1950,
according to National Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives compilations.
Aug. 29 — U.S. district court in Cleveland holds Lorain (Ohio) Journal violated anti-trust laws in competitive
practices toward WEOL Elyria-Lorain.
Sept. 1 — FCC issues color TV report,
favoring CBS system but proposing to
delay decision pending study of new
developments if manufacturers will
build "bracket sets" in meantime.
Sept. 6 — Second session of conference
to work out new North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement opens
in Washington.
Sept. 11 — scription
Muzak
Corp. revives
its sub-of
radio proposal
under name
"narrowcasting,"
says
it
can
provide
nationwide FM service.
Sept. 25 — President Truman sends civil
defense plan to Congress, designating
communications as the "nerve system."
Oct. 2 — Liberty Broadcasting System,
nation's
fifth network, commences fulltime
service.
Oct. tion
6— among
In move
to equalize
TV networks,
FCC competiproposes
to govern amount of time TV stations
in one-,
two-,
and
three-station
markets may take from any one network.
CASTING
• Telecasting

3ct. 6— FCC abandons proposal to
'forfeit"
construction
permits program
of staions which
are sold before
ests commence.
bet. 11 — Extending congratulations to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING as
it prepares to enter 20th year Oct. 16,
'resident Truman reaffirmed faith in
adio and TV, which he called "audible
ournalism."
J>ct. 11— FCC approves CBS color TV
iystem, effective Nov. 20, after set
Manufacturers report they are unable
o comply with FCC's "bracket standrds" proposal.
let.
16 — Second
major — phase
FCC's
elevision
proceedings
generalof allocalon questions — gets under way.
let. 19 — Protests by DuMont Labs and
.BC l?ad FCC to order investigation
f AT&T'sTV allocation
utercity
facilities. of time on its
ct. 20 — General Tire & Rubber Co.,
wner of Yankee Network, bids $12.20,000
for associated
Don Lee Broadcasting
Syssm and
properties from
nomas S. Lee Estate, with KTSL (TV>
os Angeles to be re-sold to CBS. Bid
as accepted subject to FCC approval,
hich was given Dec. 27.
ct. 26 — National Production Authority
■ arns manufacturers to expect limita— up raw
to 20materials.
or 30% — on consumption
Eonsvital
ov. 15 — New North American Reonal Broadcasting Agreement is
gned by delegates of five nations,
exico having withdrawn from con•rence. Clear Channel Broadcasting
: rvice announces it will fight ratificajon.
ov. 15-17 — NAB Board charts federatig
process
by which
and
levision
services
will be AM-FM
split to give
V greatly increased autonomy.
ov. 20 — Analysis of 1950 baseball atndance shows major league broad[jksts
minor
leaguemajor
gate nor
re;ipts,cutbutintothat
neither
inor leagues are seriously hurt by
V, according to Jerry N. Jordan.
ov. 20 — Henry P. Johnston, general
anager of WSGN Birmingham, is
ected president of new Broadcast
idience Measurement Inc.
ov. 24 — FCC, which with Defense
ept. is "studying the use of radio in
of war," defense-emergency
puts stations on notice
ail |'ent
-at national
auV>rizations will be made "from time
time"
which
may
affect
them
but
I nnot be made public for security
asons.
jv. 26 — Progressive Broadcasting Systi commences operation.
>v. 27-29 — President's
Temporary
•mmunications
Policy Board
studies
oposed recommendation for setting
top-level "National Telecommunicans Policy Board."
5 — RCA begins series
Washingdemonstrations
of itsof color
TV
;tem,
wins
acclaim
for
improved
rformance.
|c.
— Acting on one
its oldest
and
|>st 6controversial
casesof FCC
proposes
renew license of Hearst Radio's
|3AL
BaltimoreDrew
and Pearson
deny Commenta-Columnists
and RobS.
Allen's
application
for WBAL's
kw facilities.
8— Television Broadcasters Assn.
Lds annual Television Clinic in New
Lrk, re-elects J. R. Poppele president
\ seventh term, plans conferences
:h NAB to discuss merger of TBA
o projected NAB-TV.
-c. 14 — Broadcast Advisory Council is
;ured
and byTVPresident
stations Truman
are notthat
to rabe
|?ed
under
the
government's
emerlcy powers.
18— NBC plan to force radio affiljfes in TV markets to cut evening
;e rates
stalled, with affiles girdingappears
for battle.
18 — FCC's
investigation
AT&T
cablescheduled
allocations
appears
rted as TV networks agree on new
fmula
to
resolve
their
conflicting
e requirements.
ft. 19 — Defense Dept. asks Congress
enact bill giving President farchingin powers
J.ials
times of to
war,"control"
emergency,radioor
■ained international relationships."
k. 21of— Station
FCC's hearing
news(Dick)
pol[Gs€jis
Owner on
G. A.
jtjofll'hards ends after 114 days, 275 wit|'=es,
18 000 pages of testimony and
0 exhibits.

Dec. 22misses
— Chicago
courtagainst
dissuit broughtfederal
by RCA
FCC's color TV decision, but continues
temporary restraining order (issued
Nov. 16) against commercial use of
CBS system pending appeal to U.S.
Supreme Court.
Dec. 25 — BROADCASTING • TELEYearend Roundup
new businessCASTINGrecords
for radio indicates
and TV
in 1951, despite war clouds.
Dec. 26— Gillette Safety Razor Co. buys
TV rights to World Series and baseball's annual
Star games
next
six years
at $1Allmillion
a year, forhighest
price ever paid.
Dec. 28 — Zenith Radio Corp. prepares
to begin its test of Phonevision, thrice
delayed, in Chicago on Jan. 1, 1951.

Appoint CD Coordinator
APPOINTMENT of a civil defense
planning coordinator to supervise
requests for services of electronics
experts and to help local communities plan communications systems
was announced Dec. 29 by Dr. W.
R. G. Baker, General Electric vice
president and general manager of
the company's electronics department.
At the same time Dr. Baker
announced the establishment of a
departmental committee to direct
a broad program of assistance in
the electronics field to civil defense
organizations. One of its major
steps will be to offer technical and
engineering aid to local communities.
Neal F. Harmon, former Atlanta
sales engineer, was named to head
the post of civil defense planning
coordinator. Under his direction,
electronics experts will be made
available for consultation on coordination of police, fire, taxicab
and other radio systems. Mr. Harmon served with GE from 1933 to
1937, and later became sales counCorp. selor for the GE Electric Supply
Other steps in the company's
program include the study of new
or existing electronic devices which
would be designed to aid in establishing an adequate civil defense
program. Dr. Baker also announced conversion of a former
tube plant at Utica, N. Y., to facilitate expansion of production of
two-way radio equipment, which,
he said,
providecommunications
the "backbone
of
civilwill
defense

THE

FIRST

CHOICE

RADIO

ENGINEERS

FLEXIBILITY
In rack or console, or in its really portable cases, the Magnecorder will suit
every purpose. PT6 Series shown is the
most widely used professional tape recorder inthe world, and is available with
3 speeds (33A' , W2" , 15") if preferred.
FIDELITY
Lifelike tone quality, low distortion meet
N.A.B. standards — and at a moderate
price! PT63 Series shown in, rack mount
also offers three heads to erase, record,
and play back to monitor from the tape
while recording.

FEATURES

systems."
Harold Springer
FUNERAL services were held
Dec. 29 for Harold N. (Harry)
Springer, 51, musical director at
WENY-AM-FM Elmira, N. Y.,
who died two days earlier at Arnot-Ogden Hospital. Mr. Springer joined WENY (formerly
WESG) in 1932 as organist and
director of music, and held those
positions until his resignation due
to illness last year. In addition
to radio work, he also directed his
own dance band. A veteran of
World War I and member of the
American Legion, he was given a
military burial at Elmira's Woodlawn National Cemetery.

OF

PT7 accommodates lOVi" reels and
offers 3 heads, positive timing and pushbutton control. PT7 Series shown in complete console model is also available for
portable or rack mount. For outstanding
recording equipment, see the complete
Magnecord line — PT6, PT63 and PT7.
WRITE FOR NEW

INC.
360 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

CATALOG

Magnecord, Inc., Dept. B-l
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord
Equipment.

City..

.Zone
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LIBEL LA
SCOTUS Upholds Calif. Act
CALIFORNIA'S libel law embracing printed matter and broadcasts
was given a vote of confidence by
the U. S. Supreme Court last Tuesday [Broadcasting ® Telecasting,
Oct. 23, 1950]. The high court dismissed an appeal challenging the
law's Constitutionality after it had
agreed to hear argument and rule
on the issue.
Involved was the question of how
much protection the state can give
newspapers or broadcasters when
libelous matter is printed or broadcast. The case grew out of a suit
against the Southern California
Associated Newspapers by Erwin
P. Werner, former city attorney of
Los Angeles.
The plaintiff had contended that
the state law. which excuses the
broadcaster or publisher from paying general damages providing a
retraction is broadcast or printed,
is unconstitutional.
Calif. Libel Law

in effect, is California's
on libel which states if a relawUpheld,
traction isprinted or broadcast in
a "conspicuous manner in the
r
ingon the
newspape
statements
thebroadcast
station as orwere
claimed to be libelous" within 20
ge
publica"knowled
days tionafter
ts
or broadcast
statemen
of the of
"
person
claimed to be libelous, the
libeled can recover only special

Rating
NATIONAL
NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM
AND WEEK
URBAN HOMES — and Including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR
Rating NOV. 19-25, 1950
Current
Current
Current Previous
Homes
Current Previous
Homes
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
6
8
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
7.8
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(8.7)
7
4
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS).. 7.7
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
10.9
8
11
Arthur
Godfrey
(3o!d
Sea!)
(CBS)...
7.7
2
24
Jack
S"iow Show
(CBS)
20.3
9
7
Big Sister (CSS)
7.6
3
CharlieBenny
McCarthy
(CBS) ...
17.0
10
10
Rosemary
(CBS)
7.6
4
53
Godfrey's
Ta'ent (CBS)
Scouts (CBS)
16.6 DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.2)
5
Amos
V Andy
16.5
1
1
True De:e-five
9.5
6
10
Walter Winchell (ABC)
16.1
2
2
Shadow
(M3S) Mysteries
. (M3S)
7.0
7
9
My Friend Irma (CBS)
15.2
3
8
SymphonetNs (CBS)
6.3
8
6
Red Skelton (CBS)
15.0
DAY,
SATURDAY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(5.9)
9
16
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
14.7
1
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
11.7
10
8
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
14.6
2
2
Stars O-'er Hollywood (CBS)
10.1
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs) (5.2)
3
3
Grand Centra! S'ation (CBS)
9.9
1
Beu'ah
(CBS)
11.9
2
31
Lone Ranger
(ABC)
9.5
Copyri3ht 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
3
2
Oxydol Show (CBS)
9.4
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.1) NOTE: Number of h^rres is ob'a'ned by applying the "NIELSEN1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS). 10.0 RATING"
to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total United
2
5
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
8.3 Slates Radio(%)Homes.
3
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
8.7
4
6
Challenge of the Yukon (CBS)
8.3 for
(*) Homes
part of the program, except
homes reached
listening during
only I allh or5 any
minutes.
5
3
Ma Perkins (CBS)
8.1
damages.
If a correction is asked but not
published, the libeled (providing
the matter is proved to be libelous
in court) may recover general,
special plus exemplary damages.
Latter damages may be recovered
only tionifor broadcast
"actual malice"
in publicais proved.
CORPORATE name of owner of CFPL
London changed to London Free Press
Printing Co. Ltd., and of CKXL Calgary to The Albertan Broadcasting
Co. Ltd., according to announcement
by Radio Branch, Dept. of Transport,
Ottawa.

ELECTION ORDERED
At WIBA Madison by NLRi
DIRECTIVE ordering an election
at WIBA Madison, Wis., for the
purpose of determining the bargaining representative of certain
announcer personnel was issued
last Tuesday by the National
Labor Relations Board.
In a decision involving Badger
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WIBA, and the American Federation of Radio Artists (AFL), the
board ordered an election covering
staff and farm announcers as well
as sports broadcasters, but excluding the program director, news director, news editor, continuity
writer and all supervisors. The
news editor was ruled ineligible to
vote on grounds that he devotes
more
duties.than 50% of his time to other
NLRB excluded the news director because, though not a supervisor within the meaning of the
labor relations act, he is "so closely
allied to the employer's management as to justify his exclusion
from the unit."
New

NARBA

Change

WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich., which
in early December was granted
change to fulltime operation on its
assigned 1150 kc with 500 w,
has been authorized by FCC to
modify its directional antenna so
as to protect CKX Brandon, Man.,
Canada, according to the daytime
skywave curves specified in the
new NARBA which is awaiting
ratification by the signitory countries. Under the criteria contained in the NARBA now expired,
WCEN able"
would
not cause
"objectioninterference
to CKX.

BISMARCK,
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N. DAK.

STATE DEPT. has requested from
KALI Pasadena, for "Voice of America" broadcasts, recording of Spanish
language description of annual New
Year's Day Tournament of Roses
Parade done by that station in cowood.
operation with KNBH(TV) Holly-

WIBG ELECTION
Announcers Vote Against AC A
IN AN election conducted by the
National Labor Relations Board,
staff announcers at WIBG Philadelphia, licensed to the Seaboard
Radio Broadcasting Corp., voted
against the American Communications Assn. which sought the right
to represent them in collective bargaining negotiations.
With elections supervised by M.
Morgerman of NLRB, the announcers voted, 5-2, to reject the
ACA, which last year had been
dislodged from the Congress of
Industrial Organizations (CIO)
on grounds that the union was
Communist-dominated.
The announcers, in effect, backed
up the contention of Seaboard
which claimed, in a labor dispute
before NLRB, that ACA's allegedly
Communist affiliations had disqualified it from participating in
any elections.
NLRB had ruled, however, that
as long as the union had complied
with certain sections of the TaftHartley Act, the
it had
no cause "to
investigate
authenticity
or
truth of affidavits filed ... as such
investigations are, by the Act,
made a function of the Dept. of
Justice" casting,
[Broadcasting
Dec. 4, 1950]. • TeleIn a subsequent decision the •
board, in mid-December, followed
an earlier Court of Appeals ruling
by declaring that failure of a union
to file non-Communist affidavits
does not excuse an employer, at
the time of negotiations, from bargaining with the union.
LeBlanc

Praises Radio

ROLE radio has played in successfully selling Hadacol, a dietary
supplement manufactured by his
firm, will be told by State Sen.
Dudley J. LeBlanc, president of LeBlanc Corp., Lafayette, La., when
he addresses Hollywood Ad Club
mem^e^s todav (Monday) at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. John Weiser,
vice president and Pacific Coast
manager of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
will preside as chairman of the day.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

<DRO LABOR
CASE
NLRB Examiner Favors Union
RELIMINARY findings in a
ibor disnute involving KDRO
edalia, Mo., and two unions — the
Kmerican Federation of Radio
.rtists (AFL) and International
rotherhood of Electrical Workers
AFL) — were issued last Tuesday
y an NLRB examiner.
Examiner John Lewis in an injrmediate report ruled that anouncers at KDRO constitute a
nit appropriate for collective baraining, and upheld union comlaints that Milton Hinlein, KDRO
resident and licensee, had "reused" to bargain with AFRA after
lay 20, 1950. Station also was
harged with "discriminating"
sainst two employes by dischargthem for engaging in union
ctivities, and was ordered to reistate them.
Mr. Hinlein denied the commison of any unfair labor practices,
[e stated that one employe. Robert
ounger, was discharged May 16,
950, for "disrupting normal and
astomary relationships between
jllow employes and management,"
nd the other, James Harvey, on
une 9, 1950, because of "economic
ressure and threatening manpwer shortage." KDRO was
:>rced to eliminate use of anjuncers and substitute "combinaon men" operation, a normal
ractice at small town radio staons, Mr. Hinlein explained.
The KDRO president also told
xaminer Lewis that Mr. Younger,
nee his dismissal, had engaged in
icts of violence" against station
nployes and had attempted to inice advertisers to severe business
lations with KDRO.
aRIPT CONTEST
Set by 'Dr. Christian'
3NTH annual Dr. Christian ra> script competition was anunced on Dr. Christian over
3S, Jan. 3, 8:30-9 p.m., with a
1st prize of $2,000, three special
jizes of $500 each, and payment
r any other scripts used on the
ogram to be between $250 and
50.
SA deadline of Feb. 28 has been
' ,t,
judges
will isbeopen
announced
on.andThe
contest
to the
blic,
including
past
winners,
■'
X ji ripts need not be typewritten,
folder of rules may be had by
iting: Dr. Christian Award, 17
ate St., New York 4, N. Y.
oves Studios

v'OE Santa Ana, Calif., has
jived its studios from the transfer site on Willowick Golf
< urse to the Commerical Na'_nal Studios
Bank Bldg.,
at 105 station
E 5th
now adjoin
cutive offices.
IRTY-SIX CBS employes in Armed
rces at end of 1950, network re•ts. Severance pay and re-employnt guarantee provided by network.
tOADCASTING

NBS Meet April 16-18
SESSIONS at the regular spring
meeting of the USA National Committee of the International Scientific Radio Union and the professional group on antennas and wave
propagation of the Institute of Radio Engineers will be held at the
National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C, April 16-18 in
recognition cenof
the announced
bureau's semiten ial, itwas
last

E. R. VADEBONCOEUR, vice president and news commentator, WSYR-AM-TV
Syracuse, N. Y., is honored at a testimonial luncheon by Syracuse Lions Club
which presented him with an achievement award for service to the club and
to the community. L to r: Robert Ganger, executive vice president of P.
Lorillard Co., sponsor of Mr. Vadeboncoeur's WSYR broadcasts; W. W.
Chaplin, NBC commentator and luncheon guest speaker; Mr. Vadeboncoeur;
Merritt G. Curtis, president, Lions Club; Farnsworth W. Reckerd, toastmaster.
MAGNETIC TAPE
'Fortune' Notes Strides
ACOUSTICAL magic of magnetic
tape recording is highpointed in an
article printed in the January
issue of Fortune magazine. The
article, well illustrated with color
and black-and-white photographs,
claims magnetic tape recording has
overturned "the basic sound-recording techniques of the radio, phonograph-record and motion-picture
industries" in the past three or
four years.
In describing its uses (tape recorders have been on the market
less than five years, the article
says), the multi-application of the
technique industry-wide is underscored.
Article points out that in radio,
"where executives once turned livid
at the mention of 'canned' programs, tape-recorded shows now
comprise 25% of network broadcasts. In television, magnetic recordings are beginning to provide
the sound for filmed shows. (And
a few engineers dream of recording
the complete television signal —
on magnetic
picture and all
tape.)"
WSDC OPENING
New Mich. Daytimer Starts
OFFICIAL opening of WSDC
Marine City, Mich., was scheduled
for last Saturday (Jan. 6), with
the occasion being marked by an
open house at the station's studios
at 5300 Marine City Highway, approximately IV2 miles west of Marine City. WSDC broadcasts on
1590 kc with 1 kw daytime using
a directional antenna.
Licensee is Radio St. Claire Inc.
Officers of the corporation are
President Jerry W. Coughlin, Vice
President Wilma Drysdale and
Secretary-Treasurer Everett W.
Sawyer. National representative
is Hil F. Best.

• Telecasting

itbAL Music
SIX music publishing houses
changed affiliation to SESAC Inc.
effective Jan. 1, according to Paul
Heinecke, president, in the SESAC
20th anniversary monthly bulletin.
The publishers include H. T. Fitzsimons Co. Inc., of Chicago;
AMSCO Music. Pub. Co., Century
Music Co., Keyboard Pub. Co., Heritage Music Pub. Inc. and Mercury
Music Co., all of New York.

week.
First day will be taken up with
administrative meetings followed
by technical sessions the other two
clays. Four URSI commissions are
sponsoring technical sessions dealing with radio propagation, noise
and antennas. Advance registration cards may be obtained from
Dr. Newbern Smith, of NBS, secretary, after March 1.
Arkansas Meet Feb. 5
ANNUAL meeting of the Arkansas
Broadcasters Assn. will be held
Feb. 5 in Little Rock, Ark., according to Ted Rand, KDRS Paragould,
secretary treasurer of ABA. Details of the meeting will be worked
out at a board of directors gathering today (Monday).
KNX Hollywood awarded special citation by American Legion "in grateful appreciation" for its outstanding
contributions to success of 32d national convention held in Los Angeles.
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CBS
NEWSPRINT

Notes

Shortage

Government

Threat;

Eyes Issue

FIRST faint rumbling within the radio industry of publishers' increasing newsprint problems and the probable effect on broadcast advertising
was echoed on at least one network front last week — though the issue
arose only inadvertently. *
The government recognizes that
CBS' Press Information department informed trade press editors
newsprint is in "tight supply," an
NPA official explained, but in view
that "due to the present national
emergency," its paper supply will of "lack of complaints" from pubbe curtailed, resulting in some
lishers ithas decided not to invoke
stringent controls at present. While
cases in a "tightening up of CBS
publishers have complained that
program
Networknews."
authorities explained
costs have skyrocketed as much as
the action was not occasioned by 100% in recent years, they attest
any legislative decree, but was
that shortages are not yet "too
taken in "anticipation of newsprint
severe," it was explained.
restrictions." They added that "we
Many publishers, some of whom
have every reason to believe this own
broadcast outlets, already
curtailment will be slight."
have
begun
to allocate advertisingGrowing newsprint problems —
and increase circulation
the sharp rise of paper costs and space
rates, it is understood. About 25%
the fear of scarcities — have comof
the nation's radio stations are
manded the attention of government and industry officials alike in newspaper-owned.
The Albuquerque Journal, whose
recent months. Government control
Albuquerque Broadcasting Co. is
of newsprint supply would have
far-reaching implications in the licensee of KOB-AM-TV, has notified advertisers they will be limbroadcast advertising picture,
ited to 85% of the space they used
touching on national network and
in December 1949. Newspaper also
spot billings, rate structures and
has advised KVER Albuquerque
other facets, authorities agree.
that it must limit itself to 70 inches
But officials of National Producper week. KVER also has raised
tion Authority, now vested with
power to allocate paper under the its air rates, according to William
1950 Defense Production Act, told T. Kemp, president and general
Broadcasting • Telecasting last manager. There also were reports
that the Plainview (Tex.) Daily
week they felt there is no immediHerald has begun to ration space.
ate need for controls at this time.

KSWM
JO PL I N , MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285/550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The email map above show*
airline miles to nearest mei
ropolitan centers, asiurmunduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C B S

in

JOPLIN,
MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
sailed the Pacific seas, visiting
China and Korea, among other
places. He was released from duty
in May 1946, when his ship was
decommissioned after racking-up
more than 30,000 miles in a single
He returned home and studied a
year. at Lake Forest College, a
year
school which has the distinction of
once owning the town in which it
is located. The college was established before the Civil War, and
held deeds to almost all the property in the township before the
town was incorporated.
Jerry majored in English, dramatics and psychology, all of which
are combined in his radio sales activities. He organized the first campus club for independent men and
under his direction, membership
grew from three to 150 within two
months.
To gain a knowledge of 'intangible selling,"
Jerry worked
salesman
for McCormick
Schoolas ofa
Commerce in Chicago after graduation. Tangibles were ready to be
dealt with, in the form of tin cans,
when he met a friend — a radio
salesman. Asked what he was doing, Jerry replied he was just
about to begin selling tin cans. The
friend considered this "sort of
ridiculous;" Jerry pondered a moment, agreed, and decided to go
into radio.
That same friend introduced him
to the sales manager of WLS Chi-

A $200 trip to New Orleans for the Sugar Bowl football game between
Oklahoma U. and Kentucky U. was awarded to the winner of KTQK Oklahoma
City's letter-writing contest on "I prefer KTOK's 10 p.m. news because .. ."
Proud husband, T. Price Sparks (I), looks on as the winner, Mrs. Sparks, receives prize tickets and hotel reservations from Harry CorrsbaE!m, Rainbow
Travel Service. John Damn, judge of the contest and radio instructor at
Oklahoma U., and Genera! Manager Edgar T. Beil (r) of KTOK, look on.
cago, who promptly hired Jerry as
sales service manager. This was
another kind of tangible.
After WLS experience, Jerry
worked in Chicago for a trade journal before joining the Walker Co.
During that time, he traveled
around the country, met hundreds
of station men and settled upon
representative work as an ideal
blend of both tangibles and intangibles. Common

Sense Policy
As Chicago manager of Walker,
he represents all AM stations in
the company's lineup. These include the Aloha Network, comprised of six stations in Hawaii,
and the Z-Bar Network of five stations plus KXLY Spokane and
KXL
Although he hasn't
arrivedPortland.
at a comprehensive
and
shatter-proof formula for salesmanship, Jerry thinks parts of it
are common sense, knowledge of
the product and the desires of the
client, and frequent visits to agencies.
He sees a trend among buyers of
spot to "examine each buy more
carefully" and to familiarize themselves with all facets of what they

purchase — merchandising possibilities, show histories and followthrough offered by the individual
station. Although "this seems to be
the tactic of a client with little
money to spend," the converse is
true, he says, as business is good
and looks as though it will be better.
Jerry holds membership in the
Chicago Radio Management Club
and the Western Advertising Golfers' Assn., a Chicago group of ad
men which meets six times yearly
for a golf match. Because his father is a pro, Jerry just whispers
that his 18-hole score "varies

Ik

Corley W. Kirby
widely."
CORLEY W. KIRBY, 56, assistant
general sales manager for Crosley
Div. of Avco Mfg. Corp., died Dec.
28 in Cincinnati after an illness of
several months. Before his association with Crosley, Mr. Kirby
had been with General Motors for
18 years, and prior to that with
Detroit stations, including WWJ
and WJR. He is survived by his
widow, a son, mother, four sisters
and one brother.

EXCLUSIVE!

Shell Oil placed "Shell's Dinner
Edition of the News" on KJR —
their only radio in Western
Washington.

SEATTLE ^^^^^S000 WATTS
KJR

THE VAIUC- FU LL STATION
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
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Toller's Success
(Continued from page 20)
Eternal vigilance is the price of
lerfection. In the prescription deartments, at your three Toller Rex11 drug stores, watchfulness is the
watchword. Toller's pharmacists
,-atch over the quality of the drugs
y selecting only the preparations of
manufacturers whose names are synnymous with dependability. Toller's
'harmacists watch over freshness by
v-eeding out those drugs that may
trengthen or weaken with the passng of time. They watch over weights
nd measures with painstaking care
n compounding procedures. Toller's
atch over your good health with the
ternal vigilance that is the price of
inscription perfection. A prescripon is precision-made medicine, enineered in strict conformity with
he physician's formula. For preseripon perfection think of your three
oiler Rexall drug stores, located at
ixth and Pierce . . . Twenty-first and
ourt . . . and Fourth and Court
treets, in Sioux City.
Flaherty Comment
Eugene T. Flaherty, general
lanager of KSCJ and one of
roadcasting's most experienced
ractitioners, has had an opporunity to observe Mr. Toller's prolotional efforts for many years.
"The Toller story is one of sucess built on the consistent type of
adio broadcast use," says Mr.
"laherty. "Mr. Toller, a man of the
ighest integrity, has never used
pecial deals, contests, and all that
art of hoopla that the mill run of
dvertisers think they need to make
:adio work."
Another way Mr. Toller adverses his company is through emloye relations. Each new worker
givento a Success
booklet titled
Open
,oad
with "The
the Toller

Toller's do the right thing, not because of rules and regulations, but
because they WANT to do the right
thing. I also want you to know that
we at Toller's are a Democracy in
which everyone is important and has
equal rights with everyone else, and
that all suggestions for betterment
of our organization are gladly received. Iearnestly invite you to help
us make this a better organization to
serve the important health needs of
our city.
General manager of Toller's for
the past two years has been Harold F. McClain, a big, friendly man
with a youthful gait who joined the
organization as a clerk at the outset of its "radio prosperity." It
took Mr. McClain just three years
to earn the title of sales manager,
and two years later he was named
assistant general manager.
Harold McClain is usually found
working on the sales floor attired
in one of the company's immaculate service jackets, worn by all
sales people. By example, he makes
each of his fellow workers feel that
the "personality" of the store depends on the individual salesman.
"Has it ever occurred to you that
Toller Drug Co. has its own personality just the same as an individual?" he asks. "Drug stores have
a reputation of being mean, tight,

CANADA
BIDS
CBC Faces Heavy Applications
JANUARY meeting of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of
governors at Montreal this Thursday will be faced with probably the
heaviest list of applications for
new AM stations in its history.
Five applications are in for stations at Saskatoon, Sask., where
CFQC
is now the only station. One
rug Co.," prefaced with a "mesof the Saskatoon applications is
age
from
the
president,"
which
;ates:
for a French-language station,
and there are also applications
I think you will be happy in work)j| tg with us. I want you to know
for
a French-language station,
lat we shall do all in our power to
Gravelbourg, Sask., and at Timake you feel at home and happy,
like to feel that all the folks at mins. Ont.
Experimental
TV applications
are being requested by RCA Victor
at Montreal on Channel 5, and by
AUCTION
Stewart-Warner Alemite Corp. of
Canada at Belleville on Channel 10.
AUDIENCE RATING PROGRAM*
WORKS FOR
Applications are also in for a new
1 kw station on 630 kc at Edmonton.
Construction permit for 1 kw on 1380
kc held by Radio Victoriaville Ltd.,
Victoriaville, Que., may be changed
(Primary 1,630,000)
according to a request for two 350 w
stations at Victoriaville and DrumBUY A DAILY PROVED
mondville, Que., to air the same proAt St. forJohn's,
AUDIENCE IN THE RBCH
there isgramanservice.
application
a new Nfld.,
5 kw
station
on
930
kc.
The
French-lanLONG ISLAND MARKET
guagequestestation
Saskatoon
red is for at1 kw
on 950 being
kc, while
WITH 90 MILES OF
other four Saskatoon applications are
for 250 w stations on 1230, 1240 and
BOSTON POST ROAD
1340 kc.
A number of share transfers are
CITIES AS A BONUS.
being requested by stations in various
312 1,-,-hrs
parts of Canada.
TheseToronto,
include with
recapitalization of CKEY
365 1-min. spots
.$2,708.
$811,
10,000 preferred shares; transfer of 200
preferred and 10,100 common shares of
Key Broadcasting System
CKOY Ottawa; transfer of 1,530 shares
Lee Hollingsworth, Pres.
of CFCH North Bay, CJKL Kirkland
Lake, and CKGB Timmins; transfer of
5,250 shares of CJAV Port Alberni;
Tel. Oyster Bay (L.I.) 6-2500
transfer of 1,174 preferred and 400 com.
mon shares of CKBW Bridgewater, and
'Copyrighted.
for your
station. RatesAvailable
on request.
transfer of license of CJRL from Kenora Broadcasting Co. to C. W. Johnson, Kenora.
ROADCASTING
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stiff, stingy, chiseling — or square
dealing, friendly, cordial, and informing. The men, women, and
youngsters
at Toller's
can
tell you who
whattrade
the personality
of Toller's is like. Their idea of
Toller's comes from the men and
women they meet in our stores.
Those who work for us create the
personality
of Toller's,
when they are
on duty, not
but only
also
when they are about town."
Whenemployes
they are
town,"
Toller
make"about
it a point,
on
Mr. McClain's suggestion, to
"catch" company-sponsored broad-

OUT-OF-HOME

casts and to urge their friends to
do so. This not only builds listenership but keeps workers informed
as to the news, aiding on-the-job
conversation. This also helps employes
abreast products
of Toller's onpro-a
motionkeepof certain
particular day.
Although Harold McClain has
shouldered much of the management of the stores, Adolph Toller, at 62, still is in active charge
of his organization. He is on the
job from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., usually
six days a week. He regards his
180 employes as his "family."

AUDIENCE
Pulse Records One-Fifth in Cincinnati

NEARLY a fifth of the Cincinnati
area population listens to the radio
out of their homes once or more
daily, according to a July-August
survey of the area's listening habits
by Pulse Inc.
The survey covered four counties,
Hamilton (Ohio), Kenton and
Campbell (Kentucky) and Dearborn (Indiana). There are 282,910 radio homes in the area which
has a population of 919,167. Pulse
found 181,800 out-of-home listeners, who represent 19.8% of the
total population.
Pulse visited 2,100 homes and
asked 7,313 persons if they listened
to the radio while away from their
homes. Data was compiled on
where this audience listens, the
number of persons who listen once

or -more daily, percentage of the
total audience the segment represents, and the relative share each
station obtains.
Findings showed most of the outof-home audience (40.8%) listened
in automobiles, the second largest
group (19.9%) while visiting the
homes of others, the third biggest
while at work (18.2% ) . Other outof-home listening was recorded
while outdoors, at business establishments, at restaurants and at
retail stores.
Heaviest listening was at the
noon hour when 15.1% of the total
audience heard the radio away
from home. During other time
periods of the day and night (6
a.m. to midnight), listening fluctuated from 8.9% to 14.6%.

Soups

up

your signal
. . . adds to your coverage
Collins 26W-1
Limiting Amplifier
Both AM and FM broadcasters can employ the Collins 26W-1
limiting amplifier to their very great advantage.
In AM transmitter applications it limits loud audio passages, thus
preventing overmodulation and the accompanying distortion and
adjacent channel interference. This limiting action permits a higher
average modulation level, and consequently a stronger transmitted
signal.
In FM applications the 26W-1 is necessary to prevent excessive
transmitter swing which produces distortion at the receiver due to
the inability of the average discriminator to handle frequency swings
greater than 150 kc. In FM systems, wide range audio makes such
distortion very noticeable.
Write your nearest Collins representative for further information.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1 1 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK
Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE

417 Rosalyn Ave.
DAYTONA BEACH
1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
DALLAS 2
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Letter of Thanks
WTVB Coldwater, Mich., recently
received a letter from a listener
thanking the station for the part
played in helping- her locate her
ailing father. Her father, who had
been ill, had walked over a mile
and a half from his home to a
super market where WTVB manager was conducting a show. The
story was broadcast and the man
identified and rewas quickly
turned to his home.
New Bicycle
QUICKLY responding to the story
of a young polio victim whose
bicycle was stolen, related over
John and Joan program, mail began pouring into KGVO Missoula,
Mont. Within a few days a fund
for a new bike began to swell with
contributions from listeners. John
and Joan now had a problem of
what to do with all the money, so
they asked their audience. The
result was, half was to go for the
youngster's Christmas present and
the other half to go into the crippled children's fund at the local
hospital.
Mercy Flight
the NaAN emergency call from Infanti
le
tional Foundation for
in Minnearpolis to MosisPicture
Paralytion
Directo Dick Hance,
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
requesting help in delivering a
trachea collar for a stricken patient in Bismarck, N. D., brought
fast action. Mr. Hance, well
known for his on-the-spot coverage
of news, called the local National
Guard commander to arrange for
a plane to fly the equipment to
Bismarck. Mr. Hance picked up
the collar at a local medical supply house and raced to the airfield
ATOMIC ATTACK
WIP Survival Show Praised
HOW TO survive an atomic attack
proved a popular and effective program subject for WIP Philadelphia.
An intensive promotion campaign
preceded the first broadcast of the
program, You Can Survive an
Atomic Attack, highlighted by a
"program preview" for leading
civic, military and defense figures.
Those attending the pre-broadcast were quick to urge their
organizations to listen to the broadcast, WIP reports. The Junior
Chamber of Commerce used a
direct-mail campaign to urge its
members and their families to
tune in the program. Military
units, labor organizations, educational systems, leading department
stores and industrial firms alerted
their personnel to the broadcast.
Originated by Benedict Gimbel
Jr., president and general manager
of WIP, presentation of the program was handled by Dr. Richard
Gerstell, consultant, Civil Defense,
Office of National Security Resources Board, Washington. WIP
reports it received many letters of
praise from public officials for the
atomic survival program, and request that the show be rebroadcast.
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with a police escort. The plane
completed the last leg of the journey in a blinding snow storm but
delivered the equipment safely.
Spots Bring Blood Donors
A LAST minute appeal for blood
donors over WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., brought a total of 54 volunteers. The Red Cross blood
bank, drawing its. campaign to a
close, put in a call asking Fred
Laffey, WLAW program director,
for help. Immediately eight spots
were written and broadcast. Response was rapid. A motorist
driving near Lowell, nine miles
away, heard the appeal, drove to
Lawrence, gave his pint of blood,
and continued on his way.
Interview Brings Response
MORE than 1,000 radios were donated to the U. S. Naval Hospital,
Oakland, as the result of an interview by Miss Bobby Lyons, announcer of Startime Theatre on
KGO-TV San Francisco, with
Captain S. S. Cook, commandant
of the hospital. -Captain Cook
commented that radios were the
foremost recreational requirement
for the hospital. The Navy assigned 30 trucks to pick up the
radios from donating viewers.
TV Sets for Vets
KPIX (TV) San Francisco and
KSFO San Francisco launched a
fund-raising campaign for TV
sets for veterans in the many VA
hospitals in the bay area. Several
TV set manufacturers have volunteered to donate sets to hospitals and others have promised to

sell sets at cost. Also many contributions are pouring in from
viewers and listeners, at whom
pitch is mainly directed, the stations report.
Call for Donors
WHEN several persons were injured in a traffic accident near
Medford, Ore., KMED Medford
was asked to make an appeal for
blood donors. Only four spot announcements had been made when
the station was asked to cancel further requests. More than 300
donoi's had responded within a
brief period to the appeal, according to Jennings Pierce, station
manager.
Fund Raising Campaign
EDUCATIONAL and fund-raising
campaign is being conducted
against "Mediterranean
hereditary
blood disease anemia,"
peculiar
to people whose origin is the Mediterranean area, by WOV New
York. Programs will include discussions with parents of children
afflicted by the disease and with
research authorities, and will feature direct broadcasts from the
Children's Clinic of New York Hospital and the Cornell Medical
Center.
Funds Top Mark
IN the course of 31 days WCMB
Lemoyne, Pa., raised a total of $5,000 for Nancy Witherow, who had
been injured and needed treatment.
The youngster, injured in a freak
accident almost a year ago, and
confined to a wheelchair since, had
gone to Washington for an ex-

amination. The doctors thought
she might walk again if given
proper treatment. The treatment
would cover six months or more,
and cost about $3,000 plus living
expenses. The Junior Civic Club
in her home town of New Cumberland took the story to WCMB. Pete
Wambach, station disc jockey, was
given the job of getting help from
station listeners through a "Christmas for Nancy," fund. Using an
hour each day, and two complete
Saturday afternoons, he was able
on Dec. 24 to take Nancy a Christmas tree laden with cards and
$3,000 cash pinned to the top.
DISPERSAL PLAN
Speedup Indicated by GSA
SPEEDUP of plans calling for
dispersal of essential government
agencies from Washington, D. C,
to Virginia and Maryland was indicated last week by the General
Services Administration and the
Budget Bureau.
But the proposal as submitted on
Capitol Hill appeared destined to
be held over until the 82d Congress convenes this Wednesday.
The GSA appointed four consultants to help it map relocation plans
and, together with the Budget Bureau, called on all government
agencies and departments to submit
comments on the "degree of disruption" such dispersal may have
on their individual operations.
Though there was no confirmation from FCC sources, it is understood that the Commission would
not be included with those agencies
tabbed for relocation. National
Production Authority, which allocates scarce materials used in electronics and other equipment, also
was believed to be excluded.
The Budget Bureau would make
its recommendations to Congress
after studying the comments received from government agencies
and departments. The proposal
will be considered by the House
Public Works Committee, which is
said to favor the plan in principle
but prefers to study it at length
when the new session commences.
Jess Larson, GSA Administrator,
who announced appointment of the
consultants, stressed that the dispersal plan is not strictly an emergency blueprint but one for "perma- nent relocation . . ."
Mental Therapy
TELEVISION has proved a
definite asset in the treatment
of mental patients, according
to Dr. Arthur Noyes, superintendent atNorristown State
Hospital,whoPa.have
"I not
havespoken
seen
patients
one word in months eagerly

BREAKFAST "toast" honors Myrtle Green, who plays June Marlowe on
Wieboldt Stores' Your Neighbor program, beginning its 16th year on WMAQ
Chicago. L to r: Jack Haskell, NBC baritone who was guest on tfie anniversary show; Homer Heck, station program production director; Miss Green,
the guest of honor; Howard B. Meyers, WMAQ sales manager, and Mel
Hatwick, account executive at Needham, Louis & Brorby, agency.

watching
Dr.
Noyes
told thetelevision,"
Pennsylvania
Hopetown Assn. at a meeting
in Philadelphia. "Television
brings the activities of the
outside world to these patients, who have a tendency
to live in a world of their
own," he declared.
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Return to Rate Reason
WISER HEADS finally prevailed at NBC.
Its badly timed foray for rate reductions on
AM stations in TV markets, first slated for
Jan. 1, and then postponed because of spontaneous opposition, now is indefinitely suspended. Time, we are convinced, will bring the
irrefutable conclusion that it should be abandoned.
There should be no recriminations. NBC
President Joseph H. McConnell called off the
Jan. 10 meeting with affiliates over the New
Year's weekend. He did so after he had access
to the full facts. The project had been started
before there was a Korea and after a number
of advertisers had quietly put the squeeze on
the networks.
NBC, in our view, had no chance of convincing amajority of the 48 stations affected
that they should accept rate cuts up to 25%
in their evening rates, to compensate for TV
"penetration." The meeting, therefore, would
have served only to aggravate tension and
feeling.
We will agree with Mr. McConnell that a
of TV's
virtue the
by during
existthat
does are
problem
decade,
past advent.
But the facts
when radio circulation consistently hit new
highs (and it's still going up, what with 15
million sets sold in 1950) network rates remained relatively unchanged. They should have
been adjusted upward in tempo with increased
circulation — following the consistent practice
of the printed media. Radio is, and always has
been, the biggest bargain in the advertising
marts. The networks have never known their
own strength.
Adjusting rates downward in evening hours
to compensate for anything, springs from an
entirely false premise. The time to talk adjustments, ifat all, would be after increases
have been effected commensurate with the increases in circulation, and after actual, rather
than illusory measurements have been certified
as to the extent to which TV has cut in on
listening. Certainly the shell game of subtracting the number of TV homes from radio homes,
premise that they don't listen when they
the
on
have a TV set, is as illogical as the assumption that radio set owners never look at a
newspaper or magazine.
To conclude that the battle is over, despite
the soundness of radio's case, would be unrealistic. The ANA Radio-TV committee, under
its new chairman, George Duram of Lever
Bros., is conducting a fresh study. Of course,
it must take cognizance of the later facts, and
the emergency economic order, what with TV
frozen as fa-1 as one can see ahead, with newsprint rationing at hand, and with other impending shortages which make essential the
exploitation of brand names. [Besides, radio
has learned a harsh lesson, and won't be caught
again with its guard down.]
By stemming the rate tide, a lot of dollars
that might have drifted away from radio have
been salvaged. It's estimated that NBC and
CBS had about $5 million in billings at stake;
ABC $3 million and Mutual nearly $1 million.
Rates require constant study. But the real
job is to get out and sell network radio, just
as national spot and local are being sold. The
national representatives have been doing a
superb job. There are nearly 100 million sets
in use — more than the combined circulations
of all of the top national consumer magazines.
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The set doesn't have to be "renewed" each
year, like newspaper and magazine subscriptions. The program is the thing.
So, for the present, radio has staved off a
serious economic crisis. NBC's provisional
committee was largely responsible. The sheer
force of logic and fact sold President McConnell and his top echelon.
With this much accomplished, all networks
should be mindful of the lesson they have
learned. They should establish just and equitable rates. They should adhere to those rates.
Affiliated stations should meet their network
obligations and clear adequate time. They
should promote the value of their network
affiliations. Networks sell facilities — and
potential coverage of 95% of America's firesides. Can any other medium — or all of them
combined — make that claim?

Aces, Back-to-Back
IT TOOK all of radio's 30 years for it to
happen. The Democratic leadership of the Senate is now graced by two outstanding statesmen— both of whom have won their spurs in
the realm of radio communications. The new
majority leader — Sen. Ernest W. McFarland —
is chairman of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Subcommittee on Communications, and has
championed many a radio legislative cause.
And the majority whip — Sen. Lyndon B.
Johnson of Texas — knows what it is to operate
a station and meet a payroll. His wife is the
owner of KTBC Austin.
It is gratifying to learn that both of these
top-flight legislators will continue their service
on the Interstate Commerce Committee, in
which radio legislation originates. There will
be no overt legislative acts which might undermine the freedom or well-being of the broadcast arts while they hold the Senatorial reins.
Emotion

Conviction

Action

A FEW WEEKS ago there reverberated
throughout the land a tempest stirred by a
cooperative advertising campaign of the RadioTV Dealers Assn. which played to the emotions of children. A child without a TV set
is ostracized, the first display argued. Public
reaction soon killed that theme. It has happened before and probably will again.
We have just seen the advance proof of a
page ad to appear in the 1951 Broadcasting •
Telecasting Yearbook, now on the presses.
It won't arouse old-subscribers to indignation,
or set off the child psychologists. But it should
provoke thought in the advertising crafts.
This ad was placed by Foote, Cone & Belding, one of the nation's top agencies, for itself.
Read it:
For kindling EMOTION
For carrying CONVICTION
For creating ACTION
there is no more powerful
medium of communication than the
HUMAN VOICE.
That's why we believe in selling by telling —
through RADIO.
And in selling by telling and demonstration
—through TV.
Those words are suited for a plaque that
should hang on the wall of every radio and
TV station.

THEODORE

IRVING OBERFELDER

AT THE age of 13 Theodore Irving Ober/-» felder was obsessed with the radio bug,
an addiction that he wishes today would
grab all New Yorkers by the ears.
Mr. Oberfelder, who is now manager of
WJZ New York, built a crystal set when he
was 13 and kept it tuned almost exclusively
to WJZ, a listening habit that was not easy
to avoid in those days as few other stations
were on the air.
The crystal set brought more to Ted Oberfelder than the primitive programs of WJZ. It
also gave him considerable stature among other
youths in his neighborhood.
The set included a Fada glass-enclosed,
three-prong crystal detector which was considered a marvel among his contemporaries,
whose own sets were built around the unadorned cats-whiskers that could be bought at
the nearest dime store.
Youthful visitors to the Oberfelder apartment were especially awed that so ornate an
instrument could be constructed by such an
unsophisticated lad. Mr. Oberfelder had only
a short time before arrived in the big city
fresh from Sidney, Neb. (pop. 1,100).
Ted Oberfelder was born in Boston Oct. 2,
1909, but when he was two months old his
paients returned to his father's family home
in Sidney. The Oberfelder family were Nebraska pioneers, and by the time Theodore was
born the family holdings included large farms,
ranches and mercantile enterprises.
At one time his family was the biggest shipper of buffalo hides in the world, and his early
instruction in such activities prepared him
admirably for the more devious skin games he
was to encounter in later life in the advertising business.
When Ted Oberfelder was 12, his parents
moved to New York, where, in addition to
building crystal sets, he attended public
schools. Mostly because of the prodding of his
family he had decided to become a doctor.
Three years of pre-medical studies at New
York U., however, convinced him he was not
adapted to the medical profession. He had, for
reasons now forgotten, become enamored of
advertising, and he set out to find a job in
that field.
Ted Oberfelder approached the problem of
entering advertising with clinical precision.
From the classified telephone directory he arranged all New York advertising agencies in
lists according to their geographical location.
One day he would visit those agencies situated
within one zone and the next day those in an
adjacent area. He had called on more than 60
(Continued on page • U7)
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The station with top billing in the Southwest — the result of 28 years'
programming experience with a complete staff for creating, writing,
producing, and merchandising shows!
NOW

PLAYING.

. .

To a market area that shows a 50%
THE1940.*
AUDIENCE.

population gain in 1950 over

. .

Rated as number one in retail sales buying power in 19 major markets
ranging from 500,000 to 1,000,000 in population!*
'Standard Rate and Data — 1950-51 Consumer Markets
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NBC, TQN- 50,000 watts
MARTIN

WFAA-S70
•
W
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ALBERT DORSKIND, N. Y. attorney formerly with FCC, shifts to
Hollywood as counsel for KTLA (TV).
HAROLD
ville,
Ky. E. KING, manager KHBG
front office

L

EWIS ALLEN WEISS, formerly board chairman Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, now consultant in aircraft division Hughes
Tool Co., L. A.

SIDLE Y rejoins Lincoln Dellar California stations (KXOA
Sacramento, KXOB Stockton, KXOC Chico) as director
of sales. Functioning principally in national and
regional field, Mr. Sidley in new capacity will coordinate sales and merchandising activities of three
stations. In executive radio sales for past 10 years, he
was KXOA sales manager for four years. Prior to
that he was with KSFO San Francisco in similar
position.
VERN HERREN transfers from national spot sales
NBC Chicago to spot TV sales as traffic manager. New
salesmen in division are RAYMOND M. PERITZ, forMr. Sidley
mer' vice president of Special Correspondents Inc.,
Chicago publicity and dealer advertising service, and DAVID WILDER,
former radio-TV manager for Swift & Co. Radio spot additions are
JACK RAGEL, traffic manager, who worked at WE AW (FM) Evanston,
111., and CLIFF J. BARBARKA Jr., who worked in sales department of
Pepsodent.
S. M. FINLAYSON, general manager Canadian Marconi Co., owner
CFCF Montreal, elected president of company at annual meeting in
Montreal Dec. 29, succeeding A. H. GINMAN, who is retiring after
almost 50 years with company. Mr. Ginman remains as member of
board and adviser.

MORTON

ROBERT P. MYERS, assistant general attorney NBC New York, to
Lillick, Geary & McHose, L. A. and S. F. law firm. He will head L. A.
office.
WMPS APPOINTS
Three New Directors Named

Growth of retail sales %
in'theYU. S. A." was in
ELI PASO

audience in this vital
marketing area is
delivered by

KROD
5,000 watts 600 f(
C

RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
Dorrance D. Roderick, Pres.
i
Val Lawrence, Vke-Pres. & Gen.\ Mgr.
\ 1
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY^
TAYLOR COMPANY
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THREE new board directors have
been appointed by WMPS Inc.,
Memphis. They are Bill Rudner,
Volney Edwards, and Frank Morris. Mr. Rudner also is station
director; Mr. Edwards is assistant
secretary and treasurer, and Mr.
Morris is assistant advertisingmanager for Plough Inc., Memphis,
drug manufacturer and owner of
WMPS.
The four present members of the
board of directors are Abe Plough,
president of Plough Inc.; Harry
Solmson, executive vice president,
Plough Inc.; Charles Harrelson,
secretary and treasurer, Plough
Inc., and Harold Krelstein, vice
president of WMPS Inc.
Dudley D. Richards
FUNERAL SERVICES for Dudley D. Richards, 61, retired national advertising director of
Sears, Roebuck & Co., were held
last Tuesday in Silver Spring, Md.,
suburb of Washington, D. C. Mr.
Richards, former chief announcer
for WLS Chicago and national advertising executive with Sears,
Roebuck for a number of years,
died of a heart attack Dec. 30. He
was a member of the National
Press Club.

Okmulgee, Okla., to WPKE

Pike-

KSJO San Jose and KHUB Watsonville opened national sales office in
S. F. Jan. 1 under direction of HAL H. HOFFMAN. Offices at 607 Market
St.; telephone Yukon 6-2102. Mr. Hoffman, presently sales manager for
Forjoe & Co., S. F. radio representative firm, will be replaced at Forjoe
by ZONA SAMSON, formerly with Biow Co., S. F.
ARMAND LEMONT and JACK LEIGHTE, new to radio, to KWKW
Pasadena, Calif., as account executives.
BERNIE UNDERSTEIN, advertising salesman Washington Daily Neivs,
to WTOP-TV Washington as sales representative. He replaces WILLIAM TREYNOR, who is now with NAB.
BERT WEST, Columbia Pacific Network sales service manager and
broker representative, appointed CPN-KNX Hollywood account executive.
ROBERT WOOD, KNX sales service manager, also appointed account
executive. CPN and KNX sales service functions now consolidated into
one office with ROBERT PEREZ, formerly KNX-CPN news bureau, as
sales service manager over both.
JAMES L. THOMAS appointed commercial manager KCOW
Neb., replacing ARNOLD KUHN, resigned.

Alliance,

ART MORTENSEN, CBS Hollywood merchandising director and account
executive, to KFI-TV Los Angeles as account executive.
fietlonall • • •
HERSCHELL LEWIS, manager WRAC Racine, Wis., father of boy,
Michael David, Dec. 24. . . . HARRY MAIZLISH, owner KFWB Hollywood, awarded Medalle De La Reconnaissance for "extraordinary
service to the French nation" during World War II. . . . HARRY KARR,
salesman WRC Washington, on two-week active training with Air Force.
DICK CAMPBELL, general manager KOME Tulsa, reappointed chairman of publicity committee of Tulsa Chamber of Commerce for 1951.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 8)
Al had been named vice president
of Marfree and the Friedenberg
Agency was dissolved.
Recently the Chicago office of
Marfree has been exploiting products by mail order radio at the rate
of a new one every month. Company billings have passed the
$50,000 weekly mark.
Al married Helene Topaz of New
York City in 1947. They live on
Chicago's south side, where he
holds memberships in the Masons,
Loyal Order of Moose, and is ac-

tive in the American Legion. Al's
college fraternity is Tau Delta Phi.
Although possessing a sturdy
frame, Al confines his recreational
activities to ping-pong. But what
a player! And little wonder, for he
was a champion during the war,
holding the title at Camp Crowder,
Mo., where he entered the U. S.
Signal Corps before becoming a
correspondent abroad.
WWDC Washington Disc Jockey Willis
Conover and jazz pianist, Art Tatum,
joined forces and transcribed program
for U. S. Treasury Dept. for distribution to 2,800 stations throughout country, i i

WmmM
means

MILWAUKEE

REPRESENTED

BY FORJOE
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Respects
(Continued from page UU)
agencies, and had infinitely broadened his knowledge of the streets
of New York, before he was given
a job — at Lennen & Mitchell as an
office boy.
Mr. Oberfelder's notions of advertising— and especially the role
of an advertising agency office boy
— were vague at the time. He reported for his first day's work clad
in an Oxford gray suit, pearl gray
spats and a derb^. It was not long,
however, before he became educated not only in matters of workaday
costumery but also his new profession.
He worked at Lennen & Mitchell
from 1928 to the end of 1933, in all
sorts of capacities, and resigned to
join Hearst Radio in charge of advertising, promotion and publicity
for the 10 stations then owned by
that organization.
In 1937 he left Hearst to join the
Philadelphia Inquirer as circulation promotion manager and rose
to promotion manager. In 1941 he
returned to radio as head of promotion, advertising and publicity
of WCAU Philadelphia. Two years
later he joined WFIL Philadelphia
an a similar capacity.
During his sojourn in Philadelphia Mr. Oberfelde- also lectured
at the U. of Pennsylvania on radio
production and advertising and
taught classes at Junto, the adult
education program that flourishes
there.
Joined ABC in 1945
In February 1945 Mr. Oberfelder
»vas hired by ABC as coordinator
}f audience promotion, and he has
Deen with the network ever since.
He became manager of audience
oromotion in October 1945 and a
rear later was named assistant director of advertising and promotion. In January 1948 he was pronoted to director of advertising
ind promotion, and in June 1949
he research department was add•d to his supervisory responsibili|i'es. He became manager of WJZ,
lBC's owned-and-ouerated key staion in New York, last October.
Among the first major steps

WDRC
CFHNECTICUT S PiONEER EB.0tO::STEh

taken by Mr. Oberfelder at WJZ
was the establishment of a special
rate for retail advertisers — a 30 %
discount from the station's regular
rates. Mr. Oberfelder's theory is
that a station like WJZ, which covers a large area, gives most local
retailers too much waste circulation at usual rates.
Since invoking the retail discount, WJZ has sold S250,000 worth
of new retail business, he reports.
Mr. Oberfelder has two hobbies,
travel and photography. Whenever
he has the chance, he and his wife,
the former Joan Doernberg, whom
he married in 1934, and his 11year-old daughter, Judy Ann, take
the family car for long drives. They
have visited most parts of the
country by automobile, with Mr.
Oberfelder shooting movies as they
went.
Mr. Oberfelder's daughter is
handy to have along on such trips.
She is an unusually astute girl who
has appeared several times with
the Quiz Kids in their Xew York
performances and is able to provide her father and mother with no
end of interesting academic data
about places they visit.
Mr. Oberfelder's only fraternal
membership is Pi Tau Pi.
RELIGIOUS RADIO
Workshop at Yale Opens
PROTESTANT Radio Commission
was scheduled to start its seventh
annual Eastern Regional Religious
Radio Workshop at Yale U. yesterday (Sunday) to run through Friday. The latest techniques in radio
and TV religious programming will
be introduced under the leadership
of the Rev. Everett C. Parker, director of the Protestant Radio Commission and dean of the workshop.
Speakers scheduled:
Rev. Parker; Marjorie Hyer, director
of promotion. Protestant Radio Coinmission; Erick Barnouw, chairman,
Department of Radio, Columbia U.;
Clayton T. Griswold, director, Department of Radio and Television,
Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.; Dr.
Liston Pope, Dean, Yale Divinity
School; Dr. Ronald Bridges, former
head. Pacific School of Religion; Rev.
Edward Carothers. minister, First
Methodist Church, Troy, N. Y.; Dr.
Kenneth Underwood, professor. Yale
Divinity School; Rev. S. Franklin
Meack. director, Division of Education
and Information. Board of Foreign
Missions, Presbyterian Church,
U. S. A., and Dr. George Crothers,
director of religious broadcasting,
CBS.
Other leaders of the workshop are
Harold Quigley. director of special
events, Protestant Radio Commission; Rev. Charles Schmitz, chairman,
Radio Committee, American Baptists
Convention.
FOURTEEN"
languages to
are world
now being
used for programming
from
shortwave transmitters at Sackville,
X. B. Finnish, Swedish and Russian
have been added to language programs
now aired daily or weekly by Canadian Broadcasting Corp. battery of 50
kw transmitters at Sackville, operated
by CBCof External
for Canadian
Dept.
Affairs.government's
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Adzertisemenl

From

where

61/ Joe

Now

Hospitals

"Banks,"

I sit

Marsh

Are

Too!

Doc Simpson was saying, "Hospitals are building up 'bone banks' that
work just like blood banks. When
bone is needed, the surgeon takes one
from a refrigerator, cuts it to the right
shape and simply splices it in."
"You doctors are sure making
progress," I says, "but tell me, are
any of the patients fussy about whose
bone they're getting?"
"No sir!" replies Doc. "No more
than they worry about whose blood
they get. No one yet asked for a bone
from a man who went to the same
school or church he did."
From where I sit, it would be a better
world if we were half as willing to
accept other people's ideas and tastes,
as we seem to be willing to accept
their bone and blood. There'll always
be differences. Some like buttermilk,
others would rather have a sparkling
glass of temperate beer. But underneath we're pretty much the same —
deserving each other's respect and
tolerance!

Copyright, 1949, United Srates Brewers Foundation
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BILL SPIER, radio and film producerdirector, recuperating at his Malibu,
Calif., home from acute respiratory
congestion and complications.
RAY RAYNER, disc jockey WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich., father of boy,
Mark Raymond.

air-casters
TRAYNOR FERILLO, continuity
director WHAN Charleston, S. C,
appointed production manager.
RICHARD A. SIMMONS, continuity
writer, elevated to script editor NBC
Western Division program department. ROUEN J. WESTCOTT, supervisor of commercial editing, promoted to continuity writer. WILLIAM
STORKE takes over Mr. Westcott's
former assignments. CHARLES
DAVIES, NBC Western Division traffic, to promotion and advertising
department.
LEE MORRIS, music librarian WSB
Atlanta, Ga., will now handle early
morning show along with station's
farm show. BILL HALE, of music
library staff, appointed to announcing
staff.
JOHNNY KORN assigned writer-producer Harry Von Zell's Young Ideas on
Progressive Broadcasting System.
FREEMAN LUSK, moderator Teleforum, KTLA (TV) Hollywood weekly
public opinion forum, signed for important role in "When Worlds Collide,"film.
Paramount's science-fiction
Technicolor
I. RON HUBBARD, author of Dianetics, signed by Progressive Broadcasting System for daily 15-minute
program on mental hygiene.

Your greatest
-

sales asset is

advertiser RfflffW
Your advertising
in Printers' Ink

acceptance among
the leadinglJJJJ^jjj

and so helps
you sell more
advertising to them.
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HUNTER HANCOCK, disc m.c, starts
five-weekly hour recorded music program on KALI Pasadena, Calif.
ED GALBREATH, aircaster who has
worked at KQV Pittsburgh; WSIC
Statesville, N. C; WGTL Kannapolis,
N. C. and WHIP Mooresville, N. C,
is one recipients of Voice of America
radio awards across United States
in letter campaign aired by GABRIEL
HEATTER on MBS.
GEORGE K. BOGGS, KECA-TV
Hollywood director film programs, retained to buy, book and package films
exclusively for station. New duties
will include supervision of live intetelecasts. gration of station's Sat. feature film
HOWARD GRENSMAN, combo-operator, to KCNI Broken Bow, Neb., in
same capacity. JAY B. NEELY,
WNYE (FM) New York, appointed to
KCNI announcing staff.
WILETA BURCH appointed log editor
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood. She is wife of JAMES BURCH,
copy director Vick Knight Inc., L. A.
agency.
JACK ROGERS, publicity and promotion director WBAP-AM-FM-TV
Fort Worth, appointed vice president
of Fort Worth Star-Telegram EmAssn. (both
STEA),newspaper
" composed andof
employesployes of
radio station.
BILL STEWART, KLAC Hollywood
disc m.c, to KWKW Pasadena in
similar capacity.
WILLIS CONOVER, disc jockey
WWDC Washington, named top local
disc jockey of 1950, by radio and TV
editors of newspapers in Washington
area.
RALPH EDWARDS, m.c. and star of
CBS-AM-TV Truth or Consequences,
voted oustanding new TV personality
of year (1950) by Teensters Institute,
representing 100,000 teen-agers.
DAVID KRONIGER appointed to announcing staff KOME Tulsa.
FREDERICK PACE WOODS II, recent Yale graduate, to ABC Hollywood press department as junior publicist. Other additions to same
department include PATRICIA
SCHERTZINGER and JACK SNYDER,
both from network central steno department. Miss Schertzinger becomes
assistant to photo editor; Mr. Snyder
assistant to news editor.
BILL BOHEN, TV star at WHEN
(TV) Syracuse, hospitalized by sudden attack of appendicitis. CHARLIE
HAMMOND, staff announcer, handling
The Bill Bohen Show during his absence.
LOU CROSBY, freelance announcerm.c, starts daily 30-minute disc program on KECA Hollywood.
GENE SPRY, announcer WMBD
Peoria, 111., to WDZ Decatur, 111., as
continuity production manager.
CHRISTINE MANOFF, new to radio,
to station as secretary to general
manager.

BEN HUNTER, announcer, KEX Portland, Ore., to KFVD Los Angeles in
same capacity, replacing BOB GENTRY, resigned to freelance.
JACK LLOYD resigns as Hollywood
producer-director Progressive Broadcasting System.
BILL BATES re-signed as writer for
Altes Beer commercials on KTLA
(TV) Hollywood Ina Ray Hutton show.
GEORGE
R. MacKINNON to NBC
Washington as supervisor of building
services, replacing WILLIAM HUDAK, resigned.
BILL WOODSMALL, singer WBBM
Chicago, co-winner on Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts Dec. 25.
ROSEMARY LA PLANCHE, Hollywood TV actress-commercial announcer and former "Miss America,"
selected "Miss Emmy" of 1951 by
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences.

A/awl •
JOHN H. RICH Jr., former bureau
head at Seoul. Korea, and ABC war
correspondent, added to NBC staff
correspondents covering Korean war
and
news will
office.operate from NBC's Tokyo
TOM HARMON, KNX Hollywood director of sports and former U. of
Michigan All-American halfback,
starts weekly sports program on Columbia Pacific Network. Nic-L-Silver
Battery Co., L. A., sponsors broadcasts.
JACK HARRIS, sportscaster WNOR
Norfolk, Va., appointed head of station's sports department. JOSH
BARRY appointed assistant sports
director.
LOCKWOOD R. DOTY II, of NBC
World News Roundup, father of girl,
Jennifer West Dec. 27.
ROBERT LaMAR, assistant to advertising director Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., N. Y., to KTLA (TV)
Hollywood as assistant news editor.
JONATHAN RICE continues as KTLA
news editor.
H. V. KALTENBORN, radio analyst,
will be guest speaker at Radio Executives Club of Boston Jan. 10.
SCOTT DOUGLASS appointed sports
editor KFMB San Diego.
RAYMOND SCHERER, newsman NBC
Washington, and Barbara Hetzner
have announced marriage.
JIM McCULLA, news editor KMPC
Hollywood, starts daily 15-minute
newscast on 50 Pacific Coast and
Mountain stations of Liberty Broadcasting System.
GENE BARRY, news editor WEBR
Buffalo, father of boy, Mark William.
ROBERT J. GREENE, announcernewscaster, elevated to special events
director Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood.

Wells Criticizes VOA
MORE 'PUNCH'
ATTACKING the Voice of America
for its alleged ineffectual selling of
freedom as opposed to communism,
William H. Wells, a former UNRRA
information official and chief of
TV and motion picture information
for the United Nations, urges in
the January
of Harper's
magazine that issue
the Voice
emphasize
more clearlv that America stands
for
something as well as against
something.
In an article entitled "The Mumble in the Voice of America," Mr.
Wells urges that the U. S. put
more "punch" in its "commercials."
He points out that althoueh the
Voice vigorously says, "Don't buy
from bles"
our whencompetitors,"
it comes to it
the "mumname
and virtues of its own products.
Mr. Wells believes that the Voice
should emphasize that minority
control is the princinle of Communist government, while America
stands for the right of a people
to choose for themselves what they
shall do and have. He criticizes the
"feebleness" of telling a foreign
audience about the purely local
aspects of American life which are
too far removed from their way
of life to be understood or appreciated.
NOISE AIRED
WBBM Discharges Six Staffers
SIX WBBM (CBS) Chicago staffers were discharged Tuesday because of "carelessness" in allowing "extraneous studio noises" to
be broadcast to an estimated halfmillion midwest listeners New
Year's Day. After a network
station break between the Orange
and Rose Bowl games, a WBBM
announcer reportedly was heard
before an open mike.
The six released are Announcer
Bob Venables, Announcer Jim
Lowe, Chief Announcer Art Mercier and three engineers, Art
Mosse, Hal Davis and Paul Kablisch. Announcing replacements are
not expected to be named until late
this month when the new program
director, Al Bland, is transferred
to WBBM from KMOX St. Louis.
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. Inc., N.Y.,
declared dividend of 75?1 per share on
outstanding capital stock payable Dec.
29 to stockholders of record Dec. 21.
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Deckinger Completing Draft
1892
CbiBari
REVISED draft of a committee report covering proposed methods of EDWARD E. HILL, 58, executive
evaluating audience and coverage
vice president of WTAG Worcesmethods is being completed by
ter, Mass., died Dec. 31 of a heart
Lawrence Deckinger of Biow Co., attack at his home in Worcester.
New York agency.
He had been a patient at HahneMr. Deckinger is working out demann Hospital for several weeks,
tails of a report submitted to the returning home three days before
special committee by Kenneth H. his death. His health had been
Baker, NAB research director. The poor for two years.
Mr. Hill had been associated
committee has been studying research and coverage techniques
with WTAG since 1938, first as
following a suggestion last summanaging director and then as
mer by Stanley Breyer, KJBS San
executive vice president, a position
Francisco, that Hooper and Pulse
he held for five years. Before
systems be evaluated by an im- joining WTAG, he managed WORC
partial group.
Worcester from 1929 to 1938.
The proposal became an issue of
At the time of his death, Mr.
national interest when it was sugHill also was secretary of the
gested in a KJBS advertisement in CBS Affiliates Advisory Board as
the July 3, 1950, Broadcasting • well as chairman of the board's
Telecasting.
District 1.
The Deckinger draft will be
Mr. Hill was a member of the
mailed to Dr. Baker, committee
Radio Technical Planning Board,
chairman, and other members for which assisted in the technical detheir study. The first report was
velopment of the radio industry
submitted by Chairman Baker last during World
War II.
autumn.
He was instrumental in orIf the committee approves the
ganizing the New England MaDeckinger report at its next meetjor Markets Group in 1948, a reing, the report will be turned over
gional network of seven stations
to Broadcast Audience Measurewhich includes WPRO Providence,
ment Inc., successor industry re- R. I.; WDRC Hartford, Conn.:
search group to Broadcast MeasureWGAN Portland, Me.; WLAW
ment Bureau. The BAM Research
& Plans Committee will decide if Lawrence, Mass.; WGUY Bangor,
Me.; WHDH Boston, as well as
it desires to undertake a clinical
WTAG.
A daily half-hour protest along the lines of the Bakergram
is
broadcast
over the netDeckinger suggestions.
work.
Born in Lynn
Electronics Funds
Mr. Hill was born in Lynn, Mass.,
SUPPLEMENTAL funds for elecSept. 18, 1892, and attended Lynn
tronics-communications equipment public schools until 1907 when his
sotaling between $2 billion and $3 family moved to New York. He
Dillion in Air Force procurement
was interested in radio from the
<vere approved by the Senate and
time he was 16, when he built and
sent to President Truman for his
operated his own receiving sets
and transmitter station.
signature. The action, taken after
a conference committee had reBefore deciding upon radio as
solved minor differences, paved
a vocation, he was advertising
:he way for use of $2,114,700,000
salesman for the Boston HeraldTraveler and the Boston Ameri'"or electronic and communication
equipment and detection and warrican, accident claim adjuster for
the Travelers Insurance Co., Bosng systems and other aircraft proton, and held other positions.
;urement, as well as for $583,900,)00 in electronics supplies other
In 1927, he joined WLOE (now
,han aircraft [Broadcasting • WMEX) Boston as a salesman.
Not long after, he began working
Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950]. Enas announcer and programmer,
;ire defense appropriation was
gaining experience in all lines of
•oughly $70 billion.

Defense Appointment- Seen
TOP-LEVEL post within the Dept.
of Defense for former Sen. Chan
Gurney (R-S. D.), who lost his
Senate seat to Sen. Francis D.
Case in the GOP primaries, was
strongly indicated last Thursday
as his successor was sworn in on
Capitol Hill.
Mr. Gurney, a founder of WNAX
Yankton, S. D., in 1926 and former
manager of the station until he
withdrew from the radio field in
1933, hinted upon leaving the Senate that an announcement of his
appointment to Defense Dept. position may be forthcoming shortly
— "within a few days." Sen. Case, a
veteran of 14 years in Congress,
is a former newspaper editor and

Mr. HILL
radio work.
When he joined WTAG in 1938
as manager, the station was a
1 kw outlet with a staff of 18.
Under his leadership, WTAG increased its power to 5 kw in 1940
and by 1944 had increased its personnel to 50.
W1XTG (now WTAG-FM), one
of the first experimental FM stations in the country, was set up
under Mr. Hill's direction. Another of his innovations was the
mobile relay broadcasting station
WBEE, which provides on-thescene broadcasts of remote events.
Mr. Hill was a member of the
Advertising Club of Worcester,
Rotary Club and Bohemians. He
also was a 32d degree Mason, belonging to the Athlelstan Lodge,
A. F. & A. M.; Worcester Lodge
of Perfection, Goddard Council,
Princess of Jerusalem; Lawrence
Chapter, Rose Croix; Aleppo
Temple, Boston, and Massachusetts Scottish Rite Consistory.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Estelle Marie (Stoddard)
Hill; two daughters, Doris (Mrs.
Joseph G. Beaudette) and Virginia (Mrs. David O. Kubly) ; two
brothers, Leo B. Hill and Alfred
Hill; a sister, Mrs. Bernard C.
Gray, and one grandchild.
Funeral and burial services were
held Jan. 2 at Rogers-Kennedy
Memorial Chapel, Rural Cemetery.
WJR
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PROMOTIONS
Three Staffers Moved

publisher.
Albert S. Howell
FUNERAL services were held Friday in Chicago for Albert S.
Howell, 71, co-founder of Bell &
Howell Co., Chicago, manufacturer
of motion picture and photographic
equipment, who died Wednesday.
Mr. Howell and the late Donald
Bell founded the company in 1907.
Three of his early inventions were
credited
with pictures.
eliminatingMany
"flicker"
from
motion
Bell
& Howell devices are used in television.

jboJand, 3^CAMPAIGN:

Up

PROMOTION of three "name personalities" to key staff positions
with WJR Detroit was announced
last week by Worth Kramer, vice
president and general manager.
Ron Gamble, veteran spot news
reporter, was named special events
director. Dale Mclntyre, narrator
of Know Your America and moderator of Junior Town Meeting, was
named educational director, and
Charley Park, for 20 years announcer and m.c, was named chief
announcer.
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Agency handling the account is
Grant Advertising, Chicago.
MELVILLE CO.
New Representative Firm
CLYDE B. MELVILLE Jan. 1 announced the opening in Dallas of
his own station representative
firm, the Clyde Melville Co.
Mr. Melville
had been associated for the past
seven years with
the representative organization
headed by 0. L.
(Ted) Taylor.
The Melville Co.
will concentrate
on representing
Melville
Southwest stations. Headquarters are at 402 Melba Bldg., Dallas. Phone is Sterling 1558.

allied

arts

ID HOCHHAUSER Jr., vice president and eastern division manager Transcription Sales Inc.,
Springfield, Ohio, to Associated Program Service as account executive in
station relations department.
JOHN F. HOWELL, advertising, promotion and sales manager Stephen
Slesinger Inc., N. Y., to Paramount
Television Production, to handle merchandising for Time For Beany weekly
TV puppet syndicated program.
ARNOLD MICHAELIS, executive
producer World Video Inc., N. Y.,
elected president. RICHARD LEWINE succeeds Mr. Michaelis as executive producer.
CLAUDE BARRERE, formerly in
charge of syndicated program sales
for NBC's recording division, and
more recently independent program
representative, on Jan. 1 became
N. Y. representative for Transcription
Sales Inc., Springfield, Ohio. He will
also continue to represent William
Lang, Sam Hayes Productions and
The Market Basket.
E'

ARMY
BUYING
Completing Network Schedules
U. S. ARMY completed most of its
$800,000-plus radio and TV network buying last week [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Seven of the 13-week schedules had
been bought on CBS, and all 13
weeks on the other networks, both
radio and TV.
Still to be set on CBS was six
weeks of programming following
sponsorship of the Hal Peary
show Feb. 21 and 28 and five
weeks during March of The Lineup,
Thursday night half -hour mystery.
Only other plans still to be completed were which portion of
NBC's Operation Tandem the
Army would buy. Ten half-hour
periods of NBC's Operation Tandem were sold to the Army late
last week, effective Jan. 6 and continuing for two weeks except for
Friday, Jan. 12.
The Army is planning to conduct a similar recruiting campaign for itself and the Army Air
Force later in the year. Remainder of the current saturation lineup includes the Roller Derby on
ABC-TV — athletic events from
Madison Square Garden, DuMont,
RalphTheFlanigan's
ABC,
and
Shadow onOrchestra,
MBS.

ROBERT HELLER, former CBS program director, named director of
programming Louis G. Cowan Inc.,
package and production firm, effective
Jan. 15.
ELDEAN-CAIN
Organization Inc.,
Dallas
public
relations"president
firm, formed
by
FRED
ELDEAN,
Fred
Eldean Organization, N. Y. and S. F.
(public relations) and PAUL CAIN
and KEETON ARNETT. Will furnish
national representation to southwestern firms as well as regional representation to national clients of
Fred Eldean Organization.
A. C. NIELSEN Co., Chicago, research
organization, announces promotion of
C. VIRDEN STEWART to vice president in charge of food-drug production, WILSON C. SWIGART to vice
president in charge of radio-TV production and EARLE C. SEEPE to vice
president and director of personnel.
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston, radio transcription firm, announces new
syndicated program, The Adventures
of Sunny Bear, now ready for release.

Represented
individually and as a group by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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HELEN S. WALLACE, director sales
and service Muzak Transcription Div.,
N. Y., appointed national sales director Universal Recorders, Hollywood.
In addition to working mainly in expansion of national business, Miss
Wallace will be responsible for administrative planning' and coordinating plans for firm's expansion of
studio facilities and electrical transcription manufacturing. She will
headquarter in Hollywood.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Inc. supplying its affiliate stations
with 26 "gift occasion jingles," package for use in all holiday seasons
including Valentine's Day, Easter,
Mother's Day, graduation day, etc.
Stations can sell them to single advertiser, or on individual contracts
to multiple advertisers.
ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE,
N. Y. (subsidiary of Muzak Corp.),
appoints Dorrance-Waddell Inc., N. Y.,
to handle advertising. Dick Dorrance
is account executive.
BERNARD HOWARD, president
Academy Film Productions Inc., Chicago, father of boy, Jan. 2.
WALTER WHITE Jr., president Commodore Productions, Hollywood,
listed
Who ininLos1950-1951
Angeles edition
County. of Who's
WARREN OESTREICHER, associated
in past with Western Electric Corp.
and Teletone, appointed chief engineer of Tele-King Corp., N. Y.
JERRY BRESSON, affiliated in past
with Emerson and U. S. television,
appointed assistant chief engineer
of Tele-King.
tnent
JULIUS HABER, advertising and
sales promotion
manager RCA tube
department, appointed director of
advertising and
sales promotion
for RCA technical
products.
ZARMOND (Zee)
GOODMAN, vice
president in
Mr. Haber
charge of sales
TeleTone, L. A.,
appointed general sales manager Exclusive Sales Corp., L. A. (national
distributor Natalie Kalmus television
sets). BENJAMIN WERBER, J. N.
Ceazan Co., L. A., to distributing firm
as credit manager. JACK BERLE to
sales and promotion department.
MAJOR RAY A. MORRIS, factory
representative Edwin I. Guthman Co.
Inc., Indianapolis, appointed assistant
sales manager in charge of special
contracts development IDEA, manufacturer of Regency Booster.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE & RADIO
Corp., manufacturing associate of
IT&T, announces development of new
25 kw power triode, tube #F-5512,
for use in high-powered TV and FM
broadcasting as well as cyclotron or
synchroton oscillators and industrial
H. F. heating equipment. The tube
operates in 88-108 megacycle range.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, Schenectady,
N. Y., announces new atomic radiation detector to permit direct radiation readings at glance. "Radiation
monitor" weighs less than one pound,
is equipped with self-contained power
source having neither tubes nor batteries. Will give warning of radiation hazard while there is still time
to avoid excessive exposure, firm
claims.
RCA VICTOR announces publication
of five-volume set of service and
technical data on all RCA Victor radios, phonographs, and TV receivers,
Books, now being made available to
servicemen through RCA tube and
parts distributors, contain schematic
and wiring diagrams, specifications,
alignment and adjustment procedures, parts lists, chassis layouts and
other service information on sets
from 1923 to 1948 (fifth volume on
1949 in preparation, 1950 information
available in booklets).
L. W. GERMAINE, general plant
manager AT&T's Long Lines Dept.
since 1940, retired Jan. 1 on pension
after more than 42 years with Bell
System. He is succeeded by V. B.
BAGNALL, general manager of department.
AFM WALKOUT PENDS
NBC Hollywood Talks Set
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians Hollywood Local 47, set to
call a wholesale walkout of musicians last week at NBC Hollywood
over dropping of musicians from
the network's Halls of Ivy program, is holding fire on proceedings pending opening of new contract negotiations with the network at the latter's request. Present AFM network contract expires
Jan. 31. Negotiations tentatively
are scheduled for today (Monday).
The network, seeking to cut the
price of the show, running $9,000weekly, corded
decided
music for toan substitute
orchestra reon
the program, this saving $1,500
weekly for the sponsor, Schlitz
Brewing Co., which balked at the
original figure. New agreement
became effective Jan. 3 for 26
weeks. The union took the stand
that substitution of records for live
musicians constituted a lockout.

Unit Construction permits portable or rack
EW operation.
PT63- 3 separate heads to
mount
monitor from the tape I Prevents record
ing errors
I Newpresent
3 headPT6unitMagnecorder.
also avail*
able
to convert
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NETWORKS

FOR GERMANY
Linx Reports on Frequency Problems

CONGESTION of European airwaves, which have been plagued
for years with shortage of frequencies and other difficulties, has
had at least one beneficial result
in the U. S. -occupied zone of Germany— it has stimulated interest
in FM networks, the State Dept.
has revealed.
Frequency modulation hookups
now are under construction in the
U. S. zone which may soon give
German listeners the best reception
they have ever enjoyed. In fact,
more listeners may be tuning in
FM than regular medium wave
transmissions within the next two
LANS for the debut of Afternoon Hostess on KGO-TV San Francisco are
iscussed by (I to r) Vince Francis, KGO-AM-TV sales manager; Marjorie
Cing, women's commentator and star of the show, and Gayle V. Grubb,
KGO-AM-TV general managsr.
DEADLINE
SET
For Sigma Delta Chi Awards
)EADLINE for nominations for
igma Delta Chi awards in the
elds of public service in radio
jurnalism, radio newswriting, raio reporting as well as other fields
f journalism has been set for Feb.
5, Victor E. Bluedorn, executive
i rector of the professional jouralistic fraternity, announced last
reek.
, In addition to the radio awards,
ronze medallions and accompanyig certificates will be offered by
dgma Delta Chi for excellence in
le following fields: general reorting, editorial writing, editorial
artooning,
Washington correjondence, foreign correspondence,
ews picture, public service in
ewspaper journalism, public serve in magazine journalism, magane reporting and research about
lurnalism.
The public service in radio jouralism award will be made to a
zdio station or network "for an
itstanding example of public
:rvice . . . through radio journalm." radio newswriting award
The

WIBW
ROADCASTING

will be made to an individual "for
a distinguished example of a radio
newscaster's or commentator's
work." The radio reporting award
will be made to an individual "for
a distinguished example of spot
news reporting for radio or televiNominations need not be made
onsion."
any specific form, but should be
accompanied by clippings, manuscript or recording with name of
author, publication or radio station and date of publication or
broadcast, and a statement revealing the circumstances under which
the assignment was fulfilled providing they are significant.
Nominations and accompanying
material should be sent to Awards
Committee, Sigma Delta Chi, 35 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111. No
entries will be returned unless
specifically requested.
IRE Symposium
NEW YORK section of the Institute of Radio Engineers will hold
its fourth annual TV symposium
Feb. 3, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., at the Engineering Societies Bldg., New York.
Registration fee is $1 for IRE
members, $2 for non-members.

TI?eV°t o 'pek Is
Telecasting

That opinion is expressed by
years.
Robert D. Linx, FCC engineer,
and quoted by the State Dept. in a
report on "New Networks for Germany." Mr. Linx recently spent a
month surveying FM development
in Western Germany for the department's Office of Public Affairs.
Already three U. S. zone stations
— in Munich, Stuttgart and Frankfurt— have initiated regular FM
broadcasts and plan to complete
network operation by 1952.
FM Support Noticed
Industry enthusiasm in FM
broadcasting also was noted by Mr.
Linx, who reported widespread
interest and approval of FM
broadcasting among listeners and
technicians. Although "ultra shortwave" transmission, as the Germans describe it, was limited primarily to military and commercial
use in Germany before the last
war, U. S. officials took note of
Europe's overcrowded airwaves
and propaganda wars and began to
encourage and aid U. S. stations
there to launch FM experiments.
Stations surveyed sites and constructed FM transmitters, an act'on justified in the light of later
developments which found that
frequencies allotted to the U. S.
zone during the 1948 Copenhagen
conference were inadequate, the
State Dept. explained. It then became necessary to authorize German stations to operate on other
frequencies not previously set aside
rt Copenhagen, despite protests by
the U. S.
The State Dept. pointed out that
the restricted range of broadcasts
allows adequate space in the ultra
high bands and, additionally, provides the "same high fidelity service in night and day broadcasts,"
while being little affected by "even
the worst atmospheric conditions."
One major disadvantage of such
a system,
the department's
Officeis
of
Public Affairs
acknowledges,
that listeners will be unable to
pick up distant stations over FM
and will be limited to local FM proAside from construction work,
grams.
sound legislation also was passed
setting up German stations as public corporations free of government
control or "political pressures."

"Certain partisan circles . . .
have objected to this arrangement,
and resented the occasional objective criticism which the stations
direct at the government and other
groups,"
it was opposed
conceded.
have naturally
any "They
progress, such as FM broadcasting,
which is designed for community
has service."
encountered other roador FM
public
blocks, too, among them the reluctance of the listening public to
spend scarce marks for new radio
receivers, although manufacturers
have launched a major campaign to
promote the new medium, according to the State Dept.
Despite this obstacle, progress in
FM development has been "remarkable" and is "the coming medium of
information and entertainment in
Germany,"
FCC Engineer Linx believes.
New WOR-TV Studios
WOR-TV New York has filed plans
with the city for construction of a
two-story $100,000 video studio and
office building at 68th St. and Columbus Ave., part of a city block
purchased by the station in April
1949. New structure, expected to
be more elaborate and expensive
than shown by plans, will replace
WOR-TV's present studios at 28
W. 67th St., leased from ABC,
which has notified WOR-TV the
lease will not be extended beyond
expiration Dec. 31, 1951.

NEW ORLEANS'
$431,000,000.00
MARKET?
NEGRO
Reach more than V2 million Colored
people in the WMRY coverage
area. Programmed for Negroes by
Negroes, WMRY is effectively directing the buying habits of this vast,
faithful audience. WMRY
is the only sure way of
sharing in all of this
$431,000,000.00 market.

THE

SEPIA STATION'

'600
ON R
THE
YDIAL
WM

THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
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WPJB

(FM) CUSHIONED
Operation Features New Spring Design

THERE'S a spring in the operations of WPJB (FM) ) Providence,
R. I. This goes for its physical
attire as well as FM fervor.
For WPJB's new studios, housed
in the building which is the quarters of its parent, the Providence
Journal Co., are constructed on
coiled springs to cut out vibrations
and noises from newspaper presses
located there. The studios are on
the fourth floor, recently added to
the structure; the presses occupy
the first floor.
According to the station, "excellent" results already have been
achieved. Programs as varied as
rehearsal sessions of the Rhode
Island Philharmonic Orchestra and
a Music for Christmas series, offering choral groups ranging from 25
to 80 voices, have been held with
success. The largest of the four
studios is an auditorium which
seats 234 persons.
In addition to the . springsmounting, all studios are built for
FM broadcasting with special acoustical treatment to give sound
"an edge-of-echo liveness," the
station says. Auditorium and
studios are tied together as roomswithin-rooms with walls of the
studios entirely separate from the
building walls. Facilities, in addition to auditorium and three

1080
Kilocycles

Section of WPJB auditorium wall
reveals heavy coil spring base and
wall structure. By spring suspension, FM operation is secure from
vibration or noises.
studios, include three control
rooms, music library, news room,
an announcers' office, shop for
studio engineers, dressing room for
talent and offices for executives
and staff.
Before the studios were erected
on the spring-suspension principle,
a series of tests were held. A
special test studio was set up
within a room at the Journal Bldg.
with research conducted by Jansky
& Bailey of Washington, D. C,
consulting engineers; the JohnsMansville Co. and H. E. Davidson
& Son, Boston, architects.
Community service uses of the
auditorium are a major part of
plans by the Journal Co. officials
for the new quarters, WPJB notes.
Groups affiliated with both newspaper and radio activities and
others engaged in community services are to be granted use of the
auditorium
when it's not needed for
radio.
The new quarters will mark an
expansion of FM local programs,
according to H. William Koster,
station manager, and Harmon H.
Hyde, program director, who see
the development as a lift to FM
listening in the Rhode IslandMassachusetts - Connecticut area
served by WPJB. George W.
Sharpe, chief engineer, supervised
design and installation of new
equipment, which was made by
RCA.
Kenneth

BALANCED

PROGRAMING

for better listening...
more listeners
WK*LO
Louisville, Ky.
JOE
EATON, MGR.
Represented Nationally by
JOHN
BLAIR & CO.
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REJECTS
IATSE Petition
PETITION by the theatrical and
stage employes union (IATSE)
Local 306 to sever "projectionists"
and
ABC's "projectionist-engineers"
WJZ-TV New York fromof
the engineering unit has been rejected
lationsby the
Board. National Labor ReIn taking such action, the board
called attention to its previous ruling involving projectionists at
WJBK-TV Detroit, which it ordered
to be included along with engineers
and technicians [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 20, 1950].
The decision upheld the position
taken by the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians (NABET), intervenor in the
ABC-IATSE case. NABET contended that projectionists' duties
require exercise of "relatively similar skills" and are closely associated with the "chain of technical
operations."
that such a The
unit union
confinedalsoto held
one
station, rather than all ABC-TV
operations, is "inconsistent with
bargaining
history." took a neutral
ABC reportedly
position on the issue, though testimony byNABET's
its officials
"substanti-a
ates"
theory opposing
separate unit, according to NLRB.
The board explained:
In the Fort Industry case we had
occasion to examine at length the
duties and skills of projectionists
. . . and other employes who together
are responsible for technical aspects
of television broadcasting. Without
deciding whether their (duties and
skills) are such as to entitle them to
be considered a separate craft, we
found . . . that they should not be
separated, for bargaining purposes,
from other technical employes who
. . . exercise relatively similar skills,
have the same overall supervision,
the same working conditions, and
work closely together for the achievement of the common technical broadcasting result. We find no cogent
reason ... to make a different determination here . . .
The board also added that while
projectionists in New York are
required to obtain a special license
to perform their duties, it does
not consider that fact a "persuasive
basis for distinction."

ALL

EARS...

for station WTTH," say the farmers
from Michigan's great Thumb district.
• First with the latest news
ABC NETWORK
Represented by
Weed & Co.

1

KFI LABOR
AFRA NABET Vote To Strike
KFI Los Angeles labor difficulties
increased last week as American
Federation of Radio Artists joined
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers in voting a strike against
the station. AFRA action involving about 12 staff announcers was
taken by the local union board last
Tuesday following a previous strike
authorization by the national board
and local membership.
In the meantime, discussions continued between the union and the
station through last week.
Union seeks to bring present announcer salaries from the basic
$85 to $100 weekly for the first
year, and $115 thereafter. Increase
would bring salaries to level of
those of announcers at other network stations in Los Angeles, San
Francisco and New York, in accordance with AFRA contracts recently concluded with network stations in those cities.
NABET action, taken a week
ago, followed deadlock in negotiations reached over the question of
type of shop to be set up at the
station and wage increases for 60
engineers. Station Owner Earle C.
Anthony, insists on maintaining an
open shop and merit increases. The IS!
union seeks a union shop and approximately lOVr salary increases.
Salaries sought, based on a fiveyear escalator plan, are $292.50 to
$559 monthly for studio engineers.

"WE'RE

Griffin

INQUEST into the death of Kenneth Griffin, 42. Chicago radio actor
and engineer, best known as "Vic
Hardy" on the Jack Armstrong
Show, was continued Wednesday
in Chicago until Jan. 16. Mr.
Griffin died Wednesday in the emergency room of Wesley Memorial
Hospital, Chicago, where he had
gone after complaining of stomach
pains. He is survived by his widow,
Isabelle.

Cow Scratches KFVD
AN UNKNOWN Lynwood,
Calif., cow with an itchy back
recently shared honors with
Mrs. O'Leary's cow of Chicago fire fame. Utilizing a
guy wire at the WFVD Los
Angeles transmitter to ease
her discomfort, the unconventional animal succeeded in
breaking the line, which led
to its contacting a live wire
and falling across a nearby
home. As a result the station was off the air for three
hours, and a television set in
the nearby home was burned
out.

• 2 Daily farm programs
• Best in entertainment

WTTH
Radio Station of the Port Huron

Times-Herald
Telecasting
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4 a.m.
fop
a
gear in sight and headed for the stream. After another hour or
The next morning, all hands were
more of this, the lead-lined showed
Lexington. By 6 p.m. on Friday,
up
at 7:30 and the Williamsburg
less than five feet of water in every
Dec. 29, they had the gear installed
sent over a pair of legitimate
direction.
Captain
Early
refused
on the Lexington — in the pilot
parallel rules and dividers, for
cles of radio and rarHE mira
to go further.
accurate measurement of distances.
house and in the officer's quarters
dar saved a group of frosted
However, at that point, Engineer
aft — and they had it working. The
The cruise got under way, with the
White House reporters from
Williamsburg out in front, headed
ship
cast
off
from
its
pier
in
the
McCollom
finally
made
radio
cong
er
isast amon the ice floes in the
tact with the Williamsburg. The
downstream. This reporter took
Washington ship channel, two
^otomac this last New Year's
Presidential yacht began to send
hours behind the Williamsburg.
over the navigational duties, even
■ eek-end.
out the probing fingers of radar,
though
the Williamsburg was in
Reporters
had
stocked
the
ship
The reporters were endeavoring
and reported that it thought it had
and each man had ob- found
sight, and a ship's log was started
p carry out their assignments to with food,
the
Lexington.
A
course
was
so that a record would be available
tained a sleeping bag, plus heavy
pver the President of the United
suggested, the Lexington tried it. in case the fog returned — so that
jackets,
wool
stocking
caps
and
States, who had elected to go yachtThe water kept getting shallower.
this time we would know, at least,
ig aboard his palatial ship, the long underwear. For heat, they Captain Early stopped again. The
where we were and could figure
settled
on
one
lonely
little
electric
VUHa msburg.
Williamsburg reported — it had the out which direction to go.
heater, the only thing available on wrong
When the president goes sailing,
boat.
short notice that would not present
lis only contact with the outside
In the course of this, the roar of
a fire hazard.
•orld is by radio. A handful of
SURE
enough,
after an and
hour the
or
Darkness quickly enclosed the a railroad train was heard, and
so, the
fog thickened
epoi-ters on the permanent White
from its direction, everyone on the
Williamsburg disappeared from
[ouse beat always charters a Lexington as she headed down the Lexington agreed the shore must
Potomac. The ice floes in the
sight. However, by careful naviacht, equips it with radio and
river were thick and heavy, and be on the starboard side and not
gation, the Lexington stayed on
igs along.
far off. But a few minutes later course and
was
lost again
This time, all private yachts in the Lexington bounced through
another train roared by. This time, on the rest of the never
cruise, although
ie Potomac River-Chesapeake Bay them like a Model T on a country
everyone
agreed
it
was
on
the
port
many times we were out trying to
road. After about an hour of runrea had already gone to Florida,
side — but the boat had not changed
ere out of commission or were
get soundings, just to double-check
ning, fog began to close in, and
position. Confusion reigned su- the navigation, and the weather
:herwise unavailable. With only the Sea Scouts' Captain Jake
continued to be cold, damp and
Early, a lineman for the Chesaday's prior notice, the correThe cold fog had, by this time, miserable. Nights were spent
preme.
nondents could dig up only one
peake & Potomac telephone comchilled everyone clear through, and
huddled in the sleeping bags, with
pany, called for drastically reduced
:a-worthy craft — the S.S.S. Lexthe prospect of spending the rest most reporters finding comfort only
speed.
* * *
igton, belonging to Washington's
of the night in that dismal spot —
the bags.
■oop of Sea Scouts.
never knowing whether the tide by pulling even their heads inside
The Lexington had two good
might recede by morning and
way
picked, her
The (Continued
two engineers
devoted71) themng slowlyfrom
gropi
downshipstream
■ esel engines, a good hull, and a THE
on page
leave
us stranded — or the ice might
billing crew of Sea Scouts — but buoy to buoy, jarring against ice freeze tight and lock us in its grip
:>thing else. No radio, no heat, no
floes, and the fog kept closing in. — was hard to face.
adding — no comfort. The reportBy 10 o'clock, visibility was next
Time Buyers, NOTE!
•s talked it over, and only five to nothing, and suddenly Captain
ere willing to make the trip.
decided on one more try
Early rang the signal in the en- WE
The five were Merriman Smith
with the Williamsburg's radar.
gine room for full reverse. The
NO
TV
The President's Navy crew agreed.
the United Press, Ed Creagh f Lexington was headed straight for
Very slowly, the Lexington began
|e Associated Press, Ed Darby of a forbidding shore-line. The anStations within
Buy
to move again, with crewmen takime magazine and Paul Kennedy
chor was dropped and a conference
ing
soundings
constantly,
and
Enbridge.
the
on
place
took
\ the New York Times — in addi60 miles of
gineer McCollom describing in miEngineer Rogers volunteered to
9-jn to this reporter.
nute detail the motions of the boat.
become navigator, while Engineer
Then came the word from the
McCollom strove to get out a radio
ADIO was the over-riding
YOUNGSTOWN, 0.
Williamsburg — they had us on the
problem, and NBC cut loose
signal that would contact the Wilradar, and Mr. McCollom's descripliamsburg. With John Rogers and
^o ace television engineers — John
Ohio's 3rd
tion tallied perfectly with the mougers and John McCollom. With
a sea scout throwing lead-lines
tion they detected on the radar
e Collidge, technical supervisor
every couple of minutes, to measWilliamsburg's naviure the depth of the icy water, the screen.gatorsThe
Largest Trade Area
did some rapid calculations
JcCollom
WNBW,gathered
Messrs.up Rogers
and
all the radio Lexington groped farther down— gave us bearings on three different points. Engineer Rogers had
no parallel rules to lay out the
WFMJ
Vou Cm
CALL
YOOR
SHOTS
bearings on the Lexington's charts,
but
he
improvised
with
a
carpenON THE
ter's folding rule. He laid out the
The Only ABC
bearings, and fixed a position —
ARROWHEAD NETWORK,
which was on the opposite side of
Station Serving
the river from where we'd thought
we
were
—
the
opposite
side
from
To cover the rich dairyland
This Market
the railroad that sounded so close.
markets of Wisconsin; the inThe Williamsburg recommended
a course. The Lexington began
dustrial centers of Northern Minto follow it. The Williamsburg
nesota .. . use the Arrowhead Net5000
said "you should be in eight feet
work. You're interested in sales — and
of water." We took a sounding.
All programs duplicated on
mat's what we deliver!
Eight feet. Foot by foot, the Williamsburg guided us out into the
WFMJ- FM
river, into the channel,. and before
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
long — out of the fog — we spotted
WATTS
the friendly running lights of the
WEAU ly/iSC
Presidential yacht. Then we saw
CALL
WMF©
*IE&C (WJMC
ItAUaAlggJ MAP|5QM_
the Quantico dock — our destinaHeadley-Reed Co.,
tion. We were too tired to cheer,
?.«»t»»«nt«d n«ti»B»Wy by KA-TEl Rapt., Inc and r*gi*nafly by
National Representatives
but
a
great
sigh
of
relief
went
up
BULMER- JOHN SON, Inc Mplt.
from all hands.
It was close to
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PROPAGANDA
State Dept. Urges New Efforts
THE U. S. must seize the "psychological offensive" if it is to realize
foreign policy objectives threatened by the Soviet Union's propaganda effort, "now bordering upon
warfare," the
open
State psychological
Dept. has declared.
The department has called for a
new effort in the U. S. information
program "directed toward creating
strength and repsychological
sistance to Communism and Soviet
imperialism in the areas and
countries of most critical concern
to the foreign policy objectives of
the United States."
It is well established that radio,
one of the three media employed
by the government, is "the fastest
and most effective means for reaching directly the peoples of other
countries," surmounting "barriers"
of distance, censorship, illiteracy,
foreign exchange, paper shortages,
cartels and tariffs, the State Dept.
points
out. •
Revitalization
of American information policy is reaffirmed by
the department in a document detailing the U. S. international information program and the "campaign of truth"
Voice of
America.launched by The
To explain the progress of the
drive, Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public
Affairs, recently appeared before a
House Foreign Affairs information
subcommittee, a "watchdog" group
set up by Congress last year. He
traced the history of President
Truman's "campaign of truth" for
which the 81st Congress voted $79
million — $41 million for six new
transmitters and $38 million to
step up radio and other media information activities in 28 selected
countries.
Secretary Barrett has just returned from Europe where he conferred with U. S. information and
diplomatic officials on the efficacy
of Voice programs and other media
efforts.
On other fronts last week the
State Dept. also:
(1) Launched a daily program
schedule to Finland and increased
its broadcasts in the Arabic
language.
(2) Categorically
denied a

The ASCAP Story'
"THE ASCAP STORY," a
new and revised edition of
the music association's public
information booklet, is now
available. ASCAP's purpose
and history are summarized
under several short chapterheadings, including "How
ASCAP Works," "ASCAP's
Birth and Growing Pains,"
"Vast New Audiences" and
"ASCAP's Repertory." In
addition, a short chapter on
"Some Misconceptions About
ASCAP" reiterates that the
association is neither a corporation, alabor union, nor a
trade association, but "a
democratic, non-profit association of men and women
who create and publish the
music that is a vital part of
our nation's living culture."
charge by the Manchester Guardian
of Great Britain that the Voice is
serving to turn the Chinese people
in favor of the Chinese Communists.
Michael J. McDermott, State
Dept. news chief, stated that if
such were the case, "it is not the
Voice which is responsible but the
violent stream of lies which they
are being fed by the Communist
propagandists."
Mr. McDermottof
cited the violent denunciations
the Chinese Communists as the
"best evidence" that the Voice is
"effectively telling .the true story
of American record in international
affairs."
1951 Anniversaries Data
SCHOYER'S
VITAL WORLD
ANNIVERSARIES
FOR
THE KNOWN
FOR 1951.
Edited by Will Sehoyer and Maxine
Allen
Sehoyer.
Pittsburgh:
Will
Sehoyer & Co., $2.
FOURTH annual edition of Schoyer's reference work lists more
than 750 anniversaries of significant events — from one to four for
each day of the year — and is of
particular value to radio programmers, newswriters and commentators. Advertised as "the only publication of its kind," Schoyer's reviews the historical events "most
appropriate for observance in
1951," all of them occuring five
or a multiple of five years ago "to
insure top current interest."
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VICTOR
Shifts Key tAen
REASSIGNMENT of duties and
responsibilities of several executives in order to meet changing
economic conditions effectively was
announced last week by RCA Victor Division of RCA. A Mobilization Planning Dept. also has been
established "to plan and coordinate
all activities the division may be
required to undertake to meet the
needs of the government and the
armed forces in the national emerWalter A. Buck, vice president
of RCA and general manager of
RCA Victor, announced that Robert
A.gency."
Seidel, formerly vice president
in charge of RCA Victor distribution, has been appointed to a newlycreated position of vice president
and special assistant to the vice
president and general manager.
Ralston H. Coffin has been appointed director of consumer products advertising and sales promotion, and will be responsible for
RCA Victor's radio and TV proing.
grams and institutional advertisResponsibility Reassigned
Responsibility for supervision
and administration of RCA Victor
distribution has been reassigned to
three men. Harold M. Winters has
been assigned to the staff of J. B.
Elliott, vice president in charge of
consumer products, to act as director of consumer products distribution; H. V. Somerville has been
placed on the staff of L. W. Teegarden, vice president in charge of
technical products, to act as director of technical products distribution; and administration of regional
offices has been assigned to Charles
dent.Odorizzi, operating vice presiM.
Reassignment plans also specify
that Messrs. Elliott, Teegarden and
Odorizzi will coordinate and supervise advertising and promotion
work of the product departments
and subsidiary companies under
their supervision.
This phase of the program was
implemented by the assignment of
Mr. Coffin to Mr. Elliott's staff as
director of consumer products advertising and sales promotion and
by the appointment of Julius Haber
to Mr. Teegarden's staff as director
of technical products advertising
and sales promotion.
Sambrook Named
A. B. SAMBROOK, field sales manager of RCA's Thesaurus & Syndicated Programs, has been promoted
to manager of RCA recorded program service sales. He succeeds
Donald J. Mercer, who resigned to
become associated with NBC. Mr.
Sambrook entered radio in 1933
as station relations manager, and
later commercial manager, with the
World Broadcasting System. Subsequently he was associated with
the sales department of Frederic
W. Ziv Co. in Cincinnati.
THE 73d birthday of Carl Sandburg,
Pulitzer Prize poet, also marked publication of his "New American Songbag" by Broadcast Music Inc., Jan. 6.

ERIE DISPUTE
'Times' Answers Charges
CHARGE leveled by the Erie Dispatch that the rival Times carried
on "continuing attacks" on programming of WICU (TV) Erie,
Pa., was branded the past fortnight
as "part of a competitive program
to discredit" the Times publishers.
In a statement containing sharp
denials and counter-charges, John
J. Mead Jr. and George J. Mead,
co-publishers of the Times, accused
Edward Lamb, WICU president, of
attempting to build up a case
against them for use in connection
with their application for a television station in that city. WICU
is licensed to Dispatch Inc., affiliate
of the Dispatch published by the
Record Publishing Co.
The Dispatch had charged that
the two Times publishers are "opposed to television," and had attributed to them publication of reports that WICU was forced to
suspend operation one day because
of "technical difficulties" and that
TV service men were installing
roof-top aerials to "bring in Buffalo
and
stations" Dec.
[Broad1950]. Cleveland
casting • Telecasting,
18,
Referring to WICU's denial of
suspended operation, Messrs. John
and George Mead admitted publication of the reports, adding that "if I
good reporting constitutes attacks,
the newspaper and its publishers
With respect to the report that
are guilty." were installing "larger
servicemen
roof-top
to bring
in Buffalo andaerials"
Cleveland
stations,
the
two
publishers
the truth
as anycontended
checkup "that
of localis
TV service men will affirm."
On the other hand, the Ti mes I
has given "hearty support to tele-l
vision
its progress,"
pub-"
lishers and
maintained,
citingtheadvertising patronage from TV dealers,
publication of daily radio-TV pro-|
grams and "almost daily publicity!
to (Mr.) Lamb's own station . . ."I
Referring to Mr. Lamb's com-l
plaints, the Times publishers char-8
acterized them as an attempt toi
discredit the Meads in their ap-1
plication on behalf of Erie Tele-B
vision Corp. for Channel 3 (60-6GT
mc) in Erie and as a "weapon!
of propaganda" with advertising!
agencies. They charged :
"WICU is either giving away ol
offering at very advantageous
rates, television programs as sa
bonus to their affiliated newspapeffl
advertisers. WICU is also makina
such preferential offers to national
advertising agencies in New York.'B
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WDEL-TV
sells your product in the
nation's top market
"Wilmington — first in income per
family among all U. S. Metropolitan
centers
of 100,000 1950
or Buying
over."Power Survey.
Sales Management
"Delaware — first in retail store purchases; has highest per capita ex1

penditure oU.S.
fany Census
state."
Bureau— July 2, 1950.

WDEL-TV the only television station
in Delaware. Its audience is growing
by leaps and bounds . NBC and DuMont
network shows, many popular local
daytime and evening programs. Let
WDEL-TV sell your product.

WGAL-TV
only station that reaches
this rich market
Lancaster, York, Lebanon, Reading, Harrisburg and adjacent areas
in Pennsylvania. In addition to its
ability to produce profitable sales for
you, WGAL-TV

is an ideal test station

because it is the only station that 1
reaches these extremely prosperous
markets. Top shows from four networks—NBC, ABC, CBS and DuMont.
WGAL-TV is important in your TV
sales planning. Write.

Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO
Steinman Stations
•
Clair R. McCol lough, Gen. Mgr.
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NETWORK
GILLETTE Safety Razor Corp.
was the leading user of TV network time (ABC CBS NBC) in
October 1950, with gross time expenditures of $218,710, according
to the Publishers Information
Bureau report of TV network time
purchases for that month.
Gillette's sponsorship of the
World's Series, for which an hour
of time each of the four days of
Series play was purchased on ABC
($20,100), CBS ($44,600) and NBC
($76,400), accounted for the major
part of the Gillette October TV
network time expenditures. Billings
also included the Friday night fight
:elecasts on NBC ($39,630) and the
Wednesday evening Godfrey series
"or Toni on CBS ($37,980).
Ford Motor Co., sponsoring four
TV network series — Toast of the
Toivn and Ford Theatre on CBS,
Kukla, Fran & Ollie and Kay Kyser's College on NBC — was second
TV network timebuyer for the
nonth, according to PIB figures
vhich show this company's gross
TV network time purchases as
staling $208,315. R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. ranked third with
jross network TV time expendiures of $199,945; P. Lorillard Co.
vas fourth with $165,907 and
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. fifth
vith $164,348. Table I shows the
irst 10 TV network advertisers.
Food Group at Top
Foods & Food Products com>rised the leading class of network
TV-advertised merchandise during
October. Smoking Materials,
hiefly cigarettes, ranked second;
Toiletries & Toilet Goods were
hird; Automobiles & Automotive
Equipment & Accessories, includng tires, were in fourth place and
lousehold Equipment was fifth.
ror the first 10 months of the year,
Smoking Materials rank first,
^oods second, Automotive third,
"oiletries
fourth Instruments
and Radios,fifth.
TV
!ets & Musical
The leading advertised product

JANUARY

TIME

8, 1951

BROADCASTING, Telecasting
$7 annually, 25c weekly

BUYS

groups on the TV networks in
October 1949 was Smoking Materials, Radios-TV Sets, Automotive, Foods and Household Furnishings, in that order. For the 10month period, January - October
1949, the five leading classes, in
descending order, were Radios,
Smoking Materials, Automotive,
Foods and Toiletries. Although
the order changes from month to
month, these same classes show up
among the leaders each month, indicating that the TV pattern has
begun to stabilize, at least as far
as network advertisers are concerned.
Product Groups Listed
Table II lists expenditures for
TV network time by product groups
for October 1950 and the first 10
months of that year for three networks (DuMont not reporting),
compared with the same breakdown
for time purchases on all four TV
networks for the same month and
period of 1949.

Gillette

Top

Purchaser in Oct.
TABLE II

'50—918

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES FOR OCTOBER 1950 AND JANUARY-OCTOBER 1950*
COMPARED TO 1949 BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Product Group
Jan.-Oct. 1950
Oct. 1949 Jan.-Oct. 1949
Oct. 1950
$638,726
$248,812
Automotive & Acces.
S120,952
Apparel
173,720
229,324
922,317
3,779,042
786,424
$31,435
65,884
Beer, Wine & Liquor
249,078
1,047,462
B!dg. Materials
145,373
22,308
70,950
27,120
Confectionery
& Soft Drinks
305,376
1,209,496
Consumer Services
241,415
213,665
1
42,900
13,260
46,300
15,120
Drugs & Remedies
37,055
75,920
Foods & Food Products
889,749
991,132
200,273
4,184,644
469,491
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels 268,767
126,704
Horticulture
1,052,245
266,360
Household Equip. & Supplies
1,672,618
500,468
101,250
498,966
157,426
Household Furnishings
261,518
1,140
697,093
1,541,069
Industrial Materials
220,336
Jewelry
41,650
Insurance
40,008
41,650
185,886
100,195
Office
Equip.,
Stationery &
27,780
Writing
Supplies
15,060
Political
131,063
28,290
9,120
20,796
Publishing & Media
152,401
1,840
6,080
Radio, TV Sets, Phonographs,
1,840
Musical Instruments & Acces
255,248
1,792,807
2,421,327
477,709
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
22,178
333,218
41,874
440,620
1,704,208
Smoking Materials
825,808
4,894
4,894
4,619,864
16,920
Soaps, Cleansers
& Toys
Polishes
68,880
163,675
13,960
49,305
Sporting
Goods
&
46,350
692,483
31,680
1 40,428
2,735,279
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
796,064
207,566
Miscellaneous
107,842
21,454
Total
11,774
SI, 825,262
$27,272,512
$6,405,912
$8,320,608
*ABC, CBS and NBC figures, DuMont not reporting in 1950. 1949 figures are for all four TV
networks.
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau

Lorge Anendance Seen
PLANS
MEET
NAB-TV
turn will present the entire fund
TWO-THIRDS of the nation's tel- Assn. or any other trade association, in my opinion. It is to be a of ideas from industry sources to
evision stations have already indicated they will take part in the television organization for televithe assembled group."
industrywide TV convention to be
sion operators everywhere regardStations that have told NAB they
held Jan. 19 at the Stevens Hotel,
less of membership in other creditwill
be represented at the meeting
Chicago.
include:
able organizations.
NAB
Can
Supply
At the weekend NAB headquarNAB-TV members— KFI-TV Los Anters reported 68 of the 107 outlets
geles; KING-TV Seattle; KNBH Holly"I
think
NAB
can
supply
us
with
wood: KRLD-TV Dallas; KSD-TV St.
had accepted invitations. The meetmany
services,
economically.
The
WAVE-TV Louisville; WBAPing will consider plans to set up a fact that they can do so will be Louis;
TV Fort Worth; WBEN-TV Buffalo;
separate NAB-TV association, op- helpful to our instant growth, but WBNS-TV Columbus; WBTV Charlotte.
erating within the NAB structure
N. C; WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.:
through its own governing comWDSU-TV New Orleans; WFBM-TV
on a federation basis.
mittee it should and will be set up, Indianapolis; WFMY-TV Greensboro,
Nine stations thus far have indi- I feel, so that it can stand on its N. C; WFIL-TV Philadelphia: WGALPa.; WHAM-TV Rochescated they will not attend. Another
own feet and do the things it feels TV Lancaster,
ter; WHAS-TV Louisville: WHBF-TV
Rock
Island,
111.; WKZO-TV Kala34 have not yet replied to the invi- are best for television. That is its
mazoo, Mich.; WLWC Columbus:
tation of a committee headed by only responsibility.
WLWD Dayton; WLWT Cincinnati;
WMAR-TV Baltimore; WMCT MemHarold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
phis; WNBK Cleveland; WNBQ Chi"I am of the opinion this comWorth. Other committee members
cago; WNBT New York; WNBW Washmittee should report to the NAB
are Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
ington; WNHC-TV New Haven; WOCboard for this board's information
TV Davenport. Iowa; WOR-TV New
New Orleans; Eugene S. Thomas,
York; WOW-TV Omaha; WRGB Scheand
should
purchase
services
when
WOR-TV New York; William A. they are available on an economical
nectady; WSB-TV Atlanta: WTAR-TV
Norfolk, Va.; WTCN-TV Minneapolis.
Fay WHAM-TV Rochester; George
basis.
I
think
the
committee
should
TV Stations operated by NAB-radio
Burbach KSD-TV St. Louis.
KMT V Omaha; WAFM-TV
be governed by a small board or members—
Birmingham:
WAGA-TV Atlanta;
Industrywide Need
committee on which the networks
WHIO-TV Dayton: WJBK-TV Detroit:
WKRC-TV
Cincinnati:
WMAL-TV
should
have
representation
and
I
"The need for an industrywide
Washington: WSAZ-TV Huntington,
presume this committee will be W.
TV organization is so paramount
Va.; WSPD-TV Toledo: WSYR-TV
Syracuse; WTTV Bloomington, Ind.
at this time that much could come
elected in Chicago on an over-all
NAB non-members — KECA-TV Holbasis
and
not
a
geographic
one.
from the Chicago meeting," Mr.
lywood; KGO-TV San Francisco;
KPRC-TV Houston; KTTV Los Angeles
Hough told Broadcasting • Tele"At
least,
as
chairman,
these
are
(not
definite);
Baltimore:
casting.
some of my general ideas which of WBKB Chicago; WBAL-TV
WCAU-TV Philadelphia; WDAF Kansas City; WENR-TV
course will be presented to the or"This is not a merger either with
(Continued on page 60 )
NAB or Television Broadcasters
ganization committee, which in

TABLE I
TEN LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
IN OCTOBER 1950
1. Gillette Safety Razor Corp. S21 8,710
2. Ford Motor Co.
208,315
3. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 199,945
4. P. Lorillard Tobacco Co.
165,907
5. Anchor-Hocking 164,348
6. Chrysler Motor Corp.
159,277
7. Philco Corp.
158,370
6. General Motors Corp.
158,100
9. American Tobacco Co.
155,181
0. General Foods Corp.
148,725
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau
' e 1 e casting
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as to the classification which should
be accorded the system, if it is ap-

Chicago Test Underway
ON
PHONEVISI
formance on the third day of the
ion Research Bureau, Chicago.
MORE THAN 300 families witEach test home is equipped with
test. The film was "Lost Honeynessed the debut of Zenith's Phonean Eagle-Lion production
vision tests on New Year's Day in a Zenith television set, which in- starring moon,"Franchot
Tone and Ann
cludes Phonevision facilities, and
Chicago, while thousands of others
Richards.
wondered what all the hubbub was
a telephone used only for ordering
At 6:50 p.m. there were 30 orders
feature films. If the system is
about — and while many industry
representatives speculated that the finally authorized as a medium of for the 7 o'clock feature, five for
the 9 o'clock. At 7, there were 35
question, for the present, was en- entertainment, calls for films can
tirely academic.
be placed with the regular tele- for the 7 and five again for the
phone operator. During the test, 9. At 8:10, just as "Lost HoneyThe national emergency and atmoon" ended, there were still 35
however, calls are channeled ditendant diversion of critical maorders for the 7 o'clock feature and
rectly into the Phonevision teleterials and production into military
9 for the 9 o'clock film, showing
channels, in the opinion of ob- erators. phone office and to its special opthat no one had called to see "Lost
servers, make the outcome of the
Films are telecast from Zenith
Honeymoon" after it had started,
Phonevision tests primarily a matand four had called in orders for
experimental stations KS2XBS on
ter of future rather than present
Channel 2 three times daily, at 4, the 9 p.m. feature, "April Showimportance, from a realistic stand7 and 9 p.m. A charge of $1 is
point.
The weather more than matched
made for each picture seen. The
They conceded that present conthe
latter, as it was gently sleetThe transmission is scrambled, and
ditions do not prevent FCC from
ing, raining and snowing and turnpresumably
can
be
decoded
only
holding hearings — if results of the on call of the resident to the
ing colder, a fine night for stayat-homes.
tests appear to justify — to deterswitchboard exchange. There, anThree Showings
mine whether the p'ay-as-you-see
other signal is released by the
ers."
system of television should be auEach
film
is telecast a minimum
operator,
counteracting
the
jumbled
thorized. But, even if authorized,
one from the transmitter.
of three days, but at different
they felt that vital materials shorttimes, presumably to attract houseAlthough Zenith claims the transages and other impediments — inwives, children and business
mitted signal cannot be straightened
cluding the additional load which
they felt would be placed on tele- out without the official "key" sigSpokesmen said public curiosity
nal, Broadcasting • Telecasting
phone lines — would prevent any
people.
about
the medium was so intense
real introduction of the system
was told that two persons in Chithat the Phonevision telephone
until the situation returns more
cago were able to view the movie
nearly to normal.
clearly after making minor ad- number, leading into the Lakeview
office, is busy all day and evening.
justments intheir homes.
Zenith spokesmen described reMore than 1,000 calls of inquiry
Carl J. Meyers, chief engineer
sponse to the initial showings as
handled opening day, they
of WGN-AM-FM-TV, was said to were
said.
"terrific," and said no customer
have
rigged
a
device
in
his
home
complained that the $1 charged for
Although no details of the reeach telecast was too high for the shortly after Phonevision test
sponse will be released by Zenith
transmissions were begun, so that,
motion picture presented. They
after the picture was stabilized, he until the end of the test, it is
said calls flooded the switchboard
saw the movie without any dis- understood that the biggest boxon the opening day at such a pace
office hits at the theatres are the
tortion. The audio signal is unthat the two operators on duty
best draws on Phonevision also.
were rushed throughout the day garbled.
Angus
Pfaff,
manager
of
WNMP
"Welcome Stranger" and "Homeand evening. Though traffic died
down a bit thereafter, they said Evanston, 12 miles north along the
coming," for example, were deorders were still coming in at a Lake, reportedly judged the speed
scribed as "outstanding" hits durand distortion of the Phonevision
ing the first few days of the exrate to fulfill the hopes of Zenith
transmission, synchronized the
and its president, Comdr. Eugene
periment.
Whatever the results of the tests,
F. McDonald Jr.
speed of a 10-inch electric fan with
Zenith may hardly expect to have
it, and watched the movie through
Responses Favorable
Phonevision classified as a broadthe fast-turning blades.
A Zenith engineer, however, said
cast service without a fight. InComdr. McDonald characterized
dustry opposition is sure to develop
responses from test families as this was impossible.
A Broadcasting • Telecasting
based on statements already on reuniformly favorable.
cord. FCC itself has indicated doubt
Zenith had tried for almost a reporter watched the 7 o'clock peryear to lease first-run, top-quality
motion pictures from Hollywood
and European producers, and three
times had had to postpone the tests
while the search went on. The
first day's fare included "April
Showers," with Jack Carson and
Ann Sothern; "Welcome Stranger,"
with Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald, and "Homecoming,"
Lana Turner
and Clark Gable. with
The 300 families participating in
the test comprise a cross-section
of residents in the Lakeview district on the North Side of Chicago.
They were chosen as representative
of all sections of the general public.
On one side of the district, along
the Lake, are some of the most
exclusive apartments, hotels and
residences in the city. On the west
side is a heavy foreign element,
and in between, up and down Clark
St., are the so-called average dwellers. Actual participants in the test
were chosen by the National OpinPage 58
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In the issues for a hearing which
the
Commission called before it reproved.
lented and allowed the tests to be
made first, FCC specifically raised
the question of whether Phonevision, if approved, should be designated as a "broadcast" service,
a "common carrier" service, or
some other kind of service.
Comr. E. M. Webster also is on
record as feeling that subscription
radio or television represents a
"fundamental change" in the American system of radio that might
need Congressional sanction and
might also lead to a revision of
broadcasting's non-common carrier
status. He expressed his views in
a dissent when FCC authorized the
tests. He said he was keeping an
open mind on the Phonevision
question, but that he felt "the first
move" toward a change in broadcasting as a "free service to the
listener" should not be taken without a public hearing [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 13, 1950].
President Paul V. Galvin of Motorola, acompetitor of Zenith, said
he and his wife were delighted after
watching on a set in his home.
"I think it is an added feature
any television set owner would appreciate and I hope that it will be
approved
the FCC,"
H. Leslieby Atlass,
CBS hevicesaid.
president in charge of the Central Division, who also watched on a set
in his home, took a different tack:
"Phonevision is fine," he said. "I
like seeing movies that way, but I
don't think it fits our broadcasting
system or that it can be accepted
by the FCC. You remember, FCC
turned down subscription radio. If
it approves Phonevision, I don't see
why you couldn't charge a fee to
hear Jack Benny or the Lux Radio
Full Offering Unknown
Complete roster of film fare to
Theatre."
be offered during the three-month
experiment has not been revealed,
but the
first the
two following:
weeks' showings
will
include

"Silver River," with Errol Flynn
and
Sheridan;
Ruth,"
with
Joan Ann
Caulfield
and "Dear
William
Holden;
"I Walk Alone," Lizbeth Scott, Burt
Lancaster; Unsuspected," Joan Caufield,
ClaudeHepburn,
Rains; "Song
Love,"
Katharine
Paul ofHenreid;
"Voice of the Turtle," Eleanor Parker,
Ronald Reagan; "Enchanted Cottage,"
Dorothy Maguire, Robert Young;
"Tenth Avenue Angel," Margaret
O'Brien, George Murphy; "Murder
My Sweet," Dick Powell, Ann Sheridan; "Golden Earrings," Marlene
Deitrich, Ray Milland; "Song of the
Thin Man," William Powell.
Of the 15 films to be shown
during the first two weeks, four
each were leased from Paramount,
Warner Bros., and Metro-Goldwyn
Mayer — two from RKO, and one
from Eagle Lion.
The Zenith office is organized so
that complaint calls on equipment
failures can be handled promptly,
HERE on good ole earth some measurement's are taken of one of the helmets
worn by the cast in the science-romance series Tom Corbett, Space Cadet though few are expected.
which moved from CBS-TV to ABC-TV Jan. 1. L to r: Jack Strouse, acSeveral Chicago socialites were
count executive for Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency for the Kellogg Co., the given Phonevision installations for
their homes, Zenith said, and have
sponsor; Margaret Garland, one of the stars of the show, and Stan Wolfe,
of Rockhill Productions, producer of the TV program.
"Phonevision parties."
Telecasting
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tow to Cut Production Costs.

SALES

PUTTING

ON

MESSAGE

VIDEO

FILM

erection of a building. Here, too,
various ideas are considered and
discussed until the architect is
given definite information with
which to begin his plans. And the
planning of a film commercial is
no way different than the planning
of a building in that all interested
parties should participate in the
first discussions.
In television this is meant to in-

By JOSEPH A. THOMAS
PRESIDENT, TELEFILM INC.
HOLLYWOOD
OST of producing commercials
c for television can be held
down but in doing so extreme
:are should be exercised in effecting
.nly those savings that will not
esult in a lowering of quality.
This can be accomplished by the
ntelligent employment of several
iractices associated with efficient
5 reduction, all of which not only
esult in minimum costs but high
juality of finished film.
The production of a television
ommercial is actually the tangible fabrication of an idea. Thereore, the first and most important
tep is to work over the idea to a
>oint where it can be translated
uto film continuity most effecively. In short, actual film proluction should never start until the
■riginal idea has been formed into
. definite and acceptable foremat.
Initial planning stage of a TV
pot can be likened somewhat to
he preliminary procedure in the

than it is on film. This fact also
applies to the second step in spot
preparation which corresponds to
the second stage in building,
namely the engineering of the
architect's plan.
Second or final planning procedure should also include everyone
connected with the actual production. It is at this point that the
idea is actually developed on paper.

CAREFUL planning of a TV commercial can be likened to procedures in
the erection of a building, Mr.
Thomas points out, and thus must
include blueprints. Actual storyboard
sketch of a Sunkist commercial, shown
in the inset, is faithfully followed in
the camera setup and action, illustrated in the above production
"still" taken during shooting of the
Sunkist spot.

7"ot Jlow Golt and J/ijh Quali
1. Proper planning on paper in order totyeliminate costly errors
on film.
2. Thorough consultation between client, agency and producer
with the action of the proposed spot sketched in storyboard
form so as to prevent any misunderstanding as to the appearance of the action in the finished film.
3. A definite tailoring of the spot idea to fit the budget.
4. Rejection of complicated picture production when a simple,
straightforward message will be more effective and have
more impact.
5. Selection of an experienced, well-equipped organization for
the actual production work.
6. Employment of efficient production equipment such as synchronous magnetic film that will hold down costs without
affecting quality.

to be satisfied at the start. When
production is undertaken simply
from discussion or a written outline, dissatisfaction often results,
since no two people will visualize
the outcome in the same manner.
Secondly, production setups can
be made rapidly from the storyboard sketches, thus affording a cut
in production time and its accompanying costs. sketching and reTherefore,
sketching the storyboard until
everyone is completely satisfied is
one of the most important moneysaving methods that can be employed in the production of films
for television or any other purpose.
Tailor Idea
To Fit Budget

elude not only the client and
agency but the producer as well.
By doing this, many non-essential
items that would raise production
costs can be eliminated at the
start. As an example, the inclusion of expensive casts that
should never be used except for a
definite reason or purpose and the
elimination of costly sets where
j they are not needed. Thus, many
1 economies can be instituted at the
outset and weighed carefully by all
| concerned as to their effect on the
end result.
By using this method of initial
preparation of the foremat, or general plan, considerable savings are
incurred since it is obviously
cheaper to make mistakes on paper
BROADCASTING
I
I

The accepted foremat resulting
from the first discussions is now
outlined, scene by scene, to form
the complete commercial.
Best way to do this is by means
of a storyboard which is simply a
series of rough sketches depicting
action that is to take place in each
scene of the film's continuity. The
accompanying
strate the value photographs
of this. One isilluan
actual storyboard sketch from the
Sunkist series; the other discloses
how closely the production setup
followed this preliminary planning.
And this is important to cost savings for two definite reasons.
First, it is the only method
whereby scene by scene action can
be visualized and passed on before
it is filmed. This permits everyone

Another important essential to
production
economy oflies
selection and treatment
the inoriginal
idea. Make certain that they are
tailored to fit the budget. In a
good many instances where there
is a lack of knowledge as to basic
production costs, this is not the
case. It is surprising to find so
many instances where tendency
is
to say
to theandproducer:
"Here's
what
we want
this is what
we
is hardly
canIt pay
for it." necessary to point
out the error in such an approach
to final production, yet it continues
to crop up again and again. So the
first thing that should be done is
to determine the amount of money
that can be spent in making the
(Continued on page 72)
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NATS

TV

Only 21 Games
BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
BY
KAY
Thousands of war
veterans stationed in
the Bay Area hospitals are now enjoying television in their wards
thanks to KPIX's "TV Sets
for Vets" campaign. The enthusiastic response of Northern
California viewers to KPIX's
call for funds was a gratifying
indication that the spirit of
giving still prevails.
Last week on the Del Courtney
Show, twenty five of the television sets were presented to
representatives of Oak Knoll,
Travis Air Base, Mare Island
and Letterman hospitals. An additional number will go to other
veteran's wards within the next
few weeks.
The donations, which have
poured in to the station from
hundreds of people throughout
Northern California have far
exceeded all expectations.
ACADEMY AWARDS
Plans are now underway for
San Francisco Academy of TV
Arts and Sciences' Annual Awards
dinner. The banquet is scheduled for February 24, at which
time awards for outstanding work
in the past year will go to local
talent and stations.
RENEWALS
Sherman Clay has renewed
sponsorship on KPIX's "Music
Album," which now goes into
its third year. The popular
feature, which is San Francisco's oldest TV musical, will
include organist June Melandy,
emcee Sandy Spillman and
guest vocalists in its 1951 series.
Eaglesons'' Clothing Co. also
renews on "Talent Showcase" — a
program that has been a stepping
stone into the entertainment
world for many a talented contestant.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co. -<
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KIDDIES

RIGHTS

Hotel Buys KSL-TV

Available

TELEVISION rights to the Washington Nats' 1951 baseball games
hung in the balance late last week
following an announcement by the
American League team's management officials that only 21 home
contests would be available for
purchase.
In any event, it appeared that
Nat President Clark Griffith had
backtracked from an earlier position last year that his club would
prohibit all telecasts from Griffith Stadium in 1951 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 8, 1950].
In announcing the curtailment
of baseball telecasts from 77 to
21 home games (three with each
visiting team, with a flat ban on
Sunday and holiday contests), Mr.
Griffith said he felt it "necessary
to the club's operation." The Nats
owner has frequently criticized
baseball telecasts more on the
ground that they allegedly cut
into minor league team attendance
than for any "adverse" effects on
major league box office receipts.
Last week the Nats management
was angling for sale of TV rights
with Washington TV station and
advertising executives. Calvin Griffith, vice president of the club and
son of the owner, told Broadcasting • Telecasting that rights
would go to the highest bidder. He
said three TV stations "and as
many sponsors" had expressed interest in the limited coverage.
"We will have to take a reduction in the fee paid by sponsors,
of course," Clark Griffith reportedly conceded. Last year's rights
— radio, video and in-the-park
privileges calling attention to the
sponsor's product — were sold to
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. for
between $100,000 and $140,000.
Gate Drop Noted
Mr.70,000
Griffith
"We
were
belowexplained:
our attendance
figures of 1949 at the end of the
1950 season, despite the fact that
we had a fifth place team compared
to the eighth place club of 1949."
There was evidence that Washington TV broadcasting may balk
at negotiations for rights to the
games on such a restricted scale,
reasoning that periodic telecasts
would disrupt their heavy schedules. At least one station — WTTG,
the DuMont television outlet which
carried the games last year — is
known to oppose such a move by
the baseball club, and at present
is "not interested" in the video
purchase, according to Walter
Compton, WTTG general manager.
Limited baseball telecasts also
were announced for Cincinnati Reds
1951 contests, with General Manager Warren Giles restricting video
play-by-play to weekday afternoon
games. According to present plans,
a total of 29 games out of 77 will
be telecast. The National League

PARTY
Series

PARENTS in the viewing vicinity
of KSL-TV Salt Lake City who
find themselves implored to eat out
these days can thank their small
children
and results
a large of
hotel.
one of the
the That's
Hotel

Uncle Roscoe makes with chalktalk for three young moppets who
appear on his Playtime Party Jk
over KSL-TV.
W
club is withholding TV rights to
24 night and 12 Sunday doubleheader forays. All Redleg home
contests were telecast last year.
Radio broadcasts of the complete
home and road schedule will continue.
FEATURE FILMS
WGN-TV Buys 19 First-Runs
WGN-TV Chicago has purchased
first-run rights in Chicago to 19
Eagle-Lion films produced for release to theatres in 1947, 1948 and
1949. Station claims these are the
latest releases to be made available to television.
The package, including 11 feature-length films and eight westerns, represents a production cost
of $15,400,000. Titles and starring
players of the feature films are:
"Out of the Blue" with Virginia
Mayo and George Brent; "Love From
a Stranger" with Sylvia Sidney and
John
Hodiak;
Performance"
with Joan
Leslie"Repeat
and Louis
Hayward;
"Red Stallion in the Rockies" with
Wallace Ford and Jean Heather; "Adventures of Casanova" with Arturo
de Cordova and Lucille Bremer; "On
This Corner" with Scott Brady and
Anabel Richard
Shaw; "Behind
with
CarlsonLocked
and Doors"
Lucille
Bremer; "Assigned to Danger" with
Gene Raymond and Noreen Nash;
"The Cobra Strikes" with Leslie
Brooks and Richard Fraser, and
"Bury
Dead"
with Cathy
O'Donnell andMeMark
Daniels.
The Western
films feature Cowboy Eddie Dean,
assisted in several of the films by
Roscoe Ates.

NAB-TV
(Continued from page 57)
Chicago; WFAA-TV Dallas; WGN-TV
Chicago; WJZ-TV New York; WMBRTV Jacksonville, Fla.; WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; WXYZTV Detroit.
TV-only non-members — KEYL San
Antonio; KOTV Tulsa; WHEN Syraland. cuse; WPIX New York; WXEL CleveRepresenting NBC stations will be
Jim Gaines, New York, and Frank M.
Russell, Washington. George B. Storer
and Lee B. Wailes will attend for Fort
Industry Stations. J. Leonard Reinsch
will represent the Cox stations; Clair
McCollough will attend for the Steinman sent
group;
Murphy
will repreCrosley John
stations.
Otto Brandt
and
Joseph
McDonald will attend on
behalf ofA,ABC.

Utah's sponsorship of Uncle Roscoe's Playtime Party on KSL-TV
each Tuesday and Thursday at
4:30 p.m.
The hotel, billed as the largest
in the west, is using television for
the first time — and getting results,
through the kiddies, that pay off at
the Hotel Utah coffee shop cash
register. Series got underway Dec.
19 under a 26-week contract.
"Uncle Roscoe" — Roscoe Grover
— chats with young guests and
paints talk-chalk pictures, inviting
his video audience to work along
with him. Mr. Grover formerly
was director of radio training at
Ned Wayburn Institute, New York,
and manager of KSUB Cedar City,
Utah. In the 1920s he was featured
on
KSLandtelling
stories,
is now "Uncle
airing a Roscoe"
similar
series on KSL.
The new TV series draws a large
response, much of it from the
smaller towns usually deemed outside the viewing area, according
to KSL-TV. Mr. Grover plans to
conduct children's tours of Hotel
Utah kitchens.
KAGRAN

CORP.

Buys 'Howdy Doody' Rights
KAGRAN Corp., financed by a
Wall Street group, has acquired
rights to the names and characters
of Howdy Doody, heretofore a
Martin Stone Production package.
In addition the corporation has
signed Mr. Stone as its general
manager.
Kagran also has signed a contract with NBC granting the network exclusive television rights for
the use of the Howdy Doody name
and characters in a long term arrangement. Bob Smith, under contract with NBC and previously
part owner of Howdy Doody, will
continue to render exclusive services for NBC and will serve as
emcee on the Howdy Doody television program.
Mr. Stone will be in charge cf
all Howdy Doody licensing activities, as well as the supervision of
the script and script material on
the show. In his capacity as general manager, for Kagran, he also
will develop radio and television
programs plus supervising other
licensing activities in addition to
Howdy Doody.

Kagran also has employed Edward Kean, writer on the Howdy
Doody program, in charge of programming; Mrs. Leila E. B. Hadley, formerly with Al Capp Assoc.,
in charge of publicity and promotion, and Dana Campbell, previously with Henry, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, as a writer.
Telecasting
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From this research came
to mass-produce

a new

way

kinescopes

No. 13 in a series outlining
high points in television history
Drawing and photograph
from the RCA collection

RCA scientists and engineers have shortened the glass-and-metal kinescope more than
20% — while keeping the picture big.

• When kinescopes for television were first produced in volume
here was a natural reason for the choice of glass as the working
material. The vacuum in a kinescope is many times better than in an
lectric bulb. Glass, over many decades, has proved to be the most
asily worked material for containing a vacuum.

But so swift was the first growth of television that scientists and
engineers at RCA looked for a new way to mass-produce the tubes
—and found it.
Their new technique called for a metal shell, into which was sealed
a glass faceplate. Between the glass and metal they made a tight
"weld," so perfect that it held the high vacuum needed.
Since the metal shell and glass faceplate were easy to produce in
volume, RCA's new kinescope helped make lower television prices
possible. Glass-and-metal kinescopes are now serving in millions of
television homes.
Development of the new tube was only one step for RCA engineers. For more compact home receivers, with bigger screens, they
shortened the tube more than 20%. Then Filterglass faceplatesdeveloped through research first investigated by scientists at RCA
Laboratories— were added. Result: sharper, clearer pictures.
As so often happens in research, the benefits you enjoy today
came only step-by-step. Our present dependable glass-and-metal
kinescopes can be said to have grown from a remarkable union—
the successful "welding" of glass and metal!

>stcard-size pictures, mechanically produced, were standard-size in the
wenties,
before RCA research had developed today's all-electronic, bigreen
receivers.
elecasting
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Radio Corporation of America
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO— FIRST IN TELEVISION
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Late-Evening

Studied by Advertest
(Report 145)

telestatus

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 280,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

Viewing

THREE-QUARTERS of all television families in the New York
television area watch TV after 11
p.m. at least one night a week. The
average number of nights video is
viewed after 11 p.m. in "viewing
homes" is 4.1. These are among the
major findings reported by Advertest Research following a study
covering late evening televiewing.
Televiewers are staying up later
to watch the medium, with Advertest reporting two-thirds of the
time devoted to late evening televiewing now has come from hours
previously spent sleeping. The
other third reportedly has come
from such activities as reading and
radio listening. Half of all television families covered were found
to go to bed later now than they
did before television.
General satisfaction with the
programs presented was expressed
by the late evening televiewers.
Those who do not watch were
found to retire before 11 p.m. and
it was felt that even with program
changes they could not be induced
to watch.
Almost half of all television
sets in the area were found to be
on any night between 11 p.m. and
midnight on the average. Almost
a quarter of all television sets were
reported to be on any night between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m. on the
average.
Advertest reports the audience
per late evening viewing set is

slightly more than two persons,
one male and one female. After
midnight there is a decrease.
Tele-Que Surveys
Commercial Preferences
BEST-LIKED television commercial in the San Francisco area was
one for Holsum bread, according
to a monthly Tele-Que survey just
released by Coffin, Cooper & Clay
Inc., television research organization. Survey covered 441 TV set
owners in the San Francisco viewing area in the period Nov. 27-30.
Runners-up for the best-liked category were, in order: Lucky Strike,
Goebel beer,
Kilpatrick's bread and
Texaco
commercials.
* * #
WFIL-TV Announces
Rate Card No. 8
RATE CARD No. 8 becomes effective Jan. 15 at WFIL-TV Philadelphia, according to an announcement by Kenneth W. Stowman,
television sales manager of the
WFIL stations. In Class A time
(7-10:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 1-10:30
p.m., Sat. and Sun.) the new hour
rate on a one-time basis becomes
$1,000 for live studio and film time.
Five minutes in Class A is pegged
at $250 while 20-second and oneminute announcements will become
$200 on a one-time basis.
New rate for an hour of Class B

time (5-7 p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 10:3011 p.m., Mon.-Sun.) is $750. Announcements will be $150 for 20
seconds or one minute on a onetime basis.
All other times, Class C, are to
start at $500 an hour on a onetime basis. Five minutes of Class
C time will be $125 and announcements start at $100.
Several special announcement
buys also are available on WFILTV. Rate protection is offered for
six months. Frequency discounts
may be accrued at the rate of 5%
for 26 consecutive weeks and 10%
casting.
for
52 consecutive weeks of teleBerle Holds Top Place
In ARB's TV Rating
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre was seen in 6.5 million
homes and had a rating of 67.6
during the first week in December,
according to the latest TV Nationals of American Research Bureau released Dec. 30. Top 10 programs and number of homes
reached during Dec. 1-8 period as
reported by ARB are as follows:
Homes
(Add 000)
1. Texaco Star Theatre
6,500
2. Philco TV Playhouse
4,650
3. Comedy Hour (Cantor)
4,280
4. Your Show of Shows
4,190
5.
Talent Scouts
3,920
6. Godfrey's
Fireside Theatre
3,900
7. Toast of the Town
3,800
8. Studio One
3,800
His Friends
. 3,460
3,730
10.9. Godfrey
Groucho &Marx

City
City
And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
\ 5000 WATTS • NBC
F
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nat. Sales Hq- 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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Television Summary-

Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Louisville
KOB-TV
6,100 Memphis
Albuquerque
65,758
Ames
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WOI-TV
33,724
Miami
Atlanta
WMCT
WTVJ
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
67,800
50,000
Milwaukee
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
252,226 Minn.-St. Paul
189,500
City
188,100
70,144
WNBF-TV
30,110
Binghamton
WTMJ-TV
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
35,000
Nashville
B'oomington
114,700
New
Haven
WTTV
13,000
WSM-TV
Orleans
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
609,388 New
16,727
WNHC-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
160,180 New York
WD3U-TV WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV,
43,593
WABD,
WBTV
50,406
Charlotte
WNBT
WOR-TV.WPIX
Chicago
2,000,000
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
776,700 Newark
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
223,000 Norfolk
Cincinnati
WTAR-TV
WEWS, WNBK. WXEL
372,213 Oklahoma
Cleveland
44,545
WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
122,000 Omaha
56,789
Dallas,
61,745
Philadelphia
KMTV, WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Ft. Worth
725,000
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
91,877
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
WDTV
Davenport
22,900
212,000
32,199 Providence
Include Daveioort, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline 146,000
WTVR
Quad Citi es WOC-TV
100,338
WJAR-TV
Richmond
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Deroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
376,706 Rochester
70,069
WHAM-TV
Erie
43,470 Rock Island
WHBF-TV Davenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline 51,710
Include
Quad
Cities
32,199
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth91,877 Salt
San
Antonio
35,900
Grand
Rapids WLAV-TV
97,166
San
Diego
Greensboro
KEYL,
41,968 Schenectady
WFMY-TV
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
127,069
Houston
37,213
76,000
KPRC-TV
53,433 San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
125,000
Albany-Troy WRGB
Hun'ingtonV'FBM-TV
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
32,500 Seattle
Indianapolis
102,000
Jacksonville
KING-TV
26,000 St. Louis
55,600
WMB3-TV
KSD-TV
WJAC
TV
221.500
Johnstown
54,472 Toledo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Kalamazoo
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
Tulsa
Grand Rapi ds WKZO-TV
88,116
KOTV
95,860
70,000
WKTV
Kansas City
Utica-Rome
WDAF-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
ILansing
ancaster
52,260
Washington
83,450
71,951
205,835
WGAl-TV
33,000
32,500 Wilmington
WJ1M-TV
WDEL-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
53,466
831,232
KTLA, KTSl, KTTV
5
a:
ions
on
Air
107
Estimated
Total
Sets
in
Use
10,063,000
Markets on Air 63
represent estimated sets within televiewing area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
each ofmarket
Totcls for
Editor's No'e:
partially
dupl ca'ed.
set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies and
Sources
manu/actuiers
S;nce many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is necessarily
approximate.
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(as shown by the Pulse reports
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front
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SELL MORE

ON CHANNEL 4

cite certainly prove that KRON-TV

more

eyes

on

spots

Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC
New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios in the
San Francisco Chronicle Building, 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
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COLOR MATERIALS
NPA Contemplates No Action
ASSURANCE was given last week
by NPA Administrator William H.
Harrison that his agency "contemplates" no action on a radioTV industry appliance group recommendation that allocation of
critical materials for color TV be
prohibited.
In a reply to CBS President
Frank Stanton, who had asked that
color TV be permitted "to share
materials with standard black-andwhite television," Gen. Harrison
stated that NPA has taken no action and contemplates no such move
as advocated by the Radio, Television & Household Appliance
Wholesale Industry Advisory Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1, Dec. 25, 1950].
Gen. Harrison added that he
would be happy to confer with Dr.
Stanton at any time in light of the
CBS president's request, notwithstanding the fact that NPA is not
considering such action. The advisory group had recommended that
NPA postpone consideration of any
orders which would permit end
products or component parts to be
used in color TV equipment.
President Stanton felt the proposal was "one more effort to block
color television" and expressed belief that it would be possible for
color TV to "gain a start during
the current emergency."
The NPA official's reply had the

nothing
under

but

our

effect of underscoring an obvious
reluctance of the production authority to take any part in the
color TV issue in conferences with
industry officials.
Text of Dr. Stanton's earlier
letter to Gen. Harrison:
Press reports indicate that the National Production Authority has received from a group of wholesalers a
request that use of materials for color
television be forbidden. CBS obviously
has no desire to suggest anything which
will impede the mobilization effort,
but we do believe that it is possible
for color
televisionemergency
to gain a start
during the current
by being
given an opportunity to share materials
with standard black-and-white television and other consumer products.
We cannot help but feel that the reported request to the NPA is one more
efforttion toto those
blockmade
color before
television,
in addithe FCC
and
the courts which have already failed.
If press reports are correct, and if the
National Production Authority has the
elimination of color television under
consideration, we would greatly appreciate an opportunity to discuss the
matter with your representatives.

Lawmakers Weigh TV Bid
TELEVISION cameras and cameramen were banned from the
Oklahoma legislative chambers last
week as lawmakers debated whether
to permit daily TV broadcasts of
their sessions.
The Oklahoma Senate went into
executive session, closing its doors
to all spectators, including the
press, in order to consider WKYTV Oklahoma City's offer to telecast one hour of the legislature's
proceedings daily from 12 noon-1
p.m. daily.

smiles

KALAMAZOO

NOW

- 92,972 SETS

LULRU-TU
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND
RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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PROCESS
Telefex Adopts Movie Technique for Video

"THE MOTION picture technique
of process shots for both still and
moving backgrounds will soon be
the established method of providing sets and rapid scene changes
for television shows."
That is the opinion of Donna
Fargo, owner and
general manager
of Telefex Inc.,
Hollywood firm
that provides
such a service to
TV stations and
advertising agencies.
With some 20
Miss Fargo

umbrella!

HOLLAND

BACKGROUND

years ence
of in experimotion

pictures as actress, stunt woman and technical assistant,
Miss
Fargo perfected the old movie technique for TV and formed her own
company to sell this service. She
firmly believes that the tricks
learned in film studios will eventually become standard operating
procedure in TV.
Miss Fargo uses both film and
glass slides to provide thousands
of different types of backgrounds
for shows — scenes it would not be
possible to duplicate with stage
sets. In the system she has worked
out, the special effects in stage setting are obtained by throwing an
image on a large screen, the picture blending with stage properties
to give illusion of a realistic scene.
"You can do a hundred different
things with film that you can't do
with stage sets," she declares.
Technique Outlined
A scene aboard ship, for example,
Miss Fargo pointed out, is achieved
by having one or two stage props
in the foreground with a sharp,
black and white picture on the
screen in the background of a
ship's railing and mountainous
waves seemingly as far as the eye
can see.
The image thrown on the screen
is proportionate in size to the rest
of the stage setting. This is made
possible
located by
behind the
the rear
screen,projectors
Miss Fargo

hour quiz show, Stop, Look & Listen, sponsored recently on KE CATV Hollywood, which had more
than 30 scene changes with use of
the Telefex rear projection images
thrown on a theatre-size screen.
"Could any TV show afford that
many set changes in a half-hour
telecast?" she asked. "The answer
obviously is no. And that is why I
believe the answer to a great variety of backdrops will be process
shots, used just as they are in moAmong
Hollywood originating
tion pictures."
TV shows using Telefex process
are Teleteen Reporter on KLACTV; Life
Linkletter,Theatre,
Chevrolet With
Triple Feature
Hollywood Theatre Time and The
Ruggles on KECA-TV, the ABCTV outlet. Telefex system is also
being used by ABC-TV on many of
its New York and Chicago TV
shows.

CMQ-TV
DEBUT
Inauguration Set March 12
CMQ-TV Havana, which started
operations experimentally on Dec.
15 and has been increasing its
hours ever since, will have its official inauguration on March 12,
Director General Goar Mestre announced last week.
He said the new CMQ television
building, with an area of more
than 40,000 square feet and containing four TV studios, is slated
for completion by that date. CMQTV is on Channel 6.
Because of insistent advertising
demand, CMQ-TV went on the air
in mid-December, experimentally.
The results of the initial operation
on Dec. 15 were so encouraging,
Mr. Mestre said, that the station
carried ball games that same night
— and on subsequent days and
nights.
Mr. Mestre outlined his TV plans
in a telecast Dec. 8 followed by
film shorts, a dramatic show entitled Tension en el Canal 6, which
was sponsored by Admiral Corp.,
and ball games. Since then, the
station has carried experimental
programs four nights a week and
sports on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday nights and Sunday afternoons. Starting time has moved
from 8:30 to 8 p.m., is slated to
go to 7:30 p.m. beginning today
(Jan.
8) and to 6 p.m. by the end
of
January.

said. Moving these projectors close
to or away from the screen, gives
required image size.
Telefex also has developed double
slides with two different scenes on
one side. These are used in a variety of ways. As an example, it may
include a man and woman holding
a telephone conversation from
widely separated points. The man
Mr. Mestre said he had had
and woman simply stand in front
of the screen to create illusion of reports of reception as far away
as Santa Clara, 150 miles distant.
being in the room or at place shown
on screen.
CMQ-TV is Cuba's second teleFor street traffic, horse races, CMUR-TVvisioncommenced
station. Unionoperations
Radio's
moving trains or any other such last fall.
type of set in which background
must have moving objects, regular
PACKARD-BELL, Los Angeles, has
movie film is used.
added a new 17-inch TV console model
2302
to its line of TV sets.
Miss Fargo told of a weekly halfTelecasting
• BROADCASTI

9,

7
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What's New in Television ?
Take a Look at WPTZ !

5

FOR the past month Ernie Kovacs, bright new star of
"3 TO GET READY", has been conducting the fastest
moving, most complete morning program ever presented on
the Philadelphia air-waves. He's a hit !
And Philadelphians are watching and listening to "3 TO
GET READY", WPTZ's new early morning television program, seen every day, Monday through Friday, from 7:30
to 9:00 o'clock.
We could dwell at length on the 3,500 letters the program
pulled without promotion in its first two weeks on the air;
how its initial ratings surprised even the survey specialists; the
hundreds of people who have asked to join the show's EEFMS
club — "Early eyeball fraternal and marching society"; or the

FIRST
WPTZ

lecasting
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TELEVISION

top level advertisers who already have signed for participations
on WPTZ's new early morning venture. Instead, let's just say
that WPTZ believes that "3 TO GET READY" will be the
morning counter-part of what WPTZ's "Hollywood Playhouse" wasearly
to afternoon
was to the
evening. television and "Frontier Playhouse"
Give us a call here at WPTZ, Philadelphia, or see your NBC
Spot Sales Representative, so you can get the full story on
"3 TOtalking.
GET READY" — the program that has the whole
town
Philco Television Broadcasting Corporation
1800 Architects Building
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

IN

PHILADELPHIA

NBC
TV- AFFILIATE
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ABC SIGNS
For New AT&T Facilities
ABC announced last week the first
order in writing for fulltime use
of Omaha-San Francisco intercity
TV transmission facilities of
AT&T, which the latter announced
earlier would be available late this
year when Omaha is connected with
San Francisco via Salt Lake City.
Coaxial cable and radio relay facilities already connect San Francisco
and Los Angeles.
Commenting on the expected
coast-to-coast TV program service,
Fred Thrower, ABC vice president
in charge of TV sales, said, "I
anticipate that the majority of our
advertisers will convert immediately from a delayed program
basis to 'live' programs as soon as
the cable is available."
week'san written
order
by
ABCLastconfirms
earlier oral
order.
Harrington To Speak
JACK HARRINGTON, president
and co-founder of Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, national TV
station representative, is the first
speaker designated for the first
annual Regional Television Seminar to be held in Baltimore Feb.
16-17 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1]. Co-sponsors of the
TV seminar are WAAM (TV) Baltimore, American U., Johns Hopkins
U., Temple U. and U. S. Office of
Education.
Open Door
of Central

EDUCATION
BID
JCET Asks FCC Delay

film

TELEMOUNT Productions, Hollywood, producing series of five animated-live action films for Thrifty
Drug. Co., for three drug products.
Films include two one-minute commercials each for Rybutol and
American Duo-B-12, both vitamin
products, and one for Histaline
(cough syrup). Agency: Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
William R. McAndrew, general
manager WNBW (TV) Washington, announces exclusive contract
with Snader Telescriptions for 400
musical telepix. Contract, for 14
months, gives Washington area
sole rights to 3% -minute series
featuring top singing and dancing
stars of musical world. Stars include Mel Torme, Peggy Lee,
Patricia
rison and ("Kiss
others. Me Kate") MorJerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, has started new series
of 10 TV film spot announcements
for Oldsmobile. Signed for leading
parts in commercials are Alan Ray,
Charles Harvey, Linda Williams
and Ann Douglas. Oldsmobile
agency: D. P. Brothers, Detroit.
Firm recently signed four additional artists for special film,

to Homemahers
New
York ....

Kay Russell
Guiding
geniusLever
of Ladies'
Day, former
Bros,
fashion consultant, Mrs.
Russell is a successful housewife, the mother of four
children. She is a member
of the Jordan Community
Council, League of Women
Voters and is active in Girl
Scout and Boy Scout work.

WSYR-TV's brand-new women's service show features
homemaking, fashions, cooking, beauty, child care — a complete VARIETY of womeninterests. A wonderful setting
for effective demonstration of
your product by Mrs. Russell.
Monday through Friday, 2:45 P.M.
Participating
Write, wire or phone for availabilities

ACUSE
Channel 5
WSYR-AM-FM-TV — the Only COMPLETE
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate
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report

Tubby's
Trouble,Co.for Metropolitan
Life
Insurance
Fairbanks also recently made
films of TV versions of two Campbell Soup sponsored programs.
Half-hour NBC Double or Nothing
and quarter-hour CBS Club 15
filmed on 35mm. Tape recordings
of programs were made with idea
of doing both shows simultaneously
on radio and TV in future.
Clarence Sliffer named technical
supervisor for Vitascope by Sol
Lesser, Hollywood. Mr. Lesser
holds rights to French invention
which
"sets"
for useprovides
in TV photographic
and motion picture
production. . . . Red Humphreys,
still photographer for Los Angeles
Times, has replaced Charles Desoria
as newsreel cameraman in Korea
for KTTV (TV) Hollywood. Mr.
Desoria was in accident and returns to Hollywood after three
months on Korean fighting front.
WEWS (TV) Cleveland started
daily INS news service Jan. 1, becoming second subscriber in that
market.

UNFAIR CHARGE
IBEW Files Against CBS
UNFAIR labor practice charges
were filed with the National Labor
Relations Board against CBS Hollywood last week by the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, following replacement of
eight of nine stagehands at KTSL
(TV) Hollywood by members of
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes. Substitution action followed official takingover of the former Don Lee TV
station by CBS after FCC approval of the Don Lee purchases
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan.
1].

JOINT COMMITTEE on Educational Television, which has carried the brunt of education's bid
for reservation of certain VHF and
UHF TV channels, last week petitioned FCC to delay at least a
week the further proceeding scheduled to commence on the issue Jan.
15
[Broadcasting
Dec. 11, 4, 1950]. • Telecasting,
Late last week the Television
Broadcasters Assn. was expected
to ask FCC for leave to intervene
in the hearing to present evidence
respecting
TV's NAB
past
and current commercial
role in education.
already has been granted similar
permission by the Commission and
has been holding numerous meetcase. ings to prepare commercial radio's
JCET told FCC a series of meetings has been held and working
committees organized since the
close of the earlier phase of the
hearing, but preparations were
seriously hampered by the long
recess at educational institutions
over the Christmas and New Year
holidays.
JCET stated it proposes to present a survey of the need for educational TV stations. The survey
will be confined to the northeastern
section of the U. S., however, because of the limited time, the petition explained, noting this area
presents the most difficult allocation problems because of population
congestion and poor geographical

■<
r„
ep
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mi
^
T
i
—
it

&
l5:
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spacing.
Several
eral witnesses
also additional
are to be genpre- r'
sented, JCET said.

Jan. 7-12: Protestant Radio Commission Eastern Regional Religious RaConn.dio Workshop, Yale U., New Haven,
Jan. 12-13: Mid-Winter Conference, Advertising Assn. of the West, Jokake
Inn, Phoenix.
Jan. 15: First District Convention, Advertising Providence.
Federation of America, Hotel Sheraton,
Two of the eight men dismissed
Jan. 15: Media Conference, American
Assn.
of Professional Baseball
were reportedly offered jobs as setLeagues, Columbus.
up men at CBS (AM). The one
Jan. 17-18: RTMA Industrial Relations
remaining was given no guarantee
Conference, Statler Hotel, New York,
as to the duration of his position Jan. 22-26: AEEI Winter General Meeting, Hotel Statler, New York.
at KTSL, it was said.
Jan. 23: Academy of Television Arts
Stating that IATSE has no union
and Sciences
annual
dinner, Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
contract with KTSL, IBEW charges
Jan.
26-27:
South
Carolina
Broadcasters
the network with "discriminatory
Assn., Columbia, S. C.
action" according to the Taft- Jan. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting,
Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair,
Hartley Act, which provides that
where no union shop agreement
Fla. 3: Radio Correspondents Assn.
Feb,
exists, men of any union should
Dinner for the President, Hotel
Statler, Washington, D. C.
stand an equal chance of being
hired.
Feb. 16-17: First Annual Regional Telemore. vision Seminar, WAAM (TV) BaltiThe network at present has conApril
11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
tracts with both unions covering
Commodore, New York.
radio and TV employes at its Co- April 15-19: NAB Convention, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
lumbia Square and Vine St. studios.
IBEW covers men at Studios B and April 20-21: Southwestern IRE Conference, Southern Methodist U.,
C, Columbia Square.
Dallas.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

SEVENTH-DAY Adventists pioneer in religious TV by arranging for a year's
telecasting of Faith tor Today, Sunday, 12:30-1 p.m., over ABC-TV. Completing contract are (I to r) Milton Carlson, vice president, Western Advertising Agency, Los Angeles; Paul Wickman, director of radio and television
activities, General Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, and Slocum Chapin,
ABC's eastern television sales manager. The Adventists churches of North
America also sponsor Voice of Prophecy on radio over MBS and ABC. The
new TV series will beam separate programs to both the East and the West
Coasts. The churches have a TV budget of some $300,000, radio expenditure of more than $1 million and an expanding radio coverage of religious
and educational programming throughout the world.
rV

ADS

'Lessons' Reviewed
NATIONAL Better Business Bureau letter, released last week to
the industry, describes the recent
American Television Dealers and
Manufacturers campaign using the
heme that children in homes without television are underprivileged
as "a setback for advertising." It
ists five "lessons" disclosed by the
'unprecedented public complaint."
Advertising should not "be used
;o undermine the child-parent reationship"; "to coerce parents into
guying by falsely implying that
ailure to buy constitutes neglect
)f family responsibility and duty,
ind contributes to maladjusthents"; "make use of inaccurate
issumptions regarding psychologcal problems to instill guilt and
nadequacy in the minds of readI rs"; "make use of themes tending
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICT
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotation*
write
Employers
Reinsurance
End ',
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
elecasting

to subvert the stability and unity
of American family life by sowing
seeds of dissension, disunity or
distrust"; "be used irresponsibly
as a law unto itself in disregard
of
public interest," the letter
stated.
SWAYZE HONORED
Wins First Majestic Award
JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE was
named winner of the "Mighty Monarch of the Air" award for January, as the "TV newscaster who
contributed the freshest and most
informative technique to television
news presentation," by the nation's
TV editors [Closed Circuit,
Jan. 1].
Mr. Swayze is the first recipient
of the monthly award, sponsored by
Majestic Radio, which is bestowed
by an awards committee after a
poll of television editors coast-tocoast. He received the award from
Leonard D. Ashbach, president of
Majestic Television & Radio Div. of
the Wilcox-Gay Corp., at a dinner
in New York Jan. 3.
'Universal
Homemaking'
LANDERS, Frary
& Clark, New
Britain, Conn., manufacturers of
Universal appliances, will sponsor
a new program, Universal Homemaking, with Susan Adams, Thursday, 2-2:15 p.m., over WABD (TV)
New York and 22 stations of the
DuMont network, beginning Feb. 1.
The agency is Goold & Tierney
Inc., New York.
NBC-TV's American Forum of the Air
has been awarded the title, "The public
affairs show of the year 1950," by
TV-Guide magazine.
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'50 Billings
(Continued from page
Philco Corp.
Gillette Safety Razor Co
Serutan Co.
The Quaker Oats Co
H. J. Heinz Co
Pepsi Cola Co
Equitableciety ofLife
Assurance Sothe U.S
The Norwich Pharmacal Co.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn.
The Andrew Jergens Co.
General Motors Corp
William R. Warner & Co. Inc.
George A. Hormel & Co.
Seeman Brothers Inc
Pacific Coast Borax Co
Adam Hat Stores Inc.
Lutheran
League
The
FrankLaymen's
H. Lee Co
Bruner-Ritter Inc
Speidel Co
Miles Laboratories Inc
Pan American Coffee Bureau
The Texas Co.
Libby, McNeil & Libby
Trimount Clothing Co., Inc.
Champion Spark Plug Co.
Miller Brewing Co
Voice of Prophecy Inc.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. Inc.
Longines-Wittnauer
Co. Watch
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
American Oil Co.
'
Mars Inc.
Block Drug Co. Inc.
Dawn Bible Students Assn.
Petri Wine Co
The Christian Science MoniRichfield Oil Corp
American Bakeries Co.
Carter Products Co
Club Aluminum Products Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co
Smith Brothers
Sylvania Products Co.
Political
Green Spot Inc.
The Southern Baptist ConDolcin Corp.
Botany Mills Inc
Dr. Billy Graham
Wm. H. Wise & Co. Inc.
Peter Paul Inc
Ford Motor Co

tttt

Ittlt

17)
1,618,996
1,412,661
1,073,382
955,010
943,678
925,610
924,581
843,782
802,229
685,320
613,884
607,566
541,755
536,339
480,563
439,443
436,652
387,796
346,931
316,324
310,960
310,512
304,930
282,275
265,514
264,177
260,469
250,329
247,800
222 338
222^054
196,657
184,567
182,556
181,743
155,963
tor 150,547
149,608
149,074
133,924
118,715
116,269
111,620
110,858
108,443
103,022
vention 96,861
85,092
72,910
65,016
64,497
63,785
63,029

*wls

SATURDAY
AFTERNOON
IWRESTLING
Press-acclaimed studio matches fed by
WLW-D to WLW-T and WLW-C.
Now featuring men's heavyweight
championship tournament for $5,000
purse. Televised from 3 : 00-5 : 00 P.M.
— 30 minutes more air time at no
increase in price. Nov. Videodex rating 14.9 — three times greater than
the average rating of its competition.
Has 60.7% of the viewing in all three
markets.
WLW-T
CHANNEL 4
CINCINNATI

Page 68

WLW-D
CHANNEL 5
DAYTON

•

WLW-C
CHANNEL 3
COLUMBUS
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TV Advertisers
General Mills Inc
$476,374
P. Lorillard Co.
457,675
Admiral Corp
359,429
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. Lie.
350,608
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Die. 315,216
Chrysler Corp.
302,010
Packard Motors Inc
279,992
Schlitz Brewing Co
227,733
Philco Corp
222,077
Blatz Brewing Co
197,727
Young Peoples Church of the
Air
188,302
Sun Oil Co.
180,549
Bendix Home Appliances Inc. 171,131
Hudson Motor Car Co
149,670
Pontiac
Div. of General
Motors Corp
130,080
Kellogg
Co
127,901
Gruen Watch
Co.
115,170
Best Foods Inc
111,070
Peter Paul Inc
107,950
Ronson Art Metal Works Die. 105,378
Peters Shoe Co.
102,145
Campana Sales Co.
100,650
American Safety Razor Co. . 98.475
Kno Mark Mfg. Co. Inc. . 96,282
Wine Corp. of America . . . . 93,600
M. & M. Ltd
93,150
Wander Co.
91,700
Green Giant Co
85,320
General Shoe Corp
84,506
Seeman Bros.
81,510
Procter & Gamble Co
80,925
American Dairy Assn
72,420
Griffin Mfg. Co. Inc.
74,175
Gospel Broadcasting Assn. . . 70,748
Libby. McNeil & Libby
68,847
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
63,927 li
Ironrite
Ironers
Corp
63.180
The
B. F.
Goodrich
Rubber
Co
62,163
Arthur Murray Inc
53,366
Arnold Bakers Inc
51.480
American Bakeries Co
42,942
American Tobacco Co.
37,084
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
. 33,110
Mason Au Magenheimer Co. 25,280
Florsheim Shoe Co
25,160
Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc. 19,920
Lutheran
League . . 15,600
The TexasLaymen's
Co.
15.500
George S. May Co
12,390
Ford Dealers Assn
10,808
Pabst Sales Co.
10,280
Ranger Joe Corp.
10.000
Allegheny
Ludlam
Steel
Co.
7,359
Homecrafts
7,272
Doubelday & Co
5.340
Radio Offers Co
5,071
Cigar Enjoyment Inc
4.727
Political
4,720
C. & W. Enterprises Inc. .
4,120
Gotham Hosiery Co.
3,100
Hotpoint Inc
2,900
Bell & Howell Inc.
2,696 Taj
Jackson & Perkins Co
520
TOTAL
$6,470,510 Ilf

ARCHITECT'S drawing of WHK Cleveland's new home, estimated to cost $1
million, which will be unveiled formally next month. Located at 5000 Euclid
Ave., the new structure will house all WHK studios and administrative offices.
Entire project covers over 105,600 square feet with 2,000 feet set aside for
television. WHK was formerly located in Terminal Tower, Cleveland.
& Jorgensen Inc
149,607
Ronson Art Metal Works Inc.
58,364 Hixon
Revere Camera Co
Tucker Wayne & Co
149,074
50,130 Politicals
108,443
Philfips Petroleum Co
Western Stove Co. Inc
J. Meaney Co
103,015
45,781
37,846 Philip
Burton Dixie Co
Neal, & Battle Agency 96,861
37,000 Liller,
Dennisons Foods Co.
Victor van der Linde Co.
85,092
31,828
Pictsweet Foods Inc.
Alfred J. Silberstein - Bert
31,388
30,966
Goldsmith Inc
72,910
Stanley Home Products Inc.
Walter F. Bennett & Co. Inc. 65,016
Doubleday & Co. Inc.
.. .
30,543
Thwing
&
Altman
Inc.
64,497
Institute
of
Religious
Science
26,907
Fruehauf Trailer Co.
Wheeler & Staff 63,217
24,499 Brisacher,
Huber Hoge & Sons
61,677
Langendorf
Inc.United Bakeries
Roche,
Williams
& Cleary
23,617
Inc
50,130
National Assn. of Mfrs.
16,000 Lambert & Feasley Inc
45,781
Save Hiss
By Shoe
Mail
Dr.
Stores
Brooks
Advertising
Agency
.
37,847
15,930
U. S. Army
17.8=0
15,518 Turner Advertising Agency 37,000
Scudder Food Products Co. .
30,966
15,115 Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc. .
Raymond R. Morgan Co
26,907
United Electrical, Radio &
Zirnmer-Keller
Inc
24,499
Machine Workers of America
Hal
Stebbins
Inc
15,930
13,651
Grant
Advertising
Inc
15,519
Gifts by Mail
11,196
Davis & Co
15,116
Labor
League
of
Political
Weinstein & Co.
13,650
Education
13,645
American Medical Assn
13,644 Furman. Feiner Co. Inc
Waltham Watch Co.
Inc
9,295
9.294 Campaigns
Communication Workers of
8,875
Hirshon-Garfield Inc.
8,875
Leon Loeb & Co.
7,455
America
Ewell & Thurber Assoc
6,815
Wilson Sporting Goods Co.
7,454
Beaumont & Hohman Inc. 6,528
Pacific Greyhound Lines ...
6,814
Buchanan
&
Co.
Inc.
4,545
6,528
Reynolds Metal Co.
4,544 Abbott Kimball Co. Inc. of
Fisher eral
BodyMotorsDivision
of
GenCalif
4,135
Corp.
4,278 The Clements Co. Inc
2,285
Regal Amber Brewing Co.
Omnibook Inc.
Erwin, Wasey Co. of Canada 1,500
4,134
3,937
Lucky
Lager Co.Brewing Co.
P. J. Ritter
TOTAL
$35,124,625
3,168
TV Agencies
McColl Frontenac Oil Co.
2,285
Young
& Rubicam Inc
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
1,500
TOTAL
Inc
590,409
$858,334
396,347
$35,124,625
By Product Classifications
457,675 I
Lennen & Mitchell Inc
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc
374,929
Kudner Agency Inc
1950
Food & Food Products $10,893,839
1950
By Agencies
J. M. Mathes Inc
222,077 )
315,216
099,430
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Drugs & Toilet Goods
Hutchins
Advertising
Co.
Die.
317,668
Inc
$5,381,248
Cigars, Cigarettes & Tobacco
208,633 ] j
Brooke,
French & 212,850
859,737
DorranceSmith,
Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co. 2,662,632 Religion
Cecil & Presbrey Inc
2,652,439 Radios, Refrigerators, PhonoMcCann-Erickson
Inc.
Maxon Inc.
1,667,408
Farrell, Chesley & 180.549 jfij
graphs & Electrical Appli- ances 1,846,124 Kastor,
Lennen & Mitchell Inc. 1,648,283
Clifford Inc
197,728
Beverages
1,452,359 J. M. Camp Co
Hutchins Advertising Co. Inc. 1,618,996
William H. Weintraub & Co.
Automobiles, Trucks & Ac- cessories 1,217,667 Hewitt, Ogilvey, Benson & 188,301
Inc.
1,241,295
Mather Inc
171,131 i
Clothing & Dry Goods
1,165,662
Kudner Agency Inc
1,170,891
Tatham, Laird Inc
& Accessories 952,833
Tatham-Laird Inc
1,075,950 Jewelry
MacManus,
John
&
Adams
Insurance
and
Personal
Loans
924,582
Rov S. Durstine Inc
1,073,382
Inc.
130,080
Household Furnishings and
The Biow Co. Inc
949,227
127,901
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc
Accessories
. 760,866
115,170
Warwick & Legler Inc
924,581
Stockton,
Weat & Burkhardt
Benton & Bowles Inc
861,632
Inc.
Lubricants,
Petroleum Products & Fuel
698,476
R. H. Alber Co.
802,229
Earle
Ludgen
&
Co.
Hardware
659,945 faxon Inc.
110.851
Knox Reeves Advertising Inc. 766,080
111.070
Laundry Soaps and Cleansers 480,563
Foote, Cone & Belding 752,716
Grey
Advertising
Agency
Inc
Publications
249.524
105,378
Kenyon W.& Eckhardt
Inc.
718,425
Confections
248,352
Robert
Orr & Assoc.
Inc. 685,319
Henri,
Hurst & McDonald
125,082
McCann-Erickson Inc.
599,999 Miscellaneous
Inc.
102,146
Politicals
108,443
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
H. W. Kastor & Sons AdverOsborn Inc
541,755 Photographic Equipment . . . 50,130
Co. Inc.
100,650
C. J. LaRoche & Co. Inc. 479,375
Sporting Goods
6,815 Batten, tising
Durstine &
Sherman & Marquette 475,635
Transportation & Travel . . . 6,528
Osborn Barton,
Inc
Grey Advertising Agency Inc. 446,160
Ernie
Mogul
Co.
Inc.
99.247
Gotham Advertising Co. Inc. 436,652
TOTAL
$35,124,625
Weiss & Geller Inc
96,282
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc. 379,206
William Esty Co. Inc
93,600
Raymond Spector Co. Inc. 346,931
Grant Advertising Inc
91.700
TV Gross Billings by Months
Wade Advertising Agency 310,960
93,150
Leo
Burnett
Co.
Inc
1949
Federal Advertising Agency 310,512
William
H.
Weintraub
Co.
1950
Leo Burnett Co. Inc.
303,282 January
Inc
85,320
February
Geyer, Newell & Ganger Inc. 293,773
J. Walter Thompson Co
81,510
MacManus, John & Adams
$225,865
189,968
Birmingham,
Castleman
&
18,674
Inc
264,177
March
341,002
79,654
Peirce Inc
74.175
Mathisson Assoc
260,469
26,352
47,359
362,119
April
72,420
Western Advertising Agency
357,508
May
132,146
Campbell-Mithun
Inc
$6,273
388,266
119,835
Inc
250,329 June
R.
H.
Alber
Co
July
213,522
115,002
119,674 Benton & Bowles Inc
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
249,846
155,480 Tucker Wayne & Co.
Bayles Inc.
245,544 August
51,480
476,996
September
Turner Leach & Co. Inc. . . .
Victor A. Bennett & Co. Inc. 222,338
42,942
1,181,199
214,660
William Esty Co
222,054
Gordon
Best
Co
217,199
*1,216,131
1,268,088
Brandford Advertising Inc. . .
The Joseph Katz Co.
196,657
219,337
25,160
15,600 1H!][
70,748
25,280
W. L. Gleeson & Co
181,743
19,920 I
Huber, Hoge
& Sons
Young & Rubicam Inc
155,963
TOTAL
*$6,470,510
Gotham
Advertising
Co.
Inc.
*
Estimated
M.
M.
Fisher
Assoc
H. B. Humphrey Co
150,546
$1,391,991
12,390
Telecasting • BROADCASTING i!
18.203 !

Warwick & Legler Inc
Lamb & Keen Inc
iValter Downing Agency
The Wesley Assoc
politicals
The Mail Order Network ....
Sterling
Advertising Agency
Inc
TOTAL

10,280
10,000
7.359
4,726
4,720
4,120
3,099
$6,470,510

TV Product Classifications
Automobiles,
Trucks & Accessories
$1,285,332
Pood & Food Products
1,138,053
844,557
Beverages
Radios, Refrigerators, Phonographs, & Electrical Appliances
818,717
499,485
Cigars, Cigarettes & Tobacco
274,649
Religion
251,382
l^aundry Soaps & Cleansers
nothing
& Dry Goods
234,831
Tonfections
226,381
220,548
lewelry & Accessories ....
^ubricants.
Petroleum
Products & Fuel
196,049
164.577
)rugs
& Toilet Goods
131,585
lardware
lousehold
Furnishings & Accessories
85,630
.liscellaneous
71,347
12,612
Publications
Steel
7.359
Politicals
4,720
'hotographic Equipment
2,696
TOTAL
$6,470,510
MUTUAL

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

1950

Gross Billings
Monthly Cumulative
anuary
$1,678,889 $1,678,889
ebruary
1,401,403 3,080,292
larch
1,410,682 4,490,975
,ipril
1,441,454 5,932,429
Hay
1,356,580 7,289,009
Eune
1,204,638 8,493,647
ruly
1,060,002 9,553,649
.ugust
1,090,222 10,643,871
eptember .... 1,246,463 11,890,334
October
1,534,526 13,424,880
fovember
1,357,529 14,782,389
• ecember
1,320,406* 16,102,797
TOTAL
$16,102,797
December billings estimated
By Advertisers
' uaker Laboratories
Oats CoInc
$1,1, 365,937
^Ciles
350,584
k merican Federation of Labor 1. 346,774
238,573
ohns-Manville
Corp.
onson Art Metal Works
847,563
alston Purina Co
788,734
i . S. Tobacco Co
642,052
618,488
udahy Packing Co
607,091
■; ational
eneral Foods
Corp.
566,005
BiscuitSales
Co
550,484
Williamson
Candy
Co
nodes Pharmacal Co
533,200
rove Laboratories Inc
443,700
440,098
'utheran
Laymen's League
438,359
ellogg Co
402,704
ulf OilBible
Corp
adio
Class
343.342
ord Motor Co.
317,788
oice of Prophecy Inc
313,804
271,516
oxzema Chemical Co
hristian Reformed Church
260,136
238,746
; :i Ullette Safety Razor Co. .
221,924
Inc
Hfl jerby
nahist Foods
Co. Inc
212,787
. B. Semler Inc
197,704
137,139
;< lurine Co. Inc
126,763
•samberl2in
Sales Corp.
ail Pouch Tobacco
Co. ....
...
125,181
urrus Mill & Elevator Co. . . 118,875
jliticals
95,543
88,702
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
86,932
[sltone Hearing Aid Co.
jubleday & Co. Inc
84,785
mjamin Moore & Co
68,243
•nurol
wn Bible
Students
Assn.
57,388
Products Co.
54,956
rst Church of Christ Scientist
48,912
pneral Mills Inc
48,124
■laware,
Lackawanna
Western Coal
Co &
44,192
0
....for the finest

j

•a ■

in professional tape:
recording equipment

aI
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Save-by-Mail Inc
42,253
Pal Razor Blade Co
40,560
Bowey's
Inc
39,147
William H. Wise & Co. Inc. 36,170
Shriners East-West Football
Conference
36,120
Wilson TV
Sporting
Goods Co. 29,614
Muntz
Inc.
25,586
American Bird Products Inc. 25,418
Hallicrafters Co
20,024
Perfect Circle Co
14,765
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn. of Omaha
14,040
A. O. Smith Co
11,166
National Education Campaign
of American Medical Assn. 7,393
Whitehouse Corp.
6.079
Shipstad & Johnson
5,619
Radio Offer Co
2.962
National Council Protestant
Episcopal Churches
2,053
Total
$16,102,797
Note: December billings estimated
By Agencies
J. Walter Thompson Co
$1,556,361
Sherman & Marquette 1,365,937
Furman, Feiner & Co. Inc. 1,356,482
Wade Advertising Agency 1,350,584
Grey Advertising Agency Inc. 847,563
Young & Rubicam Inc
793,368
Kudner Agency Inc
642,052
Grant Advertising Inc.
618,488
O'Neil,
Larson & McMahon
Inc.
588,156
McCann-Erickson Inc.
566,005
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
Inc.
550,484
Gardner Advertising Co.
512,442
Harry B. Cohen Advertising
Co. Inc.
443,700
Gotham Advertising Co. Inc. 440,098
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc. 438,359
Stanley G. Boynton Radio
Advertising
343,342
Western Advertising Agency 313,804
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn Inc
286,452
Brown
Radio Productions
Inc. . . •
276,293
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles Inc
271,516
Glenn-Jordan-Stoetzel Inc. 260,136
Maxon Inc.
238,746
Needham, Louis & Brorby
Inc
221,924
Benton & Bowles Inc.
216,427
Foote, Cone & Belding Inc. 212,787
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc. 197,704
Huber Hoge & Sons
130.000
Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc
125,181
Tracy-Locke Co. Inc
118,875
William Esty Co. Inc
88,702
Olian Advertising Co.
86,932
St. George & Keyes Inc. 68,243
Sorensen & Co.
59.171
William Gleeson & Co.
57,388
Direct
55,248
H. B. Humphrey Co
48,912
Knox-Reeves Inc
48,124
Ruthrauff & Ryan
44,192
Ben Sackheim Inc
42,867
Al Paul Lefton Co
40,560
Thwing & Altaian Inc.
36,170
Ewell & Thurber Assoc. 29,614
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc
25,931
Michael
Shore Advertising
Co
25,586
Weston-Barnett Inc
25,418
Bozell & Jacobs Inc.
14,040
Campaigns Inc
7,392
The Mail Order Network
6,079
Walter McCreery Inc
5,619
Van River & Crowe Inc
2,053
Friend & Kreiger Inc
1,404
Van Wood Advertising
250
Total
$16,102,797
Note: December billings estimated
By Product Classifications
Food & Food Beverages .... $4 194,196
Drugs & Toilet Goods
3 ,328,349
Religious
1 ,463,680
Labor & Politics
1 ,442,317
Building Materials
1, 249,739
Laundry & Household Supplies 1,021,192
Cigars, Cigarettes & Tobaccos 855,935
Jewelry & Silverware
847,563
Confectionery & Soft Drinks 550,484
Paints & Hardware
347,549
Automobiles & Accessories 332,553
Miscellaneous
214,829
Stationery & Publishings 120,955
Radio & Phonographs
45,610
Lubricant, Petroleum & Fuel 44,192
Sporting Goods
29,614
Finance & Insurance
14,040
Total
$16,102,797
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WISH MERGER
New Officers Announced
FOLLOWING announcement of the
ownership merger of three Indiana
stations with WISH Indianapolis,
owned by Universal Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting
casting,• TeleJan. 1],
President C.
Bruce McConnell
of Universal ann o u n c e d that
William H.
Spencer had been
Mr. Spencer
appointed
manager of WISH.
Formerly manager of WHOT
South Bend, Ind. for three and a
half years, Mr. Spencer also has
been associated with stations in
Dayton,
Springfield and Toledo,
Ohio.
Mr. McConnell also announced
appointment of his son, Robert B.
McConnell, vice
president of Universal Broadcasting Co. Inc., as
general manager
of all stations
operated by that
company.
Other stations
now owned by
Universal include .„

„

„

son, WANE
Ft. Wayne and WHOT
W H B U Ander- Mr" McConnell

Revive Channel

1

A NOVEL approach to television was promised last week
by Doubleday & Co., New
York publishers.
a "satiric novel" by It's
Shepherd
Mead, they said, and will be
published Jan. 25. FCC and
industry technicians trying
desperately to find more spectrum space for TV may find
not only satire in the novel
but irony in its title: "Tessie,
the Hound One
of Channel
Channel
having One,"
long
since been deleted.
South Bend. Mr. McConnell stated
that no major changes in personnel
at any of the stations was contemplated, except for a new station manager at WHOT South
Bend, to be appointed in the near
future.
Other officers of the corporation
are Earl H. Schmidt, secretary and
director; Frank E. McKinney,
treasurer and director, and Frank
M. McHale, director.
GENERAL ELECTRIC reports that
90% of its 175,000 employes have
signed
company's
improved
insurance
plan. new
New and
plan,
which
required signatures of 75% of emDec. 1. ployes, was put into effect as of

'Moth Emerg
Balleency
d' During
ANOTHER pioneer FM outlet, WHAS-FM Louisville, has ceased operations because of limited FM audience — plus new problems of manpower
and parts incident to the defense mobilization.
In a letter to FCC last week, Victor A. Sholis, vice president and
director of WHAS radio and tele- *
we have not been able to determine
vision operations, stated WHASit might fit effectively into a broad
FM reluctantly left the air Dec. how
31 and its transmitter is being put civilian defense program. We intend to
place sible
it need
in for
"moth
balls" should a posit arise.
into "moth balls" for the duration.
Great challenges and obligations are
Greater importance of AM and TV
confronting broadcasters in the days
to the defense role for the period ahead.
WHAS wants to have its operaof the national emergency was
tions concentrated upon the two stations which will serve Kentuckiana
indicated.
best, and because of this is returning
Mr. Sholis' letter stated in part: its FM license.
The decision to end FM broadcasting, which was pioneered in this area
CONSTRUCTION has started on
by WHAS starting back in 1944, was
building of CKFH Tormade reluctantly. It stems from the transmitter
onto, new 250 w station on 1400 kc.
conviction that WHAS can make its
greatest contribution to the community
Ajax Engineers Ltd., Toronto, erectin the trying days which lie ahead for
ing tower.
all broadcasting, by concentrating upon
its AM and television stations.
Already pinches are being felt in
manpower and in the procurement of
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
tubes and replacement parts for our
AM and television operations. These
difficultiesprogram
will increase
as theandnation's
defense
expands,
it is
ESTABLISHED 1913
wisest to direct our efforts toward the
two media which have developed tremendous audiences rather than dissipate them upon FM whose effectiveness
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
is extremely limited.
of
Unquestionably, both the AM and
television stations will play significant
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
roles in civilian defense and the nation's rearmament program from the
standpoint of information, instructional
training and maintenance of morale
through entertainment. No such role
1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
is foreseen for FM since the FM audiOak Park, Illinois
ence never developed to any sizeable
proportions in this area.
It is not our present intention to disCHICAGO: AUSTIN 7-S62C
mantle our FM transmitter although
January 8, 1951
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what

about

color TV?

what are you doing about it?

DiMMmuMti
t)ii hW"
-UNIVERSA
L

COLOR

Operating on the principle of the flying spot scanner, the Du Mont Universal Color Scanner provides
for the Broadcaster, Receiver Manufacturer, Development Laboratory — tri-color signals from any
35 mm. 2 x 2" color transparency. Available as outputs are an FCC approved field sequential video
color signal and three simultaneous video color
signals which may be fed to any external sampling
equipment for experimental work with line or dot

SEND
FOR
DETAILED
TECHNICAL
LITERATURE
ALLEN B. DU MONT
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SCANNER

sequential systems. Horizontal line frequencies may
be set at 15.75 or 29.16 kc and vertical field rates
at 60 or 144 fields per second (intermediate values
may be specified as desired) . This assures a flexible
equipment embracing both present black and white
standards as well as FCC approved color standards
and adaptable for use with any of the other presently proposed color systems.

in Television

Nr
oUM
LABORATORIES,
INC. D
• TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION, CLIFTON, N, &

fits*

Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

HELPS DEFICIT

programs

mm^
premiums

[ITS FOR AUDIENCE

• O •

CASH AWARDS

®

•

•

tVOB Alexandria, La., Dick's Disc
hop, Sat., 1-3 p.m., Dick Biondi
eads disc show that replaces footall broadcasts. To get as many
steners as possible for first broadast Mr. Biondi wrote letters to
ime 50 radio and recording stars
sking them to record welcoming
ddress directed toward local lisjners. Response brought such
ames as Tommy Dorsey, Perry
iomo, Frankie Laine and many
thers. Show features best songs
f week, band of week, novelty
mgs and other features. No aclal audience count has been made
at station reports good response
om calls of congratulation.

KDET Center, Tex., will make cash
and other awards to rural listeners in 1951. Station will give
$100 to rural resident who makes
most outstanding achievement
during coming year. $50 award
will be made to outstanding rural
housewife for her service to community and family. Another
award of $50 will be made to outstanding rural boy or girl 18
years or younger. Contestant
plac'ng second will receive wrist
watches appropriately inscribed.
Contest is open to persons living
in six counties in Texas and three
parishes in Louisiana that station covers.

EEN TALENT

Christmas Specials
SPECIAL Christmas programming and promotion
was the rule rather than the
exception among radio-TV
stations during the past
holiday season. Among those
reporting activities too late
for inclusion in the roundup stories in Dec. 18 and 25
issues of Broadcasting •
Telecasting were the following:
WVET Rochester, N. Y.; WMID
Atlantic City, N. J.; WAVZ New
Haven, Conn.; WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh; WLAN Lancaster, Pa.;
WMAR-TV Baltimore; WBAL
Baltimore; WCAV Norfolk, Va.:
WLOW Norfolk, Va.; WSLS
Roanoke,
lotte, N. C;Va.;
WABBWBT-FM
Mobile, CharAla.;
WTAM Cleveland, Ohio; WBNS
Columbus, Ohio; KFBI Wichita.
Kan.; KJFJ Webster City, Iowa;
KOA Denver; KNBH (TV) Hollywood; CKCK Regina. Sask:
WTAR
Norfolk; KSL-TV Salt
Lake City.

SHOW

• • •

"WDC Washington, Student As>mbly, started Sat., Jan. 6, 7:15
m. Program written and proceed by high school students in
"ashington area. Performers do
pt appear on permanent basis and
:e chosen from local high school
dent. Rehearsals are conducted
iring week before show. Pro-am was on WASH (FM) Washgton for last year and half and
ill continue to broadcast while
'WDC carries AM.
UAL

PROMOTION

$

#

«

'EBR Buffalo has combined pub; service and audience promoon with campaign based on New
ork State 1951 license registrars. Tap Taplin, morning disc
ckey, reads "lucky license numrs" every quarter hour. Morists are urged to get plates early
cause only new registrations are
ven. Car owner whose license
read must call station within 10
inutes and receive cash jackpot
jiich starts at $10 and builds $1
j.th every number read. City ofials have* placed posters in linse bureau explaining promo: >n.

NAMES CANARIES
• • •
KOB Albuquerque, staged contest
for listeners to name canaries
heard on Jonny G's morning show.
From 7,000 names received, Pinza,
Melchior and Caruso were chosen
as prize winning monickers. Three
winners who submitted names were
awarded canary, cage and stand.

•

•

•

KRSC Seattle, Start the Music, 5
p.m., Dec. 29, effort to overcome
large deficit in subscriptions for
Seattle Symphony. 24 hour marathon broadcast was staged in two
large department store windows.
Disc jockeys who handled show had
their guests appearing with them
in the windows during the show.
Advertising and sales club sold
time at premium rates with receipts going to SymDhony and no
commission to agencies.
AIRS INVESTIGATION • • •
WFLA Tampa, Fla., carried nearly 10 hours of recorded and live
broadcasts of Kefauver Senate
Crime Investigating Committee's
two-day hearings in Tampa. Live
broadcasts were conducted from
court library and transcribed parts
were from courtroom. All witnesses testimony was recorded and
re-broadcast at intervals.
BOSS TURNS D. J.
# # #
WDAS Philadelphia, Great American Orchestra, 3-4 p.m., started
Jan. 7. Max Leon WDAS owner,
presents recorded top symphony
orchestras along with comments
on selections.

VETERANS'

PROBLEMS

#

#

KFI-TV Show
Los resulted
Angeles, inVet's
TV
Center.
over 300
letters from interested watchers
in area, station reports. Current
half-hour program, only 15
minutes long at time of first telecast, also drew phone calls from
as far as Santa Barbara, San Diego, including Laguna Beach, Monrovia. Program devotes itself to
veterans' problems.
PLUGS SCIENCE SHOW # #

SYLVANIA
AWARDS
Plans Announced
TO PROMOTE "creative television" among the various arts and
skills going into program production, establishment of the Sylvania
Television Awards Foundation and
a variety of awards for the period
Jan. 1 to June 30, 1951, were announced in New York fortnight ago
by Don. G. Mitchell, president of
Sylvania Electric products Inc.
Top award, to be known as
"Sylvia" in imitation of the motion picture "Oscar," will go to the
program selected by a committee of
judges, headed by Deems Taylor,
as best in "creative television technique." The judges will be selected
from leaders in entertainment,
education, parent-teachers' clubs,
women's clubs, business and TV
production specialities.
Individual awards, based on participation in either the prize-winning program or other TV programs, will be made to a writer,
producer, director, actor or actress,
camera man, scene designer, lighting expert and make-up man, representing what the judges consider
most creative in each department.
Winners will be honored at a
dinner next August. Duplicate
awards will go to the network or
station carrying the winning program and, if sponsored, to the
sponsor and its advertising agency.
Independent stations will be invited
to send kinescopes for the judges
to consider.

WAAM (TV) Baltimore sending
advertisers and trade colorful
brochure about Johns Hopkins
Science Review. Black and gold
cover is headed "Baltimore's only
regularly scheduled program originated for NETWORK broadcast."
Inside contains tear sheets from
national magazines and newspapers praising program and its
services to TV audience. It goes
on to explain how show originated
on network from station.
In A

Fog

(Continued from page 53)
selves to maintaining good radio
contact with the Williamsburg, enabling reporters to get regular reports on which to base stories, and
with the Norfolk marine operator,
through whom the stories were filed
with their Washington offices.
This reporter got off four broadcasts in all for NBC, two of them
on New Year's eve from Griffin and
Gass's general store and postofnee
at Colton's Point, Md. — the quietest and most dismal spot, for sure,
of
New Year's Eve broadcast
in any
the nation.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 w; 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
,\duvri Calibre Programs at Cecal Station CostJanuary 8, 1951
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Putting Sales Message
(Continued from page 59)
commercial and then plan it in such
a way that the most production will
be obtained for the number of dollars to be expended. This is important.
When confronted with budget
limitations, it is a great deal
smarter from both an advertising
and production standpoint to convey the sales message in a simple,
straightforward manner than it is
to attempt highly-complicated production without the proper amount
of money. When an attempt is
made to do the latter, the resultant
corner-cutting that is necessary in
order to stretch the small budget
inevitably winds up with a very
noticeable reduction in the quality
of finished films. And since the TV
commercial is definitely a point-ofsale medium, immeasurable harm
is done to the client's presentation.
Making of a filmed television
commercial is, after all, the making
of a motion picture in every sense
of the word. It requires the same
type of equipment and same skilled
craftsmen that are necessary to
produce a short subject or a feature-length picture.
As a result, one of the greatest
aids in holding down costs is the
elimination of confusion once actual
filming of the spot has begun.
This is accomplished by means of
the storyboard as we have shown
previously. However, the effective-

WE
T
CAN'
H
CATC
Y

EBEt

gUTT

(Ky.)S
NO. 2
WAVE swing* fX?*t every thing
want 111
r ,r an<l 1

mmbined.
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ness of this visual planning can be
instantly destroyed unless it is
rigidly observed. Let us suppose,
for example, that production has
started on a one-minute spot. The
storyboard, which has been designed for a specific budget and approved by both client and agency,
calls for three inexpensive sets
portraying sections of a counter in
three departments of a store. The
action calls for conversations between customer and clerk in each
department. The sets have been
assembled and action laid out to
provide the maximum production
for the set budget.
The first scene has been shot but
suddenly the client or agency representative decides that the sets
do not give an effective background
for the merchandise that is being
featured. The scripts are changed
to provide footage actually taken
in the client's store. What happens? The spot changes from an
"on stage" production to a location
job. New lighting problems are
introduced and motion picture
lighting
"costs money.
sync
sound, which
was The
originally
planned for the studio channel suddenly resolves into a location recording involving a sound truck and
increased crew.
Higher Costs
The original budget, of course,
is a dead duck — replaced by a new
cost vastly higher than the client
originally intended. And why?
For the simple reason that after
all ofdevelopment
the discussions'
andstoryboard
planning,
the
of the
and the production planned to conform, someone gets a sudden idea
and puts it into effect without ever
considering the additional cost involved. This illustration is rather
extreme, but the same thing, in
varying degrees of last minute
changes, happens too many times.
Failure to adhere to a studied
and accepted script in the middle of
production is an extremely dangerous practice from a standpoint
of production economy. Resultant
confusion as well as the change in
production requirements will add
materially to final cost of the film.
Another mistake commonly associated with newcomers to television is the failure to properly
judge their spot needs for maximum effectiveness. Instead of appropriating asufficient budget to
produce their spot requirements in
a series of from four to eight commercials, they make them individually with a three-to-six-week interval between each production.
Such a practice naturally tends
toward higher costs since the entire
cast and crew must be assembled
for each film session, whereas by
planning and shooting the series at
one time the entire schedule could
be shot in much less time in comparison. Here, it must be remembered that the television client is
dealing with motion pictures and
all the various guilds and unions
involved have definite minimum
time limits for calls.
Consequently it is a matter of

economy to utilize a full eight
hours of production time rather
than to shoot a single spot and pay
for unused time under the minimum time agreement. This, of
course, does not apply to instances,
and there are many, where only one
spot is made in order to test audience reaction or market possibilities. In cases such as this, however, the solitary commercial is
almost always followed by a series
that has been laid out at the same
time as the test spot was planned.
So the agency or client should remember that long-range planning,
when contemplating spot production, will play an important part in
holding down the individual cost
per commercial spot.
Producer Economy
As far as economy in actual production is concerned, the most important contributing factor is selection of an experienced producer to
make the films. Anyone with
proper background in motion picture production will know scores
of ways in which costs can be held
down without sacrificing final
quality. Those without such knowledge are most often inclined to cut
corners on the very things that
are necessary for good pictures.
Such a mistake is dangerous because any savings made by eliminating the wrong things are more
than offset by a reduction in the
impact and effectiveness of the
commercial.
The introduction of the new
synchronous magnetic film for
sound recording is proving to be a
tremendous aid in reducing production costs for TV commercials as
well as all other types of motion
pictures. This recently perfected
system permits instantaneous playback of the sound for each scene
after shooting has been completed.
Importance of this will be readily
recognized by anyone familiar with
the old method.
In the past it was necessary to
wait from 4 to 12 hours for the
sound track to be developed before

BAB's 'The Thing'
LEADING radio-TV executives were reported up in
arms about the inconvenient
size of BAB's magazine circulation book. A vice president of one mid-western station referred to it as "The
Thing."
In a confidential
letter to Hugh
M. P. Higgins,
BAB director, the vice president asked: "What in blazes
do I do with the monstrosity," referring to the physical
bulk of the giant tome. He
added : "Wouldn't it make
sense to get out any future
analysis report in a little
more practical — and perhaps
economical form?" Others
queried expressed similar
opinions.
back on a subsequent day for reshooting
when badCosts,
"takes"
were
finally discovered.
of course,
mounted in proportion to the
amount of reshooting that was
necessary.
It might be well to again point
out that the making of a television
commercial is the making of a
motion picture. As such, there
are definite basic costs that cannot
be eliminated without affecting
quality. For purpose of economy,
therefore,curred
anymust savings
that areother
income from

acceptability
of each sound
could
be determined.
Since "take"
casts
and crews could not be kept "standing by" for this length of time, it
was often necessary to call them

factors, roughly shown in the accompanying list.
These are important items that
should be watched by anyone using
the new television medium for sales
purposes. There are, of course,
many other things that combine to
lower cost in proportion to value
returned. They, however, include
such important factors as knowledge of the product, selection of
proper
effective
market presentation
analysis. Asandsuch,
they
come strictly within the realm of
the advertising agency or company
sales executive.
The producer, however, acting in
an advisory capacity, can combine
his picture experience with their
knowledge in order to produce a
product that will take full advantage of the greatest sales medium
the world has ever known.

BORDEN

STARLAC

EXCLUSIVE!

To introduce a fine new product,
Borden chose KJR and the Ann
Sterling program for their only
radio in Western Washington.

KIR
SEATTLE ^^^^^ 5000 WATTS AT 950 kc
THE ^/-FULL STATION

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.^
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CAMPUS CIRCUIT
Installed at Michigan State
open mike

ELPING to celebrate the first birthay of WOAI-TV San Antonio, Miss
iolet Short, radio and TV manager
Joske's of Texas (department
ore), cuts a piece of cake for
ustin Williams, Telenews commenitor. Joske's, reported as the first
in Antonio advertiser to use relesion, baked the cake in honor of
ie occasion. The store sponsors the
=/enews show five times weekly

1BC CHANGES
Splits Chicago Spot Sales
BC SPOT SALES staff of the
?ntral Division in Chicago has
en separated into radio and TV
visions, with Oliver Morton, rati spot sales manager, and Robert
wing, television spot sales man:er.
The radio sales staff includes
jbert Flanagan, George Hallean, Edward C. Cunningham,
rmer sales manager of WMAQ
licago, and Clifford J. Barborka
'., former sales instructor at
jrthwestern U. Radio sales traf. is headed by John Ragel, former
count executive at WE AW (FM)
,/anston, 111.
Central Division TV spot sales
aff includes John Mulholland,
lymond M. Peritz, formerly with
>ecial Correspondents Inc., Chigo, and David D. Wilder, former
,dio and TV manager of the aditising department of Swift &
|., Chicago. TV sales traffic will
- headed by Vernon Heeren.
jLatest assignments augment
anges announced in the Central
vision last February [Broadsting • Telecasting, Nov. 27,
150].

the

Falls City Story
EDITOR:
The Dec. 25 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting has been forwarded to . . . Falls City Brewing
Co., Louisville. I know they will be
extremely pleased with the ai'ticle
[Strictly Business] which that
issue carries. . . .
Graham Black
Radio Director
Prater Adv. Agency Inc.
St. Louis.
* * *
'Really
EDITOR: Gets Around'
... It occurs to me that you
might like to know that BROADCASTING •Telecasting really gets
around out here.
. . . First I smuggle it to lunch
with me and then pass it along to
the gang in Armed Forces Radio
in MacArthur's Headquarters —
they are supposed to bring it back.
Now I am sending as many
copies as I can over to Korea so
that the gang over there can keep
up
going . on
radiowith
worldwhat's
back home.
. . in the
George Thomas Folster
FEC GHQ PIO, APO 500
c/o Postmaster
San Francisco
* * *
Ham Bands Measure
EDITOR:
In several station areas no doubt
the various audience measuring devices and services are needed.
Out here, where we sit along
with our primary signal, I've found
a simple method of determination
of popularity of various of our
local and net programs.
The "radiation" from the common AC-DC type receivers can be
heard in both the 160 and 80 meter
"ham" bands, on sets which are

KOKOMO

market

is

rich

I

Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
"V
224,2.00
C°^°n
Lt,,eSt
EFF.BUV.N^V
WIOU
. . .Fi9UreS
67.0%''' ' '
MB RA0.O
74,210 8302,329,000^
RETAIL SALE. SALES
FOOD SALES
$181,967,000 #46,980,000
HQ. FOOP STORES
591
NO- DRUGSTORES
77

DRUG SALES
$6,539,000
FARM ft
a 65,071,000/1
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KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Rep: Weed & Co.

Telecasting

tuned to us. Since many of these
receivers use antennas with their
loops to hear other signals which
are relatively weak in here, they
also "radiate" quite well and I hear
the radiations of those from onehalf to two miles from my home on
my communication receiver. A big
string of "howls" indicates many
BCLS.
Two of my ham friends who live
in the country, one 10 and other
20 miles from here, tell me, they
can hear the "howls" from their
more distant-neighbor's sets in the
ham bands, too.
Thus, between us, we get fairly
good cross-section of listening
habits on our programs.
Maybe other single-station areas,
use this method, to? . . .
Bud Crawford
President
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.
CANADA

SETS

Ontario Buying Heaviest
CANADIANS in the first nine
months of 1950 bought 14,890 television receivers, according to a re7
port of the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, Ottawa. Of these, 14,765
were bought by residents cf Ontario at a cost of almost $6 million. In Quebec province 36 sets
were sold in the same period, and
in British Columbia 88 sets. One
purchaser in Alberta bought a
$470 receiver, it is shown in the
report, although the nearest TV
transmitter is in Salt Lake City,
over 1,000 miles distant! The Ontario sets were bought by residents
of the Lake Ontario and Lake Erie
border area.
In the nine months, the report
states, 516,983 AM and FM receivers were sold in all Canada at a
cost of $43,471,577, an increase
over the 460,649 sets sold in the
same period in 1949.
KPRO's Field
WHIRRING blades and muffled cries of "the air mail
must go through" are heard
thrice daily at KPRO Riverside, Calif. The station leases
an adjacent plot of ground to
Los Angeles Airways. Co. for
use as a helicopter landing
field at the bargain rate of
$1 per year. The helicopters
bring
in Riverside's air mail
away.
from Los Angeles, 60 miles

A CLOSED-circuit television system has been installed at Michigan
State College and present plans
are to link several buildings on the
campus together through the central control room. A regular TV
channel has been applied for by the
university station. Until this is
granted, the sending and receiving
points will be linked by wire, officials explained.
A two-fold purpose for the TV
facilities is planned. The campus
outlet will be used in laboratory
work by engineers and students
concerned with production phases
of television. TV's value as a
teaching aid also will be tested.
In spite of heavy costs, Michigan
State officials believe that TV's
capacity to spread information to
more people simultaneously may
actually relieve the financial plight
of educational institutions.
* * *
Lumite

Spots

LUMITE Division of Chicopee
Mfg. Corp., New York (Lumite
fabric for automobile seat covers),
h its
&throug
Ganger
Geyer,tieing
, agency
New York,
Newell'in,
with its national magazine campaign, will submit radio spot announcements to dealers as a merchandising aid.
Mr. Chris Patrino
Sherman and Marquette
Chicago, III.
Dear Chris:

Th' WCHS Choral Festival ter raise
money fer th' Salvation Army
wuz
a bigshore
success!
W orkin' with
th' boys at th'
Charlesto
n Gazet e, ar fellers
in
th'
hist'ry
of
put ongest radio
th'show
biguv Westginity'sVircapital
city! Hwnderds
uv
singers
uv
cfrom
h u rdozens
c choirs
h and
school
put on three
full hours uv
Chris'mus mulisseners wuz
ast ter send in
Salvation
sic, an'Army
th'
Chris'mus
Tliousandsfund.
uv
money fer th'
dollars w u z
ever' one s e d

news fer fellers like

hit
wuz
Algy a bangraised,
an'
up show
Jest
goes
ter !show,
Chris,
thet
when
W CHS
tli' air, folks
puts a show on
Thet's goods !
respond
Yrs.
you, ain't it?

WCHS
Charleston,
January 8, 1951

W.

Va.

•
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January 2 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSIONERS COY, WALKER,
HYDE, WEBSTER
Extension Granted
WIBK Knoxville. Tenn. — Granted extension of STA to March 29, on 800 kc
1 kw D provided WIBK makes application for further extension of temporary
authority ceeding
upondiligently
showing
that it is pro-of
in prosecution
appeal 11.
from1949,
Commission's
Aug.
denying CPdecision
for newof
Class B FM station and for license to
operate AM station WIBK.
Modification Granted
WANS Anderson, S. C— Granted
mod. of CP which authorized installation of DA-N and increase hours of
operation from day to unlimited, to
slightly increase maximum expected
operating
value of the directional pattern proposed.
CORRECTION ISSUED BY FCC
KSMI Seminole, Okla. — Granted application for CP to change facilities
from 1260 kc 500 w D only, to 1260 kc
1 kw, unl. DA-DN, and to move transmitter and studio locations from Seminole to Wewoka, Okla.
BY THE SECRETARY
KHUZ Borger, Tex. — Granted consent to assignment of license from
Richard
George
tion KHUZ
Inc. Hughes to Radio StaKFWB
Los
— 'Granted
to assignment Angeles
of license
from consent
Warner
Bros. Bcstg. Corp. to KFWB Bcstg.
Corp.
KERG Eugene, Ore. — Granted consent to assignment of license to Guard
Pub, Co.
WLEA Canisteo Radio Corp., Hornell,
N. Y. — Granted consent to assignment
of license to John S. Booth and Edgar
S. Hutton. individually and as agents
for M.C. Clarke and nine others.
KIKI Honolulu, T. H. — Granted mod.
CP to change main studio and trans,
locations and make changes in ant.
and ground systems; engineering conditions.
WTILcenseMayaguez.
P. R. 1300
— Granted
new AM station;
kc 1 kwliunl.; conditions.
WHMP newNorthampton,
license
AM station; Mass.
1400 —kcGranted
250 w
unl.
WGUY Bangor, Me. — Granted license
change frequency to 1230 kc.
WKCT Bowling Green, Ky. — Granted
license change frequency to 930 kc
power to 1 kw-D 500 w-N, trans, location and install DA-N and new trans.
WGTC Greenville, N. C. — Granted license change in frequency to 1590 kc
increase in power to 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
install new trans, and DA-N, and
change trans, and studio locations.
KFRB Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted
license increase power to 5 kw, and
install of new trans.
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn. — Granted
license new TV station and to indicate
designation of S & T locations as 3415
University Ave., St. Paul, in lieu of
Bedford St. and Univ. Ave., St. Paul.
WTTS Bloomington, Ind. — Granted
license increase in day power to 5 kw
and install DA-2, and new trans.
WEBR, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.— Granted
request
to cancelSTLlicense
delete standard
station.KEB-70 and
Lamar Bcstg. Co., Paris, Tex. —
Granted request to cancel CP and delete remote pickup KA-6535.
KSAC Manhattan, Kan. — Granted
CP to install new trans, replace trans,
destroyed by fire.
Cameron Television Inc., Tulsa, Okla.
— Granted CP to change type of station
from
pickup
KKE-20trans,
to TV
STL
KA-5767TV and
to change
location
from mobile to 302 S. Frankfort St.,
Tulsa.
Door County Radio Co., Sturgeon
Bay, Wis.
Granted
CP for
proval —of ant.
trans,mod.
location
and ap-to
specify studio location.
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.— Granted

SERVICE
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actions
DECEMBER

29 TO JANUARY

4

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
mod. CP to change type of trans.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCP'sas for
shown:
KCBC-FM De Moines, to 3-24-51; WJR
Detroit, to 4-3-51; KOOS Coos Bay,
Ore.,
7-11-51.
Philcoto Television
Bcstg. Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted license new TV
pickup KA-7914 to expire Feb. 1. 1952.
Also granted license KGC-92 change
facilities of existing station; license expires Feb. 1; and granted license for
new TV
STL KGC-93 station to expire
Feb.
1, 1952.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. B. Webster
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.— Granted
indefinite continuance of hearing, now
scheduled for Jan. 16, in proceeding
upon application.
Pratt toBcstg.
Co., application
Pratt, Kan. — soGranted
leave
amend
as to
show revised financial data for applicant and partners, and for continuance
of hearing
in proceeding
tion
from Jan.
9, to Marchupon
9. appl;caJanuary 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request
station: for
KYOR license
Blythe.renewal
Calif.;AMKOAT
Albuquerque, N. M.
Modifications of CP
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio— Mod. CP
AM
date. station for extension of completion
KJCF Festus, Mo. — Same.
License for CP
newKYMA
AM Yuma,
station. Ariz. — License for CP
AM— 920 kc
KGAR Garden City, Kan.— CP AM
station to change from 1050 kc 1 kw D
to 920 kc 1 kw D AMENDED to request 920 kc AM—
1 kw-D1540500 kcw-N DA-N.
WIBL Beverly, Mass.— Mod. CP AM
station for approval ant. and trans,
location etc. AMENDED to request
changetiontrans,
location Mass.
and studio
locafrom Beverly,
to Revere
Beach Parkway and Maiden River.
Medford, Mass.
AM— 1370 kc
Lawrenceburg,
CP new AMto
station
580 kc 500 Tenn.
w D — AMENDED
request 1370 kc.
Modification of CP
WJZ-TV New York— Mod. CP commercial TV station to change ERP from
425 w vis. to 455 w vis., and 207 w aur.
to 228 w aur. and ant. to 1,252 ft.
License for CP
WOC-TV
Davenport,
CP new commercial la.
TV— License
station foras
modified and to request 12.5 kw aur. in
lieu of 22.9 kw aur.: change studio

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626
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COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

location
to 805 Brady St., Davenport,
la.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1240
KOAT toAlbuquerque,
station
change from N.1450M.—kc,CP250AMw
unl. to 1240 kc, 250 w unl.
Modification of License
KDON Palm Beach, Calif.— Mod. license to move main studio location
from Beach and Port Rogers Rd., Palm
Beach to Church and Alisal Sts., Salinas, Calif.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License Renewal
KTER Terrell, Tex. — RETURNED Jan.
2 application for license renewal AM
station.
January 3 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
Modification Granted
WGSM Huntington, N. Y.— Granted
mod. tionCP
new trans,
sta740 kc(which
1 kw authorized
D), to change
location, change type trans, and make
changes in DA engineering conditions
including
precautions
to prevent
second harmonic
interference
to WHOM
New York.
Extension Granted
Granted exManhattan, Kan.—
KSAC tension
of authority to remain silent
tion
reconstruc
pending
21
Jan.
untilfire damage to trans, and housing
of
lightsubject toin continued
facilities,
accordance with
ing of ant.n system
rules.
Commissio
WAAT tensionNewark,
J. — Granted
of authorityN. for
a period ex-of
90
days
from
Jan.
7.
to
operate
with
5 kw-D 500 w-N. using center tower
of array with power determined by
indirect method, pending repairs and
submission of sufficient evidence to
show DA is in proper adjustment.
Transfer Granted
Granted conWOXF Oxford, N. C— present
stockS. Allen,
sent to Charles
holder, to acquire control of licensee
inconsideration
monetary
No
corp.
volved.
WTUX Wilmington, Del.— On petiof authority
extension operation
tion, grantedtemporary
to continue
of
WTUX until midnight, Feb. 19, pending
hearing.
Commission action on petition for re-

Young Jr. toLicense
Nashville
Co. Inc.
for Bcstg.
CP
KBOE Oskaloosa, la. — License for
CP new AM station.
Modification of CP
Mod.sion ofCP
new FM date:
stationKNOB
for extencompletion
Long
Beach, Calif.; KWKH-FM Shreveport,
La.;
WNAC-FM
Boston.
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, la.— Mod. CP
FM station to change ERP from 360 kw
to 12.3 kw., ant. from 450 ft. to 175 ft.
License for CP
WHLA Madison, Wis. — License for CP
new noncommercial educational FM
station.
TENDERED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 860
KTRB Modesto, Calif. — CP AM station to change from 860 kc 5 kw-D
1 kw-NDA-DN.
DA-N to 860 kc 10 kw-D 1
kw-N
(Continued on page 79 )
SECURITY GROUP
Industry Committee To Meet
INDUSTRY-WIDE committee
formed in New York last October
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct.
9, 1950] to solve the "controversial
personalities" problem, initially
raised The
by Jean
dismissal
from
AldrichMuir's
Family
after

r.

protests based on Red Channels,
will meet soon although no definite
date has been set, according to A.
Frank Reel, national executive secretary of AFRA, which took the
lead in formation of the committee.
A subcommittee has been attempting to find a solution consonant with its directions "to assure
full security" and "preserve individual liberties." Represented on
the subcommittee, as on the full
committee, it is believed, are
AFRA, TVA, AAAA, ANA, NAB,
and the networks, although no
official release of names has been
made.

KCBQ MARKS 4TH
Sponsors Get the Breaks
MORE
than 40 advertisers and
agency representatives climbed on — .
the KCBQ San Diego band wagon
last month
during celebration.
the station's
fourth
anniversary
KCBQ invited sponsors and their
representatives to the station for a (
birthday party, dishing out cake
and coffee before seating them in
front of a microphone to record jspecial anniversary
station identification announcements.
On Dec. 12, the fourth birthday
anniversary, two-thirds of KCBQ's Testation breaks were made by the recorded announcements, each advertiser giving the KCBQ call letters,
identifying himself and then congratulating the station on its four
years of service.

January 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
station: WCVS Springfield,
111.;AMWASK
Lafayette, Ind. (aux.l; WFNC Fayetteville, N. C. AM— 1390 kc
WSPC Anniston, Ala.— CP AM station to change from 1390 kc 1 kw unl.
CFOR Orillia is now operating with
DA-1 to 1390 kc
AM—5 kw
940 unl.
kc DA-N.
new RCA 1 kw transmitter on 1570 kc.
Calif.—940Mod.
CP
AMWINZ
stationHollywood,
to change from
kc 1 kw
unl. to 940 kc 50 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-1
AMENDED
request
kw-N DA-2 to
on 940
kc. 50 kw-D 10
Modification of License
WRAY Princeton, Ind. — Mod. license
to change name from M. R. Lankford
to Mr. R. Lankford tr/as Princeton
Bcstg. Co. AM— 1470 kc
H. C. Young Jr., Nashville, Tenn. —
CP new AMto station
AMENDED
change 1470
name kc,
from1 kw-D
H. C.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A i 3 -year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

REpublic 3984

Member

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ilu

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Coltor & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Member AFCCE*

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

■
LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Registered Professional Engineer"
320 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington 6, D. C

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
7-2153
III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New RochelU, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Member
AFCCE"

ROADCASTING
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20?S per word— $2.00 minimum
lOtf
Situations Wanted,
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer or announcer-engineer for
Managerial
all-round andjob
includingSouth-southwest
control operaremotes.
Remote studio manager, sales and an- countytionseat,
10,000.
A
sure
thing for
nouncing ability required. Base pay
competent who will stick. Box 422H,
BROADCASTING.
plus ing,
fifteen
percent.
Immediate
openexcellent opportunity. Box 392H,
Newscaster, must write local, edit wire,
BROADCASTING.
re-write and deliver on air. Give draft
status, experience and age, midwest
Sales manager capable of assuming
CA
network ST
station. IN
Box G.
420H, BROADgeneral managership within reasonable
period wanted
for Established
250 w network
affiliate, southeast.
station,
Combination studio announcer-engigood market. Substantial immediate
neer. Must have three years all-round
earnings, will get better if qualified experience plus sports. Disc, photo,
references. Immediate opening. Box
for general managership when present
431H, BROADCASTING.
owner-manager leaves. State full background, present earnings, photo. Box
Wanted: Experienced announcer with
406H. BROADCASTING.
first class ticket. Car necessary, nice
living
conditions, town 15,000. Music,
Station manager for 250 watt station
salaryMontana.
$270 per month.
in excellent Ohio market. Must be news,
KANA. sports,
Anaconda,
family man,
stable,
with
strong
commercial background. Good salary plus Top operator-announcer with excellent
percentage. Not interested in floaters.
news our
voiceclients.
that knows
to "sell"
Salaryhow$310.00
per
Furnish complete qualifications, refer- for
month with 10% raise at end of first
ences,
photograph
and
income
requirements. Box 407H, BROADCASTING.
three months.
Oregon's
beautifulof
Willamette
ValleyIn with
a kilowatt
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell power. Call KGAL, Lebanon, Oregon,
Gordon
Allen.
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 413H,
Morning man: Some staff experience
BROADCASTING.
necessary. Here is an opportunity for
staff announcer to develop his
Wanted: Topnotch manager with first aownyoung
air personality. Contact Program
class ticket and some announcing abil- vania^
ity. Small market, new 1 kw station Director, WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylwest Alabama. Applicant must be
draft exempt and have automobile.
Wanted: Experienced announcer, strong
Salary against a definite percentage.
sports, news and commercials, also
Interested parties please write W. E. in
Excellent opporFarrar, Reform, Alabama, or R. E. woman tunityannouncer.
for the right people. Write full
Hook, Aliceville, Alabama.
details and expected salaries. WFCB.
Dunkirk, New York.
Salesmen
Technical
$100 per
week guarantee
plus desiring
15 perMen with at least 8 years combined
cent commission
for salesmen
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
inopportunity and recognition who may
stall and maintain
built toaudio
now be employed by a smaller station.
devices. Must want to travel throughMidwest, NBC regional in market over
out any area in the United States
150,000. All replies confidential. Box
continually.
plusMust
ex401H, BRAODCASTING.
penses.Excellent
Transportation salary
provided.
have automobile drivers license. Send
Service, to call on and service accounts
personal snapshot
with record
exfor other salesmen. Excellent opporperiences and references.
Box of764D,
tunity for sales experience, male or BROADCASTING.
female. Give age, draft status. Box
421H, BROADCASTING.
Chief operator, must know directional
arrays, phasing,
one large
kw midwest
One of our salesmen has moved on to station,
network for
outlet,
market.
an agency. If you are ready to move
Give
draft
status,
age,
experience,
into a tough metropolitan market in letter. Box 417H, BROADCASTING.first
one of America's better indies — WGAY
— write or phone immediately. Draw
Audio technician, thoroughly experiagainst commission. Experience and
enced, as chief engineer of two profescar necessary. General Manager,
sional-grade recording studios. Prefer
man not subject to draft. State salary.
WGAY, Silver Spring. Md.
Box 430H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for ABC station employing
Maintenance engineer-announcer, with
only icetwo
goes into servfirst phone, all studio work, established
Marchsalesmen,
1st. Wantoneexperienced
man
outlet in major market. Give
for replacement. Write all details first network
draft status, experience. This man will
letter. WIBM. Jackson, Michigan.
maintain equipment, do small amount
CASTING.
announcing. Box 418H, BROADSales manager or experienced sales- of
man for fulltime independent in rich
agriculture market. Give full details. First class phone transmitter operator.
WRCO, Richland Center, Wisconsin.
Experience not salary
necessary.
Write giv-to
requirements
Young progressive Massachusetts 1000 WSSV,ing minimum
Petersburg, Virginia.
watt independent station needs "thinkProduction-Programming , others
ing" salesman
to help
mercial manager
with excellent
tough jobcom-in
virgin territory. Good opportunity for Traffic clerk. Immediate opening for
ambitious man who likes to battle odds
young lady with radio traffic or clerical
— and win. Salary is not bad and cost experience. Must be good typist. Exof living is low. If you have what it
cellent working conditions. Starting
takes and are interested, write at once
per metropolitan
week. Station
loin long hand to Guidance Center, 73 salary cated$45-$50
in beautiful
WashTremont Street, Room 343, Boston 9,
ington, D. C. area. Rush application
Massachusetts. Be sure to include your
and photo to WARL, Box 391, Arlinglatest photograph.
ton, Virginia.
Traffic department has opening for
Announcers
typist-stenographer.
Write WGAY, Silver Spring, Md.
Will hire experienced announcer.
Wanted immediately. Pays seventy or
Television
better per week. Must be able to do
news, commercial and musical shows
Technical
with good deep selling voice. Box
374H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
TV broadcasting
technician for midwestern
television station.
Announcer, morning show, give experiExperienced
AM
engineers
will
be
considered in lieu of actual TV experience.
ence, draft status. Excellent opportunity in network station, big midwest
Box
309H,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
market. Box 419H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Married, Marine veteran, 29, one child,
wants managership of station emphasizing sports. Excellent references.
College education, ample experience in
radio. Besides doing play-by-play,
have ing.
done
news and
and willing
announc-to
Serious,selling,
ambitious
give fulltime to right job. Capable of
maintaining
staff.
Not ainharmonious,
reserves. but
Boxefficient
270H,
BROADCASTING.
Well known New England (Yankee
thrift) radio executive desires position
as combination manager-sales manager. Proven record, high recommendations. 16perieyears
exnce. 38 years ofof profitable
age, married.
Remember, I am not a product from
the war years. I know good radio
from away back. Box 321H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager with outstanding record,
no rocking
chair executive,
imum guarantee
$150 per needs
week minplus
commission. Capital available to buy
in after few months if opportunity
offered. Box 385H. BROADCASTING.
Manager, former owner successful
operation, available
January
15. Experienced in sales,
programming,
sports and promotion. Full details on
request. Box 387H, BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager, over 10
years newspaper and radio sales and
management. Now employed, available
reasonable notice. Prefer midwest or
south. Write Box 426H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman experienced large and small
markets. Network and independent.
Currently employed major market.
Saleable program ideas. Box 300H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Baseballtion. 10play-by-play
and reconstrucand
television years
minor experience
and majorradio
leagues.
Married, dependable. Draft exempt.
Interested only in AA, AAA or major
leagues.
guaranteed.
Available forSatisfaction
personal interview
anywhere,
anytime. Box 368H, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster,
man, sports
director.
Liveplay-by-play
and recreation.
Pinch
hit on news. Solid background and
experience in sports, news and special
events. Presently employed but seeking change. Location immaterial, congenialityBoxand375H,
permanency
more important.
BROADCASTING.
Two experienced combo men desire
permanent nouncing
location.
One emphasis
another emphasis
engineering,
work good as team. Only well organized and managed plants considered.
We
think we have something to offer,
ING.
you decide. Box 389H, BROADCASTAnnouncer, five years experience radio and television seeking opportunity. Publicity and promotion, play-byplay big Presently
ten basketball,
football
and
baseball.
employed
midwest
TV outlet. 24, single, will travel. Box
390H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 6 years commercial radio.
Married, permanent. No genius but
competent and reliable. Box 394H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with two years experience.
Draft exempt. Can handle all types
of shows and board. Good voice, hard
worker,
references. Box 395H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 27, married, good voice,
three solid years radio work. Top
morning personality. Disc and news
experience
heavy.
veteran,
references.
Box
397H,Marine
BROADCASTING.

mb
hi
m
A:
— 15

Experienced staff announcer, 37, marriedences.
veteran,
top newsman,
best referBox 398H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-producer, 11 years with it.
34. Employed now, but desire position
in eastoperation.
or midwest.
Capable
of all- -'
round
Strong
on narration
and live
Various et's on request.
Box
400H,shows.
BROADCASTING.
I'm tired of kissing the old man's secretary's foot and I shouldn't have to becauses
I'm forums,
a good interviews
boy to haveandaround
for news,
good j '
music.
Anybody in the western third
BROADCASTING.
of the country need me? Box 404H,

Let's face facts! I am in my early thirties. Have reached the peak in sales
where I am presently employed. I
have the initiative and ability to go to
the top in radio sales. I have been
in radio 4 years, college education.
Married. I am interested in a top salesman's or commercial
manager's job.
Box 403H.
BROADCASTING.
University of Missouri advertising
graduate looking for job as radio or
television time salesman. Experience
in sellingtations.
andDraft preparing
station
presenexempt. Will
travel.
Box
405H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or spring.
Experienced
all sports-staff. Box 227H,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster, 2V-? years, including 2 years
5000 watt CBS affiliate. Journalism
university graduate. Draft exempt.
Box 293H, BROADCASTING.
DJ, news, commercials. 3 years experience. Single, 36. Veteran. Disc or
personal
CASTING. audition. Box 320H. BROAD-

Announcer, mature voice, distinctive
news
delivery, newscasts that sell for
ING.
sponsor.
all phases. special
Draft .
exempt Experienced
veteran,
married,
events, color. Box 399H, BROADCAST- —
Announcer, single, all-round staff man.ffiii
Professional
experience,
ad- no
m
lib. Mature voice,
selling specialty
backsround.
CASTING.
Draft
exempt.
Box 408H, BROAD- J,!
Family man desires combo work with ;^
progressive station. Minimum salary 1
$75.00 for forty hour week. Have three dU
1st classyouticket.
years experience,
reply
to this ad unless
want Don'!
perad- J
vancementmanent man.or Must
no bego. room
Boxfor409H.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
capable
salesman. sound knowledge production, pro- £_
J.
gramming. Good proposition will get yf
you draft exempt man who can be re- t»
lied onBoxto 411H,
work BROADCASTING.
hard and stick to his ;';J
job.

Experienced announcer wants straight
iob in 50,000 market. $65 minimum.
Box 336H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Thoroughly experienced,
draft exempt. Looking for better paying position and permanency. Box
351H, BROADCASTING.

During
1950 — theconnection
Voice of Yankee
dium.
Seeking
or 10 Stakwf-fKr,'
independent.
Nine years 5commercial
CASTING.
experience. Morning show ready to go. I
Versatile, reliable. Box 414H, BROAD- 1

Top ranking
analyst
and announcer wishesnews
to locate
in southwest.
Special programs and public relations
a speciality. Full details on request.
Box 352H, BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt veteran seeking announcing position.
SomeBoxexperience.
References, disc, etc.
385H, BROADCASTING.

New England stations: 6 years play- • '
by-play Sports
baseball,
basketball,
football,
boxing.
shows.
Staff work.
Top -j—
ik,
HO
ING.
references. Box 412H, BROADCAST- ||tl;
|' -

Dear southern California or Florida
program
director: Veteran,
28, decade!.,
announcer-newsman
in top stations
(as .
presently), wants job with you. $75 1
ING.
minimum.
Box 424H, BROADCAST- !L.
Announcer-salesman, accent on announcing. Age 26. married. Thoroughly
trained and experienced. Excellent
news, DJ. Possess pleasant voice, exKnowlpersonality,
edgeciting
console.
Disc, ambitious.
resume available
Box 427H.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
nnouncer, 2V2 years experience all
>hases. 1 year music director AM. Disc.
Iports,
play-by-play. vet. Age 24. Box
28H. BROADCASTING.
•lay-by-play baseball job wanted, draft
xempt,
experience,
snt
staff five
work,years
references.
If noexcellive
aseball
don't
answer.
Tell
all
first
er. Box 429H, BROADCASTING. letombo man experienced with ticket
*ants position in California or western
tates. Write P. O. Box 292, South
'asadena, California.
available immediately. Experienced
nnouncer-engineer-console operation,
st class ticket, veteran, single, knowledge classical music, want job with
uture, state pay, hours. Ted Gosman,
2-53 43rd St., Astoria 3, L. I., N. Y.
innouncer, operator. Veteran, single,
iports,
news, and
music,disccommercials.
Will
ravel. Photo
available. Marko
'.elich.
1328
Marquette,
South
Milwau:ee. Wisconsin.
Technical
:hief engineer, 17 years experience.
• eeks change to progressive station.
Salary secondary to opportunity. Best
eferences. Box 842G, BROADCASTING.
;hief engineer, presently employed,
xperienced in all phases, looking for
ough job with progressive station
.hich expects top flight performance
rom its engineering department. Box
92H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 10 years experience AM ra: io. Draft proof. Box 338H, BROADCASTING,
Engineer,
first class
license
with old.
2*2
ears experience.
Veteran
26 years
- nce.
ingle,Box
very391H,
brief BROADCASTING.
combination experihief engineer: Over eleven years in
roadcasting,
high andantennas.
low power
inluding
directional
Prefer
couthern
states.
Box
396H.
BROADCASTING.
irst phone, studios, transmitters, comlete offer please. Box 410H, BROAD'ASTING.
'irst
transmitter experience,
esiresphone,
studio-transmitter
operation.
)raft exempt, married. Prefer N.E.
:ox 415H, BROADCASTING.
ombo man, 1st phone announcerngineer,
board operation, sinle. Box control
416H, BROADCASTING.
'echnician,
first wants
license,straight
five transyears
roadcast
litter
job. radio,
No objection
some studio
laintenance. 32. single. Please outIne requirements.
Lewis Sherlock,
Jkox 51, Plainview, Texas.
A*
Production-Programming , others
attention university town stations,
'rogram
seeks same
or similar
osition.director
Experienced,
trained,
employed, successful, sales conscious. Age
5. Can supervise any or all phases of
ration
ASTING.operation. Box 180H, BROADpiterate
years experience.
mature writer
voice,
board. NewsLow editor,
"nd
production.
Seek future.
eteran,
draft deferred.
Will Married,
go any'here.
ASTING. Write Box 332H, BROADrogram director-announcer. Good
raft status. Married. 5 year station
nd 5 years free lance experience. Box
,57H, BROADCASTING.
rogram director, 3 years experience
. all phases of radio station operation,
jcluding staff announcing, news, farm
rograms, time sales. College graduate radio-journalism,
veteran,
^5, excellent
references.married
Employed
past
y/o years 5000 watt Mutual affiliate,
available on two weeks notice. Prefer
hio or Indiana station, but will conder all offers. Personal interview or
ape,
^G. photo. Box 388H. BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Do you constantly say: Good men are
hard totions.find?
Checkwith
theseyourqualificaMatch them
needs.
Successful at producing radio programs
with good ratings and sponsors for
Main Street audiences. Experience as
an announcer, continuity writer, script
writer and director. Intelligent, cooperative, good executive. Opportunity
in or near metropolitan area preferred.
Box 423H, BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesman
Transcription salesman desires to sell
syndicated TV shows. Eastern territory,
against commis-•
sion. Boxmoderate
243H.draw
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Hard to get broadcast, television equipment, G.E., Western Electric, Gates,
Collins, used two years, like new.
Write for descriptive list and prices.
Box 149H, BROADCASTING.
Type 1900 Andrew automatic dehydrator with spare parts kit. Excellent
condition. $375.00. WJMX, Florence,
S. C.
One RCA 69C distortion analyzer used
very little and in excellent condition.
Real bargain
at $250.00. WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St.. Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Liquidating entire recording studio;
mikes, turntables (W.E.) etc.: Universal lathe. Gates console. Inventory
upon request. Highest bid takes all.
1045 Elbert, Oakland 2, California.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced manager considering purchase small market fulltime local station or half of regional, preferablv
south. References. Box 283H, BROADCASTING.
Desire to purchase immediately, half
or whole small market fulltime local
station preferablv located in southwest. Box 402H. BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
925-940 mc studio transmitter link, studio equipment. State condition, prices.
Box 425H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Equipment for 250 watter including transmitter, monitors, console,
antenna. Kelly Bell, Crawford Hotel,
Midland, Texas.
Miscellaneous
Attention, commercial managers!
that sustaining time into dollars
our accounts! Write Ambassador
vertising Associates, 706 Elmwood,
Gadsden, Alabama.
Situations Wanted
Television
Production-Programming , others

Experienced
TV Director
available
immediately

rogram director, experienced all
bases production, announcing, copy,
jme sales. Married, desires permanent
oportunity in friendly community. Box
J3H. BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING

Turn
with
AdEast

• Telecasting

Radio and TV veteran wishes position as TV prodirector
with gram
established
station. Network,
agency and local
station production experience.
Salary not imporerences.tant. Best of refBox 335H,
BROADCASTING*
TELECASTING

Help Wanted
Television
Announcers
TV EMCEE
Live-wire Master of Ceremonies
for TV audience participation
show wanted by midwest station.
Real opportunity. Send background, picture and disc to Box
282H, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
"THE SILVER DOLLAR MAN"
Now available under protected copydoubleor • dairy
Sales
Volume right
of guaranteed
Bottler, to
Brewery
in thirty days or money refunded.
Write or wire R. A. (BOB) Perrott
Brunswick, Ga.
Employment Service
RADIO PERSONNEL
Wanted: Capable,
experienced
ers, program announcdirector,
disc jockey,
combination
engineerannouncer. Woman
editor -commentator.

BERT ARNOLD,
Keerte Road,
Clearwarter, Florida
/ am placing better
men with better
stations
every day.everywhere

Wanted: Broadcast Executives
We are seeking qualified applicants for
placement as station manager, commercial
manager, gineer.
program
chief enWrite or director
wire forandconfidential
application Howard
form. S. Frazier
TV & Radio
Management
Washington
5, D. C.Consultant
726 Bond Bldg.
NAtional S17S
TOSCANINI BACK
Leads NBC Symphony Again
ARTURO TOSCANINI will resume
as conductor of the NBC Symphony
Orchestra at his original time, Saturday, 6:30-7 p.m., over NBC from
Carnegie Hall, New York. The
NBC Symphony, now heard Monday at 10 p.m., will be re-Scheduled
at the maestro's request for Saturday. First of his concerts will
be on Jan. 27. Being a benefit
concert, it will begin at 6 p.m.,
although the five subsequent concerts will begin at 6:30 p.m.
The maestro, who has been recovering from a knee injury which
kept him from the podium, will
need the extra half -hour to conduct Giuseppe Verdi's
"Requiem,"
in commemoration
of the
50th an-

RIDERS RALLY
D. C. Petition Supports TR
PETITION supporting transit radio and television was filed with
FCC fortnight ago by Transit Riders Favoring Radio and Television,
a Washington, D. C, area group. It
told FCC that radio and TV on
busses, streetcars and trains provide a valuable means of defense
communication in addition to being
useful channels of public education
and entertainment.
Filed by Mrs. Virginia Eileen
Miller, chairman of the citizen's
group, the petition informed FCC
minority interests have been outin opposition
radio andspokenhence
cited to
thetransit
need for
the voice of the majority who
favor music-while-you-ride, as evidenced by popular opinion polls.
The petition stated none of its
group is affiliated with WWDC-FM
Washington, local Transit Radio
outlet, or with Capital Transit Co.,
operator of the public transportation system.
The petition contended transit
radio should be installed on all
public conveyances wherever public
advertising support is provided,
"with the strict proviso that strict
check on programs should be maintained to prevent too much time
being devoted to advertising messages and commercials and to keep
sound level from being too loud."
The petition further contended
transit radio does not violate the
Commission's policies and opposed
requests that transit radio be discontinued or the WWDC-FM license not be renewed.
Also denying that transit radio
invades the privacy of riders, the
petition noted a Washington judge
had ruled in favor of transit radio
on this issue in December 1949.
The petition from a technical standpoint noted that radio-equipped
cars and busses do not cause interference to home TV sets because of better grounding.
WPTR Albany, sponsoring drive for
funds for Albany's only paraplegic, had
Dave Denny and Anna Marie Thomas,
RCA recording artists, present check
to veteran for $300 from listeners of
Mr. Denny's show.
FASTEST PREPARATION FOR
F.C.C. 1st PHONE

LICENSE

iversary of the the
composer's
Proceeds nfrom
concert,death.
for
which tickets will be sold, will go
to the Casa Verdi, the Milan, Italy,
home for aged musicians founded
by Verdi. At subsequent broadcasts, Mr. Toscanini has requested
that there be no audience.

Get your ticket the EASY way! Qualify
for a higher-paid job now. Learn ONLY the
essential facts needed for your F.C.C.

ABC will carry 45 minutes of a VIP
Amateur Hour from Constitution Hall
in Washington, D. C, Jan. 25 starting
at 9 p.m. Participating guests will
include Vice President Barkley, House
Speaker Rayburn and others. Show is
being
Women's
National
Press arranged
Club for by
benefit
of Associated
Services of Armed Forces and will be
open to public.

£t%TTi "OPPORTUNITIES
SAMPLE F.C.C. EXAM
AND
FIxCC,
IN ELECTRONICS"

License. Learn by PHOTOSOUND, the advanced new method that actually cuts
study-time in HALF!

MAIL COUPOM MOW!
ELECTRONIC
TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE15, Calif.
Dept. B-151
769
Venice Blvd.,
Los Angeles
Gentlemen: Please send me without cost or obligation a sample
F.C.C. Examination and "Opportunities in Electronics".
NAME.
CITY
ADDRESS .

.ZONE. . . -STATE.
January 8, 1951
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PROMINENT television engineers and consultants at- DeBell Jr., DuMont Labs, Passaic; John G. Preston, WJZtending a symposium dealing with antenna problems at TV New York; Dana Pratt, manager, RCA broadcast
the RCA Little Theatre in Camden, N. J., a fortnight ago transmitter sales; Charles H. Singer, WOR-TV New York;
include (I to r): Thomas E. Howard, WPIX (TV) New A. M. Hopwood, WPTZ(TV) Philadelphia, and Newland
York; Henry E. Rhea, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Jack M.
F. Smith, WOR-TV.
PARKS TO SPEAK
At REC Jan. 11
'OPERATION EDUCATION'
WFIL-TV Sets New 'University of the Air' Series
"OPERATION Education" is the
by-word at WFIL-TV Philadelphia
which last week inaugurated a
series of educational programs
five times weekly. The series has
the full cooperation of 19 universities and colleges in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Delaware, and is
presented Monday through Friday
11:10-12 noon under the title
WFIL-TV University of the Air.
Arrangements for the project
were made by Roger W. Clipp,
general manager of The Philadelphia Inquirer stations, who held
several meetings with leading educators representing the institutions
that are participating. "We have
been planning such a series of programs for a long time," Mr. Clipp
said. "Months of preparation have
gone into this project, and much
thought has been given to the many
problems involved in televising a
series of this kind."
See Advantages
Spokesmen for the station and
the cooperating colleges and universities expressed confidence that
the project will be of greater aid
to education than other types of

Southeast

adult teaching programs now in
effect in the TV field. The programs will be televised in two series
of 11 weeks each during the winter
and spring months. Nine of the
schools offer weekly programs
of 15-minute, 20-minute and halfhour periods in the first series. The
Philadelphia Board of Education
also presents a separate course
titled, "Let's Speak Spanish."
The administrative committee
will hold a series of meetings between now and next fall to plan
the curriculum for the 1951 programs. Dr. Armand L. Hunter,
educational director for The Inquirer stations, will serve as chairman of this special committee. Dr.
Hunter, a teacher as well as a
noted broadcaster, is chairman of
the department of radio, speech and
theatre at Temple U. Dr. Joe Zimmermann, director of the television workshop at Temple, is in
charge of the production for
WFIL-TV. Dr. Zimmermann has
directed theatrical projects for
several educational institutions and
has been a set decorator at Paramount Studios in Hollywood.

Network

Station

$95,000.00
Established more than 15 years, this successful fulltime network facility covers a rich market well removed from TV in
the growing southeast area. Profits are consistent and business
is increasing. The plant is well equipped and sizeable real
estate holdings are included in the purchase price. Financing
arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Exbrook 2-5672
Page 78
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RADIO, television and press information dissemination by Office
of Information, department of the
Army, will be discussed by Maj.
Gen. Floyd Parks, its Chief, at the
Radio Executives club Luncheon
Jan. 11 at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York. A late briefing
on the Korean situation and its
world impact also will be given by
Gen. Parks, with Army, Navy, and
Air
him. Force officers on hand to assist
The Signal Corps will present
two animated exhibits, "Communications in Action" and "The Eyes
of the Army." The latter depicts
the work of Army camera men.
March of Dimes Spots
ASSOCIATED Program Service,
New York, is supplying its subscribers with specially prepared announcements tobe used during the
March of Dimes campaign, Jan. 1531. Letter from Basil O'Connor,
president of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, explains that announcements can be
used on any or all of the 15 program series produced by Associated.
Directory Issued
RADIO REPORTS Inc., New York,
has issued 1950 edition of its annual "Radio-TV Personalities Directory" containing names, addresses and broadcast schedules of
more than 800 newscasters, commentators, around-town reporters,
chatterers, etc., who broadcast on
networks or locally in New York,
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia,
Washington, Cleveland, Detroit,
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
via AM, FM and TV.
Campana on CBS
CAMPANA Sales Co., for Italian
Balm, Solitair Cake Make-up and
other products, will assume sponsorship of Bill Shadel and the News
over CBS Sat. 11-11:05 a.m., effective Jan. 27. The agency is
Wallace-Ferry-Hanley Co., Chicago.

FILM CUTTERS
Union Retracts Wage Scale
WAGE CONCESSIONS made to
TV film producers approximately
two years ago have been cancelled
by Motion Picture Film Editors
Local 776, IATSE, Hollywood. The
union, effective Dec. 18, restored
regular studio feature scales for
all cutters working in video.
Rescinding of the agreement is
believed to be the first in what
might be a general union trend to
retract wage scale and crew concessions now in effect.
The action raises the film cutter rate from $166.66 for a 48-hour
week to $305.72 per week on call
(unlimited hours) or $222.21 for a
54-hour week plus time-and-a-half
for overtime.
Some 100 TV film companies
were notified of the wage increase
in letters sent out by John Lehners,
union business agent. He also revealed the union shortly will submit bargaining contracts on working conditions in the TV field.
SET DECLINE
Bell Sees Summer Shutdown
DEFENSE demands may cause a
complete shut-off in the manufacture of television sets by the summer, according to H. A. Bell, president of Packard-Bell Corp. and
spokesman for Southern California's TV industry as represented by
the Electric League of Los Angeles.
Mr. Bell based his prediction on
latest reports from industry representatives in Washington and the
estimated amount of defense orders
that will be placed with electronics
manufacturers. Electronics will
take up 10% of the announced military appropriation of approximately $60tronic
million
which will
means
elecmanufacturers
be called
upon to produce $6 billion worth of
materials for services, as contrasted with 1950 production of $1,500,000 for television sets, he declared.
JACKSON INDUSTRIES, Chicago TV
and radio manufacturer, has complied
with
request
for price
freezegovernment's
on commodities
by cancelling
its plans
to up prices on new 1951
line
by 10%.
Early Bird Pattern
WHAM-TV Rochester's TV
signal now goes on the air at
8 a.m. daily instead of the
previous 11 a.m. start to
permit
tion menservice
in the and
area installato start
work earlier on receiver adjustments. Rapid growth in
TV receiver installation and
subsequent increased service
calls necessitated the plan by
Stromberg-Carlson Co.'s outlet, in trical
cooperation
Assn. in thewith
cityElecand
Rochester TV distributors.
Cost is being shared by distributors and retailers with
the electrical association
handling details.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Docket Action . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Kansas City Bcstg. Co., Kansas City,
Ho.; Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, Independence, Mo. — Announced initial decision
|v Examiner
D. Bond City
to deny
cations of bothJ. Kansas
Bcstg.appliCo.
ind Reorganized Church of Jesus
?hristcities.
on 1380Seekc, BROADCASTING
5 kw day in respec-•
tve
ELECASTTNG Jan.l. Decision Dec. 29.
^on-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
KBKI Alice, Tex. — Granted assignlent of 15% partnership interest in
lice Bcstg. Co., licensee, from J. H.
layberry to George Prowse for $6,667.
It. Prowse is county judge for Nueces
ounty. KBKI is assigned 1070 kc, 1 kw
ay. Granted Dec. 27.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — Granted asgnment of license from S. Marvin
riffin, licensee, to Thomas R. Hans•n,
Dowdy andof Charles
W.
owdyJohn
for A.
consideration
$24,000. Mr.
anssen is 16.6% owner WBHB Fitz?rald, Ga.; John Dowdy is vice present World's
Record
Shop,is
ainesville,
Fla. Music
and Charles
Dowdy
.mmercial manager WBHB. WMGR
assignedDec.25027.w fulltime on 1490 kc.
ranted
KEPO El Paso, Tex.; KWFT-AM-FM
ichita Falls, Tex. — Granted acquision of control in KWFT Inc., licensee
y E. H. Rowley, Agnes D. Rowley,
<hn H. Rowley and Kenyon Brown
r $32,062. Control of corporation is
quired by no individual, members of
me family group will own 80% of
ock. KEPO is assigned 5 kw fulltime
i 690onkc.620KWFT
is assigned
Tie
kc. Granted
Dec.5 kw
27. fullWPAG-AM-FM Ann Arbor, Mich.—
ranted acquisition of negative control
, Washtenaw Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee
r Arthur E. Greene and Edward F.
sughn through purchase of 40% stock
by Paulis G.
Greene
for $50,000.
r.Id Greene
a road
contractor
and
! shes to devote more time to that
siness. WPAG is assigned 1 kw day
1050 kc. Granted Dec. 27.
WMDLi
Granted City
acisition Milwaukee,
of control Wis.
in — Cream
stg. Co. Inc., licensee, by Gene Posr for $29,605. This constitutes a corrate reorganization. WMIL is asned 1290 kc, 1 kw day. Granted
Kc. 27.
ew Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
A'heatland, Wyo. — William C. Grove,
>n kc,
day. Mr.
Estimated
construccost1 kw
$19,600.
Grove has
radio
erests including 16% KFBC Cheyne, Wyo., 11% KCSJ Pueblo, Col.,
<aID KRAL
Wyo.,Jan.and3. 50%
Sidney,Rawlins,
Neb. Filed
imporia, Va. — Stone Bcstg. Corp.,
FCC Actions
plications Cont.:
(Continued from page 76)
SSA— 770 kc
;OB Albuquerque, N. M. — Extension
SSA on 770 kc 50 kw-D 25 kw-N
:il March 1.
nuary 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
icense for CP new AM station:
■DC
Marine City, Mich.; KLCB
by, Mont.
AM— 1450 kc
lidwest Bcstg. Corp., Montevideo,
in.— CP AM station 1450 kc, 250 w
AMENDED to request 100 w unl.
change officers, directors and stockders. Amendment accepted as new
lication.
AM— 1240 kc
OAT Albuquerque, N. M.— CP AM
ion to change from 1450 kc 250 w
. to 1240 kc, 250 w unl.
AM— 1470 kc
inford A. Schafitz, Highland Park,
h. — CP AM station 1570 kc. 1 kw
i MENDED to request 1470 kc, 500 w
change studio location from HighPLAYS
ALL SPEEDS 78. 45. 33 EPM
ALL SIZES
7-17% inch
ALL KINDS
OF RECORDS
Now available also for AC-DC
operation — from $28.95-$99.50
Catalog Upon Reauest
AUDIO-MASTER
41 Madison Ave. .N. Y. 17.N.Y.
OADCASTING

In Review

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
0X ^COtQ
SUMMARY TO JANUARY 4
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
CPs
Total
Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
119
On Air Licensed
Class
Grants Pending
183
AM stations
266
107
1*
10 1366
676
FM stations
2,236
AppliTV stations
50
374
171
2,201
51056
* On the air.
*
*
*
1400 kc, 250structionw cost fulltime.
$11,254.90.Estimated
Principalscon-in
corporation: Maxey E. Stone, jewelry
store beth
owner,
president
99% plus;
ElizaLeidig Stone,
secretary
1% minus;
and Richard
D.
Robinson,
1
sh.
preferred stock. Filed Jan. 4.
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
—
Southern
Calif.
Trade Unions Bcstg. Assn., 830 kc, 10
kw day. Estimated construction cost
$101,800. Principal officers include: Paul
D. Jones, representative Joint Council
Teamsters #42, president; Leslie H.
Dayton, sec.-treas. Teamsters Union
#626; John Kennard, sec.-treas. Local
#420;calTheodore
Merrill,
sec.-treas.
Lo#692; Stewart
Mason,
president
Teamsters Union, Local #467 San Bernardino; Mark S. Whiting, sec.-treas.;
J. P. Poteet, sec.-treas. Local #542;
J. M. Annand,
representative
tional Brotherhood
T. C. W. Interna& H.;
Charles O. Cross, statistician Joint
Council Teamsters #42. Filed Jan. 4.
TV APPLICATION
Cincinnati,
Ohio —TVBuckeye
new
commercial
stationBcstg.
Chan.Co.,2
(54-60
mc),
ERP
15
kw
vis.,
7.5
kw
ant. 630 ft. Estimated construction aur.,
cost
$164,365, estimated operating costs first
year $120,000, estimated revenue undeBcstg Co. stock
is licen-of
see WSAItermined.
AM BuckeyeCincinnati,
which prises
is Inc.100%
owned
by
Field
Field Enterprises holdsEnter100%
stock land,
in KJAR
WJJD
Chicago,
PortSeattle.
KOIN KOIN
and KJAR
have 2.TV applications pending. Filed
Jan.

&ecem&et

TRANSFER REQUESTS
KCUL Fort Worth, Tex. — Acquisition
of control of East-West Bcstg. Co., licensee, by James G. Ulmer, through
purchase
of 566 M.sh. Ward
of stockBailey,
from Johnnie Andrews,
T. C.
Christopher, A. B. Culbertson, John C.
Griffith, B. A. Lay and Nestor Cuesta
for aboutviously$42,000.
UlmerTex.wasKCUL
preowner KGKBMr.Tyler,
is assigned
5
kw
day,
1
kw
night,
directional, on 1540 kc. Filed Jan. 2.
KHBR
Tex. Calvert,
— Assignment
of license Hillsboro,
from R. W.
W. N.
Furey and Ross Bohannon d/b as Hill
County Bcstg. Co., to Ross Bohannon.
Mr. Calvert has been assigned to the
Supreme Court of Tex., and Mr. Furey
is desirous
of discontinuing
his interest. Mr. Bohannon
will assume
all
debts, tion.
taxesKHBR and
obligations
of
is assigned 250 w the
day staon
1560 kc. Filed Jan. 2.
KTBS Shreveport, La.— Transfer of
25% of stock in Radio Station KTBS
Inc., licensee from Allen D. Morris to
P. E. Furlow, George D. Wray Sr., and
E. Newton Wray for $100,000. Transferees are previous stockholders. KTBS
is assigned
Filed
Jan. 103. kw day, 5 kw night, DA-2.
WOTW-AM-FM
N. H.—
Acquisition of controlNashua,
of Nashua
Bcstg.
Corp., licensee, by Arthur Newcomb
through purchase of 40% stock from
Homer Wingate. Mr. Wingate sells for
$100. Mr. Newcomb is president and
general manager WOTW. WOTW is assigned 1kw day on 900 kc. Filed Jan. 3.

Sox

Scot*

STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of December 31 follows:
AM
FM
703
Total authorized
107
676
TV
152
56
2,351
510
109
Licensed (All on air)
2,232
479
156
23
Construction permits
Conditional grants
2,199
982
Total applications pending
10
266
Requests for new stations
20126
258
53
Requests to change existing facilities
2
3
374
Deletion of licensed stations in December
1
2
Deletion of construction permits
Deletion of conditional grants
* On the air
land Park to Farrell, Pa. Accepted as
new application.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP AM station to change freincrease power date:
etc. for
extquency,
ension of completion
WWNR
Beckley, W. Va.; WFAA Dallas, Tex.

Wanted: Top-flight play-by-play
announcer to telecast 1951 season.
Major league experience preferred.
Rush details of radio-TV experience, personal data, draft status,
salary requirements and photo to
Box 432 H, BROADCASTING.
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RTMA
MEET
Industrial Relations Talks Set
SEVENTH annual industrial relations conference will be held Jan.
17-18 at Hotel Statler, New York,
by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
according to James D. Secrest,
RTMA general manager.
Agenda for the conference is beingens,prepared
by Harvey
T. StephInternational
Resistance
Co.,
chairman of the labor seminar subcom it e of the RTMA industrial
relations committee.
With the
Relationstheme,
Problems in"Industrial
a Mobilizing
Economy,"
the Ewin
program
clude talks by
Clague,willU. inS.
Commissioner of Labor Statistics;
George W. Taylor, U. of Pennsylvania; William A. Gomberg, International Ladies Garment Workers
Unionsion (AFL).
Topics
for discusinclude training
programs,
job
evaluation, and company publications. Mr. Secrest and John Koepf,
information director, will represent RTMA headquarters.

Swifts1*
Ice Cream

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL
MIDWEST

(Continued from page 18)
ming has improved greatly in the
past year
makes
Phonevision's
success depend
largely
on scheduling
of material in the "otherwise unavailable" class. In the special
event field, mentioned by some as
one in which Phonevision might
excell, TV has done an outstanding job during the past season. Already the World Series, number
one in the special event class, has
been signed for TV for six years.
A salient theory of Phonevision,
contrary to that of television, is
that the public is willing to, and
should, pay for entertainment too
costly for advertiser sponsorship.
With precedent like the $6 million
price Gillette paid for the Series,
it seems possible that the theory
might actually work in reverse.
The price of $1 for an entire
family to sit in on the first showing of a top, first-release movie
might prove profitable for the
backers of the new system but it
seems doubtful that the average
family would pay any amount for
a run-of-Hollywood picture when
they can see as good or better
fare simply by turning on their set.

OLD

FRIEND

Renewing year after year,
Swift promotes the sale of its
fine ice cream through KJR's efficient coverare of Western
Washington.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY EY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
January 8, 1951
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Sports Ban Threat
(Continued from page 17)
in the immediate future, means will
be found, I think, to accommodate
television to the budgetary problems
of college athletics, but the accommodation must take into account that
athletic income supports many other
student activities.
Curtailment of athletic income, by
television or any other means, will
hurt not only major sport events but
also other activities organized by and
in the interests of students. The
problem may be more difficult here
where we have only one television outlet, relatively few receivers and thus,
at least temporarily limited television
revenue possibilities.
Broadcasting and television hold
great promise for adult education. It
is only since World War II, actually,
that we have even scratched the surface of effective visual instruction.
Notre Dame has been a leading
exponent of game telecasts for
three years. Vast audiences have
seen its home games via DuMont
network pickups.
"The effect of the telecasts has
been beneficial on the whole,"
Father Hesburgh told Broadcasting • Telecasting. "We have enjoyed our relations with the television people."
DuMont network gave an "educational approach" before every
game, Father Hesburgh reminded,
taking viewers through tours of
both schools and bringing interviews with presidents of the institutions.
Programs 'Advantageous'
"The programs have been very
advantageous to Notre Dame in a
public relations sense," he said.
"They show educational as well as
athletic programs to millions. We
feel the telecasts have been helpful to both schools. The presidents
of universities on the Notre Dame
schedule also have commented
favorably."
Father Hesburgh conceded the
TV problem at Notre Dame is different from that faced by some
other universities in view of the
fact that all but one game on its
schedule was a sell-out. He said
Notre Dame recognized that many
institutions want to forbid telecasts
and he felt all sides of the problem
should be carefully considered.
Mr. Hamilton, as U. of Pittsburgh athletic director and chairman of the NCAA TV Committee,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
the committee has been trying to
round up all available facts before
its meeting early next week. He
Nancy
McIver
TRAVELS THE WORLD
Formerly Namy Grey
on WTMJ— NUC]
WHFC chicaeoWEHS-FM
2-2:30 Mon. thru Sat.
Shesells
entertains
— and —sellsami
Participations
Available
MARSHALL PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
40th Floor Bankers Bldg., Chieago 3
Radio — Shows to fit your budget — TV
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FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. last week announced a new transcribed, syndicated
program, Bold Venture, to be released March 26. John L. Sinn (center), executive vice president of Ziv, meets with the co-stars of the new series,
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, of movie fame. The show will be sold
to local and regional advertisers and stations.
said he is not anti-television, nor is
the committee.
"Our committee will study the
NORC report and other facts before reporting to the NCAA," he
said. "There are too many opinions and not enough facts. All of
our meetings have been friendly
and constructive. We've been
working for over a year on a very
toughoffer
problem.
I don't
knowwillif try
we
can
a solution
but we
to analyze the facts and not rely
on superstition or prejudiced stateMr. Hamilton said he didn't know
ments."
why
he had been tagged anti-TV
unless it grew out of a letter he had
written to Notre Dame three years
ago. In this letter he had asked
that university "if it had considered
its friends in signing a television
contract."
"I'm not opposed to TV at all,"
he explained. "It's a powerful,
earth-shaking new medium requiring intelligent control and development. It can have disadvantages,
too, and affect college sports adMr. Hamilton recalled that he
versely."
had appeared last fall in the pregame telecast the afternoon Pitt
played Notre Dame. On the program with him was Father Cavanaugh, Notre Dame president. "We
had a good reaction at the university," Mr. Hamilton said.
Ralph
Fury,andColumbia
letic director
chairman U.of aththe
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference's TV Committee, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting he
hasn't made up his mind about
sports telecasting. He has been
widely quoted as a rabid foe of
game telecasts and an Associated
Press story Jan. 3 represented him
as calling live TV "a threat to the
institution of intercollegiate athMr. Fury made this statement to
letics."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting:
I do feel that measurement of the
impact of television requires a lot of
study and consideration. It is new,
different from anything known before,
such as radio or publications. And it
is big. It appears to bring both bene-

fits and liabilities to college sports.
As of now (Jan. 4) I personally
have not come to any definite conclusion as to what should be done.
Representing NBC during the
Dallas meeting will be Hugh Beville, director of research. He has
been main network representative
in contacts with NCAA.
On the research side it is known
that NORC was asked to evaluate
attendance studies by Jerry Jordan, who has conducted a series of
extensive analyses. His findings
have been published by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and have been
widely utilized by those who have
studied the whole matter of sports
telecasting.
Many of the Jordan findings show
that such factors as weather, calibre of team, economic trends and
length of TV set ownership have
been important elements where attendance has fallen down during
the period in which games were
telecast.
Georgia Tech Signs

telecast football, basketball, wrestling, gymnastics and swimming
programs
from the Georgia Tech
campus.
Present at the contract signing
were Messrs. Mundorf and
Reinsch; John M. Outler Jr., WSB
general manager; Julian N. Trivers, Davison's department store
publicity director, and Walt Gibbs,
sales promotion manager of General Electric Supply Corp. Davison's will sponsor basketball games
in cooperation with GE Supply.
Georgia Tech thus joins Miami
U. in encouraging sports telecasting. Col. Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ (TV) Miami, told
the Orange Bowl Advisory Committee a fortnight ago that TV is a
definite aid to football attendance
and should not be blamed for
slumps in gate receipts [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Telecasting of games outside the
region in which they originate was
proposed by Arch Ward, sports
editor of the Chicago Tribune, in
his Jan. 2 column. He conceded the
plan "is not 100% satisfactory, but
it is a positive approach to a disturbing problem.
Youcharacter
can't meet
complications
of this
by

j

1

j
f
-j

1
J

|
|

negative action."
Plan Outlined
Mr. Ward outlined details of his
idea as follows:
i in
Let's say that three networks carried college games on Saturday afternoons. One might televise the Michigan-Illinois contest. It would be aired
in the East, Southwest and other jj|
available areas, but not in the Mid
west.
The Yale-Dartmouth contest on the
same afternoon could be carried over
another network to the Midwest,
Southwest and other sections, but not
in the East. The Southern MethodistTexas game could be aired by the third
network in all territory outside the
Southwest. The system might satisfy jj]]
hundreds of thousands who enjoy football, not because of college affiliation [
or loyalty, but for the sport itself.
The games to be televised should be-T.
chosen by a committee not actually rl
connected
with various
the operation
of foot-or
ball in the
conference
independent schools, but by men int|!_
fair position to pick the events of
widest appeal.
Another Chicago sports writer.
Jack Clarke, of the Sun Times, ac
companying a group of coaches and
athletic officials en route from the
Rose Bowl game to Dallas, wroteL,
that the Big Ten will support any ,
action to limit television. He said
a Big Ten survey showed that theconference, which prohibited live , television, suffered a smaller decrease in football attendance lasl |
fall than any other section. H

At Georgia Tech, Assistant Athletic Director Mundorf, announcing
signing of a three year TV pact
with WSB-TV for basketball, said:
Television, like radio 25 years ago,
will create fan interest in any sport
and will make more fans as a result.
Along with that, I believe there will
be a period of several years during
which sports promotion will suffer
because of livecasting sports events.
Telecasts provide a medium that
allows fans who are prevented from
viewing these games to see the games
on WSB-TV. Secondly they will create fan interest in basketball so that
when the Alexander Memorial arena
becomes available the public will be
so educated in the game that they
will have that strong desire to view
the games first-hand.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
One
of the leading and
director of the Cox radio-TV enteroldest schools of Radio
prises, said the three-year associaTechnology in America, offers its
tion with Tech in live telecasting
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting Inhas shown both parties "that the
Address
inquiries
good-will in the present and inPlacement
Directorto
creased interest in the future of
RCA
INSTITUTES,
INC.
Tech athletic teams far outweighs
A Service of Radio Corporation
any momentary apparent loss in
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. Y.
attendance figures." WSB-TV has
BROADCASTING
Telecastin

laid the Pacific Coast conference
vould endorse the Big Ten's stand.
The Washington, D. C, baseball
earn of the American League may
How only 21 home games to be
elecast next year, according to
resident Clark Griffith. The club
pad a 70,000 attendance decline in
950 but is understood to have
eceived well over $100,000 for ra|io-TV and park display rights,
{sponsor was Chesterfield cigarettes.
John Meek, television set manuacturer, issued a statement
j|Vednesday
Are you a : failure ?
Did your boy friend give you the
■ rush ?
Is your business going downhill ?
Blame television. Go ahead. It's
veeoming the national habit to use TV
As the "big excuse." Football teams
Jhat couldn't draw a crowd if smoke
ignals were the only form of comnunication have had a grand fingerjointing and pouting season. Baseball, too.
irt! sj Hollywood has been crying in its
[ihampagne so long that it can't see
Ui l>ox
,'he handwriting
wall, picture.
or the
u,
office receipts onforthea good
■•J High-priced nightclubs and restau5 >ants chorus the wail against tele^ "rision, ignoring tax boosts that
'Hamper
the company
urge to wants
dine and
dance.
now a bus
to hike
its
ares, declaring petulantly that "peo>le are staying home." Thus they will
>enalize their current passengers who
pill no doubt be thrilled at this revard for their patronage. So go ahead
. . if you've made a mistake in your
■usiness judgment or have a big glarng fault you want to cover up —
lame television. It won't phase the
ustiest baby ever to be grasped to
America's bosom.

RENEWAL CASE
Oral Argument Sought
DOCUMENTS awaiting FCC action in connection with the hearing
on the news policies of G. A. (Dick)
Richards mounted a little higher
last week: Counsel for the station
owner asked for oral argument on
an earlier petition, and the FCC
general counsel filed his reply to
another request of the Richards
attorneys.
Attorneys Hugh Fulton and
Joseph W. Burns asked the Commission to hear oral argument on
their request that FCC reconsider
and grant regular license renewals
for Mr. Richards' stations — KMPC
Los Angeles, WGAR Cleveland,
and WJR Detroit — or that, alternatively, renewals be issued on the
basis of performance in the last
license period.
FCC General Counsel Benedict
P. Cottone, answering another petition, questioned Mr. Richards'
"good faith" in filing applications
seeking to transfer control of the
three stations to a trusteeship. Mr.
Cottone raised the question in answer to a petition requesting dismissal of the trusteeship applications "without prejudice."
The general counsel did not oppose the request for dismissal of
the trusteeship plan, but insisted
that this should not prevent him
from "raising the question of applicants' good faith" later in the
renewal proceedings or in connection with "any future applications
of a similar nature."
President's Message
Awaited

DEFENSE
ATOMIC AGE civil defense last week received a set of legislative teeth
ind was assured of a communications "nerve system" — but the doctor
>ill hung in the balance awaiting the President's annual budget message.
In rapid-fire order, both chambers of the now moribund 81st Congress
dopted on successive days and *
The Administrator also would be
ent to the White House a comprojnise version of a $3.1 billion proempowered, upon declaration of a
>osal giving the Federal Civil civil defense emergency, to requisi)efense Administrator virtually
tion property needed for stricken
.rtlimited powers upon proclamaareas, and direct other government
ion of a "Civil Defense Emeragencies to join in civil defense
•ency" [Broadcasting • Telecastoperations.
Measures related to civil defense
ing, Jan. 1].
relief were spelled out to cover an
While $32 million has been tentaively set aside to provide for attack and to include:
(1) "Enforcement of passive de'■ -jations
necessary
communi-of
and civil
for defense
dissemination
fense regulations prescribed by
earnings of enemy attacks to the duly established military or civil
Mvilian population," it will remain
authorities."
or the 82d Congress to approve
(2) "The control and use of
verall funds to implement the lighting and civil communications."
(3) Control of traffic and panic,
iroject. FCDA has been operating
and evacuation of personnel to
vith temporary emergency funds
shelter areas.
.Hotted by the President.
Senate and House approval of
the bill was almost unanimous,
though upper chamber debate was
..../or the finest
prolonged1 by Sen. Pat McCarran
in professional tape
(D-Nev.) who declared that the
bill is "one of the most drastic —
recording equipment
the most dangerous — ever put on
the statute books of America." He
protested a provision which would
STANCHsuspend the Administrative Procedures Act during an actual emergency.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
In its final form, the law will
iRO ADCASTING
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Messrs. Par ham
(I) and A
Engel review WDEF
sale R
details.
*
He based his position on the
statement of counsel for Mr. Richards that the trusteeship plan was
originally submitted "only because
of [Mr. Richards'] belief that the
naming of trustees would obviate
the necessity for protracted and
expensive
proceedings."
Yet, Mr.
Cottone asserted,
the trusteeship
applications
that the reason themselves
for seeking "stated
[transfer] was the poor health of Mr.
Richards and his desire to retire
from active control of the stations
when he reached the age of 60."
Hearing on the renewal applications, based on charges that Mr.
Richards ordered newscasters to
slant news according to his own
political, economic and social beliefs, was completed last month
after 114 days of testimony.
give the Administrator those farreaching powers upon a finding
that an attack has occurred or is
"anticipated," though a civil defense emergency could be declared
in limited areas without declaration of such findings.
Armed with legislative authority,
the Federal Civil Defense Administration plans to add personnel and
issue shortly a communications
manual for guidance of state and
city CD planning groups. The technical guide is under preparation.
Additionally, the organization
last week moved into new quarters
at the Cafritz Bldg., 1625 "I" St.,
N.W., Washington.

WDEF SALE
Engel Sells Majority Stock
SALE of majority interest in
WDEF Chattanooga by Joe Engel
for $200,000 to other stockholders
was reported last week in transfer
papers filed with FCC for approval.
Mr. Engel is retiring from radio
to devote fulltime to his duties as
head of Chattanooga's Southern
League baseball club, a Clark
Griffith (Washington Senators) interest.
Mr. Engel has resigned as president of WDEF Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of the ABC affiliate which
is assigned 5 kw day, 1 kw night
directional, on 1370 kc. He held
685 shares in the station, 50.4%
of the total 1,360 shares outstanding, which will be retired as treasury stock and thereby increase the
respective interests of the other
stockholders proportionately.
WDEF Broadcasting is to pay Mr.
Engel $10,000 cash with notes to
cover the remaining $190,000 over
a 20-year period.
Carter Parham, who has newly
acquired an 18.4% interest in
WDEF for $25,000 from former
stockholder Kartter Lupton, has
been elected president of the station and plans to devote fulltime
to the operation upon Commission
consent to the Engel sale. Mr.
Parham for 18 years prior to 1947
was commercial manager and assistant to the president of WDOD
there. He is resigning his present
post as territorial sales manager
for Radio Sales Corp., Philco appliance distributor.
Remaining stockholders and their
interests (with holdings after
transfer to be approximately
doubled) include: Edward Finlay
Jr., 2.2%; Thomas A. McCoy, 7.4%;
John P. Gaither, 3.7%; Mary S.
Abernathy, 1.8%; Elizabeth H.
Abernathy, 1.8%; Raymond B.
Witt Jr., 1.5%; Mr. Parham, 18.4%;
Mary Louise Finlay, trustee for
Edward Finlay, deceased, 12.9%.

nti. BMI

KWTC Barstow, Calif., and KAVL
Lancaster, Calif., join Southern California Broadcasters Assn., Hollywood. Membership now totals 52 stations.

^

d by Hollis
Another BMI "Pi» Up" Hit-Publishe

THE

ROVING

KIND

Guy Mitchell-Mitch Miller Orch
On Records:
ine
The Weavers— Dec.
7;
3906
l.
—Co
9.
1087
Melodeons— MGM
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

...at

WLOK-AM-FM
LIMA SOLD
TO PIXLEYS FOR $137,500
SALE of WLOK-AM-FM Lima, Ohio, by Fort
Industry Co. to Pixleys Inc. (WCOL-AM-FM
Columbus) for $137,500 and net quick assets
minus cash was announced Friday, as followup to Fort Industry's acquisition of WSAIAM-FM Cincinnati [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 11, 1950]. Both transactions
subject to FCC approval, and WLOK sale also
contingent on approval of WSAI transfer.
WLOK net quick assets (less cash) expected
to amount to about $15,000.
Sale of its Lima AM and FM stations clears
way for Fort Industry to acquire WSAI-AMFM without conflict with FCC's policy limiting multiple ownership to seven stations in
AM field, six in FM. Application for consent
to purchase of WSAI-AM-FM— from Marshall
Field Enterprises for $225,000 plus net quick
assets — was filed with FCC Friday by Washington law firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
which also is preparing WLOK application.
Contract in each case permits buyer or seller
to cancel if FCC has not acted within six
months after application is filed.
Pixleys Inc. is owned by Lloyd A. Pixley, his
wife Martha, and his mother, Grace M. Pixley.
WLOK, founded in 1936, is NBC affiliate on
1240 kc with 250 w. Pixleys' WCOL, established in 1922, is ABC outlet on 1230 kc with
250 w. WSAI was formed in 1925, is affiliated
with ABC, operating with 5 kw on 1360 kc.
ABC NAMES ENSIGN
WILLIAM H. ENSIGN, ABC sales department account executive, promoted to manager
of eastern radio sales. Mr. Ensign, who was
sales manager for Blue Network in 1927 and
later first director of radio sales for J. Walter
Thompson Co., also associated with sales staff
of CBS and, more recently, served as eastern
sales manager in New York for Transit Radio.
GETS NEW ACCOUNT
HARRY B. COHEN Agency, New York, acquired second radio-TV spot advertiser when
Wyatt & Bond (Blackstone cigars) switched
from BBDO, New York, to Cohen firm. Utica
Club Beer moved to Cohen Agency earlier (see
New Business, page 10).
PHONEVISION STUDY
EXTENT of motion picture interest in Phonevision, Zenith's method of telecasting feature
motion pictures and other programs to paying
viewers, indicated by Paramount Pictures retention of A. E. Sindlinger to observe and
analyze public reaction to test telecast of
Phonevision now under way in Chicago (early
story page 58).
WABD INCREASES RATES
CLASS A rate increased to $2,200 per hour by
WABD (TV) New York, key station of DuMont Network, effective Feb. 1. Reason for
increase, station said, was 71% increase in
set ownership in Greater New York since
current rate of $2,000 per hour became effective last April 1. When new rate goes into
effect Feb. 1, station estimates total sets in
area will be 2,100,000 as compared to 1,225,000
last April.
Page 82
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PEARSON, ALLEN PROTEST
FCC's WBAL RULING
EXCEPTIONS to FCC's 4-to-2 proposed decision favoring license renewal of Hearst Radio's
WBAL Baltimore [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 11, 1950] filed at FCC late Friday.
Public Service Radio Corp., losing bidder for
WBAL's facilities and headed by Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen, attacked Commission
conclusions as unlawful and defying "simple
logic" while WBAL countered with claims including challenge of Pearson-Allen "trustworSupporting FCC decision, WBAL contended
thiness."
Public Service Radio is not qualified financially
nor technically, no reliance can be placed upon
program
proposals
becauseof of
stockholders'
own admissions
and failure
Messrs.
Pearson
and Allen to "disclose" in original application
their proposal to bring in local stockholders
"and by their false statement on important
and material points demonstrates their lack
of trustworthiness."
Charging FCC unfairly compared "staff" of
WBAL with "stockholders" of Public Service,
Pearson-Allen group attacked apparent FCC
sanctioning of staff control of WBAL while
absentee owners allegedly have no familiarity
with operation. Public Service said majority's
final conclusion to favor WBAL "singles out
the only two staff factors upon which the Commission preferred WBAL elsewhere . . . and
ignores completely (1) the integration of ownership and management, (2) local ownership,
(3) diversification of background of persons
controlling the corporation, (4) civic activities
and veterans status of stockholders and (5)
diversification of media of mass communications among applicants — five factors which the
Commission acknowledged to be important in
the final disposition of this proceeding and upon
which Public Service . . . was to be preferred."
TV AIDS GRID GATE
JOHN PARSONS, sales promotion manager,
Hoffman Radio Corp., Friday released figures
countering claim of Pacific Coast Conference
that television had been responsible for 1950
football attendance losses (see sports story
page 17). Mr. Parsons' figures showed that
despite drop in attendance all conference
schools except U. of Southern California realized gain in dollar income during season.
He also argued attendance loss was not necessarily due entirely to TV, pointing to nationwide decline in sports attendance of 5.9%
between 1940 and 1950.
McNAUGHTEN
CHAIRMAN
NEAL McNAUGHTEN, NAB engineering director, named chairman of Study Group 10
(broadcasting) of International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) as well as U. S.
Preparatory Committee to next plenary conference at Geneva, June 5-July 6.
MILES USING TV SPOTS
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., begins first TV
spot campaign today (Monday) in 12 largest
markets for 17 and 18 weeks, though Wade
Adv., Chicago. Main product to be advertised
is Alka-Seltzer, but Bactine and Tabcin may
be promoted later.

sibly 30 or 40 miles away has been discussed
with Budget Bureau officials as part of overall
decentralization project, it's now felt that
chances for out-of-town shift are remote. It's
pointed out that FCC is maintaining close liaison with both military and emergency defense
agencies and that such activity may shortly
become its main operation. Unless government
defense agencies move, it's felt there would be
little sense in moving FCC.
ANNUAL dinner of Radio Correspondents
Assn. for President Truman slated to go on
Feb. 3 as scheduled despite action of White
House news group in calling theirs off due to
world crisis. Cancellation was not White House
inspired.
DODGE DIVISION of Chrysler Corp., through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, reinstating its
spot announcement campaign on about 1,200
radio stations starting Jan. 18 for three weeks.
Campaign originally cancelled Dec. 18.
LIBERTY Broadcasting System expected to
announce station list in near future with
total close to 300 mark. Network claims well
over 250 outlets already signed.
WITH REACTIVATION of Supreme Allied
Command in Europe under Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower, number of top consulting engineers who saw service in SHAEF in the European Theatre during World War II have been
alerted
possible
duty. It's
indicatedforcalls
may return
begin to
in active
February.
EDUCATORS'
PLEA
TO
DELAY HEARING

ALLOWED

WEEK'S DELAY in resumption of FCC's
VHF-UHF television hearings ordered by FCC
Friday on petition of Joint Committee on Educational Television, which is scheduled to continue with its case for reservation of educational TV channels on new starting date: Jan.
22. Joint Committee had asked delay to compreparation. to appear later that week
NAB,pletescheduled
as intervenor on educational TV reservation
question, meanwhile said its witnesses will be
Research Director Kenneth H. Baker and also
President Justin Miller and/or Government
Relations Director Ralph W. Hardy. Upon
completion of testimony on educational TV,
FCC announced, further VHF-UHF technical
testimony will be presented by Bernard C.
O'Brien, WHEC Rochester: Raymond F. Guy,
NBC; Edward
Chapin, FCC, and by RadioTelevision
Mfrs.W.Assn.
GEN. SARNOFF ON TOUR
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF left New
York Sunday for month's tour on behalf of
Red Cross National Fund Drive, of which he
is chairman. He returns to New York Feb.
3. Accompanying him is Orrin E. Dunlap,
RCA vice president in charge of public relations and advertising.
DICTOGRAPH

ON

MBS

DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS Inc., for its
Acousticon hearing aids, will sponsor 14 package shows on MBS Jan. 15-Feb. 12 for total
of 3% hours broadcast time, through Atherton
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, has taken
option on Henry Morgan Show for Fri., 9-9:30
p.m. NBC-TV time, starting Jan. 26. Company
will cancel its present Jack Carter Show, Sat.,
8-8:30 p.m. on NBC-TV, effective Jan. 20. Ward
Wheelock Co., New York, is agency.
BROADCASTING
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KANSAS

Does

and

Wot

Ran

Only The KMBC-KFRM
Covers
and

CITY

MARKET

//? Circ/es/

Teain

It Effectively
Economically!

Conlan's 1950 coincidental survey of 146,000 calls in
the Kansas City Primary Trade Territory reveals The
KMBC-KFRM Team in the lead by a wide margin over
all other broadcasters.
In addition, the September-October Hooper report for
Metropolitan Kansas City shows KMBC in first place in

™A'K^
s
Te
Dayiime xa
half-millivolt contours shown in black.
morning, afternoon and nighttime periods!
The KMBC-KFRM Team provides advertisers with
complete, effective and economical coverage of Kansas
City's Primary Trade area — without waste circulation.
For full information on your best buy in the Heart of
America, call KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters "Colonel."

KMBC-KFRM
61 H OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE PROGRAMMED BY KMBC
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WOR

is

a

one-way

is a one-way street.

For a station, that offers completely
effective service to its sponsors,
must be a master of many techniques in the

'7Vi Percenter'
Turns Up
Page 19

increasingly vital field of radio advertising . . .
. . . but, above all, point one-way,
to greater sales at less cost to more people.

mnications

Wai

Being Mapped
Page 21

Perhaps that is why WOR,
as a sales-maker, sells more for more people
to more people at less cost than any other
station in the United States.

^CASTING
on Page 49

wor
— at 40th Street and Broadway, in New York

Annually
cents weekly

71
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FOR
RINGING
SALES

UP

IN

RICHMOND

If you want to make friends
and influence sales in Richmond,
you'll do well to consider the
Havens & Martin stations — Virginia's
oldest radio and television
institution.
Steeped in the traditions of the Old
Dominion Capital, WMBG, WTVR and WCOD
have long ago achieved the basic
ingredients so important to successful
selling — public confidence and
listener loyalty. It all adds up
to mounting sales results for your
national product. The nearest Blair
man will gladly tell you more.
Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
lohn Blair & Company

HOOPER

-it's

his

SCHMOOPER

empathy

we're

Some like Arthur for his ratings.
at Leo Burnett find no flies on that, either.

wild

about!

We

But i

that's not the big reason why this Chicago agency
is in the Godfrey camp in such an important way.

m
I
m

If there hadn't been an Arthur
Godfrey, we would have tried to invent one.
For we believe that the "empathy"
Time Magazine says Godfrey has, is what advertising
is all about.

It consists of getting with the

prospect instead of talking at him.
And how do you do that, Mr. Godfrey?
By taking the hokum out of selling.
And the phoniness out of advertising.
By talking to people as people.
By telling them the truth.
telling people the truth, you make friends.

Not dopes

Because, by
And friends

are people who believe what you have to say.
And isn't that, we repeat, what advertising
is all about?

If the work this agency is doing for its

clients seems to have some of that same quality
of believability, Arthur —

it has not been

unintentional .
LEO

BURNETT COMPANY,
Chicago

Currently handling 20 network
radio and television programs

Inc.

IS

every Monday, 53rd
issue as(Year
Bookclass
Number)
February
Broadcasting
Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, V. C.
Entered
second
matter published
March 14,in 1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Closed

Circuit

RADIO time sales passed $453 million mark
in 1950 — up more than 6%, compared with 2%
gain in 1949 — while TV time sales tripled to
total of $83 million plus, according to business analysis being prepared for Broadcasting • Telecasting's 1951 Yearbook, due
to go into mails this month. Radio-TV total
puts broadcasting's net time sales revenues
into $500 million class for first time.
TO PROVIDE swift -news coverage wherever
trouble may erupt, Army Public Relations will
call meeting of communications companies with
radio and press within next week for exploratory discussions. Provision of two-way voice
circuits plus other facilities 'for news transmission will be evolved on emergency stand-by
basis. In addition to communications carriers,
network news chiefs, Radio Correspondents
Assn., NAB's Broadcast Advisory Council and
press association groups will meet. Maj. Gen.
Floyd Parks, Army information chief, is calling
sessions upon suggestion of Radio-TV Branch
headed by Col. E. M. Kirby.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, former board chairman of Don Lee, and now consultant with
Hughes West Coast aircraft operations, joins
National Production Authority Jan. 15 (today)
in executive capacity, probably in end products.
Hughes has given him leave of absence.
WASHINGTON SENATORS Club has closed
for 1951 baseball broadcasts and telecasts with
Chr. Heurich, Washington (Old Georgetown
Beer), for exclusive one-year package with
options including facilities, understood to involve $250,000. Whether WWDC, Washington
independent, and WTTG (TV), DuMont Washington station, will handle games as was case
last year under Liggett & Myers ( Chesterfield)
sponsorship, was still in negotiation. Radio
contract will include all 154 games, while TV
will cover 21 home games. Account handled
by Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington
agency.
WHILE plans went ahead for Radio Correspondents Assn. dinner Feb. 3, it was understood White House had thrown hint that dinner
should be cancelled. White House Correspondents and Photographers Dinners already cancelled, apparently because of difficulty in
lining up shows.
UP TO NAB board will be decision on President
Miller's projected inspection tour of South
America for State Dept. Long-pending tour,
slated in March, has board sanction but Judge
Miller, who has passed physical and passport
routines, feels directors should make decision
in view of shift of General Manager Ryan to
BAB.
ILLINOIS Congressman Richard W. Hoffman,
owner of WHFC and WEHS-FM Cicero (Chicago), said to be bidding for House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee because of interest in radio legislation. Another Republican,
Rep. Harris Ellsworth of Oregon, who holds
part interest in KRNR Roseburg, Ore., wants
to leave committee to join House Rules Committee.
CHARLES
BEVIS, assistant to NBC Vice
(Continued on page 82)
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tpcominq
Jan. 15: Media Conference, American Assn. of
Professional Baseball Leagues, Columbus, Ohio.
Jan. 19: NAB-BAB Committee, Hotel Stevens,
Chicago.
B
ADMIRAL CORP. to sponsor Golden Glove
finals in simulcast, March 9, on MBS and DuMont networks plus International Finals March
29 on both networks. Erwin, Wasey, New York,
is agency. Account also considering sports
events in both radio and television for spring.
PRESIDENT Truman Friday signed federal
civil defense bill setting up permanent agency
with unprecedented powers in times of "emerNCAA CONVENTION
ADOPTS
gency."
TV
COMMITTEE REPORT
NCAA convention at Dallas late Friday adopted TV Committee resolution calling for a partial and controlled moratorium on live telecasts
of football games next season (see early story
page 53). Vote was 161 for and 7 against
adoption of resolution which also endorses experimental program as outlined in report of
Tom Hamilton, U. of Pittsburgh athletic director. Report also approves setting up of
eight man committee composed of one member
from each of eight NCAA geographic districts
to guide experiment.
Sole vigorous opposition to ban on live TV
on floor came from Francis Murray, athletic
director of U. of Pennsylvania. Among other
points he raised was question of "restraint
of trade" aspects of NCAA move. But Mr.
Hamilton said his committee had consulted
counsel and was told "we have an excellent
Asked from floor to define "live" TV as
covered by moratorium, Mr. Hamilton said it
means
case." "simultaneous broadcast over TV of
football games." Question of whether adoption
of resolution would be "binding" on NCAA
member institutions brought a ruling before
convention by Harvey H. Guice, NCAA parliamentarian and SMU government professor,
that "the resolution would bind all NCAA
members."
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
MADE IN SENATE, HOUSE
SIX Republican Senators named to Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee Friday. Seven Democrats named week ago
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8]. GOP
members are Tobey (N. H.), Brewster (Me.),
Capehart (Ind.), Bricker (Ohio), Williams
(Del.), Kern (Mo.).
Democratic members of House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee also named Friday. They are Grosser (Ohio) chairman, Beckworth (Texas), Priest (Tenn.), Harris (Ark.),
Rogers (Fla.), Klein (N. Y.), Stanley (Fla.),
Sullivan (Mo.), Granahan (Pa.), McGuire
(Conn.), Underwood (Ky.), Carlyle (N. C),
Williams (Miss.), Mack (111.), Thornberry
(Tex.), Heller (N. Y.), Roberts (Ala.).

Business NAMED
Briefly
REPRESENTATIVE
$ WJMR
(AM) and WRCM (FM) New Orleans have
named Independent Network Sales, New York,
as representative, according to George A.
Mayoral, general manager.
MONARCH READY © Monarch Finer Foods,
Chicago, ready to sign late Friday for sponsorship of quarter-hour of Arthur Godfrey's
morning radio show on alternate days, starting Feb. 5. Agency, Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
CHILDREN'S SHOW ® Hollywood Candy,
Centralia, 111. (Milk Shake candy bar), Jan.
27 starts Hollywood Midway on CBS-TV, Sat.,
11:30-12 noon (EST). Circus talent to be
featured. Agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, St.
Louis.
BROWN ALTERNATES ® Brown Shoe
Co. (Naturalizer Division) sponsoring Say It
with Acting over NBC-TV network, alternate
Saturdays, 6-6:30 p.m. Program, previously
seen only over WNBT (TV) New York, alternates with Smilin' Ed McConnell and His
Buster Brown Gang under same sponsorship.
Agency, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
OIL FIRM RENEWS # Cities Service Co.
renewing Band of America for 25th year, over
NBC Monday, 9:30-10 p.m., effective Jan. 22.
Agency, Ellington Co., New York.
WINCHELL CONTINUES 0 Warner-Hudnut
Inc. renewing Walter Winchell on ABC, 99:15 p.m., Sunday for year. Agency, Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
BABBIT SERIES • B. T. Babbit Inc.
(BAB-O, Swerl), sponsoring new half -hour
series Two Girls Named Smith on ABC-TV
beginning Jan. 20, 12-12:30 p.m. Agency, William H. Weintraub & Co., New York.
PUDDING PROSPECT • American Home
Products Corp. (Burnetts instant pudding),
New York, looking at availabilities for possible television spot campaign. Agency, Earl
Bothwell, New York.
LINNEA NELSON TO RETIRE
FROM TIMEBUYING POST
LINNEA NELSON will retire March 31 from
J. Walter Thompson Co. after 23 V2 years,
relinquishing her position as nation's bestknown timebuyer to become "just a housewife,"
she told Broadcasting • Telecasting Friday.
No successor appointed but unless agency
brings someone in from outside, most likely
candidates would be Jim Luce, Jayne Shannon
and Anne Wright, all of Miss Nelson's staff.
Joining J. Walter Thompson Co. in September 1927, as temporary typist, Miss Nelson
has explained her start in radio by stating she
was only member of media department unimportant enough to deal with this new and at
that time relatively insignificant medium.
From typist she became station rate calculator
and when a full-fledged radio department was
inaugurated Miss Nelson was appointed timebuyer, heading agency's ever-expanding timebuying operations uninterruptedly since then.
She has been active in industry affairs as
member of AAAA Radio & Television Committee and as sole feminine member of BMB
board. In private life she is Mrs. William
Kleinhans.
BROADCASTING
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Again and again we've proved it —
WFBR is Baltimore s Best Buy for
sales-minded

advertisers! The

tells its own

story. For

headline

amplification,

explanation and demonstration, ask your
John Blair man — or in Baltimore, call
for a WFBR salesman!
Naturally, WFBR-built

shows like Club

1300, Morning in Maryland, It's Fun
to Cook, Nelson Baker Show and
others have a lot to do with that ARB
report. Ask about them, too!
^Monday thru Friday, Oct. -Nov. 1950 ARB Report

Sales Upsurge Reported by Networks
Not 5% — But '7V2 Percenter' Now
Communications' Role in Defense Being Set
McDaniel Mentioned for RTMA Presidency
Radio Circulation Analyzed by BAB
BAC Future a Question Mark
Editorial Control' Charged to Networks
Journal' Decision Appealed
Ad Council Meets at White House
NRDGA Awards Made to Retailers
Population Breakdown Standards Issued
'Homing' Defense Studied
Horse Race Questionnaire Issued by FCC
Defense Dept. Studying Production
Higher Excise Taxes Being Boomed
Study Started on Manpower Problem

19
19
21
21
2222
23
23
24
25
25
26
26
28
30
35

TELECASTING Starts on Page 49
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10
Agency
Beat
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488 On All Accounts 8
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70 Open Mike
62
Editorial
44 Our Respects to 44
FCC Actions
68 Programs.
Promotions,
Premiums
67
FCC Roundup
76
Feature of Week . . . 14 Strictly Business .14
Front Office
47 Upcoming
59
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Charlotte

Market To Be Sold
Across Country By

Homes

In 21 Counties
Adjustment of BMB's Study
No. 2, using an actual count
of radio homes in the WSOC
coverage area, shows that the
aggressive NBC affiliate in
Charlotte now offers advertisers atotal weekly audience
of 91,384 radio homes. This
adjustment has been made on
the basis of the 1950 U. S.
Census count of dwelling units
in the 21-county area served
by the Charlotte station.
11% Increase
The result is that WSOC

en-

joys an 1 1 % increase in number of radio homes over those
registered during the
Broadcast Measurement
reau study. Its figures at
time gave the Charlotte
tion 81, 630 homes in its
erage area.

last
Buthat
stacov-

21-County Coverage
Although WSOC radiates a
power of 250 watts, its vast
21-county coverage area is
comparable (and in many
cases superior) to that
reached by kilowatt and fivekilowatt stations in the Carolina area. Besides WSOC's
saturation coverage of Charlotte and the Mecklenburg
County region, its influence
also penetrates deeply into 15
other counties in North Carolina and five in South Carolina.
ROADCASTING

H-R Representatives
Effective February 2, WSOC,
the 17-year old NBC affiliate
in the fast-growing Charlotte,
Heart Of The Rich Charlotte Market, Viewed From The Air N. C. market, will be represented nationally by H-R RepWSOC Gives Bonus
resentatives, Inc. Executives
Five-Point
A survey, compiled in May 1949
by Ernst & Ernst, New York City of both organizations have exMerchandising Plan
public accountants, revealed that
pressed great enthusiasm over
Clicks With Advertisers
some 38,780 FM receivers are to- this new association which will
Station WSOC offers its advertisers
day operating in the WSOC-FM
help carry the impressive
coverage area. These FM homes
strong promotion and merchandising
WSOC - Charlotte story to
are
delivered
to
the
WSOC
adhelp in five effective ways. The station
vertisers as a bonus over and timebuyers and radio adverundertakes a consistent schedule of lotisers from coast to coast.
cal newspaper advertising to call at- above the radio home figures
tention toits important line-up of daily shown by BMB Study No. 2, and
programs, and to supplement program
Tremendous Growth
represent only families where FM
listings in both of Charlotte's daily sets are regularly in use.
papers. WSOC also employs local disAccording to Dun & Bradplay space for the promotion of its
programs, as well as cooperation to the regular monthly newsletters to the re- street's "Ten Years' Growth"
tail trade throughout its coverage area. chart released last November
fullest in assisting advertisers with
their own promotional display ac- Besides this, WSOC will provide addi- and covering 100 major city
tivities.
tional special mailings to merchandise
announcements and program time pur- markets of the United States,
Outdoor Display
chased by its sponsors. Courtesy an- Charlotte is 16th in percentAn outdoor display case is maintained
nouncements, product interviews and
by WSOC for the purpose of promoting general merchandising via audience
age of increased retail sales
its programs to motorists. More than participation shows are all available during the period of 1939 to
14,000 vehicles daily pass this stra- to WSOC advertisers. No charge is 1949. The WSOC city market
tegically located outdoor display. In
of these varied merdirect mail, the Charlotte station sends made for any
went up 240.8%! No single
chandising and promotion services.
factor, but instead a well diExecutives At Work . . .
versified and balanced growth
ley, president and treasurer; Dwight contributed to this startling inReed, executive vice president; and
crease. At the end of the 10Paul R. Weeks, vice president. Frank
Pellegrin is vice president and secre- year period, effective buying
tary in the New York office; Carlin power per family had reached
French isoffice.
vice president in the firm's $6,822. Today, Mecklenburg
Chicago
The slogan of H-R Representatives, County (in which Charlotte
Inc., is "Executives at Work," declares is located) has become one of
President Headley, who points out
the five fastest growing counthat
all fivesalesmen,
of the company's
ties in America.
are active
backed upowners
by a
competent group of other radio sales
specialists. "While this arrangement Latest facts on the WSOCmay not be completely new to radio Charlotte market BMB figThe firm of H-R Representatives, Inc.,
said,and
"we most
beures, Hooperatings, and other
is a fast-growing sales organizatioa representation,"
lieve that ours isHeadley
the largest
with New York, Chicago and San aggressive firm of owner-salesmen in useful information about
Francisco offices. Additional offices the field. We believe that, with such WSOC will be available at all
are being opened within the next few a central policy, we have begun to
weeks in Los Angeles and Atlanta. build one of the hardest selling com- times through H-R Representatives, Inc.
Executive officers include Frank Headpanies of its kind in the nation.
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ANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE, N. Y., appoints three new vice
presidents in recognition of long records of service and accomplishment. They
are: ROBERT R.
ETIENNE, with
agency
1938;
DEXTER since
E.GLUNZ,
associated
with and
DF-S
since 1945,

Etienne

Glunz

Irwin

WILLIAM A. IRWIN, who has been
associated with the
firm since 1942.

ROBERT WEST, head of art department Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y., elected vice president. Has been with firm since 1946,
shortly after it was founded.
JOSEPH

LEOPOLD, vice president, director and copy chief Federal

Al Rogers? Why, everybody within tuning
radius of WMPSI Those who can't push through
the crowds that storm. WMPS' Auditorium
Studio each day to see the handsome "Folk
Balladier" keep their radios set at 68 for the
High Noon Roundup on which he stars.
Al Rogers sings hillbilly-western in a smooth
balladier style which won acclaim on the
Grand Ole Opry, CBS' Plantation Party and
NBC's Southern Shindig, and also caught the
fancy of MGM Recordings. Among his top
MGM

platters, "It Wouldn't Be The Same Without You" was spotted by Billboard as the hit
tune for a record of three consecutive weeks.
In addition to his spot on the High Noon
Roundup, Rogers does a Western disc jockey
show daily from 3:05 to 4:00 p.m., that is sweeping the Mid-South into a Western spin that
parallels the revival of the Square dance!
FOR PARTICIPATION DETAILS
(Contact
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.

WMPS
68 ON
AMERICAN
Page 8
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on all accounts
was born Robert Merwin Light in
e
in
Denver, Colo. Following high school
ing
the
only
flop
Georg
M.
appear
of
ION
INCT
DIST
THE
graduation there he attended for
Cohan ever suffered wasn't ex- two
months Hamilton Institute,
actly what drove Bob Light to seek
New York, an offshoot of the
refuge in radio and subsequently
Theater Guild school. In 1928 he
television.
made his first entrance into the
The present ladio and television
director of Abbott Kimball Co. dramatic field carrying a spear in
"Marco Millions."
of Calif., Los Angeles, had already
The next year he entered both
been in radio off and on for eight
the radio and motion picture fields,
yearson before
"Fulton
of Oak Falls"
the former as freelance actor and
fell
Broadway
in 1937.
In fact a total of about 21 Light announcer; the latter appearing in
years can be ascribed
^«
Warner Bros shoi't
to various phases of
subjects.
Continuing along
radio activity. He
has written, acted
both paths, he was
rewarded
in 1934
and produced radio
plays as well as
with a year's contaught in all three
by Warnei'u
fields. In television,
Bros, tract
which
took
him
to
Hollywood-]
too, Bob has been a
where he appeared ,j
pioneer. In 19 38
in several feature I
when NBC was carefully allotting $1
movies. During the I
next few years he;
million a year excontinued freelance n
perimenting in teleradio and television
vision, he appeared
writing in both New I
in
the network's(TV)
first
half-hour
York and Hollywood. I
show.
In 1942 he was
Between times he
handed
ca-'
reer, oneanother
with the
has appeared
variArmy Signal Corps
ous Broadway inshows
BOB
as a private. He
— some of them sucemerged in 1946 as Lt. Col. Light
cesses— fulfilled a Warner Bros,
motion picture contract, helped win
in AFRS, where he was transferred
the second war to end wars on the in 1943, having subsequently served j
side of the U. S. Signal Corps and as public relations officer in Serv-J
Armed Forces Radio Service, and, ices
of Supply, in England, acting
not ignoring the personal side, officer in charge of AFRS European i
Theatre Branch, and ultimately asj
acquired a wife.
Going still further back, to a
(Continued on page 75)
year he prefers to have unlisted, he
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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dv., N. Y., to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., as vice
esident in charge of copy.
ARELLA ALDEN, theatrical director and producer, to Anderson &
lirns, N. Y., as production assistant to VICTOR SEYDEL, director
radio and TV. She will work on New Edgewood Shoe Co.'s Going
aces ivith Betty Betz on ABC-TV.
A.LPH SADLER, vice president and copy chief John Mather Lupton
)., N. Y., appointed director of agency. He has been with firm five years.
RICE METCALFE appointed copy director Strauchen & McKim Adv.,
ncinnati. Was with Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, and General
ectric Supply Corp., N. Y.
. H. LONG Co., York, Pa., to move to larger quarters at 28 N. Queen
;., York, effective Jan. 29.
RAY & ROGERS Adv., Philadelphia announces appointment of five
w partners. Those appointed: SAMUEL CHEW, new business
rector; WILLIAM B. EDWARDS Jr. and ATHERTON SEELEY,
ntract department; WILLIAM S. HARVEY, copy department, and
3MOND
G. THOMAS,
armaceutical
accounts. head of agency's special department handling

Thomas

Mr. Chew

Mr. Edwards

Mr.

Harvey

Mr. Seeley

AVID B. ROGERS to Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, as assistant
I radio-TV director, SCOTTY KECK. Mr. Rogers was with RCA
■ lesaurus in Chicago.
ILLIAM C. BRENNAN, contact and copy department William Esty
I,jL N. Y. to Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y., as copywriter.
Ids £
] , CHARD D. WARD to Cox Adv. Agency, Columbus, S. C. Was with
MSG same city as sales representative. LILLIAN LAAKSO OVERB]j|l)N, promotion department CBS, to agency as art director.
W. LEWIN CO. and WILLIAMS & SAYLOR, N. Y. agencies, con;1idate as LEWIN, WILLIAMS & SAYLOR.
Merged staffs will be
:ated at 40 E. 49th St. RALPH W. WILLIAMS is chairman of board
!d A. W. LEWIN, president. Other officers include SIDNEY MATTHEW E. WEISS, executive vice president and treasurer,
and MAX GREEN,
ALTER T. POLLOCK, RICHARD
N. GULICK, DONALD N. WATERBURY, LESLIE M.
KAY and LEONMr. Weiss
ARD NEWSTEDER,
Mr. Williams
,1 Mr. Lewin
corporate vice presints. ROBERT BRENNER is radio-TV director, Agency will operate
anch in Newark.
VY HERVEY account executive Public Relations Research Service
2., Pittsburgh, to Wasser, Kay & Phillips, same city; ANTHONY
A.NTIA, Package Programs Inc., Pittsburgh, to agency's TV departbit; ROY E. PHEBUS, advertising manager W. W. Lawrence & Co.,
itsburgh, to firm as account executive.
| "-T BROUWER to Young & Rubicam, Chicago,
th Chief Timebuyer MARION REUTER, from
■nt Grant Advertising, same city. Miss Brouwer
n g
' ..GAR, who is to be married Jan. 20 to i Richard
Telecast
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^
How
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four Sales

Curve

909-0?
!
Whatever you're selling, you'll do a
terrific job on Breakfast at the Lenox.
More than 40,000 housewives have
attended in person — augmenting the
vast audience at home. Sold in 10
minute segments, this daily audience show is available two,
three or five times weekly.
Check with Petry for details on this low -cost,
big-audience show!

„4/4

tJ£rrMN$;
M

AUDIENCE

mil1

as timebuyer, working
radio and TV departreplaces MARGARET
Hill.
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KELLOGG

Co., Battle Creek, Mich., launches 1951 All-Bran campaign with a heavy spot schedule to promote use of All-Bran muffin;
with jams, jellies and other spreads. Spots will be used on 9>
radio stations starting in mid-Januaty. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y^j

WAVERLY FABRICS DIVISION, F. SCHUMACHER & CO., N. Y.
plans to use women's participation radio programs in 19 cities covering
major markets from coast-to-coast, starting Feb. 12. Contracts are foi
eight weeks. Agency: Lawrence Boles Hicks Inc., N. Y.

LEIGH FOODS Inc. (Flamingo Frozen Orange Juice & Grape Juice j
launched first television spot announcement campaign Jan. 8 in N. Y. J
Philadelphia and Atlanta. Radio advertising instituted in fall of 195i
to be continued with additional spots and participations planned. Busi
ness was placed direct.
HYGRADE FOOD PRODUCTS Corp., Detroit, appoints Brooke, Smith
French & Dorrance, Detroit, to direct advertising. Agency will complet
plans on program for local area, then expand it to other markets.
CHUNK-E-NUT PRODUCTS Co. (peanut butter and other nut special
ties), Philadelphia, names C. J. LaRoche & Co., N. Y., to handle advei
tising. Firm is currently using TV spots and participations on thre
Philadelphia stations: WPEN-TV, WCAU-TV, and WPTZ-TV.
GOSHEN LABS., Goshen, N. Y., manufacturer and wholesaler of vet
erinary medicines, appoints Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, advertisin
agency.
DR. HISS SHOE STORES, L.A., Jan. 7 resumes sponsorship of hall
hour weekly Flying Feet on five ABC Calif, stations Sun. 8:30-9 a.n
(PST). (KECA Los Angeles, KFMB San Diego, KITO San Bernardim
KPMC Bakersfield, KMOD Modesto.) Contract for 52 weeks. Agency
Hal Stebbins Inc., L. A.
GOLDEN WEST PRODUCTS Co., L. A., appoints Brisacher, Wheeler
Staff, L. A., to handle all advertising for firm's line of preserves, jellie:
marmalade and sweet pickled fruits.
A/eturotk -@c count! • • •
KAISER FRAZER SALES Corp. and THE AMERICAN FEDERATIO
OF LABOR have renewed Washington Report (Mon.-Wed.-Fri., quarte
hour news program) and Frank Edwards (Mon.-Fri. 15 min. commei
tary) respectively over the full Liberal-Labor Network. Network coi
sists of WFDR New York, WCFM Washington, WVUN Chattanoog
KFMV Los Angeles, WDET Detroit, and WCUO Cleveland, all F:
stations. Agency for Kaiser Frazer is William Weintraub, N. Y
A. F. of L. was renewed through Furman-Feiner Adv., N. Y.
FRANCIS H. LEGGETT & CO., N. Y. (Premier foods), renews 3 ohm
Olsen's Rumpus Room, Mon.-Fri., 12:30-1 p.m. on WABD (TV) Ne
York and eastern DuMont network leg, 52 weeks. Agency: Peck Ad
Agency, N. Y.
STERLING DRUG renews Okay Mother with Dennis James, Mon.-Fr
1-1:30 p.m., on eastern DuMont network. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgeral
Sample, N. Y.
SWIFT & CO., Chicago (Peter Pan Peanut Butter), sponsoring T,
Magic Slate, children's stories over NBC-TV Sun., 5:30-6 p.m., begi
ning Jan. 21. Program will alternate with Watch the World, current
being heard at that time.
DOUBLEDAY & CO. sponsoring commentator Edwin C. Hill on NBl
Sun., 11:15-11:30 a.m. Contract for 13 weeks. Agency: Huber-Hoge
Sons, N. Y.
U. S. ARMY
Flannagan's
the country,
Grant Adv.,

and U. S. AIR FORCE sponsoring new music show, Ral\
Band, which will originate from Army camps througho
over ABC, Mon. 10-10:30 p.m., beginning Jan. 22. Agenc
N. Y.

B. T. BABBITT Co. (for Bab-0 and Glim), sponsoring five five-minvH
(Continued on page 75)
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EAST, SOUTHEAST
Boston-Springfield WBZ WBZA
Buffalo
WGR
New York
WMCA
Philadelphia
KYW
Pittsburgh
KDKA
Syracuse
WFBL
Charleston, S. G
WCSC
Columbia, S. C.
WIS
Norfolk
WGH
Raleigh
WPTF
Roanoke
WDBJ
MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
Des Moines
Davenport
Decatur
Duluth-Superior
Fargo
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis
Beaumont
Brownsville
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN AND WEST
KOB
Albuquerque
Boise
KDSH
KVOD
Denver
KGMB-KHBC
Honolulu-Hilo
KEX
Portland, Ore.
KIRO
Seattle

j&tudty

TiJiCl

(fae

tyou

[DEA

Seve*t-i7ftwi6et
'Tttade

faf *Pulbe,

/iucUeHce

lac.

fan

Survey,

'pice

&

'PetenA,

If you are now using radio news programs, this authoritative study will
convince you how right you are !
If you have never used radio news, it will open your eyes to the spectacular
possibilities of this proven medium.
The Pulse Survey was made in seven representative markets —
in both urban and surrounding communities of each— in markets
with and without television outlets. It proves that radio is the top
news source — that TV-receiver ownership does not materially
reduce radio news listening— that radio news has unusually high
sponsor identification — that radio news does sell merchandise.
Write or telephone us now for your copy of "Radio News is Bigger Than
You Think". You'll agree that by producing this study, Free & Peters has
rendered a very distinct service to you and to the radio advertising industry
as a whole.

ft*

&

IT

ETERS,

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

ARE

WAITING

FOR

YOU

ON

BUSY

FLORIDA

WEST

COAST

WHERE

THE

ANOTHER

BIG WINTER
SEASON
FULL

WRC

audience surveys

mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.
Morning,

noon

and

night, Washington

area

people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of programming to fit any sales
requirement.
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Sgt. Jennings receives award from. (I to r) Announcer Mel Linkous,
Mr. Schneider and "Jug" Culley.
PUBLIC service and commercial
him month.
the first "Cop of the Year,"
last
sponsorship often go together.
WSLS Roanoke, Va., and Sponsor
Each month, a "Cop of the
LeRoy Schneider have proved that.
Month" has been chosen from
A policeman was shot in the back
Roanoke's force for service beyond
in Roanoke several years ago after
the call of duty. This award was
instigated by the SOC (Serve Our
a thief he had apprehended managed to get his police revolver away
Community) Club, a Roanoke boys'
from him in a scuffle. The police- club started by LeRoy Schneider,
man, Sgt. Joe Jennings, has been
owner of Schneider Oil Co., Roakoke Sunoco distributor and sponsor
paralyzed from the waist down
from that time on, confined to of Devoted to Sports, a fifteenminute weekday program on
Lewis Gale Hospital in Roanoke.
WSLS.
Roanoke remembered him when
the Police Dept., WSLS and the
When
the "Cop onof page
the Month"
is
(Continued
16)
Roanoke Times-World News named

IS IN
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BIG T AM PAST. PETERSBURG

business

MARKET,
stry
nce"is
indu
the"acc
of a man
epta
makesby for
WHAT
exemplified by George H.
Frey, NBC director of TV sales and
newly elected vice president, as
much as by anyone in the business.
Yet if young men aspiring to
follow him should take such a
statement literally, a look at him
might give them pause.
For one thing, not many men 44
years old are as slender and fit, or
as direct in a friendly way, as he
is. Nor are they amateur golf
champions (in playing trim). Nor
have they started with only a high
school and night school education
and moved up persistently for 26
years in the same company. Nor
have they served as one of the midwives at the birth of an industry,
and then helped to rear it.
Mr. Frey has done all these

SOLID

TRADE

ITS RICH

AREA,

POPULAR

AND

RESORT

COMMUNITIES.
'?a*fc^a. *7w#W Stated^
AM

fact,
Mr. FREY

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN BLAIR & CO
SOUTHEASTERN
REPRESENTATIV
HARRY E CUMMINGS
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

things, and is as described. In
after five minutes with him, it is
(Continued on page 16)
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any

buy

other

in

Chicago

Chicago

station

is WGN

BMB

Chicago 11
Illinois

50,000 Watts
720
OnYourDial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4

West
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 1U)
doubtful if even Mr. Scrooge would
top AT&T officials. These duties
continued after RCA bought WEAF
mumble, "humbug." His infor(now WNBC) in 1926 and came to
mality and down-to-eai'thness seem
habitual.
extend to the radio set of Merlin H.
Born Nov. 8, 1906, at Fort Lee,
Aylesworth, then president of the
N. J., he was one of nine children,
newly-formed NBC.
a fact which made it pretty hard
In 1929, Mr. Frey was invited to
for his father, a tinsmith, to pro- shift to the sales department as
vide much more than necessities.
junior salesman, and there he
Graduating from high school in started up the ladder: Salesman in
Roselle Park, N. J., he became a 1933, network salesman in 1938,
bookkeeper for Parker Robinson
sales service manager in 1940,
Co., a small New York bond house.
eastern sales manager in 1946, and
director of network sales in 1947.
A friend in the engineering department of WEAF New York (then In 1949, when NBC-TV sales split
owned by AT&T) advised him
off from radio sales, he chose to
against a Wall Street career and become TV sales director.
said, in effect: "Come over here."
Easier Selling
Eighteen-year-old Mr. Frey did
Television in its present infancy
"come over," taking a stock clerk
is much easier to sell than was
job and attending engineering
radio at the same stage, Mr. Frey
courses nights at RCA and Columbia U. Later he was assigned to believes. "Back in the '20s, we
were selling blue sky. Advertisers
the engineering duty of looking
after home radio sets belonging to didn't know what they were get-

ting. Now, TV salesmen are
backed up by research, and sponsors know roughly what they can
count on.
"In fact," he continues, "I don't
know of any other media that can
be more predictable for an advertiser than television. Many TV
programs are predictable and
steady in their appeal, week after
week. The advertiser can have a
prettyting good
of what
getfor his idea
money,
both he's
in terms
of audience and results.
"The advertiser's problems
sooner or later become our problems," he points out. "Rising costs
are a factor now, but many of our
research studies indicate that in
increasing sales, TV actually
creates new wealth. As more sales
are created, more production is
required. As more production is
required, more money goes into
payrolls. As payrolls increase,
purchasing power and sales increase. And increased sales warrant greater advertising expendi-

Listing Boycott Broken
BREAKING a 20-year policy
of not publishing radio logs
free, The Terre Haute Tribune Star Sunday, Jan. 7, devoted free space to radio logs.
The paper listed the program
schedules of WBOW and
WTHI both of Terre Haute.
tures. Fantastic as it might seem,
television could — under normal
economic conditions — literally lift
the economy of the country up by
its bootstraps. As a matter of
fact, it almost has to do that to
justify
its existence."
Mr. Frey
married Ellen Faint in
September 1929. They have a son,
Robert, 20, who is at Princeton, and
anerve
daughter,
Sara Ellen,
14. days,
"The
of youngsters
these
Mr. Frey says admiringly of his
daughter. "When I was in a big
meeting the other day, she came up
and asked to see me; and then
when she was inside, insisted on
meeting
everyone." The axiom
suggested by such confident friend
liness is "like father, like daugh

Dig

in

for

Increased

Sales
Feature
(Continued from page H)

with WIBW
This is the time of year when Kansas farmers
are using power-driven post hole diggers like
these to strengthen their fences and protect
their 1951 profits.
Strengthen your sales fences in this rich
agricultural market by hiring WIBW to tell
the 1,515,728 Kansas farm folks about your
products or services.
You'll be digging extra deep into this readyto-buy market because for 14 years, impartial
door to door surveys* show WIBW consistently first in listening preference among the people of Kansas. This means that you're hiring
the strongest single selling force in Kansas

■Kansas Radio Audience 1937-50

SERVING AND SELLING
11
WIBW
Page 16
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THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
• TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
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chosen each month, he is inter
viewed on Devoted to Sports, con
ducted
by Jennings "Jug" Culley
and ter."
presented with a savings bond
His story and picture also are run
in the Times-World News, anc
WSLS posts three large outdooi
boards around the city with tht
current "Cop's" picture displayed
After the December "Cop of the
Month" was chosen, Mr. Schneide:
decided it would be a good gestun
to
award And
a "Cop
the Year'
citation.
thus,of after
mucl
consideration, the Roanoke Polic
Dept. asked that the honor b
awarded to Sgt. Jennings, who per
formed his service "beyond th
call of duty" many years before th
award was thought of, but who waj
still paying for it.
Award Is Surprise
A radio program was writte i
around
Jenning's
activities
zI
the time Sgt.
he was
wounded
and pr?l
sented on the Dec. 21 Devoted i\
Sports
remote broadcast fro
Lewis Gale Hospital.
All "Coi
of the Month" and the chief <]
police as well as friends and neigl L
bors of the sergeant, were presei
for the show.
Completely su
prised by the award and the broa
cast proceedings, Sgt. Jenninj
cheerfully greeted his friends ai
listened to the WSLS salute whii
was followed by a presentation
several gifts from the sponsor.
WSLS and a public-spirit
sponsor helped to remind their ci
of the debt it owes to men w
risk their safety for the pub
welfare. This is a public-servi
feature which might well be copi
welfare.
BROADCASTING
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GET

A

FORMULA

Success in spot radio is simple . . .
if you get a formula

and stick to it!

These advertisers chose local newscasts for their formula. They
are among the nation's most successful advertisers. They recognize
that, of all media, radio alone gives people news up-to-the minute.
They realize that every important news story of the past quartercentury has broken first on radio. They know people seek out local
newscasts and patronize advertisers who make this important service available to them. They have found a formula . . . and they have
stuck to it. How long?
Esso Standard Oil Co

15 years

Peter Paul

13 years

Studebaker

12 years

Mennen

Co

7 years

Mueller Macaroni

7 years

Standard Oil Co. of Ohio

7 years

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

6 years

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co
Shell Oil Co

4 years
4 years

Local radio newscasts represent one of the best formulas you can
choose for your client. YouTl find choice news periods available on
all of the nation's leading radio stations listed below. Why not call
in your NBC Spot Salesman and start your client on the road to
spot radio success? Why not select local newscasts as your formula?

NBC
NEW YOBK

ROADCASTING

SPOT
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

• Telecasting

SALES
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

WNBC
WMAQ

New York
Chicago

WTAM

Cleveland

WRC

Washington

KNBC

San Francisco

KOA

Denver

WGY

Schenectady— Albany— Troy

January 15, 1951
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More

North Carolinians Listen To

WPTF

Than To Any Other Station.

North

Carolina Rates More

In Sales Management

Survey Than

Any Other Southern State.

■
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Reported

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

by Major

Networks

N UPSURGE of new busiSss on the four major radio ,
Capsule of Latest Major Network Contracts
itworks in recent weeks has
ABC
hour; Plymouth Div. of Chrysler Corp.,
Paint Co., weekly quarter-hour; Dic^counted for sales of 15 hours
tograph Products Inc., 3% hours in
three
half-hours in January; Chrysler
MARS
Inc.,
three
weekly
half-hours;
lid 35 minutes per week of
January-February.
Buick
Div.
of
General
Motors,
six
Div.
of
Chrysler
Corp.,
three
half;gular schedules as well as
hours in January.
half-hours in January; U. S. Army
P/4 hours of short-term
MBS
and Air Force, weekly half-hour.
NBC
Pepsi-Cola, weekly
25-minutes;
CBS
saturation" campaigns in
Liggett
&
Myers,
Operation
Tandem
P. Lorillard (Old Gold), five-a-week
muary and early February.
(spot
sponsorship
of
five-nights-aBymart Inc. (Tintair), weekly half- quarter hour; Kraft Foods, twice-aThese figures do not reflect
week programs); U. S. Army and Air
Force, Operation Tandem; Buick Div.
week quarter-hour and twice-a-week
e addition of three sponsors to hour; Campana Sales Corp., weekly
five-minute; U. S. Army, weekly half- of General Motors, Operation Tandem
BC's "Operation Tandem," the five-minute newscast; Chamberlain
for one week; American Trucking
ray of five programs per week in Lotion, weekly five-minute newscast;
hour; Brewing Corp. of America,
rich a number of advertisers buy Ferry-Morse Seed Co., weekly quarterweekly quarter-hour; Kellogg Co., Assn., weekly half-hour; Mutual
Benefit Health and Accident Assn.,
rticipation.
three-a-week five minutes and three
hour; General Foods, weekly 45-minweekly quarter-hour; Doubleday &
utes and five-a-week five minutes;
Nor do they include the nua-week 25-minutes; Pearson Phar:?rous renewals of existing schedSterling Drug, weekly quarter-hour;
macol Co., weekly quarter-hour; B. Co., weekly quarter-hour; Norwich
es that have been recorded in Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, five-a-week
Pharmacol Co., weekly five-minutes;
T. Babbitt, five-minutes, five times
TWA - Trans-World - Airlines, weekly
e past few weeks.
a day, five times a week; Hadacol,
quarter-hour; Sonotone Corp., weekly
half-hour; E. R. Squibb, weekly hour.
The spurt in new business
quarter-hour; Wildroot, weekly half- half-hour one-shot; Benjamin Moore
sated a new air of optimism
long the radio networks, which
lieved, news programs are bound to six half-hour network programs in
ward the end of 1950 were not in eluded in the recent network sales,
January; U. S. Army and Air
hold
large
audiences.
including
a
record-setting
schedule
particulai'ly rosy frame of mind.
By networks the new time sales
Force, through Grant Adv. — Ralph
;cept for CBS, which increased of five five-minute newscasts, five
within the past month were:
Flarmagan's
Band, Monday, 10bought by B. T. Babi gross radio billings, the major days bitta Inc.week
10:30
p.m.
on
Mutual.
ABC:
Mars
Inc.
(candy)
through
tworks suffered declines in 1950
CBS: Bymart Inc. (Tintair),
The sponsor interest in news pro- Leo Burnett, Chicago — Inner Sancillow the levels of 1949.
grams was considered a natural
It also seemed to contradict a
tum, Monday, 8-8:30 p.m.; Can through Cecil & Presbrey — Somerset Maugham Show, Saturdays,
You Top This, Tuesday, 8-8:30
lief existing in some quarters consequence of the growing public
11:30 a.m. -12 noon; Campana Sales
month ago that advertisers in- interest in such shows since the out- p.m., and Bob Barclay, American
break of the Korean War. As long Agent, Wednesday, 8-8:30 p.m.;
ided to ignore network radio as
Corp., through Wallace-Ferry-HanBuick Division of General Motors
as the international crisis continues
ley — Bill Shadel and the News,
lg as present rates prevailed.
(Continued on page 77 )
unabated, network executives be- Corp., through Kudner Agency- — •
Proof of Radio Power
In announcing nine new sales,
hn K. Herbert, vice president and
jrteral sales manager of NBC's
jdio network, said the increase in
siness was "concrete proof that
»sz2t
PERCENTER
71
BUT
Iprt advertisers are cognizant of NOT
By DAVID5,
BERLYN
sentative toWashington to be pres- the government and (2) obtaining
advance
information
on contracts
Bio's unequalled circulation durent at the opening of bids subk changing conditions as well as THE HIGH cost of living and of mitted.
to be offered in the future.
government has affected even the
•■mal times.
At that time, he learned his
The manufacturer's representaso-called Washington "five per- company's bid was the lowest subtive lifted eyebrows at the mention
'The
importance
of
staking
out
franchise on radio time is clear to 7y2%. center," who is upping his ante
of
"retracting"
a bid to be submitted.
However,
a
"Mr.
X,"
as
we shall refer to him, informed
them," Mr. Herbert said, "and
mitted to the government for a
On unimpeachable authority, the representative that another
h sure that radio's effectiveness
contract. He contacted his home
Broadcasting • Telecasting has firm, located in a large city, had a
day will draw even more adveroffice and got an indignant reaction
learned of a "seven and a half bid, appropriately sealed, in the with the orders that all the firm
sers than ever before."
A. survey of spot radio business
percenter," who has been doing mails. "Mr. X" claimed it was
wanted was to keep the contract,
;ivity by Broadcasting • Telesome side-stepping in the elec- lower than that of the electronics
not play with it or any self-styled
tronics equipment field. Obviously,
sting last week showed that adfirm. Outlined
L'tisers were active in that ele- identities can not be revealed. But equipment 'Deal'
Meanwhile, the firm did some
agent.
the story, as recreated by those
■;nt of the industry, too. Station
checking of its own. It found (1)
Dresentatives reported spring immediately involved, is of paraBut, "Mr. X" declared, the large
mount importance to electronics
the "percenter," who showed cre3t campaigns were emerging
contract could be "redentials placing him as an agent
>m the planning stage and sales and other manufacturers who seek city firm's
tracted" ifthe original low bidder for certain other firms both now
government contracts.
re at a high level.
acquiesce to give him "seven
and during World War II, actually
It started in a northeast section would
Et generally was agreed that unand one-half percent of the cons an unforeseen slackening of of the U. S. where an electronics
have some apparent "contacts,"
tract price" and appoint him and did
and (2) the firm alleged to have a
!es in both network and spot ra- equipment manufacturer, who has his associate, located in New York,
lower
bid, and whose bid would be
developed, the question of radio
been doing business for nearly 30
as "agents" for the firm. "Mr. X's" withdrawn, actually was asking a
;e cuts was destined to lie dor- years, submitted a bid for a U. S. brief
included offers of (1) ar.nt.
Navy contract. Within the past
ranging the contract so that a figure three times that of the man(Continued on page 81)
Seven news programs were in- fortnight, the firm sent a repre- higher price could be asked from
:OADCASTING
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Announce 'Blandings' Plans
PROGRAM Mr. and Mrs. Blandings, first coast-to-coast network
show sponsored by a major airline,
TWA, begins Sunday, Jan. 21, at
5:30 p.m. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950]. Stars are
to be Cary Grant and his wife,
Betsy Drake.
"As the first airline to offer a
nationwide radio program, TWA is
happy to join Mr. Grant, an established and popular star of motion
pictures, in his regular show," said
Ralph S. Damon, president of
TWA. Mr. and Mrs. Blandings is
based on the characters created by
Eric Hodgins in his best-selling
books, Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House and Blandings' Way.
TWA announced that, though the
show will follow the spirit of the
Hodgins books, it will be originally
created for the radio performances,
relating the frustrations of the
Blandings as they try to settle into
their dream house in the country.
The program will originate from
NBC's Hollywood Radio City, with
Don Sharpe as producer, Nat
Wolfe as director and Homer Canfield as supervisor of the series. It
is understood that the show carries
a half-million dollar budget. Agency is BBDO, New York.
PARK CAMPAIGN
Started for New Product
NATIONAL advertising campaign
in miniature was started Sunday
in Washington by Parx Products
Corp., New York and Washington,
headed by Herbert L. Pettey,
Loew's Inc. consultant and broadcaster. The test campaign will
provide the basis for extended advertising.
The product is a vinyl plastic
finger-nail cover with adhesive
backing. It may be placed on nails
quickly and used repeatedly.
Opening campaign, with budget
of $6,000 for four weeks, includes
TV and radio participating announcements, transit and newspapers, with the radio-TV segment
well over half the total. Agency
is Henry J. Kaufman & Associates,
Washington.
FTC CASES
Three Hearings Held
HEARINGS on three cases — one
involving a television correspondence school, the other two dealing
with firms which have advertised
on radio — were held by the Federal
Trade Commission last week on
different fronts.
Three sessions involved:
American Television Labs, Chicago
(in Washington, D. C, Wednesday),
charged with misrepresentation of correspondence courses in radio and television; Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Chicago (in Chicago, Tuesday), alleged
unlawful use of exclusive-dealing contracts in sale of hearing aid instruments, parts and accessories; and Dolcin Corp., New York (in New York,
Tuesday), charged with false and misadvertising of Dolcin, a medicinalleading
preparation.
Page 20
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CONKLING
NAMED
Columbia Records President
JAMES B. CONKLING has been*
apointed president of Columbia
Records Inc. effective Feb. 1, it I
was announced last week by Frank I
Stanton, CBS president.
Edward Wallerstein, Columbia
Records president and a member
of the board of directors of CBS,
parent firm, has resigned effective |
that date, Mr. Stanton stated. Mr.
Wallerstein, however, will continue
as consultant to CBS, he said.
Mr. Conkling has been with
Capitol Records Inc. since 1944 and
has been vice president of that firm
in charge of repertoire. Mr. Wallerstein joined Columbia Records in
1939 and has been chief executive
officer of the company since that
time.
SMITH
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'Well maybe it isn't ethical, boss, but it is the fastest way to get

CHOSEN

For Watts' Duties
T. A. (Ted) SMITH, assistant general manager
RCA-Victor's
EngineeringofProducts
Dept., has been
named acting general manager t-:
take over the
duties of Walter

the news!"
MERGER
B&B ELECTS
Cassidy Heads Unit
Three NewEdward
VP's
CASPER H. BILLIPP,
NBC has merged its radio Division
Mead and Richard D. Wylly were
of Public Affairs and Education
elected vice presidents of Benton
with its radio News and Special
Events Department under the di- & Bowles, New York.
rection of Henry Cassidy, director
Mr. Billipp, copywriter for the
agency since 1944, also becomes
of radio news and special events.
Mr. Cassidy will be assisted by copy supervisor; Mr. Mead becomes head of the TV commercial
Edward Stanley, writer and novelist, who recently joined NBC as department, and M. J. Wylly, who
manager of public affairs and ed- joined the agency last October as
ucation, and Joseph O. Meyers,
copy group head, becomes copy
manager of news operations.
supervisor.
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president, said the merger
KRVN APPOINTS
was made to give public affairs
Taylor Co. Representative
broadcasts "the same active and
sensitive handling and sense of KRVN, new outlet in Lexington,
immediacy which have characterNeb. has appointed O. L. Taylor
ized the network's news broadCo. as its representative. Station
goes on the air Jan. 20 with 25 kw
daytime on 1010 kc. directional.
casts."
KRVN is owned by the Nebraska
WWPF
Joins Liberty
Rural Radio Assn., comprised of
AFFILIATION with Liberty
3,800 farm families and 255 farm
organizations. The latter range in
Broadcasting System has been ansize from 25 to 15,000 membership
nounced by WWPF-AM-FM Palatka, Fla. Licensee is Palatka
association is incorBroadcasting Co., owned by J. E. groups. poratedThe
as a non-profit corporation.
Massey and L. C. McCall, who also
Max Brown is general manager of
the station.
is general manager.

Hopkins,
in charge ofsales,
broadcas'
and
communications
wai
made general sales manager. Bar
ton Kreuzer, formerly in charge oi
theatre sound and visual sales, was
named general products manager.

NBC new vice presidents [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8] are (I to r)
Frederic W. Wile Jr., director of TV production; John K. Herbert, general
sales manager for radio network; George E. Frey, director of TV network
sales. Three were elected by NBC board of directors Jan. 5.

SALES CENSUS
Radio Stores Increase
FINAL Census of Business figure:
for 1948, released Saturday by th<
Census Bureau, Department o:
Commerce, reveal that radio stori
sales rose to $384 million in the
year, 689 % increase over $49 mil
lion in 1939, year of the previou;
Census of Business.
The number of radio stores ir
creased from 2,911 in 1939 to 7,23
in 1948. This does not includ'
household appliance stores whicl
also sell radio and television sets
Radio stores reported 14,399 paii
employes for the November It
1948 workweek. An annual payrol
of $33 million was reported.

NBC

W. Watts, department vice president, who has
been named as a
deputy under Maj.
Gen. William H.
Harrison, head of
Defense Production AdministraMr. Smith
tion [Broadcasting
Telecasting,• Jan.
8].
Mr. Smith will retain his title
as assistant general manager whik
Mr. Watts is on indefinite leavf
of absence. His appointment as
acting general manager of the department was announced by W. A
Buck, RCA-Victor Division vice
president and general manager.
Up to Jan. 1 Mr. Smith hac
served as general sales manage]
of the Engineering Products Dept
He then was promoted to be as
sistant general manager. O. P
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Jerve System

of Defense*

HE GOVERNMENT was mara desire to have the project con- two days last week — Monday and
reported findings
made recom endations totheandPresident.
ducted by a man of recognized
ailing plans on many fronts last
Tuesday — in sessions presumably
The Executive Order directed
ability but not closely identified devoted to a great extent to plans
?ek to prepare radio, television,
with the field under survey.
that it "shall study the physical
for establishment of a permanent
Ad radio communications in genAccompanied by Mrs. Paley, he Telecommunications Policy Board.
aspects of domestic standard broadal — "the nerve system of
civil
casting and shall recommend such
was seeking residential quarters in
The board declined to comment
fense" — for their roles in any
Washington late last week.
lergency.
precautions, supplementary facilion its work. It has scheduled adties and reallocations as it shall
Although there has been no
While many developments and
ditional sessions Jan. 26-27 and
deem
desirable under foreseeable
strong
outward
movement
for
re(ojects were classified for was
Feb. 12-13, before submitting its
military conditions. It shall also
establishment of a defense comreport to President Truman on
<nal security reasons, it
make plans for the speedy and efmunications agency, largely be- Feb. 17.
I iown that:
nacause of the close liaison which has
ficacious use of all necessary faciliThe effect which postwar
in Q The pressure for creation of been maintained between FCC and
ties in time of military emergency."
changes
in
the
military
department
1951 counterpart of 1940-41's
Immediately under the board
the armed forces, pressures for it
■fense Communications Board
setup might make upon the compoitself
were four committees — Cohave
begun
to
pile
up
and
it
apsition and organizational structure
is mounting.
ordinating, Law, Labor Advisory,
pears probable that the question
of
a
re-established
Defense
.
Comand Industry Advisory. Under
will go to President Truman for
"4 .: 9 President Truman's Tempomunications
Board
—
if
one
is
dedecision.
cy Communications Policy Board,
the Coordinating Committee, which
cided upon — could not be foretold,
rking on a recommendation for
The Budget Bureau, which al- aside from the nature of other was headed by then Comr. E. K.
Jett now radio director of the
;ablishment of a permanent,
ready has put the proposal on foot, changes which might be considered
Baltimore Sunpapers were the Infh-level agency, suddenly put a has scheduled a meeting for tomordesirable.
jht lid on information about its
row (Jan. 16) to discuss the subternational Broadcasting CoordinThe
old
Defense
Communications
;ivities, which inevitably would
ject with appropriate government
ating Committee and 13 numbered
Board
was
created
by
Executive
|i)idinate with other planning af- agency representatives, including
Domestic BroadcastOrder on Sept. 24, 1940, and its committees;
FCC Chairman Coy.
ing, International Broadcasting,
ting radio-TV broadcasting and
name
was
changed
to
Board
of
■ i nmunications.
To consider radio-TV's role in War Communications on June 15, Amateur Radio, Aviation Communications, Cable, Telephone, Tele® FCC was making plans for emergencies, the FCC meanwhile
1942.
has held one meeting with a limgraph, Radio- communciations,
^ uTieeting with industry represenIt was a five-man board comState & Municipal Facilities, U. S.
ited number of industry representB ives on a broad scope to discuss
posed of the chairman of the FCC;
atives, largely engineers, and is
Government Facilities, CommunicaM: role of radio-TV in national
the Chief Signal Officer of the
tions Liaison for Civilian Defense,
planning another to which a much
ti|'"ense
activities,
including
the
Army;
the
director
of
Naval
Comlarger
number
—
perhaps
encomPriorities
Liaison and InterdepartIrt they would play in time of acmunications; the Assistant Secre- ment Radio Advisory Committee.
passing all stations — may be inil or imminent enemy attack.
vited. Date for this session, it was
Domestic Broadcasting was the
tary of State in charge of the Di8> Continental Air Command
vision of International Communicaconcern of Committee No. 4. It
reported, has not been set.
1 FCC were evolving a plan for
tions, and the Assistant Secretary
was composed of 23 industry, govPresident Truman's Temporary
of the Treasury in charge of
lio-TV operations under enemy
i
ernment, and labor representatives.
Communications Policy Board,
ack; the Broadcast Advisory
Treasury Enforcement Activities.
Its duties, as prescribed by the
headed by former FCC Comr. Irvin
uncil conferred with key WashBoard, included studies and recomStewart, now head of the U. of
As FCC chairman, James Lawton officials, and the Defense
(Continued on page 62)
rence Fly headed the board, which
West Virginia, meanwhile met for
pt.'s plan for Presidential "con1" of all electromagnetic radians in time of stress was being
■pared for re-submission to ConGlen McDaniel Possible
sss (stories on pages 22, 25).
RTMA
PRESIDENCY
Meanwhile there was continuing
■ :ulation of reports that CBS
ancy to commander. In 1945-6 he
NEW president of Radio-Television
ident, is anxious to devote fulltime
ard Chairman William S. Paley
was chairman of the Navy Board
Mfrs. Assn., serving on a fulltime
1 accepted a strategic defense
to his business as result of mountsalaried basis, is to be elected Feb.
of Contract Appeals. He is a meming defense orders. Mr. Sprague
bilization assignment, probably
ber of the New York City Bar
15 when the RTMA board meets
has attracted wide attention for
conduct a survey of critical
Assn., Presbyterian Club and
tals shortages, though there was
at conclusion of the manufacturers'
his aggressive RTMA leadership
Rockefeller Center Luncheon Club.
midwinter conference at the Hotel
d speculation that he might enduring the difficult mobilization
RTMA decided early in 1950 to
Stevens, Chicago.
the psychological warfare field,
days. James D. Secrest, RTMA
Prominently mentioned for the general manager and secretary, has elect a fulltime paid president when
teports that FCC Chairman
presidency is Glen McDaniel, RCA
yne Coy had been offered a new
Bond Geddes, executive vice presibeen in active charge of the Washdent, decided to retire after 23
vice president [Closed Circuit,
fense post also gained currency
ington
headquarters
operation
under President Sprague.
ut were denied.
Jan. 8]. It was learned that a numyears
ber of leading
After aatlongthelistassociation's
of candidateshelm.
had
Chairman Coy is slated to leave
Received Acclaim
been
scoured,
the
post was offered
manufacturers
alfjrtly for an extended vacation
Gen. Lucius Clay with a $50,000
Mr. McDaniel drew industry acch was recommended by his docready had enclaim last autumn for his part in salary. Gen. Clay turned down the
dorsed Mr. Mcseveral weeks ago for general
offer to become board chairman of
Daniel for the preparing the RTMA appearances
gue.
Continental Can Co.
at
Congressional
hearings
on
the
post. Another
ontributing to the increased
In the interim Mr. Sprague was
Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950.
candidate,
accord|:ulation that Mr. Paley may be
He worked closely with President
ing
to
RTMA
ed into government service, at
members, is Rep.
prevailed upon
to directbasis.
RTMA's
leadership
on a parttime
Sprague and General Manager
it on a short-term basis, was
Lowell Stockman
Secrest during the hearings.
Members of the RTMA Reorganizafact that he visited President
tion Committee, besides Chairman Bal(R-Ore.).
Though just 38, Mr. McDaniel
com, are J. J. Kahn, Standard Corp.;
man on Thursday accompanied
Mr. McDaniel
The
RTMA
Rehas
risen
rapidly
in
the
RCA
orBenjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio &
National Security Resources
ganization. A law graduate of Phonograph Corp.; W. R. G. Baker,
0 rganizat ion
|rd Chairman Stuart SymingColumbia U. in 1936 after getting
Committee, headed by RTMA exGeneral Electric Co.; William Balderpresident Max F. Balcom, Sylvania
an A.B. at Southern Methodist U., ston, Philco Corp.; W. J. Barkley, Collins Radio Co.; H. C. Bonfig (alternate).
nconfirmed reports said SecreElectric Products, will meet during
he joined the New York firm of Zenith Radio Corp.: J. B. Elliott (alterSullivan & Cromwell. Joining RCA,
the Chicago conference to discuss
f v of State Dean Acheson also
nate), RCA; Frank M. Folsom. RCA;
present during the conference.
names of candidates. This comPaul V. Galvin, Motorola Inc.; L. F.
he
became
vice
president
and
genI Paley served as a colonel unHardy (alternate), Philco Corp.; Arie
mittee will report to the RTMA
eral attorney of RCA CommunicaLiberman, Talk-A-Phone Co.; W. A.
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
board, which will make the final
tions in 1946. Two years later he MacDonald,
Hazeltine Electronics
selection.
psychological warfare during
was elected RCA vice president.
Corp., E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith Radio
Md War II.
Robert C. Sprague, president of
Corp.; Leslie F. Muter, Muter Co.:
During the war Mr. McDaniel
A. D. Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel
is selection for a metals surSprague Electric Co. and now servserved in the Naval Reserve, movProducts
Co.; Co.Robert C. Tait, Strom, it was felt, would stem from
ing without salary as RTMA presberg-Carlson
ing from a junior grade lieutenOADCASTING
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and
now: see how the comparison look;<
NEW YORK
Network
Families Listening |
Station
6-7 Nights
6-7 Day
A
933,930 802,25
B
557,520 476,47
C
770,880 607,59
D
608,200 573,01
Average
717,632 614,83
Magazine Circulation
Weekly
Monthly
Colliers .... 89,159 American .. 87,59
Life
365,906
C.G
4,50
Look
163,199
L.H.J
124,55
S.E.P
115,308
W.H.C
139,49
Average . . 183,393
89,03
Even by those curtailed radii
figures, which rule out familie
turning to a network station Mon
day-through-Friday for a daytim
serial or an evening news prograr.
unless they also listen to that sta
tion over the week-end, the radi
station audiences are far in exces
of the magazine circulation figures
But BMB measured non-networ
station audiences as well as thos
of network
stations.
Let's79)look a
(Continued
on page

Abme 8 Top Mqgqzines
CIRCULATION
RADIO
The total number of families
zine have access to any of its
RADIO audiences vastly larger
than combined circulation of eight
hearing any of the New York netstories, articles and advertisework stations once a week or
leading magazines are available
ments), but the number of families
oftener is many times the total
to advertisers according to typical
which the BMB survey found listenstudies based on the magazine data
ing to each station once a week or circulation in that city of any of
oftener. A comparison of the total
the eight magazines, with the aversent to stations by Broadcast Adage hearing the stations at night
vertising Bureau.
weekly
audiences
of
New
York's
four network outlets with the four nearly 10 times the average cir"Startling results are obtained
culation of the weekly magazines
weekly and four monthly magazine
by immediate comparisons of radio
circulation
figures
for
New
York
and
nearly
20 times the average
circulation, through references to
circulation of the monthlies.
looks like this:
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
NEW YORK
But it may be argued that these
figures, and the circulation of leadTotal Weekly Radio Families
radio figures include families who
Network
ing monthly and weekly magaStation
Night Day
listen to a particular station only
zines," Hugh M. P. Higgins, BAB
A
1,350,720 1,593,250 once or twice a week and so are not
director asserted. The magazine
B
1,676,190 1,318,020 fair comparisons with families who
C
1,734,730 1,420,820
to BAB's
distributed
were
D
1,611,580 1,338,060 spend several hours reading a
figures
station membership in December
Average
1,718,305 1,417,537 magazine. Ignoring the counterto give broadcasters a new sales
Magazine Circulation
argument that magazines freWeekly
Monthly
weapon in magazine competition
Colliers
89,159 American . . 87,599
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
quently
go
let's take
the
Life
365,906 C.G
4,509 smallest BMBunread,
measurement
— famiDec. 18, 1950].
Look
.. 163,199 L.H.J
124,553
lies
listening
to
each
station
six
or
S.E.P
115,308 W.H.C
139,496
Commenting on magazines, Mr.
Average .:. 183,393
89,039 seven days (or nights) a week —
be reshouldmagazine
"Itthese
Higgins said:
membered that
circulation figures represent oncea-week or even once-a-month imUncertain After 2 D. C. Meeting:
pressions. Radio, as you know,
can make multiple impressions
within a single day which gives a
tern were discussed.
well, Civil Defense administratoi
AFTER two Washington meetings
new and greater dimension to radio
Robert R. Burton, CDA commun
As to membership, the council
the Broadcast Advisory Council
advertising."
cations director; John DeChan
faces an uncertain future. The
decided that such requests should
Four weekly and four monthly
be laid aside until it can draw up CDA public affairs director; Ger
council must decide what it wants
F. L. Ankenbrandt, director c
are covered in BAB's
magazines
to do, and how to do it. Then it a more definite chart of BAC funcdetailed presentation of circulation
communications, USAF; Col. Bai
must act on suggestions that the tions.
net W. Beers, assistant for civ
data by counties and cities. WeekMonday's all-day meeting opened
not properly reprelies are Life, Look, Colliers and membershipsentative of is
defense liaison, Office of the S&
all
industry
segments.
at
the
FCC
where
BAC
members
Monthlies
Saturday Evening Post.
retary of Defense; Curtis Plun
were
received
by
Chairman
Wayne
Second
meeting
was
held
last
are American, Country Gentleman,
FCC chief engineer; Clei
Monday, with BAC members again
Coy and Commissioners Paul A. mer,
Home Journal and Women's
Ladies Companion.
Walker, Rosel H. Hyde, Edward M. Randau of CDA.
conferring with governmental and
Home
Gen. Ankenbrandt said the D*
defense leaders on the role broadWebster, George E. Sterling and
casters can take in the emergency.
fense Dept. thinking on the ele>
Frieda Hennock. Discussion cenComparison Made
tromagnetic radiation bill was sin
First session was held Dec. 14
tered on program content in rela- ilar to that of FCC. He added thi
Following Mr. Higgins' sugges[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
tion
to
the
emergency
and
control
the bill was designed to protect tl
Dec. 18, 1950].
tion, Broadcasting • Telecastof radio frequencies.
nation against possible use of ar
ing decided to make some compariJustin Miller, NAB president
Chairman Coy said FCC cannot
or all radiation as homing devici
sons and see how radio and magaand
BAC
chairman,
is
to
confer
at
zine circulations added up in a the White House on council activi- act in the programming area, sug- for enemy aircraft or guided mi
siles.
number of cities. Starting with the
ties. The White House is known to
gesting BAC must work out arfound
was
it
York,
New
be concerned over charges that
largest,
Gov. Caldwell said CDA is eag<
rangements with individual fedthat in 1949 (when the latest BMB
council membership inadequately
eral agencies. He said FCC cannot
to use services made available 1
broadcasters.
control flow of critical materials
survey was made) the city conrepresents NAB non - members.
tained 2,258,470 radio families.
Judge
Miller
is
expected
to
contact
but
will
advise
with
National
ProAttend Meeting
The combined circulations of the the White House following the
duction Authority as to allocations
eight magazines analyzed by BAB
meeting
of
TV
stations
in
Chicago
Attending
the Monday meetir
when the need arises.
Friday.
totaled less than half that number
were
Judge
Miller; Robert i
—1,089,729.
As to frequency control, ChairBudget
Restrictions
Sprague,
Radio-Television
Mfi
man Coy said FCC has done much
Obviously, total radio families
Jack R. Poppele, Televisic
Confronting BAC at this point work with the Civil Defense Ad- Assn..
versus total number of subscribers
ministration and Defense Dept. to Broadcasters Assn.; Seymour I
to the eight magazines is not a is the fact that many U. S. emerSiegel, National Assn. of Educ
gency agencies are operating on a insure adequate broadcast facilities
very satisfactory basis for comtional
Broadcasters; Frank Whit
skeleton
basis,
with
small
budgets
public.
ne
magazi
and
paring radio
to keep the public informed.
MBS; Frank M. Russell, NBC
There are many more than eight and major policies undecided.
Speaking of legislation to amend
Robert H. Hinckley, ABC; Earl 1
Proposals to set up some form of Sec. 606-C of the Communications
magazines, even some with large
conGammons, CBS; Walter Compto
be
OWI
(Office
of
War
Information)
should
which
tion,
circula
Act in relation to electromagnetic
as in the last war were discussed
sidered in an overall comparison.
DuMont TV Network; Clair R. M
radiation
control,
Chairman
Coy
On the other hand, some families by the council. Objection was raised
Collough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa
said, "This new proposed legisla- I. R. Lounsberry, WGR BuffaL
subscribe to several magazines and that the OWI's activities were
tion
is
merely
designed
to
provide
other families to none, so that the more extensive than many persons
extension of Sec. 606-C of the Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadt
of magazine dis- realized, covering allocation of me- an
duplication factor
phia; A. Frank Katzentine, WKA
Communications Act. The language
dia facilities for official agencies
tribution should be considered if a
Miami Beach, Fla.; M. C. Wattei
be- and diversified, less - publicized would have the effect of expanding
fair comparison is to be made ne
WCPO-TV Cincinnati; Arthur
functions.
tween radio homes and magazi
the act to cover all electromagnetic
Church, KMBC Kansas City; W
homes.
The council directed Judge Mil- radiation. This legislation is for
Ham A. Fay, WHAM Rocheste
ler to report in person to the White
Perhaps a fairer method would
security
purposes."
councilto J. Howard Lane, Field Enterprise
House on BAC activities. It voted was
advised
to urge The
stations
be to compare individual stations
to
obtain
details
of
all
regional
with individual magazines. Supprovide maximum security for stu- Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexin
defense broadcast organizations
dio and transmitter facilities.
pose we take not the total number
ton, Ky.; G. Richard Shafto, W!
of radio families in the city (al- and make them available to state
Columbia, S. C; Ralph W. Hard
The
council met at luncheon with
though all of them have access to associations of broadcasters and
any broadcast of any station just the rest of the industry. Plans to civil defense and military officials. BAC secretary; William B. Ry;
and Oscar Elder, NAB.
as all families receiving a magaset up a nationwide alerting sys- Guests included Gov. Millard CaldBROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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By Networks
MES H. S. ELLIS, president of
L
IA
adner
charged
Friday
ITOR
EDAgency,
TV networks are approaching
Dntrol of the editorial content
the air" through growing dominion over time, talent and proction.
n an address before the Detroit
raft Club, Mr. Ellis put much
the blame upon networks' comition for top shows "at any
ce."
e said TV networks' bidding
talent has brought television
point where it "is getting too
for the average advertiser's
rse,
no matter
is." a
Mr. Ellis
scoredhow
whatgood
he itcalled
nvballing trend in which netrks put together package shows
sell them to sponsors at skyketing prices. He said at least

HADEL NAMED
ladio Correspondents Head
LLARD (Bill) SHADEL, CBS
hington commentator, was
ted president of the Radio Corpondents Assn. for 1951 at a
ting held in
shington last
dnesday. He
eeds William
McAndrew,
eral manager
'BC Washingoperations
RC - AM - FM,
BW
(TV) ),
becomes exio member of Mr. Shadel
organization,
ther officers named were Hollis
vey, MBS, vice president; John
vards, ABC, secretary, and Rayid Gram Swing, WOL Washon and Liberty Broadcasting
tem, treasurer. Ann M. Cor, Transradio Press Service; Ru)h Block, representative for
;t Coast stations, and Robert
:ormick, NBC-TV Washington,
e elected members-at-large.
r. Shadel, who also assumes the
of chairman of the Radio Coriondents Assn.'s executive com, and other officers are exed to be installed at the
espondents annual dinner for
President at the Statler Hotel,
;hington, Feb. 3. Mr. Seavey,
succeeds Francis W. Tully Jr.,
.hington Reporters Inc., as vice
ident, also will serve as vice
rman of the executive comee.
'r. Shadel started his radio
er at WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.,
932, later becoming public reins director of the National
Assn. From 1943 to 1944 he
ed as war correspondent for
in Italy and at other battlets. In 1945 he was assigned
ie staff of WTOP Washington,
CBS owned-and-operated staHe joined the correspondents
ciation that same year.
DADC

ASTING

70% of CBS commercial shows
and
NTROL'
O
C
50% of NBC's are network-controlled, whereas a considerable majority of all shows on the air a year
ago were handled by independent
packagers or agencies.
Mr. Ellis' agency itself pioneered
in development of many top TV
shows. Its 1950 billings amounted
to $1.3 million for radio and $4
million for television.
The Kudner executive stressed
that television produces spectacular results when all factors are
right, and conceded that networks
are entitled to some control over
talent and production. But the
trend now, he asserted, is in the
direction of "complete and monopolistic" control by networks.
"Three years ago," he said, "the
top TV show on the air cost about
$10,000 a week for an hour program— $2,000 being for time and
$8,000 for entertainment.
Cost Mounts
"Now, and in only three years'
time," he continued, "the cost of
a top show for one hour a week has
mounted to $100,000. Time has
gone up to $36,000 and entertainment to $60,000 or more.
"This means that to put on a good
show on a yearly basis an adver-

• Telecasting

by Ellis

tiser must think in terms of a $4
million annual budget — and this, of
course, is for TV alone without
taking other advertising media into
consideration."
He said inter-network competition has reached a point of outright
"audience stealing, with networks
bidding fabulous prices which few
sponsors can justifiably pay. With
individual stars getting as much
as $40,000 for a single performance,
a lot of harm has been done."
Mr. Ellis feared present trends
mean "we soon can arrive at the
time when the networks provide all
the entertainment." This, he said,
"would be contrary to the challenge
of free competition, and the inherent dangers in it are obvious."
No 'Strait jacket'
He called upon "the people responsible for the destiny of television" to "stop, look and listen."
"They already have a monopoly
of the air waves, which is unavoidable," he said. "Television may
prove to be the most powerful selling medium we have ever seen, but
monopolizing TV entertainment is
hard to justify as serving in anyone's best interests. We don't
want to be put into a straitjacket
when it comes to entertainment."

May
APPEAL to the U. S. Supreme
Court by the Justice Dept. as well
as the Lorain (Ohio) Journal
loomed as a prospect last week following U. S. District Judge Emerich B. Freed's decree against the
Journal, first newspaper found
guilty of anti-trust practices
against a radio station [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Jan. 8].
Counsel for the Journal filed
notice of appeal last Monday, three
days after Judge Freed issued his
decree in Cleveland. Justice Dept.
officials also were understood to be
considering an appeal, on the
ground that the terms of the decree
are inadequate.
Judge Freed refused, after hearing argument on Monday, a Journal request that effectiveness of the
decree be stayed pending a Supreme Court decision. It therefore
becomes effective today (Jan. 15).
The Justice Dept. had submitted
exhibits claiming the Journal did
not abide by the substance of Judge
Freed's opinion in the case pending issuance of his decree.
The Journal, its owners and two
other principal executives were
found guilty of anti-trust violations in refusing to accept the advertising of local merchants who
also bought time on WEOL-AMFM Elyria-Lorain [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Sept. 4, Oct. 2,
Nov. 6, 1950].
The Justice Dept. had proposed
sweeping terms for inclusion in the

Charged

final judgment, while counsel for
the Journal contended the newspaper should merely be forbidden
to reject advertising solely because
the advertiser also uses WEOLAM-FM.
E'
Judge
Freed
incorporated some
CAS
of the Justice Dept.'s proposed
terms into his decree, but omitted
others.
The judgment restrains the Journal from refusing to accept advertising, and from making discriminations, "where the reason for
such refusal or discrimination is,
in whole or in part, express or implied, that the [advertiser] has
advertised, advertises, has proposed or proposes to advertise in
or through any other advertising
medium."Forbidden Practices
The forbidden discriminations
apply to "price, space, arrangement, location, commencement or
period of insertion or any other
terms or conditions of publication
of advertisement or advertiseSimilarly, the newspaper is restrained from "cancelling, termiments." nating, refusing to renew or in any
manner impairing" any advertising contract for the reason "in
whole or in part," that the advertiser uses, has used, or proposes to
use any other medium.
The decree also forbids the Journal to accept any advertising on

1 I

BOB HOPE isn't kidding as he puts
his name to an exclusive long-term
radio and television contract with
NBC. John K. West, vice president
in charge of NBC Western network,
supervises the signing [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan. 8].
Asserting that "the customer
should have some rights," he said
that "at least we can call a halt and
give the independent sources a
chance to find if there isn't some
way to keep talent costs from
going out of the reach of everyone
— and thereby hurting TV, talent,
TV owners, and the industry as a

whole." Strong
Ask
er

Ruling

the condition (express or implied)
that the advertiser shall not use
any other advertising medium or
shall use only the Journal.
Once a week for 25 weeks, the
judgment continues, the Journal
must publish "a notice which shall
fairly and fully apprise the readers
thereof of the substantive terms of
this judgment." The notice must
be "placed in a conspicuous locaIn addition, the decree requires
that the Journal and the individual defendants must keep for five
years "all books and records, which
shall include all correspondence,
memoranda,
reports and other
tion."
writings,
relating to the subject
matter of this judgment."
Within 10 days, the Journal must
give written notification of the
terms of the decree to "any officers,
agents, employes, and any other
persons acting for, through or nnder defendants or any of them,"
and must advise them "that each
and every such person is subject to
theSuch
provisions
this also
judgment."
persons ofmust
be told
that copies of the decree are "readily available" to them.
On reasonable written notice
from top Justice Dept. officials, the
Journal must give Justice Dept.
representatives access (during office hours) to records relating to
the anti-trust case in order to as(Continued on page 79)
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Briefed

on

World

Crisis

At White House Session
AD COUNCIL
MEMBERS of the Advertising Council, representing all branches ofi
the advertising industry, were brought up to date on national and world
developments at the Seventh White House Conference held Thursday
in Washington.
Facing the possibility of greatly expanded need for
advertising service as a means of *
mustering public opinion behind
ing; Felix W. Coste, Coca-Cola Co.;
Gardner Cowles, Cowles stations and
the nation's needs, the council heard
government officials explain the publications; Dr. Allen B. DuMont
military, defense, diplomatic and and Comdr. Mortimer Loewi, DuMont
TV Network; Frank M. Folsom, RCA;
domestic situations.
Clarence Francis, General Foods
With Dr. John R. Steelman, AsCorp.; Frederic R. Gamble, American
sistant to the President, presiding,
Assn. of Advertising Agencies; Robthe
council
opened
its
session
at
ert M. Gray, Esso Standard Oil Co.;
TO MAKE sure he dresses as a Texan should, Portland Ad Club furnishes
the Pentagon. Speaking on the Justin Miller and Ralph W. HaTdy,
spurs and sombrero for Arden X. Pangborn, former KGW Portland gen. mgr.
military situation were George C. NAB; Joseph Katz, Joseph Katz Co.;
and Oregonian business mgr., who assumes managership of WOAI-AM-TV
Marshall, Secretary of Defense;
Edgar Kobak, consultant; Col. Harry
San Antonio today (Monday). L to r: Roy Baker, KOMO Seattle coml. mgr.;
George Griffis, club pres. and Oregonian prom, mgr.; Mr. Pangborn; H Frank Pace Jr., Secretary of the Klein, Texas Co.; Henry G. Little,
Quenton Cox, KGW gen. mgr.
Army; Maj. Gen. Stanley L. Scott, Campbell-Ewald Co.; Paul W. MorJoint Chiefs of Staff; Anna M. ency, WTIC Hartford; Charles G.
Rosenberg, Assistant Secretary of Mortimer Jr., General Foods Co.;
Howard J. Morgens, Procter & GamDefense; John D. Small, chairman,
ble Co.; A. C. Nielsen, A. C. Nielsen
Munitions Board; Brig. Gen. A.
Wesley I. Nunn, A. W Peake,
Robert Ginsburgh, Office of the Co.;
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana; Stuart
Secretary of Defense; Clayton
Peabody, Borden Co.; Theodore S.
Fritchey, director of public infor- Repplier, Advertising Council; James
Rotto, The Hecht Co.; J. P. Spang Jr.,
mation, Dept. of Defense.
Gillette Safety Razor Co.; Frank
At a Statler Hotel luncheon
Charles E. Wilson, director, Office Stanton, CBS; Niles Trammell, NBC:
Paul B. West, Assn. of National Adof Defense Mobilization, reviewed
vertisers; Frank White, MBS; Mark
the defense production crisis.
Woods, ABC.
State Dept. officials went into the
diplomatic situation during the
afternoon. Discussing diplomacy
were Dean G. Acheson, Secretary of FCBA MEET
To Hear Judge Prettyman
State; Robert G. Barnes, chief of
ONE
of
approximately
1,000
twopolicy
reports,
Dept.
of
State;
BEAMING Robert
approvalR. ofNelson,
the judges'
"CAN the Record in Administralayer birthday cakes distributed to George W. Perkins, George C. Mcdecision,
mgr.,
tive Proceedings be Reduced in
advertisers and agency men in CleveGhee,
Dean
Rusk
and
Edward
W.
WARD Johnstown, Pa., welcomes
land, New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Volume?"
will be the subject of ar
Barrett,
Assistant
Secretaries
of
home Mrs. America for 1950-51,
and Los Angeles by WGAR Cleveland
address by Judge E. Barretl
State.
Betty Eileen McAllister, who repreto mark its 20th anniversary, is visPrettyman of the U.S. Circuit
sented WARD. Mr. Nelson presents
ibly appreciated by George Backus
Council Work Expanded
Court
of Appeals for the District
her gift album of transcriptions and
(I), Edward Petry & Co., and Dick
of Columbia at the annual meet
A reception for council members
Grahl, Wm. Esty Co., both N. Y.
photographs of the recent contest.
and government officials was held ing of the Federal Communication;
Bar Assn. to be held Jan. 26.
at the Washington Post with Eugene Meyer, Post board chairman,
Judge Prettyman is also chair
and Philip L. Graham, publisher,
man of the Advisory Committee or
as hosts.
Anti-Trust and Administrativ<
Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Trial Procedure, having been ap
pointed to that post by Chief Jus
Commerce, addressed the council
tice Fred M. Vinson.
Thursday evening at a Carlton
Hotel dinner.
The same subject topic, as i
Work of the council, serving as pertains to FCC hearings, will b<
a liaison between the government
discussed by a round table consist
and advertising industry, has been
ing of two members of the ba:
association and two FCC exam
expanded since the Korean war.
Up to that time council messages,
iners. Presiding over the round
table will be John P. Carr, chair
placed on media through adverman of the Annual Meetinj
tisers and agencies, had dealt with
savings bonds and similar public Committee.
service causes.
CONGRATULATIONS are offered by PBS Star Connie Haines visits folks
Participants in the roundtabL
CBS Vice President and KCBS San down in Biloxi, Miss., in interview
With the Korean crisis the counwill be FCC examiners J. D. Bon<
with Gene Robinson, WVMI Biloxi
cil has turned its attention to needs
Francisco General Manager Arthur
and Fanny Litvin with associatioi
announcer, and Col. Kirkendahl,
Hull Hayes (I) to Bill Nietfeld, new
of the armed forces and messages
members Arthur W. Scharfeld ani
Keesler
Air
Force
Base,
Biloxi.
WVMI
director of news, special events and
connected with mobilization and John H. Midlen. Chairmen of th
is
PBS
outlet
in
Biloxi.
public affairs at KCBS.
defense. Frank presentation of the 14 association committees will the;
PALMA SHARD, attractive nightly
"JUST fish in' and golf in' " are the background behind current prob- report on the annual work of thei
future plans of Carter Ringlep (r),
newscaster for KFI-TV Los Angeles,
lems was given the council to pre- groups, and the meeting will clos
retires as asst. gen. mgr. of
"slants" some wire service copy so who
pare it for the more urgent job with the election of officers. Th
KMOX
St.
Louis.
Gen.
Mgr.
John
that General Manager George Whitahead.
Akerman
bids
the
radio
veteran
goodmeeting will be held at a luncheo
ney can read it. Nightly news show
The council some months ago in the Willard Hotel.
bye. Mr. Ringlep has also worked at
is sponsored by GallenKamp Shoes
other west and midwest outlets.
volunteered its services in putting
The annual dinner will be heL
through McNeill & McCleery Inc.
the advertising industry behind the at 7 p.m. on the same day in th
defense drive.
Mayflower Hotel, with FCC Chaii
Among council members regis- man Wayne Coy and other Com
tered for the meeting were:
missioners, as well as heads o
FCC departments, hearing exair
Elon G.
Borton,
AdvertisingFederation of America; Lee H. Bristol, iners,
members of Senate an
Bristol-Myers; Harry A. Bullis and House radio
committees and othe
Samuel C. Gale, General Mills; Robgovernment officials interested i
ert Coleson, Advertising' Council;
radio invited to attend.
Fairfax M. Cone, Foote, Cone & BeldBROADCASTING
Telecastin

IDEA

AWAR

INNERS in the annual contest
the National Retail Dry Goods
sn. for retail radio programs
re announced Thursday at the
ise of the NRDGA annual conntion, Jan. 8-11, at the Statler
)tel, New York, by Howard P.
nahams, manager of the Assoition's sales promotion division.
'This year's contest showed con-

Direct

clusively that retailers are using
radio advertising as a direct sales
promotion tool instead of a purely
institutional medium," Mr. Abrahams said. "In every case the
entries were documented by a complete statement of results obtained
from the radio programs submitHugh M. P. Higgins, director of
ted.."

Selling

Todies

Cited

Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
which co-sponsored the contest,
presented the top awards at the
sales promotion session Thursday
afternoon. "You have helped radio
stations everywhere," he told the
award recipients, "to give you more
effective and better service."
Mr. Abrahams said that, in a
departure from past procedure,
"the judges decided to make additional awards to stores for special
achievements of the coordination
of radio with other store promotion
devices and for the comprehensive

"MILLION-dollar medicine man," La.
NRDGA Awards for Best Programs of 1950
State Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc (I),
sets
cop for J. Neil Reagan, manager
Kirven
Co.,
Columbus,
Ga.,
for
Hi
tores Winning Awards for CoTimes (WRBL).
dinated Use of Radio With Other
of Hollywood office of McCannErickson and vice president of HollyPrograms Beamed to Children:
Media
wood Ad Club, at Jan. 8 luncheon
use of radio."
First Prize (two awards): PomProgram Information
^arge
Stores:
Schuneman's
Inc.,
St.
where Sen. LeBlanc was guest
nl.
eroy's Inc., Pottsville, Pa., for Zipper
Information concerning the win- speaker. Addressing 400 members
Small Stores: George Wyman Inc., Wilson Show ( WPAM ) ; and SageAllen Co. of Hartford, Conn., for
ning programs, Mr. Abrahams said, and guests, he told how radio and
ath Bend, Ind.
Kiddie Corner (WCCC).
will be saved for a library availnewspaper advertising boosted his
mprehensive Use of Radio:
Second Prize: Benjamin's of Salisable to other stores for use in guid- patent medicine, Hadacol, into $20
^arge
bury, Md., for Benjamin's Pigtail Club
ing their own radio activities. A million business after start on bortonio. Stores: Joske's of Texas, San
( WBOC).
rowed $2,500. Current monthly
> mall Stores: George Wyman Inc.,
book
containing formats, scripts,
Third Prize: Lowenstein's, Memphis,
Hadacol spot budget is $225,000.
jth Bend, Ind.
for Junior Theatre of the Air promotion tie-ins, and results of
(WREC).
ograms
Beamed to General
winning programs is planned
additional awards.)
For Saturation Spot Campaigns:
mi!y :
jointly by NRDGA and BAB for
As to the success of George Wyrelease this spring, he said.
Grand Prize: Joske's of Texas, San
^arge Stores:
Antonio.
man radio activities, Mr. Robinson
An
illuminating
dissection
of
the
Inc.,
St.
st prize:
Schuneman's
First Prize: George Wyman & Co., program which won the grand
said, "one conclusion stands out
jl,
for Red
Rooster
program
South Bend, Ind.
above all others: we started with
DGY).
award for programs beamed to a confidence
in the ability of radio
nd prize: Luckey Piatt & Co.,
Second
Prize: Pomeroy's Inc., Pottswomen's
audience,
the
time,
the
ville,
Pa.
aghkeepsie, N. Y., for Luckey Star
to
do
a
selling
job. Then we applied
Third Prize: Wolf and Dessauer Inc., place, the tune, of George Wy(WKIP).
all the old tried-and-true selling
man & Co., South Bend, Ind., was
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.
rd prize: John Gerber Co., MemNew prize for the manufacturer or given at the sales promotion sesis, for Memphis Mid-South Today
Out of three radio stations in
Tomorrow fWMCl.
organization which did the most for
sion
by
the
winner's
advertising
diSouth
Bend, he said, they chose
formulas."
rector,
Paul
C.
Robinson.
(George
[onorable Mention: Morris Sachs
retail sales during the year.
(Continued
on page 66)
Chicago, for its Amateur Hour
Hopalong Cassidy enterprises.
Wyman & Co. programs won four
ENR and WENR-TV).
pecial Award for service in the
lie interest: McCurdy & Co., Roter, N. Y., for Little Symphony
gram (WHAM),
mall Stores:
kd owns
Ad Groups Set Standard Brea
st prize: Philips Department Store,
POPULATION
Central (Ohio, Ind., 111., Mich.,
aha, for Good Morning from Philips RECOMMENDATIONS of Ameri(C) Value of owner-occupied homes
)IL).
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
—divided into: Under $3,000, $3,- Wis.), West North Central (Minn.,
nd Prize: A. Steiger & Co., Holyoke,
Iowa, Mo., N. D., S. D., Neb.,
American Marketing Assn. and
001-4,999, $5,000-7,499, $7,500-9,999,
Assn. of National Advertisers for $10,000-14,999, $15,000 and over.
s., for Steiger's Breakfast Hour
Kans.), South Atlantic (Del., Md.,
HYN).
D. C, Va., W. Va.. N. C, S. C,
"standard breakdowns for popula3. Education — no school years
rd prize: Pomeroy's Inc., Pottsville,
tion data in media and market surfor Pomeroy Family Hour
completed, less than five years of Ga., Fla.), East South Central (Ky.,
PAM).
veys" were issued last Thursday in
Tenn., Ala., Miss.), West South
a four-page folder released jointly grammar school completed, 5-8 Central (Ark., La., Okla., Tex.),
■grams Beamed to a Woman's
years
of
grammar
school
completed,
by the three organizations.
dience:
Mountain (Mont., Idaho, Wyo., Col.,
1-3 years of high school completed,
Noting that the recommended
arge Stores:
N.
M., Ariz., Utah, Nev.), Pacific
rand Award: Sibley, Lindsay & breakdowns "will meet the needs of four years of high school com(Wash.,
Ore., Calif.).
pleted,
1-3
years
of
college
commost
studies
involving
population
r, Rochester, N. Y., for Tower
After
Walter
Barber of Compton
pleted,
four
or
more
years
of
col•k Time (WHAM),
statistics," the three organizations
Advertising Inc. pointed out the
mall Stores:
lege completed.
in a joint foreword state that "all
rand Award: George Wyman & Co., organizations
4. Occupation — divided into pro- "pressing need" for standard breakwhich conduct market
fessional and technical workers,
th Bend, Ind., for The Time, The and media research are encouraged
downs of population data in an address at the AAAA Eastern Annual
■e, The Tune (WSBT).
non-farm managers, officials, proto
adopt
these
standard
breakirst Prize: C. K. Whitner Co. Inc.,
conference two years ago the
downs in order that their surveys
prietors; farmers and farm manding, Pa., for The Nan Heckman
agers, farm laborers and foremen;
may be compared with census data
AAAA Committee on Research apw (WEEU).
and with each other, and thus be of clerical and kindred workers, sales
pointed Richard L. Edsall of the
icond Prize: Nelson's of Jamesworkers; craftsmen, foremen and James Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston,
i, N. Y., for From My House to greater value to all users."
kindred
workers,
operatives
and
Recommended breakdowns cover
as a sub-committee of one to in>-s (WJTN).
non-farm laborers; service workers,
vestigate the matter. The AMA
faird Prize: Linn and Scruggs Co., six ways of analyzing the populaincluding private household; unemCommittee on Marketing Research
=atur, 111., for Something to Talk tion:
ut (WDZ).
ployed, housewives, students, re- Techniques, headed by Dr. Hans
1. Age groups — to be divided into
tired, others not in labor force.
onorable Mention: Pomeroy's Inc., five-year groups ranging from
Zeisel of The Tea Bureau, and the
sville, Pa., for Pomeroy's Sunshine
ANA Research Committee, headed
5.
Community
size
—
divided
into:
under
5,
5-9,
9-14,
etc.
to
a
general
(WPAM) ; L. L. Stearns. & Sons,
Rural farm, rural non-farm; places by Richard H. Moulton of General
lumping
: viamsport,
65" class. of oldsters into an "over
2,500-9,999; 10,000-24,999; 25,000Foods, also lent assistance and
(WNPA ).Pa., for Sally Ll'son
last fall the standard breakdowns
49,999; 50,000- 99,999; 100,000-249,2. (A) Income — to be broken
grams Beamed to Teen Agers:
999; 250,000-499,999; 500,000-999,were approved by the boards of
rst Prize: George Wyman & Co., down by $1,001 units from Under
999; 1,000,000 and over.
AAAA, AMA and ANA. In de$1,000, $1,000-1,999, etc. to $10,000
h Bend, Ind., for Teen Time
veloping the standards, NAB and
6. Regions — grouped as New
iSBT).
and over. (B) Rental — to be graded
England
(Me.,
N.
H.,
Vt.,
Mass.,
other media associations were connnorable Mention: J. L. Brandeis
as follows: Under $20, $20-29.99,
sulted, as well as many individual
>ns, Omaha, for Campus Cavalcade
$30-30.99, $40-40.99, $50-74.99, $75- R. I., Conn.), Middle Atlantic
research authorities.
{ball Roundtable (KFAB); J. A. 99.99, $100-149.99, $150 and over.
(N. Y., N. J., Pa.), East North
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FCC,
'H
reaching
in that it would extend to
OM
FCC and
the IN
Continental
G'Air ComPR
OBL
EM
mand are currently evolving a periods
of "strained
international
relations?"
Would
that not include
plan whereby broadcasting- stations
would be permitted to remain on the present period?
A — The bill is intended for use only
the air in the event of imminent or
in more severe times, and the lanactual air attack, and yet not lend
guage conceivably could be tightened
themselves as "homing" devices for up to serve
its purpose. It could be
enemy bombers.
present situation, but
the
to
applied
Meanwhile, the Federal Civil Deprobably wouldn'tanybe.conflict between
fense Administration, armed with
q — Do you see
legislative authority but still lack- the military's position that radio-TV
ing funds, has delayed issuance of signals should be curtailed in certain
its communications manual to state
instances and contention of Civil
and city civil defense planners
Defense authorities that communicapending an answer to two vital
? is the "nerve system" of defensetions
questions :
A — No more conflict than is inher@ Will such a plan, when it
ently present when two agencies try
finally materializes, resolve the
achieve different aims and purto
perplexing problem of "radio siposes. It's a question of liaison —
lence?"
of working something out between
# What frequencies will be asdefense offithe Pentagon and iscivil
signed in the amateur radio band
doubtless being
cials. The plan
for participation of "hams" in civil worked out now.
defense operation?
Q — Has Mr. Leva (Marx Leva, AsSome light was thrown last week
sistant Secretary of Defense) indion these and other questions now
cated, as charged in published reunder study by the FCC, Dept. of
ports, that the bill is designed to
stations whose sigDefense and Civil Defense Admincurb nalshigh
travel power
further?
istation as military authorities
A — No, he hasn't. In that connecprepared to resubmit, to the 82d
tion, certain newspaper editorials
Congress, a proposal to empower
have all been off base when they
the President to "control" radio-TV
claim that the military wants to
take over radio-TV broadcasting, or
signals and other "electro-magnetic
radiations" [BROADCASTING • TELthat the plan is directed at the more
ECASTING, Jan. 8, Dec. 25, 1950].
powerful stations, or could be used
for propaganda. The bill is designed
New Proposal Seen
to cover all stations, with radiations
A Defense Dept. attorney said prescribed within the bill.
Q — Assuming. the bill were enacted
military officials will send to Capitol Hill another proposal along
similarly stringent lines. Technically, the military's proposed bill
died with the 81st Congress.
The recommendation, if enacted
into law, would extend Sec. 606 of
ACE
RSER
HOLONG
FCC'S
FORESEEN investhe Communications Act, which
tigation into horserace programgives the President in times of proming throughout the U. S. broke
claimed emergency the power to siinto the open last week as the Comlence or take over, or to suspend or
mission ordered all broadcast staamend the rules applicable to, extions—AM,
FM and TV — to return
facilicommunications
ties. isting radio
by Feb. 12 a detailed questionnaire
on their race information broadUnder the Defense Dept. pro• Telecast[Broadcasting
posal, the President could exercise
ing,casts
June 20,
1949].
control, not only in times of actual
Indicating the chips are down in
war and proclaimed emergency,
a serious venture to settle the issue
but also "during strained internawhich has been hotly contested betional relations."
fore both FCC and Congress, inIn view of confusion and controformed Commission spokesmen last
versy surrounding the plan, the week stated the probe may mean:
department official last week was
Renewal Proceedings Seen
asked by Broadcasting • Tele$ License renewal proceedings
casting with
toclarify
the military's
sition
answers
to a set poof for stations whose racing shows
queries. Since officials declined to are found to contain what FCC
be quoted, a paraphrase of the ex- may consider as possible aid to ilchange follows:
legal gambling or unbalanced proq — in view of the fact that the
as airing of regramming, such or
sults with little
no delay and
military, through the President as
Commander-in-Chief, already has the excessive details on track conditions, scratches, jockeys, etc.
power to silence radio-TV stations,
how does the Defense Dept. justify
"conclusions"
Commiss
this proposal?
gs"ion's
in the WTUX Wiland9 "findin
A — The department has such power,
mington, Del., case — "which estabof course, but radio is only one
lished the principle" — may be
phase of the plan. We are trying
to get legal authority to control all FCC's yardstick of comparison.
© General rule - making proradiations which might lend themceeding may ensue to determine
selves to home aircraft and then
specific regulations, but because of
issue regulations on a standby basis.
We need formal authority.
the WTUX "precedent" ruling
q — Do y0U feel that the bill is farthose licensees found in "violation"
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in present form, how would the chain
of command work? Would you tell
stations to go off the air if necessary ?
A — We would tell them — that is, we
would tell the FCC which in turn
would tell them. It's my understandFCC personnel would man
it. ing thatcontrols.
certain
FCC would handle
A similar group of questions was
put to Civil Defense officials in an
attempt to obtain an up-to-date picture of planning. Again, a paraphrase follows:
Q — What is the status at present
of civil defense communications
planning. How far along are you on
getting out a technical manual?
Manual Delayed
A — We have delayed the manual
until we get the answer to two big
problems: What to do with broadcasting stations and what the exact role
of the radio amateurs will be. In
the last war the 2% mc amateur band
was reactivated with the title, War
Emergency Radio Service, comprising
some 5,000 units. On broadcast stations, the Continental Air Command
and FCC have been working on a
plan for stations to remain on the
air and not serve as homing devices.
The plan was tested in New York
this (last) week. Similar tests were
held last month.
Q — What about the amateur frequencies ? have been a series of
A — There
meetings in recent months with the

OWS
maySH
not expect relief of their cases
through such a proceeding.
© Possible resulting enactment
of federal legislation, as previously
proposed, which was seen strengthening FCC's stand in all respects
and not able to modify or reverse
the Commission's position.
In its decision to deny license renewal to WTUX, the Commission
concluded the station's former race
programs were of a "high degree
of aid" to local bookmakers
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Oct. 16, 1950]. The WTUX ease
had originated upon complaint of
local police authorities, FCC said.
WTUX, however, in petitioning
for reconsideration vigorously attacked the Commission ruling as
unconstitutional and program censorship. WTUX has charged the
decision was unfair because other
stations were known to be airing
data of more value to gamblers and
FCC failed to take action against
them, noting two Commissioners
in dissenting opinions considered
the denial too severe a penalty
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Nov.
13].

Work

For

Solution

military, FCC and Civil Defense officials. FCC is expected to announce
a tentative agreement shortly which
would assign an undetermined portion of the amateur band over to
civil defense, and let the amateur;
know where they stand so they can
buy appropriate equipment. Obvious
ly,
they can't
now for fear that fre
quencies
will change.
Q — What is civil defense's position
with respect to the Dept. of Defense
radiation control bill. Is there a
conflict?
A — Not necessarily. Although the
bill would only give the military
power it already has. The bill was
urged by the Air Force. The President has the power to control, or
designate the agency which would
control, radio-TV signals, which presumably would be FCC. The military
have repeatedly stressed, incidentally,
that as far as civil defense communications goes, it wants no part
of it "and that it should be run by
civilians.
Q— Under the CD bill the President
could delegate certain powers to the
CD administrator upon declaration
of a civil defense emergency. Who
else could take stations off the air?
A — The governors of the states, in
lieu of action taken by local civil
defense officials, could commandeer
communications in the event of local
emergency.
Q — Exactly what role will broadcast stations play in the civil defense
A — We? would like to see stations
picture
(Continued on page 79 )

FCC Pfobe ****
tions concerning the extent to which
information relating to horse racingis broadcast. You are, therefore, requested to complete the enclosed
questionnaire and return it to the
Commission not later than February
12, 1951.
Where the licensee operates more
than one station, separate questionnaire forms shall be completed and
returned except that in the case of
joint AM-FM operation when AM programs are simultaneously duplicated
by the naire
FMform station,
one questionneed be only
returned.
By Direction of the Commission,
(Signed) T. J. Secretary.
Slowie,
The questionnaire must be signed
by the licensee or permittee if an
individual, by a partner of the license /permit e ifa partnership,
or by an officer of the licensee /permittee if a corporation or association. The form noted that Sec.
1.001, title 18, of the U. S. Criminal
Code "makes it a criminal offense
to make a willfully false statement
or representation to any Department or Agency of the United
States as to any matter within

This is what FCC wrote last itsAll
jurisdiction."
stations are required to anthe first question in the form,
week "to all radio broadcast li- with swer
one
of two situations to be
tionnaire: censees" when submitting the queschecked: "(a) Station does not
regularly broadcast any program
The Commission wishes to obtain
(Continued on page 81)
information from all broadcast staBROADCASTING
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JEIAC

EVEN

AN

BETTER

TODAY!

BUY

Says Edward Whitley
of Badger and Browning &
Hersey, Inc.

KDAL has always been
included on our radio
lists in the past as it
assured us of effective
coverage of DuluthSuperior, northwestern
Wisconsin, and the important Iron Range
area; also, of course,
because of the excellent showing it has
made in listening
surveys.

Now that the new BMB
shows KDAL with even
greater penetration in
all these areas than
ever before, we believe
KDAL represents an
even better buy today.

KDAL

"V
Page 28
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ELECTRONIC-PRODUCTION picture as it confronts manufacturers
for the months ahead, with special emphasis on material and manpower problems, will be microscoped today (Monday) in toplevel discussions among high industry advisory and government
procurement officials.
Members of the Joint Electronics
J Industry Advisory Committee,
comprising key firms in the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. and headed
by Fred Lack, Western Electric
Co., are slated to confer with the
Defense Dept.'s Munitions Board
and other interested federal departments at the Pentagon.
The impact of curtailment of
raw materials on present output
and the probable effect on industry's capacity to meet the expected deluge of defense orders
will be laid before sympathetic authorities of the Munitions Board,
National Security Resources Board
Defense Dept. officers and the
Dept.
of Authority.
Commerce's National
Production
Manufacturers have had problems, too, in obtaining defense
contracts — or at least in receiving actual "Do" orders which
would permit them to continue
smooth-flowing electronics operation in the interim, Marvin Hobbs,
electronics chief of. the Munitions
Board, told Broadcasting • Telecasting last week. They must be
enabled to gear their facilities to
a "tremendous program" contemplated by the government for the

to Discuss

next 18 months, he feels [BROADCASTING •Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Some of the smaller firms have
complained, Mr. Hobbs said, that
they have not been getting a large
enough
of the
government's
electronicshare
dollar.
According
to the
Defense Dept., which released some
figures last week, the smaller companies on the whole have received
about 73% of the total purchases
of military supplies, services and
construction, though in dollar
value they realized about 25% of
the total for expended defense orders. The sum was slightly higher— 30% — for contracts covering
communication equipment.
Industry Opinion
On the other hand, some larger
companies feel that the government has concentrated its orders
too heavily in the smaller segments
of industry, and that they should
be spread around among a greater
number of firms.
Industry firms which will be represented at the Pentagon session
are expected to relate in great detail certain problems stemming
from shortage of metals, like cobalt, aluminum, copper and nickel.
The metals shortage discussion
probably will be handled at government level by Donald Parris,
deputy director of the National
Production Authority's Electronics
Division, who is expected to reiterate his belief that component
parts firms, above all others,
should be sustained with adequate
NPA Receives Plan
From Task Group

With

Defense

Dept.

materials since resistors, capacisupply.tors and other parts are in short
Procurement officers of the
Army Signal Corps, Air Force and
Navy, along with the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and other groups, will outline expected military needs — only
thus far blueprinted because Congress has yet to receive President
Truman's
tal budget.new military supplemenWhatever Congress approves
and it has been estimated between
$12 and $15 billion — electronics
will derive a substantial share.
The Chief Executive already has
called for an almost four-fold output of such equipment.
Joint Electronics Industry Advisory "task groups," set up last
summer [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 21, 1950], also are
expected to submit fact-finding
reports
on particular equipment
items.
One such group met last Tuesday with government officials.
The inter-association division of
the RTMA Transmitter Committee met with munitions officials
to explore a definite specification
for transmitters sought by the
military. Signal Corps and other
service personnel participated.
Picture Changed
The picture has changed substantially since five months ago —
when the JEIAC met at the Pentagon to hold similar discussions —
with manufacturers facing stringent metal cutbacks and forecasts
of civilian curtailment up to 50%.
Prospect at that time was an estimated 20% or 25%, though actual civilian cutbacks are not expected to be felt materially until
this spring.

A PROGRAM to conserve the supply of materials for maintenance and
repair of radio and television sets and household electrical appliances
Adding to the list of scarce items.
was recommended to the National Production Authority Tuesday by the
NPA a fortnight ago proposed an
Task Group of its Radio, Television and Household Appliance Wholesale
order to curb civilian use of bariAdvisory Committee.
um carbonate, and titanate used in
livered into local scrap channels
The task group, under Civilian
the manufacture of radio-TV vacreturned to the manufacturer
Chairman James H. Simon, pres- or
uum tubes. The material, now in
or distributor for salvage.
ident of the Simon Distributing
short supply, will be needed for
Use
of
critical
materials
by
Corp. of Washington and Baltiradar tubes and manufacture of
manufacturers to fulfill certified
more, unanimously recommended
condensors
and insulators. Disorders would be in addition to that
the program as a means of assurtribution after "Do" orders are.
ing continuation of radio and TV
accommodated will be directed
existing NPA "L"
under Manufacturers
permitted
or
"M" orders.
disset and other appliance mainteamong
civilian users.
nance and repair during defense
continuing production of an appliWhile barium carbonate has
ance
would
be
permitted
to
produce
preparations.
been essential in the rapid expanThe resolution, adopted at a enough repair and replacement
sion of the television industry,
parts to assure a normal supply
Chicago meeting of the task group,
James SecreSt, general manager
for
repair
and
maintenance
of
preasks that any wholesale or retail
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
viously produced appliances during
distributor of maintenance and re- their normal
expressed belief that the impact
life.
pair parts be prohibited from or"would
not be too critical."
Civilian
Chairman
Simon
said
dering new parts if his inventory
In other actions last week the
of those parts is, or would become,
that, in the light of past experiMunitions Board announced realmore than necessary for him to
ence, the Task Group felt continuaignment of its structure to attain
tion
of
maintenance
and
repair
operate at his scheduled rate for
more efficient operation. The
the next 120 days.
services "is easily one of the most
In ordering parts, wholesale and important considerations at this
board divided functions into fou:'
categories, each to be headed by a
retail distributors would be recivilian vice chairman, covering
quired to certify that delivery will
He expressed hope that the remanagement (manpownot push their inventories above
commended program "will be put production
er, electronics, etc), requirements,
the prescribed ceiling; that the into effect as soon as possible so
stockpiling and supply. Under
to insure a minimum of diffi- requirements
parts will be used only for neces- astime."
will fall responsibility
culties and complications in the
sary repairs and replacements of
for priorities and controls. Stock all-important matter of servicing
existing sets and appliances; and
(Continued on page 81)
that replaced parts will be de- such items in consumer hands."
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FOR
A

WONW's
YEARLY
'2,8
00

SUBSCRIPTION
SALE

. . . because
the

station

an

TOTHAT
THE

APS

APS
LIBRARY...
MORE
THAN PAID

salesman

helped

SELL

Here's still another example of how personalized Associated Program
Service gives subscribers a "Library that Pays for Itself"! The case of
WONW, Defiance, Ohio, is typical. APS Field Representative Walter
Bates recently visited Defiance, to work with WONW's sales staff in
selling one of the top APS programs, The Stars Sing, featuring radio's
greatest singing talent.
With the WONW
SELLING The Stars Sing to the Huenefeld
Furniture Company of Bryan and Defiance,
Ohio, are Glenn R. Thayer, general manager
of WONW, Walter Bates, APS field representative who is describing the merits of the
series, and Gene Miller, commercial manager
of the station. Seated is Beulah Jaquith of
Huenefeld Furniture, with Roy Huenefeld
looking over her shoulder.

salesmen, he called on local prospects, backing up the

station's own efforts. Together, they signed the Huenefeld Furniture Company of Bryan and Defiance— not only for The Stars Sing but also a series
of spots to promote the series.
(In addition to this profitable sale, the WONW-APS sales team also found
a sponsor for a set of pre-Christmas jingles selected from the wide assortment of special material in the extensive APS library. Total revenue:
$2,800— or more than enough to pay WONW's
ciated Library for the entire year.)

subscription to the Asso-

The greatest proof of any library service's value is whether it pays for
itself. And the APS Library does... again and again, all over the country.
Under the APS service plan, APS field representatives visit your station
when you first subscribe, working as aggressively with your sales staff
as they did with WONW's. Six months later, there's another call to offer
further assistance — and, after that, you can count on regular visits at
least once a year.

Associated
SIGNING the contract for The Stars Sing,
plus a set of promotional announcements, is
Roy Huenefeld of the Huenefeld Furniture
Company. Watching, from left to right,
are Gene Miller and Glenn Thayer of WONW,
APS Field Representative Walter Bates,
and Beulah Jaquith of Huenefeld's.

Associated

"the

stations

Service

what

they

want

§
!

And that's SALES SERVICE ... sincere on-the-spot sales help... transcribed money-making sales meetings each month . . . regional sales and
programming clinics (watch for the schedule of dates soon) . . . monthly
bulletins, memos, newsletters . . . harder-selling sales presentations.
It's all yours— if you're an APS subscriber. And a few more stations still
can be. Send in the coupon and find out how little it costs for so much.

Program

151 West 46th Street, New

is giving

Program

York

Service
19, N. Y.

Maurice B. Mitchell, General Manager
Associated Program Service
151 West 46th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Tell me how the Associated library can help build income for
my station.
Name.
Title
City
Station.
Street ....

library

that pays

for itself"

Zone

State..

Officials

Radio
Market

Data

for
Oakland,
California
1. How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2. How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs,
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.
3. What does Hooper say?
KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
4- Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.
5. What about KLX results
...and promotion?
Just send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.
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Chart

HIGHER excise taxes on radio and
vertising as a capital expenditure
under the excess profits tax law.
television receivers
at U
theRmanuTS'
H
'
X
TA facturing level were being boomed
But reports persist that Congressional sentiment may force a reby administration and Congresexamination of the issue. ,
sional officials as the government
worked in high gear last week to
While the law permits institumap out a new revenue road to
tional advertising, providing it is
within the framework of the
offset its spending program.
The higher radio-TV set excise volume placed during the base
taxable years, the Secretary of the
rate would be part of a masterplan
to up the levies on a host of dur- Treasury prescribe policy.
If the revenue pinch becomes
able goods, according to current
painful enough, Congress may take
plans. However, other methods
of raising revenue are also being to the rostrum or to law making
considered, among them a general
in order to tighten this particular
aspect of excess profits regulation,
sales tax on the manufacturing
level which would not penalize any
it was understood.
In the radio-TV industry, the
special product.
Defense Profits Tax Committee,
It also is possible that the proposed sales tax would be combined
formed by Radio-Television Mfrs.
with a higher excise. In that case,
Assn. to study the impact of extelevision sets will have been taxed
cess profits taxes, has released its
three times successively within the report to members.
past six months. Early last fall,
Committee Review
Congress voted a 10% excise levy
The
committee,
under chairmanon sets.
ship of Glen McDaniel, RCA vice
Theme in Washington was a
president, reviewed Congressional
probable taxing of Americans "un- action from the profits bill's intil it hurts." Chairman Robert
troduction up to its final passage
Doughton (D-N. C), of the House
in the waning days of the 81st
Ways & Means Committee, who inCongress casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 8, 1].
President Truman's
expression included
surveying
the situation,
set
Mr. McDaniel recalled: "While
his sights on Feb. 1 for his comstill urging its 1949-50 income
mittee to begin its tax work.
test, the industry was able, as a
Harsh Income Tax
compromise matter, to obtain cerProm individual to corporation,
tain modifications of these provithe tax picture looks harsh for the
sions [on growth companies] which
income. Corporations already are resulted in providing benefits for
paying a higher tax on income
approximately two-thirds of the
and are confronted with a new ex- companies representing 85% of the
cess profits levy. There is every volume of the reporting comindication that the expected $60-$80
billion budget for government opFrom its computations, the comeration in the next fiscal year,
mittee concluded that the 41 members of the industry, who supplied
starting July 1, will bring governdata
to RTMA and who qualify for
ment requests for (1) a tighter
panies."
excess profits law, (2) higher cor- relief, would receive a total annual
tax savings of $14,099,000. Some
poration and individual income
rates, and (3) increased excises
19 companies, qualifying under the
House bill, would save $2,380,000
and possibly the sales tax.
because of Senate relief, the report
The government has been standstated.
ing pat on its thinking in regard
to the volume of institutional adApparently doomed, at least for

Revenue

Course

the foreseeable future, are bills introduced in the House (HR 1011,
Rep. John D. Dingell, Michigan
Democrat) and in the Senate (S
136, Sen. William Langer, North
Dakota Republican) to remove excise taxes on communications facilities including radio and television.
They were referred to the House
Ways & Means and Senate Finance
committees, respectively.

UNION DISPUTE
NLRB Asked to Arbitrate
JURISDICTIONAL struggle over
CBS white-collar employes in New
York — between Local H-63, Home
Office Employes Union, of International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators, and the
Distributive, Processing and Office Woi'ker of America — appeared
to be shaping up last week.
DPOWA, a new union formed by
the merging of United Office and
Professional Workers of America
and the Food, Tobacco and Agricultural Workers, both of which
were expelled from the CIO as proCommunist, is understood to be J
taking over for the UOPWA
whose present contract with CBS
for white-collar employes exph-es
Jan. 31.
CBS, in an office communication
to its employes a fortnight ago,
announced that it had questioned
DPOWA's right to represent them
and had asked the National Laboi
tion.
Relations Board to settle the quesHandbills Passed
Last week, although a CBS official said that no claim to represent the employes had been reby the network
frompassed
Loca"
H-63 ofceivedIATSE,
the latter
out handbills inviting CBS em
ployes to join. Presumably a;
soon as H-63 has acquired pledges
to join in sufficient number to com
ply with NLRB rules, it will file
as intervenor in the CBS-DPOW.4
dispute now before NLRB anj
formally claim the right to bar I
gain for CBS employes.
Local H-63 was organized ii
1945 to represent home-office em
ployes. Starting with the theatre]
it subsequently expanded to th<
New York Offices of Hollywooc
picture companies and film ex
changes.
It has clashed on nul
merous previous occasions wit) I
UOPWA.
FCC

Annual

Report

FCC's annual report for fiscal 19^
[Broadcasting • Telecasting
Jan. 8], is now available for 40
per copy from Superintendent o
Documents, Government Printin;
Office, Washington 25, D. C, th
Commission announced last weel
FCC said it does not make publi
distribution of the report.

LOOKING over new Free & Peters brochure, Radio News is Bigger Than You
Think, [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1], which proves that radio is still
America's number one news source, are (I to r) Ned Midgeiy, Ted Bates &
Co.; Jones Scovern, Free & Peters; Tom Harrington, Ted Bates & Co.; Russell
Woodward, Free & Peters; and MacDonald Dunbar, Ted Bates & Co.
BROADCASTING

Telelecastin

»

NEWS

AMERICAN

COAL

NEEDED

FOR

AND

VIEWS

EUROPEAN

REARMAMENT.

OF

COAL

A London dispatch reports that the state-controlled mines of Britain and Germany cannot produce enough coal to carry out Western Europe's rearmament. Although Britain
has begun a belated 15-year plan of modernization and mechanization, there is still not
enough coal. Many miners are quitting, dissatisfied with the unrealized benefits of
socialism, and production also lags because prohibitive taxes on wages encourage absenteeism. America's mines, however, are ready and able to meet the coal needs of
Western Europe in addition to America's demands.
MODERN

COAL-BURNING

LOCOMOTIVES

DOING

FINE JOB FOR N & W RY.

The Norfolk & Western Railway is described in a recent Business Week article as one of
the nation's most profitable railroads. Stating that the N & W uses coal-burning locomotives exclusively, the article says that Robert H. Smith, the road's president, is not impressed with so-called Diesel "savings"— figures usually arrived at by comparing modern
Diesel operations with those of twenty-five-year-old steam equipment. Modern, efficient
coal-burners are doing a fine job on a railroad that has made money consistently since 1929.
COAL'S

POWER

DRAMATICALLY

DEMONSTRATED.

The power of coal is being dramatically demonstrated on the General Electric exhibit
train showing 1950's industrial wonders. Visitors to the exhibit try to turn a hand generator fast enough to generate 40 watts of current. They quickly find that it's impossible
. for any man to maintain for an hour the effort required to produce one kilowatt-hour of
electric current— a feat done easily by a three-quarter pound lump of coal. Thirty years
ago it took over two pounds of coal to do the same job. This improved efficiency is the
result of continuous coal research, better preparation, and vastly improved combustion
equipment.
NEW

FUTURE

FOR

COAL

IN SYNTHETIC

FUELS!

Front-page news was the recent AP story covering the successful production of gasoline
from coal. This may presage a new synthetic fuel industry for America which will produce not only gasoline and oil, but also such things as jet fuel, chemicals such as antifreeze, wood preservatives, and paint solvents— all made from coal!

BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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New
PEABODY

York Post Makes

Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS of the New York Listening Post for 1950
In Cleveland
George Foster Peabody Awards were released last week by Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, chairman. Recommendations of similar listening posts
scattered throughout the country are considered by the awards committee in determining the awards.
No. 4— Drama
1— Halls of Ivy (NBC)
The winners in various cate2— The Eternal Light (NBC)
gories as proposed by the New
Citation: World
Theatre Drama
York post were :
(Series) (WNYC)
me
§
RADIO
No.1 — 5Metropolitan
— Music
Category
Opera (ABC)
No. 6 — Education
No. 1 — Regional Station
1—
The
Quick
and
the Dead (NBC)
1-WOR- For the holy year
2— We Take Your Word (CBS)
I IN
Citation
:
WMCA
—
For
the
Barry
Gray
Citation:
(ABC) Clear and Present Danger
Show
No. 2 — Local Station
No. 7— Children
1 — WNYC — For the unlimited hours
1 — New York Times Youth Forum
devoted to broadcasting from the
UN
2—
No(WQXR)
School Today (ABC)
No. 3 — News
Citations
: Trail (Mutual)
1 — Martin Agronsky (ABC)
1—
Mark
2Citations—
— Reporters'
Round-up
(Mutual)
2
—
Straight
Arrow (Mutual)
Edward R. Murrow (CBS)
3 — Twenty Questions (Mutual)
and Elmer Davis (ABC) (for maintaining the high standards that No. 8 — International Understanding
1— United Or Not (ABC)
have won them previous awards)
2—
Challenge
s (CBS)
Citation:
Thisof isthethe50'UN
— Its Actual
Voices (NBC)
TELEVISION
Category
HILL DEBATES
No. 1 — Mont)
Education
1— John Hopkins Science Review (DuRadio-TV Coverage Urged
2— The Nature of Things, with Dr.
RADIO-TV coverage of important
Roy Marshall (NBC)
Local: The Mobilization Story
sessions of the U. S. House of Rep(Series) (WOR)
resentatives was proposed Friday
No. 2 — Entertainment
1— Jimmy Durante Show (NBC)
by Rep. J. K. Javits (R-Lib-N. Y.).
2— Paul Whiteman Show (ABC)
To implement his suggestion, the
Citations:
Congressman introduced a resolu1— Hour
The Joyful
(of the Family
Series)Hour
(WOR)
tion in the House which would
2— The opera Carmen (CBS)
amend the lower chamber's rules.
No. 3 — News
1— ABC — For its coverage of the UN
Rep. Javits said the broadcasts
GROWING
— Children
and telecasts could follow the pat- No.1— 4Zoo
Parade (NBC)
2 — Panhandle
Pete and Jennifer
AUDSENCE
tern of the "extremely successful
(NBC)
television coverage of the debates
Citations
:
of the Security Council and General
Mr. I. Magination (CBS)
Our local programs have
Super Circus (ABC)
Assembly of the United Nations at
built us a constantly
Lucky Pup (CBS)
Hopalong Cassidy (NBC)
increasing audience in their current sessions."
Members
who are:
served as sub-committee
Noting he discussed the project
1950
chairmen
News:
Mrs.
William
Dick Sporborg
with "the leading television broadEducation : Miss Henriette Harrison
casters in the East," Rep. Javits
Youth:
Miss
Elizabeth
McStea
said they agreed that coverage
International
Understanding: Dr.
Arno
Huth
LIBERTY
would be given to "principal deMusic: Mrs. Ruth Ottaway Sokoloff
bates of the House if permitted to
Drama: Since Mr. Robert Bell, who
had served as chairman of this subNETWORK
com it e is now working for a
TV Coverage
network and could no longer serve
To this we have
so."
on
the
Listening
this catedo
was carried byPost,
the committee
The Congressman pointed to curas a gory
whole.
added the plus valrent coverage of TV stations in the
ue of the Liberty
major cities of the U. S., the 10
Broadcasting Sys- million TV sets now in use and to
tem features, such
ARMY
AID
the 750,000 per month rate of new
as Raymond Gram
Ottered Radio Executives
set sales. "To this network should
Swing, United Na- be added the over 3,000 AM and
MAJOR
GEN. Floyd L. Parks,
tions and outstanding sports
FM broadcasting stations reaching
Army
information
chief, said last
events
practically every one of the 45 mil- Thursday that the
Army was
lion American families," he said.
"happy"
to
cooperate
with
the NaRep. Javits added: "Members of
tional Assn. of Broadcasters'
Congress are constantly faced with
Broadcast Advisory Council and
• LOW-COST
the problem of keeping their conrepresentatives of the Radio Corstituents
informed
as
to
the
posiCOVERAGE
tions they are taking on public
respondent's Assn.
Gen. Parks was addressing the
issues and of being sure that this
Radio Executives Club of New
For low-cost coverage in the information is accurate. Through
Cleveland market — call or
the medium of television and radio, Astoria.
York, meeting at the Waldorfwrite us for availabilities.
designed to supplement the CapiBy cooperating, a mutual course
tol's extensive and excellent press
of action of getting facts to the
coverage, every member has an
opportunity to reach in a direct people could be worked out, said
Gen. Parks. Acquainting the people
and effective way his own home
o's
ving Ohiket
ser1st
with facts, he underscored, was
mar
community."
the chief responsibility of radio
Problem of radio-TV originations
from
the House would be eased
and television.
Cleveland
K
<
24-iiours
||D
As part of the Army cooperation,
at the newly rea day
1260 kc. 5000 w. considerably
modeled chamber because of the Gen. Parks said that footage from
Repr, nled by Everett-McKirmey
now completed installation of full Korea is being made available for
television release as soon as it
facilities [Broadcasting • Tele
casting, Jan. 1],
can be screened.
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Radio Roundup
FOR the first time in its history the San Antonio Advertising Club
has anfor
all-radio
slate of
officers
1951.
Elected were Bob Roth,
KONO assistant manager,
president; John W. Fraser
Jr., of the KABC sales department, vice president, and
Ruth Burleson, KCOR, secretary-treasurer. Al stations
are in San Antonio.
IBEW PROTEST
WBBM 'Profanity' Firing
INTERNATIONAL Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers last week
protested in Chicago against the
firing of three engineers along with
three announcers from WBBMCBS Chicago after inadvertent
broadcast of profanity New Year's
Day [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8]. A spokesman from
IBEW, terming the action "completely unjustified," said the union
will complain "loud and long."
IBEW notified CBS Central Division Vice President H. Leslie Atlass that it seeks arbitration in the
matter. In a letter of acknowledgement of the notice, Mr. Atlass
reportedly enclosed a copy of a letter dated Jan. 10 by Frank Falknor, vice president in charge of operations for the network, to the
IBEW international office.
Mr. Falknor's stand reportedly
hinged on the fact that the firing
was justifiable in the light of
lengthy examination and investigation by the network and station as
to causes of the engineering and
announcing slip-up, which permitted an estimated five seconds of
profanity to go out over the air.
CBS does not consider arbitration
"necessary," but will cooperate in
such a move, Mr. Falknor reportedly wrote the union.
Final OK on a petition for arbitration is expected by the Chicago
local from the international office
this week. Union's defense for the
engineers is they were working
from a "blind, standby studio" into
which no engineer could see. The
warning light which flashed on as
the mike went live was understood
to have been behind the announcer
of
staff. with another member'
he talked
as the

Charles Dewey Named
APPOINTMENT of Charles E.
Dewey neer
Jr.,
radio engiand consulting
former manager
of
WKJF Pittsburgh, to the post of
director of Missouri civil defense
communications, has been announced by Ralph W. Hammond,
director of civil defense for the
state of Missouri. Mr. Dewey is
a native of Jefferson City, Mo.,
and has been responsible for the
design and construction of WFGF
Kalamazoo, Mich.; WBCK Battle
Creek, Mich.; WDYK Cumberland.
Md., and WJER Dover, Ohio.
During the war, Mr. Dewey wad
a radar engineer for Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
BROADCASTING
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PRESTO

5

SR-950'

Chief Engineer BUD ARNOW
praises PRESTO's performance...
low maintenance after 1,000-reel test

WHEN

NEW YORK'S STATION WFDR went on the air last summer,
they were faced with a major recording assignment: "taping" a
Kaiser-Frazer sponsored news program with Joseph C. Harsch and
Marquis Childs which was sent over-the-line from Washington. Not only did
this show have to be recorded for delayed broadcast on WFDR, but the
station was responsible for sending copies of the program, with specially
dubbed commercials, to its sister stations in Detroit, Cleveland,
Chattanooga and Los Angeles the same night.
Within half an hour of the time the show is recorded, commercials are added,
additional copies are recorded and the tapes rushed to airport and
railroad station for immediate shipment across the country. Additional
flexibility and fast operation is provided by the coupling of four
presto SR-950's with a remote control system, allowing the operator to
completely control the machines from his chair at the console.
More than 1,000 reels of tape have been used since WFDR installed
its new prestos. "The speed of such an operation and the need for dependable,
high quality equipment were reasons for our selecting the
presto SR-950's," says Chief Engineer Bud Arnow. "After several months
of rigorous use, we find the selection completely justified."
BIIIIIIIIDI1 !!iJ!ll.j),i„u

W FDR's unique use of
PRESTO

equipment

further evidence

is

that

^dmm^JLJLaeutecordiag
js__done.
Jtwj) to one.

it's PRESTO

RECORDING
CORPORATION
Pa'ramus, New Jersey
Mailing; Address:
Box 500, Hackensack, New Jersey
In Canada:
Walter P. Downs, Ltd.
Dominion Sq. Bldy.
Montreal, Canada

wherever

Overseas
M.
Simons: & Son Co.,
25 Warren Street
New York, New York

you

. d . there's
PRESTO!

go

More

54.7°/,
of Oklahoma
Factory

Workers

Blanketed

ONLY

By KVOO
In the concentrated Tulsa
Market (34.8% of Oklahoma's Land Area) are
46.8% of Oklahoma's manufacturing plants employing
54.7% of Oklahoma's factory workers. These workers are paid 58.5% of total
wages earned by all of the
industrial workers in the
state.
These are Pre-Korea Dept.
of Commerce figures. With
defense contracts pouring
into these plants, the number of workers and their
already great buying power
is INCREASING, making the
No. 1 Oklahoma Market
even BETTER!
ONLY KVOO blankets this
market, in addition to bonus
coverage of rich counties in
Missouri, Kansas and Arkansas.
& Co. Inc.
National Representatives
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 Watts

I

BLANKETS OKLAHOMA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
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Stringent Censorship

Clamped on News
STRINGENT censorship of all radio and press dispatches out of the
Far Eastern theatre of operations — Tokyo and Korea — was ordered last
week by the U. S. 8th Army, which usurped complete authority over
the flow of all military information from the front.
The newly-imposed regulations *
supersede directives previously laid
ceal mistakes," and felt the rules
down as a guide by the 8th Army
may be modified.
for dispatches filed from Korea
At the same time, similar direct
alone and designed merely to authority
was extended to U. S.
"screen" stories from radio
Air Force and Navy commands
newsmen and press correspondents
representing
those forces in Korea
action.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 25, 18, 1950] without recourse
The code forbids, unless authorto reprimanding measures.
ized:
Highlights in the censorship batof identity of organizations
tle, which portended drastic pen- inMention
the combat and communications
alties for correspondents violating zones;
auoting officers; revealing that
any sector in Korea is occupied by
security and curtailment of on-theAmerican troops until confirmed by
spot Tokyo radio coverage, were
the enemy as fact; stating that any
these :
town is so occupied unless "essential
to a news
story"; mention
of any
port,
communications
center;
shipbaseor
£ Gen. Douglas Mac Arthur's
rail movements; discussion of allied
Tokyo Command turned over comair power; mention of number of
plete responsibility for military
troops; effect
of enemy
fire or bombard-on
ment; mention
of information
censorship to 8th Army Headstrength,ization efficiency,
morale
quarters, ceasing to issue news
of allied forces
. . . or organcommuniques and censor cony inThe field correspondents, who set
volving UN Korea ground forces.
up the fact-finding group, prom0 A "fact-finding" committee
ised to cooperate with Army auwas named by the foreign corthorities but, at the same time,
respondents corps in Tokyo to se- questioned whether political cencure a clarification of the ruling
sorship might not also be imposed.
and to make concrete recommendaMany favored only partial or field
tions to military authorities.
censorship, pointing out that com# Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.)
munications byunfriendly powers
asked the Dept. of Defense for a are not likewise subject to security
cony of the censorship directive, curbs in Tokyo now invoked
which he questioned as being pos- against radio and press.
sibly "too drastic." '
Some correspondents have com$ Maj. Gen. Floyd L. Parks.
plained the past fortnight that
Army Chief of Information, denied
some portions of news dispatches
published reports that Gen. Macreaching Tokyo have been severely
Arthur
Pentagon.had been "gagged" by the cut. Others questioned a ban on use
of the word "retreat" contrasted
Sen. Morse said he had been
to the more euphemistic word
apprised of the order by Sherman
"withdrawal."
Washburne, commentator at KEX
Under the new order field cenPortland, Ore., and stated he would
sors will analyze all news copy and
present it to the Senate Armed
Services Committee, looking to- notify any correspondent of a seward a possible probe.
curity breach permitting' him to
change the story or hold it until
Nine Points
security is no longer involved. NorThe new code, amounting: to
mally news stories are held for a
minimum
delav of one hour.
virtual wartime censorship, listed
nine points in the forbidden category, carrying with it stiff penalties— suspension of all nrivileges
JOHN C. BELL
or possible court martial.
"The violator may be subject to
disciplinary action because of an
intentional violation of these and
other regulations, either in letter
or in spirit, and in extreme cases
of offense where investigation
nroves the circumstances warrant
the correspondent may be placed
in arrest to await deportation or
trial by court
nouncement said.martial," the anIn announcing that the 8th Army
had taken complete control over
information channels, Col. M. P.
Echols, Gen. MacArthur's public
relations officer, said its main purpose is to eliminate "inconsistency
in censorship" and to give the 8th
Army direct control over field operations.
Gen. Parks told the Radio Executives Club in New York that
censorship is "an effort to buy time
. . . not a permanent action to con-

WBRC

Founder Dead

JOHN C. BELL, 48, founder of
WBRC Birmingham, Ala., died at
his home in Birmingham, Jan. 5
after a long illness.
Born in Chattanooga, Tenn., Mr.
B°ll moved to Birmingham and in
1925 organized the Bell Broadcasting Corp., founded WBRC and
started broadcasting with equipment he and his early workers built
themselves.
In 1946, Mr. Bell sold his interest
in WBRC and bought WFOY St.
Augustine, Fla., although he continued to live in Birmingham. Mr.
Bell was also a former director of
the NAB and a leading radio engineering consultant.
Survivors are his widow, Mrs.
Mary Clayton Bell; a daughter,
Mrs. W. T. Mars and his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bell.

SONGSTRESS FRIEDA
For Old Gold VIP Show
COMR. FRIEDA B. HENNOCK of
the FCC is slated to turn radio and
television talent to help put over
a benefit performance by Ted
Mack and his Original Amateur
Hour later this month when the
program becomes the VIP Amateur Hour.
Comr. Hennock who is scheduled as a vocal soloist, is one of
more than a hundred government
officials and congressmen who
will devote their time and talent to
the benefit show. The program,
to be broadcast for 45-minutes over
ABC, beginning at 9 p.m., Jan. 25,
and 10-11 p.m. over NBC-TV, is
designed to help raise funds for the
Associated Services for the Armed
Forces. Helping in the support of
the program
is theofWomen's
National Press Club
Washington,
D. C.
Last year, the Ted Mack show
put on a benefit performance for
the American Heart Assn. national
campaign, which also featured
Washington VIPs [Feature of
the Week, Jan. 30, 1950]. This
year again the broadcast will originate from Constitution Hall in
Washington and the telecast from
International Theatre, New York.
Old Gold cigarettes (P. Lorillard
Co.) , the Amateur Hour sponsor,
is donating the time. VIPs will include Vice President Alben P.
Barkley, House Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.), cabinet members,
ambassadors, and high ranking officers of the armed services.
HEAR LIBEL SUIT
Hawser vs. Drew Pearson
LIBEL suit against Drew Pearson,
radio-newspaper commentator, will
go to trial today (Monday) in
U. S. District Court, D. C, with
Fred N. Howser, ex-attorney general of California as plaintiff.
Judge Alexander M. Holtzoff will
Mr. Howser charges that the
preside.
commentator libeled him Sept. 12,
1948, on an ABC network broad
cast bv charging he had accepted
a $1,200 bribe from a well-known
gambler. At that time Mr. Howser
was district attorney for Los Angeles County.
The commentator is charged with
sayinsr that he had an affidavit that
12 $100 bills had been accepted by
Mr. Howser as "protection money."
Representing Mr. Howser are Herbert M. Bingham and Roger Robb.
Mr.
Pearson's
attorney is William
P. Rogers.
Tele-Tone

To Relocate

TELE-TONE Radio Corn, is moving its entire New York City
operations to Bayway Terminal,
Elizabeth, N. J., effective Jan. 31,
to get space for defense production
and to get out of a crowded metropolitan target area, Sol W. Gross,
president, announced last week.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MANPOWER
nTITIAL study by Congress and
e government of the nation's
anpower picture got underway
lblicly last week against a backop of accelerated arms producm and talk of wage stabilization.
Authorities agreed that while
nngressional hearings on selecservice requirements and
iher manpower problems — and
overnment sessions on wage
abilization — would be held at
p-level, the ramifications pontially would be felt down the
ie of electronics, broadcast and
her industries.
The impact of revision of the
lective service system and policy
reserve officers, plus the wage
d price freeze, almost certainly
11 be felt by electronics-commucations manufacturers, networks,
d individual stations.
At the present time, reports of
foor shortages by stations largehave been localized. But govnment labor officials, stressing
ed for a firm policy for a nationde manpower setup, have apoved plans to establish regional
d area management-labor comttees where significant shortages
xist or impend," as well as interency groups.
Congress last Wednesday turned
9 spotlight on manpower with
ening of hearings by the Senate
eparedness Subcommittee under
b chairmanship of Sen. Lyndon
hnson (D.-Texas). Defense
pt. officials, headed by Secrery George C. Marshall, and auorities of other government
encies and departments testid, appearing with specific reclmendations of their particular
partments.
Delayed Impact
The full impact on the elecynics-broadcast industries is not
pected to materialize until and
less Congress gives the goead sign to President Truman's
quest for a 3% million armed
rvice pool. Authorities point
t that, while the Labor and Com;rce Depts. have compiled "esitial industry" lists, the Selece Service System neither technily nor officially has recognized
;-upational deferments.
Once the draft has been built up
requested size, both depart;nts may actively push local
aft boards to make special deferents in such industries as radioand electronics production
mufacturing firms.
With the advent of wage stabil'ition and growing military de[mds, a severe manpower shortje would result, according to Richi Doherty, director of NAB's
iploye-employer relations, with
itions losing reserve and other
perienced personnel to the armed
•vices, clerical employes to noniio industries whose wage ceiltOADCASTING

ing may be higher, especially newly-created agencies; and staff men
to larger stations or networks with
higher pay scales.
With over 2,000 stations in operation today, as compared to
some 400 during World War II,
the competition for skilled manpower would heighten, he also
pointed out.
The Wage Stabilization Board
called a meeting of representatives
of top industry groups last week
at the Statler Hotel, Washington.
With top-level hearings entailing
participation of such groups as the
National Assn. of Manufacturers,
Committee on Economic Development and others, topics covering
discussions reflecting indirectly on
company bonus systems, profits and
other issues.
Earlier, in addition to announc-

WSBT

ducers of their component parts
"will experience a particularly
rapid expansion in production and
Initial Study Begun
employment," according to Mr.
Goodwin. Additionally, civil defense activities will take up subing plans and procedures to be
stantial personnel employed by the
followed in establishment and opgovernment,
he added. At the
eration of 13 regional committees
Fame time local employment ofto study labor shortages, the Lafices have received a guide conbor Dept. also proposed local intertaining techniques for improving
agency defense manpower comin-plant use of manpower.
mittees, with a view to coordination
To this end, Mr. Goodwin said,
and cooperation among claimant
federal agencies will, insofar as
agencies and overall government
mobilization planning. They will possible, consider the adequacy
of labor supplies in specific localiwork
ment with
groups.the area labor-manage- .
ties in scheduling electronics and
communications production.
Upswing Anticipated
"Meeting the manpower requireProspect for a surge in elecments of defense-connected estabtronics employment also was outlishments will draw workers not
lined by Robert C. Goodwin, dionly
from
outside the labor force
rector of the Labor Dept's' Office
of Defense Manpower — just prior but also from civilian industry
to creation of the Office of De- jobs," Mr. Goodwin declared. "In
fense Mobilization, which is ex- ccming months at least two milpected to wield authority over
lion additional workers may be expected to shift from civilian to
manpower problems.
Electronic equipment and prodefense production ..."

FOR

A

BILLION

SOOq
DOLLAR

BONUS

In reaching the South Bend-Mishawaka trading area nothing equals
WSBT. This station is a great buy on any schedule, delivering a
half-billion dollar market all by itself. BEYOND THIS, WSBT is
the outstanding station throughout its primary area, adding another
billion dollars to the WSBT market. Check it for yourself — from
Sales Management figures and Hooperratings. (Every CBS show
on WSBT enjoys a higher Hooper than the network average.) For
a tremendous bonus buy, buy WSBT.
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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RADIO

POWER
Cited by Harper

most powerful communication system, built with the
support of advertising, provides
the U. S. with a devastating weapon possessed by no other nation,
Marion Harper Jr., president of
McCann-Erickson, told the Washington Ad Club last Tuesday.
Radio, TV and other media
should be used to mobilize minds,
he said, recalling that in World
War II 85 million persons bought
small war bonds as media donated $350 million in time and
space.
Emphasizing the power of electronic media, he said 74% of the
people listen one or more times a
day to 2,231 radio stations, with
97% of all homes having sets that
are used 23 hours a week in summer
and 33 hours a Week in winter.
He said TV sets are used 26 hours
a week in summer, 36 in winter.
"The nation's radio bill is less
than the budget of the Bureau of
Public Roads," Mr. Harper declared. He recalled that a very
minor TV campaign on WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N. Y., sponsored by Bever-wyck beer at slight
cost, "had induced 102,000 people
to draw faces on bodies."
"There are fewer advertising
specialists in the United States
than employes at Macy's," he said.
"They represent a precious com-

NIELSEN-RATINGS*
TOPincluding
RADIO
(TOTAL U. S.NATIONAL
AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN,
FARM
AND URBAN
TELEPHONEPROGRAMS
and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA-WEEK
NOV. HOMES—
26-DEC. and
2, 1950

WORLD'S

"A

Current
Rank
1
2

Previous
Rank
■
2

4
5
6
7
8

57
4
148

Program
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Jack Benny (CBS)

Rating
Homes
%
15.3
15.2

Number of homes is ob,ained * ***** ,he "NIELSEN17.9
Amao1'e'n"CAnayV(CB"S)
My
Friend Irma (CBS) ^V.V.VSZY.
17.4 NOTE:
RATING" (%) to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total United
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
17.3 States Radio Homes.
Red Miss
SkeltonBrooks
(CBS) (CBS)
17.2
reached
or any part of the program, except for
Our
15.5 (*)
homesHomes
listening
onlyduring
1 to 5 allminutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.

moclity as professional mobilizers
of opinion. Advertising media
provide a proved reserve of power
to mobilize opinion and support
for what lies ahead."
WLW
Capital Series
TWICE weekly series of interviews
with government officials last
Tuesday marked the opening of
new WLW Cincinnati studios in
Washington's Wardman Park
Hotel. Program, titled Washington Speaks and featuring Gil
Kingsbury, WLW capital correspondent, is aired by direct line to
Cincinnati listeners and also to
WINS New York, Crosley outlet.
WLW contracted with WWDC
Washington for engineering services to build the Washington origination point. WWDC also is
supplying technical assistance for
programs.

Craf

EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current Rating
Current
Homes Current Previous
%
Rank Rank
Program
22.8 9
27
Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
22.1 10
10
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)

ELECTION
PROBE
Huber, Macy Contest Seats
TWO defeated Congressmen — one
active in framing legislation touching on station ownership, the other
associated indirectly with radio interests— are among those currently
being
disputed
in post-election action.
The House Campaign Investigating Committee revealed a fortnight ago that Rep. Walter Huber
(D-Ohio), author of a bill (HR
9865) to prohibit future newspaper
ownership of broadcast stations,
and Rep. W. Kingsland Macy (RN. Y.) would contest their seats.
An investigation of their complaints will be handled by the
House Administration Committee
of the 82d Congress.
Rep. Huber, whose measure died
with the 81st Congress, was beaten
out in Ohio's 14th District [Broad-

casting •Telecasting, Dec. 11, 4,
1950] by Republican William W.;
Ayres. tine,Rep.
Macy's of
brother,
Valenis president
Westchester
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WFAS White Plains, N. Y.
In the case of Congressman
Huber, the campaign committee
reported that printing of ballots
and rotation of names on voting
machines in the 14th District did
not conform to the state's constitution.
WFCI

Transfer

Sought

TRANSFER of WFCI Providence,
R. I., to Attorney General J. Howard McGrath as executor of the
estate of Frank F. Crook, former
business associate, was sought in
an application filed Jan. 5 with
FCC. Mr. Crook, 70% owner of \
WFCI, was killed in an automobile
accident Dec. 1.
On
l)

tsma

n

—

Benjamin
Franklin

REEVES

CORPORATIO
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
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?HILCO

SPORTS

SALES

Show $335 Million in '50
>*HILCO CORP.
has just comleted the biggest year in its hisjry, with total sales of approximately $335 million, William
lalderston, president, announced
3 company distributors at a meeta jig last week in Chicago. Televion showed the most substantial
lcrease of all Philco products with
950 production and sales 300% as
reat as in 1949.
After allowing for federal inline and excise profits taxes, earniigs of Philco Corp. in 1950 were
pproximately $4.50 per share on
le company's common stock, which
as split two-for-one in December.
"The prospect for 1951 is a
radual tapering-off of civilian
1 Easiness and a substantial increase
i production for the government
. our electronic and appliance dision,"President
Mr. Balderston
The
has asked stated.
for a
■ur-fold increase in electronic
oduction for defense by the end
: 1951. We propose to give the
jvernment even more than that."
e declared :
"While the government is devel)ing its defense program and
acing orders with manufacturers,
m i is vital that civilian production
i| ft■ kept going so that the facilities
id experienced organization in
o(.ch industry will be there when
eded to carry out their defense
signment. At the peak of the

HIDDEN under "The Thing" is an innocent- doorprize which Gilbert A. Starr
(I), account executive with Chambers & Wiswell, Boston agency, receives
from Boston Radio Executives Club President Harold Fellows, WEEI Boston,
at last month's Christmas Frolic. In spite of "The Thing's" horrid appearance, the doorprize turned out to be very pleasant for Mr. Starr — a
handsome hamper of assorted liqueurs.
defense program, as it now appears, the overall output of the
electronics industry will substantially exceed the 1950 peacetime
total of about $2 billion."
KOOL Phoenix has sent 75 pounds
of promotional reports and scrapbooks to CBS this year as evidence
of station's promotional activity.
NBC Live Like a Millionaire, former
Hollywood origination, moves to New
York. Program produced by Masterson, Reddy & Nelson who accompany
show east. General Mills sponsors.

Defense

Orders

ORDERS for electronics and other
equipment totaling $74,447,264 were
let by the Dept. of Defense for the
week ended Dec. 28, the Dept. of
Commerce's Chicago field office
has revealed. Largest contract was
awarded to Hoffman Radio Corp.,
Los Angeles, which drew $2,761,725 for radio equipment. Another
$1 million order was issued to General Communications Co., Boston,
for items described as "test sets."

CLINIC

To Convene Feb. 26-28
TIPS on live and re-created sports
broadcasts and telecasts, with
sports announcers expounding
views on successful formulas, will
command the attention of Florida
and other southeastern radio personnel who are slated to convene
in Gainesville, Fla., Feb. 26-28 for
aGeneral
clinic Extension
sponsored Division
by the state's
in cooperation with the Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters.
Headlining the list of speakers
will be Walter (Red) Barber, CBS
sports director and announcer; Al
Heifer, MBS sportscaster who
handles Mutual's Game of the Day;
and "Rosey" Roswell, Pittsburgh
baseball announcer. Burt Shotton,
former Brooklyn Dodgers manager,
also will speak.
Football also will be emphasized
in talks and demonstrations, with
Jack Cummins, sports director of
WTVJ(TV) Miami, covering the
sport from the re-creation angle.
Mr. Heifer will discuss the live
broadcast, detailing use of spotting
boards and other mechanical devices used in football coverage.
Techniques of general TV sports
broadcasts will be explored by
George Walsh, WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
ASSOCIATED Program Service, N.
Y., announces special Valentine's
Day program for its subscriber stations. Show features Mindy Carson.

99

f\s

Good

As

His

Tools!

"X 7"OU will find the best in recording apparati comes
from the Reeves Soundcraft Laboratories. Magnetic
tape with ten distinct features that contribute to its

Soundcraft tape is made in all types and
lengths to accommodate all tape recorders.

Jf> ;
,M jj^JL

higher efficiency and fidelity; an assortment of recording
discs to answer every requirement — a sensational line
backed by the greater integrity and experience of the

Soundcraft recording discs available in a
variety of sizes, single and double face.

Reeves name, for twenty years a foremost manufacturer
of recording and electronics accessories.

EVES

—

"20

YEARS

WITH

SOUND

RECORDING

MEDIA"

Export— Reeves Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y.
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EALS
PROSECUTION of a mail order
agency handling toys loomed at the
weekend as stations in widely separated parts of the country complained that some listeners are not
getting the products they paid for
prior to the holidays.
Surge of complaints against one
mail-order agency has stimulated
demand for an agency recognition
system in broadcasting, similar to
protective systems operated by
competing media.
Prospective legal action took two
forms :
0 The Bureau of the Chief Inspector, U. S. Post Office Dept., is
investigating complaints said to
involve a New York agency, Midland Adv. Agency, now described
by the department as "out of business."
© WATG Ashland, Ohio, proposes that stations having a complaint against the agency start
joint prosecution [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8, 1].
Creation of an agency recognition system would protect broadcasters from fly-by-night agencies,
according to J. F. Koons, head of
Midland Adv. Agency, Cincinnati,
27-year-old firm handling a large
volume of radio and television business. Mr. Koons was checked because of the similarity of the name
of his firm and that in New York.

The Cincinnati firm bears no
relation to any other agency using
the Midland name, Mr. Koons said,
and has not maintained any branch
offices.
As to station prosecution, Robert M. Beer, co-owner of WATG,
urged stations to contact him if
they were interested in starting
civil or criminal proceedings because some listeners had sent dollar bills in response to announcements and had not received the
toys.
"All stations having complaints
should join in legal action and
prosecute those who operate a
fraudulent business," he told
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
"Such frauds cause incalculable
harm to the reputation of stations
and destroy listeners' faith.
"Stations having complaints
should share the cost of prosecuting a company that operates this
type of business," he said.
Effort to Contact Fails
Broadcasting ® Telecasting
made further efforts to contact
Midland Adv. Agency at its New
York address, 420 Madison Ave.,
but was unsuccessful. Previously it
had been learned that Midland had
referred inquiries to Forty Toys
Inc. at 80 E. 11th St., New York,
where it was found that Forty
Toys Inc. shared an office with

All Official of
Amon
Metropolitan County
Areas
in gPercentage
s 4th
^JJfJJ^^j (Dade County) Rank
Population Growth Since 1940 !* Among All
Cities in Its Population Group.. .the Miami Area
Ranks 1st in Percentage of Population Increase!*
WIOD

(Miami-NBC) Passed Its First Quarter Century
Mark This Month! And, Proud We Are to Have
Had a Part in the Growth and Development of
Miami Into One of the Top Markets in the Entire
South! Selling Did It! For the Facts and Figures,
Call Our Rep. ..George P. Hollingbery Co.
1950 U. S. Census

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS
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Prosecution

Planned

Inter-Ocean Trading Co. and Exchange Military Supply Co. An
office employe said J. L. Barker
was president of Forty Toys Inc.
but he had gone on a vacation.
U. S. postal officials said the department has been looking into two
other radio mail-order accounts,
Ornaments Ltd. and Hartman Co.,
Los Angeles Jan.
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
1].

'Jolting
Joe'are making up
FRIENDS
all kinds of nicknames for
Joe L. Smith Jr. these days.
The sprightly,
small-statured
president of
WJLS
Beckley, WKNA Charleston,
WKWK Wheeling, all W.
Va., stepped out of his car a
month ago, slipped on the
West Virginia ice of his
driveway and proceeded to
break a leg. Now he's
"Mighty Mite" and "Jolting
Joe" to some of the folks
that know him. Instead of
calling for help, he climbed
back into the car and drove
to a local hospital where he
had the leg put in a cast and
then drove home again,
where he dutifully went to
bed for four weeks convalescence.

Among typical experiences of
stations was that of WORZ Orlando, Fla. According to Eugene
D. Hill, WORZ general and commercial manager, the station cancelled its account after one announcement and sent letters to all
who responded. The station refunded about $375, according to Mr.
Hill.
W. Emmett Brooks, president of
NAB was deterred by what was deWEB J Brewton, Ala., broadcast
scribed as lack of industry interest
as well as danger of damage suits.
the entire story of the station's
experience with Midland Adv.
In other media, the recognition
Agency, New York, frankly telling
bureaus keep in close touch with
listeners they had acted in good
advertising agencies, much as refaith and apologizing for inconventail credit bureaus operate, and
collect
data on the affairs of these
ience
and
disappointment
that
resulted.
agencies for the benefit of subSince the station did not keep a
scribers.
list of orders forwarded to New
York, it invited listeners to write
Speaking for the ouarter-centuryWEB J and promised to send a ol.d Midland Adv. Agency in Cincinnati, located in the First Nacheck, confidence
adding thein station
has "as
tional Bank Bldg., Mr. Koons said
much
the honesty
of
our listeners as we want them to he had never heard of an agency
have in us." WEBJ said it plans to by that name in New York.
Decries Lack of Standards
join with other stations and news"I've
never had a P. I. account
papers "which were victims of this
scheme in attempting to see that
in my life," Mr. Koons told Broadcriminal prosecution is started
casting • Telecasting. "Why
don't stations demand recognition
against
who on
carried
out."
In a those
complaint
per it
inquiry
of advertising agencies. The ANPA
advertising James S. Rivers, presi- in the newspaper field, magazines
dent of Southeastern Broadcasting
and outdoor media have agency
System and WMJM Cordele, Ga., recognition standards. The burden
said Southeastern had never enin fraud cases rests on broadcastdorsed a deal offered by Gateway
ing station credit managers. They
Sales Inc., Atlanta [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan. 1]. J. B. should look up agencies before doing business with them.
Brannon of Gateway, in a letter to
"I'm constantly amazed there are
stations, wrote that Southeastern
outlets had carried the account.
no credit rules in broadcasting. It's
very careless of stations to do business with any outfit that sets up
Rivers' Answer
"There are three stations that
any place.
them-or
selves U. S. They
Steel, can
N. W.callAyer
belong to Southeastern BroadcastanyTheotherMidland
name that
suits handles
them."
System,"have
Mr. IRivers
"and
agency
at noing time
given said,
Gateway
such accounts as Burger Brewing
Sales or any other company perCo., Cincinnati Automobile Club,
mission to use our name." Mr.
Rivers stated flatly that Southeastregional and national food acern has not handled such business.
counts, and several insurance com"I do not take or believe in P. I.
deals," he said.
panies.
NAB's Legal Dept. is conducting
an investigation of mail-order ac- Assignments Listed
counts.
LIST of assignments in the bands
The agency recognition movebelow 27,500 kc, especially those
ment has been dormant in broad2000-3500 kc (including broadcast
casting circles for several years.
Shortly after World War II the remote pickup services) and which
NAB Broadcast Advertising Dept., are to be recommended for interthen under direction of Frank E.
national registration has been reported by FCC. Registration is
Pellegrin, now of H-R Representatives Inc., made a study of the made with the International Telecommunication Union. Respecting
agency recognition question.
the remote pickup proposals, list
Creation of such an agency was
discussed several times at NAB
included comments of NBC-RCA
criticizing frequency separations
board meetings but no action was
as inadequate
limitataken. Though other media maintions on hours and
of opposing
usage.
tain agency recognition facilities,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

To
TC

POLICY

Utilize Injunctive Power

In Food

and Drug Cases

j ECLARATION of policy calling for greater use of its injunctive power
V cases involving alleged false advertising by food and drug firms—
labitually among the top product groups in radio-TV network gross
ales — was announced by the Federal Trade Commission last Thursday.
The commission promised to seek *
.junctive relief "not only when
"objectionable" and thereby re?alth is seriously endangered but
quiring further study, radio conso when the public is threatened
tinuities have consistently attained
a cleaner bill of health than most
ith 'irreparable and substantial
other competing media, especially
aancial injury' " and where it apears "that the public interest re- newspaper copy. Last October, for
example, radio claimed the best
lires such action." Foods, drugs,
lerapeutic devices and cosmetics
mark with 2%, while newspapers
11 under the new policy.
and magazines trailed with 5%
FTC has been armed with in- and 6%%, respectively. On the
nctive power since passage of other hand, 7V2% of all TV continuities were set aside during the
*e 1938 Wheeler-Lee amendment
the Trade Commission Act, but month [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27, 1950].
sed it sparingly at first and not
all since 1943.
High Billings
Declaration of policy, it was unLast year, food and drug cate■rstood, is directed largely at
gories ranked high in radio-TV
;wer drug firms, some of whose
network gross sales. In television,
Ivertisements reportedly were
Food & Food Products grossed
xtravagant" in tenor, and on the
$4,184,644
over a 10-month period
isis of complaints from more es(January-October), giving it secblished companies who protested
ond ranking in product groups.
.ch copy placed them in an unfair
repetitive position. Most of the Drugs & Remedies accounted for
$241,415 [Broadcasting • Telelestionable ads, authorities
casting, Jan. 8].
■•inted out, were published
In radio network sales, Food &
•reads, though the commission's
Food Products ranked first for a
mounced policy would, of course,
similar period with $37,086,543,
>ply equally to deceptive broadst copy, said to be in the mi- while Drugs & Remedies notched
third place with $20,263,449
pity.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan.
1].
FTC's Planned Action
FTC served notice last week that
Partial text of FTC's new policy:
In those instances where it appears
would seek a "temporary injuncto the Commission that the public inm or restraining order" prohibitterest requires such action, it is the
g continued use of alleged false
policy of the Commission to apply to
Ivertising pending its final dis- the courts for injunctive relief pursuant to the provisions of Sec. 13 of the
isition of the case (formal comTrade Commission Act, when
aint). FTC would appeal to the Federal
it has reason to believe that:
. S. District Court in that area
1. The advertising of a product is
which the company is located or false
in a material respect and there
ansacts business.
is reasonable probability that the use
of the
product may cause serious injury
One factor behind the commisto
health;
2. A product is falsely represented in
Dn's new policy is a recent report
advertisements
as anin adequate
■ the House Small Business Comment for conditions
which the treatfailittee which scored FTC for delay
ure to administer adequate treatment
may
seriously
imperil
health;
handling cases involving decep3. The advertising of a product is
JS. advertising and not using its false
in a material respect and there
is reasonableseminationprobability
its dis'junctive
powers
sufficiently.
The
will result inthat
irreparable
port, issued
by Chairman
Wright
and substantial financial injury to the
itman (D-Tex.), was especially
public.
itical of FTC for lack of policing
drug advertisements.
Greater use of injunctive powers
Spingarn Sworn In
designed to stifle firms who may
STEPHEN J. SPINGARN, forwont to continue their advertismerly administrative assistant to
g practices after FTC has issued
President, was sworn in as a
complaint and while the case is the
member of Federal Trade Commising processed, it was said. Many
sion Jan. 4. Mr. Spingarn, who
FTC's cases have dragged
has
been serving under recess
rough ordinary channels over a appointment
as a commissioner
riod of years.
since
last
October,
fills the unexAnother factor in new FTC
pired term of the late Ewin L.
/licy, authorities explained, is Davis, ending Sept. 25, 1953. The
at at least three of the present
oath was administered by Robert
e commissioners — C h a i r m a n H. Jackson, associate justice of the
.mes Mead and Comrs. Stephen
U. S. Supreme Court, amid cerejingarn and John Carson — are
monies attended by members of
mparatively new and therefore
Congress, White House and govern3S familiar with the background
ment associates and members of
cases which have spread out FTC. Mr. Spingarn joined the
er a long period of time.
White House staff in February
1949 after service with the TreasOn the basis of copy set aside
onthly by FTC's Radio and Peri- counsel.ury Dept. as assistant general
neal Division as being possibly
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To a
Sunset
Boulevard
P

Time Buyei
who commutes
on the

Super-Chief
If you think of Iowa only as a place to pass
thru or by or over on the way East, please
consider
disclose it,butthis:
no The
townSuper-Chief
in Iowa is doesn't
more than
12.8 miles from a railroad; only 3 states
f
have more railway mileage. Thru highways don't show it, but there's a surfaced
road to every incorporated town in Iowa.
In per cent of farms with autos, Iowa leads
the nation. The means exist for lowans to
reach markets — and Iowa's $4 billion annual income constitutes a market worth
reaching.
Contrary to Hollywood gag-writers, all
lowans are not in California. Furthermore,
those who stay home take off their shoes
before going to sleep. Their little women
order furniture moved around, make
scenes about cigarette ashes, buy mink
coats, chew gum, and read books. lowans
also display their normality by listening to
the radio, with 97.1% of the families owning one or more radios.
Besides transcontinental airplanes, Iowa
air contains WMT's strong signal. In
WMTland 600 kc means music hall, stage,
and news. Information and entertainment
pour upofWMT's
masts aandmillion
come listeners.
out in the
minds
more than
When you buy
time on
WMT, your
client's
advertising
reaches
responsive
customers
to whom the station is an important part of
normal living.
The Katz Agency man will provide full
data upon request.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
DAY AND NIGHT
BASIC

COLUMBIA

NETWORK
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RADIO
WINNERS
Effort in Pa. Week Cited
RADIO AWARD winners in a contest held in connection with the
1950 Pennsylvania Week have been
announced by Theodore Roosevelt
III, Pennsylvania Secretary of
Commerce. Winners are: For stations over 500 w— WSBA York,
first prize; WHJB Greensburg,
second prize; WISL Shamokin,
third prize; for stations 500 w or
less — WMGW Meadville, first
prize; WACB Kittanning, second
prize; WVPO Stroudsburg, third
prize.
The Governor of Pennsylvania
presented certificates to award winners last Monday. Awards were
made jointly by the state's Dept.
of Commerce, the Pennsylvania
Assn. of Broadcasters and
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc.,
Pittsburgh advertising agency.
Cited was work done by the individual station in promoting Pennsylvania Week and in fostering industrial development, the purpose

Accepting awards are (I to r ) : Zane Knauss, program director, and Robert Trace, station manager
WMGW; Joseph Webster program director, WVPO;
Victor C. Diehrn, WAZL, Hazelton, Pa., who as president of Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters accepts
of the (Oct. 16-22) campaign.
With the awards, the committee
of judges cited stations which "used
a great deal of originality in presentation of Pennsylvania Week

on behalf of WISL; Gov. Duff; Mr. Roosevelt; Walter
J. Rothensies, executive vice president, Susquehanna
Broadcasting Co. of York, for WSBA ; Benjamin Luker
of WACB, and Glenn Grayson, program director,
WHJB.

programs." The committee said:
"Pennsylvania can be proud of its
radio stations for the energy, ingenuity and initiative displayed. . ."
SPECIALTY STORES
Only 18% Use Radio, BAB Say
ALTHOUGH more than 50% of all
department stores with annual
volumes of $1 million or more use
radio, only 18% of specialty stores
dealing in women's apparel and
accessories are on the air, according to a BAB retail service bulletin
covering this field.
"Newspapers are getting 18
times more advertising revenue
from department and specialty
stores than radio is receiving,"
BAB states. "Radio is getting 3
cents out of every publicity dollar,
while newspapers are getting 54
cents, upconcluded
one centwithover
1948."
Bulletin
a list
of
suggestions
help retail
stations
"set
the
stage forto more
apparel
business."
'BIG SHOW'
'Collier's' Praises NBC

WBNS (plus WELD-FM) is the top station in
central Ohio for audience, for programs, for
delivering greater results at lower cost.
187,980 families in this area keep tuned to
WBNS. They are the cream of the buying
power and WBNS is their buying information
service.
If you want more for your money in radio
then get the full story of the WBNS market.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
WIER-WBRS 5100* WELD 53,000 • CBS • COLUMBUS, OHIO
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CONGRATULATIONS to NBC
and its The Big Show are extended
by Collier's magazine in a lengthy
editorial headed by a colorful picture of Mistress-of-Ceremonies
Talulah Bankhead.
Collier's recalls those that said
"television would send sound
broadcasting over the hill to join
the dinosaur, the dodo and the
nickel beer." It continues: "NBC
apparently didn't believe any
"decease"
prognoses
and
went onof toimminent
spend money
generously for top talent and "a fine
team of writers."
"It seems to us," Collier's concludes, "that this show proves
again that no entertainment medium is going to be killed by something new unless that something
new is also something better. . . .
So we're decidedly more encouraged about the future existence
of sound-without-sight entertainment since The Big Shoiv came
along. From here it looks like
the invalid is going to pull
through."

WLIZ

BID
To Expand Facilities

BID for improved facilities —
change from 1 kw daytime to 5 kw
fulltime with directional antenna
day and night — was filed with FCC
last week by WLIZ Bridgeport,
Conn. Station operates on 1300 kc.
Using a transmitter site on cityowned Fayerweatber Island in
Long Island Sound, WLIZ claims
it will cover practically the entire
coast of Connecticut and the eastern half of Long Island. According to Philip Merryman, WLIZ
president, the station's expanded
program plans include an evening
University of the Air series in conjunction with the U. of Bridgeport.
Regular college credit would be
Plans also have been made for
an early morning farm program,
given.
coverage of Greater Bridgeport
night life and increased coverage
of local sports, plus program originations from surrounding cities,
WLIZ stated.
FCC was told estimated cost of
the improvement would total $33,
329, with first year operating costs
set at $125,000 and revenue esti-j
mated $193,000. Staff additions
would include three engineers, two
announcers, two salesmen, one part- time farm director and one news-

Sfations Appoint H-R
H-R Representatives Inc., New!:
York, has announced its appointment as exclusive representative by;
the following stations: WHUM,
Reading, Pa., CBS affiliate, effective
Feb. 1; WSOC Charlotte, N. C,
NBC affiliate, effective Feb. 2:
WIKK Erie, Pa., ABC affiliate,
effective Feb. 2, and WWNC Asheville,
Feb. 3.N. C, CBS affiliate, effective
RCA HAS established service package
for Antenaplex TV system. Service includes preliminary survey and layout
of installation to follow-up maintenance. Has been established to meet
demand by hospitals and apartmert
houses for the multi-outlet TV antenna
installation.
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Eyes and Ears of War
HOW CAN radio and TV best assist government in the present crisis? That's on the
mind of every licensee. It spawned the Broadcast Advisory Council.
At the moment, those responsible for the
nation's radio and TV operations are doing
their part by keeping the public informed.
They are taking steps to insure continued
efficient operation of their facilities. They
are screening personnel and they are protecting their properties against sabotage.
First things come first. Broadcasters have
demonstrated a commendable awareness of
conditions. But they have found that the
emergency defense establishment is not yet
geared to utilize the services of organized
groups, such as the BAC, which bounded into
action under NAB auspices. There are events,
even at this date, which cannot be emblazoned
in headlines. Planning goes forward, and in
responsible quarters there is no thought of
arbitrarily silencing a single radio or TV station.
There have been differences of opinion on
revival of a Defense Communications Board.
In some quarters it is felt that a formal organization isn't necessary because requirements are being met through informal consultation. Despite that, it's no secret that a
study is being made looking toward a DCB.
We think the time is here for a DCB. In
1940, when the original DCB was a five-man
board, FCC, Army, Navy, Treasury and State
were represented.
Since 1950, the military establishment has
been fused and there have been other organizational changes in the Cabinet. Thus, a
change in DCB is indicated. Civil, rather than
military, direction is desirable, just as Congress saw fit to give to the merged Defense
Department civil, rather than military control.
Using this pattern, the DCB should be headed by the chairman of the FCC, whose obligation it is to maintain private communications
as well as those of government. Army, Navy
and Air Force should be represented by the
secretaries — all civilians, but with policy responsibilities for the military. The State Department should be represented by the Under
Secretary responsible for telecommunications.
And perhaps the President's Communications
Policy Board, a temporary agency which seems
to have aspirations for permanency, should
be represented. This would make the emergency board a seven-man agency.
What about programming? The DCB would
have nothing to do with it. Nor would the
FCC or the President's temporary Communications Policy Board. There is no legislation
planned. There has been rampant confusion.
The Advertising Council, which was the
War Advertising Council of World War II,
has never ceased operation. It is now geared
toward the emergency. It will direct new campaigns. It is set up to do the job.
The White House is interested in maintaining direct liaison with both radio and TV. The
BAC was created because of that latent interest. But it's premature.
To us, the best means of accomplishing the
desired result would be for the President to
appoint an assistant or a secretary to handle
radio-TV coordination. An expert would know
who to contact, and when. He would name
committees, if needed. Certainly there should
be, on a stand-by basis, a direct liaison which
would give the Commander-in-Chief immediate
access to the nation via radio and TV.
Page 44
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ALMOST too late, organized radio and TV
will seek to balance the record on the demands
of organized educators who would have Uncle
Sam reserve at least 20 % of available TV
spectrum space for pure, unadorned education.
When hearings resume before the FCC Jan.
22, station and network spokesmen will offer
testimony that should give to the FCC both
sides. To date it has all been one way.
Presumably, witnesses for the NAB and
TBA; for certain networks and for selected
stations, will cite factual experiences of education via radio and TV. For the official
record they can reiterate their willingness to
allot the time for educators resourceful enough
to develop effective visual education.
Until quite recently, there were no comers
from the commercial side of TV. Most of
them felt they couldn't oppose education any
more than they could favor sin. It isn't a
case of opposition, but of briefing the FCC to
enable it to reach an equitable decision. Otherwise the educators, without regard to the
wishes of the public, would have an open
sesame to TV facilities. The yardstick is the
larger and more effective use of available facilities, not abstract theory as to what educators
may believe the public should have.
The job of teaching via TV certainly belongs
to the teachers. Several colleges are doing it,
via established commercial facilities. U. of
Michigan is pioneering in it with WWJ-TV
Detroit. WFIL Philadelphia has initiated a
TV curriculum with colleges in its area. Johns
Hopkins has made great progress with its
science series over DuMont.
To practice the teaching profession it isn't
essential for teachers to own plant and facilities any more than for doctors to own hospitals. Many universities are hard put to meet
current overhead. The heavy investments
necessary entailed for TV is another fundamental issue that has not been met.
Spearheading the educators' demands for
reservation of both VHF and UHF facilities
has been the Emergency Committee on Educational Television, flanked by the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. They retained Gen. Telford Taylor, former FCC general counsel. Originally a solicitation of S25,000 was made. On Dec. 28, the group
asked for an additional $30,000.
"This may be the last opportunity open to
the public to save television from complete
exploitation by the commercial interests which
dominate radio," said the Dec. 28 letter.
We hope that the top echelon of radio and
TV will recognize the importance of the FCC
proceedings. Men whose names are synonymous with the development of the broadcast
arts — men like Gen. David Sarnoff, Dr. Frank
Stanton, Dr. Allen B. DuMont and Robert D.
Swezey, should testify.
It must not be a case of too little too late.
PRO BASKETBALL is no more in the
nation's capital. And TV is to blame.
Here's how: The Washington Caps came
to Washington in 19 %6, full of fire and
dash. They were on TV from the start.
They won the hearts of the fans and all
but one home game. They went like
champs through '47 and. '48, with all
home games and most of the games from
interconnected cities telecast. In 1949
TV was dropped, because the owner figured he could get more "gate" without it.
The season was dismal, gate-wise and
in the standings. Ditto 1950. When they
they wanted TV, the time wasn't available. The Caps disbanded last week.
Ayxd TV was to blame.

our respects to:

ROBERT

HENRY

SWINTZ

, andareRobert
institution
Swintz,
old- American
a goodHenry
papers
FUNNY
general manager, WSBT South Bend, Ind.,
would be the first to praise them. Adapting a
well-known comic strip, "Dan Dunn," for radio
production in 1932 proved to be
entree into the radio art, a mediumMr. inSwintz'
which
he has been outstandingly successful.
His reputation for dramatic and writing
ability started in the South Bend high school
where he wrote an original one-act play, played
several leading roles, and authored many contributions tostudent publications.
When the South Bend Tribune, owner of
WSBT South Bend, decided that one of its
daily comic strips would be good on radio, Bob
Swintz was picked to do the job. He wrote
and produced the Monday-Friday Dan Dunn
show, acting the part of Dan Dunn himself.
A local bakery was sold on the idea of sponsoring Dan Dunn and the Swintz success story
was born. Within two years, the bakery built
a new plant, more than doubling its production
capacity. By September 1934, WSBT was
very well impressed with Bob Swintz and
offered him a fulltime job as local advertising
salesman.
Mr. Swintz accepted the offer and in 1938
was advanced to commercial manager, the
position he held until 1946 when he became general manager of WSBT.
Born in South Bend on May 29, 1895 Bob
Swintz was then only five blocks away from
his present office. After graduating from
South Bend High School, he entered DePauw i
U., Greencastle, Ind., where he immediately
plunged
into creative
admitted
the
honorary
dramaticwork,
and being
creative
writingto '
groups on campus, Duzer Du and Tusitala.
He also joined Phi Kappa Psi fraternity while 1
at DePauw.
World War I marked the end of Bob Swintz's
formal education. But it did not put a stop
to his creative activity. After graduating
from the first Officers Training Camp, he was I
assigned to a command in the 801st Pioneer
Infantry, which was transferred to the Port
of Brest in France.
In searching for a way to make the days
pass a little easier, Mr. Swintz hit upon the
idea of forming a minstrel show, as colored
troops made up the body of the 801st. The
minstrels were a tremendous success among
the troops at Brest and proved so popular that
the Army assigned Mr. Swintz and his troupe
to the overseas entertainment circuit which
they toured until returning to the U.S. in
(Continued on page 46)
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Represented by Radio Sales

Pulse Inc. report for Washington, D C, October -November, 7950
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STATION

2¥c

A BIG PLUS

FROM

WIBG

Car Cards ... Big eye-catching posters publicizing WIBG programs — with
sponsor credii — appear regularly
throughout the year on street cars
covering the city.
BILLBOARDS

Billboards . . . Over the entire area
of the Philadelphia Market, hardhitting, colorful 24-Sheet Posters promote WIBG features.

Direct Mail . . . Attractive, well-designed broadsides go out regularly
to selected dealer lists, spotlighting a
specific sponsor's campaign and urging aggressive store cooperation.
ON WIBG YOUR CLIENTS GET
A BIG BONUS OF VIGOROUS
SPONSOR-PROMOTION!

DIAL

990

10,000 WATTS
PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
REPRESENTED BY
Radio Representatives, Inc.
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Respects
(Continued from page UU)
June 1919.
Back from Europe, Bob Swintz
got his first business experience
with the St. Joseph Loan & Trust
Co. in South Bend. He organized
the bond department of that company, but soon found other types
of selling more to his liking. He
served for a while as advertising
manager for the Robertson Department Store.
When Mr. Swintz began to devote all his time to radio in 1934
(after putting in two years of
highly successful "extracurriculum"
activity with the Dan Dunn radio
adaptation), the department store
experience along with the knowledge he acquired while working as
advertising consultant to the Shidler Furniture Co. and the Wimsett
Finance & Thrift Co., proved of
great value.
During Mr. Swintz' association
with the station, WSBT has grown
from a 500 w part-time outlet to
a 5 kw CBS affiliate. WSBT is
currently engaged in a complete
remodeling and enlargement project,ment.under
Swintz'
manageWhenMr.
the new
quarters
are
complete, the station will have
twice as much room as before, with
accommodations for future expansion into TV.
Importance of Programming
Mr. Swintz has a practical radio
philosophy which has paid dividends to his station and community. He believes that a radio
station can be successful if it gives
its audience the type of programs
they want, with programming
allotted to the various listener
groups in proportion to their number. "Programming should be
weighted according to the percentage of audience that enjoys the
different kinds of programs."
In summing up his attitude toward programming, Mr. Swintz
points out that "the only thing you
have to sell is audience and unless
you cater to the preferences of the
audience in your community you
may not have enough listeners to
interest advertisers."
Mr. Swintz is active in South
Bend civic affairs. He belongs to
the South Bend Rotary Club, of
which he is a past president. He
is a Scottish Rite Mason and is
active in the American Legion. He
also belongs to the South Bend
Knife and Fork Club.
Although World War I forced
Mr. Swintz to leave DePauw U.
without a diploma, he did manage
to get the vice president's daughter,
Jessie Gobin, for his bride. They
were married in 1918 and have two
daughters, Mrs. Richard R. Mills
(Julia) of Warren, Ohio, and
Martha, a freshman at DePauw U.
Daughter Julia, herself a DePauw
graduate, has two children, making
Mr. Swintz the very proud grandfather of Sally, 5, and Johnny, 2.
In addition to all his business
and social activities, Mr. Swintz

NEW

fflMBSm

HARRY MAIZL1SH (r), president and
general manager, KFWB Los Angeles, is congratulated by Raoul
Bertrand, French Consul, upon the
letter's presentation to him of the
French award, Medaille de la Reconnaissance. Mr. Maiziish was one of
three Los Angeles men upon whom
the honor was conferred.
has had time to develop a very
rewarding h o b b y — oil landscape
painting, in which he has shown
more than average proficiency.
Two of his paintings have been
accepted by juried regional exhibits
and he is now chairman of the
board of the Northern Indiana
Artists Inc.
CAB AGENDA
Set for Regional Meeting
MEETING of the Maritimes Assn.
of Broadcasters, eastern regional
unit of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, will be held Jan. 1517 at the Fort Cumberland Hotel,
Amherst, N. S. Members will discuss current regional problems on
programming, hear a report on
the Canadian music copyright
situation, report on activities of
CAB, and learn details of the
Canadian
measurementaudience
system "circulation"
devised by
CAB sales division.
Also on the agenda will be a discussion on financing, administration and programming of a small
market station by Ralph Snelgrove,
CKBB Barrie, Ont.; a presentation
on organization and routine by
Lyman Potts, CKOC Hamilton,
Ont.; election of officers and two
directors for the CAB. Malcolm
Neill, CFNB Fredericton, will be
chairman of the meeting.
A

Nwtty Vacation
"WHAT a lovely bunch of coconuts!", W. Kenneth Patterson, president of the Pekin
Broadcasting Co., Pekin, 111.,
(WSIV),claimedmust
exwhen he have
got back
from a vacation at Sarasota,
Fla., and found an unexpected telegram waiting for
him which said: "Congratulations! You've won 20 coconut palms. Advise disposition. Regards. The wire was
signed by Col. Joe Harris,
Sleepy asota,Lagoon
Resort, SarFla.

OWI

SOON?

Hinted by Mobilize? Wilson
HOW imminent is a new Office of
War Information — and will it be
patterned after the World War II
organization headed by News Commentator Elmer Davis? These
questions were raised anew when
Charles E. Wilson, director of the
powerful Office of Defense Mobilization, dropped a hint at a recent
news conference that such a proposal is being formulated.
Mr. Wilson said that plans are
underway for creation of such an
office to channel public information
on mobilization to the public.
Close associates of the former
General Electric Co. executive said
later, however, that an indefinite
plan has been under study the past
year and is not "imminent." Beyond that, they declined comment
at this time save to point out that
ODM has just begun to organize.
Discussion of a new OWI — it
probably will be called the Office of
Defense Information — has been
broached periodically by the National Security Resources Board as
part of its overall mobilization
planning. But any future recommendations are likely to come from
Mr. Wilson rather than NSRB
Chairman W. Stuart Symington.
Authorities expressed belief that
the organization of the ODI probably will parallel that of World
War II, with veteran newsmen
serving in about the same capacity.
Also expected in the event of an
all-out crisis is an Office of Censorlines. ship patterned along World War II
AFCA LUNCHEON
High Officials Attend
ELECTRONICS and communications officials from the Commerce
Dept.'s National Production Authe Defense
tionsthority,Board
and theDept.'s
State MuniDept.
Telecommunications policy staff
were among the guests invited to
attended a luncheon scheduled to be
held by the Armed Forces Communications Assn. last Friday.
Horace B. McCoy, NPA assistant administrator, was slated as
major speaker at the luncheon,
sponsored by AFCA's Washington,D. C. chapter in the National
Press Bldg. Officials invited were
John G. Daley, and Donald Parris, acting director and deputy director, respectively, Electronics
Division, and Brig. Gen. Calvert
H. Arnold, director, Communications Division, all NPA; Marvin
Hobbs, chief,
electronics-communications, Munitions
Board; Francis
de Wolf, chief, Telecommunications
policy staff, State Dept. Number
of Signal Corps officials also were
slated to attend.
BEN COHN, head of radio division
publicity department, Warner Bros
Studios, Burbank, Calif., named chair
man TV and radio committee of Mo
tion Picture Producers of America
He succeeds LES PETERSEN, hea(
of MGM radio department, Culve:

City, Calif.
BROADCASTING
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JOHN ADAMS KUNEAU, vice president J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, appointed director of public relations Philco Corp.,
Phila. He will also serve as member of Management
Operation Committee.
front office

ALPH TAYLOR, for seven years director of sales promotion KNX
""1
Hollywood and CBS Pacific Network,
to KTSL (TV) Los Angeles in similar position effective Feb. 15. TONY
MOE, sales promotion manager WCCO
Minneapolis since June 1948, takes
over Mr. Taylor's former post. Both
appointments announced last week by
MERLE S. JONES, general manager
KNX, CBS Pacific Network and KTSL
(TV). Prior to joining WCCO, Mr.
Moe for 18 months was sales promotion manager of KELO Sioux Falls.
Mr. Moe
He started in radio as announcer on
Mr. Taylor
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, in 1939.
UG. GEN. (Ret.) EDWARD LYMAN MUNSON, former director of
BC films department and executive in motion picture industry, apinted director of TV operations for NBC, reporting to EDWARD D.
ADDEN, vice president in charge of TV sales and operations. Prior
joining NBC in Aug. 1950, Gen. Munson had been executive assistant
r Twentieth Century Fox, and later became head of production for
m company in Great Britain.
ORRIS T. LONGO, sales manager WXGI Richmond, appointed assistant
neral manager.
)BERT SCHROEDER, account executive WDTV
i US-TV network sales, New York.

(TV) Pittsburgh, to

KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., announces appointment of
three new salesman to local sales staff: JOHN MERRELL, from San Juan Broadcasting Co., Durango, Col.;
HUGH O. ROLANDS, from KOKX-AM-FM Koekuk,
Iowa, and ROBERT M. KENT, from Charles Ross Adv.,
Hollywood.
JOHN S. PHILLIPS, general manager WCAW Charleston, W. Va., returns to his office after month's absence
occasioned by illness.

Mr. Kuneau

THE BRANHAM Co., Chicago, announces following appointments: L. S.
GREENBERG, Chicago, as vice president and treasurer; H. L. RALLS,
Atlanta, as vice president, and ZORA HARRIS, Chicago, as secretary.
THOMAS Y. GORMAN, Videomatic Co. Inc., N. Y., and L. ARTHUR
DAWSON, sales manager E: J. Rinaud Co. (food brokers), appointed account executives for WOR New York. CHARLES PRATT, sales promotion director, WAAF Chicago, appointed account executive for WORTV.
STUART MacHARRIE, former sales manager WDOK Cleveland and
N. Y. office of WLW Cincinnati, to Everett-McKinney, radio station
representative, as account executive in firm's N. Y. office.
H-R REPRESENTIVES Inc., N. Y., appoints Dorrance-Waddell Inc.,
same city (formerly O'Brien & Dorrance) to handle advertising. Trade
papers and direct mail will be used. Dick Dorrance is account executive.
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH and PERRY S. PATTERSON appointed resident
partners in Washington law offices of Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
& Ellis, Chicago.
C. EDWIN SMITH, sales staff KANS Wichita, Kan., to KCSJ Pueblo,
Col., in same capacity.
(Continued on page 71 )

N A. ELLIOT, assistant manager and technical director KLIX Twin
lis, Ida., to KRJF Miles City, Mont., as station manager.
'OVER MORRIS, sales representative WDVA
inmercial manager.

Danville, Va., appointed

D. HOTCHKISS, editor, Los Angeles Times; HARRY W. BOWERS,
;asurer, Times Mirror, and HARRISON M. DUNHAM, general maner KTTV (TV) Hollywood, appointed to KTTV board of directors.
ARRISON CHANDLER appointed executive vice president of station;
AR JOHNSON vice president and secretary, and RICHARD G.
| :)AMS, Times resident counsel, will act as secretary of board.
♦NALD W. WHEELER Jr., formerly general manager KTAT Fredck, Okla., now on active duty with U. S. Navy as lieutenant commander.

The most listened to station in America's
most respon.i*e mqrket- San Diego, California
Chart is bated on share of
d i• net ' —total rated time
period* — from Hooper Reports

MES P. HENSLEY, new to radio, named CBS Pacific Network sales
n-esentative.
)WARD WILLIAMS, Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. (adv. representative)
ishington, to WWDC same city as account executive. DARWIN H.
:OPOFF, WWDC account executive, and JAMES ROBERTSON, copy
tor in commercial department, have entered Armed Forces.
LTIN S. POLLINS, account executive WNJR
\AT and WATV (TV) Newark.
MES T.
SL(TV)
!-.r KNX
ces Mr.

Newark, to sales staff

AUBREY, account executive Columbia Pacific Network, to
Hollywood sales staff effective Feb. 5. ROLAND KAY, manHollywood Housewives Protective League merchandising, reAubrey.

^MI Biloxi, Miss., appoints National Time Sales, N. Y., as national
resentative.
YDE GRAY, manager and part-owner KWEM West Memphis, Ark.,
ned general manager Western Radio Sales, L. A., and ROBERT
UTZ head of S. F. office. Concurrently name of radio representative
n changed to West Coast Radio Sales, under which name it goes in
l Francisco. BENTON PASCHALL, head of firm who formerly acted
L. A. manager, will devote all his time to Liberty Broadcasting Sys,i of which he is vice president in charge of western division operations.
OADCASTING
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The ONLY 5000 watt Day and Night
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ERNON M. BUSHONG appointed program director WTMA
Charleston, S. C.
ART HANSTROM, program director
WFRL Freeport, 111., recalled to active duty with Navy. BOB WERY
will replace him. Mr. Wery has
served on other midwest outlets as
salesman, announcer and manager.
CLAIR HEIDER, announcing supervisor ABC Chicago, appointed director of TV program operations, replacing LOIS PROCTOR, resigned. J.
WARD (Jack) MITCHELL appointed
manager ABC script and promotion
Dept., following six years with network as script editor and program
promotion editor.
BOB TURNER, sportscaster WHAMAM-TV Rochester, N. Y., appointed
supervisor of announcers, succeeding
HOMER BLISS, recalled to active
duty with Army Signal Corps.
TOM PAXTON, chief announcer
KGO-TV San Francisco, to WKY-TV
Oklahoma City in same capacity.
ROY RECTOR, KPRC-TV Houston,
to WKY-TV as memb'er of stage crew.
FRANK SLINGLAND, p ro d u c e r
WNBW (TV) Washington, reports to
active dutywith National Guard Feb.
1. CARL DEGAN, floor manager, replaces him.
JACK F. A. FLYNN, director on staff
WGN-TV Chicago, appointed associate director WPIX (TV) New York.
MARCELLE MITCHELL, CBS Hollywood national spot sales, to Progressive Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
as executive secretary and assistant
to NAT LINDEN, executive production manager.

1
RADIO
USES

DIRECTOR
SRDS

CONSTANTLY

"Standard Rate's Radio Section
is always
says the
Ra
dio
Directorwithof me,"
one large
agency.
"Even when I go to talk with
clients, I put it in my briefcase.
It gives me all the basic information Ineed on any station, except
coverage.
"And I welcome ads in it that
tell me something that the station listings don't tell, such as
coverage
You, too, information."
have probably noticed
that many stations (more than
270, in fact) are supplementing
their station listings in Radio
Advertising Rates and Data and
their market listings in CONSUMER MARKETS with Service-Ads that give additional buying information . . . Service-Ads
like WRC's shown here.
edia-buying
■>e unbeatable ™

air-casters
ANNE D. MINAHAN, radio personality of Lady of

director of music
TOM HARVEY, WVCH Chester, to
and
arranger
inted^announcing
ian,appo
staff WIBG Philadelphia.
sicchief
Writers."
WLAW Lawrence, Mass.
GENE
GRAVES,
KYW
FRANK ATWOOD, farm program di- Philadelphia, father announcer
of girl.
rector WTIC Hartford, Conn., cited in
resolution passed at annual meeting
BOB HOPKINS, comedian, signed to
of Connecticut Pomological Society,
three year radio and TV contract by
for services rendered to agriculture
KNX Hollywood.
in general.
ED JOHNSON, program director
ALBERT M. JONES, Gutman Adv.
KFSB Joplin, Mo., cited by Missouri
Agency, Wheeling, W. Va., to promoOil Industry Information Committee
tion staff WNAX Yankton. He refor "excellent cooperation" in promoplaces GUY DeVANY, assistant protion of joint meeting of Springfield
motion manager, resigned.
and
Joplin
oil men.
DON COLE, partner in Chartoc-Cole
Productions, Chicago TV package
NOEL BLANKINSHIP, announcer
WKLV Blackstone, Va., appointed
firm, to NBC network sales promotion, same city.
chairman of March of Dimes annual
drive
for city.
BOB CROSBY, m.c of CBS Club 15,
signed for role in RKO "Two Tickets
DICK THOMAS, announcer-disc jockey WOND Pleasantville, N. J., to
to Broadway."
Armed Forces.
JOHN F. MEYERS, Music Corp. of
America, to CBS Hollywood network
WASHINGTON. D. C.
program department as assistant,
id a MaiJut!
business affairs.
MEL
BAILEY, program manager KEX
WRC
Portland, Ore., appointed member AsiA, itd. dominant
te,
of Portland Symphony
Society. sociaBoard
Miss Minahan

VRC dominates listener intere-l in ihe District of Columbia
ind 35 rich, adjoining counties in Maryland, Virginia and
West j Virginia
an audience
area ofinnearly
half million
home*, and... almosl
$2 billions
annuala reu>J
sales:
495,358
795,500
217 420
$1,117,312,000
J 1,85V,
189,000
£414,189.000
J22 080 000
S188.1A5.0O0
1259.174.000
1304818.000
$100,469,000
M.9B4 It
WRC Programs and Spot* slifiw h
long
record
sellingWashington,
. . . dayof insuccessful,
and day outlowcos. . . ii
iheAsk
WRC Sales D.C.TradingArea.
Representatives of
NBC Spot Sales for success rtnriea
and coBt-per-listener facts.
Service-Ads like this supplement and
expand station
in Radio
Advertising Rates listings
and Data
and their
marketKETS with
listings
in
CONSUMER
MARadditional information that
helps buyers buy.
Note to Station Managers:
The SPOT RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK details
the sort of information spot
radio buyers say they want.
Send $1 for a copy today.
* Now known as RADIO ADVERTISING RATES AND DATA.
teQrTj,

Published by Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc. Walter £. Borihof, Pubhshe.
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois • New York • Lot Angela
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WILLIAM FROUG, CBS Hollywood
writer on Memo From Molly, father
of girl, Nancy Elaine.
HERMAN VOSSBURGH, new to radio, to KTAT Frederick, Okla., announcing staff.
LEON SOLOMON and DAVID
SCHWARTZ, writers on CBS-TV
Alan Young Show, to speak Feb. 10
to U. of Southern Calif. TV writing
class on "The Future for Television

HAL SEARLS to announcing staff
WDGY Minneapolis after working as
actor in stock companies.
SHEILAH GRAHAM, commentator,
starts Sheilah Graham in Hollywood
on KNBH (TV) Hollywood. In addition to Hollywood news Miss Graham
will conduct interviews with film
notables and present filmed scenes
from motion pictures currently being
made.
CLINT JOHNSTON, freelance movie
writer, and formerly with NBC and
CBS New York, named producer for
five weekly half-hour Progressive
Broadcasting System Mel Torme Show.
BUDD LESSER assigned writer for
Commodore Productions of weekly
half hour Tarzan on Don Lee Broadcasting System. Lewis Food Co., L. A.
(Dr. Ross' dog, cat food), is sponsor.
GREGG DONOVAN, NBC Chicago
announcer, and Dorothy Richards announce their marriage.
FRANK V. MARTINEK, creator and
author of Don Winslow of the Navy,
comic strip which appears on 45 TV
stations, discussed "Chicago's Plant
Protection in the Atomic Age" Jan. 11
before Chicago Headline Club. He is
chairman of plant protection for Chicago Civil Defense committee.
FRANKIE ARMENTROUT, continuity
editor Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, to NBC Chicago as assistant to
Dave
Garroway's writer, CHARLIE
ANDREWS.

BILLY SCOTT, folk singer WLWC
(TV) Columbus, to WHAS Louisville
as program director.
JANE LAMBERT, NBC Chicago continuity acceptance department, is
author of "This Is Christmas," song
published by Dave Dreyer and recorded by Songsters Quartet for
Super. One of vocalists is BOE
MORTON, member of NBC Chicago
music library staff.
JIM KITHCART appointed announcer-writer KCOW Alliance, Neb.
JOHN PAVIS, WBKB (TV) Chicago,
to ABC Chicago as publicity writer.
AL BURTON, teen-age m.c. of four
L. A. TV programs, presented first
award given by L. A. Tuberculosis &
Health Assn. in recognition of outstanding help given L. A. County
Chest X-Ray Survey Foundation during recent X-Ray drive.
ALICE ROTHWELL appointed receptionist WDRC Hartford, Conn. She
has been with several stations in
New England.
KATHY ROSSER appointed to publicity staff WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
She also heads music department
temporarily.
HUGH WANK, emcee Record Revue
heard nightly WITH Baltimore, assigned to morning show Wake Up
Baltimore. LEE CASE replaces him
on night show.
EDDIE METCALFE, vocalist with
Spike Jones band, to KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles sales service department.
A/eutl m • •
RON T. SMITH, announcer KIDO
Boise, Ida., to KEIO Pocatello, Ida.,
as news director.
STEVE DAVIS, formerly with WGLN
and WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y., to
creative staff WFDR (FM) New York
in public relations and special events
departments.
JERRY JACOBS, news staff WMTR
Morristown,to N.
first ofintostation's
members
be J.,
inducted
Army
under new draft order, was to leave
Jan. 12.
BOB DELANEY, news and sports director WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla.,
to WTAL-WCSP (FM) Tallahassee
as news and sports editor and direc-!
tor of special events.
BOB HART appointed sports director
KATL Houston. Was with KTRE
Lufkin, Tex.; KPLC Lake Charles^
La., and KALB Alexandria, La.
JAMES TERRELL, news staff KARK
Little Rock, Ark., to news bureau
WKY Oklahoma City. He replaces
MARTIN HAUAN, who resigned to
become press secretary for newlyelected governor of state.
ALBERT CHARLES appointed to
KEX Portland, Ore., news staff. He
was with ABC and CBS as producerdirector and was associated with
military government in Far East.
WILLIAM N. PAXTON, sports and
staff announcer KCOL Ft. Collins,
Col., to KCSJ Pueblo as sports director.
IAN ROSS and LOUISE MacFAFLANE joined staff WBMD Baltimore.
They
were Baltimore.
formerly with WCBM-FM
and WITH
BRUCE DAVIES, new to radio, appointed associated agriculture and
market
reporter KCMO Kansas City,
Mo.
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Is Aim at NAB-TV
Meet
IDEO
INDUSTRY
UNITY
headed by Frank U. Fletcher,
*VE to bring television stations
Jan. 8]. He feels NAB-TV can
committee may become the frameserve television stations with trade
WARL Arlington, Va., will have
1 networks into a single trade
work for the NAB-TV board.
ociation under NAB auspices
the job of rewriting the by-laws
No formal agenda has been pre- association functions, augmented
prior to the NAB board meeting.
1 culminate Friday in Chicago
pared for the Friday meeting in by the overall operations of NAB
itself.
?n member and non-member sta- Chicago. Mr. Hough's committee
The By-Laws Committee will have
will meet Thursday to discuss a
hs, plus network representatives,
The question of network partici- draft revisions ready when it meets
1 meet at Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
pation in NAB-TV was being dis- Jan. 29.
general outline for the day. Wilcussed in advance of the Chicago
Other NAB-TV problems will inliam B. Ryan, NAB general man)ut of this meeting may come
meeting. At present networks can
volve dues to be charged TV memager and sponsor of the NAB-TV
mined NAB and NAB-TV proplan, met last week with Jack R. participate in NAB only as associbers. At present NAB-AM memal, with video stations having
bers having TV affiliates enjoy
ate members. Some network offiPoppele, WOR-TV New York, presonomy in running their own
cials
feel
networks
and
stations
ident of Television Broadcasters
practically a low-cost ride for the
de association affairs except for
video memberships. This idea deAssn., to discuss meeting pro- have divergent interests. They
icy matters affecting both aural
argue the networks are staffed to
veloped two years ago when NAB
visual segments of the pro- cedure.
TBA decided at its December
Dn.
handle Washington problems af- first started to bring TV stations
within its fold. The plan did not
fecting their operations.
Jarold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort meeting to participate in next FriFrom the overall viewpoint it draw other video stations into
day's sessions. Formation of an
rth, will preside Friday as chairNAB-TV would mean the demise of was contended the networks, as NAB to any extent, however.
,n of a special NAB-TV organiTBA,
which now is representative
important radio - TV elements,
Friday's Chicago meetings will
ion committee. Serving with
of both station and manufacturer
should join in a unified front op- be held in the South Ballroom, on
» are Robert D. Swezey, WDSUthe third floor of the Stevens.
interests.
erating on behalf of all broadNew Orleans; Eugene S. Thomcasters and telecasters.
Luncheon meeting will be held in
Mr.
Hough
is
an
advocate
of
WOR-TV New York; William A. an industrywide TV organization
After the Firday meeting the the North Ballroom. Adjournment
7, WHAM-TV Rochester; George
is scheduled for 5 p.m.
NAB board By-Laws Committee,
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
bach, KSD-TV St. Louis,
•n Mr. Hough will fall the main
of outlining the basic associai plan to the delegates. At least
)f the 107 operating TV stations
Petry, Standard, Century Form
be represented at the Friday
Sf^VICf
f'/C/H
United already has signed a conTHREE
major radio and televi- as exclusive sales agents for
tract with Bing Crosby Enterprises
;ting, judging by advance regission firms have combined to estabUnited programs in the national
:ions. The advance registrations
lish a nationwide television film TV spot field, while Standard will to distribute that company's Fireside Theatre, Night Editor and a
•e just short of the 80 mark at program distributing service to represent the firm's product for
weekend.
be known as United Television
sales to local stations and spon- 13-week comedy series as yet untitled. Fireside Theatre is available
sors. Century Artists will function
iut of the all-day session is ex- Programs Inc. The three comted to come a new committee
in
the
national
network
area.
through
United for first-run perpanies, radio and television pioformance in all markets where
neers, are the Edward Petry & Co.,
Officers of the newly formed or|ch will report Jan. 31-Feb. 2
ganization are: Jerry King, of Procter & Gamble Co. doesn't
radio and television representative,
(he NAB board. Should the NABidea meet general approval this Standard Radio Transcription
Standard, as president; Richard J. sponsor the show and for second
Services Inc., program library
Dorso, of Century, as executive run showings everywhere.
company, and Century Artists, a vice president, and Milt Blink, of
"It is the aim of United," Mr.
I Switeh
Standard, as secretary and treas- King said, "to stabilize distribution
talent and package program agenurer. Main offices of the company, by providing for the mutual benecy.
TELEVISION is not only infit of producers and buyers the
United will provide television
which begins operations with a
cluded in "all the news that's
staff of more than 200 persons, are experience and integrity which
package and program producers
it to print" but also is being
with complete coverage on all located at 360 North Michigan Ave., have been the bulwarks of our
lse -l as a promotion pitch for
levels of program selling and will Chicago; 488 Madison Ave., New
present respective business operavould-be printed media adtions. Until now there has been no
York, and 8619 Sunset Blvd., Los
furnish sponsors, advertising agenvertisers in highly competicies and stations with a stabilized
Angeles. Other offices are located single organization possessing the
tive New York. The New
source of program supply.
in Detroit, St. Louis, Atlanta, San necessary connections and experiFrancisco
and Oklahoma City.
'f>nork
Times
pulled
a
switch
ence that would enable it to cope
The
Edward
Petry
Co.
will
act
media relations by urging
with the chaos enveloping the inidvertisers to "put audience
dustry. Everyone, producer, sponinsurance' into your next
sor, advertising counsel and station
TV budget" by buying space
operator, has been forced to work
n its columns. A spread
devoid of any awareness of the
laims that ads placed in the
rimes "boosts your chances
needs
others." that the presMr. of
Kingthe asserted
■f having [the show] appear
ence
of
United
will mean an inn more homes" and is read
crease in film production because
|y "thousands of eood reproducers will now produce secure
nonsive, influential TV famin the knowledge that a market
lies." And also claims that
and a proper return awaits their
audience" promotion is more
product.
He predicted also that
ffective "when your TV stathe new firm would encourage bankion supplements it with
ing investment in TV film producewspaper advertising of its
tion now that a definite return is
Mr. KING
Mr. DORSO
Mr. BLINK
assured.
ecasting
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CBS

COLOR

First Midwest Showing
Held in Chicago

assorted reactions to the performance. Mark Brown, president of
the Harris Trust & Savings Bank,
expressed amazement at the fidelity
of the colors and forecast a "bright
future for such a high quality system." William Kahler, president
of the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
remarked that the demonstration
"far exceeded my expectations."
The Rev. Thomas A. Meehan, editor
of The New World, official Catholic
paper of the Archdiocese of Chicago, hopedsuch
that athe
"day will
will bring
soon
come when
system
realistic church services — colorful
vestments, flowers on the altar —
to thousands of our people in their

A SELECT audience of 300 Chicagoans reviewed the first midwest showing of CBS color Tuesday evening in WBBM Chicago's studios. Among
the viewers was District Judge Walter La Buy, who dissented from a
Federal Court decision, handed down Dec. 22 in Chicago, upholding
FCC's approval of the CBS color *
television system but banning its here in Chicago where we have
use in commercial telecasts pend- dene a lot of talking about it aling a ruling by the U. S. Supreme
ready," adding that the viewers
Court [Broadcasting • Telecastwere expected to judge for theming, Dec. 25]
selves whether or not the color
After the 20-minute demonstrasystem gave television "added imtion, Judge La Buy told Broadand entertainment
casting • Telecasting: "No one
Mr. pactStanton
explained appeal."
that the
can question the beauty of these types of color receivers set up in
pictures. I was particularly im- the studios were a 17-inch direct
pressed with the possibilities of- view set employing a color drum,
Reaction Enthusiastic
fered advertisers who utilize color
Barnet
"the largest TV color receiver ever
homes." Hodes, member of the
television in the future. Of course,
CBS law firm in Chicago, said he
a standard 10-inch blackthe entertainment value of such built";
and-white set adapted and con"got a bigger thrill from the Van
brilliant pictures is unquestioned."
verted to receive color (7-inch picGogh reproduction than when I saw
CBS President Frank Stanton
ture magnified); a 10-inch comthe
original," and Maurice Goldgreeted the guests after a brief inbination black-and-white and color
blatt, chairman of the board of
troduction by H. Leslie Atlass, set (7-inch picture magnified); a Goldblatt Bros, department store,
Central Division vice president of 12V2 inch Vericolor industrial type
spoke of the system's value in
CBS. He noted that "there is very set, made by Remington Rand for
teaching surgery as well as its
little one can say about CBS color such uses as the teaching of surgery
"natural application to merchandis(10-inch picture magnified), and a
ing." Brig. Gen. Oscar Brice,
12-inch Muntz color companion set, commander of Marine Air Reserve
"slave" to a stock Muntz receiver
Training at the Glenview Air Base,
(10-inch picture magnified).
COLOR PROBE
near Chicago, cited the "sharp conThe demonstration, Mr. Stanton
trasts in color definition," and said
Possible in House I FCC
he foresees the day when the disaid, originated at CBS headquarters in New York.
THE DOOR is still ajar for a posrector of amphibious military landsible probe of the color television
ings can direct his troops more
Miss Painter Emcees
controversy by the House Interadvantageously through employing
state & Foreign Commerce ComBlonde Patty Painter, "Miss Col- reconnaissance plane crews to
mittee, Chairman Robert Crosser
or Television," emceed the all-live
photograph action and transmit
presentation which followed the
(D-Ohio) indicated to BROADCAST"true situation pictures" to a comING • Telecasting last week.
format used by CBS in its other
mand ship far off shore. Gen.
Rep. Crosser qualified his re- demonstrations.
Brice
termed
the systemexpecially
"invalumarks by pointing up that the
After presenting Dr. Peter Goldable for mass instruction,
courts have yet to decide fully on mark, who developed the color syswhere schematic drawings are inthe question of color TV. Until
tem, Mr. Stanton apologized for a
then, he said, it would be unwise
minute imperfection in the transJohn Balaban, president of Balafor the committee to investigate the
mission. He blamed the telephone
volved."
ban
& Katz,
of theand
nation's
circuit.
matter and come to any conclusion
largest
theatreonechains,
head
which later may make it look
A viewer asked if the system
of
WBKB,
Columbia's
TV
affiliate
"ridiculous."
could be shown on large screens,
Chicago, is "anxiously awaiting
In Chicago, RCA attorneys, memand the CBS president replied that in
development of color TV for thebers of the firm of Kirkland, Flemthere is "no limit to size." Another
ing, Green, Martin & Ellis, delayed person inquired if highly-polished,
Use of the system for package
filing of a lengthy brief to be filed reflective metal objects could be identification will deprive magawith the U. S. Supreme Court, ap- colorcast, and Mr. Stanton anzines of "one of their biggest talkpealing the Dec. 22 color decision
atres."
swered in the affirmative. He exing points in competition with
of the Chicago Federal District
pressed the hope that viewers had
media," in the opinion of
Court [Broadcasting • Telecastnoted the depth and detail of the broadcast
Oliver B. Capelle, sales promotion
ing, Jan. 1, Dec. 25, 1950]. Attorpictures, "something that is not
director of Miles Labs. "Package
neys were incorporating additional
identification is important, espetrue
documents in the RCA brief.
said. in monochrome pictures," he
cially when a product is new," said
The demand on Capitol Hill for
During the buffet supper which
Mr. Capelle. "Up until now we have
an inquiry into color came on the
followed the presentation, Broadhad to rely on magazines to give
session's opening day when Rep.
casting • Telecasting collected
a true impression of container deJames I. Dolliver (R-Iowa), a
member of the House Commerce
group, asked for an industry-public
"forum" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Rep. Crosser said it was impossible for him to judge the temper
of the committee since the group
has not been organized as yet.
There are a number of changes
expected in the committee's lineup.
Rep. Dolliver had stated in his
letter to Chairman Crosser that a
"full and comprehensive hearing"
would serve to help clear the misunderstanding and confusion in the
minds of the public and of the industry. He added later that his
sole purpose in demanding the inquiry was to satisfy the curious
At the CBS coloi television showing in Chicago last week w>
and confused among his constituency.
Mr. Stanton, Dr. Goldmark and Mr. Atlass.
(l to r)
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Joseph H. McConnell (I), NBC
president, congratulates Mr. Rose.
Billy Rose Signed
BILLY ROSE, Broadway producer
and showman, has been signed by
NBC as consultant to the NBC-TV
network, headed by Sylvester L.
(Patt) Weaver Jr., vice president.
Policy planning, as well as all
phases of TV programming and
development, are included in Mr.
Rose's duties. Network retains first
rights to all radio and TV properties developed by Mr. Rose during
the tenure of his contract.
signs and colors. In the future we
must have brilliant hues for color
TV in mind when we plan our
packaging. It was a happy accident
that Miles' new Tabcin product was
launched in a gay red container."
William L. Weddell, vice president invision
charge
radio and
telefor Leo ofBurnett
Agency,
noted that "when the system
picked up those underwater marine
scenes with such realism, I was
convinced it's terrific." Creation
of a "tremendously increased demand for flowers" was forecast by
Edward W. Gould, former president of the Allied Florists Assn.
"There are possibilities beyond belief in merchandising products
through color TV," said John F.
Price,son & president
of Price, RobinFrank Agency.
Amazed at Reproduction
Otis Shepherd, art director of
William Wrigley Jr. Co., who has
misgivings whether the "Doublemint" gum package, which he designed, would register well because
of
its odd
shadetrue
of reproduction.
green, "was
amazed
at the
"In other color reproductive
processes, greens, blues and reds
have
disk,"
he observed.
"This aisyellow
not true
in CBS
color. I
was fearful that the Doublemint
package would be a sickly green,
but it came through true to the
original." Mr. Shepherd, who also
designed the Juicy Fruit package,
believes color TV calls for revolutionary arrangements, patterns
and
lighting effects in the "staging '
of products.
In addition to Judge La Buy.
three other well known Chicagc
jurists attended the premier. Judge
John Sbarbaro of the Superici
Court saw "great educational pos(Continued on page 6U)
sibilities," adding, "it is fantastic
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Advised
CONTROLLED

SPORTSCASTS

-0.3
Group

by NCAA
-0.1

-0.7
TABLE I
Change
indicated):
outside
ihem
(p!us
unless
otherwise
-3.5 and
Average 1949 -2.4
-6.0
areas
Change
%
Change
From
1.0 % to 1950
to 1950
1947-48
1949
1950
All Colleges
District 4 (Midwest)
0.6
04
-9.8
In
TV
Areas
0.2
-26.3
Colleges in TV Areas
-28.7
1.7
Outside TV Areas
4.1
2.4
2.5
Colleges Outside TV Areas
11.6
-3.7
12.2
11.4
District 5 (W. Central)
-20.8
-3.4
District 1 (New England)
-6.1
In TV Areas
-5.8
-15.5
1
I.I
16.0
-29.0
-10.2
In TV Areas
Outside TV Areas
13.8
11.1
14.5
-6.4
-16.2
-18.7
-0.1
Outside TV Areas
-16.8
District 6 (Southwest)
34.0
15.5
In
TV
Areas
26.9
49.7
18.0
-0.9
0.5
-1.5
District 2 (East)
4.9
Outside TV Areas
9.9
14.9
In TV Areas
20.5
District
7
(Mountain)
Outside TV Areas
In TV Areas
21.3
33.3
13.4
Outside TV Areas
12.8
District 3 (Southeast)
4.7
4.6
District
8
(Pacific)
0.3
In TV Areas
2.5
1.6
In TV Areas
0.6
11.0
Outside TV Areas
7.4
7.9
Outside TV Areas
0.5
8.1
in the office of George Trautman,
gation to foster growing interest
has assumed in the American way of
president of the National Assn. of in sports as a reason for telecastlife, changing in a short period, the
Professional Baseball Leagues.
ing of contests.
entertainment habits of a large segJames D. Secrest, general manager,
"TV is reaching the youth, who
ment of our population. The industry representatives are well aware
and Dan Halpin, RCA-Victor, will are vital to all sports," Mr. Beville
of this impact, and frankly admit
attend for Radio-Television Mfrs.
said. "It is building future fans."
they have no final answer.
Mr. Mickelson raised the question
Assn., along with Justin Miller,
NAB president, and William B. of interpretation of statistics in
One study of the past year indicates to us that the live telecasting
Ryan, general manager of NAB and the NORC report, as well as indiof
college
football games has an
vidual
reports
from
conferences
on
BAB president-elect.
adverse effect on gate receipts. We
Presidents of major leagues, box office declines.
believe that the adverse effect is proBaseball Commissioner A. B.
"The figures do look damaging,
portionate to the degree of saturation
but there are all kinds of questions
Chandler and other sports leaders
of TV in an area with present methwill join in an effort to work out a left unanswered," he said. He
ods of telecasting. It would be unfair
solution satisfactory to the sports
suggested American sports are a to brand TV as the only culprit.
promoters and broadcasters-teleprimary factor in building indeOther factors such as team performance, weather, economic conditions,
pendence and aggressiveness in
casters. This may lead to the formation of a joint body to direct
characteristic, with strength of in- etc., undoubtedly contributed in some
degree to the decline in attendance
electronic coverage of professional
dividual character paramount in in
certain parts of the country.
baseball.
the struggle against Communism.
The
representatives with
Some 350 delegates attended the
Mr. Halpin said he believed at- whom weindustry
have consulted through the
TV Roundtable at the NCAA Daltendance eventually will grow as
past year have assured us that they
las meeting Thursday afternoon.
a result
game
telecasts.
have no desire to harm the present
They represented some 200 major
ple like toof see
a game
in the "Peoflesh
structure of intercollegiate athletics.
colleges.
once they are attracted to it," he Therefore, we suggest that the NCAA
Appearing for the radio-TV art
said. "The slogan 'A Good Game,
in cooperation with the industry set
were Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC;
a Good Gate' still applies" he up a program of experimentation durSig Mickelson, CBS; Les Arries,
argued.
ing the 1951-1952 academic year,
which would include such methods of
DuMont; Mr. Halpin, for RTMA.
\.tAB's
spokesmen
had
explained
Mr. O'Brien, said the seasons
the alternative to live football
telecasting
as delayed TV, the use of
"first systematic test" with Big
Robert mount
O'Brien
?casts is intensive TV networkPictures. represented ParaTen games in two Chicago and one highlights and special features,
tion programming designed to
Detroit theatre had shown that phonevision, skiatron, theatre televiMr. Beville suggested a report
sion, and any other new methods
p the public in front of the telesubmitted by Paul Sheatsley, of theatre TV "is attractive." He arwhich might be developed before next
ion screen. They pointed to the National Opinion Research Center,
gued theatre TV offers a means
football season.
'antage of having TV working
on behalf of Mr. Hamilton's comof "controlling" the audience.
As part of this experimentation
"the interests of college football
mittee, did not sustain the conSubmitting the NORC statistics
study, we visualize that a certain
ough live coverage of games.
tention that TV is ruining college
Mr. Sheatsley said NORC had been
amount
of live telecasting may be
football attendance.
sAB continues its activity on
forced to do a rush job, with figures
conducted on a strict control basis to
ialf of sports broadcasting and
[The NORC report to the TV Comcoming in up to the last minute.
test desired situations. To admin-1
mittee included the tabulated data still
icasting today (Monday) at a
ister the experimental work, it is
He
promised a more detailed
based
on
attendance
figures
from
umbus, Ohio, meeting to be held
analysis in March or April.
recommended that a steering commitcolleges as shown in charts on this
tee with a representative from each
Excerpts
from
Mr.
Hamilton's
page.]
of the 8 NCAA districts be appointed
report
follow:
TABLE II
''We know there is an effect,"
to work out the problem in cooperaIt has been the aim of this comtion with the industry.
•ndance in Relation to Team Performance Mr. Beville said. '.'We do not know
s unless otherwise indicated):
mittee
to
attempt
to
collect
and
prehow much, and what other factors
In our opinion if such a program
sent factual information to the NCAA.
% Change in 1950 Attendance
-7
From 1947-1948 Average are at work." He listed such
We acknowledge with thanks the was properly developed and proOutside
economic
factors
as
ticket
prices,
ege Teams Which Won Areas
In TV
moted, it would result in mutual
splendid cooperation of the TV in- benefits for the industry and -25for
TV Areas team performance, weather condidustry, and the NORC, and many
12.6
d or More of Games 9.8
colleges
and the public.
other assists from numerous people.
tions, local interest and_ other vari13.8
-1.5
'4% of
of Games
Games -23.1
-2.9
ables with undetermined effect.
2.5
We
wish
to emphasize that the tele19%
Your committee is perfectly aware
(Continued on page 64)
l°o of Games
-22.7
He argued the NCAA has an obli- of the importance which television
TABLE V
TABLE III
TABLE IV
-3.9
:ndance in Relation to Number of TV Sets 1950 Attendance by Major and Minor Colleges (plus unless Chang
-T5
-0.3
otherwis
\rea (plus unless otherwise indicated):
Attendance in Major Conferences (plus unless otherwise indicated):
indicated) :
-4.0
-7.2
% Change in 1950 Attendance
1947-48
Average
1947-48 Average
1950 Actual
1950
Actual
From 1947-48 Average Major Colleges
Attendance
0.1
Attendance
13,253,430
13,261,447
-4.2
:ent of Families Owning TV Sits:
% Change
Minor Colleges
1,399,861
1,457,226
Total
Ivy League
i9% (8 Areos; 35 Colleges) -18.3
14,661,307
1,493,252
1,120,025
14,710,656
Southeast
»9% (11 Areas; 29 Colleges) -4.2 In TV Areas
1,765,922
1,784,342
9
865,331
19% (9 Areas; 15 Colleges) 0.0 Major
Southern
9,190,244
9,569,118
Minor Colleges
Colleges
903,549
2
•9%
(14
Areas;
28
Colleges)
-5.5
791,058
838,275
2,175,504
2,223,408
790,982
Total
Big Ten
10,472,667
23
»%
(13 Areas;
21 Colleges) 11.1
974,775
10,028,519
as Without
Television
9.3 Outside TV Areas
Big
Seven
39
879,479
Southwest
10.5
eges in areas where 30% or
Major Colleges
1,221,891
429,425
4,071,202
3,684,312
553,677
1.4
366,494
Mountain
561,586
ore of families own TV sets -10.1 Minor Colleges
9.3
Total
Other Colleges
10.7
Pacific Coast
1,670,990
4,632,788
1,557,956
4,237,989
ecastin
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JNTROLLED telecasting of
lege sports events, as recamended by a special TV
mmittee of the National
llegiate Athletic Assn., was
oposed without objection by
b NCAA Television Round)le at a Thursday afternoon
?eting held in Dallas during
1 association's annual conition.
rinal action was to be taken
; Friday by the full association.
2 proposal envisions an NCAA
ering committee working in co•ration with the TV industry.
Convinced that TV has become
! of the most profound influes in the nation's life, the TV
umittee, headed by Tom Ham<n, U. of Pittsburgh, suggested
:-areful study of the television
«blem on a controlled basis inad of the flat ban adopted by
Pacific Coast Conference (see
ry, page 64).
-i. L. (Tug) Wilson, commisner of the Big Ten Conference
1 NCAA secretary-treasurer,
sided at the Thursday session,
■ving with Mr. Hamilton on the
Committee were Ralph Furey,
umbia U., and Willis Hunter,
:la.
Earlier in the week the TV
r.mittee had heard Robert K.
hards, NAB public affairs ditor, and Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
B research director, explain
radio and television industry
wpoint in covering college sports
ints.

l

trends for colleges in TV
-0.3 %
-4.2
% ChangeAverage
From 1949
1947-48
1949
1950
1.9
3.3
-24.4
6.6
9.3
2.6
-28.2
-5.8
-8.1
-19.5
0.7
-23.0
12.1
1.1

FCC
AT&T

Probe

ALLOCATION

FCC POSTPONED its investigation
of AT&T's allocation of TV coaxial
cable and microwave relay time
last week for an indefinite period,
to permit a trial of the time-allocation formula agreed upon by the
four television networks [Broadcasting • Telcasting, Dec. 18,
1950].
The action, which had been expected, postponed "until further
order" the hearings which were
scheduled to begin today (Jan. 15).
Observers thought it unlikely
that the hearings would be rescheduled before the end of 1951 and felt
the decision then would depend
upon the success or failure of the
actual operations under the timeallocation formula in the meantime.
Almost simultaneously with the
Wednesday order, the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee and the Theatre Owners of
America filed a joint statement telling FCC that the final solution of
the time-allocation question must
recognize "the need for the use of
intercity video transmission facilities for theatre television."
The statement, submitted by
Marcus Cohn of the Washington
law firm of Cohn & Marks, said
failure to recognize theatre TV's
need for use of intercity facilities
would discriminate against "the
small user," would deprive the
public of wanted programming, and
"would discourage, and perhaps
even make impossible," continuing
growth and experimentation in
theatre TV.
Allocation Formula
The time - allocation formula
worked out by the four TV networks— after their earlier failure
to agree had led to protests by
ABC-TV and DuMont Television
Network, followed by initiation of
FCC's investigation — goes into effect for the last three calendar
quarters of 1951.
FCC concluded that "it will best
conduce to the proper dispatch of
[the investigation] to postpone the
date for hearings for an indefinite
period in order to observe the usage
of intercity video transmission
facilities of the Bell System Companies resulting from the abovementioned agreement among the
networks."
The formula divides AT&T's intercity TV facilities — where there
are not enough for each network to
have fulltime access to one circuit
— into four "Circuit Groups," and
sets up a complex system of priorities to assure that each network
will have first call on 25% of the
time on the circuits.
But a network loses half of its
priority unless it has program acceptances from a plurality of the
stations on each leg of its designated Circuit Group. It loses all
priority if it has no acceptances.
New allocations are made after
each calendar quarter, using the
same formula each time.
The formula was worked out by
Page 54
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the networks in December, with
FCC's encouragement and cooperation along with that of the AT&T.
The statement of the National
Exhibitors committee and the TOA
expressed belief that special frequencies should be allocated for
theatre television, but pointed out
that FCC itself raised the question
of whether a common carrier service cannot meet the needs.
To get that information — which
is to be developed in a scheduled
FCC hearing on theatre TV — those
who wish to render theatre television service are "completely deupon AT&T facilities,"
statementpendentcontinued.
Further, theit
said, network commitments appear to govern the availability of
such facilities for theatre TV use.
The statement continued:
The prospect of any of the networks relinquishing- time to theatre

television is even dimmer now than
before in view of the increased
amount of network programming,
especially in daytime hours. As a
result, the amount of time left for
theatre television experimentation
during periods which are practical in
terms
of theatre operations is rapidly
diminishing.
The statement said theatre TV
today is at about the same point
where TV broadcasting was three
or four years ago, and that there
are now about 15 theatre TV instal ations inabout 10 key areas.
The statement also pointed out
that issues designated for the
AT&T allocations investigation included questions as to whether the
telephone company had refused to
furnish intercity video service to
customers "on a reasonable request
therefor," and whether it is discriminating among customers.

INTERCONNECTION

Decision Proposed
Re AT&T, WU

AN FCC hearing examiner ruled last week that "it is not necessary or
desirable in the public interest" to require AT&T to interconnect its intercity television facilities with those of Western Union, present or proposed. Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued the ruling — an initial decision— after lengthy hearings dur*
■—
ing much of 1950. Initial deci- companies establish physical connecsions become final in 40 days untions and through routes between the
less appealed to the full commisBell
System
intercity video channels
sion.
and intercity video channels which
FCC had instituted the hearing
Western Union may or may not
choose to build, would introduce
on the question of requiring intercon ection of AT&T and Western
uncertainty into the future planning
Union TV network facilities at the and provision of video networks of
same time it required the tele- the Bell System companies and hamper proper development of standby
phone company to interconnect
and protective channels.
with network facilities of private
Furthermore, an order such as that
telecasters until such time as AT&T
by the Western Union Telehas enough channels to meet de- requested
graph Co. [requiring interconnection]
mand [Broadcasting • Telecastwould leave to that carrier the final
ing, Dec. 26, 1949].
determination with respect to the
WU's Channel Service
necessity and desirability of estabMiss Smith held that over the
lishing physical connections and
through routes between the carriers,
route covered by Western Union's
and would, in effect, amount to a
present intercity TV facUities —
delegation to [Western Union] of
linking New York and Philadelthis
Commission's
responsibility
phia— AT&T is equipped to supply
authority
in this regard.
. . . and
a total of 13 channels. Western
Such an order could engender situUnion, she said, failed to show that
ations which would adversely affect
the overall development of intercity
these aren't enough to meet "unsatisfied or reasonably foreseeable
video transmission facilities and servrequirements of the television
ices, especially in those areas where
Western Union has proposed alterbroadcasting
for service
between
those industry"
cities.
nate plans; and would in effect give
She conceded that TV network
the latter carrier a "blank check" for
the construction of facilities and the
representatives testified they would
rendition of service over the most
like to see Western Union engage
desirable of the several proposed
in furnishing intercity TV transroutes, without regard to the overall
mission service. But, she said,
need for service by the public . . .
"none of the network witnesses
Miss Smith made clear that she
. . . showed any actual need for
did not mean that FCC may not,
Western Union's New York CityPhiladelphia channel and none
in an "appropriate case" and upon
stated a definite intention to utilize
a proper showing, require interconnection of proposed facilities
such facilities if interconnection
of one carrier with the facilities
were ordered,"
Western Union's plans for the of another. However, she emphasized, "the carrier desiring such
future, she said, make construction
interconnected operation [must
of additional facilities contingent
show] that it is ready, able and
on interconnection, assurance that
broadcasters will use the channels,
willing to provide such facilities
and [demonstrate] the necessity or
and availability of funds to finance
desirability in the public interest
project. Miss Smith continued:
A requirement that the Bell System
of such interconnected operation."

THEATRE TV
Paramount Vetoes 525 Lines
TESTS by Paramount Television
Productions Inc. have confirmed its
belief that a 525-line, 6-mc picture
is not satisfactory for monochrome
theatre television, FCC was told
last week in a petition by the firm
for permission to continue its microwave relay experiments in the
New York area.
Paramount also indicated it is
considering plans to test high definition color TV for theatre use.
Paramount Television Productions
is licensee of commercial TV station KTLA Los Angeles.
"Common carrier circuits have
shown no improvement in bandwidth characteristics since Paramount's last report of a year ago
which continue to limit theatre television pictures to low definition
and
quality,"
the itpetition
stated.
Paramount said
had observed
that closed circuit theatrecasts of
football games last fall by several
theatre companies were successful
despite low definition because the
games themselves "were of high
interest." Cable bandwidths were
noted.
limited to 3.5 rac, the petition
Paramount stated that in its
earlier progress report it had mentioned "that it had under consideration a project involving the transmission of high definition color
television signals by microwave relay. Color camera equipment emitting an 18-mc signal, 525-line picture has recently been acquired and
a program of experimentation in
conjunction with relay transmissions is now being developed."
The petition outlined progress
of the past year on 2,000 and 7,000
mc relay equipment and technique,
explaining 12,000 mc studies have
not been completed since equipment
is not sufficiently developed. Other
technical aspects of the experimentation also were outlined.
WEINTRAUB
BUYS
2 Hours on ABC-TV
WILLIAM WEINTRAUB Agency,
New York, has bought two hours
on ABC-TV, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., for
four of its clients effective Jan. 20.
Lineup of programs includes the
following: A series of Faith Baldwin stories, at 11-11:30 a.m. sponsored by Maidenform Bras; 11:3012 noon, show is still being negotiated by the agency with a client;
12-12:30 p.m., dramatic program
featuring Peggy Ann Garner, sponsored by BAB-O; 12:30-1 p.m., the
agency
has switched
"I Cover
Waterfront"
sponsored
by The
Air
Wick from Thursday night on the
same network to this Saturday period. Time and talent for the twohour deal said to be about $3^
million.
Agency's plan is to follow the
pattern it set for its Broadway
Open House, 11-12 midnight on
NBC-TV, by buying Class C time,
on potena franchisetime,
yet obtaining
tial future valuable
plus
availability in a less competitive
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JON AND SONDRA STEELE

Top

Hollywood
for

Local

MEL lORME

Talent
TV

Budgets

PEGGY" Iff
i

TELE—

'Sf

PATRICIA MORISON
X

HERB JEFFRIES

CAB CALLOWAY

. now

SNADER

available

TELEscriptions

WHAT THEY ARE Top-quality
motion pictures of well-known singing,
dancing and musical novelty acts . . .
filmed in Hollywood expressly for television. Each act is complete in itself
and runs for approximately 3J4 minutes. Opening and close of each act is
designed for easy integration into any
length program, in combination with
live announcer or master of ceremonies
. . . and smooth interlacing of live or
filmed commercials.
HOW THEY ARE USED In preparing
programs, each TELEscription is used
as though
were be
an individual
"live"in
act.
They it may
programmed
either 5-minute, quarter-hour, halfhour, or one-hour program series. They
are available for daily or weekly showings over 13, 26, 39 and 52 week periods.

HOW MANY AVAILABLE Approximately 400 TELEscriptions are now
available . . . and new numbers are being added at the rate of ten each week.
HOW ARE THEY PROGRAMMED
Station or sponsor may build his own
program format or use any of a series of
program format scripts specially prepared
for
use with SNADER TELEscriptions,
including:
HOLLYWOOD SPOTLIGHT REVUE
TAKE ANOTHER LOOK
REHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS
INTERMISSION TIME
THE MUSIC ALBUM
GUEST BOOK
PARTY TIME
HOLLYWOOD DIARY
. . . and other great new program
formats being added regularly !

in

all TV

markets!

DOZENS OF BIG-NAME STARS...
MORE BEING ADDED EVERY WEEK!
Patricia Morison
Gale Storm
Toni Arden
June Christy
The Pagans
Cab Calloway & Orch.
Charlie Barnet & Orch.
Lionel Hampton & Orch.
Count Basie & Orch.
Miguelito
Valdez
Martha Davis
The Starlighters
Carlos Molinas
Mitchell Choirboys
The
Cass Harmonicats
County Boys
Marina Koshetz
Mel
PeggyTorme
Lee
Tex Ritter
Carl Ravazza

Arthur Lee Simpkins
Diana Lynn
Wesley Tuttle &
The Westerners
Guadalajara Trio
Red Ingle & His
Natural Seven
Page Cavanaugh Trio
Nat "King" Cole
Herb Jeffries
Clark Dennis
The Pied Pipers
Merle Travis
Frank Yankovic &
Polka Band
Red Nichols & Hi?
5 Pennies
The Skylarks
and numerous
dancing
stars
and groups

PHILADELPHIA . . .
offered exclusively
WASHINGTON
. . . over WFIL-TV
offered
exclusively
over WNBW
CHICAGO . . .
Snader
CHICAGO—
59 WE.
EAST9-54461
VAN BUREN
(PHONE,
AGENCIES,
lecasting

Telescri ptions Sales
INC.
REUBEN ft. KAUFMAN, President
BEVERLY HILLS— 177 SOUTH BEVERLY DRIVE
NEW YORK— 229 WEST 42ND STREET

STATIONS,

• BROADCASTING

SPONSORS:

MINNEAPOLIS
... over WGN-TV
offered exclusively
SAN offered
FRANCISCO
. . .over WTCN-TV
exclusively
offered exclusively over KRON-TV
Watch fur the announcement of other leading
TV stations offering SNADER TELEscriptions I

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE OUR CHICAGO
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS !
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Department Store TV
Reviewed by BAB

telestatus

§|

THE

DALLAS

^

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT

WORTH

Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES
.
920,500

NOW

//lere
ere ; are

"IT TAKES onLy haLf an eye to see
that television has swept through
the department store field Like a
brush fire," BAB states in a report
sent to member stations Last week
covering the women's apparel and
accessory fieLd.
Noting that "retailers everywhere that are within signal distance of a TV station are either
thinking about it seriously or already using the medium," the report points out that larger stores
are using TV more extensively than
smaller ones, as follows:
Annual Sales
% using 4%TV Hours per Week
$ 1 2 million
7
0:22
16
$ 2- 5
26
0:17
32
1:12
$10-20
$ 5Over$20-50
$5010 "
46
1:29
Accordingly, the report states,
"the problem with women's wear
retailers is not so much one of selling them on the medium, but showing them how to use it profitably."
The report closes with a list of suggestions for TV stations to use in
approaching prospects in this field.
* * *
Two Stations
Issue New Rates
WDSU-TV New Orleans and WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia announced new
rates last week, both effective
Jan. 1.
The Class A rate (6-11 p.m.
daily) became $325 an hour on a
one-time basis when Rate Card No.

Use

(Report 146)
4 went into effect at WDSU-TV. A
one-time hour of Class B time (5-6
p.m., Mon.-Sat.; 12 noon-6 p.m.,
Sun.) now is set at $243.75. All
other time, Class C, starts at $195
for a one-time hour. One-minute
announcements, slide or film, start
at $65 in Class A time and $39 in
Class B time, which, in the case of
announcements, covers all other
times. Charges for live studio programs and announcements are in
addition to the basic rates in all
time classifications and apply to all
live talent studio productions.
At WPTZ, Rate Card No. 7 sets
an hour of Class A time (7-10:30
p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 1-10:30 p.m., Sat,
and Sun.) at $1,000 for live-studio
and film time. Class B time (5-7
p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 10:30-11 p.m.,
Mon.-Sun.) starts at $750 an hour
on a one-time basis. In the remaining Class C time rates start at $500
an hour. Announcements of 20
seconds or one minute are now $200
in Class A time, $150 in Class B
and $100 in Class C on a one-time
basis.
Tele-Que Releases
Year-End Report
GREATEST 1950 television audience draw in the Los Angeles area
was Hopalong Cassidy, according
to a Tele-Que survey released last
week by Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc.,
Los Angeles. Program topped others in the area by 20%. Figures
were gathered from a total 12
City

month survey audience of ovei
6,000 TV viewers in the Los An
geles and Orange County areas
covering approximately 500 per
sons per month by diary method.
Taking the next four leading
places in the year round survey
were Sunday Movies, Spade Cooley,
Texaco Star Theatre and Lone
Ranger.
Survey also revealed Time for
Beany as the most viewed children's show for 1950 and the USCNotre Dame football game as drawing the largest daytime television
audience of the year. Over halfmillion people in Los Angeles area
reportedly viewed the game.
Advertest Surveys
New York Set Ownership
TOP brand of television set in the
New York area is RCA, according
to a report released last week bj
Advertest Research. RCA sets reportedly were found in 29.2% oi
the homes surveyed by the finr
between March 1949 and Novembei
1950.
Philco was reported in seconc
place, in 11.4% of the homes, anc
DuMont was shown as the thirc
most popular set, in 10.5% of the
homes covered. Altogether 51 different brands of television setf
were found, with the top three
brands
accounting for 51.1% of al
ownership.

City

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage
Dke
for

CBS

Area
Station

DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH
tliis is wliu

KRLD
AM-FM-TV
(Channel

4

is your Lest Luu
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives H
THE BRANHAM COMPANY 1$
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Weekly Television Summary- — janua^
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Arei
Louisville
KOB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
Memphis
WMCT
Ames
67,800
WOI-TV
33,724
6,100 Milwaukee
Miami
WTVJ
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
65,751
252,226 Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
35.0(H)
Binghamton
Nashville
31,270
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WSM-TV
13,000 New Haven
WTTV
189,501
Bloomington
Orleans
WNHC-TV
50,001
2,000,00)
609,388 New
188,101
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
16,72;
New
York
WDSU-TV
Buffalo
171,211
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
129,501
WBEN-TV
WOR-TV, WPIX
WBTV
50,406
Charlotte
70,14.
Newark
776,700
Chicago
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
43,59:
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Norfolk City
223,000 Oklahoma
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WTAR-TV
WKY-TV
Cleveland
396,082
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
122,000 Omaha
57,51
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Columbus
Philadelphia
KMTV-,
68,00
52,45:
WCAU-TV,WOW-TV
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
51,71|
Dallas
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
WDTV
Ft.
Worth
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
100,544
Davenport
Providence
38,466
70,06(
212,00
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline 146,000
Quad Cities WOC-TV
725,00i
Richmond
WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Rochester
Dayton
WTVR
376,706
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Detroit
WICU
WHAM-TV
Island
Erie
100,33!
43,470 Rock Quad
38,46!
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Is., E.
Include
Cities
Salt
Lake
City
Moline
Ft.Dallas
WorthKDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
San
Diego
Antonio
100,544
25,10i
101,126
Grand Rapids W LAV-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
41,968 San
KFMB-TV
Francisco
Schenectady
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
58,433
32.500
Albany-Troy WRGB
127,06
37,65
Huntington35,90!
Charleston
Tulsa
WSAZ-TV
112,000
Incfianapolis
Seattle
WFBM-TV
76,00
St.
Louis
KING-TV
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville
26,000
KSD-TV
54,472 Toledo
55,60
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
KalamazooWKTV
KOTV
Grand
Rapids
WKZO-TV
95,860 Utica-Rome
133,00i
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
93,170 Washington
Lansing
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP, WTTG
Lancaster
Wilmington
71,951
239,001
70.00
WGAL-TV
33,00
88,11
219,76
WJIM-TV
40,000
WD EL-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
57,42
831,232
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated Total Sets in Use 10,190,000
Stations on Air 107
Markets on Air 63
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within televiewing area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may bi
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies on
manufacturers. Since many are complied monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is necessarr]
53,46i
approximate.
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THROCKMORTON SET OUT ON A WIZARD SAFARI,
WITH MORE BLOODY KIT THAN HIS PORTERS COULD CARRY.

HE WAS ARMED FOR THE WORKS, FROM TITMOUSE TO RHINOHOW HE HOPED TO GET GUN AND GAME MATCHED, DAMIFINO.

When

You're Hunting

Dayton*
THE

SHOW

Sales

MUST

GO

ON

WHIO-TV
* It's a happy hunting ground, Dayton — with
366,457 families in our micro-volt contour
glued to 160,000 TV sets (and more every

3.
FOR THEY'RE STILL BUSY SORTIN' OUT MR. THROCKMORTON,
WHO DISCOVERED THE CHOICE OF THE RIGHT ONE TOO THWARTIN'.

MORAL: You're loaded right for the
Dayton market, when you
take aim with Dayton's
biggest caliber station —
WHIO-TV.

CHANNEL

day!) That's one of the hottest percentages
in the nation! Let National Representative,
G. P. Hollingbery give you facts and figures
on Dayton and the rich Miami Valley — a
market dominatedf by Dayton's first and
favorite station — WHIO-TV.

13
t Pulse November report shows
WHIO-TV had 13 out of 19
top televised shows!

™
DAYTON, -t
OHIO
v
)o
ecasting
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sole, full-length doors, 16-inch.
French Provincial, $475.95, and
Bedford, 16-inch table model TV,
$319.95, (bisque).
The Chippendale, AM-FM radiophonograph, sells for $425. The
Futura, also a radio-phono combination, sells for $445.
The 1951 line of Bendix includes
six sets, two carried over from 1950.
Prices range from $239.95 to
$479.95. Line includes 17-inch table
model, simulated woods; 17-inch
table model, mahogany; 17-inch
closed door console, 17-inch Provincial style console; and a 20
inch console.
Hallicrafters' Models
Twenty-one models appear in
Hallicrafters new line, ranging in
price from $249.95 to $695, the latter a mahogany, 20-inch three-way
combination model called the Sheraton. The $249.95 set is a 16-inch
table model with a leatherette finish. Its price has gone up $10 since
last year. Three sets in the 17 anc
20-inch screen class have gone up
from $20 to $25.
Among manufacturers exhibitin
their lines were Air King Products
Crosley (division of Avco Manu
facturing),
Capehart-Farnsworth
General Electric,
Telequip, Trylo:

icago Showing
Trend qt ch
st
eca
?°r
T
U
P
OUT
SET
INVENTORIES of radio and tele- 30,000 buyers from all over the with a 20-inch tube housed in a
vision sets will remain steady dur- country. Displays centering on mahogany veneer cabinet. The price
is $495. Other sets and prices are
ing the first quarter of 1951, after radio and television were featured
which stocks will be affected dras- by manufacturers of furniture, ac- the Dorset, table model, simulated
cessories and parts as well as sets. wood cabinet, 17-inch picture tube,
tically by production cutbacks
Among manufacturers introducing
$259.95; Andover, table model, mabrought on by defense requirements
new radio and TV lines were Genhogany, 17-inch tube, $279.95, with
and shortages of basic materials.
eral Electric, Admiral, Magna vox, a companion model, the Fenway,
This was the concerted opinion of Westinghouse, Capehart-F a r n s - frosted oak, $299.95; Brentwood,
manufacturers, distributors and re- worth, Bendix, Motorola, Halliconsole, mahogany, 17-inch,
tailers of radio and television prod- crafter, Sparton and Air King.
$369.95; Shelton, console, 17-inch,
ucts as they met in Chicago last
mahogany, half-doors, $399.95, and
Admiral's
"Class
of
'51"
series,
week for the opening of the twoa companion model, the Warwick,
"the
most
extensive
line
it
has
ever
week annual winter furniture marpi-oduced",
includes
35
video
and
12
ket at the Merchandise and Furniradio models ranging in price from
Capehart-Farnsworth Sets
ture Marts.
$19.95 to $895. The $895 item is $425.
Capehart-Farnsworth
introduced
On Tuesday, a panel of radio, TV the new Tele-Bar, which Admiral
its first table radio, a clock-radio.
and appliance executives at a news
claims "has everything". In addi- It has a Telechron electric clock
conference forecast a possible
tion to a 21-inch-screen TV set, the and sells for $49.95. Heading the
"black market" in video sets by model has a radio, three-speed
TV lineup was the Berkshire, with
early summer, and pointed out that phonograph and a built-in bar.
a 20-inch rectangular tube, AM-FM
January volume of sales is about
radio and record changer operating
Most of Admiral's TV models
as high as that during the pre- have 17 and 21-inch screens. The
Christmas periodi Richard A. line includes five table models, the on all sizes and speeds. Price is
Graver, vice president in charge of smallest with a 14-inch screen, and
$449.95.
Other new models: Spinet, consales for Admiral, sees the possi- 15 consoles with 17 and 21-inch
sole TV, 17-inch rectangular tube,
bility of "scare buying" in the near
$339.95 and $359.95 (in bisque);
tubes.
Fifteen
TV-radio-phono
future. He and Fred Wilson, presi- combinations were unveiled, all Monmouth, TV console, half-doors,
dent of Capehart-FarnsWorth, said
17 and 21-inch screens. Prices
16-inch, mahogany, $379.95, $399.95
retailers have more inventory in with
of 1950 have been retained on all (bisque); Chicagoan, TV console, Radio Labs., Admiral, Arvin Indus
television products on hand than a models with 14 and 16-inch screens.
16-inch, mahogany, $389.95, $409.95 tries, Bendix (division of Bendix
month ago, but reported only "a Hikes have been added on the larger
(bisque); Georgetown, 17-inch, con- Aviation), Philco, RCA Victor and
models.
few weeks' supply" on the retail
sole, mahogany, full-length doors, Sparton (division of Sparks- Withlevel. Both agreed that distribuGE Line Shown
$449.95; New Englander, TV con- ington).
tors' inventories are "nominal".
Thirty-two models appeared in
Predicts No Shortage
the line of General Electric, which
T. J. Newcomb, sales manager
Stolzoff, Enders
for the general appliance division of plugged its "black-daylite" video
sets. Twelve TV set's included three
Westinghouse, predicted no short- table
Tell Retailers
DAYTIME
BEST
models and nine consoles, with
age of radios or other appliances
prices ranging from $269.95 to $775.
(also see main NRDGA story page 25)
for "at least three months". He Among the radios were seven AM
predicted cutbacks after March,
table models, priced from $22.95 to DAYTIME television was advocated as an ideal medium for retailers by
however, along with a period of un$42.95; seven clock-radios, $29.95
employment occasioned by the slack to
two advertising agency executives — J. S. Stolzoff, vice president of
$39.95, and five radio-phonograph
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, and Robert J. Enders, president, Robert
in production between the time conconsoles, $189.95 to $279.95. One
sumer production is cut down and radio-FM table model appears in J. Enders Inc., Washington — speaking Tuesday at a joint luncheon
defense production begins.
session of the American Telethe new lineup, retailing for $54.95.
vision Society and National Retail
effect.
Manufacturers generally seemed
All TV sets in the Magnavox line
to be planning to stress production
Dry
Goods
Assn.
at
New
York's
Urging stores to investigate day17 and 20-inch rectangular
Hotel Roosevelt.
of replacement parts to keep old have
time television now, while time is
picture tubes. Sixteen different
Noting
that
nighttime
TV
prosets in operation. Many are comcabinet styles were introduced, with
still
available, Mr. Stolzoff congram periods are unavailable for
pleting plans to conserve vital
cluded his remarks by declaring
11 styles in radio-phonograph commost retailers, Mr. Stolzoff declared
metals used in set manufacture,
"For the first time a medium other
binations. Eight of the latter in- that the old idea that women would
with elimination of decorative and
not halt their household chores to than newspapers is making a bid
corporate the firm's "Add-a-Telenon-utilitarian features. Admiral
vision" feature. The line includes
watch television has been comfor the department store dollar."
and Capehart, in a conservation
Enders Concurs
a record-changer which plays all
pletely exploded as daytime promeasure, have scheduled less pro- sizes and speeds of discs.
This sentiment was endorsed by
gram ratings and sales of goods
duction of FM sets, and are inadvertised on these shows prove
Mr. Enders, who told the group
Westinghouse Offering
corporating FM into fewer radiothat women do watch. Daytime
that "afternoon TV time will be as
phonograph combinations. Mr. WilWestinghouse previewed seven
TV has sold stocking caps, cook
valuable to retailers as the back
son termed "FM on the decline."
video sets and nine radios as addi- books, tables, shoes and stockings,
Many set makers plan to build
tions to the 1951 line. The former
page of a newspaper." Daytime is
the only part of TV a retailer wi
smaller and less expensive radio include three table models and three he noted, adding that this disproves
another
strongly
held
belief
that
be able to stake out as his own an
and TV models, relegating volume
consoles with 17-inch tubes, plus a television was good only for ad- hold onto, he said, pointing o
on the high-priced, elaborate sets console equipped with full-length
vertising things that could be that already in extending his
to a minimum. All speakers noted doors and a 20-inch tube. Prices
demonstrated.
that the usual January let-down
agency's daytime programs into
range from $259.95 to $495. Radio
new cities his major problem is not
Own Experiences
did not arrive this year.
models include four AM table sets,
Reporting on the experience of tion
finding
time.sponsors but locating staMr. Newcomb reported "there is two AM-FM table models, two portables and one AM-FM console with his agency with daytime TV shoplittle new" in the 1951 market beATS President David Hale Halt
pers shows for a number of decause inventories "are at their low- three-way record changer, priced
partment stores, Mr. Stolzoff
pern closed the meeting with a
from $21.94 to $275.
est
point
in
appliance
history".
Most of the traffic in and out of
plea for advertisers, agencies,
pointed out that another misconWestinghouse plans to maintain
showrooms at both marts seemed
ception that TV is good only for broadcasters and retailers alike to
remember their dual responsibility
selling hard goods is rapidly
its production, "if necesto be caused by radio and TV dis- qualitysary, in
at the sacrifice of volume of
tributors seeking larger allocations
of selling democracy and the
vanishing in view of the medium's
from the manufacturer. Few set- price". The new TV sets have success in selling soft goods, of American way of life as well as
makers were taking orders directly single-dial tuning with illuminated
merchandise, noting that profits
great importance to retailers who
from retailers.
control.
will mean very little if a foreign
may soon be faced with a shortage
More than 40 firms exhibited
ideology is allowed to capture the
Highest-priced item among the of hard goods as restrictions on
minds and hearts of the public.
metals for civilian use go into
their products for an estimated
models is the Stratton, a console
Page 58
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Ipn. 15: Joint Electronics Industry Advisory
Committee meeting with Munitions Board.
an. 15: First District Convention, Advertising Providence.
Federation of America, Hotel Sheraton,
an. 15: Media Conference, American
Assn. of Professional Baseball
Leagues, Columbus.
tin. 15-17: Maritimes Region, Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting at
Fort Cumberland Hotel. Amherst,
|n. s.
an. 17-18: RTMA Industrial Relations
Conference, Statler Hotel, New York,
in. 19-20: Southwestern Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Baker Hotel, Dallas.
in. 22: sumes,
Educational
TV hearing reFCC, Washington,
in. 22-23: Assn. of Railroad Advertising Managers, St. Augustine, Fla.
in. 22-24: Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn.,Hotel,
Annual Chicago,
Meeting, Edgewater Beach
m. 22-26: AIEE Winter General Meeting, Hotel Statler, New York.
Hi. 23: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences annual awards dinner,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
In. 26-27: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., Columbia, S. C.
n. 27-28: National Advertising Agencying,Network.
EasternWilmington,
Regional MeetHotel DuPont,
Del.
n. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting.
Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair.
Fla.
■b.
3: Radio
Correspondents
Assn.
Dinner
for the
President, Hotel
Statler, Washington, D. C.
-b. 5: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.,
Little Rock, Ark.
-b. 16-17: First Annual Regional Telemore. vision Seminar, WAAM (TV) Balti•b. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters and Florida State General Extension
ville. Fla.Division -Sports Clinic, Gaines■b. 26-March
1: Canadian Assn.
3f Broadcasters Meeting, Chateau
Frontenac,
Quebec,
tion date is Feb. 25.) Que. (Registra|arch 12-13: American Management
Assn., Marketing Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
larch 28-30: Assn. of National Adversers.
Spring
Meeting,
stead, Hot Springs,
Va. The Home:>ril 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
>ril 14-18: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Tex.
jiril 15-19: NAB 29th Annual Convention, Hotel Stevens. Chicago,
iril 20-21: Southwestern IRE Conference, Southern Methodist U..
[Dallas.
>ril 24-26: American Newspaper Pubishers Assn., Annual Convention,
l«Valdorf -Astoria, New York.
Ine 10-13: Adertising Federation of
America, Annual Convention and Exlibit, Hotel Chase. St. Louis,
ne 17-21 : Advertising Assn. of the
.Vest, 48th Annual Convention, CostMiopolitan Hotel, Denver,
ne 20-22: American Marketing Assn.
Conference, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
I

CHARGES

WICU's Owner Answers
DISPUTE involving WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., continued last week as
Edward Lamb, Efie Dispatch publisher and owner of WICU and
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, replied to charges made by publishers of the Erie Times [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8].
Times co-publishers, John J.
Mead Jr. and George J. Mead, have
criticized WICU's operating and
advertising practices.
In a telegram to Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Mr. Lamb declared
that "to even suggest that we have
had any joint rates, forced or voluntary, between WICU and the
Erie Dispatch is the foulest type of
journalism."
Mr. Lamb stated also that "ever
since I refused to sell a share of
stock in WICU to my newspaper
competitor in Erie, there has been
a terrific campaign of abuse . . ."
Previously, the Times publishers

IC Correction
C SPOKESMEN said Friday
at a Dec. 27 release on Secrery's
inadvertently
show-to
the actions
issuance
of a license
BTV (TV) Charlotte to change
. transmitter location. Actually,
ey said, the license was issued
cover construction permit and
iluded a change in the descrip>n of the transmitter location —
t a change in the location itself.
; lis
BTVfrom
officials
said fearful
they'd received
viewers
that a

pointed to Mr. Lamb's complaints
as an attempt to discredit them in
their application on behalf of Erie
Television Corp. for Channel 3
(60-66 mc) in Erie and as a propaganda weapon with advertising
agencies.
Sees Set Slash
TELEVISION manufacturing industry, which turned out nearly
7,500,000 TV sets in 1950, will
"under present conditions" produce only about 3 million video
receivers during 1951, F. M. Sloan,
manager of the Television-Radio
Div. of Westinghouse Electric
Corp., predicted Friday in a talk
to a meeting of eastern Westinghouse
at New York's
Barbizondistributors
Plaza Hotel.

FACILITIES for telecasting of Georgia
Tech's basketball games by WSB-TV
Atlanta are pointed out by Roy Mundorff (r), assistant athletic director,
to Julian N. Trivers (I), publicity director of Davidson's department store,
sponsor, and J. Leonard Reinsch,
managing director, Cox Radio-Television Operations. WSB-TV telecast
Tech home games for past two years.

TV GUIDE-New England Inc., newly
formed subsidiary of TV Guide Inc.,
N. Y., announces purchase of TV
Forecast, Boston publication, which
will also be known as TV Guide.

1301
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iange was being made which
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TV STABILIZING AMPLIFIER— Does a
Better Job than any other stabilizing amplifier on the market. Some of its notable
advantages are: automatic correction of
sync and blanking, adjustable sync percentage, improved LF characteristics, automatic clipping of white spikes.

UTILITY VIDEO AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY—
Improved Band Width and Adjustable High
Cain. Provides accurate output monitoring
even when feeding telephone lines. Maintenance islow because negative feedback
eliminates peaking coils and permits wider
tolerance in tubes and components.

These

General

Electric

studio

rack

are

units

interchangeable
with

VIDEO PATCHING EQUIPMENT — Quick and Convenient Adjustment of video distribution circuits are provided by these
complete G-E units. Common grounds are avoided by isolation between jacks and shields. Dual control plugs are selfaligning. Easily installed. Exceptionally high reliability.
Oxidation is avoided through the use of gold-plated contacts.

VIDEO SWITCHING RELAY CHASSIS— Saves Space yet
permits easy expansion of system inputs or outputs. Each
chassis is adaptable to preset control and you get fast
transfer through a single transfer relay.

TV

any

system!

TV ELECTRONIC MIXER— tap, Fade, and Dissolve
at constant, preset rates at the touch of a finger
at control panel. Unique bypass feature permits
you to release three channels for rehearsal use
while carrying
program.
It's all-electronic — operation is practically
automatic.

TOGETHER

SYNC GENERATOR SWITCHING UNIT — Local or
Remote Switching Control of any sync generator
with RTMA output is easy with this unit. Handles
four sync signals and one "sync lock" signal. Automatically switches spare sync generator into system should operating sync generator power supply fail. Video relays minimize cross-talk.

H,.ere's a way to replace obsolete studio rack
equipment with new G-E units that meet all
existing RMA performance standards.
Study the items shown on these pages. With
them you can modernize your sync distribution
system . . . get better performance, better handling of poor input signals . . . more flexibility
in video patching . . . smoother studio control
all around.

_

All General Electric studio units are designed
specifically for easy maintenance — dead front
construction, no exposed voltages. Standard
video controls are used throughout. Kits are
available to accommodate any position of rack
mounting angles.
In addition to the equipment shown here,
General Electric makes a complete line of studio
gear, including camera channels, sync generators, and projectors. The broadcast representative at the G-E office near you will tell you
more. Call him or write: General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES— High Current
Capabilities with low ripple make these power
supplies ideal for TV station application. Single phase input, built-in voltage and current
instrument. Time-delay start protects tubes.

HANDY LEATHERETTE ENVE
LOPE . . . will be sent on request to station managers
and engineers. Inside compacked with
trated partment
specification
sheetsilluson
G-E television equipment.
Write: General Electric Co.,
Section 211-15, Electronics
Park, Syracuse. New York.

GENERA

ELECTRI

ELECTRONIC
DATA
Plan Voluntary Censorship
VOLUNTARY censorship over the
release of information relating to
electronics and other equipment
has been announced by the Dept.
of Commerce as a national security
measure.
Secretary Charles W. Sawyer
has set up facilities within the department's Office of Technical Services to guide editors and other persons "in a position to release unclassified technical information" to
radio networks, press and other
media sources. Basis of the action
was receipt of a number of requests
for guidance on release of data on
electronics and other subjects. OTS
will
as a "clearing house" for
such serve
information.
Industrial information that
might endanger national security,
the Commerce Dept. said, includes
details of strategic equipment, advanced developments, existence of
special installations and production "know-how."

WATV Newark Asks To Joirt
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., last
week filed an application with FCC
for approval to add its antenna to
those of other metropolitan New
York TV outlets on the same tower
atop the Empire State Bldg. in
New York. WATV noted WNBT
(TV), WABD (TV), WJZ-TV,
WCBS-TV and WPIX (TV) already have filed for FCC consent
to such installation.
WATV, whose transmitter presently is located at Watchung Mt.
Range, West Orange, N. J., estimated the Empire State antenna
installation would cost a total of
$123,000. From the new site the
station's 0.5 mv/m contour would
include a population of 12,161,872,
FCC was told. WATV is assigned
Channel 13 (210-216 mc) with effective radiated power of 3.05 kw
visual and aural. Antenna height
above average terrain for the
Empire State site was given as
1,403 ft.
After the change, WATV estimated first year's operating cost
would be $1,124,619, including depreciation. Revenue estimate for
the same period was $1,434,784.
No change in studio site from present Television Center at 1020
Broad St., Newark, is planned.
Copyright Fees Denied
REQUEST for copyright fees for
music on television stations in
Canada was turned down by
Canadian Copyright Appeal Board
at Ottawa Jan. 4, on grounds that
there are as yet no television stations in Canada. It was understood
Justice Thorson told Composers,
Authors and Publishers Assn. of
Canada (CAPAC), the Canadian
ASCAP, that there was no sense
discussing TV music licensing in
Canada until there were TV stations in Canada.
Page 62
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Interest Maintained
EDITOR:
... I know that I will have
many additional duties now that
I am Party Whip, I hope that it
will not interfere with my other
duties. Certainly my interest in
radio and communications matters
will not be diminished. . . .
Lyndon B. Johnson
United States Senate
Committee on Armed
Services
Washington
Keeps Informed
EDITOR:
This is just a little note as we
go into the New Year of '51 to let
you know that we folks down here
at Oakite always keep abreast of
the times and all the latest doings
and available information on both
radio and television, through your
good
magazine Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
The only thing is that somebody
always keeps swiping the copy off
my desk even before I am through
with it. Because we are getting
ready right now . -. . going into
television and radio for early
spring of '51 . . . we are particularly keen readers of your magazine.
We like first of all the nice informal manner in which the book
Communications
(Continued from page 21 )
mendations in the domestic standard broadcasting phase of the
Board jurisdiction. The Board
also provided:
It [Committee 4] shall also consider other domestic broadcasting
systems including relay broadcasting,
high frequency (FM) broadcasting,
television, facsimile broadcasting, and
experimental broadcasting. The Committee's work in all of these fields
will include recommendations for the
speedy and efficacious use in time of
military emergency of all necessary
domestic broadcasting facilities and
communications services associated
therewith, with the requirements of
the national defense as a primary
consideration.
Organizations represented on
Committee 4 included AFL, AT&T,
Blue Network, Broadcasters Victory Council, CBS, CIO, Faximile
Inc., FCC, FM Broadcasters Inc.,
Finch Telecommunications Inc.,
Mutual, NAB, NABET, NBC, National Federation of Telephone
Workers, National Independent
Broadcasters, RMA's National
Television System Committee, Office of War Information, State
Dept., U. S. Independent Telephone
Assn., War Dept., War Production
Board, and Western Union.

is gotten together ... we like your
viewpoints as reflected in your
general editorials . . . and we also
enjoy the vivid reporting of the
various events and may I say always up-to-date happenings in this
important field.
Frankly, I wouldn't miss a copy
of your magazine for the world,
and with kindest regards, I am,
Frank A. Conolly
Manager, Package Division
Oakite Products Inc.
New York
d-Con Accolade
EDITOR:
May I take this opportunity of
thanking you for the wonderful
story about d-Con in the Dec. 11
issue.
I have received numerous comments both by letter and telephone.
The article was very well written
and from all indications, very well
received.
Again may I thank you.
Harry A. Friedenberg
Mar
free Adv. Corp.
Chicago

'Persona! Interest7
EDITOR:
My compliments to you and your
staff on the alert way in which you
continue to cover the many facets
of this mushrooming business and
to campaign for what is best for it.
And as you continue to grow
with the industry, may you never
lose that personal interest which
you have always reflected in all of
us individuals, big and small, who
work in it.
Ralph H. Patt Jr.
Detroit Mayiager
CBS Radio Sales
* * *
WIRK

Ownership

EDITOR:
Under your listings of FCC Actions under new applications of
summary to Dec. 28, 1950, in your
Jan. 1, 1951, issue, you list the
Wilmington Broadcasting Service
and show Joseph B. Matthews 25%
interest in WIRK West Palm
Beach.
Please be advised that Mr. Matthews has absolutely no interest
in WIRK, having been relieved
over a year ago.

bany, Ind., signed up with a firm!
last
summerdisplay
for one clockspot
of those combination
an- '1
nouncement arrangements.
The grief resulting therefrom
has been endless.
The clock people made and broko
promises with the subscribers they
signed up; clocks delivered in cases
proved faulty; there were violations
of the restricted sales list; we
haven't been paid by the clock firm
in months; ad infinitum.
It has been a battle to preserve
a very carefully nurtured business
reputation for the station.
We have pursued for months an
appeal to the company to satisfy
its commitments to the clients.
We have not been successful.
This is to advise the broadcasting
industry that WLRP is in the process of filing a heavy damage suit
against the clock company. If any
station wants to know what's what
or who's who before getting involved in similar straits, just communicate with us. We'll be glad to
pass on the information.
Roy L. Hickok
President
WLRP New Albany, Ind.

HOWARD

NEWTON

Former Agency Head Dies
HOWARD

W. NEWTON, 47, advertising executive and former head
of his own advertising agency, died
Jan. 8 of a heart attack at his home
in Lucas Point, Conn.
Mr. Newton entered the advertising field with George L. Dyer
Co., New
Harvard in York,
1921. upon
He leaving
subsequently
served as vice president and copy
chief of J. M. Mathes Inc. for eight
years and later joined Donahue &
Coe. in the same capacity.
He became vice president and
copy chief of Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, in 1947. In
1949 he opened his own firm in
New York to handle placement of
creative people and executive personnel.
Mr. Newton was a member of the
Golden Ulcers Club, an advertising
agency executive group, and was
an ardent boatsman and fisherman.
Surviving are his widow, Grace
Fletcher Newton; a daughter, Nina,
his mother and a son and daughter
by a previous marriage.
Radar Tubes

PLANS for manufacture of radar
and miniature receiving tubes for
use by the military were announced
last week by the Fidelity Tube
Joseph S. Field Jr.
Manager
Corp., East Newark, N. J. The
WIRK
company, which claims to be one
Fla. West Palm Beach,
of the largest producers of cathode ray tubes, will continue to
make TV tubes for civilian use
"until a full wartime conversion
Clock-Spot Battle
EDITOR:
should become necessary," accordRadio Station WLRP New Aling to Benjamin Ozaroff, firm's
president. BROADCASTING
•
Telecasting

ARTHUR RANK, movie projicer; Richard Carlson, actor, and
red Packard plan to produce,
Africa, series of 26-hour films
ir TV and theatre. Western rights
film to be maintained by Mr.
ickard and Mr. Carlson. Mr.
ank will bear entire expense of
■oject, and retain Eastern Hemi^here rights. He also plans to
■mbine two or more films into f ull,ngth features. Mr. Carlson will
rite and produce series which is
)ppected to get underway in spring.
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los Anfinal series of Firegles, startingfilms
de Theatre
for Procter &
amble. With completion of this
•lies, firm will have done total of
1 films for year. Agency: Comprti Adv., Hollywood. . . . Sarra
ic, Chicago, features "performof 20-second
in series
g peanuts"
ideo
commercials
for Peter Pan
eanut Butter, product of Derby
oods, through Needham, Louis &
rorby, Chicago. Spots show antics
' four acrobatic peanuts and "Mr.
acuum Cap," singing and per>rming to jingle.
Series of eight one-minute and
iivo 20-second live action TV film
)mmercials completed by Tele1m Inc., Hollywood, for White
tag Inc., Portland, Ore., on behalf
E firm's spring and summer sun
itshions. If spots are successful,
tin plans to use TV to introduce
irious seasons' clothes. Agency:
Hen & Clenaghen, Portland.
Martin Gerard named New York
^preservative for Telepix Corp.,
TV film producers). Frank Wright,
rank Wright National Corp., ad?rtising agency, named to repjsent firm in San Francisco. Teleix recently completed TV films for
lbers Milling Co. (Friskies Dog
ood), Regal Pale, Piuma Wine,
ouis Milani Foods Inc., Pennywsley Music Store on behalf of
ammond Organ.
Academy Film Productions Inc.,
hicago, has completed TV film
Dots for New Era Potato Chips,
irough Ewell & Thurber agency;
ele-Clear Antenna, through Leo
. Bott Jr., and Levinson's Jewelers
. . Exclusive TV rights to two
lms of producer Jules Levey
:quired by Sterling Television Co.
ic, New York, President Saul J.
urell has announced. Films are
The Hairy Ape," with William

Bendix and Susan Hayward and
"Jacare" with Frank Buck.
John Sutherland, president John
Sutherland Productions, Los Angeles, on 10 day trip to Guatamala,
Honduras and Costa Rica to make
survey for United Fruit Co., for
three year program of live action
TV films. Plans call for series of
half-hour films in Spanish, for
showing in those areas, and later
made for TV showing in this country. Accompanying Mr. Sutherland
is John Higgins, screen writer, who
will remain there for several weeks.
Firm to do two half-hour pilot
films, one for Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., "Greatest Story Ever
Told," and "Bringing Up Butch"
for Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

COLOR COORSE
New York U. Sets Agenda
A NON-TECHNICAL color television course will be offered by the
New York U. adult education section, Division of General Education, starting Feb. 6, it was announced last week by Dean Paul
A. McGhee. Designed for sponsors,
agency personnel and students,
and directed toward production
problems, the course will be conducted by John H. Battison, freelance TV producer and editor of
Tele-Tech magazine.
Guest speakers will include Dr.
Peter C. Goldmark, CBS vice president and inventor of its color TV
system; Richard Hodgson of Paramount Pictures, and Bud Gamble
of Color Television Inc. Topics
considered will include history and
operation of todays color systems,
research and experimentation results, effect on present TV operations of color, production, prop and
makeup, programming, color advertising, color and films, and
costs.

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
'Nation's Leading TV Stations
Offers the Following
TV

FILM

PACKAGES
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Jimmy
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rbara
BaJimmy
teD
Paul
ANWYCK
DDetAR
STRobert
GO
YOUNG
STEWART
Melvyn
Merle
OBERON
TV KEEPS PEOPLE HOME
DURANTE
Claodette
Do mm Reports on Greater Milwaukee Survey I
DOUGLAS
COLBERT
Jack
meant
that
both
set
owners
and
Raymond
By WALTER J. DAMM
ASSESY
3 ^WESTE
RNIN
BENNY
featuring
non-set owners were called with
VICE PRESIDENT
GENERAL MANAGER OF RADIO
the resulting completed calls repTHE JOURNAL CO.
MILWAUKEE
resenting an average of both. As
THE RANGE BUSTERS
49.7% of Greater Milwaukee famDURING the compilation of The
ilies now own television sets, it is
Journal Co.'s 1950 fall co-incidental
KERMIT MAYNARD
survey of the viewing habits of obvious that the figure is an average of those who stay at home more
Greater Milwaukee television set
^ SMITH BALLEW
owners, one of the members of the because they own a television set
and
those
staying
home
as
in
the
staff who had worked on past radio
surveys called my attention to the past because of non-TV ownership.
considerably higher percentage of
A similar survey made in January 1950 was based on 37,970 calls.
completed calls (generally recogAt
that
time 23.4% of all the
nized as the "at home" figure) than
families
owned
a television set. In
in past surveys. I immediately
felt that this was the effect of the 1942, before there was any televiJ- C«toI Nalsh
P'"ky Ton,,,,,
increase of TV set ownership by
sion in Greater Milwaukee, a simi*■*
o^
Ocrr
/-•"We
Greater Milwaukee families.
lar survey involving 85,446 calls
was made. A comparison of the
The Journal Co. has for years
three surveys is shown in the acmade periodic co-incidental radio
companying table.
listening surveys based on anyMUSICAL
where from 25,000 to 85,000 calls
I believe these are the first figures of their kind ever compiled.
VARIETIES
in a two-week period. The result
of comparing the percentage of It is true that before 1942 and 1950, i2'/2 min each _• featuring
attempted calls to completed calls there may have been other factors
MOREY
arrived at in surveys made prior contributing to the generally \ AMSTERDAM
4
to Dec. 3, 1947, when WTMJ-TV
greater "at home" figure. How13
went on the air, and since that
ever, in the absence of specific surveys on the subject other than
time, show the trend and degree
of how television set ownership has those based on a limited number of
OHS!
questionnaires or interviews inchanged the stay-at-home habits.
'cMffO
volving avaried list of questions,
The present survey, based on
we believe that these comparisons
26,396 calls, was made to numbers
selected at random from the Mil- can be taken to show a definite
waukee telephone directory. This trend.
SOUND

AT HOME
1-6 p.m.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed.
5 Day Av. Sat.
Radio
Survey
—
May
1942
.... for the finest
71.3% 72.3% 68.0% 81.1% 80.0% 81.9%
(No Television)
in professional tape
85,446 calls
Radio Survey — Jan. 1950
recording equipment
71.3% 75.7% 72.5% 79.3% 78.8% 82.2%
(23.4%
ownedof TVthose
sets)called
37,970 calls
STANCH
TV Survey— Nov. 1950
82.7% 77.8% 78.7% 86.7% 82.6% 85.8%
(49.7%
ofTVthose
called
owned
sets)
OLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
26,396 calls
elccasting
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6-10 p.m.

Fri.
Thurs.
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72.1% 68.5%
Sun.

79.2%

76.6%

72.2% 69.5%
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80.1%

80.9% 78.1%
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Skiatron Test

Your
1951
Broadcasting
Yearbook

—

... is being printed. It will be
mailed to BROADCASTING
subscribers within the next
few weeks.

You'll refer to this 3y2 lb.
radio-tv source book throughout the year for vital business
information, available from
no other source.
For instance — How much do
advertisers spend for spot, network, regional and local campaigns? Who handles the account?
You'll find the answers — and
many, many more hard-to-get
facts — in the 1951 BROADCASTING Yearbook. It has a
complete directory of radio-tv
stations, including top personnel, network affiliate, national
representative, services — plus
some 50 directories covering
the wingspread of radio, television and related businesses.
Yearbooks will be sent to regular BROADCASTING subscribers immediately upon
completion.
If you're not a subscriber,
there's still time to get in on
the first mailing. Here's a
handy order form:

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please enter my Broadcasting
subscription immediately and be
sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
as part of this order.
] $7 enclosed

] please bill

NAME
STREET
COMPANY
CITY
Page 64

ZONE

STATE
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EXTENSION of test authority for
Skiatron Corp.'s "Subscriber-Vision" TV technique on WOR-TV
New Yoi'k granted for 60 days by
FCC last week. Initial test authority, granted in November, expired
Dec. 22 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27, 1950]. Unlike
Zenith Phonevision which requires
telephone wire to carry decoding
signal to home of subscriber, Skiatron system telecasts whole signal
and uses special key cards in camera and receivers.
CBS

Color

(Continued ' from page 52)
to think of such beautiful pictures
coming right into your home."
Judge Dennis Normoyle of the Circuit Court of Illinois was "astounded," remarking, "I had no idea
the art had progressed so much."
Judge Joseph A. Graber of the
Superior Court noted a "third dimensional" quality in the pictures.
Chicago's daily press raved
about the demonstration. Larry
Wolters, veteran radio-television
editor of the Tribune, reported that
the colors "came through in bright,
true tone with amazing detail."
Bill Irvin, radio-television columnist of the Sun - Times, who previously had seen CBS color in New
York, wrote that ."there was no
diminution in the quality or brilliance of the pictures" despite the
fact the transmission was the longest distance yet attempted by CBS.
Janet Kern of the Herald- Americom called the performance "a
miracle" and Tony Weitzel, Daily
News columnist said "it was terHeavy Demand
rific."
By Wednesday afternoon more
than 75,000 Chicagoans had applied for tickets at a booth under
the temporary marquee set up in
front of the Wrigley Bldg., home
of WBBM. The public was permitted to walk through the studios,
with special police officers keeping
order, during a Wednesday evening
showing. The schedule continues
daily, except Sunday, through
Jan. 19.
Mr. Stanton said more than 300,000 persons had viewed the demonstration before the Chicago opening. He anticipated that showings
in other major cities on the coaxial cable will follow in the near
future.
The CBS president told viewers
who chatted with him informally
after the performance that the
network had commitments from
nine major advertisers to sponsor
CBS color shows when RCA and
several co-plaintiffs obtained a temporary restraining order against
commercial use of the system. He
expressed confidence that the U. S.
Supreme Court will dissolve the
order and that advertisers will
begin using CBS color by next
April.

PCC FAN SLUMP
Blamed For Football Ban
PAN slump was blamed for the
surprise decision of Pacific Coast
Conference to ban live telecasting
of college football games next fall.
Although it was anticipated that
some restrictions would be put into
effect before the season rolled
around, the conclusion made Jan. 5
at the closing sessions of the PCC
meeting at Riverside, Calif., came
as a bombshell in many quarters.
Delegates further voted that no
film telecasts be allowed on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays during the season until the second Saturday in December. Games may be
filmed and shown on TV screens
after the game, but not on days or
nights when other contests are being played.followed an extensive surAction
vey of all aspects of the effect of
live TV on sports events in the
past three years, it was said. Commissioner Victor O. Schmidt declared :
While the conference was concerned
with the financial effect of declining
attendance figures, its action was not
But
it was
more concerned
the
entirely
predicated
upon thiswithphase.'
general
effect
upon
the
inter-collegiate
athletics of partly filled stadiums.
They program
felt that was
the aninter-collegiate
athletic
integral part
of the community life and that the
actual attendance at the contest contributed much to the development of
the individual, including students and
players, ciation
fromand interest.
the standpoint of appreAnother factor in influencing this
action was tendancetheand interest
reported atdecline
in athigh school,
junior college and smaller college
games in areas where conference games
were televised.
H. Leslie Hoffman, president of
Hoffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles,
which sponsored 30 PCC games
this past season on a gate attendance guarantee basis, said the conference action to ban live TV came
as a complete surprise to him.
After the Pacific Coast Conference had voted to ban live football
telecasts in the area, Assemblyman Gordon R. Hahn (R), Los
Angeles, introduced a resolution
in the State Legislature proposing that the U. of California
(including UCLA) boycott the
PCC if the TV ban is enforced.
The university is state-supported.
Rep. Hahn argued that a large
part of the state's population owns
TV sets and many are unable to
attend football games, with the
PCC ban depriving them of the
privilege of seeing them on TV.
The resolution went to the Rules
Committee.

Controlled Sporrscasts
(Continued from page 53)
vision problem is truly a national one
and requires collective action by the
colleges. The history on TV has been
that concern has only been expressed
where some effect has been felt. By
next year practically every section
will have television so all of us will,
be involved. Sectional lines cannot
be drawn, for the coaxial cable will
cover the whole country soon. Our
decision in solving this problem
should be to determine what is good
and right for athletics in our schools,
and then to stand collectively and to
exert all our efforts to bring about
the proper result. We may be likened
to the small free nations of the
world. By standing together we can
fight our cause, separated we will be
gobbled up one by one.
We firmly believe that our school
athletic programs have contributed
a great deal to the qualities that have
made this country great. Today as
never before, we see the striking
need of superb physical fitness in
every one of our young men as they
shoulder the burden of a nation's
fighting responsibilities.
This is no time for us here to
drop our flag and cease fighting for
more and better athletic and physical
training, or permit the lessening of
one bit of our essential program to
produce physical fitness in our kids.
Rather let the dollars of television
and many another less essential activity contribute to assist in the mustering of our best efforts to produce
the strongest, fightingest, and most
victorious American we have had.
COOKE

FIRM

Splits Radio-TV Groups
DONALD COOKE Inc., radio station representative, has announced
formation of a separate television
department devoted entirely to selling video time. Mr. Cooke will head
the department.
Also announced was the addition
of two account executives to the
corporation sales staff in New York.
They are Fredrick E. Johnson, formerly of J. Walter Thompson and
the McGraw-Hill Pub. Co., and
Robert M. Stocking, formerly assistant advertising manager with
B. T. Babbitt & Co.

SMPTE TV Program
DR. PETER C. GOLDMARK, CBS
vice president and inventor of its
color television system, will demonstrate and discuss the system before the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers, Atlantic
Coast Section, meeting Wednesday
in New York, 401 Fifth Ave., at
6 p.m. SMPTE members and
guests will view a color telecast
demonstration, and following Dr.
Goldmark's discussion, questions
from the audience will be considered.
Telecasting

INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
SRT-TV
COURSES
in TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als
under actual
broadcast profession*
conditions
Complete
TV
Station
Equipment
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Approved
for Veterans
Send
for free
prospectus
"Careers in Television"
SRT
(School ol Radio Technique!
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America's Oldest Broadcatling School
316 West 57 Street, New York 19, N.Y.
• BROADCASTING
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TBA, CBS
NALTV
ROSPECTS for presentation of of a commercial broadcaster in
order to assure a full and complete
ommercial broadcasters' views on
record upon which a fully informed
le subject of educational television
lounted appreciably last Wednesjudgment can be made."
lay as Television Broadcasters
TBA pointed out that in other
ssn. and CBS secured permission
presentations it had given illustra) intervene in the FCC hearing
tive examples which referred to
hieh resumes Jan. 22.
"the availability of certain flexible
channels for educational and/or
NAB already had been granted
athority to take part in the proother purposes and services."
dding, in which educational inTime-Share Reply
vests are asking the Commission
TBA
said
it now would like to
> reserve up to 20% of VHF-UHF
extend the earlier presentations
•levision channels for future asand include testimony on Joint
gnment to educational instituCommittee proposals to require a
ons.
NBC and ABC were known to be
type of time sharing between commercial telecasters and non-comudying the issue closely, but have
mercial educational institutions in
Dt indicated whether they will
some areas, and also on proposals
i:ek to intervene or will rely upon
which would require deletion of
le NAB presentation.
some VHF commercial stations.
JCET Presentation
NAB has indicated its witnesses
Thus far testimony has been prewill be Research Director Kenneth
■nted chiefly by the Joint ComH. Baker and also President Justin
ittee on Educational Television,
Miller and/or Government Rela^presenting seven national edu.tional associations and councils,
irsi sessions were held Nov. 27ec. 8, 1950.
Entry of CBS, TBA and NAB
TV MONITORS
to the proceeding made it likely
at the windup sessions of FCC's
meral allocation proceeding — of
hich educational TV is the main
art still not completed — will take
le or two weeks instead of the
wo or three" days originally exited.
In addition to the Joint Comittee, which is to continue with
5 presentation when the sessions
sume Jan. 22, the U. S. Office of
iucation and the Protestant Radio
)mmission also may offer testimony before the NAB, CBS and
3A presentations get under
ay. Upon completion of the
ucational TV phase, FCC has
heduled further VHF-UHF techcal testimony by four witnesses
Jroadcasting • Telecasting,
k 8].
.The CBS petition to intervene
,ld FCC that, before passing upon
le Joint Committee's proposals,
e Commission "should have the
nefit of the views and testimony

Drug advertise" P
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,ue counHY * J* commer-rd
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'
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Appear

at FCC

tions Director Ralph W. Hardy.
CBS and TBA had not decided on
their respective representatives.
In the meantime the Emergency
Committee on Educational Television was making its second solicit
tation of funds to prosecute its
case before FCC and thus help to
"assure the future usefulness of
television
the public
interest."
The first inappeal,
last November,
was for $25,000. The new one is
for $30,000.
"We need funds immediately to
support the cost of engineering
surveys, legal counsel and provide
for exhibits and witnesses", to answer policy questions posed by FCC
members, the emergency committee
said in a letter sent out over the
signatures of Chancellor Robert
M. Hutchins, U. of Chicago; Chancellor R. G. Gustavson, U. of
Nebraska, and President Homer P.
Rainey, Stephens College.
"We urge your participation with
NAEB

Checks

N. Y. TV

us in this effort and hope you will
respond as quickly and generously
as
youmay
can,"be the
continued.
"This
the letter
last opportunity
open siontofromthecomplete
public exploitation
to save televiby
the commercial interests which
dominate
radio." Assn. of EducaThe National
tional Broadcasters, headed by Seymour N. Siegel of WNYC New
York, is associated with the emergency committee in the public
appeal.
PHONEVISION
Change Matinee Time
PHONEVISION'S matinee time
has been moved up in the Chicago
test from 4 to 2 p.m. "until further
notice," Zenith Radio Corp. reported last week. The change was
made presumably because (1) a
larger audience can be attracted
earlier in the afternoon and (2) a
long feature starting at 4 p.m.
ing.
carries the viewer into the period
of preparation for dinner or eatZenith also completed plans to
begin "a few" films at 9:30 p.m.
rather than at the scheduled 9
p.m. time because of extra-long
films on the preceding 7 o'clock
show. "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," for example, runs 127
minutes, carrying it from a 7
o'clock start to a 9:07 finish. The
only showing currently scheduled
for a later start is Jan. 19.
The third week's lineup of films
follows, with repeats of movies
shown previously during the test
marked R: "The Bride Goes Wild,"
Van Johnson, June Allyson, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer; "Song of the Thin
Man," William Powell, Myrna Loy,
MGM (R); "Golden Earrings,"
Ray Milland, Marlene Dietrich,
Paramount (R); "The Man From
Texas," James Craig, Lynn Bari,
Eagle Lion; "Winter Meeting,"
Bette Davis, Warner Bros.; "Where
There's Life," Bob Hope, Signe
Hasso, Paramount; "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," Charles
Laughton, RKO; "Romance on the
High Seas," Jack Carson, Janis
Paige, Warner Bros., and "I Remember Mama," Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes, RKO.

For Educators' Battle
UNDER the auspices of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters,
a six day monitoring of New York City's seven TV stations was conducted by Dallas Smythe, director of the NAEB and former chief of
Economics and Statistics Div. of the FCC, Jan. 4-10.
Tabulations
obtained by Dr. .
Smythe's
group
used by the
dental to the that
allocations
hearings."
Joint Committeewillonbe Educational
He assured
the project
was
Television in its battle before the
"the first full scale study of seven
FCC for allocation of TV channels
days output of all TV stations in
to educational institutions, hearmetropolitan area," and said
ings on which will resume Jan. 22. the
that the group hopes to conduct a
similar one every year.
Program Breakdown
Mr. Siegel said: "This study
The monitoring was done in three
will be useful in letting the FCC
shifts by a group of young
know the program content and the
writers, actors and professional
amount of time devoted to various
people selected from throughout
classifications of programs, since
New York, according to Dr.
the name of a program may give an
Smythe, "by word of mouth." Each
erroneous impression of its naprogram was broken down accordture." He added : "The NAEB does
ing to title, length, station and
not believe it is reasonable to exchannel number; number and
commercial
to devotepect
as much
timetelevision
to education
as
length of sponsor's commercial announcements, and viewer and suis necessary since they have to
pervisor opinion of program class.
The monitoring person also was remeet their payrolls."
quired to write a short synopsis of
the program content and action,
with an attempt to eliminate any
editorializing.
Results
compilaJ O P L I N , MO.
PERSONS
WHO446,600
SPEND...*
tions willofnotthebe week's
revealed
until
REACH ES
M
W
S
K
they are presented as testimony
before the FCC by the educators.
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
Dr. Smythe, also former assistKSWM
r
ant chief accountant for the FCC
Kansas Cityt^t. Louisa
and a firm advocate of educational
* This map shows airline
broadcasting, told Broadcasting •
miles to nearest metropolitan centers, asnring nnduTelecasting that their "purpose
is not to condemn the industry.
plicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Our purpose is to find out what is
on the stations in the city that has
Now in its fifth year of service,
the best program resources of any
KSWM is an integral part of all
in the world." He added, "this
community affairs and activities.
obviously is related to what isn't
KSWM
Austin A. Harrison, President
on the air in New York City."
Seymour Siegel, director of
WNYC New York and president
n JOPLIN,
CBS
MO.
of NAEB, said that the monitoring
[Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. EAMBEAU CO.
tabulations were "purely coinci-
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NRDGA Awards
(Continued from page 25)
WSBT because it had the highest
Hooperating and proved that it
"paid off biggest." Ten per cent
of the budget was assigned to radio.
After experience with institutional
advertising, they concluded that a
store with a limited budget could
not afford it; that every dollar into
advertising had to result in sales,
he said.
"Every ad," he continued, "had
to be honest, sell merchandise, sell
Wyman's and be in good taste.
We held our commercial announcements to 35-40 words; longer announcements confuse the listener,
possibly irritate him, and sell less."
Thanks were due to Joske's of
Texas and to the NAB, he said,
for help received from the Joske
report.
Every effort was made to identify Wyman's in all its programs
with civic activities and civic promotions, added Mr. Robinson. He
then paused for the playing of a
recorded interview with a city official on the prize-winning program.
A further factor, Mr. Robinson
pointed out, was the habit of
WSBT's representative dropping
around at the store and discuss the
results of every promotion with
them. "No threat of cancellation
was held over the station," Mr.
Robinson said, "and consequently
he was free to express his opinions
completely."
Program Format
While every program of the
award-winner followed the same
basic format, each was different.
Good music, news, fashion tidbits,
housekeeping, social and civic activities made it up, he said.
A description of the promotion
of a new store opening was given
by James Hardey, advertising manager for Woodward & Lothrop,
Washington, D. C. In addition to a
one-minute campaign in Montgomery County, Md., where the new
W & L store was opened, TV spots
were used to explain the highways
and routes for reaching the store.
Judges for NRDGA awards were
Chairman N. Horman Neubert,
merchandising
manager, NBC

930 KC. 1,000 Watts CBS
C-UINCY. ILLINOIS
A Lee Station
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owned-and-operated division; Taylor Henry, director of information,
National Consumer-Retailer Council, Inc., Norman R. Glenn, publisher and editor of Sponsor; Oscar
Katz, CBS director of research; and
George Kern, director of radio and
television, Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York.
"Color television is a natural for
retail selling and community service," CBS President Prank Stanton told the retailers at a Thursday
morning convention session. "Looking back down the long path," he
said, "we don't want to see leadership in American retailing fail to
convert this new medium to more
efficient consumer service — as to
some degree retailing failed to
make the most of radio."
Color Costs
Noting that the costs of telecasting in color will be no more than
those of today's monochrome TV,
Mr. Stanton pointed out that the
"direct, animated, true-color communication to every
color-home in your sales area cannot help but make new friends, new
customers, new sales," with a
growing audience continuously
bringing down the cost-per-capita.
The "color revolution" that has
occurred in retail merchandising
over the past 25 years finds in color
TV "its ideal medium of animated
mass display,"
he said.
television can become
the "Color
most vivid
and truthful national color-catalogue in the world, ready to demonstrate accurately the tools and
accomplishments of the world's
best standard of living."
Mr. Stanton gave a three-fold
answer to the question of the retailer's stake in color TV:
"First, color television will open
a brand new market of substantial
volume for your direct merchandising. What that volume may become,
you can project better than I. You
know your retail volume in radio
since, in the early twenties, radio
became a fact. You know your volume in black-and-white television
since the war, and its rate-of-sale
today and expectancy tomorrow.
Both those services have actually
pre-sold color television to the public.
"The possible volume should ex-

Our Silver Anniversary Year of Service — to 88,210
rural-urban homes in the tri-state area of III., Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.

Also see story page on NRDGA
and AT AS luncheon session Tuesday in New York.
cite the most serious research into
its volume-sale possibilities the
moment the barriers are raised. I
don't recall, since radio and blackand-white television, any major
change in a total national habit
which could have more direct influence upon the volume sales of
the retail merchant.
"Second, color television offers
your self-interest a new strong arm
of advertising. . . .
"Third, color television promises
a medium of exploitation for your
store (as distinct from direct advertising) which is unparalleled.
"A fashion show not only may
be presented in your auditoriums
and restaurants as of old, but may
simultaneously be reproduced not
only on the screens of all the relat- ,
ed departments represented in the
show — but also in every one of
your branch stores in each television area. This places at your
disposal for the first time in color
an all-customer, all-branch simultaneous live exploitation. What's
more you can show this same program right in your show windows
while it is going on at key traffic
points
your store."
Robertwithin
A. Seidel,
vice president
of RCA's RCA-Victor Div., said
that the question is not whether
color is desirable but what kind of
color we shall have. He soundly
damned the FCC order approving
the CBS system, not only for choosing what he termed "a degraded,
incompatible
system,"
but even
more emphatically
for denying
the
American public "the right to see
and judge the merits of any other
American Right
Recalling an NRDGA campaign
ofsystem."
a few years back, based on the
slogan: "In America yours is the
right to pick and choose," Mr. Seidel declared, "frankly, I don't believe that the FCC can be permitted
to changewants
that color
picture."
Everyone
TV, Mr.
Seidel averred, but he pointed out
that while everyone also wants
cures for cancer and arthritis, "we
know that they must first be fully
developed in the laboratories, tested and proved to be satisfactory
and produced in quantity economically before they can be put to
general use. We all hope that no
one in government will attempt to
limit the activity of medical research or attempt to tell our medical people that only one type of
cancer or arthritis cure will be per-

dence that we have that color anc
to avoid unnecessary expense or
the part of consumers that we ar<|
engaged in the present contro
Noting that neither the FCC noi
CBS is a TV set manufacturer, Mr
Seidel said that RCA is and, lik<
the
retailers, "we have a responsi
versy."
bility to the customers who hav?
bought
products.
we
have our
placed
so muchThat's
stresswhj
or
compatibility.
. . We won't
willingly kick the .customers
who buill
our business in the teeth, and as
good merchants, we know you won'1
either.
'Compatibility Necessary'
"We say that compatibility is e
fundamental requirement of anj
good broadcasting system and we
say that this compatibility is the
responsibility of the people developing the broadcasting systerr
and not of the people who boughl
the black-and-white sets in gooc
faith. We consider it unreasonable
and unfair that a billion dollars
of unwarranted expense involved
in achieving compatibility should
be loaded on 10 million present set
owners, your customers and ours.'
He concluded by asking: "Shall
it be a high quality picture or a
degraded picture, an electronic
system or a combination with mechanical gadgets, a compatible system or one that will penalize existing set owners?
"All we are saying is let the
public — your customers and our
customers — decide. We are sure
they'll make the right choice as
they always have."
Film Savings
METHOD of filming shows without incurring heavy expenses of
kinescope is said to have been developed by C. J. LaRoche Adv.
Agency, New York. Utilizing a
tape recorder, Leica camera, a
16mm motion picture camera set
at stop motion, and a projector, the
agency reports it recently recorded
and filmed five episodes from a TV
series for less than $1,000. Of
this, under $400 was production
costs and the rest was actors'
salaries.
JX t% KUCKM
icup

KUX IS KUCKl

"In other words, you can't put
missible."
science on a time-schedule or hamstring scientific development," he
declared. Reviewing RCA's progress in color TV and its development of the tri-color tube, which he IS KUCKM Um IS KUCKIN' KLfi|
described as "nothing short of a KliX IS KUtKM KUX 5 KUCXfo1modern miracle," Mr. Seidel asKLICK1N' KUX SS KLICKIM' KUX
serted that it is because of RCA's
IS KUCKIN' KUX IS KUCKIN KL
"desire to bring good color to the
ASK HOLLINGBERY
American people and our confiBROADCASTING
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jlPORTS CONTEST
• • •
BNS Columbus, Ohio, High
•hool Huddle, sponsored by Dia>iond Milk Products, same city,
low featuring weekly contest
Cnow the Score," based on local
gh school basketball games. Constants must predict winners of
ree games as well as exact score
one contest called the "Pick of
i e Week." Prizes include 1951
otball tickets, basketballs and
llllher awards.
OLUMN PROMOTION 9 9 9
RIC Beaumont, Tex., running colInn in local newspaper for adverting. The column, "Dial Dope,"
written by Bob Tucker, station
omotion and publicity director.
)lumn gives radio news, personals
id subjects of public interest. It
plugged on the air by staffers
d emcees handling personal aparances.
(BLE PROGRAM
© e
KLV Blackstone, Va., Your Bible
leaks, Mon.-Sat., 10:15-10:30
:-: m. Presents answers from the
tn i ble for today's questions and
oblems. Conducted by Rev. H.
. Dukes, comments from great
eachers are used without regard
denominations.
\SEBALL SHOW
• • •
A V E - T V Louisville, Spring
"aining, Sat. 6-6:30 p.m., started
n. 6. Program features Pee
Ji-ee Reese, captain of Brooklyn
idgers, and Ed Doherty, presiint of Louisville Colonels. Base11 fans direct questions about
prt to panel made up of Mr.
sese, Mr. Doherty and guest base11 star. Program to run until
ason starts and then will be
aped off with films taken at
lonels spring training site.
Aii

MSTERDAM

CAVALCADE

CSS Amsterdam, N. Y., proced local tie-in with United Press
I j ralcade of 1950 show, drawing
, -J^i material
station's
coveringfrom
biggest
storieslocal
of
[l|i|ar from Amsterdam and surj funding area. Show included
I >ry of double-murder in which
]CSS helped police identify one
:tim by broadcasting description
til parents identified body.

programs

NORFOLK

HEARS

promotion

STARS

•

WNOR Norfolk's Disc Jockey
Charlie Bentz has started interviewing top stars on local independent. Harry von Zell and Jack
Webb recently appeared on his
show and Gary Cooper was interviewed on tape. Three stars were
on location at Norfolk Naval Base.
Interviews with Dana Andrews,
Richard Widmark and Gary Mitchell are planned when they arrive
for
shootingpicture.
of "Frog Man," naval
demolition
********
FM COVERAGE
WSGN - AM - FM Birmingham, Ala., sending promotion
booklet to trade headed "The
Alabama FM story-" Booklet points up station's coverage by counties, its baseball broadcasts and percentages of persons listening
to station. Booklet gives interesting facts about FM
listening in counties. Promotion piece gathered facts
through survey to determine
extent of FM listening in
state.
********

PIGSKIN CONTEST

$

©

9

WTVJ (TV) Miami Pigskin Parade drew 43,672 ballots in contest
to determine most popular player
on Miami U. football team. Sponsored by North American Airlines,
one-minute contest announcements
were aired on six Pigskin Parade
programs, only rule being that
votes had to be sent to North
American's offices. Show regularly
featured Andy Gustafson, Miami
U. football coach, and Jack Cummins, WTVJ sports director. Most
popular player proved to be Sam
David, 220-pound senior tackle,
who was awarded trophy and other
prizes, topped by all-expense air
trip to New York.

premiums
PREDICTION SHOW
WSIX Nashville, Tenn., Looking
Ahead to '51 presented on last day
of 1950. Featured 12 prominent
Tennesseans expressing views on
year ahead. Program included appropriate music and comments, interspersed with talks by 12 wellknown Southern financiers, business men and educators.
BAB MAIL FOLDERS 9 9 9
BAB sent out mailing promotion
pieces announcing seven new direct
mail folders available to stations
for local sales use among advertisers. Printed in yellow, BAB announcement gives general description of new series 4 folders, then
describes each one separately,
showing small picture of each front
cover. Business reply card is attached, offering sets of 700 folders
to NAB members for $28.
PROP MAN COOKS
9 9 9
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., solved dilemma of what to do when Martha
Lanning, star of Come Into the
Kitchen, local cooking show, reported ill, by calling on TV Prop
Man Ivey Peterson to substitute.
With only
one hour's
preparation,
former
Marine
cook turned
from
scene shifter to flour sifter, faced
Kleig lights with new dish called
"Dinner in a Dish," both prop man
and dish reportedly proved very
popular with staff and audience.
TV PUBLIC SERVICE 9 9 9

in 22 major markets throughout
country. Oxarart & Steffner, Hollywood, is package producer.
CINCINNATI REVIEW
• •
WCKY Cincinnati, Greater Cincinnati 1950, half -hour program compiled of featured Cincinnati news
highlights for 1950 as well as
many top songs of that year. Several WCKY newscasters presented
highlights, with News and Public
Relations Director John Murphy
preparing and moderating show.
PRIZE PROGRAM
9 9 9
WHAT Philadelphia, Market Basket, Mon.-Fri., 10 :05-lla.m., sponsored by Ranger Joe Cereal, Quaker City Wholesale Grocery, Southern Star Bonita, Easy Liquid
Starch and Serv-Agen Gravy Mix
and Cocoa. Directed at housewife,
involves studio calls to radio
homes,
aboutforsponsors'
products,questions
cash prizes
correct
answers with cumulative jackpots
accruing after incorrect answers.
BROTHERS REUNITED
# #
WMAL-TV Washington, Modern
Woman on Television, effected reunion of two long-separated brothers on New Year's Day when Louis
Byles of St. Ann, Jamaica, apin behalf of
Moral
RearmamentpearedConference
which
he had
come
to U. S. A. to attend. His brother,
Tillie Byles, living in Washington
and out of touch with his brother
for seven years, happened to be
watching show, recognized his
brother on TV screen and rushed
to WMAL-TV's studios for excited

WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, The
Pittsburgh Story, started Sun.,
Jan. 14, 1:30-2 p.m. Discussion program, on sustaining basis, features
social and governmental issues involving city of Pittsburgh and surrounding territory. First discussion
subject was "Know Your Chamber
of
Commerce." CONCERTS
CLASSICAL
9 9
WJR Detroit, Your Sunday Symphony, inaugurated Jan. 7 at 1:30
p.m. Presents recorded concerts of
classical music and interviews with

vvouni

SOFT

'-

DRINKS

outstanding
civicCobo
leaders.
Detroit's
Mayor Albert
appeared
on
initial broadcast, discussing hopes
for increased enthusiasm for good
music in community. Well-known
conductor, Valter Poole, selects recordings and comments on each
during show.
REQUEST TV SHOW 9 9 9

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. . DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BOADCASTING

• Telecasting

KTTV (TV) Hollywood, You
Asked for It, 9:30-10 p.m. (PST),
presents what viewers request to
see in way of action, people, places,
etc. Forthcoming programs to include staging of motion picture fist
fight, showing of Jackie Coogan as
"The Kid," and other requests considered unusual and of universal
appeal. Art Baker is m.c; Bob
Breckner directs. Programs will
be television-recorded for showing

LANG

WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, In..
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
yctuvrk Calibre Program at £oca! $tt>~ ■■ i • -■'
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January 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1220 kc
Monroe Bcstg. Co., Monroeville, Ala.
—CP AM station 1230 kc 250 w unl.
AMENDED to request 1220 kc 250 w D.
AM— 1420 kc
KTOE Mankato, Minn.— CP AM station to change from 1420 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-N to 1420 kc 5 kw unl. DA.
AM— 770 kc
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Extension
of SSA on 770 kc 50 kw-D 25 kw-N for
period to start 3 a.m. EST March 1.
Modification of License
KDONcense to Palm
Mod.fromlichangeBeach,
studio Calif.—
location
Beach and Rogers Rds., Palm Beach to
Salinas Californian Bldg., Salinas.
AM— 1220 kc
Cape County Bcstg. Co., Cape Girardeau, Mo.— CP AM station 1230 kc, 250
w unl. AMENDED to request 1220 kc,
250 w D.
Modification of CP
WBAP Fort Worth, Tex.— Mod. CP
AM station to change from DA-N to
DA-2
date. etc. for extension of completion
License for CP
WSAP Portsmouth, Va. — License for
CP to change frequency, power etc.
License for CP to cover changes in
FM
station: EvansviWe,
WOL-FM Washington,
D.
C: WMLL
Ind.
Modification of CP
WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa.— Mod. CP
FM station which was reinstated for
extension - of completion date.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station; WKRG-FM Mobile, Ala.; KRKDFM Los Angeles; KGSF San Francisco;
WEFM Chicago; WEBQ-FM Harrisburg, 111.; KSO-FM Des Moines;
WHOP-FM Hopkinsville, Ky.; WLAWFM
Lawrence,
Mass.;
WBSM-FM
New
Bedford,
Mass.;
WLDM
Oak Park,
Mich.; KWNO-FM Winona, Minn.;
WFNC-FM
N. C;Columbus,
WAKRFM
Akron, Fayetteville,
Ohio; WLWF
Ohio; WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio;
WHKC-FM Columbus, Ohio; WJAS-FM
Pittsburgh; WBRE Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn.; WBTM-FM

PERFORMANCE
iOW£R

COST

. TOWER
MM p LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
H & P lighting equipment, consistently
specified by outstanding radio engineers,
is furnished as standard equipment by
most leading tower manufacturers.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE
OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
Bases ruggedly constructed of heavy
aluminum alloy castings. Precision machining insures proper light center
■when used with specified lamp. Prismatic globes meet
CAA light
tions.specificaRelamping
accomplished without removing prismatic globes.
Mounting base designed for standard
A-21 traffic signal
lamps.
OTHER H & P PRODUCTS:
300 MM Code Beacons* Mercury Flashers
Phofo-Electric Controls • Complete Light
Kits for A-2, A-3, A-4 and A-5 Towers
PROMPT SERVICE and DELIVERY
Immediate Shipment Out of Stock
WRITE OR WIRE FOR CATALOG
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
326 N, La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
60 E. 42nd St. New York 17; N. Y.
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fCG

actions

JANUARY

5 TO JANUARY

11

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Seattle;
Danville, Va.; KOMO-FM
WJLS-FM Beckley, W. Va.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Transfer Request
WCVS Springfield, 111.— RETURNED
application for transfer of negative
control by Copley Press Inc. through
retirement of 49% stock to treasury.
Noncommercial Educational
Application
Colorado College,
Colorado Springs,
Col.— RETURNED
application for CP
for
noncommercial
educational
station
— incomplete.
January 8 Decisions . . .
By Comrs. Coy, Walker.
Hyde, Webster
WAWZ
Zarephath,
Grantedof
extension of authority N.forJ. —period
90
days
from
Jan.
6,
to
operate
nondirectional with remaining 188 ft. tower
and
power
of
1
kw-D
500
w-N,
power
to be determined by indirect method,
pending
and action
on application for receipt
authority
replace
ant. with
two towersto each
200 licensed
ft.
Comrs, Coy, Walker, Hyde, Webster,
Jones, Sterling
WOV tension
Newof authority
York City—
Granted of ex-60
for period
days from Jan. 5, to operate with
reduced
power, 2.5
kw-N;
power determined
by kw-D
indirect 1 method,
and temporary
nondirectional
ant.
using south tower of array, pending
restoration of north tower and subof new proof
of performance
and new missionresistance
measurements
and
Forms 302.
BY THE SECRETARY
KFI-TV Los Angeles — Granted
cense for new commercial TV station;
operating
30.2 kw inpower
lieu of5.131kwkw.vis. ERP vis,
WGN-TV Chicago — Granted license
for new commercial TV station.
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio— Granted
license new commercial TV station, to
show ERP as vis. 24.30 kw, aur. 12.15
kw in lieu of vis. 28.4 kw, aur. 14.2
kw, to change designation of studio
and trans, location (not a move), and
to make equipment changes.
Richard Field Lewis Jr., Winchester,liVa. — Granted CP for a new remote
pickup
KA-8153.
Selma-Smithfield
Bcstg. Co., Smithfield, N. C— Granted CPs for new
remote
pickups
KA-8156-7.
KTTV Inc., Los Angeles — Granted
CP for a new remote pickup KA-8155.
New pickup
York— KA-8158-9.
Granted CP's for
newNBC,
remote
Michigan
Bcstg. Co.,
Battle Creek,
Mich. — Granted CP for a new remote
pickuD
KA-8154.Shreveport, La.— Granted
KWKH-FM
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 2-15-51.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCP'sas for
shown:
WNAC-FM Boston, Mass. to 4-1-51;
KFCA Phoenix, Ariz., to 3-1-51; WAFM
Birmingham, Ala., to 4-1-51 (Cond.).
WJLK which
Asburyauthorized
Park, N. present
J.— Granted
license
FM
supporting tower as AM radiator and
make changes in ground system.
WCKY Cincinnati — Granted license to
use old main trans, at present site of
main trans, for aux. purposes only
with power of 50 kw, employing DA
after Sunset at Sacramento, Calif.
WEAUcense install
Eau new
Claire,
Wis.— Granted
automatic
frequencylicontrol equipment.
KPHOcense install
Phoenix,
Ariz. trans,
— Granted
old main
as aux.litrans, at present location of main

trans, poses
on only.910 kc 250 w for aux. purWJIVcenseSavannah,
Ga.— Granted
linew AM station
and specify
studio location; 900 kc 1 kw D.
KOL Seattle, Wash. — Granted license
to usetion ofoldmainmaintrans,
trans,forat aux.
present
locapurposes
only
with
power
of
5
kw,
Employing
DA.
U. of license
Florida,for Gainesville,
Fla. —
Granted
new remote pickup
KA-6585.
Tribune CPPub.forCo.,
Granted
newTacoma,
remote Wash.
pickup—
KA-8149.
West Va. Radio Corp., Elkins, W. Va.
— Granted CP and license for new remote pickup KA-8150.
WTOP mod.
Inc., ofWashington,
D. C—to
Granted
license KA-2880
delete frequency 153.17 mc. Granted
mod, license KA-2881, KA-2882. KA3130, KGB-331 to delete frequencies
26.13. 26.17. 26.27 and 26.37 mc.
WTOP Inc., Area, Washington, D. C.
— Granted mod. license KA-4508 to
change frequency to 6900-6925 mc.
Granted mod. license to change freto 7025-7050
Bremer quencies
Bcstg.
Corp.,mc.AreaKA-4509.
Newark,
N. J. — Granted mod. license KA-4511
to
use
frequency
of
6900-6925
mc in
addition to assigned frequencies
of
6875-6900.
WCHV Charlottesville, Va.— Granted
CP to replace
authorized
move expired
of aux. permit
trans, towhich
Rose
Hill St., Charlottesville, Va. (present
location of main trans.) to be operated
on
w. employing presently licensed
main250 ant.
WJLB Detroit, Mich.— Granted CP to
install new trans, as aux. trans, at
present location of main trans, on 1400
kc
250 w for aux. purposes only; condition.
WHLN
install newHarlan,
trans. Ky.— Granted CP to
NBC, Hollywood, Calif .—Granted request to cancel license and delete
remote pickup KA-4824 and dismiss
application for renewal of license.
NBC, Hollywood, Calif .—Granted request toforcancel
& dismiss
tion
licenseCP and
delete applicaremote
pickup
KA-5338.
NBC, Hollywood, Calif. — Granted request to cancel license and delete
remote
KJCF pickup
Festus,KA-4821.
Miss. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 2-25-51.
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 2-15-51.
WWBZ
Vineland,
Granted
mod.
CP for
extensionN.of J.—
completion
date to 3-8-51; cond.
W I V Y license
Inc., new
Jacksonville,
Fla.—
Granted
remote pickup
KA-7617.
The Twin States Bcstg. Co., Augusta,
Ga. — Granted license new remote pickup KA-6337. Bcstg. Corp., Coral Gable,
Peninsular
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

KA-8138.
Fla.
— Granted CP new remote pickui
Redwood Bcstg. Co. Inc., Eureka j
KA-8148.
Calif. — Granted CP new remote picku]
Radio Diablo Inc., San Bruno, Calif
— Granted mod. CP KMA-728 for ex.
tension
completion
dateBruno,
to 6-9-51.
Radio ofDiablo
Inc., San
Calif
—Granted mod, CP KMA-729 for ex
tension of completion date to 6-9-51.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
Paul A. Walker
By Comr.
Fayette
Bcstg
Co.,
House, Ohio — GrantedWashington
continuanceCour
hearing, presently scheduled for Feb. 7
to April 9, 1951, at Washington, D. Q
in proceeding upon application.
John R. Tomek,
Wausau, Wis.Granted extension of time to Jan. 24->
1951, in which to file exceptions fr
initial decision issued in proceedin,-.
upon application and that of Lakelam
Bcstg. Corp., Wausau, Wis.
Mt. Airy Bcstrs. Inc., Mount Airj
N. C. — Granted indefinite continuanc
of hearing presently scheduled fo
Jan. 12, 1951. at Washington, D. C. i:
proceeding indefinitely
upon application;
continued
pending hearin
actio]
on petition for removal from hearin
docket and immediate grant.
By Comr. George E. Sterling
FCC General Counsel — Granted re
quest
timeof infactwhich
file pro'
posed that
findings
and toconclusion
of law in hearing held in the matter o
revocation of license of WXLT El>
Minn, and revocation of permit c
KFMA17, Davenport,
la. be extended t
Jan.
1951.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Christian County Bcstg. Co., Taylor
ville, 111. — Granted continuance of hear
ing. presently
scheduled
for Jan. upo:
8, t,
March
12, 1951,
in proceeding
application;
Granted
petition
to
accepj
and file late appearance.
KLOK
San application
Jose, Calif.—
leave
to amend
by Grante
submit
ting balance sheet as of Dec. 15, 195
and revenue and expense statemen
(April 1, 1950 to Dec. 15. 1950) in lie
of corresponding data filed with orig:
inal
application
in Oct.in 1949,
and b 1
correcting
an error
engineerin
amendment accepted by Commissio
Order of Nov. 17, 1950 so as to sho\
location of main studio on King Rc
near Aborn Rd.. and for correction i
Commission's
of Nov.
17, 195('a
so as to showOrder
facilities
requested
5 kw-D, 1 kw-N (DA-N) on 1170 k
rather than reduction in power fror
5 kw to 1 kw on 1170 kc.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
FCC General Counsel — Granted mcj
tion
requesting
that transcript
testimony
in proceeding
upon appliesc
tion of Beloit Bcstg. Co. (WGEZ
Beloit, Wis., be corrected in variou
respects.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Nashville Bcstg. Co. Inc., Nashvillf
Tenn. — Granted leave to amend appli
cation so as to specify new trans. sit<
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefor
taine, Ohio — Granted petition for con
tinuance of hearing now scheduled
begin on Jan. 3, 1951, in proceedin
upon
his application; hearing conthi
ued indefinitely.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
The Heart of the Black Hills Statio
(KDSJ), petition
Deadwood,
South that
DakotaGranted
requesting
Con
mission accept late appearance fc
hearing, now scheduled for Jan. 11, i
proceeding upon its application.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KLFY, Camellia Bcstg. Co., Inc
Lafayette, Louisiana — Granted petitio
for continuance of hearing, presentl
scheduled for Jan. 12, to a date to U_J „
hereafter fixed, in proceeding upon it
application.
By Examiner H. H. Hutchison

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
sermce for
over phone
1$ years*'
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING
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JANSKY & BAILEY
■xecutive Offices
National Press Building
iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
/ashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
}\ Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
STERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

:

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A b3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

E . C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
D BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Coltor & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

■ ■:- I:

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
EX. 8073
20 13th St., N. W.
Washington
5,
D.
C.
J
i
s4
sua j

Member AFCCE

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington 6, D. C
January 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Hearing Designated
KTOE Mankato, Minn.— Designated
for hearing application of KTOE for
CP to increase power from 1 kw to 5
kw, unl. on 1420 kc, DA-N, to be heard
in consolidated proceeding with application of Heart of the Black Hills Station (KDSJ), Deadwood, S. D., on
Jan. 11, 1951, at Washington.

WJEL, Champion City Bcstg. Co.,
ringfield, Ohio — Granted motion for
ntinuance of hearing, presently
January 9 Applications . . .
neduled for Jan. 10, to March 12,
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
51, in proceeding upon its application
Thomas W. Wilson, Attorney—
AM— 860 kc
-anted
petition
requesting
that GenMr.
irry L. Pate,
Assistant
Attorney
KTRB
Modesto,
station to change
fromCalif.—
860 kcCP 5 AM
kw unl.
al of the State of Illinois, Springfield,
.. be admitted to practice before this DA-N to 860 kc 10 kw-D 5 kw-N DA-2.
>mmission Pro Hac Vice, in order to
License for CP
present the State of 111. in proceeding
0 ■on app. of WJEL, Springfield.
License for CP to change frequency,
KFNF Lincoln, Neb.— Granted peti- power etc.; WMBD Peoria, 111.; WJOC
>n requesting that application for CP
Jamestown, N. Y.; WVEC Hampton,
Va.
0 move present facilities of KFNF
ym
Shenandoah,
la.,
to
Lincoln,
Neb.,
License Renewal
0* amended for purpose of bringing
sncing and program plans of petiRequest
for
licensePalm
renewal
FM Fla.;
station: WWPG-FM
Beach,
>ner up to date and in order to show
i greater detail type of program servWSPR-FM Springfield, Mass.; WHDLje which is proposed to be rendered.
FM Alleghany, N. Y.; WPRO-FM ProROADCASTING
Telecasting

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
I

GEORGE

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)
vidence, R. I.; KWFT-FM Wichita Falls,
Tex.; KTNT Tacoma, Wash.; KERNFM Bakersfield, Calif.; KJBS-FM San
Francisco; WTAD-FM Quincy, 111.;
WCMI ton,Ashland,
Ky.; WHDH-FM
BosMass.; WGTR
Paxton, Mass.;
WBCM-FM Bay City, Mich.; KWOSFM Jefferson City, Mo.; KTTS-FM
Springfield, Mo.; KBON-FM Omaha,
(Continued on page 76)
>-TV Courses
RADIO and television courses
listed for the spring semester by
the New School of Social Research,
New York,, include: "International
Broadcasting" and "Seminar in International Broadcasting," both
conducted by Arno Huth, radio
writer and lecturer. A survey
course of TV news and educational
programming, "Reporting the
World on Television," is conducted
by Henry R. Cassirer, former
news editor, CBS-TV.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rocbetie, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
KFWB MOVE
Special Shows Planned
KFWB Hollywood on a long term
lease has taken second floor space
covering 6,500 sq. ft. at 6419 Hollywood Blvd. and is completely remodel ing it to accommodate four
studios and executive offices.
Occupancy will be in late February or early March, according
to Harry Maizlish, president and
general manager. Move to the new
quarters will coincide with the station's 26th anniversary. A mammoth program is being planned
for the double event with radio,
film and stage name talent participating. KFWB has been located in its present quarters on
the old Warner Bros. Vitaphone
lot in row"
the heart
of Hollywood's
"radio
for approximately
18
years.January 15, 1951
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ARTHUR H. BERG, account executive in network sales division of
ABC Chicago, appointed account
executive Ziv Television Programs
Inc., same city.
MIRIAM POWERS, KLAC Hollywood
traffic manager, to Commodore Productions & Artists, same city, where
she will be associated with preproduction planning on three of firm's
programs, Tarzan, Hopalong Cassidy
and Clyde Beatty Show.
STANLEY COWAN, television publicist, named publicity consultant to
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, L. A., for third annual
awards dinner.
WALLACE A. ROSS, president Ross
Reports on Television Programming,
N. Y., has initiated "The Ross Reports Talent Locater Service," new
talent service which lists availabilities and 'agents of performers, writers, directors and other talent. Such
information made available to subscribers by telephone and daily "talent sheet," describing day's openings,
debuts, important appearances, future
events, reviews and column "extracts." Heading new independent
operation are GORDON LEIGH, formerly with Celebrity Service Inc., and
ROBERT TUCKER, former casting
director for Kraft Television Theatre
at J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

Successful marketing
is an BlllillJ operation.
Printers' Ink stands
alone as the one
publication that^HH
every phase of
^JjJJjJjg completely,
that integrates all
the complexities of
marketing for the
advertising, management,
sales and agency executives
who are the leading

ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing
director Southern California Broadcasters Assn., named radio-TV representative on Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce Public Relations Committee.
JESSE CORALLO Jr., freelance writer-producer, named production assistant Snader Telescriptions Corp.,
Hollywood.
GLEN L. LOGAN, one-time executive
assistant to vice president in charge
of sales Packard Motor Car Co.,
named managing director Electric
League of Los Angeles Inc., trade
association for local electrical industry. He succeeds WILLIAM J.
QUINN, retired.
NORMAN C. LINDQUIST, TV director Atlas Film Corp., Chicago, appointed vice president.
MARY HOLT to editorial department
Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, to
assist
cials. in production of TV commer-

£<fiuipmen.t • • •
RCA Broadcast and Communications
Equipment Section announces new
studio-transmitter link equipment
providing high quality microwave
audio link in broadcast field that
meets all FCC modifications for STL
service in the 890-925 mc band. Highly directive point-to-point equipment
will be very useful in rugged terrain
where there are no telephone lines,
firm says.
WILLIAM H. HAZLETT appointed
field representative on eastern seaboard for Audio & Video Products
Corp., N. Y.
BENJAMIN O Z A R O F F appointed
president Fidelity Tube Corp., East
Newark, N. J. Was vice president
and general manager Benrus Watch
Co., Waterbury, Conn., and division
manager Elgin American Co.
AMERICAN Standards Assn., N. Y.,
announces publication of The American Standard Test Code for Apparatus Noise Measurement Z24. 7-1950.
Standard sets forth uniform methods
of conducting and recording soundlevel tests on apparatus.
JOHN R. HOWLAND appointed to
newly created corporation office of
product research for Stewart-Warner
Corp., Chicago.
STANLEY P. LOVELL, president
Lovell Chemical Co:, Watertown,
Mass., and 1948 recipient of Presidential Medal for Merit, elected director Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass.
CURTIS L. PETERSON appointed
merchandising promotion director
John Meek Industries, TV set manufacturer. Was advertising and sales
promotion manager of Ekco Products
Co., Chicago. In his new job he will
headquarter at Meek sales office, Chicago.
JOHN W. BELANGER, assistant general manager General Electric Large
Apparatus Division, Schenectady, ap-
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pointed general manager of division.
N. M. DUCHEMIN, assistant general
manager GE Small Apparatus Division, appointed general manager of
that division.
A. E. SINCLAIR appointed industrial
relations director Federal Telephone
and Radio Corp., Clifton, N. J.
BERNARD HOWARD, president Academy Film Productions, Chicago,
father of boy.
GERALD LIGHT, manager, government contracts division, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., New York,
to sales promotion manager, succeeding HAROLD DIETZ, resigned to head
new Emerson distributing firm, Emerson Mid-state, Newburgh, N. Y.

"Technical • • •
WARREN BELL, engineer WNBW
(TV) Washington, to active duty as
major with Army Signal Corps.
TED HURLEY, KECA-TV Hollywood
engineer, father of boy, Paul Vincent.
OTTO E. MOATES appointed chief
transmitter operator KTAT Frederick,
Okla. Was with KTRN Wichita Falls,
Tex.
NEW

AM STATION
For Pottstown, on 1370
GRANT of a new AM station at
Pottstown, Pa., to Pottstown Broadcasting Co. was recommended in
an initial decision reported by FCC
last week. Station would operate
on 1370 kc with 1 kw daytime.
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith found the proposed outlet
would cause only minor interference to WAMS Wilmington, Del.
Facilities involved are those relinquished in March 1950 by Radio
Anthracite Inc., which turned in
its permit for WMAC Pottstown
on grounds it was economically
unsound to build the station at
that time.
Pottstown Broadcasting is a
partnership of the following: Herbert Wolin, commercial manager
of WARD Johnstown, Pa., 40%
interest; Ralph E. P. Mellon, assistant chief engineer, WTTM
Trenton, N. J., 27.5%, and Margaret
L e v i n e, Johnstown department
store radio continuity writer,
32.5%.

POLIO CAMPAIGN
CBS Airs Kickoff Speec I
BASIL O'CONNOR, president \
the National
Ir',1I
fantile
Paralysis,Foundation
marked thefor
officii
opening of the 1951 March cl
Dimes campaign yesterday (Surl
day) with a speech in Wythevilhj
Va. Mr. O'Connor's talk wal
broadcast coast-to-coast over CBS ]
10:30-11 p.m.
The Longines-Wittnauer Watc I
Co. relinquished the second half o |
its Choraliers program so th ;
speech could be broadcast. Part o\
studios
of WYVE
Wytheville,
a:j
the program
originated
from th'1
unaffiliated, independent station
Wytheville
last year bywas
polio.struck severe!; '
ASK ASCAP BAN
On Music for Transit Us
IN ADDITION to pushing fo|
court and Congi-essional action t j
halt transit FM in Washington!
D. C, and other cities, a grou I
calling itself the National Citizen;1
Committee Against Forced Listen;
ing claims it has called on th |
American Society of Composer^
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP ^

installed
vehicles.
to deny use
of its music in radio '■I
The group, headed by Bernar<
Tassler, described as managin)
editor of AFL's American Federa i
tionist, and comprising less that !
50 members, described "forced lis
tening" as "Communistic to th
core
and clearly
the central
idea ofdisrespectful
our Americaio -

In a statement
democracy.
. . ." presumably re
ferring to ASCAP's previous in
volvement in anti-trust litigation , ;
the group said its recommendei
action "would be most helpful ti
you in your efforts to hold th'
sympathy of the Congress and tb
people, if you were to show you:
strong devotion to a fundamenta
American
principle"
of
the
sugar-coating
for and
this "shut
viciously
un-American innovation."
NAME of Columbia Pacific Networl
Meet the Missus changes to Meet thi>
Missus Varieties, with change of shov
format to variety entertainment.

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER NEEDS
promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
BROADCASTING
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Front Office
(Continued from page 47)
H. GINMAN, president Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, Que., retires,
will remain member of board. S. M. FINLAYSON, general manager,
ceeds him as president.
TV (TV) Hollywood appoints Blair TV Inc., N. Y., as national repentative. KTTV formerly represented by CBS Radio Sales. Blair TV
. formerly handled KTSL Hollywood national sales. With CBS having
uired KTSL, Radio Sales takes over national representation of KTSL.
INIDAD BROADCASTING Co., Trinidad, B. W. I., appoints Adam J.
ling Jr. Inc., N. Y. as representative.
LLIAM DOTY EDOUARDE resigns as commercial manager KFWB
Angeles after year and a half. HARRY MAIZLISH, station ownerleral manager, absorbs duties.
DIO TIME SALES (Quebec) Ltd. announces opening of new offices
1231 St. Catherine St., W. Montreal, Que. Telephone, Marquette 4684.
N WEBER, formerly sales manager for WHBO Sulphur Springs, Fla.,
jned station manager. GEORGE ZIMMERMAN, formerly of WEBK
inpa, succeeds to sales post at WHBO. Appointments complete renment begun when HAROLD A. DUNLAP acquired sole ownership
general management of WHBO last August.
S. E. S. FARR, Victoria, B. C, to board of governors, CBC, to fill
lainder of three-year term which expires November 1951, of Mrs.
iRY SUTHERLAND, Parkesville, B. C, who recently resigned to be-.ie manager of CHUB Nanaimo, B. C.
i
a stlonali • • •
E GORMAN Jr., commercial manager WABI Bangor, Me., appointed
educational committee of Maine Broadcasters Assn. . . . THAD M.
NDSTROM, general manager KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., awarded Certifi5 of Merit by Chamber of Commerce, for services, rendered to organion. . . . JACK MILLER, account executive KPOA Honolulu, appointed
iiber of basic planning board of Territory of Hawaii Disaster Relief
ney's Information Committee. . . .
^LER McCLINTOCK, former president of Mutual, now chairman and
ef executive of recently organized Progressive Broadcasting System,
host to luncheon of Washington radio practitioners at Willard Hotel
Wednesday. He covered scope and planned activity of PBS and
lyzed affiliate contract provisions. . . . JOHN COWLES, chairman
he board Cowles Broadcasting Co., will be principal speaker at Chi0 Brand Names Dinner at the Blackstone Hotel Jan. 17. . . . FRANK
WUELS, vice president and general manager in charge of ABC WestDivision, in New York for two weeks' conferences.
EODORE C. STREIBERT, president WOR-AM-TV New York and
irman of board, MBS, spoke Jan. 11 on "Radio-Present and Future"
ing Radio and Television Clinic at New York Advertising Club's an1 advertising and selling course . . . CHARLES G. SCULLY, public
tion-special events staff WAAT Newark, N. J., appointed director of
fgency defense activities for station . . . FRED KILIAN, program
^ctor ABC-TV Chicago, appointed president Chicago Television Counto fill unexpired term of I. E. (Chick) SHOWERMAN, former
- Chicago vice president and now head of TV operations for Free &
rs, N. Y.
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

COUERHGE
in the Nation's
Fastest Growing
Market
-

-

PORTLAND

WWW
OREGON
ON THE EFFICIENT 620 FREQUENCY
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
OADCASTING
Telecasting

CONGRESSIONAL TIME
Average of $156 Spent by House Candidates
AVERAGE candidate for the U.S.
House of Representatives spent
$156.89 for radio and television
time in the primary and national
elections held last year, according to a special House investigating committee.
Tabulation by the House Special Campaign Expenditures Committee, in its final report to the
81st Congress, showed newspaper
and magazine advertising g-etting
an average $395.09 per candidate;
billboards and signs, $138.03; salaries or expenses of campaign
workers, $141.07; candidate's contributions to campaign committees, $212.50; miscellaneous,
$173.98.
Total average expenditure per
candidate was put at $3,776.05 with
contributions averaging $1,540.52.
However, outlay by each candidate
varied greatly, the report said, indicating that the amount spent on
radio-TV
time differed substantialtry.
ly in certain sections of the counAccording to the committee's
breakdown of total candidate expenditures by states, radio-TV
time purchases in the primaries
exceeded the outlay for combined
newspaper and magazine advertising in Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, New Hampshire and
Ohio. In the Buckeye State, the
radio-TV time purchases totaled
$9,489.06, more than double the
$4,456.23 spent for newspapersmagazines.
House Members Spend More
In the national elections, House
candidates spent more for radio
and television than printed media
in the states of Indiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, Nebraska, and New
Mexico.
Greatest radio-TV expenditures
during the primaries were recorded
for Georgia, Ohio and California
in that order. National election
spending for the media was highdiana.est in Illinois, Michigan and InThe committee paid special attention to the NAB and to President Justin Miller for the organization's "cooperation" in
promptly dealing with a complaint
sent to NAB by the committee
alleging some radio stations were
charging higher rates for political advertising than for commercial advertising [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950].
Last December, Rep. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), chairman of the
committee, publicly commended
NAB for prompt action in rerouting the complaint to stations.
NAB's board of directors then
had adopted a resolution calling
for the desist of such practices
by stations and sent a copy of the
resolution along with a statement by Judge Miller to individual broadcasters.
In the Senate, a Senate Rules

subcommittee on Privileges and
Elections, is compiling a similar
report on candidate expenditures
under the chairmanship of Sen.
Guy Gillette (D-Iowa).
INSTALLMENT DROP
Radio-TV Sets Affected
INSTALLMENT credit used by individuals purchasing television receivers, radio sets and other household goods dropped off in November
1950 from the previous month's
figures — the first such decrease in
seven years — the government has
reported.
The slump in month-to-month
figures was attributed to imposition
of credit controls — Regulation W —
last September when the Federal
Reserve Board set larger down payments and lessened the time for
payment. According to board figures, installment credit was cut
from $13,396,000,000 to $13,319,000,000, with most of the decline
laid to a drop in automobile sale
credit.
HAZEL MARKEL, director of program services WTOP Washington,
awarded certificate of service and
commissioned honorary captain by
Capital Airlines.

STOP
watches
m

Yours

free::;

New 1951 catalog of internationally
famous Clebar stop watches. Most complete line of stop watches in America
. . . for every timing purpose.
In use by the foremost industrial firms,
laboratories, colleges and athletic comClebar Stop Watches
petitions.
meet and exceed the
MAIL COUPON rigid
specifications
the National
Bureauof
TODAY!
of Standards!
CLEBAR
Wateh Agency
Dept. B, 551 Fifth Ave. . N.Y. 17.N.Y.
Please rush me a FREE copy of the
new 1951 catalog of the internationally
known Clebar Stop Watches.
Name
Address
City
State
January 15, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 100 per word — $1.00 minimum » Help Wanted, 200 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 250 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Station manager for 250 watt station
in excellent Ohio market. Must be
family man,
mercial stable,
background. with
Good strong
salary complus
percentage. Not interested in floaters.
Furnish complete qualifications, references,
income requirements.photograph
Box 407H,andBROADCASTING.
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 413H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Woman o^er 40 years old as
station manager for 5000 watt radio
station. Box 446H. BROADCASTING.
New England independent needs sales
manager
perseverance and"with
drive. imagination,
A good salesman
can
earn
a
good
weeks
pay.1
Box
457H.
BROADCASTING.
Profitable 250 watt network affiliate in
Maryland industrial city seeks manager
with proven
managerial
experience.sales
Salary andand bonus.
Complete
details and references first letter, reply Box 503H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Topnotch manager with first
class ticket and some announcing ability. Small market, new 1 kw station
west Alabama. Applicant must be
draft exempt and have automobile.
Salary against a definite percentage.
Interested parties please write W. E.
Farrar, Reform, Alabama, or R. E.
Hook, Aliceville, Alabama.
Manager for southwest Mutual affiliate
contact Hervey, 710 N. Mesa, El Paso,
Texas.
Salesmen
$100 per
week guarantee
plus desiring
15 percent commission
for salesmen
opportunitv and recognition who may
now be employed by a smaller station.
Midwest, NBC regional in market over
150,000. All replies confidential. Box
401H, BRAODCASTING.
Salesman with technical training, especially equipped for selling tape recordersto cover
also experienced
transmitters
southwest with
contacting
broadcast stations, recording studios,
colleges, armed services. Box 478H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted for local accounts.
Announcing or writing experience desirable. Arkansas'
Mutual station.
Writelargest
or call fulUime
KFFA,
Helena, Ark.
Sales: Steady, alert, hard worker. Car.
WEAT. Lake Worth, Florida. NBC
for Palm Beach County.
We have an opening for an aggressive
experienced, radio salesman. Our station is growing fist and is the best
radio buy in the Tidewater area. You
must have a car and be a hard worker.
We pay 15% commission against a
good, drawing account. Send complete
information or contact me at WaldorfAstoria Hotel. New York City, between
January
15-20. Earl Harper, WNOR,
Norfolk. Virginia.
Sales manager or experienced salesman for fulltime independent in rich
agriculture market. Give full details.
WRCO, Richland Center, Wisconsin.
Young progressive Massachusetts 1000
watt independent station needs "thinking" salesman
to help
mercial manager
with excellent
tough jobcom-in
virgin territory. Good opportunity for
ambitious man who likes to battle odds
— and
win.is low.
Salary Ifis you
not have
bad and
of
living
whatcostit
takes and are interested, write at once
in long hand to Guidance Center, 73
Tremont Street, Room 343, Boston 9,
Massachusetts. Be sure to include your
latest photograph.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Draw against commission for good
salesman.
working
conditions. Desirable
Radio experience
necessary.
Write WTUX, Wilmington, Delaware.
Announcers
Announcer or announcer-engineer for
all-round job including control operation and remotes. South-southwest
county seat, 10,000. A sure thing for
competent who will stick. Box 422H,
BROADCASTING.
Combination studio announcer-engineer. Must have three years all-round
experience plus sports. Disc, photo,
references. Immediate opening. Box
431H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer; send full description of
experience
references,
required and and
an audition
recordsalary
or tape
to WJEH, Box 244, Gallipolis, Ohio.
Combination announcer-engineer-program d^ector for 250 watt station. Car
necessary. Send disc, photo, salary
exoected. experience. Box 449H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Sportscaster with emphasis on
re-creation, first phone ticket desirable:
combination duties,
man experienced also
all announcing
ability,
write
copy.
10,000
watt
ABC
Write full details first letter affiliate.
to Box
469H, BROADCASTING.
Somewhere there must be a combination announcer-engineer who has
qualifications in both fields. This is a
high caliber 250 watter which needs
someone to act in the capacity of chief
technician and still be able to do a
really first class announcing job. If
you have a minimum of three years
combination experience, can handle
the technical aspects and can do a
professional job of announcing with
a selling voice on all types of programs
and commercials, your pay is $70 per
week to start, with raise in six months.
Box 485H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first ticket for 250
watt southern station Mutual affiliate,
beautiful town, salary to compensate
ability. You will like our station and
town. Box 496H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Draft exempt announcer.
Good voice. Commercial experience
not necessary. No objection to women.
Box 521H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted by small market station in
Hawaii, two experienced announcers
with tailsfirst
tickets.
Send Wailuku,
full dein firstclass
letter
to KMVI,
Maui, T.H.
Announcer with good voice. Remotes,
mobile units, MC work, writing. Good
opportunity. Please send disc, snapshot
and letter.
No application
without
all three
items. ABC.considered
KVOC,
Casper, Wyoming.
Morning man: Some staff experience
necessary. Here is an opportunity for
a young staff announcer to develop his
own air personality. Contact Program
Director, WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Audio technician, thoroughly experienced, as chief engineer of two professional-grade
Prefer
man not subiect
to recording
draft.studios.
State salary.
Box 430H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for progressive dual
network station, in town with 3 stations. Sendperience,
full education
detailstoincluding
exBox 447H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted: 5000 watt station
South Atlantic coast. No announcing
or control room work. Automobile
required. Starting salary $250-300 per
month. Please furnish complete extraining,BROADCASTING.
references and snapshot. perience,
Box 448H,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Two hundred fifty watt station expanding to five thousand watts needs first
class teroperator.
AM-FM
operation.
of experience,
education
and Letlist
of references desired. Box 511H,
BROADCASTING.
We need first class engineer for transmitter duty.
man with
directional
antennaPrefer
experience
at station
of one kilowatt or more. In first letter
give full details including references,
photo and military status. Address
reply to Chief Engineer, KRMG, Tulsa,
Okla.
Wanted at once, licensed operator.
Would take combination man if good
announcer. WJOC, Jamestown, New
York.
Man with'
ticket, position.
voice, personality
train
for combo
Send disc,to
sissippi.
photo, education WNAT, Natchez, MisEngineer-announcer wanted for Mutual
affiliate station, located in college town
of 8,000. ditions.
Top Write,salary,
livingR.conwire good
or phone
H.
Thompson, WWNS, Statesboro, Georgia.
Production-Programming , others
Copywriter-woman preferred. Send
photo,453H,
copvBROADCASTING.
and disc. State salary.
Box
Wanted, news editor to cover local, edit
national news, splendid opportunity
for experienced
man or
on write
very progressive station. Wire
WSDR,
Sterling, Illinois.
Television
Technical
Experienced
TV
technician for midwesternbroadcasting
television station.
Experienced
AM
engineers
will
be
considered in lieu of actual TV experience.
Box
309H,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Attention
owners:
Have you
line station that should
makea bordermore?
Experienced general manager will buy
interest, operate and improve. Prefer
single or two-station market, 10,00050,000 population. Box 356H, BROADCASTING,
Manager, former owner successful
operation, available
January
15. Experienced in sales,
programming,
sports and promotion. Full details on
request. Box 387H, BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager, over 10
years newspaper and radio sales and
management. Now employed, available
reasonable notice. Prefer midwest or
south. Write Box 426H, BROADCASTING.
Manager.
Presentlymanagement
employed record
manager with excellent
in small market stations looking for
ODportunity in Ohio market. Thorough
all phases. Accent on sales and prodraft exempt veteran. Box gramming.
443H,Married,
BROADCASTING.
Twelve years experience selling, proExcellentSeeks
references.gramming,
38 years announcing.
old, married.
job as sales manager or combination
selling-announcing
with small
midwest or southwest job
station.
Box 451H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio man desires connection
manageroffering
or commercial
manager ofas station
future. Prefer
southeast. Hard worker, producer.
Experienced in managing, selling, copywriting, remotes, recordings. Married,
draft free, own car. Box 461H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd) ,
Manager, 12 years experience as ma:
ager, commercial manager, time sale I
man in leading independents. Com
mission
arrangement preferred. Be
ING.
references. Box 465H, BROADCAS'
Aggressive program director, thorougl
ly experienced in programming, pr>
motion, sales. Good administratis
background. 27, family, college grai
uate, draft exempt, prefer south. Hig]
est references, including present mai
ager who knows of this ad. Box 4701
BROADCASTING.
Manager who knows radio from A
Z. allFrom
bottom Thorough
to top, I've
workt
in
capacities.
knowled;
of all station operations, also top ai
nouncer. Proven record of two statioi
pulled
If personnel
ge
scarce, out
can offill red.
any spot
except eng
neering. College background plus te
years radio experience. Not afraid
trial period. Good reason for chang
Want job with future and can mal
station pay, also save money on oper;
tion. Available thirty days notice
present employer. Draft exempt. Rep
Box 473H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-chief engineer, both ful
qualified in all phases of station a<
ministration.
TV experience. Hav,
$5000-6000 to invest. Engineer former I
with FCC. Box 491H, BROADCASTIN*
Father and son combination as produ
tion and commercial manager. 15 yea
combined experience. Will join ne
work or non network station on salaj
plus percentage basis. Box 5161
BROADCASTING.

Salesmen
Let's face facts! I am in my early thi
ties.
reached
the peak
in sal
whereHave
I am
presently
employed,
have the initiative and ability to go
the top in radio sales. I have bei
in radio 4 years, college educatio
Married. I am interested in a top sale
man's
or commercial
manager's jo
Box 403H,
BROADCASTING.
Hard worker looking for future wf
small station. Salary plus. Box 5181
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer, experienced, en
ploved, two weeks notice, clean recor
like "K" calls. Gordon Lack, 630 Sou
Hall, Princeton, Indiana.
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or sprin i
Experienced
all sports-staff. Box 227!
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster,
2>'-> years,
including
2 yea ■v:
5000
watt CBS
affiliate.
Journalis
university graduate.
Draft exemr
Box 293H, BROADCASTING.
Top ranking news analyst and a
nouncer wishes to locate in southwe:;
Special programs and public relatio
a speciality.
Full details on reque:
Box
352H, BROADCASTING.
New England stations: fi years pla
by-play baseball, basketball, footba
boxing. Sports shows. Staff work. Tr
ING.
references. Box 412H, BROADCAS' ; - :
Staff announcer, thoroughly trained
all phases; will go anywhere. Go(
on sports, commercial announcing ai
BROADCASTING.
all types disc shows. Box 441'
Announcer-program director, 5 yea it
experience, mature, desires positk
with large, established station. Exce
lent selling voice, capable of all typ
radio programs including unique wes
ern show. Northeast preferred. Fami
man,
33, veteran.
References, di:
Box 450H,
BROADCASTING.
Two man newsroom, college grads
journalism, experienced working t
gether several years, tape experts, bo
married, stable, can air own cop
want midwest station that believes
news, presently employed but desi
opportunity. Come in package or se
arately. Box 452H, BROADCASTIN
Excellent voice. Second telephone
cense. Some experience as announc
and console operator. Draft exem
veteran.
Seekingon combination
with
emphasis
announcing.positi<
Ali
ING.
and matured. Box 454H, BROADCAS'
Limited experience, want more. Coi
plete sports background as playi
coach, writer and announcer. Also li
to do staff, publicity. Good draft stati
Box 455H. BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
iseball broadcaster, major league;
tiff; veteran; married; college grad;
i ierienced. Box 458H, BROADCASTS'
;ention South Dakota and Montana,
pee years experienced announcer,
leran"
and family
man. easy
Baseball
y-by-play.
Deep voiced,
go,tely.
friendly
style.
Available
Disc or tape audition. immeWrite
t 459H, BROADCASTING.
td working announcer, draft exempt
i.h some experience. If you will
iously consider giving first opporLity, write.
Box 460H, BROADiSTING.
iperienced announcer, married, de:{- js commission
staff job withon opportunity
sell
own time.to Box
H. BROADCASTING.
nouncer-script writer, experienced.
:eran, married, one child. Age 29.
.00 weekly minimum. Good sports,
erviews, commercials, etc. Operate
isole. Available after January 15.
I.c, photo, etc. on request. Box
,H, BROADCASTING.
nouncer, college graduate. Two
iirs radio announcing, acting and
•isole
experience.
27, single.
U answer
with fullVeteran,
information,
disc
all inquiries. Box 471H. BROAD; STING.
3rts wanted, beginning baseball. AA
;eball, midwest basketball, football
liege prep) national agency, sponsor
Commendations. Veteran, 28, three
Idren, college, permanency primary,
itract desirable. $100. Box 472H.
; j OADCASTING.
tice: I have never been to a radio
tool. Got my four years experience
rking in radio stations. Announcing,
keying, sports, news, continuity and
gramming. Now want western
=£es job. Box 474H. BROADCAST'perienced
announcer.
Wants onupper
Iwest. Tape,
information
rejest. Box 475H, BROADCASTING.
nouncer, newscaster, 15 years all
pses,
seeksstaff.
permanent
position,
rmer NBC
Veteran, 34
years
- . .wered.
married,Willone gochild.
All replies
anywhere.
Box
H, BROADCASTING.
jnouncer - engineer - salesman. Two
nrs in radio. One year combo. Draft
. fcmpt. Veteran, 27, married. Not
best of announcers and know it.
*fer Oklahoma or Texas. All first
iier. Box 480H, BROADCASTING.
oerienced announcer, specialty news
i music. Looking for a permanent
ition in a good operation. Married,
::.r !,ft
fxempt. Box 482H. BROADSTING.
•rtscaster-eneineer. Top play-by-play
].years
ketball,chief
football,
baseball,
boxing,
engineer,
installations.
3d newscast, remotes, staff announcSports disc or tape. Full details
t letter. Draft exempt. Box 484H.
^OADCASTING.
nouncer: Seven years in radio,
r.ily man. Works board, news and
oial events. Experience in music
! news station and two network
liates.
Starting base $65.00. Box
H, BROADCASTING.
.;.;|]Tning man. Draft free, "knows the
:iness." $60 minimum. Ready. Box
H, BROADCASTING.
nouncer, DJ. Don't miss this one.
'±i.
Ws vet
that 30.
sell.Best
6 years
in radio, Good
marreferences.
^ice,
available
now.
Box
494H.
OADCASTING.
nouncer, experienced in all phases
radio and TV wants good staff job
sports or news director position.
< 497H, BROADCASTING.
jerienced announcer, single veteran.
Twenty months experience, DJ,
vs, special events, general staff. Non
ervist. Presently employed as mornman.Available
Desire same
ere.
usual position
notice. elseAll
lies
answered.
Box
498H,
BROADSTING.
nouncer-writer. Ten years experi-e regional powered stations, both
S
jwork
and to
independent.
Available
ITS mediately
stations within
250
>es
of
Chicago
for
$4,500.
32.
jne fge family. Will visit stations Age
■0 .a■ for audition-interview. Box within
499H,
OADCASTING.
At 'aouncer, some experience small
Aif'thern
wage,25,
ling to net.
travel Require
midwest living
or east.
0 (gle vet. Box 500H, BROADCASTnouncer, veteran, single. Music,
Trnercials, will travel. Photo, disc
liable. Box 504H. BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Available March first. 50 kw major
markets top name AM and TV personality. Disc, interview, quiz, MC. Being
relieved from active duty with Air
Force (recalled from reserves last
year I. Topscription
network,
agency and tranproducers references.
Box
502H. BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, 24, two college degrees, extensive training all phases
announcing and news casting at radio
city. eran,Pleasing
write, vetwill travel.voice,
Disc can
available.
Box
506H, BROADCASTING.
Attention radio and TV centers! Available immediately. Five years experiencecludingannouncing
phasesPhotos,
radio, disc
inNY networkall key.
and additional information furnished.
Box 508H, BROADCASTING.
If you're in need of an experienced
announcer — pause here, please! Thanks!
Prefer metropolitan area. 5 kw to 50
kw. News, commercials, emcee, drama,
etc. Excellent references. College
education. Disc, photo on request.
Box 513H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer, 22, four years experience. Draft exempt. Married.
Seekingweststeady
position inemployed
small mid-as
city. Presently
writer. Box 514H, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, announcer; show-biz wise,
talented ad liber to hypo your programming. Topflight shows. Opportunity first. Salary secondary. Ingenuity unlimited. Box 517H. BROADCASTING.
Announcer available. Draft free, six
years experience. Good news, DJ,
sports, ad lib. Desires permanent
position. Box 519H. BROADCASTING.
Afraid of atom? No! Veteran announcer, 10 years experience, 5 with
50 kw,will
pastmove
3 years
kw in home
town
east,with
west,5 north,
south
or midwest for right deal. Heavy
voice, married, 2 children, age 31 and
willing. Box 520H. BROADCASTING.
Combo man experienced with ticket
wants position in California or western
states. Write P. O. Box 292, South
Pasadena, California.
Announcer, control board operator,
continuity scientious,
writer,
married,control
confamiliar 30.
all phases
board operation. Limited experience,
willing settle small community. Disc
and resume available on request. Kenneth
302 Midland Ave.. Garfield,Caruso,
New Jersey.
Announcer-salesman. Personable, experienced, married vet, 34, strong on
newscasts and sales promotion wants
opportunity to do active selling. Ex
program director, writer. Personality.
Profile available. Frank Frost, 505 5th St., Garden City, Kansas.
Radio announcer with some experience
wants position announcing news sports
and disc jockey. Married, thirty years
old
and 401
draftE. exempt.
maker,
Armour, Bounce
Kansas NunaCity,
Missouri.
Announcing three years. First phone,
chief engineer, veteran, non reservist.
Ray Wilkins, 117V2 Martinez, Santa Fe,
N. M. Phone 3003. After January 18,
6288 Mt. Angelus PL, Los Angeles 42.
California. Phone AT 19914.
Colored announcer trained Radio City.
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate console. 2 years phonograph
record business. Age 27, draft exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Reply
Box 23,
320 Manhattan Avenue, New
York
City.
Technical
Chief engineer, presently employed,
experienced in all phases, looking for
tough job with progressive station
which expects top flight performance
from its engineering department. Box
292H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 10 years experience AM radio. Draft proof. Box 338H, BROADCASTING
Chief engineer: Over eleven years in
broadcasting, high and low power including directional antennas. Prefer
southern states. Box 396H, BROADCASTING^
First phone, studios, transmitters, complete offer please. Box 410H, BROADCASTING.
First phone, transmitter experience,
desires studio-transmitter operation.
Draft exempt, married. Prefer N.E.
Box 415H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 14 years experience. Capasupervisor. 8 yearsinstallation
chief 250 watter.bleCommunications
and
maintenance experience. Veteran.
Would like
job with reputable
ization in southwest.
References.organBox
464H, BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer-salesman. Draft exempt, veteran, 27, married. Experienced on
console, tape, recorders, remotes, etc.
Two years
experience.
PreferBROADOklaCASTING.
homa or Texas.
Box 481H,
Chief engineer. 17 years experience
all
phases,One
including
construction
two
stations.
directional
array. Age
40. Will consider straight engineering.
CASTING.
Prefer
middlewest. Box 486H, BROADExperienced southern engineer seeks
employment ganization.
withGood education,
good southern
or1st class
ticket, 250 watt experience, some announcing. Ambition to learn programming and sales. Draft exempt. AvailING^
able soon. Box 489H. BROADCASTFirst class phone vet. No experience,
willing
to travel.
Sober andBoxreliable.
All
answers
considered.
BROA
DCAS
TING. 505H,
First class ticket, recent technical
school grad
desiresVet.
experience
as assistant engineer.
Vic Daley,
202
South Mesa, Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Production-Programming , others
Do you constantly say: Good men are
hard totions.find?
Checkwith
theseyourqualificaMatch them
needs.
Successful at producing radio programs
with good ratings and sponsors for
Main Street audiences. Experience as
an announcer, continuity writer, script
writer andoperative,director.
Intelligent,
cogood executive.
Opportunity
in or near metropolitan area preferred.
Box 423H, BROADCASTING.
News writer. 5 years experience.
Presently employed midwest station.
Also
Best references.continuity,
Box 479H, sports.
BROADCASTING.
College graduate, 1st class engineer,
car, experienced in broadcast station
operation and draft exempt. Prefers
combination job including programming, engineering,
some or
salesgood
and 250.
announcing at regional
Topflight on copy. Very versatile. Top
references. Let me know what you
have. Box 490H, BROADCASTING.
Program director, young, married, 30
year old vet. 6 years in radio. Writes,
produces
shows
that sell.
AvailableADC
now,own
top AST
references.
BRO
INGBox
. 492H,
The Thing is new owner managing
1000 watt station, san programming,
future advancement here nil. Need
award winning copywriter-promotion
man seeking permanent location? Six
5,000 watted experienced years at your
service for living wage and opportunity. Married, 4A vet, college graduate. Box 501H, BROADCASTING.
Young couple, salary secondary to
pleasant working conditions. RadioTV station experienced. Woman, continuity sonality.
writer, proven
on-the-air
perMan producer,
program
CASTIN
director,
announcer.
Box 507H, BROADG. \
Draft exempt. Talent rich: Two young
writersdio, experienced
in television,
ratheater, and newspaper
seeking
ING^
opportunity.
Box 509H, BROADCASTAttention station managers: Draft exempt veteran with experience covering
every phase of modern, smooth programming, desires program directorship at progressive, alert station. Available on 2 weeks notice. Hard conCASTING.
scientious worker. Box 510H, BROAD16 years experience. Employed program director 36. Have stable reason
for voluntary
re-affiliation
same capacity with western
state network
outlet
combining writing, traffic, sales, ann
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
.
S
.
M.
P.
10161,-.
N.
Corona,
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Television
Announcers
TV emcee. 30 year old .vet, married,
6 years in radio. Writes, produces
shows that sell, top references. Good
voice, available now. Box 493H,
BROADCASTING e TELECASTING.
Announcer,
on television station.wishes
Seven position
years experience.
Married
veteran, good draft status.
CASTING.
Box 495H, BROADCASTING • TELEProduction-Programming , others
TV production assistant and floor manager. Experience large metropolitan
station, net affiliate. Some directing.
Degree. 27. Draft exempt. Desire
permanency vancement.
and Available
opportunity
for Box
adJanuary 29.
467H,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Ambitious young man desires to learn
television production from bottom. Can
particularly help sports staff with
well-rounded background. Box 456H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Federal 101-C field intensity meter,
used few hours, $100 down, balance
ING.
$500 C. O. D. Box 445H, BROADCASTStudio transmitter link, REL model
694, 15 watt, excellent condition. Suitable FM or AM. Cost $6,785. Price
$3,000 cash plus shipping costs. Box
483H, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Complete equipment for 250
watter including antenna, monitors,
console,
Montana. transmitter. KAVR, Havre,
Get on the air immediately! Bids still
accepted for complete equipment for
1000 watts AM radio station with Wincharger tower and ground system.
Shipped FOB Southern Pines, N. C.
Selling
N.
C. agent WEEB, Southern Pines,
Have changed facilities and have late
model 1 kw installation for sale. WJOC,
Jamestown, New York.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Desire to purchase immediately, half
or whole small market fulltime local
station preferably located in southwest. Box 402H. BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Obsolete WE type 71A and similar
1 kw linear amplifiers in operating
condition.
Box 476H, BROADCASTING.

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS FEB. 5
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence Q Residence Courses.
Name .
Address.
City....

.State.

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Wanted, commercial FM receiver, good
condition, trade BK-403 tape or will
buy receiver. Sell tape $150.00. Box
512H, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Attention, commercial managers! Turn
that sustaining time into dollars with
our accounts! Write Ambassador Advertising Associates, 706 Elmwood, East
Gadsden, Alabama.
Help Wanted
P. I. EXPERT
Here's anbitiousopportunity
for the
an amman who knows
P. I.
business from the inside and who
is anxious to increase his earnings. The man we hire will have
had plenty of experience in making
deals and selecting salable products. He'll know a lemon at a
glance, and he will be well known
among the mail order agencies and
advertisers. The credit and dependability of P,. I. advertisers,
both the reliables and fly -by nights, will be at his fingertips.
Our man will work in a large
eastern metropolitan center, on a
station which enjoys an excellent
reputation and is now about to
enter the P. I. field. If you are that
man, give complete background,
details of experience and references in first letter.
Box 444H, BROADCASTING
]>i> you want to work in "North Carolina
radio"
— the ?fastest
growing now
radioopen
field forin
the country
Positions
program directors, engineers, announcers,
salesmen,
copywriters.
applicationof
with
North
Carolina File
Association
Broadcasters. Drawer 1140, Southern Pines.
N. C. Submit photograph and references
and give full information regarding experience.
Technical
CHIEF ENGINEER
for local network station in Pennsylvania. Excellent opportunity for
young man. Employment Service has
opening.
BOX 515H, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, others

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
\
\
«j>
A
V
&

Major network affiliate in one
of nation's top markets seeking
two experienced radio salesmen.
Only applicants with
proven records will be considered.

Apply Box 468H, BROADCASTING, enclosing resume of
evious industry experience,
^, picture. All applications will
\ be held in strictest confidence.
ft
1

Situations Wanted
Managerial

For Sale
Equipment, etc.

Used one kilowatt General
Electric police- transmitter
class "B" modulation. Suitable for conversion to
broadcast band. First check
$1,000.00 F.O.B. Martin
Karig, 13 Warren St.,
Glens Falls, New York.

We offer at substantial saving immediate
delivery on the following equipment in
perfect condition: General Electric 50 kw
FM transmitter model BT-5-A. Federal
8-bay antenna. Complete with speech input and monitors, spare parts. Write
C. D. Lutz, KTSA-FM. P. 0. Box 1161,
San Antonio 6. Texas.

WANTED

Employment Service

Promotion-Publicity EVSanager

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
A confidential, nationwide service,
bring agers,
managers,
commercial
program directors
and manchief
engineers together under the auspices
that inspire mutual trust.
Theer isidentity
of applicantWrite
or employfully protected.
or wire
for complete information stating your
interest asHoward
employer
or applicant.'
S. Frazier
TV &■ Radio
Management
Washington
5, D.Consultants
C.
726 Bond Bldg. NAtional 2173

Sales promotion manager wanted
immediately for 50,000-watt
WCCO, Columbia-Owned Station
in Minneapolis-St. Paul. Will be
given free rein for his creative
abilities, and a generous budget.
Must know all phases of sales promotion and program promotion,
merchandising, exploitation and
publicity. Good salary for the
right man. Send full details, with
samples and references, to General Manager, WCCO, 625 Second
Avenue South, Minneapolis.
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Miscellaneous

DIRECT SALES

TECHNIQUE for protecting listeners against misrepresentation in
mail order advertising on the air
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 1] and for promoting better
sales results for legitimate advertisers has been reported to
Broadcasting • Telecasting by
officials of KING Seattle.
Each advertiser seeking time for
direct sales merchandising is required to fill out a form calling for
the name of the advertiser, product and agency handling it. Then
the station's Product Research
Committee, headed by Hugh Feltis,
KING manager, examines the proposed commercial copy and the
product itself. Product is found
either "acceptable" or "not acceptable," while comments on copy
include "acceptable," "misleading"
and "lengthy," with provision for
recommendations.
Operating Since June
Other members of the committee are Grant Merrill, program director; Hal Moen, operations director; and Roger Rice, national
sales manager. Group has been
operating since last June. A similar arrangement exists for potential video advertisers on KINGTV. All time for direct sales merchandising issold at straight card
rates. No per-inquiry deals are
accepted.
As to the analysis, the product is
examined to determine whether it
measures up to copy and whether
it represents fair value for the
price asked. Copy may be rewritten to conform with the station's
standards, or to fit within prescribed time periods, and the revision is checked with the advertiser for approval. If copy is finally
accepted, it bears the tagline:
"This product has been approved
by the KING Products Research
The whole procedure not only
Committee."
assures better sales results for the
advertiser and protection for the
fimTnTrnm
lladio

JINGLE/
s ale s re s u I ts

RICHARD /TROUT
PRODUCTIONS, Box 2261, Hollywood

listener against fraudulent claim;
according to Mr. Rice, but is be
lieved to be "the solution for radi
stations — and advertisers — to man \
of the problems of the direct sale
business." Already it has de
creased the number of complaint
to an "insignificant percentage,
he added.
KFI-AFRA AGREE
Avert Announcer Strik
LAST-MINUTE compromise agree
ment was reached late Jan. 5 be
tween KFI Los Angeles and th
American Federation of Radi

Artists, 14
thusstaff
avoiding
a strike
volving
announcers
at thin'
station [Broadcasting • Telecast
ing, Jan. 8]. The station signe.
a one year contract with the unio:
providing for a basic minimum o
$110 weekly, constituting a $2
weekly increase from the previou
$85 minimum. Further raises als
were granted on individual base
according to merit. The unio:
originally had asked for a $10
weekly minimum for the first yeai
and a $115 minimum for each yea.
thereafter.
KFI still is continuing negotia
tions with the National Assn. o
Broadcast Engineers which recentl;
voted to strike against it [Broad
casting • Telecasting, Jan. 8]
Issues involved are pay increase- i
and the question of establishing ;
union
KFI was to have
mittedshop.
counter-proposals
to sub1
th
union last week, but no details wer
available as Broadcasting • TeleI;
casting went to press.
ARTHUR (Dutch) BERGMAN sport
director WRC-WNBW (TV) Wash1
ington, appointed chairman Distrieof Columbia 1951 March of Dime?
sports committee. MARGARET i
FORBES, promotion departmen
WRC-WNBW recuperating after r
cent operation.
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Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

CU/T0M
: wit h p to v en

POLICY
KING Screens Advertising Copy, Product

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James
W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington
Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
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New Business
(Continued from page 10)
ily newscasts, Your Bab-0 Reporter, over MBS, 10:25 a.m., 11:25 a.m.,
:25 p.m., 2:25 p.m., 3:25 p.m., beginning Jan. 15. Agency: William
eintraub, N. Y.
1.AKO PRODUCTS CORP., New York (cookie, muffin and pastry
bees), Jan. 16 starts Susan Adams Kitchen on DuMont TV network,
les. and Fri., 2-2:15 p.m. Agency: Piatt Forbes, N. Y.
)XAFIDE MILLS, New York (floor coverings, roofing), Jan. 28 moves
k TV show from NBC-TV (Fri. 9-9:30 p.m.) to CBS-TV (Sun., 11:30
"n.-12 noon). Program is produced by Charlie Basch and Frankie
ott. Agency: Gibraltar Adv., N. Y. In moving to Sunday morning
? riod, program's title will be changed from Bonnie Maid Versatile
^irieties to Versatile Varieties Junior Edition and given juvenile appeal.
*OCTER & GAMBLE Co. (Ivory soap and Duz) and QUAKER OATS
t. (Aunt Jemima pancake flour and other products) have signed as
onsors for CBS-TV Garry Moore Show, Mon.-Fri., 1:30-2:30 p.m.
itri jikG has bought 2-2:15 p.m. segment and Quaker Oats 2:15-2:30 p.m.
rtion. Agencies for Procter & Gamble and Quaker Oats are Compton
lv., N. Y., and Price, Robinson & Frank, Chicago, respectively.
jfMART Inc., N. Y. (Tintair home hair coloring), will sponsor radio
rsion of its TV show, Somerset Maugham Theatre, effective Jan. 20,
CBS, Sat., 11:30-12 noon.
3VER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Surf), Jan. 8 for 51 weeks started Frenchrguage program Qui Aura le Dernier Mot? on five CBC French netirk stations, Mon.-Fri., 10:15-10:30 a.m. Agency: J. Walter Thomp. jp Co., Toronto.
GEWOOD SHOE CO. (Division of General Shoe Corp.) to sponsor
3n-age series, Going Places With Betty Betz, over ABC-TV, Tuesday,
jI5-7:30 p.m., beginning in February. Agency: Anderson, Davis &
atte Inc., N. Y.
dpeopU
. A. SWAN appointed general sales manager Pabst Sales Co., Chicago,
ter working as assistant general sales manager. With company since
39, when he was hired to create, develop and direct sales training.
7RITY BAKERIES CORP., Chicago, which uses radio spot exten/ely, appoints DON C. MENDENHALL sales manager of Taystee Bread
vision, and LARRY J. NIEMAN sales manager of Grennan Cakes.
| L. BROWN is new assistant merchandising director.
: IARLES SCHAFER, director of public relations Brisacher, Wheeler
Staff, S. F., appointed assistant advertising manager Spray-Chemical
»rp., Richmond, Calif.
iMES J. NANCE, president Hotpoint Inc., Chicago, appointed member
|dgram.
U. S. Treasury's industrial advisory committee for U. S. Savings Bond

Negro

Press Seminar

AFRS program director in Hollywood.
From AFRS he went to AFRA
(American Federation of Radio
Artists), Hollywood, in 1946 as executive
director
the announcers,
union's refresher
courseoffor
actors and singers. While with
AFRA he and 20 other former
members of AFRS formed Command Radio Productions Inc., radio
packaging agency of which he was
president. Company dissolved after
a year and a half.
In 1947 Bob accepted the post as
executive director of the Ben Bard
dramatic school radio course. During his 2% years there he continued
freelance writing and directing.
From there Bob entered an entirely new field when he joined Abbott Kimball in his present capacity
in 1950. At present he is most
actively occupied supervising radio
and TV activities for Regal Amber
Brewing Co., San Francisco (Regal
Pale) in the Southern Calif, area.
Firm currently is using spots on
23 radio stations in the area, and
programs on three of them; plus
spot schedule on five television stations.
Bob is pretty sold on television
as "head and shoulders" above any
other advertising medium. Careful not to "Sell radio short," he
maintains that radio is still tops
for
dinner-time and late evening
listening.
In the realm of hobbies, gardening at his Sherman Oaks, San
Fernando Valley home takes up
most of his time. Any remaining
energy he puts into golf. When
the ballet season hits Los Angeles
the Lights never fail. Mrs. Light,
the former Margaret Dodgson, was
previously
member They
of the have
Sadlers'
Wells
balleta troupe.
one
son, Robert Louis, whom they call
Robin.
Bob is a member of the Hollywood Advertising Club. And, "just
in case," he still maintains his
AFRA card.
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh entertained
more than 90 members of Sales Executive Club of Pittsburgh recently
in its new studios.

RECORD

CKLW Highest 4th Quarter
HIGHEST dollar volume for a
fourth quarter in its history has
been announced by CKLW Windsor,
Ont. President J. E. (Ted) Campeau estimated total sales for 1950
would be up between 38 % and 40%.
The record sales were made in an
area which has three strong TV
stations in addition to the normal
AM competition.
Mr. Campeau said it was difficult
to point out the prime reason for
the satisfying increase after a slow
summer season, but, he said, "we
have signed programs and spot announcement campaigns that advertisers were uncertain about releasing last summer, and as far back
as As
last for
spring."
radio's effectiveness in
competition with other AM stations
and TV, Mr. Campeau said, "Radio
is still the greatest mass medium,
the greatest open forum, still effective and a more economical buy. As
a result, advertisers and agencies
are projecting selling campaigns
combining the best buys in radio
and television both." Mr. Campeau
continued
he expected
situation tothat
remain
for some "this
time
Most agency and business executives with whom he had conferred
to
come."to believe, Mr. Campeau
seemed
said, that while TV was competent,
it could not match radio for lowcost mass circulation. They felt
the two media should be combined
in advertising budgets.
WILM Extends Service
EXPANSION of broadcast service
to a 24-hour daily schedule, excepting Sunday, for WILM, Wilmington, Del., effective today (Jan.
15), was announced last week by
Ewing B. Hawkins, WILM manager
and owner. Extended hours of
operation in part has been made
as a service to national defense
planning, WILM explained. Ronnie
Evans, formerly with WDEL Wilmington, has been assigned to
handle Milkman's Serenade daily
2:30-6 a.m., while Morrie Sims,
previously with WTUX Wilmington, has been named to do Morrie
Sims Show midnight-2 :30 a.m.

KEY

PT6-JA
Greatest professional recording value on
the marketl Portable high fidelity recorder and amplifier — as low as $499.50

360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1, III.
iOADCASTING

SPEAKER at NBC's seminar for members of the Negro
press will be William Brooks, network vice president in charge of
public relations. He will address
the group in Chicago tomorrow
(Tuesday). At the invitation of
the network, 40 editors and publishers of Negro newspapers serving the area between Cincinnati
and Kansas City, Mo., will attend
the all day public relations seminar
sponsored by NBC and RCA in
NBC Chicago studios. Joe Baker,
public relations counsel, will conduct the meeting. Official host is
to be Harry Kopf, vice president
and general manager of NBC Chicago.
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On All Account
(Continued from page 8)
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FOR DEPENDABLE

look

SERVICE

to ALLIED

for your station

supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largestin the country)and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guarantee the fastest, most complete equipment supply service
for the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
to coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send for ALLIED'S 212-page Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide, listing broadcast equipment
and supplies ready for immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
exactly what you want— when you want it! All
station orders, large or small, get preferred
Write to BROADCAST DIVISION
speedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED RADIO
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
intelligently to keep your station running at top 833 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
efficiency at all times.
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
January 15, 1951
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 69)
Applications Cont.:
Neb.: KPOJ-FM Portland. Ore.; WFLN
Franklin, Pa.; KQV-FM Pittsburgh;
WKPT-FM Kingsport. Tenn.; WSIX
Nashville. Tenn., WCOD Richmond,
Va.; WEMP-FM Milwaukee, Wis.
Modification of CP
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
January 10 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
Hearing Designated
R. VV. Towery, Iuka, Miss, and WKSR
Pulaski. Tenn. — Designated for consolidated hearing in Washington on
Feb. 26. application of Towery for new
station on 580 kc. 1 kw-D only at Iuka,
with application of WKSR to change
facilities from 730 kc to 580 kc, 250 wX> to 500 w-N 1 kw-D DA-2.
WESC Greenville, S. C. and WORD
Spartanburg, S. C— Designated for
consolidated hearing in Washington
on Feb. 28, application of WESC to
change facilities from 660 kc 5 kw D
to 910 kc 1 kw unl. DA-2, with application of WORD to change facilities from
1400 kcand250 made
w unl. WJHL
to 910 kc
1 kw DA-2,
unl.
Johnson
City,
Tenn. party to proceeding.
Order Amended
KGAR
Garden City. Kan.; KLMR
Lamar, Col.; Capital Bcstg. Co. Lincoln, Neb.; KJSK Columbus, Neb.—
Ordered
thatas Commission's
Oct. 6, 1950
amended by order
order of
of
Dec. 27, 1950, be amended to include
as issuemineNo.
8
following:
"8.
To
detercomparative needs of areas now
served by KFMF including city of
Shenandoah. Ia., and areas to be served
by KFNFcludingoperating
proposed
inLincoln, Neb.,as for
broadcast
service and, in view thereof, whether
grant of thiswithapplication
accordance
Section 307would
(b) ofbe thein
Communications Act of 1934, as
amended." Authority Granted
WOR-TV New York — On Request
granted 60-day extension of STA for
further tests of "Skiatron SubscriberVision
overas WOR-TV,
to same System"
conditions
in originalsubject
grant
(announced Nov. 24, 1950), which expired Dec. 22. These coded TV tests
are conducted in off hours and are not
received by public.
Petition Granted
CBS and TBA — Granted petitions for
leave to participate and present testiwith respect
to Issueto "E",
further monyhearing
scheduled
be re-in
sumed on Jan. 22 in matter of reservation of channels for non-commercial
educational TV stations.
Hearings Postponed
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc. (complainant); American Telephone & Telegraph Co.. et al. (defendants) — Postponed
until
further
order scheduled
of Commis-to
sion, hearings
currently
begin Jan. 15, 1951, in matter of allocation of usage
of intercity
transmission facilities,
in order video
to observe
usage of such facilities of Bell System
companies resulting from agreement
reached among networks upon certain
procedures to be followed by them to
resolve their conflicting requirements

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

r

SCOT<?
SUMMARY TO JANUARY 11
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Hearing
Pending
137
267
cations
Totnl
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
AM stations
2,236 2,202 119
6
10
FM stations
676 510
183
AppliIn
375
TV stations
107
58
48
Concl'l
* On the air.
171
,1*
Docket Actions . . .
Bcstg. mated
Co., construction
1310 kc, cost
1 kw$18,000.
day. CyEstiN.
Bahakel, individual owner is licensee
INITIAL DECISION
WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss., WABG
Pottstown Bcstg. Co.. Pottstown, Pa. of
Greenwood, Miss., and previously held
— Announced initial decision by ExV3
interest
aminer Elizabeth C. Smith to grant Filed Jan. 9.in WCLD Cleveland, Miss.
application
of 1370
Pottstown
Co.
Marion, Ala. — Lester M. Neely and
new station on
kc, 1 kwBcstg.
day. See
Kathleen W. Neely d/b as Neely Bcstg.
story this issue. Decision Jan. 9.
Co.,
1310 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated conKPAB Laredo, Tex. — Announced inicost $27,250.
The Neelys'
are
tial decision by Commissioner Paul A. owners of struction
a chain
of Alabama
theatres.
Walker reaffirming order of Jan. 4, Filed Jan. 5.
1950 tocisionrevoke
Jan. 11. license of KPAB. DeTV APPLICATION
Ashtabula, Ohio — WICA Inc., new
Non-Docket Actions . . .
commercial TV station Chan. 8 (180186 mc), ERP 2.16 kw vis., 1.08 kw aur..
AM GRANT
antenna
285 ft. above average terrain.
Henderson, N. C. — Nathan Frank,
Estimated construction cost $106,450.
granted
new station construction
1450 kc, 250 w fullCompany has no data from which to
time. Estimated
cost estimate
operating costs and revenue.
$8,450. terest
Mr.in WHNC
Frank Henderson
has a 20% which
stock inInc., Filed
is licensee
he WICA
that
city.
Jan. 9.WICA-AM-FM
must relinquish contingent on this
TRANSFER REQUESTS
grant. Granted Jan. 10.
WCLIin facilities
Corning, from
N. 1540
Y. — kc,Granted
KGW of Portland,
Ore.— Inc.,
Transfer
switch
250 w
control
Pioneer Bcstrs.
licensee,of
day to tions.
1450 Granted
kc 250
w
fulltime.
Condifor
$350,000
to
Mitzi
E.
Newhouse,
Jan. 10.
Samuel I. Newhouse Jr. and Donald
Newhouse [BROADCASTING
e TELE-I.
CASTING, Dec. 18, 1950]. Samuel
New Applications
Newhouse, owner WSYR-AM-FM-TV
AM APPLICATIONS
Syracuse and holder of extensive newsKingsport, Tenn. — Sullivan County
paper interests in East as well as refor these coaxial cable and microwave
AM station to change from 1340 kc,
100 w unl. to 250 w unl.
relay facilities.
AM— 1480 kc
Authority Granted
WGUY-FM Bangor, Me.— Granted reFrank
J.
Keegan.
Memphis,
quest
for authority
specialto temporary
CP AM station 1570
kc, 1 Tenn.
kw —D
mental
operate FM experistation
AMENDED
to
request
1480
kc.
by remote control for period ending
July 10 from studio and trans, location
License Renewal
of AM station WGUY Bangor, Me.,
without licensed operator in attendRequest
for
licenseJacksonville,
renewal FM Fla.;
staance at station WGUY-FM, Bangor,
tion: WJAX-FM
Me., conditions
WROK-FM
Rockford,
111.;
WBOC-FM
WTSV-FM Claremont, N. H.— Granted
Salisbury.WHFB-FM
Md.; WHYN-FM
request for
Benton Holyoke,
Harbor.
mental special
authority totemporary
operate experistation Mass.;
Mich.; WTTH-FM Port Huron, Mich.;
WTSV-FM by remote control for pe- WMC-FM New York; WOHS-FM Shelriod ending July 10, from the trans,
by, N. C; WLTN Lewistown, Pa.;
location of AM station WTSV, ClareWRZE York, Pa.; WSPA-FM Spartanmont, N. H., without a licensed operburg, S. C;Pittsburgh.
WLVA-FM Lynchburg,
ator in attendance at station WTSVVa.; WKJF
FM, Claremont, N. H.. conditions.
Modification of CP
January 10 Applications . . .
WKNA-FM Charleston, W. Va.— Mod.
CP
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
kw FM
and station
ant. 124to ft.change ERP to 9.72
WOR-TV New York— Mod. CP new
Modification of License
commercial TV station for extension
WJCM Sebring, Fla. — Mod. license of completion date to 4/15/51.
TV— 66-72 mc.
THE OLD SEA-HORSE SAYS:
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— CP commercial TV station to change from 16.2
kw vis., 10.2 kw aur. to 4.1 kw vis.,
2.1 kw aur. and change studio location
from Hotel Statler to Center St.. 7
miles south East Aurora, N. Y.
No Other Medium "Offers So
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1300 kc
Much For So Little".
Now affiliated with Progressive
WLIZ Bridgeport,
Conn.— CP AM
station to change from 1300 kc, 1 kw
D to 1300 kc 5 kw unl. DA-2.
Broadcasting System.
OX

May We

Hear From You?

BBLOXI
MISSISSIPPI
WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
1000 WATTS
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January 1 1 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Charles L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
Lakewood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. —
Ordered that further hearing in this
proceeding be scheduled for Jan. 24,
in Washington. D. C.
By Commissioner Wayne Coy
FCC General Counsel — Granted motion ment
to correct
oral arguof Nov. transcript
8, 1950, inof proceeding
upon application for license and for
assignment
of construction
permit of
WACA Camden.
S. C.

cent purchaserKGWof licensee,
Portland "Orego ii
ian,"
funds former
to his wife and sons tois lendi
suppl
ment their own funds in purchase
station. Sellers include: Scott Co., 2.
sh; Mrs. F. W. Leadbetter, 169 sh;
B. MacNaughton,
trustee, 122 s
Georgiana G. Aston, 8-2/9 sh; R.
Gantenbein, 56VS sh; Rhoda J. Adarr
56-3/9 sh; Portland Trust and Savin
Bank, 48-1/9 sh; Michael J. Frey,
sh. KGW
Filed
Jan. 11.assigned 620 kc, 5 k'
KSMA
Santa Maria,
Calif. H.
— Assig
ment of license
from John
Pool
licensee to James Hagerman and Jol
I.
Groom
co-partners,
for
$27,500.
Poole withdraws to devote his time M
his other business interests. Mr. Groo
is announcer-eneineer KRJM (FM) ai
KSMA (AM), Mr. Hagerman is mai
aging editor Santa Maria Times aii
sportscaster for KSMA. KSMA is a|
signed
Jan. 2. 1450 kc, 250 w fulltime. Fihj
WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati — Transf
of license from Buckeye Bcstg. C(
licensee, from Field Enterprises Inc.,
Fort Industry Co., for consideration
$225,000. Fort Industry has extensiv
radio
interest WWVA-AM-FM
including WSPD-AM-F1V
TV Toledo;
Wheelin ]
W. Va.; WMMN Fairmount, W. Va
WLOK-AM-FM
Lima, Ohio: WAG/
AM-FM-TV Atlanta, Ga.. WGBS Mian
and WJBK- AM-FM-TV Detroit. Geon
B. Storer is president Fort Industi
Co. 13«0
WSAI
assigned
5 kw fulltirr
on
kc. isFiled
Jan. 10.
WMUS
Muskegon,
Mich.
— Assigi
ment of license from Greater Muskegc
Bcstrs. Inc., licensee to George J
Cross, receiver. Mr. Cross will put u
bond of $10,000 and original compan
will continue to operate station :
debtor in possession. Company wei
into receivership under threat of Dep
of Internal Revenue to seize propert
for
WMUS 1090 kc, 1 kw da'
Filedtaxes.
Jan. 10.
KWRN
Reno,
Nev. Newspapers
— AssignmentsInc (
license from Reno
licensee, to Kenyon Brown for $27,50"
Licensee but
originally
operation
had to planned
drop FM AM-F1>
opers
tion for lack of interest and now dot
not feel that KWRN market larg
enough to support enterprise. M
Brown is vice president, general mar
ager and 20% stockholder KWFT Inc
Wichita Falls, Tex.; 33%% intere?
KBYE Oklahoma City and 25% intei
est Arcadia Theater. Dallas, Tei
KWRN Filed
is assigned
time.
Jan. 10.1490 kc, 250 w full:
Saginaw,
Mich. Huron
— Transfer
300WKNX
sh. stock
in Lake
BcstEefffi
Corp., licensee, from O. J. Kelchnei
to
licenseestock.
corporation
to be held
treasury
Mr. Kelchner
retirea tbecause of ill health and agrees to se
his interests for $14,417.52 less $2,35
debt 9.to the corporation. WKNX i
Jan.
assigned
1 kw day on 1210 kc. File
WCVS-AM-FM
Trans-11
fer of 49 sharesSpringfield.
stock in 111.—
WCVS,
censee, from the Copley Press Inc., t
WCBS Inc., parent company for $123,
750.
WCVS
assigned
on 1450
kc. isFiled
Jan. 250
9. w fulltim 1
WDSC
Dillon,
S.
C—
Transfer
of com
trol in Border Bcstg. Co., licensee
from Lela C. and P. T. Watson to L. E
Hyman for consideration $31,336,501
The
to obligations
sell to obtai
fundsWatson's
to meetwish
their
WGTM Wilson. WDSC is assigned
kw day on 800 kc. Filed Jan. 9.
PBS Signs WPAW
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I., 500 ^
outlet on 1380 kc daytime, ha
signed for affiliation with Progre?
sive Broadcasting System, accord
ing to announcement made jointl
by Larry Finley, PBS presiden
and Neale Murphy and Nick Hyskij I
owners of the station.
Nancy
McIver
TRAVELS THE WORLD
(Formerly Nancy Grey
on WTMJ — NBC)
WHFC Chicago WEHS-FM
2-2:30 Mon. thru Sal.
Shesells
entertains
— and —sellsand
Participations
Available
MARSHALL PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
40th Floor Bankers Bldg., Chicago 3
Radio — Shows to fit your budget — TV
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Sales Upsurge
'Continued from page 19)
lay 5:45-6 p.m.; Ferry-Morse
-» Co., through McManus, John
^'Idams — Garden Gate, Satur9:45-10 a.m.; General Foods,
ugh Benton & Bowles — Renfro
1 y. Sunday, 8:30-9:15 p.m. and
Jay-Friday, 8:30-8:35 a.m.;
(ing Drug, through Dancerirerald - Sample — Bill Shadel
>ihe News, Sunday, 3-3:15 p.m.;
■ite - Palmolive - Peet through
fam Esty — (show unselected)
lay-Friday, 3:15-3:30 p.m.;
:itone Corp., through Lloyd
ter & Dillingham — Galen
■c, Saturday, 2:30-2:45 p.m.;
-root, through BBDO — Charlie
iL Private Detective, Sunday,
'{0 p.m. ; Plymouth Division of
user Corp., through McCann,cson, three half -hours in Janu-

J.3S: P. Lorillard Co. (Old
. through Lennen & Mitchell
J ten for a Day, Monday-Fri4il 1:30-11: 45 a.m.; Kraft Foods,
A as'h J. Walter Thompson —
4 )' for a Day, Tuesday and
•Wsday,
11:45-12
noon, and
"h( Benson, Tuesday-Thursday,
' ->' p.m.; U. S. Army and Air
]le, through Grant Adv. — The
*V\ow, Sunday,
5-5:30 p.m.;
jj^ing Corp. of America (Carl4;Sed Cap ale), through Benton
I owles — (program unselected)
3il-day, 4:30-4:45 p.m.; Kellogg
irough Kenyon & Eckhardt —
SEpr Borge
Show, Mondaynesday-Friday,
5:55-6 p.m.;
pgg Co., through Leo Burnett
■
: - yde Beatty Show, Mondaylesday-Friday, 5:30-5:55 p.m.;
ison Pharmacal Co., through
y B. Cohen — Gabriel Heatter;
■ ay,
7:30-7:45 p.m.; B. T. Babi
nc, through William H. Weini — five five-minute newscasts
lay, Monday-Friday; Benjamin
ill
■Is p-e Paint Co., through St.
gres & Keyes — Your Home
mi tiful, Saturday, 11-11:15 a.m.;
pgraph Products Inc., through
jSrton Adv.— 3% hours of MBS
i ams in January and Febru. Hadacol, Through Majestic
, Hollywood Party (one-shot),
12, 9-9:30 p.m.
3C: Pepsi-Cola Co., through
Co. — (program unselected,
probably one starring Phil
in), Sunday, 5-5:25 p.m.; Lig& Myers, through Cunningham
>Valsh — Operation
Tandem ;
•.IS. Army
and Air Forces,
ngh Grant Adv. — Operation
^lem; Buick Division of General

Motors Corp., through Kudner
Agency — Operation Tandem, one
week beginning Jan. 14; American
Trucking Assn., through Biow Co.
— American Forum of the Air,
Sunday, 1:30-2 p.m.; Mutual Benefit Health and Accident Assn.,
through Bozell & Jacobs — On the
Line with Bob Considine, Sunday,
2:30-2:45 p.m.; Doubleday & Co.,
through Huber Hoge & Sons —
Edwin C. Hill, Sunday, 11:15-11:30
a.m.; Norwich Pharmacal Co.,
through Benton & Bowles — Bob
Trout and the News, Sunday, 5:255:30 p.m.; TWA Trans-World Airlines, through BBDO — Mr. and
Mrs. Blandings, Sunday, 5:30-6
p.m.; E. R. Squibb & Sons, through
Cunningham & Walsh — NBC Symphony, Saturday, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Some of the active spot accounts
reported last week were:
American Chicle Co.'s newest
product, Crawford cough gum, is
considering a radio spot campaign
in major cities in the Midwest to
start in late January or early February. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York, is the agency. Budget
details are expected to be ready
within a fortnight.
Another product of American
Chicle Co., Beeman's chewing gum,
which recently switched to a new
wrapper, is planning an identification spring spot radio announcement campaign through Badger,
Browning & Hersey, New York.
Beechnut Gum has just renewed
its radio spot announcement campaign in January for 52 weeks in
200 radio markets. Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, is the agency.
Lever Bros.' Pepsodent tooth
paste, through Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, is buying a one
minute spot announcement campaign on the entire Keystone
Broadcasting System.
Paradise Wine Co., through St.
Georges & Keyes, New York, is
considering radio spot campaign in
limited areas.
Procter & Gamble's C r i s c o,
through Compton Adv., New York,
is buying five spots weekly on 40
CBS stations to supplement its network show, Young Dr. Malone, in
the areas where P&G's Joy has
bought up the closing commercial
on the show. Spots for Crisco
start Feb. 5.
Borden's evaporated milk through
Young & Rubicam, is preparing a
radio campaign using participations, spots and chain breaks.
WSJS

'FARMERS'
Conference Slated

AN AGRICULTURE conference
next Saturday is to be sponsored by
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, in an
effort
the station's
service toto emphasize
farmers.

AlLOPi WMAM
REP. BY MEEKER

Harold Essex, station vice president and managing director, and
Harvey Dinkins, WSJS farm service director, say they hope it will
become an annual event.
Governor Kerr Scott will head
the list of state agriculture leaders
who will appear. Members of
workers' councils of 12 counties
have been invited.
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NETWORK
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

SPONSOR
RCA

BOXSCORE

commercial programs on four nationwide networks Nov. 30
240
commercial programs starting on networks during Dec
©
commercial programs leaving networks during Dec
14
commercial programs on four nationwide networks Dec. 31
232
DECEMBER ADDITIONS
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
AGENCY
Operaiion Tandem NBC Sun., 6:30-7:30 J. Walter Thompson
(Big Show; NBC
p.m.; Mon., 10Symphony; Screen 10:30 p.m.;
Directors Ptayhouse; Thurs., 10-11
Magnificent MonP-m.; Fri., 9tague; Duffy's
9:30 p.m.;
Tavern;
Dangerous
8-8:30;
Sat., Sat.,
Called
X) Man
Assignment;

Whitehall
Operation Tandem NBC "
"
"
Pharmacal Co.
Liggett
&
Myers
Operation
Tandem
NBC
"
"
Tobacco Co.
(excluding NBC
(excluding Mon.,
Symphony)
10-10:30
George
A.
Hormel
Music
With
Hormel
NBC
Sun.,
3-3:20 p.m.)
p.m.
Co.
Girls
Burton Dixie
Paul Harvey
MBS Sun., 10:15-10:30
Mars Inc.
Stop the Music
MBS Sun., 8:30-8:45 p.m.
DECEMBER CANCELLATIONS
Dolcin Corp.
Human Side of the ABC Tues. & Thurs.,
News
7-7:05 p.m.
Longines-Wittnauer Longines Sympho- ABC Mon.p.m.-Thurs., 10:35Watch Co.
nette
11 p.m.
Mars Inc.
Falstaff's Fables
ABC Mon. -Fri., 5:55-6
R. Tobacco
J. Reynolds
Fat Man
ABC Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.
Co.
Rexall Drug Co.
Richard Diamond
NBC Wed., 10:30-11
Private Wi'de,
Eye
Wildroot Co.
Charley
NBC 5:30-6 p.m.
Ford Dealers of Operation Tandem NBC Sun.,p.m. 6:30-7 p.m.;
America
(Big Show; NBC
Mon., 10-10:30
Symphony; Screen p.m.; Thurs.,
Directors Play- p.m.
10-11 p.m.; Fri.,
house; Magnificent 9-9:30 p.m.;
Montague;Dangerous
Duffy's p.m.;
Sat., 8-8:30
Tavern;
Called X) Man
Assignment;
p.m. Sat., 8:30-9
Liggett & Myers
Grove
Corp. Labs
Chamberlain Sales
Quaker Oats Co.
Lever Bros.
Lever Bros.Co.
Wildroot

Gates
IF IT IS
.

Victor van der
Linde Co.
Victor A. Bennett
Co.
Leo Burnett Co.
William Esty Co.
BBDO
BBDO
J. Walter Thompson

Operation
NBC "(except Mon.,
" Cunningham
&
Co.
(except Tandem
NBC SymWalsh
phony)
10-10:30
p.m.)
The Shadow
MBS Sun., 5-5:30 p.m.
Harry B. Cohen
Cecil Brown
MBS Sat., 7:55-8 p.m. BBDO
Challenge of the MBS Mon.-Wed.-Fri., Sherman &
Yukon
5:30-6 p.m. Marquette
Junior Miss
CBS Sat., 11:30-12 noon J. Walter Thompson
Amor n'Godfrey
Andy
CBS Mon.-Fri.,
Sun., 7:30-8(alt.)
p.m.
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Arthur
CBS
10:15-10:30 a.m. BBDO

DECEMBER ONE-TIMERS
Statco Inc.
Frank Sinatra
CBS Dec. 3, 5:15-5:30
Gillette
Safety
Army-Navy
Game
MBS
Dec. 2, 1:15 p.m.
Razor Co.
A. O. Smith Corp. Christmas Carol
MBS Dec. 24, 4-4:30
Shriners
East-West Game
MBS Dec.p.m.
30, 4:45 p.m.
Gillette
Safety
Blue-Gray
Game
MBS Dec.p.m.
p.m.30, 2:30-4:45
Razor Co.
Admiral Corp.
National
Pro-Foot- ABC Dec.to concl.
15, 1:30 p.m.
ball Game
American Medical
Speech before House ABC Dec. 17, 4-4:15
Asso.
Delegates of the p.m.
AMA
Stanley Home
Boys Town Choir ABC Dec. 10, 5-5:30
Products
p.m.
General Motors
World In Transition CBS Dec. 31, 3:30-4:30
(Chevrolet)
p.m.
Travelers
NBC Dec. 31, 5-6 p.m.
Co. Inc. Insurance Voice- & Events

:

JohnAdv. F. Murray
Cunningham
&
Walsh
BBDO
Turner
Inc. Adv.
Leo Burnett Co.

Ls
FOR

BROADCASTING

"
GATES
RADIO
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE • 522

Arthur Rosenberg
Maxon Inc.
Henri, Hurst &
MacDonald
Direct
Maxon Inc.
Erwin
Co. Wasey &
Campaigns Inc.
Charles W. Hoyt
Co.
Campbell-Ewald
Inc.
Young & Rubicam

it
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Beclouded
RICHARDS

COUNSEL

FCC

Is Told

FCC COUNSEL last week accused two trial attorneys for G. A. (Dick)
Richards of making "scandalous and scurrilous charges" in an attempt
to distort the "real issues" of the FCC hearing on Mr. Richards news
policies. FCC General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone and Attorney Frederick W. Ford, who handled the *
FCC staff's presentation in the 114- Commission the complete details of
the campaign of smear, and defamaday hearing, made the charge
against Defense Attorneys Hugh
indulged inproceedings
by applicants'
seltionin these
fromcounthe
Fulton and Joseph W. Burns.
outset . . .
It was contained in a brief reThe Cottone-Ford brief quoted
plying to a defense motion for a Examiner
James D. Cunningham,
grant of license-renewal applications for the three Richards sta- who conducted the hearing, as telling Mr. Fulton at one point:
tions, or, alternatively, for a
"I am not deceived with the
decision based on the performance
of the stations since their last charge of Communism being the
regular renewals [Broadcasting • basis of this proceeding, nor am
I deceived by charges such as apTelecasting, Nov. 27, 1950]. The
pear here that the evidence has
stations are KMPC Los Angeles,
been
destroyed
or suppressed, disWGAR Cleveland, and WJR Detorted in some way. There is no
troit.
The Cottone-Ford brief said the evidence of that. I think the charge
defense motion should be denied
is completely unfounded."
In response to a defense motion
and that "charges of improper conasking the Commission to hear oral
duct" which it makes
FCC
argument on the petition to grant
staff members
should against
be stricken
renewals [Broadcasting • Teleas "sham and frivolous."
casting, Jan. 8] , the General CounCounsel for Mr. Richards have
sel replied that the FCC rule which
accused Mr. Cottone and other
the motion relied upon relates to
staff members of suppressing evi- oral arguments before a motions
dence, and have charged that the Commissioner, not the full ComGeneral Counsel exhibited preju- mission.
dice and bias that prevented a fair
hearing and that he "abused and
threatened not only applicants'
SPORTS RIGHTS
counsel, but the examiner."
WCAW Sparks Group Action
'Veiled Suggestion'
To what they called "veiled sug- BY GROUP action "the perennial
gestion and innuendo that the Comproblem" of broadcast conmission or members of its staff sports tract
rights has been solved, achave been motivated [in the Richcording to WCAW Charleston, W.
Va., which cites coverage developed
ards case]
by subversive
Messrs.
Cottone
and Fordelements,"
asserted
for West Virginia U. football and
that such suggestions "were not basketball games.
even remotely given a shred of
Formerly, subscribing stations
basis by any proper evidence sought
received games from the athletic
to be introduced." They continued:
council at the university via WAJR
"If subversion has been in any Morgantown, which was responsible
way apparent, it is the subversion
for billing details and other faciliof the processes of the Commission
ties for broadcast. Main problem
was the amount to be paid by staattempted by applicants' counsel."
tions in addition to line charges
They also said:
and basis of rights let in multiple
. . . The assertions made by Messrs.
station towns.
Fulton and Burns in their instant
brief can have no other purpose than
Problem was unwrapped when
the development of a climate of misWCAW, which carried university
informed public opinion through
which it is hoped the issues of the games regularly, canvassed stations
in the state for interest in a plan
proceedings may be sidetracked away
from ultimate decision on the whereby it and WAJR would bid
merits . . .
jointly for rights with other stations participating at varying costs
It has become amply clear that the
fitted to their markets. After a
allegations made by Messrs. Fulton
and Burns are part of the pattern
"good" response, the plan was offered to the council and as a result
followed by them throughout these
basketball games are carried by
proceedings to use every conceivable
tactic for the making of personal at- WCFC (FM) Beckley; WCAW;
tacks upon different personalities, in- WAJR; WHAR Clarksburg;
cluding the Commission, members of WWW Fairmont; WCOM Parkits staff, and witnesses called by the ersburg; WHAW Weston; WWVA
Commission.
Wheeling. Another eight station
The record will lay bare before the group was formed by WCAW, the
station reports, to cover parochial
high school basketball games.
ARTICLE appearing in Parade last
month said TV chorus girls are smaller
than girls appearing on stage. Story
explained that TV girls have to be
smaller because of space limitations
and that larger girls "won't fit on TV
Page 78
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screens!"

LOBBY

Issues,

FLASHING a bright smile is Harold
Baker, WOW Omaha news director,
as he places on wall the plaque
awarded the station by National
Assn. of Radio News Directors "for
outstanding radio news presentation
in 1950." Plaque was hung belatedly because engraving still was underway at theconvention.
time of NARND's
ASK

DISMISSAL
Of WJMR Fulltime Bid

PETITION to dismiss the application of WJMR New Orleans for
switch to fulltime assignment was
filed with FCC last week by Royal
Broadcasting Corp., competitive
applicant. Changes in WJMR officers and proposed stock transfers
were alleged to disqualify the outlet under FCC rules.
The WJMR bid, for switch from
250 w daytime on 990 kc to 250 w
fulltime on 1450 kc, was favored
in a proposed decision issued last
fall by Hearing Examiner Jack P.
Blume while the Royal application
and that of Gretna and Lower
Coast Radio and Broadcasting Co.,
each for a new station there, were
proposed
to be denied Sept.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
18].
Royal told the Commission that,
in early December, WJMR in its
interim ownership report disclosed
that Stanley W. Ray Jr., a principal witness for WJMR at the
hearing and long responsible in
part for the station's operation,
had resigned as co-manager, officer
and director and had sold his 12
shares to the firm for $13,470. This
same report Royal contended, also
showed that
Sarpy, identified
"an individual notLeon
heretofore
with the corporation," was elected
secretary and director and allowed
to purchase a minor stock interest.
The petition also noted that, prior
to the closing of the record, the
WJMR application had been
amended to show Jules J. Paglin
had resigned as officer and director
and sold his minor holdings.
Royal further argued that
WJMR now seeks to improperly
amend its bid after close of the
hearing through the filing of a
transfer application whereby
George A. Mayoral, manager and
part owner, would gain negative
control through a trust agreement
with the station's major stockholders, William and Ramon Cortada
of
Ponce,
P. R.
•
Telecasting,
Dec.[Broadcasting
18, 1950].

EXEMPTIO

Urged for Radio-TV on i
SPECIAL
group Hill
investiga
lobbying on Capitol
urges \:
emption of radio and televi:!
broadcasting
stations from
lobby registration act to put tl I
on equal footing with newspaj I
which already are exempted.
The proposal was put forv I
fortnight ago in a comprehen: I
report (H Rep. 3239) summarizi
the activities of the House Se I
Lobbying Committee during
second session of the 81st Congr 1
The Congressional group, ch. I
manned by Rep. Frank Bucha:!
(D-Pa.), survived withering
from both GOP and Democrf
critics on its conduct in hold I
hearings.
In his personal summation, I 1
Buchanan said lobbyists and p; I
sure groups should be required I
operate openly but should not 1
"regulated." But he indicated icl
tification of pressure groups
sources of support would suffici I
Another observation by ll
Buchanan was that most mo J
spent to influence legislation is 1
advertising and pamphleteeri 1
He urged Congress to set up wati
dog committees to assure lobby I
act compliance. Also requested v|
a special probe of lobbying act 1
ties to influence action by execul I
agencies.
KPAB ORDER
Revocation Uph

INITIAL
decision to affirm |
earlier FCC order revoking the i
cense of KPAB Laredo, Tex.,
transfer without approval, was
sued last week by Comr. Paul I' )!
Walker, presiding officer in
case.
Comr. Walker
concluded t
owner Mark Perkins "has show
deliberate disregard" for the Cc, .
mission rules "and a complete 1;
of candor." He charged Mr. R ;T
kins unlawfully transferred ci j
trol of the station without FCC i
proval to Allen K. Tish, on wh
grounds FCC initially had revolj
the outlet's license and sub
quently sought court injunctions
prevent its "illegal operation 'I
1950].Tish [Broadcasting • Te
Mr.

casting, Aug. 7, July 17, Jan. '
The decision said Mr. Tish I
moved KPAB from the air in 1 -< .
1950 and had so notified F'? 9
KPAB is assigned 250w fulltime
1490 kc.
Miller To Talk
JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, N,|
president, has accepted an invi'l
tion to discuss radio, TV and poll
ical highlights in Washington |
fore members of the Chical
Television Council on Wednesdij
First meeting of the year will I
a luncheon session at the Tavel
Club.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

'Homing' Problem
ontinued from page 26)
n on the air and have proposed
work of key broadcast stations
tck up as secondary links the
lone warning system. Coded,
>-called sub-audible signals on
ar broadcast frequencies, are
ed to serve from Air Defense
4.I0I centers to warn key warning
EjjjJs— this being a one-way netj-What are the steps that will be
! in the event of imminent at\-\xi point of the chain of comstii?
From top to bottom, the chain
;ps will include the radar screen
interceptor service, both manned
ir Defense; the control centers
manned by civil defense peril (after July 1, 1951), and key
ng points, also civilian staffed,
warning is fanned out to other
•'f.iontrol centers to be located in
:ties. Latter is in itself a twonetwork and will have walkieijs, transmitters, receivers and
power supply.
These control
)ks are distinct from the other.
L .if
Present Warning
VWhat is the present warning
11 comprised of in the way of
Is?
The red and yellow alerts. The
v alert would mean an air raid
ssible, and would be reserved
lerting civil defense personnel,
[red alert would mean "attack
lent" — or "run for the cellar,
That would be given to the
!in population.
p.y people misunderstand this,
wonder why we don't give civiM.L 1 immediate warning.
The anis simple: We have one advanDver our enemy — our productive
ifity. Naturally we would want
do keep operating until the most
t moment.
Otherwise, the en|:ould keep us in a constant state
ergency by setting off our coast
if the yellow alert were used
> off the population of possible
r
?n, too, if the next war proves
an atomic war — or even without
jf atomic weapons — the enemy
i. llj.bly will concentrate on pinn ( bombing. Bombs are very exFCC fee. They won't be wasted. We
want to have the enemy stop
ic w! !In't
which would result
ten production,
if the red alert is sounded,
s the reason for the two warnition l-Under the federal civil defense
15 [, $32 million would be set aside
Just what are
la ommunications.
communications facilities?
-That would be the communica154 equipment used in civilian concenters mentioned before — the
*ay network which would alert
e systems, the police, fire deTent and others at the comty level.
What of the suggestion that
ns be equipped, at federal ex-

1 ADCASTING

portable or battery-operatedpense,
radiowithsets?
A — That has been suggested by
some broadcasters. Frankly, it may
not be very practicable. The government would go broke just trying to
maintain the sets with batteries, etc.
We have urged that radio stations set
up their own independent supply of
power. In fact, some stations are
doing so already.
Q — Are FM radio relay networks
being contemplated by the government ?
A — Not particularly — not any more
than any other system.
It also was revealed last week
that Muzak Corp. has urged civil
defense officials to utilize its some
50 or 55 franchises in the U. S. to
sound warnings in public buildings
in the event broadcast stations are
silenced. Muzak wire system claims
to be the largest telephone network
in the country. To that end, Muzak officials last week called on Civil Defense Administration communications authorities to submit
recommendations.
Muzak officials said the firm had
a similar arrangement for air-raid
warnings, using recorded discs,
during World War II. The system
was installed in the communications office of the District of Columbia, it was claimed. Officials have
sent a letter to District Comr. Russell Young urging a similar arrangement.
Civil Defense authorities are
charged with correlating the various systems — such as Muzak, transit or mobile FM, amateurs, taxicab radios, police, as well as broadcast— into a cohesive working unit.

'Journal' Case
(Continued from page 23)
sure compliance, and must permit
them to interview officers or employes. The Journal may have
counsel present during the interviews.
Court costs in the case were
charged against the defendants.
These, in addition to the Journal,
are Owners Samuel A. and Isadore
Horvitz, Business Manager D. P.
Self, and Editor Frank Maloy.
The Horvitzes also own the
Mansfield (Ohio) Journal.
One of the stiff est terms proposed by the Justice Dept. and rejected by Judge Freed would have
forbidden the defendants to acquire any station or newspaper
which competes with either of their
present newspapers.
The Horvitz papers at both
Mansfield and Lorain have sought
radio stations but were denied by
FCC on the ground that the owners sought in Mansfield to "suppress competition and achieve an
advertising monopoly" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 19,
1948]. The FCC ruling was subsequently upheld by the U. S. Court
of
Appeals
for the District of Columbia.

H. BLAKE CHATFIELD, NBC Western Division, broadcast production
supervisor is father of boy, David
Blake, Jan. 7.
T e 1 e casting

KAYL-FM Rings Bell
KAYL-FM Stor m Lake,
Iowa, rang in the New Year
with bells ringing — literally.
More than 452 calls were received, the station reports,
when it held an FM-only New
Year's Eve party, featuring
request platters. Some calls
from FM listeners came as
far as 50 miles distant, Paul
R. Benson, production manager says. He concludes:
"How about the effectiveness
of FM broadcasting? We are
convinced now that FM audiences are growing. And for
us, it surely was a good way
to start the Happy New
Radio Circulation
(Continued
from page 22)
Year."
the average of all New York stations reported by BMB, which
means all New York stations whose
total weekly audience equalled
10% or more
of the city'snowradio
families.
The comparison
is:
NEW YORK
Nighttime Families
Total 6-7 Nights
Daytime Audiences
Total

6-7 Days

Magazine Circulation
Weekly Monthly
Average
. 183,393 89,039
City
Again, radio audiences are far
ahead
of magazine circulation

figures, when all BMB-measmed
stations in New York are compared with the eight magazines,
either as far as total audiences are
concerned or even when the audiences are restricted to families reported as listening every day or
every evening.
Other Comparisons
However, New York is not the
only
city inothers,
the country.
Let's look
at some
both large
and
small, and see how the average
total and six-to-seven day or night
listening families for network affiliates and for all stations compare
with the average of the eight magazine circulation figures for those
cities (see table below). Incidentally, the Country Gentleman
figures are infor
publication's
circulation
the this
counties
in which
these cities are located, which may
inflate the monthly magazine averages somewhat.
Now, as any statistician would
promptly point out, there is more
to comparing media than circulation figures. Cost is certainly an
item; time spent listening to the
particular station and time spent
reading the particular magazine
are also factors to be taken into
consideration —
BUT, so far as the eight magazines for which city-by-city figures
are available may be compared circulationwise with the audiences of
radio stations in a reasonable cross
section of U. S. cities, there is no

denying
—
Radio that
is bigger
than magazines.
Weekly Monthly
6-7
Days
Average
Radio Audiences
Average
Average
Magazine C rculation
96
6-7
Nights
me
Families
Total
Nightti
Daytime
Families
Total
7,
Chicago
82
405,222
815,392
23
All 878,810
261,206
388,752
548,536
69,799
621,920
273,734
79,0
89,778
Boston
165,247
18,597
80 Net
89
153,255
All
63,314
1 43,920
6,
83,402
Net 415,270
123,533
28,317
81,595
Detroit
393,882
83
67,443
178,225
197,832
All
39,790
73
339,273
Net
342,593
141,453
51,271
162,385
465,632
213,062
Los Angeles67,360
197,155
All 542,535
139,137
325,941
50,333
127,695
Net
70,647
Net 359,454
Philadelphia
404,500
182,960
51,193
All 442,495
176,527
130,934
35,324
329,344
318,653
135,274
16,892
All
Net 16,892
16,255
Augusta, Ga.*
7,902
1,207
7,902
All
7,965
4,330
1,904
Net
7,965
753
Net
7,800
Bangor, Me.*
1,474
4,917
8,262
All
7,800
4,060
All 5,880
4,917
1,742
Marietta, Ohio*
5,020
4,330
5,880
15,370
1,020
Peoria, III
5,020
23,930
5,880
29,965
14,237
All
22,166
12,785
4,600
Net 26,350
12,862
4,060
4,270
15,680
Net 14,563
14,563
Stockton, Calif.*
6,803
15,680
2,386
3,921
30,910
43,462
6,803
All
56,612
7,837
Wichita, Kan.*
20,212
30,910
Net 43,462
56,612
7,188
7,249
20,212
All stations are network outlets.

blished by Spitzer
Another BMl "Pi" Up" Hit-Pu

SMILE
(If You) SMILE, SMILE,
l 39053; Bob
On Records: Mitch Miller-Co
Scala— Lon. o<M.
Dewey— Vic. 20-3986; Prima
ard— World.
On Transcription: Eddy How
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SIGNS

WAGA and WAGA-TV Atlanta
are responsible for the somewhat
unsettling idea that the suburbs
of their home city extend to New
York's Times Square. Celebrants
surging into the Square on New
Year's Eve at midnight were jolted
by a new Douglas Leigh, 4,104bulb sign flashing, "WAGA, Atlanta, the New York of the South."
An animated cartoon involving
a scotty dog, the station's symbol,
followed. As a consequence, stories
are still reported of bacchanalian
New Year's expeditions in which
"we wound up in Atlanta."
New Yorkers watching home TV
sets also were affected. CBS-TV
carried the new "spectacular" of
its affiliate, and competing NBCTV cameras panning the area also
NETWORKS
IN N. Y.
Negotiate With AFRA 802
NETWORK negotiations with
American Federation of Musicians'
Local 802, for terms of employment
on all programs originating in New
York, were scheduled to begin Friday afternoon in Rockefeller Plaza
offices of NBC. Negotiations for
programs originating in Chicago
and Los Angeles, with locals 10
and 47 respectively, are expected to
begin in those cities "soon".
On a national union level, it is
believed that AFM President James
C. Petrillo will not immediately
participate in the New York or
other "local negotiations," although
he might be expected to intervene
on behalf of the federation itself
if an impasse should be reached.
It is believed that Mr. Petrillo,
would, in any event, be concerned
with negotiations of any of the locals only insofar as they relate to
network programs.
Present contracts of all AFM
locals with the networks expire
January 31. Comment on the forthcoming negotiations was unobtainable from either union or company spokesmen.

C

H

N

S

The Shortest Route
To Results in
This Area Is Via
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
Maritime* Busiest Station
Contaet
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
5000 WATTS
NOW!
Page 80

AGENCY MOVES
Govt. Broadens Planni

OF THE TIMES
WAGA Display Confuses Many New Yorkers
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picked it up. The more bibulous
viewers are understood to have
marveled at the latest technical
triumph permitting them to see
two places at once.
From the station's viewpoint, it's
not a geographical matter. Times
Square is only a stone's throw, as
they judge distance thereabouts,
from Madison Ave.'s timebuyers.
And anything blinking and glowing persuasively over the Square
on New Year's Eve and for the
following month, it is reasoned,
will surely come to that canny
clan's attention.
However, the Times Square sign,
a mate to which is busily throwing
light on Atlanta from the Avon
Hotel roof there, is only a part of
the promotion campaign being conducted jointly by WAGA and
WAGA-TV, and Leigh Foods Inc.,
whose Flamingo orange juice concentrate flashes alternately on
both signs. Over 100 American
Railway Express truck posters of
the four-sheet variety have been
contracted for in the Atlanta area.
Also, WAGA has ordered over 200
three-sheet poster boards on a
half-showing of 24-sheet General
Outdoor bulletin boards, plus illuminated posters covering the outside backs of a fleet of Yellow
Cabs.
WAGA also publishes a weekly
tabloid newspaper of news about
Atlanta radio and television, pictures of favorite air personalities,
and the weekly schedules for
WAGA and WAGA-TV. Circulation is reported at 23,000.
RECORDING

BAN

Sought By Union
BANNING from radio programs
of recorded music and bridges, in
an attempt to insure jobs for musicians, was high on the agenda of
AFM Local 47, Hollywood, in new
contract negotiations opened with
network stations there Jan. 8.
Outcome of negotiations on this
problem will decide the strike question currently pending at NBC
Hollywood over replacement of musicians by recorded music on the
network's Halls of Ivy program.
The union is planning to call a
strike of all NBC musicians over
dropping of musicians to save
$1,500 weekly on the program. It
was agreed, however, to hold off the
strike until new contract negotiations started [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8].
Also being sought are wage increases, improved working conditions and a set scale for arrangers
— based on the belief that arrangers, as composers, should receive compensation for creative
work produced for individual programs.

Looking so pleased, are (I to r)
Tom Harker, vice -president and
national sales director of the Fort
Industry, which owns WAGA and
WAGA-TV, and Mrs. Harker; and
a Jim Bailey; managing direc4aa tor of both stations, and
Mrs. Bailey.
PEARSON

HIT

Pentagon 'Leak' Attacked
NEW ATTACKS were lodged
against Drew Pearson, ABC commentator and news columnist, by
Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.)
last week. The Senator demanded
a federal investigation of what he
Pentagon.
charged was a "leak" from the
The charge was leveled in connection with alleged funneling of
"military secrets" from the Defense
Dept. to Mr. Pearson. The commentator-columnist retorted the
military had assured him that security risk was not involved. The
Defense Dept. said it was investigating.
In another development, Walter
E. Alessadroni, chairman of the
American Legion's committee on
un-American activities, asked the
Senator for clarification of his
charges against Mr. Pearson.
Sen. McCarthy has attacked both
Mr. Pearson and Adam Hat Stores
Inc., which is dropping sponsorship of the Sunday night broadcasts. ABC has indicated Mr. Pearson's commentaries will continue
although the Adams Hat contract
ends
Feb. 18Jan.
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
8, 1].

Majors Clearing House
NATIONAL LEAGUE owners
meeting in New York Thursday
voted to recommend that clubs confine telecasts of regular season
games to local TV stations and
keep off networks. The owners set
up a clearing house and policing
function in the New York office
through which all independent radio stations must clear game broadcasts during 1951 season and pay
for them, including collection fees.
Radio broadcasts within a 50-mile
radius of each club remain strictly
local arrangements.

CONGRESSIONAL study of
government's $190 million t\
moving program involving fede
agencies and departments — c
persal to outlying districts s
decentralization to other citie:
may be resumed shortly on Capi
Hill now that committee assi;
ments and other preliminary dett
are out of the way.
This was indicated last week
the Senate and House Public Wo;
committees, which held hearii
on the controversial measures 1.
month. Sen. Dennis Chavez (
N.
M.) inalready
has chamber,
re-introdm i
a bill
the upper

companion legislation is expec
in the House. Legislation sp>
sored previously was aborted w
recess of the 81st Congress.
Looking toward concrete I
action, the government has bro:
ened its planning for dispersal e
decentralization on the basis
recommendations of the Pul
Building Service to a Budget I
reau committee. Both plans ;
well advanced, with one rep
setting the moving date as June
1951.
Budget Bureau List
The Budget Bureau has coi:
piled a list of agencies to be d
persed to outlying areas — in adjo
ing Virginia
and Maryland
others
to be moved
to other —citia
While the last is still highly clas
fied, it is felt that such agencies
FCC, Civil Defense Administrate
and the Depts. of Defense a
Commerce would not be dispers
[Closed Circuit, Jan. 8]. It
believed that these three depa
ments would be retained witl
"foot" distance on the basis
their constant liaison. In a
event, a move to any other city v,it ij
ruled out by some authoriti
Civil Defense recently moved
new quarters in the District.
While officials of the Genei
Services Administration and
Public Building Service declin
during hearings to make any sj\
cific recommendations, members
the two committees reporte<
suggested
"movable" the
F<
eral
Tradeas Commission,
Fedei
Power Commission and the Secu
ties & Exchange Commission.
The Budget Bureau list of age
cies potentially tabbed to be mov
is due to be completed early
week.
The recommendations
be passed on to the Natior
Security Resources Board for
study, and finally to the Preside
Disposition of other key ag
cies — the Defense Production I
ministration and the Office of
fense Mobilization — was not read
apparent last week.
STUART NOVINS, CBS Hollywo
director of public affairs, nan
broadcasting chairman of ann
Heart
Foundation campaign starti
in February.
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Horserace Shows
(Continued from page 26)
ich contains information conming
current
horse racing,
j,-! lis statement may be properly
eked even though station ocyionally broadcasts, during a
leral sports or news program,
4 ults and other data pertaining
! feature or other news-worthy
es, and occasional broadcasts of
ual running of feature races,
h as Preakness, Kentucky Der«4 etc.)" and "(b) Station reguty broadcasts information conning horse racing."
Wait r
res i'CC indicated stations checking
•t (b) (do air race shows) must
;wer all succeeding questions,
. stations checking part (a) (do
: : - air race shows) need answer
jy
second
"Has regustai the
within
pastquestion:
two years
ly broadcast information conning horse racing? If yes, give
je such type of broadcasts were
(continued."
Additional Questions
Question III, first of the addipal queries which stations airing
■serace shows must answer, asks
ing of programs or program
riods involved, time and days of
;sk broadcast. Question III also
ted whether any of these proems "to the best of your knowl£e and belief" were "sponsored
j persons or organizations which
-n or operate services devoted, in
i Ijole or in part, to the dissemina:ii jp of horse racing information ? "
?cific "names
and addresses"
jsuch "persons or organizations"
is requested,
j Question IV asks stations to
ck the following specific items
race data broadcast, excluding
m U TV programs from the track:
ries, scratches, probable jockeys,
key changes, jockeys, weights,
?ctions, off time, next post time,
ck conditions, weather condias, time of race, mutuels, results
race, results in code, post posis, running account of race. The
;tel questionnaire included "post
itions in code", which was de:d early Friday.
itations are asked in Question V
■EKj*"iindicate
the practice
of thewhen
stawith respect
to the time
$ ffividual race results are an€ unced on the program — either by
eking the applicable statement
;sJjOw or by writing in the practice
none of the statements apply.
J Result is announced as soon as
eived. (b) Result is announced
soon after receipt as is possible
hout interrupting program conlity (e.g., a record or transcrip-

OADCASTING

tion), (c) Announcement of result
is delayed (fill in) minutes after
official off-time."
If stations indicate they delay
airing of results, Question VI requiresannounce
statement "whether
practice is to
the resultthe before
or after the start of the next race
at the same track."
Source of station's information
on horse racing is asked in Question VII. Wire services of AP, UP
and INS are given for checking,
plus
source.blank for specifying "other"
"Approximate date on which the
station adopted its present format
for the broadcast of horse race information" issolicited in Question
VIII.
The last item invites stations to
set forth any additional comments
in a separate statement "if you
feel that the answers to the foregoing questions do not reflect fairly your programming with respect
to the broadcast of horse race information."
The initial copy of the letter to
licensees specified the questionnaire was to be returned Feb. 5, but
this also was amended early Friday
to the later date, Feb. 12. Task of
getting out the 3,000-some letters
was given on one reason by the
Commission, indicating some stations may have to wait a few days
before getting theirs.

7Vi Percenter
(Continued from page 19)
ufacturer whose bid was read to be
lowest by the Navy examiner.
Of particular interest — and of
startling interest — to the manufacturer was the statement reportedly
attributed to "Mr.
X" that
he could renegotiate
the low
bid
price at a higher level.
The manufacturer immediately
turned down the approach because
of his experience during the last
war in contracting for the government. He is understood to feel that
it's not necessary to have any
agent, except for an official representative of the firm, contact government officials.
Such practices as that alleged
of "Mr. X" have been published in
various facets of the radio and
press. It also has stirred comment
and investigation on Capitol Hill.
On the opening day of Congress,
in fact, a bill (HR 485) was introduced by Rep. Kenneth Keating
(R-N. Y.) which would require
persons obtaining commissions in
the aid of securing government
contracts to register with Congress
and would also set up a clearing
house for contract information
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 8]. The bill has been referred
to the House Judiciary Committee.
The manufacturer does not intend to carry the issue to Congress
or to the public because (1) he
feels the publicity would hurt the
firm's integrity and (2) he does
not wish to get involved in a case
wherein only hearsay evidence
would be entered.
Telecasting

'50 WCAU'S

BEST

New WCAU
Ideas PhiladelFor '51
DURING 1950
phia enjoyed the most successful
tory.
commercial year in its 28-year hisThis announcement was made
by J oseph T.
Connolly, vice
presidlent
charge
of radio,in
who added that
in 1951
thepush
station will
commercial development of its
frontier time at
the beginning and
Mr. Connolly end of each broadcast day.
For frontier time development,
WCAU has scheduled a musical
program from 5:15 to 6 a.m. and
an audience participation program
at 11:30 p.m. Both programs are
booked across-the-board.
Looking ahead to Philadelphia's
gearing for defense production,
Mr.
swing Connolly
shift may commented:
be just around"The
the
corner in industrial Philadelphia
and we're going to be right in the
swing of things when it happens."
Production
(Continued from page 28)
piling was given autonomous
status, with its duties limited to
those phases.
In his State of the Union message to Congress last Monday,
President Truman stressed a twopoint defense production program
entailing (1) conversion of plants
and channeling of materials to defense and (2) increase in the U. S.
capacity to produce. The first
phase will mean "heavy cuts in the
civilian use of copper, aluminum,
rubber and other essential materials . . . shortages in various
consumer
The Chiefgoods."
Executive also sought
revision and extension of authority to expand production and to
stabilize wages and prices, as well
as legislation for training of defense workers and encouragement
of the full use of all manpower
resources.
"The production drive is more
selective than the one we had during World War II, but it is just as
urgent and intense. It is a big
program
and a costly one," he asserted.
Last week the President also
formally appointed Gen. William
H. Harrison to head up the Defense
Production Administration. As
ranking official under Charles E.
Wilson, director of the Office of
Defense Mobilization, Gen. Harrison has been given "all the
powers over priorities, allocations,
requisitioning, loans, purchasing
and certifications of accelerated tax
amortization," according to Mr.
Wilson.
KFI-TV Los Angeles adds two feature
films daily to daytime schedule. Total
of 24 hours weekly now devoted to
telecasting
of feature films on station.

WWNY
NAMED
'Tribune' Fund Winner
WWNY Watertown, N. Y., was
selected by Niles Trammell, chairman of the board of NBC; Mark
Woods, vice chairman of ABC, and
Frank White, president of MBS,
as the radio station doing the outstanding job of promoting the
Fresh Air Fund of the New York
Herald Tribune during 1950.
The three judges named WKNE
Keene, N. H., as second award
winner; WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa.,
third, and WJOY Burlington, Vt.,
fourth.
Honorable mentions for radio
support of the fund, which each
year sends some 10,000 city children away on vacations, went to
WHAV Haverhill, Mass.; WHEB
Portsmouth, N. H.; WICY Malone,
N. Y.; WLAN Lancaster, Pa.;
WLNH Laconia, N. H.; WMNB
North Adams, Mass.; WMSA
Massena, N. Y.; WSNJ Bridgeton,
N. J.; WTSV Claremont, N. H.;
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.; WHOB
Gardner, Mass.
In addition to programs and
announcements supporting the
Fresh Air Fund, WWNY last
June broadcast a special Sunday
afternoon three-hour program for
the fund which produced 33 invitations for children to visit homes
in the Watertown area, phoned
to the station while the program
was still on the air.
EMPLOYES

BENEFIT

Buy WJR Stock Plan
UNDER a stock ownership plan
instituted by G. A. Richards, principal owner of WJR Detroit, 55
employes reportedly became station
stockholders this month.
The plan made stock available
to all five-year employes or department heads. Eligible employes reportedly subscribed 100%.
Details of the plan were worked
out by John F. Patt, president, and
William G. Siebert, WJR secretarytreasurer and a member of the
board of directors, at the request
of Mr. Richards.

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director H.Y.19
January 15, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

j

President James P. Gaines, in charge of owne 1
and operated stations, slated for appointmen
as general manager of KOA Denver, NBC
owned station. Appointment, expected momen
tarily, would be to succeed Lloyd Yoder, re
cently promoted to head KNBC and NBC op
erations in San Francisco.
COY HEADS POLICY GROUP
FOR GENEVA CONFERENCE
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy named Friday
to special three-man ad hoc policy group to
recommend basic policy positions for U.S. at
International Telecommunications Union's Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference,
which convenes Aug. 16 in Geneva for three
months. Other members: Under Secretary of
State James E. Webb, Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert A. Lovett.
Policy group designated FCC Comr. E. M.
Webster, Director Walter Radius of State
Dept.'s Office of Transport and Communications
Policy, and Maj. Gen. H. M. McClelland, director of Communications-Electronics, Joint Chiefs
of Staff, "as their alternates to carry out assignment and report to them.
E. K. Jett, former FCC Commissioner, now
vice president and TV director of Baltimore
Sunpapers (WMAR-TV), was chosen as one
of group of independent experts to serve as
consultants to policy group and alternates.
Haraden Pratt, vice president of American
Cable & Radio Corp., also designated consultant, with others to be chosen later. Messrs.
Jett and Pratt held first meeting with alternates Friday. Mr. Jett expects to devote three
days weekly to assignment.
Task includes appraisal of problems relating
to frequency uses and requirements, and formulation of principles to govern U.S. assignments
in virtually all frequency bands except standard broadcasting, in preparation for Geneva
conference, which is next step in implementation of frequency allocation table adopted at
Atlantic City in 1947.

BAB INC. BOARD TO HOLD
FIRST MEETING FRIDAY
FIRST board session of Broadcast AdvertisInc., Friday
successorin to
NAB's following
original
BAB,ingtoBureau
be held
Chicago

AS MANY as eight new faces may appear ii
the House Commerce group lineup in 82d Con
gress. Two Republican vacancies expected
Committee adding two members, increasinj
total
membership
28 to
splitting 1'
Democrats
(named from
Friday)
to 30,
13 Republicans

all-day meeting of TV station at Stevens
Hotel (story page 51).
Present BAB Committee, headed by Chairman Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, will sit as incorporating board of BAB
Inc. and chart future of BAB under presidency of William B. Ryan, NAB general manager on loan to BAB [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8]. Other members are Edgar
Koba.k, WTWA Thomson, Ga.; William B.
Quarton, WMT Cedar RaDids, Iowa; Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.; Allen M. Woodall,
WDAK Columbus, Ga.
BAB Inc. directors may decide to increase
size of board. Operating and budget problems
are
ule. to be discussed and possibly dues schedSelection of acting general manager at NAB
referred by Mr. Ryan and NAB President
Justin Miller to NAB board for action at
Florida meeting Jan. 31-Feb. 2. Vacancy expected to be filled from present NAB staff
[Closed Circuit, Jan. 8].

WATCH for return of Armed Forces Hour t<
television momentarily. Arrangements comi
nleted by DuMont TV Network and Dept. o:
Defense, who will announce series jointly, it's
understood. Program had 34-week TV tria
run from October 1949 to June 1950.

GODFREY TO EUROPE
ARTHUR GODFREY, star of his own CBS
TV and AM shows, taking three weeks leave
of absence for European inspection tour with
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower in late February.
Projected trip follows Mr. Godfrey's two-week
active duty service, Jan. 18-Feb. 4 at Pensacola
Naval Air Training Base, Florida.

PER PROGRAM

TEXACO LEADS TV RATINGS
COMPILED BY TRENDEX
TEXACO Star Theatre (with Ken Murraj
substituting for Milton Berle) led network tele
vision ratings by Trendex in week of Jan. 2-8
Trendex announced last week. Top ten Trendex TV ratings were :
Star Theatre — Ken Murray
57.9 NB(
Arthur
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
50.1 CB:
CB!
Fight
of
the
Week
—
Joe
Louis
50.0
Fireside Theatre
43.6
NBC
Comedy
& Costello
39.3
NBC
Your ShowHourof— Abbott
Shows
38.1 NBC
TV Playhouse
35.4 NBC
Circle Theatre
34.0 NBC
Godfrey
Friends
33.3 NBC
CB!
Your Hit 'nParade
30.7
MEETING

TERMS of per program license ASCAP plans
to offer TV broadcasters may be available foi
discussion at Thursday afternoon meeting
(2:30 p.m. at Blackstone Hotel) Chicago
called by Dwight Martin, chairman of TV Industry Committee on Per Program Licenses.
Announced by ASCAP before Christmas as
ready for early issuance, new licenses have not
yet appeared. Herman Finkelstein, general attorney of ASCAP, queried Friday by Broadcasting •Telecasting, declined to confirm oi
Thursday.
deny possibility they may be released bj

DuMONT TV BUILDING
OLD Central Opera House on East 67th St.,
New York, being remodeled into television
studio building by DuMont TV Network, with
main studio 180 feet long by 70 feet wide.
Network hopes to have conversion completed
in time to use building for originating fall
programs.

MISS TRUMAN
TO SIGN
SINGER Margaret Truman reported Friday to
have agreed to sign contract to appear as guest
on 12 NBC radio and TV shows between now
and June 1952, at $2,000 to $3,000 for each appearance. She was understood to be slated for
three appearances by May, and nine others between September 1951 and June 1952.

KDB MANAGER NAMED
JACK WAGNER, manager KSYC Yreka,
Calif., appointed manager KDB Santa Barbara, Calif., by Lincoln Dellar, who acquired
former Don Lee owned station Jan. 1. Mr.
Wagner replaces Edward K. Kemple, resigned
to join KFI Los Angeles as account executive.

GULF SHIFTS PROGRAM
GULF OIL Corp. planning to drop its radio
version of We the People on NBC and will
sponsor Counterspy on NBC in same period,
Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m. Firm will continue
to sponsor We the People on NBC-TV. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is agency.

N. J. DEFENSE TEST
NEW JERSEY Civilian Defense Network was
to hold special 5-minute test broadcast Jan.
13, 11:55 a.m. -noon. Originating from WATV
(TV) fedNewark,
state'sof only
TV and
outlet,FM program
was
to network
23 AM
outlets
and featured talk by Leonard Dreyfuss, state
civilian defense director. Before broadcast
WATV aired 10-minute discussion on functions
of network.

NETWORK-802 MEETING
AFM Local 802 met with networks Friday in
New York and scheduled subsequent meeting
Tuesday this week. Demands understood to
be substantially as previously reported
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
Network representatives had no comment.

CONKLING TO COLUMBIA
JAMES B. CONKLING, vice president in
charge of repertoire, Capitol Records, named
president of Columbia Records succeeding Edward R. Wallerstein, who resigned effective
Feb. 1. Mr. Wallerstein, who also is member
of board of CBS, will continue as consultant td
Columbia.

TEXAS OUTLET OPPOSED
DENIAL of application of James H. Sligar for
new AM station at Wichita Falls, Tex., on 860
kc with 250 w daytime, proposed Friday in initial decision by Hearing Examiner Basil P.
Cooper on ground outlet would not meet Commission standards. Applicant is oil operator.

AFM TV NOTICE
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians Friday
telegraphed TV networks and TV stations,
putting them on notice of clause in contract
under
which films for movie houses prohibit
telecasting.

SLOAN PREDICTS TV CUT
F. M. SLOAN, Westinghouse Television-Radio
Division manager, predicts teleset production
to be cut from 7.5 million sets in 1950 to 3 million in 1951 because of national emergency.
Page 82
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COLGATE, WANDER RENEW
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET Co. and
Wander Co. have renewed their segments of
Howdy Doody on NBC-TV, Monday-Friday,
5:30-6 p.m. Colgate sponsors show Monday
5:30-5:45 p.m.; Tuesday, 5:45-6 p.m., and
Thursday, 5:45-6 p.m. Wander Co., Friday,
5:45-6 p.m. Agencies are Ted Bates & Co.
New York, for Colgate and Grant Adv. foi
Wander.
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Pittsburgh

Within the 97-county BMB area of KDKA, advertisers are now reaching almost 300,000 more dwelling units than in 1940. That's more than enough
homes to house the people of Baltimore!

50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

According to the 1950 Census of Housing, dwelling
units in KDKA's daytime area have jumped 288,631
to a total of 2,070,448. In the nighttime area, 294,098
units have been added . . bringing the total to
2,082,092.

Obviously, this means more listeners, more prospects,
more customers . . throughout a bustling tri-state territory. And it's just as obvious, when results are compared, that KDKA is the medium to use for this
territory. For details, check KDKA or Free & Peters.

^
>gr

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ • WBZA • WOWO

RADIO
STATIONS Inc
• KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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OF THE LARGEST

IN WLS

Midwe*T

te&i^

MAIL

HISTORY

Again in 1950, WLS received well over a million letters from loyal listeners throughout the rich four-state Midwest area. The year's total of
1,298,008
history! represents one of the largest mail responses in the station's

s Thanks
to Radio

WLS has always proved its audience, and the responsiveness of that
audience, by letters from listeners. No extraordinary incentives are

Page 24

used . . . only the usual program offers. This response, one of our greatest, proves again that the WLS audience is not being led away — that
it continues to listen and to act on what it hears over the 50,000 watt
voice of WLS.

LECASTING
on Page 53

This listener loyalty — and acceptance — is a treasured part of our
daily operation. WLS programs build listener loyalty . . . advertising
results are predicated on listener loyalty.
For case histories on how this responsiveness has produced sales for
WLS advertisers over the years, write WLS — or call any John Blair
man today !

22 MILLION LETTERS
IN 21 YEARS
Annual
cents weekly

CLEAR

CHANNEL

Honie of the NATIONAL

Barn Dance

L0K

V

SPORTS
*
a

IN

THE

PHIL

WHAS

SUTTER

TRADITION

FIELD'

Phil Sutterfield interviews
Churchill Downs' Bill Corum

PARTICIPATION
SPOTS

AVAILABLE
r

WHAS-TV

Louisville's
daily

TV

only

I

sports

show

"|\^"entuckians, with more than their share of
LOUISVILLE

sports winners, take their sports news seri-

WRESTLING

with WHAS-TV Sports Director Jimmy Finnegan

ously! "Sportraits" gives Louisville viewers what
they want— a rundown of all local and national

Louisville's only live TV wrestling is
the fast moving weekly feature that
earned for Jimmy Finnegan a Billboard citation for "Network Caliber"
wrestling commentary.

scores and sports news . . . film briefs of recent
sports events . . . and interviews with a steady
parade of such sports figures as Peewee Reese,
Mary Hartwick, Happy Chandler, Strangler Lewis,
Shorty Jamerson, Betty Rowland.

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL
Coach Paul Bryant called the plays
This weekly film showing of all Kentucky Wildcat football games was
a spectacular sports special in the
WHAS tradition. Coach Bryant analyzed each play from season beginning through Sugar Bowl triumph.

Basic

CBS

interconnected

Serving a market
75/000 television

of more
homes

than

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

WHASTV

Affiliate
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

f
NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Director

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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THAT

STATION

COVERS

SOUTHERN

LIKE

38

ALL

CALIFORNIA

A

-STATION

// is a fact that you could buy 38 stations
in Southern California and not get
the power, the coverage, or the listening
audience that kmpc alone will give you.

K

M

P C

lo* AnfeLi.

• 7/0 KG

In KMPC's 50,000-watt half millivolt coverage area are
5,472,411 people; 1,538,533 radio homes; 1,187,088 car radios.
50,000 WATTS

DAYTIME,

10,000 WATTS

NIGHTTIME.

John F. Patt, President, R. O. Reynolds, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES
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Jan. 22: Educational TV hearing resumes, FCC
BLUE BOOK for TV now looms on FCC horiRm. 6121, Washington.
zon. But this time, unlike handling of radio
Jan. 26: Federal Communications Bar Assn. anBlue Book in 1946, it appears stations will get
nual meeting and dinner, Washington.
Jan. 26-27: South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
chance to speak their piece beforehand. It's
understood FCC currently planning to issue
Columbia, S. C.
temporary extensions to TV stations coming
Jan. 29: NAB Board Finance and By-Laws Comup for renewal Feb. 1, then invite all TV stamittees, Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair, Fla.
tions to conference on their public service
Jan. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board meeting, BelleviewBiltmore Hotel, Belleair, Fla.
responsibilities. Plans should be announced
within 10 days.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 64)
NEW SENATE leadership lineup bodes no
good for those, inside government and out, who
would block communications legislation. With
Bulletins
Arizona's Earthy Ernest McFarland as majority leader and Texas' Lyndon B. Johnson as
FEDERAL grand jury investigation of mailorder firms started Friday in Los Angeles to
majority whip, Senate's top command embraces
tough and knowledgeable brains on radio and
determine if mails were used to defraud in
'.egulatory processes. Now Edward Cooper,
connection with pre-holiday Christmas tree
ornaments sold via radio and TV. Number of
Senate's communications expert for more than
decade, joins Sen. McFarland as chief execustations under subpoena as well as heads of
tive assistant (see story page 26). To insiders
mail-order firms, according to U. S. Attorney
that says all.
Ernest A. Tolin. Legal question of station
ON HOUSE side, radio observers are watching
liability for failure to screen copy more carefully is involved, in case of conviction, it was
closely activities of freshman Rep. Frank T.
stated.
Bow, Ohio Republican who ran select committee
investigation of FCC in 80th Congress. So
COY TO TAKE VACATION
far Mr. Bow has kept his own counsel as plebe
Congressmen usually do, but he's boning up on
WAYNE COY, FCC Chairman, leaves Wednesstate of radio nation and is watching parday with Mrs. Coy on motor tour of Southticularly overall color situation.
west. Chairman called on President Truman
LONG-DELAYED Census Bureau estimates of
Friday noon to ask if White House had any
radio and TV sets by four major divisions, exobjection to trip. President gave long-delayed
vacation his blessing. After visit at Tucson
pected in December, can't be finished until
spring because bureau is swamped with
with his mother, Chairman will drive to Caligovernment demands for quick statistics.
fornia. He expects to be back in Washington
Preliminary estimates to be based on samples
between March 3-10. Comr. Paul A. Walker
(Continued on page 90)
will serve as acting chairman of FCC.
rUcArl
V^lw5©%J

Autonomous
NAB-TV
Voted
at
FORMATION of "completely autonomous
only with Sunpapers' TV station but also his
duties at Pentagon on international allocations
NAB-TV" operating under aegis of NAB, but
matters which entail three days of work week
to act as its own "court of last resort," was
unanimously voted late Friday at special meetfor next 10 weeks [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 15].
ing of TV licensees at Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Nine television broadcasters were elected to
The voting took place after various segments
13-man NAB-TV board created Friday (early
of TV industry — independent operators, netstory page 23). There were 18 nominations
works and those who have TV stations along
for nine TV broadcaster posts.
with sound broadcasting — had agreed with
New board set April 1 as latest date for
Paul Raibourn, chairman of TBA committee
formalization of NAB-TV.
appointed to study feasability of single trade
There was immediate speculation on selecassociation under NAB auspices, that "autonomy cannot exist unless each group under
tion of general manager for NAB-TV, selected
as working title of new organization. There
NAB is its own court of last resort."
was spontaneous discussion of Leo J. FitzImmediately following formalization of
patrick, former NAB president, for assignment.
NAB-TV, new autonomous board elected Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York, as chairIn whirlwind one-day session, nation's telecasters completed consideration of every item
man, with Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans, as vice chairman. Both are members
on agenda. Judge Justin Miller, president of
NAB, kicked off proceedings with exposition
of NAB board and, by virtue of NAB's by-laws,
of its scope and principles and turned gavel
will resign their posts. Successors will be
over to Chairman Harold Hough, WBAP-TV
elected, it is indicated, following forthcoming
NAB general
board meeting in Florida Jan.
Fort Worth, who reminded delegates that "our
31-Feb.
2.
No. 1 responsibility is to the American home.
We must be prepared professionally to meet
These officers, along with George B. Storer,
president, Fort Industry Co., were named cothat responsibility."
E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore, nominated
ordinating committee to marshal new organiearly in proceedings, asked that his name be
zation. Board has set as its immediate target
such matters as allocations for educational
withdrawn because of his preoccupation not
Page 4
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Brietl
Business
MONARCH
• Reid-Murd<
Reid-Murdc
MONARCH SEGMENT
SEGMENT #
Division of Consolidated Grocers Corp., Chica
(Monarch foods), to sponsor 10-10:15 a.
segment of Arthur Godfrey Time on CI
alternate days, effective Feb. 6, sharing w
Toni Co. Agency, Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
BOLLING IS CONSULTANT
IN PLACING MOHAWK
SPOT
MOHAWK CARPETS Inc., New York, prep;
ing spring spot radio campaign buying th:
quarter-hours per week on radio stations
26
markets
for program
simi'
to non-television
its three-a-week
NBC-TV
show starri
Roberta Quinlan.
Unique aspect of arrangement is that Geoi
W. Boiling Co., station representative, is acti
as consultant to Mohawk and placing campai
on 15% commission basis. Both advertis
and Boiling company stressed that business w
being placed through national representath
of stations and on national time rates.
Board of directors of National Assn. of Ra<
Station Representatives reported to have e
vised members to ask their client stations r
to accept Mohawk business on grounds Bolli
company was acting as advertising agency.
Boiling company asserted it was not acti
as agency for Mohawk but rather as consults
in setting station list and organizing campai?
which will involve heavy merchandising a
promotion efforts.
ZENITH SOUND SCRAMBLE
ZENITH RADIO Corp., testing Phonevisi
in Chicago, announced it will scramble sou
part of signal. Only visual signal jitter
thus far, with sound receivable on any s
Zenith said to have 11 different ways of serai
bling Phonevision.

Chicago
Mee
stations, ASCAP problem, banning of te
casts by collegiate football and excess prof
taxes relief.
The new three-man steering committee b
authority of the board to act and will meet
Miami prior to NAB board sessions.
It is expected that at that time executive
coordinating committee will be selected
bridge gap between two autonomous organic
tions. This group probably will comprise thi
NAB-AM directors and equal number of
directors, with President Miller as sever
member. New board will hold office un
April 1, 1952.
Mr. Raibourn told Broadcasting • Tei
casting that "having achieved the autono-;
it desii-ed, TBA will in near future wind
John A. Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntingtc
its
W. affairs."
Va., was authorized to continue chairnw
ship of TBA's voluntary committee on tas
tion concerned with hearings on Capitol B
relating to excess profits.
Elected to board of directors were Mr. R:
bourn, of KTLA Los Angeles, and W.
Rodgers Jr., KEYL San Antonio, represent!
TV-only stations, and following who are ass
ciated with both aural and video operatior
(Continued on page 90)
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WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

WDEL

1
WDEL-TV
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/
this
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way

to

profits

LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

WGAL

WGAL-TV

LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

HARRISBURG
PENNSYLVANIA

WKBO

YORK
PENNSYLVANIA

WORK

advertisers! timebuyers! eight important
new business opportunities. Eight ways
to augment your sales
economically, quickly.
an interesting record
ment for both local

staff— effectively,
Each station has
of sales achieveand national ad-

vertisers. Each is outstanding in the
particular market it serves. All are ready

WRAW

READING
PENNSYLVANIA

to sell your product. Write for information and rates.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
Associates
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

EASTON
PENNSYLVANIA
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Advertisement

From

where

jby Joe

Friendship
Thousand

-

Miles

Marsh

Four
Apart

Never quite got the hang of how to
play chess myself, but VII say this for
the game — it started one of the strongest friendships I know of: between
Dad Wilson in our town and a fellow
in Sudbury, England.
The two of them have never met or
seen each other — but for eight or nine
years they've been playing chess by
mail together. Dad puzzles over the
Englishman's latest letter, takes a
couple of days to think it over, and
then airmails a chart of his next move.
Dad always thinks best with a mellow glass of beer beside his chessboard.
And the fellow in England writes that
he does the same. "Almost as if we
were in the same room," says Dad
contentedly.
From

where I sit, you can talk of

diplomacy and foreign policy, but it's
often little friendly things — like a game
of chess or a glass of beer — that make
for tolerance and understanding . . .
between people of different nations,
or folks here at home.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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FETZER
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STATIONS

CAPTURE

KALAMAZOO-GRAND

RAPIDS!

HETHER you use radio or television,
there are very few areas in the U. S. where
the choice of the best stations is so easy and
obvious to make.
WKZO-WJEF, a sure-fire CBS combination,
deliver about 57% more listeners than the
next-best two-station combination in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — yet cost 20% less!
In the Grand Rapids area alone, WKZOWJEF have an unduplicated coverage of
more than 60,000 homes! WKZO-WJEF's
unduplicated BMB Daytime audience has increased 46.7% over 1946 . . . their Night-

time audience, 52.8%!
WKZO-TV is Channel 3, the official Basic
CBS Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. As
of November 1, there were more than 90,000
TV receivers within 50 miles of WKZO-TV —
and the number is growing rapidly. WKZOTV, a multiple-market station, reaches five
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana markets representing a buying income of more
than one and a half billion dollars!
Get all the facts on the job the Fetzer stations
can do for you in Western Michigan !

*On a hunting expedition in Africa, Carl E. Axeley killed a full-grown leopard by choking it to death.

WJEF
RAPIDS
GRANDCOUNTY
ftfA
andm KENT
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feature

of the meek
STED
INTERE
IF YOU'RE

IT'S news when a newscaster happily admits: "Sure, I've got the
worst voice on the air." And it's
news when a competing station

with
CHARLEY

BATTERS

In the field of sales programming, this new and
different program offers
an unusual time spot
backed by a unique personality.
Charley Batters' nightly
half hour of disks and
easy chatter is drawing
a host of listeners . . .
potential buyers of your
product. "Batters' Platers" is aired nightly,
Monday through Friday
from 7:00 to 7:30 PM!
This excellent time availability issupported by a
strong promotion campaign . . . and the programming "plus" of big
time adjacencies.
Participation in this excellent new show will
reach a solid, loyal audience. Call WRC, or National Spot Sales.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS i£
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manager says another station's
newscaster is the most outstanding
radio personality in his city.
That's Al Sigl, popular, folksy
commentator on WHEC Rochester
— self-styled "worst voice on the
air" and the man cited by William
Fay, manager of rival WHAM, as
Rochester's outstanding radio personality. Mr. Sigl celebrated his
20th year in radio this month.
Al Sigl has become a habit to
Rochester area listeners. His
gravel-voiced newscasts at 12:15
p.m. and later in the afternoon reportedly draw a bigger Hooperating than any other afternoon local
show and compare favorably, rating-wise, with many of the nighttime network shows.
When he first got into radio, it
was definitely against his better
judgment, Mr. Sigl says. Recently,
when he received a crank note
which called him a "lowbrow hillbilly" and demanded that the Rochester Times-Union throw him
"off the air," he reacted in his
usual unperturbed
manner. He

VALUE...

IN

i
I,
In Milwaukee,
WISN Is the Biggest
Al Sigl celebrates 20th year on air.
* * *
read the letter on his program and
told his listeners : "You can give me
a swell Christmas present by urging
our managing editor to do exactly
as that letter suggests."
Mr. Sigl's initial apathy toward
radio stemmed from a feeling of
being in a "goldfish bowl" but, he
continues: "Pretty soon I grew
amazed at the way people would
act on requests I'd made on the air
for the unfortunate. It's simply
astounding how people will pitch in
and take care of others who are in
(Continued on page 75 )

VALUE,
Because
WISN Gives You
MORE
For

LISTENERS

LESS

Than

Any

strictly

GIVE John North a sales job
any sales job — and he'll chalk
up a record performance.
For six years prior to World War
II, the now vice president of Radio
Representatives Inc. dealt in paper.
He won the 1940 "Distinguished
Salesman Award" of the St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce for his work
with Butler Paper Co. there. He
won a vice presidency that year
with Butler in St. Louis.
In his first two weeks as commercial manager of KANS Wichita,
after the war, his rapid-fire sale of
Wichita's National Semi-Pro Baseball Tourney to a local watersoftening concern was followed
closely by his signing of a Chevrolet dealer to sponsor H. V. Kaltenborn across-the-board.
This brand of footwork catapulted John North into the bigtime of radio sales within a few
months of the spring day in 1946
when he hung up his AAF uniform
and joined KANS. He was called
by the station's national representatives, Taylor-Howe-Snowden, to
be account executive in its Chicago
office. His move to vice president
and Chicago manager of the newlyformed Radio Representatives Inc.

business

Other

Station.

Man

jet Your KATZ
Show You How

Easily

Jlf

MONEY

(And Economically) WISN

L.
Can
Solve Your Milwaukee Market
Problem.

You'll Like Doing

Business WithWISN.

IN

MILWAUKEE

THEY
Mr. NORTH
* =fc *
followed in September 1948.
A fast-moving individual whose
clipped speech is in the military
manner, John Eugene North got
that way at St. John's Military
Academy, Delafield, Wis. Born in
St. Louis Sept. 29, 1906, son of the
late Dr. Emmett P. North, famous
(Continued on page 42)

LIS'N

TO

5000 WATTS
Represented by
KATZ Agency
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. . .you can't

com

California's

Bonanza

Beefine

without
on-the-spot
radio
costs or clearance problems. Or use
To sew up the Beeline, make sure
the BEELINE stations individually,
you use its own stations — the five
to
blanket a major Beeline trading
BEELINE stations located right in
area. For instance . . .
inland California and western
Nevada. Because the Beeline is an
KFBK SACRAMENTO
independent market, well removed
from coastal California influence. And
Delivers solid coverage of the whole
Beeliners naturally prefer their own,
19-county billion-dollar Sacramento
on-the-spot stations to distant Los
market. Recent BMB shows KFBK's
1946-49 audience increase as 50.4%
Angeles and San Francisco stations.
daytime, 49.5% at night, with a
Use all five BEELINE stations,
32.5%
growth in radio families. Affiland you cover the whole Beeline — a
market with more buying power than
iated with inland California's leading
paper — The Sacramento Bee. Has
Detroit . . . higher total retail sales
lowest cost per listener in its area.
than Philadelphia.* Choose best availabilities on each station without line
* Sales Management's 1950 Copyrighted Survey

M'Clatchy
Broadc
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Company
PAUL asting
H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KFBK
KOH
KERN
KWG
Sacramento (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Stockton
(ABC)
Fresno
KMJ(NBC)
50.000 watts 1530 kc. 5000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night 1000 watts 1410 kc.
5000 watts
580 kc»
250 watts
1230 kc.
630 kc.
OADCASTING
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR

JUST

A

HOW

BIG

WFAA
KSO

IS

?

Blue-fin Tuna at 927 pounds or Wall-Eyed Pike
tipping the scales at a husky 22?

Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

tions. And whether your budget is modest or
mammoth, whether you sell in one market or all

WEAN
WRNL

markets, Spot radio shapes itself to give you pre-

WOAI
KOMO
KTBS

cisely what you need.
Spot does it best, of course, on front rank sta^

KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WWVA
KFH

Portland",
ProvidenceOre.
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Tulsa
Wheeling

488

MADISON

NEW

'. OADCASTING

AVE.

22
CITY
YORK
MU 8-0200

• Telecasting

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

Wichita

THE YANKEE
TEXAS

NBC
CBS

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.

WIP
KPHO
KGW

you is the one that matches your own specifica-

CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC

Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno
Houston
Kansas City
Lincoln 0

WSMB
WTAR
KOIL

Fish or sales campaign, the prize winner for

tions like these.

/Dallas
\Ft.
Worth/ )

KFI
WHAS
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM

That depends on what you're fishing for. Is it

LIST
NBC
NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland

WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK

PRIZE-WINNING

FISH

RADIO

NETWORK

QUALITY

Chicago

• los

NETWORK

angeles

Detroit • st. louis • dallas
SAN FRANCISCO
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ncy Crami
ag
ERRY STOLZOFF, vice j
president
oferadio-TV
Jjin charge
Sj
^Milwaukee,
Krasselt i
Co.,
resigns to join Chicago staff Foo
Cone & Belding as radio-TV production supervisor. ROGI
LeGRAND, associate radio-TV director at Crame
Krasselt, appointed director.

H. KENNETH JONES, member of plans board Brool
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, appointed vi
president. C. ALLISON MONROE, account executi
N. Y. office of agency, appointed vice president. ROS.
RITA M. HUMES to creative staff.

Mr. Stolzoff

HERBERT W. COHON, in charge of business c
partment Joseph P. Schneider Inc., N. Y., appoint
vice president. He will handle planning and admini
trative duties.

JAMES S. CAMPBELL and JULIAN PACE, BBDO, N. Y., to Kenyon
Eckhardt, N. Y., in radio and TV commercial department.
MRS. FLORENCE GOLDIN, with Grey Advertising Inc., N. Y., f
past 11 years, appointed vice president.

on all accounts

Russel M. Seeds Agency,
MERLE MYERS, timebuyer at
Chicago, didn't need to lose
the eight pounds she dropped during two hectic months of buying
$300,000 worth of time for the
American Medical Assn.'s recent
campaign. Trim and attractive,
Merle did, however, need a morale
buildup after the AMA siege, so
she bought a new fur coat.
The AMA toll was heavy on her
agency assistants, too. One loyal
worker struggled to
work on crutches
for three weeks,
after spraining an
ankle, because she
was in the midst of

R, was landed through an emplo
ment agency. Starting as typi
and switchboard operator, Mei
was soon promoted into researc
and then ventured into media ai
buying.
The switchboard know-how w;
picked up casually, when she livi
in a dormitory at the U. of Illino
in Urbana, and more purposeful
later at the Katzinger Co., Chica;
manufacturer of kitchen utensil
"Souvenirs" of the Katzinger ei
still lurk in tl
kitchen drawers
her f our-roi
apartment.
The apartment
suburban Pai
Ridge is a hanc
19th hole for Merl
golfing crowd du
ing
the Inasmn
balmi
months.
as "you have to
through Park Rid|
to get to any goc
course on the Nor

lining up 1,600 stations for the twoweek saturation
campaign in October. The department
worked 10 hours a
day, seven days
weekly, for about
two months. Now,
two months later,
or
side," trafl
Mer
hasWest
a steady
two assistants are
of
golfers
in
f
still working fullbreakfast each Sa
time on the account.
Merle has been
urday during tl
summer. She shoo
timebuying in Chiin the low 90s.
cago for about 10
MERLE
Her parents and brother live i
years, the last seven at Seeds. She
Chicago, where Merle was boi
began there as assistant timebuyer
in 1943, and was promoted to buy- and reared. She and her brothe
Bill, were graduated from Ser
ing chief two years ago. She was
in the timebuying department at High School, where he was the a<
dramatic star and worked in the;
the H. W. Kastor & Sons agency,
tries with Screen Star Hugh Ma 1
J. Walter Thompson and Ruthrauff
lowe. Bill was the villain on Jai
& Ryan.
(Continued on page kh)
Her first advertising job, at R &
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3#2
kJRL K. TESTER, JAY KOUPAL and RAY CLINTON
Meany Co., L. A., from PHILIP J. MEANY, presiat-founder, who retires. Mr. Tester, vice president
:d general manager, elected president. Mr. Koupal,
:e president and art director, will continue in same
pacity. Mr. Clinton, vice president in charge of media
d production, becomes secretary-treasurer, along with
' ler duties. Mr. Meany will continue in advisory
pacity on certain account.
P.j; ;
.YNE SHANNON, timebuyer J. Walter Thompson,
i Y. is in Monroe County General Hospital, East
roudsburg, Pa., as result of broken leg suffered in
r |ing accident Jan. 13.
mm

acquire Philip

OUTSTANDING

jyjr Tester

)BERT L. INGOLD, Philadelphia office of Albert Frank-Guenther Law
p., appointed vice president.
3MUS A. HARRIS, account executive Paris & Peart Adv., N. Y., to
iherty, Clifford & Shenfield Inc., N. Y., as account executive in grocery
oducts division.
SNE E. FROMHERZ, former timebuyer Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and
' Walter Thompson agencies in Chicago and well known freelance radio
iter, appointed media director Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
! succeeds the late JOHN H. NORTH.

Dominates

WMBD

Peoriarea

Rich

PEOPLE

particularly
with at
WMBD.
It's
the PEOPLE
AVMBD,
working as a team, that account for its outstanding
dominance in a competitive
market.

HN M. FLYNN, Huber Hogue & Sons, N. Y., to Federal Adv., N. Y.,
account executive.
E?l l|j

National CBS shows are pop-

^ I'NABELLE SAMSON, timebuyer Honig-Cooper Co., S. F., appointed
. imager Forjoe & Co. S. F. office.
lint
.
BURT OLIVER and STEPHEN R. WILHELM, co-managers Foote,
-rne & Belding's Houston office, appointed vice presidents.
elf I
ARNER MICHEL, TV producer CBS-TV, to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Y., production staff in radio and TV department.
a* [

FREDRIC GRAESER, editor and publisher Montclarion,
Oakland neighborhood paper, copy department Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
A. McKIE DONNAN, vice president and copy chief
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F., to agency's L. A.
office in same capacity. LESTER FRIEDMAN appointed copy chief of S. F. office.
ERWIN H. KLAUS, marketing director Buchanan &
g it., S. F., resigns. Future plans not announced. Mr. Klaus is Pacific
;o< ast director of National Management Council.

EDERICK GOLDMAN, Harry Feigenbaum Adv., Phila., to Adrian
uer Adv., same city, as copy chief. DORIS SCHEUER appointed to
:* ^ncy's copy department in charge of radio. She was with Feigenbaum
* -;ency. Adrian Bauer has taken additional space at 1528 Walnut St. to
cte» ' ommodate copy and TV staff.
.
, LPH SADLER, vice president and copy chief John Mather Lupton
, N. Y., appointed director.

!titf OADCASTING

• Telecasting

Market

make a basketball team ... and TEAMWORK makes a winner. So it is with radio . . . and

3RNE LAUSTSEN appointed assistant radio and TV director to
2RALD SEAMAN, Bert S. Gittins Agency, Milwaukee.

;f |.CK MUNHALL, radio-TV director, Huber, Hoge & Sons, N. Y., to
n jnton & Bowles, N. Y., publicity department.
tn
IOI|< [LLIAM L. RECH, copy supervisor Federal Adv., N. Y., appointed vice
esident and director of copy.
Kit
MES W. BRIDGES, manager and account executive in Dayton offices
Guenther, Brown & Berne Inc., appointed vice president
in charge of that office.

the

BROOKS newscaster,
WATSON, rounded
Peoriareaout's
favorite
in 1950 his 17th CONTINUOUS
YEAR of news reporting jor Central Illinois' largest furniture store
. . . is also sponsored by Standard
Oil Co. (Ind.) on another newscast.

ular, of course
. . . but it's
skillful
local programming
with widely popular personalities that's responsible for
the lion's share of the warmhearted welcome WMBD receives in this prosperous
market.
The latest Hooper radio audience index (Oct.-Nov., 1950)
shows WMBD has a phenomenal share of the audience!
Mornings, 52.2; afternoons,
46.5; evenings, 54.6. Obviously, WMBD has a greater
share of the audience in these
periods than ALL OTHER
PEORIA STATIONS COMBINED!

Charles C. Caley
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Don D. Kynaston
Director of Sales

See Free & Peters

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
January 22, 1951
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Now
Q
Stations

of Indiana's
Key
Representing four top Hoosier markets

iNui
AiwuubS OS
ANDERSON
JD
INDIANAPOLI

SOUTH BEND

FORT WAYNE

new

business

HARRISON PRODUCTS Inc., S. F. (NoDoz Awakeners), appoints Si»
ney Garfield & Assoc., S. F. for advertising on new Shut-Eye produc
Radio will be used; TV, possibly.
MILADY BRASSIERE & CORSET Co., N. Y., (Fruit of the Loom Lad;
form Bras and Kling-eez Girdles), names Wextron Co., N. Y., to hand
its advertising. Radio will be used.
BELL BROOK DAIRIES Inc., S. F., appoints Botsford, Constantine
Gardner, S. F., to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
ERSKIN Mfg. Corp., Erskin, Minn, (snow equipment), appoints Ba;
ney Lavin Inc., Fargo N. D., to handle advertising. Radio and other medi
will be used. Harold Flint and Richard Rosenthal are account ej
ecutives.
KAYE-HALBERT Corp., L. A. (TV sets), appoints Calkins & Holdei
Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc., L. A., to handle advertising.
McCORMICK's Ltd., London, Ont. (biscuits), sponsoring weekly hal:
hour transcribed Grade Field's Show on a number of Canadian statior
for 26 weeks. Agency: Walsh Adv. Co., Toronto.

offer
unparalleled

you

HALE BROS., S. F. department stores, appoints McCann-Erickson Inc
S. F., to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used. Burton Granich*
is account executive.

this

program

of

MERCHANDISING
FOLLOW-THROUGH
Local advertisers have come to know that any one
of these newly-combined stations will always get
solidly behind your campaign with a
vigorous "extra" push.
Aggressive merchandising and promotion are a
regular day-to-day part of their activities — not just
a once-in-a-while "shot in the arm".
Considering their local "know-how" and
enthusiastic local acceptance, it's only natural
that they can do a much better job for a national
advertiser, too. That's why a great many
time-buyers already know them as

"the stations that never outpromise
but always

outperform"

W

I S H

Indianapolis— ABC

I
|

Owned & Operated by

W

H O T

South Bend — ABC

j

Broadcasting
Company, Inc.

WAN
W
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E Fort Wayne-CBS

H B U

•

Anderson — CBS
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SHIRRIFF'S Ltd., Toronto (food products), starts transcribed week]
variety show on 20 Canadian stations. Agency: Cockfield Brown & Cc
Toronto.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., N. Y., adds three additional stations to 31 no
carrying TV film version of Truth or Consequences. Effective Jan. 3
series starts on KSL-TV Salt Lake City; Feb. 1, KRLD-TV Dallas; Feb.
WTVJ(TV) Miami. All contracts 13 weeks. Other stations recent]
signed by sponsor to carry series are WMCT(TV) Memphis, WSPD-T
Toledo, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, WHBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y., KFMI
TV San Diego. Agency: Biow Co. Inc., N. Y.
MAHER SHOE STORES Ltd., Toronto (chain stores), starts transcribe
Henry King- Show on seven Ontario stations. Contract for 52 week
Agency: Woodhouse & Hawkins, Toronto.
Meturotk

-@ccou.nt5 • • •

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (Colgate Dental Cream
renews segments of Howdy Doody, NBC-TV for 52 weeks. Agency: T€
Bates & Co., N. Y. THE WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), renew
segment of show for 26 weeks. Agency: Grant Adv., Chicago.

MUTUAL BENEFIT, HEALTH & ACCIDENT Assn., Omaha, Net
in addition to its sponsorship of NBC radio program, On the Line wit
Bob Considine, Jan. 20 started TV version of program using same nam
and featuring Bob Considine, NBC commentator and INS columnist, ov<
NBC-TV, Saturday, 5:45-6 p.m. Effective Jan. 21, radio program move
to spot on Sunday, 2:30 p.m. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Omaha.

STERLING DRUG CO. Inc., Wheeling, W. Va., renews for third ye£
Okay Mother, featuring Dennis James, over eastern leg of DuMont ne
work, Mon.-Fri., 1-1:30 p.m. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.

DOUBLEDAY & CO. Inc., N. Y., for its Dollar Book Club yesterda
(Sunday) started quarter-hour program featuring Hollywood news con
mentary of Radie Harris Sunday, 8:45-9 p.m. (PST), over ABC Pacif
Coast radio network. Agency: Thwing & Altman Inc., N. Y.

U. S. ARMY and AIR FORCE sponsor 9:30-10 p.m. segment of Saturda
Night at the Garden, telecasts of Madison Square Garden sport evem
(Continued on page 75)
BROADCASTING
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A WINNING MARKET!
Mr. Harry D. Sims, Jr., of Chandler & Rudd
Company, Cleveland, wins the grand prize
in the first CBS-WGAR display contest.
Sponsors using WGAR reach another winning market in Northern Ohio. Population
up 15.4%. Radio homes up 27.8%. And
WGAR first with listeners in 29 out of 44
daytime rated quarter-hours . . . more than
all other Cleveland stations combined!

OPERATION SNOWBOUND!
WGAR dug in as Northern Ohio dug out of the
greatest snowstorm in years. What PRICE cooperation? Even Georgie Price, noted comedian
in town for an engagement, pitched in with
WGAR personnel answering 44,5 50 telephone
distress calls in a three-day period. Letters poured
in saying "Thanks for your superb public service!"

the

MR. MERVIN B. FRANCE (left)
president of Society for Savings,
Cleveland, has served on commit- \
tees for the American Bankers "
Association, National Association of
Mutual Savings Banks, and Invest- \
ment Bankers Association. He is trustee
of University Hospital and Mount
Union College. Dr. Rudolph Ringwall
(right), associate conductor of the
Cleveland Orchestra, presents Sunday
afternoon recorded concerts for Society
for Savings.

SPOT

for

SPOT

RADIO SPEECH
^ Jljf
FREE
MIKE

NEWS, MUSIC, SPORTS . ; ;
listeners like all sorts. Take
your choice. Jack Dooley
reports the news nightly at
11:00 P.M. Paul Wilcox
scores with sports at 11:10
P.M. And Morgan's Musical
Inn opens at 11:15 P.M.
Reach a responsive nighttime audience with these
wide-awake features.
JACK
DOOLEY

HALMORGAN

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
WGAR ... Cleveland ... 50,000 watts ... CBS
•
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company

OADCASTING
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with

KM

WAYNE

...an

incomparable

a great name in show business
WAYNEi

f

»

"The Wayne King Serenade" is a fully scripted
show, combining the music that has made Wayne
King famous and the personality that has attracted
millions of loyal customers for advertisers throughout the nation. The program gives THESAURUS i

a great name in radio

an all-time favorite of radio audiences

the sales -power and
prestige of this name

is

YOURS

subscribers another exclusive musical package— i
teeming with sponsor -appeal and constantly refreshed through additional THESAURUS releases.

^) recorded .progi^__service_s
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
bca victor division
New York

Page 16
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Chicago

Hollywood

Atlanta Dallas
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THESAURUS SALES DEPT.
RCA Recorded Program Services
120 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.
SELL

FOR

SPONSORS

. . . YOUR SPONSOR gets product identification at the beginning and end of
every program. Wayne King opens and closes each show
and introduces featured artists.
. . . YOUR SPONSOR'S three full-length commercials are more effective
because Wayne King introduces the local announcer on each broadcast.

Send complete information on THESAURUS— with its basic library of over 5000 selections and 50 selections per month — plus its
new sponsor-selling feature, "THE WAYNE KING SERENADE."
NAME

TITLE

STATION OR AGENCY
ADDRESS

- . . YOUR SPONSOR'S show and product are promoted with pre-broadcast
and "on-the-air" station breaks by Wayne King and featured artists.

DADCASTING
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For

I

I Family

IT'S

Shreveport

in

EASY,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!
I

KWKH

ACTUAL

HAS

"BMB

FAMILIES,

O HREVEPORT
KWKH

Radio

every

HIHE

AUDIENCE"
OUTSIDE!

is the second city in Louisiana and

is way ahead of all other competition here.

On Weekday Evenings, for example, Hoopers show
that KWKH

actually gets 89.7% <*s many listeners

as all other Shreveport stations combined!
But Shreveport alone is no true measure of KWKH.
The city itself has 33,280 radio families, whereas
KWKH's

1949 BMB

Daytime Audience is 303,230

families (and 227,701 of these are "average daily
listeners"!)
Let us or The Branham

Company

give you all the

facts about our rich tri-state area and the job that
KWKH

know-how can do for you.

KWKH

Texas

%

» PIP
SHREVEPORT!
LOUISIANA
T
The Branham Company
50,000

Watts

•

CBS

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

I

T
Vol. 40, No. 4

WASHINGTON,

D. C, JANUARY

7950
IME

Total

22, 1951

of Over

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

$537

Million

Estimated

SALES

million, or 42.9% of the total,
By RUFUS CRATER & TYLER NOURSE
whereas the 1949 figure was almost
lDIO and television time sales continued their upward
$10.8 million, or 39.2% of the total.
rch in 1950 to reach an estimated total well over $537.3
Revenues from local TV time sales
lion, according to the 1951 Broadcasting © Telecasting
were slightly over $29.7 million,
arbook, which is slated to be mailed to subscribers starting
representing 35.5%, compared with
ut Feb. l.
*
less than $9.5 million (34.4%) in
Spot sales increased $11.9 million,
.adio time sales gained 6.6%
1949. Spot TV business was estimated at $18.1 million (21.6%) as
or 10.9%, putting the total at
le TV advertising revenues were
against less than $7.3 million
almost $120.2 million. By comparlg tripled to lift the combined
ison local advertising had gained
(26.4%) in 1949.
d 18.6% above 1949's and put
nto the $500 million class for 6.5% in 1949, and spot business,
Talent Expenditures
first time, the Yearbook esti- 3.4%, according to final FCC
;es. There were no auditable figures.
Even if revenues from sources
res on FM advertising,
National network radio adverother than the sale of time — from
tising, which encountered its first talent sales, etc. — no more than
he more than $537.3 million
equalled the 1949 figures of $38.7
o-TV total compares with less drop in 1949 (3.6%), declined again
i $452.9 million in 1949. The in 1950. The decline was estimated
million in radio and over $10.8 milrbook breaks it down as fol- at about 5.6%, bringing net time
lion in TV, gross radio-TV revenues would be considerably beyond
sales to approximately $121.7 million for the year.
$586.8 million. Additionally, the
adio — $453.6 million, compared
Yearbook estimates that about $95
Regional and miscellaneous neti $425.4 million in 1949.
work business, shown by final million was spent by radio and TV
advertisers for talent and programs
elevision — Almost $83.8 million, figures to have dropped by about
on their own account, bringing
pared with $27.5 million in $1.3 million in 1949, came back
9. .
total 1950 expenditures for radio
in 1950 with a 2.1% gain which
put the total at an estimated $6.1 and television advertising to more
hese figures include commismillion, compared with a 1949 fig- than $681.8 million.
s paid to agencies, representaure just under $6 million.
The 1950 gains came in a year
s, etc., which broadcasters
In
television it was national net- marked by war jitters and the unit as an expense of sale,
certainties that come with a nawork rather than local advertising
adio's 6.6% increase follows a which contributed most to total net
tional rearmament program.
) gain of 2% plus,
revenues. TV network time sale
Other media also showed gains.
i dollar volume, radio gained revenues were estimated at $35.9
Newspaper
lineage figures supe than $28 million while telem moved ahead by more than
TABLE I
million. Radio's increase comjs with an $8.6 million advance
949, and, coming in the face of
RADIO NET TIME SALES 1949-1950
coximately $83.8 million in TV
7950
%
%
; expenditures, may be regarded
Class of Business
7949
(Estimated)
Total
l forceful answer to those who
26.8
Total
30.3 $121,687,446
feared TV already was making
National Network
$128,903,467
) inroads into AM revenues.
1.4
6,120,750
Regional & Misc. Network* .
5,994,858
National & Regional
1.4
25.5
Gross Billings Estimate
26.5
120,185,348
Non-Network
108,314,507
45.3
42.8
205,612,178
Local
182,144,301
adio's gross billings — advertisvolume at the one-time rate —
TOTAL
$425,357,133
100.0
$453,605,722 100.0
estimated at nearly $676.2 mil, against $629 million in 1949.
et revenues according to class
Includes miscellaneous network and stations.
usiness — network, national and
onal non-network (spot), and
1— are shown for radio in
TABLE II
le I, and for television in
le II.
TELEVISION ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES, 1949-1950
he Yearbook figures show that
%
%
1 advertising strengthened its
7949
Total
Total
tion as radio's chief source of Class of Business
42.9
Network
■nues, while spot business drew
21.6
$35,908,000
39.2
$10,795,512
ost even with national network
18,109,000
7,275,013
26.4
i sales.
Local
29,755,000
35.5
9,459,608
34.4
ocal and spot advertising regTOTAL
7950*
red strong gains both percent$27,530,133
$83,772,000
wise and dollarwise. Local busii was up $23.5 million, or 12.9%,
ging the total to $205.6 million.
* 1950 figures estimated.
O ADC A STING
Telecasting

plied by Media Records Inc. for the
first 11 months of 1950 indicated a
6.1% increase over the same period
of the preceding year. An 11-month
report of Publishers Information
Bureau indicated an overall 4.5%
increase for general magazines,
farm magazines, and Sunday supplements.
Five product groups once more
contributed three-fourths of the
radio networks' gross billings in
1950, according to estimates projected from Publishers Information
Bureau 10-month figures. Food
& Food Products continued in the
No. 1 position with an estimated
$44.5 million, representing 24.4%
of the total.
Toiletries remained in second
place with almost $25.5 million
(14%), while the Drugs & Remedies group moved from fourth to
third by virtue of $3.2 million increase which brought its total to
$24.3 million (13.3%). Smoking
Materials took fourth place with
almost $22.7 million (12.5%), and
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes were
fifth with $20.5 million (11.2%).
Other Features
The Yearbook also presents a
product-group breakdown of estimated gross expenditures ($32,726,800) for time on ABC-TV,
CBS-TV, and NBC-TV. Comparable
figures were not available for DuMont Television Network. Even
on a three-network basis, the table
shows reduced expenditures for
only two product groups, and in
most instances substantial increases over 1949 four - network
totals were recorded.
The business analysis is only one
of many features of the 1951
Yearbook, whose approximately
580 pages make it the largest ever
published.
Many of the directories and compilations have been greatly exThe up-to-date state directory of
panded.
AM, FM, and TV stations and their
key officials, for instance, has been
extended to show the names of up
to nine executives of each station,
including
news,wherever
sports, women's,
and farm the
editors
possible.
The directories of network, regional and spot radio and TV advertisers are the largest ever published. The station representatives'
and advertising agencies' directories have been extended by the ad(Continued on page 8U)
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KELLOGG

BILLINGS

KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., heavy radio advertiser for
the past two decades, has tripled
its billing in the past three months
in radio and television. Firm is
currently spending approximately
PEPSI

SERIES

Buys Regan Show on NBC
PEPSI-COLA Co., New York, signed Tuesday in Chicago with Singer
Phil Regan for sponsorship of an
Army camp and defense plant
broadcast on NBC each Sunday
starting March 4. The 39-week
contract, placed through the Biow
Co., New York, was signed by Pepsi-Cola President Alfred N. Steele
and Mr. Regan during a three-day
convention of 1,000 bottlers.
The show, a package created by
Mr. Regan, will be aired 7-7:25 p.m.
(EST) from a different armed
forces camp and defense plant each
week. Mr. Regan will conduct
talent elimination contests at each
broadcast location, with the winner
appearing on the next show. Three
service winners will compete
against each other the fourth week
before a defense plant audience,
with the grand winner appearing
on the broadcast.
Mr. Steele has plans to telecast
occasional shows when facilities
are available, Mr. Regan said, adding that Class A time will be provided by NBC. Mr. Regan has been
sponsored on radio by Robert Burns
cigars, Rinso, and Owens-Illinois
Glass Co. The first four shows in
the Pepsi-Cola series will originate
in California.
Duane Jones Elects
THREE executives of Duane Jones
Co., New York, have been named
vice presidents. They are Robert
G. Hughes Jr., in charge of the
agency's copy department; Lawrence J. Hubbard, director of the
research and merchandising department and Donald G. Gill, contact supervisor.

Now

UP

$8 million in both media, marking
the largest broadcasting advertising outlay in the history of the
company.
In radio, Kellogg is sponsoring a
full hour, three times weekly on
MBS, divided into three programs,
Mark Trail, 5-5:30 p.m., through
Kenyon & Eckhardt; Clyde Beatty,
5:30-5:55 p.m., through Leo Burnett & Co., and Victor Borge Time,
5:55-6 p.m., also through K & E.
In addition, Leo Burnett has placed
a radio spot campaign for the company.
Canada Schedule
In . Canada, starting Feb. 5,
Clyde Beatty and Mark Trail will
be heard on 14 stations. Another
half hour program, Magic Diamond, will start Feb. 10 in three
cities in French Canadian territory.
Latter program is written in
French including the commercials.
All the Canada business is placed
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
In television, the Kellogg firm,

$8 Million

in the past month, has doubled the
number of stations carrying its
Space Cadet show on ABC-TV and
is currently clearing additional stations. On Feb. 3 the television version of the Victor Borge Show will
start on NBC-TV Saturdays, 77:30 p.m., through K & E.
RCA NOTES
$60 Million Outstanding
RCA PROMISSORY notes totalling $60 million were outstanding
on Dec. 29, 1950, according to information filed with the Securities
& Exchange Commission.
This represents an increase of
$20 million over the June 9, 1949,
total of $40 million. The new indebtedness was incurred for "general corporate purposes" with two
investors, who advanced the sum
without underwriters.
An interest rate of 3% is to
apply.

ROBERT E. KINTNER (I), ABC pre:
ident; Vincent R. Impelliteri, N:
York City mayor, and George I
Sloan (r), chairman. Board of Metre
politan Opera Assn., meet in th
mayor's downtown Manhattan offic
to discuss National Opera Day, whi:
was held on Jan. 13. Mr. Sloan sai
the Metropolitan Opera drive fo
funds had brought 7,000 response
from nation-wide radio audience. ABl
broadcasts the Metropolitan Oper
Saturday afternoons under the spo
sorship of the Texas Co.
Chase Named
HOWARD CHASE, public rela
tions director of General Food'
Corp., was named last week a
assistant to Charles E. Wilson, di
rector of the Office of Defens
Mobilization, to advise on informa
tion policies. Mr. Chase has beei
on loan to the government sinci
November and has been serving a;
assistant to William H. Harrison
the Defense Production Adminis
trator.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Okay, Exclusive, come join your playmates. DOUBLEQUICK!"

Capitol Changes
GLENN WALLICHS, president
Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood
has taken over administration o
the Artists & Repertoire Divisioi
of the record firm, absorbing dutie
of James B. Conkling, who leave
Feb. 1 as vice president in charg
of the A & R department to becom
president of Columbia Records Inc
New York [Broadcasting • Tele
casting, Jan. 15]. No other change
are expected in the department, i
was announced.

It May Come
to Jeannie Again, Jimmy
an editor*
bagatelle in contrast to the demise of the disc
TRUCULENT as ever, Jimmy Petrillo emerges
ASCAP fight, wherein "Jeannie With Th<
from his musical cloisters, with his ancient war
jockey and other recorded programs.
Light Brown Hair," became the belle of the
listening?)
ether.
And BMI thereby was born. (Is CIC
Jimmy
hits
the
network
keys
first
as
the
cry of "down with canned music."
easy marks. Broadcasters (or telecasters)
With all of his old-time fury, he pontificates
who have been around awhile can have no
that after Jan. 31, when present contracts exJimmy Should know now that neither radi<
pire for key network stations in New York,
nor TV can be bluffed. Broadcasters havi
doubt as to where he will hit next — if the netChicago and Hollywood, they must drop all
learned how to unite, when the chips are dowii
works capitulate. They're holding fast now.
recorded broadcasts except in the early mornJolting Jimmy made the same pitch in 1937.
Radio has no czar of the proportions or ar
ing hours from midnight to 8 a.m. In other
He settled for a half-ransom, getting a guaranrogance of Petrillo, but it has able leaders.
The record shows that sometime after th<
teed quota — which the Dept. of Justice later
words,
it's
the
death
knell
for
the
disc
jockey
—
and then some.
1937 debacle, Jimmy tried to pull the plug oi
declared illegal. This shake-down didn't work
The negotiations include television as well
radio. It was while the nation was mobi
anyway, since Jimmy couldn't supply smaller
as radio. There are the usual exorbitant
market stations with musicians good enough
lizing for what became World War II.
demands for a 50% boost in the present miniWe believe the networks will hold fas
to perform. Many stations simply paid their
quota money direct to AFM rather than clutter
mum scale — from the Midas mint of $191.45
against this first foray. In this hour of na
their studios with incompetents. In law, they
for a 25-hour week in New York (slightly less
tional emergency, broadcasters and musician)
have another name for it.
in Chicago and Hollywood) ; for guaranteed
alike should be turning their resources to th(
annual employment and "run of show" conRadio is older and wiser. Since Jimmy's
job at hand. There may be 25-hour days — nc
tracts on commercial series. But these are a
1937 coup, radio has emerged victorious in the
weeks — ahead.
Page 20
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DEMANDS

STUN

NETWORKS

Lengthy

Battle

Seen

programs and all network musical
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
quired for dismissal. For musibeing telecast. Due to a "widecians on commercial shows the shows, such as ,the Bing Crosby
spread misinterpretation" of the
NG-DRAWN negotiations, inprogram, which are pre-recorded
contract referred to, Mr. Petrillo's
union is asking "run of show" contably extending well beyond
office issues a second announcetracts, said to be an innovation in on tape for network broadcast. ReL 31 when present contracts
ment last week designed to clarify
radio labor negotiations.
corded musical bridges and intro- the situation.
ween the key stations of radio
ductions used in radio serials
The
union
is
also
making
another
1 TV networks and AFM locals
would also be prohibited and the
demand that the stations contribute
According to this second anNew York, Chicago and Holly- to the AFM welfare fund an ban might also eliminate any
nouncement, a basic agreement
od expire, will be necessary be- amount equal to 3% of their total
musical commercials on radio and with Hollywood motion picture
e new contracts can be worked
producers of April 1, 1946, speor more instrunetwork executives agreed last expenditures for musicians' sala- TV in whichmentalists one
are employed.
ries. As one network executive
cified that as to films " 'heretofore
k.
In an attempt to clarify the made or which will be made prior
put it, "it all adds up to one hell situation, the union and networks
tunned by the original demands
to the expiration of this agreehe musicians union, which they of a pill for us to swallow."
ment' (extended in 1948 and again
are setting up a subcommittee in
Hit
Radio
and
TV
e attempting to get clarified
in 1949) no television use would
New York to analyze the employweek, the network negotiators
ment of musicians at the key sta- be made or permitted 'during the
These demands are applied ime hopeful that an agreement
tions, to give a factual basis for life of this agreement and therepartial y to radio and TV network
Id be reached by bargaining,
discussions as to future employkey stations in the union proposals,
jy averred, however, that if which are currently being handled
ment. Committee will include four
Film Application
M proposals are considered as on the AFM end by officials of the representatives of AFM Local 802
"Thus,
film was produced
demands rather than a start- union locals in the three cities
(New York) and four network rep- after Aprilif 1,a 1946,
it is subject to
place for negotiations, then a where most network programs
resentatives, one each from ABC,
after.'
CBS,
NBC
and
WOR
(MBS
key
ke is inevitable as "we cannot
the
agreement,"
the
announcement
originate. If and when problems
sibly accede to these terms and
continued, "but also — and this is
station in New York). Presumof national import arise which canthe point overlooked by many — a
lain in business."
not be settled on the local level,
ably WABD (TV), New York sta- film owned or acquired on or after
tion of the DuMont TV Network,
robably the major point of issue they will doubtless be referred to
April 1, 1946, by a signatory to
ween the union and broadcasters
whose AFM contract also expires
AFM President James C. Petrillo
the basic agreement, even though
Jan. 31 concurrently with those
be the union requirement that and the AFM International Exproduced prior to 1946, is subject
stations eliminate all recorded
of WOR-AM-TV and the network
ecutive Board for discussion with
grams from their schedules
organizations
which
all
operate
network officials — probably on the
to Full
the agreement."
text of paragraphs (I) and
both radio and television networks,
n 8 a.m. to midnight, which
top level. For the present, how(J)
of
lows: the agreement read as folever, each local is conducting its would be represented on this comlid leave only the early mornaa hours from midnight to 8 a.m.
mittee when TV matters are up
own negotiations with the network
for discussion.
(I) The producer agrees that he
disc jockey shows and all other
stations for all musicians employed
will not, without the prior written
from current negotiations,
grams of phonograph records
by them for work on either net- butApart
consent of the federation, license,
almost certain to enter them
transcriptions.
work or local programs.
lease, lend, give, sell, utilize, or in
While
the
AFM
demand
for
the
before
they
are
over,
is
the
quesBase Scale Boost
any other way whatsoever authorize
tion
of
films
made
for
movie-house
discard of recorded programs durthe use in whole or in part, of the
carcely less critical as a matter
use and subsequently telecast.
music sound track containing the reing the major part of the broaddebate is the AFM demand for
corded music made by members of
cast day is believed to be aimed
Television stations a fortnig-ht ago
0% increase in base scale, plus primarily
received telegraphic warning from
the federation, or scenes or shots
at
local
programs
of
the
lands for employment quotas
Mr. Petrillo that a section of the containing pictures of members of the
for staff musicians and for disc jockey variety, it would also, contract under which most such
federation performing on musical inif interpreted literally, bar all
( Continued on page 83)
ie employed on commercial profilms are produced prohibits their
musical
syndicated transcribed
ms which one network executive
ared "would add up to about a
% increase in program costs."
e minimum s are currently
L.45 a week in New York for
hours work out of a 40-hour
tops $15 Mimon in nov.
GROSS
NETWORK
od; $158.70 for a 20-hour workTABLE I
k out of 40 hours on the job, or
1950 gross
1.80 for 25 hours work on sus- NOVEMBER
totaling $15,906,296
for time
the sales"
four
GROSS NETWORK TIME SAIES FOR NOV. AND JAN.-NOV. 1950
j ing programs only. The base
BY PRODUCT GROUPS COMPARED TO NOV. AND JAN.-NOV. 1949
radio networks, evidenced a slight
Jan.-Nov.
mercial scale in Chicago is but noteworthy gain over the $15,1949
Jan.-Nov.
PRODUCT GROUP
Nov. 1950
7.75 for the 25-hour work-week
Nov. 1949
1950
899,380
855,787
spent
by
advertisers
in
Noin Hollywood $125.
Agriculture & Farming
$ 58,677
100,996
vember, 1949, according to figures
1 ,050,737
93,538
Apparel,
Footwear
& Acces
183,246
1,174,728
FM is trying to maintain presAutomotive,
Automotive
Acces.
1,362,147
released
to
Broadcasting
•
Tele462,503
quotas for the employment of
& Equip
356,709
6,270,286
4,612,085
casting by Publishers Information
Aviation, Aviation Acces.
F musicians by the stations.
& Equip
union is also asking that a Bureau. The 11-month figure of Beer,
Wine & Liquor
313,201
182,044
1,143,250
103,270
2,478,375
$167,797,824 for Jan.-Nov. 1950,
Bldg. Mat., Equip. & Fixtures,... 106,042
nimum
instrumentation" sys1,178,485
1,209,288
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
375,484
388,619
5,738,509
continued
to
show
a
decline
in
com5,874,708
be applied to commercial pro170,734
Consumer Services
151,433
1,731,538
1,794,236
parison
to
Jan.-Nov.
1949,
howDrugs
&
Remedies
2,215,702
22,483,872
':. ms whose musicians are em19,130,634
1,902,143
zed by advertisers or their
Entertainment
&
Amusements
•
5,340
ever, with last year's cumulative
Food & Food Products
3,870,536
41,030,187
40,970,118
ncies. Details of this are some406.646
total for the same 11 months reach4,945,428
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels 545,098
4,074,456
5,619
t vague but it is understood
5,178,673
105,696
Horticulture
97,642
ing $171,391,283. (See Table 1).
Household Equip. & Supplies 196,788
298,966
, a minimum number of musi2,870,299
38^70
467,753
5,795,291
Household
Furnishings
53,032
P&G
Still
at
Top
s would be required for each
856,424
188,745
Industrial Materials
174,678
1,944,155
Insurance
226,802
ihe various types of programs,
The long list of programs spon2,002,083
2,601,734
272,446
ewhat as the union now varies
Jewelry, Optical Goods &
sored by Procter & Gamble cost the
3,447,176
360,613
Cameras
179,271
1,416,104
requirements for the number of soap company $1,680,669 in gross
Office Equip., Writing Supplies
2,477,101
& Stationery
88,665
133,752
musicians employed by theatres
time and once more placed them as Political
1,211,194
133,652
1,262,973
281,513
23,869
645,901
the
top
radio
advertiser.
General
:i the type of theatrical pres854,476
Publishing & Media
19,304
56,574
80,580
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs,
Foods ran second by spending
ition playing at the time,
Musical Inst. & Acces
236,328
1,062,591
Retail Stores
8,924
nother AFM proposal is that $794,863 and Sterling Drug ranked
731,545
37,932
20,691,620
21,452,359
Materials
1,781,026
F musicians be employed on an
third with expenditures of $662,- Smoking
38,472
2,088,757
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
1,359,601
17,719,446
18,868,743
907. Fourth and fifth respectively
1,583,110
ual basis, with two-week vacaSporting
Goods
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
2,254,614
23,510,180
2,479,889
29,614
.67,743
4,969
lis with pay and other pre- were Lever Bros, for $632,384, and
26,895,452
67,668
Transportation, Travel & Resorts. . 449,823
67,660
802,672
349,214
1,007,501
Miscellaneous
General
Mills
for
$604,957
worth
of
jratives of regular employes
4,753,695
2,877,830
(Continued on page 7i)
with eight-week notices reTOTAL
$15,906,296
$171,391,283
$167,797,824 $15,855,787
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the dotted
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WEEKLY half-hour transcribed series, Tarzan, is lined up for a year on the
full Don Lee Network by (I to r) Leon Wray, KHJ Hollywood sales manager;
C. R. Rothmund, representing Tarzan interests; D. B. Lewis, president, Lewis
Food Co., sponsor; Walter White Jr., pres. Commodore Productions.

WHILE 100,000 deer hunters invaded
Michigan's upper peninsula during
15-day hunting season, Domenic
Loia (I), distributor for Bosch Beer in
the area, okays contract for daily
Deer Hunters Roundup, with Northern
Network (WSOO Sault Ste. Marie,
WDMJ Marquette, WMIQ Iron Mountain), represented by Russell J. Staffeld, network comm. mgr.

FULL year'swith
contract
by Ben
Alexander
KNBC isSansetFrancisco
for his Acme Hop disc jockey program starting Jan. 29, 10:30-12 midnight. Seated are Neil Weeks (I),
director of sales and advertising for
Acme Breweries, sponsor, and Mr.
Alexander. Standing are William
Lyddan (I), Foote, Cone & Belding,
and George Greaves, KNBC.

CUYAHOGA County Savings & Loan League, Cleveland, Ohio, signs for package show, M-G-M Theatre of the Air on WHK Cleveland. Seated (I to r):
A. C. Findlay, first v. p. for League; G. E. Hagenbuch, League pres.; W. A.
McMillen, chairman. League's Adv. Committee. Standing: Joseph A. Beres,
acct. exec, WHK; W. E. Taylor, secy.. Security Savings & Loan Co.; Alexander Mintz, pres., Shaker Savings Assn.; and Jack Maurer, WHK sales mgr.
SPONSORING all important Big Ten and Missouri Valley Conference play-byplay basketball coverage over WKMH Dearborn-Detroit, Mich., through
March 5 are Chevrolet Dealers of Metropolitan Detroit through CampbellEwald Agency. Seated are Don Wattrick (I), Chevrolet sportscaster, and
Harry Buchanan, chairman of Chevrolet Dealers' Adv. Committee. Standing
are Fred Knorr (I), WKMH pres. -gen. mgr.; Tom Adams, Campbell-Ewald.

ORDER

PROBE

U. S. POSTAL officials last week probed deeper into mail order firm
selling holiday and novelty products through radio stations [Broadcast
ing • Telecasting, Jan. 15, 8, 1].
Attention focused around a "Midland Adv. Agency" in New York
alleged to have placed business on
orders remain to be filled. Wit
a large number of broadcast statwo neighboring stations, Walte
tions and cited by many stations
for purported failure to pay for Neiman, station manager saic
time. Complaints continued to WDEM has not been paid for sul
stantial time charges.
reach stations from dissatisfied
WDKD Kingstree, S. C, has nc
buyers
who never got anything for
their money.
been paid for time contracted o
the station by Midland, accordin
As evidence of unhappiness
among stations and listeners con- to John L. McWhorter, manage:
tinued to pile up last week, Ira Like many other stations it ha
Leslie, of WVOK Birmingham,
refunded money to listeners.
Ala., supplied typical reaction to
the ornament and treasure chest
campaigns.
Mr. Leslie said:
We are receiving dozens of packLABOR ISSUE
ages returned and dozens of letters
of complaints on both of these items
Baker Warns of Shorten
— and for every one we receive there
must be dozens more who are too ACUTE labor shortages may ds
disgusted to write or phone us. We
at AM and AM-FM station;
were even sent a sample of the velop
among engineering an
Treasure Chest — but it was not the especially
personnel, should th
same item which was sent to the announcing
Korean conflict lead to a globs
public for a dollar. Our sample con- war, according to a study by th
tained many cute little toys — not
expensive items, but cute enough to NAB Research Dept., headed b
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker.
thrill a child, and enough of them
to be worth a dollar. These packages
Analyzing the draft status c
which are being returned to us and
male employes, NAB found ths
which were shipped to our listeners
one-fourth — 24.6% — of engineerin
contain a poor one-third of the items
personnel
and 37.2% of announce:
which were in the sample.
were in the 17 to 26-year-old ag
To Refund Money
group. Personnel lists were r<
ceived from 85% of a projectabl
We are listing the names of every
complainant and assuring them that sampling of the broadcast industr;
Over a fifth— 21.4%— of radio
their money will be refunded. We
male employes fall in the 17 to 2(
have been forced to employ an extra
person to write the letters to our year-old draft group and 55.9 c,
listeners.
are World War II veterans, it wa
The ornaments copy states that found. Of the veterans, 60% c
these ornaments are non-breakable
the engineers are ex-GIs, an
about the same percentage of ai
"plastic." No stretch of the imagination could classify thin cardboard as nouncers. About 5.6% of statio
plastic. In the Treasure Chest copy,
employes are in the active reserv
and 13.4% hold inactive resen
among other items was "a set of real
handcuffs." I have opened and in- status.
spected every returned package and
Most vulnerable group, it w£
have not yet found one single pair
indicated, are employes witho
of even toy handcuffs.
child dependents who are membei
WVOK made available a caustic
of the active or inactive reserv
letter from a listener describing
along
with World War II veteran
the Christmas tree ornaments in
They comprise a fourth of broa<
detail and claiming they were
casting's male personnel.
Of licensed operators, it wj
sprayed paper, badly out of register, and lacking ability to glow in shown, 22.1% fall in the 17-S
the dark. The listener added, "By bracket. Over half of technic
what I consider false advertising
holding
57.4'r
you have lost a listener and a —employes
are ex-GIs;
17.4% tickets
are in— the
potential customer for any other
serves and 7.9% are reservists wil
items you may advertise over your no child dependents.
Newsweek magazine in its Jan.
stations."
15 issue extolled sales achievements by Harold Cowan and Ralph
Whitmore, "two young veterans
in the field of radio advertising and
promotion" who are said to have
built a $2 million-a-year business
"mixing the electronic miracles of
radio and TV with the age-old
carnival pitchman's technique."
The magazine said 200 radio stations carried a $1 Christmas tree
ornament offer in December, with
250,000 listeners buying. "Next
pitch" will be 200 gladiolus bulbs
for $1, it was stated.
WDEM Providence, R. L, said
about 100 Christmas tree ornament

MILLARD CALDWELL
Senate Confirms for C
SENATE last Tuesday confirm*
the nomination of Millard F. CaL
well Jr. to be Federal Civil D
fense Administrator.
As administrator, Mr. Caldwt
will head up the defense organic;
tion which is being keyed to tl
"atomic age." The 81st Congre;
had approved a $3.1 billion pr
posal
the powers
administrator
tually giving
unlimited
upon provi
lamation of a civil defense eme
gency, thus giving legislate
teeth to the plan.
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Voted at NAB-TV
Meeting
UNIT
VIDEO
AUTONOMOUS
New York; Clair R. McCollough,
HE NAB-SPONSORED televi- and points of view should be heard
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Justin
Advance
Registration
and
discussed
openly.
Miller, NAB; John H. Mitchell, WBKB
n conference in Chicago last Frifor Chicago Sessions
\r noon- voted unanimously for
(TV) Chicago; Robert Mulhall, WOIDonald A. Stewart, of Allen B.
TV
Ames; Dorothy
ablishment of a separate TV
TV Cincinnati;
John S.T. Murphy,
Murphy, WKRCWLWT
DuMont Labs' WDTV (TV) Pitts.de organization within the NAB
Paul Adanti, WHEN Syracuse; C. E.
(TV) Cincinnati; W. R. Nichols, KEYL
burgh, insisted that stations having
ucture.
no NAB or TBA affiliation should
Arney Jr., NAB; Campbell Arnoux,
(TV) San Antonio;
Sol Paul, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING;
Paul H.
Norfolk; Ralph Baruch,
Details were to be worked out have adequate representation in WTAR-TV
Raymer, Paul H. Raymer Co., New
SESAC, New York; Charles A. Batson,
a meeting Friday afternoon (see the organization and direction of NAB; Charles E. Bell, WBTV (TV)
York; lanta
J. andLeonard
WSB-TV
WHIO-TVReinsch,
Dayton;
Clyde AtW.
the proposed TV unit.
Charlotte; Kenneth Berkeley, WMALiry page 4; also, earlier NAB
TV Washington; Harry M. Bitner Jr., Rembert, KRLD-TV Dallas; Robert K.
ird story below).
Without committing CBS, which
Richards.
NAB,
Washington;
Robert
B.
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; Milton Blink,
United Television Programs, Chicago;
Ridder, WTCN-TV Minneapolis; W. D.
is not an NAB member, Vice Pres~: The vote, by a show of hands,
ident Lawrence Lowman expressed
R. A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus; Otto Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio;
lowed a three-hour discussion
Brandt, ABC, New York; Frank V. Marshall Rosene, WSAZ-TV Huntingappreciation at being invited to P.
ended by more than 100 persons,
Bremer, WATV (TV) Newark; E. H.
ton, W. Va.; Irving P. Rosenhaus,
the conference. He pointed out Bronson,
hiding representatives of NAB
WBNS-TV Columbus; Tom A. WATV (TV) Newark; B. J. Rowan,
that CBS is a member of TBA, and
i Television Broadcasters Assn.
WRGB (TV) Schenectady; Frank M.
Brooks, WBAL-TV Baltimore; Vernon
Russell, NBC, Washington; William B.
Brooks, WGN-TV Chicago; George
mber stations as well as unaffil- that a special TBA committee is R.
M. Burbach, KSD-TV St. Louis; Martin
NAB, Washington.
ed stations.
considering the NAB TV project.
Campbell, WFAA-TV Dallas; Roger W. Ryan,
Owen Saddler. KMTV (TV) Omaha
Chris
J.
Witting,
of
DuMont
Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Walter
Working out the mechanics of
Ernest Sanders, WOC-TV Davenport
Compton, WTTG (TV) Washington;
1 TV unit, its position in the Television Network, took a similar
Frank P. Schreiber, WGN-TV Chicago
Aldo DeDominices, WNHC-TV New
Victor
Sholis,WMCT
WHAS-TV
Haven; Ralph Evans, WOC-TV Daven)ftg|> VB framework — and the size and position.
H. W. A.
Slavick,
(TV) Louisville
Memphis
Hough Presides
mbership of the TV board —
C. K. Spicer, WBTV (TV) Charlotte
William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester;
'•med as knotty problems to be
John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo;
WSM-TV
DonHarold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
port.
Dean Fitzer, WDAF-TV Kansas City; Jack aldStapp,
A. Stewart,
WDTV Nashville;
(TV) Pitts• : ;olved.
Worth, presided over the session,
Frank
P.
Fogarty,
WOW-TV
Omaha;
burgh;
Robert
Stone,
SESAC,
New
Autonomy Question
Helen A. Fruth, NAB; James M. Gaines,
which was the outgrowth of NAB
York; George B. Storer, Fort Industry
NBC, New York; Jack O. Gross, KFMBboard
action
last
November.
Mr.
Co.,
Birmingham,
Mich.;
Robert
D.
TV San Diego; R. B. Hanna, WRGB
The question of preserving auSwezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Sol
lomy of the TV organization was
Swezey, NAB board member who
(TV)
Schenectady;
Jack
Harris,
KPRCTaishoff, BROADCASTING
• TELEsubmitted the resolution which set TV Houston; John B. Hill, KOTV (TV)
ised in the morning session. NBC
CASTING, Washington; Eugene S.
Tulsa; Thad Holt, WAFM-TV Birmingashington Vice President F. M. the project in motion, outlined backham; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Ft. Thomas, WOR-TV New York; C. RobWorth; Richard B. Hull, WOI-TV Ames;
ground and reviewed the special
ert Thompson, WBEN-TV Buffalo; D.
issell suggested that an 11-man
E.
K.
Jett, W MAR-TV Baltimore;
W. Thornburgh, WCAU-TV Philadel.. w board, for instance, might find NAB committee's suggestions.
Leslie Johnson, WHBF-TV Rock Island;
phia; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV
Syracuse;
Charles
Vanda,
WCAU-TV
N. C; John A. Kennedy, KFMB-TV
gj |elf outvoted by the 25-man board
Philadelphia;
F. Van
Konynenburg,
Dresenting member radio sta- Norfolk, offered the motion for San Diego;
Harry Larson,
C. Kopf, WPIX
NBC, (TV)
Chicago;
G.
Bennett
ns.
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis;
Lee
B. Wailes,
creation of an autonomous NAB
New
York; Robert
U. A. Lemon,
Latham, WTTV
WKRC-TV
Fort Industry Co., Birmingham, Mich.;
Cincinnati;
(TV)
TV
organization.
Earlier,
the
need
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
Bloomington, Ind.; Nathan Lord, William D. Wagner, WOC-TV Davenr:i4i:w Orleans, a member of the spe- for such an organization was re- WAVE-TV Louisville.
port; Irving C. Waugh, WSM-TV Nash.1 NAB TV Committee, offered
ville; H. C. Wilder, WSYR-TV Syracognized by unanimous vote on a
Glenn Marshall
Jr., May,
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville;
Edward
W.
KMTV
(TV)
cuse; R, C.G. J. Witting,
Winnie,WABD
WTMJ-TV
motion by R. G. Winnie, WTMJMilwaukee;
(TV)
assurances that a "two-headed
Omaha;
Herbert
Mayer,
WXEL
(TV)
TV Milwaukee.
Cleveland; Joseph A. McDonald, ABC, New York.
mster" was not contemplated,
•d that no effort was being made
f force the plan upon TV stations.
President Joseph H. McConnell
1 NBC said his network strongly
Obi Board Agenda
J ;vors an organization which hasNEW
NAB
STRU
tily represents stations, and that
^l1 liked the idea of an autonomous
volves around the type of board
partite management, engineering
By J. FRANK BEATTY
7 group within the NAB.
and
television
gathering.
that will run the top NAB and the
- Joseph A. McDonald of ABC,
COMPLETE revamping of NAB
Revamping of the budget to ac- two association members.
lich is not an NAB member, ex- into some form of two-ply federaTop policy matters affecting the
commodate radio and TV segessed pleasure that the meeting
tion consisting of NAB-Radio and
ai is all-inclusive, and urged that
ments of the overall NAB will be membership as a whole would be
NAB-TV will come before the
decided by the joint board.
2 proposed organization not be board of directors at its Jan. 31- a major job in itself. In addition,
the
budget
must
be
redesigned
to
With sweeping changes contembordinated, as the name "NABFeb. 2 meeting in Belleair, Fla.
plated, the board has the corollary
eliminate BAB's funds, now that
" w" might suggest. He suggested
BAB faces relative independence
Drastic
changes
in
NAB's
operamodel.
job
of
how
to pay for NAB — 1951
tion and management may develop
jat there might be a "National
starting April 1.
Ksn. of Television Broadcasters"
as the association is rebuilt around
What dues should TV stations
" d a "National Assn. of Radio
Ryan Successor
the basic aural-station segment and
pay? Right now practically all of
oadcasters."
Important personnel decisions
the fast-growing TV industry. The
NAB's TV membership, representmust be made. Departure of Wilboard will be guided to a considerRaibourn's Talk
ing more than a third of TV operable
extent
by
action
taken
at
the
liam B. Ryan from the NAB genating stations, pay only nominal
Paul Raibourn of Paramount
eral managership to become BAB
TV convention held Friday in Chidues of $10 a month because they
levision Productions, chairman
president leaves the association
cago (see story above).
the special TBA committee to
are adjuncts of AM member stawithout management direction. Mr.
tions. Non-NAB TV stations, howWith
Broadcast
Advertising
Bunsider merger with NAB's TV
Ryan
and
NAB
President
Justin
reau separating from the main
ever, would be billed $125 a month.
i-ucture, told the conference that
Miller agreed that selection of a
NAB structure, NAB members may
The plan for a NAB-TV, as
was considering an important
or( Lep which should be given careful
general manager — acting, interim
vote later in the winter on a comfirst proposed by the board last
or
actual
—
should
be
done
with
plete re-writing of the by-laws and
nsideration. He paid tribute to
November, specified that the NABboard guidance.
TV board would set up its own dues
'e accumulated experience of all charter. Terms of many present
Interwoven into that situation, structure and allocate part of the
board members will expire at the
I :gments of the TV broadcasting
NAB convention in April.
however, is the suggestion that dues to NAB overhead.
fit.
NAB have high-level officers runThe
board
faces
a
long
list
of
At one point Mr. Raibourn asked
That plan will run into the overall NAB budgetary situation.
ning each of the proposed radio
at his TBA group be allowed to knotty problems at its three-day
Should
TV stations decide on a low
and
TV
associations.
The
top
NAB
meeting next week. It must work
nfer privately for a few minutes,
management, for example, might
scale of dues, then the top NAB
out formulas for a BAB dues strucle request was not pushed, after
have a president or board chair- might feel the video members
ture covering non-NAB stations
ntiment appeared to oppose takman, with NAB-Radio and NABweren't paying their way. The
? discussions off the floor. Irving and other newly eligible interests
TV, or whatever names are se- original NAB-TV dues structure
such as networks, representatives
Rosenhaus, WATV (TV) Newdrawn up in 1949 recognized that
lected, having their own presidents
k, told the conference that it and transcription firms. Then it
video stations were operating in
as composed of mature people must review plans for the April or vice presidents.
(Continued on page 87)
d that accordingly all objections
convention, which will be a triOne of the tricky questions reROADCASTING
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Newan Engla
BARBO'S,
ture largest suburb
furnind's
cenion
-mill
ter, is a multi
dollar
business today, thanks to a lot of
hard work — and radio spots.
Leo Barbo, general manager and
treasurer, and the eldest of six
brothers who own the company, is
quick to credit radio with a major
share in the phenomenal success
story of the firm.
Located about 12 miles from Boston, Barbo's dominates the town of
Stoneham, Mass. It is the largest
furniture store and factory under
a single roof in New England and
boasts the largest display of allmodern furniture in the area. It
has customers in all parts of the
country and ships merchandise to
every corner of the globe.
"Radio has made us what we are
today," says Mr. Barbo, looking
back over
the years.
was responsible for our
initial "It
success
in the
early days when newspapers
wouldn't take us at the local rate.
Their national rates were prohibitive for us, so we turned to radio.
Results were so immediate and so
astounding in skyrocketing sales
that we've thanked the papers ever
since for doing us a big favor."
Brothers Advance
From Errand Boys
The brothers who speak of their
business in million-dollar figures
today started as errand boys in a
furniture factory in a nearby city.
The sons of Italian immigrants
who had come to America a few
years before, in 1913, the three
older brothers, Leo, Charles, and
John, were still in their teens. In
the years that followed, they
learned every phase of the trade
until finally, in 1932, finding jobs
Page 24
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scarce during the depression, they
decided to set up their own business.
With two associates, they raised
borrowed capital of $1,400, deposited the money in the bank in
February 1933, and opened their
own furniture factory in Stoneham. One month later, in March,
came the Bank Holiday and with
it the freezing of their small
capital.
To anyone else this might well
have meant calamity. But the
Barbo brothers substituted diligence for dollars. They worked
long and hard, from early in the
morning till late at night, turning
out quality furniture for leading
New England retailers. For a year
and a half each took a salary of $5
a week from the business. Finally,
they voted themselves a 100% increase, from $5 to $10 a week!
Firm Expands
To Larger Store
By 1936 they were able to move
to larger quarters, site of the present store, which they managed to
purchase two years later. By now,
too, three other brothers, Joseph,
Salvi, and Albert, and two sisters,
Mary and Jennie, had grown up
and joined the organization.
Business progressed gradually.
They were slowly making headway.
And then came the war. Materials
became harder and harder to get
and the Barbos knew that their
only hope for survival lay in purchasing ready-made furniture from
other firms, manufacturing as
much on their own as conditions
allowed, and selling at retail rather
than wholesale.
One of the two non-family business associates had already sold

his interest and now the second, discouraged by the prospect of war
years, severed his connection.
Nothing daunted, the brothers
and sisters and even their elderly
father pitched in with characteristic courage and fortitude to make
a go of the new venture. It was
necessary to remodel the building
to make some floors available for
retail sales.
Armed with hammers and saws,
doing all the work themselves, they
put in hundreds of hours at hard
labor creating display rooms.
Jennie set up a small kitchen on
the premises so the family could
eat three meals a day there and
save precious minutes.
This was the setting in 1942
when the Barbos realized that if
they were to sell to a vast new
retail trade, the public must first
know about them. National newspaper rates which they would have
had to pay were too costly. So
they turned to the Harry M. Frost
Agency of Boston for a radio plan.
Since women make most of the
family purchases, it was decided
to buy time on the program which
reach women as a mass audience.
A total of eight one-minute announcements weekly was purchased
on women's programs on WEEI,
WBZ, and WNAC in Boston.
Results were instant and spectacular.
"Business changed the minute
we got into radio," Leo Barbo recalls. "There were thousands of
new sales. It was quite evident
that people were beginning to know
about Barbo's through radio. We
soon learned something else important, too. We found that our
radio customers kept coming back,
that once they became a Barbo

client they remained one.
"There's another significant point
to remember also," Barbo's general manager notes. "It was early
in the war and we had gas rationing
and other restrictions on automobile use. And yet, people whc
heard about us on the radio founc
ways to get here and came from al
In the years that followed, th<
furniture company continued tc
use radio spots as its sole promo
tion medium, and the sales curv<
continued to rise.
In 1945, another expansion tool
over."
place. The Barbo brothers pur
chased the property adjacent t<
their building and plans wer<
drawn up for the present new
modern store which encompasse:
more than 130,000 square feet.
Again, all the Barbos pitched ii
to help with the building, anc
again they were faced with ob
stacles. Material and labor short
ages, rock ledges, unexpectei
springs on the land confronte<
them. They turned architect am
painter and carpenter, they plannei
and constructed, and graduall;
their dream of a new building o
their own became a reality.
Grand Opening
Poses Problems
In September of 1947 the struc
ture was ready for the grand open
ing. But the Barbo brothers wer j
frightened. They had put ever;
cent they had, in addition to a larg
bank loan, into the building. Sup
pose the public didn't come. Sup
pose
didn't buy?
Theythey
reckoned
without radio.
Radio spots were still their sol
advertising means. They place J
considerable faith in them for the
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Wulti-'WtilUaK

iad long ago learned the power of
he broadcasting medium. But
v . till, they were using comparatively
few announcements and no other

The warmth and friendliness and
sincerity which the Barbos radiate
is reflected in "the girls" reciprocal attitude toward them and
is, in turn, expressed in their radio messages to listeners.
Listeners know, too, about the
Barbo family's interest in community well-being. They know
that when a family was burned out
in Stoneham with tragic loss of
life, the Barbos gave up their radio time for a campaign to raise
money for the survivors and pay
funeral expenses.

,7'i'"orm
Could these
pots of
do advertising.
the trick? Would
they
iull the public in?
z]t They needn't have been worried,
i Cven before the doors opened, large
hrongs had gathered outside. The
., ,'pening day drew a crowd of 12,• i00. "The first week hit close to
;100,000 in sales," reports Leo
- iarbo with enthusiasm and gratiude for the job broadcasting had
ccomplished. "And results were
Polio Victim
00% radio," he states emphatiBecomes
Steady Client
I ally.
Ten: Today, the firm uses 14 spots
Typical of the response created
among the radio audience is that of
reeklVj all on women's programs,
the woman who was stricken with
K nd all with the same women who
:ave faithfully interpreted the polio several years ago and hostore to the public since its earliest
pitalized inBoston. Day after day,
ays. They are Priscilla Fortescue
from her hospital bed, she turned
. n WEEI,
Louise Morgan on in and heard about Barbo's. When
. IVNAC, Mildred Carlson, WBZ, all she was finally up, on crutches, she
ioston, and Polly Huse, WLAW
travelled the 12-mile distance on
^awrence.
streetcar to the store about which
she had heard so much. The daughBarbo's has no plans for sponter of a wealthy Icelandic family,
i Successful
oring programs.
"We've
been
so
with our consistent use
she not only purchased for her own
home, but spread the fame of the
f spots there's no need to," their
store in her homeland when she
Kecutives say. "Women are 95%
f our buyers. The girls are close
returned. Today, Barbo's ships
d the women in the home, they
regularly to Iceland — and when an
Icelander visits in the vicinity of
each tremendous numbers of them,
nd they talk to them every day.
he homemakers feel they know
HARD work and radio, say the Barbo
jhem, they're loyal listeners, and
brothers, turned their furniture center
aey're faithful to the products the
iris advertise."
in Stoneham, Mass., into a multimillion dollar business. DemonstratBarbo's itself has been instruct tal in bringing about a close
ing one-half of the success formula,
as they did all of the planning and
iree-way liaison between the
most of the inside construction for
■omen broadcasters, the listeners,
nd the store. To the Barbo broththeir new store, are (I to r): Leo,
Salvi, Joseph, Albert, Charles,
's, the Misses Fortescue, Carlson,
and John.
[organ, and Huse are "the girls."
Telecasting
ROADCASTING

Vdtan

"TfUmcment

Boston, he invaribaly pays a call
at the store, with a recommendation from the now-famous customer
that radio made.
The close relationship that characterizes the Barbo-radio listener
association is demonstrated in the
get-together party the firm threw
last winter. Listeners were invited
to come down and meet the radio
people in person. At tables decorated with false mikes, "the
girls" met their listening audience
and passed out roses.
"It was the worst night of the
season, an ice storm, and yet the
store was mobbed," Leo Barbo
relates. "You couldn't find an
empty space anywhere. Our sales
were certainly killed that night because everyone was so busy say-

ing hello and getting acquainted
no one paid any attention to buying
or selling." He's quick to add,
though: "But you should have seen
how our sales shot up in the days
store events always inthatOther
followed!"
clude the women broadcasters. For
example, they were guests of honor
when Barbo's opened its new allmodern floor in April of 1950 with
a party
for manufacturers.
the country's leading furniture
The
femme-casters recorded interviews
with the manufacturers to acquaint
listeners with the latest homefurnishing trends.
Helping to make the affair a
long-remembered one was the burning of the mortgage on the new
(Continued on page 73 )

UNICATION

POSTS

Set

on

Hill

Louis B. Heller (N. Y.), Kenneth A.
party ratio now set at 17 DemoRoberts (Ala.)
crats to 13 Republicans. Rep. RobRepublicans — Charles A Wolverton
ert Crosser (D-Ohio) again is
(N. J.), Carl Hinshaw (Calif.), Leonchairman.
ard W. HallWilson
(N. Y),D Joseph
P. O'Hara
(Minn.),
Gillette
(Pa.),
Significant changes in the House
Robert Hale (Me.), James I. Dolliver
group's makeup included the switch
(Iowa), John W. Heselton (Mass.),
of Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.),
Hugh
D. Scott Jr. (Pa.), John B. Benwho holds part interest in KRNR
nett (Mich.), Hoffman, J. Edgar Chenoweth
(Col.), John V. Beamer (Ind.).
Roseburg, Ore., to the House Rules
Committee and the addition of Rep.
Mr. Cooper has been associated
Deeply engrossed in committee
with the Commerce committee since work
Richard W. Hoffman (R-Ill.), ownare Edward Cooper (I), newly
er of WHFC and WEHS-FM
1938 when he joined the profes- appointed assistant to Sen. Ernest
full responsibility for communicaCicero
(Chicago),
who
was
on
the
sional
staff
under
the
then
chairtions matters.
W. McFarland, and Nicholas ZapHouse Veterans Committee during
man, Burton K. Wheeler of MonThe committee itself meanwhile
ple, who is succeeding Mr. Cooper
the last Congress [CLOSED CIRCUIT,
tana. In his new position, Mr.
as communications specialist on the
was realigned with the ratio of Jan. 15]. According to a Capitol
Cooper, it is understood, will have Senate
Commerce Committee staff.
Democrats to Republicans changed
the formal title of staff director of
source, Rep. Hoffman bid for the
* * *
from 8-5, the apportionment in the committee post because of an interthe
Senate Majority Policy Committee.
last Congress, to 7-6. Sen. Ed C.
to reorganize the FCC along proest in radio legislation.
cedural lines, while Sen. Johnson
Johnson (D-Col.), Congress' spur
The number of Democrats on the
on broadcast activities, continues
Communications Expert
is
generally
regarded as the key
Senate
committee
was
reduced
as committee chairman.
senator concerned with radio and
when former Sen. Francis J. Myers
A Montanan since childhood, Mr.
Although the committee is still
TV.
in the stage of organizing, it is of Pennsylvania was defeated in Cooper was a newspaperman before
Mr. Zapple was an attorney with
the fall election and not replaced.
joining the committee staff. He con- the Civil Aeronautics Board before
generally understood that Sen. Mca Republican, Sen. J ames
Farland, who chairmanned the However,
ducted
a
two
year
investigation
of
becoming a staff member on the
P. Kem of Missouri, was added to the domestic telegraph companies,
group's radio subcommittee in the the committee.
committee. His field with CAB was
last Congress, would continue in
supervising Capitol hearings and communications as related to aviaHere
are
the
new
lineups
of
the
that capacity.
tion. During the war, Mr. Zapple
preparing official reports and recSenate and House Commerce ComIn the House, total membership
ommendations for a special Comm
i
t
e
s
:
was
District
Law Officer and Hearof the Interstate & Foreign Commerce subcommittee.
ing Officer in the U. S. Coast Guard,
SENATE: Democrats — Johnson,
merce Committee has been inAfter that stint and service in touching upon all legal matters. He
creased from 28 to 30 with the chairman; McFarland, Warren G.
the Navy where he worked with was an adviser for the various diviMagnuson (Wash.), Brien McMahon
sions of the Coast Guard, including
communications, Mr. Cooper be(Conn.), Herbert R. O'Conor (Md.),
the Communications Division.
came a professional staff member,
Lyndon B. Johnson (Tex.), Lester C.
specializing in the broad field of
Hunt (Wyo.). Republicans — Charles
The 35-year-old communications
Tobey (N. H.) , Owen Brewster (Me.),
communications, a relation which
expert gained additional experience
Homer E. Capehart (Ind.), John W. brought him into direct contact
with all facets of communications,
Bricker (Ohio), John J. Williams
with the problems of legislation
(Del.), Kem (Mo.).
including radar, television and raand government regulation affectdio, while on board ship and while
HOUSE: Democrats — Reps. Crosser,
at the Coast Guard Academy.
ing radio and television broadcastchairman; Lindley Beckworth (Tex.),
ing activities.
J. Percy Priest (Tenn.), Oren Harris
Mr. Zapple already has taken
over a number of assignments pre(Ark.), Dwight L. Rogers (Fla.), probAs a legislative expert on comable chairman of radio subcommittee;
IPIf Jlli
viously handled by Mr. Cooper, it
munications, Mr. Cooper has been
Arthur G. Klein (N. Y.), Thomas B.- elosely associated with Sen. Johnwas understood. Since the time that
Stanley (Va.), John B. Sullivan (Mo.),
son on the full committee and Sen.
Sens. Johnson and McFarland have
William T. Granahan (Pa.), John A.
arranged the changeover, both
McFarland's work on the radio
McGuire (Conn.), Tom R. Underwood
subcommittee. Sen. McFarland has
Messrs. Cooper and Zapple have
(Ky.), F. Ertel Carlyle (N. C), John
been active in all phases of comBell Williams (Miss.), Peter F. Mack
been
working very closely on comTAKING time out from discussing
munications, including his proposal
munications affairs.
Jr. (111.), Homer Thornberry (Tex.),
national matters at the Seventh
White House Conference of the Advertising Council, held in Washington
a fortnight ago [Broadcasting •
Increased Desoifre Broadcast Cut
Telecasting, Jan. 15], Comdr. MorFCC
BUDGET
timer Loewi (I), director of the DuPRESIDENT TRUMAN last week asked Congress for a 3.4% boost
Mont Network, enjoys a joke with
equipment, and frequency assign-,
Frank M. Folsom, president of RCA.
in FCC's overall
budget but
a corresponding 1.4% decrease in funds
earmarked
for broadcast
activities.
In the
budget
breakdown,
merit
work."
mon
carrier
activities
wouldcombe
The requested appropriation is for fiscal 1952, totalling $6,850,000.
FCC received $8,625,000 for fis- *
increased from $816,377 to $836,development of new uses of radio, 445; field engineering and monical 1951, spending $1,077,187 for
broadcast activities as against
necessitates more intensive technitoring, from $2,361,292 to $2,534,cal research to assure the best
$1,062,038 now recommended by
280 to "provide for continuous 24
the President.
possible utilization of the availhour watch at all monitoring staable radio spectrum. The small
In his message, the Chief Exsafety and special radio
increase estimated for 1952 is services tions";
from $620,635 to
ecutive explained thst the "esti(Continued on page 7i)
mated reduction in these [broadprimarily for additional research
casts] activities is based on the
assumption that the expanding
PROPOSED FCC BUDGET FOR 1951
defense program will reduce workOBLIGATIONS BY ACTIVITIES
loads." He included AM-FM-TV
in this category.
1950 1951
1952
Actual Estimate Estimate
Referring to applied technical
1. Common carrier activities
$ 868,191 $ 816,377 $ 836,445
CHATTING informally during the research and frequency allocation
2. Applied technical research and frequency allocation
366,972 376,856 405,47:
3. Field engineering and monitoring
2,471,698 2,361,292 2,534,280
Seventh White House Conference of for which an increase from $376,4. Safety and special radio services
644,352 620,635 638,406
the Advertising Council are Frank
856 to $405,473 is indicated, the 5. Broadcast activities
1,092,522 1,077,187 1,062,038
6. Executive, staff, and service activities
1,285,596 1,322,653 1,373,358
White (r), MBS president, and Brig. President's message pointed out:
Gen. A. Robert Ginsburgh, USAF,
"Increased demand for assignOffice of the Secretary of Defense.
ment of frequencies, occasioned by
KEY COMMUNICATIONS assignments on Capitol Hill appeared settled last week with a shift underway in the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee that
will send its veteran communications specialist, Edward Cooper, to
the staff of Senate Majority Leader
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
on Feb. 1.
Nicholas Zapple, a committee
counsel,
assumecommittee
Mr. Cooper's
duties on will
the Senate
with
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IOWA

PEOPLE

LIVE

RADIO!

WITH

if
LIVING
45.5%

I®

(we ek. days)
4

ecoaoom
3.1%
(WEEK DAYS)

18.9%
MOVE ABOUT

KITCHEN
20.0/C
(week days)

OnE

of the reasons why radio is so productive in Iowa is that listening is more than
leisure-time entertainment. Our people live
with radio. The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey* reveals that except for Sundays, less
than half of all Iowa home listening takes
place in the living room! Here are all the
figures :
Proportion of Listening
55.1%
Done With —
48.9%
45.3%
Weekdays Saturdays Sundays
Living Room Set
12.7
11.9
Dining Room Set
9.4
18.1
Kitchen Set
20.0
19.4
5.5
4.2
Red Room Set
3.1
15.6
18.9
"Move About" or "Other"
11.9
Extra sets help explain this "all-over-thehouse" listening; 48.8% of Iowa's radioequipped homes now have two or more sets!
The chart in the next column (from the
1950 Survey) shows that these extra sets get
intensive listenership.

OWING
12.7%
HOOM
(week days)

(.WEEK DAYS)

DAILY USE OF SETS LOCATED IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
(Percentages based on number of sets located in type of room named)
95.0%
TYPICAL WEEKDAY
ALL DIARY
99.0%FAMILIES
Percentage of Sets Used
95.8%
at Some Time during Day
75.5%
If located in Living Room
91.5%
If located in Dining Room
If located in Kitchen
If located in Bed Room
If "Moved About" or "Other"
H<The 1950 Edition of the Iowa Radio Audience Survey is
the thirteenth annual study of radio listening habits in
Iowa. It was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff. It is based on personal interviews with
9,110 families and. diary records kept at the time of listening by 930 Iowa families — all scientifically selected from
Iowa's cities, towns, villages and farms. It is a "must" for
every advertising, sales or marketing man who is interested
in radio in general, and the Iowa market in particular.

The net result of all this is that the average
Iowa radio home listens a total of 13.95
"listener hours", weekdays

. . . 15.59 "lis-

tener hours''', Saturdays . . . and 13.52
iilistener hours", Sundays!
WHO continues to get far and away the greatest share of Iowa listening, thus continues to
be one of America's great radio buys. Write
for all the facts today, including your free
copy of the 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey.

WIKI©
# for Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines ... 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Could Apply to Rqdio
EEZE
GE could FR
WAFREEZE
WAGE
affect emtional emergency after the act was
E. Wilson, the defense mobilization
ployes of radio and television stachief, in a Philadelphia address
signed.
tions, the Economic Stabilization
It had been learned earlier that before the Poor Richard Club, in
Agency told Broadcasting • Telehe indicated voluntary ecoboth
Capitol Hill legal interpreta- which nomic
controls are unworkable.
casting last week.
tion and an industry legal source
Instead, Mr. Wilson said they
had observed that although price
However, ESA qualified its stateand wage controls generally go must be replaced soon by wage,
ment by adding, "Whether such
price and material controls of a
authority might in the future be hand in hand, in certain instances
exercised is undetermined and for they might be imposed separately.
mandatory sort, backed by "the
future consideration of the AdminWording of the Act does not
It was
indicated
istrator, after consultation with the mention wages although it specif- power
of the
law." by government
officials
that
the
price freeze may
ically
exempts
prices
from
control
Wage Stabilization Board."
entail a "rollback" to the Jan. 1
for radio and TV.
The opinion on the applicability
level.
of wage stabilization to radio-TV
Full Control Seen
Manpower controls were generstations was sought in light of exally indicated to be in the mill by
It appeared likely last week that
emption of radio time rates from
the government was heading to- President Truman at his news conprice control under the Defense
ward imposition of full wage and
ference last Thursday. The PresiProduction Act [Broadcasting • price control. Speculation to the
dent issued a general policy stateTelecasting, Jan. 1]. It had been
timing of the order centered on
ment on national manpower mobiliexplained that the exemption still Feb. 1, although some observers
zation in which he said he would
set sights on a couple of weeks later. ask Congress for legislation whenwas in effect even though Presiever such authorization is needed
dent Truman had declared a naThis tip-off came from Charles

I
a half million

Nebraska

Farmers

can't

be wrong

They are the owners of the new

The 25,000 watt clear channel station
' On the air effective January 27, 1951
K R V N will reach every farm home in Nebraska. K R V N is owned
by, and operated for, the Nebraska farmers. These guaranteed listeners will hear your message onKRVN.

KRVN

brings to you all

the Nebraska farm homes in one complete package.

contact The O. L. Taylor Company

25,000 WATTS
Max

NEBRASKA
o 1010 KC

Brown, Manager

New York • Chicago • Dallas • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Portland
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SAWYER
NAMES
Three to Advisory Grou
SECRETARY of Commerc
Charles Sawyer last Wednesda
announced appointment of addi;
tional industry members to his Ac
vertising Advisory Committee, no^
a year old.
Those named included L. r\
Brockway, executive vice president
Young & Rubicam, New York; Eq
gar Kobak, business consultant an
former president of MBS; and i
Harold Ryan, vice president cj
Fort Industry Co., operator of th
stations.
George B. Storer radio and T"
In announcing the appointment

For more details . . .

LEXINGTON,

to make the most effective use on
manpower resources.
As outlined by the Chief Execu-.
tive, controls would be invoked t':
apply to employers, or to workers ;
or to both, with these possibilities
(1) Restrictions on the right ol
workers to change jobs; (2) limi
tations on number of persons work
ing for an employer, or on the num
ber of men in particular skills, (3)
federal control of hiring, (4) en I
forcement of standards to obtair
full use of women, handicappec
workers and minority groups.
In other developments:
Sen. John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.)
chairman of the Senate Small Busi
ness Committee, said black mar
kets in critically short defensi
materials were "springing to lif<
fast" throughout the country. Hi:
statement was made at a hearing
held last Thursday by the com
mittee during which Mr. Wilson
Defense Production Administrate
William H. Harrison, Genera
Services Administrator Jess Lai
son and Chairman John D. Smal
of the Munitions Board, testified
Mobilization chief Wilson sail
a "controlled materials plan" whicl
was in effect during World War I
may be restored possibly by June
He said he did not think consume
rationing was needed in the nea
future.
Meanwhile, the Senate Bankin;
Committee approved the appoint
ment of Gen. Harrison to be Na
tional Production Administrate
The Senate must confirm the nomii
nation.

Secretary
stated, "In
first
year, Sawyer
the Advertising
Advi;i*
ory Committee has proved by il
notable contributions not only thf
the idea of such a committee wf I
basically sound but also that advei I
tising is increasingly important i j
the national economy. I foresee I
vital role for advertising in tlj
mobilization of business and indu j
the past year a subcon I
tryDuring
for defense."
mittee under the leadership <|
Frederic R. Gamble, president < I
the American Assn. of Adverti I
ing Agencies, has been making a I
extensive survey of the service I
facilities and publications of til
Dept. of Commerce as they rela I
industry.
to the needs of the advertisirl
BROADCASTING
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©

©

You

get

a

lot

for

a

little

*MORE LISTENERS-PER-DOLLAR THAN ANY OTHER TV OR RADIO STATION

SEE YOUR HEADLEY-REED MAN
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'50
IN
RESS
PROG
NSC
virtually all American
homes dur"RADIO broadcasting
continued
in 1950 as the nation's number one
ing
a
state
of
national
emergency,"
information and entertainment
the report said.
Reviewing the year at NBC,
medium," according to an NBC
President Joseph H. McConnell
year-end report released last week
in New York. "With the outbreak
said: "Our pride in our accomplishments during the past year is
of the Korean conflict, radio listempered by our awareness of the
tenership increased sharply, pointcritical days which lie ahead. I
ing up the fact that only through
a combination 'of radio and tele- know I speak for every single emvision can the government reach
ploye and official of NBC when I

Issues Reportsay that our tremendous facilities,
our technical know-how, our skill
in communications, the vast experience we gained during World
War II in covering world-wide
news for the American public — all
these are dedicated to the service
of our government and the American people in the days to come."
NBC's combined radio and television gross billings in 1950 were

WELCOMING Charles C. Bevis Jr.
(center) to Denver and new post as
general manager of NBC's KOA there
are (I to r): Robert Owen, KOA assistant manager; Mrs. Owen; Mrs.
Lloyd E. Yoder, and Mr. Yoder, former KOA chief who becomes general
manager of KNBC San Francisco. Mr.
Bevis has been executive assistant to
James Gaines, NBC vice president in
charge of NBC owned-and-operated
stations.

Walk

a

dozen

black

F.LOWERS, frozen foods or furniture, our
Red River Valley farmers can afford to buy
anything they want, because their Effective
Buying Income is far above the national
average !
WDAY,

Fargo, is 'way above the national average as a radio buy, too. Fargo-Moorhead
Hoopers show that for Total Rated Periods
(Dec. '49— Apr. '50) WDAY got a 63.5%

NBC
FREE
Page 30
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STRIKE
Out at WJW, WAG/

UNION employes struck last weel
at two stations — AFRA an
nouncers at WJW Cleveland an<
NABET engineers at WAGA-AM
TV Atlanta. NABET engineer
refused to cross the AFRA picke
lines at WJW.
In both cities the stations suf
fered
service. only brief interruptions i

Gimme

the

1596 greater than in 1949, the report said. Although a breakdown
for the full year is not available.
Publishers Information Bureau
figures show that for the first 11
months (Jan. -Nov.) NBC gross
radio billings were $58,445,724 foi
1950, as compared to $58,381,65o
for Jan. -Nov. 1949; and its gross
TV billings were $17,910,935 for
Jan.-Nov. 1950, as compared with
$5,473,738 for the same period of
1949.
"NBC television again made ar
unprecedented
increase
in al
(Continued on page 72)

of

orchids'

Share of Audience, as against only 16.0% for
Station B! A 1950 survey by students at
North Dakota Agricultural College proves
that WDAY is the 17-to-l favorite among
rural families in the 22-county area studied
— the 3-to-l favorite over all other stations
combined !
Let us or Free & Peters give you all the dope.
It's really something !

FARGO, N. D.
KILOCYCLES
•

5000

WATTS

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

According to WAGA officiah
the NABET strike started Sunda
while the station was negotiatin
in good faith with Timothy i
O'Sullivan, NABET representativt
and
twoto engineers.
Mr. O'Sulliva
is said
have interrupted
negotk
tions when a group of technician
entered the conference room sayin
they were invited to take part.
When Ralph Williams, WAG.
attorney, welcomed the technician
to the conference, James E. Baile;
WAGA vice president and gener;
manager, noticed some of the me
were supposed to be on duty i
the time. Mr. Bailey asked if th
stations were on the air and we
told they were not.
Mr. Bailey and Rudolph Spive;
AM chief engineer, put the A]
and FM stations back on the a
in 25 minutes, according to tl
station. George B. Storer Jr., T
station manager,
and Paul 1 1
Cram, TV chief engineer, who al; I
had been taking part in the n< I
gotiations, managed to get the T I
station operating in three hou: I
despite the fact that old tubes he I
been substituted and equipmei 1
maladjusted,
according to M I
Bailey.
Refinements were mat I
later
adjustments of AM, F'.m
and TVin equipment.
Full schedules are being mail 1
tained at all three stations, M I
Bailey said. No network time w; I
lost and the men are being r I
WJW reported it was back cm
placed. operations Monday aft<
normal
losing about three hours tim
AFRA picket lines were set i
at WJW's downtown studio ar
the North Royalton transmitter.
AFRA's strike was called by T<
Smoot, Cleveland executive seer
tary, according to a union a
nouncement. The union chargi
unfair labor practices, refusal
grant wage increases for tv
years and refusal to consider co
tractual fees.
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Detroit's

new

voice

'Tween the wee hours of 2 A.M. and
6 A.M. on WW J, a new feminine disc
jockey is riding the crest of popularity
in Detroit.
It is the winsome

voice of one who

signs herself "Lovingly Yours,
Laura." With her charming and
intimate "mike-side manner" she
has captured an admiring audience.
Laura passes the time of night by
having chummy chats via phone with
news editors and night chefs, waitresses and the weatherman . . . ex-

FIRST IN DETROIT

of

the

night...

changing friendly notes with truck
drivers and cab drivers, late workers
and early risers . . . and giving hourly
news reports.
With Detroit's plants scheduled for
'round the clock production of goods
for peace and for preparedness in
1951, Laura's listeners will be legion.
In her own sweet, soft-spoken way,
Laura can do a persuasive selling job
for many types of products. Why not
let Laura use her feminine wiles to
give your product story a firm, but
gentle, push in the Detroit market?

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station VVVVJ-TV

AM — 950 KILOCYCLES— 5000 WATTS

BROADCASTING
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FM— CHANNEL 246—97.1 MEGACYCLES
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COUNSEL for G. A. (Dick) Richof A
KMPCS
Los'
Angeles,
WJR Deissues
ofN
theEcase — failed
"com- I
'B
TO
T
O
C
troit,
and
WGAR
Cleveland. The
E
G
ards
last
week
accused
FCC
GenR
A
H
C
p
l
e
t
e
l
y
"
t
o
answer
any
of
their
contentions.
hearing involves charges that he
eral Counsel Benedict P. Cottone
to slant newsof "bias" in the hearing on Mr.
"The evidence of bias on the part orderedcastsnewsmen
according to his views.
of General Counsel and his failure
Richards' news polices, and called
Counsel for the station owner
upon the Commission to say whethto answer the questions raised in
contended
that "the question before
er it supports Mr. Cottone's "interapplicants' brief indicate strongly
the Commission is whether the
the necessity for the Commission
pretation" of the issues.
renewal of the licenses of these
The charge was made in a reply
reconsidering
the Burns
orderasserted,
now,"
three stations is in the public interMessrs. Fulton and
to the General Counsel's opposition
est." They claimed Mr. Cottone
referring to reconsideration of the
to a petition asking FCC to recondid not contradict testimony that
FCC order designating the renewal
sider and grant the license-renewal
applications of the three Richards
KMPC and WJR "had outstanding
applications for hearing.
records of superiority in public
stations, or, alternatively, to base
Ask for Statement
its decision on their performance
service and programming," and
"The Commission should detersaid "the record of WGAR was
since their last renewals [Broadmine whether a prejudiced report
conceded, as no evidence at all was
casting • Telecasting, Jan. 15].
by its staff resulted in its ordering
introduced by General Counsel with
Attorneys Hugh Fulton and
a hearing where one was not justi- respect to that station."
Joseph W. Burns, chief trial counsel for Mr. Richards, said in their
fied," they claimed. "It should
"purports"
state whether it supports the in- to Declaring
act solely that
in theFCC
public
interest
reply that Mr. Cottone's brief —
t
e
r
p
r
e
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
issues
presented
in which he accused them of makand that accordingly "the judgment
of the public with respect to the
by the General Counsel."
ing "scandalous and scurrilous
Mr. Richards is principal owner
programming of these stations is
charges" designed to becloud the

J2X
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Sterling Buys News
See your latest Hooper

AGENCY

Associated with: WOOD
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the money

Buy WFDF*

Grand Rapids— WFBM

continued:
of
paramount importance," they '
The testimony of the excellent reputations of the stations constitutes
a verdict of the people served by
these great stations in favor of the
stations and their continued existence
and the continuation of their splendid
services.
Stations that have carried such a
splendid reputation in their communities should not be required to
engage in a life and death struggle
to prove their right to exist. And Mr.
Richards, under whose aegis such
stations were built from tiny beginnings and under whom they created
such an outstanding reputation,
should not be required to prove he
is a fit character to own stock of
radio stations.
Their reply noted that the hearing on KMPC alone lasted from
June 14 to Dec. 4, 1950. With the
hearing now completed, they expected that preparation of proposed
findings would require "several
months" and that Examiner James
D. Cunningham, who conducted
the hearing, would then need "several months" more to prepare an
initial decision.
Messrs. Fulton and Burns recalled that they had accused Mr.
Cottone of "suppressing evidence
favorable
to applicants,"
said
he had never
answered theandcharge
except to say that accusations of
improper conduct will be shown
false at "the appropriate time."
Theyhe suggested
time,
should alsothat
make"atan such
appropriate showing under oath that
Sec. 605 of the Communications
Act was not violated in his search
for evidence against these stations."
(Sec. 605 covers unauthorized publication of communications.)
Questions which they said Mr.
Cottone's handling of the case had
raised, but which his brief did not
answer, included:
Whether FCC claims the power to
control the content of all programs;
whether FCC thinks all programs
must be "balanced"; whether it feels
that broadcasting a program to promote basic Constitutional freedoms
requires a station to "broadcast views
of
those a opposing
whether
broadcast such
by thefreedoms";
President
requires a station to seek out and
present an opposition point of view;
whether a station owner "may not
decide what type of music will be
played," and whether he may not
discuss his private political, social,
and economic views with his employes; and whether FCC claims the
power to determine whether news
broadcasts are biased or impartial.
"Those are issues which have
been presented by General Counsel," Messrs. Fulton and Burns
asserted. "If the Commission is
not contending it has the authority
which General Counsel is contending for, it should state so now without requiring the applicants tc I
incur further expense of litigation.' I

Indianapolis— WEOA

Evansville

STERLING Drug Inc., New Yorl(Phillips toothpaste), will sponsoi
Bill Shadel and the News on NBC
Sundays, 3-3:15 p.m., effective
Feb.
4. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
New York,
is agency.
BROADCASTING
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MEMO
from: ARTHUR

GODFREY

-January 18,1951

TO: W. S. Paley, P. Stanton
Dear Bill and Frank:

This is the most expensive inter-office memo I have ever dispatched;,
but there has been a lot of confusion lately about my plans.
January 15 marked seventeen

years for me with CBS. We've had a lot

of laughs and headaches together, sure, but we've made a couple
of bucks, together, too. Rinso, Toni, Pillsbury, NabisCo, Chesterfield,
Lipton, and all the others have been swell sponsors.

Thanks to

all — but I'm going to work for a couple of weeks down at
Pensacola, Florida for the greatest sponsor of 'em all — Uncle Sam's
Navy. He can pick up my option any time.
Why? Well, last September
at Pensacola.
the controls

I had coveted

those wings ever since I first held

of a plane in my hands 31 years ago. I was never able

to make the grade because
automobile

I won the golden wings of a Naval Aviator

accident

I was crippled up pretty badly in an

back in 1931,, But after 21 years of flying my

own and everybody else's airplanes, and accumulating something
in excess of 4,000 hours of flying time, Vice Admiral John Dale Price,
USN (bless his heart!) gave me the chance to earn my wings at
the school at Pensacola.
Now, those wings and the 3 full stripes of my Commander's

rank,

USNR, make a very pretty picture, but that isn't what I got 'em for.
Now that I have won them I want to continue to be worthy of them.
So, I am going on active duty again for 2 weeks to learn to fly Navy
Jets and to take a refresher

course in instrument

procedure.

After which, be the good Lord willing, I shall return to my programs
on the air February

5th, and on week ends you will find me flying

with the Naval Air Reserve Weekend Warriors

at Floyd Bennett

Field.

Until then, the shows are all in capable hands, and I'll be seein' you.
Sincerely,

iti«!

Defense
SIGNAL

Bills Introduced

CONTROLS

DEFENSE Dept.-backed plan to
extend executive power over radio,
television and other "electromagnetic radiations" was introduced in both chambers of Congress late last week. Hearings on
the measure are expected to be
held in the near future.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, who introduced the
Senate bill (S 537) at Defense Dept.
request, said Friday that his committee will hold comprehensive
hearings because at this time the
be "drastic."'
appeared
legislation
Introduction
of tothe identical
bills starts the legislative machinery rolling and Capitol Hill indications were that the posthearings bill will modify the
sweeping powers asked by the
military.

The plan [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 15, 8, 1, Dec.
25] is advocated by the Dept. of
Defense "for the greater security
and defense of the United States
against attack, and for other purMilitary men fear that AM, FM
and TV signals could be used by
anposes."
enemy for "homing" aircraft
or guided missiles.
The proposed bills clearly would
enable the President to impose
radio and TV silence as one means
of meeting such a threat. Many
experts, however, protest that so
stringent an approach is both undesirable and unnecessary.
Communications Stressed
They emphasize also the essential nature of the communications facilities in keeping the
public informed, bolstering morale,

and sounding alarm in time of
attack.
On this point FCC and the Continental Air Command are known
to be developing a plan designed
to permit broadcasting stations
to continue in operation during attacks without lending themselves to
use by enemy homing devices.
The proposed measures would
be an extension of Sec. 606 (c) of
the Communications Act, which
gives the President, in times of
proclaimed emergency, the power
to silence or take over, or to suspend or amend the rules applicable to existing radio communications facilities.
The new bill would grant the
President power to apply controls
in time of war, national emergency,
or whenever he deems it advisable
curity.
in the interest of national se-

Northern
Iowa are
—
Southern Minn,
wealthiest (per capita) markets in U. S.
1300 KC, 5000 Watts
full time — CBS affiliate.
Check Hooper below
— KGLO dominates
with twice as many
listeners as all other
stations combined.

City:
TIME
MON. THRU FRI.
8:00 A.M. — 10:00 A.M.
MON. THRU FRI.
10:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
MON. THRU FRI.
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
MON. THRU FRI.
12:00 N. — 3:00 P.M.
MON. THRU FRI.
3:00 P.M. — 6:00 P.M.
MON. THRU FRI.
12:00 N. — 6:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT.
6:00 P.M. — 8:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT.
8:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT.
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
Mason City, Iowa • Total Coincidental Calls This Period: 6,217 • Period: Fall, 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
RADIO
KGLO
SETS
OTHER
A
B
E
C
D
(CBS)
IN USE
AM&FM
2.9
2.9
23.5
*
65.7
3.3
18.0
7.1
2.4
0.6
80.6
8.8
2.4
4.1
17.4
20.5
1.2
71.9
2.9
2.2
2.7
0.2
5.9
2.9
14.2
9.6
26.5
*
77.9
1.4
5.8
2.4
72.3
(8.2
)
14.8
20.1
*
2.6
2.8
(6.7
)
1
1.8
0.6
23.3
3.2
*
75.5
2.2
1.7
70.2
13.6
41.7
1.3
2.6
2.0
10.3
16.4
*
67.2
2.2
0.4
35.6
13.8
14.9
38.5
1.8
1 1.9
1.6
I.I
6 B ■■8

No listeners found in sample.

tee^siAHONS

IN ITS 15TH YEAR OF
SERVING AND SELLING

HOMES
CALLED
1,258
1,275
2,533
949
958
876
1,907
901

"SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE" represents the proportion
1,777 Baseof
the total radio audience listening to a particular station.
for "RADIO SETS IN USE" is "Total Homes Called."
COPYRIGHT 1950. C. E. HOOPER. INC.
For availabilities write or call
Walter
Nat'l. Sales
Lee Rothschild,
Stations, Quincy,
IllinoisMgr.
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CORRESPONDENTS
Radio Group Cancels Dinner
ANNUAL dinner of the Radio
Correspondents Assn., scheduled
Feb. 3, was cancelled last week
following a series of behind-thescenes maneuvers growing out of
cancellation of similar dinners by
White House Correspondents
Assn. and White House Photographers Assn.
The White House correspondents and photographers dinners
were said to have been called off
due to cost of booking suitable
talent. Official reason given in
both cases
was based on the national emergency.
The radio announcement stated:
"The Radio Correspondents Assn.
regretfullyof announces
concellation
the NinththeAnnual
Dinner in honor of the President
of the United States, Feb. 3 at
the Hotel Statler, Washington,
since the President now finds he
will be unable to attend."

THEODORE
COTT,andmanagingdirector of NBC radio
TV programs,
spoke on "Impact of War on Radio
and Television" at Advertising and
Sales Club of North Jersey, Jan. 18,
held in Paterson.
Telecasting
ROADCASTING

Affiliated with WTAD, Quincy, Illinois — Represented by Weed & Company

Page 34

Missing from the bills introduced Wednesday was the wording
that controls could be applied in
times of "strained international
relationships" which stirred up
anxiety throughout electronics industries when the Defense Dept.
approached Congress in December.
In answer to a query about the
present strained international climate, a Defense Dept. attorney said
the proposed legislation could be
applied to the present situation,
but probably
wouldn't beJan.[Broadcasting •Telecasting,
15].
Rep. Carl Vinson (D-Ga.), chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, also by request, introduced the measure in the House.
The bill (HR 1643) will be either
assigned to a subcommittee or there
will be hearings before the full
Armed Services Committee.
Meanwhile, Sen. Johnson is
known to be dubious about giving
the military the carte blanche
asked. His committee on Friday
mailed out the bill with an explanatory letter to all interested
government agencies. And, in
what was considered an unusual
move, the letter requested agencies
to "expedite" their replies.
Sen. Johnson is anxious that all
interested parties, governmental or
civilian, appear at the hearings.
Exact date for the hearings has
not been set but it is expected to
be announced shortly.
In a letter to Sen. Johnson,
dated Jan. 16, Marx Leva, Assistant Defense Secretary, requested
that "further justification for the
urgent necessity of this legislation
be
given totheyoumilitary
in secretwould
session."
Probably,
get
this opportunity during an execuings. tive session of the regular hear-

KGW

THE

ONLY

STATION

WHICH GIVES THE ADVERTISER
COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE

in the

^*E£L

ORCGOt

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)

Cooperation is the keystone in the success of Mt. Angel's economic
history. Five farmer-owned co-operative organizations — a creamery,
hop-producing co-op, flax plant, oil co-op and a co-operative warehouse
and grain elevator — have strengthened and stabilized the prosperity of
this Oregon community. Mt. Angel's cheeses are world-famous ... a
Mt. Angel dairy cow recently set a world's record for butterfat production.
KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of this healthy, growing market was proven by a recent Tour-Test, conducted in cooperation with the
Oregon State Motor Association, and witnessed by Mayor Jacob Berchtold
of Mt. Angel. KGW delivers Mt. Angel, as it deliver the rest of the
nation's fastest-growing market!

DAYTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
AGE of the fastest-growing market in the nation.

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
• Telecasting

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGO
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
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NAB Pl™ Acce^ed
RMONY
A
H
LL
BA
SE
BA
American League attorney; Philip
CLOSER working relationship be- did not concur with extremist views
tween baseball and radio-television
that baseball broadcasts were ruin- Piton, Robert
man's office. Fuch, of Mr. Trautstations and networks was set up
ing or entirely to blame for loss
last week by representatives of in attendance last year.
Status of college football telecasts was uncertain last week folNAB, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
William B. Ryan, NAB general
and National Assn. of Professional
lowing the Jan. 12 decision of Namanager, outlined NAB's promoBaseball Leagues.
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn. to
tion plan to promote attendance in
Working in harmony for their minor league areas. He said he was
declare a partial and controlled
moratorium on football telecasts.
mutual benefit, as contrasted with confident stations will cooperate.
the partial TV ban adopted the James D. Secrest, RTMA general
The NCAA TV Committee, whose
week before by the National Col- manager, promised cooperation of recommendation was adopted by
the manufacturing industry.
legiate Athletic Assn. [Broadcastthe full association, was reaping • Telecasting, Jan. 15], the
pointed. Tom Hamilton, U. of
The promotion plan ties into the
professional baseball officials ac1951 Golden Anniversary of the Pittsburgh, is chairman. Other
cepted a promotional plan offered
American League and Diamond
members are Ralph Furey, Columby NAB.
bia U., and Willis Hunter, UCLA.
Jubilee of the National League.
Under this plan NAB will preA TV Steering Committee is to
NAB
and
RTMA
agreed
to
conpare a promotional package of
sult NAPBL if the latter decides be named.
ideas and suggestions to be used to conduct a research project to
"We have a splendid base for
by minor league clubs in boosting
find the causes of decline in minor
baseball attendance through radio league attendance. Major league future relationships with the TV
industry," Mr. Hamilton told
and other means. The package will spokesmen agreed to maintain more
Broadcasting • Telecasting. He
be distributed to minor league
strict supervision of major league voiced surprise that so little opclubs at their seven regional meetposition to the TV resolution had
game broadcasts in order to elimings to be held during February,
inate local friction with minor
developed on the convention floor.
according to George M. Trautman,
league clubs.
During the floor discussion
NAPBL president.
Bernie Moore, of the Southeastern
Meeting Participants
NAB and RTMA spokesmen met
Conference, reminded that Georgia
last Monday with baseball officials
Also taking part in the meeting
Tech contended its attendance had
at Mr. Trautman's office. He called were Ben Halpin, RCA, and Dave
the meeting after conferring in Davis, General Electric Co., for been affected "very little" by television, with no effect on small colDecember with C. L. Jordan, execRTMA; Justin Miller, NAB presileges or high schools.
utive vice president of N. W. Ayer
dent; Charles Segar, National
& Son, Philadelphia, and his son,
Suggestion was heard in many
League Service Bureau; Lou Car- quarters after the convention that
Jerry Jordan, who has produced
roll, National League attorney; L. some colleges, perhaps many, will
extensive research material on the
C. McEvoy, American League
effect of TV on gate receipts.
be willing or anxious to have their
Mr. Trautman said Monday he Broadcasting
Dept.; Ben Fiery, games telecast. The NCAA reso-

17

r?

7 :M

h.3-

frre

rime

lution carries no means of enforcement.
Text of the formal resolution:
WHEREAS, there is positive evidence that live television broadcasts
have an adverse effect on attendance
at college football games, and
WHEREAS, the future growth and
further expansion of the television
industry indicate that this adverse
effect on attendance will become increasingly greater, and
WHEREAS, television has spread
across sectional lines and involves
colleges in all parts of the country
necessitating collective action and
agreement, and
WHEREAS, loss of football gate
receipts from drop in attendance
threatens the economic structure of
college athletics and the necessary
support for essential physical training programs;
It is resolved that the members of
the NCAA agree to declare a moratorium on live telecasting of college
football games for 1951, and
It is further resolved that members
will cooperate with the NCAA and
the television industry to experiment
with all types of television broadcasting to include such methods as
delayed showing of films, use of highlights and special features, Phonevision, Skiatron, theatre television,
special controlled live telecasts, and
any other methods which may be
developed.
It is further recommended that a
committee consisting of one member
from each NCAA District be appointed by the Executive Committee
to work on and direct this project
of the NCAA.

Using
17my
spotcr
announce-B
ments it costs over 5 s
times
more to use TV than it does
to use CKLW's dominant 50,000 watt coverage. *. . . and
. . . using CKLW you reach
over 5 times more homes than

N D 1 A N A A r~

'

you reach by using TV. Which
means ... in this area it
costs over 25 times more to
reach one TV home than it
does to reach one radio home

N 1)1 A N A. \

when you use CKLW.
For mere facts and figures on the
sales impact of CKLW write todaypleteforS page
the "Primer"
combooklet .thatA every
time buyer will want to read before dealing with clients.

on -rv
- ft/hftt you Gret

50,000 WATTS

• 800 KC

Adam J. Young Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
CKLW
* Cuyahoga County, Ohio not included!
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WITH

FOR

A

COVERAGE
WGY and only WGY with its powerful 50,000 watts serves 53 counties
in 5 northeastern states. Included in this tremendous coverage picture are 21
major metropolitan markets each with 25,000 or more people within its retail
trading area.
HOOPER SHO WE It IT ... . BMB PROVED IT
HERE THEY ARE

REGIONALLY

NEW
ALBANY YORK
AMSTERDAM
GLENS FALLS
GLOVERSVILLE

HUDSON
JOHNSTOWN
KINGSTON

MASSACHUSETTS
ADAMS
PITTSFIELD
NORTH ADAMS

NORWICH
ONEONTA
ROME

SARATOGA
SCHENECTADY
TROY
UTICA

VERMONT
BARRE
BENNINGTON

RUTLAND
BURLINGTON

. . . add to this the home counties in which these 21 cities are located
have a richly concentrated market of 2,980,000 people with spendable
in excess of 3 billion dollars

LOCALLY

and you
incomes
67%
35%
222%1%
6235%%
82%
36
32% by the Commerce
In the 11 county area
90% recognized
124% Department %of the
84%
9%
22%
139%
State of New York as "The Capital District",
the actual 1BMB
563%% county by55county
%
1%
8
7
%
%2%
breakdown showing the percentage
of radio families comprising a station's455weekly
8976%
nighttime audience is as follows:
45%
88%
%
STATION16% C
WGY88% STATION
STATION54% B
57% A
COUNTY
18%
9
6
7
7%
91%%
ALBANY
19%
29%
«%
COLUMBIA
9
7
%
FULTON
30%
91%
GREENE
32%
93%
MONTGOMERY
RENSSELAER
SARATOGA
SCHENECTADY
SCHOHARIE
WARREN
WASHINGTON
With a BMB average of 90% WGY leads its closest competitor by more
than 45% for the combined 1 1 counties of New York State's Capital District. In no
instance does any area radio station surpass WGY in the number of nighttime
listeners — even in home counties. In daytime listening one station enjoys a
slight margin in only one county. Here is the actual station by station comparison
TOTAL WEEKLY AUDIENCE
DAY
NIGHT
STATION WGY (50,000 W)
428,160
451,230
STATION A (5,000 W)
163,910
171,940
STATION B (10,000 W)
107,910
113,360
115,510
121,220
STATION C (1-5,000 W)
So remember, for complete coverage of a vast 53 county
area plus concentrated coverage of New York State's 3rd
market, the Capital District, your best radio buy is WGY.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
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MONOPOLY

STILL

Rejected
PROPOSALS for commercial broadcasting and telecasting in England
were rejected last week by a government committee which recommended
BBC should keep its monopoly of non-commercial radio and TV programs
in British homes.
The suggestion was made, howsaid BBC should remain a single,
ever, that commercial organizations should be allowed to produce
independent body under the directheir own television service for
tion of its governors, but it should
showing in movie theatres. The
progress
towards
"greater
committee saw little immediate
tralization, devolution
and decendiverdanger from commercial stations
sity." It proposed the establishment of broadcasting commissions
in Luxembourg, France and Irein Scotland, Northern Ireland and
land whose programs are beamed
into England, provided they avoid
Wales to safeguard against "Lon"political propaganda and other
even less desirable things."
Among themendations
report's
100 recomwere proposals
for:
Possibility of an American in- donization."
vasion of the European airwaves
Renewal of the BBC charter inalso was seen, but the committee
definitely, with review of its operaassumed the Americans would
tion every five years; increase in
the number of governors from
agree to avoid the same so-called
undesirable programming.
seven to nine, with all serving on
The committee, which has held
part-time basis; development of
more than 60 meetings since midVHF radio in order to permit allocation of more local stations;
1949, is composed of 12 members
with Lord Beveridge, the 71-year
greater independence for TV; conold Liberal reformer, as its chairsideration of large-screen TV for
man. The members represent the
local anews'.
three political parties and also in- schools;
Selwynmore
Lloyd,
Conservative
clude a trade union delegate, in- member of the committee who
dustrialists and educators.
differed with the majority report,
The committee's 900-page report
objected to the BBC monopoly.
Three others felt advertising
might be included in the BBC proAGENCY
GAIN
The majority rejected sponsored
Census Study Shows 306%
grams.
shows outright on the grounds this
FINAL figures released by the
Bureau of the Census show that "puts the control of broadcasting
ultimately in the hands of people
U. S. advertising agencies reported
whose interests is not broadcasting
receipts of $395 million in 1948, ac- but in selling of some other goods
cording to the "Announcement of or services or the propagation of
1948 Census of Business — Area
particular ideas." Similarly, the
Bulletins." The agency total
majority felt comercial TV should
showed a 306% gain over the 1939
not be allowed in the home.
figure of $97 million.
Total number of agencies inSafeguards Needed
creased from 1,628 in 1939 to 3,279
The committee also felt safein 1948, representing an increase
guards should be found to prevent
of 101%. Average agency gross the commercial television organireceipts amounted to $120,425 in
zations getting a monopoly righi
1948, as compared to an average
to sportstacles"events
"spec-b<
gross of $59,811 in 1939.
and such and
rightsother
should
made
equally
available
to
BBC.
Employment in agencies increased 129% in the period 1939-48,
The Beveridge group, however
from 16,936 to 38,739, figures comindicated it was aware of the dan
puted for the workweek ending
gers of monopoly control by sucl
nearest Nov. 15 in both census
an organization as BBC. The grou]
years. The annual pay roll more
that "when a sense of missioi
than tripled, increasing from $54 said
such as animates the BBC is conrj
million in 1939 to $194 million in bined with security of office it ma; j
1948, reflecting an increase in the
grow into a sense of divine right/ I
average annual wage (full and
It
was expressed there should b i
partweek combined) of from $3,162 more
opportunity for suggestion |
FINAL figures released by the from outside
the BBC.
to $5,017.
Governors of BBC and not politi J
Six states, New York, Illinois,
cal parties should have the ultimat j
Michigan, California, Pennsylvania
and Ohio, accounted for 81% of the responsibility of deciding wh j
should make controversial broad I
total dollar volume. The number
casts, the committe stated, ey I
of agencies increased in New York
pressing hope there would be n 1
by 120%, in California by 107%
recurrence of "anything compa: I
and in Michigan by 100%.
able to what happened between tb I
Data for cities, counties, metrowars when Mr. Winston Churchill
politan areas and states for adverby desire of the party leaders, wa I
tising agencies and other service
denied the opportunity of broac I
businesses, and for retail and
wholesale trades, are being issued
The committee
casting
on India." illustrated tr
in a series of 1948 Census of Business Area Bulletins which may be impact of radio by stating thrc
out of every four adults at an
ordered from the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printgivenlistening
time onto aBBC.
winter's evenir
are
ing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
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AWRT

^Jlie f^reitige Station

hooper RADIO

FALL 1950

tlie (^arolina5

AUDIENCE

GREENSBORO, N. C.

CITY ZONE

SHARE

OP

iADIO

index

AUDIENCE

STATION STATION
"B"
"C"
8:00 A.M.-12:00 N.
Monday thru Friday

38.7

27.9

22.7

12:00 N.-6:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

42.3

16.7

19.1

6:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
Sunday thru Saturday

52.4

20.3

16.7

TOTAL AVERAGE TIME PERIODS

44.5

21.6

19.5

WBIG

Gilbert M. Hutchison, President

CBS Affiliate
EST. 1926
represented by Hollingbery
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5000 watts

MEETING

First Convention April 6-8
AMERICAN Women in Radio &
Television, successor to NAB's
Assn. of Women Broadcasters, has
a nucleus of 50 members who have
pledged to pay dues and take active part in the first convention,
to be held April 6-8 at the Hotel
Astor, New York.
Plans for a national membership
campaign have been drawn up by
Dorothy Spicer, organizing director
who is temporarily headquartering
at NAB's Washington office. Former AWB district chairmen will
head the drive in each area.
Doris Corwith, of NBC, New
York district chairman, reviewed
objectives of the associaton at a
Jan. 11 meeting of organizers.
These are: To provide a medium
of exchange of ideas which will
help women become greater commercial assets to their stations and
networks; to encourage greater
cooperation between women in radio and television and those in
closely allied fields; to increase
women's opportunities to be of
service to the broadcasting industry as a whole.
Changes in Requisites
Membership qualifications have
been broadened to include as active
members professional women
broadcasters employed by radio or
television stations or networks in
executive or creative positions. Active members will pay dues of $12
per year. The two types of associate members are women employed
in radio or television by commercial organizations such as advertising and publicity agencies, trade
associations, transcription companies and package program producers, who will pay $25 dues; and
women employed in radio or television by non-commercial organizations such as government, educational and religious institutions,
who will pay $15 dues.
A tea for former AWB members
was held Jan. 17 in Washington.
A two-day conference for Michigan and Indiana AWB members
will be held Feb. 10-11 in Detroit
with Bess Wright, WKMH Dearborn, Mich., and WWJ-TV Detroit,
as chairman. Miss Spicer will
address the Feb. 11 luncheon at
Detroit.
Edythe Meserand, WOR New
York, is chairman of the April
convention committee, with Miss
Corwith vice president. Margaret
Cuthbert, NBC, heads the nominating committee. Dorothy Kemble,
MBS, replaces Linnea Nelson, J.
Walter Thompson Co., as code
committee chairman.

Buys
THE Rival's
GOLDEN Time
Rule seemed
to be working in Omaha,
Neb., last week as it was announced that WOW-AM-TV
Omaha was buying daily
rush-hour spots on a competing Omaha station, Transit Radio outlet KBON-FM,
to plug specific nighttime
radio and TV shows carried
by the WOW outlets.
s STAND
Replies to Royal Request
WJMR New Orleans last week
contended FCC does not have authority to dismiss its application
for a change in facilities as requested afortnight ago by Royal
Broadcasting Corp., competitive
applicant casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 15].
WJMR won out over Royal
Broadcasting and another applicant, Gretna and Lower Coast Radio and Broadcasting Corp., in a
hearing examiner's proposed ruling to grant the station change
from 250 w daytime on 990 kc to
250 w fulltime on 1450 kc. Royal
Broadcasting charged the WJMR
bid should be dismissed on grounds
changes in officers and proposed
stock transfers disqualify it.
WJMR told the Commission in
its reply that a dismissal would
have the same effect as denying the
application without affording the
right to hearing. The station also
pointed out it has filed no petition
to
amend itsWJMR
application.
alternatives,
said, areFCC's
(1)
to proceed to final action upon the
record before it, or (2) to set aside
the initial ruling, remand it to the
hearing examiner, and reopen the
record to receive added data on
ownership changes.

CANADA

RATINGS

U.S. Shows Lead Top 10
ONE CANADIAN show made the)
first 10 evening shows in December in the national rating report
of Elliott Haynes Ltd., Toronto.
Leading 10 of 36 evening shows
were Charlie McCarthy with rating
35.4, Amos V Andy 30.7, Radio
Theatre 30.7, Our Miss Brooks 27.9,
My Friend Trma 21.3, Suspense
20.6, My Favorite Husband 20.5/
Twenty Questions 20.4, Boston
Blackie 19.7 and Your Host (Cana
dian show) tied with Aldrich
Family 19.2 rating.
Daytime network programs, 20
in all, were led by Ma Perkins 15.8
Big Sister
Young'i
Family
14.6,14.7,
RightPepper
to Happiness
13.6, and Kate Aitken (Canadian
show) 12.7.
Of the 26 French-language evenin?
shows, the leading five were Un Homm(
et Son Peche 34.2. Radio Carabin 30.7
Metropole 28.3. Le Cure de Village 26.5
and Tentez Votre Chance 25. Daytim<
there were 16 French-language pro
grams, led by Jeunesse Doree 24.9, Rm
Principale 24.5. Grande Soeur 22.9
Maman
des Fins Jeanne
Gourmets22.9,22.4.and A I'Enseigm

WSFL Now WJKO
CHANGE of call letters of WSFL
to WJKO Springfield, Mass., as of
yesterday (Jan. 21) was announced by C. M. Manitsas, general
manager. He added that WSFLFM has also changed to WJKO-FM.
BROADCASTING
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How

to

solve

your

tower

problems

Specify Blaw-Knox
You can be sure of maximum radiating
efficiency and tower strength when you
specify guyed or self-supporting BlawKnox towers ... for AM, FM or TV.
Blaw-Knox engineers and Graybar
tare familiar with your tower requirements .. . whether they are problems
presented by extreme wind velocities,
heavy ice and snow loads or difficult
terrain. They've solved them in hundreds of tower installations— they can
solve yours.

Take

18 i
1

advantage

Graybar

of

service

Blaw-Knox towers— in fact, all of your
oroadcast equipment needs— are available through your near-by Graybar
Dffice.
-L,

Discuss your requirements with a
3raybar Broadcast Equipment Repreentative. You'll find him well qualified
o assist you in every phase of station
ontruction, of transmitter and studio
Expansion or modernization.
III

Remember, too, that Graybar disributes everything you need in wirng, ventilating, signaling, and lighting
quipment . . . maintains a nation-wide
varehouse system to help you get deiveries on schedule. Graybar Electric
2o., Inc.: Executive offices: Graybar
5110
3uilding, New York 1 7, N. Y.

1
roti i
she*

Four self-supporting Blaw-Knox towers beam clear, strong signals
the year round to Station WERE's audience in the Cleveland area—
a typical Graybar job.

Distributor of Western Electric products
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

■pfid

iraybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
I [mplifiers
(1,23)
ntenna Equipment
(23)
ttenuators
Wirt abinets (15)(8)
onsoles (23)
sudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
Ucrophones, Stands and Accessories
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
jj Monitors (12)
jj Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
peech Input Equipment (23)
est Equipment (1,8,12,24)
jpwers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
ower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
ransmission Line and Accessories (5)
-ansmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
jbes (11,16,23)
jrntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23)
/iring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)
ROADCASTING
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TO

KEEP

YOU

Manufactured By . . •
(1) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4) Bryant
(5)
Communication Products
(6) Continental Electronics
(7) Crouse-Hinds
(8)
Daven
(9) General
Fairchild Cable
(10)
(11) General Electric
(12) General Radio
(13) Hubbell
(14)
Hugh Lyons
(15) Karp Metal
(16) Machlett
(17) National
Meletron Electric
(18)
Products
(19)
Presto
(20) Standard Electronics
(21 ) Triangle
(22) Webster Electric
(23) Western Electric
(24) Weston
(25) Whitney Blake

Oh

Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast [quipment
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283

MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 8)

THIS Task Group of the Radio, Television and Household
Appliance Wholesale Advisory Committee of the National
Production Authority has recomsnended a program to
conserve supply of materials for maintenance and repair
of radio and television sets and household electrical appliances [Broadcasting * Telecasting, Jan. 15]. L. to
r: Sam Rosenthal, Hyland Electric Co., Chicago; K. G.
Gillespie, Jenkins Music Co., Kansas City, Mo.; Leah's L.
KIXL CHANGES
Elects New Board, Adds Stock
REORGANIZATION of the Variety Broadcasting Co., owner of
KIXL Dallas, Tex., was announced
a fortnight ago by Lee Segall,
president of the firm, after a meeting of the stockholders. Four new
directors were elected and the authorized capitalization of the firm

Hale, Hale & McNeil, Monroe, La.; W. G. Peirce, PeircePhelps Inc., Philadelphia; Harry E. Williamson, Williamson & Davis Co., Washington; Leslie P. Doidge, National
Production Authority; James H. Simon, chairman, Simon
Distributing Corp., Washington; Benjamin Gross, Gross
Distributors Inc., New York: Georg? N. Tobias, Radio
Distributing Co., Detroit, and Marvin N. Bray, General
Appliance Storage Co., Alexandria, Va.

was increased from $125,000 to
$175,000.
New directors elected were Julius
Schepps, Julian B o b o , Robert
Strauss and Henry Pearlstone. Mr.
Segall was re-elected to the board
and to the presidency. The new
board of directors also elected Ted
Strauss, vice president, and Tom
Massey, secretary-treasurer.
Stockholders include Actors

9iL
NEW

ANS

© BEAMED TO THE MASSES . . . features tops in Hillbilly, Race and popular DJ Shows
. . .
• TOPS IN PERSONALITIES . . . nationally famous disc
jockeys . . . Earle "Gran'pappy" Davis . . .
"Okey Dokey"* . . Bob Murphey
• BIG COVERAGE . . . LOW COST . . . 1000 watts
concentrated coverage in rich 100-mile New
Orleans area
. . .
«... plus FULL MERCHANDISING AND PROMOTIONAL
SUPPORT FOR YOUR PRODUCT
. . .
* copyright

WBOK,

1950.

1000 WATTS
800 ON YOUR DIAL
INCORPORATED
ok
"NEW ORLEANS' QJ{ STATION"
Stanley W. Ray, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY FORIOE & CO.
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Tyrone Power, Robert Taylor and
William Holden, among others.
Proceeds from sale of the newly
authorized stock, upon which present members have an option, will
be used in the purchase of the
studio building at 1401 South
Akard which KIXL has been using since its founding in 1947.
REP. RATUFF
KOWT Owner in Texas House
^
. .... . „r,
DOWN in the Lone Star State,
David W. Ratliff, owner-manager
of KDWT Stamford, Tex. was
elected to the Texas House of
Representatives last year. He was
sworn in this Jan. 8 at the opening
session.
When the 52d session of the
legislature convened, Rep. Ratliff
was appointed to the Aeronautics
Appropriations, Common Carriers
and Labor committees. He also
was named vice chairman of the
committee on Interstate Cooperation. Appointments were made by
House Speaker Reuben Senterfitt,
who warned that this session faced
some of the hardest problems ever
presented to the Texas legislature.
Mr. Ratliff's station took the air
in April 1947. He now represents
the 115th district in the Texas
House, comprising Jones ■ and
Shackleford Counties.

eye surgeon and one-time president
of the American Medical Assn., he
was raised in fashionable La Due
in suburban St. Louis County. He
attended St. Louis Country Day
School as a boy, and returned to
his native state after military
school to pursue a pre-medical
course at the U. of Missouri. Mr.
North had shifted to Arts and
Sciences by the time he took his
B.A. degree in 1929.
His first contact with the business world was as a bulk plant
supervisor for Roxana Petroleum
Corp. (now Shell) in St. Louis.
He held this position for seven
years, joining the big Butler Paper
organization in 1936. At the Chamber of Commerce dinner where the
distinguished salesman award was
announced, Mr. North was cited
by Butler as having done "as creditable ajob as any salesman we have
In 1942, when wartime paper alever had." locations went into effect, John
North went to Jefferson Barracks
and enlisted in the Army Air Force.
He spent nine months at training
camps in this country, and 32
months overseas as a master
sergeant in Ninth Air Force Intelligence. He was decorated with
the bronze star. After his discharge, he went to Wichita and
KANS.
"I have often regretted that I
didn't get into radio 10 years
sooner," he says. "The industry
has a great future, especially in
the national spot field."

When John
North
pulls out all
Decries
'Waste'
the stops for national spot radio,
advertisers usually succumb to his
tune. He loudly deplores the waste
circulation of network radio "which
offers no flexibility, forcing an advertiser to accept a fixed combination of stations and markets."
He played an important part in
Radio Representatives most successful invasion of the station representative field two years ago,
teaming up with Peggy Stone of
New York, also formerly with
Taylor-Howe-Snowden, and Tracy
Moore, RR's Pacific Coast manager,
to put the new company "in the
black" within six months. Last
fall, RR-Chicago marked its second
anniversary by opening enlarged,
and resplendent, quarters at 75
East Wacker Drive.
In 1946, Mr. North married
Shirley Lord of Kenilworth, 111.,
KGGF Increases Power
whose father is Carroll J. Lord,
KGGF, ABC affiliate in Coffeyville,
prominent Chicago attorney. The
Norths live at the Town and Garden
Kan., began fulltime operation Jan.
14 with increased power of 10 kw
Apartments on the outskirts of
day, 5 kw night. Station formerly
Chicago's loop. Both are sportsoperated with 1 kw day, 500 w
minded — Shirley as a swimmer and
night. KGGF had been operating
equestrienne, John as a deep sea
fisherman and duck hunter.
with 10 kw daytime for two months
under test authority from FCC but
Mr. North is a member of the
did not expand night power until
Chicago
Radio Management Club.
Jan. 14. Construction and installaHe is a 32d degree Mason and a
tion work was supervised by J. S. member of Moolah Temple of the
Jaminet, KGGF chief engineer.
Shrine, St. Louis. His college fraRobert L. Pratt is station manager.
ternity is Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
BROADCASTING
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We are in a slaie of Emergency. We musl build our military strength — and, at the
{ same time, we must keep our economy strong for the long pull. Inflation bleeds both!

ings
thi

must

if we

that

be

want

done

to

Inflation can wreck our vital defense program. But the threat of
this Sixth Column Enemy can be
checked if these six things are done:

check

1. We must increase production in
order to meet defense needs and, at the
same time, provide civilian necessities.
Up to now peacetime demands have
kept production at full blast. Of course,
we've got to reduce civilian demands.
Even then, it is only through increased
production that we can meet this double
need and also help keep prices from rising. Government, business and labor
should discourage wage and profit increases which primarily increase prices
without increasing production.
2. We must support increased taxes
to put our government, as nearly as
possible,
on a"pay-as-you-go"
basis.
Paying higher
taxes is not only cheaper
for all of us in the long run but it helps
to hold down prices now.
3. We must insist that our government cut non-military expenditures
to the bone. Every dollar so cut is an
added dollar for the defense effort without extra taxes or borrowing.

BROADCASTING
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inflation

4. We must accept curbs on credit.
Credit restrictions help assure the supply of materials needed for defense, and
help keep prices down, by reducing competition for these materials.
5. We must increase our savings.
When we put money into savings or life
insurance, we cut the demand for civilian
goods and make that money available
for investment so businesses and factories can increase production. This helps
check inflation. When we lend our savings to the Government, to that degree
we make it unnecessary for the Government to borrow from the banks, and that
kind of borrowing is inflationary.
6. We must buy only what we need,
using credit as sparingly as possible.
Otherwise we bid against ourselves for

scarce goods, and that pushes prices up.
These things won't be easy for any of
us to do. But sacrifices are called for
from all of us if we are to keep the Sixth
Column Enemy— Inflation— from bleeding our economy.

This message is brought to you by the life
insurance companies and their agents
who believe that to keep America strong
is the job of every one of us.
You can help check the Sixth Column
Enemy — Inflation — by doing your part
and by letting your representatives in
Government know that you support action they take along these lines.
Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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The Obsolete Map
EDITOR:
Just took off my glasses this
morning and got a better look at
a map hanging in the office and saw
that
it saidSTANDARD
across the top RADIO
"CITIES
WITH
BROADCAST STATIONS AND
TELECAST STATIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA
—1949!"
Please send along the latest of
these that you have gotten out.
Larry Parke
Director, Radio & TV
Pearson Adv. Agency
New York
[EDITOR'S CASTNOTE:
The latest maps
BROADING • TELECASTING
are
available
for
$1.00
each,
with
a quantity discount. Yours is on its
way,
Mr. Parke.]

open mike

'Well-Reasoned'
EDITOR:
Congratulations on the excellent
and constructive article on "Sports
Threat" in the Jan. 8 Broadcasting
• Telecasting. This was a fine
and well-reasoned presentation and
I wish that everyone in Dallas had
a chance to see it just as it was
written.
C. L. Jordan
Executive Vice President
N. W. Ayer & Son
Philadelphia,

'Professional' Coverage
EDITOR:
This is a belated but enthusiastic
thanks for the excellent article you
published on Leave It To the
Girls [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 18, 1950]. Much has
been written about this popular
show, but I believe Broadcasting • Telecasting covered the
story more professionally than
anything to date.
Thayer Ridgway
Exec. Vice President
Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance
New York

For

Vital

Central New

News

'Time's' Needles
EDITOR:
Time magazine has developed a
neat style of news writing which
includes rhyming names, asterisks,
italics and phrases in parenthesis.
Time needle on page 44 of the Dec.
25 issue should have included a
footnote totalling the number of
radio stations in the Washington
area the ailing rear admiral could
have turned to when he became
disgusted with soap operas.
This would, of course, have given

. . .

Yorkers

as well as for
entertainment

Nave

—

Learned
to listen to

T7. Public service that assures an
Interested Audience for Your Show

MUSE
AM • FM • TV
The Only COMPLETE

Broadcast Institution

in Central New York

NBC AFFILIATE • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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the needle to the admiral for inability to. turn the dial instead of
to radio which seems to be in competition with Mr. Luce. . . .
Frank E. Shaffer
General Manager
WJER Dover, Ohio
Program Credits
EDITOR:
I was pleased and flattered by
your generous review of my program, You Can Survive an Atomic
Attack featuring Dr. Richard
Gerstell [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8]. However, I was
disappointed that no reference was
made to its producer or the station of its origin. WCFM in
Washington, D. C, made the
original two-hour recording. I
edited it to a half hour, wrote the
commentary and presented it over
WCFM on my weekly program,
Capital Events. Please ... we
live by publicity.
Jean Putnam
Program Director
Cooperative
Broadcasting
Assn.
WCFM (FM) Washington
* * *
Mail

Order

Case

EDITOR:
Ref: Broadcasting, Jan. 8, '51,
page
"Mail sucker
Order Case."
Add 26,another
to the list.
Since "misery loves company," I
would like to know how many
other stations were "taken." Jett
(of Midland Adv. Agency) told me
on the phone that the offer was
running on over 400 stations.
I should also like very much to
know what course of action these
stations are taking.* Our account
with the Midland Advertising
Agency was turned over to Dun &
Bradstreet, as I imagine several
others were, and should we hear
anything, naturally we will keep
you posted. I assume that the
FTC and the Postal Inspector have
been
at any Please
rate that's
what notified;
we are doing.
keep
us posted
this
case. on what's happening in
Thanks to Broadcasting • Telecasting for a publication that is
not only informative, but protective.
William E. Stamps
General Manager
WHIN Gallatin, Tenn.
* EDITOR'S NOTE: U.S. Post Office
Dept. INGiso TELECASTING,
investigating [BROADCASTJan. 15.]
Awards Made
EDITOR:
On Jan. 14, 1951, at the King
and Prince Hotel, St. Simons

Island, Ga., the Georgia Junior
Chamber of Commerce held its
Distinguished Service Awards
Banquet at which time we honored
Georgia's Five Outstanding Young
Men of 1950. At this banquet it
was our pleasure to award a DSA
Key and Certificate to Mr. Carl
Collins, general manager of Radio
Station WCOH Newnan, Ga.
The Distinguished Service
Award is the highest award of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce and
the certificate, signed by Richard
Kemler, president, United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce, read
"for outstanding community service during the calendar year of
While we realize it is common
for broadcast people to take the
lead in their community life we
think this case is interesting in as
much as he was recommended for
1950."
this
award by Mr. James ThomasHerald.publisher, Newnan Timesson,
Reeve Owen
Ch airman, D istingu ished
Service Awards
Georgia Junior Chamber of
Commerce
Columbus, Ga.
On

All Accounts

(Continued from page 12)
Armstrong for a long staetch.
Merle's main interest in radio
and television, however, has been
a mathematical one as a buyer of
time. Her high school and college
training in math, accounting, statistics and commerce courses prepared her for the demanding figure
work of a timebuying job.
Her volve
timebuying
dutiesBrown
also in-&
these accounts:
Williamson Tobacco Corp. (Raleigh
and Wings cigarettes and Tube
Rose Snuff), which sponsors People
Are Funny on NBC-AM and national TV spot; Fitzpatrick Bros.
(Kitchen Klenzer), TV and AM
spot; W. A. Schaeffer Pen Co.,
which has used TV spot; Pinex Co.
(cough syrup), AM spot, and
Princeton Farms, popcorn. AM and
TV spot.
Merle is a member of the Chicago Radio Management Club and
the Chicago Television Council.
Boston U. Conference
CONFERENCE on audio-visual
education, on both the public school
and college level, was held Friday
and Saturday (Jan. 19-20) at Boston U. under sponsorship of its
publictionsrelations
andMassachusetts
communicaschool and the
Teaching Aid Society. Friday evening, John E. Marshall, administrator, Massachusetts School Building Commission, described the
commission's program and its provisions for radio, television and
audio-visual education. Representatives of Massachusetts school
systems and 14 New England colleges and state departments of
education attended.
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Super-Sensitive

with

Performance

FM-AM

Superiority

Again Zenith lengthens its lead over the FMAM field — with new and better versions of the
Zeniths that were already the industry's two
best sellers. With Zenith's unrivaled SuperSensitive FM, they bring in a wealth of entertainment, static-free and real as only genuine

that

Radios

makes

Sales!

FM can be. Truly . . . radio at its finest!
Their newly designed cabinets are the style
highlights of the radio year. Of course, both
have Zenith's famous Long Distance AM, big
Zenith-built Alnico speakers and other Zenith
advantages.

1

New
Super-Medallion
Genuine Super-Sensitive Zenith- Armstrong FM plus Zenith Long
Distance AM — automatic volume control — built-in Wavemagnet* and Light-Line Antenna — cabinet of beautiful maroon
plastic with Roman Gold mesh grille and tuning indicator.

lf
N*l*L*
*
*
t
r
A
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics Exclusively
ALSO MAKERS OF AMERICA'S FINEST HEARING AIDS

New
Super-Triumph
The same Super-Sensitive FM and Long Distance AM as the
Super-Medallion, plus new broad-range tone control— jewel-like
on/off indicator — maroon plastic cabinet with "Flexo-Grip"
carrying handle— Roman Gold embossed dial.

•LONG DISTANCE* RADIO
and TELEVISION

mm
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Tuna,

like

p

If you want to catch a Tuna, you must
bait with his gastronomical preference
— which in one-syllable words adds up
to "Give him what he likes !"
And so it is with humans.

If you want to

capture people, you must use the proper
lure.

Lang-Worth's

musical

lures are pro-

duced by master craftsmen to attract all

LAN

4

FEATURE
113

WEST

57th

A FEW

TYPES

FOUND

tie,

will

IN

OF
THE

HUMAN
RADIO

FISH
SEA

only
THE TEEN-AGERS:

'RIKE

on

bait

they

7 $ } Very agile and wary — they travel
mostly in "schools" and frequently
influence the feeding habits of other

LIKE

types of people . . . solid plus forties and

fish. Lang-Worth Lure No. 4.

starry-eyed newly weds. . .Mayflower descendants and foreign born... teenagers and glamour gals.

THE
Send today for the booklet, "Luring
with Lang- Worth."

tells what bait to use for each type of

THE

KILOGRAMS,
YORK

FORTIES:

fish in the radio sea.

WORTH

i7ll T, NEW

PLUS

Biggest and most sought-after fish
in the Radio Sea — prized for his rich
flesh and the sport of landing. LangWorth Lures No. 1 and No. 2.

It illustrates the

many specialized Lang- Worth lures and
human

SOLID

NEWLYWEDS:

Rarely found in open water — prefer
secluded coves and shaded inlets —

Inc.
19, N. Y.

travel in pairs — most prevalent during June. Lang-Worth Lures No. 5
and 8.

THE

GLAMOUR

GALS:

Colorful and fast — natural prey of
the "Solid Plus Forties" but often
lead him to his doom. Nocturnal
fishing recommended. Lang-Worth
Lure No. 11.

|

editorial

Luce

Thinking

FORTUNE, the Tiffany of the Henry Luce
publications, in this month's issue publishes
this picture in its New Products feature:

the purpose behind these raids was to improve
quantitative audience ratings. The question
now comes home to plague the networks. How
much is an increase in rating points worth?
Certainly it is not worth the alienation of
advertisers. And if Mr. Ellis, who speaks as
one of TV's biggest customers, is right, advertisers are beginning to feel that their interests
have been ignored.
Mr. Ellis pointed out that these days individual stars are being paid as much as $40,000
for one TV performance and that program
costs run as much as $75,000 an hour. "If
this has been done in a two-year period," he
asked, "where do we go from here?"
The answer could be that advertisers will
go to other media unless some equilibrium is
restored. After all, TV has proved a bonanza
for talent. Networks and talent alike should
recognize this.

In Jumbo

Type

There's nothing wrong with the radio
picture that good salesmanship can't cure
To silence radio commercials automatically,
NOTHING very profound about that quote.
R. C. Jones, above, of Polaroid Corp., has invented
It appeared in our Christmas Day issue when
an attachment that discriminates between speech
the AM "rate adjustment" fervor was at its
and music.
peak. The thesis of that editorial was that
radio needed salesmen — not rate adjustments.
Since then — and without benefit of rate-tamperIt's another Luce slam at commercial radio,
probably stemming from competitive anguish
ing— the major networks have sold more than
and his own frustrations in attempting to buy
16 hours of regularly scheduled time, plus a
into network radio (he once owned 25% of the
multiplicity of short-term campaigns. Moreover the renewal rate has been above normal.
Blue, now ABC).
What the cut-line on Mr. Jones' neat little
To say that this resurgence, wreathing netinvention that silences radio commercials does
work sales countenances in smiles, is a result of
not say is that:
a sudden burst of hard selling, would be
stretching it. The answer is that the bluff was
"Speech" includes all emergency announcements . . . air-raid warnings for instance.
called. Preferred positions and desirable adjaSince radio is the only means with which to
cencies might be lost to advertisers. So advertisers and agencies buttoned up fast. They were
reach practically everybody at once, Mr. Jones'
invention would seem to be a remarkably effecmindful also of what happened in the last lamented emergency when both time and space
tive answer to the enemy's prayer.
were at a premium.
So obituaries for radio have gone back to
the files. But they are the pending files. Radio
TV's Talent Travail
has a breathing spell. For the nonce, adverJAMES H. S. ELLIS, president of the Kudner
tisers and agencies have diverted their fire to
Agency, has a point, we think, in criticizing
the high cost of TV, stemming from the crazy
television networks for engaging in such fierce
bidding among the TV networks for top talent.
bidding for stars as to inflate talent prices
And this activity has galvanized the unions
beyond sensible levels.
into
action, resulting in inflated costs. Even
There is no doubt, as Mr. Ellis said in his
jolting Jimmy Petrillo, quiescent for lo these
speech a fortnight ago before the Detroit Admany months, into breaking out in a new place
craft Club, that soaring talent costs are
—
threatening TV with mayhem or worse.
bound to price advertisers out of television.
One has but to talk with network prospects
But we must disagree with Mr. Ellis' conto ascertain what has transpired in radio selldemnation ofthe principle of networks' owning
ing— or the lack of it. Take the airlines case.
their own shows, which in his view is the
source of the rising talent prices. To Mr. — -TWA, which started the Mr. and Mrs. Blandings program on NBC yesterday (Sunday)
Ellis the fact that NBC-TV owns 50% of the
broke the ice and thus opened a new sales
programs on its air and CBS-TV owns 70%
vista for the networks.
of its programming constitutes an undesirable
Mr. Sam J. Henry, director of advertising
trend toward network control of "editorial
media of TWA, and an old-hand at radio,
content of the air."
tells that story in a letter to this editor:
It seems to us that the more programs a
network owns, the more it fulfills its funda"Congratulations on the 'sales' editorials
mental responsibilities as a licensee of its
you have published in recent issues," he writes.
owned-and-operated stations and as a program
"Recent events more and more bear out the
source for its affiliates. The responsibility to
accuracy
of your statements." He continues:
broadcast the best programs it can devise is
I hate to say this about old friends and
associates, but in the five years I have been
one that no network can conscientiously abdiin my present position (more or less responcate in favor of an advertising agency or an
for TWA's
media
advertising)
not more
advertiser.
than sible
three
or four
salesmen
have called
on.
phoned,
or
even
written
me.
Yet
in this
So the principle is commendable. It is in
time, TWA has expended several hundred
thousands of dollars in radio and TV. Durthe practice that Mr. Ellis can find justifiable
ing this same period, salesmen from other
fault.
media have been knocking on our door with
A lot of sensible observers questioned the
amazing persistence and the usual good results. What's wrong with radio selling?
wisdom of the talent raids which began in
radio two years ago and which established the
We suggest that, for the duration, those
undesirable precedent of a network buying a
excerpts be placed on the bulletin board of
star for a large salary and selling his services
every network and station sales department
— and in jumbo type.
to an advertiser at a loss. As Mr. Ellis said,
Page 48
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£ • our respects to:

HOWARD

PHINEAS

ABRAHAMS

requisites
important
of theadvertisin
ONEa good
g man
is to ofsaybeing
the
right thing at the right time. Howard
Phineas Abrahams, manager of the Sales
Promotion Division of the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn., has been doing that for many
years. In his present position, he is also advising others how to do it, telling memberstores all over the country how they can best
use radio-TV and other media to advantage.
When he worked in the advertising departments of such stores as Rothschild Bros.,
Ithaca, N. Y., and Bloomingdale's, New York,
Mr. Abrahams occasionally would be confronted by an irate buyer, waving an ad proof
in his hand, shouting, not too gently: "It
stinks!" Sometimes the buyer would go so
far as to say: "I could write a better advertiseHoward
Abrahams had a special technique
ment myself!"
for such cases. He said the right thing at
the right time — in the right way. "Sit down
and calm down," he would say in a friendly
manner. "Let me tell you about the experience
of my father when he was an accountant for a
famous circus." The buyer would usually comply, probably a little surprised at the turn in
the conversation.
"This circus was going rapidly bankrupt,"
Mr. Abrahams would continue, "when a brilliant idea hit him. If he could collect all the
animal manure and sell it for fertilizer, my
father thought he would accumulate enough
money to put the circus into the profit side of
the ledger. And that is exactly what he did,
because guess Mr. Buyer, how much money the
circus took in in one year -from the sale of
At this, the buyer would usually bend forward eagerly with a cautious estimate of the
manure."
product's value. No matter what the answer,
whether it was $10,000 or 25 cents, Mr. Abrahams would exclaim: "Right! Right on the
nose — which shows that you know more about
horse manure than you know about advertisBorn July 12, 1904, in Yonkers, N. Y., Mr.
Abrahams got his first advertising experience
in 1926 with the Rothschild Bros. Dept. Store
tising."
in Ithaca, N. Y., one year after graduating
from Cornell U. there with a B.S. degree. His
title was advertising manager, but his duties
included tacking up the advertisements on store
bulletin boards and taking a frequent turn at
filling in for salesmen, floor managers and
(Continued on page 82)
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A

TOWER

OF

STRENGTH

Standing as. living, functional
monuments to the voice of
American radio are the thousands

FOR

of transmitter towers rising above
city and plain from one end of our

FREEDOM!

country to the other. Reaching far
into the sky, these structural steel
giants are working symbols of
the power and force of freedom
. . . for the voice of American
radio is the voice of freedom!
WJR takes great pride in being a
leader in this vast system, for radio,
and radio alone, is equipped to
carry to a troubled world the
message of hope and peace —
the message of a free America!

WJR
THE GOODWILL STATION, INC.
FISHER BLDG., DETROIT
CBS
50,000
WATTS

Radio — America's Greatest
Public Service Medium
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GEORGE MOSKOVICS, manager of sales development CBS-TV, New
York, appointed executive assistant to MERLE S. JONES, general manager CBS Pacific Network, KNX-KTSL (TV) Hollywood.
front off
ice

ABC-TV owned-and-operated TV stations appoint HORACE
Co., Toronto, as Canadian TV sales representative.
|gf

L. KRUEGER, commercial manager WTAG-AM-FM
cester, Mass., appointed station manager. He
succeeds late E. E. (Ted) HILL [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8]. ROBERT J. BROWN, manager of
local sales, succeeds him as commercial manager.
RICHARD L. GRAVEL, local sales staff, appointed
local sales manager.

HERBERT

SAM M. FEIGENBAUM, account executive WARM
Scranton, Pa., appointed sales manager, succeeding
WILLIAM M. DAWSON, appointed general manager in
October.

JOHN F. CARLSON appointed commercial manager KWLK
Wash. Was with KTBI Tacoma, Wash.

Wor-

„ Krueger
Mr.

OfWUWD'S £ty STATION • wjw • CLEVEUWD'S/jfo*^ SWNAL- wjw • CUVEUNO'S Sty
J
|

SAYS:

"Chief been keeping ear to ground |
Heap good news for you he tells S
Advertisers wise have found

"f^

Cleveland's strongest signal SELLS" 1

STATION
BELL

J
I

Profit by using WJW
- Northeast Ohio's
most merchandising-minded,
BILL
O'NEIl
PRESIDENT

promotion-minded

station.

STATION
jl

5000 W.
WJW BUILDING
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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San Mateo, to KGO San Francisco sales

BASIC ABC
CLEVELAND 1 5, OHIO
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES,

STEPHEN B. LABUNSKI appointed to AM sales staff KCMO Kansas
City, Mo. He has acted as Congressional assistant in Washington.
LON KING, KNBC San Francisco salesman, to Free & Peters, S. F., as
TV representative for Pacific Coast.
HARVEY

Memphis,

ARTHUR CORNWALL, program director WGCD Chester, S. C, named
manager. He replaces CHARLES A. THOMAN, who reports for active
dutv with Air Force.

SALES

Cleveland, to

LAVELLE W. HUGHES, chief FCC Minute Branch, Bureau of Secretary,
chosen for Civil Service internship program.

GEORGE MOONEY, sports director and salesman WHHM
appointed commercial manager.

RINGS

Longview,

LARSON, sales representee WDRC Hartford, recalled to Navy.

CHARLES JOHNSON, KVSM
department.

MARTIN L. LEICH, operations manager On The Air Inc. (WGBF,
WMLL (FM), Evansville, Ind.; WTMV-AM-FM East St. Louis, 111.;
WBOW-AM-FM Terre Haute, Ind.), appointed general manager WGBF
and WMLL. He succeeds CLARENCE LEICH, his father, who was
secretary-treasurer and director. Elder Mr. Leich will continue as consultant for company.

CHIEF

ALFRED

WALBERG L. BROWN, music director WTAM-AM-FM
WDOK same city as vice president and general manager.

BILL BATES, program director WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo. appointed
station manager. VIC PECK appointed assistant to manager.

CHIEF

N. STOVIN

INC.

STRUTHERS, account executive CBS Radio Sales-TV, New
York, appointed assistant general
manager WEEI Boston. He replaces
WILBUR EDWARDS, who was appointed director KNX Los Angeles
and Columbia Pacific Network operations.
WILLIAM B. MURPHY, manager
KSUE Susanville, Calif., appointed
station manager KULA Honolulu.

Mr Struthers
E- HAROLD
KEOWN Huntsville,
appointed manMr. Edwards
ager
WHBS-AM-FM
Ala.
Was with Frederic W. Ziv Co., Oklahoma City, and was manager KRCT
Baytown, Tex.
BUDDY STARCHER, WCAU
tor WAVL Apollo, Pa.

Philadelphia, appointed managing direc-

DOUGLAS FLEMING, general and commercial manager KCFH Cuero,
Tex., to KABC San Antonio as sales promotion and merchandising manager.
WORL

Boston appoints The Boiling Co., N. Y., as national representive.

EDWIN C. DERRYBERRY and STUART D. ALLEN to WTVJ (TV)
Miami as account executives. Mr. Derryberry was promotion and commerical manager WWPB same city. Mr. Allen was account executive
at same station.
etiona
E. J. HUBER, general manager of KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, appointed
radio chairman for Brotherhood Week in state. . . . KEN CRAIG, ex- |
ecutive assistant to H. LESLIE ATLASS, CBS Central Division vice,
president, being treated for pneumonia at Lutheran Deaconess Hospital.
Chicago. . . . JUDITH WALLER, director of education and public affairs.
NBC Chicago, will discuss "An Evaluation of Present Religious Pro-fJ
grams" at Butler U. Religious Radio Workshop in Indianapolis today and J
tomorrow (Mon.-Tues.).
RALPH J. SHADE, account executive WTMA Charleston, S. C, appointed]
assistant chief air raid warden for Charleston County. . . . R. MAIN]
MORRIS, assistant manager KLZ Denver, appointed public relations andj
publicity chairman of Denver Kiwanis Club for 1951. . . . WALTER J.|
DAMM, vice president and general manager WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee,]
landed seven-foot sailfish on fishing trip in Florida.

HAROLD E. FELLOWS, executive vice president WEEI Boston, tc i
deliver keynote address in city's observance of Printing and Publishing
Week. . . . WILLIAM R. McANDREWS, general manager WRC-AM-FM I
and WNBW(TV) Washington, father of boy, Jan. 12. . . . ROBERT R.J
TICHNER,
general of
manager
D., appointed to Legis-|
lative Commission
South WNAX
Dakota Yankton,
Education S. Assn.
EDDIE WHITLOCK, general manager WRNL Richmond, and GRAEME
ZIMMER,
WXGI same city, appointed to head-up Red
Cross drivevice
in president
city.
BROADCASTING
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BUILDING BAN
No Radio-TV Affect— NPA
LATEST ban on commercial construction "is not intended" to affect radio and television stations, a
National Production Authority
spokesman said last week.
NPA has tightened restrictions
on commercial building including
that of outdoor advertising signs
and certain printing establishments. The move was made last
Monday to conserve metals, cement
and other materials needed for
the defense effort. According to
the order, no such construction,
except
can be
started "emergency
before Feb. cases,"
15.

After that date, builders must get
a license from NPA before beginning work on new commercial construction. Small commercial buildings, costing less than $5,000, are
Sen not covered by the regulation nor
are alterations to existing structures costing less than that figure
over a 12-month period.
The new order was seen as a
continuation of the NPA stand
announced last October which
banned new construction for
amusement, recreational or en:ertainment purposes [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 30].
It is apparent that the new
)rder would not affect manufacturing establishments such as electronic manufacturing firms. Under
?.a :he order,
where there is doubt as
;o whether a building has been
;egally started, a builder may apsly for exemption from the reguation as can those builders claiming "unreasonable hardship."
vVEPM Joins Liberty
VEPM Martinsburg, W. Va._. has
announced that it will become an
.ffiliate of the Liberty Broadcasting System Feb. 1. C. Leslie Gollilay, WEPM general manager, said
he station has programmed indeiendently since beginning broadast operations Oct. 13, 1946, and
'hat acquisition of the LBS aihlia'ion will broaden the variety of
■:::k Programming. WEPM also operates WEPM-FM which duplicates
;i.M programs.
1

WDRC

NIELSEN-RATINGS*
RADIO
(TOTAL U. NATIONAL
S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN,
FARM AND URBAN HOMES —TOP
and including
TELEPHONEPROGRAMS
and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR WEEK DECEMBER 3-9, 1950
Rating
Rating
Current
Current
Current Previous
Current Previous
Homes
Homes
Rank
Programs
%
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
Rank
EVENING,
A
WEEK
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(9.6)
5
4
Arthur
Godfrey
(Nabisco)
(CBS)
9.0
ONCE
1
1
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
22.1
6
8
Wendy
Warren
and
the
News
(CBS)
....
8.9
2
2
7
5
Challenge of the Yukon (MBS)
8.9
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
21.1
7
3
Walter
Winchell
(ABC)
18.3
8
9
Big
Sister
(CBS)
8.8
4
3
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
17.7
9
12
Pepper toYoung's
(NBC)
8.4
5
5
10
17
Right
HapoinessFamily(NBC)
8.4
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts (CBS)
17.3
6
6
DAY,
SUNDAY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(3.6)
My
Friend
Irma
(CBS)
16.7
4
7
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
9.3
Amos
Andy & (CBS)
16.6
16
Fibber 'n'
McGee
Mollv (NBC)
15.2
2
2
Shadow (MBS)
9.3
1089
8
3
3
Martin
Kane,
Private
Eve
(MBS)
8.0
Red
Skelton
(CBS)
. '.
14.8
47
F.B.I,
in
Peace
and
War
(CBS)
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DAY,
For All
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(5.8)
1 SATURDAY
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Stars Over
Hollywood
(CBS)
9.2
(Average For All Programs)
(5.9)
1
1 •WEEKLY
Beulah (CBS)
12.2
2
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
8.7
MULTI2
3
3
4
Give
and
Take
(CBS)
8.1
Oxydol
Show
(CBS)
110
5
3
Lowe!l Thomas (CBS)
9.7
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to
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United
1
1
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Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS) . . 10.7
2
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
9.7
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Homes listening
reached only
during1 toall 5 orminutes.
any part of the program, except
3
6
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
9.5
for
4
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
9.3
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SCRIPT CONTEST
PRC Again Offers Award
PROTESTANT Radio Commission
announced last week it will again
join in sponsorship of the national
script contest of the Assn. for Education by Radio by offering $100
for the best religious radio scripts
for 1951.
PRC was a sponsor last year.
The contest is being supported for
the fourth year by World Book
Encyclopedia and Audio Devices
Inc. Prizes for winning scripts
will exceed $1,000. Students enrolled in radio-TV college classes
are eligible. Radio stations and
others interested in the contest as
a promotional method by offering
cash prizes in their area should
address inquiries to Dr. Sherman
P. Lawton, U. of Oklahoma, who is
the contest chairman.

kc. Transfer of the WLPO stock
is subject to FCC approval since
Mrs. Miller owns 897 of the 1,020
shares outstanding, a majority

WLPO
OWNERSHIP
Involved in Miller Divorce
mrs. ruth Mccormick miller, publisher of the Washington,
D. C, Times-Herald, relinquishes
her part ownership in WLPO La
Salle, 111., under terms of a divorce
granted last week from Peter
Miller Jr. on cruelty grounds by
Zearing.
Ottawa, 111., Circuit Judge Louis

interest. maining
Mr.123 shares.
Miller holds" the reMr. and Mrs. Miller have been
co-publishers of the News-Tribune,
Mrs. Miller as president and Mr.
Miller as publisher. Mrs. Miller
also has been president of WLPO.
Mrs. Miller is the daughter of
the
Hanna
mick late
SimsRep.
and Ruth
the late
Sen. McCorMedill
McCormick of Illinois. She is the
niece of Col. Robert R. McCormick,
publisher of the Chicago Tribune
TV).
(WGN, WGNB (FM) and WGN-

Mrs. Miller waived alimony under a property settlement in which
she gave Mr. Miller all her stock
in the LaSalle News-Tribune and
LaSalle County Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of WLPO. The
station is a 250-w daytimer on 1220

'CHEF'S

SAW
Firm To Honor Requests

ALL listeners who have sent in 50
cents for a "chef's saw" promoted
by Thomas J. Lipton Inc. on the
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scmits show
on CBS-TV will recMve them, William Sullivan, president of True,
Sullivan & Neibert, Long Island
City, a mailing firm, told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Query arose with the arrest of
Paul Neil Lewis, an employe, who
was apprehended in Palm Springs,
Calif., on charges of forgery and
embezzlement of $82,000.
The money reportedly represented fifty-cent pieces sent in by
listeners with a Lipton label, which
supposedly went into a special account in the Corn Exchange Bank
& Trust Co. in New York set up by
the True organization for the Lipton Co.
According to police, Mr. Lewis
opened a fictitious account in the
name of "Keith Ward" in a branch
of the same bank. They alleged he
deposited in the account checks
drawn to the order of J. Scott
Hornsby of the Hornsby & McKinley Co., Hollywood, Calif.,
manufacturer of the saw, then
made systematic withdrawals by
checks made out to cash or to himself until he had drained the account of $82,000.
a stin g

WHY MORE NATIONAL ADVERTISERS ARE SELLING THE CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA MARKET
THROUGH WVAM IN 1951

}£, full
WVAM,
area'smeans
only
time the
1000 Altoona
watt station,
greater coverage — more homes
reached per dollar.

}£. WVAM's lineup of top-rated CBS
shows means better entertainment.

y
|

WAR

WVAM — the leader in original local programs produced on a personality basis — means more listeners, day and night.

DHWVAM

JOHNSTOWN
Represented by Weed

ALTOONA
and Company
January 22, 1951
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THOMAS FOY, assistant purchasing agent ABC, appointed purchasing agent.
CATHERINE ALICE WOODRUFF appointed continuity director KECK
Odessa, Tex. Was with WNOE and
WWL New Orleans.
GLORIA BATTERN appointed assistant to promotion director WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
RANDALL JESSEE appointed program director WDAF-TV Kansas City,
Mo. He replaces BILL BATES (see
Front Office). BOB DICKHOUSE appointed film room supervisor.
JOEL CHASEMAN, public relations
and publicity director WAAM (TV)
Baltimore, appointed public service
director. He will also continue with
his present duties.
PEARL HUMMELL, chief accountant
WTAM-AM-FM and WNBK (TV)
Cleveland, resigns. She will open own
public accounting firm.
BILL NEWMAN returns to WXGI
Richmond as staff announcer, replacing JOHN DRIVER, who joins Air
Force.
BILL SHEEHAN, announcer WDRC
Hartford, assigned to moderate weekly Parade of Youth forums, featuring
Connecticut high school pupils.
BOB DeBARDELABEN, staff announcer WCOG Greensboro, N. C,
and Jean Tucker were married Jan. 6.
GEORGE SNADER, KFVD Los Angeles; DICK BRUCE, WDSU New
Orleans; REX DALE, WCKY Cincinnati; ROBIN SEYMOUR, WKMH
Dearborn, Mich., and ED TUCHOLKA,
WEBR Buffalo, selected five top disc
jockeys in country by Movie Stars
Parade magazine.

consumer

air-casters
WALTER RANEY, staff announcer
WMCA New York, to WABD (TV)
New York in same capacity.
CLATE HOLM, program directorchief announcer KOVE Lander, Wyo.,
recalled to active duty with Navy.
JACK BREECE, announcer-engineer,
to report for duty with Army.
VICTOR B. LINDSEY, KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., to KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.,
on announcing staff. JEANNE WILSON appointed to continuity staff.
PAT ADAMS, mail clerk KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., and Robert Cole announce marriage.
JIMMY LEWIS, Houston night club
entertainer, to KNUZ Houston as
singing disc jockey, replacing PAUL
BERLIN, who enters Air Force.
MAXINE DICKEY, new to radio, appointed station receptionist. GUY
GARDNER, KLPR Oklahoma City, to
announcing staff. ALMA TAYLOR,
Houston Shopping News, appointed
assistant accountant.
CARLTON ADAIR, director of programs and public service MutualDon Lee, Hollywood, to represent radio and TV on promotion committee
of annual Boy Scouts Circus this
spring.
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW, film
star and TV narrator, appointed associate director WPIX (TV) New
York.

markets

The book that simplifies the
search for market facts
"I consider CONSUMER MARKETS the
most valuable single volume an agency can
have," says a Media Director. "We would
have to have at least five volumes to give us
the information found in just CM. It's
terrific."
CONSUMER MARKETS fills the needs of
agencies, national advertisers, market analysts, media sales and promotion managers
for accurate, up-to-date, detailed market
facts on every state, county and city of
5,000 and over in the United States.
Write today for Full Explanation Folder
detailing the comprehensive data CONSUMER MARKETS puts at your fingertips.

882 pages of
accurate, up-to-date
market figures with
state-county and
major market area
maps, organized
for greatest working
convenience.

SPECIAL STATISTICAL SERVICE: The 350,000 items listed
in CONSUMER MARKETS are on IBM cards.
Machine Tabulations are available at reasonable
cost for quick assembly in any statistical combinations you want for special market studies. Write
for estimate on your job.
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ROBERT V. BROWN, program manager KNBH (TV) Hollywood; DON
LAURITZEN, president Rockett-Lauritzen, Los Angeles; ALAN YOUNG,
star of CBS-TV Alan Young Show,
elected directors-at-large for Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
MICHAEL GRAY to WHBI Newark,
N. J., as announcer and director. Was
with WSSB Durham and WKWK
Wheeling, W. Va.
CONNIE RIORDAN, formerly with
NBC, to KCBS San Francisco program department.
DAVE BROWN appointed director of
Wayne King Show on NBC-TV from
Chicago.
WILLIAM V. RAY, production manager KFWB Hollywood, and Loraine
Dreiske married Jan. 7.
MARILYN JEAN ROHAN, continuity
staff KSTL St. Louis, to WIL St.
Louis in same capacity.
RODDY McDOWALL starts five-weekly, quarter-hour Chris Conway, Rocket
Ranger on Progressive Broadcasting
System. H. PETTIT to announcing
LLOYD
staff WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee after
graduation from Northwestern U.
ALAN COURTNEY, director public
affairs NBC Hollywood and chairman
education committee, Southern California Broadcasters Assn., named to
represent SCBA on "Brotherhood At
Home and Abroad" institute being
presented March 15 by National
Conference of Christians and Jews at
U. of Southern Calif., L. A. Mr. Courtney has also been chosen to represent
SCBA Education Committee on panel
discussion of effect of TV on children
Jan. 25 at Mingay School, Burbank,
Calif.
LEE BOWMAN succeeds the late
RICHARD
HART
as star on The
Adventures of Ellery Queen telecast
on DuMont. Mr. Hart died Jan. 2 as
result of coronary occlusion.
ALBERTA HACKETT, assistant program director KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
and PHILIPPE de LACY, station staff
director, appointed to newly-created
positions of executive directors. Miss
Hackett will supervise daytime programs to 6:30 p.m.; Mr. de Lacy
evening programs. Full duties involve exercising of budget control,
assisting staff directors operationally
and creatively, and acting as liaison
between directors and clients, program office, sales, etc.
ARCHIE SCOTT, contact producer
NBC $6U Question, Halls of Ivy and
Dragnet, recovering following arm
fracture suffered in fall.
EDWARD P. RODEN, program manager WHEN (TV) Syracuse, to KTTV
(TV) Hollywood as staff director.
Prior to WHEN affiliation he was director WBKB (TV) Chicago.
RAY O'CONNELL, charge of audience
promotion NBC-TV network, appointed to network's station relations
department for television.
ART BARTICK, floor manager KECATV Hollywood, and Donna Brown announce marriage.

JERRY ROSS, publicity director ABC
Western Division, and Mrs. Ross have
adopted boy, William Louis.
TOM JACOBSON, announcer, signed
to do his own weekly program,
Musical Clock, on western stations
of Progressive Broadcasting System.
ED REIMERS, staff announcer KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, signed for part in
forthcoming Filmakers feature film
production, "On the Loose."
EASY GWYNN, disc jockey WIBC
Indianapolis, awarded Coronet magazine's award for "outstanding radio
achievement."
CY TUMA, KVOO Tulsa, to announcing staff KOTV (TV) same city.
DOUG WILSON, announcer WSLS
Roanoke, Va., father of boy, Jan. 8.
evsi • • •
W. A. RUHMANN

appointed farm
TV Fort
Worth,
editor
WBAP-AMTex. He has been
county agent
for
Tarrant
County.
He replaces
LAYNE B E A T Y
who
with takes
State position
Dept.

BOB L E M A R Y,
station manager,
and DAVE KIERMr. Ruhmann
NAN, torsports
WCHC direcWorcester, Mass., College of Holy Cross
station, to WAAB
same city as j
sportscasters.
DON SHIELDS, newsman WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., to WLCR Torrington, J
Conn., as news editor.
ERLE SMITH, managing news direc- 1
tor KMBC Kansas City, Mo., resigns.!
He
will accept
position
as" director
of public
relations
for Order
of De-|i
Molay, Kansas City.
BILL GRIFFITH, disc jockey WKRT-I
AM-FM Courtland, N. Y., appointed \
chief announcer and sports editor.
DICK WILLIAMS, WKYW Louisville,!
Ky., to WCKY Cincinnati on newsj
staff.
HELEN
SHENTON,
public service
and sales department WTOP-AM-TVl
Washington, to WMAL same city asl
assistant to BRYSON RASH, special!
events director.
EUGENE HANSEN appointed assist-J
ant to Farm Director VON ORME,|
KSL Salt Lake City.
NORMAN SYSE to news staff WDGYJ
Minneapolis-St.
after gradua-J
tion
from U. of Paul
Minnesota.
ALEX DREIER; NBC news commen-F
tator, visiting
parentsbroadcasts
in San Fran-|
cisco.
His news
will
originate there during his stay.
BILL NIETFELD, director of newsj
KCBS San Francisco, elected vice
president of Northern California
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national
honorary journalism society.
EDWARD ZUSI, San Francisco Chronicle, to KCBS San Francisco as news
writer
for CBS.and night overseas producei

VICTOR RIESEL, syndicated columnist, starts quarter-hour weekly commentary on KFMV (FM) Hollywood J
and Pacific Regional Network.
BILL STERN, NBC sports director!
chosen "Outstanding Sportscaster oi|
1950" by Liberty magazine.
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Newsweekly

a unique and powerful program — based on stories of the
supernatural — is for immediate sale on WOR-tv

channel 9.

Tops November
Network Users
Poge 55

Views Present
:reeze Status
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holds the eyes of over 300,000 tele-viewers per month.
"trapped!"

"Trapped!" brings you these viewers — who are buyers
at $6.33 per thousand — or one-fifth of a cent

Ml
Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 62

per commercial impression.

"Trapped!" is one of the greatest buys on tv in New York.
call, write or wire

WOR-tv
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

Larger

audiences

Many daytime feature films deliver audiences larger than
nighttime local programming. For example:
RATING

Why

use

you

feature

should

films

In Philadelphia— WPTZ's Hollywood Playhouse
(12 :30-l :30 PM Monday-Friday)

16.6*

In Cleveland— WNBK's Stagecoach Theater
(4— 5:15 PM Saturday)

15.3*

In Chicago-WNBQ's Matinee Playhouse
( 1-2 PM Monday-Friday)
8.9*
"Latest American Research Bureau Rating
More

commercial

impact

Scheduling your commercials during a daytime feature
film guarantees complete audience attention, unsurpassed

in

daytime

spot

impact on viewers.
Increased

product

identification

Many stations ( notably WPTZ, Philadelphia, WNBQ, Chicago and WNBW, Washington) offer in addition to oneminute commercials, product and sponsor identifications
in other portions of the feature films ... all for the price of
a one-minute announcement.

television

Lowest

cost

Participations in daytime feature films are invariably
lower (usually half the cost) of nighttime announcements.
Where

to buy

The best place to start your television schedule in daytime
feature film programs is on one or more of the stations
represented by NBC Spot Sales. Call your NBC Spot Salesman today and start reaping the benefits of television's most
economical buy . . . Daytime Feature Films.
WNBT
WNBQ
KNBH
WPTZ
WBZ-TV
WNBK
*WNBW
*WRGB

New York
Chicago
Hollywood
Philadelphia
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Schenectady — Albany— Troy

''Participations in Daytime Feature Films not currently available, but your
NBC Spot Salesman has many other attractive daytime availabilities.

NBC

NEW
Pago 54
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In Gross
FORD

TOPS

FORD MOTOR CO. topped the list
of TV network advertisers from
the standpoint of time purchases
during November 1950, according
to the Broadcasting • Telecasting analysis of gross TV network
time sales compiled by Publishers
Information Bureau.
Ford's volume of TV network
time that month, figured at the onetime rate before all discounts, was
$225,338, of which $65,400 went to
CBS-TV for time for Toast of the
Town and $25,100 for Ford Theatre,
while NBC-TV billed the motor
company $47,138 for time for
Kukla, Fran & Ollie and $87,700
for Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical
Knowledge.
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp,
ranked second in November TV
network time purchases, spending
3217,593 at gross rates for its 11
p.m. -to midnight Broadway Open
House series on NBC's video network. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
ranked third with gross time pur2hases of $30,150 for the Vaughn
Monroe Show on CBS-TV and of
$35,595 for Man Against Crime on
the same network, plus $123,200 for
the five-a-week Camel News Cara>an on NBC-TV, a total of $188,945.
The top 10 users of TV network
time in November and their gross
time purchases are listed in Table I.
Food Top Product
- Analysis of TV network time
sales by product groups shows Food
Food Products the most highly
advertised class on network television and the only class whose
• gross TV network time purchases
exceeded $1 million in November,
totaling $1,135,648. Smoking maserials — cigarettes, pipe tobaccos
and lighters — ranked second with
gross time purchases of $812,969;
Automotive — cars, tires and equipment—third with $787,879; Toiletries & Toilet Goods fourth with
$681,701; Household Equipment &
Supplies, including a wide range of
products from laundry soaps to

NOV.

Buys

ADVERTISERS

electric refrigerators, fifth with
$477,934.
For the 11-month January-toNovember period, the same five
groups were the leaders, but with
Smoking Materials in first place
and Foods second, the others retaining the same order as in November. For November 1949 the
rank order of the first five groups
was Automotive, Smoking Materials, Radios & TV Sets & Musical
Instruments, Foods and Toiletries.
The five leading product groups
for the first 11 months of 1949
were: Radios & TV Sets & Musical
Instruments first, Smoking Materials second, followed by Automotive, Foods and Toiletries in that
order.
Table II breaks down the product
group advertising on network TV
for November and January-to-November, with 1950 gross time sales
compared with those for the same
month and 11 month period of 1949.

FREEZE

Network

TABLE II
GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES FOR NOV. AND JAN.-NOV. 1950
BY PRODUCT GROUPS COMPARED TO NOV. AND JAN.-NOV. 1949
JAN.-NOV.
JAN.-NOV.
NOV. 1950
PRODUCT GROUP
NOV. 1949
1949
1950
Agriculture & Farming
$
763,680
9,908
124,954
269,021
Apparel, Footwear
Acces
787,879
252,504
20,209
362,505
Automotive
Acces. & & Equipment
4,577,301
9,908
4,275
$ 1,284,822
4,275
Beer, Wine & Liquor
265,190
1,312,652
78,784
Bldg. Mat., Equip.
& Fixtures
20,340
91,290
165,701
Confectionery
& Soft
Drinks
20,328
316,202
1,525,698
15,120
228,785
Consumer Services
50,315
13,260
Drugs & Remedies
76,880
135,648
185,660
42,760
196,118
5,311,692
Food & Food Products
1, 264,468
318,295
136,108
Gas, Lubricants & Other Fuels
1,085,867
1,316,713
605,599
Horticulture
—
360,098
1,140
Household Equip. & Supplies
477,934
93,738
2,150,552
254,693
Household Furnishings
166,594
969,474
Industrial Materials
665,560
1,795,762
272,381
11,643
Insurance
18,900
338,373
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras . . . 152,487
60,550
Office
Equip., Writing Supplies &
33,357
Stationery
16,720
15,460
73,365
43,750
Political
7,600
22,810
152,401
131,063
24,650
Publishing
&Sets,
Media
Radios,
Phonog., Musical
Instr. TV& Acces
439,718
281,548
Retail Stores
2,861,045
11,419
23,641
2,084,355
Smoking Materials
65,515
5,432,833
812,969
356,066
180,935
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
6,525
2,050,274
621 ,455
21,150
Sporting Goods
90,030
19,400
Toiletries
& Toilet Goods
32,100
68,705
874,406
78,450
181,923
681,701
3,416,980
303,971
Miscellaneous
96,405
31,945
10,491
TOTAL
$6,498,623
$33,772,915
$2,052,739 $10,373,347

Coy

STATU,

Reviews

"I DO HOPE and expect and predict that we will be out of the
freeze and granting TV applications before the third anniversary
of the freeze is upon us . . . unless
the mobilization program is so
large by late summer that it will
not be possible to utilize raw materials in the building of equipment
and the construction necessary to
get television stations on the air."
That is FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy's
newest
on the
TV
situation
as estimate
he related
it last

a new table were necessary, it
would have to be published and
comments received.
Further session on the issue of
reservation of channels for educational purposes, to resume today
(Monday), originally was expected
to be completed within a couple
of days but commercial broadcasters have been granted leave
to participate and the presentation will take additional time
[Broadcasting
® Telecasting,
Jan.
15].

Tuesday in Buffalo to the New
York State Publishers Assn. He
also indicated color TV eventually
will become the prevailing system
in the U. S., although its beginning
may
zation.be delayed by defense mobili-

Must Face Fact

Chairman Coy based his figuring
on lifting of the TV freeze on expected conclusion of the educational phase of the allocation hearing within the next week and
TABLE I
about two months more of hearings
TOP TEN TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN
NOVEMBER 1950
on specific city-by-city allocation
1. Ford Motor Co.
$225,338 bids. If it is necessary to propose a
2. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. ... 217,593 new allocation table on the basis of
3. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
188,945
4. General Foods Corp
174,720 revised engineering data, Chair5. P. Lorillard Co
165,180
man Coy explained, "the time in6. Chrysler Corp
161,970
volved in getting out of the freeze
7. National Dairy Products Corp. . . 154,795
8. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. ... 150,515 will be increased an additional 60
9. Philco Corp
147,664
10. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
128,815 or 90 days." He indicated if such
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

Reminding the publishers that
whatever their interest, they must
face the fact television is here to
stay. Chairman Coy pointed out
more than 10 million sets now are
in use, most of them sold within
the last three years. He noted 107
stations in 64 markets are covering
an area containing 55-60% of the
nation's families. These stations
during 1950 had a business volume
of about $100 million, exclusive of
talent, Mr. Coy said, while in the
U. S. last year $1% billion worth
of manufactured products was
sold, mostly home sets.
"And this is just the beginning,"
he said. "It is not unreasonable
to expect that a matured' competi-

for Publishers

tive television service for this
country will have more than 1,000
stations and that the annual
volume of business done by these
stations will exceed a billion dollars, and that we may have many
years when the value of the manufacturer's product will reach $1%
"What the impact of television
will be on other media and on
various
billion." aspects of American life
remains to be seen," Chairman
Coy stated. He noted it was a long
time before the potentialities of
movable type were recognized by
the Europeans of that time and
there is no record that anyone envisioned the revolutionary changes
that this new method of printing
was to bring about.
However, "we can see already
that (television) is destined to
bring sweeping changes in our
social, economic and political life,"
Chairman Coy said. He noted a
recent "head-on collision" between
TV and newspapers as WKY-TV
Oklahoma City began telecasts of
the state legislature and a preliminary pickup showed a member reading a paper while "another
was shown fast asleep."
At this date "both the legisla(Continued on page 68)
January 22, 1951
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enters

The time has come
television film program

the

television

for a stabilizing force that will put the rapidly expanding

industry on a sound

basis.
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UNITED

TELEVISION

PROGRAMS

has now

Stations, agencies and advertisers can
now depend on UNITED for top quality
films made by reputable producers expressly for television. Films carefully

The
Page 56

future
•

of
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top -flight

TV

been

formed

to achieve

n

this goal.

selected and pre-tested for high audience
ratings. Offered on a firm and equitable
price basis to all. With delivery of the full
number of films guaranteed per contract.

programming

is in
Telecasting

film!
• BROADCASTING

Mm

picture!

To assure proper selling and distribution
service to all levels of program buying, local as
well as regional and national, UNITED has
created this nation-wide organization employing
the established, experienced facilities
of THREE MAJOR COMPANIES*

The leadership of these three companies in their respective fields
is widely recognized. They were pioneer factors in bringing stability into the radio time and program field. They were chosen to
represent UNITED because their combined experience, resources
and manpower offer TV program buyers a service now unequaled
in television — all from one central, dependable source.

For further information on availabilities of "Fireside Theater"
and other current offerings, get in touch with
UNITED
TELEVISION
PROG
RAMS,
inc.
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, III. • 488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. • 8619 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles 46. Calif.
or call any Perry or Standard Office in Chicago, New York, Detroit, St. Louis, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Los Angeles San Francisco

elecasting
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TV

Trailblazer

For

North

iff* 5

"HEN the San Francisco
Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences held its first
annual awards banquet in early
1949 there was stiff and suspenseful competition for all the coveted
awards save one. With almost
unanimous approval the top award,
the silver "Emmy," for all-around
outstanding station achievement
went to KPIX.
The well-earned recognition was
the payoff for 18 months of fruitful labor by Vice President and
General Manager Philip G. Lasky
and his small but enthusiastic crew
of young staffmen. It also was
public acknowledgment by their
colleagues and competitors that the
boast of their standard station
break ("This is KPIX, San Franwas notcisco'sanpioneer
idletelevision
boast. station")
As San Francisco's first television station, KPIX blazed the costly TV trail in Northern California,
and fought the early costly battles
against advertiser and audience
misinformation concerning the new
medium.
This early pioneering made the
path much easier for the stations
that followed, and it was recognition of this fact by the entire
Northern California television in-

Mr. LASKY
Page 58

•

dustry that brought KPIX the
salute for outstanding achievement.
KPIX got its start in 1947 when
the FCC issued a construction permit to Associated Broadcasters
Inc., licensee of KSFO and KPIX,
for Channel 5.
Station officials ' recognized the
need for an educational campaign
to correct much public misinformation about the supposed technical
problem
posed(Itbysoon
Sandemonstrated
Francisco's
many hills.
that San Francisco could be better
served by TV signals than skyscraper dotted Manhattan Island,
and even the hilly country of Los
Angeles County.) And they foresaw the long range problem of developing the medium of television
itself from a magic word to an integral part of community life.
KPIX Takes Gamble
On New Medium
But KPIX was willing to gamble
that the sooner a station faced
these problems in actual operation
the sooner the problems would be
overcome.

Mr. DUMM
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Or, asweMr.start
Laskylosing
once money
said: "The
sooner
the
sooner
we'll
start
making
money."
The man on whom the decision
rested to shove the blue chips for-

Mr. SELPH

\#*

ward in the gamble was Wesley I.
Dumm, of Pasadena and San Francisco, president of Associated
Broadcasters and long a leader in
commercial broadcasting.
Mr. Dumm, a native of Columbus, Ohio, and a graduate of
Wesleyan U., quickly established
himself as a leading West Coast
businessman shortly after entering
business in California. He had experienced various pioneering phases
of the broadcasting industry in
earlier years, and he was willing
to pioneer again.
For its transmitter site, KPIX
chose the top of the Mark Hopkins
Hotel on San Francisco's Nob Hill.
And it pushed construction as
rapidly as delivery of material and
equipment would allow.
During the year of construction
the station carried on a concentrated promotion and familiarization campaign; the latter being
carried two ways, both to the public
and to the station personnel.
Under the able direction of Alfred E. Towne, director of engineering for Associated Broadcasters, an engineering staff was
assembled and given heavy doses
of specialized TV training; key
staffmen were sent to Los Angeles
and other established TV centers

Mr. TOWNE

Calif.

Miss MULVIHILL

for operational briefings and ob
servation.
Mr. Lasky picked a young but
experienced KSFO staffer as oper
ations supervisor (now progran
director) of the new TV operation
He is Sanford (Sandy) Spillman
who joined KSFO in 1936 as newf
editor and announcer. Mr. Spill
man and other members of the
production staff also were sent tc
Los Angeles to study productior
techniques.
Promotion
Campaign
Develops All-OutTo familiarize the potential audi
ence with television, the statioi
conducted public demonstration
with technical equipment and mo
tion pictures. It publicized televi
sion and the coming telecasts o
the station through news letters
luncheon speeches, newspaper an'
radio advertising.
Despite the intensive promotion
campaign, when KPIX rushed it
first test pattern on the air on De<
television
sets in
homes2,00'c
13, 1948, there
weretheabout
private individuals. This was th
audience the station played t
when, foregoing the normal tes
pattern period, it brought its firt

Mr. SPILLMAN
Telecasting

Mr. SIMON
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program to the screens less than
two weeks later, on Dec. 26.
But in its first week of operation
the station got a big sales assist —
the annual East-West Shrine footihall classic on New Year's Day.
Announcement of the East-West
'football telecast, added to a yearlong promotion drive, brought a
rush on the television market. An
estimated 3,500 sets were in use on
the day of the game.
When set sales increased at a
slower pace the next few weeks,
KPIX immediately set to work to
determine how its city was acceptng television as gauged against
eastern cities. It discovered that
:ompared with population, and the
lumber of station-months of operition in eight of the east's leading
dties, San Francisco's set sales
vere more than holding their own.
Determined to maintain or better
his record, KPIX did not let up.
Programming continued on a
ive-day-a-week, 12-hours-weekly,
asis. By the middle of February
he hours were expanded to 17, sixays-a-week. About half of the
rogramming was live. The staion had an interim affiliation with
1BC, from which it selected the
}p shows to fill out the remainder
.. f its operational hours.
KPIX
uses
RCA equipment
.._ iroughout with station designed
uxiliary equipment such as opague
projectors, balopticons, and light\ g apparatus.
Jl General Manager Lasky drew
_ i his 22-years experience in radio
oduction to draw the most from
L s staff, which was small, but willg to work at anything and try
lything to get an attractive show
i the screens. Secretaries with
Dks and an idea went before the
meras with their own show, and
some cases became TV stars,
usic librarians became actresses
id once a cameraman, Tony
3 >mba, left his camera and played
bit part in a mystery drama —
e first original drama on San
-ancisco TV, written by Mr.
dllman.

first boxing (the station's telecasts
of the All Navy Boxing Championships also won an award from the
San Francisco ATAS); first baseball games (with live commercials
produced at the ball park) ; first
live entertainment from a theatre
stage; first man-on-the-street interview show.
Shortly after the Korean war
began in June, KPIX scored again
by sending Program Director
Sandy Spillman to the war front to
gather film and color of the fighting for release on the station. Mr.
Spillman was among the first TV
correspondents in the U.S. to be
cleared and accredited by the Defense Dept.
KPIX has relayed religion and
education to the screens through
its weekly Family Vespers and
California Council Table and similar programs, and through remotes
at art exhibits and other cultural
events.

Aids Police Dept.
On Missing Persons
From the very beginning of its
programming the station has presented a five-minute feature,
Wanted and Missing Persons, in
cooperation with the San Francisco
police department. The program
is just what the name implies and
has been credited by the police
with directly or indirectly resulting in the capture of several criminals and the locating of a number
of missing persons. The FBI also
has credited the program with aiding its investigations on occasion.
One man who did not share the
enthusiasm for television and hac1
no direct connection with the operation but who nevertheless deserves
mention in any story of the station
is Jack Campbell, commercial manager of the sister AM station,
KSFO. To Mr. Campbell, KPIX
was a cross to bear, a poor relation
who drained off the finances as
fast as he and his sales staff could
bring the money in from sales of
AM airtime. But he drove himself
to increase AM sales to help support the struggling poor TV relaany Beginners
tion as long as the pressure lasted.
ow Are TV Stars
But two years of operation have
But mostly the talent came from
brought several pleasant changes
atside" and from the KSFO
and the burden has passed from
oduction staff. Many of these Jack Campbell. Today the station
rsonalities still are among the plays to an audience totalling
ding stars of San Francisco
around more than 140,000 TV sets
■ evision and few of them, notably
and the number is growing daily
1 Baldwin (now announcer on and rapidly.
; Charlie McCarthy Show), went
Programming time today has ex: bigger fields in Hollywood.
to more than 70 hours per
ttuby Hunter, the first big star week, 7 pandeddays
a week. More than
i San Francisco television, and
40% of the program time is live.
Hi one of the most popular per- The remainder is filled with leadil Lalities, was cited last year by
ing shows offered by the CBS and
San Francisco ATAS as the DuMont
networks, the Paramount
ka's outstanding TV star.
television organization and by feature films.
m. list of "firsts" presented to
(a Francisco viewers includes:
A total of 63 employes are now
jjSt telecasts of the opera; first counted as KPIX staffers.
ij-sentation of the classics
In the two years the station has
lakespeare) ; first afternoon
accumulated an impressive number
■gramming; first football; first of success stories. One of the
ularly scheduled sports series,
ice hockey games (attend- earliest and most outstanding concerns a pitch for Dr. Ross Dog
| figures at the San Francisco
vockey games doubled as a di- Food, one of KPIX's earliest and
(Continued on page 70)
: result of the KPIX telecasts) ;

etama
DRAWING plans for Jan. 1 debut of Women in the News, United Artists
Television package, on WFAA-TV Dallas, are (I to r) Alex Ksese, WFAA-TV
asst. mgr., AM-TV operations; Margaret Evans, prom, mgr., Titche-Goetinger
department store, sponsor, and Pat O'Brian, UA-TV's Dallas representative.

RELAXING after a heavy shooting schedule on films for CBS-TV Magnavox
Theatre are (I to r) Bob Wolfe, Kenyon & Eckhardt v. p. who supervised filming for agency; Hal Roach Jr., of Hal Roach Studios, which is producing
films, and Roy Hamilton, script writer.

DISCUSSING
Arthur
CBSTV
color telecast
are (IGodfrey's
to r) Leonard
Carey, BBDO account exec; J. L. Van
Volkenburg, CBS vice president, and
Glenn Martin, advertising manager,
B. F. Goodrich Co.

FINAL plans for special show on
WFBM-TV Indianapolis are checked
by (I exec;
to r) Ted
acct.
Bob Nicholas,
Harbison, WFMB-TV
pub. dir.,
L. S. Ayres & Co., sponsor, and William Kiley, WFBM-TV comm. mgr.

BEHIND the Gene Autry Show on WBTV (TV) Charlotte are the Belks stores.
Southeastern department store chain. Planning local promotions are (I to r)
Wally Jorgenson and Charles Bell of WBTV; Will Johnson and Walter Klein
of Walter Klein Advertising Agency, and (seated) A. Grant Whitney,
representing Belks stores.

W. H. (Steve) B ROD IE (I), sales manager of Manning-Bowman & Co.,
Meriden, Conn, (electrical appliances), maps out future advertising
plans with Miles C. McKearney, account executive for newly-appointed
Foster & Davies Adv. Agency, Cleveland. Plans include extensive TV use.

UMTEDflLMS
May Add Feature Runs
UNITED Television Programs
Inc., recently organized to handle
nationwide distribution of television film programs [BROADCASTING • Telecasting, Jan. 15], may
set up similar distribution for feature motion pictures if there is
sufficient demand by station owners, it was learned last week. Decision will be made at a sales
meeting in New York Feb. 1 of the
firm's executives, Jerry King,
president; Richard J. Dorso, executive vice president, Milton
Blink, secretary-treasurer, and
members of the firms comprising
UTP— Edward Petry, head of Edward Petry & Co., Tom Dawson,
manager, TV division, and Ed
Voynow, Chicago manager, respectively of the latter firm.
The new firm has signed with
three additional TV film producers to handle sales of their products. They include Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, for
whom UTP will represent the
quarter-hour Paradise Island series
five-minute TV Closeups and
American Legion wrestling films;
Eddie Lewis-Marion Parsonette
on the half-hour TV film series
Hollywood Affair; and Kirk Douglas in the sale of 13 series in
which he will star, entitled The
Bible Speaks. Firm had previously signed with Bing Crosby Enterprises to represent three TV
film series.

Stock Exchange Plans
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
is considering the use of radio and
TV as an informational media in
its recently announced $8,000,000
public education program. The campaign is being undertaken to increase the public's knowledge of
buying and selling of stocks, and
the overall securities market.
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'RUNAWAY'
COSTS
HARRY
TRENNER, vice president
and television "ZT
director of the William Weintraub Agency, New York, told the January meeting of the
Television Assn. of Philadelphia that television will eventually price
itself right into government subsidies if runaway costs and mounting
time charges are not controlled.
rector of the Feigenbaum Agency,
Mr. Trenner said that inPhiladelphia, following an adcreased talent, production and
dress by Jack Wilcher, radio and
time cost will eliminate competition in television by pricing all TV director of Badger, Browning
& Hershey, New York, on "TV
but a fewvertisersofout ofthethenation's
market. top adRadio and Spot Campaigns."
Mr. Wilcher used 16mm aniBlaming the networks and
mated commercials to illustrate the
"some independent stations" for transition of spot campaigns from
price increases on in- radio to television and described
basing creased
set circulation which does
not affect production costs in the the difficulties of agency men in
industry, he said: "It makes no
difference whether you broadcast
to 250,000 or a million sets — you
still push the same button."
MUSIC
"Per PrograLICENSE
Idea Backed
m
Comparing the circulation increase of a national magazine to
an increase in the number of TV
SUPPORT for the industry's Per
Program Committee, currently
sets, Mr. Trenner said publishers
have a legitimate basis for in- negotiating with ASCAP to obcreasing rates to cover increased
tain a "satisfactory per program
license" for use of music on TV
paper, printing and shipping
costs. TV stations, he claimed,
stations, was pledged in Chicago
get their circulation without cost
Thursday by over two-thirds of
and base their rate increases on
the nation's TV stations.
this gift of the public.
Visual broadcasters, at the
Multiple sponsorship of costly largest gathering of TV stations
network shows was criticized by representatives in history, agreed
Mr. Trenner, who said it is "kill- to support the committee and to
ing gratitude response." Citing back up any necessary court action. The meeting was held prior
the Jack Benny-Jello show as an
example of public appreciations,
to the NAB-sponsored TV convention scheduled last Friday at the
he said "many people who are not
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
influenced by the show's commercials, buy the products out of
Meeting in the Blackstone Hogratitude for the sponsor who
tel, the TV committee meeting
brings Jack Benny into their
culminated in passage of a resohomes." The same gratitude canlution introduced by Leslie C.
not be expressed in buying re- Johnson, WHBF Rock Island, 111.,
sponse for three or more sponfollowing a three-hour debate led
sors on one show.
by Dwight Martin, WLWT (TV)
At the close of his speech Mr.
Cincinnati, chairman of the committee.
Trenner made a plea for "someone to do something about the
Negotiations were reviewed by
cost of TV before it is priced
Stuart Sprague, New York, as
committee counsel. Among those
beyond
the reach
advertisers."
Mr. Trenner
wasof introduced
by at the meeting were broadcasters
Frank Roberts, radio and TV di- who had taken part in the ASCAP
radio battle a decade ago, indudinsr Henry W. Slavick, WMCT
WOAI-TV
SURVEY
(TV) Memphis; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; Mr. JohnShows Rapid TV Rise in Tex.
son, and Nathan Lord, WAVE-TV
Louisville.
RESULTS of a survey by WOAITV San Antonio at the end of the
Text of the resolution follows:
first year of operation shows enBe it resolved that the All Industhusiastic response to television in
try Television Per Program Committhe South Texas area.
tee shall be and it hereby is, given
full power and authority to take any
The survey showed that 79.9%
of responding set owners in and all necessary and appropriate
steps to secure a satisfactory televiSan Antonio view television every
per program license from
night; 72.5% turn on sets four or ASCAP,sion including
assistance
more hours each night. Four or to such television giving
stations as may
institute attendant court actions;
more viewers-per-set were reported
by 72.8%. A percentage of 85.5
And further resolved that the television stations here assembled pledge
reportedly said they watched
WOAI-TV most often, while 83%
their financial support of the committee in carrying out the foregoing
voted WOAI-TV the clearest staactivities, in accordance with a fortion, the survey showed. Televimula of allocation to be determined
sion at home had replaced going
by
the
committee;
out to the movies for 82.5% of setAnd further resolved that the teleowning families. Less or no readvision stations here assembled pledge
ing of newspapers was indicated
their assistance in securing the
by 53.8% of the respondents, and
financial support of the committee's
79.1% said less or no time was
activities by the other television stations.
spent reading magazines.

trying
to get the picture to match
the sound.
Commercial movie producers
cannot be relied upon in producing effective TV commercials, according to Mr. Wilcher, because
there is a tendency among film
men to put too much action into
commercials, which he said cuts
down the effectiveness of the
message.
Informal Debate
At an informal debate which
followed, Alexander Dannenbaum.
sales manager of WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia, defended the stations position on rising costs by
saying that television is merely
trying to get back some of the
money it originally invested td
develop the medium.

TV CYCLOPEDIA
Reference on Receiver*
COYNE TELEVISION CYCLOPEDIA
Authored by Harold P. Manly. Edited
by Bennett W. Cooke, Silas C. Narland
Raymond
Snyder. Chicago:
tional BookA. Publishing
Division, EducaCoyn<
Electrical and Television-Radio School
727 pp. $5.95.
THE EDITORS have designed thi
as a practical book, planning i'
"especially as a guide and quid
reference volume to provide instan
reliable information on televisior
receivers
and reception."
Mostfrono:
the information
was selected
material gathered from over 7(
companies engaged in manufactur
ing TV sets. All of the specia
service and installation data col
lected in this way has been labora
tory tested.
A "how-to-do-it" approach i
used throughout the book, each ar
tide being written to meet th
needs of the beginner as well a
offering "something new and valv.
able" to those with field experienc
in radio-TV. Subjects are arrange
in alphabetical order with article
on alignment, amplifiers, antenna
color TV, trouble shooting, sign;
tracers and many other subjed
included. Illustrations are gei
erously used, with special fou:
color plates illustrating working
of several color TV systems.
Call Letters
SIMPLIFICATION of calls
of TV stations was proposed
in a letter last week to FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy by
William von Zehle, president
of the New York advertising
agency bearing his name.
Stating current call letters,
based on a 1910 regulation,
are "outmoded and outdated,"
Mr. von
"W"
and Zehle
"K" proposed
prefixes that
and
"TV" suffixes be eliminated
and channel numbers added.
Thus WAAA-TV might become AAA-6. Geographic
location and channel would
prevent confusion with
KAAA-TV, it was indicated.
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ASTONISHING!
writes

BBDO

(BUT 16,000
REPLIES
TO

TWO

TELECASTS
NO

LONGER

ASTONISH

US)

Audience-response to WBZ-TV has been so terrific
that we sometimes hesitate to report the facts. They
look unbelievable!
But letters like this speak for themselves. According
to Mr. John H. Wright, TV director for BBDO,

Batten, Barton, HUbbard
Durstine
2-0430 & Osborn, Inc.
1220 Statler Office Building, Boston 16, Massachusetts
^Advertising
December
13, 1950

mail count for the First National Bank program
exceeded 16,000 pieces. "This is all the more astonishing," he writes, "since Norman Harris merely
asked his fans to drop him a card on two telecasts,
without any promise of a reward."
For full-scale coverage of the Boston TV

area . .

now one of the top five in the nation . . WBZ-TV
is obviously your top choice. Availabilities are limited, but the man from WBZ-TV or NBC
Sales can help solve your problem.

Spot

BOSTON

Mr. Vilmer C. Swartley
General Manager
Station WBZ TV
Boston, Mass.
Dear Bill:
Ve are delighted with the news that the mail
count on "Living Wonders" for our client, The First
National Bank of Boston, has exceeded 16,000 pieces.
This is all the more astonishing since Norman
Harris merely asked his fans to drop him a card on
two telecasts, without any promise of a reward or
give-away.
Mr. Stanley, the bank's advertising Manager is
most agreeably pleased not only with the volume but
with the loyalty to which this mail attests.
You should be justly proud of the work which has
been put into this telecast by your staff over the two
year sponsorship period; especially since this program
is one of WBZ-TV's original entries in pioneering live
shows, package-produced by the station.
Ve feel that it is a fine public relations vehicle
for the bank.

<

s\ Cordially yours,
TV Director
T I

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA • WOWO • K EX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV

-TV
BZ
W
CHANNEL
4
NBC-TV AFFILIATE
Represented

!ecasting

by NBC

SPOT
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National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV,
NBC Spot Sales

SALES
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November

and

T6I6ST3IUS

TODAY
in

at

tl
Jbi&L

ivL SndiancL

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today

. . . .
are

there

_ f%_
^
A— .
A
"J
/
I mm J %0> %Jf %P
Sets in use

14

in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

M-

WFB

Channel
6

"Jvi&JL hv
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Advertisers

■I Reported
(Report
Rorabcu9h
by 147)
Ws

AS STATION and network opernumber of advertisers by product groups
ating hours were extended and the
Network
Spot
Local Total
12
9
2
1
& Farming
Agricuhur*Footwear
Nnvemstrirlp in iNOVemits Stliae
season hit
fall sed-bOIl
ld.ll
nil US
2.2- Appare!,
&
Acce
s
9
33
313
355
ber, the total number of television
3. Automotive, Automotive Equip. & Acces
17
21
397 435
advertisers gamed
P-ainerl 7l.C/o
2<& over
ovpr trip
?• Building
5ee.r,.& Wine
6
'32
4°
184
duvenibeii,
me
5.
Material,■ •.
Equip. & Fixtures
—
3
129
132
previous month for a November
6- Confectionery & Soft Drinks
18
87
112 217
total 01
nf 4,0rfU.
ARQn This
o-nin 01nf
7'
1
14
222
23728
TOtai
iniS was a gam
8 Consumer
Construction Service
& Contractors
—
_
28
120.1% OVer November 1949.
9. Drugs & Remedies
:.. 4
25
64
93
.
.
10. Entertainment & Amusements
—
—
55
55
the Spot field gamed 4.1% in
11. Food & Food Products
30
281 720 1,031
total advertisers bringing the No- j|" Ho A?iiTiT.j ,eLubrican,s & °,her Fuels
_f
"
27
27
vember total to 939.
There Were 14. Household Furnishings, Equip. & Supplies! . . . . . '. 20
85
544 649
274 more local advertisers reported {|; |n™ M^,s & Real Estate ; ;;;;; ;
\6
\ 120 145
»
in November than in October which
17. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
19
gave
the latter month 20.
]«; P^sh!nf7XlSupp,ies
: Y;\\VZ\\\\\":V:.
1?
46
"
of 3,723.a total for.
Radins, TV Sets, Phonographs,
Musical
„
„
Instruments & Acces
10
12
277 299
Ihese figures are from the No21. Retail stores & shops
t ... . —
1
185 186
46
10
27
9
ls
Materia
f™ofcinaCeartsers
l\ Soaps.
Teleon„
Report
Rorabaugh
vember
.
,
.
,
iT
f
,
23.
&
Pohshes
7
47
11
65
vision Advertising. Network figures
24. Sporting Goodis & Toys
1
9
29
39
9
48
15
..
......
£• Toiletries
26.
Transoortaticn,
Travel & Resorts
—
19
8
2772
are for the entire month and are
supplied by the networks headquar27. Miscellaneous
6
26
157 189
ters. Local and spot figures cover
total
"939
98 Stations for the period NOV. 5-11. *Will not
add out because some advertisers appear in "168*
more than one product3723
group. 47s30
On the four networks 20 new ad* * *

vertisers
added between
B
ber and were
The
November,
bringingOctoro_ ' theNew
the
television
wagShow
spot business
nted one.time
b Coca.Cola
month
was confined
mostly fortc
total for the latter month to 168 Qn gl CBS.TV stations for a half
accounts buying oniy a few staDuring the month there were 206 hom, on Noy 2g Ag a regularly
tions. Largest new spot account ir
active accounts. (An account is scheduled advertiser Bulova took
the number of stations bought was
the sponsor of any given program. honorg in the new business col. A. c. Gilbert Co. which placed
An advertiser sponsoring more than umn b starti
the Frank Sinatra
schedule on 35 stations for its toys
one program is counted once for show ag & wee]d feature
on 55 Wilgon & c
for Heal D Food
each program.) CBS-TV was the CBS.TV stations.
was shown in second place with
leader in number of accounts with Largest regular account in numspot schedule covering 21 stations
J? °f, stat!™S ^ DeSoto Div. of
^"A^^^I^S
P^TV
with
reported
was
ABC-TV
month.
NBC-TV
'
° Bet /0rp; ,J*?ffl
21
had
40 acCounts and DuMont
accounts ana DuMont had £l. stations. There were 22 accounts
The largest new account for the actiVe during the month which
month in number of stations carry- placed network shows on 50 or
ing the business, was the Edgar more stations.
City
City

oi stations bought
T numb
adVG1'
1&rg6St
Bul°VaforW&Sthethemonth
withSPOtbusines;
tiser
„R
ryCedar Corn wa
on 78 ™tlets- O Cedar Corp. wa
m second place with 76 stations 0,
(Continued on page 70)
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71,0
50,0
Weekly Television SummaryOutlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Ar<
Louisville
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Memphis
202,H
Ames
WMCT
WOI-TV
Atlanta
6,100 Milwaukee
WTVJ
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
16,7
67,800
33,724
Miami
Baltimore
252,226
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
47,1
Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Binghamton
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
31,270
Birmingham
Nashville
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
35,000
WSM-TV
216,81
Bloomington
13,000 New Haven
WTTV
642,302
New Orleans
WNHC-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Buffalo
171,211 New York
WDSU-TV
WABD. WCBS-TV,
WBEN-TV
WBTV
52,4
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT,
53,403
Charlotte
Chicago
2,000,0
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
776,700 Newark
Norfolk
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
70,1'
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
68,0
Cincinnati
750,0
223,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
129,5'
Cleveland
396,082
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
WKY-TV
58,7
122,000
Omaha
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KMTV.
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
76,C ;
Dallas
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
212,0
Phoenix
25,1
Pittsburgh
WDTV
100,544
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Ft.
Worth
KPHO-TV
Davenport
WOC-TV
Providence
57,1
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline 38,466
WJAR-TV
105,3
WTVR
70,0
WHIO-TV, WLWD
146,000 Richmond
35,?
Dayton
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
88.
WHAM-TV
376,706 Rochester
Erie
Rock Island
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Is., E.
43,470 Salt Quad
Lake City
Ft. WorthCities Include
Moline 38,4
DallasRapids WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
100,544
Antonio
Grand
San
Diego
101,126
57.' ]
WLAV-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Greensboro
127.C
WFMY-TV
133,(
41,968 Schenectady
38,1
San Francisco
KFMB-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
60,158
Albany-Troy
Huntington32,500
Charleston
WRGB
WSAZ-TV
112,000 Seattle
Indianapolis
KING-TV
WFBM-TV
St.
Louis
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
26,775 Toledo
63,1
KSD-TV
Johnstown
Tulsa
61,250
239,(
WJAC-TV
70,1 1i
Syracuse
WHEN, WSYR-TV
KOTV
KalamazooWSPD-TV
Grand
Rapids
95,860 Utica-Rome
WKZO-TV
Kansas City
33. 1
93,170 Wilmington
Washington
WKTV
219,;
WDAF-TV
Lansing
Lancaster
76.4R7
WGAL-TV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
40,000
WJIM-TV
WD EL-TV
Los Angeles
877,421
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
55, 1
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Estimated
Sets setin counts
Use 10,354,ij
televiewing area. Where coverage
areasTotal
overlap
may
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from dea'ers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies c |
manufacturers. Since many are compiled month'y, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. To?al sets in all areas is necessa
approxima'e.
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The exciting adventure

of producing the Sunpapers

has

now continued for over 114 years. Today's new building, pictured
above, is for the present staff, the culmination of that adventure,
more exciting than any other in which they have participated.

Publication of the Sunpapers

in their new home

began Christmas

Day, 1950. The old Sun Building at Sun Square will continue to
be the headquarters

of WMAR-TV.

The station is proud to be

part of this century-old organization.

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL 2 ★ BALTIMORE, MD.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco

CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES ★ TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

-v
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Senate
SMALL

BUSINESS

Group

Eyes

Color Video

WITH little fan-fare, the Senate Select Committee on Small Business
has been conducting an investigation into a number of topics, many of
them of interest to broadcasters and to manufacturers of electronics
equipment.
Last week, the committee re- *
majority of current hardship cases to
leased a summary report of its one
or more of the following reasons:
probe activities ranging from color
(1) Lack
ordinary (2)
business
prudence and of
foresight;
inadequate
television to procurement. The color
credit facilities; (3) recent changes in
TV section of the report has these
source of supply
"new
significant revelations:
customers"
status,which
and created
(4) the adesire,
due to increased circulation and advertising resulting from the general
0 Although the review covers
high level of business activity, to inthe color television proceedings
crease press runs.
before the FCC and subsequent
In its color digest, the commitorders and court rulings, "the intee summarizes (1) FCC's report
vestigation [by the committee] is on frequency
allocations in May
now in progress."
1945 and the alloting of 13 chanQ While standards for color
nels, later reduced to 12, for comtransmissions have been adopted,
mercial TV broadcast service
"this does not close the chances of within 6 mc band width; (2) CBS
a new and improved system being
filing in September 1946 of its
considered. . ."
petition requesting FCC authorization to operate its color TV system
© Programs, in accordance
in the UHF band on a commercial
with black-and-white standai*ds,
"are expected to be transmitted for basis with 16 mc width; and in the
at least several years in view of same year, RCA's demonstration
of its color TV system within the
the present crisis."
12.5 mc band; (3) September 1948
The Senate group said it enhearing by the FCC on whether
tered the color TV question when,
mc could be used for color,
"following the decision on color 475-890
and the subsequent filing by three
television by the FCC in October
of 1950, many complaints on it parties, CBS, RCA and Color Television Inc; (4) the holding of
were received" by the committee.
hearings from Sept. 26, 1949, to
Little Publicity
26, 1950; (5) FCC's "First
The report further reveals that May
Report" on Sept. 1, 1950; its "Secthe committee was directed to conond Report" a month later, amending its engineering standards to
duct "a full study and investigation, particularly with respect to provide for color TV broadcasting
the effect of the decision on small
based on the field sequential system (CBS); and (6) subsequent
business." It can be gathered from
court proceedings.
the report that additional information, particularly to the import
Considerable detail is given to
of findings on small business, will
FCC's
"Second Report of the Combe forthcoming.
mission" and "Order" amending
Little, if any publicity, had been
its engineering standards and also
given the quiet investigation of to the manufacturers' responses to
color by the Senate group, which
the
Commission's inquiry
TV manufacturers
could andwhether
would
was set up in the 81st Congress
nearly a year ago. Actual staff build TV Sets capable of operating
work by the commtitee got underwithin "bracket standards" as sugway last June. Chairman of the
gested by the Commission.
committee is Sen. John Sparkman
Other Topics Covered
(D-Ala.). Sens. Ernest W. McOther topics treated in the reFarland (D-Ariz.), chairman of the
port, and of interest to the broadSenate Commerce radio subcomcast-electronic manufacturing inmittee, Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo).,
dustries are (1) manpower, (2)
Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.), all
procurement, and (3) material
members of the Senate Commerce
shortages (steel, aluminum, copCommittee, also are on the committee.
per and zinc).
The report points out that small
While the group is concerned
firms are having difficulty in comonly with color TV affect on manupeting with big businesses for the
facturers and other small business
"frantic search" for defense orders
firms, the House Interstate & Forof increasing material
eign Commerce Committee still has because
shortages.
before it a request by Rep. James
Two days after the report was
I. Dolliver (R-Iowa), for a fulldress inquiry on all phases of the issued, Sen. Sparkman and Rep.
Wright Patman (D-Tex.), chairquestion [Broadcasting • Teleman of the Senate and House Small
casting, Jan. 15, 8].
Business Committees, simultaneAn important phase of the comously dropped bills in the hopper in
both branches of Congress to
mittee study touched on the growing shortages of newsprint for provide a blueprint of assistance
small newspapers. The report
to small business during the mobiliconcludes:
zation period.
Sources contacted by the committee
The
legislation (S 533 and HR
within the trade were of the opinion
that while the supply of newsprint is 1600-1-2-3-4-5) would (1) create
undoubtedly
"tight," there
had come
attention a relatively
few more
or lessto an independent agency known as
isolated instances of actual hardship.
the Small Defense Plants Corp.;
Representatives of the newsprint in(2) aid small plants in obtaining
dustry seemed inclined to attribute the
January 22, 1951
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a share of government contracts;
(3) assure "fair and equitable
treatment to small-business subcontractors from prime contractors.
The Senate committee, meanwhile, launched into the question
of material shortages and the impact on small business by holding
hearings, beginning last Thursday.
It heard top officials of the government mobilization agencies. (See
separate story) .

RTMA CONFERS
On Industrial Relations
DETAILS on inclusion of television set prices by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in a revised Consumers'* Price Index by
the Labor Dept., were explained
by Ewan Clague, Commissioner of
Labor Statistics, at the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. Jan. 17-18
Industrial Relations Conference,
held at the Hotel Statler, New
York.
"Industrial Relations Problems
in a vided
Mobilizing
Economy"
prothe theme for
the RTMA
meeting, at which John W. Craig,
Avco Mfg. Corp., presided as
chairman of the RTMA Industrial
Relations Committee.
Speakers included George W.
Taylor, Wharton School, U. of
Pennsylvania, and William A. Gomberg, International Ladies Garment
Workers Union. A panel on personnel problems of expansion was
moderated by Harris Reinhardt,
Sylvania Electric Products. Taking part in Wednesday afternoon
proceedings were Hugh Annett,
Westinghouse Electric Co.; Harold
N. Chamberlain, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Edward J.
Hammer, Stackpole Carbon Co.;
Peter Arakelian, Bellevue Medical
Center.
At the Thursday morning meeting Kenneth E. Piper, Motorola
Inc., presided at a radio-TV training panel. Morning speakers included Richard W. Greve, Allen
B. DuMont Labs.; Paul W. Deubery, Avco Mfg. Corp., and W. V.
Merrihue, General Electric Co.
Wage-Salary Panel
Concluding session included a
wage-salary panel with Harry
Houston, Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
presiding. Other speakers were
Richard Smyth, Schick Inc.; Henry
O. Lumb, RCA; Leslie E, Woods,
Raytheon Mfg. Co.; Robert C.
Sprague Jr., chairman, RTMA
Walsh-Healy Committee.
A separate session on use of
employe publications was held
Thursday. Participants included
Robert D. Breth, International Resistance Co., consultant; Dorothy
Piercey and Effie Miller, Arvin
Mfg. Co.; Beulah Larkin, General
Electric Co.; E. G. Bowman, RCAVictor; Courtney Flanders, Sprague Electric Co.
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh reports addition of 15 new accounts and seven
renewals for week ending Dec. 10.

Jan. 22: Educational TV hearing resumes, FCC, Washington.
Jan. 22-23: Assn. of Railroad Advertising Managers, St. Augustine, Fla.
Jan. 22-24: Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn., Hotel,
Annual Chicago.
Meeting, Edgewater Beach
Jan. 22-26: AIEE Winter General Meeting, Hotel Statler, New York.
Jan. 23: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences annual awards dinner.
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Jan. 26-27: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., Columbia, S. C.
Jan. 27-28: National Advertising Agencying,Network,
Eastern Wilmington,
Regional MeetHotel DuPont,
Del.
Jan. 29: NAB Board Finance and ByLaws
Hotel, Committees.
Belleair, Fla.Belleview-Biltmore
Jan. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting,
Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair,
Fla.
Feb. 1-2: Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.,
Program and Sale Clinic, Jackson,
Miss.
Feb. 4-6: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.,
Annual
Winter
Hotel Marion, Little
Rock, Meeting,
Ark.
Feb. 10-11:
Indiana AWRT
Conference Michigan
for formerandAWB
members, Detroit.
Feb. 15: RTMA Board Meeting, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
Feb.
Annual Regional Telemore.16-17:visionFirst
Seminar, WAAM (TV) BaltiFeb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters and Florida State General Extension
ville, Fla.Division Sports Clinic, GainesFeb. 26-March 1: Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters Meeting, Chateau
Frontenac,
tion date is Quebec,
Feb. 25.) Que. (RegistraMarch 12-13: American Management
Assn., Marketing
Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
March 28-30: Assn. of National Advertisers,Hot Spring
Meeting,
stead,
Springs,
Va. The HomeApril
Astor,6-8:
NewAWRT
York. Convention, Hotel
April 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April 14-18: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Tex.
April 15-19:
29th Annual
tion, HotelNAB
Stevens,
Chicago. ConvenApril 20-21: ference,
Southwestern
IRE ConSouthern Methodist
U.,
Dallas.
April 24-26:lishersAmerican
Newspaper
PubAssn., Annual
Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 10-13: Advertising Federation of I
America,
Annual
Ex- I
hibit.
Hotels
ChaseConvention
and ParkandPlaza,
St. Louis.
June 17-21: Advertising Assn. of the,
West, 48th Annual Convention, Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver.
June 20-22: American Marketing Assn. j
Conference, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
June 24-27: National Industrial Adver- I
tisers Assn., Annual Conference, I
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Adver- 2
tisers,
Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria, f
New York.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Annual Convention, Hollywood
Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
TV

in Vehicles

A NEW BILL introduced in the
Nebraska state legislature makes
it "unlawful to operate a motor
vehicle which is equipped with a
television set so placed that the
viewing screen thereof is visible to
the driver while operating such

Telecasting
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vehicle."

Pacific Coast Time . . . time for advertisers to sell more
people at less-cost-per-sale via kttv — newest addition to blair-tv's roster
of great outlets. The Los Angeles Times' kttv consistently rings the
bell with impressive coverage of America's second largest television market
. . . immensely popular day-and-night programming beamed from atop
Mount Wilson for mighty down-to-earth selling. P. C. T. is your cue to
put kttv's impact behind your client's product— now! Start by
contacting blair-tv today.

represented by
Los Angeles
Neiv York, Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas,
Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco
TING
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film
CALTEL PICTURES, Los Angeles,
opens offices in California Studios,
5255 Clinton St. President is Edward Lawrence; Russell Day, formerly Telemount Productions, Los
Angeles, is production head in
charge of TV spots and film programs. . . . Snader Telescriptions
Corp., Los Angeles, has completed
10 telescriptions featuring Ike
Carpenter's orchestra.
* * *
Dynamic Films, New York, producing all TV film spots in color at
no extra cost to clients, although
black-and-white prints are available from color originals. . . . TV
Ads Inc., Los Angeles, has completed three TV film spots, one each for
J. W. Robinson (department store),
Los Angeles; National Traveler's
Ins. Co.; and four for Southern
California Buick Dealers.
* * *
Eighteen feature motion picture
films have been acquired by KECATV Hollywood from Eagle Lion for
use on station's Monday evening
Chevrolet Triple Feature Theatre.
Films produced in 1947 include
series of Philo Vance mysteries.
Program sponsored by 141 Chevro-

report

let Dealers of Southern California.
Agency: Campbell-Ewald Adv., Los
Angeles. . . . Douglas Jenkins, secretary, named vice president in
charge of TV production and administration, Bracken Productions Inc.,
Hollywood. Mr. Jenkins also was
principal in Jenkins-Large Inc.,
Los Angeles public relations firm,
which continues under that name.
Ed Lewis, former TV director,
Bartley Productions, and Marion
Gering, former producer-director,
Paramount Pictures, form G-L Enterprises Inc., 1619 Broadway, New
York, telephone Plaza 7-0198. Firm
to produce motion pictures for television. .. . Two one-minute and
two 20-second live action TV film
commercials completed by Telefilm
Inc., Hollywood, for General Petroleum Corp. Narration by John M.
Kennedy, announcer for CBS Lux
Radio Theatre, Ted L. Strom berger, vice president and account
executive, supervised production
for West Marquis Inc., Los Angeles agency.
TAP (Television Associated Productions) formed in Los Angeles

for developing and packaging live
and filmed TV shows for sponsors,
working directly through advertising agencies. Principals are James
Rickard, producer-program director, MCA Hollywood, and formerly
head of TV network programming
and TV coordinator at ABC New
York; Wally Sherwin, TV producerdirector. Associated with new
group are John ducer-director;
O'Dea,
radio Fred
proMartin Ross;
G. Williams and Bill Seckler, writers. Les Taufenbach, sales consultant, will head merchandising department and J. R. Hawkins, BBDO
art director, will have similar position.
Jerry
Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, filming weekly wrestling matches at American Legion
stadium in cooperation with Hollywood Post, American Legion. Producers film entire two-hour bouts,
editing them to hour-long program.
Films will be distribuuted nationally, first program to be telecast Feb.
1. Barry Fitzgerald has signed
with Fairbanks for new series of
TV films for Oldsmobile. Verne
Smith and Harlow Wilcox, radio
announcers, signed by firm to do
narration on series.
Charles Michelson
Inc., New
York, releasing new half-hour,
open-end TV film series, Club Celebrity featuring Harry Von Zell
and guest stars.
CHICAGO
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FOR $4.25.
every TV broadcaster, adverpp.
tiser and agency executive who
finds himself suddenly involved in
the production or purchase of filmed
programs or commercials for telecasting, this slim (376-page) volume is must reading. Mr. Battison,
associate editor of Tele-Tech Magazine, has avoided the technical
jargon so often found in books of
this type without sacrificing comHis first section, beginning with
pleteness.
the principles of movies and of television, goes on to describe moviemaking equipment, film transmission equipment, kinescope recording, lenses, lighting and the like;
his second section deals with the
various aspects of film programming, from the choice of films to
copyright problems. Volume is
handsomely bound, effectively illustrated and adequately indexed.
KMBC Looks Ahead
LOOKING AHEAD to eventual
FCC official defrosting of the
freeze on new TV stations, Arthur B. Church, president of
KMBC Kansas City, Mo., has recently purchased a DuMont Oak
Series, 5 mitter.
kw, The air-cooled
transtransmitterTV will
be
installed in a new building KMBC
is erecting under its present expansion program.

FIRE COVERAGE
Some 10 Million Persons See Blaze Via TV

CHICAGO radio and TV coverage
of a fire which killed four firemen
Jan. 12 was concerted, complete
and spontaneous. The $1% million
blaze, described by firemen as a
"5-11 plus three special alarms"
(reserved for major disasters),
broke out shortly after 2 p.m. in a
riverfront warehouse-office building. By the end of the afternoon,
an estimated 10 million persons
saw on-the-spot happenings via TV
and heard about them on the air.

NOW

ABOUT TV MOVIES
Battison Prepares Guide
MOVIESson. New
FORYork:
TV. Macmillan
By John H.Co.Batti376

All Chicago video stations —
WNBQ (NBC), WENR-TV
(ABC), WGN-TV (DuMont) and
WBKB (CBS)— covered the disaster, as did their network AM
affiliates— WMAQ, WENR, WGN
and WBBM — along with several
independent stations. In addition,
WBKB, owned by the theatre chain
Balaban & Katz, piped 20 minutes
of its telecast into the south-side
Tivoli Theatre for projection on
the theatre screen. This was understo d tobe the first spontaneous
telecast of a news event on theatre
TV in the city.
Shortly after the fire broke out
and the first alarm sounded, cameras from WENR-TV, WNBQ and
WBKB were focused out of skyscraper windows onto the burning
building. WENR-TV, farthest
from the scene, started with a
camera in a window on the 24th

floor of the Daily News Bldg., adding another later from the 44th
floor of the Civic Opera Bldg.
WNBQ, located at NBC headquarters in the Merchandise Mart, was
nearest, only a half block away. Its
cameras on the roof at the 19th |
floor level had what was termed
"an
unparalleled
view." east
WGN-TV,
located
several blocks
along
the lake, had an obstructed view
from windows, so it sent out remote
units with a mammoth searchlight
for night coverage.
Among the many plaudits received by stations for their coverage was the following letter sent
to General Manager Frank P.
Schreiber of WGN from Chief Fire j
Marshal A. J. Mulhaney:
The officers and members of the
Chicago Fire Dept., and especially the j
undersigned, wish to express our sincere appreciation and gratitude fo'
the wonderful service rendered the
department by both your WGN anc
WGN-TV facilities for the effective
and efficient coverage of the fire a
320 N. LaSalle St. on Jan. 12.
We are especially appreciative fo:
the use of the high searchlight foil
illuminating the burning structun j
which was an important guide in lead
ing us into the building and prevent
ing any further casualties during tha £
serious fire.
I am sure Commissioner Corrigai
and Mayor Kennelly join me in th'|(ii
above.
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Freeze Status
(Continued from page 55)
tors and the public are enthusiastic
1951
over the telecasts," the Commission chairman said, "but there is
no more newspaper reading during
the portions of the sessions that
Broadcasting
telecast."
areChair
man Coy cited a Duane
survey in early 1949
Co.
Jones
—
Yearbook
which indicated 23.9% of the people who have homes equipped with
... is being printed. It will be TV read newspapers less than bemailed to BROADCASTING
fore they had TV; 58.9% read
books less, 48.5% read magazines
subscribers within the next
less, and that families with _TV
few weeks.
receive an increase of 70% in visits
n and adults.
You'll refer to this 3% lb. by childre
Although statistics show an
throughradio-tv source book
ciroverall increase in newspaper
culation for 1950, Chairman Coy
out the year for vital business
indicated the "decrease in readerinformation, available from
ship . . . poses a real problem for
no other source.
and editors
newspaper publishersreceivi
ng your
sure is
am
I
which
do
much
How
—
For instance
attention in geometric proportion
advertisers spend for spot, net- to the increase in the number of
ing sets." He
television edreceiv
work, regional and local camTV viewing in some
also observ
acthe
handles
paigns? Who
areas "had brought the readership
count?
of afternoon papers down to the
of readership of morning
level
You'll find the answers — and
[Broad
papers" casting,
Jan. 1]. casting • Telemany, many more hard-to-get
As background to his discussion
facts— in the 1951 BROADthe color television situation,
of
a
has
It
CASTING Yearbook.
observed that "deChairman Coy se
complete directory of radio-tv
spite the increa in cost of color
advertising over black-and-white
stations, including top personapproxiadvertising in magazines,advert
nel, network affiliate, national
ising
mately one-half of all
representative, services — plus in national magazines is in color."
some 50 directories covering
Similarly, in Spite of increased
color advertising volume in
costs,
the wingspread of radio, telehas increased severalapers
newsp
es.
vision and related business
fold, he noted, while in the movie
field it is expected that in spite of
Yearbooks will be sent to reg- added cost about one-half of all
ular BROADCASTING sub- films made in 1951 will be in color
and within the next five years all
scribers immediately upon
pictures will be in color.
completion.
Color Costs
If you're not a subscriber,
"Color in television will be availthere's still time to get in on
able for the presentation of proa
Here's
.
gramming and advertising mamailing
the first
terials at substantially the same
handy order form:
cost as black-and-white television
is available for the presentation of
those materials," the FCC chairman stated. "This young upstart
Broadcasting • Telecasting
now competing with you so vigorto
ously for the advertiser's dollarwill
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
support their medium thus
with
have an advantage over you
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
the advent of color television. You
sell your color advertising at a
Please enter my BROADCASTING
and he can sell color adsubscription immediately and be premium vertising without any additional
sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
nd-white."
cost over black-a
as part of this order.
Explaining FCC rejected the
RCA 'and CTI color systems because it was not convinced "of the
bill
Q please
Q $7 enclosed
potential capacity of either system
develop satisfactory color,"
to
Chairman Coy chose that of CBS
NAME
because it "produces excellent
color, is relatively simple as compared to other proposed systems,
STREET
and the Commission believed that
sets could be produced at prices
which would make it possible to
COMPANY
have mass distribution of them
reaching to most of the homes .of
ZONE STATE
CITY
this country."
Referring to the "compatibility"
January 22, 1951
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PARTICIPANTS in the January meeting of the Television Assn. of Philadelphia are (I to r): seated, Harry Trenner, vice president-TV director, William
Weintraub Adv., New York, who spoke on "Television and Its Relation to&
the Agency," and Jack Wilcher, radio-TV director, Badger, Browning
Hershey, New York, who spoke on "TV, Radio and Spot Campaigns";
Philadelphiapresident, Edward Davies Assoc.,
standing, Edward A. Davies,director,
H. Feigenbaum Adv., Philadelphia, and
Franklin Roberts, TV-radio
Merrill Pannitt, Philadelphia Inquirer TV columnist, (see story page 60)

issue, Chairman Coy said it should
be noted "that any system now
known requires all present sets to
be rebuilt or converted in order to
s from color transget color picture
missions. This is a point which
has been obscured in the fuss which
has been made about adapting
present sets in order that they
will continue to receive black-andswhite pictures from all transmi
sions, whether those transmissions
or in black-a
in color
are"The
Commission
wasnd-whit
not e."
interested in just finding another
way for people to get a black-andpicture," Chairwhiteman television
Coy said.
Regarding demands since the
color ruling for public test of all
the systems, Chairman Coy stated:
"It is interesting to note that all
of the witnesses before the Commission on this color television
n opposed the idea of mulquestio
tiple standards on the grounds that
it would create a chaotic situation
and force the public to expend
large sums of money without know-be
ing which of the systems would
the one in ultimate use. There was
one exception to this general line
of testimony. The chairman of
the board of (RCA) testified his
preference was for a single standard, unless the Commission
adopted the CBS system."
Answers Seidel

standards!" Chairman Coy likened
dual standards to multiple telephone exchanges in the same com-to
munity, requiring businessmen
subscribe to all of them in order to
have access to all subscribers.
Cites Development

tative's
represen
the RCA
As toindicatio
n FCC
alleged
forced
coloi
TV for better or worse, akin tc
"offering a product before it's fully
developed," Chairman Coy said
We have not rushed. Color televisioi
has been known for more than a dec
ade. Hearings on this matter begai
almost a year and a half ago and th>
product
can headopted
offered byundeth
the colorwhich
standards
Commission is presently as fully devel
was the black-and-white tele
oped
visionas product which followed th;
the present televisioi
adoption inof 1941.
standards
What the speaker really means to sa;
is that the product of his own compare
was not fully developed or adequatel
developed and that they did not believ
that anyone other than themselve
could possibly develop a satisfactor
product
in this
field.says that the Core
This same
fellow
mission is now placing a ceiling o
scientific development. Of all tr
balderdash! Even since the Commi:
sion approved the standards, the pre
ponents of the field sequential systei
have announced the development of
17-inch tube, thus meeting the criticis)
that their picture size was limited 1
izy2Theinches.
speaker conveniently ignon
this development. I have no doubt bi
what there will be larger tube siz
developed to be used with the m
chanical reproduction of the color sj
tern. And I have no doubt that a tr
color tube will be developed for tl
Citing an RCA representative's
of color with this systei
talk [Robert A. Seidel, vice pres- reproduction
This same speaker makes referen
BroadDiv.,
Victor
RCA
ident,
sting,
•
Jan. 15] to the development of this tri-co1
casting Teleca
tube for use with the RCA systei
before the National Retail Dry
In fact, he gets a little waggish on tl
subject. He says it is now populai
Goods Assn. on the great developknown
the putting
"Joe DiMaggio."
ment of TV in the U.S., Chairman
I thinkas that
the name of J
is somewli
was
ss
on this tube
DiMaggio
this "progre
Coy pointed a out
unfortunate because it shows a cerfci
made upon single set of standards
amount of disrespect for DiMaggi'
promulgated by the Commission
ability. Joe has never refused to pi
after a hearing, the same proce- the game, but the tube now beari
dure followed by the Commission
his name is side-lined and is as ina.
in the adoption of color television tive. so far as its potential public 1
• BROADCASTIN
Telecasting

■oncerned,
retiredhadball-player
Ls
though as
the a tube
suffered anor
.ttack of anemia.
When the Commission asked RCA to
nake its tube available to the indusry, as its witnesses testified under oath
iould be done, they brought up as a
eserve letter-answerer a fellow who
tad never been in the game, who said
No" when the others had said "Yes."
He said such a request was a pity
nd a shame and was comparable to
sking that the New York Yankees
ive DiMaggio to the Phillies before
ibe last World Series. This letternswerer implied it just wasn't cricket
d ask them to give for free what they
ad invented.
He knew then, and so does everyone
*se, that if RCA has a patent position
n the tube (and applications were on
le at the Patent Office) CBS or any;ne else using the tube would pay
Dyalties to use it. As a matter of fact,
BS is licensed to use patents owned
i y RCA or patents of others to which
, CA has sublicense rights.
Noting RCA last week was exected to take its case before the

FUNERAL SERVICES were conducted Thursday afternoon in Oak
Park, 111., for Walter Wade, 59,
executive vice president of Wade
Advertising
Agency, Chicago.
He died Tuesday
morning after
suffering a cerebral hemorrhage.
Mr. Wade had
worked in his
I father's agency
HV^SBrS^H ■ for
years,
since 36
1915.
Born
in Elkhart, Ind.,
Mr. Wade
July 3, 1891,
Walter Wade lived there during his
childhood and attended the U. of
'. S. Supreme Court, Chairman
Wisconsin. Leaving college to join
Joy said he was confident, "as I
, ave been from the very day the the Wade agency, he started with
routine clerical and messenger
commission
wroteruling
its would
decision,"
lat the color
be duties, eventually graduating into
space and timebuying. Mr. Wade
istained by the courts.
became one of the best-known media men in advertising.
;* 'uding
"All types
of broadcasting,
incolor television
broadcastAlthough the agency handles
g, will be affected by the defense
fort," the FCC chairman said, numerous accounts, it has been most
closely identified with the busiit the "exact extent cannot now
ness of Miles Labs, located in Elk7 : foreseen.
The future of our
hart, Ind. Mr. Wade ventured into
-•fense mobilization effort may
radio for the first time with the
fell hold the answer to whether
Miles account, and initial purchases
lor television broadcasting makes
were designed to reach rural audismall or large beginning within
e year in becoming the prevailing
ences. Among the first "experiments" in broadcasting was Songs
'evision system of this country."
of Home Sweet Home, aired on
WLS Chicago starting in January
1932. By October, the agency was
CA Salesmen Honored
using 60 CBS stations to carry a
FTY salesmen of the RCA En- news show called The Hoosier
leering Products Dept. have been Editor. The following February
Miles began a show wnich has
ide members of the Sales Lead3 Club for exceeding quotas dur- made radio history, The Alka- Seltzer National Barn Dance on WLS
l 1950. Announcement was made
H. C. Elwes, manager of the Chicago.
partment's Field Sales Coordina'Barn Dance' Network
n Section, at the end of the
nual department general sales
The Barn Dance network grew
feting at RCA Victor headquarfrom three outlets in February
£ in Camden, N. J. Eight mem1933 to a Saturday night feature
:s were named directors of the on the NBC network, and built a
b for 1951. They are:
series of performers into household
L Josephsen, Broadcast Section. New
names, including Joe Kelly, the
rk, chairman; G. E. Rand, BroadHoosier Hot Snots, Uncle Ezra,
ting Section, Atlanta; S. J. Coombs,
Timunications Section, Hollywood; F. Arkie the Arkansas Woodchopper,
Gusler, Communications Section, Lulu Belle and Scotty, Eddie Pea|-.nsas
R. Davis,
Theatre boay and Red Foley.
;>ducts, City;
KansasD. City;
E. W. Bonslett,
in September 1939, the agency
['.ustrial
Products,Products,
Chicago;New M.YorkR.
Ugere, Visual
employed Pianist Alec Templeton
and H. T. Schrule, who completed to star in a new kind of program
panel of directors.
on NBC. A variety show, it featured Mr. Templeton with Pat
O'Malley
in comedy routines. In
1 BEN-TV Stops Music
June of the following year, the
WBEN-TV Buffalo has
agency introduced an innovation in
VJ dropped the ABC Stop the
programming by placing the Quiz
Kids as a summer substitute for
Music program "because of
Mr. Templeton. The show is now
its reputed lottery aspects,"
according to the affiliated
aired on both NBC AM and TV
Buffalo Evening News.
networks.
ABC's Pulitzer
Prize
PlayFor some time Miles sponsored
house was substituted.
Lum and Abner, and in March 1941
1 "WBEN-TV officials said
the company bought News of the
they regretted the deletion
World, also on NBC. Walter
but said the show will be off
Wade's faith in radio and television
tie station until the status
reached its height in realization
of Stop the Music and other
last year when the agency's prinprograms of the type has
cipal account, Miles, was listed
\been adjudicated.
among the first 10 companies in
lecasting
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radio-TV advertising expenditures
throughout the country.
Mr. Wade was invited on numerous occasions to supervise activities of war loan drives and Heart
Assn. campaigns, along with other
humanitarian enterprises. He held
membership in the Chicago Athletic
Assn., the Fin and Feather Club,
Lake Geneva Country Club and the
Oak Park Country Club.
Surviving are his wife, Pearle;
a son, Albert G. Wade II, vice president in charge of radio and television at the agency, and a daughter,
Mrs. Harry Owen Jr.
BASEBALL RIGHTS
Heurich Signs Senators
CHRISTIAN HEURICH Brewing
Co., Washington (Old Georgetown
beer), has signed an exclusive twoyear contract with the Washington
Senators baseball club covering
broadcast and telecast rights. Under terms of the agreement, announced last Wednesday by the
brewery, all 154 games of the 1951
season will be broadcast through
WWDC Washington with WTTG
(TV) Washington telecasting 21
home contests.
Total sale price was not disclosed, although unofficial estimates has placed the option for
one year, including facilities, at
$250,000 [Closed Circuit, Jan. 15].
The new contract also covers
billboard rights whereby only Old
Georgetown beer signs will come
within the scope of video cameras
— an arrangement similar to the
1950 contract with Liggett & Myers. It also was revealed that although the present contract provides for exclusive rights, Heurich
is considering co-sponsorship of
the games by a non-competitive
account.
Regional Network
A regional Senators radio network is again being arranged for
1951 with day games only being fed
to communities in Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia and Pennsylvania. When the Senators play at
night, another American League
contest will be picked up for the
regional network.
Alternate announcers for radio
and TV will be Arch McDonald
and Bob Wolff, with Ray Morgan
handling substitute games.
Participating in last week's final
negotiations were Charles Echles,
vice president and general manager
of Heurich; Edward R. Wade, general sales manager of the firm;
R. C. O'Donnell, account executive,
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.; Calvin Griffith and Edward B. Eynon,
vice president and secretary, respectively, of the Senators.
PABST SALES Co. sponsored half
hour film condensation of All-Stars
Pro-Bowl football game, played in Los
Angeles, on CBS-TV, 4:00-4:30 p.m.,
Jan. 21.

There's a mineful of money for advertisers inthe homespun salesmanship of Hardrock Gunter, Zeke
's hillClements and
Happy Wilson,
There
billy favorites of Alabama's only
live-camera TV station, WAFM-TV:

Gold is what you're getting when
you buy Hardrock Gunter. Because
Hardrock has won national fame
with his recording of "Birmingham
Bounce"— and a huge local following on AM and TV.
d
gol
in
In motion pictures, on records and
"Grand Old Opry," Zeke Clements
has established himself as a topflight
mountain musician. Part Cherokee
Indian, he's already built himself a
mighty tribe of WAFM-TV viewers.

these

These two are joined by Happy
Wilson, Alabama's best-known hillbilly. Star of television, his own network AM show and personal appearances, and a hit song-writer, he has
an army of faithful TV kith and kin.

hillbillies
Hillbillies Hardrock, Zeke and
Happy can help you strike it rich
in Alabama. Participations— including choice one-minute spots— are
now available. For details, get in
touch with your nearest Radio Sales
representative, or . . .

"TELEVISION ALABAMA"
WAFM-TV
CBS in Birmingham -Channel 13
Represented by Radio Sales
January 22, 1951
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 62)
its schedule. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. moved into third place by increasing its campaign for Cavalier
in Octocigarettes from 57 stations
ber to 72 in November. There were
18 accounts which reportedly placed
spot business on 40 or more stations during November.
Food & Food Product advertisers
continued to be the product classification with the greatest number of
accounts in November (see table).
In all there were 1,031 such accounts active during the month.
This classification also led in the
network, spot and local fields. Secacond largest number of total
counts was concentrated in the
Household Equipment & Supplies
classification which had 649 different advertisers. This also was the
second largest classification in the
network and local fields.
In the spot field Beer & Wine advertisers were the second most active with 132 accounts.

LEGISLATIVE

TELECASTS
WKY-TV WSB-TV

THREE MORE state legislatures
have added their names to the rapidly growing number of legislative
permitting telecasts of their
bodies
sessions.
In addition, a resolution has been
introduced in the U. S. House of
Representatives to permit telecast[Broad
chamberJan.
that sting,
ing
15].casting •ofTeleca
After some opposition, WKY-TV
Oklahoma City began on Jan. 16
twice weekly telecasts of Oklahoma's legislative sessions direct
from the state capitol.
When WKY-TV sought permission for regular telecasts, some of
the law-makers questioned its advisability. Apreliminary telecast
had shown one legislator asleep,
another reading a newspaper.
In Atlanta, WSB-TV Jan. 15 carried Gov. Herman Talmadge delivBerle Leads
ering the annual budget message to
the combined house and senate.
December Telepulse
This was the first of a projected
TOP once-a-week show during the
series of simulcasts by WSB-AMfirst week in December was Texaco
from the Georgia capitol. FuTV
the
to
Star Theatre, according
ture sessions will be handled as
Multi-Market Telepulse released
importance to the public dictheir
last week by The Pulse Inc. Lead- tates.
ing multi-weekly program was
Opening Session Shown
shown as Howdy Doody. The list
as
is
programs
network
10
of top
Stormy opening session of the
follows:
Utah legislature was televised by
ONCE-A-WEEK SHOWS
KSL-TV Salt Lake City on Jan. 9.
RatingAvg.
Program
Next day the television camera
Dec. Nov. was trained on Gov. J. Bracken Lee
Texaco Star Theatre
47.1 46.5 as he made his second biennial adShow of Shows
33.7 29.4 dress.
Talent Scouts
32.8
Toast of Town
29.0 30.8
An attempt is now being made to
Fireside Theatre
29.0 28.4
Comedy Hour — Cantor
28.9 26.7 obtain television sets for use in
Philco TV Playhouse
28.5 30.5 Salt Lake City schools and in the
Studio One
27.3 24.7
The Goldbergs
26.8
U. of Utah, so that political science
Hopalong Cassidy
26.0
students may study government
MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
RatingAvg. procedure in action.
Program
Although other state legislatures
Dec. Nov. are expected to take advantage of
Camel News Caravan
14.8 13.9 this medium of reaching their conKukla, Fran & Ollie
12.7 11.9
stituents, lack of facilities will prevent many from doing so until FCC
Mohawk Showroom
11.0 9.7 lifts its freeze.
The danger of slander suits will
*Faye
Emerson
(Tue.,
Thurs.)..
10.9
The Little Show
10.1 10.4
9.7 be one factor considered by stations
Roller Derby
9.9
and networks. Washington legal
Kate Smith Show
9.9
* 10.5 Tue., Thurs., Sat.
observers say the point has not
been ruled on as yet but "undoubtedly" the same rules that govern
KGO-TV Issues
"fair and accurate" acNew Rate Card
newspapers
counts will apply.
KGO-TV San Francisco issued Rate
Telecasts of legislative functions
Card No. 3 Jan. 1 increasing base
would be included in the
probably
rates an average of 20%. New
educational category subject of
rates: Class A time, $480 per hour;
heated FCC hearings. FCC would
Class B, $360 per hour; Class C,
on these telecasts be$240 per hour. Spots jumped to $80 not comment
cause it is not a matter brought
in Class A; $55 Class B, and $40
specifically before the Commission.
Class C. Advertisers of record on
December 31 were extended six
months' rate protection.
TV Academy Awards
PLAYS
ALL SPEEDS 78. 45. 33 BPM
GOV. EARL WARREN l of California will be the principa speaker
7-17% inch
ALL SIZES
S
forthcoming annual Awards
RECORD
the
OF
at
KINDS
ALL
Now available also for AC-DC
Dinner of the Academy of Televioperation— from $28.95-$99.50
sion Arts & Sciences of Los AnCatalog Upon Request
geles, being held there Jan. 23 at
O-MASTER
AUDI
the Ambassador Hotel.
341 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 17, N. Y
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KSL-TV

Start Series

1 hour, $225; 45 minutes, $180; 30
minutes, $135; 15 minutes, $90; 5
minutes, $57.50; 1 minute, $37.50.
Investment in KPIX is estimated in excess of a half million
dollars.

ies toKPIX promotion activit
day, not a bit lessened from the
's initial telethe station
of directed
days cast,
by Kay Mulvihill.
are
Other personnel include Forrester
Mashbir, chief producer-director;
George Mathiesen, studio technical
director, and Al Kees, assistant to
Mr. Towne.
The station's outstanding local
shows today include a delightful bit
of fantasy for the children, Once
Hun- ;
Missgroup
Uponter anda aTime,
local featuring
little theatre

William Winter, long an outstanding radio news analyst and foreign
correspondent, and his news show;
movie and
Utah Gov. J. Bracken Lee keeps a Ben Alexander, former
"TV-eye" on the state legislature network radio star in Watch and
Win; The Del Courtney Show
through a set in his office. Gov.
Hal Shutz, organist and band
Lee described the medium as "ex- leader, on Music Album; Sid
Crockett, Bay Area architect, ex
tremely useful."
plaining problems of interior deco
Telefile: KPIX
ration, on Design for Living; Edna
(Continued from page 59)
Fisher, popular radio and night
most consistent sponsors.
pianist, introducing Stars ir,
club
the Making; Faye Stewart, long £
When sets in the area numbered
well-known home economist on ra
but 9,000, the station put on six dio, in KPIX Kitchen; Wally King
one-minute announcements offering
Bay Area radio disc jockey, show si
cents and one
a dog comb for 10
1,000
than
More
label.
ing off juvenile talent on Kid
Dr. Ross
in
cities
86
from
in
replies poured
It all seems a long way fron
Kapers.
19 counties — this despite the fact that initial show on Dec. 26, 1948
the
of
fourth
a
than
that no more
Two years have brought changes—
9,000 TV homes could be expected
sparkling list of stars an<
to have dogs. The sponsor later the
the growing roster of spon
shows,
45
on
reported that a similar offer
pleasant inflow of mone
the
sors,
s
t
k
networ AM station brough apto compensate for the necessar
proximately the same return.
heavy outflow, and the ever in
announceMore recently, a single
creasing
audience.
musical
evening
ment on a Friday
t
show, Music Album, brought in New KPIX Studio
more than 2,000 requests for a free
Seen in 1951
harmonica. This program too is
1951 promises completion of
station'
of the
one ent
ed byconsist
sponsorand
ers,s new studio for KPIX. The nei
advertis
early
designed fc
plant, specifically
Sherman, Clay & Co. The locally television,
will be located on Va
produced program, though on the
air in competition with network
Ness Ave.,
"Auto
Row." San Francisco's fame
programs on the other stations, is
The modern three-story buildin
credited by the sponsor with proin addition to executiv
ducing "outstanding" sales results. will house,
offices, three immense studios, thre
Advertisers, Audience
smaller utility studios and an esp<
Continue Growth
designed and built-in telev
cially
sion kitchen. The KPIX transmi
As a result of these proven sucremain atop the Mai
will
ter
cesses, the list of advertisers, like
inHopkins Hotel.
has grown with
the audience, rapidity.
And as KPIX proceeds into i
creasing
Heading the business end is third year on the air several ir
factors have not change
Colin M. Selph, a veteran adver- portant
Most of the same faces are still <
tising man, who last year was
enthus
named KPIX vice president in the staff and the pioneer
asm still is one of the biggest a
charge of sales.
tractions and biggest assets.
Under the direction of Commerstation
the
cial Manager Lou Simon
has a long roster of program sponRCA Color Tests
national adversors, spot, local and tely
85% of the
tisers. Approxima
FURTHER extension of special a
comtotal progr
And the gred time
ink isisgiving
mercial.ammin
thority was granted by FCC 1ft
way to black.
stations
NBC and
week to ton
N<
(TV) (T1
KPIX rates read:
WNBTWNBW
Washing
color T
RCA
the
testing
for
York
Class A time: 1 hour, $450; 45 minutes, $360; 30 minutes, $270; 15 system. Since last October t
minutes, $180; 5 minutes, $115; 1 authori
ty has permitted the c
minute, $75: Class B time: 1 hour,
tation in off-hours on
perimen
$340; 45 minutes, $270; 30 minutes,
Prior to that RCA colorcasts
$204; 15 minutes, $136; 5 minutes,
programs were made during reg
$87; 1 minute, $56. Class C time:
lar hours of operation.
• BROADCASTIN
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GOV.

RELATIONS
L.A Ml Addresses
AJJ
fCTC
Miller

OVERNMENT agencies in Washington have a "great reluctance to
interfere in any way" with the
■roadcasting industry, Judge Jusin Miller, president of NAB, told
jaembers of the Chicago Television
.Council Wednesday.
He went on
o say that a Presidential advisor
emarked to him recently that the
•overnment has better control of
ews by voluntary censorship than
a other country in the world.
Judge Miller, in Chicago for the COL. MITCHELL WOLFSON (I), president of WTVJ (TV) Miami, plays
a^JAB-TV convention Friday, outmed at random events taking place host to Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi,
director of the DuMont Television
a the nation's capital. He pointed
Network, in the WTVJ studio. They
ut an "increasing sensitiveness"
discussed television as it pertains to
z y government agencies about news
Miami — WTVJ is DuMont's Miami
stories being released which conain important defense and military affiliate — and appeared on a WTVJ
public service presentation, The Teleif ormation.
"T h e government
vision Forum, on the subject "Color
•ants complete freedom of news,
■ ut also expects the highest kind
Television Today."
\\ f strategy in releasing military
ail evelopments," he said, adding that
;x he primary mover behind the idea
M|f taking over radio and TV sta- SUBVERSIVES
tions ifwar comes is "the military."
Senate Probe Group Created
! v j Radio and TV will "undoubtedly
A NEW and powerful Senate ingi fluffer," if there is or is not a war,
vestigating unit was created last
tj j'hen materials and manpower are
a considered.
"The crisis will call week to look into Communist and
w }»iore and more for men highly subversive activities. Among its
ained in exactly that field in functions contemplated is an exhaustive inquiry into the McCarran
hich our industry operates,"
v^udge Miller said. Manufacturers
Communist Control Law which prohibits Communists and subversives
are already taking for granted"
,vo alternatives, substitution of from sponsoring radio-TV time if
.•materials whenever possible and sponsorship is not labeled.
-aining of men to replace those
The powers granted to the group,
•. j illed.
a subcommittee of the Senate JuNo Tax Damage
diciary Committee, chairmaned by
Sen.
Pat
(D-Nev.), rival
' "No one seems to be very badly those of McCarran
the House Un-American
urt on taxes," however, he said, Activities Committee.
iferring to the "hope" of some
Seven Senators were selected for
idio people that a high excess
the committee which will be directrofits tax would be passed because
ed by Chairman McCarran. They
mch advertising money was channeled into radio during the last are Democrats James 0. Eastland
\&t as a result. He pointed out
(Miss.), Herbert R. O'Connor
iat both AM and TV were recou(Md.), Willis Smith (N. C), and
ped with the present tax set up, Republicans Homer Ferguson
(Mich.), William E. Jenner (Ind.)
lasmuch as TV companies were
and Arthur V. Watkins (Utah).
>ncerned that the proposed excess
rofits tax would be based on years
The Senate group asked the uphen they were just getting startper chamber to approve its request
sfor a $160,000 budget for a twoJudge Miller reported on several year inquiry. Sen. McCarran said
)nferences with government agenhe hoped the budget would be
ts and officials which he has at- cleared in time for a staff to be
| mded as a representative of the assembled for a start in its work
Toadcast Advisory Council and the by Feb. 1.
ral ( ; dvertising Council. "We were all
By a previous action, the Senate
W elcomed in a wholehearted fashalready has given the group a $10,n," he reported, adding that the 000 budget to be spent in January
f lovernment people want to cooper - on an approved investigation.
|Ce
and understand the industry's
Dsition.
The Broadcast Advisory group is
heduled to send a defense bulle- Charles D. Wailes
n regularly to broadcasters with
CHARLES D. WAILES, 78, father
rital information" released by the of Lee B. Wailes, vice president in
pvernment.
charge of operations, Fort Indus[ I Judge Miller was introduced by
try Co., N. Y., died Jan. 16 in
Memphis, Tenn. Funeral services
J 'red Kilian, ABC-TV Chicago proram manager, TV Council presi- were held in Memphis, Jan. 18.
Surviving are his wife, Harriet,
mt. James Hanlon, publicity
two daughters, Mrs. Robert E.
rector for WGN-AM-TV, Chicago,
ai named council publicity chairGoldsby, and Mrs. Howard W.
Rash; and another son, Charles D.
an after the resignation of Elliott
Wailes, Jr.
enry, ABC publicity director.
telecasting
• BROADCASTING

EQUIPMENT
UNIT
Reactivated for Defense
RADAR-RADIO Industries of Chicago Inc., a group of electronics
equipment manufacturers, has
been reactivated for the present
emergency by Leslie F. Muter,
president of the Muter Co., Chicago, to meet demands of the national defense program. The group
was active during World War II
after it was organized to develop
cooperation among Chicago-area
radio manufacturers, which produce about 40% of all electronics
equipment in the country.
During World War II RRIC recruited 30,000 production workers,
mainly women, renegotiated wage
scales with the War Labor Board
and worked to insure maximum
efficiency and production. It was
the only manufacturer's group to
receive the Navy's certificate of
war.
Achievement during the entire
Mr. Muter, in the new setup, is
president and director. Vice presidents and directors are Raymond
C. Durst, executive vice president
of Hallicraf ters ; Richard C.
Dooley, vice president of Admiral;
Paul V. Galvin, president, Motorola; James P. Ray, Cronane Inc.,
and an additional director Charles
M. Hofman,
mont Radio. vice president, BelShapiro Is Secretary
Leonard J. Shapiro, Chicago attorney, is executive secretary.
Three honorary directors are the
Hon. R. W. Cwyman, former Navy
commander and Congressman;
Henry C. Forster, retired Chicago
radio manufacturer, and Edward
W. Shepherd of Philco.
A special committee named to
make emergency decisions includes
Mr. Hofman, chairman, Mr. Durst,
Mr. Dooley, George R. MacDonald,
treasurer of Motorola, and Robert
Alexander.
BEATY LEAVES WBAP
Takes State Dept. Post
LAYNE BEATY, for seven years
farm editor of WBAP-AM-FM-TV
Fort Worth, sails Jan. 23 on the
SS America for Greece. He has
joined the State Dept. as director
of agricultural information
in
Greece under the
Marshall Plan.
Mrs. Beaty and
their two children are accompanying him. has
Mr. Beaty
been active in
NAB ber ofas
memthe a former
Mr. Beaty
tive Committee andProgram
in farm Execubroadcasting circles. He is succeeded at
WBAP by W. A. (Doc) Ruhmann,
county agricultural agent in Tarrant Co. (see Airc asters) . Mr.
Ruhmann has been heard frequently
on the station.

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
KAY
BY
MULVIH ILL a
Interviewing under
water is the latest
feat for KPIX Program Director, Sandy Spillman. Constantly seeking out the interesting and unusual around the Bay Area for
his
program,
man recently "Teletrips",
visited the SpillNavy
Diving School at Hunters Point.
Fully attired in diving gear,
Spillman was lowered into the
Bay
for his
'man-in-the-water'
interview
on the
newest in navy
diving techniques.
"Teletrips", which now goes
into its third year on KPIX,
has featured interviews from
such unique places as : police
laboratories, cable cars, backstage theater, Navy submarines, flying air force bombers, pistol ranges and speeding
locomotives.
AIR ADDS:
New addition to KSFO disc
jockeys is Glen Hurlburt, author
of the celebrated "Cable Car Concerto", Glen, one of the most
versatile and gifted entertainers
of the day, will host "Take It
Easy Time" for Regal Pale Beer,
nightly from 10 to 12.
"Great Sport", with Vic Holbrook of wrestling fame as emcee, is now a weekly feature on
KPIX for car dealer, Horsetrader Ed.
Latest on the KPIX kiddies'
show roster is "Powow Indians",
which
takesReservation
the 'little for
people'
an
Indian
a week-to
ly visit with Chief Powow and
his Tribe.
SEEN AND HEARD
With Baseball season just
around the corner, Don Klein
returns to the KSFO mike side
to
Notebook",
five bring
days a "Baseball
week.
William Winter's (Wednesday through Friday) newscasts
on KPIX are now under sponsorship of Co.
the Jenkel-Davidson Optical

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeao Co.
SAN
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CHANNEL
ISSUE
NCPT Joins Education Drive

NBC Progress
(Continued from page 30)
phases of its sales operation," the
report
next twocontinued,
networks "leading
combined the
as
far as gross sales were concerned.
NBC total sales exceeded that of
the next two networks combined.
In 1949 NBC-TV had nine hours of
open evening time and in 1950 it
was completely sold out, with the
number of weekly sponsors jumping from 19 to 42 and the number
of network advertisers from 32 to
62. NBC-TV led all other networks
in the number of sponsored hours
with 42, as compared with the
second network which had 34."
'More Stations'
"Another extremely important
part of the NBC-TV network
operations was the fact that NBC
had held more stations per program— 25% more than any other
network," the report said.
Network TV facilities were expanded, the report continued.
Studios 3-A and 3-B in Radio City,
New York, were reconditioned, and
Studio 8-H was torn down and
rebuilt at a cost of $1 million. The
Hudson Theatre was purchased,
the Center Theatre in Rockefeller
Center was rented, and both were
fitted out with TV equipment.
Space for staging service was
secured elsewhere in New York.
In Chicago, the Studebaker Theatre
was made into a television studio.
The program technique of rotating big-name stars such as Eddie

ll

iTttttt

MIW«
M0* W

OH

SATURDAY
AFTERNOON
iWRESTLING
Press-acclaimed studio matches fed by
WLW-D to WLW-T and WLW-C.
Now featuring men's heavyweight
championship tournament for $5,000
purse. Televised from 3 : 00-5: 00 P.M.
— 30 minutes more air time at no
increase in price. Nov. Videodex rating 14.9 — three times greater than
the average rating of its competition.
Has 60.7% of the viewing in all three
markets.
WLW-T
CHANNEL 4
CINCINNATI

Page 72

WLW-D
CHANNEL 5
DAYTON

•

WLW-C
CHANNEL 3
COLUMBUS
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NATIONAL CONGRESS of Parents & Teachers joined other educational groups across the nation
last week in petitioning the FCC
to reserve TV channels for universities, colleges and public schools
for education purposes. This was
revealed Thursday by Mrs. John
E. Hayes of Twin Falls, Ida., president of the congress, who said she
has filed a statement with the FCC
in support of such allocations.
Hearings on the matter are still
• being
sion. conducted by the Commis-

ARTIST'S sketch of Radio City's famous Studio 8-H — rebuilt for television by
NBC at a cost of $1 million — shows highlights of the structure a city block
wide and three stories high. According to O. B. Hanson, NBC vice president
and chief engineer, when Radio City was originally constructed it was planned
to use the 8-H space for two radio studios but NBC engineers, visualizing
future need for large television space, effected the design of the gigantic
studio without visible beams or pillars.
* * *
Cantor, Martin & Lewis, Fred
New York, Chicago, and Cleveland
offices into separate units for raAllen, Bob Hope, and Bobby Clark
dio and television.
was evolved, and applied to the
Nine stations were gained durComedy Hour. Later came a similar
ing the year by the NBC radio
program featuring Ed Wynn, Jack
bringing the total to 180
Carson, Jimmy .Durante, and network,
stations. Affiliation of stations of
Danny Thomas.
the Alaska Broadcasting System
Organization of NBC into three
and the Midnight Sun Broadcastmajor divisions of radio, television,
ing Co. extended the network to
and company owned-and-operated
Alaska. A change of affiliation ocradio and TV Stations, was comcurred in Ft. Wayne, Ind., where
WGL of 1,000 w was replaced by
pleted.
Victor T. Norton left the presiWOWO with 10,000 w.
dency of American Home Foods
As of Jan. 1, 1950, a total of 55
Inc., to become NBC vice president
stations comprised the television
for administration; William F. network, 28 being interconnected
Brooks was promoted to vice presi- and 27 non-interconnected. At
dent in charge of public relations,
year's end, the total TV network
a new post; John K. West was
stations had grown to 63, of which
made vice president in charge of 16 were non-interconnected.
the NBC Western Division; EdTotal of network employes, inward D. Madden became vice
cluding owned-and-operated stapresident in charge of TV sales
tions,
was 3,482 for 1950, an inand operations.
crease of 503 over the preceding
Charles C. Barry was appointed
year. Guided tours of NBC studio
vice president in charge of pro- and television facilities at Radio
grams, and John K. Herbert vice City were taken by 350,000 people
president and general sales manlast year, bringing the total guests
ager for NBC radio. Harry* C. since the tours began in 1933 to
Kopf became vice president in 7x/2 million.
charge of Radio Sales and was
transferred to Chicago.
Station relations, both radio and Transmitter Okayed
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
TV, were placed under newlynamed Vice President Carleton D. has been given the green light to
Smith. In Hollywood, Thomas C. go ahead on construction of its TV
McCray became director of radio transmitter on Mount Royal, Montreal. Permission had been held up
network operations, and Thomas
B. McFadden was made manager
by Quebec Provincial Premier
Maurice Duplessis. Mr. Duplessis
of KNBH (TV) Los Angeles.
stated that CBC should allow priLloyd E. Yoder was transferred
from KOA Denver to management
vate interests to build TV transmitters in the Montreal area if
of KNBC San Francisco.
they
want
to use the Mount Royal
The National Spot Sales Dept.
made new records, the report said. location, avoiding a monopoly. A.
D. Dunton, CBC chairman, at Ot"Total dollar volume in radio surtawa, said CBC will go ahead with
passed that of every previous year,
construction as soon as weather
and television spot sales were
permits, and that CBC had never
multipled over 1949," the report
noted. The department divided its asked for a TV monopoly.

The congress, Mrs. Hayes said,
"is concerned with any project that
may promote the effectiveness of
public education. We urge that
the Commission take immediate
steps toward the allocation of television channels for educational and
non-commercial purposes." She
continued:
Eecognizing the tremendous potentials in educational television, we
also recognize that available channels
for the purpose must be reserved for
education as well as for the use of
commercial broadcasters. Unless the
rules and regulations of the FCC are
amended to reserve television channels for exclusive use by educational
stations, it is our belief that television may never realize its full potentialities as one of the most important
educational aids yet devised.
Groups which have made requests
of the Commission for educational
channels include a Joint Committee
on Educational Television representing the National Education
Assn., the American Council on
Education, The Assn. of LandGrant Colleges and Universities,
the National Assn. of State Universities, the National Council of
Chief State School Officers, as well
as the Assn. for Education by Radio
and the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
Cook Arrest
ONLY five hours after the
arrest of William E. Cook,
subject of a nationwide manhunt, KFMB-TV San Diego
showed a 10-minute movie
film covering the dramatic
event. A KFMB-TV staff
photographer
the '
action — narratedrecorded
by Harold
Keen, KFMB-TV news editor who covered the story for
the station. Both employes
were congratulated by Jack
Gross, owner and manager of
the station, which is the ABC
television
San Diego. network outlet in

....for the finest
in professional tape ■
recording equipment

HOLLYWOOD
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Barbo's
(Continued
fromStory
page 25)
r.iilding — done in less than three
pears.
The Barbos have used the same
irograms with the same women
jroadcasters for almost 10 years
iow. Not only do the listeners
•ome in themselves, but they send
heir friends in, too. Salesmen at
;he furniture company keep index
■ards on which they mark the
, ;ource responsible for a customer.
?adio far outnumbers any other
grouping.
"You can walk through the store
.t any time," says Charlie Barbo,
ice president and secretary, "and
-ou'll find that 8 out of 10 cusomers are here through radio. Yes,
adio started our business upswing
nd we've certainly found it to be
ur most important advertising
leans. We would never be where
we are today if not for it."
lommercials Stress
•-institutional Theme
' High-pressure
methods have
ever been used.
The furniture
ompany has always used instituonal copy to promote the store as
whole. Prices are rarely quoted,
nstead, the name, high-quality
lerchandise, the ability to buy
nything from a small item to
/erything for furnishing a home,
rarteous service, parking facilies, and savings in cost because of
ie suburban location have been
ressed through the years.
When Barbo's first began to use
•fVdio, its budget for the medium
8as about $10,000 a year. Today
s $25,000 per year, or an inease of 150%. This accounts for
! most half of the total advertising
idget which now includes prootions such as the parties and TV
'id newspaper media. "We added
?Avspapers about a year ago as a
'e-in media, giving an overall
verage in our advertising," Leo
arbo explains.
, The store took the jump into
levision in August of 1950 and
I es two evening spots a week,
tizing slides and live copv.
I'Ve're very satisfied with results
iom television," says the manage!3nt. "There are never any ifs
■out customers who come in from
at source. They say very dedtely that they saw about us on
So promising has their video adrtising been that the Barbos
mt to experiment further with
e new and exciting medium.
ey feel sure they'll increase their
ie purchases and "we may even
into TV programming."
Handling the Barbo account durjk its decade of growth have been
rl M. Frost, president of the

Frost agency; Harvey P. Newcomb,
radio and TV director of the
agency, and also in recent years,
Norman R. Huey, agency assistant
radio and TV director. A little
over a year ago, Barbo's hired
Douglas Kingston as advertising
manager, to handle newspaper advertising and to keep the store in
more personal contact with the
Frost agency in working out radio
and TV commercials.
The Barbo family circle has divided its responsibilities in the
business as follows: Leo is general
manager and treasurer; R. John is
president; Charles, vice president
and secretary; Joseph, factory production manager; Albert, assistant
factory production manager; and
Salvi is head of the factory receiving and shipping department.
As for the sisters, Mary, although
married, still works in the store,
and Jennie, according to her brothers, is "the best stitcher of fine
fabrics there ever was."
From a lowly start in old and
run-down quarters in the little
town of Stoneham, Barbo's has been
transformed into a booming business in new, modern quarters. Its
name is known wherever fine
furniture is mentioned.
It's' no wonder agency people in
Boston refer to it as "the institution the women of radio made."
But even today, the Barbos bring
their lunch to work in paper bags
in order to save precious minutes
for work in their multi-million-dollar store that radio helped to build.
MOTOROLA

BACKS

D. C. Song Writing Contest
JAMES H. SIMON, president,
Simon Distributing Corp., and Motorola agree that Washington,
D. C, should have a song of its
own. To that end Motorola is sponsoring asong-writing contest with
prizes amounting to $2,500.
Mr. Simon, whose corporation
acts as distributor for Motorola in
the area, complained in a letter to
The Washington Post, published
Jan. 17, that he felt left out at
conventions when various state
delegates would sing their official
state song. He thought Washington
should have a song. The Post and
WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington
supported the idea enthusiastically.
So with the aid of Motorola and
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., advertising agency, Mr. Simon
launched the contest which closes
midnight Feb. 22. The distributor
plans to plug the contest through
radio, television and newspaper ads.

Color Relay Rates
AT&T's new color television tariff
has been incorporated by FCC into
its general investigation of the
«Pe Why buy 2 or more...
telephone company's intercity TV
relay charges [Broadcasting •
H
do l big sales job
Telecasting, Jan. 1]. The color
tariff, to become effective Jan. 25,
n "RADIO BALTIMORE"
provides only for an extra stationconnection charge above the regular monochrome rates. No date
WBAL
for the hearing has been set.
! OADCASTING
• Telecasting

NCAA

HIT

By Fort Worth Editorial
PUBLIC interest in both television
and colleges "has been thrust aside
as of no consequence" by the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. at
its Dallas meeting [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan. 15], according
to an editorial in the Jan. 17 Fort
Worth Star -Telegram (WBAPTV). The editorial continued:
It (NCAA) has thus drawn a
scraggly line across the progress of
television service which it presumably
imagines will settle the matter of
whether the public has a right to see
football games on the television
screen and whether foresighted
schools can continue to experiment
as they see fit with television as a
great, new medium of promoting the
public interest in sports. We do not
believe the issue will be disposed of
so easily.
The association's action follows the
same short-sighted, narrow thinking,
dictated by a greed for gate receipts
in the big business of college football,
which has marked the television bans
imposed by various regional athletic
conferences, including our own Southwest Conference. The thinking, or
lack of thinking, of the various conference athletic directors has simply
been transferred to the formation of
a national policy.
The principal issue is the public's
right to television service, and particularly the right of school patrons
and taxpayers to participate in an
activity which they have created.
College football, we insist, is not the
vested
directors.interest of a troop of athletic
I-TV MOVE
Shifts Equipment to Studios
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, is moving its
camera, projection equipment and
network control board from its
transmitter building in Kelly, Iowa,
to its studio building on the Iowa
State College campus in Ames.
A link transmitter has been installed atop the Service Building on
campus from which WOI-AM-FMTV broadcast. Another link unit
has been installed at the transmitter to receive programs sent
from the studios. Soon to be ready
is a second set of links for remote
telecasts
from WOI-TV's mobile
unit.

FOOTBALL VIDEO
PCC Asked to Lift Ban
PACIFIC Coast Conference ban
on telecasting football and other
college sports events should be reconsidered, the California State
Assembly decided last week by a
39-6 vote. Assemblyman Gordon
Hahn (R-Los Angeles), author of
the resolution, said conference
schools did not consider "the vast
number of people who are watchSince Californians have spent
ing television."
millions
for TV receivers, he said,
the ban is a "problem of the people." His measure goes to the
State Senate. Earlier Mr. Hahn
had proposed a resolution calling
upon U. of California regents to
prevent teams from playing in
contests banned from viedo by
FCC. He noted that state universities are supported by tax
funds.

TESSIE'S TROUBLE
B&B's Mead Writes TV Satire
TESSIE THE HOUND OF CHANNEL
ONE.
By Shepherd
Mead. Illustrated
by
Emmart.
Co. Weston
Inc. 251B. pp.
$2.75. Douhleday &
THIS SATIRE on television was
written by the supervisor of all
radio and television copy for Benton & Bowles [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8]. The irresistably funny novel is augmented
by
drawings which
catchMr.theEmmart's
mood.
The story involves Tessie, a collie, who as a top TV star won the
love of audiences throughout the
nation but also was a source of
much disturbance for other characters in the book.
Rectangular Tube
DEVELOPMENT of a new metal
rectangular television picture tube
has been announced by the RCA
Tube Dept. A 17-inch tube, the
new kinescope uses the metal-shell
construction first introduced by
RCA in the 16-inch round metal
tube. Complete technical data is
contained in a bulletin available
from the Commercial Engineering
Section, RCA Tube Dept., Harrison,
N. J.

This Year's only Southeastern
RADIO SALES TRAINING CLINIC
will he held February 14-15-16 in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Give
your sa ilesmen.tb.is
trainin g —
Better tools to work
wit h —
A bonus for
both
salesman
and station.
Write or wire for information and reservations
the *P%ed
/4. 'PeUmen
WORTHINGTON,
OHIO

co.
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TABLE III
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS IN NOVEMBER 1950
Agriculture & Farming Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co $ 33,486 Insurance
Prudential Life Ins. Co
118,570
(Continued from page 21)
Apparel, Footwear & Acces. Frank H. Lee Co
59,132
Automotive,
Automotive
Electric
Auto-Lite
95,490
Jewe'ry,
Optical
Goods
Longines-Wittnauer
&
Cameras
Watch
Co
179,271
Acces. & Equip
gross time purchases. (See Table
Aviation, Aviation Equip
Office Equip.,
Writing
SupII.)
plies, Stationery Hall Bros
88,665
Beer, Wine.& Liquor
Pabst Sales Corp
126,555
Political .
National
Democratic
Committee
54,464
Bldg.
Materials, Equip. Johns-Manville Corp
106,042
By product groups, the greatest
& Fixtures
amount of time was bought by the
William Wise Co
10,512
Confectionery & Soft Drinks Wm. H. Wrigley Jr
142,512 Publishing & Media
Consumer
Services
Electric Co.'s
Program.. 639,457
68,592 Radios,
Sets,& Phonog.,
food processers, who spent $3,870,MusicalTVInstr.
Acces RCA
205,44S
Drugs & Remedies
Sterling
Drug Adv.
Co
Entertainment
&
536 during November 1950, regisRetail Stores
Save-By-Mail
7,844
Amusements
Materials
Liggett & Myers
454,139
tering adrop from last year's toFcod
&
Food
Products General Foods
795,799 Smoking
S>5aps,
CSeansers
&
Polishes
Procter
&
Gamble
1,125,124
tal of $4,074,456. The Toiletries
Gasoline,
Lubricants &
Standard Oil of Indiana 132,311
Other Fuels
Sporting Goods
Toys
and Toilet Goods manufactures
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods...
Procter & Gamble
405,922
Horticulture
;
were second, through purchases of Household Equip. & Supplies Philco Corp
136,632
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts
American Assn. of Railroads 67,660
Household Furnishings .... Armstrong Cork Co
35,620
$2,254,614, as compared to NovemIndustrial Materials ■
U. S. Steel Corp
109,650 Miscellaneous
American Fed, of Labor.... 121,954
ber 1949's figure of $2,479,889.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
FCC Budget
Within the group Procter & GamJan. 8]. The House Ways & Means
ble led the other advertisers by
(Continued from page 26)
spending $405,922. Third place was
Committee may be expected to explore the issue when the report
taken by the Drugs & Remedies cat406; and executive, staff and serv$63,855,850 appropriais complete.
ice activities from $1,322,653 to whopping
egory whose expenditures mounttion contained in a supplemental
A spokesman for the committee,
ed to $2,215,702 while last year
voted by the 81st Congress. Rec$1,373,358.
meanwhile, said no formal action
their total was only $1,902,143.
Actual outlay to be expended in
ommended for 1952 is an unprecSterling Drug Co. spent the most
is near to consider tighter restricedented figure of $115 million.
fiscal 1951 is $6,575,000 since $50,tions on institutional advertising,
money, $639,457, in the drug group.
000 was sliced by the Budget
Program
operations
for
radio
an issue that has been cropping up
Fourth and fifth were the Soaps,
Bureau from the appropriation in broadcasting would be increased
Cleansers & Polishes, and the line with an overall non-defense
Congressional discussome $9 million under the Presi- in unofficial
sion. He said that as yet, the
Smoking Material groups, respecCongressional cut.
dent's recommendation. For estively. (See Table III.)
tablishment of radio facilities, an House group has not looked into
A "permanent indefinite appro# * #
the matter nor had it been requested
priation" of $1,500 is carried over
appropriation of $15,763,680 is re- to do so.
TABLE II
on 1952's estimate bringing the total
quested. This compares to $34,TOP TEN NETWORK ADVERTISERS
appropriation figure to $6,851,500.
117,068 voted by the Congress in
IN NOVEMBER 1950
fiscal 1951. Consequently the
1. Procter & Gamble
$1,680,669 The additional account, however,
PARTS MATERIAL
2. General Foods
794,863 is a bookkeeping item.
new sum asked by the President
Elliott Cites Shortages
Substantial
increase
in
State
3. Sterling Drug Co
662,907
is for a continuing expansion of
4. Lever Bros
632,384 Dept.'s international information
SOME of the scarce materials
Voice facilities.
5. General Mills
604,957 program, which includes Voice of
In highlighting the activities of available to radio and TV set
6. American Home Products 582,101
America operations, is proposed
radio broadcasting under the in- makers should be pegged for pro7. Miles Labs
563,002
formation program, the President
by the President. Last fiscal year's
8. Campbell Soup Co
476,438 appropriation
duction of replacement parts, Joswas $94,018,850 as paid particular attention to the
9. Liggett & Myers
454,139
eph
B.
Elliott, vice president of
adjusted.
This
figure
includes
the
10. R. J. Reynolds
392,069
1951 "Campaign of Truth." He consumer products for RCA Victor
said the appropriation increases
for that fiscal year furnished ad- Division, told National Appliance
ditional language broadcasts by and Radio Dealers Assn. members
providing radio sets to people "in in Chicago Monday. Speaking at
certain foreign
countries,"
and
the group's convention in the Steadditional
broadcasting
facilities
vens Hotel, Mr. Elliott warned
in the U. S. and overseas.
"there is no prospect of business
By 1952,
a substantial he
amount observed,
of improved
and as usual." Manufacturers, he said,
JUDGE
new radio facilities underway in "cannot anticipate production berecent years will be completed and
yond the first
quarter
the year."
He told
retailers
to of
prepare
for
in operation. Some 38 transmitor station by
ters are now sending out proshortages of merchandise.
grams— which will total 61%
Mr. Elliott said RCA "will make- s
the company
program hours per day in 46
every effort" to supply replacement
languages and dialects by 1952 —
in the U. S. and from overseas re- parts for service and maintenance
it keeps
of TV sets in homes. "This can only
lay stations.
be done, however, by diverting a
FTC Budget Same
portion of whatever materials and
Federal Trade Commission is
tabbed for $3,892,0000, nearly the components are available from new
production to production of replaceexact figure of 1951 appropriations.
Other manufacturing news in
The marked similarity of fiscal
ment parts."
1952's non-defense budget to 1951's
last week came from WebChicago
reflects the general outline which
ster-Chicago Corp., which anOne of the nation's leading insurance companies, with a
is to contain domestic spending
nounced $315,000 will be spent on
sizable advertising budget, uses 30 radio stations
while substantially increasing the advertising and promotion during
defense outlay.
throughout the country. WINS is one of them, and is
the first six months of 1951. This
the only independent used in metropolitan New York.
President Truman's overall
budget request comes to a total represents a 50% increase fron
Why? Because low rate per thousand, plus response,
1950, said Advertising Manage!
$71.6 billion, an increase of some
makes WINS the perfect radio buy in this market.
S. T. Seaman.
$44.4 billion. The expanded budget
see
Call your WINS representative
would
require
a
$16-20
billion
tax
increase.
him when he calls.
Only "people" buy your prodIn the tax-revenue field, the
House Ways & Means Committee
uct — and the "people" of
Buy WINS .
announced tentative scheduling of
"
Western
Michigan refer to
—
hearings Feb. 5 to explore methods
it Sells!
~ M
to gain additional revenue.
It was learned that the Budget
CROSLEY BROADCASTING
WGRD as —
Bureau is conducting an extensive
I
CORPORATION
"The People's Station"
WINS
study of the proposal to impose
fees for commercial broadcast li50KW
New York
WGRD
Grand Rapids
censes as a revenue-raising action
January 22, 1951
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New

Slv-

Business

(Continued from page 1U)
aver 10 stations of DuMont network, for 13 weeks effective Jan. 13.
-Vgency: Grant Advertising Inc., Chicago.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY, Boston, renews The
Christian Science Monitor Views the News, featuring Erwin D. Canham,
editor of Monitor, Tues., 9:45-10 p.m., over ABC. Agency: H. B.
3umphrey, Alley & Richards Inc., N. Y.
■QdpeopU
Ji.iELLIS M. TREFETHEN promoted assistant to advertising manager
General Electric's electronic department, Syracuse. Previously was public
•elations in Washington, D. C.

iEITH PORTER, sales manager Harriet Hubbard Ayes, appointed
iresident of firm, a division of Lever Bros. He succeeds RALPH P.
1,EWIS, resigned.
WEWTON C. CUNNINGHAM, merchandising manager Owl Drug Co. in
pacific Northwest, appointed advertising and sales promotion manager
>f firm with headquarters in L. A. FRANK McGREAL returns to Owl
ifter five year absence to succeed Mr. Cunningham in Pacific NorthWest position.
^OOUGLAS MUELLER, director of public relations Seiberling Rubber
Co., Akron, appointed assistant to president.
Feature
(Continued from page 8)
jam. Now, coming into listeners'
omes twice a day is a privilege I
, alue highly."
And Mr. Sigl has developed a
eputation for helping folks out
•7hen they need it most. One of
is outstanding works has been
he Times-Union Legion of Blood
>onors, which has contributed
sjilose to 3,000 donations of blood in
4^:s 11 years of existence. Another
ood deed was done when Mr. Sigl
ppealed for wheelchairs for aged
«ople who could not afford them,
nd received more than 300 chairs
rom listeners.
Perhaps the most interesting
f "Uncle Al's" accomplishments
ras his aid to the Tonawanda Inian Reservation, located near Rolester. The Indians now call him
: Hunyawandoa," which means "he
ho speaks with magic voice," beug l|ause he not only got them a 10,000iijsjiook library some years ago, but
i'tDt another one for them later
- hen the first one burned.
With characteristic grace and
13 I

-4
.;: I

.IS
frop

In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,
Okla. One of America's
top independents. Lawson Taylor, Mgr. Represented byJack Kosre,
Independent Metropolitan Sales.

ROADCASTING

modesty, Mr. Sigl disclaims all
credit for his good works.
"Actually, I don't do anything," he
insists. "I just make an appeal on
the air. Those wonderful folks do
the rest."
LISTENER
WFBR

AWARD

Has Personality Contest

A SUCCESSFUL new promotion
has just been concluded over
WFBR Baltimore. The promotion,
called "The Don McNeill Listener
Award," was offered to the most
popular station personality. Winner was Henry Hickman, 46-yearold radio veteran of Maryland and
Delaware who is scheduled to receive the award on ABC's Don
McNeill Breakfast Club this Thursday. Mr. Hickman conducts
WFBR's Club 1300.
The station arranged the promotion, giving two weeks of air
publicity and extensive newspaper
advertising. Don McNeill, ABC
star; John E. Surrick, WFBR general manager, and Bert Hanauer,
station program director, transcribed spot announcements which
plugged the award. None of the
personalities was permitted to campaign.
Ballot boxes for listeners' votes
were placed in grocery stores by
the sales forces of General Mills,
Swift & Co. and Joseph Zamoiski,
Philco distributor. In addition to
names of WFBR personalities,
names of products specified by
sponsors of the Breakfast Club
also were contained on the ballots.
Three other ABC stations already
are setting up the same kind of
election, it was reported.
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CAB

MEET

Map Plans for Feb. 26-Mar. 1
TENTATIVE PLANS for the annual meeting of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters at Chateau
Frontenac, Quebec, Feb. 26-March
1, call for panel discussions, closed
business meetings and a closed session on emergency communications
at which Canada's Civil Defense
Coordinator will speak.
Morning and afternoon sessions
are planned under the general
chairmanship of William Guild,
CJOC Lethbridge, CAB board
chairman. Mr. Guild will welcome
delegates to the convention on
Monday morning, Feb. 26, and at
10 o'clock the first panel on "Earnings and Services" will start under
chairmanship of F. H. Elphicke,
CKWX Vancouver. Maurice B.
Mitchell, Associated Program Services, New York, will be luncheon
speaker. The afternoon session
will be a panel, "Information
Please" with Canadian and American representatives of all phases
of broadcasting on the panel under
the chairmanship of Vic George,
CFCF Montreal. A cocktail party
by the Canadian National and
Canadian Pacific Telegraphs will
end the day's sessions.
Other Sessions
Second day of the meeting will
include a morning panel under
Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB Barrie, on
"Earnings and Audience." The
afternoon opening session will be
devoted to association business and
annual report. The second half of
the afternoon will be a closed session on emergency communications
with five station operators on the
panel along with General Worthington, Canadian Civil Defense
Coordinator. Canadian Marconi
Co. will be host at a cocktail party
preceding the annual dinner at
which the first John J. Gillin Jr.
Memorial Award will be made to
a Canadian station and membership awards will be made for the
CAB Quarter Century Club.
Wednesday morning will be de-

voted to the annual meeting of the
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement
and afternoon session to "Operations and Earnings" under chairmanship of W. F. Souch, Canadian
Marconi Co.
Thursday morning will be devoted to cleaning up all unfinished
business. CAB board of directors
will meet the day before the convention starts.
RCA-NBC
SEMINAR
Meet With Negro Editors
RCA AND NBC conducted the
second of a series of current conferences on press and public relations with Negro editors and
publishers Tuesday in Chicago,
with 40 representatives of the
Negro press from the midwest
attending seminars at network
headquarters. This is the second
year RCA has sponsored cooperative work sessions in the
three major metropolitan centers,
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. A similar conference took
place in New York last October,
and will be repeated in Los Angeles next month.
William F. Brooks, NBC vice
president in charge of public relations, and Sydney Eiges, vice
president in charge of press, appeared on a panel discussion outlining purposes of the seminar
after speeches by Willard Townsend, head of the United Transport
Workers and a member of the
CIO executive committee, and
Dowdal Davis, president of the
American Negro Publishers Assn.
and managing editor of the
Kansas City Call. Mr. Townsend
spoke on the Negro in the national
community and Mr. Davis outlined
activities of the Negro press.
Harry Kopf, NBC Chicago vice
president, was host.
Mr. Eiges explained functions of
the network press department, and
that all hiring of personnel is
based "on experience and ability
rather than race, creed or color."
He cited a need for "greater contact with the Negro press."
Mr. Brooks outlined how questionable references to Negroes and
other racial and religious groups
are deleted from copy, including
song lyrics.
At a luncheon given by Ebony
magazine, Walter A. Buck, RCA
vice president and general manager of the Victor Division, received a citation from the magazine as the company making the
greatest contribution in the field
of industrial race relations during
the year.
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
Sterling 3626
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actions
JANUARY

11 TO JANUARY

18

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-viaual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
January 1 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1310 kc
KNOX Grand Forks. N. D. — CP AM
station to change from 1400 kc 250 w
unl. to 1310 kc 5 kw unl. DA-N.
License Renewal
Request
for
licenseFalls,
renewal
Station: KVMV Twin
Ida.; AMKWBW
Hutchinson, Kan.; KSIG Crowley, La.;
WPOR Portland, Me.; WAGM Presque
Isle, Me.; KLMX Clayton, N. M.:
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.; WNBZ
Saranac Lake, N. Y.; KWHW Altus,
Okla.; WHSC Hartsville, S. C; WTSA
Brattleboro, Vt.; KSEM Moses Lake,
Wash.
Request
for license
renewal
FM Chistation: WENR-FM
Chicago;
WEHS
cago: WSON-FM Henderson, Ky.;
WPAG-FM Ann Arbor; WKBZ-FM
Muskegon, Mich.; KCMO-FM, Kansas
City, Mo.; WGWR-FM Asheboro, N.. C;
WMFR-FM
High Point,N.N. C;
C; WAIRFM Winston-Salem,
WVKO
Columbus, Ohio; WHIO-FM Dayton,
Ohio; KLUF-FM Galveston, Tex.
License for CP
KVLC-FM
Little Rock, Ark.— License
for CP FM station.
Modification of CP
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— Mod. CP
FM station to change ERP from 277
kw to 55.5 kw.
TV— 82-88 mc
Tampa Times Co., Tampa, Fla. — New
commercial TV station Chan. 4 (66-72
mc), ERP 22.5 kw vis., 11.25 kw aur.
AMENDED
request
Chan.
mc)
ERP 27.1tovis.,
13.55 kw
aur. 6 (82-88
TV— 210-216 mc
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.— CP commercial TV station to change from 30
kw vis. 15 kw aur., to 100 kw vis., 50 kw
aur.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
CP to Replace CP
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich. — CP to
replace expired CP to increase power,
install DA-N etc.
January 12 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCCtion toGeneral
Counselupon
— Granted
petireopen record
application
of Tri-State Bcstg. Co. (WCPM), Middlesboro, Ky. for sole purpose of reevidence with
respect forto use
avail-in
abilceiving
ity of a Class
IV channel
Middlesboro, Kentucky; and said further
hearing will be inconducted
in offices of Commission
Washington,
D.
C, Jan. 23, 1951.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefontaine, Ohio — Granted petition insofar

DIRECTORY

as
leave totherein
amend additiona:
applica- 1
tionit sorequests
as to include
data
relating to applicant's
financia
qualifications
station; so muchto ofconstruct
petitionproposed
as request:
reconsideration and grant withou
hearing is referred to Commission, er
banc, for consideration.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — G r a n t e c
continued hearing from Jan. 15 tc
March 1 in proceeding upon applica
tion
for mod.
to Show
Cause.license and In re Ordei
January 12 Applications . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1420
Segal,onMalvern,
newDavid
AM M.station
1380 kc Ark.
1 kw— CID
Amended to request
AM— 9701420
kc kc.
WERH Hamilton, Ala.— CP AM sta
tion
from 970 kc 1 kw D t(
970 kcto 5change
kw D.AM—
1150 kc
WCEN toMt.replace
Pleasant,
Mich.CP— CPto A1V
station
expired
crease power
etc.
Modification of CP
Request for mod. CP for extension
of completion date: KRE-FM Berkeley
Calif.;
KFOX-FM
Long Iowa;
Beach, KUGN
Calif.
KWPC-FM
Muscatine,
FM
Wis. Eugene, Ore.; WISC-FM Madisor
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
sta
tion: WCFM Washington,
D. C;FMKTFI
FM Twin Falls, Idaho; WDWS-FJ
Champaign, 111.; WGNB Chicago
KROS-FM Clinton, Iowa; WTPS-FI
New Orleans: WHAV-FM Haverhil
Mass.; WMBH-FM Joplin, Mo.; WMBOl
FM
N. Y.; WERE-FM
Cleve ^
land, Auburn,
Ohio; Roanoke,
WSAN-FM
WSLS-FM
Va.Allentown, Pa.
License for CP
WLET-FM
Licensein exfo'
CP FM stationToccoa,
to makeGa.—
changes
isting FM station.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 920
WOKY Milwaukee, Wis. — CP AM sta
tion920to kcchange
to
5 kw from
unl. 920 kc 1 kw un
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License for CP
KAGH
Crossett, Ark. — RETURNE1
Jan.
12 application
for license for C
new AM
station.
License Renewal
W C L O - F M Janesville, Wis. — RE j
TURNED Jan. 12 application for licens
renewal FM station (not notarized).
January 16 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KIUP Durango, Col. — Granted licens
change
and traran
location frequency,
and installpower
new trans,
DA-N and change studio location; 9c
kcBoard
1 kw ofunl.Education,
DA-N. City of Chicag*
Chicago — Granted CPs for new remot

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Ma.
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

"Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
m Everett L, Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
» O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATH ALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEER

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

'1

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STorling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY

& RAY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Coltop. & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
30 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

D

Member AFCCE
kups KA-8187-8. KSB-736.
(CSB
San Bernardino, Calif.—
^anted CP to install new trans; cond.
"^"ollowing
granted mod.
for
ension of completion
date asCP's
shown:
' trz-TV
New
York,
to
6-30-51;
WBENBuffalo, N. Y. to 8-8-51; KREL-FM
■A ose Creek, Tex. to 5-21-51; WARDfl Johnstown, Pa. to 3-1-51. WMLD
Petersburg, Fla. to 2-15-51; KNOB
i ,ng Beach, Calif, to 7-22-51 cond;
l/4M(\.YS-FM Charlotte, N. C, to 3-31-51
^■irl.; WBAP
Fort Worth, Tex. to
•I 5-51 cond.
JRlVMAY Springfield, 111.— Granted li^*ULe new AM station; 970 kc 1 kw-D
w-N DA-2 cond.
WCFC Beckley, W. Va.— Granted lifcse for new AM station; 730 kc 250
it- cond.
IJtXL Roseburg, Ore. — Granted liiie for new AM station; 1240 kc 250
; jlOADCASTING

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington 6, D. C.
w unl.
K ELK Elko, Nev.— Granted license
change frequency; 1240 kc 250 w unl.
KTSW
Grantedmain
CP
to install Emporia,
new trans,Kan.—
and change
studio location.
WCTT Corbin, Ky.— Granted mod.
CP to change trans, location, and
change type of trans.; cond.
WGLC
Cenlreville,
Miss. and
— Granted
mod.
CP for
approval ant.
trans,
and studio locations, and change type
trans.
W\#.R Beckley, W. Va. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 7-12-51.
WFAA Dallas, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 6-15-51 cond.
KSTT Davenport, la. — Granted license change frequency, increase
power, change hours of operation, install
new trans.cond.DA-2 and change
trans, location;
KXO El Centro, Calif.— Granted CP
to make ant.
changes in presently licensed
vertical
January 17 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Paul A. Walker
KJSK missalColumbus,
Neb. —ofGranted
diswith prejudice
application
to change from 900 kc 1 kw D to 920

• Telecasting

KEAR

& KENNEDY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

kc 1 kw D 500 w N.
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla.— Granted
dismissal without prejudice of application to change from 1450 kc 250 w to
1260 kc 1 kw.
Independent Bcstg. Co., Des Moines,
Iowa — Deferred action on motion to
amend to incorporate as part of application resolution setting forth release
of Independent Bcstg. Co.
WCEMmissalCambridge,
Md.—ofGranted
diswithout prejudice
application
to
change
from
1240
kc
100
w
to
1240
kc 250 w.
The Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, Independence, Mo. — Granted extension of time
to Feb. 19 to file exceptions to initial
decision issued in proceeding re application and that of Kansas City
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Southern Bcstg. Co., Nashville, Tenn.
— Granted
application to makepetition
revisionto inamend
programming
data and estimated monthly cost of
operation.
Nashville Bcstg. Co., Nashville, Tenn.
— Granted petition to amend application to change location main studio
from that shown to "to be determined."
Lakewood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. —
Granted petition to amend application
(Continued on page 86)

POPPELE ELECTED
Is Director of VWOA

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

J. R. POPPELE, vice president in
charge of engineering, WOR-AMTV New York, has been elected a
director of the Veteran "Wireless
Operators Assn. for 1951.
Other directors of the VWOA
are: George E. Sterling, FCC Commis ionerGeorge
;
H. Clarke, formerly of RCA, retired; A. J. Costigan, Radio Marine Corp. of America; C. D. Guthrie, U. S. Maritime
Commission (ret.); William J.
McGonigle, New York Telephone
Co., president of VWOA; Capt.
Fred Muller, USN (ret.), and William C. Simon, Tropical RadioUnited Fruit, VWOA secretary.
January 22, 1951

•
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Situations Wanted
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable m advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted,
per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20? per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25# per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsent
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Buoadcastihg expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
theirto custody
or return.
Help Wanted
Wanted: Experienced radio man with
some money for safe investment. Prefer managerial type or holder of first
class ticket. Interesting proposition.
Box 585H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Complete staff for new 250
watt station — engineers, announcers,
program directors, salesmen. Give all
details first letter. Nathan Frank, Box
810, Henderson, N. C.
Managerial
If you think sales, breathe sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 413H,
BROADCASTING.
General manager having now active or
with references previous experience as
general manager in smaller community.
Ambitious for unusual opportunity in
metropolitan market. , Box 558H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Topnotch manager with first
class ticket and some announcing ability. Small market, new 1 kw station
west Alabama. Applicant must be
draft exempt and have automobile.
Salary against a definite percentage.
Interested parties please write W. E.
Farrar, Reform, Alabama, or R. E.
Hook, Aliceville, Alabama.
Salesmen
Salesman with technical training, especially equipped for selling tape recordersto cover
also experienced
transmitters
southwest with
contacting
broadcast stations, recording studios,
colleges, armed services. Box 478H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesmen for the Lone
Star state's dependent.
mostRight in
powerful
inthe heartfulltime
of sunny
Texas where the west begins and dollar-volume is big. Excellent future
for the right party. Must be alert,
ethical,
a
go-getter.
Write W.
Chambers, General Manager,
KCUL,B.
Fort Worth, Texas.
Salesman wanted for local accounts.
Announcing or writing experience desirable. Arkansas'
Mutual station.
Writelargest
or call fulltime
KFFA,
Helena, Ark.
Time salesman — Preferably one who
can announce. Good situation for talented young man. Send full particulars
to Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
N. M.
Young progressive Massachusetts 1000
watt independent station needs "thinking" salesman
to help
mercial manager
with excellent
tough jobcom-In
virgin
territory.
Good
opportunity
for
ambitious man who likes to battle odds
—of and
win.
Salary
is
not
bad
and
cost
living is low. If you have what It
takes and are interested, write at once
in long hand to Guidance Center, 73
Tremont Street, Room 343, Boston 9,
Massachusetts. Be sure to include your
latest photograph.
Announcers
Combination studio announcer-engineer. Must have three years all-round
experience plus sports. Disc, photo,
references. Immediate opening. Box
431H, BROADCASTING.
Somewhere there must be a combination announcer-engineer who has
qualifications in both fields. This is a
high caliber 250 watter which needs
someone to act in the capacity of chief
technician and still be able to do a
really first class announcing job. If
you have a minimum of three years
combination experience, can handle
the technical aspects and can do a
professional job of announcing with
a selling voice on all types of programs
and commercials, your pay is $70 per
week to start, with raise in six months.
Box 485H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Staff announcer, network affiliate. $50
week. Send detailed letter only. Box
561H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer or combination, some experience, 250 watter near New York.
Box 562H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Combination announcer-engineers with a first class ticket. Starting pay $75 immediately.
per week. 40-hour
Answer
Box week.
601H,
BROADCASTING. ■
Rocky Mountain ABC affiliate desires
good combo man with first phone. Send
disc, photo and particulars, John R.
Bailey Jr., Manager, KVOC, Casper,
Wyo.
Old established NBC affiliate in important northwestern market seeks two
good announcers for its staff. New
studios. New transmitter soon, increasing power to 5000 watts. Wants
personable, all-round man especially
good on disc shows; and an all-round
man specializing in good, listenable
news delivery. Pay above average for
market. Send disc, background and
photograph to Jim McKibben, Program
Director, KIDO, Boise, Idaho.
Wanted by small market station in
Hawaii, two experienced announcers
with tailsfirst
class
tickets.
Send Wailuku,
full dein first
letter
to KMVI,
Maui, T.H.
Morning man able to do news and music. College and midwest preferred.
KVFD, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Announcer with good voice. Remotes,
mobile units, MC work, writing. Good
opportunity. Please send disc, snapshot
and letter. No application considered
without all three items. ABC. KVOC,
Casper, Wyoming.
Wanted: Well established Mutual station has opening
for situation
experienced
announcer. Permanent
offering
excellent working conditions in nice
clean Texas.
town of 15,000. KVOP, Plainview,
Announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing. Must be high type. WBAT,
Marion, Indiana.
Morning man: Some staff experience
necessary. Here is an opportunity for
a young staff announcer to develop his
own air personality. Contact Program
Director,
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Wanted — Baseball announcer for class
A Sally League season beginning April.
Possibility
permanent Good
position
year-to
round if satisfactory.
salary
right man. Send photo, transcription,
salary M.
expected
full details
Walter
Windsor,andGeneral
Manager,to
WGBA, Columbus, Ga. immediately.
Wanted — Two experienced combination
men with emphases on announcing.
Also two engineers, no experience necessary. Good working conditions and
pay. No need to apply unless you want
permanent position. Apply in person,
letter or phone giving all details. Radio
Station WHNC, Henderson, N. C.
Announcer-operator, emphasis on announcing but must have first class
radiotelephone
license.
Pleasant
workingoperator's
conditions,
modern
plant cated
in fourcity
of
23,000
population
lohours drive from New York
or Boston. 250 watt independent offers
good pay to successful applicant. Only
written applications accepted, include
photo and tape or disc recording. J.
Gordon Keyworth, General Manager,
WMNB, North Adams, Massachusetts.
Technical
Audio technician, thoroughly experienced, as chief engineer of two professional-grade
Prefer
man not subject
to recording
draft.studios.
State salary.
Box 430H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer for progressive dual
network station, in town with 3 stations. Sendperience,
full education
detailstoincluding
exBox 447H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted: 5000 watt station
South Atlantic coast. No announcing
or control room work. Automobile
required. Starting salary $250-300 per
month. Please furnish complete extraining,BROADCASTING.
references and snapshot. Boxperience,
448H,
Two hundred fifty watt station expanding to five thousand watts needs first
class teroperator.
AM-FM
operation.
Letof experience,
education
list
of references
desired.
Boxand511H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — some announcing. Starting
salary $60. Immediate opening, North
Carolina. Box 525H, BROADCASTING.
Need first phone operator for 1 kw independent Texas station. Give draft
status,
age and references. Box 545H,
BROADCASTING,
Wanted: One transmitter engineer with
at least one year experience to operate
AM (5 kw), FM (10 kw) equipmentPossibility
of entering
TV field.
ern New York
state station.
Box South606H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately.
Chief experience
engineerannouncer.
Construction
necessary. Desire family man over 30
who wants to work. Excellent future.
$4400 per ferences,
year.
Send background,
reMerle Tucker,
KGAK, Gallup,
New Mexico.
Midwest — Network affiliate. Fulltime
First class phone operator, transmitter,
remotes, recordings. Car necessary.
Give full details, first letter. WGEM,
Quincy, Illinois.
Engineer-announcer wanted for Mutual
affiliate station, located in college town
of 8,000. ditions.
Top Write,salary,
livingR.conwire good
or phone
H.
Thompson, WWNS, Statesboro, Georgia,
Production-Programming, others
Copywriter-woman preferred. Send
photo, copy and disc. State salary.
Box 453H, BROADCASTING.
Program director for New England independent 1000 watter. Require production
staff, announcing andexperience,
board. directing
State experience,
draft status, availability and salary.
Box 527H, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter
ideas.
Some Box
announcing. Send with
samples
work.
543H,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, preferably female, start
$45.00 per week. Rush copy, photo,
all info WDAD, Indiana, Pa.
Ralston Purina Company has an opening for a man 26 to 35 to work as radio
promotion man. College degree and
some experience
inbackground
radio work helpful.
is necessary, a rural
Work will
be with
radio stations to
help ingmerchandise
programs and
to supervise production
of helpradio
shows,
etc.
Headquarters
in
St.
considerable travel involved. To Louis,
apply,
write F. E. Heacock, Ralston Purina
Co. giving complete qualifications.
Television
Technical
Television station in southeast has
opening for technician.
experienced Box
or qualified
television
528H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Managerial
Sales manager with outstanding recorc
no rocking chair executive, needs min
imum guarantee $150 per week plu
commission. Capital available to bu
in after few months if opportunit
offered. Box 385H, BROADCASTING
Manager, former owner successfx
operation, available January 15. Ex
perienced in sales, programming
sports and promotion. Full details o
request. Box 387H, BROADCASTTNC
Manager, commercial manager, over 1
years newspaper
radio sales
an<
management.
Now and
employed,
availabl
reasonable notice. Prefer midwest o
south.
ING. Write Box 426H, BROADCAST

Manager who knows radio from A t
Z. allFrom
bottom Thorough
to top, I've
workei
in
capacities.
knowledg
of all station operations, also top an
nouncer. Proven record of two station
pulled out
If personnel
get
scarce,
can offill red.
any spot
except engi
neering. College background plus te
years radio experience. Not afraid o
trial period. Good reason for change
Want job with future and can mak
station pay, also save money on opera
tion. Available thirty days notice t
present employer. Draft exempt. Repl
Box 473H, BROADCASTING.
Mr. Station Owner. Need help? Se
cure the combined services of tw
men
years successfv
recordswithin thirty-four
radio and television,
statio:
management, sales and programming
Presently
but available
reasonable employed
notice. Write
or wire too
day. Box 552H, BROADCASTING.
Ten years experience in all phase
station operation, seeks manageris
post. Box 587H, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly capable general manage]
36, and commercial manager available
Presently employed. Has made sub
stantial success of metropolitan marke
in one of most highly competitiv ■
cities in newspaper
midwest. Exceptionally
rounded
classified and we'
dis l!
play background.
Excellent recor
radio
commercial management
back
ground. Family man. Want oppor
tunity to profit by own efforts an
establish permanent home. Prefer sta
tion conditions to indicate this by stoc
participation. Salary and 5% on gros
business. Address Box 609H, BROAD
CASTING.
Successful all phases TV-AM in ex
ecutive capacity . . , advertising, sale:
promotion, publicity, news, program
ming and production. Working in to
market, available 4 weeks' notice. Bes
references.
draft status,
mithirties, own Good
car, married.
Box 610E
BROADCASTING,
Salesmen
Let's face facts! I am in my early thir
ties.
reached
the peak
in sale
whereHave
I am
presently
employed,
have the initiative and ability to go t
the top in radio sales. I have bee
in radio 4 years, college educatior
Married. I am interested in a top sales
man's
or commercial
manager's jot
Box 403H,
BROADCASTING.
National radio representative sales, C
call on and service accounts for othe
salesmen. Experienced. Also tim
buyer. Box 544H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Six years sales, announcing
program experience. Married. Desir
permanent opportunity to work har
for progressive station. Box 5531:
BROADCASTING.
Texas only! Hundred week guarantee
ten years experience. Presently em
ployed. Box 580H, BROADCASTING
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or spring
Experienced
all sports-staff. Box 227F
BROADCASTING.
Baseball broadcaster, major league
staff: veteran; married; college grac
experienced. Box 458H, BROADCAST
ING.
Sports wanted, beginning baseball. Aj J
baseball, midwest basketball, footba
(college prep) national
agency,28,sponsc
recommendations.
Veteran,
thre
children, college, permanency primary i
Contract
desirable.
$100.
Box
472E|
BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
nnouncer, newscaster, 15 years all
^7 iases, seeks permanent position.
rmer NBC staff. Veteran, 34 years
d. married, one child. All replies
V lswered. Will go anywhere. Box
7H, BROADCASTING.
jlportscaster-engineer.
To play-by-play
a, .asketball, football, baseball,
boxing.
S vears chief engineer, installations,
r, ood newscast, remotes, staff announc^*"Lg.
Sports Draft
disc orexempt.
tape. Full
- -st letter.
Box details
484H,
11 ROADCASTING.
nnouncer, some experience small
~ tiling
uthernto net.
wage,
travel Require
midwest living
or east.
25,
- ugle vet. Box 500H, BROADCASTTG.
T you're in need of an experienced
... mouncer — pause here, please! Thanks!
-efer metropolitan area. 5 kw to 50
>,* News, commercials, emcee, drama,
.'•
c. Excellent
College
/X.ucation.
Disc, references.
photo on request.
5X 513H, BROADCASTING.
sc jockey, announcer; show-biz wise,
' iented ad liber to hypo your provamming. Topflight shows. Opport* nity first. Salary secondary. Innuity unlimited. Box 517H, BROADCASTING,
torts announcer, three years experice. married, draft exempt. Play-by^Z-'ay baseball, football, basketball, top; ted sports review, news, commerr; Us, DJ, board operation, all-round
in. Want year-round play-by-play,
sportsminded community. Moderate
„
.lary
plustwo
talent.
- ailable
weeksCurrently
notice. employed,
Consider
_ offers. Box 526H, BROADCASTING.
tnouncer — 3 years experience, 27,
jrried, draft status good. All type
dws — news, studio, man-on-street.
~efer
midwest. Box 530H, BROADCASTING.
J.uiouncer with five years experience
rq.
oven top mail
and and
ad libdirecting
selling
Itperienced
in pull
acting
t erested position television station or
VJm.
iio station
with television plans. Box
BROADCASTING.

'ftuntry personality: Sometimes called,
-+i farmers Arthur Godfrey, because
selling ability. Homespun type of
.aw with excellent ad lib. Can do
^-•e or record shows or combination,
recording artist as folk singer,
ay guitar and sing as part of record
dw. Have done 3 hours daily for
st 3 years. 1 hour daily in depart;nt store before live audience. Rat's good and steady. Also do 15 min; news commentary "Cracker Barrell
mmentary."
writer
for
ding publisher.Staff
Age song
35 with
family,
'x 532H, BROADCASTING.
perienced
d, veteran; announcer-engineer,
presently employed mar5000
- tt midwest network — music director.
jefer eastern market. Have car. Box
H, BROADCASTING.
ortscaster — Play-by-play man, 3
jars experience. Draft exempt. Prei midwest. Box 531H, BROADCAST, ...
elligent experienced announcer
. t-iilable for effective commercials,
. . I.'Jvs, classics, platters. Tape availraBe- Box 534H, BROADCASTING.
mpetent staffer, heavy on news and
nmercials, looking for permanency
good market. Married veteran. Col;21 3>e background. 2''2 years experience.
'SPesentlyees. Box
employed.
Excellent refer536H, BROADCASTING,
ill
nouncer-writer combination metroitan experience. Effective at mike
and tape avail■:-> 1e. typewriter.
Box 535H, Copy
BROADCASTING.
'rrt
ff announcer desires night shift in
lege town. Married
2V2 yearsveteran.
well-rounded
jerience.
First
"e references. Box 537H, BROADCASTING.
»s is "IT" as saleable item — local
vs not excepted. Over 100 thousand
Ol sons listen to the local news covered,
^iT.tten and announced by one man
' 'h five
metropolitanAlsonewsier andyears
radio ofexperience.
ex~T ienced as staff announcer, continuity
- , ter, operator and in disc shows.
BROADCASTING.
<'- '■ite
-Box 538H,L__
'iA ae.lable,
yearspastexperiChiefannouncer
announcer2 for
year.
Truly man, veteran. For taped audi■ write Box 539H, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — Two years radio and console experience. Draft exempt; college
graduate. Prefer position in east, but
will reply with disc, information to all
requests. Box 541H, BROADCASTING,
Experienced
announcer.
Uppergeneral
midwest only. News,
DJ remotes,
staff. tion
Tape
air
check
and
full
informaavailable. All replies answered.
Box 542H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, excellent on news and disc
shows. Well grounded in all phases of
broadcasting. Graduate of New York
City announcing school. Veteran, family man, conscientious and dependable.
Will reply
all inquiries.
Disc available. Boxto546H,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Five years experiPlay-by-playStaff
in major
sports.
Prefer ence.
midwest.
announcing,
Dependable. 27. Veteran. Presently
employed. Excellent references. Disc
I
available.
Box .
547H, BROADCASTNG
Lazy, good for nothing announcer.
Two years loafing. Single, 26. Box
549H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer knows production, programming, can sell. Good
offer will procure draft exempt, family
man who can produce results through
hard
imagination
and persistance. work,
Available
immediately.
Box
554H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-writer, presently employed with a 250 watt station,
seeks re-location.
For further
tion contact through
Boxinforma556H,
BROADCASTING.
Family man above draft age. Good
commercial announcer. Excellent training news, production,
special events.
References.
Minimum required:
$90 a
week. Box 557H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, former pro,
wants
sports job.
Baseball Box
tops.560H,
1st
class ticket.
References.
BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, Man with B.S.
Degree in radio broadcasting desires
radio or television announcing or producing. Can handle all-round staff
CASTING^
jobs.
Married. Box 563H, BROADBaseball play-by-play man experienced
in live and recreated broadcasts availableable.
for this
season.
Air check
Excellent
references.
Box avail564H,
BROA
DCAS
TING.
Announcer, newscaster, copywriter,
experienced, married with family.
CASTING.
Draft exempt. Box 568H, BROADExperienced,nouncer.
versatile,
congenial
anOutstanding selling
ability.
College background. Presently with
leading independent. Desires market
CASTING.
of 500,000 or larger. Box 569H, BROADSportscaster.
Play-by-play
basketball,
football
and otherbaseball,
sports.
Presently employed at 5000 watt station.terial.
DraftBoxexempt.
Location
imma570H, BROADCASTING.
Baseball
broadcaster.
Rated
region's
outstanding
sportscaster.
Completely
experienced
live,
recreation,
regional
network broadcasts. Desire AA or
higher affiliation. Draft free. Available '51 season. Currently employed.
Top references furnished. Personal
interview arranged. Box 572H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer have worked
in large market areas. Interested perposition with
station manent
east only,
draft progressive
exempt. Box
573H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, desires permanent position with future, draft exempt, also traffic and console, will
service accounts. Box 575H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
desires
manent position
in midwest
but perwill
consider other areas. Married, vet.
Taped audition, references on request.
Box 579H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer: Newlywed, 32, draft
exempt, willing to work for advancement, college education, neat appearance. Midwest preferred. Disc available. Box 581H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer draft exempt, experienced
traffic, programming, will travel, want
CASTING.
permanent position. Box 576H, BROADAnnouncer, experienced all phases,
some sports.
25, single,
veteran
reserves.
Prefer
midwest.
Box not
583H,in
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, specialty,
news, music from pops to classical.
Draft
exempt. Box 574H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Now
doing a weekly
the nearby
Spot"
tape recorded
broadcast"Onfrom
veterans hospitals. DJ and news experience. Play guitar and sing. Have
writtenstandcontinuity
and spots.
Underboard. 24. single,
veteran,
will
travel. Box 584H, BROADCASTING.
Want Baruch voice, Godfrey personality, forvet,
$40? 23,
Don'tsingle,
answer
Want
to start
one this!
year
announcer AFRS,
radio speech
school,
collegeant voice,
grad,good
work articulation,
board, clear,diction,
pleasavailable immediately? Contact me!
Box 589H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, continuity writer, limited
experience, knowledge control board,
veteran,
available immediately. Boxmarried,
590H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, draft exempt. College grad,
will travel. Seek initial experience.
Box 591H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, limited experience. Single,
veteran, draft
exempt.
tunity. Control
board.Seeks
Box oppor592H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer-announcer, 25, single, 1st
phone, college
grad. recording,
4F. 6 years
experience in studio
motion
pictureing.sound
and
free
lance
announcNow employed, desire change.
Will
letter, photo and disc. Box
566H, send
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer with top engineering
talent and executive ability backed by
years of experience in all branches of
broadcast engineering seeking employby good progressive station. Box
594H, mentBROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer, reliable man
with
plenty experience all phases
ING.
broadcast
radio. Draft exempt veteran
with dependents. Oklahoma-Arkansas
area only. Box 600H, BROADCASTEngineer, first phone, veteran. Have
car, experienced. Southern states only.
Box 602H, BROADCASTING.
Schools

Announcer-salesman. Sales experience,
knowledge
control
board, draft exempt. Box of593H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer.
News N.casting, DJ, control
board operator,
Y.
or New England. Draft exempt. Box
596H, BROADCASTING.
Young married couple. Each have 1st
phone.
Experienced
phases.
Desire combo
position all
within
500 mile
radius
of Los Angeles. Opening for
CASTING.
man or both. Box 597H, BROADExperienced sportscaster, young, agall sports,
desires slot gressive,
with play-by-play
opportunity
for plenty
of work in
baseball,
football
and
basketball. Also special events man and
staff work. Excellent references. Draft
deferred. Box 603H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and entertainer, H. P. Davis
Award winner. 6 years experience,
married, 32, musician, can do news,
special events, sports. Box 607H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. Personable, experienced, married vet, 34, strong on
newscasts and sales promotion wants
opportunity to do active selling. Ex
program director, writer. Personality,
Profile available. Frank Frost, 505 5th St., Garden City, Kansas.
Announcer, 30, married, 2 children.
Medical discharge. 3 years announcing,
station
construc-LI
tion.production
Available. and
Vernon
L. Grace,
8910, 1906 East 43rd, Kansas City, Missouri.
Announcer, ZV2 years solid radio work.
Experienced in handling board and all
type shows. Sound knowledge of production and programming. Very personable selling approach with excellent
record of commercial credits. If possible, would like all night show. Eddie
N.
Y.
Lambert,
1029 49th St., Brooklyn 19,
DJ news, commercials two years experience authoritative
delivery.vicinity.
Married veteran.
Prefer Chicago
Victor Peters, 2906 South Emerald, Chicago 16.
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate console, 2 years phonograph
record business. Age 27. draft exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Reply
Box
York 23,
City.320 Manhattan Avenue, New
Technical
CASTING^
Engineer,
10 years experience AM radio. Draft proof. Box 338H, BROADFirst
phone, studios, transmitters, comCASTING.
plete offer please. Box 410H, BROADFirst phone, transmitter experience,
desires studio-transmitter operation.
Draft exempt, married. Prefer N.E.
Box 415H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 14 years experience. Capasupervisor. 8 yearsinstallation
chief 250 watter.bleCommunications
and
maintenance experience. Veteran.
Would like
job with reputable
ization in southwest.
References.organBox
464H, BROADCASTING.
First class phone vet. No experience,
willing to travel. Sober and reliable.
All answers considered. Box 505H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone. Three years experience
transmitter operation, maintenance.
Studio controls, tapes, remotes. Draft
exempt, car. Box 559H, BROADCASTING.

* ■ NAOB F *

STATION

MANAGERS!

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS FEB. 5
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name.
Address.
City....

State.

FASTEST PREPARATION FOR
F CC. 1st PHONE

LICENSE

Get your ticket the EASY way! Qualify
for a higher-paid job now. Learn ONLY the
essential facts needed for your F.C.C.
License. Learn by PHOTOSOUND, the advanced new method that actually cuts
study-time in HALF!

IN ELECTRON
ft\CCi
AND ICS"
F.C.C. EXAM
SAMPLE NITIES
£B>££t "OPPORTU
MAIL
COUPON
\ ELECTRONIC
TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE Dept.MOW!
B-1522
II 769
Venice
Blvd.,
Las
Angeles
15, Calif.
Gentle
3se send me without cost or obligation o sample
F.C.C. Examination and "Opportunitie
i Electronics".
ADDRESS
! CITY
ZONE.

1

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First class ticket, recent technical
school grad
desiresVet.
experience
as 202
assistant engineer.
Vic Daley,
South Mesa, Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Technician, first license, five years
broadcast radio, wants straight transmitter job. No objection some studio
maintenance. 32. Single. Available
quickly. Please outline requirements.
Lewis Sherlock, Box 51, Plainview,
Texas.
Production-Programming , others
News writer. 5 years experience.
Presently employed midwest station.
Also continuity,
Best references. Box 479H, sports.
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt. Talent rich: Two young
writers experienced in television, radio, theater, and newspaper. Seeking
opportunity. Box 509H, BROADCASTING.
Nice people, good food, warm climate,
that's whatcopywriter
I like about
Energetic
wishestheto south.
leave
1000 watt independent for permanent
southern location. 5 years radio big
doubling nouncer
in whenpromotion,
sales, anneeded. Married,
4A
vet,
college
grad.
Box
540H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio school
Some experience. Single.graduate.
Work anywhere.
Best
references. Box 571H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director. Ingenuity, drive, stability plus profitable
programming. Box 577H, BROADCASTING.
Program director with ticket, presently
employed, seeks permanent position in
western station. Permanency main requisite. 15 years announcing, manager,
construction, organization. Undraftable
family
man. Box 578H, BROADCASTING.
Female plowhorse with imagination,
initiative, sense of humor, seeks same
kind of boss. Newspaper, advertising,
sales promotion background. M.A., 27,
physically, but not mentally, handicapped. What have you? Box 582H,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman: Best Hoopers, saleable ideas,
and ten years experience in radio
news gathering, writing, editing. Box
588H, BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday. Broadcasting and secretarial work, continuity writing. Air
and office experience. New York area,
Connecticut, New Jersey. Box 550H,
BROADCASTING.
News editor. Thoroughly experienced
at getting and writing fast paced news
show. Top emphasis on local news
and features. Veteran, 30. Write Box
551H, BROADCASTING.
Program director, music librarian, announcer, 2y2 years experience. Best
references, draft exempt. Available
immediately. Minimum $65. Sam McLaughrey, 8521 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago. TRiangle 4-1459.
Television
Announcers
Announcer, wishes position on television station. Seven years experience.
Married veteran, good draft status.
Box
495H, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Draft deferred. Graduate television
engineerstandsdesires
station
Underand handled
RCA work.
cameras
and
link. Any location.
Box
565H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Miscellaneous
Attention, commercial managers!
that sustaining time into dollars
our accounts! Write Ambassador
vertising Associates, 706 Elmwood,
Gadsden, Alabama.

Turn
with
AdEast

Help Wanted

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE: FM TRANSMITTER
RCA 3 kw, BTF3B; FM-TV
triplexer; RCA amplifiers BA3C
and 86A1; GE BM1A frequency
and modulation monitor; equipment rack ; complete set of tubes
plus spares for final amplifier.
Equipment
onlyor 12anymonths.
Make offer used
for all
part.
J. E. Risk, KSD, St. Louis,
Missouri.

Production-Programming , others
Ready to put into production original
show ideas that can get sponsors for
you. Two years experience in television
production
plus competent
directorial
ability. Offering
an excellent
potential
as
a
high
caliber
producerdirector for the progressive station.
30,
married, top references.
Box 567H,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Experienced TV program director with
12 years radio background, too. Interested in TV writing, directing, producing in larger market. Box 586H,
BROADCASTING e TELECASTING.
Experienced young woman, 1% years
solid TV background, thorough in all
phases of programming,
continuity and
contact.
Mistress of Ceremonies
on
children's and adult shows, spot commercials.
AM
experience
and
BA
Degree. Box 599H, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

Wanted : Combo Man
NBC station
desires to employ announcer with good
voice and with first class ticket. Modand attractive salary. Write,
wire ernorplanttelephone
W CRS
Greenwood, S. C.

For Sale

Technical

Wanted to Buy

top recording engineer,
thoroughly experienced, excellent
opportunity,
New
York
City company.

Equipment, etc.

Stations
For sale.
1000
fulltime,
AM sta-in
tion. Networkwatt,
affiliate.
Located
industrial
New
England
city.
lished over 25 years. PrincipalsEstabonly
apply. Box 548H, BROADCASTING.
All, part southern 250 watt Mutual
station,
CASTING.town 10,000. Box 608H, BROADEquipment, etc.
Hard to ment,
getG.E.,broadcast,
Western television
Electric, equipGates,
Collins, used two years, like new.
Write for descriptive list and prices.
Box 149H, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Complete equipment for 250
watter including antenna, monitors,
console, transmitter. KAVR, Havre,
Montana.
Raytheon antenna coupler, 250-1000
watt AM transmitter. Write for details. Station WKCT, Bowling Green,
Ky. ,
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6751.
Liquidating entire recording studio;
mikes,sal lathe,
turntables
UniverGates (W.E.)
console.etc.;Inventory
upon
request.
Highest
bid
takes
1045 Elbert, Oakland 2, California. all.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Desire to purchase all or part of local
or regional station. Preferably Georgia,
Alabama or Florida. Box 598H,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted — Equipment for 500 watter including transmitter and monitors. State
price andberlain, P.condition.
ChamO. Box 438,Charles
Bellefontaine,
Ohio.

Profitable Midwest
Network
Statioii-SI25.000.00
A well established network facility located in one of the
midwest's most desirable medium sized markets — well removed
from TV. Profits are consistent and a sizable amount of cash is
included in the purchase price, which is for 100% of the stock.
This property shows a very high return on invested capital.
Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W, Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550

Do you— the
want fastest
to workgrowing
in "North
Carolina
radio"
radioopen
field forin
the country?
Positions now
program directors, engineers, announcers,
salesmen, copywriters. File application
with North Carolina Association of
BroadcasterB, Drawer 1140, Southern Pines,
N. C. Submit photograph and references
and give full information regarding experience.
Announcers

ATTENTION EDUCATIONAL AND
RELIGIOUS FM STATION!
We offer immediate delivery on a General
Electric FM 50 KW transmitter and 8 bay
Federal antenna complete in every respect
ready for installation. Substantial saving. Write C. D. Lutz, KTSA-FM, P. O.
Box 1161, San Antonio 6, Texas.

wanted

Box 605H, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

;
Wanted
buy — 3inkwgood
FM condition,
transmitter latetomodel
preferably
Raytheon,
RCA coax
or Westinghouse, also
monitors,
and
Andrew sidemount
four
element
antennae. Would prefer equipment
within trucking distance of North
ING.
Carolina Box 595H, BROADCAST-

Television
Technical

Miscellaneous

TV CHIEF ENGINEER
Wide experience
TV station
design,
construction and operation
including
network
and color. Large metropolitan station
background.
department Topflight
executive. This engineer
man is notandcheap
but knows how to save your money in
large pieces. Availability can be arTELECASTING.ranged. Box 555H, BROADCASTING •

ATTENTION STATION MANAGERS

For Sale
Stations
for
sale

Northern New England 250 watt independent — ■ important
market — no TV cometition —station
well- pstaffed
and
showing nancing
profit.
FiWrite BOX possibilities.
604H,
BROADCASTING.

Selling spots is a cinch when your
radio offer includes topnotch commercial jingle tailor-made for your
sponsor. Our little package consists of production, continuity, the
talents of announcer and former
NBC vocalist together with music
or sound effects. Total cost . . .
$30. Write today for free sample
disc and details. National Recording Studios, 410 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee.

SALESMAN
New York independent has opening for a hard-hitting
local salesman with a major league batting average and
a major league salary bracket.
If you are a real producer there is a position open with
one of New York's most aggressive independents.
The man we are looking for may be working outside
of New York and would like to apply his sales ability
to the No. 1 market in the country. Or, he may be
working in New York and interested in expanding his
income.
Write to Radio Station

WOV

730 Filth Ave-> New York

KFI-NABET
AMATEUR

PI EORGE FIELD, sales staff World
j Broadcasting System, appointed
northeastern sales representave for RCA's Thesaurus & Syndiited Programs.
LATXE STARR, publicity agent
."PAT Paterson, N. J., announces
aening of package production oranization at 9 E. 49 St., N. Y. Telehone: PLaza 8-1724.
AUL ROSENAU to sales and contact staff Jam Handy Organization,
etroit. JAMES E. MACLANE to
otion picture production department.

JOHN P. HOWLAND, assistant to
president Zenith Radio Corp., to head
office of production research for
Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago.

T ALTER GUEDEL, on production
aff John Guedel Radio Productions'
eople Are Funny program, and
IVLAN" SCOTT, widow of CLYDE
rOTT, late general manager KECA
ollywood, were married Jan. 12.
"7

"Tecknical • • •
JAMES HOOK, studio chief engineer
KFWB Hollywood, to KULA Honolulu, Hawaii.
EDWARD B. BENCH Jr., engineering
staff KSTL St. Louis, appointed chief
engineer.

.fyuijament • • •
L'DIO MASTER
Corp., N. playback
Y., an•unces
new transcription
achine for either AC or DC operapn.
3Y E. DREW, manager of cost anysis and control department Sylnia Electric Products Inc., Seneca
ills, N. Y., appointed controller for
/ picture tube division.
EPHEX J. WELSH, tube sales Genal Electric, N. Y., appointed district
presentative for company's tube
.-ision.
tANK MARSHALL, sales manager
rovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass.,
pointed director of manufacturers'
es for Aerovox Corp. and Eleccal Reactance Corp. A. E. QUICK
11 succeed him as sales manager.
•NALD B. HARRIS, executive astant to director of research Collins
dio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to
'borne Instruments Lab, Mineola,
Y., as technical assistant to presIrit.

:. FERD E. WILLIAMS, acting
id of light production division Gen1 Electric, Schenectady, appointed
td of division. Dr. LEROY W.
KER appointed head of semiductors division.

PROTECT

LEON C. GUEST, controller TV picture tube division Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Buffalo, appointed controller radio and TV division.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. announced
new transcribed series Bold Venture,
starring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, was sold in 92 markets
within week of its first announcement.

GORDON WHITE, graduate Northwest Broadcasting School, Portland,
to KBND Bend, Ore., as combo-man.
KEN BURFORD, also graduate, to
KWIL Albany, Ore., as combo-man.
HERB DOVER, TV engineer NBC
Chicago, and Nancy Dieter were married Jan. 6.
WALTER STUART, KJR Seattle, to
KCBS San Francisco engineering
staff.
FRED RODEY, WNBQ (TV) Chicago
transmitter staff, father of girl, Diane
Marie, Jan. 2. JOHN McARTHUR,
NBC Chicago radio studio engineer,
father of boy, Craig Alan.
LEO E. PHILLIPS Jr., Columbia Recording and previously with CBS-AMTV New York, to KECA-TV Hollywood as TV engineer.
RUSSELL B. STURGIS returns to
NBC Chicago from network headquarters in New York, to work as
AM engineer.
MALCOLM WARING, lighting supervisor KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, to
engineering department DuMont TV
Network.

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.

EMPLOYERS

REINSURANCE

Insurance Exchange Bldg.

OADCASTING

—

• Telecasting

CORPORATION

Kansas City, Mo.

BANDS

Designated for Civil Defense
CIVIL Defense Administration last
week informed FCC that licensed
radio amateurs may be requested
by local authorities to provide
civil defense communications or to
supplement other existing communications systems for purposes
of civil defense.
FCC, CDA and the Armed
Forces have been studying the
matter of permanent availability
of specific frequency bands within
the regularly allocated amateur
bands for eventual use by amateurs in providing civil defense
communications if any suspension
of normal amateur activity is necessary because of war or other national emergency, the Commission
explained.
Review Later
FCC reported
that "after
sideration of all factors
knowncon-to
be involved at this time, including
frequency requirements of other
radio services in time of war or
other national emergency, certain
frequency bands already allocated
to amateurs have been selected for
their retention and use" as described above. Extent to which
such bands meet actual requirements for amateur participation in
civil defense communications "may
be reviewed after a sufficient number of local communities have established appropriate civil defense
plans, conducted communications
drills or otherwise accumulated
data which will permit such a review," the Commission explained.
Frequencies designated include:
50.35-50.75 mc
1800-2000 kc
53.35-53.75 mc
3500-3510 kc
3990-4000 kc
145.17-145.71 mc
146.79-147.33 mc
28.55-28.75 mc
220-225 mc
29.45-29.65 mc
FCC noted 1750-1800 kc will
continue to be available for the
Disaster Communications Service,
a permanent service for use in disaster occurring at any time.

PACT

Follows AFRA Agreement
PEACE reigns again at KFI Los
Angeles following the settlement of
labor difficulties with two unions
which had threatened to strike
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan.
15, 8].
Station came to terms Jan. 10
with the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers, granting substantial increases to 60 engineers and
technicians; and previously with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists, who received $25 weekly
minimum increases for 14 staff announcers.
Revising the present progressive
escalator structure of $275-$522.50
over a five year period, the station
granted NABET members a starting salary of $300 for the first six
months, $430 thereafter, with top
men serving five years or more,
receiving $555. Four senior men,
at their jobs for 10 to 20 years,
were increased to $650 monthly,
top salary. Payment is retroactive
to Jan. 1, 1951. It was agreed
there would be review of wage
scales on or before the first of
every year, with particular regard
to those below the top salaries.
AFRA one-year contract provided for a basic minimum of $110
weekly, constituting $25 weekly
increase from the previous $85
minimum. Further raises also were
granted on an individual basis.

KSWM
JO PL I N , M O.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

ALASKA SALES IIP
ABS Reports $120,000 Rise
AN INCREASE of $120,000 in
national advertising over the
Alaska Broadcasting System for
the fiscal year 1950 as compared
with 1949, was announced last
week. Proportionate increases both
in national and local advertising
during 1951 are anticipated, because of continuing rise in Alaskan
sales, the announcement said.
Advertisers responsible for the
1950 increase, it was announced,
are Coca-Cola, Best Foods, Anheuser-Busch, General Foods, Liggett & Myers, Brewing Corp. of
America, Scandinavian Airlines,
Dodge Motor Corp., Carnation,
Ex-Lax Corp., Schenley International, Standard Oil, LincolnMercury, Murine, American Cigarette & Cigar, Block Drug Co., and
Libby, McNeil, Libby.

The small map above showi
airline miles to nearest mci
ropolitan
nueurin-to
nndnplicatedcenters,
CBS service
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

JOPLI

C BS
in
N, MO.

Nationally
byWilliam G.Represented
Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
January 22, 1951

•
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
night watchmen.
Representing Rothschild's at a
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
convention in 1927, he met David
Arons, publicity director at Bloomingdale's, who hired him as advertising manager for the firm's basement store. His broadcasting experience during the two years there
consisted of trying to make himself
heard by store buyers over the
noise and clatter of customers in
the basement store.
Someone gave Mr. Abrahams a
tip one day that the Ludwig Baumann home-furnishings chain was
looking for an advertising manager
for its radio and appliance departments. He checked up and was
told by Howard Kuh, advertising
manager at Ludwig Baumann, that
the tip was wrong but that he
could have a job with him as assistant. Mr. Abrahams accepted
the job, and later in 1929 became
advertising manager when Mr. Kuh
was promoted to a vice presidency
in the organization.
Radio advertising was coming into its own during Mr. Abrahams
12 years with the Baumann firm,
which was expanding into a department store chain. At one time, he
was supervising two weekly radio
shows for the organization. Such
stars as Sophie Tucker, Eddie Cantor, Belle Baker, Ruth Etting, and
many other Broadway and Hollywood entertainers were featured
on the programs.
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Buy Area
Largest Trade

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ- FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
Page 82
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After a year with the OPA during the war, where he served as
chief of the Retail Furniture and
Homefurnishings Division, Mr.
Abrahams went to work for the
New York Times advertising department in 1943, selling space and
coming into contact with a large
group of stores whose promotion
problems he undertook to solve.
Direct experience with radio advertising was gained again when
he became advertising manager for
I. J. Fox, New York, in 1945. His
radio spot commercials for that
firm were placed on most of the
big city's stations.
Then in March 1946 he was offered the managership of the Sales
Promotion Division of NRDGA, the
position he holds today. Advising
the 7,500 member-stores on every
phase of retail promotion, examining their activities and reporting
successful experiences to members,
creating and conducting promotion
clinics, planning promotion conventions, and writing pamphlets,
bulletins and books for those memwork. bers are all part of Mr. Abrahams'
A serious study of radio advertising was undertaken by him during his first week on the job, as a
result initially of first-hand experience with Frank Pellegrin, then
NAB director of broadcast advertising, and the NAB Joske's study
which
conclusively
proved
effectiveness in selling
for radio's
retail
stores.
Uncovers Other Successes
Encouraged by the Joske's
study's results, Mr. Abrahams undertook an impressive survey on
the use of radio by retailers and
discovered countless instances similar to the Joske's story. He arrived at a simple retail radio formula, which is basically as follows:
1. Retail radio advertising is not
intrinsically different from other
retail media advertising. All are
geared to sell goods.
2. Every retailer is different
from every other, but all stores
fall into a few character types.
3. These store types are identified by the personality of the
store, its merchandise and its character of customers.
4. Locate a typical radio case
history of a store which matches
the character of yours and it can
be adapted to your store to sell
goods as well as prestige.
With this formula in mind, Mr.
Abrahams conceived a retail radio
contest to dig out successful retail
radio case histories. The annual
NRDGA awards have since become
one of the better-known competitions in the industry.
Bringing radio knowledge to retailers is a vital part of Mr. Abrahams' job, and he has interrupted
two summer vacations to teach intensive radio retailing courses at
Denver U. He regularly teaches
Retail Sales Promotion and Retail
Advertising at New York U. and
City College of New York.
Last fall, he staged the first retail Radio-TV Workshop where a

la 'Cart'
Job, a Jan.
New
MONDAY,
8, was a
busy day for Tony Moe, new
KNX Hollywood and CBS
Pacific Network director of
sales promotion. Mr. Moe,
then WCCO Minneapolis sales
promotion manager, was at
a Minneapolis hospital undergoing an examination for
acute appendicitis. An urgent
phone call from Merle Jones,
CBS Pacific Network general
manager, got him to the
phone. Would he take the job ?
Mr. Moe asked for 10 minutes
while the doctors finished
their examination. He got it.
They did, and ordered an
immediate operation. Again
Mr. Moe asked for 10 minutes
to place a call back to Mr.
Jones. The call went through
as Mr. Moe was on the hospital cart en route to the
operating room. He accepted
the job, then presto — out
came the appendix. Mr. Moe
is recuperating nicely, thank
you. He'll report in Hollywood, Feb. 15.
parade of top radio, TV, agency
and retail talent drilled their "student" representatives of leading
retailers in the use of the two
media. Walt Dennis, radio-TV expert at Allied Stores, gave his full
assistance to Mr. Abrahams, and it
is reported that increased use of
radio-TV by those attending the
workshop has been one important
result of the conference.
In regard to the ever-present
war between print and the airwaves for the advertiser's dollar,
Mr. Abrahams who is also manager
of NRDGA's Visual Merchandising
Group tinues
says:
"Printed
media conto be used
by retailers
as
their No. 1 medium because retailers have always used it, know how
to use it, and know, in advance,
what results it will bring. The
reason why more stores are not
using radio and TV is because
stores, generally don't know how
to create radio programs and advertising." He insists that the
broadcasting industry "has never
done the proper educational job
for retailers to show them how to
use radio for getting business in
Mr.stores."
Abrahams believes that
their
someone should write a book to
show the industry how to sell advertising toretail stores effectively,
and he has often threatened to
write the book himself if he could
find someone to collaborate with
him. The fundamental retail radio
formula which he would have all
stations apply is summed up in the
five following points :
1. Hire a retail promotion ex2. Let the retail expert study
the
stores in the station's specific
pert.
radio-TV market and their customers.
3. Locate typical retail case histories that match these stores and
their markets.
4. Let the retail expert, not a

typical station salesman or pro
gram director, adapt the case his
tories to apply to the local stores
5. Let the retail expert presen
and "sell" the suggested program
to the local stores.
Mr. Abrahams is at presen
editor of Promotion Exchange, i
twice-monthly newsletter, an<
wrote a chapter in the Advertising
Handbook published by Prentid
Hall in 1949. He also has writtei
Retail Advertising Fundamental
and is associate editor of New Yori
Retailer, a City College publica
tion.
His business and trade associa
tion activities include membershi
in the New York World Trad
Week Committee, Advisory Counci
of the National Assn. of Trave
Executives, National Mothers' Da:
Committee,
Fathers'of Da;
Council, andNational
chairmanship
th
Retail Advisory Panel's Merchan
dising Group. He is on the advisor;
commission
of New Art.
York City'
School of Industrial
Mr. Abrahams has been activ
in many government activities in
eluding the Committee on Organ
ized Support,
the President's
ference
on Fire
Prevention, Con
an>
has acted as retail consultant t
the U.S. Treasury. He was cc
chairman of the Publicity Commit
tee of the President's Famin
Emergency Campaign in 1946 an
has been active in bond campaign
and Army recruiting drives.
Phi Delta Pi Member
While at Cornell, Howard Abra
hams joined Phi Delta Pi fratei
nity as well as Ye Hosts and th
Cornell Society of Hotelmen. H
also belongs to the Advertisin
Club of New York, the New Yor
Homefurnishings Club, and th
Triad Club of New York U.
In addition to his schooling a
Cornell he also studied a half yea
at Both Cumberland U. and th
U. of Florida.
A campus romance provided Mi
Abrahams with a fellow Cornellia
for his wife — Florence Blosteif
also a 1925 graduate. They wer
married July 13 of that year an
now have two children. Elinc
Ann, 16, a student in fashion illu;
tration at the School of Industri;
Art, New York, and Allen E., 2who escaped the advertising fie]
only to marry a retail advertisin
"WITH
copywriter.
Howard Abrahams' hobbies ai
swimming, gardening and smilin
when jocular friends call him li
his middle name.
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AFM

Demands

■'■\ (Continued from page 21)
ruments or conducting, heretofore
.Mde or which will be made prior to
e expiration of this agreement, on
in connection with television, dur"ig the life of this agreement and
• ereafter; except only after separate
: gotiations are entered upon and
ter a separate written agreement
5 been reached between the federam and the producer with respect
the use of such music sound track
such scenes or shots, on or in
nnection with television, can such
be made, and then only upon the
I pms and conditions agreed upon by
i federation and the producer in
ch separate agreement,
--fj) The producer agrees that the
fostance and intent of Section 11
ireof, shall be incorporated in all
reements made by the producer for
; licensing, leasing, lending, giving,
iling, utilizing or other dispositon
music sound track containing the
:orded music made by members of
B federation, or scenes or shots
~ Bnaming
of members
federationpictures
performing
on musicalof
l-.truments or conducting.
Separate contracts for films
.. ide especially for telecasting
ifve been entered into with AFM
Official Films Inc. in New York
d in Hollywood by Gene Autry's
ying H Picture Inc., Horace
ddt, Louis D. Snader (producer),
d Hollywood Imperial Pictures
rp. These contracts include the
r^-ile current in the film field,
).90 per sideman for a single
ision of three hours or less and
tited to no more than five 3%nute films.
Clarification Seen
Process of clarification of the
ion's demands is expected to
itinue for some time before the
rworks present counter pro?als and actual negotiations
jin. Although it would be posle for a work stoppage to occur
er Jan. 31, it is considered unely that the union will resort to
ike tactics so long as negotia" ins
progress
give
ications
that amicably
they can and
produce
tually agreeable contracts. Gen.1 belief last week was that this
possible, even probable, but that
process would be an extended
?he AFM campaign against reded programs — "canned music,"

WWNY Watertown, N. Y., was given
the Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund
Radio Citation for outstanding work
on behalf of the fund in 1950.
Judges (I to r) Frank White, president, MBS; Mark Woods, vice chairman, ABC, and Niles Trammell,
board chairman, NBC, look over
station reports.
to use the union's own terminology
— is no novelty to broadcasters.
Ever since the advent of sound
motion pictures more than 20 years
ago brought about the mass discharge of musicians from the nation's movie houses, AFM leaders,
particularly Mr. Petrillo, have argued long and loud against the
kind of music which can be used
over and over again by those who
might otherwise find it necessary
to employ live musicians.
Mr. Petrillo has been especially
bitter over the paradox of the musician himself creating his own
competition by making recordings,
and at numerous times he has forbidden AFM members to make records of any kind — bans which were
always dissolved sooner or later
when the recording companies
agreed to hire more men or to pay
higher wages or to restrict the use
of their recordings.
A campaign to restrict the use
of phonograph records to the home
unless their use on the air was
expressly licensed by the recording
artist or the recording company
was waged vigorously in the '30s
(not by AFM, incidentally), only
to be thrown out by the courts as
an illegal restraint of trade under
present laws.
First AFM attempt to reduce
recorded competition with live ma-
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sicians on the air on a national
scale occurred in 1937 when the
union made preemptory demands
on recording companies and broadcasters to increase their employment of live musicians under threat
of having the union forbid any
broadcast use of records. A nationwide musicians strike against radio was averted by a hastily formed
association of independent radio
network affiliates which, after
lengthy negotiations, presented the
union with a two-year agreement
to double their employment of musicians (increasing their expenditures for this purpose from $1.5
million to $3 million a year).
Non-Network Pact
A similar agreement was subsequently negotiated for non-network
stations and peace was restored,
AFM dropping its proposed restrictions on recorded programs in exchange for a guarantee of increased
employment of live musicians by
the nation's broadcasters. Contracts were not renewed at their
expiration when the Dept. of
Justice warned both AFM and the
broadcasters that it considered the
agreement a definite violation of
the anti-trust laws and that any
renewal would lead to prompt prosecution of both sides. However,
the broadcasters generally agreed
to maintain their employment of
musicians at the level previously
agreed
on. AFM forbade its memIn 1942
bers to work for recording companies unless the firms would agree
to make royalty payments into the
union's welfare fund. A year-long
stoppage of the production of
phonograph records and transcriptions ensued, until in May 1943
Decca Records and World Broadcasting Co., then a Decca subsidiary, agreed to pay the royalties,
with some other companies following suit shortly thereafter. RCANBC and CBS continued the fight

against the royalty payments in
hearings before the National Labor
Relations Board, but when the
union refused to comply with the
board's order to withdraw its recording ban these companies, too,
capitulated.
Another AFM strike against the
recording companies occurred in
1948, lasting through most of that
year and coming to an end only
when the recording companies
agreed to make royalty payments
to a trustee of the AFM welfare
fund instead of directly to the
union, the latter practice having
been outlawed by the Taft-Hartley
Act. Warned of the strike well in
advance, the record and transcription firms piled up a sizeable backlog of recordings and the strike
had little effect on broadcasters.
In March 1948, AFM and the
networks signed a three-year contract, retroactive to Jan. 31, expiration of the former one. This agreement, which expires at the end of
this month, required no increase in
wages or in the number of men to
be employed, permitted the duplication of AM programs on FM at
no extra cost for musicians and
also permitted the employment of
musicians on telecasts, with rates
for network TV broadcasts set at
three-fourths the AM rate for similar network programs, with a
bonus of $7.50 per man to be paid
for commercial simulcasts and of
$3.75 for a simulcast of a sustaining program.

'REVIEW

CITES
Lists Top Radio, TV Shows
SID CAESER and Imogene Coca in
Show of Shows on NBC-TV; New
York Philharmonic over CBS, and
Edward R. Murrow over CBS were
named tops in television, radio and
news respectively by readers of the
Saturday Review of Literature in
a current poll by the magazine.
First 10 television programs, in
the order of their popularity, were :
Show of Shows, Groucho Marx,
Kukla, Fran and Ollie, Studio One,
United Nations debates, Fred Waring, Lux Theatre, Ed Sullivan's
Toast of the Town, Philco Playhouse and Kraft Theatre.
First 10 radio programs: New
York Philharmonic, Metropolitan
Opera, Information Please, Theatre
Guild on the Air, Groucho Marx,
Invitation to Learning, Halls of
Ivy, U. of Chicago Round Table,
The Telephone Hour and Town
Meeting of the Air.
First eight newscasters and commentators: Edward R. Murrow,
Elmer Davis, Lowell Thomas, Fulton Lewis jr., Howard K. Smith,
H. R. Baukhage, Martin Agronsky
and Drew Pearson.

NEW ORLEANS'
$431,000,000.00
NEGRO
MARKET.

Reach more than Vi million Colored
people in the WMRY coverage
area. Programmed for Negroes by
Negroes, WMRY is effectively directing the buying habits of this vast,
faithful audience. WMRY
is the only sure way of
VA^f» sharing in all of this
V\B
$431,000,000.00 market.
"THE

SEPIA

STATION'

WMRY
"600
ON
THE DIAL
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
JOHN
MO

E. PEARSON CO.
Nat'l. Representative
RT SILVERMAN
General Manager
January 22, 1951
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programs
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BRIGHT FACTS
• • •
McCLATCHY Broadcasting Co.,
Sacramento, Calif., sending bright
yellow mail piece to advertisers and
trade. Pamphlet is headed "The
McClatchy Beeline" and has map
of California on cover. Inside gives
BMB coverage facts, both for daytime and nighttime. It also has
audience percentages for day and
night. Back cover gives BMB data
for counties.
TURNPIKE BEGINS
• • •
KOTV(TV) Tulsa televised roundtable discussion following ground
breaking ceremonies of Tulsa-Oklahoma City Turnpike. Members on
panel included noted civic leaders
who campaigned for $31 million
road-way.
KIDS PROGRAM
• • •
WSLS Roanoke, Story Time, 1:45
p.m., Mon., taped as public service
for grammar school children. All
grade schools in station's area are
equipped with radio so children
may listen to broadcasts. Stories
are taken from fairy tales and
children's stories. Each school receives schedule of programs to be
presented.
NAVAL RESERVE SERIES <f»
WIND Chicago transcribed series
of programs for Naval Air Reserve, Thurs. 8:10-8:25 p.m., started Jan. 11. The "kickoff" show featured Paul Weston and his orchestra, the Starlighters and Jo Stafford, all recorded. Program also
had discussion of overall set up of
USNR units throughout country.
TV LAYOUT GUIDE
• 9 •
KMTV(TV) Omaha sending
"Guide to Layout and Reproduction of Art for Television" to all
regional agencies and timebuyers.
Four-page illustrated guide gives
many pointers on preparing artwork for TV.

CIVIC MINDED

•

********
FILM PROMOTION
WBAL

Baltimore sending advertisers and trade promotion resembling roll of film.
Unrolled, film reveals large
white letter against black
background
"On
WBAL . . . Yoursaying
Products
Are Better Exposed To Buy
Appeal." On the other side in
red are pictures of entertainers, along with companies
advertising on station.
BRINGS SCHOLARSHIP

January 22, 1951

®

#

WSB Atlanta, Speaking of Sports,
7:15 p.m., featuring Sports Director Thad Horton. Mr. Horton mentioned certain local high school
football player who was being
overlooked by college scouts because he had only one year of experience. As direct result, coach of
Georgia Tech put in call to the
youngster's coach, and the following day, boy was signed to grantin-aid scholarship at Georgia Tech.
TOP NEWS

PERSONALITIES

#

KGO-TV San Francisco presents
new half-hour weekly news show.
Personalities involved in week's top
local news stories and people behind the scenes of news are featured.

* Member M-A-B-

•

•

CKEY Toronto mailed pamphlet to
advertisers on listening audience
of "Carville," those who drive
autos daily in Toronto area. Pamphlet reports Elliott-Haynes survey showing potential auto radio
audience of 144,000, total larger
than urban audience of all but
seven of Canada's largest cities.
FILMED MUSICAL SHOW • •
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Sun
Spotlight, 1:45-2 p.m., started Jan.
15, sponsored by Sun Drug Stores,
Pittsburgh. Show features film
shorts of outstanding musical talent.
FM COVERAGE
• • •
WSGN-AM-FM Birmingham, Ala.,
sending promotion booklet to trade
headed "The Alabama FM Story."
Booklet points up station's coverage by counties, its baseball broadcasts and percentages of persons
listening to station. Booklet gives
interesting facts about FM listening in counties. Facts gathered
through survey to determine extent
of FM listening in state.
SPECIAL PRAYER

********

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage
•

•

KRON-TV San Francisco making
half-hour daily afternoons available to Northern California officials
for series of educational and civil
defense programs. Time will be
offered on alternate days to universities and school superintendents
for educational offerings and to defense officials for programs dealing with civil preparedness, first
aid instructions, etc.

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. . DAVENPORT3-3QA1
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#

WRC Washington, What Prayer
Means to Me, 11:05-11:15 a.m.,
Jan. 7. Special program was written and aired by Earl Godwin,
"dean of Washington newsmen."
Station reported that mail response
topped all mail counts for that day.
Station plans another such broadcast soon.
SPECIAL GUARD

COVERAGE

#

KSTP-TV Minneapolis Jan. 14,
6-6:15 p.m., presented special onthe-spot films of Camp Rucker,
Ala., where activated Minnesota
National Guard will train. Station's film crew headed by Dick
Hance, motion picture director,
filmed camp and adjacent town.
Along with this, KSTP-TV presented descriptive narration of
area.

LIVE GUEST

SHOW

•

•

•

WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Fashionalities, Wed., 3:30-4 p.m., started
Jan. 17, sponsored by J. E. Miller
(Pittsburgh Philco distributor)
and local Philco dealers. Agency:
Daniel F. Sullivan Co., Boston.
Program features Rege Cor die, local personality, who will invite
guests to describe and give demonstrations on latest modern trends
of the day in fashions.

Time Sales
(Continued from page 19)
dition of new organizations, a
well as brought up to date o
personnel and other vital data.
In addition to the state AM-FM
TV station directory, AM station
are listed according to call letter

stations
are listed according
to cal
T"1
and FM and
and by frequencies,
letters.
The lists of stations in othe
North American countries hav
been revised to show not only es
isting station assignments but als
those
ne1
North proposed
American under
RegionaltheBroac
casting Agreement (NARBA).
Many new radio and televisio
program production and transcrit \
tion firms
equipment
manufa(
turers
are and
listed,
in addition
to th 1
usual directories and data on sue
diverse subjects as national an
regional networks, group ownei
ship, NAB and FCC executive an
key personnel, radio-TV attorney
and consulting engineers, station
identified with newspaper ownerif
ship, network billings, awards an i
citations, FCC rules, and radio anf
television unions — all brought u-l1
to date — plus a summary of 1950
radio and TV highlights.
A. C. Nielsen, president of A. < j
Nielsen Co., presents a compr<|
hensive analysis of radio listening
and television viewing, the extei i
of saturation by both media, radi
and TV programs, audiences, ar, jt.
audience preferences.
"Radio and TV," Mr. Nielse [
concludes, "are both healthy a< j
vertising
media.
But
great* j competition, due to the increasin
number of radio stations and raoi
diversified TV programming,
breaking down the tight clustei
of audience which were prevaleij in the past.
"Perhaps," he says, "this cs,
be interpreted as meaning th; ,
more advertisers, particularly moi
medium-size advertisers, will 1
attracted to these media."
KFBK
Calif., will broa<cast allSacramento,
of the Sacramento
Solou i
baseball games in the Pacific Coai
League for the 1951 season.
OOOUOOUOOOQQOOQOUOUOQGt

got

a BOTTLER

prospect

!

or client?

IRE Agenda Released
AGENDA for the Institute of Radio Engineers 1951 national convention in New York, March 19-22,
GUARANTEED
TO DOUhas been released by I. S. CoggesBLE HIS BUSINESS
IN
hall, IRE president. Approxi30 DAYS.
mately 43 subjects with more than
200 speakers have been listed. Keywrite or wire
R. A. PERROTT
note of the convention is "Advance with Radio-Electronics in
BRUNSWICK, GA.
uouooooooooooooooooooot; §/
the National Emergency."
BROADCASTING
• Telecast! n

CARSON CASE
D. C. Trial Continues
!BEL suit against Drew Pear- l. radio-newspaper commenta, was expected to go to the
•y today (Monday) in U. S. Disjjflbt Court, D. C.
The case involves charges by
fed N. Howser, ex-attorney genof California, that Mr. Peari libeled him Sept. 12, 1948, on
fjj ABC
network broadcast by
■;. aging he had accepted a $1,200
:f -be from a well-known gambler,
■I . that time Mr. Howser was disct attorney for Los Angeles
r jnty. In his suit, Mr. Howser
gj jfs $350,000 in damages.
ii jronflicting testimony marked
hearing before Judge Alexler M. Holtzoff last week. Four
at ilif ornia Congressmen asserted
vm s their testimony that Mr. How's reputation was not of the
-j rhest caliber, while a statement
tiljfe read by a California appeals
t justice to the effect that the
: t !;intiff 's reputation for "truth,
ajiesty and integrity" was "very
»d." Still other witnesses took
j h sides of the character quesi.
Denies Motion
udge Holtzoff earlier in the
ik denied a motion by the comitator that the case be closed
ause of a lack of evidence. Mr.
irson's
attorney
asked the
ge for a directed verdict on
unds that Mr. Howser had
'ed to make a case but Judge
tzoff ruled that the broadcast
" ;tement by the commentator
41; enough to require a defense.
Pearson is charged with say■X ' over the radio that he had an
: -davit showing that Mr. Howser
1946 had accepted a $1,200
oe from a "well known Long
1 '.ch gambler."
J !'n the stand, Mr. Pearson testithat he was informed that
Howser was willing to drop
suit but that the latter's at.iieys had refused because they
j taken the case on a contingent
basis.
- trio of defense motions in all
denied by Judge Holtzoff,
> ruled that the Pearson stateit about Mr. Howser was "de•atory," that malice cannot

-Majwaw

gon "leak."
RACE NEWS PRODE
Kefauver Seeks Controls
POSSIBILITY that Congress may
act in the field of horse race broadcasting was seen last week as Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) stated
his Senate Crime Investigating
Committee will make specific recom endation for legislation to control wire services disseminating
racing information.
His announcement came on the
heels of FCC's issuance of a detailed questionnaire to all radio
and TV stations inquiring into their
horse race programming [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 15].
FCC officials indicated results of
the inquiry may mean license renewal proceedings for those stations considered to be rendering
unbalanced programming or effecting aid to illegal gambling.
FCC by late last week, however,
had received no indication how the
broadcasting industry was taking
commencement of the long-foreseen probe.
Sen. Kefauver also indicated
that in order to curb nation-wide
rackets and betting rings his
group would recommend legislation
amending the Internal Revenue
Act. The committee's report on
its nine-month investigation, including FCC testimony, is to be
ready before the end of March.

put uoxjpunoAd iu&$bJi
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be proved directly and that a demand for retraction had been
mailed to the commentator.
Meanwhile, in another issue
concerning the ABC commentator,
Army Secretary Frank C. Pace
Jr., disclosed that the Army is investigating acolumn written by
Mr. Pearson because it contained
quoted excerpts from secret-code
military messages on the Korean
war.
Secretary Pace revealed the
probe in a letter to Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy (R-Wis.) who has engaged Mr. Pearson in a running
feud, beginning with an attack on
Mr. Pearson's newspaper writings
and radio broadcasts and extending to a particular column written Dec. 30 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 15, 8, 1].
Sen. McCarthy had accused Mr.
Pearson of allegedly receiving
"military secrets" from a Penta-

SJ.I MO PUBIS IIJM'ipiU
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AUDIENCE DATA
Proposals Nearly Ready
SATISFACTORY progress toward
completion of the draft of proposals for studies to clarify the
status of the various types of
broadcast audience measurement
services was made Thursday by the
committee of research experts.
Group was named last summer by
Stanley Breyer, commercial manager, KJBS San Francisco, to try
to eliminate the confusion caused
by dual rating services (Pulse and
Hooper) in the San Francisco area.
The committee will meet again
in New York Feb. 1 with C. E.
Hooper and Sydney Roslow, heads
of the Hooper and Pulse organizations, and observer-members of the
committee, invited to discuss the
proposed recommendations. Another meeting is scheduled Feb. 15,
at which time the group hopes to
put its final approval on the proposed research plan which will then
be presented to Broadcast Audience
Measurement Inc. with the suggestion that executing these studies
be made the first BAM project.
WIBK

CASE

FCC Answers Station's Appeal
FCC answered the appeal of WIBK
Knoxvlle, Tenn., last week in a
brief supporting its decision to refuse a license to the station on
grounds of misrepresentation and
lack of personal qualification of
part-owner Rev. J. Harold Smith
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Oct. 9, June 5, 1950; Aug. 15,
1949].

BUFFALO
BID
Recommends Denial for Erie
DENIAL of a new local AM station at Buffalo, N. Y., was recommended last week by FCC Hearing
Examiner J. D. Bond on grounds
the station would render a "grossly
deficient nighttime service" to Buffalo and its metropolitan district.
The applicant, Erie Broadcasting
Corp., seeks 1230 kc with 250 w
fulltime there. Erie Broadcasting
is owned 95% by John W. Walchli,
program producer WOLF Syracuse.
Meanwhile, in several other
hearing cases, the Commission certified the records of the proceedings to itself for initial decision
without preparation of recommended decisions by Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham. The
examiner has been devoting considerable time as presiding officer
in the Commission's probe of the
news policies of the G. A. (Dick)
Richards' stations, KMPC Hollywood, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland. Cases certified:
Gateway Broadcasting Co., for new
AM station at Texarkana, Ark., on 790
kc. 1 kw day, 500 w night.
Delta Broadcasters Inc., for new AM
outlet at Thiboudaux, La., on 630 kc
with 500 w daytime only, and Charles
Wilbur Lamar Jr., to change facilities
of KCIL
250 w fulltime
on Houma,
1490 kc La.,
to 1 from
kw fulltime
on
630Southwestern
kc, directional.
Pub. Co., to increase
power of KFSA Fort Smith, Ark., from
500 w night and 1 kw day to 5 kw day
directional,
1 kw night," operating on
950
kc.
A. D. Ring & Co., Washington, for
license for new special industrial base
and mobile station for station field survey and construction work..
ABC

Argument of the case, before the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, is expected to be
scheduled sometime in March.
WIBK, assigned 1 kw daytime
on 800 kc, in its appeal charged
the Commission ruling amounted
to unlawful deletion of the station
and violated the First and Fifth
Amendments of the Constitution.
WIBK also charged FCC wrote a
protestor
of the station's
that
the
Commission
was awaregrant
of Rev.
Smith's
when the permit was background
issued.
The Commission told the court
its hearing was properly conducted
and revealed alleged concealment
of financial and business interests
by Rev. Smith. FCC also contended WIBK misrepresented stock
ownership. The brief explained
FCC based its ruling on Rev.
Smith's qualification
"uncontradicted evidenceonas the
to what
Smith did, rather than what other
persons
thought
of Smith."
The brief
explained
this evidence
concerned "the intemperance of
language used by Smith in his writings, sermons and broadcasts, his
constant habit of attacking the
honesty and sincerity of all those
individuals and groups with which
he found himself in disagreement,
his efforts to institute economic
boycotts of people and groups who
failed to give him the degree of
cooperation which he demanded,
and his constant solicitation of
funds . . ."

1080
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for better listening...!
more
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WK*LO
Louisville,
K y .
JOE
EATON, MGR.
Represented Nationally by
JOHN
BtAttt & CO.
January 22, 1951
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 77)
Decisions Cont.:
to correct error in horizontal plane
radiation pattern.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KWHK
Hutchinson, Kan.— Granted
continuance
tion scheduledof forhearing
Jan. 19upon
until applicafurther
order.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
KDSJ
Deadwood,
S. D. — Granted
continuance of hearing, scheduled for
Jan. 11, to Feb. 19, in proceeding upon
application.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WINS New York — Granted continuance of hearing, scheduled for Jan. 18
to
tion.April 16, in proceeding re applicaBY A BOARD
License Renewal
Following
AM stations
granted
renewal of license
for regular
period:
WWNR Beckley,
W.
Va.;
KWCJ
Natchitoches, La.; KSVP Artesia, N. Mex.;
KBKW Aberdeen. Wash.; KOPO Tucson, Ariz.; KCLX Colfax, Wash.; KSRV
Ontario, Ore.; KWRL Riverton, Wyo.;
WMRA Myrtle Beach, S. C; WPOR &
aux. Portland, Me.; WBUY Lexington,
N. C; WTNT
WTBO Cumberland, Md.;Tallahassee;
KRIC Beaumont,
Tex.;
KSGM Genevieve, Mo.; WASK & aux.
Lafayette. Ind.; WCCP Savannah, Ga.;
KWBE Beatrice, Neb.; WRCO Richland
Center, Wis.; WROB West Point, Miss.;
WAGC & aux. Chattanooga; KWRO
Coquille, Ore,; KBUN Bemidji, Minn.;
WAOV Vincennes, Ind.; WILM Wilmington. Del.;
WFNC 1Ala.;
Fayetteville,
N. C; WHMA
Anniston,
WKEU
Griffin, Ga.; WCRS Greenwood, S. C;
WHTC Holland, Mich.; WKXL Concord,
N. H.; WFUN Huntsville, Ala.; KFIZ
Fond du Lac, Wis.; WKIP Poughkeepsie, N, Y.; WCVS Springfield, 111.;
WJER Dover, Ohio; WHLS Port Huron,
Mich.; WDLB Marshfield, Wis.; KENA
Mena, Ark.; WMIQ Iron Mountain,
Mich.; WMAS Springfield, Mass.;
WLPM Suffolk, Va.; WIEU Erie, Pa.;
WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala.; KSEM
Moses Lake, Wash.; WLAR Athens,
Tenn.; KWHW Altus, Okla.; KSIG
Crowley, La.; WJPA Washington, Pa.;
WMVG Milledgeville, Ga,; WNAB
Bridgeport, Conn.; WMOH Hamilton,
Ohio; mathWMBH
KFLW KlaFalls, Ore.;Joplin.
WPAMMo.;Pottsville,
Pa.;
KGFF Shawnee, Okla.; KGIW Alamosa,
Col.; KMHT Marshall, Tex.; WPAR
Parkersburg,
W. Va.;Marysville,
KGRH Fayetteville, Ark.; KMYC
Calif.;
WWPB Miami, Fla.; KDNT Denton,
Texas; KCTI Gonzales, Tex.; KAMD
Camden, Ark,
Hearings Designated
Circle Bcstg. Corp., Hollywood, Fla.
— Designated for hearing in Washington
tion onMarch
12601,kcapplication
1 kw D. for new staLawrence County Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Designated for hearing in Washington March 2, application
for new station on 1230 kc 250 w unl.;
made WBHP Huntsville, Ala., and
WCMA Corinth, Miss., parties to proceeding.
WOOF Dothan, Ala.— Designated for
hearing cationinto increase
Washington
appli-to
powerMarch
from 7,1 kw
5 kw, daytime on 560 kc; and granted
petition of WQAM, Miami, Fla., to be
made party to proceeding,
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Granted CP to
replace expired CP, authorizing change
from 730 kc, 1 kw D to 550 kc, 1 kw-LS
KLIX IS KLICKIN KLIX IS
UCKIN

KLIX IS KLICKIN

IS KLICKIN' KLIX
KLIX IS KLICK
IS KLICKI

UCKIN
IS KLICKIN
KLIX IS KLICKIN
IS KLICKIN

KLIX IS

KLIX IS KLICKIN KLIX IS
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WKNX Saginaw to change from L.jlh
kc,
1 kw daynight.
to 970Decision
kc 1 kwJan.
f ulltirr
directional
16. JI
Erie Bcstg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y. — A I
nounced initial decision by Examir I
J. D. Bond to grant application of E 1
fCC roundup
Bcstg. Co. new station on 1230 kc, i rt
4
w fulltime at Buffalo. Decision Jan. 1
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
Non-Docket Actions . . .
T
AM GRANTS
KVAS Astoria. Ore. — Granted swit
in facilities from 1050 kc, 250 w d
@X 2>COtG
SUMMARY TO JANUARY 19 to 1230 kc. 250 w fulltime. Grant
Jan. 17.
Oelwein,
Summary of A uthorizations, Stations On
116 the Air, Applications
inKOEL
facilities
from la.
950— Granted
kc, 500 wswitd
to 950 kc, 500 w fulltime. Grant
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
I
n
48
Jan. 17.
59
OnTotal
Air Licensed
Class
Grants Pending Hearing
WLBJ in BowMng
Ky. —kc,
Grant
CPs
AM stations
267
139
switch
facilities Green,
from 1410
1 1
183
676
10
6
2,205
FM stations
2,235
day
to
1410
kc
5
kw
day,
1
kw
nig
Appli107
TV stations
DA-2.
Granted
Jan.
17.
Cond'I
376
171
510
* On the air.
Merrill.
swit
*
*
in WLIN
facilities
from Wis.
730 —kc,Granted
1 kw day
550
kc,
1
kw
day,
500
w
night,
Litvin to grant application of KID to
CP to replace expireddireC
Docket- Actions . . .
change from 1350 kc, 5 kw day, 500 w tional.
Granted Jan. 17.
night to 590 kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night,
INITIAL DECISIONS
TRANSFER GRANTS
directional. Previous initial decision
James H. Sligar, Wichita Falls, Tex.
of Feb.15. 6, 1950 was set aside. Decision
KTBS
Shreveport. La.— Granted ;
Jan.
— Announced initial decision by Exaudition of control in Radio Stati
WKMH Inc., Jackson, Mich.; WKNX
aminer Basil P. Cooper to deny appliKTBS
Inc.,
by George D. Wrav S
cation of James H. Sligar for new
— Announced
E. Newton Wray through nurcha
station at Wichita Falls, Tex., on 860 Saginaw,cision byMich.
Examiner
Jack P. initial
Blume de-to and
of
lfi^
sh.
or
25% stock held by All
kc, 250 w day. Decision Jan. 12.
grant application of WKMH Inc., new
Morris for $100,000. Mr. Mor
station at Jackson on 970 kc, 1 kw full- D.
KID
Idaho
Falls,
Ida.
—
Announced
wishes
to
devote
more time to oth
initial decision by Examiner Fanney N. time, DA-2 and to deny request of business interests.
Transferees afcprevious
stockholders.
KTBS is i
500 w N, DA.
signed 10 kw day, 5 kw night on 710 1
January
17
Applications
.
.
.
directional. Granted Jan. 16.
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Granted
ACCEPTED FOR FILING*
temporary exemption from program
WPBB Jackson. Ala.— Granted <
origination
requirements for six months
Modification of CP 1
signment
of license
Jackson Bcs>
from
Jan. 18.
Co.
to newly
formedfrom
corporation
Jac ■• :
Request for mod. CP AM station for son Bcstg. Co. Inc.. in which stoc
KCBS San Jose, Calif.— Granted temextension
of
completion
date:
KUMO
and interests remain san
porary exemption
from program orig- Columbia, Mo.; WKVM Arecibo, P. R. holders
Comuany desires advantages of c<j
from Jan.ination
18. requirements for six months
Request mod. CP FM stations for Dorate set-up. WPBB is assigned V.
WIBU Poynette, Wis., WWCF (FM)
kc. 1 kw day. Granted Jan. 16.
extension of completion date: WJBYBaraboo, Wis. — Granted temporary exFM Gadsden, Ala.; WAGA-FM Atlanta,
WXAL Demopolis. Ala. — Granted s
Ga.
signment of license of Demopolis Bcsi
emption quirements
from program
origination
reLicense for CP
for
six
months
from
Jan.
Co.,
from partnership to newly form
18.
WANS Anderson, S. C. — License to corporation of same stockholder*. Fii
WTNJ, WOAX, Inc.. Trenton, N. J.— cover CP change hours operation etc. desires cornorate form of organizatk
WXAL is assigned 250 w fulltime
Upon request of WTNJ for hearing,
A.M 57q
suspended revocation order of Dec. 20.
1400 kc. Granted Jan. Jfi.
CONR
Inc.,
Alturas,
Calif.—
CP new
1950, pending hearing on same, on Feb.
KNAF Fredericksburg. Tex. — Grant
AM
station
570
kc
1
kw
D.
AMENDED
19,
before
a
presiding
Commissioner
transfer of control in Gillespie Bc«i
to make changes in stockholders.
at Trenton.
Co..
Arthur
to M 1 i
Merle from
Moore.
Mr. Stehling
Stehling sells
License Renewal
Extensions Granted
50%
for
$26,000.
Mrs.
Moore
Plans
WNBW Washington, D. C— Granted
Request
sta- active interest in operation of static 5.
extension STA to March 1, to operate
tions:for
KROG license
Sonora,renewal
Calif.; AMWRNO
she is owner of oil prooerties. KN' it;
WNBW (using experimental KG2XDE),
Orangeburg,
S.
C;
WGNS
Murfreesis
assignedJan.250 17.w fulltime on 1340 1
boro, Tenn.
for purpose
Granted
color
system. of off-hour testing RCA
Request
for
license
renewal
FM
staKBKW
Aberdeen, Wash.— Grant fC(
Authority Granted
tions: KCRA-FM Sacramento. Calif.;
transfer of control in KBKW inc., frc in
WNEX-FM Macon, Ga.; WFJL Chicago;
WPAT-FM Paterson, N. J.— Granted
Ben
K.
and
Marian J. Weatherw
authority to remain silent 60-days to WTHI-FM Terre Haute, Ind.; WFMR
Archie Taft Jr. for consideration
permit replacement ant. tower.
New Bedford, Mass.; WJLB-FM De- to
$47,885.
Mr.
Taft
is 49% owner KR1
troit, Mich.; WOR-FM, New York;
Petition Granted
Everett. Wash, and assistant manat
KOTA-FM Rapid City, S, D.; KINGWBZA-FM Boston, Mass.— Granted
KOL
Seattle,
Wash.
KBKW is i
FM Seattle, Wash.; KRED Eureka,
petition for waiver of rules, requiring
Jan.
signed17.1450 kc, 250 w fulltime. Grant
KMYC-FM Marysville, Calif.;
WBZA-FM to originate majority of Calif.;
WHBF-FM Rock Island. 111.; WLLHprograms or two-thirds of non-network
:•:tat
FM Lowell, Mass.; WSNJ-FM Bridgeprograms, whichever smaller, from
New Applications . . .
ton, N. J.;Schenectady,
WRNY-FM Rochester,
N. Y.;
Springfield studios, to Jan. 18, 1952.
WGFM
N. Y.; KGPO
AM APPLICATIONS
KOKX-FM
Keokuk,
la.—
Change
ant.
Grants Pass, Ore.: WCAU-FM Philafrom 330 ft. to 360 ft.
Birmingham, Ala. — Emory M. W
delphia; WJAR-FM Providence, R. I.; Elroy
Change TPO from
and Dorsey E. Newman d/b
WSAP-FM
Portsmouth,
Va.; WPDX10 WWJ-FM
kw to 9.2Detroit—
kw.
Voice of Birmingham. 1220 kc 1 1
FM
Clarksburg,
W.
Va,
WKPT-FM Kingsport, Tenn.— Change
AM— 550 kc
ERP from 44 kw to 4.5 kw, ant. from
day (contingent
on WEDR Birminghr—
change
facilities').
930 ft. to minus 85 ft.
structionin cost
$14,500. Estimated
Mr. McElr<co,
WGGA
Gainesville,
Ga.— CP AM sta- owner
WORX
Madison,
Ind.—
To
change
ERP
of
motor
car
sales
organizath
Igi
tion change from 1240 kc 250 w to
from290 320
owner.Polytechnic
Mr. Newman,
to
ft. w to 350 w ant. from 220 ft. 590 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-DN etc. %Alabama
Institute,student
Aubui :
AMENDED
to
change
from
590
kc
to
Extension Granted
Ala., announcer at WVOK Birminghf ML
500 1370
w-N kcDA-N etc.
and
Auburn, y3 owner. Fil
WNBT New York City— Granted fur- 550 kc 5 kw-DAM—
Jan. WAVD
17.
ther extension STA to March 1, to
operate WNBT (experimental
Salem,
Ore. — W. 7 120
Gordon
Great West Co., Cheyenne, Wyo. —
B. Truhan,
kc 250Allen
w dta
KE2XJV),
for purpose
CP new AM station 800 kc 500 w D. John
Estimated construction cost $9500. ft
ing RCA color
system. of off-hour test- AMENDED
to
change
from
800
kc
to
1370 kc 1 kw D.
Allen, sole owner KGAL Lebanon. O
since Aug.. 1950, formerly with KSI
Modification of CP
Salem, KYAK Yakima, Wash., a
LS KLICKIN KLIX IS KLICKIN
WGEZ Beloit, Wis., is 50% owner. ft
WBJC
Baltimore,
Md.— Mod. CP Truhan,
CAA engineer, Honolulu, 5(
which authorized new non-commercial
station
to change power from 10 w owner. Filed Jan. 17.
IS'*KLICKIN' KLIX IS I FM
to
250
w
etc.
Pulaski, Tenn. — Richland Radio In
■< KLICKIN KLIX
1420 kc 1 kw cost
fulltime,
DA-N.W. Estimat
Modification of CP
construction
$29,555.
K. Jon
50%
owner,
is
partner
in Cedar Gro
KSTP-FM St. Paul. Minn.— Mod. CP
Lime
Co..
Pulaski.
5%
stockholders
a
new FM station to change ERP from
J. H. Smith, owner PULASKI CITIZE
57 kw to 5.82 kw etc.
I KLIX
J. K. Blackburn, bank teller; John
CP to Replace CP
LX IS KLICKIN'
Melby, clothing store partner: W.
Williams, retired manager WKSR F
WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.— CP to re- laski;
A. M. Ballentine, dentist; W.
place expired CP new FM station.
Sanderson, owner, Sanderson Boo
CP to Change ERP
keeping Service; Jack L. Reddii
WVCV Cherry Valley, N. Y.— CP FM
sheriff of Giles County; L. E. Hewglc
owner of seed business, and Fred Fin
station
5.52 kw toetc.change ERP from 1.4 kw to ming,
partner,
Filed Jan.
18. Cedar Grove Lime (
WCVN DeRuyter Village. N. Y.— CP
FM
station
to
change
ERP
from
1.3
TV
APPLICATION
kw to 5.67 kw etc.
KLIX IS I
WVBT South Bristol Twp., N. Y.—
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa —Inc.,
A m e Chan.
r ic ;
CP
station
to change ERP from 1.3 Broadcasting Stations
kw FM
to 5.55
kw etc.
(186-192
mc)
ERP
21.1
kw
vis.,
10.5 1
WFNF Wethersfield, N. Y.— CP FM
aur., antenna 393 ft. above avera
KLICKIN' KLIX
station
to
change
ERP
from
13
kw
to
terrain.
Estimated
construction
c<
5.55 kw etc.
$189,882.94.
Companyoperating
has no data
License for CP
which to estimate
costs fria
i
KLIX
IS
KLICKIN'
UIX IS KLICKIN KLIX
Applicant is owner of W)
WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md.— License to revenue.
Cedar Rapids. Vice President Willi;
cover CP which authorized new FM
station.
B.
Dolph
is partner
San Francisco.
Filed inJan.KJBS-AM-I
17.
KLICKIN KLIX IS KLICKIN'
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New NAB Structure
(Continued from page 23)
red and couldn't afford to pay
fib dues. Now the TV industry is
ping: rapidly into black ink and
y be asked to carry a suitable
re of the overhead.
Currently NAB is operating- on
Ig-hly a $721,000 budget for the
ial year ending- March 31. Asking member dues run at about
present level. NAB's budg-et
y be trimmed to $550,000 for
ri next fiscal year to allow for
- aration of BAB as of April 1.
s would provide roughly $180,i for BAB in the ensuing 12
*fiths.
:apid expansion of the BAB
ration is planned as a result of
XAB board's decision last sum■ to let the sales-promotion
t of the association operate as
.^.eparate unit. The BAB budget
t) provide for the $36,000 salary
:e paid Mr. Ryan,
tations belonging to NAB have
. j option of belonging to BAB.
;4 iey elect not to join BAB they
be entitled to a 30% cut in
NAB dues,
stations
not members of NAB
-: . : be eligible
to join BAB but
cale of dues has not been
ted. In addition, station repntatives, networks, transeripfirms and other related in:ry groups will be eligible to
BAB, with dues not yet estabi (ed.
n the amount of income flowing
BAB from these new parents will depend the extent of
agency's growth. The board
in mind last summer a vastly
rged
sales-stimulating opera:]4 I which eventually might have
illion-dollar budget comparing
irably with the extensive proion setups of competing adising media.
r. Ryan has a three-year conf t as BAB president. His
ry goes up to $40,000 the sec-

I™
WR// Psf
FCC Suspends
Revocation
LOCATION of the licenses of
stations— WTNJ Trenton, N.J.,
WRIA Caguas, P.R. — was sus■ led by FCC last week upon reit by the stations for formal
ing of the issues,
le WTNJ case was designated
Tearing Feb. 19 at Trenton and
S*WRIA case March 5 in Caguas.
' iding Commissioners for each
:he inquiries have not been
ed.
oe Commission had ordered retion of the WTNJ license on
nds of alleged transfer of connithout approval [Broadcast• Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
WRIA license was ordered rertd on grounds of alleged reed violations of the Commiss engineering standards and
; and regulations. WTNJ is
med 250 w daytime on 1300 kc,
A 250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.

3ADCASTING

ond year and $50,000 the third.
Since becoming NAB general manager last spring he has realigned
the headquarters and committee
structures.
NAB membership is holding its
own despite a flurry of disqualifications at the yearend for failure
to pay dues. Such separations are
unusual at the end of the calendar
year.
As of Jan. 15 NAB had just over
950 AM station members, about
380 FM members, 44 TV members,
two networks (NBC, MBS) and
about 70 associates. These estimates compare with a Nov. 1 total
of 951 AM, 389 FM, 42 TV and
75 associates.
Planning for the April convention is in charge of a board committee headed by Eugene S.
Thomas, WOR-TV New York. This
year the Management and Engineering Conferences are to be
held simultaneously, with several
joint sessions likely.
TV Convention Plans
Into that picture must be fitted
TV convention programming. With
video stations demanding autonomy
in NAB, the convention committee
is expected to give them their
share of the Chicago proceedings,
perhaps including a day or two of
separate conferences in addition to
joint management discussions.
Already NAB is contacting associate members in preparation
for the annual equipment exhibit
held in connection with the convention. TV firms are understood
to be showing more interest this
year.
At least a dozen changes in composition of the present NAB board
may develop before the April convention. The Florida session next
week will be the last for 15 board
members whose terms expire in
April. Many of these members are
eligible for re-election, however.
Nominating forms and lists of

VOICE
TOURS for D.C. Studios
Scheduled
A SERIES of tours of Voice of
America facilities in Washington
has been opened by the Dept. of
State. Although most of the VOA
facilities are in New York, the
Division of International Broadcasting has small studios in Washington in the Interior Dept. Bldg.,
located on E St. between 18th and
19th, N.W.
The tours are scheduled for the
general public on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays from 2:30 to 3:30
p.m. They will include inspection
of the Washington studios, observation of a live broadcast, presentation of special recorded overseas
broadcasts. Guests will have an
opportunity to discuss policies and
problems with VOA officers. Special
tours also are to be arranged for
Congressmen desiring them.

• Telecasting

BUYS KFDA STOCK
Ballard Also to Manage
JOHN

G. BALLARD, vice president-general manager and formerly
national sales manager of the Nunn
Stations, has purchased an interest
in KFDA Amarillo, Tex., a Nunn
property, and assumed management
of the station. Amount of stock
purchased and consideration were
not disclosed. An ABC outlet,
KFDA is assigned 5 kw day, 1 kw
night directional, on 1440 kc.
Bill Fairley continues as station
manager. No personnel changes
are contemplated. KFDA has 20,000 shares outstanding, owned by
J. Lindsay Nunn (6,708 shares) and
Gilmore N. Nunn (11,792 shares
individually and 1,500 as trustee).
Before joining the Nunn organization, Mr. Ballard was general manager of KGNC Amarillo.
eligible nominees for at-large and
odd-numbered district directors
were mailed Jan. 10 by NAB. Those
nominated will be notified Jan. 26.
They have until Jan. 31 to decide
if they will accept. Final ballots
will be mailed Feb. 5, returnable
Feb. 20, with election results to be
certified Feb. 28.
Special election is slated in District 8(Ind., Mich, in part) to pick
a successor to George J. Higgins,
WISH Indianapolis, who is moving
to KMBC Kansas City.
Expiring Terms
District directors whose terms
expire in April are: District 1, Paul
W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; District 3, George D. Coleman, WGBI
Scranton, Pa.; District 5, Allen M.
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.;
District 7, Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP
Lexington, Ky.; District 9, Charles
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria; District
11, John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn.; District 13, Clyde W.
Rembert, KRLD Dallas; District
15, Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland,
Calif.; District 17, Harry R. Spence,
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
H. Quenton Cox, KGW Portland,
Ore., was elected at the District 17
meeting last fall to succeed Mr.
Spence, ineligible for re-election.
Mr. Cox takes office in April.
Messrs. Coleman, Nunn, Caley,
Meagher and Rembert are ineligible
to run for re-election in their districts, having served two consecutive terms. Mr. Woodall notified
NAB he was not a candidate for reelection.
Directors-at-large whose terms
expire in April are John H. Dewitt
Jr., WSM Nashville; John Esau,
KTUL Tulsa; Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga.; Ben Strouse,
WWDC-FM Washington, and Mr.
Thomas. All are eligible for reelection.
If the board is set up under new
by-laws to accommodate television,
the present two-director setup for
TV will be changed.
With membership of the board
again an active question because of
the television situation the question
of dividing the nation into fewer

districts may come up again. A
number of plans have been prepared
in the last two years but no final
action has been taken.
Before the board winds up its
three-day meeting it will take up
such questions as the pending plan
to develop extensive material showing aural radio's impact on the public, as approved by many districts
last fall following an attack on
radio rates by Assn. of National
Advertisers.
The board will review the whole
headquarters situation, including
detailed activities. It may go into
the increasingly serious problems
created by mail-order advertising
(see story page 22), and the corollary proposal to set up an agency
recognition bureau.
Still unfilled is the general counsel's post vacated by Don Petty. It
may be considered along with staffing of other segments of the headquarters operation.
The future of Broadcast Advisory
Council, set up last fall at board
direction, is likely to be discussed
by NAB's board. Technically the
council can decide its own future,
but this future looms uncertain at
the moment following two meetings
at which members were briefed by
high government officials on the
state of the emergency.
Some BAC members have indicated the council should frame a
definite program of action. NAB
President Justin Miller is to report
in person to the White House on
BAC activities, under council instructions.
Mr. John G. Hoagland
Campbell Soup Company
Camden, New Jersey
Dear Johnny:
Shore do 'preshate thet fancy Campbe!! Soup necktie! Hit's th' talk uv
everyone thinks
hit's real purWCHS,
an'
way,
Johnny,
Charleston,
ty!
th'
W est By
Virginny,
is
gonna
b e 1better'n
be
ever1fer Soup
Campfrum
now
on.
Jest
seen
th' papersin
riages
whur ism way
arterritory,
and
up
in
this
here
divorces is
a f all in' off
fast. Yessir,
fambly
life is
on th' increase
in
West
Virber one city,
ginity's nu m number
one
an'
th' state's
to
it thet see
no
station'll
Algy
one fergits
Campbell
Soup.
T h ' more
homes there
are,
moreis
eat,
soth'this
mighty
good
Yrs. folks'll
terrytory fer folks like you!soup

WCHS
Charleston,
January 22, 1951
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SECOND

CENSORSHIP
MacArthur Defends Action

imposed."
Gen. MacArthur said demands
for censorship became so strong
that he put the question up to the
Dec. 18 conference in Washington, in which Defense Secretary
George C. Marshall conferred with
representatives of all media. The
group responded with a message
to Gen. MacArthur, and this was
followed within 48 hours by imposition of security curbs in the
Korean threatre. More stringent
censorship orders, which aroused
Tokyo correspondents came a fortnight ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 15].
Pat Griffith to WAC
PAT GRIFFITH, former director
of the NAB Assn. of Women Broadcasters and later with WHO Des
Moines, has joined the WAC with
rank of captain. Miss Griffith
served 3% years in WAC during
World War II.

as
we"
on audio-originator.
the air at 11:45 WATV
a.m. with
discussion by Leonard Dreyfu;
state director of civil defens
about
the network's uses in tir
of
emergency.

RADIO executives, salesmen and program directors of the Ottaway Stations
in Oneonta, N. Y., Stroudsburg, Pa., and Endicott-Binghamton, N. Y., met Jan.
12 to discuss the latest techniques in retail selling and radio advertising.
Featured speaker for the all-day session at WENE Radio Center EndicottBinghamton was Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president and general manager of
the Associated Program Service and former BAB head. L to r: seated, Francis
H. Brinkley, Ottaway stations managing director; Mr. Mitchell, and Byron
E. French, vice president of the Empire Newspapers Radio Inc., WENE licensee;
standing, Stephen W. Ryder, WENE station manager; Elton Hall, WVPO
Stroudsburg station manager, and Walton Deming, WDOS Oneonta manager.
MBA

SCHEDULES

Sales, Program Clinic
A TWO-DAY Program and Sales
Clinic has been scheduled for
members of the Mississippi Broadcasters Assn. who will meet in
Jackson, Miss., Feb. 1-2. Bob
McRaney, general manager of the
Midsouth Network, Columbus, and
chairman of the Program and
Sales Clinic Committee announced
meetings have been scheduled for
discussing problems and latest
developments in both the program
and sales fields.
Maurice Mitchell, formerly head
of BAB and now with Associated
Program Service as vice president and general manager, will
lead the Sales Clinic on Feb. 2.
Henry P. Johnston, recently
elected president of Broadcast
Audience Measurement Inc., and
owner of WSGN-AM-FM Birmingham, Ala,, and WHBS-AM-FM
Huntsville, Ala., will be the prin1950
OCT.-NOV.

r
MADISON
WISCONSIN
NBC

AM

SURVEY

WIBA

B

C

34.1

8.0
12.3

15.2

PM
38.3
13.6
42.4
NITE
8.9
9.6
From co-incidental survey
conducted by Economic Research Agency for Madison.

UIIBH

Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON 1310 . . . ESTABLISHED 1925
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N. J. Emergency Nerwoi
SECOND TEST of the New Jers.
State Emergency Radio Netwo
[Broadcasting • Telecasts
Dec. 18, 1950] took place Jan. 1
11:55 a.m. -12 noon, and utilizfor
first time
New Jersey's
TV the
station,
WATV(TV)
Newaxon

GEN. DOUGLAS MacARTHUR,
defending himself against censorship complaints, said last Thursday that a mid-December conference of radio and press representatives "made it unequivocably clear
that military censorship should
imposed."
be His
reference was to a Dec. 18
meeting of 12 newspaper, wire
service, and radio representatives
who included NAB's President
Justin Miller, Government Relations Director Ralph W. Hardy,
and Public Affairs Director Robert K. Richards [Broadcasting •
Telelcasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
Gen. MacArthur's statement was
to Editor & Publisher, taking issue with a Jan. 13 editorial of the
magazine discussing censorship
in Korea. Gen. MacArthur
claimed the editorial was "misinformed."
He said he had "tried to defend
press freedom but strangely I
found myself opposed on the issue by the press itself and finally
yielded to its almost united demand that military censorship be

TEST

cipal speaker at the Sales Clinic
luncheon.
The Program Clinic on Feb. 1
will feature Jack Flowers, editor
of the Mississippi State College
Extension Dept. and originator of
the Mississippi State Farm Programs, as well as Mel Alpern, director of Mississippi State College
radio department. Harry Leadingham, of the Associated Press
in New Orleans, will lead a discussion of "Programming With
News." Each of the stations attending the clinic is to present a
successful program and sales idea
which it has used.
ARKANSAS
MEET
In Little Rock Feb. 4-6
"ARKANSAS and the NAB" will
be the subject of an address by
NAB's Director of Government Relations Ralph Hardy at the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. annual
winter meeting to be held in Little
Rock Feb. 4-6.
Oliver Gramling, assistant to the
general manager for radio for the
Associated Press in New York, will
speak to the group on "The News
Other speakers are to include
Services."
Jack
Wolever, general manager of
KTHS Hot Springs, who will address the group on "Free Time
Policies;" Fred Stevenson, general
manager, KGHR Fayetteville, on
"Chicken of Tomorrow;" Maj. Carl
Martin, civil defense director for
the state of Arkansas, who will
lead the group in discussion of
"Radio's Role in Civil Defense,"
and a guest speaker yet to be announced.

Thirty seconds before the 11: I
a.m. mark, each of the 23 AM ait
FM stations in the network i f
ceived a number of short warniif
"beeps," and at the five minuf
signal, all stations picked up t
emergency broadcast. The time w
devoted to an explanation of t
defense program, but in case
real emergency will be used f
supplementary instructions
state authorities to all citizens.
At noon, arrangements we
made for all cities to test th(
siren warnings and other civil d
fense facilities. Two New Jers'
cities, Camden and New Brunswie 4S
simulated an enemy bombing .£
tack, and WCTC New Brunswi
featured an "on the scene" broa
cast of the services rendered
ambulances, hospitals, Red Cro
police and other defense groups
work.
Future tests have not been sche
uled as yet, and, according to o i
station
official,beforehand
will probably
be
announced
in ordrq*
to
present
a
more
realistic
and I
fective test.

Sues NBC, Sally Rand
$2 MILLION
damage
suit wk
brought
against
Dancer Sa.Ii,
Rand and NBC in Chicago's F«jL(
eral District Court Wednesday
Al Wagner, head of Cavalcade
Amusements,
an outdoor she
Mr. Wagner charges that Mi
Rand, in private life Mrs. HaiJu
Finkelstein, damaged him by a 1
mark made on The Chez Shffl
local broadcast from the Cli;
Paree night club on WMAQ, N|
O and O station in Chicago. M-|;;
Rand reportedly made the remai
during an interview Dec. 3, sayi Mr. Wagner owed her $23,000
SONG, "Love That Hadacol," recor.
by Mercury Records, is being featu
throughout country by disc jock
and juke box operators.
• •••for the fines
in professional tap
recording equipmen

HOLLYWOOD
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38, CALIFORNj
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OUTLET
ACKSON
oposed Grant to WKMH Inc.
E W AM station at Jackson, Mich.,
• 970 kc with 1 kw fulltime, directnal, was proposed to be granted
,kt week to WKMH Inc., licensee
WKMH-AM-FM Dearborn, in an
[tial decision by FCC Hearing Exniner Jack P. Blume.
The ruling would deny the comtitive bid of WKNX Saginaw,
ich., to change from 1 kw dayale on 1210 kc to 1 kw fulltime on
0 kc, directional at night.
iThe examiner found that both
oposals would violate provisions
the Commission's engineering
I! mdards and suffer some mutual
;erference with certain other stans. However, in the case of the
ckson bid, he ruled the need for
additional local facility justified
1 technical deviations. The exliner also found that some overj of the Jackson station with
KMH would not violate the Comssion's duopoly rule, Sec. 3.35,
ice the overlap area receives
iltiple other services.
ITCHER NAMED
As CD Audio Visual Head
SSE BUTCHER, former network
agency radio executive, last
ek was named head of Audio
;ual Section (which includes
radio, television
and films) of the
newly created
Federal Civil Defense Administration.
M r . Butcher,
who served in executive public relations capacities
with both NBC
Butcher
and CBS, was radio director of the
O-National War Fund during
rid War II.
o the Civil Defense are
the newly completed Cafritz
g. Washington.
1!
*\AA Examinations
. NOUNCEMENT of the fifth
■ ual AAAA advertising examiions in 19, or possibly 23 cities
| :Dughout the United States on
• 17 and 24 was made last week
^|.New York by Sydney H. Gielip, partner in Marschalk &
Itt Co., and chairman of the
'imittee on the examinations.
I Monal committees of the AAAA
i jncils and chapters will admini r the examinations.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
ichnology in America, offers Its
rainecl Radio and Television techicians to the Broadcasting Inustry.
Address inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
■f. Service of Radio Corporation
of America
E0 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
OADCASTING

KAUFMANN'S Department
NEWSCASTS
Store Marks 17 Years on WJAS
ONE of the first department storesponsored newscasts in the counBreaksover
the WJAS
Neivs,
heardtry,atKaufmann's
12:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh, celebrated its 17th anniversary Jan. 1. All through the
years, since the show started in
1934, it has had the same sponsor,
Kaufmann's Department Store ; the
same newscaster, Beckley Smith,
and the same time and station, a
half -hour past noon on CBS' Pittsburgh outlet, WJAS.
Beckley Smith's policy of sticking to the facts, without comment
or attempted analysis, is cited as
a big factor in his continued popularity with the "Steel City's" audience, a popularity which many
surveys have shown to be greater
than that of any other newscaster,
local or national, the station reports.
Mr. Smith points out that there
has never been any scarcity of
facts to be reported. Since his
first broadcast on Jan. 1, 1934,
there has been a war to report.
Then it was Italy's drive into
Ethiopia and all the swift-moving
events leading up to World War II.
Now of course, it is Korea and
the many other facets of the precarious world situation.
Another strict program policy,
which has been broken only once,
is a "no guest" rule. H. V. Kaltenborn was the only exception. He
appeared on the show during a
visit to Pittsburgh.
Kaufmann's regards its daily
newscast as a fundamental part of
its advertising plans and has a special script writer who concentrates
on the program's commercials. The
script writer searches for merchandise most suitable for air presentation and writes all commercials as
nearly as possible in Mr. Smith's
individual broadcasting style. Merchandise promoted is often tied in
with the news of the day.
No appeal is made to any special
WOV PROMOTION
Film Presentation Announced
"WOV's Three Million People," a
new animated film promotion presentation to be shown to agency
executives and advertisers in New
York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland
and Minneapolis-St. Paul, has been
announced by WOV New York.
The sound film covers WOV's programming in English and Italian
and presents many sales success
stories.
The station will show the film at
luncheon meetings throughout the
New York metropolitan area. John
E. Pearson Co., WOV's representative, will handle the out-of-town
showings. First presentation of
the film will be in Chicago Jan. 23.
WOV Manager Ralph Weil and
Sales Manager Herb Schorr will be
in Chicago to act as hosts at the
luncheon.

• Telecasting

Beckley Smith begins his 17th year
of Breaking the News for Kaufmann's Department Store over
WJAS Pittsburgh.
* # #
income bracket or economic level,
and commercials are directed at
both men and women. Commercials
on the program are limited to two
one-minute announcements, which
may be cut to one-minute of advertising or eliminated entirely if the
news is especially serious.
Radio's vital advertising role in
Pittsburgh will continue to be underlined by Kaufmann's and
WJAS, who have already made
"It's Kaufmann's for Everything
Under the Sun" a by-word among
the
city's thousands of radio listeners.
Name Warwick & Legler
L. A. BREWING Co., Los Angeles
(Eastside Beer), has named Warwick & Legler there to handle its
advertising. The account, for 13
years handled by Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., Los Angeles, exceeds
$1 million annually. Half of this
is reported spent in radio and TV.
C. E. Staudinger, W&L account
executive in New York on the Pabst
account, transfers to the West
Coast to handle Eastside. Six other
agencies were reported bidding for
the account.

VICTOR
ALBUMS
'Treasury' Promotion Set
RCA Victor Feb. 5 launches a
two-week promotion and advertising campaign for its new "TreasImmortal
recordury ofalbum
series.Performances"
Special programs written around the records
in the Treasury series will be presented for two weeks nightly on
more than 250 stations on the
Music You Want show.
In addition RCA Victor has suggested that record dealers promote
the series on their own local radio
shows and in other advertising.
Disc jockeys, long haired and
popular, will be sent the album free
of charge to help promote it.
The series, recorded on both 33%
and 45 RPM, is composed of 12
classical and six popular albums
containing performances by the
greatest vocalists and instrumentalists of the age. Performances
are by such stars as Caruso, GalliCui-ci, Benny Goodman, Russ Columbo, Glenn Miller, etc. The series
has been selected from thousands
of original masters.
Dolcin Sues
"WE SHALL not modify our conservatively-worded advertising except to do even more of it than
in the past," Victor van der Linde,
president of Dolcin Corp., said in
a statement announcing a libel suit
against Reader's Digest. The latter
magazine has been served by Dolcin Corp. with a summons in a
$2,500,000 libel suit as a result of
an article entitled "Those MillionDollar Aspirins" which appeared
in the January 1951 issue.
BMI's

15th Clinic

BMI's 15th program clinic opens
a two-day session today (Monday) in Radio City, New York,
with an all-time high in attendance
expected. More than 100 station
executives, representing thirty
states and Canada, are enrolled.
Executives of BMI, stations and
agencies will lead in the discussion
building.
of various aspects of program-

7V fat Ml BMI

d by Peer
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Publishe
NEY
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Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
and not likely to be broken down by states o
cities. Complete radio-TV data due in sum
mer but that timing now appears doubtful.

NBC
TO

SPAC
HOLD

COMMITTEE
FEB. 14-15 MEETING

FIRST meeting of newly-elected NBC Stations
Planning & Advisory Committee for radio and
TV networks scheduled Feb. 14-15 in New York,
Carleton D. Smith, station relations vice president, announced Friday.
Radio affiliate representatives on committee
include C. Robert Thompson, general manager
of WBEN Buffalo; B. T. Whitmire, general
manager of WFBC Greenville, S.C.; Milton L.
Greenebaum, president and general manager of
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; Howard E. Pill, president of WSFA Montgomery, Ala.; Ralph Evans,
executive vice president of Central Broadcasting Co., representing WHO Des Moines and
WOC Davenport, Iowa; Jack Harris, general
manager of KPRC Houston; S. S. Fox, president of KDYL Salt Lake City; Richard O. Dunning, president and general manager of KHQ
Spokane.
TV affiliate representatives include Martin
Campbell, general manager of WFAA-TV Dallas, representing non-interconnected TV network; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice president and
general manager of WSYR-TV Syracuse, N.Y.;
John T. Murphy, TV director for Crosley Broadcasting Corp.; Dean Fitzer, general manager of
WDAF-TV Kansas City.
AT&T RATE INQUIRY
STARTED BY FCC
INVESTIGATION of AT&T rates for interstate and foreign communications services instituted by FCC Friday, with initial hearings
to start April 16. AT&T and 22 associated
Bell System companies were given till March
23 to show (1) why present rates should not
be held "unjust and unreasonable," and (2)
why interim reduction should not be ordered
pending completion of probe.
With investigation directed primarily at
message toll telephone . rates, authorities expected it to have little effect on rates for
program lines and other services for radio
and TV. Even if probe brings rate reductions,
authorities said, principal benefits would be
in long-distance message charges. It was also
noted that rates for intercity TV service already are in hearing, and that that proceeding
was not consolidated in general hearing.
BILL DEMANDS FOOTBALL TV
BILL to compel U. of Washington to award
football television rights to highest bidder introduced in Washington State Legislature by
Reps. Ed Henry and Jeannette Testu, Seattle
Democrats. Pacific Coast Conference recently
placed ban on telecasts.
PRATT ELECTED BY R&R
K. S. PRATT, account executive for Dodge
cars, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Detroit, elected vice
president of agency.
YOUNG ON PROGRESSIVE
JAMES R. YOUNG, correspondent and author,
will be featured news analyst of PBS, 5:45-6
p.m., Sunday, beginning Jan. 21.
Page 90
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NAB-TV Voted
(Continued from -page U )
Mr. Swezey; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
Worth; Mr. Thomas; Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster; George B. Storer, Fort
Industry; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk; Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit.
Four network representatives on committee
were to be named by their organizations.
Likely to be named automatic network representatives were Frank Russell, NBC Washington vice president, and C. J. Witting, of
WABD
(TV) New York, for DuMont.
Whether CBS and ABC, non-NAB members,
would join NAB-TV had not been determined
at press time Friday. Should these networks
enroll, it was expected their Washington vice
presidents would be assigned directorships.
They are Robert H. Hinckley, ABC, and Earl
Gammons, CBS.
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS vice president
and general executive, said that decision will
be made after consulting Columbia Affiliates
Advisory Board. Joseph A. McDonald, ABC
vice president, secretary and general attorney,
declared that ABC course will be considered
by ABC board in New York.
Voting was begun after Messrs. Rogers and
McCollough had collaborated on motion that
directors on TV board who represent TV stations should bear same ratio to total number
of members of TV board that TV-only stations
bear to total number of TV stations who are
members of new organization, but in no case
less than two members.
Thus, meeting resolved that there should
be minimum of three board members representing exclusively TV station licensees including automatic membership of DuMont.
Late registrations (see advance list page
23) follow:
Lewis Avery. Avery-Knodel, New York; Harry
Bannister. WWJ-TV Detroit; Herbert Bloomberg.
DuMont TV, New York; John J. Bovle, WJAR-TV
Providence; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle;
Don Campbell, WBRC-TV Birmingham; Ken Carter,
WAAM-TV Baltimore; Edward R. Carroll, DuMont
TV. New York; Walter Compton, WTTG Washington; Norman Dreschler, DuMont TV, New York:
Walter Duncan, Paul H. Raymer Co., New York;
Walter Emerson, WENR-TV Chicago; E. Y. Flanigan,
WSPD-TV Toledo; John Harrington, Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, New York; Carl Haverlin, BMI,
New York; George Hollingbery, George Hollingbery
Co., Chicago; Dick Hooper, RCA. Camden; Peter B.
James, Weed & Co., New York; Robert Jamieson,
DuMont
TV, New York; Richard E. Jones, WJBKTV
Detroit.
Sidney Kaye, BMI, New York; Edgar Kobak, New
York; Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago; Horace Lohnes,
Dow,
LohnesNew& York:
Albertson,
man, CBS,
JosephWashington;
McConnell, Larry
NBC, LowNew
York; Edward McCrossin, DuMont TV, New York;
William McNally, WTCN-TV Minneapolis; Paul A.
O'Bryan, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington;
William
B. Quarton,
WMT Cedar
Raibourn, KTLA
Los Angeles;
J. D.Rapids;
Rankin,PaulKMTV
Omaha; William Reilly, Adam J. Young Co., Chicago; Marshall Rosene, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W,
Va.; George Shupert, Paramount TV Productions,
New York; Carleton D. Smith, NBC, New York;
Stuart Sprague, New York; Burt Squire, BMI,
Chicago; Sarkes Tarzian, WTTV Bloomington; James
Tharpe, DuMont TV, New York; Fred Wagenvoord,
KCRG Cedar Rapids; Maurice Wetzel, Musicolor
Inc., Chicago.
WEATHER STYMIE
PLAN of Frank Stanton, CBS president, to be
present at the special Friday demonstration
of color TV for the NAB-TV delegates was
stymied by weather, as fog forced Chicagobound plane on to Omaha, Neb. There CBS
president headed back to Chicago via bus.

CAPITAL housing note: Radio-Televisio
Mfrs. Assn., needing space when new presider,
is elected next month, looking hopefully a
ample square footage in NAB's headquarter
building. RTMA also scanning town hous
situation to see if own building could b
acquired.
PACE AT WHICH defense effort is proceedin?
with concomitant cutbacks or freezing c
strategic materials, may mean that before Ion
FCC will become phantom agency insofar a
normal regulatory operations are concernec
New applications are down to mere trickle.
RE FCC work load, part of it probably will b
absorbed through call to colors of many r(
servists in both legal and engineering bureau;
Conversion of FCC staff to defense activitk
now
line. is in feverish process to hold personm
MAIL-POUCH Tobacco, Wheeling, longtim
radio user, planning extensive campaign withi
month throughout Midwest, using both radi!
and TV spots.
WHITE HOUSE action in cancelling Radi
Correspondents Assn. banquet, scheduled fc
Feb. 3, has caused some consternation. Reaso
cited was that President didn't want to dii
criminate against press and photographer
groups, which previously cancelled their ai
nual events presumably because of conditio!
and high talent costs. Radio, however, w£
all set and some members feel discriminatic
runs other way. In any event, there will prol
ably be function later, maybe without Chi<
Executive.
DOHERTY, Clifford & Shenfield will be nams
to take over Borden's instant coffee accoui
resigned Friday by Kenyon & Eckhardt, Ne
York. Firm is currently sponsoring Pets
Lind Hayes on NBC-TV.
APPEAL SOUGHT IN RULING
COVERING RADIO LIBEL
PETITION for rehearing of U. S. District Cou !
judgment in case of Westinghouse Radio St;
tions Inc. (KYW), WCAU and WFIL Phil;
delphia, covering radio libel liability, fil< |
Friday with U. S. Court of Appeals, Thii I
Circuit.
District court had ruled Communicatioi I
Act does not prohibit radio stations from eel
soring political broadcasts by persons who a I
not candidates [Broadcasting • Telecastin I
Dec. 25, 1950]. It had reversed district coul
decision which dismissed three $50,000 lib!
suits against Philadelphia stations.
KHON ASKS FREEZE LIFT
KHON Honolulu petitioned FCC Friday to lil
TV freeze in Hawaii, saying separations b 1
tween four principal Hawaiian cities will pe I
mit assignments under either existing 1 1
proposed channel allocations plan, or und I
new plan if new one is issued. KHON w 1
apply for TV shortly, according to petitio*
filed by Washington law firm of Dow, Lohn
& Albertson.
ROBERT

JONES

TO

AGENCY

ROBERT H. JONES, head of his own markt
ing specialists firm, to Marschalk & Pra
New York, in contact capacity on Esso Stan
ard Oil Co. account.
BROADCASTING
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Sunset
who

on

Boulevard

Time

Buyer

commutes

the Super-Chief

If you think of Iowa only as a place to pass thru or hy
or over on the way East, please consider this: The
Super-Chief doesn't disclose it, but no town in Iowa is
more than 12.8 miles from a railroad; only 3 states have
more railway mileage.
Thru highways don't show it,
but there's a surfaced road to every incorporated town
in Iowa. In per cent of farms with autos, Iowa leads
the nation. The means exist for Iowans to reach markets
— and Iowa's $4 billion annual income constitutes a
market worth reaching.
Contrary to Hollywood gag-writers, all Iowans are not
in California. Furthermore, those who stay home take
off their shoes before going to sleep. Their little women
order furniture moved around, make scenes about cigarette ashes, buy mink coats, chew gum, and read books.
Iowans also display their normality by listening to the
radio, with 97.1 % of the families owning one or more
radios.
Besides transcontinental airplanes, Iowa air contains
WMT's strong signal.
hall, stage, and news.

In WMTland 600 kc means music
Information and entertainment

pour up WMT's masts and come out in the minds of
more than a million listeners. When you buy time on
WMT,

your client's advertising reaches responsive customers to whom the station is an important part of
normal living.
The Katz Agency man will provide full data upon
request.
^^gm^^^
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
DAY AND NIGHT

BASIC

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

New television microphone, developed at RCA Laboratories, virtually vanishes when in active us

/efc -tie sfors s/i/ne
Mfctopftone
Through research carried out at RCA Laboratories,
Now you see it, now you don't! RCA's new
the "Starmaker" microphone picks up sound from all
"vanishing microphone" is plainly visible when
directions — hears and transmits every sound the hustanding alone— but let a television performer
man ear can detect. It's not only small and almost
stand before it and it seems to disappear.
invisible, but it's also one of the most efficient microphones ever devised.
Called the "Starmaker," this RCA microphone
*
*
*
is little larger than a big fountain pen . . . and
principles of design based on modern camouflage
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and elecKnown for brilliant pictures, RC
tronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St., N. Y.
blend it with an artist's clothing. There's no clumsv
Victor's
1951 home television receivi
Admission is f ree. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
also have the finest of sound svstero:|
"mike" to distract your attention — and it's also a
Building, Radio City, New York 20.
superbly sensitive instrument.
RCA Victor's "Golden Throat." '
^ink/iing

ll/or/c/ /^eac/er

/n 'fctac/io —

7-i'rsf- in ~7e/ew's/on
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lSTING

even

sell

fowl!

fate took us (it must have been Fate) a while ago to the office
of a banker who bought WOR

Meeting Today
Mew Blue Book

air to make people come into his

bank. But we never saw that banker. Couldn't. The only thing we
saw the rainy day we dropped in, were 1,100 people packed into

Page 21
that banker's nice white marble lobby between the hours of
9:00 and 12:00 AM dripping raindrops and shouting, "Gimme!
Sales Ris<
Radio
Page 22

Gimme!" It was all because this banker said over WOR

that if his

listeners came down to his bank the next morning they could have
a booklet each. And a lot of those people who came to pick up
their booklets, later crossed that banker's palm with silver.

RECASTING

This incident is not told to stir you to crash into WOR

with booklet

ins on Page 59
offers. Mostly, they mightn't work. We don't know. But if WOR
can sell bank accounts fast, it will sell anything good,
booklet or no booklet.
It will even sell fowl. Has, too.
WOR
—that power-full
Annually
cents

station

In the face of constant stories that AM radio is losing audience, WLS
listener mail for the first six months of 1950 was the largest of any like
period in the station's history! For the full year, well over a million
letters were received by WLS — making 22 million in the past 21 years!
A new WLS
j

~

tradition had its beginning in 1950 with the WLS

sponsorship of the First Annual International Square Dance Festival,
WLS instigated, organized and promoted this Festival. 11,000 people
jammed the Chicago Stadium to watch dancers from 20 states and
Canada whirl in one of the most spectacular exhibitions ever seen in
the Chicago Midwest.
The WLS National Barn Dance played before its two millionth
paid visitor late in 1950. Yes, 2,000,000 people have paid to see WLS
stars broadcast the nationally famous National Barn Dance — further
indication of the amazing acceptance of this one WLS program.
In other personal appearances in 1950, WLS talent entertained before
another million people . . . who jammed county fairs, theatres, churches
and stores to see their favorite WLS artists in person. 1950 was one
of our top years in demand for talent personal appearances.
WLS

participation in Midwest State Fairs was again a major attraction. At the Illinois State Fair alone, 12,000 people paid to see the

five-hour WLS National Barn Dance presented as the opening feature
of the Fair. The story was the same at Indiana and Wisconsin — larger,
more enthusiastic crowds anxious to see and talk to the folks from
their favorite station . . . WLS.

i N THE concentrated Midwest area, more people
are listening to WLS — on more radios — than ever
before. The WLS audience, ever increasing in size
and importance, proves once again the power of radio
—to educate— to entertain— to contribute to the American way of life— and to create favorable public opinion—and sales— for articles and services that deserve it.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK— REPRESENTED BY \J0HN

BLAIR & COMPANY
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CBS THE STARS' ADDRESS
IN ATLANTA, GA.
. . . Is one of the Soufh's most promotion-wise radio-television stations.
AWAGA
glqncepre-eminent
at the layoutin thewill Atlanta
tell youarea.
of WAGA's aggressiveness to make
WAGA promotion is based on a sound budget determined by the greatest business volume in it's eleven year history as a Fort Industry Station.
1 . Over 1 00 express trucks in the area carry 4 sheet WAGA Posters.
2. WAGA
messag'e
to prospective
New York
time
buyers onis asending
Douglasits Leigh
spectacular
at Broadway
and 46th
Street.
3. WAGA sends its own tabloid carrying program schedules and
publicity directly to thousands of consistent WAGA fans who
have requested this service. This paper is expected to eventually
reach an 80,000 circulation figure.
4. 200
three-sheetradioposter
boards help to create the Atlanta area's
first daytime
audience.
5. A WAGA neon animation brightens Atlanta's heaviest traffic
artery — Peachtree Street at West Peachtree intersection.
6. the-clock
Every Yellow
illuminated frame in Atlanta delivers a roundWAGACab message.
7. advertise
General Outdoor
WAGA. 24-sheet bulletins on a complete half-showing
8. WAGA
flashes its message from atop the Avon Hotel in the heart
of the city.
9. dominates
A 70 foot neon
on WAGA'straffic.
television tower on West Peachtree
the northside
10. WAGA's baseball scoreboard in the Atlanta Cracker's Ponce
de Leon
Park(395,696
plays to during
more fans
than any
other in the Southern League
the 1950
season).
1 1 .Of course WAGA uses its own facilities. We toot our own horn
over radio WAGA and preen before WAGA television cameras
to send promotional messages to a $1,000,000,000 market.
Not shown is the timely programming, the professionally staged shows,
and
well-knit organization that enables WAGA to offer you a billion
dollarthemarket.
Nationally
By-THE 488KATZModison
AGENCY,
TomRepresented
Horber, National
Sales Manager,
Ave., N.Y.INC.22
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NEW REPORT on radio rates in TV markets
by Assn. of National Advertisers expected to
be ready in fortnight. Unlike ANA report
on same subject last summer, this one will
investigate daytime rates as well as night.
Although ANA committee reportedly will not
recommend reduction in daytime rates, as it
will in evening ones, it is expected to oppose
sumany effort to raise daytime rates. Lastresisted
mer ANA would not have seriously
daytime increases up to 10% had its demand
for
said. nighttime reductions been successful, it's

IS FCC seeking to generate series of WPA
projects for duration to keep its staff busy
and preclude reduction to skeleton dimensions?
That question being asked now that FCC (1)
has launched another AT&T investigation (the
last one took five years), (2) new TV "Blue
Book" crusade, activating another burning issue that will keep reformers, blue-nosers and
flannel-mouthed crusaders busy.
RE FCC'S WPA, there's talk also of another
network investigation, this time going into
TV as well as AM affiliations, exclusivity,
and, more important, duplication of network
programs on stations covering same areas.
It's been talked for months and now seems to
■ have substance, since Commission staff has
minimum of hearings to handle because TV is
frozen and will continue that way; FM is
forgotten medium, and AM specpractically
trum is overloaded.

ALLEY insiders, in re AFM's latest
TIN PAN onslaughts,
say that Czar Jimmy
radio-TV
Petrillo himself would be satisfied with renewal of existing AM deals but that locals in
New York and Chicago are demanding unconscionable increases [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]. Jimmy, 'tis said, is making
demands he knows are impossible and hopes
up with status quo. He can't risk
wind
to
too conservative.
being
ALL ISN'T serene on election by Broadcast
Advertising Bureau of NAB General Manager
William B. Ryan as its new president (see
NAB board story page 19). Number of board
members feel NAB was "raided" at time when
Mr. Ryan's services were needed most. Whole
matter will be aired at board of directors'
meeting at Belleair, Fla., this week.
EYES of some NABers scanning field for new
general counsel have been turning toward
Joseph A. McDonald, vice president, secretary
and general attorney of ABC, but there's doubt
about his availability. Another possibility:
Thad Brown, of Roberts & Mclnnis law firm,
representing TBA and DuMont.
ALL THREE Baltimore TV station— WMAR
WBAL-TV and WAAM^ — have agreed to refuse mail-order business because of periodic
audience complaints and difficulty in handling.
Stations have not carried per-inquiry business
and have now extended their agreement to
mail-order field.
NEXT
Page 4

CHAIRMAN of NBC's Station Plan(Continued on page 90)
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upcoming
Jan. 29: NAB Board Finance and By-Laws Committees, Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair, Fla.
Jan. 30: Educational TV hearing continues, FCC,
Washington.
Jan. 31 -Feb. 2: NAB Board meeting, BelleviewBiltmore Hotel, Belleair, Fla.
Feb. 1-2: Mississippi Broadcasters Assn., Program
and Sales Clinic, Jackson, Miss.
Feb. 4-6: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Marion, Little Rock, Ark.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 30)
Bulletins
PARK & TILFORD, New York (Tintex),
through Storm & Klein, New York, will place
spot announcement campaign mostly in participation daytime shows to start Feb. 19 in
20 markets.
WAGA-TV TECHNICIANS
CHARGED WITH SABOTAGE
WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta filed suit Friday in U.
S. District Court charging three technicians
with sabotaging equipment when they walked
out Jan. 14 [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22]. Fort Industry Co., owning and
operating stations, asked $10,000 actual and
punitive damages.
Named defendants in suit are Jim C. Brannon, Clifford Rogers and William M. Taylor,
technicians. They are charged with "upsetting, maladjusting and distorting broadcast and studio equipment; removing and concealing good tubes and parts and substituting
therefore defective tubes and parts." Suit
alleged action was done "wilfully and maliciJames E. Bailey, WAGA vice president and
general
ously." manager, said stations are still operating without interruption.
CONTROL ORDERS
FREEZE WAGES, PRICES
PRICE and wage control orders handed down
late Friday by Price Administrator Michael
DiSalle and Wage Stabilization Chief Cyrus
Ching. Prices in general are frozen at highest
point in period from Dec. 19 to Jan. 25 midnight.
Farm products in general not covered until
price goes above parity. Wages are frozen
at level of midnight Jan. 25.
RTMA

TUBE

STUDY

SPECIAL task group set up by Joint Electron
Tube Engineering Council to study materials
used in radio-TV vacuum tubes, Virgil Graham,
JETEC chairman, announced Friday. A. C.
Gable, General Electric Co., named chairman.
Group to probe substitute materials, gathering
data on nickel and cobalt alloys. Industry
conservation program, involving change in
cathode ray tube focusing system, cited by Mr.
Graham as important step to reduce uses of
copper and cobalt. JETEC co-sponsored by
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and National
Electrical Mfrs. Assn.

Business

Briefly

JOE LOWE ON MBS • Joe Lowe Inc., Nt
York (Popsicles), buying 5:55-6 p.m. on MB
Tues., Thurs., starting in June, for 13 wee!
Duane Thompson Co., New York, agency, loo
ing for program.
CARDUI PLANS @ Chattanooga Medici
Co. (Cardui) through Street & Finney, Ne
York, planning spot announcement radio cai
paign in 15 markets, starting in February.
GARRET SPOTS # Garret & Co., New Yo
(Virginia Dare wine), through Ruthrauff
Ryan planning radio anouncements in
markets, starting Feb. 12.
EISENHOWER COVERAGE
CREATES MEDIA DISPUTE
ARRANGEMENTS
were not yet compl<
of informal addrc
coverage
media
Friday on
to Congress this Thursday, 10:30 a.m.
Library of Congress, by Gen. Dwight D. Eisc
hower, supreme commander of Atlantic P;
nations' forces. Radio networks scheduled
broadcast Gen. Eisenhower's report to nati
on following day (Feb. 2) 10:45-11 p.m. j
Friction understood to have developed wh
White Hou '
high-level, Congressional and
echelon decided to permit newsreel camei
and press coverage but no radio nor live te
vision at informal talk. In first stage
conferences, TV networks, obtaining film fr
newsreel, were asked to holdup telecasts ui
Radio was to
after Friday broadcast.
barred completely, including tape recording

14,589,949 RADIOS PRODUCEI
RADIO SET production in 1950 topped
previous estimates, amounting to 14,589,!
receivers, exceeded only by 1947 post-A
figure, according to final calculation
boom
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Figure cov
entire industry.
Radio set total boosted I
record 5,000,000 auto units. TV production j
1950 totaled 7,463,762 sets, RTMA foul
Breakdown by months and models to be iss 1
in few days by RTMA.

FREE & PETERS EXPANSION \
THREE additions to TV sales staff of F
& Peters Inc. announced Friday by I. E. Sh
erman, television sales manager: John Ser
former sales service manager, CBS Holly w<
to F&P there; Lon King, with KNBC I
Francisco since 1941, to F&P in that c
Keith McKenney, for four years with W
TV Detroit, to F&P Detroit office.
NEW JOHNSON PRODUCT
INTRODUCTORY campaign for Pride,
furniture wax of S. C. Johnson & Son, Rac
Wis., will include sponsorship of Starl
Theatre on CBS-TV Feb. 8, 22 and Mar-:
and 22, alternating Thursdays, 7-7:30
(CT) with Burns & Allen. Agency is N
ham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. James Is:
is account executive.

U. S. ARMY and U. S. Air Force Recrui
Service sponsoring Harold Peary Show, 9p.m., Feb. 21 and 28, and The Line-up, Th
day, 10-10:30 p.m., March 1, 8, 15, 22 anc
over CBS. Agency is Grant Adv., Chicag
BROADCASTING
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In the Northwest. . .

In Minneapolis-St. Paul alone, during Class A
listening periods, seven nights a week, WCCO gets
an average quarter-hour rating of 14.5 ... on the
average delivers 30% more families than both
Twin Cities TV stations combined during Class A
viewing periods! (Pulse: Nov.-Dec. 1950)

is 7 times

Here's proof: All told. 50.000-watt WCCO reaches
894.600 radio families (50-100% BMB Nighttime
Listening Area) . . . seven times more than the
127.390 set-owning TV families reported by Pulse
for the TV service area.

bigger

&

costs

9

times

Based on Twin Cities ratings, one WCCO Class A station break,
for example, costs 73^ per thousand families delivered . . .
nine times less than the average ($6.50) cost-per-thousand of
a full Class A station break on the two TV stations. (On a
year-round basis WCCO's cost-per-thousand averages only 534.)

ian
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Structural Problem Faces NAB Board
BAB Aims at ANPA
FCC Orders TV Blue Book
New McFarland Bill Goes to Senate
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Atlas Sales Grow With 'Night Watch'
Paley Heads Government Advisory Group
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CBS prints this calendar for the benefit of those people
in radio who are obliged to reach back into 1948 and 1949
to find figures that will support their claims for circulation,
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audience, billings, cost-per-thousand, or whatever.
Fellows, while your backs were turned, it became 1950. And
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24
31

after a while, even 1951. And as of 1951, it's like this:
CBS starts 1951 with the highest average ratings in network
radio: 26% higher than the second-place network.1
CBS starts 1951 with the highest billings in network radio:
11% above 1949, 13% above the second-place network.2
CBS starts 1951 with the lowest cost-per-thousand homes
reached in network radio: 33% lower than the second
thriftiest network.3
CBS starts 1951 with the largest circulation in network radio:
895,000 more homes than the second-place network.4
'January-November, 1950. NRI. 2 January-September,
1950, PIB. 3January-October, 1950. NRI. 4 FebruaryMarch '50. NRI (all right, this is our least up-to-date
figure, but it's nearly two years more up-to-date
than the latest figures quoted by some broadcasters.)
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Dealers (171) Amateur Hour tlectric
Lite, Suspense
Groucho Marx OhTGoldUrTg":
■,"2;
(178)
YouBetYourUie
TfaTBros;
Hallmark
Playhouse (175)

ABC
Not in
Service

Lionel Ricaa
S
Clem McCarthy
New: •S
6:15-6:20
"J 6:20-6:45
Music "E
— STrtrOfTCor
S
3-Star Extra
"Pure Oil Co.
Co-op
Harkness
HeadlineEditioo
2932
Playboys
Elmer Davis
Miles Labs. General
Co-OD*
Mills
Lone
Ranger
News (153)
of World
m
Miles Labs.
One Man sFam
(151) Foods
HR
Gen.
Tbcco
Aldrich Family Reynolds
R. Diamond
Prvt.
Detective
(152)
(251)
Pal Blades Father
EgoitaDie
Sen. roods
Knows This Your Lite
Rod 8 Gun Club Best (170)
286) RFBI
(133)
True
Falseor
Co-op
Round-up
Reporter's

This Is
Europe

JNDAY

NBC

FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Lite Ins Kid Strips
Allan Jackson
Repeat of
and
-ptheYou
-TGTWorld
voTy
S
No Network
~F& G Drelt
Lowell Thomas
BeulahR Fulton Lewis jr
(103)
PS G Oxydol Dinner Date
291
Oxydol
(IjOjShow
RSoup
Campbell
(105)
R
Pearson
Pharmacol Co.
Glub 15
Gabriel Heatie
Mutual
Am.Ed(155)
OilMurrow
-Hamm
R
Newsreel
for
Songs
Bandstand
U.S.A.
S
Sale
("5)

"AiMusio
rTbrce

Hour
L&Mhatima
Ozzie Heinz
& Harriet Hear It Now
Dragnet
(288)
(167)R
GuTI Kenning
Borax
Dance Orch.
We the People Pac.
The C.Sheriff
(114)
("*>
"PnTnTpTPeffo
A.F. of L.
Screenors' DirectPlayhouse Gillette Fights Rex Allen Show Frank
Edwards
Mystery
(334)
(ltd)
OT
I Love A
Dance
Johnny Long
American
Orchestra
SportsS Page
Orchestra
OT

-i

MONDAY - FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS Co-opNBCNews]j
iican
m
Amer
PSG Crisco
Lutheran Amer. Trucking
Luncheon
m
George
Hicks]
with
Hour
Malone
Assn., Am. Frm. Not In Service Dr. (147)
13* IC
S
— CLBlhfiranX aftheAirCISSlR
Lopez
P8G
Duz
Love
8
Learn
ArtNotebook
Baker's Guiding Light TonyCo-op
8 Fontaine
Co.
(Rpt.) (154)
S
(149)
Co-op
Campbell Sonp
Music
Texas Co.
Gen. Burton
Fds.-Jello
fcM
Mailbag
The Catholic
Double (133)
or
(68
Welcome
to Mrs.
with
HI
Met Opera
Nothing
Hour
Quaker
(35)
Trendler
Hollywood
Header's
a
A
| Perry
PSG Mason
Tide Harvey Harding
(News 3 min.)
(147)
General Mills
SaywithII
Co-op
Mutual Benefit
Serutan
Toni Co.
a
Live Like A(75
John
B.
tt- Suningham Ins., Bob
Nora
Drake
Millionaire
Kennedy
SI
Considine
(160)
Music
Sings*
k
(158)
IvoryDayFl.
Frances Scully P&G
Brighter
Washington
TBA
S
Report
(109)
— l
PSG
Hormel, Music Benny Rubin Miles Labs.
w i Challenge of with
a
BobShow
Poole Life-Beautiful
Show
the Hormel
Hilltop
House
a •
Girls (42)
(153)
the Yukon
(140)
M
PSG
Co.-Palm.-Peet
a
■
Road(156)
of Life
Starts 2-12
Co-op'
—
(55)
Pillsbury
PSG
Miles Labs.
Pepper Young ,
Hannibal
Cobb 1' House Party
m
jii>i Bobby Benson
Quiz Kids
(157)
(161)
•»
1
P8G
.a Ik Back
u
Right to nessHappi(155)
S
(152)*
Sterling Drug
Surprise
Col.-Palm.-Pee
Package
Miscellaneous Backstage Wife
Under Arrest The Kraft
Falcon
Strike
It
Rich
S
S
(151)
(147)Drug j
Sterling
i
S ~ (134) R
u
K
Programs ' Stella Dallas
i:
(147)
PSG
Treasury
U.S. Tobacco
Recipe
The Saint
Listeningfor
BSD
a
Wm Gtrgan
Lorenzo Jones
Chucklewagon
Bandstand
S
Private Investgr
Sterling
Drug
s o
:— m —
a
Ted Malone
Kel ogg
Y. (144)
Widder
Brown
(147) >
S
4:55-5T-WNews
Foods
•
US Army &
Joa S The Chicagoan: Mark Trail General
25 S"X" BigSparky
TeaS
US Air Force Dim5-5:
When Girl
Marries
(83)
ension
Crumpets
S
The Shadow
M-W-F
Thur.-Ffi.
St. Louis Mat. National Biscui General Foods
Robt. Trout
ra
Portia
Faces
a
Lile (92)
Derby
Norwich Phrmc!
a
Tu.Th.
S. Arrow
(343)
5:25-5:30
Whitehall
Williamson
M-UN in Actio:
1
Trans World
Just Plain Bill
True Detective Airlines,
Mr. &i Space Patrol T-F-Top Tune
ii " Mysteries
Time
Tu.-Th. 5:30-6
S
(110)
(472 Mrs. Blandings
sat
Sky King*
— m—
Miles Labs,
Whitehall
Front
Page ClubClubAluminum
■
Curt Massey 5:30-5:55
Kellogg M-W-F
Time
Beatty Farrell
!
(119)
5
Time (142) R 5:55-6 V. Borge
(20)
ABC

NBC
"Saturday Harmony
SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
Hews
Rangers
Bob News
Warren
! Jae Wershba
Washington |
S
(nemoSuccess
troiti
Lake
36S
Organ Musis NBC Symphony
SquibbGodwin's
S Sons
Earl
TffifTTm."
Review
L. Leseuer
Sports
Co-op
Yours Truly
(166)
Al Heifer
Says/
Johnny
T'enheldDollar
Playboys
"
Twin Views
Comedy
ol
Ben Anorews
P'ple Are Funny
Errors
Miles
Labs.
TTXRaynolds
7:30-7:55
News of World
Adlara
Wrigley
Vaughn
Monroe
Brown 8 W'msn
Buzz
-Roman Metal Noah Webster
Miles Labs.
UMIB
Gene Autry
One Man's Fam
Moon
Dangerous
(150) H R
20 Questions
Nero Wolte
Assignment
(174)
501
OT
*OT S
Shoot "the
Number
lien. Foods
The Man
Round
Sam Spade
Take A
Marry-Gosidy (150)Cas-R
Hopalong
ine Niagnmcen
Montague
OT

What Males
You Tick?
s
/153>

Duffy's Tavern

Jay Stewart
S

Life ofPaBst
Riley
U61)

Saturday at
Shamrock
s
Omelind
Jam- Bake

Col.Pafm.-Peet
Sports Newsreel
Pro & Con
S

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS RadioNBCCity
(150
Give°andCT) ake
USA.,
Orchestra
Jose
Nelis

Hormel 8 Co
Girls with
(114)H.
Music

lor Youth
Symphonies

Battleground
for Peace

Slim Bryant
8
His Wildcats

Sonotone
Galen
Drake
Dave
(73)
Stephens
Show
Nacalester
Radio Singers

TBA
US

Adv. in
Science
From
Report
Overseas
Farm
News
Make Way

Dunn on
Discs

For Youth

Sports SParade

Army Band
Musicana

«
Cross-Section
USA
Radio
Scratchpad
Songs By
Reporter's
Saturday
Symington
& AtChase
The
a

Brewing Corp. ol
Takes
You to
the Races
Am.,Hoffman
Carting's
Bobby
Quintet
Benson

Challenge
the Yukonol
a

TBA

First Piano
Quartet
The Wayne
Howell Show
S

S

Co
Hawaii Calls Amer.
Your HitTob.Parade
(167) RCo.
C-P-P
R
CalledDay"X"
Gen,(ISOjFoods
Dennis
USA
lombardo
Show (147)
Husband (154)
My Favorite
S
C-P-P Co.
Gen Foods
Gangbusters

Carter Prod Chicago Theatre
Sing It Again
Judy Canova
of theS Air
SingLudens
It Again
Sterling
Grand
Ole Opry
(140) Drug
R. J. Reynolds
(»6)
Sing(141)
It Again
OilL-

6:00 PM
*OT
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
1:00
8:15
8:30
:45

9:0
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Explanatory: Listings in order: Sponsor,
name of tainprogram,
number
stations;
ing; Rrebroadcast
West ofCoast;
TBA S tosusbe
announced. Time isABC
EST.
8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris, Walter
Kiernan's One Man's Opinion, 200 stations.
5:30-6 PM Mon. & Fri., Space Patrol.
5:30-6 PM Tues., Thur., Superman.
5:30-6 PM Wed., Black Hawk.
7- 7:05 PM. Mon.-Fri., Edwin C. Hill.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries Co.,
Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
8:30-9:15 AM Sun., CBS
General Foods. Sunday
MorningAM Gatherin',
103 stations.
8:30-8:45
M-F, General
Foods, Renfro
Valley Country Store, 63 stations.
11-11:05
Sat., 178
Campana
ShadelAMNews,
stations. Sales Co. Bill
11:30-35
AM
Sun.,
Animal
Foundation Inc..
Bill Shadel News, 58 stations.
3:55-4 PM M-F., also Sat. 12:55-1 PM, Pillsbury Mills Inc., Cedric Adams, 153 stations.
10-10:30 PM Fri., We Take Your Word, sustaining, split network.
MBS
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry & the News.
Johns-Manville, 374 stations.
10:25-10:30, 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.; 12:2512:30, 2:25-2:30, 3:25-3:30, 4:25-4:30 PM
Mon.-Fri.,
Bab-O Reporter, B. T. Babbit Inc.
11.30-12 noon Tues., Thur., Kraft Foods Co.
co-sponsors Queen for a Day.
5:55-6
Tues.,Co. Thur., Bobby Benson.
KraftPMFoods
NBC
*OT — Operation Tandem programs sponsored
by Whitehall Pharmacal et al.
8- 8:15 AM Mon.-Fri. Alex Drier, Skeily Oil
Co. 26 stations.
8-8:15 AM, Sat. This Farming Business, Skeily
Oil Co 26 stations.
10:30-10:45 AM. Mon.-Fri. Cai Tinney, General
Mills. 11 stations.
BROAUKTING
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More

advertisers

more

money

in

WCAU

1950

than

in

on

spent

in

any

WCAU's

other

28-year

WCAXJ

The Philadelphia Bulletin Station
50,000

watts, CBS affiliate

Represented

by Radio Sales

year

history!

1 OS MAGIC SCOURING

PADS considering spot announcement cam-

'^paign. Agency: McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
A. WRIGHT, Keene, N. H. (silver cream), started participation spon>rship on WGN-TV Chicago last week. If test successful television
irticipation campaign will be expanded into other markets. Agency:
ambert & Feasley, N. Y.

new

EISS DAIRY, Sikeston, Mo., appoints Harold Kirsch Co., St. Louis, to
indie advertising and merchandising. Extensive radio campaign being
;ed.

BAR-DOL-PRODUCTS Corp., Montreal (lubricants), March 15 starts
spot announcement campaign on 26 eastern Canadian stations. Agency:
Walsh Adv. Co., Montreal.
CAROLENE PRODUCTS Co., Litchfield, 111. (Milnot), names Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, to handle radio portion of its account.
Agency has handled rest of account for 15 years.

EED PRODUCTS Co., St. Louis (Inergel Tablets), appoints Dorrance'addell Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising.

BOVRIL (CANADA) LTD., Montreal (food products), running spot
announcement campaign on eastern Canadian stations. Agency: Ronalds Adv. Agency, Montreal.

RIEDMAN-SHELBY branch, International Shoe Co., St. Louis, (Red
oose shoes), expands its Saturday morning, half-hour Movies for Kids
om 9 to 19 markets in mid-February through Henri, Hurst & Mconald, Chicago. Contracts for 52 weeks.

A/etwotk -Account* • • •
ANDREW JERGENS Co. (lotion) sponsoring Wed.-Fri., 4:15-4:30 p.m.
segment of Kate Smith NBC-TV program. Agency: Robert W. Orr &
Assoc., N. Y.

OS ANGELES BREWING Co., L. A., names Warwick & Legler, N. Y.,
» handle its $1.3 million advertising account for Eastside beer.
AHER SHOE STORES, Toronto, sponsoring weekly half-hour tranribed Henry King Show for one year on seven Ontario stations. Agen': Woodhouse & Hawkins, Toronto.

rETHERBY-KAYSER SHOE Co., L. A. (California retail chain), apjints Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & Macaulay Inc., Beverly Hills, to
indie advertising. Radio-TV spot campaign contemplated in March
•r Easter trade.

in

FIRST

Georgia's

Georgia's 3rd market h o
buying market. 1950 retail
sates exceeded $110 million.
1951 will be greater because
of the new $600 million AEC
Hydrogen Bomb Facilities
Plant, the Clark's Hill Dam
and Camp Gordon operating
at full capacity.

FIRST

in

selling

power...

FIRST
Hooper-Wise
According to the latest Hooper Survey,
WRDW Is first in more 30-minute periods
than all other Augusta stations combined. WRDW, with a 30.2 in total rated
period*, i» a Big First in the market.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

\^

MARIE DESIGNER Inc., L. A. (contour chair lounges), appoint Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, to handle advertising.

ALLARD & BALLARD, Louisville (Oven Ready Biscuits and grocery
■oducts), sponsoring two or three participations in daytime home eco>mics TV shows each week in, seven markets indefinitely. Cities:
emphis, Detroit, Huntington, Oklahoma City, Atlanta, Birmingham and
:. Louis. This is first use of TV spot except for initial test in Louislie, the home market. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

& W FROZEN FOODS, San Francisco, appoints Ley & Livingston,
ime city, to handle advertising. Radio and television will be used.

business

STERLING DRUG INC., N. Y. (Bayer Aspirin, Molle Shaving Cream),
to sponsor News of Tomorrow, 10:30 p.m., ABC, starting April 2.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
BULOVA WATCH Co. has renewed sponsorship through June of
9-9:30 p.m. segment of Frank Sinatra Show, CBS-TV, 9-10 p.m. Sat.
Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.

third

GENERAL

MILLS, Minneapolis (Kix), has bought 6:30-7 p.m. EST por(Continued on page 81)

market

FIRST

.

(power)

5000

W

WRDW's powerful 5kw signal dominates the Augusta
market, day and night- We
have figures to prove it.
Or ask Headiey-Reed for
complete informaiion.

AUGUSTA

FIRST

in

the

(oldest

CBS

market

station)

for Augusta,

Ga.

January 29, 1951
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McFarland Pledges
EDITOR:
. . . The majority leadership . . .
duties have been especially heavy
during the last few days in connection with assuming this post . . .
. . . The position ... is probably
more difficult now than at any time
in our history. I will do my level
best to discharge my responsibilities conscientiously and prudently. . .
Ernest W. McFarland
United States Senate
Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce
Washington
* * *

TV or 'tv'?
EDITOR:
Perhaps I'm overly [and unduly]
conscious of possible results in the
usage of type to convey ideas.
When the human voice is not
available, then type is resorted to.
I'm glad you use it to tell everybody

open mike
what is going on in Broadcasting.
By just capitalizing that word
casting, you don't know
Broad
whether I mean the Industry or
your Publication ... as both are of
real stature and importance. So,
I mean both!
All the above by way of preamble to this offered suggestion;
when, in speaking of television, by
using the short form "TV" and,
using the word "radio" to mean
the broadcasting of sound unaccompanied by sight at the same time,
appears thusly . . . "radio
often
it
and TV." Capitals generally carry
more emphasis than lower case . . .
so "TV" gets more attention . . .
or results in a stronger impression

than "radio" in lower case.
Perhaps the relative values
would be better expressed if, in all
instances, we either used this form
—"Radio and TV" or "radio and
W. B. McGill
Advertising Manager
Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc.
Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We believe Mr.
foremost
nation's
one of
McGill,
For example,
a point.
has the
experts,
type
tv." York,
identifies its television
WOR New
. Reason for capias TVWOR-tv
affiliate talizing
in past has stemmed from
it's
But are
in caps.
and toFMchange,
AM late
if there
use
neverof too
editors
The
it.
for
reasons
cogent
invite short comments.]

ff

O
UFFAL
|N B
to the best wave length
Thanks

on the dial, WGR's 5000 watts reaches
western New York's prosperous
markets with radio's biggest dollar's
worth in this area. BIGGER COVERAGE
with top-rated programs . . .
Columbia and local . . . makes
WGR

COLUMBIA

Page 12
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NETWORK

the best buy in Buffalo.

RAN D BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representative, Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo ]. ("Yitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry

'Lasting Value'
EDITOR:
I consider the Broadcasting •!
Telecasting magazine the finest in
its field and I can assure you that
I plan to have it in my library
that every isSince I feel
always.
of lasting value,
sue has articles
I see that they are filed in order.
That way
. . . available when I
them.they're
want
Walter Gaines
General Gas Light Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
No Sympathy

EDITOR:
I was very interested in the ar
tide on page 38 of the Jan. IE
on "Mail Order
issue
Unfortunately,
I haveDeals."
no sym j
with the PIstations
businessthatonlyhav<t< '
pathy accepting
been
find that the advertisers are no
responsible parties.
We had one experience with <
Pacific Northwest agency that sen
a firm order with check for a mai
order deal. We thought that, a
paying for the advertisinj
least,
in advance they would take care o
the customers. We refunded al
most as much money as we got
however, when the merchandis
was not delivered on time and di<
not live up to its advertised claims
I would like to see you continu
to hammer away as you have don
editorially against broadcaster
taking business on a contingenl
pay out of PI basis. As long a
we have broadcasters who are will

bus'
te y their
ing toweprostitu
cannotownpreseri
certainl
ness,
a very strong competitive fore
against other media. I see no re£
son why we should not have agenc
recognition as many have reconl
mended. Certainly we investiga
every agency before we accept bus
ness. There are too darn many <
them who operate on the medi
are slow in paying the
money, . and
bills.
. .
R. T. Mason
President
WMRN Marion, Ohio

'Be Gay, Go USA'
EDITOR:
I think one of the greatest thim
lacking in our present feder
government is a good propagan<
and public relations setup for tl
Asia.
people of Europe and like
to su
Therefore, I would
of usii
gest ... the possibility
agencies
five top advertisingtoday
to do
States
the United
of selling the Am'
consistent job
ican people to other lands. As y
well know, advertising agenci
have the knack of selling most ar
thing to us in the way of produc
and I can see no reason why t
American Way of Life should i
be sold to other countries on t
same basis as soap is sold to 1
(Continued on page 45)
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the

Doctor

Check up on the Capitol Custom Library. You'll
find this new transcription service plan as sound
as a dollar used to be.
It makes sense. You SELECT

your basic Custom

Library from Capitol's complete Transcription
Library — you SELECT all additions and exchanges.
Result, you have a concentrated library service
of just what you need and want. A potent hypo
for your musical programming!
You save dollars. Since this Custom
IT'S THE LIBRARY YOU WANT
AT THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY... CHECK UP
ON THE CAPITOL CUSTOM

LIBRARY TODAY

Library Plan

eliminates supplying you with transcriptions you
don't need, Capitol eliminates wasted pressings
expense. Result, a big savings !
You Pay —

Write or wire for Custom Library and Bonus Information
CAPITOL RECORDS, Inc., BROADCAST DIVISION
Sunset and Vine • Hollywood 28, Calif.

BROADCASTING
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SPARTANBURG
(township)

#

^

•>

1950
U. S. Census
POPULATION
67,888

Spartanburg is the "Hub City"
of South Carolina's highly industrialized Piedmont section.
The City of Spartanburg is
ringed in with textile mills and
the homes of well paid operatives who tuiJn out a great
portion of the nation's textiles.
These textile mills began migrating from New England to
the Piedmont section over a
quarter of a century ago. They
were established just outside
the city limits of Spartanburg.
(Spartanburg has not changed
its city limits since 1886) .
The growth of Spartanburg is
reflected in the new U. S. census
population of 67,888 for the
township of Spartanburg, which
covers most of the metropolitan
area of the city. Within a tenmile circle of the City of Spartanburg reside 100,000 people.
In Spartanburg County, where
a fine balance exists between
industry and a diversified agriculture, there are 147,844 people (1950 census), with retail
sales in excess of 100 million
dollars.
Covering Spartanburg and this
thickly populated and high income area is WORD— SPARTANBURG'S BEST RADIO
BUY!

SERVING THE HEART
OF THE WEDMONT
ABC
WDXY-FM • DUPLICATION
Walter J. Brown, President
SPARTANBURG
•

See HOLLINGBERY
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beat
ency
g
a
freelance radio-TBV producer, named vice presiM. BROWNE, &
PAUL dent
Abbott Kimball
i Co., S. F.
$i £
RALPH W. HOBBS appointed vice president in charge of business promotion Ray C. Jenkins Adv. Agency, Minneapolis.

ROBERT F. MILLAR, treasurer and secretary Steller, Millar & Lester
Inc., L. A., named president. HELEN V. MILLAR, president, appointed
treasurer and secretary. GEORGE BALSAM, account executive, named
vice president.
LEE RANDON to Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, as assistant to
SCOTTY KECK, radio TV director. Mr. Randon was assistant director
Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city.
PATRICK H. CRAFTON appointed director of radio-TV at Richard N.
Meltzer Adv. Agency, S. F. Was with WRGB (TV) Schenectady, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland and KRON-TV San Francisco.
ROBERT E. MOORE, vice president Ross Roy-Fogarty Inc., Chicago, to
C. Wendel Muench & Co., same city, as merchandising director.
L. J. WIEGAND,

advertising and promotion manager Cincinnati Indus(Continued on page 15)

on all accounts

s ing'
cate
vocalOFadvo
of sa most
unirtis
adve
ONE
form method of determining
a station's coverage is Al Eisenmenger, head of the radio and
television time buying department of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Al will talk at the drop of a hat
about the need for an improved
BMB, BAB, or what have you, and
industry leaders often invite him
to discuss his ideas about how to
evaluate a station's potentials, the
composition and
penetration of its
audience, before
groups of broadcasters.
Although just
turned 40 — a n d
looking younger,
which prompts him
to reveal his birth
date "off the record"
— Mr. Eisenmenger
has had unusually broad experience
in many phases of
radio and advertising. As a young
studio engineer at
NBC, he was one of
the founders of
N A B E T. He has
been in charge of
program production on some of the
nation's largest advertising accounts, and is an authority on talent contracts.
One is led to wonder where Al
got his nickname, because his initials are E. G. All he tells you is
the
Al
comesfor from
the "E." The
"G" stands
George.

Al was born on his father's 160acre farm, but moved into the village of Humphrey, Neb. (population 864), before he was three
years old when his dad passed
away. As a boy, he delivered milk
and eggs to help support his mother, and later, while attending St.
Francis high school, he worked
part-time on farms and in a local
nursery. Although he was absent
from his high school classes six
weeks each year during the corn
picking season, Al
m a i n t a i Tied the
highest scholastic
average in his class.
After graduating
from St. Francis,
he was another
farming
Eisenmenger for two
years,
then got the urge to
become a radio operator. He went to
Omaha, but could
find n o part-time
work to finance his
education, so went
to Chicago.
teen months Thirafter
enrolling at the Chit u t e, cago
heRadiogotInstian
license.
He worked operator's
his way through
the course by "toting" boxes in
the shipping room of a hardware
concern, and later as assistant in
a U. of Chicago biological research laboratory.
Al's first full-time job was making radio parts for Universal
(Continued on page Uh)

At its recent convention The
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Of RADIO NEWS
DIRECTORS awarded to
WOW a plaque for . . .
"OUTSTANDING PREPARATION
AND PRESENTATION
• When 400 men in the
same profession
agree that
OF THE NEWS"
WOW'S news presentation
is the best, it MUST be
Last year the WOW NEWS
DEPARTMENT broadcast,
to the more than 485,000
families
good. in WOW-LAND,
77,237 news stories, an increase of 1,785 stories over
the previous year.
RIGHT NOW NEWS is
the Hottest Advertising
Buy in Radio . . .

RADIO

WOW
OMAHA
FRANK P. FOGARTY, General Manage
JOHN
BLAIR CO., Representative

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

WANT

A

RECEPTIVE

GOOD
AUDIENCE

AT
GOOD

A

LOW

In the

Rochester.

BUY

IN

COST
N.Y.

Area?

PUERTO RICAN advertising agency Publicidad Badillo Inc., San Juan, last
month celebrated its sixth anniversary of service to the island which boasts
the largest per capita consumption of U. S. manufactured goods in the world.
Agency planning board includes (I to r): R. Hernandez, assistant radio director; R. A. Fornier, vice president in charge of production, formerly with
The New York Times; R. Martinez, account executive; S. E. Badillo, president,
and A. R. Moll, vice president, formerly production manager of NBC's International Division, New York.
Agency Beat
(Continued from page 1U)
tries Inc., to Guenther, Brown & Berne Inc., same city, as account
executive.
SAM WOODALL, production manager WINN Louisville, to Krupnick &
Assoc. Inc., St. Louis, in account service department .
JOHN BUTLER, Buchanan & Co., S. P., to Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff,
S. F., as radio and television producer.
JULES KOPP, art director Erwin Wasey & Co., L. A., appointed vice
president.
HAROLD ML SCHNEIDER, president Schneider, Cardon Ltd., Montreal,
has purchased all shares owned by Norman Cardon and has appointed
J. GERALD GALES as senior account executive. Mr. Gales has been
radio director of a Montreal agency.
STEPHEN GOERL ASSOC. Inc., N. Y., elected to membership in
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
GEORGE ALLEN DANCHUK, to Biow Co., Hollywood, as art director
and production manager. Was art director, Sears Roebuck & Co., and
North American Aviation. He succeeds E. C. WILLIAMS, recalled to
active service as officer, Army Engineers.

WHAM

S

"Midni

ght

"
MerryGo-Rou
nd
WHAM'S 11:20 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
coverage
stretches over 23 New York counties, plus the

CLAUDE C. WIMPERLY, senior account executive McKim Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, to manager of Vancouver office of agency.

huge bonus territory you get from a clear

RICHARD VROOMAN, Harry Bonath Art Service, Seattle, to Sidney
Garfield & Assoc., S. F., as art director.

channel at night. There's always a sizable,

I FRED MAY, BBDO, S. F., to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F., as media
and production manager. He replaces FRED BYRON, resigned. WIL: LIAM HOFFINE, treasurer Potts-Turnbull, Kansas City, appointed
I treasurer.

receptive audience tuned to Bob Keefe's platters. And — just to put frosting on this late-

EVERETT DOTEN, account executive Long Advertising Service, S. F.,
' ordered to active duty with Air Force in Washington, D. C.

hour cake— there's a late news summary
midnight and a sports roundup at 12:05.

at

NELSON WINKLESS, copy group chief BBDO, N. Y., to San Francisco
office in same capacity.
JOHN McKENNEY BINGHAM forms new agency under his own name,
formerly known as Toronto office of Russell T. Kelley Ltd. J. HARRY
TITHERINGTON appointed vice-president and IRENE PORTER named
secretary-treasurer of new agency with headquarters at 86 Adelaide
St. East, Toronto.
S. E. ROBERTS Inc., Philadelphia, changes name to H. H. DuBOIS Inc.
JOSEPH P. McLAUGHLIN, director public relations Thomas J. LaBrum,
Phila., opens own agency, The Beacon Agency Inc. JOHN J. McLAUGHLIN, Neal Ivey Agency, Philadelphia, will be associated with
!••> him. SUZANNE ROBERTS, local radio-TV producer, will handle radioff TV production for new firm.
ROY SMITH, DICK EVANS and JACK DOONAN,
(Continued on page 5U )
BROADCASTING
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Shawl Nyeland &

See your Hollingbery man for details about lowest cost availabilities on "Midnight Merry-Go-Round"
The
WHAM

Stromberg-Carlson
Station

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel — 1180 kc
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of Sak

. . .

in addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Mai Glascock has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.

f-j
feature of the meek
SOME advertisers may still prefer newspapers to the complete
preclusion of radio, but in St. Joseph Valley one appliance distributor, heretofore sold only on black
and white, has really pulled out
the stops in its first baptismal
plunge into radio.
This fact is happily reported by
WJVA Mishawaka, Ind., whose
sales manager, Charlie Sharpless,
has wrapped up negotiations with
McCaffery Electric Co., South Bend
Westinghouse distributor, for 10
weekly 15-minute programs on the
station. The contract is for 52
weeks. Mr. Sharpless is radio consultant to the firm.
Signing for the WJVA program
First Radio Use
schedule is J. J. McCaffery Jr., assistant general manager, McCafThe occasion marked the first
fery Electric Co. Looking on are
time that the distributor has inMr. Sharpless (I) and Bob Clancy,
cluded radio in its long-range admerchandise sales manager.
vertising plans. According to
* * *
WJVA, the McCaffery Co. believes
that radio, "with its friendly and closely associate Westinghouse in
entertaining approach with the the minds of present and future
right programming,
will more
buyers of household appliances."

Radio
Market

Data

for
Oakland,
California
1. How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2. How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs,
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.
What does Hooper say?

An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as

^

strictly

convenient as your telephone. Call either National
Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.
Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the
country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

Mr. OGDEN

ce into
bed
radio OGDEN
in 1932'scan entran
be descri
CLIFF
as inauspicious, unpaid but
loud. It was as second tenor of a
male quartet on KFOR Lincoln,
Neb., when he was in high school.
Since then his musical bent, apparent at an early age in the form
of trumpet blowing as well as
singing, has served him in better
stead. He now receives payment
in his present capacity as general
manager of the Broadcast Division
of Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood.
There is no indication as to
Page 16
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business

whether his singing hastened or
hindered his departure from high
school in Lincoln, but he was graduated from there in 1934. Early
schooling was gathered in that city
and Paola, Kan., where he was
born Clifford Eudell Ogden in
1915. Following high school he received further formal education
at Pasadena Junior College, Pasadena, and U. of Nebraska, Lincoln,
where he majored in music.
About this time the urge to get
into radio hit him again and he left
school to go on the road peddling
syndicated shows to stations. The
following year, in 1938, June Carlson, an artist in costume designing
at Paramount Pictures, was influential in making Cliff decide to
desert his bachelorhood and the
call of the open road for a more
stationary job.
In December of that year he
became a salesman at KTMS Santa
Barbara, Calif., where he told one
of the few lies of his otherwise
untarnished career. In order to
become eligible for the $2 weekly
additional salary afforded married
men, Cliff unblushingly told Frank
Webb, then station manager and
now general manager of KFH
Wichita, that he was a member of
that happy group. The following
month he squared things with his
(Continued on page 46)

KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
3. radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
■1. Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.
5. What about KLX results
...and promotion?
Just send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNI/
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

BROADCASTING
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Annoying "Roll-over"— starts up in TV sets when you mix remotes with locals

RCA's TV Genlock TG-45 ends picture slipping when
"lap dissolve" and "superimpose."

you

Good-bye "Roll-over"! The RCA TV
GENLOCK tightly locks your local and
remote sync generators together — instantaneously and automatically.

Now you can lock two entirely different programs together— remote
or local— and hold pictures steady right through switching! No
manual adjustments of phasing to fiddle with. No extra equipment
needed at remote pick-up points. Here's how the GENLOCK works.
Located in your main studio, this simple unit compares the signal
of your remote sync generator with the signal of your local sync
generator. The difference in the phasing of the pulses produces an
"error" signal which locks your local generator as a "slave" to your
remote generator as a master. This enables you to treat remote
signals as local signals— and switch back and forth without picture
"roll-over," no matter where your program originates!
The RCA GENLOCK is simple in design, completely automatic in
operation— "locks-in" much faster than you can switch. It fits any
standard 19-inch TV rack.
Give your programming a lift. Switch as you please between
programs for variety and for special effects. It's easy with a genlock.
For more information call your RCA TV equipment representative.
Or write Dept. 19AE, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.
TELEVISION
RAD

tO

BROADCAST

RCA GENLOCK, Type TG-45. This is
the simple, automatic system that electrically locks two separate television
pick-up systems together.

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

of

AMERICA

In Canada; RCA VICTOR Company Umlttd, Montreal
BROADCASTING
il
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Faces

FOR
T BEATTY
CHAR
By J. FRANK
. BRAND new structure for NAB,
dapting it to serve both aural and
isual stations, is scheduled to
merge this week from the NAB
oard's
winter meeting in Belleair,
'la.
If a workable federation isn't
volved, then the industry faces
rospects of a wide open radio-TV
plit.
It appeared at the weekend, howver, that a series of meetings
tarted Friday night stood a good
hance of producing a formula suitble to NAB's present aural memers and the 70-odd TV stations
iat launched the NAB -TV projct in Chicago Jan. 19 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22].
The reorganization proceedings
ot under way in Miami Friday
vening as the NAB-TV Steering
ommittee, plus other TV board
lembers, began putting in blacknd-white the principles approved
t Chicago.
TV stations are on record with
loud demand for autonomy, and
)ts of it. Many of the stations
mat signed the pledge at Chicago —
erhaps three-fourths of the 107
etwork stations — want to come uner the NAB banner but don't want
ural stations exercising control
ver their own NAB-TV.
Order of Agenda
Because all NAB board actions
his week depend on what's done
bout television, the topic gets top
riority when the board convenes
Wednesday morning. Before the
reek has ended, the following maor problems are to be solved durng the series of board and committee meetings:
0 Chart the NAB and NAB|7V federation.
© Find ways of making it work.
© Get the greatly expanded
broadcast Advertising Bureau
working under full steam.
9 Find a new general manager
or NAB to succeed William B.
•tyan, now slated to become BAB
>resident Feb. 1 under a five-year
ontract.
Q Devise ways of raising perlaps a million dollars to finance
ntAB, NAB-TV and BAB.
# Staff these three operations.
9 Dispose of all the other assoiation business [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 22].
I IROADCASTING

NAB-RADIO-TV
NEW
© And finally, attract all four
a decade have faced so many potentially hazardous issues. At the
TV networks into NAB-TV.
same time, radio and TV officials
At the weekend NBC appeared
throughout the industry have set
ready to go along with NAB-TV,
assuming the Chicago program is the basis for an amicable and unified NAB federation and they enter
carried out. ABC's top staff hasn't
the week determined to settle difyet conferred
that isnetwork's
ferences and start a new era in asnal position. onCBS
waiting fito
sociation affairs.
see what comes out of the Florida
proceedings. DuMont, still having
Friday Session
favorable memories of Television
Broadcasters Assn., wants to see
The NAB-TV Steering Committee was to convene Friday evening
what NAB-TV looks like a week
at Miami on the Verlaine, yacht
from now.
owned by George B. Storer, presiChris J. Witting, DuMont's gendent of Fort Industry Co. Slated
eral manager, told Broadcasting •
Telecasting "DuMont wants to get to attend the meeting, lasting
in NAB-TV, but we won't let TV be through the weekend, were Eugene
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
watered
radio,"
despite the
need for with
a trade
association.
He
chairman of the NAB-TV board,
and Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
recalled TBA did "a fine job" with
New Orleans, vice chairman. Both
a tiny budget. "We're not buying
are NAB-TV directors. With Mr.
anything in advance," he reminded.
At NAB headquarters it was
Storer they comprise the NAB-TV
Steering Committee.
pointed out that the association has
at no time envisioned a merger
Expected to join them at Miami
with TBA but on the other hand
were Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV
was trying to give TV stations a Norfolk, Va., and W. D. Rogers
chance to organize within the fully Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio, both
members of the NAB-TV board.
equipped NAB framework.
Probably few board meetings in The Verlaine is a combination sail

BAB

AIMS

BROADCAST Advertising Bureau
has taken sharp-eyed aim at as
big a sitting duck as a marksman
could want — the chest-thumping
newspaper ads placed by the American Newspaper
Publishers claiming
Assn.'s
Bureau
of Advertising,
Pittsburgh went to pot during the
recent newspaper strike.
The full-page ad, which ran in
many newspapers within the past
few weeks, was headed: "What
Happens when Newspapers Don't
Hit Town?" and, answering its
own question, the Bureau of Advertising listed a host of unhappy developments that BAB, in its
attack, characterizes as "misleading" and full of "hog-wild fallacies."
In the introduction, the BAB
brochure, which will be published
this week, points out that BAB
"doesn't question the importance of
newspapers to any city and its
people . . . but BAB — together
with all radio — does take exception to misleading statements that

• Telecasting

AT

ANPA

pepper this entire advertisement.
Any respect for the intelligence
of public and advertisers alike demands honest presentation of the
true facts. . . . BAB believes that
any thinking executive, whether
advertiser or agencyman, will instantly discern the hog-wild fallacies in this widely published,
chest-thumping
The
brochure was advertisement."
prepared under
the direction of Hugh Higgins,
BAB director.
Contradicts Statement
In its ad, the Bureau of Advertising said: "Business, big and
small, took a beating."
BAB draws on the Nov. 30 issue of the Pittsburgh Business
Review, an authoritative publicationreauof ofthe
U. of Pittsburgh's
Business
Research, forBu-a
contradition to the newspaper bureau's statement. The Review
said :
"Aside from the loss in pay of
the several thousand employes of
the newspapers, the strike ap-

Board

This

Week

and diesel, with radiotelephone.
Armed with results of the weekend conference, members are slated
to fly across Florida to Belleair
Monday morning for the NAB
boardtee finance
meetings. and by-laws commitFrank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president, and Mr. Witting were expected to represent
their networks at Belleair when the
NAB board takes up the reorganization question Wednesday. CBS
and ABC had not indicated at the
weekend they would be represented
at Belleair. Other NAB-TV board
members were invited to take part
if they could make arrangements
in the short time.
How many boards will there be
in NAB and NAB-TV?
A tentative redrafting of the
NAB by-laws would set up an
NAB-Radio board and an NAB-TV
board, though the matter of names
isn't too clear.
These would meet jointly as the
top board of directors, probably
consisting of 25 members of the
present board (minus the two TV
(Continued on page 2U )

Answers

Strike

Ads

parently had little effect on the
total economy in the district."
The next month's issue of the
same publication pointed out that
"business activity in the Pittsburgh district held near record
levels in the first three weeks of
November" — which was during the
strike. The Review also reported
that retail sales in October, also
during the strike, were "relatively high
In
itsforad,thethemonth."
Bureau of Advertising said the sales of 10 department stores took a "nosedive
during newspaperless October."
Comparing October 1950 with October 1948 (rather than with
October 1949, when coal and steel
strikes drastically slowed the retail
market), the bureau said the sales
for
8.6%. these 10 stores were down
BAB points out what the Bureau of Advertising neglected to
mention — that department stores
nationally declined 67c in that
month, and further, BAB says, the
(Continued on page 32)
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and WOL exchanged offices an
facilities, including frequency an
,%""
"7
REGGIE SCHUEBEL, radio
and
television
of Duane
Jones
L
EBEdirector
HU
SC
&
T
WYATagency,
advertising
and John M. (Jack) Wyatt, radio and television
head of Grey Advertising, have resigned their positions effective Feb. 15
to create a new agency seiwice to be known as Wyatt & Schuebel.
The firm will assemble, plan and
produce radio and television programs, including the buying of both
spot and network time for advertising agencies.
Among agency clients already
signed by the organization are
Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., New
York, and Honig-Cooper Co., San
Francisco. Others are to be revealed within a fortnight.
Besides serving as production
consultants for Duane Jones, Wyatt & Schuebel will function, in effect, as the radio and television
departments in New York for outof-town agencies.,
Miss Schuebel, a 20-year veteran
in the industry, has served previously with the Biow Co. where she
innovated the Bulova Watch spot
radio campaign as welkas produced
the Philip Morris programs, includMiss SCHUEBEL
ing Crime Doctor, Johnny Presents,
The Philip Morris Playhouse, and
among others.
What's My Name for Dunhill. For
As executive in charge of radio
Eversharp she produced Take It
and television he has been responsible for such network shows as
Twenty Questions, Robert Montgomery Show, Wrestling ivith Dennis James and Hands of Mystery.
Wyatt & Schuebel has established offices at 40 E. 51st St., the
Penthouse, and will deal directly
with agencies and packagers.
Among the accounts handled by
Doyle Dane Bernbach are BVD,
Croton Watches, Barton's candies,
Book of Knowledge and Ohrbach's.
Honig-Cooper already has assigned to Wyatt & Schuebel, handling of Famous Jury Trials over
DuMont for Swiss Colony Wines.

Mr. WYATT
Or Leave It and for Camels she
created Thanks to the Yanks.
As radio and television director
for the Duane Jones Co., since 1942,
she has supervised the following
programs: We Love and Learn,
Mennen Shave Time and Sweetheart Soap show. Miss Schuebel directed the spot announcement campaigns of the Hudson Paper Co.
and Mueller Products. In addition
she bought and supervised One
Man's Family in television.
Mr. Wyatt, an important radio
figure for 17 years, has recently
held the position of radio and television director at three agencies:
Grey Advertising Co., Cecil & Presbrey and, before that, Buchanan
Co.
During his tenure at the various
agencies he has handled the radio
and television advertising for the
Texas Co., Paramount Pictures,
Philip Morris (daytime programs),
Ronson and the Block Drug Co.,
Page 20
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RIGGIO RETIRES
Leaves American Tobacco
VINCENT RIGGIO, chairman of
the board and a director of the
American Tobacco Co., New York,
last week resigned his post to retire. Mr. Riggio, who is 75, has
completed 44 years with the company, including the last three years
as president and one year as chairman of the board.
Mr. Riggio was named president
succeeding the late George Washington Hill, and was elected chairman of the board on April 7, 1950,
at which time Paul Hahn became
president. No successor to the post
of chairman of the board is expected. Mr. Hahn continues as
president.
Greystone Show
GREYSTONE CORP. (publishing
house) sponsored one-time 10-10:15
a.m. segment of No School Today,
9-11 a.m. over ABC, Jan. 27, to
promote its children's record guild.
Huber Hoge & Sons, New York, is
agency for the publishing house
which also has taken an option for
the following 12 weeks.

WWDC
TO MBS
Becomes Washington Key
WWDC

Washington, 5 kw independent station, will become the
Capital outlet for Mutual Broadcasting System effective March 11,
it was announced last week by network and station officials.
Under terms of the affiliation
agreement, announced Friday by
E. M. Johnson, MBS vice president
in charge of station relations, and
Ben Strouse, WWDC vice president and general manager, WWDC
will serve as Washington origination point for the network, replacing WEAM Arlington, Va. WASHFM continues as MBS' FM affiliate.
WWDC is licensed to Capital
Broadcasting Co.
WWDC studios and engineering
facilities have been utilized by
Mutual for all Capital originations
since February 1950 when MBS
switched its affiliation from WOL
to WEAM.
At that time, WWDC
TWO
FOR ABC
KSO, KSCJ Join June 14
KSO Des Moines and KSCJ Sioux
City will become affiliates of ABC
effective June 14.
KSO, now a CBS affiliate, is a
fulltime station operating with 5
kw on 1460 kc. The station is
owned by Murphy Broadcasting
Co. and is managed by S. H. McGovern. It replaces KRNT Des
Moines which becomes a CBS affiliate in JuneDec.[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
18, 1950].
KSCJ, also a former CBS affiliate, is a fulltime station operating
with 5 kw on 1360 kc. It is owned
and operated by Perkins Brothers
Co. and managed by Eugene T.
Flaherty. Station replaces WNAX
Yankton, which serves the Sioux
City area and became a CBS affiliate.

power
[Broadcasting
ING, Feb.
20, 6, 1950]. • Telecas'
MBS was understood to ha\
made the latest affiliation shift i
the belief that it would recen
better all-around coverage and
more convenient origination poin
WWDC operates with 5 kw ful I
time on 1260 kc, with location { I
1627 K St., NW,
Washingtoi I
former power, wave-length and 1< I
cation of WOL.
WEAM is a.|
signed 1390 kc with 5 kw dire I
tional, with offices in Arlingtoi
Va.
Participating in arrangemenl
for the affiliation were, in additio
to Messrs. Johnson and Strous
Robert Carpenter, eastern directc
of station relations for MBS, an
Thomas M. Dowd, of the law fin
of Pierson & Ball, Washington.

FEW ELECTED
Liggett & Myers Presider
BENJAMIN F. FEW, director an
senior vice president of Liggett <
Myers Tobacco Co., has been electe
President of the firm succeedin
J. W. Andre
who, pursuant 1
the
ment company'
plan,retire
willI
empolyes'
retire effecti\ i
Feb. 1.
Mr. Few ha 1
company
since th';l
h: }
been with
graduation froi
Mr. Few
college in 191*
For the past se^
eral years he had directed th
company's advertising.
Zach Toms, secretary of the con
pany, was elected vice presider
and L. D. Thompson, head of th
purchasing department, was name
a director of the company at th
board meeting.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid H
"WOF regrets it is unable to present today's Congressional proceeding
on the grounds that broadcasts and telecasts are discouragiv
attendance . . ."
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

Meet

Set

BOOKa^
TV BLUE
ORDERS
FCC
but others argue that a sharper
WITH TIME on its hands because
those applicable to TV, due to in- line
of demarcation is needed.
herent differences between the
a if defense emergency, the FCC has
two media.
: decided on another bold venture
On the question of radio adverApart from numerous complaints
tising, FCC's 1946 Blue Book said:
nto station programming — a Blue
. . . The evidence . . . warrants
M Book on TV [Closed Circuit, Jan. which FCC claims to have rethe conclusion that some stations durceived from viewers — complaints
. [ 22].
ing some or many portions of the
It will meet today (Monday) to against the scheduling of crime or
broadcast day have engaged in adverubber-stamp
procedures in its horror shows during children's
tising excesses which are incompativiewing hours, for example, or
a project to evolve programming
ble with their public responsibilities,
and which threaten the good name of
rt principles, in a move that is cer- against the length of some combroadcasting itself.
M :ain to arouse strong protests from
mercials — educators' one - week
As the broadcasting industry itself
survey of New York TV programpoth industry and Congressional
ming which was submitted in the has insisted, the public interest clearnenj[fluarters.
educational TV hearing last week
ly requires that the amount of time
Though the mechanics remained
to advertising matter shall
(story page 63) is expected to add devoted
jjj;;o be decided, it appeared certain
bear a reasonable relationship to the
: that the study — on the public fuel to the Blue Book movement,
amount of time devoted to programs.
ji service responsibilities of televi- though the survey report was
Accordingly, in its application forms
fcftion stations — would be labelled a sharply challenged by commercial
the Commission will request the ap:ooperative venture in which the broadcast representatives.
plicant to state how much time he
dews of all TV stations would be
TV commercials may receive exproposes to devote to advertising
haustive examination, and some of matter in any one hour.
solicited.
This by itself will not, of course,
Promptly forthcoming will be an the definitions spelled out in the result
in the elimination of some of
prder calling a conference of all radio Blue Book may be overthe
particular
excesses described [in
hauled.
,jerr TV licensees for May, to consider
the Blue Book]. This is a matter
One
question
already
has
been
orinciples applicable to TV comin which self-regulation by the inraised: When is a TV commercial
■nercial operation. The announcedustry may properly be sought and
not
a
commercial?
That
is,
does
1 ment is being made post-haste beindeed expected. The Commission
has
no
desire to concern itself with
cause 49 TV licenses are up for re- the use of a sponsor's name or
some similar advertising device as the particular length, content, or irrilewal for the customary one-year
background material, where it is
period, on Feb. 1. In 44 instances,
tating qualities of particular comin sight during some or all of the merical plugs.
the staff has raised questions about
The Commission has professed
regular program presentation, con|? :ommercialism, while in five technistitute acommercial ? Station op- to claim no authority to set the
:al or allocations factors are inerators contend that it does not, ratio of commercial programs to
volved.
At first, the staff wanted to issue temporary renewals, but the
FCC majority vetoed that. The
: -:.
%erra
Blue Book" permeated the
FCC's discussions, and apparently
NEW
McFARLAND
BILL
:he same standards of a maximum
A
NEW
McFARLAND
bill
to
It was learned that FCC ChairJl'pf 80 % commercial would be used
streamline FCC procedures was
man Wayne Coy, who testified last
as the yardstick. The FCC majorAugust before the House Interstate
ity apparently was sold on the proj- sent to the Senate last week des& Foreign Commerce Committee on
tined for early approval — possibly
2ct as an "exploratory" one. CerHR 4251 as amended by the Senate,
early this week.
: tain members
wanted to move
huddled with Sens. McFarland and
Its 1951 debut on the legislative
M warily because of the repercusscene was greeted with high hopes
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), Commerce
: "f sions to the AM Blue Book of 1946.
in some quarters as prelude to the committee chairman, on the same
Deal in Categories
enacting by Congress of the first day the bill was introduced.
Such factors as triple-spotting,
communications legislation
During the discussion of the bill,v
plunging necklines, women's shop- major
since 1934.
it was understood the trio agreed
per's programs, horror shows during early evening hours, all came
Sparkplugged by its sponsor and
that in the light of present world
author, Senate Majority Leader
into the FCC's discussion. It was
conditions perhaps less strenuous
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
decided to avoid specific programs
objection would be forthcoming
the bill was introduced in the upper
from the Commission.
but to deal in categories and overall balance.
chamber Tuesday and reported
It is believed that although the v
Tentative plans for the project unanimously by the full Senate
Commission does not intend to scutInterstate & Foreign Commerce
were approved before Chairman
tle its oft-stated Opposition to secCommittee a day later.
Wayne Coy left last week on a longtions of the McFarland version,
Except for its number, the new/ the FCC may take the position that
delayed vacation tour of the Southwest. He expects to return in bill (S 658) is virtually identical^ differences can be reconciled in
with its predecessors, S 1973 and
early March. The plan, a month
joint House-Senate conference.
in the works at the staff level, was
HR 4251, which passed the Senate'
Close House Examination
brought before the FCC by" its law spectively
Aug. 9, 1949in and
1950 re-'
the July
81st26,Congress.
Bureau, which spawned the conThat
the House committee will
troverted AM Blue Book.
Both bills also bore the sponsorship
look
closely
at the new bill was
of Sen. McFarland, who chairmans
The conference plan was underpointed up by Commerce Committee
the Commerce radio subcommittee
stood to have been agreed upon
Chairman Robert Crosser (D-Ohio)
in the Senate.
after proposals for full-dress hear• TeleWhile the bills (HR 4251 was an who toldcastingBroadcasting
ings on particular stations' applithat the measure would be
cations encountered stern opposi- amendment to a House-passed
measure and modified S 1973 only "x-rayed" by the committee's staff.
tion from some of the CommisChairman Crosser recalled the
sioners.
slightly to bring its provisions up
to date) twice passed the Senate, stiff opposition to the bill expressed
Among the "problems" concernthe measures faltered in the House. by the Commission in the last Coning the Commission, it was underOptimism rides high with those
gress and its recommendations prestood, are "program balance," alsented to the committee in the form
leged excessive commercialism in most closely associated with the
-some instances, the "taste" of McFarland Bill's legislative wel- of a "model bill." It is presumed
fare. They felt that FCC, which
.some programs and programming
that the committee again will consult with key staff members of the
practices, and, generally, the prob- had voiced objection to certain provisions of the measure, may be FCC in working out its staff report,
lem of differentiating between
which Rep. Grosser said probably
principles applicable to radio and more receptive this session.
BROADCASTING
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sustaining programs in radio, except that it considers "a reasonable proportion" of sustaining
time to be "one standard of operapublic radio
interest."
Yettion inittherequires
applicants
to break down their program proposals to show the percentage of
each type, and, generally, proposals
to sell more than 80% of program
time are regarded as suspect.
Thus far TV applicants have not
been required to make such a
breakdown on application forms —
a subject which itself may receive
attention at any forthcoming FCCstations conference.
Different Problems
Though FCC authorities appear
to recognize, at least partially, that
there are many differences between radio and TV techniques and
problems, the Commission in its
radio Blue Book cited four program service factors which it considered particularly pertinent in
evaluation of broadcasting in the
public interest. These were:
(1) The carrying of sustaining programs, including network sustaining
programs, with particular reference
to the retention by licensees of a
proper discretion and responsibility
for maintaining a well-balanced program structure; (2) the carrying of
local live programs; (3) the carrying
of programs devoted to the discussion
of public
issues, andexcesses.
(4) the elimination of advertising
Goes

To

Senate

would be requested before any committee action is taken.
In the Senate committee report,^
Sen. McFarland stressed that the
entire field of FCC's structure — the
administrative and appellate procedure— has long been subject to
severe criticism by special and
select Congressional investigative
committees and has come under the
Senate Commerce subcommittee
and House Commerce Committee/
spotlight.
The Senator pointed out that no
attempt was made to deal with any
changesfects radio
in FCC
as it afor TV "policy"
broadcasting
or
with that affecting common carriers.
But far from closing the door to
"such atorpolicy
provisions,"
Senscored current
studiesthewhich
are being "further pursued" on
policy matters. And, he added,
". . . in the field of radio the subject of most pressing importance
today is the functioning of the
Reviewing the history of the
Commission."bill, which would set
procedural
"deadlines" for FCC action on applications and provide for changes
in FCC administration, Sen. McFarland pointed up its 10 year history of investigation, study, hearing and report-making by various
committees, subcommittees, select
and special Congressional groups.
For the past seven years alone,
he explained, the Senate Commerce
(Continued on page 3U)
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Sales

Grow

Big

With

While

TWO ANNIVERSARIES marking major milestones in all-night radio
will be observed in Chicago within the next month. WIND's Night
Watch becomes 15 years old Feb. 6 and Atlas Brewing Co. on March
1 will celebrate its ninth birthday as the dominant sponsor of this oldest
of Chicago night-owl shows.
than during conventional daytime
The 60-year-old Atlas 1 firm has
listening periods.
"hogged" the WIND Night Watch
nine years for good reason. Its
Chicago was not always a "night
shift" town, but veered sharply in
33 participating spot announcethat direction after Pearl Harbor
ments nightly, costing approximately $22,000 a year, have when war plants started sprouting throughout the metropolitan
brought results. Atlas, strictly a
area. Noting the heavy all-night
local concern, is currently reported
traffic to and from plants, and
the No. 2 beer in Chicago sales.
well
aware of radio's usefulness
But what makes Atlas Brewing's
as a moral-builder in industry,
Night Watch
WIND Commercial Manager John
story so phenomT. Carey seized upon the opportuenal is the comnity to extend the Night Watch,
paratively low
then only four hours long, throughcost of sponsorout the night. Mr. Carey's sale to
ship. In 1950 the
Atlas Brewing of three participatcompany spent
ing spots nightly in every 25
$265,000 for raminute period soon followed.
dio of which
Not many months later Time
Night Watch
got less than
magazine
praised WIND's Night
Mr. Carey
Watch as "the best late show
10%.
Yet the
beamed at war workers in the 1,500
show draws up to
4,000 pieces of mail weekly and is plants which operate 24 hours a
day around Chicago."
credited by the Atlas advertisingmanager, August C. Gomer, with
Listener Response
doing "one of our most effective
Takes Varied Forms
advertising jobs."
In its 15 years on the air, the
"We are so sold on spot commercials of the type used on the show, a combination of news,
Night Watch that we plan to add variety recorded music and emcee
several said.
new ones during 1951," Mr. small-talk, has drawn an unusual
Gomer
assortment of phone calls, teleRadio is increasing in popularity
grams and mail from many sectoins of the country. A group of
at Atlas Brewing at the expense
North Dakota convicts on night
of at least one other medium — outdoor advertising — according to duty, were steady listeners for
years. A Florida man reported
figures for 1949 and 1950 released
that the love songs played on the
to Broadcasting • Telecasting
program had helped him patch up
last week. In 1949 the company
spent $91,000 for billboards and a broken romance. But on the
other hand, a young New England
other outdoor displays. Last year
lady who had been jilted requested
the figure had dropped to $85,000.
that the WIND Night Watchman
Atlas' overall radio budget in 1949
dedicate such numbers to her erstwas $250,868, as compared with
$265,000 last year.
while boyfriend as "Youse Is a
If Atlas were to buy all-night
VipeiV "Aw You Dawg," and
radio in any other big U. S. city, "Cheatin' On Me."
A member of the Horlick Malted
its story might not be as good as
in Ghicago. The "Windy City" is Milk family, William Horlick Jr.
of Racine, Wis., was a steady Night
desirable from the radio adverWatch listener for years, often
tisers viewpoint because it has
hundreds of thousands of night- wiring in a request for "The Blue
shift workers. And there is conDanube." Mr. Horlick once sent
siderable saving in buying time in each member of the WIND night
the wee hours as rates are lower
staff a shipment of Horlick prodJanuary
29,
1951
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Down

ucts, "a midnight lunch to keep
A typical letter to the Night
Watchman
you awake." was from a listener
who noted that "the death of my
father, plus the marriage of the
girl I love, have given me many
sleepless nights, which your fine
programs have done much in helping me pass through."
Industrial Salutes
Proved Popular Feature
During the war Night Watch
honored a different industrial plant
each Monday, Wednesday and Friday on a "Salute to Industry" program. News about workers, plant
activities and descriptive information not subject to censorship, as
well as recordings requested by
plant personnel, was included in
the half-hour period. Plant executives were enthusiastic about
this show.
The Night Watch has had a long
list of Watchmen, most of whom
were young at the time they
worked the show and since have
become better known industrywise. The roster includes Jerry
White, Allen Thomson, Brooks
Connally, Riley Jackson, Bob Diller,
Don Faust, Doug Bruce, Russ
Widoe, Claude Kirchner, Russ
Salter, Jack Drees and Jim Lounsbury. Present emcee is 26-yearold Larry Berrill. Mr. Kirchner,
now ringmaster of ABC's Super
Circus on TV, presided over the
show when it originated in Isbell's
Restaurant, one of Chicago's gayest
niteries, in the fall of 1941. Earlier
that year a Radio Guide nationwide
poll placed
Night Watch
seventh in its the
standings,
outranking
any late broadcast in the country.
About the same time National Advertiser's Marketing Service reported that more than 50% of all
radios tuned in after midnight were
dialed to WIND.
Pulse has ranked

Mr. BERRILL
the program either first or second
sistently.
among Chicago's night shows conAtlas Brewing's commercials — ;
most of them musical — have largely
stolen the Night Watch show during the past decade. For years the
phrase "Atlas Prager — got it?
Atlas Prager — GET IT!" was i
popular, both in announcements
and sung with a brass band. Presently a ditty praising "The Better
Beer That's Bitter-Free" is in
vogue. The word "Prager" has
been part of the product name of
Atlas and its predecessor companies for many years because the
founders of the company originally
came from Prague.
The Night Watch has not been 1
entirely an Atlas show, however. 1
Through the years WIND sales- I
men have placed dozens of spon- I
sors on the all-night schedule. I
Current co-sponsors are Ruby I
Chevrolet, with 12 spots and 39 r
five minute on-the-half-hour news- ■
(Continued on page 30)
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Dept., RCA Victor Div., is currently a key assistant to Maj. Gen.
William H. Harrison, chief of the
Defense Production Administration, charged with jurisdiction over
allocations, priorities and requisitioning of materials.
Mr. Paley's commission is directed specifically to "make an
objective inquiry into all major
aspects of the problem of assuring
an adequate supply of production
materials for our long-range needs
and to make recommendations
which will assist ... in formulating a comprehensive policy on such

NAMED
PALEY
NSRB, and other government units.
FACED with the spectre of bottleHe
will serve without compensaggrowin
my
necked civilian econo
als
tion. Operating expenses will be demateri
raw
of
ges
shorta
of
out
frayed from an emergency fund.
! urgently needed for electronics and
Others named to the commission
Trudent
Presi
,
ction
produ
other
man last week named William S. include: George R. Brown, Houston,
Tex., engineer and businessman;
Paley, CBS board chairman, to Arthur H. Bunker, partner in
ry
ng" the
adviso
Lehman Bros., New York investa "trail
1ft head"
long
study
will-blazi
body upwhich
ment firm; Edward S. Mason, dean
k.
outloo
d
deman
and
range supply
of the Graduate School of Public
Mr. Paley, whose appointment
Administration, Harvard U.; Eric
was announced last Monday, asHodgins, author and former editor
Long-range Outlook
n
five-ma
sumes chairmanship of a
of Fortune magazine.
materials."
The commission will look into
,
Materials Policy Commission
Trend to Defense Service
long-range outlook for requirewhich will report directly to the
within
n
ments, supply, extent of shortages,
functio
will
It
President.
Mr. Paley's acceptance of the
post marked the appointment of
consistency and adequacy of existive Office of the PresiExecut
the
dent.
ing government policies, plans and
another top-level radio executive
to government service in recent
programs, and "consistency and
As a "task force," the new group
weeks. Lewis Allen Weiss, former
adequacy of private industry pracwill study production materials
board
chairman
of
Don
Lee,
has
and above immedi'A | problems over
Executive director of the comreported to National Production
Against an emergency backdrop,
ate defense needs and will report
mission, working with Mr. Paley,
Mr. Paley in Washington begins
Authority as administrative con"within the next six to nine
is Philip Combs, economist and
to chart the course of the new
sultant
in
the
newly-created
Office
prowho
President,
months" to the
consultant in private industry. The
of Civilian Requirements. He will
Materials Policy Commission.
mised to formulate a "comprecommission,
according to Mr.
tices."
assist
Nelson
Miller,
division
chief,
*
*
*
hensive" policy on raw materials.
Combs,
will
function
as a nonup the section and ad- Hughes Aircraft Co. [Closed CirIn a letter to Mr. Paley the in setting
operating
agency
with
a small
cuit,
Jan.
15].
vise
on
functions
relating
to
civilas
s
President described material
staff. An organizational meeting
ian
appeal
cases.
Mr.
Weiss
is
Walter W. Watts, vice president
"one of the crucial problems facing
(Continued on page 30 )
on leave of absence from the in charge of Engineering Products
the nation" and declared:
"We cannot allow shortages of
materials to jeopardize our national security nor to become a
bottleneck to our economic expansion."
Shortages of raw materials have
Newspaper Group Warned
BACK'
IS
RADIO
—
the
medium
that
refused
O
DI
RA
'
other
zines
and
the
fear
among
advertisand
cs
|J sorely beset electroni
ideasonlyabhorrent."
possible safeguard to
to be buried — "is back, as big as
ing
men
that
papers
will
not be bad"The
*' manufacturers and commanded the
life
on
the
local
as
well
as
the
able
to
fulfill
schedules
because
of
attention of top government agenatime
company's
earned
position"
of shortage
or when
goods inarea
cies as well as industry advisory
newsprint shortages.
national front."
removed from the margroups over the past six months.
Newspaper Advertising ExecuThe day before (Monday), Fair- completely
is through advertisement of
tives Assn., meeting last week in
Mr. Paley's organization is exfax Cone, board chairman of Foote, brand ket names,
he asserted. However,
Cone & Belding, appeared as key
pected to work closely with MuniChicago's Edgewater Beach Hotel,
"unlimited
use
of institutional adtions Board, National Production
not only heard that blunt concesspeaker on the opening agenda of
vertising
by
new
advertisers (adAuthority, Defense Production Adsion from Howard S. Barnes, di- the three-day sessions.
vertisers without record in any
ministration, the Office of Defense
rector of the Bureau of AdvertisAdvertising in 1951, "vital to suc- given field) takes unfair advantage
Mobilization and other departing, American Newspaper Publishcess," will operate both as a pro- of earned position and should be
ments.
ers Assn., but also heard the foretective force to preserve brand
cast of the ANPA executive that names and product reputation and carefully restricted," he said.
Set Up Contacts
Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
"The thing is to hold restrictions
The commission also will deal
as "our straightest, strictest, purest
under the leadership of William B.
to
proper cases and not to all insti'directly with private groups, such
means
is destined to do effective
clared. of communication," he de,j as Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., Ryan,
tutional copy." which Mr. Cone deAdvertising,
requesting basic data relating to work in the rough, competitive
Discusses Economy
scribed as "self-purifying," can
use of aluminum, copper, cobalt,
fight for the 1951 advertising dolnickel and other materials. Other
"get into the business of selling
Mr. Cone, outlining "Advertising
lar. [Ed. Note— Story on BAB's
in the New Economy," explained ideas, probably — -and certainly on
industries will, of course, be ap- barrage against ANPA ad claims
in Pittsburgh strike is on page 19]. advertising
operate
"in anto the record — the hardest thing there
proached for facts and figures.
entirely new must
climate,
in helping
r dnrto sell. We can sell against chisMr. Paley, who had been mensell American philosophy, its morale is
Another threat to newspapers'
: :«
by bringing chiseling out in
position as an advertising medium
tioned prominently for governand ideas, and in keeping brand elers
the open, and pointing the fair,
is television, declared Mr. Barnes,
ment duty since last month
alive." He warned, however,
right way. We can sell against any
who discounted the possibility of names
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 18, 1950],
r3tS \ will
the new "climate" may frequently
black market, by bringing it up,
devote
most
all
of
his
time
set production slowdown weakenbe "hostile" to business, selling and too, out into the open and pointing
Pre*
to his new duties during the next
ing video's position. "No matter
advertising — "to business because the end results. And we can make
what happens to set production,
six or more months, it was underhostility to business on almost any
TV is going to spellbind a lot of basis makes good politics; to sell- an absentee a traitor to all honest
stood. He had conferred periodadvertisers. It's going to sop up
ing on the grounds that selling in a
if we will."
~i) ically dent
in recent
weeks with
Presia lot of dollars that used to go to time of shortages is unnecessary, workers, Enlarge
Truman, Stuart
Symington,
Production
Arno
H.
Johnson, vice president
,'3f j chairman, National Security Reand to advertising on the basis that
other media."
sources Board, and other top-level
and director of media and research
it is economically unsound when
Newspapers, to meet the comgovernment aides.
for J. Walter Thompson, speaking
petitive situation, must develop
selling
is
not
needed
to
sell
goods."
During World War II Mr. Paley new sources of advertising revenue
to the group Monday, said the total
Citing the need for "a temporary
held the rank of colonel, serving and keep present customers sold, planned
economy, confined to vital economy of the country can be exin the Psychological Warfare Di- he said. Whether total newspaper
factors," Mr. Cone said advertising
panded by enlarging production as
vision of SHAEF. He was named
as consumption. To hold the
advertising dollars are "up, down
can help
in two
ways. the
"It position
can be well
CBS board chairman in January
line
for
the civilian economy, the
used
boldly
to
keep
or equal," newspapers are going to '
1946.
clear and to confine controls, by country needs to provide a wider
bump
into
the
"roughest,
toughest
The CBS board chairman will competition this business has ever telling the truth about consequences
base for taxes, remove the basic
headquarter in Room 484, Old
seen," Mr. Barnes said. In addi- wherever these may be in doubt, cause of inflation, pay for more
State Bldg., which houses the Extion to radio and television, newsarmament
and by helping to sell ideas, to make
of living. and raise the standard
ecutive Office of the President,
papers must compete with magaright ideas understood and make
Telecasting
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Chart for New NAB
(Continued from page 19)
directors-at-large who are to be
eliminated) plus the 11 members
of the new NAB-TV board (it will
be 13 if all four networks join).
NAB President Justin Miller now
sits as chairman at NAB board
meeting's and can break a tie.
But at this point another plan
comes in — an Executive Committee consisting of the NAB president
plus three members from each of
the two boards. ' Such a committee is not provided in the first dedraft of the NAB by-laws. The
three NAB-TV Steering Committee
members likely would represent
NAB-TV on such an executive
group.
All this is complicated, many
members feel. They add that a
board of 35 or more members is
too bulky for efficient operation.
On the other hand it is pointed out
that most of the decisions will be
made by the two separate boards,
with a minimum of work for the
joint board.
The question of money will be
important this week — money to
run NAB-Radio, NAB-TV and
BAB.
Budget Consideration
At the weekend it appeared the
board would be offered a budget
just short of $550,000 to run NAB
during the fiscal year starting
April 1. This is based on anticipated dues of perhaps $500,000
from radio stations.
A minimum budget of nearly
$75,000 was being considered last
week for NAB-TV provided the
video association is developed from
the present NAB TV Dept. Another $15,000 or so might be needed
for board and committee meetings.
That's a bare-bones NAB-TV
picture, adding up to around $85,000 or $90,000.
It doesn't pay NAB anything
for overhead and use of labor,
legal, public affairs, government,
research and other activities. That
will take another $50,000 or $60,000, at least, it is felt.
Totaled, these TV items reach
roughly $140,000, and added to the
$540,000 regular NAB budget could
approach $700,000.
Now, supposing NAB-TV decides
to have a paid head receiving $25,000 or more a year, plus ambitious
projects desired by the membership. That can raise the $140,000
for NAB-TV quite considerably —
perhaps to $200,000 or more.
But there's still BAB. Allowing
BAB at least $300,000 for the fiscal
year as it attains greater autonomy
next April 1, the NAB, TV and
BAB budgets could total close to a
million dollars.
However, this sum pays for two
major trade association projects —
associations for radio and television, plus a radio sales-promotion
operation.
Under present NAB planning,
BAB is to operate purely on behalf of aural radio. NAB-TV will
have to do its own sales promoting,
perhaps setting up a department
similar to the former NAB Broadcast Advertising Dept. which prePage 24 • January 29, 1951

could acept the BAB presidenc
while under contract to NAB.
"This was done principally i
case NAB wanted me to serve i
an advisory capacity for a shof
time after becoming president c
BAB Feb. 1, realizing the pro):
lems involved in adapting NAB t
expand its services to television.
"The NAB board will determin
if my contract with NAB is to b
terminated at this time, and if m
leave will end April 1. The actio
was taken to provide interim serv

SYMBOLSZJNG the goal of a two-day radio sales clinic in New York, Worth
Kramer, manager of WJR Detiott, lifts "Sales in 1951." Aiding him are
(! to r) John F. Patt, president of WJR, KMPC Los Angeles and WGAR Cleveland; Robert 0. Reynolds, manager of KMPC; Carl George, manager of
WGAR; Mr. Kramer; Edward Petry, president, and Larry Field, assistant
eastern sales manager, of Edward Petry 8t Co., New York. Announcing the
highest sales during 1950 in the histories of WJR and WGAR, and substantial gains for KMPC, Mr. Patt set a new and higher sales goal for the three
stations in 1951.
The clinic is expected to become a semi-annual event.
ceded BAB. The NAB board moved
TV sales promotion out of BAB at
its meeting last November when
the whole NAB-TV project, conceived by Mr. Ryan, was set in
motion.
The NAB-TV board, or Steering
Committee (which is authorized to
act for the board), will decide what
to do about TV dues. A flat fee or
rate card plan has been proposed,
with alternative formulas based
on income and other elements. In
any case the dues must bring in
enough money from an estimated
75 or more members to operate
NAB-TV and pay the service fee
to NAB headquarters.
Integration of Staff
The personnel problem is a major
one. It is tied into the structural
format by which NAB-Radio and
NAB-TV are woven into a single
federation.
First the board must elect a successor to Mr. Ryan as NAB general
manager. Mr. Ryan becomes president of Broadcast Advertising
Bureau Feb. 1, possibly with a fiveyear contract, if the NAB board
accepts his resignation from a contract that still has over two years
to run.
Fate of BAB in the NAB structure involves a number of problems. The BAB Inc. board
"drafted" Mr. Ryan Jan. 4 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8]
and NAB President Miller gave
him a "leave of absence." This
leave, according to Mr. Ryan, is
designed merely to give NAB access to his advisory services during
the next few weeks of reorganization. The BAB board is to meet
this week.
Some NAB members have objected to the Ryan shift on the
ground he is needed at NAB. Others feel that proposed expansion
of BAB into a vastly enlarged
operation will not be necessary in
view of the changing media-advertising picture.
Who will be the top man at
NAB-TV?

Many of those who signed up
at the NAB-TV organization meeting figure they will have a ranking
industry leader as full-time general manager, director, president
or whatever title is used. They
want the NAB-TV board to be the
court of last resort in NAB-TV
affairs.
Other feel present NAB video
operation could be enlarged into
an efficient and economical association with access to the overall
NAB departmental services. They
see no need for a fulltime big-name
official to head NAB-TV.
Involved in all this thinking is
the power to be vested in the NAB
president. Suggestion has been
made that the president become
chairman of the NAB board. Some
TV elements want the head of
NAB-TV to be top man, reporting
only to the NAB-TV board.
When the BAB Inc. board meets
during the week under Mr.
Swezey's chairmanship it will take
up where it left off in Chicago
Jan. 19. At that time, it was
understood, the idea of a five-year
contract for Mr. Ryan met apRyan Vacancy
proval.
Some board members are said
to feel that NAB suffers a serious
loss with departure of Mr. Ryan.
They argue he will be hard to
replace as general manager and
give him credit for pulling the
association out of a dangerous predicament last spring and summer.
Many sharp changes have been
made in the headquarters operation, with economies effected. Some
feeling was noted that he is under
a three-year NAB contract and
hasn't
term. yet served a third of the

Ryan added that he wi
iceMr.
to NAB."
submit
his resignation as genert
manager to the NAB board thi
week. The board can specify ho1
long the leave will be. The BA1
board will decide details of BA!
expansion. Mr. Ryan envisions
million-dollar BAB within two c
three years, as conceived by th
NAB board when the BAB separt
tion idea was approved last sun
mer.One of the industry names mer
tioned in connection with directio
of NAB-TV is Leo J. Fitzpatricl
pioneer broadcaster, majority owr
er of WGR Buffalo and TV cor
sultant. Another is Thad H. Browi
TBA counsel and member of th
firm of Roberts & Mclnnis.
For a time it was thought NA
might name a staff member t
succeed Mr. Ryan. Recently, hov>
ever, interest seemed to be turnin
toward someone outside NAB.

RTMA

AGENDA

Set for Chicago Feb. 13-1
MOBILIZATION problems and e>
pansion of Radio-Television Mfr:
Assn. with a paid, fulltime pres
dent top the agenda of the RTM.
mid-winter conference to be hel
Feb. 13-15 at Chicago. A score c
committee meetings will be held.
Climax will come on the final da
when the board is expected to nam
a president. Mentioned most frc
quently for the post is Glen Mc
Daniel, RCA vice president [Close
Circuit, Jan. 8]. Robert C. Spragu
current RTMA president, has bee
serving until a fulltime executiv
could be obtained. He head
Sprague Electric Co. Max F. Ba.
com, Sylvania Electric Products, i
head of the RTMA Reorganizatio
Committee.
The Joint Electronics Industr
Committee, headed by F. R. Lacl
Western Electric Co., and the Ele<
tronic Parts Mobilization Commii
tee, of which A. D. Plamondon Jr
Indiana Steel Products Co., an
R. E. Laux, General Instrumer
Corp., are co-chairmen, will subm
reports to the board.
The opening day's list of con
mittee meetings include the Advei
tising Committee, Set Divisioi
headed by L. E. Pettit, Generi
Electric Co.; Industry Statistic
Committee, of which Frank
Mansfield, Sylvania Electric Proc
ucts, is chairman; FM Policy Con
mittee, headed by John W. Craij
Crosley Division. Committee an
division meetings will continu
Wednesday.

Mr. Ryan told Broadcasting •
Telecasting: "It was never contemplated that I would have a
protracted leave of absence from
NAB when the BAB board elected
me to the presidency. The BAB
board arranged with the president
of NAB to grant me a leave so I
BROADCASTING
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Who's Who on the NAB-TV Board
Campbell Arnoux
OF New England and Virginia
ancestry, Campbell Arnoux had
his radio baptism at WBAP Fort
it Worth with Harold Hough. He
had joined the Fort Worth Stara Telegram in 1922 after emerging
from World War I service as a
juvenile world traveler and Red
Cross worker.
When the news~ found
paper started
WBAP,
Arnoux
himself a stationMr.manager.
Two years later he was named
manager of the then new KTHS
BAlijHot Springs, Ark.
After nine
■- years he joined Norfolk Newspa- 1 pers Inc. as manager of WTAR.
1 He joined the NAB board in 1944,
serving six years.
He has been
active in ASCAP negotiations as
: NAB Music Committee chairman.
In 1946 he represented NAB at the
: Inter-American association organization meeting at Mexico City. He
■ belongs to Rotary, Norfolk Assn.
w of Commerce, Norfolk Orchestral
"Assn., Executives Club, Boy Scouts
and has held high office in each.
Harry Bannister
AS general manager of WWJ-TV
: Detroit, Harry Bannister has carried long broadcast experience into
the joint radio-TV operation. Born
in 1894 in New York City, he
served in the Army in World War
I; sold motion pictures three years;
sold drugs four years for American
Druggists Syndicate, and candy
t: two years for Park & Tilford. Next
moved to duPont as a paint and
'] ' varnish
for infour
Entered salesman
radio selling
1931years.
and
•e''' soon joined the WJR Detroit sales
' staff. Joined WWJ as salesman on
• Jan. 1, 1932, and became sales raan:a!E ager three years later, rising to
5 general manager in November
4 1941. He was an NAB board
member 1949-50.
LOSES j
Harold Hough
itivft!
AN Oklahoma Sooner turned
Texan, Harold Hough is vice president-director of Carter PublicaadoM
tions in Fort Worth, serving as
general manager of the WBAP
radio and TV operations as well as
circulation manager of the StarTelegram. Born 1887 in Mulvana,
Kan., his family moved to Oklahoma the next year. He joined the
Star-Telegram in 1912. Known as
the "Hired Hand," he owns and
runs Hired Hand's Mule Ranch; is
corj, chairman of Hough Properties
Assn., Oklahoma City, and is a Mason, Shriner, Knights of Pythias,
■ =Gl ii Worthian. Industry offices include
former NAB treasurer; Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service
treasurer; chairman NewspaperRadio Committee 1941-45; member
ABC Affiliates Committee 1941-47;
president International Circulation
Managers Assn. 1928.
BROADCASTING

Clair R. McCollough
GENERAL manager of the Steinman stations, Clair McCollough
has been active in industry affairs
for more than a score of years.
He was founder and first president
of Pennsylvania Broadcasters
Assn.; served as NAB board member as representative of District 3
and director-at-large for small stations, whose rights he has championed. He took part in industry
negotiations covering legislation,
music copyright and labor matters.
His many committee chairmanships
include the NBC Stations Planning
& Advisory Committee. Mr. McCollough started with the Lancaster Intelligence)- as a carrier
boy in 1913. During prep school
and college he worked in newspaper
offices. After the Intelligencer acquired WGAL Lancaster in 1929
he became interested in radio and
managed WDEL-WILM Wilmington, Del. As the Steinman-owned
group acquired other stations Mr.
McCollough put them on the air.
He is a Rotarian, Mason, Shriner
and has numerous other fraternal
and social affiliations.
* * *
Paul Raibourn
AS ONE of the founders of Television Broadcasters Assn., Paul
Raibourn served that association
as a board member. He represents
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles on the
NAB-TV board. Born Dec. 14,
1896, he was graduated from U. of
Illinois as an electronic engineer
and from Columbia U. with a postgraduate degree in economics. After
serving in the Air Forces during
World War I he joined Bell Telephone Labs as an engineer. From
Bell he moved to Paramount Pictures as an economist. At present
he is vice president and director
of Paramount; treasurer and^ director of Allen B. DuMont Labs;
president of Paramount TV Productions (wholly owned subsidiary), and board chairman and
director of Chromatic Television
Labs (Paramount subsidiary).
W. D. Rogers Jr.
PROMINENT in Southwest advertising circles for many years, W.
D. Rogers Jr. is vice president and
general manager as well as one of
the owners of KEYL (TV) San
Antonio. Previously he was general sales and advertising manager
of Coca Cola Bottling Co., West,
Texas. He is past president of
the Lubbock Ad Club and Sales
Executives Club; former director
and past secretary-treasurer of
Toastmasters International Club of
Lubbock; past director of Lubbock
Lions Club. During World War II
he served in the Air Force. A year
ago he moved to San Antonio from
Lubbock to be close to the TV station, but still maintains business
interests in Lubbock. He is a
member of the Masonic lodge and
an alumnus of Baylor U.

• Telecasting

NEW TRADE association for television, within the framework of NAB, was
launched at a Jan. 19 meeting in Chicago [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22]. At the luncheon head table were (top photo, seated, I to r): NAB
President Justin Miller; George M. Burbach, KSD-TV St. Louis; Eugene S.
Thomas, WOR-TV New York, chairman of NAB-TV board; standing, Harry
Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit; George P. Hollingbery, station representative;
William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester.
Luncheon quartet (middle photo, I to r): E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV BaltimoreCampbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
Five-man corridor group (I to r): Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, who
presided at one-day session; Dick Hooper, RCA; Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia; Frank P. Schreiber, WGN-TV Chicago; Edgar Kobak,
consultant.
New 13-man board for television group includes Messrs. Thomas, Bannister, Arnoux, Russell, McCollough and Hough, all shown in three photos above.
Other board members shown below. Picture of W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV)
San Antonio, not available. CBS and ABC not yet represented on above board.
m

Mr. Storer

Mr. Swezey

Frank M. Russell
ONE of radio's longer tenures in
office belongs to Frank (Scoop)
Russell— 22 years as NBC Washington vice president. Born at
Lohrville, Iowa, June 23, 1895, he
was graduated from Iowa State
College in journalism and agriculture. Meantime he had served a
year in the Army. He went to
Washington in 1921, after spending

Mr. Raibourn

Mr. Witting

two years in farm and livestock
reporting, as director of the Dept.
of Agriculture press service. In
Washington he was assistant to
three Secretaries of Agriculture.
NBC President M. H. Aylesworth
picked him as Washington vice
president in 1929. For 17 years
Mr. Russell served on the NAB
board and was also a BMB board
(Continued on page 3U)
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PARTY FUI
Media Plans Crystallize
MAJOR political party budget
plans for 1951, looking toward the
'52 Presidential campaign and
touching on radio-TV expenditures,
were shaping up last week in Washington.
FiThe Republican National state
nance Committee met with
finance chairmen and reportedly
agreed on a budget of some $1.6
million to cover activities this
year and in early '52. But GOP
money-raisers still were uncertain as to what share radio and
TV media would derive from the
fund.
Party officials indicated after
last fall's elections that the GOP
hopes to be in a position to expand its radio-TV purchases once
[Broadthe campaign gets rolling
casting • Telecasting, Nov. 13,
1950].
The $1.6 million goal set last
week is less than the $1.9 million
level set for the '50 drive with
actual funds coming closer to $1.2
million. And contributions since
the November elections have not
measured up to expressed hopes,
according to Sinclair Weeks,
chairman of the GOP Finance
Committee. He added that the
$1.6 million figure may have to be
pared if the party is unable to
raise the money.
Re-elects Hall
In another action, the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee re-elected Rep. Leonard
Hall (R-N. Y.) chairman for 195152. Under his leadership the committee was responsible for preparation of a booklet on media
techniques, covering radio-TV,
which was used during the last
campaign and deemed an important factor in putting many GOP
candidates over the top.
The Democratic National Committee, headed by Ken Fry, radioTV chief, also was active last
week, exploring individual needs
of Democratic members of the
Senate and House as to use of
radio and television. The committee also has been studying the
possibilities of films on TV for
use by the law-makers.
While party officials have not
inquired into the state of the
budget as yet and have scheduled
no top-level meetings, indications
are that the Democratic National
Committee entertains no thoughts
of scalebacks in media expenditures, according to Mr. Fry. If
anything, it was believed that
GOP successes last fall probably
will Spur the Democrats to approve larger publicity funds.

Signs Arlen
MARGARET ARLEN, WCBS
New York commentator, has been
signed by the station to a new,
long-term contract for her exclusive services on radio and television.
Page 26
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Mr. Connolly

Mr. Brandt

Mr. Reeg
Mr. Stronach
Board

of Directors

Names Four
FOUR new vice presidents have been elected by the board of directors
of ABC, as announced
E. Kintner, network president, Jan. 23.
VP'S
ABC by Robert
EW
N
The
new executives are Leonard Reeg, vice president for radio programs; Alexander Stronach Jr., vice president for television programs;
James H. Connolly, vice president
RFD MEET
for radio station relations, and
Otto Brandt, vice president for TV
Spring Conclave Set
station relations.
SPRING membership meeting of
the National Assn. of Radio Farm
Mr. Reeg is a former eastern
Directors will be held in St. Louis
program manager of ABC and has
and Fayetteville, Ark., June 12-16,
been, since June 1950, national di- it
was announced last week.
rector of radio programs. Mr.
Program will get underway with
Stronach, one-time freelance writer
a soiree June 12 in St. Louis. The
and producer, joined ABC as manfollowing
morning the Doane
ager of TV programs in 1948. For
Agriculture Service will conduct
the past year he has served as naan open forum. That afternoon
tional director of television prothere is scheduled a tour of the
grams for the network.
Monsanto Chemical Co. plant
where agricultural chemicals are
joined inABC's
Mr.tionConnolly
Relations Dept.
and
1944 Stamade. Dinner, as guests of agrifor the past nine months has been
culturally interested firms of St.
director of radio stations. Mr.
Louis,
is
planned
for that evening.
Brandt, formerly manager of the June 14 will be spent
visiting the
Div. of the network's Sta738-acre Ralston Purina Research
Eastern Relations
Dept., and national
tion
director of stations relations, has Farm at Gray Summit, Mo.
That evening the directors are
been director of TV stations for
to
entrain for Fayetteville, arABC since April 1950.
riving there the next morning in

SPLITS SALES
In ABC Chicago Radio-TV
ABC CHICAGO completed separation of its radio and television network sales department last week,
General Manager James L. Stirton
announced. Robert McKee heads
the radio division, with Gerald
Vernon working as manager of
video sales.
Mr. Vernon's staff includes these
account executives: Karl Sutphin,
former ABC Central Div. promotion manager; Cyril Wagner,
former manager of the television
and radio department at Mutual
Entertainment Agency; Lovick
Draper, who was radio and television director and account executive of John H. Sampson agency,
and Anthony Koelker, former ABC
Chicago station relations manager.
Mr. McKee supervises work of
four men, and will hire an additional salesman shortly. His staff
includes Walter Hallohan, who has
been with ABC sales since 1945;
William Wilson, in ABC sales and
sales promotion since 1946, and
William Yonan, former assistant
sales promotion manager at the
division.

time for the "Chicken-of-Tomorrow" contest finals. A train will
leave that same night and return
the group back to St. Louis the
following morning.
HOLCOMB NAMED
Heads Tatham-Laird Branch
H. LAWRENCE (Larry) HOLCOMB, assistant to the vice president in charge of radio and TV at
Lennen & Mitchell, Feb. 12
joins
Laird, TathamChicago
agency,rector of its
as first
dibranch office in
New York. Mr.
Holcomb will be
responsible for
all radio and TV

ZIV EXPANDS
Names 6 Sales Representative
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. last we
announced the appointment of si
new sales representatives to i
staff.
William H. Catrow, former vie
president of Food Budget Plan
will have the northeast Ohio sale
territory and headquarter in Clevt
land. Michael Sweeney, former]
with the ABC sales departmen
will handle the Baltimore an
Washington, D. C, sales territoi
and headquarter in Baltimore.
W. S. Luckenbill, formerly wit
WJVW Louisville, will be respoi
sible for the state of Oklahom
sales territory and will headquarte
in Oklahoma City.
James F. Cox will handle th
state of Kentucky sales territor
and headquarter in Louisville.
Carl Tanburello, former sak<
manager of the American Encycl
pedia Co., will cover the SoutlS
Dakota sales territory and ten
porarily headquarter in Sioux Cit;
Ray Brown, former general mar
ager of WAAB Worcester, Mass
will handle the sales territory c
southeastern Pennsylvania, excluc
ing Philadelphia, Norristown an
Chester, plus Delaware.
ARKANSAS
BILL
Would Outlaw Liquor Ad
A BILL prohibiting advertisemer
of alcoholic beverages on radio, c
in newspapers or magazines the
originate in Arkansas, was intrc
duced Jan. 22 in the Arkansa
State
Legislatui'e.
Introduced
by Rep. Oliver I
Williams, of Grant County, th
bill would become effective im
mediately upon passage and vie
lators would be fined $100-$50
upon first conviction.
The proposed legislation was r€
ferred to the Temperance Commil
tee with instructions to hold a
open hearing before conclusion o
the current session about March 1(
It is understood that the Arkari
sas Broadcasters Assn., State Pres
Assn. and the Little Rock Ad Clu
the
hearing. their ammunition" fo
are "saving

DuMont Offers Series
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs Inc.
has secured exclusive availablit;
to a new series of 15 minute radi<
programs featuring commentary b;
Mr. Holcomb
program
production, as well
as Quentin Reynolds. DuMont is of
fering the series for sponsorshij
commercial production and integra- by receiver sales division distrib
tion, originating in New York.
The new office will be set up as utors and dealers within thei
an "on-the-spot" extension of the markets on a cooperative advertis
ing basis. Programs are preparec
radio-TV department in Chicago
headquarters, as supervised by by World Sound Co., Philadelphia
George Bolas. Mr. Holcomb is and tape recorded in New York
former assistant manager of radio Friday. Twenty-four hour deliver}
and TV for Grey Advertising. He to an United States point for Sat
urday or Sunday scheduling is
headed his own radio-TV company
in New York from 1945 to 1947.
guaranteed.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

AFM

Prompts No Action
In 3 Cities

HUDDLE

NEGOTIATIONS between AFM New York Local 802 and radio-TV network representatives continued last week in New York, along with
similar meetings in Chicago and Los Angeles for musicians employed
Dn programs originating in those areas. Although there was no comment from either side in the New
York meetings, it is understood
:hat the union proposal to ban agreement through a formula.
AFM President James C. Petrilrecorded programs between 8 a.m.
and midnight has dominated the lo continued his attitude of aloofness toward the negotiations, as
discussions since they began a
fortnight ago [Broadcasting • he is expected to do until an
impasse is reached, or discussions
: Telecasting, Jan. 22].
get beyond local matters. Mr.
Negotiators, meeting on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, are
Petrillo was elected a vice president of the American Federation
oelieved to have explored further
the extent and significance of orig- of Labor executive council at its
annual meeting Jan. 22 in Miami.
inal union demands, while research
was conducted by the networks
.-a into programming practices which
might relate to musician unem, ployment. Some attention is be- BMI CLINICS
lieved to have been given to the
-"0! !
Four State Tour Planned
ossibility
of working toward
ONE-DAY "stands" of the BMI
Program Clinic will be given in
Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and ColSEIZURE BILL
orado March 12-19 by request of
Introduced in N. Y. State
broadcasters associations of each
. A BILL that would give the New
state, Carl Haverlin, BMI president, announced last week.
' York Governor munications,
powerincluding
to radio
seize comSpeakers from New York who
and
television stations, was being con- will make the tour and be augmented by speakers selected from
sidered by the state legislature
last week.
each district are Ted Cott, general
Apparently patterned after the manager of WNBC and WNBT
(TV) New York; Robert Saudek,
President's "model bill" for states
as defense against atomic warfare,
ABC vice president; Reggie Schuethe legislation would grant Gov.
bel, Duane Jones Co. radio department head, and Robert J. Burton,
^ Thomas E. Dewey broad powers
over all facilities of communicaBMI vice president of publisher relations.
r tions and transportation.
Record-breaking attendance charThe bill's introduction and subsequent hearings scheduled in Alacterized BMI's Program Clinic
Monday and Tuesday in New York,
: bany, N. Y., created a stir among
with 110 representatives of some
anssB critical lawmakers.
In answer,
80 stations present, according to
William L. Pfeiffer, Republican
Al Marlin, of BMI, chairman.
•: M State Chairman, charged DemoAbout 40% of those attending
: cratic members with playing poli; tics with state civil defense. Mr. were station owners, presidents
rica Pfeiffer stated that the present bill and managers, which indicated an
increasing interest in programming
emanated
from the bi-partisan
Joint Legislative Committee to problems on the part of higher ex: Study the Military Law.
ecutives, Mr. Marlin said.
jjjiji In an open letter to Gov. Dewey,
State association presidents who
extended invitations to BMI to
ij aja Commentator-Columnist Walter
make a tour with the clinic are
Winchell said in part:
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
\m I can't see why New York State
Ijshould put on the statute books a law Rapids, Iowa; Mahlon Aldridge,
r p by which it can seize the radio and
KFRU Columbia, Mo.; Rex Howell,
: ' the press — even to give emergency
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col., and
warnings. ... To pass a law compellWilliam J. Newens, KOIL Omaha.
ing their facilities in time of war
seems to me an implied questioning
Mr. Haverlin said BMI "takes
of their loyalty in time of peace. I real pleasure in this opportunity
think that neither the radio nor the to broaden the scope of its clinics.
newspaper publishing industries de- As is well known, our clinics have
serve this slur by implication.
from the beginning, some three
years ago, brought experts together to exchange program inforIAAB Sets March Meet
mation, with BMI's part in the disMARCH 19 has been set for the
cussion being restricted to the barest
minimum.
We have been mere11 opening of the II General Assembly
of the Inter- American Assn. of
ly the Christmas tree on which
Broadcasters in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
the presents hang."
according to Felix Muguerza, IAAB
Agendas of the clinics have gradsecretary. Agenda for the ten-day
ually changed, the announcement
meeting will be announced soon. said, bringing an increase in at. Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk,
tendance of higher level executives.
: and Gilmore Nunn, Nunn stations, Forthcoming clinics will be in Jef. had been named as U. S. delegates
ferson City, Mo., March 12; Cedar
with the possibility that NAB
Rapids, Iowa, March 14; Omaha,
; President Justin Miller might also March 16, and Colorado Springs,
attend.
March 19.
BROADCASTING
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RADIO series, Cisco Kid, set for WOW Omaha February start following
WOW-TV billing of TV version, with Butter-Nut Bread (Interstate Bakeries)
the sponsor. Under sombreros (I to r): Frank P. Fogarty, WOW Inc. gen.
mgr.; Bill Brewer, R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden Inc., agency; Harry Meyn,
Interstate gen. sales mgr.; Jim Zeilenga, Omaha Plant mgr.; Ernest Heuter,
Interstate's L. A. adv. mgr.; Bill Wiseman, WOW-TV sales prom, mgr.; Jake
Gerhardt, Des Moines branch mgr.; Robert M. Dooley, WOW-TV sales.

Simon (I), president, Simon Distributing Corp., Motorola distributor, Eunice
Rein and Henry J. Kaufman of Henry
J. Kaufman & Assoc., agency.

JOHN KEYS (r), WMAQ Chicago
prom, mgr., receives 45 rpm record
player from R. S. Lashmet, adv. mgr.,
RCA Victor Div., Chicago, for winning entry in station promotion contest conducted by RCA for NBC
stations airing $64 Question show.

MOVIE Stars Parade plaque goes to
Rex Dale (center), WCKY Cincinnati's emcee of Makebelieve Ballroom. Doing honors are Charlton
Wallace (I), radio-TV editor, Cincinnati Times Star, and Charles H.
Topmiller, WCKY station mgr.

JUNIOR Chamber of Commerce award
marking Edward C. (Cal) Cannon (r),
KIEV Glendale, Calif., gen. mgr., as
community's outstanding young man
in 1950 for station's public service,
is presented by Harold L. Angle,
pres., Glendale Merchants Assn.

CONTEST to find song for Washington, D. casting,
C. Jan.[Broadcasting
• Tele22] set by James
H.

PREMIERE of Queen for a Day under P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold) sponsorship
in firm's first daytime network radio (five days weekly over 500 MBS stations)
attended by (I to r) Jim Morgan, show's producer; Manny Yellen, Old Gold's
asst. sales mgr.; Jack Bailey, emcee, as "Queen"; Nicholas Keeseley,
"^^^ v. p., Lennen & Mitchell agency; Sid Allen, MBS sales' adm. mgr.

;

Meet
MINOR

LEAGUES

EFFORTS to stimulate public interest in minor league baseball
were started jointly last week by
NAB and the National Assn. of
Professional Baseball Leagues. The
action came as the National Football League eased up on its TV
regulations to permit additional
telecasting of games.
Hugh M. P. Higgins, director of
NAB's Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, opened the cooperative
baseball project at a meeting of
Iowa broadcasters and minor league
officials in that part of the Midwest. Idea of the promotion is to
develop a pattern for broadcast
promotion which will assist baseball in increasing the 1951 gate.
The year is the golden anniversai-y
of minor leagues.
William B. Ryan, NAB general
manager who with Robert K. Richards, public affairs director, has
sparked a winter-long effort to
convince professional and amateur
sports officials that radio and TV
are not responsible for lowered attendance, said:
Winter Meeting
"At the time of the winter baseball meeting in St. Petersburg
there was some feeling that the
broadcast of play-by-play descriptions of baseball games, or the recreation of such games on radio,
was reducing the attendance at
baseball games, particularly in
minor league communities.
"Broadcasters, and most baseball people with whom I have
talked, do not believe there has
been sufficient research to establish
definitely that radio has had anyCBS

MEETINGS
Set for Districts 7, 8, 9
FRANK STANTON, president of
CBS, and other top executives of
the network, will hold meetings
with station managers in Districts
7, 8, and 9 of the Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board during the
next several weeks.
First conclave is taking place for
District 8 in Dallas Jan. 28-30 with
Wayne Coy, FCC Chairman, as
special guest. Network executives
present at the meeting, beside Mr.
Stanton, will be Herbert V. Akerberg, vice president in charge of
station relations ; J. L. Van Volkenburg, vice president in charge of
network sales, and William B.
Lodge, vice president in charge of
general engineering.
District 9 meeting will be held
Feb. 12 and 13, in San Francisco,
with John J. Karol, CBS sales manager, and Louis Hausman, CBS
vice president in charge of advertising and sales promotion, joining
Messrs. Stanton, Akerberg and
Coy.
Feb. 14-16 will be the dates of
the District 7 meetings in Omaha,
when Joseph H. Ream, CBS executive vice president, joins Messrs.
Akerberg, Hausman and Karol.
Page 28
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With

NAB,

Stations

DRIVE

thing to do with reducing baseball's gate. On the contrary it is
generally acknowledged that radio
coverage of baseball games during
the last 20 years has done much
to build and broaden interest in the
national
Closer pastime."
liaison with broadcasters
and baseball groups should be developed, Mr. Ryan said, to promote
the sport, since playing of the game
and the broadcast both serve the
public interest.
The series of sectional meetings
of minor league club owners and
officials with broadcasters will last
into mid-February.
Robert L. Finch, public relations
director of the National Assn. of
Professional Baseball Leagues, was
conference leader at the first meet-

ing in Des Moines, held Friday and
Saturday.
Broadcasters at the meeting with
Mr. Higgins were Robert Dillon
and Al Coupe, KRNT Des Moines;
Marvin Rosene, Jim Kelehan and
Robert Elston, KIOA Des Moines;
Robert Webber and Al Triggs,
KWDM Des Moines; Gene Shumate
and Herb Holm, KSO Des Moines;
Paul Loyet, Woody Woods and Jim
Zabel, WHO Des Moines.
The rest of the minor league
sectional meeting schedule: Feb.
1-2, Portland, Ore., Multnomah
Hotel; Feb. 4, New York, Hotel
Roosevelt; Feb. 4-5, Los Angeles,
Alexandria Hotel; Feb. 7-8, Fort
Worth, Fort Worth Hotel; Feb.
8-9, Indianapolis, Lincoln Hotel;
Feb. 9-10, Houston, Texas State

Hotel; Feb. 13-14, Atlanta, Piedmont Hotel; Feb. 16-17, WinstonSalem, N. C.
Bert Bell, commissioner of the
National Football League, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting the
league expects to use 75f/c more TV
in 1951 than in 1950. A game will
be televised in a home city only
with permission of the home club
and visiting team. This will not
necessarily depend on whether
there is a sellout, he said. Each
city is to make its own decision.
Most of the teams will have the
game televised and sent out to free
territory and visiting teams will
most likely have the games shown
back home, he added. The league
held a five-day meeting in Chicago
that came to an end last Monday.

Essential in Emergency,
Gamble Says

SDX

AD BUDGETS
SPENDING for advertising will go on through the period of military
preparedness, Frederic R. Gamble, president of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, told the Southwestern Assn. of Advertising Agencies meeting in Dallas.
Mr. Gamble said advertising will
Television occupied top place in
be needed through emergency times
interest in discussion sessions at
"to find customers for vast quanthe conference held Jan. 19-20 at
tities of goods, and to preserve
Hotel. John Paul Goodcustomers for the - future, and to the Baker
win, of the Goodwin Co., Houston,
hold our distribution machinery inwas the moderator for a panel on
"It will be used," he added, "to the topic, "A Frank and Honest
promotetact. " ideas in the public interLook at Television
Visit Fort Today."
Worth
est, on the public service themes of
the Advertising Council. It will be
Agency men made an excursion
to Fort Worth for a tour of WBAPused to keep our economy strong."
Addressing a media luncheon, the TV. WFAA-AM-TV and KRLDAAAA head called for better unAM-TV, both Dallas, were co-hosts
with their newspapers, the Dallas
derstanding inthese times between
News and Times Herald, at various
agencies and media. He ascribed
social functions.
key importance to the agency commission system in building national
George Knox, George Knox
advertising.
Advertising, Oklahoma City, was
elected president; Paul Lago, Lago
High standards of agency recognition should be maintained by & Whitehead, Wichita, Kan., vice
media, Mr. Gamble cautioned. He
president, and J. Richard Brown,
urged support of the 2% cash dis- Southwestern Advertising and Mareting, Dallas, was re-elected execucount as a "payment stimulus and
tive secretary and treasurer.
credit safeguard."

New officers of the Southwestern Assn. of Advertising Agencies (I to r)
Messrs. Lago, Knox and Brown.

INITIATES
Fraternity Honors Four
RADIO was represented by three
of four initiates inducted into
Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalism
a dinner of the fraternity,
Washingtonat Chapter
last Tuesday night.
The initiates: Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State
for Public Affairs, who heads the
State Dept.'s Voice of America
and other informational activities; Morgan Beatty, NBC commentator; Columnist Walter Lippmann, and Rufus Crater, associate editor of Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
B. M. McKelway,
the1
Washington
Evening editor
Star, ofwhich
owns WMAL-AM-FM-TV, received a 1950 fellow award from
the national fraternity, as did
Mr. Lippmann and AP Science
Editor Howard Blakeslee.
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of Broadcasting • Telecasting and president of the
Washington Chapter, who presided at the dinner, appointed a
five-man committee to judge en-,
tries in Sigma Delta Chi's annual
contest for the best radio reporting of the year. Robert K. Richards, NAB director of public affairs, was appointed chairman.
Other members: William R. McAndrew, general manager of
NBC's WRC-AM-FM and WNBW
(TV) Washington; Theodore F
Koop, CBS Washington directoi
of news and public affairs; Howard Kany, of AP Radio, and Al
Harrison, of UP Radio.
Conway Joins Compton
ERNEST J. CONWAY, head of
his own manufacturing company,
the Bocon Corp., and before that
with Albert Frank-Guenther Law
Inc., New York, joins the account
section of Compton Adv. Inc., New
count.
York, to work on P&G's Duz ac-

BROADCASTING
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Secret
SIGNAL

m INITIAL phase of hearings on the
Defense Dept.'s proposal to empower the President to silence
radio-TV
signals in "the interest
- At),
"old! of national security" got underway
in an aura of secrecy on Capitol
Hill last week.
At the same time, the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, which held closed sessions, was sounding out key agencies on their reactions to the controversial plan and marking time
toward full-dress hearings.
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
-ret 9 , Committee, who sponsored legislatM
tion (S537) at the request of the
hum Defense Dept., and other committee
members met behind closed doors,
in executive session, with key miliidayJ
tary and FCC officials. The discussions were described as "highly
classified."
Sen. Johnson, who has stressed
that he did not necessarily support
Founi the measure in its present form,
made plain, however, after the
meeting, that he still considers the
into bill "too drastic" and again promional
ised full-scale hearings. He indicated that industry groups also will
n
.'.crv be able to testify should they desire.
Committee authorities said last
Bar-M week that FCC, the Defense Dept.
and other interested key agencies
have been invited to submit comments on the proposed legislation,
and that NAB and other industry
COU- organizations could file to appear,
though no invitations would be extended formally.
50O-M
I
Hearings Seen
Hearings were slated for the
"near future," with probability
held out that they would be conrid'
ducted around mid-February or at
re->
: :n least by early March. It also was
licil held likely that open hearings would
be held before the full committee.
Measure has not been assigned to
the communications subcommittee,
headed by Sen. Ernest McFarland
(D-Ariz.), Senate majority leader.
There also was speculation last
week as to whether the bill, when
finally reported out, will take fresh
legislative form, giving the President the requested authority, or be
spelled out in an amendment to the
Communications Act, which would
retain authority with FCC.
naa
At last Wednesday's executive
session, Sen. Johnson and other
c committee members received testimony from Curtis B. Plummer,
:F
FCC's chief engineer, and Maj.
Gen. Francis L. Ankenbrandt,
[o* USAF communications director.
It was understood that Sen.
Johnson had reiterated his previous
fear that the bill is too drastic in
present form, and that Gen. Ankenbrandt had re-emphasized the military's earlier stand that it needs
formal authority, through the President, to control all "electro-magnetic radiations," including radioTV emissions [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 22, 15, 8, Dec.
25, 1950].
Under the Johnson-introduced
BROADCASTING
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CONTROL
bill, which differs technically in
certain language aspects with the
military proposal, the President
would be empowered to control
signals "in time of war, national
emergency, or whenever (he)
deems it advisable in the interest of
national security." The wording
"in times of strained international
relationships," contained in the
Defense Dept.'s accompanying letter but now apparently repudiated
by military authorities as semantically incorrect, was omitted from
the Johnson bill.
Sitting in at Wednesday's committtee meeting, in addition to Sen.
Johnson and Sen. McFarland, were
Sens. Charles Tobey (R-N. H.),
John Bricker (R-Ohio), Herbert
O'Conor (D-Md.), Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) and James P. Kem
(R-Mo.).
Meanwhile on the House side,
where a companion measure pends,
the House Armed Services Committee also was marking time — but

for a different reason. The committee was prominently occupied
with hearings on the draft and
manpower, which threaten to sidetrack the signal-control bill for at
least a fortnight.
Authorities said that the bill
(HR 1643), introduced by Committee Chairman Carl Vinson (D-Ga.),
had received little attention thus
far, but indicated that the committee would give it careful attention and probably open hearings,
once it had cleared the deck on
other legislative matters. Authorities also thought it unlikely that
the measure would be re-referred
to the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, as it was in
the upper chamber.
Rep. Vinson, like Sen. Johnson,
has made plain that while he
sponsored the legislation, he does
not necessarily endorse it and intends to receive the benefit of
testimony from government and
private industry groups.
No

Tax Crackdown

ANA Is Assured
MEDIA
BUDGETS
FOR the present time, at least, it appears that the government is not
planning any full-scale crackdown on advertising budgets in view of the
excess profits tax law and a new contract-renegotiation proposal already
one step toward becoming law. *
This opinion was expressed on
nized, corporations as good busiCapitol Hill and by Paul B. West,
ness citizens may well have a represident of the Assn. of National
sponsibility from time to time to
Advertisers, in New York.
speak out on matters of broad public policy. This is in no way inAlthough some "talk" was prevalent in the early discussion of an
The individual advertiser must
excess profits tax bill on the Hill,
it was understood the lack of comuse
his sense of fair play in allohibited."
cating funds to his advertising
plaints that manufacturers and
other business owners have been
budget, according to the Congressional spokesman. He warned that
abusing the "reasonable and ordiit is up to the Bureau to become as
nary" capital expenditure clause
in the profits act has taken most of tough as it wants, "although in
the steam out of the drive to put a most cases, the government is coglegislative clamp on advertising
nizant of the necessity to adverbudgets.
tise one's business or product."
There is no reference to adverThe ANA reported assurance
from the U. S. Internal Revenue
tising expenditures in the contractBureau that the government office renegotiation act, as passed by the
House last week. Bases for dewould continue to regard legitimate
ductible expenditures are similar
advertising expenditures as deductto that entertained in the excess
ible under the profits tax act.
profits tax law, it was explained.
In a detailed report to members,
The contract-renegotiation act is
ANA based its findings on consultations with the bureau. It deals
designed to curb profits which are
in excess of a reasonable return
with advertising as an operating
as a result of orders obtained from
expense or capital investment.
the
government for defense purAccording to Mr. West, the government policy on deductibility of
poses. Its provisions also are designed to strike at expenditures
advertising expenditures has not
changed since 1942 when the bu- made by a company for unnecesreau gave ANA an outline of views
sary services— such as the "five
with respect to the then existing
excess profits tax law.
A manufacturer who plans to
a portion of profit gained
percenter."
"Most types of good will and allocate
public policy advertising are de- from a defense contract to make up
his advertising expenditure along
ductible as well as regular commercial advertising," Mr. West said. with the allocation taken from his
non-defense operation is permis"Understandably, questions have
been raised from time to time about
sable where "applicable," it was
specific advertisements involving
explained. While this technical explanation does not pinpoint any set
matters in the area of political
controversy. That type of adver- rule for the advertiser to follow, it
lowed. tising may in some cases be disal- is widely regarded as being in
the general category of "reason"As the ANA has long recog-
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CENSORSHIP
War Picture Stays Firm
PROSPECT of little change in the
Far Eastern censorship picture
was held out last week at the Pentagon where Col. Marion Echols,
Gen.
Douglas
MacArthur's
information officer,
conferred public
with
military officials on the Korean
campaign. At the same time controversy raged anew over basis for
the curbs.
Supporting the recently imposed
censorship blackout, Col. Echols
stated that Army and radio newspaper correspondents are not dissatisfied with security measures,
and added that the Korean war was
the best-covered campaign in the
nation's history.
Basis for Action
New stories are censored, not for
accuracy but for security, he
stressed, adding that correspondents have been free to cover the
campaign within the bounds of
reasonable restrictions. Furthermore, correspondents have been
better briefed on background information than ever before, he said.
Meanwhile Editor & Publisher
differed sharply with Gen. MacArthur, who had contended that
censorship was imposed at the request of radio and newspaper representatives who met in Washing1950].ton last month [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 22, Dec. 25,
"Either the general is searching
for a crutch to support his rigid
censorship rules, or someone along
the line has been feeding him a lot
of guff about the press demanding
military censorship," the magazine
editorialized. Media representatives, including NAB President
Justin Miller, who attended the
December parley reportedly had
wired Gen. MacArthur on the subject of censorship.
Text of the message, revealed
initially the past fortnight by Editor & Publisher, read in part:
Fully conscious of importance of
maximum protection of armed forces,
but feel security of information from
combat areas is the responsibility of
the military.
not be passed That
to anyresponsibility
other agencycan-or
group within the combat zone or without.If the military feels some further
action mumis security,
necessary
maintain
maxi-be
that toaction
should
consistent
with
a
minimum
interference with flow of news to all media
free to inform democratic nations.
The military likewise has the responsibilityformation
to provide
inconsistent the
with maximum
security, and
to
give
adequate
guidance
and
facilities
for news gathering and handling in
discharging this responsibility.
Censorship issue also commanded
the attention last week of the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors, which said it had advised
President Truman on a set of principles to be followed if censorship
should become necessary in the
Continental United States.
Dwight Young, editor and publisher of the Dayton Journal Herald and ASNE president, declined
to reveal details but said the association had met with military and
other defense officials to discuss
the problem.
January 29, 1951
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Paley Named
(Continued from page 23)
has been set for this Tuesday when
the other four members of the
commission are expected to report.
It was emphasized that the Materials Policy Commission will
study long range needs beyond defense requirements now commandof the NPA's
ing
the attention
electronics
and communications divisions, the joint Munitions BoardNSRB electronics committee and
the Electronics Equipment Industry Advisory Committee to
the Munitions Board, comprising
largely members of RTMA.
The new Office of Civilian Requirements, inwhich Mr. Weiss now
serves as assistant to Mr. Miller,
is described as a "buffer" group
between industry and NPA, which
issues limitation orders on metals
used by electronics, firms. It will
concern itself with materials, manpower, hardship cases involving
key industries in certain cities and
other phases.
OCR expects to get rolling
within 30 days, increasing its staff
from 38 to nearly 80.
Flow of Orders

The question of plant disruption
and slow flow of military orders
also arose the past fortnight at a
meeting of the Electronics Equipment Industry Advisory Committee
with government officials. Attending were representatives of manufacturing firms, the three military
services, and officials of the Munitions Board. Industry group was
headed by Fred Lack, Western
Electric Co., while Marvin Hobbs,
director of the MB electronics division, headed up the government
contingent.
Manufacturers were assured
that the military would speed up
placement of orders which would
avert serious plant disruption, but
came away reportedly unsatisfied
that procurement contracts would
be spread over a greater number
of firms.
Another tangible result of the
meeting was presentation of a
component parts breakdown showing supply and potential requirements in the light of military business. The report was prepared
by the industry's task groups and
was highly praised by John Small,
Munitions Board chairman, as an
invaluable aid to the government
in its planning.
It was held likely that the industry group, through RTMA, may
be called upon to submit similar
reports to the newly-formed Materials Policy Commission, though
it was held likely that the reports
would vary in content and deal
specifically with materials.
While needs for fiscal 1951-52
have not been submitted to Congress, the Defense Dept. reportedly
has advised Charles Wilson, director of the Office of Defense Mobilization, that it will allot roughly
$500 million in contracts for component items in the near future
Page 30
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page 22)
'Night from
Watch'
BETTER Business Bureaus in at least a half-dozen
cities have
joined
"
US
?C
R mailC'
ROand
FU
R
the
crusade
halt DE
fly-by-night
agencies
order
firms that have
IL to OR
MA
exploited radio and TV stations by shipping shoddy merchandise to the
public or, worse yet, no merchandise at all.
Stacks of letters continued to ★—
Adv. Agency, in business briefly
reach Broadcasting • Telecaston Madison Ave.
ing last week from stations claimAnother Midland Adv. Agency,
ing to have been milked by such
concerns [Broadcasting • Telequarter-century-old agency in Cincasting, Jan. 8, et seq]. Postal
cinnati with a well-established reputation, also was confused with the
officials have been compiling evidence.
New York agency by the same
Midland Adv. Co., 110 E. 23d St., name, which operated briefly in
New York, last week told this pub- the metropolis. Many stations have
lication it had received numerous
claimed they were never paid for
telephone calls from stations mis- time purchased and besides they
have been refunding money to
taking the concern for Midland
angry listeners.
Midland Adv. Co., through its
and allocate over 10% of overall
owner, Marcus Bernstein, asserted
funds to electronics.
it had never had any connection
Mr. Wilson, in a Philadelphia
with Midland Adv. Agency, despeech, described electronics exspite the similarity in names.
pansion as "difficult," noting:
Ten- Year Operation
"Far greater quantities are
needed than in the last war; and
Midland Adv. Co., said Mr. Bernstein, has been in business for 10
they are needed sooner. The devices are more complex. But in years. The other organization,
electronics too, the job will be which disappeared a month ago
after failing to pay numerous stadone; it has to be done."
tions for time it had ordered and
Assured that the military will
which placed advertising for sevspeed up procurement placements,
eral mail-order clients, operated
manufacturers have been girding
themselves to the battle of the only about two months.
shortages in past months by evolving substitutes for copper and
cobalt, used in magnet speakers,
coils, transformers -for plating and
other purposes.
One change involves a shift from
so-called "electro-magnetic focusing" to "electro-static focusing"
in production of new tubes. The Jan. 28-30: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board District 8. Dallas.
method, according to Max Balcom,
chairman of RTMA's tube Div. and Jan. 29: NAB Board Finance and Byand board chairman of Sylvania
Laws
Hotel, Committees,
Belleair, Fla.Belleview-Biltmore
Electric Products Corp., has imJan. 30:tinues,
Educational
TV hearing conproved prospects for a continued
FCC, Washington.
supply of sets.
Jan. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting.
Belleview-Biltmore Hotel, Belleair,
Wide Use Planned
Fla.
1-2: Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.,
Upwards of 35 cathode ray tube Feb.
Program and Sales Clinic, Jackson,
Miss.
manufacturers are planning to
utilize the new technique, Mr. Feb. 4-6: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.,
Annual
Winter
Hotel MarBalcom said, predicting that set
ion, Little
Rock, Meeting,
Ark.
output would not fall below 25%
Feb. 10-11:
Inof the 1950 seven million mark.
diana AWRT
Conference Michigan
for formerandAWB
members, Detroit.
Changes in loud speaker magColumbia Affiliates Adnets may save as much as 30% of Feb. 12-13:
visory Board District 9, San Francisco.
both cobalt and nickel, it was re- Feb. 13-15: RTMA Midwinter Conferported. As an example, RCA and
and Board Meeting, Hotel
Stevens,ence Chicago.
Sylvania are reportedly working
14-15: NBC Stations Planning and
on new types of vacuum tubes Feb.
Advisory Committee for radio and TV
which use less nickel. And Philco
networks, New York.
Corp., which is understood to be Feb. 14-16: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board District 7, Omaha.
readying a demonstration before
Annual Regional TeleNPA officials shortly, is said to Feb. 16-17:visionFirst
Seminar. WAAM (TV) Baltihave evolved non-metallic submore.
stitutes through change in its electrical circuits, designed to save
about 50%. of copper used in tubes
and transformers. Use of selenium
rectifiers, a non-metallic mineral,
was mentioned specifically.
Beginning next month, cobalt
will be allotted, on orders of over
25 pounds, on an allocation basis,
with present supply cut to 30%.
Copper and nickel are cut to 85%
and 65%, respectively, of average
uses during the first six months of
1950.

Feb. 17-24. Fifth
Examinations,Annual
administered AAAA
by regional
councils and chapters.
Feb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters and Florida State General Extension Division Sports Clinic, Gainesville, Fla.
Feb. 26-March 1: Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters Meeting, Chateau
Frontenac,
tion date is Quebec,
Feb. 25.) Que. (RegistraMarch son12:City,BMI
Mo. Program Clinic, JefferMarch 12-13: American Management
Assn., Marketing
Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
March
BMI Program Clinic, Cedar
Rapids,14: Iowa.

casts weekly; Clark Theatre (all
night movie), with seven spots
weekly; Martha's Bridal Shoppe.
with six spots weekly, and the
Chicago Daily News, part owner of
WIND, which sponsors five-minute
newscasts every-hour-on-the-hour
throughout the night.
The show has rendered valuable
public service during the various
charity drives and fund campaigns.
In May 1948 Milton Berle raised
more than $31,000 in a "Heart
Marathon" on the Night Watch.
Present Night Watchman Berrill
played baseball at New York U.
and once tried out with the St.
Louis Browns. After World War
II, during which he served with the
Navy Air Corps, he studied at the
CBS Workshop in New York, and
later worked as an announcer at
WHOB Gardner, Mass.; WKIP
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; WTAG Worcester, Mass., and WCAE Pittsburgh, before joining WIND last
October.
Atlas Brewing's other radio
shows are Musical Scoreboard, also
on WIND, which gives a run-down
of baseball and football scores
after the games, and play-by-play
of the Chicago Cardinals pro football schedule on WCFL. Atlas
paid $24,000 for Musical Scoreboard in 1950. TV-wise, the company has carried the Chicago Cubs
home games on WBKB.
Atlas Advertising Manager
Gomer uses a combination of
media to keep his product close to
the top in Chicago sales, but he
does not hesitate to say "radio has
a large
in our success."
Aplayed
former
U. ofpartNebraska
medical
student, Mr. Gomer has been in
advertising for 25 years, starting
with sale
Marshall
& Co.'s
whole-to
division. Field
He later
moved
an advertising position with Theatres Publicity Co. in Chicago and,
in 1933, joining Edelweiss Brewing
Co. After 11 years, he joined
Atlas, which now is associated
with Edelweiss. The two companies have separate and distinct
organizations, however.
Olian Advertising Co. has
handled the Atlas account for the
past
years,
President
Irwin eight
A. Olian
and with
Executive
Vice
President Maurice H. Bronner serving as account executives.
Budget

Hearings

ASSIGNMENTS for hearings of
the President's budget were not
yet complete in the House last week.
However, it is expected that the
House Appropriations Committee
will set up subcommittees earmarking various portions of Mr. Truman's budget for their consideration, possibly sometime this week.
FCC would get $6,850,000 for fiscal
1952 under the Presidents' proposal
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan.
22].
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NEWS

News

is news,

first of all, if it is timely.

Every important news story of the past decade has broken first on radio. Perhaps
that's the reason why 72% of the people depend on radio as their principal source
of news.*
But news

must

also be complete,

Complete in coverage and in thoroughness. The group of stations represented by NBC
Spot Sales are unsurpassed in news coverage . . . and thoroughness. The sources for
these stations' popular newscasts are: AP, UP, INS and NBC's staff of 121 radio news
reporters on world-wide beats from Pusan to Oslo.
And

news

must

have

local flavor.

The stations listed below are staffed with local news reporters and news announcers
who know what makes local news. Complete local news reporting is one reason why
these stations' newscasts are frequently the highest-rated in their markets. Spot radio
and only spot radio brings local news first to the people of America.
If you have not established your formula for spot radio success, make your decision
for local newscasts, now.
The listener loyalty to local newscasts will pay off in customer loyalty for your product.
Your NBC Spot Salesman is your first contact for assistance in planning your newscasting schedules.
*National Opinion Research Center

N
NEW YORK
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HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

WNBC
WMAQ
WTAM
WRC
KNBC
KOA

New York
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
San Francisco
Denver

WGY

Schenectady— Albany — Troy
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BAB

Aims

at AN PA

(Continued from page 19)
stores among the 10 that had been
radio advertisers kept thenregularhigh.
sales
It was the group of
stores not previously radio advertisers that took the beating.
Of the six stores that were
regular users of radio, one had
sales as high as 1948, two had big"enger sales than 1948, another
joyed one day during the strike
that was the second best in its
history," another reported that its
sales "came up to expectations"
and the sixth reported sales that
were "slightly" below 1948.
The four stores which were not
radio users before the newspaper
strike lost so many sales that they
pulled down the average for the
whole 10. "The moral of this is
obvious," says BAB. "Where radio is used, consistently, with skill
and intelligence, business continues to prosper. Six Pittsburgh
stores found this to be true. The
other four pulled the average
down. But the ANPA Bureau of
Advertising generalizes and
credits their failure to a medium
they either did not use at all or
were novices at employing."
In its ad, the Bureau of Advertising said: "Scores of other
downtown stores felt the loss of
the mass traffic-building power of
daily newspaper advertising."
Says BAB: "Let's look at the
record. Here are facts reported
by the U. of Pittsburgh's Bureau
of Business Research — men's wear
store sales were up 25.2% in
October over the previous month.
New car registrations were up
16.8%, and women's and children's wear up 11.5% in October
over September. Jewelry stores
reported sales up 2.3%; florists
had a 4.2% increase; general merchandise stores showed a 1% gain,
and lumber, building and hardware had a 1.4% rise."
'Hopes Go Glimmering'
Said the Bureau of Advertisingad: "Football games, theaters,
nightclubs saw box office hopes
go glimmering."
Says BAB: "This is interesting.
The attendance at the Pittsburgh
Steelers' pro football games of
Oct. 7 and 22 were both sellouts,
with thousands turned away at the
gates. Even the clash with the
last-place Baltimore Colts pulled
an attendance of 23,500 spectators. These games were all advertised by radio.
"Theaters and nightclubs are,
by tradition, heavier users of
newspapers than radio. It is obvious why their boxoffice receipts
suffered, but even so, eating and
drinking places showed a 2.6%
increase in October over September."
Said the Bureau of Advertising ad: "Men sought jobs and jobs
sought men with little luck."
BAB explains that the U. of
Pittsburgh Bureau of Business
Research reported an increase in
the number of persons employed
Page 32
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QTom

TOM REVERE, 48, radio and television manager of the Biow Co.,
New York, died suddenly at his
home in New York last Wednesday.
Mr. Revere had
been with the
Biow Co. since
1947. Previously
he wasident ofvice
radiopresfor
Donahue & Coe
(1945 to 1947)
and before that
vice president for
radio for Ted
Bates & Co.
(1942 to 1945)
Mr. Revere
and vice president and manager of radio for
Bentcn & Bowles (1930 to 1942).
In 1925 he received his B.S. degree in engineering from Ohio
in the Pittsburgh area from midOctober to mid-November, in the
middle of the strike period, and
that payrolls were up 3%.
The Bureau of Advertising reported in its ad that people sorely
missed out on important news.
Says BAB
the November
elections took place during the
newspaper strike. The entire news
coverage job had to be handled by
radio. Result? The total vote
exceeded that of any previous
gubernatorial election by 30,000."
Quotes Mayor
The Bureau of Advertising ad
quoted Pittsburgh's Mayor David
L. Lawrence: "The newspaperless
city is deeply hurt by the people's
inability to get the news accurately and fully."
BAB
answered that with a letter the same mayor sent to every
Pittsburgh radio station: "I need
not point out that for many weeks
during the fall we were without
our three daily newspapers. The
extra news service which radio
provided at that time kept the
citizens of this area informed of
the happenings of local, national
and world-wide importance."
The Bureau of Advertising ad
quoted the chairman of the Community Chest drive as saying that
the absence, of newspapers had
hurt the fund raising. "On the day
the newspapers resumed," he was
quoted in the ad," we should have
had 95% of our goal, but we were
under 75%."
Says BAB: "The records say
differently. In the past four years,
the Pittsburgh Community Chest
drive has never been over 90% at
that stage of the drive. In the
'model' year of 1948 it stood at
75.6% — contrasted with 74.8% in
1950 during the newspaper strike.
"We should also like to quote a
further remark of the chairman's
which the ANPA does not. 'It
cannot be denied', he admits, 'that
the uncertainity caused by the
Korean situation and the certainity
of higher taxes has not made the

IXebere

1951

3
State U. While still in college, Mr.
Revere worked as a cub reporter
for the Columbus Dispatch. Following graduation he spent several
months as a reporter for the Paris
edition of the Herald-Tribune. His
newspaper career also included reporting for the Baltimore Sun and
city editor of the Neiv York Post.
Mr. Revere was prominent in
civic affairs. He received a citation for "outstanding community
work" in 1949 from the Community
Chests of America. He also was
active
America.with the Boy Scouts of
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Althea Lepper Revere, professor
of microscopy at Stevens Institute,
Hoboken, N. J.; a daughter, Lee,
12 years old, and a son, Thomas
Jonathan, 11.
The ANPA ad quoted Glenn
job any easier.' "executive of KroKnickerbocker,
ger Food Stores, as saying: "For
us radio doesn't do the job, nor
TV. I say if you want to prove
newspapers' value, just do withForout them."
this one, BAB has a crusher: "From Oct. 4 through Oct. 25
all Kroger stores in Pittsburgh
were closed because of an employe strike. We say if you want
to prove newspapers' value by a
more unrelated 'testimonial' than
the above quotation, it'll be pretty
hard
find." as a whole took a
"If to
business
beating in Pittsburgh," says BAB,
summing up, "it's a beating that
only the ANPA Bureau of Advertising recognized. Because the
implication that only newspapers
can move merchandise in large
quantities is as preposterous as to
say that the only way of travelling to the West Coast is in a
Conestoga wagon.
"Advertisers who realize that
intelligent advertising is the
skilled meshing of all available
media are the business men with
the best life expectancy today.
The Pittsburgh newspaper strike
proved it." KAYLOR
MAYFIELD
Radio-TV Director Dies
FUNERAL services for Mayfield
Kaylor, 47, former radio and television director of Walter McCreery
Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., were to
be held last Saturday from Blessed
Sacrament Church, Hollywood. Mr.
Kaylor died Jan. 24 at St. Luke's
Hospital following a lingering
illness.
From 1947-1949 he was general
manager for the New York office
of Smith, Bull & McCreery Inc.
and shortly after the agency split,
he transferred to the Beverly Hills
office of the new Walter McCreery
Inc. as radio and TV director. Besides his wife, Ruby, he leaves a
daughter, Karena, 11.

CHARGE

Sees Aim to Scuttle FM
IGNORANCE of the "real facts or
FM" or an intentional attempt "tc
undermine the steady progress FM
is making" was charged to Rosr
Siragusa, Admiral Corp. president
by Morris S. Novik, radio consult
ant and executive as well as chair
tee.
man of the FM Industry Commit
Referring to a statement by Mr
Siragusa that "FM is a dying art'
and FM's channels should be va
cated to make room for more T\
outlets. Mr. Novik declared FM';
strength is greater than at am
other period in its history, witl
519 fully licensed FM stations ir
operation of 676 on the air.
Mr. Novik reminded that MBS
and CBS have granted affiliation;
to FM-only stations. He said abou
7 million FM receivers are in cir
culation. General Electric Co. an<
Zenith Radio Corp. "can't mak<
enough" FM sets and table model:
have been on allocation for some
time, he added.
W. G. SCHOLTS
L.A. Agency Head Die:
FUNERAL services for Willian
G. Scholts, 66, founder .and heai
of Scholts Adv. Service, Lo
Angeles, who died at his home las
Wednesday of a heart failure, wer<
to be held Saturday from Churcl
of the Recessional, Forest Lawi
Memorial Park, Glendale, CaliJ
Mr. Scholts was active in adver
tising and publishing circles ii
Minneapolis before establishin;
his agency in Los Angeles in 192E
He was one of the founders of th
Southern California Advertising
Agencies Assn. and past presi
dent of the Advertising Club o
Los Angeles and Los Angele
Sales Executive Club.
His son, Tom D. Scholts, agenc;
radio director, will continue direction of the firm with L. G. Myhr
as production head. Surviving ar
his widow, Mary Elizabeth; hi
son, Tom and daughter, Ruth.
John D. Hymes Resigns I
JOHN D. HYMES has announce ]
his resignation as manager o

Lancas
ter,
Pa.,
onWLAN
or beffectivi
efor
March 1, it wa
reported
las
week. A late
forme

I
I
I
]

1941) of the( 194f
Raj
president
Club
of
NeJ
dio
Executive I
York, Mr. Hymel
had for the pas I
three years bee I
WLAN manager.
He has not a]
yet announced future plans. H I
was previously with the Biow Co |
WNEW and CBS in New Yorl
During World War II he wa
deputy director and station relt
tions director of the OWI Dome;
tic Radio Bureau.
Mr. Hymes
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NAB-TV

Board

(Continued from page 25)
member. Fraternal and club affiliations include National Press Club,
Metropolitan Club, Theta Nu
Epsilon, Sigma Delta Chi, Phi
Delta Theta.
George B. Storer
FROM a one-station operation
(WSPD Toledo), George Storer has
built Fort Industry Co. into an
important radio-television group
of seven AM and three TV, plus
six FM outlets. TV outlets are
WJBK-TV Detroit, WSPD-TV and
WAGA-TV Atlanta. He has taken
an active part in industry affairs
for two decades. He serves as
board chairman of Standard Tube
Co., Detroit. Back in the '20s Mr.
Storer was vice president of Republic Steel Co. at, the tender age
of 21. He resigned to go into
business for himself, starting a
gasoline enterprise in Toledo with
J. Harold Ryan, now his brotherin-law and senior vice president
of Fort Industry. They tried radio
to sell gasoline, got results and
soon were doing business as WSPD.
Mr. Storer is president of Fort
Industry. (WSAI Cincinnati has
been acquired by Fort Industry
subject to FCC approval.) Mr.
Storer's early broadcast experience
included joint direction of the original ABC with Arde Bulova during
the '30s. During World War II
he was a commander in the Navy.
Robert D. Swezey
VICE CHAIRMAN of the NABTV board, Robert D. Swezey has
been in television two years as
general manager of WDSU-AMTV New Orleans. He has been
one of the two TV members of the
NAB board. Born Sept. 27, 1906,
in Somerville, Mass., he was educated in Massachusetts, was graduated from Harvard law school
and passed the state bar in 1932.
He went to New York in the heart
of the depression with $100 in his
pocketbook and landed a job at
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. Washington called so he filled several
government posts, meanwhile studying radio law. In 1939 he joined
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FOSTER AT RCA
Heads Mobilization Plans
VICE ADMIRAL Edwin Dorsey
Foster, U. S. Navy (ret.) has been
appointed director
of the newly-established Mobilization
Planning
Dept. of RCA
Victor Division

Eugene S. Thomas
IN broadcasting and television for
a quarter-century, Eugene Thomas
is general manager of television
operation of WOR-TV New York.
In the twenties he was with Thomas
R. Shipp Inc., public relations firm,
handling the Atwater Kent, NBC,
General Motors and other accounts
as well as managing the Atwater
Kent auditions. Later he joined
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Agency
in Chicago, heading the radio department, moving to WOR in 1934
and becoming sales manager. He
was president of Advertising Club
of New York and of Sales Executives Club of New York; national
director of Advertising Federation
of America; vice president of the
former WOIC (TV) Washington,
now WTOP-TV; member of Commercial Operations Committee of
Television Broadcasters Assn.;
chairman of NAB Sales Managers
Executive Committee. Elected to
NAB board in 1949 as TV director
and is chairman of new NAB-TV
board.
Chris J. Witting
A CERTIFIED public accountant,
Chris Witting has been active in
working out cooperative programming on a basis which enables inland stations to offer New York
and Chicago produced shows on a
financially attractive basis. He
joined DuMont in June 1947 and
is now general manager of the
DuMont TV hookup. He attended
schools of business and finance at
New York U. and Columbia U. as
well as Fordham Law School. Later
he joined Price, Waterhouse Co.
In 1940 he was elected comptroller
of the USO camp shows, supervising over 5,000 entertainers in the
European theatre. He is a member of the New Jersey Communications Commission.
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NBC, moving over to the Blue with
Mark Woods when the Red and
Blue were separated. MBS later
named him a vice president and he
served as general manager of the
network under Edgar Kobak, then
president.
He moved to WDSU in
1949.
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ment was made
8]. Announceby Charles M.
Odorizzi, operating vice president
of the division.
Admiral FosAdm. Foster
ter, former chief
of Naval material
in the office of the Secretary of
Navy, is to aid in assuring the
most effective operation to meet
the government's requirements for
research, development, and manufacture of vital electronics equipment for the defense program.
New McFarland Bill
(Continued from page 21 )
Committee and its radio subcommittee has been concerned with this
major radio legislation. In that
time, according to the Majority
Leader, 45 days of hearings with
145 persons testifying and 800 others submitting testimony, consuming 3,700 printed pages of transcript, were compiled.
Sen. McFarland stressed that
portion of the bill which would
amend Sec. 4 (g) of the Communications Act— to permit FCC to buy
land and construct buildings for
monitoring and research activities
— "a proposal," he said, "urged by
the Commission as being necessary
now because of the current internasituation."
A billtional(HR
1730), embodying the
funds-for-monitoring proposal, was
reported by the House Commerce
Committee last week and sent to
the House floor.
The defense planners, Sen. McFarland continued, look to immediate extension of this Commission
authority because of its "foremost
importance in periods of international tension." Sen. McFarland
said only one station in Alaska and
only one in Hawaii are used for
monitoring purposes.
His bill, the Senator asserted, is
"an essential legislative step forward in bringing about improvement in administrative functions of
this vital agency." He said he believes immediate action is necessary "in order that the FCC can
adequately and fully execute" its
functions under the Communications Act.
The bill has a number of objectives. Among these is a provision
to set up a statutory target date
on the time limit — within three
months of filing — for action on
original application, renewal and
transfer cases. Another is to place
a six month limit within which
hearing cases must be completed.
These "deadline" recommendations
are not favored by the FCC, par-

ticularly the provision of the bill
which would make the Commission
explain tardiness to Congress.
As in earlier versions — and as
being done by the Commission, the
measure would realign the Commission staff along functional lines
into Broadcasting, Common Carrier, and Safety and Special Services divisions, each with legal, engineering and accounting personnel
components.
It would require FCC to notify
applicants before setting applications for hearing. Grants issued
without hearing would continue
subject to protest for 30 days. An-|
other requirement for the Commission would be action on protests
within 15 days.
The bill also would permit FCC
to issue cease-and-desist orders
against violators of the Commission's rules and regulations.
One point in the bill which has
been debated heavily by the Justice Dept. is a section on anti-trust
cases. "Double-jeopardy" in such
cases would be alleviated. The bill
also
"buffer"
staff
which would
would create
act as aliaison
between
Commission and the regular staff
This "buffer" would be responsible to FCC for the preparation
and review of decisions, orders,
rules and other memoranda upon
assignment.
Number of assistant general
counsels, assistant chief engineers, and assistant chief accountants would be reduced if the
bill became law.
Commission action on renewals
would bear on its finding that the
public interest would be served.
The applicant for renewal would
no longer have to make the same
presentation as required of original applicants.
Job-Jumping Ban
The measure would prohibit a
Commissioner, who resigned, from
representing any interest within
FCC jurisdiction for one year after
leaving the FCC. The job-jumping ban would not apply to a Commissioner who has served the full
appointed term.
It also would bar representation of any interest within FCC
jurisdiction by bureau heads andtheir assistants and the Commissioners' personal legal assistants
for one year after leaving FCC
employ.
Job-jumping bans would become effective a year after the
measure becomes law.
A radio fraud law similar to the
postal fraud statute is included.
Another section — which is outdated since the proposal already
is law as a result of the 81st Congress passing a bill before its
close last month — would limit all
judicial review of cases involving
FCC's licensing power to the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia. It is expected that
this now unnecessary provision
will be stricken or otherwise
brought up to date when the bill
is advanced on the legislative
road.
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WAZL
HAZLETON, PENNA.
NBC -MBS
1490 KC
Serving
Eastern Pennsylvania.
Owned
and
operated
by the
Hazleton Broadcasting Company.
Represented
by Robert
Meeker Associates.

WHOL
ALLENTOWN, PENNA.
CBS

1230 EC

Serving Pennsylvania's Third Largest Marketing
Area. Owned and operated by the Allentown
Broadcasting Co. Represented
by Robert Meeker Associates.

WLTR
BLOOMSBURG, PENNA.
1000 Watt Independent
690 KC
Serving the Susquehanna Valley.
Owned
and operated
by
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EMERGENCY
NEW plans to provide disaster networks, emergency information service and defense intelligence were
offered last week as New York
broadcasters opened a statewide
atomic program on over 100 stations.
Nationwide project was suggested to President Truman and
to Pennsylvania broadcasters by
Robert Walter, manager of WVAM
Altoona, Pa. He would have all
stations clear time at 6 p.m. each
weekday night for defense and
emergency service.
Tieup of relay and selected amateur transmitters on a nationwide
basis to provide fast emergency
transmission of news to the public
was proposed by Robert M. Beer,
co-owner of WATG Ashland, Ohio.
The first New York State broadcast was staged last Wednesday
under the title Plan for Survival
Millard Caldwell Jr., Federal Civil
Defense Administration ■ director,
and Col. Lawrence Wilkinson, director of the New York Civil Defense Commission, appeared on the
opening broadcast.
Scheduled to continue indefinitely, the program will deal with
such matters as planning for survival of children, personal survival,
communications and warnings, and
evacuation. The network will use
no wire lines; member stations will

NETWORKS
pick up and rebroadcast the signal
of the originating station on their
assigned frequencies.
For network purposes, the state
has been divided into "upstate"
and "downstate" areas, the latter
reaching from New York City to
Albany, Schenectady and Troy with
WNBC New York as the originating station. For re-broadcast to upstate and western New York, WGY
Schenectady will pick up the
WNBC signal. WOR New York
will be the alternate originating
downstate station, and WXKW
Albany
the secondary station upstate.
Beginning with the third broadcast in the series, the latter half
of each program will be filled by
individual stations throughout the
state with defense information of
a local nature. Foreign language
stations in New York will translate
the program into other languages
to provide for the greatest dissemination possible.
Formation of the emergency network and the program was called
"an historic occasion for the radio
industry" by New York Mayor
Vincent R. Impellitteri, speaking
in thatsents thecity
reprefirst last
time week.
that the"Itstations
of New York State will broadcast
simultaneously. The radio industry
has broken all precedents in mak-

E!2=i™n=
ing the greatest effort where there
is greatest need — mobilization for
civil
defense,"
said. he
The had
Mayor's
remarks
came heafter
censured New Yorkers for failure to
volunteer for civil defense; only
70,000 of the 500,000 volunteers
required had come forward. "The
danger we face is open, unprovoked
savage attack without warning.
Against this, the only defense is
constant preparedness," the mayor
said.
Responsible for the emergency
network and programs is the civil
Defense Committee for Radio,
downstate part of which includes
the following from New York stations: Dave Driscoll, WOR, chairman; Harvey Gannon, WNBC;
Eleanor Sanger, WQXR; John
Jaeger; WNEW; Alan Carter,
WNYC; Gordon Graham, WCBS;
John Madigan, WJZ, and Charles
Baltin, WHOM, who represents
foreign-language stations on the
committee. William Fay, WHAM
Rochester, is chairman of the upstate part of the committee, which
also includes George Driscoll of
WHAM and Don de Neuf of the
Rural Radio Network, the basic
connecting network upstate.
A television program for Greater
New York viewers, called ABC of
Atomic Survival and presented by
the ABC Public Affairs Dept., began Jan. 14 over WJZ-TV New
York. On Sundays, 9:25-9:30 p.m.,
it reports a "critical evaluation" of
city measures for defense and provides instruction for personal and
family defense preparations.
Mr. Walter's letters to President
Truman, and to all Pennsylvania
stations, raised the possibility of
tying all U. S. stations into an
anti-communistic campaign. Noting
that the country has "a tremend'ously powerful weapon for acquainting the American people
with the evils of the system of
Communism," he explained that
"radiomen and radio stations have
always been known for their being
able to lay aside all else to do a
job at hand for the interests of
He described
public
service." the plan in his
way:
letter to President Truman in this

nels, and then sent to all Pennsylvania stations for simultaneous release over the air at the very same
time by all stations of this state.
This means, in effect, that all people
in Pennsylvania would almost have to
hear the subjects, if they listen to the
radio at all. Such a voluntary "monopoly state net" would certainly get
the subject to our people in this state.
Mr. Walter added in his letter
to the President, that if the plan
works in Pennsylvania it could be
done all over the country, achieving
"a 6 p.m. 100% Hooper for the
coverage of the two subjects
He offered to assume personal
responsibility for clearing such a
scheme with the nation's stations.
above."
DIG SILENCING
Termed Very Difficult
ENEMY attempts to silence radio
stations in the United States have
small chance of success, according
to Arthur Van Dyck, staff assistant
at RCA Lab., speaking last week
before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers at its winter
meeting in New York. "While it is
probably impossible to prevent an
expert and determined saboteur
from putting any single station out
of operation, at least temporarily,
the protection is complete enough
to discourage all but the most determined and well-equipped efforts,"
he said.
Transmitter protection is not a
serious problem in this country, he
pointed out. Instead of only one
station serving an area, there are
many and the task of silencing all
of them would be very difficult if
not impossible. Many stations have
emergency transmitters available
for immediate use; some even have
emergency antennas.
Destruction of large towers
would not be a crippling blow, he
continued, since hundred-foot poles
can be erected quickly, or balloonsupported wires will do. World
War II experience proved it to be
extremely difficult to put stations
out of commission by air bombing
unless a direct hit was scored, he
said.
Mr. Van Dyck expressed doubt
that an enemy attack would result
in broadcasting being shut down,
as was customary in the last war.
Modern aircraft navigational aids
are so good that broadcast station
emissions for locating a city are
unnecessary, he said.

I have sent out a letter to each and
every radio station in the State of
Pennsylvania. In that letter I have
asked the managers if they will try
to clear 6' p.m. each night Monday
through Friday for a period of five
minutes.
Pointing
out radio's
role he
of educator in defense
matters,
said
Sponsors will be credited and will
still retain sponsorship of the period, the media also would be needed to
merely turning over five minutes of alert civil defense officials and
their period for the reading of a agencies. "In the event of an air
message (new each day) dealing with
attack, many hundreds of points
need to be alerted and signalling to
the subjects of "What Is Wrong With
Communism" and "What to Do in them within a few seconds is vital.
Event of Atom Bomb Attack."
Three days, Monday, Wednesday and This can be done only by wideFriday, would deal with Communism,
spread, high-power radio stations,
two days, Tuesday and Thursday, with and means are available whereby it
the atom bomb attack subject. All five can be accomplished on standard1
days would include a script which I broadcast
stations without inter- 1
hope can be written by the governfering in any way with the norma! I
ment, cleared through the proper chanoperations of the stations."
BROADCASTING
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OIL
PUBLISHED

BY THE OIL INDUSTRY

FOR

INFORMATION:

YOUR

NEWSLETTER
INFORMATION

COMMITTEE

NUMBER

OF A SERIES

Much of the strength of an industrial nation — in peace or war — lies in its
ability to fuel and lubricate its wheels, machines and motors.
The American petroleum industry, in the year of half -peace and half-war that just ended, provided the
nation with further comforting assurances of its ability to do its part for Uncle
Sam and 150 million Americans.
The story of petroleum in 1950 unfolds a thrilling
panorama of progress and plenty, of what free men can do in a free country to make
life more bountiful for a free people.
Preliminary figures for 1950 indicate that domestic consumption of petroleum
products soared to an all-time peak — 2,356,000,000 barrels.
That breaks down into
6,455,000 barrels a day — or figured in gallons (which is the way most of us buy
our basic petroleum products) 271,000,000 gallons every 24 hours.
That rate of consumption is 11 per cent higher than a year ago, 33 per cent above the wartime peak
of 1945 and 59 per cent above the prewar record of 1941.
It is equal to 660 gallons
a year for every man, woman and child in the United States.
How did the petroleum industry meet this demand?
How did the oil men manage
to have abundant supplies of gasoline, fuel oil, lubricants, and other petroleum
products available everywhere?
They did it by working harder than ever before ; by
surpassing most of the peak performances of previous years ; by wisely continuing
their expansion and modernization program ; by developing new and better ways of
finding, producing and refining petroleum; and by competing vigorously with each
other for petroleum supplies and markets.
In 1950, the men and women of oil:.. drilled the greatest number of wells in history
..boosted refinery capacity to an all-time peak
..processed more crude oil than ever before
..passed the billion barrel mark in motor fuel production
..set a new record for production of househeating fuel oil
..shattered old highs for production of natural gas
..increased the nation's proved reserves of liquid petroleum
..plowed back another two billion dollars in capital investment
..spent another 100 million dollars on research
These are the highlights

of 1950.

They show vividly

how oil men met record-

breaking demand by record-breaking performances.
But that ' s past history now. A
new year has begun and the oil men are moving along in high gear to meet the challenges of 1951.
What lies ahead is virtually anybody's guess.
But judged by its
1950 operations and past achievements,
the oil industry is better able now than ever
before to meet the demands of an uncertain future.

If at any time you'd like further
operations, please write to me.

information

about the oil industry

and its

Harold B. Miller, Executive Director,
Oil Industry Information Committee,
American Petroleum Institute,
50 West 50th Street,
New York 20, New York.
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KWBB
OPENING
Delayed Until March 15
DEBUT of KWBB Wichita,
Kan., as a 1 kw independent affiliate of the Wichita Beacon,
originally scheduled for this
month, has been delayed until March 15. Station will operate
fulltime on 1410 kc.
Keying preparation to a format of news, music, sports and
special events. KWBB will use
AP news service, and Thesaurus
and Capitol transcription libraries. General Electric transmitting and studio equipment and
RCA turntables will be used.
John E. Pearson Co. has been appointed national representative.
Levand President
Louis Levand, publisher of the
Beacon, is president of the
new station. Other executive personnel include Milt Hall, formerly with KOA Denver and KSBW
Salinas, Calif., vice president and
general manager; Merritt Winsby, Wichita businessman, secretary-treasurer; Don Wells, formerly with KSBW. station program director. and Ralph
McClellan, chief engineer.
Organization of the KWBB
commercial department also is
underway, with addition of Bob

NATIONWIDE radio networks had grossS
time sales1:
of 8183,358,922
2s
GROS
K Information
WOR
NET
during
1950,
Publishers
Bureau reports. Sums represented
a decrease of 2.4rr from the 1949 gross of $187,800,329.
Gross time sales of three TV networks (ABC, CBS and NBC, with
DuMont
not
reporting)
rose *
235.5 rc over the 1949 gross of all with the 1949 four-network total
four networks, according to PIB. of 812.294,513. PIB network-byThe 1950 TV three-network time network breakdowns for both radio
sale total was 840,453,878, compared
and TV follows:
*
*
*
NETWORK RADIO
December December Jan. -Dec. Jan. -Dec.
1950
1949 1950 1949
Discussing progress plans for
March opening of KWBB Wichita- as 1 kw independent outlet are
(I to r) Messrs. Hall, Wells and
McClellan
* * *
Bennett, f o r m e r commercial
manager of KSIJ Gladewater.
Tex., and Fred J. Langan, who
served in a similar capacity at
KMAN Manhattan, Kans.
WWRL New
York business
announcedfora 15r'r
increase
in gross
1950
as compared to 1949. Greatest commercial increase was reported in the
Spanish language programs, which
comprise
34% hours
of WWRL's
ly broadcast
schedule.
Stationweekalso
devotes 22 ^ hours to Negro programs.
where
everyone
in radio-tv

hangs

his

hat

Symbolic? Sure.
Bur true. BROADCASTING TELECASTING has been
Hie common meeting ground of
everyone concerned with radioTV since 1931,

The book appeafc I.with equal magnetism to all the
different groups
radio-TV. It's a balanced kind of
circulation. That
eludes advertisers, agency account
men, agency time uyers in greater numbers than any
other radio-TV joun
You reach them
II with a single roll down the
BROADCASTING a

where eve-y one
in radio-TV
hangs his hat
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NETWORK TELEVISION
S2,75 December December Jan. -Dec. Jan. -Dec.
2,281950
1949 1950 1949
8 S3,
656,4
6,544
9
2
,
490
S35,1 12,797,556 3,446,893
CBS
568,713
1,31 2,269,022
5,7
24,62
MBS
955,525
5 S42
S155,6,0632,393 1, 74,939 106,750
,342,8
70,74
73,01,845 345,
5
4
4
6 S 5,6 810
16,40 31,6 16,09 ,669 63,4
03,
8,88443 6
1
S1831,,397,,977 18,0 583
4
3
6
58,92 51 6 0,596
JWT STUDY
2 SI 8 4,013,
AM'S FUTURE
7,800 296Expansion
Cites Economic
,329
SI, 1
4
0
'Bright, Long/ Dennis Says
,46
OVER-ALL
economy
can be ex4 S
2
1
panded,
in
spite
of
certain
short9
,
AURAL broadcasting hasS3,2a "long
337 ages, a study of marketing poten74, sta5
and bright future as long6,68as
6
,
8
4
4,367ad70tialities
7
tions and networks serve their
,5 for 1951, published
3 1,
by10 J.
SI, 39Walter Thompson
vertisers and tune-in their ownSI, 9201,26annually
,366
1indicates.
,991
1Co.,
6
New
York,
2
6
1
,
audience," Gene Dennis, account
1
S40, meet
To
executive at R. J. Potts, Calkins &
4538,5,812this challenge business
878 its
sights and, rather
Holden. Kansas City, asserted at must raise
S126,,500,10
294as
the Chicago Radio Management
than "business
,5U 4usual," the counClub meeting Wednesday.
try must have unusual
productivity, the pamphlet suggests.
In a resume of his own radio and
The report, called "Marketing in
advertising experiences, Mr. Dennis
concluded also that stations and a Defense Economy," was written
by Arno Johnson, JWT director of
representatives must "gather and research. It shows that it is not
give
the The
salestime
ammunition"'
to the
and justifiable for
agency.
has come for
ra- only necessary
to increase productivity
dio "to arrive at an honest, reliable, business
(with a resultant expansion of our
comprehensive system of surveys
economy) but it is an obligation
which are nouncers,
indisputable,"
and and
an- business must assume to improve
producers, agencies
our defense. It points out the part
packagers
should of"accentuate
the selling must play in the overall
current rebirth
honest radio
picture. Copies are available upon
programming with commercials
request to JWT.
that have selling sense," he said.
Citing Arthur Godfrey as an example. Mr. Dennis said his copy is
straightforward, homey, light and TYRRELL KRUM
full of salesmanship.
Former NBC Newsman Dies
Cites Competition
TYRRELL KRUM. 50. formei
Pointing
out that
there for
are each
"15
sharp
salesmen
shooting
advertising dollar." Mr. Dennis
asked for advertising to be backed
up locally with dealer cooperation
and shelf-level promotion. Both radio and television can create "product patriotism." but they need local
help, the speaker said. Citing definite need for "pre-planned sales
pitches from stations and reps."
With the upcoming decline in available manpower, the industry needs
more and better trained salesmen
and fewer of the "over-zealous,
sharp-shooting type that bypasses

NBC veterans' news commentatoi
and prominent Virginia Republican, died of a heart attack Jan. 23
at Quantico Marine Base. Quantico. Va.j where he was working on
an exhibit for the Marine Corps
League.
Mr. Krum. newspaper reportei
and veteran of both World Wars
had a program entitled Yeteram
Adviser from April 1945 to January 1948. which originated ir
Washington and was carried b\
over 100 NBC stations. Startim
in January 194S. his commentaries
were a part of an NBC show callec
Veterans Journal.
A native of Pontiac. 111., Mr i
Krum was graduated from North- 1
western U. and from the Chicag.
U. Law School.
Surviving is hi:
widow, the former Harriet Swift
of Vienna, Va.

agencies and goes to the client."
Mr. Dennis asserted. "Fabulous
penny ante deals and sales offers
that more often belong in the gutter than in agency offices are hurting radio." he added.
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Top Management:

YOUR

IN

THIS

BOOST

CAMPAIGN

The period May 15-July 4 marks an
important campaign to strengthen the

TO

IS

NEEDED

BUILD

EVERYONE'S

If your company doesn't have the
Payroll Savings Plan, now's the time
to install it! (A nation-wide survey
shows that people are more than twice
as inclined to invest their extra money
in Savings Bonds as in any other form

financial independence of the nation's
people — and there's nothing of more
basic importance to your own and your
company's future than the country's
economic [well-being ! What's more,
you and other leaders of industry are
the men who will be the principal deciders ofthe success of this campaign.
For this is theTreasury Department's
Independence Drive to increase purchases ofUnited States Savings Bonds.
And the Payroll Savings Plan, now
operated by 21,000 companies, is responsible for the greatest share of
Series E Bond sales.

of investment. So it's good "employee
relations" to provide this convenience.)
If your company does have the Plan,
now's the time to put extra push behind it! Employees who pile up money
in Savings Bonds feel more secure . . .
are actually better workers. Moreover,
Bond sales build a backlog of future
purchasing power— good "business insurance" forall of us in the years ahead.
The Independence Drive will be

MOST

INDEPENDENCE

powerfully promoted throughout the
nation by radio, television, publication
advertising, posters, car cards, and special ceremonies. The public will be
extra Bond-conscious during this period. Make sure your company adequately informs your employees that
the convenience of "automatic" Bond
buying is available through your Payroll Savings Plan.
This is your country — and it's your
Drive. Help to put it over! All the
material and assistance you need are
available from your State Director,
Savings Bonds Division, U. S. Treasury
Department. Remember — employees
appreciate Payroll Savings.

The Treasury Deparfment acknowledges with appreciation the publication of this message by

BROADCASTING
The Newsweel^y^of Radio and Television
TELECASTING

%

i

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement prepared under the auspices of the Treasury Department and The Advertising Council.
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JESSE
LASKY TO NBC?
Network Denies Report
NBC last Wednesday denied a report circulated in Congress that
Victor Lasky, New York W orld Telegram staff writer, was to be retained by the network as a "consultant and commentator" on Communist activities.
Questioned about the report,
NBC said there was no truth in it.
It also was learned that Mr. Lasky
was no longer employed by the New
York newspaper.
The statement that Mr. Lasky
was being "considered" was inserted in last Tuesday's Congressioyial
Record by Rep. Isidore Dollinger
(D-N. Y.), who cited a Dec. 29 article by Ben Gross, New York Daily
News radio editor. Mr. Gross' article asserted "NBC is considering
the appointment of, Victor Lasky
not only as a commentator on the
Communist movement but also as a
special consultant on communism
as it affects policy, programs and
personnel."
Mr. Gross further wrote: "It
seems to me that NBC is on the
track of a good idea. And it's one
that other networks might well

THANKS largely to radio advertising, the Joe M. O'ffill Motor Co., Nash
dealer in Kansas City, sold 3,059 cars in 1950. This record sale made Mr.
O'ffill reportedly the third largest Nash dealer in the world. O'ffill Motor Co.
sponsored the early-morning program, Top of the Morning, each week day
over KCKN Kansas City, Mo. At a congratulatory broadcast are (I to r)
Wayne Stitt, the program's announcer; Eric Tainter, KCKN news editor;
C. R. Whitney the 3,000th car buyer, and Mr. O'ffill.
President Meeker
Lists Members

NARSR
GROUPS
ANNOUNCEMENT of the 1951 committees for the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives Inc. has been made by Robert C. Meeker,
president of the organization. ^
copy."
Mr. Lasky is co-author of Seeds
Members include:
Inc.; Russell Walker, John E.
of Treason, a best-seller which
Promotion & Public Relations:
Pearson Co. Inc.; Fred F. Hague,
deals mainly with the trial of Alger
Chairman, Wells H. Barnett Jr., George P. Hollingbery Co. TV
Hiss. Rep. Dollinger said the radio
John Blair & Co.; vice chairman,
Chairman, I. E. (Chick) Showerand television industry, "currently
beset with problems rising out of George Brett, The Katz Agency
man, Free & Peters Inc.; Edward
the Communist menace, has long Inc.; Adam J. Young Jr., Adam
Spencer Jr., George P. Hollingbeen a target for Communist infil- J. Young Jr. Inc.; James Le
bery Co.; Louis Moore, Robert
Meeker Assoc. Inc.; Scott Donahue,
Baron, Ra-Tel Representatives
tration." He said it was "heartInc.
The Katz Agency Inc.
ening" to learn that the "pioneerMembership Group
Subcommittee Research AM &
ing network, NBC" contemplated
the appointment of Mr. Lasky.
TV : Chairman, Dan Denenholz,
Membership : Chairman, Lewis
The Katz Agency Inc.; Arthur
H. Avery, Avery-Knodel Inc.; RusSchofield, Paul H. Raymer Co. Inc.;
sell Woodward, Free & Peters Inc. ;
Pierce Romaine, Avery-Knodel Joseph F. Timlin, The Branham
Buys Newspaper Stock
Inc.
Co.; Eugene Katz, the Katz AgenEDGAR KOBAK, owner of
General TV Committee: Chaircy Inc.; John Blair, John Blair &
WTWA Thomson, Ga., and former
man, Jack Brooke, Free & Peters Co.
MBS president, reportedly has Inc.; William Weldon, Blair TV
Legal: Chairman, Mr. Katz;
purchased a 50% stock interest in Inc.; Ed Codel, the Katz Agency Preston
Peters, Free & Peters
the McDuffie Progress, Thomson
Inc.; merReynold
Kraft, Paul H. Ray- Inc.; Joseph J. Weed, Weed & Co.
Co.
Inc.
weekly newspaper. Mr. Kobak, also
a New York business consultant,
Spot Clinics: AM Chairman,
has farm interests in the Thomson
Jerry C. Lyons, Weed & Co.;
GIVEAWAY CASE
area. His son, Edgar H. Kobak Jr., Thomas Campbell, the Branham
Continued to June 11
is WTWA general manager.
Co.; Arthur McCoy, Avery-Knodel
CHICAGO Federal District Court
Judge Michael L. Igoe continued
DO YOU
WANT
RATINGS
the giveway case of Radio Features
vs.
U. S. to June 11 on appeal last
HIGHER
THAN
NETWORK
Monday of Radio Features. Final
action will be determined after deADJACENCIES?
cision in a similar case involving
giveaways in Southern District
See Centerspread This Issue
Court, New York, where the networks brought action against the
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
government contesting the FCC decision.
Radio Features, a Chicago radioTV package firm now operating under the name of Walter Schwimmer Productions, gained a court
WCKY
injunction on the FCC order a year
CINCINNATI
and a half ago, shortly before a
similar injunction was awarded
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
the networks in New York, Mr.
Sehwimmer's attorney is John B.
Moser.
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A. BLOCH
WTRF Owner Dies

JESSE A. BLOCH, 71, president
of the Tri-City Broadcasting Co.,
operator of WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio, died Jan. 17 at his
home in Pleasant Valley, Wheeling,
W. Va. Mr. Bloch also was chairman of the board of the Mail Pouch
Tobacco Co.
A life-long resident of Wheeling,
Mr. Bloch had an outstanding
record as industrialist, financier
and civic leader.
In addition to WTRF, in which
he held 50%, he at one time had
an interest in WCHS Charleston,
W. Va.
Mr. Bloch was a former director of the National Assn. of Manufacturers and the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce. He was a director
of the Wheeling Dollar Savings and
Trust and also of the West Virginia Manufacturers Assn. At his
death, he was a commissioner for
the Wheeling Housing Authority.
His career in politics included
two terms as a representative
from the Wheeling district to the
West Virginia House of Delegates,
and one term as State Senator. He
also was a former president of the
Ohio Valley General Hospital.
His affiliations included Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity, the Burning Tree Country Club, Bethesda,
Md.; Masonic Order, Elks and the
Fort Henry Club, Wheeling.
Surviving are his widow, a son,
Thomas A., and a daughter, Mrs.
Wilmot L. Harris.
WKYB

OPERATION
Goes Fulltime on 570 kc
WKYB Paducah, Ky., owned by
the Paducah S u n-D e mo cr at,
began fulltime operation Jan. 19
with 1 kw daytime and 500 w
nighttime on 570 kc. Shift to new
fulltime operation and frequency
was greeted by Vice President
Alben Barkley in a congratulatory message.
Station had operated since November 1946 on 800 kc with 1 kw
daytime. Its new directional array covers some 40 acres and required clearing of timber area to
make way for three 430-ft. towers. The Sun-Democrat also
operates filiate.
WKYC
afBoth are(FM),
MBS WKYB
affiliates.
AFA

Women

Set Meet

EASTERN Conference of the Women's Advertising Clubs, Advertising Federation of America, are
to meet March 31- April 1 at the
Shoreham Hotel, Washington. Conference will open with a panel of
speakers, followed by a luncheon
with Capital leaders and guests. At
a Saturday night party all members are to be dressed as trade
marks or entertainment stars.
Helen Carroll Corathers, AFA vice
president and chairman of Council
on Women's Advertising Clubs, is
to preside at a Sunday bruncheon.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GUILD

ENTERS

CBS 'White Collar' Dispute
. URISDICTIONAL struggle over
jBS "white collar" workers in New
fork gained new intensity last week
vith entrance of a third union,
Newspaper Guild of New York, into
he dispute. Circulars entitled "You
md the Newspaper Guild," which
iHiong other things set forth "a
ypical guild contract" pay scale,
^ere distributed to employes at
]BS.
With Local H-63, Home Office
Employes Union, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
<nd Moving Picture Machine Operators, challenging the Distributive,
Processing and Office Workers of
America for representation of the
letwork's "white collar" staff, CBS
■eferred the dispute to the National
jabor Relations Board a fortnight
igo [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Iran. 15].
Cites Constitution
The constitution of the American
Newspaper Guild, according to the
ircular, defines its jurisdiction as
'. . . news, editorial, business, cirulation, maintenance, promotion,
dvertising and related departments
. . press services and associations,
tews ticker services, news photo
igencies, syndicates, radio news
ervices, television newsreel comlanies, radio companies and teleision broadcasting companies." Decribing its job classification as
>eing ". . . based on duties more
imilar to those at CBS than any
ther union," the guild set forth
a typical guild contract (by no

means the best)" and gave "the
following minimums based on exBEGINNERS
perience": Salesmen, Writers,
Advertising
Artist, Photographers
$50 to $120
Copywriters,
Accounting Clerks, 50 to 95
Cashier
Library Readers, Tabulators 50 to 82
Secretaries, Clerks
50 to 72
Library Clerks
45 to 65
Addressograph Operators, Stenographers, Telephone Oper- ators 45 to 65
Typists
40 to 54
CopyBoys
Boys, Messengers, Office 30 to 39
Porters
52
Existing scales at CBS, it is believed, are based upon job classifications differing so much from
those of the guild that no comparison would be possible without more
detailed job descriptions.
According to the Jan. 19 issue of
Frontpage, semi - monthly guild
publication, "several requests from
CBS employes had been received
... to take them in as members.
When it was found they were eligible under the constitution, plans
were made to start the organizing

GORDON
Radio-TV Actress Dies
ELSIE MAE GORDON, radio and
TV actress who began her radio
career as a Gold Dust Twin in 1922,
died Jan. 18 of cancer in Post Graduate Hospital, New York. Miss Gordon was the wife of John Benson,
assistant director of scenic design
for CBS-TV.
During her radio and TV career,
Miss Gordon played over 1,000
roles, appearing with such performers as Al Jolson, Fred Allen,
Eddie Cantor, Beatrice Lillie and
Burns and Allen. Among the shows
Miss Gordon participated in were
The Aldrich Family, Young Dr.
Malone, When A Girl Marries, Report to the Nation, and her own
program, Your Voice and You, on
NBC.
Beside Mr. Benson, surviving are
a son by a former marriage, Gordon
Graham White, and two sisters,
Mrs. Grace Gordon Wicks of New
York and Mrs. Lola Montrose,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Horn

Tooting

RADIO'S ability to get rapid
response from listeners was
proven again recently by
WIL St. Louis and Announcer
Bob Grossman. Mr. Grossm.c. stuck
on WIL's
Breakfastman,Club,
his head
out
of a ninth floor studio window in the Hotel Chase and
watched the mass of cars
halted by traffic signals at
the busy intersection of Kings
Highway and Lindel. Via a
hand mike, he suggested that
driver-listeners waiting at
the intersection toot their car
horns and wave their hands.
Almost immediately, dozens
of horns started blasting and
drivers waved their arms
frantically. The ensuing din
was broadcast from the window. WIL, as a result of its
spontaneous testing, is blowing its own horn a bit.

drive."

MINNESOTA
MEET
Crime News on Agenda
IADIO news problems, including
landling of crime news on the air,
ind a progress report on the fareaching crime probe by the Sen:te Crime Investigating Committee
nil highlight sessions of the fifth
nnual Radio News Short Course
t the U. of Minnesota's School of
ournalism Feb. 16-17.
The crime news aspect will be
ouched on Feb. 16 by Sen. Estes
lefauver, chairman of the Senate
ommittee, and explored in panel
iscussions by newsmen of Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin and the
)akotas. Other radio news probands will delve into use of wire
ervices and tape recorders. Closng session will be given over to
tudy of television news and its
ffect on radio news. Baskett
losse, Northwestern U.'s School
f Journalism, will speak on "How
o Meet the Competition of Teleision News."
Highlights of the annual dinner
"eb. 16 will be addresses by two
orrespondents — Philip Potter,
Baltimore Sun, and Herbert Lewis,
!t. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch— who have returned from the
'ar
East
lorean war.where they covered the
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Tallest

tower

in

the

for

U.S.

WSB-TV

WSB's spectacular 1,057-foot TV tower . . . a solid base supporting
a 998-foot guyed steel triangular tower, topped by a four-section
RCA FM pylon antenna and a 12-layer high-gain RCA TV
antenna ... was completely engineered by ideco. The owners
chose an ideco tower for two important reasons:
Triangular-Section Safety — Extra rigidity ... reduced wind load
. . . freedom from distortion . . . triangular design — important factors that contribute to ideco's outstanding safety record.
Complete Engineering* — ideco engineering covers everything
from base to beacon light . . . transmission lines, man-lift service
elevator, platforms, and special accessories. Prefabricated sections fit together easily and quickly ... no field cutting or welding
necessary.
From coast to roast, for every type of radio and television tower,
ideco is prepared to handle every detail of vour tower requiretion. ments. Write for Bulletins RT-46 and SSRT-1 for more informaInternational Derrick & Equipment Company
Columbus, Ohio
•
Torrance, California
::Tdeco engineering covers
the entire job, from foundation specifications to antenna
array,ection
including erection
and
extras to after
buy! ejection

IDF
TRIANGULA!
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THREE specialists have joined the Radio-Television
Branch
the"
Dept.
O™of6
AD
of Defense
inSrecent
weeks
and. fourR
others
areI
expected to be added
DEPT
E
EN
F
E
D
sometime this week, Charles Dillon, radio-TV chief, has revealed.
The additions were necessitated, Mr. Dillon pointed out, by the increasing radio-TV activity within
as Escape, Suspense, and The
the branch, particularly the launchWhistler. Prior to that he served
ing of the
new Armed
as writer-producer for MBS-Don
Forces
Hourdepartment's
on the DuMont
TeleLee Network. During World War
vision Network (see separate story)
II he was a fighter pilot in the
starting this Sunday.
Air Force.
The new additions are Edward
Lt. Black has just returned from
Nell, appointed chief of the tele- Korea where he was a combat
vision section; Lt. Chester Spur- reporter for the Air Force. From
geon (USAF), who will write the
Armed Forces Hour for television
Much practice went into -preparaand Lt. James Black (USAF), who
tion for the VIP radio-stage show.
Among the participants were (I to joins the radio-TV branch's news
r) Sen. Johnson and Sen. William
and special events section.
Mr. Nell was transferred from
'SCARE BUYING'
E. Jenner (R-Ind.) who try out
Blamed on 'Bureaucrats'
their voices as FCC Comr. Henthe Naval Photographic Center
RESPONSIBILITY for "scare buynock accompanies them.
where he handled motion picture
ing" of such items as radio and
production for the Navy for the television
sets was laid on the adpast six years. Previously, he had
ministration's doorstep last week
produced motion pictures in priby Rep. Clarence J. Brown (Rvate
industry
and
was
active
in
VIP SHOW
Ohio). Congressman Brown
light opera and other entertainment fields.
Termed Radio Success
charged "bureaucrats" with pushing the nation headlong toward
Lt. Spurgeon arrived from CBS
"sky-high
prices and rationing of
Western
Division
where
he
was
WASHINGTON NOTABLES, including FCC Comr. Frieda Henconsumer
goods."
chief of the network's continuity
Cited specifically
by the Ohioan
nock and Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
department on the West Coast.
was
National
Production
AuthorDuring
three
years
with
CBS,
Lt.
(D-Col.), chairman, Senate Interity's
Dec.
29
anonuncement
of
state and Foreign Commerce ComSpurgeon directed the Housewives Protective League and also "drastic curbs on cobalt, revealing
mittee, were in fine form at the VIP
that this would mean shortages of
wrote copy for such CBS programs
Original Amateur Hour radio-stage
refrigerators, washing machines,
show last Thursday in the capitelevision sets, radio receivers and
tal's Constitution Hall. President and Mrs. Truman were in FM CAMPAIGN
other household items." However,
the Congresman noted, the date
the audience.
fixed for the order to become effecSpurred in Bavaria
The Women's National Press
tive was Feb. 1, "thus encouraging
Club, sponsors, said that the porCAMPAIGN to popularize FM ra- industrial cobalt buying and a contion broadcast, 9-9:45 p.m. over
dio in Bavaria continues with dissumer stampede to purchase the
ABC, probably had the largest
tribution of a 1,200-word leaflet to
all radio set owners in that part of products affected."
listening audience ever accorded
Such practices, he continued,
southern Germany, the State Dept.
an entertainment program. The
announced last week. The leaflet "promote buying waves, price
show marked the rebirth of USO.
jumps and hoarding." Rep. Brown
explains this type of broadcasting
Sponsor of the Original Amateur
to set owners and urges them to intimated that "some of our bureauHour paid the entire costs.
crats and planners" were fostering
acquire sets capable of receiving
Leading acts will be taken to FM programs.
scare
buying to make rationing a
necessity.
New York for the television verCongestion of European airways
sion tomorrow (Tuesday), 10-11
As a corrective action, the Conled to the FM campaign [Broadp.m., over NBC-TV. Voice of
gressman called on President Trucasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8].
man to restrain "these economic
America picked up the radio broadAlready U. S. Zone stations in
leaf-rakers" or, as an alternative,
cast and the Signal Corps is to Munich, Stuttgart and Frankfort
initiative by the Congress.
film and tape the television ver- have initiated regular FM broadsion for showing to the armed
casts and it is planned to have netforces throughout the world.
work operation completed by 1952.
RADIO IN CD
Topic of Calif. Meeting
WORKING OUT role of the
UPPERLY IMPOSSIBLE
broadcasting industry in civilian
defense will be one of the major
TO GET MILKEP
subjects to be taken up at the
AftOUMP HERE WITH
forthcoming annual all-day meeting of California State Broadcasters' Assn. scheduled Feb. 16 at
KGLO OH THE AIR
the Clift Hotel, San Francisco.
Principal guest at the meeting
will be Maj. Gen. Walter M.
Robertson, California director of
-tot
civilian defense. Some of his staff
0) to
will accompany him. Session will
n
take up organizing the problems of
a statewide communication system
in the face of an emergency, as
well as legislative problems and
15th year of SERVICE, to 69,740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
election of officers. Donn B. Takglo
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
tum,
vice president and legal coun1300 KC, 5,000 Watts CBS
represented by Weed & Company.
sel, Don Lee network, is president
MASON. CITY, IOWA
of association.
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1939-40 he was with KRBC Abi
lene, Tex., to which he returnee
after wartime service as a pilot
While at KRBC he was sports di
rector and announcer. In February
1947 Lt. Black joined KCBD Lub
bock, Tex., as program manage
and sports director, posts which h
held until September 1950 when hf
returned to active duty with th<
Air Force as combat reporter.
Identity of the four other spec
ialists to the radio-TV branch wa:
not known, but they are expectec
to come from network, station ant
motion picture fields, according t<
Mr. Dillon. The additions wouh
bring the Defense Dept.'s radio
TV personnel strength to 27, in
eluding technical and clerical help
FREEDOM
RADIO
Builds New Transmittei
RADIO Free Europe is building :
powerful medium wave transmit
ter in Munich which is expected t<
take to the air this winter. In ad
dition, the Crusade for Freedon
broadcasting facility plans eigh
additional transmitters.
These revelations were made las
week by Gen. Lucius D. Clay, na
tional chairman of the Crusade, ii
a letter to Sen. William Bentoi
(D-Conn.). The Senator entere<
the letter in the Congressional Rec
ord.
Gen. Clay said total eontribu
tions to the Crusade for Freedon
fund totalled $1,288,000 with th.
number of contributors at 15.507,
877. Great bulk of this mone;
came from small contributions un
der $1, he said, with only a fev
gifts over $1,000. Radio Fre
Europe, he noted, began broad
casting to Soviet satellite coun
tries last July from a 7.5 kw short
wave transmitter located nea
Frankfurt, Germany.

INDUSTRY STATE
Considered 'Excellent
RESULTS of a survey by the Na.
tional Credit Office Inc. indicati
that the liquid position of the radio
television and electronics industr;
is excellent, it was reported las-;
week.
The survey showed that the rat'
of inventory turnover is good am
the relationship of earnings t<
sales and net worth "is quite sat
isfactory."
Col. Kirby Back
COL. Edward W. Kirby, chief o
the Army's radio-TV branch, re
turned to his desk in the Pentago
last Wednesday after a three week
illness that had confined him t
Walter Reed hospital. Despite hi|
illness, described as a virus infec
tion, Col. Kirby had remained i
constant contact with his office o j
radio and television matters. Offic
activities were maintained durin:
his absence by Capt. Ben Miller an J]
Lt. Carl Zimmerman, radio and T1
associates.

BROADCASTING
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APS

SESSIONS
Greensboro Agenda Set
AGENDA for the first of a series
of 1951 meetings with broadcasters,
scheduled to be held in Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 19, has been announced to subscribers of Associated Program Service by Maurice
B. Mitchell, vice president and general manager. Premiere conference
for APS members will be held at
Greensboro's Sedgefield Inn.
The all-day session, to be keyed
to radio advertising and programming, will be presided over by
Harold Essex, vice president and
managing director of WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C., with formal
introduction to the clinic by Mr.
Mitchell.
Morning sessions will be devoted to programming. Jim Lucas,
APS director of product development, will speak on "Protecting
Your Program Investment." He is
expected to review program philosophy and techniques, features of
music library services and audience
potentials. Leslie F. Biebl, APS
programming director, will tell
:.,t APS subscribers how to build library programs and discuss APS
■m
"pre-produced" program techniques. His subject is "Programming for Audience and Income."
■■y.'r
Mr. Mitchell will head up the
afternoon sales talks, stressing
ways and means of increasing
local, regional and national spot
volume, and special sales techniques. The APS executive also
will touch on selling radio advertising during a national emergency,
as well as problems of retailers'
shortages and radio-TV competition.
Question and answer periods and
case histories will follow morning
and afternoon sessions. A luncheon and cocktail party also will be
held during the all-dav conference.
No charge will be levied for registration.
lentil
KQV ROUNDTABLE
Recording Subpenaed
TRANSCRIPTION of a controver|
sial roundtable program aired by
KQV Pittsburgh nearly four years
ago has been subpenaed by the
Pennsylvania Attorney General's
office for possible use in connection
with hearings involving a public
official.
The subpena stemmed from a
charge leveled by State Atty. Gen.
Charles Margiotti that his assistant district attorney, Mrs. Marjorie
Matson, had alleged Communist
"associations" and "sympathies."
■1$ » Mrs. Matson appeared on the KQV
T3*» program, On The Spot, aired
March 14, 1947, and transcribed at
•ill' the request of News Director Bill
3?* '■ Burns because of its controversial
nature. Mr. Burns moderated the
panel. Transcription may be used
as evidence during hearings scheduled by the Allegheny County Bar
Assn., which named five lawyers to
hear the charges, KQV reported.
BROADCASTING
• Tele

'RADIO

STATION
GI-USA'
Local Outlers
Get Song Requests from Overseas

AN UNUSUAL radio program —
Radio Station GI-USA — is gaining
popularity among servicemen stationed on Guam and their friends
and loved ones back home, thanks
to a reciprocal arrangement among
individual U. S. stations and the
Armed Forces Radio Service.
The GI's fill out appropriate
forms requesting that musical
numbers be played for sweethearts,
wives and others over stations located near their homes. In turn,
persons in the U. S. may request
selections for servicemen by writing
to the Guam AFRS outlet.
The idea, conceived by Margaret
Smith, club director of the Marianas-Bonins Command's Perm Base
Service Club, has been picking up
momentum steadily in the past six
months, with U. S. stations taking
an active and interested role. Those
singled out by the Army Dept.'s
Special Services Division include
WHK Cleveland, Ohio; WJR Detroit; WTIP Charleston, W. Va.;
KCOM Sioux City, Iowa.
Miss Smith reports that stateside
stations have been most cooperative in notifying the persons concerned of the request, and several
hundred requests have been mailed
RATES BOOST
Set by WMGM March 1
INCREASE in rates of WMGM
New York, effective March 1, was
announced last week by Bertram
Lebhar Jr., station director, who
said the increase was based on the
"recognized sales-producing ability"
of the station and "its steadily
growing audience," rather than on
increased production costs.
"Audience surveys taken for 1950
show a continuing increase in listenership to WMGM, despite the inroads made in this area by television. Proof of the efficacy of
WMGM as a salesman is in the
contracts signed by sponsors, 90%
of which are renewals," he said.
Class A basic time rates for one
hour will increase as follows: One
per week, from $750 to $800; three
per week from $2,025 to $2,160; six
per week, from $3,600 to $3,840. Spot
rates for the same category, for one
minute: One per week, from $75 to
$80; three per week, from $225 to
$240; six per week, from $450 to $480.
For six quarter-hours of the Ted
Husing Show, including talent, the
price will go from $1,260 to $1,452.
Class B basic time rates for one
hour: One per week, from $500 to
$600; three per week, from $1,350 to
$1,620; six per week, from $2,400 to
$2,880. Spot rates for the same category, for one minute: One per week,
from $50 to $60; three per week, from
$150 to $180; six per week, from $300
to $360.
All the foregoing rates, new as
well as old, remain subject to various discounts. Contracts prior to
March 1 will be protected for one
year under the current rates, it was
announced.
casting

only
a request
"Room
Full played
of Roses"
but sentfor a a serviceman's
wife
a
dozen
roses
congratversary. ulating her on a wedding anniTypical
of Smith
the comments
received by Miss
are:
WHK — ". . . We were very
pleased to see that a service like
this has been organized . . . We
want to cooperate in any way that
we ; can to help you publicize the
service and make its acceptance
in WTIP—".
Cleveland widespread
. . ."to say
. . Just a line
that I did play the request ... I
am glad that there are some people
interested in helping the boys
wherever they may be . . ."
("Happy" Steven Ison Jr.).
WJR — ". . . Pleased to comply
with these requests from young
Americans who are far from home

Miss Smith takes applications
from servicemen requesting musical selections to be played by U. S.
stations for their families and
sweethearts. ■
back to the states by the service
club. The local AFRS station, in
turn, has set aside 6-6:45 a.m. and
4:30-5 p.m. periods for playing
numbers asked by families of soldiers, Marines and airmen.
U. S. stations generally have
made it a practice to call the person concerned and advise when the
selection will be played. The Army
reported that one station in Cleveland, Ohio — probably WHK — not

You'll get more
power, moremore
coverage,
listeners, more
results on KMPC
alone than on
38 other Southern
California stations

serving
their country
. . ."
The service
club reported
that
it was deluged with requests from
GI's
the Christmas
holiday
seasonduring
and also
that, judging
by
requests received from the states,
"the people at home are learning
fast
of Radio for
Station
GI-USA."
Requests
numbers
to be
played over Guam Armed Forces
Radio Station are addressed to
Box 27, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif.
CAST of Don McNeill's Breakfast Club
and TV Club on ABC AM-TV will
travel to California for the first time
in Breakfast Club history. The group
will transcribe shows from Hollywood
during the two-week visit.

LOS ANGELES — 710 KC
In KMPC's 50,000-watt half millivolt
coverage area are 5,472,411 people;
1,538,533 radio homes; 1,187,088 car
radios... 50, 000 WATTS DAYTIME,
10,000 WATTS NIGHTTIME.
John F- Patt, President
R. O. Reynolds, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.

put together.
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All Accounts
(Continued from page 1^)
Wireless, but he was promoted
to the mentcompany's
research Then
departwithin six months.
he
was back at Chicago Radio Institute as an instructor in operating, servicing and engineering.
He joined NBC Chicago as a studio
engineer in the spring of 1930 and
soon gained a reputation for his
ability in handling remote pickups.
In 1931, while working nights
at NBC, Al decided to matriculate
at the U. of Chicago. Three years
later he took a B.A. degree after
sojourns into archeology, anthropology and near-Eastern history. He also indulged heavily in
physics and mathematics.
Mr. Eisenmenger's excursion
into union organizing came in 1933
when he not only led in the formation of NABET but occupied an
influential place in its national
councils.
Takes Signal Corps Post
In 1942 he became a civilian
employe of the U. S. Signal Corps,
serving as assistant civilian training administrator at the Chicago
depot of the corps. The following
year he returned to NBC, but in
1944 went to Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, Chicago, as head of the
agency's recording studios. The
Eisenmenger commercial techniques were developed at D-F-S
(example: Oxydol's Sparkle), and
Al also assumed charge of the
agency's legal and accounting
work regarding talent, contracts,
etc. He was a popular choice to
take over timebuying on the
Procter & Gamble account in 1945.
By late 1946 he had become
radio director of Morris F.
Swaney agency in Chicago, and
handled the Kaiser-Frazer account. He headed both media and
program departments. The move
to Leo Burnett came in April
1949, and his first assignment was
to handle all facets of the Pillsbury account pertaining to radio —
programming and program production included. Last January, Al

JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Know About the
5000 WATT

TRANSMITTER

Now in Use at
C
HALIFAX

H

N

S

NOVA

SCOTIA

The Maritimes
BUSIEST
Commercial Station
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was placed in charge of all timebuying and estimating on all of
Burnett's radio and television accounts. Numbering more than 20,
they include such advertisers as
Pure Oil, Pillsbury, Mars, Sante
Fe, Kellogg, Brown Shoe, Green
Giant, Club Aluminum, Converted
Rice. He also has charge of
Burnett's talent contracts.
Al Eisenmenger believes the value of AM radio still is "great" if
used properly. He realizes television is "assuming greater proportions as a national medium,"
but asserts that any successful advertising campaign is based "not
on a single medium, but on the
proper combination of them."
Al is married to the former
Phyllis Regan of Chicago, whose
mother's family is noted for its
famous railroad men. One of
Mrs. Eisenmenger's uncles was
president of the Rock Island Lines.
They live in an apartment on the
city's south side and have a daughter, Deborah, 8. The family maintains a summer place at Ludington, Mich., and Al spends as much
time there as possible. But his
"vocation and avocation are work."

PEARSON
WINS
Cleared in Libel Suit
ABC COMMENTATOR Drew
Pearson was cleared- in a $350,000
libel suit by a U. S. District Court
Jury in Washington, D. C, last
week. He was being sued for a
statement he made during a 1948
broadcast [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22, 15].
Fred N. Howser, former attorney general of California, charged
Mr. Pearson had libeled him on an
ABC network broadcast when the
commentator accused Mr. Howser
of accepting a $1,200 bribe from a
gambler.
Judge Alexander Holtzoff instructed the jury to answer five
questions for a "special verdict,"
which was necessary because libel
laws differ in the 10 western states
where stations carried the Pearson
broadcast.
The full decision found Mr. Pearson proved his broadcast statement
was true; that the commentator
proved no malice, and that Mr.
Howser had suffered no damages.
Also determined was that Mr.
Howser was not entitled to punitive damages because he had not
proved the commentator made the
statement with such malice or willful and reckless disregard for the
rights of Mr. Howser as to require
an exemplary recovery.
Jurors, who deliberated for 4%
hours before returning their decision, also found that Mr. Howser's
reputation was not damaged by the
broadcast in Oregon, Washington,
Texas, Nevada, New Mexico, Idaho
and Colorado. Because no malice
was proved, Mr. Pearson was protected under the laws of California, Arizona and Utah.
Mr. Howser's counsel, Roger
Robb, said the verdict would be
appealed.

SIGNIFYING the start of its 11th years as sponsor of a siv-weekly newscast
on WLOG Logan, W. Va., Les Harer, general manager of the Logan Planing
Mill Co., extends a warm handshake to Robert O. Greever, co-owner of
WLOG-AM-FM, while other station executives look on. L to r: Martha Jane
Becker, WLOG commercial manager; Hal Brenett, program director and newscaster; Messrs. Harer and Greever; and Mike Wynn, commercial announcer.
Despite periodic restrictions and curtailments that have plagued building
supply dealers, firm has sponsored newscast continuously for 10 years, using
radio not only to sell lumber when available but also to explain shortages.
SCHOOL CREDITS
Offered in WCHS Series
LISTENERS are not only able to
enjoy roundtables on modern problems but also receive college credit
if they choose under a cooperative
arrangement between WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., and Morris
Harvey College.
Details of the unique Radio
Classroom are spelled out in the
January issue of West Virginia
School Journal by Harry M. Brawley, WCHS public affairs director
and chairman of the radio series.
Course currently being offered is
Comparative Government. In addition to those registered for credit,
the
Classroom
"audit"
students who also
pay boasts
fees but
are
not required to submit written reports, and other listeners who dial
the program merely because they
are interested in topics to be explored. "Life of the community
served by education and by radio is
bound to be much richer," Mr.
Brawley points out, when such programs can perform a public service for the broadcaster and advance
the cause of education.
Philco Order
ORDER for standard commercial
microwave communications equipment and associated multiplexing
apparatus, which permit handling
up to 24 audio channels by a
single terminal, has been awarded
to the Philco Corp., Philadelphia,
by the Air Material Command of
the U. S. Air Force, the company
announced last Monday. Equipment will be installed by the Air
and Airways Communications
System (AACS) as part of its
worldwide communications network. Philco has supplied television microwave equipment for
systems operated by AT&T and
Western Union in such states as
Virginia, Ohio, New York and
Pennsylvania.

WJW-AFRA
TALK
As Strike Enters 2nd Week
NEGOTIATIONS between WJW
Cleveland and AFRA continued as
the union's strike entered its second week [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]. Lawrence Webb,
assistant to the president, said the
station was operating normally and
no network time had been lost.
Despite
unionhave
pressure
no national accounts
been affected,
ily.
Mr. Webb said, though a few local
accounts had suspended temporarAFRA issued a statement that
about 90% of WJW's local income
had been cancelled during the
strike. The union's executive secretary, Ted Smoot, added that a
resolution was introduced in the
Cleveland city council last Monday
asking the mayor to call on WJW
to negotiate with AFRA and
NABET. The engineers have asked
the station for bargaining rights,
after honoring AFRA picket lines,
AFRA said.
WMID Atlantic City returned to
the air at 9:30 p.m. Jan. 20 after
management and striking engineers (IBEW) reached a mutual
agreement pending conclusion of
negotiations.
The station had been off the air
25 hours after a strike was called
without notice, according to David
H. Freedman, general manager. He
said the union had given definite
assurance that ample notice would
be given before a walkout.
DISC JOCKEYS from all parts of
U. S. and Canada sent goodwill
greetings to Bing Crosby at luncheon
staged in his honor at Paramount
Studios recently. It was part of
month-long celebration giving him
title of "Mr. Music" and marking his
20th anniversary as a top radio-film
star.
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Open Mike
(Confirmed from page 12)
people of the United States.
At the present time I think that
our propaganda and public relations is entirely too high in standard, aimed at a group of people
who already know that America
and Democracy is a good thing,
but we are not reaching the farmer
and laboring classes of other countries with our propaganda. In my
opinion this is due to one thing —
that our present propaganda department doesn't realize the need
for different types of propaganda
to reach different types of people
and different types of mentality.
I pass this on to you for what
it's worth. . . .
Oggie Davies
Manager
WKAP Allentown, Pa.
Valuable Trade Source
EDITOR:
. . . Our embryo operation is
finding Broadcasting • Telecasting as valuable a trade information source as the bewhiskered stations who have treasured their
subscriptions thru the years. . . .
Don Wells
Program Director
KWBB Wichita, Kan.
Produce 2,128 Shows
PROTESTANT Radio Commission revealed last week that
during 1950, 2,128 radio and TV
shows had been produced and arranged by the religious group.
Breakdown showed that 601 network radio programs, 158 network
TV programs, 232 local radio
programs and 32 local TV programs were included in the
year's production total and arrangements were made for 280
network radio programs, 51 TV
network programs, and 734 local
radio programs. Commission also
produced 36 transcriptions and 4
television films to be used by
local stations throughout the
nation.
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LABOR

EYES

RADIO
CIO Council Explores Use, Builds Programs

LABOR unions are being encouraged to develop techniques and
methods for use of radio in carrying their message to listeners in
various communities throughout
Michigan and to probe the "unexplored market" of labor radio.
Impetus is furnished by the Radio Council of the Michigan Congress of Industrial Organizations
(CIO), which has been active since
World War II in radio production
and promotion. Since its inauspicious start, the council's Education
Dept. has quietly encouraged the
use and expansion of radio as a
means
of view.of expressing labor's point
As a tangible result of these activities, the council education
group, headed by Bill Kemsley, has
been responsible for building 16
separate programs throughout
Michigan — 15 on a weekly basis,
the remaining series comprising
daily programs.
"Most of the time that we have
been able to spend on promotion
has been spent in promoting new
15-minute weekly shows in various
communities," Mr. Kemsley stated.
"Although we have not been able
to work toward increasing our time
over already existing programs,
several of them are now investigating this possibility."
To service these programs the
Michigan CIO News prepares a
weekly news roundup which local
commentators are urged to re-write
for local consumption, and scripts
and publications to serve as a basis
for programs. Additionally, the
education department has developed various materials for use by
radio committees. One of these is
WOV'S FILM TOUR
Chicago Sees First Run

FIRST SHOWING of "WOV's
Three Million People," animated
film presentation with sound which
WOV New York is taking on tour
across the country for presentation before groups of advertisers
and agency executives, was made
Tuesday in Chicago for 50 luncheon
guests.
The detailed report on WOV's
entire operation, covering the station's tailor-made programming in
English and Italian, sales success
stories and highlights from WOV's
"audited audience" and "consumption" studies, was screened at Chicago's Sheraton Hotel after introductory remarks by Station
Manager Ralph Weil. WOV Sales
Manager Herb Schorr, who also attended the Chicago premiere, was
to take the film to the Twin Cities
for a Friday showing. Other stops
will be made in Detroit and Cleveland before the presentation is
shown in New York. John E.
Pearson Co., WOV station representative, ishandling arrangements
for the out-of-town showing.

• Telecasting

a newly-issued publication, Radio
Promotion.
Toward the goal of increased
radio fare, two institutes for education in radio techniques and
methods were recently held in Cadillac and Lansing, Mich. Bob Coleman, WKAR East Lansing, served
as one of the instructors.
The Michigan CIO, according to
Mr. Kemsley, "would like to see
radio people establish some sort of
relationship with labor so that
unions might be encouraged to further develop their use of the radio
medium." Further expansion of the
"Voice of the CIO" would indicate
that "we in labor are becoming of
age," he added.
In the Radio Promotion booklet,
described as "a guide for audience
insurance," users are encouraged to
"examine radio as a big business"
and are told that "you'll have to
work to win and keep the audience." Promotion is "audience insurance," the booklet stresses.
Also covered are types of advertising announcements, issuance of
press releases, surveys and polls,
audience reactions, displays and
direct mailing, program contests
("giveaways") and area coverage.
On contests the council adds:
SOUTHWEST

"The popularity of giveaway shows
make you doubt your sanity at
times, but contests remain a good,
occasional, promotion stunt. The
probabilities are that you can get
your prizes donated by friendly
merchants who will be given publicity during the contest."
FREEDOMS AWARDS
To Be Made Feb. 22 I
Foundation awards
to be Freedoms
made at
CATEGORIES
of 1950
Valley Forge, Pa., on Feb. 22 inelude
those of campaigns.
radio programs
and
advertising
General
Omar
Bradley, chairman, joint
chiefs of staff, will make the principal address and announce award
recipients.
Prizes include $100,000 in cash,
300 honor medals and 200 certificates of merit. Among the Foundation officials are Don Belding,
chairman, Foote, Cone & Belding,
who holds office as a trustee, and
Colby M. Chester, honorary chairman, General Foods Corp., New
York, and E. M. Dealey, publisher
of the Dallas Morning News and
president
of WFAA-AM-FM-TV
Dallas, directors.
VINCENT J. ASSALONE, sales promotion department American Can Co.,
has been appointed general chairman
of "Inside Advertising Week," sponsored by Assn. of Advertising Men,
New York, April 1-6, 1951.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
conscience and married June on
the Q. T.
Cliff proved such a good salesman that a year and one half later
while trying to sell time to Procter
& Gamble he succeeded in selling
himself. P&G asked him to join its
Los Angeles office as; a salesman.
After two years there he again
returned to radio and joined KGO
San Francisco as a salesman. He
remained there until his draft
board gave him 30 days to get into
war work. Coincident with this
notice he left KGO to join ,,Lockheed.
For a year he acted as expediter
there, traveling to nearby towns
to expedite contract parts. On the
side he studied for a radio license
and succeeded in obtaining one before long.
In 1944 the draft board served
another notice on him — this time
an invitation to boot camp. But as
luck would have it, two days before his induction he heard that a
Maritime tanker was held up in
Los Angeles Harbor in need of a
radio
operator.
Cliff
had been
releasedWithin
from "hours
the Army
and put on the tanker as radio
operator for the Maritime Service.
Thirty days later, instead of the
character-building routine of a boot
camp, Cliff had been to the Panama
Canal, Johnson Isle, Ulithe and
Colombia (S. A.):. !
Joins Capitol
Following his re^ase from the
Maritime Service in 1946, anxious
to get back to some phase of the
broadcasting industry, he joined
Capitol Records, which was just
starting its transcription department, as salesman. From there on
he started climbing. In June 1949
he was named sales manager. And
in September 1950 he was named
to his present position.
In this post the good-looking
young executive directs the production and distribution of the Capitol
Transcription Library. In addition
he supervises the planning and experimentation of television film
shows for the firm, which hopes to
increase its TV activities to the
level of its radio interests.
Anxious to keep up with ever-

KSWM
JOPLI
N, MO.

changing rrogram requirements of
stations, Cliff keeps in close touch
with stations, making many crosscountry trips a year to get first
hand knowledge on their needs.
Two additional reasons for Cliff's
liking to get home again are Peter,
9, and John, 3. Peter has no use
for the broadcasting industry — he
wants to be a western movie star.
John has expressed no single preference. Fixing up their newly
purchased home in La Crescenta
outside of Los Angeles has become
a fulltime hobby for Cliff, replacing for the time being one of his
former loves, golf.

PEARSON

TIE

Sponsor Still Pends
SPONSOR for Drew Pearson's ABC Sunday night newscasts
has not been definitely set, it was
learned last week. Mr. Pearson's
contract with Adam Hat Stores expires Feb. 18.
Reports persisted last week that
Mr. Pearson has been negotiating
with ABC for a new sponsor. It
was said that Jayson Shirt Co. had
considered possible sponsorship of
the broadcasts on alternate weeks,
with the network attempting to line
up the other sponsor.
Mr. Pearson's commentaries have
been attacked in the Senate by
Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.).
The
of allSenator
Adam had
Hat urged
Stores.a "boycott"
The firm
NEW

later [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8, 1] announced it would
drop sponsorship of the commentaries and explained its action was
considered long in advance of Sen.
McCarthy's accusations.
Meanwhile, the McCarthy-Pearson feud continued in the nation's
capital last week. The Senator accused Mr. Pearson of printing without change a decoded "secret" message received at the Pentagon from
Gen. Douglas MacArthur's headquarters. He gave the Senate a
date which he said the message
bore.
Mr. Pearson countered by asserting that Sen. McCarthy's disclosure of the date "has now given
the Russians a real chance to decipher our secret code ..."

REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropolian renters, asnring undnplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
n JOPLIN,
MO.
LNationally Represented by WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO.
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WiCH Norwich, Conn., increases coverage by an estimated 40% with a
357-foot-high half wave radiator. In
the foreground are (I to r) Alexander
Dubenetsky, WICH chief engineer;
John Deme, president and general
manager of the station, and John J.
Va. of Consolidated
Hoke, president
Tower Construction Co., Petersburg,

REPORT
ON '50
Terry Cites
KLZ Progress
IMPROVEMENT in technical
equipment, including installation of
a new 5 kw transmitter, and addition of several CBS programs now
beamed to a greater daytime and
nighttime total audience, are
claimed by KLZ Denver, Col., CBS
outlet, in its annual report.
Additionally, Hugh Terry, KLZ
general manager, reported that
business during 1950 was the best
in the station's history, with the
increase reflected substantially in
the annual profit-sharing bonus received by its employes.
With installation last year of a
new 5 kw RCA transmitter, KLZ
now holds its other 5 kw transmitter in reserve for instant emergency service. Station also has a
75 kw diesel power plant available
in the event of failure of normal
power supply, Mr. Terry adds.
Mr. Terry also singled out the
new array of CBS programs added
during 1950, as well as Broadcast
Measurement Bureau's No. 2 national survey crediting KLZ with
a 10% gain in both daytime and
nighttime total audience over BMB
Study No. 1. Scheduling of religious, news, sports, farm and
public interest programs also was
cited by the KLZ executive.
Referring to the television
"freeze," Mr. Terry noted that KLZ
had advised FCC of its hope to
include color in TV schedules if
the Commission approves its application. Increase of broadcast
hours of KLZ-FM, to coincide with
the AM log, also was mentioned.

AD WOMEN
New Study Series Set
PANEL discussions on radio and
television by leading figures in
those fields will highlight the seventh annual conference series of
the Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc. this year entitled "Inside
Advertising." Series, to cover every phase of the advertising field,
gets underway Feb. 1 for 13 consecutive Thursdays. The two-hour
sessions will be held at KECA
studios, Highland Ave., Hollywood.
Participating in the television
panel, ' Most Effective Use of Television for Advertising," scheduled for March 8 will be Haan Tyler, manager, KFI-TV; Philip
Booth, director, KECA-TV; Harry
W. McMahan, head, Five Star Productions; Hal Roach Jr., vice president in charge of production, Hal
Roach Studios; Les Hoffman, president Hoffman Radio & Television
Corp.; William Sterling, TV director, Young & Rubicam Inc.; Ed
Stodel, president, Stodel Adv.;
Ethel Booth, merchandising director of Buying With Betty on
KNBH; Al Jarvis of KLAC-AMTV's Make Believe Ballroom. Moderating will be Rita La Roy, TV
Radio panel, to be held April 5,
producer.
will include Jack O'Mara, West
Coast representative, C. E. Hooper
Inc.; Mark Finley, recently resigned director of public relations,
Mutual-Don Lee; Cliff Gill, general
manager, Pacific Regional Network
and KFMV(FM); Glad Hall Jones,
account executive, KRKD; Meredith R. Pratt, CBS account executive; Harfield Weedin, ABC producer; Thomas C. McCray, director, radio network operations, NBC
Western Division. Robert J. McAndrews, managing director,
Southern Calif. Broadcasters Assn.
will moderate. Miss Jones will direct the panel.
Speakingwill
on other
of ad- ,
vertising
be A.phases
W. Neally,
vice president and head of the Los
Angeles office, BBDO, who will discuss "The Purpose & Function of
Advertising and What's Ahead";
Ralph Yambert, president, Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & Macaulay Inc. to speak on "Organization and Operation of an Advertising Agency"; Tyler McDonald,
account executive, Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., on "Case History of
an Advertising Campaign."
Petrillo 13th AFL VP
JAMES C. PETRILLO, president
of the American Federation of
Musicians (AFL) and its Chicago
local, was elected the 13th vice
president of the American Federation of Labor in Miami Beach Jan.
22. He was elected to the 15-man
executive council by the group at
the first
day meeting.
of the council's
nual winter
He fills anthe
vacancy created by the death in
December of Joseph N. Weber, Mr.
Petrillo's
predecessor as president
of the AFM.
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'SPARKIE'
Gets Heaps of Mail
"SPARKIE" is growing by heaps
and bounds — maybe even as big
as "Big Jon" — if there is any indication in the mail response containing drawings of the mythical
little boy on No School Today. The
show, aired each Saturday morning
on ABC, originates at WSAI Cincinnati.
it all on "Big Jon"
But blame
Arthur
himself. He started the
program and requested the drawings, too.
The first invitation to draw
Sparkie was made one Saturday.
The following Monday WSAI was
swamped with 2,893 of the youthful visualizations. They continued
the following week at 2,000 a day.
character
Jon Arthur's
Sparkie,which
is produced by a
creation
recording trick, is the pivot of the
show which began quietly on WSAI
in late 1948. It went on ABC in
February 1949 on a cooperative
basis.
The drawings? "Big Jon" says
they'll be used by comic book artist
Leon Jason to help make Sparkie
more like a real boy.

Takes Case to Appeals Court
KFDM Beaumont, Tex., has taken
to the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia its complaint that FCC's late-December
grant of improved facilities for
KWTO Springfield, Mo., will result in "substantial objectionable
interference to the reception of
broadcast programs of appellant's station within its regular
and normally protected contour"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 25, 1950].
KFDM is assigned 5 kw fulltime on 560 kc, directional night.
KWTO was granted increase in
night power from 1 kw to 5 kw,
operating on the same frequency
-and using a new directional array. KWTO is assigned 5 kw
daytime.

WSAI publicity girls Vonne Monsell (I) and Margaret Man help "Big
± Jon" get out from under the heap of "Sparkie" drawings submitted
^1
by young listeners.
WMAW
PETITION
Asks FCC Reconsider Denial
WMAW Milwaukee has petitioned
FCC to reconsider its decision to
deny a license to the station on
grounds of ownership misrepresentation [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1]. In part, WMAW
charged less than a majority of
the Commissioners voted to deny
the application.
FCC's ruling, a 3-to-l vote, reversed a hearing examiner's initial decision to grant the license
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 17, 1950]. Comr. Paul A.
Walker, who dissented from the
majority opinion, supported the
examiner's conclusion that no evidence was found to support the
concealment charges. WMAW's
permit is for 5 kw fulltime on
1250 kc, directional. The station
has been operating more than 33
months, the petition said.
WMAW charged the Commission
decision was "unlawful" in that it
requires forfeiture of the station's
permit without according the
"procedural
safeguards guar-

CONTEST OPEN
For 1950 Safety Awards
NOMINATIONS are open in the
broadcast field for the National
Safety Council Public Safety Award
for exceptional service to safety
during 1950, it was announced last
week.
Awards will be made in the radio
and TV category to stations and
national or regional networks performing exceptional service to
safety during the past year. The
council also will continue to make
an award to a radio or TV station
which has broadcast a safety program continuously on a regularly
scheduled basis for the past five
WEVD
years or more. Also, as in the
117-119 W. 46 St past, awards will be made for
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mc Director N.Y.19
specific achievements.
BROADCASTING
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anteed" by the Communications
Act and the Administrative Procedure Act. The station also contended the decision was unlawful since the hearing was conducted by an examiner rather
than a Commissioner, as required
by the Communications Act.
Failure of the Commission to heed
the findings of fact of the examiner who heard and observed
the witnesses also was cited.

PROGRESS
Sets Reach 7.5 Million
TOTAL number of FM receivers
now in circulation is 7.500,000, according to a resume, of FM progress
by Edward L. Sellers, director of
the NAB FM Dept.
Surveying the current status of
FM, he said 1950 FM set production, including FM-equipped TV
sets as well as FM-only and AMFM radio sets, totaled 2,500,000
units, a new record.
FM achieved progress on three
fronts last year, according to Mr.
Sellers: Number of FM stations
becoming fully licensed (519 of 676
operating stations, a net gain of
41- for 1950); number of ; FMequipped radio and TV sets, and
recognition of FM's growing audience by two major networks.
Evidence of FM's growth in the
Washington, D. C, area was cited
last week by Everett L. Dillard,
operating WASH (FM) Washington. Mr. Dillard said a survey 'by
American Research Bureau showed
122,000
TV
sets FM
in theequippednation's radio'
capital and
as
of Dec. 1, 1950, a gain of 8,000 in
two months.
"MAY the Good Lord Bless You and
Keep You," sign-off theme of The Big
Show, Sundays, 6-7:30 p.m., NBC, recorded by five companies, with versions by Bing Crosby, Frankie Lame
and Eddy Arnold among them.

The

QUINT
CITIES
5 CITIES— 2 COUNTIES
the Hub of a Major Market
WOC blankets these five cities. . . . One metropolitan
area! It reaches thousands of rural listeners in a rich
agricultural area, too. Diversified? Of course! From managers to machinists . . . from cooks
BaSlC
. .
theyclerks.
all buyTheyin all
the listen
Quint .City
NBC Affiliate to
market! Truly a test market . . .
an accurate indicator for your
product, your sales or your campaign. Dependable surveys prove
that WOC saturates a metropolitan
market . . . and a rural market
WOC
... and SELLS YOUR PROD5,000 W 1420 Kc
UCT!
B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Davenport,

Iowa

AM-FM-TV
Free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

WOC
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Eastern Sales Manager
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New York City
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C. H. "Top" Topmiller
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281
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editorial

Clearwater

Ahead

AFTER LIVING apart for nearly a decade,
radio and TV have moved into the same edificej but in separate wings. Formation of a
fully autonomous NAB-TV justifies the liquidation of the valiant Television Broadcasters Assn., which has operated on a minuscule budget. Previously, FM had joined NAB.
Thus, the NAB takes on more of the aura
of an over-all trade association. There should
be an end to the glowering of one broadcast
segment at the other. It marks another step
toward fusion of all of the groups that live
by the broadcast media — from manufacturer
to broadcaster. Each should and can have
its own autonomous group in an NAB federation, and pay its own freight. A single
house-keeping structure can accommodate all.
Into such an all-inclusive organization the
NAB can flourish. Trade associations, like
government, live by the will and the tribute
of their constituents. The constituents expect
leadership, good government and guidance.
But, first things first. Now that radio and
TV have moved into the same structure, the
task at hand is to apportion staff and functions, and to evolve budgetary controls. These
are among the fundamental problems to be
tackled at Clearwater, Fla., this week, when
the old board of the NAB and a majority of
the NAB-TV board will meet.
The NAB board comprises 27 members.
The new TV board, when complete, will have
13. That's 40, a junior convention. Obviously there should be an executive committee,
comprising members of both boards, to bridge
the gap. Such a committee could meet frequently and act swiftly. When other segments, such as the manufacturers, representatives and transcribers join the fusion movement
(which we confidently anticipate), appropriate
executive committee representation likewise
could be provided.
A welter of matters confront the joint
sessions this week. NAB-TV wants its own
general manager — an opposite number of the
NAB incumbent. There's agitation for a
president for NAB-TV — a man of commanding stature. Would that bode a reorganization of the old-line NAB? Would it mean a
move to elevate President Justin Miller to the
over-all chairmanship of a federated organization, with a new president for what
necessarily would become NAB-Radio? Would
the funds be forthcoming for the maintenance
of such a structure at this time — before others
who live by the radio and TV dollar are brought
into the fold?
It's abundantly clear that there can be no
snap judgments. The separate boards cannot
contemplate the organization chart alone.
They must consider personalities and leadership and wherewithal. CBS and ABC must
be won over. Evidently they won't budge until they know who will be retained for policy
direction.
There will be talk in Clearwater about
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, which moves
toward autonomy two months hence. Both
NAB and BAB are tugging for NAB General
Manager William B. Ryan, slated to move to
the BAB presidency. In view of the emergency economy, there's talk about cutting the
BAB budget from its original half-million
dollars to a substantially lower figure.
That, in our view, would be a serious misPage 50
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take. It was the mistake made after V-J
Day in 1945, when broadcasters thought the
wind-fall would continue. At the precise
time NAB-TV was created in Chicago on
Jan. 19, the American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. was holding its own strategy sessions
on the other side of town. Radio and TV
didn't go unnoticed. The budget of the
ANPA's Bureau of Advertising wasn't cut.
The newspapers aren't resting on their oars.
The broadcast media have made notable "
progress in getting their houses in order in
recent weeks. NAB-TV moved the two most
important entities under the same roof. RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. has suggested that it
move physically into the NAB headquarters
building, but has made no open overtures toward amalgamation in the common radio-TV
front.
There's forward momentum — momentum toward fusion now.
BBC WILL continue to rule Britania's airwaves if the report of the so-called Beveridge Commission is followed by Parliament. But there's a chink in BBC's
armour. The committee suggests that TV
go part-way commercial via theatre. TV. And
the committee split, 8 to 4 on whether all
radio and TV should adopt the "American
Plan," stamping out state monopoly control. To those dissenters, we say "cheerio
and carry on." The British must learn
there can be no truly free Britain until there
is a free radio, on a parity with its press.

The Driver's Seat
THOSE slowly grinding legislative mills,
which haven't turned out a single piece of
substantive legislation on radio communications in 17 years, suddenly have gone into
high gear. The McFarland Bill (S-658)
whipped through the Senate Int?rstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee last week. It's
a safe guess that the Senate will approve it
this week on the calendar (without delay) since
the measure passed at the last session.
This bill, which would reorganize the FCC
and strip the lawyers of excessive power by
placing responsibilities on the FCC itself,
was sabotaged in the House at the last session. The FCC lawyers had collaborated with
House committee minions in writing what
became known as the Sadowski Bill, which
had no chance of passage, but which was
used to block the McFarland measure.
Things have changed. "Earthy Ernest" McFarland of Arizona, author of the bill, is now
the highly respected majority leader. He is
in the driver's seat. The FCC opposition
seems to have melted, but one can't be too
sure. Certainly, the McFarland Bill isn't
perfect. But differences can be ironed out in
conferences between House and Senate.
There's provision for monitoring stations, essential in the defense effort, which the FCC
wants. It will have to take the rest with it.
There's more important legislation affecting
all communications now pending — introduced
at the request of the military as S-537. It
would extend executive power over radio, TV
and other "electromagnetic radiations." It
would do this in peace-time. It's another way
of saying that the military wants the authority to control all communications now.
Hearings soon will be called by Chairman
Ed Johnson (D-Col.). The Defense Dept. will
be loaded, because it covets greatly this wholly unnecessary power in peace-time. If the
organized broadcasters and telecasters do
not appear just as loaded in opposition, they
may find themselves singing a parody to
You're in the Army Now.

ff - our respects to:

DUANE

DODGE

JONES

the
Co., has ofbeen
Jones chairman
Duane JONES,
board
DODGE
E of
DUAN
called, not without reason, the "Box
More than anyone else, he has installed the
King."in a permanent place in the 'adverTop
premium
tising bag of tricks. In return for a box-top
and a quarter, Mr. Jones has distributed untold millions of bracelets, toys, rings, brooches
and whatnots and simultaneously sold many
more millions of his clients' products.
A tough-minded realist, he likes to measure
the value of an advertising campaign by the
sales it induces. Institutional advertising,
bought to build good will, does not appeal to
him. "The best good will," Mr. Jones said
recently, "is the kind you can ring up on the
It register."
is because of Mr. Jones' high regard
cash
for the activities of the cash register that his
agency, which places about $20 million a year
for its 26 clients, puts 60% of that money in
radio or television.
Mr. Jones, born at Fort Collins, Col., Dec.
3, 1897, grew up in Colorado but got the
wanderlust after attending Denver U. for a
short time. He subsequently was enrolled at
the U. of Washington, the U. of Michigan and
the U. of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of
Business, from the latter obtaining a degree
in economics.
After graduating from college, Mr. Jones
distinguished himself by starting his business
career at the top. He went to Los Angeles
and launched a trade paper, with himself as
publisher.
The publication, Service Station News,
was distributed through gasoline stations. In
two years of publishing, Mr. Jones wrote lots
about oil, but never quite struck any. He
unloaded the paper, not to mention a mountain
printer's
bills, on a buyer and retiredof from
publishing.
His next job was as an office boy with Lord
& Thomas, Los Angeles. Despite the discrepancy in titles this position represented
a measurable improvement over that of publisher. As an office boy he was assured of
$108
Mr.a month.
Jones' service with Lord & Thomas
(forerunner of the present Foote, Cone &
Belding) did not begin auspiciously. It was,
he recalled recently, an interminable period
before he got his first raise.
At last however, an executive of the firm
advised him his salary was to be increased.
"How much?" Mr. Jones asked eagerly.
"Ten dollars a month," said the executive,
(Continued on page 54)
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SHADE, station manager KOOS Coos Bay, Ore., to KFIR Nort
Bend, Ore. He is part owner, vice president and general manager of station.
front of
fice

ERG ALLISON, manager KBIZ
B Moines as sales representative.

GUY C. CUNNINGHAM, director of
national and spot sales WEEI Boston,
appointed sales manager.

fffi

Ottumwa, Iowa, to KRNT

KENNETH M. COOPER, advertising representative
Parents Magazine, to WDRC Hartford, as account executive.
E. W. MALONE, commercial manager KWBR Oakland, Calif., to KRON-TV San Francisco as sales promotion manager.

Mr. Allison

J.B. ROBERTS appointed to sales staff WSGN Birmingham, Ala. He was with several newspapers in Georgia
and Alabama.

PAUL GOLDMAN, general manager KSYL Alexandria, La., to KNOE
Monroe, La., as general manager.
JOHN L. LOCKE Jr., program research department KOMO
pointed account executive on sales staff.

Seattle, ap-

RAY SELF, sales staff WISH Indianapolis, to sales staff of WXLW
same city.
ROBERT D. WOOD, account executive CBS Hollywood, to KTTV (TV)
that city in same capacity.
CLOYDE MINER, film service and editing department KSL-TV Salt
Lake City, to sales department. HENRY W. GLEUE, Stevens-Davis
Co., Chicago, appointed to KSL-TV sales department.
WILLARD BUTLER, WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., to sales staff WEAT
Lake Worth, Fla.
ELEANOR WHITELAW, program director and sales representative
WPCF Panama City, Fla. to WJHO Opelika, Ala., as sales manager.
ALL-CANADA RADIO FACILITIES Ltd., Toronto, appointed Canadian
representative for ZBM Bermuda; ZQI Kingston, Jamaica; ZFY Georgetown, British Guiana; Radio Malta; Radio Barbados; Radio Trinidad;
Radio Singapore; Radio Hong Kong, and Radio Kuala Lumpur, Malaya.
ROBERT MEEKER Assoc., N. Y., appointed national representative for
WKNE Keene, N. H.
DEUNEY & Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WAID
Auburn, Ala.; WELS Kinston, N. C, and WSIR Winter Haven, Fla.
H. N. STOVIN & Co. appointed representative in Vancouver for CKXL
Calgary.

JOE GOLDEN, salesman KTRI Houston, to sales staff KATL same city.
MARVIN SHAPIRO to sales department WCAU Philadelphia.
THE

OLD

SEA-HORSE

SAYS:

No Other Medium "Offers So
Much For So Little".
Now affiliated with Progressive
Broadcasting System.
May We

Hear From You?

BILOXI
MISSISSIPPI
WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
1000 WATTS
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570 KHOCYCLES '

TED NELSON, WMON Montgomery,
W. Va., to KVER Albuquerque, as assistant manager and program director.

Des
Mr. Shade

TOM PARRINGTON, Oklahoma City Mr. Cunningha
sales manager Continental Airlines,
to sales department WKY same city. He succeeds GENE CHEATHA1V:
called to duty with Marine Reserves.
MORT WEIBACH, attorney and CBS talent and program negotiatoi
named business manager of ABC program department.
ALFRED BECKMAN, stations relations department ABC, appointed di
rector of station clearance for network.
WALTER BONWIT, vice president in charge of merchandising and pro
motion Bonwit-Teller Inc., N. Y., to sales staff WJZ-TV New York t
specialize in development and extension of station's retail sales activities
M. M. FLEISCHL, account executve WMCA New York, appointed to new
ly created post of local sales manager for station.
ftetAonali • • •
PAUL A. LOYET, vice president and resident manager WHO Des Moines -ft
elected president of Des Moines Golf and Country Club for 1951. H |
also was re-elected to three-year term on board of directors of De
Moines Chamber of Commerce. . . . JAMES F. GRIFFITH, co-owne
KARE Atchison, Kan., named to Atchison Chamber of Commerce boar
of directors. . . . JONATHAN DANIELS, editor of Raleigh News i
Observer (WNAO), Raleigh, N. C, to speak at 23rd annual Georgi
Press Institute to be held at U. of Georgia, Feb. 21-24. . . . GRAEM1
ZIMMER, vice president Radio Virginia Inc. (WXGI Richmond), wil
speak at New York Ad Club meeting, Feb. 13. . . . SAM CARLINEB
executive vice president WAAM (TV) Baltimore, sailed on New Amster
dam from New York Jan. 18 for three-week Latin American cruise. H
was accompanied by Mrs. Carliner.
LLOYD MOORE, manager CFRB Toronto, in his capacity as presiden
of the Toronto Rotary Club, Jan. 19 presented to Toronto Hospital fo
SicktheChildren
to
hospital.$56,620, the second part of the club's donation of $140,00'
ROBERT R. TINCHER, general manager WNAX Yankton, named t
membership committee of Greater South Dakota Assn., part of Stat
Chamber of Commerce. . . . JACK COOKE, owner CKEY Toronto
has had another song, "Yes, I Do, I Do," published by BMI Canad
Ltd., Toronto. . . . HARRISON FLINT, manager CKSF Cornwall, writ
ing
weekly radio column in local newspaper, Cornwall Standard Free
holder.
PAUL A. JENKINS, president KXO El Centro, Calif., on extended tou
of Far East. Visits will include Japan, Korea and Philippines. Durinj
his absence his dispatches will be used as inserts on station newscasts
GUSTAV B. MARGRAF, vice president and general attorney NBC
appointed chairman of radio division of greater New York Girl Scou
fund drive. . . ROBERT H. HINCKLEY, vice president ABC, awardei
C. W. Doheny Dies
CLARENCE W. (Toby) DOHENY,
61, for 26 years associated with
the Chicago publishing headquarters of Standard Rate & Data Service Inc., died of coronary thrombosis Jan. 21. Mr. Doheny's work
took him through the central western SRDS territory where he was
well known in radio and television.
A World War I veteran, he also
was well known as a hockey player,
coach, time - keeper and official.
Surviving are his widow, a daughter, a son and a grandson. His
body was to be shipped to Cobourg,
Ont., Canada, where he was born,
for burial.

PT6-JA portable
recorder and amplifier shown
offer unmatched
fidelity and
flexibility at moderate price.
Write MAGN ECO RD, Inc.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS
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certificate of merit by Wings Club at luncheon at Hotel Biltmore, New
York. Wings Club is an organization for the advancement of aeronauJ :ics. . . • JAMES L. STIRTON, general manager ABC Central Division,
' named Chicago chairman of radio-TV committee for Brotherhood Week,
Feb. 18-25, sponsored by National Conference of Christians and Jews,
mmittee includes 40 radio-TV executives. . . . JULIUS F. BRAUNER,
[4. general attorney and secretary CBS, will serve as chairman of radio television of Legal Aid Society's annual fund raising campaign. . . .
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MARATHON
Puts Seattle Symphony Campaign Over Top

STIMATED the
tyj'WE
of the common man to the
responseUNDERE
in- tremendous personal appeal of radio," John H. Hauberg Jr., executive vice president of the Seattle
Symphony, told Broadcasting •
Telecasting last week.
: :- Mr. Hauberg was evaluating the
24-hour marathon broadcast by Hal
Davis and Norm Bobrow over
KRSC Seattle in an effort to wipe
out the symphony's financial deficit
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 8].
in3j The symphony had conducted an
B all-out public appeal for $30,000
Tjf? through newspapers and other mewam dia for several weeks, and as the
1 deadline of Jan. 1 approached, only
- :. $16,000 had been contributed. Then,
_dn a 24-hour stint from a street
NBA window of Frederick & Nelson,
•i'?'1' Seattle department store, Messrs.
Davis and Bobrow collected $14,500,
putting the campaign
over the
jjj top. Mr. Hauberg indicated last
J ft;) week that his preliminary expectation had been a top contribution
total of $2,000.
Contacts Sponsors
"Tr In preparation for the show, according to H. E. Ridalls, KRSC
■At
manager, the station contacted all
regularly scheduled sponsors, asking them to forego their usual commercials and accept courtesy announcements instead. All sponsors,
more than 30, agreed. Mr. Ridalls
reported KRSC has received congratulations from other Seattle
stations on the accomplishment

Yearbook

which they feel reflects the job
radio can do.

is in the

Tagged Start the Music, the program started at 5 p.m., Friday,
Dec. 29. Mr. Davis and Mr. Bobrow who operate the DavisBobrow Agency of Seattle and
who have their own disc jockey and
comment programs on the air, were
in the store-window studio for 24
hours, talking most of the time.
Contributions ranged from 25
cents and a Mexican 250-peso note
to $700, with 75% of the donations
under five dollars. Even a dog got
into the act. He trotted in carrying an envelope with $5 and a note

. . . addressed exactly the
same as this issue. Complete

saying "Duffy sent this."
Live music from the store window, interviews with civic leaders
and hundreds of passersby, and
just plain sales pitching for the
symphony occupied virtually the
entire program, with only 12 discs
played during the whole 24-hour
period.
Bolo Boomerang
THE VOICE of America has
vigorously denounced Josef
Stalin — and in so doing pulled
off one of the neatest
propaganda tricks of the century. Noting the Soviet
celebration of the anniverof Lenin's death,
Voice sarydescribed
Stalin the
as
rude, impulsive and not entirely patient or loyal. The
trick: The voice was that of
America but the words were
those of Lenin himself.

COMMUNITY service citation is accepted by General Manager Worth
Kramer (r) on behalf of WJR Detroit
for the station's "outstanding
achievement" in aiding law enforcement and traffic safety in 1950.
Recognition was given by the Detroit
Police Dept., represented by Police
Superintendent Edwin Morgan.
SCHOOL

STUDY

Charges Radio 'Neglect'
AMERICAN colleges and universities have "badly neglected" the
study of radio in all save their
speech departments. And the industrytionis "no
than women
the educaof the better
men and
who
staff the stations and networks."
These are two of the conclusions
reached by Raymond D. Cheydleur,
director of educational radio at
Marshall College, Huntington, W.
Va., in his Compilation of Radio
Theses covering the period 19181950.
Pointing out that radio research
is no longer a "Johnny-comelately" and that there has been a
"steady interest and growth" in
both technical and non-technical
aspects of the medium, Mr. Cheydleur reports a "minor interest" in
advanced radio study from 1918
to 1938 and then the beginning of
a greater study among institutions.
He surveyed some 83 colleges and
universities on the titles of radio
theses in their files, claiming a
duplication or near-duplication of
work done for master and doctoral
degrees.
Mr. Cheydleur also concluded
that "if our institutions in teaching music, political science, religion
and sociology neglect this important phase of radio . . . we perhaps
need a re-examination of those subjects ifradio is to continue its staffing with college graduates."
Esty Adds
WILLIAM ESTY Co., New York,
has added four members to its television staff. They are John Demott,
formerly special effects director
with CBS-TV; Tony Pan, who was
with RKO-Pathe; Charles GilnickL
formerly assistant to Mr. Demott
at CBS-TV, and Jane Horning,
who has worked in publishing and
television in New York.

mail

distribution should be accomplished within two weeks.
You'll refer to this 3^ lb.
radio-tv source book throughout the year for vital business
information, available from
no other source.
You'll find the answers — and
many, many more hard-to-get
facts — in the 1951 BROADCASTING Yearbook. It has a
complete directory of radio-tv
stations, including top personnel, network affiliate, national
representative, services — plus
some 50 directories covering
the wingspread of radio, television and related businesses.
New

BROADCASTING subscribers may still receive this
$5.00 Yearbook as a bonus.

Here's a handy order form:

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please enter my BROADCASTING
subscription immediately and be
sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
as part of this order.
] $7 enclosed
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Agency Beat
(Continued from page 15)
Seavey, S. F., form new advertising art agency with offices at 353
Kearny St., S. F. Telephone Yukon 6-1998.
FRANK A. ITGEN, account executive Julian G. Pollack Co., Phila., to
contract department Gray & Rogers, same city.
GERRY MARTIN, director of television Duane Jones Co., N. Y., father
of girl, Alice Jane.
STANLEY N. ARNOLD, vice president Pick n' Pay Super Markets Inc.,
Cleveland, to staff of William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
LOUIS L. ROWACK, advertising manager Levittown Tribune, to Flint
Adv. Assoc., N. Y., as account executive.
KENYON & ECKHARDT, S. F., moves to new quarters in Crocker
Bldgv Market and Post Sts. Telephone remains Yukon 2-3070.
ROBERT S. MILNE, Opinion Research Corp., Princeton, N. J., to Mervin D. Field & Assoc., as representative in Hawaii.
DOUGLAS H. HUMM, assistant spacebuyer, appointed radio-TV timebuyer for Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y.
WILLIAM BERECH, Piels Bros., to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., as
associate account executive.
JAMES AULL, TV director Martin Adv. Agency, N. Y., to staff of Gresh
& Kramer, Philadelphia. L. ROY WILSON, Jr. will replace him as TV
director at Martin Agency.
MARTQN HARPER Jr., president McCann-Erickson, N. Y., received
Young Men's Board of Trade Distinguished Service Award of scroll and
gold key. Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri, of New York, made presentation
and cited Mr. Harper's work on behalf of current Boy Scout campaign
and Salvation Army drive.
RICHARD ECKLER, Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y., appointed director
Paul Whiteman Revue on ABC-TV. FELIX JACKSON, former Hollywood producer, named producer writer of show.
HEWITT, OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER Inc., N. Y.. moves from 345
Madison Ave. to larger quarters at 575 Madison Ave. Telephone Murray
Hill 8-6100.
PHIL D. McHUGH, vice president Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh &
Macauley Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., named director of radio and TV.
JOHN MAXWELL, vice president in charge of art Hutchins Adv. Co.,
Phila., awarded M. Grumbacher Prize for best watercolor painting at
ninth annual show of Audubon Artist in N. Y.
JOHN J. GUBELMAN, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., in copy department.
BEATRICE KENTZ, media assistant BBDO, L. A., resigns effective Feb. 1.
No future plans announced.
HARVEY SCOTT, head of Oakland agency bearing his name, to George I.
Lynn Adv. Agency, S. F., as associate.

I BRIGHTEST
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FIREMAN'S hat and Michigan license
plate bearing his initials and the frequency of WSAM Saginaw, Mich., are
presented to Milton L. Greenebaum
(r), president of Saginaw Broadcasting Co., WSAM parent company, by
Jack Parker, director of station operations for the company. Gifts were
donated by WSAM and WLEW Bad
Axe, Mich., also owned by Saginaw
Broadcasting Co., at an annual staff
party in Saginaw. Presents were said
to have fulfilled two life-long ambitions for Mr. Greenebaum.
Respects
(Continued from page 5G)
"but don't tell the other employes
"I won't"
said Mr. Jones. "I'm
about
it."
just as ashamed of it as you are."
Mr. Jones became a vice president of the agency in 1928. Two
years later he was moved to the
Lord & Thomas New York office. From then on his rise was
steady. He moved to Maxon Inc.
as a vice president in 1932 and to
B?nton & Bowles as a vice president in 1934. After less than a
year's service with Benton &
Bowles, he became executive vice
president of Blacket-Sample-Hummert, forerunner of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
In 1940 he returned to Maxon,
but this time as a partner. He remained until be formed his own
agency in 1942.
Hard Selling
While serving the other agencies for almost 20 years Mr. Jones
had developed a strong belief in
the hard-selling technique of advertising. When he organized the
Duane Jones Co., he announced
his philosophy in full page advertisements in New York newsIn his ads Mr. Jones said he
papers.
thought awards should be given to
ads that sold the most goods instead of to those with the prettiest
copy. He asked manufacturers to
give him a chance to advertise their
goods in their worst markets. The
essence of his efforts, he explained,
wouldter sing.
be to make the cash regis-

vertising that Mr. Jones has be
come outstanding. He has de
veloped, by the use of premiums
a method of measuring sales ef-;
fectiveness that Mr. Jones sayj
works with slide-rule precision
He has managed in some cases tr f
turn up new customers at a cost oi
only 8.7 cents each.
Probably the most unique premium he ever offered was the
Blarney Stone Charm. Thinking
to capitalize on the romantic aura
surrounding the famous stone at*
Blarney Castle, Ireland, Mr. Jones
secretly spirited several tons of
similar stone from the Irish quarry that produced the original.
When the Irish government
heard of it, it passed a law prohibiting export of Blarney stone,
but Mr. Jones already had hisj
shipment safe in San Francisco.
He had cornered the market in that
type
rock. had the stone chipped
Mr. ofJones
into charms that were set in bracelets, pins, rings, necklaces and all
kinds of trinkets. For a quarter
and a box top, women all over the
country could have a chip off the:
Blarney Stone in their own homes
and on their own persons. Several
million such premiums were distributed in connection with various
campaigns, with astonishing consequences in sales records of the
products of Mr. Jones' clients.
Mr. Jones had enough of the
stone left over to build a fireplace
in his West Redding, Conn., farmlive.
house, where he and his wife
Mr. Jones met his wife, the
former Doris La Fontaine, on
an air trip to California. She was
an airline hostess. They were
married Oct. 1, 1941.
Mr. Jones is a member of the .
New York Metropolitan Club and
the Sleepy Hollow Country Club.
New Talent Firm
RAY
BLOCH
Assoc. Inc., new
personnel management and production firm, has been organized
by Mr. Bloch, musical director
and conductor. Firm will specialize in the development of new and
unusual radio and TV talent.Under
the management of Mace Neufeld
and Sherwin Bash, the organizaalso will
and produce tion
radio
and package
TV programs
and,? 1
commercials. Offices are located at[i
485 Madison Ave., New York.

The LITTLE Station with
*e ftlG-WALLOP/

Mr. Jones set up in business with
a staff of 15 and three accounts,
B.
T. Babbitt's
BAB-O, Tea,
Mueller's
Macaroni,
and Tetley
with
REP.
a combined billing of about $1.2
million. The same accounts are
MEEKER
BY
still with him, although their
billing has tripled since then.
Iff
Mk WLM MARINETTE,
It is as a user of premium adlVI WISCONSIN
IVIn
W
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POSTCARD SERIES
© © ©
WOW Omaha sending trade series
of postcards based on BAB project
on magazine circulation. Cards
sent at two day intervals to national media directors. Cards point
up number of people station
reaches as compared with magazine
coverage.
OUTDOOR PROMOTION
© ©
KYW Philadelphia using outdoor
advertising in promotion. Station
using three-sheet posters at 100
locations in metropolitan area, 24sheet billboards throughout city
and 200 end-spaces in suburban
railroad cars.
FM ADS
• • •
WMRI(FM) Marion, Ind., placed
full page advertisement in local
newspaper giving facts on FM radio. Ad gives scale on FM radio's
growth during 1949 and 1950, published by NAB. Advertisement
also quotes statement by FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy about the
coverage of FM radio.
TELEVISION BOOKLET
© •
NBC sending illustrated booklet to
trade on television coverage of national and world events. Booklet
contains pictures of Korean war
and explains coverage by NBC. It
also gives information on coverage
of national events during past year.
Cover headed "Television on
WATCH."
DEFENSE SHOW
© • •
KPOJ Portland, This is Where We
Stand, second in series that started last sprang. Second series deals
u| with civilian defense on national,
state, county and municipal levels.
Program also features prominent
people in defense set-up. First in
series was devoted to draft status
■ for young men.
FILM PROMOTION
© © •
WBAL Baltimore sending advertisers and trade promotion resembling roll of film. Unrolled, film reveals large white letter against
U black
saying "On
WBAL . background
. . Your Products
Are
Better Exposed To Buy Appeal."
On other side in red are pictures
of entertainers, along with com[ panies advertising on station.

programs

proni0|jon

OFFERS AIR TIME

©

©

KRON-TV San Francisco offering
air time to educators and public
defense officials. Periods will be
scheduled for half-hour daily, with
technical assistance and use of
studios. Educational and defense
heads have expressed thanks to
station for offer.
THE THING?
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, conducting contest in agencies
to name the "Thing." Contest based on 30,000 wooden
balls, owned by couple who
wish to get rid of them.
Persons are asked to name
"Thing" in order to win
prize. Local newspapers,
news services, Washington
columnists and national papers have carried stories on
the
unidentified
They were
offered "Things."
on Swap
Shop program, bringing results from many parts of nation. Thousands of people
have
requested
though no one the
knows"Thing"
what
they are for.
★

★*★★★★★

POSTAL BROCHURE
© © ©
MBS sending trade and advertisers
large brochure with postal marks
on cover and back. Inside gives
data on stations and markets that
MBS covers. Front is headed
"Mister Plus Goes Places" with picture of "Mr. Plus" made to look
like a stamp.
COMPLETE

NEWS

SHOW

© ©

WGH Norfolk, All The News, 1111:15 p.m., gives latest international, national and local news to listeners. Station officials point out
this is only complete late-evening
newscast in area. Harry Van
Slycke, veteran newscaster, handles show.

p*
regional
HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
_66ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. . DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member, N'A'BBROADCASTING

©
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premiums
ONE OUT OF TEN

©

©

©

WMAQ

Chicago circulating promotion folder dominated by "1 out
of every 10" theme. Folder points
out that one out of every ten U.S.
families live in WMAQ area; that
one out of every ten radios in U.S.
is in WMAQ area; that one out of
every ten pay checks earned in U.S.
is earned in WMAQ area; that one
out of every ten dollars spent in
U.S. is spent in WMAQ area —
with each category illustrated and
expanded on one page of folder
and emphasizing that in WMAQ
area "more people listen to
WMAQ daily than to any other
CIVIL DEFENSE
© © ©
station."
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee will cooperate with Milwaukee Civil Defense Committee and Milwaukee
County Chapter of Red Cross in
presenting special series of TV
public service first aid programs.
Telecasts to be offered 5:30-5:45
p.m.
Fri. AUDIENCE
ITALIAN

©

©

©

WOV

New York has sent promotion broadside emphasizing that
"More Italians listen to WOV
than any other New York station"
and noting that 2 million ItalianAmericans live and buy in greater
New York area. "This dominance," says WOV, "is founded on
WOV's . . . network quality entertainment and news coverage
from studios both in New York

Miami to present extension courses
twice-weekly. "Telecourses" began
Jan. 16. Taught by U. of Miami
instructors, first subjects offered
are public speaking and personal
finance. Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ vice
president and general manager,
said station was "happy" to help
in
"thisCAPTURE
public service ©endeavor."
COOK
© ©
FURTHER reports on capture of
William Cook, accused killer
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22], were received from KXO
El Centro, Calif., KVOO and KTUL
Tulsa. KXO presented exclusive interview with two men held by Mr.
Cook for over a week. Material
later released to MBS. KVOO used
tape recorded on-the-spot interviews of capture. KTUL broadcast
an account of the man's five-day
rampage through state.
ARMY SERIES STARTS
© ©
LBS broadcasting coast-to-coast
series featuring U.S. Army Band,
Sun., 1:45 p.m. EST, started Jan. 7.
Show features all-soldier cast and
is sponsored by U.S. Army and
Air Force recruiting service. It is
fed to network by WOL Washington. Band includes concert band,
dance orchestra and vocal chorus.
Nationally known professional artists will appear as guests on series.
GI TALENT
© © ©
KNBH(TV)
Hollywood, Servicemen's Revue, one hour show series
(Continued on page 56)

and
Rome. . YOURS
. ."
LOVINGLY
© © ©
WWJ Detroit, Lovingly Yours,
Laura, 2-6 a.m. nightly female disc
jockey
features
"Laura"
with newsshow,
on hour,
personal
chats
via phone with weather man, news
editors, night chefs and waitresses,
and exchanges of notes with truck
and taxi drivers.
BASEBALL NEWS
© © ©
KSFO SanNotebook,
Francisco,Regal
Don Klein's
Baseball
Amber
Brewing Co. and San Francisco
Seals (ball club). Agency: AbbottKimball, features news briefs of
daily baseball events and interviews with personalities in the
baseball world.
IMMORTAL PERFORMANCES
RCA VICTOR has announced extensive record sales promotion
built around 18 album collection
of musical masterpieces recorded
by great classical and popular artists, Treasury of Immortal Performances. Newspaper ads in 27
cities, will tie in with two week
Radio Festival arranged with more
than 250 stations carrying RCA
Victor's nightly Music You Want
program.
MIAMI TELECOURSES © ©
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., donating
air time in cooperating with U. of

SELL
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bases. Produced by
and directed by John
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from nearby
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FIGHT SHOW
• • •
SPORTS BROADCAST NETWORK, Philadelphia, has sent out
promotion package containing success story letters from WMCA
New York in connection with its
Fight of the Week production,
available to one station in each
city for local sponsorship.
SPECIAL SHOW TRAIN
# #
NEW YORK, New Haven & Hartford Railroad will run special train
for NBC Big Show, Sun., 6-7:30
p.m. broadcast Feb. 18. Reduced
round trip rates being offered from
nine train stations which have been
given 1,200 tickets to be distributed
to passengers.
WRESTLING EMCEE # # •
KPIX(TV) San Francisco, Great
Sport, . Thurs., Horsetrader Ed
(used car dealer). New sports
quiz program featuring Vic Holbrook as quizmaster. Mr. Holbrook also wrestles before TV cameras in Bay Area bouts from time
to time. Sponsor claims largest
volume of business in used car field
in nation and credits radio-TV exclusively for success.

allied

arts

t,
Jr., presiden
WHITE
ER SHIRLE
WALTand
Y THOMA
S, vice
president Commodore Productions and Artists Inc., Hollywood, reelected to firm's board of directors.
DOLPH NELSON resigns as director
NBC Chicago, to join Tom Moore
Productions as producer.
FRANKLIN M. EVANS, general manager KSBR (FM) San Bruno, Calif.,
to Standard Radio Transcription
Services Inc., Hollywood, as assistant
production manager.
SESAC Inc. announces affiliation of
three additional publishers: Navarene
Publishing House and Lillenas Publishing Co., both of Kansas City, Mo.,
and Gospel Songs Inc., Malverne,
N. Y.
BEN FOX, assistant director programming and production DuMont
TV Network and WABD (TV) New
York, resigned to form new independent production company, specializing
in complete program development for
radio and TV.
BRUCE EELLS & Assoc., Hollywood,
under titles of Comedy Capers and
Hollywood Spotlight, is releasing 150
quarter-hour transcribed programs
and cut several years ago featuring
name talent.
SAMUEL SALZMAN, plant superintendent Allied Record Mfg. Co., Hollywood, named vice president in charge
of manufacturing.

"Technical • • •
PAUL TARRODAYCHIK, engineer
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, named
maintenance supervisor. Was also
elected secretary-treasurer of San
Antonio section of Institute of Radio
Engineers. WILLIAM SHOCK appointed technical director.
EMIL SELLARS, technician WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, father of girl Mary
Susan.
THOMAS RITCHIE, studio engineer
WKY Oklahoma City, is chief instructor for code course at Oklahoma
City U.
VIRGINIA RIX, publicity department
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, to engineering department.
MARTIN YANNUZZI, JAMES GURGICK and AUBREY STANSBERRY
added to engineering staff WAAM
(TV) Baltimore.
C. E. MILLER, transmitter supervisor
KOMO Seattle, located at Vashon Ise,
elected director of Vashon Chamoer
of Commerce.
R. A. HACKBUSCH, president and
managing director Stromberg-Carlson
Co. Ltd., Toronto, re-elected president
Canadian Radio Technical Planning
Board at Toronto meeting. GORDON
W. OLIVE, chief engineer CBC Montreal, re-elected vice president. New
committee chairmen include: H. S.
DAWSON, formerly general manager
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, now
with Canadian General Electric,
Toronto, as general co-ordinator ; J.
A. OUIMET, CBC Montreal, as TV
technical advisory committee chairman; and F. H. R. POUNSETT, Toronto, as chairman of broadcast committee.
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LIONEL H. NAUM, advertising section of commercial equipment division General Electric Co., Syracuse,
appointed district sales manager for
broadcast equipment with headquarters in Chicago.
RCA announces new type BA-6A
limiting amplifier for safe maximum
value during broadcast transmission,
recording or reproduction of sound.
ing.
New amplifier limits high audio peaks
that occur during AM-FM broadcastHEWLETT-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., announces new low-cost FM
communications monitor that requires
no adjustments during operations,
firm claims. Model 337A-B monitor
is designed for use by non-technical
personnel.
ROBERT F. FIELD, engineering department General Radio Co., Cambridge, retires. He had been with
company for 21 years.
MULTICORE SALES Corp., N. Y.,
announces new study book on softsoldering. Book is ideal for employe
training manual. It is written in
easy-to-understand terms and has accompaning diagrams.
JIM McLEAN, Industrial Division
manager for Philco, assigned to cover
several countries in Europe in next
few weeks.

WILLIAM F. HALSEY Jr., fleet admiral (USN retired) elected president
of International Telecommunication
Labs Inc. Adm. Halsey is member of
board of IT&T and chairman of board
of directors of All-America Cables &
Radio Inc.
DR. J. O. PERRINE, assistant vice
president AT&T, will deliver lecture
and demonstration, "New Horizons in
Communications," at meeting of Atlantic Coast section of Society of
Motion Picture & Television Engineers, Feb. 2.
TELEVISION CONTRACTORS Assn.,
Philadelphia, has moved to new offices
in the MIT Corp. Bldg., 20th St.
SHELDON R. LEWIS appointed general traffic manager of RCA Victor.
Was Montgomery Ward traffic executive.

J. W. DUFFIELD, district sales representative in New York office General Electric, appointed Eastern regional sales manager for tube division
with headquarters in New York.
THE DAVEN Co., Newark, announces
addition of type OP-962 to its line of
output power meters. New meter
features easier reading and greater
extension of power range.
DAVID C. PRINCE, vice president
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
named to president's staff. HARRY
A. WINNE, vice president in charge
of engineering policy, will succeed
him as head of general engineering
laboratory. ERNEST E. JOHNSON,
manager of engineering, large apparatus division, appointed general
manager of laboratory.
NEW ENGLAND IRE
Meeting Set for April 21
FIFTH ANNUAL New England
Radio Engineering Meeting has
been scheduled for April 21, at the
Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston. The
one-day conference meeting, sponsored by the North Atlantic Region
of the Institute of Radio Engineers, is designed to keep engineers abreast of latest developments with a minimum of time
away from their regular work.
A substantial portion of the program, according to William R.
S a y 1 o r, general chairman of
NEREM 1951, will deal with topics
of particular interest to communication and electronics engineers
during the present national emergency. Roland C. Hale, chief engineer of WCOP Boston, is in charge
of arrangements for the technical
papers.
Radio-TV Institute
NBC and Barnard College will
launch an annual six-week summer
institute in radio and TV for college graduates, June 25-Aug. 3, in
New York. Limited inaugurally
to 35 students the fee is $140.
Instructors will be guest lecturers
plus NBC staff members. Joseph
H. McConnell, NBC president,
pointed out this was the fourth
such undertaking by NBC. Others
are with Northwestern U., U. of
California at Los Angeles and
Stanford U.

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER NEEDS
promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

VLaiwjutL
JsbaJtwuiA,
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
■^r We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
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Dog's Day

\ln the midst of 12,000 pieces of mail, "Secret Number" winner, Mrs.
Alda LaCroix, is presented the $100 WAAB prize. L. to r: Standing,
■Chet Gaylord, disc jockey; Isabel Whitaker, woman's program personality; Don Stevens, WAAB program director; Mrs. LaCroix; Shirley
Matson, Scandinavian radio performer; "Pappy" Howard, folk and tvestern disc jockey; seated, Announcers Bob Nims, Howard Nelson and
Charles Stevens.
'SECRET NUMBER7
WAAB Pulls 12,000 Cards
FIRST promotion of WAAB Worcester, Mass., under its new owner,
Bruff W. Olin Jr., was a "Secret
Number" contest awarding $100 to
any listener whose social security
number matches any of the contest
numbers broadcast. The project
resulted in over 12,000 pieces of
mail in six days, Mr. Olin announced last week.
Cards from Worcester County
listeners constituted the largest
portion of the mail, he said, but
nearly 1,500 pieces were received
from other New England states.
The winner, Mrs. Alda LaCroix of
Spencer, Mass., was presented the
•$100 cash award in ceremonies over
the station's Chet Gaylord Show,
featuring staff air personalities.
Response was so far beyond expectation that plans already have
been made for future contests similar to it, Mr. Olin said.

DO

YOU

WANT

HIGHER

FTC Order
DECEPTIVE advertising practices
charged to Benjamin B. Cole Inc.,
Portland, Ore., would be prohibited under provisions of an initial order filed last week by a
trial examiner of the Federal
Trade Commission. The respondent firm was charged with falsely
representing that it sponsors a
radio show or that a "free souvenir gift" had been awarded in
connection with a radio show, a
claim which pursued it reportedly
in quest of information concerning
delinquent debtors. Trial Examiner Everett Haycraft found
that the firm and its two officers —
Herbert and Hannah Cole — assumed certain trade names to "disguise the true nature of their business and have otherwise obtained
information by subterfuge."
KVEN Ventura, Calif., has adopted a
unique method of auditioning its
steady stream of applicants for mikeside jobs. Station gives them continuity to read or notes from which
to ad lib, then actually puts them on
the air. Listeners phone or write
their reactions.
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NEW STATIONS
CBC Approves 5 AM, 2 TV
FIVE NEW AM stations and two
experimental TV stations were recommended at the January meeting
of the board of governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. held
at Ottawa.
Of five applications for AM stations at Saskatoon, two were recommended by the CBC to the
Canadian Department of Transport
— one English and one Frenchlanguage station. R. A. Hosie will
operate a 250 w AM station on
1340 kc and Radio-Prairies-Nord
Ltd. will operate the Frenchlanguage outlet with 1 kw on
950 kc.
Another French - language station was recommended for Gravelbourg, Sask., licensee being RadioGravelbourg Ltd., with 250 w and
frequency undecided. A bilingual
station, French and English, has
been approved for Timmins, Ont.,
to J. Conrad Lavigne with 1 kw on
580 kc. St. John's, Newfoundland,
will have its second commercial
broadcasting station with granting
of license to G. W. Stirling to
operate with 5 kw on 930 kc.
Monopoly of broadcasting has
been affected in three cities by the
granting of these licenses. Until
now there has been but one station
at Saskatoon, CFQC, one at Timmins, CKGB, and one commercial
station at St. John's, VOCM.
Experimental TV stations were
granted to RCA Victor at Montreal, on Channel 5, and to StewartWarner Alemite Corp. of Canada
at Belleville, Ont., on Channel 10.
Both stations are licensed to power
of 5 w.
A number of stations were allowed
share transfers. Included was transfer
of 200 preferred and 10,100 common
shares of CKOY Ottawa, by which Dr.
G. M. Geldert and G. W. Mitchell sold
their shares in the station. For over
15 years
Dr. Geldert
operated interests
the station as CKCO.
Newspaper
of the Southam family are now limited
to owning 38.5% of CKOY by this latest
approval
sharetransfer
transfer.
Another ofshare
approved was
for CKBW Bridgewater, N. S., with
control in the company going to L. L.
Rogers and J. F. Hirtle. CKEY Toronto
is recapitalizing and the move has been
approved. Miss A. M. Rea, sister of
Bill Rea of CKNW New Westminster,
has sold her shares in CJAV Port
Alberni, B. C, with new owners being
C. J. Rudd and K. H. R. Hutcheson.
CKRM Regina is now owned by Dr.
E. A. McCusker to whom license has
been
Kenora istransferred.
now ownedSimilarly
by C. W.CTRLJohnson
of Kenora, by transfer approved at
CBC board meeting.
BENDIX VOTES
To Become Part of Ayco
STOCKHOLDERS of Bendix Home
Appliances Inc. have voted to
transfer assets and business of
their company to Avco Mfg. Co. in
exchange for Avco common stock
in the ratio of two shares of Avco
stock for each share of Bendix
Home Appliances.
Avco already owned 83% of the
Bendix stock as a result of an
exchange offer which expired Sept.
15, it was reported. Joint announcement was made by Hector J. Dowd,
chairman, Bendix Home Appliances,
and Victor Emanuel, chairman and
president of Avco.

A SHAGGY dog story with
a happy ending turned up at
KNUJ New Ulm, Minn.,
when a tiny, scrawny underfed pup
at the
station'sscratched
door. The dog
quickly
made friends with the staff,
but even the most sentimental could see that, inevitably,
"Buster" would have to go.
Disc Jockey Denny Hayes
saved the dog's day by describing the pet and letting
its mournful howls go out
over the air during his show.
Buster's "Dog-Gone Blues"
were successful, and within
15 minutes a seven-year old
boy had convinced KNUJ
that he was the man for the
job of watching out for
Buster's future.

CHAIRMAN NAMED
For 1951 Ad Woman

Award

RADIO COMMENTATOR Barbara Welles, WOR New York, who
also broadcasts as Helen Hall for
MBS, has been named 1951 general
national chairman for the Advertising Woman of the Year award,
it was announced last week.
Given annually by the Council
on Women's Advertising Clubs of
the Advertising Federation of
America, the award will be presented to the outstanding woman
in the profession at the AFA convention in St. Louis, June 10-13.
Nominations must be sent to AFA
by April 1.
BIG

and

INDEPENDENT

WW

DC

IN WASHINGTON
National Reps. Forjoe and Co.
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A L CONSTANT, director of studio
KRON-TV San
productions
J\ Francisco,
appointed to program
manager. He replaces P. H. CRAFTON, who joins Richard Meltzer &
Assoc., same city, as account executive.
L. J. BORMANN, news director WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to WCCO Minneapolis, as director of public affairs.
He replaces WILEY S. MALONEY,
resigned.
RAY WILSON, news director KSBW
Salinas, Calif., named program director, replacing DON WELLS, who is
now with KWBB Wichita, Kan. Mr.
Wilson will also continue duties as
news director.
DON JAMES appointed program director WEAT Lake Worth, Fla. Was
with WKBW Buffalo.
WAYNE KEARL, account executive
KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City, appointed
to newly-created post of public servive editor.
KEN CALFEE, graduate U. of Maryland, named producer-director WAAM
(TV) Baltimore. ED SARROW, staff
producer-director, will handle full
production responsibilities of Shopping For You. PAUL KANE, staff
producer-director, will handle full
production of TeeVee Waamboree.
ELBERT HALING appointed to information director post, U. S. Dept.
of Commerce — NPA Regional office,
Dallas. Was with WFAA Dallas and
WBAP Ft. Worth.
LEN LABBY named producer-director
PBS Hollywood. Was with KGST
Fresno, Calif.
TONY JACQUES to announcing staff
CKSF Cornwall, Ont.

a WHALE
a Market
-

!

air-casters
E. W. MALONE, commercial manager
KWBR Oakland, to KRON-TV San
Francisco as promotion manager. Mr.
Malone was general manager KTYL
Phoenix.
VIC SKAGGS, sales service WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, named producerdirector. BERT HARRIS, Wilbur
Stark Agency, N. Y., appointed producer-director. VINCENT Di RICCO,
engineering department, transferred
to publicity department. WILLIAM
A. JEWETT Jr., technical director
Cornell U. Theatre, to station as
studio manager. KATHY ROSSER,
women's commentator, to publicity
department. PAT MOREELL to station's guest relations department.
MARY McKAY to traffic department.
JEAN GRADSTAFF, MARLENE
DOLSEY and JOHN HORNAK to
bookkeeping department. THOMAS
DICKSON to purchasing department.
BRUCE WHITE, assistant film editor
WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh, father of
daughter, Bonnie, Jan. 16.
CHARLES von FREMD appointed
public affairs and special events producer for CBS Washington. Was
with WNHC New Haven and WCOP
Boston.
COLLIER WHITEHEAD, new to radio, to WJHO Opelika, Ala., as copy
service man and apprentice disc
jockey. VALERIE DOBSON, Alabama
Polytechnical Institute freshman in
radio and journalism, handling afternoon record show on station.
NIELS L. MORTENSEN, Milwaukee
Sentinel, to KCBS San Francisco as
staff writer on This is San Francisco
show.
DICK BRILL, KCBS San Francisco
writer-producer, and SUE JANKELSON,
ried. KCBS teletype operator, mar-

68th in RETAIL SALES **
54th in BUYING POWER**

STUART NOVINS, director of public
affairs Columbia Pacific Network and
KNX Hollywood, father of boy, Larry
Steven, born Jan. 20.
JAMES PARSONS, publicity department Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood, named director of public
relations for network. He succeeds
MARK FINLEY, resigned.
DORWIN BAIRD, production manager CJOR Vancouver, has started
daily evening commentary Around
Home on local and provincial affairs,
five nights weekly, as type of station
editorial.

9th (effective
in E.B.I,buying
per FAMILY
**
income)
**1950
BuyingSALES
Power. MANAGEMENT Survey oj

KEITH THOMAS, West Hooker Productions, N. Y., to production staff
WABD (TV) New York, DuMont TV
network.

Delivering more listeners
at a lower cost . . .

JAY ANDRE, announcer WMAW Milwaukee, to announcing staff WBBM
Chicago.

80th in POPULATION *
The Home of 233,012 People
*SALES
estimate
for 1950
populationMANAGEMENT
among the 184 U.S.
Metropolitan
County Areas.

DAVID LOWE, writer-codirector of
"Task Force 1:52," film of Bikini ABomb experiment, signed to direct
children's series Captain Video, DuMont TV network, Mon.-Fri., 7-7:30
PHYLLIS REID, new to radio, to
p.m.
CKXL Calgary as writer.
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ROBERT W. SARNOFF, manager of
program sales NBC-TV, appointed
director NBC-TV Unit Productions to
coordinate special NBC production
units now functioning.
HOWARD BRADFORD, continuity
writer WKY Oklahoma City, named
chief of department. He replaces
MARY AGNES THOMPSON, resigned. BILL GWINN, freelance
writer, to continuity staff.
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE, ABC
personality, chosen "most charming
woman in radio" by Charm Institute,
N. Y. FAYE EMERSON, ABC-TV,
chosen for evening TV. KATHI NORRIS, WNBT (TV) New York, for daytime TV.
ED MASTERS, program director
Armed Forces Radio Service, Tokyo,
awarded Commendation for Meritorious Civilian Service for his work in
building of Army programs. He was
with WQUA Moline and WOC DavenLOU MORTON, WJNO Palm Beach,
Fla., to WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.,
port.disc jockey.
as
BOB ATCHER, singing star WLS Chicago, to receive Boy Scout statuette
award on station's National Barn
Dance Feb. 10, for his services to individual Scout troops, area-wide jamborees and Chicago Council of Scouts.
DAVID LIVINGSTON OLSEN signed
as associate speaker for Mutual-Don
Lee Voice of Prophecy. He replaces
ELMER WALDE, appointed associate
radio secretary for General Conference of Seventh Day Adventists,
Washington, D. C.
MARILYN WANIE, program operations department KECA-TV Hollywood, and BILL ZECK, program asFebruary.sistant at station, to be married in
ALAN COURTNEY, director of public service and guest relations NBC
Hollywood, appointed to board of directors, Associated Services for Armed
Forces in Los Angeles County as representative of Southern California
Broadcasters' Assn.
ROBERT ALLEN appointed chief of
announcers department at ABC Chicago. He has worked at NBC.
JACK CALLAGHAN, former producer
Quiz Kids and Ladies Fair, to WBBM
Chicago, as announcer. He also produced Queen for a Day and News of
the World and has worked at WKAR
Grand
Chicago.Rapids, WWJ Detroit and WGN
JOHN BASTON appointed music librarian WXLW Indianapolis.
LYMAN BRYSON, director Invitation
to Learning on CBS, is on National
Book Award Committee.
HENRY W. LUNDQUIST, production
manager WCOP Boston, is on twoweek training duty with Navy. BETSY
KING, nine -year -old WCOP disc
jockey,
named
"pin up girl" for local
Cub Scout
troop.
CAROL CASTLE, TV makeup artist in
Chicago, and MARTIN H. SHENDER
married Jan. 14.
LARRY MANN and PHIL STONE, announcers CHUM Toronto, became
fathers, each of their second son.

TOMMY SUTTON, hillbilly disc
jockey, to WING Dayton. Was with
KWK St. Louis.
CARSON BROWN MERRY, publicity
director WBT-AM-FM and WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, to WKLV Blackstone,
Va. Will work with production, sales
and promotion as well as special feature air work.
CHARLES BALDOUR, singer - announcer, returns to WLWD(TV) Dayton. Has been with Army Intelligence
Corps in Korea.
KENNETH I. TREDWELL Jr., program director WBT Charlotte, named
president
lers' Aid. county branch of TravelWILLIS CONOVER, disc jockey
WWDC Washington, replacing JACKSON LOWE, on 1260 Club. Mr. Lowe
has resigned.
Lt. Comdr. WALTER
R. BISHOP
USNR, public relations director
WRVA Richmond, appointed aide-decamp on Governor's personal staff.
BILL OLIVER, announcer WGN Chicago, father of daughter Rebecca Lee.
DICK COUGHLAN, announcer, also
father of daughter Laurie.
PAT GRIFFITH, former director NAB
Assn. of Women Broadcasters who
joined WAC fortnight ago with rank
of captain [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan.mation22]
to Public
Office assigned
at Fort Myer,
Va. InforANDREW FAY, prop department
WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, named producer.
A/eurA • • •
BOB BOAZ, news reporter and writer
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, to replace
DICK OBERLIN, news director on
Oberlin's Observations. Mr. Oberlin
will devote more time to gathering
the news.
BILL COSTELLO, Far Eastern chief
correspondent for CBS, starts coastto-coast lecture tour Feb. 2, describing Far Eastern situation.
FRED MOEGLE, announcer - newscaster KWK St. Louis, father of boy
Keith Frederick.
JIM RANDALL, director of news
KFSB Joplin, Mo., to KVOO Tulsa,
as editor of evening desk.
FRED WHITING, CFCF Montreal, to
CKXL Calgary, Alta., as evening newscaster.
JACK RYAN, press chief NBC Chicago, elected second vice president of
Chicago Headline Club, professional
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism fraternity. New directors are ELLIOTT W. HENRY,
press manager ABC Chicago;
GEORGE P. HERRO, MBS publicity
director, and AUSTIN H. KIPLINGER,
TV newscaster.
DONALD R. COE, ABC news editor,
appointed director of special events,
succeeding MICHAEL ROSHKIND,
resigned to conduct his own business.
Mr. Coe joined ABC as full time war
correspondent in 1944, returned to
New York as news editor in November 1945. He served with United
Press before joining ABC.
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"We would like to go on record with the statement that lovely Frances
Langford has outstanding talent as a comedienne. Catch her on Du- Mont's
STAR TIME during the 'Bickerson Family' skits and see what we mean.
She and her video partner, Lew Parker do full justice to Phillip Rapp's
brilliantly penned skits."

"THE BICKERSONS"

Radio Daily — Television Daily
January 1951

The outstanding husband and wife comedy team

of all time, is presented as a regular feature of Du Mont's talent-packed 60-minute revue:
— seen every Tuesday at 10 P.M., E. S. T.
E V IS
62
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AFFILIATED

STATIONS

TWO
A Division of the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories Inc., 515 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y. Phone MUrray Hill 8-2600
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Range Rider can't miss. This he-man hero is a
dead-center choice as America's newest television
cowboy star. As distinctly different a Western personality as ever saved a maiden, a mortgage or the
U.S. Mail, Range Rider towers a lean six feet four
inches, wears fringed buckskin and moccasins
(juvenile fashion editors, please note) and lives
by his brain and his fists as well as his six-guns.

And Range Rider's new series of 26 half-hour
films— made especially for TV— has everything to
rope and tie a huge audience . . . Hollywood featured
players Jack Mahoney as Range Rider and Dick
Jones as his sidekick, Dick West, the Ail-American
Boy. . . hard-riding, hair-trigger action scripted
by top movie writers . . . and the same production
company (Gene Autry's Flying-A Pictures), the
same camera techniques and same Sierra Madre
locale that won critics' cheers for Gene's current
TV series as one of the best of the year.
Straight from the shoulder. . .here is one of the
biggest bonanzas since Sutter's Mill for a fastacting advertiser. Just completed, the Range Rider
series is not yet identified with any sponsor or
product. You can get into the act with exclusive
first-run rights in your area (subject of course
to prior sale). Your nearest Radio Sales representative will be pleased to arrange a command
showing — even more pleased to discuss details
and availabilities.
RADIO

SALES

Radio and Television Stations Representative . . . CBS
RADIO SALES TV PRODUCTIONS: Range Rider, World's Immortal
Operas, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Hollywood on the Line,
Gene Autry Show, Strange Adventure.

ational Press Bid;,
■'a.hington 4, D. C.
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THE HEAVY ARTILLERY of
New York TV Programming, •6)Jan. 4-10, 1951
4-10)
EDUCATORS'
SURVEY
both
the educators and the com- Average
Length of Advertisements and Advertisement Time as a
mercial broadcasters was brought
Percentage of Total Broadcast Time by Time Segment for the
Seven Stations Separately
up last week as the battle over
WEEKDAYS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
Average
TOTAL
proposed reservation of TV chanAverage
Average
n.
4, 5, 8, 9 and 10)
(Jan
nels for educational television
Average
%Best.of
Length
Length
%
of
%
of
Length
Length
Time
%
of
Best.
Time
Adv.
stations entered its final stages
Best. Adv.
Best.
Time
Adv.
Time
Segment
Adv.
(Jan.
71
(Jan. Time
before the FCC.
59
and Station
5.4%
%
(Sees.)
%
(Sees.) 5.7
96
(Sees.)
(Sees.) 3% 8
SIGN-ON TO 5:00 P.M.
133
48
146
WCBS-TV
47
0.7
100
Highlights of the week's hear5.9
108
WNBT
108
17.6
ings, a continuation of sessions
7.3
24.4
32.7
104
48
WABD
14.2
19.1
4.1
started last December and slated
5.1
WJZ-TV
86
9.6
18.5
138.8
7
8.1
4.9
WOR-TV
68
for completion this week:
117
74
63.80
85
95
10.0
WPIX
142
60
1
9
10.2
107
56
# The educators presented a
WATV
55
84
3 1
54
3.3
88
55
5:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
84
9.9
135
week's survey of New York TV
WCBS-TV
64
4.1
8.2
1.7
72
10.6
WNBT
programming, reported to be the
16.7
76
6165
5.4
14.7
WABD
46
2.9
85
2.2
55
49
2 7
102
first of an annual series, which
27252
108
3.2
6 1
WJZ-TV
82
8.9
3.3
64
4.7
10.1
attributed 10% of all program time
WOR-TV
1.8
56
46
164
7.3
WPIX
8.3
66
15.4
53
to commercial advertising matter
18.9
12.4
58
WATV
144
98
8.1
102
7.1
133
14.4
and showed only one program orig- 7:00 P.M. TO 11:00 P.M.
51
15 63
WCBS-TV
6 9
42
14
12.3
104.48
12.5
inated by an educational institu4849
7.9
WNBT
9.3
14.3
48
90
43
13.0
14.2
4043
tion.
WABD
50
42
75
50
4.2
WJZ-TV
52
10.0
37
56
3.9
10149
11.2
0 Representatives of commer6.6
12 4
59
WOR-TV
5.8
55
7 3
56
58
WPIX
cial broadcasting, making their
51
58
6.7
38
1.6
6.2
WATV
8148
52
1.8
128
7.1
first appearance in the hearing,
14.4
8.0
11:00 P.M. TO SIGN-OFF
7.4
56
questioned the survey and chal60
WCBS-TV
3.3
115.84
6.59
16.1
2.7
22.9
13.7
WNBT
60
48
38
119.4
8.4
65
9.9
lenged the educators' interpretaWABD
50
60
4.3
85
tion of it, simultaneously launch13.4
76
75
7.1
WJZ-TV
76
128
126
4.8
150
WOR-TV
121
287
24 0
29.8
158
ing their first offensive against
19.1
6.8
130
50
WPIX
9.0
166
16.7
75
8.9
13 3
WATV
30
0.7
educators' efforts to have 25% of
TV channels set aside for future
ONE of the tables presented to FCC last week by the Joint Committee for
use by educational groups.
Educational Television, as part of a one-week New York TV survey, is shown
Officials Appear
above. It undertakes to measure the length of commercials and to show
them as a percentage of total broadcast time, by station and by time segInitial representatives of comment. The survey and its interpretation by educators was challenged insistmercial broadcasting were Dr.
ently by commercial
Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research
* broadcasting
*
* representatives.
director, and Dr. Charles F.
Assn. (late story, At Deadline). Illinois, one-time FCC assistant
Church Jr., director of education
The controversial New York TV chief accountant, and Dr. Donald
and research of KMBC Kansas
program survey, covering all seven Horton, of the U. of Chicago and
City, who also appeared for NAB.
stations for the week of Jan. 4-10, former CBS television research
They were to be followed by NAB
was conducted under the direction director. It was presented on bePresident Justin Miller, rounding
of Dallas W. Smythe of the U. of half of the Joint Committee for
out the NAB presentation; Frank
Stanton, president of CBS, and J.
R. Poppele, WOR New York, president of Television Broadcasters

Educational Television, a composite
educational organization formed
for the current hearing and represented by Brig. Gen. Telford
Taylor, former FCC general
counsel.
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, outspoken advocate of reservation of
TV channels for future use by
educational groups, along with
Gen. Taylor and FCC Assistant
General Counsel Harry M. Plotkin,
questioned NAB's Dr. Baker persistently on his anti-reservation
stand, in which he accused the
survey makers of exhibiting evidence Church
of "bias." Questioned
Dr. Church also was questioned
at length on his testimony relating
ming.
to KMBC's educational programRunning follows,
account with
of the Richard
week's
sessions
Salant participating as counsel for
CBS; Vincent Wasilewski for
NAB, and Thad H. Brown for
TBA:
Francis J. Brown, American
Council on Education, on Monday
presented JCET's "Estimate of
Educational Needs in Television,"
a survey covering northeastern
U.S. The survey as initially presented covered proposals for 49 stations in 43 areas. It was amended
later in the week to include additional cities.
TBA and NAB counsel questioned the witness closely on what
they considered was a limited presentation. They particularly criti(Continned on page 88)

PRINCIPAL witnesses in last week's
sessions of FCC's hearing on reservation of TV channels for educational broadcasters included (left
photo) Drs. Dallas W. Smythe
(seated), formerly of FCC, now of U.
of Illinois, and Donald Horton, U.
of Chicago, looking over the exhibit based on their survey of New
York TV programming; and (right
photo), awaiting their turns as NAB
witnesses on behalf of commercial
telecasters. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker
(r), NAB research director, and Dr.
Charles F. Church Jr., KMBC Kansas City. NAB President Justin Mille?, CBS President Frank Stanton, and
Television Broadcasters Assn. President J. R. Poppele also were
slated to appear. GLz^&r
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service

FIRESIDE THEATER
for Procter and Gamble
ROYAL

PLAYHOUSE

Fireside's new name
for regional sponsors
NIGHT EDITOR
The famous Hal Burdick radio series
brought to television
PROFESSOR LIGHTSKULL,
THE MIGHTY CHIMP

Congratulations,

Mysteries solved by Professor
Lightskull, the great chimpanzee
detective, his assistant
Doc Twiddle, and his all chimp cast

United Television

Programs,

Inc.

In particular, congratulations for your speed in setting a record volume
of sales for our Royal Playhouse, America's great television dramatic

Several additional film packages
under preparation

program.
Yours is truly more than a name. In Petry, Standard Radio Transcriptions, and Century Artists you have united the skill and the background
of three top flight successful organizations in the radio, recording and
talent fields.
This combination of creative, production, and selling know-how with
service offices in strategic markets is bound to prove of inestimable help
to agencies and their clients alike.
Crosby Enterprises is happy to place the distribution of its television
film productions in your experienced hands.

TELEVISION

9028 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD
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THE HEAVY ARTILLERY of
New York TV Programming, Jan. 4-10, 1951
EDUCATORS'
SURVEY
both
the educators and the com- Average
Length of Advertisements and Advertisement Time as a
mercial broadcasters was brought
Percentage of Total Broadcast Time by Time Segment for the
Seven Stations Separately
up last week as the battle over
WEEKDAYS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
TOTAL
Average
Average
proposed reservation of TV chanAverage
Average
in.
4, 5, 8, 9 and 10)
(Jan
nels for educational television
(Jan. 4-10)
Length
%
of
Length
Best.
Length
Length Best.
5.4
Time
%of
Best.
% of Adv.
stations entered its final stages
Time
Time
Adv.71
Adv. % of
(Jan. Time
Time Segment
Adv.
Best.
before the FCC.
59
(Sees.)
and Station
%
%
%
%
(Sees.)
(Sees.)
96
(Sees.)
5.7
SIGN-ON TO 5:00 P.M.
7.3
48
146
47
0.7
WCBS-TV
100
5.9
Highlights of the week's hear108
108
WNBT
39.68
133
ings, a continuation of sessions
32.7
24.4
104
13
6 07
WABD
19.1
4.1
17.6
started last December and slated
5.1
8.8
86
14.2
WJZ-TV
84
8.1
54
68
117
18.5
WOR-TV
for completion this week:
74
85
95
WPIX
142
48
19
10.2
10756
10.0
WATV
% The educators presented a
4.9
84
34.11
3.3
88
3.8
55
5:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
9.9
52
135
week's survey of New York TV
WCBS-TV
8.2
64
60
1.7
72
10.6
2.9
WNBT
programming, reported to be the
55
6165
16.7
14.7
WABD
46
26 21
1.8
49
first of an annual series, which
27255
108
8.9
82
WJZ-TV
3.3
4.7
5.4
10.1
attributed 10% of all program time
56
3.2
16 4
WOR-TV
7.3
10246
133
2 7
102
76
WPIX
49
66
15.4
43
8.3
53
85
18.9
I to commercial advertising matter
58
WATV
14.4
98
8.1
144
7.1
12.4
and showed only one program orig- 7:00 P.M. TO 11:00 P.M.
64
15 3
6 9
42
12.3
104.48
WCBS-TV
12.5
14.3
inated by an educational institu7.9
14.2
9.3
90
WNBT
48
43
13.0
14 6
40
tion.
WABD
50
50
4.2
51
6.2
WJZ-TV
52
10.0
37
56
3.9
10149
11.2
% Representatives of commer6.6
12 4
59
5.8
55
7 3
WOR-TV
56
58
WPIX
cial broadcasting, making their
6.7
3842
1.6
48
75
WATV
52
7.4
1.8
128
7.1
first appearance in the hearing,
228.09
48
11:00
P.M. TO SIGN-OFF
14.4
60
3.3
questioned the survey and chalWCBS-TV
11
4
6.5
13.7
81
WNBT
60
48
16.1
38
58
8.4
65
lenged the educators' interpretaWABD
60
2.7
5.8
4.39
85
11
56
50
13.4
tion of it, simultaneously launch9.9
75
7.1
WJZ-TV
76
9.4
128
4.8
150
19.1
126
287
24.6
158
WOR-TV
29.8
ing their first offensive against
50
6.8
13076
9.0
16.7
WPIX
166
75
8.9
13.3
WATV
30
0.7
121
educators' efforts to have 25% of
TV channels set aside for future
ONE of the tables presented to FCC last week by the Joint Committee for
use by educational groups.
Educational Television, as part of a one-week New York TV survey, is shown
Officials Appear
above. It undertakes to measure the length of commercials and to show
them as a percentage of total broadcast time, by station and by time segInitial representatives of comment. The survey and its interpretation by educators was challenged insistmercial broadcasting were Dr.
ently by commercial broadcasting representatives.
Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research
director, and Dr. Charles F.
Illinois, one-time FCC assistant
Assn. (late story, At Deadline).
Church Jr., director of education
The controversial New York TV
chief accountant, and Dr. Donald
and research of KMBC Kansas
Horton, of the U. of Chicago and
program survey, covering all seven
City, who also appeared for NAB.
stations for the week of Jan. 4-10, former CBS television research
They were to be followed by NAB
was conducted under the direction
director. It was presented on bePresident Justin Miller, rounding
half of the Joint Committee for
of Dallas W. Smythe of the U. of
out the NAB presentation; Frank
Stanton, president of CBS, and J.
R. Poppele, WOR New York, president of Television Broadcasters

Hearing

Testimony

Educational Television, a composite
educational organization formed
for the current hearing and represented by Brig. Gen. Telford
Taylor,
counsel. former FCC general
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, outspoken advocate of reservation of
TV channels for future use by
educational groups, along with
Gen. Taylor and FCC Assistant
General Counsel Harry M. Plotkin,
questioned NAB's Dr. Baker persistently on his anti-reservation
stand, in which he accused the
survey makers of exhibiting evidenceChurch
of "bias." Questioned
Dr. Church also was questioned
at
length on his testimony relating
ming.
to KMBC's educational programRunning account of the week's
sessions follows, with Richard
Salant participating as counsel for
CBS; Vincent Wasilewski for
NAB, and Thad H. Brown for
TBA:
Francis J. Brown, American
Council on Education, on Monday
presented JCET's "Estimate of
Educational Needs in Television,"
a survey covering northeastern
U.S. The survey as initially presented covered proposals for 49 stations in 43 areas. It was amended
later in the week to include additional cities.
TBA and NAB counsel questioned the witness closely on what
they considered was a limited presentation. They particularly criti(Continued on page

PRINCIPAL witnesses fn last week's
sessions of FCC's hearing on reservation of TV channels for educational broadcasters included (left
photo) Drs. Dallas W. Smythe
(seated), formerly of FCC, now of U.
of Illinois, and Donald Horton, U.
of Chicago, looking over the exhibit based on their survey of New
York TV programming; and (right
photo), awaiting their turns as NAB
witnesses on behalf of commercial
telecasters. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker
(r), NAB research director, and Dr.
Charles F. Church Jr., KMBC Kansas City. NAB President Justin Miller, CBS President Frank Stanton, and
Television Broadcasters Assn. President J. R. Poppele also were
slated to appear.
Tel e c a s t i n g
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NETWORK

DAYTIME

DAYTIME sponsored programs on
the TV networks are beginning the
new year at the rate of some $15
million a year in gross time sales
— a 10-fold increase over the volume during January 1950.
In the opening month of last
year sponsored time on the video
networks before 6 p.m. totalled only
four hours a week, purchased by
five advertisers, while five more
clients used 14 participations each
week in two CBS-TV afternoon
programs. In January 1951, 41
advertisers are sponsoring 27%
hours of TV network daytime programs, with eight advertisers using
13 participations. The following
table shows the increase in commercial daytime telecasts, by networks, over the last year :
ABC
CBS
DuMont
NBC
Totals

Jan. '50 No.May
No.
Advtrs. Hrs. Advtrs.
None
3
(5
14P) (10
1
2V2 1
4
T/2 4
5
4
8
(5
14P) (10

'50
Hrs.
1
16P)
VA
1V4
4%
16P)

P — Participation.
Nov. '50 No.Jan. '51
No.
Advtrs. Hrs. Advtrs. Hrs.
ABC
6
2
10 4
CBS
(14 19P) (8 13P)
7
4'/2
10
DuMont
3
5
2 6V2
5
NBC
15
63/4 19 113/4
Totals
31
I8V4 41 273/4
(14
19P) (8 13P)
The sponsors of these daytime
network TV shows read like a
roster of the nation's top advertisers, including American Home
Products, B. T. Babbitt, BristolMyers, Canada Dry, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, General Electric, General Foods, General Mills, Jergens,
Kellogg, Mars, Quaker Oats, Revere, Reynolds Tobacco, Standard
Brands, and Wander Co. Detailed
figures for January 1951 are not
yet available but the adjoining
tables list the gross network TV
time expenditures of sponsors on
ABC, CBS and NBC for March
and November of 1950. DuMont
figures are not available.
Gross Sales Increases
Totalling these tables shows
gross TV network daytime time
sales increased from $140,160 in
March to $937,380 in November,
a gain of well over 500% in the
eight-month period. The November
total, incidentally, does not include
$30,512 gross time charges for four
one-time telecasts over the networks that month — three Thanksgiving Day programs and one from
the International Live Stock Show.
Broken down by weekday and
weekend telecasts, the gross time
expenditures on the three TV networks before 6 p.m. divide as follows :
March November
Weekday
$116,955 $539,287
Saturday
131,142
Sunday
23,205 266,951
The 50% increase in the number
of sponsored daytime hours on the
Page 64
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$15

GROSS

TV networks from November
(18 %) to January (27%) indicates
a January gross billings figure in
the neighborhood of $1.4 million
for the month or at the annual rate
of more than $15 million.
Since November all the networks
have lost their sponsored football
telecasts but these losses have been
more than compensated for by new
daytime business including:
ABC's Additions
ABC: Three Saturday half -hours
sponsored by B. T. Babbitt Co.,
Seeman Brothers, and Maidenform
Brassiere Co.; one Sunday quarterhour sponsored by Ranger Joe Inc.
and a Sunday half hour sponsored
by Voice of Prophecy. ABC has
no weekday daytime network programming.
CBS: A Monday-through-Friday
daytime serial, The First Hundred
Years, sponsored by Procter &
Gamble Co., three afternoon quarter hours of the Garry Moore Show
sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., a quarter-hour sponsored
by Hudson Pulp & Paper Co., General Mills adding another half hour
and National Dairy Products Corp.
starting Big Top, a kids show,
Saturday, 12-1 p.m.
DuMont:
Premier Foods now

DAYTIME

ADVERTISERS

AJ
Advertiser
Co no do Dry Gincjer A l&
Colgate-Pal
Peer Co. mo liveCo.
Gorton-Pew
Fisheries
International Shoe Co.
Maiden Form
Brassiere Co.
Mars Inc.
Nash -Kelvina tor Corp.
Olney & Ca rpente r
Owens-Corn mg
Fiberglas Corp.
Inc. Home Products
Renuzit
S O S Co.
Seeman Brothers
Wander Co.

Million

ON NETWORK
MARCH 1950

r roaucr
Be vera ges
Dentifrice

Program
Super
Howdy Circus
Doody

Sea Food
Shoes
Brassieres

Exchange
Homemakers
Howdy Doody
Vanity Fair

Cand
Refrigerators

Howdy Doody
Homemakers
Exchange

Frozen Foods

Exchange
Homemakers

Curtains
Cleaner

Vanity Fair
Exchange
Homemakers
Exchange
Scouring Pads Homemakers
Air Wick
Vanity Fair
Howdy Doody
Ovaltine

a Year— PIB

TELEVISION
Day &. ouTimep.m.
sun.
Clin 3-3
^Thu.,
C 'Qft r-i m
Tue.,
5:45-6 p.m.
Thu. 4-4:30 p.m.
P
5:45-6 Fri.,
p.m.
iViWed.,
o n . , Wed.,
4:30-5 p.m.
p
(VI on .-Fri
5:45-6 p.m.
Mon
4-4:30 ., p.m.
P
m. 4-4. ju p.m.
p
Mon.4:30-5
-Fri. p.m.
P
Tue. 4-4:30 p.m.
P
Thu. 4-4:30 p.m.
P
4:30-5Wed.,
p.m. Fri.
Mon.,
P
5:45 p.m.
Tue.
5:30- p.m.
Fri. 5:45-6

DURING
Time
Network March
Stations
& No. of
ABC-28
NBC-24
CBS-17
NBC-25
CBS-1 4
NBC-26
CBS-23
CBS-1 7
CBS-3
CBS-17
CBS-17
CBS-3
NBC-24

$23 205
21,195
5,250
2 800
12,150
249,580
1 50
1 ,1 00
3,150
5,250
1,725
5,040
25,565

Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
P — Participation.
sponsors
Olsen's
Room
five Johnny
half hours
a weekRumpus
while
Sterling Drug continues as sponsor
of Dennis
James' aOkay
Mother
also
five
half hours
week.
DuMont
has also made Headline Clues and
KTLA

Awarded

5

Of Total 15
'EMMY'
AWARDS
SETTING a new record for television stations, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles marched off with five out of 15 "Emmy" awards presented for
outstanding achievement in television last Tuesday by the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles, at its third annual awards
dinner at the Ambassador Hotel. .
About 800 industry people attended
the event which was telecast lo- Edwards for CBS-TV Truth or
Consequences; CBS Alan Young
cally on KLAC-TV.
Show took top honors in the variety
Honored guests included Gov.
show category.
Earl Warren who spoke briefly preAwards made in other categories
ceding the presentation of station
achievement awards. Mr. Warren
included : Cultural — KTSL for camtold his audience that television
pus chorus and orchestra; sports —
KNBH, Los Angeles Rams football
would have greater impact on human lives than the atomic bomb.
telecasts; educational — KFI-TV for
Awards received by KTLA in- KFI-TV University; dramatic
cluded the all-round station achieveshow — ABC Pulitzer Prize Playment award for public service, for
house; technical or scientific — *
its City at Night telecast; special
KNBH for development and use of
events, for Departure of 1st Marine
orthogram amplifier.
Div. for Korea showing, also shared
Warren Presents
by KFMB (TV) San Diego news
Presentations
were made by Gov.
program, and for KTLA Newsreel;
Beany.children's show, for Time for Warren, Los Angeles Mayor Fletcher
Bowron, Harry R. Lubcke, director of
Klaus Landsberg, manager of television research, KTSL; Richard
Moore, director of television for the
KTLA and vice president, Paramount Television Enterprises, ac- ABC Western Division and manager,
cepted the first four awards, first KECA-TV; Joseph Brenner, FCC regional attorney; D. B. Lewis, presof which was presented by the govLewis Food Co. (Dr. Ross dog
ernor. The fifth was accepted by & cat ident,
food); Hal Hudson, manager,
a member of the Beany cast for network television department, CBS
Bob Clampett, producer of the Hollywood; Norman Blackburn, in
show.
charge of television, NBC Western
Division; Don Lauritzen, president,
Best actor award went to Alan
Rockett-Lauritzen ; Robert Bell, exYoung of the CBS Alan Young
ecutive vice president, Packard-Bell;
Show; best actress to Gertrude
Joseph Coffin, president, Coffin,
Berg of CBS' The Goldbergs.
Cooper & Clay; Syd Cassyd, retiring
Groucho Marx of NBC's You Bet president of the academy; Mike StoYour Life took the outstanding
key, incoming president; R. J. Mcpersonality trophy.
Neeley, sales manager, Hoffman Radio
Award for the top audience parCorp.; Margaret Divisia, Los Angeles
board of education.
ticipation show went to Ralph

Man on the Street available for
participating sponsorship.
NBC : Corn Products Refining
Co., Hazel Bishop Inc., Minute
Maid Corp., Hunt Foods, Andrew
Jergens Co., Procter & Gamble Co.
and Simmons Co. have joined the
sponsors of the Kate Smith Show;
Welch Grape Juice Co. is a Howdy
Doody sponsor and Quaker Oats
Co. has added three weekday quarter hours of Gabby Hayes to his
Sunday half hour.
Kate Smith, with 10 advertisers
each sponsoring one or more quarter hours of her NBC 4-5 p.m
Monday-through-Friday program,
is the favorite network daytime
program with viewers as well as
with sponsors. American Research
Bureau in December gave this
show a rating of 22.3 in TV homes,
indicating that more than one-fifth
of thelion country's
morewere
than tuned
10 milvideo receivers
to
this program.
A. C. Nielsen Co. surveys show
a spectacular
increase
number of television
sets ininusetheduring
the daytime hours Monday-throughFriday, as follows:
% TV Homes Using Sets
Daytime Hours, M-F
March 1950 Oct. 1950
12—1 p.m.
3.4 9.1
1— 2
5.1 16.2
2— 3
7.7 20.5
3— 4
11.1 22.0
4— 5
20.5 24.2
Figures such as these have effectively answered the serious doubts
of a few seasons back that busy
housewives could or would take
time from their daily chores to
watch television. Regardless of
whether they should, there is no
doubt that they do.
In a recent analysis of daytime
TV costs NBC pointed out that
network time charges for daytime
periods are one-half of the evening
rate and that daytime program
(Continued on page 76)
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Record every program on film
EASTMAN TELEVISION RECORDING CAMERA

lost Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, New York

4

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

in

FOOTBALL
BILL
Would Limit Video Sales
BILL to prevent the sale of TV
rights of sporting events at any
tax-supported college or university
unless the public also has the right
to see "the events "without restriction" was presented to the Illinois
State Legislature Tuesday by Rep.
Richard Stengel (D).
Mr. Stengel, in explaining his
motion to Broadcasting • Telecasting, said his interest in the
matter began last fall when the
Big Ten banned live telecasting of
football games and the U. of Illinois
granted TV rights to Balaban &
Katz, Chicago movie chain, for
theatre television. Six Illinois home
games, not telecast to homes, were
aired to audiences in two Chicago
movie houses, the State-Lake and
the Tivoli.
The legislator did not attempt to
pass an ultimatum, but suggested
that state tax-supported schools
permit the public to see the sports
events in their homes rather than
grant exclusive rights to commercial interests. He said he thought
the bill was "popular" with other
legislators. After it is referred to
committee, and it may go to the
Judiciary group this week, the bill
will be voted on. Mr. Stengel hopes
to get it to a vote by June.
"A great believer in freedom of
the air waves," the Representative
said he also feels the "Legislature
has some right to decide policy
inasmuch as state schools are taxsupported. . . ."
TV

REGULATION
Theatre Right Only Ruled
NEW YORK State can reguate
TV programs shown in commercial
theatres, but not otherwise, in the
opinion of State Attroney General
Nathaniel L. Goldstein, who last
week told the State Education
Dept. that the federal government
has supreme and exclusive jurisdiction over origination and transmission of the programs.
The opinion was asked after motion picture theatres in New York,
Binghamton and Brooklyn included telecasts as part of their
regular programs, using the
standard movie screen.
Goldstein's opinion
thereto
is InnoMr.constitutional
barrier
state regulation by statute of commercial TV presentations in theatres.

'Life/ P&G Buys
TIME Inc., for Life magazine, has
bought the Thursday telecasts of
Kukla, Fran & Ollie of NBC-TV
(Monday-Friday, 7-7:30 p.m.), beginning in March, through Young
& Rubicam, New York. Procter &
Gamble has bought the Tuesday
telecasts of the same show, also
beginning some time in March,
through Compton Agency, New
York.
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PHONEVISION
Set for Next Test Phase

WGN
USING INGENUITY above and beyond the call of the studio workday
WGN-TV Chicago staffs moved two mobile TV units in position to record
a spectacular fire which brought death to four firemen [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 22]. The above picture by an amateur photographer
caught WGN-TV personnel and equipment in action. On hands and knees
at left is Bob Siegrist, WGN announcer. Manning the camera is WGN-TV
Cameraman Bill Butler, while WGN-TV Announcer George Bauer is at the
mike in center. At right is Robert Currier, one of several station engineers
called to the scene. When darkness fell, the undaunted men "commande red" a nearby high-powered searchlight.
Patent
DuMONT

SUED

Infringement

Charged

by CBS

ALLEGING Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc. "deliberately and wilfully" infringed three industrial color television patents, CBS filed suit in U. S.
District Court in New York last week, asking for damages and an
injunction against making or selling equipment embodying any such
"design or construction data, in- *
formation
or knowledge" by the otherwise
Mr. Tingley,
". .. . .. (Mr.
persuaded
caused
Tingley)or
DuMont concern.
...
to
disclose
.
.
.
confidential
Of the patents in question, the
earliest, issued Dec. 8, 1942, is design and construction data, information and knowledge belongdescribed as "swept-back segment
ing . . ." to CBS. After which, the
color-filter
disk,"
enabling
".
.
.
use
of a smaller diameter rotatable
CBS complaint continued, DuMont
Labs used the information to confilter disk or one containing more
segments and hence rotatable at tem. struct an industrial color TV syslower speeds . . ." Another patent,
A statement by DuMont Labs
issued Sept. 3, 1946, is listed as
was made on Monday, shortly after
covering
"mixing oranddesired
color color
conthe suit was filed:
trol for correct
rendition and . . . arrangement
DuMont has been notified unofficially that it is being sued for patent
. . . ," which arrangement utilizes infringement by CBS. As far as
"an initially produced sequential
DuMont is concerned, its research
composite multi-color video signal and development is conducted along
of which successive portions reprewell-known and commonly-acceptable
sent different component colors engineering principles. As far as the
(red, green, blue) of an object field, question of Mr. Tingley is concerned,
in combination with an amplifier it's nonsense. How could it be confidential if it's patented? DuMont
for the video signal."
A third patent, issued Aug. 30, has in the past, and will continue in
the future to, investigate many dif1949, covers "the non-multiple referent systems of color.
lationship between number of colors
Pending
trial, and consideration
and interlaced field scansions withof
its
plea
for
damages and a perobjectionable
flicker,"
manent injunction against alleged
whichout an
instance color
is the
relationof
between red, green and blue in a use of its patents, CBS requested
a temporary injunction. Early
"double interlace system, the field
scansions recurring at the rate of court action is expected.
at least 120 fields per second."
The CBS complaint alleged that
during 1945-49 the "design of circuits and other components of the
receiver . . . (of CBS) . . . color
television system was in large part
carried out by one G. R. Tingley."
Mr. Tingley, CBS said, subsequently
was employed by DuMont Labs,
which, "on information and beHef"
of CBS, and "with knowledge of
the relation or obligation of trust
and confidence" between CBS and

NBC-TV Names Three
ROBERT E. BUTTON, former
salesman in the NBC National
Spot Sales Dept., Lance Ballou,
supervisor of planning for the
planning and research division of
NBC-TV, and George L. Ogle, formerly with American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, have been appointed to the NBC-TV eastern
sales department.

PLAN of Zenith Radio Corp. to
scramble the audio signal along
with the visual signal in its current
Chicago Phonevision test [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]
marks a transition to the next
phase of the experiments, according to Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
company president.
Comdr. McDonald last Monday
pointed out that the simplest method of coding the broadcasts had
been used at the outset of the tests,
particularly because the motion
picture people were interested in
the "come-on" value of allowing
potential Phonevision customers a
"taste" of the programs offered for
a fee.
"Apparently the theory is sound,"
he declared, "because many of our
test families call after a film has
started to say it 'looks like a good
movie, let's see a clear picture of
the rest of it.' " Comdr. McDonald
also cited "thousands of phone calls
and other comment" from Chicagoans other than the 300 test
families.
Careful analysis of all reactions
from both test families and the
general public is being made by
National Opinion Research Center
and others, the Zenith president
said, and as the test progresses
such results will be released as will
not in themselves influence the continuance of the research.
Zenith, meanwhile, has asked
FCC for an extension of the Phonevision experimental authorization
so that tests may be conducted for
a full 90 days. The request stems
from the fact that the tests, authorized for 90 days starting last
Dec. 1, did not actually start until
Jan. 1.
COLOR
HEARING
Senate Committee Mulls
THERE is a distinct possibility
that the Senate Select Small Business Committee may launch into
hearings on color television as it
affects small manufacturers, it was
revealed last week.
According to a spokesman for
the committee, which a fortnight
ago released its "legal" review of
the color TV question [Broadcasting 9 Telecasting, Jan. 22],
original pressure from Senators
that such a probe be conducted
has ber
been
very "heavy."
A numof complaints
were received,
it was said, with requests for an
open hearing.
If hearings are held, the committee probably will discuss
whether it should go ahead with
the sessions at its executive meeting Feb. 2, the weeks of Feb. 12
and 19 would be set aside.
It was explained that the National Production Authority's rulings on critical materials that go
into TV sets may make the color

question "academic."
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MUSIC
HALL VARIETIES
now reaches 60% of U. S.
Television Audiences through

KTTV
Los Angeles
KRON-TV San Francisco
KPRC-TV
Houston
WBTV
Charlotte
WNBQ
Chicago
WNBW .Washington, D. C.
WNBK
Cleveland
WCBS-TV New York
WJAR-TV Providence
Plus
CMQ
XEW

, Havana
Mexico City

. ..

Music Hall Varieties is a library of over one thousand
musical films . . . each running from 2% to 3 minutes.
These films feature a wide variety of production
numbers staged and directed by outstanding
producers of filmdom. Network technicians rate them superior
for fidelity of sound and sharpness of image.
These films are ideal material for participation programs or
variety shows. They are now being successfuly used
in many markets to increase revenue . . . and ratings.

MUSIC HALL VARIETIES feature such stars as:
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
CAB OALLOWAY
YVONNE DE CARLO
THE DEEP RIVER BOYS
DELTA RHYTHM BOYS
CLIFF EDWARDS
TED FIO RITO ORCHESTRA
CONNIE HAINES
SPIKE JONES
LOUIS JORDAN
KITTY KALLEN
KING COLE TRIO
GENE KRUPA ORCHESTRA
ALAN LADD
JOHNNY LONG ORCHESTRA

VINCENT LOPEZ
RAY McKINLEY
MILLS BROTHERS
NORO MORALES ORCHESTRA
GERTRUDE NIESEN
TONY PASTOR
JOE REICHMAN
RITA RIO
MAURICE ROCCO
RUBINOFF & HIS VIOLIN
GALE STORM
CLAUDE THORNHILL
MARY JANE WALSH
HENNY YOUNGMAN
VICTOR YOUNG

and many more

For exclusive rights in your territory, write or wire:
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1951 telecasting survey
Weekly Television Summary — janua y 29
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
WTVJ
Memphis
WMCT
Ames
Miami
WOI-TV
72,770
38,333
51,500
7,000 Milwaukee
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
70,144
67,800
264,865
Baltimore
202,106
Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
216,800
Binghamton
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville
WNBF-TV
Birmingham
31,270
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
23.040
WTTV
36,000
WSM-TV
New
Haven
13,000
Bloomington
650,000
New Orleans
Boston
WNHC-TV
47,179
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
New
York
Buffalo
WABD. WCBS-TV,
171,211
WBTV
WBEN-TV
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT,
Charlotte
Chicago
56,631
776,700
Newark
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
Norfolk
2,000,000
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
129,5*00
234,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
396,082
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
52,457
59,660
WKY-TV
Columbus
132,000 Philadelphia
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Omaha
KMTV.
WOW-TV
750,000
68,002
Dallas
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Ft. Worth
KPHO-TV
25,100
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
100,544
38,466
Davenport
WDTV
212,000
WOC-TV
Providence
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline
WJAR-TV
Richmond
WTVR
154,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
105,355
57,147
Detroit
Rochester
Erie
WHAM-TV
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
400,141
70,069
44,340 Rock Island
38,466
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Is., E.
Include
Quad
Cities
Ft.Dallas
WorthSalt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
100,544
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
Moline
35,900
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
Antonio
101,126
San Diego
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Greensboro
41,968
KFMB-TV
WFMY-TV
77,500
Houston
San Francisco
Schenectady
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
133,000
KPRC-TV
38,748
32,500
60,158
143,406
WRGB
Albany-Troy
HuntingtonCharleston
Seattle
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
112,000
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
Jacksonville
63,100
239,000
KSD-TV
WMBR-TV
St. Louis
26,775
Johnstown
Toledo
WJAC-TV
61,250
WHEN,
KOTV WSYR-TV
Tulsa
75,000
Kalamazoo95,117
Syracuse
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
WSPD-TV
103,290
Kansas
93,170
Utica-Rome
WKTV
WDAF-TV
Lansing
Lancaster
33,000
61,085
219,760
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WGAL-TV
Wilmington
76,487 Washington
55,619
WJ1M-TV
40,000
Los Angeles
WDEL-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV. KLAC-TV, KNBH,
877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Markets on Air 63
Estimated Total Sets in Use 10,469,000
Stations on Air 107
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
televiewing
area. Where
coverage areas
overlapelectric
set counts
may andbe
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors,
TV Circulation
committees,
companies
manufacturers. Since many are complied monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is necessarily
approximate.
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23%

of WSB-TV

92-hours-a-week

s

schedule

is locally produced
This station's capacity for creating
low-budget programs of high quality
has resulted in (I), a virtually sold-out
schedule and (2), unquestioned
audience dominance in the big
Atlanta television market.

Ask your Petry man
about the few remaining availablities.
They're good.
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TV

SET

SHIPMENTS

RTSAA Reports
On Nov.

'MARCH

OF TIME'
New TV Series Set
A NEW weekly series of half hour
films, March of Time Through the
Years, sponsored by the Assn. of
American Banks, is to begin over
the ABC-TV network Feb. 15, it
was anounced last week.
The program is to combine
"March of Time" issues with panel
discussion by visiting guest authorities.
Meanwhile, the March of Time
announced that it would soon move
into new quarters at 369 Lexington
Ave., New York, and also that
three additions had been made to
its television department.
Richard Krolik, former assistant
to Horace Schwerin, president of
Schwerin Research Corp., has been
appointed project supervisor of the
new series. During two years with
Schwerin, Mr. Krolik supervised
audience research studies on NBCTV programs. Earlier he worked
in television in Hollywood.
Lillian Rixey, with Time Inc.
since 1930, also will work on the
new series. Jane Bartels, formerly
of the Life picture bureau, has been
assigned to research the forthcoming Crusade in the Pacific, 26-installment sequel to the Crusade in
Europe TV series.

MANUFACTURERS of TV sets shipped 716,000 receivers to dealers in
36 states in November, according to an analysis by Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn., bringing the 11-month total to 6,377,000. Estimates represent both RTMA members and non-members. Figures are shown by
counties. November and 11-month .
County
Sets Shipped
tabulations follow:
State and
November
11 Months
Sets Shipped
State
Countyand
November 11 Months
Plymouth
15,698
Suffolk
143,218
Worcester ....
ALABAMA
27,382
9,841
Jefferson
3,105
1,029
20,821
MICHIGAN
3,248
Calhoun
ARIZONA
590
Genesee
Maricopa
783
1,190
774
CALIFORNIA
6,824
Ingham
3,949
Jackson ......
Alameda
7,464
7,981
43,408
7,863
Kalamazoo
....
968
Contra Costa
1,408
3,036
Kent
417,826
282
Los Angeles
40,283
8,315
7,496
Macomb
1,023
2,349
Orange
1,496
18,503
18,903
440
Muskegon
....
Sacramento
668
Oakland
San Bernardino .... 1,381
7,665
23,980
14,114
667
3,363
Mr. Schwimmer welcomes Miss
Saginaw . . .
San Diego
4,850
2,747
Washtenaw
37,640
2,109
698
San
Francisco
10,787
48,418
U. S. Television of 1950, Singer
6,130
2,396
San Joaquin
904
Wayne
25,699
225,699
Edythe Adams, as she arrives in
10,689 MINNESOTA
San
' 2,010
SantaMateo
Clara
2,814
Hennepin ....
3,554
14,719
Chicago to help launch the new
7,132
47,288
Solano
622
Ramsey
3,770
28,094
CONNECTICUT
1951 talent-beauty contest.
MISSOURI
3,242
Fairfield
4,136
Buchanan
492
34,824
Hartford
3,502
Jackson
6,932
27,323
34,745
New Haven
3,865
Madison
147
43,378
2,243
New London
155
RENEWALS
SET
St.
Louis
13,221
1,800
114,302
DELAWARE
1,343
NEBRASKA
New Castle
2,369
Douglas
4,627
21,308
For 'Miss U.S. Television'
Lancaster
809
23,418
DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA
9,158
92,419 NEW JERSEY
FIVE VIDEO stations have re- FLORIDA
newed their 1950 franchise for
Atlantic
1,124
Dade
3,531
2,577
Duval
1,815
Bergen .
2,846
20,059
The Miss U. S. Television contest,
19,700
9,620
Camden
1,506
8,810
Hillsborough
162
seven renewals are expected this
32,245
28
Pinellas
9
Essex
11,177
100,882
Hudson
4,843
week and some 20 more will be GEORGIA
1,337
53,835
Mercer
2,378
DeKalb
275
added shortly, Walter Schwimmer,
Middlesex
1,831
6,130
18,699
Fulton
5,067
20,290
50,479
Monmouth
1,026
ILLINOIS
16,511
president of the Chicago radio-TV
Morris
679
Cook
50,976
package firm of the same name,
Passaic
2,482
436,305
30,282
Theatre Cites Losses
519
121
Fulton
Union
3,112
said last week. Stations which
Knox
323
NEW
MEXICO
8,913
Madison
1,307
have renewed the half-hour weekly
31,939 McVICKERS Theatre in Chicago
Dernalillo
600
McLean
381
49
won an extension on its building
package, a combination beauty and
1,241
Peoria
NEW YORK
. 258
8,758
4,228
lease
last week after an attorney
Rock Island
1,602
talent contest are WAFM-TV
Albany
2,340
43,339
St. Clair
Bronx
4,002
1,382
19,112 representing the owners said the
Birmingham, WAAM-TV BaltiTazewell
Broome
1,825
250
7,034
1,62243
9,607
Chautauqua
559
McVickers' attendance had dropped
more, KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, INDIANA
Erie
10,450
Delaware
453
WCPO-TV Cincinnati and WGN31% in the last three years because
92,365
4,564
235,381
8,834
Kings
26,418
Lake
26,634
Monroe
7,643
TV Chicago.
of
television. Morris Leonard, atMadison
2,483
2,485
57,962
Nassau
4,493
Marion
torney for Balaban & Katz, blamed
1,315
Mr. Schwimmer tested the show,
6,097
49,183
48,849
New York
37,681
275,168
6,222
IOWA
Niagara
1,770
TV
mainly,
but allowed for other
13,540
believed to be the only nationallyClinton
369
40,233
Onondaga
4,238
Polk
syndicated live video package in
influences
also.
Balaban- & Katz,
Oneida
1,932
1,442
Pottawattamie
452
with Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
1,376
8,745
Orange
807
the country, dm-ing a six-week
Scott
19,351 owns the theatre.
Queens
10,408
period last year in 13 markets. The
104,137
3,094
KANSAS
1,746
Rensselaer
1,720
7,001
10,668
17,577
7,574
Richmond
723
successful introduction, which cost
Wyandotte
Schenectady
1,286
1,356
KENTUCKY
10,879
Westchester
3,915
$50,000 and "on which we lost
9,559
Hearing Postponed
Campbell
Jefferson
NORTH
CAROLINA
37,225 POSTPONEMENT to Feb. 20 of
money," confirmed plans for a six325
5,626
Alamance
34,017
230
907
Kenton
month contest this year, Mr.
4,680
11,411
245
Cabarrus
LOUISIANA
Durham
Schwimmer said. Stations will buy
253
573 Television Authority-Screen Actors
1,511
Orleans
31,003
545
Forsyth
Guild hearing in New York by the
a franchise from Walter Schwim2,889
MARYLAND
1,714
2,060
Gaston
262
National Labor Relations Board
Guilford
mer Productions for 13 or 26Baltimore City . .
375
80,063
6,668
Baltimore County
was announced last week. It is the
weeks.
33,100
Mecklenburg
.
.
.
2,379
Montgomery
L7
Roman
162
4,106
second
133
2,014
Prince Georges . .
Five contestants will appear
OHIO
752
2,273
7,389 uary. postponement of the hearing,
8,521
1,195 originally scheduled early in Jan2,093
weekly in each city, and the city MASSACHUSETTS
Butler
632
12,886
Berkshire
Clark
849
finalist will compete with winners
155,118
Bristol
6,485
1,170
Cuyahoga
17,909
8,573 State and
28,734
Essex
from other markets in which the
Franklin
4,782
Sets Shipped
46,291
4,896
5,390
Hamilton
Hampden
.......
59,239
show is telecast at grand finals in
93,573
County
November 11 Months
Middlesex
Lucas
1,119
5,516
6,141
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Norfolk
Montgomery .
Chicago, Thanksgiving Day.
70,420
35,830
7,262
York
159 1,010
Scioto
54,731 TENNESSEE
23,627
2,391
5,906
Summit
3,942
33,061
Davidson
1,792
12,692
1,529
295
OKLAHOMA
Muskogee
Shelby
2,836 31,591
Your Top TV Sales Opportunity
603
150
TEXAS
3,557
Oklahoma . . .
Bexar
2,327 22,100
12,197
Tulsa
Dallas
4,980
9,185
Galveston
148 42,084
1,333
OREGON
2,447
1,721
Harris
3,988
34,185
Marion
Multnomah . .
Tarrant
1,790 21,739
PENNSYLVANIA
Salt Lake
2,963 17,921
UTAH
117,591
Berks
Weber
24
420
12,420
Beaver
VIRGINIA
Blair
Arlington
909 9,654
10,052
377
20,529
2,585
Henrico
2,065 18,231
Cambria
Norfolk
2,378 23,889
1,089
1
1
,609
Dauphin
Pittsylvania
175 3,994
291
1,433
Delaware
2,564
23,978
Warwick
457
Erie
WASHINGTON
2,524
2,469
19,413
8,597
Fayette
Clarke
6
334
1,634
381
Lackawanna. . . .
1,380
King
4,122 17,941
Lancaster
805
Pierce
1,192
4,939
15,839
7,357
Lebanon
WEST VIRGINIA
2,188
Lehigh ....
Montgomery
13,777
Cabell
1,274 8,084
390
4,334
23,844
Kanawha
344 2,941
Northampton
1,692
WISCONSIN
233,038
Washington
Milwaukee
8,368
75,546
25,180
2,345
1,314
9,811
Westmoreland
1,009
14,636
Sub-Total
639,537
5,531,926
York
9,023
AREAS UNLISTED
76,463 845,074
RHODE ISLAND
1,709
1,561
Providence
GRAND
TOTAL
...
716,000
6,377,000
9,381
53,833
7,282
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DENTON
Families
Population
Retail Sales

TV'S

16,800
5,400
$17,050,000

FORT WORTH
DALLAS

WBAP

Coverage

I O the east, to the north, to the south
and to the west of WBAP-TV's
and antenna

transmitter

(highest in the Fort Worth-

Dallas area, 1138 feet above
more

sea level),

viewers, like this Denton

Mr. and Mrs. George

family of

Spuller, pictured to

the right, tune more to Channel

5.

Recently, the Spullers and other viewers
in Denton and 74 additional cities surrounding the Fort Worth-Dallas

area wrote

in 1903 replies from one one-minute
announcement

scheduled

WBAP-TV. Represented
and two states.

spot

at 1 1 p. m. on
Mr. and Mrs. George Spuller and daughter Karen, 713 Hillcresi, Denton,. Texas, are
one of the thousands of television families in the fabulously rich Fort Worth-Dallas area.
Their comment: "We tune more to Channel 5 more of the time."

Almost 400,000

Don't Be
SPOTTY with
Your

Coverage

& Peters,

make

up the television

counts and you reach All, All, ALL of the

fabulously rich Fort Worth-Dallas
WBAP-TV.

ALL

The Fabulously Rich
Fort Worth-Dallas Market

Free

viewers now

population of this great area* which passed the 100,000
television set mark Jan. 1, 1951.

Spots

Use ALL,
ALL

1

were 27 counties

area when

you buy

Contact the station or any Free & Peters man.
* Incidentally
South's No. 7 Market, leading Houston
Orleans
in thattheorder.
Within the 100 w/ m circle of W BAP-TV s signal:
Retail Sales
$1,300208,290
Population
1,170,065
Families
343,381

inc.

Exclusive National

and New

Representatives

AMON CARTER, President
HAROLD HOUGH, Director
3900 BARNETT ST.
TELEPHONE
Ucasting

GEORGE CRANSTON, Manager
ROY BACUS. Commercial Mgr.
FORT WORTH,

TEXAS

LO-I98I
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1 95 1 introduces a new era in television. It marks a

Certainly, new millions all over the country saw

major milestone: television's emergence as a mature, a
truly mass medium. For 1950 saw the television population more than double in size . . . saw it reach and pass

the magic of television reflected in their receivers. Seven
new markets were opened to television in 1950. Twentyone stations were added to the interconnected network

the largest circulation available through national magazines . . . saw it cross the 10,000.000 mark, with more

to bring NBC programs "live" to 47 markets ... to 63
markets, all told— 63 markets which contain 6 out of

than 40 million viewers every week.

every 10 persons in the U.S. And certainly the NBC

ADVERTISERS,
JANUARY,
Admiral Corp.
American Cigarette & Cigar Co., Inc.
American Home Products Corp.
American Tobacco Co.
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp.
Armour & Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Benrus Watch Co., Inc.
Page 74
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1951
Bonafide Mills, Inc.
Borden Company
Bristol-Myers Co.
Brown Shoe Co.
Campbell Soup Co.
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Congoleum-Nairn, Inc.

Corn Products Refining Co.
Crosley Div. Avco Mfg. Corp.
Derby Foods, Inc.
De Soto Div. of The Chrysler Corp.
Durkee Famous Foods, Inc.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co., Inc.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Ford Dealers of America

Ford Motor Div., Ford Motor Co.
Frigidaire Div., General Motors Corp.
General Foods Corp.
Gillette
Gulf Oil Safety
Corp. Razor Co.
Hazel Bishop, Inc.
Hunt Foods, Inc.
International Shoe Co.
Andrew Jergens Co.

Telecasting
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programs broadcast in these markets played a huge part

expansion of facilities, both in space and equipment. The

in raising television to its gigantic. 1951 proportions.

largest and best-equipped scenic construction shop in
television was set up, and New York's Center Theatre was

Most

popular

programs

For throughout the year, most of the top-rated programs
were on NBC. Latest reports show NBC with 7 of the top
10 programs. And that's only part of the picture: NBC's
program leadership is marked in every major program
category: comedy, variety, drama, mystery, news, juvenile,
music and women's daytime shows.
Add the NBC broadcasts of the United Nations
sessions . . . the operas produced especially for television
. . . the modern living series planned for the younger

converted to the world's largest television studio. Four
additional TV studios were opened.

New

complete and satisfying schedule in television.

concepts

Credit NBC's tripled billings to 69 shrewd buyers and
to audience-winning programs. But chalk up an assist to
NBC's Hofstra Study — the first precise measurement of
the sales effectiveness of television advertising. And another assist to the new concepts in selling introduced by

viewers . . . the vivid news reports which every day set
higher standards in a new form of journalism— and a host
of other memorable programs which round out the most

advertising

NBC: rotating sponsorships . . . alternate-week advertising
. . . multiple sponsorship of top-rated shows— ideas which
immediately made big-time television practical for moderate-budget advertisers.

Add, too, such bold (and successful) programming
concepts as the Saturday Night Revue . . . the Sunday
Comedy Hour . . . the Wednesday Four-Star Revue . . .
Broadway Open House . . . the Kate Smith Show— and

A great

national

asset

you see why

The curtain rises on 1951 with television solidly welded

the average sponsored program on NBC

into the social and selling structure of the nation . . . with

delivered 40% more homes than the average

NBC more firmly established as first choice of viewers

sponsored program on the second netivork.

and therefore by advertisers. And with a clarity that rivals
the sparkling images on the screen, 1951 sees television

Facilities expansion

—the most compelling vehicle of mass communication

And to mount these and other programs on NBC's expanded schedules required a parallel and staggering

ever devised — ready, at a moment's notice, to serve the
need of this country in peace or war.

TELEVISION

The Kellogg Co.
Kraft Foods Co.
P. Lorillard Co.
Manhattan Soap Co.
Mars, Inc.
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Minute Maid Corp.
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc.
elecasting

Motorola, Inc.
Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assoc.
National Dairy Products Corp.
Naturalizer Div. of Brown Shoe Co.
Norge Div. Borg-Warner
Pet Milk Sales Corp.
Philco Corp.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Quaker Oats Co.

• BROADCASTING

Radio Corp. of America
Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Riggio Tobacco Corp.
Sales Builders, Inc.
Simmons Co.
The S.O.S. Co.
Snow Crop Marketers, Inc.
Speidel Corp.

Standard Brands, Inc.
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.
Swift & Co.
The Texas Co.
United States Tobacco Co.
The Wander Co.
Welch Grape Juice Co.
Wildroot Company, Inc.
January 29, 1951
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RADIATION
Sterling Reviews Problem
EFFORTS of set manufacturers
and the FCC to cope with the problem of excessive oscillator radiation
from FM, TV and communication
receivers were described last
Thursday by FCC Comr. George E.
Sterling. Speaking in Cleveland
before the Institute of Radio Engineers and the Industrial Electronics
Organization meeting, Comr. Sterling traced the history of federal
control of industrial, scientific and
medical radio frequency equipment,
citing interference problems that
had fallen to the FCC.
Terming the oscillator radiation
from FM, TV and communication
receivers as "a new menace" to air
navigation and to radio services
which recently reared its head, he
told of the FCC's proposed rules
of April 13, 1949, which were
aimed at restricting such FM-TV
radiation to. 15 microvolts per
meter at 100 feet.
Comr. Sterling expressed the
hope that "it will not be necessary
for the Commission to take drastic
action in connection with this problem. Iam sure it will not if receiver
manufacturers respond wholeheartedly to the recommendations and
plea made by Mr. Robert C.
Sprague, president of the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. in his letter
of Dec. 14, 1950, sent to all TV and
FM receiver and tuner manufacturers as a result of conferences
Helpful techniques
and ideas for
TV

programs

This new book
shows you how
to use movies
most effectively
MOVIES FOR TV
by J. H. Battison
A COMPLETE, HOW-TO-DO-IT
GUIDE TO THE PRODUCTION
and transmission of movies on television.
This book gives practical information on
all cameras, projectors, recording equipment, etc., showing how each piece
operates and how to use it most efficiently. It tells how to produce titles
and special effects, newsreels, all types
of commercials; how to edit and splice
film; how to light scenes for best results
on TV; how to combine movies with
live scenes. Here is a wealth of useful
information together with much experienced advice on what is good and what
bad in movies for television, and why.
SEC

IT ON

APPROVAL

j The Macmillan Co., 60 5th Ave., New York II
j Please send me a copy of Movies for
| TV, I will either remit the full price
I of 54.25 or return the book in 10 days.
I Signed
Address
Page 76
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between committees of the RTMA
engineering department and Curtis
Plummer, our chief engineer, and
hisComr.
staff." Sterling quoted in part
from lows
Mr.: 4Sprague's letter as fol-

DAYTIME

Advertiser
Alsco Inc.
Aluminum Co.
of America
American
Products Home
Corp.

Product
Storm
Doors,
Windows
Cooking
Utensils
Aerowax,
Duff
Mixes.
etc.

Atlantic Refining Gas. Oil
Co.
Bristol-Myers
Co. Dentifrice
California Prune Sunsweet
Prods.
&ers Apricot
Assn. GrowCalifornia Walnut Diamond
Walnuts
Growers Assn.
Beverages
Canada Dry
Ginger Ale Inc
Dentifrice
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Ex-Cell-0 Corp.
General
Electric
Co.
General
Corp. Foods
General
Inc. Mills
General
Corp. Shoe
Glidden Co.
Household
Finance Corp.
International
Latex Corp.
1 nternational
Shoe Co.
1 nternational
Shoe Co.
1 nternational
Shoe Co.
Kellogg Co.

Pure-Pak
ContainAllers
Products
Various
Prods.
AllProducts
Acrobat
Shoes

Oleo.
Durkee's
Loans
All
Products
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Cereals
Gelatine
Knox.
Charles
B.,
Gelatine Co.
Vacuum
Lewyt Corp.
Cleaners

SAYING

In Movie Firm's Technique
FREQUENCY conservation tech"cross to
polarization"
has
been nique—revealed
FCC by — 20th

service can be established under
its proposal with only 12 30-mc
channels (360 mc) in the 3,00010,000-mc area. Each 30-mc
channel includes an 8-mc video
band plus audio and auxiliary segments. 20th Century plans a system of 24 theatre TV outlets in
the Los Angeles area as soon as
the frequencies can be allocated,
FCC was informed.

Century-Fox Film Corp. in a progress report on its theatre TV radio
relay experimentation in the New
York area.
The data supplements an initial
report filed by the company in
Network Daytime Gross
latter 1949 on the Commission's
(Continued from page 64)
program respecting the yet unscheduled general hearing on thea- costs are also substantially lower.
The following are cited by NBC
tre TV service needs [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 5, 1949].
as typical :
The newly developed cross-poShow A — $6,100 weekly, five quarter-hours
(serial)
service)
larization technique is likened to
Show B — $5,000 per half hour (variety)
transmission of light through
Show C — $1,100 per participation (home
polaroid niters. It was explained
Show D — $3,600 per half hour (variety)
that by this technique two pro- Show E — $2,800 per quarter hour (variety)
grams could be transmitted simIn relation to the audience
ultaneously on a single channel
reached
daytime television is priced
in any one area, each signal being
competitively low with evening TV
carried at right-angle polarization
and with women's magazines. The
to the other. An alternate chanNBC analysis pointed out that the
nel is employed at every other re- Kate Smith Show has a cost of
lay "jump." Thus two frequency
$1.73 per thousand viewers, with
bands are adequate for a complete
theatre TV system in any given several other daytime programs in
area, FCC was told, and can be re- the $3-$4
ning TV range.
program The
costnormal
is $5 eveper
assigned to the same licensee in thousand
viewers, NBC reports,
an adjacent area or to another liand the comparable level for womcensee in a non-adjacent area.
men's service magazines (average
20th Century-Fox contends a black-and-white page) is $7-$9 per
national competitive theatre TV thousand noters.
Net.
Net..
ADVERTISERS
ON NETWORK
TELEVISION DURING NOVEMBER 1950
-ABC-28
Nov.
Time
Nov.
Time
Advertiser
No.
of
Product
No.
of
Candy
Stations
Lionel
Corp.
Program
Day
&
Time
Stations
32.100
Program
Day &. Time
Costs
Trains
JoeShow
DiMaggio Sat.
Wendy Barrie Sat. 5:45-6 p.m. NBC-32 $20,340
Candy
Costs
5:30-5:45 p.m. NBC-40
Show
M & M Ltd.
Super Circus Sun.
16,980
5:30-6 p.m.
Mars Inc.
H Exchange
omemakers Mon.
NBC -42 56.316
4-4:30 p.m.
CBS-25
7,280
5:45-6 p.m.
Howdy Doody Mon.
P
Candy
Kate
Wed..
5:30-5:45Fri. p.m.
Show Smith Thur.
4:15-4:30 p.m. NBC-50 21.760
ABC-I I
Mason. Au &.
Chester, the Sat.
Magenheimer
Pup
12-12:15
p.m.
Confectionery
Sat. afternoon NBC-13 19.150
Football
Orange
Mfg. Co.Maid
Corp.
Thur.
Lucky Pup
Juice
Minute
Kate Smith Thur.
4:30-4:45 p.m.
5-5:15 p.m.
CBS-10
18.095
Frozen
9.915 Olney & Carpenter
Thur.
Exchange
6,780
Homemakers
4-4:30
p.m.
CBS-25
Exchange
Candy
Foods
9,100 Owens-Corning
P
Fiberglas Corp. Curtains
4:30-5 p.m.
Fri. 4-4:30
p.m. CBS-25
Homemakers
Quaker City
Wed.
CBS- 14 12.190
Exchange
Sun. P
7.280
5-5:15 p.m.
Chocolate &.
6.000
CBS-10
Confectionery Co.
Super Circus 5-5:30 p.m.
ABC-37 37.551
44.340
Quaker Oats Co.
Howdy Doody 5:30-5:45 p.m. NBC-40
NBC-38
4:30-5 p.m.
Dog Food
17,200
Mon.
Quaker Oats Co. Cereals.
Tue., Thur.
5-5:30 p.m.
NBC-43 40,890
Mixes
NBC-41 47.805
5:45-6 p.m.
Tue.
4-4:30
p.m.
Exchange
Cleaner
Renuzit
Home
6.788
CBS-23
Homemakers
Prods. Co.
Exchange
P
CBS-25
Revere Copper &
Sun.
Meet the
4-4:30 p.m.
5.460
Brass Inc.
Products
Mon.
-Fri.p.m. CBS-25 40.040
Metal
Scouring
Homemakers
Exchange
4-4:30
NBC-40 48.000
4-4:30
p.m.
Exchange
S
0
S
Co.
Fri.
Pads
Bert Parks Wed..
3:30-4 p.m.
CBS-24
P
NBC-34 46.140
6.780
Show
Inc.
Standard Brands
Betty Crocker Thur.
5-5:15
p.m.
N
BC
Comics
Thur.
3:30-4 p.m. CBS-17
Gelatin
14.270
Royal
13,712 Standard Oil Co. Gas.
Sat.
NBC-21
Oil Football Saturday
16.902
of New Jersey
Acrobat
ABC-36
1 1 :30 a.m. -12
Ranch
34,650
afternoons
CBS-12
Kate Smith Wed.
Gas. Oil Football Sunday
4:30-4:45 p.m. NBC-49 12.795 Sun Oil Co.
Show
afternoons
ABC-19 40.903
Sun. 5 :30-6 p.m.
Peanut
15.120 Swift & Co.
Platform
Butter
Look
CBS-9
Mon..
6,780
Best Your
3:30-4 Fri.
p.m.
United Fruit Co. Bananas Exchange
People's
CBS-15 25.200
4-4:30 p.m.
Howdy Doody Wed.
P
5:45-6 p.m. NBC-49 25.220
Lucky Pup
Wander Co.
Fri. 5-5:15 p.m.
28,490
5:15-5:30 p.m.
8,475
Ovaltine
CBS-7
Sun.
9.720
Ovaltine
ABC-35 16.252 Wander Co.
Super Circus 5:30-6 p.m.
Ovaltine Howdy Doody Fri. 5 :45-6 p.m. NBC-44 17.603
Howdy Doody Tue., Thur.
Exchange
4-4:30 p.m.
5 :30-5 :45 p.m. NBC-39 38.453 Wilbur-Suchard Chocolate
15.255
P
Wed.
Chocolate
Co.
4-4:30 p.m. CBS-24
Homemakers
Exchange
8,500
P
* — Every Other Week.
Source: Publishers Inform!
Homemakers
4-4:30 p.m. CBS-24
Exchange
Mon.
6,800
P
p — Participation.
NG
Telecast

. . . My conversations with the members of the FCC and the staff have convinced me that unless the industry as
a whole conforms to the new standards
and further improves upon these standards as rapidly as the art permits, a
solution to the problem may be sought
through government regulatory action,
perhaps even by subjecting our entire
industry to some form of certification
for the products of the receiver manufacturers. .. .
Mr. Sterling further quoted Mr.
Sprague's letter on conference to
standards that prescribed for TV
Channels 2-6 an average of less
than 50 microvolts per meter at
100 ft.; for TV Channels 7-13 an
average of less than 150 microvolts
per meter at 100 ft. ; for FM— less
than 60 microvolts per meter at
100 ft.
"I know that Mr. Sprague has
taken a very active interest in this
problem," said the FCC commissioner, "and I, for one, would like
to commend him for his efforts."
Comr. Sterling also stressed that
TV set manufacturers "must do
something immediately concerning
the interference that results from
the harmonics of 15.75 kc horizontal sweep frequency and video circuits."

FREQUENCY

LOOK

FOR

STATION

THE

find

getting

f
cash

The

to wait

WGN-TV

off. Unlike
six months
has

soring more programs
station

in Chicago.

has

more
than

WGN-TV

that's

.

to get results ... his

to ring the next

tising isn't paying

W

. .

LOCAL

ACCOUNTS

station

results

local operator

register has

can't afford

the

WITH

MOST

RETAIL

You'll

THE

the

day

or his adver-

big advertiser,

or six days
local

gets

for results.

advertisers

any

other

he

spon-

television

results.

^ Whether you're big or small
your station in Chicago.

WGN-TV

is

QClje-Cbicago t&xibune {Keletoifiton Station
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FILM

&

r

RODUCTION
W
SERVICES
EH
mnnin

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
(producers of short-length
films since 1919)
5P □□□ TOP- QUALITY COMMERCIALS
LOW-COST RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FDR ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS

film

FRANK

SARRA,
TELEVISION

INC.

COMMERCIALS

MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS

WIRE DR WRITE
COLORADO SPRINGS
NEW YORK - CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-B62D

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for Television
SEND FOR CATALOG
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
PLAZA 3-1531

RKO PATHE, INC.
624 MADISON

AVE.

YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
TV FILM SPOTS
20-SECOND AND I MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
STERLING 4650
VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
BIO W. S7TH STREET. N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST.,
MURRAY HILL B-1162

BROADCASTING - TELECASTING
FILM & PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE OF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
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MERRIWELL ENTERPRISES opens offices in Eagle-Lion
Studios, 7324 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood. Firm formed by Tony
London of George Pal Productions,
independent motion picture film
producer, and Ira Uhr, talent agent,
for production of TV films based
upon
late Gilbert
Frank
Merriwell
novels Patten's
and stories.
Rights to 900 stories have already
been acquired from author's son.
TELEFILM, Hollywood, appoints
Brig. Gen. James T. Roberts special representative in Washington.
* * *
FILM-ART SERVICE, a non-competitive service for film producers,
has opened new studios to supply
TV industry with "ready for
camera" animated art service at
210 W. 50th St., N. Y., President
Neil Sessa announced.
* * *
JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, is filming new
series of half-hour dramatic shows
based on true stories taken from
files of Los Angeles County
sheriff's office, as yet untitled.
Sheriff Eugene W. Biscailuz appears at opening and sign-off of
each program. * * ❖
ALEX GOTTLIEB TV PRODUCTIONS, headquartered at Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.,
starts shooting a series of 13 halfhour TV musical comedy films starring Andrew Sisters today (Monday). Clarence Eurist is production
supervisor.
Jean Yarbrough is director.
* * *
INS-TELENEWS, New York, announces that all operating TV stations in South America now subscribe to one or more of its newsreel programs. Both XHTV Mexico
City and UNION RADIO, Havana
are using the daily service, plus
the weekly review and weekly
sports reel, This Week in Sports.
Both
only. TUPI Brazil and CMQ Havana
subscribe to the daily newsreel
% * ^
DYNAMIC FILMS Inc. is producing a series of one-minute TV
films for the New York Office of
Civil Defense on "what to do" in
case of air raids. Films will be
distributed to all TV stations in
New York area and will be available as a single five-minute package.
WILKINS-GOODEN, Hollywood,
announces signing of three more
TV stations for 26 weeks of its
quarter-hour film series, The Jonathon Story — WMAL-TV Washington, WTVR (TV) Richmond and
WSB-TV Atlanta. Zippy Products,
Lansdowne,
Pa., now sponsoring

report

the program on WMAR-TV Baltimore, also will sponsor on WTVR
through the Martin Agency, Philadelphia. William Morris Agency
Inc. has been appointed to handle
national sales of the program. A
total of 18 stations now carry the
show.
* * *
SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., has set
up a Celebrity Service for TV stations using Snader Transcriptions,
President Louis D. Snader anounced. Special service will be
part of firm's "sales co-operation"
program and will provide a booking
schedule for all performers who
appear in films. Plans are to advise stations in advance when performers are scheduled to be in their
particular areas, in order that the
entertainer may appear on program with his % or *her# own film.
OFFICIAL
TELEVISION Inc.,
New York, has sold its musical film
library, "Music Hall Varieties," to
WNAC-TV Boston and WFIL-TV
Philadelphia. Library includes over
1,000 musical production numbers,
each from 2% to 3 minutes in
length.
STERLING TELEVISION CO. Inc.,
New York, is distributing first
three episodes of Ruff n' Reddy,
children's dramatic film series, to
TV stations throughout the country. PETER PAN FILMS CO. Inc.,
New York, is producer of series.
TV A

IN

L.A.

Union, Stations Meet
COUNTER-PROPOSALS were exchanged again last week by Television Authority and four Los
Angeles television stations in
negotiations for the past several
weeks over a basic contract for
"live" television performers. Anothermorrow
meeting
is scheduled for to(Jan. 30).
Stations KNBH, KTSL, KECATV, KLAC-TV are bargaining
collectively as an industry with
the union. KTLA, formerly in the
group, has announced withdrawal
from the station committee, getting an agreement from the union
to continue negotiations with it on
an independent basis. The other
two local stations, KFI-TV and
KTTV, are sitting in on negotiations as observers.
TVA at last week's meeting
turned down the stations proposal to increase rates by 25% in
all categories. The union in turn
offered a weekly reduction on
multiple performance based on a
percentage of basic fees, to be
considered for the next meeting.
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Look

into

this

PROFESSIONAL

Telecast
and

see

Projector
years

Dependable

of

Service

The GPL Model PA-100 — a 16-mm Studio Projector
with the basic features and performance reliability
of the famous Simplex 35-mm Theatre Projectors,

Sharper
From

Pictures
Any

Film

The importance of 16-mm film in television programming has called for new
Standards of projection quality and dependability. The GPL Model PA-100 is
the first projector designed and built specifically for television studio use. It is a
heavy-duty film chain projector for operation with any full-storage type film pick-up.
The professional, sprocket-type intermittent, similar to that used in the finest
35-mm equipment, is quiet and troublefree. It provides a vertical stability of better than 0.2% over years of service. Film
is protected — tests show more than 4,000
The Model PA-100 is a 16-mm
projector consistent with the professional character of television
station operation. Its enclosed
4,000 foot film magazine provides for 110 minutes of projection—an entire feature.
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WRITS, WIRE

• # • Finer
in Your

Sound

Studio

passages without noticeable film wear.
The high quality optical system resolves
better than 90 lines per mm, with illumination so uniform that corner brightness
is at least 90% of center. With a 1,000 watt
light source, the projector delivers 100
foot-candles to the camera tube. The
sound system provides a frequency response truly flat to 7,000 cps, with flutter
less than 0.2%.
The Model PA-100 is one of a complete
line of GPL 16-mm television studio and
theatre projectors built to highest 35-mm
standards.
OR PHONE

FOR DETAILS

General

Precision Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE
NEW YORK
Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment . Theatre TV Equipment
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CHICAGO

EDUCATIONAL TV
WBAL-TV Pushes Plan
FURTHER PLANS to develop education by television will be discussed tomorrow (Jan. 30) at a
luncheon of leading Maryland educators, to be held at WBAL-TV
Baltimore. Heads and public relations directors of 12 institutions
have been invited.
D. L. Provost, station business
manager, reportedly will offer two
half-hour television periods a week
for 12 weeks, for programming by
the schools. The station said it
hoped that from this experiment
will be developed a format for
around-the-clock, across-the-board
education programs next fall.

'TELE-VET' WEEK
National Plan Started

AN IDEA it is hoped will germinate throughout the nation was
launched last week in Washington,
D. C, as "National Tele- Vet Week."
Twenty-six telesets were donated
by local dealers and distributors to
hospitalized Korean veterans.
Inspiration came through a request for a set to help a triple amputee regain the will to live. It is
felt by the plans backers that rehabilitation could be speeded up if
dealers and distributors across the
country would contribute sets to
veterans or service hospitals in
their community.
IN

CINCINNATI
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE

IN

local and national spot
advertisers buy
time on WLW-T to sell
products to
people . . .
. . . than any other TV
station In Cincinnati

DAYTON
MORE

local and national spot
advertisers buy
MORE time on WLW-D to sell
MORE products to
MORE people . . .
. . . than any other TV
station in Dayton

IN

COLUMBUS
MORE

local and national spot
advertisers buy
MORE time on WLW-C to sell
MORE products to
MORE people . . .
. . . than any other TV
station in Columbus
THIS

IS

WLWTELEVISION
WLW-T WLW-D WLW-C
CHANNEL 4
CHANNEL 5 CHANNEL 3
CINCINNATI DAYTON COLUMBUS
Serving the second largest TV market in the Midwest
Audience: Videodex, December, 1930
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KITCHEN closeup is obtained by sponsors of the Beulah Karney TV Show, telecast each Thursday over WENR-TV Chicago, during a rehearsal of the allow.
L. to r: John E. Thompson, president. Reliable Packing Co., for Realite;
Arthur H. Anderson, sales manager of Realite, sponsor; Miss Karney; Sidney
Clayton, of Sidney Clayton & Assoc., Realite's agency. Advertising for the
shortening product also includes radio billings.
SELLS

MODELS

VIA TV
Tough Market Gives Good Results

"INSTEAD of selecting an easy
market, I deliberately set out to
give
it a tough
test." E.
Those
are
the words
of Kenneth
Harris,
president and founder of the newly
formed Model Building Laboratories located in Baltimore. He
wanted to see if his product had
the popular appeal it needed to
support a national promotional effort. He soon found out.
Mr. Harris scheduled a 10-minute live TV program on WAAM
(TV) Baltimore for the test.
Within minutes after the show left
the air the station's switchboard
reportedly was overcrowded with
calls requesting his product. His
nameless miniature house kits were
aimed at the younger audience
whose response resulted in over
1.000 kits being sold.
The show demonstrated how
simple the kit was to assemble and
the exceptional strength it had.
Due to the success of this show
KEYL Expands
INCREASE in schedule from a
six to seven-day operation to include Tuesday telecasts will be initiated tomorrow (Tuesday) by
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, W. D.
Rogers general manager, announced last week. KEYL, which operates on Channel 5 and is affiliated
with ABC-TV and DuMont Television Network, celebrates its
first anniversary in February. In
announcing the heavier schedule,
Mr. Rogers noted "gratifying"
response to a six-day schedule begun last Dec. 11 with addition of
Monday telecasts. Additionally,
station plans to start regular
daytime programming shortly.
Commitments from some sponsors already have been received,
he added.

in a tough market, Mr. Harris now
is planning to produce a second
kit, which will be a bit more elaborate than the first. Mr. Harris
also says that he is now in the
process of franchising dealermanufacturing and expects to open
a New York display office in the
near future.

TV SHOWING
Hailed by Swedish Press
FIRST PUBLIC demonstrations of
American television equipment in
Sweden, staged in Stockholm by
RCA Victor, were enthusiastically
praised by the Swedish press, according to reports received last
week.
Major purpose was telecasting
of the Nobel Awards presentation
last month, but other special programs were shown. The television
crew reportedly received "the
greatest possible assistance" from
government bodies. Swedish newspapers described the showings as
"a great success."

TV A

Some Agreement Reached
TELEVISION AUTHORITY and
representatives of the four Chicago
video stations were reaching "more
areas of agreement" last week after
mutual definitions of salary scales
began overlapping.
Attorneys for WNBQ (NBC)
WENR-TV (ABC) WGN-TV (DuMont) and WBKB (CBS) and those
representing the union were concerned primarily with scales for
announcers and performers on and
off camera.
It was reportedly agreed by the
union that additional qualifications
should be added to local contracts
which do not appear in the network
papers, because of strictly local
circumstances concerning live
shows. With "more of a basis to
work on," one spokesman sitting in
on the twice-weekly sessions said
the financial agreement has more
prospect of being settled soon.
As yet, only one meeting has concerned working conditions and benefits. Once the salary schedule is
agreed upon, conditions and benefits
are expected to be smoothed out in
short order.
A month ago the union reportedly lowered its demands about
20% from the estimated 80% of
the network rates that it sought
locally in Chicago. At that time,
also, station spokesmen hiked fees
they were willing to pay by about
25%.
Inasmuch as new areas of agreement have been arrived at, these
percentages are no longer an effective measurement of where the
situation stands, one station lawyer
said. "We are now starting with
the same premises, working upward
and downward on salaries, rather
than starting with opposing defini-

VITASCOPE
Incorporates in California
tions."
INCORPORATION in California of
newly-formed Vitascope Corp. of
America for the manufacturing,
licensing and servicing of new Vitascope lens device to television and
motion picture industries was announced last week. The firm will
headquarter
Culver City. at RKO-Pathe Studios,

Chairman of the board of directors is Sol Lesser, who last year
acquired patent rights to the Vitascope device invented by Frenchman Achille Pierre Dufour. Other
officers are Julian Lesser, president; Barney Briskin, vice president; Sam Grudin, treasurer; Morris Pfaelzer, secretary.
New corporation now in final
stages of preparation of first 35
mm. model of adapted invention
which makes it possible to create
any type of background or setting
for a film casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleNov. 20, 1950].
Fred
Ahern is production supervisor for
firm; Clarence Slifer is technical
supervisor.
Telecasting
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KECA-TV Election
KECA-TV Hollywood film editors,
a fortnight ago in a National Labor
Relations Board election, voted Motion Pictures Film Editors Local
446, IATSE (International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employes) as their bargaining agent.
The union is the first studio local to
receive certification as agent for
local TV station employes. Agreement, which also provided for a
union shop, covers seven film cutters at the station. Contract negotiations will get underway soon,
according to a union executive.

DEFENSE SERIES
Starts Feb. 4 on DuMont
PERSONNEL and activities of the
Dept. of Defense will be spotlighted
in a new official TV series, Armed
Forces Hour, slated to debut on the
DuMont Television Network, 8:309 p.m. Feb. 4 [CLOSED CIRCUIT, Jan.
15]. Program will be a joint public
service feature, with time donated
by DuMont and production facilities by WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
The series will be written and
SELECTED as chairman of the judges
committee for the 1951 Sylvania
Television Awards Foundation, Deems
Taylor (I), noted composer-criticcommentator, accepts the position
from Don G. Mitchell, president of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., who
announced establishment of the
awards [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 8]. Top honor, the "Sylvia,"
will be given to the program best
illustrating creative television technique. Others will be awarded to
individuals adjudged to have made
the greatest contribution to television in writing, acting, producing and
other categories during the period
Jan. 1 to June 30, 1951. Judges will
be asked to base selections on merit
and social responsibility of programs,
including commercials.

produced by the Defense Dept.'s
Office of Information under general
supervision of Charles Dillon, radio-TV chief, and James Caddigan,
DuMont network. Program will
be produced by Edward Nell, director of the department's TV section; directed by Herbert Cahan,
WAAM, and written by Lt. Chester
Spurgeon, U. S. Air Force, who
formerly served at CBS Western
Division.

ma
a
JLatin

New Business
(Continued from page 11 )
tion Ted Mack's Family Hour, ABC-TV. Agency: Tatham-Laird, Chicago. Show scheduled to start March 25 or April 1, sharing alternateweek sponsorship with C. A. Swanson & Sons., Omaha (poultry products),
same agency.
HUDSON PULP & PAPER Co. will sponsor Bride & Groom on CBS-TV,
Thurs. on 27 stations, 3:15-3:30 p.m. Program also will be heard at the
same time on Tues., sustaining. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
BEN HUR PRODUCTS, L. A. (coffee, tea, extracts, etc.), starts Bob
Garred & the News on 30 ABC Pacific stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:307:40 a.m. PST, for 52 weeks. Agency: Mogge-Privett, L. A.
FELS & CO., Philadelphia (Felso detergent), Jan. 16 started four participations weekly on Jack Kirkwood Show on full 45-station Don Lee
Network, Tues.-Fri., 1-1:30 p.m. PST, for 26 weeks. Agency: H. H. Dubois, Phila.
•Qdjaeojale
EDWARD W. KERWIN, manager, general traffic department Sunshine
Biscuits Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., appointed vice president in charge
of distribution.
NATHAN KEATS, director of publicity and promotion programs Brand
Names Foundation Inc., N. Y., elected vice president.

^4dioJ

BALANCED

for a|l TV
TV

Cameras

TRIPOD
(Pal. Pending)

RTMA PROTESTS
Against TV Registration

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet ail video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction

PROTEST by the U. S. Government against registration of the
letters "TV" in Spain was requested by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. in a petition filed with the
Dept. of Commerce by James D.
Secrest, RTMA general manager.
The application was filed Oct. 20,
1950, by International Radio Television, S. A., of Barcelona, Spain.
Mr. Secrest pointed out that
the letters "TV" are widely used
in this country by the entire radiotelevision industry as an abbreviation oftelevision and a trade
mark registration in Spain or any
other country would lead to confusion and embarrassment.

type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

EMERSON PRICES
Increased on Five Telesets

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.

EMERSON RADIO & Phonograph
Corp. last week announced price increases ranging from $10 to $30 on
' five TV receivers, due to material
... scarcities, according to Benjamin
.. Abrams, president of the corpora:. tion.
:• The five models affected are: 17
inch Table Model No. 676, from
al $289.95 to list price of $299.95;
5 Model No. 678 (16 inch console),
» from $319.95 to $329.95; Model No.
58: (17 inch console), from $369.95
Write for further particulars
■' to $379.95; Model No. 669 (19 inch
FRANK C. ZUCKER
\ console), from $469.95 to $47"9.95,
" and Model No. 666 (console Tele. nsion-phono-radio), from $469.95
(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (a
to $499.95.
V-** i500 BHQflOUJfl!) \ ll€UJ S0HK CITy ^"-^
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January 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 790 kc
WQXI Buckhead, Ga. — CP change
from 790 kc 5 kw-D to 790 kc 5 kw-D
500 w-N. AMENDED to request 790 kc
5 kw-D 1 kw-N.
License for CP
WPGW
Portland, Ind.— License for
CP new AM station on 1440 kc.
License Renewal
Request
for
station: KAWT license
Douglas,renewal
Ariz.;AMWFPG
Atlantic City, N. J. (resubmitted);
WDSG Dyersburg, Tenn. (resubmitted);
KHIT tine,Lampassas.
Tex.; KNET
Tex.; KBPS Portland,
Ore. PalesAM— 1300 kc
WLIZ Bridgeport. Conn.— CP change
from 1 kw D to 5 kw unl. DA-D-N.
License for CP
WRAY
Princeton,
CP new AM station. Ind. — License for
KWBG Boone, Iowa— License for CP
change hours etc.
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan. — License for
CP change power etc.
AM— 920 kc
WOKY
Milwaukee
— CP change from
1 kw to 5 kw.
FM— 92.3 mc
WALK (FM) New York— Mod. CP
new FM station change from Ch. 294
(106.7 mc) ERP 10 kw to Ch. 222 (92.3
mc) ERP 11 kw.
License Renewal
Request
license
station: for
WNHC-FM
New renewal
Haven, FMConn.;
WMBR-FM Jacksonville. Fl,a.: WLRD
(FM) Miami
Fla.; WGAU-FM
Athens.
Ga.: Beach,
WJIZ (FM)
Hammond,
Ind.: WRXW (FM) Louisville, Ky.:
WBRL (FM) Baton Rouge, La.; WFRS
(FM) Grand Rapids. Mich.; WSAM-FM
Saginaw, Mich.: WFPG-FM Atlantic
City, N. J.; WNAO-FM Raleigh, N. C;
WLWB (FM) Dayton, Ohio: WMCF
(FM) Memphis, Tenn.; WCLO-FM
Janesville, Wis.; WNAM-FM Neenah,
Wis.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
AM— 1320 kc
WILS Lansing, Mich. — CP change
from 1320 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N to 1320
kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-DN.
AM— 1300 kc
WJQS
Jackson,
from 1400 kc 250 w Miss.
unl. — toCP1300change
kc 5
kw-D 1 kw-N (contingent on WJDX
Jackson change of facilities).
AM— 1320 kc
KSIJ Gladewater. Tex. — CP change
from 1430 kc 1 kw D to 1320 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N DA-N.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Delta Bcstg. Co., Clarksdale, Miss. —
DISMISSED
application for CP new
AM station 1230 kc 250 w unl.
Monroe Bcstg.
Co., Monroe,
DISMISSED
application
for CPMich.new—
AM station 1200 kc 250 w D.
January 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Request for mod. CP for extension
of completion date: KLIX Twin Falls,
Ida.; WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WPRA
Mayaguez, P. R.; WIOD-FM Miami,
Fla.; WHAT-FM Philadelphia.
License for CP
WLET Toccoa, Ga. — License for CP

fCC

JANUARY

IT IS

19 TO JANUARY

25

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
AM station to change frequency etc.
newWVSC
AM Somerset,
station. Pa.— License for CP
Modification of CP
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa.— Mod. CP
change ERP from 20 kw to 6.88 kw, ant.
height from 375 ft. to 84 ft.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: KFMV (FM) Hollywood; WMMWFM Meriden, Conn.; KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa; WOMI-FM Owensboro,
Ky.: KVOL-FM Lafayette, La.; WHFM
(FM) Rochester, N. Y.; WBBO-FM
Forest
City, N. C; WEAU-FM Eau
Claire, Wis.
License for CP
KMTV
(TV)
new TV station.Omaha— License for CP
APPLICATION DISMISSED
AM— 1420 kc
Fort Scott Bcstg. Co., Fort Scott,
Kan. DISMISSED application for CP
new AM station 1420 kc 250 w D.
January 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1320 kc
WILS Lansing, Mich. — CP change
from 1320 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N to 1320
kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-DN.
AM— 1300 kc
WJQS
Jackson,
change
from 1400 kc 250 wMiss.
unl.— CP
to 1300
kc
5 kw-D 1 kw-N (Contingent on WJDX
Jackson relinquishing 1300 kc)..
Modification of CP
WNEW New York— Mod. CP changes
in AM station for extension of completion date.
WABA Aguadilla, P. R.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
License for CP
WDBO-FM Orlando. Fla. — License for
CP new FM station.
CP to Replace CP
WCOH-FM Newnan, Ga.— CP to replace expired CP new FM station.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal by FM
station: KLCN-FM Blytheville, Ark.;
WJHP-FM Jacksonville, Fla.; WOKZFM Alton, 111.; KBOA-FM Kennett,
Mo.; WILK-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa,;
KDYL-FM Salt Lake City, Utah.

Gates
IF

actions

L$itr
FOR

\,

License for CP
WMMI
(FM)
Meridian, Miss.FM— License
for CP new noncommercial
station.
APPLICATION RETURNED
AM— 1320 kc
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.— RETURNED
Jan. 18 application for CP change from
1430 kc 1 kw D to 1320 kc 1 kw-D 500
w-N DA-N.
January 23 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WGNR
New new
Rochelle,
N. Y.— Granted
license for
AM station
1460 kc
500 w D.
Island Bcstg.
T. H.—
Granted
licensesCo.,
newHonolulu,
remote pickups
KA-7945, KA-7947,
LamarKA-7949.
Bcstg. Co., Area Paris, Tex. —
Same
Vir
N.
KA-4363. James, Salida, Col. — Same
Blue Bonnet Bcstg. Corp., Area Fort
Worth, Tex.— Same KA-7940.
Wheeling Bcstg. Co., Area Wheeling,
W. Va.— Same KA-6536.
BlanfoxKA-7968.
Radio Co., Area Harlan, Ky.
—Same
Vidalia Bcstg. Co., Vidalia, Ga. —
Same KA-9766.
Tribune Publishing Co., Tacoma,
Wash.— Same KA-8149.
Lewistown Bcstg. Co., Lewistown, Pa.
—Same KA-6414, KGB-233.
Peninsular Bcstg. Co., Coral Gables,
Fla.— Same KA-8138.
Richmond Newspapers Inc., Richmond, Va. — Granted mod. license to
add frequencies 26.19, 26.29 mc to 26.39
mc KA-5562.
Following
granted mod.dates
CPs tofordates
extension of completion
shown: WLAV-FM Grand Rapids,
Mich., to 3-16-51 (cond.); KSTP-FM St.
Paul, Minn., to 6-1-51; WAGA-FM, Atlanta, Ga., to 8-12-51; WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala., to 4-15-51 (cond.); KFOXFM
Long
Beach,Wis.,
Calif.,to to6-8-51;
4-1-51; WKVM
WISCFM Madison,
Arecibo, P. R., to 4-15-51; cond.
KDLAcense newDeRidder,
— Granted
liAM station La.1010
kc 1 kw D.
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio— Granted
mod. CP change type trans.; cond.
WPAT Paterson, N. J.— Granted license to use old trans, for aux. purposes with power of 1 kw.
KYMA
Yuma, Ariz.
license
new AM station
1400 —kcGranted
250 w unl.
WVECcense change
Hampton,
Va.— etc.;
Granted
frequency
1490 likc
250 w unl.
WKRO
Cairo,
III.
—
Granted
license
install new trans.
WVOKuse Birmingham,
Granted
license
old trans, for Ala.
aux. — purposes
with 10 kw. Granted license increase
power etc. 690 kc 50 kw DA-D.
WXRCcense newBuffalo,
N. Y.—
liFM station
Ch.Granted
277 (103.3
mc) ant. 230 ft.

•
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January 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Request mod. CP for extension of
completion date AM stations: KWBB
Wichita, Kan.; WIVI St. Croix, V. I.
WCON-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP J
new commercial TV station for exten- 1
sion of completion date to 8-15-51.
APPLICATION RETURNED
AM— 1220 kc
Voice of Birmingham, Birmingham
Ala.— RETURNED Jan. 22 application
for CP new AM station on 1220 kc 1 kw
Drelinquishing
(Contingent 1220
on kc).
WEDR Birmingharr
January 24 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
David M. Baltimore, Scranton, Pa.—
Granted continuance of hearing sched-

A
SERVICE
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W E V Cmod.(FM)
Evansville,
Ind.—
Granted
CP change
trans. FM.
WWVA-FM
Wheeling,
W. Va.—
Granted mod. CP for extension of com- j
4-18-51.
pletion date to 3-21-51; cond.
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore.— Same to
WIS-FM Columbia, S. C— Granted ,
license new FM station Ch. 233 (94.5
mc) 1.3 kw ant. 270 ft.
WMFG Hibbing, Minn.— Granted CP
install new trans.
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
KUKIto 2-12-51.
Ukiah, Calif.— Granted license
new AM station 1400 kc 250 w unl.
KSEY Seymour, Tex.— Same 1230 kc
100 w unl.
250KOLS
w D. Pryor, Okla.— Same 1570 kc
KBOE
250 w D. Oskaloosa, Iowa — Same 740 kc
KNOE Monroe, La. — Granted license
DA-N
change unl.
frequency etc. 1390 kc 5 kwKENO
Near change
Las Vegas,
Granted license
frequencyNev.—
etc.
1460 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N; cond.
WFMDcense to increase
Frederick,power
Md.— etc.,
Granted
changelistudio location (930 kc 1 kw DA-N).
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.— Granted license change frequency etc. DA-D-N
etc., (1280 kc 1 kw DA-D-N).
WATH
license new Athens,
AM stationOhio—
1540 Granted
kc 1 kw D.
500KASM
w D. Albany, Minn.— Same 1150 kc
WHLAcense newMadison,
Wis.— Granted
noncommercial
educationalliFM
ant. station—
840 ft. Chan. 212 (90.3 mc) 39 kw
WERS Boston — Granted license for
changes
in Chan.
noncommercial
FM
station
205, (88.9 educational
mc) 330 w,
ant. 45 feet.
KHBL Plainview, Tex.— Granted license new noncommercial
FM station
88.1 mc 10 w. educational"
KCOR San Antonio, Tex. — Granted
CP install old trans, as alternate main
trans, for N use on 1350 kc 1 kw DA-N;
cond.
KOOK Billings, Mont. — Granted mod.
CP change studio location; cond.
KOLJ Quanah, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP forlocations.
approval of ant., trans, and
studio
WRIC Richlands, Va. — Same.
American Colonial Bcstg. Corp., Arecibo, P. R. — Granted mod. CP for ex-,
tension
completion date to 3-15-51
KA-5136, ofWWA-200.
WXEL
(TV)
Parma, Ohio—
Granted
mod. CP for extension
of completion
date
to 8-4-51.
WOR-TV
New York— Same to 4-15-51.
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.— Same
to 8-4-51.
FCC Correction
In report of Jan. 17, item relating to
WLIN Merrill, Wis. is corrected to read:
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Granted CP to
replace expired CP to change from
730 kc 1 kw D to 550 kc 1 kw unl.'
DA-N.

STATION
COMPANY

DIRECTORY

'
•

WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
oyer fhone
IS yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

JANSKY & BAILEY
'£ i Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

3 itCraven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
■ :■~ 1
!
xI
:

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
3j| 820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
EXecutiva 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ship interests and make changes in
staffing arrangements.
The Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion,
Ohio — Granted amendment of application to specify revised financial data
relating to construction and operation
of proposed station.
Scranton Radio Corp., Scranton, Pa.
— Granted amendment of application
to specify
new trans,
revised engineering
data,site
andandfor show
removal
of application, as amended from hearing docket.
Don Lee Bcstg. System, San Francisco
— Granted extension of time to Feb. 12,
to file opposition to petition of Teletion. vision California to dismiss its applica-

ed Jan. 22, to Feb. 26, in Washington
proceeding on application.
FCC General Counsel — Granted ex.^.iension to Jan. 25 to file exceptions to
Initial Decision issued on application
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
of KGBS Harlingen, Tex.
WAGA Atlanta, Ga. — Granted disKVOL Lafayette, La. — G anted
amendment its application to change
plication.missal without prejudice of its ap- 238
proposed
ant. height from 184 ft. to
ft.
L KIWW San Antonio and Winter GarWXKW Albany, N. Y. — Granted reien Bcstg. Co., Crystal City, Tex.—
quest that transcript of testimony in
Slanted amendment of KIWW appli- proceeding
re petitions of WHDH Boscation to specify 1400 kc 250 w unl.,
tontionandbe corrected.
KOA Denver and its applicam lieu of 1240 kc 250 w unl., and
for removal of KIWW application, as
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
amended, from hearing docket; FCC
removed Winter Garden application
FCC Acting General Counsel —
from hearing.
Granted request that transcript in proceeding re application of Howard R.
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
Bowling Green, Ohio, be cor. Oklahoma — Granted amendment of ap- Ward.
rected.
^ Iplication, to effect changes in partner: BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
i

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

By Examiner J. D. Bond
KXRN Renton, Wash.— Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding upon
its application from Jan. 17 until further order
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Easton Pub. Co. Easton, Pa., and
Allentown Bcstg. Corp. Allentown, Pa.
— Ordered that hearing be set March 5
in Washington.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
KOPR Butte, Mont.— Denied petition
for continuance of further hearing in
proceeding re application and that of
KFSD Nampa, Ida. Further hearing
set Jan. 24 in Washington.
By Comm. Paul A. Walker
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension of time to Feb. 26 to file exceptions to Initial Decision on applications of Lakeland Broadcasting Corp.,
and John R. Tomek, both Wausau, Wis.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WGEV Charleston, W. Va.— Granted
extension of time until Mar. 24, to file
proposed findings re applications of
WGEV and WCAW Charleston.

January 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KJEF Jennings, La. — Mod. CP new
AM station change from 1290 kc 500 w
D toED 1290
kc 500
w unl. DA-N. AMENDto make
changes
AM— 1350in kcDA.
WSMB New Orleans— CP change DAN to DA-DN AM— 860 kc
WOAY Oak Hill. W. Va.— Mod. CP
increase pletion
power
com-is
date to from
time extension
when 860of kc
vacated by WFHG Bristol, Va.
License for CP
KRMG
Tulsa,
increase nighttimeOkla.—
power.License for CP
License Renewal
Toccoa, Ga. — License renewal
AMWLET
station.
Modification of CP
Request for mod. CP for extension of
completion
date WISN-FM
FM station: Milwaukee.
KCBS-FM
San
Francisco;
APPLICATION RETURNED
WICA Ashtabula, Ohio — Returned
application
new TV station
because of discrepancy
in dates.Jan. 18
(Continued on page 87)
January 29, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<f per word— $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Midwest company operating network
affiliated television and radio properties has opening for assistant general
sales manager. Opportunity in local
and national sales points to excellent
future. State qualifications, background and earnings fully in first communication. Write Box 634H. BROADCASTING.
Station manager for thousand watt
daytimer in good sized southern
market. Need solid, experienced man
capable of operating station efficiently
and selling in competitive market.
Send details and references. Box 652H,
BROADCASTING.
General
desired for manager-sales
250 watt stationmanager
in excellent
central coast California market. Station now run down, needs conscientious
effort of combination manager and sales
who can take part in community life.
Should be family man, with strong
commercial background. Will pay $350
per month plus over-ride on all sales.
Send photo and full particulars with
references.
Box 658H, BROADCASTING.
Radio station manager. Somewhere in
the U. S. A. is a topnotch station manager, who has proven his ability to
take a medium sized independent and
make it pay, who would like to work
and live in Florida. Our station, located in a rapidly growing city, will
pay the right man a reasonable salary
and give him a liberal share of the
profits he creates. Write Box 659H,
BROADCASTING.
General manager wanted to replace
present manager going back into the
service. Wonderful opportunity for
right man. Full qualifications first
letter. Must be able to start March
1st. Write: Al Tedesco, General Manager, WKLK, Cloquet, Minnesota.
Station WVOM, 5000 watt Boston independent, seeks commercial manager
and two salesmen immediately. These
are top jobs for top men. Earnings
unlimited. Apply 1 Harvard Street,
Brookline
confidence. 46, Mass. All replies in
Salesmen
1000 watt Connecticut station wants experienced salesman who can sell! Good
opportunity for ambitious man. Box
672H. BROADCASTING.
Time salesman — Preferably one who
can announce. Good situation for talented young man. Send full particulars
to M.Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
N.
Announcers
Staff announcer, network affiliate. $50
week. Send detailed letter only. Box
561H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Combination announcer-engineers with a first class ticket. Starting pay $75 per week. 40-hour week.
Answer
immediately. Box 601H,
BROADCASTING.
Group of small market stations in
east anticipates several announcer vacancies soon due to draft. Full details
first letter to Box 626H, BROADCASTING^
Minnesota station needs an experienced
announcer with a first class ticket.
Car necessary. Good salary for a good
man. Send reply to Box 655H, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-engineer, will pay top
salary for man with good selling voice
and first phone. Permanent job, advancement, can earn talent for shows
for Liberty Network. Excellent living
and working conditions, can also sell
parttime or work into programming if
interested, but not necessary. Box
662H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-disc jockey for
southern station, salary plus talent,
available
draft exempt.
Box
679H, immediately,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening for experienced announcer with first phone ticket. Long
on announcing. Midwest network,
single station market. Box 681H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Staff announcer, immediately. Better than average station.
Excellent town. Music production imimmediately
to Manager,portant.
KAYL, ReplyStorm
Lake, Iowa.
Announcer-engineer: Emphasis on announcing and news casts. Send full
details, draft status and audition.
KCOG, Centerville, Iowa.
Old established NBC affiliate in important northwestern market seeks two
good announcers for its staff. New
studios. New transmitter soon, increasing power to 5000 watts. Wants
personable, all-round man especially
good on disc shows; and an all-round
man specializing in good, listenable
news delivery. Pay above average for
market. Send disc, background and
photograph to Jim McKibben, Program
Director, KIDO, Boise, Idaho.
CBS affiliate needs young night DJ
who programs selling music. Finest
staff anywhere. Best living standards.
If your background stands investigation, letter, picture, audition. Good
draft status necessary. Grow with expanding station. KILO, Grand Forks,
North Dakota.
Rocky Mountain ABC affiliate desires
good combo man with first phone. Send
disc, photo and particulars, John R.
Bailey Jr., Manager, KVOC, Casper,
Wyo.
Draft Exempt man capable working under minimum supervision, desiring locate permanently in pleasant
position. Salary commensurate with
abilities. , Handle remote studios
broadcasting 3V2 hour block daily.
Contact S. Sander, KWBG, Boone,
Iowa.
Morning man: Some staff experience
necessary. Here is an opportunity for
a young staff announcer to develop his
own air personality. Contact Program
Director,
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Combination
announcer-e
n g iMutual
n eer
wanted
for excellent
southern
outlet. Must have first phone license
with emphasis
on announcing.
Excellent working and
living conditions.
Send tape or disc, references and
photo with first application. Apply to
bama.
Radio Station WHTB, Talladega, Ala5000 watt ABC affiliate wants good, exstrongwell
on with
productionperienced
and ableannouncer,
to work
good staff. Please furnish details of
experience, audition disc and salary
requirements to Mr. Bob Provence,
Program
Director, WKNA, Charleston,
W.
Va.
Experienced announcer, good deep
voice. Send personal data and auditionhasdiscsales
with experience
application.it would
If applicant
be
to his benefit financially. Write WMIX,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Announcer-engineer. Good salary for
experienced
inexperienced. Write,man.
wire,Will
or train
call Hal
King,
WPKE, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Technical
Audio technician, thoroughly experienced, as chief engineer of two professional-grade recording studios. Prefer
man not subject to draft. State salary.
Box 430H, BROADCASTING.
Need first phone operator for 1 kw independent Texas station. Give draft
status, age and references. Box 545H,
BROADCASTING,
Transmitter-studio operator; no anstation.
Eastern city. nouncing;
Full progressive
details.
Box 637H,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Two
combo
engineer - Box
announcers. Accent
on announcing.
680H, BROADCASTING.
Combination men with first class tickets
wanted by new station in growing
midwest market. Emphasis on announcing. Send letter and audition
disc to KWBB, P. O. Box 282, Wichita,
Kansas.
Wanted: Licensed operator to operate
consoles, recorders, remotes. Write
WBBQ, Augusta, Georgia.
Engineer perience
with unnecessary.
first class
Youticket.
can sit Exon
your fanny 40 hours and draw $50.00.
Just
give
a
week's
notice
before
you
leave. No drinkers need apply. WEB J,
Brewton, Alabama.
Licensed operator: Transmitter duty.
Opportunitymediately byto
Contact
imletterlearn.
or phone.
Station
WENT, Gloversville, New York.
Engineer-announcer needed at once.
Call,
wire or write Tom Hay, ManGeorgia.
ager, Radio Station WMOC,
, Covington,
First phone operator wanted immediately. No experience necessary. EmN. C.
ploymentStation
permanent.WNNC,
Reply Newton,
immediately to Radio
Production-Programming, others
Copywriter-woman preferred. Send
photo,453H,
copyBROADCASTING.
and disc. State salary.
Box
Copywriter
ideas.work.
Some Box
announcBROADCASTING.
ing. Send with
samples
543H,
Wanted: Female experienced radio
writer to assist retail radio and TV
director. Write full qualifications.
Box 635H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: salary.
Farm Send
director-announcer.
Excellent
disc, photo,
WVOT, Wilson,
N. C.
Ralston Purina Company has an opening for a man 26 to 35 to work as radio
promotion man. College degree and
some experience in radio work is necessary, a rural
background
helpful.to
Work will
be with
radio stations
help ingmerchandise
programs
and
to supervise production of helpradio
shows,
etc. Headquarters
considerable
travel involved.in St.
To Louis,
apply,
write F. E. Heacock, Ralston Purina
Co. giving complete qualifications.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager, commercial manager, over 10
years newspaper and radio sales and
management. Now employed, available
reasonable notice. Prefer midwest or
ING^
south. Write Box 426H, BROADCASTManager.
Presentlymanagement
employed record
manager with excellent
in small
market stations
looking for
opportunity in Ohio market. Thorough
all phases. Accent on sales and programming. Married,
draft exempt veteran. Box 443H,
BROADCASTING.
Ten years experience in all phases
station operation, seeks managerial
post. Box 587H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-engineer presently employed
desires change
to a Can
new or
more your
progressive station.
handle
problems in a manner that puts money
in the bank. Thoroughly experienced
all phases. Maximum profits from a
minimum13 years
efficiently
administered
budradio.
Not a wonder
boy
with get.illusions
of grandeur.
Box 650H,
BROADCASTING.
Twenty years of constructive radio
background as commercial manager.
With the very best of references as
to ability and character. Seeks job
as manager or commercial manager of
substantial station. Married, 45 years
of
age. Will go anyplace. Box 670H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Desire permanent managers job ir
southeast. Four jobs since 1936. Presently employed.
Drive, Florence,
S. C.Reply 317 Revel
Salesmen
Let's face facts! I am in my early thirties. Have reached the peak in sales
where I am presently employed. )
have the initiative and ability to go tc
the top in radio sales. I have beer
in radio 4 years, college education
Married. I am interested in a top salesman's or commercial
manager's job
Box 403H,
BROADCASTING.
Hard hitting salesman or commercial
manager. Available two weeks notice
Go anywhere
for right
kind of proposition. Box 623H,
BROADCASTING
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or spring.
Experienced all sports-staff. Box 227H,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball broadcaster, major league;
staff; veteran; married; college grad;
ING.
experienced. Box 458H, BROADCASTSports announcer, three years experience, married, draft exempt. Play-byplay baseball, football, basketball, toprated sports review, news, commerDJ, board
operation,
all-round
man. cials,
Want
year-round
play-by-play,
in sportsminded community. Moderate
salary plus talent. Currently employed,
available two weeks notice. Consider
all offers. Box 526H, BROADCASTING
Lazy, good for nothing announcer,
Two years loafing. Single, 26. Box
549H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-writer, presently employed with a 250 watt station
seeks re-location. For further information contact through Box 556H,
BROADCASTING.
Baseball play-by-play man experienced
in live and recreated broadcasts availableable.
for this
season.
Air check
Excellent
references.
Box avail564H
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
newscaster, copywriter,
CASTING^
experienced, married with family.
Draft exempt. Box 568H, BROADExperienced announcer have worked
in large market areas. Interested permanentonly,
position with
station east
draft progressive
exempt. Bos
573H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, specialty,
news, music from pops to classical
Draft
exempt. Box 574H, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster. Topflight rating. Fulljji ,
experienced live and recreation base-f
ball. Desire A A or higher baseball af-:
filiation.
Draft free. Available
'51 sea-- I
son.
ences. Currently
Personal employed.
interview. Top
Box refer-,
620H
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, college graduate, veteran_J|
Two years experience in New York
metropolitan area. Strong on comCASTING. mercials, DJ, news. Box 621H, BROADAnnouncer, draft exempt. Age 30
single.soleThoroughly
experience. Willtrained
travel.with
Disccon-or
request. Excellent references. Bo>
622H, BROADCASTING.
West Coast?
staff Firsi
announcer, bassExperienced
voice, versatile.
phone. Write Box 624H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Accent announc
ing. 3 years experience. All typ«
shows. Box 625H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer presently employed, de
sires advancement. 29, family. 3 year:
experience.
undraftable. I'll College
do a goodgraduate,
job for you
Box 627H, BROADCASTING.
Draft announcer
exempt, experienced
all-rouncir
staff
wants to locate
middlewest. Has own live westerr
show. able.Photo,
references availBox 631H,disc,
BROADCASTING.
AM-TV announcer, eleven years exand pic
e.t.'spermanen
perience. Background,
ture available.
Interested
position only. Box 632H, BROADCAST
ING.

p

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Competent announcer, immediately
available. Seven years experience well
Draft exempt coloperated stations.
lege graduate, age 32. Accent on music,
clean
news, commercials. Good voice,
Emphasis on neat production
delivery.
and
showmanship not dependent on
A definite asset
tricks or gimmicks.
to a station which requires intelligence
disc with news
good taste. Have
and
and commercials,
or if you prefer, disc
with material of your selection. Box
629H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer, disc
iockey, console operator. Photo, disc,
usual notice. Box 633H, BROADCASTING^
< s announcer, 1st phone, some copywriting, willing worker, employed IV2
' t \-ears, making $60.
Car, draft exempt,
24 years, send complete offer. Box
636H, BROADCASTING.
exempt, limited exAnnouncer, draft
perience. Good news, DJ, some sports,
apnd, would
very good
ty. Vet,
preciate firstbackgrou
real opportuni
married. Box 641 H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer available. Well versed in
all phases of radio and TV. Ten years
background. Box 643H, BROADCASTIN
G.
.
Experienced announcer wants job with
progressive station. Has seven years
experience in all phases. Trained in
TV, morning man, special events,
audience participation, comedy, emcee,
29 years old, married, will travel, wants
to settle. Write Box 644H, BROADCASTING^
Announcer, draft exempt, married, experience all phases, permanent location. Disc, details. Box 645H, BROAD3o CASTING^
Announcer, two years experience, draft
exempt. All-round man with good
voice. Can handle board. Hard
References. Box 647H, BROAD• : worker.
CASTING^
Announcer, 8 years experience including production and programming.
35, single,nouncer.
program
anSouthern ordirector
western orstates.
Box 649H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer desires permanent position,
future, married, draft exempt, will
travel, experienced, programming,
traffic, service, console, write own
copy,
ING. details Box 646H, BROADCAST— j; Baseball
announcer, major
one of league
midwest's
best. Experienced
recreation, minor league live.
Locate
midwest
or
east.
Box
651H,
BROADBo; CASTING^
Sports director of net affiliate looking
for change. Accurate and lively playby-play
Readv forbaseball,
baseball football,
season. basketball.
Box 653H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, draft exempt.
Operate board. Personal audition
within 150 miles N.Y.C. Box 654H,
BROADCASTING.
Sports wanted, beginning baseball.
Experienced AA baseball, midwest
basketball, football and all staff. National
recommendations.agency,
Veteran,sponsor
28, three
children,
college. Permanency primary. $100.
Box 660H, BROADCASTING.
Spanish announcer, control board,
AFRS background, single, veteran,
draft exempt. Latin American disc
jockey. Box 663H, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey
negro.
Able oftosales
capture
. on negro
audience.
Wealth
and
Boa promotion experience. Draft exempt.
Box 664H, BROADCASTING.
j Announcer-salesman-continuity writer.
J Limited experience. Seeks opportunity.
' Married veteran. Draft exempt. Box
' 665H,
BROADCAST
Staff announcer,
24, 2 ING
college. degrees,
extensive training all phases announc& ing and news casting at Radio City.
tTt Pleasing voice, can write, veteran, will
travel. Disc available. Box 666H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer seeks initial job. Draft
exempt.
College grad. Travel west.
Box 667H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Vet, one year Army announcer, college grad, radio speech
school, work board. Disc, resume
Box 668H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, specialty news, 6 years
experience, Dresently employed, seeks
better position, metropolitan market
only. Box 674H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers and writers, thoroughly
trained and mike mature trained on
Gates and RCA equipment. Pathfinder
1222-A Oak Street, Kansas City, Missouri.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Seven years radio experience, three
of that announcing. Married, draft
exempt veteran. Emphasis on music.
Want musical directorship with local
station or staff position with regional
station. Capable of all control, remote
and tape
ences andoperations.
disc upon Details,
request. referWill
consider southern station only. Donn
Harling. 3025 Carondelet, New Orleans.
Any major mediately,
area, versatile,
please
contact
imshow
business
wise,torsinging
disc
jockey.
Eddie
Canreference on record available. 2V2
years experience. Worked two years
in two million pop area, Tidewater Virginia. Further references? Call any
number in that area. Eddie Lambert,
1029 49 Street, Brooklyn 19, N. Y.
Ulster 3-6280.
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate console. 2 years phonograph
record business. Age 27, draft exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Reply
Box
York 23,
City.320 Manhattan Avenue, New
Need a good woman announcer? Have
low voice that sells. Experience
women's shows, record shows. College
graduate.
on request. 401-N Main,
Cullman, Disc
Alabama.
Technical
First phone, studios, transmitters, comCASTING.
plete offer please. Box 410H, BROADFirst phone, transmitter experience,
desires studio-transmitter operation.
Draft exempt, married. Prefer N.E.
Box 415H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer with top engineering
talent and executive ability backed by
years of experience in all branches of
broadcast engineering seeking employment by good progressive station. Box
594H, BROADCASTING.
First phone, vet, worked 1 kw, opportunitv to learn, east coast. Box
673H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: Twelve years experience all phases. New construction a
specialty. Married, draft exempt. Excellent references. Box 675H, BROADCASTING.
Ham, first phone telegraph. Married,
car, experienced. Disabled, exempt.
Denver dry climate or east. Steady
only. S. Giammanco, 275 High St.,
Newark, N. J.
Experienced engineer desires position
in Florida or southern states. 18
months experience AM and FM with
power up to 5000 watts. Have also
worked with Armv equipment. Charlie
Reagan, Box 472, Newnan, Ga.
Experienced engineer desires position
with progressive
station.
Top references. Draft proof.
Available
now.
Box 676H, BROADCASTING.
Technician, first license, five years
broadcast radio, wants straight transmitter job. No objection some studio
maintenance. 32. Single. Available
quickly. Please outline requirements.
Lewis Sherlock, Box 51, Plainview,
Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Draft exempt. Talent rich: Two young
writers
experienced
in television,
radio, theater,
and newspaper.
Seeking
opportunity.
Box
509H,
BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday.
Broadcastingwriting.
and secretarial work, continuity
Air
and office experience. New York area.
Connecticut. New Jersey. Box 550H,
BROADCASTING.
Female plowhorse with imagination,
initiative, sense of humor, seeks same
kind of boss. Newspaper, advertising,
sales promotion background. M.A., 27,
physically,capped.but
not mentally,
What have
you? Box handi582H,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman: Best Hoopers, saleable ideas,
and ten years experience in radio
news gathering, writing, editing. Box
588H, BROADCASTING.
Program director: Six years commercial radio, three as program director. Sales, announcing, copy traffic
background.
Married,
Programs designed
with permanent.
sales in mind.
Box 638H, BROADCASTING.
Girl Friday:
Continuity,
shows,
secretarial.
Excellentwomen's
references.
Progressive
station.
Box 657H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director, 24, single, now emr
ployed, desires
change,
3 years
announcing experience,
1 year
program
directing, same station for past two
years. Prefer position in Carolinas or
Virginia as program director or announcer Mutual
or both. and
All-round
experience with
independents.
Veteran, draft exempt. Have car.
Congenial, clean habits. Box 677H,
BROADCASTING.
Missouri program director, continuity,
sales,
almost three years experience
CASTING^
locals,
veteran. Box 682H, BROADProgram director, music librarian, announcer, 2Vx years experience. Best
references, draft exempt. Available
immediately. Minimum $65. Sam McLaughrey. 8521 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago. TRiangle 4-1459.
Television
Announcers
Someone must need this background:
Announcing, acting (radio, TV, stock,
wide range parts), writing, packaging,
directing. Media promotion. sales.
Northwestern speech degree. Wife,
two children, car, all able to move.
Good drafterences.status.
29. Too refBox 656H, Age
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Technical
Draft deferred.
Graduate television
engineerstandsdesires
station
Underand handled
RCA work.
cameras
and
link. Any location.
Box
565H.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Ready to put into production original
show ideas that can get sponsors for
you. Two years experience in television
production
plus competent
directorial
ability. Offering
an excellent
potential for
as athe
highprogressive
caliber producerdirector
station.
30, married, top references. Box 567H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Sales conscious TV producer and idea
man now in too-limited local situation
seeks opportunity demanding creative
endeavor with a commercial outlook.
Thoroughlycapacities
familiaras with
technical
appliedindustry's
to programming. Simplified visual aids and
effects a particular specialty. Box
639H,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

For modulator
Sale (Cont'd)
Federal 109A
and frequency
control unit, good condition. Price
$500.00.
George
Tate,
Box 1499,
Greenville, S. C.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Radio station wanted. Experienced radio executive wishes to purchase outrighttailing
or takemanagement
controlling
interest en-of
and operation
small station. No brokers. Write full
details in first letter. Box 669H,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted, used 250 watt transmitter,
good condition, also interested used
console. Box 628H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Complete equipment for new
250 watt. Need everything. Box 630H,
BROADCASTING.
Complete equipment in good condition
5 kw AM station. 3-360 foot towers,
monitors,
CASTING. etc. Box 640H, BROADDo you have a 200 to 250 foot self supporting tower which you must take
down andmantleremove?
we willwhich
distower for theIf so,
material
it contains. Please advise make,
height
and tower location. Box 648H,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment for 250 watt station. Box
678H, BROADCASTING.
Late model console, prefer Raytheon
RC-11 or Collins. Let us know what
you have. Contact R. C. Friend,
KRDU, Dinuba, California.
Wanted to buy: Console for AM student radio station. Single studio
equipment
suitable.Idaho.
KUOI, University
of Idaho. Moscow,

For Sale
Stations
For sale.
1000
fulltime,
AM sta-in
tion. Networkwatt,
affiliate.
Located
industrial
New
England
city.
lished over 25 vears. PrincipalsEstabonly
apply. Box 548H, BROADCASTING.
All, part southern 250 watt Mutual
station, town 10,000. Box 608H, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
RCA field intensity meter type 308-A.
Frequency
kc. power
Complete withrange
three 120-18000
loops and
supply. Excellent condition. $900.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa.
Two RCA 44 senior velocity microphones, like new, just overhauled and
refinished by RCA, $75 each. Three
Western Electric 9A heads, arms and
equalizers complete, $60 each. KOWH,
Omaha, Nebraska.
For sale, 3 kw Federal FM transmitter,
or will trade for 1 kw AM transmitter.
Also for mitter
sale,
RCA 250
watt AMamplifier.
transand RCA
limiting
Frank B. Ridgeway, Director of Engineering, WEBR Inc., Buffalo,
TV A-l condition, projectal and pedestal, includes lap dissolve feature.
First come or best offer. WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Fla.
For sale — Collins 1 kw transmitter;
also Western Electric 1 kw transmitter;
one self-supporting tower. All now
available because we've changed power
and transmitter
site.
Bargain
for immediate delivery,
f.o.b.,
Albany,
N.
Y- Jim Healey, WOKO, Albany, N. Y.
Gates BC-l-F transmitter and monitors.
GE 1 kw FM transmitter and audio
facilities, tape and disc records.
WOPT-AM & FM, Oswego, N. Y.
Model 210A Hewlett-Packard square
wave generator, never unwrapped, in
original factory wrapping, $112.50.
Make check payable to: L. L. Flinn,
109 Fairview, Houston, Texas.

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS FEB. 5
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Pleats send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Coeree*.
Name
Address
City

Suite

Miscellaneous

KID

Schools

Employment Service (Cont'd)

Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric, RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson Electronic Co.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901.
Situations Wanted

EXPERIENCED ? ? ?
Combination, announcing, sales or eng. Ifyou would. .like
to work
in the greatgine rinsouthwest
. pick
your
preferred locale . . . there may be a
well
opening for you now or
in thepaying
near future.
Perry-Sabin Company
P. O. Box 8147, Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Miscellaneous

Managerial
18 YEARS EXPERIENCE
AVAILABLE
— As manager or sales manager of
network station in city of 100,000
or larger.
Eight years in local sales with
5000 watt station. Eleven years
with top New York national station representative, from which
position have just resigned.
42; married; college graduate.
BOX 671H, BROADCASTING

^ontV>5 *°' ' . v0U to
"To. Y°u' ***
C»»»Ue"rwgJw
become » «"* 0per3to • include*
ingi
knnounce . I writing' se . _

>»nAr0Vca
i placemei
ogue.
,te for tree" ,ta\

,geo.

For men with
experience
announcers
1 as radio
Is your present position compensating
for your
of training?
Is theretopromise of a years
real future
with a chance
grow
and to increase your earning power?
Your special training and experience
are personal assets. Tou may be able
to capitalize on them in a position where
they will help speed your progress.
Write for complete information. Please
give -personal details. All replies confidential.
BOX 661H, BROADCASTING

Television
Technical
TV CHIEF ENGINEER
Wide experience TV station design, construction and operation including network
and color. Large metropolitan station
background. Topflight engineer and department executive. This man is not cheap
but knows how to save your money in
large pieces.
Availability
can be ar-•
ranged. Box 555H,
BROADCASTING
TELECA5T/NG.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
TOWER FOR
STATION INTEREST
Have new tower with lighting. Wil
install for stock or interest in going
station or CP.
BOX 683H, BROADCASTING
We offer at substantial saving immediate
delivery on the following equipment in
perfect condition: General Electric 50 kw
FM transmitter model BT-5-A. Federal
8-bay antenna. Complete with speech input and monitors, spare parts. Write
C. D. Lutz, KTSA-FM, P. 0. Box 1161,
San Antonio 6, Texas.

Carolina
$90,000.00
A well established independent facility covering a large and rich area
in the Carolinas. Always profitable
this station is showing an excellent return on the sales price. Fixed assets
are above average and valuable real
estate, cash and accounts receivable
are
stock.included in the sale of 100% of

SRT-Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive full or part firm
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding Faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved for Veterans
Writ* ft Pf oipecl us
School of Radio Technique
U0 Ndg., Radio City, Ntw York 20, H. V.
228 South Wobosh An, ChicsfO 4, llliaote

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing qualified, experienced mancommercial
gramagers,
directors,
chiefmanagers,
engineers proand
disc jockies. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

New

England

$45,000.00
Controlling interest in an attractive
fulltime property located in a well
known New England market. This is
the only station in the city and offers
a good radio operator or partners an
outstanding opportunity. Financing
arranged.

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook
2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
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MERIT AWARDS
Give to 15 RCA

Employes

FIFTEEN employes of RCA received the Award of Merit, the
company's highest honor for salaried workers, for their contributions in 1950.
The group included:
Robert N. Baggs, of Haddonfield,
N. J., manager of sales and advertising, RCA Service Co.; John Q. Cannon, of Riverton, N. J., counsel for
home instrument and distribution
activities; Nicholas J. Capello, of
Haddonfield, N. J., manager of the
labor relations section of the Camden
plant; Edwin J. Conway, of Monticello, Ind., plant manager; Whitney
L. Garrett, of Chicago, sales representative for RCA tubes and components; Karl E. Glander, of Indianapolis, manager of RCA Victor
records' inventory control; Charles T.
Miller, of East Orange, N. J., superintendent of parts preparation at the
Harrison tube plant; Rocco A. Palese,
of Camden, N. J., production control
clerk; Dr. George R. Shaw, of Verona, N. J., chief engineer of the tube
department; Douglas Y. Smith, of
Lancaster, Pa., plant manager of the
tube plant; Theodore A. Smith, of
Philadelphia, assistant general manager of the RCA Engineering Products Dept.; Fred B. Stone, of Haddonfield, N. J., home instrument engineer; James M. Toney, of Philadelphia, director of public relations;
James Wasson, of Audubon, N. J.,
manager of receiving, warehousing
and shipping in the Camden plant.

CHANGE

BID

Litrin Again Favors Grant
REAFFIRMING an earlier initial
decision, FCC Hearing Examiner
Fanney N. Litvin has recommended a grant of the application
of KID Idaho Falls, Ida., to switch
from 5 kw day, 500 w night on 1350
kc to 5 kw day, 1 kw night directional, on 590 kc.
The earlier ruling, upon petition
of the FCC's general counsel and
WOW Omaha, had been remanded
to the examiner for further hearing "for the purpose of receiving
appropriate evidence as to the
populations and areas now receiving service from Stations KSUB
(Cedar City, Utah) and WOW
which would receive interference
from the operation of Station KID
. . . and other services available
thereto." The new decision indicated KID has proposed a new
directional array which eliminated
the issue of conflict with WOW.
The examiner found 23,954 persons in an area of 6,400 sq. mi.
would receive their first primary
daytime service and 831 persons
in an area of 29.5 sq. mi. would
receive their first primary nighttime service from the new KID
operation. This was found to
"greatly exceed" the 379 persons
in an area of 172 sq. mi. which get
their only primary nighttime service from KSUB but would be deprived of it if the KID bid were
granted.
FARM

MEET

WSJS Good Will Builder
HAROLD ESSEX, vice president
and managing director, WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, is mighty
proud over the way the stationsponsored First Annual Piedmont
Farm and Home Conference Jan.
20 turned out [BROADCASTING •
Telecasting, Jan. 15]. Gov. W.
Kerr Scott opened the conference,
aimed by WSJS at emphasizing the
station's service to farmers. More
than 1,200 farmers attended.
Harvey Dinkins, WSJS farm
service director, played the role
of host. The conference received
cooperation of state agriculture
leaders and civic officials and built
up much good will for the station.

Gillin Memorial
MEMORIAL room to be named
after the late John J. Gillin Jr., at
St. Joseph's Hospital, Omaha, Neb.,
Affirms Denial
is nearing completion, WOW
Omaha reported last week. Funds
DENIAL of license to KENE
for re-decorating and re-furnishing
Belen, N. M., to cover its permit
for new station facilities of 250 the room were contributed by hunw fulltime on 1230 kc, has been
dreds of Mr. Gillin's friends after
death last July. New furniture
affirmed by FCC since no opposi- his
is in 18th Century mahogany. Room
tion to a hearing examiner's in- also will consist of a plastic tile
itial ruling was received. The
floor, new bath facilities and
FCC action was based on alleged
drapes.
Mr. Gillin, who was presitransfer of control without apdent of Radio Station WOW Inc.,
proval. FCC indicated the applispent many days during the last
cant did not present any evidence
at the hearing.
years of his life at St. Joseph's
Hospital.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FCC Actions, first portion of
this department,
are on
pages 82 and 83.
WICA

SUIT
Station Action Hit

THE U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia ruled a fortlight ago than an agreement made
ay Washington counsel for WICA
\shtabula, Ohio; WWSW Pittsburgh, and WEBR Buffalo may not
oe the subject of a law suit in
Washington courts.
The stations are not "doing busiheld. ness" in Washington, the court
WICA had sued WWSW and
WEBR for $18,425 which it claimed
ivas still due under an agreement
in which, WICA said, the other
stations agreed, through their attorneys to reimburse WICA for the
additional cost of a four-tower directional array to permit all three
stations to operate on 970 kc
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 18, 1950].
The Ashtabula station, represented by Attorney Eliot Lovett,
served the papers on Attorneys
Louis G. Caldwell, representing
WEBR, and Paul M. Segal, representing WWSW. Nicholas J. Chase
and Harry M. Rubin Jr., representing WEBR and WWSW in the suit,
filed a motion to quash service of
process against Messrs. Caldwell
and Segal, and the court granted
the motion on Jan. 17.

AUDIENCE

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

ffoX J&COte
SUMMARY TO JANUARY 25
On the Air, Applications
Stations
Authorizations,
of
Summary
Hearing
In
Pending
cations
Total
CPs
Class
On Air Licensed
Grants
138
268
108
AM Stations
2.238
6
181
FM Stations
Appli171
377
48
107
TV Stations
676
Cond'l
510
2,214
* On the air.
59*
11
Docket Actions . . .
ing store, 20.4%; Kenneth J. Beckerman, nell
president-general
HorFINAL DECISIONS
Grocerymanager
Co., 20.4%.
Filed Jan.Wholesale
22.
Suffolk Bcstg. Corp., Patchogue,
Latrobe, Pa. — Clearfield Bcstrs. Inc.,
N. Y. — Adopted final decision granting
1480 kc, 500 w day; estimated cost
new AM station, 1370 kc, 500 w day;
$14,500.
licensee
engineering cond. Decision Jan. 23.
Clearfield, Present
Pa. Filed
Jan. 19.of WCPA
Patchogue Bcstg. Co. and Mid-Island
Radio
Inc., Patchogue,
N. Y.AM
— Adopted
FM APPLICATIONS
final decision
granting new
station
on 1580 kc with 250 w day to Patchogue
Emporia, Va. — Stone Bcstg. Corp.,
Bcstg. Co. and denying bid of MidCh. 228 (93.5 mc),1* 785 w; estimated cost
Island cision
Radio
$11,254.90. CP for AM station filed
Jan. 23. for same facilities. De- Jan.
4 [BROADCASTING
• TELEKPMO granting
Pomona,license
Calif. —renewal
Announced
CASTING, Jan. 8]. Filed Jan.
10.
decision
and
Manhattan,
Kan.
—
Kansas
State
Colassignment of license from Myron E.
legeence,
of Agriculture
andeducational
Applied SciKluge and Dean H. Wickstrom d/b Valnoncommercial
Ch.
ley Bcstg. Co. to Dean H. Wickstrom
10 w; estimated cost inand Warner H. J. Sorenson d/b Valley 201 (88.1 mc),
stallation
$500.
Complete
FM
transBcstg. Co. (Comrs. Coy, Webster, Jones
mitter gift from WIBW Topkea. Apand Sterling participating, Chairman
plicant also AM
operates
KSACFiled
Manhattan,
Coy dissenting). Decision Jan. 25.
educational
station.
Jan. 12.
KWIK
Burbank,
Calif.—
Affirmed
order of Dec. 14, 1949, revoking license
TV
APPLICATION
of Burbank Bcstrs. Inc. and afforded
KWIK temporary operation of not more
Kingsport, Term. — Kingsport Bcstg.
than 90 days to wind up affairs (Comrs.
Co., Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), ERP 30.1 kw
vis.,
15.05 aur., ant. 995 ft.; estimated
Coy, Walker, Webster, Jones and Ster- cost $206,898.60,
first year operating cost
ling separticipating,
Comr. Webster
nting in part). Decision
Jan. 25. dis- $100,000; revenue $125,000. Applicant
operates
WKPT-AM-FM
Kingsport.
INITIAL DECISION
Filed Jan. 18.
KFTM
Fort
Morgan,
Col.
—
Announced
TRANSFER REQUESTS
initial decision by Comr. George E.
Sterling looking toward rescinding orWHOB
Gardner, Bcstg.
Mass.—Co.,
Transfer
der of May 23, 1950, revoking license
Control Gardner
licenseeof
of KFTM.
Decision Jan. 24.
from D. M. Richman, Rose S. Richman,
Owen A. Hoban, M..A. Moore and Rex
Reynolds to William F. Rust Jr., H. S.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
Kilgore, W. J. Barkley and Ralph
Campbell Resigns
FM NONCOMMERICAL GRANT
Gottlieb
through
purchase New
of allowners
comPATRICK W. CAMPBELL, vice
mon stock
for $14,999.80.
Waverly, Iowa — Wartburg Normal
will
also
pay
$13,430
in
obligations.
College,
granted CP
noncommerpresident in charge of stations
cial educational
FM new
station
Ch. 206 Mr. and Mrs. Richman together own
relations for Don Lee Broadcast(89.1 mc) Jan.
10 w.15. Call KWAR assigned.
355 sh,fereesothers
5 sh.whoTransGranted
Rust and each
Kilgore,
will
ing System, Hollywood, since 1943,
own 40% and 20% respectively, are
TRANSFER
GRANTS
has resigned efpart owners of WKBR-AM-FM Manchester; WTSV-AM-FM Claremont and
WKNX Saginaw, Mich.— G ranted
fective Feb. 1. He
transfer of control of licensee corporaWTSL Hanover,
N. H., andBarkley,
WTSA 28.1%,
Bratwill vacation in
Vt. Transferee
tion, Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp., to tleboro,
Howard Wolfe and William J. Edwards
also is part owner of the stations. Mr.
Honolulu before
through purchase and retirement to Gottlieb, 11.9%, is commercial manager
treasury of 300 shares from O. J. of stations. WHOB is assigned 1490 kc,
announcing fuKelchner for $14,417.52 less $2,350 debt 250 w unlimited. Filed Jan. 19.
ture plans. Beto corporation. Mr. Kelchner retires
WFOY transfer
St. Augustine,
Fla. from
— Involunfore joining Don
because of ill health. WKNX assigned
of control
sole
1 kw day on 1210 kc. Granted Jan. 23. owner tary
J. C. Bell, deceased, to Mary E.
WFCI
Providence,
R.
I.—
Granted
in'Lee
he
organized
Bell,
executrix
of
estate.
WFOY
is
asthe West Coast
voluntary transfer of control of PawJan. 19.signed 1240 kc, 250 w unlimited. Filed
tucket Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Frank
office of World
W.
Crook,
deceased,
J. Howard
WRGA-AM-FM
Rome, ofGa.Rome
— InvolunGrath,
executor
of toestate.
WFCI Mc-is
Broadcasting Systary transfer of control
Bcstg.
assigned
5
kw
on
1420
kc
unlimited.
Mr. Campbell
tem, in 1932, and
Corp., licensee, from % owner John W.
Granted Jan. 23.
Quarles,
deceased,
to
J.
H.
Quarles,
;was general manadministrator of estate. WRGA is asPrior to that
Deletions . . .
ager for 11 years
Jan. 18. signed 1470 kc, 5 kw unlimited. Filed
Mr. Campbell was associated with
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
WJEL ofSpringfield,
1: AMreasons
2, FM are:2, TV 0. Station, dates
control
Champion Ohio—
City Transfer
Bcstg. Co.,of
motion pictures and the stage.
and
licensee, from D. J. Parsons and Frank
N. Jones to Chester R. Hinkle (50%),
KBOX Reno, Nev.— Chet L. Gonce
tr/as
The Voice of Reno. CP Jan. 17. owner of Hinkle Adv. Co., and George
Forfeited.
R. Walker (50%), architect, for $22,500.
New 'Pitch'
KPHC Walsenburg, Col.— Walsenburg
WJEL has application pending for
unlimited time, is now assigned 1600
NEW RECORDED version of Bcstg. Co. License Jan. 15. Economic.
kc, 500 w day. Filed Jan. 18.
WIZZ
(FM)
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.—
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Pittston
Bcstg.
"Mitch's Pitch," sales talk carried
CP Jan. 12. Forfeited.
to the industry by Maurice B. Co.WHAS-FM
Louisville, Ky.— WHAS
PBS Gets Added Space
Inc. License Jan. 15. To devote money
Mitchell while director of BAB,
to AM and TV for defense purposes
will become a monthly service of Jan.
[BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
CO-ORDINATING activities under
8].
Associated Program Service, New
one roof, Progressive BroadcastYork, of which Mr. Mitchell is now
ing System Feb. 1 moves its execuNew Applications . . .
vice president and general mantive offices into Audio-Video StuAM APPLICATIONS
ager. To be used as a focus of indios, 418 S. Roberston Blvd.,
Hornell, N. Y. — Hornell Bcstg. Corp.,
dividual station sales clinics, the 1480 kc, 1 kw day; estimated cost Beverly Hills, Calif., where produc$19,131.23. Principals: Maxwell V. Mction studios now are located. The
new "pitch" will say things "freCarthy, owner General Insurance and
quently too blunt for owners and president-part owner Hornell Fruit & executive staff has had offices at
Co., president 20.4%; Donald
8983 Sunset Blvd. The new network
n.anagers to say" and present Vegetable
L. Sellers, station manager WLEA
Hornell, vice president 20.4%; Preston
is leasing over 3,000 square feet of
"?uest experts" in various merRittenhouse, program director floor space, plus offices, according
chandising fields in order of their M.
WLEA,
secretary-treasurer
18.4%;
timeliness, APS reported.
Thomas F. Kinney, owner men's cloth- to Larry Finley, PBS President.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

PEAK

Reported by Hooper for Dec.
BROADCAST audiences in each of
33 cities reached a new all-time
peak during the month of December, according to the January
Hooperatings Pocketpieces released
last week. Forty percent or more
of homes called by the firm were
listening to TV and /or radio in the
evening.
Cities with the greatest percent
of set use during the evening, were
recorded by the Hooper firm as:
1. Cincinnati
49.4
2. Pittsburgh
48.9
3. Buffalo
48.5
4. Dayton
48.1
5. Milwaukee
47.4
6. Syracuse
47.3
7. Cleveland
46.9
8. Minneapolis-St. Paul
46.8
9. Philadelphia
46.8
10. Columbus
46.1
B&B

Names

Whittaker

ALFRED A. WHITTAKER, associate research director, has been
named director of research of Benton & Bowles, New York, reporting
to Charles A. Pooler, vice president
in charge of research. John
Churchill, former supervisor of
Procter & Gamble media for the
agency, moves to the research department and becomes responsible
for market and media research.

Advertising is bought
by theRHlof
executives who plan
iiiiafMiifl strategy
II

and tactics.
Printers' Ink is
read by the whole
marketing group

of advertising, management, sales and
agency executives
who are the leading
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Educators' Survey
(Continued from page 63)
cized the criteria cited for estimating the needs for educational stations. They included such matters
as program resources, trained personnel available and financial resources.
George P. Adair, broadcast engineering consultant retained by
JCET, introduced a map of the
area showing suggested distribution of the educational stations in
the area discussed by Mr. Brown.
He said 18 UHF channels were indicated as necessary for the 49 stations. Questioned as to the most
efficient allocation of the spectrum,
Mr. Adair said more stations, both
commercial and educational, could
be put into an area without reserving a "block" of channels for educators.
Clark Tibbitts, Federal Security
Agency, acclaimed TV's potentialities in "promoting the integration
of the handicapped and the aging
into Amerkan life both through
their education and through creating a demand for their services by
demonstrating that such individuals, when trained, are employable
and highly useful."
John R. Richards, executive assistant to the president of Wayne
U. and the Detroit Board of Education, presented a board resolution
passed last December authorizing
preparation
and specifications for of
the"plans
construction
and
equipping of a television station for
educational
purposes"
the beDe-a
troit area. The
station in
would
cooperative venture there among
all educators, he indicated.
Burton Paulu, manager of the
U. of Minnesota's pioneer regional
AM educational outlet, KUOM
Minneapolis, appeared for the National Assn. of Educational BroadHe related KUOM's
riencecasters.
in educational
radio. expeAsked if the U. of Minnesota was
ready to build a TV outlet, the
witness said the school would go
into TV "at a later date," not before five years hence but not longer
than 12 or 15 years.
Rev. Leo McLaughlin, S.J., newly appointed director of Fordham
U.'s WFUV (FM) New York, led
off the Tuesday session by discus-

sing the preferential basis necessary for the existence of educational institutions and reviewing
WFUV's past and proposed future
programming. The station operates about eight hours daily with
an annual budget of $35,000.
Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director of
Ohio State U.'s Institute for Education by Radio, urged channel
reservations should be made for
the "indefinite" future because
many communities will take a long
time to get into educational TV.
He used Cumberland, Md., as an
illustration of how a small community would go about supporting and
programming such a station.
He saw informal, spontaneous
type programming as the inexpensive answer for such areas, some
produced by civic and community
service
locally. organizations usually found
Dr. Tyler said Ohio State U. has.
been ready to go into TV, if necessary even into a comparative hearing with commercial interests for
a VHF channel, to be sought from
another area.
Financing Questioned
Questioned on the general problem of education's financing TV,
Dr. Tyler saw possible difficulty in
getting the money in the face of
other educational needs.
JCET's "blue book" report on
the New York TV monitoring project was introduced Tuesday afterby Dr.accountant
Smythe,- former
assistantnoonchief
and chief
of
the economics and statistics branch
of FCC, now research associate at
the U. of Illinois. New York was
picked because it offered the greatest choice of program fare, he said,
and would show commercial TV in
its "best light."
Dr. Smythe directed the project,
aided by Dr. Horton, sociology research associate at the U. of Chicago and former manager of the
CBS Television Audience Research
Institute. They donated their services, FCC was told. The staff was
said to include 21 program monitors.
Dr. Smythe said the purpose of
the survey was to get sufficient
data to classify all programs according to content (not quality)
and to time all commercial an-
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New York TV Program, January 4-10, 1951: Total Program Time for
the Week, by Stations and by Class of Program
Total
Total
utes cent
Min Per- Program Class
Program
utes
Min Per-5
1,432
1. NEWS Class
1,860cent5 13. PERSONALITIES
14.
QUIZ,
STUNTS,
CONTESTS.
2,245
7
2. WEATHER
147 «
(a)
Experts, audience
guests
362 21
3. PUBLIC ISSUES
529 2
(b)
Studio
598
(a) Opinion
277 1
(c) Telephone
950 3
(b) Discussion and debate. 252 1
(d) Amateur shows
305 1
4. PUBLIC EVENTS
321 1
(e)
Other
30
5. INSTITUTIONAL
386 1 15. SPORTS
3,406 10
(a)
News,
interviews
228
(a) Dramatization
Exposition
159 *1
(b) Spectator events
3,110 91
(b)
227
6. INFORMATION
1,090 3
(c) Participant sports . .... 3,507
68 10*
(a)
Science
85 *1 16. HOMEMAKING
(b) Travelogue
369
(a) Cooking
1,041 3
(c) Other
636 2
(b) Shopping,
Decorating, prod.,
etc
60 3*
7. RELIGION
240 1
(c)
serv. . 1,101
(d) Personal care
120 *
8. DRAMA
8,589 25
(e)
relations
57 *3
(a) Domestic
330 1
(f ) Personal
Housewife's
variety . . . 898
(b) Crime
3,432 10
(g) Other
230 1
(c) Western
1,860 6 17. CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMS . 4,199 12
(d) Comedy
1,114 3
(a) Cartoons
Puppets & marionettes. 328
(e) Romance
1,207 4
(b)
572 21
(f) Musical
90
(c) Quiz,
stunts, amateur. . 483
90 1*
(d)
Thrillers
(g)
Classics
90 *1
(h) Other
466
(e) Westerns
740 2
9. DANCE
36 *
(f)
143 *1
(g) Drama
Stories (narrated) .... 211
10. MUSIC
1,222 4
(h) Ch. var. (incl. circus).. 1,108 3
(a) Serious
77 *
(i) Teen-age variety
165 *
(b) Popular
Light
(c)
1,145 3
(i)
Information
& instruc. .
180
**
(Ic)
Pre-school
entertain.
.
150
11. FINE ARTS
30
(I) Other
29
TOTAL
33,837
100
12. VARIETY
4,598 14
(a) Vaudeville
1,260 4
* Less than 1 per cent.
(b) Informal
3,338 10
EDUCATORS relied on this table, and others stemming from the same survey, in efforts to convince FCC that educational programming is getting
short shrift, based on a one-week survey of programs of New York's seven
TV stations. The survey was conducted under the direction of Dallas W.
Smythe of the U. of Illinois, former FCC accountant, and Donald Horton of
the U.A of *Chicago.
*
nouncements. He said all employes
were instructed to be as objective
as possible.
Programs were timed to the nearest minute, he said, and commercials to the second. Program content, classified according to predominant theme, was credited to
the full period of the program
without deducting any commercials, he emphasized. Station identifications, promotional announcements and public service spots were
not counted as commercials.
"Commercial" time was logged
for station break commercials, during regular program commercials
and
whenever
obvious or"selling"
of a particularanyproduct
service
occurred during a program. Prominent display of the sponsor's sign
or product during a show was
counted "commercial" in some instances since "it obviously wasn't
anything
else but commercial,"
FCC was told.
Dr. Smythe explained, however,
that in the latter situation it was
frequently difficult to separate
commercials from the program itself. Although the survey listed a
number of "continuous commercial" shows, all of these were not
tabulated in the final results. This
was because "commercial" portions
were so completely integrated with
content as to be "untimeable," FCC
was told.
The "continuous commercial"
classification was vigorously attacked by industry counsel who
questioned Drs. Smythe and Horton
at length as to their logic and technique. Reliability of other material in the survey was challenged
on this account.
Further data on this category

tinuous commercial" shows cited
for the week, total air time of 1,710
minutes was given. Of this, 24,267
seconds of "timed advertisements"
were cited, which were included in
the final commercial time total.
The "untimeable" portion was
given as 78,333 seconds. FCC was
told that had this figure been included in the final tabulation, it
would make the total time of all
stations devoted to advertising
13.7% instead of 10%.
Little Choice of Programs
Although the United Nations was
in session, no pickups were noted.
The sole time devoted to "public
events" was that for President
Truman's address, he said. He also
said that at any one time there
frequently was little choice among
types of programs available to the
viewer because of competitive duplication.
Wednesday
Dr. Hor-'
ton,On under
intense morning
questioning,
continued his "analysis" of programs
classified in the survey. He noted
the only education-originated program Review,
was the which
Johns-Hopkins
ence
originatedSciin
Baltimore.
Dr. Horton indicated the need for
an educational station was shown
in the lack of programs dealing
....for the finest
in professional tape
recording equipment

HOLLYWOOD
was presented later. For 19 "conBROADCASTING
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with public affairs background and
New York area problems, similar
to newspaper feature treatment.
A number of other cultural and informational programs also were
lacking, he said.
Asked by TBA counsel if the use
of a 6-mc channel in New York to
program education to an audience
of perhaps 1,500 would be a waste
of spectrum, the witness said he
could not answer such a general
question but felt it might be more
of a waste for so many of the commercial stations to duplicate the
same type of program at the same
time.
Dr. Clayton Griswold, appearing
on behalf of the Protestant Radio
Commission, urged that "non-commercial educational organizations
should be given the protection which
they require in view of their financial and other disabilities" — that
they "be removed from the necessity of competing with commercial
groups for adequate frequencies to
accomplish their purposes."
Dr. Belmont Farley, of the National Education Assn.'s headquarters staff, suggested that in oneVHF-channel communities, where
the channel already has been assigned, the commercial licensee
should be required to enter into a
time-sharing or double-licensee arrangement with educational institutions which seek it.
Similarly, he said, if an educational group held the community's
only VHF frequency it should be
required to chare the channel with a
qualified commercial applicant.
He thought the double-licensee
arrangement in such cases would
involve two groups: (1) A corporation or other entity representing all of the participating educational organizations, and (2)
the commercial interests. He
suggested that the mechanics of
the plan should be established by
FCC before applications are filed
for such sharing operations.
Where two or more channels
are allocated to a community and
one is unoccupied, he thought the
omassigned channel should be reserved for educational interests.
e

'Closed Cities'
Dr. Farley conceded that a difficult problem is presented, from
the educators' standpoint, by
"closed cities" — those where no
channels are available. One suggestion, aside from sharing, involved the possibility of adding
one or more additional channels,
wherever possible. The Allen B.
DuMont proposed allocation plan,
he noted, envisions more stations
than the plan advanced by FCC.
Dr. Baker, NAB research director, told the Commission he detected a tendency of educators to
"look down the nose" at commercial radio and television. He re-

BROADCASTING

ferred to educators' approach as
the "faculty club viewpoint"
which they must adopt in order
to live with their fellow educators.
Dr. Baker noted that he was
both a radio researcher and a
former educator. Under questioning by Mr. Plotkin, he conceded
that commercial broadcasters may
reciprocate the educators' feelings
—educators.
that is, "look down the nose" at
He said he found evidences of
research "bias" in the testimony
of those who made the New York
survey, citing indications that they
had "a chip on the shoulder."
His assertions, particularly
those attacking interpretations of
the New York survey, brought
persistent questioning from Comr.
Hennock, who repeatedly wanted
to know the educational value of
TV western movies and said she
was "shocked" that Dr. Baker
could consider them "educational."
He insisted that they had educational value, not only in the costumes and scenery but also in
teaching that evil and crime are
punished.
Baker Cites 'Facts'
Dr. Baker said "the facts" led
him to this position:
1. The experience of educators with
respect to the most recently previous
development of a sight-and-sound medium (the talking moving picture)
indicates that they neither understand
the medium nor are willing to use it
when they do.
2. With one or two noteworthy exthe educator's
with radioceptions(both
AM and experience
FM) has
been a dismal failure to realize the
full potentialities of the medium and
to actively and aggressively pursue
them. This failure has occurred not
only in in-school, formalized instruction but also in the utiliziation of
the supplemental educational values
in standard commercial radio.
3. The glaring exceptions indicate
rather clearly that educational stations can be operated successfully
but they also show that educators as
a group have not evidenced the willingness nor the competence in using
radio that would justify the reservation to them of any part of the broadcast spectrum.
Dr. Baker submitted exhibits to
show that only 34 non-commercial
AM stations are now operating,
and that none of these received its
license after 1927, though others
have been licensed but ceased operations since that time.
He also noted that in FM, excluding stations of no more than
10 w power, there are 66 noncommercial outlets not identified
with AM operations, as against
"nearly 100,000 basic administrative units in our public school system and nearly 1,900 institutions
of higher education."
Dr. Baker's assertion that most
educators' experience with radio
has been "a dismal failure" was
the target of heavy questioning by
both Gen. Taylor and Mr. Plotkin. The witness emphasized that
a part of the "dismal failure" was
failure to "realize full potentialities," and that failure even to apply for stations was significiant.
Pushed by Mr. Plotkin on the
extent to which NAB subscribed

• Telecasting

JIM EBERLE (I), public affairs manager of WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, accepts two outstanding achievement
awards from Detroit's Deputy Police
Superintendent Kennedy Lawrence.
The awards were made to WWJ-TV
for promoting traffic safety in its
1950 program series. Traffic Court,
and to WWJ for presenting valuable
information to the public in such programs as Manhunt.
to his conclusions, he said the
Board had not seen his statement
but that it had been approved by
President Justin Miller and General Manager William B. Ryan.
He also conceded, under Mr.
Plotkin's questioning, that his
personal experiences in connection
with Ohio State's WOSU Columbus
would not justify "expert" opinion
that educators for the most part
had proved "dismal failures" in
AM and FM. This, he said, was
"personal" opinion — a label which,
under further cross-examination,
he said might also be applied to
his conclusion that educators as
a group have failed to justify
frequency reservations.
Mr. Plotkin noted that, percentage-wise, educators have more
nearly filled their 20-channel portion of the FM band than commercial operators in their 60channel share.
Under questioning by Comr. E.
M. Webster, Dr. Baker said he
thought commercial broadcasters
as a whole are furnishing an adequate educational program — and,
from past performance, that they
r.re doing a better job than the
educators would do.
Thursday afternoon was devoted entirely to testimony of Dr.
Church of KMBC Kansas City, Mo.

DO

waste of public resources."
Reverse Situation
During interrogation on how
commercial broadcasters had applied themselves to helping educators, Dr. Church observed that
sometimes a reverse situation prevailed wherein the educators did
not fully avail themselves of what
the broadcasters had to offer.
At one point during the Thursday afternoon discussion of programming, Comr. Webster posed a
question to NAB counsel as to what
might wardbea Commission
the NAB's action
attitude
towhich
would use the Smythe survey figures in its final decision.
Comr. Hennock kept the point
alive by asking what figures NAB
might have to offer in refutation.
Told the NAB was not in a position
to undertake similar research, she
declared she could not understand
why commercial broadcasters so
concerned with this matter could
not undertake their own fact-finding project.

YOU
WANT
RATINGS
HIGHER
THAN
NETWORK
ADJACENCIES?
See

ON

NAB counsel described the witness'
station as one of the better examples of broadcaster cooperation in
the public interest.
Asked how commercial broadcasters cooperate with the educational interests, Dr. Church cited
specific examples from the KMBC
program log.
One of Dr. Church's examples —
an in-school broadcast, five times
weekly, 1:30-1:45 p.m., on KMBC
— became the target of Comr.
Hennock's questioning which
sought to determine just what appeal this particular program
might have to adult listeners. Told
by the witness that the show was
given a Conlan rating of 3.1, second
high for that segment among the
Kansas City stations, Comr. Hennock expressed her inability to
understand why such a popular
program was not broadcast in the
evening or repeated at other times.
Dr. Church stated that he was
not opposed to educators in radio
and television. However, he did
point out in his later testimony
that "we have a limited number of
channels available and for that
reason withholding a large number— for a perpetual period, unless claimed — is a very serious
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from, page U)
ning and Advisory Committee, to meet in New
York Feb. 14-15, expected to be Jack Harris,
KPRC-AM-TV and a director of The Houston
Post Co. He's slated to succeed Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, who is ineligible
under one-term rule.
MILLER, STANTON TESTIFY
ON EDUCATIONAL VIDEO
UNUSED TV channels are wasted natural resources, FCC was told Friday by NAB President Justin Miller and CBS President Frank
Stanton at further hearing on issue of reservation of educational channels (see early story
page 63). Judge Miller urged educators to
buy TV time and save money.
Both agreed problem should be solved on
case-by-case basis with educators competitively
showing their ability to use facilities in public
interest. Both personally felt some "holding"
of channel in specific cases might be appropriate for "relatively short" period if FCC felt
educational applicant could do better program
service job but needed little time to get ready.
Judge Miller told Commission educators
were "shooting at wrong target" in seeking
reservations. Rather every application should
be heard on its merits, he said, and each applicant should be required to stand on his
public service proposal record.
Judge Miller saw great potentials for TV
in education, but indicated it would have to
include techniques of programming found successful by commercial telecasters in order to
gain big audience and be most effective. By
buying time on existing stations, educators
would get time they wanted plus commercial
know-how, he cited. This would cost much
less than building and operating own stations,
he indicated.
Challenged regarding earlier testimony of
NAB's research director, Kenneth H. Baker,
that education has been "dismal failure" in
radio, Judge Miller indicated he would not
have testified in same manner as Dr. Baker
and would not make same "generalizations."
He did not indicate he refuted Dr. Baker's
testimony, however. In question on JCET's
"blue book" of New York TV referred to Dr.
Baker, latter said he did not know of any "inac uracies" in survey.
Dr. Stanton, however, indicated his quick
review of survey divulged "a number of inaccuracies" but details were delayed until his
further cross examination this week. Dr.
Stanton pointed out success of noncommercial
educational TV itself depends on success of
sound general service developed by free competition of commercial stations to produce
"circulation."
BAR GROUP ELECTS
W. A. PORTER PRESIDENT
WILLIAM A. PORTER, Washington attorney,
elected Friday as new president of Federal
Communications Bar Assn. succeeding Neville
Miller. Others elected at Washington luncheon meeting: Arthur Scharfeld, first vice
president; Fred W. Albertson, second vice
president; Russell Eagan, secretary; Quayle
B. Smith, treasurer. Elected to executive
committee: Vernon Wilkinson and C. R. Lockwood. Mr. Miller named delegate to American
Bar Assn.

Annual FCBA dinner held Friday at Mayflower Hotel with guests from FCC, Capitol
Hill and other government branches.
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RCA ACTS TO OBTAIN
APPEAL FROM COLOR RULING
RCA made first move toward U. S. Supreme
Court appeal of lower court's order sustaining
FCC approval of CBS system of color television by filing "assignment
errors" and
plea
for reversal
with Chicagoof Federal
District
Court.
Papers, filed by Weymouth Kirkland, of Kirland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Chicago
firm which represented RCA in court sessions
last November, charged Federal District Court
erred in its decision, which granted summary
judgment in favor of FCC, U. S. government
and CBS, and against RCA, NBC and RCAVictor Distributing, and in its dismissal of
complaint. Formal appeal expected to be filed
by Chicago law firm in about month.
Papers include 29 points on which lower
court "erred." Plaintiffs, RCA and its whollyowned subsidiaries, NBC and RCA-Victor Distributing, charged findings of FCC "are not
supported by substantial evidence" and conclusions are not "supported by the findings,
or by substantial evidence."
Other contentions: Order is not supported
in law; adoption of commercial color television
standards which are incompatible is beyond
jurisdiction of Commission as contrary to public convenience, interest or necessity standard
and violative of Commission's statutory obligation to promote larger and more effective use
of radio.
Adoption of standards is called arbitrary,
capricious and abuse of Commission's discretion; refusal to permit commercial broadcasting of compatible color television is beyond
FCC jurisdiction and beyond its authority to
regulate kind of apparatus to be used with
respect to its external effects and purity and
sharpness of emissions from each station.
Early evidence in hearing no longer representative offacts, RCA contended; Commission
had no authority to suppress competition by
prohibiting compatible systems, whether RCA
or any other compatible system, in competition
with incompatible color. District court without authority to consider determinative events
occurring after hearings closed for purpose of
deciding whether Commission wrongfully refused to consider these same facts before promulgating order, according to RCA.
FCC's "admitted refusal to consider" RCA
summer report was held "in violation of the
Administrative Procedure and Communications Acts." Additional information in RCA
petition dated Oct. 4, 1950, was not considered,
report charges.
POLICY BOARD MEETS
PRESIDENT'S Temporary Communications
Policy Board met last Friday and Saturday at
Washington in next-to-last meeting prior to
completion of its report to President Truman
Feb. 17. Spokesman for board Friday declined
to comment on meeting although it's generally
understood that one of the major projects under consideration is recommendation for establishment of a permanent top-level board which
would draw broad blueprint for FCC and Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950].

KARO SYRUP through C. L. Miller starting
test daytime spot announcement campaign in
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 19 for 13 weeks. If
successful schedule will be increased.
PRESIDENT'S Temporary Communications
Policy Board, scheduled to submit its report to
White House in mid-February, has been monitoring entire radio communications spectrum
around clock to record precisely what use is
being made of all bands by ourselves and by
other nations. These global checks indicate
vastly increased use of international wavelengths during past year.
ALTHOUGH it's risky business to predict
Supreme Court decisions, reports are current
that highest tribunal will decide TV color appeal not later than April 9. In view of critical
defense situation, whatever way it goes, victory
will be only one of prestige since neither system could get into production for forseeable
future.
NEW

PRODUCT, Duke Chewing Gum, manufactured by True-Health Chewing, Bradford,
Pa., contemplating introductory radio spot
schedule through its agency, Gregory & House,
Cleveland.
ANNUAL exposition at NAB April convention
slated to go on as usual, but national emergency will switch emphasis away from heavy
equipment toward program and service exhibitors. New displayers will be TV suppliers
and film manufacturers, eligible for first time.
THAT 21-game telecasting limit on Washington American League baseball team may blossom into near two-score package. Telecast
schedule bunched early in season and has good
chance
of being broadened if attendance is
satisfactory.
POWER BOOSTS GRANTED
FCC in final decisions Fi-iday granted an application of WGBF Evansville, Ind., for CP
to change from 5 kw day, 1 kw night to 5 kw
unlimited time, on 1280 kc, and denied request
of WMRO Aurora, 111., 250 w daytime only,
for 100 w night. Commission also approved
applications of Surety Broadcasting Co. for
Charlotte, N. C, station with 5 kw day, 1 kw
night (DA), and of WRRF Washington, N. C;
to change from 5 kw daytime only to 5 kw
day, 1 kw night (DA) on 930 kc. All grants
subject to engineering conditions.
FEATHER-BEDDING RULING
FEAR that feather-bedding and similar practices by musicians would spread among
industries employing AFM members was expressed Friday as National Labor Relations
Board handed down ruling in case of Gamble
Enterprises Inc. vs. Local 24 AFM, Akron.
Board voted 2-1 that local was not "featherbedding" when it demanded engagement for
itself to match every engagement of traveling
name band at Gamble's Palace Theatre in
Akron. Corporation had brought charges
under Taft-Hartley Act, which board held had
not been violated.
LEVER BROTHERS negotiating with CBSTV and NBC-TV for daytime television strip
to promote its detergent, Surf. Starting date
would be sometime in April. Decision expected early this week.
BROADCASTING
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Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.
During the past year The KMBC-KFRM Team
has substantially increased an already comfortable lead audience-wise in the great rectangular
Kansas City Primary Trade area. Proof lies in the
result of a late 1950 survey made at the Kansas and
Missouri State Fairs and at the American Royal.
The KMBC-KFRM Team has built effective

and economical coverage of the territory without waste circulation but more important, the
building continues!
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for full details on why The KMBCKFRM Team is your best buy in the Heart of
America.

"CAR" DIOGRAPH
This driver points to something you may
have overlooked. In WGAR's home county,
5 2,957 passenger cars with auto radios are
in use between 7:30 and 8:00 AM, and
75,831 between 5:00 and 5:30 PM! In
WGAR's entire coverage area there is an
estimated potential audience of more than
a half million cars with auto radios! Get
these plus factors in the new WGAR car
radio study.

SALUTE TO WGAR
For its splendid services in the interest of the fighting forces, veterans and veterans' organizations,
Carl George (right), WGAR general manager, accepts an American Legion citation of the national
organization from Milton R. Norris (center),
Commander 13th Ohio District. Don Hyde (left)
conducts one of many WGAR service-slanted shows.
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BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS
Marvin Helf, Cleveland builder
with a 200-a-year home building
record, has set a solid foundation in
the real estate business. At 31, he is
a member of the Home Builders
Association and on the Board of
Trustees of the Cleveland Real Estate
Board. His young ideas and modern
planning, appeals to young moderns. He
goes right into the homes of his pros
pects through WGAR.

U -

TAKES THE CAKE
Dick Grahl, chief media
buyer of Wm. Esty Co., Inc.,
New York, takes his cake
from George Backus of
Edward Petry & Company.
By remote control, more
than a thousand persons
throughout the nation joined
WGAR's 20th Anniversary
celebration on December
15. They received speciallybaked birthday cakes symbolizing WGAR's progress
and service.

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company
•
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WHO'S ON horizon for president-general manager now that NAB President Justin Miller is
slated to become chairman of proposed new
NARTB ? Eight-man board committee of NAB
named to select new helmsman claimed it had
no notions when board Sessions at Belleair,
Fla., closed Friday. Several directors, however, said that Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, typified stature required. Mr. Morency
in 1944 was proffered interim presidency under
streamlining plan, but WTIC parent company
— Travelers Insurance — couldn't spare him.
SELECTION by television board of its new
directors under revised NAB Structure probably will await action of committee to pick
president-general manager of overall organization. Name of Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York and prime mover in NAB-TV activities, was mentioned along with Otto Brandt,
newly-elected TV stations vice president of
ABC.
ROLAND (BILL) GILLETT, vice president in
charge of production at Young & Rubicam,
New York, resigned and is on vacation. Successor not yet named.
ADVERTISING CLUB of Washington will
have bell-ringer radio-TV seminar Feb. 20.
Linnea Nelson, chief timebuyer of J. Walter
Thompson Co., who retires next month after
24 years with agency, will be principal speaker
in what may be her farewell appearance. In
addition, four Voice of Democracy contest
winners (see page 39) and Robert K. Richards,
NAB public affairs director, will wind up
proceedings at banquet.
SNOW CROP Marketers through Maxon Inc.,
New York, buying two half-hour TV dramatic
shows per week, planning to place them in
about 30 markets. Agency looking for afternoon station option time. Programs probably
will be second-run films and will start in middle of March. Advertiser to drop sponsorship
of Your Sho%v of Shows, starring Sid Caesar
and Imogene Coca on NBC-TV, early in March.
LOOK FOR immediate drive to get CBS and
ABC back into trade association fold under
NAB reorganization. Revised by-laws, subject to membership ratification, makes it easy
for networks, since active, rather than associate, membership can be ordained by board.
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD & SHENFIELD, New
York, extending spot announcement campaign
for Bristol-Myers (Ipana toothpaste) in 26
markets beginning on varied February starting dates. Markets extend from Tennessee to
Florida, over to New Mexico. Contracts for
52 weeks.
PROCTER & GAMBLE'S Lilt home permanent wave through Biow Co., New York, planning radio spot announcement campaign to
start in mid-March.
HAVING

completed first leg of three-leg consultancy on Voice of America, James D. Shouse,
Crosley chairman and Avco vice president,
leaves in mid-February for month's inspection
(Continued on page 9U)
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Feb. 4-6: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Annual
Winter Meeting, Hotel Marion, Little Rock,
Ark.
Feb. 10-11: AWRT Michigan and Indiana Conference for former AWB members, Detroit.
Feb. 12-13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board,
District 9, San Francisco.
Feb. 13-15: RTMA Midwinter Conference and
Board Meeting, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
Feb. 14-15: NBC Stations Planning and Advisory
Committee for radio and TV networks. New
York.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 91)

Business

Briefly

TONIC SPOTS © SSS Co., Atlanta (tonicexpands spot coverage to 50 radip stations
southeastern states. Agency: Henry Kaufma
& Assoc., Washington.
TEA CAMPAIGN ® Consolidated Tea C.<
New York (Swee-Touch-Nee Tea), appoin
Marwin Sherres Inc., New York, as agenc
Firm considering New York radio market
with expansion in other markets.
RENEWS ALLEN @ Phillips 66, Bartlesvill
Okla. (gasoline), renews Rex Allen Show on <
CBS stations, effective March 16 for 52 week

Bulletins
HARRY DANGERFIELD JR., formerly with
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., elected vice
president of Bond & Starr, Pittsburgh agency.

NAMES GARRISON
® Automatic Wash
Co., Newton, Iowa, names W. W. Garrison
Co., Chicago, to handle its advertising. Rad
used.

HILL GROUP BYPASSES COLOR
SUBJECT of color television failed to come
up on agenda at closed meeting Friday of
Senate Select Small Business Committee thus
ruling out chances of a hearing on that issue
this- 29].
month [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan.

INSURANCE SHOW 6 State Farm Mutu<
Automobile Insurance Co., Bloomington, II
will sponsor five-minute newscast with Cei
Brown Saturday, 7:55-8 p.m. EST, beginnb
Feb. 24 on full Mutual network. Agenc
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

Initial

Spadework

FORMAT of new TV operation within proposed National Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters began to take shape Friday as
NAB board adjourned at noon, concluding
three-day meeting at Belleair, Fla. (main
board story page 19).
Head of video organization expected to be
titled director of television. Separate TV
board to hold telephone conferences and possibly special meeting prior to regular session
scheduled Sunday, April 15, on eve of NAB
convention. Director and staff personnel to
be named.
TV group will handle some of work now
done by NAB's station relations, public affairs,
government affairs and legal departments,
with chance it will have own general counsel.
Other functions can be handled by TV staff,
it's felt. NAB's board heard report of Eugene
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York, chairman of
Board Convention Committee. Convention to
open formally in Chicago Monday, April 16,
with Judge Justin Miller, newly-elected chairman of board, making his report.
Monday afternoon will be devoted to radio
matters. FM session planned Tuesday morning with AM in afternoon. Wednesday will
be Television Day. Banquet scheduled Tuesday evening. Luncheon plans include one of
four Voice of Democracy winners and leading
entertainer such as Bob Hope.
Engineering convention to be held concurrent with radio-TV sessions. Monday afternoon
will feature FCC-Industry Roundtable. BMI
board and other satellite meetings to be held.
Work is going ahead on annual equipment and
service exposition but plans are still tentative.
In winding up winter meeting, NAB board
decided association should get up to 40% of

Started

for

NARTI

all sums received by TV organization ov
$150,000, which is TV budget. Paul
Morency, WTIC
Hartford, presided at
meeting.
committee-of-the-whole sessions during bo£
Special eight-man committee named to nej
tiate contract for new president-general ms
ager
NARTB
and new
contract
for Jud'
Miller ofheld
exploration
meeting
Friday
afti
noon following end of board session. Cha
manship will rotate. Ben Strouse, WWI
Washington, elected secretary.
Board thanked retiring members for thd
service.
Resignation of George Higgins, WISH
dianapolis,
as District
8 directorBureau
was accept"
Special Broadcast
Advertising
eomrr
tee, now absorbed into BAB board, was d|
solved along with TV standing committee.
Judge Miller unanimously requested ,
board to attend Inter-American Assn. of Bro: I
casters meeting opening March 16 at
Paulo, Brazil. While in South America he!
to conduct inspection tour for President's A
visory Commission on Information, of wh j
he
is member.
Gilmore IAAB
L. Nunn,
WLAP
ington,
Ky., to attend
meeting
as N.L'!|
delegate.
Next board meeting will be held in Ji
at Washington.
Board heard report from Ralph W. Hardy
work of Broadcast Advisory Council, of wh
he is secretary. Board gave vote of confide
to BAC and suggested action be taken wl l
necessary
of
industry.to keep BAC truly representat j
Thirty-six new stations were accepted i
membership.
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Across

An

Board

the

All

NETWORK

Mondays

Through

F riday

Starting

at

P.

Array

W

and

of

STUDIO

12:40

M.

FINEST

the

ATTRACTIONS

AFTERNOON PROGRAM FEATURES:
KRLD-TV Ta^es a progressive step forward to meet the popular demand for
full afternoon programming, Monday through Friday, with a thoughtfully
planned schedule of the finest CBS and Studio Shows, slanted to women viewers.
KRLD-TV serve the Southwest's largest metropolitan market, Dallas and Fort
Worth, havinq a million urban population, and a total of two million within the
lOO-mile radius.

Stamps Quartet
Martha McDonald's Kitchen
"Man About Town" with Jack Gwyn
Outstanding CBS Serial Show
The Garry Moore Show
Ilka Chase

Now

More

Than

100,000

The Steve Allen Show

TV

Betty Sanger Show
"Variety Fair" with Gerry John?nji
"Fun With Food" with Mrs. Francis
Mustard

Sets

in

KRLD-

TV

Area

The Dallas-Fort Worth area served by KRLD-TV contains the greatest number of television receivinq sets of any market of comparable
size in the nation; with the rate of increase averaging between 4,000
and 6,000 per month.

"What De You Read" with ISio Reverend Jimmie McClain
"Adventures in Learning"
Jack Caldwell, Organist
"Party Time," A Young Age Show

The

Times Herald Station
-4
Channel
D
L
^KR
The Branham Company

"Lucky Pup" or Western Serial
"Adventure Theatre."
Owners and
Operators of
KRLD
50,000 watts
Dke
ROADCASTING

CBS

Exclusive Representative
JOHN W. RUNYON, President
CLYDE W. REMBERT, General Manager
Stations

• Telecastin g

for

DALLAS

and

FORT

WORTH
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ABCCBSNBCMBS

. . . they're
in

the

just

letters

alphabet!

Merchandisers tell us that Milwaukee is "different." Itmust be, if radio listening preferences are any index. WMIL's

air personalities,

for example. They'll never win us Peabody
Awards or orchids from the intelligentsia. But
how Milwaukee loves them!

Matter of fact, the last Hooper shows WMIL's
ratings for every week day afternoon at 40%
higher than the average for two of the three
network outlets in this town; 55%

higher

than the average for the other independents!

Yes, sir . . . cast your corn upon the air waves
and it comes back Hooperatings!

^7

jltP

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
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New NAB Includes Radio and TV
AFM Gives Networks Two Weeks
TV 'Blue Book' Plans Official
Venard Sees Bright AM Future
Radio-TV Spurs March of Dimes Drive
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Enthusiam for Big BAB
Candidates for NAB Board Announced
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SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
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to theNews Editor;
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McCarthy, John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:
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Dobschultz,
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Jones,
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Keith
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Motta,
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488 Madison
Ave..
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Edwin H.
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Taft Building, Hollywood
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8181; David Glickman,
West Zone
Coast 28,
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Ann August.
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Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
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Advertising
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* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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Beef

Magna

Cum

A :■«-an
Americ
Anybody is a fine judge of beef — after the first bite.
But nobody — that's right, nobody — can squint an
eye at a steer in the feed lot, a side of beef in the
cooler, or a steak on the broiler and tell precisely
how tender and
There simply
in beef, to date.
culture asked a

juicy it's going to taste on your fork.
aren't any scientific tests for quality
That's why the Department of Agrigroup of scientists at the University

of Chicago to find out what makes "choice beef"
really choice.
These men are studying beef scientifically. Analyzing the cell structure, the chemical composition,
many other things. They hope to learn exactly what
quality in beef is, and how to judge when it's there.

3ROADCASTING

Telecasting

Sb

Laude

Their reward: strictly organoleptic. That is, they
get to eat the steaks after studying them. Your reward: (ifthings work out right) good beef made even
better beef for you in the future.
And where does the meat industry come in?
The research is being done by the American Meat
Institute Foundation, a non-profit organization on
the University of Chicago campus, supported by
many meat packers throughout the country, for the
benefit of meat growers, meat packers and ail the
meat eaters in the land.
AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago

MEAT

INSTITUTE

• Members throughout the U. S.
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INSTALLING JET ENGINES IN B-36's, PICTURE TAKEN AT CONSOLIDATED VULTEE PLANT NO. 2 AT 1:30 A. /

building

bigger

and

better

...in

San

Diego

CITY OF THE YEAR . . .Census figures just released prove that San Diego is
America's fastest growing major market* with 85.2% population increase since 1940 !
Four aircraft manufacturers work around the clock turning out the giant B-36, B-50,
XC-99 and others -and San Diego's vast Naval installations ($97,000,000
annual Naval Payroll) are now humming 24 hours a day.
But from San Diego comes Butter as well as Bombers . . . Fish as well as Fighting men.
A rich farm market . . .world's largest tuna port . . . and a
booming tourist center with greater automotive sales than
New Orleans or Newark ... greater food and soft drink sales
than Memphis — that's San Diego!
•k Advertising Age— Nov. 27, 1950—536,000 Market population

SELL WITH . .

a Columbia affiliate

One of Southern California's best
media complete
buys now sales
offersservice.
San Diego's
most
The KCBQ merchandising and
promotion plan is just one more
reason why local and national
spot advertisers buy more
programs on KCBQ than on any
two of the other San Diego
network stations combined.
CHARLES E. SALIK. President
Represented Nationally by
George R Hollingbery

SPONSORS

GET
new

"PROMOTION

business

PtOS
IERRE HAUTE BREWING Co. (Champagne Velvet Beet and "7
Ale"),
names
television
will Biow
be used.Co., N. Y., to handle advertising. Radio an

ON

AL PAUL LEFTON, Philadelphia, to start spot campaign early in Fel
for unnamed nationally distributed cigar. Campaign will cover entii
South and may be extended if successful.

WDSU

i

AMERICAN HOME FOODS Inc., L. A. (Duff's Cake Mix), which r<\
cently started intensive 18-week TV spot campaign on 10 stations in thr<
California markets, plans to extend campaign to northwest market
Firm Jan. 11 started total of 12 weekly spots on six L. A. TV station
Agency: Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
SILEX Co., Hartford, after testing TV locally in several markets, coi
sidering extensive TV spot campaign for kitchen products, if output n<
curtailed by material shortages.
NATIONAL PAINT & VARNISH Co., L. A., appoints Davis & Co., san
city, to handle advertising. Television will be used.
IMPERIAL OIL Ltd., Toronto (gasoline and oil), will use summer dai
spot campaign on large number of Canadian stations. Agency: Ma
Laren Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

*0VER 1,800 PIECES
OF DIRECT MAIL

IGOE BROS. Inc., Newark (appliance distributor), appoints United Ad^
Newark, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.

HIT TOP RETAILERS IN
THE NEW
MARKET

ORLEANS

CANADIAN BAKERIES Ltd., Vancouver (bread), has started spot a
nouncement campaign on West Coast stations for 39 weeks. Agenc
James Lovick & Co., Vancouver.

EVERY MONTH!
>mtj

NOW! . . Hm FSLSIAFf Dtatef ^m,
BOM WITCHES

HEWS UTTER
Dash Dog Food

GENERAL MOTORS Ltd., Oshawa (Buick), using four to six spots da
during two weeks in February in major markets to announce first Car
dian-built Buicks. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

p WDSU is helping Y<nj SELL

WDSU

AIL. PURPOSE RIT
******* WDSU
jjlH Station
IjiBadio

• Mailing cards, newsletters,
and folders . . . sent out every
week, every month . . . give
"plus" sales assistance to your
product and program!

NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION
OFFERS THIS PLUS TO SPONSORS!

• Write, wire
or phone your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago, names Foote, Cone & Beldir,
same city, to handle advertising of its pineapple products, effecti.
April 1.

CANADA PACKERS Ltd., Toronto (Bye soap), has started six da|
spots
six days weekly
on western
Canadian
stations. transcribed
Agency: Bak'
Adv., Toronto.
For Margene
has started
quarter-hour
pi
gram weekly on Canadian Atlantic Coast stations. Agency: Grant A<
of Canada, Toronto.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Co., Montreal (Players cigarettes), Feb. 18 sta:|
Bold Venture, transcribed half-hour weekly on 39 Canadian statio
Agency : Whitehall Broadcasting, Montreal.
A/ztu/otk Recount J
BLATZweekly,
BREWING
Co. starting
sponsoring
Andy, over
CBS-TV
hour
time and
date Amos
to be Vannounced
shortly.
Agenh'
William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
STATE FARM INSURANCE Co., Bloomington, 111. (fire, life, automol
insurance) sponsoring five-minute news commentary by Cecil Bro\|
7:55-8 p.m., Sat., over MBS, beginning Feb. 24. Agency: Needham, Lo|
& Brorby, Chicago.
KELLOGG Co. (cereals) Feb. 3 started Victor Borge Show, 7-7:30 pi
on NBC-TV. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
LAY CHURCH Group, under guidance of Methodist Church, sponsor f
half-hour weekly religious dramatic series over ABC-TV, beginnj
March, for 13 weeks, probably on Monday night. Time not definit;
Settled. Agency: Turner-Leach, N. Y.

LOUIS BANHAM, advertising manager Mennen Co., resigns to bed
assistant to president of Vick Chemical Co.
HERBERT N. CLEAVES, associate sales manager Jell-0 Division, C
eral Foods Corp., appointed sales and advertising manager of divis
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BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS

PROVE

KGW's

LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL
(From

BMB
1949

FAMILIES
BMB

Survey)
DAYTIME

Ninety-one miles north of Portland is Chehalis, major agricultural community of southwestern Washington and an important factor in KGW's
Comprehensive Coverage of the Oregon Market. Chehalis lies directly
within the range of KGW's north-south directional signal and is completely dominated by the station's "beamed broadcasting". This was proven
by a recent Tour-Test, conducted with the cooperation of the Oregon
State Motor Association and witnessed by Dennis Hamilton, prominent
Chehalis turkey grower. He is shown above with "Miss KGW". This rich,
diversified economy is yours to tap through KGW, the only Portland
station to offer Comprehensive Coverage of the Oregon Market.

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D
NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivoh
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington. DC, or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEinofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
February 5, 1951
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Transcribed for Local
and Regional Sponsorship!
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. S. PRATT, account executive Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Detroit,
elected vice president.

TRUDY RICHMOND appointed vice president in charge of creative planning for radio and TV William Wilbur Adv. Inc., N. Y. Was with ABC
and Arnold & Co., Boston.
BERNARD J. GROSS named vice president Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Has been account executive and member of plans board for four years.
FREDERICK N. POLANGIN, vice president in charge of L. A. office
Buchanan & Co. Inc., resigns. CHARLES COLEMAN, Buchanan vice!
president and account executive on Western Airlines account, succeeds
him as head of agency office.
SHIRLEY COLEMAN, art director L. C. Cole Co., S. F., to Young
Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, in same capacity.
JOHN COOK HIRST III, producer-director WFIL-TV Phila., to radio-T
department Gray & Rogers, same city.

on all accounts

Advertising is one of the few enterprises where the boss can
walk into your office, find you reading a magazine, and not
get apoplexy. But the working day isn't long enough, so you
go home with a bundle — under your arm — and read magazines. Man, we're for you, and we'll reward you with some
economy-size intelligence about our favorite topic, Iowa.
The usual approach is to try to cajole your interest with
frivolity, then smack you in the budget with an ineluctable
fact. But here's a straight syllogism:
1. Iowa is a get -out -the -superlatives -this -is -uptown -stuff
kind of market ($2 billion annual agricultural income; retail
sales up $115 million over 1949's record; cash farm income
$4.50 to $5 per acre per month; more cattle fed and sold than
in any other state; $2 billion industrial income, with factories
employing 50% more ivorkers than in 1940).
2. WMT reaches the Eastern Iowa market. ( We've got more
analyses than you can shake a stick at which prove this.*)
3. Your client can effectively reach same via WMT, where
a one-minute Class A commercial (52-time rate ) budgets at
a mere $27.
* So has the Katz Agency, which please see for stick shaking
and dotted line talk.
600 KC
5000 WATTS
DAY & NIGHT
BASIC
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& Marecutive of Sher
exaccount
LE, man
ABBOTT RIEH
quette, New York, is a man
who has achieved success on four
levels — rancher, airman, industrialist and advertising executive. He
possesses one of s the most formidable background in the industry.
Born in Philadelphia, Mr. Riehle
was educated at the U. of Pennsylvania, where he majored in mechanical engineering. His first job,
in 1926, was in general sales work
with the American
Window Glass Co.
One year later he
joined his father in
a firm to manufacture machinery to
test the physical

agency until 1942 when he joinec
the Air Corps, where he advancec
to the rank of lieutenant colonel
serving overseas in several
vasions of African soil.
In 1945 he returned to civiliar
life and to Y&R but one year latei
he moved to California to direcl
sales and advertising for Squirt
a soft drink firm.
Soon afterwards he was lured t<
San Francisco as manager of th
Bthere.
i o w It Co.'s
was in offic
tha

properties
of metals. The firm
was
called the Riehle
Testing Machine Co.
of Philadelphia. In
1935 the company
consolidated with
the American Machine & Metals Co.
in New York and
young
Riehle
moved toMr.
Manhattan

same year that h
bought a ranch fara
in San Diego, osten
sibly
to retire fron
the advertising
field
But after thre
years
during
he built
the whicl
rand
into a well-payin;
enterprise, he sue
cumbed again to th
siren lure of adver
tising, returning t
New York and t
Sherman & Mai
quette as accoun
executive on the Col

as manager of the
gate - Palmolive-Pee
Riehle division.
(Veto) account, th
Mr. RIEHLE
A n established
holds. The advertiser
af
position spends
he noi
and respected figure in the machine industry, Mr. Riehle, in a
proximately
million to
a year,
of which is $1devoted
spot 60arc
surprising display of versatility,
nouncements
in
radio
and
TV.
conceived and created a radio proThe Riehles have been marrie
gram, Character In Business, his
first venture in the field. Mutual
since May 6, 1929. She is the foi
mer Evelyn Plumadore, and is cm
bought the show, and Mr. Riehle
was embarked on a new phase in rently carrying on work at th
his career.
ranch in San Diego. Mr. Riehl
Leaving the machine firm, he also maintains an apartment i
Manhattan.
secured a job with Young & RubiHis hobbies are golf, bridge an
cam in the merchandising department. He remained
with the reading philosophy.
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ATRICIA HOWE

appointed general sales manager Broadcast Production Inc., Detroit.

CHARLES E. COLEMAN, vice president Buchanan &
Co., L. A., appointed manager L. A. office.

J/ie THodmn

Woman

LUCIEN M. BROUILLETTE to Gebhardt & Brockson,
Chicago, after resigning as vice president Almon
Brooks Wilder, same city.
IB

HOWARD MUNCE, copy department Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., as idea
artist in creative department of agency.

Miss Howe
II VILLI AM C. PANK, account executive Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y., to
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc., N. Y., in same
apacity. Among his accounts are: Fieldcrest Mills Division (N. Y.) and
larastan Rugs Division (N. Y.) of Marshall Field & Co., Chicago.

OH

~":OBERT KIRSCHBAUM, independent TV writer and director, to radio'Y department Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y.
.RTHUR W. PICKETT Jr. and CLARENCE J. McLEOD
epartment Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit.

:OBERT PAUL HOFFMAN, advertising manager Photorelief Co. to
reative department Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F.

zap
at WILLIAM W. SHALL
'---.oy Inc., Detroit.

TV

Jr. to traffic

*€ >W^£d.

a*> $U oi

^.\ aC

appointed copy chief of training division Ross

AROL H. SLEEPER, timebuying department Doherty, Clifford &
4 henfield, N. Y., to radio-TV timebuying department N. W. Ayer & Son,

ass

. .IMMONDS & SIMMONDS, Chicago, has taken over all accounts of
.lmon Brooks Wilder Inc., same city, retaining Mr. Wilder, president of
rm, as vice president. CLAUDE BREWER, former vice president for
• •! ."ilder, retains the title with Simmonds & Simmonds.
K. NELSON BAKER appointed director radio-TV department Baltimore
^ See of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. Has been conducting sports show on
TBR same city.
ami
: ALL J. BROCKMAN appointed production manager Guenther, Brown
fMfj
tie >rBerne
firm. Inc., Cincinnati. JOHN L. LANGHEIM appointed bookkeeper
elj
£ AHN-MILLER
Inc., Baltimore, has moved to larger quarters at 510 St.
Ul
aul PI.

i^BE EDWARDS Agency, L. A., has expanded to larger quarters at 435
xjjDuth Cienega Blvd. Telephone BRadshaw 2-5616.

OWARD E. MOSER, sales manager Movie Quiz Sales Co. Inc., L. A.,
■ Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, as account executive.
■J UPERT L. BURDICK to manage
Montreal office of J. J. Gibbons Ltd.
4NE MAYER, graduate U. of Southern Calif., L. A., to Benton & Bowles
ic, Hollywood, as assistant to JEAN MEREDITH, manager West
oast publicity.

• Telecasting
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radio

I DV\ ARD K. HARRISON, account service director Warner & Assoc.,
"t.
Louis, Mobilization
takes temporary leave of absence to serve as director of
conomic
Conference, to be held in St. Louis in March.

AM JOATHAN RIKLIN, account executive Pitluk Adv. Co., San An|;-nio,
for outstanding civic achievement of 1950 by
mior awarded
Chamber trophy
of Commerce.

-ss^ssw?

6n Teo^i? „Pt-\i

. LEANOR CORRIGAN, press department CBS Hollywood, to publicity
:£ apartment Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y. ALFRED A. WHITTAKER
: i ^pointed director of research for firm. JOHN CHURCHILL, supervisor
Procter & Gamble media for agency, to research department.
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IMAGINE listeners impatient that
other portions of programs finish
so they can hear commercials!
That's just what is happening
during Party Line, popular weeknooga.day program over WDOD ChattaIn this instance, listeners themselves write the commercials — and
thoroughly enjoy it.
Before Christmas, WDOD ran
a contest asking listeners to write
commercials for Party Line, offering prizes. The station reported
that the response was so gratifying and the commercials so good
that Party Line has been using
listener commercials since, crediting the author.
"And in creating the commercials," adds Drue Smith, Party
Line commentator, "the listeners
become doubly familiar with the
sponsor — in this case, the Pioneer
Bank of Chattanooga — which has
been sponsoring the program well
into its third year."
The following example of a listener commercial came from a
housewife in Rossville, Ga.:
Remember how important you felt
with your first driver's license? That
bit of paper added dignity and a sense
of
your oflife,
didn't
it? responsibility
It was your tobadge
maturity.
. . . just as your Pioneer Bank account is your badge of financial maturity and thrift! Each entry in that
small brown passbook is a step toward the goal you have set for

Leif Eid's astute observations in the national and
international news scene
have long been recognized
as must listening in the
Capital area.
Eid's timely ten minutes
each Monday thru Saturday from 6:05-6:15 provides peak listening for
your product message.
This program is available
Monday through Saturday
nights.
The natural appeal of this
time segment alone is
enough to merit your careful thought. The program
immediately follows five
minutes of late news bulletins, while Eid enjoys an
unparalled reputation for
what newsmen call a 'tight

e

February 5, 1951

yourself . . . money for a vacation trip
you long for . . . down-payment on
a car of your own . . a little nestegg
toward a dream you cherish . . . And
best of all, at Pioneer Bank your
money works WITH you and FOR
you, helping you achieve your goal
. . . every dollar is earning 1V2%
interest in your Pioneer savings account! Don't harbor LAZY money,
put it to work at the Pioneer Bank!
Miss Smith proudly points out
that instead of forcing commercials down listeners' throats, the
program has whetted their appetites for a diet of commercials!

strictly

WRC or National Spot Sales
can provide further details
... all of them solid facts
for your consideration.

Page 16

Miss Smith has a Party Line that
residents of the Chattanooga area
are not sheepish about admitting
that they listen in on. In fact,
listeners write commercials for the
popular WDOD program!

SlrMtE aeon

'GRAN
D KNIGH
T
Wyoming
Valley's
THE

story.'

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

of the week

J£

civilian clothes, David Sutton,
IN CBS-TV
general sales manager,
s portrait
looks like an idealist'
of a Marine captain. But as a
Marine captain during the last war,
Mr. Sutton was hardly distinguishable as one of the most successful
young men in the sales branch of
the radio industry.
Moreover, if there was ever any
truth in the assertion of a Mr.
Durocher that "nice guys finish
last," Mr. Sutton exists as six feet
of solid evidence that the claim is
no longer tenable. Mr. Sutton is
one of the nicest, and he has never
finished last in anything save perhaps an endurance contest.
A graduate of the U. of West
Virginia, where he secured his law
degree, Dave moved north to Waterbury, Conn., for his first job —
sales promotion man with the
Chase Brass & Copper Co.
Within two years he was manager of the department with headquarters in Chicago. It was there
that he became exposed to and in-

business

OF

TURNTABLE"

Hit tunes — Top bands — Newstars are all brought to Pennsylvania's 4th largest marketing
area 1st by our own Bob Bacon.
More
listen to
"Bacon people
for Breakfast"
showBob's
on
WERE than any other disc show
in town.
There's no "Ham" in this Bacon.
He makes sweet music for listeners and Money for Advertisers.
Write or coll us for availabilities on
Wyoming

Valley's top disc show . . .
"Bacon for Breakfast."

^ WILKES -BA*q£
Mr. SUTTON
trigued by the promise of radio.
Somewhat impulsively he threw up
his executive interest in metals to
(Continued on page 39)
BROADCASTING

KYW

HITS

LOCAL

PEAK

PROGRAMMING

IN

In the November-December

PULSE

RATINGS

Pulse report for the 8-county

Philadelphia area, thanks to the know-how and ingenuity of
KYW's program-builders, KYW

local programs hit the year's

Mm

highest peaks! What does this mean to buyers of spot time?

III

More listeners! More prospects! Constantly growing value

mm

for the advertising dollar! Yes, you now get more for your
money . . when you use it to reach the growing audience of
Philadelphia's KYW.

For details, check KYW

or Free & Peters.

PHILADELPHIA
50,000 WATTS NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ

•

WBZA

•

KDKA

RADIO
•

WOWO

•

STATIONS
KEX

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
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•

KYW

for WBZ-TV,

•
NBC

Inc
WBZ-TV
Spot Sales
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• P

Seventeen

network

originations
a

week

must

mean

something...

If you
at

the

want

smallest

to sell the Central
cost,

these

South

facts

most

effectively

warrant

your

and

careful

consideration:
•

WSM
is currently originating seventeen
addition to regular station business.

•

These shows range from a delightful children's fantasy called
Wormwood Forest to a hard hitting folk music show designed

•

to move men's work shoes from dealer's shelves.
They make use of every type of program material from comedy
to serious music.

•

They

feature talent which

network

is not only network

shows

in

quality but top

network quality . . . talent that comes from WSM'S
more than 200 people.

own

staff of

No other single station in America can match
this production know-how nor offer talent of
this quality and in this quantity. And this
explains, better than market figures or cold
coverage data, why you cannot adequately
sell the Central South without WSM.
NASHVILLE
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Full
NEW

NAB

By J. FRANK

BEATTY

FOR

RADIO

wishes in a talk to the board, was
praised for his outstanding achievements as NAB president. William
B. Ryan, NAB general manager
who now becomes president of
BAB, also paid a tribute to Judge
Miller and spoke of the harmonious
relations the two had enjoyed since
Mr. Ryan became general manager
last spring.
Radio and TV stations and networks will thus be brought together
under the NARTB banner as a retion. sult of the board's Thursday acThe threat of some telecasters
to break away completely from any
form of NAB structure, unless
they were given their own autonomous association, was dissipated
into the balmy gulf air after two
days of board discussion. NAB's
board, augmented by help from, directors of the new TV association
formed at Chicago Jan. 19 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22],
adopted a new association format
that preserves industry unity. Both
the aural and video group conceded
they must stick together to fight
the common battles of both media.

&

Operation

by Spring

TV

Thus the directors adopted a set of
by-laws and resolutions embracing
most of the demands made at the
Chicago TV meeting.
Most of all, the telecasters
wanted the right to decide their
own trade association problems.
That is exactly what they got and
the end was achieved by vesting
vast powers in separate AM and
TV boards.

The combined board is not to
have more than four radio-TV directors. The separate TV board
provides for a maximum of four
TV network directors. Furthermore, no one director can serve in
more than one class nor can any
one firm have more than one member on each (radio or TV) board.
There are three classes of
NARTB membership under the revised by-laws. Active membership
may be held by radio and television stations, and by networks as
well. Associate membership, the
third class, applies to representatives, transcription, manufacturing,
supply and similar industry groups.
Associate members can participate
in the annual convention.
The new by-laws, drafted after
two weeks of preparatory work
and then reprocessed Wednesday
and Thursday by the board itself,
involved a number of important
routine changes designed to make
them applicable to both TV and
network members.
Quick debate developed in the
(Continued on page 24)

A NEW trade association bringing radio and television stations
and networks under one roof is
scheduled to go into full operation
iby early spring.
Making history by the minute,
the NAB board of directors last
week took a series of major steps
that will completely reorganize the
industry's trade association into
Size of Board Set
autonomous radio and television
units. Revised by-laws were apAs it now stands, the NARTB
proved, subject to membership vote.
(ex-NAB) board consists of not
Here is what the board did in its
over 40 directors — 25 aural radio
three-day meeting in Belleair, Fla. :
members and a maximum of 14
television members. In turn, the
% Adopted a new name — Na:ional Assn. of Radio and Televiradio members will comprise a sepsion Broadcasters.
arate board for that portion of the
# Elected Judge Justin Miller
membership, and the TV members
>oard chairman, relieving him of
will comprise a separate board for
the video membership.
>perating duties.
Important change in the radio
£ Completely revised the byaws to provide a board chairmanconcept developed when it was decided to give networks the right to
, ship and TV participation.
become active members of the radio
% Granted active membership
association. The networks have not
privilege to radio and television
had radio board members in recent
stations and to both radio and teleyears but could get on the board
'ision networks.
by way of O & O stations.
# Created a top board of direcors, consisting of an autonomous
5-man radio and 13-man TV
■oard, with the top board handling
nly important policy matters.
DEMANDS
% Appointed a committee to Am
'Breather'
Give Two-Week
lame the NARTB president-genlocals, he hesitated and then spread
By PETE DICKERSON
analyzed, the contract proposed is
ral manager, and negotiate his FORESTALLING
a threatened
his hands. "What can they do? We
not so tough," he added.
alary and that of the chairman.
don't want to strike. We want to
A spokesman for the network
# Left the appointment of a strike of AFM New York Local 802
representatives said they had not
against the networks, James C. work out these contracts."
eparate head of the TV associaEffect of the wage freeze (see had time to read the new proposals
Petrillo, AFM president, last week
ion up to video members.
and therefore could not comment
story
page 28) would be considered
seized the reins of local-level negoBoard Committee Members
after the contracts had been
on them.
tiations going on in New York,
worked out and not until then, he
The federation proposals for teleElected to the eight-man board
said.
vision related exclusively to netommittee were William A. Fay, Chicago and Los Angeles and presented his national demands prework programs, leaving local TV
VHAM Rochester; Harry R.
Networks
Get
Proposals
paratory to negotiating with the
programs to the jurisdiction of
!pence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.;
locals. Included were demands for
networks both nationally and loHe had just made his federaVilliam B. Quarton, WMT Cedar cally.
a basic minimum scale for network
tion proposals to network repretapids, Iowa; Allen M. Woodall,
single and weekly engagements
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
,
h
e
told
newsmen
called
Acting
Jan.
31,
the
day
all
AFM
VDAK Columbus, Ga.; Patt Mcin before network officials left. 20% above the "applicable network
)onald, WHHM Memphis, Tenn.; network contracts expired, Mr.
These would be additions to earlier
radio scale of the local in whose
Petrillo met briefly with network
tobert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
representatives and then announced
jurisdiction" the telecast is made;
)rleans; James D. Shouse, WLW
proposals of locals. Without knowing what the networks would do, for eliminating the use of recorded
incinnati, and Ben Strouse, a two-week "breather," during
which any agreement would be he anticipated that they would pre- music from "spots or jingles, or for
yWDC-FM Washington.
sent him with counter-proposals at accompaniment, background, mood,
This committee was given a retroactive to Feb. 1. This appeared to be a compromise on the the next meeting scheduled for to- cue, bridge or incidental purposes";
75,000 budget to provide for an
day (Monday). Negotiations would
for paying musicians appearing in
djusted salary for Judge Miller part of the companies which presimulcasts 50% of their radio rates
go on from there, he said.
viously refused Local 802 demands
nd a salary for the combined presin addition to their radio payments,
for retroactivity of any contracts
The federation proposals were
lent-general manager.
in sections, one for radio and one
and for a $12 fee for musicians
The board adopted a resolution
emerging from an indefinite prospective period of negotiation.
called in for costuming or make-up,
for television. Television negotiapecifying Judge Miller's wish to
tions, Mr. Petrillo said, would be preparatory to telecasts or dress
e relieved of active operating duDuring this two-week period
ies and providing increased re- there would be no strikes, Mr.
"very peculiar," inasmuch as the rehearsals.
contract to be worked out would
ponsibilities for executive officers,
Petrillo said. Asked if his promise
TV film proposals included pro(Continued on page 92)
udge Miller, who had voiced his included Chicago and Los Angeles
be the first of its kind. "When
Telecasting
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Radio Gets $2.25 Million,
DOLCIN

PLANS

van der Linde Reports

radio would remain healthy because
it is an effective low-cost medium.
Mr. seemed
Streibert
saidHetelevision's
future
rosy.
predicted
WOR-TV would made a profit in
1951.

VICTOR VAN DER LINDE, pres ident of Dolcin Corp. and partner
in the agency bearing his name, sai d last week that Dolcin had appropriated $2.5 million for advertising this year and that $2.25 million of
At the meeting Herman Maxit would be spent in radio.
welle, WOR salesman, was pre★
Mr. van der Linde spoke at an
sented with a gold wristwatch in
15 minutes in the same 250 markets.
annual sales meeting of WOR New
recognition of his having sold more
York at the Park Lane Hotel.
Dolcin also plans to increase the than $1 million in time for WOR.
When the advertising budget was
frequency of its shows on those
first set up, Mr. van der Linde
stations in the immediate future.
said, Dolcin planned to spend only
The firm also sponsors half-hour,
BRENNAN
NAMED
$1.5 million in radio, $500,000 in established local personality proAs
Schuebel
Successor
television and $500,000 in other
grams in about four markets, plus
using
14
quarter-hours
weekly
on
media. But the company's radio
VERA BRENNAN, timebuyer at
the Don Lee Network.
campaigns have been so successful
Duane Jones & Co., New York, Company
heads beam pleasure
since then, he reported, that Dolcin
In television Dolcin uses onesince Oct. 12, 1942, will be named
after
announcing
the consolidation:
decided to up its radio appropriaminute films in Chicago and New
director of radio Mr. Broadhead (seated)
and Mr.
tion to the $2.25 million, with the
York.
and television
other $250,000 of its total budget
Smith.
timebuying. Miss
distributed in other media.
Buy 'Good' Radio
Brennan
will
take
Dolcin on Feb. 5 will add 90
"We will buy anything that is
over some duties
radio markets to the current 250 'good'
in radio," Mr. van der Linde
told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
markets carrying its one-minute
of Reggie
SchueSMITH, ALLIED
bel who resigns
spot announcement. In addition
At the same meeting Linnea
effective Feb. 15
Transcription Firms Link
the advertiser sponsors news pro- Nelson, retiring timebuyer of J.
to form with Jack DAKEN K. BROADHEAD, presigrams varying in length from 5 to Walter Thompson, New York, foredent, Allied Record Mfg. Co. Inc.,
M. Wyatt a new
cast a long and happy future for
agency service, Hollywood, Calif., and K. R. Smith,
radio.
Miss Brennan
"I see no reason why anybody
BREWERS
BUY
Wyatt & Schue- president, K. R. Smith Co. Inc.,
should be afraid for radio in 1951
announced last Thursing •Telecasting, Jan.bel 29].
[Broadcast- New dayYork,
that their respective companies
Heavy Users of Ziv Series or any year," Miss Nelson said.
Prior to joining Duane Jones Co., had become associated.
Theodore Streibert, president of Miss
BREWERS throughout the country
Brennan was with the Biow
Mr. Smith, who helped pioneer
WOR-AM-TV,
said
that
1950
was
have accounted for 40% of the
Co.
for
eight
years
as
assistant
the development of electrical trana significant year for radio because
group purchases for Bold Venture,
to Miss Schuebel, who was then
scriptions, will continue to head
transcribed radio series featuring
people realized that "it is not director of radio. Before that Miss
the
New
York
plant, to be operLauren Bacall and Humphrey
dead;."
Mr. Streibert predicted
ated as the K. R. Smith Div. of
Brennan was in the radio departBogart, according to Frederic W.
Allied Record Mfg. Co.
ment of Blackett, Sample & HumZiv Co., producer of the series to
mert, New York.
Consolidation, it was explained,
be released nationally March 26. PHILIP MORRIS BOYS
She handles such accounts as had been planned for some time to
Following are brewers who have
Manhattan Soap, Mennen Powder
Dramatic Shows on ABC, CBS
"provide fuller and faster processcontracted for the show:
Co., Hudson Paper Co., Mueller
ing service, coast-to-coast, for
PHILIP MORRIS Co. will begin Products, Whitehall Pharmacal and
Pfeiffer Brewing Co. (Pfeiffer's
recording and transcription indusbeer), through Maxon Inc., Detroit,
sponsorship of one dramatic show
Pharmco.
has bought time in 22 Michigan cities today and of another dramatic
In addition to commercial tranand also will sponsor the show in show next month.
scription work and special custom
Toledo, Columbus, Defiance, Piqua,
Moden Romances begins today
Cambridge, Springfield and Athens, all
recording for churches, schools and
(Monday),
11-11:15
a.m.
Monday
Ohio; South Bend and Ft. Wayne,
institutions, Allied and its K. R.
Allen Signs as Writer
through Friday over ABC. Agency
Indiana — 32 cities total.
Smith Div. will service the State
is Cecil & Presbrey, Inc. Philip
Stegmaier Brewing Co. (Gold Medal
FRED ALLEN has been signed as
Dept.'s
Voice of America, Armed
beer), through Crolly Adv. Agency,
Morris Playhouse, on CBS, 10- a writer for The Big Show on NBC
Forces Radio Service and others.
Wilkes-Barre, in Wilkes-Barre, Scran10:30 p.m., Thursday, begins
Sunday, 6-7:30 p.m., on which he
Both Messrs. Broadhead and
ton, Hazleton, Williamsport, HarrisMarch 15, with Biow Co., New
and Portland Hoffa also will ap- Smith
try."stated that no changes were
burg, Reading, Allentown, Bethlehem,
York, as agency.
pear as guests every other week.
contemplated in the management
Easton, Lewistown, Lock Haven, Pottsville, Sunbury, Shamokin, Bloomsand organization of the two firms
burg, Lebanon, Altoona, Lancaster
and York, all Pennsylvania; Bingham ton, Endicott, Johnson City, Elmira
OLDSMOBILE
and Hornell, in New York, and Wilmington, Del. — 25 cities in all.
Radio-TV Marks '51 Debu
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. (PreEXTENSIVE use of radio an<
ferred Stock beer), through Campbelltelevision marked the introductioi
Mithun, Minneapolis, in Billings,
of the 1951 models of the Oldsmo
Bozeman, and Miles City, Mont.; Casbile Division of General Motors
par and Powell, Wyo.; Kirksville,
with 168 AM stations sharing ii
Mo.; Yakima, Wash.; Ft. Dodge, Iowa,
a 10-day pre-announcement cam
and Honolulu, Hawaii — 9 cities in all.
Krantz Brewing Co. (Old Dutch
paign, from Jan. 21 to 31. In addi
beer), through Ohio Adv., Cleveland,
tion, February will bring a follow
in Steubenville and Marion, Ohio.
up program on a similar numbe
Globe Brewing Co. (Arrow beer),
of stations, using 20, 30 and 6'
through Joseph Katz, Baltimore, in
second announcements.
Richmond, Roanoke, Danville, NorThirty-eight TV stations carrie
folk, Portsmouth and Newport News,
a similar 10-day program durin;
Va.
the last 10 days of January, i
Pilsener Brewing Co. (P.O.C. beer),
through Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc. of
preview of the new models wa
Cleveland in Cleveland and Sandusky,
given on January 30 on the 17
Ohio.
station CBS network carrying th
Hanley Brewing Co. (Hanley beer),
Douglas
Edwards and the New.
in Providence, R. I.
program. Announcement of th
American Brewing Co. (Regal beer),
Oldsmobile campaign in the fac
in Miami, Fla.; Mobile, Ala.; Lake
of production uncertainties of th
Charles and Baton Rouge, La.
automobile industry was made b;
Jacob Schmidt Brewing Co.
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix G. R. Jones, Oldsmobile genera
(Schmidt's
City
Club
beer),
in
St.
sales manager.
Cloud, Minn.
"So your boss will find me. . . And he's no 'first class operator', dearie."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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Public
tions related distinctively to the
programming must carry Blue
TV "Blue Book" plans
FCC SET its
visual
art.
TV
'BLUE
BOOK'
OFFICIAL
Book overtonesPLANS
since its outcome
week by announcing
motion last
in
must
clearly
be
the
enunciation
of
nce
confere
public
Although
the Commission in its
a
officially that
TV programming principles complanning reportedly decided to deal
will be held "for the discussion of
parable to those announced for AM
television broadcasting problems
in program categories and overall
from the viewpoint of the public, radio in FCC's 1946 Blue Book.
balance rather than specific proFCC said "a detailed agenda
grams in conducting the conferthe Commission, and industry"
ence, some observers felt that ulti[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
[for the conference] will be anJan. 29, 22].
mately specific programs, too,
nounced later and will relate generally to the role of television in would come into the discussions.
The awaited official announceserving the needs and interests of The question of taste and proment of FCC entry into the inflampriety in the handling and timing
matory subject of TV program
the public." The 1946 Blue Book's
of certain types of shows was also
service found stations and net- formal title was "Public Service
Responsibility of Broadcast Licen- considered certain to arise.
works reluctant to offer any immediate comment. On Capitol Hill
'Natural Outgrowth'
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
AM problems which the Commission
canvassed
in
detail
in
the
1946
:hairman of the powerful Senate
Among
those who did not feel
sees."
that FCC was venturing toward
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Blue Book — alleged excessive comCommittee, issued a guarded statemercialism, program balance, need another Blue Book in the strict
ment.
sense of the phrase were authorifor local programming, discussion
ties who saw the move as a natSen. Johnson told Broadcasting
issues, stations' performural outgrowth of TV's developTelecasting that he was not fa- of public
ance as measured against their
ment and, simultaneously, as an
miliar with FCC's latest move, but
promises, etc. — are expected to be answer to complaints which the
:hat he personally is "a great tele- highlighted again in the TV conCommission says it has received
vision fan" and believes that "most
from viewers. These experts said
ference,
along
with
corollary
quesorograms are wonderful." He said
le was encouraged by FCC's decision to hold a public conference
before taking any policy action,
ind that, from this standpoint,
AH
FUWRE
BRIGHT
'any
time e.
is a good time" for such
t conferenc
"THE FUTURE of AM radio is greater than its brilliant and sensational
He said he thought FCC would
past," Lloyd Venard, vice president, 0. L. Taylor Co., declared Jan. 26
-nove "cautiously" and keep in in a talk to the South Carolina Broadcasters Assn., meeting in Columnind the "understanding of all
bia, S. C.
Teedoms of expression we cherish
Those who today want radio "to
n this country." The Commission,
play dead and surrender in meek
le said, "has a heavy responsibilMr. Venard commanded the
humility to television" are just as 57c in 1950."
the law" and would "not mistaken as the prophets of 25 South Carolina broadcasters to
under
ty
lo anything that would not meet
years ago who predicted that the tell their prospects that "there
vith public approval."
broadcasting of news would put are now 42 million radio homes in
the United States, half of which
I FCC's announcement said a date all the newspapers out of business,
;;ijior the public conference would be Mr. Venard stated. Noting that in have two sets and a third with
nnounced later. It is expected to 1950 newspaper publishers sold three sets or more.
I |»e held in May and to include rep"Dramatize this to those who
"more copies of
esentatives of various civic, school
newspapers to
doubt radio: The cost to the con. nd similar groups as well as TV
more individuals
sumer for new radio sets, replacein more homes at
tations, networks, and the Comments, repairs and operation is
• nission.
a higher price per
more
than
three-quarters of a bilIssues Renewals
copy than in any
lion
dollars
year. just
That'sto what
the consumer a spent
hear
former year," he
g-enW 'The announcement came Mon"^I'.ay, simultaneously with the issu- pointed out that
your
programs.billThat's
of
the electrical
for allone-half
the bulbs,
nce of one-year renewals — the newspapers in TV
markets have
erm currently specified for TV
street lamps, signs and the operation of all of those in the country.
censes — to 44 stations with li- added more than
a
million
daily
Mr.
Venard
"And also tell your prospects
0ebAenses expiring Feb. 1 (for list of
cations, see FCC Actions this circulation in the
and business friends so they can
three years of TV's greatest
-Xisue).
share your enthusiasm that the
The conference was called on a
most
expensive radio talent is not
growth.
: m-l vote, the majority consisting
Bob Hope's thousand dollars a
"In the past five years, which
include the three lush years for minute. He's inexpensive compared
: Acting Chairman Paul A. Walkto the $5,000 soap companies spend
| and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, E. TV, more radio stations have been
for writing, producing and talent
qal. Webster, George E. Sterling built than in the quarter-century
trnd Frieda B. Hennock. Miss Henpreceding — and 54 million radio for a minute spot. That's a talent
jck has been a leader in the fight
cost of $300,000 an hour. When a
sets have been bought,"
smart national advertiser finds it
•lor reservation of TV channels for receiving
Mr. Venard said. "Yet the fearful
lture use solely by educational
— and the selfishly intentioned- —
pays to spend $800 a second for
talent alone, AM radio must not
L-oups (see stories, pages 57, 70). talk about reducing radio rates.
^iomr. Robert F. Jones dissented
"Does the hosiery industry re- be doubted.
hid Chairman Wayne Coy, who is
Cites Newspapers
duce prices because they are sell.vay on an extended vacation, did
ing out their product? Does the
"Now here's another dramatic
it participate, though tentative cotton industry reduce when the
ans for the conference had been
fact
that shows radio's great fudemand exceeds the supply? Certure. Daily newspapers which toade before his departure a forttainly not — yet there are those
day are making more money than
ght ago.
who tell you in the world's great- they dreamed of 25 years ago when
est advertising medium to cut their doom was pronounced, with
Although FCC spokesmen disaimed "Blue Book" intentions in prices because business is so bad circulations that dwarf the press
— so bad that the entire industry
- ie project, observers felt that any
runs 25 years ago, have a total
Dmmission activity in the field of showed an increase of more than daily circulation in the United
ROADCASTING
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Set

they realize that no new art, such
as television, can be expected to
commence operations at the optimum level of performance, but
that they feel nevertheless that
safeguards might be set up against
undesirable trends.
Text of FCC's announcement:
The Commission today (Jan. 29)
renewed for a period of one year the
licenses of the 44 television broadcast
stations
mission. now pending before the ComAt the same time, the Commission
announced that a public conference
will be scheduled, at a date to be announced later, for the discussion of
television broadcasting problems from
the viewpoint of the public, the Commission, and industry. A detailed
agenda for that conference will be
announced later and will relate generally to the role of television in serving the needs and interests of the
Chairman
Comr. Jones
public.
licenses but
sion to call

Venard

Coy did not participate.
voted for the renewal of
dissented from the decia public conference.

Tells

SCBA

States of about 52 million. On Sunday they hit 45 million.
"Radio receiver sets, while newspaper circulation has grown and
while newspaper advertising rates
have doubled, have grown in number until they now total at least
83 million. There are more people
listening to more radios in more
homes than ever before — and the
out-of-home audience is enormous.
The 83 million sets are about 60%
more potential circulation than
ALL dailies combined. Radio is
the greatest mass medium available— and it's still growing."
Batson's Views
Echoing
Mr.Batson,
Venard's
sentiments, Charles
director
of
NAB's TV department, told the
South Carolina broadcasters "the
prophets of doom who predicted
death for radio upon the advent
of television have not brought
forth
evidence."
In an
election of new officers
for SCBA, Melvin Purvis, general
manager of WOLS Florence, was
named president. Others elected
were C. Wallace Martin, manager
of WMSC Columbia, vice president; T. Doug Youngblood, manager of WFIG Sumter, secretarytreasurer, and Dan Crosland, retiring president and manager of
WCRS Greenwood, and Frank
Best, WRNO Orangeburg, to the
board of directors.
Governor James F. Byrnes visited the meeting. He was escorted
from the State House by Walter
Brown, WORD Spartanburg; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia;
Moody McElveen, WNOK Columbia; James Hicks, WCOS Columbia, and Mr. Martin.
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ALL ACROSS the nation stations pitched in to put March of Dimes campaigns in their communities over the top. LEFT PHOTO: Participating in
WKDN Camden-WFIL Philadelphia drive (I to r): Bob Horn, WFIL disc
jockey; Jerry Williams, WKDN program director; Harry Smith, WKDN announcer; George Walsh, WFIL sportscaster, and models who helped in the
collections. SECOND PHOTO: At KCNA Tucson, Program Director William

MARCH

OF

BASIL O'CONNOR,
National Foundation president,
for Infantile
Paralysis, last week gave unstinted
praise to the fields of radio and
television for their support to the
March of Dimes campaign.
In a statement to Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Mr. O'Connor said :
"As never before, radio and television have aided the March of Dimes
in this crisis.
"They and the press have always
brought our message to the American public which have again responded generously to their eloquent plea."
This tribute was echoing
throughout the country last week
as government officials and civic
leaders praised the media for their
enthusiastic cooperation.
With practically all commercial
programs pi-esenting at least one
"plug" for the March of Dimes
campaign, the four radio networks
contributed a total of 141 spots and
the four TV networks, a total of
95 for the polio drive.
NBC aired 35 spots via radio and
18 spots via TV for the campaign.
ABC contributed 35 spots over its
radio network and 20 spots over the
ABC-TV network.
Special programming done by
ABC included: Concentrated broad-

DIMES

Rider (I) and Pete Grose, junior disc jockey, map plans for a 16-hour MOD
broadcast. THIRD PHOTO: WLIB New York collection box gets a donation
as Larry McKenzie (I), 1951 MOD poster boy, drops in contribution for
General Manager Harry Novik. RIGHT PHOTO: "Dimes Square" in Topeka,
Kan., is co-sponsored by WIBW Topeka and the Topeka Daily Capital. Studio
Manager Art Holbrook (I) interviews Stacy Carkhuff, drive chairman.

DRIVE

cast appeal by Nancy Craig on her
daily program, and a guest appearance by Eddie Cantor on the Betty
Crocker Magazine of the Air, on
behalf of the campaign.
MBS scheduled 35 spots from
Jan. 12 to 30 on its sustaining and
co-op programs, and featured a
special Cavalcade of Bands broadcast, Jan. 23, 10:30 p.m.-12:55 a.m.,
in which bands throughout the
country contributed time to the
March of Dimes drive.
CBS Schedules
43 Announcements
CBS presented 36 spots on its
sustaining radio programs and 7
spots on its TV schedule, for the
campaign. Network opened its campaign with a special broadcast,
Jan. 14, 10:45-11 p.m., by Mr.
O'Connor, from Wytheville, Va.,
city hardest struck by the polio
epidemic of 1950. Time was donated by Longines-Wittnauer Watch
Co., from the last half of its regularly scheduled Choraliers program. In addition, the 10th annual
presentation of the "Little Lame
Prince," was dedicated to the campaign, by CBS on its Let's Pretend
program, Jan. 27, 11:05-11:30 a.m.
On Jan.. 20 "Latest Treatments
for Infantile Paralysis" were de-

LEFT PHOTO: In the Nation's Capital, Mrs. Robert Averill, polio victim, is
interviewed by Charlie Bright (with mike) of WOL and William Warsaw,
owner of Lacy's Inc., who presented Mrs. Averill with a TV set. SECOND
PHOTO: Wall of Studio B at KRON-TV San Francisco is covered with names
of March of Dimes donors. THIRD PHOTO: Disc Jockey Bill Jones (r), of

Radio-TV

scribed by Dr. C. C. Dauer, medical
advisor of the National Office of
Vital Statistics, and Dr. Kenneth
Landauer, director of medical case
services, National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, on Adventures
in Science, 3:15-3:30 p.m. Finally,
CBS presented a special half-hour
drama, based on Wytheville, Quiet
Town, Jan. 25, 10:30-11 p.m., featuring Dorothy Maguire.
DuMont TV network devoted
over 50 spots to the March of
Dimes campaign, and on the Dennis James Okay Mother program,
presented Lydia Clark, daughter
of one of DuMont's former employes who was a polio victim, in
an appeal for the campaign.
In the nation's stations, special
programs, imaginative promotions
and catchy gimmicks all were funneled into a common purpose, to
raise funds for the fight against
Among the special promotions
reported
to were
Broadcasting
polio.
casting
the following:• TeleKPRC-TV Houston carried a 7V2hour telecast Jan. 27 which raised
more than $20,000 on behalf of the
March of Dimes campaign. Some
2,100 televiewers phoned in pledges
in response to the efforts of 41
acts and 12 emcees — a total of more

Spur

Fund

Raising

than 250 performers.
In addition, merchants donated
prizes which were auctioned off for
contributions. Before the show got
underway, KPRC-TV staff members, who donated their services,
started the ball rolling by contributing $106.
In Ithaca, N. Y., some 60 polio
paralytics, from 5 to 43 years,
"took over" Cornell U.'s station
WHCU Jan. 26 and spent the day
giving a living report on the use
and effectiveness of public contributions to the campaign.
Coming to the station in ambulance relays, the inflicted assumed
the duties of announcers, disc jockeys, news and sportscasters. No
direct appeals for contributions
were made.
Special
Feature Italian
on WOV
WOV

New York, which broadcasts 10 hours daily in Italian,
produced
a special
quarter-hour
Italian feature.
Transcribed,
the
program was distributed for scheduling on Italian language stations
across the country.
WKBW Buffalo gave willing support to the city's "Mothers March
WVET Rochester pushed a gim
(Continued on page 78)
on Polio."

KLZ Denver, is cited by March of Dimes officials for his work in the local drive
L to r: Ned Laskey, Denver MOD com mittee; Roy Erickson, Colorado chair
man, MOD; Beverly Jones, daughter of Disc Jockey Jones; Bill Prescotl
Denver Ball-Davidson Adv. Agency; M r. Jones. RIGHT PHOTO: Gene Per
kins, announcer-special events man a t KIDO Boise, Ida., interviews iron
lung patient Bill Hopple as pa rt of the station's fund drive.

OSES
S NAME CL
APB
NEW
was added
to the
list of fifth network fatalities last
Wednesday at 7 p.m. when Progressive Broadcasting System suspended operation, two months and
| five davs after its opening Nov.
■ 26.
Announcement
that PBS was
■•concluding operations concurrent
I with the end of January was made
public by Larry Finley, president
: and general manager; Jack L. Rau,
■ secretary and general counsel, and
Bernard Fleisher, board member
• i and
reportedly
chief financial
backer of the network, at 5 p.m.,
11 only a few minutes after the PBS
affiliated stations and the network's employes received the news.
Short and to the point, the announcement read:
9i Progressive Broadcasting Sysm J;tern announced today that it will
broadcasting activities
suspend
Wednesday, Jan. 31, at 7 p.m. It
is understood that arrangements
f have been made with Liberty
Broadcasting System to offer pro™ gramming service to the present
:3' PBS affiliates."

;oi r

FCC TO TESTIFY
House Unit Hears Agencies

rations
'Fifth Network1 Suspends Ope
Gordon McLendon, president of
Liberty had just announced votLiberty Broadcasting System, in a
ing of a million dollar-plus appropriation for bolstering the LBS
statement issued Wednesday, expressed "delight" at "the prospect
program schedule in "the normal
of being able to add approximately
course of expansion.'' A series of
30 more stations to the present 247 new shows and name stars who are
LBS affiliates throughout the joining the network will be announced shortly.
country."
Mr. Finley, upon his arrival in
Mr. McLendon emphasized that
"there has not been and will not Hollywood from New York Thursday, denied the network had folded.
be a merger between Liberty
Broadcasting System and any He said operations are "temother network. LBS is a network
suspended"
until additional porarily
finances can
be raised.
by itself and does not need to effect
Unavailable for a direct statea merger." He added that Mr.
ment, Mr. Finley, through his pubFinely "approached me today and
lic relations director, Charlotte
told me he found it impossible to
Rogers, informed Broadcasting •
continue the operation of his network and desired to have his staTelecasting he was "in a meeting
with bankers and financial intions continue to receive service.
terests in an effort to revive and
LBS has therefore agreed to furrevitalize PBS operations."
nish whoservice
to Mr.
Finley's
tions
do not
interfere
with staour
She quoted him as saying that
practically all PBS affiliates have
present coverage."
assured Mr. Finley of their willingKeep Lines Intact
ness to stand by and cooperate
further.
In addition, Liberty arranged
PBS was organized by Mr.
with the telephone company to
Finley, formerly engaged in the
keep the PBS lines intact through
Thursday (Feb. 1) and to send
package program business on the
Pacific Coast, to function primarily
Liberty programs to the whole
PBS list during that day, giving
as a program service for stations
those stations extra time to decide
not affiliated with other national
networks. Programs, recorded in
whether they wanted to make permanent affiliations with LBS or to Hollywood and utilizing name
make other arrangements for promotion picture talent, were furnished on a 7 a.m. to 7 p. m. daily
gram service.

:.^IN AN .UNUSUAL
move, the
'House Interstate
Foreign
merce Committee & last
week Comannounced it would hold executive
j . sessions to hear the chiefs of key
agencies
over which
Z 'government
it has legislative
interest,

McFARLAND

jl , The committee program includes
the hearing of the FCC Chairman.
Purpose of the hearings is to permit agency heads to testify, beriind closed doors, "on any impor. ,} jtant emergency legislation affectx ;ing that agency, which the agency
'.-.j ;!feels should have prompt consider•X {ation by the [full] committee."
-ci a j Only major communications leg• ;i jjislation which the committee could
oe immediately concerned with is
;-, i^he McFarland Bill, due for Senyi ;ite passage in the foreseeable future. The signals control bill, era-; ; Dowering the President to take
rver radio and TV facilities, is
ander the House Armed Services
Committee jurisdiction in the lower
chamber.
W I Administrator Oscar R. Ewing
■ ')f the Federal Security Agency
v# '.vas scheduled to appear last Frit '"■ lay. As yet, it had not been dei " -Aded when the FCC Chairman
.vould be called as Chairman Coy
■ s vacationing in Arizona and not
1 ^xpected to return to Washington
■jantil early March.
There is a possibility that ActI ng Chairman of the FCC Paul A.
■Walker will be called to testify,
I| f the committee decides it will not
I'je able to hear Chairman Coy, the
iVJ spokesman said. Also scheduled for
1 rearing is Chairman James M.
. J Mead of the Federal Trade Com"I mission.

By DAVE BERLYN
THE McFARLAND BILL to reorganize FCC along procedural
lines struck an unexpected snag
when it came up on a call of the
Senate consent calendar last Monday. But observers felt the halt
would merely be temporary.
That the bill's final acceptance
by Congress is being enhanced was
indicated by Senate Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
the bill's author, who told the Senate that FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy "is very anxious that the bill
be passed at an early date." In
the past, the FCC has expressed
strong opposition to certain sections of the bill.
However, sentiment expressed on
the Senate floor foreshadows a
possible party fight on the signal
controls bill, if and when that measure finally clears the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (see story, page 93).
The new McFarland measure
(S 658) was quickly reported by
the Senate Commerce Committee
Jan. 24 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29]. Sen. William
Langer (R-N. D.) , a member of the
committee, asked that the bill be
put over for another week at the
request of Senate GOP leader
Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio). Another Republican, Sen. Francis
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schedule seven days a week to
PBS affiliate stations, which paid
monthly sustaining fees for the
service, plus an extra charge for
sponsoring programs. Unlike other
networks, PBS maintained no national sales force and made no
sales to national advertisers.
The PBS programs were transmitted to stations by AT & T lines
divided into three regional networks— an East Coast hookup with
programs originating at WNJR
Newark; a Midwest hookup with
WCFL Chicago as the originating
point, and a Pacific Coast network
fed from KGFJ Los Angeles. Aside
from news programs originated
live at each key station, and from
an occasional special event, the
PBS programs were recorded in
Hollywood and flown from there to
New York and Chicago for broadcast.
Number of Affiliates
PBS officials never divulged a
full list of affiliates, but the network reportedly had about 60 stations at the time of its inception
and about 80 at its demise last
week, with perhaps 100 more in
negotiation for affiliation. Many of
the latter group were not added
to the network because their locations are such that the line costs
of sending programs to them would
have been prohibitive, it was stated. The network's interconnection
costs had been running at the rate
(Continued on page 87)

SNAG

Case of South Dakota, supported
his fellow Dakotan.
It was learned that Sen. Taft
felt the bill was "far reaching" to
which Sen. Case agreed. The
South Dakotan, expressing need
for time to study the bill's contents
because of its comprehensive character, pointed to two sections, one
of which, he said, relates to the
granting of "emergency" authority
to FCC, the other, "providing for
more complete compliance with certreaties." said: "As I underSen.tain Case
stand, the North American [Regional] Broadcasting Agreement
will shortly come before the Senate
for consideration. In view of that
fact, it seems to me that those of us
who are not familiar with the contents of this bill should have a
little opportunity to study it."
Urges Early Action
Sen. McFarland retorted that
while
had no an
objection
to "anyto
Senatorhe having
opportunity
study theportantbill,"
feltbe"itacted
most upon
imthat thehebill
at an early date if it cannot be
passed
on the his
callcolleagues
of the calendar."
He reminded
that the
bill had been passed twice by the
upper chamber in preceding years
on calendar call.
Sen. McFarland continued:
The bill has almost the unanimous

approval of the industry. There has
been a great deal of criticism of the
procedure of the FCC. The bill is as
nearly non-controversial as any bill on
the subject that could be written.
It is the result of long study by the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce commit e s of both Houses, and consideration of the
the the
House
mit e . Iamreports
hopefulof that
bill commay
be passed at an early date. The House
has not yet seen fit to act upon it.
The bill contains certain provisions
in
to theofmonitoring
Theregard
Chairman
the FCC features.
is very
anxious that the bill be passed at an
early date. If there are any differences,
I think they
can every
be ironed
out toin have
conference. Iwant
Senator
an opportunity to study the bill, but
I feel that we should pass it at a very
early date, so that the House may have
an opportunity to consider it.
The portion of the McFarland
Bill alluded to by Sen. Case is that
which would amend Sec. 308 of the
Communications Act of 1934, specifically the provision which reads:
. . . during the continuance of any
war in which the United States is
engaged and when such action is
necessary for the national defense
or security or otherwise in furtherance of the war effort, the Commission may grant and issue authority to construct or operate
apparatus
for the transmission
of energy or communications
or signals
by
radio during the emergency so found
by the Commission or during the continuance of any such war, in such
manner and upon such terms and conditions as the Commission shall by
regulation prescribe, and without the
(Continued on page 90)
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New NAB
(Continued from page 19)
board when the radio membership
class was discussed, centering
around the plan to make networks
eligible for active membership. TV
networks, being automatically eligible to membership in the TV
branch of NAB, are entitled to four
directors on the new 13-man TV
board. TV-only stations will have
their share of directors, depending
on the number of such members,
and in any case no fewer than two
directors.
Special conventions for meetings
of the association can be called if
a fifth of the active members request, and special radio or TV conventions can be called by a fifth of
NAB met with members of new NAB television board at Scranton, Pa.; Frank U. Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va.;
their members. A quorum now is
Belleair, Fia., Inst week. Front row (I to r): Harry R. Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita.
10% of the active members in- Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.; Glenn Shaw, KLX OakBack Row: James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Gilstead of 20%.
land; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C; C. E. more N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.; Harold WheelaElection Procedure
Arney Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer; Judge Justin Miller,
han, WSMB New Orleans; Patt McDonald, WHHM MemNAB president; Chris J. Witting, DuMont network; RobRadio directors will be elected to
phis; Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington; William B. Quarert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Frank M. Russell,
ton, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYLthe board by ballot as before, exNBC.
(TV) San Antonio; Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
cept there are no longer any TV
York; Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.; William A.
Second Row: Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford;
directors-at-Large. Detailed proceCharles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, III.; John F. Meagher,
dure is specified for radio balloting.
Fay, WHAM Rochester.
Stormbound and not present at time photo was taken
TV directors, however, are to be KYSM Mankato, Minn.; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Cowere Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas; John H. DeWitt
lumbus, Ga.; William B. Ryan, NAB general manager;
elected from the floor at convenJr., WSM Nashville; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles;
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; A. D. Willard
tions (except for network direcJohn Esau, KTUL Tulsa.
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.; George D. Coleman, WGBI
tors). A plan was set up to provide
that TV directors elected at the
after a successful career as lawyer,
April convention will serve until
were held with the NAB board
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL Arlingthe 1952 convention, at which time
educator and jurist. At the time
finance
and
by-laws
committees.
Va., chairman
of the
board's
five two-year and four one-year
One of the toughest jobs was to of his election, he was associate
by - ton,laws
committee.
From
this
directors will be elected, and in basic revision other task groups
justice of the U. S. Court of Aprewrite NAB's by-laws to accompeals for the District of Columbia.
1953 a staggered two-year plan
modate TV, incorporating the
and the board adapted the lanPrior to his judgeship he had been
wishes of TV stations, protecting
will prevail. The two consecutive
guage
to
cover
their
own
recomterm limit on directors is retained
mendations.
dean of the U. of Southern Calithe rights of AM members and
fornia and Duke U. law schools.
The series of meetings started
except in the case of network TV
then
making
the
by-laws
flexible
directors. No mention is made in Friday, Jan. 26, when the NABHe has served on many crime
enough to permit quick amending
commissions and has been active in
TV Steering Committee formed at if the need arises.
the by-laws of network membership
juvenile
and socialogical groups.
on the radio board despite the fact
the Chicago TV station meeting
All day Monday and far into the
was called to order in Miami. The night, and again Tuesday, the While NAB president he has been
that networks now can become active radio members. Aside from
committee met into the night Fri- committees met singly and in coma member of the President's Adthe deletion of TV directors-atvisory Commission on Information
day and continued discussions Satbinations to work out the complias well as member of UNESCO.
large, there are no basic changes in
cated details. After breakfast
urday and Sunday aboard the
yacht Verlaine, owned by George
the make-up of the radio board
meetings Wednesday morning, the He is 62 years old.
structure.
B. Storer, president of the Fort
preparatory work was complete
NAB had been served by an inIndustry Co. stations.
TV directors put up a stiff battle
and a finished package was ready
terim president in 1944-45, J.
to retain within the TV board the
Taking the premise that the as the board convened a few
Harold
Ryan, vice president and
right to name committees. They
Chicago meeting represented the minutes later.
treasurer of The Fort Industry
trade association desires of TV
lost the fight, however.
Judge Miller was elected to the
Spade work on the long job of stations, the committee flew last NAB presidency in the summer of Co., during the search for a new
executive to head the association.
Monday to Belleair on the Florida
rewriting the by-laws was done
1945, taking office the following
Immediately after a presidential
prior to the board meeting by West Coast where joint meetings
Oct. 1. He entered the NAB post

NAB Gives Way to New
Order . . . NARTB
IT WAS more than a change in name that
for nearly six years with excellent, good or
was decreed at Belleair, Fla., last week.
indifferent success (one of his best performances was on the FCC educational TV issue a
It was a stem-to-stern reorganization designed
fortnight ago), will become the chairman of the
to impart to the broadcast arts a trade organcombined boards. He will assume the role of
ization blueprinted and manned to handle the
elder statesman and leave the way open for
arduous all-front responsibilities of a billiondollar business.
younger men to handle the day-to-day operaThe NAB will be no more — after 30 tortuous
tional requirements of the inexorably expanding mass broadcast arts, already in the foreyears as the landmark and trademark of organized American radio. It is destined to pass
front of American private enterprise. He deinto the limbo of alphabetical oblivion, a victim
parts the NAB presidency gracefully and with
of the miraculous advances of the broadcast
the thanks and good wishes of all. His has been
a task touching all hues of the radio spectrum
media. In its place — if the nation's broadcast— most of the time a thankless one.
ers and telecasters so decree — will be the
The reorganization plan, entailing wholesale
National Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters, in short, NARTB. That is the almost
revision of the by-laws to accommodate the
unpronounceable mouthful recommended to the
new TV operations, was adopted in an atmosphere of almost unprecedented harmony. It
membership by the radio and television boards
now
of the trade association. To us, National Assn.
vote. goes to the membership for referendum
of Broadcasters and Telecasters (NABT) is
The selection of a new president-manager
preferable.
President Justin Miller, who served the NAB
is delegated to a fully autonomous board comPage 24
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. . . an editorial
mittee of eight, selected after laborious and
sometimes sanguine discussion. An original
committee of five was expanded to eight to
give TV and FM, as well as large stations, appropriate representation. The proposal for
the bigger committee came from the original
five-man committee itself, dispelling a threatened impasse.
The task remaining is the selection of a
president-general manager of scope, experience
and vision. He must perform the combined
duties heretofore assigned to President Miller
and William B. Ryan, who departed the general managership Feb. 1 to become president
of the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, which
will work the busines side of the radio street.
Thus, the order changeth. Whether it's
that tough mouthful — the NARTB — or a more
euphonious and meaningful name, the structural foundation is solid. The big job now is
the selection of a formidable leader. That man
can be found on today's radio rolls.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
J

committee had selected Judge Miler and the board had elected him
:o the post, he embarked on a series
)f primary studies covering free
speech and the rights of private
;nterprise. He has produced a
group of outstanding works and
speeches that have had a prolounced influence in government
and private and industry circles.
Working with Mr. Fletcher on
:he board by-laws committee were
\. D. Willard Jr.. WGAC Augusta.
3a., and Harold Essex, WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C.
The finance committee is headed
jy John F. Meagher, KYSM Mancato, Minn. Other members are
Messrs. Strouse, Swezey, Fay and
^uarton.
On the TV steering committee
resides Mr. Storer were Eugene
3. Thomas, WOR-TV New York
and Mr. Swezey.
All but two board members were
able to reach Belleair for the meetng despite widespread storms. Not
oresent were Clyde Rembert,
KRLD Dallas, and John H. DeWitt
Jr., WSM Nashville.

Enthusiasm
fiyiH
the present organization board are
"A MILLION for a billion."
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson,
That theme will spark the new
Ga.; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK
and much larger Broadcast AdverColumbus, Ga.; William B. Quartising Bureau Inc. as it embarks on ton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
the biggest sales promotion project
and Charles C. Caley, WMBD
in radio history.
Peoria, 111.
It marks the thinking and planOne of the BAB board's immening of this ex-NAB project that
diate jobs is to expand into a 20
is now running its own show, and
running it in a big way. And it or perhaps 25-man directorate.
Contacts are being made with extypifies the enthusiasm of the fiveecutives in all segments of radio
man BAB board of directors, soon
to recruit new directors. As now
to become a representative body
conceived, radio stations will have
serving stations, networks, repre- board control, or a majority of the
sentatives, transcription and pro- membership, no matter how many
gram producers, manufacturers
directors are elected.
and related segments of the aural
Division of Directors
radio profession.
There will be two directors for
Plans to shove off with the big
BAB that has been promised for each related radio group — that is,
two from station representatives,
many months were discussed
Wednesday night at Belleair, Fla., two from manufacturers, etc. The
completed board is slated to meet
by the present five-man BAB board
March 1 in New York. It is
headed by Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU New Orleans. Others on planned to have top executives —

Marks Board Meet
owners or general managers — on
the BAB board.
Already tentative agreements to
take part in the expanded BAB
have been received from NBC,
CBS and ABC. A percentage basis
for dues will be worked out.
William B. Ryan stepped into
BAB as president Feb. 1 after less
than a year as NAB general manager. TheinBABJanuary
board and
"drafted"
Mr. Ryan
NAB
President Justin Miller granted
him a "leave of absence" [BROADCASTING • Telecasting, Jan. 8].
BAB's board told Mr. Ryan in
plain words they were not fooling
when they talked in terms of a
million-dollar annual budget for
radio sales promotion. They conceded, however, that it may be only
$300,000 or so the first few months
but after the project gets rolling
they expect a big-time operation
that will be more than a match
for the promotion projects maintained by competing media.
Mr. Ryan himself is thinking
strictly in million-dollar terms. He
and the BAB board agree it will
take this much money to develop
AM radio to proper proportions.
A single large account could pay
the BAB bill for a year, they point
out. If one major advertiser increased his radio appropriation
some of the other large accounts
are likely to follow, and vice versa,
it was added.
The BAB board and Mr. Ryan
talked over the staffing of BAB
headquarters in New York and projected offices in Chicago and Los
Angeles. Many names have been
mentioned for high BAB posts,
some of them quite prominent, but
BAB is not ready to divulge its
staff plans at this stage.

ced
Candidates Announ
POSTS
Ky.; A. E. Spokes, WJOY Burlington,
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, and Eugene S. Vt.; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; John W. Shultz, WMVA
Thomas, WOR-TV New York, TV
Martinsville,
Va.; Milton L. Greenedirectors-at-large, stay on the
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; Edgar
board as TV members under the baum,
Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.
new reorganization.
FM Stations: Edward Breen, KFMY
Election contests to be voted on Fort Dodge, Iowa; C. L. Thomas,
KXOK-FM St. Louis, Mo., Everett L.
by the membership (odd-numbered
Dillard, WASH Washington, D. C; R.
districts and one each in directorSanford Guyer, WBTM-FM Danville.
at-large classifications) follows:
Va.; Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW
District 1: Craig Lawrence, WCOP
Evanston, 111.; Michael R. Hanna,
Boston; Paul W. Morency, WTIC
WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. Y.; Owen F.
Hartford.
Uridge, WrQAM-FM Miami, Fla.; Ben
District 3: Victor C. Diehm, WAZL
D.
C.
Strouse,
WWDC-FM Washington,
Hazleton, Pa.; Leonard Kapner,
WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa.
District 7: Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio; John F. Patt, WGAR
Resolution Electing Judge Miller Chairman
Cleveland, Ohio.
District 9: Ben A. Laird, WDUZ
Green Bay, Wis.; J. R. Livesay, TEXT of resolution adopted by the association with its attendant administrative obligations; that this resoluWLBH Mattoon, 111.; Merrill Lindsay, NAB board in electing President
tion shall become effective when the
Justin Miller as chairman of board:
WSOY Decatur, 111.
necessary amendments of the charter
Whereas the NAB has agreed to and
District 13: Kenyon Brown, KWFT
by-laws have been approved by
Wichita Falls, Tex.; Fred Nahas, expand its operations in the visual the membership of the association
and aural media of mass electronic
KXYZ Houston, Tex.
and when a new contract has been
communications, and:
Large Stations: John H. DeWitt
negotiated between the association
and Judge Miller.
Whereas such expansion contemJr., WSM Nashville; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, Mo.
And, be it further resolved that the
plates that broader and more demanding responsibilities will reside in the board recognize, by unanimous acMedium Stations: Rex Howell,
executive
offices
of
the
proposed
new
knowledgment, the service beyond
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.; Herbert
National Assn. of Radio and Televi- the demands of his contract that
R. Ohrt, KGLO Mason City, Iowa;
sion
Broadcasters,
which
nominally
Judge Miller has rendered in manWalter E. Wagstaff, KIDO Boise, Ida.;
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver, Col.; supplants the NAB, and;
the association's affairs
Whereas the incumbent president during theagement oflast
five years; and apWilliam E. Ware, KSTL St. Louis,
of
the
association,
the
Hon.
Justin
plauds
particularly
the courage, foreMo.; Richard O. Lewis, KTAR Phoesight and intelligent leadership he
nix, Ariz.; John Esau, KTUL Tulsa, Miller, recognizing the additional dehas demonstrated in creating within
mands upon the executive manageOkla.; J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durthe professional ranks of our society
ment of this enlarged organization,
ham, N. C; Earl W. Winger, WDOD
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Gunner 0. Wiig, has requested that he be relieved of a sense of responsibility to the free
certain administrative functions in institution we represent and in inWHEC Rochester, N. Y.; Roy Dabadie, WJBO Baton Rouge. La.; Philip order that he may devote full time
spiring among all of us a determination to resist any incursion of that
P. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg, Va.; J. to the public service aspects of the
W. Woodruff, WRBL Columbus, Ga.; association's leadership for which he freedom: and be it further resolved
O. M. Schloss, WWSW Pittsburgh, was originally retained by the na- in accepting Judge Miller's decision
to become the chairman of the board
tion's broadcasters,
Pa.
of our new and enlarged organization,
Be it resolved that there is hereby
Small Stations: Frank C. Melntyre,
KLIX Twin Falls, Ida.; Al G. Meyer, recommended to be created the posi- that we as broadcasters pay full tribute to him for the strength of purKMYR Denver, Col.; Lee Bishop,
tion of chairman of the board of directors of the association and that
pose and determination he has disKORE Eugene, Ore.; Gene Trace,
played in the past, asserting again
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio; F. E. said Judge Justin Miller be retained
in that position, as is his wish, thus our confidence in his leadership for
Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.;
Harry McTigue, WINN Louisville, vacating the presidency of the new the future.
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D
OA
NAB
THREE
directorsB
have
beenR
nomnated without opposition for posts
m NAB board starting with the
convention in April. Ballots for
ive district posts and four at-large
lirectorates will be mailed Feb. 5
horn NAB headquarters, returnible Feb. 20.
Elected automatically because
hey have no opposition are Thad
rlolt, WAPI Birmingham, District
j succeeding Allen Woodall,
»VDAK Columbus, Ga.; H. W. Linler, KWLM Willmar, Minn., Disrict 11. succeeding John F. Meagler, KYSM Mankato, Minn.;
jlenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, Calif.,
District 15, re-elected.
H Quenton Cox, KGW Portand. Ore., was elected last August as District 17 director, succeeding Harry R. Spence, KXRO
Aberdeen, Wash.
Retiring Members
Retiring NAB board members
vere feted Thursday evening at a
eception held at Belleair, Fla.,
luring the directors' meeting
board story page 19). Retiring
rom the board in April will be
ieorge D. Coleman, WGBI Scranon, Pa., Mr. Woodall; Gillmore
J. Xunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.;
?harles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria,
11.; Mr. Meaeher; Clyde W. Remert, KRLD Dallas; Messrs. Shaw
.nd Spence.
Nominees in current balloting
nclude these directors: Paul W.
rforeney, WTIC Hartford; John H.
5eWitt Jr., WSM Nashville; John
isau. KTUL Tulsa; Edgar Kobak,
-VTWA Thompson, Ga.; Ben
Arouse, WWDC-FM Washington.
Special election is to be held to
;lect a successor to George J.
liggins, WISH Indianapolis, Disrict 8 director, because of his
ransfer to KMBC Kansas City.
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pProgram Facts
Captain"
7-7:30
p.m. Video, on 23 DuMont Television Network stations, Mon.-Fri.,
Sponsors: Walter J. Johnson Candy Co., Chicago (Powerhouse candy
bars) on Thursday; cooperatively sponsored other days.
Agency: For Powerhouse, Franklin Bruck.
Prod. Cost: Approx. $2,400 per program.
Cast: AlNatHodge,
Hastings,
Conklin, Kane,
Jack Raoul
Orrison,De Tom
Dermott,
Polen, Don
Walter
Black, Hal
Christopher
Leon. McCreater: James L. Caddigen. Writer: M. C. Brock.
Producer: Charles Parsons.
Director: David Lowe.
Announcer: Fred Scott. Commercial Announcer: Carl King.

of a certain six-year-old',
reviewer,
THIS
dumbfounding world of Captain
strayed atintothetheurging
recently
Video, where skullduggery flourishes beyond the wildest
dreams of Al Capone and certainly beyond the comprehension
of any rational adult.
Let's see. Purdo, who has a him to come out to Metispheros to
runaway moustache, oriental eye- meet Seta, the sick emissary from
brows, and a pointed nose and is, Mars. Oh, meanwhile, Dr. Pauli,
as everyone knows, a bum, was
an earth-creature, but the meanest
mixing' a pan full of primeval ooze
villain of all space, had been for■— the original stuff — which nourtunately trapped in the inertia
ishes concentrations of the bacteria
circle, where the planet Metispheros
skilla Three teaspoons of this keeps miscreants in a state of
germ-infested goo will sicken
paralysis.
everyone on the planet Mars.
Captain Video and the Ranger
Purdo lives on the planet Tantalla
were
about to embark for Metisand has aspirations to conquer
pheros, by what means of transeverything. As he put it the other
portation, God knows, when this
night: "The universe is mine."
reviewer embarked for the kitchen
Pretty soon Seta, who is a big and a steadying Martini.
wheel on Mars, rang up Permes
This program is alleged to have
Lykos, who is boss of the firmaa large and loyal audience. Who
ment council and also of the planet
Knows what goes on in the mind
Metispheros, on the interplanetary
of a child?
inter-com and said he was feeling
a little groggy. Purdo's ooze had
already been planted on Mars" by JACK BENNY'S second telePurdo's faithful hatchetman, Etak.
vision appearance is to be reMars is just the beginning, as far
membered for establishing a
as Purdo is concerned.
record
—
a
sustained
kiss inMeanwhile, back in his mountainvolving Frank Sinatra and
top laboratory on earth, Captain
Faye Emerson and lasting two
Video and his adolescent sidekick,
minutes and ten seconds.
the Video Ranger, sought divertissement. The Ranger switched the
Aside from providing a miscanner on the remote carrier beam
nor statistic for television his— one of the simpler mechanisms
torians, the program probably will
not be remembered at all.
in the laboratory — and this transported both of them into the midFamiliar Role
dle of a western movie. Nothing
The kiss came about after Mr.
like relaxing with a horse opera
after a day of cleaning up the Benny, acting a familiar role,
failed to convince Miss Emerson
universe.
that he ought to play a romantic
Unhappily, however, Captain
Video was summoned by a call lead opposite her in a future motion picture. Mr. Sinatra Selflessly
from Permes Lykos, who invited
Page 26
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Program Facts
Mr. and Mrs. Blandings, on 56 NBC stations, Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m.
Sponsor: Trans-World Airlines.
Agency:
ProductionBBDO.
Cost: Approx. $6,500 a week.
Cast: Cary Grant, Betsy Drake, Gale Gordon.
Producer: Don W. Sharpe.
Director: Nat Wolff.
Writers:
Nat Wolff,& Lee.
Walter Brown Newman, Millard Kaufman and the
team
of Lawrence
NBC Producer: Archie Scott.
NBC Director: Robert Packham.
Announcer: Wendell Niles.
R. AND

MRS. Blandings, who moved into NBC a fortnight
ago, are only a tolerable addition to the neighborM
hood— a couple too innocuous to make enemies, or, for
that matter, many friends.
The new series is said to be devolunteered to instruct him in the
rived from the successful novels
art of causing a girl to swoon.
by Eric Hodgins (Mr. Blandings
Midway in the kiss Miss EmerBuilds His Dream House and
son's arm fell limply to her side Blandings Way), but its nearer
and swung there listlessly.
ancestors seem to be the longMr. Benny's practiced eye was
husbands and dumb-butcaught by a handsome ring she suffering
lovable wives who probably reached
was wearing, and the curtains
the artistic peak for these stereotypes in Nick and Nora Charles of
closed as he screwed a jeweler's
glass into his eye, the better to as- the early "Thin Man" films.
sess the bauble's value. This was
Mr. Blandings (Cary Grant) is a
a piece of visual comedy — the only successful advertising man who is
incident in the show that indicated
completing a country house against
Mr. Benny's writers were toiling appalling odds, most of them put
for television instead of radio.
in his way unintentionally by his
The middle commercial was a devoted
but somewhat addled wife
departure from the "Be Happy, Go
(Betsy Drake).
Lucky" theme that the cigarette
Triangle Theme
firm has been using. Messrs.
Another slight conflict in his life
Benny and Sinatra stood blindis his attorney (Gale Gordon) who
folded while a number of girls courted Mrs. Blandings before her
wearing bathing suits and carrymarriage and still makes arch references to the fact. This sort of
ing packs of Lucky Strikes swished
(Continued on page 87)
thing, written with skill, might
come off as agreeable comedy. Unfortunately, passing through a
stable
of five writers, it is trampled
Program Facts
to
a pulp.
Jack Benny Show, on 57 CBS-TV
stations, Sunday, Jan. 28, 7:30-8
Mr. Grant's performance is superior to the faltering script. Miss
Sponsor: American Tobacco
Drake and Mr. Gordon, however,
Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes).
Agency:
BBDO.
p.m.
are unable to rise above the handiCast: Jack Benny, Frank Sincap of the material they are handed.
atra, Faye
Emerson, DonAnderson,
Wilson,
Eddie
(Rochester)
Frank Fontaine.
TWA is using a singing commercial that is far more sprightly
Writers: Sam Perrin, Milt
Josefberg,
than the program. The Blandings
Tackaberry. George Balzer, John
will have to brighten up their perProducer: Milliard Marks.
sonalities as well as their interior
Director: Dick Linkroum.
decoration before the neighbors
Sets by: Ken MacClelland.
Music Director: Mahlon Merrick.
door.
begin beating a path to their new
BROADCASTING
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IOWA

PEOPLE

RADIO'S

Radio

COMMUNITY

Regarded

More

Influence

Other
In order to determine

APPROVE

Highly

Iowa Radio Audience

"As you know, the schools, the newspapers, the
local government, each has a different job to do.
HERE,

would

you say the SCHOOLS

regularly" by 72.8% of Iowa's
radio homes in the daytime —
by 72.5% at night. Hence their
wholehearted approval is a testimonial to WHO's outstanding
programming ... its awareness
of civic responsibility . . . and
its ability to furnish Iowa listeners
with finest radio service.

are

doing an excellent, good, fair or poor job? How
about the NEWSPAPERS? The RADIO STATIONS?
The

LOCAL

GOVERNMENT?

The

CHURCHES?"

Replies on each institution or medium were recorded before
asking about the next one.
Here are the results:

Get all the facts about Iowa radio
listening. Send for your free
copy of the 1950 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey, today!

ADULT APPRAISAL OF SCHOOLS, NEWSPAPERS, RADIO,
GOVERNMENT AND CHURCHES

^KThe 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey
is the thirteenth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita
University and his staff. It is based
on personal interviews with 9,110
Iowa families and diary records kept
by 930 Iowa families — all scientifically selected from Iowa's cities, towns,
villages and farms. It is a "must" for
every advertising, sales or marketing
man who is interested in radio in general and the Iowa market in particular.

(Figures are weighted percentages of all questioned in radio-equipped homesf)
LOCAL
RADIO
WOMEN
SCHOOLS
NEWSPAPERS
GOVERNMENT CHURCHES
"In this area they
7.6%
3.6%
23.2%
13.2%
are doing:"
An excellent job 11.4%
69.2
59.5
64.6
A good job
45.6
19.1
,63.7
12.3
13.2
22.0
6.9
Only a fair job
1.0
12
2.7
A poor job
4.6
15.6
6.9
3.4
0.4
Don't know
24.2
4.9
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
MEN
"In this area they
are doing:"
An excellent job
A good job
Only a fair job
A poor job
Don't know

10.7%
60.1
15.0
1.3
12.9

7.3%
65.6 ,
18.0
4.1
5.0
100.0%

12.2%
1.5

3.8%
51.5
24.6
7.5
12.6

2.4
70.9 ;
100.0%
13.0 * 100.0%

Wltil®

20.4%
7.1 „.
66.7

*/or
Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

5.0
0.8

100.0%
i
yFigures have been weighted to give correct influence to women and to men in urban,
village and farm homes.
100.0%

Any

Notice that except for churches,
Iowa men and women believe that
radio is doing the best job in their
community. When Iowa families
think of radio, they think of
WHO more often than any other
station because WHO is "heard

Survey* asked the following question of every adult in the
9,110 Iowa families surveyed:

Around

Than

Churches

Except

what Iowa people think of the job

radio is doing in this State, the 1950

WORK

,
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

WAGE
PRIC
WHILE
order Eand counter-order
spilled out of defense agencies last
week in attempts to spell out the
new price-wage stabilization decrees, the radio and television industry found it hard put to judge
the impact.
The general atmosphere resembled the early head-scratching of
World War II days, although the
government this time claimed it
was promulgating rulings with the
problems of that period in mind.
Radio-TV Implications
At least the following radio-TV
implications of the numerous orders were assembled by Broadcasting • Telecasting at deadline:
# Contrary to widely circulated
reports the new wage stabilization
policy announced last week will
probably affect APM-network negotiations (see separate story).
# Radio and television station
employes are definitely under the
wage freeze now, and in the words
of officials of the Wage Stabilization Board "we haven't discussed
eliminating them from wage controls."
9 Radio-TV time rates are specifically exempted from price control [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22]. They come under the
category which includes : Newspapers, press associations, rentals,
professional services, books, magazines, motion pictures, periodicals,
theatre enterprises, outdoor advertising, selling or underwriting insurance and public utilities.
A spokesman for WBS told
Broadcasting • Telecasting that
any AFM-network negotiated
HICKS SENTENCED
Found Guilty in WBT Case
STERLING L. HICKS, of the
IBEW local in Charlotte, N. C, last
week was found guilty of conspiracy in the attempted dynamiting of facilities at WBT Charlotte's
transmitter plant on Jan. 22, 1950.
He was sentenced in Mecklenburg Criminal Superior Court in
Charlotte, where a jury returned
the guilty verdict on Thursday, to
serve two years on the roads. His
attorneys immediately filed notice
of appeal to the State Supreme
Court, from which Mr. Hicks had
won a reversal of an earlier conviction.
Mr. Hicks' arrest came after a
Columbia, S. C, house-painter was
taken into custody by police who,
acting on a tip, uncovered five
sticks of dynamite near the WBT
tower and waited until the painter
appeared and reportedly tried to
light the fuses [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 30, 1950]. WBT
spokesmen said Mr. Hicks had
been involved in an IBEW feud
with the station in the fall of 1949.
Page 28
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Radi°-TV Study lmpqct
PUZZLE
II. It applies to all contracts which
agreement would have to be subhave an effective date before Feb. 9,
mitted to the board for approval
before becoming effective. He re- provided the agreement is in writminded that this function of the
ing or otherwise reached. It is
also designed to affect arbitration
board has not yet been established
and that it may be three weeks or awards made but not effective at
the freeze date.
more until it is working.
The Office of Price Stabilization,
Unlike the United Mine Workmeanwhile, worked double-time to
ers agreement, which was consumput forth its various orders on
mated before the Jan. 25 deadline
set by WBS, the AFM contract
such matters as "mark-ups" and
"ceilings" of prices. It was stated
expired Jan. 31 with national and
local-level negotiating touched off that radio and television repairmen's services are not exempted
last Thursday by an announcement
from the price freeze.
by
James
C.
Petrillo,
AFM
president.
Wage Freeze Coverage
It was further explained, howIn a general regulation, WBS
ever, that the retroactive date of stated the wage freeze included
any signed contract — Mr. Petrillo "increases in all forms of remunsuggested Feb. 1 — would become
eration to employes by their emeffective if the contract were apployers for personal services, inproved by the wage board. If apcluding, but not limited to, vacation
proval is delayed, this could well
and
holiday
payments, night shift
mean a tidy sum being paid to
and other bonuses, incentive payunion members when any contract
ments, year-end bonuses, employer
is finally okayed by the government.
The wage formula issued by contributions to or payments of insurance or welfare benefits, emWBS was designed to permit
ployer contributions to a pension
unions, which have been lagging
behind, to get their fifth round of fund or annuity, payments in kind,
and premium overtime practices
wage increases since World War

and rates," all of which must first
be approved or authorized by the
board.
The Justice Dept. announced
that a special unit was being created to supervise all litigation arising under the Defense Production
Act of 1950 which is the basis of
price-wage controls.
The department said that unlike
previous enforcement sections of
the OPA, the act places responsibility in its orbit for all litigation
dealing with controls invoked by
ESA. Attorney General J. Howard
McGrath promised that all violations of the price and wage control
orders would be "vigorously and
promptly"
United prosecuted.
States attorneys and
marshals were notified to assist
and cooperate with regional and
district offices of the ESA. These
offices were slowly mushrooming
over the country.
Among the series of appointments which were made hand in
hand with the setting up of personnel and agencies was that of
Harold Leventhal, of Washington,
D. C, as acting general counsel of
OPS. It was announced Jan. 28 by
OPS Director Michael V. DiSalle.
Mr. Leventhal has been delegated
the authority to issue formal interpretations of regulations.

FCC
SPECIAL

FM

FCC LAUNCHED into its overall
FM review last week by calling upon four "functional" or
"planned" music FM stations for
details of their operations and a
justification of their classification
as "broadcast" rather than "pointto-point" services.
The study is slated to lead to a
showdown on the validity of transitcasting and similar special FM
program operations. Questionnaires comparable to those sent to
the four "functional music" stations are being prepared for stations engaged in transitcasting —
which, FCC noted, is "another part
of the general Study."
By implication FCC drew a distinction between transitcasting and
functional-music programming for
fixed locations such as restaurants,
industrial plants, and the like. For
in its questions the Commission
called attention to "the general
principle that broadcast frequencies are not to be pre-empted for
uses for which wire lines are adeThe stations were asked to present their own views on the conquate." sistency of their own type of operation with this principle. Comr.
Robert F. Jones dissented from
issuance of the letters, which asked
for replies by Feb. 15.
All four of the station operations questioned by FCC involve
contracts under which subscribers
to the special service receive
"background" music broadcasts
from which undesired portions —
usually spot announcements and
other vocal parts — are deleted by

Review

Set

SERVICES
use of a supersonic signal or other
means. That is, subscribers employ
special receivers which receive
only the desired musical portions,
while non-Subscribers receive the
entire broadcasts via regular FM
receivers.
Logs Requested
Of the four FM stations queried,
three already had been asked to
submit program logs for the week
of Jan. 15 and FCC's questions
were based on those logs. These
three were WLRD Miami Beach,
Marshall (FM
Field affiliate
Enterprises'
WFMF
Chicago
of WJJD),
and KDFC Sausalito, Calif. In the
case of the fourth, WACE-FM
Chicopee, Mass., program logs were
requested
questions
followed theand
line FCC's
of those
addressed
"if" basis.
to the other stations, but on an
Among the questions:
• Whether elimination of station
identification and transcription identification announcements from subscribers' service should not be considered aviolation of FCC rules requiring such announcements by
broadcast stations, and whether subscriber programs should not be
logged
as
"sustaining.""commercial" rather than
• How much money the stations
have received from their respective
"functional music" service contracts
and how much from the sale of time
to others.
• iceWhy
subscriber
servshouldthebe special
considered
consistent

• Why the respective subscriberservice agreements do not violate
"the obligations of licensees" with
respect to control over their programming and their right to alter
programming to meet local needs.
• Whether the subscriber-service
agreements do not cover point-topoint rather than broadcasting service, and whether this type of transmission is consistent with the principle of using wire lines instead of
frequencies wherever possible.
In case the stations feel they
are providing "a specialized broadcast service to an appropriate sector of the general public," FCC
had some other pointed questions.
These included identification of
"the part of the general public to
which this alleged specialized serv-.
ice is addressed"; a description of
"the legitimate interest of such
audience"; a recount of "the methods by which you ascertain that
this service is desired by such part
of the general
public," as distinguishedFM
from subscribers.
FCC also wanted to know how
the stations explain their carrying of spot announcements which
are heard by non - subscribers
"while simultaneously accepting
compensation for arranging fof
the elimination of these [spotsl
from the music received by . . .
commercial
Additionalsubscribers."
questions: Whether
interruptions of music received by
non-subscribers substantially impair its character as a background
music for that audience; and, if
so, a other
statement
of views
"as to
to
what
specialized
service
(Continued on page 76)

with "the duty of licensees of broadcast stations to provide diversified
programming for the general public,
during each important segment of the
broadcast day."
BROADCASTING
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FEATHERBEDDING

Radio Effect Seen

In NLRB

Decision

■»

BELIEF that an NLRB decision dismissing a "featherbedding" charge
against an AFM local would have little or no effect on radio-TV networks and stations was held out last week by industry legal authorities.
The fear that the union may have grounds on which to initiate similar
practices against stations grew out
can avoid liability in all circumof a board ruling that AFM Local
stances by the simple expedient of
24 of Akron, Ohio, did not violate
insisting upon the performance of
■ the Taft-Hartley Act by demandnon-existent and unwanted work
of "house" orchesing
tras as employment
a prerequisite for giving its tasks." He cited the T-H Act whicn
forbids a union "to cause or atconsent to "name band" engagetempt to cause an employer to pay
ments at a local theatre. Complaint
. . . or agree to pay . . . any money
had been filed by Gamble Enterprises Inc., which operates the . . . in the nature of an exaction,
Palace Theatre [Broadcasting • for services which are not performTelecasting, Jan. 29].
ed or are not to be performed."
Partial text of the CommunicaNLRB ruled, by a 2-1 majority,
tions Act as amended by Lea Act:
that the so-called "featherbedding"
... It shall be unlawful, by the use
of express or implied threat of the
ban in the T-H Act does not prouse of force, violence, intimidation, or
hibit unions from seeking actual
duress, or by the use of express or
employment for its members even
implied threat, of the use of other
means to coerce, compel or constrain
though the employer neither wants
or
attempt to coerce, compel or connor needs their services and is un(1) Tostrain a licensee
employ — or agree to employ,
. willing to accept them. The comin connection with the conduct of the
plaint was dismissed.
broadcasting business of such licensee,
any person or persons in excess of the
Broadcasters Protected
number of employes needed by such
licensee to perform actual services . . .
NAB legal authorities pointed
... (4) To pay or give or agree to
or give
any money
or other thing
out that the ruling concerned itself pay
of
for services
in connection
with
solely with an interpretation of thevalue
conduct
of
the
broadcasting
ness of such licensee, which arebusinot
Sec. 8 (b) (6) of the law, and that
broadcasters are still protected by to be performed . . .
the Lea Act specifically dealing
with the broadcast industry.
Under the Lea Act, enacted in FTC INJUNCTION
, , April 1946, it became unlawful for
Suit Filed In Chicago
61 a union to "coerce" broadcasters
FIRST application of Federal
to employ more persons than needed, and to pay for services not perTrade Commission's newly - enunformed or more than once for the
ciated injunctive policy was seen
)la4 same services performed, among
last Wednesday as FTC filed suit
rA other prohibitions. The decision
to restrain allegedly false adverft* amended Title V, Sec. 506 (a) of
tising of Imdrin, a medicinal prepau the 1934 Communications Act.
aration.
■
In the suit, filed in the U. S. DisFid 1 The NLRB majority held that it
trict Court for the Northern Dis[t-t» is "perfectly lawful for a labor ortrict of Illinois (Chicago), FTC
ganization toseek employment for
named Rhodes Pharmacal Co. and
its members," and that the "feathits officers, J. Sanford Rose and
pri*
erbedding" provision of the T-H
Jerome H. Rose, as defendants and
Act was "framed solely to restrict
sought a preliminary injunction, to
exactions by labor organizations
,;i for services not performed or not be effective pending final disposition of a current FTC proceeding.
to be performed." There was no
Earlier FTC had warned drug
indication, the board decided, that
,j the union had sought payments for and food advertisers that it would
seek injunctive relief in cases
non-existent services.
where questionable advertisements
In the local theatre case, the maare continued pending issuance of
jority continued, the record showed
that "in seeking employment of a a "cease and desist" order and final
commission action (see separate
| local orchestra, the (union) insisted
j that (it) be permitted to play at story, page 44).
times which would not conflict with
In seeking an injunction, FTC
the traveling bands' renditions. . . ." said further dissemination of Imdrin advertisements (broadcast and
■;: - Thus, the board concluded, the
union was not pursuing a policy of published) alleged to be false "may
1 attempting to exact payments for cause immediate and irreparable in.services not performed.
jury to the public in that persons
In a minority dissent James J. induced by such false advertisements to purchase said preparation
Reynolds Jr. claimed that "unions
may delay proper treatment, and
Walter Geist
thereby suffer permanent and irreparable crippling." It listed five
FUNERAL services for Walter
claims which it said were "false."
Geist, 56, president of Allis-ChalFTC's suit said the defendants
mers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, which
have
"persisted" in disseminating
sponsors the National Farm and the adverti
sements nationally since
Home Hour on NBC, were conducta complaint was issued in August
ed in Milwaukee Thursday after1949 challenging the claims. Benoon. Mr. Geist died of a heart
cause of "unavoidable delays"
attack Monday at a Milwaukee
bringing the case to a decision,in
hospital. He was elected president
FTC said, a court injunction is the
of Allis-Chalmers in 1942. Surviv"only means" of stopping the advertisements until it issues a cease
ing are his widow, Florence; a son,
and desist order.
Kenneth, and a daughter, Janet.
ecasting
BROADCASTING
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CONTRACT renewal for Win-0 on WERE Cleveland is set by Cleveland Provision Co., makers of Wiltshire Meat Products with (I to r) Ned Newcomb,
sales mgr., for sponsor; Bill Nash, v. p. of Gregory & House Adv.; Dick
Klaus, asst. sales mgr., WERE; Guy Mitchell, recording artist, and Bill
Randle, emcee on Win-0 show.

VAN PATRICK (r) signs 52 week
contract with Pfeiffer Brewing Co.
for his Mon.-Sat. 6:30 p.m. sports
program on WJR Detroit. William
Brown, adv. mgr., signs for Pfeiffer's.

HOURLY time signals on WISR Butler, Pa., are set by Ed Amy (I), owner
of Kirkpatrick's Jewelry Store, Butler, and Leon Bernard, business manager, WISR.

SEVENTEEN Fight of the Week
broadcasts on WIL St. Louis are
signed for by International Assn. of
Cleaners and Dyeworkers with (I to
r) Dick Rochester, IACD vice pres.;
"Tiny" Abing, representing WIL, and
Johnny Tocco, St. Louis promoter.
ST. LOUIS sponsor of ABC co-op series, Mr. President, starring Edward
Arnold, is Roberts Gas Appliances Inc. on KXOK-AM-FM.
L to r: Dan H.
Hope, KXOK salesman on account; Mr. Arnold; Raymond S. Roberts, president
of sponsoring firm, and Robert A. Seat, Robert Seat Adv.

NEW quiz show. Tell the Truth,
signed for by Westinghouse Dealers
in Missouri and Illinois on KMOX
St. Louis by (I to r) John Akerman,
KMOX gen. mgr.; Bill Miller, acct.
exec, and John Cox, mgr. Westinghouse Electrical Supply Co.

It's an

unshakeable
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receiving
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buyers

more

first votes

tiveness than all other
FIVE

times

more

and

than

is the

national

for

journals

news

preferred
radio

and

publication

advertisers...

advertising

combined -preferred,

the next-best

effec-

in fact,

publication.

These are undisputable, unbiased facts proven by one of the country's leading research organizations — Fact Finders Associates, Inc. This survey is a FIRST. Never before in the radio trade paper

■

field has such a study been made by personal, over-the-desk interviews. 178 key radio buyers at
agencies in New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Los Angeles — as well as 26 advertising
managers of the 50 largest radio sponsors —

were asked their preference.

These 204 top

buyers represent groups responsible for over 75°/o of all national radio and TV billings.

No publication saw or supplied any names on the list of persons interviewed. Fact Finders compiled
its list with the cooperation of four leading national representative firms'— Edward Petry Company,
The Katz Agency, CBS Radio Sales and the O. L. Taylor Company. None of the interviewees knew
for whom the survey was conducted.

Here is just a partial list of other firms who regularly call on the Fact Finders organization for surveys
Marschalk & Pratt Company
Ellington & Company
American Home Foods, Inc.
Maxon. Inc.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. Inc
General Foods Corporation
8nsacher, Wheeler & Staff
New York Herald Tribune
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, Inc.
Good Housekeeping
Cunningham & Walsh
Schenley
The Biow Distributors
Company Inc.
Hill & Knowlton. Inc.
Corn Products Sa'es Co.
This Week
J Walter Thompson Company
Diamond Match Company
Lily Tulip Cup Company
Esso Standard Oil Company

New York, N. Y.
See for yourself the agencies
Al Paul Lefton Company, Inc.
and advertisers who prefer
Alley & Richards, Inc.
Badger & Browning & Hersey, Inc.
BROADCASTING Telecasting. ! Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, Inc.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Inc.
Byrde, Richard & Pound
Cayton, Inc
C. J. LaRoche & Company, Inc.
Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.
Charles W. Hoyt Company, Inc.
Compton Advertising, Inc.
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, Inc.
Doherty,
& Shenfield, Inc.
Donahue Clifford
& Coe, Inc.
Duane Jones Company, Inc.
Federal Advertising Agency, Inc.
Foote, Cone & Belding
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc.
John F. Murray Adv. Agency, Inc.
Joseph Katz Company
J. D. Tarcher & Company, Inc.
J. M. Matties, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.
Kastor, Fariell, Lhesley & Clifford, Inc.
Kenyon && Eckhardt,
Inc.
Lambert
Feasley, Inc.
Here are the questions asked...
Laurence
W.
Gumbinner
Adv. Agency, Inc.
Marschalk & Pratt Company
Maxon, Inc.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
the answers given. In short, the facts.
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, Inc.
Morse International, Inc.
N.W. Rogow,
Ayer & Inc.
Son. Inc.
Neff
Peck Advertising Agency, Inc.
Pedlar & Ryan,Inc.Inc.
Platt-Forbes,
i# Of all the trade publications,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
In your experience
R. T. O'Connell Company
Schwab & Beatty, Inc.
which,
trade journal brings radio
which one gives you the best
Sherman & Marquette, Inc.
2
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc.
information about what is going
station advertising most effecThe Biow Company, Inc.
Turner, Leach & Company
on in the broadcast field?
tively toyour attention?
Warwick & Legler. Inc.
BEST
William
Esty & Company
BEST
William H. Weintraub & Co., Inc.
120
BROADCASTING
109
BROADCASTING
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
20
445%
ahead
of
the
next-best
313.7% ahead of the next-best
Chicago. III.
18
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
29
Publication A
Publication A
Goodkinfi, Joice & Morgan, Inc.
16
17
Publication B
Publication B
Grant Advertising, Inc.
Leo Burnett Company, Inc.
Publication C
Publication C
8
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc.
Olian Advertising Company
2
Publication D
Publication D
5
Russel M. Seeds Company, Inc.
I
Schwimmer & Scott, Inc.
4
Publication E
Publication E
Wade Advertising Agency
Publication F
Publication F
3
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Publication G
I
Publication G
Detroit, Mich.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Inc.
Publication H
0
Publication H
Campbell-Ewald Company, Inc.
D. P. Brother & Company, Inc.
Publication I
Publication I
0
MacManus,
Miscellaneous
Maxon. Inc. John & Adams, Inc.
Miscellaneous
2
Simons-Michelson Company
No Vote on this rank
No vote on this rank
17
San
Francisco, Calif.
206
34
Total mentions
Total mentions
204
Botsford-Constantine & Gardner
Brisacher. Wheeler & Staff
Buchanan & Company, Inc.
Two voters ranked two magazines equally.
Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc.
Honig-Cooper Company
Sidney
& Associates
The BlowGarfield
Company,
Inc.
What's the conclusion? Just this...
los Angeles,
Calif. Adv. Agency
Bnrton
A. Stebbins
Buchanan & Company
BROADCAST! NG-Te!ecasting continues to be the leader in its
Dan B. Miner Company
Erwin, Wasey & Company
field for the 20th consecutive year. It is the overwhelming
Mogge-Privett, Inc.
choice of radio buyers and stations alike.
Kollywood.Calif.
Raymond R. Morgan Company
The latest survey only adds further proof of BROADCASTING'S
Cincinnati, Ohio
dominance— a dominance that is now greater than ever.
The Andrew Jergens Company
New York. N.Y.
No if s, and's or but's ... if you want to reach the people who
American
HomeCompany
Products
Bristol-Myers
count in radio advertising — and be sure they see it — put your
Coca-Cola Company
message in the pages of BROADCASTING-Telecasting.
General Foods Corporation
Lever
Brothers
P. Lorillard
Company
Philip Morris & Co., Ltd.
R.C.A.Texas Company
The
The Borden Company
BROADCASTING
U.S. Steel Corporation
Elkhart, Indiana
Newark, N.J.
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Prudential
Insursnce
Company
TELECASTING
Ronson Art Metal Works, Inc. Racine, Wisconsin
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc
Akron,
Ohio
F.F Goodrich
Toledo, Ohio
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Electric Auto-Lite Company!
los
Angeles, Company
Calif.
Carnation
Wilmington, Delaware

CBS

DIST. 8
Meets in Dallas
FRANK STANTON, president of
CBS, and Wayne Coy, FCC Chairman, spent a full day in Dallas
with CBS station managers from
Texas and Oklahoma Jan. 29, reviewing all phases of the broadcasting industry picture as it
shapes up for 1951.
With Mr. Stanton were key vice
presidents of the network attending the meeting of District 8 of
the Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board.
Discussions were closed sessions
and off the record. Highlights,
according to Clyde Rembert, managing director, KRLD Dallas, and
District 8 director, included a resales
port by Mr. Stanton
achievement
in 1950 on
andCBS'
a review
by Mr. Coy of the color TV situation and the "freeze."
"Mr. Stanton," said Mr. Rembert,
"reported that CBS in 1950 had
its biggest gross income in history,
and this record also was a record
for any network.
"Although pointing out that the
year ahead is uncertain, Mr. Stanton expressed the belief that 1951
will be as good or better than
1950."
About 25 station executives from
Texas, Oklahoma and Shreveport,
La., attended the meeting. Activities included a morning session, luncheon, cocktail party and
dinner, all in the Hotel Adolphus.
Agency executives were among
guests at the cocktail party.
Present for CBS, in addition to Mr.
Stanton, were Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
relations; J. L. Van Volkenburg, vice
president in charge of network sales;
William B. Lodge, vice president in
charge of general engineering, and
H. Louis Hausman, CBS vice president in charge of advertising and
sales promotion. Wives of several
CBS officials also made the Texas
trip.
Station executives in Dallas included Howard Robertson, KLYN
Amarillo; J. J. Bernard, KOMA Oklahoma City; John Esau, John Griffin
and Jim C. Leake, KTUL Tulsa; Troy
McDaniel, KGBS Harlingen, Tex.; Ray
Herndon and B. F. Orr, KTRH Houston; Kenyon Brown, Charlie Clough
and Les Pierce, KWFT Wichita Falls;
Kelly Wofford, Bill Hughes and
H. B. Lockhart, KEYS Corpus Christi;
Charles Lutz and Frank Huntress,
KTSA San Antonio; Henry Clay,
KWKH Shreveport, La.; J. C. Kellam,
KTBC Austin, Tex.
Considerable local publicity was
developed for the meeting in frontpage stories in the Dallas Times
Herald, publishing affiliate of
KRLD, and in a KRLD interview
with Mr. Stanton.
WHK Center Dedication
DEDICATION ceremonies of WHK
Cleveland's new radio center Feb.
10 will be highlighted by a Mutual
network broadcast of the Chicago
Theatre of the Air, which usually
originates each Saturday from 9
to 10 p.m. (CST) at WGN Chicago.
More than 1,300 persons in Cleveland will see a broadcast of "Faust."
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together at the meeting of Columbia Affiliates
Board, District 8, are (I to r) Wayne Coy, FCC
Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas managing director
District 8 director, and Frank Stanton, CBS
president.

CBS vice presidents who attended the cocktail party in
the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, were (I to r) J. L. Van Volkenburg, network sales; William B. Lodge, general engineering; H. Louis Housman, advertising and sales promotion,
and Herbert V. Akerberg, station relations.

MUCH IN EVIDENCE at the district meeting were front
row (I to r), Jim C. Leake, KTUL Tulsa; B. F. Orr, KTRH
Houston; Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls; Clyde
Rembert, KRLD Dallas and District 8 director; John Griffin, KTUL; John Esau, KTUL, and Joe Bernard, KOMA

Oklahoma City. Back row Ray Herndon, KTRH; Charlie
Clough, KWFT; Charles Lutz, KTSA San Antonio; Troy
McDaniel, KGBS Harlingen, Tex. Kelly Wofford, KEYS
Corpus Christi; Bill Hughes, KEYS; Howard Robertson,
KLYN Amarillo, and J. C. Kellam, KTBC Austin.

TALKING
Advisory
chairman;
and CBS

RTMA
Announces Reclassifications
COMPONENTS
RECLASSIFICATION of all elec- was submitted to Mr. Lack by a mobilization on industry. In the
tronic component parts, which will task committee headed by A. D. background is a plan which would
Jr., Indiana Steel Co.
aid electronics, communications
enable tions
theBoardDefense
Muni-to Plamondon
and other industries in obtaining
The 11 new groupings comprise
and theDept.'s
industry
raw
materials for maintenance and
antennas,
resistors,
capacitors,
more easily establish standard defioperation and channel others to
nitions, was announced Friday by transformers, circuit interruptors,
defense-supporting output not now
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
transducers, transducer accessocovered by priorities.
The new breakdown, which sets
ries, housings, plugs and connectors, hardware and Piezoelectric
These revelations came just
up 11 major groupings for elecprior to last Thursday (Feb. 1),
tronic component parts, was comfrequency control devices — all comeffective date for the new cobalt
pleted by RTMA member-company
ponent parts.
limitations which now require,
engineers and the association staff
RTMA also reported it is working on new classifications for such
at
the request of the Munitions
users to obtain authority from
Board.
products as electronic and equip- NPA for purchases of this key
The reclassification will enable
ment; electron tubes and devices,
metal. Cobalt is used in loud speakand electronic test equipment. The
the military and electronics induser magnets contained in radio-TV
try, in future meetings at the report
sets. Available supply had been cut
date. should be ready at an early
Pentagon, to readily identify comdown to 30%, or less than onethird of the amount used during
ponent parts by listing them in
May Limit Sets
There was speculation in WashJanuary 1950.
groups requiring common production facilities, manpower, material
ington last week that the governWithnum cutback
copper,severely
nickel and
and despite
alumiment is preparing a set of orders
and know-how. Heretofore, the Defense Dept. had been unable to on all basic metals which would
development of substitute matelimit unit manufacture of such
evaluate industry ability to prorials [Broadcasting • Telecastduce any specific component part. items as radio and TV sets, musical
ing, Jan. 29], set-makers and parts
The report was submitted to instruments and other end prodmanufacturers are hard pressed to
Fred R. Lack, Western Electric
ucts. Authorities confirmed the re- maintain operation and yet fill deCo., chairman of the Electronics
fense orders.
ports, indicating July 1 as a posEquipment Industry Advisory
sible target date, with the qualiLatest
example of curtailment
fication that cutbacks and other
Committee, which has met periodiallocation methods are first was a Jan. 24 NPA order which
cally with the Munitions Board
permits use of nickel only in highutilized.
and other officials on problems
ly essential uses. Already cut back
The National Production Authorarising from shortages of vital
to 65% for the first quarter of ;
materials and military requireity already has indicated that it
1951, use of nickel is now prohibis surveying metal consuming
ments [Broadcasting • Telecast(Continued on page 75)
ing, Jan. 29, 15]. The breakdown
plants to measure the impact of
BROADCASTING
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We're speaking of radio transcriptions
that fly by Air Express.

...THE
INSIDE
OF

STORY

THE

"FLYING

DISCS"...

People say that they've seen flying discs.
They say they're bright shiny metal,
90 feet in diameter, and travel at incredible speeds. Reports about them always seem to make page one.
Another kind of "flying disc" that
rates a headline is made of black never
wax.
It's about 16 inches in diameter, and it,
too, flies at incredible speeds.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

They don't get page-one mentions because, bynow, the idea of flying discs to
the various stations is commonplace to
the radio industry. The time they save
permits them to keep their recorded
broadcasts right up to the minute.
But, you don't have to be in radio to
profit from the regular use of Air Express.
Here are unique advantages which any
business can enjoy:
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
it's more convenient— One call to
Air Express Division, Railway Express
Agency, does it all.

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the
way and gets a receipt upon delivery.
it's PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
Like to know more? Call your local
Air Express Division of Railway Express
Agency.

-^A/UfXPfffSS
GETS

THERE

FIRST
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STATIONS
Draws NAB
Pulse

NAB's newest operation, the Station Relations Dept., drew a tribute
from the board of directors as the
first item of business that came up
during the Belleair, Fla., meeting.
After hearing a report by John F.
Hardesty, director of the department, the board adopted a resolution praising Mr. Hardesty and
William K. Treynor, assistant director, for their outstanding work
in the field.
Mr. Hardesty reported that since
Nov. 15 the two field men have
called on 151 member and nonmember stations in 14 states. Of
the 91 non-members contacted, 16
signed membership contacts, a ratio
of one contract out of every six
contacts.

Pulse of Birmingham* gives WAPI's
"Time for Benny" a 7.2 rating at
8 : 15 in the morning (Mon. thru Fri.)
— after just five months on the air.
It's the most listened-to disc jockey
show in town.

shows
Shows like "Time for Benny" aren't
unusual on WAPI, though. Matter
of fact, all of the Top Ten local
shows are on WAPI. So are seventeen out of the Top Twenty !

s and
Benny'sBan
expert
on'
discs
ny
en
downbeat. After being singer and
skinbeater with swing bands for

eight years, he's uniquely qualified
for his post as Birmingham's top
platter-chatter man.

best
Best thing about "Time for Benny"
is that there's time for you. It's a
buy you'll want to investigate.
Specially since it's on Birmingham's most popular station — in a
market that's booming with business activity and defense industry.

jockey
Jockey Benny Carle is just the man
to spin new sales records for you...
if you hurry. You can get all the
information on available participations from Radio Sales or...
*Pulse: November-December 1950

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
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UNIT
Board Tribute

GROUNDWORK for TV station participation in NAB was laid during weekend
trip on yacht Verlaine, owned by George B. Storer, Fort Industry president.
Steering committee included front row (I to r) Mr. Storer; Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York. Back row,
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk; W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San
Antonio.

In addition to these 16, four Stations were signed as members
through mail solicitations by the
department. The board felt this
was a commendable start by a new
department.
MBA

Frozen Out

RECORD BREAKING cold caused
cancellation of the Mississippi
Broadcasters Assn. meet scheduled
for Jackson, Feb. 1-2, when only
three of those registered were on
hand for the initial meeting. With
the temperature hovering around
zero, only Bob Evans, secretary of
MBA and manager of WELO
Tupelo; Reeves Whirley, commercial manager WELO, and Peter
King, SESAC Southern representative, were on hand. Plans are being
discussed for a later meeting.

NAB CONVENTION
£J2C2S
EARLY plans covering topics to be explored during the annual NAB
Convention, to be held in Chicago April 15-19, were in the drafting
stage last week.
Proposals put forth by the NAB Arrangement Committee, which met
at NAB Headquarters Jan. 26, in- *
dicate recommendations for at
Possibility of joint Managementleast two technical projects — both
Engineering Conferences also was
accenting problems peculiar to the
indicated by the Arrangement Comnation's emergency mobilization.
mittee, which urged that provision
Tentative plan calls for registrabe made for such sessions.
tion April 15, with Management
Meanwhile, NAB's Engineering
[Closed Circuit, Jan. 29]. Reason
and Engineering Conferences to be
Dept. has been sounding out assoadvanced is that of the national
held concurrently, and in some
ciation members on the type and
cases jointly, from April 16-18.
number of technical papers to be emergency and materials shortThe committee has recommended
aired during the April convention.
ages.
continuation of FCC roundtable
In any event NAB has been canSome papers have been scheduled
sessions, which heretofore entailed
vassing members looking toward
already but will be revealed later
this month when the program is preparation for the exhibits and
participation of Commission members and personnel at staff level expected to crystalize.
has reported a keener interest and
but which may be limited this year
Commitments on heavy equip- enthusiasm in TV displays.
to Commission members only. A
The Arrangement Committee
ment, exhibits during the conventhorough cross-section of AM-TVtion exposition were unsettled last comprises Raymond Guy, NBC;
FM discussion has usually fea- week, but it seemed probable that
Stuart Bailey, Jansky & Bailey;
tured these sessions. Panel has
Pete Johnson, MBS; John Dewitt,
program
and
service
exhibitors
will
not been named as yet.
be heavily represented, as will film WSM Nashville, and James Ebel,
WMBD Peoria, 111.
producers
and television suppliers
Urges Panel
Another feature urged by the
committee is a panel to be devoted to physical operation of
BORDEN
STARLAC
broadcast stations during the national emergency, covering two
phases — the present international
crisis and what may be expected in
the event of full-scale war. BroadEXCLUSIVE!
casters' problems are slated to get
a thorough airing.
The plan is to line up officials of
key government agencies whose operation touches intimately on the
To introduce a fine new product,
industry — such departments as the
Borden chose KJR and the Ann
Federal Civil Defense Administration, National Production Authority
Sterling program for their only
and the FCC.
radio in Western Washington.
In this way, it is felt that industry and personnel may be able
to get a firmer grasp of the govREPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
ernment picture as it relates to
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
their own welfare.
BROADCASTING
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NEWS

AND

VIEWS

OF

COAL
Hi

INDUSTRIAL

FUEL NEEDS

TO RISE 20%

IN NEXT

10 YEARS.

A recent industrial study made by McGraw-Hill, the country's leading industrial publishers, forecasts that by 1960, American industry will require 20% more energy in the
form of heat, light, and power. Today coal furnishes half of industry's energy needs. Coal
is the only energy resource with unlimited reserves. Coal is the only energy supplier
already equipped to meet largely increased demands. Coal in the years ahead is surely
destined to occupy a larger place in the nation's energy picture.
GASOLINE

FROM

COAL

AT IK A GALLON?

The immediate establishment of a synthetic fuels industry is both feasible and desirable,
according to Director James Boyd of the Bureau of Mines. Petroleum production is expected todecline during the present decade, and reserves are relatively limited. Although
not yet in mass production gasoline can now be made from coal for less than 11$ a gallon
—helped by the fact that by-products can be sold for making benzene, toluene, chemicals
for medicines, and explosives— all of which are in critically short supply.
COAL

RESERVES

PUT AT 1.2 TRILLION

TONS.

I

According to the latest appraisal of the nation's potentially recoverable coal reserves,
there are 1.2 trillion tons of coal still in the ground, of which approximately 50% is bituminous, 19% is sub-bituminous, 30% is lignite, and 1% is anthracite. This huge reserve, if
mined, would make a coal pile 5 miles high and 50 miles in circumference. Of all of
America's recoverable fuel reserves nearly 90% is coal— which portends an ever increasing
dependence upon this basic and abundant source of power.
1,000 NEW

COAL

MINES.

America's coal industry has opened or placed in development 1.000 new mines in the past
five years. 220 of these mines have a minimum capacity of 500 tons of coal a day. These
new mines have a potential capacity of 280 million tons annually— equal to one-half of the
anticipated production of bituminous coal in the United States this year. The potential
capacity
of theseUnion.
new U. S. mines is more than the year's coal for the entire industry of
the vast Soviet
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.

3ROADCASTING
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STATE

DEFENSE

STATE civil defense directors will
receive a thorough briefing on national communications and other
planning Feb. 12 when they convene with officials of the Federal
Civil Defense Administration in
Washington.
Communications' role as the
"nerve
system"
of thewill
nation's
mobilization
structure
rank
high on the agenda during the oneday session called by Administrator
Millard F. Caldwell Jr. to crystallize federal policy and to inform
state officials how much help they
may expect from the government.
At the same time progress of
defense efforts on the state and
community level and answers to
some of the more baffling problems
besetting provincial planners will
be aired, with Mr. Caldwell and
other FCDA authorities leading the
sessions.
Burton To Speak
Functions of the air raid warning
systems, communications control
centers, the Continental Air Command, the FCC and the civil defense office will be outlined by RoberttionsBurton,
director. FCDA's communicaPlans for the session took shape
on the heels of Mr. Caldwell's message to the governors of the 48
states, the District of Columbia and
U. S. territories, urging them to
take action by March 1 to put nationwide CD activities on a "firm
footing." He asked them to have
a complete program in operation
by April 1.
In other developments last week:
0 FCDA was readying a revised budget estimate to cover expenditures for communications and
other equipment for the remaining
portion of the current fiscal year
ending June 30.
6 The District of Columbia CD
office set a meeting for this week,
date undetermined, for the purpose
of calling together representatives
of radio stations, amateur radio
operators, public utilities and other
interested groups to map plans for
defense of the District.
9 James J. Wadsworth, deputy

While national business
has increased 293%
since the base year of
1939, business in Jackson
during the same period
GAINED 465%.
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PLANS

administrator, FCDA, reported that
radio and television programs will
spread information contained in
CD booklets for enlightenment of
the public.
Mr. Burton's talk is expected to
cover many of the points previously
outlined by agency officials dealing
with "radio silence," issuance of a
technical or communications manual, use of amateur frequencies,
operation of interceptor commands
and control centers, air raid warning signals and devices and operation of mobile systems at the community level [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 15].
The FCDA communications official also is expected to tell state
directors that radio stations can
play an important part in allaying
panic and reuniting families in the
event of air attack on the U. S.
The question of funds to finance
communications equipment in civilian control centers — whether the
state or federal government will
shoulder them and how much —
appeared to be problematical last
week.
The agency last week was to have
sent an estimate for the next five
months to the Budget Bureau,
which in turn will submit it to
Congress. Amount for communications was not revealed. A budget
request for fiscal 1951-52 will be
submitted sometime this spring.
The $32 million originally tabbed
for communications appears to
have gone out the window in view

D.C.

Meet

Feb.

12

of fresher estimates, though the
initial figure was to have covered
a four-year period. Officials said
estimates will be submitted each
year and felt that no accurate estimate of communications funds
could be predicted.
Whether the federal government
would assume the full burden of
equipment outlays also was held
doubtful. Under legislation passed
last year by Congress setting up
the agency, FCDA was given full
latitude to assume a full or partial
share of expenditures covering
communications at state levels,
with the provision they notify Congress when appropriations command its attention. It is held likely
that where communications are
deemed as "primary" equipment,
the government may shoulder the
financial load.
D. C. Progress Good
Meanwhile, planning in the District of Columbia has progressed
satisfactorily, according to Herbert
Friede, D. C. communications superintendent. Already under contract are orders for six transmitters from RCA (two 250 w for
command centers, four 50 w for
geographical control centers ) ,
standby power generators, and 50
to 60 portable "pack" radio sets.
Representing broadcasters at this
week's meeting will be Ross Beville,
WWDC Washington, who is responsible for phases of broadcast planning, including use of transit radio.

Mr. Friede will sit in on the session and attempt to assign certain
tasks to each of the groups represented, and also receive progress reports on current activities.
John E. Fondahl, police inspector
serving as acting civil defense director for the District, also will
attend.
In his message to state governors, Mr. Caldwell urged (1) passage of adequate state civil defense
legislation, (2) appointment of a
"thoroughly competent, fulltime
civilian director, with a capable
staff," (3) appropriation of funds
for support of CD activities and
(4) establishment of an operating
agency in every community in each
state, territory and the District of
Columbia.
"It is essential that civil defense
be given a top priority in the legislative programs of the states and
territories," Administrator Caldwell told the governors. He called
for a recruiting program and integration offire and police auxiliaries
by Use
Aprilof1. radio-TV programs to
spread vital data on atomic attack
and health services to the public
was outlined by Mr. Wadsworth in
a speech before the Canadian Civil
Defense Staff College at Ottawa
last Monday. He told the group
that "every available advertising
medium will be used to drive home
essential information to the Americanlished
public."
U. S. hassystems,
estabair raidThewarning
set mutual aid and mobile support
programs and is continually studysaid. ing communications systems, he

Ohio Group Gets New Ruling
TAX
VICTORY
SUCCESS has capped the efforts of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters in However, Comr. Glander noted that
seeking a new ruling from state tax authorities on a sales and use tax
from the facts of the contract inbeing levied in connection with transcribed program services and musical
volved the charge is made for the
library services. A favorable letter of interpretation was the outgrowth
rights to use the recordings of certain artists and that the records
of months of negotiations by the
Comr. Glander pointed out that furnished must be used in a proOAB's Taxation Committee under
in the purchase of programs from
the chairmanship of L. A. Pixley,
gram,
creating
a parallel
sitWCOL Columbus.
a program service company the
uation hence
with that
involving
program
consideration
was
for
a
service
and
services.
The letter from Tax Commisnot for the rental of a tangible
Text of Letter
sioner C. Emory Glander also covproperty, and that the service renText of the letter, covering this
ered a like tax on films for televidered is a greater consideration
sion.
portion, follows:
than whatever tangible personal
The . . . category is the purchase
property is involved. He continued:
of a record service from a company,
. . . programs are on discs to be which company has exclusive rights
played by the station purchasing
to recording certain artists, and the
distribution of these recordings. The
said program. Here, the consideration is for a program service, and not contract provides for a certain numfor the rental of tangible personal
ber of records initially, with a small
property, and the tangible personal
number
of records furnished periodproperty is incidental to the service,
ical y. A flat charge is made initially
and hence, it is not subject to the with a monthly charge thereafter.
This transaction is closer to a rental
Ohio sales or use tax; providing however that where a contract is in- than the program service. However.
volved from which it can be ascer(Continued on page 90)
tained that a certain portion of the
consideration represents rental or
purchase of tangible personal property, the tax shall be applied to such
portion of the consideration.
Why buy 2 or more...
He conceded that in the case of
do 1 big sales job
the purchase of a record service
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
from a company which has the exREPRESENTED NATIONALLY
Contact
clusive rights to certain artists the
transaction is closer to a rental
PETRY
CO.
GEORGE P. NOLLINGBERY CO.
service than the program service.
WBAL
EDWARDBROADCASTING
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We

are in a state of Emergency.

We

must build our military

strength— and, at the same time, we must keep our economy
strong for the long pull. Inflation bleeds both!

ivery

dollar

non-military

is

a

dollar

—and

cut

spending

available

a check

from

on

for

Inflation

Senators and representatives who
have studied the matter say non -military
expenditures could be cut back 5 to 7 billion dollars without crippling essential
Government functions or services.

some things, but this must be done to help
pay for defense. The only source from
which the Government can get money is
the people — and one of those people isyou.

Every dollar our Government can cut
from non-military spending is a dollar
saved for the defense effort. It is also a
dollar cut from the amount our Government must get from all of us in taxes, or
by borrowing. Every dollar so cut helps
hold down the demand for goods and
services and so helps check inflation.

5 more things that must

Your money

is at stake

All of us as taxpayers are already feeling
the pinch of increased taxes, and there are
more ahead. So every one of us has a
personal stake in how our Government
cuts non-military expenditures.
Calling on representatives in Government for economy in non-military spending is one of the most effective ways of
aiding defense and combatting inflation —
the Sixth Column Enemy.
Of course, cutting back means giving up

defense

be done to check inflation —
even with price controls
1. Increase production: To meet defense needs and provide for civilian
necessities.
2. Support increases in taxes: To put
our Government, as nearly as possible,
on a "pay-as-you-go" basis.
3. Maintain credit curbs: To reduce
the competition for civilian goods.
4. Increase personal savings: To provide investment money for greater production and to lessen the demand for
goods.
5. Buy only for real needs: Overbuying only increases shortages, and
adds to the inflationary pressures.

These things won't be easy for any of us
to do, especially since we must forego increased wages and profits unless they are
based on increases in production. Sacrifices
are called for from all of us if we are to keep
the Sixth Column Enemy— INFLATION
— from bleeding our economy.
★

*

★ *

This message is one of a series on Inflation
brought to you by the life insurance companies and their agents who believe that
to keep America strong is the job of every
one of us.
You can help check the Sixth Column
Enemy— INFLATION— by doing your
part and letting your representatives in
Government know that you support action they take along these lines.

Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
★

★

★ ★
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NUTHIN

HEAR
nD
YET..:

CBS eastern and western executives meet in Chicago for a luncheon sales
meeting. Attending were, seated (I to r) Carl Burkland, sales manager, CBS
Radio Sales; William Shaw, manager. New York Radio Sales; E. H. Shomo,
assistant general manager, WBBM Chicago; Harold Davis, account executive.
New York Radio Sales; Ross Merritt, sales service manager, WBBM, and
Hugh Stump, manager, San Francisco Radio Sales; standing, Gordon Hayes,
manager, Chicago Radio Sales; David Kimble, WBBM sales promotion manager; Ralph Brent, WBBM sales manager; Henry Untermeyer, account
executive. New York Radio Sales; Al Morey, WBBM director of program
sales, and Al Bland, new WBBM program director.

MATERIALS
That's
aintradio.
heardThenothin'
till you
hear
me . . .right!
Or Diz. .. .. .You
on the
New York
Yankees
has got me signed up to announce their games on television but I'm comin' out with my own personal radio
program so folks in the United States can hear me too.
I admit I'm a sensayshun in New York but I aim to be
heard in every town where they's a radio station. You
station managers and agency execs git on the ball . . .
send in your order for +his weekly transcribed show and
your Hooper will rise like a home run ball in the right
field bleachers . . . Sign me up quick cause 01' Diz is
ready to start pitchin' . . ."
THE

DIZZY

DEAN

SHOW

Available Now
For
Local or Regional Sponsorship
•
To Be Released April I for 26 Weeks

GET

"BUSY"

WITH

"DIZZY"

Write, Wire or Phone for Exclusive Rights in Your Territory
Iftt^ilinSlSlMal!^^
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POLICY

Po/ey Commission
Charts Course

COURSE of inquiry into the nation's long-range materials problems was
charted along preliminary paths last Tuesday as the President's new
Materials Policy Commission, headed by CBS Board Chairman William
Paley, held its first meeting. The group was received later at the White
House by President Truman.
Initial discussions dealt on a plane, seeking data on materials
broad scale with various fields of looking toward protection of supply in the
both the and
nainquiry the commission will cover
tionalinterest
economy andof security
and the various assumptions on
which its recommendations will be fringing over international boundaries as directed by the Chief
Executive.
based when it prepares an advisory report for the Chief Executive.
Study All Factors
The dent
group,
PresiTruman appointed
a fortnightby ago
to
"We are interested in cutting
survey shortages and other pro- across commodity lines and studyduction problems [Broadcasting •
ing all factors which tend to imTelecasting, Jan. 29], stressed
pede or stimulate the supply of
that it will make fullest possible
materials," Mr. Paley stated, adduse of existing data from pertinent
ing that one of the preliminary
government agencies which deal staff studies to get under way soon
will touch on commodities. His
with the nation's resources.
commission will constantly keep in
At the same time, the commission gave the green light to a mind the bridging of existing supseries of preliminary staff studies
ply and future requirement needs.
for use at a followup meeting slatThe importance of international
ed for Feb. 13. A small staff of developments which would have a
experts is being assembled in the tangible effect on U. S. resources
interim.
over the long-range period also,
was emphasized. His commission
Symington Attends Luncheon
is not an operating agency, he
After four of the five members
stressed, and will prepare recomhad convened for the first time, the
mendations involving solely government policy.
group attended a luncheon at the
Shoreham Hotel, where W. Stuart
Staff director of the MPC is
Symington, chairman of the Na- Philip Coombs. William Ackerman,
tional Security Resources Board
CBS New York, has been assistand top Presidential advisor, spoke
ing Mr. Paley since formation of
briefly on the opportunities and the Presidential commission. New I
purposes of the commission. Mr.
headquarters will be established
Paley and his associates then were
early this week at 1736 G St., N. W.,
received byministeredMr.
Truman
and ad- Washington.
the oath
of office.
Other members attending TuesAt the Tuesday meeting the
day's formative session, in addicommissioners were briefed by two
tion toEdward
Mr. Paley,
were andArthur'
NSRB representatives, Spencer S. Bunker,
S. Mason
Eric !
Shannon, Materials Office, and John
Hodgins.
George
R.
Brown,
anothCroston, Non-Ferrous Metals. Mr. er member, was absent.
Paley also met with Cabinet Officials during the week.
FIFTY salesmen of RCA Engineering
Product Dept., Camden, have beer
The CBS radio executive emphamade members of Sales Leaders Clut
sized that the commission will pur- for
exceeding quotas during 1950.
sue its duties on a broad general
BROADCASTING
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ham, editor of the Christian Science Monitor; Frank Pace Jr.,
Secretary of the Army; Rabbi
Norman Gerstenfeld, minister,
Washington, D. C; Miss Corma
A. Mowrey, president, National
Education Assn., and W. L. Spencer, president, National Assn. of
Secondary School Principals.
The judges, like those at the
state and regional levels, chose
the winning entries by means of
transcriptions identified only by
code number. The 13 finalists
were scored and tallies averaged to
determine the winners in the contest, which got underway last
October in conjunction with National Radio-Television Week.
State Judging

Richards Announces
Four Winners

'50 A RECORD

For WCCO Billings
VOICE
CONTEST
WCCO disclosed
Minneapolis-St.
WINNERS in the 1950-51 Voice of Democracy contest — largest in the
week
that 1950Paulwaslasta
four-year history of the competition sponsored jointly by NAB, Radiorecord year of billing in all cateTelevision Mfrs. Assn. and the U. S. Chamber of Commerce — were
gories. The station announced
announced last Monday by Robert K . Richards, NAB public affairs dialso that 1950 income topped prerector
and
contest committee
—
*
vious highs set during 1949.
chairman.
Richards were Marcia Anne HarStation Manager Gene Wilkey
The four national winners, repmon, Del Rosa, Calif.; Ricardo
said that gross income during 1950
resenting California, Louisiana,
Romulo, District of Columbia;
was
17% above that of 1949 and
Missouri and the District of Co- Norita Newbrough, Baton Rouge,
that 1950 showed an increase of
lumbia, are anxiously eyeing the La., and Robert A. Burnett, St.
13% in sale of local time.
week of Feb. 17-24 when they will Louis, Mo. They are slated to
According to Carl Ward, WCCO
be toasted in Washington and re- repeat their winning five-minute
sales manager, summer selling
ceive $500 college scholarships.
scripts before the House of Burboosted local time sales for the
A host of activities have been
gesses while visiting Colonial Wilsummer quarter by 17.6% and naarranged for the youngsters, inliamsburg, the so-called "cradle
tional spot time sales by 11.1%.
cluding a visit with President
democracy."
Truman; a tour of both Houses of of Judging
of finalists and selecting
Congress and historic capital sites, of the four winning entries were
school and community eliminations
Competing transcriptions were
and appearance on radio-TV and
after 10th, 11th and 12th grade
judged
at
the
state
level
under
the
handled
by
a
select
panel
of
disthe Voice of America. An awards
high school students of 51 states
tinguished
American
personalities
auspices
of
local
radio
stations
luncheon at the Statler Hotel will comprised of: FCC Comr. Frieda
which cooperated with area U. S. and territories wrote five-minute
highlight their stay in the na- B. Hennock; H. V. Kaltenborn,
broadcast scripts.
Chamber of Contmerce chapters
and radio dealers to offer special
NBC commentator; Lowell Thomas,
tion's capital.
The 51 top transcriptions then
were sent to NAB Washington.
prizes.
State judging followed
Presentation of Scholarships
CBS news analyst; Erwin D. CanAt the luncheon, slated for Feb.
22, Secretary of the Army Frank
Pace Jr. will present the scholarships. He will be introduced by
Dr. Earl J. McGrath, U. S. Commissioner of Education, who will
preside for the second consecutive
year as luncheon chairman. Tom
Clark, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, who has been identified with the contest since its inception, is honorary chairman of
the 1950-51 competition.
In the contest, endorsed by the
U. S. Office of Education, Federal
Security Agency, the youths
emerged with the best written and
voiced broadcast scripts among
those submitted by students from
Asheville,
N. C.
over 30,000 high schools throughout the U. S., D. C, Alaska and
Puerto Rico. Theme of the competition was the subject, "I Speak
for Democracy."
Winners
announced
by Mr.
announces
the
appointment
of
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
join WBBM Chicago as a salesman.
Two years later he was eastern
sales manager for WBBM in New
York.
It was from that job, in 1944,
that he enlisted in the Marine
Corps, emerging as a captain in
the Night Fighter Direction Unit.
After the war, Mr. Sutton moved
to St. Louis as sales manager for
Columbia's outlet there, KMOX. A
year later, in 1946, with television
creeping rather urgently out of its
chrysalis, Mr. Sutton was recalled
to New York to help direct its
sales growth for CBS. In 1948 he
was named general sales manager
for CBS-TV, the position he holds
today.
Mr. Sutton is married to the former Louisa Powell, and they have
one daughter, Marlin, 8 years old.
The family lives in its own home
in Westport, Conn.
Mr. Sutton's hobbies are skiing,
shooting, hunting, fishing and water sports of all kinds. He is a
member of the Weston Gun Club.
BROADCASTING
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Suggests Change
EDITOR:
. . . Why
inevitat
;s, whic
don't you
WTtTNh^ther
.atepla
change your
/Tadio-TV)>i'oadca;
style
Set book?"
it thus:
FCC was making
;eting with industry
"Radio-TV"
a 1h*hi1 i^itfte
■/es
roleon of Ir^dio-TV)
And due
you're
about
for
actrnfTeSTin'
jnse
t they would play i'
a cover
change :

TELECASTING
No charge for these ideas, Sir!
Don Davis
President
WHB Kansas City, Mo.
[EDITOR'S
Davis' cogent
comment onNOTE:
radio Mr.
capitalization
follows same reasoning as that of W. B.
McGill, advertising manager, Westinghouse Radio
Stations (BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
Jan. 29).
We like Radio-TV. Any further suggestions?]
* # #
Limited Market
EDITOR:
Several years ago the inventor
of a "speech-silencer" for deleting
commercials from radio programs
asked us for an opinion of his
product [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22].
Aside from a natural distaste
for any device meant to cut the
throat of my good friend, Mr. Com•/vwvwww

dle ofJimmy
the federal
Trippe penitentiary.
Manager Ambassador
Gadsden, Ala.
open

mike

mercial Radio, I felt its sale would
be limited for the fundamental reason that most people are not interested. To borrow from an article
on Snobs in Mr. Luce's Life, there
just
aren'ta enough
Snobs plain
to make
market.Radio
Not
enough people suffer from commercialitis. If and when they do ratings on non-commercial shows will
go higher. And don't tell me there
aren't any good sustainers.
Suppose we're wrong. Suppose
there is a market and millions of
the infernal devices are sold. Then
this agency for one will weave a
thread of music through all its
commercials.
Frank Baker
Director Television and
Radio
Reincke, Meyer & Finn
ChicagoMail Order Comments
EDITOR:
I have been reading, with burning fury, of the "fly-by-night" activities of the "Midland Advertising
Agency".
. . . station manager
As a former
... I handled several PI accounts

to good advantage . . . selling
baby chickens, rose bushes, quilt
pieces, flower bulbs, etc., was as
much of a pleasure as it was a
commercial basis — I knew that I
was offering my listeners real,
honest-to-goodness mail order values. . . . The advertising game appealed to me so much that I . . .
have since started my own little
business, operating under Ambassador Advertising Assoc. ... I
handle advertising on a PI basis,
but I make it clear to all of my
accounts that actual samples of the
items offered must be submitted
for my approval, and also to the
stations and publishers requesting
them, and that all items must be
offered to be shipped C.O.D. only
on a money guarantee if not satisfied offer.
I for one, speaking for the station manager, and the agency head,
believe that every agency operating should be forced to make a
bond, and that the agency should
furnish proper credentials to each
state's association of broadcasters
as well as to the NAB. More power
to Broadcasting • Telecasting,
and let's hope that the operators
of "Midland" land right in the mid-

EDITOR:
Read with alacrity the stories on
"Mail Order Case" in Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8 and 22.
We hope you will make it clear
to your readers that the case of
Midland Adv. Agency (Christmas
tree ornaments) is an exception . . .
There are many agencies like
ours who represent accounts in perfectly legitimate mail order deals.
Before we take on a client for mail
order, we investigate the product,
the client and specify, among other
things, a rigid shipping schedule,
a written money-back guarantee
enclosed with the item, etc.
In the course of our contacts with
station managers, we also have
found them to be more than careful
in the kind of deals they accept,
and, once they are satisfied, will
extend the agency and client every
ounce of cooperation in the book.
After all, we are past the stage
of Pl-deals. We pay the same rates
any other advertiser is expected to
Peter T. Wolf, Gen. Mgr.
pay. . Morrow
. .
Wolf McCann
Longview, Tex.
Cook Episode
EDITOR:
I read with a great deal of interest an article in Broadcasting

VYWWtWVVlVVVl/VVlVVtW

In

^ssons

For twenty
synonymous

with

Leadership

years, the Reeves

Soundcraft

name

has been

leadership in sound recording media. Such

leadership, while

it carries great prestige and satisfaction,

also imposes obligations and responsibilities.
The

REEVES

lessons in leadership we

have learned are these:

CORP.
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10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y. Export-Reeves Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
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• Telecasting of January 22, on
page 72. . . .
Just to keep the record straight,
WKY-TV's cameraman was the
first and only cameraman to take
pictures of Cook in the Tia Juana
jail and his delivery to FBI authorities. This film was a WKY-TV
exclusive and it was through our
courtesy that KFMB-TV was allowed to telecast it. Perhaps you
had an opportunity to see the film
for we sold it to NBC for inclusion
in the Camels news reel. INS and
others also purchased copies of our
film.
P. A. Sugg, Manager
WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma
City

appeared in Broadcasting • Telecasting on Oct. 16) for the forthcoming issue of the Quarterly
Journal of Speech. . . .
... I want to tell you that "Two
Exciting Decades" was an unusually fine article and I wish that
you people would expand it because
students of broadcasting find such
material to be of real value.
Hale Aarnes, Chairman
Radio Education Dept.
Stephens College,
Columbia, Mo.
SRDS Newsletter
FIRST issue of CM analyst, new
monthly marketing newsletter, reported that 1950 retail sales in
Florida jumped 15.9% over the
previous year for the largest percentage gain of any state. By
comparison, total 1950 sales increased 10.2% over 1949, with
amounts ranging from 8% to 12%
for nine basic geographic marketing regions, CM said. The first
issue was mailed out the past fortnight to advertising agencies, advertisers, researchers and other
groups by the publisher, Standard
Rate & Data Service. The fourpage letter includes three original
statistical tabulations designed for
use at top-management level as a
guide to market analysis and sales
planning, and is a supplement to
Consumer Markets, firms, annual
statistical source book.

'Leve
l-Headed' Reports
EDITOR:
. . . You people are . . . keeping
industry posted on civil defense
matters in a level-headed and factual manner. It is a relief to read
this type of reporting after the
"scare-head" treatment given this
matter by some members of the
press.
Charles E. Dewey Jr.
Director of Communications
Office of Civil Defense
State of Missouri
Jefferson City
Valuable Material
EDITOR:
I just wrote a brief review of
"Two Exciting Decades" (which

enable WEAM
WWDC
POLICY
Set On MBS Sustainers
A SELECTIVE policy on network
sustaining programs is included
in the new affiliation agreement between MBS and WWDC Washington, 5kw independent station which
becomes MutuaPs Capital outlet in
March, it was learned last week.
Under the arrangement, WWDC
is expected to allocate certain Mutual daytime and nighttime sustaining programs and also maintain a heavy schedule of its own
programs. The agreement probably will enable the station to retain part of its independent flavor
through airing of local personalities and yet carry select MBS programs, according to Herman Paris,
WWDC commercial manager.
The affiliation, effective March
11, was announced by E. M. Johnson, MBS vice president in charge
of station relations, and Ben
Strouse, WWDC vice president and
general manager [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan. 29]. WWDC
replaces WEAM Arlington, Va., as
MBS affiliate.
While the switch is not effective
until next month, WEAM last
Monday made provision for drop10. ping a few MBS programs, but
plans to carry others until March
Howard Stanley, general and
commercial manager of WEAM,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
that disaffiliation from Mutual will

to return to inde-

as a "community" pendent
station.operation
Additionally
it will
mean more reasonable advertising
rates for local sponsors who seek
saturation spot coverage, he said.
At the same time it was revealed
that WEAM is proceeding with
negotiations to open studio facilities in Washington. These will
serve as "auxiliary" studios to the
Arlington headquarters.
FACSIMILE RELAY
Daily Use Begins Today
FIRST relaying of multiplexed
facsimile service on a regular basis
begins today (Feb. 5), following
successful tests. Using equipment
designed and built by Hogan Labs.,
journalism students at Columbia
U. will make up a four-page daily
newscast five days a week which
will be sent by STL to WFMN-FM
Alpine, N. J., and relayed from
there, multiplexed along with Rural Radio Network FM sound programs, to WQAN-FM Scranton
and to WHCU-FM Ithaca for
broadcast.
A few receivers have been installed in Scranton and Ithaca to
receive the experimental broadcasts, which are also experiments
in facsimile make-up for the Columbia students. First facsimile
newscasts will include a page of
news, two pages of weather maps
and a page of produce and market
quotations.
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The craftsmen using Reeves Soundcraft products know
they are the best, we can give them nothing less. The

leader cannot compromise on quality.

_ . Reeves Soundcraft has pioneered in the devel1
ITV
n Development
J . and methods
, ,
1
opment ofr
many new devices
applicable in the sound recording field. Our laboratories are years ahead of our
production facilities — and always will be so long as we choose to lead.

In

Reeves Soundcraft recognises it cannot command

Pricing

a pre-

mium in price for its products merely because it is an

acknowledged leader. We endeavor to produce custom-type products at mass
production prices.

REEVES— TWENTY

YEARS

OF

LEADERSHIP

IN

SOUND

ELECTRONICS
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Filter tubes

Recording tape and discs
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Advertisement

From

where

/>y Joe

Blue

This

Marsh

Wins

"Hunt"

Cappy Miller's coon dogs — except
for Old Blue — are about the finest
hounds in the county. Blue's too
friendly and easygoing to care much
about hunting. He doesn't act the way
we think a good dog should, so we
figured he'd never amount

to much.

But a fellow comes around Saturday
looking for a good dog to photograph
for some advertising. And the dog he
picks is Blue! Says Blue's happy face
is just the one to attract people's attention. So Cappy gets more money
for that picture than his other dogs
will ever take in hunt prizes.
From where I sit, that should teach
us not to look down on humans, when
they act differently than we think they
should. For instance, maybe you think
tea goes best with food. O.K. — but
don't size up wrong the man
enjoys a beer at mealtime.

who

Like Blue, I guess we're all "different" in one way or another — but that
doesn't mean we don't have our good
points, too!

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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Collectionbyp°"cy
DIVBD
OUDO0I\IDlIy0
NAB
QIIPepDIDrDQ Explained
DUD
QUESTION of policy governing the collection of outstanding accounts
from subscribers to Broadcast Measurement Bureau has been laid before NAB's Research Dept., it was learned last week.
The issue arose in correspondence between a BMB subscriber and Dr.
Kenneth Baker, acting BMB presithe query received by his office,
dent and director of the NAB ReDr. Baker stressed that this is
search Dept., questioning the coverage service's procedure with re- "not a situation that is unique,"
citing a similar situation among
spect to delinquent subscribers.
BMB is now in the process of transcription, film producer, station
dissolution approved early last representative and other fields to
year. Incorporation papers for which broadcasters subscribe.
Broadcast Audience Measurement
Dr. Baker made plain that BMB
Inc. were filed in Wilmington, Del., has been equally diligent in acting
looking toward emergence of BAM
against NAB and non-NAB members and pointed out that legally
as the industrywide research covthere is every reason why BMB
erage firm [Broadcasting • Telecould not distinguish between either
casting, May 1, April 24, 1950].
group.
BMB' currently owes NAB
The question of a procedural
formula, it was learned, was posed roughly $100,000.
Complicating the picture at this
in queries requesting a clarificatime is BMB's unresolved tax
tion of the organization's policy —
status. The coverage firm is still
specifically, whether BMB extends
a uniform formula to govern all awaiting a court ruling on its plea
debtor-subscribers.
that it is a non-profit organization
and therefore should be not taxAttach Accounts
able as a corporation.
First meeting of the board of
Explaining BMB procedure, Dr.
Baker stated the organization has directors of BAM, BMB's successor, was held last November in
followed the same formula with
New York where the board elected
respect to all outstanding debts
officers and named two organizaon the basis of signed contracts —
tional committees to map BAM
that of attaching accounts of sta- planning. At the same time BMB
tion and other subscribers through
officers were asked to begin disan attorney.
solution activities. NAB board of
The NAB research director ob- directors had earlier approved a
served that between 85 and 90 sta- sum not to exceed $5,000 for ortions currently are delinquent, a
ganizational expenses.
situation which has existed to some
extent since last May, with unpaid
collections ranging in the neighHOLD CLINIC
borhood of $33,000. It was estiOn Religious Programming
mated that a "small percentage"
of these stations are NAB members.
BROADCASTERS and ministers
Without alluding specifically to joined efforts last fortnight at the
Roanoke Ministers Conference with
an aim toward improving present
religious programming in the VirRADIO FAMILIES
ginia city.
Among
those who took part in
41,902,700 Jan. 7— NAB
TOTAL radio families in the the radio clinic were Miss Elinor
United States as of Jan. 1, 1951, Jennings, former director of religious broadcasts for CBS, and
was 41,902,700, representing a
Roanoke station managers, Ray
numerical increase of 1,201,000
families over the Jan. 1, 1950, fig- Jordan, WDBJ; Frank Koehler,
WROV, and James Moore, WSLS;
ure, NAB estimated last Tuesday.
Gordon Phillips, assistant WROV
Describing the boost as a "tre- manager, and Bill Ashworth,
said onit WSLS promotion manager.
had based mendous
its expansion,"
current NAB
estimate
preliminary totals made available
by Sales Management showing a
total-family count of 44,108,100.
AD AWARD JUDGES
The accepted 95% radio ownership
Three Named by AFA
ratio was applied to the magazine's
figures to arrive at the 41 million- ADVERTISING WOMAN of the
plus figure.
The publicized
magazine'sin estimate has been
the year for 1951 will be chosen by a
industry in past weeks.
panel of judges which includes
Dr. Kenneth Baker, director of Bernard (Ben) Duffy, president of I
the NAB Research Dept., who is- BBDO; Fred O. Bohen, president, I
Meredith Publishing Co., Des I
sued the new estimate, reminded
users that the 95% ratio is based
Moines, and A. B. Penny, Humble I
on a comprehensive 1948 BMB surOil & Refining Co., Houston.
vey showing a 94.2% ratio.
The award is made annually by
The industry generally agreed
the Advertising Federation of
to accept the figure pending correction by the Census Bureau,
America's Council on Women's
which plans to release an official Advertising Clubs and will be presented at its convention in St.
count on radio-TV homes later this
year.

Louis, June 10-13.
BROADCASTING
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GUY MITCHELL (center), rising
young vocalist, signs an exclusive
contract with Associated Program
Service. Beaming approval are Andy
Wiswell (I), vice president in charge
of recording, and Maurice B. Mitchell
(r), no relation, vice president and
general manager.

PLEDGES

ASKED

Of 'Goodwill' Employes
JOHN F. PATT, president of the
G. A. Richards stations, announced
last week that within 24 hours
after employes were asked to sign
loyalty pledges, the stations reported virtually 100% response.
Stations include WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los
Angeles.
The stations explained that the
questions asked of employes are
identical to those appearing in the
Civil Service Commission application for federal employment.
Mr. Patt stated that the action
was taken by him jointly with
general managers Worth Kramer,
WJR; Carl Georee. WGAR, and
Robert Reynolds, KMPC.
"In view of the national situation, we believe this is a good time
to standclaredup
and be counted," deMr. Patt.
"In this respect we want to place
the Goodwill Stations in the good
company of other industry leaders
who have taken similar steps to
\ assure themselves and their lis| teners of the full support of their
' staffs in behalf of America's mobilization program."
'
T
SO
CBS Loyalty Dismissal
CBS girl office employe whose
identity was withheld, has been
dismissed for refusal to sign a
loyalty statement asking about
AW subversive organization membership [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 24]. The first CBS employe so dismissed as far as is
luda ■ known, she said she was not a
• member of any union but objected
on principle; that she never had
been a member of any organization
-:i listed as subversive by the U.S. Attorney General. Joseph H. Ream,
CBS executive vice president, said
dismissal of non-signers was the
"only way to make it work"; that
unless there was some "compelling
reason" (and he could think of
none at time), no exceptions would
be made.
BROADCASTING

STATE BILLS
Affect Sales Tax, DST
TWO BILLS that would create
new problems for advertising in
general and radio in particular are
under consideration by the Washington State Legislature, currently in biennial session at Olympia.
One would forbid local option on
daylight saving time while the
other would extend the state's
sales tax to advertising.
The time bill provides:
No county, city or other political
subdivision of this state shall adopt
any provision for the observance of
daylight saving time, except pursuant
to a gubernatorial proclamation declaring an emergency and authorizing
such adoption, or unless federal authorities shall establish daylight saving time upon a national basis.
Network affiliates throughout
the state would be particularly
hard hit by the measure, because
of their need to tie in their program schedules with eastern releases. The bill would negate a
decision by Seattle voters in 1949,
concurred in by most surrounding
municipalities, to establish "fast
time" on the same schedule as
prevails in eastern metropolitan
areas.
The other bill, amending the
state's 3% sales tax law, would
extend the provisions of the law
to "the sale of or charges paid
for the dissemination or distribution of advertising or advertising
material" by any advertising medium, specifically including radio
and television.
The latter measure is opposed
by the Advertising and Sales Club
of Seattle, which has observed :
"Advertising is the greatest single
stimulator of revenue from the
sales tax as it exists now. To impose the tax on advertising would
tend to diminish the efficacy of
this stimulant."
The Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters is preparing several
bills of its own Broadcasting •
Telecasting was informed last
week by Carl Downing, WSAB executive secretary and manager of
its Radio News Bureau in Olympia. The association's Legislative
Committee, under the chairmanship of Tom Olsen, president and
general manager of KGY Olympia,
currently is studying the bills already submitted.
KDKD CONSTRUCTION
Plans March Start
A MODERN combination studiotransmitter building for the new
daytimer, KDKD Clinton, Mo., is
nearing completion. Station expects to go on the air late next
month.
The 1 kw outlet on 1280 kc is owned by David M. Segal, owner of the
Cotton Belt Group (KTFS KDMS
WGVM), and Lee E. Baker, chief
engineer, KICK Springfield, Mo. It
is expected that staff plans will be
announced shortly.

• Telecasting
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Modern
Leads

Pied

Piper

Listeners

to Action

Over a year ago Fulton Lewis, Jr. was the driving force
behind the spare-time community construction of a pipe
organ for his home-town church. Guideposts magazine
told the warming story in December, 1950. Copies of
the issue were offered * to listeners of the Fulton Lewis,
Jr. program. Result: More than 200,000 requests to
date, and more arriving daily.
As Mr. A. H. Warne, president of Bohman-Warne, Inc.
(Lewis sponsor on WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md.) wrote:
"I've heard you called many names (complimentary
and otherwise) during your years on the air, but not
until I read Guideposts did I know you were 'The
Modern Pied Piper.'
We were overwhelmed by
requests for the pipe organ story. We are proud to
have the privilege of sponsoring your daily broadcast,
and in so doing, connect our name with one so highly
regarded by a listening public."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300 stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System/
,1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
* Your local MBS outlet will supply copies upon request.
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FTC
AD
WMC

is

The most important characteristic
of a successful radio station is its
to "program"
to the wants
Swanrveeds
of its market.
Since 1923, for over twenty-seven
years, WMC has been continually
conscious of its program responsibilities ininforming and entertaining the 796,450 radio homes that
make up thegreatMemphismarket.

1 II M
Mayor
of Skunk Hollow
Here
is
a
successful
WMC's
Market-Mindedness!example
Since of
1943,
SlimMemphis
Rhodes
and his Mother's Best Mountaineers have broadcast continuously over WMC five quarter-hour
programs a week for an imposing total of 1 .990
quarter hour periods.
— and here's what the sponsor thinks ol it!
''Slim Rhodes and his Mother's Best Mountaineers have been a vital factor in making Mother's
Best Flour a Mid-South favorite.
"The fine reception our program has enjoyed
for nearly ten years is reflected in our sales
figures for this area."R. W. Vollmer
(Signed) Southern Sales Manager
Nebraska Consolidated Mills
NBC-5000
H

S

WATTS-

790

WMCF

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT
National
Representatives,
The Branham

First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal

Company'
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CRACKDOWN

Issues Defense

Policy Warning

FOOD and drug advertisers last week were mulling the implications
of a threatened crackdown on advertisements of so-called "doubtful
appeal" in view of shortages of critical materials.
The warning was contained in a twin-fold "anti-deceptive" advertising
and "anti-monopoly" policy statement issued Jan. 26 by FTC Chairman James Mead. The directive full commission on advertisements
"that appear to contain improper
charted the course the commission's divisions are expected to fol- references to defense production,
low with respect to certain prac- the public health, price rises or
tices during the present emergency
trends and critical materials." Admobilization period, and touches on
vertisements which or"misrepresent"
materials as scarce
their quality
foods, drugs and other therapeutic
as "better than formerly offered"
also will be scrutinized, he added.
products.
Meanwhile, FTC authorities
scotched published reports involvAnti-Monopoly Work
ing complaints of drug firms that
With respect to anti-monopoly
the commission had embarked on
work, Chairman Mead felt that, in
a long range plan which would
view
of World War I and II exoverlap the jurisdictional field of
periences, "unfair acts, practices
the Food & Drug Administration.
and methods in connection with
Some firms felt that, conceivably,
obtaining
defense
contracts will be
if carried to the extreme, FTC
employed
more
extensively
as the
policy would result in the necessity
of purchasers obtaining prescrip- letting
of
such
contracts
expands."
When government calls for more
tions from doctors for certain
drugs.
output from industrial concerns,
he noted, some concerns shift their
Commission authorities categori- emphasis to securing preferred
cally denying the charges, made
on government work.
plain that there is no question of position
The FTC defense emergency
jurisdiction. They pointed out that
statement followed within a fortFTC concerns itself with the truth
night a previous enunciation of
of
advertising
claims,
while
Food
ing.
policy
laid down by the commis& Drug concerns itself with labelsion with respect to use of injunctive powers in food and drug cases.
It promised to seek injunctive relief
Urges Protection
in cases involving alleged false adWarning against "opportunists
vertising of drug and food firms
in
the
business
world,"
Chairman
Mead called on the commission to which threaten "irreparable and
substantial financial injury" and
protect the "health and pocketbooks" of civilians "against the where the public interest "requires
false and fraudulent claims of such action" [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 15].
unscrupulous
advertisers,"
maintain constant
surveillanceandoverto
advertisements dealing with critical materials.
The Radio and Periodical AdverOWEN
NAMED
tising Division, Chairman Mead
stated, citing its continuing survey
To Stabilization Post
of radio and other media copy,
"will give particular attention to HENRY B. OWEN, president of
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
advertising appeals of doubtful ap- KING
peal which are related to the KING-AM-TV-FM Seattle, Wash.,
has toraccepted
appointment
direcmobilization effort."
of the Pacific
Northwest asRegion
The division will report to the
13 price stabilization office. He was
slated to open district and regional
offices for Washington, Oregon and
Idaho early last week.
CLEAN COPY
Mr. Owen was appointed a conRadio-TV Top Other Media
sultant Jan. 25 by Michael V. DiFEWER radio and television conSalle, director of the Office of Price
tinuities were set aside in DecemStabilization (Economic Stabilizaber by the Federal Trade Commistion Agency). While Mr. DiSalle
sion as being "possibly false and stressed that the appointment was
misleading" than any other media
only temporary, Mr. Owen told
advertisements, it was revealed
Broadcasting • Telecasting that
by FTC. On the basis of figures
he had accepted the director's post,
reported
FTC's Radio
and subject to clearance by govei'nment
Periodical byAdvertising
Division,
authorities. Thirteen other regional
audio-visual media fared better
consultants also were either named
copy.
proportionately than newspaper
or slated for appointment.
The radio executive was in WashOf 9,795 radio continuities exington the past fortnight and atamined last month, only 373 (or
tended held
government
orienta-at
tion courses
for price
consultants
3.8%) were set aside for further
study. Television continuities
the Shoreham Hotel. Region 13 intotaled 2,056, of which 62 (or 3%)
formation headquarters will be
were cited as being questionable.
located in the National Bank of
Newspapers rated a 4%, with 645 Commerce Bldg., 1110 Second Ave.,
ads out of 13,433 set aside.
Seattle.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

VINYLITE

Supply Ample — Benedito
THE CRITICAL shortages of
vinylite which so beset the manufacturers of transcriptions during
World War II are not likely to be
repeated during the present emergency period, according to J. D.
Benedito, manager of the extrusion and molding material division, thermo - plastic department,
Bakelite Div., Union Carbide &
Carbon Co., producer of vinylite.
Queried last week by Broadcasting • Telecasting following the
disclosure that some recording
companies have begun asking stations to return old transcriptions
so that they may be broken up for
reprocessing, Mr. Benedito said
that his company is now supplying its customers at the same rate
as during the first half of 1950,
despite the fact that defense orders
are being received, and that so far
as he can foresee now, there are
no indications that the defense
program will cut farther into the
supply of vinyl resins.
Disavowing any access to a crystal ball and noting that the situation could change overnight, Mr.
Benedito said that the shortages of
vinylite in the early years of World
War II were due largely to the
requirements of the intensive shipDRAFT
REVISION
Would Affect Technicians
CONGRESSIONAL controversy
over whether to draft 18-year-old
youths into the armed services will
have a substantial effect on deferments of technicians, engineers and
other skilled manpower, Defense
Dept. officials have indicated the
past fortnight.
Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, Assistant
Secretary of Defense, told the
House Armed Services Committee
during manpower hearings that a
.18-19 age draft policy "could allow
a larger number of deferments
than would otherwise be possible"
in the technical and engineering
categories. Occupational deferments now granted in key industries would have to be curtailed if
the youths are not made available,
she stated.
Moreover, she told the committee, failure to conscript them would
endanger the draft-exempt status
of World War II veterans, and also
make it necessary to cancel deferments for fathers and husbands in
the 19-26 group.
The Assistant Defense Secretary,
questioned about the department's
reserve policy, said a new policy
has been evolved whereby inactive
reservists are called after active
reservists, all with 30 days notice.
The importance of skilled personnel in the military picture has
been stressed again by the U. S.
Air Force, which recently appealed
for officer specialists in electronics
and communications and for airmen qualified in radio and radar
maintenance and communications.
BROADCASTING

building program of those years,
which is not being duplicated today. Since the war, he said, the
production of vinylite has more
than doubled and if the situation
continues as it is today there
should be no critical shortages, despite the fact that vinylite today
is used in the production of 33%
and 45 rpm phonograph records
as well as in transcriptions. What
shortage there is, is due to a lack
of basic materials, primarily chlorine, he explained, and not to production capacity.
Sees No Change
Recording companies can depend
on getting about the same amount
of new vinylite as they did a year
ago, he said, barring an unforeseen change in the defense requirements picture. If they want to expand their 1951 production beyond
the 1950 rate, the collection of old
recordings for reprocessing should
be helpful, he stated.

KCUL HOMERS
To Air Ft. Worth Baseball
TEXAS LEAGUE baseball games
of the Fort Worth Cats, which
for four years have been broadcast over KXOL Fort Worth, will
be heard over KCUL Fort Worth
during the upcoming season, it was
announced last week.
W. Bruce Chambers Jr., KCUL
president and general manager,
and Homer Hogan, KCUL commercial manager, added that the
baseball announcing job still was
open. Russ N. Lamb, general manager, said that major league broadcasts "will keep us big in the sports

MILTON Q. FORD (1), disc jockey for
WWDC Washington, D. C, discusses
with Frank Beck, cartoonist, the Feb.
14 return to Mr. Beck's comic strip,
"Bo," of Mr. Ford's parrot, "Richard." Last year Mr. Ford and his
parrot were featured in the syndicated strip (350 papers) for three
months. The parrot has been featured
on Mr. Ford's shows for two years.
"Richard" operates in front of a live
mike and interjects remarks during
the show.

John Reeves, Fort Worth Baseball Club president, said that bids
had been received from both stations but that the contract had
picture."
been given to KCUL because of
"quantum merit." KCUL has
power of 5 kw. Broadcasts begin
April 10.
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National Sales Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455

editorial

Listener

4

Faith

THE POWER of radio advertising is made
embarrassingly obvious when the medium is
shabbily used, as witness the mail-order campaign placed by the now-vanished Midland
Agency of New York.
Midland contracted for spots for several
$1 Christmas items. These were straight contracts for the purchase of time at card rates,
and to that extent there was little reason for
the stations that accepted the business to suspect they were not legitimate.
But the transcribed announcements that Midland supplied should, we think, have caused
thoughtful broadcasters to wonder whether
such a bounty of toys or Christmas ornaments
as the announcements described could, in fact,
be sold these days for as little as $1.
The announcements, however, were used by
many stations — with the inevitable result that
large numbers of orders for the merchandise,
including the money to pay for it, were received. The Midland episode ended with three
undesirable consequences :
(1) Stations were not paid for the time
that Midland had ordered;
Many listeners
were disappointed
the(2) quality
of the merchandise
when init
arrived;
(3) Some other listeners never received
the merchandise or a return of their money.
The loss of reputation suffered by the stations that were taken in by Midland will, we
fear, be far bigger than the loss of payment
for their time or losses that they suffered by
refunding from their own pockets the money
to dissatisfied listeners. People who get stung
are less apt to place the blame on the advertisers than on the station over which they
heard it.
Fortunately, such incidents are rare. The
phrase "I heard it on the radio" has come to
be accepted as gospel. Radio and TV cannot
afford to have their good names besmirched.
The chances of stations' being euchered into
fraudulent advertising would, of course, be
considerably reduced if an active agencyrecognition system existed in radio-TV. On
occasions when the question of establishing
such an organization has arisen, broadcasters
have seemed disinterested. Most stations can
spot a phoney from his stationery or his approach. Yet, lots of old heads were taken in
by the evaporated Midland of New York (not
to be confused with the reputable Midland of
Cincinnati) .
In the absence of a central bureau, broadcasters must be their own policemen. They
must guard against not only their own victimization at the hands of unscrupulous agencies
but also, and more important in the long run,
the victimization of their audiences.
Listener faith is the most important possession a broadcaster can have. It is his
going concern and good will.
IF THERE are those who fear for
radio's future as an advertising medium,
we happily commend to them the address
of Mr. Lloyd Venatd, vice president of
the O. L. Taylor Co., before the South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. "The
world's greatest advertising medium," he
calls radio, and marshals facts and analogies to prove his argument that its future is greater even than its past. His
speech, reported elsewhere in these pages,
is a ringing demonstration that the bell
tolls not for radio, but for the notion that
its future is behind it.
Page 48
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Televigilance Needed
THE FCC, which frequently has trouble with
semantics in cases of this kind, no doubt will
be eager to deny that what it has in mind is a
Blue Book on program principles for television.
We refer, of course, to its 5-to-l decision to
hold "a public conference . . . for the discussion of television broadcasting problems from
the viewpoint of the public, the Commission,
and industry" [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 29, 22; also, story this issue].

- our respects to:

Symptomatically, the words "programs" and
"programming" are found nowhere in the Commission's short announcement. FCC prefers to
call it, with a rhetorical flourish, a discussion
which "will relate generally to the role of television in serving the needs and interests of the
So it means programs.
Broadcasters who went through the battle of
public."
the
1946 AM Blue Book will know what this
involves. Whatever form it takes, whatever
name the FCC gives it, whatever FCC says it
is not, it is patently another bald intrusion by
a government agency into the program field —
a field on which Congress has clearly posted:
"No Trespassing."
Admittedly there is plenty of room for betterment in television programming. Admittedly some stations, particularly in one-station
markets, have allowed program structure to
get out of balance. Admittedly taste has been
open to challenge in some instances, and selection of hours for certain types of program has
been questionable.
The - fact remains that, by Congressional
mandate, this is none of FCC's business. It is
a matter between a station and its audience.
FCC may be sure that the complaints it says
it has received are not a handful, when compared to the millions who see television and
like what they see. FCC must also recognize
and take into account — and we believe that
most FCC members do — the fact that television
is young and still growing. And it's improving
as it grows.
If there is anything good about the Commission's venture, it is the conference procedure to be followed, and the fact that television
broadcasters may be prompted toward selfexamination — which is, of course, the only
proper source of improvement.
The 1946 AM Blue Book was born full-grown
and thrust upon a stunned art. Its 1951 TV
counterpart may be no less grotesque. At least,
as a result of the conference which FCC has
promised, the Commission will have the benefit of telecasters' views during the gestation
period.
Television broadcasters may well take a lesson from FCC's just-completed hearing on proposals to set aside TV channels for educational
institutions to use at some vague future date.
General service broadcasters almost let that
one go by default. CBS President Frank Stanton and NAB President Justin Miller may
particularly be thanked for balancing FCC's
hearing record to the point where, by the time
the sessions were over, the Commission had
heard both sides of the question and not just
the professional educator's pitch.
There can be no default, or near default, on
the forthcoming TV program conference. The
time to start preparation is now. Self-improvement is a good starting point, but it will take
more than that. Facts, persuasive argument,
and solid determination to resist governmental
encroachment will all be needed. Broadcasters
must know by now that in these bureaucratic
times, vigilance alone, though it be eternal, is
not quite enough to keep radio free.

EDWARD

COOPER

that ofBurton
provejudge
QUENT wasevents
SUBSE
K. Wheeler
a sound
character when he bluntly labelled Edward
Cooper "a man of good sense" back in 1938.
In that year, Mr. Wheeler, then U. S. Senator from Montana and a Democrat, was in ■
search of a man who could provide the necessary spark to a staff investigation of domestic
telegraph companies begun by a Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce subcommittee.
Ed Cooper was managing editor of the
Congressional Intelligencer, a factual Washington news service. He was also a contributor
to a number of magazines and was Washington correspondent for the Literary Digest. At
best, Mr. Cooper considered himself a competent news writer and a proven reporter.
That's what he told the Senator. But Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Wheeler
brushed aside Mr. Cooper's doubts saying,
"You're a man of good sense; that's who we
need for the job." And Ed Cooper was hired,
after obtaining a leave of absence from the
Intelligencer — a leave that became permanent.
The two-year probe was conducted in a
thorough manner that has become characteristic of Mr. Cooper's work. He supervised
hearings, prepared the official report and
beaverishly put together recommendations of
the committee which were submitted to the
Senate. They became part of the Domestic
Merger Act.
This was the prelude to more strenuous
legislative studies ahead, culminating in his
appointment as communications specialist on
the professional staff of the Senate Commerce
Committee, a position created in the Congressional Reorganization Act of 1948. For the
past 10 years Mr. Cooper has, in fact, been
concentrating on communications.
On Feb. 1, Mr. Cooper assumed a position
that will test the knowledge and experience
gained in the legislative field in his decade of
study and hard work as key radio staff man
on the Senate commerce committee. His new
job places him on the staff of the Senate Majority Policy Committee directed by Majority
Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), with
whom Mr. Cooper had long been associated
while the Senator was (and still is) chairman of the Commerce radio-communications
subcommittee.
While not directly engaged in communications activities in his new post, Mr. Cooper
will have a sharp interest in radio, an interest
(Continued on page 53)
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CLARITY

OF LIVE RADIO

through

elimination of background and surface noise with no loss in tone quality.
ECONOMY
OF PRODUCTION
TIME AND EXPENSE ...Use of new
Ampex Recorder permits editing,
eliminates flubs without cutting additional discs. Live show is first taped
on Ampex Recorder then transferred

/

to the master disc using the new electrically heated hot stylus needle.

Mac Jeffus, veteran recording engineer,
tapes a show on the new Ampex Recorder
with no loss of quality.

IDEAL

POSSIBLE RE-USE OF MATERIAL
as the new Ampex Recorder tape may
be combined with portions of previous
transcriptions to produce new effects
without developing entire new commercials or show.

METHOD

FOR

SPOTS

OR

AUDITION

PLATTERS as editing permits maximum showmanship, takes pressure off the talent and conserves production time and expense. Adequate facilities for
delivering top-quality copies overnight.

-570

WFAA.3,0
WFAA
NBC, TQN
ABC, TQN
50,000 WATTS
5,000 WATTS
Martin B. Campbell, General Manager
OFFICES: 1122 JACKSON STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS
Electrically heated hot stylus needle
grooves the master disc as smoothly
as a warm knife cuts butter.
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Radio

Services of the Dallas Morning

News
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NORMAN

J. OSTBY, sales service manager Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, takes on additional duties of director
of station relations. He replaces PATRICK W. CAMPBELL, resigned [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29].
MICHAEL DANN, NBC trade news editor, appointed
to NBC-TV sales staff as coordinator of program package sales, effective Feb. 7.

front office

BENNETT O. SCOTT, account executive WIND
cago, appointed local sales manager.

>AUL C. LOUTHER, program director WVET Rochester, N. Y., elected
vice president. He will continue as program director.
HEBER SMITH appointed to local sales staff KNBC
San Francisco replacing LON KING, resigned [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan 22]. He was with KJBS
San Francisco.
FRANK E. SHAFFER, general manager WJER Dover,
Ohio, to WEIR Steubenville in similar capacity.

Mr. Louther

HARRY H. HAYES, New England and New York City
representative Standard Rate & Data, to KWBU
Corpus Christi as manager.

RUTH E. KEWDER, ABC Chicago, to Buhner & Johnson Inc., Minneapolis, as executive secretary.
WALTER DUNCAN, sales manager WPIX (TV) New York, to Paul H.
Raymer Co. to assist Mr. Raymer in both radio and TV.
BOB DEAN, commercial manager WIKK Erie, Pa., to WJMO
as account executive.

Cleveland

MERLE S. JONES, general manager Columbia Pacific Network, KNX
and KTSL(TV) Hollywood, moves to temporary offices in KTSL studios
in Don Lee Network Bldg., 1313 N. Vine St. pending completion of his
own offices at that address. WILBUR S. EDWARDS last week began
his new duties as director of CPN and KNX, moving into Mr. Jones'
former offices at Columbia Square.
EUGENE R. MYERS, time salesman WTAM-AM-FM and WNBK(TV)
Cleveland, appointed sales manager WTAM. JOHN M. McINTOSH Jr.
appointed to WTAM sales staff.

CLEVELAND'S $ui£ STATION • wjw • CLEVELANO'S/jfe^ SIGNAL- WjW -CLEVELAND'S^ ST4^
CHIEF

SAYS:

"Chief sure mixum heap strong potion §
Catchum plenty soles for you
<4

Chi-

Mr. Ostby

CHARLES F. DOLAN, account executive Leech Adv.
Co., Cleveland, to WJMO Cleveland as director of commercial department.

BERNEICE SAMUELS, CBS Hollywood engineering department, to
sales department CBS Pacific Network and KNX Hollywood
WAYNE

GRIFFIN named sales manager KSVP Artesia, N. M.

H-R Representatives Inc., N. Y., appointed representative for KMMJ
Grand Island, Neb. (ABC affiliate), effective March 1.
ORATHA

FREEMAN

appointed to sales staff KGWA

Enid, Okla.

MARION HARRIS, one-time manager KFSD San Diego and more recently in insurance business, to KFI Los Angeles as account executive.
He replaces. ARNOLD J. KAPAN, shifted to KFI-TV sales.
JOSEPH B. HALL, president Kroger Co., Cincinnati (grocery chain),
elected last week as member of board of Avco Mfg. Co. Crosley Broadcasting Corp. is subsidiary of Avco.
ROGER SPA UGH, chief engineer KOOS Coos Bay, Ore., resigns. He has
purchased part interest in KFIR North Bend, Ore., where he will be
chief engineer and director of operations. His wife, SARA SPAUGH,
KOOS traffic and program manager, to KFIR in similar capacity.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., appointed U. S. representative for Radio
Distribution Ltd., Bridgeton, Barbados, B. W. I. Details will be handled
by international division of Young Inc., N. Y.
NATIONAL BROADCAST SALES, Toronto, station representative,
moves to 88 Richmond St. W., Toronto. HARRY R. McLAY appointed
office manager and WILLIAM MULLETT, formerly of Vancouver, appointed to sales staff.
CHARLES J. RUDD, manager, and KENNETH HUTCHESON, commercial manager CJAV Port Alberni, purchase half interest in station.
RALPH DAWSON, WJR Detroit, to sales staff WXYZ same city. JOHN
G. LYON, WXEL Royal Oak, also to WXYZ sales staff.

Merchandising and Promotion—

J

Cleveland's strongest signal too!"

*v

WALTER MILES, manager W. S. Grant Co., L. A. (radio representatives), to Pacific Regional Network L. A., as account executive.

GOOD

|

fietionats • • •

MEDICINE

HUGH B. TERRY, vice president and general manager KLZ Denver,
elected to board of directors Industrial Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
FOR INCREASED SALES J of Denver. . . . PHILIP G. LASKY, vice president and general manager
KSFO and KPIX(TV) San Francisco, recovering from illness. . .
WILLIAM HOLM, general manUse WJ W- Greater Cleveland's most merchandising- J| ager WLPO La Salle, 111., will speak
on "Using the Right Medium in the
Right Way"
of Illinois'
minded, promotion-minded station— for quick sales results! 2?
annual
Farm atandU. Home
Week. 50th
...
m
ANGUS
D.
PFAFF,
general
man|
BILL
O'NEIL
ager of WNMP Evanston, 111., fathPRESIDENT
er of girl, Elizabeth, Jan. 24. . . .
J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director Cox radio-TV operaffl STATION
tions (WSB-AM-TV, WHIO-AMCLEVELAND'S
TV, WIOD) in Dayton on business.
r
. . . FRANK GAITHER, commercial manager WSB-AM-TV Atlanta,
in New York on station business . . .
N
ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia,
W
will be honored Feb. 11 as "Citizen
of the Month" by Philadelphia
BASIC ABC
5000 W.
lodge of the Moose. He was chosen
CLEVELAND
15,
OHIO
WJW BUILDING
for "his achievement, accomplishINC.
Lansing's Most
LS
REPRESENTATIVES,
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY H-R
ment and leadership in the field Wl
Powerful Station
of
television."
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RCA VICTOR SHIFTS
STONE NAMED
New KPHO General Manager
HARRY STONE, radio pioneer
formerly of WSM Nashville, has
been appointed general manager at
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix. This announcement was
received last week
from John C.
Mullins, p r e s ident of the Arizona stations.
Mr. Stone resigned from the
Nashville station
Oct. 1 because of
poor health. He
had been WSM
Mr. Stone
vice president and
general manager and served 22
years with the station.
In 1922, Mr. Stone entered the
then new field of radio when he
helped construct WCBQ, Nashville's first station. At the outset
of WCBQ's operations, he served
as the announcing staff, program
director and press agent.
A year later he took a job as set
salesman for a local store, and in
1924, when the station was sold
and the call letters changed to
WBAW, he was called in to become
commercial manager. He was instrumental in selling Maxwell
House Coffee Co. its first radio
'show.
In 1928 Mr. Stone joined WSM,
.vhich had been established by the
National Life & Accident Insurance Co., and in 1932 was made
'general manager.
He has been closely identified
A-ith the Grand Ole Opry program
ilmost from its birth, and was its
mly announcer and emcee for
/ears. Many entertainers of national prominence such as James
Vlelton and Dinah Shore can trace
heir starts up the ladder of fame
o him.
Mr. Stone is a former chairman
>f NBC's Station Planning and
Advisory Committee and also was
irst chairman of the Clear Chanlel Group (later CCBS) of staions. He was named president of
he Tennessee Associated Press
Broadcasters when that unit was
formed last fall.

JSM.

Sates *•
il V/DRC,
111Retaoick
Adyer«sers P'« Harrford,
Test Station y ,
Ma\o,
,ue country* *
W,",,
Com.
*wc' S
HartfordJE•
T ■?
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TAPPING at the source, WWL New Orleans Sportscasrer Bill Brengel interviews officials of the Jackson Brewing Co. and the Fitzgerald Advertising
Agency at the annual "Bock Beer" party held in the well-known Jax Stein
Room. Recordings made were used on Mr. Brengel's World of Sports which
Jax has sponsored for the past eight years. Present were (I to r) Robert J.
Fabacher, Jax advertising director; Mr. Brengel; Lawrence J. Fabacher, Jax's
territorial sales manager; Richard G. Jones, Jax vice president and general
manager; Joseph H. Epstein, co-owner, and Aubrey Williams, radio director,
of the Fitzgerald agency.
AAW

AWARD
Radio Plans Set
FOURTH ANNUAL Advertising
Assn. of the West competition for
the best commercial radio programs and spots in the 11 western
states and western Canada has
been announced by Robert J. McAndrews, managing director of the
Southern California Broadcasters'
Assn. and chairman of AAW Radio
Commercial Awards Committee.
Competition, aimed at encouraging the best in western radio advertising, is open to all radio
stations, advertising agencies, advertisers and individuals in those
areas. Awards will be presented
at the annual AAW convention being held this year June 17-20 at
the Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver.
Total of five awards will be given
in all. They include four certificates of merit — one for best commercial programs used in cities of
100,000 or over on radio station or
on networks; one used in cities of
less than 100,000, and one certificate each for best commercial spot
announcements in each of those
population categories — a n d the
Vancouver Trophy, donated by the
Vancouver Advertising and Sales
Bureau, to one of the four winners
judged to have done the best overall job.
Qualifications
To be eligible, commercials will
have had to have been created and
broadcast between June 1, 1950,
and May 15, 1951, on a radio station or network in the competing
area. Entries are to be submitted
on transcriptions, accompanied by a
copy of the script and a filled-out
entry blank. They will be judged on
five bases: Creative originality, information imparted, effectiveness of
selling message, listenability and
results, where obtainable. Competition closes May 15.
Claude Palmer, manager, Oregon
Advertising Club, Portland, has

• Telecasting

been named chairman of the Competition Committee, members of
which have not yet been chosen.
Names of judges will also be
announced at a later date.
Entry blanks and rules for the
contest may be obtained from advertising clubs in the AAW area or
from Mr. McAndrews, c/o Southern
California Broadcasters' Assn.,
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.
"MOO-LA"
CORN

BUYS

Makes Three Appointments
THREE NEW personnel appointments were announced last week by
RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.
Theodore A. Smith, for five
years head of sales activities of the
RCA Engineering Products Department, has been named assistant department general manager.
Mr. Smith assumes duties of W.
Walter Watts, vice president and
general manager of the department, who has been granted a
leave-of-absence to serve with the
Defense Production Administration in Washington [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8].
Other appointments announced
were those of A. R. Hopkins as
department general sales manager,
and Barton Kreuzer, as general
product manager. Mr. Hopkins had
been responsible for sales administration, advertising and promotion
of the department's product lines,
while Mr. Kreuzer's duties included
product planning and manufacturing functions.
Increases Power
KYUM Yuma, Ariz., 250 w NBC
affiliate, Feb. 14 increases its
power to 1 kw. To celebrate the
occasion NBC is preparing a special half-hour salute to the station,
with NBC stars recording congratulatory messages to be aired
on that date.
YOUR

FLAKES

IN WISCONSIN

WKOW
RICHEST

COVERS

THE

MARKET

IN AMERICA'S

RICHEST

DAIRYLAND

Cows don't actually eat corn flakes, but Bossy's "moo-la" is what
pays for the food in Wisconsin. The milk checks add up to awhopping half-billion dollars every year for city folks and farmers alike. To sell the biggest buyers in the heart of America's
dairyland, you need WKOW's big half-millivolt area, where
874,000 people spent 183 million dollars in 1949 on food alone.
KOW-CBS
WISCONSIN'S ONLY
10,000 WATT STATION
For
most coverage,
powerful buy
signalWKOW.
delivers Wisconsin's
a primary
area of 13 prosperous counties, PLUS a
proven daily audience of responsive listeners the length of the state. That's why
your best three-way advertising buy in
Wisconsin is WKOW-CBS — 1 0,000 watts.
1 0 7 0 K. C.
Madison, Wisconsin
Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

t-AJ

KOW
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air-casters
DEAN

SEATON to KXOA Sacramento as program director, replacing EARLE RUSSELL, re-

signed.
DON BELL, disc jockey KRNT Des
Moines, Iowa, presented citation by
Coronet magazine
outstanding
achievement
within "for
the field
of radio
entertainment." JEANETTE COTTINGHAM, assistant promotion manager, appointed promotion manager
KRNT Theatre, legitimate playhouse
owned and operated by station. She
succeeds MARY LITTLE, resigned.
MARIE MANNING, KMTV (TV)
Omaha, replaces Miss Cottingham.
TOM STEMM, KLPR Oklahoma City,
to KGWA Enid, Okla., as staff announcer. He replaces HI ROBERTS,
resigned. PAT SPELLMAN, KBYE
Oklahoma City, appointed continuity
chief.
WILLIAM CORRIGAN, continuity
writer WRC Washington, to WRCWNBW (TV) production staff. JACK
MAY appointed executive producer
for Nancy Osgood Show on WNBW.
JEFF BAKER, production staff WRC,
to WNBW production staff.
BING CROSBY named general in
Florida Gov. Fuller Warren's army
of honorary colonels.
JAMES MATTHEWS replaces JOHN
JACOBS as announcer on CBS Your
Tropical Trip.

Put

HANK SYLVERN, musician of radio
and TV, signed as musical conductor
on new Sam Levenson Show over
CBS-TV which started Jan. 27.
WILLIAM KETELSEN appointed announcer-engineer KSVP Artesia, N. M.
LUCILE SMITH appointed bookkeeper for station. ,
GRANNY HAMNER, infielder for
Phila. Phillies, featured on Granny
Hammer Show over WCAU-TV Phila.
LeROY MILLER, disc jockey WFIL
Phila., has signed new two year contract with station. He handles two
shows daily.
ROBERT COWHIG, HARRY BURGARD, DAVID HICKMAN, JACK CASSEY, ROLAND TWIGG and GEORGE
SMITH, February graduates Columbia
Institute, Philadelphia, to WCAU-TV
Philadelphia for work on Big Top, network show originating from Camden,
N. J.
JACK OGILVIE, WBEN Buffalo, to
WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown, N. Y., as
director of special events and chief
announcer.
GENE BERGER to staff announcer
WOL Washington. Was with WGAY
Silver Spring, Md., and WINX Washington.
JOHN OTTERSON, floor manager
WMAL-TV Washington, called to duty
with Army.

Yourself

on

*0
a

spot!

Reach

*

l,o0()

omes
WINS spots move mountains of everything — from collar
buttons to "Constellations"— fast! Let us give you examples!
WINS spots have a high Pulse but a low rate per
thousand homes. Let us show you!
WINS spots, in other words, sell more, cost less.
Get the straight facts on a WINS spot buy.
Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
•Source: Pulse of N. Y. — Dec, 1950
Buy WINS..
if Sells!
WINS
50KW
New York
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JACKSON WEAVER, WMAL-TV
Washington personality, made honorary member on Modern Woman TV
program, by Young Married Women
of YWCA.
JOAN VAN ARMAN, floor manager
WXYZ-TV Detroit, named production
assistant. MARY ANN LIXIE becomes
floor manager.
MAURIE LISHON, staff musician
WBBM Chicago, father of boy, Martin, Jan. 23.
MARY MORGAN, fashion and beauty
editor CKLW Windsor, elected president of Detroit Fashion Group.
BILL ANSON, disc m.c, KTTV (TV)
Hollywood,standing
presented
achievementcitation
within for
the "outfield
of radio entertainment" by Coronet
magazine.
CARROLL RIGHTER, astrologer-columnist, starts five weekly quarter-hour
Carroll Righter, Astrologer on KTTV
(TV) Hollywood.
DURWOOD POWELL, program director WCAV Culpeper, Va., father of
daughter, Sharon Lee.
SAM
ELBER, WIP Phila., to Jewish
city.
Communities Relations Council, same
BOB CRANE, chief announcer and
disc jockey WLEA Hornell, N. Y., to
WBIS Bristol, Conn., as disc jockey.
ALICE FREER, society commentator
WMAL Washington, selected as one
of five outstanding "queens of beauty
and fashion"
Fashion
Group. by the Washington
ED FISHER, morning announcer
WHIZ Zanesville, recalled to active
duty with Marine Corps.
JACK DONAHUE, director of advertising, publicity and public relations
California Central Airlines, named
merchandising manager KNX Hollywood Housewives Protective League.
Succeeds ROLAND KAY, recently
named account executive for KNX
and Columbia Pacific Network.
EDWARD BLEIER, program service
coordinator DuMont TV network and
WABD (TV) New York, recalled to
active duty with Army Feb. 4.
A/euri •
CASS KELLER, news chief WRC
Washington, named chairman of
NARND
government liaison committee in Washington.
JIM RUSSO, sports director, and
BETTY MILLER, traffic manager,
20.
KPRO Riverside, Calif., married Jan.
BETTYNELLE BOLTON appointed
news editor KSVP Artesia, N. M.
REX LORING, news editor-newscaster, and JILL BURRIDGE, continuity
writer CFCF Montreal, married.
FRANK SHEEAN, night news editor
ABC Chicago, transfers to ABC news
staff, N. Y. DICK JACOBS to ABC
Chicago news staff as writer.
JANE WESTON,
women's conducting
news commentator CBL Toronto,
her daily broadcasts from a hospital
bed at Toronto where she is confined following a recent injury.
AUBREY WICE, news writer CKEY
Toronto, father of girl Jan. 18.
FRANK ARMSTRONG, announcer
CFPL London, Ont. to news announcer CKEY Toronto.

PHIL WILSON, announcer-writer
WNOR Norfolk, Va., appointed news
editor.
GEORGE M. STOREY, summer replacement newscaster CBN St. John's,
Newfoundland, named 1950 Newfoundland Rhodes scholar, and will
go
to
England
for studies next September.
WILLIAM C. PARK, documentary editor KTTV (TV) Hollywood, signed as
editor KNBH(TV) Hollywood Ford
Television News and Weather newsreel.
DEL CRARY, announcer CHEX
Peterborough, to news and production staff CKXL Calgary.
JIM GIBBONS, sports director WMALAM-TV Washington, voted "most popular sports announcer seen on TV in
the Washington area," in Teleguide
ATOMIC SERIES
WIP Schedules Four Shows
poll.
IN RESPONSE to the overwhelmingcast
success
a Decemberrepeating
broadwhich ofwarranted
within two days [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8], WIP Philadelphia will present a four-program series featuring Dr. Richard
Gerstell on "How to Survive
The new
and exclusive series
Atomic
Bombs."
will be heard on four successive
Fridays, Feb. 9, 16, 23 and March
2, 9:30-10 p.m. EST.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP president and general manager, in announcing the new series, said, "I
have rarely been so excited about
Dr. Gerstell is the author of the
any
book, broadcast."
You Can Survive An Atomic
Bomb, and a consultant on civilian
defense for the office of National
Security Resources Board, Washington, D. C.
NBC Negotiations
NEGOTIATIONS for a contract
to cover members of the NBC Hollywood publicity department are
now under
way between
network and Screen
Publiciststhe Guild
following unanimous vote for certification of the guild as bargaining agent by the publicists at
NLRB elections last week in Hollywood. Five publicists involved,
also voted for a guild shop.
In
Altoona,

Pa.,

ROY F. and
THOMPSON
It's

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
fundamental in his makeup.
Mr. Cooper was born Oct. 21,
1903, in New York. When he
was 12, his parents, Louis and
Regina Cooper, moved to Montana
where his father, now deceased,
took up farming and ranching. It
is this western state that he calls
home, although his parents moved
: to Arizona 10 years ago, where his
mother now lives.
Few men have had as varied a
background: Born in a metropolis,
he was raised on a ranch, and interrupted his schooling for seven
years to learn of life the hard way.
He worked on his father's ranch.
Then, while still a barefaced boy,
young Cooper wandered about the
: country from state to state, finally
, tramping by freighter as a deck
hand to South America.
Ed Cooper was born jack-ofJ all-trades. He tried his hand at
\ irrigation projects, lumber camps
and during World War I became
a laboratory aide in a dynamite
plant. His ability showed even
then, for by the time the plant
closed, he was in charge of a sulphuric acid house, the youngest
person on any job in the plant.
While attending high school in
Butte, Mr. Cooper was again hard
at it, operating a retail milk route
which meant getting up at 4 a.m.
[to milk cows, bottle the milk and
deliver it before getting to school.
But this constant grind interim fered with school work, so Ed got
a job in the Butte copper mines
ii when a sophomore, the first student
to work in the mines while attending high school. His final year in
high school, Mr. Cooper was night
;lerk in the then plush Silver Bow
Club.
College Jobs
That was the "boyhood" of Ed
! Cooper. Entering manhood and
also Montana State College in
Bozeman, Ed earned his way by
:ierking in a clothing store, instructing students in English, preparing laboratory specimens, night
derking in a hotel and working
summer vacations in the mines at
Butte.
Since he was editor of his high
|jschool paper and correspondent for
:he local Butte papers, Mr. Cooper
joined the staff of the college paper
ind continued as part-time correspondent for the Bozeman daily as
'.veil as for Salt Lake City and
Butte newspapers.
In 1928, upon completing colege, Mr. Cooper became cub reporter on the Anaconda Standard
'i\ n Butte, and when it merged with
~\ Montana Miner to become Montana
j« Standard, the state's largest daily,

1950 census figures show that Dakota City, Neb., where KCOM Sioux
City's transmitter is located, has a
population of 620, which also happens to be KCOM's frequency! Commented Shel Singer, KCOM commercial manager, "Radio moves on
to new realms of influence."
he was court house reporter and
also filled in on sports, desk work
and the job of assistant city editor.
For nearly five years after 1934
when he went to Washington, D. C,
Mr. Cooper worked for the Intelligencer as reporter, writer and
finally managing editor. But Ed
was still the hard-worker from
Montana — he edited and supervised
publication of a number of daily
and weekly reports while doing the
same for the news service's fivevolumed "Factual History of the
NewSinceDeal."
those days of the 76th Congress, Mr. Cooper has been the key
radio staff man under three committee chairmen, Wheeler, Wallace
White (R-Me.) and now, Sen. Ed
C. Johnson (D-CoL).
From July 1942 until May 1945
Mr. Cooper was a Lieutenant, jg.,
in the Navy, coming out as lieutenant commander. He served in
the office of the Director of Naval
Communications, then Admiral
Joseph R. Redman, now with Western Union.
Although not a lawyer — he studied at the Washington College of
Law for IV2 years — Mr. Cooper
has extensive knowledge of legal
affairs. He is one of the ablest
experts on parliamentary procedure, an asset invaluable on Capitol
Hill. And he has earned respect
from both sides of the aisle.

WIND SPEED. DIRECTION. TEMPERATURE
The ACI Windomerer is in use by airlines,
govt., yachtsmen,
self
contained—
completeflyers,
precisionindustry
units —— continuous reading — Send for free coo CA
booklet — write Dept. K-2 >OV.!>U
"Aviation's
RCRAFT COMPONENTS,Leading
INC. Supply
BentonHouse!"
Harbor, Mich.
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During his tenure as specialist
in communications, Mr. Cooper has
seen the electronics art of AM-FM
radio and television blossom to
their technical perfection, a development which he firmly regards as
one of the greatest contributions
to mankind by modern man.
This span
in Mr. Cooper's
life
parallels
the battling
strides taken
by the audio-visual art. Although
his committee stay covered the entire category of communications,
he has maintained particular interest in the broadcast field. And
during his term on the committee
staff the wide field of government
regulation of communications has
become more complex and basic to
multi industries.
Highpoints of his career on the
Hill can be outlined briefly as follows:
Activity concerned with the first
bill to change the Communications
Act which arrived on the Congressional scene in 1939 in the form of
the Wheeler-White Bill.
Similar work with the introduction of the White Bill when that
legislation, also to substantially
amend the Act, appeared on the
Hill.
Highpoint of Work
Association with the now famous
McFarland Bill which was introduced in the Senate and passed
twice by the upper chamber in the
81st Congress. He looks to this
legislation, now reintroduced, as
perhaps the highpoint of his work
with the committee and feels that
if it is enacted by the 82d Congress the action will be a landmark in committee efforts dating
back at least a decade to get
through Congress a major measure essential to broadcasting.
Consideration by the FCC in the
early 40's as an assistant secretary of the Commission.
International communications
conferences, in which he accompanied delegates or committee
members, such as: The meeting in
Mexico City in 1947 on high frequencies; trips to Europe and the
Near East to study communications; two years before that (May
1945) a trip to inspect American
communications systems throughout the world, taking in the Pacific,
Orient and Australia. The latter

tours were taken with Sen. McFarland, whose common carrier-radio
philosophy embraces the vision of
world communications, Americanowned and equivalent to the British
interlocking global system, i. e.,
communications which are faster
and cheaper for American overseas
interests — including such services
as the news wires.
Mr. Cooper married Mary
O'Hagan, a Butte girl, in 1934 (she
worked in the business office of the
Montana Standard). They make
their home in northwest Washington where Ed, a member of the
National Press Club and the Masonic order, likes to putter with
gardening.
Communications Value
His current thoughts on communications— that it is perhaps fundamental tocivilization as we know
it today — "it can solve many of
our problems such as misunderstanding between peoples and nations"— have come a long way in
the past years.
Not that he ever brushed radio
off — he remembers his first contact with radio back in the early
'30's when a Butte station began
operating with low power. At that
time his paper picked up the debut
as a "novelty" but newsworthy.
He recalls an editor called it a
"passing fancy," and, he muses,
that's what they said about the
automobile, the locomotive, maybe
even atomic energy.

NEGROES3

Programmed
for
Negroes

IT'S

A

WHO SPEND
$431,000,000.00^

by Negroes,
WMRY tively
is effecdirecting

HABIT!

For 24 years, farmers in Kansas and
nearby states have turned to WIBW
for dependable service and preferred
entertainment.

buying
of audience.
this
vast,habits
faithful
"THE
SEPIA STATION"
WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
600 KC
John E. Pearson, Nat'l Rep.
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET

TheVoice^Kansas
WIBW

in

TOPE

K A

MORT
SILVERMAN
General Manager
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HARRY COLSON, veteran radio
executive, elected president Colson & Co. Inc., Dallas, new package
firm. Has been with
WHAS Louisville,
WPAA Dallas and
KGU Honolulu.
Firm will package
shows featuring
Dizzy Dean, Doak
Walker and other
personalities.
ALL STATE-NEW
JERSEY Inc., NewMr. Colson
ark, newly formed
firm, will handle
distribution to state dealers of Mercury records, London FFRR records,
record accessories and phonographs,
MELVEV KING is president; IRVING
RUSSELL, vice president; SHERMAN
KOENIG, secretary and SIDNEY M.
KOENIG, treasurer. Offices are located at 32 Warren Place.
ALLAN SWIFT, freelance writer,
named script editor Demby Co., N. Y.,
radio-TV production agency and public
relations counselors.
DAVID C. GILLIS to sales and contract staff Jam Handy Organization,
Detroit.
DONALD HYDE, executive Famous
Artists (talent agency), Beverly Hills,
Calif., resigns to engage in TV
production and motion pictures.

ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., N. Y., appointed sales promotion representative for KLIX Twin Falls, Ida.

H^uljamant • • •
A. W. BERNSOHN, television specialist in RCA Victor's public relations
department, to National Appliance &
Radio Dealers Assn., Chicago, as managing director. He succeeds CLIFF
SIMPSON, resigned.
EDWIN WEISL Jr. appointed advertising and sales promotion manager,
Air King Products Co. Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
JOHN T. BURDICK, manager of Central Lighting Sales Div., Chicago, appointed director of midwest sales
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., in
charge of midwest lighting, photoflash,
radio and TV tube and radio and TV
set divisions.
H. D. WIDDEKIND appointed Washington State representative for Crest
Transformer Corp., Chicago. He will
cover northwest territory including
Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Washington,
British Columbia and Alaska.
ANDREW Corp., Chicago, announces
new folded unipole antenna, designed
for station application in emergency
communication service.

Want

PHILCO Corp. Philadelphia, releasing
new documentary film to distributors
prepared by company's TV station
WPTZ same city. Film entitled "Philco
Advanced Design" will be shown at
dealer meetings in all parts of world.
It tells of developments of different
products firm produce.
HENRY T. HEALD, president Illinois
Institute of Technology, elected to
newly-created seat on board of directors Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago,
in move which expands board from
seven to eight persons. He is former
president of Western Society of Engineering and regional representative of
War Manpower Commission.
EVERETT S. LEE, executive engineer
in Engineering Lab., General Electric,
Schenectady, appointed editor of General Electric Revietv, monthly engineering magazine published by company.
He
replaces EDWARD C. SANDERS,
retired.
PRECISION PLASTIC PRODUCTS
Inc., Chicago, announces production of
new plastic tube holder designed to fit
all requirements of TV servicemen.
Device will hold any size tube safely
and minimize present danger of tube
breakage, firm says.
"Technical • • •
LEE HON, assistant program director
in charge of operations WBBM Chidirector.cago, appointed technical operations
WALTER SCOTT to KECA-TV Hollywood engineering staff.
EDWARD CARTWRIGHT Jr. appointed chief engineer KSVP Artesia,
N. M.
H. N. BLACK, chief engineer KSMO
San Mateo, Calif., to U. S. Dept. of
State as foreign service staff officer
assigned
to Tangier,
LAS MARISKA,
NBC,Morocco.
replaces DOUGhim as
chief engineer.
C-P-P

Syracuse

University

Students?

Promotions

COLGATE-Palmolive-Peet Co. has
announced a number of promotions
in its soap department. They are:
Marshall Lachner, division manager
of the Berkeley, Calif., division for the
past
two ofyears,
has department;
been named A.sales
manager
the soap
A.
Lynn,
merchandising
of Palmolive and Cashmeremanager
Bouquet
soap,
named manager of the merchandising
department of Home Office Soap Sales;
Lionel lanta
E. Lee,
Atdistrict, district
named manager
assistantof sales
manager;
Frank
Reif,
divisional
manager of the Atlanta division, appointed
divisional manager of the New York
Soap Sales
division,
and ofJerry
shall, divisional
manager
the MarNew
York
division, to theassistant
home office
Reilly.
as administrative
to staff
Mr.

WSYR and WSYR-TV are the only
radio and television stations that

EMIL BRISACHER
Founder of Ad Firm Dies
EMIL
ELI
BRISACHER, 54,
founder and president of Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, died in San Francisco Jan. 26, Funeral
were held services
Jan. 28,
JT^vl^m*
^pMn^
I

following
at
entombment
with
Home
of Peace
Cemetery, Colma,
Calif.
Mr. Brisacher
died oftions ofcomplicaa kidney
ailment at San
Francisco's M t .
Zion Hospital.
Mr. Brisacher
A n a ti v e of
Centerville, Calif., Mr. Brisacher j
attended school in Oakland and
entered the advertising business
there shortly after graduation from
high school in 1914.
In 1919 he opened his own agency under his name, following his
discharge from the Navy, in which
he served during World War I.
While building his advertising
business, Mr. Brisacher also became a leader in developing western industrial independence. Even
after his firm became national,
with offices in Los Angeles and
New York, he still maintained his
headquarters in San Francisco and
his firm remained, primarily, a
western organization.
By 1945, when Franklin C.
Wheeler joined the firm as executive vice president and his name,
was added to the firm name, the!
agency already had achieved its
statusofasbusiness
the West's
largestMuch
in vol-i
ume
placed.
of
the agency's business was in the
grocerycounts
products
field,as but
its acgenerally were
diversified?
as western industry.
At Mr. Brisacher's death, the!
firm employed more than 100 per-a
sons and its billings ran in excessS
of $10 million a year.
Mr. Brisacher was a Mason and i
a member of the Lake Merced GoLM
Club and the Concordia Club.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.j
Isabelle Cheim Brisacher; a som]
Robert, who is secretary-treasure: jj
of the agency; a daughter, Elaine j
and his mother, Ottilia Brisacher ;

is

carry a regular advertising schedule
in the students' own newspaper, the
Syracuse Daily Orange.
BUYS
That means exposure to your story —
and sales of your product to an important segment of the Syracuse market.

ACUSE
AM • FM • TV
The Only Complete Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate — Headley-Reed, National Representatives
Page 54
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NEWS

One of the West's finest food
brands, Dennison uses KJR
Noon News — their only spot
program buy
Washington.

KIR
SEATTLE ^^^^^5000 WATTS AT
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SPOT

YOUR

SIGHT-AND-SOUND
SELLING!

No group of TV stations offers a wider choice

of programs and markets than these television

WSB-TV

Stations.

WBAL-TV

Baltimore

Their markets range from medium-size to

WNAC-TV

Boston

among the largest in the country, from one-station
markets to seven-station markets.

WFAA-TV
KPRC-TV

Dallas
Houston

All of them do the tailor-made-for-the-market
kind of programming.

KFI-TV
,,,„.,
.„
WHAS-TV

Los Angeles
.Louisville
. ...

KSTP-TV . ...M'pTs-St. Paul

Sell these markets with these stations. They are
Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 68

Atlanta

the best in sight-and-sound selling.

WSM-TV

Nashville

Norfolk
Phoenix

WTAR-TV
KPHO-TV
WOAI-TV

San Antonio

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

BY

CHANNEL 7
WDEL-T

V

WILMIN

GTON,

THIS

MARKET

OF ANY

IS***

IN RETAIL

CHASES, HAS THE HIGHEST

PER CAPITA

DEL.

STORE

PUR-

EXPENDITURE

STATE.
Standard metropolitan Wilmington, Delaware
area showed following increases in the ten years.
1940 to 1950.
INCREASE
Population
20%
Dollar volume retail sales
178%
Dollar volume wholesale sales
209%
Dollar volume service trades
154%
In
the
nine
year
period,
1939
to
1948,
employment
rose 34%%.
Data from 1950 Census of Population and 1948 Census of Business, figures released
December 1950.

WDEL-TV is the only television station located in this market which is
first in the nation — and growing all the time.
WDEL-TV effectively reaches this richest market with NBC and
Du Mont network shows, many popular local daytime and evening
NBC
TV-Affiliate
*v
)

programs.
WDEL-TV — the TV must on your schedule.

Represented by
ROBERT
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FCC
EDUCATIONAL

PHASE

Set To Start

New

Hearing

ENDS

DECKS were cleared for the next cational stations or what factors
Gen. Taylor referred to the postmatter, in all radio schedules."
should be considered in selecting
war allocation of FM channels,
The CBS president outlined the
phase of the FCC's television hearings— that which would delve into program formats failed to draw an
wherein a portion of the facilities
steps his network employed in conanswer from Dr. Stanton who decity-by-city allocation of television
sidering and selecting a program.
were reserved for educational use,
clared he was not qualified to give "Management, despite what some
channels — as the Commission last
and asked Dr. Stanton to compare
an opinion then.
Wednesday wound up its hearings
that situation with the current TV
people may think about it, doesn't
on the proposed reservation of TV
live in a vacuum," he averred, "and
Murrow, Godfrey Cited
channels for educational television
we try to be as alert as we can to question. The witness stated the
stations.
When the subject shifted to the world situation and what the situations were not the same since
"you didn't face the scarcity (of
FCC must now decide whether
CBS's radio programming and national situation is, and we react
the evidence presented thus far questions on specific programs that from the public affairs people in channels) problem there that you
had wide appeal as well as those terms of what we think would be face — which I think you face —
requires revision of the proposed
nation-wide channel allocation plan, shows which drew their audience
an interesting balance in our
with television."
from specific groups, Dr. Stanton
or whether hearings can proceed
Time Limit
schedule of this type of programcited
the
Edward
R.
Murrow
and
on the basis of the present one.
Dr.
Stanton
was questioned by
Arthur Godfrey programs as shows
Issuance of a new plan would
Taylor's questioning moved
Gen.
Taylor
as
to
what might be a
that are listened to by a majority of intoGen.
delay the start of the city-by-city
the field of daytime serials on
specific time limit for educational
radio set owners. The witness ex- the networks
allocation hearings by at least two
where Dr. Stanton
ming." that 54% of the women
months, it was felt, since time
plained this statement was pre- specified
applicants, in the event non-commercial educational and commermised on Messrs. Godfrey and at
would have to be provided for the
home
in
the
daytime
listened
to
submission of comments and then
cial applicants were considered
Murrow as a program throughout
these serials and 46% did not.
simultaneously by the FCC with a
replies to the comments, aside the week reaching a majority of
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock sought
time allowance to be made for the
from the time needed to work out all the radio families.
former to undertake their station
As for shows designed to reach
the plan itself.
Dr. Stanton's opinion, as a broadcaster, on this type of program.
Even if the Commission decides
projects. The witness answered
specific listening groups, Dr. Stanton discussed another Edward R. The witness conceded that while
to proceed with hearings on the
it was "another judgment that
daytime serials personally did not would be left to the Commission
basis of the existing proposed plan, Murrow program, Hear It Now,
appeal to him, they did have a good
because on a community-by-comFriday, 9-10 p.m., calling it an ex- audience.
it expects to give 30 days' notice
He ventured further
ample of a show put on to meet the
munity basis there could be a reaof the starting date [Broadcastthat through the years a marked
son to hold one 15 months, and
need of a specific listening group
ing • Telecasting, Dec. 18, 1950].
improvement
in
the
scripts
was
another three months. You might
with disregard to the overall total
Stanton Questioned
apparent. Daytime serials during
be able to satisfy yourself with a
listeners it would draw. Dr. StanWorld War II did a particularly
ton opined it was not the most
The final phases of the educanumber of varied hold periods."
good job insofar as aiding morale
Cross examination by Mr. Plottional TV reservation hearing fea- popular program on the CBS
kin on the in-school phase of protured the cross-examination of schedule, but "we felt there was a and furthering the war effort was
(Continued on page 70)
void in our schedules and, for that concerned, he said.
CBS President Frank Stanton who
had also testified the previous Friday [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29]. Dr. Stanton was on
pie stand last Tuesday for five
hours under questioning by Brig.
Bascbcl" Si9ned' Legislation Set
STATUS
TS
OR
SP
Gen. Telford Taylor, representing
ON the baseball front two radio and television contracts were negotiated
nature on the contract to give Gilthe Joint Committee for Educalette and Mutual a $1 million profit
last week for major league game coverage. Meanwhile, in the muchcontroverted field of school sports telecasting, a Los Angeles councilman
tional Television, a composite group
on the deal. That's how sure I am
sought to have reciprocal measures enacted against anti-TV schools
•formed for the hearings, and FCC
that
he has made a mistake."
Assistant General Counsel Harry
and universities; and a second bill *!
L. A. Action
M. Plotkin.
favoring telecasting of U. of Illiwork sponsor for the feature this
nois events was introduced in the
At resumption of the hearing
In the Los Angeles action, Councilman Kenneth Hahn introduced a
Tuesday, Gen. Taylor sought Dr. state legislature in Springfield.
Last Monday, in Washington,
resolution seeking to ban football
Baseball Commissioner A. B. (HapIn baseball, MBS was reported
Stanton's views on whether it was
year. py) Chandler formally signed the games or other sporting events
possible to have a sound and to have reached an agreement with
healthy general service to the ma- the American and National Leagues
six-year contract for $6 million
from the publicly-owned Los Anjority (of listeners) with a sub- for live broadcasts of the Game of covering World Series and All-Star
geles Coliseum, which involved colleges and universities prohibiting
stantial ingredient of educational
the Day, similar to the games the game rights. Formalizing of the
network broadcast last year.
and public service programming.
pact with Gillette Safety Razor Co. telecasts of such events. Mr. Hahn
The witness quickly affirmed this
pointed out that the Coliseum is
The agreements were said to and Mutual Broadcasting System
was the signal for Fred Saigh,
and then added by way of clarifying
cover all eight American League
publicly-owned and administered
president of the St. Louis Cardiby a commission representing the
his previous testimony, "that be- teams and the six teams for which
fore you can have a non-comnals and out-spoken foe of Mr.
the National League is empowered
city, county and state. Accordmercial educational service 100%
to negotiate radio contracts. St. Chandler, to issue a sharp critiingly, he declared, TV viewers uncism
of
the
deal.
able to attend such sporting events
on a channel, I think you need the
Louis and Pittsburgh teams do
Cites Expansion
their own negotiating.
as well as patients in veterans
basic platform of a generalized
service in that particular comThe Game of the Day will be
Maintaining that television's
hospitals should have an opportunity to witnes the game through
broadcast Monday through Satur- rapid expansion would make the
munity."
Cross examination by Gen. Taytelevision.
day, as it was last year, on 350 value of the TV rights far in excess of the $1 million a year, Mr.
Mutual stations. The program was
or as to the witness' opinion on
Second bill favoring public telesold cooperatively last year. Mu■vhat type of programming should
Saigh commented "I'm willing right
casting of U. of Illinois athletic
(Continued on page 72)
3e used by non-commercial edutual reportedly is seeking a net- now, before Chandler puts his sigTelecasting
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PROFITABLE
By BEN DUFFY
PRESIDENT
BBDO, NEW YORK
PROFITABLE ADVERTISING IN TODAY'S MEDIA AND MARKETS. By
Ben Duffy, New York: Prentice-Hall
Inc. 416pp. 55.65.
IT IS difficult to write about television without taking into consideration the factor of obsolescence.
Constant changes are taking place
in television growth, ownership,
programing, and costs; and, as a
matter of fact, the introduction of
color will change the facilities setup to a great extent.
In the early days of television,
someone asked the writer whether
he thought this medium was going
to develop into an effective selling
force. His answer was something
like this:
When there were only two basic
forms of mass advertising — namely, printed"
advertising,newspapers,
as represented by magazines,
outdoor media, and so on, and
spoken advertising, as represented
mainly by radio — the value of these
two distinctly different forms of
communication was commonly
pointed out to advertisers by the
statement, which had a certain
amount of psychological support,
that some people were most strongly influenced by a message which
came to them visually; others, by
a message which came to them
orally. That was one of the reasons
an advertiser with a large enough
budget should always seriously
consider using both radio and
printed media. That was the one
sure way of reaching everybody.
Sales Impact
Then along came television. Natural y, ifwe wei'e right in the first
place about the influence of the eye
and the ear, television had to be
an effective selling medium, since,
for the first time in a mass medium
entering the home, there was a com-

GEORGIA'S Gov. Herman Talmadge
picks up some know-how from WSBTV Atlanta Cameraman John Granberry as he trains his lens on members of the state house of representatives. The governor's specific invitation to telecast legislative proceedings was obtained for WSB-TV by
John M. Outler Jr., station general
manager [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22.]
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ADVERTISING
bination of oral and visual presentation. Obviously, both oral and
visual presentation of a sales message should be far more effective
than either one alone. These plus
motion enable the advertiser to
illustrate his product in actual use.
The short history of television
to date has definitely proved that
it sells — and sells well. Television
offers the advertiser:
1. Sound.
2. Sight (eventually in color).
3. Motion.
4. Immediate action.
As television ownership increases, the value, of the medium
to the advertiser likewise increases.
The growth of television during
the past few years has been rapid.
This growth has amazed the most
optimistic experts.
In some markets the percentage
of ownership to total families has
exceeded 50 per cent. It is expected that television ownership will
eventually approximate in extent
the ownership of radio sets.
Television's phenomenal growth
in the past few years and its promise of continuing rapid advance

Duffy

its "props," various scenes, great
number of cameras, and so on, requires much greater floor space
than, for example, a dramatic radio show, which could be enacted
before two microphones. Adapting
this same show to television would
necessarily change the whole character of the performance. In the
first place, script lines would have
to be memorized. Secondly, scenery
would be important, to set the location and create atmosphere. Thirdly, the necessary dramatic motion
would require three, four, or more
cameras. These are but a few of
the complications that arise in the
production of a television program ;
and it is these extra factors that
tend to make the cost of a television
production higher than that of a
comparable radio show.
Use of Films
Film is used in many ways. At
the present time, the quality of
television reception from film varies greatly. In many instances, especially when the film is made with
the express view of having it televised, excellent results both as to
performance and quality of picture

BBDO's Bernard C. (Ben) Duffy knows the advertising business from the grassroots. In his 30-year span with BBDO, starting as office boy and working
up to its presidency, Mr. Duffy has had a hand in space buying, research,
marketing, account handling and broadcasting. He has headed the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies' Committee on Media Relations and has
directed Audit Bureau of Circulations and chairmanned the board of governors. Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Article presented here is excerpted
from the chapter on television in Mr. Duffy's forthcoming book. Profitable
Advertising In Today's Media and Markets, copyright 1951 by Prentice-Hall
Inc., New York.
place it among the biggest potential
bidders for the advertising dollar.
Right now, any report about its
status is short-lived.
It is this writer's belief that
within four or five years the number of television stations and the
station-to-station tie-ups on a network basis will be comparable to
what we now have in the field of
radio. . . . Eventually the television
network will be as widespread in
its coverage as a radio network is
today (from coast to coast). This
will give television a great lift, for
two reasons:
Cites Pacific Market
1. The Pacific Coast market is
an important one, and many of the
TV programs originating in the
East will reach this market
"live." . . .
2. Coast origination of TV shows
will make available a large number
of motion-picture and radio stars.
There are three basic methods of
televising programs. These are:
1. Live (including simulcast).
2. Film.
3. Kinescope.
Studio facilities for live programs are at a premium, because
the average television show with

Gives

are secured. Film has an advantage
in that it can be syndicated through
sorship.
local TV stations for local sponThe practical application of kinescope to television is much the same
as the application of tape-recording to radio. Some radio shows,
especially those of the quiz type,
are taped. These shows usually run
35 or 40 minutes in their original
broadcast form, but, in the cutting
room, the uninteresting parts are
eliminated to bring the program
down to 30 minutes; thus the listener is assured of a high quality
of performance. This same procedure is being adapted to "kinescope-recordings."
Film productions made especially
for television usually involve the
use of three or more cameras.
These cameras take simultaneous
"shots" from various angles and
eliminate the necessity of redoing
a scene. In the cutting room the
best angle-shot is used and, as a
result, great economy is exercised.
Television will cost more than
radio for two reasons:
a. Television facilities cost more
than radio (local-station and network time costs will be higher on
television than on radio).

Tips on TV

Use

Mr. DUFFY
* * *
b. Production and programing
costs will be higher (property,
scenery, rehearsal time, etc., will
increase the cost of television).
The television advertiser has to
take into consideration many factors not involved in the cost of a
radio show. . . . The effectiveness
of television as a medium may justify this expense, but, here again,
time will determine the extent to
which television costs can increase
and television still be considered
an effective medium for the advertiser.
The quick response to television
as a medium is due to the excellent
results most advertisers who have
had experience with the medium
have obtained. Here are a few
typical examples. Space will not
permit the use of case histories,
but it should be stated here that
the impact of television on the sales
of
the advertiser's
product is more
immediate
and noticeable
than
many advertisers expected. The examples shown cover products or
offers in different classifications of
advertising: high-priced product;)
medium-priced product; low-priced'
product; free offers (booklets).
Brings $160,000
High-priced product — Air Condi-j
tioning Unit. A 12-week NewJ
York spot campaign at a total timet
and film production cost of $12,700|
brought in approximately 800 in-J
quiries for a $400 air conditioner^]
These inquiries resulted in $160,00(1
worth of business.
Medium - priced product — Am
Electric Shaver. A three-monthl
test was conducted in four tesa
cities. The purpose was to deter-a
mine the effect of television on thM
consumer when it was added tfl
other media. Two cities carrieoj
magazine, radio, and newspapei 1
advertising, and two carried maga||
zine, radio, and newspaper pluU
television advertising. After ill
(Continued on page 76 )
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sponsored successfully by
two big advertisers . ,

always one of the leaders.
For another good buy, see
back page of this insert.

I

we would ask radio to present its

VIDEO CLINIC
Ad Club Gives AM Boost
a TELEVISION clinic with a
I oost for AM broadcasting was
uesented by the Oklahoma Ad
Club a fortnight ago after an ad' i ance bulletin brought protests
hat the promotion piece implied
,adio is "dead."
"Is radio dead?" opened a bul;tin announcing plans for the TV
lieeting. To the question was api 'ended a footnote: "Stated at a
jading national convention."
J. J. Bernard, general manager
f KOMA, took exception to "the
tated implication," and submitted
[OMA's resignation from the club,
le said he had no "beef" with TV
;nd that indeed KOMA plans a
Dnsiderable investment in television, but that "I still would like
) report that the radio business
; doing quite nicely, thank you,
•nd will continue to do so."
Edgar T. Bell, general manager
KTOK, also protested. "Radio,"
wrote, "is still very much alive,
lowing a satisfactory growth, and
1 my humble opinion will be a
iart of this great advertising busiess for a long time to come."
Parrick Reply
In reply, Jerry Parrick, account
cecutive of George Knox & Assoc.,
iho had sent out the bulletin,
rote each Oklahoma City station
anager to emphasize that the
idio question stemmed from remarks made at a national conven■ on, and that the club's plan was
_|. answer it authoritatively as a
J'rvice to radio.
H I "I, like you, resent vigorously
I'jlis implication about radio made
the national level," Mr. Parrick
rote. "However, that does not
lswer the question; the only way
: 2 can defeat it is to meet it and
j iswer it."
' He said he hoped radio would
k for an opportunity to show that
is not dead — "in fact, we inInded that if radio did not ask,
>IGHT NAMED
V. P. of Blair-TV Inc.
NDSEY SPIGHT, for more than
years vice president and San
■ancisco manager of John Blair
ICo., radio station representative,
Is been named vice president and
in Francisco manager of Blairyitative.
Inc., television station repreThe Blair-TV operation has been
tached from the John Blair &
. office in San Francisco and
ill occupy quarters at 304 Russ
igBlair-TV also has opened a Jackwille, Fla., office with Harry E.
tnmings in charge. Address is
)6 Barnnk Bldg.; telephone,
5770.
Mr. Spight was a founder of
eig, Blair & Spight, predecessor
John Blair & Co. Before that
was sales manager of KPO San
ancisco.
^casting

The program, attended by more
story."
than 100 advertising representatives, was presented by WKY-TV
and the Alexander Film Co. of Colorado Springs. Eugene Dodson,
promotion manager of WKY-AMTV, asserted emphatically that AM
is not dead, and, on the subject of
television, presented case histories
of WKY-TV success stories. Earl
Austin, of Alexander Film Co.,
explained the production and costs
of TV commercials, samples of
which were presented.
STOVIN
SIGNS
Gets 20 U.S. TV Outlets
TWENTY American TV stations are now represented exclusively in Canada by Horace N.
Stovin & Co., Toronto station representation firm. Canadian business is now being lined up for summer use on these stations, chief
Canadian advertisers to use TV in
the United States being the Canadian Government Travel Bureau,
Ottawa; Ontario Government
Travel and Publicity Bureau, Toronto, and British- American Oil
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
It has been known for some time
that United States TV stations
were looking for business in Canada, some of which was being
placed direct, some through nonexclusive representatives. The
Stovin organization is the first to
sign up a number of U.S. TV stations on an exclusive basis. Canadian advertising has been testing
U.S. border TV stations for the
past six months both for the U.S.
market and for the Canadian TV
viewers. There are no TV stations
as yet in Canada.
The list of TV stations now represented by the Stovin organization includes WBZ-TV Boston;
WJZ-TV New York; WHAM-TV
Rochester; WSYR-TV Syracuse;
WKTV Utica; WICU Erie; WFILTV Philadelphia; WJAC - TV
Johnstown, Pa.; WHIO-TV Dayton; WBNS-TV Columbus; WEWS
Cleveland; WXYZ-TV Detroit;
WJIM-TV Lansing; WENR-TV
Chicago ; WOC - TV Davenport ;
WTTV Bloomington, Ind.; KDYLTV Salt Lake City; KING-TV
Seattle; KGO-TV San Francisco,
and KECA-TV Los Angeles.

'52 OLYMPICS
Finns May See on TV
POSSIBILITY is looming that Finland's sports fans may find in television the answer as to how they
are going to see the next Olympic
Games, scheduled for Helsinki in
1952.
Visitors from other countries
will have priority on the limited
number of seats but a recent TV
demonstration there, arranged by
the Ango-Nordic Co., and put on by
the International General Electric
Co., ballooned their enthusiasm
about TV and the upcoming Olym-

pics.
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O'n

tke

dotted

line . . .

EXECUTIVES of Francis H. Leggett & Co. (Premier Food
of Rumpus Room on DuMont network, discuss promotion
Olsen, star of program. Seated (I to r): Mr. Olsen;
marsh, Leggett Co. pres.; Henry J. Miller, v. p. Standing:
sec; David Kiviat, dir. sales.

Products), sponsor
plans with Johnny
Francis L. WhitArthur Ehrenfeld,

ONE of largest TV spot contracts in
Southwest
is signed
Joske's, calls
San
Antonio dept.
store. byContract
for 260 1 -minute spots, on KEYL
(TV) San Antonio. W. D. Rogers
(I), KEYL v.p. and gen. mgr., and
Larry Shelton, KEYL acct. exec,
watch Jack Pitluk, pres. of Pitluk
Adv. Co., sign contract for Joske's.

JOHN A. BROWN Co., Oklahoma
City, sets 26-week contract for TV
Shoppers' Reyue, hour variety show
three times weekly on WKY-TV Oklahoma City with (I to r) William
Fitzgerald, acct. exec, Robert J. Enders Adv. Inc., producer of show;
John W. Cory, Brown Co.'s adv.
mgr.; Ardell Garrettson, WKY-TV.

HALF-HOUR weekly Lex Boyd Revue
on KRON-TV San Francisco is signed
by Stryker's Soap. Al Haas Jr. (I)
signs for Stryker's; looking on are
Norman Louvau, KRON-TV sis. mgr.;
Merritt Willey, acct. exec, for Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F. adv. agency.

COMPLETING arrangements for
Northland Greyhound Bus Co. sponsorship of Jack Horner's Sports Corner
on KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul are
(I
to r) Wendall
Hohman
Adv.; JackO'Neil,
Horner Beaumontand Karl
Kaufmann Jr., KSTP-TV.

ADVERTISER
together
Adcraft Tom
Club's
45th exec,
Anniversaryand
party. Lentertainer
to r: Gus get
Weber,
aide atto Detroit
Bill Gaxton;
Hicks,
producer
for Geyer,
Newell
CBS-TV's
Nash
Airflyte
Theatre;
N. &F. Ganger;
Lawler, Mr.
NashGaxton,
dir. sis.host-emcee
prom, andof adv.,
and
H. G. (Ted) Little, Adcraft Club pres.

TeUfcU:

The

WXYZ-TV

Pacemaker

IN A CITY celebrated for the
pulsating purr of its production output and the even, monotonous drone of highly-geared
assembly lines, WXYZ-TV Detroit
has generated its own competitive
spark and bids fair to fetch new
laurels in the process.
This is not just happenstance,
for officials of the ABC owned-andoperated outlet have diligently
striven to make the station felt in
the bloodstream of the Detroit
populace — and in the recreation
habits of over 400,000 televiewers.
Shortly after its second birthday
last fall, WXYZ-TV firmly grasped a veritable video dilemma by
the horns and endeavored to prove
that daytime television is not
merely the glint in the eye of reality that
>
many observers had
thought it to be.
Today the station is program-

for

ming well over 115 hours per week
and making housewives and other
stay-at-homes rue the very thought
of housework undone. The success
of such a bold venture could not
be assured, obviously, without the
support of budget-minded advertisers who, like broadcasters, had
to be "sold" on a revolutionary
idea. Programming was to get underway each weekday at about
7 a.m.
Ridded Stresses
Daytime Operation
The pace for daytime programming was set in October 1949 by
James Riddell, president of WXYZ
Inc. (WXYZ-AM-TV-FM), who
stressed its importance for profitable operation.
"In order to operate a TV station successfully it is necessary to
make programs available at prac-

Day

Programming

tically every hour of the day," he
asserted. "This has been the goal
of WXYZ-TV as witness the increase in our schedule over a twoMr. Riddell promised — and the
year period."
station
has now put into force —
operation from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, and from
approximately 10 a.m. to midnight, Saturday and Sunday. Thus
the station staked its claim as the
first in the Detroit area to schedule morning shows on that basis.
not the
onlynor"first"
theThis
ABC is O&O
outlet,
should forit
be inferred that WXYZ-TV devotes itself solely to commerciallysponsored programs. There is a
sharp, executive-drawn dividing
line between sponsored and public
service shows. Yet every minute
that Mr. Riddell declares available
for commercial
use is eagerly

snapped up by the station's sales
department.

ial
commerc
toMotor
respect
WITH
, thecould
success
ou
singleCity's
TV outlet
second
its inaugural, showing a record oi
complete sellout for every minut<
in its 10% hour opening dayhighlighted at the outset with
coverage of the World Series.
Doubtless one indication of th<
early acceptance of WXYZ-TV a
a full-fledged member of the com
munity was a pact of mutual co
operation with the Detroit Fre
Press, which joins hands with th
station on many public servic
and commercial programs.
In point of fact, the Fre
Press issued a 16-page sectio
on the occasion of WXYZ-TV
premiere, giving informative stoi
ies on the ABC outlet and all as
pects of the infant industry.
Intensive Planning
Before Opening v
One factor in the auspiciou
success of the station is the intei
sive planning that antedated th
actual opening. Six months befoi j
the premiere, an ABC
advanc I
cadre converged
upon Detroij
Paul ofMowrey,
ABC who
national
dire< j
tor
television,
has helpe
inaugurate all ABC
O&O st;j
tions, and others worked close! j
with the Detroit contingent to ci j
cumvent the obstacles that co: j
fronted
ABC telecasters in othi j
cities.
The as
story
gence
oneofofWXYZ-TV's
the leading erne
10 II
plus TV stations in the country i j
basically, a study of personnel ai I
physical
plant facilities.
Mr. Riddell,
who heads up I

BEHIND the profitable operation
WXYZ-TV is a loyal and hardwo/
ing staff under the able direction
President James Riddell. Top hen
get together over a station promoti
piece (I to r): Chief Engineer Char
Kocher, Mr. Riddell, Program Dir
tor John Pival, TV Sales Mono
^
Len
Kamins
and Willi.
Kendricks, sales representor

able toas offer
little
$40. participations for as

combined AM-TV staff of nearly
00 workers, excluding some 40
alent hands, has come up the lader in "local boy makes good"
tyle. He joined the old King-Trenle organization in 1930 as an office boy, then moved up through
;ales and traffic to the post of
general manager in 1946 when
A.BC bought out WXYZ. He was
tppointed president of WXYZ Inc.
>n April 13, 1950.
"Jimmie" Riddell is especially
>roud of the physical plant of the
tation, located in the Maccabees
Bldg., just north of the downtown
irea. In addition to the 287-ft. anenna, reaching 485 feet from the
idewalk, huge neon signs flash the
all letters over the city, and a 14t. high Trans-Lux news bulletin
ooks two ways down Woodward
Kve., Detroit's main artery.
'HERE are three studios, with
the largest (6,000 sq. ft.) on
he street floor. There is space for
ix complete TV stage settings, a
eating capacity of 200, one-level
ighting, a complete control room
■uilt within the studio and a fully
quipped built-in kitchen. In addiion, the first floor accommodates
.4- ffices, work shops and a photodark room.
...j--:raphic
i
ipecial Feature
Ifor Auto Sponsors

MORE than lucky and very happy is Paul M. Hahn (I), president of the American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes), who accepts TV Guide's gold
medal from Publisher Lee Wagner (center), as A. R. Stevens, American's
advertising manager, reflects the mood. Award was for TV "commercial of
the year" — the "Be Happy-Go Lucky" editions, cited for "delivering the
sales message in the most beguiling and painless way, with deftness, freshness and originality that make it a fine little entertainment on its own."
phone lines carried the audio.
Operating on Channel 7 (174180 mc), WXYZ-TV is RCA
equipped throughout. It has a
visual power of 27.9 kw and an
aural power of 13.9 kw. Film
equipment includes both 16 and
35mm projectors, a Projectal machine, and a rear projection screen
enabling the station to give constant sponsor identification during
film shows.
One month before the station
began operations, it started selling
itself to TV dealers. Some 600 retailers were invited to a "Television C 1 i n i c." At either side
of the stage were TV sets, and at
the conclusion of the discussion
period, an actual stage was set up
so the audience could watch a telecast in production, as well as set
reception.

' One special feature made-torder for Detroit's automobile dealr-sponsors is the 8-ft. opening cut
lto the north wall of this main
oor studio, enabling autos to be
'tage
rivenforright
onto the television
live commercials.
The entire 15th floor of the
uilding is used by WXYZ-TV to
ccommodate the TV and FM
quipment,
a studio and control
11
oom, movie projection room, dressig rooms and air conditioning
quipment. In addition, a part of
he 14th floor is used for executive
ffices.
Although it has outstanding fail ties for studio shows, the backfirst television contract
one of the success of this station THE
signed by the station was for
as been the $40,000 mobile unit, the Woods and Waters sports'hich has drawn widespread atmen's show, by the Wettlaufer
sntion through the presentation
Mfg. Co. In March 1949 Detroit bef such remote shows as the
came an important origination
[armsworth Races, Gold Cup point when Rehearsal Call was
telecast to eastern stations on the
•:aces, Motor City Golf Tournanetwork. This was the first time a
lent, hot rod races, bowling
hows and even the consecration
Detroit station originated a telefa Roman Catholic bishop.
cast to the network on a regularly
scheduled basis.
The unit has a completely
quipped communications system,
Chiefly responsible for the success of daytime programming
- sur cameras, an auxiliary power
apply on an attachable trailer and
since last October is Program Din auxiliary lighting system.
rector John Pival, former sports
One of the most spectacular re- writer and producer-director of
lote jobs was that done for the stage and screen. Mr. Pival went
to WXYZ as sports and special
'lotor City Open Golf Tournament,
events director and, after three
banking as the most expensive
nd ambitious job done by the and a half years in the Coast
:ation, the coverage required two
Guard, later joined WXYZ-TV.
all crews, operating as two re- Among the video programs proird*Ti
duced by Mr. Pival in 1948 were
motes in one. The main point of
peration was the 18th green, with
Transportation Unlimited, Buildickups coming from the 1st, 10th ders' Show, Dog Show, Sportsnd 17th tees, and the 16th green.
men's Show, Motor City Open, Gold
70-ft. tower was used to enable
Cup races, Silver Cup and Harmshe 4-ft. microwave reflector to worth
Derby. races, and the Soap Box
3am the pictures to the transmitMr. Pival worked out the format
^r, 22 miles away. Regular teleelecasting
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for Pat 'n Johnny, aired 2-3:15
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
Participations in this popular favorite, which necessitates its own
studio, vary from month to month,
with current total at a dozen or so
per day.
The show was built on two
premises: (a) Women were tired
of being "educated" by daytime
shows, and wanted pure entertainshow's costs had to
be held ment;to(b) atheminimum.
Remodeling an old dressing
room into a 14xl6-ft. studio, Mr.
Pival built the show around the
informal chatter of Model Pat
Tobin and Disc Jockey Johnny
Slagle, together with recordings.
Utilizing every kind of prop, live
or otherwise, that didn't require
stagehands, and dispensing with
electricians through fluorescent
lighting, WXYZ-TV came up with
a one-camera show that it reports
ranks in popularity with most of
the network shows.
This show began with an odd tag
— "not for sale." From Dec. 12,
1949, until Jan. 23, 1950, the Pat
'n Johnny show was not available
for commercials. Because of the
doubts expressed that TV could be
a solid medium during the day,
WXYZ-TV officials decided to
prove their point beyond a doubt
before soliciting business for the
program.
Results Prove
Show's Impact
And prove it they did! With
events such as jamming a telephone exchange; 54,500 pieces of
mail in five days, and the discovery that 30% of Detroit's sets
were in operation during the day,
and 90% of these were watching
Pat 'n Johnny. Occasion was a
baby picture contest. With costs
cut to the bone, WXYZ-TV was

gets underway
promptly
WXYZ-TV's
morning
scheduleat
7 a. m. when, supposedly, only radio news commentators and disc
jockeys are stirring about the
downtown premises. A 7-9 a.m. segment is devoted to Dreambusters,
which is presided over by Johnny
"Scat" Davis. He is aided and
abetted by an instrumental trio,
"Two Joes and a Hank," and Vocalist Judy Claire. Variety, music,
time and weather reports and
household hints are the order of
business.
From 9 to 10 a. m. an audience
participation show, Coffee and
Cakes, is telecast, again with Mr.,
Davis heading up activities. Music, skits and prizes are featured.
A 15-minute segment of this last
hour is sponsored by DuMont in
conjunction with a local appliance
dealer.
In the first test of the pulling
power of this morning show, Mr.
Davis introduced a boxer puppy
and announced a contest to name
it. An offer of $275 in prizes drew
19,767 letters and cards during the
five-day contest.
Success stories are legion and
even notable at WXYZ-TV, particularly one involving sponsorship
by General Electric Supply Co.,
which received orders totalling
$10,000 over a two-week period in
1949. Other capsule successes: A.
S. Beck Co. (participation outpulled newspapers three to one
on a direct mail order offer) ; Walker Motors (30% to 40% of new car
business attributed to wrestling
sponsorship) ; Nat Greene Fashion Shop (traffic in store reached
an all-time high) ; Gee Bee Sales
(eight participations brought sales
of merchandise valued at well over
$21,000); Mamas Cookies (12 participations spurred sales increase
from
35,000
to 165,000
no
other advertising
used) ;units—
Crowley
Milner Dept. Store (five-minute
show advertising a dress, chairs
and lamps resulted in record of
$16,000 in sales cleaning out three
departments) .
Floyd Rice Finds
Video's Sales Power
One of the most successful TV
users in the Detroit area has been
Floyd Rice, Ford dealer. Long a
heavy user of radio, Mr. Rice
jumped into TV for the impact of
being able to show people the very
cars he was trying to sell them.
He has specialized in various
sports shows, with his main showcase being a one-hour bowling
show, Make It and Take It. Featuring prizes and stunts, plus a
one game match between four of
the country's leading bowlers, the
show has reportedly been a terrific
spur to his used cars sales.
On one telecast he offered 30
executive-used Fords for $1,395
each. Within 24 hours after the
show he had sold all 30. Mr. Rice
had successfully personalized his
sales staff
themshow
demonstrate theby
carshaving
on the
and
(Continued on page 7U)
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U.S. TELEVISION

1}

"

CONTEST

For TV stations and TV advertisers, here is an absolute natural — a television show that combines
beauty and talent, an idea so potent that it puts this show in a class with important football games,
champion prize fights and other big sports events, as a natural mass audience TV attraction.

THE PLAN FOR 1951 is to stage a half-hour show
once a week in every television market in the country.
Each station will conduct its own local preliminaries,
which will cover a span of thirteen to twenty-six weeks.
These preliminaries will be conducted according to methods and procedures which we will supply. Stations will
be told where and how to find girls who possess talent
and beauty, how to audition them, how to conduct each
weekly contest. Film opening, title slides, cards, application blanks, and every aid essential will be supplied.
FINALS — On the last week of the contest, the local
finals will be run off to determine the local girl who
will represent her city in the Grand Finals — Miss
New York TV, Miss Detroit TV, Miss Los Angeles
TV, etc. — one girl from each city will be brought to
Chicago and from this group, "Miss U. S. Television"
for 1951 will be determined. This selection will be
made on a national coast-to-coast telecast, a gala event
that should attract a big, big viewing audience.
OVER $150,000 IN AWARDS— The winners
in 1951 will receive the most fabulous array of awards
ever assembled for any beauty and talent contest.
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There will be lavish awards for the weekly winners
and a bonanza for each city finalist. The grand winner,
"Miss U. S. Television" for 1951 will reap a harvest
enough for a queen's ransom — 2 glittering weeks in
Paris for two, flown both ways by Air- France, a
lucrative one year's performance contract, a $2,500
diamond watch, a complete wardrobe, including a fur
coat, a 1951 automobile, and many other opulent gifts.
POWERFUL

PUBLICITY— The program gives you

a plus value that money can't buy — the assurance of
continuous publicity and promotion in your city, week
after week. You know what that means to station and
sponsor. Yes, you can count on our high powered
public relations organization to be in there pitching for
you all the time. We'll deliver a flood of news breaks,
human interest stories and attractive pictures — the kind
local newspaper and TV editors want and like to print
week after week. The winner of each city final will be
brought to Chicago to compete in the national contest.
Her face, name and home station affiliation will be publicized coast-to-coast. All this local and national publicity,
all this plus value will be yours — without extra cost.

Telecasting
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"Jtwl. S. Television" of 1950
Edythe Adams-Miss new york tv
The 1950 contest was a thrilling success
— preliminaries telecast by WPIX New York,
KTSL Los Angeles, WGN-TV Chicago, WDSU-TV New Orleans,
WAAM Baltimore, WJW-TV Detroit, WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, WXEL Cleveland,
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, WAFM-TV Birmingham,
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., KPRC-TV Houston.
National finals at the Chicago Fair on the Lake Front
September 3, 1950 which was designated as "Miss U. S. Television"
Day. (Set a new attendance record at the Fair. ) Grand Finals
telecast over the DuMont Network. Al Capp, Mike Todd,
and Walter Schwimmer were judges.

ARE

YOU

A

PROSPECT

FOR

THE

"MISS

U. S.

TELEVISION" CONTEST? As a station, you can buy the
franchise for your market. This gives you the 1951 rights, we
furnish the format and know-how, we furnish all the prizes,
we back you with big-time public relations. We enter your
winner in the national finals that will be nationally telecast.
As an advertiser, you can sponsor "Miss U. S. Television"
in one city, three cities, ten cities, twenty-five cities. That is,
if you act quickly — a number of cities have already been
spoken for. Or you can exclusively sponsor the national grand
finals. This franchise has just been made available.
WRITE,

WIRE

OR

PHONE!

<'
!

«

We'll be glad to send you
all additional information,
costs, and our handsome
presentation piece at no
obligation, if you will let us
hear from you quickly.
WALTER

SCHWIMMER PRODUCTIONS,
(Radio Features, Inc.)

INC.

75 E. WACKER DR., CHICAGO 1
Phone FRanklin 2-4392
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Commercial
Surveyed

telestatus

Preferences
by Ross

(Report 149)

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 300,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

THE "Be Happy Go Lucky" commercials for Lucky Strike cigarettes were selected as the most
original commercials on television
during 1950 by respondents to a
subscriber poll conducted by Ross
Reports on Television Programming.
These commercials tied with
those of Arthur Godfrey for his
various TV sponsors as the top
"commercial that sell" among those
answering the questionnaire, including executives of networks and
stations, advertising agencies, advertisers, station representatives,
program producers, talent, etc.
The 40-point program and personality poll showed Garroway at
Large (NBC Sunday evening series
sponsored by Congoleum - Nairn
Inc.) first choice as "show that
was pure TV," with "smoothest
production" and "most original
format." The Garroway program
tied for first with Your Show of
Shows (NBC Saturday night program with participating sponsorship) as the "show I make a point
of seeing" and with the Alan
Young Show (CBS Thursday evening series sponsored by Esso
Standard Oil and Kroger Co.) as
"best out-of-NYC origination."
Ross subscribers voted Milton
Berle's Texaco Star Revue as
"show that sold the most sets."
Answers to the question: Can
advertisers continue to support the
medium?, were summarized as fol-

lows: "Leaving room for any and
all types of subscriber vision
( Phonevision, Skiatron), advertising will continue to support TV
(especially in view of monies made
available by virtue of excess profits taxes) . . . but past practices
will have to be abandoned in favor
of TV-tailored techniques, perhaps
more of the rotating sponsorship
approach ... or cooperative sponsorship in different markets. . . .
Respondents seem convinced, however, that TV is already a better
buy than other media and that
increasing numbers of advertisers
are finding ways to use the medium
Network vs. Spot
effectively."
To the question : Which pays
off more — network or spot advertising?, "for the big-budgeted advertiser, the consensus of response
is that a network program is far
and away more effective, through
its greater identification of program and product, its nationwide
promotion and its extensive coverage," Ross states. It continues:
"For concentrated area campaigns
and for the smaller advertiser,
regional and local, spot advertising has proved a payoff in dollar
sales. From the packager's viewpoint, there's some doubt as to
whether local market sales potentialities are great enough to match
those of a network contract."
Those answering "yes" to the
question: Were you satisfied with

television's program development
during 1950?, pointed to the expansion of programming on Saturdays, in the late evening hours
and during the daytime, as an
amazing achievement for so young
an industry. The unsatisfied contingent echoed last year's criticism
of a lack of new and original programs, with too much "warmedover radio." The affirmative viewwas held chiefly by broadcasters
and agencies; the negative mainly
by creative people.
* * #
ABC's WENR-TV
Raises Rates
ABC's O & O video station in Chicago, WENR-TV, will raise its
local rates March 1, Central Division Vice President John H. Norton
Jr. announced last week. Class A
hourly rate moves to $1,300, with
spot announcements to $250.
Rate increases are attributable
to greater circulation and highei
production costs, Mr. Norton said
He said that at the time of the lasl
rate increase, Sept. 1, 1950, there
were 627,881 video sets in the Chi
cago area. Now there are 830, 00(
sets, he explained.
♦ 4s ♦
Comedy, Drama
Lead Nielsen Ratings
COMEDY still has the widest tele
view appeal, with drama holding
(Continued on page 77)
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Television SummaryCity
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
City
Outlets On Air
Sets in An
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Memphis
WMCT
Ames
WOI-TV
Miami
WTVJ
7,000
2,000,0 |
38,333 Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
67,800
72,7;
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
264,865 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
52,01
Binghamton WNBF-TV
31,270
Nashville
WSM-TV
202,11
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
36,000 New Haven WNHC-TV
47,1
57,1 |
Bloomington WTTV
13,800
216,81
New Orleans WDSU-TV
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
650,000
Buffalo WBEN-TV
New
York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT,
70,1'
171,211
Charlotte WBTV
WOR-TV, WPIX
129,51
23,0' |I
105,3
Newark WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
56,631
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
815,471
68,0
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Norfolk WTAR-TV
234,000
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
396,082 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KMTV, WOW-TV
132,000 Omaha
61,1
Dallas
750,0
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Ft. Worth- KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
52,4
100,544 Pittsburgh WDTV
25,1 J
Davenport WOC-TV
212,0
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline 154,000
Providence
WJAR-TV
38,466
77,5
JI
Richmond WTVR
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Detroit
Rochester
WHAM-TV
WICU
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Erie
400,141
44,340 Rock Quad
Island
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Is., E. Moline 70,0
35,9 I
Cities Include
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
San
Antonio
100,544
Diego
Grand Rapids W LAV-TV
101,126
KEYl, WOAI-TV
Greensboro
133,C
WFMY-TV
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
Houston
San Francisco
143,4
Schenectady
KGO-TV,
K
PRC-TV
49,812
38,4 i1
Albany-Troy
Huntington60,158
Charleston
WRGB
39,1
WSAZ-TV
32,500 Seattle
Indianapolis
239,C
112,000
KING-TV
WFBM-TV
95,1
Jacksonville
St. Louis
63,1
WMBR-TV
KSD-TV
Johnstown
61 ,(
26,775
Toledo
WJAC-TV
61,250
KOTV
WSPD-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
KalamazooSyracuse
Tulsa
Grand
Rapids
75,C
WKZO-TV
103,290
Kansas City
WKTV
WDAF-TV
93,170 Utica-Rome
Lansing
Washington
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
76,487
219,/
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
55, (
Wilmington
WJIM-TV
40,000
Los Angeles
W DEL-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH, 877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Estimated Total Sets in Use 10,516,271
33
area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
representareestimated
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from televiewing
dealers,
distributors,
TV
Circulation
committees,
electric
companies
manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is necessoia
approximate.
Weekly

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO

FORT INDUSTRY STATION
/ip^&k 5000 WATTS • NBC
Represented by
^jZ!Xr~&
^^**th£ katz agency, inc.
^-jjjA

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nat. Sales Hq- 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22'; ELdorado 5-2455
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What's New

in Television?

Take a Look

at WPTZ!

II

Ear/y

Morning

...Pont
WHO

Be

in the world can watch television at 7:30 in the

morning? Dad's scrambling for his bus . . . the kids
are already late for school . . . Mom's in a tizzy. And
besides, the television set's in the living room anyhow.
We know ... we know. It's impossible.
Only somehow there seems to have been a slip-up in
form here in Philadelphia. WPTZ's "3 To Get Ready"
program — Monday through Friday, 7:30 A.M. to 9:00
A.M. — is accomplishing all the things the dopesters said
couldn't be done !
For instance, the show had been on the air just four days
when the first ARB survey was made. For the week it
averaged 4.8 and on the last day of the survey it hit a
rating of 6.8. This means that 142,800 Philadelphians
were watching "3 To Get Ready" when according to

Television

Ridiculous

?

I"

Hoyle, they should have been doing something else.
Already the program has received more than 6,000 cards
and letters and has picked up nine advertisers — all local.
We point this out because local advertisers are the ones who
really know Philadelphia show values.
As a matter of fact, we'll make this flat statement: Right
now, "3 To Get Ready" is the biggest advertising bargain
available in Philadelphia television. We'll even go so far as to
take in a lot more territory if you wish.
That's a pretty strong statement but we can back it up.
If you don't believe us, give us a call here at WPTZ or see
your local NBC Spot Sales representative.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Bldg. • Phila., Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

NBC
FIRST
WPTZ

ng
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IN

TELEVISION

IN

PHILADELPHIA
TV-AFFILIATE
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gramming brought an opinion from
Dr. Stanton that in an instance
where there is only one station
serving, using a frequency for
such in-school broadcasting would
not be the most effective utilization of that channel. The witness
conceded that such an opinion
would not hold true when there
were a number of channels available.
Mr. Plotkin asked if the problem
in putting on selective programming is based on the fear of driving away audiences and the cost
factor — loss of revenue from not
being able to sponsor this time.
Dr. Stanton admitted these factors.
The FCC counsel referred to Dr.
Stanton's earlier testimony wherein the witness had referred to a
scarcity of TV channels in contrast to the number (100) of channels that had been alloted for FM.
Mr. Plotkin brought out that if
the entire UHF is used, there
would be 70 channels; added to the
12 in VHF would make a total of
82 TV channels. He termed this

Recipe
in

for

Central

TV

channels."
Mr. Plotkin also questioned Dr.
Stanton on whether it might not
be advisable in the city-by-city
channel allocation hearing forthcoming before the FCC to simultaneously determine whether channels might be held for non-commercial educational purposes.
The CBS president replied that
the FCC should go ahead with the
allocation, giving a maximum
number of stations to each market,
then when the individual hearings
are held after applications come in,
determine whether there should be
a hold on any one of these channels for an educational institution.
Next witness was to have been
Jack Poppele, president of Television Broadcasters Assn. Thad
Brown, TBA counsel, pointed out
that Mr. Poppele had been forced
to return to New York for business
reasons and, accordingly, TBA's
appearance was waived.
Bernard O'Brien, on behalf of
WHEC Inc., returned to the stand
to present a statement answering
rebuttal to his previous testimony.
Raymond F. Guy, appearing for
RCA and NBC, was briefly recalled

results

Ohio

.

.

.

Edwina Zanes is a nationally-known home economist. Televiewers like her
easy style of slep-by-step food preparation and demonstrations . . . interspersed with friendly lips and helpful information for the homemaker.

STUDIO "K" Mrs. Zanes' Kitchen
How big can a kitchen get? This one is a popular part of
thousands of TV homes . . . and a profitable place, to demonstrate food products, appliances, and other items for
homemakers.
Mrs. Zanes' Kitchen shows a phenomenal mail count —
month after month— for advertisers on this well-known participation program. For example, a recent offer brought in
over 900 requests for a recipe pamphlet. For other specific
mail counts and details about Studio K, phone your Blair
TV representative or write.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10
WBNS-TV
CBS-TV Network-Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM
Sales Office: 33 North High Street
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Hennock

as "a scarcity of 82 as against 100

Educational Phase
(Continued from page 57)

PROGRAM

APPEAL

Urges Need

of Cultural

TV

"AS a member of the FCC I can tell you that while everybody talks
about television, we have the power to do something about it," declared
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock last Thursday before the Women's National Democratic Club of Washington.
The assertion was appended to
televiewers in the nation, she venComr. Hennock's observation that
tured that recent surveys have
television had become a part of
shown children in video homes deeveryday conversations with provote more time to watching TV
gram criticisms usually being
than
they
do in school.
voiced, both good and bad.
"If our youngsters are to be exThe FCC Commissioner, outposed in such degree to this new
spoken champion for educational
medium, it is high time we begin
broadcasters, went on to say: "That
is why I have been advocating that to examine just what this medium
the FCC set aside 25% of the re- is doing for them and perhaps
what uses it can be put to in order
maining 2,000 available television
to favorably influence their • culfrequencies for the exclusive noncommercial use of educational intural development."
Observing
that television had
Discussing
the
vast
number
of
quickly won the public's fancy and
stitutions."
literally captured the imagination;
of the children, she maintained:
to the stand and submitted revised
"In their interest we have the re-l
data in connection with his pre- sponsibility to see that this greatj
vious testimony.
Final witness Tuesday was John natural resource is devoted in part
advancement to eduD. Reid, for RTMA, who testified for cultural
cation as well as entertainment.
on the association's action in re"Certainly television is as im
affirming 41.45 mc as the RTMA
portant to the free exchange o:
standard intermediate frequency
for television receivers in both the ideas, public information and tht
development of our cultural heri
UHF and the VHF.
tage as mining coal, the productio
A brief session Wednesday morning heard testimony of E. W. of newsprint and drilling for oi
Chapin, chief, Laboratory Div., is to our economic and industrial
FCC, on some of the laboratory
growth," she said.
research into receiver problems.
I firmly believe that television i|
the synthesis of all the arts. I thinl
it will prove to be the most influen
NEEDS LISTENERS
tial medium of mass communication
ever devised. Already we have see!
BBC Educational Problem
a sample
of itsof influence
on the genera
habit'
and
morals
our younger
ENGLAND and its BBC-brand of tion. Hopalong Cassidy cowboys out]
fits and a heavy belt supporting
radio seem to suffer from educational broadcasting problems, too. pair of six guns have become stand
smallwearing
fry. apparel for many of ou
ard
Although educators in Britain have
no trouble getting time on the air,
Comr. Hennock envisioned edu:
they continue to be bothered by the
cation in television as not necesj
fact
their
shows
don't
attract
many
listeners.
sarily being "dull or bookish..))
Rather, she and
declared,
The British
government's
Broadinformative
at the "it
samecantimlbj
casting Committee Report, issued
last month [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22], noted that while
most interesting."
Cites Various Uses
BBC's in-school service has reShe cited examples of how lif
ceived high acclaim, the adult eduerature could be interesting!!
cation programs have not been
successful. Comments included the taught through television as coul
following:
medicine, law and even language!
There is no doubt that the BBC can For medicine she cited the examp]
get admirable talks and discussions out of medical colleges that used Tj
from the microphone. The problem is to demonstrate operations and de j
that of finding an active serious audi- icate techniques for the benefits ij
encecastfora stimulus
them and to
making
the broaddiscussion
and
hundreds of observers.
reading . . .
Comr. Hennock repeated her b<|
The bulk of listeners treat listening
as a secondary activity, a background
lief "that 75% of these 2,000 nel
noise while they are doing something
television channels soon to be al
else, and most of them want from the loted are sufficient for commerci J
radio not education but entertainment.
The Audience Research results suggest stations. Setting aside the remai I
that, except perhaps in the field of ing 25% would insure the educate i
music, broadcasting cannot make its of some 500 television stations fJ
own audience for the best it can do.
Those from the universities are ready their exclusive non-commercial ail
to be serious listeners; those who have educational use.
not passed
the elementary
edu"Educational television can exil
cation agebeyond
at school
are not easily
side by side with commercial Tj
brought beyond it by broadcasting.
In the field of adult education broadstations," Comr. Hennock point 1
casting has beaten a retreat from early out.
She termed the educationl
ambitions in Britain, as in the United
States; but the retreat should not be stations as insurance of "one
final. For several distinct reasons, it is the basic precepts of America
socially important that the BBC, in democracy, namely, freedom I
combination with all other authorities choice to listen. There is today |
interested inderstandraising
the citizen's
un- choice between commercial and (U
ing of the world
around him,
should make a fresh attack.
ucational programs."
Telecasting
• BROADCASTS

CAN you believe what you see on
your transmitter monitor? This
demodulator gives you a true analysis
of transmitter performance and allows
for accurate control in conformance
with FCC requirements.
$ Invaluable for transient response
measurements
% Absolute zero carrier reference
# Overall response— flat to 5.5 MC.
# With special preamplifier, it can be
used as a high-quality re-broadcast
receiver.

Designed for utmost stability, it provides outputs for simultaneous picture and waveform display. It is rackmounted and phase-compensated for
single-sideband reception . . . the only
demodulator of its kind on the market!

SEND FOR NEW BULLETINS
Complete specification sheets on
G-E television equipment will be
sent on request. Write: General
Electric Company, Section 221-5,
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

i
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

J
A

'T AIN'T
Sports Status
(Continued from page 57)

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
_
BY

Newest addition to KPIX's
afternoon program schedule is
"Rumpus Room", starring Natalie and Monty Masters. The
Masters, who have long been
one of San Francisco's top network radio teams, and their six
year old son, Topper, are actually building their own Rumpus Room in the KPIX studios.
The hilarious events that
take place as construction gets
underway, have already made
"Rumpus Room" one of the
Ray Area's most popular TV
programs.
Hourly visits with the charming Master family are aired on
KPIX, Tuesdays through Fridays at 5:30 PM.
CONCERT SERIES
KSFO'S "Winter Concert Seunanimously
ac^
claimedries" hasas been
one of
San Francisco
radio's topby s musical
programs.
Narrated
Bill Hillman,
the
two hour symphonic program has
highlighted the works of Mozart.
Beethoven, Debussy and others
outstanding in the musical world.
TV ACADEMY
With
the Dinner
TV Academy's
Annual Award
set for February 24, Academy members will be
voting in 12 categories for top
TV awards.
IN THE AIR
KPIX Kitchen with Faye
Stewart now moves to five days
a week. . . . "Press Club Presents" recently playedJohn
host toJ.
Irish Ambassador,
Hearne. . . . "Once Upon A
Time", seen weekly on KPIX,
has been cited by the Parents'Teachers' Association as the
outstanding
in the area.children's
The 15 program
minute
children's feature, in which
classic fairy tales are dramatized, is narrated by Ruby
Hunter.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

SFO
Represented by Wm. G, Rambeau Co.
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events was introduced to the Illinois state legislature last week, in
the wake of the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. ban on live football
telecasts for a year. Sen. Peter J.
Miller (R) of Chicago on Monday
introduced in Springfield a bill
which would require tax-supported
institutions above the high school
level to advertise yearly for bids
on television contracts.
This method would give the
school the greatest revenue consistent with a system which gives
the maximum number of athletic
events to the public on TV, the
Senator said. Contracts would
specify that such events would be
telecast in the state.
The previous week, Rep. Richard Stengel (D) of Rock Island
submitted a bill which would prevent the U. of Illinois from getting
money for telecasting athletic
events in theatres and not in TV
homes.
Sen. Miller questioned the right
of the NCAA "to say that athletic
contests of tax-supported institutions should not be telecast." Illinois is a member of the Big Ten,
one of the leading units of the
NCAA. He also asked "Why
shouldn't high school basketball
fans have the privilege of seeing
the annual state tournaments via
television, particularly so when
seating capacities are inadequate
to accommodate all the people who
wish to attend?"
Sees No Influence
Sen. Miller reported that Douglas Mills, athletic director at Illinois, said he doubted that live
telecasting of Urbana football
games would have much influence
in cutting attendance. He added,
however, that a university getting
most of its attendance from a large
city, such as Northwestern U.
which draws from Chicago, might
find TV a serious threat to the
His bill provides for advertisegate.
ment of bids in May in a newspaper published where the school
is located, with sealed bids being
received until Aug. 1 when they
would be opened and contracts
awarded for the next year.
WPIX (TV) New York will telecast all home games of the New
York Giants during the 1951 season under a contract signed last
week. Season, comprising 77 games
including 14 night games to be
played at the Polo Grounds, marks
the third consecutive year that
WPIX has had exclusive telecasting rights to the Giants' games, not
counting 1948, when WPIX carried
the Giants' night games while
WNBT (TV) New York covered
the day games.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.,
which has sponsored the Giants
telecasts on WPIX in former years
for Chesterfields, is expected to
sign a contract for 1951 sponsorship this week, through its agency,
Cunningham & Walsh.

SO

Nielsen Tells Crosby
A. C. NIELSEN Co., Chicago, disagrees with Critic John Crosby
that televiewing is on the decline,
and told him so in a letter which
whacks Mr. Crosby across his typewriter with a shillelagh of statistics.

TELE - VERSION of the Defense
Dept.'s 1951 edition of Armed
Forces Hour is jointly announced in
Washington by Chris Witting (I),
general manager of the DuMont
Tel evision Network, and Defense
Secretary George C. Marshall. Premiere telecast of the public service
series was aired by DuMont yesterday (Sunday), 8:30-9 p.m. EST, with
Gen. Marshall appearing in a film
insert at the start of the program,
which originates at the studios of
WAAM (TV) Baltimore [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29].

TV SEMINAR
WAAM Draws Noted Speakers
FIRST ANNUAL Regional Television Seminar, at WAAM (TV)
Baltimore Feb. 16-17, will feature
an imposing list of speakers. Topics
of mutual interest will be discussed by delegates of four networks, a prominent advertising
agency and a television stations
sales representative firm.
Among those scheduled to speak
and their topics are :
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president,
DuMont Television Labs, and of the
DuMont Television Network — "A Survey of Television"
Charles
Underhill, general manager, CBS-TV New York — "Program
Selection
and Balance"
Robert Saudek,
vice president, ABC
— "Television's Responsibility to the
American
William Public"
I, Kaufman, casting director, NBC television — "Casting the
Television
Edward Program"
B. Roberts, script editor
for BBDO — "Writing for Television"
Jack Harrington, president, Harrington, Righter & Parsons — "Sales,
Promotion, and Research."
WAAM department heads — "Career
Opportunities at the Local Station."
Students Invited
The seminar, to which some 100
college students will be invited, is
subtitled "Career Opportunities in
Television." Printed copies of the
talks are to be available on reAlong with WAAM, co-sponsors
quest.
of
the seminar are the U. S. Office
of Education, Johns Hopkins U.,
American U. and Temple U.
All meetings will be held at the
WAAM Bldg. Friday's dinner and
Saturday's luncheon will be furnished by WAAM. Hotel accommodations have been arranged at
the Lord Baltimore Hotel. There
will be a seminar registration fee
of $2 a person.

In the letter, the marketing research company tells Mr. Crosby:
"Speaking of Milton Berle, you say
(Jan. 19) that you believe his success is 'illusory' because, while he
may attract a high percent of the
viewing audience, 'it is my feeling
that television is already losing a
lot of the total audience; that is,
potential listeners are turning in
disgust to other pursuits. . . .'
Refuted by Facts
"I am afraid that your 'feeling'
that television is losing a lot of its
total audience is not borne out by
the facts," the letter commented.
Comparing October and November
1949 with the same months in 1950,
the letter continued, "we find that
at any one moment between 6 and
11 p.m., an average of 58.3% of all
families with television sets were
viewing television in 1949, whereas,
a year later, average sets in use
during the evening rose to 62.2%.
"Numerically, of course," the
letter added, "the rise was even
greater— from 1,629,000 to 5,423,000 families — due to the greaternumber of families who owned television sets in 1950."
IRE AGENDA
TV Gets Prominent Place
ALTHOUGH the subject matter oi
the papers to be presented at th<
1951 national convention of the In
stitute of Radio Engineers — Marcl
19-22 at New York's Waldorf
Astoria Hotel — ranges from nuclea:
science to loudspeaker design, tele
vision will occupy a major place oi
the agenda. Three technical ses j
sions, comprising 15 papers, are t' j
be devoted to TV.
In addition, there is to be a pane
discussion on the electronic, elec I
trical, architectural and mechanj
cal constructional features of th I
Empire State Bldg. tower whic |
six of New York's seven TV sta j
tions soon will be sharing as
broadcast antenna, and a secon I
symposium on color TV. Half of th I
papers to be read at the symposiui I
on broadcast transmission systerc I
deal with telecasting equipment. I
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
\^ y oldest
One of schools
the leadingand
of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
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of a series

Candy

hutihug

the

men

who

make

free

&

peters

TELEVISION

service

is

landy," says —

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
Richard
(Another F&P

Yes, before joining F&P, Dick was
darned near up to his esophagus in
candy bars! He was with Mars, Inc.
as a Field Sales Supervisor in charge
of a promotional crew calling on wholesale and retail candy outlets. This taste
of promotional work settled it — Dick
decided it was his dish for keeps. And
once we'd met him, we immediately
knew we wanted him to bring his dish
to our "table of organization!"
Actually Dick's coming to F&P is
typical of the way most of our well-

to Free

&

F. Kieliih!
TELEVISION

DAVENPORT
WHO-WOC) WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co. —

Specialist)

seasoned TV Colonels got their
Enthusiastic and ambitious, they
from all sorts of businesses —
papers, radio stations, advertising
cies, soap companies, insurance
and other sales organizations.

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

start.
came
newsagenfirms
As a

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
{WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)

team we think you'll find us about as
versatile, well-informed and sincerely
interested in being helpful as any group
you've ever met.

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)

Or maybe more so!

SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV
(THE CHRONICLE)

That's how we operate, here in this
pioneer group of radio and television
station representatives.

Peters,

H

* Primary NBC Affiliates

inc

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1952
iW YORK

L

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

DETROIT

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

Telefile
(Continued from page 65)

Mr. Martin (seated) explains workings of his color-TV console to (I to r)
Mr. Horton, Dr. Letton, Julie Daves and Mr. Reinsch.

EVERY

DAY

DURING

1950

An Average of
152 FAMILIES
Were Added To The
WOW-TV

AUDIENCE

It Almost

Doubled

the Last

Quarter

of 1950

cOs*

WSB-TV
SHOWING
Color Demonstration Given
MORE THAN 2,000 Georgia school
officials and high school students
got their first view of color television Jan. 31-Feb. 1 when WSB-TV
Atlanta was host at a two-day
demonstration. The medium was
brought to the state capital
through the cooperation of CBS
and Smith, Cline & French Labs.,
Philadelphia.
Invitation to the laboratory technicians for the special showings
came from J. Leonard Reinsch,
managing director, Cox radio and
television operations, and John M.
Outler Jr., WSB-TV general manager.
John Martin, head of the CBS
crew, brought the unit to Atlanta
several days in advance of medical
programs scheduled Feb. 5-9.
Dwight Horton, of Rich's department store, emceed the school
show, which was produced by Elmo
Ellis of WSB-TV and Julie' Daves
of Additional
Rich's.
credit was beamed at
Dr. A. H. Letton, of Atlanta's
Graduate Medical Assembly, who
has charge of the medical demonstrations this week. Lewis Lang,
public relations director for Smith,
Cline & French, flew to Atlanta for
the displays.
TV

FOR AVAILABILITIES CALL ANY
BLAIR-TV OFFICE OR WEBSTER 3400
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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OR NOT TV
That Is The $2 Question
WHETHER to tax television roof
antennae is becoming a subject of
more and more legislatures.
Haverford Township, Pa., residents are going to have to pay $2
to erect TV antennae on their
homes. This ordinance reportedly
was enacted so that the township
can control the type of aerial erected and safety of installation.
Meanwhile, a bill has been introduced in the New York Legislature
which would permit tenants to install atelevision receiving set with
roof antennae without being compelled to pay extra.

Video Scene in Court
MRS. SOPHIE EISENBERG
was permitted to appear in
Federal Court in New York
last week and testify as to
what she saw over her television set in Brooklyn of a
fracas at a Madison Square
Garden hockey game. It is
believed this established a
new precedent in government admission of evidence.
Next time a World Series
umpire is hit by a pop bottle,
potential witnesses will run
into millions.
PROPOSED DILL
Covers Low TV Necklines
PLUNGING necklines on TV have
drawn the attention of the Massachusetts legislature. "If they were
two inches lower, I think the girls
would be barefoot," State Sen.
William J. Keenan (D), told a
State House hearing in Boston.
Sen. Keenan was speaking in
connection with his bill to establish
a six-man board of censors to pass
on television entertainment, movies,
floor shows and stage shows.
Representing WBZ-AM-FM-TV
Boston, Simon P. Townsend, attorney, told the Legislative Committee on State Administration
that the federal courts have ruled
TV networks are interstate business. He declared the state has no
power to impose censorship. At
the same hearing, State Sen. Sumner G. Whittier (R), urged passage of a bill for a State Television
Education Authority as a medium
for teaching pupils.
ADDITION of Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, General Electric and Ruthrauff & Ryan as subscribers to the
full Videodex Television rating service makes a total of 68 subscribers,
Allan V. Jay, president, Jay & Graham Research Inc., publisher of
Videodex, announced last week.

has built a city-wide recognition
of one salesman, "Harry the Hat."
WXYZ-TV holds a fine respect
for the popularity of the documentary film Crusade in Europe, for
the station has had three commercial sponsorships of the series.
After the Time-Life purchase, it
was picked up by the Detroit Edison Co., and is now in its third
running on Detroit telesets under
the aegis of Appliance Wholesalbutor.ers Inc., local Hallicrafters distriChief Engineer Charles Kocher
is a Detroiter, who got his start
as transmitter engineer for j
WMAQ Chicago. He joined the
FCC field staff in 1940 and two,
years later was placed in charge
of the Cleveland field office. He
joined WXYZ as chief engineer in
1944, taking over active supervision of construction of WXYZ-TV.
He now directs the engineering activities of the entire WXYZ-AMFM-TV operation.
Kamins Heads Sales
Under Mr. Riddell, Len Kamins
directs the sales staff, which has I
piled up an impressive list of both
accounts and success stories.
Mr. spot
Kamins
the T"V
sales
in Julyassumed
1948 before
th(station actually took the air. H<;
previously had received TV
grounding while a student at th<
U. of Michigan
in the early
working
with W2XAB,
CBS '30s
ex
perimental outlet, as announce;
and assistant producer. He joine<
Young & Rubicam in 1933, holdim
various copy positions and late
was account ex
ecutive.
A fte
military service
he joined Brooks
Smith, French d
Dorrance.
Another impoi
tant member c.
the staff is Hai
old S. Christian:
merchandisin
Mr. Christians
manager, who had
built a nationally known reputatio
for cooperation in merchandisin
with manufacturers. Doubtless M
Christians had a hand in WXYZ
decision to make available
demonstration service comprisir
women workers in supermarket
Newest member of the WXYZ-T |
team is Hal Neal Jr., who mov< ,
into advertising and sales prom
tion managership when Dean Li
ger moved to ABC Chicago.
Rate card for WXYZ-TV Cla I
A, one hour $1,110, one minu
$200; Class B, one hour $660, o
minute $132.
Kudner Agency Moves
KUDNER AGENCY Inc., N<
York, has moved into its new que
ters at 575 Madison Ave., whe
for the first time in two years i
the departments of the agency v»
be housed in a single buildii
Phone number is Murray Hj
8-6700.
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T
and larger, while in 1949 only 16%
of purchases represented tubes of
14 inches plus.
Total cathode ray tube sales, including camera pickup tubes and
oscillographs, amounted to 7,530,849 units with value of $200,016,051. Of December's total of 686,815 units, valued at $20,639,246,
95%- represented tubes 16 inches
and larger in size, RTMA said.

50 SALES UP
On Radio, TV Tubes
IADIO receiving tube sales inreased last year 93% over the figire recorded for 1949, while units
ind dollar value of TV picture
jubes sold to manufacturers more
nan doubled the 1949 output, Ralio-Television Mfrs. Assn. reported
Friday.
Radio tube sales for 1950 totalled
82,960,599 compared with 198,753,RESTRICTIONS
:95 the previous year, with the folawing breakdown: New set equipBring 3 CBS Cancellations
ment, 301,483,350; replacements,
9,324,540; export, 10,767,831, and
THREE cancellations directly attributable to emergency defense
;overnment purchases, 1,384,878.
December tube sales of 38,723,- restrictions were reported by CBS
01 far exceeded the December 1949 last week. Household Finance
otal of 23,807,281, but fell short Corp., sponsoring People's Platf the November 1950 mark of 39,form CBS-TV, Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m.,
26,641.
was to discontinue the series yesterday (Feb. 4), because of the
.: \ RTMA reported TV picture tube
ales amounting to 7,473,614 units increasing loan restrictions affecting the company. Agency for the
/ith a value of $198,737,428 duraccount is LeValle Inc., Chicago.
ng 1950 compared to 3,305,673
ubes valued at $92,402,520 the
Second cancellation, effective
irevious year.
Feb. 4, came from Reddi-Wip, proIndicating the trend to larger
ducer of packaged whipped cream,
'V screens, RTMA pointed out which was featuring Arthur Godhat 72% of the television-type
frey, Sunday 4:30-5 p.m., over
athode ray tubes sold to manuCBS. A 25% reduction in allocaacturers last year were 16 inches
tion of metal for the spout of the
a Reddi-Wip can, was given as the
reason for the company dropping
E'
T )E
the show. Agency is Ruthrauff &
Components
ii
Ryan, New York.
(Continued from page 32)
W
The Gibson Refrigerator Corp.,
Cincinnati, was forced to withdraw
led outright in output of civilian
of The Mady Chris' 3iadio antennas (in connection with sponsorship
tians Show originally planned to
tainless steel), as plating for
begin Jan. 20, Saturday, 7:30-45
:- i- ame plates and knobs, and as dec- p.m.,
over CBS, due to fear of prorative trim for radio and teleduction cut-backs (see story page
ision sets. Use of nickel silver in
32). Agency is Wallace-Lindeman
unctional parts of electrical engiInc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
eering and engineering instruNBC when queried by Broadments was excepted, however.
casting • Telecasting, reported
In other developments:
that while, as yet, it had no can# NPA officials told durable
cel ations, at least two were ex1 -oods industry representatives
pected in the near future, one of
.jlhere will be less steel, copper, which will probably be a linoleum
luminum and other materials
company.
^'.vailable in the second quarter of
The other networks, ABC, Mu951 than during the first.
tual and DuMont, however, re' % Authority
for issuing
tax
mained optimistic, and reported
.mortization
certificates
to write
that business in all lines was con•ff
more
quickly
cost
of
new
plant
ill acilities was transferred from Natinuing strong.
ional Security Resources Board to
defense Production Administraion.
BILL AFFECTS
% DPA and NPA were given
Alcohol Ads on Radio, TV
ormal authority to plan for asREP. JOSEPH R. BRYSON
urance of maximum production
(D-S. C.) last week introduced a
:0tIj'f consumer goods in line with the bill
(HR 2188) to bar alcoholic
purposes of economic stabilizabeverage advertising from intertion; balanced production, "includstate commerce, thus affecting radio
ing continuance of lower-priced
and television.
' nd medium-priced lines and modIs in due proportion to total proThe bill, similar to those he introduced in past sessions of Conluction"; limited changes in modIs and line of products using
gress, contains a provision stating
carce materials; substitution of it would be unlawful to broadcast
^ess vital materials; conservation
any advertisement of alcoholic bevn critical materials; allocation of
erages "or the solicitation of an
uch
materials
and
commodities
in
order for alcoholic beverages." The
5!
jiuch a manner as to preserve dis- measure, referred to the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
ribution
for "most essential"
tses.
Committee, contains a penalty for
% Manley Fleischmann, NPA
violators of $100-minimum, $1,000maximum fine and a six months to
:eneral counsel, was appointed
cling administrator of the authorone year prison term. It would
ity by Commerce Secretary Charles
include beer, wine1 and liquor advertising.
V Sawyer.
el ecasting
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TV

Promotion

Method

WALLACHS Inc., men's
furnishing - store chain, is
offering customers a chance
to see themselves on television as a promotion effort.
The demonstrations, produced
by RCA Victor in cooperation
with the Frank H. Lee Co.,
manufacturer of Lee hats,
began Thursday in the Wallachs Empire State Bldg.
store. Other Wallachs stores
in the New York area will
offer the demonstrations
which will continue two or
three days in each store.
OREGON AD CLUB
Hears "Brand Names" Head
COST of advertising should be
given
"appropriate
allowance"
the fixing
of price ceilings,
Henryin
E. Abt, president of Brand Names
Foundation Inc., told business leaders at an Oregon Advertising Club,
Hotel Multnomah, Portland, Ore.,
last Wednesday. Mr. Abt also
called for allowance of advertising
cost in the negotiation of government "cost plus" contracts.
Brand advertising, he told the
businessmen, "must go on, though
not a single brand item may be
procurable," since they i-epresent
the "promise of industry that
American standards will prevail"
when "the victory has been won."

nothing
under

but

our

CHANNELS
STUDY
Requested by Bricker
SEN. JOHN W. BRICKER (ROhio) again has asked Congress to
direct the FCC to study and investigate the setting aside of TV
channels for "nonprofit educationalinstitutions
programming"
educational
and by
report
its
findings to Congress.
The joint resolution (S. J. Res.
28), introduced in the Senate last
Thursday, is identical to Sen.
Bricker's proposal in the throes
of the 81st Congress [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950],
except for elimination of the setting aside of channels in each
state.
FCC has completed its hearings
on the reservation of TV channels
for education in its overall UHFVHF allocation and is preparing
57).
for its next phase (see story page

Wade Estate
WALTER A. WADE, head of Wade
Advertising, Chicago, who died
Jan. 16 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22], left an estate
valued at more than $300,000, according to a petition filed in Chicago Probate Court Tuesday. His
will names the Harris Trust &
Savings Bank co-executor and cotrustee with his wife, Pearle, and
son, Albert G. (Jeff) Wade II, an
executive of the agency.

smiles

umbrella!

RAPIDS
GRAND

HOLLAND

NOW

- 101,126 SETS

KALAMAZOO

uimu-TU
CHANNEL
7 - GRAND RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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Profitable Advertising
(Continued from- page 58)
weeks of advertising, 2,015 personal interviews were conducted
in these four cities. Some striking
evidence of the impact of television
appeared in the results.
A
B
Cities* Cities**
% owning television
8.1 17.4
% aware of any current
electric-shaver adver% naming brand adver% among TV owners
73.1
% among
non-TV
owners
32.8
% remembering the
media in which product was advertised***
Magazine
16.8 16.1
Newspapers
5.8 8.5
Radio tising
5.0 5:3
47.1
Television
5
17.6
tised
26.3
58.6
* A Cities — Magazine, radio and
newspaper cities.
** B Cities 39.8
— Magazine, radio, newspaper, and television cities.
*** Some respondents named more
than one medium. Note that: (1) More
people were aware of electric shaver
advertising in the TV cities than in the
non-TV cities (58.6% vs. 47.1%); (2) A
higher percentage of people in the TV
cities could name the brand advertised
than in the non-TV cities (39.8 vs. 26.3).
Further, the percentage among TV owners naming the brand advertised
reached the amazing figure of 73.1. (3)
Television led all media in the percentage of respondents (17.6% named the
medium in which the product was advertised).
Low-priced product — Product
with Dual Adult and Juvenile Market. A test survey was conducted
one month before product was advertised on TV, and again after the
schedule had been on TV for

National R«prtienta»ive: John Blair A Co.
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13 weeks. Five hundred television
families were visited, and one member in each family was asked what
brands or makes he could name and
what was the last brand purchased.
13 Weeks
Afterof
Before Start
Campaign Campaign
% naming
advertised 12.2 23.4
product
Men
17.4 21.6
Women
10.5 22.2
Children under 18 41.7 62.5
% naming advertised
product as last
brand bought 1.6 5.0
Men
1.4 2.3
Women
1.4 5.3
Children under 18
8.3 12.5
Increased mention of advertised
product and increased sales show
that the five-a-week TV spots had
a remarkable impact.
Free offers — Cookbook Offer. In
a given month, thirty-three 40second live free cookbook offers following an 80-second film playlet in
two markets brought in 55,276 requests. Cost of the TV spots was
$7,265.43. The unit cost per request
was only 13 cents, phenomenally
low for either radio or printed
word. The printed media offer cost
$92,687.88 and brought in 36,541
replies
reply. at a unit cost of $2.54 per
Outpulls Printed Media
In another instance, an advertiser desiring coupon response in
order to distribute a booklet on a
vacation resort found a careful
analysis of inquiries from various
media — newspapers, magazines
and television — to reveal the following cost-per-inquiry comparison: television — 27 cents; printed
media — 62 cents. The foregoing examples are used to indicate that this
relatively new medium is responsive to advertising.
Television advertisers. The
growth in the number of television
advertisers has been not only
steady, but almost fantastic, in its
rate. Today, there are already well
over 3,000 television advertisers.
Most of them are using the medium
for one or more of the following
reasons :
■— to "sell merchandise.
— to be able to demonstrate their
product in the home.
— to reserve valuable time franchises.
— to secure first rights to specific
properties and develop them into
valuable programs.
■— to provide for experimentation
with commercial production.
— to gain a head start against competition and capitalize on the
prestige advantages of being a
leader in the field.
— to meet already existing competition in television.
— to find a series of programs
which will best fit the specific
product or service presentation.
— to test the effectiveness of the
medium by continuing audience
research of reactions to program
entertainment and commercial
treatment.
— to capitalize on the novelty impact, high product identification,
and audience loyalty values of

Special FM Service
(Continued from page 28)
the general public such music so
interrupted constitutes."
FCC also wanted to know whether the deletion of spots or other
vocal material for subscribers is
made "pursuant to the mutual interest of the contracting parties
that measures be taken to prevent diversion of the benefits of
this service to non-subscribers."
The Commission in all cases also
asked for a description of the
means by which undesired portions
of a broadcast were cut out of the
service to subscribers.
FCC's letters noted that the
Commission has been asked, by
"various petitions and other inquiries," to say whether stations
engaged in long-term contracts — ■
for "functional music . . . suitable for reception in commercial
establishments" — are operating in
consistency with FCC rules and
public interest.
WLRD's contract is with Twin
City Sound Systems Inc., it was
noted, and was entered Sept. 30,
1949, for a three-year term during
which the station would transmit,
for 17 hours daily, programs "carefully planned, edited and produced
in accordance with accepted practices employed by qualified broadcast stations." FCC said the agreement also stipulated the station
would "provide suitable electronic
or other means to render any of
Twin City's FM receivers inoperative to receive such of
[WLRD's] programs as Twin City
shall advise [the station] it does
not desire to receive."
Twin City pays WLRD at a rate
television advertising.
— to do a public-relations job with
customers, distributors, dealers,
and employees.
Much has already been tried in
television advertising; much more
remains to be tried. The natural assumption is that television copy
will follow the same general rules
and use the same basic appeals as
advertising in other media, while
adding such additional elements as
are possible through the new medium.
As far as visual techniques are
concerned, tricks such as cartoon
animation and other devices such
as Lucky Strike's marching cigarettes are more likely to cause
comment by the viewers than the
live-action type of commercial,
whether telecast directly or put on
film. Yet there are already some
examples of notable live-action
commercials, and more will develop
as time goes on. Which does the
best job of selling has not yet been
conclusively determined. It seems
reasonable to assume, however, that
there are legitimate uses for both
types of treatment.
Note — Television is growing so rapidly that illustrations used one month are
outdated the next. It will be some years
before factual data on television can be
collected to enable an appraisal of the
medium
on long-term experience
and case based
histories.

ranging from $5 a month for each }
of the first 200 subscribers, to 50c
a month for all over 1,000, with
certain minimum payments guaranteed, according to the FCC.
In the case of WFMF, FCC noted,
the contract is with Functional
Music Inc., and provides for the
station to broadcast a "planned
music service, with all voice eliminated by use of supersonic signal
control, daily on an intermittent
schedule from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
continuously from 6 p.m. to 10:30
p.m." Marketing of special receiv-j
ers and service, FCC said, is in|
the hands of Functional Music,
which agreed to pay WFMF $6 a
month per subscriber under an
amendment of a two-year contract,
terminable by either party on certain conditions.
KDFC Music Service
FCC's letter to KDFC pointed
out that the station's agreement,
with a "Musicast" division of the!
licensee company, provides for
Musicast to furnish a music service over KDFC for at least 12
"service" hours a day, at a rate of
$25 a month to subscribers. The
letter quoted KDFC as saying its]
"only income is from the rental
of the special receivers for this
Musicast service." FCC also said
KDFC apparently carries no othei
program material, and quoted a
Musicast promotion piece as saying, in explanation of its policy of
broadcasting, that the theory is
to "get set-users instead of advertisers to pay for programs."
The Musicast promotional literture continued, according to FCC
Why does the station bother witr
announcements or commercials at all':
The main purpose is to keep out "fre<
riders." If there were no vocal inter
ruptions to the flow of music, a res
taurant or other commercial use)
could tune in with a regular FM set
and redistribute the music withou
paying for it. The whole scheme [o
eliminating vocal interruptions f ron |
subscribers' service] is based on th<
illusion that the customer is person
ally providing background entertain
ment rather than a radio station o j
wired music dispenser.
The WACE-FM
contract, FCC
said, is with Air-Muse Inc., holde I
of a franchise from Functiona
Music. It was entered into on Jul; \
20, 1950, and provides for Air j
Muse to pay WACE-FM $4
month per subscriber, according t
FCC.
John B. Sullivan
REP. JOHN B. SULLIVAN (El
Mo.), 53, died Jan. 29 at th
Bethesda (Md.) Naval Hospitf
from a cerebral hemorrhage. Hj
was a member of the House Intei
state & Foreign Commerce Coir
mittee, and a member of the 77t
and 79th Congresses.
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:HATTING together at the recent
remiere of the program. Live Like a
Millionaire, are Russell Neff (I), vice
resident of Knox Reeves Advertising
ac, and John Masterson, of Masteron, Reddy & Nelson, producer of the
ew CBS-TV series. The program is
sponsored by General Mills Inc.
TV A

OFFER
Made by L. A. Stations

.'EW compromise proposals on
J ages and rehearsal scales were
j ffered Television Authority by
- Dur Los Angeles television sta■ ens negotiating with the union
1 jy a basic contract for local TV
- erformers, at a meeting last Tues] ay [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
^an. 29]. TVA has referred proosals to its local wages and work-'"ig
conditions
tie West
Coast committee
division of and
its na-to
cnal board, with decision to be
nnounced at the next TVA-station
leeting tomorrow (Tuesday).
Stations meeting with the union
re KNBH,
KTSL, KECA-TV,
ILAC-TV.
The union met separately with KTLA last week, folfowing that station's withdrawal
:tfrom the former five-station comlittee. No results were available.
Latest station proposals marked
compromise with the union on
I,Topping of its former plan call; ag for payment to performers according to dramatic and noni imatic program categories and
B ting up payment scales accordI ng to different time segments,
I egardless of show category. Stajiions also offered to raise rehearsal
rees from $2 to S3 an hour, after
i.vo hours. TVA is asking $4 rehearsal fee an hour after the first
our.
LIBEL
-

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piraey
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
elecasting

RESEARCH
MEET
Audience Committee Hopeful
COMMITTEE on audience research
techniques, meeting Thursday in
New York, made "excellent progress," Kenneth H. Baker, chairman, said that evening, adding
hopes that the committee will conclude the final draft of its report
at its next meeting on Feb. 15.
Committee, organized last summer by Stanley Breyer, commercial manager, KJBS San Francisco, to dispell confusion over difference in ratings given stations in
that area by Pulse and Hooper
services, subsequently expanded
the scope of its activities to embrace all audience research. Group
plans to submit its proposals for
test studies to Broadcast Audience
Measurement Inc. (successor to
BMB), for possible action.
Thursday's meeting was attended by Dr. Baker, NAB director of
research; C. E. Hooper, C. E. Hooper Inc.; Sydney Roslow, Pulse; T.
R. Shearer, A. C. Nielsen Co. Absent were Matthew Chappell, Hofstra College; A. Wells Wilbor,
General Mills; H. D. Krueger,
WTAG Worcester.
Telestatus
(Continued from page 68)
a firm grip in the runner-up spots,
according to National NielsenRatings for Top Television Programs during the two weeks ending Dec. 9. Milton Berle's Texaco
Star Theatre held tenaciously on
first place in the full report which
follows :
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
Homes
Rank
Program
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
5,933
2 Comedy Hour
57.2
3 Phileo TV Playhouse
4,291
4 Fireside Theatre
4,011
5 Colgate Comedy Hour
3,923
6 Show of Shows (Snowdrop) 3,651
7 Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers) 3,434
8 Show of Shows (Crosley)
3,396
9 Howdy Doody (Wander)
3,394
10 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
3,352
% OF TV HOMES REACHED IN PROGRAM
STATION AREAS
Homes
Rank
Program
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
61.2
2 Comedy Hour
57.2
3 Fireside Theatre
55.7
4 Philco TV Playhouse
46.8
5 Show of Shows (Partic.)
42.0
6 Colgate Comedy Hour
41.7
7 Show of Shows (Snowdrop) 40.3
8 Lone Ranger (General Mills)
38.6
9 Aldrich Family
38.2
10 Armstrong Theatre
38.1
(Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.)
Local Shows

Top L. A. Ratings
TELE-QUE television rating report released by Coffin, Cooper &
Clay Inc., for the week of Jan. 2-8
in Los Angeles, listed 19 of the 20
highest-rated shows as being produced locally. Survey further
showed that 11 of the 20 were local
live shows or films produced for
TV. Ratings are based on diaries
of 843 televiewers in Los Angeles
and Orange Counties.
• BROADCASTING

film

EMERSON FILMS Corp., Hollywood, has sold series of 26 16mm
featurettes to ABC-TV for placement on KECA-TV Los Angeles
and KGO-TV San Francisco. Series
is entitled Famous Men and is
built around the lives of outstanding men and women. Films
were produced with help of leading
authors, biographers and historians. Hollywood screen actors and
actresses are featured in the series, twenty of the featurettes having been completed.

report

throughout nation with plans for
top Hollywood entertainer to act
as emcee on final films in the tour.
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
Inc., Hollywood, has sold 52 halfhour films to ABC-TV for showing
as Royal Playhouse on KECA-TV
Hollywood and KGO-TV San Francisco. Originally released as Fireside Theatre, 37 of the films have
been completed; 15 are still in production.

JERRY

FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, is filming 65
additional five-minute animated
Crusade Rabbitt TV films for release through NBC-TV under continued sponsorship, boosting total
programs to nearly 200. . . . TELEVISION ARTS PRODUCTIONS,
Berkley, Calif., is doing animations
for Crusade Rabbitt series, and
plans to move operations to Hollywood in early February, according
to J. T. Ward, president.

TELEPIX Corp., Hollywood, will
open new office in Cleveland sometime in February for sales and distribution of its TV film commercials in five mid-western states- —
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin
and Missouri. Bob Allison will
head office. TV film commercials
for Bowie Pie Co., Los Angeles;
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San
Francisco; and House of Nine, Los
Angeles dress shop, recently have
been completed.

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., is offering hour programs made up of
three-minute musical telescriptions
to Veterans Hospitals and service
posts. After initial tryouts in Los
Angeles area, films will be routed

ATLAS FILM Corp., Oak Park,
111., has elected Norman C. Lindquist vice president. He joined firm
last year as director of television
and, in his new post, will continue
to work with advertising agencies
in creating film commercials.

ty. ADVERTISE
FN mack

Offers

You

America's Lowest
7/tade t* Order
TV

Cost

FILM

COMMERCIALS
Here's how FILMACK serves you faster!
Our large staff and extensive facilities are geared
to do fine quality work at top speed.
Here's how FILMACK saves you money!
We do all of our own typesetting, artwork, photography, special
effects, voice recording, music
and laboratory
work.
Through 32 years of specialized low cost
making we've learned to deliver high
inexpensively and to pass the savings on
Let us quote on your job today!
One minute TV commercial with audio
as $150.00.
Send ■cm qawi Mnifit at idea.

moviequality
to you.
as low

FILMACK
1331 S. Wabash Ave. • Chicago
Telephone HA 7-3395
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March

of Dimes

(Continued from page 22)

s' driver's
mick involvin
numbers.g listener
license
WPTR Albany peppered listeners with spot announcements, arranged interviews and had its
second annual all-night drive from
8 p.m. Jan. 27 through the early
hours of Jan. 28.
Gayle Grubb, general manager
of KGO San Francisco, served as
chairman of a special radio-TV
committee which represented every
AM, FM and TV station in Northern California.
KRON-TV Show
Nets $12,000
KRON-TV San Francisco reportedly raised more than $12,000
from more than 3,500 persons
through a 7 Vz -hour telecast.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia earned
more than $30,000 for campaign
coffers at a television auction of
donated merchandise.
WKDN Camden devoted an entire broadcasting day to the drive.
All commercial announcements
were omitted.
WBUX Doylestown, Pa., devoted
more than 15 hours of weekly
broadcast time to the cause.
WLIB New York ran a $25,000
drive in conjunction with the campaign and Gothamites opened their
hearts — and their purses.
WRUN Utica-Rome, N. Y., conducted a13-hour fund-raising marHelpful techniques
and ideas for
TV programs
This new book
shows you how
to use movies
most effectively
MOVIES
FOR TV
by J. H. Battison
A COMPLETE, HOW-TO-DO-IT
GUIDE TO THE PRODUCTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF
MOVIES ON TELEVISION.
This book gives practical information on
all cameras, projectors, recording equipment, etc., showing how each piece
operates and how to use it most efficiently. It tells how to produce titles
and special effects, newsreels, all types
of commercials; how to edit and splice
film; how to light scenes for best results
on TV; how to combine movies with
live scenes. Here is a wealth of useful
information together with much experienced advice on what is good and what
bad in movies for television, and why.
SEE

IT ON

APPROVAL

j The Macmillan Co.. 60 5th Ave.. New York II
| Please send me a copy of Movies for
| TV. I will either remit the full price
| of #4.25 or return the book in 10 days.
I Signed
Address
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athon. More than $1,400 resulted.
KFH-AM-FM Wichita used a
new mobile transmitter unit with
marked success.
WCOP-AM-FM Boston drew on
the services of at least 30 top radio
executives and personalities in the
Hub area in its fund drive.
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., conducted a15-minute sidewalk interview every afternoon during the
campaign.
WACE Chicopee, Mass., boosted
the drive during its afternoon disc
jockey show.
WMMW Meriden, Conn., put on
live shows and held sidewalk interviews as part of its effort.
WAAM (TV) Baltimore opened
wide its doors to 12 polio sufferers
who appeared on the Johns Hopkins Science Review and also held
special programs.
WERE-AM-FM Cleveland got
listeners to pledge nearly $7,000
early in the campaign at a special
show.
WBBM Chicago devoted musical
and dramatic shows toward raising
contributions.
KGGF Coffeyville, Kans., put on
a special show featuring Coffeyville
Junior College talent.
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul reported that 40 Minnesota radio stations were conducting a state-wide
contest to raise funds. Results
were expected to run into a sixfigured sum.
16 Hour Show
Put on by KCNA
WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville
reached in its bag of tricks and
came up with special shows and
contests.
WXGI Richmond sent two of its
disc jockeys to lend a helping hand
in the Virginia Capital's "March
of KCNA
Dimes Show."
Tucson, with a goal of
$1,600, put on a 16-hour broadcast
stint from a leading Tucson department store's window.
WLDY Ladysmith, Wis., during
its annual auction on behalf of the
campaign, netted $1,500.
WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C,
taped an interview with an iron
lung patient as one of its many
drive activities.
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
through its second annual "jamboree," was able to raise around
$400.
KIDO Boise, Ida., added a dramatic touch to its drive by interviewing apatient in an iron lung.
KLZ Denver gave a studio tea
party to which the public was intions. vited to swell campaign contribuWBUD Trenton, N. J., turned
over a full broadcast day to March
of Dimes workers who sold
WBUD's radio time at only a
"Dime a Line." All money raised
went to the drive.
KMPC Los Angeles during musical programs played requests of
those persons who sent contributions. One man for $10 bought
30 seconds of silence.
KNED McAlester, Okla., netted
$300 for the drive through an allafternoon studio party.
WIBW Topeka, Kans., co-spon-

AT DEBUT for Mrs. Baird's Bread as sponsor of Strange Adventure on WBAPTV For* Worth for 52 weeks are (I to r) Lou Purnell, advertising manager,]
Mrs. Baird's; Vernon Baird, of the bakery firm; Phil McHugh, radio-television)
director of Tracy-Locke Inc., Dallas, agency, and Jack Holmes, WBAP
regional sales manager. A store display of the bread was used as a commercial. Other commercials include a billboard used as announcer back-i
ground, and a live kitchen setup. Series is programmed at 4 p.m. Sunday.
sored tiona booth
"Dimes
Square"it reminded
contribufrom which
passersby of the campaign and
conducted interviews.
WEBC Duluth, Minn., carried interviews with leading polio doctors
and local drive directors in an
effort to swell funds contributions.
WAYB Waynesboro, Va., and
WIDE Biddeford, Me., joined hands
in a vacation contest to raise
funds. Contest entries had to be
accompanied by a contribution. All
monies went to the campaign. The
Waynesboro inhabitants will provide the vacation trip for two persons from Maine. Old Orchard
Beach, Me., will entertain two Virginians. Participants were asked
to
write
in
words
or fewer,
contribute to25the
March
of Dimes"I
KTUL .Tulsa
because.
. ." smiled its blessings
on Pat Breene, disc jockey, who
reportedly works against polio all
year. During the campaign, listeners gave what they could to
have requests played.
WAAM (TV) Baltimore telecast
directly from Children's Hospital in
the Maryland city as part of its
observance of the campaign.
WINR's Gimmick
Raises $3,000
WINR Binghamton, N. Y., is
proud of the way its gimmick for
the campaign has gone over. A
lawyer gave $10 to hear a city
judge sing over the radio; factory
workers took up collections to have
their bosses warble, etc. At last
report, pledges topped $3,000.
WHEN (TV) and WAGE Syracuse conducted a three-hour simulcast, Time Auction, which netted
the local campaign $10,068.
KOTV (TV) Tulsa on Jan. 27
programed a seven-hour "telethon"
during which more than 200 entertainers, civic leaders and personalities from six radio stations,
night clubs, newspapers and KOTV
pooled talents to raise $8,000.
WTAG-AM-FM Worcester conducted alistener contest for donations with the winner getting an
expense-paid
air trip
to Canada's
Alpine Inn, near
Montreal.
WBIG Greensboro, N. C, held

a "Man or Woman of the Year"
contest with votes a dime each,
and turned over $3,100 to the drive
WTTG (TV) Washington pushec
a specific promotion to get fundi
enough to buy an iron lung, among
its other campaign activities.
WRC Washington selected ar
iron lung patient to be orchid ladj
of the week and a tape recording
of the presentation was made foi
airing the following day.
WMAL-TV Washington inter I
viewed the National Polio Postei*
Boy and other dignitaries as par'B
of its promotion for the fund driveB
'IKE' REPORTS
Radio-TV Carry Speec/fl
GEN. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWF
ER'S "report to the nation" broadj
cast was carried by the radio net!
works last Friday 10:45-11 P-mi
It also was telecast direct fronH
the Pentagon.
Washington's radio-press corpl
was
allowed10:30
to cover
general's
Thursday,
a.m., the
informal
adl
dress to Congress in the Coolidgl
Auditorium in the Library of Corl
gress. Newsreel cameramen werl
allowed to cover the talk. Film
taken that morning, for eithel
newsreel or telecast, was to be hell
until last Saturday morning.
Arrangements, made by to|
Congressional and White Hous|
officials, prohibited recording o|
the Thursday Eisenhower speed I
Originally this ruling created
stir among network represent; I
tives in the capital, but the matt<|
was dropped after further consul
tations,
it was learned Jan.
[Broadcas'I
ing
• Telecasting,
29].
..•.for the finest
in professional tape
recording equipment

HOLLYWOOD

Telecasting

38, CALIF0RNI

• BROADCASTIN

FAITHFUL

of

By

AM

faithfully

of AM

SERVANTS

Broadcasting

serving

broadcasting, RCA

the important
tubes have won

fied reputation for engineering

requirements
an unquali-

excellence, depend-

ability, and true operating economy.
In the future, as in the past, AM
look to RCA

for the finest in power

sistently follows a program
types and of improving

broadcasters can
tubes. RCA

con-

of developing new AM

tube

earlier AM

types. For example:

RCA

892- R— The forerunner of a group of RCA- designed air-cooled power amplifier tubes that simplified transmitter construction and introduced new operating and
maintenance economies. Today, hundreds of these tubes are
demonstrating their long life and dependability in the nation's
leading 5- and 50-kw AM transmitters.
RCA 833-A — Originally designed by RCA engineers, this
power triode features a giant zirconium-coated anode for
greater dissipation, shielding that eliminates bulb bombardment, and a husky filament that has tremendous emission
reserve for peak loads. These features have contributed to
more dependable operation, longer service life, and greater
operating economy.
RCA 5671 — A recent addition to the RCA line, this power
triode with its thoriated-tungsten filament draws 60 per cent less
filament power than the previous pure-tungsten-filament type
. . . making possible a saving of $1200 or more a year in filament power in standard 50-kw AM transmitters. Performanceproved in the field.
l/A REMINDER — RCA tubes for all types of
broadcast service are available from your local
RCA Tube Distributor or direct from RCA.

PRINCETON, N. J.
THE FOUNTAINHEAD

OF MODERN

TUBE DEVELOPMENT

RA DiO CORPORA TION
tiKcrmom Titans

IS RCA

of A M ERICA
MJtmmisom. m.j.

PROMOTE
AM
Rochester Council Formed
SIX AM STATIONS in Rochester, N. Y., have joined forces
under the banner of the Radio
Broadcast Management Council
of Rochester for
the "complete
promotion and interest of the AM
radio industry."
Jack Knabb,
president, Jack
Knabb Advertising Co., was apMr. Knabb
pointed public relations counsel.
The newly formed organization
will critically analyze programs,
sales methods, yardsticks, statistical material, service and advertising methods in other arenas and
work out working formulas for
the member-stations.
Two main objectives will be to
increase the listening audience
through - improved programming
and to convince advertisers that
radio is still the best buy.
ACCORDING to a recent survey made
by William A. Coleman, chairman of
the radio-TV division for Fordham U.,
New York, more than 70% of the
June 1950 graduating class associated with school station WFUV
(FM) have entered the professional
field of radio and television.

KSWM
JOPLIN,
M O.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550*000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assurtnunduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C B S

in

JOPLI
N, MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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National Nielsen Ratings* Top Radio Programs
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA WEEK DEC. 10-16, 1950
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current Rating
Current Previous
Homes
Rank Rank
Program
(%)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
217
2
2
Jack Benny (CBS)
20 6
3
4
Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
18.4
4
7
Amos V Andy (CBS)
17.7
5
6
My Friend Irma (CBS)
17.1
6
17
Mystery Theater {CBS)
15.9
7
3
Walter Winchell (ABC)
15.4
8
5
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS)
15.3
9
9
Red
SkeltonTalent
(CBS)
15.1
10
13
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
14.5
Number
of homes
is obtained
applying
"NIELSEN-RATING" (%)kto 40,700,000
—NOTE:
the 1950
estimate
of Total
United byStates
Radio theHomes.
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
of
the
program,
except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY

FREEDOM

OF RELIGION
Heffron Sees Threat in FCC Action

THE PENDING initial decision of
an FCC examiner questioning the
constitutionality of church-owned
stations would affect "religious
programs on commercial stations
as adversely as it affects religious
stations."
This view is expressed in a
warning article by Edward J. Heffron, director of community relations for Johnson & Johnson, New
Brunswick, in the Feb. 3 issue
of America magazine. Mr. Heffron
is a former executive assistant to
the president of NAB, in charge of
public relations, and subsequently
was identified with the National
Council of Catholic Men and the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, before assuming his present position.
Mr. Heffron urged prompt action
to upset the "church-state separation" conclusions in the initial decision, issued Dec. 29, in which
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond anticipated denial of a Kansas City
AM application of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints.
Cites Constitution
Examiner Bond held that, under
the First Amendment of the Constitution, established church bodies
may not be licensed to operate
broadcast stations if their radio
purpose includes the furthering of
their religious interests [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Examiner Bond's arguments, Mr.
Heffron wrote, "bear with equal
force against all stations operated
by religious groups," since "a religious group wouldn't have a radio
station if it didn't intend to use it,
in some slight measure at least, for
religious
broadcasting."
He estimated there
are some 33 such
AM
and FM stations.
Mr. Heffron thought "the mischief of this initial decision goes
even deeper" — to the point where
all religious programs would be
outlawed.
If granting a radio license to the
Reorganized Church would be
unlawful "assistance," he reasoned,

then
FCC is similarly
"assisting"
the National
Council of
Catholic
Men "by granting the NBC its
several licenses and permitting
NBC to give radio time to NCCM
for the Catholic Hour."
Mr. Heffron said he was "not
so
that it will
is "unthinkable"
thatsure"
the decision
be allowed to
become final. The Reorganized
Church, he said, "should not be left
to Under
carry the
alone." an initial
FCC ball
procedure,
decision becomes final after 40 days
unless FCC is asked to reverse or
modify it. In the Reorganized
Church case, the Commission has
granted a request that the time
for filing exceptions be extended
from Feb. 6 to Feb. 19. As yet
none has been filed, though the FCC
general counsel's office has asked
permission to take part in oral
argument if one is held.
ABC's America's Town Meeting of the
Air (Tues., 9-9:45 p.m.) was named
the top public service program in the
country
the Wisconsin
State among
Journal Poll byconducted
last month
its readers. Another ABC program
feature, The Metropolitan Opera
(Sats., 2:00-5:00 p.m.) placed first in
the "concert and opera" category;
while No School Today (Sat. 9-11
a.m.) led all other programs in the
children's program field.

"Have you seen my BEAUTIFUL

EXCLUDES

FCC

Not in 'Dispersal' Plan
FCC is not included in the govern
ment's current plans to "disperse
as many as 11 civilian and 37 mil
itary agencies in Washington, a
revealed before the Senate Publi
Works Committee last week b
Budget
Lawton. Director Frederick J
By "dispersal," the governmen
means the relocation of agencie
and personnel within the gener?
limits of the District of Columbi
and environs, with few change
covering more than 15-20 mile:
Another long-range and comprc
hensive plan envisions "decentral
zation" of agencies — that is, 1c
eating offices and personnel outsid
of the general Washington are;
No details have been released 0
this program, with final word e:
pected from the White House.
In the non-dispersal categor
in which the FCC apparently hf
been placed, are the Federal Trac
Commission and the Commerc
Dept.'s Census Bureau and N;
tional Bureau of Standards.
Tagged for dispersal, in additic
to essential defense agencies sue
as the Atomic Energy Commissio
are Defense Production Admini
tration, National Production Al
thority, Federal Civil Defense A'
ministration and about 50% of tl
authorized positions of the Sta
Dept. in Washington.
Object of both dispersal and d
centralization, which the gover
ment is asking Congress to a
prove, is to lessen the natior
capital warfare
as the and
primai-y
targetove
atomic
to reduce
crowding.

Name WLAW's Sulliva
FRED A. SULLIVAN, WLAl
Lawrence, Mass., has been a
pointed chairman of the publici
committee for the New Engla
Major Markets Group, it was ai
nounced last week by Walter ;
Haase, WDRC Hartford, gro I
chairman. The NEMMG also
eludes WTAG Worcester, WPI 1
Providence, WGAN Portland, Ml
and WGUY Bangor, Me.
A

Elliott-Haynes Vancouver Metro-

politan-area ratings?"
-TOP DOG
50% ahead of any other!—
BROADCASTING

on the Coast!
• Telecast

,)RAFT DISCUSSION
© « %
I lYBNS Columbus, Draft Data, Jan.
0. presented round-table discussion dealing with selective service.
• Army, Xavy, Air Force and Se3Ctive Service officials took part
u forum. Chet Long, station newspiaster, acted as moderator. Ac4 tording to Geer Parkinson, proI -ram director, this was first proram on subject of draft presented
(y Columbus station during pres^rnt crisis.
RIME PROCEEDINGS
© ©
4-VDSU-TV and WNOE New Organs cancelled much of their cominercial schedules to air proceedlgs of Senate Crime InvestigatJ ig Committee held in New Orleans a fortnight ago. Broadcasts
i.md telecasts of local political,
business and gambling figures were
nade directly from courtroom.
ARD PROMOTION
© © ©
TIBX Utica sending promotion
ards to advertisers and trade proKting "Mohawk Valley Boy," loal entertainment group appearlg on station. Card has picture
f group and also announcement
iat group is available for play,ig at meetings, fairs, dances, etc.
, roup, when playing at such af,^irs, also gives plug for their
jponsors on station, thus giving
Ktra promotion. Group is headed
i Ed Slusarczyk, station farm
rector.

MUST MESSAGE
• • •
rOW Omaha placing cards on
reetcars and buses stating:
fou must listen to WOW news."
:ation's promotion manager exams: "We figure the man on
e street would ask himself 'Why
list I listen to WOW news?' and
.en answers his own question
ith something like, 'If I don't,
l"(3.1 miss something important'. We
-,,-ecked a few typical folks. . . ."
~~ ards are placed on sides of
jshicles.
-.-ilET SHOW
© • •
^| SB-TV Atlanta, Come Into the
--■Utchen, Mon.-Fri., 11-11:30 a.m.,
"Maturing Martha Lanning. Past
£J eek of show was devoted entirely
^| preparation of meals for people
J-ping to lose weight and for permns hoping to gain. Each day
j atured different diets.
■— _

OLD SHOWS

programs

promotjOI]

SHARP PROMOTION
© © ©
WWL New Orleans placed modernistic easel display in lobby of
world-famous International Trade
Mart Bldg. Easel, stressing slogan TT'onderful TFonderful Listening, is done in red and cadmium
yellow on green background.
★

★★★★★★★

HAPPY as can be, sitting on top of
a million Christmas cards, is Ralph
Story, star of the Ralph Story Show
on KNX Hollywood. Over 1,200,000
cards were sent in at the request of
Mr. Story during a two-week period.
He collected the cards for therapeutic use in vetreans' hospitals, TB
sanatoriums and mental hospitals.
*★*★★***
BROCHURE OF FACTS
© ©
WNAX Yankton, S. D., distributing through Katz Agency "Fact
File" brochure containing compilation of station's resources and history, including market, coverage,
audience, 1950 listener diary summary, talent and programs, sales
services, merchandising and promotion activities, sales staff, policy and rate card. Material sets
forth pertinent facts, photographs
and maps, outlining in detail full
effect of station.

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage ★ Member N-A-B-

'O ADC ASTING

• Telecastin

premiums
HELPS F.B.I.

•

©

•

WFIL - TV Philadelphia, Wanted
Persons, 12:45 a.m. Mon. and 12:15
p.m. Wed., in cooperation with
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Program designed to enlist public
support in apprehending criminals. Each show will give facts
on two criminals wanted by F.B.I.,
along with photographs and slides
showing their backgrounds and
history in crime. Telecasts expected to help agents locate criminals who choose city as base of
operations. Station will report
from time-to-time on persons captured as result of program.
GODFREY SPEAKS
• • •
WBRD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., taped
and re-played as public service
broadcast of Comdr. Arthur Godfrey in jet plane above airport,
speaking to spectators via short
wave radio and public address system. Comdr. Godfrey's broadcast
was made in cooperation with Ft.
Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce.
MUSIC LESSONS • © ©
WKY - TV Oklahoma City, Sat.,
4:30-5 p.m., started Jan. 27 presenting series of rehearsals for
Oklahoma Interscholastic Music
Contest. Program to run three
weeks and James Neilson, professor of public school music at Oklahoma City U., will direct choral
groups. Rearview projector will
be used to flash music on screen
any time Mr. Neilson wants to
call attention to phrase or note.
Letters have been sent to high
school music teachers suggesting
that they have their groups gathered around television sets at time
of shows.
CITY HILLBILLY
% © #
Washington, District Matinee, 2:30-3:30 p.m., started Jan.
29, Electrical Center, Agency: Art
Ads. Show is heard directly from
window of sponsor, featuring
"Dusty, the Connecticut Avenue
Hillbilly." He spins records, reads
commercials and chats with people
watching from street.
COOPERATIVE PROMOTION O
WSRS Cleveland urging sponsors
to promote programs they sponsor. Local auto dealer has decorated window featuring its sponsored show, giving time and station's call letters.
LETTERS FOR PEACE © #
KLAC-TV Hollywood, Breakfast
Frolics, Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m., starring Johnny Bradford and Ronnie
Kemper. Program conducting vigorous campaign to get mothers and
housewives to send in original and
constructive ideas and suggestions
on how to secure world peace.
Letters received will be sent to
President Truman.

•

•

•

WTOP-TV Washington, Movie
Museum, Sun. 2:30-3 p.m., started
Jan. 28, featuring Gene Klavan
who acts as narrator. Program
will show old silent comedies, captions and all, along with music of
Johnny Salb, staff organist. Mr.
Klavan, WTOP disc jockey, is
known for his humor on his late
night show.
TEARS OVER POWER
© ©
KATL Houston, sending present
and prospective advertisers letter
with plastic tear attached and
telling of station's power increase.
Letter headed "There are no onions
up my
explains operation
"This is
our
first sleeve,"
since beginning
in 1947 . . . and there will be NO
increase in our Class A nighttime
rates." Letter urges new advertisers to buy time on station.
HOUSEWIFE SHOW
$ © 0
KTTV Hollywood, Occupation:
Housewife, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 1-1:10
p.m. (PST), started Jan. 24, sponsored by Waring Products Corp.
(Waring Blendor). Agency: Mays
& Co., L. A. Program designed to
show housewife how to make homemaking more practical and pleasant. Format has Lenore Kingston
as typical housewife who, in course
of daily tasks, makes number of
practical suggestions to 11-yearold youngster next door who typifies all little girls wanting to know
how to run their homes when
grown up. Household hints are
fitted to reflect wartime economv.

fKATUKK

PH0""*"

WOL

SOFT

LANG

*

DRINKS

WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 1 9. N. Y.
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January 25 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Request for modification of CP for
extension of completion date: WPRC
Lincoln, 111.; WPMP Pascagoula, Miss.;
KTBB Tyler, Tex.; WXRT (FM) Chicago; WCUM-FM Cumberland, Md,;
KUOM-FM Minneapolis.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal station:
WOAY-FM Oak Hill, W. Va.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WDMG Douglas, Ga. — RETURNED
Jan. trol
17 licensee
application
transferMusgrove
of confrom for
Downing
and Alice Musgrove to B. F. J. Timm
through sale of 4 sh.
January 26 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Carl toH.amend
Meyer,application
Ottawa, 111.
Granted
leave
by— reducing
height of ant.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WINR Binghamton,
Granted
continuance
of hearing N.
fromY. —Jan.
25 to
further order.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
WCPM
Middlesboro, Ky.— Granted
continuance of hearing from Jan. 23
to Mar. 26-.
January 29 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewals
The following AM stations were
granted renewal of licenses: WNBZ
Saranac Lake, N. Y.; WLEC Sandusky,
Ohio; WKAL Rome, N. Y.; WILK
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WIBM Jackson,
Mich.;
S, C; WHDL
Olean, WHSC
N. Y.;Hartsville',
WGPC Albany,
Ga.;
WGNC Gastonia, N. C; WGET Gettysburg, Pa.; WENE Endicott, N. Y.;
WDAD Indiana, Pa.; WCTC New
Brunswick, N. J.; WHFC Cicero, 111.;
KENM Portales, N. M.; KWBW Hutchinson, Kans.; WCRK Morristown, Tenn.;
WFTR Front Royal, Va.; WPAD Paducah, Ky.; KATE Albert Lea, Minn.;

Advertisers frequently
considerRife ]

advertising in
Printers' Ink
strengthens your
I "consumer franchise"
with the leading

and
so keeps them

fCC

actions

JANUARY

mm

25 TO FEBRUARY

1

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
KONP Port Angeles. Wash; WREL
Lexington, Va.; KIRX Kirkville, Mo.;
KLMX Clayton, N. M.; KOAT Albuquerque, N. M.; KORE Eugene, Ore.;
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.; KAWT
Douglas, Ariz.; KBPS Portland, Ore.;
KNET Palestine, Texas; KOBE Las
Cruces, N. M.; KWCR Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.;
WHAW Weston, W. Va.; WHIT New
Berne, N. C. WKLA Ludington, Mich.;
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla.; WROX
Clarksdale, Miss.; WJXN Jackson,
Miss.; KFAM, St. Cloud, Minn.; KVOU
Uvalde, Texas; KLBM LaGrande, Ore.;
WBCO Bessemer, Ala.; WATZ Alpena,
Mich.; KBRL McCook. Neb.
The following AM stations were
grantedcenses totemporary
of liJune 1, 1951:extensions
KYOU Greeley,
Col.; KDSJ Deadwood, S. D.; KWPM
West Plains, Mo.; WBHF Cartersville,
Ga.; WNAT Natchez, Miss.; WSPB
Sarasota, Fla.; WTSA Brattleboro, Vt.;
KBMW Breckenridge, Minn.; KHIT
Lampasas, Texas; KNEU Provo, Utah;
KROG
Sonora,KVEN
Calif.;Ventura,
KTIP Portersville, Calif.;
Calif.;
KVMV Twin Falls, Idaho; KYOR Riverside. Calif.; WAGM Presque Isle, Me.;
WCJU Columbus, Miss.; WDIG Dothan,
Ala.; WDSG Dyersburg, Tenn; WGNS
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; WHKP Hendersonville, N. C; WPLH Huntington, W.
Va.; WTOK Meridian, Miss.; WVOP
Vidalia, Ga.; KXLQ Bozeman, Mont.;
WNER Live Oak, Fla.; WANE Ft.
Wayne;
Pensacola;
WRIAMont.;
Caquez, P. WBSR
R.; KXLL
Missoula,
KWBM Williston, N. D.; WLET Toccoa,
Ga.; KSAN San Francisco; WRNO
Orangeburg, S. C; KSIW Woodward,
Okla.;
State College,
Pa.; WNVA
Norton,WMAJ
Va.; WMVA
Martinsville,
Va.;
WUSN Charleston, S. C.
The following TV licenses expiring
Feb. 1 were renewed. WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio; WNBF-TV Binghamton,
N. Y.; WTCN-TV Minneapolis, Minn.;
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WAAM Baltimore, Md.; WICU Erie, Pa.; WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio; KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.;
KOTV Tulsa. Okla.: WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; KSD-TV St. Louis, Mo.;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis.; WPTZ
Philadelphia, Pa.; WOW-TV Omaha,
Nebr.; WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.;
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.; WTVR
Richmond. Va.; WDAF-TV Kansas City,
Mo.; WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md.;
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, Pa.; KING-TV Seattle,
Wash.; WTOP-TV Washington, D. C;
WTVN Columbus, Ohio; WAFM-TV
Birmingham, Ala.: WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa.: WMAR-TV Baltimore,
Md.; WMCT Memphis, Tenn.; WKRCTV Cincinnati, Ohio: WMAL-TV Washington, D. C; WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.;
WDSU-TV New Orleans. La.; WNHCTV New Haven, Conn.; WOAI-TV San
Antonio,
Tex.;SanWSAZ-TV
Huntington.
W. Va.; KEYL
Antino, Tex.;
WEWS
Cleveland, Ohio; WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.; WCPO-TV Cincinnati, Ohio;
SERVICE

WBAP-TV
TV Dallas, Fort
Tex.; Worth,
WKTV Tex.;
Utica, WFAAN. Y.;
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla.; and
WCBS-TV New York.
January 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1400 kc
KIWW
San Antonio, Tex.— CP to
change from 1540 kc 250 w D to 1240 kc
250 w unl. AMENDED to change from
1240 kc to 1400 kc.
Modification of CP
KPOR Riverside, Cal.— Mod. of CP
new FM station to change ERP from
20 kw to 12 kw and ant. from 5280
ft. to 1600 ft.
CP to Replace CP
WBIB New Haven, Conn.— CP to replace expired AM—
CP new
970 kcFM station.
KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col. — CP
to change from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to
970 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N.
License for CP
KAGH Crossett, Ark. — License for CP
new AM station.
AM— 1240 kc
KVAL Brownsville, Tex. — CP to change
from 1490 kc to 1240 kc. (Contingent
on KGBS relinquishing 1240 kc.)
Modification of CP
Request for mod. CP for extension of
completion date: WHMA-FM Anniston,
Ala.; WJWL-FM Georgetown, Del.;
WASH(FM) Washington, D. C.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KRAO Red Oak, Iowa— RETURNED
application for mod. CP for extension
of completion date.
WKYB Paducah, Ky. — RETURNED
application for license for CP for
change
in frequency, hours operation
etc.
KPDN Pampa, Tex. — RETURNED
Jan. 24censeapplication
for transfer
of lifrom C. H. Hoiles,
Harry Hoiles
and Jane Hoiles Hardie d/b as Radio
Station
KPDN
to
Freedom
Newspapers
Inc.
January 30 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
WJLN-FM Bessemer, Ala. — Granted
waiver of rules, to Jan. 18, 1952, exemptingrequirements.
WJLN-FM from program origination
NBC
Inc.,
New
York— Granted
STA
to Mar. 1 toonoperate
NBC studios
radio
transmitters
26.35 mc.ninewithin
of WNBT(TV), New York; cond.
KG2XBI Lancaster, Pa. — Denied applications for extension
completion
date and STA
to conductof certain
test
operations.

DIRECTORY

sold on you.
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D.
Sterling 3626
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KRKO Everett, Wash.— Granted mod.
CP to change DA; cond.
Calif. — Designated
forKWBR
hearingOakland,
in Washington
on March
16, re install, new trans, and change
from 1 kw to 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N.
WWRLcense to change
Woodside,fromN. 250
Y.— wGranted
lito 5 kw,
install, new trans, and DA-D-N.
KULP ofElhearing
Campo, onTexas
— Denied
waiver
CP to
change
from
500
w
D
to
500
w-LS,
w-N
Booth Radio & Television 100
Stations,
Inc., Lansing Mich., and John C. Pomeroy, lian
Pontiac,
Mich., Mich.
and Adelaide
LilCarrell, Flint,
— Designated
for consolidated hearing at Washington
tions.
Mar. 22, re applications new AM staHirsch Communication Engineering
Corp., Sparta, 111., and Hawthorn Bcstg.
Co., St. Louis,
consolidated Mo.
hearing—atDesignated
Washingtonfor Mar
23, re applications for 1230 kc.
Pratt
Co., inPratt,
Kan. on— Granted mod.cationBcstg.
offor new
issues
hearing
appliAM station.
KLCN,
Blytheville,
Ark.—
Denied
re
consideration and grant without hearing of application to change from 90(
kc 1 kw-D to 910 kc 1 kw-D 100 w-N
WCOC Meridian,
Miss., atnamed
parti Jj
to
to be held
Washingtoi
Mar.hearing
29.
as Following
follows: FM stations granted CP', |
WWPF-FM Palatka, Fla.— To chang.
ERP
to 975
from from
230 ft. 420
to 80w ft.;
cond.w; and an1 i
KSCJ-FM
City,kw Iowa
change
ERP Sioux
from 360
to 11.6— kwT j
ant. from 450 ft. to 175 ft.; cond.
WLAP - FM Lexington, Ky. — T1
change ERP from 2.95 kw to 3.5 kw.
WLOK-FM Lima, Ohio— To chang
ERP from 25 kw to 340 w; ant. fror
435 ft. to 175 ft.; cond.
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— To chang
ERP from 277 kw to 56 kw.
WISC-FM Madison, Wis.— To chang
ERP
52 kw to 1 kw; ant. from 47
ft. tofrom
105 ft.
BY THE SECRETARY
WSAJ toGrove
Pa.—Jan.
Granted
ai
thority
remainCity,
silent
30.
WRAYnew Princeton,
cense
AM stationtad.—
1250 Granted
kc 1 kw 1 ;J
and mod. Bcstg.
license Co.to change name 1
Princeton
WGBBinstall,
Freeport,
N. Y.— Granted 1
cense
new trans.
KBMX
Coalinga,
Granted
cense new AM stationCalif.—
1470 kc
500 w 1I
Rural Radio Network, DeRuyte
N. Y. — Granted CP and license new F
STL station, KEA-97 (STA).
Northern Bcstg. Corp., Laconia, ]
H. — Granted CP and license new r
mote pickups, KA-8259, KA-8251.
KFEQ, toInc.,
St. Joseph,
Mo. — Grant<
request
cancel
CP and delete
remo
pickup,
KA-7059.
Nacogdoches Bcstg. Co., Nacogdochf
KA-8258.
Tex. — Granted CP new remote picku
Following
granted mod.date
CP's tofordat.e
tension
of completion
shown:
WHAT-FM Philadelphia to 8-10-:
WABA
Aguadilla,
P. R. to
5-2(cond.); WIVI,
Christiansted,
St. Cro
V. I., to 4-15-51 (cond.); WPRC Li
coin. 111. to 4-24-51 (cond.); WPMP P; I
cagoula,to Miss.,
7-25-51; KTBB Tyl I
Tex.,
5-22-51to (cond.).
Armstrong County Bcstg. Cor ]
Kittanning, Pa. — Granted CP new i j
mote pickup, KA-8252.
Pampa,
Tex.etc.
— Granted m'.|
CPKPAT
to change
trans,
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.— Granl 1
mod.
for extension
of complet'
date
toCP 8-1-51;
WWA-237
St. cond.
Croix Island, V. I.
Same to 4-15-51.
Forks, N. D. — Gran
CPKFJM
installGrand
new trans.
WLOK-FM
Lima,
Gran
mod. CP for extensionOhioof —complet
date to cond.
4-18-51.
4-1-51;
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Same
KGBS toHarlingen,
Granted
thority
originate Tex.—
tape recordings
Charro Days Celebration in Brow J
ville, Tex. for delayed broadcast
KEO Matamoras, Mex.
Piedmont Service Corp., Alexar
City, Ala. — Granted CP new rer.
pickup,
KA-8237.
Chemical
City Bcstg. Co., A
Charleston, W. Va.— Same, KA-8236
Thomas J. Wallace, Area Tuc

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
wj BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

KEAR

& KENNEDY

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757
WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

-WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

t "Registered Professional Engineer"
320 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Riverside,
Road — Riverside
7-2153
HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

Philip Merryman & Associates
Of. X $LtLr
* 114 State Street
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
1700 Wayne St.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
RADIO CONSULTANTS
Telephone — Kingswood 7631
8228.
; b.— Same, KOB-723, KA-8235.
FCC General
Granted ex-to
Easley, S. C. — Granted mod.
tension to Feb. 12,Counsel
to file— Exceptions
Radio Co., Bakersfield, Calif. CPWELP
to change trans.
-' Marmat
Same, KA-8248.
the
Initial
Decision
issued
re applications of Lubbock County Bcstg.
Co.,
Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp., Area
KILA Hilo, Hawaii — Same.
nville, Ky.— Same, KA-8243.
WSVA-FM Harrisonburg, Va. — Grant- Lubbock, Tex.
ed
mod.
CP
for
extension
of
compleWCHSto Charleston,
Va. — Grantedof
->-- American
Bcstg.mod.
Corp.,CPAre-to
c P. R.Colonial
— Granted
tion date to 7-29-51.
leave
intervene inW.applications
ange from a mobile to a base staBY THE COMMISSION
R. W. Towery, Iuka, Miss., and Pulaski
n KA-5136.
Co. (WKSR),
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Granted exten- Bcstg.
Williamsburg
Radio Pulaski,
Company,Tenn.
Inc.,
■ j Black Hills Bcstg. Co. of Rapid City,
sion of authority for three months from
Va.
—
Granted
leave
- p;d City, S. D.— Same, KAB-935.
January 25 to operate with 1 kw D, 250 Williamsburg,
amend
application
to
specify
740
kc
500to
■ WTVJ Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. CP w N, employing non-directional opera- w D. in lieu of 740 kc 1000 w D. Also
' p!7-51.
extension of completion date to DA. tion pending restoration of licensed granted indefinite continuance of hearing from Feb. 7.
]WHLL Wheeling, W. Va. — Granted
FCC Correction
ense
WVOK Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
5 kw forD. change in power etc., 1600
dismissal
without prejudice of appliIn January
23 Decisions [BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
Jan. 29] cation.
fSDC Marine City, Mich. — Granted
item
relating
to
WEIM
is
corrected
to
WTMA Charleston, S. C. — Granted
jense new AM station 1590 kc 1 kw D read:
leave to intervene in applications of
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Gallon. Ohio.
WEIMcense toFitchburg,
Mass.—
Granted
li]W3RY
Gary,
Ind.
—
Granted
license
change frequency etc., cond.
KICK Springfield, Mo. — Granted
!w AM station 1370 kc 500 w D.
1 kw DA-N unl.).
leave to information.
amend application to provide
jiacoln Operating Co. as Trustee for (1280 kcACTION
current
ON MOTIONS
'JJarted
CoastCP Bcstg.
Corp., Miami,
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
WOW Omaha, Neb.— Granted indefinew remote
pickup, Fla.—
KAROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

nite continuance of hearing from Feb.
13 in proceeding upon its application.
G. A. Richards, transferor, and Harry J. Klingler,
al., transferees
Granted
dismissal etwithout
prejudice —of
applications for consent to the transfer
of control of KMPC Los Angeles; WJR
Detroit, and WGAR Cleveland.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Lamar, C.Col.Gordon
— Granted
request
thatKLMR
Mr. Arthur
be admitted
specially pro hac vice to represent
KLMR at deposition hearing on Feb. 6
in Lamar, Col. Granted leave to amend
its application
show revision
estimated
cost ofto construction
and ina
revised plan of financing.
KGAR Garden City, Kan. — Granted
request that Mr. Dale E. Corley be
admitted
specially
hac vice hearing
to rerjresent KGAR
at aprodeposition
of the Southeast Colorado Bcstg. Com(Continued on page 88)
February 5, 1951
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Situations Wanted
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10# per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word— $2,00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Hell) Wanted
Managerial
Midwest company operating network
affiliated television and radio properties has opening for assistant general
sales manager. Opportunity in local
and national sales points to excellent
future. State qualifications, background and earnings fully in first communication. Write Box 634H, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, who can and will
sell also supervise sales for California
medium market network affiliate. Attractive proposition to experienced
producer whose record will stand investigation. Box 732H, BROADCASTING.
General manager wanted to replace
present manager going back into the
service. Wonderful opportunity for
right man. Full qualifications first
letter. Must be able to start March
1st. Write: Al Tedesco. General Manager, WKLK, Cloquet, Minnesota.
Salesman
Wanted experienced salesman. If you
can produce, you can advance in our
organization. Send full particulars towith photograph.
D. H. Long,
WABB, gether
Mobile,
Ala.
Announcers
Staff announcer, network affiliate. $50
week. Send detailed letter only. Box
561H. BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Combination announcer-engineers with a first class ticket. Starting pay $75 immediately.
per week. 40-hour
Answer
Box week.
601H,
BROADCASTING.
Group of small market stations in
east anticipates
announcer
vacancies soon dueseveral
to draft.
Full details
first
letter
to
Box
626H,
BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs an experienced
announcer with a first class ticket..
Car necessary. Good salary for a good
man.
Send reply to Box 655H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, will pay top
salary for man with good selling voice
and first phone.
Permanent
advancement, can earn
talent forjob,shows
for Liberty Network. Excellent living
and working conditions, can also sell
parttime or work into programming if
interested, but not necessary. Box
662H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-disc jockey for
southern station, salary plus talent,
available immediately, draft exempt.
Box 679H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, accent on anSalary depending
on ability.
Southeasternnouncing.network
affiliate.
Town
of 15,000. Working conditions and living very good. Give experience and
send photo. Box 697H, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-engineer, immediate opening, small market Illinois kilowatter.
Excellent opportunity for advancement.
Good voice, car. Guaranteed minimum
$55.00 to start. Box 702H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer combination who
would like to settle in small metropolitan city of 30,000. Moving soon to new
location, ditions,
goodbest little
pay, ideal
working
concity in
southwest.
Station been on air since 1928. Mutual
affiliate. Housing conditions good.
Drifters need not apply. Box 740H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
established Michiganannouncer,
kilowatt nowlongaccepting
auditions for opening April 1st. Graduated wage
scale,oftalent.
Send platte'r
or tape,
letter
qualifications
and
photo, to Box 756H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Staff announcer, immediately. Better than average station.
Excellent town. Music production important. Reply immediately to Manager, KAYL, Storm Lake, Iowa.
Announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing, must be high type. Send
disc and references immediately to
Dave Button, KSVP, Artesia, N. M.
Announcer. Send disc, photo. Enclose
return postage if wish disc returned.
WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Experienced,
draftbyexempt
engineer wanted
regionalannouncerAM and
FM station. Good pay, real opportunity and ideal working conditions.
WBBO, Forest City, N. C.
Morning man: Some staff experience
necessary. Here is an opportunity for
a young staff announcer to develop his
own air personality. Contact Program
Director,
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Combination man, married, accent on
announcing. $65.00 per week. WKAM,
Warsaw, Indiana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer with some announcing ability. Good starting salary. Prefer single
man, with car. Immediate opening.
WCPS, Tarboro, North Carolina.
First class phone transmitter operator,
experience
Erie, Pa. not necessary. Write WLEU,
Engineer-announcer needed at once.
Call, wire or write Tom Hay, Manager, Radio Station WMOC, Covington,
Georgia.
First phone operator wanted immediately. No experience necessary. Employment permanent. Reply immediN. C. ately to Radio Station WNNC, Newton,
Immediate openings for two men, both
combo engineer-announcers, one to be
chief engineer. Permanent jobs pay$60.00 and
$65.00 and
for letter.
44 hour WPCF,
week.
Sending disc
or tape
Panama City Florida.
Engineer-car and first phone necessary.
Contact Phone
Q. Cumeralto,
WRZE, York,
Penna.
6696.

5000 watt ABC affiliate wants good, exstrongwell
on with
productionperienced
and ableannouncer,
to work
good staff. Please furnish details of
experience, audition disc and salary
requirements to Mr. Bob Provence,
Program Director, WKNA, Charleston,
W. Va.

Combination
engineer-announcer
with
first
class license.
Good pay, good
working conditions. Daytime station.
Write, ville,
wireTennessee.
or call: 57 Arcade, NashProduction-Programming, others
Copywriter
ideas.work.
Some Box
announcBROADCASTING.
ing. Send with
samples
543H,

We areThehunting
for acan
"good
man.
right man
makemorning"
money
andyouhe can
needn't
established.
If
make bethealready
folks wake
up, sit
up and take notice and keep up a
Hooper already established and have
board experience, maybe you are the
man. Send full particulars, disc or tape
and enough material to convince us
you've
State Orlando,
salary required.
WORZ, got
NBC it.
affiliate,
Florida.

Woman wanted to establish woman's
program on
affiliate inMust
Penn-be
sylvanianetwork
market of 100,000.
able to sell on the air and take active
part in community affairs. This is a
permanent position and only those depermanency
apply. Experiencesiring
desirable
but need
not necessary.
Send
full details first letter and if available,
audition and picture. Box 719H,
BROADCASTING.

Progressive
fulltime
announcer with
first independent
class license. wants
Good
pay, tops in working conditions. Send
full particulars, photo and disc to Dean
Finney, Manager, WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
Wanted: Staff announcer, network affilreliable young
man wantingiate,an sober,
opportunity.
Brownsville,
Texas. Write Box 1792,

New southern Pennsylvania station
needs woman copywriter to complete
staff. Box 730H, BROADCASTING.
Program director, versatile, experienced livewire who can develop programs, write copy, announce, supervise
operations and sell. Must know show
business and good radio. California
network
in medium size market.
Box affiliate
731H, BROADCASTING.
Write with
imagination andideas,
solid showmanship,
sell for a midwest
NBC
regional.
Even
if
you're
in a
smaller
operation,
here's
a well market
paying
opportunity
in
a
150
thousand
readv to increase. Send samples and
details to Box 737H, BROADCASTING.
Leading metropolitan southern network
station has immediate opening for sales
promotion manager who can also do
interpretive
Permanent
position. Good research.
salary. Give
full details,
including draft status, first letter. Box
739H. BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, 1000 watt network
station in Michigan offers excellent opportunity andRush
good sample
salary copy,
for experienced writer.
qualifications, photo and salary expected to
Box 755H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted.
editor,
and
air home Women's
commentary
and tobabywrite
chatter
shows,
regional
NBC
station,
mediumsized, midwest city. Capable to make
personal appearances.
Sendminimum
platte'r,
complete
information and
salarv
required. Box 758H, BROADCASTING.

Technical
Wanted at once: Licensed operator.
Would take combination man if good
announcer. Opportunity to work into
chief engineers job. Give complete
information first letter. Write Raymond
A. Plank, Radio Station WKLA, Post
Office Box 323, Ludington, Michigan.
Wanted — Two
engineer - Box
announcers. Accentcombo
on announcing.
680H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
licensed
- announcer for eastern
New engineer
York station.
Attractive salary, permanent position.
Box 718H, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter man with some announcingtion,
ability.
Give references.
full details Box
on educaexperience,
741H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate
opening transmitter
engineer. No announcing.
Start $1.00 hour.
Can advance
to
chief
in
June
if
qualified. Box 745H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, transmitter engineer with first
class tual
ticket,
250 w Mustation,noa announcing,
good permanent
job.
Wire or write KPDN, Pampa, Texas.
Combination men with first class tickets
wanted by new station in growing
midwest market. Emphasis on announcing. Send letter and audition
disc to KWBB, P. O. Box 282, Wichita.
Kansas.

Television
Salesmen
Midwestern TV station wants thoroughly experienced, energetic TV time
salesman, with drive and imagination.
Unlimited opportunity. Photograph
and detailed experience, KOTV, Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

Managerial
Twenty years of constructive radio
background as commercial manager.
With the very best of references as
to ability and character. Seeks job
as manager or commercial manager of
substantial station. Married, 45 years
of
age. Will go anyplace. Box 670H,
BROADCASTING.
Successful station manager, best of references, 10 years all phases of radio.
Draft exempt. For full details write
Box 693H, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager-sports director.
Desires position with day and night
time station. Preferably a sports station. Experienced all-round announcer
ING.
and
commercial man. Good public relations man. References. Been in advertising several years. Knows sports. Now
employed. Box 743H, BROADCAST-

Manager or salesman. It does not mat- \
ter which just so the connection is a
worthwhile one. Over twenty years exhave personally
sold Know
millions
both perience,
local
and national.
ING^
most
of the answers of sound operation
in both station
and commercial
agement. Anywhere.
Interview canman-be
arranged. Box 752H, BROADCASTManager
with
thorough
backgroundmir-ir '
all phases
of but
radio
available.
acle worker,
hard,
sober No
business
administrator able to operate efficients
and profitably. Strong on sales, promotion and programming. Change necessary because of pending sale of presen
station. Young, married, reliable. Bo?
754H, BROADCASTING,
Experienced station manager availablt
immediately. Background of 20 year;
includes local and regional successfu
management and network sales; know
national agencies and advertisers inti
mately, salary important but secondare
to
jobindustry
with progressive
BROADCASTING.
Best
references.organization
Box 757H j
Can you top this? Took fourth statioi
in 100,000 market within 18 month
made it first in listenership, local am.
national
sales.expenses.
IncreasedYoung,
grossaggres
sevei
times. Halved
sive.
college
graduate,
veteran
an>
draft exempt. Presently employed. De
sire tough market with real opportu
nity. Box 760H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Hard hitting salesman or commerci;
manager. Available two weeks notice
Go anywhere for right kind of prop
osition. Box 623H, BROADCASTING
Announcers
Announcer-producer with nation:
award winning snow and stomac
ulcer. Looking for progressive statioj
wherework
creative
ability andassets.
desirePre;fc~
hard
are considered
ent
salary
$175
per
week,
ulcer unhappy with lethargichowevecond f
tions. Wife also top radio personality
Can and have produced Mr. and Mr
program, ideas
singlefor DJradioshows
oth< II
saleable
and and
televisioi
Friendliness,
warmth
and
sincerity,
combined with dignity, form the ke;alnotes for each program and idea. Te
years experience in radio and telev
sion showmanship and salesmansh
for announcer; eight years in fashia
merchandising and advertising fi
wife. Box 753H, BROADCASTING.
Baseball man. Available now or sprln
Experienced all sports-staff. Box 2271
RROADCASTING.
Baseball broadcaster, major leagu<
staff; veteran; married; college grai
ING.
experienced. Box 458H, BROADCASr
Experienced sportscaster, former pr
wants
sports job.
Baseball Box
tops.560]1
class ticket.
References.
BROADCASTING.
Baseball play-by-play man experienc<
in live and recreated broadcasts aval
able for this season. Air check avai
able. Excellent references. Box 564]
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, draft exempt. Age E
single. Thoroughly trained with co
sole experience.
Will references.
travel. Disc Bi i
recmest.
Excellent
622H. BROADCASTING.
West Coast? Experienced staff a
nouncer, bass voice, versatile. Fn
ohone. Write Box 624H, BROADCAS'
ING.
Baseball
announcer, one of midwes
best. Experienced major league r
midwest
east. league
Box 651H, BROA:
creation, orminor
Lot" I
CASTING.

1

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
lompetent
announcer,
immediately
mailable. Seven
years experience
well
■ijerated stations. Draft exempt coli'ge
graduate,
age
32.
Accent
on
music,
pvs, commercials. Good voice, clean
Vlivery. Emphasis on neat production
id showmanship not dependent on
licks or gimmicks. A definite asset
| a station which requires intelligence
id good taste. Have disc with news
id commercials, or if you prefer, disc
lith material of your selection. Box
:9H, BROADCASTING.
jorts director of net affiliate looking
r change. Accurate and lively play'eady
'-playforbaseball,
baseball football,
season. basketball,
Box 653H,
ROADCASTING.
>orts wanted, beginning baseball,
cperienced AA baseball, midwest
.sketball, football and all staff. Na>nal
recommenda- >ns. agency,
Veteran,sponsor
28, three
children,
liege. Permanency primary. $100.
>x 660H, BROADCASTING.
mouncer, 5 years experience, desires
sition with progressive west or
h dwest station. Good all-round man
t news specialist. Write Box 692H,
?OADC ASTING .
inouncer-program director 1000 watt
jthern
independent
desires permant change
and advancement
out of
jptfi.
Formerly
instructor
speechGates
and
dio. Experienced news, music,
nsole. Married. Hard worker. Disc,
;ume. Box 694H, BROADCASTING.
inouncer-salesman. Radio dramatic
lool training. Wishes start in radio,
lling to settle small town. Box
iH, BROADCASTING.
J .nouncer available. Experienced all
jiases radio and television. Ten years
:kground. Box 696H, BROADCASTstaff announcer.
"Heavy
--^perienced
-i news," program
director,to some
TV
,-oerience.
Not subject
military
Dim. Box 698H, BROADCASTING.
<! 'riety Vince wants to go south, wife
': 'k. 25, 4 years radio, TV. DJ, emcee,
iV 3d seller, announcer, director, pub* ''ity merchandising manager at sta'?fn now. Box 699H, BROADCASTING.
r:edsale.
goodof draft
and DJlove
loot. status,
This experiitem is
nily type man, sober and stable,
cii ced for quick sale at $425 plus talent.
i|cO ADC
and ASTING
details available.
Box 707H,
.
«as.
commercial
anincer.Experienced
Proficient all
phases, disc
key to programming. Draft exempt
let. Extra, wife is topnotch traffic
Onager. Tape available. Box 700H,
O ADC ASTING.
>. J ;eball announcer. 29. One of na• n's
Not AMrun orofTVthecontract
mill. I with
will
ept best.
only top
a 8jor league
or
triple
"A".
Positively
exempt.
Box 703H, BROAD" STING.
-3 1
twork caliber announcer, 5 years
er jerience all phases. Board operastclef1
'jla.married,
Presently
Veteran,
one employed.
child. Looking
for
manency in good market. Minimum
Best references. Disc available
nterested, personal interview. Box
^H, BROADCASTING.
;"'
, j "iperienced
newscaster,
excellent
refnces.background
veteran,
college
and network
profesnal
including
yf. jerience,
desires permanent position
good market beginning at $400. For
lition disc and photo address Box
H BROADCASTING.
iing man, 20, desires opportunity for
lio work. Will accept other work
h part-time microphone. Any locai.
References. Box 708H, BROADSTING.
years experience. Draft status good,
rried. Can build your Hooper. Have
work
STING.references. Box 710H, BROADperienced announcer wants straight
| in 50,000 market. $65 minimum,
x 713H, BROADCASTING.
nouncer,
28, married college
veteran,
1\'2
ars
radio experience,
educan, currently employed by southern
iwork affiliate as morning man and
•vKcaster, desires position in New
gland, or Washington, D. C. area.
PC, recorded to your specifications
1 complete application sent upon rept. Box 717H, BROADCASTING.
I

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced radio personality will go
anywhere
with AM-TV
with opportunity for future.
Present programs
hold
highest ratings in city. University grad.
Age 29. Minimum $100. Box 721H,
BROADCASTING.
East coast. 2 years radio school, 1 year
in station, personality, guitarist, vocalist, all addnouncer.upVeteran,
to single,
an A-l staff
anwilling
worker.
CASTING.Try me. Box 723H, BROADSports announcer, experienced baseball, all sports. Top audience ratings.
College ployed
graduate,
Currentlystation
embut desire vet.
progressive
in
larger
market.
Box
725H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - engineerwriter, first ticket. Prefer metropolitan
area in eastern market. Veteran, married, can you use an idea man to write
shows for drama etc. and do announcing-engineering.
Box 727H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, capable announcer, draft
exempt. Veteran, specialties news and
music. Have worked in better market
areas. Interested in position with future, east only. Box 733H, BROADCASTING.
Graduate announcers school. Sports,
re-creation, DJ, writer, news, special
events, board operator. Vet 30, single.
Box 734H, BROADCASTING.
Top sports commentator and personality. Want unique position of baseball
play-by-play, evening sports show,
morning wake-up
show,
or sports exclusively. Excellent
background,
six
years network commercial and sports
work, MC, disc shows, news commentary, special events, and writing on
eastern metropolitan network key station. Voice tops with accent on selling,
punch. Veteran, family man, 28, working. Box 736H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-farm director
desires position with midwestern station. Now employed, draft exempt,
good educational background in radio
and agriculture. Tops in interviewing,
commercial announcing and public relation. $75. Available two week notice.
Good
references. Box 742H, BROADCASTING.
Attention all stations within 500 mile
area of Los Angeles. Announcer, draft
exempt, 3 years experience. Please
rush. Box 747H, BROADCASTING.
Station wishing to convert sustaining
to commercial
announcers. Alsotime.
have Good
two general
man show.
New ideas. Both have sales experience.
Box 748H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, draft exempt, college grad.
Seeks experience. Start at bottom.
Box 749H, BROADCASTING.
I have a worldly sounding voice, which
can betion, ifput
use toby work
your with
stayou toaregood
willing
me, to ality,help
develop
me
into
a
personstaff experience, 27. Box 751H,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch, young announcer, now employed, desires position
foreign
U.S. territory.
Chance to
learn stationnative
tongue. Box 742H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, negro, pleasing voice.
Can write. College, extensive training,
all phases of announcing. Draft exempt. Oswald M. Barnes, 43 Chauncey
St., Brooklyn 33, N. Y.
Announcer, some experience, veteran,
draft exempt. Seeks opportunity in
small town. Leo J. Friedman, 317 West
28th St., New York City, N. Y.
Announcers and writers, thoroughly
trained anri mike mature trained on
Gates and RCA equipment. Pathfinder,
1222-A Oak Street, Kansas City, Missouri.
Announcer-salesman-continuity writer.
Seeks opportunity. Married veteran, 1
child.
John W. N.Russell,
40-25 196th
Street, Flushing,
Y.
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y.- College graduate. Copywriter,
operate console. 2 years phonograph
record business. Age 27, draft exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Reply
Box 23.
York
City.320 Manhattan Avenue, New
Technical
First phone, transmitter experience,
desires studio-transmitter operation.
Draft exempt, married. Prefer N.E.
Box 415H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer with top engineering
talent and executive ability backed by
years of experience in all branches of
broadcast engineering seeking employment by good progressive station. Box
594H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer desires position
with progressive
station.
Top references. Draft proof.
Available
now.
Box 676H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 18 years experience.
Excellent record. Best references. Desires change to progressive station.
CASTING.
Engineering only. Box 704H, BROADExperienced engineer, 1st phone, control board, limited announcing experience, one hundred mile radius New
York
ING. only. Box 709H, BROADCASTChief engineer, thoroughly experienced
planning, layout, construction and all
phases engineering
including
directionals.
Past experience
also includes
successful management of two stations.
Presently completing new directional
station and desires affiliation with some
station financially sound with a future.
Executive type person, married, early
thirties, exempted, highest references.
Administrative or technical responsibility
welcomed.acknowledged.
All reasonable Box
answers promptly
714H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 24, veteran. Trained in AM,
FM,
TV recording.
broadcasting.
AM and
KnowExperienced
photographyin
and optics. Want permanent position
good station any type anywhere in
U.S. Present position unsatisfactory.
Box 716H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: Twelve years experience all phases. New construction a
CASTING^
specialty.
Married, draft exempt.. Excellent references. Box 675H, BROADEngineer, first phone license, nine years
AM, FM experience, draft exempt,
sober. Desires change. South or southwest preferred. Full details please. Box
720H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer-announcer wants
either combo job or engineering in city
of
over 75,000 population. Also have
CASTING^
television
training. Box 724H, BROADExperienced
sires to return engineer-announcer
to Kansas and take deup
permanent
position.
Any offers? Box
726H. BROADCASTING.
Young man with 1st phone, seeking
engineer position, no experience but
ambitious, willing to learn. Midwest
ING^
preferred. Box 735H, BROADCASTChief engineer-announcer, emphasis on
engineering, nouncing.
butDraftplenty
anexempt experience
veteran with
dependents. Excellent
references.
Oklahoma-Arkansas area only. Two weeks
notice. Box 759H, BROADCASTING.
First classtelegraph.radiotelephone
radio4years experience and
shipboard
radio officer. Age 23, married with
family. Seeking permanent broadcast
position. Alex Golick, 174 Beach 72nd
Street, Arverne, Long Island, N. Y.
Chief engineers
executive
placement service hasAM,several
immediate
vacancies
in
secondary
markets.
Howington,
D. C.
ard S. Frazier,
726 Bond Bldg., WashExcellent radio voice, first class radiolicense with limited
experience. telephone
Some announcing,
console
and
turntable bination
experience.
Seeking
position with emphasiscomon
announcing. Not the best of announcers
and know it, but could be in stable
position ment.
andThirty,
under
congenial
managemarried,
sober,
good
appearance and good draft status.
Minimum salary $65.00. Ty Rae, Apartment Number 115, 10358 Bellwood Avenue, Los Angeles 64, California'.
Production-Programming, others
Gal Friday.
Broadcastingwriting.
and secretarial work, continuity
Air
and office experience. New York area,
Connecticut.
New
Jersey.
Box
550H,
BROADCASTING .
Female plowhorse with imagination,
initiative, sense of humor, seeks same
kind of boss. Newspaper, advertising,
sales promotion background. M.A., 27,
physically,capped.but
not mentally,
What have
you? Box handi582H,
BROADCASTING.
Program
director-announcer.
Now draft
with
net affiliate.
Married, good
status. Go anywhere. Can arrange
personal interview. Box 711H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director and staff announcer.
Four
yearsnetwork
experience
with sound
midwestern
affiliate.
University
graduate.
Family
man.
Veteran.
Desires
improvement,
possibly TV. Prefers Los
CASTING.
Angeles
area, Washington, D. C. or
New York City. Box 722H, BROADProgram director, 3 years experience
all phases programming, draft exempt
veteran, married, 37. Write, produce
own saleable shows. Knows business
from
up, including sales. Box
738H, ground
BROADCASTING.
Program director, 12 years in radio, 1
year TV. Seeking PD position or TV
production-direction.
Married, draft
BROADCASTING.
exempt, permanent. Box 744H,
No draft worries! Female commentator, publicity, promotion director; also
1 year own TV show. Accustomed to
script writing and lecture platform.
Box 746H, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Draft deferred. Graduate television
engineerstandsdesires
station
Underand handled
RCA work.
cameras
and
link. Any location. Box 565H, BROADC ASTING • TELECASTING.
Chief ment
engineer
executiveopening.
placeservice hasTV,immediate
Howard S. Frazier, 726 Bond Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Production-Programming, others
Ready
show
you.

to put into production original
ideas that can get sponsors for
Two
years experience
in television production
plus competent
directorial ability. Offering an excellent
potential as a high caliber producerdirector for the progressive station.
30, married, top references. Box 567H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Television script writer-engineer, first
phone license,
married,
Experienced with TV
camerasveteran.
etc. Have
had script shows on N. Y. stations.
Interested
in putting on money makCASTING.
ing shows? I'm the boy that can do it!
Box 728 H, BROADCASTING • TELEFor Sale
Equipment, etc.
Records. Prominent disc jockey must
sell at a sacrifice up-to-date private
record
library of 15,000 selections. Box
712H, BROADCASTING.
For sale, RCA FM 10B— 10 kw FM
transmitter
with square
500 ft. 3Vb"
four
section
Federal
loop line,
antenna
and
Hewlett-Packard
frequency
moduBROADCASTING.
lation monitor. $10,000.00. Box 750H,
Tower,
170' Lehigh,
selfsupporting;
capableheavy
of duty,
supporting
heavy
TV-FM antennas.
Write Box
761H, BROADCASTING.
Two RMC arms and filters, includes
four Universal heads. Best offer accepted. Contact Al Beck, Chief Engineer, KGBS, Harlingen, Texas.
Collins 300G 250 watt transmitter.
Used only two years, perfect. Also
welded steel tower, guyed, 200 feet,
guys, insulators, complete lighting.
Description and price on inquiry.
KWIE, Kennewick, Washington.
For sale, 3 kw Federal FM transmitter,
or will trade for 1 kw AM transmitter!
Also for mitter
sale,
RCA 250
watt AMamplifier.
transand RCA
limiting
Frank B. Ridgeway, Director of Engineering, WEBR Inc., Buffalo.
Raytheon remote 3-channel amplifier
and power supply. One year old. Like
ana.
new. $300.00. WKAM, Warsaw, IndiFor sale — Collins 1 kw transmitter:
also Western Electric 1 kw transmitter;
one self-supporting tower. All now
available because we've changed power
and transmitter
site.
Bargain
for immediate delivery,
f.o.b.,
Albany,
N.
Y. Jim Healey. WOKO, Albany, N. Y.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers willstructionsell
erected.
ConCo., 107
Fourth Tower
St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761..
Attention station managers, agencies:
Streamlined, custom built, play-back
for sale at sacrifice price. Basic mechanism is Stromberg-Carlson. Has 78
and
33 V3 controls.
speeds — lateral
all tone
Operatespick-up
on 110andv.
A.
C.
Has
self
contained
12"
speaker
in beautiful battleship gray cabinet.
Cost $230.00 two years ago. Best offer
takes it. Jay Wingate, Funkhouser
Industries Building, Ranson, W. Va.

Wanted to Buy

Miscellaneous

Stations
Active, successful manager desires to
purchase midwest, southwest, or southern local, or regional station. Box
729H, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Complete equipment for new
250 watt. Need everything. Box 630H,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment for 250 watt station. Box
678H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Complete equipment for 2501000 watt FM station, including antenna, transmitter, monitor, console,
etc. State make, condition and price.
Box 701H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 500 watt AM transmitter,
either standard or composite. Box
715H, BROADCASTING.
Need one 250 watt and 1 kw transmitters. Please give brand, age, condition, price, tubes used and other
components. Guarantee Radio Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Help Wanted

For men with experience as radio
announcers !
Is your present position compensating
for your
of training?
Is theretopromise of a years
real future
with a chance
grow
and to increase your earning power?
Your special training and experience
are personal -assets. You may be able
to capitalize on them in a position where
they will help speed your progress.
Write for complete information. Please
give personal details. All replies confidential.
BOX 661H, BROADCASTING

CU/T0M
with proven

JINGLE/
sales results

RICHARD /TROUT
PRODUCTIONS, Box 2261, Hollywood

Technical

RADIO was given a lion's share
of the credit when toasts were being made Jan. 16 at a celebration
banquet of Bond Bread salesmen
of the Albany branch for their
winning the nationwide 35th anniversary campaign put on by the
General Baking Co.
Among those present were
George L. Sutherland, sales manager of WPTR Albany; Bill
Schnaudt, account executive, who
handles the Bond Bread account,
and Garry Barrett, son of Ellis
Barrett, WPTR staff member.
The winning campaign had ended
with the Bondi and Santa Claus
program, an annual broadcast
series of half-hour shows carried
over WPTR. Garry, who took the
role of Bondi, broadcasts annually
from the North Pole. This year
the program drew more than 16,000 letters to Santa.

Employment Service

wanted
top recording engineer,
thoroughly experienced, excellent
opportunity. New
York City company.
Box 605H, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming , others
NEWSWRITER, NEWSCASTER
Feature
story writer,afloat
newscaster,
former correspondent
and editor,
specializing local reporting (particularly waterfront), with good sponsorwants city.
writing-broadcastingshipworkrecord,
seaport
Now employed
inland as station manager.
BOX 690H, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
ATTENTION EDUCATIONAL AND
RELIGIOUS FM STATION!
We offer immediate delivery on a General
Electric FM 50 KW transmitter and 8 bay
Federal antenna complete in every respect
ready for installation. Substantial saving. Write C. D. Lutz, KTSA-FM, P. O.
Box 1161, San Antonio 6, Texas.

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockies. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV &, Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
WANTED— for hire:
— Mgrs. — A n n c r.writers
— P.D.'s ——
Women's
f o r
SALESmen — Dir.
DeeJay's — Chief Engr. —
Anncr. - tech - Producers . . . for TVAM stations — Coast
hire
to Coast! DIO-TV
RRR EMPLOY.
RABUR. Box 413,
Phila. 5, Pa.
FREE — 6 years — FREE Employer's SERVICE!
B. C. Radiomen Meet
BRITISH COLUMBIA Assn. of
Broadcasters held its annual meeting at the Empress Hotel, Victoria,
Jan. 29-30 to discuss local provincial problems and hear reports
from J. T. Allard and Pat Freeman, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Ottawa and Toronto. F. H.
Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver, presided.

California

Florida

$27,5©0.00
The only station in one of California's most attractive smaller markets, this fulltime facility covers a
rich and beautiful area where living
is ideal. Low cost operation offers
an opportunity for very satisfactory
profits.

$62,500.00
A consistently profitable fulltime
station that has one of the best potentials of any comparable property
in Florida. Two or three partners
can earn good salaries, dividends and
worthwhile appreciation on their investment.

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Exbrook
2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Page 86
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CANADIAN MEET
MAB Re-Elects M. Neill
DECISION to go ahead with a
marketbook on the Maritimes provinces (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and
Newfoundland) was decided at the
Maritimes Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting held at Amherst, N. S.
Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton, was re-elected president, and
will be a representative on the
board of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters along with Finlay
MacDonald, CJCH Halifax. The
broadcasters heard reports on
NARBA, the Royal Commission on
Arts, Letters and Sciences and the
audience circulation plans of the
CAB during the Jan. 15-17 sessions. Harold Moon, BMI Canada
Ltd., reported on the copyright
situation. About 30 broadcasters
attended.

ELECT REED
To Commerce Advisory Post
ELECTION of Philip D. Reed,
chairman of the board of General
Electric Co., as a vice chairman of
the
Dept. Council
of Commerce's
Advisory
for 1951 Business
has been
announced by Secretary Charles
W. Sawyer. Robert T. Stevens,
chairman of the Federal Reserve
Bank, New York, and a director of
General Electric and General Foods
Corp., was named chairman.
Mr. Reed succeeds Mr. Stevens
in the vice chairman's post, the
latter taking over the chairmanship held formerly by James S.
Knowlson, chairman of the board
of Stewart- Warner Corp. Also
elected vice chairmen with Mr.
Reed were John D. Biggers, LibbyOwens-Ford Glass Co.; George H.
Love, Pittsburgh Consolidated Coal
Co., and John C. Virden, John C.
Virden Co.

FOR SUGGESTING
as a chie
dog
food
name, Letha "Bark"
Metchicas,
continuity writer of KGNC Amarillo
Tex., won $250 in a contest by thi
manufacturer. Uncle Johnny Mills
Houston. Tom Kritser, KGNC static
manager, hands Miss Metchicas th
check plus another $100 from tr
food firm for donation to charity
UN

BROADCASTS
Rebroadcast Policy Se
UNITED NATIONS Radio Dep
has advised U. S. radio station
that the FCC had granted blanke
permission for stations to pick u
shortwave broadcasts of UN ses
sions whenever signals were adc
The UN told stations they coul
not sell such programming to spor
quate.
sors, and further imposed a ru
that commercials must not inte:
rupt the UN proceedings "exce]
on the hour" and with clear e:
planation that the advertiser wj
not sponsoring the broadcast.
Stations were advised that th<
could set up their schedules by mon
toring 1:05
the UN
10:.'
a.m.,
p.m.radio
and stations
2:30 p.m.at dail
In the morning the UN stations a
WRCA, 21,610 kc or 13.88 metei.
and WABC, 15,130 kc or 19.83 metei
In afternoon and evening the U
stations are WABC (until 6:45 p.i
only) 15,130 kc, 19.83 meters; WRC. !
11,770 kc, 25.49 meters, and WRCf
(from 3:15 p.m. only) 9,610 kc, 31.
meters. All times are Eastern Stan
ard.
Stations desiring to pickup t
shortwave broadcasts for rebroai
casts over their own transmittt
must write a letter stating thj
intentions to the UN radio depa !
ment.
Only one such letter
necessary.

KANS

On 24 Hours

AROUND-the-clock programmi
to accommodate early morning ]
teners who are employed in mat
facturing plants was scheduled
get underway
last Monday
KANS Wichita, Kan. The pol
was announced by Archie J. Tayl
KANS general manager, follow
dicsussions with local plant c
cials which revealed that abl
12,000 families "need and desi
local broadcasting service betw> j
midnight and 6 a.m." Mr. Tavi
said "every effort will be made!
provide programs that will be I
tertaining and informative for a I
KANS is an NBC affiliate. 1

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

PBS Closes
(Continued from page 23)
of about |30,000 a month, it was
■learned.
Although none of the top executives of PBS was immediately
available for comment, it was
learned that plans at the networks
inception allowed for an operating
loss of $50,000 a month for the first
year, but that the backers decided
to withdraw their support and to
conclude operations when the financial records for December and January showed the losses running at
the rate of over $100,000 a month.
A plan to curtail expenses by
shutting down PBS Chicago headfeeding thefrom
network's
midwesternquarters and affiliates
New
York was being discussed and had
given rise to rumors that PBS was
\ %n trouble several days before its
suspension. At that time PBS exec* 1utives emphatically denied that the
- Chicago realignment had any significance beyond a move to effect
a more economical operation.
Widely circulated reports in Chiago that WCFL would become the
Liberty Chicago outlet with the
demise of Progressive "are without
: 'foundation."
William A. Lee, general manager
of the station, made this statement
Thursday while admitting that
WCFL recently had monitored Libarty but had found its strength lay
p4< argely in sports, "in which WCFL
already excels."
"We have spent too much time
jstablishing our block programifj'ning to make any radical changes
it this time," Mr. Lee said. "Progressive interested us because it
offered soap operas and gave us an
4 >pportunity to build morning listen18 fsrship."
ii i Mr. Finley, upon his arrival in
isi ^Hollywood, declared he was "pres*s !;ured" into ordering discontinuance
ie* :>f operations. He told his Holly; vood staff that under no condition
%kvill he go into bankruptcy,
fjfl PBS reportedly owes AFRA tal■ between $15,000 and $20,000
md he assured Claude McCue,
Jimion secretary, that all talent and
| >ihers will be fully paid "as quick:sl(y as possible," and further agreed
"freeze"
programs arealready
til
commitments
taken taped
care

kglo
300 KC. 5.000 Watts C8S
MASON CITY, IOWA
IOADCASTING

CONGRESS SPLIT
On Taxes to Meet Budget
TAX turmoil in Washington continued unabated last week, with
Congressional opinion split down
the middle on whether President
Truman's $71 billion budget for
fiscal 1952 can be pared and whether enough taxes can be squeezed
to bring revenue up to a pay-asyou-go basis.
The tax-writing House Ways &
Means Committee starts hearings
today (Monday) on the latter
problem — finding enough revenue
to help pay the cost of rearmament while maintaining an operating level of non-defense government agencies.
It is expected that the tax program, which President Truman
apparently has divided in his tax
requests from Congress ($10 billion now and $6 billion later), will
be spelled out in terms of increased
individual and corporate income
levies and most likely a hike in
excise taxes.
Committees Prepare
Appropriations committees in
the Senate and House, meanwhile,
prepared their subcommittees to
handle hearings on the President's
budget requests. Included is a proposed $6,850,000 for fiscal 1952 to
pay for FCC's operation.
Delay in House subcommittee
assignments, however, was caused
by open battle between the "single packagers" and the "departmentaltopackagers."
forces wish
return The
to thelatter
old
system in Congress of considering
each section of the budget separately from the whole, while the
single packagers look to the new
system, tried out for the first time
in Congress last year, which puts
all the financial eggs in one basket. It appeared by the end of the
week that the departmentalists
would win out.
Mr. Truman outlined his initial
$10 billion tax program to a Democratic-Republican conference of
members of the House Ways &
Means Committee, the first such
bipartisan meeting in Washington's tax history.
While the meeting was placed in

15th year of SERVICE to 69.740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
• Telecastin

the "secret" category, it was generally agreed that the new revenue would come from:
(1) Increases of individual taxes
by 4% in each bracket, retroactive
to Jan. 1, yielding an estimated $4
billion.
(2) Raise in the corporate income tax from the present 47%
to 55%, gathering some $3 billion
and also retroactive to the first of
the year.
(3) An increase in excise taxes
to gain another $3 billion. RadioTV sets were not specifically mentioned by members of the committee attending the White House conference, but they have been talked
about in the last month.
What "loopholes" in existing
laws would be tightened were matters of speculation. It was not revealed whether Congress will try
to make the excess profits law
tougher so as to include corporations now exempt from the tax.
JABLONS
RESIGNS
Returns to Gainsborough
RESIGNATION of Mike Jablons
as special assistant to FCC Comr.
Frieda Hennock, to return to his
executive position with Gainsborough Assoc., was announced last
week
following
educational TVcompletion
hearingsof FCC's
(story
page
He 57).
will resume the position of
vice president and general manager
of Gainsborough Assoc., New York
radio and TV production firm which
he left last October to serve with
Comr. Hennock, a leader in the
movement to reserve TV channel
for educational interests [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 16,
1950].

WMID ENGINEERS
Reach Wage Accord
A CONTRACT has been signed
by the management of WMID Atlantic City and its engineers (International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL), the station
reported last week, following a
strike which had put WMID off
the air for 24 hours [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29].
The contract provides for an
approximate increase of 20% in
the basic wage scale which had
been in effect for a year prior to
the engineers signing with the
union, the station added. It was
reportedly the first contract signed
in that area with a union as bargaining agent for technicians.
WWNF SALE SET
Rollins Firm to Buy
SALE of WWNF Wayetteville, N.
C, for $32,500 was announced last
week. Purchasing the 250-w fulltime outlet on 1230 kc from Wayne
M. Nelson is Rollins Broadcasting
Inc., owned by John and Wayne
Rollins, and which is licensee of
WRAD Radford, Va., and permittee
of WJWL(FM)
Georgetown, Del.
Transaction, which is subject to
FCC approval, was handled through
Blackburn-Hamilton Co., station
brokers. Mr. Nelson also owns
WHIP Mooresville and WAYN
lina.
Rockingham, both in North Caro-

For

some

Mr. Jablons left late last week
on a trip to Paris to seek out new
talent for television and radio activities of Gainsborough. He plans
to return after a short vacation in
Italy following the business visit
to Paris. ■
Gainsborough handles the Buddy
Rogers-Mary Pickford television
properties, the New York shows of
the Skouras Theatres, and the
Meet Me at Romanoff's show originating from Los Angeles.

information

Jack Benny Review
(Continued from, page 2U)

IOWA.

past them and while Don Wilson
delivered a sales talk. Whatever
humor was intended failed to materialize.
The rest of the show consisted
of dialogue between Mr. Benny and
other members of the cast. It
proved that what is good on radio
is not necessarily good on television. Mr. Benny may succeed
eventually in transporting his basic
formula from radio to television,
but he will have to ornament it
with action or at least with something interesting to watch as well
as hear.

interesting

on

radio

PLEASE

SEE

PAGE

OF

THIS

in

27
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Docket Actions
FINAL DECISIONS
VVGBF Evansville, Ind. — Announced
decision granting CP for change from
5 kw day. 1 kw night to 5 kw unlimited
on 1280 kc and ordered dismissed without prejudice application by WMRO
Aurora, 111., for modification of license
to change from 1280 kc, 250 w. day to
1280 kc, 250 w, day, 100 w, night. (Comrs.
Coy, Walker,ticipating.)
Jones,
parDecisionand
Jan. Hennock
23.
Surety Bcstg Co., Charlotte, N. C. —
Adopted
granting
application for final
new decision
AM station
on 930
kc, 5
kw, day, 1 kw, night, directional. Also
granted application by WRRF Washington, N. C, to change from 930 kc, 5 kw,
day to 930 kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night,
directional. (Comrs. Coy, Walker, Hyde,
Jones and
participating.) Decision Jan.Sterling
23.
INITIAL DECISIONS
K C L O Leavenworth, Kan. — Announced initial decision by Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith looking toward
grant of power increase from 500 w to
1 kw, day, on 1410 kc, subject to adjustment of any interference complaints. Decision Jan. 29.
Lemoyne College, Memphis; Ripley
Broadca.sting
Ripley, Tenn.
— Initial
decision by Co.,
Commission
anticipating
denial, for engineering reasons, of mutually exclusive applications of Lemoyne College, Memphis, and Aaron B.
Robinson trading as Ripley Broadcasting Co., Ripley, Tenn., both seeking
new stations on 1400 kc with 250 w.
Mr. Robinson is general manager of
WCMAson, Miss.,
Corinth,
Miss,he and
Jackin which
ownsWDXI
substantial
stock, and also controls WENK Union
City, Tenn. Decision Feb. 1.
KIFI Idaho Falls, Ida.— Initial decision by Examiner J. D. Bond anticipatingtion grant
of KIFI
to change
fromIdaho
1400 Falls'
to 1060 applicakc and
increase power from 250 w to 10 kw,
using DAtions.at Decision
night.
Engineering
condiFeb. 1.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Fargo, N. D. — Radio Dacotah Inc.
granted CP new AM station 1280 kc,
lkw, fulltime, directional night; con-

Mr. Windlc McMahon
Lewis and Oilman, Advertising
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mae:
Well, th' boys at WCHS done done
it agin! Yessir, Mac, thar ain't
no doubt
bout
it,
WCHS is West
Number
V i r g innOne
y's
Station ! Jest
saw th' Hooper
report fer Novembercember 19an' 5De-0 ,
and boy oh
boy is WCHS
o u t e n front.'
They's
five ra-in
dio stations
Charleston,
West Virginity,
an' uv th' total
rated riodstime
W C H pe-S
had 43.2 per
cent
uv
th'
a u d i etwo
n c eand
—
more'n
one-half times
as much closest
as th'
next
station! Now
ain't t he t
sumpthin'
f Bet
the
m Boscul
Coffee boys is
glad they got
programs
on
WCHS!
Algy
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston,
Page 88
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fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

r

OX
S>COte
SUMMARY TO FEBRUARY
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
Stations
TV
* On the air.

OnTotal
Air Licensed
2,237 2,213
666 507
107
59

ditions. Principals include E. H.
Gilbertson, 30%; S. W. Corwin, 67.1%;
W. W. Corwin, .4%; C. H. Corwin,
.4%; and Jens
Paulsen,
2.1%. were
Mr.
Gilbertson
and S.
W. Corwin
stockholders in KVNJ-AM-FM Fargo
(deleted)chased alland
Mr.of Corwin
has purassets
that station
for
$125,000,
this
equipment
to
be
new station. Granted Jan. 29. used for
Minden, La. — Parish Bcstg. Corp.
granted CP new AM station 1240 kc,
250 w, fulltime. Principals include
Mrs. Anita P. Kirsch, 72.5%; Lewis
Taylor, 20%; Francis W. Grant, 2.5%;
Paul W. Turner, 2.5%; and Will B.
Larson, 2.5%. Estimated construction
cost $15,364.29. Granted Jan. 29.
KSRV Ontario, Ore. — Granted switch
in facilities from 1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited, to 1380 kc, 1 kw, unlimited,
DA-N; cond. Granted Jan. 30.
KCRA in Sacramento,
— Granted
switch
facilities fromCalif.
1 kw
day, 1
kw, night to 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night, on
1320 kc;
possibleapplication
interference fromsubject
grant oftopending
of KWRB Oakland, Calif., for switch

1

Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
CPs
Grants Pending
110
273
139
Appli174
12 1716
48 1* 378

in facilities from 1 kw to 5 kw on 1310
kc. Granted Jan. 30.
WNAOin facilities
Raleigh, toN.change
C— Granted
switch
from 5
kw, unlimited, to 10 kw, day, 5 kw,
night, directional night, on 850 kc;
cond. Granted Jan. 30.
KGDE inFergus
Falls,
switch
facilities
fromMinn.
1230— Granted
kc, 250
w,
unlimited,
to
12"0
kc,
1
kw,
day,
500
w,
night,
night; cond.
Granted
Jan. directional
30.
NONCOMMERCIAL
EDUCATIONAL
FM GRANT
KSDB-FM Manhattan, Kan. — Kansas
State College of Agriculture and AppliedmercialScience
granted
noncomFM station
Ch. new
201 (88.1
mc)
10 w. Estimated cost $500. Complete
FM transmitter gift from WIBW
Topcka. College also operates KSAC
Manhattan,
AM station.
Granted Jan. educational
26.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WLEA sHornell,
Granted
asignment of license N.
fromY.—John
S. Booth
and Edgar
S.
Hutton,
acting
individually and as agents for 10 other

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 82)

6. m Laon Feb.
et al. leave
(KLMR)
pany mar,
Colo. Granted
to amend
its
n to show revision
applicatio
in
estion
cost constructi and a revisedmatedplan ofof financing.
KGAR Garden City, Kan.— Granted
request that Mr. Dale E. Corley be
admitted specially pro hac vice to represent KGAR at a deposition hearing
of the Southeast Colorado Broadcasting Co. (KLMR) , et al. on Feb. 6, in
Lamar, Colo. Granted leave to amend
its application to show purchase on
1/3/51. of 30 shares of common stock
in applicant corporation for $3,000.
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
KFGT tensionFremont,
Granted
to Feb. 2 to Neb.
file —reply
brief. exJanuary 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
License for CP
KVIM New Iberia, La. — License for
CP new AM station.
Modification of CP
Request for mod. CP for extension
of completion date: KIKI Honolulu.
Hawaii;
Festus, Mo.; WPAB
Ponce. P. KJCF
R.
January 31 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KOJM Havre, Mont. — License for CP
to change power,
etc.
AM— frequency,
960 kc
WELS Kinston, N. C— CP to change
from 1010 kc 1 kw D to 960 kc 5 kw-D
1 kw-N DA-N.
Modification of CP
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WBIR Inc. Knoxville,
— REapplicationdate.
for Tenn.
CP new
TV
station forTURNED
correct
WNAV Annapolis, Md. — RETURNED
application
crease powerforetc.license for CP to inAPPLICATION DISMISSED
KCHA Charles
City,forIowa
— DIS-of
MISSED application
transfer
control from Dean W. Hollingsworth,
Clair R. Miller, Loraine A. Cromey,
Gerald A. Bartell, David Beznor and
Lee K. Beznor to Lou J, Sansome and
Howard D. Howard.

February 1 Decisions . . .
By the Commission en banc
WOL Washington, D. C— Granted
temporary extension of license to
April
1. Ely, Minn.— Granted tempoWXLT
rary extension
of license to June 1.
February 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion date:
WGGH Greenwich. Conn.; WTBO-FM
Cumberland, Md.; WTOL-FM Toledo,
Ohio.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WCMW-FM Canton. Ohio;
KCMC-FM Texarkana, Tex.
License for CP
KTEC Oretech, Ore.— License for CP
new
station.non-commercial educational FM

Langendorf

stockholders, to W. H. Greenhow Co.
for
$35,000 onitscondition
surrender
licensethat
fortransferee
WWHG
Hornell. WLEA is assigned 1320 kc, 1
kw, day. Granted Jan. 29.
WROX Clarksdale,
assignment
of license Miss.—
from Granted
Birnej
Imes
Jr.,
administrator
of
father'i
estate, to Birney Imes Jr., individual
WROX Granted
is assigned
time.
Jan.1450
29. kc, 250 w, fullKVOW Littlefield,
assignment of license Tex.—
from Granted
partnership
of J. C. Rothwell and J. B. McShan to
new partnership of J. C. Rothwell
37%%; J. B. McShan, 25%; and Ruth
Rothwell, 37J4%. No money involved.
KVOW Granted
is assigned
time.
Jan.1490
29. kc, 250 w, fullWEXL-AM-FM Royal Oak, Mich.—
Granted transfer of control from
George B. Hartrick and Bernice B.
Hartrick to Jacob B. So^rks through
purchase of 50% Royal Oak Bcstg. Co.
Inc. for $79,900. WEXL is assigned
1340 kc, 250Ch.w, 282
fulltime. WEXL-FM is
assigned
Granted Jan. 29. (104.3 mc), 18 kw.
WEOK ofPoughkeepsle,
N. Y. — Granted
transfer
control Mid-Hudson
Bcstrs.
Inc. from Harold W. Cassill tn Arthur
J. Barry Jr. for $40,000. WEOK is asJan. 29. signed 1390 kc, 1 kw, day. Granted
WPGH Pittsburgh, Pa. — Granted
transfer of control Pittsburgh Bcstg '
Co. to George Harton, 49% owner al'
present, through nurchase of 3.33<~,
from
F. Garrett
from William
ZeugerRichter
for totalandof 47.67<~:
$8,890
WPGH isJ^>n.
assigned
Graitoci
29. 1080 kc, 1 kw, dav
WFOY St. transfer
Augustine,
Fla.— Grantee
involuntary
of control
Foun
tain of Youth Bcstg. Co. fr~m J. C
Bell, deceased, to Mary E. Bell, ex
erutrix of estat". WFOY is assignee
1240 kc, 250 w, fulltime. Granted Jan
WRGA-AM-FM Rome, Ga— Grantei
involuntary transfer of contrn' Ron1
25.
Bcstg. Corp. from % owner John \X
Q"?rl°s. deceased, to J. H. Quarles
administrator. WRGA is assigned 147
kc.
5 kw, fulltime.
WRGA -FM is as
signed
Granted Ch.
Jan. 293
24. (106.5 mc), 1.4 kw,
WCVS - AM - FM Smingfield, 111 Granted r^Mnnnishment of negativ
control of WCBS Inc., parent company
by Cor>ley Press Inc. through retire
ment of 49^-, common stock to treasur
for $123,750. WCVS 's assigned 145
kc, 250 w.
WCVS-FM
signed
Ch. fulltime.
275 (102.9
mc), 25is kva'
Granted Jan. 22.
WOAP - AM - FM Owosso. Mich Granted assignment of license froi j
"rgus
to owned
new corporatioi
Owosso P-ess
Bcstg.Co.Co.,
by Argi
Press Co. Granted Jan. 25.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
T?x. —Bcstg.
Winston
d/bClarksville,
as Clarksville
Co., O.1350Watk
500 w, day; estimated cost $11,300. M
Ward also own= Mt. Pleasant Best u
Fil<»dlicensee
Jan. 24. KIMP Mt. Pleasant, -Te
Co.,
Birmingham.
Chapi;
man and GeorgeA!a.K.— William
ChanmanA. d/b
Chapman Radio and Television C(
1??0 kc, 1 kw, day: estimated co
$16,500, of which $15,000 is sales agre j
ment to buy Birmingham transmitt j
and property of WEDR.
(Continge i
upon grant toof switch
WEDRfrom
Birminghan
application
1220 kc, J
kw, day to 1330 kc, 1 kw, day, 500 ]
night, directional, and r^ove to Fai
field, Ala.) Filed Jan. 25.
Birmingham, Ala. — Emory M. M',

OLD

Consistently renewing i t s
schedules year after year, this
fine Western bakery proves its
loyalty to KJR's efficient coverage of Western Washington.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEl, INC.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
BROADCASTING

FRIEND

irov and Dorsey E. Newman d/b as
|>ice of Birmingham. 1220 kc, 1 kw.
CASIBROAD
v NG (Resubmitted.
• TELECASTING.See Jan.
22). Filed
n. 31.
Tuskegee. Ala.— Tuskegee Bcstg. Co.
'c . 580 kc, 500 w, day: estimated cost
11.350. Bertram Bank, 50^, president
lid
manager,
13 owner
TBCgeneral
Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; isWilliam
W.
» ant, 25^. vice president and secreik-y. is sales manager WSFA Montrlmery; Howard E. Pill, 25<"c. treasis i4 owner
W S FA Ga.
and 23i:i<~f
i .ner on WDAK
Columbus.
Filed
in 29.
Minden. La.— Thomas H. Todd, 1240
100 w., unlimited: estimated cost
• -!l,645. Mr. Todd is chief engineer at
TBC
and 31.former !4 owner
same.Tuscaloosa
Filed Jan.
FM APPLICATIONS
Charleston, Mo. — K ermit Barker,
tarles W. Hobbs d/b as South Mis_iri Bcstg. Co., Ch. 269 (101.7 mc),
6 w; estimated cost §4,250. Mr.
rker is chief engineer at KREI Farm'ton. Mo. Mr. Hobbs is chief engi«r at KGFX Pierre, S. D. Each is
% partner. Filed Jan. 19.
TV APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — Southern Bcstg.
. Inc.. Ch. 10 (192-198 mc) ERP 30.3
l vis.,cost15.25250,000;
kw aur.,firstant.year278 operating
ft.: estiited
it S200.000;
revenue
§270,000.
nt operates WJJJ Montgomery. App
Filedlin. 18.
\shtabula. Ohio — WICA Inc. (Resubtted. See BROADCASTING • TELE>TING, Jan. 15.)
TRANSFER REQUESTS
VHDF Houghton, Mich. — Transfer of
atrol from
UpperA. Michigan
Co., littsee.
L. Burgan,Bcstg.
deceased,
to
orge L. Burgan. son. by aquisition
561 sh. from Anna L. Burgan. widow
d power of attorney. Mr. Burgan
s been secretary-treasurer and chief
gineer since 1929 and will now own
al of 595 sh. Filed Jan. 24.
VPAB Ponce, P. R. — Aquisition of
ltrol of VVPAB and KA-4871 by Ra•1jthers,
G. Aguayo
and purchase
Alfonso G.byAguayo,
through
Rafael
[ 50 sh. from Carlos C. Clavell for
■.000.
Alfonso
is
manager,
owns
215
Filed Jan. 24.
VFYC from
Alma,AlmaMich.Bcstg.
— Assignment
of
ense
Co.. Inc. to
-YC Inc. Control not affected. No
•ney involved. Filed Jan. 29.
VLOK-AM-FM Lima. Ohio— Transfer
' licenseInc.from
Industry
Co. to
.kleys
for Fort
§137,500.
Transferee
, - 5.licensee
of
WCOL-AM-FM
ColumOhio. Filed Jan. 29.
■VDMG Douglas, Ga. — Transfer of
itrol from Downing Musgrove and
ce Musgrove to B. F. J. Timm, sec?ry-treasurer, through sale of 4 sh.
51,260. Mr. Musgrove to remain as
nority stockholder. (Resubmitted)
<eA Jan. 31.
VLBK DeKalb, DX — Relinquishment
control by Theodore A. Lanes
ough sale of 40 sh. to seven other
ckholders for 53,000. Mr. Lanes
I ains minority interest. Filed Jan. 31.
I I FBB Great Falls, Mont.— Aquisition
i ontrol
Fairmont
Corp.Fredby Birch
purine of 51%by (1428
sh.) from
S157.C80. Fairmont Corp. is owned
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Butte,
nt. Mr. Birch retains minority inest.
IPBM Carlsbad, N. M. — Transfer of
Paul d/b
B. McEvoy
and Maue-nseF. from
McEvoy
as McEvoy
Bros.
Coronado Bcstg. Co. Inc., owned by
urice McEvoy, 52.38%%, owner

OR DEPENDABLE

ook

McEvoy Bcstg. Co., licensee KSWS
Roswell. N. M.; Hazel H. McEvoy,
14.28'3%, wife of M. McEvoy; and Darrell
A. Swayze.
.33*3%pays
, commercial
manager
KPBM, 33who
57,000 for
his interest: no other cash involved.
Exchange
of interests
so that
P. McEvoy can devote
full time
to McEvoy
Holiday Shop, formerly owned by same
partnership.
Filed Jan. 24.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AM 3, FM 12, TV 0. Station, dates
and reasons are:
KD ANcury Co.Oroville,
MerLicenseCalif.
Jan.— Oroville
25. Reason
unavailable.
KHOA-FM Inglewood. Calif.— William H. Haupt. CP Jan. 29. Forfeited.
KMAU
Los 29.
Angeles
— Marantha
Bcstg. Co.(FM)
CP Jan.
Forfeited.
WEWO-FM Laurinburg, N. C— Scotland Bcstg. Co. CP Jan. 29. Forfeited.
KSNA (FM) Mt. Pleasant, UtahNorth Sanpete School District. CP
Jan. 29. Forfeited.
WFSI (FM) Lakeland, Calif.— Florida
Southern College. CP Jan. 25. Forfeited.
WAVZ-FM New Haven, Conn.— The
WAVZ Bcstg. Corp. CP Jan. 19. Economic.
WLFM (FM) Braddock, Pa— Matta
Bcstg. Co. CP Jan. 15. To devote time
and money to TV.
WEBC-FM Duluth Minn.— Head of
the Lakes Bcstg. Co. License Jan. 26.
Lack of audience.
KCRC-FM Enid, Okla.— Enid Radiophone Co. License Jan. 25. Lack of
interest.
WROL-FM Knoxville, Tenn. — Mountcastle Bcstg. Co. Inc. License Jan. 25.
Economic.
ILLINOIS MEETING
Broadcasters Set Agenda
APPOINTMENT of a committee
to "watch progress of state legislation" will be one of the last official acts of Harold A. Safford,
WLS Chicago, as he completes a
one-year term as president of the
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. with
the annual IBA meeting Feb. 23
in Springfield. Mr. Safford also
will bring up the subject of civil
defense and call for discussion on
"how stations can cooperate in an
all-out war effort, both locally and
nationally," he told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
An IBA nominating committee
of Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock
Island, chairman; Arthur F. Harre,
WJJD Chicago, and Charles R.
Cook, WJPF Herrin, is expected to
have a new slate of officers ready
for the annual election. The allday meeting at the Leland Hotel
is scheduled to get under way at
10 a.m., and will include luncheon.

SERVICE

to ALLIED

or your station supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largest in the country) and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guaranteethefastest, most complete equipment supply service
/or the BC and TV engineer.

E. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
E
RYW
IR
dEVEC
erHERto border— look to dependable
tanI
bord
xjsV
Send
ALLIED'S
212-page
Buying
nd
ies.
esa
accessor
LED for their station suppli
Guide,(orlisting
broadcast
equipment
and
supplies
ready
for
immediate
NG.
You get
RSONAL EXPERT HANDLI
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin'1 mailing list.
K ly what you want— when you want it! All
red
,
Write to BROADCAST DIVISION
Hon orders large or small, get prefer
>e iy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED
RADIO
perate
'commercially licensed operators who coo
3l gently to keep your station running at top 833 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
ciency at all times.
Call: HAymarket 1-6800

I OADCASTING

Telecastin;

AMONG the NEMMG representatives present were, seated
Kirby, WLAW Lawrence ; Mr. Murley; Carolyn and Ken;
Haase, Mr. Raymer, Creighton Getchell, WGAN Portland;
WTAG Worcester; William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston,
Schoen Jr., WPRO Providence.
HONOR
MURLEY
New England Group Fetes
REPRESENTATIVES of the New
England Major Markets Group met
Jan. 23 at a dinner and reception
in Boston to pay tribute to James
M. Murley, president and treasurer
of Broadcast Advertising Inc., Boston, and owner of the Yankee
Kitchen show heard over the
NEMMG network.
Among those who paid high
praise to Mr. TMurley was Paul H.
Raymer, president, Paul H. Raymer Co. Mr. Raymer cited Mr.
Murley's able direction of the
Yankee Kitchen and his cooperation with stations carrying the
show.
Paul B. Haase, WDRC Hartford, chairman of the group, presided at the affair. Other speakers included Ken and Carolyn,
RANDAU

(I to r) : Nona
standing, Mr.
Robert Booth,
and Arnold F.

featured personalities on the
Yankee Kitchen program.
During the meetings the members pledged the full facilities and
personnel of the network to the
government for any patriotic use
during the present emergency.
A resolution also was adopted
by the group paying tribute to the
late Edward E. Hill, executive vice
president, WTAG Worcester, who
was instrumental in founding the
NEMMG.
TRANSCRIBED series on Americanism prepared by Kiwanis International reportedly being carried as
public service feature by almost 400
stations.

NAMED

Accepts Civil Post
CLEM J. RANDAU, stockholder
in WNEW New York and special
assistant to Civil Defense Administrator Millard
F. Caldwell Jr.,
has been named
to head up the
agency's newlycreated, top-level
Policy Committee.
Mr. Randau,
who holds 3.57%
interest in
Mr. Randau
WNEW, served
as vice president
of United Press from 1938 to
1942, when he joined the Chicago
Sun as business manager. He also
was vice president and director of
Field Enterprises Inc. from 1942
to 1947, negotiating for operation
of such Field stations as WJJD
Chicago, WSAI Cincinnati, KOIN
Portland and KJR Seattle.
Mr. Randau, who accepted the
civil defense post early this January, had been retired since 1947,
though active in oil and newspaper
interests. He reportedly accepted
the position at the invitation of
W. Stuart Symington, chairman.
National Security Resources
Board.

. . . that Thumb

District

farmers listen to
WTTH!
First with the news

and

farm reports . . . make
WTTH our favorite station !

WTTH
1 380 on your Dial
PORT HURON,

MICHIGAN

Represented by
Weed
ABC

& Co.

NETWORK
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McFarland Bill
(Continued from page 23)
filing of a formal application, but no
such authority shall be granted for
a period beyond the period of the
emergency requiring it nor remain
effective beyond such period.
This provision (Sec. 7 of the bill)
also would apply "in cases of emergency found by the Commission
involving danger to life or property
or due to damage to equipment."
Under Sec. 308 of the Communications Act, the FCC may grant
licenses, renewals and modifications
"only upon written application,"
provided that "in cases of emergency found by the Commission,"
licenses, renewals and modifications, "for stations on vessels or
aircraft of the United States, may
be issued under such conditions as
the Commission may impose, without formal application. Such licenses, however, shall in no case
be for a longer term than three
months."
In an interview, Sen. Case
pointed to the 90-day provision in
the Act and the absence of the
time limit in the McFarland proposal.
The Senator also told Broadcasting • Telecasting that the bill
"never came up on the floor of the
Senate for debate, nor did it come
up
in themember
House."
Sen. House
Case is
former
of the
anda
served on the House Appropriations
Committee where he had occasion
to study the setup of FCC when
funds were requested.
In Sec. 11 of the McFarland Bill,

WHY
T

ROOS
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^
• „ town named
\ Kentncky
«»
tbere
,
Honestly
bt^e^
ardr^
Barny u w»"
— but yothere. • • • ^ f^u.
roosting
We featber ournej Area,the
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only Kentucky »
feed
sets salesmen to c
torf
ateh
Hscr
^don
- we get big goj bove aVerage
sja
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panshave
an area
b ^
WAVE'S BMB counue
758,100 m aU ot ^
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ckvt. That's 31.4/c Ken.
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LORAIN

COFFEE toast is drunk by network, agency and advertising executives to
signify purchase by Ben Hur Products of Sob Garred and the News on ABC
Pacific Coast Network on behalf of its coffee. Principals in negotiations are
(I to r) Norton Mogge, president, Mogge-Privett Inc., Los Angeles, sponsor's
agency; Mr. Garred (seated), Pacific Coast newscaster; Robert A. Street, ABC
Hollywood account executive, and Walter Emmerling, president of Ben Hur
Products Inc. News program is aired on 30 ABC West Coast stations, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-7:40 a.m. PST.
Tax Victory
amending- Sec. 312 of the Communications Act and entitled "Revoca(Continued from page 36)
tion of Licenses; Cease-and-Desist
from the facts of the contract, it apOrders," there is a provision that
pears that the charge is made for the
"any station license may be revoked
right
to
use the recordings of certain
... (2) for violation or failure to artists, and
that the records furnished
observe any of the restrictions or must be used in a program, as disprovisions of a treaty ratified by the
tinguished from records used on sustaining programs or disc jockey proUnited States. . . ." Apparently,
Sen. Case had this in mind when he
grams, and hence is similar to the
program service set forth above.
referred to NARBA.
In view of the fact that the charge
Despite the temporary set-back
made far exceeds the actual value of
to Sen. McFarland's bill, the measthe tangible personal property transferred, and also the fact that the
ure's supporters within and without the industry predicted early
charge seems to be based on obtainpassage of the legislation. The
ing the right to use the music of
certain artists in a program, which
bill
probably
will
come
up'
again
on call of the consent calendar. If program is controlled by the contract,
it appears that the contract is one for
a Senator should request unania program service in reality, and is
mous consideration at that time
not a contract for the rental of tanthe measure would become subject
gible personal property.
to debate with a vote taken, and
Therefore, in my opinion, on the
its progress may be expected to be facts stated above, records furnished
substantially slowed in the upper
under such a contract are incidental
chamber.
to the contract, and that the contract
is one for service, and hence not subThere is speculation that the
ject to the application of the Ohio
GOP's concern on "emergency
sales or use tax; except that where
powers" to the executive, which
it is ascertained from the contract
apparently created the impasse for that a certain portion of the considthe McFarland Bill last week, may
eration represents rental or purchase
really erupt if the signal controls
of tangible personal property the tax
bill, which would give the president
shall be applied to such portion.
power to silence radio-TV signals
Rented TV Film Exempt
in the interest of national security,
Insofar as the rental of film for
gets on the Senate floor.
For the present, the controls bill television is concerned, the commissioner declared that the exemp(S 537) is marking time in the
tions as listed under the General
Senate Commerce Committee,
Code of Ohio shall also apply. This
where Chairman Ed C. Johnson
covers films for exhibition purit a "drastic"
has tabbed [Broadcasting
(D-Col.)
poses, except such films as are used
piece
of legislation
solely for advertising purposes. It
• Telecasting, Jan. 22].
was explained that the code did not
limit the transfer of copyrighted
Transcription Series
motion picture films to any particular class for exhibition.
PRISM-LITE DIAMONDS, New
Films solely for advertising purYork, has purchased Tom Terris
poses are taxable, but those which
Stories of Fabulous Jewels, fiveare a combination of advertising
, minute open-end transcription seand program films would not be
ries, for use in 25 markets
throughout the country by local taxable since they are not solely
dealers. Series is produced by used for advertising and since they
Charles Michelson Inc., New York.
are copyrighted motion picture

JOURNAL
In Ad Quanda
THE LORAIN (Ohio) Journa
found guilty of anti-trust practice
against WEOL Elyria-Lorain, wen
to court last week to learn whethe
it must accept a local merchant
advertisement which tells readei
to listen to a WEOL program.
The advertisement was sul
mitted
by would
a Lorain
store. It
advisemen's
readerswea i
"Listen to Collectors' Come
The Lorain
Journal,
WEOL,
Friday,
11:30 which
p.m." is a] |
pealing the anti-trust decree i:j
sued against it by Federal Judg j
Emerich B. Freed [Broadcasts
• Telecasting, Jan. 15, 8], toe
the proffered advertisement
Judge Freed
Monday-.
publish
it, the last
newspaper
argue 1
would be to advertise a competito;
The Justice Dept., it was unde
stood, is preparing to contend th.
Judge Freed's decree against tl
Journal requires it to carry t);
advertisement, because of the am
trust circumstances involved.
Judge Freed's decree, issued Ja
5, held among other things that t
Journal must not discrimina
against any advertiser simply 1 ,
cause he also buys time on WEC
or any other competitive media.
films for exhibition purposes.
The Ohio broadcasters group li
circulated a letter to member si1
tions, advising them of the ruli
and enclosing forms for applicati
for refunds on such taxes p?
since Jan. 1, 1941. Request I
been made that completed forms
sent to the OAB so that all api
cations simultaneously can be mi
to the state.
Study Equipment Tax
Another OAB project underw
is a study on the question of i
taxes being paid on broadc
equipment. According to C
George,of WGAR
Cleveland,
pr<"
dent
the Ohio
broadcast
group, newspapers in the state :
specifically exempt and the feel
of the OAB is that since radio
also a medium of disseminat
news, the radio industry in 0
should have certain information
well.

shown has 3 separaf |!
Unit construction
permits
poi I
onitors
from
the tat'
PT63-A
able or rack mount opera tionl
Write MAGNECORD, in
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, lit i
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINE
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[ DLAND
AGENCY
Post Office Takes Action
.4.DI0 STATION complaints
kinst Midland Adv. Agency,
sw York [Broadcasting • Telesting, Jan. 29], have been coed by the Bureau of Chief Inector, U. S. Post Office Dept.,
department's
to the There
(dv forwarded
York division.
investijtions are underway into the
actices of the mail order agency,
ich used radio spots to make a
ristmas toy offer. Complainants
- that although payments were
de prior to the holiday, some lis.ers have failed to receive their
xlucts.
Post Office spokesmen stated last
ursday that there were no new
'elopments, although they hoped
report on the case soon. Previefforts of Broadcasting •
lecasting to contact Midland at
t Madison Ave. offices in New
ik proved fruitless as that
sncy, after operating for a scant
> months, seemed to disappear.
}ther outgrowths of the incident
;e been investigations by Better
siness Bureaus in a half-dozen
es; a suggestion that stations
id together for a joint prosecuh, and sentiment for setting up
ystem of recognition and accred:ion of advertising agencies.

D10 RIGHTS
Conn. Bill To Recognize
ARINGS are scheduled for midn-uary on a civil defense bill
I before the Connecticut state
.slature which would recognize
adcasting on a parity with the
ss
as a notices.
means of "publishing"
.slation
.ccording to the language of
bill, introduced in the House,
Connecticut Secretary of State
Id broadcast a legislation notice
a number of radio stations
isidered
adequate"
by him
publish it in three issues of
spapers having general cirition in all counties of the
.e. Failure to publish the
slation would not alter its
. J.ility, however.

%

^06

Powerful Station
st
nsing's Mo

La
j ^
3 ADCASTING

NIELSEN

A FOND farewell and a hearty welcome is the scene at WEEI Boston
between (I to r): Wilbur S. Edwards,
newly appointed director of KMX
Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Network operations; Harold E. Fellows,
WEEI general manager, and Harvey
Struthers, former account executive
for Radio Sales who succeeds Mr. Edwards as WEEI asst. manager [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22].
KOOP

ELECTED
Press Club Chairman
THEODORE F. KOOP, first radio
newsman
to hold the position
has been elected
chairman of the
board of directors
of the National
Press Club in
Washington,
D. C.
Mr. K o o p
joined CBS as
Washington news
director in DeMr. Koop
cember 1947.
Native of Monticello, Iowa, Mr. Koop in 1928 received a B.A. degree from the U.
of Iowa. From 1928 to 1941, he
was with Associated Press in Des
Moines, New Haven, Washington
and New York.
He covered many major news
events, including President Roosevelt's third inauguration and Wendell Willkie's presidential campaign.
From 1941 to 1947 Mr. Koop was
with the National Geographic
Society although for the major
portion of this period he was on
leave to serve as executive assistant
to Byron Price, director, Office of
Censorship.
WBBM-Long Case
COUNTER
damage suits of
WBBM-CBS Chicago and W. E.
Long Co., Chicago advertising
agency, will be considered Feb. 26,
date set Wednesday for continuance by Master in Chancery Gerard Conner [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Nov. 27, 1950]. Station is suing the agency for $1 million, charging W. E. Long Co.
"solicited and induced" exclusive
WBBM-CBS performers to work
for it. Agency is using WBBMCBS for $2 million, $1 million as
actual damages and another $1
million as punitive, because of "libelous statements" station allegedly
made at previous court hearings.

• Telecasting

EXPANDS

Reports on '50 Progress
REPORTING the addition of 39
new subscribers to its radio and
television index services during
1950, A. C. Nielsen Co. last week
pointed out that during last year,
when the National Television Index
was inaugurated, the company also
made available to its clients a personal interview research service
based on the National Radio Index
sample, which provides a representative cross section of all radio
homes.
Growing interest in television is
shown by about half of agencies
subscribing to the radio reports
being TV subscribers as well and
more than half the advertisers
subscribing to the NRI service also
getting the NTI reports. Nielsen
clients buy 749c of all sponsored
network programs, the company reSeveral new types of information
ported.
were developed last year, the review stated, including a breakdown
of radio audience information by
five geographic territories and by
TV and non-TV areas. Distribution of the various Nielsen reports
more than doubled during 1950,
from 3,441 copies a month in 1949
to 7,088 copies monthly in 1950.
There were also about 1,500 requests for special analyses, topping
1949 by more than 50%, with half
of the requests since November
dealing with TV.
Commenting on the company's
progress,
A. C. Nielsen, president,
said:
We have made great progress in
1950. The need for sound and adequate radio and television research
will be even greater in 1951 as products and markets change with the
growing needs for war production
and mobilization. If advertising dollars are to do the nation as well as
the individual advertiser the most
good, they must be invested in a
manner that will be most productive
of sales. That is the purpose of our
research.
LeBlanc Plans
CONTROLLING interest in the
manufacture of "Scribbles" doll
toys has been obtained by Sen.
Dudley LeBlanc, president of the
LeBlanc Corp., Lafayette, La.
(Hadacol), which claimed a $20
million sales volume in 1950. Sen.
LeBlanc, who bought Scribbles
Inc. and transported the firm from
New York City to Lafayette, has
indicated plans to launch a new
radio series on over 750 stations,
according to Sam Glueck, sales
promotional director. Programs
will promote the dolls and get underway before the annual toy show
opens in New York City, according
to the Hadacol president. Mrs.
Elvy Kalep, who manufactured the
dolls, will continue as president
and general manager of Scribbles
Inc.
VIKING Network is sending agencies
and advertisers a booklet entitled
"Timebuyers Handbook." Booklet gives
coverage for 10 station regional market.

Feb. 4-6: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn..
Annual
Winter
Hotel Marion, Little
Rock, Meeting,
Ark.
Feb. 10-11:
Indiana AWRT
Conference Michigan
for formerandAWB
members, Detroit.
Feb. 12-13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board District 9, San Francisco.
Feb. 13-15:
andRTMA
BoardMidwinter
Meeting,ConferHotel
Stevens,ence Chicago.
Feb. 14-15: NBC Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee for radio and TV
networks, New York.
Feb. 14-16: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board District 7, Omaha.
Feb. 16-17: First Annual Regional Television Seminar, WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
Feb. 17-24. Fifth
Examinations,Annual
administered AAAA
by regional
councils and chapters.
Feb. 23: Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
Leland Hotel, Springfield, 111.
Feb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters and Florida State General Extension
ville, Fla.Division Sports Clinic. GainesFeb. 26-March 1: Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters Meeting, Chateau
Frontenac,
tion date is Quebec,
Feb. 25.) Que. (RegistraMarch 6-7: U. S. Chamber of ComNationalHotel,
Marketing
Conference,merce,
Fairmount
San Francisco..
March 9-11 : Station Problems Conference, U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
March son12:City,BMI
Mo. Program Clinic, JefferMarch 12-13: American Management
Assn., Marketing
Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
March 14: BMI Program Clinic, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
Buy
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,
Ohio's

0.

3rd

Largest Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ on-FM
50,000 Watts
105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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AFM Demands
(Continued from page 19)
hibition of film auditions "of any
nature," banning production of film
not expressly authorized in an
agreement with AFM, or the use
of film not authorized in AFMproducer agreements.
It was proposed that kinescopes
be used "only on telecasts by stations affiliated with the network at
the time of the original telecast,"
and used only once. If used more
than once, "a repeat fee shall be
paid to musicians whose performances are reproduced." Five percent of the "gross time charges"
would be paid to the music performance trust fund — "gross time
charges" being those fixed by a
network for a particular period on
a station subject to deductions for
agency commissions (not exceeding 15%) and rate card discounts.
Trust Fund Payments
Such trust fund payments would
be made subject to terms and conthose inditions
the "substantially
television similar"
film trustto
agreement of Oct. 16,' 1950, currently in use.
A further proposal, reportedly
intended to block any attempt to
get around AFM by telecasting
foreign motion pictures, reads:
"Except as provided ... no musical
part of a sound track or pictures
of instrumental music performances shall be used and/or extracted for any other purpose."
Federation proposals for radio
were described as "conditions affecting network radio." The first
proposal set forth the freedom of
networks to assign musicians employed under local agreements to
simultaneous AM and FM broadcasting, and to shift them interchangeably toAM or FM. It also
was proposed that single-sponsor
rates should apply to "cooperative"
and "participating" types of programs.
Permissible use of transcriptions
(to accommodate daylight time adjustments, station unavailabilities,
and the like) also were set forth.
Preceding Mr. Petrillo's entry
into negotiations, representatives
of AFM locals and the networks
had met in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles for three weeks, considering local demands.

8-hour day. Overtime (time and ;
half) to be paid for time worked be
yond 4 hours out of any 8 on duty
or time on duty over 8 hours.
11. Radio or television, station p
network, house musician on comme;cial program to get "prevailing singii
engagement commercial rate, or hi
regular staff salary, whichever i

LEADING the way after a speech before the Cleveland section of the IRE
[Broadcasting • Telecastinc, Jan. 291, FCC Comr. George Sterling (seated)
is the first to sign a petition proposing a professional group on industrial
electronics within the IRE. Other speakers looking on are (I to r): J. B.
Epperson, chairman, Cleveland section of IRE and chief engineer, ScrippsHoward radio-TV stations; H. K. Carpenter, executive vice president of
United Broadcasting Co. (WHK); Carl E. Smith, engineering vice president
of UBC and chairman of IRE professional groups committee; Warren H.
Chase, chairman, Cleveland section of AIEE and vice president, Ohio Bell
Telephone Co., and Samuel E. Leonard, engineer in charge of the NBC
Cleveland area.
Among those of New York Local
802 was a demand that recorded
music be banned from the air between 8 a.m. and midnight and a
proposed 50% general hike in pay
scales. These proposals reportedly
dominated early negotiations until
an impasse was reached over the
question of retroactivity to Feb. 1
of any agreements arrived at in
the course of what promised to be
drawn-out negotiations.
Local 802 threatened to strike,
and Tuesday its representatives
emerged from a meeting with the
networks (the last before Mr. Petrillo's intervention) with grim expressions.
Local 802's demands, released at
the outset of negotiations, include
four proposals — for the recording
ban; for "a fair allocation of the
total budget of each show for live
music"; for classifying radio and
TV shows so as to determine minimum instrumentation, and for establishing asliding wage scale dependent upon number of musicians,
size and nature of a show) — aimed
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ment.
at reducing musician unemployOther 802 demands included the
hiring of staff musicians on an annual, year-to-year basis; 3% welfare fund contributions by the companies; minimum rehearsal periods; 50% additional pay for musicians on simulcast shows and rehearsals, and a wage reopening
clause effective when the Bureau of
Labor cost of living index reaches
180 points.
stood
at 178.)(The index on Dec. 15
Local 802 Demands
Digest of Local 802 demands:
1. Take recorded music off the air
from 8 a.m. to midnight, whether network or local, television or radio.
2. Classify radio and television
shows to allow determination of minimum instrumentation for each show.
3. Establish principle: That station
will require "a fair allocation of total
budget
of each a show
live ofmusic."
4. Establish
slidingforscale
wage
payments, dependent upon number of
musicians, size and nature of show.
5. No reduction of staff musicians
at networks having high minimum
number under old contract; bring up
to their level the low network staff
musician minimums.
6. Annual hiring of staff musicians,
with dismissal permitted only after
eight weeks notice and at the end of
the year. In absence of proper notice,
employment continues another full
year, and from year-to-year, until
proper notice is given.
7. Musicians hired on annual basis
to get two weeks paid vacation.
8. Employer contribution to welfare
fund of 3% of payroll, including payroll of single-engagement musicians
as well as staff members. Applies to
class "A" stations and networks, both
radio and television.
9. Excepting
"just cause"
sals, dismissed employes
to getdismisthree
weeks severance pay for each year,
or fraction of year, of his period of
employment, but in no event pay for
more than 12 weeks.
10. Work week for staff musicians:
5 days per week, 4 hours in each

12. Staff or single-engagement mu
sicians playing more than one instru
ment to be paid 25% extra for th
first additional instrument, and 10'/
extra
for each additional instrumenl
greater."
13. Regulations for single engage
ments, stations and networks:
(A) Guarantee of "full run of th
show" to each musician hired.
(B) "Full run of the show" engage
ment to any outside musician calle
upon to play an audition, when th
show for which he is auditioned i
broadcast or telecast.
(C) Rehearsal minimum of 2 houi
for each 15-minute show, or fractio
thereof; and 1 hour additional n
hearsal for each additional 15 mil
utes, or fraction thereof.
(D) Rehearsals to be in minimu
units of 2 hours, except those imm
diately
telecast. preceding the broadcast <
(E) Rehearsals held on any di
other than that of the show to be
minimum of 3 hours, with 25% pa
ment in addition to prevailing rate
customaryprecedii
"fives
and(F)oneExcepting
break immediately
going on the air, no rehearsal bre;
to be less than 1 hour.
Rehearsal
scales to be bas>
on (G)
half-hour
periods.
(H) For simulcast rehearsals ai
shows, payment to be 50% in additi<
to scale payment.
Cost of Living Factor
14. When cost of living index
the Bureau of Labor statistics reach
180 points, union may give 30 da
written notice and reopen wage pi
visions of the contract. If, within
days after notice is given, the "p: ,
ties (are) unable to resolve new wa
scales," then the union may give
days
tract. notice and terminate the c<
15. Increase of 50% in all wa
scales, both weekly and single-enga)
ment, effective Feb. 1.
(Digest of Federation's "Conditic
Affecting Network Radio"):
("Following terms will be in ad
tion to the terms and conditic
agreed upon between networks it
the locals now being negotiated j
1. Broadcasters may use musici;
employed under local agreements j
simultaneous AM and FM broadcs ,j
ing, and may assign them interchan I
ably to independent AM or FM pij
gramming.
2. During the term of local agi I
ments, "cooperative" and "particiii
ing" programs to be paid for as.J
sponsored by a single sponsor. ( 1
this connection it is pointed out t
the so-called 'participating' type
program was never intended and d
not3. apply
network
programs.")
Duringto term
of local
agreeme
the "following existing practices .
respecting electrical transcription;
network programs will continue
changed :
(A) Transcription of any netw
program by an affiliate unable
JOE
ADAMS
REACHES ALL
NEGROES
IN LOS ANGELES
IT 111! 5000 WATTS j
\J W - LSANTACLEAR
CH ANN!Cll
IOSIV ANGEIES
MONICA.
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rry it "because of unavailability of
facilities" may be broadcast
tation seven
vithin
days without charge, or
n Alaska or U.S. territories and
>ossessions within 60 days without
harge.
(B) Transcriptions of network prorams originating within daylight
aving time zones may, without
harge (except charges payable if
laylight
timeaffiliates
wasn't anot
factor),
be fed
o network
in daylight
ime zones for broadcasting once.
iC) Upon payment to musicians of
le live repeat fee," any
"applicabnetwork
he
program may be
ommercial
ranscribed and fed to affiliates for
»roadcast once.
(D) "For the convenience of par■ipating artists and in the interest
an entire netquality,"
f program
be transcribed and
show may
(rork
ed to the network in place of the
e show, by payment of the "appliable transcription rate" to its musiians.
Radio items to be discussed:
1. "Number of men.
2. "No settlement can be made unsss we make a settlement for all
tations which are owned and conrolled by the networks, as we have
one in the past."
To be discussed later:
Arrangers' Terms
Terms and conditions relating to
irangers, orchestrators, composers
nd copyists, etc.
Digestandof conditions
Federation's
tales
for "proposed
telecasts
or trans-continental and regional
ttworks":
1. Local telecasts remain within
arisdiction of locals as heretofore.
2. Basic minimum scale for netork single and weekly engagement
Recasts network
shall be 20%
licable
radioabove
scale theof "apthe
cal in whose jurisdiction the teledst . . ." originates.
If musicians engaged on a weekly
asis by TV network are used on
adio, they shall receive pro-rata the
M rate.
3. Full television scale shall be
aid radio staff musicians when they
re used on television programs only.
4. Rates for live auditions not teleist are to be established with the loil of that jurisdiction.
5. "Film auditions of any nature are
-'jhibited."
s 6. Musicians called in for costumg or make-up, either for dress reearsal or telecast, to be paid "$12
ix each such service." Make-up or
'stuming call-ins are not to be set
>r more than one hour before teleist or rehearsal, so that the musician doesn't lose an undue amount
\' time.
•- "It is understood that musicians
;ay be required to wear tuxedos or
i-dness suits for no additional fee."
THE

7. Film to be produced only when
expressly authorized in agreement
with AFM. Film to be used only
when it has been expressly authorized for television use in AFM-producer agreement.
Programs reproduced on film, or
other devices, during live telecasts
are to be telecast subsequently only
by affiliates at the time of the original
telecast, and then only once, upon
complying with the following:
(A) Payment to musicians of a
repeat fee.
(B) Payment to the music performance trust fund of 5<7<- of "gross time
charges," which charges are "established by the network associated
with the television station telecasting
. . . for . . . time on the air, for the
period during which the reproduced
program is telecast, less . . ." advertising agency commissions not exceeding 15%, and rate card discounts
actually allowed. "Other terms and
conditions applicable to the trust
fund payment shall be substantially
similar to those contained in the television film trust agreement dated
Oct. 16, 1950, presently in use."
Except as provided in this paragraph, no musical part of a sound
track or pictures of instrumental
musical performances shall be used
and/or extracted for any other pur8. "Recorded music shall not be
used for spots or jingles, or for accompaniment, background, mood, cue,
pose."
bridge or incidental purposes."
9. All rates for remote pick-ups of
any kind, whether local or network,
shall be within jurisdiction of the
federation, rather than the locals.
10. In addition to their radio payment, musicians performing on simulcasts shall be paid 50% of such payment.
11. "Cooperative" and "participating" programs shall be paid for at the
rates applicable if they were for a
single sponsor.
To be discussed later:
Terms and conditions relating to
arrangers, orchestrators, composers
and copyists, etc.
L. A. Progress
LOS ANGELES — Following the
standstill reached last week in negotiations between AFM Local 47,
Los Angeles, and the networks,
three local union executives are
meeting in New York today (Monday) with AFM and network officials there [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan.. 29]. Representing
Local 47 in New York are John T.
Groen, president; Phil Fisher, vice
president, and Maury Paul, recording secretary.
Foremost among Los Angeles local demands are dropping of recorded bridges and cues on programs which eliminate jobs for
musicians. The union also seeks
pay increases.

LITTLE
Three Join Liberty
DAVID M. SEGAL, owner-general manager, Cotton Belt Group,
WITH THE
announced late last week that his
three stations would join the Liberty Broadcasting System, effecIG
tive March 1. The group comprises
RTFS Texarkana, Tex.; RDMS
1
El Dorado, Ark., and WGVM
'ALLOP'WMAM
REP. BY MEEKER j Greenville, Miss. RTFS also is a
Mutual affiliate and will carry both
networks.
AQlMETTE, WISCONSIN.
STATION
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OWNER

Named ABC 'Good Neighbor'
HARRY
MAIZLISH, owner-general manager of RFWB Hollywood,
was selected "Good Neighbor of
the Yea r" by
A B C's Welcome
to Hollywood.,
radio show.
Mr. Maizlish
was presented
with an inscribed
gold statuette last
Wednesday during the show.
Frank Samuels,
vice president and
ir. Maizlish
general manager
in charge of the ABC Western Division, paid tribute to Mr. Maizlish's humanitarianism.
ABC said that Mr. Maizlish was
singled out because of his outstanding record of "generous and
thoughtful contribution of time,
money and effort on behalf of
worthy causes to help all people
of all races and creeds, not only
in America, but other nations as
well." Mr. Maizlish was credited
with having raised millions of dollars for charity and welfare organizations.
RADIO CLINIC
Feb. 26-28 at U. of Fla.
FIRST ANNUAL Clinic for Radio
Broadcasters, to be held at the
U. of Florida, Gainesville, Feb. 2628, was announced last week.
This is to be the opening of a
series of clinics for radio personnel
conducted by the General Extension Div. of Florida and the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters.
Designed to further professional
advancement of radio personnel in
the southeast, the clinic is jointly
sponsored thus far by the broadcasters associations of Alabama,
Kentucky, South Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, North Carolina
and
made. Georgia. Additions may be
Specialists in many fields are
scheduled to speak. Membership fee
of $12 includes all clinic privileges
and two dinner meetings.

CONTROL BILL
Marks Time in Congress
SECURITY - MINDED lawmakers
last week marked time on Capitol
Hill, under the brunt of other legislative duties, on the Defense Dept.'s
far-reaching plan requesting Presidential authority to silence radioTV emissions and other "electroBut indications
remained that the
magnetic radiations."
two Congressional committees, to
which such legislation has been referred, would adhere to their original plans to hold full-dress hearings at the earliest possible mo[Broadcasting
ing,ment
Jan. 29,
22, 15, 8].• TelecastChairman Ed C. Johnson (DCol.) of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, who
sponsored the upper chamber bill
(S 537), said he had set no date for
hearings as yet pending study of
replies from government agencies
which were asked for comments.
At week's end only a few of the
federal departments had acknowledged the committee's request,
without offering specific recommendations pending study.
Rep.man ofCarl
Vinson Armed
(D-Ga.),Services
chairthe House
Committee and author of the
House measure (HR 1643), said no
consideration had been given the
legislation, but promised full-scale
hearings before the full committee
when it is taken up. In view of
current manpower hearings, he expressed hope that the committee
"may get around to the proposal
sometime
June."and Rep. VinBoth Sen.before
Johnson
son have emphasized that their
sponsorship does not necessarily reflect their compete unanimity with
the measures, which would empower the President to control
radio-TV signals "in time of war,
national emergency, or whenever
(he) deems it advisable in the interest of national
security." groups
Legislative
and industry
have expressed fear that the plan
is too drastic in its present form,
while the military has taken the position that it needs formal authority to control all emissions, including radio-TV, through the Chief
Executive, even though FCC has
that authority at present.

SMI

Country
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by Town &

MUSIC
SENTIMENTAL
ie
On Records: Patti Page— Mer. 5571; Frank
Carle Vic. 20-4057; Rosemary Clooney-Tony
Pastor — Col. 39158; Tex Beneke — MGM
10910; Dick Brown — Jubilee 4016; Paul
Neighbors— Cap. 1353; Jack Pleis-Eve Young
.
Lon. to962;
* soon
be Owen
releasedBradley — Coral*
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(Continued from page 4)
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NEW PUBLIC SERVICE DRIVES
GET AD COUNCIL BACKING
PUBLIC SERVICE campaigns, urging blood
donor pledges and public compliance with economic controls, launched this week by American Red Cross and Economic Stabilization
Agency, respectively. Drive to acquaint public with blood needs for military and civil
defense stockpile gets underway through Advertising Council Friday, with appeals on CBS
Hear It Now, 9-10 p.m. EST. Other commitments in planning stage.
ESA program, signifying first time government has kicked off national campaign by television, launched yesterday (Sunday) on NBCTV Battle Report, Washington with talks by
Wage and Price Stabilizers Cyrus Ching and
Michael DiSalle. Ad Council expected to join
campaign this week, reporting on radio, TV
and other media participation plans.
OKLAHOMA

U. AGENDA

SET

BROADCASTING'S growth in competitive
economy and "challenge" of personnel and materials shortages to afford theme of U. of
Oklahoma's annual Station Problems Conference at Norman, Okla., March 9-11. Sherman
P. Lawton, conference director, said series of
workshop meetings will draw representatives
from over 20 stations. Topics to include station policy, public relations practices, news
problems, new revenue sources and coordination of advertising media, and school broadcasting.
CHEST-WELFARE PACKAGE
COMMUNITY CHESTS and Councils of
America Inc., producing new radio transcription series, The Headline Makers, for February
distribution to local Chests and Welfare Committees. The 18 five-minute programs feature
leading network commentators in an analysis
of headline news events, including Kenneth
Banghart, Red Barber, Edward R. Murrow,
John Cameron Swayze, Galen Drake, Pauline
Frederick, Martha Deane, Barbara Welles, Ben
Grauer, George Hicks, Edwin C. Hill, Walter
Kiernan and Larry Leseur.
WAAS

JOINS

COX

ADV.

LES WAAS, independent producer, named director radio-TV, J. Cunningham Cox Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia.
DTN SIGNS CUBAN AFFILIATE
UNION Radio Television, video station
in Havana, Cuba, becoming affiliate of
DuMont TV Network under what is said
to be first international TV affiliation
contract, executed last week between
Commander Mortimer W. Loewi, director
of network, and Gaspar Pumarejo, Union
Radio Television executive. First DuMont programs to go to Havana will be
boxing and wrestling telecasts transmitted via Teletranscriptions (kinescopic
films).
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SOARING CORPORATE TAXES
SEEN IN TRUMAN
MESSAGE
BOOST in corporate taxes from 47% to probable 55% and higher capital gains levies indicated Friday in President Truman's tax
message to Congress calling for overall $10
billion increase now and estimated $6.5 billion
later to meet $71.6 billion budget.
Mr. Truman urged hikes of $3 billion each
in corporate income taxes and "selective" excises, and $4 billion in individual income levies,
plus closing of tax "loopholes" including correction of "undue preferential treatment" extended to capital gains category. National
sales tax and detail on how taxes- would be
raised were not mentioned by the Chief Executive.
Referring to corporate tax, the President
described it as "the major supplement to the
personal income tax," and declared: "In the
light of high and rising corporate profits, the
($3 billion) increase in corporation taxes . . .
will leave (them) generally able to maintain
the dividend and reinvestment policies of reTreasury
cent years." Secretary John Snyder to explain
details- of tax proposal in hearings before
House Ways & Means Committee today (Monday) (see early story page 87).
ASTIN NAMED BY NBS
DR. A. V. ASTIN named as associate director
of National Bureau of Standards, with full
responsibility for electronics, missile and other
activities and coordination of NBS operations.
Dr. Astin
NBS' World
Electronics formerly
and OrdnancewasDiv.chief
and ofbefore
War II was active in research and development
in electronic instrumentation.
LEVEY

JOINS

KMOX

STANLEY LEVEY, Chicago manager of
Frederic W. Ziv Co. for past year, begins work
today (Monday) as manager of nighttime operation of KMOX, CBS station in St. Louis. Mr.
Levey, who will headquarter in Chicago,
worked on sales staff of WBBM (CBS) Chicago 11 years and as salesman at WIND
Chicago two and one-half years.
GEN. SARNOFF HONORED
BRIG. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of board
of RCA, named honorary citizen of New Orleans at special dinner in his honor. He received citation and golden key from Mayor
Delesseps Morrison.
OLIVER

MORTON

OLIVER MORTON, 62, manager, National Radio Spot Sales, NBC Chicago, died Friday in
Swedish Covenant Hospital where he had been
undergoing treatment for cardiac condition.
Entering radio in 1928 as a salesman for
KDKA Pittsburgh, Mr. Morton first joined
NBC in 1933. He became special representative for Westinghouse in Chicago in 1940, returning to NBC in 1942. His widow and son
survive.

of South American operations. First trip,
from Nov. 25 to Dec. 31, was of European area
and final phase will be Pacific. He will be
accompanied again by Merrill Phillips, of
State Dept.'s Voice evaluation unit, and an
engineer to be named. Report will be released
after mission completed.
PERSONAL PRODUCTS (Yes tissues) placing spot announcement radio campaign in
limited number of markets through Compton
Adv., New York.
RUMFORD BAKING POWDER, through
James Thomas Chh-urg, Boston, buying additional four radio markets starting in early
February for 13 weeks.
CRABBE

SUES

ON

FILM

USE

DAMAGE suit for $500,000 filed Friday in
New York Federal Court by Buster Crabbe,
actor, through Attorney Lee V. Eastman,
against Ford Dealers Assn. (sponsor) and
Pathe Industries (present film owner) for
alleged unauthorized telecasting of Mr.
Crabbe's 1943 western films, "Billy the Kid"
and "Billy Carson." Denial of motion to dismiss similar Jack Sharkey suit last November
by same court opened way for this action, which
alleges telecasting of the films violated right
of privacy, as well as constituted breach of
contract. Mr. Eastman also attorney in Mr.
Sharkey's
suit [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov.
20, 1950].
EQUIPMENT

EXEMPTION

SALES to defense agencies of radar equipment and electronic-communications devices
designed specifically for military use exempted from price ceiling by Office of Price
Stabilization in ruling amplified Friday. Action
was taken to "remove hindrance to military
procurement in the defense effort."
YOUNG ST. LOUIS BRANCH
ADAM

J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., station representative, announces opening of new branch office at 316 N. 8th St., St. Louis, to service
south central area. Manager will be Bert
Somson,
in
area. former Frederic W. Ziv representative

TWO'S ENOUGH
THIS resolution adopted at NAB board
meeting in honor of retiring directors,
whose terms wound up because of twoterm consecutive limit originally proposed by William B. Smullin, KIEM
Eureka, Calif.:
"Whereas, there comes now the time
for seven among our number to retire to
the relative security of station operation.
"Or otherwise pursue such matters as
may occupy the attention of pastured
board members.
"And whereas, a finer group of initiates
in
the not
Smullin
Society of 'two's enough'
could
be conceived.
"Be it resolved that we pay affectionate tribute to these who leave us now,
their 'whereases' and 'be it resolves'
indelibly imprinted upon the scroll of
NAB — and even be it said upon the record of NARTB."
Retiring
directors as result of twoterm limit are Messrs. Coleman, Woodall,
Nunn, Caley, Meagher, Rembert and
Spence.
BRO AD CASTING
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CAP Contract
rms Unsettled
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worth

hearin1

here is a strange story about a thing that sells goods
and services and . . . Oh, anything you might think of —
even sells fowl and pianos and zither strings.
Now, hold on, WOR just sold hearing devices;
hundreds of them!

*ue Increase Seei
tc Higher Costs
Page 19

Imagine selling hearing aids to people maybe not able
to hear! But that's precisely what WOR did.
That would seem like exactly the sort of job a magazine
was made for, or an outdoor poster, or a subway card,
or something you look at, read, or scan over.
But, WOR told people to buy hearing devices.
In the brief space of 1 1 months, a man who makes a very ethical and high-priced hearing
device (costs anywhere from $70 to $200) got 21,393 people to ask him about the
hearing device. He did this by using WOR.

diet on NARTB
to Members
Page 21

icon Family
es Scores With
Newscasts

Page 24
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He did it at the lowest cost-per-lead in his company's advertising history! That's 47 years.
He did it at a cost 50% below that of any station used in 31 test cities,
and 76% below the national average.
Why this paradox?
It's WOR, of course; which, in itself, is a paradox.
To repeat a phrase we have used repeatedly, WOR can sell anything — has, too.
Why? We are sorry, but we don't know. But we would be very glad to have anyone work
on the matter and we will tell thousands of people the reason if we think the reasoning's
good. We are pretty bright people when it comes to nickels and dimes, but rather dumb
on the introspective side.
However, as a matter of consolation, we'll repeat —
WOR sells everything fast (even hearing devices) to more people, more often,
for less cost than any station in the United States.

Q
ear

Annually
ts weekly

The address is

WOR

— that power-full station at 1440 Broadway , in New York
P.S. What we've told you is merely part of the story.
Please call or write us for a detailed case history. No charge.

12,

/ E.

Lee

was

a great

campaigner

Noble, brilliant, generous General Lee, who
entered the war between the states as commander of
Virginia troops, had many sterling qualities.
Not the least of these was his imaginative
planning. It took courage
to execute daring campaigns, to do things a new
way. This favorite son of Virginia
would have enjoyed the pioneering that envisioned
WTVR,

first TV

station of the south,

many years ago; publicly predicted
it in 1944; put it on the air
in 1948. Today WTVR

is still

Richmond's only TV station, occupies a big spot
in the hearts and lives of all Richmond.

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond
Statue of Robert E. Lee

WMBG*"

WCOD

'

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company

1

©Bitter
Conducted by Be

itarg

and Benson, Inc. in WCCO's 50-100% BMB Day-Night Area, Fall 1950

[LIVERS

LISTENERS

SIX

THAN

NORTHWEST

...at

a

cost\\ofonly

Th roughout 112 Northwest counties where 916,720 radio families
live, WCCO delivers an over-all
average quarter-hour rating of 14.1 !
(During Class A nighttime periods
alone, WCCO's rating is 20.5 . . . 18.5%

43

TIMES

cents

bigger than it was just two years ago.)
Seven days a week, WCCO gets an average 47.2% share-of-audience— more
than 6 times more listeners than any
of the 189 stations heard in the
WCCO area. What's more, WCCO

ANY

STATION

per

thousand!

is first in every one of the total week's
552 quarter-hours. The average cost-perthousand of a WCCO station break is only
43 cents — delivering 2,325 radio families
per
% the average cost of a
breakdollar.
on theThat's
next station.
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WHILE IT'S TOO early to gauge reaction to
NAB reorganization proposal, whereby President Justin Miller will become board chairman, with new president-general manager to
be named, and with separate TV division operation, early reports indicate some broadcasters,
notably in non-TV markets, feel organization
would be top-heavy. There's also indicated
objection to proposed new name — National
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters
(NARTB). Some seem to think NAB itself
is of sufficient scope to cover all broadcast
media.
DON'T LOOK FOR setting of firm date on
general conference involving "discussion of
television broadcast problems" (meaning steps
toward TV programming Blue Book) until
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy returns to Washington from vacation trip about mid-March.
Date for conference probably will be set for
May.
EMERGING as key figure in NAB reorganization is Allen Woodall, operator of WDAK
Columbus, Ga., and interested in other southern stations. Although he winds up his term
on NAB board with next convention in April,
his will be potent voice in selection of new
president-general manager of reorganized trade
association [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 5], probably as spokesman for smallstation group.
MEMBERS of Senate Select Small Business
Committee staff, who prepared recent review
of color television situation in report on small
business, still smarting from RCA complaint.
RCA protested because it thought Senate report upheld FCC's decision. If issue is finally
shelved, it will be because hornets nest was
stirred when committee insisted it simply
wanted
to "clear up" muddle for small TV set
manufacturers.
WHILE Federal Trade Commission confines
scrutiny of TV advertising to written continuities, authorities of commission's Radio &
Periodical Div. say there's always possibility
of consulting with FCC on questionable films.
At
division
has hadactual
"no occasion"
take present,
such action
or monitor
telecasts. to
ACUSTICON INC., Los Angeles, sponsoring
Fulton Lewis jr. at Home, new MBS program,
1-1:15 p.m., Sunday, for four weeks starting
Feb. 18, through Atherton Adv., Los Angeles.
Program emanating from Hollywood, Md., features Mr. Lewis at organ, directing children's
choir which he helped organize in his home
town.
HCL HAS HIT FCC to point where it is now
over-spent on its appropriations. But it hopes
to make up for it prior to end of fiscal year,
June 30, by leaving vacant openings which
may develop by virtue of calls of reservists
to active duty or other detachments from
service.
DESPITE
Page 4

•

slackening of applications for new
(Continued on page 86)
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Feb. 13-15: RTMA Midwinter Conference and
Board Meeting, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
Feb. 14-15: NBC Stations Planning and Advisory
Committee for radio and TV networks. New
York.
Feb. 19: NAB TV Board of Directors, Ad Club,
New York.
Feb. 20: Advertising Club of Washington RadioTV Seminar, Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Voice of Democracy Awards Luncheon,
Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 70)
Bulletins
O'CEDAR Corp., Chicago, is starting to introduce its new furniture polish, Dri-Glo, via
AM and TV spots, through Young & Rubicam,
Chicago. Commercials will run in about 100
markets for 13 weeks, while current campaign for O'Cedar's sponge mop in some 70
areas is being switched to new product for a
concentrated two-week campaign.
RADIO spot announcement campaign starting
on varied February dates, using daytime, being prepared for Borden's evaporated milk for
14 weeks by Young & Rubicam, New York.
Contracts for 26 weeks.
NPA ORDER EXEMPTS
RADIO, TV FROM BAN
FORMAL exemption of "buildings or structures" for radio-TV broadcasting from present
government construction ban announced Friday by National Production Authority in
amending order [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22].
New regulation, which amends previous
prohibition against construction of amusement,
recreation and entertainment buildings, is designed "to assure the greatest possible freedom of operation to the nation's facilities for
the communication of news and education material," NPA stated. Newspaper publishing
firms and certain type printing establishments
also may build without government authorization.
MAIL EMBARGO ENDS
NATIONWIDE embargo on certain types of
mail caused by rail strike lifted Friday by
Post Office Dept. Renewal of train service in
Chicago and St. Louis was basis for action,
Postmaster General Jesse M. Donaldson Jr.
said. Restrictions had applied to first class
mail over two ounces; all second class except
newspapers; and third and fourth class mail
and airmail postal packages weighing over two
pounds.
ACKERMAN
TO U. S. POST
WILLIAM C. ACKERMAN, director of CBS
reference department and secretary of CBS
program board, named secretary of President's
Materials Policy Commission, headed by William S. Paley, chairman of CBS board. Mr.
Ackerman will be on leave from network.

Brief

I

NORWICH BUYING • Norwich Pharm:
Co. (Pepto-Bismal) to start in women's ]
ticipation shows March 5, in 45 radio mark
Agency, Benton & Bowles, New York.
BLATZ SPOTS # Blatz Brewing Co., ]
waukee, buying TV spot announcements ii
many markets as it can get starting r
February, 26 weeks. Agency, Kastor, Far
Chesley & Clifford, New York.
GRAPETTE TO START # Grapette
Camden, Ark. (beverage), to start half-h
western movie in four markets and pu]
show in fifth during March, 52 weeks. M'
series to run in Fort Worth, Memphis,
Antonio, St. Louis; puppet feature is Gi
Goodkin, local Oklahoma City show. Age:
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
REPRESENTATIVE NAMED # Nati<
Time Sales, New York, announced appointn
as national representative for WDEM Pr
dence, R. I.

AFM STRIKE THREAT
IN CHICAGO TV PACT
TELEVISION AUTHORITY and three
four Chicago TV stations— WNBQ, WE!
TV and WBKB — were completing local n
tiations late Friday after arriving at ]
ment standard of about 52%% of
work rates. Working conditions and ben
were agreed upon earlier, with settlemen
few wage details remaining.
Contracts are expected to be drawn up
week after presentation of final agreemen
advertising agency representatives. Ag
ment was being reached despite last-mil
telegrams to managers of all four Chicago
tions — including WGN-TV, which withe
from TVA negotiations on Wednesday — Th
day night by James C. Petrillo, AFM presid
WGN-TV
seeks separate negotiations 1
TVA.
Mr. Petrillo reportedly warned station r
agers he would call strike if TVA contr is
were signed locally, apparently in belief itj
local negotiations differed basically from 1 A
network contracts. Mr. Petrillo reportedlj e-i
lieved there was an overlap in authority^!
AFM and TVA on singers who are also ins umentalists and musicians who sing. He eferred to "AGVA and AFRA" negotiati s.j
rather than TVA, which led an observer to iy
Mr. Petrillo had been "misinformed" as to s-|
cussion contents and participants. U >r.
spokesman said there had never been.prol va
of overlap between AFM and AFRA, bec. se
maximum scale traditionally has been pai to
any performer in either union doubling in
duties over which other union has jurisdic n.
PEOPLES

NEWS

EXTENDED

PEOPLES Drug Stores, Washington, as
added to their heavy radio schedule 6:05-' b
p.m. Mon.-Sat. broadcasts by NBC Comme ator Leif Eid and 6:55-7 a.m. Mon.-Sat. weajer
reports on Bill Herson morning show, th
over WRC Washington. Contracts are fo 52
weeks.
by William D. I rdock Adv.Account
Agency,placed
Washington.
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than
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other

STATION*

RADIO
again

PLACE

we've

proved

it —

WFBR is Baltimore's Best Buy for
sales-minded advertisers! The headline
tells its own

story. For

amplification,

explanation and demonstration, ask your

ASCAP TV Pact Will Affect Radio
Bigger '51 Revenue Seen Despite Higher Costs...
Hooper Sees War Gains to Radio
NARTB's Judgment in Hands of Members
Coy Denies Rumors of New Post Offer
Wage Controls Eased; Excise Taxes Explained....
Senate Passes FCC Streamlining Bill
NPA Antenna Ban Scrapped Temporarily
American Family Flakes Scores With Newscasts...
NARBA Ratification Tiff Seen
Radio Emergency Plan Partly Completed
Electronic Makers Suggest Supply Formula
Effects of Increased Excises Considered
Radio-TV Cover Rail Disaster
Hearing on Voice Transfer Seen

19
19
20
21
21
22
23
23
24
25
25
26
27
34
79
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12
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Feature of Week
16 Radiorama
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10
12
38
46
81
28
16

John Blair man — or in Baltimore, call
for a WFBR salesman!
Naturally, WFBR-built

shows like Club

1300, Morning in Maryland, It's Fun
to Cook, Nelson Baker Show and
others have a lot to; do with that ARB
report. Ask about them, too!
*Monday thru Friday, Oct.-Pfov. 1950 ARB Report

SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, John H. Kearney, Wilson D
McCarthy, John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:
Estelle
Dobschultz,
Kathryn
Jones,
Pat Kowalczyk, Doris
Lord, Allen
Riley,AnnJean
D. Statz,
Keith
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. TaishofT, Treasurer
Irving
C. Miller, Auditor and Office ManagerU
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P
COSGROVE, Manager; Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Motta
Warren Sheets.
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, Nev
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pet<
Dickerson,
Assistant
GrofT, Martha
Koppel.to New York Editor; Gretchei

AST
SR0^C
N!
STATIO

Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director
Eleanor R. Manning.
WF

BR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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jsiliWdiMMSS!M 360 N. Michigan Ave.. Zone
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jan
Pinkerton.
_
Taft Building, Hollywoo
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glick
man.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0111
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 b
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fift
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.• was acquired in 19J
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Hooper

surveys

And Hooper

the

\

17th

State

discovers that :

WGY delivers a regular listening audience in
all 22 cities of the 17th State.
WGY's average evening audience is larger than
the audiences of the next two stations combined.
WGY's average daytime audience is 44% larger
than the next best station's daytime audience.

Hooper's new 22-market survey of Eastern New York
and Western New England has just been released. It
becomes an essential tool in buying radio time in this
vast marketing area. If you have not received a copy,
call your NBC Spot Salesman or write: NBC Spot
Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20.
}}; a compact market composed of a homogeneous group of 54 counties in Eastern New York and Western New England ... so called
because its population exceeds that of 32 states in the U. S.

WGY's evening share -of -audience is above 20%
in 15 of the 22 cities (Station B's share- of audience is 20% or over in only 4 cities).

WGY
50,000

watts

810

kc.

The only station covering all 22 Markets of the 17th State
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More people love Mutual these days than ever before— with a love that is
measurable even unto decimal points. Compared

with one year ago (when

TV was just beginning its most alluring gains in public favor) precisely
9.48% more

Q

to
A7

radio families are now attuned to the average of all regu-

larly sponsored programs on Mutual. No other network can make any such
happy statement — because none but Mutual

the latest Nielsen average audience data (first December

Round

Say

more

hearts

you'll be

-

has scored a plus. Source:
reports, '49 -'50).

would

you

qui? Valentine

!

entwine

?

Us

new

business

\^

RECEIVER SALES Division ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS., Cliftc
N. J., sends sample radio-TV spot announcements to dealers and d
tributors for local cooperative sponsorship. Two month campai;
will promote electronic tuning device and big screen television. Agenc
Campbell-Ewald, N. Y.
THE RICHMARK Co., N. Y. (Richmark Tapioca), names Walter Wil
Adv., N. Y., to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
DIF CORP., Garwood, N. J. (household & hand cleaner), appoints Ben
ingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising. Fii
currently uses local radio in New York.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada Ltd., London, Ont. (All-bran), starts sj
announcement campaign on 46 Canadian stations. Agency: Kenyon
Eckhardt, Toronto.
A. SCHILLING & Co., division of McCormick & Co., S. P., sponsori
series of one-minute spots over all six Alaska Broadcasting Systi
stations. Agency: Beaumont & Holman, S. F.
BROMO-SELTZER Ltd., Toronto (Bromo-Seltzer), starts transcrit
interviews, sportscasts and newscasts on large number of Canadi
stations. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Co., Toronto.
Afeiwotk -$ccount5 • • •
GENERAL MILLS, Inc. (cereals, flours and mixes), alternately sp(
soring 6:30-7 p.m. segment of Ted Mack's Family Hour, ABC-TV, Si
6-7 p.m., effective March 25. Alternate sponsor is C. A. Swanson & So
Omaha. Agency for both accounts: Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago.
MANHATTAN

SOAP Co., N. Y., March 6 renews Tues., Thurs., S

sponsorship
of Frank
NewsAgency:
on Columbia
PacificInc.,
Network
7:45 a.m. (PST)
for 13Goss
weeks.
Duane Jones
N. Y. 1:',
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis, for its cereals, will sponsor p
gram tentatively called Animal Fair on ABC-TV, starting March
Sun., 3:30-4 p.m. (CST). Agency: Gardner Adv., same city.
AMERICAN VITAMIN Assn. Inc., L. A. (Orvita, Thyavals), Feb.
started combination live and transcribed Harmony House on full E
Lee Intermountain and Arizona network (77 stations), Sun. 4-5 p |
(PST). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: The Counsellors, Hollywo
CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC Ltd., Toronto (appliances and
ceivers), extends Your Host program, Sun. 8:30-9 p.m. for four we<
to April 22 on 47 Dominion network stations. Agency: MacLaren A
Co., Toronto.

•f^tdpe&ple • • •
LAWRENCE W. BRUFF, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., N. Y., nan
advertising manager. Was with Newell-Emmett Co. (Cunningham
Walsh Inc.), advertising agency for Liggett & Myers.

ROBERT E. PEARSALL elected executive vice president Armour & (
Chicago, and is working directly with office of president. ALFRED
SMITH succeeds Mr. Pearsall in the latter position.
ROBERT G. SPEARS, Jelke Div., Lever Bros., N. Y., appointed presid I
National Assn. of Margarine Mfrs., Washington, without salary.'

LOU E. PHENNER, president Canadian Cellucotton Products, Toroi ■
and president of Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, appoin i
vice president International Cellucotton Products, Chicago.
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W. T. BANNISTER, manager Minneapolis sales field Standard Oil A
of Indiana, retires after 38 years with company.
• Telecastiiij
BROADCASTING

. .a

new

nation,

conceived

in

liberty

. .

The hand of time has wrought great change since

to speed this message on its way to all of the

the day Abraham

corners of a troubled world is radio — the powerful,

Lincoln spoke on the battlefield

at Gettysburg. Yet, in America his words remain

articulate voice of the nation. WJR

as alive today as the instant they passed his lips.

in pledging the strength of its men, women, and

It remains our task to keep them alive, for they are

broadcasting equipment to lend an ever increasing

the message of a free America. And standing ready

volume to this great American voice of freedom !

Radio — America's Greatest
Public Service Medium

WJR
THE
GOODWILL
STATION,
FISHER
BLDG., DETROIT

takes pride

Inc.

CBS
FREE SPEECH MIKE
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FRANKLIN C. WHEELER, executive vice president Brisacb
Wheeler & Staff, S. F., elected president of firm succeeding Is
EMIL BRISACHER [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. I
a«
WALTON PURDOM, vice president,
elected executive
vice preside;
X
ROBERT BRISACHER,
secretary-treasurer, named vice president, a
XX
Mrs. EMIL BRISACHER appointed secretary-treasurer. Other office
are; RICHARD IDE, vice president and manager N. Y. office; ALI
EVANS, vice president and manager L. A. office; A. McKIE DONNA
vice president, and ETTORE FIRENZE, vice president and art directi
RUDYARD C. McKEE, account executive McCann-Erickson, N. Y., |
pointed assistant to President MARION HARPER.
He will also
member of agency's advisory committee on advertising plans, easte
region.
DAVID LOOMIS, account executive Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.
named vice president.

\
\

ANDREW D. CARPENTER, account executive Dan B. Miner Co., L.
elected to board of directors.

\
V

EARL KENNEDY, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Maxon Inc., same city,
charge of radio-TV productions.

on all accounts

■0-

■ ■

: .:

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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during 1951 should be caught
IF AMERICA'S tlistening fancy
by trimly-quain hillbilly music and humor aired from an isolated little valley in Kentucky,
Miles Oakley Bidwell, vice president and account supervisor of
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York,
will have scored again.
Juvenile Jury was just an unknown sustaining show over WOR
New York in 1946, when Mr. Bidwell became associated with Benton & Bowles and
sold the show to the
agency and General
Foods. When the
show went onto television in 1947, he bec a m e the first account executive at
that agency to get a
General Foods product on the new
media.
Now General
Foods sponsors Renfro Valley, which began Jan. 1 over CBS
in the South and
Midwest.
The strip
five-;
day
- a - week

Alley music, and which Mr. B
well with respect calls "the ba
bone of the nation," Renfro Vol
may
city d'w
lers prove
becauseappealing
of its to
authentici
Even the commercials will be j
written and free from a New Y
or Hollywood touch.
That "Oak" Bidwell, as
friends know him, should co
up with something of this sort
somewhat of a surprise when c
sidered in light of his backgrou
Born Feb. 4, 19
in New York C
and educated at
Buckley Scho
Hotchkiss School
Lakeville, Coi
and at Yale U., 1
Bidwell left coll
after one year
enter the W:
Street firm of B
cock, R u s h t o n
Co., w h e r e he 1
worked the prec
ing three
sumni
while
in school.
As head of o^
the
- counter heb o\
trading,

Saturday night barn
making a salary
dance, and Sunday
MR. BIDWELL
likes of which
morning program is
was not to s
broadcast from the valley itself, again for years. The 1929 cr
where zithers and dulcimers are
arrived, and he watched his sal
still played and the humor is homeunwind, cut by cut, like the a
spun. John Lair, originator of the meter of a diving plane. Fina
WLS Barn Dance, lives in the val- in 1930, he took a reporting
ley and acts as emcee. Although
with the New York Evening Jo
aimed at that section of the lis- nal, and a year later moved in
tening public which is unamused
same capacity to the New Y
(Continued on page 52)
by Hollywood jokes and Tin Pan
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3DRESS CHANGES: STANLEY G. BOYNTON & SON, Detroit, to
jw offices at 159 Pierce St., Birmingham, Mich., about Feb. 23; FORD &
\RSHBARGER Adv., L. A., to 5859 Melrose Ave. Telephone HEmp=ad 8193; KUDNER AGENCY Inc., N. Y., to new offices at 575 Madison
•e. Telephone Murray Hill 8-6700; WATTS, PAYNE-Adv. Inc., Tulsa,
new offices at 900 South Main St., Tulsa.
XKNER, CRAIG & WEBSTER Adv. Agency, Lubbock, Tex., opens
inch office at 211 Burks Bldg., Lubbock. T. W. WOMACK will direct
w office.
.FRED HANSEN, copy department Erwin-Wasey & Co., L. A., named
ector of radio-TV commercials.
V.RTY BRENMAN, radio-TV personality, to Lando Adv. Agency, Pittsrgh, as TV producer.
lZEL FURUSATHER, station relations director Young & Rubicam
., Hollywood, transferred to N. Y. office for several weeks.

DISTRIBUTORS'

REPORT:

Radio'Set
Soar

in

Sales

Buffalo

We wanted the latest reports on sales of radio receivers
in the Buffalo area so we went to the men who know
— the distributors. Television sales are booming in
Buffalo but radio sets are Outselling TV Receivers
Two or Three
to One. Here's the report as of
December
28, 1950
• DISTRIBUTOR A: Radio receiver sales are twice
as large as TV sales in units. Distributor selling table
model combinations in large volume.
• DISTRIBUTOR B: Does not sell radio receivers
separately, but in combination with phonographs and
television receivers.

.ON G. BORTON, president Advertising Federation of America, elected
e president International Union of Advertising, which includes advising associations in several countries.

• DISTRIBUTOR C: Radio receiver sales are approximately twice as large as TV sales in units. Table
model sales very good.

HN W. GUERRY Jr., sales promotion staff Philco Corp., Chicago, to
lio-TV copywriting Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city.

• DISTRIBUTOR D: Radio receiver sales exceed
TV sales by approximately 2l/z to 1.
• DISTRIBUTOR E: Radio receiver sales exceed
TV sales by approximately 3 to 1.
• DISTRIBUTOR F: Distributor reports radio receiver sales exceed TV sales in ratio of 2 to 1. About
20% of all television receivers sold are radio combinations.

•WARD E. ESCHELL to pharmaceutical division Gray & Rogers,
ladelphia, in copy-contact work.
fSTY MILLER, Grey Adv., N. Y., to Gibraltar Adv. Agency, N. Y.,
; charge of TV copy and to handle publicity on Bonny Maid Versatile
>-ieties.
RL J. EASTMAN, vice president N. W. Ayer & Sons, S. F. office,
igns. He will become assistant to president Leslie Salt Co., same city.
MES M. CECIL, president Cecil & Presbrey Inc., N. Y., elected memof New York U. Council, campus governing board, as chairman new
:vmittee on public relations.
>LIX SUTTON, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to Kenyon & EckI'dt, N. Y., as copy supervisor in copy department.
TER LAFFERTY, radio-TV producer and director, appointed proer and director of new Victor Borge TV show debuting Feb. 3 on
vC-TV, sponsored by Kellogg Co. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
IMY TRIPPE, head Ambassador Adv. Assoc., Gadsen, Ala., father
;boy.
LLARD DAVIS, KTLA-TV Los Angeles, to Harry W. Morris Adv.
sricy, S. F., as account executive.
RMAN CARDON, Schneider, Cardon Ltd., Montreal, forms agency
ier own name at 1231 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal.
LLIAM NYE, account executive McCann-Erickson, S. F., and DOROY HOOKER, producer-director KGO-TV San Francisco, announce
.r marriage.

• DISTRIBUTOR G: Recently appointed distributor
stated TV and home radio receiver sales were about
50-50 in units. Total sales volume, including auto and
portable models, brings unit volume of radio receiver
sales above TV
• DISTRIBUTOR H: Factory is allocating few radio
receivers to TV markets, however about 25% of all
television receivers sold are radio combinations.
• DISTRIBUTOR I: Distributor reports that TV
sales compared with radio is about 55-45 in favor of
TV. One-half TV receivers sold were radio and
phonograph combinations.
• DISTRIBUTOR J: Radio receiver sales exceed
TV sales by approximately 3 to 1.
• DISTRIBUTOR K: Distributor did not have radio
receivers until summer. Sales since then have been
slightly higher in radio receivers than television.
• DISTRIBUTOR L: Distributor reported radio receiver sales exceed TV sales by approximately 21 A to 1.
• DISTRIBUTOR M: Very excellent movement of
table models and portable receivers. Volume was so
heavy during December, stock of distributor was
exhausted.

jORDON DALGLISH appointed vice president and secretary-treasr Harry E. Foster Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

3KIE JORDON, U. of California, Atomic Energy Commission, to
tag & Rubicam, Hollywood, replacing DORIS DELANEY, resigned.
HLON G. REMINGTON appointed director of merchandising and sales
motion Ward Wheelock Co., Phila. MICHAEL LEVIN named head raTV commercial copy and production. MARJORIE ALLEN and
VIES BRESLOV appointed to copy department.
OADCASTING
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WBEN Programming Keeps Pace With Set Sales}
Ask Your Petry Man for the WBEN Story
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TOP RADIO, TV STARS WILL ENTERTAIN NFBA COURTESY OF CBS-HPL
For the second straight year, headline
personalities from cbs radio and television will stage a huge variety show for
members of the National Food Brokers'
Association and their friends at the
annual banquet which climaxes their
national convention. This year's banquet
will be held at the Palmer House, Chicago, February 19.
"The Housewives' Protective League,"
participating program broadcast locally
by cbs stations in ten leading national
markets, will again pick up the tab for
this big-name production, in association
with cbs and Radio Sales, a cbs division.

The cbs-hpl show is being repeated by
popular demand. Spectators and press
alike termed last year's show a high spot
of the nfba convention.
Local hpl Directors, and the markets
covered by each, include the following:
Galen Drake, wcbs, New York City;
John Trent, WCAU, Philadelphia; Mark
Evans, wtop, Washington, and wrva,
Richmond; Allen Gray, wcco, Minneapolis; Paul Gibson (The Paul Gibson
Show), wbbm, Chicago; Lee Adams,
kmox, St. Louis ; Paul West, kiro, Seattle ;
Lewis Martin, kcbs, San Francisco; and
Philip Norman, knx, Los Angeles.

your

r^hoin

of

demand?

Customers, like generals, originate orders. And in selling just as in a soldier's
chain of command, orders come through channels. A successful sales effort
emhraces not only your customers, hut your retailers, all your middlemen

and

your own salesmen— your whole chain of demand. If you are one of the
hundreds of advertisers who have been selling on "The Housewives' Protective
League," your chain of demand will pass anyone's inspection. Because
the HPL

is radio's most sales-effective participating program . . . right through

each link to you. If you aren't already on the HPL, let the HPL

Director

in your area show you how he backs up his on-the-air action with hard-hitting
merchandising services ... how he pounds the local dealer-retailer beat
selling your product . . . helps kindle sales enthusiasm with in-person appearances
at manufacturer, wholesaler and dealer meetings . . . puts out a steady
barrage of bulletins, postcards and brochures to retailers . . . makes available a
wide variety of point-of-sale ammunition (such as counter cards, posters,
streamers and stickers). To put these merchandising weapons — and the HPL's
own tremendous sales power— to work, just call the HPL
THE

Director nearest you.

HOUSEWIVES'

PROTECTIVE

"The Program that Sponsors the Product"
485 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY • COLUMBIA SQ., HOLLYWOOD

LEAGUE

feature

There is a "strip" available
on my show ... A spot
every day, Monday
through Friday on WRC,
from 12:30-1:30 PM.
It's a sweet time location
with a string of success
stories from here to there.

By FRED J. STEVENSON
GENERAL MANAGER
KGRH FAYETTE VILLE, ARK.
TO START with the happy ending
— we've just closed an important
local sale to a public utility in our
area. It's not the first sale we've
made (and heaven forbid that it
should be the
last) but it occurred to me that
the sales method
used would interest many other
radio stations.
The program
involved is Fulton
Lewis jr., a Mutual network coop, which we Mr. Stevenson
broadcast over
KGRH, Monday through Friday,
6 to 6:15 p.m., our time, and which
was currently unsold. The advertiser involved is the Arkansas
Western Gas Co.
Here's the story.
Recently we received a mailing
piece from the Mutual Co-op Program Dept. explaining how station

of the meek

WHBQ in Memphis had pitched this
show and we took our cue from
that. On Monday, Dec. 11, we inserted an announcement in the Fulton Lewis jr. program itself to
the effect that KGRH had been carrying Mr. Lewis for some time unsponsored and since this resulted
in a loss of revenue to the station,
we were contemplating taking him
off the air unless the response was
such as to justify carrying him on
a sustaining basis as a service to
the listening audience.
In five days we had received 841
pieces of mail (this mail is on file
at our station for examination and
verification) of which 796 requested that we continue the program
and 45 indicated that they wanted
him taken off.
Before this poll was completed
we received two unsolicited requests
from potential sponsors for prices,
etc. We closed with the Arkansas
Western Gas Co., first potential
sponsor and I am confident that
with the material we had compiled
we could have sold Fulton Lewis
(Continued on page 72)

Pick up your 'phone, Mr.
Time Buyer, and call National Spot Sales, or you
might want to ring Mai
Glascock, WRC Sales Manager, here in Washington
. . . It's the Gene Archer
Show!

YOUR BEST BUY IS
THE NATION'S CAPITAL
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RANKED

3rd
IN GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
STORE

SALES

GAINS

Here is one of America';
fastest-growing markets
— an active market with

right around the calenda
from payrolls of
diversified agriculture
and industry.

availability will not be
to say that spots just don't
stay open on my show.

MARKET

high, steady buying powe

I've never tried to kid a
listener or a client . . . this
open very long. I'm proud

THE TAMPAST. PETERSBURG

J£

strictly

s ofa
ty annal
o-dusthere
not-s
THEHolly
wood
INCBS
glows
proud symbol of achievement
for a lowly salesman once on the
staff. It represents the first transcontinental sale made from the
network's newly-established Western Division in Hollywood in 1937.
The salesman was Chester George
Matson, now manager of the Los
Angeles office, Edward Petry &
Co. Inc., national radio and television representative. The sale was
made to A. J. Krank Co., Los Angeles. The price was withheld.
Making sales was nothing new
to Chet before he went to CBS
and haven't been since he left to
establish the Petry Los Angeles
office in 1938. He has been associated with that field most of his
working years. Not too long ago
Chet proved his fine salesmanship
as well as confidence in the medium
he continues to represent when he
convinced Gallo Wine executives
and their agency to choose spot
radio over other competing media.
Required to make an oral solicitation before other media representatives as well as before the
agency and client in a one minute
announcement, Chet stood proudly
up to his full six feet and proclaimed in his usual precise manner
of speech, "If advertising is the
science or art of obtaining the
greatest number of favorable im-

business

You can "spot" the
Tampa-St. Petersburg
market — and its rich
trade area — with
maximum effectiveness
with WFLA

and WFLAfm

* According to Sales Manage

Mr. MATSON
* * *
pressions at the least possible cost,
spot broadcasting will deliver the
message before more people,
cheaper, longer and louder than
anything
you are considering."
He apparently
was impressive,
for not long after that Gallo was
telling its message throughout the
country cheaper, longer and louder
via the airwaves.
Chet, who as Los Angeles manager of the national radio representative firm, represents, with the
(Continued on page 52)

ment, the Tampa-St. Peter'
burg market ranked thir
percentage-wise for the p<
riod 1940 to 1950.
t7a*Hfrz Iti^UMC StaUtoU

NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN BLAIR
b CO.
SOUTHEASTERN
REPRESENTATIVE
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
Telecastiij
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NORTH

North

CAROLINA

Carolina Rates More

In Sales Management

IS

Firsts

Survey Than

Any Other Southern State.
More
WPTF

North

Carolinians Listen to

Than to Any Other Station.

and

NORTH

NUMBER

1

CAROLINA'S

SALESMAN

IS...

AFFILIATE for RALEIGH, DURHAM
50,000
and Eastern North Carolina
5gQ
KC.
NBC
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SHOWDOWN

iy BRUCE ROBERTSON
)RT to avoid costly court proigs that would tear the whole
lP radio-TV situation wide
will be made next Monday
19) at a meeting of the new
TV board of directors, to be
it the New York Ad Club (see
reorganization story page 25).
weighing the relative merits
;eking a new approach on
to reopen negotiations with
which broke off relations
the Television Industry Music
littee in December after more
a year of fruitless discusor of waiting for ASCAP
mounce its terms and going
urt if they are not satisfacthe board will be constantly
a that it is not dealing alone
television. For if the TV
lla should be more advantato ASCAP than the one now
~ect for radio, its terms are
in to be demanded for radio
;11 when the present contracts
e.
gene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
York, chairman of the newly
uzed NAB-TV board, who
I the meeting, said that he
invited Dwight W. Martin,
7T(TV) Cincinnati, chairman
s TV music committee, to give
oard a full report on his corn's activities.
Another Plea Made
)lea for another attempt to get
her with ASCAP before letthe matter wind up in the
s was made by Clair R. McJgh, WGAL-TV Lancaster, a
>er of the new NAB-TV board,
;tter to Mr. Thomas, chairman.
conform to the terms of the
nt decree signed by ASCAP
the Dept. of Justice in 1941,
^.P must offer its music to
(casters under two plans — a
:et plan whereby the broadr pays a flat annual fee for
ight to use as much ASCAP
s as he desires (with some
itions), and a per program
under which the broadcaster
ASCAP fees only for those
-ams actually using ASCAP

2.75% but are allowed certain
wireline deductions. Television
blanket license follow the same
general formula with an additional
10% added after the fee has been
calculated in the radio manner.
Completion of the video blanket
license formula, which was immediately accepted by three TV networks—ABC, CBS, NBC — and
some stations, came in October
1949 after months of negotiations,
largely by network attorneys, and
a new committee was appointed to
deal with the presumably much
simpler task of working out with
ASCAP a mutually agreeable per
program plan.
Per Program Problem
It soon became plain that this
was not going to be as easy as it
had originally looked. ASCAP was
not overly enthusiastic about some
of the details of the radio per
program licenses and was determined not to include them in the
TV formula, which the society felt
would be accepted by a larger pro-

portion of video broadcasters than
the 10% of radio licensees who
had chosen the per program plan
of payment. ASCAP also felt that
the TV broadcasters should pay a
higher rate than the 8% which is
the base rate for the radio commercial per program licenses.
Some of the problems were
worked out fairly easily and others
were settled by serious effort but
one problem defied the most strenuous attack. That was — and is —
ASCAP's insistence on payment
for commercial announcements
broadcast in time adjacent to sustaining programs which include
ASCAP music. ASCAP claimed
that these commercials depended
for their audience on people who
had tuned in to hear the music
and that they should carry ASCAP
fees. The TV committee was
equally adamant on its view that
to permit the per program fee to
be extended beyond the time limits
of the program itself, even for a
few seconds, would be to open the
door for further expansions and

eventually to defeat the entire
purpose of the per program license,
not only for television but in all
probability for radio as well.
Months of discussion and of attempts to find some alternate plan
which would satisfy ASCAP without involving the committee in
what it felt to be a default of its
responsibilities to the industry resulted in practically no progress.
Stuart Sprague, New York copyright attorney who represents the
TV committee as special counsel,
and Herman
Finkelstein,
ASCAP's
resident
attorney,
put in long
hours
on the problem between committee
meetings with no better results.
"Finally, ASCAP laid down an
ultimatum that unless our committee agreed to consider some
form of royalty payment for commercial announcements adjacent
to programs containing ASCAP
music they were unwilling to continue the negotiations any longer,"
Mr. Sprague said last week in reviewing the activities of the TV
(Continued on page 66)
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Despite toCos
'51suggestions
n inNine
station
SeeinDESPITE higher operatingIN
costs,CO
broadcast
stations should enjoy
ME
ER
HIGH
Doherty:
management
were made by Mr.
creased revenues as their gross goes up in 1951, Richard P. Doherty,
NAB employe-employer relations director, told the Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters at its Feb. 9 meeting in Augusta.
1 — Don't expect occupational deferment for men under 26 except in
Mr. Doherty and John M. Outler
extreme
cases.
greatest labor turnover, he said,
Jr., WSB Atlanta, were among
since there are more stations now
2 — Keep fully informed on draft
speakers at the meeting (see story
and reserve status of employes.
than was the case in World
page 28).
3 — Reconcile yourself to the call
Reduction in the number of sta- War II.
of male employes under 26 before
Every area will be affected by
tions losing money was forecast
the
end of 1951 except in the case of
during 1951 by Mr. Doherty. At defense employment, according to World War II veterans, physically
Mr. Doherty. Manpower controls
the same time he forecast a growrejected and dependency deferments.
will likely be instituted some time
ing shortage in the labor market.
4 — Plan to retain men in the 26-35
this
year,
he
believed.
Among
deLabor problems will become inage group for the foreseeable future,
velopments
will
be
a
voluntary
creasingly serious, Mr. Doherty
but develop plans to release such
declared, and will take definite movement of workers to defense
employes in the event of all-out war.
plants, with chance that re-employshape in the next few months. He
5 — Regard men over 35 as defiment
seniority
rights
will
be
propredicted manpower shortages as
nitely deferred.
vided
as
in
the
case
of
absence
in
a result of difficulty of securing
6 — Know employes competent to
take over other jobs.
competent new employes; loss of military service. The alternative,
7 — Analyze wage structure in the
certain employes to non-radio in- he suggested, may be a manpower
draft.
local market and in other industries.
dustries; increased labor turnover
Wage Freeze Issue
as employes shift among stations.
8 — Build up contacts in profitable
Freezing of wages would stimuWage freeze problems will hasources of labor; radio is an attraclate turnover, especially from
tive industry for many persons.
rass broadcasters, he said, intensifying labor market difficulties. small and medium stations with
9 — Keep track of FCC regulations
Continued variation in wage scales wages frozen at a low point. The
covering transmitter engineers. Efforts are being made to bring about
list of critical and essential jobs
for jobs will appear, with some
relaxation of the first-class operator
e blanket license for radio sta- low-scale employes moving to sta- is being revised to cover a smaller
requirement, as was done in World
tions where more pay is available,
area, he indicated, with primary
is figured on the basis of
War II. FCC will listen to hardship
o of the annual net revenue
emphasis
on
defense
production
or to non-radio jobs. The wage stacases if no first-class operator can be
bilization process will generate the and operations.
time sales; networks pay
obtained.
February 12, 1951
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GAINS
WAR
A "WAR-BORN renaissance in
radio advertising" was predicted
Thursday by C. E. Hooper, president, C. E. Hooper Inc., in an address before the Radio Executives
Club of New York. This will not
come at the expense of television,
he observed, although presumably
the national emergency would slow
down the growth of TV in areas
now served by television and
would prevent its expansion into
new markets.
"I was recalling," Mr. Hooper
said, "the paper, printing, and
transportation shortages we experienced in World War II. They
will occur again. Radio, without
a comparable problem involving
supplies and transportation, will
get the business automatically."
Radio's continuing ability to deliver sales for its users is proved,
Mr. Hooper stated, by a radio home
study made in a city where 58% of
the homes were still without television, which contained "one of the
most bullish figures I ever saw on
a medium." During the summer of
McCLUER
TO WADE
Resigns NBC Sales Post
PAUL McCLUER, a 20-year sales
veteran at NBC, leaves the network's Central Division as radio
sales manager March 1 to join
Wade Adv., also Chicago, as assistant general manager. Mr. McCluer will take over responsibilities handled by Jeff Wade, who
assumed managerial duties after
the recent death of his father,
Walter Wade, Jan. 16. The agency
is owned entirely by Mr. Wade's
grandfather, Albert G. Wade.
Young Mr. Wade, as active manager, will concentrate on client
contact and black-and-white advertising. Mr. McCluer takes over
Mr. Wade's work as radio and
television director. The larerest
user of broadcast media at Wade
is Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind. (Alka
Seltzer, One-A-Day vitamins, Tabcin). Murphy Products, Burlington, Iowa (stock feeds), uses radio.
Mr. McCluer resigned as AM
network sales manager at NBC
Chicago last week, post he had
held since 1949 when AM and TV
network sales activities were separated.
No replacement had been decided upon late last week.
Thank You Again
DIGESTS of the Feb. 5 issue of Broadcasting © Telecasting were carried over
radio wires of AP, UP and
Transradio. Available air
freight facilities were utilized
to transport copies of the issue to central points. Delays
of several days resulted, however, in delivery of copies as
a result of temporary mail
embargoes caused by the rail
strike.
Page 20
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RADIO
TO
1950 one advertiser took his usual
summer hiatus and lost 25% of his
business in radio-only homes, Mr.
Hooper said, while his leading competitor, who kept his radio advertising on the air through the summer, picked up 20% during the
same period.
Mr. Hooper noted that the postwar entry of a number of new
broadcast audience measurement
firms has created confusion in the
minds of the buyers of time, who
he declared, could straighten out
all of the confusion in very short
order if they would only insist that
things be called by their right
names.
"The rating is a size measurement produced by two known

by hoop*
methods,, coincidental and automatic," he said. "The index is a
relative figure comparable only
with other relatives of the same
sort, but not pertinent to size. All
other known methods than automatic and coincidental produce only
indexes. . . . When you want information on size, don't accept a
substitute for the coincidental or
automatic method."
The place of the aided recall,
diary and other techniques, he said,
is to "produce much needed relative audience indexes for use in
analyzing audiences," noting that
the term "index" is the proper
term for such figures, while
"ratings" is the industry term for
an audience size measurement.
GOP

to Bank Heavier
On Radio, TV

GOP members of the Senate and House have evinced a "greatar interest
in radio and television" than at any time prior to the 1950 elections, Ed
Ingle, radio-TV director of the Republican National Committee, asserted
last week.
+
Prominent in their planning for begun a regular weekly series of
film telecasts on WHAM (TV)
1951, with all eyes on the 1952
Presidential campaign, are films
Rochester, N. Y., and others — in
for television to be released to both the Senate and House — are
stations in constituent areas on a exploring the possibilities of TV,
it was indicated.
public service basis.
In addition,. members will mainRep. Kenneth B. Keating (Rtain the usual heavy schedule of N. Y.) has been charting the
radio broadcasts on their area sta- course for GOP members on the
tions, with a probability that the use of television, filming a series
figure will reach or exceed last of weekly talks for use on WHAM.
year's output on some 490 outlets. Other members — those in key disWith respect to broadcasts, Mr.
tricts where representatives are
Ingle explained that the time lag not too abundant in the 82d Conwill be shortened this year through
gress — ■ are also entertaining
utilization of tape recordings in thoughts of filmed telecasts.
Dewey Stint Noted
preference to the usual transcriptions. Tape recording, he noted,
Mr. Ingle said that television's
can be airmailed instead of air
role in the '50 campaign — particuexpressed and thus reach stations
larly Gov.
TV
marathon
in Thomas
New YorkDewey's
state — had
more
uents. quickly for airing to constit- created an appreciable stir among
Already one House member has GOP lawmakers, and also noted

ME
INCO
CBSNets
$4,105,300
in
CBS last week reported its
income in 1950 was $4,105,30
slight decline from its 1949 ik
The decline in net was at
$4,184,100.
utable to an increase in provis
for federal taxes. Income b<
taxes in 1950 was nearly $2 mi
more than it was in 1949.
Income before federal taxe
1950 was $9,555,300 and in
17,634,100. Provisions for im
taxes of $4,850,000 and e:
profits taxes of $600,000 were i
in 1950, while total federal t
in 1949, when no excess profit:
was in existence, were $3,450
The CBS board of directors
week also declared a cash divi
of 40 cents per share on Cla
and B stock, payable Marc
1951, to stockholders of recor
the close of business Feb. 23.
full financial report of the net
for 1950 will be available
April 1.
mushrooming set sales in all
areas.
GOP's use of TV probably
encompass use of newsreel <
slides and other devices, as
as face-to-face talks to televie
Mr. Ingle said.
Will Use Tape
Tape recordings will be
heavily by such Republican
sonalities as Sen. Edward M
(Pa.), Sen. Robert Taft (0
Sen. Harry Cain (Wash.),
Joseph McCarthy (Wis.), Sen.
Ham F. Knowland (Calif.)
others. Last year these GOP
tors each
aired transcrip
on from 28 to 78 radio statioi
a weekly basis, Mr. Ingle po
out. Many of them have app<
on numerous radio-TV forum fc
grams in recent weeks.
A paid media budget for if
TV has not crystalized yet I
probably
will Finance
be for
"average''
1951 and
"larger"
1952.
GOP
National
Comn 1fI
has agreed on a $1.6 million i 9
outlay for this year [Broad m
ing 9 Telecasting, Jan. 2: I
smaller figure than last year' ■
proportionately equal to the I
off-year election sum, Mr. m
added.
Meanwhile, the Senate Re]H
can Campaign Committee, ma J
a drive to recapture Senate cc 1
in '52, appointed Sen. Evere I
Dirksen (R-Ill.) chairman, r
Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) vice \
man and Victor A. JohnstcJ
campaign director.
Biow Co. Names

WM

ROY WINSOR, who has beer ||
the Biow Co., New York, since!
tember, has been named ma: -8
of the agency's radio and t il
Drawn for Broadcasting o Tslscasting by Sid H:x sion department, succeeding H
"WOF regrets to announce that because of the government order on late Tom Revere, who died a II
copper hooks and eyes,; the Kersnufsky Corset Co. will be unable to bring
night
[Broadcasting
• 1
casting,agoJan.
29].
you today's chapter of Portia Faces John . . ."
BROADCASTING
• Telecas

In Hands

JUDGMENT
ARTB
salaries for the two jobs. The comBy J. FRANK BEATTY
mittee cannot negotiate for a presE of NAB's plan to set up the
ident-general manager, of course,
1-approved National Assn. of until the by-laws receive member) & Television Broadcasters
ship approval.
up to the NAB member>e putweek.
The eight-man committee must
this
select an operating head of
me 1,300 aural broadcasters
NARTB acceptable to both radio
the
if
decide
will
ters
Il4 telecas
and TV members. At the same
iation is to be entirely rebuilt time the television board, at its
a two-way trade group in Feb. 19 meeting, can be expected
- 1 TV will have relatively comto discuss names for the job of
; autonomy.
directing the autonomous TV operlile the balloting will be done
ation. NARTB's president-general
rant
preponde
aural majority,
manager is to execute policies of
JAB board has set the pace for
TV board and the rassion of TV by accepting just the separate
dio board, as well as the overall
all the demands made by tele- 40-man combined board.
rs at the Jan. 19 meeting in
Must Please Three
[Broadcasting • Teleiigo
:ng, Jan. 22, Feb. 5].
Selection of the president-general manager runs into the need
Changes Underway
of finding a man who can please
all three boards, once he has taken
e complicated job of putting
ooard's recent directives into office. The NAB board at its Florida meeting a fortnight ago coni and at the same time launchcentrated on the need for industry
4- he autonomous TV organizawas moving forward at the unity, with aural and video stations fighting together for their
end. At the same time Broadcommon protection.
Advertising Bureau was workA number of problems remain
n plans for a greatly expanded
ttion under direction of its undecided at the weekend. First,
| president William B. Ryan, only two networks (NBC and DuA.B general manager who is
orarily aiding NAB in its relization.
DENIES
e way the situation lined up at COY
,-eekend was like this:
TV board called to Feb. 19 THE WHITE HOUSE and FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy last week
IJ ing to draw up dues structure.
threw cold water on speculation —
NARTB
presidential selec- which
was becoming rampant in
committee called to meeting
Washington — that Mr. Coy will
of Feb. 26.
shortly assume another post.
More than score of names
A spokesman said Friday the
1 dered for NARTB presidency.
White House had no information
By-laws and charter amendthat the FCC chairman "intends to
s to be sent to NAB memberthis week.
resign
anything
like that,"
and
"T. i!
that it or
knew
of no reason
for him
BAB board to meet about
to do so.
h 1, facing decisions on memThe spokesman pointed out that
f lip drive and staff expansion.
no defense communications post —
| erest ran high in broadcasting
which was mentioned most frej 'S on the selection of a presiquently in speculation as the job
general manager for NARTB.
for which Mr. Coy was slated — has
! names previously mentioned
been created. If one is set up, he
heard again. These included
continued, Mr. Coy could handle it
W. Morency, WTIC Hartford;
along with FCC duties, just as
Drt D. Swezey, WDSU New
James Lawrence Fly headed both
ns; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
FCC and the Board of War Comto. ista, Ga.; Eugene S. Thomas,
munications during World War II.
i New York; Edgar Kobak,
Reached Thursday night at Tuc= Hf! ,TAstaffThomson,
son, where he is visiting his
directors Ga.
haveSeveral
been
mother
during a belated vacation
ioned, along with three or
trip, Mr. Coy told Broadcasting ®
persons outside the broadcastndustry, but attention at the Telecasting that he had no information to support the rapidly cirant appears to be focused on
culating" him.
stories that a new job is
iting broadcasters with indusin
store
for
tature.
So far as he knew, he said, such
:ter suggesting the week of
were made "of whole
26 for a meeting of the eight- reports
cloth." If anybody plans to offer
p residential committee was
him a new position, he added,
last week by Ben Strouse,
"they have not taken me into their
)C Washington, committee
confidence."
tary. The committee is emThe reports — which could be
red to negotiate contractually
heard on an unconfirmed basis on
i president-general manager
Capitol Hill, in FCC corridors,
' a revised salary for Judge
and in broadcasting circles genn Miller, elected chairman of
erally— for the most part fell into
board. A suggested $75,000
two categories :
g was placed on the combined
1. Mr. Coy would resign to take
Telecasting
1 ADCASTING

of Membership

Mont) signed the Chicago pledge
to support the unified association,
provided the dues structure is acceptable to them. CBS and ABC
reviewed the board's action and
scanned the new by-laws last week
but at press time had not announced if they would go along
with NARTB. Neither CBS nor
ABC is a member of NAB.
NAB headquarters is expected
to have ballots in the mail by Feb.
15. These will permit members to
vote on revision of the by-laws and
changes
in theshould
corporation's
charter. Results
be tabulated
and announced by March 5. Accompanying the two sets of ballots
will be an explanatory letter by
President Justin Miller and detailed matter covering specific
changes to be made.
TV activity was intense last
week. Mr. Thomas, as chairman of
the TV board selected at Chicago,
sent out the call for the Feb. 19
meeting, to be held in the board
room of the New York Advertising Club. Board members will decide first of all on the rate structure. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB
research director, has submitted
basic rate data to the board.

MINORS
a new defense position, probably
involving communications. Or,
2. Mr. Coy would get a new
defense communications position
ship.addition to the FCC chairmanin
The latter, it was felt, referred
to recurrent speculation that a
Defense Communications Board,
or its present-day equivalent, may
soon
up.wartime
In the 1940's
the
DCB beandset its
successor,
Board of War Communications,
was headed automatically by the
chairman of the FCC.
Reports that he would resign
to take a new position appeared
to be linked to the proposal, currently under study, that a permanent high-level communications
policy board be established within
the government.
Board Considered
The advisability of creating an
overall board of this nature has
been under consideration for several months by the President's
Temporary Communications Policy Board, which plans to submit
its report and recommendations
to the White House this week after
final sessions slated for last night
(Sunday), today and Tuesday.
The temporary board is headed by
Dr. Irvin Stewart, former FCC
Commissioner who now is president
of the U. of West Virginia.
The fast-spreading reports of a
new post for Chairman Coy also
encompassed speculation about his
possible successor.
Of the present Democratic members of the Commission, Comr.
Frieda Hennock
was mentioned

JOHN SMITH often meets another
John Smith. That's also true if your
name is Brown, O'Brien or Green. But
suppose your name is DeMoss? Yet
when Lyle DeMoss, right, assistant
general
manager
of WOW-AM-TV
Omaha, went
to Cedar
Rapids, Iowa,
to emcee a Barber Shop Quartette
parade he met Lyle DeMoss, left, a
local grocer.
At the Florida board meeting
the TV directors were divided
about 50-50 on rate card and income formulas for the dues structure. Some attention was given to
rates based on size of market. In
any case, the TV board must figure out how to raise $150,000 for
operating expenses during the fis(Continued on -page 8U )
Of

New

Post

Offer

frequently as a likely candidate.
She, Chairman Coy, and Acting
Chairman Paul A. Walker form
the Democratic contingent. It was
felt that Comr. Walker, now 70,
would not wish to undertake the
chairmanship on a fulltime basis —
a rigorous job at best. Chairman
Coy's present vacation was itself
ordered by doctors, as a result of
fatigue.
Of the remaining Commissioners, E. M. Webster is a political
Independent and the others — Rosel
H. Hyde, Robert F. Jones, and
George cans.E.
Sterling —Truman
are RepubliIf President
should
decide to go outside the Democratic
ranks to fill a vacancy in the
chairmanship, observers generally
placed Comr. Hyde high on the list
of Names
prospects.
from outside FCC which
figured in the speculation included
those of several Senators defeated
in re-election bids last fall, including Francis J. Myers of Pennsylvania, Claude Pepper of Florida,
and Frank Graham of North Carolina, all Democrats.
Chairman Coy commenced his
vacation Jan. 24 and plans to return to Washington in early
March. His term expires June 30.
He has said he will not seek reappointment, and in confirmation
hearings following his nomination
in December 1947 he : committed
himself to serve out the term — a
commitment which, it is felt, would
not be held against him if he
should be offered another government post before the term is comFebruary 12, 1951
pleted.
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Controls

Eased,

A number of taxes collected by the
THE WAGE-PRICE line began W'
HA seller are taxes actually imposed at a
Tbroad'
buckling
a
bit
last
week
but
E
G
WAcasters
manufacturing level. For example, on
could detect in the orders
a television set, the manufacturer
few startling changes affecting
quotes his price plus tax; the wholetheir industry's status.
saler adds to this his markups plus
A few general developments,
his tax, and so on, until all of the
however, did cut across the broadtaxes imposed at each stage are accasting business. Chief among
tually paid by the purchaser of the
these was the Wage Stabilization
set. Does the order affect this procedure?
Board's order permitting wage inA. If the price charged by a seller
creases within the pattern of the
during the base period included the
employer's
commitments.
taxes imposed at prior stages of manThis modification
of the freeze
ufacture or distribution, that price is
permits pay increases on the basis
the established ceiling price. Thus he
of merit or length of service, promocontinues to pass on the taxes indirectly since they are already reflecttion from one job to another, "difed in his ceiling. The only additions
ferential" or "premium" transferral in jobs. Officials said this to the ceiling price permitted by section 20, are:
change was designed to allow nor(a) The amount of any excise,
mal day-to-day wage adjustments
sale, or similar tax paid directly by
but was not an open door for genthe seller and then only if during
eral salary raises.
the base period such person stated
Still to come, it was understood,
and collected such taxes separately
from his selling price; and
was an overall wage formula. The
(b) If an excise tax is imposed on
current order was merely an inthe seller by a law effective hereafter,
terim measure.
it may be collected by him from the
Justice Dept. Enforcement
purchaser (if not prohibited by the
tax law). The amount of the tax must
Enforcement provisions of the
be stated separately.
Defense Production Act, which
Another question asked whether
governs the stabilization agencies,
raw film purchased by motion picgave the price-wage boat a rocky
ture processors to produce finish
ride with the Justice Dept. publicly
film is covered by the regulation.
setting itself up as the enforcement
The OPS answered it was, since
agency and the Office of Economic
this commodity is not specifically
Stabilization attempting to iron
out when the line of demarcation
exempt from the freeze.
On another front, the WSB stood
should be crossed and it could step
in. Justice was given specific
pat on its position that any emauthority to conduct all litigation
ployer-employe contract, negotiated
under the act, but elsewhere the after the Jan. 25 deadline set by
law states that controls enforcethe board [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5], would be subject
ment could not be "delegated" to
any other government agency.
to approval of the board until
Meanwhile, the Office of Price
"further policy is set."
Stabilization issued a second set of
Thus, an AFM-network negotiated contract would definitely
questions and answers designed to
explain the various sections of its have to be submitted to the board
price regulation.
for approval before becoming effecOf interest to the radio and teletive. Although the board "urges
vision set manufacturer, particucompletion" of such contracts, an
larly in view of the administraofficial explained, it "maintains the
tion's request to boost excises (see power to examine any contract
story page 27), was the following
excerpt :
Question of how much "control"
date."

Excises

Explained

the wage board has on the salaries
and fees charged by performers
or entertainers on radio or television was answered that "probably
they are exempt." Whether they
are to be eventually put under the
general classification of "professional" and thus be automatically
exempt
was to be "clarified," the
official said.
Further Definition
It was expected that the board
would issue further regulations
defining rates for "professional
services." This category conceivably could include some of the services performed by advertising agencies for advertisers. But it was
understood that regular agency
charges — commissions and fees —
were frozen. Radio-TV advertising rates are not controlled.
The OPS anounced Wednesday
that industry advisory committees
would be set up to work with Price
Stabilization Director Michael V.
DiSalle. Operation of this OPS
function is headed up by Mrs.
Ethel B. Gilbert, whose official title
is director of the Office of Industry
Advisory Committees. Mrs. Gilbert,
who had served with the Office of
Price Administration
during the

last war, is a former sales reji
resentative for NBC.
Mrs. Gilbert said formation
a "Radio-TV Set Pricing Advis
Committee" would depend on ]
soon the pricing of sets would
come directly affected by poss
changes in stabilization reg
tions. She doubted whether
organizing plans would be mad
the near future, unless her o
was requested to do so. Becaus
the exemption under the law,
radio field would not be include
In asking city heads to set i
"volunteer emergency stabiliza
cooperation
to aidin <
regional and committee"
district officials
ting compliance with regulati
Director DiSalle suggested its <
position be made up of commu
leaders. He recommended the si
tion of leaders, "representing t
cipal publications, radio and
vision stations, advertising cl _
civic, labor, educational, veter
industry, employers, retail
other
Plansorganizations."
for these committees i
made by Director DiSalle durii
Sunday NBC-TV television app
ance with Cyrus S. Ching, cl
man of WSB, on the Battle Rej
Washington program. On the s
day, G. Griffith Johnson of 1
and Clark Kerr of WSB took
in a CBS-TV show, The Facts
Face.

NETWORK-AFM contract negotiations in New York were still
«T
y
RACTatSweek'sNend,
CONT
stage
of preliminary
discussions
following
three daj
AFM
meetings between AFM representatives headed by James C. Pet1
federation president, and high-level network officials. Although nei
side would comment, no formal
tion for presentation at the
network counterproposals to pre- meeting,
scheduled today (1
vious AFM demands [BroadcastIt is believed the I
ing • Telecasting, Feb. 5] are un- day).
panies will point to an increase
derstood to have been presented.
for the past three yeai
However, network views are be- year
lieved to have been expressed in total music cost, presumably,
the course of discussion.
way of replying to AFM dem
recordings be banned f ron I
Upon adjourning Thursday, the that
between 8 a.m. and midi
companies are understood to have air
to ease musician unemployii
begun preparation of statistics Discussion of profits presmr i
concerning musician employment
will be directed toward effect
and economics of network opera- the cost of AFM proposals a
existing network profit struct
Flanking Mr. Petrillo at.
meetings
Samuel
Suber 1
Charles R.wereIucci,
president
secretary, respectively, of
York Local 802, and John Te
and Philip Fisher, president
vice president, respectively, of j
Angeles Local 47, together
other members of the negoti;
committees of both locals.
Petrillo, who is president of §
Chicago local as well as the V
eration, presumably will repri U
it when
negotiations touch ,1
that
locality.

DISC'JSSING radio business at the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives' Spot Radio Clinic Committee luncheon Jan. 30 at New York's Biltmore Hotel are
(I to r): standing, William Wright, The Katz Agency Inc.;
Don Frost, Weed & Co.; Robert Sommerville, Free &
Peters Inc.; Russell Walker, John E. Pearson Co.; Arthur
McCoy and John Tormey, Avery-Knodel Inc.; Louis Moore,
February 12, 1951
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Robert Meeker Assoc. Inc.; sitting, Fred Hague, George
P. Hollingbery Co.; Robert Eastman, John Blair & Co.;
Guest George C. Castleman, director of advertising,
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc.; Thomas Campbell,
The Branham Co., and Guest Douglas Ballin, assistant
advertising director, Whitehall Pharmacol Co. The clinic
is a monthly NARSR project.

Heading network representaH
at the meetings were Mark W H
ABC vice chairman of the b : m
Victor Norton, NBC vice presiiiM
Lawrence W. Lowman and H I
lie Atlass, CBS vice presidents \m
Julius F. Seebach Jr., vice pH
dent of
WOR with
New theYork.
At.-gB.
ance
varied
subject
U
ter discussed.
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Senate
C

Passes

Bill

STREAMLINING

By DAVE BERLYN
lb SENATE provided a new
k to the McFarland Bill (S
ij last Monday by accepting
>r amendments and unanimousassing the measure on call of
:onsent calendar,
lis marked upper chamber apal for the third time in the
legislative history. The meas- ij proposing a streamlining of
's procedural functions, had
j| held up for a week by SenUfr'5 who wished another look at
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
!! 5].
ulowing passage, the Senate
the bill to the House where
as referred to the Interstate &
• -ign Commerce Committee
ih is using a novel approach to
legislation, including radionunications bills,
le House committee, which in
t consideration of the bill in the
aPf< Congress twice placed the Mcand measure
on the shelf,
s to call the FCC head— ChairWayne Coy, if he is available,
Lcting Chairman Paul A. WalI— to testify on legislation affect" the Commission that is deemed
ssary for prompt consideration,
was indicated last week that
f closed meeting, as yet unsched, may embrace controversial
dcast issues, other than the
'arland Bill, such as Rep. James
olliver's request for committee
PeJ'iry of color television. The
,1 Republican has asked Chair_!|. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio) to
a fulLdress investigation of
issue [Broadcasting • Tele'Ing, Jan. 8].
Four Amendments
yes u
nil U its consideration of the Mcdand Bill, the Senate accepted
minor amendments
to the
lisure offered by Sen. Francis
.jjijfe (R-S. D.), who with Sen.
^ert A. Taft (R-Ohio), had asked
tional time to study its "farhing" effect.
iMffen. Case had called to the atiORITY SYSTEM
Seen For Raw Materials
; !TEM of priorities for alloca:,£§[ of vital raw materials to dee production, indicated earlier
he National Production Author(see adjoining story), will be
■ssary "by the middle of the
Charles Wilson, the nation's
pif'Mse mobilizer, said last week,
r. Wilson expressed that conion before the Senate Banking
imittee and its chairman, Sen.
I ; net Maybank (D-S. C), holding
sd sessions. The defense mobr also promised that the govnent would (1) work out a profn to assure skilled workers for
tegic industries (presumably
: i tronics, communications, etc.)
(2) set up an information clearhouse for defense information.
OADCASTING

tention of the Senate two particular sections of the bill dealing
with treaty making and with
"emergency" authority of the FCC.
Taking the floor of the Senate
after approval of his amendments,
the South Dakotan declared "this
bill will greatly improve the federal communications laws." Sen.
Case said he had been impressed
by Senate Majority Leader Ernest
W. McFarland's (D-Ariz.) efforts
in authoring the bill, and the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, "to dissipate some of
the activity, or lack of activity, in
the area in which the Commission
has jurisdiction or responsibility."
Policy Switch Hit
Sen- Case struck at what he
called the shift of the FCC from
examining the general content of
individual stations' programming
to specific programs to which the
Commission objects (see editorial,
page 46).
Potent part of the Case speech
follows:
Over a period of years, the Commission has moved from looking over
a radio station's overall program con-

tent to specific programs to which it
objects. It has been unwilling to
cancel the license, or to fail to renew
the license for a station, for example,
that is engaging in give-away programs and broadcasting horse-race information, but it has proceeded to
make rulings as to whether such programs are in the public interest, and,
at the same time, it renews the station
license.
Hence a body of law seems to have
been growing up with reference to
specific programs, rather than the
over-all program content of a given
station. If this practice should continue over a period of years, the
Commission will have specifically approved or disapproved various specific
types of programs, notwithstanding
the provision of the Act, that "No
regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the Commission
which shall interfere with the right
of free speech by means of radio comAs a matter of fact, of course, the
munication."
Commission does not make rules and
regulations with reference to the specific programs to which they object,
but they make decisions containing
such criticisms as obiter dicta in an
opinion renewing the license of a station.
The courts, in interpreting other
sections of the Act, have followed the

NPA

PRESENTING a reporter with the
200th $500 Pall Mall Award, for
outstanding service in the field of
journalism, is Alan Garratt, advertising manager of Pall Mall. Recipient
is Mrs. Dorothy Porter Pope whose
exploits were dramatized on The
Big Story. Dramatization was used
on both radio and television version
of NBC show sponsored by Pall Mall.
line that opinions have the same effect
as statutes. By reasoning, then, the
decisions with reference to specific
programs might be argued to have the
same force and effect, by indirection,
as if they had been enacted by statute.
That would make such decisions a
contravention of Sec. 326.
From
my readingonof page
the billSO)and the
(Continued

Antenna

MATERIALS
ing aerials and antennas from the
By JOHN OSBON
conservation
category — and not
ORIGINAL plan to prohibit use of
aluminum in the manufacture of nickel — was generally attributed
by NPA authorities partly to the
indoor and outdoor TV antennas
fact that the government has more
and aerials, blueprinted last De- realistic hope of building up alucember, has been temporarily
minum resources than of increasscrapped by the National Producing
the
supply of the latter matetion Authority.
rial.
These products were conspicuous
Another factor lies in the govby their absence in the newly
ernment's desire to aid electronamended aluminum conservation
ics, communications and other inorders issued by NPA Feb. 3,
dustries wherever possible by althus signifying their status as
locating raw materials for main"more essential items."
tenance and channeling other
Originally the government had metals to military-supporting projplaced television aerials and an- ects.
tennas on a tentative limitation list
while earmarking flat prohibitions
Complete Control
in use of copper, aluminum and
Notwithstanding these hopeful
steel [Broadcasting • Telecastsigns, the civilian radio-TV maning, Dec. 25, 1950]. Subsequently
ufacturing economy is still headNPA developed limitation use oring in the general direction of
ders governing cobalt, nickel and
complete government allocations
tungsten, used in permanent magnet loudspeakers, cathode ray control, with the possibility that by
tubes, focus coils and other items. July 1 industry will be told just
The new aluminum order forbids, how much it can produce for civilian use casting,
[Broadcasting
• Telehowever, use of the metal in homeFeb. 5].
type radio cases.
NPA is now soliciting prelimiThe government served notice
nary requirements from defense
however, that it plans to divert
steel and scarce ferro-alloys into agencies and other claimants to be
as a basis for developing a
defense and highly essential ci- used
vilian production. A ban on steel, Controlled Materials Plan similar
used in broadcast towers, prob- to the one in operation during
ably would have little tangible ef- World War II. This is the final
fect on the industry in view of de- step in allocations — the one govfense orders, it was felt.
ernment must pursue when all othUse of nickel in civilian radio
er measures are inadequate to meet
antennas (in connection with mobilization needs, officials exstainless steel), and as plating and
decorative ingredients already has plained.
With respect to aluminum, the
has been banned by NPA.
House Judiciary Monopoly subRemoval
of aluminum-consum-

Ban

Scrapped

RAW

• Telecasting

committee has been holding hearings to investigate the present and
proposed expansion of facilities
in the aluminum industry, which
already has expanded about 60%
in terms of establishing new
plants. But this, too, involves problems, Dr. James Boyd, Defense
Minerals Administration, told the
subcommittee headed by Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.).
The expansion program is
heavily burdening industry to provide steel, copper and equipment to
build these aluminum plants. The
shortage will continue through this
year and during 1952, he said.
Charge that small business
firms face extinction because of
lack of raw materials also was
voiced on Capitol Hill last Monday. The Senate Small Business
Committee, in a report sharply
critical of NPA, claimed that the
government has failed to assure
them an adequate supply of materials and curtailed them so
stringently that only large companies with defense contracts can
specific mention was made of
getNothem.
orders involving electronics and
communications equipment contracts, but the committee report
was sweeping in its conclusions.
On the other hand, electronics
manufacturers in conferences with
Munitions Board and other officials
have, through the Joint Electronics
Equipment Industry Advisory Committee, complained that the government has leaned over backward to
aid smaller firms in obtaining defense contracts.
February 12, 1951
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Winning

the

Battli

Soap

A
Uses
To

AL product can
GI
A RE
d ON
hol
its own with national brands — even in
the highly competitive soap
field — if its advertising- structure is built around a central
pillar of radio newscasts,
American Family Flakes has
found.
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, for 23 ye.irs Amsrican
Family's agency, reports that John
Harrington's American Family Reporter on WBBM Chicago has kept
American Family Flakes ahead of
the field in the Greater Chicago
soap derby during most of the
period when no-rinse detergents
have been on the march.
Since 1943, Mr. Harrington has
been regarded by both Kastor and
Procter & Gamble, owner of the
111-year-old soap brand, as American Family's "major medium."
Marvin Harms, vice president and
general manager of the agency,
describes Mr. Harrington as a
potent force behind American
Family Flakes' popularity in its
five-state distribution area surrounding Chicago, at a time when
detergents have outsold soaps in
American Family's Team

Mr. GILLIS
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every other region of the United
States.
Indeed, one no-rinse product
which had left all soap competition
far behind, in other areas, only
recently nosed ahead of American
Family Flakes by a narrow margin
in Chicagoland. Agency officials
and advertisers ask why American
Family
was not
under"
like
so many
other"snowed
soap products.
The answer is: It had "Big John"
Harrington.
Kastor decided eight years ago
that news would hold up better
ming.
than any other kind of program"But we wanted to
report in such a way
appeal
to women,"
West, radio
director

build the news
that it would
explains
Jim
of the agency.

"Women are the buyers of soap."
"Above all, we wanted to develop our own American Family
radio personality. Mr. Harrington
was our answer, and our product
has shown substantial gains each
year since the American Family
Reporter took the air. We have
taken pains to present news specially written with a human interest approach."
To make
sure that American
Family's news reports are home-

at Kastor & Sons

Mr. HARMS

Mr. WEST

Buck

Regional
Family

National

Prodi t

Newsca

Competiti

spun, two-thirds of them involve
local affairs — like protests against
low pay for firemen and policemen,
poor street lighting, paving, housing— items about dogs, cats, children, and such, which make good
over-the-back fence conversation.
Not all of this material comes
from Chicago news bureaus. A
large part originates in towns outside Chicago where it is collected
by reporters for Community News
Service, of which WBBM is a client.
George
Faber Copy
Writes Daily
A "small-town" re-write man
turns out Mr. Harrington's daily
reports, which are aired from 8 to
8:15 a.m. He is George Faber of
Sheboygan, Wis., who went to
WBBM and an exclusive assignment on Ainerican Family Reporter direct from his hometown
paper. Mr. Faber goes to work at
2 a.m. each morning, remaining on
the job until after the program
leaves the air. When he first reported for work on the Harrington
show, Frank Barton, WBBM assistant news director who superthe program,
told its
him:millions.
"Forgetvisesabout
Chicago and

Mr. HARRINGTON
he walked into the auditoriur
snapping their fingers.
Central character in the Af
can Family Flakes story is
foot-3, 245-pound former de
constable of St. Louis Cox
John Harrington, now 42, was
19, with a year of football
basketball at the U. of Arka
behind him, when he was depu
as a county highway patrol
Later the same year, "Big J
joined KWK St. Louis, and b
his long and successful ]
career.

Just imagine you are back in Wisconsin writing for Sheboygan's
Announcer on the program is Ed
housewives."
(Snap) Roberts, who got his nickname from the unique commercial
he uses each morning in presenting
Mr. Harrington. Snapping his
fingers after each mention of
"snap," Mr. Roberts says, with
rhy thmn :
"It's a snap — snap — snap —
John where
Harrington
ch
about
he deliversisn't
an Ar
Washing
dishes, washing
can
Family
commercial.
C
clothes
during
the
football
season,
Y
With American Family, goodabsent from his American Fa
ness knows
Reporter spot for two days
It's a snap — snap — Snap —
time. But neither Procter & Gf
Yes ma'm, a snap —
nor its agency mind, because m
Recently when Ed Roberts gave
know "Big John" is forever tal if
a speech at a Chicago high school, up the brand that has beer I
(Continued on page 68)
the student body greeted him as
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In Offing on Capitol Hill
F
TIF
ION
CAT
IFI
RAT
A
MB
that they contact their Senators
agreement, and in many important
tection" to U. S. 1-A's.
ItTTER ratification battle was
in behalf of the agreement.
As
a
result,
the
memorandum
isubstanis
Pres
r
week afte
respects their situation
jing up last
"Actually," he wrote, "it is a
Truman sent the new NARBA
continued, "there would, as a practially improved."
good
treaty for the people of the
tical
matter,
be
a
significant
imlat"the
said
[y to the Senate with a request
y Acheson
Secretar
provement in service to [U. S.] U. S. and for the great majority
ter is particularly true in the case
"favorable consideration."
of Cuba and also, to some extent,
rural areas from Class 1-A sta- of U. S. broadcast stations."
ie treaty, strenuously opposed
He also noted that the agreement
in the cases of Canada, Jamaica,
tions," whereas the absence of an
le Clear Channel Broadcasting
"paves
the way for a decision in
ice, was drawn up and signed and the Dominican Republic." But, agreementference to would
that "intermean service
such rural
from
he said:
the clear channel proceeding," and
•epresentatives of five North
that "FCC will thus have freedom
The agreement as finally signed stations in other countries would
rican nations last November
of action to make such use of the
represents the best arrangement that in all probability become even
* a series of protracted negocould be negotiated, taking into ac- worse than at present.
clear channels as may be deter:>ns dating to September 1949.
count the existing situation and the
Emitted to the Senate Monday,
"The improvement in rural servmined as a result of that proceeddiverse interests which had to be
ice that would result from the new
accommodated.
Agreement was referred to the
Moreover, it clearly would provide NARBA is of utmost importance
• e i g n Relations Committee,
s memoran
Acheson'
(Secreta
that the
out
dum alsorypointed
a
significant
improvement for the U.S. because of the great dependence in
ed by Sen. Tom Connally (D- over the increasingly
chaotic
situation
a
rural
areas
upon
1-A
channels
for
). Hearings were deemed
treaty allows FCC "flexibility" in
which has existed for more than a
the long-pending clearsettling
service," the memoi unty, but no date has been set, year and a half since the expiration broadcasting
channel case.)
randum asserted.
in view of the committee's
of
the
interim
agreement
of
1946
and
CCBS Cites Damage
iload, it was considered likely
which can reasonably be expected to
Mr. Craney's letter said "it can
be ing."
expected every effort will be
may not be held for several
continue, probably becoming worse,
CCBS
officials,
however,
contendin the absence of a new agreement.
ed the agreement would result in made to pigeon-hole the treaty" in
the Foreign Relations Committee,
Relatively few stations in the U.S. damage rather than improvement
and continued:
Need Two-Thirds Vote
are likely to be affected adversely of
rural service.
by the terms of the new NARBA. On
All the way through negotiations,
■ itification requires approval by the
other hand, the agreement would
the Clear Channel boys were satisfied
They called it a "sell-out treaty,"
R thirds of the Senate, and both
and
expressed
confidence
that
if
it possible to maintain, in pracas long as the Cubans stayed on reI; are marshalling forces for a make tical
effect, the same general level the Senate reviews the facts it will
gional and local frequencies. The inBbdown fight.
of broadcasting service enjoyed by refuse ratification.
terference to be caused U.S. stations
Hie National Grange and other
in
the
South Central and Eastern
the people of the U.S. Also, it would
They
pointed
out
that
neither
States made no difference to them.
be possible within the framework of Mexico nor Haiti signed the agreeHi organizations have aligned
When the Cubans saw what was
the new agreement to effect needed
I CCBS in opposing the treaty
ment
and
contended
that
Mexico
in
improvement in such service. It is
actually
on U.S. even
1-A channels— thathappening
these stations,
with
that it makes "extengrounds
believed that the new agreement particular may be expected to deand unnecessary concessions to would
mand far-reaching concessions
facilitate rather than hinder
protected
coverage
areas,
had
lisr North American countries,
teners only in counties
close-in
to
efforts to accomplish such improve- from the U. S. in addition to those
ments.
their
transmitters
and
not
beyond
contained
in
the
NARBA.
cipally Cuba," that will damage
the
750-mile
contour
from
their
The memorandum asserted that,
ul reception of U. S. 1-A clear
"A treaty that gives theoretical
transmitters (BMB figures) — they
imel stations.
since expiration of the last
immediately decided to negotiate for
protection
means nothing," CCBS
n the other side, supporting
NARBA, Cuba has put stations on representatives
said, asserting bechannels that would not cause inter: and the State Dept. in their
approximately 14 U. S. 1-A clear
ference to any established U.S. lislief that a "practical treaty" can
roval of the agreement, is a channels, but that in the new
be evolved.
tening audience.
NARBA she agrees to give up use
The U. S. delegation to the
ement being led by E. B. CraIn support of ratification, Mr.
NARBA conference was headed by
of eight of these channels and also Craney circulated letters to nonof the Pacific Northwest "XL"
(Continued on page 67)
ions, a long-time leader in the to provide "a high degree of pro- clear channel broadcasters urging
t to break down clear channels.
ey Senate figures ■— notably
irman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
FCC Completes First Phase
;he Senate Interstate and Forplan
i Commerce Committee, and mmma
iority Leader E. W. McFarland
FCC last week completed and sent learned that FCC has evolved a a technical or communications
Ariz.), who also heads the comto the Dept. of Defense and the
manual for directors' guidance at
proposal involving broadcasters'
ce group's radio subcommittee
Federal Civil Defense Administrarole in the nation's alerting sys- the state and civil levels. Preslay also enter the battle,
sure from these groups for pretem— the first phase — and expects
tion the first phase of a twoen. Johnson, who a few years
cise information has been heavy,
pronged
plan
detailing
the
role
of
to
have
ready
this
week
another
desponsored a bill to break down
it was learned.
radio-TV stations in the event of
tailing the operational procedure
.r channels and forbid the use
The manual, one of a series now
critical national emergency.
stations may expect to follow.
it power above 50 kw, said he
being prepared and distributed by
FCC
hopes
to
call
a
meeting
of
FCC
has
requested
comments
ited to reserve the right to comthe federal agency, may be issued
broadcasters and discuss the farDefense (formerly Conlate this month if developments
mit on the treaty at a later date, reaching proposal with them after from the tinental)
Air
Command,
and
from
ugh he had no comment at this it has obtained the approval of the
proceed according to schedule. It
the civil defense agency prepara...
is an implementation of the PresiAir Defense Command, to which
tory
to
calling
in
broadcasters
for
. /he FCC-State Dept. viewpoint
dent's master plan for national
it sent copies last week.
a briefing session. Similar dis^ s presented in a memorandum
civil defense, designating comcussions have been held previously,
The move was made as state civil
' m Secretary of State Dean
asthe "nerve
system"
defense directors prepared to con- largely with station engineering
and radio-TVmunicationsstations
as national
,j jieson to President Truman. The
verge on Washington for a closed personnel
[Broadcasting
•
Telecast. ,norandum and an analysis of
"sentinels" [Broadcasting • Teleing, Jan. 15].
briefing session today (Monday)
casting, Sept. 25, 1950].
treaty also were sent to the on communications and other
nij Jlate.
The state directors will meet
Plan
Awaited
with CD authorities in a closed
Secretary Acheson conceded that facets of civil defense.
Civil defense communications
The Commission and Air Comsession today, with Jerry Wadsnew NARBA "admittedly does
authorities
have
been
anxiously
represent an ideal arrangement
worth, acting deputy, presiding
mand have been studying an agreeawaiting
receipt
of
such
a
plan
over roundtable discussions. Gov.
m the viewpoint of any one of
ment whereby broadcasting sta- which would enable it to apprise
tions would be permitted to re- state civil defense directors of Millard F. Caldwell Jr., FCDA adcountries alone."
main on the air in the event of
ministrator, currently is in Engvleeting "basic needs" of other
imminent or actual air attack and communications' role on the rentries, he said, in some cases
land to air mutual defense probgional
and
community
levels.
ant inclusion of terms which
lems with British officials.
lend themselves as "homm the U. S. standpoint are less yet noting" devices for hostile aircraft
Another reason is that FCC's
Listed on the agenda, aside
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. recommendations and Air Com'orable than those contained in 15].
from broadcast phases which will
mand clearance will pave the way
! NARBA which expired March
be broached by Robert Burton, CD
for
formulation
of
specific
sugWhile the contents of the docu1949. The other signatory nacommunications director, are such
gestions by the
Civil
Defense
Ad(Continued on page 83)
ns, he said, "fare at least as well
ment were "highly classified" for
ministration tobe incorporated in
reasons of national security, it was
they did under the previous
tOADCASTING
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Electronic Makers Sugges
FORMULA
PPLY
SU
FORMULA for acquisition of crit- ance soon. Additionally, the Elec200) cited the need for maintainical raw materials by electronics
ing present equipment in good
tronics Products Div. is encouragworking
order and repair as part
makers was worked out last week
ing other NPA divisions to expeof the national defense program
dite plans which would guarantee
by the Assn. of Electronic Parts
and the public interest.
accredited civilian users with adeand Equipment Mfrs. and the Sales
The manufacturers and sales
Managers Club eastern group in
quate materials.
Mr. Daley said he had suggested
Washington. Kenneth G. Prince,
units noted that some governthat the formula be submitted to
mental regulations already have
acting for both, said at Chicago
recognized the importance of mainheadquai'ters Thursday that the the proper authorities vested with
the responsibility of preparing such
formula was in the shape of a resotenance by permitting "a greater
orders.
lution submitted to the Electronics
use of critical raw materials." But,
In approving the resolution, the they added, no such regulations
Products Div. of the National Promanufaceurers (estimated at over
duction Authority, and concerns
have been issued by which manumakers of maintenance, repair and
operating parts which keep elecNBC Plans Agenda
tronic equipment "in good operatNEW SPAC PARLEY
For Feb. 74-75
Theing order."
resolution was passed at a
NBC's newly-elected Stations Planning and Advisory Committee will hold
meeting of committees from the two
its first meeting this week in New York.
associations after informal discusAlthough NBC executives were mum about the subjects to be discussed
sions with John G. Daley, director
of the Electronic Products Div. of at the meeting, it was considered probable that among them would be
summer programming, promotional
NPA; Donald H. Parris, deputy
director, and Lester Doidge of the and advertising efforts and, cerager, WBEN Buffalo, N. Y.; B. T.
tainly, sales.
Whitmire, general manager, WFBC
Office, of Civilian Requirements.
The question of network sales in Greenville, S. C; Milton L. Greeneradio, it was believed, was sure to baum, president and general manNine-Point Resolution
provoke at least some discussion of
ager, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; Howard
The nine-point resolution, based
E. Pill, president, WSFA MontgomNBC's
proposal
to
reduce
evening
on the six-month period ended
radio rates in television markets.
ery, Ala.; Ralph Evans, executive vice
June 30, 1950, recommends that
president, Central Broadcasting Co.,
That proposal was abandoned eardistributors who buy maintenance,
representing WHO Des Moines and
ly this year after affiliates exWOC Davenport, Iowa; Jack Harris,
repair and operating supplies from
pressed overwhelming opposition
manufacturers be restricted to a
general manager, KPRC Houston,
to it.
Tex.; S. S. Fox, president, KDYL
180-dav inventory; that distribuThe network, however, was unSalt Lake City, and Richard O. Duntors sell these supplies only to cusderstood at the time to have clung
ning, president and general manager
tomers who certify in writing that to its belief that rate reductions
of KHQ Spokane, Wash.
material will be used for repair
should eventually come about. The
Also Martin Campbell, general
and replacement; that the parts
question, it was thought, was bound
manager, WFAA-TV Dallas, reprewill not increase the inventories
senting the non-interconnected teleabove the restrictions, and that a to come up at the SPAC meeting
vision network. The interconnected
this week. Pew major network ratelevision network is represented by
dio sales have been consummated
manufacturers' priority rating be
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice president
established for the purchase orders.
drop.
since NBC let the rate-cut proposal
and general manager, WSYR-TV
Mr. Daley
Syracuse; John T. Murphy, director
he Infelt"Washington
there is a definite
need said
for
The meeting will be held Feb. 14 of television for Crosley Broadcast"MRO" priorities and that NPA
and 15. Expected to attend are:
ing Corp., and Dean Fitzer, general
is now developing orders for issumanager, WDAF-TV Kansas City.
Robert Thompson, general manGIVEAWAY SHOWS
May Lack Prizes
THREATENED curtailment of
production of appliances may cause
some shortages in merchandise
distributed on radio and television
giveaway shows, Broadcasting •
Telecasting learned last week.
Bill Murphy, head of V. I. P.
Service, New York, which collects
giveaway items from manufacturers for 10 network and 30 local
programs, said that the manufacturers who had been in the practice of donating appliances were,
by and large, intending to continue.
Those who have been supplying
appliances to giveaways feel that
it is inexpensive and effective advertising. But Mr. Murphy said it
was becoming increasingly difficult to interest manufacturers who
have not participated in giveaways.
The opportunity to solicit merchandise in exchange for mentions
on the air from manufacturers
new to the technique is dwindling,
Mr. Murphy reported. Such manufacturers, fearing production cuts,
wish to reserve all their production for their dealers.
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facturers of MRO supplier
acquire these materials. Sue]
ders could maintain million
dollars worth of equipment, it|
explained.
Such a program, the resol
continued, is essential becau
involves the armed forces, goment monitoring agencies,
and local governments, labor
ies, schools, nre-police-health,
fare agencies, common car
public utilities, radio and TV
tions, radio amateurs, civiliai
fense agencies and manufactc
The formula covers equip
which requires the use of ele
tubes and
is limited
to "r
tenance,
repair
and operating
plies" related to the base p
ended last June 30. Distribi.
limited to a 180-day invei
based on that period, would
supplies only to customers
have written certifications, ai
turn could purchase supplies
similar authority.
Manufacturers of MRO sup
would assign a priority ratin
all purchase orders for the ac<
tion of raw materials, part
components they need, pro
they did not acquire over a
month period more than 150'
amount used during the base
The resolution was submitted by
Liberman and A. Shanes, Talk-A-I
Co.; Herb W. Clough, Belden Mfg
S. N. Shure, Shure Bros.; A. Delii
Standard Transformer Corp.; Ei
Laird, Ohmite Mfg. Co.; Sam I
United Transformer Co.; S. J. Sp
Insuline Corp. of America; Jerry I
baum, Precision Apparatus Co.,
John
Hauser, Sylvania Electric j
ucts Co.

'FIVE

PERCENTER

Congress Drive Si
A TWIN DRIVE is on in Con;
to crack down on the "five
center" (or "seven-and-one
In the Senate, Sen. Clyd
percenter").
Hoey (D-N. C.) has asked bus
to help his Expenditures sufc
mittee in tracking down "five
centers" why try to chisel fe<
defense contracts. Sen. Hoey i
his investigators to step up
efforts in the face of renewei
tivity by a new crop of "infli
A similar probe is underwa
the House Armed Services j
mittee under Chairman Carl
peddlers."
son
(D-Ga.). The Congresi
reported that the number of
plaints has been increasing.
J. Courtney, former special a:
ant to the Attorney General,
added to the committee sta:
help conduct the investigatioi
Meanwhile, the Dept. of De:
said it was considering the d
ing of experienced U. S. Cha
of Commerce staffs throughou
country to break apart the ]
tice of hiring by smaller bus
of "contact" and "influence"
The defense officials pointer
that retention of such agents

unnecessary.
A New the
Jersey
official suggested
use C'o
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF (standing, r), chairman of the RCA board of ber
directors and 1951 national campaign chairman for the Red Cross, and association's service, asserting
staffs in from 500 to 750 citi'
Lloyd E. Yoder (standing, I), general manager, KNBC San Francisco, look on
as Ray V. Johnson, KNBC staff newswriter, makes a blood donation in the country could represent
nesses in their areas will
KNBC's Studio "A" Blood Bank. The bank was set up in cooperation with charging fees.
the Red Cross to spur blood donations for the armed forces in Korea.
BROADCASTING
Telecast !>

Effects
NCREASED

Considered

EXCISES

I ORD spread like wildfire, an increase in radio and television set federal ever, to qualify as long-term.
Secretary Snyder outlined the
■<cises, totalling 25% at the manufacturing level. Last week, distributor,
increases in corporation and indi;aler, manufacturer and broadcaster asked the $84 question:
vidual income taxes that the PresiHow will the President's request for a boost in radio-television set
dent seeks. On corporations the
cises affect us?
current 25% rate on the first $25,^First indications were that con000 of earnings would be raised
mplated action in Congress to the prospect of a general cutback
to 33%; the 77% excess profits
Lprove such a fat increase as in set production as government
rate to 85%; the 47% rate on
restrictions of essential materials
■ : oposed by the President would
"normal" earnings above $25,000
go into effect.
rhk up a flurry of sales activity.
to a 55% rate.
It was estimated a TV set now
[But, they reasoned, the buying
Present tax ceiling of 62% on
retailing for $300 would spiral
'ree would probably be followed
a slump in purchasing once
some $25 if the new hike was ap- a corporation's combined regular
earnings and excess profits would
tail markups made their appearplied to the manufacturer's level. increase to 70%.
ice. There was speculation that Congress last fall increased the
The individual income tax would
ading in second-hand radio and excises on television receivers 10%. rise four percentage points.
[evision sets possibly would
Thus, themittedPresident's
proposal,
before the House
Wayssub-&
Second phase of the tax proierge, particularly in view of
gram, Secretary Snyder said,
Means Committee last week by
Treasury Secretary John W. Snyder, means an increase of 15%
for a total 25%.
SMITH APPOINTED
IGNAL BILL
Federal excises on radio sets for
Leaves General Mills for ABC
NAB Files To Appear
the first time in the post-war
EDWARD G. SMITH, director of
TDUSTRY views on the Defense
period would be hiked on the manradio and television production for
ufacturer's level.
;pt.'s plan to give the President
General Mills, Minneapolis, has
Records Also Included
wer to silence radio-TV signals
is assured last week as NAB
been
appointed to the newly creThe broadcaster, who would be
ated position of manager of the
81 ,'ed a request with the Senate In- indirectly affected by the proposed
program sales department of
rstate & Foreign Commerce Comincreases in set excises, also would ABC's
Central Division.
ittee to appear in hearings on the be sensitive to the administration
Mr. Smith was associated with
ntroversial legislation.
suggestion that Congress lift the General Mills for 13 years and
The request, signed by NAB
excise tax on records from 10%
esident Justin Miller, asked the to 25%. Phonographs come under during his tenure was responsible
for the general administrative
i i; ; mmittee to notify the associaa similar proposal.
supervision of all radio and tele~ ■ m when hearings are slated so
The $10 billion tax program prevision programming for the comat it may send a representative
sented to Congress is the first inpany. He was closely associated
testify. NAB reportedly took no
stallment of the President's overwith the commercial development
sition on the military plan,
all request for additional revenue
of such well known General MillsCD nich the committee will explore
to meet a proposed budget that is sponsored shows as Betty Crocker,
. the form of a bill (S 537) auestimated at $71.6 billion.
The Stu Erwin Show and the Lone
6 Siored by its chairman, Sen. Ed C.
Excise tax increases were but Ranger.
jr-hnson (D-Col.).
part of the picture. Also asked was
Prior to joining General Mills,
jrc ■ Authorities said Thursday that a 37%% maximum rate on long- Mr. Smith was in the production
, date had been set for hearings,
term capital gains as compared to department of WGN Chicago and
t indicated that a decision by the present limit of 25%. Capital previously
spent three years with
would have to be held for a full King Trendle Inc., Detroit radio; -; »n. Johnson was expected momenIbaMrily.
year instead of six months, howTV producers.
•::;Both the Senate group and the
iTiibuse Armed Services Committee
■1 if s.ve indicated that they would hold
jey ll-dress hearings on the Defense
sp lept. proposal, which would auiewi ^orize the President to control
id Idio-TV emissions and other
lectromagnetic radiations" "in
ne of war, national emergency,
ess I. whenever (he) deems it advisa"aiijl^ in the interest of national
leurity" [Broadcasting • Telei .sting, Jan. 8, et seq.].
Industry and certain legislative
al g arters, including Sen. Johnson,
al l.ve expressed concern that the
'an is too drastic in its present
1rcn and, to some extent, repeious in other aspects. Rep. Carl
nson (D-Ga.), chairman of the
'Duse group and sponsor of a
mpanion bill in the lower chamNETWORK and agency representatives and experts on orange concentrate
r, hag evinced similar misgivpause to closely examine an orange from the grove of WLAK Lakeland, Fla.,
gs.
The Senate Commerce Committo the
a liveandpickup
just beforeFarm
National
Home direct
Hour from
Jan. the
27.studios
Present
wereAllis-Chalmers
(I to r) Dr. L.Co.'s
G.
je has been soliciting comments
McDowell, Florida Citrus Commission director of research: Tom Swann,
on. interested government agenes and departments this month,
veteran citrus grower and former FCC Chairman; Dr. M. K. Veldhuis, direclile the House unit has been betor. Dept. of Agriculture citrus products station, Winter Haven; Thomas S.
eged with other legislative du- McGinty, Washington, D. C, Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry;
is. No other radio groups had Jerry Seaman, radio executive, Bert. S. Gittens Adv., Milwaukee agency for
the Allis-Chalmers Co.; Paul Visser, NBC director of agriculture, Chicago,
ed a request to appear, according
and S. O. Ward, president and manager, WLAK.
Senate committee spokesmen.
ROADCASTING
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would probably take in closing of
"loopholes" in the tax laws; new
selective boosts in excises; possible
further rises in individual income
taxes, and revision of the excess
profits tax law.
While the House committee listened worriedly to government officials outlining the whopping potential tax increases, the Congress
wrangled over the problem of what
to do about the big 1952 budget
request. Not one of the legislators
on the Hill seemed to be in a hurry
to settle the amount of tax the
citizen would have to pay in the
future. They all were certain of
one thing: The slower the Congressional pace, the later the tax
bite.

REMOTE CONTROL
FCC Authorizes KLON (FM)
KLON (FM) Long Beach, Calif.,
Long Beach Board of Education
station, last Wednesday became the
first non-commercial educational
FM station of 10 w or less power
to receive FCC authorization for
remote control operation on a
regular basis.
New provisions of Sec. 3.565
and 3.553 of the Rules Governing
Radio Broadcast Services became
effective Jan. 25, permitting remote control operation of lowpower educational FM stations.
Former requirement was that
these stations had to keep a licensed operator on duty at the
transmitter at all times while the
station was in operation.
FCC last week also authorized
KLON to change studio location locally, change transmitter location
and antenna system.
MICH. MEET
Hen nock Slated To Speak
FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock
has been invited as one of the
principal speakers at the Sixth
Annual Michigan Radio-Television
Conference on the campus of MichMarchigan3.State College, East Lansing,
Theme of the sessions is to be
"Radio and Television Look to the
Future." Conference purpose is to
promote cooperation among radio
men, educators and community
leaders for the production of better
educational and public service
broadcasts. Joe A. Callaway, director of radio education at Michigan State, is conference chairman.
Others slated to address the oneday meeting are :
Edward F. Baughn, president of the
Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters;
Worth Kramer, general manager,
WJR Detroit; Harry Bannister, general manager, WWJ Detroit; Hy M.
Steed, general manager, WLAV Grand
Rapids; Dr. W. F. Dunbar, director
of public affairs for Fetzer Broadcasting Co.; Garnet R. Garrison, director of television, U. of Michigan;
Alex Dillingham, program director,
WILS Lansing; Edward O'Brien, film
director of WJIM-TV Lansing; Frances Chase, president, Radio-TV
League, Detroit; and several Michigan educators,
February 12, 1951
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Outler Warm

CBS Radio Sales account executives visit WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul to get
latest information on talent and programs. At luncheon are (I to r) Carl
Ward, WCCO sales mgr.; Hal Davis, Bill Shaw, Henry Untermeyer and Hugh
Stump, all of Radio Sales.

WSB Atlanta's airing of Catholic
Hour is rewarded by plaque from
National Council of Catholic Men.
L to r: Hugh Kinchley, SavannahAtlanta diocese of NCCM; John M.
Outler Jr., WSB gen. mgr.; Laurent
DeGive, pres. Atlanta branch. Catholic Layman's Assoc.

"WRITE a Song for Washington"
contest, sponsored by Motorola, is
opened by Sec. of Senate Leslie Biffle,
at piano, and (I to r) James H. Simon,
D.C. Motorola distributor; Paul Galvin, pres.. Motorola Inc.; Philip Graham, pub. Washington Post (WTOPAM-TV, and FBI's J. Edgar Hoover.

FIRST blood donation for KNBC San
Francisco's
bank is made
by
Newscaster blood
Joe Gillespie
as Gen.
Mgr. Lloyd E. Yoder (I) and Announcer Budd Heyde look on. Blood bank
was set up in cooperation with Red
Cross to collect blood for Korean war
wounded.

ALL OUT use for civil defense is
destination of mobile-studio truck of
KMPC Hollywood. L to r: Niver Beaman, pub. rel. officer for Calif. CD;
John Baird, KMPC pub. affairs dir.;
E. S. Dixon, coordinator L. A. region.
Mr. Beaman and Mr. Dixon accepted
use of truck for Gov. Warren.

FASHION Academy Award for stylings in men's hats is presented to Lee Hats
Inc. on B.Robert
Montgomery's
Thurs.EmilnewsA. show
with dir.
(I to ofr) Fashion
Mr. Montgomery;
James
Lee, pres.
Lee Hats Inc.;
Hartman,
Academy,
N. Y., and Robert E. Kintner, ABC pres.

Ga. Owners
If CHECK,
QUICK!
BROADCASTERS should take a quick inventory of their operations
and check audience attitude if they are to avoid cutting their own throat;
and ruining their own future, according to John M. Outler Jr., genera
manager of WSB-AM-TV Atlanta.
Speaking at the Georgia Assn.
of Broadcasters meeting, held Fri- where and when it pleases.
day at the Bon Air Hotel, Augusta,
"And unless there is more in
he sounded these warnings in a ducement for your audiences t(
tune in on radio than there is t<
plain-spoken
ial page 46) . address (see editorwatch a television program or en
Richard P. Doherty, NAB emgage in any other activity — radii
ploye-employer relations director,
told the Georgia group they could has some rough sledding ahead."
Mr. Outler advised operators ti
anticipate rising income and rising scan
their original license and re
costs, with good chance for a newal applications to see wha
higher profit margin, in the period
they promised in the way of pro
ahead (see story page 19).
gram service.
Mr. Outler said AM expenses
alone of WSB have increased from
Rate Drive Revival
under $250,000 in 1940 to well
He warned the recent drive fo
lower rates will be revived. Th
over $600,000 in 1950.
"Radio's one great fear today broadcaster who is indifferen
is — radio," Mr. Outler declared.
about programming, has cut rate
or is unmindful of his local obli
"Not television, not the printed
page, but an indifference toward
is providing "a kee
our own- end product — our pro- gations
weapon with which radio's throa
grams; plus an apparent willingcan be cut," he said. He predicte
ness on the part of many broad"the power stations of the countr
will survive the blow or at leas
casters to let somebody else carry
last longer than many of t h
the program load, and let economics dictate the policy of our
smaller operations content to le
the
power stations and the ne1
program service.
works carry the load of service.
Program Situation
He concluded with the warnin
"Radio's big obstacle in the that when radio suffers from ou1
side attack because of its shorl
years to come can be a low-grade
of program tripe pumped out from
too many transmitters by too many
comings, "all are hurt."
broadcasters who are either (1)
deliberately slacking on their obli- COLEY NAMED
President of WPT
gations or (2) blissfully ignorant
of what they are supposed to be
doing in the business or (3) so S. B. COLEY, president of th
greedy for a quick buck that Durham Life Insurance Co., ha
been named pres
money spent on programs is a
ident of WPT
stupid waste or something to be
Raleigh, N. C
done by the other fellow.
according to a
"It's all very well to be smug
announceme n
and supine in the presumption that
made last wee!
television will eat into radio audiMr. Coley sue
ences, will change listening habits
ceeds the late
and will generally play hell with
R. Weatherspooi
this gravy train we've been riding.
Other officei
But I repeat — and don't forget
elected at the ar
that I am in radio — broadcasters
nual meeting t
had better quit worrying about
Mr. Mason
the encroachment of television and
board of directoi
held on Feb. !
begin concerning themselves with
are Richard H. Mason, as vice pre;
their own program services, with
ident and general manager; E.
particular emphasis on those nonprofit services which come within
Burr, as vice president, and D. j
the public interest.
Cozart, as secretary-treasurer.
"It seems to me that the very
At the same meeting Graham I
nature of television's audience
Poyner, assistant general manage
should give pause and something
and program manager, was electc
of the answer. Please remember
to membership on the board of d
rectors.
that there are mighty few homes
with
television
set which
also ahave
immediate
accessdon'tto
radio, too. One alarming thing to McFariand on ABC
me, then, is the fact that radio
NATION-WIDE network broadca:
audiences are dwindling in some
areas where television is not a by Senate Majority Leader Erne:
factor as yet.
W. McFariand (D-Ariz.), chairma
of the Senate Interstate & Forejgj
"So, bother not too much about
the advent of video. Television is Commerce radio subcommittee, wi
here and it's here to stay and it scheduled for last Saturday 9:3(
will earn its rightful place in the
American home in direct ratio to 10:30 p.m. EST over ABC. Sei
McFarland's broadcast, first sin<
the
service
provides. And
nothing
the itbroadcaster
can there's
do to he was elected to his key post i'
combat the inalienable right of the the upper chamber, was to de:,
chiefly with foi-eign policy.
American public to pick and choose
BROADCASTING
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DISTINGUISHED Service Award of
the Columbus (Ohio) Junior Chamber
of Commerce this year wras presented
to Chet Long (I), WBNS-AM-TV
Columbus newscaster. Congratulating him is Ernest Cady, member of
the nine-man committee which chose
Mr. Long for the honor. The WBNS
newscaster was cited for his civic and
charity work and for his use of "the
tremendous powers of radio and television with an understanding heart
and genuine desire to be a useful and
honorable citizen."
AD COUNI
Sets ESA-Red Cross Drives
"FIGHT INFLATION" and "Mobilize for Defense" are the basic
themes of two campaigns currently being produced by the Advertising Council Inc., New York, for
the Economic Stabilization Agency
and Red Cross, respectively
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 5].
The Council sent an ESA fact
sheet urging non-inflationary action on the part of the public to all
radio-TV networks and advertisers
at the request of the government
agency, and by last week-end all
networks were airing messages
against rising high prices. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet and General
Foods were among the advertisers
to present the appeal on their programs.
Fact sheet prepared by the
Council for the Red Cross fund
drive for 1951, running March 131, lists services performed by the
Red Cross, and asks radio and TV
stations to emphasize the need for
Red Cross in defense activities.
The fund goal this year is $85 million and the Advertising Council
will concentrate its March efforts,
to a very great extent, on the campaign.
Maurice Rosenfeld
MAURICE ROSENFELD, 48, radio director, MacLaren Adv., Toronto, one of the
largest buyers of
Canadian radio
time, died last
Tuesday. Mr.
Rosenfeld, with
the agency since
1936, produced
some of the bigMr. Rosenfeld
gest Canadian
network shows,
and gave many current Canadian
radio stars their start on commercial programs. He is survived by
his widow, a daughter and a son.
February 12, 1951
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RICHARD
J. COMPTON, 59,
founder and former president of
Compton Adv., New York, died
Feb. 7 at his
home in Rancho,
Santa Fe, Calif.,
where he had
lived since his retirement three
years ago.
Mr. Compton
was born in St.
Louis and attended public
schools in KirkMr. Compton
wood, Mo. He
worked in his father's printing
business before moving to New
York in 1915. He entered advertising as a copywriter in the
Blackman-Ross Co., an advertising
agency which became the Blackman Co. in 1920; Blackman Adv.
in 1935, and Compton Adv. in
1937.
Mr. Compton rose to be junior
partner in 1932. Soon afterward
he and several associates acquired
controlling interest in the firm.
He became president in 1935 and
continued in that capacity when
the firm's name was changed to
Compton Adv.
In 1946 Mr. Compton became
chairman of the board of directors.
A year later he retired from that
post, remaining as a director and
adviser to the company until last
Dec. 31. He was also a director
of Lambe & Robinson Ltd. of
London.
Mr. Compton served as vice
chairman in 1944 and chairman of
the board in 1945 and 1946 of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies. He was chairman of the
board of the Advertising Research
Foundation in 1939.
During World War I, Mr. CompWJW

STRIKE
Settlement Reported
TWENTY-WAY strike at WJW
Cleveland was settled Feb. 4 when
AFRA announcers returned to
work along with technicians. Negotiations narrowed to economic
issues, with the station pointing to
uncertainties in the radio business.
AFRA had asked for a $65 raise,,
according to the station. Instead
the parties agreed to a formula by
which a kitty would be built up for
announcers, based on net time sales
over a certain figure. Against the
kitty the station guarantees a
$32.50 monthly draw. It was felt
such a plan would give employes
greater interest in company business. Approval of the Wage Stabilization Board is required.
All announcers, talent and technicians were reinstated without
prejudice because of the strike.
The existing talent fee arrangement continues. WJW said about
20% of local business had been
suspended during the strike but
national sales were affected to a
smaller degree.

dompton

1951

ton was a field artillery lieutenant.
He was a member of the AdverII.
tising Council during World War
Surviving are his widow, Margaret; his mother, Mrs. Richard
Compton; two sisters, and two
brothers.
PA. LIBEL

SUIT

Rehearing Petition Denied
PETITION for the rehearing of
its judgment in the case of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
(KYW), WCAU and WFIL Philadelphia, covering radio libel liability, has been denied by the U. S.
Court of Appeals, Third Circuit
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22, Dec. 25].
The court had ruled previously
that the Communications Act does
not prohibit radio stations from
sponsoring political broadcasts by
persons who are not candidates.
This decision had reversed an earlier district court ruling which had
dismissed the three $50,000 libel
suits filed against the Philadelphia
stations.
Attorneys familiar with libel
law had indicated that the appeals
court reversal leaves broadcasters
in a precarious position in connection with political broadcasts.
Following the petition denial by
the appeals court, counsel for the
stations indicated they might
carry the case to the U. S. Supreme
Court.
HARVEY
INCIDENT
Draws Security Check
WASHINGTON security agencies
are continuing a check on the "unauthorized entry" Tuesday morning
of ABC Commentator Paul Harvey
into the top-secret Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago
where atomic experiments are conducted. Mr. Harvey was chased
and captured by a guard during the
early-morning hours after clearing
a 10-foot fence topped with barbed
wire.
ABC New York reportedly
checked with government officials
in Washington and found Mr. Harvey "cleared" of all suspicion of
subversive behavior. However, the
network and various security agencies reportedly were still attempting to find out why Mr. Harvey entered the ground "illegally." Speculation in Chicago, where Mr. Harvey headquarters and broadcasts
regularly on WENR-AM-TV, centered on the theory that the newscaster was attempting to get a
"scoop" in determining whether the
atomic workshop really was "seMr. Harvey, during lengthy questioning by the FBI, was reported
to have said he had been "working
incure."
conjunction and cooperation with
the investigating divisions of several of the departments of the U. S.

RTMA AGENDA
Includes Excise Discussion
ADMINISTRATION proposal t
levy an excise tax of 25% on n
dio and TV receivers, component
and phonographs as well as rec
ords, will be taken up by Radi<
Television Mfrs. Assn. at its threi
day mid-winter meeting startin
Tuesday at the Stevens Hotel, Ch
cago.
Action to be taken by RTM
will be determined at the mee i
ing. Two tax committees will tal
up the problem. Dr. Allen B. Di
Mont, of Allen B. DuMont Labi,
is chairman of the Excise Ts;
Committee. Glen McDaniel, RCj
is chairman of the Defense Profi
Tax Committee.
Out of these two committei
may develop a single tax commi
tee to handle all future RTM
tax problems.
Mr. McDaniel is slated to b
come RTMA president on a fu
time basis, having received a
proval of principal RTMA mer
bers [Closed Circuit, Jan. S
He would succeed Robert
Sprague, Sprague Electric G
who has been serving since la
June on a non-pay basis.
RTMA's Electronic Parts M
bilization Committee will repo
on usage of critical raw materia
during the Chicago meetin
RTMA's board will decide he
materials data will be used. Tl
information is expected to a
RTMA members in appeals for su
ficient materials to mainta
civilian production as defense i
quirements expand.
Robert C. Tait, president
Stromberg-Carlson Co., was ele(
ed co-chairman of the Joint Ele
tronics Industry Committee, joir
ly sponsored by RTMA and Natio
al Secui'ity Industrial Assn. Fr
R. Lack, Western Electric C
who has headed the committ
since its formation last Augu:
will serve as co-chairman. JE
was set up by RTMA and NS1
to coordinate all industry mobiliz
tion activities and to serve in ;
advisory capacity to top gover
ment policy officials.
government for the last seve!
months," but that he was not
liberty "to release any story or i \
formation concerning the matte
upon which I have been working
The FBI reported Thursday
had completed its investigation a
sent its findings to the Atomic E
ergy Commission and Attorn
General J. Howard McGrath
Washington for disposition. T
FBI said Mr. Harvey had ne\
been one of its investigators.
Mr. Harvey appears on a 1
minute Sunday night ABC netwo
show sponsored by Burton-Di;
Mattresses, and will replace Ban
hage on a network sustainer 1
ginning April 2, 12-12:15 p.m. dai
He
locally sponsored
on WENR-Tal
five appears
times weekly,
by Burton-Dixie, and on WENR ;
days weekly for Edelweiss beer a
Stewart-Ashby coffee.
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greate

drama

of

all

time

the players are diplomats at Lake Success,
the greatest drama of all time unfolds in
minute-by -minute installments . . . and only radio reports
each epoch-making development as it happens. The people of
America look first to radio newscasts to follow the most

G.I.'s in Korea, generals in the Kremlin
and civilian defense workers in New York.
the authors are Senators on Capitol Hill,
correspondents in Hong Kong and reporters
filing copy with Pravda, the London Times,
the Emporia (Kan.) Gazette.

important events of all time.. .the news of the 1950*s.

the producers have addresses in Washington,
in Peiping, in Moscow, in Paris.

If you are looking for the most valuable franchise in advertising,
start planning now for a schedule of SPOT NEWSCASTS
in your major marketing areas. A good place
WNBC New York
to
begin stations
is on onerepresented
or more ofbythe nation's
leading
WMAQ Chicago
WTAM Cleveland

NBC
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

Spot

Sales

SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD

WGY
WRC
KOA
KNBC

Albany—
Troy—
Schenectady
Washington
Denver
San Francisco

WIND

BEST

NECESSITY of making many measurements required for proof of performer
for KOJM's operation at Havre, Mont., sometimes calls for a spirit reminisce
of pioneers. Paul Bergquist, of Glenn D. Gillett & Assoc., holds aloft
measuring set while on horseback, as Lyle Leeds, KOJM sales managi
consults a map. The temperature during most of the work was below ze
and much of the time as low as 25 and 30 below.

CHICAGO

WINTER'S

BUY

ENTIRE

7 DAYS

A WEEK—

1950

6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
27%
16%

NET A
NET

YEAR

BASE "A" HR. RATE

B

$1100
$250
$900

WIND
NET C
NET D
IND B

11.9%
10.5%
9.7%
6.1%

$900

5.9%

$338

IND C
3.6%

IND D

$300
$240

SOURCES: PULSE OF CHICAGO, 1950; SRDS
"The Most Homes Per Dollar Station"
•

400 N. MICHIGAN

ICY THRUSTS
Challenge Radio, TV, Both Meet Te

OLD MAN WINTER, in an angry
mood, lashed out across the nation
during the last fortnight crippling
whole areas, disrupting power and
communications facilities, and calling radio and television into emerservices.
Jim gency
Hairgrove,
manager, KFRD
Rosenberg, Tex., reported one of
the coldest spells of weather, and
most disastrous in that area since
1924.
All communications and power
was disrupted because of ice conditions and last Monday two cities,
Rosenberg and Richmond, were
still isolated except for amateur
and police radio communications.
Mr. Hairgrove gave enthusiastic
praise to the service rendered by
the South Texas Emergency Network of Amateur Radio Operators.
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio performed emergency public service
when the city of 50,000 was
ravaged by Ohio River floods,
RAIL STRIKE

$900

AVE., CHICAGO

11, ILLINOIS

KATZ AGENCY, INC., NAT'L REPS.

Special WCOP Shows
PUBLIC service coup on the railroad strike was scored last week
by WCOP Boston newsmen, who
aired recorded telephone interviews with dominant strike figures.
Ron Cochran, news director, and
Ken Mayer, special events man,
prepared a 15-minute news program on the strike situation, including interviews with executives
of the Boston and Maine Line, the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the Boston and Albany and
the Massachusetts Retail Grocers
Assn.
Hurried calls to officials brought
assurance that most commuter
service would continue on both
lines, and that perishable foods
would get through with the help
of
side
in executive
the strike personnel.
picture alsoLabor's
was given
by
the WCOP
agent for
union.
airedthethetrainmen's
program
Feb. 4, 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.
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frigid weather, rain, ice and th
snow. More floods are feared wi
the thawing of the ice and snct
and WPAY declared that it will i!
main on the air 24 hours a d
until the emergency is past.
When heavy snow and seve
cold manacled public facilities
the Kentucky and southern India
area, WHAS-AM-TV Louisvi
rose to the occasion by offering
audience complete coverage, wai
ings and instructions. With schoc
closed for two days, WHAS-1
also carried special programs f
children in cooperation with t
local distributor of the Encyc
paedia Britannica. The prograi
included films both entertaini
and educational.
WFOY St. Augustine, Fla.,
an area only brushed by winte
garments, took advantage of t
two-inch blanket of "beautifi
snow by sponsoring "Florid:
First
Man York
Contest."
WORSnowNew
inadverten
made a mistaken announcement
schools closing because of the t
weather, and in so doing gave 1
000 pupils and 700 teachers in EJ
abeth, N. J., an unexpected holid;
A telephone operator made
error in taking down a code pre:
ranged by WOR and school offick
Lurie Joins
LT. ALFRED LURIE, former t
evision director at WBAP-TV F<
Worth, Tex., has joined the Rad
TV Branch of the Dept. of Defer,:
Charles Dillon, division chief,
vealed last week. Lt. Lurie v:
associated with WBAP-TV ft
December 1948 to October IP
when he returned to active serv!
(Army)
with the 5th Armci
Div.
He
Branch Feb. joined
3, the the
fourthRadio-'
speci
ist to be added since the first of
year
as expansion
part of the [Broadcast!
division's
dio-TV
• Telecasting,
Jan. 29].
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KGW
WHICH

THE

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

in

the

ORtwfym

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME

"Planned" is the word which best typifies Longview, Washington, the
youngest community in KGW's widespread coverage area, and one of the
most trial
progressive.
Laid outa planned
in 1922 pattern.
as a "model"
town,largest
Longview's
growth has followed
The two
lumber indusmills
in the world are located here; lumber products, pulp and paper products
add to expanding payrolls. Longview, with its neighbor, Kelso, is an
important Columbia River port. A recent KGW Tour-Test, conducted in
cooperation with the Oregon State Motor Association, and witnessed by
"Miss KGW" and Longview executives, proved KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of this healthy market. Include this "planned" city
in your plans for getting the most out of KGW's Comprehensive Coverage.

350,030

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station
Station BC

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

Station D

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO
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Radio
Market

Data

for
Oakland,
California
L How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2. How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs,
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.
3. What does Hooper say?
KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
4B Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.
5- What about KLX results
...and promotion?
Just send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Repratented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

DISASTER

A PRACTICED speed characterized radio-television coverage of
New York's third major train disaster within a year, at Woodbridge,
N. J., last week, when an 11-car
Pennsylvania Railroad train
plunged from a 26-foot temporary
embankment, killing 83 and injuring 330 rush-hour commuters.
Among reports received by
Rroadcastinc • Telecasting were
these:
,
WJLK Asbury Park, broadcasting to the area in which most of
those killed in the wreck resided,
went on the air with a bulletin at
6 p.m., approximately 15 minutes
after the event had occurred. Between then and 2 o'clock the following morning, the station made
16 special broadcasts. Frank Wilgus, station news director, and
Tom Birckhead of the news staff,
broadcast from the scene which
was 30 miles from the station.
WAAT Newark flashed the news
at 6:06, after a former staff member, Ted Webb, who was in Woodbridge when the accident happened, telephoned the news to the
station. Throughout the evening
program schedules were disregarded in order to carry the latest
news of the disaster.
First TV Claim
Apparently first to telecast films
of the scene was WPIX (TV) New
York, which went on the air with
motion pictures at 9:32 p.m., less
than four hours after the occurrence. WPIX Camerman Frank
Hurley reached the scene at 6:30
p.m., began taking films immediately, and by 7:30 p.m. sent the
first 100 feet of newsreel footage
by messenger to the station. Prints
also were rushed to WGN-TV Chicago and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
by agreement.
NBC's radio mobile unit was sent
to the scene shortly after the network bulletined the news at 6:30
p.m. Leon Pearson interviewed eye
witnesses from the mobile unit at
the site of the disaster until 2
a.m., when he was replaced by W.
W. Chaplin who worked through
the night recording material and
arranging for live pickups the following morning. Throughout the
evening the network broadcast
bulletins at station breaks. NBC
Television carried bulletins at 6:30
p.m. and at regular intervals during the evening. Its first films of
the wreck were telecast at midnight.
CBS flashed its initial news of
the wreck at 6:14 p.m. and continued throughout the evening with
bulletins and on-the-spot reports
by Jack Walters. A special program devoted to the accident replaced the regular 11-11:15 p.m.
newscast, with other special programs later. CBS-TV bulletined
the news on the Douglas Edwards
program, 7:30-7:45 p.m., and
showed films of the wreck at 11:30

Radio-TV

letined the news first at 6:15 p.m.
and followed with further bulletins. At 7:30 an appeal for
nurses from the General Hospital,
Perth Amboy, N. J., was broadcast. The 11 p.m. News of Tomorrow featured a recorded interview
of a survivor by Julian Anthony of
the ABC staff, and at midnight a
complete round-up of the disaster
news was aired. ABC-TV carried
bulletins throughout the evening.
WOR New York carried the news
at 6:30, after one of its account
executives, Jack Mohler, who was
on the train following the one
which was wrecked, telephoned the
station. Subsequently Mr. Mohler
telephoned descriptions of the
scene which were broadcast at 9
p.m. by Arthur Van Home.
Listener Assist
A listener and follower of Martin Block of WNEW New York
telephoned Mr. Block the news at
7:33 p.m. Later the same listener
arranged a telephone interview between Ernie Hartman, station producer, and August Greiner, mayor
of Woodbridge. Bulletins were
carried throughout the evening.
WTTM Trenton, N. J., claims it
was the only station in that area
to carry the story of the wreck
that same night. Coverage began
with a bulletin at 6:10 p.m. and
at 10 p.m. its mobile unit was enroute to Woodbridge. News Editor
Arnold Snyder remained on the
scene for four and a half hours.
WTTM was on the air until 1 a.m.,
hour after signoff, to air telephone
interviews with witnesses.
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J.,
maintained a steady flow of infor-

Coverage

Quid

mation with bulletins, special an
nouncements from authorities an
on-the-spot tape recordings. With
in 20 minutes after the wrecl
Newsman Arthur Ungerleiter con
firmed a phone tip and rushed t
the scene with a tape recordei
First on-the-spot reporting cam
at
8:05 p.m. with eye-witness a<
counts.
WATTS

POST

Formally Announced By DP
APPOINTMENT of W. Walt*
Watts as assistant to the admini:
trator of the Defense Productio
Administration and as chairman (
DPA's Production Executive Con
mittee was formally announce
last Thursday by Administrate
William
H. Harrison Jan.
[Broadcas'
ing
• Telecasting,
8].
In his new position Mr. Wat
will head the committee throug
which overall coordination and d
rection of all defense productic
will be coordinated by Gen. Harr
son. The committee also con
prises representatives from go
ernment agencies which are r
sponsible for the operating phasi
of the defense production prograi
Mr. Watts, on leave of absent
from his post as vice president
charge of Engineering Produc
Dept. of RCA Victor, has be<
with RCA since 1945 and is a d
rector of the Radiomarine Cor
and RCA Service Co. Durir
World War II he served undi
Gen. Harrison, then in charge i
Signal Corps procurement. Late
as director of the procurement c
vision, he held the rank of colon*

SET OUTPUT
RADIO manufacturers made 14,589,900 broadcast and 7,463,800 TV r
ceivers in 1950, according to a 12-month calculation by Radio-Televisk
Mfrs. Assn. Figures cover member and non-member companies and wei
prepared by Frank W. Mansfield, Sylvania Electric Products, chairms
of the RTMA Industry Statistics *
Committee.
000 represent TV sets with an F
Output of radio sets represents a tuner,
substantial increase over the 11,- Of the 1950 radio sets 8,174,61
400,000 sets turned out in 1949. are home radios, 4,740,600 au
TV production totaled 3 million sets and 1,674,700 portables,
sets that year, an increase of 150% Home radio set production in D
for 1950.
cember (a five-week month) reach
RTMA is revising its industry 957,100 units, one of the highe
statistics and has not yet calcu- figures in the postwar era, pli
lated 1950 production of aural and 453,500 auto and 95,000 portab
TV receivers containing circuits sets, a total of 1,505,600 radio r
that tune the FM broadcast band. ceivers. TV production aggregate
An unofficial estimate places the 858,500 sets.
number of sets with FM at 2,150,- RTMA's industry estimates f
000. Of these something over 800,- 1950 by months follow:
Months
TV
Home Radios
Auto Portab

187,i

686,600

715,700

^46,200

September (five weeks)

502,500
327,500
843,800

730,500
400,800
792,500

S01'S0° 2"']
167,600 97,<
414,200 128,8

December (five weeks)

858.500

957,100

453,500

March (five weeks)
June (five weeks)
July

....

95.C

ABC, over WJZ New York, bulPage 34
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Association

of American

TRANSPORTATION
Washington

Railroads

BUILDING
6, D. C.

WILLIAM T. FAR ICY
PRESIDENT

February

9, 1951

To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

HOW RAILROADS

Stories dealing with the
the United States are appearing
air with increasing frequency.
nation, people are busy setting
things show that we are willing
none of us likes to think about.

SERVE IN TIME OF EMERGENCY
possibility of enemy action here in
in the press and being heard over the
In towns and cities throughout the
up civil defense organizations. These
to face and do something about a problem

The railroads which provide our basic transportation have been
busy expanding their capacity and, of course, railroads need little or
no conversion from peacetime to emergency service.
To these features
of ready expansibility and adaptability, railroads add two others which
become doubly important in time of emergency — their flexibility and
availability.
In the event of enemy action, other channels of transportation
might become choked with individually operated and largely uncontrollable
traffic.
Yet, trains would continue to move under the disciplined control of railroad operating organizations.
Railroad tracks may be knocked
out for a time but, as was amply demonstrated in Europe during World War II,
it is difficult to block rail movement completely for any considerable
period of time.
After all, there is no essential difference between bomb damage
and damage from floods, washouts or landslides.
Railroads are experienced
in finding ways to keep traffic moving, either by prompt repair of the
damaged line or over the flexible network of main and secondary lines and
the alternate routes available between most centers.
The agreements and
arrangements necessary for such diversions and detours have been worked
out in advance and are in effect.
In order to meet the nation's essential transportation needs,
regardless of conditions, the railroads will continue enlarging and improving their facilities to the end that the nation shall suffer no lack,
no failure, of the basic transportation so essential to its economy in
time of peace and its safety in time of war.
Sincerely

OADCASTING
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yours,
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Weaken
P.

IRST

CHOICE

OF

RADIO

ENGINEERS

FLEXIBILITY
In rack or console, or in its really portable cases, the Magnecorder will suit
every purpose. PT6 Series shown is the
most widely used professional tape recorder inthe world, and is available with
3 speeds (33i", 7T 2", 15") if preferred.

FIDELIT
Lifelike tone Quality, low distortion meet
N.A.B. standards — and at a moderate
price! PT63 Series shown in rack mount
also offers three heads to erase, record,
and play back to monitor from the tape
while recording.

PT7 accommodates 10' 2' reels and
offers 3 heads, positive timing and pushbutton control. PT7 Series shown in complete console model is also available for
portable or rack mount. For outstanding
recording equipment, see the complete
Magnecord line — PT6, PT63 and PT7,
WRITE FOR NEW

INC.
360 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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CATALOG

Magnecord,
Inc.,Ave.,
Dept.Chicago
B-2 1, III.
360 N. Michigan
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord
Equipment.
Name..
Addre
City..

.Zone..

State..

I. DOLLARS

Sales Pitch

Stolzoff Warns

ACCEPTANCE of per inquiry deals by stations is weakening their sale,
position, according to J. S. Stolzoff, radio-TV vice president of Cramer
Krasselt Co., Milwaukee agency. Mr. Stolzoff will soon join Foote, Com
& Belding in Chicago, as radio-TV production supervisor [Broadcastin*
• Telecasting, Jan. 22].
*maintained —
and
a fixed set o:J
While radio "has done an admirstandards.
able job of policing its own indus4. Stations cannot indefinite!;!
warnedifthat
"it carry water on both shoulders!
would try,"beMr. Stolzoff
unfortunate
Better
How can the acceptance of P.I. b j
Business Bureaus, local or governjustified when other advertiser,
ment agencies decided that they
must pay card rates. Will aleil
would have to enter the picture."
local advertisers demand that the;?
He continued: "The radio indusgo off of card rates and onto fj
try has devoted 25 years and countless dollars in selling radio as a basis of so many dollars per una
sold ... $15 per car, 10% of thn
prime medium for most classificaprice
of an appliance, $3 per roca
tions of local and national advering chair?
tisers. The radio industry has repeatedly said that 'dollar for dollar,
radio is your best buy.' "
Mr. Stolzoff cited "four important reasons" P. I. deals are hurtKFMB SALE
ing broadcasters. They follow:
1. Listeners are dissatisfied.
Kennedy Seeks FCC Consen
Many P.I. pitches run as long as
PAPERS were filed with FCC hJ
3-5 minutes. That annoys the lis- week for consent to the sale q
tener. In addition, while many P.I.
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, Califj
offers represent worthwhile values,
by
Jack Gross to the John i
the relatively high percentage of Kennedy
interests for $925,801
questionable merchandise results
in purchaser dissatisfaction. This
ing,
20, 1950]. • Telecas'
plus Nov.
[Broadcasting
tends to cause a reduction in the
KFMB, an ABC affiliate, is |
over-all effectiveness of the stasigned 1 kw fulltime on 550 k
tion's
regular
commercials
and
directional. KFMB-TV, affiliate
munity.
with ABC, CBS and NBC, operate
often spreads ill-will in the comon Channel 8 (180-186 mc).
Retailers Resent
The transfer application ind
2. When any large quantity of cates that Mr. Gross, president a
general manager of the station
P.I. offers are carried by a station,
retailers in the market are bound
who wishes to retire from day-ti
day operating responsibilities i
to resent the competition . . . particularly when they cannot buy
radio,
all of license
his so'
time on the same basis as some
interestwillin transfer
the stations'
little-known outside competitor,
Jack Kennedy
Gross Broadcasting
Co., C '
The
Broadcasting
i.e., "pay only for the sales you
The latter is successor to Charles
ton Broadcasting Co., the Kenned
3. The minute a radio station
interest which previously operate
receives an order from out-of-state,
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., and ws
it is undeniably in interstate comidentified with ownership of WPA
make." merce. A station making P.I. available to some accounts and not to Parkersburg and WBLK Clark:
burg, W. Va. All these interesl
others is subject to charges of unhave been sold.
fair practices, unless it has set up
The transferee presently owr
48% of WSAZ-AM-TV Hunting
ton, W. Va. The application als
PARKER NAMED
indicated that from October 1§|
Saginaw Co. V.P.-Gen. Mgr.
to May 1950 Kennedy Broadcasts
Co. owned 95% of the San Dieg
MILTON
L. GREENEBAUM,
Journal and during that time M
president, Saginaw Broadcasting
Kennedy was editor and publish!
Co., operator of WSAM Saginaw
and WLEW Bad
of the paper. The stock was di
posed of in December 1950, it sai
Axe., Mich., has
The
announced that
of SanKennedys
Diego. are now residen
Jack Parker, vetOwnership of Kennedy Broadcas
eran of radio, has
ing Co. was given as follows: Bru<
acquired a stock
Lee Kennedy, wife of John A. Kei
interest in the
nedy, president and 44.5% ownei
John A. Kennedy, chairman of tl
corporation and
has been elected
board,Lee38.3%;'
Stoddard
P. Johnstc
and
Johnston,
children
of Mr
to the position of
Kennedy,
vice
president
and
directi
vice president and
Mr. Parker
respectively; Margaret K. Byrn
general manager.
Charleston, secretary-treasurer; Lyd
Until election
Busek, San Diego, assistant secretar,
to his new post, Mr. Parker served
treasurer; Estate of J. A. Bloc
as director of station operations
Wheeling, 4.5%; Melva G. Cherno
for the Saginaw Broadcasting Co. Jolla,
Calif., 1.6%. Latter is the wi
radio properties. In addition he of Howard Chernoff, former mana,
ing director of WCHS. Melvin Sperr
will manage the Great Lakes NetClarksburg, also was listed but 1
work, newly formed Michigan
regional network keyed out of holds no office or interest, applie
tion said.
WSAM-FM Saginaw.
BROADCASTING
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Meeting tower construction

emergencies

of all kinds . . . solving tower problems

and small . . . being on the job with knowledge
that's the type of service which has made
Truscon

experience embraces

or uniform

and meteorological

different tower types: guyed or self-supporting. . .tapered

call or letter to any convenient

Youngstown,

Truscon

applications.

district office, or to our home

office in

will bring you immediate, capable engineering assistance. Call or write today.

TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

See the Truscon Exhibit, Booth 230
Institute of Radio Engineers Show

I

Truscon a world leader in radio tower engineering!

in cross-section . . . for AM, FM, TV, or microwave

Your phone

*OADCASTING

and skill that gets the job done . . .

all types of topographical

conditions ... and supplying many

big
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TRUSCON

r

mm ING
SELF
AND -SUP
UNIFORPORT
M T/% IAIED
\
CROSS SECTION GUYED m %/VfEKJ
TRUSCON COPPER MESH GROUND SCREEN
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One Yearbook, Please
EDITOR:
Because of our work with the
radio and television stations which
have been doing an outstanding
job of cooperation in effecting the
Hoover Report, we would like to
have a copy of your Yearbook to
bring our California lists up to
date.
William H. Courtney
Secretary
Southern Calif. Committee
Hoover Report, Los Angeles

Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Bob Carlson
Director
Livestock Market Inst.
South St. Paul, Minn.
* * *

'Immensely Pleased1
EDITOR:
All of us here at South St. Paul
were immensely pleased with the
(Livestock Market Inst.) story.
Both Ed Pendergast and I expect
to be in radio for many years to
come, and you can rest assured that
we will always have a high regard
and an appreciative word for

Helpful to Educators
EDITOR:
I frequently use material you
publish as background for lectures
in several subject matter areas, including programming, promotion,
advertising and continuity. I will
also use some of your material in
a course in Radio Policy, as well as
television courses. As a matter of
fact, I have been clipping articles
of particular interest and have files

distortion and misrepresentatioi
of the truth in connection with th<
Pittsburgh story! . . . [Broadcast
ing • Telecasting, Jan. 29].
As usual, you may get som
squawks
from. . newspaper-owne<
radio stations.
.

open mike

from issues of the last three years
. . . and believe it would be helpful
to educators who use your magazine if shows were reviewed more
frequently ... in each issue.
I would like to see more frequent
reports of the results of radio research, somewhat along the line of
the weekly Telestatus reports.
Don C. Smith
Assistant Professor of Radio
U. of Alabama
Hurrah
EDITOR:

for BAB!

Long, loud cheers for BAB's
courageous exposure of the ANPA's

It seems to me that practical!
everyone of these newspaper-radi
clashes has resulted from an ur
justified ANPA offensive (and
do mean "offensive") which ha
forced NAB or BAB to lash bac
in self-defense. They've been keep
ing us busy on the defensive. No'
that the BAB has given 14-kara
evidence of having a mind, stomac
and budget of its own, many of d
hope you will soon be able to figfl
your way out of these defensiv
trenches and launch a major offen
sive of your own, selling radio 2.
the greatest means of communic;;
tion and the greatest medium «
advertising the world has evq
known.
Frank E. Pellegrin
H-R Representatives Inc.
New York
* * *
FM Not 'Forgotten'
EDITOR:
Two items in particular in yoifl
issue of Jan. 29 seem to call fJ
comment by those of us interest*!
in FM broadcasting. In Closi]
Circuit is the statement "... Ff
is practically forgotten medium]
Then comes an article on page a
on
main"Emergency
point of theNetworks."
emergency TH
nj

If you've bought a steak,
roast, or even hamburger lately,
you'll understand why the Kansas
farmer has plenty of money to spend.
Soaring prices for beef cattle, plus
another thumping big wheat crop, have
pushed him up to sixth place* in the
national farm income picture.
These farmers make up a market
well worth going after. They also make

up the bulk of WlBW's audience.
But that's only natural. After all,
WIBW is the farm station for Kansas
. . . the one most listened tof by these
eager-to-buy farm families. That's why
WIBW can get fast RESULTS FOR
YOU.
"U.S. Dept. of Ag. '50
^Kansas Radio Audience

WIBW
Serving and Selling
THE

MAGIC

CIRCLE

Rep.: Capper Publications, Int. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. •WIBW • KCKN
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as suggested by my friend Bij
Beer of WATG Ashland, Ohio aJ
others, seems to be that these nej
will use no wires and will thus ]
"air pick-ups." Nowhere in tj
article is FM mentioned but I a|
sure you are aware that FM sil
nals will provide the means thj
will make this setup possible.
"Practically
forgotten"
ju I
doesn't jibe with the fact that F|
is theland
onlylines
means
of networkii
with
destroyed
or not 11
operation. Your casual dismiss
of 676 radio broadcasting statioi
approximately one-third of the
FM only, can only be interpreted
discriminatory in my opinion.
Despite our feeling that you a
less than favorably disposed to F
I must confess that Broadcasti:
• Telecasting each Monday is
welcome arrival and a source
information available nowhere el
Maybe someday we radio "comm
people" will be viewed in the sa;
light as our richer, older brothr
in the AM field.
Mark T. McKee Jr.
Assistant Manager
WMLN (FM) Mount
Clemens, Mich.
* * *
EDITOR:
In Closed Circuit, Jan. 29, pa:
WPV 1
"FCC's for
graph starting
someone
is responsible
statement being made that "FM
practically
forgotten
medium."
this is quoting
the FCC
or ji
quoting a reporter, why, pray b
(Continued on page 71)
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It plays— 45's,

33%

fine-grooves',

33%

standards',

78

standards'

.1 .

The All-New RCA Pick-up and Tone Arm
installed on a 70-D turntable.

PICK-UP..
• one arm, all speeds!
Anti-friction pivots and low inertia provide easy tracking
RCA's All-New Tone Arm — with magnetic lateral
on eccentric and warped records. Lower weight assures
plug-in heads — fits all standard turntables. Only
better record service— longer stylus life. Tracking error of
two heads are needed (or all speeds.
the arm is less than 4 degrees.
Arm assembly MI-11885 is complete with tone arm,
This versatile pick-up and tone arm combination . . .
mounting plate, hardware, and the filter modification kit
installed on your turntable . . . can play every record and
MI-11874 (for 70-series turntables).
transcription in your library. Just plug in the head, for
You use plug-in head MI-1 1874-4 with the 1-mil stylus
the that.
right record groove— and spin the platter. It's as easy
as
for fine-groove records. You use plug-in head MI-11874-5
with the 2 1/2 -mil stylus for standard transcriptions and
Designed for studio-quality at all standard speeds, this
unique system has outstanding features over previous
78 rpm records.
Order from your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or
types. For instance, plug-in magnetic heads need no adjustments for stylus pressure. Visibility of the stylus (from
direct from Dept. NB-19, RCA Engineering Products,
Camden, New Jersey.
the top of the head) permits accurate groove-spotting.
AUDIO

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RADIO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.

of AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
STING
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Networks

WTIC Hartford is proud of Lt. Col.
Ruel M. Luckingham (center), a member of the station's transmitter staff
for 22 years, and his two sons who
also are in the armed forces. Col.
Luckingham is commanding officer
of the 193d Aircraft Control and
Warning Squadron, A i r National
Guard; Ruel Jr., 23, (I) is an aviation
cadet lieutenant at the Vance Airforce Base, Enid, Okla., and Cpl.
Robert W., 19, is a flight engineer
with the 118th Fighter Squadron.
Both the colonel and his elder son
are World War II veterans.

To Submit

Facility Needs
COMBAT
NEWS
NETWORKS and wire services have been asked to prepare minimum
requirements for communications facilities which would be necessary in
potentially "eruptable" military combat zones, it was revealed last week.
The disclosure came on the heels of exploratory discussions looking
toward
speedier and improved *
transmission of radio-press news
officials of communications companies. They agreed to submit their
coverage and involving participation of broadcasting, press and individual facilities requirements
communication company represenfor a "carefully compiled list of
tatives [Closed Circuit, Jan. 15]. hypothetical danger zones in case
press and broadcasting services
The meeting, held at the Pentagon last Monday, was called by might be required for one or more
Maj. Gen. Floyd L. Parks, Army
of these zones on short notice."
The zones were not disclosed, but
Chief of Information, to discuss
ways and means of insuring im- it was believed that they would include such international tender
proved public information transmission from combat zones in fu- spots as Japan, Formosa, Germany
and others where Soviet Russia
ture overseas military operations
if the occasion should arise.
conceivably would be expected to
Representatives from the four strike.
Networks probably will survey
major networks (ABC, CBS, MBS
and NBC) and the wire services
locations in which they now maintain circuits, where those circuits
(AP, UP, INS and Press Wireless)
met with military authorities and
might logically be endangered, and

in which they have no circuit f ac
ities at all, it was explained. Th(
same would apply to press facilities.
According to present plans, th<

Signal Corps, thearm,
Army's
communications
wouldlong-lini
utilizi
this information at least as a "ten
tative estimate" of services i
would be called upon to furnish al
media until commercial communi
cation companies could assum
actual operation.
Gen. Parks stated that the Sig
nal Corps, cooperating with th
Navy and Air Force, would pla;
to furnish facilities "during th
first shock of
hostile
unti
commercial
firms
couldaction"
send equip
ment and personnel to the zon<
Representatives of RCA commun:
cations indicated, in turn, the
would provide mobile and sem:
mobile equipment to be ready o
a standby basis.
The facilities problem was a(
cented with the example of th
Korean conflict. Signal Corp
spokesmen pointed out that 50% c
telegraph printer traffic had bee
devoted to servicing the press an
that, during the Inchon invasioi
the total rose to nearly 70%.
U. S. Navy and Air Force re]
resentatives who also participate
in the preliminary discussionsreportedly the first of their kin
in history — were asked to exploi
the possibility of providing add
tional floating and flying commi
nications equipment to assist i |
maintaining the flow of public h
formation "during the early daj
of an emergency period."
Better Understanding
Summing up the results of Moi
day's meeting, Gen. Parks state
that "at least we understand ea(
other's problems better, and hai
a better idea of what our mutu
responsibilities
are." clearance j
Plans for assuring
commercial communications pel
sonnel in any potential war zoi
also will be expedited under dire
tion of the Army information o
fice, Gen. Parks added.
were:
Attending the Pentagon sessi<

A Show that's truly a musical treat. Unique
symphonic treatments of standard favorites by
outstanding composer-conductor, FRANK DEVOL.
Frank DeVol with his orchestra presents in the
regular
spotlight,
popular
(Peglovely
O' MyKING
Heart) vocal
CLARK
DENNIS
and the
SISTERS. Occasional vocal spice is added by inimitable PEGGY LEE and baritone HAL DERWIN.
Another Capitol Library Feature,
one half hour per week.
A feature worth $50 per month alone— yet you
can have Frank DeVol plus numerous other
sparkling library shows on your station for
$75 per month the first year and just
$50 per month thereafter.
For Custom Library details write or wire
CAPITOL
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Incorporated
Sunset and Vine

The name of Frank DeVol has reached
national prominence in music, radio, and
television. You've heard him on the Jack
Carson show, the Jack Smith show and other
top radio network programs. Southern Californians have enjoyed him on television. An
outstanding composer-conductor, Frank
DeVol is equally deft with the MC's microphone and his voice gives the show that
production polish. It's a show you'll sell to a
demanding account. Available in the Capitol
Custom Library.

William R. McAndrew, Henry C;
sidy and Julian Goodman, NBC; We
Church, Theodore Koop and Roh
Bendick, CBS; Leslie Higbie, ME
John Madigan, ABC; W. M. Beal J
AP; A. S. Harrison and Harry Flo
UP; William K. Hutchinson, INS; W
liam J. McCambridge and Frank
Christie, Press Wireless; T. H. Mitch
and Roger H. Nash, RCA; Brig. G'
Eugene Harrison, deputy chief of i I
formation, U. S. Army; Col. Edw; j
M. Kirby, chief, and Capt. Carl Zij
mermann,
branch,
the Chief ofradio-TV
Information,
U. S.Office
Am 1!
Lt. Col. Dayton W. Eddy, Lt. Col. G i
Rierson and Bruce Quisenberry, An
Signalbranch
Corps;ofMaj.
rad I,
TV
the Robert
Public Keim,
Informal
Office, Dept. of Defense; and W
Walter
King, U.Office
of the Chief
Information,
S. Army.

CURRENT
monthly bulletin
Greater Cleveland's Radio Cour
rated WTAM as leader of local £
BROADCAST DIVISION
network programs heard. Out of ;
recommended radio shows, WTAM
Hollywood 28, Calif.
with 35 local and network shows
31% of total.
BROADCASTING
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1931-A

recommends
1181-A

GENEI

Broadcast

S Television

Measuring
i
\
£ j:
:i i
;i .
1 :

Equipment
-

[ere's what you need to "watch" your broadcast signal as
squired by the FCC — whether for AM, FM, or TV. Any radio
ngineer will O.K. these General Radio monitors, distributed by
Graybar, for their maker's products have been radio's favorites
)r decades.
Illustrated are the Type 193 1-A Amplitude-Modulation Monior, which performs five functions for AM, including measurelent of percentage of modulation on either positive or negative
eaks; the Type 1181-A Frequency Deviation Monitor for AM,
'hich indicates direction and magnitude of deviation from
. ssigned frequency; the Type 1170-A Monitor for FM and the
ural FM channel for TV ( 1170-AT), which indicates both freuency deviation and modulation percentage; the 1182-T
'requency Monitor for TV video, which indicates transmitter
requency deviation. Complete specifications are available via
traybar.
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
LUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting
- ^ar your entire station and grounds! Whatever your requirements
ti j- to get the most suitable items most quickly, call your nearest
iraybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric
ompany, Inc. Executive Offices: Graybar Building, New York
4908
7, New York.

Graybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best
Amplifiers (1,23)
Antenna Equipment (23)
Attenuators (8)
Cabinets (15)
Consoles (23)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
Microphones, Stands and Accessories
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
Monitors
(12)
Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
Speech Input Equipment (23)
Test Equipment (1,8,12,24)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
Tubes (11,16,23)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories
(9,19,23)
Wiring Supplies and Devices
(4,10,11,13,18,21,25)

Manufactured By . . .
(1) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4) Communication
Bryant
(5)
Products
(6) Continental Electronics
(7) Crouse-Hinds
(8) Daven
(9) General
Fairchild Cable
(10)
(11) General Electric
(12) General Radio
(13) Hubbell

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

Hugh Lyons
Karp Metal
Machlett
Meletron
National
Products Electric

(20)
(19) Standard
Presto Electronics
(21 ) Triangle
(22) Webster Electric
(23) Western Electric
(24)
(25) Weston
Whitney Blake

Distributor of Western Electric products

here are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities.
hese are the Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in key cities:
TLANTA
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
W Stone, Cypress 1751 W. H. Hansher, Main 0600 P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
OSTON
CLEVELAND
HOUSTON
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
■ HICAGO
DALLAS
JACKSONVILLE
H. Taylor, Canal
6-4100
C. C. Ross, Randidol :.: : ; 6454
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-761 1
.
BROADCASTING
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KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621

NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100

RICHMOND
E. C. Toms,
Richmond 7-3491
SAN
FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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It

$64

Get

Your

Share

in the Norfolk
with

of Drug

Metropolitan

WTAR

and

Sales

Sales Area

WTAR-TV

Folks in the Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area — Norfolk,
Portsmouth and Newport News, Virginia — are big spenders
in drug stores — $14,995,000* to be exact. These same
Nor-folks listen most of the time to WTAR, the station that
delivers you more listeners per dollar than any other station, or combination of local stations. Mr. Hoopereports
prove this. And, when Nor-folks look at television, they

QUESTIONS
Kremer 'Tips' Radio on Defense Against T>

"ONLY a very few radio stations
have put up a defense against television in their listening area," Ray
H. Kremer, radio director of Lambert & Feasley, New York, maintains.
As a result, Mr. Kremer has
compiled a set of questions which
he gives to radio station men calling on him. The answers can be
used as a sales argument for radio
against the inroads of TV.
"Any station that can answer
the questions to the satisfaction
of clients' agencies should not only
keep present sponsors happy but
attract a lot of- new ones," Mr.
Kremer told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
The questions follow:
1. How many radio homes does your
station reach?
2. How does this circulation compare to the leading newspaper in your
area?
3. On a cost per thousand basis
(Y2 hour time charge vs. full page
black-and-white) how does your station compare to the leading news4. Does your station reach as many
homes
paper? as the combined circulation of
the 5, 10, 20 or 30 leading newspapers in your area?
5. What is your cost per thousand
(Yz hr. time charge vs. full page
black-and-white) in comparison to
the combined circulation of these
leading newspapers in your area?
6. How does your circulation compare to the leading farm publications
in your area?
7. What is the circulation of Life
magazine in your area?
8. What is the combined circulation
of Life, Look, Colliers and the Post
in your coverage area?
9. What is the combined circulation
of McCalls, Good Housekeeping,
Journal and Companion in your coverage area?
10. How many radio stations compete for audience in your area?
11. What is your day-night share
of audience in comparison to all radio
competition in your area?

must look at WTAR-TV, the only TV service in Virginia's
First Market.
So, it's just smart for you to let the WTAR and WTAR-TV
Combination sell your drug products in the Norfolk Metropolitan Market ... to get your share and more of sales, at
a profit, too. Call us, today, or your Petry man.
'Sales Management — Survey of Buying Power, May TO, 1950
NBC Affiliate — 5,000 Watts Day and
Night.
NBC, CBS,Affiliate
ABC, and Dumont Television
Network
Nationally Represented by Edward Petry & Co.
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AAAA MEET
Mobilized Economy Is Theme
"ADVERTISING in a Mobilized
Economy" will be the theme of the
33d annual meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
to be held April 19-21 at the Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va.
Attendance at the meeting is
limited to 375 member agency people, media and advertiser guests,
and ladies. Thursday, April 19, is
set aside for member agency people
only. Invited media and advertiser
guests will join the sessions on
April 20 and 21. Annual dinner
will be held on the evening of

12. How many TV stations are ther
in your area?
13. How many TV homes are ther
in your area?
14. Assuming a client intended t
use only TV in your area, how man
homes would he be missing insid
the 50 mile metropolitan area?
15. How many homes would he b
missing with TV outside the 50 mil
television area?
16. Assuming that eventually a]
homes inside the 50 mile area wi]
be lost to television, will your statio:
reach more radio families outsid
than there are TV families inside?
17. Assuming a client wants TV i
your area, what other combination c
media would you recommend be use
to cover your listening area whic
would give the advertiser the greal
est number of impressions per dolla
spent?
MURROW
SPEECH
Carolina Newsmen To Heai
CBS Commentator Edward l!
Murrow is scheduled to address ;
luncheon session of the Carolina
Radio its
News
Assn.,clinic
whic1i j
holds
firstDirectors
annual news
Chapel Hill, N. C, Feb. 17. Ir
vitations have been sent to statio
managers and news directors b'
CRNDA President F. 0. Carve :
Jr., WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
Mr. Murrow also will address a
open meeting on the campus of tr
U. of North Carolina that eveninj
Gordon Gray, president of the un
versity and WSJS, will introduc
Mr. Murrow whose appearance wi
highlight a day of news panel di:
cussion
at the
university's Con
munications
Center.

Topics and
speakers durin
morning sessions: "What a Ne^
Department
to the
Sma1
Radio
StationMeans
in Terms
of Publ
Service" — Dick
Brown,
WEW 1
Laurinburg; Jim McNeill, WTS
Lumberton; George Allen, WSA
Salisbury, all North Carolin:
"What a News Department Mear
to a Radio Station in Terms <
Dollars and Cents" — Nick Mitche] I
WFBC
Greenville, S. C; Gr« I
Seibels, WMSC Columbia, S. C I
Jim Dalrymple, WEWO.
Afternoon panel discussions will
include: "Why We Believe a Wei l
Organized News Department Is I
Valuable Asset to Every Rad I
Station"— Harold Essex, WSJ{;1
Richard Mason, WPTF Raleig I
N. C; Fred Fletcher, WRAL R I
leigh. "What the University Cor I
munication Center and the Scho :l
of Journalism Can Do to Equ I
Radio Newsmen" — J. L. Morriso 1
assistant professor, U. N. C; Ea J
Wynn, director, U. N. C. Comn. d
nication Center; John E. Youn I
manager,
statio ! ]
"What theWNCU,
CRNDAcampus
Is Doing
Promote Better News Coverage
the Two Carolinas" — Elmer 0« 1 1
tinger, WNAO Raleigh, chairmij i
of
the CRNDA membership cor ■
mittee.

April
20. M. Cone, Foote, Cone &
Fairfax
Belding,tions
Chicago,
the AAAA
operacommittee heads
on the
board of directors which is in
charge of plans for the convention.
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HI
... a record chalked up by this Collins 300G
250 - watt AM transmitter for extraordinary
stamina, efficiency, convenience, economy, and
above all, reliability.
There are no short-cuts in the 300G. It is a
product of sound, thorough engineering, choice
components, and painstaking construction to
high standards. Read the quality features below
and you will know why the Collins 300G is the
standard of comparison. Remember that today,
in transmitters as in automobiles, the best costs
very little more than the cheapest.

in i
1n

The 300G is the quarter-kilowatt transmitter
for the owner who figures he may have to
operate over a long period of shortages through
the years ahead. You can trust it to see you
through, come what may.

1
1

1

And right now, we can make prompt delivery
1

a !

The modern styling of the
Collins 300G 250 - watt
AM transmitter will add
a note of business-like
smartness to your transmitter house.

from stock!
We suggest that you get in touch with your
nearest Collins sales office at once, for more com-

q.

plete information.
mi

i

A

A

QUALITY

*

FEATURES
1'

9
_ h

Full size cabinet
Dual oscillators
Motorized tuning
Pressured cooling
Complete accessibility
Full metering

All tubes and the twin oscillator units (center) are
available from the front. Either oscillator may be
means of a switch on the front panel. The other can
plugged and removed for servicing, while its twin
operation.

FOR BROADCAST

COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY,

1 1 W. 42nd St.
2700 W. Olive Ave.
n
NEW YORK 18
BURBANK g

ROADCASTING
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High safety factors
Proved reliability

immediately
selected by
then be uncontinues in

Cedar

Superior operating characteristics

QUALITY, IT'S

Rapids,
1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
DALLAS 2

Iowa

Dogwood

Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE

417 Rosalyn Ave.
DAYTONA BEACH
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EXECUTIVES!

Your WORLD-Amliate station is your best bet for top
quality shows locally. Check your WORLD station for
"Steamboat Jamboree," the "Dick Haymes Show," "Forward
America" and the "Lyn Murray Show." WORLD Commercial Jingles, another WBS special feature, include time and
weather attention-getters and all manner of arresting sponsoridentifications for jewelers, furriers, automobile dealers, furniture stores, apparel shops and many more.
WORLD STATIONS HAVE THE SHOWS,
THE RATINGS, THE KNOW-HOW!

sales

WORLD

for

BROADCASTING

Won

SYSTEM

See Your Local W'C I
• 488 MAIj

JOIN

THESE

WORLD-AFFILIATE

STATIONS

IN

SUMS

KFEQ
WKNB
WTOC
WBRE
KBRO
WCTW
KPDN

WEBC
KTBI
WJLB
WTXL
WMBR
WCAX
WKJG

SETTING

NEW

RECORDS!

"STEAMBOAT JAMBOREE"
Peter Cap'n
Starring
Lanny Mgr.
Ross
B. Kenney,
New Britain, Conn.
J. Ted Branson, Prom. Mgr.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Savannah, Ga.
Dwight Bruce, Prom. Dir.
David M. Baltimore, Gen. Mgr.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Bremerton, Wash.
Bob Gleason, Prog. Dir.
New Castle, Ind.
Howard White, Com'l. Mgr.
Coy Palmer, Gen. Mgr.
Pampa, Tex.

"DICK HAYMES SHOW"
Duluth, Minn.
Greg Rouleau, Sta. Mgr.
Tacoma, Wash.
Ed Lovelace, Mgr.
Detroit, Mich.
George R. Kendall, Prog. Dir.
West Springfield, Mass. Lawrence Reilly, Gen. Mgr.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Charles Stone, Sales Mgr.
Burlington, Vt.
J. D. Swan. Mgr.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Calo Mahlock, Prog. Dir.

Utica, N. Y.
Topeka, Kan.
Pittsburg,
Pa.
Seattle,k
Wash.
0
St.
Petersburg,
Fla.
f
Houston, Tex.
Lansing, Mich.

Starring Walter Huston
FORWARD AMERICA"
N. W. Cook, Prom. Mgr.
Max G. Falkenstein, Prog. Mgr.
James Murray, Mgr.
Archie Taft, Jr., Bus. Mgr.
S. J. Kelley, Gen. Mgr.
Robert C. Meeker, Gen. Mgr.
Harold F. Gross, Gen. Mgr.

SHOW"
'jA
jJiM
WWOD
Lynchburg, Va."LYNJackMORRAY
Weldon, Gen.
Mgr.
KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Hale Bondurant, Gen. Mgr.
WIRE Indianapolis, hid.
M. Wayland Fullington, Prog. D
KSD
St. Louis, Mo.
Guy E. Yeldell, Sales Mgr.
Frank E. Shaffer, Gen. Mgr.
WJER Dover, O.
CJAD Montreal. Que., Can. J. Art Dupont, Gen. Mgr.
Glenn McCormick, Gen. Mgr.
KSLM Salem, Ore.

"WORLD
WHDL
WAPO
KORE
WBRY
KCRA
KWBE
WGYV

Olean, N. Y.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Eugene, Ore.
Waterbury, Conn.
Sacramento, Cal.
Beatrice, Neb.
Greenville, Ala.

COMMERCIAL

JINGLES"

John R. Henzel, Gen. Mgr.
R. G. Patterson, Gen. Mgr.
Lee Bishop, Mgr.
Walter Howard, Prog. Dir.
John P. Dupell, Com'l. Mgr.
John Thorwald, Gen. Mgr.
W. H. Miller, Jr., Mgr.

editorial

Pittsburgh

Smoke

4

Screen

IF THE NEWSPAPER Publishers' Bureau of
Advertising had its way, history would record
that the City of Pittsburgh died last Oct. 2
and was reborn Nov. 17.
That was the period of a strike that closed
Pittsburgh newspapers. The Bureau of Advertising, infull-page ads carried by more than
300 papers, in brochures and strip-films, would
have
town you
low. be'lieve that the strike laid the whole
Happily, there is a Broadcast Advertising
Bureau alert enough to see a low blow in this
newspaper campaign. BAB's new brochure,
which was reported in this publication a week
ago, shows up the newspapers' Pittsburgh
story for what it is — at best an exaggeration
of facts.
There will be more of this kind of thing, we
must regretfully predict. Howard S. Barnes,
director of the Bureau of Advertising, told the
Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn. a
fortnight ago that newspapers were heading
for the "roughest, toughest competition this
business has ever seen." He said that radio
and television were especially to be feared.
We think Mr. Barnes is quite correct in his
predictions. Radio has only lately begun to
know its own strength. It has been helped to
a realization of its power by the undermanned
and underbudgeted BAB. It will be immeasurably helped to use its power by the new and
bigger BAB that is being organized.
One cannot expect newspaper publishers to
sit by idly while radio eats into some of the
advertising revenue they have been accustomed
to receive without exerting more than cursory
effort. But we hope that future campaigns
undertaken by the publishers will be of a more
reliable kind than the Pittsburgh story.
Pittsburgh was not dead between last Oct.
2 and Nov. 17. Sure, people missed their
newspapers. But there is no evidence that anyone missed a meal.

Case

History

THE McFARLAND BILL has passed the Senate for a third time. That's for the record.
But we have a notion that an incident on the
Senate floor prior to S. 658's unanimous approval caught certain FCC policy-makers, once
again seeing blue, with red faces. It was easy
for them to read between the lines of the
rapier-thrusts of Sen. Francis Case (R-S. D.).
Sen. Case knows the FCC from many years
of service on the House Appropriations Committee on Independent Offices. Many times in
the past he has questioned the use of public
funds for pursuits which he regarded outside
the FCC's purview.
Sen. Case, as you can read elsewhere in this
issue, finds that the FCC has moved from the
realm of study of a station's over-all program
content to specific programs "to which it objects." This, even though the Communications
Act, under which the FCC functions, states
unequivocally:
No regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the Commission which
shall interfere with the right of free speech
by means of radio communication.
Thus, Sen. Case finds that while the FCC
ostensibly does not make rules or regulations
dealing with specific programs, it nevertheless,
by indirection, and by a process of elimination,
is effectively controlling program content. In
Page 46
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frowning upon certain kinds of programming,
while renewing station licenses, it is making
known to licensees its own predilections.
That is censorship by the back door. That
was the thesis of the infamous 1946 Blue Book
on the Public Service Responsibilities of Broadcast Licensees. It can become a vehicle for
overt assaults upon the freedom of television
to program without government restraint.
Passage by Congress of the McFarland Bill
at this session, which now seems likely, will
bring long overdue reforms in procedural processes at the FCC. But the campaign against
censorship by the back door — or the lifted eyebrow— can't be waged on the legislative front.
The mandate of the law, as Sen. Case points
out, can be evaded by adroit phrase-making,
and by intimidation. Eternal vigilance, as
always, is the only answer for freedom of the
media of expression.
The

Inside

With

jf - our respects to:

Outler

DOWN GEORGIA way, Johnny Outler, manager of the WSB stations, from his vantage
point of both AM and TV operations, had
something to say about radio "yesterday and
tomorrow."
He said it's inventory time for radio broadcasting— time to check the merchandise and
time to inventory the broadcaster's own attitude. "Radio's one great fear today is —
radio," he averred, "not TV, not the printed
page, but an indifference toward our own end
product — our programs."
Radio's sage of the South certainly uncorked
a couple of mouthfuls. They ought to be heard,
in toto, by the whole aggregation of broadcasters and telecasters at the next annual convention of the NAB (or will it be NARBT?)
in April.

It's Radio, 2 (or 3) to 1
SEARCH the records of world commerce, art
and industry and you won't find anything that
can hold a candle to the development of the
broadcast media. Radio was the front-runner
in the turbulent twenties. And TV has been
the bright star since World War II.
The amazing thing has been that the broadcast twins, which some thought mutually exclusive, have romped along hand in hand.
Radio, which was to dry up and blow away in
the minds of some, actually has done just the
reverse. It has defied the law of "saturation,"
which it seemingly had reached several years
ago, with 95% of the nation's homes possessing at least one receiver. That is more by
quite a bit than the number of homes with
bathtubs, or inside plumbing; more than the
number of tooth brushes in use.
Yet in 1950, TV set sales totalled 7,250,000,
while
sales, in
exceededradio
14 million
witha "saturated"
more than 90medium,
million
sets installed in homes and in automobiles.
Underscoring the radio circulation story at
the local level is a survey made in Buffalo by
the enterprising Evening News stations
(WBEN-AM-TV-FM). By the simple expedient
of checking local distributors they found that
TV
sets sales
radio sets are"
outselling
themwere
two booming,
or three but
to one.
Frank W. Kelly, WBEN station manager,
says that perhaps some of the radio set sales
were secondary sets, and that others may have
resulted from the emergence of the TV set
into the living room. But people don't spend
money for instruments they do not use.
The WBEN type of survey is one that can
be emulated in any market. It provides prima
facie
printed proof
media ofseekcirculation.
to prove. That's all the

THOMAS

FRANCIS

O'NEIL

inches
his
old tall,
years
fivefour
he was
six feet
big man,
HE'Sand A since
friends have called him "Ox." Thomas
Francis O'Neil's brother Bill was the first tc
give him that name, mainly because he could
never quite catch up to his bigger brother's
height. Mr. O'Neil's associates still find it
appropriate, not only because of his impressive
bulk, but for his prodigious working abilitj
as well.
At present,
Mr. O'Neil
is viceas president
anc
director
of Yankee
Network
well as vic<
chairman of the MBS board of directors. H<
is also vice president and director of Genera
Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, founded bj
his
father,
President
brother
Bill owns
WJW William
Cleveland.O'Neil. Hi:
Tom O'Neil went into the family businesi
right after graduating with an AB degrei
from Holy Cross College, Worcester, Mass., i)
1937. At first he was in charge of the Genera
Tire Acceptance Corp's time payment plan a
General's Los Angeles tire store.
Later, Mr. O'Neil became a general ifrfi
salesman in the wholesale field, working in th
promotion
and retail
merchandising
end of General'
Pacific Coast
sales division.
When the government began its stockpilini
of rubber in 1940, he was sent to Washingto:
and placed in charge of all government sale
for General Tire. Four years service in th
U. S. Coast Guard during World War I
cemented Mr. O'Neil's relations with the go\
ernment. He served in the Pacific area a
skipper of an LST, rising from second clas
petty officer to lieutenant.
After leaving the service in September 1941
he was named vice president and genen
manager of General's Boston tire store. Witl
out previous radio experience, he joined th
Yankee Network in December 1947 as vie
president and director.
He liked his new work and he liked radii ;
Yankee Network has 29 radio affiliates in til
New
England
area and one TV statio
(WNAC-TV Boston). In February 1948 I
became a member of the board of directors <
MBS, about 19% of whose stock is held t1
Yankee (General Tire), and in April 1949 W£l
elected vice chairman.
In Tire
the recent
purchase by Geij1
eral
of the $12,320,000
Don Lee Broadcasting
Sy
tem, including Don Lee's 19% interest in MB
Thomas O'Neil represented General Tire. Tl
sale was one of the largest in radio histor
and it is planned that he will assume overt
direction of the newly acquired Pacific Coaj
(Continued on page U9)
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WRAY, vice president KTBS Shreveport, La., elected
Mr. Wray's
election follows recent transfer of
stock within company [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 25, 1950].
LEE RUWITCH, vice president and general manager
WTVJ(TV) Miami, elected to board of directors.
BULMER

& JOHNSON Inc., Minneapolis (station representative), appointed exclusive radio regional representative for WJON St. Cloud, Minn.
EDGAR PARSONS, assistant manager and national
sales manager WOL Washington, resigns to become
radio-TV director American Automobile Assn., WashMr. Wray
ington.
ROY HOLMES, sales and traffic departments NBC, appointed sales
manager WINS New York.
DAN HYDRICK Jr., manager WEAB
land, Md., in same capacity.

Greer, S. C, to WDYK

JAMES C. COLE, manager WWGP
Ohio, as manager.

Sanford, N. C, to WJER

E. POLLOCK, manager KPUG Bellingham, Wash., appointed
general manager KPUG, KBIO Burley, Ida., and KSEM Moses Lake,
Wash., all owned by the same interests. JAMES L. HAMSTREET, manager KAVR Havre, Mont., to replace
Mr. Pollock as manager of KPUG.
WJR Detroit stockholders re-elected
the following officers at annual meeting: G. A. (Dick) RICHARDS, chairman of the board; JOHN F. PATT,
president;
WORTH KRAMER, vice Mr. Hamstreel
Mr. Pollock
president and general manager;
GEORGE W. CUSHING, vice president; G. F. LEYDORF, vice president, and WILLIAM G. SIEBERT, sec
retary-treasurer.
ROSS R. CALLAWAY named account executive in sales service department WJR Detroit. He has been active in public relations and sales
promotion work in Detroit.
ROBERT

LAMBE, commercial manager WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C,
appointed
Norfolk, Va.general sales manager WTAR-AM-FM-TV

Cumber-

JOSEPH A. PACE, sales department WKAP Allentown, Pa., appointed manager WNAR Norristown, Pa.

Dover,

MacGREGOR EADIE, assistant manager continuity acceptance department NBC Western Div., to network's Hollywood TV outlet KNBH as
account executive. He replaces JOHN MARKEY, resigned to join Consolidated Television Productions Inc., Hollywood (TV syndicate).
STEVE DaCOSTA, new to radio, to KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif., as
account executive.
JAMES H. McKNIGHT appointed to sales staff WTAG Worcester, Mass.
He was with WMAW Milwaukee and WIBC Indianapolis.

JULIAN KAUFMAN, assistant commercial manager
KPHO-TV Phoenix, appointed commercial manager.
Mr. Lambe

OSCAR P. LUTZ, Maxwell House Div. of General Foods Corp., N. Y.
to Independent Metropolitan Sales, N. Y. (station representative).

KEN KILMER
TOP

With

to KXOi

WILLIAM S. BASKERVILLE Jr., commercial manager WSPB Sarasota
Fla., to sales staff WFMY Greensboro, N. C.

STAY
ON

HOWARD HAMAN and PHIL KILMER
Sacramento, Calif., as account executives.

JOHN F. THORWALD, president and majority stock
holder Blue Valley Broadcasting Co. (KWBE Beatrice
Neb.), announced the sale of his interest in compan;
to five stockholders. Buyers are: JOE D. GOLDBERG
T. E. ADAMS Jr., MERLE G. JONES, M. E. DOL1
and MARION MORTON. Transaction is pending FC<
approval. See FCC Roundup this issue.

KFSD

The most

powerful

appointed general manager KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa. H
has been with several stations in Iowa and Virginia

^<~o<

day and night station ^P^^gfi
covering rich, isolated Sqn Djeg0#
California
Mr. Kilmer

JIM BROWN, KSAN San Francisco, to KSFO sanr
city, in sales department.

HOMER GRIFFITH, director of national sales Western Division Pre
gressive Broadcasting System, Hollywood, resigned.
PetlonaU

• • •

JAMES M. COX Jr., vice president James M. Cox stations (WHIO-AK !
FM-TV Dayton, WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta), and Jan Streat, marriei
. . . EDWARD R. MURROW, vice president and director of public a:
fairs CBS, will receive honorary degree of Doctor of Journalism frov
Temple U., Philadelphia, Feb. 20. . . . RICHARD WALSH, accoui i
executive KGER Long Beach, Calif., elected first vice president and pr<
gram director Long Beach Advertising & Sales Club. . . . Col. ROBER j
R. McCORMICK, editor and publisher Chicago Tribune (WGN Chicago
will be adopted into Chippewa Indian tribe March 26.

The ONLY 5000 watt Day and Night
Station in San Diego . . . Dial 600
Represented Nationally by PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
BOSTON • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • NEW YORK • SAN FRANCISCO
N
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ROBERT O. REYNOLDS, vice president and general manager KMP
of directors Boys' Club of Hollywoo
Hollywood, elected president board
C. LESLIE GOLLIDAY, part-owner and general manager WEP 1
Martinsburg, W. Va., presented Distinguished Service Award by tl
Martinsburg and Berkeley County Junior Board of Trade. . . . GENE V
LEE, vice president and general manager KFXM San Bernardino, Call ;I
named communications coordinator for civil defense for both city ai j
county of San Bernardino. He currently holds same post for Red Cros .
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HILL BILLS
Touch Slander, Obscenity
SUNDRY bills affecting the quesi : ons of obscene matter in communications, political broadcasts
nd rights of individuals in cases
f libel or slander by Congressmen
re being considered in Congress.
A political candidate for nation1 public office would have to designate the person or association
aying the tab for his broadcast
r telecast under a bill introduced
ji the House by Rep. W. R. Poage
D-Tex.)
The measure (HR 1768) would
St a fine of $1,000 or one year in
rison, or both, for violators. Anther section of the bill would reuire a like identification on cards,
amphlets, circulars, advertiselents, and similar methods of cirilating political propaganda.
According to the Congressman,
le legislation was introduced as a
jterrent on criticism that has been
veled against candidates in the
ist for not revealing who was payig for their campaigns. Mr. Poage
ould suggest some type of tagline
l the air as: "This time was paid
."
It by
The Senate has passed a bill
3 27) which would prohibit obene matter in interstate comerce. The legislation, which would
nend the United States Code, was
ithored by Sen. Pat McCarran
D-Nev.) .
Its provision affecting radio,
^ads in part: "Whoever knowingly
ansports . . . for purpose of sale
distribution, any obscene, lewd,
scivious, or filthy . . . image, cast,
lonograph recording, electrical
anscription or other article caible of producing sound . . . shall
fined not more than $5,000 or
|iprisoned not more than five
;sars, or both." Sec. 1464 of the
S. Criminal Code already bars
ibscene, indecent, or profane lanlage by means of radio commu: cation," with fine up to $10,000
.two-year imprisonment, or both.
Proposal to give an individual
ANCE NAMED
Heads Taylor Dallas Office
RED VANCE, sales executive of
OAI San Antonio, joins the O. L.
.aylor Co., station representative,
ji Feb. 15 as
anager of the
•m's Dallas ofPrior to his as'ciation with
OAI, Mr. Vance
_4d been national
r of
nage
esA maSa
flTS
n An-

the right of action against the government if he has been injured by
a privileged libelous or slanderous
statement by a member of Congress
has been dropped in House and
Senate hoppers.
The legislation would not change
the status of Congressmen, however, whose remarks and statements are privileged under the
Constitution, but the government
would bear the loss of any injury
to an individual and would pay the
proven damages.
The House bill (HR 2130) was
introduced by Rep. Winfield K.
Denton (D-Ind.), the Senate version by Sen. Lester C. Hunt
(D-Wyo.).
PROBE AUTHORITY
Committee Wants Extension
SENATE Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee asked the
Senate last week to renew its investigatory authority in the field
of radio communications. That
power automatically ceased at the
close of the 81st Congress.
The request was in the form of a
resolution (S. Res. 55), which
would extend the time for investigation of problems affecting
airlines, merchant marine, transportation, radio, telegraph and
telephone communications. This
is the authority under which the
Senate committee has set itself up
as a "watchdog" on FCC activities.
Close associates of the committee,
however, do not expect any new investigation into radio-communications policy, such as that conducted
by Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.), chairman of the radio subcom it e , inthe 81st Congress.
Respects
(Continued from page 46)
regional network, which serves 45
affiliates, in addition to his present
duties with Yankee and Mutual.
Radio is adapting itself to the
challenge
of television,
O'Neil
said in a recent
interviewMr.with
the
Associated Press. Though TV has
had a substantial effect on listening
habits in many homes, he believes
that radio is far from dead and
that it will maintain its place as an
essential element in commanding
the attention of consumers.
Always a traveling man, young
Tom O'Neil moved to Ohio soon
after his birth April 18, 1915, in
Kansas City, Mo. His mother was
the former Grace Agnes Savage.
He attended public schools in
Akron before going on to Worcester, Mass., and Holy Cross.
He married a June bride, Claire
McCahey of Chicago, in 1946. They
have two children, Shane and
Eileen, two and four years old, respectively. They live in Riverside,
Conn.
Mr. O'Neil makes his headquarters at Yankee's New York office,
250 Park Ave. He is a member of
the Algonquin Club in Boston, and
his hobbies are the outdoor kind —
golf and tennis.

s,nio. Beforeulatthioatn
: was circ
Mr. Vance
anager with a
wspaper and commercial manner of WEEK Peoria. During
s four years of active service in
orld War II he attained the rank
lieutenant commander in the
y.
;av
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- in - Use

Hooper surveys (Nov.-Dec. 1950
compared to Nov.-Dec. 1949) show
over 15% more sets in use in Denver now!
€> Higher
Hoopers
KLZ shows greatest audience gains
of any Denver station! See Nov.Dec. 1950 Hoopers. KLZ is Denver's top Hooper Station.
•

Greater

BMB

Gains

KLZ shows the largest increase of
any Denver station . . . over 10%
... in both daytime and nighttime
BMB (survey No. 2).
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SOIL CONVENTION
Radio Committee Sets Plans
ABOUT 2,000 soil conservation
leaders are expected to be on hand
to hear Secretary of Agriculture
Charles F. Brannan open the annual convention of the National
Assn. of Soil Conservation Districts, to be held in Oklahoma City
Feb. 20-22.
Sandy Saunders, WKY Oklahoma
City farm director and chairman
of the radio committee for the convention, invites all radio farm directors to contact him, or the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce,
for any service needed. In addition, the station will furnish fiveminute transcribed interviews with
delegates from any radio station's
area at the request of those farm
directors unable to attend the convention.
The National Farm and Home
Hour, NBC network program, will
originate a portion of its broadcast
Feb. 24, from WKY.

KBA

CLINIC

At Lexington, Feb. 23-24
FIRST ANNUAL Clinic for Radio
Broadcasters at the U. of Kentucky, Lexington, has been announced for Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 23-24.
The clinic has been arranged by
the Dept. of Radio Arts, U. of
Kentucky, in co-operation with the
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.
Among featured topics will be
sports announcing, audience measurement, radio law as it pertains
to taxation of radio and the place
of Kentucky's radio stations in the
civil defense program.
It was noted that registration
is flexible and that those attending
may deduct for luncheons or other
events that they may not wish to
attend.
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE, ABC
star, having radio studio built into
her duplex apartment so she can
broadcast directly from there on inclement days.

Conferring on the new Minimax-sponsored programs are (I to r):
Seated, Mr. Nahas and Mr. McBride; standing, Bill Bryan of WilhelmLaughlin-Wilson & Assoc.; H. C. Evans, KXYZ commercial manager;
Mr. Pfeifer, and Don Davis of Minimax.
MINIMAX
BACKS
Ziv Shows Over KXYZ
MINIMAX Better Food Stores has
contracted for five hours of time
weekly for 52-weeks on KXYZ
Houston, featuring big-name package shows produced in Hollywood
by the Frederic W. Ziv Co., Cincinnati.
The purchase reportedly is on<
tory.
of the largest amounts of loca!
radio time bought in Houston his^

SOUTH KAVEN
KAB.AMA2CC

G A

Five different shows comprisf
the package. They are, Wayni
King Show, Philo Vance, Cisco Kid
Meet the Menjous, and Showtime
from Hollywood.
Ray McBride, vice president aru
general manager of Minimax, sak
"radio is no good without goo<
programming," and "Minimax ii
bringing top-notch entertainmen
to Houston listeners."
Lafe R. Pfeifer, of the Ziv Co.
completed final negotiations witl
Minimax and Fred Nahas, KXYI
executive vice president and gen
eral manager, for exclusive loca
rights. Wilhelm-Laughlin-Wilsoi
& Assoc., Houston advertisin,
agency, handles the account.

INDiANftPOUS

CINCINNATI IRE
WSBT

GIVES

YOU

BONUS

The South Bend-Mishawaka trading area — all by itself — is a
market worth covering. Over half-a-million people live in these
eight counties alone. They spend nearly half-a-billion dollars a
year on retail purchases.
And that's just part of WSBT's primary coverage! The entire
primary area takes in 1% million people who spend nearly $1%
billion a year. That's what we mean by bonus coverage!
Want your share of this big, rich bonus? It's yours with WSBT,
the only station which dominates the entire market.
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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COVERAGE!

SOo

Sets April 14 Mee
SIX PAPERS are scheduled to b
presented at the Spring Technics
Conference of the Cincinnati Se<
tion, Institute of Radio Engineer!
Saturday, April 14, at the Er
gineering Society Headquartei
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Advance registration and ri\
servation for the luncheon and bai
quet may be made by mail. Regis
tration may also be made at tl
door on the morning of the coil
ference. Hotel rooms are availab
for those who specify their neecj
with advance registration. Tlj
registration fee is $1.50.
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LOYALTY ISSUE
RTDG To Support Members
RESOLUTION to "support, promember
sustarin"theany
Kt,usingandto answe
CBS loyalty
ire was adopted unjuestionna
cnimously by the New York local
f Radio and Television Directors
Vuild last week.
Although appreciating "the responsibility of the broadcaster in
ids
time of national emerency. . ." and approving "the exressed aim of averting possible
abotage and subversion. . ." The
luild nevertheless "deplored the
lethod
employed
. . ." by CBS.
he resolution
continued:
We do not believe that this means
ill achieve the end. We believe that
will do harm to innocent persons,
"e do not feel it proper for a private
jrporation to assume powers belong-g to the federal government and
r the policing of which governental agencies exist. We resent
le admission of the element of
jlitical faith into the determination
a man's right to work.
And while we respect the legal
ivilege of the employer to ask quesons of his employes, we equally
spect the individual's right to reain from answering those questions,
he individual's abstention in no
ay to prejudice his position nor in
iv way to be regarded as selfcriminatory.
Therefore be it resolved that the
adio and Television Directors Guild
ill employ every means at its dis>sal in the support of its position
id to protect and sustain in his job
CBS any one of its members who
fuses to answer the form in queson.
Re-election of Jack Glenn, senior
IURAL

KRVN

director of "March of Time," as
president of Screen Directors
Guild was announced last week in
New York at the close of the
guild's sixth annual convention.
Other officers elected were:
Dana Noyes, first vice president;
Leslie II. Roush, second vice president; Alexander Gansell, recording
secretary; Hans Mandell, corresponding secretary; Edward Seward, treasurer; a board of governors composed
of guild officers and George L. George,
Joseph Henabery, William Resnick,
Warren Murray, Herbert Kerkow; and
an auditing committee composed of
Henwar Rodakiewicz as chairman,
Redmond Farrar, and Paul Falkenberg.

THE

RADIO

FACTS

NEWSMEN

Minn. Meet Set Feb. 16-17
RADIO news will be discussed in
informal and formal session by
representatives from six states at
the Fifth Annual Radio News Short
Course at the U. of Minnesota's
school of journalism Feb. 16-17.
Northwest Radio News Assn. will
hold its annual meeting in connection with the course. Charles D.
Hilton, KGLO Mason City, Iowa,
news director, is president of
NRNA.
In addition to the newsmen's
talks, Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.) will speak on the crime
problem which his special Senate
committee is investigating. Philip
Potter, of the Baltimore Sun, and
Herbert Lewis, editor, St. Paul
Pioneer Press, will tell of their
experiences in Far East reporting.
Radio newsmen on the program include Chick McCuen, KRNT Des
Moines; Dean Montgomery, KELO
Sioux Falls; Mr. Hilton; Donald M.
Richardson, KAUS Austin, Minn.;
William Krueger, KDAL Duluth; Paul
Ziemer, WKBH La Crosse, Wis.; Julian
Hoshal, KYSM Mankato, Minn.; Glenn
Flint, WD AY Fargo, N. D.; John
Leslie, W D G Y Minneapolis; Bob
Redeen, WOC Davenport, Iowa; Bill
Ingram, Sandy Miller and Brooks
Henderson, KSTP Minneapolis-St.
Paul; Baskett Mosse, radio journalism
professor, Northwestern U., who directs news programs of the two Evanston, 111., stations.
Other participants:
Charles E. Swanson, Minnesota
journalism professor; Col. E. B. Miller.
Minnesota civil defense director; Ed
Brant, northwest field representative
of UP; George Moses, Minneapolis
bureau manager of AP; Paul Presbrey. of the Minneapolis Star, and
Sheriff Ed Ryan of Hennepin County.
Minnesota.

New Nebraska AM Daytimer
RVN Lexington, Neb., styled as
The Rural Voice of Nebraska,"
ent on the air for the first time
t 7:30 a.m. Feb. 1. The new dayme station operates on 1010 kc
ith 25 kw. It is owned by some
000 individual farmers, each havig one vote, and several hundred
irm organizations, each having
le vote also.
| Max Brown is station manager,
uane I. Nelson, formerly assistant
ctension editor, U. of Nebraska,
farm service director. Licensee
the Nebraska Rural Radio Assn.
Plans for the station were begun
1 1949. The local Chamber of Comerce lent the corporation, which
WPTR Now All-Nighter
Derates the station, some S20,000
id provided about 30 acres of land WPTR Albany, 50 kw outlet of the
3 inducements to have the station
Patroon Broadcasting Co. Inc., becated in Lexington, station offigan round-the-clock operation Feb.
als reported.
5, thereby becoming the only allnight station between New York
Local newspaper, The Lexington
City and Buffalo, Robert L. Coe,
Upper, congratulated the station
WPTR general manager, ani its opening. In an editorial,
nounced. W. Russell. David Sr.,
loyd Kain, owner-editor, said:
We have no idea that KRVN is vice president in charge of engiling to help out our advertising
neering, pointed out that the station will be off the air only 6 hours
hedule. However, we do harbor
ie belief that the station will be wTeekly, from midnight Sunday to
6 a.m. Monday, so that transmitter
distinct asset to our community
5 a whole, and that is all that and studio equipment can be properly maintained.
"ally counts."
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TO THE FOUR CORNERS of 21
great northeastern markets
go the powerful 50,000 watts
of pioneer station WGY. WGY
guarantees the coverage, impact, penetration and results
needed to sell your product in
an area with a population larger
than Kansas City, Missouri and
Hartford, Connecticut combined,
and refa/7 sales greater than Cincinnati, Ohio and Portland, Maine
combined.

WGY covers 21 major metropolitan markets in 53 counties of five
northeastern states. The next best station reaches only 10. In the total
53 county coverage area 2,980,000 people spend over two billion
500 million dollars on goods purchased each year.

WGY has 36% more audience in the daytime and 45% more audience
at
080.)night than a combination of 10 top-rated stations in its area.
(WGY weekly audience 451,230 — 10 station weekly audience 313,-

WGY penetrates eight counties in its daytime area and nine in its
nighttime area which are not reached at all by any other Capital
District radio station. In addition WGY has in its primary area day and
night 23 counties. Station B has five counties, Station C three counties,
and Station D three counties.

WGY produces
mail orders for
$25,000 worth
Gloversville, N.
of business from

results. One 1 -minute participation brought $700 in
a $1 pair of gloves. Further participations brought
of business which completely swamped the plant in
Y. WGY brought an implement dealer $52,000 worth
one spot a week. This series cost him $1300.

This power-packed, sales-filled combination of coverage, impact, penetration and results, amazingly enough,
can be yours at a lower cost than any
combination of stations in the area
needed to reach the same markets!
Call NBC Spot Sales or WGY's
Department today!

on your dial
affiliated with f
ffiQ
watts

Sales

Represented Nationally
by NBC Spot Sales

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
Evening Post.
the eve of FDR's
In 1933,
tion,onthe Post was sold by
inaugura
the Curtis interests to David Stern,
an FDR supporter. Many of the
staff left. Reporter Bidwell, as
one who stayed on, was assigned
to cover the inauguration ceremonies in Washington. "I wrote it
as I saw it," he reflects, "and when
it was published, I was fired, the
city editor was fired, and the editor-in-chief was fired."
Turning next to publicity, the
young Mr. Bidwell organized the
firm of M. Oakley Bidwell Assoc.
To attract clients, Mr. Bidwell
and one of his partners, William
L. O'Donovan, now general manCelanese
Corp.'srides
YarntoDiv.,
wouldager oftake
elevator
the
tower and converse distinctly of
large accounts so as to be overheard. Some business resulted, but
in time the young publicist shifted
to a brief association with Carl
Byoir & Assoc., New York, and
then to the position of advertising
manager of Arts and Decorations
magazine, which went out of business in 1937.
Having "brushed against" advertising in his publicity days,
when he wrote and announced a
show over WMCA New York on
behalf of a dry shampoo for dogs,
Mr. Bidwell decided to make the
rounds of advertising agencies.

This proved unrewarding, and he
proceeded to take the advice of
Bryan Houston, now executive vice
president of Sherman & Marquette,
to "start at the bottom of merchandising." He became a salesman for the Birdseye Div. of General Foods in St. Louis.
After he had some sales experience behind him, Ray Sullivan of
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York,
one day asked him if he would like
to become advertising manager for
a drug firm. He flew to New York
and a meeting with Matthew B.
Rosenhaus, president of what later
became the Serutan Co. As Serutan's new advertising manager, he
was thrust into broadcasting, with
his own studio and recording-distribution set-up and responsibility
for a daily health show, a musical
show and several news programs
over MBS.
Joins Army
World War II came, and he left
Serutan Co. for the Army, serving
3% years in the Pacific and emerging a colonel in the General Staff
Corps.
In January 1946 Mr. Bidwell
joined Benton & Bowles as an account executive and subsequently
was promoted to a vice presidency
and account supervisor.
His "hobbies" are participation
in military activities and an interest in dogs. A member of the National Guard from 1928 to 1941,
he has been active in the reserve
since World War H and currently

CONFERENCE

WKN
NOW
5,000

HELP

SPOT TIME BUYERS
Says one agency Vice President: "When
I go to client conferences, I take
STANDARD RATE with me. It's not
unusual for a client to bring up questions about this or that station. If

* Formerly
known as the
Radio Section
of SRDS.

there's a good ad in STANDARD RATE,
an ad that gives me a clear picture of
the facility, I can give the client a
better answer."
Many buyers of spot time teU us they
find that the Service-Ads in RADIO
ADVERTISING RATES & DATA* and
in CONSUMER MARKETS make their
job of deciding which stations easier.
Service-Ads like WKNK's shown here.
So — when you're checking RADIO ADVERTISING RATES & DATA* for station information and CONSUMER
MARKETS for the market facts, check
the Service-Ads as well as the listings.

">e unbe
0»obU meaio-buying teo/n.

Published by Slondord Rale 4 Data Service, Inc
333 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago I
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
San Francisco office, the West
Coast for Petry's 36 radio and 12
television stations in national
markets, is a good example of the
theory that in order to sell you
must believe in what you are selling. He maintains, with his organization, that "any advertiser can,
and most advertisers should, use

AN UNINVITED, unwanted and
unsympathetic guest in the form of
Jack Frost kept all but three of a
hundred expected guests away from
the Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.
meet which had been scheduled for
Jackson Feb. 1-2 [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 5]. Present were
(I to r) Bob Evans, manager WELO
Tupelo and secretary-treasurer of
MBA; Peter J. S. King, SESAC field
station relations representative, and
Reeves Whirley, WELO commercial
manager. Mr. Evans, whose sense of
humor retained its warmth, called the
roll in the open! According to Mr.
King, MBA hopes to reschedule the
meeting for March, which they hope
will come in like a lamb and leave
the same way.
has a mobilization assignment to
G-l, First Field Army.
Married to Frances Dunwody
Jones in 1933, Mr. Bidwell is father of an 11-year-old son.
When asked his advertising
viewpoint, Mr. Bidwell paused for
consideration and a drag on his
pipe. "Well, part of it is to resist
the ever-present impulse of both
agents and clients to change simply for the sake of changing. Too
many outstandingly successful
themes and programs have been
shelved too soon. The business is
full of stories of successful people
who have stuck, year in and out,
with one basic theme. Unfortunately, changes are often made
simply to show that agency executives are 'on the ball'."
RADIO HANDBOOK
Set as Conference Project
PREPARATION of a handbook for
station personnel has been set as
one of the major projects for radio
and other participants at the U.
of Oklahoma's annual spring Station Problems Conference in Norman, Okla., March 9-11 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5].
Among the topics proposed for
inclusion in the handbook, for which
committees will be appointed, are
FCC regulations, public relations
responsibilities, station policies on
religion and politics, American system of broadcasting, client relations and notes to announcers and
continuity writers.
Among those
on the
handbook
are: slated
Williamto O.workWyseman,
WOW Omaha: Monty Mann, Glenn
Advertising Agency;
Hoyte
WKY-AM-TV
Oklahoma
City;Andreas,
Edgar
Bell, KTOK Oklahoma City; James R,
Curtiss, KFRO Longview, Tex.; Betty
Jo Hughes, KSMI Seminole, Okla.

spot
and television."
Theradio
pattern
for selling in his
particular job is based on the belief that representative selling is
the "art of anticipation and followthrough supported by a deep competitive knowledge of markets and
station operations with an ability
At one point in Chefs early
to
present
them."seriously as though
career
it looked
the sales field might lose out to
the
literary
during
the 30's
he was
busy when
collecting
as much
as
25 cents per word for various articles in magazines and newspapers. It eventually proved to be
literature's loss as Chet decided to
ing.
devote himself exclusively to sellChet is a member of that rare
breed, the Los Angeles native. He
was born there in March 1903; at-»
tendedschool,
a localandgrammar
school and';
high
was graduated
in^
1921.
Starts Career
From high school he launched:
into a newspaper and magazine i
career. Starting in the classified advertising department of the Los!
Angeles
Eveninghe Herald
(now Her-*
aid-Express),
subsequently
did j
special editorial and advertising^
work for the Long Beach, Calif.,
Press - Telegram;
was
business {
manager of Los Angeles Athletic |
Club Mercury magazine ; associate
editor of Piver Publications, San
Francisco, and sportswriter fori
Los Angeles Examiner, for which:
he covered the 1932 Olympic';
aquatic events.
In 1935 he changed media and
joined the sales staff of Don Lee]
station KHJ Hollywood. The fol-j
lowing year he joined CBS-KNX.
Los Angeles, remaining there twej
years before he joined the Petrj!
office.
Loyal to his native city in everj'
detail, Chet married Los Angeles J
born Rosemary Roche in 1925 \
Their 25 years of happy marriec|
life is a challenge to any "outsider' |
venturing to scoff at "Hollywoocl
marriages." The Matsons makij
their home high on a Flintridge j
Calif., hill that giv°s them an idea !|
view of the television transmitter ,1
on
Mt. Wilson (overlooking Pasajl
dena).
In the realm of sports Chet is i||
member of the Los Angeles Ath|
letic Club. He boasts two distincl
tions in this field — being onetim'l
"left-handed handball champ" ami
being a member of the crew of thj
Thomas S. Lee sloop Caprice whicl I
in 1933 won the coveted Thoma 1
Lipton Challenge trophy.
Hobbies include gardening o:|
his one acre of hillside, and chess 1
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All within 48 hours after the walk-out,
WTCN-TV officials had met with school
executives . . . had offered their complete
television facilities . . . and had presented

closed Minneapolis' 93 public schools.
Thus 63,000 pupils and 2,300 teachers
received an unwanted vacation. Unwanted by the children because they
would have to make up the lost time

the first of an unlimited series of "Video
School" sessions.

during regular, scheduled hohdaj' periods.
Unwanted by the teachers because their
salaries were suspended for the duration.
Unwanted also by the parents, faced each
day with idle, restless boys and girls.

School actually was in session from 9:00
to 11:00 each morning. Tens of thousands
of children who otherwise would have
been denied educational benefits were
now able to continue their studies.

The pupils couldn't go to school.

Another clear-cut example of the bold,
imaginative, enterprising public service
rendered the Twin Cities community by

So school came home to the pupils . . .
via WTCN-TV!
MINNEAPOLIS

WTCN

and WTCN-TV.

— ST.

PAUL

RADIO
ABC Network

TELEVISION
ABC — CBS — DoMont
WTCN
Represented by Free and Peters, Inc.

Tested

TV

Programs

at Prices

You

Can

Afford!

r

TRANSCRIBED SHOWS
are regularly telecast by
WSB-TV Atlanta
WBAL-TV Baltimore
WAFM-TV Birmingham
WTTV Bloomington
WNAC-TV Boston
WBKB Chicago
WCPO-TV Cincinnati
WKRC-TV Cincinnati
WXEL Cleveland
WBNS-TV Columbus
WFAA-TV Dallas
WOC-TV Davenport
WHIO-TV Dayton
WXYZ-TV Detroit
KPRC-TV Houston
WFBM-TV Indianapolis
WDAF-TV Kansas City
WGAL-TV Lancaster
KTLA Los Angeles
WAVE-TV Louisville
WMCT Memphis
WTCN-TV Minneapolis
WNHC-TV New Haven
WOR-TV New York
WPIX New York
WTAR-TV Norfolk
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
WOW-TV Omaha
WFIL-TV Philadelphia
WDTV Pittsburgh
WJAR-TV Providence
WTVR Richmond
WHBF-TV Rock Island
KSD-TV St. Louis
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City
KEYL San Antonio
KFMB-TV San Diego
KPIX San Francisco
KING-TV Seattle
WSYR-TV Syracuse
KOTV Tulsa
WTOP-TV Washington

"TIME

FOR

BEANY"

i:M.

WHIMSICAL

PUPPET

ADVENTURE

SERIES

(15 minutes, 5-times-weekly) featuring Beany, a happy-golucky youngster; his pal Cecil, the seasick sea serpent; blustering Uncle-Captain
Horatio Huff'n'puff; Dishonest John, Hop Along Wong, Clowny, Hunny Bear and
a host of surprises . . . pirates, creatures from the Square Planet, atomic scientists,
even Mr. Nobody and his family.
AWARDS— "Emmy" for "Best Children's Show," 1949 and 1950, from Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences. "Outstanding Children's Program," 1949 and 1950, from
Parent-Teachers Association, Los Angeles.
POPULARITY POLLS— "Top Children's Show, 1949" in Tele-Views Program Poll.
"Top Children's Show," 1949 and 1950, in Woodbury College TV surveys.
CITATION— "Best Kid's Show, 1949" by So. Calif. Assn. for Better Radio & Television.
HOOPER — Los Angeles: 20.2 average Telerating, January thru December, with 49.1 %
average share-of-TV-audience. Highest rated multi-weekly show on West Coast.
VIDEODEX — Los Angeles: 25.2 average rating, April thru December, 1950.
Detroit: 8.7 average rating, April thru November.
St. Louis: 27.6 October rating; 23.2 average, April thru October.
Boston: 12.3 December rating; 6.7 average, April thru December.
RESULTS — Los Angeles: Budget Pak's offer of plastic toy "Train of Tomorrow" for 50c
cash and wrapper of 19c or 29c candy pulled 84,000 replies in 10 weeks or a
looker-listener cash outlay of $64,680. In July, Budget Pak's offer of a free
Beany photo exhausted a supply of 200,000 in 48 hours.
New England ice cream sponsor H. P. Hood's offer of two treasure chests of
toys ($250 value) for best hand-colored Beany drawings drew 26,000 entries
within a few weeks.
^PwuMtount Transcribed Programs are available to TV stations or advertisers. Prices
on request. Write, wire or phone for audition prints.

<JeSei>iAioti jVetiwrrJc

National Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38, Calif. - HOIIywood 9-6363
A SERVICE
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Telecasting
BROAnCASTTNYJ
$7 annually, 25c weekly

SIGNED

By Networks

[RST complete television code
first series of such talent programs
the extent TVA has agreed not to
strike, it will order its members
:tween Television Authority and in one calendar year. Once-a-year
e networks was signed Jan. 24 performers with reputations in to perform their contracts with
fields other than show business are
New York, it was announced
excluded for one performance. Also theWhere
producer."
■st week by George Heller, TVA
performers' rates are fixed
tional executive secretary. Al- outside the code are choirs and by the number
of "lines" read by
ough major provisions of the choruses of religious programs not the actor, a "line"
shall consist of
w code were agreed upon last sponsored by any advertiser, as not more than 10 words; part cf
well as participants and interviewjvember [Broadcasting • Telea "line" shall be considered a
ees from the audience in shows
sting, Nov. 27], negotiations
"line." The code says, "It is the
using them.
ve continued since then on some
intention of the five-line-or-less
lesser points.
Remotes from theatres, night- category to include only those performers who have very minor
Completion of the code was
clubs, circuses, hotels, studios on
hieved before the wage freeze, location for pictures for theatrical
r. Heller said.
to perform."
use, etc., are to be made only with parts
Use ence,of
kinescopes
for "referfile and
private audition
for
.consent of performers involved,
Included in the recently-signed
nditions was provision for ad- and upon payment of such addi- prospective sponsors and their
tional amounts as their contracts
agencies" is permitted. Kinescope
stment of rates to any 10% or
excerpts of one minute or less are
we rise in the cost of living provide for, or the code provides
restricted to trailer and promolex of the Bureau of Labor Sta- for, whichever is higher.
tional use within 60 days after the
tics above its Dec. 15 figure
Full payment of performers for
telecast from which the kinescope
78.4). If adjusted rates pro- programs cancelled is provided was
made.
sed by the union, after 30 days for, except when cancellation is
tice that an index rise has acti- due to governmental regulation,
Scope Involved
ted the escalator clause, are not strike, Presidential broadcast, war,
Scope
of
the code: ". . . Live
2eptable by the companies, five failure of equipment beyond rea- network television
programs origsonable control of the company,
ys of negotiations are provided
ianting in New York, Chicago and
•. If no agreement results, the fire, earthquake, hurricane or sim- Los Angeles; live television proiue is to be submitted to arbiilar acts of God, providing pergrams shall be deemed to include
ition, also provided for in the
formers receive prompt notice after live broadcasts, kinescope to supie.
the company gets notice. Replement live broadcasts, film sehearsal hours for cancelled proThose Affected
quences made especially for the
gram are to be paid in full.
entertainment portion of a live
People covered are described as
The
no-strike
provision
reads:
program,
and any other program
11 persons engaged as talent —
by kinescope or similar device done
"So long as the producer performs
., actors, comedians, master-ofthis code, TVA will not strike
the manner of a live broadcast."
emonies, quiz masters, disc against the producer as to the in Payment
of performers is to be
keys, singers, dancers, announcovered by this code in made not later than Thursday of
rs (other than staff duties of performers
the fields covered by this code. To the week of telecast, with no delouncers), sportscasters, spelty acts, walk-ons, extras, pup•eers, reporters and analysts
." (excepting government emr
yes and persons engaged oc;ionally on a single program
PROGRESS
TV
COLOR
sis as specialists regularly em[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
FINAL COURT ruling on FCC's
yed in the field in which they approval of the CBS color televiJan. 29], whose suit against the
sion decision was brought a little color decision was dismissed by the
<ort, such as college professors
I scientists) — in the fields of nearer last week, with observers
Chicago court.
ne economics, fashions, farm and speculating that final action will
Appeal in Chicago
al subjects and market reports;
be forthcoming not later than
The
appeal
papers were filed in
spring.
'dels, moderators, panel memthe Chicago court, which will cerFCC, CBS and the Justice Dept.
•s where program format retify the records to the Supreme
res them to participate generjointly asked the U. S. Supreme
Court for action. RCA has 20 days
ic in entertainment.
Court to affirm the Chicago Fedto answer the FCC-CBS-Justice
Excluded are members of panels
eral District Court's judgment upholding the FCC decision, but to Dept. motion. A grant of the mo0 take part in the discussion of
tion would terminate the litigation,
vs, education or public affairs dissolve the temporary restraining
subject to RCA petitioning the
order
issued
by
the
lower
court
1 ijjjjes of contests. Amateurs
court for reconsideration. Denial
ir programs are permit- against commercial use of color of
the motion would set the case
. un. such programs become
pending the Supreme Court apfor
argument before the court.
peal [Broadcasting • Telecastseries, " -ividing the amateurs
ing, Dec. 25, 1950].
While they emphasized the risky
■te
in wi^n that they have not
reared
The motion, filed Monday, fol- nature of attempting to predict SuasFftaateurs previously
preme Court action, observers felt
lowed by 10 days initiation of an
re than onccfpuring the calendar
•r. Excluded also are amateurs
appeal to the Supreme Court by the case will be decided within
three or four months at most,
talent opportunity programs for RCA and two subsidiaries, NBC
first two appearances and the and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. whether argument is decreed or
e casting
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and

TV A

ductions except those authorized
by law. A 10-member committee
of TVA and network representatives will examine "the feasibility
of
reducing,
far asperformers
possible . are
. ."
time within so
which
paid. Any agreement reached by
75% of the committee will be incorporated into the code.
Networks agree to an NLRB
agreement for consent election for
employes coming within the code,
and to cooperate with TVA in
holding it.
Other provisions relate to incidental rehearsal; rest between
days; rest periods; wardrobe and
its maintenance; after-shows; talent auditions; video and voice
tests; understudies; standins; traveling compensations; children's
programs; meal periods; computation of rehearsal; reading sessions; cast credits; extension of
rehearsal span; overtime beyond
40 hours; payment for multiple
sponsorship of programs; group
singers; dancers; walk-ons; extras who perform in commercial
insert; program auditions; warmups; rehearsal days; doubling; multiple programs
part sustaining and which
part are
commercial;
models; previews; performers appearing in more than one commercial insert; announcers appearing in more than one commercial
insert; live repeat programs and
definition of walkons and extras.

Court Ruling Negrer
not. There has been speculation
that the decision may come by early
April [Closed Circuit, Jan. 29].
Irrespective of the outcome, the
color question is regarded as largely
academic for the duration of the
national defense program, due to
growing shortages of critical materials— a factor which the Chicago
court itself noted in its decision.
The FCC-CBS-Justice Dept. motion, reviewing the color proceeding,
to answer RCA's
contentionsundertook
and declared:
. . . The action of the Commission
attacked, and sustained, in the District Court was ... a carefully reasoned policy decision based upon consideration of all relevant factors. It
was an admittedly difficult decision,
but one of exactly that nature which
is within the informed competence
(Continued on page 62)
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VIDEO operator's console (r) in op
ation
withAhead
audio (through
operator's
the left.
glassboard
par]
is announcer booth with (I to r) Fie"
wood Lawton, news analyst; H.
Smith, cameraman; Steve Dunne,
a
nouncer-m.c. -actor. Beyc
im I
them is window of die
booth.

KTSL

Borrows

an

AM

Technique

Studio

New
Its
For
EWEST development in television is the process studio recently
installed at KTSL (TV) Hollywood. It is said to be the first
studio of its kind to completely correlate production with technical operations in a system akin to radio's master control room.
Considered the last word in en- *
gineering design and customer
made possible transfer of all proservice, it is located on the main
duction facets from the previously
used transmitter site auxiliary
street floor of the Don Lee Broadstudio atop Mt. Lee, overlooking
casting System building at 1313
Vine St., now shared with CBS.
Hollywood.
Advertising agency executives
Constructed under the superviwho have utilized the process
sion of the Don Lee engineering
studio setup declare it affords the
staff immediately prior to CBS'
acquisition of KTSL, the process
ultimate
in servicing client's needs
studio unit covers an area of 800 by integrating
and coordinating all
square feet. It affords an all-em- programming-operational a c t i v ities in one central point.
bracing fingertip control heretofore impossible in the medium, acCalculated to meet any new decording to technical experts.
mands of the continually expanding television industry, the process
Fully utilizing the building's
dual-medium studios, it has also studio helps eliminate all elements

'Process
of risk and hazards such as dead
air, lapses,
slius and
the like
between separated
though
related
technical-production functions,
while insuring proper sequence in
cross-fading, lap dissolves, all
cueing, etc., it was explained.
Gives Wideir Use
For Mobile Unit
Station engineers and producers
point out that it also allows mobile
equipment to go anywhere and
work under the most difficult circumstances while affording production supervisors the greatest
possible liaison with all ends at

INTERIOR shot of film room
film editor; Glenn Turner,
director. Room is located
northern wall is glass

KEN KAYLOR (r), KTSL technical director, and Robert Anderson, sta
program director, at custom-built switching control which is in instant c
munication with and viewable from all points of process studio. It coordin
process studio with all production studios. Beyond is film room.

within process studio shows (I to r) Bob Hurlbut,
engineer, and Robert Anderson, KTSL program
at southern extremity of process studio. Its
paneled for view of master control room.

aexchange.
glance and minus "inter-com"
The innovation required building modifications in space allowed

under the original construd
plans of the overall facilities, p;
of which are now under lease
CBS, with both networks shai
office and studio space in separt
areas.
The unit brings a maxin
flexibility and mobility between
phases,between
permitting
constant
tact
satellite
studios
the building and all remote pic
points through application o:
specially developed single i
chronization system. The latte
aided by a "synchronizing
ordinator," a device developed
Harold Jury, KTSL chief
gineer, who transferred from j
Lee to CBS along with a majc
(Continued on page 62)

mucs

views

lose or draw — there is little
ibubt that the element of the
?jblic in support of reservation of
! levision channels for educational
lecasting has made its voice
ear via communications to the
CC.
Ample evidence has stacked high
the Commission mail baskets
uing the past several months,
tie major portion of these were
rected to Comr. Frieda B. Hen:)ck, outspoken champion of the
lucators' cause. Her office alone
portedly received between 1,500
id 2,000 letters.
Letters were unsolicited and

DUCATORS
TV
Dolliver Asks FCC Study
NOTHER voice has been raised
Congress asking that the FCC
directed to study "the problem
allocating television frequencies
r use by educational institutions
Ar the purpose of nonprofit educational programming."
The new request has been made
• Rep. James I. Dolliver (Rwa), a member of the House Inrstate & Foreign Commerce
Apmmittee and advocate of a
I l ouse inquiry of color television
5ROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
101. 8].
Within the past fortnight, Sen.
hn W. Bricker (R-Ohio), a memiir of the Senate Commerce unit,
troduced a resolution identical to
at of Rep. Dolliver's resolution
the House (H. J. Res. 148). Sen.
ricker had made a similar request
the 81st Congress.
Cites WOI Service
Speaking on the floor of the
• ADUse, Rep. Dolliver declared that
j J(e "only educational television
Ration now in operation in the
ftited States is the one at Iowa
Mate College, at Ames [WOI-TV
lines]." He cited the radio servi of WOI-AM-FM in providing
ws and farm coverage "not
ualed by any other radio station
■at I know about."
Rep. Dolliver concluded:
"Iowa State College is thus an
perimental and proving ground
r the use and effectiveness of tel'ision as an educational medium,
sincerely hope and expect that
"T OI-TV will show to the FCC and
the public generally that a por. .m of the wave band for televiH m should be allocated for educa■ >nal purposes." Both the House
Id Senate versions would call
B'on the Commission "to give conBier ation to the allocation of at
Ijist one frequency within each
ate or suitable geographical reon to educational institutions for
e purposes of educational proarnming." It also would order
e FCC to report the results of
> study to Congress with any
cessary recommendations for
?islation.
e lecasting

Heavy

prompted in part by publicity attendant to the recent hearings as
well as magazine and newspaper
articles on the subject, the most
notable of which was John Crosby's series in the New York
Herald Tribune and syndicated to
other papers, according to a spokesman.
Tenor of these communications,
almost without exception, is in
strong support of the Joint Committee for Educational Television
move for reservation of 25% of
the TV channels for educational
stations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5]. Too, many of the
letters took commercial broadcasting interests to task on the basis
of present programming.
In answer to some of these letters, Comr.
Hennock wrote:
"We
at the
Commission
have been
striving to constantly improve the
quality of American radio and
television and feel that alert citi-

SCHOOL

CONTINUES

Mail

on

Channels

zens .. . can be of great assistance."
She reaffirmed her position for
reservation of television channels
and, while conceding merits of
commercial broadcasting, declared
"it should not preempt all of the
television stations that can, under
sound engineering standards, be
built
in this
country."
Comr.
Hennock
wrote:
Television is potentially the greatest educational technique of our
times. It offers an unparalleled opportunity for public education, in the
home as well as in the classroom. A
substantial portion of available television frequencies should therefore
be reserved exclusively for public
service — for spreading knowledge, enlightenment and culture throughout
the United States. Granting the
merits of commercial broadcasting,
it should not preempt all of the television stations that can, under sound
engineering standards, be built in
this country.
A survey of this mail pile shows

VIA TV

WTCN-TV
GRADE-SCHOOL students in the
Twin Cities area probably are no
different than those throughout the
rest of the country — they would
greet a "no school today" announcement with unabashed enthusiasm.
But WTCN - TV MinneapolisSt. Paul had a ready answer to
such a situation — and also an excellent vehicle for public service
programming that derived welldeserved plaudits from educators
and parents alike — and even Junior and Sis.
This situation arose Jan. 23
when 425 Minneapolis public school
janitors went on strike, closing 93
schools and confining some 65,000
youngsters to their homes. Within
48 hours after the strike WTCN-TV
seized the initiative, offering its
complete video facilities from 8:30
to 11:15 a.m. so that school could
be brought
front
rooms. right into televiewers'
Sherman Headley, WTCN's di-

'Teaches' During Janitor Strike
rector of TV, conferred with Madeline Long, radio consultant for the
public school system, who quickly
organized volunteer teachers and a
cadre of willing pupils for twohour class sessions each morning
in the station's studios.
Typical of the school telecasts
is this schedule : 9 a.m. — story
reading; 9:15 a.m. — geography
(including a newscast); 9:30 a.m.
— speech; 10 a.m. — science; 10:15
a.m. — story reading, and 10:30
a.m. — music.
The schedule was made flexible
enough to include arithmetic, art
and subjects of interest to all age
groups (from kindergarten through
high school) — even cooking.
Miss Long reported eager cooperation from teachers (whose
pay was suspended during the
strike) and youngsters alike — a
fact each
borne classroom
out by the session.
"full house"
for
The
program also won the approval of
striking janitors, parents (many

School children display mounted animals for study during their video
science class over WTCN-TV.

• BROADCASTING

communications from:
1. Over 50 different parentteacher associations as well as the
United Parent Assn., a federation
of 2.315More
P-TA's.
than 30 women's organizations — professional, religious, political and even girl scout
groups.
3. More than 35 educational associations and organizations in
many states; public schools systems in a number of cities, and
including public library associations, adult education and school
radio and theatre groups.
Additional Colleges
4. Colleges and universities, in
addition to the 50 joined as the
National Assn. of State Universities and the 34 land grant colleges
which appeared as petitioners before the FCC; The Assn. of American Colleges through its presi
dent, Guy Snavely; and such uni
versifies as Yale, Harvard, Chi
cago,
Rochester,
Temple and
American.
5. Scores of individual professors and teachers from leading
universities and teacher federations.
6. Religious organizations and
churchmen.
7. Business and commercial organizations.
In this last category many of the
correspondents were in fields of
manufacturing, advertising, public
relations, publishing, the theatre
and similar enterprises.
Massachusetts Gov. Paul A.
Dever and Sen. Alexander Wiley
(R-Wis.) were also among those
writing letters in support of the
reservation plan.
One communication, from the
Pan American Union, pointed to a
UNESCO report at the Paris meeting last November in which a resolution had been proposed to "investigate possibility of utilizing
television among the instruments
of mass communications devoted to
international education, science
and culture." Its two-ply recommendation was for the reservation
of channels for educators, and for
(Continued on page 66)
of whom "returned" to school
again) and Rufus Putnam, Minneapolis school superintendent, who
described it as a "challenge to
teachers who want to do something
series has given parents a
forThe
children."
new insight into latest classroom
procedures — affording a marked
contrast to their own school days
when television was not known, but
a good slap across the hand with
a ruler was an aching reality.
Another highlight of the school
telecasts is the science period
during which pupils enthusiastically exhibited mounted animals for
video study and the approval of
their teachers.
High school students also play
an important role in the classroom,
displaying their culinary efforts
against a kitchen backdrop.
Mr. Headley promised WCTNTV support "if the strike lasts only
two more days or two months."
February 12, 1951
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TV A Basic Need

TVA

IN THE latest section of the
comprehensive plan prepared
by the National Capital Park
and Planning Commission for
the Washington, D. C, area,
television is ranked with food
as a need. The section contains this statement: "The
basic employes (federal workers) and their families need
food and television sets and
the services of doctors, lawyers and teachers."
SPONSOR

WARNS

Rising Costs May Topple TV
RISING COSTS may make TV
topple of its own weight, warned
Howard P. Hildreth, advertising
and sales promotion manager of
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y., in an address before
the Syracuse Ad Club.
Mr. Hildreth, whose corporation
sponsors The Mohawk Showroom,
said that production and time costs
were becoming the primary factors
in Mohawk's advertising budget.
In an amplification of his remarks before the ad club, Mr.
Hildreth commented: "I don't want
to infer that it is any one network
or station that is to blame for the
increased expenses which are
passed on to the sponsor. The
problem is industry-wide, and the
solution must come from that level."
The solution, Mr. Hildreth added,
probably lies in a lifting of the
freeze on construction of new stations. He admitted, however, that
the outlook for this was dim, in
view of world conditions.
Mr. Hildreth concluded with the
remark that he felt television has
not yet fulfilled its promise as an
advertising or public service medium, but he held out bright hopes
for the future of TV, on the condition that "television's villain —
exorbitant cost — stays within
reach."
New Radio-TV Guide
A NEW Radio-Television Guide
began regular publication in the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat Jan. 28.
Edward M. Keath, director of radio
and TV promotion for the newspaper, said: "This is the first such
guide for our city. Although we
are not currently in TV, management's reasoning was that in a
market where there are currently
more than a quarter of a million
TV sets in use, we could not properly serve our 350,000 Sunday
readers without giving TV the best
possible coverage."
ABC of Atomic Survival, WJZ-T V New
York, Sunday program series based
on instruction for civilian defense,
started from 8:25 to 8:30 p.m. First
program concentrated on methods for
general protection and defense of New
York, while forthcoming telecasts will
demonstrate individual precautions.
Page 58
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A. W. Hajjar (I), associate professor of architecture at Perm, State College, holds the slides he used during a presentation of "The Homes We
Live In," one of the University programs. With him are A. Edward
Lambert (center), coordinator of the Penn State programs, and Dr.
Hunter.

have swollen the
EDUCATORS, government officials and business men
"?*
Y'
IT
RS
VE
ranks
of
those
televiewers
lavish
in
NI
'U
praise
of
the
WFIL-TV
University
V
-T
WFIL
of the Air, educational project of the Philadelphia station which last
week passed the half-way mark of the current Jan. 8-March 16 term
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan. 8]. In all, a total of 19 uni- special reference to the course
versities and colleges within a "Understanding Economics" being
three-state area are lending full co- presented by Beaver College. Other
communications of a similar nature
operation to the University which
offers 15-minute, 20-minute and have come from social workers,
half-hour programs in the 11:10- housewives and working men as
day.
noon time, Monday through Fri- well as shut-ins who cannot attend
regular classes in person.
Roger W. Clipp, general manager
Current term is utilizing services
Inquirer staof nine of the schools, with the of the Philadelphia
* ■ expressed his gratification
tions,
Philadelphia Board of Education
presenting a separate course in at the response and declared: "I
am convinced that the programs
Spanish.
The many stories about the adult will serve as models for similar
undertakings in other parts of the
education project in newspapers
country. In time they should play
and magazine have attracted coman important part in making teleplimentary messages from numervision the most effective force for
ous persons in the United States
adult
education
outside the college
and Canada. In a letter from Gerard Lamarche, supervisor of
French educational broadcasts for classroom." Future Plans
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
A meeting later in the year will
he sought further details on the
programs. Charter Heslep, radio plan the curriculum for a series to
start in the fall.
and television chief of the Atomic
Energy Commission, expressed
Dr. Armand L. Hunter, educaparticular interest in a nuclear
tional director of the Inquirer staphysics course being conducted by
tions and chairman of the departAlbright College.
ment of radio, speech and theatre
Clayton D. Griswold, executive
at Temple U., heads a special sixdirector of the department of radio man board of educators which
and television of the Presbyterian
serves as a steering committee for
Church in the U.S.A., commended
the University. Dr. Joe ZimmerWFIL-TV for introducing the teleman is in charge of the production
casts. Mr. Griswold recently ap- for WFIL-TV. Dr. Zimmerman,
peared before the FCC in behalf of who is director of the television
the Joint Committee for Educaworkshop at Temple, and at one
tional Television which seeks res- time was with Paramount studios
ervation of 25% of the television
in Hollywood.
channels for educational use
Format of the series has the
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
professors
themselves as the perJan. 29].
formers. Program subjects are the
Henry W. Johnson, president of same as those offered in the classthe New Jersey Manufacturers
rooms with only such modifications
as are necessary to attract groups
Assn., lauded WFIL-TV and made

PROGRESS
Reported in L. A. Case
ENCOURAGING progress was
made last week in negotiations
between Television Authority and
four Los Angeles television stations in bargaining for a bask
contract for TV performers. Sta
tion committee offered a substantial wage proposal jump constitut
ing an almost 100% increase fron
its original offer at beginning 03
negotiations several weeks ago
Stations meeting with union ari
KNBH, KTSL, KECA-TV, KLAC
TV. Separate negotiations wen
held with KTLA, while two othe:
stations, KTTV and KFI-TV, an
sitting in on group meetings.
Newest station proposals, al
though not coming up to thos
asked by TVA, still marked sub
stantial increase from their las
offer [Broadcasting • Telecast
ing, Feb. 5]. Carrying with it th
provision that TVA offer a plan tha
is economically feasible, the ne^
proposal called for $30 for 1
minute program; $40 for half-hou
program;
$60 toforbe hour,
with fo
re
hearsal time
one hour
programs in first category; tw
hours in second; three hours i
third. No change was put fort
in the station previously propose
rehearsal fee of $3 an hour afte
second hour.
New proposals were referred lb
TVA to its membership at a mee'
ing Thursday night. Furthe
meetings between the union an
stations
are scheduled for tomoj
row
(Tuesday).
lacking prior courses leading u
to the subjects in colleges.
Station has distributed currici
lum and reading lists in conjum
tion with the courses, giving di
tails
for day.
the particular telecast
on each
In the current term, progran
are: "Governments Around thj
World," being conducted by D
Eugene H. Miller, Ursinus; "Ni
clear Physics" by Dr. Thomas ]
Merritt, Albright; "The Child affl
the Family" with Dr. O. Spurgec
English, Dr. Waldo E. Nelson ar 1
Dr. James D. Page, Temple; "Til
Art of Thinking" with Rev. Edwai
Gannon, S. J.,
Joseph's; "U
derstanding
OurSt. Teen-Age
Chi
dren" with Dr. George C. Galphi
Drexel; "The Chemistry of Livinj
with Professor Russel C. Er
Penn Military College; "The Horn
We Live In" with Prof. A. V
Hajjar, Penn State; "Understand
ing Economics" with Dr. Evere j
B. Townsend, Beaver Colleg I
"Success Through Self Improv I
ment"
College. with Eloise Wilson, Rid i
The Philadelphia Board of Ed S
cation Spanish series is being co 1
ducted by John J. Maiorello, Schc j
District of Philadelphia.
Each subject is covered in 10 ||
11 telecasts.

Telecasting
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IfDTV TO FACE CAMERA
Under Barrage of Listeners' Questions
DTV (TV) Pittsburgh takes
e "witness stand" in its own
ourtroom" next Sunday (Feb.
) to be cross-examined by teleewers of that area.
the program is to be presented
part of a series in cooperation
Ith the Pittsburgh Chamber of
•mmerce.
Televiewers have been asked to
bmit questions concerning proamming, operation and everying about television which ingues them. WD TV, forewarned
at no punches will be pulled, will
ve two representatives under
e.
Only TV station in the area,
DTV services 212,000 telesets
d an estimated 550,000 telejwers. This means that Alleeny County residents become
nutely familiar with WDTV
ograms and while there is much
aise, there are a few complaints
Bo.
Questions submitted thus far
ve been described as from pug-

IENITH TESTS
Show Phonevision A Hit
;XITH'S first four weeks of
onevision testing among 300
icago families shows that home
rue attendance is three times
eater than that of theatre atldance, according to statistics
eased last week by Zenith.
The report stated that the home
■vie service had 2,561 "box office
es" during the four week period,
at is, the average test family
at movies at home 8% times,
ghtly more than twice a week.
Beginning Jan. 1, the test was
lducted to provide the FCC with
jta on the degree of public inter: in and acceptance of Phoneion [Broadcasting • TelecastJan. 8].
During the first week, with a
velty lure, the average family
•v 3.1 movies. For the remaining
ree weeks patronage settled to
average of 1.8 movies a week,
.n releasing these results, Comdr.
F. McDonald Jr., president of
aith, commented: "The big quesn is, 'How do these figures comre with the normal movie-going
oits of typical families who now
■ the same kind of movies in
sir local movie theatres?'
Published surveys indicate that
• average American goes to the
vies less than once every two
eks. Hence, our test families are
•ing movies more than three
ies as often. . . ."
Meanwhile the FCC last week
mted extension of the special
iporary authority for the Phoneion tests to March 31. Original
day authorization, to have
rted Dec. 1, 1950, actually got
ierway Jan. 1, 1951, prompting
uth to seek the extension.
^casting

nacious to pointless but both the
Chamber of Commerce and the
station want the televiewers to
speak up. One query asks: "I like
everything about the station except
the tie one of your announcers
wears. What can you do about it?"
The Sunday afternoon C. of C.
series discusses a different local
problem each week. It was originally scheduled for 13 weeks with
an option of extension to 26 weeks.
The C. of C. put itself on the
spot during the first program, entitled, "Is the Chamber of Commerce Necessary?" Other topics
already discussed are the sanitation
problem and the public housing
future, with such audience reaction that there is a demand for a
repeat.
Future topics scheduled are about
crime,
one TV smoke
stationcontrol,
market, Pittsburgh's
the NCAA
ban of football telecasts, taxes,
flood control, civil defense and the
Pennsylvania judiciary plan.
The panel-forum type program,
moderated by Dr. Albert B. Martin,
political science professor at the
U. of Pittsburgh, uses three questioners from the Civic Salesmen's
Club of the Chamber of Commerce
and guests experts on the subject
under discussion.
Handling the program is Ketchum Inc., public relations counsel
of the C. of C.

O. F. LIVINGSTON (r), Schulze & Burch Biscuit Co.'s diss-, mgr., congratulates
Cowboy Ken Houchins for his singing of live commercials on firm's series over
WOC-TV Davenport, iowa, in presence of Mark Wodlinger (I), WOC-TV commercial mgr., and Frank F. Morr, Gordon Best Co. v. p., account executive.

GROUCHO MARX (I), star of NBC's
You Bet Your Life, shares an amusing
story with Clarence Bleicher, president
of DeSoto-Plymouth Corp., which
sponsors the Marx show, during a
visit of the sponsor to Hollywood.

BOB COLESON (standing), West
Coast representative. Ad Council,
chats with Mary Pickford and her
TV-radio partner, Mai Boyd, at Hollywood Ad Club meeting. Miss Pickford Fs partner with Mr. Boyd and
Buddy Rogers in PRB Inc., package
firm, and TV applicant in N. C.

DETROIT Television Roundtable
meeting guest speaker, Bob Foreman
(I), v. p. in charge radio-TV commercials, BBDO, discusses TV film spots
with Clarence Hatch, Roundtable
president and v. p. of D. P. Brother
& Co., and Carl H. Bronson, adv. and
sales prom. dir. for DeSoto Div.,
Chrysler Motor Co.

JOSEPH WALKER (I), one of Hollywood's top cameramen and inventor
of new Electra-Zoom lens, checks
equipment after installation on a
KOTV (TV) Tulsa camera. George
Jacobs, KOTV chief engineer, holds
battery of lens replaced by the unit.
Constant focus times.
is permitted at all

PENN GRID GAMES
Ask Network TV Bids
U. OF PENNSYLVANIA has invited television networks to submit bids for telecasting the entire
Penn football schedule at Franklin Field next autumn.
Franny Murray, Penn's athletic
director, pointed out that television
is here to stay and that the only
safe course for the colleges to follow was to figure out a way to
make it an ally. Mr. Murray said
he certainly doesn't want "gateless football" but he doesn't think
TV will produce such a result.
"We've been telecasting our
games for 11 years now," he said,
"and we feel that the audience
we've built up of people who for
many
reasons isjustduecan't
out to
the stadium
someget serious
consideration. I can't think of a
better way to keep up interest in
college athletics than television,
and I also don't think any national
ruling can be applied to every
geographical location."
Renews Garroway
CONGOLEUM-NAIRN Inc.,
Kearny, N. J. (Linoleum) is renewing Garroway at Large, NBCTV, Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m., effective Feb. 18. Agency is McCann-Erickson, New York.

• BROADCASTING

FRIGIDAIRE "Cap &
chefs cut culinary capers during WXEL (TV)
Cleveland Alice WestonSkillet"
Cooking Show, which Frigidaire
sponsors. Apparently
pleased with their performance are (I to r) Carl Caskay, asst. sales promotion
mgr.; Spence Meilstrup, sales promotion mgr.; Wayne Stafford, commercial
rep., and George Cope, of Frigidaire sales stcff.

WGY

Completing the international TV
affiliation for DuMont are Comdr.
Loewi (r) and Mr. Pumarejo.

DuMONT
SIGNS
Havana Outlet Affiliation
"THERE is no doubt that, properly
employed, television can become a
goodwill builder between the republics of North and South America,"
Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi, director of the DuMont Television Network, said last week following his
return from Cuba, where he arranged TV's first international affiliation contract. Union Radio Television, Havana, has signed as an
outlet of the DuMont network
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 5.]
Boxing and wrestling matches
will be the first programs sent to
Havana by the network, utilizing
Teletranscriptions, DuMont version
of kinescopic recordings. Gaspar
Pumarejo, head of the Havana station, said that baseball telecasts
have been very popular with the
sports-minded Cubans and anticipates that the DuMont sports programs also will gain quick popularity, Comdr. Loewi reported.
"Senor Pumarejo told me that
TV is catching on rapidly in Cuba
and I found Havana as TV conscious as Manhattan was three
years ago," Comdr. Loewi said.
"Although it saw its first TV programs as recently as December,
the city already has two stations
on the air and 9,000 receivers in
use. There is an amazing number
of live programs as well as a considerable volume of business being
telecast
regularly."
Havana telecasters are ingenious
in their programming, Comdr.
Loewi said, citing a URT afternoon
program patterned on a newspaper
society column.
Eisenhower's Hooper
GEN. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER'S Feb. 2 telecast
scored a 51.8 Hooperating in
the 12 television cities measured by C. E. Hooper Inc. His
share of audience, according
to the Hooper survey, was
93.5%. The same telecast,
measured in 20 television
cities by Trendex Inc.,
scored a rating of 58.3 with
a 93.7% share of the 10:4511 p.m. audience.
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SKIDMORE

FORUM
Debates TV Channel Education Reservation

THE 100th consecutive broadcast
last week of the Skidmore Open
Forum, weekly over WGY Schenectady since 1947, was devoted to
the controversial topic: "Should
25% of all television channels be
reserved for educational pur-

the spectrum, but also that the
educator is not capable of assuming the role of broadcaster, even
in education.
Without attacking commercial
radio, Dr. Bartlett listed three reasons should
why hebe thought
tion
made: the reserva-

Also in honor of the 100th milestone was a special telecast which
originated
poses?" in the auditorium studio
of WGY and was carried by the
General Electric television affiliate, WRGB (TV) Schenectady.
Dr. Kenneth Baker, director of
research for the National Assn. of
Broadcasters, said no. Prof. Kenneth Bartlett, dean of the University College and director of the
Radio and Television Center, Syracuse U., took the affirmative.
Outlining the educators viewpoint, Professor Bartlett felt that
there definitely was VHF room
for exclusively educational stations. Dr. was
Bakersufficient
not onlyroom
didn't
feel there
in

(1) Once a frequency is assigned to commercial use, it would
be difficult and often unreasonable
to ask a broadcaster to return it
— particularly after he has taken
the financial risk in developing a
business around it.
(2) It is the only effective way
of guaranteeing that educators and
other public service groups have
access to good time.
(3) Reservation of frequencies
will strengthen the American system by creating a dual system of
profit and non-profit operation.
Dr. Baker summarized the position of the commercial broadcaster
with these five points:
(1) It has been acknowledged
by the FCC that there are not
enough channels in the VHF band
to give a truly complete TV service
to the entire country.
(2) The channels would do the
people most good only when used
and, under commercial operation,
the channels would be given full
use.
Educational Value

UNITED TV
Sales Meetings This Week
SALES MEETINGS of executives
of newly-formed United Television
Programs Inc. will be held in New
York this week to view films on
hand and to discuss distribution of
other new films now under consideration. The organization was
formed last month to handle nationwide distribution of television film
programs casting,[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 22, 15].
Attending the conferences will be
Jerry King, president; Richard J.
Dorso, executive vice president, both
going from Hollywood; Milt Blink,
secretary-treasurer and Chicago office
head; Edward Petry, head of Edward
Petry & Co.; Tom Dawson, head of
UTP New York office; Ed Voynow,
of the Petry Chicago office.
Also slated to be present at the
meets will be Basil Grillo, secretarytreasurer, and Charles Brown, director TV sales, Bing Crosby Enterprises, Hollywood, to discuss with
UTP officials three film series which
UTP is handling for the firm.
Another item to be taken up will
be discussion of the possibility of
setting up distribution of feature
motion pictures similar to that being done for TV films. The decision will be drawn from reports
obtained from TV stations by UTP
branch office personnel as to whether stations would support such a
plan. The meeting, originally
scheduled for Feb. 1 to discuss this
plan, had been postponed to this
week.
Mr. King was in Chicago last
week setting up a film exchange
service there for UTP subscribers.
Similar exchange setup, which
among other things provides for
the cleaning and inspecting of each
print before and after each TV
showing, will be established in Los
Angeles within two months, according to Mr. King.

(3) Commercial television already is offering much of definite
educational value.
(4) Experience has shown that
educational broadcasters in radio
have not used frequencies allocated them to the best advantage.
(5) The commercial broadcaster
believes educators are entitled to
frequencies but that they should
be allocated on a competitive basis.
If in the judgment of the FCC the
educational broadcaster should be
granted the license, then give it to
him. If, however, the commercial
broadcaster is able to do a better
job of public service for his community and the televiewers therein, he should be given the channel.
WAAM INSTRUCTS
Johns Hopkins TV Students

Friendly opponents on the Skic
more Open Forum are (I to r) Di
^

Baker and Professor Bartlett.

FCC ORDERS
UHF Rebroadcasts Stoppe
UHF rebroadcasts of Philadelphi
TV programs in the Lancaste
Pa., area have been ordered dis
continued by FCC on grounds sue
rebroadcasting does not constitul
proper
experimentation.
The Commission
denied furth<
extension of special authority 1
Conestoga Television Assn., noi
profit organization, to operas
KG2XBI on 600 mc in Lancastf
and returned the station's bid fc
license.
FCC indicated the UHF static
for several years has been "inte
cepting programs of Philadelph
TV stations and rebroadcastir
them on UHF frequencies for r
ception on special receivers
homes of association members
FCC considered the operation n
in accord with its experiment
rules and regulations, althou^
the applications claimed investig
tion of UHF reception and equi
ment was being carried out.
One commercial TV statio
WGAL-TV on channel 4 (66-'
mc) , is presently operating
Lancaster.
The Conestoga group told FC
about
persons areand"interestei
in the45association
indicat
plans have been made to produ
some local shows and secure wid
public reception of the UH
signals. The applicant, FCC sai
indicated it plans to seek UK
Channel 28 there, or some oth
channel near 600 mc, when su
facilities are allocated for regul
stations.
The applicant told FCC th
•both RCA and the Hamilt
Watch Co. "have contribut
funds to support the extension
knowledge and television serv:

WAAM (TV) Baltimore last Thursday started assisting McCoy College, of Johns Hopkins U., in
teaching a course entitled, "Television Production." Station personnel is providing instructors and
to Lancaster."
complete facilities for the weekly
WPTZ, Philadelphia, has received 1
lesson in TV production techniques.
Public Service Award in the televiei
Joel Chaseman, station public industry for the year 1950 from !
Federal Business Assn. of Philadelph
service director, will co-ordinate
for the station. Among the in- The presentation, a hand illuminat
structors will be Herbert B. Cahan,
citation, was made to WPTZ by Edv
Dressel, director of the U. S. Mint
program director; Ben Wolfe, di- Philadelphia and president of the Fi
rector of engineering; Glenn Laheral Business Association. Prest
man, chief engineer; Anthony FarStover, WPTZ manager of progi
rar, production manager, and operations, received the award in 1
half of the station.
Barry Mansfield, art director.
Telecasting
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KPRC-TV's
AFTERNOON

TV

program

afternoon

schedule

is the

biggest thing in Houston.
IS

All 65,000
greater Houston

market

to Houston's
KPRC-TV,
HOUSTON

sets in the
are tuned

only TV

station,

with a daily audience

of 318,000

potential customers.

A galaxy of top national shows
plus star-studded
local shows
assure afternoon TV advertisers
MATINEE

WITH

DICK GOTTLIEB

brings one of Houston's top TV
personalities to afternoon viewers. Matinee is relaxed, informal
and entertaining. Paige Thompson adds color and feminine
charm.

of top notch TV
Get

the

from

coverage.

Complete
Your

Petry

Facts
Man

best foot forward, conducted
by gracious and beautiful Mary
Beth McDonald, features fashion
news and make-up demonstrations, plus practical ideas on
time and worry savers about the
house.

tv kitchen, conducted by Jane
Christopher, home economist,
features new, economical dishes,
shows the foods actually being
prepared.
A "must" for Houston housewives.

Stokely's laugh with the
ladies is an audience participation program sparked by popular Bill Bryan. A top local
radio show transplanted to TV.

Foley's TV shopper did a terrific job in the bus strike emergency, and is now a daily feature. "Shopper" Jane Grey and
store personnel cover the store.
CHANNEL
1

TOP

NETWORK

it Kate

Smith

First

ecasting
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Edward Petry & Co.
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'Process Studio'
(Continued from page 56)
of the station's personnel when
sale was consummated.
Laid out in a clover leaf pattern, the process studio is multicompartmented. There are separating glass panels between the
interconnected client's booth, announce studio, control room proper
and film room — plus connecting
doors between all four. It was explained that this obviates "blind"
work and affords welcome anticipation of events since it permits
instantaneous survey and inspection of all facets.
Control equipment is capable of
instantly associating all studios
and/or outside points with filmed,
live, card or film-slide commercial
announcements, Mr. Jury pointed
out. Necessary instant contact is
maintained between program directors and producers, technical
directors, video operators and audio engineers, switchers, etc.
Includes Film Department
Separate from the process
studio, but included in the overall
plan, is a new film department.
Located in the basement of the
Don Lee building, it includes fireproofed storage space and projection room, plus an office and
film inspection-cataloging room
complete with editing and splicing
apparatus. A second projection
room for the sales and production
staff also is maintained in the
building.
Mr. Jury and Charles Mesac
were responsible for the electrical
engineering. Robert Moody, chief
audio engineer, and Walter Carruthers, who continues as Don Lee
vice president in charge of all engineering, supervised installation
of the process studio. The entire project was undertaken at the
direction of Willet Brown, Don
Lee Broadcasting System president, and Charles Glett, who until
the change-over was vice president
in charge of television for Don Lee
and is now with CBS-KTSL in an
executive capacity.
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PRESENT at the signing of the WTTG
classics series were, seated (I to r),
Daniel R. Cavalier, merchandise manager for Campbell's, and Earl Campbell, company president; standing,
Walter Comptpn, WTTG general
manager, and Thomas Privot, of
American Wholesalers, area distributors for DuMont Television Receivers
Division.
MUSIC SERIES
Showing Set by WTTG

(TV)

FIRST telecast classical music
series in the National Capital area
was slated to have its premiere last
Friday over WTTG (TV) Washington.
The program, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, is to be heard
8-8:30 p. m. Sponsors are The
Campbell Music Co., Washington,
and the American Wholesalers,
sponsoring for the DuMont Television Receivers Div.
Each program will be a complete concert featuring the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra under
batons of prominent European
conductors.
The television films were made
in Vienna and in Salzburg, and
were produced for Ambassador
Films by Eugene Sharin.
Settings were especially designed to fit the mood of the music
to be played.
TWENTY-five TV sets presented to
San Francisco veterans hospitals on
Del Courtney Show, over KPIX (TV)
San Francisco. Sets were paid for by
funds contributed by viewers through
station's "TV Sets for Vets."

Color TV Progress
(Continued from page 55)
of an administrative agency.
It was a decision made with the
sole aim of making available to the
people of the U.S. at the earliest
practical time a satisfactory system
of color television. It was taken in
recognition of the obvious fact that,
particularly in a field such as television where technical improvements,
even in black-and-white, constantly
occur, there must be a stopping point
somewhere if standards are ever to
be set.
Appellants [RCA] can, therefore,
not possibly show that this is so
arbitrary "as to be the expression of
a whim rather than an exercise of
judgment," the showing appellants
must make to secure a reversal of
the District Court's judgment. . . .
The motion reiterated that FCC's
color decision "did not require any
broadcasters to broadcast color
television"; that it found the RCA
system to be "short of the. minimum
criteria," while the CBS system
was found satisfactory; and that it
"explicitly" left the door open "for
future consideration of new and
improved
systems."
The issues
involved in the color
case, the motion continued, called
for "specialized technical, economic
and social judgments by the Commission which are necessarily within its particular competence. The
judgments were made on the basis
not only of a mass of complex and
technical testimony, but also on extensive theoretical analysis and
first-hand observation."
Called 'Classic Case'
Calling this "the classic case for
judical
the motion saidnon-intervention,"
:
Without important exception, the
contentions of appellants seek to
raise questions only of the correctness of the Commission's decision in
adopting standards for the CBS color
system and refusing to adopt standards for the RCA color system, and
of the wisdom of the Commission in
resolving the various questions which
were within its special area of discretion.
It is elementary that in such circumstances, the Court will not substitute its judgment for that of an
administrative agency.
In answer to criticisms of the
CBS system's incompatibility, the
motion said FCC "found that while
compatibility was desirable, it was
less important than a satisfactory
color system." Further, the court
was told, "the issue of compatibility
. . . cannot properly be considered
in isolation from the question of
'convertibility' " •— a test which,
FCC ruled, was not met by the
RCA system.

MARCH OF TIME
Expands Television Dei
SEVEN additions to the TV De
staff of the March of Time W(
announced last week by Produi
Richard de Rochemont and Dir
tor of TV Arthur B. Tourtellot
Tom Buscemi, a March of Ti
assistant film director since 19
becomes assistant director of T
Fred Feldkamp, formerly cha
man of the editorial board for 1
cinema division, has been nan
script supervisor for TV; Jo
Dullaghan, with the March
Time since its first experimen
cinema work 16 years ago, becon
a film editor, as does Jack Bu
an employe since 1937 who edii
several million feet of film :
Crusade in Europe; new editor
assistants are Hope Thomson, e
torial researcher at the March
Time since 1949; Barbara Fe'
man, formerly on the March
Time Forum Films staff ; a
Shirley Potash, for six years w
20th Century-Fox's West Co.
studio, more recently assistant
Oscar Hammerstein II.
FILM VOLUME
Sees $10 Million for N.
ROBERT L. LAWRENCE, v
president in charge of the N
York studios of Jerry Fairbar
Inc., predicted last week that 1
volume of commercial movie p
duction for TV in New York ale
would reach $10 million this ye.
Mr. Lawrence made his pred
tion on the occasion of the thi
anniversary of the New Yc
branch of the Fairbanks organi:
tion. He pointed out that the $
million volume he estimated f
1951 would be four times that
1948 for the whole TV film prodi
tion industry.
Canada

TV

Set Sales

SALES OF TV receivers in CY
ada in October totalled 4,293 uni
bringing
number
of tr,
sets sold the
in total
Canada
during
first 10 months of 1950 to 19,1!
Total sales of ra.dio and TV si
in Canada in the first 10 monl
of 1950 amounted to 602,276 un
valued at $52,377,008 as compai
to 532,880 sets valued at $39,69
785 sold in same period of 19'
according to the Dominion Bure
of Statistics, Ottawa.

ularly since the Commission fou
that the two compatible syste
[RCA's and Color Television Inc.
were inherently deficient, while I
incompatible system met the crite
for a satisfactory system, plainly l
Commission's refusal to insist
"In these circumstances," the
compatibility was a wholly ratioi
brief continued, "appellant's emAgain, this was a judgmi
phasis on the cost, alleged to judgment.
within its particular province. It ci
not,
therefore,
be overturned.
amount to $1,500,000,000, of adapting and converting existing reThe motion was signed by Soli
ceivers to receive CBS color signals
tor General Philip B. Perlman,
in color is misconceived since, so behalf of the Justice Dept.; Ge
far as the record shows, existing
sets can never receive RCA color eral Counsel Benedict P. Cottoi
for the FCC; and Samuel I. Rose
signals in color irrespective of man and Richard S. Salant of t
cost." The motion continued:
law firm of Rosenman, Goldmai
In these circumstances, and partic- Colin & Kaye, counsel for CBS.
Telecasting
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VIDEO PLAYS
Kaufman Covers in Book
THE BEST TELEVISION PLAYS OF
THE YEAR. Edited by William I.
Kaufman. New York: Merlin Press.
318 pp. $4.50.
NINE video plays, complete with
stage and camera directions and
each preceded by a foreword on its
production, comprise this anthology
by the casting director of NBCTV, who plans this as the first of
an annual series. To make his
selections, the author says in his
introduction, he canvassed every
TV station in the country for material, then concentrated on that
"expressly designed for television,"
avoiding TV shows based on "already great dramas, movies or

DAGMAR, of NBC's Broadway Open House, helped introduce the 1951 Buick
during a half-hour interview over WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va. Hez Ward,
the Huntington dealer, credits the program with selling 15 new Buicks.
Directly behind Dagmar is Mr. Ward. Leaning on the desk is James H.
Ferguson, WSAZ-TV program director, and at extreme right is Lawrence H.
Rogers, WSAZ-TV station manager. Others in the picture are part of
Ward's sales force, and part of the station's remote crew. Dagmar is
a native of West Virginia.

**f
*
and film star,
5ARRA Inc. producing[
two
video filliam
m Bendix,
reradio
por
t TV films,
for series of 13 half-hour
:ommercials for Armour & Co.'s
starting
in
April.
Tentative
budget
Stars Over Hollywood on NBC-TV.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding,
is $10,000 per show. Series will
be based on Brooklyn cab driver
Chicago. Spots last 105 seconds,
showing how to prepare hams for character created by Mr. Bendix
loliday serving. SARRA also has in a number of motion pictures 10
ust completed the fourth in a series years ago. His current picture-aif quarter-hour shows for the Doryear contract with RKO is not affected.
neyer Corp, Chicago manufacturer
<f electric mixers. Agency is John
WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS,
V. Shaw, Chicago, and the series
Hollywood, has sold first and second
s currently aired on WFBM-TV
ndianapolis, WLAV-TV Grand
rights of feature film, "He Found
lapids, WICU (TV) Erie, WBAPA Star," to KNBH (TV) Hollywood.
?V Fort Worth, WPIX (TV) New
* * *
fork and WBKB
Chicago.
* * (TV)
*
PAVELLE LABS Inc., 16 E. 42nd
ELEPIX Corp. Hollywood, recentSt., N. Y., has appointed Louis
y produced a TV film commercial
Weintraub commercial and industrial representative, President Leo
«or Louis Milani Foods, L. A., f earning Mary Ellen Kay. As a re- Pavelle announced. Mr. Weintraub,
ult she reportedly has been signed former picture editor for Keystone
o a seven year contract with Re- Pictures, will promote the firm's
ublic Pictures.
black and white photographic serv* * *
ices to radio, film companies, pubNADER TELESCRIPTIONS Inc.,
lic relations and advertising agencies.
leverly Hills, has completed two
eries of five telescriptions, one
eaturing Connie Haines, vocalist,
UNITED TELEVISION PROnd the other with the Guardsman's
GRAMS Inc., Hollywood, has nam[uartet.
ed Frank DeVol music consultant.
* * *
He continues as musical director of
ASTON PRODUCTIONS, L. A., Procter & Gamble's Oxydol Show,
as completed five in a series of 7:15-7:30 p.m., five times weekly
ne-minute live action TV films for on CBS for Tide, and he will also
handle all TV films for United
ndrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati
Jergens Lotion) , each one starring requiring songs, dramatic themes
Hollywood film personality, shot and background music.
i star's home. Agency is Robert
T. Orr & Assoc., N. Y.
JACK CHERTOK has produced a
* * *
half-hour TV film series, Steve
AL ROACH Jr. has signed Wil- Donovan, Western Ranger, which
elecasting
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His "best" video plays — all dating from 1949, and the omission
novels."
of that date from the cover, is the
book's most notable flaw — include:
"The Nantucket Legend" (Kraft
Television Theatre, NBC-TV), "No
Shoes" (KBTV (TV) Dallas, now
WFAA-TV), "Zone of Quiet" (Actors Studio, ABC-TV), "The Door"
and "Operation Coral" (both,
Chevrolet Tele-Theatre, NBC-TV),
"The Goldbergs' Composition
Script" (CBS-TV, sponsored by
General Foods), "Something in the
Wind" (Lights Out, NBC-TV,
sponsored by Admiral Corp.), "The
Julian Houseman Story" (Big
Story, NBC-TV, sponsored by
American Cigarette & Cigar Co.),
"Battleship Bismarck" (Studio
One, CBS-TV, sponsored by Westinghouse Electric Corp.).

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
'Nation's Leading TV Stations
TV

. Offers the Following "
FILM PACKAGE

MAJOR
COMPANY
h such stars osRAMS
I TUwit
RE PROG
Jimmy
FEA
>52T

rbara
BaJimmy
STANWYCK
Robert
YOUNG
DURANTE
Claudette
COLBERT
Jack
BENNY

teD
Paul
DDetAR
GO
STEWART
Welvyn
Merle
OBERON
DOUGLAS
Raymond
NAASSEY

Bw"er Crobo.
will be available for sale in individual markets March 15 through
The Katz Agency, Free & Peters
and Blair-TV, three national station representatives cooperating
in spot sales of TV programs.
""ky Toml,n
r* C°"ol Nahh
* * *
STEPHEN SLESINGER has formed TV production firm to produce
series of half-hour TV films based
on "Red Ryder," radio and comic
MUSICAL
strip character. Hal Roach Jr. of
HAL ROACH STUDIOS Inc. has
VARIETIES
been named executive producer for ( 2 '/2 min each • featuring
the series. Radio rights for Red
MOREY
Ryder were recently recovered by y AMSTERDAM
4
Mr. Slesinger from Langendorf
/3
Bakeries, sponsor of the radio version for past 10 years.
TV ADS Inc., L. A., is producing a
series of TV film commercials for
Parsons Ammonia Co., Brooklyn,
makers of Parson's Sudsy Ammonia. Agency is Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, L. A.
JERRY

FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, has signed
Marilyn Perry, Mary Brow, Bill
Cassady, Buddy Burroughs, John
Gary and Wilma Siechret for leading roles in new Pepsi-Cola TV
film commercials. Performers for
new series of 26 commercials for
Dodge will include Joan Olander,
Kenne Duncan, Shirley Vernon,
Anne Whitfield, Barry McCormick,
Toy Pulaski, John Gary, Noel Reyburn and Jane Duff.

SOUND

'M for further informal* ation and complete
lii list, write to

Sl

C^tOOH

LommonujERLTH
•723 Seventh Avenue, New York 1°, N. Y.
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WAVE-TV
New
telestatus

If DALLAS

H

THE

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS
FT
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

llure are

WAVE-TV Louisville has announced new time rates, effective
March 1. On and after that date,
charges will be:
For one hour, one time, Class A,
$400; Class B, $300, and Class C,
$200;
For one minute or a 20-second
live spot, one time, Class A, $87;
Class B, $67, and Class C, $47;
For one minute or a 20-second
slide or film spot, one time, Class
A, $80; Class B, $60, and Class C,
Class A time runs Monday
$40.
through
Friday, 6 to 11 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, noon to 11 p.m.
Class B time extends, Monday
through Friday, from 5 to 6 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, sign-on to
noon, and Monday through Sunday,
11 p.m. to sign-off.
Class C time embraces, Monday
through Friday, from sign-on to
5 p.m.
* * *
Berle, 'Cactus Jim'
Lead Pulse Report
MULTI MARKET telepulse, published by The Pulse Inc., New York,
for period Jan. 2-8, gives top rating to the consistently front-running Texaco Star Theatre in the
once-a-week category, while Cactus
Jim leads the multi-weekly shows.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts claimed
second place in the once-a-week

Effective

Coverage
DL
for

CBS

Area
Station

DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH
tliii id wliij

KRLD
AM-FM-TV
C^Lunnel

4

id your Leit buy
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

The
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Card

class and Howdy Doody was in the
runner-up spot in the multi-weekly
bracket.
Complete listings follow: Rating
ONCE A WEEK SHOWS
Program Average
Jan. Dec.
Texaco Star Theatre
44.8 47.1
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
32.6 32.8
Your Show of Shows
31.9 32.0
Toast of the Town
31.6 29.0
Comedy Hour — Abbott &
Costello
31.1 28.9
Louis-Beshore Fight
29.7
Fireside Theatre . .
29.4 29.0
Philco TV Playhouse
28.8 28.5
The Goldbergs
27.3 26.8
Hopalong Cassidy
27.2
Rating26.0
MULTI WEEKLY SHOWS
Program Average
Jan. Dec.
Cactus Jim
19.7
Howdy Doody
17.7 16.5
Camel News Caravan
15.2 14.8
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
14.3 12.7
Perry Como
11.8 11.7
Kate Smith Show
11.7 9.9
CBS-TV News
10.8 11.0
Mohawk Showroom ..
10.7 11.0
Captain Video
10.6 11.3
The Little Show
10.4 10.1

'Star Theatre' Tops
Nielsen 4-Week Ratings
NIELSON New York area top
television program ratings released last week show Milton
Berle's Texaco Star Theatre securely in first place. Ed Sullivan's

Toast of the Town was runner up.
The report measured audiences of
evening, once-a-week programs,
for the four weeks ending Jan. 13.
Top 10 listings follow:
Nielsen TV-Rating +
2.
(000)
Homes Homes
4.
822
Rank
Program
%
741
.
53.3
1. Texaco Star Theatre
42.5
6. Your Show of Shows . .
3. (Snowcrop)
. 38.3
733
.
.
38.1 1,031
Your(Participating)
Show of Shows . .
729
737
Fireside
Theatre
718
5. Your
(Crosley)
37.9
.
37.7
Show of Shows . .
34.9
668
7. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
. 37.1
Godfrey & Friends
675
(Ligg.
&
Myers)
Gillette Cavalcade ....
9.
34.5
10.
617
(Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN
CO.)
31.9
8.
Talent- Scouts Head
N. Y. Hooperating
STEVE ALLEN, substituting for
Arthur Godfrey on Talent Scouts,
led the January New York TV
Hooperatings Pocketpiece, released
last week by C. E. Hooper Inc.,
New York.
First 10 TV Hooperatings were:
1. Godfrey's
Talent substitute
Scouts
(Steve Allen
talent)
2. Texaco Star Theatre
3. Cavalcade of Sports (Chartes-Oma)
4. Sid Caesar — Imogene Coca
5. Mama
6. Man Against Crime
7. Philco TV Playhouse
8. Comedy Hour
9. Lights Out
10. Hopa'ong Cassidy

47.4
46. i
45.,
33.7
31. 4
30.
30.1
28.f
28.;
28.1

City
City

KRLD-TV's

Rate

(Report 150)

1100,5441

in

Louisville Issues

Weekly Television Summary—
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Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Arei
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
72,771
Memphis
KOB-TV
WMCT
75,1 1!
WOI-TV
7,000
WTVJ
52,50)
38,333
Miami
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
67,800 Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
202,101
264,865
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
238,201
WNBF-TV
32,700
WSM-TV
23,041
36,000
Nashville
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
13,800 New
WNHC-TV
129,501
650,000
WTTV
Haven
New
Orleans
WDSU-TV
47,17'
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
181,957 New York
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBEN-TV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
2,150,00
WBTV
56,631
815,471 Newark
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
250,000 Norfolk
WTAR-TV
56,78
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Oklahoma
City
WKY-TV
68,00
Cleveland
415,555
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Columbus
132,000
KMTV, WOW-TV
62,90
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
784,00
Philadelphia
Omaha
Ft.
Worth
KPHO-TV
25,10
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Dallas100,544
WDTV
212,00
44,668
Davenport
Providence
WJAR-TV
105,35
Quad CitiesWOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 170,000 Richmond
WTVR
62,86
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Detroit
405,000
WHAM-TV
73,37
Erie
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
Rochester
WHBF-TV
38,46
44,340 Rock Island
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuad City
Cities KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
37,50
Lake
100,544 Salt
KEYL, WOAI-TV
39,71
San Antonio
Grand
Rapids- WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Diego
Ka'amazoo
KFMB-TV
81,00
WLAV-TV
107,297 Schenectady
Greensboro
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
143,40
San
Francisco
WFMY-TV
49,812
Houston
WRGB
133,00
Albany-Troy
KPRC-TV
65,238
HuntingtonCharleston
35,250 Seattle
KING-TV
63,10
120,000
Indianapolis
WSAZ-TV
KSD-TV
239,00
St. Louis
WFBM-TV
27,000 Toledo
Jacksonville
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
95,11
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WSPD-TV
75,00
Syracuse
61,250 Tulsa
WJAC-TV
KOTV
61,0t
KalamazooGrand Rapids WKZO-TV
Utica-Rome
120,269 Washington
WKTV
34,00 '
Kansas City
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
219,76
Wilmington
WDAF-TV
WDEL-TV
55,61
Lancaster
Lansing
93,170
WGAl-TV
76,487
WJIM-TV
42,500
877,421
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated Total Sets in Use 10,806,200
Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
eleviewing area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within t om
distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companii
partially
duplicated. Since
Sources
set compiled
estimates monthly,
are basedsome
on may
data refr maindealers,
unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas
and
manufacturers.
manyof are
necessarily approximate.
Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
<~*!Tcinnati
Chicago
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2.
With the gals, MacEvelly was never inept,
But the one that he fell for would never accept.

But at last he prevailed. His success was terrific!
He wangled one ticket to see South Pacific.

To

THE

Make

a Hit

SHOW
MUST
in Dayton*

GO

ON

WHIO-TV

Right show— and right audience— won his objective.
With your Dayton sales you should be as selective!

MORAL: Why labor it? You get
'em both — for Dayton — on
Dayton's first and favorite
station— WHIO-TV.

elecasting

• BROADCASTING

*WHIO-TV is the first and leading station —
not only of Dayton, but of the whole, wide,
rich Miami Valley as well. To sell these
648,000 enthusiastic viewers, currently in constant touch with 162,000 TV sets, concentrate
on our dominantf coverage. National Representative, G. P. Hollingbery Company, will
gladly submit Pulse reports and market data.

t Pulse December report shows
that WHIO-TV had 8 out
of 10 top televised shows!
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to do business in relatively shor:
order or pass the matter into liti-

Public's Views
(Continued from page 57)
commercial interests to improve
the quality of its present programming.
The U. of Louisville in its letter
related how "1,332 music lovers"
sent letters of protest to heads of
major networks as the result of a
Time magazine story which referred to a squeeze being put on
good music.
One clothing manufacturer's letter simply asked: "What can I
An advertising agency execudo?"
tive referred to the unlimited possibilities of television and declared :"I should certainly dislike
to see this wonderful medium
completely dominated by commercial interests."
James G. Patton, president of
the National Farm Union, voiced
his approval of the reservation
proposal, likening the channels
available to natural resources. He
wrote: TV channels "should be
conserved in behalf of the public
interest. I have very little confidence that profit-motivated big
business will do much for education."
A substantial portion of the letters to the FCC were from housewives, mothers and even children
themselves. More than 50 children in Gaithersburg, Md., sent individual messages in support of
educational telecasting.
A principal of a one-room school
with 12 students in an outlying
area implored the FCC that it
"mustn't forget they exist too."
The oft-used contention that in
order to educate the public you
must meet it at its own level was
decried by one writer, who declared this was a "kiss of death for
radio." Rather, he told the Commission, "you're going to have a
tough fight to keep TV from joining radio in the outer darkness."
FEBRUARY "Mighty Monarch of the
Air" award went to Jerry Lester,
NBC-TV, as "the young comedian
who has brought a new and fresh
approach to TV comedy." Award was
presented to comedian on his Feb.
3, show, by Majestic Radio Corp.,
originator of the monthly citations.

RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates ore
Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity and Showmanship
Trained bv . . .
Network Professionals
Trained to . .
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained problems
with . . .
Complete TV and Radio
Commercial Equipment
Trained under
Actual Broadcast Conditions
for Promot Free Service
Coll, Write, or Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7 321?
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MILTON BERLE is his usual clowning self here but a few minutes later he
became serious as he delivered an appeal for the 1951 Heart Fund drive. Mr.
Berle made the appeal on Westinghouse's Studio One, CBS-TV, Jan. 29.
Just before the show are shown (I to r) Thomas P. Losee, McCann-Erickson
Inc.; Mr. Berle, J. M. McKibbin, v. p., Westinghouse Electric Corp., and A.
Scalpone and Chester A. Posey, v. p.'s of McCann-Erickson.
to the terms of the reasonable fee
ASCAP Showdown
(Continued from page 19)
committee for Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
Flat Fee Proposal
"The committee was disinclined
to accept this decision, but to keep
negotiations open we asked the
ASCAP group for its best possible
proposal, which was for a flat fee
on programs and another fee of
50% of that amount for adjacent
commercials. Our group felt it
could not recommend the acceptance of such terms to the television broadcasters, so this plan was
rejected and ASCAP thereupon
broke off negotiations with us."
That was Dec. 13. The following day, ASCAP notified all TV
stations that it would shortly issue per program license forms and
send them together with the blanket license forms previously issued
to the stations for their consideration. The present interim licenses
will continue in effect for a period
of 30 days following receipt of the
forms, ASCAP said, while the telecasters made up their minds which
type of license, if either, to accept.
The interim fee is a fiat monthly
payment for the general use of
ASCAP music, the amount ranging from $50 to $250 a month, depending on the annual revenue of
the station, subject to readjustment in accordance with the terms
of the license finally taken out.
"If any TV broadcaster finds
either or' both of the ASCAP licenses unacceptable," Mr. Sprague
explained, "he can on the 30th day,
notify ASCAP that he wants to
negotiate better terms. He can
then negotiate with ASCAP for the
next 60 days and during all this
time the station can continue to use
ASCAP music upon paying the interim fees.
"If no agreement is reached in
these negotiations, the broadcaster, on the 90th day, can file a petition in the federal court in New
York asking that the terms be fixed
by the court and that interim fees
also be fixed for the use of ASCAP
music until the court renders its
decision, subject to readjustment

fixed
by the
court." of TV broadWhen
a meeting
casters was scheduled for Jan. 19
in Chicago to discuss the establishment of a new industry organization, Chairman Martin invited them
to attend a meeting on the ASCAP
situation the previous afternoon,
expecting that by that time ASCAP
would have issued its promised per
program licenses. The licenses
were not available "by that date —
and they are still unissued — but
the meeting was held anyway. The
60 TV broadcasters who attended
adopted a resolution authorizing
the committee "to take any and all
necessary and appropriate steps to
secure a satisfactory television per
program license from ASCAP, including giving assistance to such
television stations as may institute
attendant court actions," the stations further pledging financial support of the committee in all such
activities casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 22].

Warning Given
Mr. McCollough warned that unless some such move is made the
ASCAP
negotiations may "become
angation."
exceedingly ill-timed and unnecessary debacle on the part of
the television industry." At the
moment, only a comparatively few
television operators appear to be
interested in per program contracts.
Mr. McCollough told Broadcasting • Telecasting Friday that he
had heard from practically all the
television station operators tc
whom he had written and that the
responses indicated a pretty general agreement with his view thai
every avenue of negotiations wit?
ASCAP be fully explored befon
the matter of determining fair anc
reasonable terms of per prograrr
licenses be turned over to th<
courts.
Many letters, he said, containec
emphatic expressions of belief tha
most TV broadcasters are not in
terested in per program license;
and would not voluntarily contri
bute to costly litigation over them
Copies of the letter sent to lead
ing TV broadcasters have producec
a generally favorable response t<
Mr. McCollough's position, it i;
understood.
George Whitney, KFI-TV Lo
Angeles, however, replied that hi
station will "very cheerfully" pa;,
its fair share of court costs "rathe
than be victimized. We did not g
through the experiences of 1940 t
'RADIO MANUAL'
Covers Broadcast- Fiel
THE RADIO MANUAL. By George )
Sterling and Robert B. Monroe. Ne
York, D. Van Nostrand Co. 890 p]

THE Manual, a favorite with r
dio engineers since 1928, has bee
revised to cover the theory and aj
Following the meeting, which
$12.
plication of the entire radio fiel
gave full approval to the committee's rejection of the ASCAP move
complete with all the latest deve
to secure fees for commercials ad- opments. George Sterling, forme
jacent to programs of ASCAP muchief engineer and now FCC Con
sic, Mr.mittee
Sprague
reported,thattheit commissioner, was assisted by Robei
notified ASCAP
was
still functioning and ready to Monroe, CBS engineer, in prepar;
tion of the new material. D
resume negotiations whenever
Thomas
T. Goldsmith Jr., directc
ASCAP so desires. "That offer
of research for Allen B. DuMoi
still stands," he stated.
The committee membership, in Labs, also contributed a chapter c
addition to Chairman Martin, in- the important fundamentals of
cludes:
complete television system.
A wealth of materials, includii i
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
chapters
on broadcast studio ar
New Orleans; Nathan Lord, WAVEcontrol equipment, FM transnr
TV Louisville; Eugene S. Thomas,
WOR-TV New York; C. Robert
Thompson, WBEN-TV Buffalo; G. ters, etc., is presented. New cha
ters have been added on radio wa1
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
S. C; Howard Lane, Field Enter- propagation, antennas and rad
prises, Chicago; Edward McCrossin,
equipment for emergency service j.
DuMont TV Network; Irving R. The chapter on marine navigation [
Rosenhaus, WATV Newark; Charles aids covers radar and loran equi I
A. Batson, NAB; Will Baltin, TBA.
ment.
Final three chapters a I
In his letter to Mr. Thomas,
devoted to a complete coverage
Mr. McCollough proposed that a
the laws which govern operatiij:
joint meeting of the NAB-TV
of all types of radio stations, ail
board and the special music committee be held in New York, with to the rules for commercial rad j
"ASCAP notified that we are there
operators.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTIN
Committee Ready

i ow permit ourselves to be terrorised. If we have to we can do just
li/hat we did before — get along
ilvery well indeed) without ASCAP
pusic until such time as they are
isposed to deal fairly with us."
Mr. Whitney noted that "there
ire two major considerations presently influencing our attitude toward the ASCAP proposals:
'(1) We are not informed of the
asis upon which it is claimed that
he rendition of a copyrighted mu- ical composition by televised
roadcasting is, tinder the law, any
ifferent than a rendition by AM
adio.
"We desire to be informed upon
:lhis point, and to have cited to us
jflie authorities supporting the
lSCAP position, if it is their posiion, that there is such legal differnce in the nature or character of
Ihe two types of renditions as jussa 'ifies
ihe use.a higher or different fee for
"(2) We are informed that
lSCAP demands that the rate of
layment agreed upon shall apply
jo receipts from any commercial
nnouncements
immediately prer eding or following a program in
srp'hich ASCAP music is used.
'We are unalterably opposed to
id =ne making of such payments, and
•elieve our position to be firmly
upported by the terms of the conent decree presently governing
vSCAP's operations, which forbid
ne collection of fees in respect to
rograms in which ASCAP music
; not included."
He added that E. C. Mills, onetfime general manager of ASCAP,
serving KFI-TV as consultant in
— his and other matters "and we
ave had the benefit of his thinking
n this subject."

yM»chool Directory
' 10RE
THAN 400
coursesof
have ions
now institut
iyher learning
accordin
televisio
or
radio
i
n,
r directory prepared for the gFed-to
ral Security Agency by Gertrude
t. Broderick, radio education speialist. Franklin Dunham, chief,
iducational Uses of Radio, FSA,
/Expressed a hope that the directory
i < will continue to serve as a guide
) those interested in exploring
raining possibilities in these two
J jnportant fields."
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
<*r
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
TELEVISION ofCOMMERCIALS

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAQD:
elccasting

AUSTIN 7-B620

TRACY-LOCKE

SCORES
Shows TV Spots Superior to Newspaper Ads

USING the collective sweet tooth
of televiewers as a yardstick,
Tracy-Locke Co. Inc., Dallas, devised a method of measuring the
value
locally. of late-evening telecasting
The agency's device also shows
graphically, and in dollars-andcents fashion, another instance
where television's sales power is
superior to that of newspaper advertising.
TV rating services in the DallasFort Worth area do not, as yet,
reportedly have adequate means
of tallying television listening at
11 p.m. weekdays.
An agency client, the King Candy
Co., agreed to offer in a one-minute
11 p.m. Thursday spot on WBAPTV Fort Worth a box of candy to
the first 500 writers-in. Number
of persons watching each set was
requested.
Within 24 hours, 2,011 replies
were received with an average of
3.5 viewers per set.
Of the returns, 96.7% were from
within a 50-mile radius. From
towns more than 100 miles distant
came the remaining 3.3%.
Breaking the figures down,
Tracy-Locke pointed out that the
cost of the spot was $12, making
a cost per thousand viewers of
17.1 cents. By comparison, a twoinch ad in a leading newspaper
covering the same territory at a
$12 cost, and using a high readership of 4% and a circulation of
URGES TRUE ADS
Yambert Addresses L. A. Group
"A RECENT survey shows that
41% of those interviewed believe
advertising to be untruthful, wholly
or in part. To improve this condition is a challenge to everyone
charged with the creation of advertising." Such was the contention
of Ralph F. Yambert, president of
Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh &
Macaulay Inc., Beverly Hills agency, when he spoke at a Los Angeles
Ad Club meeting in the Biltmore
Hotel, that city.
Including radio and TV along
with other media, Mr. Yambert declared "too many advertisements
today, while not entirely untrue,
are certainly filled with half-truths.
If advertising is to carry out its
function of increasing the flow of
goods, it must be believed. The
advertisements I refer to are made
up by a minority of agencies that
don't understand or don't care
about their responsibilities to the
Mr. Yambert, a board member of
public."
the
Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn., reminded that
"the advertising codes developed
by agency groups around the country are aimed at making all advertising a clear and stimulating expression of the nation's productive

• BROADCASTING
power."

In a congratulatory mood are
Philip L. McHugh (I), Tracy-Locke
radio and TV director, and Clay
W. Stephenson, executive vice
president and King account executive, Tracy-Locke.
165,036, an audience of 23,000
readers would have been reached.
This would place the newspaper
ad cost per thousand at 52 cents.
Tracy-Locke happily commented
that TV won that battle by delivering 304% more audience for the
client's dollar.
Smythe To Speak
DR. DALLAS W. SMYTHE, director of the New York video program survey, will discuss that
project Thursday before the Chicago Television Council. Results
of the New York survey became
an issue in Washington when they
were introduced into the battle
before the FCC between educators
and commercial broadcasters over
proposed reservation of channels
for educational TV stations. Dr.
Smythe is an associate in the Institute of Communications Research at the U. of Illinois and was
formerly with the FCC as assistant chief accountant and chief of
the economics and statistics branch
of the Commission.
Atomic BEasf
ATOMIC-test blast flash off
in southern Nevada, some 300
miles away, was telecast over
KTLA (TV) and KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, early last Tuesday morning, chalking up another "first" for television.
Although many in the Los
Angeles area felt the concussion, television viewers saw
only a bright flash on their
screens, its searing white
radiance lasting only for a
split second. KTLA and
KTTV set up their cameras
atop Mt. Wilson, 5,710-foot
mountain peak, where stations' transmitters are located. KTTV used one
camera. KTLA utilized
three. Both stations started
telecasting at approximately
5 a.m., with the blast flash
occurring 47 minutes later.

NARBA Tiff
(Continued from page 25)
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, with
Capt. John Cross of the State Dept.
as vice chairman. First sessions
were held in Montreal from September to December 1949, when
they broke up to permit separate
U. S. -Cuban negotiations designed
to reconcile differences between the
respective viewpoints of these two
nations.
These bilateral sessions were held
in Havana in early 1950 but failed
to bring agreement. The full conference then reassembled in Washington in September 1950 and continued sessions until the treaty was
evolved and signed Nov. 15.
Nations whose representatives
signed the new agreement were the
U. S., Canada, Cuba, BahamasJamaica, and Dominican Republic.
The NARBA becomes effective
when ratified or adhered to by
three of the following four countries: U. S., Canada, Cuba, and
Mexico.
Its terms provide that it shall
continue in effect for five years or
until a new agreement goes into
force. It may be revised at a plenipotentiary conference to be held in
four years, and the broadcasting
regulations which it contains may
be changed at an administrative
conference to be held in advance of
the plenipotentiary session.

helps business .
manufacture more
customers at low cost.
Your advertising in
Printers' Ink tells
the leadingljupr jof
■
how
■ *_ advertising
_

:

|'can
tgjjWj
help
them manufacture more customers

at low cost.
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fees, cost of maintaining a fulltime
Winning Soap Battle
newswriter, and the fee to Com(Continued from page 2k)
munity News Service.
household word throughout its 150,"Big John" Harrington's en000 square mile distribution area
trance into radio was in keeping
for more than a century."
with
his
straight-forward manner.
In his commercials, Mr. HarringWhen only 19, he invaded the
ton loudly claims that most living
studios of KWK, then in St. Louis'
women in the Chicago area grew
Chase Hotel, and had the temerity
up with American Family. He asto tell the first man he met that he
serts that the product has served
could broadcast baseball better
great-grandmother, grandmother,
mother, and daughter, and plays up than the station's well-known
"Thomas Patrick."
brand loyalty and the washday
The man, an amused Thomas
tradition of American Family at
Patrick Convey, late founder of
every opportunity.
Account Executive John Gillis of KWK who used his first two names
the Kastor agency believes it is a at the mike, promptly set up an
audition for Mr. Harrington. He
tribute to regional radio, and
was impressed with the timbre of
WBBM's 50 kw coverage in particular, that the product has manthe young applicant's voice.
Because Mr. Convey had a son
aged to achieve a high sales record
about the same age as John, and
without the support of network
shows, such as those used by some
figured the two lads could go
American Family competitors.
through their apprenticeships on
This does, not mean that WBBM
KWK together, he hired Mr. Harrington as a newscaster.
is the only radio station used, however. Transcribed radio is used
Within five years, after he had
in outlying markets in the five- scored outstanding news beats for
state area, and Kastor also is
KWK by being the first to interdeveloping newscaster - personaliview the kidnapped Dr. Isaac Kelly;
ties of the John Harrington type,
setting up exclusive courtroom
and adapting his format, in other
coverage of the Nellie Muench
localities.
murder trial, and getting on the air
Neither the agency nor P. & G.
first with Jackson and O'Brien,
will reveal American Family's ra- • famous endurance flyers, "Big
dio budget, but based on recent
appropriations, it is estimated to John" felt he was ready for the
midwest's "big town." He joined
be well above $100,000 annually.
the staff on WGN Chicago.
Time alone on WBBM cost $39,Goes to St. Louis
613.60 last year. Add to that
figure
Mr. Harrington's talent
When Thomas Patrick Convey
passed away the following year,
IN CINCINNATI
Mr. Harrington went to St. Louis
to attend the funeral and remained
as assistant to Bob Convey, who
MORE local and national spot
advertisers buy
succeeded his father as president
of KWK. Two years later, Jack
MORE time on WLW-T to sell
Van Volkenburg, then manager of
MORE products to
KMOX St. Louis, lured Mr. HarMORE people . . .
rington to the CBS-owned station,
but John never took the air there.
. . . than any other TV
station in Cincinnati
Forty-five minutes after he had
reported to KMOX for his first
IN DAYTON
assignment, H. Leslie Atlass, vice
president
in charge of CBS' Central
MORE local and national spot
Division, and Frank B. Falknor,
advertisers buy
manager of WBBM, ColumbiaMORE time on WLW-D to sell
owned Chicago outlet, walked into
Mr. Van Volkenburg's office on a
MORE products to
routine business call. Both were
MORE people ...
impressed with Mr. Harrington
. . . than any other TV
and decided he would have a
station in Dayton
greater future in Chicago.
John has been at WBBM ever
IN COLUMBUS
since and has been equally successful at sports and newscasting.
MORE local and national spot
Oldest WBBM announcer in point
advertisers buy
of service, he has been sports diMORE time on WLW-C to sell
rector since the station gave up
MORE products to
baseball play-by-play in 1940.
American Family Flakes was
MORE
people than any other TV
manufactured and marketed by
station in Columbus
James S. Kirk & Co. when P&G
bought its new million-dollar plant
THIS IS
in 1930. The 57-year-old Kastor
agency got the account from Kirk
two years before this transaction.
WLW-TELEVISION
The Kirk facilities wer? required
by P&G during its big 1928-30 exWLW-T
WLW-D
WLW-C
pansion, when it also took on
CHANNEL 4
CHANNEL 5
CHANNEL 3
CINCINNATI
DAYTON
Oxyilol and Lava brands from the
COLUMBUS
Serving the second largest TV market in the Midwest William Waltke Co.. purchased
Audience: Videodex, December, 1950
G'obe Soap Co., the Duz Co., and
ethers.
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DISCUSSING the Feb. 4 premiere of the Armed Forces Hour [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 29], Defense Dept. TV show, are (I to r) Herman Cohen,
vice president, WAAM (TV) Baltimore; Charles Dillon, head, radio and TV
branch. Office of Public Information, Defense Dept.; Clayton Fritchey, director of information. Defense Dept., and Ken Carter, general manager,
WAAM.
The show, seen over 56 DuMont stations, originates at WAAM.
DETROIT AIRS
Senate Crime Hearings
WJBK-AM-TV and WJR Detroit
late last week were giving special
coverage to the Senate Crime Investigating Committee which
opened hearings in the Michigan
city last Thursday.
WJBK canceled commercials for
three days to bring Detroit broadcasts and telecasts of the hearings,
as a public service in cooperation
with the Detroit Times.
WJR set up microphones and the
news staff recorded the proceedings which were played back to
the public Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights.
REORGANIZATION
Senate Okays Truman Bill
THE SENATE passed and sent
to the House last week a bill
(S 101)man totoreorganize
permit President
Trugovernment
agencies on a temporary basis to
fill national defense requirements.
The measure would authorize
the President to proclaim temporary reorganization plans for defense purposes, with the plans becoming effective after 18 days,
unless specifically turned down by
the House or Senate. The provision was inserted at the insistence
of Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio),
who also moved to strike out a
section which would have authorized the Chief Executive to appoint
certain top officials without Senate
confirmation.
Under the present reorganization law, Congress has 60 days in
which to veto presidential reorganization orders. This law, under
which the Senate last year turned
down a Truman proposal to reorganize the FCC along the lines
of the Hoover Commission's recommendation, remains unchanged
for any permanent reorganization
desired by the administration.
LIBERTY BROADCASTING System
joins
Assn. Southern
Totnl of Calif.
SCBA Broadcasters'
member stations now 54.

CRIME REPORT
Hill Group Sets New Date
DEADLINE for the final report to
Congress by the Senate Crime Investigating Committee, which may
recommend legislation for the con
trol of wire services disseminating
racing information [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan. 22], has been
delayed one month.
The committee has now scheduled
March 31, the date when the committee expires under Congressional
authority unless extended, as its
report deadline instead of Feb. 28,
previously set.
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
chairman of the crime probe committee, has stated in New Orleans
that the placing of racing wire
services under jurisdiction of the
FCC to insure proper use of information is one of four methods that
could be used to check nationwide
gambling.
Gambling Chief Subject
Gambling is the chief vice being
investigated throughout the country by the committee.
Recommendations for wire service control, if forthcoming, probably would touch on the field oi ,
horse race broadcasting. FCC stilJ
has
an inquiry
of has!
al.'
radiooutstanding
and TV stations
that it
been conducting, requesting detail^
on horse race programming. Result;
of this questioning could result irj;
license renewal proceedings foij
stations considered to be presentfl
ing unbalanced programming, oi|
indirectly aiding illegal gambling j
The horse
FCC race
also broadcasting
has submittedtodate'
on
tb
Senate committee.
....for the finest
in professional tape
recording equipment
HOFFMAN
HOLLYWOOD
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Radio-TV
BASEBALL

Will Join

BRIVE

Minors' Promotion
BROADCASTERS and TV stations will join baseball officials in pronoting the golden anniversary of minor leagues, they told George
rrautman, president of the National Assn. of Professional Baseball
leagues, at a meeting held last Monday in New York.
Advertisers, sportscasters, sports
league players in the country, only
vriters and advertising agencies
368 have been called up.
•vere represented at the meeting.
Hugh Higgins, appearing for
They promised to cooperate in
NAB as well as BAB, said that
3aseball Week, April 15-21. NAB
las been represented at a series
"radio is baseball's biggest grand>f minor league regional meetings
stand" and pledged that the entire
industry would get behind the
md will submit promotional maerial to stations.
minor leagues.
MBS Director of Sports Paul
Calling the meeting "something
Jonas suggested regional clinics
if an historic occasion," Mr. Trautfor club operators in use of radio
nan, after pointing out the comnon interests of major and minor
and TV, which he said he already
had brought up with major league
eagues, said that overall minor
owners. MBS would be glad to
eague attendance had fallen from
13 million in 1949 to 35 million in cooperate, he said.
C. L. Jordan, executive vice
.950. While he would not say that
■adio and TV were responsible for president of N. W. Ayer, pointed
his, he said, he felt that much
out that the newspapers had largely built baseball into a national
■ould be done about it, particularinstitution. Now, he said, if radio
y because many clubs do not know
iow to use radio to help their at- and TV were to get behind the
endance. Of the operators of 248 game, "it ought to help a great
lubs in 32 minor leagues, about
Coca-Cola Plans
ijH'5% were men engaged in other
: tusinesses. Consequently a wide
Vince Williams of Coca-Cola said
deal."
diversity of experience and knowlhis company is preparing what "in
ge existed among them to be the
overall picture will be a nalied upon.
tional campaign" on behalf of baseImmediately at least, he said,
ball. Included will be spot anhe national emergency would not
nouncements, skit
a
over a network
eriously curtail operations. At program, national advertising including billboards, all of which
he last war's peak, 12 million men
i v ere in service, but the current
will be tied in with promotion befoal is only 3.5 million, with 2.7
ing discussed.
aillion already in uniform. So
Red Barbour, CBS sportscaster,
ar, out of about 12,000 minor
called attention to the tendency
of club operators to "start out
Jse Morse Code
strong" in furnishing information
regularly to radio stations, and
10RSE code newscasts are being
then to dwindle off until the burden
- ransmitted by the Voice of Ameris upon radio personnel to dig the
eight hours each day to Soviet
information up.
ill Ea
iussia in the hope that the reports
Gordon McLendon, president of
nil be distributed by anti-CommuLiberty network, said he had
ist factions, it has been revealed,
learned that specific plugs pull
better
than general ones, and men'he
messages
are
aired
in
Russian
lorse code the first 20 minutes of
tioned a game in which it was anach hour throughout the broadnounced that one team would apast day from stations on the East
pear in shorts, a fact which apnd West Coasts of the U. S., Gerparently drew a large attendance.
many and the Philippines. Purpose
Curiosity and interest is aroused,
f the plan is to encourage publi- in such manner, he said, in the next
ation of anti-Communist newsparticular game, rather than in
papers throughout the Soviet
any game.
Ted Husing, after remarking on
Inion, Voice officials explained.

JOPLIN,
W
KS

MO.
M

PERSONS WHO446,600"
SPEND...
REACHES
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
s This map shows airline
miles to nearest mctropoliton renters, asuring unduplirated CBS service to the
KSWM aBtlience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
L Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO. ,
ROADCASTING
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his own absence from baseball for
a number of years, said he felt
that it was probably sufficiently
unchanged to warrant his giving
an opinion. Ideas, he said, were
what were being asked for at the
meeting, and they usually sold for
money. He suggested small conferences with top promotion people onthinga out.paid basis to work some-

GIBSON TO DPA
NPA Also Appoints Four
APPOINTMENTS to five key posts
within the government's two top
production agencies — the Defense
Production Administration and the
National Production Authority —
were announced last week.
Edwin T. Gibson, General Foods
Corp., New York, was named by
DPA Administrator William H.
Harrison to the post of deputy administrator for staff services of
DPA. He has been granted leave
of absence from his position as executive vice president of General
Foods. Mr. Gibson is also a member of the firm's executive committee and the board of directors.
The executive joined General
Foods in 1933, heading several subsidiaries, including Birds-Eye Frozen Foods. Previously he had
been associated with National Biscuit Co., American Sugar Refining
Co. and other firms.
Fleischof Manlyator
ent administr
Appointm
mann
as NPA
was

IF YOU

HAVE

MERCHANDISE

TO MOVEand you want to move
it fast — ring up sales

withW D O K. You'll
be HAPPY with the
announced by Secretary of Commerce Charles W. Sawyer. Mr.
Fleischmann had been acting administrator since Jan. 23 when Gen.
results — you'll be surHarrison shifted to DPA. Preprised at the LOW
viously he was general counsel for
COST!
NPA. A Buffalo attorney, Mr.
Fleischmann served with the War
Production Board during World
War II.
The new NPA administrator also
announced an appointment — that of
Glen Ireland as NPA deputy admm
ministrator last Tuesday. Mr. Ireland, who had been serving as assistant to the administrator since
last October, is currently on leave
of absence from his post as vice
president and general manager of
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
{{filiated with . . .
Northern California and Nevada
area. Previously he was with
BU LIBERTY
STHE
AT&T and Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Other appointments, also announced by Mr. Fleischmann, were
those naming John C. Pritchard,
Denver businessman, to head up
NPA's Office of Small Business as
director and James L. Kelly as
deputy director. Mr. Pritchard has
gk SYSTO
been a member of the Dept. of serviny
g Ohio's liin/12'
Commerce's Small Business Ad1st market j Uf EM
visory Committee since 1926. Mr.
24-hours
Kelly has been active in WashingCleveland
ton government circles since 1942,
having assisted in the establish- .
ment of central administrative
Represent^ .i'y Everetl-McKit
services for war agencies. He has
been with the Budget Bureau and
a day f 1260 kc. 5000 w.
the War Assets Administration.
February 12, 1951
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RELIGIOUS

Feb. 12-13: Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board District 9, San Francisco.
Feb. 13-15: RTMA Midwinter Conference and Board Meeting, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
Feb. 14-15: NBC Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee for radio and TV
networks, New York.
Feb. 14-16: Columbia Affiliates Advisory
Board District 7, Omaha.
Feb. 16-17: First Annual Regional Telemore. vision Seminar, WAAM (TV) BaltiFeb. 16-17: Fifth Annual Radio News
Short Course, and Northwest Radio
News Assn. Annual Meeting; School
of Journalism, U. of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.
Feb. 17: Carolinas Radio News Directors Assn., News Clinic, Chapel Hill,
N. C.
Feb. 17-24. Fifth Annual AAAA Examinations, administered by regional
councils and chapters.
Feb, 19: NAB TV Board of Directors,
Ad Club, New York.
Feb. 20:
Club Hotel
of Washington Advertising
RadiorTV Seminar,
Statler,
Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Voice of Democracy Awards
Luncheon,
Hotel Statler, Washington,
D.
C.
Feb. 23: Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
Leland Hotel, Springfield, 111.
Feb. 23-24: First Annual Clinic for
Radio Broadcasters, U. of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Feb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters and Florida State General Extension
ville, Fla.Division Sports Clinic, GainesFeb. 26-March 1: Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters Meeting, Chateau
Frontenac,
tion date is Quebec,
Feb. 25.) Que. (RegistraABC

1080
Kilocycles

BALANCED

PROGRAMING

for better listening...
! more

listeners

WK^LO
Louisville,
K y .
JOE
EATON, MGR.
i Represented Nationally by
JOHN
BLAIR & CO.
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ISSUE

Rep. Kersten Hits
FCC Action

gious
solely because
church group
or religious
group. it was a
Rep. Kersten referred to Supreme Court rulings that had upheld the rights of various creeds
to preach on the street and distribute literature, saying that under the First Amendment it was
on the same high estate as worship
in churches and preaching from the

TAKING issue with an FCC examiner's contention that the First Amendment to the Constitution would be violated through a new station grant
to a religious organization that wouldKersten
program to further its own religious interests, Rep. Charles J.
(R.-Wis.) flatly told the
House that the violation would be
ready operating.
if the FCC failed to grant the liIn this present case of the Morcense.
mons, it must be remembered that
Radio Normal Channel
The Wisconsin Congressman re- the examiner had already determined
pulpit.
ferred to the proposed denial of a that the public interest, convenience
Accordingly, he declared: "In
new non-commercial AM station in and necessity would be served by this this
age of mechanical and scienstation
and
there
would
be
no
intertific advance, the radio is an orKansas City to the Reorganized
ference with other operating stations,
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterdinary and normal means of proand yet the examiner denies the liDay Saints, issued Dec. 29, 1950
cense because he believes that to
jection of one's ideas and thoughts.
grant it would violate the First To a large part it has replaced the
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
street preaching of old. . . . When
*•
Jan. 1]. In his conclusions, Ex- Amendment.
aminer J. D. Bond found that the
. . . What greater violation of this then, too, is the right of freedom
amendment by Congress could there
of religion or freedom of speech
applicant was legally, financially
be if Congress so created the FCC,
and technically qualified to operate
that it would have the power to deny without a radio channel."
the station. But, though the appli- a radio station to a church or reliRep. Kersten also included in the
record a copy of an America magacant's proposed programs "in these
respects would serve the public
zine article by Edward J. Heffron,
director of community relations for
interest, convenience and necesFLANIGAN
NAMED
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunssity,"the Mr.Constitution
Bond foundso that
"beAs Oliver Morton Successor
cause
requires,
wick, N. J., who also saw a threat
the . . . application should be denied
ROBERT M. FLANIGAN, veteran
Feb.
5].
proposed decision's reasoneven though it might otherwise be of 15 years in the business side of in the
ing [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
qualified to hold a broadcast station
broadcasting and associated with
Feb. 19 is the deadline for filing
NBC Chicago since 1942, has been
licensee."
named head of exceptions to the initial decision
Rep. Kersten in his dissent referred to that particular part of
and, as of last Thursday, none had
the network's
Na- been received by the FCC. Nortional Radio Spot
the First Amendment which provides:
mally, Feb. 6 would have been the
Sales Dept. in
Congress shall make no law respectfinal
date
under Commission's
proChicago. He sucing an establishment
of religion
cedure of allowing
40 days between
hibiting the free exercise
thereof.or proceeds Oliver Morproposed and final actions, but the
ton, who died
"It is my contention," Rep. KerFCC approved
a request for additional time.
sten declared, "that in this instance
Feb. 2 [Broadthe FCC would violate the First
casting
casting,• TeleFeb. 5].
Amendment not if it granted the
Mr.
Flanigan
license, but rather if it failed to
Mr. Flan.gan career with
grant the license. It would be an
_, .
started his radio
HONOR HENNOCK
obstruction of the free exercise of
Gets Educational Award
religion to deny a license solely
World Broadcasting System in Chibecause the applicant is a religious
cago in 1935. He is a graduate of THE 1950 award of the Adult
the U. of Illinois and holds a law
organization.
Education Council of Philadelphia
will be conferred on FCC Comr.
"This authoritarian abuse of degree from De Paul U., Chicago.
discretion is a result of the false
Frieda B. Hennock. The awards
Joining the NBC local and natotalitarian belief that the federal
tional Spot Sales Dept. in Chicago
committee selected Miss Hennock
government is the complete and sole nine years ago, his career was in- as the "champion of education by
terrupted in 1943 when he joined
radio and television in order to
proprietary owner of all the airthe Army Quartermaster Corps,
waves, and not merely a regulator
bring knowledge, culture and enand spent some time in the Chinaof their use."
to more Americans,"
acBurma-India theatre. He returned
cordingjoymentto Henry
Klein, chairman
'Dangerous Thinking'
to NBC in 1945 and when the Naof the council.
tional Spot Sales was split into
Formal presentation will be
He warned of "the type of danRadio and TV Spot Sales recently,
gerous thinking" that appears "to Mr. Flanigan remained assigned to made Thursday in Philadelphia' al
a dinner in the Franklin Institute
be infesting more and more of our
when Comr. Hennock is schedulec
Mr. Morton's staff.
bureaucratic administrators."
He is a native of Aberdeen, S. D.
to speak.
Rep. Kersten termed "totally
false" the premise that the government "can dispense them (air
waves) to whomever it sees fit."
Conceding that broadcasting
the
KOKOMO
must be subject to federal regulation due to certain obvious probmarket
is rich!
lems, the Wisconsin Congressman
hastened to add "regulation by the
government does not mean complete
control." He continued:
As the terms of the law creating
the FCC indicate, the primary purpose of regulation of radio stations
is to see that those who are licensed
to operate, serve the public interest,
convenience and necessity. As long
as the public interest, convenience
and necessity is served, the FCC has
no right to deny a license to an applicant, unless, of course, such a
granting would cause hopeless radio
interference with other stations al-

Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
Latest Conlan Figures . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%
FOOD SALES
RETAIL SALE SALES
$181,967,000 #46,980,000
NO- FOOD STORES

DRUG
FARM SALES
ft
$6,539,000

WIOU
KOKOMO, I N D I ANA
Columbia Broadcasting SystemNational Rep: Weed & Co.
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Open Mike
i (Continued from page 38)
.n't they be more diplomatic and
•tunate in their choice of
■rds? . . .
We thrive on the success stories
i encouragement your publican has given us in the past, and
jpe that in the future statements
h be worded in a more enlighten; manner.
Robert E. Williams
Station Manager
WFML (FM) Washington,
hid.
)ITOR:
; notice in Jan. 29 Closed Cir,it that the Commission is out
work as TV is frozen and will
itinue that way, AM spectrum
overloaded and FM is a practiny forgotten medium. We haven't
•gotten FM and neither have 7.5
.lion radio listeners, 676 stales, and many prominent perlages in the radio industry.
?igures
taken from
i • Telecasting
sameBroadcastissue.)
Ray Torian
KNOB (FM) Long Beach,
Calif.
.
R ELECTRONICS
USAF Reports New Devices
1 3 VELOPMENT of new electronand munitions equipment which
'1 enable the U. S. Air Force
attack enemy ground forces
jctively in darkness and inclemweather was revealed last Mont by Air Force officers.
HI I •Vhile details of the development
lained highly classified, it was
>wn that light bombers and
iters would carry special elec'nics equipment for navigation
'■ very low altitudes, and that
i ■ <und controllers
would be
.ipped with "highly mobile"
I : ar equipment to track planes
"1 relay patrol information. Forjfd observation posts also would
igiven certain electronic aids to
ect enemy movements. The de■ :opments have been under study
f six years and probably will be
ed for production by key eleclics firms.

MRC
!WDRC-FM*£

00^
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& CLAY, operCOFFIN, atorCOOPER
Tele-Que Audience Analysis, open S. F. office at 260 Kearney St. Telephone: DOuglas 2-1452.
ROBERT SEELYE is office manager.
RAYMOND REEVES, vice president
S. F. Bay Area Council, named dean
School of Advertising at Golden Gate
College, S. F.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER RADIO
ATTRACTIONS, N. Y. producing new
syndicated programs, The Grade Fields
Show, 30-minute music-comedy series;
and John Nesbitt's Passing Parade,
thrice-weekly, 15-minute series. Release date soon to be announced.
CARL HAVERLIN, president Broadcast Music Inc., named chairman of
music publishing division of Red
Cross drive.
JOYCE LANGHANS, Honolulu StarBulletin, to Vance Fawcett Assoc.,
Honolulu advertising-public relations
firm. She will assist Mr. Fawcett in
public information work.
ALAN BTJNCE was re-elected president of New York local of American
Federation of Radio Artists, according to January issue of Stand By,
official AFRA bulletin. Other officers
elected were: VINTON HAYWORTH,
first vice president; FRANK GALLOP, second vice president; LANNY
ROSS, third vice president; JEAN
TIGHE, fourth vice president; CLAUDIA MORGAN, fifth vice president;
DWIGHT WEIST, treasurer; and
VICKI VOLA, recording secretary.
SHERMAN & MARQUETTE, WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB CO. and
SHELL OIL CO. have become subscribers to Videodex TV Rating Service published by Jay & Graham Research Inc., N. Y., Allan V. Jay,
president, announced last week.
erA • e •
RALPH J. CORDINER, president General Electric Co., Schenectady, announced election of three executive
vice presidents to fill newly-created
posts with responsibilities as assigned
by the president. HENRY V. ERBEN,
vice president and general manager
apparatus department. HARDAGE L.
ANDERSON, vice president and general manager appliance and merchandise department, and ROY W. JOHNSON, vice president and general
manager affiliated manufacturing
companies department.
E. H. HOWELL, sales manager meter
& instrument division General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass., appointed special representative
company's
apparatus
department inofWashington,
D. C. DONALD E. CRAIG, assistant
manager of sales for division, named
to succeed Mr. Howell. Mr. Howell
will coordinate his activities with
those of E. E. POTTER, vice president, who is located in Washington.
BRIG. GEN. RUSSELL E. RANDALL,
USAF retired, appointed adviser military activities for Stancil-Hoffman
ers).
Corp., Hollywood (magnetic record-

• Telecasting

WILLIAM HARGREAVES appointed
vice president in charge of engineering Transicoil Corp., N. Y.
DR. R. M. BOWIE, manager physics
labs Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Bayside, N. Y., appointed director of
engineering on staff of vice president
of engineering, E. FINLEY CARTER.
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y., announces new
line of packaged, standard magnetic
amplifiers for automatic control and
servomechanism application at powerline frequencies of 60 and 400 cps
and with powerhandling capacities up
to approximately 350 w.
MFRS. ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT Corp., Willow Grove, Pa., published new technical bulletin describing Sweepmaster I, video sweep
generator used for aligning wide-band
amplifiers along with many other applications.
IVAR G. BLACKBERG, assistant division manager Stewart-Warner Electric, radio-TV division Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago, appointed chief
purchasing agent.
HEWLETT-PACKARD Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., announces new line of waveguide test equipment based entirely
on new concept of waveguide instrumentation. New equipment will comprise over 100 instruments. Each
instrument, insofar as possible, will
cover full frequency span of given
waveguide size.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Schenectady,
offering two-colored bulletin on high
speed synchronous generators. Publication covers standby, portable and
prime-source power.
WILLIAM H. CLITHERO Jr., Houston Radio Supply Co., Houston, to
National Union Radio Corp., Orange,
N. J., west
as territory.
district manager for southRCA VICTOR releasing Volume V of
RCA Victor Service Data, which provides service and technical data on all
1949 models of RCA Victor TV and
radio receivers and Victrola phonographs. The book is available to servicemen through RCA distributors.

"T@cknle.cl • • •
VERLE JONES Jr., chief engineer of
former KAVR Havre, Mont., to KPUG
Bellingham, Wash., as engineer-announcer. EDWIN MILLER, engineerannouncer KAVR, to KBIO Burley,
Ida., as chief engineer.
HARVEY JEROME, cameraman
WAAM(TV) Baltimore, named assistant floor manager. FRED WHEELAHAN,
director.cameraman, appointed lighting

(KAY-NEWS)

Nabisco
Promotional

Every year, during National Dog Week in
September, radio stations throughout the
country compete in Nabisco's Milk Bone
Dog Food Promotional award for 1950.
And here's how K-NUZ did the job; Working with S. P. C. A., K-NUZ located 200
dogless homes for 200 homeless dogs.
Three pups were featured each day on
the disc-and-patter program called "Portcity Popcert." With each adopted dog
went a month's supply of MILK BONE Dog
Biscuit. Replies, queries, and congratulations mounted and in a few short weeks,
the demand for canines outstripped the
supply. S. P. C. A. marveled at the success, Nabisco was delighted with the increased sales, and the dogs — God bless
'em — wagged many a happy tail.
For information call:
Forjoe: National Rep.
or Dave Morris, General Mgr.
JEXAS^p
at KEystone 2581
J

PAT DIGNAN, assistant technician,
CBS Hollywood transferred to KTSL
(TV) Hollywood as full technician.
GUY CORNELLETTI replaces him.
VIRGIL HINSHAW, engineer KFHAM-FM Wichita, Kan., appointed chief
engineer.
LAWRENCE C. McARTHUR, staff engineer KECK Odessa, Tex., to KFMB
San Diego in same capacity.
February 12, 1951
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air-casters

announcer
JIM BAILEY, chief
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich., appointed program director, FRANK
ROBINSON, sports director, named
cer.
chief announ
BOB VAN ROY named announcercopywriter KITO San Bernardino.
Was with WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.
NORMAN W. GLENN, NBC presentation writer, named sales promotion
supervisor for network.
DeFOREST FISHER, CBS Hollywood,
to KPIX(TV) San Francisco, as producer-director.
HAROLD J. BOCK, director of talent
NBC Hollywood, resigned last week
after 17 years association with network in Hollywood
and S. F. Started
with NBC news
bureau in S. F. as
manager and held
several positions
up until last year
when he was appointed director of
talent relations. He
plans to spend
next few months
Mr. Bock
working on book
about Hollywood radio stars, entitled
It's a Living.
RAY PERKINS, disc jockey KFEL
Denver, awarded citation for "outstanding achievement in field of radio
entertainment" by Coronet magazine.
BOB PLATT, program director WCFL
Chicago, father of girl, Mary Beth.

BEN KAUFMAN, advertising-promotion MBS New York, now handling
special MBS program-promotion project.
JIM AMECHE, announcer WFJL (FM)
Chicago, one of 13 Chicagoans cited
by chancery of Roman Catholic archdiocese for his work in "combatting
communismLaternan
and human
received
medal.distress." He
HAL KEITH, TV director NBC New
York, recalled to active duty in U. S.
Army as captain effective Feb. 14.
ALL WAS QUIET
H. R. BAUKHAGE, ABC commentator noted for his famous
tag
line
Talking,"
was at a "Baukhage
loss for words
when
confronted by a gunman demanding his money. Mr. Baukhage reported to D. C. police
that while awaiting an elevator
in the lobby of his apartment
building the man approached
and mumbled something about
a "stickup." Without a word
the commentator turned over
his billfold containing $10, his
White House pass and other
credentials. The robber reportedly made a clean getaway.
JOE KRAMER named to announcing
staff KFH Wichita, Kan. Was with
KWK St. Louis. -STAN RICHARDS,
KXXX Colby, Kan., appointed character m.c. on Swing Shift, late evening record show.
O. P. KIDDER Jr., director and producer of TV programs WRGB (TV)
Schenectady,
of Miami's Radio
and TV Dept.,to asU. instructor.

U.S. TREASURY Dept., Feb. 11 released Guest Star, series featuring
DUKE ELLINGTON, noted musician,
and WILLIS CONOVER, disc jockey
WWDC Washington. Program released
to 2,800 stations throughout country.

BARBARA LUCAS, secretary to Donald Stewart, general manager WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, resigns. She will
resume her modeling career. FRED
WOOD, traffic department, to personnel department. IRENE HYDE to
station's film department.
ROSEMARY BYRNE, receptionist
WBBM Chicago, and Richard E. Batten were to be married Feb. 10.
HOWARD GARLAND, disc emcee
WGBA Columbus, Ga., to KVOE Santa
Ana, land
Calif.,
show. starting daily Here's Gar-

GEORGE CARROLL, program director WEEU Philadelphia, to start daily
disc jockey show in afternoon Feb. 19.
FAYE EMERSON, ABC-TV star, received award for "the outstanding
radio and TV personality of 1950,"
made by Baltimore Advertising Club.
THE

OLD

SEA-HORSE

SAYS:

B1LOXI
MISSISSIPPI

WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
1000 WATTS
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CHARLES MOUNTAIN resigns from
NBC Chicago announcing staff to
freelance in New York.
LINDSAY
TUCKER,
disc jockey
WCAV Norfolk, voted "most popular
disc jockey" in poll conducted by
Norfolk Virginian-Pilot.
DON STOTTER,
announcer WONE
and WTOW(FM) Dayton, to WHIOTV same city in floor direction and
operations.
PAUL MACALISTER, interior decorator and producer of two weekly
shows on WGN-TV Chicago, elected
president of Industrial Designers Institute.
BOB FISHER, co-writer of NBC Baby
Snooksried Feb.
Show,
4. and Addi Miffer marTOM RUSSELL, WEEI Boston, to announcing staff WBBM Chicago.
BARBARA DEGAN, personnel director, KFRC San Francisco, to Voice of
America, Washington.
RONALD COLMAN, film actor and
co-star NBC's Halls of Ivy, given
Fame Magazine award for "the film
personality
most effective
in radio."
ROBERT FORREST
appointed
script
supervisor WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Has been with CBS-TV New York
and several film firms.
COTTON CARRIER, hillbilly emcee,
and THAD HORTON, sports director
WSB Atlanta, named honorary inmates of Atlanta's Federal Penitentiary. Both received citations for
shows at institution, entertaining
inmates.
BOB WILSON, news and sports director KWKW Pasadena, to KTTV(TV)
Hollywood, as announcer.
MIKE MELTZER, associate director
WPIX (TV) New York, named full
staff director for station.
Mauri • • •
JOHNNY HUTCHINSON, news and
staff announcer WGAU Athens, Ga.,
to WAYS Charlotte, N. C, in same
capacity.
EARL BINGHAM Jr., program director former KAVR Havre, Mont., to
KPUG Bellingham, Wash., as announcer-newsman. GEORGE MacDONALD, sportcaster-salesman KAVR, to
KPUG in same capacity.
ROBERT MERCADO, assistant to
SAM BALTER, sports director KLACAM-TV Hollywood, to KWKW Pasadena, as sports director.
JACK RYAN, NBC Chicago press
manager, named radio representative
of publicity committee of Office of
Civilian Defense, Chicago.
WILLIAM LAUTEN, press department writer NBC New York, appointed trade news editor succeeding
MICHAEL DANN, recently named coordinator NBC-TV program package sales
Feb. 5].[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
TOM BARBOUR, assistant manager
ABC San Francisco news staff, reports
for active duty with 15th Air Force
as major.
AL BERGLUND, KNBC San Francisco, to KFRC same city, as news
director.
DON HILL, Louisville independent
announcer, named outstanding playby-play basketball announcer in south
and midwest by National Assn. of
Sports Broadcasters.
JACK ZAIMAN, commentator WDRC
Hartford, elected president Laurel
Club, organization of state political
and legislative writers.
LARRY KAY, newscaster-announcer
KPRO Riverside, Calif., to KCMJ
Palm Springs, Calif.

Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
jr. in three or four places.
This was amazing to me becau:
it is the biggest mail pull th;
KGRH has had from any type
promotion, including a recent £n
giveaway of Korean maps to pi
listeners. Another thing that su
prised me was that approximate
50% of the mail was from farmei
It definitely proved to me that far
people enjoy commentary prograr
as much as do urban people.
Here is a breakdown of the ma
FOR FULTON LEWIS JR.
Urban
564
Rural
232
Total
796
AGAINST CONTINUING
FULTON LEWIS JR.
Urban
3£
Rural
(
Total
4j,
Grand Total
841
The above figures show a p
centage of 71.7% for urban 1
teners and 28.3% for rural list*
ers. However, this is by no mes
accurate because in arriving
these figures, we were able to
elude in our rural tabulation oi
those cards or letters which shov
a rural return address and nat
ally many of the letters or ca]
received had no return addr<
whatsoever. I am of the opin
that it would be safe to add li
to 20% more to the rural tal
lation.
Recommends Method
Again I wish to state thai
am sold on this method of sell
sponsors and holding sponsors, ?
would recommend it to all statl
who have been experiencing
same difficulty I have experienc
And that's how KGRH was ad'
to the 335 stations where Ful
Lewis,
is story
currently
moral ofjr.this
seems sold.
to me r
be: "If you cannot convince y
local advertisers yourself — let y
listeners
the job for
they like do
a program,
they you."'
will.

WEVD
117-119N.Y.19
W. 'I
HENRY GREENFIELD, Me. Director

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

'fhen Broadcasting's cartographer
isplaced Moline on the 1950 Master
lap, it took a lot of agency selling
j WQUA to prove that Moline and
' e other "QUAD" cities are as close
_.gether as the boroughs of New
ork.
aat's illustrative of the dependence
at agencies and advertisers place on
soadcastinc's 25" x 35" Master Map.
ad that's also why over 5100 maps
ve been sold.

■s:

This attractive map, printed in three
colors on 80 lb. durable white stock,
takes ink like your letterhead. You
can use it for presentations, demonstration of competitive coverage, plot
network and spot campaigns.

1 to

5 — 75c each

6 to 20 — 50c each

Order your Master Maps today!

21 to 50 — 35c each
Over 50 — 25c each

870 NAT'L. PRESS BLDG.

ADCASTING
i

• Telecastin,

WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

*
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m
fCC

m

actions

FEBRUARY

2 TO FEBRUARY

8

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
CONGRATULATIONS are given
Henry Hickman (r), WFBR Baltimore
emcee w??o conducts the station's
Club 1300 show, by General Manager John E. Surrick. Mr. Hickman
received the "Don McNeill Listener
Award" on ABC's Breakfast Club
lost month. The radio personality was
voted most popular in listener balloting during WFBR's promotion drive
[Broadcasting •22].Telecasting, Jan.
TELEPHONE
RATES
McFarland Hits Reductions
OBJECTION to any move to reduce long distance telephone rates
which "results directly or indirectly in an eventual increase in local
exchange telephone rates and in
intrastate telephone rates" has
been voiced by Sen. Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.). The Democratic floor leader, who is also
chairman of the Senate Commerce subcommittee on radio communications, took his stand in a
letter to Acting FCC Chairman
Paul Walker on the recently-ordered investigation of AT&T rates
for interstate and foreign communications services [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 22].
The FCC probe, ordered Jan. 19
with FCC Comr. Robert E. Jones
dissenting, would have initial hearings start April 16. Little effect
on rates for program lines and
other services for radio and TV is
envisioned. Rates for intercity TV
service already are in hearing.
Sen. McFarland in his letter
cautioned that the reduction of
long distance tolls at expense of
other tolls was shifting the load
from the big user to the little user.

PT6-JA portable
recorder and amplifier shown
offer unmatched
fidelity and
flexibility at moderate price.
Write MAGN ECORD, Inc.
360 N, Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS
Page 74
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Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

February 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
CPWMOK
new AMMetropolis,
station. 111. — License for
forKWKH-FM
CP new FMShreveport,
station. La. — License
AM— 740 kc
Williamsburg Radio Co
CP new AM Inc.,
stationWilon
liamsburg,
740
kc 1 kwVa.-D. AMENDED to change
to 500 w D.
Modification of CP
WELI-FM New Haven, Conn.— Mod.
CP
etc. to change from 20 kw to 0.105 kw
APPLICATION RETURNED
KRXX Rexburg, Ida. — RETURNED
application for license for CP new AM
station.
February 5 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of Time
KOB
Albuquerque,
N. toM. Mar.
— Granted
further extension of time
1, to
comply with Sec. 3.109 of rules.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
KOA Denver, Col. — Granted dismissal
without prejudice of application.
KCSJ
Pueblo,
exten-to
sion to Feb.
12, Col.
to —fileGranted
opposition
petition for reconsideration filed on
Jan. 22, by WOW Inc. in proceeding
re applications of WOW, Inc., Omaha,
Neb., KCSJ.
FCC General
Granted ex-to
tension to Mar. 1,Counsel
to file— exceptions
initial decision issued in proceeding
re James H. Sligar, Wichita Falls, Tex.
Sun and Times Co. Chicago — Granted
petition to amend its TV application to
NARBA CHANGES
Announced by FCC
FIRST Cuban notification of station changes under the 1950
NARBA, still to be ratified by the
Senate, has been reported by FCC.
It concerned only low power Havana stations and was to take
effect Jan. 31, FCC said. The
changes:
CMBG, which has shared time on
1360 kc with CMOA, goes fulltime on
1360 kc with 250 w as a Class IV outlet.
CMOA switches to 1590 kc with 250 w
fulltime as Class III station. CMCM.
Class III outlet on 1460 kc, reduces
power from 500 w to 250 w.
Mexico also has announced minor
changes under provisions of the
expired NARBA, FCC said. These
are:
XEAM Matamoros, Tamaulipas, 250
w fulltime Class IV outlet on 1450 kc,
May 1 is expected to increase day
power to 1 kw. XEY Cuernavaca,
Morelos, has changed call to XEJC.
Station
Classkc.IV, assigned 250 w fulltime onis 980

change name of applicant to WJJD,
Inc., and to furnish current information on Field Enterprises Inc., controlling corporation, etc.
KROY Sacramento, Calif. — Granted
dismissal of application.
Marshall Formby, Spur, Tex. — Granted continuance of hearing re AM apWashington.plication from Feb. 20 to Mar. 28, in
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. — Granted
petition
to amend application
delete amendment
filed Mar. so
14, as1950,to
for 5 kw unl. DA-N, and to reinstate
850 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA.
WPAQ Mount Airy, N. C— Granted
dismissal without prejudice of application.
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
WTNJ Trenton, N. J.— Ordered that
hearing on revocation order commence
at 10 a.m. Feb. 19, at Trenton, thereupon adjourned
Feb.
transferred
to New until
York at
120 28,
Wall and
St.
for further testimony.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
Eastern Radio Corp., Reading, Pa. —
Granted petition to accept late appearance in proceeding upon application of WKOK Sunbury, Pa.
Robert Hecksher, Ft. Myers, Fla. —
Granted motion requesting hearing record be closed.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Robert C. Crabb, et al, Los Angeles —
Conference
of applicants
consolidated proceeding
to meet inin Rm.
229,
U. S. P. O. and Courthouse BIdg. 312
N. Spring St., Los Angeles, beginning
10 a.m. Feb. 14, to discuss clarification
of issues to be developed.
By Examiner Fanny N. Litvin
KTBI
Tacoma,application
Wash. — Granted
petition to amend
to substitute
amended engineering report changing
from 1000 w-D 500 w-N, to 1000 w unl.
etc.WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Granted
indefinite
continuance of hearing from
Feb. 12 to permit action upon pending
petition for reconsideration and grant,
filed by petitioner Nov. 27, 1950.
Southern Bcstg. Co., Inc., Nashville,
Tenn. — Granted request to dismiss
petition sitionfiled
Dec. 4, 1950
to take depos in proceeding
re application
and
that of Nashville Broadcasting Co. Inc.
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
Okla. — Granted request to take deposition of Lila G. Ross in proceeding re
application
that of Okla.
Caddo onBroadcasting Co.,and
Anadarko,
Feb.
15 in Oklahoma
City.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WNDB
Daytona
Beach, from
Fla. —Feb.
Granted
continuance
of hearing
8 to
April 9, in Washington in proceeding
application and that of Ralph D.
Epperson.
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

February 5 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP to Replace
CP to rep.
Iowa — CP
KRAO Red Oak
expired
new AM station 1600
500
w D. CP License
for CP
KSAC Manhattan, Kan. — License
CP to install new trans.
WKYB Padvcah, Ky.— License
CP toetc.change frequency, hours op
tion
WBOK New Orleans — License for
new AM station.
KRVN Lexington, Neb. — License
CP new AM station.
AM— 1340 kc
WHOB Gardner, Mass.— CP to ch;
from 1490 kc to 1340 kc etc.
Modification of CP
WARL-FM Arlington, Va.— Mod.
new FM station for extension of c
pletion
date. Martinsburg, W. \
WEPM-FM
Same.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Gordon
Pock, Stillwater,
TURNED application
for CPOkla.—
new
station.
February 6 Decisions . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of Authority
WBRY
Gra :
extension ofWaterbury,
authority forConn.—
30 days
Feb.
operate"
tempcp
flattop 4,ant.towith
5 kw-Dwith
1 kw-N,
ing adjustment of restored array.
By the Secretary
WATA
Boone,
new AM station N.1450C—kcGranted
250 unl.lie
WFNS-FM
Burlington,
N.
Gra
license new FM station; ChC— 230
mc),
2.8
kw
250
ft.
WKMH-FM
Dearborn, Mi<
Granted license new FM station
mc 7.0 kw.
WASH
(FM) Washington, D.
Granted mod. CP to change trans.
WSYR-FM
Syracuse,
N. Y.station
— Gra
license
for changes
in FM
mc 10 kw.
KYOU
stall
new Greeley,
trans. Col.— Granted CI
WACBnewKittanning,
Pa. — Grantee
install
trans
KFXD Nampa, Idaho— Granted
install new trans.
WOAY
Oak extension
Hill, W. ofVa.—
Gr;
mod.
CP for
compl
date to 7-23-51; cond.
WHM4-FM
Anniston, of
Ala.—
Gr;
mod
CP for extension
compl
date to 4-1-51.
WASH mod.
(FM)CP Washington,
Granted
for extension D.of
pletion date
to 5-3-51.
Ga. — Granted
forWLET
changeToccoa,
in frequency,
power, lirh
operation,
trans,
etc. cond. (142,
1 kw D).
KSD St. Louis — Granted licens>
stall old trans, for aux. purposes :
WVSC new Somerset,
cense
AM station Pa.990— Grantee,
kc 250
WOKOnew Albany,
N. Y.—
Grante
cense
AM
station
1460
kc I
DA-N unl.
James A. Noe New Orleans, 1
Granted licenses new remote pic
KA-8059, KKD-392.
cense
new FMPhiladelphia—
station Ch.Grante
231 '
WIBG-FM
mc),
20 kw. Broadcasting Co.
Chanticleer
Brunswick, N. J. — Granted CP
cense new remote pickup KEB-8s
WALB
stall
new Albany,
trans. Ga.— Granted C
KDKD Clinton, Mo.— Granted
CP for approval ant. etc.
Columbia,
CPKUMO
to change
trans.;Mo.—
cond.Granted
KFLD Floydada, Tex. — Granted
CP for approval ant. trans, etc.
WIPC
Lake Wales, Fla.— Gr

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADK
MONITORING COMPA
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURE'
"A reliable service for oyer IS tff( I
For immediate service phone i
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City,

BROAD CASTING

• Teleca

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
eutive Offices
National Press Building
«es and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
■shington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
mmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Verett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
ERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
> BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
JNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A A3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS,' Inc.
its i
I Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
f 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.
i il
n LYNNE C. SMEBY
egistered Professional Engineer"
13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
to 5-1-51; cond.

Member AFCCE*

February 6 Applications
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of License
KDHL Faribault, Minn. — Mod. license
to
changs
nameCo. ofto licensee
Smith
Bcstg.
KDHL from
Bcstg. LeeCo.
WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa. — Mod. license
to change from 930 kc 5C0 w D to 930
kc 1 kw D.
License Renewal
WKYC
(FM)
Paducah, Ky.— Request
for license renewal.
License for CP
Lansing, Mich.—
License
forWJIM-TV
CP new commercial
TV station.

CP for approval ant. trans, etc.
MO Columbia, Mo. — Granted mod.
ar extension of complete date to
>lj cond.
ON-TV Atlanta, Ga. — Granted
CP for extension of completion
to 8-15-51.
APPLICATION RETURNED
vens & Martin, Inc. Richmond, Va.
mted license for CP to change
WCOR Lebanon, Tenn.— RETURNED
ties of TV Aux. KID-3s.
application for voluntary acquisition of
control Lebanon Bcstg. Co. Inc. by
;NS-TV Columbus, Ohio— Granted
Warren G. Gilpin through purchase of
astall aux. trans. Ch. 10 (192-198
22
sh. from Roy E. Wood.
EP.P: Vis. 2.448 kw Aur. 1.224 kw.
| Fort
February 7 Decisions . . .
ited
licenseIndustry
for CP to Co.
changeDetroit
facili-—
•CQB-96.
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
BK-TV Detroit— Granted license
Hearings Designated
:P for Aux. trans.
Prairie Broadcasting Co. Beaver Dam,
Wis. — Designated for hearing in WashB3 Wichita, Kan. — Granted mod.
,or extension of completion date
ington April 2, re application new stai)ADCASTING
• Telecasting

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE'
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

tion 1350 kc 500 w D and made WEMP
Milwaukee and WBAY Green Bay Wis.
parties to proceeding.
Radio California, Sacramento, Calif.
— Designated for hearing in Washington
April
1380
kc 500 4 wre Dapplication
and made new
KTURstation
Turlock.
Calif, party to the proceeding.
KFFA Helena, Ark. — Designated for
hearing in Washington April 6 re application to.change power from 1 kw
to 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N on 1360 kc.
Modification of CP
WIBL Beverly, Mass. — Granted mod.
CP to change trans, etc. ; cond.
Designated for Hearing
Greater New Castle Broadcasting
Corp. New Castle, and Sanford A.
Schafltz, Farrell, Pa. — Designated for
consolidated hearing in Washington
April 11 re application of Greater New
Castle for new station 1460 kc 1 kw-D
and application of Schafitz for new
station 1470 kc 500 w-D; made
WHHH Warren, Ohio, a party to proceedingplication
with andrespect
New Castle apWMOD toMoundsville,
W.
Va., and WHBC Canton, Ohio, parties
with respect to Farrell application.
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. — Designated
for hearing in Washington April 12 re
application to move main studies from
Portsmouth to Norfolk, Va.
Va.—April
Designated
forWANT
hearing Richmond,
in Washington
13, re

application
for approval of ant. and
trans, location.
STA Extended
Zenith Radio Ccrp. Chicago — Extended STA for "Phonevision" tests via
experimental
KS2XBS
cago, to Mar.TV31.station
Zenith
unableChi-to
begin
actual
testing
until
Hence extension enables tests Jan.
to run1.
full 90-day period as contemplated.

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

February 7 Applications
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion date:
KMPCton, N. Los
Angeles;
WGSM HuntingY.; KWIE
Kennewick.
Wash.
KTSL
Pasadena,
Calif.—
TV station to change fromMod.
9.3 CP
kw new
vis.
6 kw aur. to 8.5 kw vis. 5.5 kw aur.,
install new trans, etc.
License Renewal
Following request renewal of license:
KWBMups KA-3797
Williston,
D.; Remote
pickand N.KA-2654
Cleburne,
Tex.
License for CP
University of Oklahoma, Norman,
(Continued on page 82)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10$ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
North Carolina station wants manager
plus commercial sales ability. Must
be available soon. Best possible conditions, good salary and commission.
Must stand rigid investigation, have
good record, no bad habits. Box 802H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager western New York fulltime regional station. Large market.
Submit experience and picture. Box
838H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Commercial manager 250 watt
daytime station. Must be experienced
with proven production record. Good
proposition. Write fully WEAB, Greer,
S. C.
Salesmen
Salesman: Pennsylvania independent
offers an opportunity to enter sales in
a prosperous market. Only station in
area. Radio background essential.
Salary plus commission. Must have
car. Box 813H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman, good secondary
market, fulltime station, possible network affiliation soon, adequate compensation for results. Write Box 829H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Two radio time salesmen with
plenty of experience who need at least
$10,000 a year and want a chance to
make more. During the short year
specializing
negrobuilt
and upAnglo-Jewish
programs we in have
a vast and
loyal audience representing markets of
high potential. Resume required. Write
or telephone WLIB, New York, 207
East 30 Street. All inquiries will be
kept confidential.
Announcers
Minnesota station needs an experienced
announcer with a first class ticket.
Car necessary. Good salarv for a good
man.
Send reply to Box 655H, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-engineer, will pay top
salary for man with good selling voice
and first phone.
Permanent
advancement, can earn
talent forjob,shows
for Liberty Network. Excellent living
and working conditions, can also sell
parttime or work into programming if
interested, but not necessary. Box
662H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer combination who
would like to settle in small metropolitan city of 30,000. Moving soon to new
location, ditions,
goodbest little
pay, ideal
working
concity in
southwest.
Station been on air since 1928. Mutual
affiliate. Housing conditions good.
Drifters need not apply. Box 740H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-copy
Pennsylvania
250 watter. Givewriter.
full
details with first reply including disc,
photograph,
experience,
salary
required and military status. Box 830H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, long established Michigan kilowatt now accepting
auditions for opening April 1st. Graduated wage scale, talent. Send platter
or tape, letter of qualifications and
photo, to Box 756H, BROADCASTING.
Immediately — Combination man for
network station in Georgia. State salary, background and disc first letter.
Box 777H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately, an experienced
combination sports announcer and operator with sales ability. Disc, photo
and references. Salarv plus sales commission. Box 785H, BROADCASTING.
CBS affiliate in large midwest market
requires the services of a top morning
man. Best living standard. Background must stand rigorous investigation. This is a top position for a top
man. Send complete information to
Box 799H. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Pennsvlvania 250 watter. Give
full details with first reoly including
disc, photograph, experience, salary
required and military status. Box
831H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Combination announcer-enImmediateclimate.
opening.
west.gineer.
Exceptional
Box South837H,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent staff job available. Must be
able to handle console. Salary open
and contingent
and Send
experience. upon
Permanent ability
position.
audition disc and application to KGHL,
Billings, Montana.
Announcer-engineer, 1st class ticket,
salary per ability.
staff new
associated
station Complete
KLVC, Leadville,
needed soon. KVRH, Salida, Colorado.
Combination man wanted for NBC affiliate in central Arizona. Willard Shoecraft, Manager, KWJB, Globe, Arizona.
5000 watts — WAAB, Worcester requires
highly experienced staff announcer
March 1st. Must be adept at ad-libbing, sonality
have anda bebright
air perable congenial
to do capable
disc
show. Send audition disc, photograph
and full details in first report.
Two 250experienced
for
watt daytimeannouncer-engineers
only. Immediate
opening. Send disc, photo. WAPF,
Box 604, McComb, Mississippi.
Experienced,
draftbyexempt
engineer
wanted
regionalannouncerAM and
FM station. Good pay, real opportunity and ideal working conditions.
WBBO, Forest City, N. C.
Wanted: Announcer, $50.00, forty-hour
week.
Must bewith
experienced.
man familiar
RCA board. Prefer
Send
audition disc, full particulars. WDLP,
Panama City, Florida.
Wanted: A good morning and good
straight announcer. Reply immediately
to Radio Station WGBR, Box 1024,
telephone
1550 or 2816, Goldsboro.
Northnumber
Carolina.
Virginia station
250 watts wantsclass
com- 1
bination announcer-engineer,
ticket. Promotion to chief engineer
within 30 days for qualified man. Wire
or phone 801 Hopewell, WHAP.
We areThehunting
for acan
"good
man.
right man
makemorning"
money
and
he
needn't
be
already
established.
If you can make the folks wake
up, sit
up and take notice and keep up a
Hooper already established and have
board experience, maybe you are the
man. Send full particulars, disc or tape
and enough material to convince us
you've got
State Orlando,
salary required.
WORZ,
NBC it.
affiliate,
Florida.
Technical
Experienced,
licensed
- announcer for eastern
New engineer
York station.
Attractive salary, permanent position.
Box 718H, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter man with some announcingtion,
ability.
Give full details Box
on educaexperience,
BROA
DCASreferences.
TING. 741H,
__
Immediate
opening transmitter
engineer. No announcing.
Start $1.00 hour.
Can advance
to chief
in June if qualified.
Box 745H,
BROADCASTING.
Combination
engineer-announcer
(second class ticket
ok): and continuity
writer, 250 watter near New York. Box
790H, BROADCASTING.
Chief who can do some announcing.
Good man, good salary. Station emphasis
intensivecommunity
community activities
listening.forWrite
Ted Rand, General Manager, KDRS,
Paragould, Arkansas.
Need transmitter
full
details.
A. M. operator.
McGregor,WriteKSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Combination men with first class tickets
wanted by new station in growing
midwest market. Emphasis on announcing. Send letter ?nd audition
disc to KWBB, P. O. Box 282, Wichita,
Kansas.
Mutual affiliate needs first phone man
for transmitter and control room (no
announcing). ExD^rience desirable but
not essential. Write or wire WCEM,
Cambridge, Maryland.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer immediately. Should have
car. WFNS, Burlington, N. C.
Combination
Excellent workingengineer-announcer.
conditions, good salary,
CBS station, town of 30,000. Call, wire
or write WGWC, Selma, Ala.
Emergency! Need two engineers, one to
be chief. nouncing.
Board
operation.
No anChief must
be experienced.
Permanent positions, first phone and
car required. Call or wire collect L.
L. Carter, WHWB, Rutland, Vermont.
Wanted at once: Licensed operator.
Would take combination man if good
announcer. Opportunity to work into
chief engineers job. Give complete
information first letter. Write Raymond
A. Plank, Radio Station WKLA, Post
Office Box 323, Ludington, Michigan.
Immediate openings for two men, both
combo engineer-announcers, one to be
chief engineer. Permanent jobs pay$60.00 and
$65.00 and
for letter.
44 hour WPCF,
week.
Sending disc
or tape
Panama City, Florida.
Wanted: Engineer. First class ticket.
Good working
conditions. Car
necessary. WTUX, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Production-Programming , others
New southern Pennsylvania station
needs woman copywriter to complete
staff. Box 730H, BROADCASTING.
Write with
imagination andideas,
solid showmanship,
sell for a midwest
NBC regional.
Even
ifa you're
in a
smaller
operation,
here's
well market
paying
opportunity
in a 150
thousand
ready to increase. Send samples and
details to Box 737H, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, 1000 watt network
station in Michigan offers excellent opportunity andRush
good sample
salary copy,
for experienced writer.
qualifications, photo and salarv expected to
Box 755H, BROADCASTING.
Husband-wife team, best character,
thoroughly experienced local radio.
Draft exempt man to sell and service
intelligently as commercial manager,
do top play-by-play sports accenting
baseball. Wife to write fresh, resultgetting copy. Starting wages about
$7000. Good future. Network station
southeast. Reply fullv if qualified.
Box 822H, BROADCASTING.
Girl capable
taking Some
chargeairofwork.
continuity of
department.
Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give full
details first reply including disc, photosalarv reouirements. graph,
Box experience
832H, andBROADCASTING.
Girl commercial copywriter to write
copy able
forfor all
accounts.
Voicenotsuitair type
workEnglish
desiredor but
essential.
Prefer
journalism
major. Radio
school
graduates
considered. Give complete background
and salary expected, also recent photo.
WDIG, Dothan, Alabama.
Copywriter: Send samples, photo, references,quirements.
availabilitv
salarv
reWGEM, and
Quincy,
Illinois.
Television
Salesman
Midwestern TV station wants thorexperienced,
TV time
salesman,oughlywith
drive energetic
and imagination.
Unlimited opportunity. Photograph
and detailed experience, KOTV, Tulsa,
Oklahoma,

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager, commercial manager, ovei
years
newspaper
radio sales
management.
Now and
employed,
availa .
reasonable notice. Prefer midwest
south. Write Box 426H, BROADCA
ING.
Manager with thorough backgrounc
all phases of radio available. No r
acle worker, but hard, sober busii
administrator able to operate efficiei
and profitably. Strong on sales, pro;
tion and programming. Change nei
sary because of pending sale of pre;
station. Young, married, reliable. .
754H, BROADCASTING.
Can you top this? Took fourth sta
in 100,000 market within 18 moi
made it first in listenership. local
national
sales. expenses.
IncreasedYoung,
grossaggse
times. Halved
sive,
college
graduate,
veteran
draft exempt. Presently employed,
sire tough market with real oppo
nity. Box 760H, BROADCASTING
Available: Recognized, civic-mini
working manager. Interested <
lengthy, worthwhile affiliation. C
successful 17-year background,
years same organization. Veteran, 1
pily
children.
known,married,
finest three
references.
Write
wire. Box 775H, BROADCASTING
Manager-salesmanager, 36 years
married, two children. Now emplc
as salesmanager one of ten lar
markets. In radio sales and man
ment 10 years, both metropolitan
small market.
Completely succe;
background, having managed and
out the two past stations. Desire i,
west, or west coast location. C
plete history heldunon confidential.
request. DcW
negotiations
Box 801H, BROADCASTING.
Five years successful independent
tion
Stron:C
sales managerial
and local experience.
programming.
minded, announce and a real wor
Box 803H, BROADCASTING.
Sober, reliable, alert man 15 years
perience
in station
management-;
desires position
as manager.
This
knows good radio. Will bear close
vestigation. Minimum salary $125 v
guarantee. Good reason for lea
present position. Box 817H, BRO
CASTING.
Salesman
Salesman,
eight
years'
experience,
eluding commercial
manager,
staff
sports announcing. Family man,
veteran, draft exempt. Depend;
sober, producer. Box 780H. BRO
CASTING.
Years of radio knowhow. Managen
sales, production. Large and s
markets.
Present'
time selling
six
thousand
annually.
Good jobre
for
desiring
change.
Family
Box 791H. BROADCASTING. man
Twelve years experience, selling, :
gramming,
nlus years
one
as TV sportsannouncing,
director. Eight
employer.
Prefer
sales,
will
any permanent AM or TV staffcon.'jo
midwest or southwest. Box ?-■
BROADCASTING.
Saleswoman desires connection
AM outlet. Four years experh
Can furnish records and referei
Box 818H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or sp
BROADCASTING.
Experienced all sports-staff. Box i
Baseball broadcaster, major lea
staff; veteran; married; college t
experienced. Box 458H, BROADC;
ING.
Experienced sportscaster. former
wants sports job. Baseball tops,
BROADCASTING.
class ticket. References. Box I
Baseball play-by-play man experie
in live and recreated broadcasts a
able for this season. Air check *
BROADCASTING.
able. Excellent references. Box !
Baseball announcer, one of midv
best. Experienced major league
creation, minor league
L 1
midwest
or east. Box 651H, BBC IA
CASTING.
Announcer,
5 years'
experience,wesd(M1
position with
progressive
midwest
station.
Good
all-round
or news specialist. Write
Box II■
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
riety Vince wants to go south, wife
X. 25, 4 years radio, TV. DJ, emcee,
>d seller, announcer, director, pubftyll merchandising
manager at stanow. Box 699H, BROADCASTING.
:oerienced announcer wants straight
in 50,000 market. $65 minimum,
k 713H, BROADCASTING.
jaerienced, capable announcer, draft
■mpt.Have
Veteran,
specialties
and
Isic.
worked
in betternews
market
'as. Interested in position with fule, east only. Box 733H, BROAD;|STING.
iduate announcers school. Sports,
creation, DJ, writer, news, special
Ints, board operator. Vet 30, single.
< 734H, BROADCASTING.
/e disc show, lots of laughs, slapk and mail listeners call me charSer, but say they love it. Station
nged programming, want change
). Veteran, family, prefer northeast.
: 771H, BROADCASTING.
ention all stations west of Missisji.
Singing DJ,
3 years'
experience,
ft deferred,
seeking
good,
progres1 :1, station
with
opportunities.
BROADCASTING. Box
lerienced announcer, single, veterJ news,
24. Twenty
months' general
experience,
special events,
staff,
-ning man at present. Desire mornor afternoon, not absolutely neces■ '.Tape
All air
replies
checkanswered
auditionimmediateavailable.
T - : 781H, BROADCASTING.
-eba.il
announcer.
nation's
;. $125.00
base per One
week ofminimum
sideration. Available this season.
783H, BROADCASTING.
$
1
I r.ege grad,
draft exempt vet, desires
announcing job. Travel. Box
- I. BROADCASTING.
Louncer available, experienced all
ses
TV. BROADCASTING.
Ten years backmd. radio
Box and789H,
louncer, experienced, familiar with
phases of radio: accent on news,
mercial copy. Strong on live, recdsouth
western
hillbilly discs.
Preor and
southwest.
Box 796H.
)ADCASTING.
louncer-singer, college graduate,
3 pop singer, some experience,
res work. Please write Box 797H,
I DADCASTING.
t particularly. Go anywhere, midia ;ball man wants year-round sports.
a8|l
minor, Family
winterman,
sports,
staff Box
exml ence.
veteran.
! I BROADCASTING.
r\ouncer-engineer, 10 years experi—ft. Box
Looking:
Monev! Your
806H, Object?
BROADCASTING.
ouncer. 4 years experience, wants
■-h tionlstwith
play-by-play
sports Draft
staticket.
$70 weekly.
not. Box 811H, BROADCASTING.
aj i cuncer, experienced.
Staff ABC
iate. News, sports. Draft exempt.
■m- 1TING.
on request. Box 812H, BROAD'I roughly
experienced
scasting, platter
shows, announcer,
sock com— cials, remotes. Draft exempt. Tape
:. \ led immediately.
Will go any' .re. ■
Box 814H, BROADCASTING.
:S-if
I f announcer, 24, two college de— 4*fS. extensive training all phases anI icing, newscasting at Radio City,
sing voice, can write; exempt; will
-Ttel. Disc available. Box 815H,
•-^)ADCASTING.
ouncer, regular. Experienced comjcials, news, disc shows, quiz shows,
'client
Resume,
disc
:oTING.
upon selling
request.voice.
Box 820H,
BROADflight baseball announcer available
luse sponsor lost bid. Midwest.
<rences. Box 824H, BROADCAST. ibination man with news, conit: , programming experience availimmediately.
Draft free. Box
BROADCASTING .
ouncer, 5 years experience news,
-f itnercials,
programming, writing,
ried, draft exempt. Any location
idered. Address Box 835H, BROAD.. gTING.
bi nation man, experienced, 5000
Mutual. Married, veteran, car.
er east. Lee Kramer, 370 Montay
dneyStreet,
6-7287.Brooklyn 25, New York

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Play-by-play staff announcer looking
for baseball broadcasting. At present
doing Contact
sports-staff
workWynn,
in Logan,
W.
Va.
Mike
Station
WLOG, Logan, W. Va.
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate business.
console. Age
2 years'
phonograph
record
27, draft
exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Reply
Box
23.
320
Manhattan
Avenue,
New
York City.
Technical
Chief engineer,
experience.
Excellent
record. 18Bestyears'
references.
Desires change to progressive station.
Engineering
only.
Box
704H,
BROADCASTING.
Young licensed engineer, experienced
in all phases of radio, married veteran,
desirestion. position
with progressive staBox 770H, BROADCASTING.
Twelve years combo operator or chief
on 250 operation and maintenance on
high-power AM-FM. Musician and
sales ability. Best of references. Will
go anywhere for the right job. Box
773H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires position. Experience sufficient to cope with any possible problem, whether engineering or
office. Personal interview anywhere
in United States after preliminary correspondence. Box 776H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1 year trans, control, remote
experience. Graduate leading school.
Box 778H. BROADCASTING.
Radio-telephone first class, no experience.
relocate, combo desired. BoxWilling
788H.to BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, married, draft exempt. Experienced transmitter, studio,
remote and recording equipment operation. Knowledge of AM, FM TV. Hadacol won't
my hillbilly
Only
cure is cure
permanent
position fever.
with
progressive station within 100 miles of
New York City. Box 795H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 12 years experience AM, FM,
5 kw directional, studio and remotes.
Married with children. Desire change.
Make offer anywhere. Box 805H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, good announcer, 10
years experience. Construction. $85.00
minimum.
Box 807H, BROADCASTING^
Experienced engineer-announcer, also
console operation, knowledge symphony, popular music, Prefer 100 mile
radius New York. State pay, hours.
Box 825H, BROADCASTING.
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H. BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Female plowhorse with imagination,
initiative, sense of humor, seeks same
kind of boss. Newspaper, advertising,
sales promotion background. M.A., 27,
physically,capped.but
not mentally,
What have
you? Box handi582H,
BROADCASTING.
No draft worries! Female commentator, publicity, promotion director; also
1 year own TV show. Accustomed to
script writing and lecture platform.
Box 746H, BROADCASTING.
Local news, wire re-write, special
events. Three
years' Sixexperience
Presently
employed.
net news 250w.
shots
past year. Want to join larger news
staff. Eastern U. S. preferred. B.J.,
A.B., 27, veteran, not in reserve, married, references. Box 774H, BROADCASTING^
Program director - announcer. Emthree years
at 5 kw toNBCadvance
affiliate.ployedDesires
opportunity
to position of program director while
retaining air time for record shows.
Fully experienced in all phases of announcing and programming.
Newspaper background.
Board operation.
Ad
lib shows featured. 25, married, one
child. Record and resume on request.
Box 779H, BROADCASTING.
Complete operating newsroom for hire.
Two trained experienced newsmen.
Cover, write, edit, voice and sell news.
Emphasis on sure selling item, local
news. Both B.S. Journalism. Four
years combined experience. Tapes,
special events and sports. We desire
living
wage. Both veterans. Box 798H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced newscaster now with 5000
watt network affiliate in major southern market. Would like position with
station on west coast. Five years experience. Now doing five commercial
newscasts per day. Pulse ratings and
sponsor success stories prove ability.
Box 804H, BROADCASTING.
Been performing duties of PD with
leading station in southwest market
with out job-title or pay. Experienced
copy chief, traffic manager, jockey,
librarian. Know listener habits, audience preferences and composition. No
play-by-play. Draft exempt. Give PD's
title, 810H,
authority
and pay I'm your man.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, recent college graduate,
single, tinuity
female.
condirector ofExperience
1000 watt as
fulltime
network station. State salary. Box
826H, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, single, female,
traffic director of 1000 watt fulltime
network station. College graduate.
Experienced in air work and all phases
of programming. State salary. Box
827H, BROADCASTING.
Help! Tired of being snowed under in
cold, small town. Gal, 24, with over 2
years experience in airwork, traffic,
continuity, with NBC and Mutual
affiliates. Box 834H, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, experienced. Draft exempt. Will consider
any
location. Address Box 836H,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Seek TV or agency connection. Have
years of radio experience every phase.
Now bleemDloyed
in timeeast.
sales Box
at profitaincome. Prefer
792H
BROADCASTING 9 TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others'
Film director, first class engineer, experienced installation, operation, capable, reliable, BA, vet, 25, married.
Want film production with progressive
TV.
Box 793H, BROADCASTING 0
TELECASTING.
Attention, stations!
managers, This
America's
110
television
advertiser
will be working for one of you as a
writer within the next 30 days. Experienced, versatile, determined. With
present station, nearing end of the line
in financial reward and personal progress. No genius, but will prove worth
more
you'llthis
feelad able
to pav.
Failure than
to answer
can only
forfeit services of a man who can definitely be a profitable asset to your
organization. Draft exempt. Background, copy,
disc, photo,
on request.
I want
to work references
for you!
Box
809H.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
TV production, four years with leading
television film producer, full knowledge lighting, ability at construction,
creative ideas,
desires BROADCASTING
nost in TV production. Box 816H,
a TELECASTING.
Experienced television film director
desires change in TV. Live wire, good
references, willing to re-locate, single.
Do you have TV broadcast and film
problems? CASContact
Box 819H, BROADTING o TELECASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale, 3 kw Federal FM transmitter,
or will trade for 1 kw AM transmitter.
Also for mitter
sale,
RCA 250
watt AMamplifier.
transand RCA
limiting
Frank B. Ridgeway, Director of Engineering, WEBR Inc., Buffalo.
TV A-lestal,
condition,
pedincludes lapprojectal
dissolve and
feature.
First
come
or
best
offer.
WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Will purchase or invest in facilities
authorized by construction permit.
Send full details. Box 786H, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Obsolete WE type 71A and similar
1 kw linear amplifiers in operating
condition.
Box 476H, BROADCASTING.
Complete equipment in good condition
5 kw AM station. 3-360 foot towers,
monitors,
CASTING. etc. Box 640H, BROADDo you have a 150 to 300 foot self supporting tower which you must take
down andmantleremove?
we willwhich
distower for theIf so,
material
it contains. Please advise make,
height and tower location. Box 648H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Complete equipment for 2501000 watt
station,
including
antenna,FM
transmitter,
monitor,
console,
etc. State make, condition and price.
Box 701H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Used FM limiting amplifier.
Also
or 1% inch coaxial cable. Box
782H, 7/sBROADCASTING.
Complete equipment for 250 watt station. Prefer GE BC-l-A or WE 25B
console. Box 823H, BROADCASTING.
Need one 250 watt and 1 kw transmitters. Please give brand, age, condition, price,Guarantee
tubes usedRadio
and Supply
other
components.
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Miscellaneous
TV and
radio Kansas
transcription
representation available
City office.
Long
experience
in
territory
for
top 808H,
production firm. References. Box
BROADCASTING.
School

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For sale, RCA FM 10B— 10 kw FM
transmitter
with square
500 ft. 3>/8"
four
section
Federal
loop line,
antenna
and Hewlett-Packard
frequency
modulation monitor. $10,000.00. Box 750H,
BROADCASTING.
Tower,
170' Lehigh,
selfsupporting;
capableheavy
of duty,
supporting
heavy
TV-FM antennas. Write Box
761H, BROADCASTING.
RCA field intensity meter type 308-A.
Frequency range 120-18000 kc. Complete with three loops and power supply. Excellent condition. $900. KFNF,
Shenandoah, Iowa.
Collins 300G 250 watt transmitter.
Used only two years, perfect. Also
welded steel tower, guyed, 200 feet,
guys, insulators, complete lighting.
Description and price on inquiry.
KWIE, Kennewick, Washington.

tor Y°
Fits*
NORTHWEST
Uc--;e;;HousingA,tangci. jtion
il00-/.p
BROADCASTINGeludes
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th • PORTLAND, OREGON

Situations Wanted
Managerial

Fully experienced radio vetCOULD YOU
eran. 12 years' network regional station successful
USE A
management. Employed but
GOOD MAN?' approachable. Box 784H,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
We offer at substantial saving immediate
delivery on the following equipment in
perfect condition: General Electric 50 kw
FM transmitter model BT-5-A. Federal
8-bay antenna. Complete with speech input and monitors, spare parts. Write
C. D. Lutz. KTSA-FM. P. 0. Box 1161,
San Antonio 6, Texas.
Miscellaneous

For men with experience as radio
announcers !
Is your present position compensating
for your
of training?
Is theretopromise of a years
real future
with a chance
grow
and to increase your earning power?
Tour special training and experience
are personal assets. You may be able
to capitalize on them in a position where
they will help speed your progress.
Write for complete information. Please
give personal details. All replies confidential.
BOX 661H, BROADCASTING

A REAL

OPPORTUNITY
to enter the
TRANSCRIPTION BUSINESS

$1000.00
is all you need ; your first two sales
should return your investment. Inquiries invited from all states. Unless you are really interested in a
money making proposition and have
$1000, please don't write.
Box 82111,
BROADCASTING

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR WEEK DEC. 17-23, 1950
Currt
Ratings
Current
Ratin
Current Previous
Homes Current Previous
Horn
Rank
Rank
Programs
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
5
7
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
(9.1)
6
6
Ma Perkins (CBS)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
20.2
!
7
8
Big Sister (CBS)
2
2
Jack Benny Show (CBS) .
19.3
8
13
Rosemary (CBS)
3
4
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
17.6
9
9
Aunt Jenny (CBS)
4
3
Walter Winchell (ABC)
16.0
10
12
Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) (CBS)
5
57
Godfrey's
Talent (CBS)
Scouts (CBS)
15.8
(3
6
Amos V Andy
15.7 DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
7
9
Red Skelton (CBS)
14.9
2
3
Martin
Kane,
Private
Eye
(MBS)
8
6
My Friend Irma (CBS)
14.6
3
11
Quiz Kids (NBC)
9
35
Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
14.0
(Average For All Programs)
(4
10
16
Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
13.9 DAY,1SATURDAY
1
Armstrong
Theater (CBS)
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(5.6)
2
2
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
11.8
3
5
Junior Miss (CBS) . .
2
2
Oxydol Show (CBS)
9.4
3
4
Edward R. Murrow (CBS)
9.1 NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by aolying the "NIELS:
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.5) States Radio(%)Homes.
to 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total Uni
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS) .. 10.9 RATING"
2
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
10.3 (*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except
3
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
9.9 homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
4
5
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS) . . 9.9
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.

KLZ CO-SPONSORS
Soil Conservation Contest
KLZ Denver and the Denver Post
for the fourth consecutive year will
co-sponsor an annual state-wide
soil conservation contest in Colorado, it has been announced.
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ general
manager, explained that the top
five districts in the state each will
receive $500 cash awards and
plaques and that the three individual farmers or ranchers representing each of those districts will
receive certificates of recognition.

WCOS's HICKS
Named SCAPB

President

JAMES HICKS, general manager,
WCOS Columbia, has been reelected president of the South
Carolina Associated Press Broadcasters. Other officers elected
were: James Coggins, WKDK Newberry, vice president; Paul Benson,
WJMX Florence, secretary, and
Frank Best, WRNO Orangeburg,
and Dan Crosland, WCRS Greenwood, directors.
New plans for legislative coverage and sponsorship of an annual
news clinic were among topics discussed at the meeting.

SPORTS

HIGH

On New KGPH Flagstaff
BASKETBALL is currently getting
a large share of the programming
on KGPH Flagstaff, Arizona's new
radio station. Saginaw & Manistee Lumber Co. is sponsoring four
out-of-town Arizona State College
games, and six home contests.
Northern Arizona Gas Service is
sponsoring all of the out-of-town
games of the Flagstaff High
School.
KGPH, on the air under a construction permit since Dec. 6, operates on 1230 kc, using a 230-foot
Blaw-Knox tower, General Electric 250 w transmitter.
Flagstaff Partners
Four partners in the Flagstaff
Broadcasting Co. are A. S. Holm,
former city manager of Rapid
City, S. D., general manager; E.
C. Phillippi, formerly with KDYL
and KSL Salt Lake City, and technical director at WNBK (TV)
Cleveland, commercial manager;
Mary Jane Phillippi, formerly with
KOA Denver, women's director at
KDYL, and WSRS Cleveland, program director, and Alan J. Gardiner, formerly with General Electric in Schenectady, N. Y., chief
engineer.
WILLIAM CONNERS
WEBR Board Chairman Dies

Northwest
$75,000.00
A successful and growing, fulltime
independent located in one of the
excellent medium sized northwest
markets — over 175,000 in immediate
trade territory. This station is showing a good profit on a constantly increasing gross.

New

England

$60,000.00
The only station in a very prosperous New England market. Fulltime— network — well established and
profitable, this property offers a solid
opportunity for further growth and
profits. A 100% stock purchase includes some quick assets.

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
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February 12, 1951

WILLIAM J. CONNERS JR., 55,
chairman of the board of WEBR
Buffalo, N. Y., and publisher of
the Buffalo Courier-Express, died
at the city's General Hospital Feb.
3 following a heart attack. He
had been active in the publishing
field for 31 years and with the station, licensed to WEBR Inc.
Mr. Conners also was president
of Niagara Photo-Engraving Co.
and a director of Kellog Petroleum
Products, Maine Trust Co. and the
Maxson-Cadillac-Pontiac Corp. He
is survived by his widow, Corinne;
a son, William J. Conners 3d, president of WEBR and assistant publisher and editor of the CourierExpress; and two daughters, Mrs.
David Leopold, and Sally Ann.

'PLAINVIEW
HERALD'
Not Rationing
Ad Spa
PLAINVIEW EVENING HE
ALD, Plainview, Tex., has not u
tioned advertising space and Lj
"no thought of doing so," it w.
stated to Broadcasting • Tev
casting last week by E. B. Mill
advertising manager of the nev<
On Jan. 8 in a story regarding
probability of newsprint shorta
it was pointed out that the All
paper.
querque Journal had notified adv
tisers that they would be limr
to 85% of the space they used
December 1949 and stated tl
there were "reports that the Pla
view (Tex.) Herald has begun
ration space." This report was ,
error, the newspaper execut
pointed out.
ADMEN'S AAAA
EXAM Sets Feb.
FIFTH annual examination
advertising of American Assn.
Advertising Agencies will be h
Feb. 17 in 17 cities throughout
country where AAAA has ch,
ters. Mackarness H. Goode, as
ciation vice president, is in cha
of examinations.
Aimed at attracting "high c
bre" young people to advertis
by testing them for specific kii
of work in the industry, the ex:;
inations are open to all consider
advertising as a career. Cities j
which examinations will be 1
are New York, Los Angeles, <
cago, Philadelphia, Boston, B;
more, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
troit, Jackson (Miss.), Minne;
lis, Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh
Louis, San Antonio, Tulsa,
Francisco.
Applications for
animations may be obtained f
AAAA chapters in those ci
Registration fee is $15.
U. of ALABAMA announces total
rollment of 461 students in Dex
ment of Radio. University rep
this sets new record for school br ij
ing the previous one set in 1949
enrollment of 390.
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Hearing
VOICE'
|;ILL-DRESS
hearings TRANSFER?
on the Voice as an independent agency
would be aired.
jestion of shifting Voice of AmerSen. Benton could not be
operating functions from the
reached, but close associates said
lite Dept. to a separate agency
re indicated on Capitol Hill last he plans to raise the issue in the
|=k amid fresh proposals that Senate sometime in the next fortnight. They made plain, however,
iigress re-examine the effectiveis of the U. S. "campaign of that the Connecticut Democrat, a
staunch Voice supporter, is not unjth."
equivocably urging removal of the
Possibility
of transferring actual
Voice from the State Dept. but
ce operation to a new independagency was held out by Sen. merely exploring the possibility of
such action.
lliam Benton (D-Conn.) followThe question was raised last
an exchange of correspondence
;h Secretary of State Dean
summer in hearings held by a Senaeson, which reflected some basic
ate Foreign Relations subcommiterences over the efficacy of the
tee on Sen. Benton's resolution
rent program.
urging a "Marshall Plan of Ideas."
Highlight of the sessions was a
Charging that the U. S. has been
proposal by Brig. Gen. David Sarnefully negligent" in responding
-the President's call for an ex- noff, chairman of the board of
RCA, calling for construction of a
lded truth campaign, Sen. Ben$200 million network on a global
j revealed that he would request
special Senate probe, during
scale [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 10, 1950].
;ich possibility of setting up the
ARCH

OF DIMES
Further Radio-Television Aid Reported

COUNTS of contributions by
Z : nation's stations on behalf of
March of Dimes continued to
: | r in last week [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Feb. 5].
1 i. final list of highlight efforts
& :;he drive which was supported
1 1 nearly every station in the
?! .ted States follows:
SC J Sioux City, Iowa, collected
:i)0 through a three-hour jam■.' '-se.
•ave Shallenberger, WARD
nstown, Pa., personality, rened on the air continuously for
lours during a March of Dimes
rathon after which doctors orad him to bed. Contributions
pledges during his stint
:hed some $2,000.
*7SRK Shelbysville, Ind., dura 13-hour broadcast raised
§52.. KXEO Mexico, Mo., dur-a. four-hour musical auction,
1 Jght bids amounting to $640.50
' 1 a rag rug woven by a 10-yearpolio victim.
[ike Blair, disc jockey at
:fj?M Minot, N. D., turned over
3 to the campaign fund.
TRAK Williamsport, Pa., with
Hity
, 2.27. of Dimes" gimmick, raised
RNT Des Moines raised sevhundreds of dollars through
Imany efforts.
TNAR Norristown, Pa., held
ill-day auction of donated artii and raised "hundreds" of dol-

manned a microphone in downtown Washington on behalf of the
March of Dimes campaign.
Carson Pinkley, disc jockey for
KAVL Lancaster, Calif., and his
partner, Johnny Amos, started out
to establish a record on behalf of
the drive. The duo had logged
507 hours of broadcasting when,
after being on the air 22 days,
Mr. Pinkley slipped on a waxed
floor and suffered a broken elbow.
WMID Atlantic City. N. J.,
staged
a gigantic
"Auction-Aire"
of donated
merchandise.

WCOJ Coatesville, Pa., promoted a "Western Jamboree" and
turned over the proceeds to the
March of Dimes.
WFBR Baltimore auctioned off
$500 worth of prizes among a studio audience of 300 persons on Jan.
31.
WSTC Stamford, Conn., held
special broadcasts on behalf of the
drive.
MGM Radio Attractions' feature,
The Hardy Family, included an
appeal for the March of Dimes
fund drive in a script of one of its
programs. The transcribed show
is heard over 300 stations in the
U. S. and Canada.
WFDR (FM) New York had
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt record 15
different spot announcements — a
different spot for each day of the
campaign. In addition, the station
carried a three-hour FDR Memorial
Concert featuring such artists as
en Schwartz, announcer for Lily Pons, Eddie Cantor and Deems
who served as master-ofAY
Silver
Spring, Md., Taylor,
ceremonies.
WGBG Greensboro, N. C,
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
through Bob Jones, morning anConfidential, nation wide service
nouncer, collected $11,054.85.
Ad'-ms qnali^ed, oxperion^od manier-r«,
p-'mmercia!
managers,
proWKNX
Saginaw, Mich., con■tram 'M^Mor*. chief e^qin^prs nnd
ducted a contest in which the lisi :es. Inquiries invited from
Ininloyors and applicants.
tener could win a parakeet by namHnw\Rn S. Frazter
ing it. Some 1,000 entries were
ry & Rndin Mavar'rmer>t Consultants
received, each of which had to be
26 Bond P,Mg., Washington 5, D. C.
accompanied by a contribution.
OADCASTING
Telecastin:

Indicated

The committee took no action on
the Benton plan, although top
American military leaders had supported a greatly expanded "campaign of truth." Defense Secretary
George C. Marshall had recommended that the information program operation be removed from
the State Dept. but remain subject
to department policy jurisdiction.
Mundt Questions
The question
of theFeb.
Voice's
tiveness was posed
1 by effecSen.
Karl Mundt (R-S. D.), who sponsored legislation calling for creation of a bi-partisan commission
on Cooperative International Relations. The new Mundt bill (S 731),
similar to one he sponsored last
year, would empower a 12-man
group to survey effectiveness of
the Voice and to study new techniques and facilities, including television, which may be utilized in the
overseas program. A companion
measure (HR 1725) has been introduced inthe House by Rep. Mike
Mansfield (D-Mont.).
At week's end neither the Senate
Foreign Relations nor House Foreign Affairs committees had scheduled definite action on either bill.
Senate committee authorities indicated that they expect the House
group to take the initial action before broaching the Mundt proposal.
Action on the Benton plan will
await formal introduction of a bill
or resolution.
In Secretary Acheson's letter to
Sen. Benton, released simultaneously with the Senator's reply Feb.
3, the State Dept. official pointed
out that the issue of Voice separation had been raised by the Hoover
Commission in its study on reorganization of the government's
Executive Branch.
The commission, he observed, had
reversed findings of its task force
and recommended that operations
be retained in the department for
lack of any other satisfactory location in the Executive Branch, and
that a new post of general manager
be created under the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs. The general manager (now Charles Hulten) would be assigned full opera-

tional authority and responsibility
for the Voice and other information activities.
"This has in fact been done,"
Secretary Acheson
my
observation
has beennoted,
that "and
the new
arrangements are working very
well. The Assistant Secretary has
been able to devote his attention to
an increasing degree to actual information policy and guidance to
the general manager, and at the
same time to carry out his assignment of serving as a staff adviser
to Reviewing
me and other
. . ."
theofficers.
supplementary
$79 million budget for the "campaign of truth" and the regular
$32 million outlay, Secretary Acheson felt that the "expanded information program has in fact become the vital part of our national
Mr. Acheson expressed concern
strategy."
lest the department "lose any of
the vigor and momentum already
gained," or that effective working
relationships with overseas information output be impaired. "Any
proposals for taking these operations out of the State Dept. should
be most carefully examined to
make sure that these factors are
not
overlooked or forgotten," he
concluded.
Sen. Benton expressed hope "that
you do not mean we are now meeting fully the challenge and opportunity in this field," and asserted
that "evidence abounds everywhere" that the information program "hasn't even begun to be 'the
vital part of our national strategy'
it Referring
should be."to the post of general
manager, Sen. Benton replied that
he is "not persuaded" by the title,
though he has highest admiration
for Mr. Hulten, and that the information program should command
as many high-caliber men as EC A
under Paul Hoffman.
"Here you have the most important argument for taking the operating responsibility for overseas
information out of the State Dept.,
and establishing a separate department," he declared.
Sen. Benton also labeled the $79
million supplemental as "pitifully
inadequate" and charged that the
country has been "woefully negligent in failure to respond" to the
President's call for an expanded
"truth campaign."

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

Phone 6-4607
Peoria, Illinois
■fe that
We can
produce
more
sales
records
and
letters
of recommendation
members of our Organization have received
while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
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FCC Streamlining
(Continued from page 23)
committee's report thereon, it is my
understanding that the bill is not intended to repeal Sec. 326. . . .
The amendments are minor but
make explicit certain language of
the bill. Net effect is to:
^
1. Give each Commissioner the
opportunity to fix the salary of
his legal assistant, which, under
the bill, he would be permitted to
appoint and prescribe duties at an
annual salary not to exceed $10,000.
2. Add a new group to bureau
heads and their assistants and the
Commissioners' personal legal assistants affected by the bill's clause
barring practice before the Commission for one year after leaving
TOP HONORS went to Chester Budrty (I) in the WJMO Cleveland polka
FCC employ. The new group would
contest conducted by Paul Nakel (r). The happy duo is smiling through
be designated as "the chief of each
stacks of the 41,513 pieces of mail votes WJMO received. A plaque was
integrated division and his assistgiven to Mr. Budny.
ants."
3. Spell out a Commissioner's
ous sections of the measure could
right to present his own or minority limit (within three months of filing)
be presented to the House and the
view or supplemental reports on for action on original application,
all legislative matters affecting the renewal and transfer cases. They
differences ironed out in joint conferencewith
.
the Senate, it has
Commission. Thus, a Commissioner
would place a six month deadline
been proposed.
would be accorded the right to ap- within which hearing cases must
pear before Congressional hearings
be completed.
and present an independent report
The Commission staff would be
or statement to augment FCC tes- realigned along functional lines
timony, customarily presented by into Broadcasting, Common Car- STATION SALES
the FCC Chairman.
rier, and Safety and Special ServFive Are Reported
4. Define the Commission's right
ices, each with legal, engineering
in a national emergency, i. e., an
SALE of WTBO Cumberland, Md.,
and accounting personnel — a reoremergency proclaimed by the Presganization now in process by the by Mrs. Aurelia S. Becker and
Charles Z. Heskett for $115,000 to
ident or Congress as affecting naCommission itself.
tional security.
a
group including Howard CherFCC
would
have
to
notify
appliThe comprehensive bill contains
noff, former managing director of
cants before setting applications
authority for FCC to buy land and
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., and
for hearing, grants issued without
construct buildings for monitoring
George Clinton, manager of WPAR
hearing
would
continue
subject
to
and research activities, a proposal
Parkersburg
and WBLK Clarksdesired by the Commission, par- protest for 30 days and the Comburg, W. Va., was announced last
mission
would
have
to
act
on
proticularly now for defense activities.
tests within 15 days, under the week. Transaction, handled by
A bill (HR 1730), embodying this
Blackburn-Hamilton Co., station
proposal, is awaiting House ap- bill's provisions.
brokerage firm, is subject to FCC
Provisions Cited
proval.
In addition to the job-jumping
Other new sales negotiated by
approval.
Other
sections
of the bill would:
ban on the Commission staff, the
Blackburn-Hamilton
and reported
# Permit FCC to issue ceasebill would limit a Commissioner,
last week involve WOSC Fulton,
and-desist
orders
against
violators
who resigned, from representing
N. Y.; KSBW Salinas, Calif.;
of its rules and regulations.
any interest within FCC jurisdicWNLK Norwalk, Conn., and
tion for one year after leaving the in #anti-trust
Alleviate
"double-jeopardy"
KWBE Beatrice, Neb. Transfer
cases.
FCC. It also would apply to a
Commissioner who serves the full
% Create a "buffer" staff to papers for WNLK and KWBE already have been filed with the Comact as liaison between the Comappointed term.
mission (see FCC Roundup, page
mission and regular staff, which
Other provisions would set a
82).
All
are subject to FCC apwould
be
responsible
to
FCC
for
statutory target date on the time
preparation and review of deciWTBO, assigned 250 w fulltime
sions, orders, rules and other memproval.
on 1450 kc and NBC affiliated, is
oranda upon assignment.
sold to Maryland Radio Corp., new
% Reduce the number of assistfirm composed of Messrs. Chernoff
ant
general
counsels,
assistant
chief
*****
and Clinton as well as Ben K. Baer
engineers and assistant chief ac- of Charleston.
countants.
% Make FCC action on reWOSC to Cassill
newals bear on the finding that the
WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
WOSC,
1 kw daytime on 1300
public interest would be served and
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
the applicant for renewal would no kc, is sold by owner Don Kester for
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
$50,000 to Harold W. Cassill, presilonger need to make the same presdent and manager of WEOK
entation as is required of original
AND NOW—
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
applicants.
A 65% interest in KSBW, 1 kw
5000 WATT OUTPUT !
% Setup a radio fraud law simifulltime on 1380 kc directional,
lar to the postal fraud statute.
Sen. McFarland had told the Mutual affiliate, is sold by Dr.
JOS. WEED & CO.
Senate
Jan. 29 that Chairman Coy Harry Morgan, president and gen350 Madison Ave., New York,
eral manager, for $55,000 to John
"is very anxious that the bill be
Can Tell You More About
C.
Cohan,
former commercial manpassed
at any
early to
date."
This
statement
conforms
the view,
ager of KNGS Hanford, Calif.;
expressed by close supporters of A. M. Cohan, Houston (Tex.)
C H N S
the bill, that the FCC may be more
wholesaler, and Albert Seligman,
receptive
to
the
McFarland
Bill
Dinuba, Calif., department store
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
this year.
owner, Dr. Morgan has interests
Commission exceptions to vari- in other California stations.
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WHAY

SOLD
To WNHC Grou
SALE of WHAY New Britaii
Conn., for $40,000 to a group ident
fied with ownership and operatic
of WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Hi
ven, Conn., was announced la:
week subject to FCC approval.
WHAY, founded in 1949, is a
signed 5 kw fulltime on 910 k
directional day and night. A
stock in the licensee, Central Co
necticut Broadcasting Co., wou !
be transferred to Continental E
terprises Inc., a new firm chief
owned by Aldo DeDominicis, Pj
rick J. Goode and David K. Harr
majority owners of WNHC.
Mr. DeDominicis is secretai
treasurer and 65% owner of t
transferee; Mr. Goode, chairm
of the board and 10% owner, a
Mr. Harris, 10% owner. Mich;
J. Goode, WNHC salesman, is pri
ident and 5% owner. A 5%
terest each is held also by J. V
cent Callanan, WNHC salesm;
and Vincent DeLaurentis, WN1
chief engineer. Latter is vice pr
ident of Continental.
Sellers include the followii
L. V. Gaffney, H. W. Holt, L.
Edwardson, P. J. Curry, G.
McMahon, W. J. Watson, J.
Darrow, F. W. Trapp, Ro
Scully, M. A. Kirshnit, F. E. Ra
liff Jr., Joseph Rubenstein, Fr
erica Appell, George J. Coyle,
P. Donnelly, J. B. Scully and £
ney Roller.
contend
thereand
is noWNo-\
lapBuyers
between
WHAY
and also cite different markets
volved.
WBGE
PURCHASE
Hall Buys for $11 0,<
PURCHASE of WBGE, Atlanta
dependent station, for $110
was confirmed last Friday by 1
ton E. Hall, president of Wi
and WCAC (FM) Anderson, S
as well as publisher of the An
son Independent and Daily ik
Transaction, subject to FCC
proval, was completed a fortn
ago in Atlanta with Mike Ber
president of General Broadcas
Co., the seller.
Mr. Hall, a former U. S. Sen;
is also president of Pain
Broadcasting System which
grams 18 South Carolina and I
Georgia
stations.manager
Glenn P.
nock, general
of "II
metto, in Atlanta for the ri
tiations, said that no immeil
changes in WBGE personnel J
contemplated
and David jI
would remain as general man;l
WBGE, 250 w on 1340 kc, will
become
part of the Pair I
Broadcasting System but wi 1
operated by the Wilton Hall |1
An Atlanta office is planner ■
cording to Mr. Warnock, who I
that radio programs will be 9
inated from it.
GENERAL ELECTRIC has anno
that it has mailed out $17 milli
stockholders as the company's
dividend.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasl

\L TOPPED
• • •
MS Washington. Feb. 4, conted day long marathon to raise
tls for National Symphony Orstra. Announcements were re£ed every 10 minutes from 8
to midnight. As result station
eoted S4,005, topping its previgoal of SI, 500. ProgTam beamed
_D. C. listeners also received
ations from cities in Maryland
Virginia.
The Washington
t editorial Feb. 6 praised stafor part it is playing in fund
e for orchestra, which is priLy interested in playing for
r.ger people of Washington.
<E AWARD

•

•

•

L'Z Houston awarded "Milk
eNational
PromotionBiscuit
AwardCo.for KNUZ
1950"
one of three stations to win
ize bone during National Dog
Station devised special protn, Portcity Popcert, to find
\es for orphaned dog's in area.
V gained such popularity durmonth that every pup placed
5.P.C.A. shelter was adopted.

STUDENT

PKfams

promotion
premiums

BASKETBALL PLAYOFF • •
WISH Indianapolis, Feb. 24
through March 17, each Saturday
will broadcast Indiana State High
School Basketball Tournament,
sponsored by local Frigidaire
dealers. Station using outdoor
posters, taxi cabs, newspaper ads
and window displays in promoting
playoff. Each dealer sponsors onehalf of two games during four week
tourney. This is third year that
dealers have sponsored games.
*★★*★★★★★

P FOLDER

• • •
NA Charleston, W. Va., sendtrade and advertisers large
i j card folder with map of coverit area on front. Inside, along
i list of rates, are market
• s headed ''Personality Market
)D MUSIC SHOW • • •
\ Portland, Ore., Good ListenClub, 10:35 p.m.-l a.m., Mon.
ugh Fri., started Feb. 5. Pror. features light classics and
{ s:cal music along with newsIs on the hour. "Mister Mid0JJ».t," unidentified emcee, will
-41 show.
!URBAN PROGRAM
10 Cleveland, Radio Spotlight
~s, started Feb. 5, playing up
roan points of interest with
>iic summary of each. Station
s to present different program
week in effort to promote gengood will and prove effectiveof radio advertising to suburcierchants who are sponsoring

hometown Navy men on duty in
Pacific, including men on ships and
stations in area. Music and native
songs by
Hawaiian
Serenaders
are Royal
also featured
on show.
Series running for 13 weeks and is
available for regional networks.
TV-D.J. SHOW
• • •
WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh, Studio
Control, 12:30-1 p.m., Mon. through
Fri., started Feb. 5. Show features Bill Brandt as emcee and is
TV concept of AM afternoon disc
jockey show. Music, record talk,
guest acts and interviews highlight program. Show is keyed to
afternoon AM audience.
DEFENSE EFFORT
• • •
KLZ Denver, Design for Defense,
Sat. 2-2:30 p.m., started Feb. 3,
written and prepared by service
men in Denver area. Kickoff show
featured taped interview with Arthur Godfrey, on duty with Navy
in Florida, and Evelyn Knight,
who recorded song for program.
Show also featured salute to Army
Nurse Corps on occasion of 50th
anniversary. Part of show had
tape-recorded bedside interviews
with men back from Korea.

HELPING celebrate the 113th birthday of Mrs. Mary O'Neil, the oldest
living resident of Pennsylvania,
WLTR Bloomsburg and WAZL Hazelton presented her with many useful
gifts from merchants of their towns.
Victor Diehm, WAZL president, emceed an exclusive interview with Mrs.
O'Neil for broadcast on both stations. Looking over the gifts are
(I to r) Shirley Nicodemus, WAZL;
Mrs. O'Neil; Mr. Diehm; Bertie
Naunas. WLTR, and Anthony Hogg,
WLTR chief engineer.

NOVEL PROMOTION
# 0 #
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., sending
women of New England folded
packet headed "Sew . . . here is a
reminder from WLAW-680, 50,000
watt ABC affiliate . . . the spot on
your dial where you always find
radio entertainment at its best."
Inclosed is thimble with raised
letters on green backing reading
"WLAW— Tune in 680." On back
of folder is
listappearing
of station's
sonalities
on shows. per-

★ ★★★★★★★★
NAVY SHOW
O • •
U. S. NAVY, Across the Blue
Pacific, transcribed quarter - hour
public service show from Hawaii.
Program features interviews with

STATION BREAK STUNT # #
WEBC Duluth recently conducted
station relations campaign tying
in its slogan "The Community Station." Mark Sheeler, special events
man and disc jockey, attended civic
clubs and organization meetings
transcribing voices saying, "This is
Mrs.
of
in Duluth . . . and this is WEBC Duluth
and
Superior."
They were used
as
station
break identifications.
Stunt

OPERATION

#

•

KMHL Marshall, Minn., Feb. 3,
operated 18 hour schedule with
staff consisting of students from
local high school. Students worked
under direction of regular staff
members who were present to meet
FCC regulations. However, students handled all programming and
general business of station. All
commercials, news, disc shows etc.
were handled and written by students. They also broadcast playby-play description of local basketball game.
EDUCATION SHOW
# # #
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia will carry
Operation Blackboard from Atlantic City, Feb. 22. Telecast will
cover meeting of American Assn.
of School Administrators. This
will be part of regular program
carried by station in cooperation
with local public schools.
Rules Extended
EFFECTIVE date of FCC's new
Part 18 of its rules governing the
industrial, scientific and medical
service, insofar as they apply to
welding equipment using radio frequency energy, has been extended
from Jan. 31 to July 31. In the
interim, however, any welding interference to other radio services
must be promptly remedied, FCC
said.

ORTH
LANG W
ROGRAMS
FEATURE P

!

FOOD

PRODUCTS

LANG

WORTH

resulted in many calls from listeners who recognized voices of their
friends.
RAID INSTRUCTIONS O •
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, Instruction for Survival, public service
half-hour show Mon. -Fri., preparing public for possibility of bombings or raids. Show presented in
cooperation with Los Angeles
Civilian Defense Board. Members
of various public agencies including Red Cross, Police Dept., Fire
Dept., Public Health Dept. and
others directly connected with public welfare will give information
pertaining to their particular fields.
3A D C A S T IN G

e c a s t i n s.

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
SCrtKvri Calibre Pnrgmms at Cxal Slati:,: Cest
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 75)
Applications Cont.:
Okla. — License for CPs new remote
pickups KA-6736, KKD-310.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Sun and
TimesTV Co.,
Chicago
— Application for new
station
AMENDED
to change corp. name from Sun and
Times Co. to WJJD Inc.
WABD (TV)
New York—
AMENDED
to change
from Application
5.6 kw vis.
to 4.7 kw vis.
Modification of License
WTPS-FM
New Orleans— Mod. license to change ERP from 55 kw to
27 kw.
WSTV-FM Steubenville, Ohio— Mod.
license to change name licensee from
Valley Bcstg. Co. to WSTV Inc.
Modification of CP
WFMZ Allentown, Pa.— Mod. CP for
extension of completion date.
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Same.
CP to Replace CP
WMCR (FM) Kalamazoo, Mich.— CP
to replace
mercial FMexpired
station. CP new noncomFebruary 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WINS New York— Mod. CP for change
in frequency, increase in power etc.
for extension of completion date
AMENDED for extension of completion
date to April 16.
Following FM stations request mod.
CP for extension of completion dates:
WSGN-FM
Ala.; WSPDFM Toledo, Birmingham.
Ohio.
AM— 1360 kc
Arthur Wilson Davis tr/as Royal
Bcstg. Co., Near Lancaster, S. C. — CP
for new AM station 1220 kc 1 kw D
AMENDED
to change from 1220 kc to
1360 kc.
License Renewal
Following FM stations request renewal of license: KDRO-FM Sedalia.
Mo.: WQAN-FM Scranton, Pa.; KCLEFM Cleburne, Tex.
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

r

'&X ^COtC?
SUMMARY TO FEBRUARY
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations . . . . :
* On the air.

OnTotal
Air Licensed
2,235 2,217
669
520
107
59

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
Lincolnton,
N. C. decision
— Carolina-Piedmont
Bcstrs. Inc. Final
denying bid
for new AM station on 1050 kc with
1 kw daytime on grounds applicant
failed to specting
make sufficient
showing reFinal decision technical
Feb. 8.and other issues.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Saratoga
Springs, N.
Y. — Spa
Inc. Memorandum
opinion
and Bcstrs.
order
denying petition to set aside opinion
and orderopened
of record
Aug.to 17,permit
1950, which
reSaratoga
Bcstg.port ofCo.
to
present
evidence
in
supits mutually exclusive bid for
new AM station on 900 kc with 250 w
daytime.
Petition
ruled. Order
Feb. filed
8. too late, FCC
Sturgeon
Bay, Wis. — Door
County
Bcstg.
Co. Memorandum
opinion
and
order dismissing petition for recons
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Sept.
27,
1950,
grant
without hearing of bid of Door County
Radio Co. for new AM station on 1050
kc with 250 w daytime. Petitioner
without standing, FCC ruled. See story
this issue. Decision Feb. 8.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Lawrenceburg,
Term. — AaronBcstg.
B. Robinson tr/as Lawrenceburg
Co.
granted CP new AM station on 1370
kc, 500 w day, engineering conditions.
Mr. Robinson is majority stockholder
and president WDXI Jackson, Tenn.,
secretary-treasurer and stockholder
WENK Union City, Tenn. and part
owner.7. WCMA Corinth, Miss. Granted
Feb.
Fulton, Ky. — Ken-Tenn Bcstg. Corp.
granted CP new AM station on 1270 kc,
1 kw day, engineering conditions. Estimated
$22,150.
Principals construction
include Dr. cost
Robert
Bushart,
president 10%; Ira W. Little, owner
Kentucky Motor Co., 20%; Dr. Glenn
F. Bushart, 10%, and 19 other minor
stockholders,
Granted Feb. all
7. Fulton businessmen.
FM GRANTS
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
W. Balthrope granted CP
newCharles
FM station
on
Ch. 247 (97.3 mc), 9.2 kw. Grantee is
owner KITE there. Granted Feb. 7.
WALK (FM) New York — Granted
switch from Ch. 294 (106.7 mc), 10 kw,
ant. 640 ft., to Ch. 222 (92.3 mc), 11
kw, ant.
630 ft. Contingent
on WMCA-to
FM
surrendering
license pursuant
agreement
between
WALK
and
WMCAFM. Granted Feb. 7.
WKNA-FM
Charleston,
W.
Granted decrease in ERP from Va.
22 kw—
to
9
kw
and
antenna
height
from
185
ft. to 110 ft. Granted Feb. 7.
WVCN (FM) DeRuyter Township,
N. Y. — Granted increase in ERP from
1.3 kw to 5.3 kw. Granted Feb. 7.
WFNF (FM) Wethersfield Township,
N. Y. — Granted increase in ERP from
1.3 kw to 5.4 kw. Granted Feb. 7.
WVCV (FM) Cherry Valley Township, N. kw
Y. — toGranted
from 1.4
5.4 kw. increase
Granted inFeb.ERP7.
WVBT (FM) South Bristol Township,
N. Y. — Granted increase in ERP from
1.3 kw to 5.3 kw. Granted Feb. 7.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WDEF
Tenn. Bcstg.
— Granted
transfer ofChattanooga,
control of WDEF
Co.,
licensee, from Joe W. Engle to Mary
Louise Finlay, trustee under will of
Edward Finlay, deceased, Carter M.
Parham and six other preferred stockholders through sale of 50.4% interest
for $200,000. [Story BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING, Jan. 8]. Granted Feb. 7.
WDAR Savannah, Ga. — Granted
transfer censee,
of from
control
WDARand Inc.,
liA. C.of Neff
N. K.
Clark to H. Blair Minick through pur-
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Cond'l
cationsHearing
In
CPs
Grants Pending
138
274
126
170
1* Appli12
4
50
382
171

chase of 100% interest for $56,250.
Granted Feb. 7.
KALG Almagordo, N. M. — Granted
assignment
licenseN. from
Lassetter andof Louis
Neale Norman
Jr. to
William Wayne Phelps for $28,000.
Granted Feb. 7.

WMSC Columbia. Filed Feb. 7.
Roanoke, Va. — Radio Roanoke I
Ch. 5 estimated
(76-82 mc),cost13.1$255,000.
kw vis.,Applic
6.55
aur.;
is licensee
Filed
Feb. 7. WROV-AM-FM Roane
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, Calif.
Transfer of control of Jack Gross Be
Co., licensee, from sole owner J
Gross to The Kennedy Bcstg.
through sale of 100% interest for S9
800-plus.
Feb.
7. See story this issue. F
WWNF Fayetteville, N. C— Ass
ment
license Bcstg.
from Wayne
M. $3?.
Ne"
Inc. toof Rollins
Inc. for
Transferee operates WRAD Radf
Va.
Del. and
and WJWL-AM-FM
has application Georgetc
pending
AM station in Norfolk, Va. Filed Fe
WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio— Transfe
control of Shawnee Bcstg. Co., lii
see, from Walter A. Graham, Jame
Graham, Ivan Kulbersh, Murray 3
cus and Wilkie A. Neighbors to Tru:
A.
Morris,forE.$67,000.
W. Wipple
and Johip ,
Halliday
Mr. Wipple,
ident 33%%, is president and 50% ov
WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio. Mr. Halli
vice president
33%%,
is 30% ov :
WJEH.
Mr. Morris,
secretary-treas
33%%,1. is 20% owner WJEH. F
Feb.
WHOS from
Decatur,
Ala. — Assignmen
license
D. T. Kinney
and estat
H. H. Kinney d/b as North Alab ;
Bcstg. Co. to Barrett C. Shelton
John H. Jones d/b as North Alab
Bcstg. Co. for $50,000. Mr. She
50% owner is publisher of Dec
Daily. Mr. Jones, 50%, is secret
treasurer of Jones Coal Co. and D |
tur Fertilizer Co. Filed Feb. 2.
KFAB control
Omaha, ofNeb.KFAB
— AcquisitiO'
negative
Bcstg.
licensee, by Journal Star Printing
through purchase of 1 sh. from
Ham Aitken for $125.54. Sidles Co
tains 50% ownership. Journal
Printing Co. is owned by State Jot
Co. and Star Pub. Co. Filed Feb.
WANS Anderson, S. C. — Assigm
of license and CP authorizing full
operation on 1280 kc from Joh
Powell
Carolina
Bcstrs. toPr
firm of d/b
same asname
for $85,000.
pals in transferee are C. R. Joh,

New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Pontiac, Mich. — Harry A. McDonald
Jr. and Ray A. Shapero d/b as Oakland
Bcstg. mated
Co.,
1460 kc,Mr.500McDonald,
w day; esticost $31,500.
50%
partner, is director of Ryerson &
Haynes, Jackson, Mich., auto parts
manufacturer,
and partner
in McDonald-Mo re & Co.,
Detroit investment
firm. Mr. ningham
Shapero
is
director
Cun-1.
Drug Stores Inc. Filed ofFeb.
Grandview, Mo.— W. H. Brazil, 1050
kc, 250 w day; estimated cost $9,250.
Mr. Brazil is owner Pathfinder School
of Radio Broadcasting, Kansas City,
Bral Recording Co., same city, and
Pathfinder Enterprises, Oakland, Calif.,
publishing
Filed
Feb. 2.and radio production firm.
Aiken, S. C. — Aiken Electronics Adv.
Corp., 990 kc, 1 kw day; estimated cost
$12,650.
T. Whitmire,
presidentWFBC
and
one-thirdB. owner,
is manager
Greenville, S. C, 25% owner WAYS
Charlotte and 25% owner WCOG
ECONOMIC TREND
Greensboro. N. C. Jack S. Younts, vice
president 10%, is president and 50.9%
Initiative Factor Tra
owner WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.
John Mare, secretary-treasurer 56%%,
INDIVIDUAL
INITIATIVE IN B !
is vice president and 15.7% owner
NESS. Edited by George Ho
WEEB. Filed Feb. 2.
Allen.
Cambridge,
Mass. HarvarBaraboo, Wis. — Watertown Radio Inc.,
255 pp.Book
$3.50 Club.)
(January sele
1400 kc, 250 w unlimited; estimated cost Press.
of Executive
$12,147.05.
is licensee
INITIATIVE
has always
Watertown, Applicant
Wis. Filed
Feb. 6. WTTN
Fairfield, Ala. — Vearl Cicero and Alconsidered as a main quality
bert R. Cicero d/b as Fairfield-Ensley
for success under the free-fo
Bcstg. System,
1260
kc,
1
kw
day;
estimated cost $10,093.64. A. R. Cicero,
turmoil
of the traditional Ar'
general manager 50%, is U. S. Government employe. V. Cicero, technical di- can private enterprise system, j
rector
50%,
is
electronics
engineer
for
changes
in our social and econ
Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Co.,
structure are affecting this a
Birmingham. Filed Feb. 7.
Opp, Ala. — Covington Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
860 kc, 1 kw day; estimated cost $27,- function, which the editor ir
000. Principals:
manforeword calls the "red corpu
ager and chief William
engineer Harris,
for WVHV
Huntsville, Ala., president 20%; Mrs.
of
kindour ofsociety"
societywithout
becomes which'!
an j
William Harris, employe WVHV, vice
president 20%; W. M. Jordan, general
is discussed in this volume bj
manager 20%, andretary-trW.
P. Thielens,
secexecutives of industry, busi ]
easurer 20%, and
T. H. Gaillabor, education and governi |
lard
Jr.,
20%.
Latter
three
are
coowners WPBB Jackson and WXAL Demopolis, Ala. Filed Feb. 7.
Nine present major texts; J
NONCOMMERCIAL FM
others participate in give-and j
discussion. Mr. Allen, directJ
of Springfield,
Springfield, Mass.
Mass.,— School
Ch. 201Committee
(88.1 mc)
10 w; estimated cost $3,000. Part of sales promotion for McCaU's rrj
zine, has edited the talks and!
former
WBZA-FM
Springfield transFeb. 6. mitter
donated by Westinghouse.
Filed cussion which comprise last yl
business conference of Hail
FM APPLICATIONS
Business School's annual series!
West Plains, Mo. — Robert F. Neathery, Ch.mated 247
(97.3 mc),
1.285 kw;
esti- a thought-provoking volume. 1
cost $4,700.
Applicant
is owner
KWPM West Plains and also has application pending for new AM station at GE Order
Alton, Mo. Filed Feb. 7.
Columbia, S. C. — Radio Columbia Inc.,
Ch. 250 (97.9 cost
mc),$12,000.
1.52 kw;Applicant
estimatedis AN ORDER for $1.3 million
construction
licensee WCOS Columbia. Filed Feb. 7. of transportable microwave
munications eouipment to be
TV APPLICATIONS
Sioux City, Iowa — Perkins Bros. Co., by the Army Signal Corps ha:
Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), 21.42 kw vis., 10.70
by the General El
kw aur.; estimated cost $232,000, oper- reported
Co. The order includes equi]
ating cost first year $200,000, revenue
first
year
$200,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
KSCJ-AM-FM Sioux City. Filed Feb. 7. for terminal and repeater
Columbia, S. C. — Marseco Bcstg. Co., stations which will give the J
Ch. 10 (192-198 mc), 25 kw vis., 12.5
kw aur.; estimated cost $182,360, operCorps a number of communic;
ating cost first year $100,000, revenue
systems, GE reported.
first year $125,000. Applicant is licensee
BROADCASTING
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president of Brissey Lumber Co.,
ident 70%: C. K . Johnson Jr.. vice
(dent same lumber firm, secretary
James B. Johnson, secretary same
i-er firm, 10%, and J. H. Wright,
fier in Maytag
drug store
chain and
Sowner
Equipment
Co., onevice
'dent 10%. Filed Feb. 5.
<MJ Palm Springs. Calif .—Transfer
imtrol
SpringsW. Bcstg.
Co., W.
li;e. fromPalm
Richard
Joy, Jean
Donald
C.
McBai'n,
George
W.
Irand Roland Vaile to Joseph E.
ble and Theodore R. Gamble
r iigh
sale of 100% stock for S61.500.
. Gamble, president, owns 51%.
Gamble,
vice president 49%. with
thoisri2014%
Feb. z6.ed owner KLZ Denver.
iKR Akron, Ohio — Transfer of con«f Summit Radio Corp., licensee,
ola G. Berk, present owner 28.2%,
T voting trust agreement with
other members of Berk family,
own 22.8% together, so that Berk
y may vote stock as unit. No
ge in percentage of ownership or
iy is involved. Beacon Journal
Co. remains minority stockholder.
Feb. 6.
JLK Norwalk, Conn. — Acquisition
introl Norwalk Bcstg. Co., licenby David W. Jefferies, Michael J.
en Jr. and Joseph V. Lentini
;iigh purchase of 450 sh. from Benl Ginsburg,
Gaines-Lipset
famld
Solomon the
N. Petchers
for S20.000.
sferees will together own 56% after
■Ifer. Mr. . Jefferies is recording
teer for WCFM(FM) Washington;
Lentini salesman for a wholesale;f}rm; Mr. Cuneen salesman for
B Bradford, Pa. Filed Feb. 7.
/BE
Beatrice,
— Relinquishof control
Blue Neb.
Valley
Bcstg. Co.,
•see, by John W. Thorwald through
of 220 sh. for §49,586 in five equal
to Merle G. Jones, Thomas E.
|is Jr., M. E. Dole, Marion Morton
foe
Goldberg,
rs. D.Filed
Feb. 7.all present stockWA Enid, Okla.— Transfer of 100
lfrom
Public
Bcstg.
Service P.
Inc.,Cansler,
licenestate
of Charles
Used, to G. W. Athey and George
hison
for S16,000.
stockholders.
FiledBoth
Feb. are
7. orig'AT
ense Frederick,
from J. D. Okla.
Jones— Assignment
Jr., Ronald
-f-Vheeler Jr., Jack W. Oswalt and
ton A. Jones d/b as Frederick
:. Co. to new partnership of same
■ andinto
persons
pted
Army. except
Filed Mr.
Feb.Oswalt,
7.
Y Mullins, S. C. — Acquisition of
ol Mullins & Marion Bcstg. Co.,
see, by W. G. Smith, present oneowner and secretary-treasurer,
igh purchase of 83' 3 sh. from W. H.
el:r Jr.
$10,000. Minority
stock-41
W. for
L. Harrelson
to transfer
o brother. Dr. Maxcey C. Harrelfr. for $4,100. Filed Feb. 7.
VA Shamrock, Tex. — Assignment
. ense from Albert Cooper to Albert
er and James D. Abbott d/b as
irock Texas Bcstg. Co. Mr. Abbott
60% interest for S18.000. He is
.ger and salesman for KEVA. Filed
"KW-AM-FM
Pasadena,
Calif. —
nment of license
from Southern
jrnia Bcstg. Corp., licensee, to
sd partnership of Marshall S. Neal,
Buhlig, M. B. Buhlig, Edwin Earl
.Villiam J. Beaton d/b as Southern
ornia Bcstg. Co. No ownership
- !?e. Filed Feb. 7.
prions . . .
AL withdrawals to date since Jan.
,vldates
4, FMand 13,reasons
TV 0. are:
Stations, dele, VR Havre, Mont.— KAVR Inc. Li-

™

y>antl<Ltlj HOX

Licensed (All on air)
2,216
Construction
permits
137
Conditional grants
858
pending
applications
Total
Total applications in hearing
299
Total on th
e change
ill
:::::::::::: 257
r^ue^^^earing-::
Requests
existing
ToSSrSMf
tal
Deletion
ofto licensed
stations facilities
in January
4
Deletion of construction permits
2,2,23352 3 i
* °n tne air

518
59
1711*50
438
299
ii
180

PETITION
Wis. Grant Stands

PETITION of Door County Broadcasting Co., requesting that FCC
set aside its Sept. 27, 1950, action
station bid of Door County Radio
Co.
on 1050 -,.kc
, „,for 250 w „ daytime
1X7.
Wis., was disBay,
Sturgeon
at
missed by the Commission last week

has no standon grounds
III
2716
26 ing
to seek petitioner
reconsideration.
...
9
Door County Broadcasting, which
seeks a new station on 1340 kc
66699 0
110079 s,gran
there,
grant to Door
,. ting alleged
without the
hearing the ne
, _ would
County Radio
w
n cause
t. t> a-severe
its
to
and
economically
injury
rs.
facto
other
and
Fmprnpnrv
u.mci
ycnv.y iPlnil
iuii
Mr. Beville will confer with Dis- standing and reputation in comtrict broadcasters periodically, as munity. FCC said since different
(Continued from page 25)
on civil frequencies are involved and no
has done in the £past,
he
'.
topics as state legislation,
financdefenge
is
n_ technical conflict exists, the almg, organization of personnel,
siWe fm such a
ag staJard leged injury is dependent wholly
siren installations, fire and police
ra&0 stati
FM TV trangit ra_ upon petitioner's becoming a perservices etc. [Broadcasting • Teledio &nd amateur operators. mittee, which may not ensue.
casting, *erj. oj.
Whik much of the groundwork FCC said it therefore need not
Functions of broadcast stations
has already been laid, the whole consider petitioner's allegations
"before, during and after attack"
CD project in the nation's capital that the Door County Radio Co.
will be discussed in the closed cir- jg proceeding slowly at present be- application was fatally "defective"
cuit sessions, though no concrete
cause of an uncertainly as to and "impliedly misrepresented the
answers to communications probfunds<
intentions of the corporation's
lems are anticipated until FCC and
stockholders."
The allegations
the Air Command have cleared the
....
~ , ., £1 were
,,
, ,
,n
denied in counter affidavits filed by
whole problem.
REPRESENTATION
the grantee,
Communications
planning
for
»
> FCC noted.
_ Charges .
the District of Columbia was reheld at the
a meeting
viewed
mumcip
Fridav
aiin mag.
BideMuniciDal
last uiiaay.
The
District
Communications
Advisory & Planning Committee
reported to Director John Fondahl on progress made thus far.
Heading the subcommittee looking
into broadcast matters is Ross Bevilie, WWDC Washington. Chairman of the full group is Herbert
Fnede, District communications
superintendent.
The broadcast station subcommittee has compiled a file of transmission of stations in the District
area, what they may be called upon
to perform in the way of services
cense, Jan. 20. Also CP switch from
250 w on 1240 kc to 1 kw on 910 kc,
directional night. Economic. KAVR,
founded 1946, ceased operation Jan. 20.
Withdrawal coincided with Jan. 22 authorization to KOJM Havre to begin
program tests on new assignment of
1 kw on 610 kc, directional, switching
from
1 kw dayis onswitched
730 kc.to KAVR's
MBS affiliation
KOJM.
KJBS - FM San Francisco — KJBS
Bcstrs. License. Jan. 31. Request of
applicant.

has
FDR
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STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of January 31 follows:
am
fm
TV
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A
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:
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
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NLRB Orders Elections madf by Petltlone1' involvif uf of
at"
&nd alleged perSimilar tofil'm
v
*• ■
vrQ t adetermine
vr
the construction
sell name
tempt
bari^LEOlIONS
gaming
represetontative
s
for
engim^
neers and technicians at WBNY
Buffalo, N. Y., WJIM Lansing and
WGFG Kalamazoo, Mich., have
been ordered by the National Labor
Relations Board,
jn the case of WBNY an independent licensed to Roy L. Albertson> the board directed that technical employes choose between
NABET (National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers), petitioner in the
dispute, and the intervening Northern Branch of the American Communications Assn. (ACA), which
previously represented the staGrowth of retail sales
tion's employes. The technicians
in'the\U. S. A." was in
voted last year to sever relations
with ACA after the union was disELI PASO
lodged from CIO on the communist issue. Election was ordered
to
both"resolve
unions. conflicting claims" of
Engineers and technicians at
WJIM, licensed to WJIM Inc., and
WGFG, licensed to Southwestern
Michigan Broadcasting Co. — Harold F. Gross is president and general manager of both stations —
were ordered to vote on whether
the Detroit Chapter of NABET
shall represent them in collective
bargaining negotiations.
In another action, technical employes at WBAP-AM-FM-TV Fort
Worth were asked to hold an election on representation by IBEW
(International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers). The board also
certified an election at WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., where engineers and
technicians all voted for NABET
last December.
KALI Pasadena, Calif., and KFOX
Long Beach will carry full schedule of
Liberty Broadcasting System baseball
games starting March 12.

audience in this vital
marketing byarea is
delivered
ItRO

D

5,000 watts 600
K C

vr
RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
Dorrance D. Roderick, Pres.
Val Lawrence, Vke-Pres. & Gen.\ Mgr.
\
REPRESENTED NATIONALLy\bY
TAYLOR COMPANY
THE O
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NARTB#s Judgment
(Continued from page 21)
cal year starting April 1. Of this,
$50,000 is likely to be earmarked
for payment to NARTB as overhead, plus 40% of all TV dues
over $150,000.
George B. Storer, head of the
Fort Industry stations, will report
to the TV board as head of its
finance committee.
TV directors made it plain last
week they are shooting for 100%
TV membership — all 107 stations.
Nearly 60 stations signed the Chicago pledge to join the new TV
association. The TV board must
arrange a membership campaign
and decide on timing of the solicitation.
BAB's board will have to arrange its own membership solicitation. During the fiscal year starting April 1 BAB will get 30% of
the dues of each NARTB radio
member, unless the member decides it doesn't want BAB service,
in which case a refund of 30% will
be given.
NAB non-members, under a plan
approved last August, would be entitled to join BAB by paying onehalf the station's highest hourly
rate. Dues for networks, representatives, transcription firms,
manufacturers and other BAB
members have not yet been fixed.
Solicitation to Start
BAB President Ryan has indicated BAB will start quickly with
its solicitation of non-NAB members. He said BAB has no intention of competing with NAB but
instead will argue on behalf of a
strong national trade association.
The two go together, he said. If
a station doesn't want NAB, BAB
will solicit it anyhow. After March
31, 1952, there will be no relation
between NAB and BAB dues.
The BAB budget will start at
around $200,000 but it is expected
to head rapidly toward the milliondollar annual budget conceived by
the NAB board last summer when
BAB separation was arranged.
BAB has made some contacts in
its staff enlargement program. Mr.
Ryan will have what he termed
"fairly basic plans" ready for the
BAB board meeting.
While presidential and reorgan-
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FIRST nationwide network program to originate from Quincy, III., was a
sell-out days before show-time due to promotion campaign launched by
Joseph Bonansinga (r), general manager of WGEM (ABC) Quincy. Displays
in lobbies of the city's two hotels, and direct-mail notices to every tavern
in the Quincy area were part of Mr. Bonansinga's advance planning to fill
Quincy 's Casino for broadcast of Lawrence Welk's Miller High Life Revue
Jan. 24 over ABC. On hand for show (I to r) Charles Helliwell, radio director
of Mathfsson Agency, Milwaukee; Maury Murray, ABC producer; John Wiegel,
High Life Revue announcer; Mr. Welk; Bill Wilson, ABC account executive,
and Mr. Bonansinga.
ization details were occupying
NAB headquarters, plans went
ahead for the mid-April convention. Mr. Thomas is chairman of
the board's convention committee.
Robert K. Richards, NAB public
affairs director, and C. E. Arney
Jr., secretary-treasurer, are handling the convention program operations and physical arrangements, respectively.
After satellite and miscellaneous
meetings Sunday, April 15, formal
convention proceedings will open
Monday with the report by President Miller. Monday's agenda will
be confined to AM. Tuesday morning will feature FM discussion.
Mr. Strouse is arranging details.
Annual business meeting will be
held Tuesday afternoon, followed
by the annual banquet.
Wednesday will be TV day. First
business meeting of the new TV
organization is to be held in the
afternoon.
Engineering sessions will run
concurrently with the management
meeting, with some joint meetings
planned.
NAB headquarters was working

on the 1951 fiscal year budget last
week, following board approval of
the $517,701 total recommended by
the board's finance committee
headed by John S. Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn. This fund does
not include BAB's separate budget.
It compares to $549,000 for the
current fiscal year (also excluding
separate BAB fund). BAB has operated this year on a $186,592
budget. TV, of course, will have
its own $150,000 budget. A number of NAB department heads and
staff employes were granted raises
by the board.
Funds Made Available
The board made $5,000 available
for a study of the operator employment situation and presentation before the FCC of proposals to relaxation of technical requirements.
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo., is chairman of a board committee studying this problem.
By-laws of NAB were drastically rewritten by the NAB board
in Florida, in line with revisions
drafted by the By-Laws Committee headed by Frank U. Fletcher,
WARL Arlington, Va. Mr. Fletcher, assisted by NAB staff officials,
had prepared a paragraph-by-paragraph revision encompassing the
changes required to bring TV into
the association on an autonomous
basis.
First, several changes must be
made in the charter when NAB is
reconstituted as NARTB. The name
must be changed; proviso requiring board to meet not less than
three times a year, also on call of
the president, must be changed to
once a year; three-fourths vote of
board required for election of officers (it formerly was two-thirds);
chairman of board to be added as
an officer of corporation.
Summary of principal changes in
the by-laws, as submitted to the
membership for approval, follows:
Object of NARTB has been broad-

ened to include developments
the arts of "aural and visi
broadcasting in all its forms."
As in NAB, provision is ma
for both active and associate me
berships. There are two classes
actives — radio and television. A
and FM stations may be acti
radio members, along with n
works. Heretofore networks he
merely been associates but n
they have their choice of act
or associate radio membership si
ject to approval of the radio boa
In the case of television, bt
station and network operators ir
be members.
Associate members are entit
to attend membership meetin
speak from the floor, exhibit pr
ucts and services, and rece
NARTB services. Associates c:
not vote except on committees.
The board shall call special
sociation meetings of all assoc
tion members on request of a fi
of the active members (forme
the figure was 100 members), x
radio and television boards can <
special meetings on request ol
fifth of their particular membi
A quorum consists of 10% of J
active members compared to 2
formerly.
Dues of radio members are to
fixed by the radio board on
basis of range of income. T<
vision dues are to be fixed by
television board. The overall bo
is to fix dues of associates.
Total number of directors
fixed at not over 42 — 25 maxim
for radio and 14 for televis
Directorships are to be held by
board chairman
and presid
Radio directors are to be ele(
by each of the 17 radio distr
plus two at-large directors
large AM stations, two for med
AM stations, two for small AM
tions,
two at-large
for FM groups
stations,has ]'
vided an
least 25 members.
The TV board is to consist
NAB CRITICIZED
By Resigning Kops, WA
NAB's failure "to take an agg
sive stand" in the Lorain, C
case involving use of allegedly f
fair competitive methods bj I
newspaperdrew
competing
station
criticismwith
lasta r-1
vl
from Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ ] 1
Haven.
In resigning from NAB
Kops and his partner, Victor 1
Knauth, wrote President Jul
Miller about a number of (I
plaints covering NAB service 1
reminded they had suggeste I
"vigorous" defense of radio 1
tions by NAB just as the All
fought for rights of member n 1

papers.

more,
2 orsale
Why dobuy
s jc
1 big
on "RADIO BALTIMOR,
epE'*<?0. WB
Ai
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I representatives of TV station
jnbers. At least two of the nine
| to represent TV-only stations,
rnore depending on the ratio of
ionly stations to the total TV
imbership. Each TV network
i designate a director, but the
•vorks may not have more than
r directors on the TV board,
director can represent more
i one classification and no memcompany can have more than
; director on either the radio or
vision boards.
adio directors will hold office
two years, as now is the case,
ing under a staggered system.
■jy
will be station
elected as
at present.
elevision
directors
will
t their terms this year and
,re until the 1952 convention,
y will be elected at the annual
zention.
two-term limit is placed on all
ctors except directors repre. ing TV networks,
he NARTB board will consist of
radio and TV directors plus
chairman of the board and
ddent.
7he radio board can determine
•ciation policies affecting radio
nbers; fix radio dues; issue
dards of practice or codes for
,| o, and allocate funds received
In radio dues.
TV Board Authority
he TV board can determine askbation policies affecting TV
! ibers; fix TV dues; issue stand>n|a of practice or codes for TV,
rim allocate funds received from
dues.
)J Dwers of the board (radio and
W, combined) are defined as foltr
. determine the overall policies
he association with respect to
I crs of general interest to all
iMl bers; to take title to real and
i onal property in the name of the
, : ciation; to execute mortgages
trust deeds on such property to
re payment of some; to borrow
: sy in behalf of the association;
""'icourage the organization of state
ciations; to elect by three-fourths
J, of its members a chairman of
tvoard, a president and secretaryuirer upon such terms and condi! as it may deem proper; to direct
.. L fficers to do all things necessary
arry out the policies, functions
Mlactivities of the association; to
o e the annual budget for the
ram of the association for the
IP year;
ovided, however, the board of di(>>rs is not authorized to take acbehalf of the association
.-.01 j on
respect to any determinations
it ' Hin authorized to be made by the
mZ
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^rATION
/ITH
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bigwallop!
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EVALUATES
NAB
Baker Directs Survey
SEARCHING look into its own
work will be taken by NAB when
results of a self -evaluation survey
have been analyzed by the NAB
Research Dept., directed by Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker.
Questionnaires covering 36 operations are being returned by
stations — members and non-members alike. They provide for four
types of evaluation — approve, not
interested, disapprove, never
heard about it.
The questions deal with specific
operations and services rather than
the work of any department or officer, the association feeling that
many services involve cooperative
effort by many individuals and departments.
The detailed listing, it is felt,
will have a public relations value
since many non-members do not
realize the spread of NAB functioning and many members are not
well informed on what they get
for their dues.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
Voice of Democracy contest, legal,
labor and recording standards are
covered in the opening questions.
Others deal with inter-industry
meetings, Broadcast Advisory
Council, government relations, intra-association meetings, operating
cost studies, FM promotion, trade
press relations and related matters.
Closing the questionnaire are
blanks for comments on NAB
functions.
radio or television boards, but shall
limit its jurisdiction to matters of
general interest to all its members
and adversely affecting neither television nor radio.
The language covering duties of
the chairman of the board and the
president-general manager follows :
OFFICERS
Section 1. Chairman of the Board.
It shall be the duty of the chairman
of the board to preside at all meetings of the association and of the
board of directors; and he may preside at meetings of the radio and television boards at the request of such
boards. He shall have such other
duties and responsibilities as may be
prescribed by the board of directors.
Section 2. President. It shall be
the duty of the president to execute
faithfully the policies of the board of
directors, the radio board and the
television board, and to assist such
boards at all times in the determination of policies.
The president shall be responsible
for the management of the affairs of
the association including, but not
limited to, the employment, direction
and supervision of the officers and
employes of the association except
as provided in Article VII Section
2-A.
The president shall, not less than
45 days before the end of the fiscal
year, present a report to the board
of directors on the progress of the
association's work in the current
fiscal year to date and expenditures
to date to carry out that program together with his estimate of expenditures to carry on the program for
the remainder of the fiscal year. He
shall at the same time present, for
approval of the board of directors,
his estimate of budget requirements

• Telecasting

for the program of the association
for the ensuing fiscal year.
He shall at the same time present
for approval of the radio board of
directors and the television board of
directors his estimate of separate
budget requirements for their respective programs for the ensuing fiscal

PRESS

CONTROL
Asked by Talmadge
THREE BILLS were introduced
into the Georgia state legislature
last week, all under sponsorship
of Gov. Herman Talmadge, to curb
newspaper
the
state and to"monopolies"
require thatinequal
display be given replies to charges
made by local papers.
The governor's action in part
was allegedly aimed at the Atlanta
Journal and Constitution, with
which he reportedly has had longstanding differences. The Constitution was recently merged with
the Journal under ownership of
former Gov. James Cox of Ohio.

The president, by virtue of his
office, unless otherwise serving as a
year.
director, shall become a member of
the board of directors upon his election as president, to serve during his
term of office. The president may
preside at meetings of the association, and the radio board and the
television board at the request of
such boards; and he shall name the
members of all standing and special
committees from the members of any
employe of any member and prescribe
their duties. He shall be a member
ex-officio, with right to vote on all
committees.
He shall be entitled to make and
execute for and on behalf of this
association, contracts for employment
for a period not to exceed one year;
Provided, with the approval of the
respective boards of directors where
applicable such contracts may be
made for a period of not to exceed
three years.
The secretary-treasurer acts under the supervision of the president, the proposed by-laws specify.
The combined board must meet
at least once a year. The president,
or acting president, may on five
days written notice call a special
meeting of the combined board, or
radio or television board. A third
of the membership of such boards
may notify the secretary-treasurer
to call a special meeting.
A majority of the full board
will constitute a quorum. This
applies also to the Radio and TV
boards except that in the case of
the TV board a majority of those
present may not represent networks
or stations owned and operated by
networks in order to constitute a

The
papers operate WSB-AM-FMTV there.
It was reported that through
the bills Gov. Talmadge seeks (1)
authority for the courts to dissolve "newspaper monopolies,"
suits being ordered filed by the
governor through the attorney
general; (2) to make papers subject to libel suits in any county
in which they have circulation of
50 papers, and (3) to make papers
subject to some form of regulation
by the state and require them to
give equal space and prominence
to the reply of any person attacked
by the paper.
GODFREY

CASE

Singer Sues Star, Network
ARTHUR GODFREY and CBS
were sued for $250,000 damages
last week by a Hawaiian singer
who claimed the defendants
squirmed out of a promise that she
would appear on Mr. Godfrey's
program and earn a minimum of
$250 a week for three months.
The singer, Mikilani Fo, alleged
that although either Mr. Godfrey
or CBS — she was not sure which
— paid her way to New York from
Honolulu, she was not given a
chance to perform on the air and
no earnings whatever materialized.
Miss Fo said in her complaint,
filed in New York Supreme Court,
that she won a talent contest presided over by Mr. Godfrey when
he visited Hawaii last summer.
CBS had no comment on the suit.

quorum.
Except for the TV board, vacancies are to be filled by election
if the unexpired term is 90 or more
days although a director already
elected for the succeeding term
will fill such an unexpired term.
Service during such unexpired
terms isn't involved in the twoterm limitation on consecutive
terms served. TV network vacancies are to be filled by the network;
other TV vacancies by the TV
board.
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(Continued from page 4)

...at

HEARINGS

START

FEB. 21

ON RADIO-TV CONTROL
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.) announced
Friday Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, of which he is chairman, will start
hearings Feb. 21 on Defense' Dept.'s controversial radio-TV control plan. Committee will
hold open sessions on Sen. Johnson's bill
(S 537) which would empower the President
to control broadcast signals "in the interest
of national security" (see early story page 25).
Among groups which indicated they will appear are: Dept. of Defense (probably Maj.
General Francis L. Ankenbrandt), FCC (Comr.
George E. Sterling and /or Chief Engineer
Curtis Plummer), NAB (President Justin
Miller, Government Relations Director Ralph
Hardy and/or Engineering Director Neal McNaughten) and possibly Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. A few individual broadcasters also have
requested opportunity to appear, committee
authorities said. Others wishing to give views
should inform committee, it was stressed.
EDUCATION TV FORUM
MERITS of TV in education to be discussed
Feb. 13 on ABC Town Hall program, 9-9:45
p. m. by Telford Taylor, counsel for Joint Committee for Educational Television; Charles A.
Siepmann, head of communications, New York
U. School of Education; Ralph W. Hardy, NAB
government relations director; Robert J.
Landry, editor of Space & Time; Edwin A.
Falk, counsel for Television Broadcasters Assn.
Program to be under auspices of National
Assn. of Secondary School Principals, with
topic, "Is Television an Asset or Liability to
Education?"
TRANSIT CASE FEB. 14
TRANSIT RADIO complaint of Washington
Attorneys Franklin S. Pollack and Guy Martin
to be argued Wednesday in U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. Appeal is from order of Public
Utilities Commission finding WWDC-FM
Washington broadcasts on Capital Transit Co.
vehicles are not contrary to public interest. Argument, previously set Jan. 29 [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan. 1], was delayed to Feb. 14
because of illness of Paul Segal, broadcast
attorney, who is to argue for appellants.
FRASER JOINS PABST
FORREST L. FRASER, director of grocery
merchandising for Kroger Co., has been appointed to newly-created position of executive
vice president of Pabst Sales Co., Chicago. He
will join firm April 1.
KENNEDY JOINS MAXON
EARL KENNEDY, formerly with Young &
Rubicam, New York, to Maxon Inc., New York,
in charge of all radio and television production.
RAYMOND

GETS

POST

MICHAEL A. RAYMOND, formerly with Lennen & Mitchell, New York, named vice president and director of Dowd-Redfield & Johnstone, New York.
Page 86
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ABC, CBS TV AFFILIATES
HOLD NEW YORK SESSIONS
MORE

THAN 20 ABC-TV affiliates were represented at all-day meeting held Friday in New
York, starting with tour of ABC-TV studio
building. Business session included discussions
of programming, sales, engineering, Washington situation and allocation of inter-connection
facilities.
CBS Thursday afternoon held session on network facilities allocation problems for telecasters affiliated with CBS-TV.
BLAIR

CHICAGO

OFFICES

BLAIR-TV, Chicago, has moved into separate
quarters from John Blair & Co. in McGrawHill Bldg. Company also announces physical
separation of its AM and TV offices in Russ
Bldg., San Francisco, where Lindsey Spight
is devoting fulltime to TV. Jim Richards,
formerly with sales staff of KFRC San Francisco, joins Blair there as assistant to Bill
Peavey on AM. Prior to joining KFRC after
war, during which he was Navy lieutenant
assigned to USS Saratoga, Mr. Richards was
with National Cash Register Co.
ATOM SECURITY HEARING
HEARINGS indicated Friday by Congressional
Joint Atomic Energy Committee on security
case involving ABC Commentator Paul Harvey's "unauthorized entry" into Argonne
atomic-experiment plant (see early story, page
30). Authorities said Sen. Brien McMahon
(D-Conn.), chairman, would call in Atomic
Energy Commission and Dept. of Justice, but
denied published report findings would be made
public. Session will be closed. Committee
reportedly received confidential reports from
both departments.
WILSON NAMES FLEMMING
APPOINTMENT of Dr. Arthur S. Flemming,
president, Ohio Wesleyan U., as assistant to director in charge of nation's manpower program,
announced Friday by Charles E. Wilson, director of the Office of Defense Mobilization. Dr.
Flemming will preside over newly-formed ODM
Manpower Policy Committee, which will advise
Mr. Wilson on manpower problems, including
allocation of manpower to meet essential civilian and military requirements (see story
page 19).
AP GETS AWARD
ASSOCIATED Press wire service granted
$18,559.82 verdict by U. S. District Court, Los
Angeles, in suit against Broadcasting Corp. of
America, AP announced Friday. BCA stations
involved were KPRO Riverside, KYOR Blythe,
KREO Indio and KROP Brawley, all California, it was stated. Verdict represents
$3,327.37 arrears for service to stations and
damages of $15,284.45 for breach of contract
with AP, according to news service.
WOLFE ELECTED V-P
CLIFFORD H. WOLFE, account executive,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, named
vice president.

stations or modified facilities, broadcaster;
complaints about inordinate delays at FCC i
handling of even routine matters are contim
ing. Processing lines, which should have bee
current months ago, aren't even inching fpi
ward, according to some complainants.
SEABROOK FARMS frozen foods throug
Hilton & Riggio, New York, preparing hal:
million dollar radio spot announcements, pai
ticipations and chain break campaign to stai
March 12 for 52 weeks in about 50 market
RADIO Correspondents Assn., which cancelk
Presidential dinner last month, expects to ho]
function without Chief Executive. Tentath
plans call for combined cocktail-buffet in earl
April. Attendance will be on personal invit;
tion basis, with John Edwards, ABC, headin
Arrangements Committee. Tentative site: N:
tional Press Club auditorium.
FIRST NON-NAB member station to sign u
with BAB is WGGA Gainesville, Ga., owned 1
Daily Times. E. F. MacLeod, station ma)
ager, last week buttonholed Allen M. Wooda
WDAK Columbus, NAB and BAB directo
and was promptly signed.
BUCHANAN & CO., New York, has recoi
mended spot radio and television campaign
All-American Airlines to start in March. D
cision from advertiser expected soon.
NAMES of new directors to be elected Mari
1 by Broadcast Advertising Bureau board ke
under cover but it's known there hasn't bei
single turndown by those invited. Membersh
to be expanded from five to 25. Ready accei
ance by invitees seen by BAB directors
reflection of confidence placed in new projei
RICHARD C. PATTERSON, former executi
vice president
has been
in dip'f
matic
service of
forNBC
last who
decade,
is slated
promotion to Ambassador to Switzerland. 1
has served for past several years as Ambf
sador to Guatemala. ,
BLUEPRINT for creation of Broadcast B
reau of FCC, part of overall staff reorgani2
tion along functional lines, due to reach Co:
mission for action shortly after Chairm
Wayne Coy's scheduled March return fr<
vacation. Staff work on project is still in pre
ress.
AMERICAN
Legion and Radio-Televisi
Mfrs. Assn. close to agreement on plan
provide TV sets on cost basis to military a
veterans' hospitals, and similar agencies sei
ing GIs.
LYDIA
PINKHAM,
Lynn, Mass., throuj
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, planning ea
spring spot announcement radio campaign. |
THOMAS

HEADS

AFA

GROUP

EUGENE S. THOMAS, WOR-TV New Yo
NAB director and chairman of NAB's
board, named chairman of Program Comn
tee for Advertising Federation of Americ
47th annual convention, to be held June 10 i
at Chase Hotel, St. Louis. Appointment m; I
by Graham Patterson, AFA board chairm
Y&R DUTIES TO MEADE
EVERARD W. MEADE, vice president A
director of radio and television, Young & Ru I
cam, New York, and supervisors in his
partment will take over duties of Roland Gil' i
vice president in charge of production, vl
has resigned [Broadcasting • Telecasti S
Feb. 5]. No replacement will be made.
BROADCASTING
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Chicago 11
Illinois
Clear Channel Station..,
50,000 Watts
720
Serving the Middle West Wfj
On Your Dial
MBS
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4

REPRESENTED BY PETRY
The live-wire Petry organization knows
the WGAR story first-hand. Periodically,
WGAR presents these facts graphically
to Petry men. Pictured here are John B.
Garfield and Carl George in a recent meeting at the Ambassador. When you need
facts about WGAR's market, coverage,
programming, availabilities, promotion
and publicity services, contact your nearest
Petry man.

1000

INTERROGATOR INTERROGATED
WGAR investigates every public service possibility.
When Senator Estes Kefauver conducted his hearings
in Cleveland, WGAR carried the actual proceedings.
Special-events Director Don Hyde (left) reversed the
procedure and questioned the Senator, bringing to
WGAR listeners an enlightening interview.

WGAR

-ffie SPOT

-for SPOT

RADIO

LADIES FIRST?
If your first consideration is
to reach ladies first, reach
A WGAR

them lady
through
Cleveland's
first
of radio,
awardwinning Esther Mullin. Miss
Mullin conducts "Ladies
Day", highest Hooperated of
all women's programs originated in Cleveland. "Ladies
Day" is presented every
weekday morning, Monday
through Friday. Ask about
availabilities.

ADVERTISER

Here's one man who knows what's
brewing! He is Mr. P. G. Byrnes,
Advertising Manager of Brewing
Corporation of America, Cleveland.
Mr. Byrnes, who has had wide
experience in the advertising field,
points out the superior qualities
of Carling's Black Label Beer and
Red Cap Ale to John B. Garfield,
Sales Manager of WGAR.
WGAR
Cleveland
50,000 WATTS . . . CBS

AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Represented Nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
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Influence

Except

The LOCAL GOVERNMENT? The CHURCHES?'9
Replies on each institution or medium were recorded before
Here are the results:
asking about the next one.

inually

ADULT APPRAISAL OF SCHOOLS, NEWSPAPERS, RADIO,
GOVERNMENT AND CHURCHES
(Figures are weighted percentages of all questioned in radio-equipped homesyj
LOCAL
RADIO
WOMEN
NEWSPAPERS
GOVERNMENT CHURCHES
SCHOOLS
this area they
3.6%
13.2%
23.2%
7.
doing:"
An excellent job
45.6
A good job
63.
69.2
64.6
19.6.
13.2
22.0
6.9
1.0
Only a fair job
2.
4.6
A poor job
24.2
3.4
4.9
Don't know
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
MEN
this area they
.0.4
20.4%
3.8%
12.2%
7. 3%
doing:"
An excellent job 10.7%
51.5
66.7
60.1
A good job
65.6
70.9
24.6
18.0
13.0
7.5
7.1
1.5
Only a fair job
A poor job
4.
1
0.8
m
2.4
5. 0
12.6
Don't know
5.0
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

c nts weekh

i'Figures have been weighted to give correct influence to women and to men in urban,
village and farm homes.

LEOASTIN
on Page 55

In
are

"In

II,
10

are

WORK

Highly

'Ms you know, the schools, the newspapers, the
local government, each has a different job to do.
Around HERE, ivould you say the SCHOOLS are
doing an excellent, good, fair or poor job? How
about the NEWSPAPERS? The RADIO STATIONS?

Page 25

IV lephone Hour'
«■ 12th Year
Page 28

More

In order to determine what Iowa people think of the job
radio is doing in this State, the 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey asked the following question of every adult in the
9,110 Iowa families surveyed:

Charts Sales
e With SPAC

I

COMMUNITY

Than

Any

Churches
Notice that except for churches,
Iowa men and women believe that
radio is doing the best job in their
community. When Iowa families
think of radio, they think of
WHO more often than any other
station because WHO is "heard
regularly" by 72.8% of Iowa's
radio homes in the daytime —
by 72.5% at night. Hence their
wholehearted approval is a testimonial to WHO's outstanding
programming ... its awareness
of civic responsibility . . . and
its ability to furnish Iowa listeners
with finest radio service.
Get all the facts about Iowa radio
listening. Send for your free
copy of the 1950 Iowa Radio
Audience
Survey, today!

WIHI®

I owe?

PLUS

Des Moines . . . 50,000

#

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

LOUISVILLE

RADIO

LISTENERSHIP

m

7^m
(BEFORE HOOPER)
The figures here are taken from a 7 to 8 A. M.
coincidental radio li^tenership survey just completed
by the University of Louisville, the most intensive such
survey ever made in Louisville. The number of homes
called during each quarter hour period was twice the
usual sample size. And note, particularly, sets-in-use figures.
SHARE
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STATIONS
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in use
17.1 %)

(Sets
in use
14%)

(Sets
in use
13.9%)

(Sets
in use
18%)

50,000 WATTS
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1A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

tn

*

840 KILOCYCLES

and

rffl

INCORPORATED

•

ESTABLISHED 1922

selling

Market

•

ASSOCIATED

• NEIL D. CLINE, So/es Direc/c
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

AVERAGE
PER

INCOME

FARM

$5,280

HOUSEHOLD

In the 49-county BMB area of Station WO WO, you'll
find 116,251 farms. . with average income of $5,280
per farm household!
And

in the same

of more

area, you can count an annual total

than $730,000,000

in manufacturing

wages!

It's mighty hard to find any area where your radio
advertising dollar can buy anywhere near such

-4.

widespread

coverage

of such

a

prosperous

and

diversified audience. For availabilities, check WO WO
or Free & Peters.

FORT
NBC

WAYNE
AFFILIATE

Radio — America's Great Advertising Medium
WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS Inc
KYW . KDKA • K EX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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RANKS of Washington-bound executives
bolstering defense effort soon will be augmented by executive vice president of one of
larger New York advertising agencies. He's
to take consultant post with Voice of America
at less than one-fifth his agency stipend of
$55,000 yearly.
PROSPECT OF DETAILED hearings before
Senate Foreign Relations Committee on contest over ratification of new NARBA Treaty
having to do with allocations of broadcast
frequencies among North American nations now
in prospect. State Dept. has requested detailed hearing to parry reported opposition of
clear-channel stations and key witness probably will be FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde,
who was chairman of U. S. delegation.
WHOLE ISSUE OF clear channels will arise
in hearing before Senate Foreign Relations
Committee re NARBA. Purported duplication
of same network programs on clear-channel
stations may become an issue to be raised by
FCC. One network — -ABC — long has advocated an "equitable distribution" of high-power
stations among networks in order to provide
what it characterizes as desirable distribution of service and which would presumably
make all old-line networks horizontally competitive as to wave lengths and power distribution.
PROCTER & GAMBLE launches radio spot
campaign March 12 for Cheer (detergent)
using 10 to 25 spots weekly in 32 markets.
Advertiser also will use television spots, 8 to
10 weekly, evenings, in four markets. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is agency.
THOUGH several lively contests feature balloting for several NAB directorships, voting
is surprisingly light on eve of Tuesday deadline.
LEVER BROS. Surf (detergent) through N.
W. Ayer & Son, New York, which has already
expanded in many states and is now running
in about 100 markets, will expand considerably in upcoming months, coincident with distribution.
ANY DAY NOW announcement will be made
of appointment of Arthur R. Treanor as director of Printing & Publishing Div. of National Production Authority, which will handle
paper allotments. Mr. Treanor, part-owner of
WOOD Grand Rapids and well-known in newspaper circles, held same position at War Production Board during World War II. His
associate in ownership of WFDF Flint, Harry
Bitner Sr., former top newspaper executive,
also was an incumbent in that office during
a portion of World War II.
WITH baseball play-by-play slated to reach
record levels, professional leagues are taking
quick action to utilize radio cooperation in
boosting attendance.
ADVISORY role on important national emergency committee in works for Richard P.
(Continued on page 90)
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Feb. 19: NAB TV Board of Directors, Ad Club,
New York.
Feb. 20: Advertising Club of Washington RadioTV Seminar, Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Voice of Democracy Awards Luncheon,
Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 26-March 1: Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Que.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 88)

Bulletins
FIFTH ARMY, Chicago, has revised its recruiting advertising budget for fiscal year
1951-52 and will spend total of $275,000.
Schoenfeld, Huber & Green, Chicago, directs
campaign in 13 midwest states. Radio and
television will be used.
GRABHORN QUITS ABCREALIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
RESIGNATION of Murray Grabhorn, ABC
vice president in charge of owned and operated
stations, and of national, local and spot sales,
effective March 1; and realignment and appointment of personnel as part of program for
splitting network into "ABC Radio" and "ABCTV," announced Friday by network. Effective
March 5, James S. Pollak, formerly Souvaine
Co. and WPIX (TV) New York TV program
manager, appointed TV program manager for
WJZ-TV New York; Burke Crotty promoted
to assistant national director of TV program
production, and William Phillipson promoted
to assistant director of television, programs
and operations. All report to Alexander
Stronach, vice president in charge of television
programming.
James Connolly, vice president for radio station relations, to supervise network owned and
operated radio stations and national spot and
local radio sales; Otto Brandt, vice president
for television station relations, to supervise
owned and operated television stations, and
national spot and local TV sales, it also was
stated.
Resignation of Henry Cox, ABC New York
production department manager, to become
radio and television director for General Mills
Inc., and appointment of Leonard Blair, ABC
Central Division program manager in Chicago,
to succeed Mr. Cox, also was announced Friday.
MBS

NAMES

SEAVEY

HOLLIS SEAVEY, coordinator of news and
special events for MBS in Washington, appointed director of Washington operations of
Mutual.
CBS, ABC

INCOME

REPORTS

CBS reported gross sales of $4,386,910 and
operating revenue of $22,128,350 for last quarter of 1950 and ABC reported gross sales less
discounts, returns and allowances of $15,095,614, in information filed with Securities & Exchange Commission.

iness

Briefl

SPOT CAMPAIGN # General Foods sta
spot radio campaign in 27 markets for e
Satina or La France. Agency, Foote, Co
Belding, New York.
STERLING SHIFT # Sterling Drug sta
sponsorship of News of Tomorrow on i
10:30-10:45 p.m., Mon.-Thurs., Feb. 26 in
of April 2 as previously announced. Ag
Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample, New York.
SHOE SPONSOR O General Shoe (
Nashville (Edgewood Shoe Co.'s Fri
shoes), effective Feb. 20 starts sponsorsh
Going ■ Places With Betty Betz on AB<
Tues., 7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency, Andersc
Cairns, New York.
CROSLEY RENEWAL # Crosley Div
Avco Mfg. Corp., renews 30-minute seg
of Your Show of Shows on NBC-TV f<i
weeks effective March 10, 9-9:30 p.m. Ag
Benton & Bowles, New York.
SUPPORT GIVEN PLAN
FOR TV ASCAP SURVEY
SUPPORT to the proposal of Clair R
Collough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., tha'
vey be made to determine exactly how
TV station operators are interested in t,
per program licenses from ASCAP came
an eastern telecaster.
In letter to Eugene S. Thomas, chai
NAB-TV board, this station executive
that short questionnaire be sent to a,
stations, asking whether they want pei;
gram licenses, whether they support
taken by TV Per Program Committee
fusing to consider payment of royalti
announcements adjacent to programs co |
ing ASCAP music or whether they wou J
cept such payments as necessary to
court action, and whether they will ] ■
financial support to this or any other in< ;
committee acting for them in ASCAP
tiations.
This proposed questionnaire
be
discussed
at today's
meeting
board
(see NAB
story, page
27). of NANAB TO GIVE VIEWS
ON RADIO-TV TAXES
BROADCASTERS' views on proposed i
taxes on radio and TV sets will be pre [fl
by Ralph W. Hardy, NAB director of g e
ment relations, before House Ways & I
Committee. Exact hearing dates on pjj
als to be set this week.
In letter requesting appearance, Mr. n
plans formal statement and availabili
interrogation. Since tax was proposed I
has received "unprecedented volume" cc
respondence from AM, FM and TV I
casters, both in and out of its memb ^
vigorously protesting the legislation a: III
NAB stressed that broadcasters belie I
criminatory."
should have wide distribution for inform j.oi
and educational purposes, particularly i:ffl
ent national emergency. Such a tax, I
contended, would tend to limit distribut I
BROADCASTING
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CHANNEL 7
(vDEL-

TV

WILMIN

GTON,

THIS

MARKET

IS *

CHASES, HAS THE HIGHEST
OF ANY

IN RETAIL
PER CAPITA

DEL.

STORE

PUR-

EXPENDITURE

STATE.
Standard metropolitan Wilmington, Delaware
area showed following increases in the ten years,
1940 to 1950.
INCREASE
Population
20%
Dollar volume retail sales
178%
Dollar volume wholesale sales
209%
Dollar volume service trades
154%
In
the
nine
year
period,
1939
to
1948,
employment
rose 34%%.
Data from 1950 Census of Population and 1948 Census of Business, figures released
December 1950.

WDEL-TV is the only television station located in this market which is
first in the nation — and growing all the time.
A Steinman Station
NBC
TV-Affiliate

WDEL-TV effectively reaches this richest market with NBC and
Du Mont network shows, many popular local daytime and evening
programs.
WDEL-TV — the TV must on your schedule.

Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER

Associates*

new york • los anceles • san francisco • Chicago

•
>ADCASTING
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING

FALL 1950

CITY ZONE

SHARE

OF

RADIO

WBIG
8:00 A.M.-12:00 N.
Monday thru Friday

38.7

12:00 N.-6:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

GREENSBORO, N. C.

11th Hour ASCAP Music Meet Urged
McDaniel Heads RTMA
Westinghouse Stations Join BAB
NBC Sales Drive Set at SPAC Meet

23
23
2'
2.'

AFRA
Stage Pickets
Set for Lang-Worth
McFarland Bill
Communication Role Emphasized in CD Planning...
Haverlin Leads NARTB Prospects
'Telephone Hour' — 12th Year of Radio Good Will
Radio Successes Cited at Ad Meet
Appeals Court Hears Transit FM Case
Industry Plans Stand on Control Bill
Benton to Submit Plea for Stronger 'Voice'
TELECASTING Starts on Page 55

2'.'
2{
2i
2j
2
2'j
3
3
3

DEPARTMENTS
New Business
Agency Beat
12 On
All Accounts . .
Aircasters
74
Allied Arts
78 On Dotted Line
Editorial
48
FCC Actions 82 Open
Our Respects
To
Mike
FCC
Roundup
Promotions,
Premiums
Feature
of Week ... 8710 Programs.
Front Office
50 Strictly Business
Upcoming
WASHINGTON ■ HEADQUARTERS.

AUDIENCE

STATION STATION
"B"
"C"
27.9

22.7

42.3

16.7

19.1

6:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
Sunday thru Saturday

52.4

20.3

16.7

TOTAL AVERA6E TIME PERIODS

44.5

21.6

19.5

WBIG

Gilbert M. Hutchison, President

SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frar
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred Fit
gerald,toNews
Tyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berly
Assii
ants
the Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, John H. Kearney, Wilson
McCarthy, John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones, Pat Kow;
czyk, Doris Lord, Allen Riley, Jean D. Statz, Kei
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisht
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Wi
field R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; Geor
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevei
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Scha
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasun
Irving Weston.
C. Miller, Auditor and. Office Manage
Eunice
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN
COSGROVE, Manager; Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Mot
Warren Sheets.
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL:
Edwin H.
James,
488 Madison
Ave.,
Zone N '
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; P<
Dickerson,
Assistant
to
New
York
Editor;
Gretcr
Groff, Martha Koppel.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Direct
Eleanor R. Manning.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; J; I
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
_
_ Taft Building, Hollywc ;
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Gli
man, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0'<
James Montagnes.

CBS Affiliate
EST. 1926
represented by Hollingbery

5000 watts

Broadcasting Publications
* Magazine wasInc.,founded
Broadcasting
using inthe1931ti
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the F. I
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.* was acquired in 3 1
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Ir jj
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Cop
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TRUGGLE
S
AMERICA'S
TO

REARM

STARTS
HERE

A vital part of our rearming program is the
effort of 600,000 men
and women who work
for more than 200
SQUEEZING the last possible ton of production
from every piece of existing equipment. Bigger
and more powerful turbo -blowers are being
added to blast furnaces to speed up their production of pig iron. Many other new improvements are making steel mills produce above
former capacity.

companies in the steel
industry. They are

BUILDING new steel mills at the fastest speed in
history. Steel is being made now at the rate of
more than 104 million tons per year. All the
steel plants in the rest of the world can't equal
this, but new equipment will add at least 13 million tons by the end of 1952.

PROVIDING new ore, fuel and transportation
facilities to keep pace with the growth of this
world's champion industry. New Great Lakes
carrier modeled below will speed ore to blast
furnaces ... a 1200 -ton -per -day furnaces uses
more than 3700 tons of raw material per day.

doing these 3 things:

3

THE STORY OF steel in America is too big
to tell in a single page. But you should know the
story of this vital battle for production. Write
for a reprint of the interesting article from
STEELWAYS, "Steel Rolls Up Its Sleeves."
American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth
Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

NG

• Telecasting
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ANY

ADVERTISER

CAN

AND

MOST

ADVERTISERS

SHOULD

...USE

t

Spo

Radio

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

EDWARD
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BY

PETRY

&

CO.,
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR

What's

the

in Ultima

Big News

Thule

?

That far land, so the dictionary says, is the
northernmost

part of the habitable world.

But, for many

a listener, the news of what

happens in a town two miles away is of
much more real and immediate interest.
That's why local news broadcasts, local
weather reports, have that special impact
that makes

for important audiences in the

particular markets
Radio.
World-wide

you choose with Spot

events get full coverage, nat-

urally. But it's the home-town touch that
makes loyal, personal friends for a station,
a newscaster — and his sponsor.
Put yourself into the local picture ... in great
markets, with great stations like these...

RADIO
Atlanta

WFAA

Baltimore Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )
(Ft. Worth J

KSO
WJR
KARM

Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno

MADISON

NEW

ADCASTING

AVE.

22
CITY
YORK
MU 8-0200

• Telecasting

CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

WHAS
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
wip
KPHO

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattje

KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS

Shreveport

KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WWVA
KFH

Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Tulsa
Wheeling
Wichita

THE YANKEE

488

MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC

Houston
Kansas City

KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI

TEXAS

LIST
NBC
NBC

NBC
NBC
ABC
M|S
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

NETWORK

QUALITY

Chicago

NBC
NBC
NBC

• los

NETWORK

angeles

Detroit • st. louis • Dallas
SAN FRANCISCO

February 19, 1951
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f-j
SOMMERS REXALL drug stores
of San Antonio have found that
in the formula for success, radio
advertising is a highly desirable
ingredient.
The Texas link sold more Rexall
products
anyother of theduring
Rexall 1949
chain than
in America. It's more than coincidence
that Sommers for the past five
years has carried an extensive
schedule on KABC San Antonio —
17 quarter hours a week.
John W. Fraser Jr., KABC
sales department, feels that Sommers' good showing is "a real
feather in the cap of the broadcasting industry."
The radio
campaign includes a

OVER
1,000,000
PER

daily newscast, a daily women's
show, a daily western show and
a sportscast on Saturday afternoon.

DAY

of the meek

INTERESTED
IF YOU'RE
IN RESULTS..

i

ou'll Find That,
i
in Milwaukee, WISN
Justin Dart (I), president, Rexall
Drug Co., was interviewed over
KABC during a visit to San Antonio by Monette Shaw, Sommers
radio personality, and Carter F.
Sommers, chairman of the board
of the 33-store chain.

Gives You Best Results, Because WISN
Maintains ListenerConf
mingiden
. ce Through
Better

Program

9
WRC

audience surveys

mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and

J$

strictly

Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.
Morning,

noon

and

night, Washington

area

people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of programming to fit any sales
requirement.

Page 10
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Mr. PETERSON

R.
Edwi
son,ago
al nsales
(Pete) mont
Peterhs
gener
A FEW
representative of Keystone
Broadcasting System, toted up his
lifetime billings and arrived at the
astronomical figure of $35 million.
Only a small part of this grand
total went to Keystone. Pete's
"harvest years" were from 1941
to 1948 when he was a salesman
for the Blue Network and ABC.
But since joining his present employer 18 months ago, he has sold
such accounts as General Mills,
Murine, American Medical Assn.
and U. S. Army — and Pete has
"barely scratched the surface."
With the exception of five years
during the depression and two
years of World War I, Pete Peter-

business

son has been a salesman since he
left business college 35 years ago.
He sold bonds for the old American Bond & Mortgage Co., Chicago, before he entered the service,
and after the Armistice returned
to La Salle St. and a six-year
tenure with the Continental Trust
& Savings Bank. He was with
Chicago's Federal Securities
Corp., later absorbed by the Central Republic Co., seven years, and
ran his own brokerage business for
two years. He left selling temporarily in 1936 to become supervisor of field investigators for the
Chicago Better Business Bureau,
but returned to his "chosen work"
in 1941 under General Manager
Ed Borroff
of the Blue Network's
Central
Division.
It was Pete Peterson who sold
Allis-Chalmers on sponsoring the
Boston Symphony Orchestra for
two years, and he brought Libby,
McNeill & Libby, Pillsbury, Kellogg and Toni to the network. He
also increased General Mills' billings substantially.
Mr. Peterson left ABC in 1948
to become Mutual's Central Division manager in Detroit. The following year he joined Keystone in
Chicago rather than accept a
MBS transfer to New York when
Frank White reorganized the network.
In Pete's book, "you must believe
in the medium you are selling,"
and he is completely sold on the
potential of Keystone. He notes a
"strong trend toward the use of
radio at the local level — especially
(Continued on page 76)

he

Best

and Network

Local
Shows

Are on WISN. That's
Why You Get More
(Satisfied) Listen
ers for Less Monej
on

WISN

Any

Than

Other

or

Station

Iou'll Like Doin^
Business WithWISN

BROADCASTING

• Teleca

(t's impossible...

■

. . .you can't cover

California's

Bonanza

Beeline

without
on-the-spot
radio
best availabilities on each without
Don't butcher your chances in the
line costs or clearance problems.
Beeline. That's one of the West's
Combination rates. Or use the
best markets — California's rich
BEELINE stations individually, to
central valleys plus nearby Reno
cover a major BEELINE trading
— with more buying power than
area. For instance . . .
Detroit . . . greater retail sales
than Philadelphia.*
To cover this market, you need
to use its oivn stations . . . the five
BEELINE stations. Because Beeline people are independent inlanders who prefer on-the-spot radio
to outside (Los Angeles or San
Francisco) radio.
On all five BEELINE stations,
you blanket all the Beeline. Choose

5

KOH RENO
Blankets 18 counties surrounding
Reno — whose wholesale grocery
trading area ranks 2nd in entire
country in per capita retail food
sales, with a quality index 53%
above U.S. average. BMB homecounty audience averages 86%
daytime, 90% at night.
'Sales Management's 1950 Copyrighted Survey

M'Clatchy
Broa
ting
• PAUL H. RAYMER
CO., National Representative
SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA dcas
Company
KWG
KOH
KERN
KFBK
Stockton (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bokersfield (CBS)
Sacramento (ABC)
Fresno
KMJ(NBC)
250 watts
1230 kc.
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
5000 watts
580 kc. .
1000 watts 1410 kc.
5000 watts, day;
1000
watts,
night
630 kc.

OADCASTING
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m

m

#
agency

Oklahoma
Only

50,000

City's
Watt

Station
RTHUR H. LUND, radio and TV director Campbell-Mithun Inc., Mil
neapolis, elected vice president. ALBERT R. WHITMAN, executi
vice president, named to board of directors. ERNES
W. TURNER, partner art studios of Spielman, Tayl
& Turner, L. A., appointed executive art director, a:
W. B. STUART-BULLOCK, copy chief Robert Orr
Assoc.. N. Y., named to assume major responsibilities
copy department.
SANFORD L. HIRSHBERG, vice president in char
of general accounts Norman D. Waters & Assoc., N.
elected executive vice president and director of agen<
Mr. Lund

F. MICHAEL CARROLL named vice president J.
Pershall Agency, Chicago.

ERNEST
former vice
head president,
of own agency,
Ernest
N.
Y., andDAVIDS,
administrative
Dorland
Inc.,Davids
N. Y.,Co."
electIn'
treasurer of Dorland. CATHRYN C. MILLETT, junior partner Ern<
Davids Co., named
secretary Dorland Inc., replacing MARY
SHAUNTY, resigned.

on all accounts

dyna
WilliamtheVon
Zehle
youth
, mic
WHEN
ed inhis1947
y, ful,
found
own agenc
one
:
ague
colle
observed "The wonder
isn't that Bill is an agency president at 34; the wonder is that he's
Today, five years later, Mr. Von
Zehle's
only
34."agency bills close to $5
million annually, and the wonder
still persists that one man could
have done so much in such a comparatively short span.

Page 12
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Sound Systems. In 1932 Mr. \\
Zehle joined his first radio statr
WNEW New York, as a first
gineer. He also sold and annoum
for the station's remote progra
in Westchester and Harlem.
1935 he moved to WHN New Yc
(now WMGM) as engineer
announcer.
Three years later he went abrc
to study radio stations in eiji
different countries. Upon his
turn Mr. Von Zehle joined M<
as a salesman. C

A rapid essarily
andincomplete
necyear later he mc
to NBC Consolida
rundown of his caRadio Artists as
reer will reveal
dio director. Foi
something of his
endocrine capacity if
short period in l!
not his versatility.
he was a salesn
He was born in
for WINS N<
New York on Jan.
York, then he
turned to MCA
10, 1912, partly
and wasat
director of the ra
educated
division in the I
Dartmouth. These
were his first and
lywood office. (
year in
laterNewhe Yt
last leisurely mileback
stones.
as
a
salesman,
o
In 1928 he got his
first job as a final
again for WINS,
maining for the n
assembly worker at
three years. In 1 j
his own agency
the American Aeronautical Corp. One
Mr. VON ZEHLE
year later he joined
formed in pai'ti
the F. A. Peel Glide
sis
Kathleen Banks,shipwhowith
alsohis
is se<[
Boat Co. In 1930 he formed the tary of the firm. And somewl)
Woman's Organization for Na- in his wide-ranging Odyssey
tional Prohibition Reform and functioned as a band leader
built all the mobile public address
boatman and an anti-Nazi obser
systems for the committee which in darkest Hitler Germany.
urged — as did Mr. Von Zehle—
Reducing his orbit but not S
repeal of the 18th Amendment. A activity for the past five ye;||
few months later he formed the
(Continued on page 79)
company known as New Rochelle
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii
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Obviously

beat

OUTSTANDING
VID P. THOMAS appointed radio-TV director Kal, Ehrlich & MerWashington. Was with promotion department New York Times.
LLIAM K. BROOKS, copywriter Kansas City office Rogers & Smith
, appointed assistant copy director.
'
I
T & BROCKSON Inc., Chicago, and McCARTY CO., PittsBHARD
gh, will merge May 1, to be known as MARSTELLER, GEBHARDT
iEED. New officers will be E. A. GEBHARDT, board chairman;
LLIAM A. MARSTELLER, president, and R. S. REED Jr., execu: vice president and manager of Pittsburgh office.
iN C. ROBB, account executive The Caples Co., L. A., to Walter
Dreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
3N A. McCLAVE, vice president and treasurer Lewis & Gilman Inc.,
la., elected president Phila. Advertising Golf Assn. ROBERT G.
LDER, public relations department Lewis & Gilman, elected member
lational public relations committee of Reserve Officers Assn. of United
ittes.
IRY SCHUEPBACH,
vice, S. F.

Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F., to Long Adv.

GERT GODLEY, advertising and public relations freelance writer,
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y., as copywriter for radio and TV.
3K EARLY, account executive Beaumont & Hohman, S. F., to Wank
tVank Adv., S. F., March 1 in same capacity.
ORGE GALLUP, advertising research authority, public opinion
tistician and director of research Young & Rubicam, N. Y., will be
tured speaker at second annual Advertising Institute March 16-17 at
lory U, Atlanta.

WMBD
Rich

the

Dominates
Peoriarea

Market

The USAF F-86 Sabre jet fighter is setting up an amazing record of
performance in Korea. Exceeding the speed of sound, its speed, firepower
and maneuverability make it one of our most devastating weapons.
Sensational as this amazing fighter is, however, it's PEOPLE that
account fo: its dominant performance. It's the pilot, the ground crew
and other manpower working as
a TEAM

^HARD TYLER, radio-TV timebuyer McCann-Erickson, S. F., asles additional duty of outdoor media buyer. KEITH LANNING will
ist him. JOSEPH R. FOX continues as media director. ALLEN G.
XES, newspaper spacebuyer for agency, also will be magazine and
de paper spacebuyer.

that keep the F-86

supreme in the skies.
It's the same in radio . . . and
particularly at WMBD. TEAMWORK makes a winner — teamwork involving expert engineering,

ROTHY SKALKA, copywriter WCOJ Coatesville, Pa., to N. W. Ayer
Son, N. Y., as secretary to director of radio-TV continuity acceptance.
HN McATEE, Charles R. Stuart Adv., S. F., resigns to specialize
:ounty fair exhibits.

skillful programming, presentation

CK MILLER, account executive KPOA Honolulu, to Lund & Heitmann
v. Agency, same city, as account executive.

- of popular personalities. It's no
accident that WMBD dominates
this rich market . . . that survey

ILD, BASCOM & BONFIGLI, S. F., moves to 130 Kearny St. Tele>ne number remains Yukon 2-4101.
'E & ROSENFIELD Inc., Cincinnati, changes name to LEONARD M.
& Assoc. Inc. ABE ROSENFIELD, vice president, has become
'ertising manager Welch Grape Juice Co., New York.
BERT HAYWARD, radio and TV department Charles R. Stuart Adv.,
|F., resigns to freelance in radio and TV field.
'N AVERY

to Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago, as art director.

ARENCE WEEDING, transcription department CBS Hollywood, to
) Burnett Co. Inc., Hollywood. CAROLINE HOPE, Young & Rubicam,
Uywood, to broadcasting department of Leo Burnett.
N CAREY, Harrington-Richards Inc., S. F., to media department
ild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.

"CHUCK" BARNH ART ,
Program Director, has been
in radio since 1938 . . . with
WMBD since 1947. Recently
he was named
standingPeoria's
Young Man"Out-of
1949". Whimsical, and with a
fine sense of the dramatic,
Chuck also has his own im"Chuck
popularHe
Barnhart mensely
Show".
has
written several network shows
as well.

• Telecasting

COMBINED! It's the result of
the TEAMWORK of PEOPLE
experienced in the radio preferences of Peoriarea listeners.

See Free & Peters

LAN D. STARR, advertising and promotion manager Starr Bros.,
rlinville, 111., to Lund & Heitman Adv., Honolulu, as account executive.

OADCASTING

period than the next two stations

Charles C. Caley, Vice President & General Manager
Don D. Kynaston, Director of Sales

IS. HOWARD P. GREENWALD, publicity director Mervin & Jesse
/ine Adv. Inc., N. Y., mother of girl, Maureen Ellen.

^LTER BUNKER, vice president in charge of Hollywood office Young
Rubicam Inc., in N. Y. for 30 days of home office meetings and to
dy new TV techniques.

after survey shows that WMBD
reaches more listeners in any time

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Wafts
February 19, 1951
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CHARLESTON

If you don't have tougher going in some markets than in
others, we take off our hats to you. But if you do, we'd
like to take off our coats, in any of the cities listed at the
right. We

know

them "inside-out" . . . know

differ and what they have in common.
make

We

how

they

can help you

Spot Radio work harder in any of these markets, can

help make it produce more results. May we prove it?

Free

&

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

or

IULUTH

EAST,

FORT

WORTH

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA
WGR

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

WMCA

New York

IND.

KYW

Philadelphia

NBC

50,000

KDKA

Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

WFBL

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

CBS

5,000

WIS

Columbia, S. C.

NBC

5,000

WGH
WPTF

Norfolk

ABC

5,000

Raleigh
Roanoke

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

50,000

WDBJ
MIDWEST.

50,000
5,000
5,000

SOUTHWEST

WHO
WOC

Des Moines

NBC

Davenport

NBC

WDSM

Duluth-Superior

ABC

5,000

WDAY
WOWO

Fargo

NBC

5,000

Fort Wayne

NBC

10,000

KMBC-KFRM
WAVE

Kansas City

CBS

5,000

Louisville

NBC

5,000

WTCN

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000

KFAB

5,000

WMBD
KSD

Peoria

CBS

5,000

St. Louis

NBC

5,000

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC

5,000

KRIS

Corpus Christi

NBC

1,000

WBAP
KXYZ

Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

NBC-ABC
ABC

50,000
5,000

KTSA

San Antonio

CBS

5,000

KOB

Albuquerque

NBC

KDSH

Boise

CBS

5,000

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.

CBS
ABC

5,000
50,000

Seattle

CBS

50,000

MOUNTAIN

AND

.

WEST
50,000

new

business

f

iilif
INDIANAPOLIS

tyinnoimceA

t/ie anointment

THE SSS Co. Inc., Atlanta (SSS Tonic) expands radio spot cover;
to 50 stations in southeast for 52 weeks. Spots, placed as far so'
as Mississippi, are one-minute.
Agency: Henry J. Kaufman
Assoc., Washington, D. C.
PERMA STARCH Co., Illiopolis, 111., names Henri, Hurst & McDon;
Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
BARDAHL OIL Co., St. Louis, purchases Bold Venture, new half-h
Ziv production, for Chicago; Decatur, 111.; Anderson, Ind.; Springf
and Moberly, Mo. Additional markets to be announced at later d
Agency: Harold Kirsch Co., St. Louis.

Company
The BOILING
O . HOIUWOOD
NE« nil.: CHICAG
tives
les Representa
as National Sa
RY
FFECTIVE FEBRUA

1, 1951

It is with sincere pride that these stations identify themselves with the progressive and salesminded attitude of this outstanding organization. As sales representatives in the national
field, The Boiling Company is well-qualified to
offer the advertiser complete information and
every assistance in obtaining radio coverage
in Indiana as it relates to these four Hoosier
key stations — representing four of the top
Indiana markets.
"tAe Atationd

t/iat neven c-ittf worn foe —

WISH

tut atuiatjd ixut^ex^/iwi>
ABC
Indianapolis

WHOT

South Bend

ABC

WANE

Fort Wayne

CBS
-CBS

WHBU

Anderson

• ABC-

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., INC.
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BANK OF AMERICA, S. F., purchases Royal Playhouse, half-hour
film series for weekly showing on KECA-TV Los Angeles and KGO
San Francisco. Series starts Feb. 22 on Los Angeles station; San Fi
cisco starting date not yet determined. Both contracts for 52 we
Series, recently purchased by ABC-TV, produced by Bing Crosby En
prises, L. A. Agency: Charles R. Stuart Adv., S. F.
COOLEDGE PAINT STORES Inc., Atlanta, appoints Freitag Age
same city, to handle merchandising and advertising. JACK MURI
is account executive. Use of TV is planned.
ROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alameda (Skippy Peanut
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F., signs for You Asked
participation show, on KGO-TV San Francisco and 24
major markets. WALTER GUILD and FRED BYRON
ecutives.

Butter), thrc
for It, audi
other station
are account

DRAKE AMERICA Corp., N. Y. (importers), has bought several
grams on Baltimore TV stations, Dairy Box and Lazy H Ranch,
WAAM(TV), and will use live commercials on Shadow Stumpers
Black Mail over WBAL-TV.
Agency: Colman, Prentis & Varley, >j
LEE PHARMACAL Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., names McCann-Ericlj
N. Y., to handle advertising.
WINE GROWERS GUILD, Lodi, Calif. (Guild Wine), through G
Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F., sign 13-week contract to sponsor Front
Detective on KGO-TV San Francisco, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, W
(TV) New York, WGN-TV Chicago, WCAU-TV Philadelphia and W
(TV) Cleveland.
WILSON PRODUCTS CO., N. Y. (Wil-Hold bob pins), names Bern
ham, Castleman & Pierce Inc., same city, to handle advertising. 1
probably will be used.
OLD MISSION LABS, division S.T.S. Inc., Burbank, Calif., app
Philip J. Meany Co., L. A., to handle advertising for O-M tablet;
Odsrid, a chlorophyll tablet. Will test on Bakersfield, Calif., stf
during March.
HOTEL DELMONICO,
advertising agency.

N. Y., has appointed Buchanan & Co. Ir

CLARK-ELLIOTT Co., S. F. (manufacturer of Desert-Air lamps
points RICHARD N. MELTZER ADV. Inc., S. F., to handle advert )
PATRICK H. CRAFTON is account executive. TV will be used.

■fidpeopLe • • •
LESLIE D. FAIRBAIRN, account executive Maxon Agency, Ch j
named advertising manager Drewrys Ltd. U. S. A. (beer), South 1
Ind.

WILLIAM A. ROBERTS appointed president Allis-Chalmers Mfr;|
Milwaukee, succeeding WALTER GEIST, who died last week. Mr J
erts has served as general executive vice president. He is being re I
by W. C. JOHNSON, vice president in charge of general mac!
division.
CYRIL W. PLATTES succeeds ABBOTT WASHBURN, as mana J
department of public services for General Mills, Minneapolis. Mr. |
burn is on leave with Gen. Lucius D. Clay working on committi
Free Europe and The Crusade for Freedom in New York.
• Telecal
BROADCASTING

ONLY

A

COMBINATION
THE

GEORGIA

PURCHASE

OF STATIONS
AN

COVER

A'S
GEORGI
FIRST
THREI
MARKETS

MACON

f*1

MACON

ATLANTA
5,0OOw

•

WTOC

WMAZ

WAGA

590kc

10,OOOw

•

SAVANNAH
5,OOOw

940kc

•

SAVANNAH

l,290kc

(ALL CBS AFFILIATES)
Jr/r
AT

ONE

OFFERS

LOW

ADVERTISERS

COST:

• Concentrated coverage
• Merchandising assistance
• Listener loyalty built by local programming
• Dealer loyalties
■ in Georgia's first three markets.

Represented individually and as a group by
THE
NEW YORK
•
CHICAGO
•
DETROIT
•
ATLANTA
•

DADCASTING

• Telecasting

KATZ
AGENCY,
OAUAS
«
KANSAS CITY
•
LOS ANGELES

INC.
SAH FRANCISCO
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Agency Recognition
EDITOR:
We note the statement in your
Feb. 5 editorial that "the chances
of stations' being euchred into
fraudulent advertising would, of
course, be considerably reduced if
an active agency-recognition system existed in radio-TV."
You have raised an important
point, since other major media
have long found it advisable to
promote high standards of agency
recognition and to have some investigating machinery.
Such work has been carried on
for years by the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., Periodical
Publishers Assn., Associated Business Publications, American Press
Assn. and the Outdoor Advertising
Assn. of America, as well as related regional and local groups.
Deciding which agencies he will
recognize (grant commission to)
is a complicated decision for any
medium owner, and one that he
must make for himself. Usually it

"Gimme
super

open

mike

means finding out:
1. Whether the organization is
a bona fide agency, free from control by any advertiser or medium.
2. Whether the agency keeps all
commissions — does not rebate any
— and devotes them to the service
and development of advertising as
media contacts require.
3. Whether the agency has adequate experience and ability to
create successful advertising.
4. Whether the agency is financially sound.
The information furnished by his
media group is invaluable and
time-saving in helping him to reach
his own sound decision.
It pays off not only in avoiding
fraudulent advertising but also—

a

cross

coronas

mainly — in getting successful advertising, advertising that builds
repeat business and bigger volume
for tomorrow.
Richard L. Scheidker
Vice President
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
Facsimile Facts
EDITOR:
In your issue of Feb. 5 under the
heading, "Facsimile Relay," you
report that regular multiplexed
facsimile service is being relayed
through station WFMN-FM Alpine,
N. J., to the Rural Radio Network
headquarters at Ithaca.
This is in error as the trans-

n

of

!

.dear

mission is relayed via my Alpi
station, KE2XCC. The test is bei
carried out in cooperation with t
laboratories of John V. L. Hcg
and the School of Journalis
Columbia U., in order to make
determination of a number
factors. . . .
Edwin H. Armstrong
New York
Wrong
EDITOR:

Pew

On your center-fold Netwc
Showsheet for TV in the Feb.
1951, issue of Broadcasting
Telecasting, we find the folic
ing erroneous listing:
Under DuMont Daytime at
bottom of the page you list:
"Tues. 3:15-3:30 Bride & Grc
Thurs. 3:15-3:30 Hudson
Bride & Pul]
Gro

These two programs, while i
rectly listed as to and
time Paper"
and sj
sorship, are carried by the C
network, not DuMont, and th
fore should be listed under (
Daytime in the future.
Since this is a brand-new ],j
gram, the error is understanda
Blake Johnson
Duane Jones Co.
New York
* * *
Renews Contacts
EDITOR:
. . . Thanks for . . . publisl
the picture of our agency plam
board
[Broadcasting
• Telec
ing, Jan.
29].
. . . As a result we have rece
letters from friends and for ,
associates with whom we had
contact.
It is gratifying to know that
efforts of this agency to raise
level of advertising in Puerto j
are supported by such impor I
organizations as yours ... '1
S. E. Badillo
President
Publicidad Badillo Inc. \
San Juan, P. R.

I oronas or Cadillacs . . . our wealthy Red River
Valley hayseeds have the dough to buy almost any-

EDITOR:
Sponsor's Product
One of the most valuable us ft
which some of us put Broadc ■
ing • Telecasting is cross-irB
ing the case histories by typt ■
account, then using them lat< ■
presentations to prospects in ■
same general business cate; ■
Your advertisers (and even m
reporters on occasion) mak I
mighty difficult when they pr I
glowing testimonial from a :M
sor — with no indication anyv I
of the kind of product that : *f
sor sells.

thing they want. They're one of the Nation's top
income groups. And they prefer WD AY so heavily
that they have made it the top NBC station, Hooperwise, in the entire nation !
Despite competition hy the other three major networks, all of ivhich have studios in Fargo, W D AY
consistently gets a far greater share of the FargoMoorhead Audience than all other stations combined!
WD AY has even greater popularity in rural areas.
A new 22-county survey reveals that 78.6% of the
farm families within about 90 miles of Fargo prefer WD AY, as against 4.4% for the next station!
Yes, urban and rural, WD AY is the overwhelming
favorite in the Red River Valley. Write for all
the facts, today!
Page 18
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FARGO,

N. D.

NBC - 970 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS
Free & Peters ,m
Etct.tl.t Notional ttrpwenutiro

Example: In today's issue m
vertisement, Feb. 5] the pres BI
of Bohman-Warne Inc., spons 9
Fulton Lewis jr. on WJEJ m
erstown, Md., writes a fine I
monial in the very constri m
and very
helpful on
Mutual
(Continued
page serif
20,, '"I
m

BROADCASTING
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OU

MIGHT

UT

G1
A
Pi 1

.

.

NEED

THE

FETZER

M

STATIONS

PACE

KALAMAZOO-GRAND

OR

MILE

.

YOU

TO

A

MINUTES*-

6V2

H

WALK

AM, the Fetzer stations are more

RAPIDS!

than ever

and rural coverage of Western Michigan. WKZOWJEF costs 20% less than the next-best twostation choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

astern Michigan's best advertising values.
Vl WKZO-TV is Channel 3, official Basic CBS Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. It is a multiple-market station — delivers a good picture to
more than 90,000 TV sets within a 50-mile
radius. This area includes five Western Michigan
and Northern Indiana markets with a buying
income of more than one and a half billion
dollars !
Aj Used as a combination, WKZO,
Grand

Rapids, give unsurpassed

and

urban

BMB figures credit WKZO- WJEF with a 46.7%
increase in their unduplicated daytime audience
and a 52.8% increase at night!
Yes, by any standards you select, the Fetzer stations
are the best buys in Western Michigan. Write direct
or ask Avery-Knodel

for all the facts.

.-

WJEF,

Kalamazoo,

— yet delivers about 57% more listeners! (In
Grand Rapids alone, for example, they have an
unduplicated coverage of 60,000 homes.) New

dichael Pecora walked a mile in 6 minutes, 27-1/5 seconds in New York City on February 22, 1932.
1

WJEF
•

WKZO-TV

ftp* m GRAND RAPIDS
AND KENT COUNTY

in KALAMAZOO
toP* IN WESTERN MICHIGAN
AND GREATER
AND NORTHERN INDIANA
I Western Michigan

{CBS)
!

■ &J

ALL

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

WKZO

■
THREE
OWNED

AND

MB>
OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

(CBS)
BY

L

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

each letter in each combination is
the initial letter for the Amplitude Modulation, and Frequency
Modulation systems of broadcasting. "Television" is just one word,
and might properly be abbreviated
as Tv or tv, depending upon how
it is used.
For example, "Radio
and Tv" or "radio and tv."
L. O. Hutchins
Commercial Manager
WGBG Greensboro, N. C.

Open Mike
(Continued from page 18)
vertising the Lewis syndicated
show. But those of us living 3,000
miles away haven't the slightest
idea what Bohman-Warne sells,
and hence no idea where to file
an otherwise very useful success
story.
Robert J. McAndrews
Managing Director
Southern Calif.
Broadcasters Assn.
Hollywood
[EDITOR'S NOTE:
Good point, firm
Mr.
McAndrews.
The Bohman-Warne
is in the wholesale-retail kitchen appliances business.]
* * *•

'Ugly
EDITOR: Practice7
"Please wire at once lowest run
of schedule transcribed one-minute
spot rate based on 1,500 spots in
52 weeks. Product is . . . and we

Tor Example . . /
EDITOR:
In reference to W. B. McGill's
letter as published in Open Mike,
Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan.
29, I would like to submit an opinion. The use of AM and FM, in
capital letters, is justified because

MORE

this enticing telegram the
buyWithdirect."
... of Lafayette, La., sets the trap
for many unsuspecting station and
commercial managers. After sending this advertising agency the
station's lowest rate, another telegram is sent by the agency ex-

plaining that they can only pay
half the original quotation. I have
checked with station managers in
this area and have found that no
matter what rate was quoted this
agency offers the business at exactly half the quotation. Needless
to say, we did not accept the
business.
This is another ugly practice
which some unethical advertisers
and their agencies are trying to
get away with. As long as radio
stations stand firmly against this
sort of practice, radio will maintain its position of respect and,
incidentally, stay very much alive.
William S. Halpern, Gen.
WCOJ
Pa.
Mgr. *West% Chester,
*
Mail Problem
EDITOR:
I would like to throw open one of
the perennial problems that we radio people have, and that is mail
sent to our station which is meant

Coldowarrs
EDITOR:
When the temperature dipped
48-degrees below zero at the trail
mitter of WKTY LaCrosse, Wi
the night of J a
29, itextra
took ing
sk
and
n u i t y to coi
mencemorning
operati
the
the 30th.
The statioi
entire transm
ter staff had
sit up all nig
knitting
1,0
jackets, and 1,0,
pairs of mittens, before a sinj
one of WKTY's 1,000 watts wo\
agree to climb up the icy towers
the cold wind and set to work.
In a remarkable picture,
WKTY staff member caught t
attached view of the leadoff wa
just prior to scaling his tower.
Verl Bratton, V.P.-Gen.
WKTY
Mgr. LaCrosse, Wis.

PAY

means

MORE

for another station ... an id<
projected by Bill Caskey, assista
manager of WPEN, . . . sugges
that stations return all correspon
ence to the writer if it has bee,
misdirected.
Here at WIP we forward mail 1
the proper station if we know del
nitely that that station has the pr>
gram to which the writer refer
I, along with a great many oth<
station men, would be interested i
knowing what other stations do .
Murray Arnold
Program Director
WIP Philadelphia

SALES

'Yearbook1

Lament

EDITOR:
arrived,
Thus far my 51 Yearbook has I1

Sell

where

the

money

is - FN

From this, of course, I should ;
be deprived.
Without the good book I'm with.
my right arm,
This
sure,you can see causes plenty
harm.

NT

Treasure chest — FLINT style! Wages
are 32% above the national average,
and EVERYBODY
910

is working! FLINT is

where the money is . . . and it's a must

KC

on every advertising schedule.

your sales story to the rich FLINT mar-

Hi
MICH
FLINT
^ AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY , , r ,
REPRESENTED
THE

KATZ

•
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BY

ket over WFDF — FLINT'S first station*.

* See your latest Hooper

AGENCY

Associated with: WOOD
Page 20

Tell

Grand Rapids — WFBM

This poetry is sad, of that I
But you, my friend, can cause
Just
send me that book and "I
cure.
will be well,
And me and my book will go il
our shell.
H. W. Maschmeier, Dim ij
News and Special Event]
WPTR Albany, N. Y.
Postscript:
Please ignore my earlier plea,
My face is red, but covered \1
My Yearbook was here all the t, j
Life is serene and all is fine. 11
and low,
'Twas
mislaid as we hunted ll
glee.
Hence
blow. to me what was a ten *t
A that's
tributea cinch,
to Broadcasting . ij

Indianapolis— WEOA

Evansville

You never know who'll put on I
little ole "pinch."
BROADCASTING
• Telecas

■

WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed"& Co.

3ADCASTING

• Telecastin

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres.— Gen. Mgr., Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr.— Sales Mgr.
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ITS

A DOLLAR

A WEEK

KWKH

HOW!

WRIST

SPEIDEL

BANDS,

WATCHES
at

SALES

TOTAL

COST
PER

OF

WITH

$37.95

TOTAL

Westheimer and Block, to sell men's and women's
wrist watches.
Here was the offer:
SPEIDEL BAND

KNOW

ORDERS

Early in October, 1950, Freund's Jewelry Store of
St. Louis^ bdught time on KWKH through their agency,

AND

YOU

TOTAL

H..ere's spectacular proof that KWKH Know-How
pays off in our rich tri-State area — a case history that
speaks for itself!

WRIST WATCH

WHEN

BULOVA

COST

A BULOVA

EASY,

589
$22,352.55

STATION

ORDER

each

TIME
•

•

.

. $145.00
• $.247

five successive weekdays — Monday, October 9 through
Friday, October 13 — from 7:45 to 7:50 a.m. Three
weeks later the amazing results above were tabulated.
Over $22,000 of orders at a total sales cost of less than
7/10 of 1%!
If you go for this kind of result story, let The Branham
Company

give you all the KWKH

facts!

. . .

FOR 38 WEEKS!

plugged this offer with five-minute spots for

KWKH
Texas
SHREVEPORTf
The Branham Company

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

LOUISIANA
Af*|(Ckl1S&S

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

E
/ol. 40, No. 8

1th

Eh

STING
WASHINGTON,

HOUR

MUSI

D. C, FEBRUARY
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Industry

$7.00 A YEAR— 2oc A COPY

Group

see the results flowing from our its per-program form of license to
3y BRUCE ROBERTSON
the stations (a form which has not
T DITCH effort was made last letter of Feb. 14 to ASCAP, a copy been
negotiated with our committee,
of
which
is
attached."
by radio-TV
buyers of
but prepared unilaterally by the
In
his
letter
to
ASCAP,
Mr.
MarSociety), the terms thereof would
A.P music — $100 million worth
tin said:
not be the subject of negotiation beyears — to avert expensive
I cannot understand why our inaction and conduct business
tween our respective committees.
dustry and your Society should be
I also understand that, on Jan. 22
business-like basis,
unable to settle our relations out of and again as recently as Feb. 8, your
ntation to ASCAP to meet
court. I refuse to believe that court
Society was told by committee counl with the All-Industry TV
proceedings are necessary to fix reasel that we were prepared to resume
Program
Committee, before
sonable rates of charge by the Sonegotiations whenever your commitciety to an industry which in essence
tee was ready to do so, even prior to
y shutting the door on negotithe issuance of your unilaterally
s and in effect forcing the set- is the same industry as that which
prepared form of license. However,
Tit of proper rates for the use has been your largest customer — the
our offer was declined, two reasons
SCAP music on television into broadcasting industry. That industry
has
over
a
period
of
the
past
25
being given; first, that our industry
ourts, was sent last Wednesyears
paid
the
Society
probably
well
at Chicago had decided to pay
by Dwight Martin, WLWT
over $100 million, and as our industry
nothing on non-ASCAP spot anCincinnati, committee chair- grows your royalities increase pronouncements (namely, sponsored anto Herman Finkelstein, genportionately. Differences between
nouncements which themselves conattorney of ASCAP.
your Society and the broadcasting
tain no ASCAP tune, but which are
broadcast within a certain number
incidentally with his letter to industry have arisen in the past,
some of them involving fundamental
of seconds before or after a comAP, Mr. Martin sent out anissues similar to those involved in
mercial or sustaining program which
letter, this
our present dispute, but they somedoes use ASCAP music I , and second,
addressed to
how managed to be settled without
because you believed negotiations on
operators of
recourse to litigation.
a basis which would not charge for
107 TV staHowever, I am informed that you
such non-ASCAP spot announcements
now on the
before the Society mailed its perhave told counsel for our All-Industry
''This is a
program form might be prejudicial
Television Per-Program Committee
about a $65
to the Society in the litigation which
that after the Society has mailed
m question,"
■ote, estimathat this sum
been saved
•adio broadMr. Martin
RTMA
rs since fairHEADS
ANIEL
McD
GLEN McDANIEL,
39-year-old As chairman of the RTMA de?e practices
fense profits tax committee, he
vice president of RCA, begins duagreed on with ASCAP some
directed activities relative to the
ties
April
1
as
the
first
fulltime
ars ago and implying that the
1950 excess profits tax act which
of the Radio-Tele;iation of fair charges for the paid president
vision Mfrs. Assn. He was elected resulted in enactment of special
if ASCAP music on television
provisions affecting "growth combe of equal significance to the by the board of directors in Chicago
Friday after three days of meetbroadcasters.
panies," which includes television
manufacturers.
ings in the Stevens Hotel [Closed
viewing the breakdown of ne- Circuit,
Jan. 8].
Production Problem
tions with ASCAP, which reMr. McDaniel, a member of the
I to meet with the committee
staff of RCA Board Chairman David
Set makers, in three days of comsome 60 TV station operators,
Sarnoff and President Frank M.
mittee and board meetings, planned
ing in Chicago Jan. 18, had Folsom, will handle responsibility for the upcoming stringent defense
ded to pay nothing on noneffort, attempting at the same time
taken formerly by a top-executive
AP spot announcements," Mr. of an RTMA member company. Mr. to find a formula for maintenance
in reported that if "it becomes
of civilian production. Most of
ble to continue the negotia- McDaniel signed a three-year con- those
attending (150 in all) agreed
tract. The exact amount of his sal. we shall, of course, do so."
ary was not divulged, but it is that civilian production of radio and
Calls for Support
believed he is being paid along lines television receivers may drop as
Martin cited the unanimous
proposed last year when a $50,000 much as 50% within the next year,
figure was mentioned.
of support given his commitmainly because of material shortRobert C. Sprague, president of
t Chicago and declared "in an
ages and diversion to defense requirements. January volume is
Sprague Electric Co., who has
: of this magnitude, we need
down an estimated 18 to 20% over
served as president and board
try-wide unity and underling. We want to count on you chairman of RTMA, continues as the peak period of 1950, but is still
dropping his presi- considerably higher than that of
1 the 'we' signifies not only the board chairman,
dential duties.
lers of the negotiating comJanuary one year ago, RTMA Gene, but those broadcasters who
eral Manager James D. Secrest
The new president has been assosaid.
ciated with the radio and television
already supported the comDefense orders, thus far spotty
industry since 1946, when he joined
e's
efforts with. . pledges
contributions.
. We do and
not RCA Communications Inc. as vice and spread unevenly among manufacturers throughout the country,
or your check at this time for president and general counsel (see.
eason that we are waiting to Our Respects To . . . page 48). are expected to gain in quantity
Tel ccasting
>ADC ASTING

Urges

ASCAP

Talk

the Society considered might well be
in the offing.
Expressing inability to "believe
that these objections on the Society's part to the resumption of
negotiations at this time are sound,"
Mr. Martin pointed out that the
ASCAP position is, in effect, "that
the Society will not negotiate with
our committee prior to announcing
a rate, and will not negotiate with
us after a rate has been announced."
'Shut Door'
This, Mr. Martin stated, "apparently means that your Society has
shut the door to further industrywide negotiations and is in fact
forcing the matter into the courts.
I cannot believe that the Society
intends this meaning because you
and others on your committee have
frequently echoed our statements
that we were extremely reluctant
to see this matter go to court."
Mr. Martin said that his committee plans to meet in New York
some time during the week of Feb.
(Continued on page 36)

vj| 1
^
and perhaps reach a steady high
early next year.
Manufacturers believe the first
quarter's
will be "good,"
with
the production
decline becoming
evident
in the second quarter and a much
sharper curtailment of civilian production occurring in the third and
fourth quarters, Mr. Secrest said.
Just how much civilian production will be maintained is dependent upon the manufacturers, they
themselves believe, inasmuch as
only they can develop new models,
designs, components and techniques
which will circumvent the use of
strategic materials. RTMA members assess cobalt, nickel and copper, in that order, as the most critically short materials used in
manufacture of radio and TV receivers.
Whatever set production is going
to be, however, RTMA believes
there will be an adequate supply
of radio receiving and cathode ray
tubes to meet the demand. In addition, it can supply an expanding
market with replacement and servicing tubes.
RTMA will send spokesmen before Congress to oppose Secretary
(Continued on page 38)
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PEOPLES RADIO
Plans $150,000 Budget
PEOPLES Drug Stores, Washington, D. C, plans to spend some
$150,000 per year for radio in the
Nation's Capital, it was estimated
last week.
The 73-store drug chain is adding
a heavy schedule on WRC Washington to its $100,000 yearly 5minute newscasts carried on the
half-hour, round-the-clock, 24 hours
daily, Mon.-Sat. and five on Sunday, over WWDC Washington.
New schedule on WRC includes
Mon.-Sat. 6:05-6:15 p.m. broadcasts by NBC Commentator Lief
Eid and Mon.-Sat. 6:55-7 a.m.
weather reports on Bill Herson's
show [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]. The new placement
begins March 5.
Peoples' WWDC contract, also
for 52 weeks, started last October.
At that time, the cost of the
WWDC-Peoples' contract was estimated at $100,000.
Announcement of the WRC contract and estimated expenditure
of $1,000 per week was made jointly
by William R. McAndrew, WRC
general manager; C. R. Sanders,
advertising director, Peoples, and
William D. Murdock, head of William D. Murdock Adv. Agency,
Washington.
It is also understood that Peoples
is seeking further television placement in the Washington market to
add to its current $10,000 per
month one-hour afternoon feature
film Mon.-Fri. over WNBW (TV)
Washington and its local sponsorship over WTTG (TV) Washington of DuMont's Cavalcade of
Bands, Tuesday, 9-10 p.m., which
is sponsored cooperatively by drug
chains.

ABC BILLINGS
Saudek Sees TV Profit; AM Up
ROBERT SAUDEK, ABC vice
president and assistant to the
president, said last week that the
network's television operations
should show a profit this year, and
predicted that radio will stage a
' ^omeback."
Mr. Saudek spoke at a meeting
of the Advertising Club of Boston
last Tuesday.
He pointed out that television
gross billings for ABC were $6,470,510 in 1950, compared with
$1,391,991 in 1949. The present
trend in TV time sales indicates
that total billings for 1951 will be
"well
said. ahead" of those in 1950, he
In asserting that radio will have
a good year in 1951, Mr. Saudek
said some of the emotional reaction to TV which attracted advertisers to the medium in large
numbers last year was beginning
to wear off. He noted that the
huge listening audience provided
by radio is being reappraised by
advertisers.
Page 24
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Drawn for Broadcasting e Telecasting by Sid Hix
our hometown boys once again are captivated with rapture at the
sweet strains of the Sergeant's serenade."
WalterForBenoit
Group Signs
WRS

JOINS

BAB

AGENCIES NAME
By American Safety Ra
AMERICAN Safety Razor Co
Brooklyn, N. Y., effective imrned
ately names BBDO, New York, ar
McCann-Erickson, same city, 1
handle the advertising campaign i
its products previously serviced 1
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
BBDO will take over the adve
tising for Treet and Blue St;
razor blades. Spot radio will ]
used for both accounts, Broadcas
ing • Telecasting learned.
McCann-Erickson,
New
Yoi (
which has had a part of the Silv
Star Blade Div., takes over t i
entire division after mid-Mar
when the firm drops sponsorship
its Chico Marx show, The Sugi
Bowl, on ABC-TV. McCann-Eri(
son will continue to handle t j
firm's Robert Q. Lewis progra
The Show Goes On, on CBS-T
'BATTER UP'
Baseball Schedules i
WITH spring's approach cor
baseball and early bird announ
ments of radio coverage. WI]
Chicago begins its radio sched
March 10 and WERC Erie, 1
April 17. WFCI Providence also
ports the pre-season signing
business.
WIND is covering the Chic;
Cubs spring exhibition gan
Sponsor is Esserman Motor Sa
The series includes nine contests
the National Leaguers, the stat |
reports, with the first game
tween the Cubs and the Chic;
White Sox at Pasadena. Conti
was placed through Phil Gor 1
Agency, Chicago.
In Providence, WFCI has sig:
for exclusive coverage of Bos
Red Sox games under the j<j
sponsorship of Narragansett Br
ing Co. and the Atlantic Refir
Co., two perennial baseball si
sors in New England. Station ;
announced renewal for a sec

ALL Westinghouse stations have joined Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
Walter E. Benoit, vice president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
announced Friday. The stations have not been members of NAB since
1945 (see NAB-BAB story page 27).
Outlets in the Westinghouse *
group are WBZ Boston; WBZA
Springfield, Mass.; KYW Philadelphia; KDKA Pittsburgh;
WOWO Fort Wayne, and KEX
Portland, Ore.
In disclosing that WRS had
signed a contract for membership
in BAB, Mr. Benoit said: "Although
the major, and constantly increasing use of broadcast advertising
Mr. Ryan
by the nation's leading advertisers
Mr. Benoit
proves it to be our greatest mass
medium, nevertheless its story
achievement, he said, offers furmust be told and retold, its uses
ther proof of the results to be
and capabilities explained and
demonstrated, and new areas of obtained by commerce and industry
from broadcasting advertising.
effectiveness explored.
Contract for WRS participation
"The new plans of BAB to proin BAB was signed with William B.
mote broadcast advertising agRyan, former NAB general manyear with
of Jerry
O'Brien
— Sp<\
gressively and to work for a united
Show
The James
Hanley
ager, now BAB president.
front points to important results
picking up the tab. Spots j
on behalf of the medium in this
jacent to Sox broadcasts also \ j
highly competitive field."
been placed, WFCI adds.
WORLD
STATIONS
WERC-AM-FM Erie is warn
Mr. Benoit said that Westing°
,
up
to present all major leal
MiMon in '50 games of the Cleveland Indi
$10.8 paid
Gof ERS
toppedin all
stations
house sales
time
records
1950.previous
This
ADVERTIS
$10,766,513
Charles E. Denny, general nl
to World
Broadcasting System
member stations in 1950 for
the
ager, announced.
Broadcasts 1
RAYVE
ACCOUNT
begin April 17, and close Sept. j
use of recorded programs and features produced by World, the liNames Cecil & Presbrey
George J. Mitchell, adverti:!
executive of the Mitchell & Knej j
brary transcription firm said in an
LEVER BROTHERS' Pepsodent
annual report last week.
Adv. Agency, added that the br< I
Div. has named Cecil & Presbrey,
World, an affiliate of Frederic
casts would be sponsored by F I
New York, to handle advertising
W. Ziv Co., said member stations
for Rayve Home Permanent.
Baking
Co. and the Sanill
Farms Dairy.
received $7,823,893 from 8,041
The latter account formerly was
sponsors of World's 30 quarter-and
handled by J. Walter Thompson,
half-hour programs. The remainwhich, however, will continue to
ing $2,942,620 came from 7,385 adservice Rayve Shampoo.
vertisers for use of World feature
New Daytime Serial
program themes and jingles.
Rayve Home Permanent curCOLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PE
rently is running hitchhikes on the
In an accompanying letter PresMy Friend Irma show (sponsored
ident John L. Sinn said if shortCo. will sponsor King's Row. ;f
ages should limit the number of daytime serial, on CBS Mont)
by Pepsodent) on CBS. The advertiser had its own network show, new stations World can add, the Friday, 3:15-3:30 p.m., beginrij
Junior Miss, on CBS, Saturday,
firm will concentrate on maintainFeb. 26. Agency is William I
which it dropped last December.
ing its service to present affiliates. & Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast. I

SPAC

IBC

SALES

JANS for an aggressive sales
lpaign were presented by NBC
: week to its Stations Planning
Advisory Committee in what
described as an unusually —
unexpectedly — harmonious
iting of the committee with
C officials.
the newly elected group, holdits first sessions, reportedly
assured that NBC's ill-fated
posal to reduce evening radio
;s in TV markets has been defi•ly suspended. SPAC members
i they were told that if the
1 is revived, they will be coned in advance.
•ack Harris, general manager
KPKC
Houston, was elected
\C chairman, succeeding Clair
McCollough of the Steinman
tions of Pennsylvania and Delire. John T. Murphy, TV di:or of Crosley Broadcasting
;p., was elected vice chairman,
the first time, separate radio
TV sessions were held, except
opening and closing meetings
joint luncheons. The sessions
e held Wednesday and Thursin New York,
ihe 1951 NBC convention site
tentatively moved from New
•ans to Boca Raton, Fla., be5e of inadequate accommodas in New Orleans. The convenis slated for Nov. 28-Dec. 1.
PAC members said they found
radio sales and program pres:ition so impressive they asked
2 officials to take it on the road
representatives of affiliates
•ughout the country. A series
informal meetings is to be
■duled for this purpose, the
in Hollywood March 8. NBC
:utive Vice President Charles
Denny and Stations Relations
President Carleton D. Smith
.slated to supervise the presents.
Denny Presides
he radio meeting, with Mr.
jny presiding, encompassed a
:sw of sales results to date,
s plans and sales prospects —
iding announcement
that a
advertiser is seeking an addial half-hour morning strip, for
■h time clearances would be
ht from affiliates,
connection with the sales prestion, the radio group heard
s for an extensive research proto assemble more network rajales data, and also was assured
!'. rtising
would continue
cooperative
campaign itsthis
fall.
""AC members also expressed
f that NBC programs have
materially improved and ened current program plans, pararly encouraging continued deoment of "strong but inex. ive" daytime radio program
ages. They adopted a resolupraising The Big Show,
lay evening 90-minute radio
her radio subjects included
3 for celebration of NBC's
anniversary later this year,
tatus of current network-AFM
JADCASTING

Members

Hear

Plans

NCAA's stand against live pickups
of college football games.

DRIVE

Reviewing FCC's so-called "Blue
Book" TV conference, scheduled
for this spring, Vice President
and General Attorney Gustav B.
Margraf urged participation by all
TV stations. The conference, he
said, will enable television networks and stations to show their
programming achievements on the
official record.
The general session Wednesday
was opened by welcomes from top
network officials, including Board
Chairman Niles Trammell and
President Joseph H. McConnell.
Other participants included William F. Brooks, vice president in
charge of public relations, and
Ernest de la Ossa, personnel director.
Well Attended
The meetings were attended by
all SPAC members except C. Robert Thompson, WBEN Buffalo, who
was ill. In addition to Chairman
MEMBERS of the NBC Radio Stations Planning and Advisory Committee,
Harris, other radio members are
at the New York meet, included (I to r): Standing, Richard 0. Dunning, . B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Greenville,
KHQ Spokane, SPAC secretary for radio; Miiton L. Greenebaum, WSAM
S. C. ; Milton L. Greenebaum,
Saginaw, Mich.; B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Greenville; seated, Howard E. Pill, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; Howard
E. Pill, WSFA Montgomery, Ala.;
WSFA Montgomery, Ala.; Jack Harris, KPRC Houston, SPAC chairman, and
S. S. Fox, KDYL Salt Lake City. [SPAC TV members photo on page 57.]
Ralph Evans, WHO Des Moines
and WOC Davenport; S. S. Fox,
KDYL Salt Lake City, and Richnegotiations, and promotion. The
from summer business and proard 0. Dunning, KHQ Spokane.
anniversary observance will forgram prospects to the new formula
Television
members are SPAC
for
allocation
of
network
time
on
mally begin June 1 and extend into
December. Actual anniversary
the coaxial cable, plans for im- Vice Chairman Murphy; Martin
date is Nov. 16.
Campbell, WFAA-TV Dallas, repproving quality of kinescopes and
In the television sessions, with
speeding their delivery, and a new
resenting non-interconnected staNBC Television Vice President
tions; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYRNBC TV coverage study. ConsiderTV Syracuse, and Dean Fitzer,
able attention was given to sports
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.
WDAF-TV Kansas City.
presiding, the presentations ranged
telecasting, particularly the

PICKET

LANG

By PETE DICKERSON
BATTLE ROYAL between LangWorth Feature Programs and
American Federation of Radio
Artists began in New York last
week when AFRA placed pickets
outside the company's offices and
notified stations throughout the
country that the firm was on
AFRA's "unfair" list and that
union members were forbidden to
work for it.
An injunction against the
union's activities will be sought in
an action to be filed "shortly" by
Lang-Worth, according to the comWalter
Socolow ofpany's
Newattorney,
York.
Mr. A.Socolow
charged that the strike was directed toward "non-labor objectives" and was "intimidating" the
firm's customer stations.
AFRA national and New York
local boards called the strike following refusal of Lang-Worth to
sign the new transcription code
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 4, 1950]. A. Frank Reel, national executive secretary of
AFRA, and Kenneth Groot, New
York local executive secretary, alleged that the company had
"broken a verbal promise to sign
the contract" made at the time
settlement was announced.
After two meetings for language

• Telecasting

Charges 'Unfair'
AFRA
one,
for
arbitrations there, he said.
changes and an interval for printSeeing this clause as an attempt
ing the code, it was signed early
in January by all transcription
to get stations "over a barrel,"
Lang-Worth had refused to agree
companies that participated in the
to its inclusion in the new code
negotiations except Lang-Worth,
because its customer-stations were
the AFRA executives said. They
charged that Lang-Worth had of- opposed to it, he said.
fered to sign if it were given a
AFRA charged that LangWorth had agreed specifically to
"special
concession,"
making
the
code effective insofar as it was
the provision.
concerned on Feb. 1 rather than
Pertinent portions of the code
read as follows:
Nov. 1 as provided in the code and
Contracts With Third Parties: The
agreed to by other companies.
producer shall not be responsible to
Lang-Worth Attorney Socolow
alleged that the code as finally AFRA or AFRA members for a breach
printed contained provisions to or violation of this code by a third
party to whom the producer has
which the firm had not agreed
sold, leased or otherwise disposed of
during negotiations and that the
a transcription, if the producer in
code as it stood was in violation
his agreement with the third party
of the Taft-Hartley and Lea Acts
has included a provision expressly for
and the common-law prohibition
the benefit of AFRA and AFRA members, requiring such third party to
against restraint of trade.
abide by all the provisions of this
Two aspects of the code in particular were singled out by Mr.
code with respect "to such transcriptions. ... In the case of library
Socolow.
service
producers the contract proBinding Clauses
visions shall be substantially as folFirst was a code provision relows, or words to the same effect:
quiring transcription companies to
"(Third party) agrees with (proinclude clauses in their contracts
ducer) for the benefit of performers
with stations binding the stations
on library service transcriptions govto observe code provisions against
erned by the 1950-52 Code of Fair
Practice for Transcriptions and Rebroadcasting to a national netcordings for Radio Broadcasting
work and dubbing from library
service platters, at the penalty of Purposes to abide by the provisions
of said code which prohibit dubbing
being required to appoint a repre(Continued on page 89)
sentative in New York, or send
February 19, 1951
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Closed
McFARLAND
By DAVE BERLYN
STAGE is being set on Capitol Hill
for what may be a preliminary to
the showdown on the legislative
fate of the 1951 McFarland Bill.
At least two developments point
to a probable highway junction in
the FCC procedural bill's travels
through Congress. These are:
1. FCC ' testimony slated for
today (Monday) before the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee.
2. Re-emergence of a so-called
FCC "model bill" which reportedly
will be submitted to the House
group for consideration with the
McFarland measure.
The key communications committee in the lower chamber starts
molding its radio platform today
by hearing FCC Acting Chairman
Paul A. Walker, who is scheduled
to explain essential broadcast
legislation pending before the
committee.
Closed Session
Since the committee is in executive session, all talk will take
place behind closed doors.
Broadest plank in the committee's platform most likely will be
its stand on the McFarland legislation (S 658), passed by the Senate
a fortnight ago, early in the first
session of the 82d Congress
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 12, 5, Jan. 29].
To be determined is what action
the committee will take on the
measure, which provides for the
functional realignment of the FCC,
embracing broadcast activities of
the Commission, and generally
regarded as the major radio legislation before Congress, as it has
been for a decade.
The marker placed in the flowing
field of speculation was the report
last week that FCC is readying a
slightly modified version of its
model bill which it sent to the
House committee during the last
session of Congress. It then dealt
with the ill-fated S 1973, also authored by Senate Majority Leader
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 6, 1950].
That document, devised as a
guide for broadcast legislation, disclosed a dichotomy among FCC
members over their staff's proper
role in Commission affairs. This
controversy was drawn from extensive comments accompanying
the model bill which presented
FCC's own views of how it should
conduct its operations.
It aligned five Commissioners
against one with the dispute centering over the majority's insistence on access to staff expert knowhow in any pending case at least
until the hearing is held.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and
Comrs. Walker, E. M. Webster,
George E. Sterling and Frieda B.
Hennock took the position then
February 19, 1951
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Testimony

Today

BILL
that public interest would suffer
if Commissioners could not consult at will with staff members before hearings are held on contested
cases. Comr. Robert F. Jones dissented on the grounds such advice
should be placed on the record at
hearings and not before. Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde, who was attending
a NARBA conference, did not take
Other Changes
part.
Under the model bill, other
changes would have been made in
the McFarland measure, such as:
Extend reorganizational time
limits; permit the so-called buffer
staff that would function between
Commission and regular staff to
advise the Commission; eliminate
proposed deadlines for FCC action
on applications; scuttle the McFarland proposal that filing of a
protest against a grant would automatically stay its effectiveness;
retain "double jeopardy" provisions
of the present law's anti-trust sections; delete job - jumping provisions; chuck out a McFarland provision that would grant a renewal
if it would serve the public interest; broaden a proposed specification of "legal" assistant for
each Commissioner to "profesMatching the .latest move from
sional." legal environs of the Comwithin
mission isthe statement by Chairman Coy to Sen. McFarland and
Senate Commerce Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), that he was
"anxious" that some radio pro-

CD

cedural bill be enacted by the ConThis brings up the possibility
gress.
that the House committee may
follow the course of scheduling extensive hearings on the McFarland
Bill with consideration of the FCC
version, and report out a bill destined for joint Senate-House conference where differences could be
ironed out.
There was no indication late last
week whether Comr. Walker would
be accompanied by other members
of the Commission or staff, although the committee had indicated
it would welcome such appearances or statements.
Controversial Issues
By late Thursday, it was believed that the closed door session
would touch upon such controversial issues as the signal controls bill (see story page 31) ;
NARBA (currently pending Senate
ratification); color television, and
allocation of UHF-VHF channels
to educational institutions (Rep.
James I. Dolliver, Iowa Republican
and member of the House committee, has introduced a resolution on
the latter and has requested a fulllem).
dress inquiry into the color probMain purpose of the committee
meeting is twofold, it was explained:
(1) To give the committee background on top radio issues within
its realm of interest, and (2) to
lay groundwork for the setting up

PLANNING

By JOHN OSBON
COMMUNICATIONS and other
services were characterized as the
"operational troops" of civil defense in closed-door meetings last
week in Washington between state
defense directors and officials of
the Federal Civil Defense Administration.
Directors converged on the agency Monday for briefings on the
progress of federal planning touching on the role of broadcast stations, amateur radio operators and
other groups.
Almost simultaneously, FCC had
completed and passed on to the
Dept. of Defense and CDA the
second, or final phase — covering
operational functions of stations —
of its projected plan for the broadcasters' role in an all-out national
emergency. FCC had previously
completed a study on the "alerting
Whether stations would be persystem."mitted to remain on the air in the
event of imminent or actual hostilities— and how long — remained a
conjectural issue at week's end,
since details of the project were
"highly classified" [Broadcasting

FRANK STANTON (I), CBS pres
dent, makes James B. Cortkling, ne
president of Columbia Records ln<
feel like one of the CBS family
ceremony.
Mr. Conkling's
official welcomir
of priority on radio bills.
Chairman Robert Grosser (1
Ohio) already has formulated wi
his H^use committee a procedu
whereby the Committee chairma
the ranking minority memb
(Rep. Charles Wolverton, N(
Jersey Republican) and the seco:
ranking majority member (R(
Lindley Beckworth, Texas Deni
crat) would sift bills sent to t
committee. This would set t
precedence for the group to ta
up committee bills.
Included among the bills alreai
referred to the committee are Ri
Harry R. (HR
Sheppard's
measures
10, 73) to(D-Cali|
requ
network licensing by FCC and ta
away control of rebroadcasti
rights from networks and gthem to sponsors or originati
stations Jan.
[Broadcasting
• Te
casting,
8].

Communications'

• Telecasting, Feb. 12, Jan. 15].
Officials of the Civil Defense Administration said they had not had
an opportunity to analyze the proposal, which the Commission prepared at the request, and for the
approval, of the Air Defense Command in Colorado Springs, Col. On
the command's final decision, when
forthcoming, hinges a meeting of
government and industry repreinitiative. sentatives, to be called at FCC's

Role

Emphasize

of civil defense was given by G.

Gallagher,
adn- !
istrator, whodeputy
stated assistant
the governm
has the clear responsibility to ol |
the states guidance in organizi i
training and equipped these foi'j
A communications
or techn
manual will be among those be I
lets slated to be issued by CD^ j
the near future, probably by Ma
1.
Also recommended, for the s i
of national uniformity, were J
signia or designations for cl
Broadcasters' Role
For that reason, state civil de- munications and other service ]J
fense directors could only be told sonnel. They would bear the ni l
last Monday that the question of of the state within a blue circl I
An offshoot of the whole <l
broadcasters' participation on local
level — and of "radio silence" — is defense problem revolves aro 1
the question of whether goven j
"still under study" by the Comcould seize radio stations and n< I
mission and Air Force, representing the Dept. of Defense (see papers in time of war as indie; 1
story, page 31).
in President Truman's model i l
for state civil defense. Mr. lj
Robert Burton, CDA communications director, explained in answer
ton, commenting on published j
to questions that FCC is working
ports, pointed out that the ami
on regulations governing licensing
would rest solely with the si
of amateur frequencies for civil according to legislation it
passed. The model bill [BrJ
defense usecasting,[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 22].
casting • Telecasting, Septi
Description of communications
1950] is contained in an advi 1
as one of the "operational troops"
(Continued on page 89 ) II
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Heads

IAVERUN

IN

By J. FRANK BEATTY
IE NAME of Carl Haverlin,
'idl president, is believed to head
list of NARTB (NAB) presidential nominees that will be sub!itted today
londay) to the
w NAB TV
aid of directs.
Consideration
the TV board
the presiden1 list marks the
st sounding of
mber and nonember sentiMr. Haverlin
nt on the selecn of an operating president for
projected National Assn. of
dio & Television Broadcasters.
Meeting in New York, the TV
ectors will start organizing the
eo side of the combined radio7 association. Besides going into
janizational details, dues and
• ASCAP situation, the TV board
1 be given a list of presidential
ninees picked by a special eightn committee named Feb. 2 by
; NAB board at its Florida sesn [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
b. 12, 5].
►Veil over a score of names have
n considered by the eight-man
)up, which has power to sign a
itract. The group will not act,
; vever, before the NAB memberp votes on revision of the by/s and it may decide to submit
recommendation for a president
the NAB board during the
lB's April convention.
Many Developments
"rend of committee sentiment in
. Haverlin's direction marked a
ik in which :
ft BAB rocked the industry by
ning Westinghouse stations, not
.B members (story page 24).
9 Concern developed over abaniment of historic name "NAB"
"NARTB."
9 Interest in convention exits indicated annual show will
fon as usual.
ft Ballots for by-law revision
e mailed to NAB members.
• Frank U. Fletcher, WARL
ington, Va., NAB director, was
posed as NAB general counsel.
Signing of Westinghouse stais by Broadacst Advertising
reau came as William B. Ryan,
B general manager, started
paration of a membership drive
planning for greatly expanded
;s promotion activities. He will
mit an operating program to the
B board at its March 1 meetVork is practically complete on
ansion of the BAB board from
, to 25 members. All but one
fion director had been named
networks had about completed
ointing their board members.
nes of all directors may be anOADCASTING

List for NARTB

nounced in a day or two.
Addition of Westinghouse stations— six in number — provides
BAB with a flying start as it opens
a membership drive. Westinghouse
dropped out of NAB in 1945 shortly before the present administration came into power apparently
disagreeing with policies and the
handling of promotion for the 25th
anniversary of radio.
No one at Westinghouse would
comment on attitude of the group
toward the new NARTB but the
WRS announcement of BAB affiliation spoke glowingly of BAB's
plans to promote broadcast advertising.
It also was impossible to gain an
idea of the Westinghouse policy
toward the new TV side of NARTB.
The formal job of obtaining
membership vote on the new
NARTB by-laws was started Friday when ballots and explanatory
statements were mailed to the 1,200
aural and 44 TV members of NAB.
These ballots are returnable as of

midnight, March 3. Results will be
tabulated and announced March 5.
Interest continued to run high in
the presidential race. Among names
to be submitted to the TV board
today besides Mr. Haverlin may
be Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York, chairman of the NAB
TV board; Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford, and Mr. Ryan,
who resigned the NAB general
managership to accept the BAB
presidency. Perhaps a score of
names have been scanned by the
eight-man presidential committee
but committeemen explain that all
discussions have been of a preliminary nature.
Not Approached
Mr. Haverlin told Broadcasting
• Telecasting he had not been approached by any committee. "I
have not received any offer," he
insisted, but within the committee
it was indicated he had been approached informally. Asked directly if he would accept the

ROGER W. CLIPP (second, r), WFIL Philadelphia general manager, is presented the first Citizen of the Month award from the Philadelphia lodge of
the Loyal Order of Moose for contributions to radio and TV. Presenting the
award is John "Ox" DaGrosa, head, Philadelphia lodge, while Don Kellett,
WFIL-TV executive; Charles Lowenthal, chairman of the Moose selection
committee, and John Scheuer, assistant to Mr. Clipp, proudly look on.
Music Parley Deadline
Moved to Feb. 21

AFM-NETWORKS
EXTENSION of AFM-network negotiations deadline from Feb. 15 to
Feb. 21 was announced in New York last Thursday at the close of a
second week of meetings. Both sides have refrained from public comment since AFM President James C. Petrillo announced union demands
at the first of the high-level conferences Jan. 31 [Broadcasting • — the use of recordings and the
Telecasting, Feb. 5] and underproduction of TV films — have been
took to negotiate local as well as
uppermost even in the general
national AFM-network contracts.
discussions.
The present contract expired Jan.
Following meetings on Monday,
31.
Tuesday and Wednesday network
No formal network counternegotiators requested Thursday
proposals thus far have been agreed
"off" for a caucus. The question
upon among the network represenof a Friday meeting was left untatives themselves, it is believed.
decided.
Union-network meetings are understood to have remained on a plane
Any agreement reached before
Feb. 21 midnight, the networks
of general discussion without comhave agreed, will be retroactive to
ing to grips on specific issues. HowFeb. 1.
ever, it is thought that two issues

• Telecasting

Presidency

LEAD
NARTB presidency, if offered, Mr.
Haverlin declined comment.
Mr. Haverlin joined BMI as vice
president April 15, 1940. Three
years later he moved to Mutual
network as vice president and returned to BMI as its first paid president in 1947. He had entered radio
ship.the '20s via KFI Los Angeles
in
where he rose to a sales managerHe knows thousands of broadcasters through the BMI and Mutual contacts. Since BMI's formation he has attended a high percentage of NAB district and state
association meetings to stimulate
station interest in the industryoperated music copyright organization.
The whole presidential problem
will be considered Feb. 27 or 28 at
a meeting of the eight-man committee, tobe held in New York just
prior to the BAB board session.
Judge Justin Miller, NAB president who has been promoted to
NARTB board chairman,, is also
chairman of the BMI board. Mr.
Haverlin serves as BMI president
without contract. The NARTB
presidency would be for a three or
five-year term.
Waiver Asked
Last week Judge Miller wrote
NAB board members asking their
opinion on a proposal that board
policy be waived to permit appointment of Mr. Fletcher as general
counsel, a vacant post since Don
Petty's resignation became effective
at the year end.
Judge Miller, in suggesting the
possibility of retaining Mr. Fletcher
for the general counsel position, requested directors to specify their
views on continuance of Mr. Fletcher's name in the law firm of
Fletcher & Midlen though he would
not be active in the firm and would
devote fulltime to the NAB duties.
He also pointed to the board policy
against appointment of staff officials having an interest in a broadcasting station.
When NAB's TV board meets today at the New York Advertising
Club Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB
research director, will sit as guest
to advise in setting up a TV dues
schedule. TV members are to raise
$150,000 for the first fiscal year,
starting April 1, with $50,000 going to NARTB for overhead and
departmental services.
Plans for a membership drive in
which effort will be made to sign
all 107 TV stations will be considered after the dues matter is settled. Staffing of the TV operation
and the ASCAP problem are on the
day's agenda. ASCAP interest
centers in terms of a per program
license and ASCAP's announced intention to issue its own licenses
without further consultation with
TV broadcasters [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 12, also see story
page 23]. Final agenda item will
(Continued on page 88)
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ADVERTISER, agency and network combine talents to make The Telephone
Hour an outstanding radio institution: LEFT PHOTO: Representatives of the
Bell System directly responsible for the program (I to r) Will Whitmore, radio
advertising manager; John Bornholdt, radio advertising supervisor, and John
M. Shaw, assistant vice president, all of American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. CENTER PHOTO: Personnel comprising the N. W. Ayer & Son staff on
the program includes James E. Hanna (seated), vice president in charge of
radio-TV, and (standing I to r) Paul Kizenberger, timebuyer; Gordon Braine,

ON THE third Monday in
April, a shimmering musical
chord — the opening strain of
the "Bell Waltz" — will ring in
the 12th year of one of the
most honored and promotionally successful programs on
the air, The Telephone Hour.
Inaugurated in 1940 to explain in its commercials the
policies of the Bell Telephone System and to clarify the intricacies of
the system's physical operation, the
program has become in its content
a musical institution of the first
rank, reaping incalculable good
will from the taste and stature of
its presentations.
Heard over 156 NBC stations,
Monday, 9-9:30 p.m., the program
has featured many of the finest
vocalists and instrumentalists in
the world, and has introduced a
great number of promising new

artists. It is heard by 7 milli
families monthly.
Cost of the weekly program
the Bell Telephone System
$1,220,000 annually, with $670,0
representing
of time
the
rest goingtheto cost
talent.
Expera'
of the program is borne by the
operated companies of the B
Telephone System, together M
Western Electric (the manufacti
ing and supply organization) a
the Bell Telephone Labs. Es
Bell entity is assessed for the sh
on the basis of its gross rever
for the preceding year.
Voorhees Helped
Start First Series
Now originating from NBC S
dio 6 A in Radio City, New Yo
the show was first broadcast
Monday at 8 p.m. from the Cat
dral studio of the old NBC he;
quarters at 711 Fifth Ave. Don
Voorhees, distinguished Ameri<
conductor, helped launch the sei

director of radio-TV research; Shirley Stone, research; John B. Hunter, v
president and supervisor of service; Raymond F. Jones, service represer
tive; Wallace Magill, producer and director; Barbara Curham, assistant
Mr. Magill; John Caldwell, radio-TV copy chief, and Joseph Stauffer, rc
supervisor. RIGHT PHOTO: NBC Producer Paul Knight (standing) and
gineer Don Abbott (foreground) go into action as Mr. Magill signals from
control room to start The Telephone Hour. Beside Mr. Magill is his ass
ant Miss Curham.

I has continued as musical di:tor of the 57-piece Bell Teleme orchestra. Mr. Voorhees
nposed the celebrated "Bell
.tltz," the program's theme.
'r'he first soloists were Francia
jiite and James Melton who apired weekly with the Bell Tele)ne orchestra. The program also
tured a chorus, trained by Ken
ristie, who still directs the Bell
orus whenever it is scheduled,
is format continued through the
t two years of The Telephone
hir.
The program moved into Radio
y in October 1941 when the
th floor studios were completed,
i almost at the end of the second
:ir, moved to the 9 p.m. period
nday.
iVt the beginning of the third
son, April 1942, The Telephone
ur inaugurated the "Great Arts'' series with Jascha Heifetz
the first soloist. This new fort featuring the Bell Telephone
hestra and a different soloist
•h week has remained in effect.
list List
mnges Frequently
The list of artists changes from
son to season but among those
0 were heard the first season
1 who are still on the schedule
: Mr. Heifetz, Lily Pons, John
arles Thomas and Marian AnderHfc. Other noted artists who have
ide periodic appearances are
io Pinza, Robert Casadesus, Jose
rbi, Nelson Eddy, Gladys
arthout, Bidu Sayao and Fritz
isler, who for years had been a
)ldout" against radio until he
de his debut on the program.
Among the noted American radio
)Uts presented on The Telephone
ur was that of Ferruccio Tagliai, Italian tenor who became an
?rnight sensation with his broad•Vt early in 1947.
Excellence of the Bell Telephone
hestra is attributed to the high
ibre of its members who have
yed with the leading symphonies
■ the world and to continued mem"ship of many of the musicians.
Among
the original members
II playing with the orchestra is
cob Zayde, concertmaster. There
- 35 other musicians who helped
rt the series and who are on the
•rent roster. Four more of the
;sent members joined the proam within its first season.
The Telephone Hour does not
-vel and originates outside of
w York only when an artist has
;st Coast commitments in which

If Mine A* ofi
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Anderson who left for Hollywood
and the movies in the spring of
1942 and was succeeded by Tom
Shirley who has remained with the
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Agency set-up for handling The Telephone Hour.
case the program is aired from
Hollywood. The one exception occurred in October 1947, when the
broadcast originated in Chicago to
help celebrate the golden jubilee of
the United States Independent
Telephone Assn.
Since early 1950, The Telephone

Hour has occasionally broadcast
from Carnegie Hall, the first date
being April 10, on the 10th anniversary program.
Floyd Mack, the original Telephone Hour music commentator,
continues in this role. The first
commercial announcer was Warner

program.
The first Telephone Hour producer was Arthur Daly who was
followed by the present producer,
Wallace Magill, in November 1941.
The Telephone Hour has received
many awards and Mr. Voorhees
has been given two honorary music
degrees in recognition of his work.
Among the awards acquired by the
show are the following:
George Foster Peabody award
in 1944; Musical America critics'
poll, 1950; best musical program,
Radio & Television Best "Michael,"
1950 ; American Legion Auxiliary
Award, 1950; Saturday Review of
Literature, 1950; Motion Picture
Dailylandpoll,
1946-'48-'49-'50
ClevePlain Dealer
poll, 1948;; Radio
Life, 1948; Saw Diego Journal poll,
1947 and Des Moines Tribune, 1947.
Two films have been made of
The Telephone Hour, one featuring
Josef Hofmann with Donald Voorhees and the Bell Telephone orchestra and the other featuring
(Continued on page 37)
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RESEARCH, analysis, constant study and adhering to information
learned from these methods are elements which have gone into keeping
Signal Oil sponsored The Whistler on CBS consistently among the highest rated shows on the Pacific Coast, according to Ed Bloodworth of
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los An- *
geles agency handling the account.
Mr. Bloodworth was one of a
panel of four agency representatives giving brief case histories of
radio successes last Tuesday at the
"Radio Pays, And How" session of
the Southern Calif. Chapter, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
at Chapman Park Hotel, Los Angeles. Other speakers at the session, fourth in a series of six boostMr. McCarthy
Mr. Tester
ing various advertising media, were
Russ Nagel, merchandising direcworth said.
tor, Erwin, Wasey & Co., who spoke
"There is no question what radio
on Carnation Co.; Carl K. Tester,
president, Philip J. Meany Co., on has done for Fritos," Mr. McCarthy
told the group. He traced spot raAsthmador, and John McCarthy,
dio's importance in building Fritos
Los Angeles, manager of Glenn
from a kitchen operation to an inAdv. Inc., on Fritos.
dustry hitting a $15 million annual
Success of The Whistler has been
sales mark.
no hit or miss proposition at any
Radio's success in opening up the
time in its eight year history, Mr. deep south market for Asthmador
Bloodworth pointed out. Before the was told by Mr. Tester. The agency,
program was put on the air the which had been using other adveragency made surveys as to what
tising media, discovered that the
type of programs enjoyed most
product was not doing well in that
popularity. Since its inception, the area and decided to initiate a radio
agency has kept a constant check
campaign, he said.
on the show, analyzing each one as
Starts Spot Drive
to elements going into it, keeping
An intensive two-month tranratings and checking to see which
scribed radio spot campaign on 75
elements made for high ratings.
stations of the Keystone network
Through such careful checking,
was used, resulting in a tremendous
the agency has learned that pro- upsurge of business. A survey congram ratings go up when they
ducted in the area following the
abide by information gathered from
campaign revealed that 259 out of
various charts so diligently main312 drugstores now carry the prodtained on the program, Mr. Blood- uct.
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SUCCESS
Reviewing the history of one of
the outstanding radio success stories, that of Carnation Co., for its
evaporated milk, Mr. Nagel pointed out that consistent use of network radio in Carnation Contented
Hour was the main contribution in
making each year's total sales
higher than those of the preceding
year. The program, Mr. Nagel said,
has been on the air since 1933, undergoing only one major change in
format a few years ago when it was
brought from the classical to the
popular format in order to meet
what it considered the level of sales
prospects. Based on success the
firm has enjoyed through using the
medium, Mr. Nagel concluded that
"radio will continue to be the basic
medium for Carnation for a long
time to come."
Neally Reviews
Prior to the panel discussion
Andrew W. Neally, vice president
and general manager, BBDO, Los
Angeles, and chairman of the board
of governors of the Southern Calif.
AAAA chapter, gave a brief review
of the radio picture. In 1950, he
stated, over 1,200,000 new radio
homes were added from the previous year; $448,200,000 was spent
in radio advertising, an increase of
5V2% over previous years; 14,589,000 radio sets were manufactured,
nearly vision
twice
sets. the number of teleSpecialcluded
guests
inmembers atof the
thesession
Southern
Calif. Broadcasters Assn. and of
the Los Angeles section of National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives.
February 19, 1951
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TRANSIKA
TRANSIT RADIO stood on its
record of wide public acceptance
last Wednesday when facing complainants in oral argument before
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. The proceeding is considered a precedent case
on which the future of the medium
may hinge.
The suit, filed by Washington attorneys Franklin S. Pollak and Guy
Martin, contends the "captive audience" nature of transit radio violates the First and Fifth Amendments of the Constitution. The
appeal stems from an earlier action
of the District Court there.
The lower court, dismissing complaints by appellants and others,
upheld the D. C. Public Utilities
Commission's dismissal of its investigation of the broadcasts of
WWDC-FM Washington to Capital
Transit Co. vehicles. PUC, acting
in December 1949, declared it did
not find the broadcasts "inconsistent with public convenience, comfort and safety" and made no determination on the issues of personal
or private rights.
Hits PUC Action
Paul M. Segal, Washington
broadcast attorney, who argued in
behalf of Messrs. Pollak and Martin before the appeals court, told
Presiding Judge Henry W. Edgerton and Associate Judges David L.
Bazelon and Charles Fahy that the
PUC improperly had failed to rule
on the Constitutional issues. He
pointed out that as a condition of
riding, transit passengers must listen to transit radio programs — this
"forced"
attention thus being "sold"
to advertisers.
Judge Edgerton interposed there
is a difference between the words
"listen" and "hear," asking: "Isn't
that an exaggeration?"
Mr. Segal acknowledged the difference, explaining it varies with
the individual. He proceeded to
cite cases recognizing the "aural
aggression" of "compelling sounds"
and noted the Supreme Court has
recognized that the First Amendment is a two way street — the right
to listen or not to listen being the
same while the right to transmit
advertising or entertainment is not
covered.
Mr. Segal argued that if the bus
company required passengers to
read newspapers as a condition to
riding, the problem "wouldn't appear so difficult," but the principles are the same. He charged
this "forced listening" takes away
personal liberty and property, depriving the passenger of the free
use of his faculties.
There is no other technical device, Mr. Segal said, in which attentiois
n " "required." The rider
"can't escape," he said. Transit
radio is the only advertising medium known that can "guarantee"
its audience, he told the court.
Mr. Segal indicated there would
be no objection to transit radio if
Page 30
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D. C. Court
passengers could use or not use individual head sets rather than being "forced" to listen to the loud
speakers. He suggested this as a
possible solution to the problem and
felt the cost would not be too great.
"Butunder
this transit
pulls outradio
the since
carpet"it
from
"destroys" the "audience guarantee," he said.
Capital Transit Co.'s counsel,
Daryal A. Myse, told the court the
appellants ignored the fact that
90% of the general public is not
opposed to transit radio, as proved
during the PUC hearing in 1949.
Challenged by Judge Fahy
whether this 90% was of those
"voting" rather than the "general
public," Mr. Myse explained the
figure was representative of the
general public because it was based
upon a "scientific poll." To further questioning, he said the poll
was financed by the transit radio
group.
Judge Edgerton recalled the
Washington Post had conducted a

Hears

Arquments

poll, in which less favorable results were obtained. Mr. Myse indicated the Post poll was "hapMr. Myse pointed out that even
the "3% minority" opposed to transit radio actually are benefitted
hazard."
subconsciously by the "soothing
He noted the PUC hearing did
not deal with "private rights," but
rather
music."was required by law to consider "public" comfort, convenience
and safety. If private rights are
hurt by transit radio, he suggested
the proper legal remedy is in petition for court injunction rather
than the instant proceeding. It was
disclosed a bid for injunction is
pending in the lower court.
Mr. Myse told the judges the
PUC actually found that transit
radio tends to improve comfort and
safety factors. He noted that buses
with radio have better safety records than those which do not.
Judge Edgerton suggested that
if 90 '/( of the passengers wanted
Goodwill

ADVISORY

Stations

UNITS

Set Up Councils
SO that the Goodwill Stations might better serve the public interest,
as a "giant mirror, reflecting back to the community its desires and
necessities, its hopes and accomplishments," special advisory councils
are being set up at headquarters of each of the three stations.
the project last *
In announcing
week,
John F. Patt, president of the exchange representative views on
how the broadcasting needs of its
Goodwill Stations, revealed that
area can be best served. Each councompleted councils of representative citizens in the fields of busicil will meet with officers and station department heads at least once
ness, labor, government, religion,
education, etc., are already serving
a year.
at WJR Detroit and WGAR
Mr. Patt pointed out that it has
Cleveland. The board for KMPC
always been the practice of GoodLos Angeles is near completion and
will station personnel to be active
should be announced later this
in civic affairs, to "offer assistance
week.
or leadership as may be required,
and to give generously of our time
Station general managers —
and talents to every representative
Worth Kramer (WJR), Carl George
(WGAR), Bob Reynolds (KPMC)
worthy
project." Adding that the
— have cooperated with Mr. Patt in continuance of this practice will be
encouraged, he ventured his belief
the project which is in accordance
that "we can get a better overall
with a resolution passed at a directors meeting last December.
picture by inviting representative
In operation, the councils will leaders to sit in with us. We like to

EXECUTIVES of Swift- & Co., Chicago, are honored at a luncheon marking
the company's 10th year of sponsorship of the Breakfast Club on ABC. Present are (I to r) Vernon Beatty, director of advertising for Swift; Otto
Stadelman, vice president and media director, Needharn, Louis & Brorbv; Don
McNeill, emcee on the show; A. H. Gunn, vice president, J. Walter Thompson; John H. Norton Jr., ABC Central Division vice president, and A. W.
Sherer, vice president, McCann-Erickson.

to
the vehic
couldbuythepopcorn
transit on
company
legE
require all passengers to buy
bag of popcorn in addition to t\
fare?
Mr. Myse answered the comp
cannot compel passengers to ]
anything above the fare authori
in the PUC regulations.
Pursuing the idea further, Ju
Edgerton asked if the comp
could compel all to hear someth
the majority wanted to hear,
Sees No Compulsion
The transit firm attorney s
he did not consider compulsion
be involved since there is a din
ence between hearing and listeni
He said the PUC record shows
one is forced to listen since th
is a "conscious choice" factor
volved. To another question,
explained the vehicle operator c
not control the volume of
speakers, which are checked by
perts, but can turn them either
or off.
Judge Bazelon asked if the oi
ator legally could call the \
sengers' attention to car card
vertising. Under the PUC stati
as they are now constituted,
Myse said he could.
Judge Edgerton interjected
court took "judicial notice it is
obvious, universally known i
that it is easier not to read t'
attorney, Lloyd B. B
notPUG's
to listen."
rison argued the question is
wbether the programs are "des
able or undesireable" but rat
(Continued on page 38)
think of each of our stations o]
ating much as a giant mirror c
the area it serves, reflecting b
to the community its desires
necessities, its hopes and acc
The WJR advisory board is
follows:
plishments."
Francis X. Martel, president,
troit and Wayne County Federa
of Labor; Murray D. Van Wago
consulting engineer; Charles F
director, Michigan Dept. of
culture; Donald S. Leonard,
missioner, Michigan State Pol
Harvey Campbell, executive
president, Detroit Board of C
merce; Judge D. J. Healy, Prol
Court, Juvenile Division; Mrs. CE. Bickel, radio chairman, Mich;
State
Federation
of Women's
Boniface
R. Maile,
national Civc
mander, Disabled American Ve
ans; John C. Dancy, executive
rector, Detroit Urban League; Ec
A Guest, Detroit Free Press; J
A. Hannah, president, Michigan S
College;
HarryMotors
Klingler,
dent,
General
Corp. vice pi'
At WGAR the board is:
Ellsworth Augustus, director,
vilian Defense; Mark C. Schinn
superintendent of schools, Clevela
Judge
B. Jackson,
Munic
Court Perry
of Cleveland;
Raymond
Spoerri, executive secretary,
Cleveland Church Federation; I
P. Stashower, vice president, L;
Fisher & Stashower Inc.; Mrs. Wa
V. Magee, vice president, Ohio I
eration of Women's Clubs; Ja js

Bronze;
Sam Sponseller,
regional
Grap',^I
Cleveland
Myers, presidents
rector, CIO.
BROADCASTING
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Industry Prepares Stand
SILENCE?
counsel had studied the bill and
Committee, of which Rep. Vinson
t LITARY proposal which would
planned to confer with Dept. of is chairman and which had taken
re the President sweeping power
Defense officials before deciding
no action on it.
I "control" radio and television
whether
to appear. Some CDA
"electroother
As currently written, the bill
ladcasting and
are reported to be disj.gnetic radiations" whenever he authorities
would
empower the Chief Execupleased
with
the
proposal
which
i ;ms it advisable in "the interest
tive to control radio-TV broadwould lay the groundwork for sii national security" will receive
thorough airing on Capitol Hill
casting and radiations from inlencing or "distorting" radio signals the military feels might serve
dustrial heating plants and dia:s week [Broadcasting • Teleto guide bombers of missiles to
SriNG, Feb. 12].
thermy machines "in time of war,
U. S. targets.
national emergency, or whenever
Secretary Sawyer
(r) presents
,'ndustry and government officials
medal to Mr. Wilson.
the President deems it advisable in
: ire preparing their stand on the
Called 'Nerve System'
- ltroverted Defense Dept. plan,
which the Senate Interstate &
Communications has been de- the interest of national security"
[Broadcasting * Telecasting,
CITE WILSON
= rei^n Commerce Committee will
scribed as the "nerve system of Jan. 8, et seq.].
d hearings starting this Wednescivil defense" by the President and
Medal For Census Work
The
latter
fields
are
not
covered
civil defense agency.
| Technically, the committee
The issue of radio control also in the Communications Act, nor
1 hear views on legislation
GOLD medal award for "outstandare there express provisions for
537) sponsored by its chairman,
was slated to arise today (Moning merce
service"
to the Dept.
of Com-to
was presented
Thursday
penalties which, under the military
i. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) at
day) in the lower chamber of Conplan, would be a maximum $50,000
! request of the Defense Dept.
Frank R. Wilson, information asgress. Paul A. Walker, FCC
Authorities said that if members
sistant to the Director of the Cenacting chairman, will be asked to fine or five years imprisonment, or
sus, for his promotion of the 1950
give his views on the legislation
i sit through without interrupboth,
for
corporations
"knowingly"
decennial census.
violating security. That section,
['ins, the hearing may last only when he appears in closed session
Presentation was made by Secwhich
would
amend
the
U.
S.
Crimbefore
members
of
the
House
Inday. It was held possible, howinal Code, also carries provision
retary of Commerce Charles Sawi i ;r, that the sessions may extend
terstate & Foreign Commerce
yer, under whose regime the
Committee on important issues for compensation to owners of
ttjjThursday and possibly Friday.
such equipment, to be set by the. bureau operates.
I Che hearings will be open, not- now pending before it (see sepBasis of the award was Mr.
President.
hstanding the security aspects
arate story, page 26).
Wilson's
achievement in attaining
The
committee
wants
to
hear
i the far-reaching proposal, inAuthorities also point out that
islimch as Sen. Johnson is known
unprecedented public interest and
specifically whether the plan would
the phrase, "in the interest of na- media support for the 1950 census.
:: favor placing all comments of involve an amendment to the 1934
tional security," is broader in some
This feat was achieved with a
respects than the pertinent section
Communications Act; an explanap. ! military and FCC "on the
$100,000 budget half the cost of
tion of the measure, and why of the Communications Act, which
ord."
promoting the 1940 census.
present provisions in the act are reads:
NAB to Appear
Networks and stations alike connot adequate. There has been some
Upon
proclamation
by
the
President
tributed census promotion valued
that there exists war or a threat of
\t week's end it appeared that
speculation that the Senate comstate national
of public emergency,
peril or disas-in well up in the millions. Television
,jjustry would participate through
mittee may report out the bill in war teror or aother
lB and probably Radio-Televito preserve the neutrality of the networks and stations, too, joined
the form of an amendment to the order
United States, the President may
' n Mfrs. Assn., while officials of Communications Act, if necessary,
suspend or amend, for such time as he in bringing the census into the
— C, the Air Force and the Fedliving room by means of firms, live
see fit, the rules and regulations
rather than enact new legislation. may
"1 Civil Defense Administration
applicable to any or all stations within
programstional and
announcements.
Nathe
jurisdiction
of
the
U.
S.
.
.
.
and
Technically,
the
House
Comand local
sponsors, along
i.icated they would submit their
merce Committee at present has no may cause the closing of any station
for
radio
communication
and
the
re: h! pective agency's comments.
moval therefrom of its apparatus and with agencies, joined in the promojurisdiction over the plan — or the
\TAB will be represented by companion bill introduced in the equipment, or he may authorize the cil. tion through the Advertising Counuse or control of any such station . . .
.•sident Justin Miller, who is exHouse by Rep. Carl Vinson (D- by any department of the government
■ted to set forth the association's
Most of the radio and TV supregulations as he may preGa.). The measure has been under such
..icy with regard to the bill; Enport was donated without any cost
owners. scribe, upon just compensation to the
referred to the Armed Services
whatever to the Census Bureau,
tering Director N e a 1 Mcughten, who will discuss the
aside from the production costs
involved in a series of TV shorts.
si hnical phases, and Ralph Hardy,
Civil Defense Mobilization
NAB headquarters participated in
. ^eminent i-elations director, who
Ft! 1 broach the measure from the
Plans Take Shape
the promotion under direction of
3.1 station angle.
RADIO-TV
ROLE
Robert K. Richards, public affairs
EXTENSIVE plans to mobilize radio-TV activity on behalf of the director, and Dr. Kenneth H.
1 ITMA had indicated informally
Baker, research director.
■ t it would file its views, probnation's civil defense program are expected to take shape in the next
y reflecting a general stand
fortnight within the newly-created Audio-Visual Div. of the Federal
Civil Defense Administration. +
. ; her than commenting on specific
officials, including Administrator
Hies.
Millard F. Caldwell Jr.
Heading the division, which operagency. Arrangements to issue moijioth FCC and the Civil Defense
Themes are expected to follow
ates within CDA's Public Affairs
tion pictures for use in theatres
■ ministration are known to be Office, is Jesse Butcher, former rathose already indicated for the film
already have been completed.
dio and agency executive, who
l inly skeptical of certain provibranch, with stress on such topics
Choices to head up the radio and as atomic survival, biological war! "is of the proposal — but for dif- joined the agency last month
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, TV sections had not crystallized last
■] ent reasons. And industry au- Jan.
fare, fire-fighting, first aid and
22].
week, but it was learned that at others.
' rities, while conceding that the
Mr. Butcher has enjoyed a varied
itary must hold supreme in time
Mr. Butcher is supervising a least one TV director from a Washstation would join around
four-pronged operation — radio, March ington
' ictual crisis, feel that the power
radio
background
in bothas the
1.
work
and station fields
wellnetas
■ st be clearly delineated and not television, motion pictures and publications— each of which will have
i wed to encompass all situations
Radio-TV Campaign
in agency operations. He started
his radio career with the New York
1 rt of crisis [Broadcasting • its own director when plans maHoward Johnson already has been
Times and later went on to hold
terialize and candidates for the
'recasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
named to direct the motion picture positions with NBC and CBS public
posts
are
screened
in
line
with
loy'omr. George E.
branch. The Public Affairs Office of
, conalty provisions for setting up the CDA is headed by John DeChant.
the radiatio
I Jred an expert in Sterling
ns
relations, West Coast office of Kenadministration.
yon & Eckhardt Inc. and KMPC
' 3, will offer the Commission's
The
radio-TV
campaigns
will
be
Hollywood, where he was program
] ctions on the plan which would,
Mr. Butcher's division will for1 effect, extend Sec. 606 (c) of
mulate programs for radio-TV ac- promoted by special programs and manager and later .-assistant mantivity on the national level. In this spot announcements, with a possiCommunications Act. Repreager of broadcasting operations.
bility of enlisting cooperation of He also has handled political broad» ting the military will be Maj. connection, the division is expected
the Advertising Council. Additionto work with the Advertising CounL. Ankenbrandt,
* i. Francis
casts for the Democratic and Really, arrangements will be made
cil and other groups to put across
publican parties and, during World
from time to time for radio-TV
ivil defense officials said late campaigns with specific themes
War II, was radio director for the
appearances
by
key
civil
defense
evolved
by
the
federal
civil
defense
USO-National
War Fund.
irsday that the agency's legal
OADCASTING
• Telecasting
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SEN.
WILLIAM
BENTON
ER (DONG
STR
Conn.), author of the proposed
"Marshall Plan of Ideas," will take
his plea for a stronger Voice of
America to the Senate floor early
this week and formally request a
full-dress inquiry into operations
of thetion State
Dept.'s radio informaarm.
This was revealed by close associates of Sen. Benton, who has
been absent from the capital scene,
amid growing controversy, over
the question of whether the Voice
might operate more effectively as
a separate independent agency.
The issue reached a new pitch
last week in further correspondence between the Connecticut Senator and the State Dept. over his

WAGE FREEZE
Radio Aspect Reviewed
APPLICABILITY of government
wage freezes to employes in radio,
newspapers and related fields will
be reviewed at a three-day hearing
before the Wage Stabilization
Board, scheduled to start Feb. 28.
Panel of six persons — two management, two labor, two public —
will be named to review the matter.
It was explained that when the
original wage freeze order was
issued by Economic Stabilization
Agency it applied to all employes,
with a few exceptions. Printing
pressmen, radio-TV employes and
other groups whose industries had
been exempted from prize freezing,
held it was unfair to freeze wages
of employes in those industries.
In other developments, Economic
Stabilizer Eric Johnston announced
that price-wage control violations
will be prosecuted by 96 special assistant U. S. attorneys as a result
of "complete agreement" reached
between the Justice Dept. and the
Office of Price Stabilization.
Special attorneys will be sworn
in as Justice Dept. employes but
will work closely with regional
OPS offices.
Early Friday, three labor members of the WSB walked out of a
meeting, protesting a majorityapproved policy to allow raises to
10% above rates a year ago.
The move was seen as a threat
to WSB's existence.
Meanwhile, Michael V. DiSalle,
director of OPS, asked New York
City Police Commissioner Thomas
F. Murphy to take over direction of
the agency's enforcement for 60
days. Comr. Murphy was an assistant U. S. attorney for eight years
and was government counsel in the
Alger Hiss case.
The job pays $16,000 a year and
has been held by two others who
have served briefly. Joseph F.
Donohue, current director of the
investigative force, has been nominated by President Truman as a
commissioner of the District of
Columbia.
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Lnss
CE'urgingtsss
the
Voice was sms.
based on pre'VOIproposal
two-pronged
ex- for
Korean estimates.
ploration of Voice separation from
the department and reviewing
Expressing admiration for Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secanew the efficacy of the radio shortretary of State for Public Affairs,
wave "campaign of truth" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]. and the "marked progress" made
Sen. Benton is expected to call by his organization, Sen. Benton
for the inquiry in the form of a felt the department "is working
under the handicap of a lack of
resolution prepared for delivery
funds, personnel and other facilieither today (Monday) or tomorties needed to make this a vastly
row, authorities said. The proposal will be referred to the Senmore effective operation than it is."
Congress should supply it with
ate Foreign Relations Committee.
In the latest exchange, Sen. the "sinews and muscles necessary
Benton charged that the Voice has
to make this not merely a Voice
of America but the Voice of Peace
a "frog in its throat" and asserted
that his latest proposal is intended
and Freedom for the free world"
as well, he declared.
to be "friendly and constructive."
The Voice drew $57,462,167 in
Summing up his convictions, he
stated :
regular and supplemental funds
I have repeatedly asserted that the for the current year, comprising
State Dept. under Secretary of State
$41 million for radio facilities and
Dean Acheson's leadership has been
equipment and about $16 million
inadequate in its requests for funds
for broadcasting and programming
and in its leadership in the newlyemerging psychological warfare. I
don't believe the State Dept. has fully
recognized the gravity of this vital APS CONFERENCE
To Draw 75 Broadcasters
area and is not doing all it could. It's
my purpose to marshal support in the
APPROXIMATELY 75 broadcastCongress to back State Dept. leadership in this new and little understood
ers from the Carolinas and Virfield. I hope to encourage the departginia are expected to meet today
ment through constructive studies
(Monday)
with Associated Proand suggestions and through the cogram Service officials at Sedgefield
operation of Congress.
Inn, Greensboro, N. C, in the first
Differences Traced
of a series of subscriber sales-program conferences sponsored by the
Sen. Benton traced his differences
transcription library.
with Secretary Acheson to hearings
Harold Essex, general manager
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee last summer on of WSJS Winston-Salem, is slated
to preside as honorary chairman.
his "Marshall Plan of Ideas" resoDiscussion leaders will be Maurice
lution (S Res 243) and implied
B. Mitchell, APS general manager;
the department had not been adeJames
Lucas, APS director of proquately "stimulated"
withmilitary
strong
duct development, and Leslie F.
endorsements
by top
leaders.
Biebl, APS program director.
He also cited a proposal by Brig.
The session is designed to integrate the transcription library
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA chairman of the board, and himself
more
closely
into stations'
overall
sales and program
operations.
calling for a $200 million worldwide radio network and an addiAPS officials plan similar conferences with other APS subscribers
tional $300 million operating budgin the near future, with meetings
et [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 10, 1950]. The committee took tentatively scheduled for Orlando,
no action on the resolution and,
Fla.; Memphis, New York, Chicago, Dallas and several West
Sen. Benton also observed, the reCoast points.
quested 1951 $57 million budget

— about half of the sum allottee
the whole information progi
Authorities estimate that requ<
for fiscal 1951-52 will approxin
$25 million for radio broadcasti
and additional outlays in fut
supplemental if the need ari
Hill hearings are slated for e;
March.
In an open letter to Sen. Ben
Secretary Barrett said the S
Dept. would welcome a probe
VOA activities but cautic
against quick expansion of
Voice because "we could lose m
ground if we merely set up a 1
fireworks show of American pre
ganda." At the same time, he c
advantages for retaining the V
within the department.
Secretary Barrett said a bi
ing on Voice operations before
Public Affairs subcommittees
Congress was desirable and w
indicate that:
(1) The Voice has
made
"extr
dinary
campaigi
truth; (2)progress"
the U. S.inis the
winning
the
paganda battle against Soviet C
munism;
(3) while
are the
nee
dollars alone
are by"dollars
no means
tire answer"; (4) the U. S. must n
tain "an intimate
information
work relationship
and foreignbet\pi
formulation,"
thus
making
establishment of the Voice undesii
on an
dependent basis, and (5) State I
field workersas are
a grou
specialists
has "as
beenableassemblec
any agency, private or public."
Meanwhile,alsosentiment
for "V
separation
was expressec
Sen. H. Alexander Smith (]!
J.), who placed himself on re
favoring Sen. Benton's propos;
"We have relegated . . .
Voice of America program . . f
a relatively insignificant plac i
our military and diplomatic sch a
of
Feb.things,"
8. The Sen.
VoiceSmith
shoulddeclbcli
vorced from the State Dept. |
cause
named
Voice
serted

of
importance"
the its
Voice
of Freedom andoi hI
of the Free World, he s
on the Senate floor.

'VOICE'

SETUP

A Job for Ad Agenc
THE STATE Dept. and the ^ c
of America "are not doing a m
of selling America and our ay
of life to the other nations of he
world.top-flight
. . . Perhaps
. . . aagei
fe- Ioi
our
advertising
could
do aviews
much were
betterexpresseiby
job."
These
Sen. Edward Martin (R-Pa. in
reply to a letter from Oggie 'avies, manager of WKAP A rtown, Pa., who had posed the i ue
in letters to the senator and Bf Jcasting • Telecasting last m th
[Open Mike, Jan. 29]. Mr. Dries;
said he thought U. S. propag da
"is entirely too high in stand d
and suggested that five top a< !*■
tising
agencies
could lands
"sell"mucA a-as
ican people
to other
they
sell soap.
"Our advertising agencies jan

PRINCIPALS in the sale of a 65% interest- in KSBW Salinas, Calif. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12], are (I to r) Ray V. Hamilton, BlackburnHamilton Co., station brokerage firm which negotiated the sale; Albert Seligman, Dinuba, Calif., department store owner, a buyer; A. M. Cohan, Houston,
Tex., wholesaler, a second buyer; W. M. Oates, present owner of the remaining 35% interest, and John C. Cohan, former commercial manager of KNGS
Hanford, Calif., who completes the list of buyers.

sell every type of product,"
Martin agreed. "We in Amic;
have the best product in the v :1c
— freedom — and yet we don't j3W
to be able to sell it. Perhaj as
you suggest, a few of our top-f j;ht
advertising agencies could < a

much better job."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasts

CBS OPTIMISTIC
District Hears Sales Plans

RAW MATERIALS
Plan to Increase Outpi

REPORTS on CBS' biggest income
year, 1950, and predictions that
color TV as developed by CBS
would be definitely established by
the courts and accepted by the industry during the coming year,
were issued at closed sessions of
CBS District 9 in San Francisco
last week. Discussion at the meetings in San Francisco's Mark Hopkins Hotel was led by CBS President Frank Stanton and other network officials. Wayne Coy, FCC
Chairman, attended.
Arthur Hull Hayes, vice president of CBS and general manager
of KCBS San Francisco, and Clyde
Coombs, of KROY Sacramento and
director of CBS District 9, were
hosts. Thirty-seven station and network executives from California,
Oregon, Washington, Montana,
Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and Texas
attended.
Reports that 1950 was the biggest gross income year in CBS history and a review of plans for
1951, including programs for sales
promotion cooperation between the
network and its affiliates, paralleled
those issued at the Dallas meetings
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 5].
Mr. Stanton predicted that the
U. S. Supreme Court would hand
down its final decision in the TV
color controversy next month and
would support the FCC approval
of the CBS system. He thought
San Francisco would have color
television before the end of the
year.
Chairman Coy accused TV manufacturers of lack of cooperation on
the color question and said they
were missing a great opportunity
for advancing the industry and increasing their own income.
Mr. Coy defended the FCC ruling on color at a news conference
and defended the CBS system as
the best thus far advanced. He
said that when the tri-color tube
is perfected it will work in sets
already adapted to the CBS system.
Network executives at the sessions, in addition to Mr. Stanton
and Mr. Hayes, were H. Louis
Hausman, vice president in charge
of advertising and sales promotion; John Karol, sales manager
of network sales; Merle Jones,
manager of KTSL (TV) Hollywood
and Columbia Pacific Network; Edwin Buckalew, sales manager of
Columbia Pacific Network.

AN international program to ii
crease the output of 11 scarce ra
materials — among them, meta
used in electronics production —
being set in motion by the Unite
States, France and Great Britai
with at least 20 other Westei
countries invited to participater
The nations will be asked to s
up six international agencies des
ing with such commodities as c
bait, copper, nickel and tungste
looking toward allocation of the
use similar to the system used dv
ing World War II.

Grass Roots Lesson
TWELVE advertising students
from six midwestern universities
and colleges will take part in the
Sixth Annual "Week In St. Louis"
March 12-16 under the sponsorship
of the Advertising Club of St.
Louis. The students' participation
in the "grass roots" sessions will be
part of the club's college awards
program.
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SPORTSCASTER Bill Dyer (center) is all smiles after signing a radio-TV contract with Globe Brewing Co., Baltimore (Arrow beer). None the less happy
is Joseph Katz (I), president of Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, Globe agency,
and Francis McNamara, Globe Brewing Co. president. Mr. Dyer will do a
daily two-hour show on WWIN Baltimore for Arrow. Several TV programs
are in the planning stage.

RESEARCH
PLAN
Report Expected This Week
COMMITTEE on audience research methods held what the
group hopes was its final meeting
Thursday in New York and, after
some final rechecking of details,
expects to release its report late
this week, according to Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, research director
of NAB and chairman of the committee.
The group was organized last
summer at the instance of Stanley
B r e y e r, commercial manager,
KJBS San Francisco, who in an
advertisement in the July 3, 1950,
issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting asked for a special research project in that area to dispel the confusion created by differing program ratings produced by
Hooper and Pulse surveys in that
legion. The committee named by
Mr. Breyer subsequently expanded
its membership and the scope of
the project to include test surveys
in markets typical of the country
that would measure all audience
lesearch techniques, not merely the
aided - recall, personal - interview
method used by Pulse and the coincidental telephone technique of
Hooper.
Test Surveys Seen
The completed report is expected
to recommend a number of test
surveys in a number of sample
markets with the aim of comparing and evaluating the results obtainable from each type of audience
measurement research. Whether
these recommendations will be carried out by some existing research
body or by an organization created
specially for the job, and how the
work 'will be financed, are questions yet to be answered.
Thursday's meeting, lasting from
10 a.m. until mid-afternoon, was
held at the BMB offices. Present
were :
Dr. Baker; Matthew Chappell, Hofstra College; Fred Manchee, BBDO; A.
Wells Wilbor, General Mills; Lewis H.

Avery,
Avery-Knodel;
inger, Biow
Co. H. M.Lawrence
Beville. DeckNBC.
and Herbert
D.
Krueger,
WTAG Worcester, were unable to attend.
The
observer members of the committee —
C. E. Hooper, C. E. Hooper Inc.;
Sydney Roslow, The Pulse Inc.; T. R.
Shearer, A. C. Nielsen Co. — were not
included at the final committee meetbut they Feb.
did attend
next-tolast ingsession,
1, and the
participated
in thetee'soverall
findings. review of the commit'BIG SHOW
Seeks 6-6:30 P. M. Sponsor
NBC, whose Big Show is as yet
only two-thirds sponsored, sought
an angel for the other third in a
New York Times full-page advertisement, Feb. 13.
Enhanced by a half-page caricature of Tallulah Bankhead, mistress of ceremonies for the show,
the ad was headlined "Everybody's
Darling," and lamented : "Thirteen
weeks
Show,program,
radio's
greatestago,
all The
star Big
variety
with Tallulah Bankhead as m.c,
premiered on NBC Sunday 6-7:30
p.m. It's a crying shame that a
show with such an enthusiastic response isn't sold
out.theButfirst
herehalfit
is 13 weeks
old and
hour — Sunday 6-6:30 p.m. — is still
available for sale. . ." It continued :
Week after week The Biff Show presents a roster of star names bigger
than any in radio or television. . . .
The unbelievably low cost for this
matchless talent: $8,820 gross per week
for one-half hour. . . . Its audience
is just about the fastest growing in
all radio — up 81% in six weeks, according to Nielsen.
The time period Sunday 6-6:30 p.m.
gets an advertiser on the air before
the heavy competition starts. Best of
all, jnost of it is figured at daytime
rates, $10,692.20 net per week for a
full NBC network.
The total cost for 30 minutes of
showbusiness at its best is $19,512.20
per week. Where else in all advertising can you find a bargain like that?
Frankly, we're embarrassed.
To relieve our embarrassment, and
to give your 1951 advertising a solid
start, let us tell you about the best
buy in town. . . . The Biff Show Sun6-6:30 p.m. 294.
on NBC. Call CI7-8300dayextension

At the last
same week
time that
there estimat
was sp'
culation
for some of these vital materif
may be lowered after March 1, th
easing current restrictions on the
use for the civilian electron:
end products and component par
After March 1, it was speculate
about 75% of spending for maj
military equipment will have be
scheduled. (Also see RTMA sto
page
The 23.)international commodit
phase cuts across the field now 1
ing
exploredPolicy
by the Commission
President's n'a
Materials
William Paley, CBS board chaj
man, who heads the group. T
five-man advisory commission
studying the materials shortai
problems at long-range and v,
report to the President later t
year
[Broadcasting
ing, Feb.
5, Jan. 29]. • Teleca;
The commission held a series
meetings last week. Mr. Paley 1
been devoting virtually all of
time to the survey.
POLICY REPORT
Set For White Hoi

REPORT of the President's Tern < |
rary Communications Policy Bo i
was
be submitted
to the byWl •
Houseto over
the weekend
Irvin Stewart, West Virginia .
president, chairman of the gr< J
created to recommend broad st *
for frequency allocation and re -j
lation.
The board expired Feb. 16 ai 4
a year of study. It had been I
pointed originally to submit rece 4
mendations
by last Oct.
31 but
tained an extension
because
of I-i
enormity of the task.
While no indication of the fi'i
ings was obtainable, it was belie 1
the board would recommend fori I
tion of a permanent national t j
communications policy board £
three to five members. The findi ;
will not be made public for ab a
a month, it was indicated. Oi I
board members are President Jai I
Killian Jr., Massachusetts Instil i
of Technology; President Lee
Bridge, California Institute ;|
Technology; William L. Eveiii
dean of engineering, U. of Illin I
and James O'Brien, retired Gray]
Electric
vice president
and : ;mer
War Co.Assets
Administrator
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My

Isn't

Diary

Banned
but

"Red

in

Boston.

. .

it makes

Hot"

Reading!

Yes, a diary study recently conducted by Audience Survey, Inc., makes mighty interesting
reading for every time-buyer.
Of the 52 stations receiving mention in the diary study — WNAX received top rating in 439
(88% J of the 500 quarter-hours studied. This is more than ten times tbe number of "wins"
granted the second station. Listeners like WNAX best 89% of all daytime quarter-hours
... 84% of all evening quarter-hours.
The purchasing power of WiNAX's 267 BMB -counties in
in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa is S3.9 billionafter
(
taxes) — greater than San Francisco, Philadelphia or ^ ashington, D. C.
This area, known as Big Aggie Land, is overwhelmingly
dominated bv one powerful radio station . . . WNAX.
BMB shows that 405,210 families listen to WNAX — 80%
of them 3-7 times a week. Also, remember, in Big Aggie
Land, T. \ . means Tain t Visible !
WNAX has a list of sales success stories as long as your
arm. Most likely there is one for your type of product or
service. Ask your nearby Katz man about the diary
study that proves WNAX alone can sell for you in Big
Aggie Land.

s4 @ocv£e4 Station
570 KC • 5.000 WATTS-

YANKTON
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11th Hour Music Meet
(Continued from page 23)
26 at 36 W. 44th St., office of Stuart Sprague, New York copyright
attorney who has been serving as
counsel to the TV Per-Program
Committee. He invited Mr. Finkelstein and the ASCAP committee on
per-program licenses for telecasting to meet with the industry committee either there or at any other
place agreeable to both groups and
asked ASCAP to name a date for
such a meeting.
If ASCAP agrees, Mr. Martin
said in his letter, the meeting will
be held "on a basis which will be
entirely without prejudice to either
the Society or to our committee and
industry, so that neither the fact
of the meeting nor any part of the
discussions can prejudice either you
or us in any court proceeding,
should this matter ever reach such
a stage.
No Withdrawals

TAX

BATTLE

Truman Demands Action;
Hits House Committee

WASHINGTON'S tax battle flamed into the open last week as President Truman said he felt the House Ways & Means Committee was
endangering the nation's anti-inflation program by delaying tactics on
his request for more taxes [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12].
The Chief Executive's opinion *• —
was registered in discussion at his receivers to a total of 25%.
Meanwhile, the Radio-Television
Thursday news conference of a
Mfrs. Assn. signified it would carry
committee decision to hold lengthy
hearings on his $10 billion tax protests against the administration
plan to Washington (see story,
program. .
Original idea, the President said, page 23).
In Congress, progress on the
was to get the first bite in new
taxes into effect as soon as possible, whole tax problem was slow. The
then for Congress to look into the House Ways & Means Committee
need for additional taxation to virtually rejected President Trufinance the defense program. Mr.
man's "quickie" tax increase, deTruman indicated he would stand
ciding to hold comprehensive hearpat on his plan to ask for another
ings. This plan was reached in an
executive session after testimony
$6.5 billion in new taxes.
of Eric Johnston, Economic StabiliFirst phase of the administrazation director, and Michael V.
tion tax request takes in a proposed increase in radio and television set federal excises at the
manufacturing level. The boost as
LABOR SUPPLY
"We do not by this offer for a
by Treasury Secretary
meeting wish to be understood as outlined
Defense Policy Looms
John W. Snyder would lift the
withdrawing or in any way modifytotal excise on radio and television
MANPOWER mobilization policy
ing any of the fundamental prinof the nation began to crystalize
ciples which we have in the past
last week after the question of
have
been
able
to
reach
agreements
stated to you," Mr. Martin wrote.
policy control was resolved
"Likewise, we will not construe
in the past without any great sac- overall
at the federal level.
your acceptance of this offer for a
rifice of principle. Accordingly, it
With appointment of Dr. Arthur
meeting to be any indication of any is our desire to make certain that
S. Flemming, Ohio Wesleyan U.
similar withdrawal or modification
every conceivable avenue of pospresident, as assistant to Defense
on your part.
sible agreement be explored before
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson, the
resorting
to
the
necessity
of
asking
"As stated heretofore, the Socijob
rested squarely on the shoulders
ety and our broadcasting industry
the court to fix the license terms."
of the newly - formed Manpower
Policy Committee of the Office of
Defense Mobilization [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]. At
stake are the answers to possible
labor shortages which threaten
radio-TV and other electronics
manufacturers.
Mr. Flemming will head up the
new committee, which will report
to Mr. Wilson with recommendations for allocation of manpower
to meet essential civilian and military requirements.
The picture took further shape
last week with an order by Mr.
Wilson requesting creation of Regional Defense Mobilization Committee, comprising directors designated jointly by the Defense Production Administration and Defense
Manpower division of the Labor
Dept. and representatives of the
Defense Dept. and other government agencies.
Individual committees for each
region will- review defense production programs in relation to available capacity, labor supply, housing and community facilities, and
advise defense agencies on actions
designed to make the mobilization
program -more effective.
At the same time Labor Secretary Maurice Tobin has evolved a
plan for improving the skills of
workers in defense industries and
thereby assisting industry.
The objective, Secretary Tobin
stated, is to encourage employers
to (1) set up adequate training
programs within their plants; (2)
place responsibility for training
functions, and (3) establish the
BISMARCK,
N. DAK.
need for, and direct workers' training toward, actual production needs.
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DiSalle, Price Stabilization d
rector.
The House committee agreed
explore all possible sources of ai
ditional revenue before writing
bill. Such a scouring of the fiel
it was said, would put off commi
tee action on taxes for a couple
months or more, thus probab
ruling out an effective date of Ja
1, proposed by the administrate
for the new taxes to begin. Mo
likely is July 1 as the date for jtl
taxes to take effect.
With potential revenue thus u
decided, Congress had another co
troversial money issue to sett
House Appropriations subcomm
tees began executive sessions
consideration of the Presiden
budget request for fiscal 1952.
Chairman of the subcommittee
Independent Offices is Rep. Albi
Thomas
(D-Tex.).
As yet,
group has not scheduled hearir
on FCC, for which the Preside
had recommended
a $6,850, (
budget — an increase of 3.4% in %
overall allocation but a 1.4%
crease in funds for broadcast acti
ties
[Broadcasting
• Teleca
ing, Jan.
22].
STORM

NEWS

More Reports Receiv
MORE during
reports the
on fierce
radio-TV's
action
wintryqu
tacks which have plagued the
tion [Broadcasting • Teleca
ing, Feb. 12] continue to be
ceived.
Dozens of public service
nouncements
were handled
KATL Houston during that sov
ern city's trial by ice. Tempe
ture went down to 14 degrees :
a state of emergency forced po
and firemen to serve around
clock. KATL acted as a clear
house for messages between
citizens and city department
cials. When the studio lines w'
dead, KATL continued operati
from its transmitter.
show!
of WHAS-TV
educational Louisville's
films for snowbo
school children proved extren
popular with kids and pare
alike.
mother, would
"We thb :
it (the Said
ReeloneSchool)
very nice daily addition if it cc
be arranged so the little ones ccj!
'go to school' for perhaps an h J
Over 400 announcements v* (
each
made day
for too."
the benefit of indus
and public institutions during I
storm and blizzard by WK ;j
Muskegon, Mich. All transpo
tion was tied up, and radio, ass
many other cities, was the < S
contact with the outside world I
many citizens.
Rule activities
ed Golden
the snowbound
city of highlis
Hopk I•
ville, Ky. WHOP of that city
plied the local newspaper with n I
from its UP wire when the una iated paper's AP wire went
For two days all the paper's <ljj
side news reportedly came off <|
wire. On the third day, the stati I
wire began to balk, and the pfj1
offered to help out.
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. I.OFFERS
Stations Report New Deals

EE INQUIRY propositions rang§g from screw drivers to robber
tiers are being offered stations
roughout the country.
A home decoration book titled
r signs for Living, claimed to have
Id in cloth binding for $2.50, is
'ered in paper form for $1, with
e station getting 35 cents per orr. The offer was submitted by
itional Radio Advertising Co.,
: tattle, of which Edwin A. Kraft
Jj manager.
A set of six "long-life" screw
ivers is offered on a $2 basis,
th the station getting 67 cents
ncommissionable. The offer was
ide by G. A. Adams Co., Clevend.
From Philip Merryman & Assoc.,
■idgeport, Conn., comes a per iniry proposition for "Stop Thief,"
device claimed to stop theft of
.1. parked auto. The item sells for
.95 with the station getting $2
er legitimate inquiry." Mr.
arryman notes he is general maner of WLIZ Bridgeport.
Don Juan Sales Co., New York,
em staging a campaign on behalf
Don Juan razor blades. "Before
ying time on your station as one
ase of our campaign, we would
st like to try this on a P. I.
sis," according to a letter from
m Juan Sales Co., signed by
jrt Walker.
OSCANINI
Quits NBC Series
RTURO TOSCANINI was slated
make his last appearance in his
rrent series as conductor of the
BC Symphony
Orchestra last
.. I iturday night, after a sudden de.JLsion that he would not be able
appear on the last two scheduled
ncerts.
NBC said the series, sponsored
jX',E. R. Squibb & Sons and heard
iturday, 6:30-7:30 p.m., will conme with guest conductors to be
nounced later.
Mr. Toscanini's decision to make
st Saturday's appearance the
st of the series was reached on
e advice of his physician, who
! commended further treatment of
. Li internal knee injury which the
nductor, now 84, received in a
II in his home two years ago.

from epageHour7
29)
Telephon
The(Continued
Ezio Pinza and Blanche Thebom.
Both films have been shown extensively throughout the country in
theatres, club groups, schools and
musical organizations. Arrangements for showings of the film are
made through the local Bell Telephone company managers.
Commercials on The Telephone
Hour, prepared by the agency, N.
W. Ayer & Son (see table of personnel), are classic examples of interesting, informative yet entertaining intervals.
As an example of heroism on
the part of telephone men and
women, the following excerpt is
from a commercial read by Mr.
Shirley:
There is something about a tree
that has an irresistible attraction for
a small boy. He just has to climb
it and, in many cases, build a treehouse in it.
Bobby Martin, Detroit, Mich., was
no different from any other eightyear-old boy. Bobby was perched
in his tree-house 30 feet above the
ground, enjoying the view and shouting down to his playmates.
Then — his shouts turned to screams,
as flames licked suddenly at his clothing. A fire had started in a mattress
in the tree-house. Bobby tried to
climb higher to safety. His clothing
ablaze, he clutched blindly at the
rough bark of the tree. Below him a
crowd gathered, helpless with horror
and fear.
That was the scene that greeted
Paul Speight, telephone exchange repairmen . . . Paul turned his truck
off the highway over the grass, up
to the tree. He grabbed a ladder
from the truck and in a matter of
seconds, had climbed to the frightened
little boy and carried him down to
safety.
And to indicate the installation
of the five millionth telephone in
New York State the following was
presented on the program :
At 10:30 this morning in the home
at 4512 Wilder Ave. in New York
City, tow-headed three and a half
year old Robert E. Reynolds Jr. looked
on with wide, blue-eyed interest while
a telephone installer tided up his job
of putting in a telephone. Robert
and his father, a veteran of the last
war and now a credit interviewer in
a nearby bank, then watched Mrs.
Reynolds proudly make the first call
on their new telephone.
There was something rather special
about the Reynold's telephone. It
happened to the five millionth Bel!
telephone installed in New York State.

Harry Frank luedeke
FUNERAL SERVICES for Harry
Frank Luedeke, originator of the
Town Crier and Hi Neighbor programs on WMBD Peoria and chief
oover Report Jingles
announcer and staff man on the
TIZENS COMMITTEE for the
station for more than 16 years,
were held Thursday in Peoria. Mr.
)over Report, in conjunction with
Luedeke died Tuesday after an illa Advertising Council's campaign
ness of three years. An investment
,3 ,r the Hoover Report, is offering
broker , in New York and Chicago
radio stations and disc jockeys
joining WMBD in 1932 at
series of recorded jingles de- before
the urging of former President
•ibmg the report.
The jingles
Edgar L. Bill, Mr. Luedeke, an ac2 composed and sung by Jack
complished linguist, scored a hit
layer, of J. Walter Thompson,
his first time on the air with a St.
sw York, who is acting as the Patrick's Day skit. He leaves his
sk force from the agency to widow, Florence, a WMBD account
2 council.
executive.
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McDaniel

RTMA

(Continued from -page 23)

(township)

of the Treasury John W. Snyder's
proposed 25% excise tax on television and radio sets, and to the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee hearing on the
signal control bill (see story page
31).

1950
U. S. Census
POPULATION
67,888

Spartanburg is the "Hub City*'
a'sPiedmonthighly
of South Carolin
dustrialized
section.inThe City of Spartanburg is
ringed in with textile mills and
the homes of well paid operatives who turn out a great
portion of the nation's textiles.
These textile mills began migrating from New England to
the Piedmont section over a
quarter of a century ago. They
were established just outside
the city limits of Spartanburg.
(Spartanburg has not changed
its city limits since 1886) .
The growth of Spartanburg is
reflected in the new TJ. S. census
population of 67,888 for the
township of Spartanburg, which
covers most of the metropolitan
area of the city. Within a tenmile circle of the City of Spartanburg reside 100,000 people.
In Spartanburg County, where
a fine balance exists between
industry and a diversified agriculture, there are 147,844 people (1950 census), with retail
sales in excess of 100 million
dollars.
Covering Spartanburg and this
thickly populated and high income area is WORD— SPARTANBURG'S BEST RADIO
BUY!

SERVI% THE HEART
OF THE PIEDMONT
ABC
WDXY-FM • DUPLICATION
Walter J. Brown, President
SPARTANBURG
•

Heads

SPARTANBURG

See HOLLINGBERY
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Although no formal resolution
and no positive action was taken by
the group regarding the suggested
levy of a 25% excise tax, members
approved formal opposition to the
move. An investigating committee
will "take aggressive action in opposing" the proposal under the
chairmanship of A. W. Freeman,
RCA tax attorney.
RTMA seeks exemption from tax
for commercial and military electronic equipment, thus limiting the
tax to the home consumer, and for
components and parts.
Board Chairman Sprague will
name a committee which will arrange
the Nationalconferences
Production with
Authority,
at
which reports will be submitted as
to what the industry is doing to
conserve critical materials and
contain them for defense work as
they are needed.
To back up television's side of
the conflict in which sports promoters claim TV has an injurious
RTMA'sto
attendance,
on gate pledged
effectmembers
319
themselves
a "cooperative" effort. Member
organizations will promote the general attendance of baseball games
and support local teams. No
RTMA money was appropriated
for the campaign, and the initiative will be taken by each member
company working through its own
salesmen, dealers and distributors.
Similar to NAB Plan
The plan is similar to that advanced by the NAB. The resolution, accepted by the board Thursday, said the plan was launched
"in appreciation of the support of
baseball in arranging for television
and radio broadcasts of its games
in the public interest wherever
possible." The "all-out campaign
for cooperation" has been in effect
less officially for a year, since the
RTMA published the two Jordan
reports on sports and baseball attendance as affected by TV, among
other factors.
The electronic parts mobilization
committee submitted a report
which had been presented to the
industry and the military, comprising acategorical breakdown of
electronic components which make
possible a quick analysis of industry capacity and ability to
produce military requirements
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 5]. Lt. Col. K. M. Donseth
of the Signal Corps, speaking to
RTMA members, said the analysis
was needed "badly" by the military, and was
of "great
value" to
the armed
services
in production
of "urgently needed" component
The metal surveys report, preparts.
pared by Committee Chairman A.

ENJOYING a well-earned vacation in Arizona, Freeman Gosden (3d,
"Amos" of Amos 'n' Andy fame, brushes up on his putting. Breaking a I
precedent, the Feb. 4 show on CBS was taped to allow Mr. Gosden to t
a short rest. Fellow golfers giving advice are (I to r) Tom Kelland, n
editor, KOOL Phoenix, CBS affiliate; Len Lowry, KOOL program direr
Mr. Gosden; Charles Garland, general manager, KOOL, and Miles Sheph
chief engineer.
Transit-casts
(Continued from page 30)
the factors of safety and comfort.
He reiterated
Mr. Myse's observations on this point.
Judge Fahy observed the PUC
action in effect forced people to
listen to transit radio if they used
the vehicles. Mr. Harrison denied
this, indicating no private right
was involved in the hearing. He
continued to explain the PUC action did not constitute a "final determination," was not a ruling that
is ""enforceable" and hence cannot
be appealed.
Mr. Harrison commented he personally doesn't like the musical part
of the local transit radio simply
because "I don't like that kind of
music,
but Iother
don'tportions
object."
He
said certain
of the
program fare he enjoyed.
W. Theodore Pierson, broadcast
attorney representing Washington
Transit Radio Inc., contended no

"government" action was invol
in the PUC ruling and hence th
can be no argument on the C
stitutional issues. He said
Constitution prohibits restrictior
communication, including "capl
The listening"
"captive are
audience"
"forced
not new,
audiences."
said, pointing out the 12 Apos
travelled the highways and ente
the marketplaces to tell their i
ideas to the people required to
there.
Government Restricted
Judge Fahy considered trai
radio a different case, enterinj
discussion with Mr. Pierson
sound trucks and other sim
court cases. The transit radio
torney concluded the only use m
of the Constitution in these
stances was to bar the local g
ernments involved from restrict

Mr. Pierson said PUC ruled
speech. of "sound," while the ap;
favor
lants want "silence." He indica
D. Plamondon Jr., shows the appellants incorrectly contend
amount of several critical ma- minority has a Constitutional ri
terials used by radio-TV industry not to listen while the majority
last year. The parts division ex- no such right to listen.
If Constitutional issues were
ecutive committee, headed by R.
volved in the case at all, Mr. P
G. Zender, adopted a resolution
recommending to the board that son said, they would be had
denied continuance of
the metals survey report be PUC
adopted, and that a committee be transit radio programs.
In rebuttal to the transit rsl
named to use the report as a basis
for future industry action with defense, Mr. Segal contended
PUC dismissal of its hearing
government officials.
RTMA admitted 12 new member
the effect of affirming the Gl
companies, and named an addi- stitutional question in favor
tional member to the 41-man board.
transit radio. Hence, he argi I
He is Frank Freimann, president
PUC under its rules was oblige I
of Magnavox, who replaced Richard
to rule on the Constitutional issi I
A. O'Connor, Magnavox board
Mr. Segal said the minority ri I
chairman. RTMA members at- could be recognized, citing a p* i
tending sat in on separate sessions
chial school case in which the col
for the five divisions, parts, set found the government could con !
manufacturers, tube, amplifier and children to attend school, thoij
sound, and transmitter.
not necessarily a public school, i
BROADCASTING
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YOUR

IN

THIS

BOOST

CAMPAIGN

The period May 15-July 4 marks an
important campaign to strengthen the
financial independence of the nation's
people — and there's nothing of more
basic importance to your own and your
company's future than the country's
economic well-being ! What's more,
you and other leaders of industry are
the men who will be the principal deciders ofthe success of this campaign.
For this is theTreasury Department's
Independence Drive to increase purchases ofUnited States Savings Bonds.
And the Payroll Savings Plan, now
operated by 21,000 companies, is responsible for the greatest share of
Series E Bond sales.

TO

IS

BUILD

NEEDED

EVERYONE'S

If your company doesn't have the
Payroll Savings Plan, now's the time
to install it! (A nation-wide survey
shows that people are more than twice
as inclined to invest their extra money
in Savings Bonds as in any other form
of investment. So it's good "employee
relations" to provide this convenience.)
If your company does have the Plan,
now's the time to put extra, push behind it! Employees who pile up money
in Savings Bonds feel more secure . . .
are actually better workers. Moreover,
Bond sales build a backlog of future
purchasing power— good "business insurance" forall of us in the years ahead.
The Independence Drive will be

MOST

INDEPENDENCE

powerfully promoted throughout the
nation by radio, television, publication
advertising, posters, car cards, and special ceremonies. The public will be
extra Bond-conscious during this period. Make sure your company adequately informs your employees that
the convenience of "automatic" Bond
buying is available through your Payroll Savings Plan.
This is your country — and it's your
Drive. Help to put it over! All the
material and assistance you need are
available from your State Director,
Savings Bonds Division, U.S. Treasury
Department. Remember — employees
appreciate Payroll Savings.

The Treasury Department acknowledges with appreciation the publication of this message by

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement prepared under the auspices of the Treasury Department and The Advertising Council.
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Columbia
RADIO

A 52-week contract for Sunday afternoon musical show, Down Memory Lane,
on KXOK St. Louis was forged between KXOK, Mutual Bank & Trust Co.
and Erskine, Delorenzis & Whiteside Adv. Agency. Seated is Edmund B.
Welshans, bank v. p. Standing (I to r) are Charles E. Burge, KXOK salesman; John J. Whiteside and Marjorie Stemm, pres. and radio dir. respectively of agency.

WJVS Owensboro, Ky., signs Grant
Jewelers for some 11,000 spots featuring World time jingles. Sonny
Clark, firm adv. mgr., is shown inking contract. Standing are (I to r)
Malcolm Greep, WJVS v. p. and gen.
mgr.; John T. Rutledge, WJVS
comm. mgr.; Oscar Grant, firm owner.

KOMA Oklahoma City's female disc
jockey, Nicky, signs for her program.
Your Late Date, an hour devoted to
friendly conversation and musical
minutiae. Much pleased are J. J.
Bernard (I), station v. p. and gen.
mgr., and Bob Eastman, station program director.

RENEWAL of Mystery h My Hobby,
weekly half-hour program over KLZ
Denver by sponsoring Western ApCo.'s Joeof Mongold
(I), brings
smile toplianceface
Lee Fondren,
KLZ
national sales mgr.

WTTM Trenton, N. J., will air 15
trackside broadcasts of Roller Derby
from Trenton. Account Executive
Harry Barnum and Station Manager
Fred Bernstein watch George W. Lee,
of H. D. Lee Co., set contract.

SIGNING 13-week contract to sponsor Norvell Gillespie's Garden Guide over
California NBC network, which started Feb. 18, is Louis F. Czufin, of California Spray-Chemical Corp. Standing (I to r), Walter G. Tolleson, asst.
sales mgr. for NBC Western Network; Carson Magill, McCann-Erickson
account executive, and Richard Tyler, M-E timebuyer.

HISTORY

Funds

U. G/vei

for Project

FUNDS to carry on a radio history project, in which leading perso
alties are recording their recollections of broadcasting's growth, ha
been contributed to the "Study of Radio Broadcasting" conducted
the Oral History Project, Columbia U., in cooperation with the Twen
Year Club.
Work has been under way nearly as experience dictates. A few
those interviewed include Dr.
five months, financed by such or- R. G. Baker, General Electric G
ganizations as BMI, General Elec- Walter Evans, Westinghouse Rac
tric Co., Westinghouse Electric
Stations Inc.; Jack Poppele, WC
Corp., Institute of Radio Engineers,
New York; Abel A. Schechti
C. E. Hooper Inc., Broadcasting • formerly MBS, now with Crowe
Telecasting, several stations and
Collier; John V. L. Hogan, pione
a number of other groups.
engineer; Arthur Judson, CBS, a
Thus far $9,450 has been con- many others.
tributed, enough to carry on the
By using the tape method,
work for 10 months in the New
York area. An additional $5,000 hour's interview can produce 9,0
words, many times the quanti
has been pledged. When more
that could be obtained if stori
funds are available the field work were
written. In the first 33 i
will be extended.
terviews some 800 typed pages,
Director of the study is Frank
250,000 words, were produced.
"The material already gathei
Ernest Hill, with Prof. Allan Nevins, director of the Oral History also throws valuable light on t
Project, and Dean Albertson, asradio," Mr.about
Hill saI
sistant director, assisting in an ad- early
"We days
have oftestimony
visory capacity.
Forest's early experiments a
Thirty-two persons have begun
to record their reminiscences, with broadcasts,
about and
Fessenden's
perimental work
about ea:
16 completed and the others well AT&T experiments. We have p
along. Another 25 industry figures
sonal accounts of early WJZ, WC
will be interviewed within the next KYW and WGY. We have tes
three months. Interviews are con- mony about the work at the Gene
ducted via tape recorder, with maElectric laboratories, about t
terialreference.
then transcribed for permafirst serious news programs a
nent
about the beginnings of adv'
tising and news coverage.
Varied Activities
"The fund of pertinent epist
Wide range of personalities and and anecdote is valuable, amusi
activities features the project. Ex- and often sensational. We hi
President Herbert Hoover, for example, recited a history of the first the promise of a new kind of I
six years of radio control when he tory; human, abundant and in j
was Secretary of Commerce. O. H. highest sense exciting. Most
what we are receiving shows i
Caldwell, editor of Tele-Tech, gave
a history of the Federal Radio most scrupulous desire to give
Commission, predecessor of the true and full record, and we belii
FCC. He was a member of the that this will be a characteris
of the majority of those who h
original regulatory body.
Coverage of the era prior to 1930 to tell the story of radio.
"A few tapes are preserved
will be handled in the first year of
full, but in most cases samp
the project, with two years needed
are taken to show the voice of
for adequate coverage up to 1940.
Many of those interviewed have
supplied material right up to the personality in question."
present time.
NAMES
GOTTLIEB
Original objectives of the study
To
CBS
Radio
Program Pi
developed out of conferences with
leading p
William S. Hedges, NBC, president LESTER GOTTLIEB,
d u c e r at CI !
of the Twenty Year Club; H. V.
last week w
Kaltenborn, its founder and past
president, and others.
appointed
Areas to be covered include: Ornetwork's
tor
of radio dirpt
ganization and development of stations, networks and other important
units in the radio field; technical
grams,
Yo
Mr. New
Gottli
went to C
research and engineering; adverthree years
tising; government regulation;
from
Young £
technical facilities, including studios, transmission units, long lines,
Rubicam wh
he had been
etc.; network and station policy
Mr. Gottlieb
(which may overlap other areas at
talent division of the radio depa
a number of points) ; programpervisor of 1
ming, including general patterns ment
People. and producer of We i
and such particular areas as news,
He entered radio in the public
music, special events, drama, discussion, education and sports; department of WOR New York
legal developments affecting broad- 1935, a year later becoming ht
casting; FM and television; audi- of the MBS press department,
ence research and measurement.
joined Young & Rubicam in If
as head of radio publicity and
Intensive work on legal, FM-TV
and research has been deferred. came supervisor of the agenc
The general plan will be altered radio talent division in 1946.
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Advertising is one of the few
enterprises where the boss can walk into your
office, find you reading a magazine, and not get
apoplexy.
But the working day isn't long enough,
so you go home with a bundle — under your arm —
and read magazines.

Man, we're for you,

and we'll reward you with some economy-size
intelligence about our favorite topic, Iowa.
The usual approach is to try to cajole your
interest with frivolity, then smack you in the
budget with an ineluctable fact.
straight syllogism:

But here's a

1. Iowa is a get-out-the-superlatives-this-is
uptown-stuff kind of market (02 billion annual
agricultural income; retail sales up $115 million
over 1949' s record; cash farm income $4.50
to $5 per acre per month; more cattle fed and
sold than in any other state; $2 billion industrial
income, with factories employing 50%
workers than in 1940).
600 KC

5000 WATTS

DAY AND

NIGHT

2. WMT

more

reaches the Eastern Iowa market.

(We've got more analyses than you can shake a
stick at which prove this.*)
BASIC

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

3. Your client can effectively reach same via
WMT,

where a one-minute Class A commercial

(52-time rate) budgets at a mere $27.
* So has the Katz Agency, which please see
for stick shaking and dotted line talk.

AD

CLUB

SEMINAR

Top Speakers Feature
D. C. Session

DAY-LONG radio and television seminar will be held Tuesday at the
Statler Hotel by the Washington Ad Club, bringing leaders from all
phases of industry activity into a quick course in broadcasting and TV.
Chairmen of the seminar will be Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington,
and Walter Compton, WTTG (TV)
"The Case for the Network
Washington.
Station"
will follow, with Mr.
Opening the seminar and speaking at a luncheon session will be Strouse presiding. Speaker will
be Bill Shaw, CBS. On the panel
Linnea Nelson, retiring chief timeMr. Baylor; Mahlon Glasbuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co. will becock,
WRC Washington; George
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 5.]
Hartford, WTOP Washington, and
Afternoon session on "How to Fred Palmer, WOL Washington.
Buy Radio & Television" will be
Mr. Compton will direct a TV
headed by Ben Baylor, WMAL
panel with Edward D. Madden,
Washington. Speaker will be NBC, as speaker. On the panel
George Castleman, of Bermingwill be Kenneth H. Berkeley,
ham, Castleman & Pierce, New
WMAL-TV Washington; John S.
York agency. Panel participants
Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington, and
will be Robert J. Enders, of RobWilliam R. McAndrew, WNBW
ert J. Enders Adv.; Harwood Mar(TV) Washington.
tin, of Harwood Martin Adv.
FM Panel
Agency; Alvin Q. Ehrlich, of Kal,
Mr. Fletcher will direct an FM
Ehrlich & Merrick Adv., and Jeff panel, with Frank E. Pellegrin,
Abel, of Henry J. Kaufman & AsTransit Radio, as speaker, along
sociate.
with Allen Jones, Storecasting,
Spot Radio
and Everett L. Dillard, WASH
(FM) Washington.
Spot radio panel titled "The
Dinner meeting will open at 6
Case for the Independent Station,"
p.m. with Bill Sigmund, Henry J.
will be directed by Joe Brechner,
Kaufman & Assoc., presiding as
WGAY Silver Spring, Md. Speaker
will be R. C. (Jake) Embry, WITH
president of the club. Speaker
Baltimore. On the panel will be will be Robert K. Richards, NAB
public affairs director, who will
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL Arlingintroduce winners of the Voice of
ton, Va.; Howard Stanley, WE AM
Democracy contest.
Arlington, Va.; Billy Banks, WINX
Jack Neff, WOL Washington,
Washington, and M. Robert Rogers,
WGMS Washington.
will preside at a -session on radio

Miss Nelson Mr. Castleman Mr. McClure

Mr. Madden

Miss Hart

Mr. Richards Mr.

Mr. Compton

Mr. Shaw

Pellegrin

Mr. Strouse
Inc.

copy, with Lee Hart, Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, as speaker.
Mr. Compton will preside at a discussion of TV production. Don
McClure, McCann-Erickson Inc.,
will be speaker. On the panel
will be Alvin Epstein, of Alvin
Epstein Adv.; Robert S. Maurer,
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.; William D. Murdock, of William D.
Murdock
Adv. Agency; Walter

Use WJ W- Greater Cleveland's most merchandising- |
J
minded .promotion-minded station— for quick sales results! ?
ms
E
Bill
O'NEIl
e
PRESIDENT
W

CLEVELAND'S

5000 W.
WJW BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
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CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
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Mr. Stanley will direct a radic
TV research session with Dr. Ker
neth H. Baker, NAB, as moden
tor. Participants will be War
Dorrell, C. E. Hooper Inc.; Jame
W. Seiler, American Research Bt
reau; Sydney Roslow, The Puis
Inc.
Inc.; Joe Ward, Audience Researc
who formerly served as assistant 1

DEFENSE m
ODM Plans Coordination

for creation of an information coordinating office within
the government's top mobilization
agency — the Office of Defense MoCHIEF SAYS:
bilization— were revealed last week
by ODM officials.
"Chief sure mixum heap strong potion |
The unit would serve on the polCatchum plenty sales for you
^
icy level, coordinating but not absorbing all information releases
Merchandising and Promotion— ^
from the Defense Production Administration, National Production
Cleveland's strongest signal too!" *t- Authority, Economic Stabilization
Agency and other agencies concerned with mobilization developments. These departments, however, would retain their operating
GOOD MEDICINE
|
status on information activities.
At the same time ODM officials
FOR INCREASED SALES J indicated plans for establishment
of
a "clearing
house"and
whichbusiness
would
direct
industrial

CLEVELAND'S fl^f STATION • wjw • CLEWUND'S/^fcw^SWNAl- wjw . CLEVELAND'S fflifi S/>^

Kirwin, Courtland D. Ferguso

PLANS

William
H. Harrison
at NPA,
nied
reports
that an OWI
is eith(d>'
"imminent" or in the immedia'
planning stage. They said that M
Chase has expressed himself as 0]
posed to establishment of such
organization at this time, indicaa
ing the subject had been broache
It also was explained that, wh
Mr. Wilson told a Congression 1
committee that plans were afoot
create a mobilization public info
mation office, he had referred to tl
proposed coordinating group with
ODM and not to another war info
mation office. Agency officials clai
fied the statement, explaining th;
the possibility had been studied jfi
some time but was not immine:
Jan.
15].
[Broadcasting
• Telecastin
Prior Plans

Early planning had been mappi
by the National Security Resourc
groups to proper government deBoard, which under
formerly
partments for any information
mobilization
the supervis<!;
act whiij
they
may
request
[Broadcasting
•
created
the
agency.
the a]
Telecasting, Feb. 12]. The office vent of ODM, however,With
jurisdicfin
would function as an advisory unit,
channeling requests for data to the over blueprints for an OWI — ai
agencies concerned, and not as an also an Office of Censorship — w.j
overall information center, it was
shifted to Mr. Wilson's departmei
stressed.
In that connection, Scott He 1
shey, who headed up NSRB infc
In this connection, ODM officials
also laid to rest reports that the mation activities, has transf err j
government is planning shortly to his base of operation to ODM whe
resurrect a new version of the he is assisting Mr. Chase in th I
field. The coordinating unit, slat l|
World War II Office of War Inforto take shape within the week, v/jj
mation. There was some speculation
that Howard Chase, assistant to employ a small staff — possibly fo I
or five — and maintain press rooi 1
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson, now
within ODM. Business groups wl
on leave from his post as public
be able to take their queries j
relations director at General Foods
mobilization phases to the groi I
Corp., may
such
an organand be directed to the proper op( [I
ization whenhead
and upif it
materializes.
Close associates of Mr. Chase,
ating agencies.
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CURBS

Would Deny NLRB

Benefits

'EGISLATION designed to deny
jational Labor Relations Board
;;nefits to any union comprising
importers and correspondents of
lawspapers or periodicals is curpntly pending before the House
ducation & Labor Committee with
'ttle hope of action.
iThe bill (HR 2516), sponsored
/ Rep. Richard B. Vail (R-IU.),
Lso could apply technically to
embers of newspaper unions if
ey appear on radio and television
'commentators." Authorities
d, however, the bill if enacted
ould have little practical appliition here.
Rep. Vail said it would apply to
unions — primarily the Amerin Newspaper Guild — "directly inlved in the gathering or prestation of news" on the premise
ch members are influenced by
eir union membership.
Explaining his measure, the
xngressman said it probably
>uld not touch on newscastersinouncers who may belong to the
nerican Federation of Radio
tists. AFRA authorities pointed
that while commentators are
ion members in scattered areas,
FRA has not pressed for their
mbership on a national scale
d, in any event, none could hold
mbership in both the ANG and
FRA.
As now written, the bill would
ohibit NLRB from hearing comlints of any labor group affilid with a national or internanal union whose members are
lployed by newspapers as "writreporter, correspondent or
nmentator . . ."

S" HPL PLANS
Foreign Markets Proposed
ANS for expansion of CBS'
usewives Protective League promis to include Canada, Mexico,
ba and South and Central Amerwere announced last Tuesday
J. Kelly Smith, CBS vice presiit in charge of station administion.
Fletcher Wiley, who originated
HPL local sponsor-participation
vice in 1934 and became HPL
lsultant to CBS when the netrk acquired the productions in
, is to leave shortly for Mexico
'make arrangements for the Mexn version. The job of producing
'L programs in the other counts is expected to be completed
February 1953.

!Tulsa Stores
Artist's conception of compact and
modern section of WBOK's new
studio-office building is shown
above. At left, Mr. Paglin (I)
and Mr. Ray
flankSouthern
WBOK's city.
microphone in the
WBOK

ON AIR

Opens In New Orleans
WBOK New Orleans is now on the
air as that
city's 10th
outlet. Dedication ceremonies
are scheduled
for
March 1.
The start of WBOK operations
a month in advance of dedication
ceremonies was marked by a special "WBOK section" of the New
Orleans Item, which hailed the
station's "official bow." Its eight
pages were crammed with previews
of station personalities and description of WBOK's management
and operation.
The new daytime station is
jointly owned by Jules J. Paglin,
New Orleans business and civic
leader, and Stanley W. Ray Jr.,
former practicing local attorney
who has been associated with radio
since 1945. Mr. Paglin will serve
as president while Mr. Ray acts as
vice president and general manager.
Mr. Ray was associated with
WJMR-WRCM (FM) New Orleans until last Dec. 1, when he
resigned to join Mr. Paglin in the
WBOK operation.
Mr. Paglin was a stockholder and
member of the board of directors
of WJMR when he resigned in
April 1950 and applied to the FCC
for his own station. A permit was
granted Sept. 6.
WBOK operates on 800 kc with
1 kw. Transmitter is situated near
Marrero, La., on a 20-acre site.
Two 279-ft. towers are used in a
directional array.
Studios are located in the WBOK
Bldg. at Baronne and Poydras and
occupy the entire second and third
floors — over 10,000 square feet
of floor space. Air-conditioned
throughout, the studios and offices
are modern both in facilities and in
color scheme. Cost is estimated in
excess of $32,000.
Other officers of the station are

AB Portfolios
OADCAST Adve rtising Bureau,
w York, has released general
lio and TV portfolios on the
>e industry to its member stans Reports are designed to aid
Ho and TV stations sell shoe relers on the value of advertising
ough this media.
CADCASTING
• Telecasting

Ed Prendergast, formerly of
WJBW and WDSU New Orleans,
assistant manager; Bob Murphy,
formerly at WJMR, program director, and Robert Sanders, formerly of WSKB McComb, Miss.,
chief engineer. Additional members of the staff include, John
Hardy, of Chicago; James Smith,
of Laurel, Miss.; Earl Davis, of
Cincinnati; John Rhodes, Bob
Mason and Allain Cooper of New
Orleans.

LESTER

PAT

EE

Dies From Gun Wound
LESTER G. PATEE, 65, uncle-bymarriage of the late Thomas S.
Lee, at the time of his death owner
of Don Lee Broadcasting System
and KTSL (TV) Hollywood, died
from a self-inflicted gun wound at
his San Marino, Calif., home early
Tuesday morning.
Formerly Pasadena manager of
Don Lee Cadillac agency, Mr.
Patee had been ill for two years.
Mrs. Nora S. Patee, maternal aunt
and former guardian of the late
Thomas Lee, found her husband
shortly after he shot himself. Death
followed a few hours later, and
just 13 months after his nephew
leaped from the 12th story of a Los
Angeles building.
Meaning and authenticity of her
nephew's will was challenged by
Mrs. Patee in February of last year.
The entire estate was left to R. D.
Merrill, Seattle lumberman and
uncle-by-marriage for division "as
Los Angeles Public
he Meanwhile,
sees fit."
Administrator Ben H. Brown was
empowered to dispose of the Lee
holdings. Don Lee Broadcasting
System and television facilities
were acquired by General Tire &
Rubber Co. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].

Lead in Sales
KANSAS CITY, Jan. 12— </P)—
I Department store sales in the first
Lweek this year made big gains over
''the same period in 1950 in the tenth
federal reserve district.
Tulsa led with a 66 per cent
rise
according report.
to the federal
bank's
cent.the weekly
for
entire district wasThe38 gain
per
All states in the district also
showed an increase in percentage of
sales for the four weeks ending January 6 compared with the same
period a year ago. Wichita topped
this period with a 27 per cent gain,
compared with a district average of
of inplus Here
18.crease foristhetheweekpercentage
ending January
6: Colorado 35, Kansas 42, Missouri
32, Nebraska 33 and Oklahoma 50;
Denver 33, Wichita 53, Kansas City
(Mo.) 32, St. Joseph 19, Oklahoma
City 38 and Tulsa 66
The above article reprinted
from the Jan. 12 Tulsa Tribune again demonstrates
why the Tulsa Market Area,
in northeastern Oklahoma,
is Oklahoma's No. 1 Market.
Only KVOO blankets this
market, i n addition t o
bonus coverage of rich
counties in Missouri, Kansas and Arkansas.
Edward Petry & Co. Inc.
National Representatives
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 Watts

BLANKETS OKLAHOMA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
February 19, 1951
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WIST

(FM)
Suspends Operation
WIST (FM) Charlotte, N. C, this
Saturday (Feb. 24) will suspend
operations until construction on its
new AM station is completed, Ray
A. Furr, managing director, announced last week.
"When the AM station, for which
a construction permit was granted
Jan. 26, is completed, The Broadcasting Co. of the South will go on
the air as WIST-AM-FM, Funadded. The new AM station in
Charlotte will operate on 930 kc
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night.
Mr. Furr explained that the interim suspension of FM operations
will free technical personnel and
management to devote full time to
construction of the new station.
He added that the company in
February 1948 filed application for
permission to operate a TV station
and was looking forward to the
lifting of the freeze.

WINNERS

Mr. Burnett

Miss Harmon

Week-Long Events
Fete Students

Mr. Romulo

Miss Newbrough

FOUR high school students picked from a million-and-a-half entrants in
the annual Voice of Democracy contest are meeting high Washington
officials this week as they receive scholarship awards and TV combination
consoles. The week-long program started with a Friday dinner, followed
by a weekend at Colonial Williamsburg.
ington. They are being chaperoned
Schedule of events was anby
C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secrenounced by Robert K. Richards,
tary-treasurer, and Mrs. Arney.
FTC Order
NAB public affairs director and
Informal dinner was held Friday
chairman of the Voice of Democat the Statler Hotel, Washington,
ORDER by the Federal Trade Comracy Contest Committee. Joining
awards week headquarters. They
mission prohibiting alleged advertising misrepresentations in the in sponsorship of the annual conleft for Williamsburg Saturday
test are Radio -Television Mfrs.
sale of Arrid (Carter Products
morning. On the Saturday schedule
Inc., New York) has been affirmed Assn., U. S. Junior Chamber of was luncheon at Williamsburg Inn;
Commerce
and
U.
S.
Office
of
Eduby the U. S. Court of Appeals for
afternoon workshop; 4 p.m. NBC
cation.
the Seventh Circuit (Chicago).
broadcast
with President Kenneth
The court modified and affirmed
Winning entrants were Marcie
Chorley, of Colonial Williamsburg,
Anne Harmon, San Bernardino,
the order the past fortnight. The
and a Korean veteran, Pfc. James
Calif.; Norita Newbrough, Baton
product, a deodorant cosmetic, has
D.
Batten. The party was to reRouge, La.; Robert A. Burnett, St.
been advertised in radio continuiturn to Washington Sunday.
ties and other media copy.
Louis, and Ricardo Romulo, WashToday's (Monday) agenda opens
with a Washington tour, winding
•7
up with an NBC recording session
and dinner. Tuesday morning the
group will meet J. Edgar Hoover,
FBI director, and tour the FBI.
Put
Yourself
on
visit Presipeopleatwill11:30.
The young
dent Truman
After
luncheon they will visit Senate and
House galleries; Supreme Court
and Justice Tom C. Clark; wind
a spot!
at radio-TV
appearance Ad
up with
clinic
of Washington
Club.
3
Reach
To Meet Pace
*

omes

WINS spots move mountains of everything — from collar
buttons to "Constellations"— fast! Let us give you examples!
WINS spots have a high Pulse but a low rate per
thousand homes. Let us show you! to*WINS spots, in other words, sell more, cost less.
Get the straight facts on a WINS spot buy.
Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
•Source: Pulse of N. Y.— Dec, 1950
Buy WINS..
if Sells!

.

WINS
50KW
New York
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CROSLEY BROADCASTING
1
CORPORATION

Appointment with Frank Pace
Jr., Secretary of the Army, opens
the Wednesday program. Luncheon
will follow at the National Press
Club. In the afternoon the winners
will be received by Gen. George C.
Marshall, Secretary of Defense.
After a Pentagon tour they will
visit Edward Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs.
Annual Voice of Democracy
awards luncheon will be held at
the Statler Thursday. Earl J. McGrath, U. S. Commissioner of Education, will preside. Portions of
the winning essays and presentation of prizes by Secretary Pace
will be broadcast by MBS. A Voice
of America broadcast at 4 p.m. for
worldwide transmission will wind

that included 30,000 high schools
in 48 states, District of Columbij
arid Puerto Rico.
National Judges were Erwin D :
Canham, editor, Christian Selena
Monitor; Rabbi Norman Gersten
feld, minister, Washington Hebrew
Congregation; Frieda B. Hennock
FCC; H. V. Kaltenborn, news an
alyst; Corma A. Mowrey, pred
dent, National Education Assn.
Secretary Pace; W. L. Spencei
president, National Assn. of Sec
ondary School Principals; Lowel
Thomas, news analyst. The contes
started last October as a featur
of National Radio & Televisioi
Week, with contests in individua
high schools. After communit
eliminations, prizes were given b
Junior Chamber chapters and radi
dealers coordinated by RTMA.
NAB member stations turned on
transcriptions and recordings o
community winners for use in th
state and national judgings. Disc
were identified only by key nun
bers.
ANNUAL

AWARDS*

Announced By Conferenc I
ANNUAL
radio and televisio I
awards of the National Confei 1
ence of Christians and Jews wer;§
announced last week by Dr. Everet
R. Clinchy, conference presiden
The awards are presented eac
year to networks, stations, pre
grams and
individuals during
"for onth
standing
contributions
past year to mutual understandin
and respect among American raci;
andThereligious
six radiogroups."
winners were:
d i oIndividu
personalit;
al r:
Ted Cott, gener;
manager o
W N BYork,
C an
New
WNBT (TVfcj
such"Little
production
as
Son^
and BigtheSubject.1
Ne
on
Freedom
Doa
ments series.
Network series, Horace Heidt, f(
his Youth Opportunity Progra
over CBS radio and television.
Single network program, Tl
United Nations Radio Division
recognition of its production, Doc,
ment A-777, a dramatization of tl
U. N. Declaration of Hum?
\4
Mr. Cott

\
:
]
!

Rights.
Individual stations, KPOJ Por
land, Ore.; WAVE Louisville, aril
WEEI Boston.
The television award was wc|
by
Captain Network.
Video and the DuMoi I
Television
Presentation of the awards is |
be made this week, Feb. 18-21
celebrated nationally as Broth? I
hood Week, under the sponsorsh j
of the conference.

up the week.
The four winners were selected
INDIVIDUAL stars of the WLS CI
by a board of prominent judges for cago National Barn Dance are beii
writing and voicing the best broad- spotlighted in a new series Haylo
cast scripts on the subject "I Speak
station.
Spotlight, Saturday night shows by t'
for Democracy" in a competition
BROADCASTING
• Telecastitj

announces

a

HiW

BETTER-THAN-EVER

CATALOG

SYSTEM!

Individual color
schemes for
instant section
identification !

Big, plainlytabs
for index
quick
printed
finger-tip
reference!

Our subscribers asked for it . . . and here it is ! —
a catalog system that cuts hours off programming

Complete
information for
announcers
covering artists,
composer,
orchestration
style and history
of music

time!

— A clear, concise, better- than-ever indexing and cross-indexing
of the complete Standard Library !
Now, combined in two handsomely embossed leatherette binders is
everything you need for fast, easy programming! Section I carries a
complete alphabetical listing of the Standard Library by talent.
Section II breaks the big, best-selling Standard Library down by
title, type, composer and year.
This light-weight, easy-to-handle catalog system will soon be
on its way to Standard Subscribers. It's only one of many Standard
Services to be coming your way in '51 — another reason why
Standard Library Service is the best buy of them all!

II

SELL

WITH

TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES,
INC.
140 N. LaBrea, Hollywood
360 N. Michigan, Chicago
665 Fifth Ave., New York
3ADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Coy Merry-go-round
ONE OF THE most popular pastimes in radio
is the fomenting — and subsequent denial of —
I.' the
the FCC
rumor chairmanship.
that Wayne Coy is resigning from
The latest instance was within the past fortnight. Mr. Coy had left Washington on a longdelayed vacation — and upon doctor's orders.
First the word — probably from the FCC inside
— was that he wouldn't return to the hot seat
he has held since 1947. Then Drew Pearson
gave it the "prediction" treatment, making the
flat statement that Mr. Coy would become
something called the "Defense Communications Coordinator."
Coincidentally, speculation became rampant
on his successor. Who but Madam Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock, darling of the
!_ educator's cause in TV, a stalwart New DealFair Deal New Yorker, and a capable lady
I lawyer ? Then the roll call of the lame ducks.
In passing, it might be noted that until a
fortnight ago, Madam Commissioner Hennock
: had as her top assistant, not a lawyer, but a
New York publicist, one Mike Jablons. He
i performed yeoman service on the educational: TV matter, giving it that kind of Broadway
: hoopla that is seldom associated with an al' locations campaign. Mike regularly handles
the affairs of Mary Pickford and her husband,
| Buddy Rogers.
As a matter of good reporting, we checked
these latest Coy rumors, tongue-in cheek. The
White House said there was nothing to them.
; And Mr. Coy, reached in Tucson, reported
that if he had been offered a position, he was
not in the confidence of the offerer.
Of course, one of these days it's going to
s happen. Mr. Coy will leave the FCC. His
term expires next June 30. He didn't make
too many friends or influence lots of people
with his flat-footed position on color-TV.
But Wayne Coy doesn't back away from a
fight. It's our guess he'll seek — and get —
reappointment.
Maybe, after that, war conditions permitting, he'll look for something else.
Meanwhile, it should be noted by all and
j sundry,
that there
are many "planters"
out plantations
in Washington,
and that withthey
do not necessarily come from the South.

j
I

i
:

When Silence Isn't Golden
HEARINGS begin Wednesday before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on a bill
to give Government power to silence radio and
TV, and all other "electromagnetic radiations"
in event of enemy attack.
Stripped of its technical gobbledygook, the
measure would give the military power to
control communications now — in peacetime.
The bill should not pass. It isn't needed.
Even Chairman Ed Johnson, who introduced
the bill in the Senate at the request of the
military, has serious misgivings about it.
There will be plenty of military testimony for
it. The opposition should be as potent.
The military theory is that in modern-warfare, "electromagnetic waves" can be used by
enemy craft to "home" to their targets. The
facts are that protective measures already well
integrated in our radio and TV stations are
believed adequate by responsible government
as well as private authorities.
Moreover, under existing law (Section 606
Page 48
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(c) of the Communications Act) the President can commandeer any and all communications, with the proviso of ultimate compensation after due process of law. To take all
stations off the air under an enemy attack
would be to blind-fold and gag the populace
when information and guidance is needed most.
Under classified civilian defense plans now
in intensive preparation, and already locally
tested, means have been found to thwart use
of radio signals for "homing" and at the same
time keep the public informed.
Guided-missiles, radio-controlled, whizzing
through the stratosphere like supersonic
comets, won't depend on radio or TV signals.
The greatest danger may be special low power
pretuned stations installed by enemy agents
and operated only when needed. International
point-to-point beams would be more vulnerable
than broadcast frequencies.
There's lots of cloak-and-dagger stuff being
spread about the broadcast services under war
conditions. Of course, stations would go off
the air when attack is imminent. But it would
be done on predetermined schedule. The public
would be informed. Predesignated stations
would continue prescribed operations — to alert
civil defense workers and buoy public morale.
What could be worse than the summary silenction?ing of all stations, with no word of explana-

Congress won't be stampeded into handing
over to the military power it doesn't need. But
Congress has to be edified with the facts.

NCAA

Offside

IT SEEMS CERTAIN the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn.'s ban on telecasting of football
is going to backfire.
The action itself is a classic example of the
lengths to which a misguided gate-happy college athletic director may go. The odd quirk
about the move is that television could easily
become the greatest gate promoter for college
football yet devised.
Barring of football television has aroused the
long-suffering public whose tax dollars support
a large segment of the colleges that would be
included under the ban. It is the public that
has made football the stellar drawing attraction it is. And it is the public that demands
to see important games on TV. Now that same
public is taking steps to insure that it will.
In many states bills are planned, or have
been introduced, requiring state-supported
schools to sell the right to telecast to the highest bidder. Minnesota, Michigan, California,
Washington, Ohio, Illinois and Texas are all
taking steps in that direction. If even a few
of these bills become law, the entire NCAA
campaign will be effectively blocked.
Last week the Fort Worth Star Telegram,
owner of WBAP-AM-FM-TV, dealt with this
subject in its lead editorial. Its argument was
summed up in the following paragraphs:
Maybe the proposed legislative measures will
accomplish what the tycoons of football have
blocked in their short-sightedness and stubbornness. Once the ban is lifted by law insofar as
state-supported schools are concerned, it is dimcult to see how an effective ban could be enforced anywhere in the conferences.
Football would be back on television screens
where it belongs as a public service and a public
right, the game would get some of the finest promotion possible, and the school athletic departments would receive the television fees which
now go down the drain with no proved offset in
higher gate receipts. And the athletic directors
would be back where they started from — directing athletics instead of attempting to direct educational policy, electronic progress, and the public's business.
To those paragraphs we add a hearty Amen !

f • our respects to:

GLEN

McDANIEL

pictured
are large-sized
SELDOM
in a nightshirt
with the herocareers
as beginning
and straw hat. But Glen McDaniel, a vice
president of RCA, and newly-elected president
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., is from Texas,
where statuary in marble nightshirts is lacking only because no one has gotten around to it.
By the time the future RTMA president had
reached the advance immaturity of a nightshirt, he had become a confirmed book reader.
While his parents watched for whooping cough
and measles from one quarter, he contracted a
bad case of ivory tower-itis from another.
Wearing an embryonic pucker about his eyes,
he sat night after night communing with
strange worlds, while the elder Mr. McDaniel.
a man of temperate curiosity, failed to perceive that his offspring was ailing.
One morning about four o'clock, after a
usual evening of bookish surcease from the
cares of a moppet's world, the pint-sized future
executive found himself afflicted with insomnia.
Letting himself down from the bed, and absentmindedly covering his head with a straw hal
against the prairie moon, he went in to his
father. The head of the household, jarred al
finding his own flesh and blood a nascent bookworm, took prompt action. With his head ir
the stars, young Glen found his feet in a cottor
patch, where the need for manual activity or
his part was overwhelmingly apparent. Aftei
tending the cotton patch, he found himsei:
designated "an independent contractor" and
peering uncertainly from behind the mud
spattered windshield of a wheat-harvest truck
Surviving these brushes with reality, the in
fant recluse again was snatched from a relapsi
into the contemplative life and delivered aboan
a horse located near a herd of cattle manifest
ing a strong tendency to disperse.
This chain of experiences continued, unde
his father's unwearied vigilance, until the ado
lescent Mr. McDaniel "apprehended a 21-rattl
rattlesnake." The captive, each of whose rat
ties represented a year of outdoor living ob
viously was no newcomer to this world o
strife. His capture attested to a sagacity un
obtainable from libraries, so parental concen
relaxed.
When Glen won the state oratorical contest J
which was taken as threatening a reappearana
of infant scholarliness, the entire family rallie< |
to the rescue. Grandfather McDaniel, a civi I
engineer, hurriedly put the boy to work with :
transit.
Finishing the public schools of Seymoui
Tex., where he was born March 21, 1912 J
the growingly-genial
young man went t<jl
(Continued on page 80)
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proof

of

selling

the

power

y ear-in
of

year- out

WWJ

, . .

In radio business, you don't get renewals unless you
give results. WWJ must be giving them.
Detroit's largest department store, on WWJ for the past 16
years with an hour-long daily program, renewed again. A utility,
on WWJ since 1945 with three programs weekly, renewed again.
A foremost men's clothing chain, on WWJ for 12 years with a nightly
news program, renewed again. An automobile dealers' group, on
WWJ 5 programs a week, just renewed again for its third year.
And so it goes.
What

better proof is there of the effectiveness of WWJ

. . .

NBC

station in Detroit . . . now celebrating its 30th year of community leadership ... in a market of W2 million radio sets in the
homes and cars of workers who spent more than 3 billion dollars

last year in Detroit's retail stores!

FIRST IN DETROIT

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV

AM—950KILOCYCLES-5000 WATTS

O ADCASTING

• Telecasting

FM— CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES
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SIDNEY RICH, salesman WLOL Minneapolis, to WDGY same city a.
sales manager. He takes over duties handled by HARRY PECK, vic<
president and general manager.
RA-TEL Representatives Inc., N. Y., appointed representative for WTS1
Tampa, Fla.

front office
[ACK W. ROGERS, promotion-publicity and merchandising director
WBAP-AM-FM-TV Fort Worth, appointed regional sales manager.
He replaces JACK HOLMES, who becomes sales manager in film division for Frederic W. Ziv Co., N. Y.
THAINE ENGLE, commercial film director, will succeed Mr. Rogers, as promotion-publicity director.
JOHN F. NOONE, sales and promotion assistant to
E. T. MEREDITH, vice president and general manager, E. T. Meredith Publishing Co., appointed sales
director, WPIX (TV) New York, effective March 1.
He will have direct charge of all sales merchandising,
sales promotion, development and service, in addition
Mr. Rogers
to his duties as director of station's sales staff.
E. P. H. JAMES, onetime advertising manager of NBC and later MBS
vice president, appointed director of centennial public relations for Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
TOM HAWLEY, sales staff WCBS New York, transferred to N. Y. office
CBS Radio Sales, as account executive.

WBNS

rich

gives

portion

producing

you

of

this

sales

Ohio.

J. MCCARTHY MILLER appointed commercial manager WSPB Sara
sota, Fla., replacing WILLIAM BASKERVILLE Jr., now with WFMY
TV Greensboro, N. C. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12].
E. ORMOND ANDREWS, Harry Ditman Adv. Agency, Phila., and DAVI1
YANOW, salesman WIP Phila., appointed commercial representative
for WCAU Phila.
GLENN RINKER, commercial manager KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., name
station manager replacing FRANK WILBUR, resigned.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc. appointed representative for Greater St. Loui
Broadcasting System (KSTL and WEW St. Louis; KXLW Clayton, Mo
WTMV East St. Louis). Stations will sell time at combination rate.
VIRGIL V. EVANS Jr., account executive WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C
appointed commercial manager. He replaces ROBER'
M. LAMBE [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]
BUD WHEELER

to sales staff CKXL Calgary.

HOMER GRIFFITH, director of national sales Wester
Div. Progressive Broadcasting System, Hollywood, 1
KAFP Petaluma, Calif., as commercial manager.
DICK BAKER, sales staff WJNO West Palm Beac:
Fla., to active duty with Air Force, as captain. RO
PARKER, station's sales-service representative wi
Mr. Evans
take over Mr. Baker's duties along with his own.
DR. M. POTOSKI appointed president CKDM Dauphin, Man., new 250
station on 1230 kc. K. S. PARTON named managing director. GEORG
GALLAGHER, CJGX Yorkton, named sales manager, and JOHN 1
HENDERSON, CKRM Regina, appointed production manager. Static
is represented by Broadcast Representatives Ltd., Winnipeg, and Rad
Representatives Ltd., Toronto and Montreal.
LEM C. HALL, Los Angeles zone manager retail sales promotk
Life magazine, to Columbia Pacific Network and KNX Hollywood i
account executive.
JQetlonali • • •
HOWARD S. MEIGHAN, vice president and general executive CBS He
lywood, in Hawaii on month's vacation. . . . D. L. PROVOST, busine
manager WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, appointed to volunteer emergem
stabilization cooperation committee for city by Mayor Thomas D'Al
sandro Jr. . . .KEN CRAIG, executive assistant to general manag<
WBBM Chicago, returns to work after two weeks illness. . . . GEORG
HEINEMANN, TV operations chief NBC Chicago, appointed civili;
defense coordinator in television by Mayor Martin H. Kennelly. . .
KING MITCHELL, account executive KOMO Seattle, father of bo
King Jr. . . . MORT WERNER, manager KVEN Ventura, Calif.,
New York for 10 days.
SAM ROSS, assistant manager CKWX Vancouver, elected director
advertising and sales bureau of Vancouver Board of Trade.

This is a big chunk of prosperous Ohio
territory you sell when you advertise on
WBNS. There are 187;980 WBNS families
with, an income of $1,387,469,000. WBNS
covers the market at lower cost to
advertisers.
A test will prove to you that you get the
best results in central Ohio radio when the
station is WBNS.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
POWER WBNS 5000 -WELD 53,000 -CBS COLUMBUS, OHIO
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HARRY MAIZLISH, president and manager KFWB Hollywood, ai
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing director Southern Calif. Broa
casters Assn., re-elected to represent broadcasting industry on board
governors, Greater Los Angeles Chapter, National Safety Council f
1951. . . . FRANK MARX, ABC New York vice president in charge
engineering, in Hollywood to check equipment installation at newly a
quired Vine St. radio studios now under construction.

ORVILLE F. BURDA, general manager KDIX Dickinson, N. D., elect
president of city's Chamber of Commerce. . . . WALTER HAASE, st,:
tion manager WDRC Hartford, re-elected member of board of directojj
of Greater Hartford Community Chest. . . . HARRY BUTCHER, ma J
ager KIST Santa Barbara and JACK R. WAGNER, manager KI
Santa Barbara, named mayor to serve on Emergency Price Stabiliz
tion Committee. . . . D. M. BALTIMORE, general manager WB?|j
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., elected president Wilkes-Barre Advertising Club. .
WILLIAM V. HUTT, general manager KLRA Little Rock, Ark., nam
president Arkansas Associated Press Broadcasters for 1951. . . . DONN j|
TATUM, vice president and general counsel Don Lee Broadcast jj
System, Hollywood, named radio-TV committee chairman for 1951 Ll
Angeles Red Cross fund raising campaign. . . .
BROADCASTING
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1878

Jfrank D.

JANK D. SCOTT, 72, retired ra3 attorney, died last Monday at
ilm Beach, Fla., after a brief
jness. Funeral services were held
iday at his hometown, Alpena,
ich.
Mr. Scott had closed his radio
m practice two
jars ago, deiting his time
travel with his
fe, Jane, who
rvives him. He
d been spendwinters at
lm Beach and
n Diego, summing at his
pena home,
Mr. Scott
nong his clients
i been WOR New York, KMBC
nsas City, WKBW Buffalo,
EVA
Richmond,
WHO Des
tines and the McClatchy stations.
3orn Aug. 25, 1878, he was edued in the Alpena public schools
;i U. of Michigan.
He was
iduated from the Michigan law

3cott

1951

school in 1901. After practicing
law and serving as city attorney
he was elected in 1911 to the Michigan State Senate, serving two
terms.
In 1914 Mr. Scott was elected to
Congress from his native district,
serving in seven Congresses. He
was a member of the House Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries which wrote the original
Communications Act in 1926-27.
Mr. Scott set up a law practice
in Washington in 1927, concentrating on a relatively small number
of radio clients. He served as special counsel to the Federal Radio
Commission in one of its first court
actions. He was a leading citizen
of Alpena and was an ardent supporter of civic enterprises in that
city. While in Washington he
lived at the Raleigh Hotel.
He was a member of the first
board of directors of the Federal
Communications Bar Assn.

Advertisement

From

W

Slim

"Ali

where

Joe

and

I sit

Marsh

His

Species"

Slim Baker, who's always doing
something crazy, had a lot of people
smiling last week because his entry

NEWSPRINT
20% Production Cur Seen
NEWSPRINT production may be
curtailed as much as 20% this
year because of the "acute" shortage of sulphur or some other factor, but the government plans no
controls over the supply at present.
These opinions were expressed
by the National Production
Authority before the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee which opened hearings
on newsprint and how it will be
affected
by the nation's mobilization program.
Authorities have agreed that
rationing of newsprint could have
far-reaching implications on broadcast advertising budgets, touching on national network and spot
billings, rate structures and other
phases. Additionally, about 25%
of the nation's radio-TV stations
are newspaper-owned [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8].
Gabriel J. Ticoulat, director of
NPA's Pulp & Paper Div., told the
House group that while the government contemplates no controls
now, the nation's publishers face a
shortage of 130,000 tons of newsprint notwithstanding the sulphur
shortage. Continued curtailment
of sulphur, he added, would mean
at least a 20% cutback in newsprint production.
NPA ordered paper mills, however, to set aside about 5% of
monthly newsprint output (and up
to 10% of other types of paper)
for government use. The directive, NPA explained, "is not expected to reduce the amount of
paper available for civilian pro-

O/Cf ' NEEDS
Get Defense Priority
IORITY ratings may be asned by the State Dept. to any
terials it earmarks for maintelce and expansion of the Voice
America under a government
ulation issued last Monday,
"he National Production Aurity said the Voice is "directly
ited to the national defense eft" and gave the department aurity to assign any DO priorities
deems necessary "to meet aufized procurement and construc;i requirements" of the internaial information program,
'he authority is designed to exite acquisition of certain maals and equipment essential to
Voice program. Heretofore,
Voice technically had been
ted by military DO orders in
quest for procurement of steel
meet overseas antenna and
ismitter needs authorized by
81st Congress [Closed Circuit,
. 27, 1950].
PA did not specify types of
erial and equipment required
. operate and expand the Voice
said they include those used in
o and electronics, motion pic, and press and publication
pment.
he State Dept. was not among
previously-designated claimant
icies for assignment of DO
ngs. These are the Dept. of
snse, Atomic Energy Commis, Coast Guard, National Adry Committee for Aeronautics
the Civil Aeronautics Admination.
oeeifically, the Secretary of duction."
Appearing before the House
e is empowered to (1) apply committee were representatives of
figs to direct contracts and
the American Newspaper Publishing Assn., National Editorial
:hase orders, and (2) transfer
right "to persons placing or- Assn.
reau. and Newsprint Service Bu; for materials."
Telecasting
O ADCASTING

won a ribbon in the Women's
Annual Pet Show.

Club

Seems as though Slim saw a strangecolored alley cat with no tail over at
Central City and brought it home.
He washed, combed, and brushed it
and put a collar on it with a card
reading "Ali Species." Then he enters
it in the show.
Hanged if the ladies didn't think
it was some rare kind of cat and gave
it a special award! When one of them
asked Slim where she could get one
like it, he said, "It's all yours, M'am
—I can get an 'Alley Cat' anytime
From where I sit, some of us are
I want!"
pretty easily "taken in" just because
someone else says it's so. Whether
it's awarding prizes or passing judgment on a person's right to enjoy a

if

temperate glass of beer — let's take a
good look from stem to stern, and
learn what it's all about before making
up our minds.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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1
INCOME
RISE
Noted by Commerce Dept.
PERSONAL income in December
1950 was at an all time-high with
an annual rate of $240.7 billion,
compared to a rate of $232.9 billion in November of the same year.
Total personal income in 1950
amounted to $223 billion, $17 billion higher than 1949's total of
$206 billion, according to the U. S.
Dept. of Commerce Business News
Reports.
Wage and salary receipts in December were at an annual rate of
$153.5 billion, $1.4 billion higher
than November. Total wage and
salary receipts amounted to $142
billion in 1950 an increase of more
than $10 billion over 1949.
Total nonagricultural incomes
amounted to $205.6 billion in 1950,
a substantial increase over the
$188.2 billion set in 1949. Total
agricultural income however,
dropped slightly to $17.6 billion
from the $17.9 billion of 1949.
Federal,- state and local government payrolls showed an increase
of $2 billion over 1949, totalling
$22.4 billion in 1950. Factory payrolls showed the largest increase,
amounting to $5 billion (12%)
more than in 1949.

Shown at the speakers' table at the ABA winter meeting are (I to r) John Esau, Tulsa, NAB board member; Tom Mull, educational director, Arkansas Fish
& Game Commission; Jim Cox, BMI, New York; Sam
W. Anderson, retiring president of ABA; C. Hamilton

ABA

ELECTS

Moses, president, Arkansas Power & Light Co., ar
Oliver Gramling, assistant to the general managt
for radio, Associated Press, New York. Not preset
ivhen the picture was taken was Arkansas Goverm
Sid McMath.

KGRH's Stevenson President;
Other Officers Named

FRED J. STEVENSON, KGRH Fayetteville, was elected president of
the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. at the annual ABA winter meeting
in Little Rock last fortnight.
Others elected included S. C. Vinsonhaler, KGHI Little Rock, vice
president, and
Storm
Whaley, *
KUOA Siloam Springs, secretarylations, NAB, describe the overall
treasurer.
operation of NAB and its recent
New board of directors is comreorganization and significance.
posed of Sam W. Anderson, KFFA
Jim Cox, BMI, New York, exHelena; Harold Sudbury, KLCN
plained BMI program directors
clinics.
Blytheville; Ted Rand, KDRS
GOODYEAR Tire & Rubber Co., spon- Paragould; Julian Haas, KARK
Oliver Gramling, Associated
Little Rock; John Wolever, KTHS
sor of ABC's Greatest Story Ever
Press, New York, told his audience
Told, has given permission to schools, Hot Springs, and Leon Sipes,
that news broadcasting is still rareligious and civic groups to tape KELD El Dorado.
record the broadcasts off the air and
dio's prime service to listeners.
The delegates heard Ralph
Major Carl Martin, Arkansas diplay them back on a non-commercial
basis.
rector of civil defense, lauded raHardy, director of government rediomen for their willingness to
cooperate in civil defense preparations.
Attending
Have You Seen the "Primer"?
Among those who registered at
the meeting were:
Melvin Spann, and June Spann.
KWAK Stuttgart: Glen Robertson and
Leonard Coe, KVLC Little Rock: Harold Sudbury, KLCN Blytheville; George
Frazier and L. B. Tooley, KXAR Hope;
Dick Crane, KNEA Jonesboro; S. C.
Vinsonhaler, KGHI Little Rock; Adrian
White, KPOC Pocahontas; Robert
Wheeler, KHOZ Harrison; Lloyd L.
Bryan and C. R. Horne, KXRJ Russellville; Ray Dexter and Ted Rand, KDRS
Paragould; Betty Woods and Sgt. Ted
Woods,son and
KOSE
AnderBill Osceola;
Bigley, Sam
KFFAW. Helena;
Fred J. Stevenson, KGRH Fayetteville;
Frank Browne, KWFC Hot Springs;
Leon Sipes and W. N. McKinney, KELD
El Dorado; Carroll Blewster and Richard Tuck, KVMA Magnolia; Walcott
Wyllie, KBRS Springdale; James P.
w

Walker and John Esau, KFPW Fcin
Smith; David M. Segal, KDMS
Dorado; Bill Hutt, Harris Owen,
Myers,
MarkTracy,
Weaver,
and Kermit
KLRAOscar
LittleAlago.
Roc
Bill Deaton and J. M. Moore, KVI
Arkadelphia; Dr. H. E. Willian
Southern Baptist College, Wain
Ridge; Jared Trevathen, Albert Wefe
Jim Higginbotham
and James
W. R.andSmi'B :
KBTA
Batesville; David
Fogg,
KXJK
Forerst
Crockett, KAMD Camden; City;
R. B. Da\
Be
KENA Mena; Weldon Stamps, KF£
Forth Smith.
Jim Douglas, G.E., Dallas; Piei
Weis, Langworth, New York; Joe Ca
ton and Doyle Bates, Carlton Rad
Little Rock; Theil W. Sharpe, Colli
Radio, Dallas; David R. Milsten, SESA
Tulsa; Peter J. S. King, SESAC, Shre\
port; Bob Shuffler, Earl Lipscor
Assoc., Dallas; John Devine, Stands
Radio, Dallas; Don Gilbert, Minnesc
Mining, Kansas
St. Louis;
Stein, D.Associat
Press,
City;Al Wiley
Weng
RCA, Dallas; Jim Felton and W.
Pollard,
Extension
Service,
Little
Ro<
Jim Martin, Arkansas Forestry Def
Little Rock; Oliver Gramling, As;
ciated Press, New York; J. R. Andi
son, Associated Press, Little Roc
Ronald Autry, Associated Press, Me
phis; Jim Cox, BMI, New York; Hu
Allen, Langworth, New York.
Caldwell Meets Press
MILLARD F. CALDWELL j:
chief of the nation's Federal Ci
Defense Administration, w
scheduled
appear
on NBC-T1
Meet
the toPress
yesterday
(Si
day), 4-4:30 p.m. Mr. Caldw<
former governor of Florida, :
turned early last week from Er
land where he conferred brie
with British civil defense officii
on mutual problems. He was <
pected to review national progn
in defense planning on the sh
under questioning by Lawrei I
Spivak and other reporters. '\

Just off the press! Eight pages of facts and figures presented
in simple "first grader" style that gives you the low-down on
this tremendous market as concerns CKLw\ Reading time:
2 minutes! Uses: Unlimited! "Write today . . . it's FREE.
50,000 WATTS
• 800 KC

CKLW
Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26
Adam J. Young Jr., Inc.
National Representative
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J. E. Campeau
President

Among the newly-elected ABA officers are (I to r) Mr. Vinsonha,
Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Whaley.
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AIR

RAID

ALARM

Supersonic System
Planned for D. C.

pLANS for a supersonically-controlled air raid warning system to
blanket the nation's capital— utilizing a 250 w FM transmitter and
|4 high-power amplifiers — were revealed last Wednesday by the District
If Columbia's Civil Defense Communications Advisory & Planning
Committee.
*
The blueprint was disclosed after with 50 w FM transmitters; and
meeting Feb. 9 of District of- (3) permit reservation for special
services such as "walkie-talkie"
cials and local civil defense repcommunication, pack receivers and
resentatives, including Ross Be- other
mobile equipment.
ille, WWDC Washington [Broadasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12].
Officials pointed out that installation and operation of supersoni'Ian still must be approved by the
C. board of commissioners.
cally-controlled devices, a new departure for air raid warning sysPurpose of the plan, according
tems, makes it unnecessary to use
L Mr. Beville and Herbert A.
telephone and other lines now in
'riede, D. C. communications su- demand
for other uses. Moreover,
erintendent and committee chairsuch lines are vulnerable during
lan, is to increase the efficacy
emergency, they added.
f civil defense by "providing it
ith an instantaneous medium for
Hook Up Plans
lass public communication before,
While the 34 amplifiers (described as modified public address
uring and after air raids."
Three radio frequencies in the horns) are to be located in the
3-50mc band, made available to District proper, other communi•cal civil defense by FCC, will
ties have been consulted and ina used for the District air raid
vited to "hook up" with the netarning system.
Equipment is
work by installing similar equip|dw on order to construct the 250
ment. Permission also would be
transmitter plant at the Comgranted to private industry, it was
unications Command Center, al- explained.
Officials also noted that while
;ady designated by the local Of:e of Civil Defense.
Three frequencies will (1) con?ct the command center with the
ELECTRONICS
i supersonically-controlled ampli'Womanpower' Needs Cited
irs, to be activated by special
M receivers controlled at the INTEREST in the radio-electronics
field has increased substantially
inter in the event of warnings and
since the outbreak of the Korean
!j>r mutual
aid purposes;
(2) permit communication
between
the war last year, according to the
mmand point and four control
nters, to be equipped in turn
ANDAU
named
Assumes New CDA

Post

PPOINTMENT of Clem J. Ran.u, radio and newspaper execute, as executive director of the
ideral Civil Defense Administratis] was announced last Wednesfi.y by Administrator Millard F.
Iildwell Jr. Mr. Randau has been
jrving as assistant to Mr. Caldell since the first of the year
Sroadcasting • Telecasting,
;b. 5].
The CDA official, who is a memr of the board of directors of
jNEW New York, also is chairJin of the CDA Policy Committee,
his new capacity he is expected
supervise
a 1 1 management
ases of civil defense at the govnment level, working directly
th the administrator under
es J. Wadsworth, acting depV administrator.
Mr. Randau formerly was assorted with United Press and Field
.iterprises Inc., including the four
eld-operated stations and its
wspaper, the Chicago Sun-Times.
■Iter 1947 he was president and
rector of KFBI Wichita and also
nois-Wyoming Oil Co. He was
|! -ired until his federal appointnt, though he still retains interin the New Milford (Conn.)
mes.
tOADCASTING

supersonic devices are new for air
raid warning applications, the development isthe outgrowth of experimental work in transit radio
and other specialized FM broadcast services. WWDC-FM is the
Inc.
capital
outlet for Transit Radio
Mr. Beville has been supervising
broadcast phases (AM, FM, TV,
transit radio) in current District
planning and will consult periodically with station executive and
engineering personnel.
VOA BOOSTS TIME
More Programs, Languages
VOICE OF AMERICA last week
boosted its daily program output
to 35 hours and number of languages to 28 with the addition of
Lithuanian, Amoy (Chinese) and
Mandarin dialects to its expanding
schedule. Lithuanian is the first
of three Baltic republic languages
to be added, with Estonian and
Latvian slated later.
The new daily schedule calls for
15 minutes in Lithuanian consisting of news and commentary
beamed from the U. S. and abroad;
30 minutes of Amoy with news and
features on American-Far Eastern
relations, emanating from New
York and relayed by shortwave
transmitters in Manila and Honolulu, and 15 minutes of Mandarin,
bringing the Voice's China output
to five hours daily.

Needs

Copper

SHORTAGE of available .
copper wire has become so
acute among communications
firms that at least one has
advertised its willingness to
trade with manufacturers.
In a recent ad in the Wall
Street Journal, Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., Clifton,
N. J., said it is offering
"large quantities"
of switchboard and magnet
wire,
cable, non-ferrous metals and
other items in return for 20,000 lbs. each of certain types
of soft bare and soft tinned
copper wire. Federal also
reportedly, needs plain enamelled magnet wire and
cold rolled steel sheet.
Profits Tax Returns
BUREAU of Internal Revenue has
released schedules and instructions dealing with corporation
filing of returns under the new
Excess Profits Tax law. The
tax applies to corporations for tax
years ending after June 30, 1950,
but not to tax years that ended
prior to July 1, 1950. First returns
are due by March 15. All corporations must file the returns even
though not subject to the tax. Revenue collectors have been instructed
to be "sympathetic" to "meritorious requests" for time extensions.

Capital Radio Engineering Institute, Washington, which reports
an influx of requests daily from
both industry and the armed
forces.
The growing shortage of manpower will stimulate the need for
women, who are being encouraged
to enter the radio-electronics field,
CREI added. The institute called
attention to positions opened during World War II to trained women who filled defense jobs. Present mobilization may re-open such
postions, CREI said, citing its
own course which may be completed in 20 months.
SECURITY PLAN
Joint Hill Group Urged
A PROPOSAL urging a joint
Senate-House Un-American Activities Committee, to replace the
present standing committee in the
lower chamber, was sponsored
Feb. 8 by Rep. Jacob Javits (RN. Y.).

Rep.ofJavits'
plan wasresolution
in the
form
a concurrent
which would set up a combined
unit to study administration of the
McCarran subversive-control law,
espionage, sabotage, international
security and other phases now
handled by the House Un-American
Activities Committee. Group also
would probe Communist and Fascist propaganda and individual
rights.
• Telecasting

CBS
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POLITICAL

. . . are an important part of
RCA Victor 's business!
^ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
of every description —from spot
announcements to full-length
programs — are RECORDED,
PROCESSED, PRESSED
in the country's best-equipped
studios and plants.
Complete transcribed radio production
and script-writing facilities
are also, available.

Quality and Service
. . . are alivays assured at
RCA Victor!
LARGE or SMALL, your transcription order always gets the
same careful attention . . . the same
world-famous engineering. With
this, plus prompt HANDLING &
DELIVER Y, your ET cant miss . . .
at

Contact a Custom Record Studio
today at Dept. 2B in
New York, Chicago or Hollywood
Custom
Record
Sales

"HIS MASTERS VOICE"
Radio Corporation of America
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State Law Is Best
A nswer — Sh ipley

BEST HOPE of solution to the broadcaster's predicament from the ban
cn censoring political broadcasts and possible resultant libel suits rests
in appropriate state legislation such as exists in California, Florida and
certain other states, according to Carl L. Shipley, Washington broadcast
*
attorney.
Writing in the current issue of newspapers, marketing specialists
the Federal Bar Journal, (Vol. XI,
who repeat defamaNo. 2), Mr. Shipley states that and laymen
tory statements.
since Congress has been aware for
"But a secondary disseminator
nearly 25 years "of the confused
of defamation is only liable if he
interpretation surrounding Section
315" of the Communications Act has failed to exercise due care,"
Shipley
"This applied
is the
(requiring stations to give all can- Mr.
principle
thatwrites.
has been
didates for an office equal access
to
news
vendors,
booksellers,
tele- FACILITIES are the same but th
to the air if one is granted time,
phone and telegraph companies, liwhile also prohibiting censorship
motif is different for the new "Radi
braries and publishers of 'canned
of material aired) "and has failed news.' Here
again, the law as ap- Cottage" equipped by WEAU Ea
to take action, it is reasonable to
plied to broadcasters in the various
Claire, Wis., as a permanent installa
suppose that ultimate clarification
tion. The "cottage," located in th
states goes both ways."
must rest with the courts."
lobby of a local hotel, is equippe
Until the U. S. Supreme Court
with
control board, two turntable
Application
does clarify Sec. 315, which it may
"The
weight
of
existing
judicial
do in the Felix v. Westinghouse
remote lines to the hotel's gri
authority points toward applica- and
room. (Above) Bob Montgomery
Radio Stations Inc. case involving
tion of the rule of absolute liaWEAU disc jockey, holds forth fror
Westinghouse's
bility," Mr. Shipley says, "even to 1 1 p.m. to 1 a.m. and 2 p.m. to
as well as WCAU KYW
and Philadelphia
WFIL there
the extent of holding the broad[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
caster liable for defamation on a p.m. Newscasts and other program
Feb. 12; Jan. 22; Dec. 25, 1950], network program which originates
also originate at the installation, ere;
"broadcasters can best protect
in California,
another city."Colorado, Florida, son
themselves by requiring as a conated and
by Program
Ne1'
StationManager
ManagerBob Han
dition precedent to providing time
Georgia,
Illinois, Nebraska, Virthat copies of political speeches be
Wyoming and Hawaii are
Hyett.
submitted in advance, and, if the onlyginia,
states and territory which
defamatory material is found, po- "have squarely treated with polit- from liability unless there is a(
litely pointing out the possible
ical defamation as such" and for tual malice.
consequences," he says.
North Dakota adds to the broac
"practical purposes" have solved
the problem of enacting statutes
caster's
difficulty with a statute
Might Post Bond
absolving station operators from
making radio defamation a criml
"Without censoring," Mr. Ship- liability for political defamation,
he says. "Thus, if a broadcast 1
ley writes, "this may evoke co- he states. Some other states have censee censors a political speed
operation from the speaker. If touched on the subject, he notes.
he commits a crime under t?j
not, the only alternative may be
Kansas, Oregon, Iowa, North
federal
and if he doesn't, li
to require political speakers to Carolina and South Dakota have commits law,
a ex'ime under state law}
post adequate bond, or to sign an statutes providing the broadcaster
Protection Scope
agreement to indemnify the radio shall not be liable unless he has
station against defamation suits, been negligent, while Indiana adds
The Washington state statu I
or for the station itself to carry the requirement that a retraction
must have been aired, Mr. Shipley only protects the broadcaster fro j
defamation insurance."
indicates. Montana and Utah have liability if he has required a wril
Mr. Shipley explains the underten script in advance and cuts tM
lying problem is the "reach" of statutes protecting the station speaker off the air when he de^
state laws and the "confines" of
ates from it, Mr. Shipley writej
federal laws "operating in the
He points out, however, that sinij
same general field." He notes
NBC SUIT DROPPED
FCC rules forbid such measure]
FCC's Port Huron decision (warn"the backhand effect of the statu )
ing that stations censoring politAt Request of Judell
is to make certain that the broa J
ical talks in violation of Sec. 315
PLAGIARISM suit filed against caster is liable for defamatory pi
could be denied renewal of license)
NBC, William Morris Agency,
concluded the federal government
litical speeches made over his ffl
Writer Irving Brecher and other cilities."
had so occupied the field that state
A
laws must be subordinated to fed- individuals for $400,000 by Writer
eral policy. The courts have dif- Maxson F. Judell has been dismissed at the request of the
fered over FCC's interpretation of
Sec. 315, however, he states.
plaintiff following transfer of the
case from Los Angeles Superior
The problem is further confused,
Court to Federal Court by the
he says, by the conflict in statutes
among various states as to the Morris office.
Mr. Judell charged in the suit
basis of liability of a station airfiled several weeks ago that a proing a defamatory political speech.
gram he wrote, Million Dollar MysOne aspect is whether radio defatery, and appointed the agency to
mation is libel or slander, the latsell, was later sold by them to NBC
ter being more difficult to prove
under the title of One Thousand
and hence an advantage to stations
in jurisdictions where this rule Dollars Reward as the work of
another agency client, Irving
applies.
Another aspect, he says, is Brecher.
Retaliatory action was taken
whether the liability is to be based
on the law of defamaton or negli- against Mr. Judell by William
gence. Mr. Shipley explains that Morris which last Tuesday filed
under common law an original suit against the writer in federal
court, Los Angeles, asking for what
publisher of defamatory material
is absolutely liable, "even in the is believed to be $51,000 for "declaratory relief and damages for
absence of intent or negligence."
Powerful IStaul
In this class, he points out, fall
9&
malicious prosecution."
BROADCASTING
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;t Makers Ready
Conservation
Plans

tv

buyers

-did

you

know?

Page S7
l. That WOR-tv, channel 9, is tops in local sports,*
Tues. thru Sat.?
2> That WOR-tv — the newest tv station in
tesy Motors Sei
Personal Touch
Page 58

New York — is 4th in national spot business?
That WOR-tv clocks more spot business than the
two leading independent tv stations and one
leading network outlet?
3a That 10 WOR-tv shows attract audiences of
more than 1/4-million viewers per broadcast?

L itest Set Count
By Markets
Page 62

4» That WOR-tv's wrestling matches are the
top-rated for real sock-seeing in New York?*
5« That one WOR-tv program, "The Merry
Mailman", has averaged at least 2,000 pieces of
mail per week during the past two months?
. . . that's selling! that's getting tv audience!
not
that'susing
why you are losing tv money if you're

WOR-tv
channel

"January 1951 Pulse
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Here are some of America's most successful salesmen.

O

KathiNorris

They sell scores of products to thousands of eager

@

Herbie Mintz. . . . WNBQ

Q

Chef Milani

KNBH Hollywood

Q

Ernie Kovacs

WPTZ Philadelphia

0

Polly Huse

©

MildredFunne.il. . WNBK

Cleveland

@

Nancy Osgood. . .WNBW

Washington

customers. They are invited guests into these customers'
homes . . . invited because they are homemaking
experts and entertainers. Their endorsement of
the products they sell gives people confidence in
buying. Their record of sales successes is impressive.
Here are the salesmen who are setting sales records
for delighted advertisers in the most vital markets of
the land. They are leading spot television personalities
who are unusually equipped to sell your product too.
They sell when people buy ... by day.

NBC

NEW YORK
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Set
CONSERVATION

Makers

Ready

Plans

TECHNIQUES

By FRED FITZGERALD
said that "when these conservation
it traces the picture on the telesteps are applied by the industry,
vision screen. Another develop„READY within the lengthening
ment
is
the
design
of
a
new
power
they
will save millions of pounds
adows of material shortages
of cobalt, copper, nickel, aluminum,
supply, including two selenium
ought on by the accelerated de- rectifiers in a voltage doubler cir- brass, steel, and other critical
nse measures, the nation's set
cuit, which works with the new
akers last week gave further
deflection circuits and eliminates
Growing out of stepped-up conngible evidence of the conservausual heavy power transmetals." servation research work initiated
iin techniques that are being the
former.
at
the outbreak of the Korean war,
adied for production lines
Third
step
by
Philco
is
a
new
the
developments have already been
roughout the industry.
electrostatic - focus picture tube
made available by RCA to radio,
In Washington, Philco Corp. mi- which
is specifically designed for television, and tube manufacturers
lled a new television receiver
aforementioned de- throughout the industry, RCA relich was described as the out- use withflectionthe
circuits and power supply,
that that
the additional
manufacowth of a two-year engineering
turersported,
were adding
assured
oject at Philco. According to which gives "excellent picture qualengineering advances will also be
ity" and also saves important
islie J. Woods, vice president,
quantities of scarce materials.
made available.
search and engineering, the new
Philco said it would have the
Find New Ways
• chassis "has proved its superiity in field performance tests and innovations in its production line
Mr. Folsom noted that manufac;o conserves many critically by April with possibility of comturers have been able to maintain
plete changeover by June.
irce materials."
a substantial level of production
RCA,
in
its
report,
elaborated
Meanwhile, RCA made its report
by finding new ways to use scarce
;t Friday on the fruits of its on technical developments which
materials, but said the length of
moratory research towards the industry-wide "will save millions
time during which the current proof
pounds"
of
critical
metals
and
id of conserving scarce materials.
duction rate can be maintained will
still enable radio and TV manu2A through its patent pool lidepend both on restrictions imposed
f
a
c
t
u
r
e
r
s
t
o
maintain
present
highlses the major portion of the quality standards.
by the nation's mobilization proiio-TV industry.
Officials said the developments
gram and on manufacturers' conA.t the Philco showing last include
tinued ingenuity in meeting conan electrostatic picture tube
ursday it was brought out that and redesigned
servation needs.
loudspeakers.
j new chassis eliminates the use
These
alone,
they
said,
cut
the
For every million average 17cobalt entirely and the amount
amount of critical cobalt by 90%
inch TV sets produced by the inaluminum needed is reduced
in the average TV receiver.
dustry, Mr. Folsom said these ma7c, silicon steel, 58%; ferrite,
RCA President Frank M. Folsom
terial savings would be made:
'1( ; copper, 26% ; and nickel,
7c. Most of the savings are efted through substitution of nonategic materials as well as resigning and reducing some parts,
was emphasized by Mr. Woods
a t the completed receiver
:hieves an over-all performance
el superior to present TV sets."
Techniques Available
According to Philco, which stated
•t all its economy techniques are
liiable to other set manufac;rs who desire to utilize them,
such a conservation plan had
■n instituted by the industry
ing 1950, there would have been
otal estimated savings of about
30 tons of copper, 27,600 tons
silicon steel. 440 tons of cot, 224 tons of nickel, 2,950 tons
ferrite (which includes 20%
kel oxide); 2,100 tons of alumni. These figures were premi on a 1950 production figure
nearly iy2 million television
3.
i-mong the more important
nges in the new TV chassis of NBC TELEVISION SPAC members (see story page 25) are (I to r): Standing,
lco are "more efficient and eco- Martin Campbell, WFAA-TV Dallas, and Dean Fitzer, WDAF-TV Kansas
City; seated, E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV Syracuse, SPAC secretary for
nical" deflection circuits. These
•uits control the electron beam, TV, and John T. Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLWT Cincinnati,
WLWD Dayton, WLWC Columbus), SPAC vice chairman.
h horizontally and vertically, as
BROADCASTING
ecasting

Alnico, an alloy containing 24%
cobalt and other scarce materials,
732,800 pounds; steel, 784,000
pounds; copper, 510,700 pounds;
aluminum, 224,000 pounds; brass,
146,400 pounds; nickel, 46,000
Officials said the conservation
pounds.
program has been extended by
RCA Service Co. to include installation of television sets, with a redesigning ofthe antenna which cuts
the use of aluminum by 50% and,
on an industry - wide basis, would
result in an annual savings of 2
million pounds for each million installations. Use of copper in transmission lines also has been reduced
(Continued on page 68)

SNOW CROP SALES
Hamilton Lauds TV Results
TELEVISION has been doing a
tremendous job for Snow Crop
products, H. T. (Tom) Hamilton,
advertising manager of Snow Crop
Marketers, Division of Clinton
Foods
Inc., told
Broadcasting •
Telecasting
last week.
In the past few months the
trend in sales on frozen coffee,
which was introduced and promoted through television only, has
risen steadily.
Snow Crop Marketers has been
sponsoring Your Show of Shows
Saturday night on NBC-TV, but
cancels it in mid-March [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5]
to
buy twice
a film,a dramatic,
half-hour
shows
week on afternoon
station option time in 30 to 40
markets. Approximately threequarters of the stations are already
lined up, Mr. Hamilton said.
One of the reasons for cancelling
the network program and starting
the new series "is that the network
can't clear the specific markets that
we want," Mr. Hamilton declared.
Although Snow Crop was covering 53 markets by sponsoring part
of Your Show of Shows, they were
not necessarily the urban type of
market that the company is interested in, Mr. Hamilton explained.
The network show cost the firm
approximately $30,000 weekly for
time and talent. Mr. Hamilton
estimatedprobably
-...that run
the ohnew"
series
would
a similar
budget.
February 19, 1951
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Mass

With

Auto

Sales

a

Personal

MoWHEN
nedearran ope17-y
hisoldownJimfilling
station in 1936, he adopted
a simple get-ahead formula. He
said to each and every customer:
"Good Morning (Afternoon or
Evening) ;" he asked: "How are
you?," whether or not the patron
liked it; he closed with: "Hope you
drop in again."
Men who have watched the progress of tow-headed James Moran,
president of Chicago's Courtesy
Motor Sales Inc., say his manner
hasn't changed one iota in 15
years.
"It isn't what Jim Moran says
to you, it's the way he says it," is
the comment of one of Jim's first
customers. "At that Sinclair station up in Rogers Park where I
first met him, he was always quick
to check my car for oil and water,
wash the windshield — even before
he was asked to do so. But a lot
of station attendants did that. The
difference between Jim and the average salesman was that he looked
you in the eye when he talked to

Touch

you. You felt that you were transacting business with a friend. You
found yourself going back to see
himThis
again."
friendly approach, which
Jim calls common courtesy — the
name he gave his Hudson automobile agency in 1948 — has carried
Jim Moran to phenomenal heights
in the automotive sales world. His
sales volume totaled $20 million in
1950.
Jim is the first to acknowledge
that, were it not for television, he
would be "just a neighborhood
Today, two years after Courtesy
success."
Motor Sales bought its first TV
time, a few Chicago advertising
men still are asking what makes the
Courtesy TV campaign click. The
answer is: It has Jim Moran's personal touch. A "nice guy" to everyone he meets — shoeshine boys, elevator operators, mechanics, grease
monkeys, and doormen and waiters at the Illinois Athletic Assn.,
where he often dines with fellow
members — Jim is the perfect example of a low-pressure saleman.
It is his simple charm, together
with husky good looks (176 pounds,
6 feet, engaging grin, close-cropped, curly, blond hair) that puts
him over.
When he first took television
seriously in the fall of 1948 (automobile dealers then were having
to do a selling job for the first time
since World War II), he at once
sensed itssibilities.
"auto
showroom"
But he also
saw in posthe
new medium an opportunity to
project his comparatively quiet,
subdued technique o f selling,
which had brought him success
* * *
LARGE sign, featuring likeness of Jim
Moran doffing his hat, lets motorists
on Chicago's West Grand Ave. know
where Courtesy Motor Sales does
J, business. View is looking east
4|
Ave. at Central
▼on Grand Park.
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whenever he found time to deliver
a pitch in person.
Early in his business career he
had found himself penalized because there are only 24 hours in
one day. As long as he had one
filling station, he stayed on the
job from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. and attracted an increasing number of
patrons. But when he expanded his
early operations to four stations,
business at one or the other fell
off in his absence. Now, through
television, he can do a personalized
mass selling job.
By February 1949, he became
"Jim Moran — the Courtesy Man" on
WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago, sponsoring wrestling matches Wednesday nights from Rainbo Arena. He
made a personal appearance five
times during each program when
the camera shifted to "Opera
Drive" in front of the station's
headquarters at the Civic Opera
Bldg. Here, alongside a procession of new Hudsons and highly
polished used cars, beautified by
klieg lights, Jim calmly pointed
out the best features of his cars
during each announcement period.
There was no hokum, no come-on
to his selling. He was "courtesy"
personified.
Sets Pattern
For Other Dealers
This $l,200-per-week show set a
pattern for other Chicago auto
dealers to follow, resulting in a
bonanza for the city's TV stations.
The Courtesy wrestling show
brought such prosperity to Jim
that within eight months he was
able to bankroll Courtesy Theatre
on WGN-TV, the Chicago Tribune
station. This Sunday night show,
most highly rated of his TV ventures, brought Chicago viewers
their first feature-film TV theatre.
Mr. Moran wisely chose to break in
for an announcement only once
during the program.
Last February he unveiled the

QUICK to sense the "auto sh<
room" possibilities of television, .
Moran personally handles Courtescommercials. With the in forma
of an in-store salesman, he poi
out the best features of his cars d
ing each announcement period

Friday night Courtesy Hour,
60-minute variety show w i
himself as m.c, at WENR-T
Civic Studio. This show is int
rupted only 2 minutes and 56 s
onds for commercials, which
proaches Jim Moran's ideal of |
commercials at all — Courtesy
Fromfortheitself."
beginning of his
speak
activities Jim has worked with
count Executive Hal Barkun,
Malcolm-Howard, Chicago ager
who spends much
of his time on the
Courtesy account.
1950
Mr.expenditure
Moran's
of ly$36,000
monthfor TV paid
off
handsomely. Last
May,newhe and
soldused
1,436
cars. His sale of
690
that new
monthHudsons
topped

Mr. Bark

every other auto
dealer in the United States. I I
ing a contest last spring, Jim 1
awarded Hudson Motor Car Cl
"Oscar" for having sold more < 1
than any other Hudson dealer, I
ceeding his quota by 218%. ll
sentation of the award was ram
July 15 in Chicago by Roljl
Smith,
son
Salesdistrict
Corp. manager
Currently, ofhe I! 'J
more Hudson "Baby Hornet" nl
els than any other because hifl
pushing this exclusively Com 9
development. The car is reallH
Hudson Pacemaker souped-up jfl
improved by Moran mechanics I

Courtesy Motor Sales, w'M
Telecasting
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Ined for business May 1, 1948,
a 40-foot storefront at Grand
1 Central Park Avenues, on Chiji-o's west side, now occupies three
l;cks with facilities valued at $1,i',000. This includes a $500,000
ijvice center, where 61 cars can
! "Courtesy-conditioned" at one
i,e, and an "assembly line" where
i|d cars are reconditioned and
■en a 6,000 mile guarantee,
irtesy Jias 167 mechanics, and a
|bl of 346 employes, as compared
h 14 in its pre-TV days,
ludson officials in Detroit think
much of Jim Moran's merchaning and advertising methods that
y seek his counsel from time to
ie on national policies, and send
>ups of dealers to Chicago to
dy his far-flung operations.
)ne of the Courtesy Man's most
lmendable practices is to camign for the automobile industry
a whole. He has never been
>wn to rap a competitor. His
•utation for square deals has
ead far beyond the borders "of
cagoland, attracting orders
m as far as the East and West
ists and south to Florida. He
:• t ; shipped cars to England,
mce and Norway.
* s urtesy Noted
r Community Service
really, Courtesy Motor Sales
tinguishes itself by contributheavily to the Community
id, Boy Scouts, Christmas
aring House, and giving beneTV shows for such drives as
e annual Cancer Campaign.
. ny churches and charitable
ups raffle off Hudsons because
irtesy furnishes them at cost,
n December, Santa Claus was on
job at Courtesy headquarters
ry night during the week before
ristmas from 7 to 10 p.m. He
'e away toys valued at $9,850
deserving children. Courtesy's
iy cart, drawn by the show
;iies, "Honey" and "Sugar," ap;.red in Chicago's big pre-Christs parade on State St. Jim
an spent a total of $14,000
ing the Christmas season on
rious charitable projects. A
e amount went toward a gala
ristmas Eve party which was
cast.
?he Moran organization has
1 the same set of officers since
beginning. Jim is president,
nley Rodine, secretary, and
er De Met, treasurer.

PETRY MANUAL
Gives Full TV Sales Data
SALESMEN of the TV division of
Edward Petry & Co. have just received a 220-page sales manual
containing complete descriptions of
the 287 local programs currently
being telecast by the 12 TV stations represented by Petry. Also
included are market data sheets
and coverage maps of the stations,
program pictures and success
stories.
The book is prepared in looseleaf
form so the salesman can leave
with the advertiser or agency the
pages on any station or program as
"tangible, factual, sales-conducive
reminders of each station's availabilities" (to quote from the
manual).
Publication of the sales manual
is the fourth step in a long-range
program to improve, expand and
standardize all sales service material of the company's TV division. First step, made last September, was a survey of key
timebuyers to determine what kind
of material they wanted from TV
station representatives, the form
in which they wanted it and the
preferred method of delivery.
Next, facts about each station were
collected and published as standardized single-page station market
data sheets. Third, program information was gathered and processed along the lines indicated as
preferred by the buyers. Finally,
all this information was collected
in the manual, which will be kept
up-to-date by a weekly bulletin,
"TV News in Review."

WAAM
SEMINAR
102 Students Register
REGISTRATION of 102 students
for the first annual Regional Television Seminar, held in Baltimore
last Friday and Saturday, was announced late last week by WAAM
(TV) Baltimore. The students
represent 18 colleges and universities from Pennsylvania to North
Carolina. The educational institutions are co-sponsoring the project with WAAM [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 5].
Four of the major addresses at
the seminar were slated to be telecast. WAAM reported it had
cleared time for talks by representatives ofthree networks and
one leading advertising agency.
Seminar officials said time had
TSL Goes CBS April 1
been cleared for addresses by
Charles Underhill, general man'SL (TV) Los Angeles, which
S bought last Dec. 31, becomes
ager, CBS-TV; William I. Kaufman, casting director, NBC-TV;
network's Los Angeles TV
Robert Saudek, vice president,
: ' Jet April 1, when the CBS
ABC, and a script editor from
' liation
KTTV tbe(TV)
Los BBDO.
geles, inwithwhich
network
Titled "Career Opportunities in
ned 49% of the stock, termiTelevision,"
the seminar was to
~.es. Merle S. Jones, general
with a summing-up sesnager of KTSL, KNX and the conclude
sion in which students, educators
umbia Pacific Network, said and broadcasters reviewed results
t about 22 hours of network
of the meetings and the outlook for
'grams would be added to the careers in TV. All meetings were
held at the WAAM building.
,'SL schedule on that date.
BROADCASTING
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I
the

dotted

line . . •iJJj|j

LOUIS HAUSMAN, v. p. in charge of CBS promotion; Milton Dammonn,
chairman of board, American Safety Razor Corp.; Robert Q. Lewis, star. Silver
Star Blade-sponsored The Show Goes On, and Victor Strife, v. p. in charge of
sales for the razor corp., celebrate renewal of show on 40 CBS-TV stations.

FINAL negotiations for renewal of Hoffman Hayride on KGO-TV San Francisco are set by (I to r) Gayle V. Grubb, general manager, KGO-AM-TV;
Walter Epstein, general manager, Hoffman Sales Corp.; Robert Selby, vice
president, Walter McCreery Inc., agency representing Hoffman in San Francisco, and Dude Martin, program star.

HERMAN MERGARD Jr., owner of bowling alley chain, takes sponsorship of
WCPO-TV Cincinnati's Midday Merry -Go-Round. L to r: Wilfred Guenther
and David Brown, pres. and v. p., respectively, Guenther, Brown & Berne Inc.,
agency; "Big Jim" Stacy,
program and
m.c;Mr.Jo/nn
Patrick Smith, WCPO-TV
representative,
Mergard.
GOING
detailed
for sale
of Bir.g
Enterprises'
filmedPetry,
TV
products OVER
are, seated
(I toplans
r) Everett
Crosby,
firmCrosby
president,
and Edward
president of Edward Petry & Co. Standing are Charles B. Brown, TV sales
director, Crosby Enterprises; Tom Dawson, managar, TV Div., Petry Co.;
Richard J. Dorso, president, Century Artists Ltd., and executive v. p., United
Television Programs [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]; Basil Grillo,
sec.-treas., Crosby Enterprises, and Jerry King, head. Standard Radio Transcriptions Services Inc., and UTP president.

Choice Limited,
Hennock Says

than

More

More than ever, television-wise
sponsors are giving TV news shows
their close scrutiny . . . then snapping
up the choice availabilities fast.
News today is a hot commodity!

ever.

. .

Ever consider TV news for your
product? The best in Alabama is on
WAFM-TV— twice daily: 12-12:15
p.m.. Monday thru Friday; 11-11:15
p.m., Monday thru Saturday.

bama's
Al'safinest
Alabama
news coverage is
combined with the world-wide films
of International News and Telenews
Productions, then edited especially
for Alab ama viewers.

best
Best is just one way to describe
these fifteen-minute newscasts (ten
minutes of film, five of local news by
a top local reporter). They're complete, accurate, up-to-the-minute.

TV

news

TV news in Birmingham is good
news for you. Because Birmingham
is loaded with new industry . . . and
booming with new industry's fat
payrolls and heavy spending.

bu

y

Buy time on these TV news shows
for your product and you'll have a
headliner on your hands in no time
at all. For complete details, get in
touch with Radio Sales, or

WAFM-TV
"TELEVISION ALABAMA"
Live Camera • CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
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TO VIEW
FREEDOM
DECLARING that people have no freedom to choose what they want to
view, Comr. Frieda B. Hennock last week lamented the fact that there is
"only the choice of viewing what is offered or turning off . . . sets and
seeing
Comr.nothing
Hennock,at all."
guest of honor at
now be utilized to expand and vitalize
a dinner of the Philadelphia Adult
education.
Educational Council last Thursday
Comr Hennock praised the farwhen she received a special award
sightedness of the Philadelphia
for her espousal of the educational
cause in radio and television
Board of Education and the "public-spirited cooperation" of three
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
local stations — WPTZ (TV),
Feb. 12], went on to cite educational stations as the answer to WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV— for setthis problem.
up "a be
working
model"
of how
video tingcan
used for
educational
"The establishment of educational television stations will, in purposes. Although she conceded
effect, be giving the public an these programs to be "a shining
alternative — their long delayed
example," Comr. Hennock nevertheless said it was necessary for
freedom
of
choice,"
she
said.
Comr. Hennock described TV
educators to have their own "independent stations, controlled and
as "perhaps the ultimate mass
medium of communications. It is operated by educators" in order to
a synthesis of radio, the press and
realize the "full educational potential" of the medium.
the film; it is superior to each and
"Education is too important to
all of them."
She cited the "great" effect of be handled on a half-way basis.
Commercial broadcasters, no matvideo upon the culture and mores
ter how cooperative and willing,
of our society and, labelling the
cannot devote sufficient time to
medium "the educators" challenge,
maintained "we must work with
meet . . . educational needs."
television and not in competition
Someit." critics of the plan for rewith
servation of TV channels for educational station use have maintained that education has operated
"well-enough without television's
benefits," Comr. Hennock asserted.
She continued:
To answer this we need only to
examine the history of our country.
Through education we have developed
the world's greatest democracy. This
democracy has in turn helped to develop the greatest and most productive forms of industry. This industrial structure has created television.
To complete the cycle, television must
THAWING

FREEZE

Far Away Places Get TV
FROZEN TV areas— those too far
away from a station to receive
signals — may be thawed out considerably when and if a community TV aerial system produced by
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, comes into general use.
At Lansford, Pa., a Jerrold 85
foot tower was installed at the top
of a mountain and the boosted signal carried by wire to individual
homes, piping in reception from
three Philadelphia stations more
than 70 miles away. The system was
originally designed for apartment
houses. Some think it will soon
be possible to insert a local commercial from a local control room
by breaking time.
into a distant station's
commercial
President Milton Shapp said
that TV stations could more than
double their coverage areas if —
and it's a big if — materials for
building the systems do not become
impossible to obtain. Jerrold officials estimate that the systems
can be supplied for the next six
months.

TV COSTS DOWN
Dannenbaum Cites Rates
TELEVISION circulation costs
and per-impression rates are going
downward, not upward, according
to Alexander W. Dannenbaum Jr.,
commercial manager of WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia.
Disagreeing with claims that
TV is "too expensive," Mr.
Dannenbaum
reminded that the
medium is not
charged with failing to deliver an
adequate return
for
vested.monies inReferring to an
titled Mr. Dannenbaum
article Costs."
"Runaway
in the Jan. 22 Broadcasting •
Telecasting, in which a discussion
at the Television Assn. of Philadelphia meeting was reviewed,
Mr. Dannenbaum said a paragraph
in the story did not properly represent his position. The paragraph
quoted him as saying during informal debate that TV is merely
trying to get back some of its
original investment.
His position, Mr. Dannenbaum
said, was that TV is delivering a
high return per dollar invested.
Referring to "an incipient crusade
by some timebuyers to establish
the premise that television rates
are too high," he said, there have
appeared "seeds of fact concerning
the ability of advertisers to afford
the costs" but these "become lost
in charges that the rates are not
realistic and not worth the price
asked.
"It is my belief that most people,
when they speak of advertisers

WALTER
WINCHELL
is present
the second annual Champion Spori
man of the Year Award for his unt
ing efforts on behalf of the Dam
Runyon Cancer Fund and for his co
tributions to all humanity. L to
Frank Stranahan, of the Champ
Spark Plug Co., which originated t
award last year; Harry Wismer, Al
sports
director,
and on
Mr.Mr.WinchAward was
presented
Win
ell's ABC program Feb. 11.
being unable to afford increas
rates, are arguing not that t
rates are too high for the advi
tising delivered but that the budj
of
some
cam1
afford
the given
cost of advertiser
a specific type
program
may"Indesire,"
Dannenbaumhe said.
my opini*ft
the answer rests in the adv
tiser's TV purchases being tailoi
to meet the size of his budget.
"The responsibility for find)
more ways of adjusting the te
vision advertising dollars re
with the advertisers, agencies, n
works and stations alike. Ma
steps in this direction have alrea
been taken. Prime examples
the Kate Smith participation tj
of sponsorship and the Saturc
Night Revue approach. Still mi
recent arrangements are the pi
cies being followed by Pet M
Norge and Motorola on the N
Wednesday 8-9 p.m. program. H
each advertiser sponsors a sh j
every third week. The two wei
he is off the air he receives an id
tification of his sponsorship on
other
sponsors'isshows.
"Television
the most force
selling tool yet devised. But li
not forget that it's a new tool w
new uses and new applicatic
It's up to all of us to find and
them.
"Rather than criticize televis i
costs per se, let's look at televis i
in respect to what it delivers I
dollar invested. This is the
vertiser's approach to any otij
medium; why not television?
in television honestly believe 1 1
the present rates are justified. Jw
we believe we always will be a Is
to justify our rates."
Jurien Hoeksrra
JURIEN HOEKSTRA, 57, cone
singer, actor and at one time w
KMOX St. Louis as public relati
director, died Feb. 12 at his he
in Kalamazoo.
Mr. Hoekstra ll
just returned from a trip to org I
ize March of Dimes campaigns !
Baltimore and other cities.
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WOC-TV Sells! It is now pulling more than 1,000 proofs of purchase a month
(4,698 in January) for a cracker concern using a ^4 -hour local live show a week!
WOC-TV Sells! It enabled an auto dealer, sponsoring a weekly wrestling film, to
move into third place last summer — and the dealer's car is an independent make NOT
in the low price field!
WOC-TV Sells! It helped a potato chip maker, using two one-minute live announcements a week, increase his sales 400% a week.
WOC-TV Sells! And it has a host of success stories like the above to prove it sells!
If you want sales in the rich Quint-City market, you want WOC-TV! Get the facts from
your nearest F & P office — or from WOC-TV direct.

WOC-TV,
Channel 5
Davenport,
Iowa

Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

The

QUINT
B. J. Palmer,

CITIES

President

Ernest C. Sanders, Resident Manager
ng
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Network

YESTERDAY

Reported

and

in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

• • • •

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Today
there

....
are

MORE network TV time was aired
during the Pulse survey week in
January 1951 than in December
1950, Multipulse program trends
indicate. Most of the increase went
to comedy-variety, musical-variety
and interview programs.
In the order of average ratings,
the 10 top-ranking program types
for January were :
Boxing
Louis-Beshore fight) 26.0
Westerns (Including
& Serials
19.6
Talent Programs
16.9
Drama & Mystery
16.8
Pres. Truman (all nets combined) 15.9
Comedy Situation
15.1
Comedy Variety
13.3
Musical
Variety
13.3
Children Shows
11.3
News
11.2
Comedy-variety shows lead the
listing of Multipulse programs by
types in the period Jan. 2-8. Top
Avg.
10 types follows:
Rtg.
Hrs.
11.3
133
13.3
Comedy#V4
Children Variety
Shows
60
Drama & Mystery
72
16.8
67
10.3
Quiz-Audience Participation
97
5.9
20
Women's
Interest
Musical Variety
40
13.3
18
Interviews
7.7
26
15.1
Comedy Situation
Wrestling
8.8
Basketball
18
9.0
'Star Theatre' Tops
Nielsen Report
NATIONAL Nielsen ratings of
television programs for the two
weeks ending Dec. 23 show Texaco
Star Theatre in first place. You'r
Show of Shows was in second place

120,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

"JvnJL
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City

in number of homes reached,
plete list follows : . *
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
Homes
Rank
Program
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theatre 5,475
2 Show of Shows (Crosley) Com3,805
3 Show of Shows (Participation) 3,778
4 Toast of the Town
3,707
5 Philco TV Playhouse 3,677
6 Fireside Theatre
3,532
7 Show of Shows (Snowcrop) 3,521
8 You Bet Your Life
3,253
9 Martin Kane, Private Eye
3,216
10
Stop the Music (Lorillard) 3,067
% OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS Homes
Rank
(%)
1 TexacoProgram
56.0
Star Theatre
48.0
2
Fireside Theatre
3
Show of Shows (Participating)
49.1
4 Toast of the Town
Show of Shows (Crosley)
5
41.3
42.5
6
40.6
Robert Montgomery Presents
39.6
7 Philco
TV Playhouse
38.6
8 Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
37.7
9 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts
37.5
10
Gillette Cavalcade
(Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.)
New

Time

Trends

by Pulse

(Report- 151)

It

TODAY

Programming

Rales

Announced by WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, announces a new evening one-hour,
one-time rate of $450, effective with
its new Rate Card No. 3, now in
effect. It lists Class B time, 5-7
p.m., Monday through Friday;
sign-on to 1 p.m. Sunday; sign-on
to 7 p.m. Saturday and 11 p.m. to
sign-off Sunday through Saturday,
as $337.50 an hour; Class C, all
other hours is now $225, on a onetime rate.
Announcement rates, either film
City

or slides, on a one-time basis, run
as follows: Class A, 6:59 p.m. to
11 p.m., Monday through Saturday;
1 p. m. to 11 p.m. Sunday, $100;
Class B, 4:59 p.m. to 6:59 p.m.
Monday through Friday, sign-on to
1 p.m. Sunday, sign-on to 6:59 p.m.
Saturday, and 11 p.m. to sign-off
Sunday through Saturday, $80;
Class C, $50.
American

Research

Reports January Ratings
LATEST report on televiewing by
American Research Bureau shows
Texaco Star Theatre as the leading
program in January. ARB reports
the show was seen in an estimated
7.6 million homes by 25 million persons.
ARB TV-Nationals were reported
for January as follows:
RANKING
71.1
1. S'ar
Theatre BY POPULARITY RATING 58.0
2. Cavalcade of Sports
52.0
54.6
3.
Comedy Scouts
Hour
4. Talent
53.9
5. Fireside Theatre
50.8
48.8
6. Yrur Show of Shows
51.5
7.
Godfrey
&
His
Friends
8. Philco Playhouse
46.1
9. Greatest Fights
10. Groucho Marx
RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
S'ar Theatre
44.5
(Add 7,600
000)
Comedy
Hour
CavaVade of Sports
5,550
Your Show of Shows
Godfrey
&
His
Friends
4,950
5,450
Philco
GrruchoPlayhouse
Marx
4,950
Greatest Fights
Talent
4,860
Firesice Scouts
Treatre
4,660
4,400
4,250
4,100

Weekly Television Summary— February 19, 1951, telecasting survey

Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
Louisville
WMCT
KCB-TV
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Memphis
Ames
WTVJ
WOI-TV
42,006
Atlanta
7,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
91,225 Miami
78,553
264,865
Baltimore
75,117
52,500
Milwaukee
212,880
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Binghamton
238,200
WNBF-TV
32,700
Birmingham
36,000
Nashville
13,800
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
23,040
Bloomington
WSM-TV
Haven
136,500
650,000 New
Boston
WTTV
New Orleans
WNHC-TV
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
Buffalo
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
181,957 New York
WABD,
WBEN-TV
47,179
Charlotte
WBTV
WOR-TV, WPIX
Chicago
56,631 Newark
250,000
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
815,471
2,150,000
Norfolk
Cincinnati
WC?Q-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WTAR-TV
422,503 Oklahoma City
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
132,000 Omaha
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WKY-TV
Dallas.
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
73,370
56,783
Phoenix
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
105,319
KPHO-TV
784,000
44,668
64,019
WDTV
Davenport
Providence
WOC-TV
Quad Cities include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline 170,000 Richmond
WTVR
212,000
WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
405,000 Rochester
Dayton
105,355
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
30,150
WHAM-TV
Erie
46,230 Rock Island
62,867
WHBF-TV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Salt
Lake
City
73,375
Quad Cities
Ff.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
105,319 San Diego
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Moline 44,668
Antonio
Grand Rapids
107,297
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
W LAV-TV
37,500
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
San Francisco
49,812 Schenectady
Greensboro
KGO-TV,
WFMY-TV
WRGB
Houston
KPRC-TV
65,238 Albany-Troy
143,406
40,124
81,000
Huntington139,600
Charleston
WSAV-TV
35,250 Seattle
St. Louis
KING-TV
n~~ !
1 20,000
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
27,000 Toledo
68,200
WHEN, WSYR-TV
254,000
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Tulsa
Syracuse
68,125
WSPD-TV
120,000
KOTV
KalamazooUtica-Rome
101,405
Grand
Rapids
WKTV
WKZO-TV
120,269 Washington
100,600
Kansas City
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDAF-TV
Wilmington
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
61,085
80,553
42,500
36,000
WDEL-TV
WJIM-TV
219,760
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
57,757
877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated Sets in Use 10,959,400
Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
Ed'tor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
televiewing
area
data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
par iaKy duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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Business ■ -J

Sense,

too

Sunday Evening February 18th marks the 171st consecutive
time that the Century Shoe Repairing spot has flashed on
WMAR-TV's

Channel 2 just before Ed Sullivan's much loved

"Toast of the Town."

That the Century people are pleased

with their spot is self-evident.
Spot business is good business — premium

time guaranteed

by contract. Within the range of any budget, the client makes
quite sure his message reaches and stays with a vast audience.
Century Shoe Advertising is placed on W MAR-TV
Rosenbush Company

by Dundon

&

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL 2 ★ BALTIMORE, MD.

Represented

by THE KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco

CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
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They're
a

new

buying
product

The show is sponsored by a new brand of .
toothpaste. And tomorrow, the housewife
will be asking her druggist for it. So will
thousands like her. We know. We planned
it that way.

Radio Sales TV analyzed this advertiser's
sales and distribution problems in a major
metropolitan market. Recommended

a

homey, live-talent show on the Radio Salesrepresented TV station. A show built to hit
home with children and adults alike.
So well did we fill the bill for this sponsor
that he wrote, "We have had phenomenal
success with the sale of the toothpaste. In
checking drug stores, we have found many
instances in which customers asked for the
toothpaste 'mentioned on the program.' "
By getting an early start in television...
by getting to know the medium from every
angle, Radio Sales TV has learned all the
ins and outs of selling all kinds of products
. . .yours included. As you will see when

Radio and Television Stations
Representative . . . CBS
Representing WCBS-TV. New York; WCAU-TV. Philadelphia;
KTSL, Los Angeles; WTOP-TV. Washington; WBTV, Charlotte;
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; WAFM-TV, Birmingham; CPN and
the leading (the CBS) radio station in 13 major markets.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

didintmedtea

darueif fiwued

APPROXIMATELY
OF

THE

HALF

MORE

THAN

70,000

SETS

IN THE

MEMPHIS

TELEVISION
AREA

ONE

TUNED

SETS-IN-USE
INDEPENDENT

IN Qfl YTlMj!
SURVEY CONDUCTED BY
MARKET RESEARCH FIRM

The results of a television ownership survey conducted among
Memphis television set owners
by the Psychological Service
Center have just been released
(the Psychological Service Center is a survey and research
organization directed by W. R.
Atkinson, Ph.D.).
The findings of this study
prove conclusively that approximately 50% oftelevision
WMCT's
more than 70,000
homes have their sets tuned
in between 12:00 Noon and
6:00 p. m.
The survey employed the usual
coincidental manner. Telephone
calls to set owners were scheduled on a half-hour basis, and
the results carefully tabulated.
Between December 4 and December 10, 1950, the survey
compiled 3,840 interviews during the hours of 12:00 noon to
6:00 p. m. The following high
percentages for half-hour listenership are significant: 52%
high Monday through Friday, 62% for Saturday, and
79% for Sunday. The survey
establishes the following
averages:
1 38.3% of the more than 70,000
I. television sets in this area were
in use from 12:00 noon to 6:00 in the
afternoon . . . Monday through Friday.
41.6% of these 70,000 sets were
2. in use on Saturday afternoon.
53.25% of these 70,000 sets
3. were in use Sunday afternoon.

Here is an assured audience of
tremendous proportions, which
you can reach in the daytime.
In Memphis, this takes on extra
importance for you. in that this
television audience is unbroken.
WMCT is the only television
station in the Memphis market
area — the one and only station
telecasting to the entire Memphis area.
A Sales Demonstration in these
Memphis homesat only $.0015 each*
This survey proves that you can
show your product to an assured audience in the Memphis
market area at a cost of $.0015
(fifteen one-hundredths of a
cent) per home. In other words,
you could make 648 such sales
demonstrations for only $1.00.
Day and night, here is the entire
television audience in Memphis
and the Mid-South, ready to receive your sales message. May
we suggest that you call or wire
your nearest Branham office for
availabilities. They 're gofng fast!
*Based on the
TO Sell MeiTiplliS
w M,CJ °rne
you need the
weekday rate undivided audience of

Memphis ONLY
TV Station
National Representatives
The Branham Company
Owned and operated by
The Commercial Appeal
CHANNEL 4 • MEMPHIS
AFFILIATED
WITH NBC
Also affiliated with
CBS, ABC and DUMONT

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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'Town Meeting'
ASSET OR LIABILITY'
TELEVISION was variously described as the most powerful teaching weapon ever created and as an
educational liability during debate
on the Town Meeting of the Air
program
9-9:45 p.m.on ABC last Tuesday,
Participants in the discussion
were Ralph W. Hardy, NAB
government relations director ;
Charles A. Siepmann, head of communications, New York U. School
of Education, and Telford Taylor,
counsel for Joint Committee for
Educational Television. Hurling
questions at the trio were Robert
J. Landry, editor of Space & Time,
and Edwin A. Falk, counsel for
Television Broadcasters Assn.
Program was under the auspices
of the National Assn. of Secondary
School Principals and was sponsored cooperatively. Topic was,
"Is Television an Asset or Liability
to Education," with George V.
Denny as moderator.
On the premise that TV is "the
greatest teaching tool ever put in
the hands of man," Mr. Hardy said
all of man's creative genius is
needed to develop the medium's

TV CHANNELS
Educator Wants to Share
EDUCATIONAL and commercial
television do not conflict, and can
live side-by-side as supplements, in
the opinion of Dr. Dallas W.
Smythe, an associate in the institute of communications research at
the U. of Illinois.
Dr. Smythe, who co-directed the
New York video study which based
an educational TV presentation to
the FCC in solicitation of educational channel allocations, spoke to
members of the Chicago Television
Council last Thursday.
"Despite contrary impressions in
the press, education wants to be
friends with commercial television,"
Dr. Smythe said, decrying "the
popular intellectual prejudice
againsteducational
television."
out
that
and Pointing
commercial
telecasting need not be competitive,
the speaker suggested the two factions are supplementary in nature.
Regarding sources of income for
educational institutions which want
to support a TV station, he said
"sources other than advertising
could be tapped. These might include foundations, tax support or
Outlining highlights of the recent
contributions."
New York study, in which Dr.
Smythe and his colleagues checked
programming on all seven stations
from sign-on to sign-off for a week,
the speaker concluded that commercial and educational telecasters can
work together "in terms of program
ideas, experimenting with new
forms and program schedules" and
profiting mutually "by living together in the same community and
on the same bands."

Weighs TV as Teaching T:
potentialities.

He placed this

licensees,
are selected
by 'i
sponsibilitywhosquarely
on the
FCC. He termed Mr. Taylor's
quest for TV educational chann
a great waste of facilities.
The basic challenge, Mr. Har
said, is to make the blessings
knowledge and enlightenment av£
able to the largest number of pi
pie. "I like to think of educate
worrying about their Hooper:
ing," he concluded.
Says TV Price High
Mr. Siepmann, co-author of t
FCC "Blue Book," said he felt t
price of TV is too high and claim
it could not offer much that fill
cannot offer. Time is not ii
portant,
he felt.
He put TVaraoi
"lc
on the list
of priorities
media of education." TV, 1
feared, "will compound radic
felonies" and "make us a nation
ppssive gapers."
He advocated
reserving
of channels
wholly dectl
cated to education.
Mr. Taylor
said asset
TV isto aeduc
"tr
mendous
potential
tion" but now offers very little i
true educational value. He calk
for development of education
programming, with improved ser
ice for children in after-schoi
hours, better adult programs i
the evening and snecial materii
for farm areas and other group;
Universities should operate sti
tions. he declared.
Mr. that
Siepmann
with M'fo
Falk
niacin? asrreed
of the blame
some of TV's weaknesses on th
medium was like blaming the prinl
ing press "for all the trash pul
AT&T
PROBE
lished."
Postponed Until Aug. 21
INVESTIGATION of AT&T rate
for interstate and foreign corn
munications services has beei
postponed until Aug. 20. In thi
original order of Jan. 19 [Broad
casting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]
AT&T and 22 Associated Bell companies had been given until Marcl
23 to show why present rate;
should be held "unjust and un
reasonable" and why interim re
duction should not be ordered
pending completion of the probe
Hearing was to start April 16.
In its order last Thursday, tc
which Acting Chairman Paul A.
Walker and Comr. Freida B. Hennock dissented, the date for filing
answers by the telephone companies was also extended to July
16.
Investigation is seen as having
little effect on radio and TV with
any possible reductions that
might materialize accruing in longdistance message charges. Rates
for intercity TV service are already
in hearing and that proceeding
was eral
nothearing.
consolidated in the gen-
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WBAL-TV

TOPS
si! f.
IN

TV

AMERICAN

AUDIENCE

RESEARCH

IN

VIEWERS

SURVEY

BUREAU

BALTIMORE

SURVEY

TOPS
in total

rating

WBAL-TV scored 16.4 against 13.3 for
its nearest competitor.

TOPS
Monday

thru

Friday— daytime

WBAL-TV polled 7 out of 7 firsts in
highest rated daytime programs.

programs

of

the

week

6 out of 7 days

• • • • daytime

4 out of 7 days

• • . • nighttime

5 out of 7 days

.... over-all

It all adds

up

to this:

The

greater the

audience . . . the greater the potential
market . . . the more reason to use
WBAL-TV

in Baltimore.

*While all stations were televising — Jan. 15, Quarterly Survey

TOPS
in number

WBAL-TV*

PREFER

TOPS
in over-all

PROVES

of 15 minute

periods

WBAL-TV scored 145 firsts against 90
for its nearest competitor.

Ask

Your

NBC

Petry-TV

. . . Hell

Man

Tell You

CHANNEL

Affiliate

More

II

Baltimore, Aid.

WBAL-TV

elecasting
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Conservation Techniques
(Continued from page 57)
and still further savings may be
made, RCA said.
The new electrostatic picture
tube was described as fully comparable to present picture tubes
from the standpoint of performance, while eliminating the need
for a large external focusing magnet, the largest cobalt user in a
TV set. A new magnet structure
in the redesigned loudspeakers also
permits a substantial saving of
cobalt, RCA said.
Hold Quality Up
RCA's conservation research,
authorities said, was designed to
maintain product quality by taking
advantage of new non-critical materials wherever possible.
Mr. Folsom said in a letter to
manufacturers :
I know you will join with us in
earnestly pursuing this conservation
program, not only for the resulting
substantial savings in vital metals,
but also to demonstrate to our government officials the industry's resourcefulnes in this time of emergency.
Only by doing everything possible
to help itself can the industry feel
morally justified in asking the help
of government agencies in supplying
sufficient critical materials to permit
continued production of peacetime
products which, in turn, enable us
to hold together our technical skills
and our trained workers until they
are needed to produce electronic
equipment for the military services.

nothing
under

but

our

COAST

film

fices are in the Hotel Sulgrave,
67th St. and Park Ave. Firm is
composed of Dr. Otto Peter Radl,
motion picture photographer, producer and director; Eric Godal,
cartoonist and artist, and Richard
H. Hoffman, radio commentator
and publicist.

THE AMERICAN JEWISH Committee has produced three animated
ballad cartoon films especially for
television and is making them
available free of charge for use
during Brotherhood Week, Feb. 1825.

RELIGIOUS GROUPS

ASproaniOf-

smiles

KALAMAZOO

TELEVISION ARTS PRODUCTIONS has moved from Berkeley,
Calif., to 1505 Kingsley, Hollywood.
J. T. Ward is president and Alexander Anderson is production manager. Firm is currently engaged
in doing animation work for
JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCRabbitt. TIONS' TV film series, Crusader

Two Signed by ABC-TV
TWO RELIGIOUS groups last
week signed as sponsors with ABCTV.
America for Christ Inc. (nonprofit organization under guidance
of the Methodist Church) will sponsor The Circuit Rider, 11-11:30
p.m., Monday, starting March 5.
Agency is Turner & Dyson Inc.,
New York. Lutheran's Laymen
League will sponsor Bringing
Christ to the Nation, one time, 44:30 p.m., Feb. 25. Agency is
Gotham Adv. Co., New York.
SWG

umbrella!

HOLLAND

ONLY three Pacific Coast Leagu
baseball clubs will permit telecasi
ing of games this season. Lc
Angeles team has granted right

report

ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado
Springs, announces production of
film commercials for 10 sponsors,
including American Central Div. of
Avco Mfg. Corp., through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; Apex Electrical Mfg. Co., through Meldrum
& Fewsmith, Cleveland; Culligan
Zeolite Co.; The Hoover Co.; Kaiser-Frazer Co.; Lennox Furnace
Co., through Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago; Philco Corp.,
through Julian G. Pollock Co., Philadelphia; Seiberling Rubber Co,
through Meldrum & Fewsmith,
Cleveland; Seven-Up Co., through
J. Walter Thompson Co., St. Louis,
and Union Pacific Railroad, through
Caples Co., Omaha.

R A D L - GODAL-HOFFMAN
SOC., New York, is a new
duction firm, specializing in
mated cartoon films for TV.

NOW — 1 07,297 SETS

ISSUES
Picture Strike Averted
THREATENED Screen Writers
Guild strike against the major
motion picture studios on television
and other issues [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 18, 1950] was
averted last week, when the
groups came to an agreement on
basic terms of a new collective
bargaining contract following two
weeks of intensive negotiations reopened early this month. Previously the 18-month discussions
between the two parties on a contract to replace an extended one
which expired Feb. 15 ended in a
stalemate with SWG filing strike
intent Nov. 15, 1950.
The contract marks a victory for
the guild on the major issues of
television and separation of rights.
It provides for reopening of the
contract every two years on the
question of television, with a further provision for reopening any
time the producers make offer concerning TV to Screen Actors Guild
or Screen Directors Guild.

on
limited basis,
to KLAC-T"
Losa Angeles.
Hollywood
Stai
club is holding out for a $150,00
guarantee based on sliding attenc
ance figures and will permit n
telecasts unless attendance figur
hits 600,000 or more.
The Seattle baseball club i
woi-king on arrangements to dupli
cate last season's set-up of tele
casting Wednesday and Thursda
night games as well as Sunda
afternoon double-headers.
San Diego club tested on KFMB
TV last season and, according t
Bill Starr, club president, fouru
TV satisfactory, but explains tha
station time is not available thi
year. San Francisco and Oaklan'
tried TV on a limited scale las
season and blame the medium fo
poor gate attendance. Hence n
TV this year. Sacramento am
Portland location of other PCI
teams, have no TV outlet.
Eastside Beer Sponsors
KL AC-TV for $40,000 acquired;
TV rights to 87 Los Angeles Angel:
home games and a contract wai
expected to be signed this pas
weekend with the Los Angelei
Brewing Co. (Eastside beer) ti
sponsor the series at a similai
figure, Beer
plus station
time and
ties.
company
has facili
firs
refusal.
Under the contract, only da|
games will be completely televised
with Friday night contests eliminated because KLAC-TV has prioi
commitments. KLAC-TV will starl
telecasting night games at 9 p.m.
45 minutes after regular starting
time of 8:15 p.m. Television rights
last season went to KFI-TV for
Eastside beer, it is understood,
$25,000. also like to sponsor the
would
Hollywood
off
because Stars
of the games
price. but shied'Show of Shows7 Sponsor
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, has bought
the 9-9:30 p.m. CT portion of Show
of Shows on NBC-TV starting
March 10 for 13 weeks, through J.
Walter Thompson, also Chicago.
The company's current contract for
two participations weekly in the
Jack Carter Show ends March 3.
Meats and other Swift products
will be advertised on the full, live
and cable NBC-TV network lineup.
New

uumu-iu
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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BASEBALL
Telecasting Limite

TBA Meeting Postponed
BOARD meeting of Television
Broadcasters Assn. was postponed
from last Thursday (Feb. 15) to
Feb. 27 when four directors reported themselves unable to attend last week's session.

TV

Series

PHILBIN - BERGMANN Productions, New York, announces a new
half-hour television series, Meet Me
at the Waldorf, to originate in the
York's
of New in
Lounge available
Peacock Astoria,
15Waldorfminute
ory.half-hour segments, Monday-Frida
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for telecasting. . .for research. ..for/merchandising. ..for industry

there's

television

nothing/finer

transmitting

Wherever you wish eyes and ears to extend beyond their
physical range . . . wherever you wish to have
many eyes see a closeup . . . whether in color or in black-andwhite TV — Du Mont equipment assures you of the
finest in precise, dependable, economical performance.

lecasting

• BROADCASTING

than

equipment

oOMDHr
YEAR
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
AS PIONEER
TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION

CLIFTON, N. I.
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Internal Problems
Broadcasters
BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
BY ,
KAY
MULVIHILL

a

Something: new and different in
the way of television programs now
comes to the KPIX screens with the
inauguration of KJIA 438.
Specifically designed to inform
and educate the public in the workings of the San Francisco Police
Department, the fifteen minute program is handled by Inspectors John
Kane and Ed Comber.
KMA 438 — the radio call letters
of the- S. F. Police Department
— brings viewers behind-the-scene
glimpses of all divisions' of the Police Department, and includes overall administration, the Patrol Force,
Inspectors' Bureau, crime investigations, burglary and robbery details.
. Emphasis is also given to crime
investigations of general interest to
the public, with guest interviews,
maps, charts and special exhibits,
further supplementing the discussions.
The unique program feature, in
which KPIX works in close cooperation with the San Francisco Police
Department, is the result of the increased interest in the "Wanted and
Missing Persons" series, which has
been seen on the station since January of 1949.
CAMPUS TIME
'Campus Time', a regular feature
on KSPO's "Take It Easy Time" is
gaining in popularity throughout
the area. Three nights a week,
emcee Glenn Hurlburt. salutes the
greek lettered organizations of surrounding universities and colleges,
with background stories and musical requests. Mail response to the
campus feature further attests to
its overwhelming popularity with
KSFO listeners.
AD AIRINGS
Paye Stewart has recently added
a new link to her KSPO-KPIX airing schedules, with the introduction of "Mr. Cook" . . . seen weekly
on KPIX for the Pioneer Appliance
Co. Each week Faye plans and prepares meals for the audible but invisible "Mr. Cook" — the universal
man — who delights in doing the
cooking for himself.
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Mull

Under

Study;

Implications

THE NATION'S internal security jigsaw puzzle was being pieced together on several fronts last week, although broadcasters could detect
few immediate practical applications within the radio and television
industry. The Communist issue cut across many areas embracing:
Senate *
(1) The newly-created
part as the basis for Red Channels,
Judiciary Subcommittee on Una controversial booklet which
American Activities, which prepared to probe enforcement of the
stirred protests within the indusSubversive Activities Control Act.
try by naming radio-TV entertainers allegedly affiliated with
(2) The House Un-American
subversive organizations.
Activities Committee, which hintThe entertainment probe origed that it may re-inquire into
Communist influence in the enterinally was proposed by Rep. Frantainment field.
cis Walter (D-Pa.), committee
(3) The Nimitz Commission on
member, who has promised a thorInternal Security, which last Monough airing and stated that "it
will inevitably" lead to protracted
day was "inducted" by President
Truman to look into security and
hearings on Hollywood entertainers.
individual rights without "witchAt present the Senate subcommittee has no plans for a probe
(4) The Subversive Activities
hunting."
beyond those involving the InstiControl Board, with the Chief Executive sending to Congress formal
tute of Pacific Relations and a posnominations of members now servsible followup to Communist-ining under recess appointments.
government charges by Sen. JosOut of the maze of developments
eph McCarthy (R-Wis.).
on the governmental level came only
an indication that the Communist
issue in radio-TV may be broached
inadvertently during the course of
COLOR TV PROBE
possible hearings on entertainment
Hill Group Postpones
talent in general.
AN AMBER light has been given
Fresh Expense Fund
the color television probe by the
Authorities at the House UnSenate Select Small Business ComAmerican Activities Committee,
mittee, it was learned last week.
newly armed with a fresh $200,000
The cautious approach is being
expense fund, said last week that
no probe is contemplated for the taken because of court proceedings
industry specifically, although it is still in progress and because of the
conceivable that the issue may arise
stir created in the broadcasting inin individual cases.
dustry, authorities have disclosed.
Authorities declined comment, in RCA, it is understood, has complained privately to committee
view of controversy within the
radio-TV industry the past year, on
staff
members
that the
committee's
review summary
released
last
whether the issue had arisen in any
month [Broadcasting • Telecastcorrespondence between broadcasting, Jan. 22] in effect justifies the
ers and the committee. Previous
FCC decision on color, even though
committee reports had served in that
decision now is a matter of
legal
contention [Closed Circuit,
Feb. 12].
COLOR
TUBE
Also Receives Black and White
A TV manufacturer and a university professor announced last
week that they have developed a
color television tube which can
replace the black-and-white tube
in any present set.
The researchers are Eugene
Singer, the manufacturer, and Dr.
Irving Rehman, X-ray expert and
anatomist in the U. of Southern
California School of Medicine.
The professor said that his tube
will receive either colorcasts or
black-and-white telecasts.
Dr. Rehman said the tube uses
the color transmission method of
CBS but that it also is adaptable
to RCA's system.,.
" In the Rehman-Singer plan, a
color phosphor disc rotates within
the vacuum of the tube. The colored image is created electronically within the tube on the disc
and then is projected by lens onto
the TV screen. The scientist added
that there is no limit to picture
size.

It is understood further that
staff members, conveying their attitude to Senators on the committee, have wanted to let the issue
drop because
of had
the "hornets
nest,"
which
they felt
been poked
up
in the industry as a result of the
report.
Wait for Court
At a closed session Feb. 9, Senators agreed to shelve the color
issue at least until the court makes
its final determination. There is
speculation that the U. S. Supreme
Court may act not later than
spring [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 12].

DOROTHY DOAN (seated, I), star of
the CBS-TV show Vanity Fair, admires a souvenir program designed by
WCAU-TV Philadelphia before addressing a dinner-meeting of The
Philadelphia Club of Advertising
Women last month at the Poor Richard Club. With her are (I to r) Gladys
Webster, WCAU-TV star and chairman of the meeting; Robert N.
Pryor, vice president of WCAU-TV,
and Alice Lynne Mooney, club president.
FCC

REVOKES
Amateur Station License
AMATEUR operator and station
licenses of John Mark Vandling
were revoked by FCC last week
on grounds he participated last
fall in operation of an unlicensed
TV station at Williamsport which
picked up and rebroadcast programs from WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
FCC indicated others involved
were the manager of a local electrical appliance distributor and the
proprietor of a radio service company. The Commission reported
the "illegal" station was located
on a farm and that it was operated
on Channel 2 during September,
October and November, when it
was stopped. FCC said its investigation showed the station had been
built in order to "bring television
to
Williamsport" and to sell TV
receivers.
FCC stated it learned 30 sets
had been
sold with
the "guarantee"
that
programs
would
be supplied
for five days of the week.
Mr. Vandling was given 15 days
in which to request a hearing and
should such order
a request
revocation
wouldbe bemade,
held the'
in
abeyance pending disposition of
that proceeding, FCC said.
Nov. 20, 13, 1950] at the insistence
of Pilot Radio Corp. and in the
troversy.
heat of the post-color decision con-

It was said that these files are
Meanwhile, it was revealed that the only material supplied the
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), Small Business Committee by Sen.
Johnson, which bear directly on
chairman of the Senate Interstate
controversial aspects of the color
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
issue.
has been in touch with the small
business unit, which is headed by
Sen. Sparkman told the committee members during the execuSen. John Sparkman (D-Ala.).
tive session that the committee
Sen. Johnson turned over his corshould "keep its eye" on color derespondence with FCC and CBS
but that no further
which had been made public last investigation velopments,
or hearing would be
conducted.
fall [Broadcasting « Telecasting,
Telecasting
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Has an output over one-third
higher than the famed GL9C24, its predecessor.

Plenty of output . . . Two GL-6039's
will put out 2 5 kw in FM— 10 kw in
television. Here's sufficient final
power for medium-size transmitters
... or output to spare for the intermediate stage of large commercial installations.
Low operating cost . . . The modest
5-v, 78-amp requirement of the
GL-60 3 9's filament, slashes by threequarters the watts needed for Type
GL-9C24, itself a pioneering FM-TV
triode with fine performance. Thoriated-tungsten construction, among
other filament features, cuts your
power bills materially.
Real v-h-f operation . . . 220 mc at
max plate input gives you full FMTV band coverage.
Easy to install . . . The GL-6039
needs no neutralizing, when employed in a properly designed

O Requires 1,100 w less filament power, or a 75-percent
reduction.

grounded-grid amplifier circuit.
Features which help make the tube
so efficient, are its low lead inductance, the fact that all outer metal
parts are silver-plated to cut r-f
losses, and the large terminal-contact areas made possible by G-E
ring-seal design.
Sturdy, dependable . . . Newest of a
family of modern G-E power tubes
for FM-TV that has proved its worth
in hard station service, Type
GL-6039 is engineered to stand up!
The tube is trim, with real built-in
structural strength— mounts solidly
and closely in today's compact transmitters. You can rely on its fulltime, full-life performance. Ask for
a visit by a G-E tube engineer, to
prove that the GL-6039 will give
your new circuit peak power, improved economy! Electronics Department, General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, New York,

RAL
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RATINGS
Filament voltage
5v
Filament current
78 amp
Grid-plate transconductance 11,000 micromhos
Interelectrode capacitances:
Grid-filament 24 micromicrofarads
Grid-plate 15.7 micromicrofaradt
Plate-filament 0.47 micromicrofaradt
Type of cooling water and forced air
Plate ratings per tube, Clas* B r-f power
amplifier (video service, synchroniiing
peak conditions):
Max voHage
o,000 v.
Max current
2.25 amp,
Max input
13.5 kw
Max dissipation
7 kw.
* Power output, typical operation
(at 5,000 v and 2.2 amp, band
width 5 mc)
5.4 kw
Plate ratings per tube. Class C r-f power
amplifier (key-down conditions without
amplitude modulation):
Max voltage
7,500 v
Max current
2.25 amp
Max input
16 kw
Max dissipation
7 kw
* Power output, typical operation
(at 7,000 v and 2.08 amp)
12.8 kw
*lndudes power transferred from driver to output
of grounded-grid amplifier.

ELECTRIC

SCHOOL

Disc Jockey Dixon's arm didn't
need to be twisted to sign this contract but just the same he was
given assistance by Mr. LeBrune
(I) and Mr. Waiters.
PLATTER

CHATTER

Makes Dixon's Purse Fatter
PAUL DIXON'S talents as a television disc jockey have won for
him a four-year contract with
WCPO-TV Cincinnati calling for
perhaps the highest sum ever paid
a local entertainer in the greater
Cincinnati area.
The contract was signed in the
presence of M. C. Watters, vice
president of Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. and general manager of
the WCPO stations, and Harry
LeBrun, director for television at
WCPO-TV.
Reportedly, 42 television stations have sent representatives to
Cincinnati to observe Mr. Dixon's
technique.
WDTV

_
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PROGRAMS

SERIES

Set For March by WBALWBAL-TV Baltimore is collal
rating with 12 leading universit
and colleges in Maryland on
series of college-level educatio
telecasts, tentatively set to
underway
about March 1. A|
nouncement was made by the stfj
tion last Monday
following |
luncheon meeting with educate )
at the WBAL-TV studios.
The weekly program will be ii|
der the auspices of a differel
school each week, with the institi
tion stressing its scholastic spl
cialty in each presentation. PiaJ
call for dramatics, visual displa^
film clips and working models. I
was agreed that every effort shoul
be made to inject showmanshinto the series to hold audience i
terest. A script-writer will
assigned
WBAL-TV to wo
with each by
school.
The Maryland State Departmel
of Education will serve as liaisJ
between the institutions and tl
studios for the project, which 1
designed to offer educational oi
portunities
an "unprecedentdj
multitude ofto people
through til
medium
television." in the seril
Schools ofparticipating
are: U. of Maryland, Johns Hopkiil
U., St. Johns College, U. S. Navl
Academy, U. of Baltimore, Marylair
State Teachers College, Loyola Co
lege, Morgan State College, Peabod
Conservatory of Music, Wested
Maryland College, Hood College arj
Goucher College.
Helpful techniques
and ideas for
TV programs

To Take B.Networks'
DR. ALLEN
DuMONT, 'Best'
presiThis new book \
dent, DuMont Labs, has worked out
a system for WDTV (TV)
shows you howl
Pittsbm-gh programming which
to use moviel
would please even a man with
a revolving sense of preference.
most effectives
Dr. DuMont has devised a rotating system which will enable
MOVIES FOR TV
WDTV, only TV outlet in Pittsburgh, to carry 12 of the 15 topby J. H. Battison
rated shows in the country. The
shows, now being cleared with net- A COMPLETE, HOW-TO-DO-H
GUIDE TO THE PRODUCTIOr
works, will feature the "best" from
ABC, CBS, NBC and, of course,
AND TRANSMISSION O
DuMont.
The television pioneer said that MOVIES ON TELEVISION.
the station was giving up local
This book gives practical information on
all cameras, projectors, recording equiprevenue in favor of the system but
ment, etc., showing how each piece
that it may serve as the answer to
operates and
how howto use
it most titles
efficiently. It tells
to produce
the big problem that has faced all
and special effects, newsreels, all types
of commercials; how to edit and splice
one-station markets in the country.
film; how to light scenes for best results
Under the planned system, Dr. Duon
how Here
to combine
with
live TV;
scenes.
is a wealthmovies
of useful
Mont hopes to please "most of the
information
together
with
much
expeadvice onforwhat
is good and
and what
bad in rienced
movies
television,
why.
people,
most also
of the announced
time."
It was
that
WDTV had designated 3:45-4 p.m.
on Thursday as a public service
SEE IT ON APPROVAL
package, available to any local or
national group whose efforts are i
The Macmillan Co., 60 5th Ave.. New York II
aimed at serving the public. Donald
Please send me a copy of Movies for
A. Stewart, WDTV manager, said:
TV. I will either remit the full price
"We promised Pittsburgh an ambiof $4.25 or return the book in 10 days.
tious public service program as
Signed
soon as we got our studio facilities
established. And we have lived up
Address
to our word. . . ."
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

RADIO SCRIPTS
Compiled in Book Form
PRAIRIE SCHOONER ON THE AIR.
Lincoln, Neb.: U. of Nebraska Press.
160 pps. $1.75.
A COLLECTION of 13 radio
scripts, already "well received by
a general audience and most acceptable for educational broadcasting," comprise the content of the
forthcoming publication, Prairie
Schooner On the Air. The scripts
are adaptations of 13 stories selected from the U. of Nebraska's
literary quarterly, Prairie Schooner, and among those accorded recognition as the best short stories
of 1950.
Included in the series are three
scripts appropriate for holidays
and other special occasions; seven
adaptations of modern short pieces
by well known writers, and three
others representing contributions
of new penmen. Collection touches
on such qualities as comedy, fantasy, tragedy, drama, history and
others. The scripts are described
as "a genuine challenge to interpretative imagination and acting
ability" of students, and the artistic and creative direction" of producers. Sheets are perforated so
that scripts may be removed to
serve as copies for drama casts.
LISTENERS BACK
WCFM Sets Subscription Plan
SUBSCRIPTION plan calling for
listener sponsorship of certain BBC
and other classical music programs
on WCFM (FM) Washington has
been announced by the Listener
Committee for Better Radio in the
capital area.
The committee plans to send out
some 15,000 brochures in the hope
that it may raise an estimated
$10,000 this year to pay for a
weekly four-hour Sunday afternoon
series of programs. The booklets
were mailed to stockholders in the
station, recipients of regular program guides and other listeners.
The series would last 52 weeks and
also feature drama fare. The plan
was formulated, the committee said,
because BBC-originated programs
cannot be commercially sponsored
and WCFM is unable to carry them
as sustainers.
PROTECT

air-casters

eviradio-tel
DENNIS sionKING
producer Jr.,
Agency,
Maxon
N. Y., to WFIL-TV Philadelphia
as producer-director.
LEE P. MEHLIG, assistant program
director WNUR (FM) Evanston, 111.,
to WNMP same city as production
manager.
JOE GUIDI, production director
WXGI Richmond, takes on additional
duties as publicity director.
VERN DIAMOND, senior director
WXYZ-TV Detroit, appointed to staff
of directors WCBS-TV New York.
GEORGE VARNUM, WPIT Pittsburgh, appointed production manager
of AM programming and head of announcers at station. ROSEMARY
CALABRESE, actress, model and TV
performer, named secretary to DON
IOSET, vice president and station
manager.
PAUL TOEPP, independent producer,
to WXYZ-TV Detroit as program assistant. GEORGE MANNO, program
assistant WXYZ-TV recalled to active
duty with Army.
ELLIOTT W. HENRY, director of
publicity ABC Central Division, resigns.
MARK OLDS, WCAU Philadelphia, to
production staff KYW same city, replacing CHARLES BOLAND, now
free lancing. EARL HIGGINS appointed to station's business staff.
FRED PFAHLER named to announcing staff KNEA Jonesboro, Ark. Has
been with several other stations in
South.
JIM STAIR, formerly with WROL-FM
Knoxville and WCRK Morristown, to
WLIL-AM-FM Lenoir City, Tenn., as
station personality.
MURIEL TITUS returns to WNAX
Yankton as publicity writer in promotion department. RICHARD S.
BEAN, KCOM Sioux City, to station
as continuity writer.
JACKSON LOWE, disc jockey WWDC
Washington, to WINX same city in
similar capacity [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 29]. GEORGE DINNICK appointed music director for
WINX.

YOURSELF, your STAFF, yonr CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs. Financial
Comment,
In terviews- Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man -on - the-street
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
F or details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REBI*SiJRAl\CE
Insurance Exchange BIdg.
—
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Kansas City, Mo.

HOWARD NELSON
staff WEEI Boston.

to announcing

JIM MURPHY, WFRS Alexander
City, Ala., to WABB Mobile announcing staff.
MICHEAL CASHIN, announcer CKEY
Toronto, and Hazel Turpin married
Feb. 10.
JOE KRAMER, announcing staff KFH
Wichita, Kan., father of boy,
JACK KEITH, KCVN Stockton, Calif.,
to KTUR Turlock, Calif., on general
staff. DON CHAMBERLAIN, KCVN,
to KHBC Milo, T. H., as announcerengineer.
BILL FOUNTAIN, announcer-disc
jockey WKY Oklahoma City, and
Joyce Davenport married.
BILL FRIES named staff artist KMTV
(TV) Omaha.
BOB ERBER, assistant in record and
transcription department WBBM Chicago, to active duty with Air Force.
FRED PAESEL, page, to duty with
same unit.
BING CROSBY in St. John's Hospital,
Santa Monica, Calif., recovering from
kidney operation performed Feb. 12.
NORMA BELLOWS, KXOL Fort
Worth, to WBAP same city, in promotion department. She replaces
MARGARET CASKEY who joins continuity staff KCNC Fort Worth.
DICK BECHER appointed announcerengineer W K A N Kankakee, 111.
SYLVIA JEFFERY, women's director,
resigns.
CECILE LINDSAY, noted dancer and
dance producer, to WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, as choreographer.
BILL LAWRENCE, singer featured on
Arthur Godfrey's programs over CBSAM-TV, was inducted in Army Feb. 14.
DICK BARNETT, writer-producer
KNBC San Francisco, announces engagement to Jeanne Williams. They
are to be married Easter Sunday.
HOWARD O. PIERCE, noted showman and radio pioneer, has opened
group duplex villas and apartments
called El Mirador Ocean Villas, outside of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
DICK CLEM, new to radio, named
page WMAL-AM-TV Washington.

ROY STORY, KCVN Stockton, Cali
to KTUR Turlock, Calif., in spo
department.
BOB EDELL, director of news a:j
special events WSDR Sterling, 111
to WROK Rockford, 111.
BILL STERN, NBC sportscast.
awarded certificate of appreciati
from National Foundation for I
fantile Paralysis for "outstandi
work as radio, sports chairman in t
March of Dimes."
GENE GOSS, news department KLI
Little Rock, father of girl, Iris Elair
JOHN
ried. ALLEN, newsman WKAN Ka
kakee, 111., and Mary Boehmer ma
May.
JONATHAN RICE, news editor KTI
(TV) Hollywood, father of girl, Katl

PARKING BAN
WLOK Forum Ends Dispul
WLOK Lima, Ohio, has been cor
plimented by the Lima City Cou:
cil for arranging a rouni
table, on-the-air forum that endi
in settlement of a two-month co:,M
troversy over a proposed downtovl \
parking ban.
The ban, passed by the city cou:
cil, evoked strenuous oppositii
from civic groups. Lyel Lee, ne\
editor of WLOK, arranged a foru
featuring representatives of the o
position and the seven city counci
men.
The round-table was original
scheduled for half an hour, but rt
to an hour and seven minutes, wil
commercial programs cancelle
Near the end of the forum the com
cil voted a traffic control compn
mise that made everybody happie

WRUL Transfer
BID has been filed with FC
for approval to assign the liceni
of international broadcast static
WRUL Boston from World Wi<
Broadcasting Corp. to World Wi(
Broadcasting System Inc., ne
firm of same ownership but wil
greater stock issue. Switch is ff
tax purposes and to permit poss
ble financing of later facilities e:
pansion, it was indicated. Holdir
of President Walter Lemmon wou!
be increased from 4,000 shares 1
28,000 shares while that of Ra>
Industries Corp., controlled by M
Lemmon, would be upped froi
6,000 shares to 42,000 shares. Tofcl
stock authorization would be 100!
000 shares. Remaining 30,00
shares would be unissued si

A/awi. • • •
JOHNNY LAWRENCE, play-by-play
present.
sports announcer, to WOKO Albany,
N. Y., as sports director.
Do you want to
THAD HORTON, sports director and
SELL something
national publicity man WSB Atlanta,
named head radio-TV section of local
in Grand Rapids?
Red Cross drive.
WALTER PASCHALL, news director
WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, father of
Write to —
daughter Amy King.
'The People's Station"
LESLIE RADDATZ, manager, press
WGRD
department NBC Western Division,
father of girl, his seventh child.
BROADCASTING
Telecast! n

RNAYS AWARD
Will Be Made Sept. 15
1ST annual Edward L. Bernays
Inflations radio-television award,
;.1,000 U. S. government bond,
I be presented Sept. 15 by the
erican Sociological Society to
e individual or group contributthe best piece of research on
effects of radio and or televii on American society." Origiijy scheduled for inauguration
year, the lack of suitable papfor consideration caused postlement of the initial award un1951.
Regulations for entrants include:
. y research study completed since
l. 1, 1949, and submitted in duptte before June 15, 1951, with
h published and unpublished
dies eligible for consideration,
"urther inquiries should be ad^ssed to Clyde W. Hart, Nanal Opinion Research Center,
11 S. Ellis, Chicago 15, 111.; or
ecutive Officer of American Sollogical Society, New York U.,
ishington Square, New York 3.
TE NANCY CRAIG
Gets Understanding Award
ANCY
CRAIG,
women's comjntator of ABC, and AnneO'Hare
' Cormick,
for The
w York special
Times, writer
received
the
. 50 Better Understanding Awards
the English Speaking Union last
.ursday afternoon, in a prestation ceremony that was broad'st on Miss Craig's program at
3.m. Awards are given to women
radio and press in recognition of
tstanding contributions towTard
'eater friendship and understandbetween peoples of the United
ates and of the British Commonfaith of Nations.
In addition to the main awards,
English
Speaking Union
varded
better understanding
:ations to Julie Benell, WFAA
nllas; Evadna Hammersley, KOA
'snver;
■enton; Mary
MargaretWilson,
Parton,WTTM
India
^respondent of the Neiv York
erald Tribune; Honor Balfour,
>ndon correspondent
of Time
agazine. Special commendations
bnt to Ann Ford, WSM NashUe, and Pearl Baum, WCSC
larleston, S. C.

CANADIAN

EARL GODWIN, Washington news commentator, celebrates his birthday
with the help of the WRC Washington staff. Looking on are (I to r):
Miss Henrietta Young, Mr. Godwin, Leif Eid, Jay Royan, Arthur Barriault,
Richard Harkness and Morgan Beatty.

BOOK

'LARNIN'

IS
GOOD
ACEJ
Employer Reaction Survey Shows

THAT old saw that journalism,
audible or otherwise, cannot be
learned in college is being systematically disproved by the American
Council on Education for Journalism, which released a report last
week emphasizing the progress and
improvement being made in the
preparation of students for careers in the radio, publishing and
advertising fields.
Alfred H. Kirchhofer, president
of the council and vice president of
WBEN Buffalo, released the report, emphasizing that "not only
have journalism graduates found
ready employment in their respective fields, but . . . many employers rate them well above average.
This finding contradicts the timeworn theory still held in some . . .
offices that the fundamentals . . .
cannot
be learned also
in college."
Mr. Kirchhofer
said that
the study, prepared by Dr. Karl
English, associate dean of the Missouri School of Journalism, shows
"that many employers regard the
journalism graduates about whom
they comment as having exceptional qualifications, well prepared for
the work they have undertaken."

TheVoice^/Kansas
WIBW

in

TOPEKA

He said that "the American Council is seeking to promote better
selection of students and better
college training in the field to the
end that schools participating may
turn out better qualified graduates
for service in journalism."
In his report to the ACEJ on the
status of the '"Employers' Appraisal Project," Dr. English explained that "the 39 institutions accredited by ACEJ issued undergraduate degrees to 2,728 students.
Of these, the accrediting committee
is currently investigating the success of 2,003 employed in some
phase of mass communications. . . .
For the past four years, the accrediting committee has been gathering data on the success of journalism graduates at the end of
their first six months of employment. . . . Employers have cooperated almost unbelievably well in
returning completed evaluations."
The employer evaluations of 136
radio news journalists recommended for their positions by their
alma maters, ranged from "average" to "above average," being
judged on more than 20 points.
One radio employer's comment was
that the graduate had been "on the
job for about three months. . . .
We . . . believe him to be competent
and we are most satisfied with his
background, character, and ability
to work well with others. He is
developing and I believe that in another year he will be a wTell rounded
radio news reporter."
"Evidence is mounting," Dr. English continued, "that journalism
schools, perhaps partly as a result
of the employer appraisals, are
placing more emphasis on placements that prove satisfactory to
both employer and graduate." And
demand for graduates is high "as
the actual employment records reveal. Schools are reporting many
more requests for help than they

RATINGS

U. S. Programs Dominate
OF THE FIRST 10 evening programs heard in Canada in January, only one originated in Canada, according to national ratings
of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto.
The sample in January was enlarged to cover 23 English language urban centers where all
English-language networks were
heard, with 2,000 calls made. Previously 1,660 calls had been made
in 15 Canadian cities. There has
been no change in the Frenchlanguage sample, but the Englishlanguage change was necessitated
by the growth in stations and
doubling of networks since the
sampling method was started in
1944.
First 10 most popular evening
programs in January were Charlie
McCarthy,
34.4; Radio 37.4;
Theatre,Amos
33.9; 'n'
OurAndy,
Miss
Brooks, 31.3; Twenty Questions,
26.6; My Friend Irma, 25.8; Your
Host, 24.5 (Canadian program) ;
Aldrich Family, 24.5; My Favorite
Husband, 24.1; Roy Rogers, 24.1.
Leading five daytime programs were
Ma Perkins, 19; Right to Happiness,
18.3; Pepper
Young's
18; 15.6.
Big
Sister,
17.7; Life
Can BeFamily,
Beautiful,
Leading five evening French programs
were Un Homme et Son Peche, 33.3;
Radio Carabin, 29.3; Metropole, 28.9:
L'Epervier,
28.2;leading
La Pause
Rafraichit, 27. Five
daytimequishows
were Rue Principale, 27.5; Jeunesse
Doree, 25.4; Maman Jeanne, 25; Tante
Lucie, 24.9; Quart d'Heure de Detente.
24.9.

LVANIA'S
PENNSY3RD
CITY
W

ADJACENT

0.5 MV/M
0.1 MV/M

AREAS

1890 Sq. Mi. 259,874 Pop.
6365 Sq. Mi. 576,164 Pop.
Write for latest brochure
and coverage maps.

5 0 0 0
WATTS
eutd
DAY
NIGHT

are able to fill."
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 10)

'TUNE-TEST'
Sehwimmer Signs 25 Stations
TWENTY-FIVE stations reportedly have bought the syndicated
package, Tune-Test, from Walter
Sehwimmer Productions, Chicago,
within the past two weeks. The
musical giveaway show, which has
been tested on WGN Chicago for
the past year, has been offered
only in a mailing piece this far,
Mr. Sehwimmer said.
Stations which have bought the
show are:
KMPC Los Angeles, WMPS Memphis, WKYW Louisville, KCMO
Kansas City, WFHG Bristol, Va.;
WREL Lexington, Va.; WSLS Roanoke, KANS Wichita, WPTF Raleigh,
WPDQ Jacksonville, WGGG Gainesville, Fla.; WJVA Mishawaka, Ind.;
WTNS Coshocton, Ohio; WBBC Flint,
Mich.; WHLS Port Huron, Mich.;
WLIP Kenosha, Wis.; KWRE Warrenton, Mo.; KFGO Fargo, WKYB
Paducah, WLCS Baton Rouge, KAMD
Camden, Ark.; KGYN Guymon, Okla.;
KMHT Marshall, Tex.; KXOX Sweetwater, Tex., and KBRO Bremerton,
Wash.

the use of Keystone's facilitiM
supplementing TV in those art;

SPARKY, who comes into creation under the talented hands of M '. Page,
Fas teen
jumping anin "',his
otherw'se
daily
and rvnnhig,
weekly newspapers
primary disporting
market forhimself
the pastthrough
three
months with amazing success.
PARKY

TREES

ADS
As 'Top Dog' Symbol of CKNW

Mrs. Mary Akerberg
MRS. MARY AKERBERG, mother
of Herbeit V. Akerberg, CBS vice
president in charge of station relations, died Feb. 11, after a long
illness in her home in Worthington,
Ohio. Funeral services were held
Feb. 13 in Worthington.

Advertising succeeds
withEfflrfll
Continuous advertising in

SPARKY, the "Top Dog" symbol
of CKNW New Westminster, B. C,
is a lovable canine who would howl
resentment over being termed an
ordinary publicity hound.
Owner-manager Bill Rea put a
leash on the eartoon-pup to tell his
sales and listener promotion story
after deciding that an animate I
character like Sparky would sniff
along the trail to listener loyalty
and possibly tree an advertiser or
two.
The cartoon canine character is
the brain-pup of Vancouver Artistwriter Peter Carter-Page, formerly
with Walt Disney. He has featured
Sparky in situations ranging from
spinning records as a disc jockey
to tending goal for New West-

SALES CLINIC
Canadian Meet Set
Printers' Ink develops
SALES CLINIC will be held at
the Royal York Hotel, Feb. 23cumulative impact I 24, by H. N. Stovin & Co., Toronto
station representative firm. About
that creates a
35 managers and executives from
stations represented are expected
to attend while on their way to
vivid picture of
the annual meeting of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at
Quebec,
Feb. 26-March 1.
your station and
The sales clinic will deal with
a variety of topics, including acmarket in the minds of the
counting practices, market research and promotion, development of national spot business, advertisers' views on media, comleadingfl^'u"
mercial programming and a general study on rates. The meeting
will be chairmanned by Horace
UU^^^and
Stovin and speakers will include
helps you sell
J. E. Potts, Lever Bros., Toronto;
J. E. Palmer, radio director, Walsh
more advertising.
Adv. Co., Toronto; Spence Caldwell, transcription distributor,
Toronto; Walter Elliott, ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto; S. Smith,
James Lovick Ltd., Toronto; W. N.
Hawkins, CFOS Owen Sound, and
R. M. Hope, CHOV Pembroke.
February 19, 1951
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minster's Royals of the Pacific
Coast professional hockey league.
Sparky's feats are invariably
phenomenal and performed with
mirth-provoking ease, and are tied
in with a plug for the station.
FTC COMPLAINT
Cites Health Spot Shoes
MISREPRESENTATION in certain advertising claims of Health
Spot Shoe Co., Oconomowoc, Wis.,
on behalf of its shoe products is
charged in a complaint issued
against the firm Feb. 7 by the
Federal Trade Commission.
The complaint specifically mentioned "false and misleading"
claims used by the firm in broadcast continuities and in printed
media advertisements, but did not
identify the stations. FTC contended that Health Spot shoes are
"stock" items and their effect in
"preventing or correcting common
foot ailments is insignificant," con'trary to the company's claims.
Hearings will be held in Milwaukee
March 6-8 before FTC Trial Examiner Clyde M. Hadley.
WTAD

having
coverage.''
Duringno thetelevision
past several
mont]
Keystone reportedly has addi
more new accounts than in si
like
in the
tory.period
Included
are company's
food producthi
flour, drugs, hosiery, jewelry tr
toilet preparations. Several a
counts involve 15-minute, five-j
week shows, while others ha\
spot announcement campaigns.
Edwin Rubin Peterson was boi
55 years ago in St. Paul. H
father, Gustaf, now 83, wi
coachman for the fabulous Ji:
Hill, builder of the Chicago, Mi
waukee & St. Paul Railroad — j
fact. Pete was born on the Hi
estate. When the elder Peterso
moved to Chicasro whe^e he a
came a construction superintends
for a steel erecting concern, h;
son wss enrolled in Harriso
School on the city's south side. A\
Wendell Phillips High Schoo
Pete distinguished himself i
basketball.
A year at the Watson Busines:
College, "to keep from being
laborer," preceded *Mr. Peterson
invasion of the city's financial di:
trict when barely out of his teen
His war service was' confined ti
this country, but he rose from j
private in artillery to a firs
lieutenant in the motor transpoi
corps.
Mr. Peterson married Doroth
Metzger of Chicago in 1922. Ther
are two sons — Robert, 26, vetera
of nearly three years on a Nav
LST in the Pacific who is no^
taking his master's degree i
English at Drake U., and Edwi
Richard, 20, a sophomore at Lak
Forest College. The family live
on the far south side of Chicago.
A former member of the boar
of governors of Chicago's Mei
chants & Manufactm-ers Chit
Mr. Peterson is active in that or
granization, as well as in th
American Legion.
TECHNICAL information on grou:
conductivity, effect of terrain on tran
mission and tests of var'ous types
equipment will be sought by a Collei
of the Pacific radio crew, on a mobil
tour March 18-22.

OR

NO WTAD, SHE
gETTER COLLECT
THESE EGGS
PRETTY

SOON.'

TO©
930 KC, 1 ,000 Watts CBS
OUINCY, ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

Our
Silver Anniversary
of Service
rural-urban
homes in theYeartri-state
area —of toIII.,88.2T0
Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.
BROADCASTING
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|lt contest
• • •
'[YOD Lynchburg, Va., conducted
litest for Woods Bros. Coffee Co.
connection with firm's program,
fakfast at the Ponce, heard on
jfte network basis. Hats entered
contest could be made out of
.- material, only requirement
nng that H & C Coffee bag had
; be used as base. Don Jarvis,
bgram manager, judged entries.
|b OPENING SERIES
© •
WDC
Washington.
The New
ontier of Human Freedom, Sun.
10:30 p.m., started Feb. 11 comied drama and discussion series,
:sented
by Anti - Defamation
ifegiie of B'nai B'rith. First show,
titled "The Facts of Life," feared Ezra Stone, star of Henry
-rich show. Last 15-minutes of
)\v featured panel discussion
Bering subject of broadcast. Dvattic portions of succeeding broadrets will feature Tyrone Power,
[lye Emerson, Edward R. Murav, Quentin Reynolds, Walter
impden and Richard Widmark.
IE MUTUAL GAIN
© © ©
BS last week placed full-page
vertisement in New York Times;
nt richly - decorated Valentine
iiling piece to 7,000 advertising
: d agency executives, and used
ace in trade publications for Valtine's Day message pointing out
at network's average for comsrcial programs had gained 10%
number of homes listening from
?cember 1949 to December 1950.
ivertising theme was based on
ielsen average audience data, and
utual said that it was only neti>rk to show such a gain in audiice.
LL AROUND CALENDAR ©
SSOCIATED Program Service
is issued APS Program, Promo:>n and Merchandising Calendar
r 1951, listing all important merlandising events, special days and
eeks, birthdays of noted com>sers and artists, noting daily 13eek expiration dates and mentiong special APS programs tying in
ith various times and dates. Calidar is part of overall sales, field•rvice and merchandising plan
3veloped by Maurice B. Mitchell,
ce president and general manager
APS division of Muzak Corp.

KOREAN

programs

pronlotjon

COLLEGE SHOWCASE ® ©
WMAZ Macon, Ga., Georgia College Showcase, Sun., 2-2:30 p.m.,
Macon Kraft Co. (wood pulp processor.) Series designed to foster
better understanding and appreciation of various colleges in area.
Featured live broadcast Feb. 11
from Wesleyan College Conservatory Chapel, including 100-voice
glee club.
*********

premiums
LOW COST OFFER

•

•

•

WMAQ Chicago offered sponsors
special radio bargain last week.
Sales Manager Howdee Meyers
pinned
of $98.99 complete
on fiveminute price
newstagpackage,
with announcer. The show, aired
six days weekly, 7:55-8 a.m., is
sponsored by Talman Federal Savings & Loan, on week days, when
News Chief Bill Ray handles newscasting chores. The Saturday slot,
still available, was given benefit
of "cut-rate."
INDIAN SHOW

•

©

•

KPIX(TV) San Francisco, Powow
Indians, Wed. 4:45 p.m., West
Coast Soap Co., San Francisco
(Powow Cleanser), featuring Stafford Repp as Chief Powow and
Kenton King as Chief Powie. Six
children chosen each week to visit
Chief Powow and tribe on "Indian
reservation" and participate in
dances, stories and games. Glenn
Heyward, ventriloquist, and his
dummy, Pale Face Pat, are featured on show.
SHOES FOR BABIES
GETTING along with
best of KOA
'em,
Announcer-Chef
StarrtheYelland,
Denver, prepares stacks of pancakes
and sausage while celebrating the
observance of National Pancake Day
(Feb. 6.) Mr. Yelland gave a credible performance in his make-shift
miniature kitchen at station during
his Time and Tempos.
*********
ADVERTISER SUPPORT
© ©
WTVJ (TV) Miami backs up its
advertisers with a bi-monthly cirletter listing and
all of
station's
local cular
advertisers
their
store
locations. Letter goes to all employees of WTVJ and the more
than 500 employees of WTVJ's parent company, Wometco Theatre
circuit, urging them to patronize
the advertisers and let them know
they "saw it on television."

©

©

®

WGY

Schenectady, Feb. 5, extended Disc Jockey Earle Pudney's
morning show, due to popular demand. To observe new addition,
station giving shoes to every baby
born in WGY's listening area. Each
name submitted will be enrolled in
"WGY Stork Set" with booties and
card of congratulations going personally from Mr. Pudney. Shoes
supplied by Ed White Shoe Co.,
Paragould, Ark.
WDTV

(TV) SALUTE

#

©

VETS SPEAK

©

©

VETERANS of the Korean and
other overseas campaigns were
heard Feb. 11 on a new program,
Your Servicemen Speak, over
WTOP Washington. Taped interviews made at hospital beds furnish source material. American
Building Assn. sponsors new Sunday program through Mellor &
Wallace Agency. Dick Powell i^
producer for WTOP. Ted Lingo
tapes interviews and serves as
emcee.
THE DRAFT

©

©

©

WAAM (TV) Baltimore, Lawyers
Briefcase, Feb. 18, discussed subject of "Who and When in Current
Draft
Legislation."
State two
director
of selective
service and
local
youngent draft
attorneys
discuss
the
pressituation. All prospects
for persons covered by current law
we'e to be discussed, as well as
oufook for future changes in the
law.
FOOTBALL CLINIC
© © ©
WCOJ

Coatesville, Pa., plans delayed broadcasts of football clinic
beginning there today (Feb. 19).
For second year, broadcasts will be
sponsored by Lukens Athletic
League. Coaches Paul Bryant,
Kentucky U.; Charlie Caldwell,
Princeton; Frank Kavanagh, Cornell, and many others are scheduled to participate.

©

WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh opened its
studio facilities to a Sea Scout division for live demonstration Feb.
8, when station's public service department saluted 41st anniversary
of Boy Scouts of America. Victor
Skaggs directed show. Kathy
Rosser was coordinator.
GETTING

READY

•

•

•

WNAX

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

ROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General
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Manager

Yankton broadcasting informational series of public service
announcements based on government publication Survival Under
Atomic Attack. Twenty-four oneminute lectures covering various
phases will be presented over four
week period.
A GUY NAMED JOE' © © $
WARD Johnstown, Pa., sending
advertisers promotion booklet entitled "A Guy Named Joe," plugging its star personality, Joe Cavanaugh. Booklet gives information
on his program The Joe Cavanaugh
Show. Each page has different picture of Mr. Cavanaugh during local shows or promotions. Back has
rate card and map showing station
coverage.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
.Wtuvrt Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost .
February 19, 1951
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IRE CONFERENCE
Fink and Sterling Slated
KEYNOTE address by Donald G.
Fink, editor of Electronics magazine, on the "New Frontier in
Electronics" is scheduled for the
Southwestern Conference of the
Institute of Radio Engineers to be
held April 20-21 on the Southern
Methodist U. campus in Dallas,
Tex. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950]. Also scheduled
to speak is FCC Comr. George
Sterling.
Twelve technical papers will be
read by leading authorities, including Dr. Cornelius Lonczos, National Bureau of Standards, Institute of Numerical Analysis, U. of
California, who will speak on the
"Radiation of a Cylindrical Antenna." Also to be featured is a
large engineering exposition where
many of the newest developments
in radio and electronics will be
displayed.
Tuned By Ear
AT THE SOUND of the metronome — listeners know they're
tuned in to WDRC Hartford. The
station goes on the air officially
at 6:30 a.m., but while the engineers are warming up the transmitter about 6:15 a.m., a metronome begins ticking away.

Reach more than
Yl million Colored people in
the WMRY coverage area. Programmed for
Ne
groes by Negroes, W^MRY is
effectively
directing the buying
habits of this vast, faithful audience600KC- "THE SEPIA STATION"
WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO
Nat'l. Representative
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
MORT SILVERMAN
General Manager
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allied

arts

ce radio
freelanwriter
COLEMAN,
CARY
andL motion
pictures
in
L. A., to Photo & Sound Productions, S. F., as radio and TV director.
JOHN BALCH, assistant to director
of public relations on Bakelite account J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., to staff
Assn. of National Advertisers Inc.,
N. Y., as editor of weekly newsletter
and monthly news bulletin.
COFFIN, COOPER & CLAY Inc. announces additional organizations have
signed for San Francisco Tele-Que
television audience rating service.
They are: KGO-TV; Abbott-Kimball
Co. and BBDO, advertising agencies;
Hoffman Radio Corp., all San Francisco.
PHILIP VON LADAU, special analysis coordinator in radio-television
division A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago,
to Nielsen client service staff.
LANNON, ROMAN & THOMPSON
Inc., N. Y., dissolved and its interests
taken over wholly by J. A. LANNON
Inc., to conduct creative service. Mr.
Lannon was art director on Lucky
Strike account when it was handled
by Foote, Cone & Belding.
JACK HARGROVE, president and
sales executive Hargrove-Green Co.,
L. A., named president Electric
League of Los Angeles Inc. for 1951.
He replaces WILLARD HELLMAN, retiring president. Other officers elected
include MIL ZILLGITT, TelevisionHousehold Appliances, executive vice
president, KENNETH R. JOHNSON,
general sales manager, Packard-Bell
Corp., secretary; D. C. CULBREATH,
D. C. Culbreath Co., treasurer; GLEN
L. LOGAN, managing director.
£ equipment
W. L. ROTHBERGER, assistant general sales manager RCA Tube Dept.,
appointed manager of sales operations. L. J. BATTAGLIA, assistant
to renewal sales manager, appointed
manager of renewal sales field force.
L. F. HOLLERAN, manager of sales
administration for Tube Dept., named
manager of sales administration. G.
C. BREWSTER appointed manager of
sales planning section, and M. R.
STOECKER named manager of product distribution section. JULIUS
HABER, advertising and sales promotion director for all RCA technical
products, will, in addition, be acting
manager of advertising and public
relations for Tube Dept. LAWRENCE
LeKASHMAN, assistant to advertising manager, appointed manager of
advertising and sales promotion section, reporting to Mr. Haber. HOWARD S. G WYNNE appointed assistant
to general sales manager.
JOHN S. MILLS, Stromberg-Carlson,
Rochester, N. Y., elected vice president in charge of production TeleTone Radio Corp., N. Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Ownesboro, Ky., has under construction $2
million additional facilities for manufacture of electron tubes.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
producing new type oscilloscope,
Model 476 "Mirroscope," designed to
save space on testing benches.

RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., has
established Specialized Employment
Division, with responsibility for supervising and coordnating program to
develop manpower resources to meet
company's need for experienced engineering personnel. ROBERT E.
McQUISTON, veteran personnel administrator, has been appointed manager of the new division.
CLAROSTAT MFG. Co. Inc., Dover,
N. H., has developed new precisionbuilt potentiometer. It has tapered
winding held to tolerance of
plus/minus 1%% linearity as measured at 10 test points. Mechanical
tolerances reportedly are held as close
as plus/minus 0.00025 inch.
J. BERKLEY DAVIS, manager, General Electric's receiving tube division,
Owensboro, Ky., has accepted commendation plaque on behalf of division employes. Plaque was given by
leading U. S. airlines. Presentation
made by F. C. Dyer, vice president of
engineering for Aeronautical Radio
Inc.
SUN RADIO & ELECTRONICS Co.
Inc., N. Y., announces new, portable,
completely self-contained 3-speed
phonograph. Standard model equipped
with Astatic LQ-D wide range crystal
pickup, while second model equipped
with G. E. RPX-050 triple play cartridge and built-in G. E. UPX-003
pre-amplifier. Corporation also announced new 132-page catalog of radio-television-electronics components
available from its offices, 122-124
Duane St., N. Y.
POLARAD
ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces development of new studio picture monitor,
Model M-104. It reportedly features
high resolution in excess of 500 lines;
16" kinescope; excellent vertical and
horizontal linearity; lightness of
weight,
nance. and a minimum of mainteAUDIO-MASTER Corp., 341 Madison
Ave., N. Y., now distributing Harmonic Record Library of mood, bridge
and background music. Catalog free
on request.
PHILCO CORP., Phila., has announced
new expanded program of factory
supervised service on all its products,
it was announced by Henry T. Paiste
Jr., vice president, quality and serv-

I'liuni! Uct i)_i2;

ice. Philco Corp. said "new progrj
of factory supervised service will
.sure satisfaction for everyone ™
buys, sells or services a Philco pr
uct." Philco is reportedly backing
up by making available an adequ,
supply of replacement parts, and
panded line of test equipment to ml
it easier to service each product.
CATHODE-RAY TUBE Div. of ALL
B. DuMONT LABS Inc., Clifton, N.
has
specially
mask announced
for simplifying
the designed
replacemt '
of types 12JP4 and 12RP4 tubes w}
type 12QP4A. New mask is availal
at DuMont Teletron distributors.
DAVEN Co., Newark, announces ava
ability of new electronic voltmef
type 170. Unit covers frequency ran
from
curacy 10of cycles
±2%. to 250 kc with <■
RAY F. CREWS named vice pre
dent in charge of sales for Fairch
Recording
stone, N. Y.Equipment Corp., Win-

"Tecknical • • •
JOHN GASKIN appointed studio tec
nician WTMA Charleston, S. C.
CHARLES H. COLMAN, technical
rector KECA-TV Hollywood, leav
March 6 for duty with Air Corps
communications and radar.
RAY KUBLY appointed chief en|
neer KIST Santa Barbara, Calif., i
placing GENE FARRSELL, now wi
KPOA Honolulu.
MICAEL KONICHAK, chief engine
WPIT Pittsburgh, father of boy.
CHARLES E. HASTINGS, Hamptc
Va., named new chairman of Nor
Carolina-Virginia section of Institu
of Radio Engineers, succeeding C.
Smith, Winston-Salem. Other n(
officers are Victor S. Carson, Raleig
vice chairman, and Philip F. Hedric
Winston-Salem, secretary-treasurer
Facsimile Course
DAILY transmission of a facsimi
newspaper, carrying news from oi
part of the campus to another,
one of the features highlighting
course in newspaper production I
radio now being offered by tr
journalism division of Emory TJ
Atlanta, Ga. Students who produc
the radio newspaper obtain valr
able experience in editing, makeu
and "writing under pressure," a<
cording to Milton Krueger, univei
sity instructor. Course was mad'i
possible by the Atlanta Jourm
(WSB-AM-FM-TV), which donate
the facsimile equipment.

Phone 8J02
wmm, itus mm m w.i
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10LAND HARRIMAN (I), nail chairman of the American
Cross, realizes fhe value of
■ to the upcoming funds drive.
, Mr. Harriman is interviewed
KOA Denver by announcerucer. Van Haaften.
A New
banker, and president of the
n Pacific Railroad, Mr. Harriman
appointed president of the
rican Red Cross to succeed Gen.
ce C. Marshall, who resigned to
--come Secretary of Defense.
All Accounts
'Continued from page 12)
Yon Zehle has built his agency
an imposing entity. A few of
accounts include the Broth er. of Railway Trainmen, Pluto
er and Romans Ravioli.
Sr. Von Zehle also operates a
iiiary firm known as Package
.vs Inc. He personally produces
IL ofonitsthe
programs,
In the
DuMont It's
Television
work.
he Von Zehles — she is the forDorothy Benson, an ex-model
actress — have been married
e Oct. 17, 1947. They live in
lhattan.
ailing is Mr. Von Zehle's favorhobby. He owns a 73-foot
►oner called Tondelayo, which
ps 10 people.
LADELPHIA
Fire Department's
Two-way mobile radio communica= system KGB-476, was placed in
ation Feb. 13. Mayor Bernard
rel officially threw switch that put
!. Victor engineered and built staon air. It is designed as one of
key measures in city's civilian
nse set-up.

MUCH

ING?'
Kleppner
Answers Ad Budget Critics
ADVERTIS

IN THE lifeblood of U. S. economy,
advertising encourages incentive,
assures the consumer of a quality
buy and tells him so in the fastest
way possible.
That is the way Otto Kleppner,
part-owner of The Kleppner Co.,
New York advertising agency, answers the question, "Is There Too
Much Advertising?", title of his
article ruaryprinted
in Harper's Febissue.
In a scholarly approach, Mr.
Kleppner counterpoints repeated
criticisms lodged against national
advertisers, objections heard more
often now because of the defense
economy.
Most basic objection, Mr. Kleppner says, is the claim that national
advertising echoes the clamor of
competitors who "merely swap customers ... at the customers' exActually, according to the author,
advertising
goes further than that.
pense."
The basic value of advertising, Mr.
Kleppner believes, is that a maker
tells of some development affecting
the quality, price, design, packaging or special flavor of his product.
He goes on to show how "there has
been a growth of values of all products in a [given] field today, compared with those of some years
'Fastest Way'
"Advertising
is the fastest way
ofago."
telling many people about these
developments at the lowest cost per
message. Mass communication is
as important to our economy as is
mass production. That it is available on a nation-wide scale to anyone with a price of an . . . advertisement, and not merely to
government bureaus or state trusts,
is evidence of democracy at work,"
Mr. Kleppner writes.
Another charge is that "product
differentials" breed monopolies. He
answers that to take away a man's
right to be known for the quality
of the product he offers to the
public and deny him benefits of
being recognized for an improvecarries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAYjor

Market

NIGHT

TOTAL BMB
LIES
FAMI
Survey
BMB
from• 1949 U-7.330
KG*
Station B E• ' • 295 470
Station
C
•
•
,92 630
IM
DAYT
350.030

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency KGW
GHTTn IME
NI
Station
361.310
AFFILIATED WITH NBC Stotion . I
350.820
Station
<
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
RETRY
& CO.
301.910
Station I
205.4*0
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ment in the product, is to reduce
incentive to make further improvements. "It is just as important to
preserve this incentive, as it is to
provide a way in which an individual can discover the products availhim."
Anyable tocurtailment
or limit on advertising expenditures, Mr. Kleppner observes, is to usurp the liberty
of an individual to tell about his
product to others. "An advertiser
must assume responsibility for
ivhat he says, but to curb how much
he may say about his product when
newsprint is available and radio
and television stations have time
to sell is an invasion of freedom
Fraud in advertising is dismissed
of
postspeech."
haste by Mr. Kleppner, who
cites an FTC examination of over
a million newspaper, magazine, radio and television advertisements,
of which less than 3% were seen
DETROIT FETE
Radio-TV Committee Named
WILLIAM J. SCRIPPS, of WWJ
Detroit and Henry T. Ewald, of
Campbell-Ewald Co.. have been
named co-chairmen of the radiotelevision committee for Detroit's
250th birthday festival.
Named to serve on the committee are
Herbert T. Bayle. Brooks, Smith,
French & Dorrance; John L. Booth.
WJLB; Ted Campeau, CKLW; George
Cushing, WJR; Don DeGroot, WWJThe Detroit News; John Donahue.
NBC; J. J. Hartigan, Campbell-Ewald
Co.; Clarence Batch Jr., D. P. Brother
& Co.; Jack Henry, N. W. Ayer & Son;
Jack Hill, WWJ-The Detroit News;
Paul Holder, McCann-Erickson Inc.;
Ralph Hotchkiss, Maxon Inc.; Richard
Jones, WXYZ; Worth Kramer, WJR;
John McKee, BBDO; John L. McQuigg,
Geyer, Newell & Ganger Inc.; Don
Miller, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.; E. E.
Potter, Young & Rubicam Inc.; Todd
Reed, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.; George
P. Richardson Jr., J. Walter Thompson
Co.; James Riddell, WXYZ; Joseph
Spadea, CBS, and Melvin C. Wissman,
WWJ-Th-e Detroit News.
GUILT UPHELD
In Nazi Treason Case
TREASON conviction of Herbert
J. Burgman, accused of broadcasting Nazi propaganda during World
War II, was affirmed Feb. 8
by the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. James J.
Laughlin, Mr. Burgman's attorney,
indicated the case may be appealed further to the Supreme
Court.
Mr. Burgman, who reportedly
broadcast over a station located in
Berlin while representing its origination point as in the Midwest,
was convicted in November 1949
and later sentenced to federal
prison for a 6-to-20 year term. He
had listed nine exceptions in his
latest appeal for reversal of the
conviction.

as possibly misleading. Referring
to the "double your money back if
not satisfied" guarantee, Mr.
Kleppner
opines and
"we statesmen
could well keep
ask
that
politicians
their promises nearly as well as
do national advertisers."
He makes the salient point that
"the more a man has invested in
advertising his trade-marked product, the more will he protect his
asset by guarding its quality. (The
larger the advertising appropriation, the larger usually is the investment in product research and
in Itquality
control.)"
is true,
Mr. Kleppner says,
that the consumer pays the cost of
advertising as he does for everything else— but, the author asks,
does he get more or less for his
money because of that advertising?
According to Mr. Kleppner, the
answer depends on whether advertising lowers production costs, reduces selling costs and what management does with resulting profits.
He notes that advertising helps
reduce personal selling to the consumer, which is costly; that it
enhances additional orders for the
product thus increasing business
volume which is needed to lower
the cost of the product. How much
the businessman decides to pass on
to the consumer via the product and
in what form it fits in with the
function of advertising. That function "is to help create and distribute the better values a business
offers in competition for the buyer's
selection," Mr. Kleppner concludes.
Mr. Horace Hagedorn
Kiesewetter Associates, Inc.
New York City
Dear Horace :
These bo at WCHS slwre done a
THE
job uv pe rmotin fer SHARE
WEAL T H
when
hit
ter
West Charleston,
Virgincome
ny.
Yessir, Horace,
th' big city auditorium, w a s
three
thousand
packed with
Peter Donald
shore
fans, had
an' lotsa
they
fun!
Hooperally,Incidentreport
showsth' latest
thet
wh e n
in th' no nsafterSHARE
WEALTHTHEis
on. WCHS has
41.3 percent uv—
th'
more'naudience
tw ict
next station .
as Algy
much
th'
an
there'sas live
stations
town
Nowin
ain't ! thet
Horace?
Yuh
shore
s u m p got
t hi yer
n',
right station in
Ch a r I c stononth'.'
program
WCHS
Charleston,
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Respects
{Continued from page A8)
Dallas and enrolled in Southern
Methodist U. Graduating with an
A.B. in government, he became his
university's candidate for a Rhodes
scholarship. A vote of the candidates among themselves gave him
the scholarship, but the judges
decided differently. So he stayed
on a year teaching fellowship to
take a degree of Master of Arts in
government.
Leaving Southern Methodist in
1933, he entered Columbia U. Law
School and earned an editorship of
the Columbia Law Review before
graduating in 1936. Admitted to
the New York State Bar shortly
thereafter, he joined the law firm
of Sullivan & Cromwell in downtown New York; and remained
there until 1942, gaining experience as a trial lawyer before the
courts and before government
bodies such as the Securities &
Exchange Commission and the Federal Trade Commission.
With - the advent of World War
II, Mr. McDaniel was appointed
special counsel to the late James V.
Forrestal, then Under Secretary of
Navy. He was commissioned a
lieutenant (jg) of the Naval Reserve in 1942 and assigned to the
Office of the general counsel of the
Navy. Promoted in 1943 to lieutenant and to lieutenant commander, successively, Mr. McDaniel worked on procurement of
aircraft for the Bureau of Aero-

National Nielsen Ratings* Top Radio Programs
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA WEEK DEC. 31, 1950-JAN. 6, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current Rating
Current Previous
Homes
Rank Rank
Program
(%)
1
2
Jack Benny (CBS)
18.7
2
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
18.4
3
5
Godfrey's
TalentLifeScouts
(CBS)
16.3
4
14
You Bet Your
(NBC)
15.5
5
6
Amos V Andy (CBS)
15.4
6
3
Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
15.1
7
20
People Are Funny (Tue.) (NBC)
15.0
8
12
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
14.5
9
50
Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
14.3
10
21
Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS)
14.1
NOTE:
Number
of
homes
is
obtained
by
applying
the
"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%)
to
40,700,000
— the 1950 estimate of Total United States Radio Homes.
(*)
reached during all or any part of the program, except for homes listening only
1 toHomes
5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY
nautics. In 1945 he was retired
to inactive duty to become chairman of the Navy Board of Contract
Appeals. At this time also he received an official commendation
from Secretary of Navy Forrestal
for his "unremitting efforts, astute
judgment and ability to cope with
an extraordinary volume of business" which the commendation said,
had "contributed greatly to successful prosecution of the war."
Mr. McDaniel left the Navy
Board in January 1946 to become
general counsel of RCA Communications Inc. In 1948 he was elected
a vice president of RCA, where he
served on the staff of the chairman
of the board and the president.
"I get glowered at when things
go
in Washington,"
he says
withwrong
a smile,
by way of explaining

that he was brought into RCA because of his trial experience to coordinate its legal and business relations with the federal government.
TV
|| NO
Unacquainted with the radio1
Stations within
! television
industry before joining
RCA, Mr. McDaniel since has devel60 miles of
oped an extensive knowledge and
interest in its affairs. Representing
RCA Communications Inc., he traveled in South America and in
| YOUNGSTOWN, 0. |
Europe, where in 1948 he met with
the International Telegraph ConOhio's 3rd
sultative Committee to plan for the
Buy
World Telegraph Conference in
Largest Trade Area
Paris the following year.
Cites TV Future
Television in America, he believes, "has given us only a hint of
what it will become. It has the
WFMJ
greatest potentialities, particularly
as a force for democracy. Too often
The Only ABC
television is looked upon solely as
Station Serving j a device for amusement. Actually
it holds forth the prospect of an
This Market
enormously wider and more intimate participation by the public in
national affairs."
As RTMA's new president, Mr.
I 5000
|
McDaniel
is hopeful of "contrib;
All programs duplicated on
uting in some way toward making
the
radio-television
industry as useI
WFMJ- FM
|
ful as possible in the national emer50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
gency effort."
civil for
defense
authorities
haveThecalled
the
WATTS
training of 20 million Americans
;
CALL
in first aid. "How can this be done
I;
Headley-Reed Co., \ except by television?" he asks.
"It would be a great tragedy,"
|
National Representatives \
Mr. McDaniel points out, "if inPage 80 • February 19, 1951
\

Time Buyers, NOTE!

creased costs and penalizing excise
taxes should make television sets
too expensive for low income groups
without sets to buy." The federal
government, he feels, instead of
hindering production and everwider distribution of TV sets
should "affirmatively sponsor" such
developments.
Mr. McDaniel assumes his new
office with a demonstrated capacity
for solving intricate problems.
While working on Navy aircraft
contracts, he was credited with developing the incentive-type contract
to replace the cost-plus-fixed fee
type in use. Effect of the new contract was to save the government
millions; for example the cost of
one type of airplane dropped from
$70,000 to $35,000.
In 1942, Mr. McDaniel married
Dorothy Sandlin of Dallas, wellknown in light opera and concert
fields, who has appeared on the
Ford Sunday Evening Hour and in
productions of the St. Louis opera,
Los Angeles Light Opera Assn.,
Paper Mill Playhouse and others.
The McDaniels have a house in
Putnam County, Carmel, N. Y.,
where the male side of the family
pursues hobbies of oil painting and
occasional fresh-water bass fishing.
Other leisure interests of the
new RTMA president include Columbia U. Law School, where he
lectures occasionally, and the Administrative Law Committee of the
New York Bar Assn. The committee's study of relations between independent regulatory commissions
and Congress particularly has absorbed his interest. The nightshirt
has been replaced by the toga.

McCarthy
talk
Kilgore Cites WWVA Recc I

RECORDINGS of a 1950 Lincflf
Day speech made by Sen. Jose f
McCarthy (R-Wis.) and aired f
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., figure,
prominently last week in a fti [
attack on the Senator's Co 9
munists-in-government stand.
Sen. Harley Kilgore (D-W. \f|

told
Senate Republican
colleagues had
thattw 1 '[
Wisconsin
retreated from his original cla

that he had a list of 205 membi '>
of
the and
Communist
Partypolicy
"s !f
working
shaping the
:
the State Dept."
Sen. Kilgi
quoted Sen. McCarthy as stati f
he had used the figure of 57.
He told the Senate that |
Wheeling speech was recorded a
that affidavits had been signed
Paul Myers, WWVA program
rector, and James K. Whitak

news
editor,
that S'
McCarthy
had attesting
used the figure
%,
The speech was aired twice f I
WWVA, he added.
Sen. Kilgore asserted that
Senate
subjected
one year had
to a been
blue whirl
of char;"L:

and accusations" but claimed tl
Sen. McCarthy had offered i
proof to support his charges.
He said Sen. McCarthy had ti
him last May that the station v
given a rough draft of the spec ,
and that "it is entirely possi
that there was an error and if
205
was usedlater
in place
of 57."the S
McCarthy
explained
referred to Communists in
State Dept. and the 205 to "seci
ity risks" according to the Pre:
dent's Security Board.
Pope Honors Lucey
POPE PIUS XIII has appoinlS
William F. Lucey, business m£
ager of WLAW-AM-FM Lawren
Mass., and a director of the Hi
reth & Rogers Co., owner-opera
of the stations, as a Knight
Malta. The order which dates ftf
the 11th century, is the high
honor the Pope can bestow on
Catholic layman. There are fev
living.
than 200 Knights of Malta n

In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,

WVOP
to Liberty
WVOP Vidalia, Ga., last Thursday
Okla. One of America's
was slated to affiliate with the
top
son independents.
Taylor, Mgr. LawRepresented byJack Koste,
Liberty Broadcasting System as
the network's newest southeast
Independent MetropoliGeorgia outlet. WVOP also plans
tan Sales.
to carry baseball broadcasts during
the 1951 season. Licensed to Vidalia Broadcasting1 Co., the station
operates on 1450 kc with 250 w.
Owners are M. F. Brice and R. E.
Ledford. Howard C. Gilreath is
general manager. KWIN Ashland
and KFIR North Bend, Ore., also
have signed as affiliates of Liberty.
Teleca:
BROADCASTING

GE-PRiCE LINE
ZED Urges New Program
TOUR-POIXT program for
jive wage-price controls — acpg twin needs of increased
lotion and checked civilian de- for goods and services — was
3 last Tuesday by the Commitor Economic Development in
'icy
by its
arch statement
and Policyprepared
Committee,
rice and wage controls will
y themselves stem the tide of
;ion," CED warned. "They
with symptoms rather than
underlying causes. They can
;Ipful provided other steps are
1. . . . They will be harmful
; are lulled into a false sense
eeurity and fail to take . . .
- steps ..."
the policy statement, "Con'ns Necessary for Effective
;-Wage Controls" (also see
'rate story), the committee
ests a four-pronged plan adting: (1) Reduction of nonitial government expenditures;
a "sharp and prompt" tax in=e; (3) check on expansion of
: credit, and (4) inauguration
national savings program.
Evil Effects
So long as the total demand foils and services is greater than
upply, the evil effects of inon will operate throughout the
.omy," CED asserts, tracing
xpression in higher prices and
«s, black markets, deterioraof goods, distortion of the
luction-distribution pattern,
kened efficiency and reduction
ncentives.
creasing production is essenthough "not enough," the com:ee adds, suggesting the U. S.
% women and older men into
working force, lengthen the
k week, expand output and ime productive techniques,
egarding government expendithe committee recommends
igorous screening" to hold down
ste of materials, manpower
money"; at the same time
55 should be raised substantialo restrain consumers' expendias well as to increase reves. "Higher and more extenexcise taxes," already pro-

SHOW TRAIN
WTIC, NBC Back Special Trip

CHICAGO showing of WOV New York's presentation film, "WOV's Three
Million People" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29], attracted agency
and advertising executives. TOP PHOTO: Gathered after a luncheon meeting are standing (I to r), Herb Schorr, WOV sales manager; Gene Fromherz,
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace; Genevieve Lemper, Foote, Cone & Belding; Nick
Wolf, Leo Burnett; J. G. Woolsey, Armour & Co.; seated, Jane Daly, Earle
Ludgin; Kay Kennelly, Olian Adv., and Jane McKendry, Needham, Louis
& Brorby.
BOTTOM PHOTO (I to r): Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co.; D. J.
O'Sullivan, advertising department, Armour & Co.; Ralph Weil, WOV general
manager; Dick Coombs, Leo Burnett; J. A. Burns, radio-television director,
Swift & Co.; George Clark, Chicago manager, John Pearson Co., which represents the station, and Milt Blink, vice president and Chicago manager of
Standard Radio Transcriptions Services.

posed by the administration,
"should be imposed," CED fek.
Other proposals:
(On bank credit) — "It is of the
utmost importance that . . . power to
check . . . expansion be used to reduce
inflationary pressure. . . . The contribution that (such) a monetary
policy can make . . . and the holding
down of the cost of the defense
program is more important than the
preservation of an existing pattern
of interest rates in the security mar(On savings) — "A national program
of education is needed to bring home
toket."
our people their individual responsibility to save. As part of such a

, WE

WON'T EVEN EE ABLE
TO WALK TH15
WINTER

3

15th year of SERVICE to 69.740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
OADCASTING

p.m. was
The conceived
Big Show by
"Show
idea
AnneTrain"
Norman, radio-TV editor of the Hartford Times.
THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
has started complete TV and Radio
Section, which will appear every Sunday. It will
week's programs, include
description entire
of programs
and
Inquirer's own column of TV news
and criticism. The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin also has started special
Sunday TV section.

KSWM
J O P L I N , MO.

/ IF HE POESN'T
TEAR HIMSELF AWAV
:ROM KGLO

NOW it's a Big Show "Show
Train" — the first time the New
Haven Railroad's run to New York
was made for radio fans exclusively. WTIC Hartford and NBC
cooperated with the railroad to
supply passengers with free tickets
to the Sunday night hour-and-ahalf extravaganza at NBC's Center
Theatre studios, scheduled for yesterday (Sunday).
More than 200 Big Show fans
were to be aboard as the train left
Hartford, and passengers who made
reservations were to be picked up
at nine cities along the way.
The "Connecticut audience" was
to arrive at 4:25 p.m. in New York,
in time to get to the Big Show studio at 5:30 for the performance at
6-7:30
p.m.to The
Train"
was
scheduled
leave"Show
for home
at 9:30

• Telecasting

program we should enlist the cooperation of the leadership ... in
our communities. . . . The program
should be more than a drive for savings bonds — all forms of savings
should be encouraged."
policy)
— "We policy
need a clear
and(National
consistent
national
. . .
that will convince our people that our
government is facing the realities of
the situation ... so that direct price
and wage controls will have a reasonable chance of success."
With such a policy, the committee
then proceed concludes,
first to live"wewithcancontrols
and

REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

later, as production rises and demand is stabilized, to live without
Members of the Research and
Policy Committee include Gardner
Cowles,
them." Des Moines Register and
Tribune and Cowles Broadcasting
Co. (KRNT Des Moines; WNAX
Sioux City-Yankton; WCOP Boston); Philip D. Reed, General Electric Co.; Philip Graham, Washington Post (WTOP-AM-TV-FM
Washington); and Eric Johnston,
ESA administrator.
WOL Business Up 700%
INCREASE of more than 700%
in business within a year is reported by WOL Washington, which
tomorrow (Tuesday) marks its
first anniversary under ownership
of Peoples Broadcasting Corp. Station joined the Liberty network in
October.

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest met
ropolitan centers.
q"urm-to
unduplicaled
CBS service
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C BS

in

JOPL1N,
MO
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
February 19, 1951
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CHURCH COUNCIL
Expands Broadcasting Unit
THREE specialists in the field of
religious broadcasting were added
to the staff of the Department of
Broadcasting and Films of the National Council of Churches (formerly Protestant Radio Commission) last week.
Rev. Charles Schmitz, chairman
of the Radio and TV Committee
of the American Baptist Convention, has been named education director of the department. Dr.
Schmitz will head planning and
conducting of radio and TV workshops and institutes for the organization. Arthur Austin, former
production director of NBC and
Compton Adv., New York, has been
appointed special events director
to develop special radio and TV
programming concerned with religious activities. Richard M. Gray,
British TV and film director, has
joined the department to handle
special production assignments.
Rev. Harold Quigley, former special events director with Protestant
Radio Commission, has resigned to
return to the parish ministry, it
also was announced.

GEORGIA PRESS
Ethridge to Address Meet
A HOST of distinguished speakers,
including Mark Ethridge, publisher
of the Conrier-J ournal and Louisville Times (WHAS-AM-TV), has
been announced for the 23rd annual Georgia Press Institute to
be held on the U. of Georgia campus Feb. 21-24.
Other prominent speakers scheduled for the Institute are Jonathan
Daniels, editor of the Raleigh News
and Observer (WNAO-AM-FM) ;
Edward Weeks, editor of the Atlantic Monthly; Sylvia Porter,
syndicated financial columnist;
Ernest Vacarro, AP White House
correspondent; Cranston Williams,
general manager, American Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Robert
Low, assistant to the publisher of
Life, and Robert Brown, editor of
the Columbus Ledger and Sunday
Ledger-Enquirer.

fCC

actions
FEBRUARY

9 TO FEBRUARY

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
February 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP Amended
WKBZ
Muskegon,
Mich. — CP to
change power from 5 kw-D 1 kw-N to
5 kw unl. AMENDED to change request to 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA.
Modification of CP
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, Iowa— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WLBK DeKalb, 111.— RETURNED application for relinquishment of control
of DeKalb Radio Stations Inc., licensee,
by Theodore
UP, Feb. 5]. A. Lanes. [FCC ROUNDWFYC Alma, Mich.— RETURNED application for assignment of license
from Alma Bcstg. Co. Inc. to WFYC
Inc. [FCC ROUNDUP, Feb. 5].
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.— RETURNED
request for CP to change from 1430 kc
MEETINGS

SET

By Electrical Engineers
H. H. HENLINE, secretary, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, has announced three district meetings to precede the
summer general meeting of the in25-29. stitute in Toronto, Canada, June
Southern district meeting is
scheduled April 11-13 at Miami
Beach, Fla. Included are Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia
and Florida.
Northwestern district will convene May 2-4 in Syracuse, N. Y.
with engineers and scientists from
New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Maine.
The Great Lakes District meeting, May 17-19 in Madison, Wis.,
will bring together delegates from
Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, North
Dakota and a large portion of
South Dakota.

SERVICE

■

PT63-A shown has 3 separate
h^ads —monitors fromthe tape.
Unit construction permits ports' able or rack mount operation.
Write M AG N ECO R D , inc.
2 360 N. Michigon Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS
Page 82
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Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

1 kw D to 1320 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N
DA-N.
February 12 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
WLCK Campbellsville, Ky.— Granted
continuance of hearing from Feb. 19
to Mar. 12, re its application and that
of Clark-Montgomery
Bcstg. Co., Winchester, Ky..
WIBW
Topeka,
Kan.
— Granted
leavere
to intervene in hearing
April 26
applications of R. W. Towery, Iuka,
Miss, and WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.
WKSR Pulaski,
Tenn.from
— Granted
tinuance of hearing
Feb. 26con-to
April
26,
re
its
application
and
that of
R, W. Towery, Iuka, Miss.
KCHCmissalElwithout
Paso,
Tex.—
Granted
disfor mod. CP. prejudice of application
Radio missed
Sumter,
C. — Disas moot Sumter,
petition S.requesting
severance, removal from hearing docket
and
tion. immediate grant of new applicaWPAQ Mount Airy, N. C. — Dismissed
as moot petition for reconsideration
and grant of application without hearing;judice
application
Feb. 2. dismissed without preKGBS tensiHarlingen,
Tex. 20— Granted
exon of time to Feb.
to file reply
brief todecision
general issued
counsel's
exceptions to
initial
re application.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
KDSJ Deadwood,
continuance of hearingS. reD.—itsGranted
application
and that of Minnesota Valley Bcstg.
Co. 19
(KTOE
Minn.) from
Feb.
to Mar.Mankato,
19.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Easton Pub. Co., Easton, and Allentown Bcstg. Corp., Allentown, Pa. —
By memorandum opinion and order
granted joint motion to move hearing
re applications to field for taking nontechnical testimony; ordered that hearshall commence
5 at hearing
Allentown ing and
thereupon, Mar,
further
at Easton, and to Washington, for engineering testimony and completion.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WINS New York — Granted leave to
amend application.
Vermillion Bcstg. Corp., Danville, 111.
— Granted leave to amend application
proposing
new DA.
Royal Broadcasting
Co., Lancaster,
S. C. — Granted leave to amend application by specifying 1360 kc instead of
1220 kc and for removal of application,
as amended, from hearing docket.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Basil P. Cooper, Examiner — On motion of examiner re application of Radio
Reading, Reading, Pa., hearing con-

DIRECTORY

EMERGING as first-place winner !
the 1 kw-to-5 kw station categ
of RCA Victor's $64 Question p
motion contest among NBC statio
WORZ
Orlando's Gene Hill
station manager, and Sammy Ro L
promotion
manager, examine
prize, an RCA Victor console,
top of the console are some otl
first-place prizes won by Mr. R<
during NBC station promotion
network's People Are Funny.
tinued to Mar. 14.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
KLMR Lamar, Col. — Granted in pj
motion that further hearing re appli
tion be continued from Feb. 12 to Fj
20.
By Examiner
Fanney — N.Granted
Litvin
FCC
General Counsel
part
petition
for
correction
of tr.
script of
testimony
re Denver,
petitions
WHDH
Boston
and KOA
;
application of WXKW Albany, N. Yty

February 13 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
CP to Replace CP
WIPR Santurce, P. R.— Granted
to
replace
expired
for change
trans,
location.
Also CP
granted
extens 1
of STA for 90 days from Feb. 3 to op
ate trans, at temporary location w
5 kw D 500 w N.
BY THE SECRETARY
KBUC Corona, Calif. — Granted voli
tary
of license
to Amerii
Pacificassignment
Radio Bcstg
Co., new
partn K
ship of same name through trans
of 25% interest by John G. Buckn
to Elmer J. Bucknum.
WPIX ant.
(TV) New York— Granted m
CP
TV for
station. and other changes in hjL
WORL Boston — Granted license
new AM station 950 kc 5 kw D.
Marshall
Electric
Iowa
— Granted
licenseCo.,forMarshalltO'
new rem |
pickup.
KA-7941.
Orville KA-7453.
W. Lyerla, Herrin, 111.— Sa
KRLC, Lewiston, Ida. — Same K
8104.
Lake Erie
Bcstg. Co., Sandusky, O
—Same
KA-7825.
Bakersfield
Bcstg. Co., Bakersfii
Calif.— Same KA-8376.
Island Bcstg. Co., Area, Hilo, Haw
T. H.— Same KA-8375.
Twin Cities
Bcstg. Corp., Minneapi
—Same
KA-8377.
WIAClicense
Inc., to
San change
Juan, P.remote
R.— Gran
mod.
picl
KA-6031 to 2790 kc and 26.37 mc.
WGN
Inc.,
Chicago—
Granted
CP
license for new remote pickups, KS
840,WFNC
KA-8378,
KA-8379-8381
. Gran,
Fayetteville,
N. C—
mod.
CP
change
trans,
location
type
trans.; granted
cond. mod. CPs for '<
Following
tension of completion dates as shov
KA-6976 St. Croix Island, V. I. to 4WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C. to E
cond.; WRFD-FM Worthington, O
to 5-1; cond.; KIB-41 Columbus, Ga.
....for the tines

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

in professional tapi
recording equipmeti
HOFFMAN
HOLLYWOOD

BROADCASTING

38, CALIFORNl
• Telecasti

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
cutive Offices
National Press Building
ces and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
shington, 0. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
mmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 1319
ERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
0. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
iUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
flOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

[-927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
f'20 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
WOPA-FM Oak Park. 111.— Granted
license new FM ch. 272 (102.3 mc) 1
kw.
KIJVstall newHuron,
trans. S. D.— Granted CP inWNDI Montevallo, Ala. — Granted
mod. CP to change trans.
KIKI Honolulu— Granted mod. CP for
extension of completion date to 4-2;
cond.
WPAB Ponce, P. R.— Same to 5-22.
WLIL-FM
Lenoir
City,station
Tenn. ch.—
Granted
license
new FM
262 (100.3 mc) 8.8 kw.
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. — Granted
license17.768
new kwTVvis.station
mc)
10 kw Ch.aur.5 (76-82
KGDM-FM Stockton, Calif.— Granted
license new FM station Ch. 225 (92.9
mc) 1.4 kw.
WOOK-FM
Spring,
Granted
licenseSilver
new FM
stationMd. Ch.—
240 (95.9 mc) 590 w.
KCBS-FM San Francisco— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-1.
WISN-FM Milwaukee— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 8-22.

1; WARL-FM Arlington, Va. to 3-31
l EPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va. to 6-20
RBL-FM
Columbus,
Ga. to 8-1
CCH Greenwich, Conn, to 4-8; KJCF
;tus, Mo. to 3-25.
KOEL aise forOelwein,
— Granted
linew AM Iowa
station
950 kc 500
DA.
VVMBD Peoria, 111. — Granted license
r increase in night power, install
w trans, and DA etc. 1470 kc 5 kw
|A-2
KICD unl. Spencer, Iowa — Granted lipase install new trans.
: KRMG Tulsa, Okla. — Granted license
fee increase in night power, install
ew trans.; cond. (740 kc 50 kw-LS.
5 kw-N.)
February 13 Applications . . .
VVRJW Picayune, Miss. — Granted
i id. CP to change trans.
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
KVOL Lafayette, La. — Granted liLicense for CP
snse for change in frequency, power
KGEM Boise, Idaho — License for CP
lo. (1330 kc 1 kw DA-N unl.)
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

change frequency, power etc.
Emporia,
CPKTSW
new trans,
etc. Kan. — License for
WNAV Annapolis, Md. — License for
CP increase power etc.
KBOP Pleasanton, Tex. — License for
CP new AM station.
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif. — License
for CP authorizing changes.
WOR-TV New York— License for CP
new TV station to request change of
studio location.
Modification of CP
WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.— Mod. CP
TV station for extension of completion
date to 9-12.
CP to Replace CP
WLAB (FM) Lebanon, Pa.— CP to replace expired CP new FM station.
APPLICATION TO AMEND
WBEN-TV
Applica-to
tion to AMENDBuffalo,
CP newN. TVY.—station
request
change
in
ERP
from
kw
vis. 10.2 kw aur. to 5 kw vis. 16.2
2.6 kw
aur. etc.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KPET
Lamesa,
Tex. — RETURNED
application for voluntary assignment
of license to new partnership.

February 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Extension of STA
WNYC New York— Extension of STA
to
operate6 additional
with DAin
between
a.m. EST hours
and sunrise
N. Y.olisand
between
sunset
in
Minneapand 10 p.m.
AM—EST.
850 kc

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KTBI Tacoma, Wash.— CP to change
from 810 kc 1 kw D to 850 kc 1 kw-D
500 850
w-Nkc DA-N.
AMENDED to change
to
1 kw unl.
Modification of CP
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio— Mod. CP
to change name licensee from Vallev
Bcstg. Co. to WSTV Inc.
WHP-FM Harrisburg. Pa.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
CP to Replace CP
WOAK (FM) Oak Park, HI.— CP to
replace expired CP new FM station.
License for CP
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa— License
for CP new FM station.
WHAS-TV
Louisville, Ky.— License
(Continued on page 87)
February 19, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10</S per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
North Carolina station wants manager
plus commercial sales ability. Must
be available soon. Best possible conditions, good salary . and commission.
Must stand rigid investigation, have
good record, no bad habits. Box 802H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager western New York fulltime regional station. Large market.
Submit experience and picture. Box
838H, BROADCASTING.
Station manager-salesman wanted 250
watt network station, attractive New
England single station market. Want
an experienced salesman familiar with
local station operation, interested in
settling down and becoming a part of
a pleasant community. Starting pay
$400 month plus commission and bonus.
Please send photo, references and all
details. Box 851H, BROADCASTING.
Manager, thoroughly experienced,
strong on sales and sales , management
to direct established midwest kilowatt independent. Competitive market
with good opportunity to build for
yourself and station. Stock interest
may be available to right party. Send
all pertinent information first letter.
Box 861H, BROADCASTING.
Well known manufacturer of electronic
equipment desires assistant advertising
manager. Technical background and
writing ability required. Excellent opGive background
experienceportunity.
in first
letter. Boxand871H,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, large metropolitan area, midwest, 1000 watts, daytime,
immediately.gramming.
Completely
proAdvertising and new
promotion
experience necessary, radio preferred.
Desire stable person, good mind, excellent appearance, sincere approach for
a specialized product. Salary plus commission. Furnish full details, reference, photograph and desired salary.
Box 898H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Pennsylvania independent
offers an opportunity to enter sales in
a prosperous market. Only station in
area. Radio background essential.
Salary plus commission. Must have
car. Box 813H, BROADCASTING.
Twenty-five
yours by affiliate.
putting
2000 on westpercent
coast isnetwork
Liberal guarantee. Box 89SH. BROADCASTING.
Time salesman: Good deal for man who
can produce! Network affiliate. Only
station in prosperous market. Send
all details, photo, salary expected. All
replies in confidence. KRJF. Miles
City, Montana.
Experienced salesman wanted. We
want a top man and will pay accordingly. An excellent opportunity. Personal interview necessary. WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
New Hampshire's
fastest growing
station, WKBR, Manchester,
has opening
for aggressive, experienced time salesman. Good market with big potential
where wide awake salesman can earn
big money. Write WKBR, Manchester,
N. H.
WORZ, a progressive NBC station in
Orlando, Florida offers permanent, excellent opportunity for capable, experienced salesman. Requirements:
Initiative
diately. and ambition. Contact immeProgressive
station ininVirginia's
market is interested
live wire largest
salesmen. Attractive salary and commission given. Contact Graeme Zimmer,
WXGI. Richmond, Va., if interested.
Announcers
Immediately — Combination man for
network station in Georgia. State salary, background and disc first letter.
Box 777H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, long established Michigan kilowatt now accepting
auditions
for scale,
opening
AprilSend
1st. platter
Graduated wage
talent.
or tape, letter of qualifications and
photo, to Box 756H, BROADCASTING.
CBS affiliate in large midwest market
requires the services of a top morning
man. Best living standard. Backtion.ground
This mustis stand
a top rigorous
position investigafor a top
man. Send complete information to
Box 799H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-copy
Pennsylvania
250 watter. Givewriter.
full
details with first reply including disc,
photograph,
experience,
required and military
status. salary
Box 830H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination announcer-enImmediateclimate.
opening.
west.gineer.
Exceptional
Box South837H,
BROADCASTING.
Morning combo man to do news and
transcribed programs. Long salary,
short hours, send full particulars or
applv in person. Box 859H BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give
full details with first reply including
disc, photograph, experience, salary
required and military status. Box
831H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately. Two announcers
with first class tickets. Sixty dollars
per week. 500 watt daytime operation.
Good working and living conditions.
CASTING.
State draft status. Box 880H. BROADAnnouncer-engineer. Experience on
announcing. Good salary. Car necessary. Arkansas independent. Box
883H, BROADCASTING.
Excellent
opening
on established
station for trained
announcer.
Large south
central market. Top salary scale for
those who can qualify. Successful
background at good stations needed.
Send personal and business references,
photo, audition including musical
shows, mentsnews,
spot announceand discstraight
jockev samples.
Reply
CASTING.
is confidential. Box 901H, BROADAnnouncer with ticket. One year experience announcing. Start $225. raise
in six months. J. B. McNutt. KBUD,
Athens, Texas.
Wanted: Announcer 250 watts local independent. Permanent, good working,
living conditions. Give full details
first letter. KCTI, Gonzales, Texas.
Wanted by small market station in
Hawaii, two experienced announcers
with first
class
tickets.
Send Wailuku,
full dein first
letter
to KMVI,
Maui, tailsT.H.
Wanted, for station soon to go fulltime.
Need two announcers, one experienced
sports man and another who plays
Hammond organ. KTBB, Tyler, Texas.
Exempt announcer-engineer. Going up?
Next stop lOOw
Emphasis announcing.affiliate.
Interview necessary.
Stu
Sanders, Manager, KWBG, Boone, Iowa.
Two
for 250experienced
watt daytimeannouncer-engineers
only. Immediate
opening. Send disc, photo. WAPF,
Box 604, McComb, Mississippi.
Experienced,
draftbyexempt
engineer
wanted
regionalannouncerAM and
FM station.
Good
pay.
opportunity and ideal workingrealconditions.
WBBO, Forest City, N. C.
Southern Illinois thousand watt indewants good disc
show Western
personality withpendent
commercial
punch.
music background desirable. Family
man preferred; congenial staff, 40 hour
week, $210 per month. Address: M. G.
Rogers, Comm. Mgr., WCNT, Centralia,
Illinois.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Staff announcer for 1,000 watt daytime
station, send disc and complete details
to Manager, WDBL, Springfield, Tenn.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
phone license,
on announcing. with
Good draftemphasis
status needed.
Start $65.00. ABC affiliate carrying
CBS and NBC shows direct. Send tape
or disc, references, photo to Manager
WFTC, Kinston, N. C.
Wanted: A good morning and good
straight announcer. Reply immediately
to Radio Station WGBR, Box 1024,
telephone number 1550 or 2816, Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Virginia station
250 watts wantsclass
com- 1
bination announcer-engineer,
ticket. Promotion to chief engineer
within 30 days for qualified man. Wire
or phone 801 Hopewell, WHAP.
Announcer-engineer. Will pay top salary for man with good selling voice
and first phone, permanent job, advancements,can
excellentalso
livingsellandparttime
working conditions,
or work into programming if interested,
but not necessary. WKUL, Cullman,
Alabama.
Wanted: Announcer with experience,
some copywriting. Must _ be good,
news, DJ shows. Opening immediately.
Start $50.00. WMGR, Bainbridge, Ga.
Announcer, staff work. Board knowledge desired. Vet preferred. Intermont. view
necessary. WSYB. Rutland, VerTechnical
Wanted: Engineer with first class license, capable of operating and maintaining AM and FM studio and transmitting
equipment.Station
Possibility
of en-in
tering
TV field.
located
south central
New York State.
Box
857H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Transmitter operators, first
class license, no announcing. Good
working essary.
conditions,
East central experience
area. Box unnec888H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted for transmitter operation only. 40Mutual
hours station
per weekin for
250
watt fulltime
Boone,
North mumCarolina,
Box
72.
State
mininecessary.salary in reply, no experience
Combination men with first class tickets
wanted by new station in growing
midwest market.
Emphasis
on announcing. Send letter
and audition
riisc to KWBB, P. O. Box 282, Wichita,
Kansas.
Transmitter
operator wanted immediIowa. ately. Wire or phone KWWL. Waterloo,
Wanted at once: Licensed operator.
Would take combination man if good
announcer. Opportunity to work into
chief engineers job. Give complete
information first letter. Write Raymond
A. Plank, Radio Station WKLA, Post
Office Box 323, Ludington, Michigan.
Transmitter engineer. 1 kw ABC. Give
draft status, age, references. Harold
White, WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Chief engineers AM, executive placement service
severalexperienced
desirable va-or
cancies.has
Also need
qualified TV operators. Howard S.
D.
C, 726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5,
Frazier,
Production-Programming , others
Continuity writer, 1000 watt network
station in Michigan offers excellent opportunity andRush
good sample
salary copy,
for experienced writer.
qualifications, photo and salary expected to
Box 755H, BROADCASTING.

#

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Girl capable of taking charge of c
tinuity
department.
Some air
Pennsylvania
250 watter.
Give wc
details first reply including disc, phc
graph,
salary requi
ments. experience
Box 832H, andBROADCAST!
Television
Salesman
Midwestern TV station wants th
oughly experienced,
TV ti
salesman,
with drive energetic
and imaginati
Unlimited opportunity. Photogra
and detailed experience, KOTV, Tul I
Oklahoma.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager, commercial manager, over
years newspaper and radio sales a
management.notice.
Now employed,
availa] ,
reasonable
Prefer midwest
south. Write Box 426H, BROADCAS
ING.
Twenty years of constructive rac*
background as commercial manag'
With the very best of references
to ability and character. Seeks M
as manager or commercial manager
substantial
Married, Box
45 yer
of
age. Willstation.
go anyplace.
670 "
BROADCASTING.
Can you top this? Took fourth stati l
in 100,000 market within 18 mont
made
it first
listenership,
localseva ':
national
sales. inexpenses.
IncreasedYoung,
gross
times. Halved
aggre
sive, college graduate, veteran a:
draft exempt. Presently employed. •
sire tough market with real opport'
nity. Box 760H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesmanager, 36 years o:
married, two children. Now employ ],
as salesmanager
large ; .
markets.
In radio onesalesof andten manag
ment 10 years, both metropolitan ai
small market.
Completely successf
background, having managed and so
out the two past stations. Desire mi
west, or west coast location. Cori
plete history heldupon confidential.
request. Desi
negotiations
Wri
Box 801H, BROADCASTING.
Five years successful independent st
tion managerial experience. Strong c
sales and local programming. Civ
minded,
and a real worke 1
Box 803H,announce
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager. Now employt
250 watt midwest station. Collei
background. Announcing, writing e
perience. Excellent sales record
large competitive markets. Draft e
ING.
empt.
Write Box 854H, BROADCAS
ING.
Manager-chief engineer — experience
years radio. Married, 43, childre
South only. Box 862H, BROADCAST
Manager. At present advertising direi
tor for large corporation. Desires
locate with station affording pleasairelations. Sales wise with 12 yean
background. Family man, sober art
concientious. Under 30, total draft exempt. Salary plus percentage. Be1
870H. BROADCASTING.
Manager: Fully experienced, matur
sober,
honest. Assume complete re
ING.
sponsibility. Box 872H, BROADCAST
Manager. Now employed with twent j
years experience in all phases. Desii
opportunity to build up and get resul j
for
station in west. Excellent cor
BROADCASTING.
tacts, recommendations. Box 8751:

Sales promotion manager, currently i
AM-TV operation wants similar cor j
nection with
larger TVpublic
or AM-TV
sts7
tions.
Experienced
relation;
good
speaker for
sales meetings,
Also interested
in commercial
manageeti j
set-up. Good national contacts. Ac
dress Box 895H, BROADCASTING.
Manager, executive placement servic
has several experienced, well qualifie
managers
localbeen
or regional
These men forhave
carefullvstation:
inves
tigated.
Howard
S.
Frazier,
726
Bon
Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
Some station needs me in some capac
ity. 20 years experience, managemen
sales,announcing.
programming,
production.
Mi 1
and
6 years
Public Serv
ice Director, ABC
Central
Divisior
Vice-President
Central
Division
Pro
gressive Broadcasting System. Rober
B(Bob) White, 6255 Sheridan Rd., Chi
cago 40, Illinois.

iuations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman
eight years'
experience,
ingtan,commercial
manager,
staff and
announcing. Family man. 34.
in, draft exempt. Dependable,
producer. Box 780H. BROADOJG.
Announcers
all man. Available now or spring,
ienced all sports-staff. Box 227H.
.DCASTING.
all broadcaster, major league;
veteran; married: college grad;
ienced. Box 458H, BROADCASTs announcer, three years experimarried, draft exempt. Play-bybaseball, football, basketball, topsports review, news, commerDJ, board operation, all-round
Want year-round
play-by-play,
nrtsminded
community.
Moderate
/able
plustwotalent.
Currently
weeks notice. employed,
Consider
Ters. Box 526H, BROADCASTING.
iall play-by-play man experienced
•e and recreated broadcasts availfor this season. Air check availExcellent references. Box 564H,
^DCASTING.
ball man wants year-round sports,
minor, Family
winterman,
sports,
staff Box
exveteran.
tat nce.
BROADCASTING.
light baseball announcer available
use sponsor lost bid. Midwest,
rences. Box 824H, BROADCAST":rt" laim
to fame.with Nofourspecialist.
Just
announcer
years experiDraft exempt. Preference north;rn territory. Box 852H, BROADTING.
ouncer: 28. draft exempt vet. 7
J5; s experience news. DJ, staff. Han; any console. Currently announcer.
Tarn director metropolitan inde'--2 lent.
Write original
copy.BROADAvailimmediately.
Box 853H,
*3! TING.
rts announcing position wanted,
ried veteran, age 28. College gradpresently employed but seeking
sncement.
Three years experipgently
play-by-play
in allsports
majorinterview
sports,
handle daily
commentary. Can do re-creation.
• I tape,
references available. Box
BROADCASTING.
notch baseball announcer available
, coming baseball season. Expericfied
and recreatedAirplay-byr. inBestlive references.
check
-4- liable. Box 860H, BROADCASTnS
iljerienced announcer: Sports playplay. Staff announcing and sales
iflfk. Family man with sound back-';;3und.BROADCASTING.
and excellent references. Box
;IH.
as
;;f3n,ouncer available. Experienced all
ifisses radio and television. Ten years
It^kground. Box 865H, BROADCASTenty years radio and show business.
..(,perienced announcer, news editor.
tLamatic producer. Box 866H, BROADj|; STING.
JTiter,
perienced
announcer
-continuity
two years
experience.
DJ,
I! Ascasting, console operator. Disc
f.ailable. Will travel. Box 874H,
f;:OADCASTING.
\nouncer, newscaster, experienced,
oable. veteran, 200 mile radius New
rk City. Box 878H, BROADCASTtei
unouncer, network experience, speilty news. 31. married, draft exempt.
•'X 881H, BROADCASTING.
■mpetent announcer, available now
Mr progressive station. Thoroughly
Derienced, draft exempt. Good DJ,
r.her jazz or sentimental. Sincere
ice. No southern stations please.
>x 882H. BROADCASTTNG.
anouncer with front office ambitions.
years radio experience. Play-byay all SDorts. (Major league baseijl,
Ten editor
football,
Indiana
ill.)BigNews
(rewrite
wire,basketcornHe and write local news). Disc jockey
[!"urrently
early
trning manwithof high
5 kw Hooper
outlet inas major
J trket). Not a prima donna. Not
j raid of hard work. 30 years old.
I raft
exempt. Box 884H, BROADASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer large market
and small market operations. Capable
newsman and music programmer, can
operate board and sell time. Anywhere
eastern
CASTING.portion. Box 879H, BROADAnnouncer: Presently employed PD.
Small operation desires change, bonified reason why, married, draft exempt, will travel. Box 885H, BROADCASTING.
Radio newsman, 30, now employed,
wants change of scene, new challenges.
Veteran. Father. College graduate:
experience (newspaper and radio 1 totals five years. Box 889H, BROADCASTING.
A-l announcer, emcee, program director. 25, married. 7 years experience
all phases. Excellent references. Box
890H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, two years experience, draft
exempt. Handle all types of shows.
Good on news, sports, disc shows.
Operate board. Good voice, hard worker, references. Box 892H. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer all phases, married, draft exempt, employed, desires
permanent position with future. Box
885H. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman, pleasing voice.
sa?es experience, hard worker, college,
will travel. Married. Box 894H.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
MC. radio,
actor. in'Experienced
cb'b work, TV,
New York
City. Writing and direction; good
morning man. audience participation.
"Live
single,Radio
car. orDisc,
resume,wire."
photo Veteran,
on reauest.
TV
situation
desired.
Box
903H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced play-by-play sportscaster.
32, college graduate, vet, married, draft
exempt. Box 908H. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director, 1000 watt
southern independent desires permanent change and advancement out of
south. Formerly instructor speech and
radio. Experienced news, music. Gates
equipment. Married. Hard worker.
Disc, resume. Box 909H, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive, all-round announcer,
control board operator, writing experience. Specialize in sports, knowledge
all types. Disc available. Write: 1080
Anderson
Avenue,
New
York
. Apt. 1C, Bronx,
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate
console. Age
2 years'
phonograph
record business.
27, draft
exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Replv
Box
23.
320
Manhattan
Avenue.
New
York City.
Announcer, some experience, veteran,
draft exempt. Seeks ODportunity in
small town. Leo J. Feldmann, 317
West 28th St., New York City, N. Y.
Announcer-salesman. Excellent references. Disc upon request. Will go
anywhere. Draft exempt. Harry Kaufman, 682 S. Kingsley Drive, Los Angeles, Calif.
Play-by-play staff announcer looking
for baseball broadcasting. At present
doing sports-staff work in Logan, W.
Va. Contact Mike Wynn, Station
WLOG. Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Chief engineer, 18 years experience.
Excellent record. Best references. Desires change to progressive station.
Box 704H, BROADCASTING,
Holder first class phone ticket wants
broadcast experience. Consider anything paying living wage. Prefer Pacific Northwest. Box 847H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer, married with
dependents. Veteran, have car. Nativetionofin south.
permanent
posisouth orDesires
southwest.
Box 850H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires position. Experience sufficient to cope with any possible problem, whether engineering or
office. Personal interview anywhere
in United States after preliminary corresDondence. Box 776H, BROADCASTING.
Radio-telephone first class, no experience. Willing to relocate, combo desired. Box 788H, BROADCASTING.
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 3 years experience transmitter, remotes, taperecorders. Presently employed. Box 877H. BROADCASTING.
First phone, three years experience.
Two years six months with present
station.
Experience,
control board.
Recordingtransmitter
and remotes.
Draft exempt. Car, state salary and
working
CASTING.conditions. Box 902H. BROADExperienced engineer AM, FM transmitters, proof.
first phone.Presently
Army Radar
veteran, draft
employed.
Box 905H, BROADCASTING.
Operator,
license,
five years
broadcast radio,firstwants
straight
transmitter
job. 32. Single. Available quickly.
Outline
your requirements,
please.
Lewis Sherlock,
Box 51, Plainview,
Texas.
First phone, DMSRA graduate. Age 25.
Draft exempt. Single. Top personal
references. Photo and disc on request.
P.
O. Box 212, Hollywood 28, California.
Production-Programming, others
Program director, 12 years in radio. 1
year TV. Seeking PD position or TV
production-direction. Married. draft
exempt, permanent. Box 744H. BROADCASTING.
Competent news editor. Excellent
background.
years experience.
Disc
and detailsTwo
on request.
Box 858H,
BROADCASTING.
Trainedence 250w,
newsman,
wants tothree
join years
largerexperinews
staff. Prefer eastern U.S. Thoroughly
trained in local news, special events,
wire re-write. Six network news feeds
in past year. B.J., A.B., University
of Missouri. Veteran, not in reserve,
27, married. Box 863H, BROADCASTING.
Accordionist, age 31, union, sober and
reliable. 10 years experience in staff,
polka,
modern,
and Can
western.
Also TV.
Read hillbilly
or take.
also
sing harmony. State salary, etc. in first
letter. Box 867H, BROADCASTING.
University grad, radio-news trained.
Two years experience in news department
midwestandtelevision
station.of large
Desires writing
air job with
news and sports minded radio or TV
station. Box 868H, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer,
woman's
anouncer,
experienced.
College
graduate.
23,
single. ence.Traffic
and
secretarial
experiGood references. New England
or southeast preferred. Box 873H.
BROADCASTING.
For the love of mike, I've worked in
radio six years. Now program director 1000
program watter.
director, 25,Need
B.A., permanent
married, child,
vet, 4A, with creative programming,
promotion, of
continuity,
traffic, $70.
sales Box
and
minimum
announcing?
876H, BROADCASTING.
Copy and Box
traffic.
male. Now employed.
891H,19,BROADCASTING.
Three enced
birdscommercial
with and
one program
letter: Experiwriter,
versatile and selling announcer and
experienced
engineer.
All draft
exempt. Presently
employed
on 1000
watt independent. Can be had singly
or as package. For details, write Box
899H, BROADCASTING.
Program director-continuity writer
team. tive,Husband-wife.
Capable, creaefficient. Cost conscious.
First
CASTING.
class air work. Box 900H, BROADNeed a dynamo in your news room?
Working news
editor
experienced getting
and thoroughly
building local
news show desires change. Draft exCASTING.
emDt. Air talent. Box 904H, BROADWoman copy-continuity writer with
ideas, showmanship. Have own womprogram. Some
Graduateexperience.
top west coast
radioen'sschool.
Box
906H, BROADCASTING.
Ten yearscasterasandprogram
director,
newscommercial
manager.
Thirty-five.
Will travel. All answers
CASTING.
will be considered. Box 907H, BROADProgram directors and disc jockeys AM
and TV, executive placement service
has some thoroughly experienced men
with excellent backgrounds. Howard
S. Frazier, 726 Bond Bldg., Washington
5, D. C.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Technical
Telecine technician: Veteran, fourteen
years motion picture experience.
Y.M.C.A.
S.R.T.-TV
graduate,Desire
can
double onandcamera
or audio.
permanent position. Available March
5. Box 846H, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Experienced television film director
desires change in TV. Live wire, good
references, willing to re-locate, single.
Do you have TV broadcast and film
problems? CASContact
Box 819H. BROADTING • TELECASTING.
Future television director, presently
inexperienced, versatile, imaginative,
looking eran.for25, single,
bottom B.A.
rung ofspeech
ladder.major,
Vetpianist-organist, member RWG. Slight
experience announcing, acting. Travel
anywhere, start any capacity in TV
station or agency, will prove ability.
Box
8"9H. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Station
Midwest 500 watt, grossing S50.000 annually. Good terms. Harvfy Malott.
Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Missouri.
Equipment, etc.
For sale, RCA FM 10B— 10 kw FM
transmitter
with square
500 ft. 3Va"
four
section
Federal
loop line,
antenna
and Hewlett-Packard frequency modulation monitor. $10,000.00. Box 750H.
BROADCASTING.
Presto 90-A recording console, as new.
with tubes, plugs and instruction book,
$350.00. Box 856H, BROADCASTING. _
Two Blaw-Knox 200 foot self support-,
ing towers 1080 ieet-Vn inch transmission line, new with fittings 1200 feet-.
WE #107058 sample line, new other
equipment,
new and used, Contact
availableChief
for
immediate construction.
Engineer, KGGF. Coffeyville, Kansas.
For sale: Presto recorder type 8N complete with amplifier, equalizer. In good
condition. Make an offer. Station
WCBC, Anderson, Ind.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers willstructionsell
ConCo., 107erected.
Fourth Tower
St., Sioux
Citv, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Station
Radio station wanted. Interested in
radio station or combination station
and newspaDer. Give details. Box
893H, BROADCASTING.
Complete
5 kw AM
monitors,
CASTING.

Equipment, etc.
equipment in good condition
station. 3-360 foot towers,
etc. Box 640H, BROAD-

Do you have a 150 to 300 foot self supporting tower which you must take
down andmantleremove?
we willwhich
distower for theIf so,
material
it contains. Please advise make,
height and tower location. Box 648H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Used FM limiting amplifier.
Also Vr or 1% inch coaxial cable. Box
782H, BROADCASTING.
Reproducers, Western Electric vertical
type D-93306
wanted
regardless
condition. Write
details
to Box of 848H,
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Wanted: Stations interested in quality
mail order deals that do not backfire.
Quality
repeat business.
Box
887H.guarantees
BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Wanted to Buy

Help Wanted
Production-Programming, others
Mem who can direct
people and
who
knows
legitimate,
vocal and instrumental music. Must
PRODUCER

• build top musical
shows westforradiotopstation;
midno TV.
Address Box 845H,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

Equipment
USED ARE16" GOOD
PROGRAM
RECORDS
AS GOLD!
Highest prices paid for outdated, scratched or
damaged Clean
16 inchout pure
vinyl transcription
records.
your library
at a profit.
Drop us a post card or letter estimating the
quantity, in records or pounds, you offer to
sell. ping
We'll
send by
you aircurrent
instructions
mail. price and shipJ. W. NEFF LABORATORIES, INC.
Mfrs. of Nef-O-Lac Record Compounds
Stockertown, Penna.
Miscellaneous

Managerial
OPPORTUNITY
COULD YOU i Fully experienced radio veteran. 12 years' network regional station successful
USE A
but
management. Employed
GOOD MAN?( approachable.
Box 784H,
BROADCASTING.

For men with
experience
announcers
! as radio
Is your present position compensating
for your
of training?
Is theretopromise of a years
real future
with a chance
grow
and to increase your earning power?
Your special training and experience
are personal assets. You may be able
to capitalize on them In a position where
they will help speed your progress.
Write for complete information. Please
give
personal details. All replies confidential.
BOX 661H, BROADCASTING

Experienced Manager
available
If your station is located in the
middlewest ... if it, or a controlling interest is for sale ... or,
if you're looking, for a manager with
20 years fully rounded radio experience, then I'm available for your
consideration. Write, wire or phone
John D. Hymes
652 State St.
Lancaster, Pa.
Announcers
SLIGHTLY TERRIFIC
HILLBILLY PERSONALITY!
Original, with punch a-plenty selling' ability.
7.2
hour-long
ratingmarket.
and 33%
audience
in highlydaytime
competitive
Boostedof
fourth-place
daily
time
period
to
No.
1
four
months. Big mail pull. Experience: instaffer
5 kw CBS; chief announcer two 1 kw indies.
College degree radio, family. 2 years present
job but seek challenging assignment with
progressive station. Basic living wage plus
talent. Box 897H, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
ATTENTION EDUCATIONAL AND
RELIGIOUS FM STATION!
We offer immediate delivery on a General
Electric FM 50 KW transmitter and 8 bay
Federal antenna complete in every respect
ready for installation. Substantial saving. Write C. D. Lutz, KTSA-FM, P. O.
Box 1161, San Antonio 6, Texas.

A REAL
f

OPPORTUNITY
to enter the
TRANSCRIPTION BUSINESS

$1000.00
,
is all you need ; your first two sales
should return your investment. In. quiries invited from all states. Unless you are really interested in a
money making proposition and have
$1000, please don't write.
Box a j in,
BROADCASTING
Western Radio-TV Meet
THE 1951 Western Radio-TV Conference will be held March 2-3 in
Hollywood. This will be the fourth
in an annual series of the conferences. William Sener, manager,
KUSC U. of Southern California,
will head the program committee
in the Los Angeles area. John C.
Crabbe, director of radio, College
of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif., is
chairman of the board of directors
of the conference.

Eastern
Major

Market

Independent

$85,000.00
Located in one of the first fifty markets, this outstanding independent is showing consistent increases in both gross and net.
Business is good and future prospects excellent. On the basis of
present earnings this property shows a very high return on the
purchase price of $85,000.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
Junes W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Washington Bldg.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-455*

Browsing through the 1,000 or more messages received by Campb
Ewald are (I to r): W. A. Mojfett, public relations director; W. H. Cc
senior vice president in charge of eastern operations; New York o
Mr. Ewald and Mr. Rothman.
Many floral and telephone greetii
also were received by the company' s officials.

'LIFE BEGINS

AT 40'
Campbell-Ewald Looks to 'New Horizo

A REVIEW of its two-score history as one of Detroit's oldest and
largest advertising agencies and
a toast to television and other
"new horizons" for advertising
highlighted the 40th anniversary
celebration of the Campbell-Ewald
Co. in Detroit Feb. 6.
Attending the celebration, held
in the Statler Hotel, were more
than 300 employes of the company,
including representatives from
the agency's five branch offices.
Henry T. Ewald, agency president,plans,
outlinedexpressing
the company's
future
optimism
over the immediate future of business because of the country's
greater capacity and facilities for
producing
armament in the present emergency.
The agency's 40-year history
was traced in slides, running commentaries, recount of outstanding
achievements and honors the company has received throughout its
existence.
Cites Letters
Mr. Ewald acknowledged thousands of congratulatory telegrams
and letters, some of them stressing the growth of the agency in
relation to that of the automotive
industry. Campbell-Ewald today
has over 400 employes on its payrolls in six cities — Detroit, New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Atlanta — and boasts
billings of over a half billion dollars over a 40-year period.
The company's role in the automotive picture was likened to that
now emerging in its relationship to
the television field, which Mr.
Ewald cited as an example of
"new horizons."
"Campbell-Ewald's 40 years of
accumulated skills are at work
carving out a future in this exciting new industry just as the
agency did in the automotive industry," he asserted.
A transcription voiced by H. G.
Little, executive vice president,
and aired prior to Mr. Ewald's

talk, viewed the future of
agency, of advertising and
country with rose-hued optimii |
Other sessions included talks
16 department heads who
plained the functions of their
partments in the overall operati
al plan of the agency. E. E. Ro
man, vice president and gene
manager, served as moderator.
Another was devoted to pri I
awarded by Mr. Ewald to me
bers of the organization for o
standing service, essays, compE
advertisements and symbols in
40th anniversary contest; for p
feet employe attendance in 1
and for those veterans who h<
served 25 years with the compa
A reception and dinner were h
in the Grand Ballroom after
afternoon sessions.
Campbell-Ewald was founded
1911 by Mr. Ewald and Frank
Campbell. Since 1922 it 1
served as the agency for Ch!
rolet Div. of General Motors, he£
user of radio-TV and one of
industry.
largest single advertisers in j
CATHOLIC MEET
Radio-TV Trends on Agen
SPECIAL emphasis on new trei
in radio and TV will be the k
note of the Annual Summer C<
vention of the Catholic Bro;
casters Assn. to be held at Sel
Hall U., South Orange, N. J.
Catholic i-adio-TV workers, whetl
clergy
attend. orThelaymen,
date hasarenotinvited
yet b<
set.
The Rev. Thomas J. Gilhool
head of Seton's speech and ra
department, and Lewis Arnold .
member of the radio staff, ;
official hosts and convention lei
ers. Those interested are invii
to send their names and addres:
to the association at P. O. E
1573, Wilmington, Del. Dat
agenda and further details will
mailed when available.

FCC

Actions

Continued from page 83)
Hicotions Cont.:
CP new TV station,
jAPPLIC ATION" RETURNED
Springs, Calif.— REfMJ Palm
NTED application for transfer of
fed [FCC Roundup. Feb. 12].
ruary 15 Decisions . . .
B* COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
OV
Greeley.
u of license. Col. — Granted reAM— 1400 kc
dison
Bcstg.
Co.. Richmond,
Ky. re
—
anated for hearing
April 16
"cation
new
station
1400
kc
250
w.
and made WIEL Elizabethtown.
party to proceeding.
AM— 1440 kc
AY Topeka. Kan. — Designated for
rig April 17 application to change
l 5 kw-D 1 kw-N to 5 kw unl.. on
-tc made KEIO Pocatello. Ida., and
iOing.Riverdale. Calif., parties to proChange DA
MAK Nashville. Tenn. — Granted
o change DA; cond.
Reinstatement of CP
CEN Mt. Pleasant. Mich. — Granted
statement of expired CP change
-N 500
w D kc.to 1 kw-LS 500 w-N
on 1150
Application Denied
SJW Alhambra, Calif.— Denied ap.stion for mod. CP new FM station.
1 six-month extension of expiration
CP to Replace CP
... -jllowing were granted new CPs
'I iringdate
expiration
dates of
six months
to replace
expired
CPs:
ST-FM Atlanta. Ga.: WCOH-FM
vnan. Ga.: WBIB New Haven. Conn.
: ruary 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
allowing
mod.date:
CP for
sion of request
completion
WDMex-J
rquette.
Mich.:
WNXT
Portsmouth,
o: KSBR i FM > San Bruno. Calif.:
IVS-FM Cape Girardeau. Mo.
AM— 1300 kc
ITFY Brownfleld. Tex. — CP change
n 1050 kc 250 w D to 1300 kc 1 kw D.
Modification of License
»YSH (FM) Huntington. Ind. — Mod.
;nse noncommercial FM station to
tnge
(91.9from
mc).Ch. 201 1 88.1 mc) to Ch.
License for CP
iFMB-TY
San Diego — License for
new TV station, specifying 13.7 kw
instead of 20.2 kw aur.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Tovington
Bcstg.
Co., for
Opp. CP Ala.new—
TURNED
application
■I station 860 kc 1 kw D [FCC
lUNDUP. Feb. 12].
rhatham Bcstg. Co., Silver City.
RETURNED
■IC—station
1440 kc application
1 kw D. CP new
.VALT
Tampa.
Fla.—
RETURNED apcation for license renewal.
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Co., licensee, from 17 present stockholders to Continental Enterprises Inc.
f<jr 540,000. Continental is cdmpus'Q
part-owner
Patrick J. Goode,
of:
chairWNHC-AM-FM-TV
man
of the hoard x™and Haven,
10% owner.
Michael
J.
Goode,
WNHC
salesman.
president 5%: Aldo DeUominicis, partSE3S T^sT^rlS^^,
10%; J. Vincent Callanan, WNHC salesman,
VincentviceDeLaurentis,
WNHC 5%,chiefandengineer,
president,

5% [BROADCASTING
• TELECASTiiOX
J>COte
SUMMARY TO FEBRUARY
15 ^IS-AM-W^cSibe^d,
Md._s.
of license from Aureiia
Assignment
Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications Becker
Svmmarva of'
and Charles Z. Heskett d/b as
Cond'l
Appls.
In Cumberland Bcstg. Co. to Maryland
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing Radio Corp. for 8115,000 [BROADCAST125 ING • TELECASTING, Feb. 12]. Mary274
136
2,217
"36
»M Station*
of: Ben
composed 13.8%
is president
Radio
land
4
1*
166
"km
™ ci^SvJf
; FrankK.
attorney,
Baer,Baer.
171
38?12
49 "'
60
x> J'J107
TVStotions
l1"
A.
insurance
business, secretary~ un me. ai
.r.
treasurer
Helenformer
K. Baer,
11.1%;
Howard L.11.1%;
Chernoff,
managing
Va"
'
"
£l}arles*0n'o
,WCI*S
dir,ect0,rL
590
Co.,
Bcstg.
County
(Pickens
Ala.
Carrollton.
WRAG
ASSIGNMENTS:
CALL
G Chernoff, 2% owner
kc 1 kw dav): WIPC Lake Wales, Fla. (Imperial Polk Bcstg. Corp., 1280 kc, 18%; Melva
presvice
Va
W.
Huntington.
5 W SAZ 18%; George H Clinton, general
(South St. Paul Bcstg. Co.. 1590 kc,Mt.
St. Paul. Minn.
WCOW South Wis.
1 kw dav);WKLJ
ident
(Vicor J. Tedesco. 990 kc, 250 w, day); WSTK
Sparta.
Lv dav):
and
manager of WPAR Parkersburg
unlimited): WRSA Warsaw
Service, 1230 kc. 250 w.
Jackson, Va (County &Bcstg.
W. Va.. 11.5%,
« BLK Clarksburgd.,5%;
WFPM
directional);
unlimited,
w,
500
kc,
1480
Inc.,
Sons
Williams
(Reub
Ind
Busek,
Lydia
Clinton,
S.
Edwina
Columbia.
WAIN
day);
Ft Yallev Ga. (Peach Belt Bcstg. Co., 1150 kc. 1 kw.
Dor
K. Ames^
5 75% A.May
(Paris °th>
Paris 111. Bcstg.
WPRS (Scottsboro
kw. day): Ala.
kc, 1Scottsboro,
Radiokc, Bcstg.
Ky. (Trfcdun£Chernoff
Mrs for
d.,o%.trustee
Marks.
WROS
dav): 1270
500 w,Corpl
Corp., 1440
Bcstg
Kenin
mterested
are
Busek
Miss
Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw. and
cT, 1330 k? 'l kw, day); KMPH Memphis, Tex. (Blake Bcstg.
of KFMB-AMbu> erROLNDLP,
B^cstg
direckc, 1 kw,1010
Bcstrs. Inc..
(Stanislaus
Calif.Marlin.
Modesto.
Fed.
day): KBOX
DiegoCo.,[ICC
T\ san
kc. nedj
Public970 Service,
(Falls County
Tex. County
KMLW
unlimited):
tional.
w. day); KVNJ Fargo. N. D. (Radio Dacotah Inc.. 1280 kc, 1 kw. directional "J- * '™ en. ». „ ,.._. .
250
night,
unlimited):
WACL Wis.,
Waycross,
(Teletronics
Inc., 57p
kc, 1Radio
kw, day
: f
ofK.^se
D'a n Hark
L sSarkVd/b
e Flov
WOKW Sturgeon Bay,
changedGa.from
WSTB (Door
County
Co.);
wk! °fr0m
and Rfttv
WJKO Springfield. Mass.. changed from WSFL (Springfield Bcstg. Co ); WJKO- L. fP^M^J1^® Co fo J StevenFM Springfield. Mass.. changed from WSFL-FM (Springfield Bcstg. Co.). "n%b as O^ovUle^Bcstrs^Vr. Heven* * *
ton is grain broker and three-fourth
„.r. „ _.„
„ „ „ „+„j
owner Yuba City Mills. Yuba City,
fer
ot
control
«oraer
Bcstg.
to
n sjgnor
its Jan. 25 request
for
Docket FINAL
ActionsDECISIONS
. . .
* U.\ Cco^l BordeTlcst*
Co TCalif- asks
Srain that
manufacturing
plant. Ascensee. from Lela C \\ arson and P. T. cancellation of license be set aside.
KPAB Laredo. Tex.-Final decision £atl°nn ttoonrt ate rf^^for S31 - [FCC ROUNDUP, Feb. 5]. Assignee
affirming
Comr.
Paul11 A.
Walker's
in- fJ^n
r^nfln reu.
leh i/ c
aSrees
lease for with
six months
itial decision
of Jan.
revoking
license
"o.au. rvnanieu
grant of t0assignment,
option to after
buy
of Laredo Bcstg. Co. on 1490 kc. 250 w, . .
. ..
technical equipment for S10.202.18, conunlimited. KPAB has been off the air New Applications . . .
tinuing to pay S200 monthly rent for
since Mav 22. 1950. Decision Feb. 14.
real property and improvements. Filed
Pottstown. Pa.— Pottstown Bcstg. Co.
AM APPLICATIONS Feb. 14.
Final
for
— M. R. cost
Paglee,
1250 Mr.
kc, ment
WBGE-AM-FM
Atlanta.
new AMdecision
stationgranting
on 1370 application
kc. 1 kw. day.
500Streator.
w, day: HI.
estimated
§16.700.
of license from
Mike Ga.—
BentonAssigntr/as
conditions Decision Feb. 14.
Paglee is field engineer for RCA Serv- General Bcstg. Co. to Wilton E. Hall
ice Co.. Gloucester, N. Y. (Contingent for S110.000 [BROADCASTING • TELEKJ/tn nn/-lrat A r ¥ I n n e
on denial of WMAW Milwaukee license CASTING. Feb. 12]. Mr. Hall is ownernnn-UOCRer MCrions . . •
being made final). Filed Feb. 14.
licensee of WAIM and WCAC (FM)
AM GRA.NTS
Clarksville. Tex. — B. B. Black, June Anderson, S. C. Filled Feb.
14.
...
" JN.
„ M.— trank
„ . ymnn
Brewer
and Bcstg
Regan CoHurt,n-0 co-partners
KMNS San
Luis
Obispo, Calif. — AsAlbuquerque.
d/b
as
TexQ
kc
500
w
signment
of
license
from
Marc H.
granted tF new AM station on usu kc, day. estimated cost si6,800. Mr. Hurt Spinelli. Mary DiPriter. Richard
R.
lstruction
Kw da> cost.
: conditions,
tstimated
conjs
99%
owner,
editor
and
business
manPrimanti
and
Stanley
Primanti
d/b
S19.J1U. >lr Quinn was
ag8r Qf ..The Times •■ clarksville. Mr. as Pacific Bcstg. Co. to John R. Rider
tormerlj general manager ot KUts
Black is one-third partner in Black and Morden R. Buck d/b as San Luis
s nu.— sioux
iilt - irr^iic
BrosCoca-Cola Bcstg. Co. for S20.000 plus. Mr. Rider,
ksuu sioux rr,ii
axis,
s.
aiis
BottlingwhichCo. ownsand Clarksville
Clarksville
50%, is West Coast representative for
Broadcast Assn. Inc. granted switch in shellinf
Co., and is director inPecan
Red SESAC Inc.
Mr. Buck, 50%, was formerly with AFRS. Filed Feb. 15.
is
Brewer
Miss
Bank.
National
River
nn
,«S.H
n^i1.>h»LTT,
)\<r yKc. K.lcnmoncl%a- toirom
unlimited
cne-third owner June Brewer's Clarks- KWEW Hobbs, N. M.— Assignment of
1140
increase po«er
5 w onto vIUe
clotning store, and owner of farm license from W. E. Whitmore to part10 Kw-local sunset d k\a -nignt airecand
rancn interests. Filed Feb. 14. nership of W. E. Whitmore and Harry
tional; also granted lr to install new
Sacramento,
Calif.— Irving
J. McAdams
d/b as Whitmore & Mctransmitter. change transmitter locaSchwartz. William S.
John Adams.
Whitmore is 80% partner,
tion, with conditions including
installa>Iatranga. and Samuel George.
A. Melnicoe. No moneyMr.involved.
Filed Feb 15.
t10?
^PAe=Sand
eq^Pment
b>KSO°
co-partners
d/b
as
Capitol
Radio
En_
,
'
and
KELO
Sioux
Falls
to
reduce
crosster^rises.
1380
kc,
1
kw
dav:
estimated
Deletions . . .
modulation and re-radiation caused by
*: slo -on ATr S(,h'r is nn„
proximity of ofWRVA
two transmitter
sites.
owner Irv's'owne,
Drive^ CiDitaT
In Sarramento
and TOTAL
since dates
Jan.
Petition
requesting KSOO
oSe-half
^terarises
1: AM 6;withdrawals
FM 15, TV to
0. date
Stations,
application be designated for hearing
aance and show nroduction firm Mr' and "asons are:

KN EL Provo. Utah — Granted assignter engineer at KNBC-FM San Fran- kTHF F] Rat,„ niria kthf inr
ment of license from Lester R. Tavlor
Cisco and 10% owner KEEN San Jose. t irense Feh 8 Annliranrs rennest
toCo., newcontrolled
corporation
•
MidUtah
Bcstg.
Calif Mr
Matranga Filed
is; newsFeb editor
for "Sg-FM
Altoona?
Pa -The AppliGable
4, 9% by Mr Taylor;
KCRA
Sacramento
14.
Bcstg Co. Feb
8. License.
two sons, each 2.53%. Granted Feb. 14.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
cants request
KWBM Williston. N. D.— Granted asWHAY New Britain. Conn.— Transfer KWFM
San Diego— Studebaker
signment
license
from Eriing
Manof control of Central Connecticut Bcstg. Bcstg. Co..(FM)
Jan. 29. License. Economic,
to Charles
bankruptcy,
ger. trusteeof in
L. Scofield and James Caravaras d/b as
KWBM Bcstg. Co. for S100 and assumption by assignee of about S8.498 in liens
against property. Granted Feb. 14.
_
- RO Longview, Tex.,- reports it had
WBOK
New Orleans— Granted transw
nfill _ ess over-all increase of 17% for
50 over 1949.
fer
of
control
WBOK
Inc..
licensee
~
fit'i
If If 1 1 Vt'd
WaWtA
from
Jules J. sale
Paglinof to50%Stanley
Ray
H
ii/kCH /U.
'
Jr. through
for W.
S25.000.
Granted Feb. 14.
\
r „ rr-f Published 6v Duchess
fm Lp mi ruuu*
Another BMI
acGrantedBcstg.
Tex.—
Worth,
KCUL Ft.
quisition
of
control
East-West
^
Co., licensee, by James G. Ulmer
fl||Ja
_m A>1 i
the LITTLE Station -with : through
purchase of stock from Johnnie
ill
Be
I ^Gmtt^Cl
dl I T6a»,k
JLP*Pl
Andrews
and
six
others
tor
S42.124.
'JH1
I
»
»
•
^f
Granted Feb. 14.
sSBSk ^~
*e fclG- WALLOP/;
WOTW-AM-FM Nashua, N. H.— SB ri„ Records: Jo Stafford— Col. 39082: Three SunsGranted acquisition of control Nashua
, .„-,•■' Rill Kennv— Dec. 27326; Bob Houston—
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Haverlin In Lead
(Continued from page 27)
deal with excess profits taxes and
the proposed increase in excise
taxes on radio and TV sets.
Ten of the 11 board members
are expected to attend today's meeting with only Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, unable to
take part. Others besides Chairman Thomas are:
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; Harry Bannister, WWJTV Detroit; Harold Hough, WBAPTV Fort Worth; Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Paul Raibourn KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; W. D.
Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio;
Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington;
George B. Storer, Fort Industry Co.,
and Chris J. Witting, DuMont TV
Network.
At NAB headquarters plans were
moving forward to stage the annual equipment and service exposition during the April convention.
Arthur C. Stringer, former NAB
staff director, has been retained to
manage the show, which he has
handled for over a decade.
The heavy equipment show in the
basement of the Stevens Hotel will
be almost as large as last year
despite defense developments, judging by present indications. The
fifth floor light exhibits, however,
promise to set an alltime record.
NAB associate membership rules
have been broadened to admit a
number of new types of equipment
and services.
In explaining to the NAB membership the changes proposed in
the by-laws by the board, Judge
Miller recalled that broadcasters
have been talking for several years
about the idea of bringing all industry segments "under one tent."
Experiments with separate organizations, based on the theory of
competitive promotion, didn't work,
he wrote the membership, pointing
to the need of an association
"which can speak and act for all
segments." Otherwise wires get
crossed, industry elements fight
each other, and "we see our adversaries gleefully picking us off
and capitalizing on our inter-fraternal differences, just as Russia is
trying to do between the free nations of the world."
Recognizing that some broad-

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT

casters don't want to change the
association's name, Judge Miller
said: "Times change in this civilization of ours, and we, who represent the world's newest and greatest medium of communication, are
the first to recognize such growth
and development.
"Although the word 'broadcasting' can be so defined as to include
TV along with AM and FM, most
people do not understand that fact.
Members of Congress and others in
government frequently ask, just
whom does NAB represent? The
new name leaves no doubt. The
TV operators, themselves, naturally
want the recognition which is implicit in the addition. The manufacturers have changed the old
RMA to RTMA; Broadcasting
magazine added Telecasting.
These are significant signs of
change.
Freedoms Seen
"The by-law and charter amendments upon which you are to vote
provide the framework upon which
we will build a new and greater national association for all broadcasters. It will assure, on the one
hand, freedom of action for the
radio licensees and for the TV licensees regarding matters which
concern each of them separately.
On the other hand, it will provide
a combined governmental structure
available to both groups where
there is need for united action in
defense of the industry and in the
public interest.
"Equally important, the new
structure and new provisions concerning dues will make it possible
for all broadcasters to contribute
— according to their ability — in
financing the services which the
association provides to the membership."
A summary explanation of proposed by-law changes [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12] accompanied Judge Miller's letter
and the ballots.
DAYLIGHT TIME
Proposed On Hill For D. C.
LEGISLATION to give the District
of Columbia daylight saving time
has been introduced in the House
by Rep. Arthur G. Klein (D-N. Y.)
and has been referred to the House
District Committee.
Rep. Klein introduced two measures (HR 2611 and 2612). The
first would set up DST in Washington, beginning the last Sunday
in April and ending the last Sunday in September each year. Second measure would set the time
change for this year only.
Name Stewart Agency
APPOINTMENT of the James A.
Stewart Co., Carnegie, Pa., as its
advertising agency was announced
last week by Harry A. Hachmeister, president of Hachmeister
Inc. The agency will employ a full
complement of media including radio and television. Corporation
manufactures plastic construction
materials and tile flooring.
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HARVEY

ISSUE
Subsides on Hill
CONTROVERSY over the security
case involving ABC Commentator
Paul Harvey's "unauthorized entry" into the grounds of the Argonne National Laboratory, an
atomic experiment plant, appeared
to have subsided last week in
government circles.
Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
chairman of the Senate-House
Atomic Energy Committee, reversed himself and said his group
does not plan to hold special hearings on the incident. The committee will, however, study confidential reports submitted by
both the FBI and the Atomic
Energy Commission [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]
Government authorities generally absolved Mr. Harvey from
any criminal intent and expressed
belief that the commentator was in
nocturnal quest of broadcast material on security precautions at
the laboratory. The incident took
place Feb. 6 and Mr. Harvey was
released after questioning by the
FBI.
The issue took a new turn last
Monday when Rep. F. E. Busbey
(R- 111.) voluntarily linked himself with Mr. Harvey, stating: "I
am one of several persons in Washington who have worked with
(him) on certain phases of an
investigation of our nation's
security." That had been Mr.
Harvey's
timesaid
of
his
seizureposition
and hefrom
has the
since
that the issue will be cleared in due
time.
PRESS BILLS
Go. Senate Passes Two
LEAVING in their wake a fierce
debate, two of Gov. Herman Talmadge's bills to curb newspaper
"monopolies" weathered stormy
Georgia Senate sessions last week
while a third bill foundered in the
House.
Gov. Talmadge's action in part
was allegedly aimed at two of his
severest critics, the Atlanta Journal and the Atlanta Constitution
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 12]. Both papers are owned
by former Ohio Gov. James Cox.
The Atlanta.
papers operate WSB-AM-FMTV
The House bill, considered the
most stringent, would have declared
all newspapers and other periodicals "clothed with a public interest
and subject to regulation by the
state." Amid pleas to preserve
the freedom of the press, this measure was slapped down, 97 to 56.
Meanwhile the Senate bills, which
must pass the House, had a choppy
cruise through the state upper
chamber. One of these bills would
subject papersthe
newsto libelstate's
suits inlarger
any county
where they have at least 100 subscribers, instead of in their own
county as at present. This passed,
28 to 19, giving it the bare constitutional majority required. The
other got through, 30 to 16.

upcoming

1

Feb.
17-24. Fifth
Annual AAAA
aminations,
administered
by regionE
councils and chapters.
Feb. 18-25: Brotherhood Week.
Feb. 19: NAB TV Board of Directoi i
Ad Club, New York.
Feb. 19: Acting Chairman Paul
Walker, FCC, testifies before Hou
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Cor
mittee, Executive Session, New Hou
Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 20: Advertising Club of Washin
ton
Radio-TV D.Seminar,
Hotel Statli
Washington,
C.
Feb.
21:
Hearings
on
radio-TV
control bill, Senate Interstate & sigr
Fc
eign Commerce Committee, 10 a.j
room G-16, Capitol, Washington, D,
Feb. 21-24: Georgia Press 23rd Anni.
Institute, U. of Georgia, Athens.
Feb.
22: Voice of Democracy Awan
D.
C.
Luncheon,
Hotel Statler, Washingto i
Feb. 22: Freedom Foundation Awan
Valley Forge, Pa.
Feb.
23: Hotel,
IllinoisSpringfield,
Broadcasters
Leland
HI. Assi 1
Feb. 23-24: First Annual Clinic i
Radio Broadcasters, U. of Kentuch
Lexington.
Feb. 23-24: Radio Sales Clinic, R03 i
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
Feb. 24: San Francisco Chapter
Academy of Television Arts & Si-}
ences Second
Annual
Awards Dinm :
Fairmont
Hotel,
San Francisco.
Feb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadca:
ers and Florida State General Exte
sion Division
Sports Clinic, Gaine
ville.
Fla.

GIVEAWAY PRIZES
Stocked by Schwimm
ALTHOUGH many packagers
giveaways are feeling the squee
in their attempts to get mercha
dise prizes [Broadcasting • Tei
casting, Feb. 12] .Walter Schwii
mer Productions, Chicago, is "ful
prepared" to meet the crisis. W;
ter Schwimmer, president of t
company which syndicates rac
and TV shows, predicts he will
able to fulfill all obligations to st
tions and clients. "Six months ag
he said, "we took the cue frc
foreboding headlines and solid
insured ourselves against any la.
of merchandise. As a result, i
have two warehouses stocked
capacity with electrical appliance
. . . We also have luggage, silve
ware and wrist watches in abun
The Schwimmer organization h
its own prize-gathering depai
ment, rather than working with
professional merchandise prom
tion concern.
It packages Tello-Test and Tu%
Test on some 300 stations, a
Foto-Test and Miss U. S. Televisi
contest for TV, all of which fe
ture merchandise awards.

Why

buy 2 or more..,
do 1 big sales job

on "RADIO
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CD
Picket Lang-Worth
\Continued from page 25)
playing to a national network,
which provide certain enforcet machinery therefor."
nother section provides that
y third party" is included in
word "producer" as used in
following:
■oducers under this code and
A agree to submit to arbitration
and all controversies or disputes
■een or among any of them and
LA relating to this code, the ini retation of breach thereof, or any
[Jeers requiring amplification or
; :h have not been covered in the
rding field by the code. The probers and AFRA further agree to
;|nit to arbitration any and all
I roversies between or among any
the producers and any member
^FRA relating to the engagement
irtists in the recording field. In
ip latter case, however, the projer
is hereby
notifiedmember
of AFRA's
; that
no AFRA
may
jitute an arbitration without
RA's consent. AFRA shall have
right to appear in such arbitra's as amicixs curiae with all the
*ts of a party thereto. . . .
.ang-Worth further objected,
. Socolow said, to AFRA's in;ence that the code category of
ngers" include performers who,
addition to singing, play instruments and are therefore members
the American Federation of
.sicians. Effect of this, he said,
uld be a raid upon AFM mem•ship by AFRA since singer
t.les under the new code were
?her than instrumentalist scales
der past AFM contracts. The
nscription companies, he said,
ie uld be "caught in the middle."
A.n AFM spokesman in New
rk said that the matter had not
an brought to that union's atition and accordingly there was
comment to be made.
Multiple Jobs
An AFRA spokesman said that
was commonplace in the enterinment field for one person to
Hi ve several occupational activi- bringing him within the jurisl'"':tion of several unions, each of
liSiich customarily insisted upon
< Y joining it. He said that it
1 prked both ways: That an AFRA
lc'nger who turned instrumentalist
T'jbuld be required to join AFM.
"'Each side has filed charges
;ainst the other with the Nallbnal JLao<;r Relations Board.
i Mr. Socolow pointed out that
iiiing-Worth is prepared to provide
ijjrvice to its customer stations inpfinitely. The latest music and
ts were recorded with AFRA
si-formers during October and
ovember in preparation for any
mtingency, he said.

(Continued from page 26)
thority.
booklet and carries no absolute auAnother point arising in the
wake of last week's meeting was
discussion of the nation's air raid
warning system. Some delegates
questioned the wisdom of the present plan, which embraces two public alerts — "red," meaning attack
is imminent, and "white," indicating "all clear." They felt the public should be given more warning
in the event of approaching air
attack — a system more nearly approximating the one for confidential
alerts.
REPRESENTATIVES of six stations whose coverage areas coincide with territory served by the Public Service Co. of Northern Illinois met at Chicago
headquarters of the utility concern to witness the signing of a contract
by William E. Pierce, advertising manager, for sponsorship over the stations of Illinois' state high school basketball tournament March 15-17.
L to r: Seated, Florence Summers, WHFC Cicero, and Mr. Pierce. Standing,
William H. Colwell, public relations director of Public Service; Joseph J.
Garvey, WJOL Joliet; Angus D. Pfaff, WNMP Evanston; Orren Allain, WKAN
Kankakee; Joseph B. Kirby, WKRS Waukegan; Paul H. Faltysek, WOPA Oak
Park; and Robert J. Hawkins, WKAN Kankakee.
CBA

MEET

Set for March 19-20
CURRENT broadcast problems
and civil defense will highlight the
Colorado Broadcasters Assn. convention March 19-20 at the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado Springs.
A program clinic the first day
will feature such speakers as Ted
Cott, WNBC New York general
manager, "Building Station Personality Through Programming";
Reggie Schuebel, of the newlycreated Wyatt & Schuebel agency,
"How Would You Spend the Advertiser's Dollar?"; Robert J.
Burton, BMI vice president in
charge of publisher relations, "History and Applications of Copyright Law in Broadcasting," and
Robert Saudek, ABC vice president
and assistant to the president,
"Radio and Television Programs
Worth Paying For."
Civil defense will provide the
keynote for the second day. Discussion will explore the broadcaster's role in civil defense,
political rate policies, broadcast
rights for sports events, manpower
shortages and other pertinent
topics.
CBA President Rex Howell,
KGLN Glenwood Springs, has invited broadcasters in nearby states
to attend the convention in order
to participate in the BMI clinic.
McCormick

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology in America, offers its
trained Kadio and Television technicians to the Broadcasting Industry.
Address inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St., New York 14. N. T.
•ROADCASTING

Planning

Leaves

SEC

EDWARD T. McCORMICK is resigning as a member of the Securities & Exchange Commission, effective April 1. Mr. McCormick will
become president of the New York
Curb Exchange. President Truman accepted the resignation last
Thursday. As the new president
of the exchange, Mr. McCormick
will suceed Francis Adams Truslow, retiring.

• Telecasting

HOME OWNERS
Outnumber Renters — Census
MORE families owned their homes
than rented, as of April 1950, reversing ahistorical trend, according to Director Roy V. Peel of the
U. S. Census Bureau.
Owner-occupied dwelling units in
the United States numbered about
23.4 million compared to 19.1 million renter-occupied units, preliminary census data show.
Home ownership increased 54%,
or 8.2 million units, after 1940 as
the result of new construction and
the sale of existing rental homes
for owner occupancy. The shift
from renter to owner occupancy
was so great, Mr. Peel said, that
even with the large volume of
rental units constructed since 1940
there was a net decrease of about
a half-million in the number of
renters.
Mortgage Data
Data on occupancy have been
collected by the bureau since 1890.
Over 8.5 million nonfarm homes
occupied by their owners were free
of mortgage debt last April, the
census shows, or more than half of
the owners in structures containing
one to four dwelling units. In
urban places about half of the
owner-occupied units were free of
debt while in rural nonfarm areas
about two-thirds of such units were
mortgage free.
Average rent for nonfarm dwelling units was $39 a month in 1950,
it was found, an increase of 62%
over the 1940 figure of $24 a month.
Average rents in urban areas were
about 50% higher than rural rents.
Some 290,000 auto trailers were
being lived in last April, the census
shows, 169,000 in urban places and
121,000 in rural areas. About
234,000 were occupied by owners
and 56,000 by renters.

Underalerts
this are
plan,
"yellow"
"blue"
provided
for and
key
civil defense personnel. They tie
in with proposed use of coded or
sub-audible signals over broadcasting frequencies, and indicate, respectively, "planes approaching
continent" and "attack likely."
Military officials, in the light of
present warfare, have expressed
belief that little advance warning
could be extended in any event, and
feel more advance public warning
would only induce more panic.
In that connection, state directors were told that the government
is printingtribution"alert"
cards forCards
disto the public.
give air raid warning signals and
rules for individual behavior in the
event of atomic attack.
Meanwhile, prospect for adequate
national civil defense preparations
this year was summed up by CDA
Administrator Millard F. Caldwell
Jr. after a conference with President Truman last week. Mr. Caldwell, who just returned from England for discussions with British
officials, felt that "by the end of
the year, we can take it."
New

School Courses

NEW

SCHOOL for Social Research, 66 West 12th St., New
York, is offering four courses on
radio and television. The courses
are conducted by Dr. Arno Huth,
radio expert, writer and lecturer,
with the participation of leaders of
public opinion and specialists in
the fields of communications and
international information.

WILS

Lansing's Most
Powerful Station
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'VOICE' WINNING BATTLE
ABROAD, SAYS BARRETT
TIDE of international radio battle has turned
and Voice of America is no longer losing the
propaganda war, Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for public affairs, stated
in Friday talk. He showed how Communism
is now losing ground.
New techniques are big factor in reversal
of trend, he said, explaining scientist team
recruited from industry has been working on
broadcast problems. Anti-jamming techniques
and new equipment suggested by scientific
advisors rapidly being put into operation.
Story of Voice progress to be told at joint
hearing of House and Senate foreign relations
subcommittees, slated March 5 (early story
page 32).
RTMA GROUP FORMED
TO CONSERVE MATERIALS
TEN-MAN policy committee to cooperate with
national defense agencies in conservation of
critical materials used in manufacturing was
created Friday by Robert C. Sprague, retiring president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Chairman of committee is Glen McDaniel,
RCA, elected Thursday as first RTMA paid
president (story page 23). Other members
are Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp.; Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co.; Paul V. Galvin, Motoi-ola
Inc.; L. F. Hardy, Philco Corp.; Leslie Muter,
Muter Co.; A. D. Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel
Products Co.; Robert C. Tait, Stromberg-Carlson Co.; R. G. Zender, Lenz Electric Mfg. Co.
Mr. Sprague is ex-officio member.
BAB URGES ACTION
HUGH M. P. HIGGINS, director of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, told stations Friday that
American Newspaper Publishers Assn. has
prepared series of strip films depicting alleged
breakdown of business in Pittsburgh during
autumn newspaper strike. Films follow fullpage ads carried in newspapers. Mr. Higgins
urged stations to supply BAB booklet answering ANPA claims whenever strip films are
shown. BAB booklet answering ANPA claims
titled "What Happens When Newspapers Don't
Hit Town?"
CBS COLOR SHOWN
JOHN W. CHRISTENSEN, chief engineer of
CBS Engineering Research Development Dept.,
demonstrated CBS color TV system and equipment Friday before Radio Club of America,
New York. Another demonstration of CBS
color, in cooperation with Pavelle Color Inc.,
scheduled for National Photographic Show of
1951, Feb. 22-25, in New York.
BOLLING ADDS KXLW
THE BOLLING CO., station representative
firm, has added KXLW St. Louis to its station list. Ed Lawlor, assistant classified advertising manager for Chicago Her aid- American, has joined Chicago staff as account executive, working with Manager John Stebbins.
BENJAMIN L. WEBSTER, in theatrical and
industrial design fields 25 years, appointed
Friday to be assistant to Fred Shawn, NBCTV director of production services.
Page 90
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WBBM-CBS TO REINSTATE
THREE ENGINEERS
WBBM-CBS Chicago to reinstate three engineers fired Jan. 2 because of fluff on air. Action taken few hours before arbitration board
acceptable to CBS and IBEW was scheduled to
begin conferences.
Arthur Maus, Kendall Davis and Paul Kalbfieisch, engineers at WBBM for 18, 19 and 10
years, respectively, will return to jobs next
Sunday for six-month probationary period.
Terms of agreement provide resumption of
original jobs at same money, without payment
for two-month inactive period when unionmanagement negotiations took place. Final
terms were arranged by Walter Thompson,
president of Local 1220, IBEW, and Maury
Rosenfield, attorney for H. Leslie Atlass, CBS
Central Division vice president. Men were
discharged on charges of carelessness after
obscene language was broadcast during station break New Year's Day.
NLRB ELECTION SET AT CBS
FOR WHITE COLLAR WORKERS
NLRB election set March 7 in New York for
CBS white-collar employes to choose union for
bargaining purposes. New York Newspaper
Guild (CIO), Local 153 of Office Employes International Union (AFL) and Local 50 of
District 65, Distributive, Processing & Office
Workers of America (independent) have complied with NLRB requirements and will be on
ballot.
Newly created independent union group has
until Feb. 26 to qualify. Another AFL union,
Local 63, Home Office Employes Union, IATSE,
has dropped out. One union must get simple
majority of votes for certification. Arthur
Goldberg, NLRB hearing officer, is in charge.
TVA

ACCEPTS

KTLA

SCALE

TVA's Western Section accepted wage scale
offers of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles after separate negotiations for basic contract, and
authorized strike against six other Los Angeles TV stations if contract with them is not
concluded in near future. KTLA agreement
calls for $35 for 15-minute program, $45 halfhour, and $60 hour, for performers having five
or more lines; rehearsal fee to be $4 per
hour; special weekly strip rates $113.25,
$146.25, $195 for those time categories respectively. Group of TV stations from which
KTLA withdrew will continue negotiating.
TVA national board to determine strike date.
TOMPKINS

APPOINTED

GEORGE TOMPKINS, McCann-Erickson,
New York, to Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
as television director. He was with McCannErickson for past four years and before that
served in Navy two years.
VAIL

GETS

B&B

POST

C. R. VAIL, former director of marketing research for Crossley Inc., joins Benton &
Bowles, New York, as account executive on
Walter Baker chocolate products.

j

Doherty, NAB's labor expert, but assignni
wouldn't take him away from association wc
INTERESTING data on mileage separate
in flat terrain might come out of TV sig
measurements to be made by one station
Texas. According to unofficial reports, fi
ings will be passed along to Bureau of Sta
ai ds, the military and whatever agencies evi:
an interest. At present time, FCC's televis
allocation's have no flexibility as to mile:
separations in flat terrain.
BBDO, NEW YORK, looking for daytime
dio strip for American Tobacco Co.
BIOW
Newto York,
strip to CO.,
submit
one ofpreparing
its major daytime
advertise '
CLUETT, PEABODY & CO., New Yc
(Arrow shirts), will start co-sponsorship
Holiday Hotel, starring Don Ameche, on AE
TV, Thursday, 9-9:30 p.m., in mid-Mar
Program sponsored past season by Packs
Motor Co. Firm will continue to co-spon:
show.
STRICTLY unconfirmable is suggestion tl
NARTB (NAB) presidency might be offei
Harold Stassen, U. of Pennsylvania preside
and political figure.
FCC RENEWAL PROPOSAL
DRAWS LITTLE COMMENT
ONLY two favorable and one unfavorai,
comment received by FCC on its proposal
change license renewal procedure to g»
graphic expiration system rather than prese
frequency schedule, Commission reported F
1950].[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. :
day
ABC, attacking clear channel situation, a
KLUF Galveston, Tex., indicated appro^
while WKDN Camden, N. J., felt geograpl
plan wouldn't achieve goal because of cc
gested East. FCC sees less paperwork a
expense for it and stations through modific
tions.
ABC suggested all Class I (clear channel) static
be grouped together since signals cross state bou
daries. Such grouping also would aid FCC in can
ing out decision in clear channel proceeding, n'
work explained. Basic defect in present assig
ments of clear channel frequencies rests in fact mi
sections
of country
"are which
blanketed
deep layio
of
overlapping
signals
merelywithduplicate
another."
ABC
said,
relating
its
clear
channel
data NBC service was duplicated in large import?ci
areas as much as 12 times while CBS was as mu
as 11 times. ABC and MBS provide little seconds
service because of lack of stations. ABC said.
By having licenses expire at same time FCC coi
appraise use being made by all clear channel static
"to determine whether or not the maximum serv:
is being rendered."
ABC contended.
"If any
cle
channel
station contributes
to excessive
skywa
duplication of a program service, the Commissi
would be in a position to examine the renewal a
plications of that station and of the other static
which contribute to the over-duplication to det<
mine whether the renewals applied for are really
the public interest or whether one or more of 1
assignments involved should be granted to anoth
applicant or be located elsewhere or be required
occupy the frequency with one or more additior
MARCY JOINS NBC-TV
stations."
LEWIS M. MARCY, former assistant to ma
aging director of Advertising Reseai\
Foundation, appointed supervisor of Sal
Planning Division of NBC Television Networ
He replaces Lance Ballou Jr., who has becon
member of network's sales staff.
McCULLOUGH

TO

FRANK McCULLOUGH,
account executive, Young
York, to Maxon Inc., New
dising executive.
BROADCASTING
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Basic research at RCA Laboratories has led to most of today's all-electronic television advanca

/ffifie

heart

Why show RCA Laboratories inside your television receiver? Because almost every important advance leading to all-electronic TV was
pioneered by the scientists and research men
of this institution.
The supersensitive image orthicon television
camera was brought to its present perfection at
RCA Laboratories. The kinescope, in these laboratories, became the mass-produced electron tube
on the face of which you now watch television
pictures. New sound systems, better microphones

erf ei/etyjeferfc/on

$eff

— even the phosphors which light your TV screen
—first reached practical perfection here.
Most important of all, the great bulk of these advances have been made available to the television
industry. If you've ever seen a television picture,
you've seen RCA Laboratories at work.
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St., N. Y.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building. Radio City, New York 20.

of

Through research from RCA Lat
tories,
today's are
RCA theVictor
tele\
sion receivers
finesthome
example
modern electronic engineering.
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X ■ WOR has the largest audience
during the day and during the
night— from Maine to North Carolina
—of any station in America.
2 a During the day and during the
night, WOR brings its advertisers
into the homes of more families at a
lower cost-per-thousand than any
other station heard in Metropolitan
New York.

Ob WOR's nighttime audience is 25% greater than the combined nighttime
audiences of New York's four leading independent stations. During the
day, families listening to WOR far outnumber those listening to the three leading
ELEC ASTING
ins on Page 53

independent stations. In fact, WOR's daytime listening audience
is 159% greater than the leading independent station in New York.
(During the night, WOR tops this station by 270% !)
4« WOR's average daily audience is greater than the weekday circulation
of any newspaper in America.
5 b In Metropolitan New York, WOR's audience each night is greater than
the combined circulation of LIFE, LOOK, THE SATURDAY EVENING POST,
COLLIER'S, TIME and NEWSWEEK!
frankly, how can you not buy
WOR to sell what you want to sell?
our address is WOR

! cents weekly
] .00 Annually

that power-full station at 1440 Broadway
in New York
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1,500,000
NATIONAL

broadcast

TODAY'S
NATIONAL
BARN
ERS

Chicago's

%mlU

BARN

8th Street

DANCE

Theatre!

In the eighteen years since the NATIONAL BARN
DANCE was moved to the 8th Street Theatre

DANCE

ADVERTIS

from

paid wwJL

(it was a studio broadcast for eight years before that)
2,008,065 loyal WLS listeners have paid $1,462,750 to see
the program broadcast from this one spot alone —
an unequalled record in paid admittance for any radio
program. And with age, its share of audience
has increased— in the last year alone, according to
A. C. Nielsen Company, by 49%.
It is more than just another program. The NATIONAL
BARN DANCE is radio's oldest continuous,
commercial program. It is a tradition — which has
maintained — and increased — WLS leadership
in developing loyal listeners — and customers. Its list of
sponsors is impressive — even more so is the constancy
of their sponsorship. It has proven and will
continue to prove that radio is the magic touch
that turns people into customers.

WLS can introduce you to new customers in the
rich Midwest. Write WLS, or contact your John
Blair man today for availabilities and facts
on how Radio's magic touch can sell for you.

And now Pequot Mills, Inc., who began
V2 hour sponsorship of the NATIONAL BARN DANCE late
last year — another advertiser destined
to turn people into customers!
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ENTHUSIASTIC response of retailers to new
point-of-sale technique pitting radio against
newspapers — and consistently showing superiority of time over space — will bring proposal
to Broadcast Advertising Bureau that it conduct nationwide survey project. Series of 50
tests by Advertising Research Bureau Inc. reveals radio produces more traffic and more
buying per retail advertising dollar than newspaper space.
WHEN LINNEA NELSON, dean of lady
timebuyers, retires March 31 after 23 M> years'
service, her post as chief radio and TV timebuyer at J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
probably will go to her team of assistants.
They are Jim Luce, Jayne Shannon and Anne
Wright. Chief buyer may be appointed later,
however.
SOME SMOKE, but apparently little fire, in
persistent report that General Tire's Don Lee
and Yankee Networks might get together with
Liberty Broadcasting System on some kind of
amalgamation. There have been conversations, it's admitted, and Liberty also has been
talking acquisition of 51% interest in WINS
New York from Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
FINAL phase of FCC functional realignment
— creation of Broadcast Bureau — is about to be
entered. Staff reports in works several months,
due upon Chairman Coy's return in mid-March,
with action to follow as soon as personnel is
selected. In forefront among prospects for
key post of director of broadcast services is
Harry Plotkin, assistant general counsel,
FCC's most powerful and controversial staff
figure. So far, no others mentioned and Mr.
Plockin himself has not formally announced
his candidacy.
SEQUEL to new era of harmony in RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., reflected in unanimous
election of RCA Vice President Glen McDaniel
as first paid president [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19], may be affiliation of Admiral
— only top manufacturer outside fold. Admiral's president, Ross D. Siragusa, understood to like new organization structure, which
becomes effective with Mr. McDaniel's assumption of office April 1.
CONVENTION hall will be needed if NAB,
NAB-TV and first cousin, BAB, ever bring
boards of directors together. Sixty directorships now filled by 54 persons with NAB having 27, NAB-TV 11 and BAB 22 directors.
LESS COMMERCIALISM for Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., separate regulatory body
for Canadian broadcasting, and divorcement of
CBC from regulating industry, are to be recommended by Royal Commission on Arts,
Letters and Sciences. Report to be out March 1.
AMERICAN Cigarette & Cigar Co. (Pall
Mall) planning to go weekly with Big Story
program effective May 6. Program now running alternate Fridays 9:30-10 p.m. on NBC(Continued on page 82)
Page 4
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Feb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters and
Florida State General Extension Division Sports
Clinic, Gainesville, Fla.
Feb. 26-March 1 : Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, Que.
March 1: BAB Board Meeting, BAB Hdqrs., New
York.
March 2-3: Fourth Annual Western Radio-TV
Conference, Hollywood, Calif.
March 3: Sixth Annual Radio-TV Conference,
Michigan State College, East Lansing.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 70)
Bulletins
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR Co., New
York, through McCann-Erickson, New York,
preparing spot announcements radio campaign
in 25 markets for Silver Star blades. Starting
March 29, contracts will range from seven to
25 weeks.
SEAPAK Inc., St. Simmons Island, Ga. (Quick
Frozen seafood), appoints Gordon Baird, New
York, as agency. Firm currently using Spot
TV and radio in eight markets and plans to
expand schedule as distribution expands.
Frank Cogan is account executive.
PROCTER & GAMBLE'S Spic and Span,
through Biow Co., New York, in March will
start one-minute spots nighttime in about 30
radio markets.
RADIO SET OUTPUT
HOLDS HIGH 1950 LEVEL
JANUARY radio set production held near
1950 levels, only 1% below average for year,
according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Last month's production was estimated at 1,203,591 radios, including 785,983 home sets,
346,799 auto receivers and 70,809 portables.
Monthly average in 1950 was 1,215,825.
TV set production, estimated at 639,499 in
January, was 3% above 1950 monthly average
of 621,983 sets. RTMA showed total of 7,068,000 TV sets shipped during 1950. Difference between this total and estimate of TV
set production in 1950 of 7,463,800, was accounted for by delay in distribution of receivers from the manufacturer through distributor and to nation's dealers. December
TV set shipments amounted to 691,000.
RADOX REPLY DEADLINE
A. C. NIELSEN Co. and C. E. Hooper Inc.
have until March 1 to answer amended complaint filed in Philadelphia by Albert E. Sindlinger, in behalf of his defunct Radox research operation. Unfair business practices,
interference with patent relationships and
anti-trust violations are being charged
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 3, 1950].
RATE

WARNING

ESTHER O'JALA, timebuyer for Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York, on
Ipana account, has notified several stations that Ipana will cancel its advertising on any station that allows local rates
to national advertisers.

Business
ELGIN TO Y&R # Elgin National Watcl
Elgin, 111., names Young & Rubicam, Chi
to handle all advertising on its watches ai
products
of company's
Subsidiary,
worth Watch
Case Co.,new
in Dayton,
Ky. Vp
pointment effective immediately. Media 1
discussed. Former agency, J. Walter Th
son Co., Chicago.

RADIO, TV PLANNED # Lee Pharms
Shadow Wave to name McCann-Erickso
agency. Both radio and television planm
STARTS 'HOTEL' © Cluett Peabody &
New York, sponsoring Holiday Hotel
alternate week basis, over ABC-TV, Ti
9-9:30 p.m., beginning March 15 [Cl
Circuit, Feb. 19]. Agency, Young & Rubi
New York.
SPOT URGED
# Spot radio campaign
Vip (bleach) recommended by Hilton &
gio, New York.
PIEL'S LOOKING • Piel's beer, recently
market
TV show
for local New
station
quired byforKenyon
& Eckhardt,
Yor"
1
NEW HUDNUT ITEM # Richard Hue;
paign. name Dancer-Fizgerald-Sample, ]
will
York, to handle new hair color product. 1
vision included in plans.
C&W MAIL ORDER FIRM
FACES CONTRACT SUIT
COWAN
& WHITMORE ENTERPRISE
Los Angeles mail order firm, already m
investigation by Federal grand jury for
Christmas ornament deal, now faces brejj
of contract suit filed by Joseph T. Maloof
Albert L. Leisy, owners of Endure, ny
strengthening product.
Plaintiffs also demanding accounting i
profits, claiming in suit that $11,200 is
them. Contract reportedly made last July I
product was heavily advertised on TV duif
summer and fall. Cowan & Whitmore entt
general denial.
RICHARDS PLEA DENIED
FCC Friday announced adoption of memoi
dum opinion and order denying Nov. 20, 1!
petition of G. A. Richards Stations' coui
seeking reconsideration of designation of
tion license renewal applications for heai
and grant without further hearing; or in
ternative, that FCC specify sole issue whet
record of stations since last renewal est|
lished that granting would serve public
terest. FCC also denied request for oral
gument on petition.
AFM SESSIONS RECESS
AFM-network retroactivity deadline (
page 24) extended indefinitely late r
story,
day, as negotiators in New York recessed
til 3 p.m. today (Monday). AFM Presid
James C. Petrillo said definite progress I
been made. Network spokesman had no ct
ment, but it is believed substantial portions
national issues were resolved, subject to s
sequent agreement on remaining issues
demands of locals.
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If

you

ran

a

a solo
make

single

diner

sandwichman
a perfectly

advertising

might

adequate

campaign

flat"
ifof
yon
m markets.,
atiiomA
in scores
different
if you had diners
to
keep many thousands of chairs occupied, instead
of only a dozen. . you'd want to tell the world of
your wares. Literally, you'd want to broadcast
your story., to an ever-growing number of men
and women and children, at home, at work, in
cars, and on vacation. This is exactly what leading advertisers are doing today. . in the rich and
populous market-areas of Philadelphia, PittsBBQBBB

:

burgh, Boston, Springfield, Fort Wayne,

and

Portland, Oregon., via Westinghouse Radio Stations. All told, these stations reach areas with a
population of more than 23 million. And their
audience keeps increasing ! For availabilities,
check Free & Peters.

_rn.

OIJBHigB
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA • KYW • K EX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV ; tor WBZ-TV.
NBC Spot Sales
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NEWS

DIRECTORS

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Ini
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Office870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 102:

The

NATIONAL

OF

RADIO

awarded

NEWS

WOW

PREPARATION

PRESENTATION

• When

DIRECTORS

its 1950 plaque for

OUTSTANDING
and

ASSOCIATION

400 men

of the NEWS

in the same

profes-

sion agree that WOW's news presentation isthe best, it MUST be good!
WOW

Newscasts

carried 77,237

sto-

ries in 1950— -an increase of nearly
2,000 stories over the previous year!
RIGHT
\\

t ft
/
/

Hottest
Radio.

NOW

NEWS

Advertising

is the
Buy

in
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Fran
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred Fitz
gerald, News Editor; Tyler Nourse, Jo Hailey, Assist
ants to the News Editor. STAFF: David Berlyn
Lawrence Christopher, John H. Kearney, Wilson D
McCarthy, John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Pat Kowal
czyk, Doris Lord, Allen Riley, Jean D. Statz, Keitl
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Win
field R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE:
JOHN P
COSGROVE, Manager; Roger K. Baer, Doris J
Buschling,
Jonah
Gitlitz,
Grace
Motta,
Warre:
Sheets.
CSB^EE^^BSSB 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, Neu
York Editor: Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pet«
Dickerson,
Assistant
Groff, Martha
Koppel.to New York Editor; Gretcher
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Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director,
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1
CEntral
Pinkerton.6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jan
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
$181; David Glickman,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775,
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.• was acquired in 1932
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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out
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time
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"When

other

any

major

medium

"
.i
dollarP
CBS reaches 591 people per dollar
Magazines reach 365 people per dollar
Newspapers reach 249 people per dollar
All data latest
available;
percent of
radio homes
reached based
on Nielsen
ratings,
Dec. 3-9, '50
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S
Bymart
Bill Watson
Rem;
4:30
Dial Dave1 166
(136)
Garroway
(154)*
America
Old-Fi
Party
Philip Morris General Foods
News
101
Ranch
Boys
12:00 *
Armstrong
Cork
Barriault
S
United
S
No Network
J. Olsen Show Wendy Warrer Kate Smith
College Choir
S
Platform
Washington
Quaker
ManFarmonOats
News
(163.
Service
Theater
of
T'day
the
4:45
j
Sweeny 8
People's
Aunt
Pickens
Lever(150)Jenny
Bros.
(176)
Lanny
Ross
rter
12:15 F IY1 Repo
S
March
Speaks
S
S
u ForeSign
Public Affairs
S*
Piano
US
Tbe Eternal Not In Service
Howard
K.
American
Whitehall
Farmer
Miscellaneous
12:30
News
No Network
(231)
Playhouse
Light
Pillsbury Mills
Smith
S
S
Helen(90)Trent c Program
s
Service
Grand.
Cen.Sta
5:00
op Manhattan Soap
Richfield
n.„. BM.
Marine Band
CrustCo-Dough
Whitehall
(167)
Autho
12:45
C'°*f"H
r
Burrus,
Lt.
^"En!.
I
s NY
Love 8 Learn
Our
5:15
PSG Gal(161)
Ivory,SundaSp
Sammy Kaye
(MWF)
Acousticon
Radio (157)
City USA
U. of Chicago
S Span, Big
Armour
Baukhage
1:00
Co-op
Sun. Serena e Phil.'Sym.
S
Allis-Chalmer
Round
Table
Sister
(142)
Stars Over
M8T, Music
Navy SHour Hollywood
At
Home
News
S
Fos
Ced
ter
ric
Natl.HourFarm(166)S 1 5:30
(181
Fulton LewlGood
W-Th-F
PSG Oxydol
Washington
Lou Webb
Luncheon
Jerry S8 Sky
5:45
1:15
Nancy
Craig
(154)
*
with
Ma
Perkins
Party Pickem
Rpt.
Report
Lopez
Orgnst.,
(147)
EverT
Greati
9:00

S

«

Mysterys File

7:15

0
hi

ABC
not in service
Mon-Fri.
«

Co-op
Headline« *Edition
«
Elmer Davis
Co-op*Mills
General
Rexall
General Foods
Lone Ranger
Amos Y Andy Juvenille
HarrisShow
Jury AlicePhilFaye
S
(183)

7:00

R

Affairs of
Peter Salem

*OT

Concert
Opera

S
Experts

MONDAY
jJNDAYMBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
PSG Crisco
Lutheran Amer. Trucking
lit
Dr.
Malone
Hour
1 it
Assn., Am. Frm. Not In Service
(Lutheran) of the Air (166 R
(144)
PSG Duz
Not in Service Guiding Light
(146)
Co-op
Music
11
Gen.
Fds.-Jello
The
Catholic
(75)
Welcome to Mrs. Burton
with
ii
Hour
Quaker (35)
Trendler
::
Hollywood
PSG Tide
Perry Mason
(149)
(News 3 mm.
Toni Co.
Co-op
Serulan
Mutual
Benefit
ft
10 I- Bill Cunningham Ins., Bob
John B.
Nora Drake
u
Considine (160) Kennedy
(»)
(156)
IvoryDayFl.
Frances Scully PSG
The Girl
Brighter
Mr. Mystery
S
From Paris
(108)
m
Hormel. Music Benny Rubin Miles Labs.
Challenge of with
the Hormel
Show
Hilltop House
the Yukon
S
Girls (46)
(141)
Col. -Palm. -Peet
Kings Row
Pillsbury
Miles
Labs.
Hannibal
L Bobby Benson
House(59 Party
Cobb
Quiz Kids
S
(161)
Talk Back
S
(157)'
Surprise
-Palm. -Peet
Under Arrest TheKraft
Package Col.Strike
Falcon
It Rich
S
S
(151)
(134) R
ur

Hilatra
natra
|l
nitra
La
a.-eid
j155)

USTotacH
Wm. Gargan
Private Investgr.
mi)

The SSaint

US Army & Pepsi-Cola Co.
Air Force
The Shadow Sts.
"X"
Dimension
3/4, 5-5:25
Robt. Trout
Norwich Pharm.
5:25-5:30 160
Trans World
Williamson
Mr. S
True Detective Airlines.
Mrs.Blandings
Mysteries (472)
(59)

Recipe
Listeningfor
S
Ted Malone
S

Treasury
Bandstand

4:65-5 News
BigSparky
Jon & Music YouM Know
T-W
S
• The Chicagoans
EH. 3-5-51
St. Louis
Th-F Mat.
TooM-FTune
Time
Miles Labs.
Curt Massey
Time (143) R

- FRIDAY
MBS
NBC
Co-op News
Luncheon
GeorgeS Hicks
with
Lopez
Tony Fontaine Love S Learn
Co-op
(Rpt.) (154)
SCo.
Campbell
Soup
Mailbag
Double (133)
or
Nothing
Header's
Harvey
Harding
SaywithIt
Music
Sings*
Co-op
Bob Poole
Show
"

Miscellaneous
Programs
BSD
Chucklewagon
Kellogg
Mark Trail
M-W-F
National Biscuit
S. Arrow
Tu-Th
Derby(343)

General Mills
Live Like (75)
A
Millionaire
PSG
Life-Beautiful
153
PSG
Road of Life
PSG
(156)
Pepper Young
(157)
PSG
(155)
Right tonessHappiSterling Drug
Backstage Wile
Sterling
(147)Drug
Stella Dallas
(147)
LorenzoPSGJones
(144)Drug
Sterling
Y. widder
Brown
(147)
General
When Foods
Girl
Marries
(83)
General Foods
Life Faces
(92)
Portia
Whitehall
1 Just Plain Bill

Tu-Th 5:30-6
Sky King*
Whitehall
Front
Page
5:30-5:55
Beatty 1 Farrell
Kellogg M-W-F
(110)(119)
5:55-6 V. Borge

SATURDAY
American
Jszz GiveandTa((e
ABC
CBS )
MBS RadioNBCCity
(150
«
Toni Co.
Jose Melis
Trio
USA
Baron
Elliott
Octette
Hormel S Co.
Battleground
TexasOpera
Co. Music
lor Peace
Girls (114)
with H lor Youth
Met
Symphonies

6- 6:15 PM
3-18-51
8:50-9 AM Mon.
Kiernan's
One
5:30-6
PM Mon.
5:30-6 PM Tues
5:30-6 PM Wed.,
7- 7:05 PM Mon.Slim Bryant 1 30-8
M-W
LonePMRanger,
His Wildcats

-Fri.. Philip Morris. Walter
Man's Opinion, 200 stations.
& Fri., Space Patrol.
., Thur., Superman.
Black Hawk.
Fri.,
Edwin C. Bakeries
Hill.
Sonotone
F,
American
Co.,
Galen Drake
62 stations.
(84)
8:30-9:15 AM Sun.. CBS
General Foods, Sunday
Dave
Stephens
MorningAMGatherin',
103 stations.
Show
8 30-8:45
M-F. General
Foods. Renfro
Valley Country Store, 58 stations.
TBA
Caribbean
11-11:05
AM
Sat.,
Campana
Sales
Co. Bill
Crossroads
Shadel News, 178 stations.
11:30-35 AM Sun.. Animal Foundation Inc.,
Adv. in
Bill Shadel News. 58 stations.
3:55-4 PM M-F., also Sat. 12:55-1 PM PillsScience
bury Mills Inc., Cedric Adams, 154 stations.
US
Dunn on
10:30 PM Fri., We Take Your Word, susReport
From
taining, split network.
Overseas
Army Band 1
Discs
Farm
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri., MBS
Bill Henry & the News,
News
Johns-Manville, 374 stations.
Make Way
10:25-10:30, 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.. 12:2512:30, 2:25-2:30. 3:25-3:30, 4:25-4:30 PM
SParade Green Cross
Sports
Mon.-Fri., Bab-O Reporter, B. T. BabFor Youth
Song Festival
Inc. Tues.. Thur.. Kraft Foods Co.,
11:30-12 bitnoon
co-sponsors Queen for a Day.
n ■ n.. -I
5:55-6
TBA
KraftPMFoodsTues.,
Co. Thur., Bobby Benson,
DiemiiK uuiji. ui Big City
Cross-Section
Am., Carting's
USA
You to
Serenade
NBC programs sponsored
i Takes
the Races
*OT — Operation Tandem
by Whitehall Pharmacal et al.
Bobby
8-8:15 AM Mon.-Fri. Alex Drier, Skelly Oil
Hoffman
Co. 26 stations.
8-8:15 AM. Sat. This Farming Business, Skelly
Radio
First
Piano
Oil Co. 26 stations.
Quintet
TeaS
Crumpets
Scratchpad
10:30-10:45 AM. Mon-Fii. Cal Tinney, General
Benson
Songs By
Mills, 11 stations.
Quartet
Reporter's
Saturday
Symington
Challenge of
AtChase
The
STINC
the Yukon u
ASTINO
Club Aluminum
Club Time
February 26, 1951
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(value)
bonus

5

TO

feature

NEW

OAQ01STING
sws weekj^of Radio and Television
TELECASTING
SUBSCRIBERS
a limited time the 1951
OADCASTEVG — TelecastYearbook will be sent as
»nus to new subscribers.
I'll refer to this 3y2 lb.
io-tv source book throughthe year for vital business
jrmation, available from
other source.
l'll find the answers — and
ny, many more hard-to-get
Js— in the 1951 BROADSTING Yearbook. It has a
nplete directory of radio-tv
lions, including top person, network affiliate, national

MEDIA of exchange vary from one
part of the world to another. Some
people like to trade with gold,
others with dollars, and some
primitive folks will even sell you
their house for a handful of sea
shells. But in Duluth, Minn., they
use bottle caps at times.
At least that's the way it was
every Saturday morning at the
Arrowhead Auction on KDAL
Duluth. Kids and grownups —
anybody who had a few thousand
Arrowhead milk bottle caps stowed
away in an old sock — used to
throng to the studio and bid for
skates, bikes, sleds, dolls, Erector
sets, using the bits of round cardboard for money.
Crowds got so big at the auctions, bottle caps became so plentiful, the market became so bullish,
that KDAL personnel were often
marooned out in the street during
the weekly program, unable to get
through the human log-jam to their
offices. The shrewd Minnesota
traders didn't help the situation
much by hauling their bottle caps
to the station in gunny sacks and

of the meek

Don Dahl (I) and Hunter Como of
KDAL with some of the 100,000
bottle caps received.
* * *
duffle bags, boxes and bushel
baskets, which often made the
studio look like an Army loading
depot.
As foreign governments have
sometimes done, station and sponsor got together and made drastic
(Continued on page 49)

•resentative, services — plus
ne 50 directories covering
; wingspread of radio, teleion and related businesses.
irt your subscription with
xt week's issue. For $7.00
■u'll receive 52 weekly issues
tl the 1951 Yearbook. Use
is handy order form:

OADCASTING • Telecasting
3 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
<\SHINGTON 4, D. C.
:ase enter my BROADCASTING subiption immediately and be sure to send
p bonus '51 Yearbook as part of this
IJer.
□ $7 enclosed

□ please bil

TITLE
STREET
COMPANY
CITY

ZONE

IROADCASTING

STATE

strictly business
Duncan. No one man, they feel,
could be in so many different places
in such a short space of time.
Walter Irving Duncan, who
holds the title of assistant to the
president of the Paul H. Raymer
Co., station representative, has
pretty much of a free hand in
promoting new agency contacts
and new affiliations for his firm,
and covers an enormous amount
of territory — 70% of his working
time ingison the
spentmanagers
"in the field"
— callof Raymer
radio and TV stations.
When in New York, Wally Duncan will nearly always be found
in the company of some major
agency executive, discussing trends
in spot radio and television, local
programming, and new services of
the Raymer firm. At other times,
Mr. DUNCAN
Mr. Duncan holds what he calls
"bull sessions" in his office at 444
Madison Ave. These consist of
N ng stati
TER
A MIDWESager
visiti
Newon manYork
asked an amused salesman
small-group meetings with the
Raymer staff and conducting what
from the Paul H. Raymer Co. reamount to advanced seminars in
cently. "Do you by any chance have
radio-TV advertising techniques.
d
oll
two men on your payr
name
Wally Duncan, who went to the
y Dunc
Wall
The
mildan?"
bewilderment of the
Raymer firm from the sales managership of the New York News
station manager was understandTV station, WPIX, even lives in
able. Quite a lot of people among
the "storm center" of the adveragencies, stations and clients think
tising business: His New York
there must be at least two Raymer
(Continued on page i8)
executives with the name of Wally

• Telecasting

J£

"It's a Law..."
Stuart Finley, the author and
voice of WRC's "Capital Scrapbook" unearths unusual Washingtonia for his listeners. Spending long
to prepare
original
andhours
sprightly
copy,
Stuart recently intrigued his evergrowing list of fans with the
information that —
Any person
shaii
throw
into thewho
Potomac
River, or any of the
docks, any brickbats,
shall forfeit and pay a
sum of not exceeding
twenty dollars, nor less
than one dollar.
— Alexandria-D.C. Corporate
Laws, 1844
Finley compiles a 15-minute program of light chatter, music and
droll Americana from 1:30-1:45
PM Monday through Friday. The
popularity ceof
the series
nes itated aspecial
45 has
minute
airing from 9:15-10:00 AM on
Sundays.
You may never wish to toss
around a brickbat in the Washington market . . . but for a
fraction of the above fine, you
can forcefully draw attention to
your product with thousands of
loyal "CAPITAL SCRAPBOOK"
listeners.
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JULIEN FIELD, vice president and creative director William Esty (
N. Y.city.
appointed vice president and creative director Grey Act
same
BETTY LANCASTER, MacWilkins, Cole & Weber, Portland, nani
vice president Alport & O'Rourke Adv., Portland and San Francisco
TED M. WHITE, manager Beaumont & Hohman, Seattle, for past
years, named manager of San Francisco office of firm. He succei
HERBERT D. CAYFORD. Mr. Cayford will continue as Pacific Coi;
manager of agency. Mr. White will be succeeded in Seattle by C/
BEAUMONT who has been with Los Angeles office for 15 years.
DUANE JONES, board chairman of Duane Jones Co., N. Y., named L
week to head promotion of New York City's cancer committee for th
straight year.
ROBERT G. GRIAR, traffic manager Maxon Inc., N. Y., named assi
ant to EARL KENNEDY, on radio and TV production.
A. C. BOYD Jr., creative staff Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., nan, ;
assistant copy chief.
CHARLES B. STRAUS Jr., Federal Adv., N. Y., to Cunningham & WaL
same city, as service executive.

most

ELL,
sensational

radio today. And
FLASH

THEY'RE
THE
act of their kind in
how about
FACTS:

these —

In 15 years of broadcasting the Blackwood Brothers
Quartette has appeared on more than 200 radio
stations from coast to coast, with guest appearances
on ABC, CBS and NBC.
They have made personal appearances in 35 states
and in most major cities. In 1950 alone, over 350,000
people from coast to coast paid to see the Blackwood
Brothers perform.
In addition, the Blackwoods have released 44 phonograph records which enjoy nationwide distribution
andconstant
their three
books of radio's favorite songs are
in
demand.
CONLAN'S??
See Memphis November 1950 Conlan'sl!
Blackwood Brothers Quartette are heard from
12:15 to 12:30 P.M., which is currently sold out.
Program now expanding from 12 noon until 12:30!
FOR PARTICIPATION DETAILS
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

WMPS
68

ON YOUR DIAL
Memphis, Tennessee
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
Page 12
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on all accounts

agencony
RTIS
eyING
ADVE
C. Boynt
Stanl
THE nity
INfrater
is known as a custom tailor.
Mr. Boynton may not be able
to run up a double-breasted sharkskin, with a modified drape, but he
is handy at the intricate job of
toget
putting
ks. her custom-tailored
networ
radio
That is one of the fortes of the
Detroit agency which bears his
name. Organized 30 years ago, after Mr. Boynton abandoned his first
career as a freelance artist, the
Stanley G. Boynton
agency began
specializing in building
custom networks for
its clients some 20
years
ago. the early
Among

The reason that Spalding us
a custom network instead of bu
ing time on an established one
to reach only those markets whei
the biggest Spalding retail outle
are situated. Mr. Boynton buys t
telephone lines that link the st
tions on these occasions, and
ranges the scheduling of the broa
casts.
The Boynton agency does
confine its radio activities to tf
lored networks. At present its a
counts include tl
Radio Bible Cla
carried by MBS ai
a number of oth
stations ; the Co
vary
Back Hoar,
to God Ameru
and tl
Highland
Ba
tist
ChurchPark
progra
— all of them trai
scribed and plac«
on a spot basis

examples of this
business were broadcasts of professional
football games unvertising
s u c c ea
Mr. Boynton's
der sponsorship of
came in the cit
the Wilson Sporting
where he was boi
Goods Co. For the
Jan. 20, 1895, D
past 10 years
troit. His two son
Mr. Boynton has
Stanley Jr., 21, ah
planned the annual
broadcasts of the
Bud, 19 appear de
Mr. BOYNTON
tined to follow th
national tennis
same formula. Bot
matches and those
some
day.
Davis Cup matches that were
intend to join their father's agenr
played in the U.S., under sponsorYoung Stanley is now in the A
ship of A. G. Spalding & Bros.
Spalding's agency is Hanly, Force. Bud, at Michigan Stat
Hicks & Montgomery, New York, expects to be called into servic
Mr. Boynton is a member of th
but that firm engages the Boynton
Recess Club and the Orchard Lat
organization to arrange the special
Country Club as well as the Ne
networks that carry the tennis
York Radio Executives Club.
features.
BROADCASTING
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What

kind

of

a

beat
UCHAEL CARROLL named vice president J. R. Pershall Agency,
ago.
R. MAXON, president Maxon Inc., Detroit, received hand-illuminscroll from the Sisters of Bon Secours commemorating his chairiship of successful drive for funds to furnish and equip the new Bon
urs Hospital, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
GINIA MILLER, Biow Co., S. F., to Harrington-Richards, S. F., in
la department.
LIP KLEIN Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, received award from Junior
ertising Club of Philadelphia, for help to young people entering the
rtising field.
iNEY McCLURE, Conner, Jackson, Walker & McClure, S. F., named
icity chairman Pacific Dairy & Poultry Assn.'s convention in San
icisco March 4-6.
■■ IES C. CAMPBELL, BBDO, S. F., to Mervin D. Field & Assoc., same
VNK X. BANKO and FREDERICK W. PAYNE to G. M. Basford Co.,
if., as account assistants.
TTY McNEILL, Grant Adv., Chicago, to Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.
-a!|\NK C. PETERSON appointed creative director Grant Adv., N. Y.
■was with Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y.
~v 3. BROWN Adv., Chicago, announces publication of 1951 Advertiser
Ije and Data Guide. The 26th annual edition lists rates, circulation,
ing and issuance dates for general, farm, mail order and direct sellmagazines. Complete classified advertising information for all leading
spapers is tabulated by states. Guide is available to advertisers withcharge upon request. Agency is located at Opera Bldg., 20 N. Wacker
ve, Chicago 6.
DO New York held its annual staff meeting last week, with all
cutives reporting to New York for the event.
.LT GRANDBURG, art director Joseph Magnin Co., S. F., to art
artment of McCann-Erickson, same city.
FRED W. McQUILLAN, business and government economist, lecturer
a . administrator, named head of all research activities at Pedlar & Ryan
N. Y. Mr. McQuillan was director of post war planning for Syliia Products and before that director of market research at Paraitiiunt Pictures. He also worked at J. L. Hudson, Detroit, and Acme
itlei el Co. among others.
iM ELKINS, KVON Vallejo, to Richard N. Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F.,
ii assistant radio and TV director.

TEST

CITY

is ROCHESTER,

N.Y.?

According to figures in "Sales Management's" November 10, 1950 test market study, Rochester, N. Y., is a
MUST on test market programs. Here are the exact
rankings for Rochester:
No.
No.
No.
No.

1 in New York State
1 in the Middle Atlantic States
7 in all cities of population from 250,000 to 500,000
15 in all American cities of all sizes

BUT

...

"Rochester, N. Y." — as any market analyst knows — is
much more than a city. Ifs a closely-integrated, wonderfully varied market area of both urban and rural
population. Hence the next question:

What

is the

BEST

in

RADIO

ROCHESTER,

BUY

N.Y.?

WHAM — and WHAM outstandingly — the only station
that offers complete coverage of this rich area. BMB
figures prove it: no other Rochester station comes within
miles of WHAM's coverage.
FACTS
FOR

FREE!

Write WHAM — or ask your
Hollingbery
for
a copy representative
of the newest—
compilation of market figures
for the WHAM-land area.
It's in a convenient filingfolder form, ready to slip right
into your market-data drawer.

DVISORY Council formed by radio-TV broadcasters in Greater Miami area
request of Miami U. is to "act as a liaison between the university and
e industry and to promote the radio-TV media for mutual benefit." Counwill work with radio-TV department at Miami in order to strengthen
rriculum offered to broadcasting undergraduates. Executive Committee
eludes: Standing (I to r) John I. Prosser, manager, WKAT Miami Beach;
arry Camp, assistant general manager, WQAM Miami; S. P. Kettler, manMr/ WGBS Miami; seated, George Thorpe, manager, WVCG Coral Gables;
-ofessor Sydney W. Head, chairman, U. of Miami radio-TV department, and
'."in Morrow, public relations director, WTVJ (TV) Miami, representing
Manager Lee Ruwitch.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

The
WHAM

Stromberg-Carlson
Station

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

Basic NBC — 50.000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
February 26, 1951
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CANADA & DOMINION SUGAR Co. Ltd., Chatham, Ont., starts daif
spot announcements on five Ontario stations. Account is placed direcl

new

HARRY FEIGENBAUM Adv. Agency, Phila. named to handle advertij
ing Liberty Bell Mutual Insurance Co., same city. J. Leonard Schorr I
account executive.

business

\^

PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, has prepared 30-second and one-minute
radio announcements to be used by Philco dealers and distributors
throughout country on local level to promote its television sets.
Series features 12 television stars who promote their own shows and sponsors as well as Philco. In effect performer says 'I hope when you tune in
on my show (name of show, time and network) you will watch it on a
Philco set because Philco is the finest set . . . etc." The stars lined
up to record the announcements are Ralph Bellamy, Joe DiMaggio, Faye
Emerson. Bill Garrigan, Groucho Marx, Bob Montgomery, Ken Murray,
Ed Sullivan, Paul Whiteman, Peggy Wood, Alan Young, and Art Linkletter. Agency: Hutchins Adv. Co., N. Y.

//eturotk -flccounti • • •
U. S. STEEL in conjunction with RCA VICTOR will present one and i
half-hour special production of Hamlet, on March 4 over NBC, Ad]
vertiser will use its usual Sunday time, 8:30-9:30 p.m., plus following
half -hour for that day only, 9:30-10 p.m. The 90-minute broadcast wil
star John Gielgud, Dorothy McGuire and Pamela Brown. BBDO N. "¥
is agency for U. S. Steel and J. Walter Thompson for RCA Victor.
WILSON ELECTRIC SUPPLIES Ltd., Calgary, Alta. (appliance dis!
tributor), starts weekly half -hour transcribed program on four Albert! \
stations. Agency: Stewart-Bowman-Macpherson Ltd., Calgary.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT Corp., Newark, appoints United
Adv., same city, to handle advertising and public relations campaign for
recruitment of personnel. Radio and television will be used.

ITALIAN SWISS COLONY, San Francisco, signs to sponsor half-houj
weekly television show in 16 cities of DuMont TV network for 52 weeks
The show, Famous Jury Trials, originates at WABD (TV) New Yor
Agency: Honig-Cooper Co., S. F.

ART-COPY Adv. Agency, Newark, appointed by Patricia Stevens Model
Finishing School, Philadelphia, to handle advertising. Radio, television
will be used.

LEVER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Lipton products), starts for 52 weelj
French-language program, Entre nous Mesdames, on nine CBC Frend
network stations, Mon. through Fri. 10:30-10:45 a.m. Agency: Young I
Rubicam, Toronto.

KAYWOODIE Co. and KAUFMAN BROS. & BOND, N. Y. and London
(Kaywoodie Pipes and Yello-Bole Pipes) names Grey Adv., N. Y. to
handle advertising.
MINARD'S LINIMENT Co. Ltd., Yarmouth, N. S. (proprietary), starts
spot announcement campaign on number of Canadian stations. Agency:
McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
PABST SALES Co. (Pabst Blue Ribbon beer), Chicago, appoints Publicidad Badillo Inc., San Juan, P. R., to handle advertising in Puerto Rico.

BENJAMIN MOORE Co., Ltd., Toronto (paints) starts for 1
weeks Betty Moore Decoration Talks on 11 Dominion network stations
Tues. 10:30-10:45 a.m. Agency: O'Neill, Larsen & McMahon, Torontc

■fidpeopLe • • •
PAUL H. HILL appointed director of sales Nesco Inc., Chicago.

*»*«

FIRST

in

Georgia's

third

market

FIRST

Georgia's 3rd market is a
buying market. 1950 retail
sales exceeded $110 million.
1951 will be greater because
of the new $600 million AEC
Hydrogen Bomb Facilities
Plant, the Clark's Hill Dam
and Camp Gordon operating
at full capacity.

(power)

W

WRDW's powerful 5kw signal dominates the Augusta
market, day and night. We
have figures to prove it.
Or ask Headiey-Reed for
complete informaiion<

AUGUSTA
**

5000

•

GEORGIA
FIRST

in

FIRST

selling

power

. . .

in

the

market

(oldest station)
•■

FIRST
Hooper-Wise
According to the latest Hooper Survey (Dec.
'50-Jan. '51), WRDW is First in the morning with 34.9%; First in the afternoon with
36.5%; First at night with 37.3%. WRDW
has a 35.5% in total rated periods.
Page 14
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"SOME FUND
uriceaMitchelj
ENby
TAMaLS
FOR RADro SALESM
EN"
Associated
Service
and general n*,^

A great

new

idea

in selling comes

'

to life!

Beginning this month, all APS subscribers will receive regular, instructive talks on
radio selling, prepared and delivered on transcriptions by Maurice B. Mitchell.
Here's a service every live-wire station manager in the country has dreamed
about, but never before been able to give his sales staff. These are complete sales
meetings, covering all phases of radio selling, and presenting frequent guest
experts who have many important suggestions to offer. The scope of these talks
will range broadly through sales fundamentals, facts about important
retail fields, selling techniques — everything needed to make a sales staff more
aggressive and more productive.
Each month a new meeting ... each meeting complete with outline and operating forms
so that you can quickly judge its effectiveness through actual selling results.
It's just one more example of how Associated is giving stations what they want!
Think how this series of professional, informative sales meetings right in your
station, staged expressly for your staff, can help you plan new business efforts. Then
remember that this service is actually yours — at no extra cost— IF you're an APS subscriber.
And you still can be. There's room for a few more stations to share the sales-building
potential of the Associated library. If you want to be one of them, wire, write
or phone for details today.

"the library that paus for itseif"
(

Associated

Program

151 West 46th Street, New

York

Service
19, N. Y.

Maurice B. Mitchell, General Manager
Associated Program Service
151 West 46th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Tell me how I can get this valuable training aid, plus all the
other great APS features, for my station.
Name
Title
Station
Street
City

Zone

State

open

mike

'More
EDITOR: Such Champions'
I was delighted to read the account (Feb. the
5) ofSCBA.
Lloyd AM
Vernard's
talk before
radio
needs more such champions whose
realistic grasp of the TV-AM controversy can restore the industry's
confidence.
As a radio commentator, listener and viewer, I have marveled at
the anxious defeatism rampant
throughout the profession. Ever
since the advent of TV I've watched
AM operators, consorting with
worry and fear — chewing their

nails and yielding to a defeat which
is nothing more than a sorry manifestation of their own chickenheartedness. AM radio is sound
and, in my opinion, far superior to
anything yet offered by TV. It
can stay on top if its leaders will
place their faith in this great entertainment and educational medium and knuckle down to the job
at hand.
If station managers would take
into consideration the public's reaction to AM listening they'd be
comfortably reassured on the
question of AM's real power. The
imagination factor alone is one of
its greatest assets. Can TV, for

example, offer the listener anything which equals the wonderful
pay of conjecture and curiosity
which are so important to listening pleasure? An imagined personality isfrequently more acceptable than many of those viewed on
TV. Another AM triumph lies in
its daytime audience acceptance.
I cite the American housewife who
for years has coordinated her listening habits with her daily home
activities. Mr. Vernard's figures
on the number of AM sets in the
average home dramatically illustrate this fact. . . .
Ethel Grey
78-12 Z5th Ave.
Jackson Heights, N. Y.

'Midland Caper'
EDITOR:
I should like to add my comments on the Midland caper and

the long gone Mr. Jett. . . .
"All I want for Xmas is my tv
front teeth" is usually pret
popular around the Yuletide se
son. If one of the rooked stati<
managers wrote a ditty entitl
"All I want is Mr. Jett about U
feet away," I am sure it would
a tremendous hit. . . .
Al Tedesco
General Manager
WKLK Cloquet, Minn.
Great Loss
EDITOR:
My hut in Tasmania was brobi
into and, among a few other thin|
my highly valued 1949 Broadcas|
ing • Telecasting Yearbook w]
taken. Although I got a spot ]
dough from the Scottish UnJ
Insurance Co., Ltd., in compensj
tion for its loss (the full amous
of value, in fact) it did not brill
that very, very fine publicatitj
back to me. I almost feel as if I
had been a Holy Bible stolen frol
me, though fortunately your Yea!
book does come out once a yea
Please dispatch a copy of the iJ
est Yearbook immediately.
R. T. Hargreaves
% The National Bank oft
New Zealand Ltd.
North Island, N. Z.

GIFT of FM station equipment
Kansas State College (KSDB-FM)
WIBW Topeka is acknowledged
(I to r): George L. Arms of til
school's radio department and Jam
A. McCain, president of the collegj
as they thank former U. S. Sen.
thur Capper, owner WIBW and Co
per Publications Inc.
Check

Buffalo's Pulse Ratings lately? See

the record number

of top shows

on WGR

Well, Could You?
FOLLOWING is, in
letter sent to "any
radio
announcers"
of
AM-FM
Knoxville:

!

COLUMBIA
NETWORK
L ,y^/'oada:z i ling Cot'/ioya/lwi
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo ]. ("Vitz") Titzpatrick
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I. R. ("Ike" J Lounsberry

part, a
and all
WROLMssrs:

My batery expired in last
July, I was listening to the
afternoon stories, can you
type them for one to read
from last July to the present? I mean all the afternoon Stories Live can be
beautiful including the Bill
Davidson story Barber of
Hartville. Yours Respt.

BROADCASTING

•
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Tape

Recording

on-the-spot

news

gives

WIP

coverage
BATTERY-OPERATED RECORDING
UNIT GOES EVERYWHERE,
HEARS EVERYTHING
Dramatic, close-up coverage of all
kinds of special events . . . that's what
WIP, Philadelphia, offers its listenersUsing a portable tape-recording unit,
WIP staffers get news events on tape
while they're still news . . . cover fires
while they're still hot, follow stories
and celebrities into moving taxis, elevators, helicopters, blimps.
Tape takes down everything, reproduces itwith lifelike fidelity . . . voices,
background noises, music. The tape
can be edited and spliced, padded or
cut. It can be erased and re-used, or
played thousands of times with no
noticeable loss of quality.
Want

more

information

about the

shortcuts, new twists, savings you can
make with sound recording tape?
Write to Dept. BT-21, Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn.,
and we'll have a sound engineer give
you the whole story.

'TAPE IS FLEXIBLE— words, sentences can be
dropped with the flick of a splicer," says Varner
3aulsen, WIP Production Manager. "That's a
great asset to me in cutting down production
problems. And in addition, tape reproduces
rhe sound QUALITY that enters the microphone."

WIP SPORTS DIRECTOR, Stoney McLinn,
got more than 80 exlcusive interviews with
big-league ball players and officials on a
single swing through spring-training camps,
credits tape recording with making the feat possible. Immediate playback proved invaluable.

IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand
of sound recording tape on the market. Insist
on the "SCOTCH" brand, for matchless fidelity,
clarity of reproduction, freedom from mechanical andnetworks
physical distortion.
It's usedcompanies.
by all the
major
and recording

Made in U. S. A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tapes,
"Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety-Walk" Non-Slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives.
5ROADCASTING
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WITH

You

get

a

lot

*MORE LISTENERS-PER-DOLLAR THAN

SEE YOUR HEADLEY-REED MAN
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for

a

little

ANY OTHER TV OR RADIO STATION

TODAY

FOR THE WHOLE

Ei=|:Sl

IN BALTIMORE

W-l-T-H STORY
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Field
[SEARCH
By J. FRANK

BEATTY

DIO research, whipping boy of
competitive media field, is
rting to fight back.
!?he whole research structure is
ering a period of wide-open
ilysis in which the merits of
erent measurement systems will
exposed to field testing and
•fessional scrutiny.
kt stake are millions of radio
1 TV dollars as the three parties
st concerned — advertisers, their
mcies and the broadcast media —
n in a sincere effort to learn the
ts about audience research,
^lso involved is the share of advising dollars that competing
dia will obtain.
A. series of developments in the
■earch field includes:
i0 Completion of a preliminary
alysis of radio research by the
ecial Committee on Audience
^asurement, headed by Dr. Ken;h H. Baker, NAB research
•ector.
6 Demand by two top timeyers that radio show who is lisling and to what.
t*> Charge that radio and TV
search need housecleaning.
9 Growing confusion over dif:ences in research data of differt firms measuring the same proams.
£ Disclosure that radio is vastsuperior to newspapers as a
:dium for retailers, as based on
separate point-of-sale studies.
# Announcement
by WWDC
ashington of point-of-sale rearch showing radio's powerful
ipact (see story this page).
For the first time in radio's
ree-decade history a joint effort
about to be made by agencies,
Ivertisers and radio itself to clear
) the whole audience research
ructure; to reconcile the merits
I different measuring systems, and
satisfy the demand for a connuing picture of what listeners
fed viewers are doing.
This joint action gets its first
iblic airing later this week in
ie form of a detailed analysis of
ie radio research problem by the
pecial Committee
on Audience
easurement. Dr. Baker is chairan of the committee, which was
>rmed last summer at the suggeson of Stanley Breyer, commeral manager of KJBS San Fran|sco.
In an advertisement published
ROADCASTING

N

Testing

Demanded

SHOWDOWN
in the July 3, 1950, Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Mr. Breyer threw
the whole radio research subject
into the open by proposing a special analysis of different program
ratings and apparent inconsistencies in their findings.
The report, likely to be couched
in the drab, scientific jargon of the

professional analyst, is expected to
dissect radio research and show
the way each method works, what
it purports to portray and how
such material should be used.
Preliminary answers to these
questions would be welcomed by
broadcasters and telecasters in
meeting powerful and persistent

attacks by competing media — attacks that have left their mark in
the form of countless millions of
dollars of lost radio-TV business.
Besides explaining legitimate
differences in survey results covering identical situations, the report
is expected to show what comparisons have been made of existing
survey services and what additional experiments should be conducted.
It will not be a "this is right,
that is wrong" type of report, howsions. ever, judging by committee discusA principal feature, judging by
present indications,
will betakea recommendation that NAB
the
responsibility for initiating a series
of field tests in perhaps a halfdozen cities. Committee members
are said to feel NAB should provide the initial push, but not carry
out the long-range project.
The committee's report will represent months of study and meetings by a number of top research

SCROLL in appreciation of 24 years of service to advertising was presented
to Linnea Nelson, chief timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co., by Washington Ad Club at Feb. 20 radio-TV seminar. Taking part in ceremony (I to r):
Walter Compton, WTTG (TV) Washington, seminar co-chairman; William F.
Sigmund, Henry J. Kaufman Assoc., club president; Miss Nelson; Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington, also seminar co-chairman.

Even so, signs are apparent that
people.
not all firms conducting professional research will approve all phases
of the report. Since research doctors disagree frequently and violently, committee members are
steeled for all types of comment
(Continued on page 66)

c Tests
in D
fs Washington
s Pqpe"The
Rand midwestTop
tests showed
southwest
markets,
RADIO
advertising
POWE
O'S outpulled
RADI
Joseph B. Ward, ARBI managing
that radio brought into Sears Roenewspapers, producing more cusbuck and other test stores many
tomers who spent a great deal more
director, told Broadcasting •
Telecasting (see story this page).
people who had never been in the
money in two large Sears Roebuck
stores before, making a much betBen Strouse, vice president and
& Co. department stores in Washter showing than newspapers in
ington, according to a series of general manager of WWDC, said,
tests conducted by Advertising Re- "Radio gets less than a nickel of this respect. We added a new quessearch Bureau Inc., Seattle, for the retail advertising dollar and
tion in the Washington studies, designed to show if customers had
WWDC Washington.
has to fight for that. Now we can
Scientific studies conducted in
shopped in the store before. Two
prove we're entitled to a greater
transit tests have been completed
share of store advertising budgets.
Kent's Jewelers and Bates Jeweland they show the importance of
ers, Washington, bore out the basic
"We think the end result will be transit
radio for the first time.
conclusion that radio is an effective medium for retailers and that greater use of radio in the Wash"A higher percentage of radio
traffic will buy, and they will buy
it produces more results than newsingtonCites
area." Radio Pull
papers per dollar spent.
more than newspaper customers."
ARBI began its experimental
Mr. Ward said the Washington
A study of transit radio's appeal
showed it on a par with newspatests marked "the first move into work in 1949, Mr. Ward said. First
actual field tests were started in
pers in traffic brought into Julius
highly competitive East" by
Lansburgh Furniture Co. and only the
ARBI with its point-of-sale tech- January of last year in Bellingslightly below newspapers in
ham, Wash., and other northwest
nique. "Washington has four newsamount of money spent.
papers, four television stations and
citiesing,[Broadcasting
June 26, 1950]. • Telecastmore than a dozen AM stations
The Washington tests confirm
Mr. Ward said the results show,
along with about that many FM
findings produced in 50 research
projects conducted in Pacific Coast, outlets.
(Continued on page 80)• Telecasting
February 26, 1951
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Washington
VOD

Fetes

CLIMAX

Young Winners
WEEK-LONG activities in honor of four young Americans who won
the nationwide Voice of Democracy Contest, held last fall as part of
National Radio & Television Week, were climaxed by presentation of
awards at a Feb. 22 luncheon held at the Statler Hotel, Washington.
Frank Pace Jr., Secretary of the *
Army, presented $500 scholarship
TV consoles were unveiled by W. B.
checks to each of the contestants
McGill, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., a committee member for
on behalf of the NAB, Radio-TeleRTMA.
vision Mfrs. Assn. and U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce. ChairAlso receiving console gifts were
man of the luncheon was Dr. Earl
Secretary Pace and Justice Tom
J. McGrath, U. S. Commissioner
C. Clark, of the Supreme Court,
of Education. The U. S. Office of honorary chairman of the committee. The consoles were provided by
Education co-sponsors the contest
with the three private groups.
Philco Corp., General Electric Co.,
Each of the winners received
Hallicrafters Co., Stromberg-Carlson Co. and Westinghouse Electric.
radio-television consoles presented
by RTMA member companies, who
Winners presented excerpts from
also joined with dealers and dis- their winning broadcast scripts at
tributors in awarding hundreds of the awards luncheon. They were
local and regional prizes. Richard
introduced by Mr. Richards.
W. Kemler, president of the USJCC,
The week's events [Broadcasting
presented inscribed Bulova wrist
• Telecasting, Feb. 19] included
watches to each of the winners.
a visit with President Truman at
High government, Congressional,
the White House, audiences by Sudiplomatic and broadcast officials
preme Court justices, reading of
took part in the Thursday cerewinning scripts into the Congressional Record, visits with Cabinet
mony. Speakers included NAB
President Justin Miller, James D. and other high government officers.
Secrest, RTMA, and Robert K. The winners were chaperoned by
Richards, NAB public affairs di- C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretaryrector and chairman of the Voice
treasurer, and Mrs. Arney. Over
the previous weekend they had
of Democracy Committee. Radio-

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"He can't figure out an answer to the BAB brochure on the Pittsburgh
newspaper strike."

PRESIDENT TRUMAN greeted four Voice of Democracy contest wi
ners Tuesday during week-long Washington ceremonies. With t
President (I to r) : Ricardo Romulo, Washington; Robert A. Burnett, £
Louis; Marcia Anne Harmon, San Bernardino, Calif.; Norita Nebrough, Batoyi Rouge, La.
been guests of Colonial Williamsburg, Va.
Numerous broadcasts and telecasts marked the week, as well as
transmission of the spoken scripts
by Voice of America to the entire
world.
Preliminary estimates indicated
that the total number of entries in
the contest would approach the 2,000,000-mark. The four winners
were selected after local and regional eliminations. State and national judj'ings
scriptionswere
identified done
only byby trankey
numbers.
Contest Finalists
The winners were Robert A. Burnett, 17, St. Mary's High School,
St. Louis; Marcia Anne Harmon,
16, St. Bernardine's High School,
San Bernardino, Calif. ; Norita
Newbrough, 16, Baton Rouge High
School, Baton Rouge, La. ; Ricardo
Romulo, 17, St. John's College High
School, Washington.
Gen. Carlos P. Romulo, famed
diplomat, sat at the head table and
heard his son, Ricardo, speak with
the skill and ease characteristic of
an experienced orator. Mr. Richards explained that young Romulo
had complained his father "got all
theIncredit
but hecontest
did all the
the winners
work."
the annual
wrote and delivered five-minute

Clear Young Voices
. . and the Future .
.
.
THERE IS so much florid oratory on the
eny promotional effort could reach. The fact
that it enrolled 2,000,000 high school students
misused subject of "democracy" to be heard
in a healthy purpose is in itself commendable.
these days that a thoughtful person must
occasionally conclude that deafness can be
That they were engaged in the not-easy asan asset.
signment of articulating what democracy
meant to them seems to us about as sensible
Last week, however, this publication was
grateful that its hearing is good. Four wina method of encouraging good citizenship as
ners of the annual Voice of Democracy contest
anybody has yet invented.
spent the week in Washington. If what they
It is also the very best kind of insurance
had to say was representative of the 2,000,000
policy that broadcasters, who through the
ethers like them who competed in the contest
NAB provide one-third of the stimulus for
this year, this nation's great history is only
the contest, could buy. Some of the 2,000,000
beginning-.
youngsters who this year spoke out for freeThe Voice of Democracy contest has attained about the most admirable level that
dom will some other year be in a position
Page 20
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broadcast scripts on the subje<
"I Speak for Democracy." The co
test is in its fourth year.
National judges who selected tl
winners were Erwin D. Canhai
editor, Christian Science Monito
Rabbi Norman Gerstenfeld, mini
ter, Washington Hebrew Congreg
tion; Frieda Hennock, Commissio
er, FCC; H. V. Kaltenborn, NE
news analyst; Corma A. Mowre
president, National Educatic
Assn.; Secretary Pace; W. L. Spe
cer, president, National Assn. •
Secondary School Principals; Lot
ell Thomas, CBS news analyst.
Realtors' Radio Plans
NATIONAL Assn. of Real Esta!
Boards is thinking of taking to tl
airwaves to dramatize home ow
ership as an integral part
American living. Herbert U. Ne
son, executive vice president
NAREB, has revealed that the ai
sociation
at regional
is seeking
approvalboards'
and leve
fun
raising for a 15-minute week1
radio program. It is estimated 1
the national board that some $60(
000 would have to be raist
through voluntary pledges fro
realtors before the radio campaig
can get started. Benton & Bowie
New York, is the agency.

AN

EDIT0RIA

to defend it or let it expire.
Their defense of it could mean the different
between the kind of society we have todt
and the hopeless other kinds that are futu
alternatives — more specifically, the different
between the relatively unshackled radio ar
television system of today and one indenture
to an authoritarian government.
This publication hopes that the Voice %
Democracy contests will go on indefinitel
At least once a year the clear, young voicesspeaking serious young minds — should 1
heard above the flamboyance of the profe
sional and self-serving orators.
BROADCASTING
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TIME

OCTER & GAMBLE, with 12
operas, two news programs
Id six other type programs, spent
5,551,752 from January-Decem• 1950 to lead all other network
vertisers in gross time purchases
ring that period, according to
blishers Information Bureau fig?s. P&G also took top place
ring December 1950, with expenures of $1,504,258 for network
llffvertising.
total of $7,892,701 for nine
•ilograms was expended by Miles
■Lbs, which placed second for 1950
■ rchases, while the December fig™e of $547,184 placed Miles in
;Tenth among the monthly lead?. General Mills ranked third
.-. ring January-December 1950 by
ying $7,820,752 worth of network
ne but the food company was
:th in December with $576,503.
iurth and fifth in gross 1950 time
. les were General Foods' expendires of $7,596,216 and Sterling
ug's of $7,591,040. During De. mber,
General Foods ranked
ird and Sterling Drug, second,
.' th $779,721 in total purchases.
. 'neral Foods spent $704,069 dur-; * the month.
Analysis of the expenditures by
;-oduct groups showed that 10 had
srci idenced an increase and 18 a deBase during January-December
-50, while in December 1950, 13
issifications increased and 13 de- eased their purchases. The food
oducers bought the greatest
iount of time in both December
50 and January-December 1950,
. P RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY
I PRODUCT GROUP IN DEC. 1950
- culture & Farming —
Mlis Chalmers Mfg. Co
$ 41,858
V- parel. Footwear & Acces. —
Frank H. Lee Co
47,336
tomotive. Automotive Equip. & Acces. —
l| electric Auto-Lite
76,392
p er, Wine & Liquor —
Pabst Sales Corp.
134,889
X"'lg.
Mat., Equip.Corp
& Fixtures
;. Johns-Manville
102,072
nfectionery & Soft
Drinks —
Wm.
H.
Wrigley
Jr.
Co
160,386
ugs & Remedies —
Miles Labs
547,184
: od
tertainment
Amusements
—
& Food &Products
—
General Foods
672,739
- isoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels —
m irticulrure
Standard —
Oil of Indiana
126,650
usehold Equip. & Supplies —
_-Phileo Corp
128,849
lusehold Furnishings —
Armstrong Cork
44,735
—
rial
Matet
alS
stri
Indu
es el
063
137,
S.
U.
1 surance —
Prudential Life Insurance Co
113,115
welry. Optical Goods & Cameras —
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. ... 201,205
r Tree Equip., Writing Supplies &
— Hall Bros
71,052
1. Stationery
litical —
j blishing & Media —
. Christian Science Monitor
9,428
rdios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
; Instruments & Access. — RCA
190,366
J -tail & Direct Mail —
■ Save-By-Mail
Inc
8,204
i .icing Materials —
Liggett & Myers
512,061
• -ops, Polishes & Cleansers —
j Procter & Gamble
1,058,387
" sorting Goods
Toys —
^-•iletries
& Toilet& Goods
—
Gillette Safety Razor Corp
486,574
asportation. Travel & Resorts —
'-.-. iscellaneous
Assn. of American
Railroads
67,660
—
American Federation of Labor .... 112,464
BROADCASTING
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PURCHASES

P&G

Tops

Again— PIB

TOP TEN
GROSS AM NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Product Grouo
Dec. 1950 Jan.-Dec. 1950 Dec. 1949 Jan -Dec. 1949
Agriculture & Fcirmina
$73,401 $972,781 5109,435 $1,160,172
Apparel, Footwear & Acces.
146,090 1,503,237 117,639 1,292,367
Automotive, Automotive Acces. & Equip. 398,889 5,009,076 447,423 6,718,766
Aviation, Aviation Equip. & Acces.
Beer,
WineMaterial,
& Li-uor
Building
Eouio. & Fixtures 296,491
112,991 2,774,866
1,322,279 201,496
103,290 1,344,746
1,281,775
Confectionarv & Soft Drinks
409,216 6,147,725 398,625 6,253,333
Consumer Services
164,733 1,896,271 143,795 1,938,031
Drugs * Remedies
2,004,412 24,433,274 1,925,326 21,054,786
Entertainment & Amusements
5,619 3,906 9,246
Food & Food Product
3,831,238 44,861,425 4,342,130 45,312,432
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels 563,339 5,508,767 462,639 5,641,227
Horticulture
105,696
97,642
Household Equio. & Suoolies 215,669 3,085,948 322,714 6,118,005
Household Furnishings
132,804 600,557 47,224 903,648
Industrial Materials
202,091 2,14b,246 172,590 2,174,673
Insurance
250,994 2,852,728 290,506 3,737,682
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras 201,205 1,167,309 312,620 2,789,721
Office Equip., Writing Supplies
& Stationery
71,052 1,282,246 150,723 1,413,696
Political
281,513
. 56,574
Publishing * Med:a
17,246 663,147 57,338 911,814
Radio, TV Sets, Phonographs Musical
Inst.,Store;
° Acces.
224,713
Retail
8,204 1,232,294
46,136 17,712
2,160 749,257
40,632
Smoking
Materia's
1,796,967
22,488,587
2,215,044
23,667,403
Soaps, Polishes & Cleaners 1,831,430 20,700,173 1,615,367 19,334,813
Sporting Goods & Tovs
29,614 38,880 106,623
Toiletries £ Toilet floods
2,272,835 25,783,015 2,474,682 29,370,134
Transportation, Travel & Resorts 67,660 870,332 67,668 1,075,169
Miscellaneous
539,461 5,293,156 368,132 3,245,962
TOTALS
$15,833,131
$183,519,037 $16,408,884 $187,800,329
with purchases mounting to $3,831,238 and $45,312,432 respectively.
Within this group General Foods
ranked first in December
with
$672,739. Second place was taken
by the Toiletries & Toilet Goods
manufacturers who spent $2,272,-

HILL

DISCS

By DAVE BERLYN
FREE use of the airways to tout
the good name and political fortune
of a Senator or Congressmen is
legal but hard on the pocketbook of
the broadcaster, who is assessed as
station owner and as taxpayer.
This is a general view of certain
broadcasters who have been approached by their Senator or Congressman to give him free time in
the interest of public service — an
approach which, they feel, is putting a strain on interpretation.
Some of the disc offers, these
critics admit readily, do serve the
public interest and provide an avenue for official information to be
passed to the voter at home. But,
they add, the line between "public
interest"
and "propaganda" wears
thin at times.
Two events, independent of each
other, pose interesting sidelights
to the general nature of the broadcaster's public interest - politico
problem. They are:
© A sampling of Capitol Hill
legislators by Broadcasting •
Telecasting which shows 25% of
Senators and a like percentage of
Representatives turning out recordings for radio station use.
© A widely circulated report
last week that Sen. George W.
Malone (R-Nev.) allegedly has
been using his Senate telegraph
privilege to wire news releases to
radio stations and newspapers
throughout the country at the government's expense.
asting

835 during December and $29,370,134 for the year. Gillette Safety
Razor Corp. invested $486,574 for
network advertising to lead the
group in December.
The Drugs &
Remedies category purchased $2,004,412 worth of time to advertise
their products in December and

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOP TEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Senate Rules Cited
charged."
It was indicated by the newspaper that the Senate Rules Committee would be asked to look into
the matter. Senate rules provide
no fixed ceiling on the number of
telegrams that can be charged to
the Senate but stipulate that only
telegrams "on official Government
business" can be so charged.
The committee's regulations say
"personal telegrams, the subject
matter of which relates to the
private business of the sender, cannot be sent by Senators and charged
as official Government business telLast January, Broadcasting •
Telecasting has learned, Sen.
egrams."
Estes Kefauver's office sent telegrams to stations in Tennessee offering a series of weekly radio
broadcasts, From Your Senator's
Office, "in
whichto Sen.
fauver
reports
the Estes
people Keof

NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR
DEC. 1950
Procter & Gamble
$1,504,258
Sterling Drug Co
779,721
General Foods
704,069
Lever Bros
681,608
American Home Products ... 583,599
General Mills
576,503
Miles Labs
547,184
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co... 512,061
Gi'lette Safety Razor Co
486,574
Campbell Soup Co
464,308

$21,054,786 during January-December 1950 to place third. Miles Labs
topped the
with Decemberdrug-makers
expenditures of $547,184.
Advertising on all four networks
during 1950 totaled $183,519,037, a
decrease of only 2.2% under the
1949 gross time sales total of $187,800,329. The $15,833,131 spent by
advertisers for network time in
December 1950 was only 3.5% less
than the December 1949 gross of
$16,408,884.

Politics
The Senate disclosure reportedly
showed news handouts, ranging up
to 500 words on at least three of
Sen. Malone's Lincoln Day speeches
broadcast early this month, and
each charged to the government.
The report, as published in the
Washington Post last Wednesday,
also claimed that last month a 300word "news release" on a bill
favored by the Nevadan was wired
"unsolicited to about 110 newspapers and broadcasting stations
at an estimated cost of nearly $900.
This also was Government-

NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR
JAN.-DEC. 1950
Procter & Gamble
515,551,752
Miles Labs
7,892,701
General Mills
7,820,752
General Foods
7,596,216
Sterling Drug Co
7,591,040
Lever Bros
6,826,149
Campbell Soup Co
5,733,819
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 5,217,562
American Home Products .... 5,150,884
Philip Morris
4,629,105

or Public

Service?

Tennessee on the happenings in
Congress each week. These 15minute programs are to be carried
as a public service."
The telegrams continued: "Discs
cost $3.50 each week plus transportation. Tapes are $4.80 each
(you would probably need three)
and service charges of $1.50 plus
transportation is made each week
for re-use of tapes. First program
is to be transcribed tomorrow, Jan.
5. Please advise us official business
collect [italics ours] whether or
not you can schedule these proOne irate broadcaster wired the
Senator's office, "We are not interested incarrying Sen. Kefauver's
propaganda and believe he should
devote
grams."his time to the critical situation we are now in."
Sen. Kefauver is chairman of
the celebrated Senate Crime Investigating Committee that has
been making headlines and getting
top play in newscasts and special
radio news features throughout the
country (see story page 56).
The Kefauver discs are prepared
by the Joint Senate-House Recording Facility, which is responsible
to the House and to the Senate,
tures.
for an accounting of its expendiAt the time that the Kefauver
office solicited stations in Tennessee, it was said that plans were to
line up about 30 stations in the
(Continued on page 3U)
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Runoff Contest
Board
NAB

Changes

Announced

ELECTIONS

EIGHT changes have been made in
the NAB board of directors as a
result of the elections for odd-numbered districts and at-large positions. Results of the balloting- were
announced last week by C. E.
Arney Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer.
Four present board members
were re-elected. In a number of
cases, incumbent directors were
not eligible for re-election because
of an NAB by-laws clause that limits service to two consecutive terms.
One tie developed in the balloting. John Esau, KTUL Tulsa, incumbent director-at-large for medium stations, had the same number of votes as Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
Denver, who retired last year as
District 14 director under the twoterm rule.
Runoff election will be completed
as soon as possible in the case of
the Esau-Terry contest.
Another board post remains in
doubt — election of a successor in
District 8 (Ind., Mich.) to George
J. Higgins, WISH Indianapolis,
who resigned from the board last
month when he moved to KMBC
Kansas City. Ballots are to go out
this week for nominations. After
that the final election will be held.
It will be completed by early April.
Re-elected to the board were
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, who
had no opposition in District 15;
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, director-at-large for large
stations; Edgar Kobak, director-atlarge for small stations; Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,
director-at-large for FM stations.
Messrs. DeWitt, Kobak and Strouse
are completing their first one-year
terms under revised NAB by-laws.
New directors elected to the
board were:
District 1 (New England) —
Craig Lawrence, WCOP Boston,
succeeding Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford.
District 3 (Pa., Del., W. Va., Md.
in part) — Leonard Kapner, WCAE
Pittsburgh, succeeding George D.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa.,
ineligible.
District 5 (Ala., Fla., Ga., P. R.,
V. I.)— Thad Holt, WAPI Birmingham, unopposed, succeeding Allen
M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
who declined nomination.
District 7 (Ky., Ohio)— Robert
T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio,
succeeding Gilmore N. Nunn,
WLAP Lexington, Ky., ineligible.
District 9 (111., Wis.)— Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111., succeeding Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, 111., ineligible.
District 11 (Minn., N. D., S. D.
in part)— H. W. Linder, KWLM
Willmar, Minn., unopposed, succeeding John F. Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn., ineligible.
District 13 (Tex.) — Kenyon
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, sucPage 22 • February 26, 1951

ceeding Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas, ineligible.
District 15 (Calif., Nev. in part;
T. H.) — Mr. Shaw re-elected.
District 17 (Alaska, Ore., Wash.)
— H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland,
Ore., elected last August at district meeting to succeed Harry R.
Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.,
ineligible.
Even-numbered
districts hold

their elections in even-numbered
Serving the second year of twoyears.
year terms on the board as directors-at-large, starting at the NAB
convention in April, are James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, for large
stations; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga., for medium stations;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis,
for small stations;
Frank U.

Re-elected to the NAB Board . .

Mr. Kobak
NEWLY
Kenyon Brown
KENYON BROWN is a new director with benefit of past board
service. He first
joined the board
in 1949 as director-at-large for
medium stations
but returns after
a year's absence
to represent
trict 13. HeDis-is
president
KWFT
Wichitaof
Falls, Tex., and
previously was at
KOMA Oklahoma City, serving
NAB in various roles with both
stations. Born in 1913 in Kansas
City, he taught for a while at First
National Radio & Television School
and still holds a first class ticket.
Radio career includes engineer-announcer at former KXBY Kansas
City; announcer at KCKN Kansas
City; announcer and sportscaster
at Iowa Broadcasting Co. stations;
active in sales at KVOO Tulsa,
and then general manager at
KOMA.
Mr. Brown

H Quenton Cox
H QUENTON COX, general
of KGW Portland, Ore., brings to
the NAB board
extensive radio
and advertising
experience. He
was elected to the
board at a District 17 meeting
last August, beingberthenot only
mem-at
elected
the recent ballotMr. Cox
ing. Mr. Cox was
born in 1906 at
Murdoch, Neb. After studying
pre-med at Willamette U., in Ore-

Mr. Strouse
ELECTED

NAB

Mr. DeWitt
BOARD

gon, he went to the Portland Oregonian as a classified salesman,
later moving to Sherman Clay &
Co. in 1927 as bookkeeper and then
to Meier & Frank Co., Portland's
largest department store, as assistant advertising manager. After
seven years at the store, he joined
KGW in merchandising and promotion, advancing to program director, assistant general manager
and in 1946 to general manager.
He is a member of the NAB AM
Committee. During the war he
held top advisory posts in Treasury bond drives.
Thad Holt
THAD HOLT, who had no opposition in the District 5 election, is
urer of Voice
president
- treas-of
\ I a ha ma I n c,
*m*JB

B ir m in g h a m
(WAPI-AM-FMTV).
Born in
1 89 8, he was
graduated in
1920 with AB degreeCollege.
from Colorado
He
spent a score of
Mr. Holt
years
in advertising and sales work
before
getting
into radio. He has held many important public positions, including
assistant national administrator of
the WPA in Washington. Other
activities — vice president and halfowner of Famous Features Syndicate; consultant with Swann
Chemical Co. ; chairman of the
board, Birmingham branch, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta.
This is his first NAB board servtees. ice but he has served on commit-

Mr. Esau

Mr. Terry

Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlingto
Va., for FM stations.
The TV-at-large directorat
were eliminated under recent b
laws revision. Robert D. Sweze
WDSU-TV New Orleans, and E:
gene S. Thomas, WOR-TV Ne
York, no longer are NAB boa
members, but have been elected
the separate TV board (see 1
board story page 55).
Voting picked up toward the fin
days of the elections, resulting
a cumulative 72% return from t
membership for the 13 vacanci
on the 26-member board.
MEMBERS
dio 20 years ago at WCAE Pit
burgh and h
been there e\
since, holding t
position of pre
Born
N e
York since
inin1903,
dent
19."
went to eveni
school at U.
Pennsylvania a
later attended t
Pitt b u s i n e |
Mr. Kapner
school. Duri
the '20s he sold space in Pittsbur
publications, joining WCAE in 19
as salesman and continuity writ'
manager,
a fewhe months
later sa~
gt
In four years
had become
eral manager and soon preside:
He represented WCAE on the M\
board until it joined ABC. Sir
1942 he has been a director of Bl\
In 1944 he added the job of Heai
Radio Inc. general manager, resig
ing in 1946 to confine his activit
to WCAE. He is active in Pit:
burgh civic and radio affairs a
served on many radio committe
Craig Lawrence
CRAIG
LAWRENCE, executi
vice president and general manag
of WCOP Bost<
will soon reach t
20-year mark
broadcasting
of
it spent —wf
the Cowles groi
He became intt
ested in advert
ing while stuc
Iowa
State
ing journalism
and
turned
the
Mr. Lawrence
terest into a <
reer in 1926 by joining Pauli C
Des Moines, known at that tii
as Continental Adv. Service.
(Continued on page SU)

Leonard Kapner
LEONARD KAPNER entered raBROADCASTING
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See" gt Ad Club Meet
DOOM
I/O RADIO
AJJIO and television will move
formula. Good stations develop
cussions, independent and network
station participants engaged in a
rward side by side, offering high strong trade relations and other
due per advertising dollar, in qualities that do not show up in lively duel on relative merits of
I Me opinion of two agency officials ratings, he said. Commercials
the two. Ben Strouse, co-chairman
of the seminar and manager of
should be related to product and
A #|ho took part in the annual RadioWWDC Washington, wrapped up
audience, he reminded.
1'V Seminar of the Washington
' d Club, held Tuesday at the StatMiss Nelson said she had "no
running debate this way, "All
fears whatsoever for the future of the
r Hotel, Washington.
spot radio is local except chain
Linnea J. Nelson, who retires broadcasting — either radio or tele- breaks. You buy a good station,
:;xt month as chief timebuyer of
vision." She argued, though, that
not a network or independent."
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
Frequent reference was made to
"a great deal can be done to imthe fact that WWDC, heretofore
id George Castleman, vice presiprove radio's overall programming
an
independent, will join MBS in
■nt and radio director of Bermingto make it less vulnerable," referMarch.
ring to long and aggressive comira, Castleman & Pierce, criticized loose remarks and printed mercials.
Among those arguing on behalf
of independents were R. C. (Jake)
■mments that assign radio to an
Phases Neglected
jirly doom.
Miss Nelson deplored the fact Embrey, WITH Baltimore; Billy
Banks, WINX Washington and
5i Miss Nelson, described as Miss that the quality and public-service
WHAT Philadelphia; Frank U.
-limebuyer, was presented a scroll value of the program is completely
Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va.;
tribute to her 24 years in timeoverlooked by those who fight radio
trying (see photo page 19).
Howard Stanley, WEAM Arlingcommercialism.
ton; M. Robert Rogers, WGMS
ij: The day-long ad club seminar
Frank E. Pellegrin, Transit RaWashington; Joe Brechner, WGAY
(•ought together a group of adverdio
sales
vice
president,
recalled
Silver Spring, Md.
ser, agency and media leaders
prediction at the NAB Atlantic
ho wound up by debating the aCity
Mr. Embrey said his station, folconvention
in
1947
by
Charles
;lative merits
of media and
lowing a sports-news-music formR. Denny, then FCC chairman, that
nally dissecting the whole radio- AM radio would be dead in three
ula, had strict rules limiting numV research structure (see re- years. He reviewed the progress
ber of commercial words per time
?arch story page 19).
of transit radio and said 90% of segment. Under no circumstances
Mr. Castleman took the premise
are these rules relaxed, he said,
its tests had been successful.
and added that an independent outAmong success stories he cited
""pat radio and TV are companion.
let needs better announcers than
Pittfhe "death struggle" concept is were Whitehall Pharmacal and
other stations.
itirely wrong, he contended. Ac- Kent Jewelers.
lally, he explained, it can be demWilliam Shaw, CBS Radio Sales
The joint radio-TV problem was
istrated that both are good buys,
eastern sales manager, led a panel
discussed by Edward D. Madden,
: icluding daytime and late-evening
NAB vice president in charge of on the case for the network sta1S$I Revision.
tion, with George Hartford, WTOP
television operations and sales.
Vep He advised timebuyers to ac- Comparing media costs in Boston,
Washington, as chairman. Joining
uire a good knowledge of stations
the discussion were Ben Baylor,
said radio is the lowest-cost
nd found too much buying by he
purchase, followed by TV, Life and WMAL Washington; Mahlon Glascock, WRC Washington, and Mr.
This Week and then local papers.
Strouse.
ue
SPOT KIT
"Obviously the TV costs per 1,000
Walter Compton, WTTG (TV)
will decline, widening the gap behow NRDGA Winners' Plans
tween TV and the printed media,
Washington, co-chairman of the
AB last week began distributing
seminar with Mr. Strouse, led the
and radio costs will rise," he said.
TV panel at which Mr. Madden
40-page "Spot Saturation Sales
"I am convinced that today and
was speaker. On the panel were
lit" outlining plans, copy tech- for some time to come in the future,
: iques and results of radio camno other way for the ad- Kenneth Berkeley, WMAL - TV;
aigns of four department stores there is vertiser
to achieve, over a period
John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV, and
- .hich won awards in the spot of time, the maximum of 100%
William R. McAndrew, WNBW
■Saturation division of the 1950
(TV), all Washington.
family coverage except by the com- etail radio contest sponsored by
The radio-TV timebuying panel,
panion use of radio and TV. And
with
Mr. Castleman as speaker,
; he National Retail Dry Goods
at the lower cost."
s.~sn. and tho BAB.
Duinng many of the panel dis- was led by Mr. Baylor. Panel mem; The stores are Joske's of Texas,
>an Antonio, which won the grand
irize with a six-day campaign for
oske Days Sale; George Wyman
mi Co., South Bend, first prize with
May
xie 0-day campaign for its 90th AnRATE
ISSUE
liversary sale; Pomeroy's Inc.,
'ottsville, Pa., second prize with a ASSN. of National Advertisers,
Last summer's campaign, based
:- daily, year-around campaign for whose campaign against radio
on
a reportCommittee,
prepared by
Radio-TV
heldANA's
rate
■ . ?irst Floor Flurries; and Wolf & rates last summer stirred up wide;: )essauer, Fort Wayne, third prize
spread opposition and was finally cuts ranging as high as 50 and 55%
for some individual stations in TV
vith eight-day
campaigns for abandoned, may revive the issue
hree events.
next month, when it holds its 42d
markets might be "reasonable,"
_U The kit, distributed to BAB
spring meeting March 28-30 at the based on mathematical calculations
-n embers and available at BAB
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
•ji leadquarters in New York at $1
A new radio rate study within
July 31, 25, 1950].
• ler copy, reports on four features
the ANA organization, now in
The networks at that time rejected an ANA invitation to a
is expected to be comftjjd' the prize-winning campaigns : progress,
pleted in time for the Hot Springs
meeting, and the campaign subse1 ) "How the winning four get
sessions.
I nore from radio spot saturation
quently appeared to have been suspended. It was passed over lightly
I campaigns"; (2) "How we sell
New Factors Considered
at the ANA convention in Septemi vith radio," by Advertising ManThe new survey, covering radio
ber, reportedly with a decision that
ner Paul C. Robinson of Wyman's;
the studies should continue but that
3) "How Wyman's radio copy is rates in TV markets, also is undereach advertiser should handle his
stood to take account of changes
j . oduced," by Retail Sales Manfit. rate negotiations, as he saw
ner Mitchell Morris of WSBT
in radio tune-in resulting from the own
Korean
war
and
the
national
emerSouth Bend, and (4) "Radio sales
The ANA Radio-TV Committee
gency [Closed Circuit, Jan. 1].
■ ent advertising techniques."
5ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

S HEADS
CRITE
General
Mills Radio-TV
LOWRY H. CRITES has been
named director of radio and television programming for General
Mills, Minneapolis, S. C. Gale, vice
president in
charge tising,
of adverannounced
last week. Mr.
Crites continues
a s advertising
comptroller and
media director.
Mr. Henry
Crites Cox,
has
hired
former program
Mr. Crites
manager at ABC
New York, as his
assistant, with the title of manager of radio and television programming [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19]. Mr. Crites has
been associated with General Mills
since 1929, when he joined the
statistical department in Wichita
Falls, Tex. He was transferred to
Minneapolis headquarters in 1940
as advertising comptroller, and in
1942 was given additional responsibility as media director. His
former supervision of the advertising production and premium department, coupon service and advertising warehouse is now handled
by George S. Barnes. Mr. Barnes
is also advertising manager of general flour and feeds, farm service
and special commodities activities.
Among other changes announced
by Mr. Gale is the appointment of
A. Wells Wilbor, former market
analyst director, as coordinator of
Betty Crocker activities for the
firm. Gordon A. Hughes, former
manager of market analysis, takes
Mr. Wilbor's former position.
bers were Harwood Martin, Harwood Martin Adv. Agency; Jeff
Abel, Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.;
Alvin Miller, Cohen & Miller;
Henry
Agency. Kronstadt, Kronstadt Adv.
An FM panel was led by Mr.
(Continued on page SU)

Be Revived

by ANA

is now headed by George Duram,
Lever Bros, media director.
Scheduling of the March meeting
at Hot Springs was announced by
ANA President Paul B. West last
week.
Accent on Defense
"Advertising in a defense economy" will provide the theme of the
sessions, according to Ben Donaldson, director of advertising and
sales promotion of Ford Motor Co.,
who was named program committee chairman. Mr. Donaldson said
present plans "call for a careful
review of advertising so that it can
continue to meet the many new
problems in our constantly shifting economy."26, 1951
February
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BAB
BOARD
SELECTION of a top-level group
of executives from all phases of
broadcasting to serve on the first
board of directors of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, the industry's
projected million-dollar sales agency, was announced Thursday by
BAB President William B. Ryan.
Networks, stations of all size
groups, transcription companies,
and the consulting field were represented among the 21 directors
named, and these are to be joined

EXCISE HIKES
House Group Sets Hearings
HEARINGS on proposed excise
tax hikes, including increases in
radio and television set levies, have
been set for March 7-15, the House
Ways & Means Committee announced last week [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 19, 12].
Among those applying to the
committee for permission to testify
on the administration's proposal
are: NAB; Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn.; Capitol Records, Hollywood;
WIOD Miami, Fla.; Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters; The League of
New York Theatres.
The administration's excise tax
request would boost the federal
assessment on the manufacturing
level for radio-TV receivers from
the present 10% to 25%.
As yet, no definite date has been
scheduled on the consideration of
radio-TV excises but March 7 and
13-15 are open dates. Testimony
on tobacco excises is being reserved
for March 8 and 9; alcohol and
beer for March 12.
NAB probably will be represented by Ralph W. Hardy, director of
government relations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19]. The
association has reported a volume
of correspondence from AM, FM
and TV broadcasters labeling the
contemplated legislation as "discriminatory," challenging it on the
grounds that it would threaten the
wide distribution of sets, deemed
essential for information and educational purposes.
RTMA probably will be represented by Robert C. Sprague, president of Sprague Electric Co. and
retiring president but continuing
board chairman of RTMA. Glen
McDaniel, newly-elected RTMA
president, also may testify.
The theatre league in its application said James F. Riley, executive director, would testify on "admissions paid to radio broadcasts
and television shows" but did not
amplify.
United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of America also is
expected to testify during the hearings in opposition to the proposed
radio-TV excises. This Wednesday
is being set aside by the committee
for testimony on income tax problems and the excess profits law.
Page 24
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NAMED
u^a^
William B. Quarton, WMT Ceshortly by two from the station
dar Rapids, la.; Charles C. Caley,
representative field, one from the
WMBD Peoria; Hugh B. Terry,
talent field, and probably two from
KLZ Denver; Kenyon Brown,
the manufacturing industry. With
President Ryan automatically a KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.; Allen
board member under BAB's by- M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
laws, the group as now envisioned
Ga.; Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomwill consist of 27 members.
son, Ga.; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.; Harry R.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans who was chairman of the Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.;
and William J. Beaton, KWKW
incorporating board which with
Pasadena, Calif.
Mr. Ryan selected the permanent
board, was named acting board
Industry-wide response to the
chairman. The first meeting is BAB project was praised by Mr.
scheduled Thursday, March 1, at Ryan, who compared the overall
the BAB headquarters, 270 Park
support which has been accorded
BAB with that achieved in the
Avenue, New York.
Board members thus far chosen,
ASCAP battle of 10 years ago.
He also noted that there were no
with the two from the station representative field expected to be refusals among any of those invited to serve on the BAB board.
selected before the March 1 meetThe invitations were extended
ing, are as follows in addition to
Messrs. Ryan and Swezey:
by BAB's incorporating board,
Other Members
composed of Chairman Swezey and
Messrs. Kobak, Quarton, Caley,
NBC Board Chairman Niles
and Woodall.
Trammell; CBS President Frank
Board officers will be elected,
Stanton; ABC President Robert E.
terms of office will be fixed, and
Kintner; MBS President Frank
other organizational details will
White; Paul Kesten, consultant
and former CBS executive vice be handled by the new board itself
president; Frederic W. Ziv of in its March 1 meeting.
In their first session the direcFrederic W. Ziv Co., transcription
tors also are slated to receive a
and program package firm; Theodore C. Streibert, WOR New York
tentative program and budget estimates being prepared by President
and chairman of the board of Mutual; George B. Storer, Fort In- Ryan, as well as chart broad policies and define fields of activity.
dustry Co.; John Patt, Richards
While
BAB's initial budget remains
stations;
Walter
"Evans,andWestingto be set, the ultimate goal is at
house Radio
Stations,
Martin
least $1 million.
Campbell, WFAA Dallas.

mmi
AFM-NETWORK
negotiations f
national-local, radio-television co
tracts entered the final stages
New York Wednesday, when i
tendance at meetings was narrow^
to network vice presidents, AF
President James C. Petrillo, b
assistant and representatives fro
New York and Los Angeles loca
Meetings shifted to a hotel roo
and continued through the Georj
Washington Birthday holiday, ;
agreement appeared to be in sigl
Deadline for retroactivity of ai
agreement reached to Feb. 1. E
piration date of the old contracl
was extended to last Saturdf
midnight, it was announced.
Discussions, it was understoo
had reached "the hard core," s
though none of the major issu
apparently had been resolved — su<
as a ban on recordings over tl
air between 8 a.m. and midnigi
and TV film terms. A negotiatioi
subcommittee was scheduled
meet Friday afternoon to discu
terms for copyists and arrangei
understood to be so complex th:
major negotiators would not de..
with them immediately.

Spot
FIFTH
radio
March
through
Green
will be

Campaign Planner
Army, Chicago, begins
spot recruiting campai^
1 in 13 midwestern stat
Schoenfeld, Huber
Ltd., Chicago. Campaij;
expanded to 500 stations.

to
Advocated by Senator Ben
STUD
/C
In pressing for action last Mo
AVO
COURSE
for f
a fresh inquiry
into Y"Marshall Plan of Ideas" enunciated last summer, Sen. Benton
day, Sen. Benton stressed that h
the Voice of America — exploring
called for action by the Senate
"Marshall Plan," which included
possible operational separation
Foreign Relations Committee or
from the State Dept. and touching
proposed $200 million worldwh
radio network, had the strong su
on the "maximum utilization" of subcommittee, in conjunction with
medium and short wave radio
two other Senators to be appointport of Brig. Gen. David SarnoJ
RCA board chairman, and othi
broadcast facilities — was charted
ed by Vice President Alben Barkon Capitol Hill last week by its ley. The group would explore:
"distinguished men."
most avid advocate.
"The first and most importai
(1) "Objectives, operations and
effectiveness of existing foreign in- argument for pulling out of oi
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
State Dept. the Voice and kindre
called on the Senate Foreign Relaprograms"
of the State
Dept. andformation
other
agencies;
(2)
tions Committee to conduct a "full
activities," Sen. Benton stated, "
and complete study and investiga"prompt development of tech- the seemingly greater chance 1
niques, methods and programs for bring into operation the best braii
tion" into a number of possibilities, among them:
greatly expanded and far more ef- and talent in the country." Wit
fective operations"; and (3) the a proposed staff of 13,000 for tl
# Creation of an "independent
scope of any reorganiinformation program — Secretai
agency" reporting directly to the extent and
of State Dean Acheson indicate
zation of Voice structure. ManPresident, or indirectly through the
power, facilities and funds also that figure is contained in the cu:
National Security Council, with
would be among the topics.
rent budget — the operating fore
perhaps full cabinet status.
No Action Set
"will be larger than the combine
Q Formation of a "whollyThe Senate committee had not full-time staffs of AP, NBC an
owned" government corporation,
scheduled action on the proposal,
MGM," Sen. Benton noted.
with a board of directors comprising outstanding representatives of which Sen. Benton introduced
While government "can neve
communications, publishing and
jointly for himself and Sen. Alexcompete" with private industry fc
other fields.
ander Wiley (R-Wis.). But a For- services of outstanding commun
eign Relations Public Affairs sub- cation executives, it could attra(
% Retention of Voice operacommittee, headed by Sen. Brien
tions within the State Dept. — but
them "if their work is given tii
McMahon (D-Conn.), already has
only with concomitant establishrecognition and status it deserves.
announced it will hould hearings
ment of a Psychological Strategy
Sen. Benton felt. Under the pre;
March 5 when State Dept. officials
Board of communications specialent setup, no Assistant Secretar
are slated to report on Voice proists reporting through the National
could hope to have "top news an
Security Council.
gress [Broadcasting • TelecastIn a detailed statement accoming, Feb. 19]. Sessions will be held creative talent," he added.
Asserting that "we are amateui
panying his new resolution (S Res jointly with a House Foreign Af(Continued on page 73)
fairs subcommittee.
76) designed as a followup to the
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Radio & TV —

A Modern Day Barker

'rtytiMyA,

^(n
; r WAS no folly back in 1938 when three young producers
nder names of Shipstads & Johnson decided to test the sellig power of radio in building the box office for their Ice
ollies.
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif,
They now consider it one of their
isest investments. For the modest
agency, approached the three prod£!,000 they allotted for a local spot
ucer-owners ofthe ice production —
Eddie and Roy Shipstad and Oscar
.: mouncement
campaign
on Los
Johnson — with a plan for a saturangeles area stations to suppletion spot announcement campaign
ent other
advertising media
■ought phenomenal results for the to supplement, on the local level,
uring musical revue on ice. A the Ice Follies' regular advertising.
These progressive minded young
rtual nightly sell-out resulted
men listened and were interested.
- iring the Ice Follies brief showThey saw the potentials of the
j^g in Los Angeles.
comparatively new medium. They
Now playing 20 cities from coast
appropriated the necessary $2,000
coast, records show that more
jian 30 million persons have at- to give it a try.
nded performances
in the 15 Broadcast Formula
ars it has been in existence.
Draws Crowd
Resultant attendance at Ice FolIftvj'adio
' Average
annual
expenditures
for
and TV spots has been estilies during the Los Angeles show— ated at $300,000.
ing was beyond the fondest expectaThe Shipstads & Johnson Ice
tions of the youthful owners. And
ollies had been in operation but
since then radio has been an invo years when its first appearance
tegral part in Shipstads & Johnson
. as made in Los Angeles. It had
Ice Follies advertising budgets,
both on a national and local level.
'aen
using what
previouslyadverhad
aen normal
show business
Live copy was used by staff ansing. That included newspapers,
nouncers that first year. Copy
Jtdoor, direct mail, publicity and
slant emphasized the fact that this
xploitation.
was an entirely new form of show
1 Walter McCreery, then an ex- business.
butive of Allied Advertising AgenThe formula worked, according
ts, and now president of Walter
to Mr. McCreery. Hard-to-sell Angelenos flocked to the box office.
And it worked so well that the
u!
three producer-owners eyed the
plan for use in their cross-country
tour. Here though, they came upon
a minor obstacle. The planning
and actual cost of the advertising
budget depended upon each individual arena in which it played.
This meant that use of spot radio
had to be sold individually to each
arena manager. This was no easy
task the partners will tell you.
This process extended over a
period of almost three years, according to Mr. McCreery. At the
end of that time almost every arena
manager on the 20 city circuit was
acutely aware of the importance of
spot radio in his local advertising
budget.
Next step, after radio was in
general use in the local campaigns
Mr. McCREERY
throughout the circuit, was to fill
SROADCASTING
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'Ice

the need for unified, strong-selling
material to be used in each city.
Transcribed spots, done with top
'20s. and production obviously
talent
were the answer to this problem.
Here again Mr. McCreery and the
agency stepped into the picture and
put to work his background in radio which extends back to the early
The first transcribed spots were
good ones, station managers
throughout the country agreed. Ice
Follies was one of the first organizations tomake use of name voices
and identify them in the body of
the spot announcement, Mr. McCreery pointed out.
Cream of radio industry talent
was used for these transcribed
spots. There were Ken Carpenter,
Ted Husing, Phil Stewart of the
Lady Esther program, Franklin
McCormick, Bob Burns, Ozzie and
Harriet Nelson and a host of
others. And that has been policy
over the years.
Included in the set were 16 different cuts of varying length.
They include station breaks, 30second and one minute.
Entire series was trade-marked
musically by a lilting string arrangement of The Swing Waltz by
Josef Strauss. This particular
melody has been used to close the
first act of every edition of Ice
Follies in its 15 years of existence
to accompany an exuberant dance
on skates.
Another problem had to be solved
to make those same transcribed
spots usable in every city on the
circuit. Playing dates, performance time and price scales varied
in the different cities. To accommodate these changes, a portion of
each transcribed announcement was
left open for a live tag, Mr. McCreery explained.
A "tag book" accompanied each
set of transcriptions. It was for
convenience of the arena manager
to use in his local campaign. Included in this book was format of
Producer-owners of Ice Follies (top
to bottom) : Eddie Shipstad, Roy
Shipstad and Oscar Johnson.

^oUte*

live tags for every possible contingency, Mr. McCreery declared.
One illustration of the intense
faith those youthful Ice Follies
producer-partners have in their radio spot plan was displayed in
1946 prior to show opening in
Madison Square Garden, New York.
Up to that time, Madison Square
Garden, where the ice production
plays annually, had never used spot
radio to promote any of its attractions, Mr. McCreery said. When
approached with the Ice Follies
spot plan, Garden officials were
dubious.
Radio Pur to Test
In New York
"Maybe it will work in other
places, but not in New York," they
said. "New York is different."
Ice Follies owners, to give their
radio spot plan a test in the metropolitan area, agreed to gamble.
They underwrote a ten-day $12,000
(Continued on page 4-0)

Defense

Dept.

Plan

Changes

Urge

RADIO-TV
CONTROL
neutrality of the United States t
in executive session this Wednesstate & Foreign Commerce ComBy JOHN OSBON
President, if he deems it necessary
mittee last week in the wake of a
day and report it out favorably,
the interest of national security
A SUBSTITUTE for the controhe indicated.
defense,
amend,
united broadcast industry stand.
such time may
as hesuspend
may seeor fit,
the ru j
versial military radio-TV control
and regulations applicable to any
The bill in its present form
The amendment was offered by
plan — advocating a new Commustations or devices capable of en
would empower the President to all
nications Act amendment to in- the committee during the course
ting electromagnetic radiations wit!
the
jurisdiction of the United States
control
radio-TV
broadcasting
and
of two-day hearings on legislaclude all electro-magnetic radiaprescribed by the Commission, a
other radiations whenever he cause
tion (S 537) introduced by Sen.
tion devices but eliminating the
the closing of any station i
radio communication, or any dev
"deems it advisable in the interest
far-reaching implications of the
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), commitcapable ofbetween
emitting10 electromagne
tee chairman, at the request of the
Defense Dept. proposal — was beradiations
kilocycles a
of national security," or authorize
use of stations and devices by such
department, and reportedly had
100,000 megacycles, and the remoi
ing weighed by the Senate Intertherefrom
of
its
apparatus
and equ
agencies and departments he may
the tentative though unofficial enment, or he may authorize the use
dorsement of at least one military
designate.
control
of
any
such
station
or dev
official.
and/or its apparatus and equipment,
The
industry
stood
united,
CAB REPORT
any department
of the asgovernment
der
such regulations
he may pju
Sen. Johnson recessed the hearthrough NAB and RTMA, on the
scribe
upon
just
compensation
to t
Signpost To Future
common ground that power over
ings, held Wednesday and Thursowners.
NO CONTEMPLATED increase
day, pending further study of the stations is provided under Sec.
NAB, which felt an amendme
in license fees, cooperative war
committee proposal by the Dept.
606 (c) of the Communications
to the Communications Act wot;
reporting for member stations and
Act, and that the military plan is
of Defense, NAB, FCC, Radiobe preferable to new legislatic
Television Mfrs. Assn., and other
increasing public relations were
potentially "very dangerous" to was studying the committee pi
featured in the annual report of groups. While recessed "until a the
nation's broadcasters under the
at week's end. It was undt
General Manager Jim Allard of the later date," Sen. Johnson told
loose-jointed language inherent in posal
stood that NAB might question t
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Broadcasting • Telecasting that
the legislation.
leeway suggested in the phra
Ottawa.
future
sary. hearings may not be necesText of the proposed amendment:
alluding topower.
the President's d
On finances, Mr. Allard reported
Sec. 606(c). Upon proclamation by cretionary
the President that there exists war or
that despite a heavy drain on the
If the reaction proves satisfacSpearheading
the industry £
a
threat
of
war,
or
a
state
of
public
CAB reserve due to the NARBA
tory, as is generally expected, the
peril
or
disaster
or
other
national
emer(
Continued
on
page 68 )
committee
may
take
up
the
bill
and Royal Commission hearings
gency, or in order to preserve the
in the past year, there is no need
for an increase in license fees,
basis of which has not changed in
the last 11 years. With "prudent
management and barring substanc
Annugl MeeH"g °pens T°d
tial rises in cost of doing business,"
CONVENES
B
CA
Mr. Allard said he felt present
By JAMES MONTAGNES
groups, and will hold their first Canada's civil defense administi
fees would be sufficient.
tor, Gen. F. F. Worthington, will
meeting on the afternoon of March
ABOUT 300 Canadian broadcasters,
1. Business to be discussed will present. Wednesday afternooi
He reported that CAB attendagency
executives,
station
represenance at NARBA conferences has
tatives and their associates from
include, in addition to annual re- panel, "Operations and Earning;
under chairmanship of W. F. Sou(
resulted in only two minor changes
ports, changes in wording on rate
the United States are expected to
Canadian Marconi Co., Winnipe
and contracts and related
for British Columbia member staattend the annual meeting of the cards
tions. Mr. Allard told in detail of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at matters.
will deal largely with the equi
ment situation.
preparations and help for stations
the Chateau Frontenac at Quebec
Agenda for the annual meeting
The annual meeting of the B
City this week from Monday to includes Monday morning panel on
appearing before the Royal Comreau of Broadcast Measurement
mission on Arts, Letters and Sci- Thursday. While no definite as"Earnings
and
Services"
under
ences last year, and intimated the
chairmanship of F. H. Elphicke,
slated for the Wednesday mornii
surance has been given the CAB,
Commission report will not be it is hoped that the report of the CKWX Vancouver; Monday after- session. Maurice Mitchell, Ass
available before April.
ciated Program Service, New Yoi
Royal Commission on Arts, Letters
noon panel, "Information Please,"
The report also contains details
will be luncheon speaker on t
and Sciences, headed by Hon. with W. Vic George, CFCF Monon civil defense planning for Vincent Massey, will be available
treal, as chairman, and will deal opening day. Dr. J. R. Petrie, C
broadcasting stations, associations
nadian Tax Foundation, will
for discussion by CAB members on
with national business; Tuesday
with the Brand Names Foundation,
the final day.
guest
speaker at the annual dinn
morning session, "Earnings and Tuesday
plans for Sales Director Pat Freewhen the first John
Unlike previous annual CAB
Audience," under chairmanship of Gillin award will be made. Adc
man to go to Great Britain to
meetings,
this
year's
meeting
will
Ralph Snelgrove CKBB Barrie, tionally Canadian General Electi
round up radio business, issuance
be largely in the form of panel
of a CAB booklet on the Canadian
will deal with audience measureAward and the CAB Quarter Ce
discussions. Business meetings
market being distributed now in will be left to two sessions, on
ment. The Tuesday afternoon
tury Club memberships will
the United States to advertisers
Tuesday afternoon and on the last program on "Civil Defense and presented. R. G. Lewis, Canadic
and agencies, operations of CAB
Local Disaster" will be a closed Broadcaster, will be lunchei
day. New directors have been apRadio Bureau at Ottawa, sending
speaker on Wednesday.
session at which it is expected that
pointed by the various regional
Bert Cannings, CKWX Vancouver,
to Alaska, Japan and Korea for
member stations, and liaison with
various government departments.
He dealt in detail with public
relations functions, from giving
talks before various public organizations to supplying data for
theses on commercial radio to university students, and contacts with
many national associations. Report
mentioned close cooperation with
other national and international
broadcasting station bodies, advertising agencies, technical planning
board, special services planned for
French-language stations and the
assistance given to individual
THE seldom seen board of governors of the Canadian
ton, chairman, Ottawa; Dr. A. Frigon, general manage
member stations. There are now
Broadcasting Corp., seen at the January meeting in the Ottawa; Donald Manson, assistant general manager, C
103 member stations plus 36 assonew CBC Radio Canada Bldg., Montreal, included (I to r), tawa; Dean Adrien Pouliot, Laval U., Quebec, Que.; F.
ciate members, and only 11 nonJesse P. Tripp, Oxbow, Sask.; Prof. J. A. Corry, Queen's
Crawford, Toronto; W. H. Phillips, Ottawa, and Mi
member English broadcasting staU., Kingston, Ont.; Dr. G. Douglas Steel, Charlottetown,
tions in Canada.
P.E.I.; Rene Morin, vice chairman, Montreal; A. D. DunMary E. Farr, Victoria, B. C.
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SPONSOR:
SATURDAY
60

TO

75%

AFTERNOON

OF

IDENTIFICATION

AUDIENCE

t * t Hi

AND

IH

MACK

TOP

THREE

Richard Jones, Gen. Mgr.,
Radio Station WJBK,
Detroit 1, Michigan

SPONSOR
WEEKS!
February 5, 1951

Dear Dick:
The January Videodex rating of Twin Pines Farm Dairy "Twin Movie
Party", which appears on WJBK-TV, is so terrific that I want to
tell you how we feel about the program's success.
Within the four half-hour segments on WJBK-TV from U:00 to 6:00
P.M. each Saturday afternoon, the Twin Pines double feature
western program captures from 60% to 75$ of the audience.
And talk about sponsor identification!
"Milky", the Twin Pines
magician-clown who handles the commercials, appeared at a MotherSon party in a Detroit public school.
Without fanfare and with
no introduction, "Milky" came out on the stage.
The kids, in a
single voice, roared . • . "It's Milky"!
At the time, Twin Pines "Movie Party" had been on WJBK-TV for
only three weeks.
Yet the program had so endeared itself that all
the young fry immediately

identified

"Milky" and the sponsor!

We frankly feel that no other medium could possibly have made so
complete and deep an impression in so short a time as did this
television program on WJBK-TV.
I'm happy to report all this to you, Dick, and to tell you how
pleased we are with the cooperation we have had from WJBK-TV in
making this program such a rousing success.
Sincerely

yours,
KEL, INC,

LSW/cn
YOU,

TOO,

CAN

REGISTER

WITH

REAL

IMPACT

IN DETROIT.

WJBK
NATIONAL

SALES

YOUR

Leon S. Wayburn

NAME

WJBK

AND

delivers

:£

SELL

YOUR

PRODUCT

the goods— YOUR

GOODS!

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
488
MADISON
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK

22,

ELDORADO

6*2495

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC*
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ASCAP

UCENSE

HOPE for a peaceful solution to
the current controversy with
ASCAP over per program license
rates increased last week.
Basis for this new turn was acceptance by ASCAP of an invitation by Dwight Martin, WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, chairman of the
All Industry TV Per Program
Committee, for a meeting this
week [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19].
The committee will meet in
New York this Wednesday and
will meet again with the ASCAP
committee on Thursday.
In his letter of Feb. 14 to Herman Finkelstein, general attorney
of ASCAP and head of the society's negotiators, Mr. Martin declared his refusal to believe that
court actions are necessary to fix
reasonable charges between ASCAP
and its biggest customer, the
broadcasting industry. Noting
that in the past 25 years that industry has paid the society "well
over $100 million" and that "as
our industry grows your royalties
increase proportionately," Mr.
Martin pointed out that differences
not unlike the current issue have
arisen in the past, but they somehow managed to be settled without
recourse to litigation."
No Back Down
Mr. Martin's plea that ASCAP
reconsider its announced plan to
issue licenses on its own terms,
with no further consultation with
the TV broadcasters, either before
or after the appearance of the unilateral license forms, apparently
persuaded the ASCAP leaders that
a resumption of talks with the
telecasters committee could do no
harm and might even do some good.
However, Mr. Martin made it plain
in his letter that there was no inclination on the part of his committee, nor on the part of the TV
station operators, to back down on
their stand against giving any
consideration to the ASCAP proposal that payment be made to
ASCAP for revenue derived from
announcements broadcast adjacent
to programs of ASCAP music. He
noted that the meeting of some 60
telecasters in Chicago on Jan. 18
upheld the committee's position on
this vital point without a single
dissenting vote.
In his acceptance letter Mr.
Finkelstein made a number of
pointed comments on ASCAP's difficulties in trying to reach an
agreement. Agreeing the matter
should be settled out of court, he
complained the industry committees "negotiate for concessions but
never purport to have authority to
speak for the individual broadcasters or telecasters."
Mr. Finkelstein reviewed negotiations since a Lancaster, Pa.,
meeting in August, 1949. He then
recalled a Dec. 12, 1950 meeting
Page 28
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Meeting

RATES

at which ASCAP felt an agreement
had been reached, with language
to be worked out the next day. Instead, he claimed, a group of three
TV members made an effort "to
reopen negotiations completely."
"In the face of this complete reversal by the representatives of
your committee," he wrote, "it was
obvious that no progress would be
made unless we were willing to
start our negotiations all over
again at the point where we had
been two years ago.
"No one could reasonably ask us
to do this. There was, therefore,
no other course open than to offer
to send a form of per program
agreement to the individual stations in accordance with the provisions of our interim license agreement. At the risk of being criticized for delay in forwarding this
form of agreement to the stations,
we have postponed sending it because, as you know, we have been
urged to demonstrate our willingness to keep an open door and possibly avoid litigation, by awaiting
further developments within your
industry.
"Our doors are always open to
anyone authorized to negotiate on
behalf of any station or group of
stations; but the history of our
past negotiations leaves little hope
of making progress with your committee. However, we are genuinely
interested in avoiding litigation,

and toward that end we are willing
to have a final session with any
committee representing your indusFurther efforts to avoid costly
litigation were advocated last week
by Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, member of the industry negotiating group, in a letter
sent to members of the NAB-TV
try." Mr. Clipp contended the
board.
industry committee had already
arrived at the best possible deal
that could be made in or out of
court.
Left to Committee
Another indication of industry
backing for the Per Program Committee came last Monday when Mr.
Martin and Stuart Sprague, counsel for the committee, rendered a
full report on their year-long dealto the(see
NAB-TV
boardings with
of ASCAP
directors,
story,
page 55). After an exhaustive
consideration of the problem,
spearheaded by Clair McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, the board
left the problem in the hands of
the committee, which received no
instructions except "to make the
best deal you can."
Mr. McCollough some weeks before had written to Eugene S.
Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
NBA-TV board chairman, suggesting a joint meeting of the board
and the Per Program Committee

Two

State

Set

On

TV

Issu

with the purpose of reopening n
gotiations with ASCAP [Bro.a
casting • Telecasting, Feb. iSj
In his letter, which also was se i
to board members and other indi;
try leaders, Mr. McCollough e|
pressed the feeling that per pr'
gram licenses are of interest
only
a fewwith
of the
107 1
stations,
thenation's
vast majori
likely to take the blanket licens
already negotiated.
Under the*
circumstances, he stated, to allc
these per program licenses to I
come the subject of lengthy ai
costly litigation might "become ;
exceedingly ill-timed and unnecf
sary debacle on the part of t
television
Replies industry."
to this letter indica
that a majority of the video stati*
operators support his views, M
McCollough reported. Howevc
there are those who, while agre
ing that court action should n
be taken except as a last resoi
nonetheless feel that such acti<
would be preferrable to accedii
to any infraction of the prese
policy. This policy was laid dov
by the ASCAP consent decree th
royalty
use
ASCAP payments
music on for
a pertheprogra
basis be strictly confined to pr
grams actually containing ASCA
tunes.
In addition to the danger to T
licensees of agreeing to a brea
(Continued on page 70)

Groups

Favor

Ratificatio

NARBA
By FRED FITZGERALD
TWO more state broadcaster associations last week reported their
support of the new NARBA agreement, while on the Capital front
indications grew stronger that proposed detailed hearings before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee of Sen. Tom Connally (D-Tex.)
may evolve into a first-rate donnybrook.
Though no hearing date has been
set,
it's expectedforthat
be scheduled
latesessions
March will
or
early April. It's also felt that in
addition to study of reported opposition to the pact, the Committee
will delve into the whole issue of
clear channel stations [Closed Circuit, Feb. 19] with purported duplication of network programs on
clear channel stations as one issue.
State Dept. has requested the
hearings, and key witness will be
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, chairman of the U. S. delegation, which
successfully negotiated the treaty
last Nov. 15 with Canada, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Bahamas and
Jamaica.
Further support for the new
NARBA agreement, sent Feb. 5
by President Truman to the Senate for ratification, came from the
California State Broadcasters

nel Broadcasting Service last we<
Assn. and the Florida Assn. of
reiterated the opposition of CCE
Broadcasters.
to what it termed "a paper treaty
The California group at its and
declared that appropria
fourth annual meeting Feb. 16 in testimony would be presented 1
San Francisco (see story, page 33).
farm groups and other organiz
voted its favor of ratification in tions
who concurred in the feelii
the following resolution :
that "the treaty should be rejected
California Resolution
Pointing out that neither Mexii
Whereas, an agreement between the nor Haiti had signed the agre
United States and other North Amerment, CCBS stated that there w;
ican nations relating to the use of no
guarantee of engineering pr
radio frequencies in the various countection
to U. S. stations even if tl
tries concerned is vitally important
treaty were accepted. The tin
to the welfare of all radio stations
period covered by the treaty ws
in this country; and, whereas, the
FCC and the State Dept. of the United
also scored by CCBS, which coi
States have, after four years of
tended that any pact "should be
negotiation, concluded an agreement
long-term treaty" and that tl
which is, in their opinion, the best
current
agreement could be term
one obtainable at this time; and,
nated by a signatory nation shou
whereas, this agreement will soon go
it desire to demand reopening <
before the U. S. Senate for ratification; now therefore be it resolved
negotiations.
that the California State BroadcastCCBS spokesman allude
ers Assn. do hereby go on record as to The
possible differences that ma
favoring the ratification of the said
exist in so far as radio operatioi
agreement and instruct the officers
of the association to send to the within the United States are coi
appropriate Senate Committees this
cerned and declared "if there
resolution expressing the association
any
quarrel, let's fight it out dome:
approval of the agreement.
Also heard last week were coi
In a like manner, the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters notified the flicting reports as to where certai
Commission that its organization
organizations
and stations stood i
tically."
had gone on record favoring ratifi- the NARBA fight. One sourc
cation.
maintained that though son
(Continued on page 6i)
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KFAB

Married

Area

By

HARRY

General

are

Rsople

Women

BURKE
Manager

"\7"ES — half of the married people are women — BUT, 81% of all the radio listening is by women,
both daytime and nighttime. Furthermore, women are the motivating force behind 92% of ALL
purchases.
This is one of the biggest reasons why radio is the best advertising medium today. The people you
must sell, to make profitable sales, are women. They are the ones you can reach easiest, most often and
at least expense.

In KFAB's great "Midwest Empire," according to recent reports from Hooper and Conlan, more
women listen to KFAB than any other radio station.
It is non-sense that "half of the married people are women" — BUT, nonsense-that-makessense
cause women are your largest group of listeners and your best prospects.

be-

KFAB offers you this year's audience at this year's price. Let us submit program ideas and availabilities to help you sell more women.

Represented
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WORTH

LANG

writes

glenn

dark

miller...

WCPO
STATION

DIRECTOR

OF

CINCINNATI

Writes Mr. Miller:
"I am pleased to report how WCPO achieved a
95.2% increase in evening audience through the
exclusive use of Lang- Worth's transcribed music.

responsibility of selecting the right kind of mus
to provide rich entertainment for those TV s
owners who prefer an evening of music and f<
those many radio listeners who have often ind
cated their desire for this type of musical program

The period from 6:00 PM to 10:30 PM, Monday
through Friday, has always presented a problem to
us in the winter months. The evening competition
of other network stations in Cincinnati has always
been strong. Added to that situation now is television. Our metropolitan area has the highest saturation oftelevision sets in the country.*

We cleared our evening schedule from 7 :45 PI
to 10:00 PM and decided to use music from tl
Lang- Worth Program Service— exclusively. I r*
peat that this is not a disc jockey show wherei
success is largely dependent upon a personalitythe format is simply good music intelligentl
selected and presented.

To offset these two bulwarks of competition, we
decided to program our evening hours with music

We inaugurated this new type of programmin

—but not, however, of the disc jockey variety. Our
head librarian, Miss Betty Geisler, was given the

last October. The Hooper reports for this evenin
period (November

and December

1950) are h

•Population 456,000-TV Sets 235,000
30

•
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The signed statement
Cincinnati, proves that AM
TV hullabaloo
because

from Glenn

broadcasting

Clark Miller, Station Director of WCPO,

is strong and

healthy despite

. . . that dollars alone cannot

People (may the good

guarantee

a high program

Lord bless 'em) still listen to what

rating

they like!

Lang- Worth Feature Programs, Inc.

President

e are delighted to report that WCPO's

Send '7aeC<l<^ for a typical WCPO (Cincinnati) program schedule — Monday through

evening

^'Hooper rating for this period jumped to 12.3
■vhich is a 95.2% increase over the Hooper evening
rating of one year ago. Our position among the
incinnati stations, nighttime, has moved from

Friday— and free 48-page booklet containing
sample pages from Lang-Worth's 1951 program manual and music encyclopedia. This
260-page book is an integral part of Lang-

'fifth place to a virtual tie for third!

Worth's amazing new program service used

thjlt occurred to us that other radio stations in
Jiighly competitive markets might find this inforeijjmation useful. We believe that the intelligent use

exclusively by WCPO and many other successful broadcasters to increase prestige and
revenue and decrease program cost.

3f the Lang- Worth Program Service can do much
t!Ito increase programming ratings for any station
that finds itself in the same competitive situation
as WCPO."
Glenn Clark Miller
it:

Station Director, WCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE
PROGRAMS,
Inc.
113
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FCC Still Split on McFarland Bil
BRIEFING
(see story, page 26).
splits when confronted with the
FCC briefed the full House InterPurpose of HR 1730 is "to prcl
state & Foreign Commerce Comquestion of what its staff's proper
mittee last week on legislation it role should be in Commission af- vide specific legislative authorit 1
fairs. Again, Comr. Robert F. for FCC to acquire land and cor (
believes essential in the broadcast
struct stations, building, and rtj
field in the light of present condi- Jones was the dissenter, objecting
lated facilities for use in connec
to
the
position
taken
by
the
other
tions [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19, 12, 5].
Commissioners that the public in- tion with radio-monitoring wor
terest will suffer if they can not engaged in by the Commission,
Significantly, the Commission's
consult at will with staff members
spokesman, Acting Chairman Paul
according
to the
A. Walker did not request action before hearings are hold on conreport on the
bill.House committee'
Meanwhile, the FCC asked Cor!
tested cases. Comr. Jones holds that
on the McFarland Bill (S 658),
such advice should be placed on the gress to enact a radio fraud lai
now pending before the committee,
nor did he refer to the measure as record when hearings on cases ac- with language similar to the posts
tually take place.
fraud law. This provision is cor
one needing immediate attention.
tained in the McFarland Bill.
Comr. Walker was accompanied
The McFarland legislation, passed
by the Senate early in the Con- by Comr. Jones, E. M. Webster,
Crosser's Bill
Rosel H. Hyde and George E. Stergressional session, would realign
The
FCC
request was referre
ling.
Only
Comrs.
Walker,
Sterling
FCC procedures, strip away powand Hyde took part, the latter giv- to the House Judiciary Committe<
ers of the Commission's staff and
At the same time, Commerc
set deadlines on the FCC workload.
ing the committee members an explanation of the North American
Committee Chairman Robert Cro<
Closed Session
Regional Broadcast Agreement,
ser (D-Ohio) introduced a bi
currently awaiting ratification in (HR 2794) that would not make ]
Behind closed doors, Comr.
the Senate (see story, page 28).
Walker reviewed the McFarland
necessary for government radi
Next step for the committee is stations, amateur stations, or mc
Bill and formally presented the
its priority on radio leg- bile stations to have a constructio
FCC majority's objections to a to set up islation,
as indicated in the FCC
number of its provisions. He also
permit before being issued an operating license. In addition, it prc*|
offered the Commission's recomtestimony
during
Monday's
executive session.
mendations inthe form of a "model
vides
that
the Commission coul'l
Comr. Walker stressed the need
on a case-by-case basis waive th
bill," similar to that presented on
requirement of a CP if it finds tha
Capitol Hill a year ago [Broad- for Commission authority to purchase lands and construct buildings
the public interest, convenience, o
casting • Telecasting, March 6,
necessity would be served for othe
for the purpose of monitoring
1950]. It was revealed last week
that the FCC had revived the docu- broadcast signals. This measure
stations, excepting those station
(HR 1730), seen as essential in in the broadcast or common cai
ment [Broadcasting • Telecastrier field.
view of the national emergency,
ing, Feb. 19].
Here is a summary, by topic, c
It was understood that the passed the House a few hours after
(Continued on page 60)
Comr.
Walker
concluded
his
talk
"model bill" again shows how FCC
HILL
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RENEWALS
INDICATING that questions
about ABC's relations with its
affiliated stations have been resolved to the satisfaction of the
FCC, regular license renewals were
issued last week to the ABC outlets operating with temporary licenses since the fall of 1949.
At the same time, the Commission last week announced extension of temporary licenses for NBCowned affiliates to June 1, 1951.
ABC and NBC stations along
with those of CBS had been put
on temporary licenses at the same
time. Eventually, CBS was given
regular renewal when the FCC upheld the networks' right to serve
affiliates as advertising representatives— a point challenged by the
National Assn. of Radio Station
Representatives as a violation of
the FCC network rules or at least
contrary to the public interest
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 24, 1950].
Question involving ABC and
NBC differed somewhat, with the
Commission advising these two
networks that it wished to further
study networks' relationship with
their respective affiliates. Issues
were likened to those in the Don
Lee renewal case. The Don Lee
case involved charges relating to
affiliate relationships with respect
to FCC rules on option time, exclusive affiliations, territorial ex-

Granted

Network

clusivity and rights of an affiliate
to reject programs offered by a
network.
The FCC at that time advised
the major national networks that
action on regular renewals would
have to await the outcome of the
Don Lee case, a decision rendered
Dec' sion
28,found
1949,
the guilty
Commis-of
the when
network
the violations but nevertheless proposed to renew the licenses for
want of a penalty short of a "death
In the case of ABC, complaints
sentence."
had
been filed by WING Dayton,
WJW Cleveland and KPRO Riverside, Calif., charging violation of
the FCC network rules.

Owned

Outlet

the network "has violated or a
tempted to induce or coerce its affi
iate to violate certain of the Con
mission's Chain Broadcasting R<

From time to time, sentiment ha
beenon Capitol
expressed at the FCC angulations." Hill that a study of th.
network practices with affiliate
would be in order. The post-Worl
War II influx of stations into th
competitive market picture gav>
further fuel to these views.
The FCC is also on record a
labeling as "clumsy" the preset
procedure whereby action agains
a network for alleged coercion d
an affiliate must be taken througj
the network's owned stations.
In the order last week, the AB(
Telegram Cited
stations given regular renewal wer!
Insofar as NBC was concerned,
WENR-AM-TV
Chicago, KGC'H
the Commission referred to a tele- AM-FM-TV San Francisco; WJ|
gram by Sidney A. Strotz, then
New York and WXYZ-TV Detroii
administrative vice president of the
The NBC outlets given tempot
network, to KHQ Spokane, an NBC
ary extension to next June 1 wei]
affiliate, during negotiations over
KNBC San Francisco, KOA Deil
a program to be broadcast in sta- ver, WMAQ-AM-FM Chicago
tion (non-option) time. The tele- WNBC-AM-FM and WNBT (TV
gram, introduced during FCC
New York, WRC-AM-FM ar
hearings arising from the NARSR
WNBW (TV) Washingtoi
WTAM-FM Cleveland.
charges, referred to "loyalty" to
Other stations owned by ABC o
NBC and mentioned that "if you
NBC were not involved since thei
don't like our affiliation we would
licenses did not come up for re
like to know about it now."
FCC advised NBC that this testi- newal within the time period be
mony would appear to present a tween the original order in lat
substantial question as to whether
1949 and the present date.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

WORTH
A NG[;:SCRIBING American Federafc of Radio Artist picketing and
l^cott activities as an attempt to
iin" the reputation of Lang>rth Feature Programs Inc.,
w York, and to "drive" it from
■ industry, the library service
■Ti last week filed a complaint
I the New York State Supreme
■urt and sought to enjoin further
ion activity [Broadcasting •
ILECASTING, Feb. 19].
-In addition to AFRA and its
w York local, the complaint
pied Knox Manning, A. Frank
el, Janet Baumhover and Alan
ince, respectively national presi;nt, executive secretary, treasurer
d first vice president. Mr.
[.nee was named a second time
president of the AFRA New
*rk local, along with its executive
cpretary, Kenneth Groot.
Complaint alleged that AFRA
rmbers with whom Lang-Worth
alt
weretheir
"engaged
independently
d for
own account
in the

m $ BC EXECUTIVES
:
Promote Rawls, Wylie
1 <:CHARD R. RAWLS has been
omoted to manager of ABC Telesion Stations Department and
illiam Wylie to manager of the
twork's Radio Stations Departant, ABC announced last week.
Ralph Hatcher, former manager
WPLH Huntington, W. Va., and
|:-CBS station relations, joins
BC AM station relations department March 1.
_{L Mr. Rawls, who joined ABC in
*46 as manager of television oper1 = .ions, is experienced also in ra& o, the theatre and motion pic« aires. Mr. Wylie, with the net2 lork since joining its program
omotion division in 1945, has
.sen a regional manager of the
i|:adio Department since 1948.
i Announcement of the promotions
allowed the previous week's relignment of ABC executive perHinel as part of a program to
3lit the network into "ABC Radio"
nd "ABC-TV."

Files ComPlqi"t Against AFRA
United States, the plaintiff is not
radio industry" and were themselves employers; that AFRA had
required to enter into such agreedemanded abolishment of tranments . . . and because plaintiff
does not wish to become a party
scription libraries; and that LangWorth had been asked to sign a to the violation of said laws and
contract (transcription code)
As a result, the complaint said,
"providing, among other things,
for the control and supervision of statutes."
AFRA
had "maliciously and intenthe business and commercial relationally performed and carried out
tionships between . . . (Langwith deliberate design and purpose
Worth) . . . and performing art- by unlawful means to destroy plainists . . . and radio . . . stations."
tiff's business and the Lang- Worth
Lang-Worth had refused to sign,
the
complaint
continued,
"because,
program
to ruinwillplaintiff's
under the laws and statutes of the
reputationservice,
and good
and to
state of New York and of the
drive the plaintiff from the radio

CSBA

ELECTS

Smullin, KIEM, President;
Other Officers Named

broadcasting
AFRA had industry."
ordered its members
to refrain from further contractual
relations with Lang-Worth, as well
as refuse to perform existing contracts, the complaint alleged. The
union also had advised station
managers in New York state that
the firm had been "unfair" to
AFRA, and had said that it believed stations "will not 'want to
pay good
money'
'non-AFRA
talent,'
" or
"give forfinancial
support to the Lang-Worth method
of doing business," it said.
WNEW New York had discontinued use of Lang-Worth transcription libraries because AFRA
had "wilfully and intentionally issued and circulated false statements and publicity" concerning
the firm, the complaint alleged.
Placards were
that carried
were "untrue,"
continued,
by picketsit
in front of the company offices in
New York. The placards read:
"AFRA, American Federation of
Radio Artists (A.F.L.), against
Lang-Worth Feature Programs
Inc.," and the like.
Alleging that "there is no labor
dispute" between the company and
AFRA, and that Lang-Worth was
being injured, the complaint requested a temporary injunction,
to be followed by a permanent injunction, against union activities.
In an affidavit to support the request for an immediate, temporary
injunction, C. 0. Langlois, LangWorth president,
elaborated on the
"
allegationsTHofE the complaint.

WILLIAM B. SMULLIN, president and general manager of KIEM
Eureka, was elected president of the California State Broadcasters
Assn. at its fourth annual membership meeting in San Francisco Feb. 16.
He succeeds Donn B. Tatum, vice president and general counsel of the
Don Lee Broadcasting System. Mr.
vision's role in civilian defense.
Smullin served the association last
In recognition of the increasing
year as a vice president.
importance of television, the memDavid McKay, general manager
bers voted to change the name of
of KGYW Vallejo, was elected to the organization
to the California
fill the vice presidency vacated by
State
Radio
and
Television
BroadMr. Smullin. Merle Jones, general
casters Assn.
manager of KNX Los Angeles, and
They also voted to go on record
Paul Bartlett, president and gen- favoring ratification of the
eral manager of KFRE Fresno,
NARBA agreement and voted to
were re-elected vice president and
oppose
the proposed 25% excise tax
secretary-treasurer, respectively.
on radio-TV sets.
Newly elected to the board of
directors for two year terms were
Galen Gilbert, general manager of
KGER Long Beach; Arthur Westlund, president and general manager of KRE Berkeley; Les Hacker, owner and general manager of
KPRL Paso Robles and general
manager of KVEC San Luis
Obispo; Leo Schamblin, general
ELEANOR
manager of KPMC Bakersfield.
Directors retained to serve their
ROOSEVELT
second year on the board were
Harry Butcher, president of KIST
Santa Barbara, and the four officers of the association.
Top subjects on the agenda were
PROGRAM"
a report on state legislative matIn New York on WNBC
ters affecting the industry and a
panel discussion of radio and teleIn Los Angeles on KFWB
9:30 to 10:15 AM
Monday

(PST)

thru Friday

"The First Lady of the World" daily
comments on domestic items, interviews with
outstanding personalities and world figures; plus
her own analysis on important news developments.
Participations available.

XECUTIVES involved in ABC's realignment into radio and television operandi parts [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19] are (I to r): James H.
nnolly, who becomes supervisor of network O & O radio stations and naional spot and local radio sales; Otto Brandt, newly appointed supervisor of
) & 0 TV stations and national spot and local TV sales; Burke Crotty, pronoted to assistant national director of TV program production, and James S.
•ollak, new WJZ-TV New York TV program manager. In addition, William
"n'llipson was promoted to assistant director of television, programs and
•perations, and Leonard Blair succeeded Henry Cox, resigned as ABC New
fork production department manager, all of whom are not shown above.
SROADCASTING
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Represented Nationally By
William G. Rambeau Co.
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Hill Discs
(■Continued from page 21)
state to provide overall coverage.
Last year, 38 Senators out of
the 96 in the upper chamber were
recording discs at the facility. Currently the rate is 26, with more
Senators expected to be added.
There are approximately 105 out
of 435 House members recording
their reports. Not all discs are
necessarily weekly, some are every
other week.
Spot checking showed varied
methods of recording and charging
of stations.
For example, Sen. J. William
Fulbright (D-Ark.) records programs at the specific request of
stations. The usual format in this
instance is for the Senator to interview a guest.
In California, Republican Sens.
William F. Knowland and Richard
M. Nixon record programs. Sen.
Knowland's program is a 15-minute weekly disc.
Florida's Sen. Spessard L. Holland, Democrat, records a regular
show. His colleague, Sen. George
A. Smathers, also a Democrat, occasionally records a disc for home
consumption.
Sen. Holland's office said that
some stations pay for transcription costs but others do not, depending on what arrangements are
made. This also applies to mailing
costs.
Newly-elected
Sen. James H.

Page 34 •

Duff (R-Pa.) plans intermittent
recording for state stations.
Sen. Henry C. Dworshak (R-Ida.)
cut about four records last spring.
Stations receiving the discs were
not asked to pay the costs of mak-

ing the transcriptions.
Iowa's Sen. Guy M. Gillette, a
Democrat and chairman of the
Senate Rules subcommittee on
Privileges and Elections, records
programs only on request.

Newly-Elected NABom Board
page 22) Members
(Continued fr
casters Assn. ; member of Chamthe agency he handled two radio
bers of Commerce in three cities
accounts and the broadcast bug
where he has station; is active in
bit him, leading in 1932 to a mercivic and fraternal work and holds
chandising-selling job at KSO Des
Moines, then a Cowles outlet. He
the Willmar "outstanding citizen"
rose to an Iowa Broadcasting Co. trophy; loves fishing and hunting.
vice presidency in 1942. Since
Mr. Linder is president of a wholesale electrical distributing firm in
leaving Des Moines he has been
Willmar, with branch in St. Cloud.
vice president at WHOM, at that
time a Cowles outlet in Jersey
Frank Merrill Lindsay Jr.
City, and now WCOP. He has
FRANK MERRILL LINDSAY
served NAB in committee work.
Jr., who prefers the Merrill tag,
Harry W. Linder
returns to the
HARRY W. LINDER heads a
NAB board after
absence of a year.
thoroughly electronic - electrical
family. He makes
He haseralbeen
his first NAB
managergenof
WSOY Decatur,
board appearance
as director repre111., for more than
senting District
a decade, adding
11. Hedent ofisKWLM
presiroles to
sports andmentator comW i 1 1 m a r and
his
duties.
He
Mr. Lindsay
KTOE Mankato,
was elected to the
and owner of
NAB board in
KMHL Marshall,
1949 as a small stations directorall in Minnesota.
Mr. Linder
at-large but now joins the board
His two sons,
as director representing District 9.
both electrical engineers, are assoHe has served on NAB commitciated with him in operating the
tees and has been president of
stations. Age 50, Mr. Linder is Illinois Broadcasters Assn. He
was born in 1910 at Decatur;
vice president of Minnesota Broadgraduated from Kenyon College;
received MBA degree in 1935 at
Harvard business school ; radio
ham for years; went to work on
Decatur newspapers; joined WJBL
(now WSOY) in 1937 as business
manager; was Navy commander
during war, working in radar.
Robert Mason
ROBERT T. MASON is president
and general manager of WMRN
Marion, Ohio. He
served previously
as a director for
small stations,
1947-48, and was
a member of the
former Small
Market Stations
Committee of
NAB. Born in
Milwaukee in
Mr. Mason
1900, he is a graduate of Ohio
State U ; published newspapers and
magazines for 15 years; started
WMRN in 1940. He has been a
candidate for Congress from his
Ohio district. Active in Chamber
of Commerce work, he is a member of the U. S. Chamber's advertising advisory group. Other
activities include Ohio Assn. -of
Broadcasters, of which he is a past
president as well as Broadcast
Measurement Bureau and Broadcast Audience Measurement boards.
His illustrious brother is Frank
T. Mason, ex-president, INS, former NBC vice president and until
recently, head of the U. S. Brewers
Foundation, who now lives in semiretirement in Leesburg, Va., where
he publishes the county newspaper.
I £6 1 '9Z t-ivruqaj

No Radio Doom
(Continued from page 23)
Fletcher, with Mr. Pellegrin jftoi
ing Allen Jones, Storecasting, a
Everett Dillard, WASH (FI
Washington, in the discussion.
Robert K. Richards, NAB pub
affairs directors, was dinner spea
er. He brought along the fo
young winners of the annual Voi
of Democracy contest (see stoj
page their
20). They
delivere
d excerj
from
winning
scripts.
Lee Hart, assistant director
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, tc
how to write planned radio co
in
led by Fred Palmi
WOLa panel
Washington.
Don McClure, of McCann-Eric
son, New York, spoke at a 1
production panel, led by Mr. Com
ton. Participants were Alvin E
stein, of Alvin Epstein Adv.; G(
don Manchester, Manchester
Lyles; Robert Maurer, Henry
Kaufman & Assoc.

NEW

AD AGENCY

Sought by National Gua
SPADE work for National Gua
media plans beginning July 1 a:
for selection of a new agency
handle its advertising account w
be undertaken by Guard burei
officials at a preliminary sessic
tentatively set for March 15.
Representatives of advertisii
agencies which desire to compe
for the account are invited to £
tend a Pentagon briefing sessi<
in Room 3180, Lt. Col. Ernest
Smith, chief of the NGB's infc
mation office, said last week. I
terested agencies should submit a
ceptances
March 12. for the meeting ]
Representatives will be a
prised
of theinGuard's
background
recent advei'tisii
years ai
of media plans, including fund l
quests, for the new fiscal ye,
(1951-52). Bureau officials ha
asked Congress for between $55(
000 and $600,000 in advertisii
outlay, it was disclosed.
The advertising allocation h
varied since World War II, ran
ing from $298,000 for the curre
year to over $800,000 during fisc
1947-48. Radio and television ge
the total
erally
haveoutlay.
fetched about 25% '
The account currently is beii
handled by Robert Orr & Assp<
New York and Washington. Gar
ner Advertising
Co. itandin N.pre\~\
Ayer
& Son held
ous years. Theme of new coi
paigns will be directed at the
fto 18M> year age group, urgii
National Guard membership .
desirable pre-draft training ai
embracing radio-TV stations, new
paper and magazine ads, and boo
lets, pamphlets and other indust
aids.
After the March 15 briefin
competing agencies will be asb
to prepare presentations for tl
account. A board of officers w
sift through all bids and select foi
agencies to appear for oral prese
tations this spring.
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The

for

to

search

oil

takes

the

air

In today's all-out search for oil, American oilmen are using specially equipped planes over vast
stretches of ocean, jungle and arctic wastes.
The airborne magnetometer, developed for spotting
submarines in World War II, "surveys" underground
rock formations by recording facts about the earth's
magnetic field. This is only one of many developments
that helped bring in nearly 25.000 new producing oil
wells last year alone.
With more wells than ever in operation, America
now produces more oil than at the peak of World War
II. Equally important — oil scientists have constantly
improved the oil products America uses. For instance
—although taxes have gone up, the price of gasoline itself is about the same as it was 25 years ago. Yet the
quality is so much improved that 2 gallons today do
the work that 3 used to do.
In peace or war, America's thousands of privately-managed oilcompanies provide the public with the
finest oil products at the world's lowest prices.
This has come about because free men. competing
freely, are always working to improve their companies'
methods and oil products. And the benefits of this competition goto you.
TRAILING BELOW THE OIL EXPLORER'S PLANE, the airborne
magnetometer records the earth's magnetic field. Other new ideas and
devices are developed by thousands of oil companies in the race to meet
oil needs. The driving force— competition : the result— a stronger America—more and better oil products for you.

TINY BRAIN OF THE MAGNETOMETER, no larger than a ciga
rette, does a job thousands of surface explorers couldn't do. Such inventions helped put U.S. oil reserves past the trillion gallon mark last year
— an all time high. Other developments have brought amazing improvements in fuels and lubricants for peace or war.

ROADCASTING
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Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.

HELICOPTERS TOO ARE USED as many compaines
search for oil— first step in bringing the public more and better
oil products. Result of this competition: price of gasoline today
is about the same as 25 years ago. yet the gasoline is worth 50%
more by every measure of performance and economy.
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greater
frequency and greater
scope.
HOOPERATINGS
New Reports Available
AVAILABILITY of city radio and
TV Hooperatings "on all programs,
in all major cities in terms of individual monthly reports up to 12
times annually" was announced
last Wednesday by C. E. Hooper,
of C. E. Hooper Inc.
He called it the "most significant
announcement of the Hooper firm
since 1940, when the availability
of local city-by-city Hooperatings
was made known."
Already Operating
The new schedule already is in
operation on television in New
York, Los Angeles and Detroit, and
on radio in Los Angeles. The development, Mr. Hooper said, was made
possible "by modifications of, and
adaptations in our coincidental
method, designed to (a) increase
frequency and speed of service, and
(b) increase the scope of programs
and time periods rated.
He said the improvements have
been made without altering comparability with past Hooperatings.
The announcement listed two
factors involved in the change,

It will now be possible, the company explained, to have individual
program Hooperatings in individual cities up to 12 times a year,
with each month's report delivered
before the end of the following
month. ("Local" Hooperatings are
now typically published three times
a year.)
The expanded Hooperatings also
will include early morning radio
and late evening radio and television indicative ratings.
Upon their acceptance, the firm
said, these reports will replace the
"typically" three-times-a-year cityby-city Hooperatings. The announcement anticipated that with
cooperation of radio and TV timebuyers and sellers they will be in
publication "in most cities" by October.
The development "offers relief
from the (a) tardiness, (b) infrequent publication and (c) failure
to rate all programs which have
been the only valid criticism of city
Hooperatings to date," the announcement said. It said the new
service also should be welcomed in
the industry as "an escape route
from the welter of conflicting local

FCC Rule Book is good-naturedly thrown at three Southern California statioi
representatives at SCBA meet in Los Angeles. L to r: Joseph Brenner, FC(
regional attorney; John Merino, manager, KFSD San Diego; Herbert Com
stock, commercial manager, KAVL Lancaster; Roland Vaile, manager, KCM
Palm Springs.
rating services which have sprung
into
being."and individual presentaLetters
tions are being used to explain the
expanded service to radio and TV
stations in major markets. Timebuyers will be given full details
upon request, the company said.
PHILCO AWARDS
For Technical Achievements

"TO THE AMERICAN SYSTEM
of free, c\
ipetitive and selfsustain i n<
tterprise . . ."
With that pledge the lead editorial in
BROADCASTING'S first issue back in 1931
was concluded.
Today, twenty years later, those lines
still remain our philosophy and our creed.

ADCASTING

In the years bet

has

lenged every inrodp into radio's free charter on tr
premise that withoKTree* radio there could be
truly free America. Thep»tory of American radio is th<]
story of democracy in W^oti. The story of BROAC
CASTING parallels that o»adio.
In its 20th year, BROADCASTING
rededicates itself ..."Toms American System of free, compe^ive
and self-sustaining radio...'
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SOME 1,200 research scientists,
engineers and other technical personnel of Philco Corp. were on
hand at a company dinner last
week in Philadelphia, announcing
the company's first annual Research and Engineering Achievement Awards. A total of 130
awards consisting of blocks of
Philco common stock will be presented each year to those "making
outstanding technical achieveThe highlight of the evening
was an address by Leslie J. Woods,
ments."
vice
president and director of research and engineering, who spoke
about the opportunities ahead for
Philco engineers. "Philco management is engineering minded," he
stated, pointing out that many of
the company's top executives have
engineering backgrounds, including its president.
Mr. Woods outlined the expansion of Philco's engineering activities during recent years and said
that expenditures for these activities in 1951 will exceed $7,000,000.
William Balderston, president of
Philco, and John M. Otter, vice
president and general manager of
sales, also addressed the group.

White Agency Branch
L. E. WHITE Jr., of the White
Advertising Agency, Tulsa, has announced opening of a branch office in Oklahoma City. Steve
Olesiuk, advertising veteran, has
been
Bldg. named manager of the new
office, located in the Exchange

EDUCATION
Radio-TV Role Analyzes
EDUCATION ON THE AIR. Edited b
O.
Ohio: Ohi
StateJoeU. Olson.
Press. Columbus,
479 pp.
AN overall analysis of the statu
of education through radio and T\
is
presented
this "Twentietl
Yearbook
of thein Institute
for Edu
cation
Radio" as on
the the
latest
tion ofbyEducation
Airedii
subtitled. Included are addresse
by Ralph W. Hardy, NAB directs
of government relations; FC(
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, Com
mentator H. V. Kaltenborn an
Comr. Paul A. Walker.
General topics discussed incude
Do We Need a New National Polic;
for Radio and Television?; Radi
and U. S. Foreign Policy; Educa
tional Television — A Progress Re
port; Television Training in Colleges and Universities; Educationa
Administrators Look at Radio anc
Television; Promotion of Educa
tional Programs; Educationa
Broadcasting Through Commercia
Stations; Radio in Agricultural
Broadacsting, and Radio Writing
and Production. Reports of severa
clinics held at the Twentieth Institute for Education by Radio alsc
are given; among them are Clinic
for 10- Watt Stations, Clinic foi
Campus
Stations,
Educational
Stations.and Clinic for
WLW Asks MacArthur
ACTING on published reports that GIs in Korea were
complaining in letters home
that they were not getting
enough food, Milton Chase,
WLW Cincinnati news commentator, asked Gen. Douglas MacArthur about it. Last
week the general wired Mr.
Chase that American soldiers in Korea were getting
"ample
andconcern
food"
and
that clothing
"there is no
regarding provisions made
for
carewasof picked
the soldiers."
The the
reply
up by
wire services and received
nationwide attention.
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Detroit.
Stamford High School Day, WSTC
Stamford, Conn.
Junior Tovm Meeting, series sponsored by Nat'l.
of Christians
and Jews,
WTCN Conf.
St. Paul,
Minn.
The Ohio Story, series sponsored by
Ohio Bell Telephone Co., Cleveland,
on WTAM Cleveland.
Story of A School and A Neighbor' hood, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
/ Speak For Democracy, Willard
Wienke, single broadcast, Wilber,
Neb., submitted in Voice of America
contest.
Radio Station WHLI, Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.
American Democracy, William Leonard, single broadcast, Waterloo,
Iowa, submitted in Voice of America
contest.
/ Speak For Democracy, Donald
Wilson, single broadcast, Lemoore
High School, Lemoore, Calif., submitted in Voice of America contest.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, intermission broadcast talks on Cleveland
Orchestra Sunday afternoon program, Midland Bldg., Cleveland.
George Washington Carver, Chloris
(Continued on page U9)

ade 0thers Cited
lcPal
Caya
Srecorded
D
R
A
Theatre, dramatic episodes by
W
A
America
Is
People,
for
1GRAM
Cavalcade
of
America,
l'
OH
REED
boys and girls of PAL on WNBC
broadcast Armed Forces Radio Serv3. I. duPont de Nemours &
New York.
ices of the Armed Forces InformaInc., Wilmington, over NBC
The Greatest Story Ever Told, series
tion and Education Division, Wash|:aived top radio honor by Freeington.
sponsored
by Goodyear
& Rubber co., Akron,
Ohio, onTireABC.
Ins Foundation, a "non-profit,
America Speaks, public service broadThis
Land
is
Mine,
series
sponsored
u-political, non-sectarian awards
cast Sept. 18, 1950, WFBR Baltimore.
r.dation" which last week anby
General
Federation
of Women's
Clubs,
Washington.
Program
script
:iced its 1950 awards for
Forivard America, broadcast redistributed
thru
local
clubs.
corded by World Broadcasting Sysmericans who make outstandOperation Survivial, sponsored by
tem, New York.
contributions to a better unNational Council of Catholic Men,
Boy Scouts Jamboree 1950, public
standing of freedom by the
service broadcast July 3, 1940,
Washington, on NBC Catholic Hour.
lgs which they write, do, or
WCAU Philadelphia.
Good Citizenship Series, WTIC Hartford, Conn.
"Yes, It Can Happen Here," AmerKnow
Your America, U. S. historical
wards were made in the folicans Speak Up program, Dr. Herdrama series, WJR Detroit.
bert C. Mayer, president, American
mg categories : advertising
Band of America, Cities Service Co.,
Viewpoint Inc., transcribed series.
npaigns, single cartoon strips,
New York, on NBC.
The American Way, public service
lege commencement addresses,
Serenaders, The Washington Water
broadcast, WMOH Hamilton. Ohio.
Power Co., KHQ Spokane, Wash.
■nmunity programs by boys' HONOR MEDALS:
Carnegie Hall, American Oil Co.,
d/or girls' clubs, community
Life With Luigi, sponsored by WilABC, Baltimore, Md.
'igrams by men's and/or womliam K. Wrigley, on CBS Sept. 19,
1950.
CERTIFICATES OF MERIT:
s groups, company employe pubOne Nation Indivisible, series by
itions, editorials, general cateDetroit Public Schools, Div. of InCBS.
struction, Dept. of Radio Education,
*y, high school commencement
dresses, magazine articles, 16mm
3 tion pictures, 35mm motion pieces, photographs with captions,
CENTRAL
OHIO
HAS
A BIG
APPETITE
blic addresses, radio programs,
•mons, union publications and
il defense. For each category, a
FOR
FOOD
al of $5,000 in cash awards was
*de, along with Honor Medals
d Certificates of Merit.
General Omar N. Bradley, chairin of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
esented the first and secondace awards in special Washing-Vs Birthday ceremonies at Valt Forge, Pa. The remaining
*ards are to be presented at reDnal ceremonies throughout the
untry during March and April.
Other radio award winners:
COND PLACE:
What America Means To Me, public
service series, WFIL-AM-TY Phila.
The Freedom Story, series by Spiritual Mobilization, Los Angeles. A
; transcribed series on many stations.
♦Source: Latest SRDS Cons. Mkts.
,Mosinee, public service broadcast,
Oct. 25, 1950, WWJ-AM-FM Detroit.
Salute to the Dead, public service
Broadcast, June 30, 1950, KFH
Wichita, Kan.
HFvD PLACE:
'-Your Land and Mine, series by
and WBNS, Columbus, is first with listeners and advertisers
Eenry J. Taylor, sponsored by Gen:eral Motors Corp. on ABC.
Adventures in Freedom, public servHealthy appetites call for big food orders.
ice series, WLS Chicago.
Why not sell your brand via WBNS? Latest
'Mark Adams, series sponsored by
Employers'
Assn.
of
Detroit,
WWJ
Hooperatings
show that WBNS has more CenDetroit.
tral Ohio listeners than any other station. And
in the Columbus zone, WBNS has the highest
Background
Peace
and War,
.' public
service for
feature
broadcast
Nov.
percentage of listeners every night of the week.
26, 1950, KSVC Richfield, Utah.
Captain Eddie Riekenbacker on
That's why WBNS is first choice with adverAmericanism, recorded for broadtisers, too. Write us for latest ratings or ask
cast, KMPC Hollywood.
your John Blair representative. Then watch
3URTH PLACE:
vour sales figures grow fat when you sell
i Women's Town Meeting of the Air,
through WBNS.
series of programs sponsored by
Detroit Trust Co., WWJ Detroit.
Young America Speaks, public service series broadcast, KFI Los AnCENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY CBS OUTLET
geles.
Sam Jones, American, series sponsored by Bank of Douglas, K.OY
PLUS
Phoenix and Arizona Network.
Freedom, U. S. A., series of programs sponsored by C. F. Hathaway
Co., WTVL Waterville, Me.
AskWELD-FM
John Blair
Hometown, Ohio, series of programs,
WGAR Cleveland, Ohio.
Destination Freedom, public service
POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
series, WMAQ Chicago.
Living — 1950, "Malice in Wonderland" series, NBC.
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Illness of Ownei}
LeVALLY

O'n the dotted line , . .
WMNB North Adams, Mass., featuring Sheldon Jones, New York Giants
pitcher, on 12:30-1 p.m. Sunday program. Hot Stove League. At the signing
are (seated, I to r) Ed Nassif, co-sponsor; Mr. Jones, and Bob Steele, cosponsor; standing, Bucky Bullett, WMNB sports reporter, and Chuck Kuhner,
WMNB coml. rep.

WORZ Orlando, Fla., has announced
complete sellout of Lucky Social Security Numbers. Listeners are offered $3,000 weekly. Signing are
Jake Holton and Julian Laughinghouse; Winston Clark, WORZ salesman, and Gene Hill, WORZ mgr.,
look on.

COWBOY SINGER Red Allen (standing) has been signed for another year
on KLZ Denver, six mornings weekly,
by Ben Kortz (r), owner of sponsoring Kay's Better Jewelers. Seated is
R. Main
asst. mgr.for Kay's
has
beenMorris,
a KLZKLZadvertiser
over
10 years.

WWDC Washington Sportscasters
Bob Wolff and Arch McDonald
(seated, I to r) have been signed to
handle the 1951 Washington Senators baseball games by the Heurich
Brewing Co. Standing are Charles B.
Eckles (I) and Edward R. Wade, v. p.,
and gen. sales mgr., respectively, of
the brewing firm.

FRITZIE ZIVIC (seated), former
world's welterweight champion,
signed to handle sports program for
WRIT Pittsburgh, and Don loset (r),
v. p. and station mgr., congratulates
him. Standing (I) is Robert Connelly,
acct. exec, who obtained Philco dealer
sponsorship for first half hour of 5-6
p.m. weekday program.

CUTTING BIRTHDAY CAKE in studios of WWSW Pittsburgh is H. O. Shamblen Jr., of local Shamblen Furnace Parts Co., marking first year of sponsorship of weekday news program. Looking on are Ben W. Muros, station
mgr.; Sidney D. Berlin, station account exec, and Ray Schneider, newscaster.
Mr. Shamblen has signed for a second year.

CLOSES

Cited as Cause

LeVALLY Inc., three-year-old Chicago agency with $4.5 million billing!
was
preparing
lastNorman
week to W.closeLeVally,
its doorspresident
"on or before
May 1" becausij
of the
illness of
and treasurer.
Mr. LeVally, in a prepared statement, said he was liquidating th
10-account agency on orders of his *
j
of the same name, in Shaw-LeValhl
physician. He will take an "indeterminate rest," but any other
for three years. Mr. LeVally, a for I
plans are "indefinite." He explained, mer account executive at Leo Bur I
however, the move is a "temporary
nett, has been in the advertising 1
retirement from the advertising
business 20 years.
He reportedly turned down ail
A letter reportedly went from
offer of six key executives withiiJ
business."
him
to all clients Feb. 17, notifying
the agency to assume managemen \
them of cancellation of the account
of the operation. The group wai I
understood to have included James i
within 90 days. Two of the firm's
major clients, both users of radio
G. Cominos, vice president anc4
and TV, were Household Finance
general manager; Stuart H. Rae i
Corp., Chicago, and Frank Fehr
vice president in charge of art
Robert E. Blackburn, vice presi
Brewing Co., Louisville, which announced their plans to name new
dent in charge of copy; Rhoades V h
agencies about a month ago. Fehr,
Newbell, vice president; Leslie Ri
which uses local AM spot and TV
Gage, vice president in charge o) j
media and research, and Frank W
programming,
plans
"no
curtailment" in its use of either. It will
Chaffee, vice president in charg<
of merchandising.
name an agency which has had
brewery advertising.
The Chicago firm has offices ali^
360 N. Michigan Ave., and employs
Other Accounts
61 persons.
Other LeVally accounts which
will name new agencies are Marathon Corp., Menasha, Wis. (paper
products) ; Hamilton Mfg. Co., Two
'DREAM
TIME1
Rivers, Wis. (clothes dryer) ; Deep
Ziv Series Meets Suceesi
Freeze Appliance Div. of Motor
Products Corp., North Chicago, 111.; AS A RESULT of the success o:
Kitchen Art Foods Co., Chicago
its transcribed radio series Drear)
Time, Hamilton Watch Co. plans T
(Pyomy mixes); Scott Radio Labs,
Chicago; John Meek Industries,
to underwrite a new 13-week series
transcribed by Frederic W. Zh
Plymouth, Ind. (TV sets); Virginia Parks Inc., Chicago (VP de- Co.
oderant) ; Snappy Cheese Co., DenThe quarter-hour Dream Timl
was first offered early in 1950 b}
mark, Wis.; American Family
Hamilton to a relatively smal
Magazine; Chicago Electric Mfg.
Co. (appliances).
number of jewelers for local spon sorship. It caught on so quicklj
Only broadcast accounts are
Kitchen Art Foods, which uses AM
that by year's end it reportedl]
was aired on 417 stations in 4(
spot, and Deep Freeze, which
states, Alaska, Hawaii anc
bought
local
TV
programs
in
Chicago.
Canada.
Hamilton pays for the productioi
Mr. LeVally, who is 45, established his own agency three and
costs of the program and has i
middle institutional-type commer
one-half years ago after working
as equal partner with John W.
cial, with open ends for the loca^,
Shaw, head of the Chicago agency
jeweler's
jeweler paysmessage.
time costs.The
The retai"
shov,
was offered on an exclusive, onejj
VWOA AWARDS
jeweler-to-a-city basis.
a
At 26th Anniversary Fete
A majority of the sponsoring re
MARCONI Memorial Medal of tailers reported that increasec
Achievement was to be awarded to sales could be attributed directlj
J. R. Poppele, vice president and
to
Time. the
Several
in Dream
fact, repeated
series.jewelers'
chief engineer of WOR New York,
Retailers
who
sponsored
the orig
at the Veteran Wireless Operators
series will be given preference
Assn. 26th anniversary dinner last inal
when the new series is released.
Saturday, Feb. 24. Other life
BBDO New York, is the agencj
members of the association to re- for Hamilton.
ceive that honor were Louis G.
Pacent, president of the Pacent
Engineering Corp., New York, and
Haraden Pratt, vice president and
Radio Script Catalog
i
chief engineer of Mackay Radio
and Telegraph Co.
BOOKLET, Radio Script Catalog
Marconi Memorial Wireless Pio(sixth edition) offering a list of
neer Medals were to be awarded
more than 1,300 annotated radio
to E. C. Cochran, former FCC elecscripts, on free loan from the Ratronic engineer; Comr. George E.
dio Script and Transcription ExSterling; John B. Gambling, WOR;
change of the Office of Education,
Arthur Godfrey; Comr. E. M.
is now on sale. Price is 25 cents pei
Webster; Dr. Lee de Forest, and
copy, available from the U. S. Government Printing Office, Division
others. Two hundred pioneer wirelessmen and their friends were to of Public Decuments, Washington
attend the dinner.
25, D. C.
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Doctor of Journalism
- jree is conferred upon Walter H.
nenberg (r), editor and publisher
the Philadelphia Inquirer (WFILJl :H-TV), by Dr. Robert L. Johnson,
president of Temple U,
C. RADIOMEN
Re-elect Elphicke Pres.
H. ELPHICKE, CKWX Vanaver, was re-elected president of
z British Columbia Assn. of
oadcasters and representative of
2 BCAB on the board of directs of the Canadian Assn. of
oadcasters, at the annual meet' at Victoria, B. C, Jan. 29-30.
ill Rea, CKNW New Westminster,
^s re-elected vice president, and
P. Finnerty, CKOK Penticton,
is elected director.
1 -After hearing reports from
;: \B General Manager Jim Allard
d Sales Director Pat Freeman,
sociation dealt with a sales
esentation kit for use by all
itish Columbia stations in proving radio in the province,
vil defense officials and station
erators discussed how stations
uld be of service in case of a
ir emergency.

AUDIENCE SIZE
Can Be Increased Despite TV, Study Shows

LOCAL stations can increase average audience size despite the decline in radio listening caused by
television, according to a study
conducted by Advertest Research,
New Brunswick, N. J., on behalf
of WCTC New Brunswick.
The analysis is based on matched
studies conducted in January 1949
and the same month this year.
Comparison of the two periods
shows radio listening has declined
overall by 23.7%, with the bulk of
the drop occurring in the evening,
according to Advertest Research.
Morning radio listening increased
12.6%; afternoon radio listening
fell off 15.2%, and evening radio
listening dropped 35.6% during the
two-year period, it was found.
This average decrease varied
sharply among stations, the re-

search firm noted in supporting the
claim that local stations can expand audience despite TV. Advertest Research pointed out that the
two studies were based in each instance on more than 8,000 cases,
and were matched in every respect.
The area (Middlesex and Somerset
counties in New Jersey) was described as "probably unequal in
the country for degree and media
competition." It is covered by 10
TV, over 25 AM and numerous
FM stations.
TV viewing has increased sharply in the two years, especially in
evening hours, it was found.
BARBARA mentator
WELLES,
women's
comWOR New York,
was feted
by station with five-day birthday celebration, from Monday, Feb. 5, through
Friday, Feb. 9.

*
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„ higher average8
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The station reported that all inructors will receive the normal
lary paid for instructors of exnsion study. This they will conibute toward a scholarship for a
serving high school student to
tend college. Radio Medford Inc.,
ensee of KMED, reportedly will
atch the instructors' donation.

R OADCASTING

yang giving "authentic news reporting," the report added.

-I

MED CODRSE
Teaches Broadcasting
MED Medford, Ore., last week
igan a public 10-week course in
oadcasting principles. S ev e n
RIED personnel who will assist
instructors are : Jennings Pierce,
anager; Ray Johnson, chief enneer; Jack Ellison, promotion and
tional sales manager; Bud Ho■nsee, program director; Bill
ansen, local sales manager; Russ
imison, production manager, and
aterine
Lindsey, continuity direcr.

oin Liberty
WIN Ashland and KFIR North
f nd, Ore., have signed as affiliates
the Liberty Broadcasting Sys-

Report on Korean Activity
PROGRESS
the
' psychological
THOUGHT inWAR
warfare phase of Korean operations, entailing loudspeaker transmissions to enemy forces and UN
radio broadcasts to the civil population, is stressed in a report filed
with the United Nations Security
Council.
The report, one of a periodic
series, revealed that loudspeaker
broadcasts from air and ground are
"proving effective in complementing the influence of leaflets in inducing surrender of enemy soldiers." During the latter part of
November numerous broadcasts
and leaflets were employed as
psychological warfare was stepped
up. Civilian broadcasts were aired
by Radio Seoul and Radio Pyong-

Even V/TAG

,O 6;00 o.m0 *

hour rating I"

WORCESTER
580 KC
5000 Watts

arter-hoors

»f th^ns
.■•
V/orcester

heard «

PAUL H. RAYMER CO. National Sales Representatives.
Affiliated with the Worcester Telegram — Gazette.
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'Ice Follies' Success
(Continued from page 25)
campaign, using virtually every
station in the city. If it worked,
they would be repaid their investment on a sliding scale of increased
attendance over the previous year.
Their faith was justified. Attendance increased enough that
year to completely absorb the
$12,000 they had risked to prove
their point.
Eddie and Roy Shipstad and
Oscar Johnson have been extremely
conscious of television and the effect of its growth on theatrical
attractions. They have watched it
since its infancy.
Ice Follies was one of the first
shows ever to be televised in its
entirety, they stated. That was
back in 1944 when Philco was operating its experimental TV station
in Philadelphia.
From time to time since then,
and quite consistently in the past
two years, Ice Follies has cooperated with stations in presenting
the show on video. However, it has
established a policy of never telecasting acomplete show, and never
more than three or four minutes
consecutively.
TV Spots Newest
Addition
Ice Follies has added well-produced TV spot film to its series of
radio spots in the past few years.
■
For the division of budget ap| propriation between radio and TV,
Ice Follies management and Walter McCreery Inc. have worked out
an interesting formula which is
recommended to arena managements in television areas. The
money is proportioned in direct
relation to the number of radio and
television receiver sets in each
area.
In most instances where video
has been included in the budget,
additional funds have been appropriated so that the expense of the
newer medium is not subtracted
from radio.
While most of the Ice Follies
plan concerns spot radio because it
is best adapted to the peculiar
problem of the traveling ice ex-

TIMEBUYERS are feted in New York by WSOC Charlotte, N. C, at cocktail
party Feb. 13. Not showing are blankets bestowed on each guest as souvenir.
Among those present were (I to r) Chet Slaybaugh, Morse International; Ned
Midgley, Christopher Lynch, McDonald Dunbar and Ed Small, all Ted Bates
& Co., and Richard Grahl, William Esty Co.
travaganza, Shipstads & Johnson
have made effective use of network
radio for a specific purpose.
Each September when Ice Follies has its annual world premiere
in Los Angeles Pan-Pacific Auditorium, ahalf hour show is broadcast over a tailor-made network of
Mutual Broadcasting System. Some
50 stations are used to cover quite
thoroughly the 20 areas in which
Ice Follies will appear during its
winter tour.
This broadcast is designed to
show-case the first performance of
the new edition, thus giving regular Ice Follies patrons an idea what
is in store for them when the production reaches their community.
Its format is the narrative-interview type. Top network names are
used as interviewers. Among them
are Ken Carpenter, Frances Scully
for the women's angle, Johnny
Grant, Bill Welsh and others.
The narrative includes a building
up of a Hollywood premiere and
top name motion picture talent in
attendance are interviewed.
Some form of line reversal has
been used in the network program
on several occasions. One year Ted
Husing interviewed General John
Reed Kilpatrick, president of Madison Square Garden in New York.
This was fed into the line at the
Hollywood originating point.
Last year a local cut-in was featured. In each area the local arena

manager, a friend of long standing
and an important personage in the
community, congratulated Eddie
and Roy Shipstad and Oscar Johnson on the 15th anniversary of
their ice production. A special
closing tag in each city gave Ice
Follies playing dates for that area.
Ads are run on the local newspaper radio pages listing station
and time of broadcast: In addition,
spot announcements are employed
to plug the coming network show.
This type of promotion has paid
off in a surprisingly large unsolicited mail pull for a one-time network special events type broadcast, according to Mr. McCreery.
As do the AM transcriptions,
TV film spots and other Ice Follies
advertising, production of these
annual network "specials" come
under personal supervision of Mr.
McCreery. He considers Ice Follies
his
particular
associated
with"baby,"
it for having
12 of itsbeen
15
years of existence.
A pioneer in Western radio and
advertising, Mr. McCreery has the
reputation of being a perfectionist.
He was a member of Smith, Bull
& McCreery Inc., Hollywood, before forming his own agency a few
years ago. And wherever Mr. McCreery has gone, Ice Follies has
followed.
Local Campaigns
Also Handled
Besides representing Ice Follies
as advertising agency, Walter McCreery Inc. has handled campaigns
on the local level with conspicuous
success for arenas in Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York, Philadelphia,
Portland, Ore., and San Francisco.
Because cost of radio and TV
operations for Ice Follies are scattered among a score of widely separated advertising budgets, it is
difficult to arrive at an exact dollars and cents figure, according to
the ice production owners.
However, combining the production costs of the material furnished
by the traveling ice extravaganza
and the cost of station time used
in each city for spot radio and TV,
an estimate for the total would ap-
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proach $300,000 for the 48-week;
tour of 20 cities, they said. Ruleof-thumb percentage for the radicj
and TV portion of the over-all ad^
vertising budgets has been approximately 20%.
The executive organization hi
Ice Follies is quite simple. It is a
partnership wholly owned by tht
two Shipstad brothers and Oscai
Johnson.
The operation, too, is conductec
with a surprisingly small staff
The three owners closely super
vise both the business and production phases.
P. K. von Egidy is executive di
rector and was a well-known Los
Angeles announcer- sales execu
tive before he joined Ice Folliei
in 1944. His job at the start was
to act as liaison between the executive staff, local arenas and adver
tising agency. But since that time f
responsibilities have multipliec
and he includes many other phases
of Ice Follies operation in his
duties.
With a cast of 165 professional
skaters, Ice Follies headquarters
are being established in Los Angeles, where a new $100,000 building is being erected to house operations.
Eddie Shipstad and Oscar Johnson were skating partners doing
a professional comedy act wher
they first got their idea that s
musical show on figure skates couk
be successful. But it wasn't unti
March 1933 when with aid of brother Roysional
Shipstad,
profesteacher of then
figurea skating
that they carried out that idea
They presented The Greatest
Arena Show in Minneapolis Arena
It opened on the night of the greal
bank
holiday.financially,
As a resultbutit it
wasn't
a success
was
from a production point of view ■
In the next two years the threeri
youths produced a series of charity shows on ice in St. Paul. Then :
in early 1935 they obtained a contract to produce a "tank" show in;
Chicago's College Inn. They were
booked for one month, but played
sixteen. It was at College Inn that
the idea for Ice Follies took form
and grew.
The three youths formed a partnership and in Nov. 1936 with a
small band of 28 figure skaters
left their home town of St. Paul
by bus for Tulsa where the new
venture was to have its premiere.
But a polio epidemic had put the
town under strict quarantine. First
night audience on Nov. 7, 1936,
virtually was out-numbered by the
small cast, the three producerowners relate.
Since those days the cast has
grown to its present 165, and production has become steadily more
elaborate and spectacular. Where
audience was then but a few scattered people,
in recent
years annual
attendance
has approached
the three-million mark, with a total
of more than 30 million having
attended Ice Follies since it firstmade that modest debut in TuIse
in 1936.
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that are applied to any other news,
'Smugness/ Not TV Cited
always with the added problems of
MEWS DANGER
good taste that characterize news
At Minneapolis Meet
Mr. Krueger was
llM NEWSCASTERS were told that their greatest danger comes not broadcasting."
chairman
of
the
panel; Paul Presrom TV but from their own smugness.
brey of the Minneapolis Star, Paul
This charge was leveled by Prof. Baskett Mosse, Medill School of Ziemer of WKBH LaCrosse, Wis.,
jurnalism, Northwestern U., who spoke before more than 50 radio and Sheriff Ed Ryan of Hennepin
;wsmen from five states attendCounty, Minnesota, the particin.g the Fifth Annual Radio News
services were discussed at a panel
hort Course at the U. of MinneThe fourth panel, dealing with
with Mr. Hilton as leader and Don
pants.of recording devices in news
use
pta School of Journalism in MinRichardson,
KAUS
Austin,
Minn.;
i ieapolis.
broadcasting, was led by Julian
■ To meet the competition of TV,
Ed Brandt, United Press field repHoshal, KYSM Mankato, Minn.
M broadcasters need better
resentative, and George Moses,
Assisting him were John Leslie,
Minneapolis Associated Press bu- WDGY Minneapolis.
•ained and better paid news men
reau manager, as participants.
nd news programs that "go far
Two speeches by foreign correCharles McCuen, KRNT D e s
aore heavily into interpretative
spondents were given to the short
laterial,"
Professor Mosse de- Moines, led a panel on "How to course — one by Herbert Lewis of
ared.
the St. Paul Pioneer Press, just reMake the News Show Different,"
turned from Southeast Asia, and
"Actually, our greatest danger is with Prof. Charles E. Swanson, U.
of Minnesota School of Journalism,
ot from TV itself, but rather from
the
other
by Philip Potter, Baltimore Sun foreign correspondent,
ur own smugness — our refusal to and Dean Montgomery, KELO
who was wounded in Korea last
ee the changing situation," he Sioux Falls, S. D., taking part.
fall.
kid.
A panel on crime news on the air
brought forth statements that
AM-TV Operations
Northrop Dawson, program director of KUOM, the U. of Minnesome of the taboos on broadcastingProfessor Mosse's talk closed an
sota station, played a sample of the
such news are beginning to disap11 - morning
session devoted to
pear. Crime news, said the partici- new KUOM documentary series,
roblems of AM-TV news compepants, should be treated with the Minnesota Mid-Century, which is
Ition and of AM and TV news
being furnished on discs to 39 of
same
"responsibility
and judgment
perations within one station. Two
newsmen from KSTP Minneapolis"fSt.
Paul— Sandy
Miller
of the who
AM
RADIO PRAISED
ewsroom
and Bill
Ingram,
"
hiprocesses
and voices KSTP's night'Public Spirit" Hailed by Congressman
•I y TV news show — told of the areas
f cooperation in the two types of AN ELOQUENT appraisal of the to its community.
tews broadcasting.
Bob Redeen,
Congressman cited service
radio industry's "vigilance and of The
tews director of WOC-AM-FM-TV
KROX and other stations which
public-spirited"
service
to
the
na;-4 Davenport, Iowa, told how his two
tion was voiced in Congress last saved lives and avoided property
dparieties of news are necessarily
week by Rep. Harold C. Hagen
damage during destructive floods
direct competition.
(R-Minn.), who is serving his fifth in the Crookston area last year.
if . Last act of the short course, goterm in the House.
Another incident, he said, was a
public campaign launched by
:e* ng into session as a business meetThe Congressman said he was
ing of the Northwest Radio News
KROX which succeeded in appresingling out radio stations because
^-Assn., was to elect Glenn Flint,
hending ahit and run driver.
"in
these
times,
when
it
seems
to
be
hews director of WDAY Fargo,
popular to criticize and find fault,
Rep. Hagen concluded: "I am
D., president for the coming
we very often overlook the great proud of these services KROX is
/ear. He succeeds Charles D. Hilgiving
to its community. I am more
good accomplished by Americans
proud to know that hundreds of
";on, news director of KGLO Mason
and
American
industry."
City, Iowa. Other officers elected
radio stations all over America are
Referring to the "iron rule of equally vigilant and equally public
are William Krueger, news direcdictatorship," Rep. Hagen noted
:or of KDAL Duluth, vice presi- the
contrast between the operation
spirited.
dent; Art Smith, Sioux City, man"We need have no fear for the
of American radio and stations
ager of KNAX Yankton, S. D.,
future of our democratic way of
behind the iron curtain "where
•secretary, and Don Wright, news
radio is used constantly to divide life as long as we have free and
director of KLER Rochester, Minn.,
and subjugate the people, to thwart unafraid avenues of information.
J treasurer.
the freedom of mankind, and to Our free way of life is safer and
Four panels on radio news probinstill hatred and greed into the more secure because of the servlems occupied sessions of the short
ices of America's radio stations,
hearts
of the citizens."
course. Use and operation of wire
television stations, newspapers,
He continued:
Compare this use of radio with the magazines and other publications."
operation of the radio stations in
KOREAN POLL
America. We are all familiar with
the public service programs of the
House Hears KSUM Results
American radio industry, the free
time made available for the purpose
of education and the sharing of
A RADIO station's poll of listeners
on the Korean situation was pre- knowledge, the programs dedicated
to humanitarian causes, the unselfish
sented to the House of Representadevotion to the ideals of freedom of
tives by Rep. Joseph C. O'Hara
thought and expression, and the con(R-Minn.).
effort to make life better for
The poll was conducted in a one- all ourstantpeople
week period ending Jan. 30 by of all the world.as well as the people
KSUM Fairmont, Minn. Two
The radio industry of America
questions were asked: Whether the stands
unchallenged in its service to
U. S. should pull out of Korea and the ideals which are America's heritwho should determine whether
age and the industry asks nothing in
return, being content to operate freely
American troops be sent overseas,
Deposits and assets in MisCongress or the President.
in a land where freedom is the parasissippi banks are now at an
mount tradition.
According to Rep. O'Hara, the
all-time high. This is more
In paying tribute to the radio
poll showed 89 % of the respondents
reason than ever why you should
believing the U. S. should take its industry, Rep. Hagen pointed out
reach this prosperous market through
troops out of Korea, 97% said how KROX Crookston, Minn., an
Congress should make the decision
independent outlet, has contribWJDX . . . "the voice of Mississippi."
uted its share of public service
on whether troops be sent abroad.
BROADCASTING
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TWO-YEAR rights to services of
Penny Pruden
(r) and Penny
Pantry
Inc., Cincinnati
clubPruden's
center
and product testing outlet, are assigned to WLW-WLWT(TV) Cincinnati as Robert E. Dunville, president
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW
owner)be looks
on. "Penny'sservice
Pantry"of
will
a merchandising
the radio-TV stations.
the 44 Minnesota AM stations
without charge. United Press
played host to a cocktail party Friday evening.
Others who attended: Katherine Barzen, KTRF Thief River Falls, Minn.;
Jim Bormann, WCCO Twin Cities; Paul
Brown, KSTP Twin Cities; Rev Brune,
Minneapolis bureau, United Press;
Roger Cowell, WCCO Twin Cities; Jack
Dunn,
WDAY Fargo,
D.; Allen
Fobes, Mankato,
Minn.;N. Bob
Franzen,
WTCN Twin Cities; Garth W. Germond,
WEBC Duluth; Jerry Gill, Associated
Press, Omaha; Jeff Gorham, KILO
Grand Forks, N. D.; Max Guttman,
WDATson, KSTP
Fargo,
D.; Brooks
TWin N.Cities;
GardinerHenderJones,
United Press, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Don
Kelly, KELO Grand Forks, N. D.; Jack
Kelly, WRFW Eau Claire, Wis.; Walter
Losk, KELO Grand Forks, N. D.; Bill
McGivern, KIJV Huron, S. D.; Jim McGovern, WDGY Minneapolis; Orrin
Melton, KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.; Howard Morgan,
Press,KVOX
Minneapolis;Associated
Robert L. Owens,
Moorhead, Minn.; Marie H. Prosser,
KATE Albert Lea, Minn.; Francis Robbins, KDHL Faribault, Minn.; Charles
Sarjeant, WCCO Twin Cities; Ronald
Schaffer, KASM Alvany, Minn.; Jim
Schwartz, WOI Ames, Iowa; Jack Shelley, WHO Des Moines; Ray Stougaard,
KSUM Fairmont, Minn.; Jack Swenson,
KFYR Bismarck, N. D.; Ray Thompson,
KROC Rochester, Minn.; Dick Vogl,
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis.
WIND Chicago will broadcast Indiana
High School Basketball Tournament
for 16th year under sponsorship of
same client, Northern Indiana Public
Service Co. Bud Campbell will handle
commentary on games, three daily on
four Saturdays beginning Feb. 24.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Importance Stressed
DAniflC
AIlTfl
MUIU
IinUIUO
in Audience Study
CHANCE that an auto radio will be turned on increases with the number of passengers, according to a study of car listening made in Georgia
by Donald P. Schrader, radio journalism instructor at Iowa State U.
This important audience, often overlooked, takes on added significance
with TV's growth, according to *
Mr. Schrader.
In addition, the Radio Audience), Mr. Schrader
auto and portable radio audience said. Thirty-seven percent of all
offsets the normal summer drop in car radios were turned on at the
the case of in-home listening. time of the interviews, but this
The Schrader study was con- figure is given more significance
ducted in Macon, Ga., last August, when reported by sex, time and
with 12,000 interviews and obser- distance travelled, he said,
vations made at traffic lights, drive- The following table reports lisin theatres and restaurants, and tening by sex:
ball parks.
T
., »
,
TOTAL % LISTENING BY SEX IN
In general he found:
radio cars
Men are more likely than women to Sex
Sets in Use
listen to the car radio.
Male
40 0%
Likelihood the car radio will be Female
23 3<7
turned
on increases with number of Maie and female in same car !! 37.'3%
passengers.
Likelihood the set will be turned on
mr,„ 4?„„<. j.i,„j. i;
„ „„„„n,r
with the Tne fact that listening generally
timehas increases
at a given
distance
the car
travelled that par- increases as the number in the car
ticular trip.
increases is clear from the f ollowInterviews were conducted be- mg table1
tween 7 a.m.-8 p.m. weekdays, covering both white and negro drivers. Listening by number in car
So few negro drivers were found
% radio
that they were eliminated from the
cars
whichinon
fl
nnaings.
Sex
No. in car
radio
Of all cars observed parked on
Male
l
38.2
streets in downtown Macon, 63.66%
I
|J;J
had radios, and 71% of all cars in Male
4 or more 71.5
which drivers were interviewed Female
2
28 5
had radios. This may be accounted
Female .
3
33.3
for
the fact
°r m°'e &S
has byshown
thatthat
carsother
withresearch
radios ^and
Male and Female
Female ::. 23
25.0
more 59.6
or
4
are driven more than cars without Male and Female
radios (Whan 1949 Study of Iowa The likelihood that a driver will
SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S fli(M1£&% RADIO STATION

have his radio on enroute to work
in the morning is also determined
by the distance travelled. Interviews were conducted at the entrance to industrial plants and military establishments from 7 a.m. to
10 a.m. with the results shown as
follows :
PER CENT OF RADIOS ON BY
DISTANCE TRAVELLED TO WORK
Distance travelled Sets in use
one to three miles
16.5%
five to nine miles
30.1%
eighteen to twenty-two miles . . 47.4%
The percent listening varied
little from day to day, and the high
station identification is construed
as further indication that this is
regular listening. Ninety-three
percent of all those interviewed
on their way to work could identify
the
station to which they were
listening.
From 1-3 p.m. interviewing was
conducted at traffic lights on main
highways through the city. Twentythree percent of all radios were
turned on, and 93.8% named the
ing.
station to which they were listenIn the evening, 28% of the radio-cars entering drive-in theatres
and restaurants and ball parks had
their radios on, and 85% of the
drivers named the station to which
they were listening.
It is difficult to come to any conclusion about the program preference of car listeners in the morning
and evening because all four stations in Macon had similar programs, according to Mr. Schrader.
In the afternoon major league
baseball had the largest audience.
Listening on the car radios was
to local stations. The number of
radios tuned to non-Macon stations
was less than one-tenth of one
percent.
V/HDH
PROJECT
Controls Unwanted Brush

Because Local advertisers know that WDBJ
coverage, distribution and RESULTS
Southwestern Virginia*, 27 LOCAL

excels in

in Roanoke and
accounts have

maintained continuous advertising schedules from 5
to 15 years on WDBJ.
*Ask Free & Peters for the complete WDBJ

lllMn

I

CBS • SOOO

■

story.

WATTS • 960 KC

Illn
IIS
II
0»-:irJ and Operated
by the J'V~^\
.TIMES-WORLD
CORPORATION
jd/ .\
WW If IrW
ROANOKE,
V A . fft%tof
FREE & FETERS. INC., National Representatives
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THE BRUSH CONTROL project
of WHDH Boston is being hailed
throughout New England as one
which can save railroads, public
utilities and farmers millions of
dollars annually.
WHDH is successfully combating rapid growth of brush at its
transmitter site in Needham,
Mass., where constant resprouting
was obstructing ground wires and
threatening transmitter operations. Attempts in 1948 and 1949
to destroy the brush failed. But
Robert B. Choate, publisher of
The Boston Herald-Traveler, which
owns WHDH, was convinced that
science — plus determination and
ingenuity — could solve the problem. In December 1949 he initiated the current project.
Heading the project were Dr.
Frank E. Egler, plant ecologist,
with the program carried on under Philip K. Baldwin, WHDH,
chief engineer, and William B.
McGrath, WHDH managing director. Results have been successful
beyond expectations and at a cost
below other brush-killing expense.

ANTENNAS
FCC Procedttil
FCC REVISED Part I of its rull
to establish internal procedure fu
handling applications in the ligli
of the provisions for aeronautic j
study of antenna sites contained
the recently adopted Part 17 of r
rules
[Broadcasting
• Telecas'
ing, Jan.
1].
The
Commission
said tt
amended rule, Sec. 1.377, provide
that antenna data presented
station applications will be e:
amined by the antenna surv<
branch
chief engineer's
and if ofnoitsaeronautical
studyoffi<
necessary, the information will f
forwarded
to thefor
appropriate
Con'|
mission bureau
further actio
If study is needed, the data will 1
forwarded
to the appropria
regional airspace subcommittee <f
the
tion. Civil Aeronautics Administnl
Those cases in hearing, in whi<j|
no initial decision has issued, wi|
be handled on a case-to-case bas \
and no special provision has bea
made, FCC said. In general, FCIj
said it did not believe it would tjj:
necessary to reopen records al
ready closed to take evidence pe|
taining to air safety, but in son!
cases where the record is nl
closed, such evidence may be d<j!
sirable.
ANDREWS TO TEACH
Leaves Consultant Fie
L. W. ANDREWS, who for til
past several years, has served il
the capacity of radio consultant!
through
L. "Wj
Andrews his
Inc.,organization,
left the consultir
field Feb. 17.
Mr. Andrews took the step :
order to be free to instruct in
supervise the Eastern Iowa Rad
School which he has developed froi
a night school to a full time schoo
In leaving the consulting bus:
ness, Mr. Andrews is requestin
FCC to dismiss the CP for his r;
dio station KFMA Davenpor
Iowa. A corporation has beej
formed, however, to be known
the KFMA Broadcasting Co. ani
an application has been filed fo
his facilities with the FCC.
NEW DIRECTOR
At Fordham U. Statioi
APPOINTMENT of Rev. Leo Mr1
Laughlin, S. J., as director o
WFUV (FM) Bronx, N. Y., Fore
ham U. station, and a realignmer
of station personnel, were ar
nounced last week.
Personnel changes include Juc
son La Haye Jr. to chief supei
visor and programming assista^i
to the director; William A. Col(
man to director of national emei
gency operations; Edwin J. Turr
er to chief announcer; John i
Mahoney to under-graduate supei
visor of production, and August H
Rickert to director of publicity an

promotion.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

HECKING the agenda for the two-day CBS District 9 sessions in San Franisco [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19] are (I to r) FCC Chairman
' ayne Coy, CBS District 9 Director Clyde Coombs, and CBS President
Frank Stanton.
ust

ENJOYING a cocktail party ending the first day of District 9 sessions are
tl to r) Charles E. Salik, KCBQ San Diego; John Karol, CBS sales manager;
Charles Garland, KOOL Phoenix, and Hi Wells, KOLO Reno.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA station representatives who gather with their San
Francisco host, Arthur Hull Hayes (second, r), CBS vice president and general
manager of KCBS San Francisco, at the Mark Hopkins Hotel include (I to r)
Paul Bartlett, KFRE Fresno; Walter Baziok, KREN Bakersfield; John Hamlyn,
McClatchy Broadcasting Co.; Mr. Hayes, and Leo Ricketts, McClatchy
Broadcasting Co.
in Canada, and selection of counIAAB MEET
IAAB'sof home
office.includes
In Sao Paulo March 79-29
Thetry forboard
directors
HEMISPHERIC broadcasting will Goar Mestre, Cuba; Emilio Azbe discussed in detail at the Inter- carraga, Mexico; L. B. Sicco,
Uraguay; E. M. de Assis, Brazil,
American Broadcasting Assn.'s
second convention, which will be and Gilmore Nunn, U.S.A. (WLAP
Lexington, Ky.).
held at Sao Paulo, Brazil, March
19-29. More than 300 delegates
are expected.
READING of North Dakota Poet
IAAB agenda includes approval
James W. Foley's poetry by Karleton
of next year's budget, study of Johnson on KDIX Dickinson, N. D.
proposed radio station regulations,
Sunshine Hour was a big factor in
need for cooperation in an inter- state legislature's voting next day to
national radio-educational plan, place poet's statue in Statuary Hall
analysis of private broadcasting in U. S. Capitol, station reports.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LaMOTTA
FIGHT
'All -Time Great' — Pabst
"WITHOUT a doubt, the LaMottaRobinson classic will go down in
history as one of the greatest
sports events
staged,"
according to Nate ever
Perlstein,
director
of advertising for Pabst Sales Co.,
Chicago, radio and TV sponsor of
the bout.
"We are delighted that we could
bring this event to the millions
who could not attend in person.
The fact that some 15,000 people
came out in person indicates that
the public is hungry for wellmatched and carefully - planned
sports events. We are happy to be
playing a part in keeping sports
alive.
"For many years, Pabst Blue
Ribbon has taken an active interest in the development of
Lester Malitz, vice president of
Warwick & Legler, New York, was
agency
sports." supervisor of the event.
BEST PROGRAMS
Named by Los Angeles Poll
NBC Halls of Ivy and ABC-TV
The Ruggles were named the outstanding radio and television programs, respectively, of the past
year in the second annual awards
poll announced last week by the
Southern California Assn. for Better Radio and Television.
Selected as "outstanding" in
other categories were: Drama —
Radio, CBS Lux Radio Theatre;
Television, The Ruggles; Comedy
and Variety — CBS Jack Benny
Show; CBS Alan Young Show;
Music — NBC Standard Hour;
KTLA Harry Owens' Hawaiians;
Education and Information — CBS
University Explorer; KFI-TV University; Reporting-News Interpretation—CBS Chet Huntley; KLACTV Clete Roberts.
Programs were selected from
those heard in the Los Angeles

Our belief
Religious Freedom is a most
cherished right.

Our belief in action
WGAR

offers its mike . . .

free ... to all creeds and to
all religions. Every Sunday

morning for 13 years, WGAR
CIVIL CENSORS
has presented the "Hour of
Urged For Korean News
Worship".
This public service
PUBLIC representatives as well as
military personnel should set
is an example of religious
policy on news censorship in Korea,
freedom in action.
M. M. Oppegard, president of the
Grand Forks Herald, licensee of
KILO Grand Forks, N. D., said in
Chicago Feb. 13. He spoke at
the midwinter meeting of the Inland Daily Press Assn.
Pointing out "there should be
some kind of civilian committee
dealing directly with military
authorities in Korea," Mr. Oppegard official
said "they
should have
sufCleveland's Friendly Station
ficient
recognition
that they
could argue with the military over
Represented Nationally by
the wisdom of withholding information the military wishes suppressed." He concluded that "when Edward Petry & Company
what we are to be told rests wholly
with the military, the suspicion
arises that what is blacked out is
something which would reflect on KAUIU - Public Service Medium
_ , _. - ^
America's Greatest
our military leadership."
February 26, 1951
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editorial

TV for Tycoons Only?
RADIO AND television manufacturers and
broadcasters are exercised over the excise tax
foray. Understandably so. Pending legislation,
proposed by the Treasury, would buck the
excise impost from the present 10% to 25%,
lumping radio and TV sets in with "durable
goods" in the luxury class.
Luxury, indeed, when the whole civil defense
plan is built around the broadcast media as
the "communications nerve center?" Is it fair
to raise the cost of receivers to the point where
only those in the upper income brackets can
afford them?
The problem for radio isn't nearly as serious
as for TV. There's virtual aural radio saturation now, and the units are lower in price.
But in TV, a 25% tax on a $300 set would
practically price the unit out of the reach of
the average citizen.
We're glad to see the Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., NAB and CIO-UEW go all out in opposition to this rankly discriminatory impost.
Owning a radio and TV set in the U.S. is a
"luxury" enjoyed by no other people. It is
the "luxury" provided by the broadcast arts
which were born, nurtured and developed by
Americans, making them the best-informed
populace in the world. And the most accessible
in times of stress.
Voice

or Babel?

SENATOR BENTON'S proposal for a Senate
investigation of the Voice of America and related government propaganda efforts strikes
us as deserving of prompt and sober attention.
A full-dress inquiry is needed to find out
whether our propaganda arm is as muscular as
it ought to be. Mr. Benton reported that an
expansion of the staff of the Voice and its sister services is in the wind, that the budget for
fiscal 1952 authorizes a total payroll of more
than 13,000.
As Mr. Benton pointed out, that would be a
staff larger than the number of people employed by NBC, Associated Press and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer put together. We suspect that
unless there is a considerable change in operations and policies, the State Dept., in building
up the Voice staff to that enormous total, will
be adding fat, not muscle.
So far there seems to have been no serious
effort to include among the Voice personnel
any appreciable number of practical broadcasters— men who have demonstrated their abilities in the tough climate of commercial competition. True, such outstanding figures as
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff have given advice to
the Voice on an informal and consultative basis
for some time. James D. Shouse, chairman of
the board of Crosley Broadcasting Co., has
been conducting a special survey intended to
discover means of enlarging the overseas audience to Voice broadcasts.
The advice of such men is worth far more
than the government could afford to pay. They,
and others like them, are willing to help the
Voice, despite personal sacrifice, because they
recognize the perils of our present crisis. The
pity is that the services of so few men of such
stature have been enlisted by the government.
We fear that unless a very much greater
effort is made to create at least a core of practical radio experience in the vast staff of the
Voice, the government will build a huge and
Page 46
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awkward broadcasting service in the image of
most bureaucracies.
The fact is that the Voice of America should
not only serve to pump a U.S. information
and education program around the world, in
answer to the propaganda effort of the Soviet.
It should also prepare the way for its own
liquidation.
Eventually, when the present tension is relieved, itshould be possible for free radio systems— like the one that flourishes in the U.S.
— to exist everywhere. Government-operated
radio is out-of -keeping with the fundamental
American concept of government. It is at best
a temporary expedient to which we are driven
in a periof of international controversy.
It seems to us that if a greater number of
practical broadcasters exerted their influence
on the Voice, two desirable ends would be attained. First, the effectiveness of the service
would be improved. Second, the Voice would
not become the tool of professional bureaucrats determined to perpetuate it forever.

f

- our respects to:

THOMAS
TV, NG: CIO
TELEVISION has been blamed for the collapse of the theatre boxoffice, for bankrupting
sports promoters, in short for all the ills of
other enterprises that cannot easily be excused
by some more obvious cause.
Last week television was even indicted for
union-busting.
The CIO News reported that TV was keeping members away from union meetings.
Absenteeism from union meetings is an offense
just short of treason, so it is safe to say that
the CIO leaders must think of TV as a scabrous influence indeed.
We -agree with the CIO that it must be difficult to make a strategy committee report as
beguiling as, say, an evening with Faye Emerson. Perhaps the solution for the CIO is to
harness TV to its own use — surprise the absentees by chasing them right into their own
homes.
Union leaders, performing on TV, could
surround themselves with showmanlike trappings— a chorus of shapely dancers, for example— and keep the boys glued to the sets.
It 'might not be the sort of thing old Sam
Gompers would have done, but then things
were different in his day.

On

the House

AFTER THREE long years, the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee is ready
to consider the McFarland Bill (S 658), which
has passed the Senate three times. It would
realign FCC procedures to expedite handling
of business, and it would place the full burden
of responsibility upon the FCC itself — not its
staff.
We have supported the McFarland measure
because we have felt that its many good features over-shadowed one or two objectionable
aspects. There's a provision to allow the FCC
to issue "cease and desist" orders, as a sort
of middle-ground sanction against law violators. We have always been wary of this provision for fear that it might be abused. Licensees have been disposed to accept it, however, as a small price to pay for the benefits
that otherwise would accrue.
The House committee certainly isn't committed to all of its provisions. We hope that
it will appraise the "cease and desist" provision and that it will move toward its elimination in any joint conferences between Senate
and House.

JAMES ALLARD

sters esthisoJ
IAN onbroadca
CANAD
N hear
WHEweek
a report
the activiti
their national association, it will be tht
third such report given them by youthfu'
Thomas James Allard. Sandy-haired, thin
dynamic and serious Jim Allard will not minct
words; he will give the Canadian Assn. oi
Broadcasters in convention at Quebec the fact;
about their industry as he sees them from tht
vantage point of general manager of the association with headquarters in Canada's capita!
city, Ottawa.
Mr. Allard has been representing Canadiar
broadcasters at Ottawa since 1943, and knows
practically
all Canada's
Parlia-ir,
ment personally
through members
frequent of
contact
the interest of the Canadian independent
broadcasters. When he first went to Ottawa
from the Canadian west, from where so mans
of Canada's most aggressive broadcasters have
come, it was his job to sell radio to the men
and women in the Canadian Parliament. He
went to operate the co-operative Canadian Radio Bureau, an office whose main aim is to
have members of Parliament record weekly
or less frequent reports to their constituents,
the record to be aired over the hometown staing.
tion. These Reports from Parliament Hill are
now a regular feature of Canadian broadcastCanada has two official languages, English
and French. Outside Quebec province and a
few scattered section of western Canada,
French is however seldom spoken. The majority of Canadians speak only English. Mr.
Allard was no exception when he went to
Ottawa. Like all Canadians he had learned
French at school, but that was not a speaking
knowledge of the language. So when he went
to Ottawa, which is separated from Quebec
province by the Ottawa River, he decided he
had better brush up on his French. After all
there would be French-speaking members of
Parliament to see, and they would appreciate
seeing a representative of Canadian broadcasters who could speak their language. There
also were French-language station members
of the Radio Bureau.
Mr. Allard did so well in his French that
his first report to the CAB membership on
their co-operative Radio Bureau was giver,
verbally in both English and French. That
made a big hit with French-language station
operators. Mr. Allard has continued his study
of French and is a member of the Eloquent,
Elegant and Erudite order of Orateurs du
(Continued on page 51)
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POPULATION
4.051. 740H

RETAIL

SALES

$2. 294.535.000'

NET

INCOME
$3,487,827,000**

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 11)
abode is at the corner of 46th St.
and Fifth Ave.
Born in New York on Feb. 12,
1897, Wally attended De Witt Clinton High School and Cornell U.,
where he majored in the chemistry
of food preservation — a far cry
from his present field. During
World War I, he was in the Navy,
winding up as a deck ensign on
destroyer duty. After the war, he
went back to Cornell to take an
M.S. in food chemistry.
After several weary months behind test tubes and beakers, he
decided on a sales job. In 1923,
he took such a job with the Elyria
Co., which then manufactured
glass-lined steel tanks for use in
the food processing industry.
The following year, 1924, he
married Doris Dunning, a Smith
College graduate, and got another
sales job, with the old New York
World.
Enters Radio Field

FARM

INCOME
$809,026,000 =

MANUFACTURING
SALES
$4,497,300,000***

. . . among
the 12 states in
the rich, growing
Southeastern
Market

*1950 U. S. Census
**1949 Sales Management
***1949 Manufacturers
Record

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT. RALEIGH
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A succession of sales jobs followed. In 1926 he met Scott
Howe Bowen, who later became a
pioneer station representative and
found himself with a new kind of
sales job — selling radio transcriptions.
He started a major campaign, on
his own behalf, with NBC — a campaign that lasted for two years
and paid off in 1930 with a spot in
the NBC network sales department.
For eight years, Wally Duncan
was one of NBC's top sales personnel. In 1938 he was offered a key
sales job at WNEW New York.
The job was a challenge as well as
an opportunity, and he took it.
At WNEW, Mr. Duncan rose
quickly — as the station prospered
— to be one of the industry's bestpaid and best-known sales executives, eventually becoming vice
president in charge of sales. He
was a prime mover, with Bernice
Judis and Herman Bess, in developing WNEW's highly-successful
"block
programming,"
formula of
music and
news.
Mr. Duncan retired from
WNEW in 1948 to run a Dutchess
County (N. Y.) hog-and-dairy
farm of some 400 acres with his
wife, two daughters (Ann, 21;
Heather, 19), and two sons (Ian,
13; Jeffery, 9). Meanwhile, he accepted a vice president's job on a
consultant basis, at WSNY
Schenectady.
Finally Wally Duncan decided
farm life was a little too isolated.
Early last year he moved back to
New York and into the top sales
slot at WPIX, where he remained
until shortly before he assumed
his newer duties at the Paul H.
Raymer Co.
Mr. Duncan is a member of Phi
Gamma Delta, the American Legion, the New York Grange and
the Cornell Club of New York. In
what little spare time he has, he

HOOSIER broadcasters plan saturation coverage of the Indiana High Schoo
Basketball Tournament March 17. Fifty-three AM and FM stations will bt
fed by 32 separate origination set-ups at the tournament, in addition to on<
TV origination. Coverage plans are discussed by ( I to r): Emmett Jackson
WCNB Connersville; L. V. Phillips, commissioner of the Indiana High Schoo
Athletic Assn.; Richard L. Pyles, WCSI Columbus; Daniel C. Park, WIRI
Indianapolis, and president, Indiana Broadcasters Assn.; Joe Jordan, WSA1
Logansport; Robert Hinshaw, assistant to Mr. Phillips, and O. E. Richardson,
WASK Lafayette.

KXLY'S

LOVE

STORY

HERE is a love story sure to be
interesting to the radio and advertising fields.
KXLY Spokane has put out an
attractive booklet entitled, Why
Are Listeners and Advertisers So
in Love With Radio? The booklet
is preparing a chapter for a TV
book due to be published this
summer.
The basic success secret in his
field, Mr. Duncan feels, is really
very simple. "Most of our business increases," he states, "comes
from steady clients — agencies and
advertisers — who have decided to
expand their schedules with us. I
feel, as my boss, Paul Raymer,
does, that once the client believes
in you and your stations, and once
you start delivering more than you
promise, the rest is fairly easy."
THE

OLD

With Radio as the Heroine
showers compliments on the aura
medium and quotes from Pliny th(
Younger who 1,800 years ago euk>
gized the spoken word.
KXLY is placing the booklet intc
the hands of store managers, theii
department heads, owners of smal
stores and even store clerks. Ther
the station manager's wife and tc
the
head'sto wife.
givesdepartment
him a chance
see it "This
botl
at the store and at home," KXL1
explains.
As a poet would write of his beloved, so KXLY describes radio,
There are sections under such headings as: creates the most beautiful
"Radio
pictures of any medium — the pictures
that people draw in their minds.
"Radio delivers prospects in thai
right frame of mind and heart.
"Radio reaches the new generation
who make tomorrow's profits possible.
"Radio is the happy medium."
SEA-HORSE

SAYS:

No Other Medium

"Offers So

Much For So Little".
Now affiliated with Progressive
Broadcasting System.
May We

Hear From You?

BILOXI
MISSISSIPPI
WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
1000 WATTS

570 KILOCYCLES
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NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS*
RADIO
and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
TELEPHONEPROGRAMS
and includina
URBAN HOMES—TOP
FARM ANDWEEK
TOTAL U S AREA INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, REGULAR
JANUARY 7-13, 1951
Ratings
Current
Current
Ratings
Current
Previous
Homes
Homes
us
(rent Previo
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
/°
Programs
Rank
nk
5
5
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
8.4
(8.S)
EK (Average For All Programs)
ENING, ONCE-A-WE
6
10
Rosemary
(CBS)
8.2
2
Jack Benny (CBS)
22.0
7
6
Ma Perkins (CBS)
8.1
1
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
19.4
8
16
Backstage
Wife
(NBC)
8.1
6
Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
18.7
9
9
Big Sister (CBS)
8.0
3
Charlie
McCarthy
(CBS)
17.1
10
17
Right
to
Happiness
(NBC)
8.0
4
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
16.0 DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.6)
5
My
Friend
Irma
(CBS)
16
0
1
1
True
Detective
Mysteries
(MBS)
8.1
7
Walter Winchell (ABC)
15.1
2
The Shadow (MBS)
7.9
11
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
13.9
3
2
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
7.6
9
Red
Skelton
(CBS)
13.4
DAY,
SATURDAY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(5.7)
10
Hollywood Star Playhouse (CBS)
12.7
1
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
10.3
ENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(5.8)
2
2
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
10.3
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
11-7
3
3
Grand Central Station (CBS)
9.8
2
2
Tide Show (CBS)
101
3
5
Lowell Thomas (CBS)
9.3 NOTE: Number of homes is obtained b;y applying the "NIELSENto 41,903,000— the 1951 estimate of Total United
5EKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.7) RATING''
States Radio(%)Homes.
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS) . . 10.1
(*) homes
Homes listening
reached during
2
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
9-3 for
any part of the program, except
to 5orminutes.
only 1 all
3
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
9.1
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
4
4
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS) .... 8.7
'Freedom1 Awards
(Continued from page 37)
i Waterbury Colflesh, single broadcast
lion Know Your Neighbor program
■. ' sponsored by Junior League of Des
Moines, Des Moines, Iowa. Des
Moines school radio system.
Maine Council of Churches, single
broadcast over The Church School
of the Air during Brotherhood Week,
Portland, Maine. WCLH Portland,
WRDO Augusta, and WLBZ Bangor.
KGVO Missoula, Mont., single broadcast dramatizing periods of civilian
hoarding in wartime.
Among General Awards, secondlace awards were won by The
dvertising Council Inc., New
ork, for The Miracle of America,
nd by Thomas J. Filas of the Don
IcNeill Radio Productions, Chiago, for his original song, "Freeom Bell March."
Honor medals
'ere awarded the Assn. of National
advertisers Inc., New York, for its
- 950 series, Effective Employe and
''immunity Relations in Action;
nd Anheuser - Busch
Inc., St.
;Ouis, for Between Americans, a
■ ingle telecast on the Ken Murray
Show of Oct. 14, 1950.
For a commencement address at
lastings High School, Marion
larper Jr., president of McCann:5rickson Inc., New York, received
i third-place award.
the public address
i' Infourth-place
award category,
went to

Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 11)

ii

3eorge E. Sokolsky for "The Peace
J9f Truth," delivered at St. Bona-

JKS
O P L WM
I N, MO.

DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT (I) was willing to let his 50th birthday on Jan.
29 slip by but executives and early
employes surprised him with an informal party in the cafeteria of the
DuMont Allwood cathode-ray tube
plant, Clifton, N. J. Dr. DuMont prepares to cut the birthday cake while
Leonard F. Cramer, vice president of
DuMont Labs, beams a congratulatory smile.
venture U. A certificate of merit
was given Stuart Peabody of The
Borden Co., New York, for "Addelivered atvertisinganand Total
AAAA Diplomacy,"
meeting.
DIRECT MAIL did total dollar volume
of $918,660,480 during 1950, according
to figures released by Direct Mail
Advertising Assn.

00*
PERSONSESWHO446,6
SPEND...
REACH
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropolitan centers, a soring unduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLI
L Nationally Represented by WILLIAM
BROADCASTING
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N,
MO.
G. BAMBEAU CO. ,

reforms in the currency — no more
bottlecaps! After one last program for the benefit of those hapless souls who had invested their
all in Arrowhead milk so that they
could save the caps, the new
medium of exchange became Arrowhead ice cream wrappers.
The Minnesota traders reacted
swiftly, bottle caps being at a
premium during that last hectic
week before they would again be
like any round scraps of cardboard
— worthless and unwanted. There
was a run on bottle caps. And
when the day of reckoning finally
came, when the last bottle cap
auction began, hundreds of thousands of the ubiquitous discs were
piled up in the KDAL studios, their
anxious owners waiting for the
test
hour ofof power,
glory. the bottle cap's last
Inflation is a mild way of describing the hullabaloo that followed. Imagine 11,400 bottle caps
for an Erector set! The traders
were falling over each other to get
rid of their prized currency. Two
bikes were snatched up for 13,000
caps apiece.
Then it was all over. The old
economic laws reasserted themselves, and the traders left — those
who were lucky enough to have
gotten rid of their bottle caps —
clutching whatever they had been
able to buy. Those who had not
been so fortunate left with their
bulging bags and boxes of worthless trash. Fittingly enough, those
caps remaining with the station
were turned over to the janitor to
be burned, and according to the
station's building engineer, they
were used in place of coal for three
hours by the four story Bradley
Bldg. in 10-below-zero weather.
Thus all bottle caps come to a
good end someday and fulfill their
natural destiny, and many Minnesota hearts were happy with their
gains. But of the wretched hundreds who were unable to convert
their bottle caps, we hear little.
They watch and wait hopefully for
a new financial revolution, while,
in Duluth at least, the ice cream
wrapper reigns supreme.

Radio
Market

Data

for
Oakland,
California
1. How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2. How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs,
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.
1. What does Hooper say?
KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
4B Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.
5. What about KLX results
...and promotion?
lust send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER * OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.
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IRVING LICHTENSTEIN, publicity and promotion director WWDC AM
FM Washington, appointed head of newly creater
publicity-sales promotion-merchandising department
MANUEL MICHAELSON, FM account executive, am*
WARREN BOOROM, KRSN Los Alamos, N. M., wil'
assist Mr. Lichtenstein in new department.

front office

KOFO Ottawa, Kans., appoints Bowles & Co., Ft. Worth
as national representative.
B

ILL HUMBERT, manager KVMA
ager KPAS Banning, Calif.

Magnolia, Ark., appointed man-

ROSS CASE, production manager KWAT Watertown, S. D., named acting manager, replacing THOMAS L. YOUNG, called to duty with Marine Corps.
WOLTER H. PATTERSON JR., vice president, treasurer and station
manager Clinton County Broadcasting Corp. (WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y.),
leaves corporation. The following officers have been elected, JOEL H.
SCHEIER, president; THOMAS A. ROBINSON, vice president; JOHN
M. NAZAK, treasurer, and ARMAND A. MANCUSO, secretary.
EDWARD P. MORGAN, member of the Washington radio law firm of
Welch, Mott & Morgan, last week took office as head of the price enforcement division of the Office of Price Stabilization. He replaced F. Joseph Donohue, who succeeded Guy Mason as District Commissioner.
Onetime FBI agent and specialist on Fascist, Communist and other unAmerican groups, Mr. Morgan was associate counsel for Joint Congressional Committee investigating Pearl Harbor.
ROBERT ROHRS, sales department WPAT
staff WONE Dayton.

Paterson, N. J., to sales

LOUIS E. SMITH, sales-service department WOAI-TV San Antonio, appointed account salesman, succeeding FRED VANCE, resigned. JOHN
BAADE, TV commercial staff, replaces Mr. Smith in sales-service.
PAUL H. BENSON appointed commercial manager Palmetto Broadcasting System (regional network), Anderson, S. C.
W. S. GRANT Co., San Francisco, appointed representative for Aloha
Network, T. H.

Johnstown's
JOE

Only

CAVANAUGH

off the air

Morning

Personality

IS A WORK- HORSE
and

on his show

W

WEEKDAY
THE

MORNINGS

JOE

•

SEVEN

'TIL NINE

CAVANAUGH

SHOW

WARDlWVAM
JOHNSTOWN
Represented by W eed
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ALTOONA
and Company

MORTON J. WAGNER appointed emergency mobilize
tion coordinator of Radio Wisconsin Inc. (WISC)
Mr. Lichtenstein Madison.
NATIONAL TIME SALES, N. Y., appointed national representative foi
WLPO LaSalle, 111.
KEN ADAMS

to KGFJ Los Angeles sales staff.

Petlonali

• • •

GENE TIBBETT, general manager WLOX Biloxi, Miss., elected president Gulf Coast Shrine Club. . . . BOB WELLS, general manager KIUL
Garden City, Kans., presented award as "Outstanding young man of yeai
for state of Kansas." . . . ROBERT T. MASON, owner and manager \
WMRN Marion, Ohio, elected president of Marion County Republican
Club. . . . JACK TIPTON, salesman KLZ Denver, spoke on "Radio Advertising," as guest lecturer before journalism and advertising students
at U. of Colorado.
H. PETER LASKER, general manager WLWD (TV) Dayton, was guest
speaker Feb. 19, at Rotary Club luncheon. He spoke on "The Inside of
Television." . . . BENEDICT GIMBEL JR., president and general manager WIP Philadelphia, appointed to emergency stabilization cooperation committee of city.
HARRY WISE Jr., West Coast head George P. Hollingbery Co., L. A.,
elected chairman of Los Angeles branch, National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives. . . . LEON WRAY, sales manager KHJ Los Angeles, returned to work following three weeks convalescence from abdominal operation. . . . AL HUBBARD, account executive KECA Hollywood, adopts boy, Frederick. . . . FRANK MATHEWS, salesman
New York office WLW Cincinnati, is grandfather of girl born Feb. 19.
LEMMON
Gets WJW

NAMED
Executive Posts

APPOINTMENT of Bill Lemmon
as vice president and general manager of WJW Cleveland, Ohio,
ABC affiliate, has been announced
by William M. O'Neil, president of
WJW Inc., licensee of WJW-AMFM. Mr. Lemmon has been associated with the station since 1940.
Currently serving as vice president and general manager of the
affiliated Ohio
Music Co., Cleveland's wired
Muzak service
facility,
mon has Mr.
had Lemwide
experience with
station operation
and personnel.
He also will continue his present
duties with the
Mr. Lemmon
music firm.
Mr. Lemmon joined WJW as a
salesman in 1940 when the station
was located at Akron, Ohio, and
remained in that capacity until he
joined the Maritime service for a
three-year period during World
War II. During those years WJW
was moved to Cleveland and Mr.
Lemmon returned to head up the
music subsidiary, a position he now
holds.

Extension

Granted

G. A. RICHARDS stations last
week were granted a 30-day extension to March 21 in which to file
proposed findings of fact and conclusions in the case involving license renewals of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland. Protracted hearings in
Los Angeles and Detroit were completed last DecemberDec.[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
25, 1950].
In the extension petition, it was
noted that counsel illness since
Christmas Day occasioned a need
for more time.

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT IT
WDRCF M

in *»»

*
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Our Respects To
E5 (Continued from page 46)
nt Royal.
(Mr. Allard did such a good job
jth the Canadian Radio Bureau
rat Canada's broadcasters sent
pi to San Francisco in 1945 to
present them at the organizing
ssions of the United Nations.
( -om there he sent out daily rerts for airing to the Canadian
ations as part of the service of
9 Canadian Radio Bureau. He
erviewed Canadian delegates to
e conference and so brought the
madian viewpoint to the Canaan listeners.
The following year he was given
e added task of looking after all
iblic service activities of the CAB,
ndling the many requests for
ee time which flood Canadian
ations, helping them with all
pes of public service activities,
eping a record of these programs
id services for the annual reports
hich Canadian stations have to
1 -ake to the Canadian Broadcastjg Corp. and the Department of
ransport.
Work Liked
Two years later the Canadian
oadcasters showed Mr. Allard
>w well they liked his work. In
le spring of 1948 at their annual
invention they appointed him genal manager of their association,
post he has held since and with
hich he has combined the Radio
ureau and a number of other acvities for the service of Canadian
roadcasting.
Jim Allard was born at Sault
te. Marie, Ontario, on July 22,
914. At an early age he moved
ith his parents to the province
f Alberta and the city of Edmonjn, then still a small town. His
ather built schools and Jim atnded them. He did well, and at
he age of 12 won the Alberta gold
ledal for an historial essay on
anada's Diamond Jubilee, celeated July 1, 1927. While going
school Jim played hockey, and
ter did some refereeing in that
/inter sport. He graduated from
he U. of Alberta with an honorary
egree in commerce.
After a short period on Edmonon newspapers, he joined CJCA

NO PIKE(R) was this door prize at a
recent luncheon of the Minnesota
Sportsmen, held in Chicago during
the Pro-Football Draft Meeting. A
Minnesota-caught walleye, it was won
by Don Arthur, WDUZ Green Bay
program director, shown hefting it.
Edmonton as an announcer in 1935,
then became a continuity writer
and news editor of the station. For
his excellent job as news commentator and news writer he won the
Citation of Merit of the Assn. of
Canadian Advertisers in 1943, and
this acknowledgement of his abilities was a deciding factor in his
being picked for the Canadian
Radio Bureau.
Since becoming general manager
of the CAB, Mr. Allard has had
need for all his driving force. There
was first a reorganization of the
entire CAB establishment which
was moved to Ottawa from Toronto
in the interests of economy, since
Mr. Allard had to keep a close eye
on the important Radio Bureau as
well. Then it was necessary to
work out a better method of giving
service to French-language stations
which have problems not applicable
to the English -language stations.
The Department of Transport
wanted to increase station license
fees considerably and required
more detailed annual reports from
stations. Mr. Allard was kept busy
and was able to have the drastic
station license fees moderated. He
established regional meetings of
CAB member stations at which
mutual problems were solved
around the conference table, saving time at the annual meetings.
He was largely responsible for
carries
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NETWORK SPONSORS
Radio Increase Reported
SPONSORED network shows on
radio totalled 214, and those on
television 159, according to the
February issue of FACTuary, published by Executives Radio-TV
Service, Larchmont, N. Y. Similar
figures for Nov. 1, 1950, showed
207 sponsored network radio programs and 162 sponsored network
television programs.
Agency accounts in network radio for February 1951 totalled 128,
spread among 84 agencies. Network television agency accounts
totalled 156, spread among 81
agencies, it was stated.
AD CLUB MEET
Roslow Cites Measurement
SIDNEY ROSLOW, director of
The Pulse Inc., was one of a group
of speakers at various clinics of the
Advertising Club of New York last
Monday, as part of its Advertising
and Selling Course. Mr. Roslow
spoke
on radio-TV audience measurement.
Other speakers included Frank
J. Ford, sales promotion manager
for National Distillers Products
Corp.; Robert A. Whitney, president of National Sales Executives;
George L. Miller, vice president of
R. T. O'Connell Co.; Charles V.
Morris, vice president of Reinhold-Gould Inc., and Howard A.
Stone, vice president of Daniel
Starch & Staff.
picking engineers to represent the
CAB at the NARBA conferences,
and helped a former colleague from
western Canada, Pat Freeman, to
set up the sales directorate of the
CAB at Toronto.
In addition to handling the annual CAB convention of the past
two years and this year, Mr. Allard's biggest job, and most timeconsuming job, has been the preparing of data for briefs represented by independent broadcasters
and the CAB at the various hearings of the Royal Commission on
Arts, Letters and Sciences, headed
by Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey. The
report of this commission is expected soon, and will have an important bearing on the Canadian
government's future policy on
broadcasting and television. Mr.
Allard attended all sessions of the
commission right across Canada,
being on hand with CAB board
chairman, Bill Guild, CJOC Lethbridge, to answer all questions of
the commissioners and their counsel.
Mr. Allard married radio actress
Alice Tonstad at Edmonton on May
6, 1938, and they have one daughter, Sandra Lee. Before going to
Ottawa, Mr. Allard had time for
boxing, fencing, skating and hockey, now he has time only for swimming. He takes an active interest
in national and international affairs, economic matters and social
welfare work. At Ottawa, he belongs to the Rideau Club and the
American Trade Assn. Executives
Club.

HITCH

YOUR

PRODUCT
"RADIO
STAR

TO

A

RANCH"

Webb Hunt
soar as these Webb Hunt
. . . and watch your sales
advertisers have done:
Alaga Syrup
B. C. Headache Powder
Dentyne Chewing Gum
Fairmaid Bread
Foremost Dairies
Ipana Tooth Paste
Kam Dog Food
Kool Cigarettes
Ladies Home Journal
Lone Star Beer
Musterole
O. J. Beauty Lotion
Pic Sweet Frozen Food
Red Arrow Drugs
Robert Hall Clothes
Shampoo Curl
Plus a choice list of
local advertisers.
Webb Hunt Shows:
"Portcity Popcert"
8:30 to 10:00 a.m.
Mon. thru Fri.
"Music Maker"
7:05 to 8:15 a.m.
Mon. thru Fri.
For information call
FORJOE
National Representative
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
at KEystone 2581
"RADIO RANCH"
P. O. Box 2135
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MILDRED ALVANIA to ABC Holly.]
wood as assistant editor. MARION
CREIGHTON, network traffic department. ment, also transfers to that depart-]

air-casters

Greetings are extended to tournament participants by S. F. B.
Morse (I), board chairman of
Calif. Packing Corp., as Mr. Phillips of KDON looks on.
★ ★ ★
AN

'ACE7 FOR LBS
Crosby Golf Event1 Carried
A PROFESSIONAL hole-in-one
was scored by Liberty Broadcasting System in its coverage of the
10th Annual Bing Crosby Proamateur Golf Tournament. Such
stars as Bob Hope, Johnny Weismuller, Byron Nelson, Dennis
O'Keefe, Jimmy Demaret, Phil
Harris, Bob Crosby and "Der
Bingle" himself were interviewed
during the four-day contest, finally won by Byron Nelson.
The broadcasts were not sponsored nationally, but were fed to
all outlets for local sponsorships.
Programming amounted to more
than 10 hours of air time and was
originated for LBS by KDON
Santa Cruz, Calif., under the direction of Orel Phillips, program
director for the station. Mr.
Phillips assisted the announcers,
balancing play-by-play reporting
with personalities and color in
order to hold interest of golfers
and non-golfers alike.
Ad Nominations Wanted
ASSN. OF Canadian Advertisers
has asked for nominations for men
and women who have made noteworthy or outstanding contributions in 1950 to Canadian advertising. Five awards will be made
in the shape of medals for various
phases of the advertising business.

ing staff
DOAK,, announc
IAM Houston
WILLKATL
appointed director of publicity and promotion.
He replaces JUSTIN HOUSE, resigned
to accept editorship of Cotfag Magazine, sports publication. ROBERT C.
WARREN, senior Rice Institute, appointed to announcing staff.
TED McKAY, WKNA Charleston, W.
Va., appointed program director
WMON Montgomery, W. Va. He
succeeds TED NELSON, now with
KVER Albuquerque.
LESLIE G. ARRIES Jr., staff director
WABD (TV) New York, named assistant to C. G. ALEXANDER in administration of program production department DuMont TV Network. Mr.
Arries, former cameraman, production
assistant and director of special
events, WTTG (TV) Washington, and
program operations manager WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, is only member of
DuMont to serve in all three owned
and operated DuMont stations.
BILL BARRON, page staff, Don Lee
Network, Hollywood, to network public relations department. He replaces
SUE DOHAN, news editor for publicity releases, on leave of absence
because of sickness.
CHARLES BARTON, motion picture
film director, signed to direct CBS
Amos 'n' Andy television film series,
first of which is now being filmed at
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.
DAN RUSSELL, program manager
Pacific Regional Network, on leave
of absence attending Uruguay Film
Festival, Montevideo, at request of
Motion Picture Producers Assn. He
returns in early March.
AL ROSS, disc jockey-announcer
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, appointed
director of popular music for station.
JIM STRONG, announcer WTIC
Hartford, called to duty with Army.
GEORGE SMITH, graduate Columbia
Institute, Philadelphia, appointed to
announcing staff WIP same city.
CLYDE LING, Columbia graduate,
named chief script writer WCAM
Camden, N. J.
WILLIAM A. VENELL, announcing
staff WHO Des Moines, named traffic
manager for AM-FM operations.
FRANK
YOUNG,
public relations

manager WPIX (TV) New York, to
NBC same city. He will handle official social functions in behalf of
network.
BETTY SCHMIDT, KXLJ Helena,
Mont., to information division of foreign service, State Dept.
ED RODGERS, emcee for U.S. Treasury Bond show series WBKB (TV)
Chicago, to WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock
Island, 111., as staff announcer.
HENRY MAY, scenic designer CBSTV, and Jean Donovan were to be
married Feb. 24.
VIC PIANO, promotion director WSBAM-TV Atlanta, named officer of new
Georgia Alumni Assn. of Syracuse U.
A. DONNAVAN FAUST, program director WLWD (TV) Dayton, on three
weeks vacation touring South.
FRAN PETTAY, night program director WJR Detroit, will emcee new
Music Hall Matinee, Mon.-Fri. at 4
RANDALL KALER, program director
WFAS-AM-FM White Plains, N. Y.,
and Mae Claire Von Pein, married.
p.m.
RITA CHOICE, sales promotion WLS
Chicago, transfers to promotion-publicity, working under JOHN DRAKE,
manager.
ETHYL FOSTER, corresponding secretary of Philadelphia Television
Assn., to emcee The Saturday Nite
Preview over WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
RUSS NAUGHTON, chief announcer
WDRC Hartford, writing weekly
newspaper
column for Hartford Courant.
DENNIS DAY, star of NBC Day in
Life
Dennis Day, father of boy,
Michaelof Joseph.
GENE McCANN, KNBC San Francisco, to KRON-TV same city, on announcing staff.
EMERSON BUCKLEY, associate music director WOR New York, dedicated Dade County Auditorium,
Miami, in ceremonies Feb. 24. He
conducted Miami Opera Guild performance of "Carmen."
NANCY REINIKE to script department KCBS San Francisco, replacing
JOY FRIZZE, who is now with Buchanan & Co., same city, as assistant
to production manager. MARIANNE
GOLDMAN, newswriter for Red Cross,
to KCBS to handle promotion work
on Bill Weaver Show.
A/ewi •
CHARLES EISCHEN, Chicago Herald
American, to KGO San Francisco, in
news and special events department.
HARVEY STEGMAN, sports staff
WSPC Anniston, Ala., to head of
sports department K W F C Hot
Springs, Ark.
JULIAN HESS, New York public relations man, to news staff WMTR
Morristown, N. J., replacing JERRY
JACOBS, now in Army.
JOE MICHAELS, news editor WFDR
(FM) New York, father of boy, Jonathan.
RICK WEAVER, sports director
WIOU Kokomo, Ind., to handle broadcast of State Basketball Tourney.
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AGNES KRUGH, program department
WGN Chicago, named assistant tc
Norman Kraef t, farm director ,
She will help in preparing scripts
correspondence, market reports and
program schedules.
WILLIAM NOONAN, news depart
ment KXOK St. Louis, to active duty
with Marine Corps.
CEDERIC FOSTER, Yankee-Mutual
news commentator, guest speaker at
Advertising Club of Boston's luncheon. He spoke on "A Fight Against
Communist Aggression."
LOWELL LIMPUS, chief of UN bu-j
reau and military editor New York
Daily News, signed to contract for exclusive newscasts and military editing
and anaylsis for WORZ Orlando. Hej
makes his home in Orlando during!
winter months.
KEATS VINING, farm commentator'
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., awarded!
citation for his work in soil conservation by Michigan State College^
East Lansing.
LEO JAMES BORMAN, chief news'
and public affairs department WCCOJ
Minneapolis, named winner of 1950|
Byline Award, annual citation byl
Marquette U., College of Journalism. i
GENE GROVE, news editor WMRn|
Marion, Ohio, father of daughter,)
Mary Beth.
BRAND

SURVEY

Reported by KM A
MAY BROADCASTING CO.,]
which operates KMA Shenandoah,
its "1950
published
Iowa,
for j
Distribut
Brand has
ion Surveys
Food and Grocery Store Products \

Drug Products."
andTheforstatistical
survey was made i
by the KMA merchandising staff i
which, through inventories and interviews, checked stores in Iowa, !
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.
The grocery survey covered 75
stores in 34 towns, while for thej
drug survey,
were
checked. 50 stores in 40 towns
KMA said that it would gladly
send a copy of either or both of the
studies to interested parties.
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Maritimes,
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What's New in Television ?
Take a Look of WPTZ !

This

is

• ••real

for
hep

Time-

Buyers

Time-Buyers!

TF it were possible, how would you like to buy a
one-minute TV spot — at our card rate — right in
the middle of the Ted Mack Amateur Hour? Yes,
and have Ted do the commercial too. Or a participation spot in Your Hit Parade? Or Howdy Doody?
Or in any one of a dozen top-rated network programs ?
The advertising trade press would undoubtedly
consider it the best "time buy" in history. But if you
think that's good, here's something that's better:
Yon can reach more Philadelphia homes per dollar
invested in "3 To Get Ready" , WPTZ's sensational new
morning program.
Moreover, the impact quotient of a participation
in "3 To Get Ready" is some three times that of
the hypothetical spot in network show because the

participation includes a time signal and a re-cap
at the end of each half-hour segment!
"3 To Get Ready" (Monday through Friday, 7:30
A.M. to 9:00 A.M.) is the biggest advertising bargain
available in Philadelphia television.
This is not just home grown enthusiasm on our
part— it's a fact you can prove with figures.
If you have spot television business to place in the
strong Philadelphia television market, you and your
client can't afford to overlook WPTZ's "3 To Get
Ready". For the facts and figures give us a call here at
WPTZ or see your local NBC Spot Sales Representative.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Bldg. • Phila., Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

WPTZ
FIRST IN TELEVISION

IN PHILADELPHIA
NBC
TV- AFFILIATE
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

Has

Largest

7950

Gross-PIB

TOPS

NETWORKS

ORD MOTOR Co. was the top
V network advertiser in 1950,
ccording to Broadcasting • Teleasting's analysis of data comiled by Publishers Information
ureau on expenditures of adversers for video network time. From
eventh place in 1949, when it
pent $443,705 for TV network
ime at gross rates, Ford in 1950
icreased its television time purhases to $1,837,057 for first place.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
i/hich ranked second among TV
etwork advertisers in 1949, mainained that position in 1950 by
aore than doubling its time purhases which rose from $726,400 in
949 to $1,642,425 last year. P.
.orillard Co., third in 1950 with
;ross TV network time purchases
pf $1,458,125, had ranked eighth
in 1949, when it spent $397,781 for
'ideo network time at gross rates.
First 10 advertisers for the year
950 are shown in Table I. While
he top seven 1950 TV network
lients were also included in the
1.949 top 10, Anchor-Hocking
jlass Co., Philco Corp. and Ameri:an Tobacco Co. in 1950 replaced
RCA, Admiral Corp. and DuMont
Labs, which ranked first, fifth and
tenth in the 1949 roster of leading
TV network accounts. It should
be noted that the comparisons are
jnot absolute, as the PIB 1949 figures covered all four TV networks but in 1950 DuMont did not
report, so that the 1950 data cover
only ABC, CBS and NBC video
network clients.

TABLE I
NETWORK ADVERTISERS
1. Ford Motor DURING
Co1950*
$1,837,057
2. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. ... 1,642,425
3. P. Lorillard Co
1,458,125
4. National Dairy Products Corp. 1,356,652
5. General Foods Corp
1,128,606
6. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. .. 1,074,141
7. General Motors Corp
1,063,324
8. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. . . 1,057,913
9. Philco Corp.
1,011,428
10. American Tobacco Co
951,715
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
"Time expenditures
DuMont
not reporting.on ABC, CBS, NBC, with

TABLE II
1950 FOR 1950 & 1949
GROSS TIMES SALES OF 1950
ABC-TV, CBS-TV, NBC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Total
1949
1949
1950 1949
1949
1950
371,955
January
233,949 6,273 552,478 104,989 1,042,153
978,243
1,889,579
260,693
506,765
613,477
February
202,911
476,800 1,733,632
657,501 135,036
March
344,097 18,674
26,352
190,865 1,175,186 353,055
477,843 2,176,784 711,818
694,017
186,616 1,147,698
April
372,022 47,359 873,343 243,241
2,393,063
460,440
2,954,832
003,658
835,827
May
367,989
132,146
717,786
June
405,566 119,835
840,374 198,161 1,583,185
941,243 317,775
399,790 2,820,711
551,850
380,906 114,401 1,574,771
1,533,096
July
210,947 119,674
563,633
164,471 1,242,276 284,160 1,862,221
354,524 271,938
August
265,421 115,002
September 461,822 155,480
897,498
178,148 590,626 2,148,399 470,080 3,502,682 1,745,119
October
1,221,773 217,199 802,461
937,294 6,407,692 1,928,304
November 1,243,549 214,660
181,664 677,836 3,007,771 1,035,808
6,495,223
December 1,298,616 219,337
269,022 568,713 3,070,010 1,026,366
1,814,416
3,274,757 6,500,104 40,611,910
Total
6,628,622 1,391,991
6,842,395 11,338,988
797,556
21,185,692
3,446,893
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

time during 1950 — foods, smoking
materials, automotive, toiletries
and radio and TV receivers, in that
order — were also the top five
groups in 1949, although in that
year the order was somewhat dif -

ferent. Smoking materials ranked
first among TV network clients in
1949, followed by automotive,
foods, radio and TV sets and
toiletries advertising, in that order.

NBC Gross Sale Leader
The month-by-month comparison of the gross time sales of
these three TV networks, with
1950 compared with 1949, is given
in Table II. For the full year of
1950, NBC leads with gross time
sales of $21,185,692, more than
three times its 1949 gross of $6,500,104; CBS is second and ABC
third with even larger percentage
increases in 1950 over 1949 billings.
Analysis of the $40,611,910 total 1950 TV network time purchases by product groups of advertisers makes up Table III,
which also gives the 1949 expenditures of the various types of products advertised on the TV networks. This table also gives a product group comparison for the
month of December 1950 with the
same month of J949.
The five product classes most
active in their use of network TV
Telecasting

TOP

TV

100%

For the month of December 1950,
the top five product groups advertised on the TV networks were:
foods, smoking materials, toiletries,
automotive and household equip(Continued on page 58 )

Membership

Drive

Underway

NAB-TV
AN ALL-OUT membership drive
for NAB-TV— aimed at a 100%
goal of enrolling every one of the
country's 107 TV stations in this
new industry association — was
launched last Monday by the board
of directors of NAB-TV, which
appointed itself in toto as the association's membership committee.
First step in the membership
campaign was to wire each TV
station that the membership dues
in NAB-TV have been set at each
station's highest five-minute rate
per month. If the station has no
five-minute rate — and a few don't
have them — then its dues will be
one-half of its 15-minute rate per
month. Network dues were
pegged at the nominal sum of $100
a month.
New Dues Schedule
The new dues schedule becomes
effective April 1, 1951, and will
be based on station rate cards as
of that date. NAB-TV board in
establishing this schedule did so
with the admission that it may be
desirable to change it subsequently and appointed a three-man committee with George Storer, Fort
Industry Co., as chairman, and
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, and Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, as members, to study its effect and report
back to the board before April 1,
1952.
Dues discussion occupied most of
the morning session of an all-day
board meeting, held at the Ad-

•BROADCASTING

vertising Club of New York.
Various formulas were investigated, with Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
research director of NAB, sitting
in on this part of the meeting to
give the directors the benefit of
his professional experience. Use
of gross income as a base for calculating dues, which has been the
formula utilized by NAB, was
seriously considered, but was
finally discarded in favor of the
rate card base for a variety of
reasons.
One argument against the gross
income base and for the rate card
plan was that at this stage of TV
development there is a wide range
in hours of station operation and
the adoption of the gross income
base might levy a tax on the enterprise of station operators who
are pioneering with all-day TV
service for their communities.
New dues structure is expected
to provide the new television
broadcasting industry organization with the $150,000 tentatively
budgeted for the first year's operation. With a backlog of 51
membership pledges secured at the
Chicago meeting in January
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22], although they are subject to their signers' approval of
the new dues structure, NAB-TV
board members expressed confidence of securing a sizeable membership in advance of the April
convention.
Discussion of selection of per-

sonnel to staff NAB-TV was curtailed by agreement of board
members that it would be unwise
to take many definite steps in this
direction until after the appointment of the new president of the
overall organization, NARTB, as
he should have a voice in the selection of the key personnel of
both the radio and video segements.
Searching Field
A committee was named, however, to explore the field foj a man
to head up the NAB-TV operation.
Mr. Storer was appointed chairman of this committee, whose other
members are: Harry Bannister,
WWJ-TV Detroit; Mr. Arnoux;
Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles; Clair McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster. Group is
expected to hold its first meeting
within the next week and will report back to the board at its next
meeting, probably to be held in
Chicago the day before the opening of the NARTB convention on
April
15. Martin, WLWT (TV)
Dwight
Cincinnati, chairman of the All
Industry TV Per Program Committee, and Stuart Sprague, committee's counsel, met with the
NAB-TV board for a full review
and discussion of the negotiations
with ASCAP for per program licenses for television [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12, 19].
The board received with pleasure
(Continued on page 60)
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celled
Commercial Shows Can
GS
IN
AR
HE
E
CRIM
DETROITERS, through the eyes
and ears of TV and radio, were
able to attend a real-life whodunit
when the U. S. Senate Crime Investigating- Committee held hearings in the Motor City last fortnight.
Public reaction to the two-day
hearings was reportedly unprecedented. Thousands of letters and
phone calls from Detroit residents
inundated the studios of WWJ-TV
and WJBK-TV, thanking the stations for their part in exposing
the face of evil.
Nearly every other activity
paused as televiewers riveted
themselves before an estimated
90% of the city's screens to watch
hoodlums squirm under the relentless questioning of the committee.
WJBK-TV and WWJ-TV used
Sen. O'Conor reads a statement under the eyes and ears of TV and
radio at the Crime Committee hearings in Detroit.
four cameras to record both days'
sessions, with WJR and other stations including WJBK giving the
would cost his station around this has caused a great public
radio audience a courtside-seat.
$10,000 for the telecasts. Mr. awakening. People . . . are deWJBK-TV and WWJ-TV can- Jones also was highly enthusiastic
manding that something be done
celled all commercial programs
at a sizeable loss of revenue to in the success of the programs.
they saw."
"I've never seen anything like it," about what
carry the morning and afternoon
Bannister Comment
he
said.
"This
has
been
the
most
sessions in their entirety.
tremendous reaction that radio or
Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV genLike a robin feeding on worms
television has ever experienced. I
eral manager, commented: "The
after a spring rain, district at- couldn't help but get the idea that
hearings were the most terrific teletorneys seized and dragged out
evidences in dark pasts. And the
TV cameras caught every sullen
7 New Series Sponsored
gesture, squirm and grimace.
All over Detroit and lower
'MARCH
By 14 Banks
OF TIME
Michigan the public — in homes, in
schools, in business offices and in NEW HALF-HOUR TV film series, March of Time Through the Years,
got under way last week with 14 banks sponsoring the weekly programs
bars — watched and heard, and
on that number of TV stations and with more signing up daily, acgrew incensed.
cording to March of Time.
Glued to Sets
Material from this motion picsponsor what is bound to be a deDoor-to-door salesmen were unture series during the last 15 years
cidedly controversial series, which
is utilized in the TV series, in
able to tear housewives away from
telecasts and retreated into bars
had
been
declined as "too hot to
which John Daly, host commentahandle" by several national adverthemselves to watch. As one bartor, and two guest authorities draw
tisers, is not the least interesting
tender commented in a letter to parallels between the events picaspect of the program.
tured from the past and the situaWJBK-TV: "The place was crowdSponsors and stations for the
tion as it is today.
ed all day. They didn't drink much,
series include: Chase National
Produced under the supervision
but that's ok with me." The barBank on WJZ-TV New York; First
tender himself was absorbed in the
of Arthur B. Tourtellot, TV direcNational Bank on WBZ-TV Boshearings.
tor of March of Time, the series
ton; Detroit Bank on WXYZ-TV
Leaders of business and indusbegins with "Newsfronts of War —
Detroit; Pennsylvania Co. on
try, as well as ordinary citizens,
1940," followed by "When Air
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; City Naphoned to say that television was
Raids Strike," "Inside China Totional Bank & Trust Co. of Chiperforming the outstanding public
day." "Teen Age Girls," "U. S.
cago
on WENR-TV Chicago; First
Navy, 1940," "Arms and the Men —
service in the city's history. One
American National Bank on WSMbusinessman, who wished to reUSA," comprising the six films
main anonymous, offered to buy ready for telecasting. Series is TV Nashville; First National Bank
in St. Louis on KSD-TV St. Louis;
the time so that WWJ-TV would
planned to run 26 weeks, with posCitizens Fidelity Bank & Trust
sible extension for another quarter
be sure to keep the hearings on
Co. on WAVE-TV Louisville; Inview.
or half-year.
diana National Bank on WFBMMen in high places in industry
Friday Showings
and union activities also took the
Most stations will telecast the TV Indianapolis; Republic National Bank of Dallas on WFAAwitness stand as the committee
syndicated features on Friday, it TV Dallas;
First National Trust
sought to determine the extent to was said, with a few using it on
& Savings Bank of San Diego on
which racketeers had been able to Thursday evenings.
KFMB-TV San Diego.
muscle their way into industry.
A review of the first two films of
Series is also running commerIn the summing up by Sen.
the series, given in New York last
cially on WBEN-TV Buffalo,
Herbert O'Conor (D-Md.), who
Tuesday, showed these two proWJAR-TV Providence and KPHOheaded the panel, of what the comgrams, at least, drawing direct
TV Phoenix, but names of sponmittee had discovered, and the help parallels between today and the
sors in those cities were not availthis evidence would be to local en- time immediately preceding World
able last week.
forcement agencies, he added
War II, with a strong implication
praise for the coverage TV had
Richard Krolik is project superthat a third World War is exvisor on March of Time Through
given.
tremely probable if not inevitable.
the Years; Lillian Rixey is ediRichard E. Jones, vice presi- That banks, traditionally noted for
torial director and John Dullaghan
dent and general manager of ultraconservative tendencies in adis film editor.
vertising as in other ways, should
WJBK-TV,
estimated
that it
Page 56
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vision show Detroit has ever seeril
I doubt if there was a single sell
in the city not tuned to the heai||
At hearings end, the stations
the decent citizenry of Detroit
ing, "Why
we have walking
to have
like
these do freely

ha '
ask!
meth i

ings."
streets?"
Affect Program Schedule
REVELATION XES
of "fixed" basket
EN 'FI '
GARD
ball
games in New York's Madisoi1
Square Garden,
Long Island
consequent
cancellation
of its U.'
re J
maining games of the season, plu |
reluctance of many out-of-towi I
teams to appear in the Garden \
posed at least a temporary problen I
for WPIX (TV) New York las|
week.
The independent station, which
telecasts from the Garden fivi
nights a week, found itself withou i
two games which had been sched
uled for Thursday, but planned 01
such occasions to substitute filmn
and other sports. Many Gardei
events are not involved. Repre,
sentatives of DuMont TV Network
which originates from there or
Saturday nights, did not expec<
to be affected.

EDUCATION
TALKS
Features Saudek, Taylor
ROBERT SAUDEK, vice president
in charge of nublic affairs for ABC j
and Telford Taylor, counsel for th(
Joint Committee on Educationaj
Television, were scheduled to de
bate the question, "should Televi is
sion Frequencies Be Allocated tc
Education?" during the luncheoi;
session of the Assn. for Educatioi
by Radio Conference Feb. 24 iri
New York.
The morning session of the con !
ference, sponsored by the associa
tion's New York Metropolitan
Chapter and the New Jersey Chap
ter, was devoted to a youth forun
and a panel discussion on the sub
ject "Is the Public Interest Being
Served Adequately by Radio anc
"What's Being Done Now?" wai
scheduled for discussion during th<
afternoon session by Fred Friend
ly; CBS Producer Irving Sulds '
Issues'
James
MacAndrew,
of Currentdirector
producer,F.Court
WNYE New York, Paul Tripp
Mr. I. Magination.
TV?"
Hennock Talk
FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock
last Tuesday re-emphasized hei
stand in favor of reserving 25 <?<
of the television channels for the
exclusive use of educational insti
tutions. Addressing the Americar
Assn. of School Administrators &\
Atlantic City, Comr. Hennock saic
TV is no panacea for educatior
but will give education "a strong
modern weapon." She said much oi
the responsibility for educationaj
use of TV lies in the hands of the
school administrators.

Telecasting
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Filed in CBS
uMONT

Suit
i'HOES of the CBS color TV controvery were heard in a New York
ijrt last week, as CBS was charged by Allen B. DuMont Labs with
?ving filed a patent suit against DuMont to "intimidate" its customers
Ki to "impair" its "reputation for fair dealing and integrity." DuMont
tde the charge in an answer filed
b. 9 in the U. S. District Court
mation which was "neither secret
New York.
nor confidential," such as CBS alA counter-claim within the Duleged had existed, would restrain
jnt answer, requesting damages
Mr. Tingley from practicing his
|r
"unfair
competition,"
Hthin
a matter
of merestated:
few profession, and thus be illegal.
CBS, DuMont contended, knew
nrs after the commencement of
"a
number of months prior to July,
5s action by the plaintiff (CBS),
that Mr. Tingley was seeke press and other media for the 1949,"
ing other employment in the event
ssemination of news to the genCBS
failed
to comply with his reial public and to members of the
quest to be transferred away from
ade were apprized thereof and of working
on its color TV system.
« allegations of the complaint
Mr. Tingley's attitude, the answer
. ., and the said allegations,
ough known to the plaintiff to be stated, arose from his "disbelief" in
CBS system. Mr. Tingley was
Without foundation in fact . . ., the
discharged by CBS on July 15,
ere widely circulated to the genal public and to members of the 1949, and was employed by DuMont
Laboratories on Aug. 1, 1949, aciade to defendant's great damcording to DuMont.
re."
DuMont
requested that CBS be
Filing of the DuMont answer,
enjoined
from
asserting that the
: ntrary to the frequent procedure
parties to a controversy, was not DuMont color TV system infringes
CBS patents, or that DuMont had
mouneed to the press; and a Dumade use of CBS information; that
ont spokesman refused to coment on the suit.
the court award damages "on account of aforesaid unfair competiReplying to charges contained in
tion"; and other relief.
le CBS complaint [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Jan. 29], the Duont answer denied commission
JCE T SURVEY
any acts infringing CBS patCorrection of Errors
hts. Before a former CBS emCORRECTION of certain clerical
ploye, G. R. Tingley, was employed
3(fy DuMont, CBS already had pub- errors in its one-week "blue book"
shed the information alleged to survey of New York TV station
mp confidential regarding its indusprogramming has been reported
Hal color television system, the to FCC by the Joint Committee on
nswer charged.
Educational Television, which
seeks reservation of 20 % of the
'No Significant Difference"
TV channels for educational purRemarking there was "no sigposes. The corrections affect tonificant difference between the
tals in children's programming, an
rinciples embodied in, and equiparea of TV much disputed among
ment required for, and pertinent
parent and teacher groups.
esign and construction data, inThe corrections, made after dis■j. ormation and knowledge relating
covering clerical mistakes in listb" the CBS industrial color TV
ing certain WCBS-TV New York
^ystem and its broadcasting color shows,
affect the totals contained
"V system, the answer went on to in the JCET table reproduced on
jl^late some history of FCC color
page 88 of the Jan. 29 Broad,.earings. FCC sought assurance
casting • Telecasting. The
(hat CBS "was making fully and table cities total program time for
reely available to the industry
without exacting any charge or the week by class of program, with
percentage of total time in each
ompensation therefor" technical
nformation relating to its color case.
elevision system, and such assurUnder Class 17, "Children's
.. rince was given, the answer alleged.
Programs," the total of 4,199 min.
(12% of total time) devoted to
j.j If CBS withheld any informathis category remains the same.
ion, DuMont charged, it obtained
But the total time devoted to "infCC approval of its color TV sysformation and instruction" proem "through false representation,"
grams is corrected to read 328 min.
vhich, by a rule of law, would prerather
than
180 min. Percentage
sent the court granting relief.
DuMont said it believed at the increases from less than 1% to
1%. "Children's Variety (includi • ime of employing Mr. Tingley, and
ing circus)" changes from 1,108
still believes, that "there was nothmin. to 883 min., percentage of
ng confidential or secret about any
nformation that Tingley was dis- 3% unchanged. "Westerns"
posing or might disclose to . . . changes from 740 min. to 817 min.,
percentage of 2% unchanged.
'DuMont) . . .orabout
?mployment,
in orTingley's
about .said
. . "Cartoons" drops from 572 min.
to 499 min., percentage of 2% un'CBS's) . . . so-called industrial
:olor television system."
changed. "Puppets & Marionettes"
The answer further alleged that increases from 328 min. to 401
any agreement between CBS and
min., percentage of 1% unchanged.
Mr. Tingley not to disclose inforTelecasting
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MARATHON

Nets $70,000 for War Hero

OVER 3,000 requests were received
by WKY-TV Oklahoma City for miniature beer bottle lighters resulting
from one announcement made by
the brewers of Stag Beer on a late
night show. Pretty Charylene Keleher, WKY-TV employe, prepares
lighters for mailing. Within two
days after the announcement, more
than 1,900 requests poured into the
station and in 10 days the number
had surpassed 3,000. Station reports it received requests from 45 of
the 77 counties in Oklahoma as well
as from Kansas and Texas.

A SIX hour marathon on WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh,
Ed Sullivan and Morey starring
Amsterdam
as
well as more than 150 local stars,
raised nearly $70,000 for Private
Robert L. Smith, young Pennsylvania soldier who lost both arms
and legs in the battle for the
Chosin Reservoir in Korea.
A local singer, John Gallis, suggested the program, and from there
on WDTV worked in close cooperation with the American Legion to
put it over. The show started at
8:30 p.m., and by the time it had
signed off at 3:20 the next morning
$65,000 had been pledged by residents of Pennsylvania, Ohio and
West Virginia. Nearly $5,000 more
poured in after the sign-off.
Thirty phones were in constant
use during the evening at the station, as the switchboards remained
jammed
with thousands
of donors'
calls. Hundreds
of telegrams
reportedly were received every few
minutes from the tri-state area.
Manager Donald A. Stewart
said that WDTV had donated an
entire evening's worth of commercial time for the program. Director of Operations Larry Israel
estimated that close to 1 million
viewers saw the production.
Not
On

Taking Orders
Link to Coast

AT&T
AT&T is not accepting orders at this time for coast-to-coast TV program
transmission over the transcontinental microwave system which is expected to be completed and ready for use by television broadcasters by
the end of the year, it was learned last week.
Refuting published reports that *
New York-to-Hollywood video pro- service for television. Until we know
more specifically when and to what
gram transmission facilities would
extent these facilities will be available
be put into service in September
and that orders are now being for television, and know the overall
requirements for television service on
taken for such service, a letter this
route, we shall be unable to act
sent to the TV networks points out upon requests of network broadcasters.
that the new facilities are being As soon as we have this information
works.shall communicate with the netinstalled primarily for telephone we
service. Until construction is
complete and the company knows
more extent
definitely
and will
to CBS COLOR
what
these"when
facilities
New Orleans Showing
CBS will demonstrate its color
be
available
for
television"
and
what the volume of TV business
television system in New Orleans
will be, AT&T states it will acFeb. 28 and March 2 in cooperacept no orders for transcontinental
tion with WWL New Orleans and
TV service.
the fashion group of that city.
Letter reads in part:
The network said W. L. SummerAs we have previously announced,
ville, general manager of WWL,
the microwave system to the Pacific
is inviting many public, educational
Coast is being constructed primarily
to meet requirements for message toll and industry leaders of the South
to witness the demonstrations.
telephone
service.
Initially,
the provided
OmahaSan Francisco
section
will be
The showings coincide with the
with four
in eachdirection
direcMarch 2 meeting of Districts 4
tion. Onechannels,
channel two
in each
and 5 of the Columbia Affiliates
will be used for message toll telephone
service. The remaining channel in each
Orleans. Board, to be held in New
direction will be used for protection of Advisory
message service and subject to this
Equipment will be that designed
requirement, and any requirements
and constructed by CBS for Smith,
brought on by the national emergency,
would be available for television servKline & French Labs., Philadelphia
ice. The further development and future usage of this route will depend to pharmaceutical house which has
a large extent upon the availability of been demonstrating medical and
materials as related to service needs on
surgical advances via CBS color
this and other routes.
for the past two years.
The construction of the new system
Next such medical meeting will
has not advanced sufficiently to enable
us to determine with any degree of be March 5-8 before the New Orleans graduate assembly.
certainty when it can be placed in
February 26, 1951
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Ford
LOCAL

SERIES
Sets Ambitious Goal
AN AMBITIOUS television series
which the DuMont network's
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and the
Duquesne Brewing- Co. think will
prove that local sponsors even in
one-station markets can compete
with network presentations is
slated to start on WDTV Wednesday night (Feb. 28), 8-8:30 p.m.
Series is a half-hour weekly program— or series of four programs
to appear in month rotations at an
estimated cost of $10,000 per show
— which has been developed for
Duquesne by V. I. Maitland, vice
president of Walker & Downing
Agency, Pittsburgh, which handles
the account.
A Keyhole Preview, presenting
parts of each of the four programs,
is slated Wednesday night. For
the preview, Miss Kyle MacDonnell, network TV star, will be on
hand as mistress of ceremonies,
and Mel Torme, radio, TV and
movie singer, will be guest star.
The production will be created,
written, designed, staged, directed
and produced by Pittsburgh people.If the series is as successful as
sponsor, station and agency think
it will be, representatives said, it
will be extended into other markets
where Duquesne beers are sold,
with Pittsburgh as the originating
point.
The four rotating programs are
Dr. Vladimir Bakaleinikoff , Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra's musical adviser, and his sinfonietta
plus instrumental and vocal soloists and a ballet group; a nightclub program built on the Show

(Continued from page 55)
ment, in that order. For the same
month of 1949, automotive ranked
first, followed by advertising for
smoking materials, radio and TV
sets, foods and toiletries. Household
equipment advertising, ranking
fourth in December 1950, was in
eighth place in the same month of
1949; radio and TV set advertising,
third in December 1949, stood sixth
in the final month of 1950.
The top TV network advertisers
in December 1950 (Table IV) were

headed by Ford Motor Co., with
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. second and General Foods Corp. third.
TABLE III
-Dec. 1949
GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Dec. 1949 Jan
Jan.-Dec. 1950*
Agriculture Footwear & Acces.
15,780
9,903
284,801
Apparel,
Dec.137,245
1950*
900,925
Automotive,
Automotive
Acces.
4,275
& Equip.
394,030
748,146
5,325,447
1,546,287
Aviation,
Aviation
Equip.
&
Access.
Beer, Wine & Liquor m
291,429
288,308
62,901
1,600,960
Building Materials
91,290
297,860
188,309
Confectionery
& Soft Drinks
1,838,838
22,608
248,735
Consumer
Services
19,950
66,890
242,718
Drugs
& Remedies
88,800
391,815
16,575
Entertainment
& Amusements
57,058
210,058
Food & Food Products
6,602,029
107,260
1,331,987
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels 1,290,337
198,953
670,544
1,515,666
Horticulture
457,218
1,140
Household Equipment
505,545
2,652,697
121,288
294,258
97,120
Household Furnishings
627,848
2,090,020
11,643
Industrial Materials
279,336
1,248,810
Insurance
18,900
79,450
492,689
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras 154,316
31,692
105,057
Office Equipment, Stationery &
21,700
Writing Supplies
19,075
5,040
131,063
152,401
Publishing & Media
62,825
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
Musical Instruments & Acces.
262,702
496,669
1 ,254,977
3,357,714
Retail Stores
83,575
19,575
18,060
817,347
312,104
Smoking Materials
6,250,180
2,290,408
107,310
241,940
8,156
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
863,395
108,340
Sporting Goods
Toys
17,280
19,830
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
914,750
151,974
29,890
4,183,194
766,214
88,535
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
435,217
Miscellaneous
131,246
40,851
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
10,491
'ABC, CBS, NBC only, DuMont not reportii

Boat theme; a hillbilly show including square dancing and specialties, and a backstage show presenting local critics and local entertainers.

DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT (center), president, DuMont Television Labs and
the DuMont TV network, chats with two station officials at the WAAM
(TV) Baltimore First Annual Regional Television Seminar — Herman Cohen
(I), vice president and treasurer of WAAM, and Henry Fischer, WAAM
legal counselor. Dr. DuMont delivered the keynote address at the seminar
before 102 students representing 18 colleges and universities. The seminar,
at WAAM studios Feb. 16-17, was sponsored by American U., Johns Hopkins
U.( Temple U., the U. S. Office of Education and WAAM. Speakers included
Charles Underbill, CBS-TV general manager; Ed Roberts, BBDO script editor;
William I. Kaufman, NBC casting director; Robert Saudek, ABC vice president; Jack Harrington, president, Harrington, Righter & Parsons, and Dr.
DuMont. Seminar subtitle was "Career Opportunities in Television" [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Feb. 5].
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TABLE IV
TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN
1. Ford MotorDECEMBER
Co1950*
$214,895
2. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp
212,610
3. General Foods Corp
208,910
4. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
202,135
5. Procter & Gamble Co
173,600
6. Philco Corp
158,562
7. Quaker Oats Co
155,738
8. P. Lorillard Co
152,172
9. American Tobacco Co
151,089
10. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
149,720
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
"ABC, CBS, NBC only; DuMont not reporting.

DUNHAM
QUITS
As KTTV General Manager
HARRISON M. DUNHAM, for the
past year general manager of
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, has resigned because of a "slight policy
disagreement." No successor has
been appointed. Various members
of Los Angeles Times executive
staff will supervise management
until a general manager is selected,
according to a statement issued
by the station.
Omar Johnson, assistant to Norman Chandler, publisher of Los
Angeles Times and president of
KTTV Inc., will supervise station
operations for the next few weeks.
Mr. Dunham recently was made
a board member of the station and
was secretary-treasurer of Consolidated Productions Inc., TV film
syndication firm organized by
KTTV and the Times.

UHF

Cancellation

Asked

HAVING completed comparative
observations of the 529-535 mc
UHF channel and VHF channel 4
(66-72 mc), NBC has requested
FCC to cancel its special temporary authorization for its 50 w
channel 4 transmitter at Bridgeport, Conn. The grant, made Sept.
27, 1950, had been to compare
signal strengths and picture qualities of transmission on both bands.

WPIX SIGNS
To Telecast Yankee Game
COMPLETION of a six -ye;
agreement with the New Yoi
Yankees by WPIX (TV) Ne
York, which recently contract!
also to telecast home games of tl
New York Giants for the thii
straight year, was announced la;
week. Station officials saw in tl
announcements an answer, "tl
Yankees' and Giants' answer :
least," to charges that televisic
cuts down baseball attendance.
WPIX will commence telecastir
Yankee home games with the 19?
season, during which it will shai
afternoon games with WAB
(TV) New York. Beginning i
1952, WPIX will carry both afte
noon and night games exclusive!
WPIX Vice President and Gei
eral Manager G. Bennett Larsor
Dan Topping, co-owner with D
Webb of the Yankees, and Yanki
Business Manager George Weii
negotiated the new six-year coi
tract.
Peter Ballantine & Sons, Nev
ark, N. J., through J. Wal-d
Thompson Co., New York, wi
sponsor the 1951 Yankee telecast
Sponsorship for 1952 was n<
announced.
By the start of the baseball se;
son, transmitters of WPIX an
WABD both will be mounted ato
the Empire State Bldg. Thus, du:
ing afternoon games, the statior
will be operating from transmi
ters similarly located and will 1
telecasting the same events — a si
uation which throws the spotligl
on the comparative rates of tl
two
stations,
WABD's being coi
siderably
higher.
Ayer Luncheon
Luncheon in honor of Branc
Rickey, Pittsburgh Pirates gene:
al manager, was held Feb. 19 i
Pittsburgh under direction of Toi
McMahon, of N. W. Ayer & Soi
agency for Atlantic Refining C<
Guests included Atlantic official
along with representatives of Riec
McJunkin Dairy Co., Ketchun
MacLeod & Grove, and other sport
figures, as well as managers of 2
stations that will carry Pirate
games in Western Pennsylvani
under sponsorship of Atlantic an
Rieck-McJunkin.
Los Angeles Brewing Co. (Easi
side beer) last week bought th
Angels' 71 home games and 6
feature films on KLAC-TV Hollv
wood at a total cost of $250,00(
Films will be shown when the tear
is on the road. Agency is Warwick
& Legler, Los Angeles.
KTTV (TV) Hollywood has ac
quired for $50,000 exclusive
rights to 25 Hollywood Stars horn
games. KTTV will give the Star
a 30-minute promotional prograr.
per week plus 25 spot announce
ments. The Stars originally aske<
$150,000 guarantee based on slid
ing attendance figures for the en
tire home schedule. Frank King
sales manager, negotiated the dea
for KTTV.
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NAB-TV
(Continued from page 55)
the news that ASCAP has accepted
Mr. Martin's invitation for a meeting this week, but took no official
action to direct the committee in
its negotiations (see story, page
28).

TV

Picture
—

Monitor

with

Here is a professional 1 2 '/2 - inch
picture monitor you can set up any
place in your station — control rooms
— announcers' booths — clients' viewing rooms — offices. It is completely
self-contained with power supply. It
is readily adaptable for portable service. Picture quality meets the requirements of the most critical director.
In the TM-2B, 6-Mc bandwidth
permits use of closed-circuit signals
— such as the signal from a control
room. High-impedance video input
makes it possible to terminate the
signal in the monitor — or to "loop"

a

dozen

uses

the signal through several monitors.
Vertical scanning can be switched
for "mirror viewing." Removable
controls make it easy to operate the
unit "remote-control" (from a program console, for example).
A special version of the TM-2B . . .
using a 10-inch picture tube ... is
available for rack-mounting, or as a
monitor in a program console.
One of the handiest video units a
station can own. Order yours from
your RCA TV Equipment Representative. Or from Dept. ND-19, RCA
Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

TELEVISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
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Taxes occupied the remainder of
the session. Mr. Storer, who was to
be in Washington following the
board meeting, agreed to discuss
the excess profits tax situation
with legislators, government and
tax officials, seeking an interpretation of the present law and arguing for the inclusion of language
in future tax legislation that will
give a break to telecasting as an
industry that operated largely in
the red during the base years and
so would be unduely taxed on present earnings if TV station operators were held to a strict compliance with the general excess profits
tax provisions. Mr. Storer has
worked with John A. Kennedy,
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
who has spent consderable time in
Washington spearheading the TV _
case.
In his activities on the tax front,
Mr. Storer will work closely with
the NAB-TV Legislative Committee chairmanned by Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, of which
he is a member. Other members
of this committee are : Mr. Bannister; Mr. McCollough; Frank
Russell, NBC; Mr. Martin; Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta.
The NAB-TV board agreed to
work with other interested groups
in opposing the application of a
25% excise tax on radio and television receiving sets. Group expressed the feeling that such a
tax would be a detriment to the
public service rendered by both
aural and visual broadcasters in
providing the public with news and
information as it would act as a
deterrent to the increase of their
public through the purchase of
new sets.
Furthermore, the board felt
that such a tax would be definitely discriminatory and unfair to
radio and television in their competitive situation with printed
media such as newspapers and
magazines which receive assistance from the government through
the preferential second class postrate. noted that broadcasters
It agewas
as well as publishers have been
declared exempt from the 25%
excise tax on wire lines paid by
other businesses, because of the
public service nature of broadcasting, and it was felt that perhaps
this might provide a precedent for
requesting a similar exemption
from the tax on receivers.
Monday meeting was attended
by Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York, chairman of the NABTV board; Mr. Bannister, Mr.
Raibourn, Mr. Arnoux, Mr. McCollough, Mr. Storer, Mr. Russell,
and Chris Witting, DuMont TV
Network. Three board members
were absent: Mr. Swezey, Mr.
Hough, and W. D. Rogers Jr.,
KEYL (TV) San Antino.
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NBC

CONTRACTS
Blue Inks Long-Tern
NBC announced last week that i
had signed comic Ben Blue to a:
exclusive long-term contract fo
television, while network official;
and two of its TV stars, Milto
Berle and Jerry Lester, were re
portedly in negotiations for long
term commitments.
A summer program starring Mi
Blue is being planned, NBC as
serted.
Details of the NBC-Blue agree
ment were not officially disclosec
Nor was information immedi
ately available on the status of th
reported discussions with Mi
Berle, of Texaco Star Theatr
(Tues., 8-9 p.m.), or Mr. Lestei
who appears thrice weekly on An
chor-Hocking Glass Corp.'s Broadi
way
Open House (Mon.-Fri., 11
12 p.m.).
Mr. Blue, veteran comedian, ha
appeared on several TV shows, in|
eluding The Jack Carter Show.

Hill Briefing
(Continued from page 32 )
last Monday's closed session.
McFARLAND BILL — Comrj
Walker recommended changes ii
the measure to conform to th<
FCC's model bill. These recommen
dations were outlined in the Feb
19 issue of Broadcasting • Tele
casting. The Commissioner did no
give the legislation high priority
SIGNAL CONTROLS — Comr
Walker termed this bill, now being
heard in the Senate and awaiting
action in the House Armed Services Committee, as an importanl
piece of legislation and said the
Defense Dept. had strongly recompassage
bill story,mended itspage
26). (see controls
MONITORING BILL — Comr.
Walker urged immediate action of
this bill by Congress. Technical
explanation of the need was given
by Comr. Sterling.
NARBA AGREEMENT— Comr.
Hyde gave a lengthy review and
explanation of the treaty. The
treaty
must be ratified by the Senate.
COLOR TELEVISION — Comr,
Walker said the issue was now in
the courts and thus FCC could not
elaborate on the subject.
EDUCATIONAL TV — Comr.
Walker said the FCC had concluded its hearings on this phase of
the general study of UHF-VHF
reallocations and that no decision
has been reached.
Following the committee session,
Rep. James I. Dolliver (R-Iowa),
who had requested a full-dress
color inquiry in a letter to Chairman Crosser [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8], said he had
gone "as far as I can" in asking
for a color probe. He said that
possibly something would be done
"later in the session" and added
that Comr. Walker "told us what
we already knew about the sub-
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Look

into

this

PROFESSIONAL

Telecast
and

see

Projector
years

Dependable

of

Service

The GPL Model PA- TOO — a 1 6 -mm Studio Projector
with the basic features and performance reliability
of the famous Simplex 35-mm Theatre Projectors.

Sharper
From

Pictures
Any

Film

The importance of 16-mm film in television programming has called for new
standards of projection quality and dependability. The GPL Model PA-100 is
the first projector designed and built specifically for television studio use. It is a
heavy-duty film chain projector for operation with any full-storage type film pick-up.
The professional, sprocket-type intermittent, similar to that used in the finest
35-mm equipment, is quiet and troublefree. It provides a vertical stability of better than 0.2% over years of service. Film
is protected — tests show more than 4,000
The Model PA-100 is a 16-mm
projector consistent with the professional character of television
station operation. Its enclosed
4,000 foot film magazine provides for 110 minutes of projection «» an entire feature.
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WRITE, WIR[

• • • Finer
in Your

Sound

Studio

passages without noticeable film wear.
The high quality optical system resolves
better than 90 lines per mm, with illumination so uniform that corner brightness
is at least 90% of center. With a 1,000 watt
light source, the projector delivers 100
foot-candles to the camera tube. The
sound system provides a frequency retruly flat to 7,000 cps, with flutter
less thansponse0.2%.
The Model PA-100 is one of a complete
line of GPL 16-mm television studio and
theatre projectors built to highest 35-mm
standards.
OR PHONE

FOR DETAILS

General

Precision Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE NEW YORK
TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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Berle

Tops

Cartoons

Trendex

Score in S. F.

(Report 152)

§§

THE

fj= DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star
Theatre headed the list of the top
10 Trendex ratings for sponsored
network TV progTams, based on
single live broadcasts during week
of Feb. 1-7.
Following are ratings compiled
55.7
by Trendex:
1. Star Theatre
44.7
2.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
44.5
3. Your Show of Shows
43.7
4. Fireside Theatre
42.0
5. Comedy Hour
6. Television Playhouse
41 .6
7. Lights Out
39.1
38.7
8. Martin Kane, Private Eye
38.2
9. Man Against Crime
37.8
10. Godfrey's Friends
* * *
Musical

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

lliere

are

AM-FM-TV

id your Lest buy
I be
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Robinson-LaMotta Fight
Shows High Hooper
ADVANCE Hooperating tabulation of the "Sugar" Ray RobinsonJake LaMotta middleweight championship fight, Feb. 14, showed
58.7 in TV homes. According to
Hooper, the bout may rank first in
first-fifteen to be next published.

Cartoons

'Most Liked' Commercials
MUSICAL CARTOONS for Kilpatrick Bread were voted "most
liked" by San Francisco Bay Area
viewers in a survey by Coffin,
Cooper & Clay Inc., San Francisco.
Other commercials in the most
popular five were Holsum Bread,
Goebel Beer, Lucky Strike and Old
Gold cigarettes. All are musical
commercials with live or cartoon
characters. Eight of the 10 bestliked commercials were made in the
Bay Area.
Many of the favorite 10 also
drew enough votes to qualify
among the "most disliked" 10. The
five most disliked were Holsum,
Milani's 1890 French Dressing,
Calso Water, Kilpatrick Bread and

City

Goebel Beer.
The Tele-Que survey was conducted Jan. 25-31 among 419 teleset owners selected representatively from all sections of the area.
* * *

TV To Aid Movies,
Yates Believes
BELIEF that television ultimately
will be beneficial to the motion picture industry was expressed by
Herbert J. Yates, president of Republic Pictures Corp., in his annual
report to stockholders, released
last week. "We are closely following developments of television
which we believe will ultimately be
beneficial to our industry," he said.
"At the present time," he continued, "due to restrictions of
American Federation of Musicians,
we are not in a position to furnish
our pictures for television. We believe such restrictions will be removed in the not too distant future
and we will than be in a position

Weekly Television Summary —

to capitalize upon our inventory of
released pictures which we believe
are particularly suitable for teleN. Y. Nielsen Ratings
Cover
vision." Additional Hours
NEW Nielsen pocketpiece starts
audiences
from 9 on
a.m.Newto midnight
reporting ratings
York T"V
instead of 1-11 p.m., the period
previously covered. A chart oi
hourly radio and TV set use by TV
families has been extended to include the five additional hours and
a new chart shows for each month
the number of hours the average
TV family spends watching theii
teleset or listening to radio programs.
TV Space Increases
In Okla. Papers
OKLAHOMA NEWSPAPERS reportedly are devoting increased
space to television information ir
recognition of the growing telecast count in the area served bj
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, which
on Feb. 1 stood at 73,370.
In the capital city, and throughout the state, more columns, program schedules and program highlights are adorning newspapei
columns.
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Sets in Area City
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Arec
Albuquerque
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Ames
KOB-TV
7,000
Memphis
WMCT
42,006
75,11/
WOl-TV
Atlanta
78,55:
WTVJ
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
91,225 Miami
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
Baltimore
273,353
WAAM,
WBAl-TV,
WMAR-TV
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
212,881
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
23,0+
238.20C
52,50c
32,700
36,000 Nashville WSM-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
New Haven WNHC-TV
Bloomington
WTTV
13,800
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
674,373 New Orleans WDSU-TV
Buffalo
136,50i
WCBS-TV,
WBEN-TV
WBTV
181,957 New York WABD,
Charlotte
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
56,631 Newark WOR-TV,
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
815,471
250,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
2,150,00i
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
422,503
56,78:
49,46<
Cleveland
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
132,000
Columbus
Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
Dallas,
65,57i
73,37(
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
KRLD-TV,
105,319
Ft. Worth
44,668 Phoenix
KPHO-TV
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
WDTV
784,001
Davenport
Providence WTVR
WJAR-TV
Quad CitiesWOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 170,000 Richmond
105,35i
30,15t
212,001
Dayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
419,449
Rochester
WHAM-TV
62,86/
46,280
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
Erie
WICU
Moline 73,37i
44,66!
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise..
E.
Ft.Dallas
Worth105,319 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
81,00
San
Antonio
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Grand Rapids
37,50(
Kalamazoo
WLAV-TV
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
107,297 San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
143,401
139,600
Houston
Schenectady
Albany-Troy WRGB
49,812
K PRC-TV
65,238
HuntingtonCharleston WSAV-TV
68.20C
35,250 Seattle KING-TV
254.00C
120,000
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
St. Louis KSD-TV
101,40:
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
27,000
120,001
Syracuse WSPD-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Johnstown WJAC-TV
68,125 Toledo
120,269
Tulsa
KOTV
67,75C
Kalamazoo40,59<
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
100,600 Utica-Rome WKTV
Kansas City WDAF-TV
219,76<
Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
36.00C
Lancaster WGAl-TV
57,75/
42,500 Wilmington WDEL-TV
80,553
Lansing WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
877,421
jiU'ii'il'i ■in;; r"'"' 1 1
'•"> WHtltil i.u
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated Sets in Use 11,008,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
within televiewing area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated dsets
on data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
partially
duplicated. Since
Sources
set compiled
estimates monthly,
are base some
may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
and
manufacturers.
manyof are
necessarily approximate.
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Li «
Latest Hooper again reveals overwhelming
Atlanta listener preference for WSB
Period covered by this latest survey is November 1
through January 31. Of the 48 measured daytime

rai
PI

quarter-hours:
WSB was first in number of listeners 34 times.
The second station was first 1 1 times.
WSB was tied for first 3 times.

nj

In 7 of the periods WSB's audience was greater than
the total audience of all other Atlanta radio stations
combined — ten AM stations and six FM!

!i

So again history repeats. On every authentic survey
ever made in the great Atlanta market, WSB has been
FIRST.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
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TALENT
WAGES
Freeze Exemption Sought
HOLLYWOOD talent move reportedly was on last week to request specific exemption from the
wage freeze. If successful, the
■efforts could be a prelude to a
similar approach by radio and television entertainers.
Both producers and guilds are
understood to be supporting attorneys who are preparing briefs for
submission to the Wage Stabilization Board. Argument centers on
the unique character of the film
industry and talent deals and contracts which, they say, make a
general salary ceiling infeasible.
Questions asked are how can new
talent be recruited under a freeze
and what will become of optional
contracts calling for periodic salary
increases. In view of these arguments, which also are basic to radio
and particularly to television, the
attorneys are requesting blanket
exemption for actors, writers and

directors in the movie field.
If such a blanket exception is
granted, observers point out, a precedent may be established for talent
unions in other branches — such as
radio and television.
Meanwhile, WSB has scheduled
Wednesday as the start of threeday talks on the applicability of
government wage freezes to employes in radio, newspapers and
related fields [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 19].
WTTS Bid
WTTS (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
last week filed application with
FCC for authority to install a new
700-ft. plus antenna and tower and
increase in effective radiated power
to 43.2 kw. Plans for expanded
rural service were related to the
Commission. Operated by Sarkes
Tarzian, WTTS (TV) is assigned
Channel 10 (192-198 mc). Station
rebroadcasts network shows relayed from Cincinnati.

NARBA
(Continued from page 28)

United States broadcasters in '
precarious position.
Secretary of State Dean Achfl

groups, including farm organizations, had been rallied in opposition to the pact but that a "later
and more comprehensive analysis"
of the treaty had tempered these
viewpoints.
While CCBS reported that its
membership in meeting as recently
as last December had reaffirmed
opposition to the treaty, the question has been raised about viewpoints of those CCBS member stations whose signals were "not degraded and in some instances afforded even greater protection"
under the proposed agreement.
NARBA proponents point out
that the agreement "clearly" would
provide a significant improvement
for the United States over the "increasingly chaotic situation" that
has existed since the interim agreement of 1946 expired more than a
year and a half ago. To reject the
agreement, it was felt, would put

President
treaty1 asto ret '
son in histermed
reportthe Feb.
resenting "the best arrangeme
that could be negotiated takii
into account the existing situatii
and the diverse interests which hi

I

for g|l TV

D"

TV

Cameras

TRIPOD
(Pat. Pending)

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C ZUCKER
(TflmcRfl €quipm€iiT (o.
' i ->oo EfiifluujRy \ new «obk citm
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to Ratification
be accommodated."
requires the affirm
ate.
tive vote of two-thirds of the Se
The U. S. delegation to tl
NARBA Conference, in addition
Comr. Hyde as chairman, includi
Capt. John Cross of the State Dei
as vice chairman. First negoti
tions were held in Montreal in tl
fall of 1949, but broke up to pe
mit the U. S. and Cuba to neg
tiate on certain differences.
The subsequent bilateral sessioi
in Havana in early 1950 failed
produce an accord. However, wh(
the full conference reassembled
Washington last fall, the tre&
was signed Nov. 15.
The NARBA becomes effectr
when ratified or adhered to \
three of the following countrie;
U. S., Canada, Cuba and Mexico.
NEW
STUDIOS
WTMJ-TV Now Has Fo«
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee has ai
nounced conversion of two rad
studios to studios from which bo1
radio and television shows ms
emanate.
One of the new studios
equipped with a model kitchen use
for the daily What's New in tl
Home program. The studios ai
part of a $200,000 remodeling pro
ect begun early last summer.
With these additional facilitie
WTMJ-TV now has four TV sti
dies in addition to standbys.
RCA

VICTOR
Extends Time on WLW
RCA VICTOR has signed a fou]
week continuation of its threi
week sponsorship of four separal
program
segments
on WLW
(TV) Cincinnati. The new coi
tract calls for use of 14 hours an
25 minutes a week.
The announcement was made b
William J. McCluskey, WLW(TV) sales manager. The origin;
three-week contract had been mac
through the ad agency, Muelle
Liebling & Parkins Inc.
Defense

Series

NEW tele-version of the Arme
Forces Hour, produced by the Dep
of Defense and aired by the Di
Mont Television Network, is nobeing carried "live" by five st<
tions and kinescoped for 51 othe
outlets,
the said
department's
TV
Branch
last week. Radk
Seri:
was launched Feb. 4 and is tek
cast Sunday, 8:30-9 p.m. EST
Stations carrying program liv
are WAAM (TV) Baltimore, Md
originating outlet; WTTG (TV
Washington; WABD (TV) Ne^
York; WXEL (TV) Cleveland
WGN-TV Chicago.
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• All Blaw-Knox H-40's! At left,
Station W A G A - T V, Atlanta,
Georgia
• Above center, Station WJBK-TV
Detroit, Michigan
• At right, WSPD-TV,

WE'RE

And

PROUD

Blaw-Knox

this compliment

OF

OUR

Toledo, Ohio

BLAW-KNOX

TOWERS

is proud of the fact that
from

The

Fort Industry

Company* was prompted by the performance of all 13 Blaw-Knox Antenna Towers
now in the service of this successful broadcasting organization.
Whether

you

contemplate

light-weight

towers for mobile communications
raking

TV

Blaw-Knox

support, you

can

or a skydepend

on

engineered structures to get the

most out of your transmitting

equipment.
BLAW-KNOX

BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
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Research Showdown
(Continued from page 19)
after the report has been made
public.
Enlivening the research front
last week were comments by two
prominent timebuyers, Linnea J.
Nelson, retiring next month as
chief timebuyer of J. Walter
Thompson Co., and George Castleman, vice president and radio director of Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce.
Appearing before the Radio-TV
Seminar of the Washington Ad
Club (see story, page 23), Miss
Nelson, often called "Miss Timebuyer," said she doubted "if anybody could afford to buy all the
services that there are in existence— and if they did buy them,
they would be completely confused
in any attempt to use them.
"Even though the entire radio
and television industry, including
advertisers, agencies, stations, networks spend many, many thousands of dollars annually on research, they still can't get together
on any agreeable forms of research
nor have they as yet been able to
stay together and get together on
the one thing most needed — a basic
form of research that will measure
so-called potential circulation.
ABC Comparison
"We are responsible to our clients
for constantly trying to educate
the broadcasting industry to the
necessity for standard methods of
measurement. And of course, printed media are delighted to point to
their Audit Bureau of Circulations
when selling against broadcasting.
They are not limited to talking in
percentages as we are; they can
talk in total numbers." <
Miss Nelson said "a station's
best sales tool is proof of its audience." She chided broadcasters for
failure to accept their share of
responsibility in developing the
necessary tools with which to measure this audience and recalled the
trials of Broadcast Measurement
Bureau.
Mr. Castleman told the Washington Ad Club that radio ratings
"should not be considered absolute
values." He listed types of knowledge a buyer should have in doing
business with broadcasters and

Your

Top

TV

chases in TV homes had increa;,
from 17% two years ago to 2i
in the last
months.of Inradio
non-'»£|
homes
the six
purchases
have increased from 19% of sJ
homes two years ago to 23% in tl
last six months. In TV homes 31
of new sets go into bedrooms, 2-\
into living rooms; in non-TV hor
20% go into bedrooms and 31
into living rooms.
When the old Cooperative A
alysis of Broadcasting was alcfj|
in the radio field, Mr. Dorrell sa,
there was little confusion. Unfc;
tunately CAB's method was wroi|
he said. In his opinion aided rec
and diaries do not produce co
parable data, claiming they infjja
figures. He cited an example :
varying figures for the CBS Tod
January.
of the Town in Washington la
MR. MEASUREMENT, Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director, gets measured by four other experts at Washington Ad Club panel. Left to right:
Ward Dorrell, C. E. Hooper Inc.; Sydney Roslow, The Pulse Inc.; Mr. Baker;
James W. Seiler, American Research
Bureau;
Bureau
Inc. Joe Ward, Advertising Research
said many station elements, such
as strong trade relations, do not
show up in ratings.
Jeffrey A. Abel, radio-TV director and timebuyer of Henry J.
Kaufman & Assoc., said he could
not "understand how surveys can
be so far apart."
These agency comments, reflecting confusion among buyers of time
on the quality and usefulness of
radio research, were made in the
early part of an all-day session.
Winding up the seminar late
that evening was a research meeting that drew five of the top figures
in the field. Dr. Baker moderated
the panel discussion. With him
were Ward Dorrell, vice president
of C. E. Hooper Inc.; James W.
Seiler, director of American Research Bureau; Dr. Sydney Roslow,
manager, The Pulse Inc.; Joseph
B. Ward, managing director, Advertising Research . Bureau Inc.
Seldom seen together on a single
platform, the five quickly took up
the challenge that research findings
are completely inconsistent. Dr.
Baker set the pace in showing how
two or more scientific tests, impartially and professionally conducted, can bring different results

Sales

Opportunity

in measuring identical situations.
Panel members brought out that
each type of research has its advantages, and endeavors to perform a specific function. Much of
the confusion was said to arise
from the failure to understand research findings or to use the results
properly.
Mr. Ward explained at the start
that ARBI endeavors to show at
the point of sale who buy the retailer's goods. The technique requires balancing of funds spent in
media, on a dollar basis; comparison of identical items; simultaneous advertising for three days;
objective gathering of information.
Methods Reviewed
Mr. Seiler, pointing to the present confusion in research, described
basic methods of scientific sampling. Measurements are made, he
said, by connecting wires or a
meter to the set; telephone or personal coincidental checks; listener
or viewer diaries. American Research Bureau, he added, has found
the diary method extremely accurate.
Criticizing the research of
printed media, Mr. Roslow said
radio's 97-98% home saturation is
not properly exploited and claimed
this saturation "supplies the answer to ABC."
"Radio
produces more research
than any other medium," he added.
As to method, he said the industry
has not decided what it wants.
"Maybe there should be more than
one method," he suggested. In any
case he felt there is much to be
learned about the audience to perselling.
mit a more intelligent job of time
"The prophets of doom for radio
were wrong," he declared. "Radio
listening in television homes is increasing month after month as the
novelty of TV wears off." Among
other factors, he said, is improved
radio programming.
Dr. Roslow said radio set pur-
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Mr. Seiler ascribed the vari
tions to the fact the measuremeri
were made on different Sunday!
to rotation of talent on the opposi
NBC Comedy Hour and other fa
tors.
The seminar audience suppli
other instances where measur
ments differed widely. Dr. BakfJ
explained this is one of the pro!
lems to be answered when tij
special
KJBS committee releasl
its
findings.
Revealed for the first time 1
Mr. Ward were cumulative finding
for 50 ARBI tests conducted
many parts of the country. Thel
results show that radio is by fa
the best advertising medium fl
retail stores on the basis of resull
produced per dollar spent (sel
ARBI story page 19).
The radio
cumulative
findings,wei:'i
which
and newspapers
pitted directly against each oth<|
to find out which gets the best rl
suits, follow:
Radio drew 25.6% of store traffl
compared to 21.7% for newspapers.
Radio traffic bought merchandise
58.1%newspapers.
of the cases compared to 55. 81
for
of all,dollar
radiopurchast
distort
ersMost
madeimportant
45.7% of total
in
the
tests
compared
to
only
18.71
for newspapers.
Joining agency timebuyers i
criticizing radio-TV research wa
John D. Hymes, retiring managd
of WLAN Lancaster, Pa., an!
former agency timebuyer. He coij
tended some surveys "aren't wortj
the paper they are printed on a
far
accuracytimebuyers
is concerned."
then ascriticized
for blincH
ly accepting many surveys withot
attempting to check their accuracj
"All radio and television mua
have accurate, authorized, checke
and industry-approved methods o
research," Mr. Hymes argued
"Such research must be done o;
a standard basis by an industry
authorized research organization t
which all radio and television st£(
tions must subscribe. We canno
afford to have another BMB sup
ported by 25% of the industry. Thi
organization must be supported b
100% of the stations, with it
methods and results checked by th
entire
Mr.
by a
radio

Telecasting

industry."
Hymes
said he had been toll
number of timebuyers thai
research needs improving.
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Radio-TV Control
(Continued from page 26)
tack was NAB President Justin
Miller, who charged that the contemplated bill, if enacted in its
present form, would :
$ Throw the radio-TV industry into a "hodgepodging" of
broadcasting and non-broadcasting
radiations which could "produce
disastrous complications" and
"dangerous conflicts of government
power."
© "Cause public panic and hysteria beyond all possibility of measurement" if all transmission were
to cease.
£ Represent complete delegation of power over "one of the
greatest
media" by Congress to
the President.
@ "Probably be unconstitutional," violating the First Amendment
on freedom of speech.
9 Lodge arbitrary and unAmerican powers in the Executive
Branch.
© Create endless confusion and
conflict among agencies, which
could be multiplied by the Chief
Executive.
© Leave broadcasters without
compensation for "control" of their
equipment.
# Serve as a basis for stripping people "of their freedoms and
to destroy their rights"
A two-man committee, comprising Chairman Johnson and Sen.

WLW

-TELEVISION
LEADS

in LEADING
TV

daytime

cities

Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus
— served by WLW-Television —
lead the nation for daytime setsin-use with average of 13.9%,
12.2% and 1 1.1 %, respectively.*
Avge. Share of Audience*
WLW-TV LEADING
STATION COMPETITOR
CINCINNATI

47.5%

37.4%

DAYTON

63.1%

26.2%

COLUMBUS

57.7%

24.3%

WLW-TELEVISION delivers the
greatest daytime audience in the
midwest's second largest TV market.
WLW-T WLW-B WLW-C
CINCINNATI DAYTON COLUMBUS
♦Videotex, December, J 950 — 6 am — 6 pm
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Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
heard testimony from Judge Miller,
Ralph W. Hardy, government relations director, and Neal McNaughten, engineering director, all NAB;
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co., and David Smith, Philco
Corp., representing RTMA; Comr.
George E. Sterling and Engineering Director Curtis Plummer,
FCC; Maj. Gen. Francis L. Ankenbrandt, communications director,
USAF, speaking for the Defense
Dept.
Views stressed particularly during the hearings
concerned
FCC's
monitoring
functions,
assuming
greater importance in the security
picture; technical data relating to
"homing" on broadcasting and
other radiations; possibility of
"radio silence" ; concern of the
Federal Civil Defense Administration over "broad terms" of the
bill as it touches on "communications— the nerve system of civil
defense"; the role of broadcasters
in disseminating information; possibility of saboteurs operating ilenemy. legal transmitters to "home" the
NAB and other factions noted
the importance of monitoring,
which also was pointed up in Sen.
Johnson's comments on the McFarland bill (see separate story) and
earlier in the week (Monday) in
meetings involving FCC Acting
Chairman Paul Walker and members of the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee.
That phase was stressed in comments on a bill (HR 1730), already
passed by the House, seeking expenditures for land for monitoring purposes.
Civil Defense Administrator
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., in a letter inserted in the record, expressed concern lest civil defense
functions "might be hindered by
the administration of the law if
the bill passed." He noted, however, that he had been assured
by Gen. Ankenbrandt that CD
functions would not be impaired
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 15] and urged passage of the
legislation.
in the to
air the
at week's
end,
inStill
addition
committee
amendment, was the question of
criminal sanctions contained in
the bill. Sen. Johnson said that
personally he felt they are "pretty
stringent." Penalties for violation
are $50,000 for corporations, $10,000 for individuals and five years'
imprisonment.
As leadoff witness, Gen. Ankenbrandt stated the authority under
the Communications Act (Sec.
606 (c) ) is "not broad enough"
and "inadequate" because many
new types of devices are not covered and there will be future developments inthe field. He said "it
is not contemplated that a complete shutdown of the 10 kc-100,000
mc band," stipulated in the bill,
"will ever be necessary or ever
desirable throughout the U. S."
Mr. Plummer said it isn't a matter of closing down stations in this
problem
them. He but
said, of
with "manipulating"
respect to TV
set radiations, that "we have been

working with RTMA and others."
He stressed the bulk of preparatory work on this issue.
Sen. Johnson interposed later
that it may not be a good thing
to scatter FCC authority, but to
add to it, in the case of monitoring, which he described as "extremely President
important matter"
The NAB
stated it is
obvious that in wartime or other
national emergencies the government's power must be extended beyond its peacetime activities on behalf of national security. The Communications Act (Sec. 606 (c) )
"seemed to be adequate during
World War II," but wartime powers over broadcasting could be expanded "if found necessary" by
"very
slight changes" in the Act,
he asserted.
Upon cross-questioning, Judge
Miller suggested a cleaner definition of "radio" in Sec. 301 of the
Communications Act, observing
that radio communication is spelled
out, and felt the bill is a "decided
departure" from Sec. 606 of the
Communications Act. Latter section, he said, is also inadequate on
provisions covering compensation
to broadcasters.
Comr. Sterling told the committee that tue Communications Act is
"clearly broad enough to authorize
the President to initiate such action
as he vent
may
necessary" stations
to preuse ofdeem
broadcasting
in any manner which would aid
the enemy, and that the Johnson
bill would not "in any way," during
a proclaimed national emergency,
enlarge the President's power.
Ommission Noted
However, he explained, there is
doubt whether Sec. 606 (c) covers
"all of the various types of electronic devices — particularly equipment not primarily intended for
radio
purposes"-and
—
which communication
may emit radiations
serve to guide enemy aircraft or
missiles. Additionally, he noted,
the Communications Act does not
contain express provision covering
criminal sanctions for violations of
Presidential authority.
Comr. Sterling noted that Sec.
301 of the Act speaks in terms of
the Commission's licensing powers,
which expressly afford all licensees
the right to be heard before they
can be required to cease or modify
their normal operation. Licensees
also can appeal to the courts from
FCC determination after a hearing,
he observed.
The Presidential and Commission
powers of Sections 606 and 301, respectively, "are not adequate to
cope with the problems which
prompted the Defense Dept. to
sponsor
this legislation,"
Comr.
Sterling stated.
In that light,
he
declared, it would be advisable to
spell
out either
the President's
control
authority
in an amendment
or separate bill.
Comr. Sterling's views also were
supported throughout by FCC Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker,
whose letter to Sen. Johnson Feb.
19 was inserted in the record
Wednesday.

Dr. Baker submitted that
effective program of jamming, ;.
propagating false signals and i|
diations "would prove more cci
fusing to an enemy than wov,
attempting to restrict or halt
radiations at the time of a si
pected enemy attack." Among }j
conclusions, based on exhausti '
data submitted by RTMA, w<
these :
• High-power broadcast statin
can
be picked
"homed"
on
distances
up upto and
several
thousa
miles, but large errors are inherei
• Direction-finding
on static :
may be convenient, but is not t
best means available to the enemy.-li
• The VHF ranges used for ll
broadcasting are free of static b ]
are usable only over comparative, .-.
shortis distances.
of freque"
cies
limited to Range
line-of-sight
tran [
mission.
• Radio receivers are "incident
radiators" and are worthless as hoi i
ing devices because they cannot ] t
located geographically; the appare ,
signal source is diffuse; operation
erratic, and radiated power is low. j ,
• Better homing means are avai l
able in use of such systems as tM J
Loran and direction-finding, but th(? i
can be rendered useless.

stressed
that broar1
castDr.andBaker
television
transmitters
ar "j
useful as homing devices only
they can be by
properly
locatedandgeei '
graphically
the enemy
the signals are essentially contim "
ous.
Dr. Baker said short-range mis -.
siles could be guided to a specifi .
radiation source but the idea "i
not in good repute" because of th
uncertainty of radiation.
Dr. Baker submitted to the com
mittee two exhibits — one dealin;

with
radiolisting
stations
bea ''
cons, use
the of
other
radioas serv
ices and their frequencies.
Mr. Smith also felt the propose' ^
bill is too broad and suggests
limiting the devices under the legis lation to those with
mile radiation.
He over
said a hehalf!L
i;
opposed, however, to giving FC(
any
authority
over peacetinn
interf er 1
ence more
problems
in normal
operation, lest the Commissioi
would
you do.'a; *
The "control
case for everything
communications
"the nerve system of civil defense'
and for adequate monitoring anc
policing
functions by the Commis 1
Hardy.
sion drew the support of Mr
Quoting the United States Civi
Defense Handbook, Mr. Hardy citec
radio's role in disseminating timely
informational and educational ma-j
terial
audi-'
ence — quickly
material to ona maximum
shelters, trans-j
portation and other phases.
Mr. McNaughten, who alsc {
stressed civil defense and monitoring, stated that while FCC enforcement of broadcast regulations has
been exercised, "insufficient staffing
has apparently
Commission from prohibited
conductingthesimilar
investigations of all transmitter
installations." He questioned
whether funds provided in the1
Johnson bill are intended to aug-|
ment services of FCC or establish
"an entirely new investigative or

enforcement group."
Telecasting
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film

MACK TRAILER Co., Chicago,
launching extensive advertising
.paign for TV film department
ich specializes in made-to-order
: commercials. Chicago office of
ell& Jacobs handles the account.
SHERMAN, film publicity conant, has been named motion
„ure representative in the U. S.
the Norwegian government. He
supervise and negotiate sales
rentals of Norwegian films for
and theatre showings. A cataof 10 titles is now available
m his office at 1612 Wisconsin
•4e., N.W., Washington, D. C.
A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS
:,-p., Beverly Hills, Calif., begins
during a series of 52 TV film
lodramas April 1, directed by
ing Pichel. . . . SNADER re,ses are now being seen on
MB-TV San Diego, holder of
lusive and unlimited rights in
.t city to total of more than 400
ee-minute short features includin year's has
package.
. . . Monroe
ndelsohn
been named
sales
vice coordinator for SNADER
INSCRIPTION
SALES, Chitjjjo. His duties will include servrg stations and agencies. Also
ning firm's Chicago office is E.
inny Graff, sales manager in
»rge of sales through agencies.
IMMODORE PRODUCTIONS,
:llywood, has 26 half -hour TV
-ii series starring Clyde Beatty,
jmal trainer, in planning stage,
me firm also produces three
ekly MBS Clyde Beatty radio
ws for Kellogg Co., holder of
tion on the projected TV series.
N I T E D PRODUCTIONS of
nerica, producers of animated TV
]d motion picture films, names
ward F. Cullen manager of Easti Division, replacing Edward L.
;;irshman, resigned.
* *
*
I
]RRY FAIRBANKS
PRODUCONS, Hollywood, has begun filmi g first of 13 half-hour TV mys■|ry programs, Front Page Detecwe, starring Edmund Lowe andi
ected by Arnold Wester. Guild
jine, San Francisco, will sponsor
i six stations. Agency is Guild,
iscom & Bonfigli, San Fancisco.
It . FAIRBANKS announces hirg of Leo S. Rosencrans, formerly
th Wilding Pictures, Detroit, as
ecutive writer.
* * *
iERLING
TELEVISION Co.,
ew York, has acquired exclusive
V' distribution rights for more
an 100 films from YOUNG
•MERICA FILMS, New York.

CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION
PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, and
SAMPSON DIAMOND ENTERPRISES will produce 260 quarterhour TV films, Jump Jump of Holiday House, based on puppet character. Fillmore S. Phipps is supervising producer for Consolidated.
PROCTER & GAMBLE PRODUCTIONS Inc., Los Angeles, will take
over complete financing of next
season's Fireside Theatre TV film
programs which it formerly handled on releasing basis. Production
of first group of half-hour films
will begin April 1 at HAL ROACH
STUDIOS, Culver City. Each film
is budgeted at $16,500, and a total
of 39 to 52 is planned. Arrangements are being concluded with
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES,
producer of last 34 Fireside Theatre films, whereby that firm will
get re-release rights on percentage
basis. Agency is Compton Adv.,
Los Angeles. . . . P & G also
studying possibility of producing
more films in Hollywood. Beulah
TV series and several film commercials now being produced in
New York.
NEIL McGUIRE ENTERPRISES,
Hollywood, producer of motion
picture film shorts, plans to go
into TV film production. Present
projects include filming of 10-minute programs based on original
stories entitled Adventures of Davy
Jones on Mermaid Hill. Studios
are at 165 S. La Brea. Telephone
York 4450.
GREEN FILM Corp., Los Angeles,
to begin filming first of 20 in projected series of 260 quarter-hour
dramatic TV programs, The Loving Family. Walter Thompson is
director.
TV ADS Inc., Los Angeles, announces completion of TV spots
for Maier Brewing Co., same city
(Brew 102), Innes Shoes, Design
for Living magazine, and Los Angeles Evening Herald & Express.
.staff.
. . Mel Curtis joins firm's writing
DYNAMIC FILMS Inc., New York,
has doubled its available space
through completion of wiring and
sound conditioning of added film
studio at 112 W. 89th St., its present location.

NIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
is prepared 10 special TV trail^lecasting
• BROADCASTING

£

PRODUCTIO
N
SERVICES
■■■■■■■■■■■iiuumui

report

ers, with open ends for local theatre
announcements, to promote Bedtime for Bonzo, a full length feature to be distributed to theatres
soon. One five-minute program, six
oneTminute spots, and three 20second spots will be available for
local-theatre sponsorship on television.

L Ml

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
(producers of short-length
films since 1919)
5,000 TOP- QUALITY COMMERCIALS
LOW-COST RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FOR ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS
WIRE OR WRITE
COLORADO SPRINGS

SARRA,
TELEVISION

INC.

COMMERCIALS

MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS

HOLLYWOOD
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
of

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR Steps
All Production
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-B62D

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for Television
SEND FOR CATALOG
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEW YORK
PLAZA 3.1531

RKO PATHE, INC.
624 MADISON

AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-360O

TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
TV FILM SPOTS
20-SECOND AND 1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
STERLING 4650

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
510 W. 57TH STREET. N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
FILM & PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE OF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
February 26, 1951
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ASCAP

Rates

(Continued from page 28)
down of. the present practice, some
broadcasters who are active in radio as well as television feel that
any abrogation of their rights in
TV will inevitably result in a
similar deterioration of their radio
rights. Some of the replies to Mr.
McCollough's letter have also
questioned his belief that interest
in per program licenses is limited
to a comparatively few TV station
operators.
Victor A. Sholis, WHAS-TV
Louisville, for example, wrote Mr.
McCollough that on that point "y°u
and I part company completely.
Perhaps I am one of a small minority of television station operators
concerned about per program
terms. Actually, I don't see how
you can maintain a reasonable
blanket contract, about which you
are obviously concerned, without
an equitable deal on a per program
basis.
"The stumbling block which
ASCAP has raised in reference to
a TV program license are the very
same ones over which we have been
battling ASCAP in AM. If we
yielded to ASCAP's demands on
television we would wipe out the
ground beneath our AM position.
I, for one, am not willing to do
that."
Mr. Sholis added that while his
TV and AM interests are interwoven, he "would no more agree to
some of ASCAP's current demands
if I were a TV operator alone than
I will in my present position."
Commenting on possible litigation if negotiations fail to produce
an acceptable form of per program
license from ASCAP, Mr. Sholis
said : of
"I think
we have merit
an equitable
case
considerable
and I
have confidence that a court would
give us a fair shake. I would prefer to reach an agreement without
court action, but not at the expense
of selling our principles down the
river." As to costs of such action,
he said that perhaps the best way
to find out whether the TV station
operators generally will support it
"would be to ask for specific and
definite commitments."
This suggestion, that the owners

and operators of the 107 TV stations be polled for their views, has
been proposed by a number of other
telecasters, including Mr. McCollough himself. The NAB-TV board
at its Monday meeting decided,
however, to withhold such action
until after this week's meeting of
the Per Program Committee with
the ASCAP group. NAB-TV Board
Chairman Thomas is also a member of the Per Program Committee,
so close liaison between the committee and the board is assured.

AD

COUNCIL
Plans Circulation Survey
NATIONAL circulation of radio
and television public service advertising campaigns will be measured via the A. C. Nielsen Co.
service under a plan announced
last week by the Advertising
Council.
The council said Wednesday the
Nielsen company had offered its
national radio and TV research
services to the council for use for
this purpose without cost.
Based on Nielsen-ratings, figures
on radio circulation contributed to
public service projects during 1950
by radio advertisers, agencies and
networks will be issued shortly by
the council. The figures will be
expressed in terms of radio home
impressions, which represent one
message heard once in one radio
home.
"Mr. Nielsen's cooperation will
enable us to measure the great
amounts of free time and talent
donated each week to important
campaigns
AmericanPresident
business,"T.
AdvertisingbyCouncil
S. Repplier asserted. "We will
now have specific information on
coverage given to such projects as
U. S. Defense Bonds, Red Cross,
highway safety, better schools,
group prejudice, fight inflation,
armed forces and other vital defense campaigns."
He called the Nielsen company's
cooperation "a generous and major
contribution to the work of the
Advertising Council and a tremendously valuable service to the
advertising industry."

TheVoice?/ Kansas
WIBW

in

TOPE

K A

ZIV CHANGES
Gutman, Others, Announced
SEVERAL changes in the personnel of the Frederic W. Ziv organization were announced last
week. Leo A. Gutman, formerly
advertising director for Ziv Television Programs
Inc., has been
appointed
adver-of
tising director
all affiliated Frederic W. Ziv companies— Productions,
Ziv Radio
Ziv Television
Programs Inc.,
Mr. Gutman
World Broadcasting System, Cisco Kid Pictures and
Cisco Kid Products.
Prior to joining the Ziv organization 15 years ago, Mr. Gutman
operated his own agency in Cincinnati.
Ziv Television Programs Inc.,
New York, announced seven promotions and. appointments. They are
as follows:
Walter Kingsley, account executive, to sales manager of New York
City area; Robert E. Carrol, transferred from Atlanta, Ga., to Cleveland-Detroit as account executive;
Charles R. Fish Jr., formerly account executive with WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, to New England and
upstate New York area as account
executive; B. Grenshaw Bonner,
former sales manager WCON-TV
Atlanta, to southeastern area as
account executive, headquartering
in Atlanta; Jack Holmes, former
PBS

CREDITORS

Urged to Cooperate
WITH efforts being made to raise
"new working capital," creditors
of Progressive Broadcasting System are being urged not to throw
the corporation into bankruptcy,
but instead cooperate so it may continue and "engage in a profitable
Larry Finley, PBS president, in
aenterprise."
letter to creditors dated Feb. 16,
revealed liabilities of the network,
which suspended operations Jan.
31, are approximately $382,500.
This does not include salaries of
AFRA employes estimated between
$15-20,000 nor taxes.
In a plea for support, he pointed
out that "since the corporation has
practically no tangible assets, then
obviously if either voluntary or
involuntary bankruptcy proceedings are taken by or against PBS,
or if the corporation makes any
assignment for benefit of creditors,
little, if anything, will be realized
by even preferred creditors, let
alone
creditors."
Mr. general
Finley went
on to say that
"if the corporation remains in existence and can engage in another
business, its tremendous operating
loss can be offset against any income it will earn, tax-wise, so that
all profits which might accrue
would be tax free and available for
payment to creditors."
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sales manager WBAP-TV P
Worth, to Texas and Oklahom
area as account executive; Te
Rosenberg, former account execu
tive for National Transit Ads, t
Philadelphia and Baltimore-Wasl
ington-Richmond area as accoui
executive; Arthur Breider, trans
ferred from Cleveland office t
Cincinnati as account executive fo
tucky.
southern Ohio, Indiana and Ker

Feb. 26-28: Florida Assn. of Broadcas
ers and Florida State General Exter
sion
Sports Clinic, Game
ville, Division
Fla.
Feb. 26-March 1: Canadian Assi
of Broadcasters Meeting, Chatea
Frontenac,
tion date is Quebec,
Feb. 25.) Que. (Registrs
March 1: BAB Board Meeting, BA
Hqtrs.,2-3:
New Fourth
York. Annual Wester
March
Radio-TV Conference, Hollywooc
Calif.
March
3: Sixth Annual Radio-TV Cor
Lansing.
ference. Michigan State College, Ea; !
March 7-15: Excise Tax Hearings, Hous 1,
Ways
& Means
Committee.
Roorr 1
1102 New
House Office
Bldg., Wash
ington, D. C.
NBC

PICKS SITE
For Radio-TV Mee
FIFTH ANNUAL convention oj
NBC and its radio and televisio
affiliates will be held at the Boc
Raton (Fla.) Club and Hotel No\
28-Dec. 1, NBC formally announce
last
week Feb.
[Broadcasting
• Tele
casting,
19].
The Boca Raton site was chosei
at the NBC Stations Planning am
Advisory Committee meeting Fel
14-15 after New Orleans, whicl
had been tentatively selected, wa
found to have inadequate conven
tion accommodations.
The choice of Boca Raton, an
nounced by Carleton D. Smith
NBC vice president in charge o
station relations, was deemed par
ticularly suitable in view of spe
cial events to be held as part o
the NBC 25th anniversary cele
bration, which will open June 1.

WEV0

117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mf. Director NX 19
BROADCASTING
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jLL OF FACTS
• • •
IBF-AM-FM-TV Rock Island,
sending advertisers and trade
ghtly colored brochure headed
here in the World . . . would
■ find another place like this."
/er has large picture of globe
linst red background with leting in black and white. Inside
es facts about population, reI sales, buying power and efftive buying income per family,
iter-spread is huge map photo
ided "The Quad Cities . . . one
the nation's best market places."
back are maps of areas covered
station.
TEA HELP NEEDED
® ©
VOS Liberty, N. Y., The Record
op, Mon. through Sat., 10:05:45 p.m., received so many calls
at local telephone company was
St :ced to add extra help on switchard. Telephone company was
;l'oded with 250 extra calls during
-minutes show was on air. Comny requested that WVOS atnpt to cut down calls. Station
ked that listeners place only one
II to show, but calls didn't debase, WVOS reports.
HIGHT MAILING PIECE ©
FBR Baltimore sending trade
•id advertisers brightly colored
fa failing piece headed "How to
i ( ) ime a pump on the right Baltiore station."
Inside is letter
om Shell Oil Co., pointing out
iccess of advertising on WFBR.
' ece also names different shows
; at have high rating in area.
[TES TV COVERAGE
# #
'.DSU-TV
received
^tter
from New
Sen. Orleans
Estes Kefauver
3- Tenn.), chairman, Senate Crime
investigating Committee, citing sta| ,on for coverage of hearing held in
ew Orleans [Broadcasting •
, jELEcasting, Feb. 5]. Sen. Keiuver said in his letter ". . . Our
ommittee policy deems it of value
i educate and acquaint the public
3 well as the Senate with the
tuations brought to light by the
earings in order to prepare for
2medial legislation, and television
. Jeems to have proved itself a
jplendid medium for this purose . . ."

PUSHES

programs

promotjon

MAYOR SPEAKS ON TV % ®
WHEN (TV) Syracuse, Inside City
Hall, Sun., 12:45 p.m., featuring
Mayor Thomas J. Corcoran and
department heads discussing city
problems. Mayor also will devote
part of program to answering critical letters that have been received
by administration. Mayor's executive secretary will act as moderator of series.
★ ★****★

broadcasting industry
HOWARD

PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

BROADCASTING

•

#

WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn.,
campaigning via spot announcements and newspapers, on basic
value of radio as "information and
entertainment medium." Stressing
radio's music and news advantages,
copy
concludes
: "No,
there of
are one
no ad
pictures
on WSTC.
But there's lots of wonderful listening— all day, every day."
LADIES DAY AT WJBK-TV #
WJBK-TV Detroit, through The
Katz Agency, New York, has issued
"Every Day Is Ladies' Day With
WJBK-TV," a four-page promotion
folder in two colors giving data
on
format, talent, time
and program
cost.
HOME NEWSCASTS ® • •

Syracuse has installed teletypes in home of Glenn Williams,
WNDR newscaster, so his coverage
of news for remote broadcast can
be more immediate. Program sponsored by Syracuse branch of Mutual of Omaha, is broadcast Mon.
through Fri. 6:30-6:45 p.m.
A FAST JOB
• • •

JUST a chip off the old block is 10-year-old Allan Carpenter, who pitches
in every Saturday morning to give his dad. Disc Jockey Bill Carpenter, a
hand in spinning records over WGY Schenectady. The youngster, who takes
a "very" active part in the production and announcing of the 7-9 a.m.
show, plans to make radio and TV his career. WGY reports that his appearance on the show, the only father and son disc jockey show in those parts,
has drawn a slightly more than terrific response from listeners.
*★*★**★
★ *■*★**★
ADVERTISING PUSH Q ® •
KTUL TO RESCUE
© © ©
KTUL Tulsa came to the rescue of WEAM Arlington sending adverstranded motorists during bad
tisers and trade postcard dealing
sleet and snow storm Feb. 14-15.
with newsprint shortage. Card,
Station rigged up horse drawn
headed "A Word to the Wise, from
sleigh to haul office workers down
Howard Stanley," quotes Maurice
town and brought school children
Mitchell, vice president and gento and from home.
eral manager Associated Program
COLOR BROCHURE
• • ®
Service, as saying, "Newsprint
shortage is now out of the rumor
RADIO SALES, CBS New York,
stage. . . . Newspaper lineage must
distributing four-page brochure in come
down. Local and national
color for promotion of Range
advertisers who get set with best
Rider, new series of 26 half-hour
times and programs in radio now,
TV films, featuring Jack Mahoney
and Dick Jones, and produced by will be grateful later." Bottom of
card gives station's call in large
Gene Autry's Flying-A Pictures.
letters.

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

•

WNDR

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
P
campaigns
23 years of
service to the

premiums
SPORTS INTERVIEWS
• •
KSTP-TV Minneapolis, Whats
Cookin', Tues.-Fri., 1-1:30 p.m.,
featuring interviews with sports
personalities discussing their favorite foods, healthful eating habits
and importance of proper diet and
well balanced diets. Bernice Hulin, emcee, started series with interview of George Mikan, Minneapolis Laker's basketball star.
★ ★★★★★*

RADIO

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General

• Telecasting

Manage,

WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., received
letter of thanks from city's postmaster for its quick cooperation
in airing news that national embargo on mail resulting from the
railroad strike had been lifted, five
minutes after the post office had
phoned the news into the station.
"Within 15 minutes," said the postmaster, "we had a rush at the post

office."

HELPS RECRUITING DRIVE 6
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., National
Guard Show, Mon., 9:15 p.m., public service program to help recruiting drive of activated National Guard unit. Station placed posters in armories throughout state
calling attention to show. Show
stars Bill Stern and Mindy CarEXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing qualified, experienced Managers, Commercial Managers, Program Directors, Chief Engineers and
Disc Jockies. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bide-, Washington 5, D. C.

National Representative: John Blair & Co.;
February 26, 1951
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Signs $35,000 Pa
With Davies Fir

ALOHA
NETWORK
HAWAIIAN radio advertising was given a tremendous vote of ci
fidence early this month with the signing- of a $35,000 contract betw.
Aloha Network and Theo. H. Davies & Co. Ltd. on behalf of its pr
cipals, including makers of Rinso, Lux, Spry, Pepsodent, Sherv
Williams paints, Instant Postum, *
coffee shop commercial by ag,
Post's Sugar Crisp, Jell-O, Lysol,
Hind's Honey and Almond creams.
an offer — this time "f
The agreement was said to be making
coffee." Several gallons of
the largest single radio contract
irate
coffeetheshop
owner's
ever signed in Hawaii. (Aloha
went down
throats
of gullij;
Network consists of KTOH Lihue, listeners, causing the not-so-gr
KHON Honolulu, KMVI Wailuku,
ble owner to send the station a 1
KIPAHilo). Sales Manager Hugh
for the liquid generosity. The s
Larue represented Aloha in the tion reacted in kind by sending
bill on to Mr. Lewis.
sale. Harold Weidig, merchandise
manager,
acted
for
Theo.
H.
Davies.

Happiness reigns in Hawaii as Aloha Network signs Theo. H. Davies Co.
Ltd. Principals are (I to r) Hugh LaRue, sales manager for Aloha;
Harold Weidig, merchandise manager, and Robert Carney, sales' promotion manager for Theo. H. Davies.
►
RADIO

LIBEL LAW
Need for Adequate Legislation Described

THE NAB model statute on radio
libel received high praise from
Frank B. Gary, attorney, who
spoke before the South Carolina
Assn. of Broadcasters meeting in

read ads, too. And
so advertising in
Printers' Ink is read by
the leading^plj

^^
^J
onl
becaus
theyt,
are
y j^
e nb

.-

interested in the

markets they might use,
but also because they
have a professional interest in
your copy, layout, etc.
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Columbia, S. C.
Mr. Gary, a graduate of the
U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis and now a practicing attorney
in Columbia, asserted: "As long
as the rules of libel are applied
to radio defamation, the industry
is necessarily at a grave disadvanThe attorney pointed up the injusticedicament
of the resulting
broadcaster's
from the preban
tage."
on censoring political broadcasts
and, at the same time, being vulnerable to libel suits because of
what the politician might say.
"Several states have sought to
remedy this situation through
legislation," said Mr. Gary. This
point was developed in an article
written by Carl L. Shipley, Washington broadcast attorney [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Feb. 19].
Mr. Gary characterized the ideal
rule as one "which would not impose too heavy a burden on the
(radio) industry, and yet at the
same time would secure a high
measure of protection to the public or those who may be injured."
At this point, Mr. Gary praised
the NAB model statute by which,
he said, the association hopes to
make the law uniform in all states.
"This statute would apply the
principles applicable to torts generally to the tort of radio defamations. It would abandon the distinction between libel and slander
and limit the plaintiff's recovery
in any case to such actual damages
as he alleges and proves, thereby
eliminating the element of punitive damages altogether.
"It would require the plaintiff
in any action to allege and prove
that the broadcast licensee failed
to exercise due care to prevent
defamation.

Most of the spots called for in
the contract will be carried on the
morning disc-jockey program of
Hal Lewis, better known to his island audience as J. Akuhead Pupule (J.lation). Fish-head Crazy in transMr. Lewis has been particularly
successful with the native elements
in Hawaii, frequently broadcasting and burlesquing the Japanese,
Filipino, Chinese, Portugese and
other dialects.
He has not always been as successful with sponsors as the Aloha
contract would indicate, although
his ability to get response is beyond question. He irritated the
Bank of Hawaii when he added an
offer of "free money today" to one
of their institutional ads and forced
them to turn down hundreds of
disappointed Hawaiians.
On another occasion, Mr. Lewis
attempted to brighten up a dull
"Finally,
broadcaster
defamation
broadcasts

it would relieve the
from all liability for
in connection with
for or by candidates

conclusion,
forInpublic
office." the lawyer, who
is a member of the firm of Cooper
& Gary, Columbia, said: "While
awaiting the enactment of workable laws on the subject, there is
really little that the radio broadcaster can do except exercise the
closest supervision of his own
broadcasts and contribute every
effort to a program which will promote adoption of the legislation
needed for adequate protection."

CD INFORMATION
Plan Advanced At N.J. Mt
PLANS for a weekly public
formation program
on 23 N
Jersey radio and TV stations, a;
for creation of a two-way sho-jwave supplementary hookup, w(
advanced last week in a meeti
of New Jersey broadcasting wi
state Office of Civil Defense ei
thorities at Trenton.
James L. Howe of WCTC N«
Brunswick, chairman of the rad I
TV division of the state Civil I J
f ense Communications Committi J
submitted the information progrE §
proposal, under which all New J(
sey stations would be linked for
15-minute weekly broadcast.
Fred Bernstein, WTTM Tre
ton; Bernard Kellom, WVNJ Ne
ark, and Paul Alger, WS1
Bridgeton, all representing t
New Jersey Broadcasters Assi
were to develop the plan.
The plan to set up two-w;
shortwave stations to augment t
regular state-wide network w,
described by Lloyd H. Manamon

the
division of t'
Civilamateur
Defense radio
Committee.
J. R. Poppele of WOR New Yor
Communications Committee chai 1
man, urged the group to work f
"unity." Other speakers: Ca
Mark of WTTM, president of tj
New Jersey Broadcasters Assi
Paul Kraus, New Jersey Bell Tel' 5
phone
Co., and
Capt. W. P. office
Kell:
state police
communications

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER NEEDS
promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

yicrfwjwL
JsiaiuASLiu
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
•fa We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
BROADCASTING
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'Voice7 Study

(Continued from page 2U)

allied

in the field of international propaganda," Sen. Benton singled out
"potential talent" in large cities
alone where hundreds of outstanding men and women in broadcasting, public relations and advertising fields "can contribute to this
enterprise, and who now only await

arts

i
LSTON-NICHOLS
Co., Chicago,
introducing TV specialized writTCHJ! ing teams on contract basis.
jj| npany does not go into produci, directing or any phase other
n writing. Firm is at 82 Washcon St., Chicago 2.
IES RICHARD OBERLY of Pope
allard, Chicago law firm, appointed
•eral counsel for Admiral Corp.,
cago.

fiuijament
I TLEFUSE Inc., Chicago, announces
duction of package of 10 TV snapjrfuse holders, in hard long-wearing
■stic box, for TV servicemen.
RRY VAN RENSSELAER, sales
nager electronic parts Division,
'en B. DuMont Labs., recalled to
ive duty as Air Force major.
^CKPOLE CARBON Co., St. Marys,
(electronic componments div.) has
led new 42-page RC-8 catalog listall new items of company and
pful engineering data. Copies sent
request.
NDIX TELEVISION and RADIO
. of Bendix Aviation Corp., Balti: re appoints J. V. Clement Co.,
: anta, as district merchandiser for
; : rgia and Florida. Company also
jf. appointed
Lincoln Electronic
^ jPPly Co., Boston, as radio-TV repIentative for territory of Eastern
ssachusetts.
TATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, an
v,inees production of new miniature,
htweight AC crystal cartridge. The
series is available with ceramic
ments as well as crystal in all
es.
IE HENDERSON-SPALDING Co.,
j gland, has appointed British Overas Mart Inc. sole American agent
■licensing of its patented Techno' laph Process Circuit Production.
fe 5NERAL ELECTRICS unit equipa]j-nt division announces new inductrol
II '
1

THE
^

ONE

See

power packs designed for low voltage
and regulated a-c lighting and power
service for electronic apparatus.

"Technical • • •
MAURICE P. JOHNSON, engineer
WAAM'
(TV) Baltimore,
chief of microwave
crew forappointed
station.
DALE HOWARD, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
to KXLQ Bozman, Mont., as announcer-engineer. STAN COOPER,
Northwest graduate, to KRUL Corvallis, Ore., as announcer-engineer.
JOHNNY PIPPIN, engineer WSB Atlanta, named top student at Georgia
Tech
on
recently published Dean's
list.
John

E. Berlin

JOHN E. BERLIN, 60, staff member of WTIC Hartford for 25 years,
died Feb. 14. Born in Franklin,
Pa., Mr. Berlin joined the Travelers Insurance Co. in 1919. He was
transferred to the radio department shortly after WTIC began
operations. Mr. Berlin was in
charge of the station's information
desk and studio facilities on weekday nights and on Sunday. Survivors include his widow and a
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Irving,
Hartford.

'Flying Reporters'
ALBERT CREWS, director, radio and TV, Protestant Radio Commission, and Dr. Franklin Clark
Fry, president, United Lutheran
Church in America, two "flying reporters," representing major Protestant and Orthodox communions,
delivered first hand accounts of the
plight of war refugees and displaced persons to President Truman in Washington Feb. 16.
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POWER

the leadership."
Creation of an "independent
agency," Sen. Benton felt, would
"provide the recognition, the freedom and the flexibility for full development" and, with proper leadership, "could become a magnet for
the best talent in the world."
Under that plan, a cabinet of eight
top officers and eight assistant secretaries acting under an administrator would supervise broadcasting, news and publications, motion
pictures, exchange of persons and
servicing of U. S. information libraries overseas.
Outlines Plan
One possible way to organize an
independent agency, he said, would
be the creation by Congress, under
the 1945 Government Corporation
Control Act, of a wholly-owned corporation which can be extended to
the entire range of broadcasting
activities. He suggests a nonpartisan board of directors, or
trustees, comprising communication and other industry specialists
who would operate under a paid
chairman. Such a plan would have
"many great potential advantages," Sen. Benton declared,
among them:
(1) Utilization of responsible
executives not otherwise available
to the government; (2) greater
flexibility for cooperative efforts
with private organizations; (3) reduction of "the taint of official
propaganda,"
(4) greater
fidence of the and
American
peopleconin
the whole operation.
An interesting sidelight to the
Benton proposals is that Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) advocates
Voice separation — though for different reasons. Both have traded
verbal blows on the Senate floor,
'Please Hang Up'
AN IMPORTANT long-distance phone call has been
completed, thanks to WMIL
Milwaukee. A man on a
two-party line expecting the
call heard WMIL's western
show, Ranch House Randy,
every time
liftedThehisother
receiver.he
Deduction:
party on the line had left the
receiver off the hook, and
was tuned to WMIL. On a
different phone, the man explained his plight to the station. Bob Bradley, station
employe, interrupted the program and relayed the frustrated man's plea. The
party phone was hung up
immediately and the long distance call got through.

with the State Dept. as the central
issue.
Sen. Benton attacked the Wisconsin Republican as a "ruthless
propagandist" determined to undermine the prestige of the department, and questioned his appointment to the Senate Appropriations
subcommittee, which hears Voice
of America and other budget reSen. McCarthy, bellwether in
quests.
the
Communists-in-government issue, retaliated with an attack on
Sen. Benton and has promised to
take action designed to remove the
Voice of America from the State
Dept. He said the Voice has been
doing "an awfully foul job, accomplishing nothing and wasting huge
appropriations
and
should be "takenofoutmoney,"
from under
Secretary Acheson and his crowd
at Sen.
the McCarthy,
State Dept."of course, favors
complete removal of the Voice —
both operational and policy — from
the department.
Plane Hits WKJF Beacon
AN Air National Guard plane
missed probable destruction by
one foot when it shattered the red
beacon light on top of WKJF
(FM) Pittsburgh's
420-footvisibility
transmitter tower in poor
weather last week. Ed Harris, station manager, said it "would have
been the end of the plane" if the
wing had hit the steel structure
of the tower one foot lower.

a WHALE
a Market

!

233,012*
ON SALES
RETAIL
TOTAL
POPULATI
FOOD

GROUP

$246,605,000
(RETAIL SALES)

DRUG

GROUP

$ 52,346,000
(RETAIL SALES)

* 1950 U. S. Census$Preliminary
Report
7,643,000
All sales figures from Quad-City Metropolitan Counties are from 1948 U. S. Census
of Business
Delivering more listeners at a lower cost

5000 WATTS
AM
NAT'L. REP.

BASIC ABC

[Q
FM
AVERY KNODEL. I NC .
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February 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KRXK Rexburg, Ida.— License for CP
new AM station (Resubmitted).
Bloomington,
forWJBC-FM
CP new FM
station. 111.— License
AM— 550 kc
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.kc — AMENDED
CP to changeto
from 1300 kc to 550
change
from
1300
kc
5
kw-D
1 kw-N
to 550 kc 5 kw unl. DA.
Modification of CP
KRES St. Joseph, Mo.— Mod, CP
change frequency,
power
tension of completion
date.etc. for exWSVA-FM Harrisonburg, Va. — Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP
from 36 kw to 7.16 kw etc.
WTCN-FM Minneapolis— Mod. CP
new FM station to change name from
Minnesota Bcstg. Corp. to Mid Continent Radio-Television Inc.
Modification of License
WTCN
Minneapolis
license to
change name
licensee— Mod.
from Minnesota
Bcstg,
Corp.
to
Mid
Continent
RadioTelevision Inc.
WTCN-TV Minneapolis— Same.
License Renewal
KFPW-FM
Fort Smith, Ark.— License
renewal FM station.
APPLICATION RETURNED
New TV Station
John
D.
and J.
McCaw d/b as Keating
Island Bcstg.
Co.,Elroy
Honolulu
—RETURNED
application of 12-21-50
for new TV station as incomplete.
February 19 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension of time to Feb. 26 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
re applications of Lubbock County
Bcstg. Co., Lubbock, Tex. et al.
Hirsch Communication Engineering
Corp., Sparta, 111. — Granted continuance
of hearing to April 3, in proceeding re
its application and that of Hawthorne
Bcstg. Co., St. Louis.
WESC Greenville, S. C— Granted dismissal of application and dismissed as
moot motion for continuance of hearing in proceeding re its application and
that of WORD Spartanburg, S. C.
WLCK Campbellsville, Ky.— Granted
leave to amend application to specify
new trans, site and application as
amended removed from hearing; dismissed as moot request for severance
and grant.
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, Independence,
Mo.— Granted extension to March 19
to file exception to initial decision
issued in proceeding re its application
and that of Kansas City Bcstg., Kansas
City, Mo.
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
WTNJ Trenton, N. J.— Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding re
revocation of license to Feb. 26, at
Trenton, N. J., and that portion to be
held in New York City, to Mar. 7.
SERVICE

fCC

actions
FEBRUARY

16 TO FEBRUARY

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
KMPC Los Angeles and WJR Detroit
and WGAR Cleveland — Granted extension of time to Mar, 21 to file proposed
findings of fact and conclusions.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KBRO Bremerton, Wash.— Granted
extension of time to Mar. 6 to file proposedceedingfindings
conclusions
re its and
application
and in
thatpro-of
Tribune Pub. Co., Tacoma, Wash.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
The Rural Broadcasting Company of
Ohio, Oak Harbor, Ohio — Granted leave
to amend application
conform en-to
gineering portion of toapplication
proof heretofore
presented
by petitioner in consolidated proceeding
re
its application; cond.
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
Okla. — Granted admission pro hac vice
of Herman Merson, Oklahoma City,
Okla., for special purpose of representing applicant in taking deposition of
Mrs. Lila
homa City.G. Ross on Feb. 15 at OklaFCC Correction
In Feb. 12 Decisions [FCC Actions,
Feb.
19], toitem
corrected
read:relating to KCHC is
KCHC El Paso, Tex.— Dismissed as
moot application since petitioner surrendered his CP by affidavit dated Jan.
31; also dismissed petition requesting
application be dismissed without prejudice.
February 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WCIL Carbondale, 111.;
KXEL Waterloo, Iowa; WCKY Cincinnati; WCLI Corning, N. Y.; KCLE Cleburne, Tex.; KIXL Dallas. Tex.; WHBO
Sulphur
Fla.; KWOC-FM Poplar Bluff,Springs,
Mo.
Modification of CP
KGMO
(FM)
Girardeau,
Mo.—
Mod. CP new FMCape
station
for extension
of completion date.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Motion Picture Editing — Z5 years
experience. Music scoring, recording,
re-recording ; English and foreign language dubbing; narrations written.
H. L. Woodard & Assoc.
510 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. T.
Plaza 3-1211

VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers — station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants
for
AM,
facilties. FM, Television and facsimile
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February 20 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Special Authority
WINZ Hollywood, Fla. — Granted authority
for
period of 30 days to operate
DA.
with 1 kw-D 500 w-N and temporary
BY THE SECRETARY
Fetzer Bcstg. Co., Near Albion, Mich,
and Near Manchester, Mich. — Granted
license for new TV inter-city relay,
KQB-67 and KQB-68.
Central CPBcstg.
Davenport,
Granted
and Co.,
license
for new la.TV—
STLWSYR-TV
KAD-88 Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 9-12-51.
Victoria
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Victoria, Tex.
—KA-8405.
Granted CP for new remote pickup
WBJC (FM) Baltimore— Granted mod.
CP to change trans.
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh— G ranted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 8-22-51.
WNXT
Portsmouth, Ohio — Same to
5-15-51;
cond.
5-1-51.
WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa. — Same to
5-1-51.
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, la.— Same to

on 1120 kc 250 w D AMENDE I
change to 1150 kc.
Modification of CP
WBAB-FM Atlantic City, N. J.— i
CP new FM station for extensic
completion date.
WRVC Norfolk, Va.— Same.
February 21 Decisions
BY COMMISSION
AM— 790 kcEN BAN
WQXI Atlanta, Ga.— Designated |
hearing April 18 re application
change from 790 kc 5 kw D to 79
5 kw-LS 1 kw-N DA-N, and ch; j
location from AM—
Buckhead
1380 kcto Atlant;
WAMS
Wilmington, Del. — Gra
CP to change DA system and incr
hours operation from sharing W^ .
Zarephath, N. J., to unl,, opers
with 1 kw on 1380 kc; cond.
Request Denied
KTED Laguna Beach, Calif. — De
request that Commission set aside
tion of Dec. 27, 1950 (which de
request for additional time to rer
silent pending reorganization, etc..
called upon KTED to surrender
license for cancellation (1520 kc 1
LS 250 w-N). AM— 1340 kc
City Bcstg. Corp., Nashua, N. H.
WHOB Gardner,
Mass. — Designated
hearing
in consolidating
procee
April 20 re application of City B<
Corp. for new AM station 1340 kc 2
unl, and application of WHOB
change from 1490 kc to 1340 kc 25
unl.; made WLNH Laconia, N. H. p
Bcstg.
Corp.
to proceeding
with respect to i
AM— 1460 kc
Oakland Bcstg.
Co., Pontiac,
Designated
for hearing
Mar. 22 Mic'
in c
solidated proceeding with applicat
of Booth Radio and Television ;
tions Inc. re own application for
AM station 1460 kc 500 w D.
Extension of Authority
Stanley
— Grar )
extension G.of Boynton,
authority Detroit
to transmit
grams by wire from Highland F
Baptist Church, Highland Park, Mi
to CKLW Windsor,
Ont.kc
AM— 1230
Francis J. Matrangola, Wildw<
N. J. — Denied petition for reeonsidf
tion and grant without hearing of
plication new AM station 1230 kc 10
unl.; ordered that WSNJ Bridge
N. J., be removed as party to proce r
ing, and that hearing commence A
24; further ordered that issue 2 of or
of Sept. 6, 1950, designating applical
for
be amended
to delete si
cine hearing
references
to 800
WSNJ.
AM—
kc

WGRC Louisville, Ky.— Granted liDA). cense for change in frequency, increase
power, etc. (790 kc 5 kw-LS 1 kw-N
WMOK
license newMetropolis,
AM station 111.—
920 kcGranted
500 w D.
WSAPcense forPortsmouth,
Va.—
Granted
lichange in frequency, power
etc. (1350 kc 5 kw DA Unl.).
WPMP Pascagoula, Miss. — Granted
mod. CP to change trans, location etc.
KREI Farmington, Mo. — Denied p
KDHL Faribault, Minn. — Granted
tion for reconsideration and gr
mod. license
to
change
name
of
liwithout
hearing of application
censee to Herbert H. Lee, Palmer
change from 1350 kc to 800 kc 1 kw,
Dragsten and John E. Hyde Jr. d/b as Ordered
that
hearing on applical
KDHL Bcstg. Co.
commence April 24 and ordered,
KWIE Kennewick, Wash.— Granted
Commission's
all
mod. CP for extension of completion
sues in order ofownJunemotion,
22, 1950thatdesigi
date to 3-31-51: cond.
ing
this
application
for
hearing
WGSM Huntington, N. Y.— Granted
deleted, and new issues relating
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 6-1-51; cond.
engineering
tuted
therefor.matters only, be sub"—
The U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
— Granted licenses new remote pickups
Order Amended
KA-6736, KKD-310.
WORD Spartanburg, S. C. — Adop
Mid-South Bcstg. Corp., Memphis,
Tenn. — Granted CP and license new
remote pickup KA-8396.
ABC, New York— Granted CP new
remote
pickup Bcstg.
KEB-910.
Southwestern
Co., Odessa, Tex.
—Same
KA-8397..
Board of Education, City of Chicago
— Granted mod. CP to change fre166.25 mc,quency of remote pickup KA-8187 to
WSPD-FM Toledo, Ohio — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 9-6-51.
WPIX
Inc., Area,
New York
City —
Granted
renewal
of license
TV pickup
station KA-4863 to expire 2-1-52.
February 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
PT6-JA portable
KCRE
Crescent
City, Calif.— License
for CP new AM station.
recorder and amplifier shown
AM— 1360 kc
offer unmatched
fidelity anc
Detroit Lakes Bcstg. Corp., Detroit
flexibility at moderate price.
Lakes, Minn. — CP new AM station on
1050 kc 1 kw D AMENDED to change
Write MAGNECORD, In:
to 1360 kc. AM— 1150 kc
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, lilino
W. Gordon Allen and John B. TruFIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEER
han, Salem, Ore. — CP new AM station
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
five Offices
National Press Building
s and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
hington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Timercial Radio Equip. Co.
vereti L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
.^NATIONAL BLDG,
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
>. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
it ;
"raven, Lohnes & Culver
JNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & VYRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

si" ij WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
■17 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Registered Professional Engineer"
%P 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

KGPO Grants Pass, Ore.; WGNB Chicago; WDWS-FM Champaign, 111.;
WFPG-FM Atlantic City: WHIO-FM
Dayton, Ohio; WLLH-FM Lowell,
Mass.; WSIX-FM Nashville, Tenn.;
WVKO Columbus, Ohio; WTHI-FM
Terre Haute, Ind.; WMBH-FM Joplin,
Mo.; KVME Merced, Calif.; KDYL-FM
Salt Lake City; KLCN-FM Blytheville,
Ark.; KTTS-FM Springfield, Mo.;
WERE - FM Cleveland; WGAU - FM
Athens, Ga.; WHBF-FM Rock Island,
111.; WHFM Rochester, N. Y.; WKPTpr amending Commission order of FM
Kingsport,
Tenn.; Lynchburg,
WLTN Lewis'town.
Pa.; WLVA-FM
Va.;
for hearing
i,. 10,to designating
delete therefrom
issuesapplicaNo. 1 WMCF Memphis, Tenn.; WNAM-FM
Neenah, Wis.; WNHC-FM New Haven,
3 and to include therein as an issue
WPAG-FM Ann Arbor, Mich.:
owing:
"To determine
whether orof Conn.;
WPRO-FM Providence; WSAM-FM
the installation
and operation
Saginaw,
Mich.; WOHS-FM Shelby,
tion WORD, as proposed, would conN. C; WKRG-FM Mobile, Ala.; WFMR
ute
a
hazard
to
air
navigation."
New
Bedford,
Mass.; WGFM Schenecfacil£jplication
from 1400requests
kc 250 wchange
unl, toin 910
kc
tady; WLAW Lawrence, Mass.; WROKFM Rockford, 111.; WTAD-FM Quincy,
v unl. DA etc.)
111.; KCRA-FM Sacramento, Cal.; KRED
License Renewal
Cal.; KVOL-FM Lafayette, La.;
ollowing were granted renewal of Eureka,
KWFT-FM Wichita Falls, Texas;
I :-ises for regular period :
KWNO-FM
Winona, Minn.; WBCM-FM
.PWA Chester, Pa.; WEFM Chicago;
Bay
La. City, Mich.; WBRL Baton Rouge,
TvIO-FM Seattle; KMYC-FM Marys.e. Calif.; KPOJ-FM Portland, Ore.;
KSO-FM Des Moines; WAIR-FM
:YC
Paducah,
Ky.; WSLS-FM
Winston-Salem; WAKR-FM Akron,
unoke, Va.; WRZE York, Pa.; WRXW
Ohio; WBRE-FM Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
jisville, Ky.; WMBO-FM Auburn,
W B S M-FM New Bedford, Mass.;
Y.; WFJL Chicago; WLWF ColumWBTM-FM
Danville, Va.; WBOC-FM
: Ohio; WLWB Dayton, Ohio; WORSalisbury, Md.; WBBO-FM Forest City,
New York City; KBOA-FM KenN. C; WCAE-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa.;
, Mo.; KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa;
IOADCASTING
• Telecasting

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

S
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
)ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620.

WCAU-FM Philadelphia; WILK-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WPDX-FM Clarksburg, W. Va.; WEBQ-FM Harrisburg,
111.; WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N. C;
WHDH-FM Boston; WHKC-FM Columbus, Ohio; WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass.;
WCMI-FM Ashland, Ky.; WCOD Richmond, Va.; WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio;
WDOD-FM Chattanooga; WJLS-FM
Beckley, W. Va.; WGKV-FM Charleston, W.Mich.;
Va.;WJAS-FM
WHFB-FMPittsburgh,
Benton Harbor,
Pa.;
KOZY
Rapid
City,
S.
Dak.;
FM Jacksonville, Fla.; WOAY-FMWMBROak
Hill, W. Va.; WRNY-FM Rochester,
N. Y.; WSON-FM Henderson, Ky.;
WSPA-FM Spartanburg, S. C; WSPRFM
Springfield,
Mass.:Palm
WTPS-FM
Orleans;
WWPG-FM
Beach. New
Licenses Extended
Following
licenses were
tended on temporary
basis further
to June ex-1:
KHOZ Harrison, Ark.; KICK Springfield, Mo.; KMPC Los Angeles; KSET
El Paso; KSVC Richfield. Utah; KWAK
Stuttgart, Ark.; KWEM West Memphis,
Ark.; KXLR North Little Rock, Ark.;
WALE Fall River, Mass.; WBAL Baltimore; WGAR (& Aux.) Cleveland:
WINK Fort Myers, Fla.; WJR (& Aux.)
Detroit; WJVA South Bend, Ind.;
WSNY Schenectady; KXA Seattle;
WJRI Lenoir, N. C; WSYB Rutland,
Vt,; WVAM Altoona, Pa.; KGSF Oakland, Cal.; KING-FM Seattle; WEMPFM Milwaukee, Wis.; WENR-FM New
York; WFLN Philadelphia; WMEX-FM

Macon, Ga.; WAJL Flint, Mich.: WEAW
Evanston,
111.; WWDC-FM Washington;
WSAI Cincinnati.
With reference to the following stations, Comr. Jones voted to grant reon regular Kansas
basis: KBON-FM
Omaha; newals
KCMO-FM
City, Mo.;
KTNT
Tacoma,
Wash.;
KXOK-FM
St.
Louis, Mo.; WEHS Cicero,
111.; WGTR
Boston; WHAV-FM Haverhill, Mass.;
WJHP-FM
Fla.; WJLBFM
Detroit;Jacksonville,
WKJF Morgantown,
W.
Va.; WLRD Miami Beach, Fla.; WMMWFM
Trenton:
WLDMMeriden,
Detroit;Conn.;
KQV WTOA
Pittsburgh,
Pa.;
KRKD Los Angeles, Cal.
Following NBC stations were granted
furthercenses toextensions
of San
temporary
June 1: KNBC
Francisco;liKOA Denver; WMAQ-FM Chicago: KA4835 Area Chicago; WNBC-FM, WNBT
(& Aux.) KE2XCW KE2XCX New York
and KA-4836 KA-4837 KA-4838 KA-2104
Area, New York; WRC-AM-FM;
WNBW
(TV) Area,
Washington,
D. C;D. KA4833 KA-4834
Washington,
C;
WTAM-FM Cleveland, and KA-4839
KA-4840 Area, Cleveland, Ohio; KA4832 KA-3372 Area, Los Angeles.
License Renewal
Following
ABC stations
were granted
renewal of licenses
for regular
period:
WENR-TV Chicago; KA-4442 KA4443 Area, Chicago; KGO-FM San Fran(Continued on page 79)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<f per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager western New York fulltime regional station. Large market.
Submit experience and picture. Box
838H. BROADCASTING.
Managerial opening available for New
England regional daytime independent
operation. Guarantee offers five figure
salary plus incentive plan for proper
management acquainted with New
England and with successful proven
record of radio sales. Apply 924H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, sales manager, salesmen,
leading southern market, competitive
experience men should make killing.
Box 926H, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager with experience
in small market for good programmed
network
' affiliate.
Preferably
from
southwest.
Box 929H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted. Rural Virginia 250
watt fulltime network affiliate. Now
breaking even. Must be capable and
willing. Moderate salary and liberal
share of profits. State qualifications
first letter. Box 932H, BROADCASTING.
Station manager with sales experience
wantedtion town
by ofFlorida
one plus
sta12,000.station
Good insalary
percentage of profits, send photograph
and availability
for holding
interview,firstpreference shown to one
class
license, Box 964H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Pennsylvania independent
offers an opportunity to enter sales in
a prosperous market. Only station in
area. Radio background essential.
Salary plus commission. Must have
car. Box 813H, BROADCASTING.
If you are a young time salesman and
want to make your home in southern
California and be satisfied with $250.00
per month to start with an opportunity
to increase that to $600.00 per month
inside oftereste12
monthsfrom
thenyou.
we'd Send
be ind in hearing
all
details about yourself in first letter
and
include
photo.
Box
950H,
BROADCASTING.
5000 watt network station in major
market needs top salesman. Satisfactory salary and commission arrangement for right man. Send complete
resume and recent photo in first letter.
All replies confidential. Permanent
position leads to sales managers job if
you are the right man. Write Box
957H. BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station,
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo, income
Pocatello,
Idaho. requirements. KSEI,
Experienced salesman wanted. We
want a top man and will pay accordingly. An excellent opportunity. Personal interview necessary. WHFB,
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
WORZ, a progressive NBC station in
Orlando, Florida offers permanent, excellent opportunity for capable, experienced salesman. Requirements:
Initiative and ambition. Contact immediately.
Progressive
station ininVirginia's
market is interested
live wire largest
salesmen. Attractive salary and commission given. Contact Graeme Zimmer,
WXGI, Richmond, Va., if interested.
Announcers
Experienced announcer, long established Michigan kilowatt now accepting
auditions for opening April 1st. Graduated wage scale, talent. Send platter
or tape, letter of qualifications and
photo, to Box 756H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediately — Combination man for
network station in Georgia. State salary, background and disc first letter.
Box 777H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer -copy writer.
Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give full
details with first reply including disc,
photograph,
experience,
required and military
status. salary
Box 830H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give
full details with first reply including
disc, photograph, experience, salary
required and military status. Box
831H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination announcer-enImmediateclimate.
opening.
west.gineer.
Exceptional
Box South837H,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent opening on established station for trained announcer. Large south
central market. Top salary scale for
those who can qualify. Successful
background at good stations needed.
Send personal and business references,
photo, audition including musical
shows, mentsnews,
spot announceand discstraight
jockey samples.
Reply
is
confidential.
Box
901H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced disc jockey, popular or
hillbilly, large southern city, wonderful
opportunity. Box 925H, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening, combination announcer-engineer holding first phone.
Exceptional opportunity, northeastern
Michigan. Box 930H, BROADCASTING.
Need immediately, top disc jockey
personality for 5000 watt network affiliate in major market. Must take
over established morning show and
afternoon show, sustain ratings and
build same. Attractive opportunity
for right man. Send complete resume,
salary requirements, recent photo to
Box 958H,
BROADCASTING. All replies
confidential.
Minnesota station needs announcer with
first class ticket. Car necessary.
Good salary for good man. Send reply to Box 960H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer for AM-TV staff of eastern metropolitan station, 5000 watt
NBC basic, one who also can handle
AM-TV sports. Send latest recording
CASTING.
and
photograph to Box 961H, BROADAnnouncer with ticket morning shift
midwest network. Must possess originality, ambition. Opportunity to sell
afternoons. Salary commensurate
ability ADC
and production.
Box 975H,
BRO
ASTING
.
Play-by-play, news and disc man,
draft exempt. 50,000 market independent. Permanent job. Reasonable pay and talent. Prefer man from
southeast. Send disc and letter to
Box 980H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted by small market station in
Hawaii, two experienced announcers
with first class tickets. Send full dein first letter to KMVI, Wailuku,
Maui, tailsT.H.
Wanted, for station soon to go fulltime.
Need two announcers, one experienced
sports man and another who plays
Hammond organ. KTBB, Tyler, Texas.
ABC affiliate station desires combination announcer-engineer immediately.
Send disc, photo and particulars.
KVOC. Casper, Wyoming.
Exempt announcer-engineer. Going up?
Next stop 1000 w affiliate. Emphasis
announcing. Interview necessary.
Stu
Iowa.Sanders, Manager, KWBG, Boone,
Immediate opening for announcer with
first ticket. $55.00 for forty hour week.
Pleasant working conditions. Car
helpful but not necessary. Opportunity
for advancement. Dependable man, no
drifters orS. C.
drinkers. Apply WACA,
Camden,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Staff announcer for 1,000 watt daytime
station, send disc and complete details
to Manager, WDBL, Springfield, Tenn.
Southern Illinois thousand watt indewants good disc
show Western
personality withpendent
commercial
punch.
music background desirable. Family
man preferred; congenial staff, 40 hour
week, $210 per month. Address: M. G.
Rogers, Comm. Mgr., WCNT, Centralia,
Illinois.
Wanted: Announcer with experience,
some copywriting. Must be good,
news, DJ shows. Opening immediately.
Start $50.00. WMGR, Bainbridge, Ga.
$60
first
classminimum
license. forCarannouncer
required.withWSMI,
Litchfield, Illinois.
Announcer, staff work. Board knowledge desired. Vet preferred. Intermont. view necessary. WSYB, Rutland, VerTechnical
Wanted: Engineer with first class license, capable of operating and maintaining AM and FM studio and transmitting
equipment.Station
Possibility
of en-in
tering
TV field.
located
south central
New York State.
Box
857H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Transmitter operators, first
class license, no announcing. Good
working essary.
conditions,
East central experience
area. Box unnec888H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Young man with first class
ticket who wants a real break in big
metropolitan midwest city. Some announcing. Not FM. Box 927H, BROADCASTING.
Chief tionengineer,
would
take combinaman if good
announcer.
Good
salary.
Write
Box
983H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class engineer-announcer
with at least one year experience.
Prefer married man. Excellent opportunity on small staff. Wonderful
climate. Start $55 for forty hours.
Merle H. Tucker, Radio Station KGAK,
Gallup, N. M.
Immediate opening licensed engineer
to operate
control
room
and transmitter, KSCB,
Liberal,
Kansas.
Wanted: Transmitter operator 1st class
telephone license, need car, write
George Crocker. Chief Engineer. KSDN,
Aberdeen, South Dakota.
Combination engineer-announcer for
1000 watt ABC outlet in city of fifty
thousand,
modern
studios. Startnewsixtyequipment,
dollars with
increases
seventy
dollars.
Send
disc
to
H.
T.
Duke,
Georgia.Radio Station WALB, Albany,
Transmitter operator, first class ticket,
wantedtions immediately.
Statefirst
qualificaand salary required
letter.
WCNX, Middletown, Connecticut.
Immediate erator.
opening
for transmitter
opNo experience
necessary.
mington,
N. C.
Contact Allen
B. Jones, WGNI, WilEngineer with first ticket. Capable
man in maintenance, remotes. Car
necessary. Draft status, full details
first letter. WINZ, Opa Locka, Florida.
Transmitter man. First class license.
No announcing. Daytime shift. Experience isn'tImmediate
necessary. Veteran preferred.
boldt,
Tennessee. need: WIRJ, HumTransmitter engineer. 1 kw ABC. Give
draft status, age, references. Harold
White, WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
WNCC, Barnesboro, near Altoona and
Johnstown needs chief engineer immeManager. diately. Wire or phone Lee Stauffer,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer, excellent opportun
for
the
Address
all
formation right
and man.
photograph
to WOl!
Defiance, Ohio.
First class phone transmitter opera;
Experience not necessary. Ph.
WSSV, Petersburg, Virginia.
First phone with good voice, will
to learn some air work. Progress
salary. Call or wire WWGS, Tifti

-■

Northern
Wisconsin, 250 watt daytiri
Ga.
needs
combination
engineer-;
nouncers.two Real
opportunity
for risy
men.
Send details to Sumner fc
Harris, Door County Advocate, St) •
geon Bay, Wisconsin.
Production-Programming, other
Continuity writer, 1000 watt netwc
station in Michigan offers excellent c
portunity
and Rush
good sample
salary copy,
for expe
enced writer.
qu£
fications, photo and salary expected
Box 755H, BROADCASTING.
Girl capable of taking charge of cc
tinuity department. Some air woi
Pennsylvania
watter. disc,
Givepho f
details first reply250including
graph, experience and salary requi:
ments. Box 832H, BROADCASTIN
Farm director to organize and OperEfl
farm service department for aggressist
5 kw midwestern, network afnliat
station. Unusual opportunity for rig :
man. Send complete details, includi .:
photo and salary requirements. A :
dress Box 921H, BROADCASTING.
:
\'« :.
Midwestern network affiliate desii n
services of Must
fullyhave
experienced
rac
newsman.
at least sev
to ten years of news background a
be capable of gathering, writing a
presenting news on the air. Se
complete details in first letter inclu
ing training, previous experience, r(
erence, present and expected sala
and photograph. Do not send disc u
til requested. Write Box 945
BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday? Traffic, air work, stati
knowhow. Midwest. Car conveniei
not necessary. Box 976H, BROA:
CASTING.
Television

Salesmen
Midwestern TV station wants the
oughly experienced, energetic TV tin
salesman,
drive and imaginatio
Unlimited with
opportunity.
Photograt i
and detailed experience, KOTV, Tuls
Oklahoma.
n
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Twenty years of constructive rad
background as commercial manage: .
With the very best of references ;J_
to ability and character. Seeks jc
as
manager station.
or commercial
substantial
Married,manager
45 yea <
of age. Will go anyplace. Box 6701
BROADCASTING.
Can you top this? Took fourth static
in 100,000 market within 18 montl
made it first in listenership, local as
national sales. Increased gross sev«
times. Halved expenses. Young, aggre!
sive,
college Presently
graduate, employed.
veteran an
draft exempt.
D<
sire tough market with real opporti
nity. Box 760H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-chief engineer — experience
years radio. Married, 43, childrei
South only. Box 862H, BROADCAST
ING.
Manager: Fully experienced, matur
sober, honest. Assume complete n
ING.
sponsibility. Box 872H, BROADCAST
Manager, salesmanager, strong on a
phases. Any size station providin
opportunity is there. 20 years news
paper 917H,
and radio.
Prefer central stater
Box
BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager-program directo
seeking advancement, eventual par
ownership or similar. Nine years ex
perience, two stations. Family man
young and aggressive, minimum salar;
$5500. Box 918H, BROADCASTING.

situations Wanted (Cont'd)
on manager who has worked in all
cities from bottom to top, has good
on to desire change. Thorough
pledge of all station operations.
1 background includes college edun, plus 9 months special schooling
oanagement,
proIon,
plus sevenadvertising
years of and
practical
rience, including two years as genAvailable 30Nodays
notomanager.
present employer.
drifter,
led, draft exempt. Reply Box
BROADCASTING.
: ram director regional network
ate major southern market desires
Lge with better advancement opunity. College graduate. Eleven
iis experience major and small
Kets as general manager, program
:tor, salesman and announcer.
937H, BROADCASTING.
can
get, one
prodirector,
one manager,
continuity one
director,
smife announcers, three boardmen and
« ! engineer, all in three versatile men.
ently they are manager, program
;tor and continuity director of a
watt major network station. DePartnership,
ing, percentage commission,
or salary basisprofitin a
IIneeds
financially
"run-down"
new blood
and new station
ideas,
e Box 939H, BROADCASTING.
-'manager:
TE H
ager-sales
18 years exence,
including
repreation, transcriptionnational
sales, station
;ssf:agement
and
sales.
Proven
rec. . can offer outstanding recom■IJj
dations
as
well
as
contacts
in
na■i£al sales field. Presently employed,
'-. must
move
to
far
west
for
famhealth. Salary not prime fac— but must be commensurate with
tion. Box 970H, BROADCASTING.
^.'ager. Presently employed, seeks
"* ', on needing services of man with
' alopment.
exceptional 36,record
in not
commercial
family,
subject
draft. Twelve years newspaper
Aground. Salary and percentage,
icipation desired as indication of
nanency.
Address
Box 982H,
)ADCASTING.
Announcers
^ jeball man. Available now or spring.
Tiii erienced all sports-staff. Box 227H.
")ADCASTING.
eball broadcaster, major league;
p; veteran; married; college grad;
erienced. Box 458H, BROADCASTrts announcer, three years experimarried, draft exempt. Play-by":r.nI 3,' baseball,
football, basketball, top■til ) d sports review, news, commers,
DJ,
board
operation, all-round
IS »| Want year-round
play-by-play,
y 3»portsminded
community.
Moderate
ry plus talent. Currently employed,
liable two weeks notice. Consider
Dffers. Box 526H, BROADCASTING.
eball
play-by-play
man experienced
ive and
recreated broadcasts
avail; for this season. Air check availExcellent references. Box 564H,
'fbADCASTTNG.
erienced announcer, single, veter24. Twenty
months'general
experience,
news,
special events,
staff,
■ ning
man at present. Desire mornor afternoon, not absolutely necesAll replies answered immediate:5ji Tape air check audition available.
0 jt 781H, BROADCASTING.
iflroughly
experienced sports anncer seeking year-round job! Foot. basketball, baseball. Job must pay
I Ci4,000 annually. Box 915H, BROAD'3TING.
'olina broadcasters: 10 years radio,
at's
your opening. Wire me. Box
f, BROADCASTING.
gue folded! Sports director of net
-iate desires baseball play-by-play.
recreation. College grad, veteran.
' fer south. Consider all offers. Box
rl, BROADCASTING.
nouncer available. Experienced all
rises radio and television. Ten years
kground. Box 922H, BROADCAST^erienced announcer, potential salesJn.
Alcoholics Anonyus. Member
Box 923H, ofBROADCASTING.
^ouncer, 25, single, now employed
:res change. Three years expense as announcer, one year as PD.
■ round experience with network and
-^pendents.
shows, hillbilly
fsics.
PreferDiscsoutheast.
Veteran.to
K 935H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer. First phone.
Experienced all phases broadcasting,
mature,
ambitious. Box 938H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced capable announcer, married veteran, draft proof. Strong on
news, DJ,
operator andclassical
salesman. music.
East Board
only. Box
940H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, production,
programming, traffic, now employed as
program director small operation.
Draft exempt, married. Good reason
for
leaving.
Details.
Box 944H,
BRO
ADCAST
ING.
New England stations: 6 years playby-play baseball, basketball, football,
boxing. Sport shows. Staff. Presently employed. Box 949H, BROADCASTING^
Give your station live talent programming. Am fully experienced in all
phases radio announcing. Have had
top air ratings. Can give you good
live musical shows. Photo, disc and
background
on request. Box 953H,
BRO
ADC
ASTING.
Sports announcer. High school coach
wants fulltime radio sports job. Three
years broadcast experience, football,
basketball, boxing and could call baseball. Box 954H, BROADCASTING.
Sports wanted year-round. Experienced AA baseball, midwest basketball, football and all staff. National
agency, sponsor recommendations.
Veteran, 3 children, college. Draft
exempt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
Available: Announcer, advertising, experienced remote shows. Graduate,
leading Chicago radio-TV school. Operate board. Draft exempt. 24, single,
will travel. Box 959H, BROADCASTING^
Disc jockey, special events and MC,
28 years old. married. Excellent references. Desire an early morning or
all nightdienceshow.
good au-of
in either Can
spot.build
Nota afraid
work. Write continuity, know programming and selling.
Box 962H,
BROADC
ASTING.
Successful, 13 years experience, superior announcer-engineer. 3 years
assistant manager progressive regional
networktion.affiliate.
Installationor promoInterested Michigan
Great
Lakes area. Available about May 1st.
$85
week
minimum.
Box
BROADCASTING. 963H,
Staff announcer. Draft exempt. Very
fine voice, experienced. Handle board.
Box 967H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. College, limited
experience. Can write. Console. Draft
exempt. Box 968H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter: Five years experience. Dependable, conscientous
worker.
Draft exempt.
Box 973H,
BROADCAS
TING.
Casual friendly style for DJ and MC.
Commercials that sell. Authoritative
news. Nine years thorough experience
— from 250 watter to national networks. Seek solid permanent association. Box 977H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Proven sales ability. Heavy
class "A" staff experience. Authoritative news — easygoing DJ. Draft exempt. Reasonable base plus commercials. Box 978H, BROADCASTING,
Announcer. 28, vet, single. College
grad. Top radio school grad. Staff,
news, DJ, sports. Will go anywhere.
Box 979H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Young, experienced, vet,
knows board. Single, willing to
travel — reliable, concientious — now employed, seeking better opportunity.
Box 981H, BROADCASTING.
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate
console. Age
2 years'
phonograph
record business.
27. draft
exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Replv
Bov 23.
320
Manhattan
Avenue,
New
York
City.
Chief announcer-engineer. No draft
vet. 3 years experience news, morning
man, DJ all types, live and audience
shows. Good voice. Reliable conscientious, single, 31. State salary.
Best references. Frank Berry, 422
Western Ave., Topeka, Kansas.
Technical
Chief engineer, 18 years experience.
Excellent record. Best references. Desires change to progressive station.
Box 704H, BROADCASTING.
Combination man. First phone and
announced for 6 years. Served as program director, copywriter and chief.
Veteran, 25 years old, married, one
child, no drifter, sober. Ready for
work immediately, anvwhere. Joe
Brandt, 117 South 4th St., Paducah.
Kentucky. Phone 3990 days or 3991
nights.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 3 years experience transmitter, remotes, taperecorders. Presently employed. Box 877H, BROADCASTING.
1st phone engineer, married, vet, 26,
2:,2 years experience same station as
combo man, traffic manager, chief entype and
remotes,gineer.
built Have
sixhandled
channel all
console
wired new antenna and components.
Can dosiringdisc
shows
and newscasts.
Deto locate
in home
state of Iowa.
Box 941H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with announcing experience,
married,
draft with
exempt,
desires
nent position
future.
Boxperma942H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone,
no experience.
exempt, ambitious,
willing Box
to Draft
relocate.
Combination
desired.
969H,
BROADCASTING.
Operator,
license,
five years
broadcast radio,firstwants
straight
transmitter
job. 32, Single. Available quickly.
Outline your requirements, please.
Lewis Sherlock, Box 51, Plainview,
Texas.
Combination
engineer-announcer,
recent announcing
school graduate, first
phone,
15 years
in airline
radio.position
Family man.
Desires
permanent
in Washington, Oregon, California
area. William Slusser, P. O. Box
1231, Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Produ ction-Programming, others
Program director-continuity writer
team. Husband-wife. Capable, creative, efficient. Cost conscious. First
class air work. Box 900H, BROADCASTING.
Female (40) continuity, mike, steno.
Prefer midwest independent. Consider
anything. Box 931H. BROADCASTING.
Program Director, 25, single, now employed,periencedesires
change. Four
exas announcer
and years
program
director. With same station for past
two years. Know independents and
network. nouncerDesire
PD, anor both.position
Prefer of southeast.
Veteran. Box 936H, BROADCASTING.
News editor, 27, three years experience.
Versed in newsroom organization and
special events. Desire position with
forward nalism
looking
news station.
school AST
graduate.
Box. Jour948H,
BROADC
ING
What's
boss?withNeed
mature your
woman trouble,
copy chief
ideasa
running out of her ears? If you manageablya south
eastern
in Florida,
make station,
me an preferoffer.
Now employed. Copy, disc and photo
on momentsDCAS
notice. TING
Write Box. 951H,
BROA
Program director-announcer, first class
ticket, five years experience, baseball
play-by-play.
Dependable
man
interested in sales
wants family
permanent
location with opportunity for advancement. $85 minimum.
BROADCAS
TING. Box__956H,
Need a dynamo in your news room?
Working news edior thoroughly experienced getting and building local
news
show desires change. Draft exCASTING^
empt. Air talent. Box 965H, BROADRadio girl Friday. Young, alert, proficient. Script writing and production. Work-in New York only. Willing to do light steno and typing if required. Box 974H. BROADCASTING.
Television
Production-Programming, others
Experienced announcer, stage manager,ferred
radioveteran,
and family.
stage actor.
deKnow Draft
scenery,
make-up. Want TV floor manager or
similar
position.
announce.
Prefer small
town orWill
medium
sized city.
CASTING^
Box 928H, BROADCASTING • TELEFor Sale
Equipment, etc.
RCA field intensity meter type 308-A.
Frequency
range loops
120-18000
kc. Complete with three
and power
supply. ah,
ExcellentIow
condition.a.
$900, KFNF,
Shenando
For sale. Five kilowatt Western Electric
tion355-E-l
monitortransmitter,
and some with
sparemodulaparts.
Details
on
request.
C.
W.
Winkler,
braska,
KFOR,
Stuart Building, Lincoln, Ne(Continued on next page)

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW

AVAILABLE
BILL SEAMAN:
Radio & TV Announccearst-eNewsr - Writer.
Creator
Round-In
table &of: Man
casts. Strong
on:
the Street
broad—news
commercial
documentaries
Special
event copy
s—
and TV
programming & film
work.

JOHN CALHOUN:
Announcer - WritertNewscaster.
o r of : CreaOne
O'clock SpecialEchoesway — of
BroadComposers
Their Lives
&
Works. Strong on:
DJ
— continuity —&
commercial
dramatic script
writing . . . and
board work.

BRYCE BOND:
Announcer
- N e wscaster.
Creator
of:
Piano Potpourri
Melody
Rendevous Platter Part y —
Meeter. the
Composon: DJboard Strong
work
and
station promotion
tooning.
since hobby is carRAY NANKEY:
Combo Man-Writer
Newscaster. Creator of: ■Yesterthoughts
Views
&
Cues — —Jazzband
Ball (Dixieland
human interest
stories)tion—UnityOpera(religious pgm.) Strong
on: DJ-station promotion and publicmercial— continuity
ity
—
sports
com& board work.

MARY FAST:
Commentator — Actress.
Radio's good GirlFriday hindata typewriter
home beas
well Strong
as behindon:a
mike.
Women's
showsand—
continuity
script for dramatic
programs.

GEORGE WHITE:
Announcer — Writer
Newscaster. Creaof: Sleepy Hol-of
low—torUniversity
the
AirMemory — Down
Lane.
Strong on: Newscasting — s port s —
commercial
on tinuity
and cboard
work.
Write or Wire
SRT
SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.O. Bldg. C/rcle
Radio 7-0193
City N. Y.; 20, N'.Y.
SRT men and women are employe-* '» broadcasting stations all over the U.i>ie.i S

For Sale (Cont'd)
Two Blaw-Knox 200 foot self supporting towers 1080 feet-Vs inch transmission line, new with fittings 1200 feetWE #107058 sample line, new other
equipment,
new and used, Contact
availableChief
for
immediate construction.
Engineer, KGGF, Coffeyville, Kansas.
Presto 6N cutter with 1-D head
$330.00; console for above $70.00; console for Presto
16" TT with
$70.00;KSWE 13386
9A
reproducer
assembly
equalizer, 171 A repeat coil, 5A arm, 2
heads $225.00. All good condition
F.O.B KLAS, Las Vegas, Nevada.
For sale: plifier.
Westinghouse
50 kw FM
amExcellent condition.
Contact
E. S. Long, Radio Station WHKY, Hickory, N. C.
TV A-lestal,
condition,
pedincludes lapprojectal
dissolve and
feature.
First come or best offer. WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Wanted, field intensity meter in good
condition. Prefer RCA-WX 2C or
Federal 104-C. Contact G. R. Hoffman,
WJPS, Evansville, Indiana.
Two, four or six bay FM antenna for
sidemounting, tuned or tunable to
98.3 mc. Also, 5000 watt AM transmitter in operating condition. State
best cash price. WTVB, Coldwater,
Michigan.

Stations
Radio station wanted. Interested in
radio station or combination station
and newspaper. Give details. Box
S93H, BROADCASTING.

sales engrineer

Have spent six years making "midget
anarket"
big dividends.
Now wantstations
to leasepaystation
in singlestationfermarket
with
option
to buy. area.
PreTexas-Arkansas-Oklahoma
"Will
travel
to
discuss
offer.
Would
consider immediate purchase with
lease arrangement
pendinginformation
sale approval. Give complete
ifirst
letter.
Box
952H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio Station wanted. 1. In market
■of 100.000 population or more or 2.
In market of 50,000 population or more
•with
large Give
metropolitan
within no
75 miles.
price and market
details
in
first
letter.
Box
966H, BROADCASTING.

Miscellaneous
Wanted— $15,000 loan to purchase all
station equipment (will give mortgage)
or will sell preferred stock. Box 972H,
BROADCASTING.
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric, RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also
and frequency
uringmonitor
service. Eidson
ElectronicmeasCo.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901.
Help Wanted
Technical
foreign market
TV transmitter and studio equipment
design and operating experience. Speak
Spanish. New York office.
BOX 933H, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Man who can direct
people legitimate,
and who
knows
vocal and
mental music.instruMust
take initiative and
PRODUCER
build top musical
shows westforradiotopstation;
midno TV.
Address Box 845H,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment, etc.
Complete equipment in good condition
5 kw AM station. 3-360 foot towers,
monitors, etc. Box 640H, BROADCASTING.
Reproducers, Western Electric vertical
type D-93306
wanted
regardless
condition. Write
details
to Box of 848H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: mitter.
Complete
kw AMoperating
transMust be in1 good
condition.
Box
943H,
BROADCASTING.
Complete studio equipment. Also
modulation
monitor,
tor and limiter.
State frequency
make, pricemoniand
condition.
Box
971H,
BROADCASTING.

Available soon— TV and/or AM announcer— MC — writer-producer of ten
years this kind of SHOWBUSINESS !
Presently TV- Radio Director of regional Agency — prefer media end. I
will make all phases of sound selling
experience pay-off in profits for the
outfit that gives me a real chance. Will
send you full information and arrange
personal interview if you're interested.
Address
BOX 946H
BROADCASTING

Market

Station

Located in an attractive single station market in the South
Atlantic area, this fulltime facility offers one or two good operators an excellent radio opportunity. Plant and equipment are above
the average and operating costs are low. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
HarolA R. Murphy
Junes W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
S60 N. Hi ell. At*.
Washington Bide.
235RayMontgomery
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-45S0
•

February 26, 1951

ELECTRIC GENERATING — Not Surplus
International diesel 100 h.p. , 50 kw. Electric —Machinery
generator — 3 and
phasemounted
60 cycle,on
230 volt
all self-contained
skids.
Two
heavy-duty
external
and connecting pipe. Needs only mufflers,
external
fuel tank to operate. In A-l condition.
Price .$3,500 FOB our transmitter.
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa

you arean interei
inIf building
AM !
tion in a one stc
midwest market
250,000 contact I
934H
BROADCAST!
immediately.
Excel I
opportunity.

KANS PREMIERES
24-hr. Day With Hot Stc

Wanted to Buy
WANTED
Earlycal morning
for locommercials,taped
one show
or twocuedhours,
six
days. Also, all types of programs for
Regional Network and disc or tape
distribution
in five states. Send auditions to Palmetto
Anderson,
S. C. Broadcasting System,

Equipment
USED ARE16" GOOD
PROGRAM
RECORDS
AS GOLD!
Highest
prices
paid
for
outdated,
scratched or
damaged 16 inch pure vinyl transcription
records. Clean out your library at a profit.
Drop us a post card or letter estimating the
Quantity, in records or pounds, you offer to
sell. ping
We'll
send byyou aircurrent
instructions
mail. price and shipJ. W. NEFF LABORATORIES, INC.
Mfrs. of Nef-O-Lac Record Compounds
Stockertown, Penna.
School

Announcers

$50,000.00
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FINANCING
WANTED

Equipment, etc.

Situations Wanted

BF-14A Pylon antenna. Seneca Radio
Corporation, Fostoria, Ohio. WFOB-FM.
New or near new consolette, preferably RCA 76-B5 or 76-D or other make
with similar facilities. WHO-FM, Des
Moines 7, Iowa.

Exclusive

Miscellaneous

For Sale

T«r - OV"*0'- , se\V.ng.
mincing' *" joctio".
I Ve*e to, tree c^\oP^_^^
NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th . PORTLAND, OREGON

KANS Wichita performed a jh
manitarian service during t
premiere broadcast of its n<
round-the-clock schedule.
During the midnight-6 a.m. p<
tion, Vic Rugh, emcee, received
phone message from the Wich
municipal airport that a TWA pi
just landed had brought a rep<
of a gas line explosion and lire ne
Harper, Kan., 45 miles away. T
town was without heat, with t
thermometer reading zero.
Mr. Rugh at 2 a.m. put out
appeal for electric stoves and kei
sene heaters. A Wichita cab co:
pany transported them withe
charge. By 4 a.m., Ted Heitheck
KANS chief engineer, and Jus1
Bradshaw, announcer, had deliver
95 heaters to the Harper hospii
and to other vital points. When g
pressure was restored at 6:30 a.i
Wichita area residents still wdl
volunteering heaters and, if needojl
cars to deliver them.
KANS began the new seri(|
From
Midnight
On, Jan.
29. Russes U'
L. Lowe,
promotion
manager,
mated that 12,000 or more familijl
will receive complete broadceH
service under the new 24-ho j
schedule.

Tube Orders
CONTRACTS for nearly $1 m
lion worth of various type electr
tubes have been let by the Defer i
Dept. to RCA Victor Divisic
Harrison, N. J., and Raythe^
Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., accoi
ing to the Dept. of Commerci
Field Service. Five different se
of awards showed a total of 43!
000 tube units valued at $981,01

We'll buy your radio station all or part. Now operating a
successful radio station in a major market, we are anxious to
acquire another large or small market station regardless of
power. This is the opportunity you have been waiting for to
liquidate your holdings. Our radio station is making a profit
in a tough TV market. Not interested in Stations west of the
Mississippi. Act now for the best deal. First come first served
with our money. We are owners, please no brokers. AH replies
strictly confidential.
Don't commit yourself to a price until we contact you. You'll
hear from us if you answer this invitation to sell.
BOX 947H, BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 75)
isions Cont.:
>• KA-4441 Area, San Francisco:
; (& Aux.) New York; KA-4444
4445 Area, New York; KA-4180
4440 Area, Los Angeles; WXYZ-TV
De.oit;
Mich.KA-48S5
(WhollyKA-3136
owned Area,
subsidiary
Kbo
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of Authority
PAB Ponce, P. R. — Granted extenof authority for 60 days from
. 17 to operate with power reduced
about 4 kw.
hi
St): ruary 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
'WIN Baltimore — License for CP
; AM station.
Modification of CP
B II 0,
BND Belleville, 111.— Mod. CP new
station for extension of completion
k'GST-FM Atlanta. Ga.— Mod. CP
:i.eopy
from
p kw-pM tostation
70 kw toandchange
changeERPtrans.
;FUO-FM Clyton, Mo.— Mod. CP new
station to change ERP from 5.8 kw
repi(!6.72 kw.
VNBT (TV) New York— Mod. CP
mge ERP etc. for extension of comv. Ifljtion date.

R0M0TI0NS
By Radio Cincinnati Inc.
rO executive changes were an,, jimced within Radio Cincinnati
jTas|c. by Hulbert Taft Jr., executive
l^e president, last week. David
Taft becomes
managing director while Robert
E. Bender has
been promoted to
general manager
of WKRC-FM
transit radio.
David
new
dutiesTaft's
will
include coordination of the three
David Taft
stations'
les activities. WKRC
Mr. Bender,
who
arted with WKRC-FM at its inption as a salesman, later beming sales manager, will assume
mplete charge of the transit rao operation. He is a former
Jes executive of Johnson & Johnm.
David Taft is a member of the
jard of directors of Radio Cinnnati Inc. He has been manager
'redWKRC-FM
firm enthe transitsince
radiothefield.
HLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L.
>rted last week total of 7,494
rvice spot announcements
1 >0, greatest number recorded
on's history.

I., republic
during
in sta-

'f?Mtf"

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

r

TO FEBRUARY 22
SUMMARY
tff
S^CO
SoXSummary
of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Pending
13
In
Hearing
Condi
136
CPs
Class
On Air Licensed
Grants
Appls.
165
275
AM Stations
2,238
4
2,218
FM Stations
668
171
382
49
60
127
TV Stations
107
521
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif. — Initial
Decision by Hearing Examiner Jack P.
Blume
lookingCo. toward
denial toof change
NewsPress Pub.
application
KTMS transmitter site on grounds
change would violate technical rules
on blanket interference. Decision Feb.
20.
OPINION AND ORDER
WAWZ Zarephath, N. J. — Pillar of
Fire.derBygranted
memorandum
switch fromopinion
5 kw and
day,or-1
kw night, to 5 kw directional, sharing
with WBNX New York on 1380 kc;
denied petition of WMBG Richmond,
Va., requesting application of WAWZ
be designated for hearing and issuance
of
showing Order
cause Feb.
why 21.
it should
not order
be modified.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANT
Erie,
Pa.
—
Myron
CP
new AM station on Jones.
1570 kc. Granted
250 w day;
condition. Granted Feb. 21.
FM GRANTS
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa. — Peoples
Bcstg. Co. granted switch from ERP
of 20 kw to 6.7 kw. antenna from 375
ft. to 80 ft. Granted Feb. 21.
WBIB Bcstg.
(FM) Corp.
New Haven,
Colony
granted Conn.—
switch
from ERP of 20 kw to 7.6 kw, antenna
from
500
ft.
to
80
ft.;
condition.
Granted Feb. 21.
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga. — Columbus
Bcstg.
from antenna
of 1010 Co.
ft. granted
to 410 ft.switch
Granted
Feb. 21.
KSTP-FM
St.
Paul,
Minn.—
KSTP
granted switch from ERP of 57 kw Inc.to
5.8 kw. Granted Feb. 21.
W P vania
E NBcstg.
- FM
PennsylCorp.Philadelphia—
granted switch
from
transmitter power output of 6.2 kw to
3.6
kw,
antenna
from
310
ft.
to
420
ft.
Granted Feb. 21.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KULA Honolulu — Granted transfer of
control Pacific Frontier Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Peyton Harrison and five
others to stockholders Robert H. Hinckley, now 32.865% owner; Interstate
Bcstg. Corp., 39.875%, and Jack A.
Burnett, 15.135%, through sale of 4825
shares for $53,075. Granted Feb. 20.
KFAB Omaha, Neb.— Granted acquisition of negative control KFAB
Bcstg. Co., licensee, by Journal Star
Printing Co. through purchase of 1 sh.
from William Aitken for $125.54. Sidles
Co. retains 50% ownership. Journal Star
Printing Co. is owned by State Journal
Co. and Star Pub. Co. Granted Feb. 13.
WDMG
Douglas,WDMG
Ga. — Granted
transfer of control
Inc., licensee,
from Downing Musgrove and Alice
Musgrove to B. F. J. Timm, secretarytreasurer, through sale of 4 sh. for
$1,260. Mr. Musgrove to remain as
minority stockholder. Granted Feb. 12.
KGW Portland, Ore.— Granted transfer of control Pioneer Bcstrs. Inc., licensee, from The Scott Co., Mrs. F. W.
Leadbetter et al to Mitzie E. Newhouse,
Samuel I. Newhouse Jr. and Donald
Newhouse through sale of 100% for
$350,000. Samuel Newhouse, owner
WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse and holder
of extensive newspaper interests in
East as well as recent purchaser of
Portland
licensee, is"Oregonian,"
lending fundsformer
to his KGW
wife
and son to supplement their funds in
purchase. Granted Feb. 21.

New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Portage, Wis. — William F. Johns Jr.
and Allen H. Embury d/b as The
• Telecasting

WALLOP,' WM
AM
REP. BY MEEKER
MARINETTE, WISCONSIN.
ROADCASTING

fCC

Johns-Embury Co., 1350 kc, 500 w day;
estimated cost $25,000. Partners also
each have 20% interest in application
for new AM by Two Rivers Bcstg. Co.,
Two Rivers, Wis. Filed Feb. 20.
Oklahoma1590City,
Okla.w —day;
Johnestimated
Weston
Crabtree,
kc, 500
cost cial
$13,000.
Mr.
Crabtree
is
commerFeb. 21.manager KVWC Vernon, Tex. Filed
FM APPLICATIONS
Dillon, S. C— Border Bcstg. Co., Ch.
225 (92.9 mc) 8.8 kw; estimated cost
$9,580.
Applicant
owns WDSC Dillon.
Filed Feb.
19.
Oklahoma City — Board of Education,
Oklahoma
noncommercial
tional FMCity,
station,
Ch. 205 (88.9educamc)
3Feb.kw;19. estimated cost $4,150. Filed
TV APPLICATION
Mobile, Ala. — Kenneth R. Giddens
and T. J. Rester d/b as Giddens &
Rester. Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), 1.39 kw vis.,
.695 kw aur.; estimated construction
cost $106,397; operating cost first year
$100,000; revenue $100,000. Applicant
owns
Feb. 21.WKRG-AM-FM Mobile. Filed
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WBBZ
Ponca from
City,Ponca
Okla.—CityAssignment of license
Pub.
Co. Inc. to Ponca City Publishing Co.,
partnership,
through
purchase
of
threefourths stock interest held by Adeline
Trust for $342,500 by two former stockholders, Clydeand
E. Muchmore,
50%, senior partner;
Gareth Muchmore,
25%, junior
partner;
and
former
ness manager Allan Muchmore, busi25%,
junior partner. Filed Feb. 16.
WOSC from
Fulton,
N. Y.County
— Assignment
license
Oswego
Bcstg. Co.of
to Harold W. Cassill for $50,000. Mr.
Cassill was formerly president and genmanager
Filed eralFeb.
16. of WEOK Poughkeepsie.
KALT from
Atlanta,
Tex. H.— Assignment
license
Herman
Wommack Jr.of
and David A. Wommack d/b as ArkLa-Tex Bcstg. Co. to Herman H. Wommack Jr.. David A. Wommack and Robert S. Bieloh d/b as Ark-La-Tex Bcstg.
Co. through sale by Herman Wommack
Jr. of 10% interest to David Wommack
and 24% interest to Robert Bieloh, forFeb. mer
19. employe, for total of $6,630. Filed
Tenn. — Assignment
of WJIG
licenseTullahoma,
from Raymond
L. Prescott
Jr. and Henry L. Wilson d/b as TriCities Bcstg. Co. to Raymond L. Prescott Jr. d/b as WJIG through purchase
of Mr. Wilson's 50% interest in part-

for Sao
Paulo Meet
SAABSet AGE
NDA
COMMERCIAL advertising on
government stations, relations with
other international organizations,
model radio statutes and international educational broadcasting are
among agenda items for the second general convention of the
Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters at Sao Paulo, Brazil, March
19-29. Delegates from throughout
South and North America, including the U. S., are to attend.
NAB President Justin Miller is
slated to attend the IAAB meeting while on an inspection tour of
South American stations for
UNESCO. Gilmore Nunn, president-general manager of the Nunn
Stations, U. S. representative on
the IAAB board, also is to attend.
Meetings and exhibitions will be
housed in the Associated Newspapers Bldg., identified with ownership of radio stations there and
which
is installing
Brazil's
TV station
at Sao Paulo.
Radio first
and
TV manufacturers have been invited to show their products and
stations in all counties are asked
to send
photos of their facilities
for
display.
IAAB's present board, in addition to Mr. Nunn, is composed of
Goar Mestre of Cuba, president;
Emilio Azcarraga, Mexico; L. Balerio Sicco, Uruguay; E. Machado de
Assis, Brazil. Felix Muguerza is
IAAB secretary. Election of a new
board and selection of a country
for the home office of IAAB also
is scheduled.
nership for $19,000. Filed Feb. 19.
KLUF - AM - FM Galveston, Tex.—
Transfer of KLUF Bcstg. Co. from
George Roy Clough, Helen D. Clough,
Leroy D. Clough and Braden E. Clough
to Orrin Tucker for $100,000 plus. Mr.
Tucker owns gas and oil production
facilities in several states and owns
apartment
project in Oakland, Calif.
Filed Feb. 21.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AMreasons
6, FM are:
18, TV 0. Stations, dates
and
WWPF-FM Palatka, Fla.— Palatka
Bcstg.
request. Co. CP, Feb. 16. Applicant's
KOZY (FM) Kansas
City,Co.Mo.-Commerical
Equipment
License,
Feb. 15.Radio
Economic.
WSAP-FM Portsmouth, Va. — PortsEconomic.mouth Radio Corp. License, Feb. 9.

TViet Its. BMI W

American
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by

BEAUTIFUL

BROWN

EYES

Winterhalter— Vic.
On Records: Lisa Kirk-Hugo Col.
39212; Jimmy
20-4062; Rosemary Clooney—
MGM 10924;
ey
Moon
Art
;
1393
Cap.
Wakelr—
m— Dec.
Doris Drew— Met. 5370; Ted Maxi
Evelyn
2;
6609
Col.
oza—
Mend
Los
45130; Trio
727.
Dana
s—
Knight— Dec. 17485; Harmony Bell
•
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Radio's Power
(Continued from page 19)
as in past tests, that two separate
markets exist — a radio market and
a newspaper market — with very
little overlap. The advertiser should
use both markets, he said, on the
basis of the point-of-sale tests
since a large number of people not
influenced by newspaper advertising can be profitably developed by
use of radio.
In the Washington tests, conducted during January, two Sears
Roebuck department stores lying
outside the downtown business section were used. They are large
stores, carrying complete lines of
merchandise along with hard goods
and heavy equipment. One is located on Wisconsin Ave., the other
on Bladensburg Road.
The combined Sears results,
based on test advertising of shoes,
show that 59.6% of the customers learned about the shoes before
coming into the stores.
26.7% learned through radio.
21.2% learned through newspapers.
Then it was found that a higher
percentage of radio customers
bought in the shoe departments
(75%) than did newspaper customers (68.5%). A higher percentage of both customers (71.4%)
bought than did newspaper customers.
How about dollar value of purchases made by customers?
Radio customers bought 32% of total.
Newspaper customers bought 20.8%.
Both radio and newspaper, 12.8%.
Other customers bought 34.7%.
("Other" customers did not state
they had learned about the shoes
directly through the advertising
tests.)
Effect of radio advertising was
found to be cumulative.
Radio's
sharedayrose
from the16.3%
traffic
the first
to 22.2%
secondof
and 35.3% the third day.
Newspaper draw, on the other hand,
was 21.4%
the first
ond and 20.9%
the day,
third. 21.5% the secA higher percentage of newspaper customers lived outside
Washington. Of special interest, it
was pointed out by Mr. Strouse,
was the fact that 11.6% of radio
customers had not shopped before
at the stores, compared to 1.1% of
newspaper customers.
Of radio customers who had

FOR

DEPENDABLE

look

shopped at the stores before, 76.6%
had shopped there within the
month, compared to 81.6% in the
case of newspapers.
Sears followed usual procedure
in preparation of both newspaper
and radio copy. Scheduling of
broadcast time was left to the station manager in order to assure
the merchant of as complete coverage of the radio audience as possible. Sears spent $336 for announcements on WWDC Jan. 17,
18, 19 and 20 and $336 for space
in the Times-Herald Jan. 17, 18.
In all tests WWDC gave the lowest discount on the rate card, as did
newspapers.
Three types of shoes were advertised by Sears — misses' casual
shoes for $3.44, children's shoes for
$2.44 and men's work shoes for
$4.44. Both newspaper and radio
messages directed attention to these
test items.
In the Bates Jewelers test the
store advertised $19.95 watches, a
sale price, spending $450 in the
Evening Star and $450 on WWDC.
Radio's Return
It was found that radio produced
45.2% of the traffic, newspapers
37.4%.
However, radio produced 51.8%
of the dollar value of purchases
compared to 32.3 % for newspapers,
with more radio traffic making purchases than was the case with newspaper customers.
In the Kent's Jewelers test,
men's and women's watches were
advertised for $8.88. The store
spent $350 in the Times-Herald
and $350 on WWDC.
Radio produced 62.1 (/< of the
traffic, newspapers 16.1%. And
radio produced 61.7% of the dollar
value of purchases compared to
15.2%; for newspapers.
The Julius Lansburg Furniture
Co. test of transit radio has not
been completely analyzed. Preliminary results show that transit and
newspapers each produced 36.9%
of the traffic and 39.5% of the percentage of customers purchasing.
Transit produced 35% of the
dollar value of purchases, however,
compared to the higher 40.4% for
newspapers. Radio drew more traffic the final day of the test, rising
from 14.3% to 53.3%- in the threeday period.
Newspapers drew

SERVICE

to ALLIED

for your station supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largest in the country) and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guaranteethefastest, most complete equipment supply service
/or the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
to coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send forlisting
ALLIEO'S
212-page
Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide,
broadcast
equipment
and
supplies
ready
for
immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
exactly what you want— when you want it! All
station orders, large or small, get preferred
Write to BROADCAST DIVISION
speedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED RADIO
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
intelligently to keep your station running at top 833 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
efficiency at all times.
Call: HA ymarket 1-6800
Page 80
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LAST-MINUTE details for the
are checked by (I to r) : Arthur
Carlisle MacDonald of U.S. Steel;
and Syd Eiges,

Theatre Guild command performa,
Pryor Jr., vice president, BBDO;
Armina Marshall of the Theatre Gui |
NBC vice president.
Radio-TV Backir
Is Given

RED CROSS
DRIVE
VIGOROUS radio and television support for the 1951 $85 million fu
drive by the American Red Cross will begin Feb. 27 when radio and r
networks will carry a mobilization rally in New York's Madison Squ
Garden.
*
Throughout the next day, Feb. vid Sarnoff, chairman of the boa
RCA and national chairman
28, networks and some 2,000 sta- of
the 1951 Red Cross fund campaig
tions will air special announcements on the appeal.
The Red Cross also is distribi
The Feb. 27 Garden show will ing four 15-minute transcrib
be carried 10:30-11 p.m. by CBS, programs featuring top stars
MBS, Liberty Broadcasting Sys- about 2,000 stations as well
tem, NBC, CBS-TV, ABC-TV and transcribed appeals for contrib
NBC-TV. ABC will broadcast the tions. A television kit consisti:
last 15 minutes, and DuMont will of three one-minute documenta
trailers; five slides ai
carry the last five minutes, dur- television
with
accompanying a
ing which President Truman will cards
nouncements,
and oversize R
speak. Among notables to appear
buttons for telecasting
on the program are Brig. Gen. Da- Cross
available from local Red Cro
52.4 % of traffic the first day but
dropped to 20 CA the third day.
RADIO VS. NEWSPAPERS
Point-of-sale tests at two Sears Roebuck &
Co. stores in Washington, D. C.
SEARS WISCONSIN AVE. STORE

z

cS

32.4 15.9
% Traffic
% Purchasing
Merchandise* 78.9 75.0
% Dollar Value
Of Purchases* 33.9 16.8
SEARS BLADENSBURG

Z
% Traffic
% Purchasing

c

6

5

13.1 38.6 100.0
78.3 57.4 69.9
13.9 35.4 100.0
RD. STORE

O

£

22.5 25.0 10.7 41.8 100.0
s 7.9 65.6 65.4 51.0 60.7

% Dollar Value
Merchandise*
Of Purchases* 30.1 a> 24.5 11.2 34.2 100.0
* Includes all purchases made in shoe department by customers showing an interest in the
test merchandise.
— Anytestperson
who stated he both saw
andBothheard
advertising.

chapters.
A special documentary, Thirt
Eighth Parallel, will be broadca
by NBC March 12, 10:30-11 p.i
Gen. Sarnoff will speak on the pr

The NBC Theatre Guild on t)
Air, sponsored by U. S. Steel, orijj !
inated
yesterday
(Sunday) i
gram.
Constitution Hall, Washington, ;
part of the opening rally.
Edmund Morton
EDMUND R. MORTON, 54, pi
neer in development of radar, son;
and other electronic devices, ar
engineer of Bell Telephone Lab
died Feb. 20 in Brooklyn Hospita
New York. Mr. Morton joined Be
Telephone Co. in 1923 and a
sisted in work on motors for th
first TV system designed by Bel

i I 2•or more
l__ ...
• L
Why I buy
ao I Dig saies |od
on "RADIO BALTIMORE
E'"cdo WB
AL;

Other — about
Any person
who did
not state
learned
merchandise
directly
throughhe
the advertising media tested.
BROADCASTING
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PEAL GRANTS
Court Action Draws Near
?RT ACTION on three new
•als from FCC new-station
its draws nearer with the filing
posing and supporting briefs
e U. S. Court of Appeals for
>istrict of Columbia. They conAM grants at Dallas, Los Anand Cleveland.
EO Durant, Okla., has corned to the court that the Comuon unlawfully effected modifin of its license by granting
s broadcaster Roy Hofheinz
W. N. Hooper a new outlet at
as (KACE).
untington Broadcasting Co.,
lg applicant at Huntington
, Calif., to Coast Radio Broadmg Corp. at Los Angeles
OL), charged FCC ignored
parative findings required by
and used an improper precept case, 111.
that of Belleville-East
iLouis,
cripps-Howard Radio Inc., apnew-stationBroadcast
grant in
elanding FCC's
to Cleveland
Inc. (WERE), charged the
amission improperly inferred
.7eland Broadcasting to be betqualified to operate the station,
gliding the ground of greater
_jr?ification of the media of mass
nnunication.
ISEO, 250-w daytimer on 750
contended the grant of KACE,
kw day, 5 kw night on 740 kc
::: I■ctional, will cause the Durant
rs ;ion to lose 34.4% of the area
il r 41% of the population within
normally protected contour. The
isfi represents 69.5c/e of the popuon residing within KSEO's reLning interference-free service
the station told the court,
fioth
KSEO and KACE are Class
II
stations, the Durant outlet ar»d, and FCC illegally deprived
r )EO
protection
makingthea
.nt of
which
would in cause
ount of interference alleged.
| EO contended FCC violated its
p rules and engineering stand?fls, as well as the Administrative
)cedure Act, in making the Dal' grant.
: Irhe
Huntington Park applicant
d the court that FCC specified
t. 307 (b) of the Communications
,t (requiring equitable distribun of stations) would apply, but
in concluded it was unable to disguish between Huntington Park
pjSd Los Angeles on the basis of
i lit section. The appellant states
i 'At at no point does the Commiss jn detail how it arrived at such
; - conclusion and asked the court
8 'reverse the decision and remand
\ case to FCC.
FCC told the court it properly
deluded both applicants sought
serve the same metropolitan disct, Los Angeles, and hence felt
5 grant should go to KPOL for
nw day on 1540 kc. FCC's view
is supported by KPOL's brief.
Scripps-Howard, which owns
EWS (TV) Cleveland, charged
_C improperly failed to base its
inclusions upon a composite con:eration of the material differ:es between appellant and Cleve'< OADCASTING

FCC

Pioneer FM Station
Turns in License

KOZY
DELETED
PIONEER FM station KOZY (FM) Kansas City, owned by Everett L.
Dillard's Commercial Radio Equipment Co., was deleted effective Feb. 15,
the FCC reported last week. Done at the request of the licensee, the
action was motivated by economic reasons, the Commission said.
Class B outlet on Chan- *
nelKOZY,
251 (98.1 mc) with effective
under regular commercial operaradiated power of 9.7 kw, has been
tion in December 1946. Prior to
off the air for about a year, ever
since the station lost the lease on that Mr. Dillard operated the station experimentally as developits site, Mr. Dillard expalined last
mental outlet W3XL.
week.
Mr. Dillard also is licensee of
WEBC
LISTS
WASH (FM) Washington, another
New Executive Appointments
pioneer FM outlet "which will continue from where KOZY left off," APPOINTMENT of Clifford J.
he said. Difficulty in supervising
Lue, as sales manager, and of Earl
KOZY's operation from WashingHenton, as assistant manager, was
ton also was mentioned by Mr.
Dillard.
announced last week by Walter C.
Bridges, general manager of
Mr. Dillard was one of the moving forces behind formation of the WEBC Duluth-Superior.
FM Assn., which now has been
Mr. Lue joins WEBC with 10
merged with NAB. He is an ex- years radio sales experience in the
Head of the Lakes area. Married,
FMA president.
Mr. Lue lives in Superior, Wis.
Kansas City now has only one
authorized FM station in operation,
Mr. department
Henton, head
WEBC's
sinceof 1945,
has
KCMO-FM, which is a Transit Ra- news
dio outlet. A Class B station on been in radio since 1940.
Channel 235 (94.9 mc), it is owned
by KCMO Inc.
Mr. Dillard put KOZY -on the
air in 1942 as K49KC, operating
in the former FM "low band" near
50 mc. Much of the know-how
used in establishing KOZY as a
pioneer FM outlet came from Mr.
Dillard's engineering work and experimentation with FM and high
frequency AM during the 1930s.
Mr. Lue
Mr. Henton
Many of his findings are included
in the records of FCC's 1938 FM
(FM) went on the air

ECC BUDGET
House Unit Hears Request

F. M. McGIVERN
Named New WCFL Manager
FRANK M. McGIVERN, publicity
and promotion director of WCFL
Chicago, has been promoted to station manager and administrative
assistant to William A. Lee, president of the Chicago Federation of
Labor which owns the station.
Mr. McGivern joined the station
before the war as an announcer, in
which capacity he had worked previously. After four years of Army
service, he returned to WCFL as
publicity director. As station manager, he fills a vacancy created two
years ago at the resignation of
Howard Keegan.

FCC WAS SLATED to testify last
Friday before a House Appropriations subcommittee in executive
session on the agency's fiscal 1952
budget
requestFeb.[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
19, Jan. 22]. •
President Truman has asked
Congress to approve $6,850,000 for
the FCC to carry on its operations.
This figure represents an overall
increase of 3.4% in the proposed
allocation but a corresponding 1.4%
decrease in funds for broadcast activities in comparison to fiscal 1951.

WASH

land Broadcasting. Scripps-Howard, under common ownership with
the Cleveland Press, told the court
if it was to be discriminated against
because of newspaper affiliation,
this policy must be set by Congress, not FCC.
FCC argued its conclusions considered all proper comparative
factors and its findings were appropriate grounds for decision.
FCC also said its newspaper policy
has been long standing and supported by the court in many previous cases. Cleveland Broadcasting's brief supported and supplemented FCC's position.
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APPROVES
Sale of KGW Portland
APPROVAL was granted by FCC
last week to the $350,000 sale of
KGW Portland, Ore., to the family of Samuel I. Newhouse, owner
of WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse,
N. Y., and newspaper publisher
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 18, 1950].
Assigned 5 kw on 620 kc, KGW
is licensed to Pioneer Broadcasters Inc. All stock in this firm is
acquired by Mitzi E. Newhouse,
Samuel I. Newhouse Jr. and Donald Newhouse, wife and sons of
Mr. Newhouse. The senior Newhouse, who recently purchased the
Portland Oregonian and who holds
extensive newspaper interests in
the East, will lend additional funds
to his family to aid in the purchase
of KGW.
Sellers of KGW include: The
Scott Co., 230 sh. ; Mr. F. W. Leadbetter, 169 sh. ; E. B. McNaughton,
trustee, 122 sh.; Georgiana G. Aston, 8-2/9 sh.; R. P. Gantenbein,
56-1/3 sh.; Rhoda J. Adams, 56-3/9
sh. ; Portland Trust and Savings
Bank, 48-1/9 sh.; Michael J. Frey,
10 sh.
-FM N. Y.
Goes on the Air Today
NEW YORK's newest frequency
modulation station, WHOM-FM,
will take to the air today (Monday) on Channel 222 with 11 kw.
The station will slant its programs toward foreign-language
and other specialized audiences,
Fortune Pope, president of Atlantic Broadcasting Co., New York,
which owns and operates WHOM,
announced. He indicated too, that
the new FM station will try to
reach large segments of the foreign language population which
have either limited or no representation on the AM stations.
Starting today the station will
be on the air 6% hours daily, 2:309 p.m. For the first week it will
duplicate the station's AM programs, but thereafter the programs from 4-8 p.m. will be directed toward the Negro and
Spanish markets.
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ILLINOIS GOV. STEVENSON
LAUDS RADIO BEFORE IAB
LARGEST gathering of Illinois broadcasters
in history Friday heard Illinois Governor Adlai
E. Stevenson urge a larger radio bureau in
the state capital "so that your listeners no
longer will divide their interests between national, international and local issues, excluding
state affairs."
Speaking before more than a hundred members and guests of the Illinois Broadcasters
Assn. at the Leland Hotel in Springfield,
the governor praised Illinois broadcasters for
"constantly improving public information."
Regarding defense, he said the medium has an
"enormous job to do in expelling public
apathy."
Oliver Gramling, assistant general manager of Associated Press, told IBA members
some of those broadcasters who "sold news
down the river" after World War II "missed
a big
bet election
in building
commercial
Later,
of officers
was success."
held. Ray
Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, was named president; Oliver Keller, WTAX Springfield, vice
president, and Joseph Kirby, WKRS Waukegan, secretary-treasurer. Elected to the board
of directors were Walter Rothschild, WTAD
Quincy, and Harold Safford, WLS Chicago,
retiring president. Mr. Rothschild replaced
Arthur Harre, WJJD Chicago.
RCA, EMERSON PREPARING
REPLIES IN COLOR MOTION
RCA and Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
Friday were preparing replies to FCC-Justice
Dept.-CBS motion for U.S. Supreme Court affirmance of Chicago Federal District Court's
dismissal of RCA suit against adoption of CBS
color TV standards. Both replies to be filed
today (Monday).
RCA reply is on behalf of itself and two
subsidiaries, NBC and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. Emerson was one of intervenors on
RCA's side in Chicago suit, which ended with
temporary restraining order against commercial use of CBS color pending appeal on dismissal of RCA suit [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
EDMUND P. PILLSBURY
EDMUND P. PILLSBURY, 31, vice president of Pillsbury Mills, Minneapolis, and son
of Board Chairman John S. Pillsbury, killed
when his plane crashed near Paxton, Neb.,
during sleet storm. He died shortly after
crackup in Sutherland, Neb., hospital. Plane
owned and piloted by flour mill executive, carried two friends, also of Minneapolis. Group
was en route to Aspen, Colo., for vacation.
Surviving are his widow, Priscilla, and two
children, Priscilla, 10, and Edmund Jr., 8.
TV-COLLEGE MEETING
TV NETWORK representatives will meet
with executives of National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. at special session on TV rights to athletic events at LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, March
1, 2 and 3. Main business will be possible
modification of January ban declared by
NCAA, prohibiting member schools from
telecasting football games.
Page 82
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JUDGE MILLER TO TOUR
LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS
NAB Board Chairman Justin Miller to fly to
Mexico City March 11 on first leg of Latin
American tour on behalf of U. S. Advisory
Commission on Information, of which he is
member. He will inspect operations of U. S.
information offices and evaluate Voice of
America broadcasts.
From Mexico City Judge Miller will go to
Sao Paulo, Brazil, where he will attend InterAmerican Assn. of Broadcasters meeting,
opening March 19 (see story, page 79). Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., District
7 director, will represent board as delegate.
CHICAGO TV OFFER
REJECTED BY UNION
CHICAGO members of Television Authority
unanimously rejected offers of three Chicago
stations in all-day meeting, authorizing TVA
board to call strike "if a satisfactory agreement is not reached promptly." Stations concerned are WENR-TV (ABC), WNBQ (NBC)
and WBKB (CBS). WGN-TV (DuMont) withdrew from group negotiations two weeks ago,
asking for separate consideration.
Negotiations hit half-dozen snags in final
talks, although basic wages, working conditions and benefits had been set. Two contention points involve minimum fees and wages
for sports announcers and reportedly new
demand by telecasters for additional rehearsal
time without extra payment. TVA board,
after 30 meetings with broadcasters since
November, will convene this morning (Monday) to discuss final word of management per
membership order. Under terms of network
agreement, network TVA contract is cancellable in 10 days if local negotiations break
down.
CROSLEY TV OUTLETS
ENTER PROFIT CATEGORY
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp.'s television
stations— WLWT Cincinnati, WLWC Columbus, and WLWD Dayton — moved into profit
category during last quarter of 1950, according to annual report of Avco. Mfg. Corp.,
Crosley parent company. Report, released
today (Monday), said Crosley's AM stations
(WLW tainedCincinnati,
"maina high salesWINS
level, New
only York)
slightly
less
than
the have
recordbeenyearableof to1949"
and that
stations
maintain
their "both
rate
structure and still show a low cost-per-impression
for their advertisers."
Avco President
Victor Emanuel said Avco
in 1950 achieved highest sales and earnings in
its history, with consolidated net income for
fiscal year ended Nov. 30 totaling $12,635,633 compared with $4,150,466 in fiscal 1949.
Consolidated net sales were $256,966,971, 87%
gain over 1949's $137,398,554.
FINNEY NAMED V-P
PETER FINNEY, with Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, several months, has been named
vice president. He is service head on Admiral
Corp. account.

TV. Move will raise TV budget from $800,i
to $1,300,000.
WHEN Senate Foreign Relations Commit
holds hearings within next few weeks
months to consider ratification of NAR1
Treaty, entailing revision of North Americ
broadcast allocations, key figure favoring ra
fication expected to be Sen. Tobey (R-N. ,
who has transferred from Interstate Commei
to Foreign Affairs Committee. An old ha
at radio and TV, he has been thorougi
indoctrinated on treaty issues.
AGITATION for investigation of Clear Ch£
nel Broadcasting Service, its financing a
techniques, reportedly being stirred on Capi
Hill. Anti-Clear group, as yet unorgani2
but spear-headed by Ed Craney, director
XL stations in Pacific Northwest, has figui
in activity surrounding CCBS opposition
NARBA treaty. CCBS claims its activit
are an open book. FCC, State Dept., and n<
clear stations are vigorously urging pron
ratification, with ABC also understood favi
ing treaty.
UPON APROVAL by FCC of sale of WTI
Cumberland, Md., to new company headed
Howard Chernoff, former general manager
West Virginia network, George Clinton, dire
ing head of WPAR Parkersburg and WBI
Clarksburg, W. Va., will become directing he;
Mr. Chernoff, now in Europe on duty for St£
Dept., does not plan to return to U.S. f
number of months.
NEW SPONSOR LINEUP
FOR SATURDAY REVUE
NEW LINEUP of sponsors on NBC-TA
2% -hour Saturday Night Revue shaping
Friday after Lehn & Fink Products Cor
New York, signed to sponsor opening 8-8:
p.m. portion for Lysol and Hines Honey
Almond Cream, and Bymart Corp. signed f
8:15-8:30 p.m. spot for Tintair, effective la
Saturday for 13 weeks.
They replace Campbell Soup Co., now spo
soring Henry Morgan Show, Friday, 9-9:
p.m. Agency for Lehn & Fink is Lennen
Mitchell; for Bymart, Cecil & Presbrey.
WWL DROPS FM OUTLET
WWLH (FM), sister station of Loyola U
WWL New Orleans, Friday advised FCC
would cease operation midnight, Feb. 28.
letter to Commission, Rev. T. J. Shields, S.<
university
president,
explained, in"We
been
unsuccessful
in establishing
New ha0
leans area a sufficient audience of FM listene'
to
on justify
air Sept.continued
11, 1946. operation." Station we;
AFRA HEARING SET
LEGAL action by Lang-Worth Program Ser
ices to enjoin AFRA strike activities (si
story, page 33) set late Friday for hearing i
2 p.m. Tuesday before New York Supren
Court Judge Isidor Wasservogel, sitting
special term, Part 1.
MISS TRUMAN IN COLOR
MARGARET
TRUMAN
was scheduled
make her first color TV appearance Saturda
presenting Police Athletic League award i
National Photography Show, New York, b
fore CBS color-TV cameras.
COMPTON ELECTS HISE
JOHN A. HISEi manager of merchandisin
department of Compton Adv., New Yorl
elected vice president.
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Effectively and Economically
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Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.
During the past year The KMBC-KFRM Team
has substantially increased an already comfortable lead audience-wise in the great rectangular
Kansas City Primary Trade area. Proof lies in the
result of a late 1950 survey made at the Kansas and
Missouri State Fairs and at the American Royal.
The KMBC-KFRM Team has built effective

and economical coverage of the territory without waste circulation but more important, the
building continues!
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for full details on why The KMBCKFRM Team is your best buy in the Heart of
America.
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On March 11th, WWDC and MUTUAL will join hands. WWDC's
basic philosophy of block programming remains intact. To our
present successful disc jockey salesmen, we add Mutual's highrated kid and mystery strips. To our present twenty-four hour news
coverage, we add Mutual's high-rated Heatter, Lewis, Edwards,
and Henry. To our Washington Senator baseball coverage, we
add the World Series and the All Star Game.
WWDC is now third in overall ratings (Pulse, November-December). With the Mutual programs fitting like a glove into our own
program formula, we will get even higher ratings. So now it's
more for your money on WWDC !

Mister
WASHINGTON

WWDC

the

big

PLUS'

"plus"

is now

MUTUAL

National representatives, FOR JOE & CO.
P.S. WWDC-FM's

transit radio is doing a great job for an increasing number of national accounts. See H-R Representatives, Inc.
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More power! More listeners! More value for every
dollar! Just read this success story: A Richmond
awning company bought a schedule on WLEE. In
weeks, sales directly traceable to WLEE more than

advertising
aluminum
three short
paid for the

entire 13-week schedule!

in that the

company

So many

calls came

couldn't keep up with them.

Fast, profitable results like these from WLEE make local
Richmond merchants call WLEE the best buy in town. More
and more national advertisers are using WLEE because they
like this kind of action, too. Call in your Forjoe man for
the whole story!
TOM TINSLEY, President

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representatives
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The WHAS newsroom and its extensive
coverage of local and regional news has
earned consecutive NARND awards in 1949

ABOUT THIS SURVEY: All figures are from a coincidental radio listenership
survey just completed by the University of Louisville, the most intensive
such survey ever made in Louisville. The number of calls was twice the
usual sample size.

(AM) and 1950 (TV). People in Kentuckiana
just naturally tune to WHAS for all news
. . . local and network.
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and without rival, because no other
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it provides a quick and friendly means

so great an area or combines

of introduction

effective local coverage
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NEWS MAY break soon on gift of WATL
Atlanta, by James W. Woodruff Sr., Coca Cola
tycoon, to Emory University, Atlanta. Station,
now 5 kw independent on 1300 kc, formerly on
both ABC and Mutual. Networks now are on
WGST, operated by Georgia Tech, and it's
presumed that if transfer is consummated,
Mutual might switch back to WATL.
IMPORTANCE of joint recap of research confusion in radio-TV (see page 23) shown by
plans of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and Assn. of National Advertisers to publish committee document as research catechism.
WHEN

FCC APPEARED before House Appropriations subcommittee in closed session
last week, Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker
opened proceedings by stating flatly that
Wayne Coy, now on "long-needed vacation,"
would return in early or mid-March and resume
his FCC chairmanship.
FM STATION group planning to send southern
broadcaster to England and Germany in search
of factories able to turn out FM sets to meet
what they contend to be U. S. demand. Also
in sight is huge petition demanding Congress,
Dept. of Justice and Federal Trade Commission probe purported refusal of set makers to
produce enough FM receivers.
INTRIGUE OVER ratification of NARBA
(North American Regional Broadcast Agreement) intensifies as Senate hearings on controverted agreement approach. In addition to Clear
Channel group, opposing ratification (see story
page 34), Daytime Petitioners Assn. representing daytime stations operating on Mexican
clears which are seeking fulltime, are asking
their Senators to oppose treaty unless FCC
grants them fulltime. Supporting ratification
is FCC, State Dept., non-clear channel stations
organized by Ed Craney, Pacific Northwest
Broadcasters head, and ABC. Other networks,
so far as known, are non-committal.
SEVERAL STATIONS may quit in huff because California State Radio & Television
Broadcasters Assn. reported vote favoring
ratification of NARBA agreement [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26] as "unanimous."
Disgruntled stations say report was "railroaded" through as last order of business on
agenda when several interested managers were
not present.
HEARINGS, after all, on radio legislation in
House, according to llth-hour word Friday
from sanctum of Chairman Robert Crosser
(D-Ohio) of House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. As soon as work load permits, it's reported, hearings will be held on
new McFarland Bill to which House-approved
monitoring bill (HR-1730) was attached by
Senate Committee last week (see story, page
30, editorial, page 46).
LACK OF STANDARDIZATION in TV may
bring new troubles to Europe's confused and
(Continued on page 90)
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March 7: BMI Board Meeting, BMI Offices, New
York.
March 7-13: Excise Tax Hearings, House Ways &
Means Committee, Room 1102 New House
Office Bldg., Washington, D. C.
March 9-11: Station Problems Conference, U. of
Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
March 10: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Frederick Hotel, Huntington, W. Va.
March 13: NARTB-RTMA-FM Industry Committee Joint Meeting, Washington, D. C.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 66)

Bulletins
FOREMOST DAIRIES, frozen orange juice,
Jacksonville, Fla., preparing spot announcement radio schedule in about 30 markets to
start March 12 through Fletcher D. Richards,
New York.
ASCAP-INDUSTRY SESSIONS
FAIL TO BRING ACCORD
NEGOTIATIONS between All-Industry TV
Per Program Committee and ASCAP negotiating committee wound up with no agreement
Friday, after three days of continuous meeting in New York. TV committee proposals
for straight per program deal were rejected
by ASCAP whose proposals were turned down
by TV committee.
ASCAP expected shortly to mail to 107
U. S. TV stations its unnegotiated license,
understood to include following terms, which
industry committee rejected:
Stations with annual local gross receipts
under $150,000 would pay 8.5% commercial
rate and 2% sustaining rate; stations with
annual gross of $150,000 to $300,000 would
pay 9% commercial rate and a 2.25% sustaining rate; stations grossing over $300,000
would pay 9.5% commercial rate and 2.5%
sustaining rate, all charges applying only to
telecasts including ASCAP music.
Percentage payments would be based not
on station receipts but on one-time rates as
published in Standard Rate & Data Service,
without deductions for contract discounts,
agency commission or sales costs. TV committee estimated proposed formula would at
least double radio per program rate and might
run much higher for some stations.
BE RADIO-READY!
MONTH-LONG on-the-air campaign urging listeners to repair or replace faulty
radio sets begun by WOW Omaha and
may be taken up by other Nebraska stations at suggestion of Nebraska Broadcasters Assn. Theme of campaign: "If
world peace efforts fail, your radio will
be the most important device in your
home. Buy a new one or see that your
present sets are put in first-class condition now."

Brief!

LEVER SPOTS # Lever Bros. (Silver Di
starting daytime radio spot announcen
campaign April 2 in about 50 markets, 24-w |
contracts. Agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Cob j
& Bayles, New York.
RAZOR SERIES • American Safety rJ
Corp., Brooklyn (Blue Star, Treat blades) 3
mid-March starts four-week radio spot el
paign in about 90 markets. Agency, BB j|
New Yoi-k.
VITAMIN NEWS ® Vitamin Corp. of Anl
ica (Rybutol), sponsoring Gabriel Heati
7:30-7:45 p.m. over MBS, Thursday, beginrj
March 29. Harry B. Cohen Inc., New Y|
is agency. Rybutol replaces Amurol Produi
Chicago, currently sponsoring Mr. HeatS
through O'Neill, Larson & McMahon, Chic£§
CRACKER CAMPAIGN # National BisJ
Co., New York (Sugar Honey graham cr^
ers), preparing radio campaign using ns
programs and daytime breaks in about j
markets, starting May 1. Agency, McCaj
Erickson, New York.
H-R APPOINTED £ WMSC Columbians.;
appoints H-R Representatives as exclusive
tional representative.

BUDWEISER CO-OP # Anheuser-Busch,!
Louis (Budweiser beer), starts co-op de:l|
series of transcribed five-weekly 15-miii||
Lonesome Gal on minimum of 10 Montana :|
tions, 52 weeks. Program packaged j|
Cheshire & Assoc., Hollywood. Ageil:
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
f
KATZ TO BAB BOARD
STATION representatives due to get tl|
membership on new BAB board soon, \$
Eugene Katz, of Katz Agency, in line for |
pointment. He probably will be assigned I
Research Committee. Present directors fa
representative field: Lewis H. Avery, of Ave|
Knodel, and H. Preston Peters, of Free
Peters (see BAB story page 25).
MILBOURNE

ELECTED

L. WATERS
formerly execirj
vice
presidentMILBOURNE,
of WCAO Baltimore,
elec '
president of station. He succeeds his fat!
Lewis M. Milbourne, who has retired fi
active business.
KNEB SCOTTSBLUFF TO MBS
KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb., independent, will
come MBS affiliate about March 15; stal
owned and operated by Platte Valley Bro
casting System, operates on 970 kc with 1
day and has CP for 500 w night.
POTTER MOVES TO B&B
DANIEL POTTER, NBC, joins Benton
Bowles, New York, as director of media for
Procter & Gamble accounts.
IVOR KENWAY JOINS GREY
IVOR KENWAY, former vice president
ABC,
joinscapacity.
Grey Adv. Agency, New York,
executive
BROADCASTING
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three are regular users of KRLD-TV
. . . with several others in the production stage.
KRLD-TV, the CBS station for Dallas
and Fort Worth serves the largest metropolitan market in the Southwest.
More than a million urban population
in the primary coverage area, and more
than two million in the 100-mile radius.
A market with more television receiving sets than any other market in the
nation of comparable size.
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

The interesting thing about people is how different
they ain't. Witness: a couple of years ago, we got
the idea that Milwaukee hausfraus had never been
subjected to Western music and maybe they'd like it.
On the air went Ranch House Roundup, complete
with a Western mc whose drawl was as broad as
Lake Michigan. Request mail poured in almost immediately, hundreds a day.
Now Hooper tells us that — directly bucking three top
shows on the three networks serving this market —
our little old Ranch House Roundup does all right.
In fact, it has ten percent more audience, in one of
the reported periods, than the average for the competing network shows.
Ranch House Roundup is on the air for two hours a
day, right after the noon news, right before the perennially popular Fritz the Plumber.
Want to join our rodeo?

WMU
means

MILWAUKEE
REPRESENTED
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You've probably never seen an Easter ham
delivered like this — and you don't want to.
You want just ham — not a whole hog.
It's specific wants like these that put
the meat packing companies in business a
long time ago. And it's these same wants
that keep them in business.

into as many as 80 different pork products that may be bought by as many
different people.
You buy what you want when you want
it. And

the cost of this service is kept

remarkably low by other activities of meat
packing. By saving and finding buyers for

You, of course, can use only a small

by-products that end up in such things

part of a meat animal at one time. But the

as pharmaceuticals, shoes, buttons, brushes

meat packer sees to it that all the meat

and insulation, meat

finds customers — that there is no waste.

important income that is applied against

A single porker, for instance, is converted
American
Headquarters, Chicago
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the cost of processing meat.
Meat

•

packers earn

Institute

Members throughout the U.S.
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LAYNE BUTCHER, former radio and TV director Newell-Emmt
Co., and more recently television producer KTTV (TV) Hollywoc
to Cecil & Presbrey Inc., N. Y. His responsibiliti
will include the Somerset Maugham Radio Theatre ai
the Johnny Olsen Luncheon Club shows.
HAWLEY TURNER, president, and FRANKLYN \ t
DYSON, vice president in-charge of radio and 1
Turner & Leach Co. Inc., N. Y., purchase company
equal partners. It will be known as TURNER & DYSO
Inc. Mr. Turner continues as president and Mr. Dy
becomes executive vice president and treasurer.
Mr. Butcher

ORIN L. LANCASTER, Morse International, N. 1
treasurer for past five years, to Federal Adv., N. Y., ;
treasurer.

WALTON BUTTERFIELD, vice president H. B. Humphrey Co., N.
and Boston, has resigned to open his own firm, specializing in radio ar '
TV advertising and public relations service under his own name effecth
March 1. Office will be located at 33 West 42nd St.

on all accounts

Listeners
time he had

it was
sponsor

"I am very happy to announce," writes Fred Stevenson
of KGRH, Fayetteville, Ark., "that the Arkansas Western
Gas Company has signed a 26-week contract for Fulton
Lewis, Jr., five-a-week across the board."
KGRH had been carrying the program sustaining. An
announcement was made on one broadcast indicating
that, unless the response justified carrying the program
as a service to the audience, Mr. Lewis would no longer
be heard on KGRH. "In five days," Mr. Stevenson continues, "we received 796 pieces of mail, requesting that
we continue the program." Several inquiries from potential sponsors were also received. KGRH closed with the
first, the Arkansas Western Gas Company, after this impressive demonstration of audience loyalty.
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300 stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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30 stations.
Founder of Reincke, Meyer i
cedagodramFran
atick
oun
Baker ren
RS
YEA
TY
EN
TW
Finn's radio-television departmen
stock for a job as announcerin 1946, Frank was born 42 year
writer on WKZO Kalamazoo. This
ago
in Reading, Mich. His fathei
proved to be the most prudent de- a salesman,
moved the family t
cision of Mr. Baker's life, for it
Springfield, 111., within a few years
launched him on a series of broadcasting and writing situations that
however, and Frank went throug'
prepared him for
his present posi- grade and high schools in th
tion as radio-television director of Illinois capital. He won a scholar
ship to Ohio Wesleyan U., but be
Reincke, Meyer & Finn agency,
Chicago.
fore graduating joined the Gif-j^
ford Players, a stock group popula
One of the more articulate
in central Illinois
agency men on the
He then shifted t
Chicago scene,
the Henderson Play
Frank Myers Baker
ers, based in Ka
is as accomplished a
lamazoo, and a yea:
writer as he is a
later joined WKZO.
speaker. Chicagoans
Mr. Baker invadei
know his voice as
Chicago
in 1932serve}
am
for
two years
the Edgewater
WAAF as an an
Beach
Hotel announcer of the midnouncer
and writei
thirties. Those were
The next four year
the days when the
were spent at Edge
famous North Shore
water
Beach and o:
hostelry originated
the
continuity
some 20 radio shows
of NBC
Chicago.staflIi|
weekly — a number of
them to the CBS
1936, Frank becam
continuity editor a
network. Mr. Baker
was retained at the
WLS, remained
Chicago wher<
he
si:
"Beach mike fullyears,
moving
u\
FRANK
time. But few Chito assistant progran
cagoans know that
Frank also wrote the Salty Sam
director and, in the early month:
the Sailor kid series on WMAQ
of World War II, war progran
Chicago; Safety Legion Time, star- director.
ring Colleen Moore on WGN ChiFor about two years prior to his
cago and Mutual, and for time,
joining
the Marine Corps in 1944
as a free lance writer, did radio
Frank was Chicago program dicopy teur
for Hour
theonMorris
Sachs AmaWENR B. Chicago
and
rector for Marshall
Field's75)Ham(Continued
on page
Coco Wheats, advertised on over
BROADCASTING
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ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN

beat
MONDAY

F RID

AY

from 2 to 3 p. m.

-ZORGE C. HEASLIP, Prentice Hall Inc., N. Y., to Cecil & Presbrey,
Y., as public relations executive.
' i MITEL
REED,
Foote,
Cone &on Belding,
Y., to Abbott
. N. Y., M.
as an
account
executive
AmericanN. Bemberg
Corp. Kimball

THRU

more

people

watch

*EDERICK W. PAYNE, copywriter 0. S. Tyson Inc., N. Y., to G. M.
isford Co., same city, as account assistant.
V. . -i-- ; \RL MATSOX, production manager Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
• P., to production department Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, same city.
WARREX SCHLOAT JR., assistant producer Young & Rubicam Inc.,
7. Y., transferred temporarily to Hollywood office.
R. LEOX CO. IXC, N. Y., moving to new and larger offices at 119 W.
th St.
BARASH, Benton & Bowles, Phila., to Lavenson Bureau, New
oods Products Div.
o n

AVID JOHXSOX, TV department Richard A. Foley Adv. Inc., Phila.,
— -signs.
AX BERKIXG, copy research department McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
Maxon Inc., N. Y., as assistant to CARL WIDXEY, account executive
1 General Electric Receiver Division account.
ALSH ADV. CO. Ltd. and WALSH INTERNATIONAL ADV. LTD.
ave moved into joint new offices in new Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., 44
ing St., W., Toronto.
OSEPH A. MORAN, vice president and associate director of radio and
V, Young & Rubicam, X. Y., appointed supervisor of production of
^ulitzer Prize Playhouse on ABC-TV, succeeding EDGAR PETERSON.
""Tfr.
Peterson
has resigned
return Brewing
to the motion
picture industry,
rogram
is sponsored
by Jos.to Schlitz
Co., Milwaukee.

than

WMAL-TV

the

stations

'SALTER ERICKSOX, radio-TV director Gray & Rogers, Phila.
,JETTY LYXCH, his secretary, to be married.

brings drama, mystery, love stories and comedy right into Washington homes . . . and customers

AMES J. D. SPILLAX, executive vice president Benjamin Eshleman
?o., Philadelphia, elected governor of new Advertising Federation of
America district of the advertising clubs of Pennsylvania. Other officers
nclude XORMAX KLAGES, Pittsburgh, lieutenant governor; MORTOX
5EHON, Philadelphia, secretary, and FRAXCES REARDOX, Seranton,
reasurer. Directors include the officers and JUXE MacCLOSKEY,
Vilkes-Barre; JOE VAXSTOX, Seranton; ALICE MOONEY and
ERRIE ROSEXBERG, Philadelphia; J. EARL ELDER, Pittsburgh, and
JON XOKES, Johnstown.
• Telecasting

for
your product right into the
stores!

BAXTER WARD

ONE
MINUTE
Participations
are now
available!

popular TV personality,
is the genial host of
HOLLYWOOD MATINEE
— and introduces the
commercials between
acts.

and

"lEGGIE SCHUEBEL,
Wyatt &Crusade.
Schuebel, AsN. Y.,
appointed
publicof
Relations
chairman for partner
April Cancer
regular
member
'rusade's promotion committee, headed by DUAXE JOXES, Miss Schueel will be responsible for the appeal's radio and TV programming for
hird consecutive year.

BROADCASTING

combined*

Hollywood personalities . . . are
a sure - fire bet for afternoon
audiences! Hollywood Matinee

•.ddress Changes: THE ED SHAPRIO Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, moves
to larger quarters in Weightman Bldg. at 1524 Chestnut St. ERXEST
YILLIAM GREEXFIELD Inc., Philadelphia, moves to larger offices at
:518 Walnut St. RUTHRAUFF & RYAX Inc. moves Dallas office to Suite
;18, Reserve Loan Bldg. PHILIP KLEIX Adv. Inc., Philadelphia, moves
:> new offices at 1516 Locust St.

■UCKIXGHAM GUXX, radio-TV department Foote, Cone & Belding,
hicago, named to public relations committee of Illinois division, Amer?an Cancer Society. Working with him will be WALFRED JOHXSOX,
ccount executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan.

3

Feature films . . . starring top

AVID KXOX, account executive William Kester & Co., L. A., to Moggerivett Inc., L. A., as service representative. DAVID ROSE, associate
:."! rt director Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., named to staff as art director.

RODNEY ERICKSOX, radio-TV director Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
ddressed the radio and television clinic of advertising club of Xew
'ork's advertising and selling course last week on "Radio and TV Proramming."

other

American Research Bureau TV Surve)' — Jan. 14-21, 1951

Call

or

WMAL
THE

Wire

ABC

Spot

Sales

WMAL-FM
EVENING STAR STATIONS
WMAL-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C.
March 5, 1951
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SPONSORS

"PROMOTION

GET

PIOS"
ON

PIZZA-FRO Corp., Chicago (frozen Italian pizza pies), appoin
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio ar
television will be used.
GOOD BROTHERS, Phila. (food product distributor), names Buckle
Organization, same city, to handle account. Radio and television wi,
be used.

WDSU

IVANO Co., Chicago (Ivalon "Miracle" Sponge), is considering purchas
of radio and TV spots for introductory campaign. Agency: Henri, Hur£
& McDonald, Chicago.
KRAFT FOODS, Chicago (Kraft Salad Oil), buying additional AM spc
schedule on 14 West Coast stations in 13-week campaign. Agency: Neec
ham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

^Personal Calls on
New Orleans Retailers
Result in Greater Sales!

NATURAL GAS Co., Sikeston, Mo., appoints The Harold Kirsch Coj
St. Louis, to direct advertising and merchandising.
THE FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTO INSURANCE Co., Columbu:
Ohio, appoints Grant Adv. Inc., N. Y., to handle cooperative agent;
program for New York metropolitan area. Radio being considered.
LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY Ltd., Chatham, Ont. (canned foods), start
ing 5 to 15 minute local programs on number of eastern Canadian sta
tions, Mon.-Fri., for 36 weeks. Agency: McConnell, Eastman & Co
London, Ont.
KAUFMANN'S Department Store, Pittsburgh, sponsoring 15-minute filr
Something New, Thurs. 1-1:15 p.m., over WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh. Thi
is first time store has used television.
FRIGIDAIRE PRODUCTS of Canada Ltd., Toronto (electrical appli
ances), has started in radio for first time in Canada with half-hou
Ziv produced Guy Lombardo Show weekly on 50 Canadian stations start
ing April 1 for 13 weeks. Program sold by All-Canada Radio Facilities
Toronto. Agency: Baker Adv. Co., Toronto.
THIRD ANNUAL LOS ANGELES HOBBY SHOW appoints U. S. Ar
derson Co., L. A., to handle radio and television promotion.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Toronto, March 5 started quarter
hour Sports Parade, Mon.-Fri., on 10 Canadian stations. Agency: L. J
Heagerty Ltd., Toronto.
A/etwotk

-Qccounti • • •

AMERICAN DAIRY Assn., Chicago (fluid milk and cream), renewing
first half sponsorship of Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club, ABC-TV, 8-!
p.m. Saturday, for 13 weeks. Agency: Campbell Adv., Chicago.
HARRISON PRODUCTS Inc., S. F. ("Shut Eye" sleep inducer), spon
soring news analysis by Cecil Brown, MBS, Sat. 10:45-11 a.m., begin
ning March 3. Agency: Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.
• WDSU's alert sales staff makes regular service calls
on leading local retailers. This "plus" provides important merchandising assistance which results in greater
sales for WDSU advertisers.

ANOTHER PROMOTION

• Write, wire
or phone your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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"PLUS" FOR WDSU SPONSORS!

1

CENTAUR-CALDWELL Div., STERLING DRUG Inc., N. Y. (Moll<
Brushless shave cream), effective Feb. 26 increased radio program, Newt
of Tomorrow, from 5 to 15 minutes, four times weekly, on 215 ABC
stations. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
JULES MONTENIER Inc., Chicago (Stopette spray deodorant), renew
What'sApril
My 8.
LineAgency:
on CBS-TV,
Sunday, &9:30-10
p.m. CST, for 13 week'
from
Earle Ludgin
Co., Chicago.
JACQUES KREISLER Inc., New York (watch band and jewelry manu
facturer) to sponsor Kreisler Band Stand, a George Foley and Dich
Gorden package, effective March 21, on ABC-TV, Wed., 8:30-9 p.m
Agency: Hirshon & Garfield, N. Y. This marks Kreisler's first entry int<
ban'
will befeature
TV.
awards Show
and will
carried name
in 15 bands,
cities. singing stars and Kreisler
i PEPSI-COLA Co., yesterday (Sunday) was to start sponsorship of Phi
Regan Show, NBC Sun., 5-5:25 p.m., EST, originating points to rotate
from Army, Navy, and Marine bases and defense plants.
CARNATION Co., L. A. (Carnation Fresh Milk, Ice Cream), March li
(Continued on page 1U)
BROADCASTING
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lew

Concept

for

Effective

Daytime

WASHINGTON,

IETR0F0LITAN

For

D.

Radio

C.

NETWORK

the first time in the history of radio

five stations
audience

Buying:

—

within

one

the second

unit buy at lowest

largest

offer their combined
in the area —

as a

cost per listener.

Five Independents have joined forces to offer lowcost, effective daytime coverage of the important
Washington market to national advertisers at a
50% saving over combined individual rates. Each
station is owned, managed and programmed independently, competing aggressively for local business. Each of the five stations has its own loyal
listening audience, available now to national advertisers as a composite unit which delivers a major
part of the metropolitan audience.
Met Net Advantages: 1. Complete daytime
coverage of the market at the lowest cost per
listener* of any station in the area.

market

advertising,

2. Second highest average daytime audience**
in the Washington market.

3. Simplified buying — five-station coverage with
one order, one transcription, one invoice. Programs can originate from studios of any member
station .

4. Spot announcements may be bought for the
same time on each station, or staggered at various
times from station to station.

5. Low rates: y2 minute, or time signals, $18.24;
1-min., $22.80; 5-min., $36.48; 15-min., $72.96;
30-min., $109.44. (Data for 26-time rates; complete rate card supplied upon request.)

for further details or complete brochure, please write or phone Jack Koste.
Independent Metropolitan Sales, national representatives, 55 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C.
18, N. Y. — LOngacre 3-6741. J. Douglas Freeman, Commercial Manager,
Munsey Building, 1329 E Street, N.W., Washington 4, D.C., STerling 1772.

METROPOLITAN
WARL
Arlington, Va.
780 KC
1000 W
AM & FM

WBCC
Bethesda,
1120 KCMd.
250 W
AM & FM

NETWORK

—

WFaS
Falls Church, Va.
1220 KC
250 W

WASHINGTON,
WGAY
Silver Spring, Md.
1050 KC
1000 W

0. C.

WPIK
Alexandria, Va.
730 KC
1000 W

*Based on comparative cost analysis of Pulse Reports, July — Oct., 1950, Washington, D.C.,
with rates from Standard Rate & Data Service. Complete analysis available upon request.
**Pulse Reports, July — Oct., 1950, Washington, D.C.
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cover than most do inside.
John R. Terry
Promotion Director
WTNS Coshocton, Ohio

P. I. Story
EDITOR:
. . . You might be interested in
the correspondence I received as a
result of the story on P. I. in the
Feb. 12 issue. There were 34 letters; 31 were from stations, agencies or advertising people who
agreed. Two of the letters were
from stations pointing out that
they would not be on the air today,
if not for P. I. The 34th letter was
from a small station in Alabama,
and they made this very interesting point: "I have not done business with your present agency. I
have not done business with the
agency you are going to. Mind your
own business!" I think maybe he's
right. . . .
J. S. Stolzoff
Foote, Cone & Belding
Chicago

[EDITOR'S
NOTE:.
WMT Manad Wli
cai'
ried
the label
"To The
An Ad
Takes Trade Papers
# # Home."]
$

open mike

to the radio and reading Broadcasting • Telecasting ... I got
to page 40 . . . and whammo! I
didn't know anything about Iowa
. . . but I do now. The finest ad
twist I've seen in many a day . . .
it proves that over the air is NOT
the only place radio can be sold.
Now, to justify my conversion
from the hidebound . . . what's the
results?
Is there another magazine . . .
that has so much to the point information from cover to cover?
Broadcasting • Telecasting
carries more information ON the

Trade Ad Impact
EDITOR:
For the first time, I have tangible, personal evidence of the impact of trade paper advertising . . .
and Broadcasting • Telecasting
slapped me right in the face with
it!
I refer to the page ad of WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on page 40
of the Feb. 19 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting. Perhaps the
conditions were right . . . perhaps
WMT has a smart promotion man.
I was sitting at home, listening

FIRST

In

Idaho

(one of the 5 Major Markets
of the Pacific Northivest)

Now

in

Increased

'Finest Story Ever'
EDITOR:

FIRST

Physical
to

MOVED

TO

5000

630

WATTS

KC

in

FIRST

Station Licensed
Idaho.

FIRST

Commercial Station
in Idaho.
in

Coverage

FIRST

Network Affiliate
Idaho.

KIDO-NBC affiliate — rules the airways in Idaho.
Since the day in 1923 when its first signal streaked
through the sky to Idaho homes it has never relinquished substantial leadership. NOW, with our
power increased to 5000 watts and our switch to
one of the best spots on the dial we have taken
another sfcroag stride ahead to assure the largest
physical coverage of any station in Idaho REGARDLESS OF POWER! ... To get MORE for
your dough, buy KIDO.

JOHN

Page 12
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&

CO.

KIDO

IN

BOISE

—

IDAHO

Georgia M. Davidson, President
Walter E. Wagstaff, Vice President and
General Manager

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

EDITOR:
If nothing else, this proves tha
we read Broadcasting • Tele!
casting from cover to cover — eve;
the advertising. But either you
proof readers or your research de
partment is "asleep" at the switcl
We refer to the statement tha
Atlanta, Macon and Savannah ar
Georgia's three largest markets.
Here are the facts. According t
1950 censue figures, Georgia'
metropolitan areas listed accorc
ing to population are as follows:
Atlanta
664,033
Columbus
169,921
Augusta
162,104
Savannah
150,946
Macon
134,464
We have an additional 40,00
men at nearby Fort Benning, bu
we aren't going to count them un
less it becomes necessary!
Allen M. Woodall
President
WDAK Columbus, Ga.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Advertising depart
ment hasn't yet committed to memory
all metropolitan area populations base
on 1950 census. Steps, however, hav
been taken to avoid recurrence, or an
Georgia.]
interference
with stork's march throug
* * *

. . . that wonderful story o:
Jim
Moran Feb.
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
19] . . . wa '
the finest story on Courtesy tha
has
time been
. . . published anywhere any
H. A. Barkun
Malcolm-Howard
Adv.
Chicago.

'Very Gratified'
EDITOR:
I was very gratified to read ii
your Feb, 19 issue a story abou
the emergency supersonic air rai
alarm system that is being
planned for the District of Colum
bia.
In talking yesterday with Ros
Beville of the Communications Ac
visory and Planning Committee o
the D. C. Office of Civil Defensf
he told me that the Washingtoi
plan for the supersonic alarm sys
tern was based upon the plan I ha
sent to him and Ben Strouse, th
details of which were printed i
the
Nov. 27 issue of Broadcast™
•Telecasting.
Incidentally, I submitted th
plan originally to Civilian Defens
officials in New York City las
August and acceptance of it it
Washington may stimulate activ
ity on Stanley
it here. Joseloff
President
Storecast of America
New York
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
•

WJR

ROADCASTING

• THE

GOODWILL

• Telecasting

STATION

INC.
• FISHER
BLDG.
• DETROIT
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company

•

CBS

50,000

WATTS
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AtileAtonel

► Swift & Co. Feb. 8 celebrated
10th anniversary as co-sponsor of
Breakfast Club, Monday - Friday,
9-10 a.m. over ABC with luncheon
for key executives from Swift &
Co., J. Walter Thompson, McCannErickson and Needham, Louis &
Brorby, advertising agencies, and
ABC and Breakfast Club members
in Chicago.

,000
AD
AHE

f its nearest

competitor!

BMB

6

or

7

DAYS

WOW
Second

a week:

Station . . 202,630

6 or

7

NIGHTS

a week:

WOW
259,420
Second Station . . 160,570
98,850
For

the

shock-proof

Omaha-Plus

590
200

I **tr

- a strong

signal for

BASIC NBC AFFILIATE - listening
27 years in the making/
ALERT,

ACTIVE

LEADERSHIP

► Storecast Corp. of America began its fifth year in January, a
month that brought 12 new advertisers. Current sponsor list tops
100. Storecast broadcasting and
merchandising services reportedly
cover five metropolitan areas and
more than 3 million chain store
customers each week, plus FM
home listeners.
► Frank Welling, farm director
at WCHS Charleston, W. Va., has
just completed 20 years of service
with the station.

Market.'

KILOCYCLES
miles!

>■ Manny Marget, manager of
KVOX Moorhead, Minn., chalked
up his 20th anniversary of sportscasting Feb. 27.
► Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
has begun its 11th year of the daily
National News Bulletin from its
own CBC News Service, with headquarters in Toronto. Veterans who
have been with the Bulletin since
its beginning in 1941 are D. C.
Mc Arthur, Toronto, chief editor;
Bill Hogg, Toronto, senior editor;
Mrs. Margaret Macdonald, Halifax, senior editor, and Laurence
Duffey, Montreal, senior editor.
► Harry "Socko" Hartman, salesman for AM-TV operations at
WCPO Cincinnati, is marking his
23d year with the WCPO stations.

306,060

103,430
BMB

t> Russell Canter, chief announcer
at WBNS Columbus, Ohio, Feb. 14
began
tion. his 21st year with the sta-

t» WEDO McKeesport, Pa., has
now been covering with direct
broadcast the McKeesport City
Council meetings a full year. A

tained 27 years by constant, aggressive, promotion and merchandising.

► Ken Hildebrand, WJAS Pitts
burgh newscaster, celebrating 14t
consecutive year over same statior
under same spon ;
Brewing
Co., a I
sor, Duquesn
same time, 1

Mr. Hildebram
careerhis inradihi J
began
home town;
Akron, ove;>
p.m.
WJW, a statioi I
Mr. Hildebrand since moved t
Cleveland. In 193i
he went to Pittsburgh. After on
year with WJAS he won the H. I ;
Davis award for outstanding an j
nouncing.
Walker
& Downini
General Agency handle all th
brewing company's advertising ui)
der direction of V. I. Maitland
agency vice president.
► KGGF Coffeyville published 1
page supplement in The Coffe
ville Daily Journal, affiliated news
paper,
20th yearcommemorating
of broadcasting. station'
Statio:
also mailed 1,156 copies to agen
cies and timebuyers.
► WCOV Montgomery, Ala., ha
celebrated its 12th anniversary
The occasion was marked by sta
tion serving ice cream and cake t
advertisers and listeners.
Mrs. Anne

Grindley

MRS. ANNE P. GRINDLEY, 8(
mother of Mrs. Idella Kampf, da
program supervisor for MBS, an
grandmother of Lois W. Crossmai
on staff of Transamerican Broat
casting & Telecasting Co., die
Feb. 25 at her home in Dumon
N. J. Services were held from Rie
wert's Memorial Home and A
Saints Church, in Bergenfield.

New Business
(Continued from page 10)

habits

-Main-

total of 32 meetings were broad
cast direct from City Hall durin;
the 29,
year,
Dec.
1950.which was" complete

starts sponsorship of Elmer Peterson five minute newscasts five day
weekly on KNBH(TV) Hollywood. Contract for 52 weeks. Albers Mil
ing Co., Division, Carnation Co. (Friskies Dog Food) currently sponsor
Peterson three weekly quarter-hour newscasts on NBC Western Networ
Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.
e • • m

FRANK P. FOGARTY, General Manager JOHN BLAIR CO., Representatives
Page 14
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W. JUDD WYATT, director of advertising MFA Mutual Insurance Co
Columbia, Mo., has received 90-day appointment as information cor
sultant with Agricultural Div., National Resources Section, of Gen. Mac
Arthur's headquarters in Japan.
DON LAWTON, advertising manager Golden State Dairies Ltd., S. F
resigns.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

SALESMAKER

TO

THE

^ shoe manufacturer with one
WSM half-hour program a week increased hisCentral South sales 73 per
cent!

Radio

stations

everywhere

. . .

. . . with a talent staff of 200 top name
entertainers . . . production facilities that originate 17 network shows
each week ... a loyal audience of millions that sets its dial on 650
. . . and leaves it there!

ROADCASTING
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iADIO, TV GIVE ALL

HAROLD E. FELLOWS (I), general
manager of WEEI Boston and director of CBS operations in New England receives a national award of
"Distinguished
Merit"
from the and
National Conference
of Christians
Jews. Award was presented by
F. W. Andres, Boston chairman of
Brotherhood Week. Basis for the
award was WEEI's You and the
Other Fellow series.

In Support of NCCJ 'Brotherhood Week'
RADIO AND TV STATIONS
in which he accepted the title as
throughout America last month
honorary chairman of Brotherhood Week, which ended Feb. 25.
lent their strength to Brotherhood
Week, sponsored by The National
"The American people know that
Conference of Christians and Jews.
the cultivation of the spirit of
Unstintingly, stations used their brotherhood is merely the fulfilment of the purpose of God that
facilities to reach with messages
of human kindness hearths and
all His children should live tohearts in millions of homes.
dent gether
said. as one family," the PresiSpot announcements, special features, programs and interviews all
Robert E. Kintner, ABC president, who served as chairman of
played their part in sending light
the NCCJ radio committee, made
into the dark pit of prejudice.
Speeches embracing ideals of available announcement scripts
brotherhood to all men struck out and transcribed discs of which the
stations made full use.
to crumble the labyrinthine walls
of bigotry.
Ted Cott, general manager,
WNBC WNBT (TV) New York,
President Harry S. Truman,
chief executive of a country
served as chairman of the Committee for United States Radio.
founded on ideals of brotherhood,
sounded the keynote in a letter to Mr. Cott won the annual NCCJ
Eric Johnston, general chairman,
award as the individual radio per-

Northern
Iowa are
—
Southern Minn,
wealthiest (per capita) markets in U. S.
1300 KC, 5000 Watts
full
iate. time — CBS affil-

coverage?

Check Hooper below
— KGLO dominates
with twice as many
listeners as all other
stations combined.

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City: Mason City, Iowa • Total Coincidental Calls This Period: 6,217 • Period: Fall. 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
RADIO
KGLO
OTHER
HOMES
SETS
E
TIME
c
D
A
B
(CBS)
AM&FM
IN USE
3.3
CALLED
MON. THRU FRI.
*
23.5
18.0
2.9
65.7
2.9
7.1
8:00 A.M. — 10:00 A.M.
MON. THRU FRI.
1.2
2.4
2.4
8.8
0.6
4.1
80.6
1,258
10:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
17.4
MON. THRU FRI.
1,275
71.9
2.2
2.9
2.7
5.9
14.2
0.2
20.5
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
MON. THRU FRI.
*
77.9
1.4
2.9
5.8
2.4
26.5
9.6
2,533
12:00 N. — 3:00 P.M.
(8.2f)
949
14.8
MON. THRU FRI.
20.1
*
72.3
2.6
2.8
3:00 P.M. — 6:00 P.M.
(6.7f)
958
1 1.8
0.6
75.5
MON. THRU FRI.
*
3.2
2.2
1.7
23.3
12:00 N. — 6:00 P.M.
2.0
13.6
SUN. THRU SAT.
41.7
1.3
1,907
10.3
2.6
70.2
6:00 P.M. — 8:00 P.M.
876
16.4
SUN. THRU SAT.
*
2.2
67.2
35.6
8:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
13.8
901
0.4
SUN. THRU SAT.
1 1.9
14.9
1.8
1.6
38.5
68.8
I.I
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
t Adjusted to compensate for the fact that Radio Station
"SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE" represents the proportion of
signs off at 5:30 P. M. in October.
the total radio audience listening to a particular station.1,777
Base
* No listeners found in sample.
for "RADIO SETS IN USE" isCOPYRIGHT
"Total Homes
19SO. Called."
C. E. HOOPER. INC.
For availabilities write or call
IN ITS 15TH YEAR OF
Walter Rothschild, Nat'l. Sales Mgr.
SERVING
AND
SELLING
Lee Stations, Quincy, Illinois
ler^SlAlIQNS
Affiliated with WTAD, Quincy. Illinois — Represented by Weed & Company
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sonality who contributed most
brotherhood [Broadcasting • Tei
casting, Feb. 19]. Dorothy Le\
served as liaison officer on
Committee for International Rad
Mortimerdirector
W. Loewi,
DuMont 'J
Network
and chairman
the NCCJ television committ
sent program kits to all TV st
tions for use during the week. T
kits included appropriate fihi
spot announcements and progrj
suggestions.
WNBT (TV) New York al
made available six films, each ij
longer than a minute, and t
American Jewish Committee pi
pared two 57-second animated b;
lad cartoons for national distrib
tion.
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, NCi
president, gave a special certi
cate of merit to Hugh B. Ten
general manager, KLZ Denver, f
"alloting much broadcast time
help increase understanding b
tween persons and groups." Dtjl
ing the presentation, Dr. Clincl
characterized radio as "the symt
of Athefew
One examples
World." of what st
tions all over the country d
follow :
WABD (TV) New York and tl
Dumont TV Network employi
special features and spots to boo
the annual drive for better inte
faith and inter-race relations.
WCBS New York scheduled !
Brotherhood announcements on il
programs, in addition to 21 sti
tion breaks, and mention on s
news shows. All WCBS talent pa
ticipated. WCBS-TV carried
comparable Brotherhood promotic
schedule.
WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L.
carried highlights of an interfail
dinner meeting as part of its e
fort.
Also in New York, eleven volui
teer advertising agencies of tr
Advertising Council's group pn
judice campaign against intolei
ance contributed special spot ai
nouncements for use during the ol
servance.
Pittsburgh's Brotherhood Wee
was formally opened on WDT
(TV) by
George Jessel
David
L. Lawrence.
Mr. and
JesselMayo
wa
introduced by Donald A. Stewar
WDTV general manager.
Bill Sears, of WCAU Philade
phia, gave a talk during which I
told listeners that "There is n
color to the soul."
KTRE

Billings Increase

KTRE Lufkin, Tex., has announced that national and
regional billings increased
320% in 1950 over the previous year. Richman Lewin,
general manager, said that
gross billings showed an increase of 23% over the previous record year of 1949.
Sales increase is attributed
to growth of industrial and
agricultural enterprises in
Central East Texas, and to
the extensive sales promotion
on the part of KTRE.
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stores in a hurry — or forever lose your
golden chance to get sales.
What would YOU do?

The
sleeper
the

that
12

took

noon

plane
■ Would you have been caught napping
in a situation like this?
Suppose you were in the fashion business. You have just created a line of
women's nightgowns that are going to be
given an unexpected publicity break in
some top national magazines. This will
mean more sales all over the country. But
you must get more merchandise to the

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

This happened to one company recently—but the problem caused them to
lose no sleep. Faced with this situation
at 10:30 A.M. they were able to start
goods flowing to the stores on planes that
left at noon.
The answer was Air Express!
But you don't have to be in the fashion
business to profit from the regular use
of Air Express. Here are its unique advantages which any business can enjoy:
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT — One Call to
Air Express Division of the Railway

Express Agency, arranges everything.
IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express division
of Railway Express Agency.

INRRPKB
GETS

THERE

FIRST
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JtudlamA

<£odq&

We call it "Sportsmen's
Lodge," a regular niche on
the sportsmen's listening
post at 5:00 each Saturday
afternoon. It's an authoritative program of hunting,
fishing, resort and travel
information reported by
WRC's Outdoor Editor,
Kennedy Ludlam.
Ken Ludlam's easy, wisely paced half hour includes
late hunting and fishing
news, supported by last
minute long distance
'phone reports — they're
standard outdoor bulletins
for all outdoor men and
women.

Pictured at monthly meeting are, seated, August Meyer, secretary, and
Karl Yochum, president, both of the Cincinnati Retail Grocers and Meat
Dealers' Assn.; standing are Mr. Sloan, and Polly Pickens, WSAI
columnist for greater Cincinnati grocers' trade journals.
WSAI Cincinnati has gone into the Cincinnati, the plan provides a free
course in store operation and the
grocery business.
use of WSAI studios for associaNot as a competitor of Cincintion meetings.
nati's retailers; rather, as the hub
of a plan to increase profits of the
Three food retailers' organizations, Cincinnati Retail Grocers and
city's grocers, and to strengthen
Meat Dealers, Cincinnati Retail
the relationship between food retailers and WSAI advertisers.
Meat Dealers and Northern KenThe station likes to say it is
tucky Independent Food Dealers
rotate monthly meetings and store
"anchor man" of the plan, known
as the "Shelf Level Selling" plan. promotions.
At the February meeting, WSAI
And the Buckeye Broadcasting Co.
station has hit the bulls-eye in the engaged Norman J. Sloan, vice
elusive target of good will.
president and general manager of
(Continued on page b8)
For food retailers in greater
7

strictly
"Sportsmen's Lodge"
may well become your
sales avenue to this busy
and wealthy sports market.
Call WRC or National Spot
Sales.
5:00 - 5:30 PM
EVERY SATURDAY

adinto field
are g lured
because the
SOME MEN vertisin
holds exciting possibilities;
others go into it because of an
irresistible drive that has pursued
them since they heard their first
singing commercial; still others
follow the path because their
agency-holding fathers hold out
vice presidencies to them. None of
these reasons are applicable in the
case of Lincoln P. Simonds, Pacific
Coast manager, Weed & Co.
Line went into advertising because in 1923 he won a $100 first
prize in a Boston Advertiser advertising slogan contest. His winning
slogan, a seven word masterpiece
of alliteration,
boldlyAttention
stated, "Advertiser Ads Attract
and
Assure Action." Armed with this
vote of confidence from the local
paper, Line decided that perhaps
advertising was the field for him.
When this decision hit him he
was half-heartedly engaged in the
parts department of his uncle's
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business

'GRA
ND KNIG
HT
Wyoming
Valley's
THE

OF

TURNTABLE"

Hit tunes — Top bands — New
stars are all brought to Pennsylvania's 4th largest marketing
area 1st by our own Bob Bacon.
More
listen to
"Bacon people
lor Breakfast"
showBob's
on
WBRE than any other disc show
in town.
There's no "Ham" in this Bacon.
He makes sweet music for listeners and Money for Advertisers.
Write or call us for availabilities on
Wyoming Valley's top disc show . . .
"Bacon
for Breakfast."
^ILKES
- BAR f}g

LINC
Buick distributing firm in Boston.
An advertising agency acquaint(Continued on page 20)
BROADCASTING

NEWS

TAILOR-MADE

COAL

MAKES

AND

VIEWS

OF

COAL

STEEL FASTER.

Special coking coal, supplied by a modern coal preparation plant, is increasing the daily
production of the Inland Steel Company. This carefully prepared coal has an ash content
50% lower than average, and the coke produced develops heat much quicker in the blast
furnace. This saves production time in converting iron into steel, and, in the time saved
each day, Inland Steel is able to produce 200 more tons— without having to add new
steel-making facilities.
1950, COAL

MINING'S

SAFEST

YEAR!

The Bureau of Mines has announced that 1950 was the safest year in coal mining history
and the Pittsburgh Press has honored this achievement with a four-page picture story.
This new record is the result of one of the most active and effective safety programs in
American industry, embracing intensive emphasis on safety needs, constant education
in safety procedures, and expenditures of tens of millions of dollars annually for equipment designed to make coal mining a safer job. 1948 was a record year for coal mine
safety. 1949 exceeded the 1948 record, and the 1949 non-fatality record has been
bettered by 12 per cent in 1950.
RECOMMISSIONED

VICTORY

SHIPS

TO "CARRY

COALS

TO NEWCASTLE."

The Maritime Administration is taking victory ships out of moth balls in order to carry
coal and grain to England and the other Atlantic Pact nations. According to the ECA,
Western Europe's coal production, especially Britain's, has failed to meet the increased
pace of industrial activity. Britain is now burning 500,000 more tons of coal a day than
her nationalized mines can produce, and only America can make up the coal deficiency
in Britain and Western Europe.
MASS-PRODUCTION

MINING

KEEPS

COAL

COSTS

DOWN.

Like most other American industries, the economics of coal is geared to the mass-production principle. Highly efficient mining techniques, making full use of modern machinery,
not only greatly increase man-hour productivity, but also help keep the cost of coal down.
Coal experts estimate that without the advantage of mechanized production, coal would
cost the consumer almost a third more than its present price.
BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
// you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.

OADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)

Hooper
Wow!

here.*

was

In the Cedar Rapids area, WMT has 2
I listeners for every 1 shared by all other
stations combined . . . the biggest share
of audience in our history.
Among the nation's 64 Hooperated cities,
the Sets-in-Use comparison shows
Cedar Rapids tied for first in the afternoon,
second in the morning and evening. (Actual
%s: a.m. 26.4; p.m. 24.5; eves, 34.5.)
Among the 60 Hooperated CBS stations,
WMT's share of audience is first, morning
(80.4), afternoon (69.1), and evening (72.2).
This clearly establishes WMT as the highest
Hooperated CBS station in the nation.
There's a catch in this.
for metropolitan areas.

Hooperatings are
WMTland is 19,100

sq. miles big (2.5 mv line area). Cedar
Rapids is just a small part of our audience.
For a small part of your budget ($27 per
1-minute Class A commercial, 52-time rate)
you can reach rich WMTland. The
Katz Agency will be glad to tell you more.
* Oct. -Nov., 1950 tating period

600 KC
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
BASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK
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ance of his told him about the contest, got him interested, and Line
didn't rest until he came up with
a slogan.
Shortly thereafter he took action, left his uncle and the Buicks
and joined a local advertising
agency. He has never been out of
advertising since. After two years
with the agency, he got his first
taste of the representative business
when he left to take a job with
the Scripps - Howard newspaper
chain as cub space salesman, representing their 25 papers.
Five years later he decided to
concentrate on one medium and left
to become a salesman for the New
York Herald-Tribune. After two
years, in 1930, he felt the urge
to get back to the representative
business and joined Paul Block,
New York publisher. Also working
for Block as space salesman at the
same time was Joe Weed, whom
Line had known for several years.
Just about this time he was made
aware of a bright young new medium called radio pushing its way
upward to recognition through Ben
Duffy, BBDO president, then media
head of the agency. When Duffy
showed him tremendous response
in letters and cards which the
agency had received from listeners
to its programs, Line decided that
this new medium, upstart though
it seemed, was for him.
Joins WMCA
In 1933 he carried out his conviction and entered the radio field
as salesman for WMCA New York.
His new career almost ended suddenly two weeks later when he
came down with scarlet fever. The
confident station operator George
Storer, now head of Fort Industries, kept him on the payroll, however, and Line recovered to fulfill
several months of service with the
station.
From there he returned to the
representative field, this time in
the radio end, when he joined Blair
& Co., New York. One of his most
impressive recollections there concerns his oddest if not his largest
sale. A man phoned him in his
office one morning identifying himself as John Ballard, president of
Bulova Watch Co., and said he
would like to see Mr. Simonds at
three that afternoon. Fancying the
call the doing of a Madison Ave.
practical joker friend, Line nevertheless squelched the impulse to
retort, "Sure, and I'm Mary Pickford" and decided that he could
go along with a joke. He kept the
appointment — discovered the man
actually was John Ballard — and
ended up with one of the largest
sales of his career.
Line was with Blair over four
years, leaving in 1938 to join the
New York office of Texas State
Network, then forming. He was
transferred a few months later to
the Fort Worth office as sales director, his duties including station
relations and merchandising as
well. In 1941 he was sent back

IN ACAPULCO, down Mexico wo
there are few nicer things to do the
go for a sail. John E. Pearson,
the John E. Pearson Co., station re
sentative firm, not only went for
sail but came back with it as we
Said it was his 120th sail, at the
Meanwhile, Mrs. Pearson is telliri
about the big one which got away; |
her case it was an out-sized marli
Mr. Pearson said Acapulco w
"loaded" with advertising people!
to New York as eastern managl
of the network. A few montra
later, when the network named a
its representative Weed & Co., I
firm formed in 1933 by his forme?
associate Joe Weed, Line weil
along to the representative fira
as specialist on the Texas network
In 1943 he was transferred 4
the West Coast as Pacific Coal
manager in charge of the Holbf
wood and San Francisco office!
with headquarters in Hollywood
In that capacity he handles froi
there all of Weed's radio and teh !
vision clients. Believing in radi
and television as a superior medi
and in representative selling as
way to prove it, Line is in tr
happy
what he position
likes to of
do. doing exactl
In the coming year he feels th£
radio and TV will get an ever
growing share of the anticipate
heavy media buying on the Wes
Coast because he believes they d
liver better than any other medii
Born Lincoln Perry Simonds
Boston, he attended elementar
schools there, graduating fror
Maiden High School, Maldei
Further formal education was ii
terrupted by two years service wii
the Marine Corps from which e)
perience he carried away a Purp
Heart. Upon his return he a
tended Boston U., where he studio
advertising. His Buick apprentice
ship followed.
Line and Mrs. Simonds, she
the former Mary Ann McHugl
reside in Glendale with Ronal
15, and Roberta, 13. As hobbi<
Line
enjoys pro
football, baseba
and amateur
fishing.
He is a member of the Hollj
wood Advertising Club and Ni
tional Assn. of Radio Station Re]
resentatives, of which he was fin
Los Angeles chairman of the coui
sel, when the organization forme
the first Los Angeles group in 194:
Line also boasts early membershi
in the Radio Executives Club cj
New York.
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KGW
WHICH

THE

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

in

the

ORBGOHl

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

ill In the heart of KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE area
are the twin cities of Camas and Washougal, Washington. Camas,
with the largest specialty paper mill in the world, and Washougal
.with its giant woolen mills, are stable, high-payroll communities.
Both offer important contributions to the region's economy. A
recent KGW Tour-Test, conducted in cooperation with the Oregon
State Motor Association, proved KGW's COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE of this rich, important market. The Tour-Test' was
witnessed by Mr. Clyde Brown, Camas Chamber of Commerce
secretary, shown above with "Miss KGW". Only through KGW's
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE can you be sure of maximum
results in Camas and Washougal and the rest of the great Oregon
market.

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

KGW
Station
B
Station C
Station D

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C, or from field intensity
surveys,
tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

!

PORTLAND,

i

ON

I
i
ROADCASTING

EPRESENTED
• Telecasting

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO
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aren't
Ratings in
g
h
t
y
r
e
ev

but

.

.

. . when peak ratings combine with continuing
dominance of one of the nation's richest marketareas, you get a wonderful buy for your advertising
dollar. And that's the case with 50,000-watt
WBZ in New England!
Take

the 6:00-6:30 PM
ments, for example.

seg-

The Geoffrey Harwood news program shows
a 7.4 rating from 6:05 to 6:15. Best competitor: 5.6. The major league baseball team of Bump
Hadley and Elbie Fletcher hits a 6.5 pace from
6:15 to 6:30. Best competitor: 5.2. And at the
moment, these popular segments are still available!
At any time of day or night, you can count on a
large and loyal audience on WBZ.
check WBZ or Free & Peters.

For details,

BOSTON
50,000

WATTS

NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Radio — America's Great Advertising Medium
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Test
RESEARCH
By J. FRANK

BEATTY

N

Group

Sets

_

Formula

MUDDLE
have been undertaken a long time

'HE COMMON GOAL of buyers
A. C. Nielsen, president of A. C.
nd sellers of time — uniform audiNielsen Co. — "We will gladly connce rating data — is drawing
ago."tinue to cooperate in furthering the
loser.
worthy objectives of the Special
A three-step formula for matchTest Survey Committee."
ig of radio-TV research figures,
Sydney Roslow, president of The
esigned to clear up the muddled
leasurement field, is proposed in Pulse Inc. — "The proposed study
will make the job of the researchers
report issued Friday by the Spe- simpler and more effective because
ial Test Survey Committee headed
it should tell us just what it is the
y Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB
esearch director.
industry wants and needs."
This committee was recruited
One of the committee's most important contributions, its members
ist summer by Stanley Breyer,
ommercial manager of KJBS San feel, is a clear-cut analysis of the
reasons for differences between
'rancisco, when he found himself
opelessly confused by widely di- measurements reported by different
ergent audience figures issued by ratings services. This analysis,
says the committee, shows why
ecognized research firms [Broadof the existing conasting • Telecasting, July 10, "resolution
fusion is far more difficult than it
950, et seq].
Many of the leading research
mayMembers
appear ofon the
the committee,
surface." who
pecialists of the advertising and
ledia fields took part in drawing
p the three-point program. Briefly,
ie committee proposes:
® Creation of $140,000 operat- NAB
BE CO
lg project, including personnel
nd advisory committee, with NAB
roviding the initial push. This AS OF TODAY (Monday, March 5)
the National Assn. of Broadcasters
roject would include:
(NAB) is under orders to drop its
© Analysis of radio and TV
28-year-old name. After April 1
udience measurement methods.
NAB will be known as the National
© Comparison of available
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadjata.
casters.
% Original field experiments to
Or, for short, the NARTB.
How why different survey techThe transition appeared a ceriques agree or disagree.
tainty at the weekend as NAB
Report Reviews Situation
members
voted by a 15-to-l ratio
After a Series of exploratory
in favor of embracing the new
leetings, plus extensive research,
television medium and giving TV
he committee came up last week
relative autonomy in the trade
'ith a 33-page report giving a association.
riorough review of the whole auNot quite as certain, but still reience survey situation.
garded as a fait accompli, was the
I Some parts of the report, ac- expected assumption by Carl Havprding to those who reviewed pre- erlin of the NARTB presidency,
jminary drafts, shed important
possibly by mid-March, as excluew light on the confused research
sively forecast in the Feb. 19
ituation.
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
One part, for example, poses a
As president of Broadcast Music
t of questions to be used in Inc., Mr. Haverlin's broadcast contacts bore fruit once it was learned
valuating any measurement reort. The questions put the re- he was far ahead of the field in the
earch services on the spot, getting NARTB presidential campaign. His
t potential weak points in the name was enthusiastically disata and the techniques used.
cussed by the NAB board's special
Before the committee's report presidential committee when it first
; as released it was previewed by met in Belleair, Fla., during the
epresentatives of three of the winter board meeting.
Since that time the industry has
adio-TV research organizations,
thrown strong support behind the
'heir comments follow:
C. E. Hooper, president of C. E. "draft Haverlin" movement and
ijlooper Inc. — "This activity should last Wednesday the special comROADCASTING
• Telecasting

signed the long report, besides Dr.
Baker, are:
Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel
Inc., past president of National
Assn.
tatives. of Radio Station RepresenHugh M. Beville, NBC director
of plans and research.
Matthew N. Chappell, chairman,
Dept. of Psychology, Hofstra College.
E. L. Deckinger, director of research, Biow Co., and president of
New York Radio & TV Research
Council.
Herbert L. Krueger, station manager, WTAG Worcester, Mass.
Fred B. Manchee, executive vice
president, BBDO.
A. Wells Wilbor, director of
marketing research, General Mills
Inc.
Messrs. Hooper and Roslow originally were members of the com-

mittee but agreed to accept status
as observers in view of the project's expended scope. Rodney
Shearer, of A. C. Nielsen Co., also
serves as an observer.
Attacking the survey problem,
the committee said "it would be an
understatement to say that there
is confusion in the radio and television industry — including both
buyer and seller — with regard to
radio and television 'ratings'."
Breyer Complaint
The group thus quickly accepted
the complaint of Mr. Breyer in an
advertisement published in the
July 3, 1950 Broadcasting • Telecasting that different measurements in San Francisco produced
different results, and proposing a
test of Hooper and Pulse methods
by an industry committee.
But the committee went much
(Continued on page 6U)

Draft
mittee, vested with board authority
to act on its behalf, made a definite
offer to the BMI president.
He was the unanimous choice of
the committee.
Because of expressed reluctance
by some BMI board members to let
him go, Mr. Haverlin did not make
a firm commitment. A special meeting of the BMI board was called
'Mr. Unanimous7

Mr. HAVERLIN

Haverlin'

Move

for March 7. At that time the details will be worked out, and a final
decision will be announced.
Salary terms, as tendered by the
special committee, specify $40,000
the first year, $45,000 the second
and $50,000 the third, plus agreement to take over his $2,000 per
year BMI retirement equity.
The Haverlin offer was only one
phase of an important week in
NAB history. Other phases:
® Broadcast Advertising Bureau, member of NAB family,
elected Edgar Kobak board chairman and mapped future operations
(story page 25).
© NARTB board chairmanship
for Judge Justin Miller ratified.
® Thad Brown named TV counsel for video branch of NARTB
(story page 55).
® Television Broadcasters Assn.
prepared for its final abolition
April
1.
© Membership
drive started
among TV stations.
® Broadcast Advisory Council
charted its scope and voted to bring
in new members (story page 34).
® Joint FM meeting of NAB,
RTMA and industry committees set
for March 13 (story page 37).
But interest centered in the complete revamping onof page
NAB's36)struc(Continued
March 5, 1951
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broadcasts for all the Chicago
White Sox games, at home and
away, will be co-sponsored byj
Goebel over Chicago stations
WJJD (day games) and WCFL
(night games). Agency, Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance.
Sportscasters Hal Newell of
Boston and Larry Allen of New
York have been chosen to give J
play-by-play accounts of the Cleve- •
land Indians' home baseball games
this year over WXEL (TV) Cleveland. More than 75 candidates
were screened by the station, the
ball club, the Leisey Brewing Co.,
and its agency, McCann-Erickson.

n
Schqefer p°ys $3 Mi||i°
PACTS
BASEBALL
1951 exhibition games. Games
SIGNINGS of radio-television baseball contracts mounted last week as
will be fed to the entire Goebel
diamond schedules were mapped out for the coming season.
Baseball Network of 46 stations.
A contract involving $3 million for the first five years, with options
The Goebel Brewing Co., of Deextending for seven years, was signed by the F. & M. Schaefer Brewing
troit will sponsor the complete
Co., Brooklyn and the Brooklyn A
series
for the 10th year, with the
Dodgers.
account handled by Brooke, Smith,
The pact, signed last week in and spot adjacencies to precede
French & Dorrance, Detroit and
Florida, exceeds by two years the and follow WPIX coverage of this New York.
five-year contract between the summer's home games of the New
In addition, Edwin J. Anderson,
York Giants and Yankees was anNew York Yankees and WPIX
Goebel
president, said that radio
nounced
last
week
by
the
New
(TV) New York announced a fortYork independent station.
night ago [Broadcasting • TeleFour packages are being offered
casting, Feb. 26].
to advertisers. One consists of
Schaefer Brewing Co., through
SINCLAIR GAS
276 20-second announcements preits agency, BBDO, New York,
WRS
RATES
ceding and following the baseball
Sets Radio-TV Promotion
sponsored telecasting of Dodger
telecasts, priced at $62,100 for a SINCLAIR REFINING Co. will
Increase March 7
games last year.
single sponsor or $15,525 for each
WOR-TV New York announced
launch
a
radio
and
television
camREVISED
rate
cards, with some
of four advertisers on a rotating
it had obtained exclusive rights
paign,
using
programs
and
spots,
increases
based
on "very large
from Schaefer for telecasting the sponsorship basis. Another package is a similar set-up of 276 eight- March 20 to promote its "Anti1951 Dodger home games, as it
gains in have
radio sets
the stations'
areas,"
been inpublished
by
second spots, priced at $30,360 for Rust" gasoline which was introdid last year. WOR-TV telecasts
duced a year ago, in addition to its Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
one
advertiser
or
$7,495
each
for
also will be sponsored by Schaefer.
The new cards are effective March
newspaper schedule, James J. Defour.
WMGM New York reportedly was
1 and protect existing advertisers
Giants
Preview
laney,
the
.firm's
advertising
manexpected to present the radio playfor one year.
ager, revealed last week.
by-play of all games by the
A third package is A Day With
Sinclair will sponsor 5, 10 and
Stations covered by the cards are
Dodgers. Red Barber, Connie Des- the Giants, a 20-minute telecast by 15-minute news programs on local
WBZ
and WBZ-TV Boston (includmond and Vince Scully will handle
Actress Laraine Day preceding
stations in 25 cities. In addition
ing WBZA Springfield), KYW
the commentary.
Giants games, priced at $69,000 for it will use sports programs on the
Philadelphia and KDKA PittsCommenting on the contract,
the season, though it too may be Tobacco Network and in Philadelburgh.
Walter O'Malley, Dodgers presi- broken into rotating sponsorships
phia and Cleveland. The adverNo changes were made in the
dent, said he believed television,
with up to four advertisers.
tiser also will co-sponsor the
despite an initial harmful impact,
Another package is a 10-minute
base
program
rates. inTransiWhite Sox baseball games on
tion
rates were time
instituted
some
would become a "potent ally" of summary following Giants' games,
WJJD Chicago.
brackets
and
new
discount
strucbaseball by reaching people who
for which the price is set at $39,A 13-week spot announcement
tures allow the combining of onearen't fans, and luring them into 750, also available for up to four campaign also starts in Fort
minute and station break anball parks.
rotating sponsors. Wayne,
South
Bend,
Toledo
and
in
nouncements for the earning of adA $250,000 series of programs
WPIX plans with Philip Morris
Wisconsin.
ditional discounts.
The television schedule includes
for sponsorship of Dizzy Dean telecasts before and after the Yankees
According to E. R. Borroff, WRS
programs in four markets and a
games reportedly are being held up
spot announcement campaign in general sales manager, this arAMER. TOBACCO
pending approval by Liggett & Columbus and Dayton.
rangementand recognizes
continual
vertisers
enables
them adto
Myers Tobacco Co., which sponsors
Sales Top $871.6 Million
The
major
theme
of
the
adverthe WPIX telecasts of Giants
spread
the
advertising
dollar
even
tising will be built around the new
farther. New cards, designated
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co's anchemical, RD-119, a rust inhibitor
games.
nual report covering 1950 operaNo. 5, supersede cards published
added
to
the
gasoline.
WJBK
Detroit
announced
expantions was released to stockholders
Jan. 1, 1947.
sion of its regular Detroit Tiger
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, New
last Thursday, showing dollar
WRS announced that the WBZ
baseball broadcasts to include all York, is the agency.
sales totaling $871,621,130 comsales organization has been sepapared to $858,996,089 in 1949.
rated into aural and TV units, folIn a letter accompanying the
lowing appointment last August
financial statement, Paul M. Hahn,
of separate sales manager. C. M.
(Tom) Meehan heads WBZ sales.
president, called attention to increased unit and dollar sales, which,
Aiding him are Tom Judge and
but for higher tax rates late in the
Roger Harrison. C. Herbert Masse
is in charge of WBZ-TV sales,
year, would have resulted in increased earnings; improvement in
aided by Henry V. Greene Jr. and
Bruce G. Pattyson. John G. Stilli
the company's financial position; a
Jr. serves both staffs as sales rjroplan developed by management for
motion and publicity manager.
substantial reduction in incentive
Others in the sales organization are
compensation to officers.
Rita lianCoyne,
Ruth Moran and LilBell.
With the impact of new advertising, ("Be Happy, Go Lucky")
Lucky Strike sales resumed an upward trend in many markets.
Pall Mall definitely took fifth place
KOOK TO CBS
Affiliation About March 10
among
the
country's
major
brands
and sales of Herbert Tareyton
AFFILIATION of KOOK Billings,
made notable gains, the report said.
Net income for 1950 after taxes
Mont., 5 kw fulltime on 970 kc,
with CBS on or about March 10 has
was $41,732,716. This compares
been announced by Herbert V.
with $45,675,154 in 1949.
The president of the firm agreed
Akerberg, CBS vice president in
charge of station relations. KOOK
to a reduction in his incentive, comwill be the 197th CBS radio affiliate.
pensation for 1950 of approximately $144,000 or a decrease of
Owned and operated by the Montana Network, the station is
53%, and the vice presidents holding office throughout the year
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix headed by C. L. Crist, president,
agreed to reduction of approxiand K. O. McPherson, general man'And now we bring you 15 minutes of silence, co-sponsored by the
mately $75,000 or a decrease of
ager. KOOK's Class A hourly rate
is $100.
41% of that amount.
Kersnufuky Mattress Co. and your Department of Defense. . . ."
BROADCASTING
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iectives

Set

a
CHAIRMAN
IS BAB
KOBAK
The next board meeting will be
to assist its members — stations,
By RUFUS CRATER
held in Chicago in advance of the
networks, sales representatives and
EDGAR KOBAK was elected perNAB convention, which is schedmanent chairman of the board of allied organizations — in promoting
use of radio as an adveruled there April 16-19. Further
Broadcast Advertising Bureau last the wider
medium, BAB Inc. adopts
plans for the BAB will be presentThursday as the directors held these astising
ed to the board by President Ryan
immediate objectives and
their first meeting and adopted as
at that time.
principles
for
the
guidance
of
the
immediate objectives the boosting
The board adopted a resolution
bureau's management:
of radio time sales, establishment
"1. To encourage wider use of thanking Robert D. Swezey, WDSU
of a fulltime field force to help
New Orleans, for his services as
radio by all advertisers, emphasizachieve this goal, and expansion
chairman
of the BAB incorporating its eminent position as an adof present BAB services.
ing board, which with Mr. Ryan
vertising
medium
and
its
wide
acThe meeting, held at BAB headselected the full board membership.
ceptance in American homes.
quarters in New York and attendOther incorporating board mem"2.
To
accomplish
this
purpose
ed by 19 directors and alternates,
bers were Messrs. Kobak, Quarton,
not only by headquarters activity,
heard a report by BAB President
Caley and Woodall. As acting
but
to
establish
a
field
organization
William B. Ryan outlining plans
chairman of the full board pendwhich will devote its entire attenfor expansion of activities, and
ing election of a permanent chairtion to selling the medium.
also approved a committee strucman, Mr. Swezey presided in ini"3. To expand and develop the
ture for the organization.
present
service
activities
of
the
tial
phases of Thursday's session.
Along with Mr. Kobak as presiEnvisioned as ultimately a mildent, William B. Quarton, WMT
lion-dollar sales promotion agency,
Cedar Rapids, was elected secreBAB currently is operating on a
bureau."Purpose of Objective
tary, and Allen Woodall, WD AK
budget of approximately $185,000,
Columbus, Ga., treasurer.
BAB spokesmen said the latter
plus income from new, non-NAB
The new board chairman, a busi- objective related to advising on co- members.
ness consultant as well as owner of
Attending the meeting were:
operative advertising budgets, diWTWA Thomson, Ga., has had exJohn Herbert, NBC vice president
rect-mail campaigns, presentations
(alternate for Niles Trammell, NBC
tensive experience in the advertisand similar services which are curboard chairman); Louis Hausman, CBS
ing field and also formerly served
rently being handled by BAB.
vice president (alternate for Frank
Creation of four committees was
as president of Mutual and an exStanton, CBS president) ; Mark Woods,
ecutive of NBC and ABC.
authorized: Executive, ResearchABC board vice chairman (alternate
Lewis H. Avery, of Avery-KnoMembership and Fi- for ABC President Robert Kintner) ;
del Inc., and H. Preston Peters, of Promotion,
Frank White, MBS president; Jack
nance. Chairman Kobak said comFree & Peters, attended from the
Poppele, vice president, WOR New
mittee
appointments
will
be
anstation representative field, whose
nounced this week.
York (alternate for Theodore Streitwo directors had not been chosen
when the first group of directors
was announced the preceding week
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 26]. With President Ryan a
director under the by-laws, their
CONVENTION
B
RT
NAdays
selection brought the board memFOUR
of meetings will mark the first three-way convention of the
bership to 24, with two others probindustry's (formerly
trade association
ably to be selected later from the broadcasting-telecasting
Radio & Television Broadcasters
NAB). — National Assn. of
manufacturing industry and one
The convention meetings will be held in Chicago April 15-19 at the
from the talent field.
Stevens Hotel.
gene S. Thomas, WOR New York,
Adopted unanimously,
board's
Quick glance at preliminary constatement
of immediate thefunctions
chairman
of the board's convention
vention planning indicates the
committee. He will present Judge
and goals was offered by Charles management meetings will open
Justin Miller, who becomes NARTB
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, and sec- Monday afternoon, April 16; radio
onded by Mr. Avery.
board chairman under the by-laws
work sessions Tuesday and Wednesreorganization just approved by the
j "The purpose of BAB Inc. being
day; banquet Wednesday night; TV
NAB membership.
sessions all day Thursday. EngiJudge Miller will make his anneering meetings open Monday and
ARBI RESULTS
nual report and introduce the new
wind up Wednesday.
NARTB president. The presidency
Special attention is being given has been offered Carl Haverlin,
Stir Ryan's Enthusiasm
BAB President William B. Ryan the annual exhibits of heavy equipof Broadcast Music Inc.
ment and the displays of light president
was described as enthusiastic last
(see NARTB-NAB story page 23).
week after hearing Joseph B. equipment and broadcast services.
Tuesday and Wednesday will be
Ward, managing director of Ad- These shows will open Sunday at radio work days at the management
vertising Research Bureau Inc., 10 a.m. and conclude Wednesday
conference. Broadcast Advertising
Seattle, describe the point-of-sale at 5 p.m.
Bureau is to have Tuesday mornsurvey technique and the results
Early Arrivals Expected
ing and FM Wednesday morning
of a series of ARBI tests which
No formal convention events are
for sales clinics.
showed
radio
consistently
outpulled
t newspaper advertising, dollar for scheduled Sunday but convention
In the discussion stage is a prodollar.
arrangers expect many broadcastposal to present a front-rank radio
ers and engineers on the scene that entertainer
at the Tuesday lunchMr. Ward conferred with Presi;t
formal management proeon. It is anticipated FCC Chairdent Ryan Monday. Retailers' day. The
gram will not open until 2:30 p.m.
man Wayne Coy will be tendered
enthusiasm for the point-of-scle
an invitation to address the
method, and for the results it has Monday. After a two-hour session
delegates will attend receptions in Wednesday luncheon, permitting
shown, is expected to lead to re- connection
with the displays.
both radio and TV delegates to
quests that BAB launch a nationparticipate along with engineering
This program arrangement prowide survey project [Closed Cirdelegates.
cuit, Feb. 26]. The auestion was
vides much more time for inspection of individual displays and conTuesday afternoon and Wednesnot broached at the BAB board's
tacting of those in charge of the
day will include workshop sessions
initial meeting last Thursday,
covering such topics as legislation;
which was devoted to organiza- exhibits.
manpower, including deferment,
The convention will be formally
tional matters and broad policy
objectives (see story above).
wage ceilings, relaxation of operopened Monday afternoon by EuBROADCASTING
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MR. KOBAK
bert, WOR president) ; Tom Harker,
for Fort Industry Co. (alternate for
George B. Storer, Fort Industry president); John F. Patt, president, G. A.
Richards stations; Messrs. Swezey,
Woodall,
Caley,
Quarton; N.Simon
Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown,
Y.; Hugh
Terry, KLZ Denver; Kenyon Brown,
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.; Harry
Spence,
KXROKWKW
Aberdeen,
Wash.;Calif.;
William Beaton,
Pasadena,
Messrs. Avery and Peters.
Those who were unable to attend
and were not represented by alternates were Frederic W. Ziv, Frederic
W. Ziv Co.; Paul Kesten; Martin B.
Campbell, WFAA Dallas; Walter
Evans, president, Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc.

Mee* Se*
Fo"rDgy
ator license rules; taxes; legislation; supplies of materials and
components.
The TV board will direct planings. ning for the Thursday video meetEngineers will have a number of
special features, including the annual industry-FCC roundtable at
which FCC spokesmen answer
questions and take part in rapidfire exchanges with engineering
spokesmen. A panel of government defense officials is planned.
Exhibit Plans
Plans for the exhibits are moving forward at NAB headquarters.
Already booked for space in Exposition Hall, where heavy equipment
will be shown, are RCA, General
Electric Co., Allen B. DuMont
Labs., Gates Radio Co., General
Precision Labs., Andrew Corp.,
SESAC, BMI,
Telecommunication LabsFederal
and NAB
Station
Relations Dept.
Registration will take place in
Exposition Hall.
Three pre-registration application forms were mailed to stations
last week by C. E. Arney Jr., NAB
secretary-treasurer. Advance registration for the management radio
session (Mon. p.m.; Tues., Wed.
includin? lunches; banquet) will be
$30 ($32.50 for late registration).
Engineering registration (Mon.
(Continued on page 88)
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HADACOL

What

By EDWIN

Hadacol does for Sen.
LeBlanc . . .

H. JAMES

N EXTROVERT Cajun from the bayous of Louisiana —
as glib a medicine man as ever fobbed off a jug of colored
water on an infirm and gawking rube — has, within the
past three years, parlayed a patent medicine formula and a
$2,500 bank note into a household *
word and a $20 million business.
Blanc's advertising experts, has
The medicine man is Dudley J. done
more than any other medium
LeBlanc. His medicine is Hadacol.
to build Hadacol from a backyard
Not since Lydia Pinkham brewed
operation in Mr. LeBlanc's dilapiher first mess of energizing roots
dated barn to a nationwide indushas there been anything like Mr.
try that Mr. LeBlanc does not hesiLeBlanc in the patent medicine fratate to predict will gross more than
ternity.
$75 million in 1951.
Mr. LeBlanc enjoys immense adHadacol commercials today are
vantages over the late Mrs. Pinkon some 900 stations in the 24
ham. First, his potential customers
states where the product is sold. By
are not confined to that fraction of the end of the year, when the Hadthe population that is female and
acol company expects to have
achieved national distribution, they
peculiarly distressed; indeed Hadacol is said to do wonders for everywill be drummed into the public
one from the cradle to the grave, consciousness from some 2,100 staand possibly a little before the
tions. Hadacol now spends an avercradle. Second, his formula was
age of $200,000 a month on radio,
perfected in the radio age.
mostly spots, and the amount will
Radio, in the opinion of Mr. Le- grow, of course, with the vast exMarch 5, 1951
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pansion planned for 1951.
The Hadacol radio technique has
been carefully planned by the company to accelerate sales even more
rapidly than Hadacol itself invigorates the languid.
Saturation radio campaigns precede the arrival of Hadacol in markets the company is opening. For
five days before the first bottle of
Hadacol arrives in a community,
the air is filled with a "mystery
tune" contest. Listeners who correctlythey
identify will
the "mystery
are told
receive a tune"
free
bottle of Hadacol.
There are unique features to this
contest. For one thing, the "mystery tune" quite often is one that
currently leads the Hit Parade, a
prudent insurance against the
frightful possibility that some listener might not recognize it. For
another, those alert students of
music who submit correct answers
do not receive a bottle of Hadacol,
but a coupon entitling them to a
free bottle at their local drug store.
Druggists, being without a bottle
of the remedy in stock, can do nothing but fight a delaying action
against the growing hordes of customers clamoring for Hadacol —
until they are relieved by the forutors. tuitous arrival of Hadacol distrib-

their ailments are vanishing and to
persuade the unadvised or skeptical
that Hadacol is what they need for
a rich, full life.
The enormous success of Hadacol has been achieved despite a
number of obstacles such as Mr.
LeBlanc's original poverty and,
more bothersome, a persistent observation of the company's develmission. opment by the Federal Trade ComThe querulous FTC has exhibited
a nagging interest in Hadacol advertising copy, particularly in the
testimonials that Mr. LeBlanc has
assiduously gathered from satisfied
users, some apparently contributing their remarks after deep
draughts of Hadacol, which is 12%
alcohol.
Starts Testimonials
With Free Samples
Mr. LeBlanc started accumulating testimonials from Cajun neighbors to whom he distributed samples of Hadacol free, in the pre- ,
commercial, or formative, period
of his enterprise. Having been
bothered by annoying legal inconveniences during his earlier career
as a manufacturer of Happy Day
headache powders and other remedies, he thoughtfully provided himself with a recording machine and
a notary public when soliciting
testimonials for Hadacol.
Later he resorted to the device
of including a form in every Hadacol package, inviting customers to
write Mr. LeBlanc, at his Lafayette, La., headquarters, and tell
about their experiences with Hadtation.acol. Many have accepted ,the inviAmong testimonials harvested by
this means was one from a grateful Arkansas preacher who wrote:
"My nerves were bad, poor appetite, lost of manhood, dry skin, and
general rundown in manly vigor,
lost of manly pep, but since I had
started to use Hadacol I feel like

"Man, those druggists usually
got up a real head of steam before
we give 'em the first bottle," a
Hadacol executive explained last
week.
By the time the Hadacol distributor comes to their rescue, the besieged pharmacists are in a mood
not only to accept enough free
Hadacol to cover the coupons that
have been won but also to order
large quantities for sale. As Hadacol executives put it, the method
assures quick distribution.
Once Hadacol has been successfully introduced to a reeling community, the company's radio usage
settles down to a steady four or
six spots per day on selected sta- a new
Last man."
year Mr. LeBlanc was distions, enough to convince those who
couraged from using such testialready have tried Hadacol that
monials by the FTC, which did not
BROADCASTING
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Radio's

Biggest

openly question their veracity but
did doubt that Hadacol would accomplish the wonders that some of
its users claimed.
Among advertising claims which
Mr. LeBlanc agreed to abandon, in
a stipulation he signed with the
FTC, were: that Hadacol will restore youthful vigor and appearance; that Hadacol has any therapeutic value other than providing
some quantities of vitamin Bl, iron
and Niacin; that use of Hadacol
assures good health.
Mr. LeBlanc, a resourceful man,
rallied quickly from his encounter
with the FTC. Testimonials are
still the backbone of Hadacol advertising, but they have been somewhat modified.
One Goble Cannon, a crossing
watchman for the Wabash Railroad in St. Louis, has been quoted
by Hadacol as saying: "... I don't
have a chance to get much exercise. I seem to get gas on my
stomach and then I lose my appetite. Many times I have had nervous spells and been unable to sleep
at night. Then one day I heard how
other folks were being helped by
Hadacol. Now the gas on my stomach has vanished, my appetite is
first rate and I get a good night's
sleep and those nervous spells? I
very seldom have them any more
at all. I think Hadacol is mighty
fine."
Mr. LeBlanc hit upon the formula
for Hadacol after years of scientific research conducted in a corner
of his ramshackle barn at Abeville,
La. He had been passionately interested in vitamins since he was
cured of what he says was an arthritic condition in 1938 by injections of vitamins given him by a
doctor. In the interval between his
cure and the discovery of Hadacol
Mr. LeBlanc warmed up for what
was to be his greatest medicinal
achievement by perfecting two
lesser remedies, Happy Day headache powders and Happy Day
cough syrup. Neither found a permanent place in America's medicine cabinets.
In 1946 he produced the first
batch of Hadacol and tried it out
BROADCASTING

Medicine

on ailing neighbors with what he
modestly describes as miraculous
results.
"One woman was sick for 22
years," Mr. LeBlanc recently recalled. "Now she's 46, and I've seen
her plowing the fields behind two
Having wrought such therapeumules."
tic marvels as raising a middleaged woman from her sick bed
to a useful occupation behind a
plow, Mr. LeBlanc decided to give
Hadacol to the world. He borrowed
$2,500 from the Iberia National
Bank of New Iberia, La., made up
a big batch of the stuff and began
to advertise.
He bought his first radio spots
on WNOE New Orleans and
KSLO Opelousas, La. The stations
made him pay for the first modest
schedules 10 days in advance. Before the completion of the original contracts, he had sold enough
Hadacol to finance an expansion of
his radio campaign. It has been
spreading like a prairie fire ever
since.
Abandons P. I. Deals
As Distribution Spreads
In the early stages of Hadacol's
radio development, Mr. LeBlanc
occasionally indulged in per inquiry contracts, but his organization later abandoned that type of
advertising as Hadacol attained
widespread distribution through retail stores.
Today Hadacol pays for its radio advertising, but at the very
best rate it can get. The company
places its radio business direct,
with either Jack Rathbun, advertising director, who formerly was
stations director of Arkansas Airways Co. (KXLR Little Rock,
KHOZ Harrison, KWEM West
Memphis, KWAK Stuttgart), or
George Dupuis,
the company's
timebuyer,
in charge.
It is customary for the Messrs.
Rathbun or Dupuis, when buying
new radio markets, to send wires
to stations asking for a quotation
on the price of, say, 1,500 spots in
52 weeks. Occasionally, when the
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stations have submitted their price,
the LeBlanc company sends a second wire offering the business at
half the price quoted.
It is not known how many of
the 900 stations now doing business
with Hadacol have agreed to the
"package" deal, but it is known
that many have stuck by their quotations and have been given Hadacol contracts.
Typical of the Hadacol technique in moving into new markets
was its invasion of Los Angeles, a
community that naturally greets
new nostrums with outstretched
arms. Hadacol had 12 spots per day
on 16 Los Angeles stations for several weeks preceding the delivery
of the first bottle to the community. The radio campaign was
topped off with Hadacol's only network adventure to date, a halfhour broadcast Jan. 12 on MBS,
Liberty Broadcasting System and
150 unaffiliated stations and rebroadcast the next night over ABC.
Within a month after its introduction to Los Angeles, $1 million
worth of Hadacol was sold.
The network program, which
cost $50,000 for time and talent,
according to the LeBlanc company,
featured Groucho Marx, Judy Garland, Vic Damone, Minnie Pearl
and, not unexpectedly, Dudley J.
LeBlanc, who is never at pains to
conceal his role as the discoverer
remedy.
of the 20th century's miracle
Mr. LeBlanc was also conspicuous in the Hadacol caravan, a traveling medicine show that played in
19 southern cities last summer, attracting an estimated 400,000 people, each of whom paid a Hadacol
box top as admission.
The Hadacol caravan had music,
girls, clowns and big-name stars,
including Mickey Rooney, Carmen
Miranda, George Burns & Gracie
Allen, Chico Marx, Connee Boswell
and Minnie Pearl. Radio was used
extensively to promote the shows
staged by the caravan.
This summer, according to Mr.
LeBlanc's present plans, the Hadacol caravan will be transported on

fie says it can do for you.

a special train, will visit more than
19 cities. Characteristic of the skyrocket nature of Hadacol, the caravan which cost $350,000 in 1950,
will cost $1 million this year.
Radio appropriations take about
half of the total Hadacol advertising expenditures. The rest goes
into newspapers, outdoor, direct
mail, premiums such as Captain
Hadacol comic books, T-shirts that
glow in you
the LOOK
dark, lipsticks
("this
makes
good, but
to
FEEL good take Hadacol"), clocks,
toothpick holders and schoolboy's
rulers.
Mr. LeBlanc's energies have by
no means been exhausted by the
job of running a backyard business
into a multi-million-dollar concern.
Invigorated beyond normal limits
of strength by frequent recourse
to his own tonic, he is able to conduct an active career as a Louisiana state senator.
Louisianans believe that his political aspirations do not stop with
his present job. His whirlwind advertising, they say, is intended not
only to pour Hadacol down the
throats of everybody in the country, but to fix the name of Dudley
J. LeBlanc on the tip of every
tongue as well.
To some extent Senator LeBlanc,
or "Cousin Dud," as he is known
among the bayou folks, follows the
pattern of other political figures
who have risen to eminence from
Louisiana. He has some of the
characteristics of the late Huey
Long, particularly a talent, like the
Kingfish's, for self -promotion.
The time may come when, instead of Hadacol commercials, the
voice of Candidate Le Blanc will
be booming from loudspeakers
throughout the land.
March 5, 1951
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Mills Succeeds McCluer;
Scott Promoted

NBC
SHIFT
WALTER D. SCOTT, eastern sales manager of NBC, was promoted last
week to national radio network sales manager, a new position, and Gordon H. Mills, of the eastern network sales staff, was advanced to midwestern radio network sales manager.
—
*
Mr. Mills succeeds Paul McCluer,
who resigned to join Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago. Mr. Mills will and procurement, announced that
George H. Halbert, of the NBC lemake his headquarters in Chicago.
gal department, has joined the teleThe promotions were announced
vision talent and procurement deWednesday by John K. Herbert,
partment as television contract
NBC vice president and general
negotiator. He will negotiate all
sales manager for the radio net- television talent and program conwork.
tracts, and manage related contract matters.
Report to Scott
Mr. Halbert has been with the
All regional radio network sales
managers will report to Mr. Scott
network's legal staff since January
1949 and has been senior attorney
in his new position. He has been
with NBC since 1938, when he in charge of television matter for
joined the sales department, and the last year.
has been eastern sales manager

Mr. Scott served in the sales de- ARMY-AIR FfiRHF
1 ill It I UllUL
partment of Hearst Radio before Grant
Gets Ad Contract

Mr. Mills

Mr. Scott

he joined NBC, and, prior to that
time, was on the advertising staff
of the Daily Oklahoman and Times.
Mr. Mills joined NBC in 1933
as a guest tour supervisor and became manager of what is now
Guest Relations in 1936, before
moving to the sales staff in 1937.
He left to become business manager of the radio and television departments of Kudner Agency in
1943, returning to NBC network
sales in 1949.
Previously With RCA
He formerly was employed in
RCA radio sales; Chicago Herald
and Examiner advertising space
sales, and also established and
managed the Philadelphia office of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., advertising
agency, and was national advertising manager of Grit Publishing Co.
Meanwhile, Carl M. Stanton,
NBC manager of television talent
RUPPERT
BEER
New Product Gets Backing
JACOB RUPPERT Brewery, New
York, using the biggest advertising
and merchandising campaign in its
84-year history, launched a new
product last week, Ruppert Knickerbocker beer.
The firm, through its agency,
Biow Co., New York, will continue
its television advertising using the
Broadway Open House and Zeke
Manners Show. In addition a local
spot radio campaign will be used.
March 5, 1951
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RECRUITING contract for the
U. S. Air Force and Army, now
handled by Grant Advertising Inc.,
will be renewed for the coming fiscal year, the Defense Dept. apnounced last Monday.
At the same time it was disclosed
that the two services are seeking
an "appreciably larger" advertising budget to cover recruiting activities beginning July 1. A sum of
approximately $4 million was quoted in some Pentagon quarters.
While no figures were revealed
on media breakdown, it was learned
that radio and television will receive a substantial share — possibly
the 40% now allocated — of the total outlay. The paid broadcast allocation for the current year (195051) is $636,400 out of a total of
$1,591,600, with about $567,163 already obligated (paid out) to the
Grant agency.
In making the announcement, the
Defense Dept. said the renewal is
"contingent upon appropriation by
Congress of necessary funds" for
advertising supplies and services
for the recruiting service of the
two branches. The estimated $4
million figure was said to compare
with funds allotted immediately
after the war, though the outlay
has fallen off in recent years.
Contract Extended
Grant Advertising originally was
granted the contract for a sixmonths' period beginning Jan. 1,
1950. The pact was later extended
another 12 months. It was previously handled by Gardner Advertising Co.
Industry observers are expected
to keep a watchful eye on the radio
share in view of the controversy
which arose last year when stations protested donations of free
time to organizations conducting
paid advertising campaigns in
other media. The issue was crystalized through NAB and BAB in the
wake of an earlier disclosure that
radio had been virtually excluded
from appropriations for recruiting
drives [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 6, Feb. 27, 13, 6, 1950].

a

PROGRAM FACTS
Lonesome
Gal,
five-a-week,
15-minutes,
transcribed on 59 U.S. and 14 Canadian
stations.
Sponsors: Philip Morris & Co. (Bond Street tobacco) on 11 U.S. stations, Imperial Tobacco Co. (State Express cigarettes) on 14 Canadian stations; AnheuserBusch Inc. (Budweiser Beer) on 10 Montana stations; other sponsors in various
markets.
Released
Cheshire & Assoc., Los Angeles.
Cast: Jeanby:King.
Producer-director: William Rousseau.
A YOUNG but suffering spinster who describes herself as a
veritable dynamite charge of passion, but who scrupu" lously conceals her identity lest some excited admirer attempt to light the fuse, is lending her graceless presence to
the schedules of 73 radio stations *
She addresses herself to an audithese late nights.
ence of one, apparently thinking
She calls herself Lonesome Gal.
her single listener as a male,
If her conduct in her private life of
to.
is in character with her radio per- half drunk and dying to be cooed
formances, itis easy to understand
how she came to select her name.
Her signature song, with which
Lonesome Gal has trained her she opens her show, sets the exact
voice to have the steamy quality of mood of her performance, the lyrics
a whisper breathed into your ear adding up to the suggestion that
from a range of less than an inch. she and the befuddled object of her
attentions should fling away the
future in the madness of tonight.
MOTOROLA
ADS
"Who knows what tomorrow
brings?" is the theme of her appeal.
Ups Budget $1 Million
"Hello, angel, this is your LoneMOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, has apsome Gal," she says. "Sweetie, no
propriated an additional $1 million matter what anybody says, I love
for spring advertising for a con- you better than anyone in the
centrated campaign on its entire
From wide
time world."
to time she plays muline, Ellis Redden, director of ad- whole
sic of a kind that accentuates the
Thursday. vertising and sales promotion, said
atmosphere. "I must
The only broadcast media to be oppressive
be a dreamer," she said recently,
used in the current drive is Moto"but I'm thinking, angel, of those
rola's continuing sponsorship of wonderful days ahead when you
Four Star Revue on NBC-TV.
and I will wrap our arms around
Next fall, however, a heavy spot each other's waist . . . when we
announcement campaign on both
radio and TV is expected to be will sit beside the river . . . I'm'
thinking, sweetie, about summerlaunched.
time." This was her introduction
"A couple of hundred" non-TV
cloying arrangemarkets then will be chosen for of a particularly
ment of the Gershwin song.
AM announcements as a suppleThe program proceeds on this
ment to the network video vehicle.
high plane to its all too delayed
Possibility of scheduling programming in AM-only markets is being conclusion. "I no sooner get snug
considered also. The entire line and cozy with you, baby, than I
will be plugged on the TV pur- have to leave," she says morosely,
chases, the radio line (home, auto but somehow implying an expresrelief to be out of the trap
and portable) in non-TV areas, beforesion ofit's
sprung.
Mr. Redden said.
Lonesome Gal is a sort of vocal
Radio and television get about
strip teaser who scuttles into the
40% of the firm's advertising bud- wings at the exact moment the
get this year. The total advertis- fatal button is undone. More to
ing money spent last year was $15
million. The additional $1 million the point, it must be said that her
just added is only for the spring performances exalt the unrequited
campaign.
aspects of unrequited love.
Year-end budgets have not been
The entire atmosphere of the proset, so 1951 advertising expenses
gram is, in the correct sense of the
may not exceed those of 1950.
word, indecent.
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ATTENDING the CAB Convention
in Quebec (I to r): Mickey Sillerman,
World Broadcasting, New York; Doug
Grant-, CHNS Halifax, and Joe
Weed, Weed & Co., New York.

BOOM
RADIO
CANADA
By FLORENCE SMALL
spot announcement schedule in
HEAVY American advertisers in four and six Canadian markets
significant numbers are plunging
respectively. On April 16 another
into Canadian radio to promote
campaign will be launched for
their products among the 14 mil- Bran Flakes in six markets, seven
times weekly, and on April 2,
lion population of Canada.
Raisin Bran starts in a few
Radio schedules are being placed
in markets extending from the markets, seven times weekly.
Nova Scotia-New Brunswick line
The spot activity of Kellogg will
to British Columbia, seeking to be in addition to the firm's sponwiden the sale of breakfast food,
sorship of Clyde Beatty and Mark
Trail, both heard on 14 stations in
soap, aspirin and magazines.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
Canada since Feb. 5 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22], and
one of radio's largest breakfast
another ha If -hour program, Magic
food advertisers, starts today
Diamond, which started Feb. 10
(Monday) for its corn flakes and
in three cities in French Canadian
Rice Krispies a five-time weekly
Outlined

CAB

At

Meet

U S. Advertisers Buy
territory. The latter program is
written entirely in French, including the commercials.
Canadian
business All
is Kellogg's
through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Procter & Gamble, radio's largest advertiser, through Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, also is hitting
the Canadian
trail,Camay
lining soap.
up availabilities for its
P&G's Dreft, through DancerFitzgerald - Sample, New York,
shoves off a Canadian spot announcement campaign in 13
markets effective March 13, five
times weekly.
P&G's Drene (shampoo) starts
March 19 in 11 Canadian markets.
Compton Adv., New York, is the
agency. In addition, P&G had
started in mid-January a spot
schedule for Ivory Snow on 12
Canadian stations in eight markets
through Benton & Bowles. Among
the other P&G products running
regularly
on Ivory
the Trans-Canada
Network are
Soap, Ivory

DEFENSE
PLANS
mention was made of the late John
Canadian outlets to sell themBy JAMES MONTAGNES
selves to the public.
IN KEEPING with the times, J. Gillin, Jr., WOW Omaha, who
Canadian broadcasters last week
had regularly attended the meet
A panel, called "Information
Please," was chairmanned by Mr.
bore heavily on radio's role in as NAB representative.
Flakes, Duz, Crisco and Fluffo
George. Among the panel memCanada's developing civil defense
(shortening), all through Compton.
Opening panel was on "Earnings
program and took a detailed look
bers were Ruth Jones, Benton &
and Services"; Chairman F. H.
Sterling Drug, through DancerElphicke, CKWX Vancouver.
at its good neighbor medium,
Bowles, New York; John Weed,
Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, on
American radio.
Charlie Edwards, Press News,
Weed & Co., New York, with other
Feb. 20 started a spot promotion
Heaviest turnout in the history
Toronto, spoke on news value to participants from Hamilton, Moncampaign
for its aspirin in three
treal and Toronto.
a station operation, pointing up its
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadmarkets in Canada.
top priority with listeners as shown
casters found nearly 400 execuMore market data for the adverQuite another type of advertiser,
in surveys in four main Canadian
tives of the Canadian and AmeriLadies Home Journal, through
tiser and agency from smaller
cities.
Other
news
features
were
can broadcasting industry attendmarket stations was emphasized in BBDO, New York, started a Canaexplained by Phil Curran, British
ing the Monday-Thursday annual
addition to the need for station
dian spot campaign Feb. 28 in
United Press, Montreal.
meeting held at the Chateau Fronseven markets.
men to meet agencies and clients
tenac, Quebec City [Broadcasting
Transcription library panel parReasons advanced for the sudden
personally; stations to make local
ticipants included Alex Sherwood,
• Telecasting, Feb. 26].
accelerated interest in Canadian
presentations
to
local
sales
repreStandard Radio; John Langlois,
At a closed session Tuesday
sentatives ofnational accounts; de- radio are several, but they all reafternoon, CAB members were
Lang- Worth Feature Programs;
duce themselves to a somewhat
sire of U. S. timebuyers to obtain
Al Sambrook, RCA - Thesaurus;
faster data on availabilities and
given a broad look at radio's funcspontaneous
realization of the rich
tion in civilian defense and dis- Bert Lown, Associated Program
more concise market data on
potentialwealth of
growing"OnecommonService, and Mickey Sillerman,
Canadian stations.
aster preparations in various secto ourthenorth.
station
tions of Canada. Broadcasters
World Broadcasting System.
Research Covered
representative attributed the spondiscussed how best the industry
Open-end transcription advantaneous awakening in part to the
Research problems were distages were discussed by Stuart
could help in all emergencies.
publicity
deriving from the recent
cussed Tuesday morning in an
Panel was chairmanned by Vic MacKay, All-Canada Radio Faciliwidespread discovery of oil in
ties, Toronto, and Spence Caldwell,
George, CFCF Montreal.
"Earnings and Audience" panel western Canada, while another
with Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB
of S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto.
Civil Defense Plans
ascribed it to the increased disBarrie,
the chairman. CAB Quarter
Floor comment brought up the
Consensus was radio would (1) need for more Canadian shows,
advertisers.tributive capacity of the American
Century
Club
awards
were
preinform the public and (2) serve as use of transcribed shows to meet
sented at a dinner with Chairman
close liaison with local civil and
Malcom Neill, CFNB Fredericton,
personnel shortages and the need
military authorities. CAB resolved
CAB counsel, made the presentamaking 22 awards.
for building continuity for Canathat the industry prepare detailed
tion for William Cranston, CKOC
dian stations.
First presentation of the John J.
plans and join or initiate local civil
Gillin
Jr.
Memorial
Award
was
Hamilton,
Awards Committee
Col. William Abel, vice presidefense units. •
chairman, who was ill.
dent, MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto,
made
to
J.
0.
Blick,
CJOB
WinniThat afternoon, at a business
Mr. Sedgwick recalled the place
replaced Maurice Mitchell, Assopeg, for thatservice
stationsin "outstanding
closed session, General Manager
the late Mr. Gillin held in the
the interest
ciated Program Service, New York, community
Jim Allard submitted his report
(Continued on page 87)
as luncheon speaker.
He urged of charity."
Joseph Sedgwick,
to the convention delegates. Later,
CAB Board Chairman Bill Guild,
CJOC Lethbridge, reported on the
Massey Royal Commission report
on broadcasting and television,
now expected to be released April
15. Delegates endorsed CAB's
Royal Commission Committee
urging it to continue its work.
Also, decided was that stations
identify all copyright music in the
shortest time since current copyright agreements end this year.
Welcomed were United States
agency, station representatives and
AMERICAN end Canadian delegates at CAB convention
York; Gerry Gaetz, CJCA Edmonton; Bernard Musnick,
advertising firms, at which time
WLW Cincinnati; Vic George, CFCF Montreal; Ben
Ben Laird. WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.,
(I to r): Joseph H. McGillvra and Miss Helen Gill, Joseph
Laird, WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.; Harold Moon, BMI,
was introduced as a representative
H. McGillvra Inc., New York; Charles Godwin, MBS New
of the entire U. S. radio industry.
York; Spence Caldwell, S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto; Corl Toronto; Robert Burton, BMI, New York; Bill Hinman,
William Fay, WHAM Rochester,
Haverlin, BMI, New York; Ches. Slaybaugh, Morse Inter- Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York; Pete McGurk, Weed &
was official NAB delegate. Special
national, New York; Helen Thomas, Street & Finney, New
Co., New York; Keith Chase, CFPL London.
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Senate

By DAVE BERLYN
TESTY overtones began to appear
last week in the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee's
attitude toward the apparent
stymie of the McFarland Bill
(S 658) in House committee
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 26, 19, 12, 5].
Underscoring a widening rift between the Senate group and the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, where the FCC
procedural bill is currently at rest,
were the following developments:
® The full Senate committee,
chairmanned by Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), for the fourth time
in the past two years, unanimously
recommended passage of the radio
measure.
© As a sequence to this move,
the House committee, if it follows
its procedure of last year, probably will hold hearings again on the
FCC-opposed bill.
# Sen. Pat McCarran (DNev.), chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, took to task
the FCC for requesting action on
the radio fraud section of the McFarland Bill in the form of separate legislation.
Executive Meeting
At an executive meeting Wednesday, the Senate group unanimously reported FCC's monitoring
bill, as passed by the House a fortnight ago. The measure (HR 1730)
contains similar language already
included as a provision of the McFarland Bill. As it did last year,
the Senate committee struck the
language of the House-approved
monitoring measure and attached
the pi'ovisions of the McFarland
Bill as a "rider."
Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker of the FCC had referred to
the monitoring bill, which would
give the Commission authority to
purchase lands and construct buildings for the purpose of monitoring
broadcast signals, as essential in
view of the national emergency
when he appeared before the House
committee Feb. 19 [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 26].
Capitol Hill parliamentarians
were quick to point out that the
latest Senate maneuver had many
overtones. Since the measure reported by the Commerce committee
in the upper chamber is a Housepassed bill — and it most likely will
pass the Senate with little trouble
— the House will have the alternative of (1) appointing conferees or
(2) holding hearings on the measure.
An identical situation occurred
last summer when the Senate
passed a House-approved monitoring bill [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 31, 1950]. At that
time, the House committee, chairmanned by Rep. Robert Crosser
(D-Ohio), chose to hold hearings.
However, a notable change in
Page 30
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the general climate this year is the
emergency nature of the monitoring bill and the anxiety of the FCC
to have such a bill passed in the
shortest time possible. The House
committee moved double-time to
clear the monitoring bill for lower
chamber consideration early in this
session.
In effect, this places the upper
chamber in the position of demanding some kind of procedural bill be
enacted, whether it be the McFarland Bill or some other version —
points repeatedly expressed by
Senate Majority Leader Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.), author of
the measure.
Fraud Law Omitted
Significantly, the Senate committee this time deleted that section
of the bill which provides for the
setting up of a radio fraud law, as
an amendment to the U. S. Criminal
Code. FCC in the past fortnight has
asked Congress to enact the measure— separate from the all-inclusive procedural bill [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 26].
The FCC request for a radio
fraud law, similar to the postal
fraud law, had been referred to
the Judiciary committees of the
Senate and of the House. From the

NSC

GROSS

NBC's gross income in 1950 hit an
all-time high of $92,373,000, an
increase of 27% over the network's
1949 gross sales figure of $72,867,000, according to the annual report
of RCA, parent company of NBC,
issued last week. On Nov. 15,
1951, NBC will celebrate its 25th
anniversary as America's first national radio network, the report
noted.
RCA also had its biggest business year in 1950, when sales passed
the half-billion dollar mark for the
first time in the company's history
to total $586,393,000, up 48% over
the 1949 gross of $397,259,000.
NBC accounted for 15.8% of RCA's
1950 gross income, RCA Communications for 2.5% ($14,929,000),
Radiomarine Corp. of America for
1.2% ($7,279,000). RCA Institutes
for 0.2% ($910,000), with the
manufacturing divisions, labs and
international divisions making up
81.2% ($476,091,000) and intercompany transactions subtracting
0.9% ($5,189,000).
"Television accounted for all of
the increase in broadcasting revenue, while radio remained about
the same as in the previous year,"
the report stated. "The value of
time sold by the NBC Television
Network in 1950 was more than
three times that of 1949. The total
exceeded that of the next two networks combined. At the opening
of 1951 there were 76 national ad-

Prods

House

latter committee, Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) already has
introduced a bill (HR 2948) to accomplish this purpose.
But in the Senate, Chairman McCarran has sent a stinging letter
to the FCC, admonishing the
agency for its failure "to mention
the fact that a provision such as
you advocate was included as Sec.
19 in the bill S 658, which was
passed by the Senate on Jan. 25 of
this year and is now pending in the
House. . . . Why you should desire
the separate introduction of this
section when it has already been
approved by the Senate once is not
Sen. clear."
McCarran's letter continued :
made
In your
letter of Feb. 13, you point
out that the Commission does not have
any criminal jurisdiction in either mail
fraud or radio fraud cases; and it is
clear the Commission would have no
jurisdiction under the provisions of
the new Criminal Code section which
you have proposed.
It seems to me, therefore, that the
Commission probably has less interest
in this matter than the Dept. of Justice; and certainly, it would seem that
the Dept. of Justice, which administers and enforces the Criminal Code,
would be the proper agency to transmit a recommendation for the amendment thereof.
The Senator also stated that if
the fraud law should be enacted it

would be possible for a station op
erator to justify the denial of using i
facilities of his station to "almost i
any person or group he wished tc
keep off the air" by citing thi
criminal provision.
He pointed out that the proposes
statute "would give the federa
government criminal jurisdictior
over frauds committed not merelj
by means of an agency of the I
United States (the mails) but by I
means of an agency which the government only regulates."
Hears FCC Testimony
The Senate Commerce group said
it had not included the radio fraud
provision of the McFarland Bill in
its rider to the monitoring measure
since the FCC requested enactment
of the fraud law "eight days after,
the Senate had passed S 658 . . . i
and [the request] was referred to!
the Senate Judiciary Committee
which plans to study the proposal
The House Commerce group
carefully."
heard
FCC testimony behind closed
doors on all pending radio matters only nine days before the new
Senate committee action.
At that time, Acting Chairman
Walker
presented
FCC's the
socalled "model
bill," the
containing
agency's own recommendations for
a procedural bill. This revived
document was said to be the hub
of the controversy, which seems to
be rising to the surface, between
the Senate and the House radio
groups.

Tops
vertisers using the NBC TV network, more than twice the number
(36) at the beginning of 1950."
The report gives no breakdown
of actual AM and TV income figures for NBC. Publishers Information Bureau data, however, show
the NBC TV network gross time
sales to have risen from $6,500,104
in 1949 to $21,185,812 in 1950,
while NBC's radio network gross
time sales declined from $64,013,296 in 1949 to $61,397,651 in 1950
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan.
29].
Commenting on this AM time
sales decline of "only 4%" despite
the rise in TV billings, the report
noted that the average number of
stations used by advertisers sponsoring NBC radio programs rose
from 113 to 124 in the daytime and
declined from 148 to 143 at night.
"Total sponsored hours of NBC
national network programs at the
end of 1950 exceeded by two and
one-half hours per week the usage
in 1949," the report said.
NBC's National Spot Sales Dept.
had all-time high revenues in 1950,
with total dollar volume for both
radio and television surpassing any
year since NBC was organized in
1926, the report stated, without
divulging the dollar figures.
Other NBC data covered by the
report include: An increase in NBC
employes from 2,879 to 3,482 during
1950, "virtually all . . . attributable

$92 Million

in 1950

to television"; seven new TV stations joined NBC for a total of 63
affiliates, of which 47 are connected
by cable or radio relay; nine stations joined the NBC radio network, raising the total to 180; NBC
television doubled its output of
kinescope-recorded film during the
RCA Earnings
RCA's net earnings, the report
revealed,
totaled $46,250,000 in
year.
1950, 84% higher than the $25,144,000 reported for 1949. These
earnings were equivalent to $3.10
a share of common stock and rep7.9% ofdeclared
net sales.
RCA'
during theresentedyear
dividends
totaling $17,010,000, compared with
$10,081,000 paid in 1949, with
$3,153,000
a share) or ($1
pre-a
ferred stock($3.50
and $13,857,000
share) on common stock.
RCA's total current assets on
Dec. 31, 1950, were $209,959,000.
Plant and equipment additions during the year amounted to $20,450,000,
1949. compared with $16,340,000 in
For the past 10 years RCA has
had an average gross income of
$314,486,000, an average net profit
before federal income taxes of
$38,547,000 and an average net
profit after income taxes of $17,- j
614,000. Profit before taxes has I
averaged 12.2 % of the gross eachi
with 58)an anof the decade,
year (Continued
on page
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use and/or loss resulting from sue),
plqn M°dificqti°ns

closing
or control."
With respect
to penalty provi-j
sions, FCC Comr. George E. Ster- I
ling had noted during the hearing I
held Feb. 21-22, that the Communi
cations Act does not contain ex \
press provision for criminal sane |
tions relating to violations of the I
Presidential authority as outlined I
in the present legislation.
Patriotic Motive
Sen. Johnson also has said he I
felt personally that those proposed !
by the Defense Dept. and incorpo- j
rated in his bill are stringent, and j
compliance should be "a matter of j
patriotism." The penalties range |
from $50,000 for corporations tc |
$10,000 for individuals violating i
the
five years' imprison- i
ment bill,
alsowith
included.
Sen. Johnson also indicated that,
from informed conferences with j
Maj. Gen. Francis Ankenbrandt,
USAF, who represented the Defense
Dept. during hearings, the military
appears to be amenable to the staff 1
amendment. There had been widespread fears — or at least, understandable caution — lest the military
seize far-reaching power over radio-TV broadcasting stations.

study
CONTROL
SIGNAL
interest of national security or deSUGGESTED
modifications of a will not be necessary.
fense, may suspend or amend, for
such
time as he may see fit, the rules
proposed amendment to the ComThe possibility of modifying the
and
regulations
applicable to any or
amendment
still
further
to
restrict
munications Act— some offered by
all stations or devices capable of
NAB for the industry, and others
the devices which the amended
emitting electromagnetic radiations
within the jurisdiction of the United
indicated by the Senate Interstate
Communications Act would emStates sion,as andprescribed
the Commiscause the byclosing
of any
& Foreign Commerce Committee —
brace
was
held
likely
at
week's
end.
station
for
radio
communication,
or
marked developments on the DeIt probably would have little effect
any device capable
of emitting
elec-10
tromagnetic
radiations
between
on
radio-TV
signals,
but
would
fense Dept.'s emergency radio-TV
kilocycles and 100,000 megacycles, and
control plan last week.
eliminate those devices whose radithe removal therefrom of its appaOn Capitol Hill the Senate group
ratusthorizeand theequipment,
or he
may such
auations would be ascertained to exuse or control
of any
was weighing — though it had not
tend within an established radius
station or device and/or its apparatus
yet drafted — a plan which would
and equipment, by any department of
— possibly five, ten or even 50
the government
miles.
limit the inclusion of electro-magtions as he may under
prescribesuchuponregulajust
netic devices to those throwing out
compensation
to
the
owners for such
This
prospect
had
been
broached
radiations over a certain distance —
during hearings by David Smith,
possibly in excess of five miles.
Philco Corp., representing RTMA.
Senate Group Views
He had suggested limiting devices
AGENCY LISTS
The proposal is being studied by to those with over a half-mile
radiation,
and
opposed
giving
FCC
New 11 -Point Service
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
any more authority over interferand members of the Senate ComDORRANCE - WADDELL Inc.,
ence problems in normal peacemerce Committee, which earlier
New York advertising agency, has
held two-day hearings on the Detime operation, lest it would "con- announced a new 11-point service
trol everything you do."
to advertisers in the package prodfense Dept.'s request, embodied in
The committee obviously was
a bill introduced by Sen. Johnson,
ucts field. Described in a brochure
for authority to curb radio and tele- impressed with Mr. Smith's testi- entitled, "Sales at More Profits,"
mony that the Institute of Radio the 11 services include several not
vision broadcasting and other raEngineers has spent two years normally associated with agency
diations capable of "homing" eneevolving methods of radiation
functions.
my aircraft and missiles [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26]. measurement relating to TV reAvailable to clients separately
ceivers. Such a method, he sug- or in various combinations, the 11
The committee is marking time
gested, might be in terms of dis- points include preliminary market
BEVIS HONORED
until it receives reactions from
tance rather than cycles.
and
consumer
reports;
preparation
such groups as Radio-Television
At KOA Denver Reception
Part text of Judge Miller's of complete marketing plans; seMfrs. Assn., the Air Force, FCC
letter:
and others. At deadline Thursday,
curing of actual distribution; or- CHARLES C. BEVIS Jr., newlyWith . . . modifications . . . my
only NAB had filed comments on
ganization of a selling force; ad- appointed general manager of
suggestion
for
an
amendment
is
as
KOA Denver, was honored at a rethe committee staff proposal, which
follows :
visory sales supervision; manageception attended by 500 regional
hopes to give the military sufficient
ment
advisory
and
consulting
serv"Sec. 606 (c). Upon proclamation
civic,
business
and government
authority within the framework of
by
the
President
that
there
exists
war
ice; sales promotion, publicity, ad- leaders held at the
or a threat of war. or a threat to the
Brown Palace
Sec. 606 (c) of the Communications
vertising, public relations and
neutrality of the United States, or a
Act.
Hotel,
Denver,
Feb.
27.
state of public peril or disaster or creation of the "exclusive selling
other dent,national
emergency,
the
PresiJames
M.
Gaines,
vice
president
Letter to Johnson
if he deems it necessary in the
in charge of owned and operated
In a letter to Sen. Johnson, NAB
stations of NBC, which owns KOA,
President Justin Miller said he felt
acted as official host. Assisting
Meetings Stopped,
that, with "slight modifications,"
him were John K. West, vice presithe staff amendment "fully effec- AFM NEGOTIATIONidea." No New Date Set
dent in charge of NBC's Western
tuates the purposes of the Dept. of
Division; Lew Frost, assistant to
Defense."
AFM-network negotiations in New York to replace national and local Mr. West; Thomas McCray, direcJudge Miller suggested: (1)
tor of NBC radio operations in
contracts which expired Jan. 31 were suspended late Wednesday, with no Hollywood,
Clarification of phraseology setting
and Lloyd E. Yoder,
date set for a further meeting and without comment by either side.
general manager of KNBC San
the President's authority to control
communications, specifically that a
Francisco, NBC outlet there.
Network negotiators are understood to regard the cessation of negotia"proclamation of the threat to neuLocal government officials at.
suspension"
"temporary
a
tions
as
trality is required before an exeruntil reaction of New York, Chitending included the newly-elected
cise of the executive powers ... is
cago and Los Angeles locals to a local memberships for final action. governor of Colorado, Dan ThornNew York Local 802 reportedly
ton, and Mayor Quigg Newton of
authorized"; (2) an additional secnetwork "package proposal," which
tion spelling out compensation to if
accepted would constitute an has called a meeting for March 7, Denver. Executives from Denver
owners whose equipment is not only
over-all solution, is known. Union
the earliest date allowing notifica- civic and business organizations,
"controlled or used" but also
tion of some 33,000 members. A regional military commanders,
officials, however, are believed to
meeting of Los Angeles Local 47, presidents of the state's colleges
"closed"; (3) a definition of "raview what occurred as a "breakdio" in Sec. 301 of the Communicaoff" which could lead to a strike.
whose representatives are underradio and newstions Act to cover incidental radiastood to be dissatisfied with the and universities,
Strike Possible
paper
officials
and
advertising exnetwork offer and to consider its
tions of devices not intended priecutives also were present.
Since AFM contracts have exmarily for communication; (4) an
acceptance
by
their
membership
pired, a short-notice strike, either
Mr. Bevis was Mr. Gaines' execamendment of the penalty provinationwide or locally in New York,
unlikely, also is repox-tedly planned
utive assistant before his appointfor this week.
sion of the act to bring any violament last month to head KOA.
Chicago and Los Angeles, becomes
tion of Sec. 606 (c) within FCC
a possibility, depending upon the
Details
of
the
"package"
have
jurisdiction.
outcome of meetings of the New
not been released, but it is understood to include a proposed 10%
The Commerce Committee offici- York and Los Angeles locals exPaul Patterson III
ally took no action last week, nor
wage increase for staff musicians,
pected this week.
PAUL PATTERSON, who retired
did it discuss the whole radiations
The "package
proposal"
is un-to as opposed to a subsequent counderstood to have been
presented
problem in executive session. The
terproposal byAFM of a 20% in- Jan. 31 as president of the A. S.
next executive session is set for AFM President James C. Petrillo,
crease. Although the network
Abell Co., which publishes the
March 14. Whether the committee
who represents the Chicago local provision, if any, for increasing Baltimore Sun papers (WMAR-TV)
as well as the national federation,
will take up the military proposal
musician employment is not known, last week was reported critically ill
before that date depends on the and to officials of New York and
union
negotiators are believed dis- in Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltitenor of reactions from other
Los Angeles locals last week.
satisfied on this score particularly.
more. Mr. Patterson reportedly
Union
negotiators
are
believed
to
agencies and groups. Sen. JohnAFM has sought to ban the play- became ill Feb. 25 on a flight from
son already has indicated that, if consider the proposal unsatisthe comments are favorable to the
ing of recordings over the air be- Mexico where he had spent a threefactory but will present it to their
week vacation.
tween 8a.m. and midnight.
staff amendment, further hearings
respective executive boards and
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CCBS Gives Vie*s
OPPOSITION
A
RB
NA
CONCESSIONS to Cuba, under
ative that the present NARBA
described Havana as the "nub" of
most of the difficulties. The fact agreement be consummated to rethe new NAEBA agreement, could
that there are now in operation in
solve immediate interference probjeopardize the United States' barthat city 29 AM stations and that
lems with Cuba and the other siggaining position in future negotianatories and that negotiations with
tions with Mexico, the Clear ChanU.S. delegation "retreated" in
agreeing to recognize 31 stations
nel Broadcasting Service warned
Mexico would be of necessity anthere was held by CCBS to be
last week.
other step to be resolved.
Further, it was maintained it
In a letter circulated to all broad"cause, directly or indirectly, of
casters under the signature of much of the resulting injury to would be easier to negotiate a fair
agreement with Mexico, once the
Ward Quaal, CCBS director, it broadcasting service in the United
other nations have accepted the
was pointed out that "sooner or
present treaty.
later" it is essential that the U. S.
Reasons
Offered
States."
reach an agreement with Mexico,
It was also felt in these quarGoing into the various classes of
ters that had negotiations with
"much more so than with Cuba."
stations, the CCBS offered its Cuba collapsed, U. S. radio would
The letter continues:
reasons for claiming that stations
It is naive to assume that, once
be in a far more vulnerable posiother than its group, are faced
the new NARBA is ratified, Mexico
tion than would be broadcasting inwith the same or similar situations.
will not make disastrous effective use
terests of our island neighbor. This
In its conclusion, CCBS conwas based on the need of only a
of these concessions to Cuba as weapons to force the U. S. to comply with
tended that proponents of NARBA
groundwave signal to serve the
excessive Mexican demands. The United
are
"grossly
exaggerating" the relatively small area of Cuba with
States will enter into such negotiaof having no treaty pendcomparative "immunity" against
tions with its hands tied, having set dangers
ing the negotiation of another
any skywave signal interference
precedents which it cannot disown, and
agreement.
It
was
further
held
from the U. S. It was further held,
having fatally restricted its freedom
that
the reverse situation existed
of action.
that the U.S. and Canada "can better afford the temporary lack of a for U. S. stations who relied on
Alluding to fact that the present
skywave signal and who could be,
NARBA pact, now in the Senate
treaty than can Cuba."
CCBS suggested that sympathetand have been in instances, subfor ratification vote [Broadcastrecipients of the letter might
jected to heavy interference from
ing • Telecasting, Feb. 26], so ic
inform
their
senators
and
the
stations of a nation not conformlacked the participation of Mexico
Senate Foreign Relations Commiting to a treaty.
and Haiti, CCBS declared the tee.
The
allegation that a more eftreaty "falls far short" of giving
NARBA proponents acknowlfective treaty could have been nethe broadcasting industry the "inedged the need of a treaty covering
gotiated was discounted by NARBA
ternational protection" needed.
spokesman who expressed the view
The new NARBA . . . not only per- Mexico, but said that it was impermits, but it invites . . . Mexican assignments to the detriment of all
classes of stations in the United States.
This is obvious from recent Mexican
demands, and from provisions in the
LANG-WORTH
CASE
new NARBA which will inevitably in- CHARGING
Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc., New York, with having
cite Mexico to retaliatory measures.
It also leaves the door wide open for come into the New York State Supreme Court to enjoin American Federation of Radio Artists strike activities "in bad faith and with unclean
Haiti ... to set up stations on any
frequency. . . .
hands," the affidavit of A. Frank Reel, AFRA national executive secretary, was filed last week in reply to
CCBS contended that the U.S.,
end transcription pay, rehearsal
the company's charges [Broadcasthaving "rightfully rejected" Mexiscales and conditions applicable
ing
•
Telecasting,
Feb.
26]
.
can demands, agreed with Cuba
also to library service, the affidavit
alleged.
that Cuba may use five of Mexico's
Lang-injunction,
Worth's motion
forOpposing
a temporary
which
six I-A channels "to an extent that
To Lang-Worth allegations that
will necessarily cause resentment in the court subsequently denied, Mr.
the new transcription code was ilMexico and lead to retaliatory
Reel's affidavit alleged that on Dec.
legal and in restraint of trade, the
measures or even greater demands
4, 1950, Lang-Worth had agreed
affidavit
replied that the new code
verbally to "every syllable, comma
by InMexico."
differed from older codes only in
portion of the letter dealing
and period" in the 1951 transcripwith concessions to Cuba, CCBS
tion code, which it subsequently had
regard to hours, wages and conditions of employment. A paragraph
refused to sign.
John
Sinn,
World
Broadcasting
of the new code was cited: "If
CD AT NBC
there are any provisions of the NaSystem president and vice presiSix Named To Committee
dent of Frederic W. Ziv Co., both
tional Labor Management Relain New York, had been spokesmen
tions Act, 1947, which are in conSIX NBC Chicago men have been
flict with this code, such conflicting
named by Vice President Harry C. for the companies at the time
provisions of this code shall be
agreement was reached, the affi- deemed
Kopf to handle civilian defense
modified so as to conform
davit stated.
problems at Central Division head"He has informed us that all the to the provisions of the said act."
quarters. Jack Ryan, press chief,
AFRA picketing and letters to
heads a committee which includes
producers, including specifically the
stations describing Lang-Worth as
representatives of . . . (LangBill Ray, news and special events
"unfair," the affidavit maintained,
Worth) . . . agreed in caucus
manager; George Heinemann, TV
to the settlement of Nov. 30, 1950. were "simply the exercise of free
operations supervisor ; Homer Heck,
He was also present when Mr.
speech, the informing of the public
AM production-program manager;
and interested persons of the
Howard C. Luttgens, chief engi- Langlois (C. 0. Langlois, LangWorth president) and Mr. Socolow
neer, and Leonard Anderson, manFollowing denial of a temporary
(A. Walter Socolow, Lang- Worth
ager of integrated services.
attorney) later agreed to final lan- injunction and appointment of New
The group will deal with such
York
Court Judge Isador
problems as programming to eduguagetinued.changes,"
the itaffidavit
confacts."Supreme as
Mr. Sinn,
said, might
Wasservogel
official referee,
cate and inform listeners and viewbe called upon to testify in that trial of the case began Tuesday and
ers on defense against attack, and
for action during and after at- regard.
ended Thursday, subject to exchange of briefs and provision of
Contrary to Lang-Worth charges,
tack; protection of NBC personnel
certain
information for the court
and plant, and development of AFRA had not proposed "abolishbetween
then and March 21, when
plans for continued station and
ing" library services as such, but
network radio-video operations in only the code's reference to library presumably the case will be
decided.
case of attack, Mr. Kopf said.
service, as a means of making openPage 34
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that a new treaty could not havt
been negotiated in the reasonably (
near future. Further, he ex- ,
pressed doubts that terms as "fa- 1
vorable" to the United States could j*
have been reached in future bar-|J
gaining.

BAG TO EXPAND
To Insure Wide Representation
EXPANSION of the membership
of the Broadcast Advisory Council, all-industry group organized to '
promote participation in government defense efforts, was voted at
a BAC meeting held Thursday in
Washington. The action was taken
in accordance with a recommendation adopted by the NAB board at
its February meeting.
Aim of the expansion is to insure
a truly representative cross section
of electronic industry elements.
The council adopted a formal
statement
of its motives, as follows :
Resolved: The purpose of the Broadcast
AdvisoryUnited
CouncilStates
is toGovernment
render advice to the
and others on means and methods to
make the radio and television industry
emergency.
as
useful as possible during the present
Thursday's meeting was called
by Justin Miller, NAB president
and council chairman. It followed
earlier meetings in which members
gathered first-hand knowledge of
problems facing the nation. Opening meeting was held last Dec. 14,
and included a visit with President
Truman as well as other high government officials.
Present Thursday, in addition to
Chairman Miller, were:
Frank M. Russell, NBC; Earl Gammons, CBS; Glen McDaniel, RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. president-elect;
Walter Compton, DuMont TV Network; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa.; Robert H. Hinckley,
ABC; C. Howard Lane, Field Enterprises; William A. Fay, WHAM Rochester; Seymour N. Siegel, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C;
I. R. Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo; Neal
McNaughten,
Richard
P. Doherty,
Vincent Wasilewski
and Ralph
W. Hardy,
all of the NAB staff. Mr. Hardy is
council secretary.
Waltman Re-elected
LA VERNE WALTMAN, WLPO
La Salle, 111., was re-elected chairman, and Robert F. La Mere,
WLBH Mattoon, vice chairman of
the Illinois Associated Press at a
meeting in Springfield Feb. 23. The
meeting was held following sessions of the Illinois Brosdcasters
Assn. which were highlighted by
addresses from Illinois Governor
Adlai E. Stevenson and Oliver
Gramling, assistant general manager cofastingAssociated
[Broad•Telecasting, Press
Feb. 26;
also
see IB A photo this issue, page 19].
An IBA resolutions committee,
headed by Robert Burow, WDAN
Danville, proposed that the IBA
cooperate "to the fullest" with the
state defense organization. The
resolution
mous vote. was adopted by unani-
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It was once said of a great American industrialist
that "on a clear day he can see ten years ahead."
He couldn't do that today. Neither can anyone
else. And because of the murky outlook, many
broadcast station owners are losing no time in
completing their modernization plans.
A number of those who hold one kilowatt AM
grants have bought the new Collins 20V transmitter
we announced a few months ago, because investigation convinced them it was the most advanced
thousand-watt transmitter in the field.

Front view of 20V with doors at both sides open for
access to power change, PA loading, PA tuning and
multimeter controls.
Rear view with doors open, and with
to expose output network at top, and
and blower at bottom. The 20V
quickly accessible for tube change or

covers removed
power supplies
is completely,
other servicing.

The 20V is the product of post-war research and
new engineering techniques. From the standpoint
of design, performance, economy and reliability it
will set the pace for many years to come.
Great simplification has been achieved in the
circuits associated with the modulator and power
amplifier stages, through the use of high gain tetrodes which also permit the employment of lowdrain receiver type tubes in the driver stages. Only
16 tubes, of but 8 types, are used in the entire transmitter.
The 20V is entirely contained in a single, ruggedly constructed, smartly modern cabinet. A large
low speed, high volume blower passes 400 cubic
feet of fresh filtered air per minute over tubes and
components. The tuning and operating controls
are conveniently located on the front. Tubes, components and terminals are quickly accessible from
the rear.
Write, phone or wire your nearest Collins office
for complete information.
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NAB Becomes NARTB
(Continued from page 23)
ture and the move to draft Mr.
Haverlin as president.
Judge Miller was elected NARTB
board chairman at the February
board meeting in Florida, and
technically holds that rank as of
March 5.
The whole process of transforming NAB into NARTB will be
spread over the next few weeks.
NARTB is not yet a living corporate structure, technically, and
it has no funds. So for practical
purposes much of the process will
take place in steps.
NARTB's budget becomes available as of April 1, start of its fiscal
year. The NAB-TV board, now
NARTB-TV board, will put most
of its structure on a going basis
April 1.
Things will happen rapidly in
the meantime, however. If Mr.
Haverlin formally accepts the
NARTB presidential offer he is expected to assume the Washington
post well in advance of April 1.
Mr. Brown will assume office as
TV counsel at NARTB Washington headquarters March 8 (Thursday). Under tentative plans the
TV wing of NARTB will be housed
on the second floor of the NARTB
Washington building at 1771 N St.
Northwest.
Appointment of a general counsel for NARTB will be left to the
new NARTB pi-esident, Judge Mil-

BISMARCK,
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ler indicated last week. NAB
board members and members-elect
have been contacted on possible appointment of Frank U. Fletcher,
NAB director-at-large for FM stations, as general counsel [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19].
Board members were contacted
on the proposal to suspend a board
policy against appointment of station owners to high NAB positions.
Mr. Fletcher is a part owner of
WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va.,
and is a partner in the radio law
firm of Fletcher & Midlen. It is
understood the proposed Fletcher
appointment was favorably received.
Activities of the special NAB
presidential committee were suspended last week pending the
March 7 BMI board meeting. The
committee reported its decision to
Judge Miller, as BMI board chairman, and asked him to convey to
the BMI board the wide industry
support for the draft Haverlin
movement. Secretary of the committee is Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington, NAB board member.
Members of the special presidential committee, besides Secretary
Strouse, are William A. Fay,
WHAM Rochester; James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis;
Allen W. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.; William B. Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Harry
R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.

N. DAK.

MRS. FARRELL McGONIGLE, secretary to Wayne Coy, FCC chairman,
samples a useful gift sent by H. R.
Krelstein, vice president and general
manager, WMPS Memphis — a supply
of St. Joseph aspirin. The aspirin is
a product of Plough Inc., owner of
WMPS. "There isn't any question
but what the FCC is beset with
innumerable problems resulting in innumerable headaches," the thoughtful Mr. Krelstein wrote Mrs. MeGonigle.
Messrs. Shouse and Fay were not
present at the Wednesday meeting. Mr. Shouse, who is evaluating
government shortwave broadcasts,
had given his proxy and Mr. Fay
had contacted Mr. Haverlin earlier
in the week at the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters meeting.
Sydney M. Kaye, BMI vice president and general counsel, was not
available for comment on the BMINARTB situation.
One thing was made clear. Mr.
Haverlin will not run BMI if he
takes the NARTB presidency.
Some confusion had arisen over
this point.
No word was available on a possible successor to Mr. Haverlin at
BMI. Among names mentioned
were those of Robert J. Burton and
Roy Harlow, BMI vice presidents.
Traditionally the president of
NAB has been board chairman of
BMI. Therefore the BMI board
will decide if Judge Miller is to
continue as chairman or if Mr.
Haverlin should be named to the

board will hold joint meetings with
the NARTB board.
If Mr. Haverlin becomes president, he will take over actual /ma
operation of the association from
William B. Ryan, BAB president.
Mr. Ryan is serving NAB on a consulting basis while directing BAB.
He joined NAB last spring, coming
from KFI Los Angeles.
Some phases of the new NARTB
operation remain to be clarified.
For example, the new by-laws give
the board chairman specific powers
plus whatever other duties the
board assigns to him. The president's functions are specified in
more detail but it is not yet certain how active the new president
will be in legislative, governmental
and other
special types of association activity.
Thumbnail summary of main
changes in association structure
follows :
Name changed to National Assn.
of Radio & Television BroadcastThree-fourths vote of board required to elect officers (formerly
two-thirds).
Office of chairman of board
created (Justin Miller elected to
this post at February board meetratification).
ing, subject to by-laws and charter
Object of association broadened
to include all forms of aural and
visual broadcasting.
Chairman's duties — preside at
meetings of association and board;
preside at meetings of radio or TV
boards at their request; he is mem■ ber of board.
President's Duties
President's duties — execute board
policies, including radio and TV
boards; manage association affairs;
set up estimated budgets for association and separate AM and TV
budgets for respective boards;
serve as member of board; may
preside
meetings. at association and board

Two classes of active members —
radio and television. AM and FM
stations as well as networks may
be active members (for several
years networks have been permitted only associate membership
post in case he accepts NARTB's
presidency.
whereas they now may be either
TV Member Recruiting
active or associate). TV stations
Active recruiting of TV memand networks may be active members for NARTB was started last bers.
Associate members (equipment,
week. All TV stations received a
letter signed by Judge Miller; Jack
transcription and other related
R. Poppele, WOR New York, re- groups) may attend association
tiring TBA president, and Eugene
meetings, speak from floor, exS. Thomas, WOR, as chairman of
hibit products and receive services.
the NAB-TV board [board story
They
cannot vote except on committees.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb.
26].
Total number of directors not to
With membership approval of exceed 42 — 25 maximum for radio
the revised by-laws and charter a and 14 for televsion. Each of 17
certainty, the entire structure of districts elects a director; two atthe industry's trade association as- large directors each for large, mesumes new form. TV acquires the
dium and small AM stations and
autonomy it demands through a two for FM stations.
separate TV board of directors. A
TV board to consist of nine TV
TV director or general manager,
member station directors of which
whatever the title may be, is to be
at least two represent TV-only staselected in two or three weeks. Mr.
tions (more as ratio of TV-only
Thomas has been mentioned fre- members
increases); each TV netquently for this post.
work may have a director but not
The TV head, along with Mr.
to exceed four directors for this
Brown as TV counsel, will report to
group.
the TV board. In turn the TV
Radio directors serve two-year r
BROADCASTING
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terms under staggered system. TV
iiirectors start terms this year and
jierve until 1952 convention. They
s-ill be elected at annual conveniion. Radio members to be elected
: under present system.
Two-term limit on consecutive
i| 'erms to be served by radio directors.
Radio board can determine assoiation policies affecting radio
cembers; fix radio dues; allocate
unds from radio dues.
9 ; TV board can determine associa3 ion policies affecting TV members;
a ix TV dues and allocate funds
: rom TV dues.
3 Overall board limited in juris3 liction to matters of general ina erest to all members and adversely
a effecting neither TV nor radio.
Combined board must meet at
.: east once a year. Majority of this
-.: >oard constitutes a quorum; this
ipplies to radio and TV board, too,
- -xcept majority of those at TV
.- joard meeting may not represent
letworks or stations owned and
>perated by networks in order to
onstitute a quorum.

FM

SESSION
Tripartite Meeting Set
THREE-WAY FM conference will
-je held March 13 in Washington
ay the NARTB (NAB) FM Comj .nittee, the Radio-Television Mfrs.
.. ^.ssn. FM Committee and the special FM Industry Committee.
The meeting was arranged by
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washingon, chairman of the NARTB FM
Tommittee. John W. Craig, Cros:ey Division of Avco, is chairman
of the RTMA committee. Morris
"\~ovik,man ofradio
consultant,
is chairthe special
Industry
FM
"ommittee formed last August
"Broadcasting
Aug.
14, 1950]. • Telecasting,
- Topics on the agenda include FM
set production and promotion; percentage of manufacturer output
-ievoted to FM; TV sets with FM
:uners; ratio of table and console
i:ypes of FM receivers; plans for
production of FM-only receivers.
^Meeting will be held in the NAB
'Doard room.
? An indication of manufacturer
nterest in FM set production was
given in a letter sent by H. C. Bonfig, Zenith Radio Corp. vice president, to FCC Commissioner Robert
F. Jones.
Noting that Comr. Jones was interested in the FM set problem,
especially in rural areas, Mr. Bonfig said Zenith, unlike some other
manufacturers, has always believed
in FM and has "consistently sought
ro make available good FM re| ceivers in large volume and at the
lowest possible price."
Mr. Bonfig said Zenith engineers
I have worked diligently for years
~o develop super-sensitive FM sets
at a low price. Its output and
J sales of table models alone, not
counting radio-phonograph, or TV
combinations, runs about 5,000
=ets a week, he continued, and the
company intends to keep up this
rate, depending on availability of
materials.
3ROADCASTING
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WORLD CONTRACTS
Announces 5 New, 12 Renews
FIVE new contracts for the program services of the World Broadcasting System Inc., New York,
and 12 contract renewals were announced by the firm last week.
New contracts are with WSPD Toledo, WVNJ Newark, WKNA Charleston, W. Va.; WMBO Auburn, N. Y.,
and WDOV Dover, Del., the announcement reported.
Renewed contracts include those
with WBKB (TV) Chicago, WBAT
Marion, Ind.; WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
KOKX Keokuk, Iowa; KOVO Provo,
Utah; WWHG Hornell, N. Y.; WOCB
West Yarmouth, Mass.; WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C; KFBB Great Falls,
Mont.; KFDX Wichita Falls, Tex.;
WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., and WKRZ
Oil City, Pa.
WINS New York has increased its
daily broadcast schedule by one hour,
remaining on the air until 3 a.m. instead of its former 2 a.m. sign-off.

Lowell

Thomas

"Out

Largest Audiences Ever
IN JANUARY, 28 of the 33 TV
cities reported on by C. E. Hooper
Inc., showed higher evening broadcast audiences (radio plus television) than for any previous month
in the firm's 16 years of continuous
audience reporting, according to
the February Hooperating Pocketpiece. In 26 cities, 40% or more of
the homes called in the evening reported radio and/or video sets being
used; three cities — Cincinnati, Dayton, Milwaukee — had an average
evening audience of 50% or more.
WINNER of the 1951 Marquette U.
Byline citation was Leo James Bormann (r), chief of CBS news and public affairs department at WCCO
Minneapolis. Presentation was
made by J. L. O'Sullivan, journalism
dean, on Feb. 25. Mr. Bormann, first
winner in the radio news field,
formerly was news director of WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and is first vice
president of NARND.

New ASCAP Offices
AMERICAN SOCIETY of Composers, Authors and Publishers
moved Friday to new quarters at
575 Madison Ave., New York. Otta
A. Harbach, President, said. The
move was made to obtain larger
space to unify home office operation.

Says:

o£

KJ&dd

About...

The ONLY miniature self-contained magnetic tape recorder . . . "IN THIS WORLD'
MINITAPE . . . credited by Mr. Lowell Thomas and Mr. Lowell
Thomas, Jr., as the instrument that made possible the recording
of their fabulous journey to TIBET.
MfNITAPE . . . the first commercially available complete magnetic
tape recorder operating solely from self-contained batteries. The
"OUT
OF THIS WORLD
size of a shoe box with a total weight of less than 15 pounds.'.* BS5!
iSw^Sot
'ffl?' ACROSS THE HIMALAYAS TO
^^^^

ILANC
S
1016TNORTH
HIGHLAND
AVENUE

by LowellFORBIDDEN
Thomas, Jr.,TIBET"
outsold everyfield
novels
uuiig tmihinasg in its
iiiwell.
iiciu .. .. .. non-fiction
iiun-iiiuun and
d"u

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
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W&L

Cited
THE ADDITION of top-flight advertising and network executives to
the State Dept.'s information program on a consulting basis is giving the Voice of America "more
punch" in its celebrated "campaign
of truth" overseas.
This was revealed Wednesday by
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs,
in ah address before the Brooklyn
Rotary Club.
At the same time Secretary Barrett reported that a "major effort"
is underway to reduce the Voice
to a whisper in China, and that
the Soviet-inspired campaign has
been "successful" in the southern
part of the country. He cited the
actions of the Soviet, however, as
the best proof that the U. S. is
"hitting the target" in its foreign
information program.
Secretary Barrett's talk was delivered a . day before the State
Dept. testified before a House Appropriations subcommittee on Voice
funds for 1951-52 and during a
lull in Hill activity on the proposal by Sen. William Benton (D-.
Conn.) for fresh inquiry into the
effectiveness of the overall program.
Meanwhile, joint public affairs
subcommittees of the Senate and
House decided to postpone a brief-

ing session, slated for today (Monday), on a Voice "progress report,"
to be delivered by Secretary Barrett and other department officials.
Secretary Barrett, in his Brooklyn speech, did not reveal any
names in connection with the additions, referring only to "two leading advertising
executives"
"a
research
director
from a and
major
network"
Feb. 19]. [Closed Circuit,
It was learned, however, that
Ben Gedalecia, ABC's manager of
research, would serve in a comparable capacity with the State
Dept.'s information program. The
name of one top advertising executive was withheld pending his notification to the agency, one of the
larger
advertising
firms in the
country.
Y & R Executives
Two other agency executives —
both from Young & Rubicam — have
been serving with ' the department
in consulting capacities on a temporary basis in recent Weeks. One
of them is Sigurd S. Larmon, Y &
R president.
Secretary Barrett added that the
Voice also has had the benefit of
experience and fresh ideas from
network producers and other topflight personnel in the technical,
press, film, education, public rela-

"MOO-LA" BUYS THE
CARS IN WISCONSIN

WKOW
YOUR

DRIVES
CAR

UP

SALES

in AMERICA'S
DAIRY
CAPITAL
In Wisconsin, cows provide the moo-la. Farmers and city dwellers
both profit from a half-billion dollars' worth of milk income every
year. And the richest part of this great milkland is WKOW's big
half-millivolt area, where 874,000 people spent 875 million
dollars in 1949 — including 156 million for cars alone.
7KOW-CBS
WISCONSIN'S
MOST POWERFUL
The only 10,000 wott station in Wisconsin
outreaches everything in the state — with
a primary listening area of 13 rich counties, and a daily "bonus" audience in every
corner of the state. WKOW-CBS is your
biggest advertising bargain in Wisconsin.
10
Madison, Wisconsin
Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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u7KOW

by

Barrett

tions and other fields.
The State Dept. official told the
club that the Soviet Union utilizes
"a thousand odd transmitters in a
gigantic
effort
to block
In recent months
officials
have us."
estimated
that about 30% of the broadcasts
beamed to Russia have been getting through.

NAMES
Four Vice Presidents
WARWICK & LEGLER, New
York, appointed four vice presidents last week. They are Barrett
Brady, copy chief of the agency for
the past five years; Thomas H.
Shanley, production director since
1935; Tevis Huhn, with the agency
since 1939, and Donald Gibbs, a
member of the creative staff for the
past six years.

House

Hearings

Slated
THE HOUSE Un-American Activities Committee last week gave the
green light to preliminary hearings on alleged Red influences in the
entertainment world, setting a starting date for this Thursday.
Authorities said they did not know to what extent the committee will;
probe into Communist activities —
*
■
:
mittee circles.
or to what degree the inquiry may
touch on the radio and television
If Chairman Wood decides to
abide a decision in effect for almost
industry
• Telecasting, Feb. [Broadcasting
19].
two years, the committee will not
allow television cameras within the
Rep. John S. Wood (D-Ga.),
chairman of the House unit, said hearing room on the premise that
the hearing set for next Thursday
the cameras "interfere" with the
— and others tentatively slated for group's work, Frank Tavenner,
March 21 — will be a continuation
chief
committee spokesman, stated
last week.
of the committee's probe, which
The committee may decide to
aroused widespread controversy
during hearings in 1947. Theme of yield in "special circumstances,"
the new inquiry is Communism in but the decision now is to bar cameras he said.
Hollywood, which observers felt
could embrace a multitude of fields.
If this position is maintained, the
committee may find itself in a conEven if the radio and television
troversial position, especially in
industry is not specifically singled
out on its agenda, the names of view of the known feeling by some
members that television served to
left-wing entertainers who have
"vindicate" the committee in the
been identified with broadcast propublic eye in 1947. Basis of this
grams probably are sure to emerge,
conclusion, one Congressman told
if only inadvertently, committee
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
spokesmen conceded.
week, is the widespread conception
Past reports issued by the House
that the committee had badgered
Un-American Activities Committee
witnesses during the 1947 hearings.
have served as the basis, in part,
In other developments last week:
for the publication Red Channels,
(1) The new Senate Internal Sewhich stirred protests within the
curity subcommittee voted to ask the
broadcast field.
FBI for files on President Truman's
Clean Up Loose Ends
five nominations to the Subversive Activities Control Board, still to be conRep. Francis Walter (D-Pa.),
firmed by the Senate.
ranking Democratic committee
(2) The U. S. Supreme Court ruled
member, told Broadcasting • Telethat once a witness has testified as to
casting last Thursday that the his connections with the Communist
new probe also would serve to Party, he cannot refuse to answer further questions; Court also agreed to
"clean up some loose ends" from
decide, in forthcoming arguments,
the 1947 investigation and "clear
whether CIO and AFL officials musttheHeatmosphere."
sign non-Communist affidavits under
felt that some innocent enterthe Taft-Hartley Act before member
tainers had been deprived of emunions (such as AFRA, AFM, IBEW,
ployment because of alleged but
RTDG, AAAA and others) may receive
unproved association with frankly
NLRB benefits. Thirty-four union
subversive groups and that "some
compliants about unfair labor practices, now pending before federal
harm had been done."
The committee hopes to hear tes- courts and NLRB, would be affected
timony Thursday from V. J. Je- by the ruling.
rome, identified as head of the
CP's cultural commission and a
Jello Drops Show
figure during the 1947 hearings.
Meanwhile the committee has dis- CUTTING down on the active radio
patched two investigators to Hol- budgets for Jello, General Foods
lywood to serve subpenas on acCorp. March 31 drops sponsorship
tors, actresses, writers and direcof the half-hour, weekly comedy
tors for appearances beginning
show My Favorite Husband on
March 21.
two years. The proWhile there was no tangible evi- CBS after
gram, budgeted at $7,000 weekly,
dence that radio and television
stars Actress Lucille Ball. My
would figure in the forthcoming
Favorite Husband, a CBS packsessions, the question of television
may continue
on the network
has arisen in another way in comon a age,
sustaining
basis.
BROADCASTING
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SOMETHIN
NEW

IS

COOKING
ON
OLD

THE
MESABI

RANGE...

This is part of the Mesabi Range. The hole is getting bigger, the reserve of high grade §jfj§
iron ore growing smaller, but science will try to reclaim the lower grade ores here.

THE big hole in the ground pictured above was a puzzle at the
end of World War II. The geologists and mining engineers of
the American steel industry foresaw the day when the high grade
ore left in the Mesabi mines would be getting dangerously low.
Many steel companies set to work to scour the free world for new
ore fields. Rich deposits were found in Labrador, Venezuela and
Liberia, but the metallurgists who concentrated on the toughest
problem of all are working to give America a new supply of iron
ore right here at home. Plans are under way for nearly 200 million dollars of investment by steel companies to produce ore from
taconite. Pilot plants to make the little pellets shown at the lower
right are now in operation. If actual production is as good as now
seems possible, millions of tons of iron that have been locked in
taconite rock can be used . . . Like most of the things that give our
country an edge over the rest of the world, unlocking the taconite rock was the result of competition for growth within private
industry.
The full story of the struggle to make iron available from
taconite to steel plants is told in this booklet. Write for a copy.
It's factual, excellent for use by schools. American Iron and
Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York.

Taconite rock has layers of iron
all through it, but there is too
much rock for blast furnace use.

BROADCASTING
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In the search to find new reserves of
iron ore, the researchers didn't have
to leave home. This metallurgist is
studying
a brand new source of
domestic ore.

Powder the rock and magnetic
processes can pick out the iron,
but
blast
furnace can't use
iron adust
either.

The metallurgists found a way
to make golf ball-size pellets of
iron. Other engineers developed
a way to make them in quantity.
Result will be vast new ore reserves in the United States.
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Civil Defense
WLBH
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION

ALARM

DEVICE

1170 KC 250 W. 96.9 mc 23,000- W.
J. R. Livesay,,Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLMAN,

Nat'l Rep.

Coverage Plan
With the alarm it will be a "simple matter," according to Mr. Joseloff, "to have a loud speaker placed
outside a few stores and offices in
any block so as to furnish adequate
sound coverage for the entire block
both at street level and above."
The speakers would remain "completely silent" at all normal times
and would be unnoticed until called

■
Your

Show
Gets

on
Local

Newspaper

Advertising

Support

Take December, 1950, as a typical month. In
December, the two Syracuse dailies carried radioshow advertising as follows:

WSYR

Shows

Shows

Lines

on All Four Other

Syracuse

Radio

Stations —

WSYR gives you lots of other promotional help
too, most of it free. Write, wire or phone — or
ask Headley-Reed.

ACUSE
570 KC
WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC A ffiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Gets Joseloff Plan

AN ALARM system unit, which could be used as "an instantaneous
medium for emergency mass communication" in congested areas and
also to alert and instruct people at home, has been proposed to the
Federal Civil Defense Administration.
The device, known as the "Paul
Revere Alarm," was explained by
Stanley Joseloff, president of Storecast Corp. of America, and taken
under study by CDA officials, who
promised to review its capabilities in relation to present civil defense planning.
The alarm was designed to accomplish two major objectives,
would enable ordinary receivers —
particularly those in stores, offices
and other establishments — to become "a vast outdoor emergency
public address system"; it also
could be connected to the average
AM, FM, TV receiver as a "device
for awakening, alerting and instructing persons at home by turning on "any
television
set. turned off" radio or

WLBH FILLS THE GAP
between your metropolitan
station coverage
WLBH
WLBH-FM

Agency

upon to go into action. They can,
however, be turned on instantaneously and automatically on a given signal from an official central
source in an emergency, according
to Mr. Joseloff.
Connection between the supplemental speaker and any receiver
can be accomplished by plugging
the speaker into a socket in the
alarm, it was explaned.
Applied to a home receiver, a
family could retire for the night
with assurance that the radio or
TV set would awaken them at full
volume. The alarm would not interfere with normal set operation,
it also was stressed.
The alarm is a compact unit
which can be connected in about
15 minutes, according to Mr. Joseloff. Its basic ingredient is an inexpensive relay operating on a low-

Limit N. Y. Radio Control
AN AMENDMENT limiting the
effect of the new New York State
Civil Defense Bill upon radio stations and newspapers has been
submitted to the state Legislature.
The amendment was one of a
series proposed in an effort to overcome opposition to the original
version of the measure.
Hearings on the bill are set to
begin this Thursday.
In its original form the bill had
aroused fears that the communications section would permit the
proposed State Defense Counci!
to seize stations, newspapers and
other communications facilities on
the ground that an enemy attack
was imminent.
The bill's drafters contended
this interpretation was far-fetched.
The new section provides that a
city or county may require evacuation of residents "in the event of or
in anticipation of attack," and "in
the event of such attack" shall
"control all pedestrian and vehicular traffic, transportation and
communication facilities, and pubThis,
authorities said, means ralic utilities."
dio stations and newspapers could
be seized only after an actual attack in the city or county where
they are located.
The amendments also provide
that the owner of any property
that is taken under the bill may
file with the Court of Claims for
compensation. They were submitted on behalf of the Joint
Legislative Committee on Military
Law, which drafted the changes in
consultation with a representative
of the Governor's Office and of city,
town and county governments of
the state. Copies are being distributed to public officials and
others for comment.

The Paul Revere Alarm (I) plugged
into a home receiver.
frequency radio pulse to reconnect
the loud spaker leads of a muted
receiver. Mr. Joseloff estimates
it would cost between $5-10 to manufacture, and said it has already
been "successfully" demonstrated
before the New York State Civil
Defense Commission. Description
of the alarm's functions was submitted to John DeChant, CDA public affairs department.
POSTAL
RATES
Truman Wants Increase
NOTING that there is little excuse
"for general taxpayers to subsidize advertisers," President Truman last Tuesday asked Congress
to double postal rates on secondclass mail, the category that covers newspapers and magazines.
His suggestion was contained in
a general recommendation for increases in rates to wipe out the
"bulk" of the postal deficit.
But, the President said, secondclass mail rate doubling still would
leave the general taxpayer "subsidizing second-class mail to the extent of more than 60% of its posIn fiscal 1952, Mr. Truman nottal
cost."billion newspapers are exed, six
pected to be carried at about $242
million, although the postage paid
will be about $42 million. Thus, he
said, newspaper and magazine
publishers will have $200 million, .
or 80%, of their postal cost "paid >
for them by the general public."
It was pointed out that newspapers and magazines have substantially increased subscription
and advertising rates in recent
years; in many cases doubling or
tripling the rates.
Other increases, aimed at reducing an estimated postal debt of
$521 million were recommended
for post cards, fourth-class mail
(parcel post), rates on circulars
and advertising matter, rates on
cial-delivery.
registry, insurance, COD and spe-

Guard Session
BRIEFING session for advertising
agency representatives interested
in competing for the National
Guard Bureau account during the
coming fiscal year will be held
March 15 in Room 3E-180 at the
Pentagon. In the Feb. 26 issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting, the
roomed as number
was incorrectly stat3180.
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AGENDA SET
For Oklahoma Conference
AGENDA of the March 9-11 U.
of Oklahoma Annual Conference
on Station Problems to be held at
Norman, Okla., was released last
week. A partial list of speakers
follows :

Friday afternoon; "Servicing Accounts," William N. Morgan, KNOR
Norman; "Aids to Getting National
Sales," James R. Curtis, KFRO Longview Tex.; "Programming the Small
Station in the Years Ahead," Roger
Stoner, KCRC Enid, Okla.; "AM
Programming During TV Evening
d] Hours," Virgil Sharp, KOIL Omaha
i tent.) ; "Selling Locally," Joe
M l\ Crowder, KBIX Muskogee, Okla.
Promotion
problems will be discussed
tid
in a Friday session by Dave Taylor,
:: - WFRL
Freeport, 111.; William O.
Wiseman, WOW Omaha; Rowland
Broiles, Broiles Adv. Agency, Fort
Worth.
Dinner Friday will feature a broadcast on "Freedom on the Airways,"
with M. S. Novik, public service radio consultant, as a guest. Representatives of NAB and FCC are also
tentatively scheduled for this dinner.
Saturday morning: "Requirements
of the Armed Forces Radio Service,"
Lt. Robert B. Mackall, radio-television officer, 4th Army Headquarters,
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.; followed by
discussions of music problems with
Robert Burton, BMI, and David Milsten, SESAC, Tulsa.
Luncheon Saturday, sponsored by
Southwestern Assn. for Education
by Radio, with John W. Dunn, WNAD
I Norman, as chairman, lists Charter
■ Heslop on "Radio's Challenge in a
c Program of Civil Defense."
News Meets
News sessions will begin Saturday
afternoon and extend into evening.
Speakers include "Local News Coverage," Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga.,
president, National Assn. of Radio
News Directors; "Sports and the Small
Station," Cy Casper, WBBZ Ponca
City, Okla.; "The Effect of TV on
Sports Attendance," Thomas McMahon, N. W. Ayer, New York;
"What I Didn't Learn in School," Bill
Cardin, KOMA Oklahoma City; "News
as Public Service," Russ Van Dyke,
KRNT Des Moines; Mark Weaver,
KLRA Little Rock, Ark.; Jim Borman,
WCCO Minneapolis; "Breaking In,"
Gene T. Kinney, Associated Press,
Oklahoma City.
Other sessions Saturday afternoon
included John Paul Goodwin, Goodwin Advertising Agency, Houston;
Monty Mann, Glenn Advertising
Agency, Dallas; A. H. Caperton, Dr.
Pepper Co., Dallas.
Sunday morning speakers scheduled are Pat Cranston, TELE-AM
Dallas; Rowland Broiles, Broiles
Agency, Fort Worth; Gene M. Lightfoot, Evans & Assocs., Fort Worth.
A telecast on WKY-TV Oklahoma
City Sunday afternoon will include
the appearance of E. W. Ziebarth,
CBS, and others not yet announced.
Demonstration broadcasts from
colleges and universities Sunday
afternoon will be produced by Kansas
State Teachers College, Pittsburg;
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston; Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette; Baylor U., Waco,
Tex.; Texas Christian U., Fort Worth,
and Hardin-Simmons U., Abilene,
Tex.
BROADCASTING
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UNION

makes
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SURVEYS?

YES!
FAST • THOROUGHLY • DEPENDABLY!
Through 3,200 offices, in 2,200 communities all over America . . .
With personnel accuracy-trained in the efficient handling of confidential facts ... at a cost low enough to give you a pleasant surprise .. . Western Union is particularly well qualified and equipped
to make local, sectional and national surveys swiftly and economically— often overnight!
MARKET RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS . . . ADVERTISING AGENCIES
MANUFACTURERS . . . RADIO STATIONS . . . PUBLISHERS
WESTERN

UNION

IS AT YOUR SERVICE TOmake traffic counts
• check public buying habits and
brand preferences
bring dealer lists up to date
• determine consumer opinion of a
company and its products
WESTERN
UNION
• check consumer viewpoints as to
prices and quality
A few of the market and opinion
• make spot checks of radio and
surveys recently conducted by
Western Union deal with such
television audiences and opinions
• check retail displays of
products APPLIANCES
as —
DENTAL
• COSMETICS
advertising material
RADIO AND TV SETS • COFFEE
BREAD • PAINT AND WALLPAPER
READ WHAT THESE SATISFIED
RAZOR BLADES
CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY*
" . . . we are finding your survey service increasingly valuable in our work, as you will
note by the orders you will receive today under separate cover."
"...
in my radiotheexperience
have care
I seenanda consideration
survey tabulated
this one.Never
Furthermore,
survey shows
in itsas rapidly a£
compilation."
'* . . . the
resultsthe ofpollthe issurvey
were mostaid.gratifying,
we
obtained
from
an invaluable
It furnishedand usthewithinformation
accurate information
we have been unable to secure by any other means."
"...
very much
the Although
excellent service
you gave
on ouron recent
survey thank
among youfamilies
in this forarea.
we requested
this ussurvey
very short notice, you furnished it in ample time and did, *names
we feel, ona request
swell job."
Western Union performs survey work according to your instructions and specifications by telephone interview or by questionnaire delivered by messenger from its many offices. Preparation of
questionnaires , interpretation of results, and similar planning and
evaluation are left entirely to the client or his advertising agency.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS - GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR NEAREST WESTERN UNION OFFICE.
FULL INFORMATION WILL BE SUPPLIED PROMPTLY. No charge or obligation.
Or write to Market Research Department, Western Union Telegraph Co.,
. 60 Hudson Street, New York 13, N. Y. for Folder 6B, on Market Surveys. Free!
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O'n the dotted line .
SOCONY VACUUM Oil Co. returned to WGR Buffalo Feb. 19, sponsoring
Mobilgas News each weekday 7:50-8 a. m., following arrangements by
(I to r) Nat Cohen, WGR sis. mgr.; W. R. Randall, WGR sis. rep.; Arthur J.
Rast, Buffalo dist. mgr. for Socony, and David Getman, WGR reporter.

WIL St. Louis airs Worth-Weil News
three days weekly at 6 and at 10
p. m. Program was planned by
(I to r) Robert Hetherington, station
sis. mgr.; Barney Sentner, adv. mgr.,
local Weil Clothing Co., and John
Carr, WIL newscaster.

MRS. V. V. RICE, owner, Patrick
Henry Distributing Co., Martinsville,
Va., signs three-year pact to sponsor
Frederic W. Ziv Wayne King Show,
over WDVA Danville, Va., with Emerson Pryor (I), WDVA gen. mgr.;
John F. Conboye, WDVA sales.

A 52-week contract was set by FidelHolyoke, Mass., signs Hampity Loan & Savings Corp., Memphis,
den Brewing Co., Willimansett,
to sponsor Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS
Mass., to sponsor all home and away
games of Springfield Cubs. Setting commentator, Mon.-Fri. in area over
pact are, seated (I to r), Henry Protz- WHBQ Memphis by, seated (I to r),
mann, Hampden gen. mgr., and W. L. Schneider, firm v. p., and Mr.
Hurleigh; standing. Bill Grumbles,
George Nosker, Cub mgr.; standing.
WHBQ sis. mgr.; Tom Ragland,
Herb Corneal, WHYN sportscaster,
and Charles N. DeRose, WHYN
WHBQ sis. rep., and Daniel J. Watermeier. Fidelity mgr.
gen. mgr.
WNBK (TV) and WTAM Cleveland are giving city first commercial acrossthe-board simulcast, 12-12:05 a. m., with World News sponsored by Rogers
Jewelry Stores. The 52-week contract is set by, seated (I to r), Tom Fields,
announcer; Fred Shaal, acct. exec, Clifford-Thomas Adv. Agency; E. R.
Isroff, gen. mgr., Rogers Jewelry; standing, H. L. Gallagher, WNBK sis. mgr.;
Harold Isroff, dist. mgr., Rogers, and Robert C. Miller, WNBK acct. exec.
WHYN

Chicago Court Dismisses",
FTC SUIT
Action Against Imdrin
A FEDERAL Trade Commission suit to enjoin Rhodes Pharmacal Co
from continuing broadcast and publication advertising for Imdrin has]
been dismissed by a Chicago Federal Court.
The FTC had sought a preliminary injunction pending issuance of a
cease-and-desist order.
*
In dismissing the suit Feb. 21,
channels
for the public interest." I
filed in the U. S. District Court for sist procedures;
that Imdrin had
the Northern District of Illinois
continuously requested an early!,
trial on the complaint, and that the?
(Chicago) Judge Walter LaBuy
ruled that the commission had commission was entirely respon"failed to maintain the burden" of
sible for the delay. The govern-!
proof that an injunction was nec- ment was represented in court byt
essary to restrain allegedly false Trial Attorney Joseph Callaway. I
advertising of Imdrin. It was
Onus of the court ruling rested!
FTC's first attempted use of that
largely
on the existence
"con-|
statutory power since 1943.
flicting affidavits
in ... aoftechniAdditionally, Judge LaBuy
cal case." Mere denial of the allegations "would justify the issusingled out FTC's "delay" in
ance of the injunction . . . but the
launching hearings on its complaint against the firm, which got defendants have filed their verified answer denying all the maunderway Sept. 27, 1950—13
months after it commenced proterial allegations . . . and subceedings.
mitted counter-affidavits in support
of their answer," Judge LaBuy
FTC had charged that further
dissemination of Imdrin broadcast
stated. Furthermore, where pleadings are supported by affidavits
and published advertisements al- and witnesses
do not actually apleged tomediate
be andfalse
"may
cause
imirreparable injury to
pear,
he
added,
"the contents
of
all . . . are entitled
to equal
the public in that persons induced
by such . . . advertisements to weight." He continued:
... A preliminary injunction should
purchase said preparation may de- never
be granted unless it appears
lay proper treatment, and thereby
clearly that the petitioner has sussuffer permanent and irreparable
tained its burden. To resolve technical, controversial facts solely on
crippling"casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleFeb. 5].
pleadings and conflicting affidavits
does not satisfy the ends of justice. . .
'Early Determination'
Commission authorities said last
Judge LaBuy noted that the week that the merits of the case
commission has concluded its case
probably will not be resolved before May at the earliest. Oral
with the prospect that "there will
be an early determination of the
arguments were heard in the federal court Feb. 15.
merits" if the case is "diligently
prosecuted." Imdrin is slated to
present its testimony this month,
after which appeals will be heard.
Frank E. Gettleman, Rhodes at- MEDAL FOR MERIT
torney, testified that previous
Urged for Dr. de Forest
cases of this type involved situations where the firms could not be
REP. CHET HOLIFIELD (DCalif.) would have the President
stopped by ordinary cease-and-debestow a Medal for Merit on Dr.
Lee de Forest, whom the Congressman describes as the "father of the
PROBE DEMANDED
Of FM Set Output
electronic
age."Rep. Holifield introLast week
duced a bill (HR 2904) in the
A RESOLUTION demanding that House which would accomplish that
Congress probe the "neglect and purpose. Dr. de Forest, the Caliinaction" of radio manufacturers
fornia Congressman said, invented
"in failing to provide sufficient FM
the
three-electrode
sets" was adopted by stockholders
which radio, recording,tube
radar,"upon
and
of the Cooperative Broadcasting
Assn., owner of WCFM (FM)
even
The splitting
inventor, the
whoatom
is are
78, based."
is still
Washington, at a meeting held Feb.
active in his Los Angeles labora23. Wallace J. Campbell, associatory. The bill was referred to the
tion president, presided at the ses- House Armed Services Committee.
sion.
The resolution, slated to be submitted to the Senate & House In- Cisum Nagro
terstate &Foreign Commerce comHARRY C. BUTCHER, ownmittees,
charged that
the "public
interest is
being
thwarted
by the
er-president, KI S T Santa
radio manufacturing industry";
Barbara, learned by chance
that "failure" to acquaint the genthat organ music, even played
eral public with advantages of FM
backwards, is well-heard. A
control man inadvertently
is "depriving the public of the educational, technical and cultural opplayed backwards
tape recording of an organ a program,
portunities" of FM, and that the
industry is "restraining the fair
which the station reports has
competition between FM and AM
a nice Hooperating. No one
broadcasting"
and
thus
"interferes
complained
but the organist.
with the free and full use of radio
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

SET

WOMEN'S AD CLUB of Chicago asked Jerry S. Stolzoff, new radio-TV production supervisor at Foore, Cone & Belding, to answer question, "Whose
itle
Helping with the answers are Muruel Teschan (1), of Henri,
fen- baby is TV?"
Hurst & McDonald, and Bette Zellers, of Harvey & Howe.
mar.bSeen For Broadcast Medium
After Record

7950

NEW
ERA
THE broadcast medium, which has just enjoyed its best year, is entering a new era of productive results and service, Jerry S. Stolzoff, of
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, told the Nashville Advertising Federation Feb. 28.
*
Mr. Stolzoff has just joined be using radio on a week-in, weekFC&B as radio-TV production su- out basis," he said.
pervisor. He formerly was vice
"The exciting new development
president of Cramer-Krasselt Co., in radio has been the use by adverMilwaukee.
tisers, both nationally and locally,
The year 1950 was "a year of of radio to push special events,
growth for radio," Mr. Stolzoff
special promotions. Some of these
said. "Eadio advertising results
advertisers, including several maproved to be at an all-time
jor department stores, have found
high. Facts prove that radio time
that
an intensive 'push' into radio
expenditures increased more than
for one of these special events can
$28 million. Network volume was
up outstanding results."
off slightly, but spot radio in- turn
The life blood of radio is advercreased more than 10% over the
tising on a 39 or 52-week basis,
previous year. And local radio in- Mr. Stolzoff
said, but he predicted
creased almost 14% to the stagger1951 "will see as one of its major
ing total of $205 million spent in radio
developments a tremendous
this single year.
increase in the number of adver"And 1951 has started off with a
tisers using stepped-up campaigns
rush. Not only has national spot for a week
or a month or a season.
and local business continued to
move ahead rapidly, but network
"From the standpoint of a retailer, radio above all other media
business has done an about-face,
affords this opportunity to do a
with the networks clicking off new
sales at a near record rate for the high-powered job of building tremendous interest in a store event
'first 60 days of this year."
or a special purchase. The techTV Impact
nique is tested and proved. It
consists of early teaser copy folAs to TV's impact, Mr. Stolzoff
lowing up with around-the-clock
quoted Pulse findings showing radio listenership increasing in tele- announcements even if it is just
vision homes. He said fewer than for a few short days."
12 million homes have TV and that
Mr. Stolzoff predicted rapid development of the eight-second comgroup spends no more time watching TV than radio owners spend mercial.
listening to their radio sets. Furthermore, he noted, TV set owners
still spend many hours a week with
Paul R. Kuhn
their radio sets.
Mr. Stolzoff said a number of PAUL R. KUHN, 61, board chairman of Burnet-Kuhn Advertising
department stores "are recognizing the power of radio to both back Co., Chicago, died last Monday in
up their newspaper advertising and Durham, N. C, at Duke Hospital.
to sell those articles and services
Mr. Kuhn was associated with the
that radio can move in greater
Nichols-Finn agency in Chicago befounding his own company in
quantity at lower cost." He listed 1916. fore
A brother of the late Bert
Schuneman's in St. Paul, Goldblatts and Marshall Field in Chi- Kuhn, foreign correspondent, and
cago, Joske's in San Antonio, Pol- the late Emanuel Kuhn, former
sky's in Akron, Shillito's in Cin- sales manager of Emerson Radio,
Mr. Kuhn is survived by his widow,
cinnati and Lit Bros, in PhiladelMarion; a daughter, Paula, and a
phia as examples.
son, James S.
"More department stores should
BROADCASTING
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Drop Seen by Westinghouse
DROP OF about 20% in Westinghouse Electric Corp. radio and television receiver set production during the first quarter of 1951 was
foreseen by Gwilyn A. Price, Westinghouse president, who, with top
members of his staff, held a news
conference in New York last week.
For the entire year, however,
production is not expected to drop
over 35%, he said.
The overall advertising budget
of the company for 1951 will be
"10% or more" higher than last
year's, Mr. Price revealed. "We
are shooting for an overall proadded. duction increase of about 25%," he
Electronic tube production is to
be given the status of a division
and enlarged to fill two new plants
which are planned, according to
L. E. Osborne, vice president in
charge of manufacturing. Increasing material shortages may cause
a reduction in the number of radio
and television receiver models,
James H. Jewell, vice president in
charge of sales and marketing,
said. Although there would be no
reduction during the first quarter
of this year in any event, he said.
Mr. Price explained that even
the company's present radio-TV
production rate, which is 20% below that for the first quarter of
1950, had
been possible in
onlychassis
"because of improvements
design and circuits which have reduced the amount of copper needed
for each set, in accordance with
regulations of the National Production Authority."
But, he went on, "as far as Westinghouse isconcerned — and I think
our experience applies to many
other companies — production of
civilian goods so far has continued
at a substantial rate, in spite of
an
increasing load of military
orders.

$50,000 FIRE
Sweeps KFMB Headquarters
FIRE which swept through KFMB
San Diego's headquarters in the
Pacific Square Bldg. early Feb. 23
caused damage estimated at more
than $50,000, according to Al Flanagan, program director. He was in
charge of the station during the
absence of Jack O. Gross, president
and general manager, vacationing
in Mexico.
The control room, where the fire
started, was completely destroyed
as were the transcription-record library and TV preview rooms.
Destroyed also were new AM and
TV equipment as well as several
feature motion pictures valued at
several thousand dollars.
Discovered at 4:45 a.m., the fire
was under control two hours later.
Station went on the air at 7:04 a.m.
Valley. its transmitter
from
in Mission

WAPI
WAPI commands a bigger average
audience, 6 a.m. to midnight, seven
days a week, than any other station
in bustling Birmingham. (Pulse:
November-December 1950.)

leads
Leads by far in local programming,
too. Of the thirty-four locally-produced quarter-hours on "The Voice
of Alabama" each day, WAPI is
first in thirty-two.

all
All major categories of local programs show WAPI on top. The toprated disc jockey, news, sports,
farm, musical, serial and women's
programs are all on WAPI.

week
Week after week, WAPI shows are
Birmingham's best. Pulse gives
WAPI 10 of the Top 10 and 17 of
lon
g quarterthe Top 20 locally-produced
hours, Monday thru Friday.

Long accustomed to being Birmingham's most listened-to station,
WAPI is also Birmingham's best
buy for your product. For details,
call Radio Sales or . . .

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
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"terrific impact • merits highest praise • wonderful service for our city • thoroughly fascinating •should arouse civic responsibility • alert reporting • deserve the highest praise
and thanks • a historic event • masterful stroke of showmanship
ening • most dramatic
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• very educational
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• absorbing
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and interesting • greatest single public service"
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Never
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Service

not know. It's our feeling, however, that a
few well-timed speeches on the Senate and
HouSe floors, laying bare the artifices of the
FCC's legal minions over the years, would
yield the essential results.
The Plotkin Thickens
IT'S HAPPENING again. The FCC majority,
still hypnotized by its brain-trust lawyers, has
authorized action that would sabotage the
McFarland Bill (S-658) to institute desperately needed reforms in FCC procedures. The bill
has been approved by the Senate for the third
time — with no open FCC opposition.
It is in the House that the FCC legal cabal
is at work. It is using practically the same
script as a year ago, but with a defense twist.
The FCC lawyers want no new legislation
that will wrest the control they hold over all
FCC policies — engineering and economic, as
well as legal. The McFarland Bill would halt
ex-parte maneuvering, and place responsibility
where it belongs — with the Presidentially
picked and Senate-confirmed Commissioners.
In closed House hearings a fortnight ago,
the FCC resubmitted its "model" bill. It saw
no need for legislation along the lines of the
McFarland Bill. It wants merely three or four
changes in the present Act at this time. It
blandly selected palatable parts and talked
down changes in substantive provisions that
would take away its gun (and the lawyers'
powers).
As always, greatest secrecy surrounds the
FCC's suggestions. The hearing was held behind closed doors — at the FCC's behest. But
the "model bill," which we reported in detail
in our issue of Jan. 30, 1950, is about as secret
as yesterday's Congressioyial Record.
Things have changed since the FCC lawyers
did the machete job on the McFarland Bill
last year. Rep. Sadowski, who introduced the
FCC bill in January 1950, is now Mr. Sadowski, citizen. Sen. McFarland, who was a member of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last year, is now the majority leader — No. 1 party man in the upper
chamber.
House Committee Chairman Crosser, who
last year was told the McFarland Bill was a
radio version of the Taft-Hartley Bill (h3's
a pro-labor man) now knows the facts.
Of course, the Cottone-Plotkin-GoldmanSolomon quadrumvirate of FCC legal lights
still has in its vest pocket the House communications expert, Mr. Kurt Borchardt. It was
his collaboration last year that aided the FCC
lawyers in thwarting remedial legislation,
keeping inviolate the FCC's record of blocking
any changes in the substantive law since 1934.
It is our guess, however, that the strategy
won't work this time. The FCC wants, anl
perhaps needs, the authorization for new monitoring station facilities. It covets a radio
fraud law, similar to the postal fraud law. It
wants other sugar-coated provisions' of the
McFarland Bill. Its device is to get them piecemeal, thereby kicking the bill in the teeth.
What will the Senate do? Communications
bills automatically go to the Interstate Committee, headed by Sen. Big Ed Johnson,
and of which Mr. McFarland remains the ranking majority member. While we do not have
the confidence of these distinguished statesmen, we surmise they will see to it that these
piece-meal amendments will be attached to
the thrice-approved McFarland Bill, and shunted back to the House. In fact, this happened
Wednesday on the monitoring amendment.
Thus, if the FCC wants its monitoring
money, or its sugar candy, it will have to take
them hand-cuffed to the lawyer wing-clipping
provisions of the McFarland Bill. They can
play shuttle-cock that way all year.
How long this travesty will endure we do
Page 46
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our respects to:

WCFM

(FM) Washington, a cooperatively owned station that is endeavoring
to finance itself by public subscription,
is demanding a Congressional investigation of FM set manufacturers who
WCFM alleges have failed to promote
FM. What this means, obviously , is that
WCFM is trying to unload the blame for
its own difficulties on somebody else, a
trick that cannot be done. The failure
resides in the concept of subscription
radio, which is contradictory to the principles upon which the U. S. broadcasting
system was built.
Blueprint To Ruin
AT THIS juncture in our defense economy
both the administration and at least a majority
of Congress are disposed to treat advertising
costs in relation to taxation precisely as was
done in World War II. Then, all ordinary and
necessary and reasonable expenditures were
recognized as deductible.
The new excess profits tax law takes cognizance of this, both as to capitalization of
advertising, and expenditures for advertising
and goodwill. It tacitly approves, therein, the
necessity for manufacturers to protect their
competitive positions by institutional or "brand
name" advertising, even if they do not produce
a single item to sell the public.
But advertisers, and the advertising media,
cannot rest on their oars. The new excess tax
law comes at a time, technically, when we are
not at war. We are in a defense emergency,
and in its early stage at that. What will happen if all-out war comes ? What when government revenue requirements reach new peaks
due to full-tilt mobilization ?
Even now some left-wing members of Congress are talking loosely about a "tax" on
advertising. In the military there are those
who (having never worked in industry) oppose
an allowable advertising deduction. The gradelabelling zealots are omnipresent, and many
of the. professorial gentry, who abound the
Washington scene when there's an emergency,
get in their licks via the brain trust vistas.
The most potent danger reposes in the philosophy of some of the labor leadership, who
espouse a limitation on institutional advertising, which traditionally increases when the
available supply of consumer goods declines.
The notion is that if advertising remains a
deductible item, the government will lose a substantial pot of new revenue. And Uncle Sam,
in his quest for new money, may look toward
the now tax-free labor unions — biggest business in the U.S. today — for that money.
They even hazard the view (cockeyed, we
think) that newspapers and magazines would
be only passively resistant to a limitation on
purely institutional advertising — because of
their competition with radio and TV. They base
that on impending cut-backs on newsprint and
possible rationing of newspaper display space,
which could be reflected in diversion of institutional budgets to the broadcast media.
All this may sound ludicrous. Yet it's an
open secret that union leadership is seeking
means of postponing the day of labor union
taxation. They brush aside the argument that
to kill brand names is to kill opportunities for
employment in normal times.
Here we have the ear-marks of nationalization of industry. The plight of the British
economy as a consequence of nationalization
should be lesson enough.

WESLEY

IRVIN NUNN

leadingl efficiency
AGO,an aanalytica
SEVEN
tion made
organizaYEARS
study of
the structure of Standard Oil of Indiana
and discovered it maintained one of the smallest advertising departments among all multimillion-dollar companies. The department,
purposely small, was itself based on a system
of efficiency, with a few key people responsible
for decisions and directing duties of others.
This is a principle and standard practice of
Wesley Irvin Nunn, advertising manager of the
company since 1936. He heads a staff of 19
persons, seeing that Standard
Oil's advertising
agencies (McCann-Erickson and BBDO) and
other "suppliers" assume as much of the work
load as possible.
Efficiency is effortless and unobtrusive with
Mr. Nunn. His absorption in advertising, however, is obvious to anyone. Almost all his activities— both in and away from SO headquarters on Chicago's Michigan Blvd. — center on
advertising. A member and former president
of the Chicago Federated Advertising Club,
Mr. Nunn is vice chairman on the board of
directors of the Assn. of National Advertisers,
board member of the Advertising Federation
of America, board member of the Advertising
Council—in which for the fourth year he is
coordinator of the "Stop Accidents" campaign
on behalf of the National Safety Council — and
one of three men on the national advisory council of Alpha Delta Sigma, professional advertising fraternity.
A natural conviviality and sense of humor
blend easily with his slight southern accent,
as Mr. Nunn was born in Martinsville, Va., and
lived for many years in Oklahoma. Mr. Nunn,
one of 10 children, was born in "the heart of
tobaccoland" April 23, 1895. He is one of the
few stalwarts who can comprehend a tobacco
auctioneer's scrambled speech, as he watched
such proceedings almost daily until he was 12.
His father, a tobacco wholesaler, conducted
many auctions at their home.
Western traditions became a part of the
youth's life when, in 1907, he joined an older
brother in Indian Territory, two months before
it merged with Oklahoma Territory to become
the state of Oklahoma. Interested in many
things, young Wes enrolled at Oklahoma A & M
school and "dabbled" in engineering.
after high
When
"I found I was spending all my spare
time writing for college publications," he converted to journalism school at the U. of Oklahe took the
homa. There, "purely by accident,"career.
first step toward an advertising
A Kappa Sigma fraternity brother, ill and
(Continued on page 76)
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■
formerly with Paul H. Raymer Co., Joseph Katz Co. and Ruthrauff &]
Ryan, named office manager Forjoe's Chicago Midwest Division.
PHILLIP WATERS, account executive KXL Portland, Ore., namec
manager KOOS Bay, Ore., replacing HAL SHADE
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29].

front office

S. HEYWOOD appointed sales promotion manager WCCO
FRED
Minneapolis-St. Paul, succeeding Tony Moe [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 15]. He was manager of advertising,
promotion and publicity WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, and ^
also directed news and special events operations for
WNBC New York.
H. G. FEARNHEAD, vice president and treasurer
Yakima Broadcasting Co., Washington, named general
manager and treasurer KYA San Francisco, replacing
GIL PALTRIDGE, resigned.

PAUL MULVIHILL, Toronto, and RADIO TIMES
SALES, Montreal, will represent CKTB St. Catherines,
effective April 1.
JIM SZABO, WWRL Woodside, N. Y., to sales staff
Adam J. Young Jr. Inc., N. Y.
ROBERT C. WIEGAND
Cleveland.

appointed to sales staff WJMO
Mr. Waters

GEORGE BAKER, general manager Cincinnati division Hugh-Peters Inc., appointed administrative assistant in charge of hard goods sales WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.

ROBERT BALFOUR named vice president in cnarge of
sales promotion Forjoe & Co., station representative,
coincident with return from special assignment as lieuMr. Heywood
tenant with U. S. Pacific Fleet. WILLIAM R. WYATT,
general manager Forjoe Chicago office appointed vice
president in charge of sales for Midwest Division. ELAINE SKINNER,

CHARLES L. SCOFIELD, station manager, and JAMES CARSON, com-r|
mercial manager KRJF Miles City, Mont., to reopen and operate KWBM|
Williston, N. D., as partners.
THE BOLLING Co. Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative fori
KXLW St. Louis.

SALES
NBC

O

©

CHICAGO ©' DETROIT NEW YORK

© SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS ©
MEMPHIS

CHARLOTTE

Q

© LOS ANGELES

O

©
ATLANTA

©
DALLAS

Jjf

Branham offices representing Radio and Television Stations

PROJECT
Sets Meeting Tour

SCHEDULE of meetings in which
NBC officials will show the net- a
work's new radio sales presentation to its affiliates throughout the
country was announced last week.
The sales presentation was first
shown to members of NBC's Stations Planning and Advisory Committee in mid-February, and is
being taken on the road at the
committee's
request
• Telecasting,
Feb. [Broadcasting
19].
Five showings are scheduled, all
in March, starting Thursday and
Friday at the Beverly Hills Hotel
in Los Angeles, where representatives of 32 stations are expected to
be on hand. Other showings:

Schedule
March 13, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston, 20 stations; March 15,
Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, 37 stations; March 21, Warwick Hotel,
Philadelphia, 35 stations; and
March 23, Drake Hotel, Chicago, r
37 stations.
NBC officials making the four
week tour will be Charles R. Denny,
executive vice president; Carleton
D. Smith, vice president in charge
of station relations, and Norman E.
Cash, director of radio station relations.
Feature
(Continued from page 18)
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COMPANY

the Cal Crim Detective Bureau Inc.,
to advise grocers on how to guard
against dishonest customers, employes and check utterers.
Further impetus is given WSAI
advertisers through a display of
sponsors' products in a modern
shelving plan. Refreshments are
served — usually sponsors' products.
WSAI talent provides entertainment.
BROADCASTING
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)AN HYDRICK

Jr. appointed manager WDYK

Cumberland, Md.

ILLARD BOTLER, WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, to sales staff WEAT
iVorth, Fla.

Lake
WMC

IS

^WINSTON S. DUSTIN, vice president in charge of sales WNOE New
{Orleans, named to similar position KNOE Monroe, both owned by James
Noe.
AMES D. BAILEY, sales representative KTRF Thief River Falls, Minn.,
to WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., in same capacity.
ACK MOHLER, account executive WOR New York, to active duty with
^jlArmy military intelligence as captain.
JOHN D. VELLER and BEN McKINNON appointed to local sales depart
ment WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV)
Charlotte. Mr. Veller was with
WMRC Greenville, S. C, and Mr. McKinnon has worked in public relations
field.

For over twenty-seven years,
Radio Station WMC in
Memphis has kept its programs attuned to the wants
and needs of its market.
This market awareness, this
realization of the program

PAUL GODT appointed to sales and
advertising staff WIBV Belleville, 111.
Was with KARK Little Rock.
WILLIAM SCHNAUDT, account executive WPTR Albany, N. Y., appointed local sales manager. GEORGE
SUTHERLAND, sales manager, resigns. JOHN C. GILMORE
■;jM account executive for station.

preferences of Memphis and
Mid-Southern listeners, has
made WMC a favorite among
the 800,000 radio homes in
the Memphis market area.

Mr. Veller

A«Mfi/j

named

• • •

WILLIAM F. LUCEY, business manager Lawrence Eagle -Tribune and
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., honored by friends and business associates in
recognition of his appointment by Pope Pius XII as member of the
" Assn. of Master Knights of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta
• [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19]. ... W. J. WARREN, assistant to president WITH Baltimore, father of boy. . . . JOHN D.
SCHEUER Jr., operation assistant to general manager WFIL Philadelphia, will speak on "Radio and Television as Educational Media" at
Hospital Standardization Conference of American College of Surgeons
today (Monday), at Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. . . . ERNEST
L. SPENCER, president and general manager KVOE Santa Ana, Calif.,
1 elected to board of directors Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce. . . .
PAUL R. BARTLETT, president and general manager KFRE Fresno
and secretary-treasurer California State Radio & Television Broadcasters' Assn., elected chairman Fresno Convention & Tourist Bureau.

The Gene Steele Trio
Another successful example of
WMC's Memphis MarketMindedness! Gene Steele, durng the past thirteen consecutive
years, has broadcast more than
3,380 programs for the same
sponsor, Malone & Hyde, Incorporated, wholesale grocers.
Five times a week, two hundred
and sixty times a year, his program gets a fine reception in
thousands of Mid-South homes.

BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president WIP Philadelphia, named radio-TV
chairman for Philadelphia's 24th Annual Educational Week for the Blind.
' Serving with Mr. Gimbel are: WILLIAM BANKS, WHAT; JOSEPH
I CONNELLY, WCAU-AM-TV; DOUGLAS HIBBS, WTEL; JOHN J.
| KELLY, WPTZ (TV); JULES RIND, WPEN; JOHN SCHEURER,
WFIL-AM-TV; PATRICK J. STANTON, WJMJ; FRANKLIN TOOKE,
KYW, and RUPE WERLING, WIBG. . . .
MAX LEON, owner WDAS Philadelphia, elected to board of directors
Philadelphia Opera Co. . . . RALPH HANSEN, account executive KING
Seattle, appointed general chairman Seattle Advertising and Sales Club's
annual awards committee "for the best locally produced advertising". . . .
DANIEL W. KOPS, vice president and general manager WAVZ New
| Haven, elected to board of directors of Quinnipiac Council, Boy Scouts of
America. . . . JACK KENT COOKE, owner CKEY Toronto, chosen one
of 10 best dressed men in Canada by directors of Canadian Men's Apparel Fair.
JOHN F. NOONE, WPIX (TV) New York, serving as general chairman
of advertising division, Cardinal's Committee of the Laity, in connection
' with New York Catholic Charities' 1951 fund appeal, which started last
week. BERNARD C. DUFFY, BBDO, and JOHN C. KELLY, KellyNason Inc., are general vice chairmen. THOMAS H. SHANLEY, Warwick & Legler, is advertising agencies chairman.
KARL O. WYLER, vice president-general manager KTSM El Paso,
elected president of 1951-52 Southwestern Sun Carnival. . . . ART
HARRE, general manager WJJD Chicago, named to public relations
committee of American Cancer Society, Illinois division.
BROADCASTING
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and here's what the sponsor thinks of it!
"We believe Gene Steele is the most consistently popular local live radio personality now
broadcasting in Memphis. Year in, and year
out, Gene has sold the quality foods which
we distribute. His record speaks for itself."
Signed J.Malone
R. Hyde.
& Hyde
Memphis, Tennessee
NBC
MEMPHIS

W

M C F

WMC
National
Representatives,
Company
The Branham

- 5000

WATTS -790

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
First TV station in Memphis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
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A. 7. GARDINER
Durstine V. P. Die!
D. C. Study Shows
Power
TRANSIT'S
PULL

HOOPER

surveys

the

SEVENTEENTH

STATE

* THE SEVENTEENTH STATE
A compact market composed
of a homogeneous group of 53
counties in Eastern New York
and Western New England
... so cailed because its
population exceeds that of
32 states in the U. S.

SECOND test of transit radio's
pulling power, based on the Advertising Research Bureau Inc.
point-of-sale technique pitting radio media against newspapers,
shows the new transit service vastly superior to newspapers in percentage of traffic drawn to a
store, number purchasing the mutually advertised item, and percentage of dollar purchases.
The test was conducted for
WWDC Washington, operating
transit service, in connection with
Kent's Jewelers. In an article explaining the ARBI Washington
tests it was not explained that the
Kent's test involved WWDC's
transit FM service [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 26].
The Kent's test advertised $8.88
men's and women's watches, with
the store placing $350 in advertising in the Washington TimesHerald and $350 in transit announcements. Another test, at the
Julius Lansburgh Furniture Co.,
showed transit on a par with newspapers in value delivered per advertising dollar.
The Kent's results follow:
TRANSIT VS. NEWSPAPERS
Point-of-Sale
Washington, D. C.tests at Kent's Jewelers,

11
1 llf
t— oz z
2
o °
62.1 16.1 8.9 12.9 100

and

Hooper

discovers

that:

WGY delivers a regular listening audience in all 22
cities of the Seventeenth State.
WGY's average evening audience is larger than the
audiences of the next two stations combined.
WGY's daytime audience is 18% larger than the next
best station's daytime audience.
WGY's share of audience is above 20% in 15 of the 22
cities. Station "B's" share of audience is 20% or over
in only 4.
This tremendous power and
at a lower cost than any
area needed to reach the
Sales, New York, N. Y., or
Schenectady, N. Y., today!

coverage advantage is yours
combination of stations in the
same markets. Call NBC Spot
the WGY Sales Department,

50,000 WATTS
8 10 K . C
WGY
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
THE ONLY
22
MARKETS
Page 50

STATION
COVERING
ALL
OF
THE
17TH
STATE

% Traffic
% Purchasing
Merchandise* 75.3 85.0 100.0 93.8 81.5
% Dollar Value
Of Purchases* 61.7 15.2 8.4 14.7 100.0
In summarizing tests at Sears,
Roebuck & Co. stores in Washington a typographical error appeared
in the table showing percent buying merchandise. The radio figure
should be 70.9% instead of 7.9%.
The corrected table, covering
WWDC's AM station, follows:
SEARS BLADENSBURG RD. STORE

25.0
Z
O
22.5
10.7 41.8 100.0
%% Traffic
Purchasing
Merchandise* 70.9 65.6 65.4 51.0 60.7
% Dollar Va!ue
Of Purchases* 30.1 24.5 11.2 34.2 100.0
* Includes all purchases
shoe de0) made anin interest
partment by customers showing
in
the test merchandise.
Both
—
Any
person
who
stated
he
both
saw
and heard test advertising.
Other — about
Any person
who did
not state
learned
merchandise
directly
throughhe
the advertising media tested.
Judith Templeton
JUDITH DUDLEY TEMPLETON, copywriter at McCann-Erickson, New York, died Feb. 26 on
the way to a hospital after her
motor-driven bicycle collided with
a truck in Hamilton, Bermuda. Her
husband, John Marks Templeton, is
an investment banking counsel in
New York. Besides her husband
she leaves three children, John M.
Jr., Christopher and Anne Dudley.

PRIVATE funeral services werj
held last week for Archibald Tj
Gardiner, 70, senior vice presidem
of Roy S. Durstine Inc., who died
at his Los aAngeles
Feb. Mr]
2-'
following
long home
illness.
Gardiner had made his home ii
Los Angeles since 1948.
In advertising since 1939, he wahead of the agency's research ant
media department at the time oi
death.
Born in Philadelphia, Mr. GarJB
diner graduated from Jeffersorjil
Medical College in 1904. For sev-H
eral years he was a lecturer h it
Hahnemann Medical College, Phil-M
adelphia, and later entered thenj
business field, becoming vice presi-ijl
dent of Huntington Steel Foundry™
Huntington, Ind. It was afteiW
serving on the staff of Newsweekm
magazine that he entered the ad -|
vertising field in 1939.
Besides his widow, Mrs. NancyB
Gardiner, surviving are a daughter J»
Mrs. Roy S. Durstine, and a sonjj
Archibald T. Gardiner Jr., salesB
manager of the Aerol Co., LosB
Angeles.
MBA-BMI

CLINIC
Joint Meeting Set

G. PEARSON WARD, secretary,!
Missouri Broadcasters
Assn., is]
urging every station in the state, I
big and small, to be present March i
12 at Jefferson City for the annual
MBA meeting, combined with the I
first state-wide BMI program clinic]
National speakers scheduled to i
appear are Robert Burton, BMI; I
Ted Cott, program director, WNBC
New York; Robert Saudek, vice]
president, ABC, and Reggie Schuebel, Wyatt & Schuebel Agency.!
Local speakers include Sid Tremble,
programRoch
director,
KCMOprogram
Kansas City;
Ulmer,
director, KFEQ St. Joseph; George;
Stump, program director, KCKM i
Kansas City, and Mark Russell,
program director, KMOX St. Louis.
Arthur B. Elder
ARTHUR B. ELDER, 53, one-time
commercial manager of WFAA
Dallas, died Feb. 18 following a
heart attack. Mr. Elder from 1921
to 1928 was manager of the radio
advertising department of the Dallas Morning Neivs, and at the time
of his death was a member of the
News' advertising staff.
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And that's just what happened in these twelve great
markets ... in eight short months. Since June their
TV sets have doubled in number. Twice as many
sets, twice as many viewers. To advertisers that
means twice as many buyers.

>pes for ASCAP-TV
Agreement Bright
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?CA, Emerson Reply
In Color Suit
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And the number keeps growing.
....
,
So stake out your claim in these prosperous, tast-grow-

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore

ing markets. Be sure that your product is on TV in
s
'
r
each one ... being"
sold, week after week, over

WNAC-TV
w»Caa
tw
WFAA-TV

Boston
n „
Dallas

twelve of the most highly viewed television

KPRC-TV

Houston

stations in the country.

KFI-TV
Los Angeles
WHAS-TV
Louisville
KSTP-TV ...M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 60

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV

San Antonio

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

BY

•

CHANNEL

1

7

WILMING

TON,

THIS

MARKET

IS *

CHASES, HAS THE HIGHEST
OF ANY

IN RETAIL
PER CAPITA

DEL.

STORE

PUR-

EXPENDITURE

STATE.
Standard metropolitan Wilmington, Delaware
area showed following increases in the ten years,
1940 to 1950.
INCREASE
Population
20%
Dollar volume retail sales
178%
Dollar volume wholesale sales
209%
Dollar volume service trades
154%
In
the
nine
year
period,
1939
to
1948,
employment
rose 34%%.
Data from 1950 Census of Population and 1948 Census of Business, figures released
December 1950.

WDEL-TV is the only television station located in this market which is
first in the nation — and growing all the time.
A Steinman Station
NBC
TV-Affiliote

WDEL-TV effectively reaches this richest market with NBC and
Du Mont network shows, many popular local daytime and evening
programs.
WDEL-TV — the TV must on your schedule.

Represented by
ROBERT
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TV
IS STATUS
QUO
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
ments, counter-proposals and replies thereto; or, the educational
IN SPITE of the rumor mills, FCC
TV issue, favorite field of Comr.
really
doesn't
know
when
Frieda B. Hennock, could throw in
it
will be
able to
lift exactly
the television
a road block by requiring separate
freeze, begin granting new TV sta- allocation
consideration and even
tions, or, for that matter, how soon
a
special
engineering
study on the
it can begin hearings on city-bycity allocation proposals (last side to determine education's needs.
Technical Issues
phase of the overall TV proceeding).
Another snag could ensue in atBut, Telecasting last week on
tempting to resolve the many techauthority did learn:
nical issues and other policy con# Revised allocation proposals
flicts (station spacings, tropospherprobably will be issued, particularic propagation, oscillator radiation,
ly for "headache" areas like Ohio. directional antennas, standardizing
# Staff recommendations and an intermediate frequency (IF),
reports are nearing completion and
Stratovision, "polycasting," VHFmay be ready for preliminary conUHF intermixture etc.). Comprosideration bythe Commission this
mises will have to be made in order
week.
to get the soundest and most equitable allocation on an overall basis.
0 FCC may not await ChairNo FCC representative will guess
man Wayne Coy's return from vacation (probably the week of how long some compromises might
take to be resolved.
March 12 at latest) to begin preGenerally speaking, this is the
liminary study of reports, if they're
ready, but the Chairman most sureevolution of the TV situation fi-om
ly will take part in final draft here on out:
approval.
(1) Staff reports and recommenda# It's hoped final revisions can
tions are in preparation. They're concerned with all aspects — legal, ecobe whipped together for public isnomic, technical, policy. They attack
sue by mid-March with "optimisfrom all angles, constitute alternate
tic" goal of starting the city-by- proposals and their effects.
city allocation-proposal hearing in
(2) Possibly
this week,
they'll
be
early April.
lumped
into a single
package,
passed
There's a delicate balance of fac- over chief engineering and legal desks
tors involved, however, and any
in a shake-down run, then placed before the Commission for its initial
one of several problems could throw
the present "estimate" off by review.
weeks, one Commission source indi(3) FCC, together with staff experts, will sift through the drafts,
cated.
settling
broad policy issues first and
For example: It may be found
then biting into the details. A detail,
necessary to revamp the allocation
however, such as a crucial engineertable to such a degree as would reing factor, could modify policy from
quire issuance of a formal revised
the outset.
proposal and the receipt of comCARBONATE
CUT
NPA Curtails Use 20%
CUTBACK in the civilian consumption of barium carbonate, which
electronic manufacturers use in
glass television and radar tubes,
was ordered last week by the government in a move to assure
equitable distribution of defenserated purchases.
The National Production Authority curtailed civilian use of the
carbonate 20% and also extended
the order to cover barium titanate,
a related mineral product used for
making condensors and insulators.
Consumption of both has been on
the upswing since World War II,
largely because of its TV application, NPA pointed out.
Telecasting

ASCAP

Hearing

(4) Agreement upon final drafts,
directions to staff for preparation of
revised report and its issue. Scheduling of further proceeding or cityby-city hearing.
(5) City-by-city hearing, possibly
to last a month to six weeks at present guess.
(6) Last staff and Commission
round at settling a final decision and
agreement on target date for lifting
of the freeze as well as post-freeze
procedural policy.
(7) Final decision (no initial or
proposed decision to be rendered in
this
Specification
of "interim"
periodcase).
in which
no grants
will be
made and in which new applications
will be accepted before processing
commences (this may be 60-to-90 day
or more period after decision). Announcement of processing policy
("Lines" could be established as in
AM previously if big rush ensues).
Scheduling of hearings and further
hearings in areas where more bids
pend than there are available channels.
(8) Grants. The freeze is over. That
is,
if defense toneeds
out grants
raw materials
the don't
extentcrowd
stations can't be built.
One Commission spokesman has
indicated if allocation table revisions are not too drastic, FCC
might forego further delay in the
formal-comment procedure by employing the "first report" technique
used in the color television decision and swing right into the cityby-city hearing. Comments and
counter-proposals would be taken
as the hearing went along.
It was pointed out, also, FCC
need not go as far as a "first report," but merely by informal notice indicate the modifications pro-

PACT

HOPES for reaching an agreement over terms of per-program
licenses for the use of ASCAP music on television programs through
negotiations and of averting a costly court fight were bright on Friday as committees representing the
television broadcasters and the society went into the third day of
their renewed discussions.
Although no details of the discussion were made public pending
some settlement of points still being debated, it was learned that the
ASCAP group for the first time
divulged to the broadcasters the
terms of the per-program license
• BROADCASTING

Final

May

Soon

posed and then continue into the
last phase of hearing. All indicaessary.tions are FCC doesn't want to delay a moment that really isn't necCoy Review
Chairman Coy, in his talk before
the New York State Publishers
Assn., reviewed in considerable detail the factors involved in settling
the TV case [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 22]. He indicated he hoped the freeze would be
lifted and grants commencing before the "third anniversary of the
freeze is upon us . . . unless the
mobilization program is so large
by late summer that it will not be
possible to utilize raw materials in
the building of equipment and the
construction necessary to get telestationswason imposed
the air." Sept. 30,
The vision
freeze
1948. Last chronology and review
of the freeze was published in the
Dec. 4, 1950 Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Sarnoff

Birthday

BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
board chairman of RCA, was guest
of honor Tuesday at a luncheon
party of 34 top RCA executives at
the Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
celebrating his 60th birthday.
Group, including 10 of the 12 RCA
directors and the top executives of
the corporation's operating companies, presented Gen. Sarnoff
with a scroll bearing signatures of
all present, and a clock-barometer.

Agreement

which the society had planned to
issue unilaterally. These terms are
believed to set a very high price on
the use of music on an individual
program basis in comparison to
ASCAP's rate for the overall use
of its music under its blanket license.
The proposed per-program licenses do not, however, make any
mention of payment on announcements adjacent to programs of
ASCAP music. That is a vital
omission, as it was ASCAP's insistence that fees be paid for such
adjacencies and the telecasters
committee's refusal to consider

Start

Hopes

Bright

such payments that led to the
breakdown in discussions last December. After a two-day meeting
of the two committees, Dec. 11-12
in New York, had failed to make
any progress in resolving this
point, ASCAP broke off negotiations, notifying all TV stations
that it had taken this step and
that it would shortly issue per-program licenses of its own making.
Negotiations were opened at
the behest of Clair McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., who
urged telecasters to unite behind
the move.
March 5, 1951
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On
ERSON
BOTH RCA and Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. last week told
the U. S. Supreme Court that the
Chicago Federal District Court has
not afforded "judicial review" in
dismissing the suit against FCC's
color decision. Likewise, Emerson
and RCA — the latter with its two
subsidiaries, NBC and RCA Victor
Distributing Corp. — charged that
the Administrative Procedure Act
had been disregarded by the FCC
in "refusal" to consider certain
"relevant" matter in the color proceedings.
These contentions were set forth
in appellants' reply to an earlier
motion of the FCC, CBS and the
Justice Dept. directed to the Supreme Court and asking that the
Chicago court's judgment be affirmed [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]. In addition, the
joint motion had sought to have
dissolved the temporary restraining order against commercial use
of color, which had been issued by
the lower court.
Contents of RCA Reply
In its argument last week, RCA
held:
0 Transmission standards for
TV which "cannot be received on
any of the 12 million receivers in
the hands of the public are contrary to public interest."
® The Commission record is
"admittedly inadequate" and it has
"violated its duty to inform itself"
and to take account of determinative facts.
0 Prohibition of broadcasting
of compatible system in competition with incompatible is "contrary" to law.
0 "Errors" were made in the
District Court.
® No administrative agency
should rely on "an interested staff
member" (E. W. Chapin, chief,
FCC Laboratory Division).
RCA interpreted the incompatibility of the CBS color system as
meaning that present set owners
would have to spend $50 or more
to restore program service, and
even then the CBS system would

Color

afford a "degraded" black-andwhite picture with half the detail
of present pictures. "Incompatibility is a basic defect" in a color
system," declared RCA, "and the
cost of achieving compatibility
should be borne by the developer of
a color system" and not be "passed
on RCA
to thecharged
public." the Commission
last fall adopted the CBS system
without "receiving such further information as to the CBS system,
refusing to consider further information with respect to the RCA
system, and without according opportunity for further development."
RCA stated:
The significant point here is that
the Commisson recognized in its First
Report that the record of the hearings before it was inadequate to enable it to discharge its duties. The
Commission nevertheless failed to
inform itself as to ■ matters it recognized it should.
Whether the Commission can base a
decision upon a record which its own
Report has stated is inadequate clearly
presents a novel and substantial question for this Court to decide.
RCA cited the dissent of Judge
Walter LaBuy of the District
Court wherein he stated ". . . it is
difficult to understand why the
Commission refused to hear additional evidence and chose instead a course of action, using its
own words, based 'on speculation
and hope rather than on demonProcedural Violation Mentioned
strations'."
Question of violation of the Administrative Procedure Act was
raised in the RCA brief, which referred to "refusal" of the FCC to
consider the RCA Progress Report
and the report of the Condon Committee "even though these were
submitted in the RCA comments
.Sec.
. . requested
4 (b) of by
the theactCommission."
provides, in
After notice required by this section,
the agency
shall affordto interested
part:
sons an opportunity
participateper-in
the rule making through submission
of written data, views, or arguments
with or without opportunity to present
the same orally in any manner; and,
after consideration of all relevant matter presented, the agency shall incor-

porate in any rules adopted a concise
general statement of their basis and
purpose.
As a result of the color decision,
declared RCA, the present system
of black-and-white must face competition with CBS black-and-white,
but that CBS is "immunized" from
competition with compatible color.
"There is no finding by the Commission, contested or otherwise,
that the commercial broadcasting
of the RCA compatible television
system should not be authorized
together with the incompatible
RCA pointed out "so far as appears . . . the Commission did not
even
consider there was any middle
system."
Withheld Judgment
Referring to "errors" of the Disground."
trict Court, the appellant's reply
said "the express language of the
District Court showed it intended
to leave the decision of this case on
the merits to this [Supreme]
RCA pointed out that certain
evidence, given to the Commission
but disregarded by that agency,
Court."
was
further Submitted to the District Court for decision without
any results. Of this, RCA said:
"Surely the District Court was in
error in concluding that it could
not consider such evidence for the
purpose of determining whether
such evidence should have been
considered by the Commission."
In its reply last Monday, Emerson declared the order may "irrevocably congeal the character of
television for generations to come"
in that a system established cannot readily be changed. Accordingly, the appellant urged the
Commission should "solicit the
careful review of its judgment in
order to afford . . . maximum degree of assurance that its decision
is Emerson
free of detectable
error."
contended
that the
FCC showed "stout resistance" to
re-examination of its ruling by "refusal" to consent to a stay of the
color order "while the court deliberated on its issues." The Em-

TV Censorship: One Down, More to Go
REFUSAL of the Supreme Court to review a
is bound to be written on this subject unless
decision of the U. S. District Court of Pennthe committee decides to let the matter drop
sylvania, which held that states are not emand let Mr. Carroll have his impudent way.
powered to censor television films, confirms
In Boston, which bans books faster than new
the well-established principle that television,
ones can be published, the Most Rev. Richard
like radio, is interstate commerce, subject only
J. Cushing, Roman Catholic Archbishop, was
to federal regulation. And it preserves the
sanctity of the First Amendment guaranteequoted in a newspaper as criticizing "suggesing the fundamental freedoms.
tive" television shows and saying that TV "is
destined
for censorship."
The high court's stand should make the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors shut
In Washington, "Rep. Thomas J. Lane
(D., Mass.), alert to the wishes of his esup. It seems not to have had similar effect
teemed constituent, made a 10-minute speech
elsewhere, however.
on the floor of the House attacking immoral
In St. Louis, James J. Carroll, notorious
television programs and insisting that the FCC
betting commissioner, refused to testify before
establish a board of censors to review TV
the Senate Crime Investigating Committee
shows. The congressman added that if the
while sessions were being televised. Some law
FCC did not respond to his suggestion, he
Page 54
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erson reply declared Congressional
policy,
reflected Act
in the
istfative"asProcedure
and Admin
debau
which lead to its enactment," is de
signed totoputadministrative
a "tight curb"omnit
upoi
"claims
cience" rather than give those
claims "the free rein" sought bj
the FCC.
The District Court action in restraining enforcement of the coloi
order pending a decision, and continuance of the temporary restrain!
pending appeal to the Supreme
Court was cited by Emerson as!
recognition of "the substantia]
character of the appellants' chalHowever, the Emerson reply
pointed out that the District Court
lenges."
had not afforded "judicial review"
of the case and with "forthright
policy
indecision"questions.
had failedTheto
resolve ofsubstantial
appellant
But the said:
District Court, although it
observed the rituals of judgment, withheld the substance of the decisive safeguard against administrative
the safeguard
guaranteed by excess
statute—
and by the quoted language of this
court — was
"judicial
review."
The District
Court
in a sense
overwhelmed
by
its discovery that the widespread legal
and public importance of the issues
raised by appellants rendered this a
"controversy which badly needs the
finality of decision which can be made
only
by Court,
the Supreme
For the
District
believingCourt."
on heretofore
good
authority
that
"any
decision
we
make is appealable to [the Supreme
Court] as a matter of right," sloughed
off its robes of office to view in tranquility whata itpractice
chose tosession
regard where
as "little
more than
the
parties prepare and test their ammunition for thethebiglast
battle
Resolute
to unravel
fadedahead."
remnant
of its
authority, the District Court completed
its own abdication
and its careful
tration of the statutory
schemefrusby
shifting to this Court the District
Court's primary and prescribed responsibility for the
review of administrativejudicial
action.
With notable candor, the District
Court announced that "in studying the
case, we have been unable to free our
minds of the question as to why we
should devote the time and energy
which the importance of the case
merits, realizing as we must that the
controversy
only be
terminated by a can
decision
of finally
the Supreme
Court.
Emerson Questions
Questions which Emerson
claimed the District Court failed
to resolve were:
(1) Whether
supported the FCCsubstantial
adoption evidence
of CBS color
standards;
Whether,
that
the(2)FCC
had a assuming
substantialarguendo
evidentiary
basis for adopting CBS color, the FCC
(Continued on page 62)

.
.
AN EDITORIAL
would introduce a bill to set up a TV censors
board.
All these matters are probably going to be
discussed when the FCC gets around to its
hearings on the subject of television programs,
the hearings which probably will start as innocently as procedures that led up to the radio
Blue Book.
The point for broadcasters to keep in mind
is that they must begin now to prepare their
defenses.
They must provide organized resistance
against the kind of censorship that the arrogant betting commissioner of St. Louis indulged in and the kind proposed by the archbishop and the congressman. To give in to
either form would be to forsake a basic right
of freedom of the air.
Telecasting
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THAD H. BROWN Jr., special
>arther in the law firm of Roberts
k Mclnnis and counsel for Tele\sion Broadcasters Assn., will
take office March
g as counsel for
.he TV branch of
'ihe National
\ssn. of Radio &
Television Broadcasters, successor
:ia| .0 NAB (see
NARTB story
sage 23).
Mr. Brown was
ippointed TV
Mr. Brown
id counsel at
KARTB by the TV board of directors as TBA gave up the ghost
;xcept as a legal entity. He has
resigned from Roberts & Mclnnis.
Decision to keep TBA alive until
I . April 1 as a legal entity was
ached Tuesday at a conference of
TBA board members.
A board
: neeting was scheduled but a quorum failed to appear. Present were
Jack R. Poppele, WOR-TV New
York, TBA president; Frank M.
id1 BuRussell, NBC; Joseph A. McDonald,
ABC; Paul Railbourn, Paramount
Television Productions; Will Baltin,
;ecretary.
Mr. Baltin, TBA secretary-treasirer and executive secretary for
'seven years, resigned to join Screen
. jGems, video subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp. He had been
m Iwith the Allen B. DuMont TV interests prior to joining TBA. At
Screen Gems he is to produce and
act as general sales manager for

NO TV CENSOR
- SCOTUS Upholds Lower Courts
THE U. S. Supreme Court last
Monday upheld a decision by two
Federal Courts that the state cannot censor motion picture films
sjftshown on television.
The court in Washington refused
Jto review the ease on an appeal
brought by the Pennsylvania State
Board of Censors.
In January 1949 the board had
.ordered that films must be cenJjlJsored. The order was attacked by
' several Pennsylvania broadcasters.
U. S. District Judge William H.
Kirkpatrick ruled the Commonwealth has no right to censor TV
movies.
The board then appealed to the
IU. S. 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals
which upheld Judge Kirkpatrick's
decision. The board then went to
jthe Supreme Court.
The lower courts upheld that
Congress already has authority
over the television field through
the FCC.
Among stations which instituted
the action were WCAU, WPTZ
(TV) and WFIL in Philadelphia,
WGAL Lancaster and WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh.
Telecasting

COUNSEL

a series of TV films called Disc
Jockey TV Toons.
The NARTB drive for video
members, sparked by a TV board
directive [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb 26], got under way
in earnest last week. A joint letter explaining the membership
situation was sent TV stations by
Justin Miller, as NAB president;
Mr. Poppele, and Eugene S.
Thomas, chairman of the TV board.
Basic format of the TV adjunct of
the industry association was drawn
up at a Jan. 19 meeting of video
RIGHT

OF PRIVACY
KSD-TV

DRAMATIC balk before TV cameras at a Senate Crime Investigating Committee hearing in St.
Louis Feb. 24 set off machinery for
possible Senate contempt action
against James J. Carroll, St. Louis
"betting commissioner."
It also brought up the question
of whether requiring a witness to
testify in front of video cameras
constitutes an invasion of privacy.
Recalcitrant Mr. Carroll had informed the committee that he
would testify at 1 p.m., the time
the two-hour telecast of the hearings by KSD-TV St. Louis had been
scheduled to end. But when he
appeared and saw the cameras
trained on him, Mr. Carroll refused
to answer committee questions.
Mr. Carroll said he wouldn't answer any question as long as television was "on." He asserted television invaded his constitutional
right of privacy and subjected him
to ridicule and embarrassment.
The verbal exchange with Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), committee chairman, which resulted in
an announcement by the Senator
that he would recommend that the
Senate cite Mr. Carroll for contempt, was followed on TV screens
by a station-estimated one million
viewers in the St. Louis area.
Last spring, Mr. Carroll had appeared before a Senate Commerce
subcommittee, chairmanned by Sen.
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
which held hearings on a Justice
Dept. bill to ban interstate transmission of gambling information
[Broadcasting ® Telecasting,
May 1, 1950].
KSD-TV had extended its coverage of the hearing until its conclusion following an expression of
great public interest in the proceedings, according to Program
Director Harold Grams. The PostDispatch station said it cancelled
10 commercial programs to carry
the hearings Feb. 23-24.
Views on whether Mr. Carroll
had a possible court case were
varied, mainly because there apparently has been no legal test of
television as a means of reporting
a public hearing. Witnesses in
advance of appearances before TV

• BROADCASTING

For

NARTB-TV

stations in Chicago [Broadcasting ° Telecasting, Jan. 22].
Mr. Brown, 34, was born in
Columbus, Ohio. He was graduated from Princeton and later
from Harvard Law School in 1941.
Right after passing the bar examinations he entered the Navy,
serving five years. At one time he
was skipper of a patrol chaser in
the Pacific. He emerged from the
war with the rank of lieutenant
commander.
Joining Roberts & Mclnnis as a
special partner, he was assigned

Telecast Raises Legal Question

Turning his back on KSD-TV cameras and Sen. Kefauver is Mr.
Carroll (wearing dark glasses).
With Mr. Carroll is his attorney,
Morris Shenker.
or newsreel cameras covering a
hearing have been known to have
expressed their uneasiness and
thereby been excused by the committee chairman. There are no
rigid rules of conduct for Congressional hearings.
Sen. Kefauver told Mr. Carroll
that other witnesses had testified
freely before cameras and that he
would not make an exception in his
case. The Senator later added that
the hearing was public and that
television was a medium of public
information like the radio or the
Some lawyers contend that telepress. casting of hearings would not invade privacy if the public is admitted to the hearing. Television
merely extends the process of making hearings public, they say.
In Los Angeles, where the committee was scheduled to open hearings, Downey Rice, associate counsel to the committee, said the
investigating group definitely favors telecasting as a means of more
fully informing the public about
its work.
Meanwhile, Richard A. R. Moore,
ABC's West Coast television director and manager of its KECA-TV,
said his station would be on hand
with cameras.

to handle Television Broadcasters
Assn. affairs. The firm is counsel
for DuMont as well. He has
handled many cases prominent in
the postwar growth of TV, including all frequency allocation
hearings, minimum hour rules,
color TV and the AT&T intercity
video tariff investigation.
It is understood the TV counsel
will report directly to Wie NARTB
TV director or manager, whatever
his title, and to the TV board. This
is part of the autonomy policy for
TV within the new association.
Mr. Brown is a son of the late
Thad H. Brown, for many years an
FCC Commissioner. He is married
and has two children, Thad III, 8,
and Bettina, 7.
The Miller-Poppele-Thomas letter to TV stations noted that the
TV operation in NARTB is scheduled to begin
1. "If from
these the
activities are to April
be effective
outset," it was explained, "much
planning and preparation must be
done in the meantime. To make
these preparations successful, your
TV board needs to have assurance
at the earliest possible time that
its operation is financially solvent.
We trust, therefore, that you will
return the enclosed membership
form by return mail. Please attach a check for your first month's
Need for Unity
Explaining the need for unity in
the industry, the letter continued:
"The Television Broadcasters. Assn.
was represented at our Chicago meetdues."
ing (Jan. 19) by a committee which
Paul Raibourn, of Paramount
(KTLA), headed. This group approved
the NAB-TV proposal. Consequently,
we now have an opportunity to develop a single,
association
that can forceful
do the trade
effective
job
which the television broadcasting inThe dustry
letter
needs." recalled that threefourths of the TV stations were
represented at the Jan 19 session.
The TV board set up at that time
adopted a dues formula based on
the highest published one-time fiveminute rate, or half the quarterhour rate if the card has no fiveminute rate. A dues committee
headed by George B. Storer, Fort
Industry Co., is to report on the
dues structure by April 1, 1952.
Among projects the TV directors
feel should be supported, within
budget limitations, are these:
Application of excess profits tax to
recognize growth aspects of TV.
Telecasting of sports.
Opposition to 25% tax on TV sets.
Winning of satisfactory per-program ASCAP license.
AT&T rate case.
Continuing study of TV stations
costs.
Hearing on allocations.
Hearing on Section 3.661 (TV operating hours).
Work with film sources to improve
quality.
Increase availability of films and
provide
price data.
Standardize
rate and contract
forms.
Sales aids.
Collect and distribute set circulation figures.
Improvement of TV set servicing.
March 5, 1951
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TAX

HIRES

Kennedy

Outlines

Threat

To

TV

portant new art by lifting the ceiling from 62 to 70% and force those I
of us who have had to borrow ,
money and buy equipment on credit
to go out hat-in-hand and borrow
more money to help pay our

delay" the development of receiver
mittee by Mr. Kennedy was: "Are
circulation needed for profitable
average earnings credits to protect
stockholders from "the near elimioperation.
Some committee members exnation of income after taxes."
In developing his argument, Mr.
pressed praiseand
for said
Mr. Kennedy's
® Much capital invested in TV
Kennedy asserted that the excess
presentation
privately
operations is borrowed money and
profits law contains no formula to that if a comprehensive revamp of
radio earnings in many instances,
debts?"
"give adequate recognition to the the
excess profits law is underwere cut during the period of tele- problem of the broadcasters, both
taken, the television industry probvision operation.
those who have radio and televiably would be carefully weighed.
"Under the Excess Profits Tax
sion stations and those who only
Hearings on proposed higher exlaw you have taken our earnings
cise taxes, including a 15% boost
operate television stations."
by a tax on what obviously are not
on radio and television sets at the
Danger Cited
war profits. You've given us a
manufacturing level, have been
As he did last November when
rate of 62%, that is to say the
tee last Wednesscheduled by the committee for
ceiling rate. Now you are asked
testifying before the committee on March
7-15. Radio-Television Mfrs.
day. Mr. Kennedy
to boost that to 70%. Where are
excess profits, Mr. Kennedy cited
Assn.,
NAB
and other broadcasters
Mr. Kennedy,
we going to get the money to pay
the danger of larger corporations —
our bank loans and other debts?
are
scheduledFeb.[Broadcasting
•
"some outsider" of the community
who heads TBA's tax committee,
Telecasting,
26].
spoke during a one-day hearing
— who would seek television liWhere are we going to get money
heldanbys
the mm
committee
on the ex- to renew our equipment?" Mr.
Me
censes when the freeze on applica"
Co
it
^
"^
^^^
cess profits tax
law
and
the^
normal
tions is lifted. Thus, he explained,
Kennedy asked.
the little man would be forced out
corporate tax.
Cited as additional problems
NBC Names Rodgers
were (1) the uncertaintity of color
of the picture because of invest"Until such time as you gentleROBERT R. RODGERS, of the
men can work out some effective
television — "color will perhaps proment problems. The larger corduce additional losses for us until
means of relief for television
NBC press department, was named
poration, he said, in the tax posilast Thursday to the television
there are enough receivers in the
broadcasters under the recently
tion "that can afford to sit out and
sales staff of NBC National Spot
enacted Excess Profits Tax law, hands of the public to make color
await more
would
be on favorable
the insideincome
track. time,"
Sales, succeeding Robert Button,
your proposed 70% ceiling means
programs profitable to the adverwho has joined the television netpractically all broadcasting comtisers," and (2) cutbacks in monoThe question as put to the comwork sales department.
panies operating television stachrome receivers will "drastically
you going to throttle this all-imtions will pay 70% of their net
taxable income to the federal
government," Mr. Kennedy said.
Urged in Congress
No Privilege Asked
VIDEO
CENSORSHIP
Reason why the telecaster would
have to pay the full 70% "is be- CONGRESS last Wednesday was
peared in the Boston (Mass.) Sunand clergymen "have been fighting
cause we have no practical average
a losing battle against the excesses
clay Advertiser Feb. 25.
earnings basis or other credits to urged to set up a government board
to pass judgment on television pro- of this one-way form of commuThe Congressman reminded that
keep us below that figure," he exnication. At last, worried parents
"television can become a blessing,
plained.
grams.
The censorship request came
are joining with them to demand
instead of a curse, if its tremenPoints made by Mr. Kennedy in- from Rep. Thomas J. Lane (Ddous influence is exercised for good
a clean-up of the 'juvenile delincluded:
Mass.), who stepped up to the firrather
than evil. It can give disquent
called
television'
before
it
^ Telecasters seek no special
ruins itself and debases everybody
ing line on the House floor to throw
tinguished service to the vital needs
privilege, for if all corporate taxes
a heavy verbal barrage against the with whom it has contact."
of entertainment, education and
television industry.
are raised "to 50, 55 or 60% you
religion at will.
The
coincided withCongressman's
a censure in fire
Boston
by
will find no complaint from us."
His target was television pro"We have waited for TV to show
9 But the TV industry would
gramming, which the Congressman
Archbishop Richard J. Cushing on some signs that it is growing up
be forced to pay more in tax ob- blasted as "running wild . . . abus- "suggestive" television shows, sayto its responsibilities. Instead, it
ligations than the average and
ing the hospitality of American
ing
the
industry
was
"destined
for
seems to be plunging down to the
homes
with
lewd
images
.
.
.
[to]
larger corporation in the older and
censorship." The Archbishop in a primitive state of nudism and the
well-established industries because
excite those who are underage and newspaper article said "it seems
too bad that a medium that can
television firms do not have large
distress every decent adult.
Rep. Lane
manure
pile." in discussing ways to
"In the feverish rush to capture accomplish so much has to commit
and monopolize attention, video suicide because many of its enterkeep "embarrassing or shameful
has thrown all standards to the
surprises" out of the living room,
said:
tainers are fools enough to throw
away their popularity, their fan"We can find the answer ... by
tastic entertaining jobs and their
Rep. Lane flatly called upon
winds."
controlling
and regulating TV pro-,
Congress to "pass legislation that even more fantastic salaries."
grams in the public interest. They
will set up a censorship board withMany others, he said, "feel the must be filtered and really screened
in the FCC to scrutinize every tele- same way . . . about the continual
before they are permitted to go
cast in advance, and to cut out all trend television is taking toward
before the cameras. For once they
words and actions that arouse the 'waste-basket entertainment.' "
leap from the receiving set unpassions, or that hold up any indiRefers to Clergy
censored, the damage has been
vidual, race, creed, group, or bedone that is beyond repair.
lief to mockery and derision."
Rep. Lane referred to the ArchThe heavy attack by Mr. Lane
"The federal government must
bishop's article and also to a criti- step into this mess and clean up
was mounted in a 10-minute speech
cism
by
Bishop
John
J.
Wright
of
in which he further characterized
the house of television so that its
Worcester, Mass., of a program
television as "reckless" and as that "features the telecast of ac- occupants will not track any more
dirt into our homes. The broom
twisting "by the sights and sounds"
tual wedding ceremonies as a farce
to do this is a Federal Censorship
the sensibilities of "impressionwhich reduces the sanctity of marTHERE may be an argument' here for
Board. And spring-cleaning time
able"
youth
"every
night
in
the
riage
to
a
ridiculous
state.
He
advocates of educational television.
[Bishop Wright] also deplored the for TV is the next program on the .
Among the most loyal viewers of
The Congressman's speech be- poor taste of a sexy-voiced and
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, is week."gan: "Mr. Speaker, we have got
Rep. Lane told Broadcasting •
schedule."
Elvira, pet of a Pine Hall, N. C, TB under control. Unless we do hip-twisting torch singer who be- Telecasting
that he plans to introlongs
in
a
barn,
but
not
on
the
family. Elvira, whose habits exclude
the same to TV, it will break down
duce a bill in Congress to set up
stage
of
so
many,
many
living
the moral resistance of our chilher from the living room, watches
a censorship board if there is lack
television through the window. Never
of initiative in either the Congress,
dren and kill their characters."
rooms in America."
Rep. Lane claimed that teachers
misses Howdy Doody, WFMY-TV says.
Archbishop Cushing's article ap- itself, or in the FCC.
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TAX scales will hit hard against
the telecaster if Congress adopts
a higher overall ceiling on corporate taxes,
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OF i SERIES

FEATURING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS
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mm

Look

TELEVISION

SERVICE

Four years, Choate School
Two years, M. I. T.
Three years, U. S. N. R.
One year, Lily Tulip Cup Corp.
Two years, Fiduciary
Publishers, Inc.
Free & Peters, Inc. (New York
Office) since June, 1949

MS

up,

Sir-it's

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
Elliott
(Another F&P

W.

DAVENPORT
WHO-WOC) WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co. —

Reed!

TELEVISION

Specialist)

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

you've really got to look up to
Reed — 'way, 'way up ! And
t just mean physically, either,
in addition to his tremendous

almost every month to help us keep
ahead of the TV game — our offices
still tick like clock-work, which is quite
a tribute to the team as a whole. With

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)

height, Elliott has done a pretty tremendous job of becoming one of the
big men in our rapidly-growing team
of TV specialists.

men like this, we've got what it takes to
help you get the most out of television,
in every market we serve.

MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)

We have seven offices to serve you. We'd
welcome a chance to show you how well
we do our jobs — and help jour jobs —
here in this pioneer group of radio and
television station representatives.

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)

Yessir.
Elliott
we don
because

Speaking of teams, we're mighty proud
of all the Colonels in our organization.
With TV business doubling and redoubling— with new men coming in

ree

&

Peters,

SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
*Primary NBC Affiliates

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
TCW YORK

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

DETROIT

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

Shipments Top 7 Million
In 1950— RT MA
SALES
SALES of TV receivers by manufacturers to dealers in 36 states and the
District of Columbia totaled 7,068,000 units in 1950, more than double
1949 sales, according- to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 26]. This compares to RTMA's estimate of 7,463,800
TV sets produced by member and
Countyand
State
—52
1950
Dec.
non-member factories in 1950, the s,atc
difference resting in normal dis- MISSOURI
Buchanan
340
tribution delays.
Jackson
2,583
Tabulation of sales to dealers by
Madison
36,997
2,252
126,912
1,291
counties for December and the
St. Louis
12,610
NEBRASKA
year follows:
Douglas
3,450
26,868
Lancaster
518
State and
Sets Shipped
NEW JERSEY
County
Dec. 1950
3,095
Atlantic
709
ALABAMA
Bergen
2,428
Jefferson
34,673
9,519
23,487
2,666
Camden
1,300
21,000
ARIZONA
106,166
Essex
5,284
Maricopa
1,999
Hudson
2,230
8,823
56,065
CALIFORNIA
Mercer
2,418
21,117
Middlesex
Alameda
47,931
Monmouth
4,523
21,525
Contra Costa
1,235
1,114
959
17,625
Morris
Los Angeles
12,568
499
430,394
8,455
9,412
Passaic
2,181
Orange
907
32,463
19,810
Sacramento
468
Union
1,899
33,838
San Bernardino
721
3,215 NEW MEXICO
14,835
San Diego
3,699
Bernalillo
668
41,339
San Francisco
55,274
NEW YORK
4,896
622
San Joaquin
6,856
San Mateo
Albany
2,288
21,400
1 4,176
1 ,670
981
45,644
Santa Clara
Bronx
2,305
2,036
16,755
Solano
Broome
1,659
609
10,493
5,933
Chautauqua
1,419
4,379
CONNECTICUT
106.934
Erie
14,569
Fairfield . . :
245,553
39,129
4,305
Kings
10,172
Hartford
31,988
62,012
Monroe
4,050
4,665
New Haven
52,925
9,547
Nassau
4,700
New London
611
290,964
53,549
New
York
15,796
2,411
Niagara
DELAWARE
15,417
1,877
New Castle
Onondaga
.
45,119
23,479
2,171
20.561
Oneida
Orange
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
95,756
4,886
3,337
1,210
619
FLORIDA
Queens
7,620
113,975
Dade
9,838
Rensselaer
.
23,737
18.836
3,678
Duval
Richmond
.
.
1,259
654
10,777
Schenectady
446
1,157
11,322
1 910
12,789
Hi'lsborough
7
Pinellas
Westchester
1,78335
41,630
GEORGIA
4,405
NORTH CAROLINA
DeKalb
Alamance
255
442
Fulton
Cabarrus
54,422
6,385
1,953
186
Durham
3,943
622
ILLINOIS
1,900
Forsyth
1,195
2,850
790
Cook
37,422
473,727
Gas'on
142
Fulton
645
Guilford
3,024
661
349
Knox
5,362
Mecklenburg
.
.
.
.
1,656
1,256
Madison
Rowan
10,206
419
38
8,940
1,448
330
McLean ....
1,551
138
OHIO
Peoria
1,525
1,740
Rock Island
Butler
908
1,748
13.794
8,782
St. Clair . .
10,752
Clark
1,622
10,195
296
171,228
1,14546
Tazewell . Cuyahoga
16,110
64.282
Franklin
5,043
INDIANA
99,693
404
Hami'ton
6,129
Delaware
Lucas
5,562
41,392
Lake
2,889
57,176
3,742
462
Montgomery
2,445
30,376
Madison
City
1,552
Scioto
Marion
57,962
7,649
1,991
Summit
8,779
37,051
3,990
IOWA
OKLAHOMA
703
Mus'-ogee
2
194
C'inton
752
105
Polk
11,139
Oklahoma
2,394
Pottawattamie
13,995
Tu!sa . . .
341
1,798
10,986
Scott
3,435
OREGON
1,885
1,801
9,459
KANSAS
Marion
Wyandotte
10,856
1,297
Mulmomah
KENTUCKY
PENNSYLVANIA
41
Campbell
141.165
Allegheny
23,574
5,667
Jefferson
38,586
23.390
Berks
2,861
Kenton . . .
4,569
12,304
893
13 074
Beaver
3,022
LOUISIANA
Blair
1,800
4,364
Orleans
Cambria
2.165
33,214
2,211
9 969
990
Dauphin
1,393
2513.774
MARYLAND
—192
Delaware
1.991
Baltimore City
87,824
Erie
2,870
7,761
22,283
Baltimore County
32,908
Fayette
1,644
433
Montgomery ....
9,001
Lackawanna
594
8,954
Prince Georges . .
2,303
210
Lancaster
2.122
17,961
1,974
Lebanon
1,293
MASSACHUSETTS
Berkshire
lehigh
2,807
16,584
5,624
26,226
1,624
Bristol
Montgomery
2,382
8,109
31,885
3,151
Essex
Northampton
2,214
52,681
12,025
6,390
247,834
Philadelphia
14,796
Hampden
Middlesex
Washington
2.084
3,416
8,932
77,167
11,107
18,823
6,747
Norfolk
Westmoreland
4,187
26,019
2,392
York
5,377
14,753
Plymouth
11,584
1,743
Suffolk
146,894
RHODE ISLAND
3,676
Worcester
33,811
Providence
....
60,426
6,429
6,593
MICHIGAN
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Calhoun
York
1,137
5,086
248
Genesee
1,258
1,369
9,350
TENNESSEE
Ingham
9,158
1,295
608
Jackson
Davidson
3,644
Kalamazoo
10,657
14,053
Shelby . .
2,342
33,042
1,361
Kent
21,862 TEXAS
3,359
Macomb
1,451
Bexar . . .
8,948
1,2833
Muskegon
3,366
Dallas
22,961
Oakland
25,975
Galveston
861
1,995
543
44,177
306
Saginaw
2,939
Harris
.
.
2,093
916
Washtenaw
38,464
1,639
Tarrant . .
4,279
7,046
244,129
441
Wayne
18,430
22,180
MINNESOTA
UTAH
437
Salt Lake
55,043
Hennepin
7,755
20,758
Weber . .
2,83717
30,221
Ramsey
2,127
Page 58
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State and
Sets Shipped
County
Dec.
1950
VIRGINIA
Arlington
449
10,103
Henrico
1,035
19,266
Norfo'k
1,633
25,522
523
Pittsylvania
232
Warwick
263
WASHINGTON
4,257
Clarke
632
King
6,368
Pierce
1,471
966
24,309
6,410
WEST VIRGINIA
Cabeil
1,059
Kanawha
428
9,143
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
7,565
3,369
83,111
Sub-Total
529,296
AREAS UNLISTED
161,704 6,061,222
1 ,006,778
GRAND TOTAL
691,000 7,068,000

NBC Gross
(Continued from page 30)
nual average profit of 5.6% after
taxes.
The year 1950 showed major increases in sales of video and radio
receivers, records and record players, electron tubes and engineering
products, the report stated, adding:
"Television sales surpassed the
record year of 1949 and, despite
plant expansion and vastly increased production, it was impossible fully to meet the public demand for receiving sets."
Because of shortages and government controls on materials at the
yearend, "an intensified program
was initiated to develop substitutes
to conserve these scarce materials
and to maintain production under
current conditions." Preparing to
meet government requirements for
"research, development and manufacture of vital electronic equipment for the nation's defense program, a mobilization planning department was established almost
immediately after President Truman declared a state of national
emergency
December."
Colorin TV
Comment
Major advances in color television, industrial television, radioelectronics and acoustics during the
year were reported by RCA Labs.
Commenting on color TV, the reNotwithstanding
the adoption on
port said:
Oct. 10 by the FCC of incompatible
color television standards, RCA has
continued the development of its compatible, all-electronic, high-definition
system. RCA believes that the public
interest can only be served by the
broadcast of compatible color signals
— those which can be received, as
black-and-white pictures, on the nearly 12 million black-and-white receivers now in the hands of the public
without any modification of those
receivers.

Obviously giddy with the success
of a performance by Jerry Lester,
NBC-TV comedian, are (I to r)
Mr. Lester, John T. Murphy, director of television operations for
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., and
Hal Friedman, producer of Mr.
Lester's starring program, Broadway Open House. Mr. Lester made
appearance at TV set exhibition in
Cincinnati, sponsored by WLWT
(TV).
SET EXHIBIT
Draws Large Attendance
AN ESTIMATED 145,000 persons
attended exhibitions of TV sets
held in Dayton, Cincinnati and
Columbus, Ohio, by Crosley Broadcasting Corp. last month.
WLWD (TV) Dayton sponsored
the first display Feb. 2 and 3 at
which 15 distributors showed their
complete lines of TV sets. The
Cincinnati exhibition was held Feb.
9-11 under sponsorship of WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, and that in Columbus Feb. 18-20 under the aegis
of WLWC (TV) Columbus.
Talent from all the stations performed at the set displays, and at
Cincinnati Jerry Lester, NBC comedian, and his troupe made two personal appearances. The promotion
cost a total of $90,000, Crosley said.
KTTV

Names

Mullen

FRANK E. MULLEN, television
consultant and board chairman of
Jerry Fairbanks
Inc., has been retained as manant of KTTV
agement consult(TV) Hollywood,
man Chandler,
according
to Norpresident,
Los
Angeles Times,
which owns and

Ziv Signs Peach
Mr. Mullen
tion. Mr.the
Mullen
operates
staSIGNING of Kenneth Peach to di- will assist in formulation
of future
rect photography in the production
of several series of TV films by plans for KTTV, it was said. He
Ziv Television Productions at its has been acting as consultant to
Hollywood studios was announced
WPIXtion since
(TV)1949.
New Mr.
York Mullen
News was
stalast week. Mr. Peach, who signed
a long-term contract, has been as- formerly NBC executive vice president and was at one time in charge
sociated with Jerry Fairbanks
Productions.
of TV operations.
Telecasting
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GO-TV

MY'
'EM
WINSOther
Awards Presented At Academy

IIGHEST AWARD of the San
Francisco Academy of Television
irts and Sciences — for outstanding station achievement — went to
CGO-TV San Francisco at the
academy's second annual awards
anquet Feb. 24.
Gayle Grubb, general manager
f KGO-TV, accepted the foot-high
Jilver-winged
behalf
f his station."Emmy"
The voteon for
the
vBC station to win the award was
eported "overwhelming" by members of the Academy's Awards
Committee.
Outstanding Personalities
Ben Alexander, of KPIX (TV)
Jan Francisco, and Evangeline
3aker, of KGO-TV, were voted the
utstanding local male and female
•ersonalities of 1950. Ford Time,
tarring Bandleader Alvino Rey,
In KRON-TV San Francisco, was
oted the best "live" show.
Almost a thousand persons
rowded the Fairmont Hotel's Gold
Joom (at $6.50 per plate) to
vatch the awards ceremony. All
hree television stations telecast
he ceremonies.
Iable
Guests
of honor
at the
speakers'
included
Mayor
Elmer
Robnson of San Francisco and Mayor
Clifford Rishell of Oakland; Syd
"assyd, past
president
of the Los
Angeles
ATAS,
and Kenneth
G.
?lark, FCC, in San Francisco.

Mention: Al Constant's Chronicle
News and Telenews. KRON-TV.
Best Film Program — Sandy Spillman's Teletrips, KPIX. Honorable
Mention: Ben Alexander's Party Time
At Club Roma, KRON-TV. (Both
filmed by Willat & Diner.)
Outstanding Station Achievement —
KGO-TV.
(No honorable mention in
this
category.)

Dinner

Philip G. Lasky, general manager of KPIX and president of the
San Francisco ATAS, presided.
Lee Giroux, announced; Paul
Speegle was master of ceremonies.
Incoming ATAS
president
Harold See, director of television
for KRON-TV, presented Mr.
Lasky with an engraved gavel on
behalf of the academy in recognition of his services during the past
year.
Awards, consisting of bronzeplated plaques, and honorable mention scrolls were presented in the
following categories:
Best Live Show — Ford Time, with
Alvino Rey, on KRON-TV. Honorable
Mention : Science in Action, KGO-TV.
Best Local Children's Program —
Ruby
Once Mention:
Upon A Time,
KPIX.Hunter's
Honorable
Pete
Abenheim's Cap'n Pete, KRON-TV.
Outstanding Local Male Personality
—Ben Alexander, KPIX and KRONTV. Honorable Mention: Al Constant,
KRON-TV.
Outstanding Female Personality —
Evangeline Baker, KGO-TV. Honorable Mention: Edith Green, KRON-TV.
Best Live Local Commercial — Acme
Beer
(Everybody's
It), KPIX.
Honorable
Mention:Doing
Hoffman
Radio
Corp. (Hoffman Hayride), KGO-TV.
Best Film Commercial — Rainier
Beer's "The Pirate," filmed by W. A.
Palmer. Honorable Mention: Calso
Water's
Willat & dancing
Diner. puppets, filmed by

Mayor Robiyison (r) presents the
"Emmy" award to Mr. Grubb.
Live Sports
CoverageMention:
— KGOTVBestfootball.
Honorable
KPIX football.
Best Local Adult Daytime Program
— M a r j o r i e Trumbull's Exclusively
Yours, KRON-TV. Honorable Mention:
Evangeline Baker and Fred Jorgensen's Mailbag of Tricks, KGO-TV.
Educational Award
Best Live Educational or Cultural
Program — Science in Action, KGO-TV.
Honorable Mention: Let's Look at
Books, KRON-TV.
Best Public Service Program —
KRON-TV's March of Dimes show.
Honorable Mention : Christmas Eve
Midnight Mass, KGO-TV.
Best Special Event — Christmas Eve
Midnight Mass, KGO-TV. Honorable
Mention: Saints and Sinners All-Star
Revue, KPIX.
Best News Program — William Winter and The News, KPIX. Honorable
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The engineering staffs of
approval.
KPIX, KRON-TV and KGO-TV;
a three-part award for "great
thoughution generally
contribof "the men unsung"
behind the
cameras and at the controls."
Easter Parade Telecast
SANSON HOSIERY MILLS Inc.,
New York, will sponsor a telecast
of the Fifth Ave. "Easter Parade,"
featuring Faye Emerson and
Skitch Henderson, over NBC-TV,
March 25, 12-1 p.m., for the second
successive year. The agency is
Dorland Inc., New York.

SULLIVAN

MOREY

KOREAN

In addition to these regular
awards four honorary citations
were awarded to:
Hoffman Radio Corp.; for its
"aggressive vision" in securing and
making available to the television
audience college football during
the 1950 season.
George Sleeper; for his contributions to the technical advancement of the industry and his part
in developing the "Sleeper System" of color television, presented
by Color Television Inc. of San
Francisco, and one of the three
systems considered by the FCC for

150 LOCAL

AMSTERDAM
JACKIE
STARS

SMITH

HELLER

THAT

PERFORMED

FUND

FEB. 7— PITTSBURGH,

V
NETWORK

PA.

$68,000
LATEST

CASH

TOTAL
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Daytime
telestatus

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 480,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

DAYTIME advertising by television came into its own in 1950.
Almost a novelty in most markets,
in 1949, when the general belief
was that women were too busy
with household chores to spend
much time watching television programs during the daytime hours,
daytime TV advertising rose with
skyrocket speed during 1950, far
outstripping the overall rise in
the use of TV by advertisers, although that increase was in itself
spectacular.
Analyzing the records of TV station business in the Rorabaugh Reports on Television Advertising for
January and December 1 9 5 0,
Broadcasting • Telecasting
found that while the number of
spot advertisers using the medium
at any time rose from 399 in the
measured week in January to 880
during the sample week in December, daytime users of spot TV
increased from 128 during the January week to 589 during the week
in December.
Daytime spot TV advertisers in
January 1950 accounted for 32.1%
of all spot advertisers on TV. In
December, daytime advertisers
comprised 66.9 Vr of the total number of TV spot accounts. While all
TV spot advertisers increased numerically by 120.6% from the first
month of 1950 to the last month
of the year, daytime spot clients
increased 360.6% from January to
December.

Ads

Come

Into(Report
Own 153)
in '50
Network TV's daytime growth
during 1950 kept pace with that of
spot. Ten of the 72 TV network
clients in January, or 13.9%, used
daytime periods or participations.
By December the total number of
TV network advertisers had risen
to 165, of which 39 or 23.6%, sponsored or participated in the sponsorship of daytime network programs. While the total number of
advertisers on the video networks
increased by 129.2% from January
to December the number of users
of network daytime went up 290%.
Analyzed by time consumed for
daytime TV commercials, spot advertisers in the sample week of
January 1950 used three hours and
42 minutes of TV time for announcements, three hours and 53
minutes for participations and 42
hours for programs, for a total of
49 hours and 32 minutes. The December sample week showed, for
spot daytime TV, 36 hours and 47
minutes of announcement time, a
gain of 894.1% and 27 hours and
two minutes of participation time,
a gain of 596.1%. The December
Rorabaugh Report does not show
the actual time used for each program as it did in January so no
direct comparison is possible here.
However, the average time consumed by daytime spot TV programs in January was 45 minutes.
If the same average was applied to
December, the total weekly pro-

gram time for spot daytime pre
grams would be 231 hours, a gain a
450% over January. Even if th
December program is assigned th
more conservative length of 1
minutes — and that certainly is a
modest an estimate as anyon
could ask — the daytime spot pro
gram time for the week would ag
over
the 77January
gregate
hours, count.
a gain of 83.3 '~>
Network daytime TV sponsore.
hours rose 597.6% from Januar;
(four hours and 14 minutes in th
sample week) to December (2
hours and 32 minutes). Daytim ;
devoted to network commercia
programs increased from f ou
hours to 29 hours and 15 minutes,
gain of 631.3%. Sponsored partici
pations in daytime network shows
estimated at one minute each, too]
up 14 minutes a week in Januar
and 17 minutes a week in Decern
ber, a gain of 21.4%.
Breakdown of2>/2network commer
cial daytime periods
by the fou
IV2
major TV networks shows:
Jan.
Number
ABC Number Hours
tisers
Dec.Hour
'50M
8
of tisers
Adverof Adver14P)
CBS
121
102V1
14P)
(12 17P
NBC
DuM
1
16 11
4
5
Total
4
( 12
27 17P
291;
39
29' 32
(Continued on
page 62)
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Weekly Television Summary — march s> i95i> telecasting survey
Outlets
On
Air
Sets
in
Area
City
Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Sets in Arei
Albuquerque
WMCT
KOB-TV
Ames
WTVJ
7,400
Louisville
42,006
Memphis
WOI-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
75,1 1:
WTMJ-TV
Baltimore
91,500 Miami
273,353
Milwaukee
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Binghamton
55,001
78,55:
32,700 Minn.-St.
Paul WSM-TV
WNBF-TV
212,881
36,000
Nashville
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
WNHC-TV
238,201
Bloomington
13,800
New
Haven
Boston
674,373 New Orleans
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBZ -TV, WNAC-TV
Buffalo
136,501
WABD,
23,041
181,957 New York
WBEN-TV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WBTV
WATV
Charlotte
Chicago
61,312
WBKB, WENS-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
2,150,001
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WTAR-TV
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Cleveland
WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
56,78!
Newark
Dallas,
815,471 Oklahoma
422,503
250,000
Norfolk City WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WDTV
KPHO-TV
Ft. Worth
49,46.
66,96
WTVR
73,371
132,000 Omaha
Davenport
789,001
14"
212,001
WJAR-TV
Quad CitiesWOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise
Moline
Providence
105,319
Phoenix
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
44,668
Pittsburgh
WHAM-TV
WICU
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Erie
Quad Cities WHBF-TV
170,000 Richmond
Include Davenport,
419,449
62,86)
30,15:
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 105,35;
Ft.Dallas
Wor'h46,280 Rochester
R°ck Island
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
San
Antonio
Grand Rapids
105,319
Salt
Lake
City
W
LAV-TV
KFMB-TV
!<claTPa?oo
Greensboro
37,501
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
73,37!
WFW1Y-TV
110,543 San Diego_
44,66!
WRGB
Houston
KPRC-TV
40,98!
Albany-Troy
139,6(1
49,812
San
Francisco
159,17!
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAV-TV
83,50(
65^238 Schenectady
KING-TV
68,201
Indianapolis
KSD-TV
254,001
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
101,40!
Tulsa
WJAC-TV
WSPD-TV
120.001
Seattle
68,125
35,250 Toledo
KalamazooLouis
S;KOTV
67,75!
132,000
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
120,269 Washington
Utica-Rome
WKTV
36,001
Kansas City WDAF-TV
100,600
Syracuse
27,000
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
219,761
Lancaster WGAL-TV
80,553 Wilmington
WDEL-TV
57,751
KNBH,
46,000
Lansing WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV
877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Stations on Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
Estimated Sets in Use 11,055,000
Editor's Note:
Totals forSources
each market
represent estimated
televiewing
partially
duplicated.
of set estimates
are based sets
on within
data from
dealers, area,
distri Where coverage areas overlap set counts may b<
TV Circulation
and
manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged butors,
necessarily
approximate.
successive
summaries. committees,
Total setselectric
in allcompanie:
areas li
City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.

There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
FORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS • NBC
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nat. Sales Hq-488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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Telesratus
(Continued from page 60)
New Rates Set
By Three Stations
TIME RATE CHANGES were announced last week by KTSL (TV)
Hollywood, WCAU-TV Philadelphia and WHAS-TV Louisville.
KTSL, recently acquired CBS
outlet, increases its time charges
50% over present rates. New rates
for Class A time (6-11 p.m., Sat.,
Sun.; 6:30-11 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) are
$900 an hour; $540, half-hour; $360,
quarter-hour. Class B time (5-6:30
p.m. and 11-12 p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 1-6
p.m., Sat., Sun.) is 75% of the
Class A rate in the three time categories; Class C (all other time) is
40% of the Class A rate.
Rates for announcements live or
film, are: Class A, one-minute-and20-second spots, $190; Class B, one
minute, $120; Class C, one minute,
$65. Class B rates for 20-second
spots, $95; Class C, $50. For eightsecond spots rates are: Class A,
$105; B, $66; C $36.
WCAU-TV's rate card No. 6,
effective last Thursday, lists the
following charges:
Class A time (7:30-11 p.m., Mon.Sun.) is $1,200 for one hour; Class
B time (5-7:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri., and
1-6 p.m., Sat. and Sun.) is $900 for
one hour; Class C time (all other
time) is $600 for one hour.
Announcements of one minute or
less, slide or film, including 20-second station breaks, now are, Class
Helpful techniques
and ideas for
TV programs
This new book
shows you how
to use movies
most effectively
MOVIES FOR TV
by J. H. Battison
A COMPLETE, HOW-TO-DO-IT
GUIDE TO THE PRODUCTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF
MOVIES ON TELEVISION.
This book gives practical information on
all cameras, projectors, recording equipment, etc., showing how each piece
operates and
how howto use
it most titles
efficiently. It tells
to produce
and special effects, newsreels, all types
of commercials; how to edit and splice
film; how to light scenes for best results
on TV; how to combine movies with
live scenes. Here is a wealth of useful
information together with much experienced advice on what is good and what
bad in movies for television, and why.

Over $50 Million Invested
RCA

RESEARCH

RCA has more than $50 million invested in television research and development, E. C. Anderson, vice president in charge of the commercial
department of RCA Labs, disclosed Thursday night in an address in San
Francisco.
*
Speaking before the Patent Law
Assn.
of San Francisco, Mr. AnderA, $220; Class B, $150; Class C,
son said "most of this outlay was
$100; 10-second announcements
now are, Class A, $110; Class B, made before a single dollar returned to anybody, including RCA."
$75, and- Class C, $50.
He cited RCA's demonstration
By reclassifying Saturday and
and offer of its TV set manufacSunday 1-6 p.m., and Monday-Frituring blue prints to competitive
day, 7-7:30 p.m., as Class B time, manufacturers following World
WCAU-TV reportedly made it
War II as an illustration of RCA's
possible for advertisers to purchase
contribution to the TV industry.
mass audience times at rates which
represent no increase over Rate
As a result, he said, "we got
Card No. 5. On the other hand, the competition, all right, and several
of the companies have told us since
period 10:30-11 p.m. has been rethat they never would have gone
clas ified as Class A time.
into television if they had not been
WHAS-TV announced Rate Card
so thoroughly sold at that first postNo. 10, effective March 15, which
war meeting." One industry result
moves the 7-8 a.m. period from
of "this goodwill gesture," he
Class C to Class B time. No change
pointed out, was an increase in TV
was made in the announcement
rate or in the remainder of the sets in use from 16,476 on Jan. 1,
1947, to more than 10 million as of
WHAS rate structure.
the first of this year.
KE&M
SALES
Set Over $60,
on TV
MORE than $60,000 in contracts
for TV time sales have
nounced in the past fortnight
by
been anKal, Ehrlich & Merrick Inc., Washington advertising agency. Heading the list is a regional campaign
for International Shoe Corp. (Red
Goose Shoes), with regular TV
shows being purchased on WTOPTV Washington, WMAR-TV Baltimore and WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Present plans call for a half-hour
program in each city for 26 weeks.
Cost will total approximately
$39,000.
Two contracts with WMAL-TV
Washington were announced. A
Saturday half-hour sports roundup,
featuring Sportcaster Jim Gibbons,
was to begin last Saturday March
3 for Miller High Life Beer. Cost
is estimated at $6,500. The Bank
of Commerce and Savings, Washington is to sponsor the March of
Time Down Through the Years,
half-hour film series, for 26 weeks.
Cost will be approximately $17,420.
A series of one-minute radio
spots for Charles Town Racing
Assn. was also announced by the
agency. Spots are to be placed on
several stations in the VirginiaMaryland-West Virginia area. They
will promote the racing season at
Charles Town, West Virginia.
DuMont

Dividends

DIVIDENDS of 25 cents per share
of Allen B. DuMont Labs, Class A
and B common
stock, payable
The Macmillan Co., 60 5th Ave., New York II i tvt
j. i i_ u of_c
March,-r. nc
26 j.to stockholders
recordj
Please send me a copy of Movies for j March 12, was announced Feb. 23.
TV
either the
remit
price ■
| Regular
quarterly
dividend of,. 25
of S4.25I will
or return
bookthein full
10 days.
, on
cents, per share
outstanding
Signed
| preferred stock, payable April 1 to
Addresi
I stockholders of record March 15,
also was declared.

SEE
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In TV — Anderson

Mr. Anderson said RCA "of
course" also benefited, through the
sale of TV sets and the supplying
of growing numbers of tubes and
parts totinued : competitors. And, he conIn addition, we have the satisfaction of knowing that the results of
our 20 years of research in television
have been made available to American industry and to the American
public at an exceedingly modest price.
Reviewing RCA's patent policies,
TVA-KTLA PACT
Revises Sports Wage Scales
WESTERN section of TVA and
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles contract
was expected to have been signed
late last week with the union continuing negotiations with four
other local TV stations— KNBH
KTSL KECA-TV KLAC-TV
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 19, 12]. To be included in the
KTLA contract was revision of the
original wage scales covering
sportscasters and color men.
Agreement calls for classification
of sporting events into three groups
— AA, covering professional and
major intercollegiate football; A,
major and minor league baseball,
pro and intercollegiate basketball, pro boxing and wrestling, pro
and intercollegiate ice hockey,
championship golf, minor intercollegiate football; B, all other
sports.
Payment in the first category is
$150 for sportscaster ; $90 for color
man. Second category, $100 and $60,
respectively, for over 30 minutes; $75
and $45 for under. In third, $75 and
$45 over 30 minutes; $55 and $35,
under 30 minutes.
Union has also set up payment
on a multiple scale for seasonal
baseball engagements, provided
sportscasters are guaranteed jobs
for the whole season.

he noted that RCA was formed, a
Navy "the
suggestion,
at a time
when
uncertainty
over (1919'
right ]
had created almost a complete stale
mate
radio progress."
"Thein founders
of RCA create*
with it the first comprehensiv
availability of patents," Mr. Ander
son continued. "During the nex
seven years, most of the uncer
tainty and confusion over paten
rights were eliminated, and in 192
a patent licensing policy was inau
gurated whereby the principal in
ventions of radio became readil;
available to other manufacturers:
He said RCA's policy makes i
possible
and practicable
for an*
manufacturer
to obtain economi
cally and quickly most of the pat
ent rights necessary to produc
virtually all kinds of radio am
electronic equipment — and to do s
at a nominal royalty rate.
Licenses issued by RCA, he em
phasized, "do not restrict or limi
competition," but instead, "stimu
late competition," make monopol;
or restraint impossible for RCA o:
others, and "make it impossibl
for RCA or any of its licensee;
'to put on the shelf any radio in
vention and thus keep it from thi
RCA, Emerson Reply
(Continued from page 5h)
had any warrant either in the recori
before
it andthereon
the findings
and Commu
conclu
public."
sions
made
or in the
nications Act, for its extraordinar;
action in conferring a color televisioi
monopoly on CBS by barring the con
current
adoption of the compatibl<
RCA
standards;
(3) Whether the FCC acted arbitraril;
and without due regard for the publii
interest in not concluding that the ar
of color television was not sufficientl;
advanced to justify the final adoptioi
of any of the standards;
proposed color televisioi
transmission
(4) Whether the FCC order is voi(
in that it was expressly premised on thi
non-compliance
by televisionbroadcaster:
set manufacturers and television
with two conditions which the FC(
was wholly without authority to im'Administrative Frustration'
In
pose. connection with the last question, Emerson declared the FCC
order adopting CBS color was th(
product "not of administrative decision but of administrative frustration." Emerson pointed oul
that the FCC's First Report con.eluded that preferred course of action would be to postpone finai
adoption of CBS color pending acquisition offurther information or
technical advances being made;
also, that the FCC conditioned
postponement of a final ordei
adopting CBS color on the broadcasters' acceptance of "brackel
standards" as well as on the commitments of the set manufacturers
to build receivers capable of operating within
standards.'
Emerson
held"bracket
that imposing
such

a condition on broadcasters, without benefit of hearing, was a violation of the Administrative Procedure Act. It was also contended
that "attempting to assert authority over television set manufacturers" was exceeding "substantive
powers" of the FCC insofar as
regulation is concerned.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

Population .... 14,800
Families
4,800
EY
KINN
^ Mc
Retail
Sales
$11,768,000

V's

P-T

WBA

FORT WORTH
DALLAS

Coverage

FlFTY airline miles from WBAP-TV's
transmitter and antenna, more viewers
in McKinney,

Texas, like the Rutland

family pictured to the right, tune more
to Channel 5.
McKinney

is one of over 75 cities in

the fabulously rich Fort Worth-Dallas
area that consistently depends on pioneer station WBAP-TV for television entertainment.
There are two good

sound

reasons

for this loyalty — WBAP-TV has the best
signal (highest antenna, 1138 feet
above sea level) and the best programs
....
NBC

Hard selling local shows plus top
and ABC

programming.

Mr. and Mrs. Dean E. Rutland and son Tommie Dean, 505 West Lamar, McKinney, Texas,
and guest Joe Charles McKinney, are another of the thousands of television families in
the fabulously rich Fort Worth-Dallas area who say: "We're Channel 5 regulars."
Now,

Spots

nearing

Use ALL,
ALL

than

ALL

The Fabulously Rich
Fort Worth-Dallas Market

with

an

AND

A

110,000
annual
THIRD

home

& Peters,

3900 BARNETT ST.
TELEPHONE
Telecasting

schedule

on

set

installations

BILLION

of ONE

DOLLARS.

WBAP-TV's
coverage counts. See any
F &P man for further audience and coveron

request.

Now available .... 7957 coverage map. Write Roy Bacus,
Commercial Manager, WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, Texas.

inc.

Exclusive National
Representatives

AMON CARTER, President
HAROLD HOUGH, Director

a

retail spending

age data. Hoopers
Free

ever,

WBAP-TV
makes sound, advertising-dollar sense . . . the TOP station in a market

Don't Be
SPOTTY with
Your

more

GEORGE CRANSTON, Manager
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgr.
FORT WORTH,

TEXAS

LO-I98I
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Research Muddle
(Continued from page 23)
farther by recommending that the
test and methods for carrying it
out should cover both radio and
television. Furthermore, it felt
that the test Should not be confined to San Francisco but should
cover a half-dozen communities.
After explaining that its actions
and findings represent the opinions
of a group of research men and not
the companies they represent, the
committee hopes "the radio and
television industry will find the
funds to underwrite the entire
study, toward the end of removing
some of the confusion now rampant in the field of audience measurements."
Finally, the committee declared
itself dissolved, with members
ready to aid in carrying out the
recommended projects.
"It is the responsibility of the
medium itself to assume the leadership in resolving the existing
confusion in the area of radio and
television, audience measurements,"
the committee stated. It recommended that NAB, representing
both radio and television broadcasters, "undertake to set up the
machinery for implementing the
plan in the report."
To do the job, the committee
said, a fulltime project manager
will be needed, aided by a volunteer
committee of five industry research
leaders consulting on procedure,
analysis and interpretation. This

nothing
under

but

our

advisory group would include
broadcasting, advertiser and agency
representatives.
Television can be included in the
study for a small increase in cost,
removing confusion in the visual
field, according to the committee.
A half-dozen cities should be
covered, it was felt, because a comparison based on San Francisco
alone, as originally proposed by
Mr. Breyer, would be influenced by
the city's 86% telephone home ratio compared to a 74% median in
the 41 largest cities. Besides, informative comparisons should be
collected under conditions other
than those existing in San Francisco.
The committee explains it has
had no official status at any time,
merely representing a group of
research men willing to help find
a solution to a research problem
that
try. has irritated the entire indusThe group has no desire or intent to promote or attack any service or method, it explains. It feels
the buyers" and sellers of time
"should be the ones to set up the
definitions and the specifications
of the conditions under which these
data are to be collected; that this
important and basic step in the
collection of measurements should
not be left to the measurement organizations themselves."
Ratings services were praised
for their "unqualified offers of cooperation." The Hooper and Pulse
firms provided special San Fran-

smiles

umbrella!

Mr. Krueger Mr. Hooper

Mr. Shearer

Mr. Beville

Mr. Avery

Mr. Wilbor

Mr. Manchee

hi

Dr. Chappell Mr. Roslow Dr. Deckin^ei
IT'S TIME to stop
and take stock of
cisco tabulations at their own
whole research sitexpense.
uation, according
A section of the report covering
to these top-flight
methods and data sources lists the
representatives of
basic methods of measurements,
with names of some of the firms
buyers and sellers
of time. They are
using each technique.
supported by three
The chapter covering differences
between measurements reported by leading research
ratings services is described as a executives who
Mr. Baker
operate different
"primer on timebuying" and wraps
up in one package, perhaps for the types of measurement services.
!:
first time, a detailed analysis of
of
the
answers
to
these
question:
methods and reasons for the differwill be necessary to an informei
ing results.
evaluation of what the service:
"Chance differences," for exammittee.
ple, center in the fact that two dif- produce," according to the com
ferent samples, obtained in the
The chapter on analysis of meth
same way and intended to give the
same totality, can yield different
ods goes into much detail as i
results even when exactly the specifies the type of informatior
to be obtained from each measure
same method is applied to both.
Differences in methods used in- ment firm. Especially penetrating IIIt
volve such factors as psychological
are questions on techniques of sam
processes affecting the group conpling, but the committee feels
tacted; audience size characteristhorough analysis requires that th<
tics, with average vs. total audience
questions be answered. Details ol
and individual vs. household listenfieldother
operations,
and
elements tabulating,
are sought. cost1 Ion
ing as the two pairs of concepts;
behavior measurements; method of
"Analysis and synthesis of al
tabulation; reporting periods; dif- material that can be obtained frorr'
ferences within methods, for any
any source on the above points wil
basic technique.
in itself help eliminate much oi
the present industry confusion or
jm
Varying Results
the
ratings
subject," in the opinior
of
the
committee.
Furthermore, differences in samIn comparing available data th I
ples can bring varying results.
These variations arise from the committee suggested retabulation: erei
BOB
in New York, Philadelphia, Los An
area sampled and from representativeness of samples.
geles, St. Louis, Cincinnati anc [a
Other variations center around
Washington. In New York, radie m
differences in hours reported, col- retabulations would include Hoop cuti
h
lateral information supplied, speed
er, Nielsen and Pulse; TV woulc l!5
Ofl
include American Research Buof reporting and cost.
reau, Hooper, Nielsen, Pulse ancj k
The body of the committee's re- Videodex.
port is divided into three parts —
analysis of methods, comparisons
Philadelphia radio would include
of available data and outline of Hooper, Pulse, Sindlinger, and TV
recommended field studies. Having
ARB, Hooper, Pulse, Videodex. tan
outlined main causes of differences
Los Angeles radio would include UN
in data, the report seeks to show
Hooper, Nielsen, Pulse, and TV
how information can be obtained
ARB, Hooper, Pulse, Tele-Quo
Videodex.
which will permit appraisal, underSt. Louis radio would include
standing and evaluation of these
differences.
Hooper and Pulse; and TV, ARB
In analyzing methods, leading
Hooper, Pulse, Videodex.
audience measurement services
Cincinnati radio would include
would be asked to submit the anHooper, Pulse, Nielsen; and TV
swers to a series of questions dealARB, Hooper, Pulse, Videodex.
ing with their coverage, methods,
Washington radio would include m
costs and data. "Thorough study
ARB, Hooper, Pulse; and TV woulc
Telecasting
BROADCASTING i,

KALAMAZOO

NOW — 107,297 SETS

CHANNEL 7 - GRAND RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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;lude ARB, Hooper, Pulse, VideoK.
Averages would be shown for
ne-July-August
and Octobernvember-December
1950 to rece erratic
movements. Care
ould be taken to provide an equivnt base for comparisons. The
mmittee suggested ratings servies be reimbursed for their costs.
After all this has been done, the
'mmittee believes, the retabulaDns might lack completeness beuse of the possible lack of standdization of periods and no comirisons would be available on
mse-to-house
coincidentals and
ouse - to - house unaided recalls,
jggestions are made for tests to
^ovide such material.
Looking over its recommendaons, the committee estimated the
itire project would take about a
ear to complete and would cost
■ound $140,000 of which not less
mn 50% would be needed for the
<perimental research projects.
Research Cost
A final note on cost of current
dio and TV research points out
ivantages of conducting the projt. The comment follows:
The Committee wishes to call atntion to the extent of current bills,
<r
any "one buyer of radio and/or
lit! V research. What appears to be a
uplicity of coverage by ratings serves forces him to purchase, generIly, far more in services than he
(iels he should be compelled to buy,
a order to be adequately serviced
ith ratings information.
It is believed that a relatively small
ivestment, directed toward clearing
way much of the confusion and
ijward helping the buyer of research
lb 'understand more fully just what
jt is he is buying, and what it is that
he other services are offering him,
r. i ould prove a most profitable investlent in the long run.
It could result in considerable savigs to the buyer of services in future years through purchases more
recisely tailored to his needs.
Moreover, it is believed the forward-thinking sellers of research
ervices will favor such an investment, because it will help them more
ully to appraise their own work in
he light of what the buyers of serves most need.
EFY NCAA BAN
Movement' Grows in Texas
MOVEMENT to defy the NCAA
'ian on telecasting college grid
fames is gathering strength in
Texas, it is reported. Rep. Peppy
Blount, former Texas football star,
low representing the district of
3ig Spring, introduced a resoluon before the state House in
\ustin directing state-supported
;chools to sell TV rights to the
lighest bidder.
Meanwhile, Howard Grubbs, executive secretary, Southwest Conerence, has filed a request seeking
iermission for the Southwest loop
:o follow its 1950 policy of permitting telecasts of sell-out games.
MUNTZ TV Inc., Chicago, reported
jiet sales of $18,643,507 for nine
rionths ended Dec. 31, and net profit
if $533,953.
E Telecasting

NCAA

Council

Hears

FOOTBALL
BAN
Telecasters' Plea
THE COUNCIL of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. was ready
Friday morning to consider recommendations made by an eight-man
television committee the previous night after the first in a series of
special three-day TV meetings. The Chicago conference at the La Salle
Hotel was called for consideration ^
of what mitted
"experiments"
will football
be perin telecasts of
pected to appear Friday were Les
games this year. The NCAA has Arries of DuMont, Sig Mickelson
declaimed a one-year ban on live of CBS, H. M. Beville of NBC, Tom
telecasts for all member schools
Velotta of ABC, Dan Halpin of the
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., RobJan. 15].
ert H. O'Brien of United Paramount Theatres and H. C. Bonfig of
Television network officials and
representatives of the manufacturZenith Radio Corp., which developed Phonevision. A Phonevision
ing industry, theatre television,
Skiatron and Phonevision were
demonstration was arranged for
slated to appear individually be- noon at the Drake Hotel.
fore council members throughout
Members of the TV committee,
Friday in an effort to outline their who were named a week ago and
suggestions as to what kind of "ex- will serve during the year, are:
Bob Hall, athletic director of Yale;
authorize. periments" inTV the NCAA should
Ralph Furey, athletic director, Columbia U.; Max Parrington, athletic
Although most of the Thursday
director, George Washington U.,
discussion centered on non-TV matters, members of the group re- whose substitute was Bernie H.
of the South
viewed the video policy adopted at Moore, commissioner
Conference; Edward Krause,
the 45th annual convention in Dal- Eastern
Notre Dame, relas Jan. 12. They agreed the ban athletic placeddirector,
by Herb E. Jones, business
was "binding on the membership,
manager, Notre Dame; Reaves E.
and discussed possible means of en- Peters, executive secretary, Big 7
forcing the regulation should vio- Conference, whose alternate was A. J.
Lewandowski, business manager, U.
lations take place.
Howard Grubbs, execuIndustry
representatives ex- of Nebraska;
tive secretary, Southwest Conference
A; E. L. Romney, commissioner, Mountain States Conference, and Willis O.
TV A STRIKE?
Hunter, athletic director, U. of Southern California.
Machinery Set in Chicago
STRIKE MACHINERY was being
set up Thursday in Chicago by
members of Television Authority
as union officials attempted to
schedule a final meeting with station management for Friday or
Saturday. The board was authorized the previous week to call a
strike if negotiations were not
settled "promptly" and in their
"entirety" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26].
Negotiations broke down after
three and one-half months of meetings netted almost complete TVAstation agreement a fortnight ago.
At the last minute, before the contracts were slated to be signed for
a March 7 effective date, WGNTV Chicago withdrew, asking separate negotiations, and the other
Chicago TV stations — WNBQ
WENR-TV and WBKB— declined
to agree on what a union spokesman termed "a few but important
These points reportedly concern
fees
for group singers and dancers,
points."
specialty acts, sportscasters and
models.
Union membership unanimouslv
passed a resolution "that the final
proposals presented by the stations
are unacceptable to the membership that
;
the negotiators be hereby
instructed to so notify said stations, and that the board is hereby
authorized to call a strike if an
agreement satisfactory in its entirety cannot be reached with the
stations promptly." The membership agreed "we do not believe the
stations have negotiated in good

faith."
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NIELSEN

TV

Reports Growth of Clients
TELEVISION research is being
used at a far greater volume today
than a few months ago among advertisers and advertising agencies,
A. C. Nielsen Co. indicates in announcing 22 new subscribers since
Jan. 1 to its National Television
Index. Total subscribers since the
inauguration of its all-Audimeter
TV research late last year is 33.
Nielsen firm points out that the
post-Jan. 1 rise in TV subscriptions
follows the fact that since November about half of the clients' requests for special analyses concerned television.
New subscribers since Jan. 1 include 14 agencies, six advertisers
and two program production firms,
a spokesman said.
The agencies were listed as Ted Bates
& Co., Benton & Bowles, Biow Co.,
D'Arcy
Adv. Co.,
William Kenyon
Esty Co.,&
Geyer, Newell
& Ganger,
Eckhardt, Kudner Agency. Marschalk
& Pratt, Maxon Inc., Pedlar & Ryan,
Sherman & Marquette, Warwick &
Legler,sorsand
Young
& Rubicam.
included
Crosley
Div. of SponAvco
Mfg. Co., Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
Household Finance Corp., Kellogg Co.,
Lambert Co., and Peter Paul Inc. Program producers were Louis G. Cowan
Inc., and Music Corp. of America.
DIVIDEND of 15 cents per share declared by directors of TelevisionElectronics Fund Inc., subsidiary of
Television Shares Management Corp.,
Chicago. Net asset of mutual fund,
which specializes in electronics, totaled
$6,125,746 on Jan. 31, highest for any
accounting period in its history, board
reported.

Five top honors, two second
place awards, in addition to an
engineering citation went to
KPIX at the recent Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
Second Annual Awards Dinner.
The Academy Awards Banquet, which was held last week
in the Fairmont Hotel, proved to
be an eventful climax to the work
of the entire San Francisco television industry during the year
1950.
Top awards went to KPIX
for "Once Upon A Time",
voted the most outstanding
children's program; to Ben
Alexander, for outstanding personality; Acme Beer commercials on "Everybody's Doing
It", for best local commercial;
"William Winter and The
News", for top television news
program; andfilm"Teletrips",
outstanding
program. for
KPIX's football telecasts and
the "Saints and Sinners All Star
Revue" placed second for best
sports coverage and public service programs, respectively.
An honorary citation went to
the KPIX engineering department for excellence in its overall diversification in engineering operations.
Honorary awards also went to H.
Leslie Hoffman of the Hoffman
Radio Corp., for his contributions to television in bringing
football telecasts to the Bay
Area; and to George Sleeper, Jr.
for his outstanding work in experimental television during the
Philip Lasky, KPIX general
manager and President of the
ATAS, San Francisco Chapter,
presided over the Banquet,
year.
which was attended by over 500
members of the television industry and was telecast by all
three stations.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
KC.-f|

SFO
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Branch

March 6-7: U. S. Chamber of ComNationalHotel,
Marketing
Conference,merce,
Fairmont
San Francisco.
March 7: BMI Board Meeting, BMI Offices, New York.
March 7-15: Excise Tax Hearings, House
Ways & Means Committee. Room
1102 New House Office Bldg., Washington, D. C.
March 9-11: Station Problems Conference, U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
March 10: West Virginia Broadcasters
Assn. Meeting, 9:30 a.m., Frederick
Hotel, Huntington, W. Va.
March 12: BMI Program Clinic and
Missouri Broadcasters Assn. Meeting,
Jefferson City, Mo.
March 12-13: American Management
Assn., Marketing Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
March 13: NARTB-RTMA-FM Industry
. Committee
ton, D. C. Joint Meeting, WashingMarch 14: BMI Program Clinic, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
March 15-17: Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Board of Governors Meeting,
Ottawa, Ont.
March 16: Second Associated Program
Service Subscribers Conference,
Orange Court, Orlando, Fla.
March 16: BMI Program Clinic, Omaha.
March rado
19: Springs.
BMI Program Clinic, ColoMarch 19-20: Colorado Broadcasters
Assn.,
Program Clinic
and Roundtable Discussion,
Broadmoor
Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
March 19-22: IRE National Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Radio
Engineering Show, Grand Central
Palace, New York.
March 19-29: Inter-American Broadcasting Assn., Second Convention, Sao
Paulo, Brazil.
March 27: Annual Membership MeetYork. ing, ASCAP, Waldorf-Astoria, New

To Be Named
CD RADIO-TV
POSTS
APPOINTMENT of branch chiefs to head up radio and television activities within the Audio-Visual Division of the Federal Civil Defense
Administration will be announced shortly, it was learned last week.
The appointments are expected to be announced along with initial
.
*
plans for an instruction program
involving radio-TV stations and
In other CD developments:
other media, blueprinted earlier
® CDA Administrator Millard
this month by Jesse Butcher, forF. Caldwell urged that "public airmer radio and agency executive
raid tests be held in every city in
who supervises the overall division
the country during the next few
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Feb.
19].
months," and declared that the
U. S. "can hope for one or two minFunds Requested
utes at best" of advance warning
Forthcoming appointments, now
of an enemy attack and that "there
in the process of screenings and
is nothing we can do to stop such
campaign program for the CDA
were revealed last week as PresiLegislation was introduced
an @attack."
dent Truman sent to Congress a in the Senate jointly by Sens. Irvsupplemental funds request calling
ing M. Ives (R-N. Y.), Herbert H.
for $403 million for civil defense
Lehman (D-N. Y.), H. Alexander
activities to tide the new agency
Smith (R-N. J.) and Robert C.
over for the next 16 months.
Hendrickson (R-N. J.) which would
Specific communication breakgrant Congressional authority for
down was not available as Broadan interstate mutual military aid
casting • Telecasting went to Jersey.
pact between New York and New
press, but the Chief Executive earmarked $25 million for procureNew York-New Jersey Pact
ment, $250 million for protective
The New York-New Jersey interfacilities and $128 million for operstate pact, referred to the Senate
ations. Of that sum, $119,323,000
Judiciary Committee, would sancwould be held for fiscal 1952. Funds
tion arrangements, calling for miliwill be matched against state funds
for communications and other
tary action to protect "communications facilities and other vital inequipment, and also to finance CDA
stallations,was
plants and
organizational structure. The PresThe agreement
signedfacilities."
by state
ident noted activities have been
governors last December.
paid for out of a $1,200,000 emerCDA also announced three key
gency fund.
appointments: John A. DeChant, as
public affairs director; Dr. Roscoe
C. Martin, as consultant, and Samuel Sabin, as general counsel.
Federal officials were prepared
lV ADVERTISE,

America's
TV

Lowest

Cost

FILM

COMMERCIALS
Here's how FILMACK serves you faster!
Our large staff and extensive facilities are geared
to do fine quality work at top speed.
Here's how FILMACK saves you money!
We do all of our own typesetting, artwork, photography, special effects, voice recording, music
and laboratory work.
Through 32 years of specialized low cost moviemaking we've learned to deliver high quality
inexpensively and to pass the savings on to you.
Let us quote on your job today!
One minute TV commercial with audio as low
as $150.00.
Send U4. cyutn A&Ufit ox idea

, FILMACK,
Kk.
1331 S. Wabash o Chicago
Telephone HA 7-3395
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Chiefs

CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
York, producing five-minute, openend TV film series, Capsule Mysteries, to be used on cooperative
basis by Blackstone Washing Machine Corp., its dealers and distributors. The series has also been
sold to Beltone Hearing Aids for a
Chicago test over WBKB(TV)
through Olian Adv. Agency.
% * %
MUTUAL TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS Inc., has sold exclusive TV rights for two British feature pictures, "Kiss the Bride
Goodbye" and "Danny Boy," to
KTTV (TV) Hollywood for showing on its Movie Premiere series.
* * *
TOBY

ANGUISH PRODUCTIONS, Los Angeles, has acquired
world TV and theatrical rights to
85 Popular Science one-reel color
films in deal reportedly amounting
to more than $500,000. Purchase
included sale of PARAMOUNT
PICTURES' interest in series.
Shorts will be built into quarterhour TV programs with additional
footage to be added in form of
narration by Gayne Whitman.

last week to take the case for ade
quate civil defense on the road. Mr
Butcher of CDA is slated to spea
before the Detroit Television Cour.
cil tomorrow (Tuesday) on radio';
role in the emergency. Authorities
from New York and Detroit alsc
are scheduled to appear.
In addition, WWJ-AM-FM, tl
Detroit News outlet, is planning
elaborate two-day sessions with the
theme Operation Defense. During
select periods — Tuesday, 6-7 p.m.
and Wednesday, 2:05 to 10 a.m.—
programs will originate at emergency studios outside of Detroit
Test
is
as a "dry
show howdesigned
the station
would run"
be ex-tc
pected to send out orders and instructions from the civilian defense
office and other agencies.

ADMIRAL CORP.
Has Record Sales Volume
ALL TIME high net earnings
totaling more than $18 million and
a record sales volume of $230 mil-l
lion were reported for 1950 last
week by Admiral Corp., Chicago, i
The annual report showed neij
earnings of $18,767,554, and a sales
volume of $230,397,661, with peij
share earnings amounting to $9.73
on 1,928,000 shares of outstanding
stock. The 1950 volume represented an increase of 106% over;
that of 1949, which was $112,004,251. Earnings went up 129%, con-i
trasted with $8,206,153 in 1949.
Per share earnings rose from $4.26.
Admiral's net worth is now $32,-;
751,011, compared with $18,024,048
a year ago, an increase of 82%.,
President and Board Chairman:
Ross D. Siragusa, in a message tol
stockholders, said that last year!
Admiral manufactured "almost a
million" TV sets, and that appliance]
sales "substantially exceeded those'
of the past two years combined."
CBS

ELECTION
Set for March 7 in N. Y.

FOUR

UNIONS will bid for certification as bargaining agent for
CBS white-collar employes in New
York at an NLRB election there
March Attorney
7, underArthur
supervision
NLRB
Goldberg.of"
CBS employes will be asked to
select from among Local 153, Office Employes International Union
(AFL) ; The Newspaper Guild
(CIO) ; Independent Group of
CBS Employes, a recently-organized union, and Radio Guild, Local
50, District 65, of the Distributive,
Processing and Office Workers of j
America.
The latter organization combines
two unions previously expelled j
from the CIO as pro-Communist, j
One of the two, United Office and|
Professional Workers of America,
represented white-collar employes i
under a contract with CBS which
expired Jan. 31. CBS's questioning of DPOWA's right to bargair j
for its employes prompted the
forthcoming election.
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Programs In italics are sustaining.
Time is EST.
L is live; F, Film; K, Kinescopic Recording; E, Eastern Network; M. Midwestern Network; NI, Noninterconnected stations.

MA
30
Canada Dry
Super Circus
L (E-M)
The Facts
We Face

45
6
Peters Shoe Co.
M&M Ltd. (Alternating)
Super Circus
L (E-M)
Peoples Platform

The Ted Mack Family
L Hour
(E-M)
Lamont, Corliss & Co.
Bigelow-Sanford Co.
Mr. 1. Magination
Bigelow Theatre

TELEC
MET

WOR

Goodyear
Revue
PaulL Whiteman
(E-M)

Dodge
Motors
L (E-M)
Showtime
USA

Wm. Wrigley, Jr. Co.
Gene Autry Show

American Tobacco
This Is Show Business

HOWSHEI
IS
30
Film
Ford Motor C
Lincoln-Mercu
Toast
of the To
Ar
L

Derby Foods
Quaker Oats
The Gabby LHayes Show
MagicL Slate
lary
U,.
TV Tots
Hariline
Time
Show
F (E-M)
L (E-M)
Lucky Pup
Chuck Wagon Playhouse

o

Howdy
TSTars
Doodyinc.

Doody
Quaker
GabbyOate H'C-P-P
NBC
Hayes
Comics
L (E-M)
Show L
L (E-M)
Mary
TV
Tots
Hariline
Time
Show
F (E-M)
L (E-M)
Lucky Pup
Chuck Wagon Playhouse
L (E-M)
f'-PP
NBC
Comics

^PanhaniTfe1
Pete
and
Jennifer

Hariline
Show
L (E-M)
Quukn City
Chocolate
(off 3/14)
Lucky Pup

TV Tots
Time
F (E-M)

NBC
Comics
Mary
Hariline
Show
L (E-M)
BrluioiMyers
IpanaPup
Lucky
Standard
Brands
NBC
Comics
Mary
Hariline
Show
L (E-M)
Sundial
Shoes
Lucky Pup

NBC
Comics

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Space
Cadet
I, (E-M)

Howdy
Intnl.
DoodyStan

Howdy
Doody
«:-!•-!•
L (E-M)

1'imhortrHf H'
DoodyCo.
Kellogg
Pete
and
L (E-M)
Jennifer
TV
Tots
Time
F (E-M)
Chuck Wagon Playhouse

Howdy Co
Wander
Doody
Quakei*
OatslWelch
Gabby
HowdyG. J
Hayes Doody
L (E-M)
Show L I L (E-M)

Blaine
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus
Film

Jimmy Blaine
L (E-M)
Co-op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus

Andy $
Delia
7-7:05
Russell

Co-op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus

L (E-M)

Tots
Time
F (E-M)
Chuck Wagon Playhouse

J immy

Co-op

L Space
(E-M)
Cadet

Chuck Wagon Playhouse

GabbyOuts H'
Quakiu
MarsDoody
Inc.
Hayes
L
(E-M)
Show L

General Foods
Hopalong Cassidy
Kellogg
F

Jimmy
Blaine
L (E-M)

Andy &
Delia
7-7:05
Russell

Co-op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus

Andy $
Cadet
L Space
(E-M)

Delia
7-7:05
Russell

Co-op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
L (M)Jim
Cactus

Lucky Pup

of
Nature of Mutual
Omaha
Mr. Wizard
BobdineConsiL (E-M)
L
Things
CBS
Sun. 11:30-12N
Bonny Bonande
Maid Versatile
Varieties,
Mills
Monday-Friday — p.m.
1:30-2:30 Garry Moore Show, sponsoring on various days: P&G,
R. J, Reynolds Tob. Co.,
Quaker Oats, Corn Products
2:30-2:45 First 100 Years, P&G
4-4:30
Hornemakers Exchange, participating on various days:

Brown
Shoe Corp.Smilin'
Ed. McConnell,
F (Alt.
weeks).
Brown Shoe,
Say
It with Acting
L |
Uuminum
Cooking
Utensil, Calif. Prune
& Apricot
Growers Assn., Calif. Walnut Growers Assn., Hotpoint, Landers,
S.O.S., C. H.
Willett&
Inc.,
Frary
Clark
4.30-5
Vanity Fair, Coro Inc.
MWF 2 45-3:30 Winner Take All
:.J&F 3:30-4 Fashion Magic, Latex
Tuesday
Thursday
2:45-3:15 andWinner
Take— p.m.
All

RegentIt ToCigarettes
Leave
L (E-M)The Girli
Schenley
Faye
7-7:05
Russell
I. (E-M) Pepsi-Cola
Emerson

General
(Jello)
AldrichFoods
Family
L (E-M)

Comedy Hour-Bobby Clark ►
Alternatingtrxgidaire
every 4th
Palm.-Peet,
Colgate
Comedy
Div.Suncoi J^'

Ironrite Corp.
Morgan
Wines
Hollywood Screen Test
Can YouDavid
Top This?
L (E-M)
Th
Oldsmobile
LeverVideoBros.Theatre
-Lux
News
Lux
Steve Allen Shou
A
LiggettComo
&
CBS-TV Perry
Myers
OnceL Upon
Tune
(E-M) a (NI)
Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
Mohawk
Mills
RCA
News
Beynolds
V
Kukla,L (E-M)
Fran & Ollie
Winchell-Show
F
(E-M)
Speidel
JerryPaulMahoney
Show
Boom
L
iRnT^n^y
ProcterBeulah
& Gamble
7-7:05
HollywoodF (E^M)
Mvstery
Russell
Club Seven
7:05-7:30
L (E-M)
F (E-M)
1'rudential Insurance Uo
Prudential
Family
Oldsmobile Liggett &
Alternate
Wee
Sieve Alien Show
CBS-TV
Stork
Myers
News
Club
Sure As Fir.
Fat'
Court of Current Issues
Captain
Van Camp
L (E-M)
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
Texas Co.
Little Show Beynolds
Texaco Star The
News
Kukla.LSealtest
Fran
&
Ollie
John Conte F (E-M)
(E-M)
L (E-M)
L
First
Nightei
Campana
Sal<
Bendix Home Appliances
F (E-M)
Club
Setien
Chance L of(E-M)
a Lifetime
L (E-M)
Toni-Pillsbury (Alt.) | Lr§n
Oldsmobile Liggett &
Steve Allen Show
Arthur Godfrey and H
News
Perry
Como
Myers
CBS-TV
uerber frod
Mr. & Mrs.
Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
J. Carroll
Motorola, Norge, Pi
Ford Motor Div.
Mills
Four L Star
News
Beynolds
(E-M)Rev
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie Show L Boom F (E-M)
(E-M)
Banger
ME)LoneF Bakeries
Admiral & P. Lori
American
(5 sta)
Club Seven
(E-M)
StopL the
Musi
General Mills (rest net)
L (E-M)
Mohawk"
Oldsmobile
Allen Amei
Liggett & Carnation-Burns &Theatre
Steve Allen Show
CBS-TV
Th
Stork Club Johnson-St'rlight
Alternate Weeks
News
Myers
W. H. Johnson Candy
Tidf
Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
Van Camp s
Broan
Life Magazine
DeSoto-Plymouth
Little Show
Reynolds
You
Bet
Your
Life
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie John LConte F News
(E-M)
F
•] [.I
Faye
Green
Giant
Co.
Club Seven Pepsi-Cola
Life With Linkletter Ronson Art Metal Works
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
20 Questions
Emerson
PeterP ■
General Foods
Oldsmobile
Steve Allen Show
House Coffee
Liggett & Maxwell Mama
ft H
CBS-TV
News
Perry
Como
Myers
Mr. & Mrs.
Rose
Captain
J. Carroll
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
I
RCA
Mohawk
MillsProd".
Uerber
Reynolds
Miles,
Quiz
Kids
Kukla,L Fran
if
(E-M)
(E-M)& Ollie Show Boom F News
L
L
American
Dairy Assn
Paul Whiteman
General Mills
Time Theatre
Hollywood
The
Irwins
TV Teen Club
F (E-M)
f- tK_M")
Oldsmobile
Sylvania
Electric
Beat the Clock
Sam Levenson Show
The Anheuser-Busc
Ken Murray I

Kellogg Co.
Victor Borge Show
L

Manhattan Soap Co.
One Man's
L (E-M)Family

3:30-4 Betty Crocker, General Mills
Thur. 3:15-3:30 Bride & Groom, Hudson
Pulp Sc Paper
Sat. 12-1 The Big Top. National Dairy
NBC Daytime
Sunday — p. m.
2:30-3
American Forum of Air
3
Battle Report— Washington
3:30
Mrs. Roosevelt
4
Meet the Press. Revere

Yoi

A Service of BROADCASTING PM
- —
ABC Library
Marshall Plan
Doc. Film
in Action
F (E-M)
General Electric Co
Fred Waring Show

!n i!
he J ■
hp
^ ||e
isb
-

— J
L don
J "1 fa '

Arthur Murray Studios
With This Ring
Arthur Murray Show
L (E-M)
L (E-M) (NI)
fnuco Corp.
Philco Television
Playhouse
L (E-M)
Pharma-Craft
On Trial
Am. Razor Blade Corp.
L (E-M)
The College Bowl
r.fE-Mi
Philip Morris Co.
General
Foods-Sanka
Horace Heidt
The Goldbergs

Gospel
Bcst'g Corp.
Old Fashioned
Revival
Hour
F (E M)
B. F. Goodrich Co.
Celebrity Time

Church of The Air
People's
YouthYoung
on The
March
Jules Montenier Inc.
Stoppette
What's
My Line

Norwich
Week in
Review

They Stand Accused
Congoleum-Nairn
Garroway At LargeInc. L (E-M^
L (E-M)

TBA

Double Feature
F (E-M)

Party
AtMasland
Home
U

Westinghouse
Studio Electric
One Corp.
Co-op
Wrestling
IV / how
(From Columbia Park, N. J.)
Hocking
t,
rE-ivn
fNTt
Anchor
— "!
American 1 obacco Co.
Admiral
Local
Sponsors
(Co-op)
fiii Co.
R.
Montgomery,
Li
Who
Said
That
lcky
Strike
Theatre
Lights
Out
dv Time^^fL^^
1 «{ne
L (E-M)
Alternates with Col gate-Palmolive-Peet,
Open House
L
L
Come
^^^isical
' L (E-M)
American
Tobacco
Co.
Arnold
Bakeries
Hudson
Motor
Car
Co.
Roller
Derby
Roller
Derby
ifo J
Life Begins at 80
Billy Rose
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Ml !i ••
,.1,1
Block
Drug
R. J. Reynolds
mlj
Electric Auto-Lite
Danger
WeeJtli
Vaughn Monroe Show
Suspense
ft jDrug
Store ofTV Bands
Prod.
Cavalcade
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
Anchor
Co. f
!
Procter & Gamble
Armstrong Cork Co.
P. Lorillard
Ik
J
Circle Theatre
Original AmateurCo-op
Hour
Fireside Theater
.1
F
L
Open House
L (E-M)
Wrestling
Corp.
Sal):
Philco ,-M)
Don McNe
11 TV Club
L (E-M)
1. (1
HI
(To, Mirl nijwht.)
P.
Lorillard
Co.
Pabst Sales Co.
i Isra
Bymart Inc.
Interview
Blue Ribbon Bouts
Sports
Somerset Maugham Show Embassy
ill
The Cigarettes
Web
National Distillers Prod. Consolidated Cigar Corp.
Plainclothesman
Famous Jury Trials
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
Anchor
Armour
I
Bristol-Myers
Open
House |
Kraft
Foods
Co.
TV
Theatre
Break the Bank
Stars Over Hollywood
In
L (E-M)
L
F
1) i
Blatz Brewing Co., Ro ler Derby
Lor
Packard Motors
Gruen Watch Co.
US Army
& Derby
Air Force
la i
Blind
Date
Holiday
Hotel
Roller
Florsheim Shoe Co.
- L (E-M)
L (E-M)
l'
ReH Cr«n» I'r.ulii-.LM 'li -in *„ 1 1 ■*n\ 1
Nash Motors
Esso Standard Oil
. Ha/.or
Philip Morris Co.
Lever Bros.-Rinso
Airflyte Theatre
Kroger Co.
Tlif On
Truth or Co-op
Consequences Nash
Big Town
Alan Young Show
(Last 3/15— TBA)
Boxing
Kaiser-Frazer
"hi iic. oa
Ellery
Queen
L
(E-M)
(NI)
i» jywood
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
U.Martin
S. Tobacco
Ford
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Sing It
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The Frank Sinatra Show
Sinatra Show
Sing It Again
1
Again
Ever
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■\/r\ Garden
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j
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Daytime
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NEW Pulse service,
at no cost to radio
subscribers, will be available during the first
week in March.
RadioPulse,
rpHE
Multi covering
Market
fourteen markets regularly surveyed by Pulse,
will be available to stations and agencies now
buying individual market
reports. This report will
be issued bimonthly and
will cover network programs appearing in three
or more markets.

For in form a Hon
about this and
other Pulse services

ASK

THE

THE
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PULSE,

INC.

15 West 46th Street
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Amos. Robert D.. F. H. Havhurst Co.
j_:d.. Toronto: Archibald. E. G.. CHOV
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fisheries, Ottawa; Allard. T. Jim, CAB.
bttawa; Allen. A. E. (Ted), CN-CP
V.'ire Lines:
Armstrong,
D. M..
Victoria:
Alexander.
Robert
D.. CKDA
CKSO
Eudbury; Allen. Hugh S., Lang-Worth,
i\"ew
York; Alexander,
J. L., Alan
James C,
L.
-.lexander,
Toronto: Ball,
Canadian Advertising, Toronto: Baruch,
?.alDh M., Sesac Inc.. New York: Bernard. Viateur, CHNC New Carlisle;
.Bertram, G. S., Swift Canadian Co.
;4i-td.,
Bewick, Louis,
L. W., CKVM
CHSJ
aint Toronto:
John: BUodeau,
Ville Marie: Bishop. W. A.. Evangeline
roadcasting Co., Kentville: Blick, J.
., CJOB Winnipeg: Botterill, N.,
KKM Regina: Boyling. J. S.. CHAB
Moose Jaw; Box, E. W.. Cockfield,
3rown
& Co..
Montreal:Brown,
Brillant.
Aurert. CJBR
Rimouski:
Norman
D., Radio Time Sales Ltd., Toronto;
Brown, Murray T.. CFPL London;
Browne. Jim Jr., CKOV Kelowna: Bureoyne, W. B. C. CKTB St. Catharines;
Burham, Tom. CKRS Jonquiere: Burns,
CANADIAN TV
Toronto Outlet Prepares
TEAIXING equipment for
anada's first TV station, at Toonto, has arrived at the Canaan Broadcasting
Corp.'s
studios
and included
two Toronto
camera
chains and related equipment from
the Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal. The equipment is to be
used by Toronto TV station personnel in becoming familiar -with
actual operation prior to the
Toronto station going on the air
late this year. A temporary TV
studio has been equipped at CBC
Toronto headquarters in a room
35 by 27 feet, where the TV personnel will receive its training.
Work on the Toronto CBC TV
transmitter building and studios
at 354 Jarvis St. is not expected to
be completed till late this year.
The foundation is nearly complete,
but superstructure has not yet been
started, nor has the TV tower.
Steel controls are expected to retard construction, and the target
date of Sept. 1 has already been
moved back to Nov. 1 for the TV
station to go on the air.
MICH. WORKSHOP
Dr. Hunter To Direct
DR. ARMAND L. HUNTER, a
leading figure in U. S. educational
radio and television, will direct a
six-week TV workshop at Michigan
State College, East Lansing, June
18-July 25.
Dr. Hunter is chairman of the
department of radio, speech and
theatre at Temple U. and also is
educational director of WFIL-TV
Philadelphia.
NTFC Trade Show
FIRST annual trade convention
and exhibition of the National
Television Film Council will be
held in New York sometime in
June, it has been announced. The
next NTFC all-day forum is scheduled for March 28, it also was
announced. As usual the forum
will be divided into three sessions:
on production, distribution and stations.
Telecasting
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WLW

-TELEVISION
LEADS

in LEADING
TV

daytime

cities

Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus
— served by WLW-Television —
lead the nation for daytime setsin-use with average of 13.9%,
12.2% and 1 1.1 %, respectively.*

CINCINNATI
DAYTON

Avge. Share of Audience*
LEADING
37.4%
WLW-TV
STATION COMPETITOR
47.5%
26.2%
63.1%
57.7%

24.3%

COLUMBUS
WLW-TELEVISION

delivers the

greatest daytime audience in the
midwest's second largest TV market.

WLW-T WLW-D WLW-C
CINCINNATI DAYTON COLUMBUS
*Videedex, December, I°S0 — 6 em — 6 pm
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NLRB

Dismisses

ARTISTS

AFRA Complaint
THE NATIONAL Labor Relations Board last Thursday adopted the
findings of an NLRB trial examiner and dismissed a complaint filed
against KMBC-AM-FM Kansas City, Mo., by a local of the American
Federation of Radio Artists. .
An amended complaint, filed . . . afforded the artist an opportunJune 28, 1949, had charged that the
ity to earn a bonus over and above
licensee, Midland Broadcasting Co., the minimum rates of pay guaranprior to Aug. 19, 1948, had reteed by the unions, but at the same
strained its employes by maintaintime imposed certain restrictions
ing individual employment conon the artist, designed in general
tracts through the KMBC Artists
to
assure that (KMBC) would reBureau, a booking agency, and that
ceive the exclusive benefit of its
the station had refused to bargain
investment in the artist."
with the union on terms and conThe board also agreed with Trial
ditions for special program anExaminer Myers D. Campbell Jr.
nouncers.
that the discharge of an employe,
In a majority decision, the board
Sherwood Durkin, was "not due
ruled that the station did not vio- to union activity but to his frelate the Taft-Hartley Act, notwithquent references to (station) manstanding the fact the union was
agement and policies in profane
exclusive bargaining agent for the and abusive terms." The licensee
artists, and pointed out that 1946 therefore did not violate the act
and 1948 union contracts with
in this respect, the board added.
In a dissenting opinion, NLRB
KMBC "expressly authorized direct negotiations" which would of- members John M. Houston and
fer better terms than those proPaul L. Styles held that "any divided by AFRA.
rect negotiations between an employer and such employes is in
"Generally speaking," 1 the maderogation" of the union's collecjority said, "these talent contracts

tive bargaining right. They interpreted the contracts as permitting the station to enter agreements only insofar as they relate
to matters covered by union contracts and if they were "more
favorable" than AFRA terms.
Under language of the contracts,
the minority continued, the negotiation of any "term" of employment, which was not more
favorable than the union minimum,
would violate the AFRA agreements and render the employer
open to violation. The minority
also took exception to the majority
view that the board would have
been required to rewrite talent contracts for the involved parties.
In other actions, touching upon
broadcast and other industries,
NLRB also ruled that:

RADIO SURVEYS
Err in Newspaper Analog) !
BROADCASTERS who think the;,

(1) A union's request for "permanent layoff" of an employe of a subordinate union violates the TaftHartley Act if the actual discharge
materializes through action by the
employer.
(2) In determining whether or not
to assert jurisdiction in secondary
boycott cases, it will consider the
operations of both primary employers
— with whom the union had direct
dispute — or secondary, against whom
the union has taken action to cause
him to cease doing business with
the former.
(3) A union violates the T-H act
by inducing employes of a secondary
employer at their place of work to
engage in boycott activities by citing
to them
an "unfair
containing the name
of thelisting"
employer.

we Timebuyers
are having should
internal look
troubles.''
upon
audience surveys as "aids to theirM
judgment
rather than replacing
their judgment," he advised.
In support of research as a
whole,
Dr. might
Roslowget contended
that" fe
"a station
several counts;

AUTO RADIOS
Surveyed in Pittsburgh

is the

PAID
for

pulling

word

power

Paid circulation is the only sure way to measure a
magazine's readership, to determine its advertising
value.

The reader pays for his subscription because he's interested. Because he's interested, he reads. When he
reads, your sales message reaches a more likely-to-act
audience. And that's the audience that adds pulling
power to your advertising.

MORE AGENCIES AND MORE ADVERTISERS PAY MORE MONEY FOR
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
SUBSCRIPTIONS THAN FOR ANY
OTHER RADIO-TV JOURNAL.
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BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

CHARLES F. ACKENHEIL, director, Guide-Post Research of
Pittsburgh, after conducting a survey in that city, estimated 120,000
hours of auto radio listening daily
in the Pittsburgh area.
The research organization polled
1,533 Pittsburgh district families
and noted their auto radio listening habits. Of the families, 65%
owned autos, and 51% of the carowners had auto radios in working
condition. Those radios in 59%
of the cases had been turned on
sometime during the 24 hours previous to when car-owners were
polled. Average listening time per
day was 49 minutes. The 120,000hour figure was based on 1%
riders per auto.
Forego Birthday Week
BECAUSE of the national emergency, Camp Fire Girls Inc. will
forego its nationwide Birthday
Week network broadcast and is requesting that, whenever possible
during the week of March 11, the
organization be saluted by spot announcements or plugs on existing
programs. Miss Elizabeth M. McStea, the group's national public
relations director, felt it "unwise to
tie up a network's facilities when
they may be needed for a broadcast of national importance."

see an analogy between radio lis 1
tenership ratings and the circula- j
tion count of newspapers are^mis
taken, in the opinion of Dr. Sydne;
Roslow of The Pulse Inc.
In an address before the ChicagoRadio Management Club, Dr. Ros-lf
low asserted that "your potential*
is radio families, which should ber
your
He ABC
urgedcount."
the broadcasting in- =
dustry to decide what it wantf-.-L
measured, "then the research com- >
panies will follow through." De- 1
ploring the "fighting between one!
another" in the radio research field,
he noted that "those in other media
are taking advantage of us while f

and they will all be right." He :
stressed the importance of eval-;f
uatingknow
a rating,
"if |
you
how todeclaring
evaluate that
it, the*;;,
size won't be too important."
SPOTS ATTRACT
Washington State Tourists
TOURIST expenditures by visitors
from outside the state reportedly
totaled $123.2 million, an all-time
high for the state of Washington,
in 1949, the first year of existence
of the Washington State Advertis-LP
ing Commission. The average
tourist party reportedly spent $176
while in Washington.
Radio played an important part
in attracting tourists to the state. St
A series of spot announcements
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 20, 1949, August 22, 1949]
was aired on 18 stations in 16;
markets during the summer o:
1949.
Loren B. Stone, general manager
of KIRO Seattle, is a member of
the seven-man Advertising Com- _
mission. The account is handled
by MacWilkins, Cole & Weber,
Seattle advertising agency.
Mrs. Roy Thomson
EDNA ANNIS THOMSON, 56,
wife of Roy Thomson, owner of
CJKL Kirkland Lake, CKGB Timmins and CFCH North Bay, Ont.,
died Feb. 22 at Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., after an illness of several
years. Born at Drayton, Ont., she
married Roy Thomson in 1917 before he was in radio or publishing
business. She is survived by Mr.
Thomson, two married daughters
and a son.

Telecasting
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Advertisement

From

0 (|

where

6iy Joe

Hon.
" De

I sit

Marsh

irtist's sketch of the WCAU radio-TV center, to be completed by the
spring of 1952.
i
VCAU

BUILDING

ipj, Foundation Now Completed
FOUNDATIONS are completed for
-Millie 100,000 square foot radio and
elevision center WCAU Philadelphia is erecting on a 10-acre site,
'iatijphis
last president
week by
)onaldwasW.announced
Thornburgh,
&>ind general manager, WCAU Sta"^•Hjions.
The new plant is expected to be
•eady for occupancy in the spring
>f 1952. Designed to insure flexi)ility to meet future changes in
.elecasting techniques, as well as
to accommodate WCAU's AM operst^ation, the building will be capable
Df expansion in two directions. The
air-conditioned structure will have
nine studios on the main floor,
which covers an area of more than
Dne acre. There will be three 60 by
80 ft. television studios and one
smaller studio which may be used
for AM and TV programs and rehearsals.
The new WCAU plant will have
a completely-equipped commercial
Sim department. This unit, designed
to supplement WCAU-TV's service
to its clients and their agencies,
jwill contain the latest processing
facilities, making available the production of commercial and program
films within the Philadelphia area.
John G. Leitch, vice president in
jcharge of engineering for the
WCAU Stations, has overall supervision of construction and planning, which are being handled by
the Austin Co.

RADIO

PROPS MET
Listeners Swell Fund
Right

RADIO AUDIENCES of the Metropolitan Opera's Saturday afternoon (2-4:45 p.m.) broadcasts over
ABC have contributed gifts totaling $123,500, or about half of the
$250,000 received by the opera association in its annual drive, it
has been announced by George A.
Sloan, chairman of the Met's board.
The campaign, which began Dec.
30, is conducted to provide for production improvements and to meet
maintenance costs for this year,
with a goal set at $750,000.
Although most radio contributions came from ardent lovers of
the Met, who expressed their gratitude for the broadcasts, one letter
contained an exception. A man
from Ontario, N. Y., wrote that although he cared not at all for
opera and cared even less about
opera on the radio, he was contributing $50 because there were so
many unable to afford a gift who
did enjoy it.
Mrs. August Belmont, past chairman of the Met board, speaking at
a dinner in her honor given by the
association, also lauded the radio
broadcasts and described the vast
contributions received through the
programs.
MDBS NAMED
To Information Commission

PRESIDENT TRUMAN last Monday nominated Ben Hibbs, editor of
the Saturday Evening Post, to
succeed Mark F. Ethridge on the
U. S. Advisory Commission on Information. His nomination is subject to Senate confirmation.
Mr. Ethridge, editor of the
Louisville
Times and Courier-Jour6%
nal (WHAS-AM-FM-TV), had
$0
been serving on the commission
since its formation in August 1948,
and submitted his resignation last
year. The commission has conducted a number of surveys into
the effectiveness of the Voice of
America and other State Dept.
overseas information programs.
NAB President Justin Miller is one
of the five members of the advisory
Powerful Station
g's Most
in
ns
group.
La
S
|
BROADCASTING
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Our
Sometime

Under
Nose!

back, we got word from

the Governor, asking if we wanted to
use the State Fire Inspection Team —
experts they send around to communities to inspect public buildings.
We sent a letter saying: "Okay!
Give us the once-over!" They came
down, all right — last week.
After the inspection, we got their
report. Came out pretty well, all told.
Town Hall and School were O.K. Post
Office just needed more sandbuckets.
In fact, everything got a clean bill of
health, except — the Fire Station!
From where I sit, we volunteer firemen had just been too blamed busy
keeping everyone else on the ball — to
realize our own firehouse was not up
to snuff. Like the man who worries
so much about his neighbors — about
whether they work hard enough, about
whether they can really afford their
new car, about their enjoying a temperate glass of beer — that he forgets
to take a good critical look at himself
now and then.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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LEN appointed radio
DICK WOOL
program manager ABC Central
Div., Vice President JOHN H.
NORTON Jr., announced last week.
Mr. Woollen replaced LEONARD
BLAIR, who transferred to New York
as Eastern production manager and
assistant to LEONARD REEG, vice
president in charge of AM programming. Mr. Woollen worked previously
-director for network's Westas writer
ern Div.
WILLIAM FROUG, writer program
department CBS Hollywood, named
director of program writing and program idea acceptance Columbia Pacific Network. He replaces PAUL
PIERCE, resigned.
BILL VAUGHN appointed program
director WAVZ New Haven, succeeding BOB GILLESPIE, resigned. He
has been with stations in Texas,
Missouri, Montana and Maryland.
HARRY BLACK, associate program
director WXEL (TV) Cleveland, appointed program director.
ROBERT SEAL, general manager
KOB Albuquerque, to KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles as chief of program operations. Mr. Seal was previously director of CBS' Truth or Consequences
and Gene Autry Show and before that
staff producer with NBC in Hollywood
and San Francisco.
PAUL HARRINGTON appointed chief
continuity writer WOW-AM-TV
Omaha. He succeeds BILL O'HALLOREN who resigned to freelance on
West Coast. ROBERT E. LEE named
to continuity staff.
HARRISON WOOLEY, KFRC San
Francisco, to KYA, same city, as promotion manager.
HANK SYLVERN, radio-TV musical
director, will serve as music director
for new State Dept. dramatic series
to be beamed to South America.

Put

a

Reach

air-casters
DICK AKER, program director WSAL
Logansport, Ind., to program staff
KDWT Stamford, Tex. HOWARD
BRIGHT, announcing staff WIOU
Kokomo, Ind., succeeds him as program director at WSAL.
WILLIAM O. CRAMPTON, film and
TV director WSYR-TV Syracuse,
N. Y., resigns.
JOHN H. MORSE, director of ABCTV Lone Ranger, appointed production
coordinator
CBS assist
Amos CHARLES
'n' Andy
TV series. for
He will
BARTON, director of program, in
providing liaison between network
program department and Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City, where TV series
will be filmed.
IRVING SMITH, program chief
WCAM Camden, N. J., and WCAP
Asbury Park, N. J., to production
staff WIP Philadelphia, ED LOCKE,
WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J., to announcing
staff WIP, replacing LES ALEXANDER, who is now with WITH Baltimore, in same capacity.
DICK ERSTEIN, senior producer
Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council, Boston, appointed
radio officer at Athens, Greece, in
foreign service of State Dept.
DON HILLMAN, director
named new director on Mon.
portions o f five weekly
Open House, NBC-TV, 11-12

Yourself

spot !

NBC-TV,
and Wed.
Broadway
p.m.

on

•4 '< 3

t,o0o
Frit
omes
WINS spots move mountains of everything — from collar
buttons to "Constellations" — fast! Let us give you examples!
WINS spots have a high Pulse but a low rate per
thousand homes. Let us show you!
*
o*less.
WINS spots, in other words, sell more, tcost
Get the straight facts on a WINS spot buy.
Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
•Source: Pulse ol N. Y.— Dec, 1950

Buy WINS
If Sells!

.

WINS
50KW
New York
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DON HOWELL, WDSU announce:
named night operations directo
WDSU-TV.
BUDD DUVALL, KRRV Shermatl
Tex., to announcing staff KAYL-AM
FM Storm Lake, Iowa.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

ISABELLE BIASINI, assistant director of religious and educational programs MBS, recalled to active duty
as captain in WACS. CELESTE
CLORES, staff of Idaho Daily StatesBiasini.man, Boise, Idaho, will replace Miss
RALPH MOFFATT to WDGY Minneapolis, as disc emcee. He was with
WCCO Minneapolis.
LEWIS KLEIN, Donn Bennett Productions, Phila., to WFIL PhiladelFRANK LUCAS and DAVE FERRY
to
department WIL St. Louis,
phia.music
as
librarian and assistant librarian.
NORM McBAIN, announcer CBW
Winnipeg, to CBC International Service, Montreal.
PAUL PANGBURN, sales manager
A. J. Saylo & Co., L. A., to NBC
Hollywood as assistant to MAX BAUMAN, NBC Western Div. purchasing
agent. CONFORTI and RENEE IOSET
ANN
named to staff WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
BOB DARE, studio engineering department WPTR Albany, N. Y., named
to announcing staff.
GEORGE BARNES to announcing
staff CBR Vancouver. Was with
CKOY Ottawa.
JACK BRIGGS, producer Enterprise
Studios, to KFMB-TV San Diego, as
staff announcer.
WES HOPKINS, disc jockey WTTM
Trenton, to WNEW New York.
BILL ARNOLD, program director
CJBQ Belleville, to CFQC Saskatoon,
in same capacity. GWEN MARSH,
announcer CJBQ, to announcing staff
CFQC.
MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT starts
five weekly 45 minute program on
KFWB Los Angeles. Mrs. Roosevelt
will give commentary on various important news developments and interview name personalities and world
figures. Her son, Elliott, will participate on program.
LARRY KEITH, WBCO Bessemer,
Ala., to WKAB Mobile, as announcer,
replacing TOM ATER. ROSS SMITHERMAN, WALA Mobile, to WKAB,
as disc emcee.
HAYES PILLARS, musician and orchestra leader, to WIL St. Louis
as disc emcee on The Harlem Express.
KEN KLYCE, WSGW Saginaw, Mich.,
to WCSC Charleston, S. C.
GLENN ELLIOTT WOLFF, WMJM
Cordele, Ga., to WIBU Poynette, Wis.,
as announcer-disc jockey.
NANCY REINIKE to script department at KCBS San Francisco.
BILL WOOD, WFEC Miami, Fla., to
WLIL-AM-FM Lenoir City, Tenn., as

STEVE ALLEN, radio-TV star CBi\
presented annual Distinguished Sen.j
ice award from AMVETS "for out
standing service to AMVETS and tj
welfare of nation."
Mewl • • •
JOHN R. HOLMES appointed farrj
director KLR,, !
Little Rock, Aril
Cedar
Rapid:
He was with
WM' fI
Iowa, and Texa:i
Quality Network, j
BERNIE news
KAMEN
SKE,
anil 1
WORL
Boston, re^M
sports directo
signs to e n t e
Army.
M A R I
CARROLL, Bosto
Fost> replaces him
Mr. Holmes
CHET HUNTLEY, news analyst CBtyt
Hollywood, to ABC Hollywood wher<j5,
he has started six weekly quarter ;(f
hour news commentary on ABC Pa
cine Network. CHARLES COLLING f
WOOD, CBS newscaster, temporarilj^
replaces him on his Columbia Pacific, ,.•
Network news analysis program.

FULTON LEWIS jr., MBS commen ij
tator, received good citizenship medal
of the Philadelphia chapter, Sons oi l
American Revolution, at luncheon in
his honor in Philadelphia. T. Joseph ;
Reilly,
president,
made WCAU
award, t 1
GEORGEchapter
LORD,
news staff
Philadelphia, appointed director of
special events for station.
LINDSEY NELSON, Tennessee sports
caster, appointed publicity director S
for U. of Tennessee Athletic Assn
R. S. JAMES to farm commentator
CBN St. John's, Newfoundland.
MIKE DAVIS, commercial manager
WJBS Deland, Fla., to WVOT Wilson, N. C, as director of farm programs.
PEARL
women's
WCSC BAUM,
Charleston,
S. commentator
C, received
special commendation from English hn
Speaking Union of United States in
recognition of work she is doing to-ni
wards greater friendship and under- .
standing between peoples of United
States and Commonwealth Nations;
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations

write
producer-emcee.
Employers
RUTH RATNY to WTVJ (TV) Miami
Reinsurance
as copywriter in programming deCorporation
partment.
Insurance
Exchange Bldg.,
BOB HOWARD, WKOW Madison, apKansas
City,
Missouri
pointed announcer WDSU New Orleans. He replaces NORMAN JACKSON who has been called into service.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

On

All Accounts

(Continued from -page 8)
mond, Ind., venture — WJWC. His
war service was as night fighter
controller in Marine aviation radar, in Hawaii and Japan, as well
as the U. S. When he left the service to join Reincke, Meyer & Finn,
he was a first lieutenant.
Among Frank's radio accounts
are the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, Anderson Co.
(windshield wipers), Sterling Insurance Co., Otarion Inc. (hearing
aids) and Lehon Co. ("Mulehide"
roofing). He also is about to
:MINAR for program directors of launch Anderson on television, and
: eterans Administration hospital ra- already has Powder-ene (rug cleaner) and Burgess Cellulose
o stations, held last month at Fort
'ayne, Ind., posed a perplexing at- (sponges) on TV.
ndance problem. When the local
While conceding that the adver,-spita! outlet faced shutdown of
tising accent is shifting "a great
-oadcasts, WANE volunteered serv- deal" toward television, with vales of two announcers to operate it
ues of time of day in radio changjring the three-day session. Corning sharply,
Frank
"it theis
to say
radiofeels
is on
ering arrangements are (I to r): ridiculous
nn M. Miller, WANE program diector; Harold McGinnis, chief of way out."
Adjustments Needed
creation, Fort Wayne VA hospital;
orman J. Doyle Jr., program di"This is a period of flux that
:ctor of WFWI, the VA station,
calls for many adjustments," he
sminar drew representatives of 26 says. "An agency man can't take
A hospitals throughout the nation.
a partisan stand for either radio
or television. Both are important
ORE KIDS, AGED
Both Mr. Baker and his wife,
Census Breakdown Shows
media."
the
former Dorothy Belton of
IORE potential radio and TV fans
Bloomingdale, Mich., have deep
roots in the Wolverine state.
re indicated by the latest breakown of the 1950 census, which
Frank's grandfather, the late Wil-ows that there are 30 million
liam Henry Harrison Myers, setnildren under 10 years old, an intled in a log cabin in Van Buren
rease of nearly 40^ over 1940,
County in 1836, and his sons and
nd 12 million persons over 65 daughters and grandchildren have
ears of age, an increase of almost
been prominent in Michigan farmT^c over 1940.
ing and educational circles for
Sex ratio, according to preliminnearly a century.
ry estimates upon which these figThe Frank Bakers were married
|res are based, shows the females
utnumbering the males by 100 to June 14, 1931, and have a son,
David, 18, and a daughter, Flor3.1. This is the first U. S. census
ence, 13, students at Taft high
o show a majority of females,
school in Chicago. The family relatio in 1940 was 100 gals to 100.7
sides in suburban Norwood Park.
ien. The preliminary estimate also
Frank
is a member of the Chihowed 63.7 % of the people living
cago Radio Management Club and
n non-farm areas, 20.6% in ruralon-farm areas, and 15.6 Te in rural is program chairman of the Chiarm areas. Number of households
cago Federated Advertising Club.
He has few hobbies, but admits to
p.creased from 34.9 million in 1940
o 42.5 million in 1950, a 20% in- going fishing occasionally and "if
crease for the 10 year period. But
it takes a worm to catch one, I'm
j verage size of each household de- not too proud."
reased from 3.7 to 3.4 persons.

Give-away PRIZES
"Fastest-growing prize service
in the West." We serve more
than 50 AM and TV stations,
plus network shows.
We use 82 and 850 items and
invite inquiries from manufacturers and their agencies. We
give you 100% cooperation.
Associate Needed —
For Chicago Office: investment
and your services required.
RAY AND BERGER
1471 N. Tamarind Ave.,
Hollywood 28: Telephone:
HLdson 24202
3ROADCASTING

Loyalty in Pennsylvania
LOYALTY to the government and
denunciation of Communism is the
substance of a loyalty oath signed
by 100% of the employes of
WVAM Altoona, Pa. Manager
Robert G. Walter also heads
an "Americanization" committee,
formed by the Pennsylvania Assn.
of Broadcasters to work with the
National American Legion Division
on a projected series of programs
on the threat of Communism for
state network presentation. Other
members of the committee are Jim
Murray, KVQ Pittsburgh; Jack
Hooper, WHGB Harrisburg; L. R.
Rawlins, KYW Philadelphia, and
Robert Trace, WMGW Meadville.
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Respects
(Continued from page 46)
behind in his studies, asked Wes to
take over as business manager of
the University Oklahoman, the
semi-weekly school paper. Stacks
of lineage in the next six months
surprised Wes even more than it
did unbelieving bystanders, encouraging him and two other students
to venture into a long-hoped-for
project, publication of a daily paper. They started the Oklahoma
Daily in 1916, and it has been published five times weekly ever since.
Wes stayed in journalism school,
but thereafter took advertising
rather than writing courses.
He left school for the Army in
May 1917, a month after the war
started. After getting an infantry
commission at the First Officers
Training Camp in Little Rock, Ark.,
he moved to another part of town
and took machine gunnery training
at Camp Pike. A few months later
he was admitted to aviation school
at Chanute Field, 111. Wes Nunn
became one of the few "flying
doughboys" in the country, wearing the cross-arms of an infantry
officer on his collar and the wings
of a pilot on his tunic. After two
years of serving as commanding
officer of a service squadron in the
states, he returned to Oklahoma.
At Southwestern Adv. Agency,
Oklahoma City, he was undoubtedly
one of the earliest full-time advertising men to work as a market investigator, checking field research
CLEVELAND'S ^

National Nielsen Ratings* Top Radio Programs
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA-WEEK JAN. 14-20, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current Homes
Rating
Previous
Current
Rank
Rank
Program
°/o
1
1
Jack Benny (CBS)
19.3
2
2
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
19.3
3
3
Amos V Andy (CBS)
17.0
4
7
Walter Winchell (ABC)
16.5
5
4
Charlie
McCarthy
(CBS)
16.5
5
6
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
15.6
7
15
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
14.6
8
6
My Friend Irma (CBS)
14.3
9
32
Big Town (NBC)
14.2
14
10
People are Funny (Tue.) (NBC)
14.1
NOTE:
Number
of
homes
is
obtained
by
applying
the
"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%)
to
41,903,000
— the 1951 estimate of Total United States Radio Homes.
(*)
reached during all or any part of the program, except for homes listening only
1 toHomes
5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
on distribution of products. He
was upped to contact work and new
business, and then was named account executive for a client he
brought into the house — Marland
Oil Co. Two years later, in 1922, he
went to Marland at nearby Ponca
City as assistant to the director of
marketing, responsible also for all
advertising. He worked at Marland
14 years, before and after it merged
with Continental Oil Co. in 1929,
except for about a year.
In that period he went into partnership as a Buick and Cadillac
dealer in Ponca City, and ran a
gubernatorial campaign for a millionaire oilman, Frank Buttram.
Mr. Buttram won over six "favorite
sons" but lost in a run-off vote to
"Alfalfa" Bill Murray. "His losing
was probably the best thing that

STATION • Wj w • CimLAND'S/2fc»*y*f SIGNAL- WJW -CLEVELAND'S^ ST4^
CHIEF

SAYS:

"Cleveland heap big hunting ground
Seventh city in the nation
Sales-wise hunters sure have found
It rings the bell to use Chief Station"

HAPPY
HUNTING

(SALES)
GROUND

Use WJW- Greater Cleveland's most merchandising*
minded, promotion-minded station— to bag sales in the
Greater Cleveland market!

CLEVELAND'S

mW

STATION

50 oo w. %Ljj
BASIC ABC
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
WJW
lLDINO BY*^ H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
eU
REPRESENTED
NATIONAIU
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ever
happened
me," could
comments
Mr. Nunn,
whose tofuture
have
been surrounded by pork and pickle
barrels.
After the Marland merger with
Continental, Mr. Nunn worked as
manager of retail marketing, manager of wholesale and export sales
and advertising manager. In 1936,
while in Chicago on a business trip,
he took the advice of two friends
who suggested he apply for the ad
managership of Standard Oil of
Indiana. He walked in "cold" at 9
a.m. Friday and was hired before
9 a.m. Monday. He has been there
15 years.
Standard of Indiana, which distributes in15 midwest states, works
with McCann-Erickson agency on
product advertising and BBDO on
institutional. Mr. Nunn is a concerted devotee of public service advertising, "which is vital at any
time but now more than ever."
Convinced that "everyone in advertising has a responsibility to help
create a better and more complete
TAX COMMITTEE
Organized by RTMA
NEW TAX Committee, with A. M.
Freeman, RCA-Victor, as chairman, was appointed Feb. 23 by
Robert C. Sprague, president of
Radio - Television Mfrs. Assn.
Group will replace the RTMA
Excise Tax & Defense Profits Tax
Committees in line with a decision
reached in Chicago during the midwinter meeting. Glen McDaniel,
RCA vice president who assumes
the RTMA presidency April 1, and
Mr. Sprague, Sprague Electric Co.,
chairman, will serve as ex-officio
members.

understanding of advertising by tin
public,"
believesinexpensive
if advertising
were not heefficient,
anHf
a proven necessity, it would ha\«
been superseded long ago.
"Advertising is something moif
than someone saying something/'
Mr. Nunn says. quarterbacks
He notes that art}
"th j
governmental
aware of what advertising can ancj
does do, and are asking us to hell
maintain a civilian economy ir
order to meet production demands
of a defense economy. They knov|
we Mr.
can Nunn,
do it."in addition to profesi
sional advertising activities, is <]
member of the Executives Club oJI
Chicago, the Economic Club (ai,
invitational dinner forum group );|r«
vice president and director of th< n
Off-the-Street Club and presiden
of the Evanston Golf Club, of whiclt
he has been a member 14 years ,
He and his wife, the former Bery
Butler of Tulsa, were married oi
Aug. 26, 1917. They live in Norttj
Shore suburban Evanston with then i
son, Wesley Jr., a Navy veterar
who works at the National Outdooi
Advertising Bureau. His brother
in-law, Louis Kemp, married to hi;
sister tiveLouise,
is an &account
at Ruthrauff
Ryan,execuNew}
York.
The favorite indulgence of the
entire
in the family
Kiamichiis visiting
Mountainstheirof randOklahoma. The cattle ranch, cared foiM
during the year by friends, has a>1
new Western-style home for thtM
Nunns with everything ultra-mod-fl
ern "except a telephone and television set." There, periodically, Mr:|
Nunn hunts in the mountains and*
fishes in a river which flows through !
his "land."
KRON-FM

Off Air

KRON-FM San Francisco has tern- '
porarily halted broadcasting while ■
its transmitter and antenna is :
being transferred to San Bruno j
Mountain, where facilities of
KRON-TV are located. The move;*
is scheduled for completion, and,
the station will return to the ahy:
March 19. Since the station first,,
began broadcasting on July 1, 1947,!>
its facilities have been located ink
The Chronicle Building in down-^o
town San Francisco.

Other tax committee members
include: Max F. Balcom, Sylvania
Electric Products; John W. Craig,
Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Co.; J. J.
Frendeis, Hallicrafters Co.; B. L.
Graham, Allen B. DuMont Labs;
Raymond Herzog, Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp.; S. Kaplan,
Zenith Radio Corp.; George R.
MacDonald, Motorola Inc.; R. E.
Norem, General Electric Co.; Maurice G. Paul, Philco Corp.; John
S. Sturgeon, Magnavox Co.; T. M.
Blake, Littlefuse Inc.; G. Richard
Fryling, Erie Resistor Corp.; W.
Myron Owen, Aerovox Corp.; F.
Cleveland Hedrick Jr., special
counsel and secretary.
BROADCASTING

HITCH

YOUR

PRODUCT
RADIO

TO

A

RANCH

STAR

an
1
JEW OFFICERS and board of directors of the California
ate Broadcasters Assn. are (I to r) Galen Gilbert, gen□ I manager of KGER Long Beach, board of directors;
aul Bartlett, president and general manager of KFRE
:'f resno,
secretary-treasurer;
of
1ST Santa
Barbara, retainedHarry
for aButcher,
second president
year on the
oard of directors; William B. Smullin, president and
sneral manager of KIEM Eureka, president; David Mc-

'\ COCKTAIL party between meetings
f California
Broadcasters Assn.
' Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb.
:-6] brought these San Francisco station managers together: Seated (I to
Hi Gayle V. Grubb, general manager
fof KGO; Philip G. Lasky, vice president and general manager of KSFOPIX; Lloyd Yoder, general manager
f KNBC; standing, Arthur Hull
Hayes, vice president of CBS and general manager of KCBS, and William
3. Pabst, general manager of KFRC.
Roy

Thompson

25 years of radio experience and personal participation in his community's
projects and services have
made Roy Thompson a
R household word in industrial y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
the Roy Thompson Station,
T will assure you a loyal, buying audience throughout the
listening hours.
A ABC
1240 KC

W

Altoona,
Pa
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
BROADCASTING
i

Kay, general manager of KGYW Vallejo, vice president;
Arthur Westlund, president and general manager of KRE
Berkeley, board of directors, and Les Hacker, owner and
general manager of KPRL Paso Robles and general manager of KVEC San Luis Obispo, board of directors. Not
pictured are Merle Jones, general manager of KNX Los
Angeles, vice president, and Leo Schamblin, general
manager of KPMC Bakersfield, board of directors.

PROBE

ASKED
In Attacks on KOFO
FOLLOWING two acts of violence
directed at the station, officials of
KOFO Ottawa, Kans., have asked
for an investigation by the Kansas
Bureau of Investigation and Ottawa authorities.
First attack came, officials say,
when a 40-pound building block was
thrown through a window of the
station.
Also, it was discovered that a
guywire supporting the station's
tower had been sawed half-way
through. The tower did not fall, but
engineers opinioned it would have
toppled if exposed to high winds.
ASCAP Balloting
BALLOTS for election of directors
of ASCAP were mailed to members
last week, so they may be returned
and tabulated before the annual
membership meeting to be held
March 27 at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York. All incumbents
— 12 writers and 12 publishers —
were renominated and ballots will
also carry the names of 24 additional writers and 12 additional
publisher candidates.

• Telecasting

TIME TROUBLES
Carnation Drops Show
DIFFICULTIES in obtaining a
favorable eastern time slot for its
CBS Carnation Family Party last
week led to the Carnation Co.'s decision to drop the Saturday halfhour audience-participation show
effective March 24. On the air for
approximately one year, the program was originally broadcast only
on Columbia Pacific Network stations and expanded after three
months to the entire CBS network.
The program was transcribed in
Hollywood and aired 10-10:30 a.m.
on the eastern network and 1111:30 a.m. on the West Coast.
Carnation had wanted to change
the eastern time period to 11:30
a.m., but failed to get network approval.
According to Paul Willis, general advertising manager for Carnation, cancellation of the program was "no indictment whatever of the show." It was a good
program, he said, and "may well
be
reinstated
at the
proper Wasey
time."
Carnation
agency
is Erwin,
& Co.
SCBA Resolves . . .
IN AN ATTEMPT to curb the
growing tendency of advertising
agencies to overload commercial
content on radio and television programs, the board of directors of
the Southern California Broadcasters' Assn. has passed a twopart resolution urging its 54 member stations and network to refuse
to allow any client more commercial time than is specified in the
contract; and to restrict the length
of commercials within programs to
the recommendations of the NAB
Standards of Practice. A. E.
Joscelyn, CBS Hollywood director
of operations, and SCBA president,
has transmitted the resolution to
the group.

Webb Hunt
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
ADVERTISERS ON WEBB S
Alciga Syrup
SHOW:
B. C. Headache Powder
Dentyne Chewing Gum
Fairmaid Bread
Foremost Dairies
Ipana
Tooth
Kam Dog
FoodPaste
Kool Cigarettes
Ladies Home Journal
Lone Star Beer
Musterole
O. J. Beauty Lotion
Pic Sweet Frozen Food
Red Arrow Drugs
Robert Hall Clothes
Shampoo Curl
Plus a choice list of
local advertisers.
Webb Hunt Shows:
"Portcity Popcert"
8:30 to 10:00 a.m.
Mon. thru Fri.
"Music Maker"
7:05 to 8:15 a.m.
Mon. thru Fri.
For information call
FORJOE
National Representative
or
DAVE Manager
MORRIS
General
at KEystone 2581
'RADIO RANCH'
P. O. Box 2135

MISSOURI PACIFIC SYSTEM has announced that every one of its dieselpowered passenger and freight locomotives will be equipped for train to
train communication.
March 5, 1951
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Most Important Service,
Carolina Assn. Told

NEWSCASTS

NEWS is a front-line facet of radio, commercially and as a public
service, and to be effective needs a competent and well-trained news
staff, according to opinion registered at the first annual news clinic of
the Carolinas News Directors Assn., sponsored by the U. of North
*
Carolina.
Sessions were held in the unisex pointed out.
Another speaker, Elmer Oettinversity's Communication Center
and covered various phases of ra- ger, WNOA Raleigh news director,
dio news as seen from the local outlined what the association is
station viewpoint. Harold Essex,
doing to promote radio news coverage in the Carolinas.
WSJS Winston - Salem general
CBS Commentator Edward R.
manager, told the 80 broadcasters
Murrow spoke at the luncheon
and newsmen attending that "news
is radio's most important single session, stressing the importance
service ... 74% of the people who
of adequate, intelligent news covlisten to radio, rate news as their
erage by responsible newsmen,
first choice of what radio offers." both on the network and local level. He spoke again that night at
Mr. Essex, who took part in a
panel discussion at the clinic, held a public meeting on campus under
Feb. 17, with Richard Mason,
sponsorship of the Carolina Student Forum.
WPTF Raleigh general manager,
and Fred Fletcher, WRAL Raleigh
May Extend
general manager, underscored the
Discussed was the possibility of
need for a well-organized news department with trained staffers in extending the association to cover
order to balance adequately the Virginia. President F. 0. Carver
community's requirements for lo- Jr., WSJS news director, reported
board of directors' endorsement
cal, national and international
news. The competent newsman, he and revealed that he and John
Eure, WDBJ Roanoke news direcexplained, will "pay his way very
tor, were conducting a survey to
quickly not only in added prestige determine interest in the state.
for your station, but in dollars and
Participants of a panel on the
cents. . . ."
department's
effect on Dick
pubIn addition to being one of the newslic service
included Chairman
most listened-to radio features, Brown, WEWO Laurinburg news
news also is very salable and has a director; Jim McNeill, WTSB Lum"terrific sales impact," Mr. Es- berton general manager; George

"LIKE

AN

ELEPHANT

says SHOOSTER'S
Never expected such
results from local
radio station

DRIVE"

DRIVE-IN

It was good salesmanship rather than
desperation that convinced Shooster's
Drive -In Restaurant, Ninth Street,
Chester, to use WPWA, Chester, Penna.
But
desperation
was at the
the
restaurant
industry
that"rule"
time, ina few
short months ago.
Restaurant sales were oil 7% to 10%
according to the National Restaurant
Association.
28%

INCREASE

The first few months Shooster's used
WPWA, sales increased 9%. At the
end of one year, sales were up a neat
28%, despite industry-wide losses. No
change in prices, no change in policies,
no change in menus. WPWA, alone,
was responsible for this profitable sales
increase.

SHOOSTER
Why not re-examine your time-buying
habits? What Philadelphia station could
increase a suburban business by 28%?
You must schedule WPWA to cover the
Delaware County and Chester, Penna.,
area. The best availabilities go to
conscientious time buyers!

DELAWARE COUNTY'S FIRST STATION
1 590 on the dial, FIRST in the hearts of listeners
CHESTER, PENNA.
Represented By
NATIONAL TIME SALES, 17 E. 42nd Street, New York City
Page 78
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Allen,
rector. WSAT Salisbury news diMeaning of news in dollars and
cents was chairmanned by Nick
Mitchell, WFBC Greenville, S. C,
managing editor, with Jim Dalrymple, WEWO general manager; Gren
Seibels, WMSC Columbia news
director.
What nication
the Center
university's
Commu-of
and the School
Journalism can do to equip radio
newsmen was discussed by J. L.
Morrison, assistant professor of
the school of journalism, chairman;rector;
EarlJohnWynn,
center's prodiYoung, themanager,
posed UNC campus station,
WNCU.
RACING
BODY
Delays Result Reporting
THE Florida Racing Commission
has ordered a 20-minute delay in
transmission of race results from
Florida tracks in what was intended as a blow against gambling racketeers. Effectiveness of
the order was questioned when subsequently it was learned bookies
were getting results 10-15 minutes
after each race.
The rule, which was effective
Feb. 19, applies to both radio stations and newspapers. Only results
of the last race each day and the
feature race on Saturdays may be
sent out immediately.
The order drew prompt fire from
AP, which claimed it constitutes
"a form of censorship." Frank J.
Starzel, AP general manager, said
the rule penalizes legitimate news
operations and reported the Florida Utilities Commission and AP
had conducted an investigation
which led to the conclusion that
AP dispatches "are not the source
of bookmakers' information."
'PRAISE THE
New LORD'
Twist to P. I.
PER INQUIRY advertising has
been offered to stations from outfits selling everything from alphabet soup to zylophones, but last
week KOB Albuquerque, N. M., received an offer that topped them all.
One S. D. Anderson, a resident
of Gamerco, N. M., but otherwise
unidentified, sent the station a
copy of a prayer which he thought
it would be nice for KOB to broadcast. The prayer closed with a
plea
for
contributions from listeners.

SENDING on its way a new two-year
contract with A. C. Nielsen Co. for
local AM ratings is Frank P. Sehrei-X
ber (r), manager, WGN Inc., Chicago.
With him is C. G. Shaw, Nielsen vice president.

NEW QUARTERS
For KMBC and KFRM
KMBC and KFRM Kansas City,
Mo., have moved to new quarters is;
at 222 W. 11th St. Arthur B.
Church, president, Midland Broadcasting Co., timed the move to
coincide with KMBC's 23rd anniversary as a CBS affiliate.
Removal of equipment from the
Pickwick Hotel on Feb. 21 was
begun at midnight after KMBC
left the air. Transition was completetions
at 5:55
a.m., toso return
that bothto stawere able
the
air from their new quarters with
no loss of broadcast time.

Equipment Stolen
THEFT of equipment from two
North Carolina stations was reported here last week. WSAT
Salisbury reported that burglars
carried off about $2,000 worth of
equipment. The thieves, in an
oddly considerate way, left the
station enough equipment to continue on the air. On the same
night, Feb. 20, burglars broke into
nearby WBUY-AM-FM Lexington,
and stole equipment including a
Magnecorder with amplifier and a
Baker- Williamson distortion meter.

"And if you receive more than
your charges," Mr. Anderson wrote
KOB, "you may send me any
amount you wish for my service
andKOB,
expense."
dislikes P.I.'s,
turned thewhich
man down.
ELECTRONICS equipment plant,
which together with facilities is expected to cost about $15 million, will
be constructed near Utica, N. Y., byGeneral
nounced. Electric Co., firm has an-

"My 1950 BBM

is

a dinger
. . 117,960
radio . homes!
Tm your best buy

TOP DOG !
on the Coast — "
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

allied

arts

MT7ELLIAM M. MERTZ Jr. named
k\ Chicago representative of Frederic W. Ziv Co., succeeding
J'ANLEY LEVEY who resigned to
'ke charge of night-time sales at
MOX St. Louis. Mr. Mertz is forsr manager of C. P. MacGregor
s-anscription Sales.
ANDALL LARSON, producer and
r!m director WBNS-TV Columbus,
iio, to head branch office being
>ened in San Francisco about March
> by Sterling Television Co. New
nee to service TV stations in San
-ancisco, Los Angeles, San Diego,
?attle, Salt Lake City, Phoenix, and
lbuquerque, and also offer package
•ograms direct to agencies. Presi?nt SAUL J. TURELL said additional
rfices contemplated in Detroit and
-'■ LBERT ZUGSMITH, newspaper and
(V consultant, has moved to new ofaf ;es at 118 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly
ills, Calif. Telephone, Crestview
4215.
UBLICIDAD MEXICO, S. A., Mexico,
. F. (publicity and public relations),
as opened offices at Insurgentes 16.
elephone 36-36-79.
:ADIO FEATURES' N. Y. office moves
fa larger quarters at 40 E. 41 St.
taff, headed by JACK ARDEN, collets prizes for giveaway shows synicated by the Chicago firm including
ello-Test, Tune-Test, Foto-Test and
Iiss U. S. Television contest.
OYLE GILMORE, sales representtive Capitol Records Inc., L. A., to
rm's artists and repertoire department. He replaces LOU BUSH, reigned effective March 15 to concenrate on outside arranging and conucting.
! ,£^uijament
ELEFEX, L. A. (manufacturer rear
rojection process backgrounds for
?V shows), introduces act-type proector that gives sharper picture and
overs wider area than that provided
y incandescent light. New developnent being used by ABC Hollywood
or its Vitapix shows.

I L S

Powerful Station

BROADCASTING

GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
Mass., announces new amplifier, providing maximum output of 15 watts
with less than 0.2 volt input. Type
1233-A power amplifier has specific
application in driving of supersonic
generators.
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS Tower Lighting Division, L. A., moved to new
and larger quarters at 4075 Beverly
Blvd. Telephone, Normandy 3-2247.
F. K. McCUNE, assistant general manager nucleonics department General
Electric Co., appointed manager of
engineering large apparatus division,
Schenectady. He succeeds ERNEST
E. JOHNSON, named general manager of general engineering laboratory. WILLIAM E. JOHNSON named
to succeed Mr. McCune in nucleonic
department. Dr. MARTIN A. EDWARDS, associate engineering manager in charge technical division general engineering laboratory, named
engineering manager for laboratory.
THE MAGNAVOX Co., Ft. Wayne,
Ind., opening West Coast parts department to supply Magnavox television, radio-phonograph and record
changer components to Magnavox
dealer and service agencies in western
states. Headquarters will be at 2424
E. 8th St., L. A.
NATIONAL ELECTRONIC Mfg. Corp.,
Astoria, L. I., moves to new and larger
quarters at 4202 Vernon Blvd., Long
Island City, N. Y.

EUGENE HARPER appointed video
engineer WDSU-TV New Orleans.
SIR BASIL WALTERS, director of
technical development television section British Broadcasting Corp., will
be guest of ABC Television Center,
Hollywood, March 26, during visit to
U.S.
JAMES MURPHY, sound man CBS
Hollywood, named technician for network.
EDWARD
WASHBURN KELLOGG,
retired RCA inventor, awarded honorary membership in Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers,
making him one of four living persons who have received this award.
He now acts as consultant for RCA.
WALLY SCHWENTSER, KMTV (TV)
Omaha, named engneering supervisor
for station.
DON GESNER, cameraman KSTP-TV
St. Paul, Minn., called to active duty
with Air Force.
CBC Board Meeting
MARCH MEETING of the board
of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will be held at
Ottawa, March 15-17. While no
agenda has been announced as yet,
there will be a number of applications for AM stations to be heard
which were deferred from the January meeting. It is also expected
that by that time the report of the
Royal Commission on Arts, Letters
and Sciences will have been released for discussion by the board.

• Telecasting

ILLINOIS GOV. Adlai E. Sfl-evemsom enjoyed himself Feb. 23 when he attended
the Illinois Broadcasters Assn. meeting in Springfield [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26]. Discussing radio matters are (I to r) Oliver Gramling,
assistant general manager of Associated Press; Gov. Stevenson, Charles C.
Caley, WMSD Peoria, IB A director (behind the governor); Ray Livesay, WLBH
Mattoon, newly-elected IBA president; Harold Safford, WLS Chicago, retiring
IBA president, and Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock Island, retiring IBA vice
president (also see IBA story this issue).
LONDON
I AC
To Cover Advertising Tasks
TASKS of advertising in a free
world will furnish the theme of the
International Advertising Conference in London, July 7-13.
Delegates from 35 countries are
expected to attend the meeting,
first of its kind to be held in London since 1924.
Each of the first four business

Broadcast
Attend

days will cover a different task for
advertising, the fifth day will be
devoted to a summation of the accomplishments ofthe delegates.
Personnel in ,the United States
planning to attend are advised to
make travel reservations soon and
to register through Elon G. Borton, chairman, American Advisory
Committee, c/o Advertising Federation of America, 330 W. 42d
St., New York 18, N. Y.

Engineers!

Broadcast

Day at IRE

Nat'l. Convention & Radio Engineering Show
Tuesday, March 20th has a special group
of papers for Broadcast Engineers:
Symposium: BROADCAST TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS— Morning
General •Meeting
"Master Control Facilities for a Large Studio Center" — R. H. Tanner
"Cathode-Ray Oscillography in AM, FM, and TV Broadcasting" — P. S. Christaidi
"Optimum Performance of Sectionalized Broadcasting Towers" — C. E. Smith
"Increased Economy and Operating Efficiency of Television Broadcast Stations
Through Systemic Design" — R. A. Isberg
"Technical Considerations of Television Broadcasting" — O. E. Hamilton
• Symposium: PANEL DISCUSSION ON THE "EMPIRE STATE STORY"
Afternoon
A detailed discussion of the electronic, electrical, architectural, and mechanical constructional features of the Empire State broadcasting facilities by a group of
specialists who are specifically involved in the activity.
• Symposium: COLOR TELEVISION — Evening
A panel of several leading engineers from companies currently engaged in color television research and development will discuss the most recent technical advances
which have been achieved in their respective laboratories during the past year.
IRE Member Registration $1. Non-member $3.
AS

EXHIBITED AT THE-^
Radio Engineering Show
Grand Central Palace

267

Exhibits

Many including Audio,
Communication and

City" Advan
ce

Broadcast Equipment.
The Institute of

March

J9-22

1951

Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York, N. Y.
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KSWM
JO PL IN, MQ.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows m
airline miles to nearest met pi
ropolitan centers, assurm ||
unduplicated CBS service toil
the KSWM audience. S
Now in its fifth year of service,||
KSWM is an integral part of all|l
community affairs and activities. y
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.

C BS
JOPLIN,

in
MO.

Mr. William Nagler, Jr.
N. W. Ayer and Son, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Billy:
Tho't y'ud like ter know thet
th' Hooper Report fer
an' December
January
shows thet
WCHS has
th' greatest
share
uv th'
audience
in
ALL rated
time
Yessir,periods.
Billy,
mornin'
er no on after
night; weekday er end,
weekWCHS
is aheadahead,
— an'
way
too! Why, fer
th' total rated
WCHS share
periods
th'
wuz
more'n
two
an'
a
half
times thet uv
th' nextrankin' station —
an'
th er e's
five
intown!stations
Now
ain't thet
sump bethin'?
Y'orta
awful glad yuh
got
them
new
No - Rinse
Surf spots on
West
Virginny's
number
oneAlgy
station!
Yrs.
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Speeches Made in 1949
David H. Felix, Philadelphia
lawyer, filed suit for alleged defamation following radio speeches
delivered Oct. 24-25, 1949, by William F. Meade, chairman of the
Republican Central Campaign
Committee of Philadelphia. Mr.
Meade was not a candidate but was
authorized to speak on behalf of
candidates.
The three stations contended
Section 315 forbids them from censoring such speeches. The district
court so ruled, only to be reversed
TRUMAN AIDE
Leaves Gillerr & Assoc.
COL. WILLIAM E. PLUMMER,
technical consultant to the President's Communications Policy
Board, has withdrawn from the
partnership of Glenn D. Gillett &
Assoc., consulting radio engineering firm. He has accepted an undisclosed defense post dealing with
national security.
Col. Plummer, one of the country's foremost frequency allocation experts, has been serving as
consultant to the communications
board since early last August. He
had been associated with Mr. Gillett in consulting engineering work
since 1933. From 1940 to 1945
Col. Plummer served with the
Signal Corps, working on frequency allocation problems. He became chief of the Communications
Liaison Branch, which supervised
Army allocation, and returned to
the inactive reserves with the rank
of colonel in 1945.
JOE
ADAMS
REACHES ALL

WCHS
Charleston,

L
APPEAL
to TI
the U.CA
S. Supreme
LI
PO
Court was taken last week from
an appellate court ruling that the
Communications Act does not prohibit radio stations from censoring
political broadcasts by persons who
are not candidates for office.
Petition for writ of certiorari
was filed last week by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. (KYW),
WCAU Inc. and Triangle Publications (WFIL), all Philadelphia.
The decision in the case of Felix v.
Westinghouse etc. was handed down
Dec. 20 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
Originally the district court ruled
that censorship bans in Section 315
of the Act applied both to a candidate and to his authorized representative. The U. S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, reversed this
ruling and held the prohibitions
applied only to the candidate personally and did not include either
his authorized agents or supporters in general.

W.
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N EGROES
IN LOS ANGELES
WATTS
5000 CHANNEL
\r f\ \WAf LI , CLEAR
IVU
LOS ANGELES ■ SANTA MONICA. CALIF.

P'
SHIcourt.
SORappellate
CEN
by a three-judge
Petitions for rehearing were dismissed.
Counsel for the stations, in the
brief,
the issue "is
at the
heart ofargue
the democratic
process
in
a modern political campaign, to
wit, the degree to which the protagonists in the campaign are subject
to censorship by the owners of
radio stations. Petitioners urge
that the utmost freedom from censorship in political matters is in
the public interest, and that is the
view taken by Judge Kirkpatrick
(district court). It is also the
position of the FCC (Port Huron
Broadcasting Co., WHLS).
"The censorship clause is part
of the provision for equal opportunities to all candidates. The two
are of equal breadth of coverage.
The question of censorship of political speeches by radio broadcasting
compaines is therefore intertwined
with the rights, duties and prohibitions of radio stations in the matter
of equality of charges and of allowance of time to be made to the
contestants in the political cam"This case is the first decision
paign.
of a federal court on the point."
The issue also is important to
APS CONFERENCE
Broadcasters Attend
MORE than 75 broadcasters from
North and South Carolina and
Virginia attended the First Associated Program Conference held
last month at Sedgefield Inn,
Greensboro, N. C.
Maurice B. Mitchell, APS general manager, conducted the 3%
hour afternon session designed to
help stations increase volume and
overcome sales problems.
Morning session on programming was devoted to discussions
by Jim Lucas, APS director of
product development, and Les
Biebl, Associated Program director. Harold Essex, general manager of WSJS Winston-Salem, presided as honorary chairman.

"
a *°T
^who conduct
persons
political can
paigns, it is pointed out, and ii
volves the right of free speech.
Core of the controversy, accon
ing to the brief, is interpretatk
of the word "use" in Section 31
Legislative history of the Act
reviewed to support the contentiu
that "use" should be interprete
in a restricted sense.
The broadcasters
appellate court's
decisio
leaves
in a precarioi
position in connection with politic;
broadcasters, according to atto;
neys familiar with the case. FC
has never stated a positive opinio
whether broadcasts on behalf c
candidates by others than cand
dates themselves are governed b :
Section 315.
NARND MEET
Convention Site Undecide
BIDS for the 1951 convention of th
National Assn. of Radio News D
rectors have been received from 2
cities, it was announced last weeV;
Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Gar
NARND president, said that inv
tations for the convention hav
more than tripled since last yeai
Site decided upon will be an :
nounced when the board of direc 3
tors meets in Chicago in Apri
Lowell Thomas, a principal speake
at the 1950 convention in Chicago
has reportedly issued a special in
vitation to have the convention a
his home in Pawling, N. Y.

McCarthy vs. Pearson
CHARGE by Sen. Joseph R. Mc 10!
Carthy (R-Wis.) that ABC Com
mentator Drew Pearson has beei
recipient of military secrets fron
the Pentagon is now in the handi
of the Justice Dept. [Broadcast
ing • Telecasting, Jan. 29]. Sec retary of the Army Frank Pacff
Jr. has announced transferral oi
the case from his department t<
the Justice Dept. Secretary Pac<
told Sen. McCarthy that the ArmyVte
probe of the incident has beer
completed with "negative results.'

"WE'RE

ALL

EARS...

for station WTTH," say the farmers
from Michigan's great Thumb district.
• First with the latest news
!ABCRepresented
NETWORK
by
Weed & Co.

• 2 Daily farm programs
• Best in entertainment

WTTH
Radio Station of the Port Huron
BROADCASTING

Times-Herald
• Telecasting

.a: progra
ms

proniotjoll

:coi j
■.WSCAST CONTEST
• •
HW Altus, Okla., in cooperaJb with Lee Office Equipment,
:a|-tus, have made public speaking
d radio experience available to
aaa al high school juniors and senaric ,'s One student each week colitijjrts commercials
from sponsor
to 3d edits news for 15-minute show,
hdents work hand-in-hand with
ition preparing show. Winner
11 be given portable typewriter.
c "OTS PUSH RADIO
DOD Chattanooga using spots to
mbat sets-not-in-use figure. Stain points out "Keep Your Radio
Every Minute and . . . Every
ay,"
reast soofthat
worldlisteners
events. can keep

premiums
PERIMETER BROCHURE # #
METROPOLITAN Network, including five "perimeter" stations
serving Washington market, describes its unique operation in filefolder brochure sent to trade. Network explains it offers facilities of
five outlets at unit buy with 50%
saving over combined individual
rates. Audience, market and rate
data are included. J. Douglas
Freeman is commercial manager
of Metropolitan.
*
*
*
★
★
* *

)PFLIGHT SHOW
San Antonio, International
~%iour, Sat. 11:30 a.m., program
Q s nors some outstanding individual man or woman, who has made a
ea 'Jteworthy contribution to Welti ire of others without consideraa ipn of color, race or creed. Pern so honored is named "The
■ood Neighbor of the Week" and
t given citation.

!HARP PROMOTION
# # #
ITTV (TV) Hollywood sending
ade five page promotional bookt. Front page shows expresonistic drawing of barker, and
?ars words "An extra come-on
j hr customers." Inside pages
n>ntain block ads for programs
irried by station with similar
rawings and photographs of stars
matured, used as regular newspaper promotion. First inside
age of folder further reads . . .
when you buy time on KTTV you
now your advertising message
'ill be seen on television by hunreds of thousands of your posntial customers ... at KTTV you
et an advertising 'extra' — the
tation's continual, long-range
ewspaper promotion of every
rogram."

SNOWED under with over 25,000
letters and postcards received by
WKOP Binghamton, N. Y.f during a
week-long contest, this pretty receptionist begins the task of sorting
them out. Listeners in the area were
asked to send their Social Security
number with a $100 dollar prize for
the person coming closest to the
"mystery number" locked in the station safe. It took WKOP three days
after the contest closed, and the
help of four extra mail clerks, to
select the winner.
★ ★★★★★*
VET HOSPITAL
• • •
WSGW Saginaw, Mich., inaugurated new public service series Feb.
10 from city's new $5 million Veteran's Hospital. Every Saturday
afternoon, show will originate from
hospital's modern
radio studio,

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

BROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General

• Telecasting

Manager

featuring "Uncle Don" Andrews
and patients appearing as guest
disc jockeys.
TITLE FIGHT
• • •
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., Feb.
14, in cooperation with The Huntington Advertiser and local Philco
dealer, set up television sets in
arena where Advertiser was staging Golden Gloves bouts, so fans
could see the LaMotta-Robinson
title fight from Chicago. Sets were
placed in the arena so spectators
attending would not miss either
event. WSAZ-TV carried the
fight locally.
GRIDIRON AWARDS # # #
WDIA Memphis sponsored "WDIA
Gridiron Great Contest" for six
best football players in local Negro high schools. Coaches and
principals rated boys for the
award. In addition they had to
receive majority vote by students
at their schools. Station distributed printed sheet with pictures
of winners and explanation of
contest. Contest was conducted to
promote "friendship and understanding" among the people of
Memphis. Each winner was
awarded gold wrist watch.
RADIO COURSE
• • •
WDET (FM) Detroit cooperating
with local labor unions in radio
technique course. Station helps
with all phases of program and
donates facilities for shows. Dodge
Local 3 has presented Letter From
Local 3 over station.
TRANSIT FM
• • •
St. Louis sending advertisers and trade brochure inviting them to look into Transit
Radio. Cover resembles front of
bus with window cut out and picture of women looking through and
is headed "Here is your perfect
prospect. ..." Inside gives purpose of Transit Radio and audience it reaches.
BOMBING' COVERED • $ #
KCBS San Francisco presented
special broadcast of mock bombing attacks on West Coast. Bill
Dorais, KCBS newsman, broadcast bird's eye view of raids from
jet fighter. KCBS News Director
Bill Nietfeld arranged show.
FREE TIME
• • •

1

RTH

LANG-WO

ISOFT

LANG

l

DWNKS

WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Network Calibre Program at Cecal Station Cost

KXOK-FM

WMAQ

Chicago
gave clients
promotional announcements
last year
worth $1,121,105, John Keys, promotion manager of WMAQ (AM)
and WNBQ (TV), reported. Gift
certificates were mailed to local and
network clients calling their attention to quantity and cash value
of free spots aired on both stations.
Total of 16,058 promotional announcements were broadcast on
WMAQ, while 4,358 were telecast.
The TV spots had rate card value
of $349,777. Harry C. Kopf, NBC
Central Division vice president and
general manager of both stations,
signed the certificates.
CATHOLIC
Broadcasters
promotion committee
reports Assn's
that recent
survey showed that Rosary on the Air
is being heard in more than 5,000
cities and communities.
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KBIS ON AIR
Marmot Opens AM Outlet
KBIS Bakersfield, Calif., new 1 kw
independent on 970 kc, licensed to
Marmat Radio Co., started operating Feb. 28. Studios are located at
957 Oak St., which also houses
Marmat's KMAR (FM), founded
last year.
James L. McDowell is general
manager, with Guy Marchetti, assistant manager. James E. Rennie
is commercial manager and George
Crofford program director. Richard
Sampson is chief engineer. New
station has joined Southern California Broadcasters' Assn., Hollywood, as its 55th member.

FCC

FEBRUARY

His 22 year old son, Bill, who
has had experience at various
Canadian stations, will head the
sports and special events department. CKFH will be on the air
24 hours daily, seven days a week.
Schmidt

FREDERICK SCHMIDT, who
broadcast Voice of America messages to Germany, died Feb. 18 in
New York, a short time after he
was stricken while working on a
broadcast. Widely known in Germany as Fred Williams, he had
been singled out for attack by the
Soviet Union on several occasions
in recent years when his commentaries aroused German public
opinion. He was editor and political commentator of the German
section for Voice of America. Mr.
Schmidt leaves his widow, Edith,
and a daughter, Dorothy.

February 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KLWN Lawrence, Kan. — License for
CP new AM station.
WFMD-FM Frederick, Md. — License
for CP changes in FM station.
WFMY-TV
N. C— and
License for CP Greensboro,
new TV station
change studio location.
Modification of CP
KOOK Billings, Mont.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
Haven,
Conn.— Mod.of
CPWELI-FM
new FM New
station
for extension
completion date.
WLEU-FM Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
1.5 kw to 2.7 kw, ant. from 500 ft. to
79 ft etc.
Bloomington,
CPWTTV
new TV(TV)station
to change Ind.—
ERP Mod.
from
6.38 kw vis. 3.31 kw aur. to 43.2 kw vis.
21.6 kw aur., install new trans, etc.
Assignment of License
KWEW from
Hobbs,
M. — Assignment
of
license
W. E.N. Whitmore
to W. E.
Whitmore and Harry McAdams
AMENDED to change name of transferee to W. E. Whitmore and Harry
McAdams
d/b as Whitmore & McAdams.
Change Location
WWHG
(formerly WLEA) Hornell,
N.
Y.
—
CP
change new
trans,trans.
and studio
location andto install
License Renewal
Following AM stations request renewal of license: WIBV Belleville, 111. •
KSIB
N. C. Creston, Iowa; WHPE High Point,
February 27 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Adelaide Lillian Carrell, Flint. Mich.
— Granted leave to amend application
to revise DA; dismissed petition as it
requests reconsideration of order making WBIG party to proceeding.
Ripley Bcstg. Co., Ripley, Tenn.—

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Motion Picture Editing — 25 years
experience. Music scoring, recording,
re-recording ; English and foreign language dubbing; narrations written.
H. L. Woodard & Assoc.
5)0 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Plaza 3-1211

VACANCY
YOUR beFIRM'S
in thisreaders—
"vacancy"
will
seen NAME
by 15,500
station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilties.
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Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

Makes Toronto's Sixth
CKFH Toronto, new 250 w station
on 1400 kc, went on the air Feb. 21
to become the sixth Toronto station.
Owner Foster Hewitt, Canadian
sports commentator, has been
broadcasting hockey games and
other sporting events for over 25
years, first with former CFCA,
then owned by the Toronto Daily
Stay-,
work. and later with Canadian net-

SERVICE

23 TO MARCH

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

NEW STATION

Frederick

actions

Granted extension from Feb. 21 to
March 13 in which to file exceptions to
initial decision issued in proceeding on
its application and that of Lemoyne
College, Memphis, Tenn.
WHTJM Reading, Pa. — Granted leave
to intervene
in proceeding
on applications of Easton
Pub. Co., Easton,
and
Allentown Bcstg. Corp., Allentown, Pa.
Marshall Formby, Spur, Tex. —
Granted acceptance late written appearance in proceeding on his application.
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
In Matter of Revocation of License
of WRIA Caguas, P. R. — On Commission's own motion,
hearing
from March
5 to March
19 atcontinued
Caguas.
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
WTNJ Trenton, N. J. — Granted continuance
vocation ofof hearing
license, in
frommatter
Feb. of26 re-to
March 16 at Trenton.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
Logan Bcstg.
Corp., ofLogan,
—
Granted
continuance
hearingW. onVa. its
application from March 1 to June 4.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KOA Denver — Granted extension to
March 28 in which to file proposed
findings
9227 et al.and conclusions in Dockets
Lakewood
Bcstg. toCo.,
Dallas,
Granted
extension
March
5 in Tex.
which—
to file proposed findings in proceeding
on its application and that of Charles
L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
The Rural Bcstg. Co. of Ohio, Oak
Harbor, Ohio — Granted Feb. 19 continuance of further hearing on its application;
Feb. by
26
continued to
datehearingtoscheduled
be announced
public notice after decision of Comon appeal by
fromthe ruling
Examinermissionof 2/16/51,
Rural ofBcstg.
Co. of Ohio; said date for further
hearing to be not less than one week
after decision on said appeal, as may
be
consistent with calendar of examiner.
Charles L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
— Granted Feb. 16 extension to Feb. 23
in which to file proposed findings re
his application and that of Lakewood
Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Radio Sumter, Sumter, S. C, and
WSOC
Charlotte, ofN. hearing,
C— Granted
Feb.
23 continuance
presently
scheduled Feb. 26, in proceeding on
applications of Radio Sumter and that
nitely.
of WSOC; hearing continued indefiBy Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WALE
Fall
River, Mass.
— Grantedon
correction
of transcript
of hearing
its application.
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted
Co. following renewalAmerican
of licensesBcstg.
on regular
basis
to Nov. 1, 1952: KA-4642, 4643. area San
Francisco; KA-4657, Chicago; KA-4648,
4653,ing4654,
York. Granted
renewalNew
of licenses
on regularfollowbasis
to Nov. 1, 1952, subject to change in
frequency which may result from pro-

ceedings in Docket No. 6651: KA^464!
area San Francisco; KA-4663, 46l]
Chicago;
New York.KA-4633, KA-4637, KA 315!
Vir N. new
James,
Salida,
Colo. — Grant
license
remote
pickup.
American Bcstg. Co., Los Angeles:
Granted CP and license for new
STL
KMD-95. Radio Corp., Portsmouf
Portsmouth
Va. — Granted mod. license KA-3519
specify
26.19 mc in additi
to
26.39 frequency
mc.
American Bcstg. Co., Los Angele:
Granted CP change frequency KMD- ...
to
to change
sf\v
tion7000-7025
from TV mc.pickup
to TV type
STL >at|
change
trans,
location
from
mobi
area of Los Angeles, to 4151 Prospi L
St., Los Angeles.
Eugene, inOre.
mc*
CPKWAX
make changes
ant.— Granted
system educ
tional station.
Following were granted mod. C . _
for extension of completion dates 9*
shown:
WNBT Cape
New Girardeau,
York, to Mo.,
6-1-1 !
cond.; KGMO
3- 14-51; KOA-FM Denver, to 5-1-!.
to
8-25-51;
KSBR Cape
San
Bruno,
Calif.
cond.;
KFVS-FM
Girardeau,
8-15-51;
WHP-FM
Harrisburg,
Pa„M'1"
4-4-22-51
26-51 (cond.).
(cond.); WIOD-FM Miami
KWKW-AM-FM
Pasadena, Calif
Granted assignment of license to Ma
shall S. Neal, Paul Buhlig, M.
r
Buhlig,
and William
Beaton, Edwin
limited Earl
partnership,
d/b
Southern
California
Bcstg.
Co.
I
ownership change.
City of Dallas, Tex.— Granted :m
censes for new remote pickups Kj™
7270, 7266, 7267, 7268, 7269.
Lake Bcstg. Co., Gary, Ind. — Granti
license new remote pickup KA-7078.
Radiophone Bcstg. Station WOPI Ini
Bristol, Tenn. — Granted license ne
remote
pickupRadio
KA-7737.
Atfleboro
Assn., Attlebor
Mass.
—
Granted
CP new remote pickt
KA-7929.
City of Dallas, Tex.— Granted CI
remote pickups KA-8429, KKE-78 ,
KforA -8430.
Armstrong County Bcstg. Corp., Ki
tanning, Pa. — Granted CP new remo
pickup
Donald KGB-543.
Kalispell,
Granted
CPTreloar,
new remote
pickupMont.8431.
KNPT Newport, Ore. — Granted moi
CP change type trans.; cond.
KTYL Mesa, Ariz. — Granted liceru
covering change frequency, increa
DA-N
power, unl.).
etc. (1310 kc 500 w-N 1 kw-Ii
KSAC
Manhattan,
Kan. — Granted
cense install
new trans.
KWCO Chickasha, Okla. — Grante
license for unl. DA-N and chang
studio and trans, locations.
WATG Near Ashland, Ohio — Grante
license
new AM station; 1340 kc 250 1
unl.
Armstrong County Bcstg. Corp., Kil —410
tanning, Pa. — Granted license for nei
remote
pickup KA-8252.
WSTV-AM-FM
Steubenville,
OhioGranted
mod. license
change name
licensee to WSTV Inc.
KADA
stall
new Ada,
trans. Okla.— Granted CP
KGGF
Kan.—
CP install Coffeyville,
old main trans,
as Grant
aux.
690KBLI
kc with
1
kw
DA-2.
Blackfoot, Ida. — Granted m
CP change type trans, and chani
lighting specifications.
WTCN - mod.
AM-FM-TV
Minneapolis-'
Granted
licenses change
name
of licensee Inc.to Mid
Continent changt
RadioTelevision
No ownership
WRAG Carrollton, Ala. — Grante
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trani

weather station
PT63-A shown has 3 separate
WIND SPEED. DIRECTION. TEMPERATURE j ' heads —monitors from the tape,
The ACI Windometer is in use by airlines. , i Unit construction permits portgovt., yachtsmen, flyers, industry — self
contained—
complete
operation.
reading — Dept.
Sendprecision
forK-3free unifj — con- \ Write
able or Mrack
booklet —tinuouswrite
AONmount
ECO RO, Inc.
"Aviation's Leading Supply House!$89.50 I 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS. INC. Benton Harbor. Mich.
BROADCASTING
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Telecastin :

JANSKY & BAILEY
ecutive Offices
National Press Building
ices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
ommercia! Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
ITERNATIONAL BLOO.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
II !!
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
UINSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1025
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE'

AFCCE*
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

Member AFCCE*

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

"Registered Professional Engineer"
20 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, Ml.
(A Chicago suburb)

Of. X Bitter
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone— Kingswood 7631

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

d main studio locations and change
60F3; hours Sec, 4.403; trans, location:
mobile, area Ware, Mass., to be used
|oe trans.
with WARE Ware.
WSBB New Smyrna Beach, Fla.—
anted mod. CP for approval of ant.
WJIM Inc., Detroit— Granted CP new
d trans, and main studio locations
TV
inter-city relay KQC-37.
d change type trans.
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.— Granted
February 27 Applications . . .
3d. CP for extension of completion
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
te to 8-22-51.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Same to 6License Renewal
1-51.
License renewal applications filed by:
KRES
St. Joseph, Mo. — Same to 5- WJJD
-51.
Chicago; WHO Des Moines;
Shreveport,
KREW SunnyKIHR Hood River, Ore.— Granted li- KENT
side, Wash.;
WJJJ La.;
Montgomery,
Ala.;
nse
new
AM
station;
1340
kc
250
w,
il.
KGAF Gainesville, Tex.
License for CP
Donald W. Howe, Ware, Mass. —
anted request that dismissal of KAWDEL-FM Wilmington, Del.— License
11 on 1-30-51 be set aside and amendFM station.
ent executed 1-30-51 be accepted for to cover CP new
Replace CP
rng, and that CP be authorized in
cordance with following: frequency
WEWO-FM
Laurinburg, N. C— CP
to replace expired CP new FM station.
'2.87 mc; power: 50 w; emission:
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
J

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochede, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1610
A. Wommack d/b as Ark-La-Tex Bcstg.
Bcstg. Co. to Herman H. Wommack Jr.,
David A. Wommack and Robert S.
Bieloh d/b as Ark-La-Tex Bcstg. Co.
WDWD Dawson, Ga. — RETURNED
application for license renewal.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WWHG (formerly WLEA) Hornell,
N. Y.— DISMISSED application for CP
change from 1320 kc 1 kw D to 1420
kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-N.

Modification of CP
KOMA-FM Oklahoma City— Mod. CP
new FM station change frequency from
105.9 mc to 94.7 mc, ERP from 3.3 kw
to 57.25 kw, ant. from 300 ft. to 900 ft.
KCBS San Francisco— Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
WFSSCP (FM)
IslandMod.
new FMCoram,
station Long
for extension
of completion date.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1410
KMYC
CP kcchange
from
1450 Marysville,
kc 250 w unl.Calif.—
to 1410
1 kw
unl. DA-N.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KALT Atlanta, Tex. — RETURNED application for assignment of license from
Herman H. Wommack Jr. and David

February 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 1430
newIoniaAM Bcstg.
stationCo., 1430Ionia,kc Mich.
1 kw— CPD
AMENDED to request 500 w D.
License Renewal
License renewal applications filed by:
WAPI Birmingham,
WMMB Melbourne, Fla.; WLBB Ala.;
Carrollton,
Ga.;
WCNT
Centralia.
111.;
KNEX
McPherson, Kan.; KFGR Forest Grove,
Ore.;
WMEV Marion, Va.; KOMO Seattle,
Wash.; WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.;
WRHI-FM Rock Hill, S. C.
License for CP
WSLB-FM
Ogdensburg, N. Y.— Li(Continued on page 88)
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Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Continuity director. Preferably fema
Disc,
photo, samples of copy. Box 6
BROADCASTING.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10tf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager wanted. Rural Virginia 250
watt fulltime network affiliate. Now
breaking even. Must be capable and
willing. Moderate salary and liberal
share of profits. State qualifications
first
ING. letter. Box 932H, BROADCASTStation manager with sales experience
wantedtion town
by ofFlorida
one plus
sta12,000.station
Good insalary
percentage of profits, send photograph
and availability
for holding
interview,firstpreference shown to one
class
license, Box 964H, BROADCASTING.
If you think sales, breath sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 441,
BROADCASTING.
250 watt local has immediate opening
for sales manager. Ability to announce and do soorts desirable, but not
necessary. Contact Bill Tedrick, KNEM,
Nevada. Missouri.
Salesmen
Salesman: Pennsylvania independent
offers an opportunity to enter sales in
a prosperous market. Only station in
area. Radio background essential.
Salary plus commission. Must have
car. Box 813H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
5 kwmostindependent
station in one for
of the
beautiful cities
in the east. Major market — unlimited
opportunity. Pleasant working conditions,mission.
congenial
and Write
comFamily staff.
man Salary
preferred.
Box 71, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman - co py writ er.
Guarantee $75.00 minimum right man.
Old established ABC affiliate single
station market. Midwest. Box 341,
BROADCASTING.
Not satisfied with $100 a week? Posales manager?
a futuretentialhere
in New Good.
England There's
for a
real producer. Good salary and liberal
bonus. Box 381, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station,
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo, income requirements. KSEI,
Pocatello, Idaho.
Sales man or woman. Independent
AM-FM. State experiences and references. Contact direct WATG, Ashland,
Ohio.
Announcers
Long established NBC affiliate has
opening for top morning man of proven
ability. Must have definite air personality, ingenuity and ability sell
copy. Good opportunity for solid,
draft exempt man seeking permanent
connection with a leading station. Send
disc, photo and complete outline qualifications, WSAV, Savannah.
Experienced announcer-copy writer.
Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give full
details with first reply including disc,
photograph, experience, salary required and military status. Salary
open, dependent upon qualifications.
Box 830H. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, long established Michigan kilowatt now accepting
auditions
for scale,
opening
AprilSend
1st. platter
Graduated wage
talent.
or tape, letter of qualifications and
photo, to Box 756H, BROADCASTING.
Immediately — Combination man for
network station in Georgia. State salary, background and disc first letter.
Box 777H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give
full details with first reply including
disc, photograph, experience, salary
required and military status. Salary
open, dependent upon qualifications.
Box 831H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination announcer-enImmediateclimate.
opening.
west.gineer.
Exceptional
Box South837H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening, combination announcer-engineer holding first phone.
Exceptional opportunity, northeastern
Michigan. Box 930H, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs announcer with
first class ticket. Car necessary.
Good to salary
for good
man. Send reply
Box 960H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer needed April 1st for AMTV station in midwest city of 125.000.
Must have
least Send
two years
mercialatexperience.
letter comwith
references and disc to Box 31H,
BROADCASTING.
Iowa network affiliate has opening for
announcer-salesman. Must be able to
produce. ADC
Send full details to Box 731,
BRO
ASTING.
Announcer with first class license. Experience
unnecessary.
Immediate
opening. Start
$225.
Write,
wire, phone
Manager, KCID, Caldwell, Idaho.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer. Must be
good at both, with good salary to right
person. KLIC, Monroe, La.
ABC affiliate station desires combination announcer-engineer immediately.
Send disc, photo and particulars.
KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first ticket. $55.00 for forty hour week.
Pleasant working conditions. Car
helpful but not necessary. Opportunity
for advancement. Dependable man, no
drifters
drinkers. Apply WACA,
Camden, or
S. C.
Morning combo man to do news and
transcribed programs. Long salary,
short hours, send full particulars or
Al
apply in
person.
WGYV,
ab
am
a.Greenville,
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Announcer, staff work. Board knowledge desired. Vet preferred. Intermont. view necessary. WSYB, Rutland, VerTechnical
Chief tionengineer,
would
take combinaman if good
announcer.
Good
salary.
Write
Box
983H,
BROADCASTING.
Need transmitter operator, first phone.
$50 per week. Box 999H, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening chief engineer who
can announce. State salary, experience,
first letter. Box 61, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Experienced in equipment
maintenance and directional arrays for
5 kw midwest station. We need a man
of ability and a desire to do a good job.
Salary, insurance, vacations and hours
are good,
but it'sa not
for a lazy
Will
appreciate
snapshot
alongperson.
with
outline of experience, education and
references. Box 171, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer-announcer, announcing experience helpful, not necessary.
Opportunity to learn all phases of
radio. Pleasant working conditions. Located southeast. Box 181, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, midwest five kw directional. Send full particulars, education,
experience,
salary requirements.
Box 461,
BROADCASTING.

Television

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer-announcer needed at once.
New 1 kw daytimer. southeast, near
metropolitan
market.
Experience preferred DCAS
but not
essential.
BROA
TINGBox
. 551,
Engineer-announcer. Experience on announcing. Good salary. Car necessary.
Network
affiliate Iowa. Box 721,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening licensed engineer
to operate
roomKansas.
and transmitter,
KSCB,control
Liberal,
Engineer. First class license. Experience not necessary.
working
conNeed car. KenBestMarsh,
KWNO.
Winona. ditions.
Minnesota.
Combination
for
1000
watt ABC engineer-announcer
outlet in city of fifty
thousand,
new
equipment,
modern
studios. Start sixty dollars with increases
seventy
dollars.gi
Send a,
disc to H. T.
GeRadio
or
Duke,
Station WALB,
Albany,
Wanted: Man for transmitter and control board operation with 1st class
ticket. Experience unnecessary, 250
watt fulltime ABC station. State
minimum
in reply. Write WHDLAM. Olean,salary
N. Y.
Transmitter man. First class license.
No announcing. Daytime shift. Experience isn'tImmediate
necessary.
preferred.
need. Veteran
WIRJ, Humboldt, Tennessee.
Announcer-engineer with first
cense. Startformation,
$50 week.
Rush
photograph and
transcription to Brooks Read,
Natchez, Mississippi.

class lifull inaudition
WNAT,

Production-Programming, others
Continuity writer, 1000 watt network
station in Michigan offers excellent opportunity andRush
good sample
salary copy,
for experienced writer.
qualifications, photo and salary expected to
Box 755H, BROADCASTING.
Girl capable
takingSome
chargeairofwork.
continuity of
department.
Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give full
details first reply including disc, photograph,
and dependent
salary requirements.experience
Salary open,
upon
CASTING.
qualifications. Box 832H. BROADContinuity
writer wanted
for AM-TV
station
in midwest
city of 125,000.
Must
have experience. Send letter with copy
samples
and references to Box 301,
BROADCASTING.
Farm director to organize and operate
farm service department for aggressive
5 kw midwestern, network affiliated
station. Unusual opportunity for right
man. Send complete details, including
photo
and 921H,
salaryBROADCASTING.
requirements. Address Box
Midwestern network affiliate desires
services of fully experienced radio
newsman. Must have at least seven
to ten years of news background and
be capable of gathering, writing and
presenting news on the air. Send
complete details in first letter including training,
previous
experience,salary
reference, present
and expected
and photograph.
not send
unBROADCASTING.
til requested. DoWrite
Boxdisc945H,
Continuity
writer — Midwest station
desires experienced
to handle
radio andcopywriter
TV. Good anxious
salary,
40 hour week, pleasant working conditions. Send qualifications and late
photo to Box 51, BROADCASTING.
Continuity gal. Could not necessary.
some
airtime. Car convenient, arrange
Pleasant surroundings,
perience necessary. B03 Midwest. ExCASTING.
131, BROADwanted
for AM
Woman
reporter-writer
TV station
in midwest city of 125,000.
Must be experienced, Send disc and
copy
samples to Box
CASTING.
321, BROAD-

Salesman
TV salesman wanted in fast-expand:
three-market television area. Or
applicants with 5 years selling expt
ence need apply. Give references; t
perience data, broadcast sales and otL
er; marital status; salary requireme
etc. Reply by mail only: Station Ma:
ager, WSAZ-TV, Huntington 18, W. V \
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Twenty years of constructive rac i
background as commercial managt
With the very best of references
to ability and character. Seeks j j
as manager station.
or commercial
substantial
Married,manager
45 yeaj
of age. Will go anyplace. Box 670 —
BROADCASTING.
Can you top this? Took fourth stati i
in
within 18local
montjro
made100,000
it firstmarket
in listenership,
ai
national
sales.
Increased
gross
sevtimes. Halved expenses. Young, aggre
sive, college graduate, veteran ai
draft exempt. Presently employed. D-r
nity.
Box 760H,
sire tough
marketBROADCASTING.
with real opport "[
Manager-chief engineer — experience -fyears radio. Married, 43, childre J
South only. Box 862H, BROADCAS' m
ING.
Manager: Fully experienced, matui
sober,
ING. honest. Assume complete tVsponsibility. Box 872H, BROADCASProgram director regional netwoi
affiliate major southern market desir
change with better advancement 0)i:
portunity. College graduate. Elev<
markets experience
as general major
manager,andprogsm^]'
years
director,
salesman
and announce'
Box 937H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesmanager,
43, mame
family. 18 years background radi
newspaper, department store advertil
ing. College graduate, personabj
mature
judgment,
seasoned car
paigner. Now employed sales manag
network
desires market
challenge
connection station,
single station
und u
30,000. Host workable ideas, abu : i
dance initiative, experience pioneerii
three stations. Good record, go an
where, salary commission basis. Ava Ttrnj
able reasonable
notice. Box 2r
BROADCASTING.
General manager, good business exec
tive. strong on results, economic!^
operation.
all phases, ma
ried.
Box Experience
501, BROADCASTING
Available, commercial manager-mao
ager, 10 years experience, successf
background. Sober, hard worker. W i r
give
personal interview.
Box 65H—
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesman-newscaster.
Now in M:
souri. Personal interview desired. $10
minimum. Box 401, BROADCASTING
Announcers
Baseball man. Available now or spring
Experienced
all sports-staff. Box 227H
BROADCASTING.
Baseball broadcaster, major league
staff; veteran; married; college gTad
ING.
experienced. Box 458H, BROADCAST
Sports announcer, three years expen
ence, married, draft exempt. Play-byi n
play
baseball,
football,
top-rated
sports review,
news,basketbal
commer
cials, DJ. board operation, all-roui>
man. Want year-round play-by-pla
in sportsminded community. Moderat
salary plus talent. Currently employee
available two weeks notice. Conside
all offers. Box 526H. BROADCASTING
Baseball play-by-play man experience
in live and recreated broadcasts avail
able for this season. Air check avail
BROADCASTING.
able. Excellent references. Box 564H
Sports wanted year-round. Expen
enced AA baseball, midwest basket
ball, football and all staff. Nationa
agency, 3sponsor
Veteran,
children,recommendations
college. Draf
exempt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
terienced announcer, potential salesAlcoholics Anonys. Member
Box 923H, ofBROADCASTING.
nouncer-producer with national
ard winning show and stomach
r. Looking for progressive station
ere creative ability and desire for
d work are considered assets. Pressalary $175 per week, however,
sr unhappy with lethargic condiis. Wife also top radio personality,
i and have produced Mr. and Mrs.
gram, single DJ shows and other
?able ideas for radio and television,
endlinsss. warmth and sincerity, all
Hi -bined
with program
dignity, form
the keyes for each
and idea.
Ten
rs experience in radio and televii showmanship and salesmanship
announcer; eight years in fashion.
- 'chandising
advertising for
Box 753H.and
BROADCASTING.
c jockey, special events and MC,
. years old. married. Excellent ref. -J'nces.
Desire Can
an early morning
nightin show.
good au-orof
nce
either spot.build
Nota afraid
rk.
Write
promming
andcontinuity,
selling. know
Box 962K,
OADCASTING.
?cessful, 13 years experience, suior announcer-engineer.
3 years
-tant manager progressive regional
-Ciwork afRliate. Installation promos'%i. Interested Michigan or Great
■ies area. Available about May 1st.
i week
minimum.
Box 963H,
. .SOADCASTING.
41 1
::rr nouncer-salesman.
iG
>erience. Can write.College,
Console.limited
Draft
^-•mpt. Box 968H, BROADCASTING.
^ynouncer-copywriter. Army experi;.; ;-esently
plus employed.
year network
affiliateall where
Handled
types
— shows. Good on news, DJ shows.
sm
erate
board.
Good
voice,
hard
.\..iker. Happy here, in-laws here,
"- :5ugh said. Box 998H, BROADCAST3 .nouncer-program director 1000 watt
jithern
independent
desires perma.it
change
and advancement
out of
a |ith. Formerly instructor speech and
ijlio. Experienced news, music. Gates
;ipment. Married. Hard worker,
c. resume. II. BROADCASTING.
nouncer, veteran with showbusiness
::kground. trained all phases broad'-:iortunity
ting Radioto prove
City, New
seeks
worth. York,
Disc availe. Box 21, BROADCASTING.
nouncer, 29. experienced, handle all
: Ipe
snorts, Operate
not hotshot,
od shows,
voice news,
personality.
conp.
Car.
Will
go
anywhere.
Box 91,
: OADCASTING.
6>rning personality, 8 year proven
="ord. Witty, friendly, dependable,
mbination. Married. Exempt. Conrenewal
coming up. Salary $100.
hect 111.
BROADCASTING.
nouncer — 4 years experience. All
oes. Can double as staff vocalist. Only
s;t class stations need apply. Draft
-emDt.
Married. Would relocate. Box
U BROADCASTING,
perienced announcer, employed.
;king advancement, veteran, married
th
starving children. Box 151.
tOADCASTING.
mbo man — 2% years experience, well
ucated. Desires change. Available
ree weeks. Box 161, BROADCASTG-.
irning laugh riot, 8 year success in
J city. Excellent ad-lib, friendly, conentious. exempt, married. Will get
trtract
for right offer. Salary
)0. Boxrelease
1?I, BROADCASTING
ort=cast?r, 5 years experience. Draft
empt. Employed 5 kw in 250.000
v, station dropping baseball. All
orts. Air check taoes. $50 week plus
jlent. Box 201. BROADCASTING
>nrc'en*ious, reliable staff announcer,
ntrol beard operator, with two and
half years experience, now has first
tone, draft exempt, desires combo
Tk in established network station in
u.thwest, personal interview, minium S65 per week. Box 211, BROAD^STING.
oerienced announcer, married vetan. capable newscaster, DJ, board
erator. Disc available. Box 221,
TOADCASTING.
mour.eer-newsman. Friendly, mare, draft proof man with voice of
lality and mike mannerism that is
easingly persuasive wants long haul
b with southeastern station. Disc
upon request. Box 331, BROAD\itSTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer seeks position
with eastern station. Married, draft
exempt. Box 231, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, sports and
staff, emphasis on baseball. Veteran,
married, age 32. Prefer south or southwest. Salary $75.00. Box 391, BROADCASTING
California and southwest please reply.
2*,2
years one
DJ experience.
Recently
completed
year of singing
club
dates. Eager about returning to radio.
Ambitious.
Young.
California resident.
Box 421,
BROADCASTING,
Employed staff announcer, experienced,
programming traffic console, account
service, desires position preferably in
west, northwest. Married, draft exempt. Box 511, BROADCASTING.
Spcrts announcer, 2 years experience,
p'ay-by-play.
news,College
commercials, DJ,sports
operateshow,
board.
grad, currently employed. References.
Box 541, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer,
two college
degrees. Extensive 24,
training
all phases
announcing and newscasting at Radio
City. Pleasins voice; fine DJ; exempt:
will travel. Disc available. Box 571,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: General staff work. Limited
experience. Navy veteran. Age 25,
Photo and audition on request. Box
611, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, draft exempt,
married, will travel, now employed.
Disc,
photo request.
Box 521, BROADC A ST
ING.
Announcer-engineer. Veteran. Draft
exempt.ence.25,Tape single,
years
radioavailable.
experior disc 3 air
check
Will
go ST
anywhere.
BoxG.
621. BROAD CA
IN
Available — combination announcer-engineer with six years of experience including program director. Have good
references, the reputation of hard
worker, a car and willing to travel.
Draft exempt. $80 minimum. Box 671,
BROADCASTING.
Disc
morning-all
night5
show jockey,
desired.early
Presently
employed
kw, NBC affiliate. Good commercial
style.
married.
Prefer 3 years
easternexperience.
stations. 26.Box
681,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director of progressive station
desir-s to move to larger market where
abilities can be better exploited. Lookpermanent
position.
play ingallfor maior
and minor
sports.Play-byMajor
league references. Draft exempt. Box
701, BROADCASTING.
Colored announcer trained Radio City,
N. Y. College graduate. Copywriter,
operate console. 2 years phonograph
record business. Age 27, draft exempt,
travel. Disc and references. Reply
Box 23.
320 Manhattan
Avenue, New
York
Ci
ty.
Announcer, 32. single. Experienced.
Deeo, resonant voice. Can handle
board. Will travel. John Gary. 2111
S. Central P=>rk, Chicago 23, Illinois,
Rockwell
2-19E0.
Announcer with full knowledge of
writing, news editing and console
operation. mercials.
Especially
comCall or write good
KeithonGriggs.
3°29 S. E. 63rd Ave.. Portland, Oregon.
Vet with family wants top staff announcing, has knowledge of control
board. Prefer small town station.
Write R. T. Olds, 2803 Courtland Place,
N. W.. Washington 8, D. C.
Exce'lent radio voice, first class radiotelephone license with limited experiannouncing,
console,Seeking
turntableence.and Some
remote
experience.
combination Dosition with emnhasis on
announcing. Not the best of announcers
and know it, but could be in stable
position and
under
congenial
management, thirty,
married,
no children,
sober, good appearance, good health,
character excellent, G. I. pension, draft
status, typing touch system, late model
automobile. Minimum salarv S65.00.
Ty Rae. Box 315. Rushville, Nebraska.
Announcer, Pathfinder graduate, good
on newsempt,
andanywhere
commercials,
draft exexceDt southeast.
Thieme, 1222-A Oak Street, Kansas
City, Missouri.
Sports-staff announcer looking for playby-play baseball. Am presently emDloyed in Logan, W. Va. where there
is no baseball during season. Contact
Mike Wynn, Box 696, Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 3 years experience transmitter, remotes, tanerecorders. PresCASTING.
ently employed. Box 877H, BROADFirst phone,
no experience.
exempt, ambitious,
willing Box
to Draft
relocate.
Combination
desired.
BROA
DCAS
TING. 969H,
Chief rigger — Now employed 25 years
with tionsame
company.
posiwith private
radio.Would
Army like
or Navy
communication, as a chief rigger, antenna maintenance supervisor or inspector. Can erect or supervise the
erection of radio towers, poles, all types
of antennas, transmission lines AMFM-TV. Will take local or foreign
assignment. Available reasonable notice.
Desire negotiations held confidential.
Box 41, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 12 years experience all
phases broadcasting, wishes to make
change. otherPrefer
southwest
Anfirst class
licenseor inwest.
family.
Neither subject to draft. Civic and
management minded. Permanent position only. Box 81, BROADCASTING,
Chief engineer-program
director-announcer desires chief engineer
or chief
engineer-announcer in established network station. Five years experience.
Kilowatt directional and 250 watt construction. Good announcer. Family.
Consider anywhere, prefer west. Box
241, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced all phases to 5
kw. Draft exempt, best references,
prefer
Central AST
or south.
BROADC
INGBox
. 261,
Experience, three years in supervisory
capacity. Desire permanent location
southwest,
with married,
good housing
tions. Veteran,
family. condiNow
employed,sistantthree
years
announcing,
asprogram
director.
Box
BROADCASTING. 351,
Chief engineer-operator.
with
construction.
Prefer NewFamiliar
York State.
Box 481, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 18 years experience all
phases. Draft
available immediately.
Box exempt,
491, BROADCASTING.
Holder 1st phone, straight engineer preferred; N. J., N. Y., Penn., or N. E.
states. Box 581, BROADCASTING,
1st phone, no broadcasting experience,
212 years
communication
TV. Prefer northeast,
available and
immediately.
Call collect. GL-2-6383. From 4 to 6
P.M. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
Female (40) continuity, mike, steno.
Prefer midwest independent. Consider
anything. Box 931H. BROADCASTING.
Seventeen years in radio. Now employed. Program and production work.
Air
work requested. Personal interCASTING
view my expense. Box 995H, BROADChief continuity writer, woman, desires position in lower Lake Michigan
area.
Three years experience. JournalCASTING
ism college graduate. Box 191, BROADProgram director now employed desires same work in small town. InterCASTING
ested in sales also. Box 996H, BROADPublicity sales promotion director available immediately for radio or TV. Unfulfilled financial promises cause of
present freedom. Radio, TV, publicity,
newspaper experience. College degree,
TV training, veteran, draft exempt.
Qualifications,
nished.
Box 271,recommendations
BROADCASTING. furTwo man news sports team can add
punch to local programming. Combined 18 years experience in management,
production,
publicity, promotion.
I
N
G
Draft exempt.
Box .
281. EROADCASTYoung man, 24, would like southern
California response. Ambitious. Draft
exempt.
California resident. BoxExperienced.
411, BROADCASTING.
Situation wanted: Programming or
continuity. College radio major. Some
experience.
Prefer Missouri or surCASTING
rounding states. Box 431, BROADNews director. 36. Married. Complete
journalistic background. Clever writer.
Competent announcer. Now directing
news New England metropolitan newspaper-owned FM station. Fourteen
years with present employer. Wants
Dromising AM spot, nossiblv with TV
future. Box 451. BROADCASTING.
Journalism graduate wants position as
news editor with midwest station. Good
news background. 6 months experience, veteran, single.' Box 561, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newsman and continuity writer. Two
years experience
with college-owned
station.
Some commercial
experience
Thoroughly trained in sports and special write.
events,
gathering,
reB. A. news
Degree.
Single and
veteran,
draft exempt. Prefer west coast or
Rocky
Mountains. Box 601, BROADCASTING.
Need a dynamo in your news room?
Working news editor thoroughly experienced getting and building local
news show desires change. Draft exempt.
Air
CASTING. talent. Box 641, BROADSports director, professional baseball,
college football, basketball, play-byplay, metropolitan area. University
graduate. Box 711, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Job building topnotch sports
department.
Currently
excellent CBS affiliate
loaded working
commercially.
No time for sports expansion. Five
years experience. Believe I can justify confidence of manager looking for
experienced man to build and promote
sports locally and regionally. Okay to
contact
Savage. me at WBAY, Green Bay. Bob
Musical director: 2Vz years all-round
radio experience. Set-up, maintain
library; augment with 2,500 personal
records. Announce, write, produce
shows. Prefer newer, independent but
will consider all. Desire permanent
position offering
possible
advancement. Draft
exempt,future
available
immediately. Minimum salary $65.00.
For details, references, contact Sam
McClaughry, 8521 S. Loomis Blvd.,
Chicago, Illinois. TRiangle 4-1459.
Television
Technical
Television engineer. Seven years total
experience. Know RCA camera chain,
studio equipment. Desire permanent
home in southwest. Now employed.
Veteran with family. Must have good
housing conditions.
Box 361, BROADCASTING O TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Available March 15. Assistant to agency
radio-TV producer/director or similar
spot in AM/TV station operation. 4
years writing, producing, directing and
announcing for progressive outfits.
3TV.years
Recentand graduate
SRTAge: theatre.
27, married
draft exempt.
Willing to relocate. Write Box 997H,
BROADCASTING 6 TELECASTING.
Need help
with your
television
problems? Television
station,
advertising
agency, film studio experience. Box 31,
BROADCASTING o TELECASTING.
Producer, 11 year veteran with extensive radio, television and film experience. Performer, writer-producer
on top net and local shews, TV and
radio. Broad musical background. Ingenius idea man. Build and direct outstanding, low cost Dackages and develop
talent. Hard worker, well liked with
excellent reputation in industry. Perfect choice for progressive TV outlet
or agency
caliber,
seasonedlooking
executive.for30,topdraft
exempt,
college grad. Currently managing production
company. Box 631. BROADCASTING o TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Nearly new Collins 250 watt FM transmitter, four-ring antenna, monitor and
coaxial. Bargain. Will prepare FCC
application
for buver at no extra cost.
Box 661, BROADCASTING.
General Electric
3 kw transmitter.
BROADCASTING.
General
Electric FMmonitor.
Box 741,
For sale: Brand new. 25% discount.
Type 1932 General Radio noise and disinchleadAndrew
axialtortion
cable.meter.
20007»feet
coveredco-3
conductor i£8
wire.forOther
cellaneoussolid
items. Write
list. misBox
620, Hanford, California.
Two Blaw-Knox 200 foot self supporting towers 1080 feet-1?, inch transmission line, new with fittings 1200 feetWE i+107058 sample line, new other
equipment,
new and used, Contact
availableChief
for
immediate construction.
Engineer, KGGF. Coffeyville, Kansas.
For sale: plifier.
Westinghouse
50 kw FM
amExcellent condition.
Contact
E. S. Long, Radio Station WHKY, Hickory, N, C.

Wanted to Buy

Help Wanted

Stations

Production-Programming, others
Man who can direct
people and
who
knows
legitimate,
vocal and
instrumental music. Must
take initiative and
PRODUCER
build top musical
shows westforradiotopstation;
midno TV.
Address Box 845H,
BROADCASTING.

Radio station wanted. Interested in
radio station or combination station
and newspaper. Give details. Box
893H, BROADCASTING.
Low priced single market station in
south, suitable for combination operation. Will appreciate full details. Box
371, Broadcasting.
Equipment, etc.
Complete equipment in good condition
5 kw AM station. 3-360 foot towers,
monitors,
CASTING. etc. Box 640H, BROAD-

Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, others'

'lac

Wanted: mitter.
Complete
kw AMoperating
transMust be in1 good
condition.
Box
943H,
BROADCASTING.

TELEGRAMS of congratulations poured into the studios of KRVN Lexingto
Neb., on its opening day. Looking over the many messages received at t
25 kw farmer-owned station are (I to r): Gary Schroeder, program direct
Tom Copeland, chief engineer; Fred A. Palmer, consultant; Dan Belli
commercial manager, and Max Brown, general manager of the station. I

Complete studio equipment. Also
modulation
monitor,
tor and limiter.
State frequency
make, pricemoniand
condition.
Box
971H,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale

Four bay Andrew FM antenna. Quote
lowest
cash price. Box 101, BROADCASTING.
Wantedment fortogetting
buy: Complete
kilowatt onusedair.equipBox
531, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Complete kw transmitter, 1800
feet of sample lines, 1500 feet RG34
transmission line. KSRV, Ontario, Oregon.
New or near new consolette, preferably RCA 76-B5 or 76-D or other make
with similar facilities. WHO-FM, Des
Moines 7, Iowa.

Equipment, etc.
ELECTRIC GENERATING — Not Surplus
International diesel 100 h.p. , 50 kw. Electric —Machinery
generator — 3 and
phasemounted
60 cycle,on
230 volt
all self-contained
skids.
Two
heavy-duty
external
and connecting pipe. Needs only mufflers,
external
fuel
operate.
In A-l condition.
Price tank
$3,500to FOB
our transmitter.
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa
Wanted to Buy

Two Fairchild, Presto, or RCA center
drive turntables. George Steiger, Chief
Engineer, WHOM, New York.
Wanted, field intensity meter in good
condition. Prefer RCA-WX 2C or
Federal Evansville,
104-C. Contact
G. R. Hoffman,
WJPS,
Indiana.
Help Wanted
Announcers

Equipment, etc.
USED ARE16" GOOD
PROGRAM
RECORDS
AS GOLD!
Highest prices paid for outdated, scratched or
damaged 16 inch pure vinyl transcription
records.
libraryestimating
at a profit.
Drop us aClean
post out
card your
or letter
the
quantity, in records or pounds, you offer to
sell. ping
We'll
send
you
current
price
and
shipinstructions by air mail.
J. W. NEFF LABORATORIES, INC.
Mfrs. of Nef-O-Lac Record Compounds
Stockertown, Penna.

MORNING PERSONALITY
WANTED IN
MAJOR EASTERN MARKET
A 50,000 watt NBC affiliate is looking
for a topnotch experienced morning
personality with proven record of
large audience pull. Excellent financial
arrangements for right man. Send
disc, recent photo, personal data
immediately to
BOX 591, BROADCASTING

Radio

Station

Employment Service
Broadeast Executives Wanted
We have open positions for Managers,
Commercial Managers (AM-TV), Program Dir. (AM-TV), Chief Engineers,Newsmen
TV Operators,
Farm Jockies.
Directors,
and Disc
Confidential, nationwide executive
placement service invites your inquiry. Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

and

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James
W. Blackburn
Harold
R. Murphy
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich.
Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Washington
Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
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SALES

CLINIC

Held by Canadian Outlets
BY HOW MUCH Canadian stations were underselling their time
was shown representatives of 23
Canadian stations attending the
eighth annual sales clinic conducted by their national representative, H. N. Stovin & Co., at
Toronto, Feb. 23-24. Horace Stovin
showed through graphs and tables
comparative rates of American
and Canadian AM stations with
similar coverage data and how
much less Canadian stations were
getting for their time. He presented tables showing how much
each Canadian station could up its
hourly basic rates to meet the
rates of comparable stations south
of the international border, and
how they compared with newsrates.
Pat paper
Freeman,
sales director of
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Toronto, pointed out that the Canadian radio industry was "discount
crazy" and stated that eliminating
some of the discounts was one of
the ways in which rates could be
upped. Extra data services for
the advertiser also would demonstrate the legitimacy of higher
rates.
J. E. Potts, Lever Bros. Ltd.,

Toronto, told the station men whi;
advertisers wanted from station
by way of market data.
S. \
Caldwell, Toronto, transcripts
distributor, dealt with the prop
use
of various types of transcribe
shows.

Saturday sessions were devoti 51

mostly including
to internalmarket
stationresean
oper 't:
tions,
by Stuart Smith, James Lovii
Adv.
Co., Toronto; accountir
practices by H. M. Hope, CHO
Pembroke; master control on prjip
motion by W. N. Hawkins, CF0
Owen Sound, and the survey in,
public advertising attitudes mail:
by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto i|n
GOVT. CAREERS
Open to Radio Technician
THE GOVERNMENT has opei
ings for radio operator-techniciai
interested in radio communication
and general electronics careers iM|i
volving extensive overseas assign
ments.
Current starting salaries f
non-supervisory radio operator
technicians range from $3,100 if'
$3,825 a year. Interested person
are asked to send a brief applic
tion to Post Office Box No. 564
Washington 16, D. C.

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

.11

We'll buy your radio station all or part. Now operating a
successful radio station in a major market, we are anxious to
acquire another large or small market station regardless of
power. This is the opportunity you have been waiting for to
liquidate your holdings. Our radio station is making a profit
in a tough TV market. Not interested in Stations west of the
Mississippi. Act now for the best deal. First come first served
with our money. We are owners, please no brokers. All replies
strictly confidential.
Don't commit yourself to a price until we contact you. You'll
hear from us if you answer this invitation to sell.
BOX 947H, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

CAB Maps Plans
(Continued from page 29)
»rts of Canadian broadcasters,
ting that he had attended past
ventions as "permanent fraterdelegate of NAB, joined in our
jussions, acted as our impartial
'eree, enjoyed the friendship and
fidence of us all."
^ IThe Gillin award, made by a ToI jnto committee of three influential
I ('izens on the basis of presenta■ ns sent in by a large number of
Blnadian stations, went to CJOB,
Bstwar all-veteran station with
I- slogan, "Working for Winning." Honorable mention was given
■11 Stovin, CJBQ Belleville, postir small-market station, for its
"3* >:>rk for more than .30 charitable
Jti laanizations.
reel 1
Bell
CJOB, CJBQ Cited
* The Gillin Award is a bronze
aque, based on the WOW letter^ ad, designed by Bill Carter,
\LW
Windsor. Permanent
; vards were a clock to CJOB and
- silver cigarette box to CJBQ.
^3 CAB directors elected were F. H.
'r:x ive,
phicke,
Vancouver;
Gordon
CFCNCKWX
Calgary;
Ed Rawlinson,
-•-rCBI Prince Albert; William Speers,
KRC Winnipeg; William Burgoyne,
KTB St. Catharines; Murray Brown,
FPL
London;
Harry Sedgwick,
FRB Toronto; Phil LaLonde, CKAC
ontreal; Dr. Charles Houde, CHNC
J?w Carlisle; Malcolm Neil}, CFNB
rredericton, and Finlav Mac-Donald.
J )7CH Halifax.
Date for the 1952 annual meet|g of CAB was set for Toronto,
: arch 24-27.
Malcolm Neill, CFNB Frederic>n, was elected chairman of the
:>ard of directors. F. H. Elphicke,
KWX
Vancouver,
was elected
ce chairman.

■

4iles Renews

News

Show

[ILES LABS, Elkhart, Ind., rejiews News of the World on the full
,'BC-AM network from April 2 for
|2" weeksThethrough
Wade Adv.,
ChiAgo.
show, which
advertises
Ilka - Seltzer and vitamins, is
roadcast five times weekly, 7:30:45 p.m., with a West Coast refeat at 11:15 p.m. EST.

7&fat 16. BMI

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
Buy
60 miles of

YOUNGSTOWN,
Ohio's

THE

ELEVEN new directors were elected Tuesday afternoon at a general meeting
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters during their annual convention at the
Chateau Frontenac, front row (I to r): Murray Brown, CFPL London; William
Speers, CKRC Winnipeg; D. Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton; F. H. Elphicke,
CKWX Vancouver; back row, E. A. Rawlinson, CKBI Prince Albert; E. P.
MacDonald, CJCH Halifax; and Harry Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto. Absent
were Phil Lalor.de, CKAC Montreal; Dr. Charles Houde, CHNC New Carlisle;
W. B. C. Burgoyne, CKTV St. Catharines, and Gordon Love, CFCN, Calgary.

HOOPER

CHECK

May Resume in Orlando
C. E. HOOPEE Inc. last week offered to resume its Orlando, Fla.,
survey, which had been discontinued Feb. 21 following receipt of
a telegram from three Orlando stations protesting that WORZ there
was "influencing radio audience"
by money giveaways and a telephone campaign.
The resumption offer was conditioned on WORZ's underwriting
the remainder of the survey cost.
No decision on this point had been
made late last week.
The protesting stations were
WDBO WHOO and WLOF, which
had been participating in the survey but which wired the Hooper organization that WORZ "has persisted in influencing radio audience
by money giveaways throughout entire broadcasting day and is currently conducting telephone campaign
with listeners."
The survey
was then stopped.
WORZ representatives promptly
notified the survey firm that the
"money giveaway" was Lucky Social Security Number, a program

*i

BUNNY

39217; TomOn Records: Gene Autry-Col.
Shiner— Dec.
my Tucker — MGM 60010; Mervin
27482.

carried on many stations, and that
the "telephone campaign" consisted
of calls inviting listeners to tune
to certain network and local programs on the day's schedule.
Ward Dorrell, vice president of
C. E. Hooper Inc., then telephoned
WORZ General Manager Gene Hill,
asserting that "there was no precedent for withdrawing a survey for
these reasons" and offering to reinstate it if WORZ would carry the
full cost of work yet to be done.
The social security number program is operated by Azrael Adv.
Agency, Baltimore. Alton Whitehouse, assistant to Maurice Azrael,
head of the agency, said the program is carried on about 100 stations but he knows of no other
instance where a survey has been
cancelled.
WKRC '50 PROFIT
Increased 7% Over 1949
DESPITE TV, WKRC Cincinnati
reported that station gross was up
2%, with the net profit 1% over
1949. This announcement was made
by Hulbert Taft Jr., executive vice
president of Radio Cincinnati Inc.,
which operates all WKRC stations.
Herman E. Fast, WKRC general
manager, commented: "The ability
to withstand the impact of television by WKRC was due to the
outstanding CBS programming and
aggressive local station operation."
THE

LITTLE

STATION
WITH.

• Telecasting

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
HOW

TO

DO

RADIO

AJW

By E. F. Seehafer, University of
Minnesota, and J. W.
ON
ILaemmar,
LEVIS
J. Walter
Company
TEThompson
574
pages,
6x9.
84 illustrations, S6.50
G
SIN
Now — be sure ofEdoing
complete
Radio
TaI
V Rcampaign
Dordinated
or TVAadvertising
—
well
cowith all other advertising,
sales,
and
sales
promotion
activities
—
by
following
the set
well-established
principles
and practices
down in this new
book.
Covers
of the through
subject — their
from
the toolsall ofphases
the media,
application,
to
the
campaign
followthrough. Discusses live talent and music,
spot commercials, production and direction, time buying, measuring sales results— everything
that Tvmakes
for really
successful
Radio and
advertising.
SEE THIS BOOK
10 DAYS FREE
|— McGraw-Hill
330 W42d St.,Book
N.Y. Co.
18
Send me Seehafer and
Laemmar's SUCCESSFUL RADIOEVISION
AND ADVERTISTELon approval. In 10ING fordays
I will examiremit
10 days'
plus few cents for delivery, or return
postpaid.
(We
pay
for
delivery
if
you
with this coupon; same return privilege.)

THE
BIGWALLOP!
REP.MEEKER
BY
MARINETTE.
TTTT WISCONSIN

ROADCASTING

3rd

Largest Trade Area

br BMI
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published
SONNY

0.

City
Zone StateCompany
Position
BR-3-5-51
This offer applies to U. S. only.
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Convention
(Continued from page 25)
p.m.; Tues., Wed. including lunches
but not the banquet) will be $20 in
advance ($22.50 for late registration).
For the TV session Thursday
registration will be $10, including
lunch ($12.50 for late registration).
Extra tickets will be available for
luncheons and the banquet up to
seating capacity. Robert K. Richards, NAB public affairs director,
is handling management conference
programming.
Among satellite meetings to be
held in connection with the convention are a Sunday meeting of MBS
affiliate stations and the annual
BMI dinner Monday evening.
Higgins Hospitalized
HUGH M. P. HIGGNS, director of
BAB, was hospitalized in New York
last week after suffering a stomach
attack Tuesday evening. He was
reported progressing satisfactorily
later in -the week.
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 83)
Applications Cont.:
cense to cover CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
KTSL (TV)TVHollywood—
CP newof
commercial
station for Mod.
extension
completion date to 9-26.
March 1 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Program Logs
Announced
rule-making
amend Part 3 proposed
of FCC rules
concerningto
maintaining and retaining broadcast
stationcable logs
to makeas such
applito permittees
well rules
as licensees

yY
HISTBOR
f In The
Making 1
Factually Reported

Clete Roberts
Ace News Commentator
and
Foreign Correspondent
Only radio newsman to
cover Bikini and Las
Vegas Atomic Blasts.
In his years on KFWB
top ranking news analyst Clete Roberts has
built a vast audience of
faithful listeners. This
audience is now available to you!
Nationally Represented by
I William G.Rambeau Co.

TRANSFER GRANTS
For WDSU, WJEL
APPROVAL was granted by FCC
last week to assignment of license
of WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans
from Edgar B. Stern Sr. to
WDSU. Broadcasting Corp., new
firm owned 67% by Edgar B. Stern
Jr. Consideration involved is $1,185,000.
Consent also was granted by the
Commission to transfer of control
of WJEL Springfield, Ohio, through
sale of 100% interest by D. J.
Parsons and Frank N. Jones for
$23,000 to Chester R. Hinkle and
George R. Walker. Mr. Hinkle is
owner of Hinkle Adv. Co. Mr.
Walker is an architect. WJEL is
500 w daytimer on 1600 kc.
Edgar Stern Sr., who with Edgar
Jr. has been operator of the WDSU
properties, is retiring from radio.
The new licensee, WDSU Broadcasting Corp., in addition to being
owned chiefly by the younger
Stern, includes General Manager
Robert D. Swezey with 20% inof such stations. Comment deadline
April 2.
Remote Pickup
Proposed to amend Sec. 4.432(a) of
FCC rules to enable AM and TV stations,sociated
whichSTLs,are
also licensees
of asto utilize
remote pickups
for communication between studio and
trans. Comment deadline April 2.
Authority Denied
WDEM-FM Providence, R. I.— Denied
authority to suspend operation for six
mo.
tions. because of financial consideraExtension Granted
WNEW New York— Granted extension from Feb. 14 to Aug. 15 in which
to meet terms of CP for increasing
power on 1130 kc from 10 kw to 50 kw,
install new trans, and change DA-DN
to DA-N. Modification of CP
WLYC
Williamsport,
Pa.— Granted
mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location.
Request Denied
WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis.; WRFDFM Worthington, Ohio; WWOL-FM
Buffalo, N. Y.; WSAV-FM Savannah,
Ga.— Denied requests of WAUX-FM,
WRFD-FM and WWOL-FM for waiver
Sec. 3.261 of rules to permit sign off
at same time as associated daytime AM
stations, and of WSAV-FM to operate
from 5 p.m. to midnight only.
SSA— 830 kc
WNYC New York — Granted extension
of SSA to operate additional hours,
6 a.m. (EST) to local sunrise New York
and from local sunset Minneapolis to
10 p.m.
mos.
from (EST)
March using
2. DA-2, for six
AM— 1170 kc
KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Denied petition to reconsider and grant without
hearing application for CP to change
from 5 kw D to 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS, unl.
and
install DA-N;
Commission's
own motion,
amended onorder
of March
28, 1950. designating KLOK application
for hearing in consolidated proceeding
with application of Charles E. Salik,
San Diego (for mod. license KCBQ to
increase N power from 1 kw to 5 kw)
hard working,
revenue producing

mamger,
commercial manager.
Stable, selling, economical, program-wise operator. Market size,
location, unimportant. Experienced, successful 250 up. Ten
years last organization. Veteran,
36, family. Box 751,
BROADCASTING.
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terest; A. Loius Reed, commercial
manager, 10%, and Lester E.
Kabacoff, executive assistant to
the Sterns, 3%. The elder Stern is
supplying funds needed by the
assignees to asquire their holdings.
WDSU-TV, established in 1948,
is assigned Channel 6 (82-88 mc)
with effective radiated power of
31 kw. WDSU-FM is a Class B
outlet.
KIDO FACILITIES
Goes on 630 kc With 5 kw
KIDO Boise, Idaho, will begin
operating with 5 kw on 630 kc
March 18, Walter E. Wagstaff, vice
president and general manager,
announced last week.
The new RCA transmitter feeds
a directional antenna array of
three 395-foot IDECO towers. Mr.
Wagstaff reports KIDO will henceforth have the largest physical coverage of any station in Idaho, regardless of power. KIDO now operates on 1380 kc with 2.5 kw day,
1 kw night.
to include issue with reference to areas
and populations which would gain or
lose primary service from proposed
operations and character of other
broadcast service available to such
areas and populations. Designated
hearing for April 30 at Washington.
SSA— 770 kc
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
extension of SSA 770 kc 25 kw-N 50
kw-LS unl. for period ending June 1,
contingent upon final decision of hearing on application for regular license
of KOB on 770 kc.
Waiver Granted
KPAT Pampa, Tex. — Granted waiver
of Sec. 3.168 of rules and authorized
KPAT to commence program tests at
once (1230 kc 250 w unl.).
Renewal of Licenses
Following stations were granted renewal of licenses for regular period:
WALB Albany, Ga.; KQV & Aux.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.;
KUJ Walla Walla, Wash.; WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.; WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.;
WRXO Roxboro, N. C; WWXL Peoria,
111.; WLOS Asheville, N. C; WFMD
Frederick, Md.; WBIG Greensboro,
N. C; WSAR Fall River, Mass.; KTRC
Santa Fe; KRUN Ballenger, Tex.; KTJS
Hobart, Okla.; KMUS Muskogee, Okla.;
KLMS Lincoln, Neb.; KHON & Aux.
Honolulu; WFVG Fuquay Springs,
N. C; WKNK Muskegon. Mich.; WTTS
Bloomington, Ind.; KXGN Glendive,
Mont.; KOKO La Junta, Colo.; WBAT
Marion, Ind.; KBOR Brownsville, Tex.;
KASH Eugene, Ore.; WBBL Richmond,
Va.; WFHR-FM Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.;
KREI-FM Farmington, Mo.; WDUN-FM

Gainesville, Ga.; WMCK-FM McKt
port,
Pa.; WTAR-FM
Va.
WCLO-FM
Janesville,Norfolk,
Wis.; WJ/
FM Providence; WHOP-FM Hopki
ville, Ky.; WJIZ Hammond, Ir,
WMFR-FM High Point, N. C; WMV
FM
Martinsville,
Va.; WOMI-:
Owensboro,
Ky.; WQAN-FM
Scrant<N
WSAN-FM Allentown,
Pa.; WABF
York; WWRL Woodside, L. I.; WO
Silver Spring, Md.; KVEC San L
Obispo, Calif.; KEYS Corpus Chri n
Tex.;
KVOE Ore.;
SantaKCBC
Ana, Des
Calif Moin II
Tillamook,
N.
Y.
KNAL Victoria, Tex.; WHDL-FM Ole i
Extensions of Licenses
Following were granted tempor; \
extensions of licenses to June 1 : WAS I
New York; WBKB
Chicago; WRi
Schenectady; WOWO-FM Ft. Way :
Ind.; WBZ-FM
Boston; WBZA-1 -.
Springfield,
Mass.; Pittsburgh;
KYW-FM Philad
phia;
KDKA-FM
WGY 1
Aux. Schenectady; WATL-AM-FM i ,
lanta; KBUC Alaska;
Corona,KEEN
Calif.;
Anchorage,
San KB'*1
Jo K'
£.;
Calif.; KFDW Helena, Mont.; KP1
Riverside, Calif.; KPBX Beaumo
Tex.; KREO Indio, Calif.; WAMS W
mington, Del.; WGLS Decatur, G
WOXF Oxford, N. C; KCMC-FM Ti
arkana, Tex.; KFMV-FM Holly wocj
Cal.; KTFI-FM Twin Falls, Ida.; WF:
Grand Rapids, Mich.; WGOV-FM V
dosta,
Ga.; Alton,
WNAO-FM
WOKZ-FM
111. Raleigh. N. (1
KLZ-FM Denver; WKBZ-FM Musi
gon,
AsheboM
N. C; Mich.;
KWOS-FMWGWR-FM
Jefferson City,
WJAX-FM
Jacksonville; KROS-T
Clinton, Iowa; WCFM Washingtc
D. C; WSNJ-FM
Bridgeton. N.
KLUF-FM
Galveston,
Tex.;Poplar
KDRO-P
Sedalia,
Mo.; KWOC-FM
Bh <'
Mo.;
WCMW-FM
Canton, Ohio;
WTT
FM Port Huron, Mich.; KFPW-Hi
Ft. Smith, Ark.; WEAU-FM Eau Clai)
Wis.; KERN-FM
Bakersfield, Call
WRHI-FM Rock Hill, S. C; KE2XC
Syracuse;
KE2XDR
KE2XDN Ne
York;
KE2XDQ,
Passaic, N.
KM2XBB
Los Angeles.
Further Extension
Following were granted further ter
porary
JuneYork,
1 : WRJ:
Racine. extensions
Wis.; WBNX toNew
N. ^
WAEL Mayaguez, P.R.; WXRF Gu
yama, P.R.; WHHH Warren, Ohi
KTXC Big Spring, Tex.; KWC Ve
tura, Calif.; WEGO Concord, N. C
WMMW Meridian, Conn.; WAFB-F
Baton Rouge; WICA-FM Ashtabul
Ohio; WLDS-FM Jacksonville. U
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.; WTRC-F
Elkhart, Ind.; KARM-FM Fresno, Calii
WILA Woodstock, 111.; WDEM-F
Providence; KOKX-FM Keokuk, low
WNDR-FM Syracuse: WKJG-FM F
Wayne,
Ind.; WSMB-FM
WEAM Arlington;
WFMN New
(FM) Orlean
Alpin
N.
J.;
KPIX-TV
San
Francisco;
San Juan, P.R.; WINX (Synch,WNIi.
an+1
plifier) Washington;
WOL-AM-FM
Synch,
amplifier Washington;
WGI X
Chicago;Sitka,
WDET-FM
Detroit.Stockto
Mich
KALA
Alaska; KSTN
Calif.; WRJN-FM Racine, Wis.; KCS
Pueblo, Colo.: WOW Omaha, Nebi
KG2XAX Harrisburg, Pa.; WJCD Se\ t
mour, Ind.
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Grantt
further temporary extension of licen:
to
June of1. timeAlsoto June
granted1 within
furtherwhic
tension
to comply with Sec. 3.109 of FCC rule
Extension of License
Following were granted extension

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
■I
■'■c
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£cOlG
TO MARCH 1
Summary
of Authorizations, Stations OnSUMMARY
the Air, Applications
Hearing
Appls.
13
Grants Pending
Licensed CPs
On
Air
s
las
-if
irsI Stations
127
280
13249
Cond'l
In4
2,240
383
2,220
165
520
668
ns
ions
atio
Stat
SJijjt St
107
171
60
On the air.
*
* ■ *
tions would serve public interest (other
3 ocker Actions . . .
portions of petition have become moot);
INITIAL DECISIONS
and (2) requesting oral argument on
above
petition. Order Feb. 23.
SNY Schenectady, N. Y.— Initial
WBAL Baltimore — Scheduled oral
G Kfflcision
by
Hearing
Examiner
James
for March 30 in proceeding
Cunningham to grant transfer of argument
on WBAL license renewal application
I Tee ntrol of licensee, Western Gateway
and competitive bid of Public Service
>.tg. Corp., from Benjamin L. Dubb
If ceal. B.to Walcott,
Winslow Frederic
P. Leighton,
Flor- Radio Corp. Order Feb. 23.
G. Lippert
d Barbara W. Leighton; to grant Non-Docket Actions . . .
I ense renewal, and to dismiss petition
George R. Nelson filed Aug. 10, 1948.
AM GRANT
d petition of George R. Nelson and
KTBI Tacoma, Wash. — Granted
- associates filed Jan. 18, 1949, alleg- change
from 810 kc 1 kw day to 850 kc
.s other
perpetration
of fraud
and ofnumerirregularities
on part
their 1 kw sion
fulltime,
March 1. directional night. Deciscciate stockholder,
Winslow P.
.:- ighton. Initial decision March 1.
TRANSFER GRANTS
Bh VVXLT Ely, Minn., and KFMA DavenWJEL ofSpringfield,
Ohio from
— Granted
Srfiftrt, Iowa — Comr. George E. Sterling transfer
control (100%)
D. J.
Parsons and Frank N. Jones to Chester
"■Fiued initial
affirm
Commission orderdecision
May 23,to1950,
revoking
R.
Hinkle
and
George
R.
Walker
for
:i :ense of WXLT and Commission or- 823,000. See story this issue. Decision
rKFMA.
of June Initial
21, 1950,
revoking
March 1.
decision
Feb. permit
27.
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans —
Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Columbus,
Granted assignment of license from
hio, and Stephen H. Kovalan, WellsEdgar
B. Stern Sr. and Edgar B. Stern
n, Ohio — Hearing Examiner Elizabeth
to WDSU Bcstg. Corp. in which
. Smith issued initial decision to grant Jr.
Stern tion
Jr.$1,185,000.
has 67%Seeinterest.
Considera1 ^plication of Sky Way for new AM
story this
issue.
ation on 1580 kc with 1 kw day and Decision
March 1.
grant
application
of
Stephen
Kovati for new AM station on 1570 kc with
hi i9 w day. Initial decision Feb. 26.
New Applications . . .
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
AM APPLICATIONS
2 KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
Norwich,
N. Y. — Radio Norwich Inc.,
"'''GAR
Cleveland
; um opinion
and— Adopted
order (1)memorandenying
1010 kc, 500 w day; estimated cost $14,i.etition filed Nov. 20, 1950, insofar as 000, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue $40,000. Principals: William J.
requested FCC to reconsider designa: on of station license renewal appli- Hall, manager WKRT-AM-FM Cortland, N. Y., president and 38.9% owner;
-''jations
hearing
and or,
grant
them his wife,
Margaret C. Hall, director
_ ithout for
further
hearing,
in alterMarian
S. Mayer,
FCC specify
as sole since
issue 0.1%; urer
51%. Mrs.
Mayer secretary
is wife -treasof J.
.- ative.
nether that
performance
of licensees
Elist regular license renewals establishes Gerald Mayer, attorney and former
president
WKRT.
Remaining
10%
is
™jj iat grant of present renewal applicacense for period of 10 days: WCBTKQV Pittsburgh, and KRKD Los AnJ,b;'M
Roanoke Rapids, N. C; WKRT-FM
geles.
•tfi
'ourtland,
N.
Y.
rto|i
FCC CORRECTIONS
March 1 Applications . . .
License Renewals
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
3;Under renewals granted for regular
AM— 1410 kc
ieriod (FCC Actions, Feb. 26), FM
KMYC
Marysville,
Calif.— CP to
"^hould
be added
WLAW Calif.
Lawrence,
change from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1410
^fjtfass., and
KRED toEureka,
kc
1
kw
unl.
DA-N.
Temporary Renewals
License for CP
Under renewals extended on temorary basis, include auxiliary to
KFCA
(FM)
Phoenix, Ariz.— License
/VBAL Baltimore, Md. Add FM to call for CP new noncommercial FM station.
WWJ-TV Detroit— License for CP
] . etters of following in same group:
VSAI Cincinnati; WEHS Cicero, 111.; new TV station etc.

r

in TOPE
K5a
As
^Kan
hEVDice
T
W
WIB • Telecasting
BROADCASTING

dividedFeb.among
Filed
27. 30 other stockholders.
Kosciusko, Miss. — Birney Dues Jr.,
860 kc, 1 kw day; estimated cost $22,550,
first year operating cost $27,000, revenue $30,000. Mr. Dnes is owner WROX
Clarksdale, WCBI Columbus, WNAG
Grenada, WELO Tupelo and WMOXAM-FM Meridian, Miss. Filed Feb. 28.
Near Foley, Ala. — Howard E. Pill d/b
as Alabama-Gulf Radio, 1310 kc, 1 kw
day; estimated cost $20,450; first year
operating cost $24,000, revenue $33,000.
Applicant is 25% owner WSFA MontColumbus,gomery,Ga.Ala., and
Filed23%Feb.owner
28. WDAK
Laredo, Tex.— E. J. Harpole and W.
J. Harpole d/b as Uvalde Bcstrs., 1490
kc, 250tion wcost fulltime;
estimated
construc$14,000, first
year operating
cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. E. J. Harpole is 50% owner and general manager KVOU Uvalde, Tex. W. J. Harpole
is 50% owner KVOU and 66.6% owner
KVOP Plainview, Tex. Filed Feb. 27.
Opp, Ala. — Covington Bcstg. Co., 860
kc, 1 kw day (resubmitted). See FCC
ROUNDUP, Feb. 12. Filed Feb. 28.
TV APPLICATION
Houston, Tex. — South Texas Television Co., Channel 4 (66-72 mc), ERP
50 kw vis., 25 kw aur., ant. Equal
owners: John Paul Godwin, advertising agency man; C. P. Simpson, General Motors dealer;
sen, contractor.
FiledHoward
March T.1. TellepTRANSFER REQUESTS
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C— Assignment of license from J. M. Stephenson and W. J. Davis d/b Radio Station
WFVG to new partnership of same
name composed of J. M. Stephenson
and B. H. Digle Sr. Mr. Davis sells
50% interest for $16,000 to Mr. Ingle,
owner B. H. Ingle & Sons, Raleigh,
N.
roofing
FiledC, Feb.
28. and sheet metal firm.
WIAMment of permit
Williamston,
Assign-to
from S.N.S. C—
Adcock
James H. Gray Sr. (37.5%), Henry A.
Johnson (25%) and Charles R. Gray
(37.5%) d/b as Martin County Bcstg.
Co. for $10,000 plus assumption of debts
totaling about $18,000. James Gray Sr.
is 50% owner G & S Motor Co., local
Ford dealer, and has warehouse interests. His brother,
Charles
Gray, hasis
warehouseman
and Mr.
Johnson
real
estate
and
auction
firm
interests.
Filed Feb. 28.
WCEC (AM) and WFMA (FM) Rocky
Mount, N. C. — Assignment of license
from Josh L. Home to Eastern Carolina
Electronics
Home.
FiledInc.,
Feb. 99%
23. owned by Mr.
KLVC Leadville, Col. — Assignment
of permit from Vir N. James to Leadville's
27.
owned Top
99% ofby the
Mr. Nation
James.Station
Filed Inc.,
Feb.
KCOH Houston, Tex.— Acquisition of
control of Call of Houston Inc., licensee, by William A. Smith through purchase of 33.2% interest of Edward C.
Hughes. Mr. Smith would become 66%
owner. He pays Mr. Hughes $21,900
and assumes notes of licensee in amount
March$30,900
1.
of
due Mr. Hughes. Filed
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AM 8,and
FM effective
19, TV 0.dates:
New deletions,
reasons
KCHC El Paso. Tex. — Claude H.
Craig,
CP, Feb. 21. Forfeited for lack
of
prosecution.
KCHN Chanute, Kan. — Chanute
Bcstg.
CP, Feb. 19. Forfeited for
lack of Co.,
prosecution.
KENE Belen, N. M. — Belen Bcstg.
Corp., CP, Jan. 31. License denied by
FCC.
WENE-FM Endicott, N. Y.— Empire
Newspaper
Economic. s-Radio Inc., license, Feb. 21.
LICENSE REINSTATED
KDAN Oroville, Calif.— FCC Feb. 21
set aside action of Jan. 25 deleting license at request
applicant; granted
further request of ofapplicant
to reinstate
license. See transfer
bid FCC ROUNDUP, Feb. 19.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress Inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14. N. T.

REACHING NEW ORLEANS'
GREAT NEGRO MARKET

\ WITH
etsWMRY
abI
ldT
\C66Co

Holsum

Programmed for Negroes by Negroes, WMRY
is effectively directing the buying habits of
this vast, faithful audience.
600KC-"THE

SEPIA STATION"

WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Nat'l. Representative
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET

Your greatest
sales asset is
advertiser RHTB}
Your advertising

in Printers' Ink

ance,

accept

among
^
g
the leadin |ai?
p
advertising,
and so helps

|your

you sell more

advertising to them.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

...at

NEW

TV

SPORTS

BASIS

SEEN

BY COLLEGE

GROUP

TELEVISION and sports have future together,
but not on same basis as in past, which was "at
the expense of colleges," according to TV Committee of National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
which gave its first public report in Chicago
Friday afternoon (early story page 65). Chairman Tom Hamilton, athletic director, U. of
Pittsburgh, said entire TV problem "weighty,"
and group now "trying to strike balance on
basis of which it can operate with TV without
jeopardizing economic or financial structure of
athletic systems."
TV Committee, meeting for first time after
authorization at Dallas convention in January,
is outlining basic functions and policies for
next year, with emphasis on football. Mr.
Hamilton, saying TV industry has been "most
cooperative," reiterated conclusions of joint
NCAA-TV industry survey which found that
TV "hurts" football attendance "pretty much
in proportion to set saturation in each area."
Although one-year ban against live TV was
not expected to be relaxed, serious consideration will be given to "experiments" with proponents of Phonevision, Skiatron, theatre TV
and post-game showing.
RADIO
TV

TUBE

PICTURE

SALES
TUBES

RISE;
UP

SALES of radio receiving tubes in January,
37,042,303 units, exceed figure for same month
in 1950 by 15,000,000 units, according to RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. They were shade below
total last December.
January sales of TV picture tubes to manufacturers totaled 580,317 units valued at $16,272,654. This compares to 436,252 tubes in
same month of 1950 and 686,815 tubes last
December.
PEARSON

FILES

SUIT

DREW PEARSON, radio-newspaper columnist,
filed suit Friday in U. S. District Court, District of Columbia, for $3,600,000 damages. In
one count he claimed several defendants had
"preconceived plan" to injure him in business,
resulting in loss of a sponsor. Defendants included Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.),
Fulton Lewis jr., Westbrook Pegler and others.
Suit filed by Attorney William A. Roberts.
HELEN MOBBERLEY TO WTTG
HELEN MOBBERLEY, assistant to general
manager of WWDC Washington, joins WTTG
(TV) Washington, DuMont station, according
to Walter Compton, WTTG manager.
TURNBULL TO GUNTHER
HENRY TURNBULL, vice president, Biow
Co., New York, to Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, as director of sales and advertising.
R&R

APPOINTS

HEYNE

NORMAN HEYNE, radio-TV director at
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, named to vice
presidency last week.
Page 90
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STEPS TO MAINTAIN
SET OUTPUT URGED
COOPERATION in industry-wide materials
conservation program, designed to "keep production of television and radio sets at a healthy
level," requested Friday by Robert C. Sprague,
president, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. In
letters to member companies, he said program
will be implemented at early meeting of industry engineers, directed by Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, General Electric Co., RTMA Engineering Dept. director.
Results of conservation drive, described by
Mr. Sprague as "key" to maintenance of highlevel civilian output, will be submitted to defense agency officials by RTMA Policy Committee, headed by President-elect Glen
McDaniel.
Mr. Sprague submitted preliminary conservation report at short-notice meeting of top
level government production authorities and
electronic components and equipment industry
representatives. William H. Harrison and
Manly Fleischmann, administrators of Defense
Production Administration and National Production Authority, respectively, attended sessions.
Industry group said there is no evidence
civilian output is holding up defense orders;
new production facilities had to be developed
because of "exacting" military specifications;
industry has made "great savings" in metals
and expects to continue TV production at a
fairly good rate because of conservation measures and despite exhaustion of cobalt supply;
and asked for future estimates of material
availability.
Gen. Harrison told group electronics commands equal top priority. Mr. Fleischmann
said all metals would be available to industry
during second quarter, and NPA will give
estimate well in advance when Controlled
Materials Plan is issued.
Industry firms representatives included RCA,
Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTS Bloomington, Ind.),
Sprague Electric Co., Sylvania Electric Products,
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Hoffman Radio Corp.. Hallicrafters
Western Corp.,
Electric Admiral
Co. and Corp.,
others. Avco Div.-Crosley.
C & W INDICTED
FEDERAL Grand Jury in Los Angeles late
Friday indicted Harold Cowan and Ralph Whitmore, operators of Cowan & Whitmore Enterprises, on fraudulent use of mails in pre-holiday
Christmas tree ornament "pitch" deals offered
on radio and television stations. Jury recommended bail at $2,500 each. Both are reportedly in Chicago on company business,
according to office of U. S. Attorney Ernest
A. Tolin. Duo is reported to have sold more
than $270,000 worth of ornaments during 30day period preceding Christmas.
DuMONT

FILM

SERIES

DuMONT INDUSTRIES, New York (DuMont
TV sets), signed to sponsor United Television
Programs' series of Royal Playhouse, (second
run films of Fireside Theatre) starting April 1
on DuMont network in 18 major cities. Contract for time and film package is Said to be
$1 million.

embattled economy. British, with two s i
tions in operation, are using 405-line standa
According to new inside information, Germa
is planning 625 lines as are certain other we I
em powers. France is using both 441 liii
and 819 lines and only Kremlin knows wl j
Russia will use. Incidentally, Russians z ]
promising new TV station in their German zo j
by summer. Great Britain contemplates fo|;
additional stations for grand total of six l|
fore year is out.
REVISION OF SCOPE, purpose and functioj
of Broadcast Advisory Council, which got <
to shaky start some months ago, will me.
reorganization to make body more represei i
ative of radio and TV pursuits. It's expect I
that such segments as clear-channel statio
and other groups will be represented on cou I
cil which will now pitch in direction of c
operating with all agencies of government
defense effort. White House mandate aspe
has been discarded.
HARRISON M. DUNHAM, who resigned la
month as manager of KTTV (TV) Los Angelc
is organizing motion picture group to promot
sell and distribute films for TV. He w;
instrumental in transaction whereby Los A:
geles Times, KTTV owner, acquired Massoi
studios last year.
THOUGH NARTB-TV (NAB) pitch for vid.
members to join new branch of association hi
been out only few days, return mails ai
bringing surprisingly large number of co;
tracts. Fifty-five of 107 TV outlets signs
pledge of support at Jan. 19 Chicago meetim
AM NETWORK likely to be used by Kellog
Co. for Wild Bill Hickok series, with TV pr<
gram spotted nationally. Product slated to t
Corn Pops. Kellogg agencies are Kenyon
Eckhardt and Leo Burnett Co. Program |
Reynolds Production package.
TV COMMERCIALISM
DRAWS HENNOCK WARNING
FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock warned edv
cators Saturday that shortly after TV freez
is thawed, majority of channels will be claime
for commercial use. "Once acquired by coir I
mercial interests," she added, "it is unlikel
that they can ever be redeemed for education?
Miss Hennock was discussing "Education'
Opportunity in Television" before Sixth Annus
Michigan Radio-Television Conference, Mich
igan State College, East Lansing, Mich. Boi
rowing a George Bernard Shaw phrase, Com
missioner cautioned educators, "Get what yo
want or you will be forced to like what yoi
use."
RCA

DECLARES

DIVIDEND

RCA board on Friday declared dividend of 87*
cents per share on outstanding shares of $3.5'
cumulative first preferred stock, for perio<
Jan. 1-March 31, Brig. Gen. David Sarnofi
board chairman, announced following meeting
Dividend is payable April 2 to holders of rec
ord at close of business March 12.
'VOICE' AWARD
SERIES
get."
RECORD albums to be given by Voice o:
America for best letters on aspects of U. S
that interest Voice listeners abroad. Offe:
made on new Jo Stafford transcribed series
with singer using guest interviews.
BROADCASTING
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The modern Virginian is alert, informed, well entertained.
And WMBG,

with its 25 years of progressive broadcasting,
its world wide NBC coverage, has helped to mold him that way.

WTVR, the South's first television station, daily
enlarges his horizon. Thus do the Havens and Martin group —
First Stations of Virginia — serve their millions.

WMBG

*•

WTVR

tv

WCOD

«

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company
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Jtrike Agains
Networks Looms

WeVe

tried

-haven't

we?

here's an odd thought regarding an
odd station.
For more than 28 years, WOR has
been saddling sound over the manifold activities of the world's greatest
market, as well as the singly most profitable and complex group of markets
ever dished up by any one station.
This would seem like precisely the
sort of job a few stations were
invented for. Or maybe six papers
and four or five national magazines.
Yet no such statement has ever appeared in a WOR advertisement.
Apparently one station that yearly
pads the pocketbooks of more
national radio advertisers than any
other station in America does not
talk as much about itself as, let's say,
other people talk about it.
Apparently one station that covers
a territory only slightly larger than

Page 25
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ear
r.00 Annually
25 cents weekly

maybe Bhutan, in India, doesn't let
everybody know that it delivers a
20th Century-brand Utopia where
more things are bought at retail every
year than the total things bought
at retail in the combined cities of
Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston,
Cleveland, Washington, St. Louis,
Baltimore, San Francisco, Pittsburgh,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas
City, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Seattle,
Portland.
Why don't we tell people about it?
Well, we've tried— haven't we?

The address is

WOR

— that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in New York

FIRST
STEP TO
SALES
IN RICHMOND

Like the child that takes the first step
and discovers it can walk,
your first step in Richmond
to discover the sales power of radio
and television is to use
the Havens and Martin stations.
These pioneer NBC-programmed facilities
have established an enviable history
of listener loyalty in Virginia's first market.
An advertising message on WMBG, WCOD, WTVR
will give you maximum exploitation
of your potential sales power
in this high-effective-buying income area.
Your nearest Blair man
is anxious to tell you more.

Havens & Martin Stations are only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company.
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Cic^sedGr^
TWO long-wave million-watt stations — highest
powered in world — are being installed for Voice
of America in speedup of radio-ring project. Originally initiated as three-year program, "radio-ring" now will be compressed into
one year. Locations remain classified until
completion of installations. Biggest concentration of long-wavers now is at Tangiers,
totaling 650,000 w in four units. New "one
megawatt" outlets will have unprecedented
coverage ranges.
MONTGOMERY, radio and TV director, of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
slated to be vice president in charge of radio
and television, succeeding William A. Chalmers, who resigns this week. Werner Michael,
producer of Ford Theatre, promoted to associate radio and television director of agency.
CHASE & SANBORN Instant Coffee, through
Compton Adv., New York, preparing radio
spot campaign in about 30 markets, daytime,
starting varied dates during April. Several
TV markets will be used.

comuy
March 13: Up
NARTB-RTMA-FM
Industry Committee Joint Meeting, Washington, D. C.
March 13: NBC Affiliates Regional Meeting,
Shamrock Hotel, Houston.
March 15: Excise Tax Hearings on Radio-TV,
House Ways & Means Committee, Room 1102
New House Office Bldg., Washington.
March 19-22: IRE National Convention, Waldorf
Astoria, New York.
March 26: Oral Argument on Color TV, U. S.
Supreme Court, Washington.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 38)

GARTH

WITH balloting to end at midnight today
(Monday), Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver, and
John Esau, KTUL Tulsa have been running
neck-and-neck in NAB runoff election for
medium-station director-at-large though the
former was starting to forge ahead at weekend by around 20 votes.
ONLY two nominees named thus far in NAB
District 8 (Ind., Mich.) for successor to directorship vacated by George J. Higgins, now at
KMBC Kansas City. They are Milton L.
Greenebaum, WSAM Saginaw, Mich., and R.
M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis. Nominations close March 13.
SERVEL Inc., Evansville, Ind., (gas refrigerators), through BBDO, N. Y., preparing oneminute day and night spot announcement campaign on about 30 stations in 18 markets effective April 2. Contract for 13 weeks.
NOW UNDER consideration is plan whereby
every Army outfit to go into field would have
equipment and personnel especially trained for
production of "home-town area" TV shows,
following last war radio pattern. Camera
crews and interview personnel would handle
such assignments for local TV Station rendition.
SELF-SURVEY conducted by NAB among
members and non-members brought forth generally favorable response but few helpful suggestions on service. Main conclusion: People
usually cast favorable votes on referenda and
questionnaires.
IT LOOKS LIKE after Easter holidays before
Senate Foreign Relations Committee will consider ratification of NARBA treaty on reallocation of broadcast facilities among North American nations. (Mexico and Haiti excluded.)
Chances are sub-committee will not be named
until next month.
SPREADING tentacles of Senate committee
probing RFC "influence" situation may reach
into FCC as Sen. Capehart (R-Ind.) directs
(Continued on page 90)
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Bulletins
LEVER BROS, (new Chlorogene toothpaste)
through J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
planning spring spot announcement campaign
starting in mid-March.
GENERAL FOODS, New York, (Jello dessert), starting spot announcement drive on
dozen stations in four eastern markets effective
April 1. Young & Rubicam, New York, is
agency.
FCC

ANSWERS

'BROADCASTING' EDITORIAL
FCC Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker has
challenged portion of Broadcasting • Telecasting's March 5 editorial on McFarland Bill
(S. 658), it was learned late Friday. His comments are contained in letter to be submitted
to Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of
Senate Commerce Committee, who inserted
editorial in Congressional Record last week
(early story page 30).
Comr. Walker reportedly attacked part of
editorial which pointed out that House Commerce Committee's hearing on McFarland
measure and other radio-communications legislation, at which Commissioner testified, "was
held behind closed doors — at the FCC's behest."
Hearing was held Feb. 19 [Broadcasting •
(Continued on page 90)

y
efl
ss # G.Bri
KRUEGER
BUDGET
Krueger
Brewinj
Busine
Co., Newark, through Charles Dallas Reac Inc., Newark, planning $1,350,000 campaig
for its beer and ale. Media plans not definit
although spot radio, currently being used on 3 j
New England stations and in New York are;|
probably will be extended. Brewery also coi
sidering TV.
AGENCY NAMED • Marshall Field & Cc
Chicago, Retail Division, names Calkin
Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, sam
city, to handle its advertising. Radio and tele
vision used.
SOUP PROJECT # Habitant Soup Ci
looking over availabilities for possible spot ar
nouncement radio campaign. Agency, Chan
bers & Wiswell, Boston.
BAB NAMES COMMITTEES;
DIGNAM JOINS STAFF
APPOINTMENT of committees of BAB boar
of directors and addition of William B. Dig
nam to BAB staff announced Friday. M:
Dignam, of Alfred Politz Research Corp., whei
he was account executive and administrate
assistant to Mr. Politz, will be assistant to BA
President William B. Ryan until staffing c
New York BAB headquarters is complete. 1
is contemplated he will then be assigned t
promotion duties in view of extensive back
ground in that field.
BAB Board Chairman Edgar Kobak ar
nounced committee appointments as follows:
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE— Mr. Kobak. chairmai
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids: Robert I
Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; Lewis H. Aver;
be
designated.
Avery-Knodel
Inc., and network representative_m t
FINANCE COMMITTEE— Charles C. Caley, WMB.
Peoria, chairman; Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver; Marti
B. Campbell, WFAA Dallas, and Walter Evan
Westinghouse
Radio Stations. E u g e n e Katz, Ka1
RESEARCH-PROMOTION—
and Paul
Agency,
Simon Golc
stations: co-chairmer
Richardsconsultant,
G. A.Kesten.
F. Patt,
John
man, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., and network repre
sentative to be designated.
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE— Allen W o o d a 1
WDAK Columbus, Ga., chairman; Kenyon Browi
William Beaton, KWK\
KWFT Wichita Falls.R.Tex.;
Spence, KXRO Aberdeei
Pasadena; Harry
Wash., and H. Preston Peters, Free & Peters.

Bands
TV
Unfreeze
To
Preparing
FCC
COMPLETE new allocation of present telehearings and exhibits, all of which are said t
vision band (VHF) and immediate unfreezing
have been studied carefully.
of upper band (UHF) drafted at FCC and
Unfreezing would increase number of T^
slated for final vote this week, possibly today
channels from 12 to 83, it is believed. It i
(Monday).
doubted if any of the existing 107 TV station
Finishing touches put on final draft late
be forced upstairs into the UHF band.
would
Friday and document given to top Commission
Reallocations of VHF band said to avoi.
staff and Commissioners for weekend study.
major dislocations by confining channel shift
Proposed action described as most important
within each half of present band. That is
step taken by Commission since TV band was
stations between Channels 2 and 6 might b
frozen in September 1949. It conceivably could
around, but not transferred to Channel
moved
set in motion enormous construction and manufacturing projects, permitting TV industry to
7-11, and vice-versa. This would avoid changing tower height materially.
realize vast potentialities and bringing service
Immediate building of VHF stations ii
to many millions now deprived of TV or having
Alaska and Hawaiians would be possible sine
limited reception.
is no interference problem.
there
Commercial television also might enter
period of widespread growth if unfreezing
Possibility arose that Commission migh
takes place and equipment is available for
grant VHF permits to build TV stations ii
transmitter and receiver production.
cities where no exceptions were filed, or when
FCC action would follow many months of
(Continued on page 90)
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Yes, at only 75 cents to $1 per thousand, Transit Radio in
Kansas City delivers a guaranteed audience — based on

Transit Radio

audited count of bus and streetcar riders. They're on their

SUCCESS

way to buy — and you can "call your spots" by timing
your messages to reach the most housewives or workers . . .

STORY

A new pocket-size magazine* was
introduced solely by Transit Radio
in Kansas City, on June 6, 1950.
In only 9 weeks, sales were 24
per cent higher than a rival
publication, advertised in another
medium during the preceding 6
months. And though a bi-weekly,
it outsold its weekly competition
during the 9-week period.
*Name on request

men or women. No longer can Transit Radio be
considered too new a medium to be included in any
budget. Transit Radio and only Transit Radio gives you
coverage of Greater Kansas City — without waste.
It has been proved . . . and it offers new economy for limited
budgets . . . new flexibility for special promotions . . .
new opportunity for test campaigns. Contact KCMO-FM
or our representative for detailed information on
rates and time.

Source: South -West News Company

Broadcasting

Kansas

City 6, Missouri

• 94.9

Megacycles

Contact: H-R Representatives, Inc., New
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870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 102223
IN THIS BROADCASTING

MELODY

BALLROOM

4:00 to 6:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday has just about TRIPLED
its October ARB Rating in the
December- January
Another WFBR

ARB

Report.

home-grown show is bursting into

bloom! "Melody Ballroom," featuring the young,
amazingly glib and quietly mad disc jockey, Bob
Landers — is well on its way in the tradition of WFBRbuilt sensations like "Club 1300," "Morning in
Maryland," "It's Fun to Cook," "Nelson Baker
Show" and others.
"Melody Ballroom" is getting to be the late afternoon show of Baltimore, using the classic pattern of
music for housewives and teenagers.
This show is ripe for plucking by sponsors who are
looking for a profitable participation show.
If you twist the arm of the nearest John Blair man,
he'll tell you all about availabilities.

Sr

»CA

^0A

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK » 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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We

are in a state of Emergency.

We must build our military strength — and,
at the same time, we must keep our economy

strong

for the long pull. Inflation bleeds both!

How

to

pay

and

and

still

for

tanks

gnns

hold

the

line

on

Inflation

No American begrudges one dollar
necessary for defense, but nobody wants
to spend a single cent unnecessarily.
Congress has the responsibility of reducing non -defense spending as much as
possible. What is left will still be a big
enough burden for all of us.
There are two ways to pay for defense
while holding the line against Inflation.
The first way, which President Truman
has endorsed, is to go on a "pay-as-yougo" basis. Under this plan the Government takes more from everybody in taxes
to balance its income with its spending.
Every individual then has less to spend.
This stops some of the demand for scarce
civilian goods and this in turn helps make
what is available go around.
To make "pay-as-you-go" work, and to
keep the Federal debt from going higher,
all individuals and businesses will face
higher Federal income taxes as well as
other taxes which both add to the Government's income and discourage individual spending. This calls for tough decisions
and sacrifices.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

The second and less desirable way is
for the Government to pay for part of its
spending by borrowing. The least inflationary way to borrow is from the people,
by selling bonds to individuals or to investing institutions. By this method people save, instead of spending for scarce
goods, and this helps reduce the demand
for these goods. Borrowing, however,
means increased taxes now as well as
later to pay this debt.
5 more things that must
be done to check Inflation —
even with price controls
1. Increase production To meet defense needs and provide civilian necessities.
2. Maintain credit curbs: To reduce
the competition for civilian goods.
3. Increase personal savings: To provide investment money for greater production and cut demand for goods.
4. Buy only for real needs: Overbuying only increases shortages, and
adds to the inflationary pressures.

5. Cut non-military expenditures:
To provide money for vital military
needs and to hold down tax increases
and borrowing.
These things won't be easy for any of us
to do. We must also forego increased
wages and profits unless they result from
increased production. But everybody will
agree it's worth sacrificing to prevent the
Sixth Column Enemy— INFLATION —
from bleeding our economy.
This message is brought to you by the
life insurance companies and their agents
who believe that keeping America strong
is the job of each and every one of us.
You can help check Inflation by doing
your part and by letting your representatives in Government know that you support every action they take to stop Inflation— the Sixth Column Enemy.
Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
★

★

★

★
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A

W. FARGO, assistant to president and account executive, and t
JAMES R. ROBERTS, account executive Charles W. Hoyt, N. Y./.L
elected to board of directors of agency.

ARTHUR E. TRASK, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago, to Dan B. Miner
Co., L. A., as assistant to HILLY SANDERS, vice president in charge
of radio-TV.
MARK FINLEY, public relations director Don Lee Broadcasting System,
to Adolphe Wenland & Assoc., L. A., as head, radio and TV department. ;
He continues as TV film consultant with TV Ads Inc., L. A.
NELSON FUQUA, head copywriter Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago,
to Olian Adv., same city, as vice president and copy director.
BERT S. PRESBA, treasurer and co-founder of Presba, Fellers & Presba
Inc., Chicago, retires after 50 years in advertising business. He will
continue to act in advisory capacity for firm.

\
AMARILLO
V

940

TEX

LLOYD B. MEYERS, vice president and general manager San Francisco
office Hoist & Cummings Ltd., becomes partner in firm, which will
change name to Hoist & Cummings & Meyers Ltd.

KC

IT:
1,000

WATTS
w
on all accounts

it
If

W

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives

JOHN
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"N THE agency business, as in
the medical profession, there is
the busy specialist with offices
on Fifth Ave., and the country doctor with a small but satisfying
practice in the hinterlands.
Roscoe Westbrooke Segar, ownermanager of the Portland, Ore., advertising agency bearing his name,
likens his firm to the latter analogy.
He says "there will always be
the 'country doctor' who cures
the measles, or who becomes a specialist on the spot if
the leg has to come
off. My organization
is choosy . . . but like
small agencies and
one -man agencies,
we are the 'country
doctor' in a great
profession that needs

young man to look to the imme
diate future.
While in school, Mr. Segar put his
after-hour energies to work at a
local opera house, writing ad copy.
This stint grew, when an agent
for an automobile firm asked him
to write an advertising series and
another friend requested copy to
help pull a faltering business out
of the red.
These two accounts were the
nuclei of Roscoe Segar's one-man
agency. From then
on it was a matter
of obtaining office
space and slowly
building accounts.
The agency,
lished in 1911,estabhas
operated continuously,
nationallyserving
from Rockford
and Portland, Ore.
His modus operandi
has been the servicing of a number
of stable but challenging accounts, byspectacularpassingandthe often
transient accounts
which could have
forced sudden staff

First contact with
a country doctor for
Mr. Segar came
when the future advertising executive
arrived howling in a
raging Eugene, Ore.,
snowstorm. That
"Stormy
us."
theme
madeWeather"
it a bit
ROSCOE
uncomfortable for
his mother and also
expansion and counfor the attending family physiterpart contraction.
cian.
In theOpera
early days,
the
After a relatively peaceful boy- Grand
House,his an"in"oldat and
hood in Oregon, he moved east famous theatre managed by Harry
with his family, finally locating in E. Grampp, well-known Rockford
Rockford, 111. Near the end of his
figure, introduced him to "adverhigh school career, his finances
and publicity
by an expert."
and educational opportunities were
Movies,tising he
says, were
run on
(Continued on page 20)
clouded and it was time for the
BROADCASTING
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ESS TEAGUE, account executive and merchandising consultant on food
nd drug package products Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, named
ice president of firm.
ARRY P. HUNT and A. ORRIE CARSON have formed advertising and
ublic relations agency, Hunt & Carson, at 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chiago, telephone State 2-7444. Mr. Hunt was news editor Chicago Journal
f Commerce, and has worked on several Chicago papers. Mr. Carson
as operated Iowa radio stations and is former publisher of the Chicago
at lorthside Newspapers.
IORGAN RYAN, program director ABC, to Kiesewetter Assoc., N. Y.,
•a executive capacity.
ANIEL P. POTTER, executive NBC network sales department, to
tenton & Bowles, N. Y., as media director of Procter & Gamble accounts
Tide, Prell, Ivory Snow).
VILHELM-LAUGHLIN-WILSON & Assoc., Dallas, changes name to
AUGHLIN-WILSON-BAXTER & PERSONS Adv. There will be no
hange in address or personnel.
ARL MATSON, production manager Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
!. F., to production department of Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, same city.
iOBERT G. WILDER, public relations staff Lewis & Gilman, Phila.,
ippointed chairman of meetings and events committee for 1951 Red
>oss Fund Drive.
)ON ARVOLD, account executive BBDO, L. A., to Warwick & Legler
,nc, same city, as research and marketing director. EDWARD L.
\OENIG replaces him at BBDO. LOCKE W. TURNER, production staff
3BDO, named assistant account executive.
HENINF & Co. Inc., Phila., has moved to new offices at 15th & Locust Sts.

Into

their

(and

into

homes

their

hearts)

RICHARD J. LITTLE, city editor San Francisco office Associated Press,
:o McCann-Erickson Inc., same city.
RICHARD TRACY, assistant account executive and media director
Russell, Harris & Wood, S. F., named account executive. MILDRED
WRENN, copy department, succeeds Mr. Tracy as media director. PATT
KIRBY replaces Miss Wrenn in agency's copy department.
JOY FRIZZE, KCBS San Francisco, to Buchanan & Co., S. F., as assistant
to production manager.
(Continued on page 10)

for

over

20

years!

Sally Work has been broadcasting for WBEN Buffalo
ever since the station opened. And her phenomenal success can be summed up in one word: confidence. Sally goes
into Buffalo homes and into the hearts of housewives with
her friendly, informal afternoon show. And sales-wise,
Sally has what we call "cushioned drive". She's honest,
down-to-earth, convincing but never overbearing. It's
the kind of personal selling that appeals to women. And
the list of Sally's success stories prove it. Red Heart Dog
Food, Nescafe, Borden's Starlac, Gerber's Baby Foods
. . . these and scores of other products were first introduced
to Buffalo women by Sally Work. So if you want a sincere
selling job done on your product, Sal's your gal. 150 word
participations are available Monday thru Friday. Check
with Petry for details.

Sally Work

1:30-2

P.M.

Mon.

thru Fri.

WBEN
GETTING TOGETHER before a broadcast of Mr. and Mrs. Blandings on NBC
are (I to r): Wick Crider, BBDO vice president in charge of new program
development; John K. West, vice president, NBC Western Division; R. E.
Montgomery, general sales manager. Trans World Airlines Western Division,
program sponsor; George Whitney, general manager, KFI Los Angeles (NBC
affiliate). Cary Grant and Betsy Drake are starred in the series.
BROADCASTING
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—
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HOW

THE PUBLIC can best protect life and property in case of
attack is the theme of more and
more programs on radio and television stations across the country.
The programs spell out in A-B-C
fashion simple instructions on how
to act to minimize danger and reduce ruination.
Dr. Richard H. Gerstell, one of
the world's foremost experts on
atomic energy and its effects, is
scheduled to be heard in a special
broadcast, How To Survive The
Atomic Bomb, over WOR New
York Friday, March 16. Dr. Gerstell is to be introduced by Millard
Caldwell, head of the Federal Civil
Defense Administration.
WWDC Washington, D. C, last
Saturday began a radio series on
various aspects of preparedness.
The series is being presented in cooperation with the District of Columbia Office of Civil Defense.

THE

FIRST

CHOICE

OF

RADIO

ENGINEERS

FLEXIBILITY
In rack or console, or in its really porfoi>/e cases, the Magnecorder will suit
every purpose. PT6 Series shown is the
most widely used professional tape recorder inthe world, and is available with
3 speeds (33,4". 7Vz" , 15") if preferred.
FIDELITY
Lifelike tone quality, low distortion meet
N.A.B. standards — and at a moderate
price! PT63 Series shown in rack mount
also offers three heads to erase, record,
and play back to monitor from the tape
while recording.

CATALOG,: |
B-3
Magnecord, Inc., Dept.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Ch icago 1, III.
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord
Equipment.
WRITE FOR NEW
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WCFM (FM) Washington, D. C,
on Jean Putnam's weekly program,
CapitalstellEvents,
Dr. Gerin You featured
Can Survive
an
Atomic Attack last October.

HARRY GARO, art department Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, and Sara
Mooshagian announce their marriage.

PT7 accommodates
2 " reels
and
offers
3 heads, positive 10'timing
and pushbutton control. PT7 Series shown in complete console mo.del is also available for
portable or rack mount. For outstanding
recording equipment, see the complete
Magnecord line — PT6, PT63 and PT7.

CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

WTAG-AM-FM
Worcester,
Mass., is currently presenting a
series entitled Blueprint For Defense. The programs are written
by John Donaldson, newspaperman,
whose successful newspaper ar-

AgencyfromBeat
(Continued
page 9)

FEATURES

360 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE

Also in the nation's capital,
WTTG (TV) last Wednesday
started a special series of telecasts
designed from the viewers standpoint to acquaint the public with
necessary instructions. A feature
of the show is first aid information
given by the American Red Cross.
The first few programs will
stress the organizational setup of
the city's civilian defense unit in
order that televiewers will be faunit. miliar with the role played by each

ticles gave rise to the idea fcr
the radio series.
WEBC Duluth, Minn., last month
transcribed the sound track of a
government film dealing with civilian safety in the event of an
atomic attack. Local civil defense
headquarters arranged for all
nearby stations to carry the program simultaneously on a special
network hookup. Also taking the
program were KDAL and WREX,
both of Duluth, and WDSM SuWAAMperior, Wis.(TV) Baltimore March
3 presented an atomic defense program, explaining the peacetime
uses and lethal aspects of the bomb.
Highlight of the show, Your Atomic
Future, was the first public demonstration in the area of an atomic
bomb model.
WRNL Presentation
WRNL Richmond, Va., Feb. 28
presented
the city's
first against
official
forum
on defense
measures
atomic attack.
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., early
last month carried a documentary
program designed to spotlight public unpreparedness. The program
was entitled The A-Bomb and You.
WIP Philadelphia March 2 completed a four-program series featuring Dr. Gerstell on How to
Survive Atomic Bombs. The series
was presented following overwhelming success of a December
broadcast which warranted repeating
within two daysJan.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
8].

KENDALL J. MAU, assistant director of promotion Los Angeles Daily
News, to Ross Roy Inc., L. A., as West Coast publicity director.
J. A. RICHARDS, sales promotion and advertising manager Executone
Communications Systems Inc., N. Y., appointed account executive in
New York office Joseph Katz Co. He will work in electronic, industrial
and business machine fields.
RONALD J. KAHN appointed director of public relations DorranceWaddell Inc., N. Y. Was president McLaren, Parkin, Kahn Inc., N. Y.
DEXTER HALL, president Hoot Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y., named dear
of radio in School of Radio Technique, N. Y.
RAYMOND J. LEICHT, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to Maxon Inc.
N. Y., as copywriter.
ALPHA DELTA SIGMA (national advertising fraternity) chapters in 4i
colleges and universities throughout country now selecting nominees for
delegate to go to July International Advertising Conference in London
The delegate will be chosen by fraternity's national council and pro
fessional advisory board consisting of: WESLEY I. NUNN, Standarc
Oil Co. of Indiana; ROBERT B. BROWN, Bristol-Meyers, and DO>
BELDING, Foote, Cone & Belding.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinf

Senator

Dudley

announces

WKUL

Cullman,

A

Raleigh,

North

WLOW

Norfolk,

Virginia

KSLO

Opelousas,

WNGO

Mayfield,

WWYO
5KSTL, KXLW

8.

CONTEST

10.

Carolina

500.00
250.00

Kentucky

Pineville, West
St. Louis,

New

1,000.00

Louisiana

250.00
100.00

Virginia

100.00

Missouri

Owensboro,

WOMI
7WNOE

Orleans,

KVOL

Lafayette,

KWDM

Des

WFEC

Miami,

WJIV

Savannah,

100.00

Kentucky

100.00

Louisiana

100.00

Louisiana

9-

12.
13-

Moines,

Orlando,

Florida

15.

WJBF,

WRDW

Augusta,

Georgia

$25,000.00

MERCHANDISING

• Telecasting

OF

100.00

Georgia

WLOF

DETAILS

100.00

Florida

WORZ,

FOR

100.00

Iowa

14.

WATCH

BROADCASTING

his

Alabama

WRAL

3-

ii.

PARTY

in

$2,000.00

2.

6.

LeBlanc

winners

CHRISTMAS

I.

J.

100.00
100.00

SENATOR

CONTEST

LeBLANC'S

FOR

RADIO

NEW
STATIONS
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new

busines

s

f j^f

A/eturotk . . .

B

LOCK DRUG Co. Jersey City (Polaris Tablets for Headaches),
starts sponsorship of Quick As a Flash on ABC, Tues.-Thurs.
Agency: The Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.

WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co. (Anacin), N.
weeks Tues. and Thurs. sponsorship of Harry
Pacific Network, 7:45-8 a.m. (PST). Agency:
5 & W FINE FOODS Inc. (S & W coffee), S.
Fri. portions of program.

Y., April 3 renews for 13
Babbitt Show, Columbia
Duane Jones Inc., N. Y.
F., sponsors Mon., Wed.,

LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago (Libby products), today (Monday)
renews sponsorship of first portion of The Breakfast Gang on full Don
Lee Network (45 stations) Mon.-Fri., 7:15-7:30 a.m. (PST). Contract
for 13 weeks. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, to sponsor Kukla, Fran & Ollie,.
Tues.-Fri., 7-7:30 p.m. over NBC-TV, starting March 27. Agency: Benton
6 Bowles,. N. Y.
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis, sponsoring Your Pet Parade, Sun.,
4:30-5 p.m., over ABC-TV, beginning March 11. Agency: Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis.
WAMSUTTA MILLS (sheets and textiles), New Bedford, Mass., and
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York, to sponsor 90 minutes of two-hour
CBS-TV coverage of Easter Parade in New York March 25. Of 12 noon
to 2 p.m. show, Wamsutta to sponsor 12:30-1:30, Bulova, 1:30-2. Wamsutta agency is McCann-Erickson; for Bulova, Biow Co.

$52,835,000. . . f or construction
connected with reactivating Amarillo
Army

Air Field.

$20,000,000. . . for construction
connected with reactivating Pantex
Ordnance Plant.
All to be Spent This Year!
A

BIG

ADDITION

POTENTIAL

to YOUR

SALES

in the FABULOUS

HIGH

PLAINS!

INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co. (Red Goose shoes), St. Louis, starts'
sponsorship of TV Firefighters, Sat. 10:30 a.m., for 52 weeks over
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
REHRIG MFG. Co., L. A., March 1 started 14 participations weekly or
three TV stations in Los Angeles and Phoenix— KTLA KLAC-TV Los
Angeles and KPHO-TV Phoenix — to introduce new product, White House
All Purpose Dressing, in those areas. Contract for 13 weeks. Othei
California stations to be added as distribution expands. Agency: RockettLauritzen, L. A.
PETER HAND BREWERY Co., Chicago, buys Pantomime Quiz froni
Stu Reynolds, radio-TV packager, Beverly Hills, Calif., for presentatior
in Chicago and possibly other markets. Agency: BBDO, Chicago.
ACME

BREWERIES, S. F., planning radio programming in five California markets. Already set is sponsorship of half of major league
baseball games six weekly on KSDO San Diego starting March 10 tc
run through September. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.

■tffency -Qyipotntmenti
MORTON Co., Louisville (frozen foods), appoints Griswold-Eshlemar
Co., same city, to handle national advertising campaign promoting its
frozen food specialties. Television will be used.
GOLD MEDAL CANDY Corp., N. Y., names Duane Jones Co., same city
to handle its television show, Magic Clown, on NBC-TV, Sun., foi
Bonomo's Turkish Taffy.
RELAX ACISOR Inc., S. F., appoints Richard N. Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F.
for Northern California market. TV and radio will be used. Wallace X,
Aron is account executive.
SANITEK
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PRODUCTS

(Bobrick's ammonia), L. A., appoints Edward
(Continued on page 20)
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^Here's a powerfully convincing graph showing an actual KRNT audience
at well at station standings in total-rated time periods.*

Y BUY
WITH

KRNT
COMPLETE

CONFIDENCE
GET

AND

KRNT DELIVERS THE BIG AUDIENCE
B — ONLY THIS MUCH
C — ONLY THIS MUCH
< D — ONLY THIS MUCH
. E _ ONLY .
i THIS MUCH >|
F— ONLY
i THIS ►>

THE

AUDIENCE
KEEP
ON

KRNT

YOUR

LIST

TO SELL IOWA'S
RICHEST MARKET

Actual photo, made at 7:00 in the morning, of the crowd at the 4th
annual
of drew
KRNT'snearly
"Don6,000
Belllowans
Show."to this
The
fabulous anniversary
early morningbroadcast
disc jockey
3-hour jamboree from 6:00 to 9:00 a.m.

KRNT

LEADS

^ MORNING
X

AFTERNOON

BUV
Very THAI...
highly
Hooperated,
Sales results
ABCpremeditated,
affiliated
Station in
Des Moines!

^ EVENING

Give your Katz Man a call today for the fabulous facts about this
fabulous station. You can do no wrong when your list includes
KRNT, Des Moines.

THE
REGISTER
AND
TRIBUNE
STATION

* (HOOPER AUDIENCE INDEX, NOV. -DEC. 1950)
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Best In Trade
EDITOR:
I have received many comments
about the story [Our Respects To,
Jan. 29] which everyone thinks is
exceptionally well done.
As far as my opinion of your
magazine is concerned, I think it is
among the very best in the trade —
handling the news as it does with
veracity, interest and color. I can
think of no immediate improvement.
Again with many thanks for
your interest, and best regards.
Duane Jones
Duane Jones Co.
New York
VOD Editorial Praised
EDITOR:
Let me thank you and congratulate you on your editorial "Clear
Young Voices . . . and the Future."
It sums up in a few words the
essence of this contest — "If what

open

mike

•-°

*— *— *-

Broadcasting
• Telecasting.
Since it concerns a story published
Feb. 26 parts are reproduced here].
Recently I read in Broadcasting • Telecasting a diatribe
against Capitol Hill legislators
who make "free use of the airwaves
to tout (their) good name and political fortune." You may have seen
it. The treatise was titled "Hill
Discs — Politics or Public Service?" . . .
Frankly, I was shocked by the
points raised. . . . Obviously he
made little effort to ascertain the
views of a substantial number of
Tennessee broadcasters before
making his own interpretation
about how they feel regarding

they had to say was representative
of the 2 million others like them
who competed in the contest this
year, this nation's great history is
onlyhoping.
beginning." I join with you
in
Justin Miller
President
National
casters Assn. of Broad* * *

'Hill Discs7 Story
EDITOR:
[The following letter was addressed to Mr. Charlie Neese, administrative assistant to Sen. Estes
Kefauver, and a copy sent to

SOBTH HAVEN
KALAMAZOO

II C H S G A N

clearing time for reports from
Washington by Senators and Representatives. He quoted only one
radio man (name not mentioned)
and credits this one with having
said: "We are not interested in
carrying
ganda andSen.
believeKefauver's
he should propadevote
his time to the critical situation we
are now in." During my two years
as president of the Tennessee Assn.
of Broadcasters (1949 and 1950)
no such criticism ever came to my
attention.
As you know, our station has
carried Mr. Kefauver's weekly re-,
ports ever since his election to the
Senate. You are aware, too, that
several Middle Tennessee stations
are rebroadcasting his talks off the
air from WLAC. Inasmuch as they
voluntarily asked our permission to
do this, I take for granted they
welcomed the opportunity to carry
these programs.
. . . WLAC considers it is a most
important feature of our public
service programming.
. . . We feel that the story is
grossly misleading and constitutes
a reflection both on the Senator
and the broadcasters who schedule
his broadcasts. . . .
F. C. Sowell
WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Not all broadcaster
feel as Mr. Sowell does. Story in ques
tion was based on an informal surve
made on Capitol Hill after complain
had been received from stations,
was not intended to criticize Sen. Ke
fauver or any other legislator who use
this method of informing constituent
on government matters of vital inter
est, but simply to report that som
stations
holders.] objected to receiving materi
promoting political fortunes of offic
'Adroit7 Story
EDITOR:

N

A

• INDIANAPOLIS

WSBT

IS

THE

BONUS

BUY!

You get a big coverage bonus — and a rich one — with WSBT. In
addition to the half-million people in the eight-county South BendMishawaka trading area, there are a million more people in the
primary area. This extra million spend nearly a billion dollars a
year for retail purchases — in addition to the half-billion spent in
the trading area alone. That's bonus coverage of bonus spending!
WSBT delivers bonus listenership, too. Every CBS show on
WSBT enjoys a Hooper that's higher than the network average.
For bonus coverage, bonus listenership, bonus sales, it's WSBT —
the bonus buy!
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Page 14
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Broadcasting • Telecasting
has always been the vital source of
news reporting for our industry.
I must say I have never until now
appraised its literary qualities.
However, if you don't submit your
adroit and delightful story on
Hadacol to the Readers Digest, I
will. You might also add the paragraphs on Lonesome Gal.
Congratulations to you and to
Mr. James.
M. Robert Rogers
Vice Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
WGMS Washington
* * *
EDITOR:
Time Slips in "March7
In your issue of Feb. 26 in the
Telecasting section on page 56 is
a story concerning the "March of
Time." In the story is a statement
that the Republic National Bank of
Dallas is sponsoring this show on
WFAA-TV. The Republic National
Bank started their first program
Tuesday, Feb. 27 on KRLD-TV.
This program has never been on
WFAA-TV. . . .
Clyde W. Rembert
Managing Director
KRLD Dallas, Tex.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Our apologies to
KRLD-TV.
Sourceapparently
of story was
of
Time" which
got "March
crossed
up in its call letters.]
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

IT'S UNOBTRUSIVE. Umber gray coloring blends
it right into the TV picture. Minimum reflection.

In

the

without

show

stealing

the

act

^

RCA's new ribbon-pressure
JO SLIM YOU MUST LOOK sharply
to see it ... so skillfully styled its
shape and coloring fade right into
the scene . . . this tubular microphone has won the favor of entertainers and announcers wherever it
has been shown.
Designed by RCA Laboratories
after more than three years of painstaking research, the STARMAKER
meets the long need of broadcasting,
television, and show business for a
high-fidelity microphone that— will
not hide the features of performers —
is easier to handle — and yet retains
all the high-quality features of RCA
professional microphones. Pick-up is
non-directional. Frequency response
is uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps.

AUDIO

im m. m m m £
IT'S COMFORTABLE TO HANDLE

weighs only 1 lb.

Here is a "carry-around" microphone free from wind blast and air
rumble. It contains no tubes, no condensers, no high-impedance circuits,
no special amplifiers, or power supplies— is virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The STARMAKER fits any standard
microphone stand . . . and can be
substituted for any professional highquality RCA microphone. No extra
attachments needed!
For price and delivery, call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer. Or
write Dept. PB 19, RCA Engineering
Products, Camden, N. J.
*Selected from entries submitted by Broadcast Stations in national contest.

BROADCAST

IT'S SMALL. Diameter of body is only 1 V4 inches. Diameter
of pick-up point is only y% inch!

EQUIPMENT

RAD tO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

of AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.

Blood Donors Respond
MORE THAN half a million blood
donations will be made to the
American Red Cross as a result of
an appeal for blood, broadcast over
CBS's Hear It Now show last
month. The estimate reportedly
was made by a Red Cross official
in Washington. WBBM Chicago's
one-minute cut-in appeal on the
news program brought nearly 1,000
phone calls to the Chicago Red
Cross. CBS stations nationally had
similar experiences.
A REQUEST for blood donors for
a 10-year-old leukemia victim over
WKY - AM - TV Oklahoma City
brought more than 300 responses
from listeners.
BRAVING severe winter storms,
200 blood volunteers gave 159 pints
of blood for local hospitals and
Korean battlefronts as the result
of an appeal by WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y. The local chapter of American Red Cross gave full credit to
the station.
*
* #
KHON Unites Family
A NAVY veteran just transferred
from Kwajelein had exhausted
usual methods, and himself, trying
to locate his wife and daughter in
Honolulu when he appealed in desperation to KHON Honolulu. His
wife had come from the mainland
and they had missed each other at
the boat. Five minutes after
KHON's newscast, the couple and
daughter were united.

public
Supports Opera
DUE largely to radio promotion,
the non-profit civic Guild Opera Co.
in Los Angeles was able to give
seven instead of the scheduled five
performances of "Hansel and
Gretel." The company sent a resolution of appreciation to the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.,
Hollywood, thanking the Los Angeles stations for their public
spirit.
Sends Water to Neighbor
WHEN the entire water supply of
Columbia, Pa., was cut off, nearby
WLAN Lancaster enlisted cooperation of organizations and townspeople. As a result, the Columbia
water supply was placed above the
danger point by two million gallons of water trucked in from Lancaster and pumped into the Columbia reservoir by the fire department.
Fight Rate Increase
THREE stations, KRNO, KFXM,
and KITO San Bernardino, Calif.,
joined hands to present a united
front in the public interest against
"extreme" rate hikes proposed by
the Associated Telephone Co. Ltd.,
of the General Telephone System.
The stations have retained the

interest

legal services of State Senator
James E. Cunningham to present
the citizens' case, and have repeatedly urged listeners to express
their opinions by mail.
Averts Fuel Problem
RADIO helped avert a public disaster in Charleston when the South
Carolina Electric & Gas Co. developed gas line trouble. The company urgently requested Charleston's five stations to relay a plea
for householders to cut off their
gas. Otherwise, the city, in 10
minutes reportedly would have
been without gas — its major source
of fuel. The company said that
following the first announcements
the
demand for gas dwindled immediately.
Aids Sanatorium Project
KURE, central radio system for the
Antonio Tuberculosis Sanatorium
in Santa Barbara, Calif., is now on
the air thanks largely to KTMS
Santa Barbara and its chief engineer, Albert A. Nicolay. Mr.
Nicolay was given a scroll thanking him for the "long hours, good
advice and grand cooperation" he
gave in helping to get KURE on
the air.

WMEV Offers Scholarships
WMEV Marion, Va., is cooperating
in a scholarship essay contest
throughout the 12 counties served
by the station. The $200 award
will be made to the best essay on
"The Importance of the Constitution in our American Democracy"
in connection with the WMEV Sunday program, Forward America.
KXOK Listeners Rally
AN APPEAL for funds by KXOK
St. Louis to replace an artificial
limb lost by an East St. Louis
heroine during her rescue of two
children from a burning home was
oversubscribed after the first announcement. The heroine's right
leg was amputated last year after
an attack of polio. Contributions
were received from listeners ranging from bank presidents to school
children, the station reports.
Burned Out
KDIX Dickinson, N. C, boosted a
fund drive to aid a family whose
trailer home had been destroyed by
a bottle-gas-tank explosion and resulting fire. Special spots and programs with civic leaders were
scheduled. Fifty hours after the
explosion,
city-wide
house-tohouse drivea had
been completed
netting nearly $1,800.
* * *
Hearing Recorded
K F R O Longview,
Tex., pro- :
grammed
a taped recording of
hearings on a telephone rate increase. This created so much in-
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—

Benjamin
Franklin

REEVES

CORPORATION
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
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Sancere Thanks

Prayers for Peace7
TRANSCRIBED "Prayers
for Peace" of one minute by
representatives of the Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
faiths are scheduled three
times a day over the Fort Industry Co. stations, it has
been announced. A public
service endeavor, described
as growing from "the belief
that there is a great need for
spiritual inspiration in these
days of turbulence and confusion," theastranscriptions
are broadcast
an addition
to the policy of some stations
to open and close operations
with a prayer.
terest that the phone company
asked KFRO to make them a recording to use in their central office
to study public reaction for future
hearings.
* * *
Quick Location
KAUS AUSTIN, Minn., is claiming some kind of a record in locating a missing person. Local
police phoned the KAUS news department and asked for assistance
in locating a 70-year-old man who
had been "missing" for three days.
The description was aired at 11:30
a.m. At 11:32:30, the case reportedly was cleared up. A bartender came up with the information that the elderly man had gone

PLANNING meeting for public information series to be carried by New
Jersey radio and TV stations in cooperation with N. J. Office of Civil Defense
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26] are (I to r): Becker Jamieson, assistant director of N. J. Civil Defense; Capt. W. P. Kelly, state police communications officer; Paul Kraus, N. J. Bell Telephone Co.; Thomas Dignan,
deputy director, N. J. Civil Defense; J. R. Poppele, WOR New York, communications committee chairman; Lloyd Manamon, amateur radio division
chairman; James L. Howe, WCTC New Brunswick general manager and
radio-TV division chairman of communications committee, and Carl Mark,
WTTM Trenton general manager and president of N. J. Broadcasters Assn.
to Rochester, Minn., for treatment
of an injured arm and neglected
to tell his family.
Fight Nature
WHEN SPRING thaws brought a
howling blizzard to Minnesota, and
swollen waters flooded western
Washington, WCCO MinneapolisSt. Paul and KBRC Mt. Vernon,
Wash., performed invaluable public service.
The Minnesota Highway Dept.,
schools throughout the area and

police departments of the Twin
Cities, asked WCCO to broadcast
storm warning, school closings and
news of transportation interruptions. Hundreds of announcements
reportedly kept listeners informed
in Minnesota and Wisconsin cities
and towns.
KBRC, only station in Skagit
County, which normally signs off
at 10 p.m., broadcast around-theclock for 64 hours during the flood
emergency. The station has been
told that flood damage, which re-

. . .

UNCLE AL, of Uncle Al
and His Animal Pals, heard
over KIST Santa Barbara,
received a phone call from an
obviously cultured listener
saying that her husband had
just died and that his will
included an expression of
thanks to radio "for its gift
of fine music" and for its
sincere presentation of news.
Also, the listener said that
her husband had directed that
Uncle Al select a Negro institution to which the man's
library to
dealing
Wilson's
failure
achievewith
peace
after
World War I should be given.
portedly amounted to hundreds of
thousands of dollars, would have
been considerably higher but for the
services KBRC rendered.
Most of the nine-person staff donated their overtime services, taking 12-hour shifts. Several, in offhours, worked as volunteers to
strengthen dikes, one of the key
tasks emphasized in KBRC's repeated announcements.
PUBLIC service tape-recorded quiz
series, Stump the Preachers, released
nationally by WPTL-FM Providence,
R. I. Program produced by Providence
Bible Institute. Total of 86 stations
have requested series, and 55 others,
audition tapes, station reports.

99

As

Good

"T TOU

As

His

Tools!

will find the best in recording apparati comes

from the Reeves Soundcraft Laboratories. Magnetic
tape with ten distinct features that contribute to its

Soundcraft tape is made in all types and
lengths to accommodate all tape recorders.

M m

higher efficiency and fidelity; an assortment of recording
discs to answer every requirement— a sensational line
backed by the greater integrity and experience of the

Soundcraft recording discs available in a
variety of sizes, single and double face.

Reeves name, for twenty years a foremost manufacturer
of recording and electronics accessories.

REEVES—

"20

YEARS

WITH

SOUND

RECORDING

MEDIA"

Export— Reeves Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y.
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"Richard Harkness and the
News" a fifteen minute late
evening roundup is available for sponsorship in this
news conscious market. Discerning timebuyers need

f-j
feature of the meek
A "Big Show of Appliances" has sustaining programs over KOMO,
been launched as an annual event The Bon March buying a daily
by The Bon Marche, Seattle de- package of 12 to 15 spots. Included
partment store affiliate of Allied ' were special transcriptions by
Stores Inc. Starting with the Meredith Willson, orchestra conductor and a member of the NBC
name, the store's week-long promotion relied heavily on tie-ins Big Show cast.
The store also plugged the radio
with the NBC Big Show program,
and KOMO Seattle.
program, as well as its own efforts,
Planned and carried out within
with blowups of Miss Bankhead
and the other stars in seven display
one week, the idea was conceived
by Mrs. Donna Newell Ames and windows during the week.
Henry Ross, advertising executives
Two regular KOMO programs —
Ruth and Dick and Katherine Wise,
of the store, who approached
Home Economist — originated from
KOMO with the proposal. When
NBC approval had been secured,
the store during the week-long promotion. In addition to the Bon
the idea was on the way.
First announcement reached the Marche store in downtown Seattle,
public through a special section in the "Big Show" theme was featured
the Seattle Sunday Times, in which
at its Northgate and Everett outTallulah Bankhead, star of Big lets.
Early customer response was
Show, the show, the station and the
network received extensive mention.
most satisfactory, Mrs. Ames told
Additional ads appeared in both Broadcasting • Telecasting. She
Seattle dailies during the week, also described the cooperation received from NBC and KOMO as
and the store's promotion was
plugged heavily on commercial and
"highly gratifying."

J£
This availability represents
an opportunity to establish
a product name with a
name news man, long respected in national news
commentary.

strictly business
sults produced on a year in and

Harkness' reputation for
hard news and hard selling demands your consideration. Call WRC — or
National Spot Sales.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:15-11:30 PM
JACK
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MARKET

RANKED

14th
IN TOTAL

RETAIL

SALES GAINS'
Tampa and
St. Petersburg are
"shopping centers'7 for
one of Florida's richest,
fastest-growing trade
areas. The substantial

only know that it's HARKNESS, Monday through
Friday, 11:15 PM.

THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

THE TAMPAST. PETERSBURG

dire
Y,M-T
V ctor
USS
U-A
sales atdeR
WCA
Philaof
JACK
delphia, gave up a successful
career in newspaper advertising to
join radio, when he became convinced that it offered a greater
opportunity. His outstanding ability in salesmanship so impressed
the secretary to the manager of
KYW Philadelphia that she had
persuaded him to enter the radio
field.
Mr. deRussy's background illustrates his theory that "real sales
ability can not be measured by occasional spectacular success, but
can best be gauged by over-all re-

year
He out
was basis."
born in Franklin Township, N. J., in 1905. While he was
in high school, he became correspondent for daily newspapers in
Perth Amboy, New Brunswick and
New York, and sports writer for
two local weeklies. After attending Brown U., he became a reporter
for the Newark Evening News.
Three years later Jack decided
that selling would be a more lucrative field. He secured a position
with Scovil Brothers, financial advertising agency, as branch manager in Philadelphia. Eight months
later he transferred to the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, after
selling the paper on the idea of
having two men in its financial department, instead of one.
His outstanding success on the
Bulletin brought him offers from
a competitive newspaper, and in
the spring of 1937 he joined the
Inquirer's national advertising department.
Mr. deRussy entered the radio
field in 1938, when he joined the
sales staff of Westinghouse's KYW
Philadelphia, then under an operations contract with NBC. There he
found radio selling to be just as
great a challenge as selling for a
newspaper,
interesting. but a great deal more
In 1940, after two years of successful radio selling, he was pro(Continued on page 50)

payrolls of diversified
industry and agriculture
build steady buying power
right around the calendar.
To reach the big,
able-to-buy audience

in

the busy TampaSt. Petersburg market,
"spot" your product on
WFLA — the station that
gives you both
metropolitan and trade
area coverage.
* According to Sales Management, the
Tampa-St. Petersburg market ranked
1 4th percentage-wise for the period
1940 to 1 9 50.

)i)AM

SOUTHCASTHN MPM SINTATIVC
HARRY E CUMMINGS
JACKSONVIUI. fl«»'OA
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TIME

For

BUYERS!

Spicy

Up

Pick
Ask your Katz man for a copy of the WNAX

Reading

My

DIARY!

Diary Study conducted recently by Audience

Surveys, Inc. It's "red hot" reading no time buyer should miss. Here's a f'rinstance excerpt :
"Of the 52 stations receiving mention in the diary study — WNAX
received top rating in 439 (88%) of the 500 quarter-hours studied.
This is more than ten times the number of "wins" granted the second
station. Listeners like WNAX best 89% of all daytime quarter-hours
. . . 84% of all evening quarter-hours."
Add to W'NAX's over whelming domination these three facts:
1. WNAX's 267 BMB-counties in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and
Iowa have an after-taxes purchasing power of $3.9-billion.
2. BMB shows that 405,210 families listen to
WNAX — 80% of them 3-7 times a week.
3. In Big Aggie Land TV means 'Tain't Visible!
MORE

LISTENERS!

NO TV! NO WONDER

MORE
WNAX

PURCHASING

POWER!

has sales success stories

galore. Let your Katz Man show you how WNAX
can sell your product or service in BIG AGGIE

SIOUX

BROADCASTING

CITY

" YANKTON

• Telecasting

affiliated

alone
LAND.

with

the

American

broadcasting

co.
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New

Business

(Continued from page 12)
S. Kellogg Co., L. A., to handle advertising. Firm March 15 starts two
weekly participations for 13 weeks on KHJ Los Angeles with possibility
of expansion to other stations later.
SHOW MANAGEMENT, L. A., names Ted H. Factor Agency, L. A., to
handle Sixth Annual Sportsmen's Show to be held April 12-22. Intensive
radio and television spot campaign planned for first three weeks in April.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., N. Y., appoints Publicidad Badillo Inc.,
San Juan, P. R., to handle advertising of Lucky Strike cigarettes in
Puerto Rico.

HAL SILVERNAIL, assistant sales and promotion manager in San Francisco regional office of Hotpoint Inc., to Chicago office, to work on national sales and promotion.
TURNEY GRATZ and MAC D. HEDRICK
LeBlanc Corp. (Hadacol), Lafayette, La.

GEARED

TO

appointed vice presidents of

'Masters Voice'
DECLARING Wall Street
interests
are the radio,
"masters"
of
all American
the
Poland's official radio weekly,
Radio & The World, in its
current issue offers as proof
"that NBC and CBS are the
owners of the 'Voice of
On All Accounts
America'."
(Continued from page 8)
"dark" nights when legitimate
shows were not available. By applying himself these nights, Mr.
Segar's agency and the theatre accounts grew side-by-side.
When Mr. Grampp left to take
over the Orpheum Picture Circuit,
covering Illinois and southern Wisconsin, he handled all advertising and publicity. Subsequently,
the Segar agency handled advertising for such varied products as

A

FARM

MARKET!

WIBW furnishes the "drive" that turns Kansas
farm income into retail sales. That's because
WIBW is an out and out farm station. Our entertainment, services, and way of selling is geared
to the needs and interests of our farm friends.
That's why they respond so quickly to our buying
suggestions.

Our farm listeners control the spending of over
a billion dollars cash income/* In personal interviews these families said they listen more to
WIBW than any other station. f That's why
WIBW can shift your Kansas sales program into
overdrive. Let us prove it!

* Sales Management — 1950

f Kansas Radio Audience — 1950
w
' ii

SERVING AND SELLING
//
THE MAGIC
WIBW
Page 20
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pianos, tractors, "red tarns hooked
up with a movie name," gears,
clutches, industrial machines, clothing, financial service for banks,
automotive advertising and farm
machine accounts.
In addition, Mr. Segar recalls
that his "press agent blood" came i
in handy for the promotion of a
number of these products and that
over the years he has prepared copy !
for and actually "press-agented"
many great legitimate stars and
concert artists, musical organizations, dance bands, exposition, horse
shows, sporting events and other
feature attractions.
An Oregonian by birth and choosing, he opened a branch in Portland. This required him to commute between Illinois and the West
Coast, a travel that wearied him.
Anticipating an ulcerous condition if he kept up this nerve-taxing
journeying, the agency manager
went West, taking two staff members from his Rockford office with
him. At that time, he acquired his
capable assistant, Mrs. Segar,
whom he married July 3, 1929, a
date which helps him remember
anniversaries.
Radio copy is where Mrs. Segar,
secretary-treasurer of the agency,
excels. She also buys radio time
and is well-versed on design and
color and thus "the final authority
on that phase." As he expresses
it, his former childhood sweetheart
"is literally a partner . . ."
Country Doctor Theme
When speaking of radio accounts,
Mr. Segar returns to the country
doctor
theme. for
His the
agency's
are familiar,
most clients
part,
along the Coast and in the Northwest, few names, he says, "are a
national household word." Oldest
account is a pioneer florist that the
agency has been servicing for more
than 16 years. An automobile distributor is next with nearly as
many years. Other clients cover a
wide field — all using spot schedules
very profitably.
Mr. Segar muses, "the records
say: Our spots may lack glamour
but they have paid off in profits. To
clients that's the answer." Radio
success in the Roscoe W. Segar
agency's bailiwick has depended
largely upon use of spots over local
and sectional networks or selected
stations.
A big reason why he prefers
the compact, "one-man" agency is
his determination to develop leisure
time. Now a permanent resident
of the "city of roses," Mr. Segar
makes the cultivation of the queen
of flowers his main hobby. His
rose garden, brightened with 175
bushes, has national listing and the
Segar multi-volume library is his
attraction for winter pastime.
Active in national and local rose
societies. He also participates
in the National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Advertising Club,
Oregon Historical Society, Chamber of Commerce, Artists and
Writers,
Civic Theatre and still
others.
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GraybaR

the

I
il

recommends

NEW

MAGNETIC
AND

TAPE

PLAYBACK

RECORDING
MACHINES

High fidelity is combined with portability and maximum
tape useability in this newest addition to the famed
Ampex line of recording and sound equipment.
I

This versatile instrument, the Ampex Series 400, brings

you— in one popular priced, compact unitmany of the operating features previously
bi ]
obtainable only in more expensive models,
PLUS these additional outstanding features :
• Two full hours of program material on a
single ten-inch reel.
• Half-track recording at 7V2 inches per
second with performance that equals
many 15-inch recorders.
• 4 to 1 saving in tape cost over any 15-inch
recorder with comparable program
quality.
• Furnished in a sturdy, portable case with
removable front panel and cover for easy
access to controls. Weighs only 62
pounds, complete.
Get all the facts. Send for the new 4-page
Bulletin AX- 19 which completely describes
the new Ampex 400. Or, better, ask your
near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representative for up-to-the-minute information.

Graybar has everything you need in
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything
for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for your entire station and grounds!
Whatever your requirements — to get the
most suitable items most quickly, call your
nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company, Inc.
Executive offices: Graybar Building, New
Yorkl7,N.Y.
ns-ia

Technical Highlights
of the Ampex 400
Tape Speed — 15 inches per second and 7.5
inches per second, with motor-speed change
and equalization switches conveniently
located.
Frequency Response— At 15 ± 2 db., 50-15,000
cycles. At 7V2 ± 4 db., 30-15,000 cycles.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio — Over 55 db. at both
7V2 inches per second and 15 inches per second, as denned by the proposed N. A. B.
standards.
Starting Time — Instantaneous.
Playback Timing Accuracy — 0.2%.

Distributor of Western Electric products

Graybar
Amplifiers Brings
(1 ,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Antenna Equipment (23)
Attenuators (8)
Cabinets (15)
Consoles (23)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
Microphones, Stands and Accessories
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
Monitors (12)
Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
Speech Input Equipment (23)
Test Equipment (1,8,12,24)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
23)
Transmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
Tubes (11,16,23)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,1 0,1 1 ,1 3,1 8,21 ,25)
BROADCASTING
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Manufactured By . . .
(1) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4) Bryant
(5)
Communication Products
(6) Continental Electronics
(7) Crouse-Hinds
(8)
Daven
(9) General
Fairchild Cable
(10)
(11) General Electric
(12) General Radio
(13) Hubbell
(14)
Hugh Lyons
(15) Karp Metal
(16) Machlett
(17) National
Meletron Electric
(18)
Products
(19)
Presto
(20) Standard
Electronics
(21) Triangle
(22) Webster Electric
(23) Western Electric
(24) Weston
(25) Whitney Blake

Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are Seeded in the following key cities:
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J.
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree,
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283

MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G.
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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In Sales Management
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More North Carolinians Listen to
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Than Any Other Station.
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$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

CBS
RADIO

COSTS

Shows

in Documented

Research

LESS

RADIO gives advertisers access to
average program, using actual net
the greatest number of people per IN FACE of forthcoming ANA report which is expected to weekly time costs to advertisers
dollar.
and an estimate of talent expendirenew demand for radio rate reductions (see page 27), CBS
tures.
The story behind this claim — a
cost-per-thousand comparisons of leading naThe average audience was 12,story of careful, documented re- has produced
tional media.
238,990 listeners. The average
search— was made available to
BOX SCORE
time-and-talent cost was $20,722.
Broadcasting • Telecasting by
Result: 591 listeners per dollar.
CBS.
Radio reaches 591 people per dollar
It came just as the Assn. of NaMagazines reach 365 people per dollar
Magazines
The 365 figure is an average for
tional Advertisers neared compleNewspapers reach 249 people per dollar
tion of a new campaign designed
full-page, black-and-white ads in
to beat down radio rates in TV
eight leading national magazines
cities.
— four weeklies : Colliers, Life,
zines, and via newspapers:
ad continued, "When any other
Look
and Saturday Evening Post;
Radio
While the figures produced by major advertising medium reaches
the analysis apply to CBS, it is more people per dollar." ThereThe figure 591 (people reached and four women's magazines:
believed they are typical and can
upon CBS listed the above comper dollar via CBS) is for a CBS
Good Housekeeping, Ladies' Home
be used to support the claim that
parative figures.
half-hour once-a-week sponsored Journal,
McCall's and Woman's
Home Companion.
other major segments of the radio
"Effectiveness of advertising is evening program. Using Nielsen
medium will give the advertiser
Using the Audit Bureau of Cirlargely the responsibility of the ad- ratings for Dec. 3-9, 1950 (latest
culations June 30, 1950, audit of
more contacts, on the basis of
available when the study was
vertiser," according to CBS. "He
money spent, than newspapers and may have a good printed ad, or a made), CBS found the average
each magazine's circulation and
magazines.
rating to be 12.7, multiplied this Starch averages of ad noting perpoor one; a powerful commercial,
or a weak one. Moreover, the sales figure by 41,900,000 (radio homes
centages of full-page black-andCBS submits the following claim
effectiveness of his advertising is estimate as of Jan. 1, 1951) and white ads in each, Januarycovering the "transportation cost"
determined, too, by many other multiplied that figure by 2.3 (av- through - September 1950, CBS
of radio, newspapers and magazines:
factors including quality of proderage number of listeners per fam- then applied the one-time rates in
effect on June 30 to get a notersily) to achieve the total number
uct, price, discount structure,
The average advertiser in CBS nighttime radio reaches 62% more prospects
per-dollar figure for each magaof listeners hearing the average
dealer
relations
and
competition."
per dollar than in magazines and 137%
zine. Adding these eight figures
Here's how CBS arrived at its
more than in big-city daily newspapers.
together and dividing the sum by
To
find
the
listeners
per
dollar,
program.
comparative
figures
on
number
of
Or, put in boxscore form, CBS
this average audience was divided eight produced an average adpeople reached for each advertising
found:
(Continued on page 38)
by the time-and-talent cost of the
dollar spent — via CBS, via magaCBS reaches 591 people per dollar.
Magazines
reach
365
people
per
dollar.
Newspapers reach 249 people per
dollar.
ANA's second attempt to buy
Truman Gets Three-Man
Board Plan
radio cheaper, on the ground lis- SUPER
FCC?
tening is down in TV cities, is expected to be unveiled at the ANA
the Communications Act) as well
agency — of three members who
By SOL TAISHOFF
spring meeting, scheduled March
as the emergency powers of the have distinguished themselves in
AN
INTEGRATED
plan
for
crecommunications and allocations.
President to commandeer facilities
28-31 at The Homestead, Hot
ation of a three-man permanent
Springs, Va.
These would be fulltime jobs, regovernment communications policy(Section
606).
The
former's
functions would be those of IRAC, while
plete with advisory staff. Thus, if
board — which might be headed by
ANA Plan Defeated
Chairman Coy should become the
the
war
emergency
powers
would
be
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy — is be- those vested during World War II head of the board, he would reLast summer ANA circulated
fore President Truman.
linquish his FCC duties.
in the Board of War Communicaamong its members a 30-page reCreation of such a board, which
tions, a policy group comprising
port analyzing research data on would determine allocations for
And if Mr. Coy should receive
five government experts, with the that appointment, or for some other
radio listening in TV cities [BROADservices — ■ presumably
FCC chairman as its chairman.
CASTING • Telecasting, July 24, government
reason leave the FCC, the vexaembracing
portions
of
authority
1950, et seq]. ANA then asked
The FCC staff, however, handled
tious problem of his successorship
now
vested
in
the
FCC,
and
all
of
networks to meet with a special
the duties of the secretariat, and would confront the administration.
the
functions
of
the
existing
InterIn addition to Chairman Coy,
committee on the theory the netthe
icies.FCC itself carried out its poldepartmental Radio Advisory Comworks might be induced to slash
speculation
centered around the
mittee— is reliably reported the
their rates. Instead the networks
Consideration This Week
basic
recommendation
of
the
Presipossibility
that
Comr. E. M. Webrefused to enter the trap, designed
ster also would receive appointCopies of the voluminous report,
Temporary Communications
to produce an over-all 15% cut in Policy dent's
ment to the new agency. An
Board.
marked restricted, were submitted
time and talent costs.
expert in safety of life aeronautical
to
individual
members
of
the
Chairman
Coy
is
believed
in
The current CBS figures support
allocations, who headed Coast
sympathy with the broad plan. He FCC on March 2 by the White
the claim that radio gets adverGuard communications during the
is
due
back
in
Washington
today
House
with
instructions
to
transtisers more contacts per dollar
last war, Comdr. Webster is an old
mit recommendations to the White
(Monday) after a six-week vacaspent. In an advertisement pubHouse. The FCC will consider the hand at government allocations.
tion on doctor's orders.
lished in the Feb. 26 Broadcasting
The third member, it was logically
today. early this week — possibly
Such a board would take over the project
• Telecasting, CBS asked,
presumed, would be either an accontinuing powers of the President
tive or retired Army or Navy
"What's the right time to cut down
to
allocate
spectrum
space
to
govImplicit
in
the
report
is
the
creon radio?"
(Continued
on page 89)
ernment
services
(Section
305
of
ation of a permanent top-level
Answering its own question, the
March 12, 1951
• Page 23
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tern has released to its affiliate!;
stations a new series of "Hom^
Improvements" jingles.
The basic theme of the jinglesis the preservation and beautifica-J
tion of the home. WB3 has recom-

Heavy Radio Schedules
Y
FIRMSdealers.BU
T
IN
turers are seasonal advertisers.
PA
Marschalk & Pratt, New
By FLORENCE SMALL
Typical case is the Benjamin Moore
York,
is
the
agency
for
National
PAINT ADVERTISERS are movLead Co. and Fuller & Smith & Co., New York, which early this
to the stations
they'
ing heavily into radio spot anapproachmended local
hardwarethatstores,
month started sponsoring Your
services the Sher- Home
nouncement campaigns and net- Ross, Cleveland,
Beautiful
on
MBS,
Saturday,
paint and wallpaper dealers for
win-Wil iams Co.
work programs to promote spring
sponsorship. The jingles are so
11-11:15 a.m., and which tradiAnother large paint advertiser,
painting and cleaning.
designed as to allow member stationally sponsors the same program
Devoe & Raynolds, New York,
Standard Varnish Works
tions to sell them either on a longa 13-week period. It has done
(paints), New York, currently is through J. Walter Thompson Co., for
range or a short-term schedule
so for the past three years on MBS.
New
York,
has
not
yet
revealed
its
contemplating a spot announcebasis.
Previous to that, the paint firm had
spring plans but expects to do so sponsored
ment campaign which most likely shortly.
another program, Betty
will start in April in a number of
Moore, also on a 13-week seasonal
markets. Lucerna Co., New York,
The majority of paint manufaccontract annually since 1929. St.
is the advertising agency.
CBS GROSS
Georges & Keyes, New York, is the
agency.
The Bownes Paint Co., through
January Time Sales Gain
F & P SHIFTS
Harry M. Frost, Boston advertisCBS
radio
network gross time sales
Sapolin,
New
York,
is
the
only
Griffin Moves to New York
ing agency, is starting a spot anshowed a gain of more than 11.7%
paint firm that has broken the seanouncement radio schedule on
sonal habit of sponsoring only a in January 1951 as compared with
LLOYD GRIFFIN, partner and diApril 1 throughout North Carolina.
rector of Free & Peters Inc., will spring campaign. The firm sponthe first month of 1950, while those
Two paint companies are using move from the Chicago to New
sored Better Homes Show on WJZof the three other nation-wide netdealer cooperative spot campaigns.
works dropped slightly, according
TV New York, Friday, 10:30-11
York headquarThey are Sherwin-Williams Co.,
ters of the firm p.m., throughout last fall and win- to figures released today (Monday)
Cleveland, which through its dealter. It has been so successful that by Publishers Information Bureau.
and assume overers is using radio and television on
all company sales
the
company
is still sponsoring the
Overall, gross time sales dea local level, and National Lead
direction April 1,
clined approximately 2.6%, from
program.
In
addition to the teleCo., New York, which has sent out
H. Preston Pevision show, however, the firm cur- $17,084,896 for January 1950 to
a booklet containing 32 and 60ters, president,
rently is contemplating a spot $16,629,928 for January, 1951, the
second spots to its more than 2,500
announced last radio campaign through its agency,
PIB figures showed.
week.
The CBS gain was from $6,133,R.
T.
O'Connell
Co.,
New
York.
John Cory, vice
624 for January 1950 to $6,855,930
In an attempt to aid local ad- for the first month of this year.
ARMY
BUDGET
president in Chivertisers during the spring selling
cago, will become
Mr. Griffin
The comparative table as reseason,
World
Broadcasting Sysleased by PIB :
manager
of
that
Radio-TV To Get 'Fair' Share
RADIO and television will receive
NETWORK RADIO
office, Mr. Peters said.
Jan. 1951
Jan. 1950
"full consideration and a fair pro"This is a highly important step Tarton Spots
in our expansion, planned for more
ABC
$ 3,015,164 $ 3,538,491
portion" of U. S. Air Force-Army
media allocations during the comthan a year," he continued. "We
RADIO listeners in major cities CBS . . 6,855,930 6,133,624
will thus more closely integrate
ing fiscal year, a top-level recruitacross the country will get spot Mutual . 1,542,887 1,678,888
ing officer told Broadcasting • and unify sales planning and sales
NBC
5,215,947 5,733,893
Telecasting last week.
announcements about Tartan, Mcmethods of all seven offices under
TOTAL $16,629,928 $17,084,896
Kesson & Robbins sun tan lotion,
Mr. Griffin in New York. The
Lt. Col. Donald J. Wilkins, chief
with weather reports this season.
of the recruiting publicity bureau,
tremendous increase in spot broadWLAW
TO ABC
U. S. Air Force and Army, gave
A saturation campaign is planned.
casting generally and an even
Affiliates June 75
this assurance in reply to queries
In key areas, Tartan will back up WLAW Lawrence, Mass., 50 kw
greater increase in our company's
on the advertising budget for the billing has made this close coordithe
spot campaign with radio per- ABC affiliate on 680 kc, will betwo services beginning July 1. Col.
sonalities such as CBS morning
nation advisable."
Mr.
Griffin
was
elected
a
vice
Wilkins would not reveal exact figstar,
Jack
Sterling,
and add further
clusive affiliate
come ABC's
exures since the request still is pendpresident of Free & Peters in 1946,
impact with television spots and for the Boston
ing before the Budget Bureau.
a director in 1947 and a partner
area on June 15,
He said, however, that at present
in 1949. Mr. Cory, who joined the participation programs. Agency
the network said
radio-TV share over 50% of curfirm in 1941, was elected a vice is J. D. Tarcher & Co. Inc., New
last week. Irving
York.
rent funds for all media, including
president in 1946.
newspapers and magazines, and
E. Rogers is
about 37% of overall expenditures,
WLAW president
which cover training programs and
and general manproduction for public service drives.
It was indicated that the Air
The ationABC
affiliager.
with WCOP
Force and Army have requested
Mr. Rogers
over $4 million for advertising next
Boston, one of
year, a sum in excess of the reguthe Cowles stations, will be termilar allotment for the fiscal period
nated as of that date, a network
official
reported.
1950-51 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5].
Simultaneously with the termiCol. Wilkins pointed out, hownation of WCOP's ABC affiliation,
ever, that the original $1,591,600
the two other Cowles stations will
set aside for current activities was
switch networks: WNAX Sioux
supplemented last fall with a large
City -Yankton and KRNT Des
outlay which jumped media funds
Moines, both now ABC affiliates,
well over the $4.5 million mark. He
will move to CBS. The ABC affiliadded that prior to the suppleations currently held by these
mental, about 32%. of all media
Cowles stations will then be taken
monies were siphoned off for radio
over by KSCJ Sioux City and KSO
and television time.
Des Moines, which currently are
Exact sum to be channeled to
CBS outlets.
media will be revealed officially
when the Budget Bureau sends its
Dr. S. Z. Lorber
approved budget to Capitol Hill
SERVICES for Dr. S. Z. Lorber,
and the House Appropriations Committee opens hearings this spring.
65, commentator on WSBC ChiAgency for the joint recruiting accago, were conducted in that city
count is Grant Advertising Inc.,
Thursday after his death Tuesday.
Drawn for Broadcasting 9 Telecasting by Sid H'x
reappointed within the past fort- "Sweetie, this is your Lonesome Gal who loves you better than anyone
He also was an editorial writer for
night.
in the whole wide world."
the Jewish Daily Record.
Telecasting
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to
tion.find a possible last-minute soluAs Locals Vote
Details of the network "package"
have not been released, but it is beAFM
STRIKE
LOOMS
lieved to have included a proffered
wage increase of 10% for staff
A STEIKE against network sta- cessation of meetings on March 4. study the proposals, and have made
musicians, which was met with a
tions in New York — both radio and
The new-level negotiations pro- no public comment on them since.
ceeded without regard to the wage
The action taken by Local 802
television — effective at 6 p.m.
counterproposal from the union
freeze, which Mr. Petrillo said membership and executive board
Wednesday was voted by AFM New
a 20'Aandincrease.
Both local
national contracts
reflects the New York answer to seeking
would be considered only after conYork Local 802 's executive board
tracts had been negotiated.
last Thursday, following strike
the networks' proposal.
having
expired,
notice
of strike and
action would not be required
In Los Angeles, meanwhile, a
authorization from AFM memberAt his entrance into the negotiaeither a series of local strikes in
ship the day before.
tions, the AFM president brushed
membership meeting is scheduled
The strike was voted subject to away the talk of strike raised by for tonight (Monday) to decide on New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, or a national strike by the
approval by the AFM national fed- Local 802, pointing out that the the matter there.
television network contract would
eration, headed by President James
federation, could be called overA Los Angeles union spokesC. Petrillo.
man pointed out that both sides of
be the first of its kind and describnight legally, it was understood.
Officials of the American FedIn some quarters the action was
the
problem
would
be
presented
to
ing federation proposals as "not so
seen as reflecting discontent in the tough."
eration of Radio Artists, TeleviNetwork spokesmen at the the local's membership, which
New York local over dominance
sion Authority and International
time had not had an opportunity to totals 13,500 in the area, in order
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
from Chicago, whose Local 10 also
had no comment on the question of
is headed by Mr. Petrillo. Accordwhether their members would cross
ing to this view, Mr. Petrillo does
not desire a strike called at this
AFM picket lines in event of a
strike.
juncture, and 802's action will have
the effect of forcing matters.
Network officials, who are understood to have looked upon the
Meanwhile, a meeting of the
AFM national executive board in
cessation of negotiations as temNew York was called by Mr.
porary, while their offer was being
considered and decided by AFM
Petrillo and set tentatively for last
membership, had no comment on
Saturday, the exact time to depend
the strike vote.
upon how
soon
the
board's
scattered members could reach New
York.
Tower Accident
Negotiations in New York beKSDN Aberdeen, S. D., reported
tween network officials and AFM
last week that 24 hours after an
representatives, including Mr. Peairplane hit a guy wire and pulled
trillo and officials of New York and
down one of the station's three 265Los Angeles locals, seeking to refoot towers, a construction crew
place local and national contracts
was installing a new one. Six days
which expired Jan. 31, were susafter the accident, the station was
pended March 4 without setting a DISCUSSING radio problems in Mexico are (I to r) Forney A. Rankin, public
again operating with three towers
date for another meeting.
affairs counselor for the United States Embassy in Mexico; James Shouse,
after losing only 25 minutes of airAlthough neither side made pubtime for retuning, according to
lic comment, it was understood the chairman, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. board, who is making a tour throughout
Latin
America
on
behalf
of
the
State
Dept.;
Merrill
C.
Phillips,
international
George Crocker, KSDN chief enginetworks had presented an overall
neer. The plane crashed and
Broadcasting Division of the State Dept., who is accompanying Mr. Shosiss,
"package" proposal. Union neburned, killing the pilot.
and William E. Webb, information attache, U. S. Embassy in Mexico.
gotiators found the "package" unsatisfactory, particularly as regards
their proposal to ban recordings
from the air between 8 a.m. and
midnight, but reported the offer
sde Open; Haverlin Declines
NAB
DUE
back to their respective memberships for final action, it was unApparent at the weekend was a leg of a Latin American tour on
By J. FRANK BEATTY
derstood [Broadcasting • Telebehalf of the U. S. Advisory Commove
to draft William B. Ryan,
PROSPECT
that
NAB
(NARTB)
casting, March 5].
mission on Information. He renow president of Broadcast AdverIn voting a Wednesday strike
might enter the mid-April conventurns March 24.
tion
without
a
president
loomed
tising
Bureau,
as
president-general
deadline subject to federation ap- His absence creates a headquarmanager of NARTB. Mr. Ryan
last week as a special presidential
proval, the 802 executive board
ters operating problem. In technical
emphasized the inflationary rise in committee resumed its scanning of resigned in January as NAB gencharge is Mr. Ryan, who is believed
eral
manager,
having
served
since
living costs and what it considered
candidates for one of the nation's
his original powers as genmajor trade association jobs.
last spring, and immediately as- to hold
management's disregard of that
eral manager under his NAB board
sumed BAB direction. He agreed
factor.
However, NAB (NARTB) will
contract signed last April. He took
to serve NAB in an advisory capacBefore Mr. Petrillo and the nahave a chairman of the board
over the BAB Inc. presidency last
ity
in
the
transition
period.
tional federation entered the pic- starting April 1 when Justin Miller
Feb. 1, having been elected by the
NAB members voted overwhelmture Feb. 1, three weeks of Jansteps from his presidency to the
BAB board.
uary negotiations between 802 and
ingly
in
favor
of
changing
the
asboard chairmanship of the succesthe networks ended in a strike
There again rises a problem in
sociation into a two-ply broadcastsor National Assn. of Radio &
ing-telecasting organization, with
protocol, since BAB Inc., successor
threat by the local TBroadcastTelevision Broadcasters.
TV having relative autonomy to to the BAB bureau of NAB, while
ing • Telecasting, Feb. 51 , beThe presidential race, which for work out its own problems under
lieved to have been precipitated by a time
aowncorporate
entityApril
doesn't
had narrowed down to one the common banner.
funds until
1. have its
refusal of network spokesmen to
person
—
Carl
Haverlin,
president
agree to retroactivity for any
For practical purposes, however,
By-Laws Vote
of Broadcast Music Inc. — was
agreements reached beyond the
business as usual is prevailing at
The
vote
to
change
the
by-laws
thrown wide open when Mr. HaverJan. 31 contracts expiration date.
both NAB and BAB. Arrangements
was 667 in favor and 49 against,
lin notified the special committee
Local negotiations also were unfor
the April 15-19 NARTB conhe was declining the NAB presi- with 17 ballots void [Closed Cirder way in Chicago and Los Anvention are going ahead rapidly uncuit, March 5]. Balloting ended
dential
offer
[Broadcasting
•
geles.
der direction of C. E. Arney Jr..
Telecasting,
Feb.
19,
et
seq.].
at
midnight,
March
3.
When Mr. Petrillo presented the
This vote means that NAB will secretary-treasurer; Robert K.
A long list of presidential timber
national demands and, assisted bv
Richards, public affairs director
become
NARTB April 1 when
confronted
the
special
committee
representatives of the locals, took
formal incorporation papers are and convention program executive;
as
it
scanned
the
radio
and
other
over both national and local negoEugene S. Thomas, WOR New
filed in Delaware.
tions, network officials agreed to a fields. The committee has a board
York,
chairman of the board conDuring
the
next
fortnight
NAB
mandate
empowering
it
to
hire
a
two-week period during which any
vention committee, and Arthur C.
headquarters will operate without
president for NARTB and arrange
agreement would become retroStringer, retained to manage the
its president, Judge Miller having
an adjusted salary scale with Judge
active. This period subsequently
(Continued on page 3U)
Miller.
left Friday for Havana on the first
was extended repeatedly until the
Telecasting
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OPEN

RESEARCH

LEADING research specialists
representing marketing, advertising and broadcast industries will
join March 19 in an open forum
designed to crystallize professional
thinking on the radio research
problem.
Three organizations will participate — the American Marketing
Assn., New York chapter; New
York Radio & Television Research
Council and Radio Executives Club
of New York.
The gathering of selling, distributing, advertising and media figures will discuss, and then take
apart, the report of the Special
Test Survey Committee issued
March 2 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5].
This report was submitted by a
committee recruited to suggest
ways of clearing up the confused
radio-TV research situation.
The special committee's report
drew two quick reactions last week,
both from research firms :
% A. C. Nielsen suggested steps
be taken to provide valid information which can be projected nationally and permit sound timebuying
decisions.
% C. E. Hooper proposed that
advertisers, agencies and broadcasters join in a non-profit measurement pi'oject to provide a single-standard measurement.
Origin of the drive to reduce the
research puzzle to common terms
was an advertisement published in
Broadcasting • Telecasting by
Stanley Breyer, commercial manager of KJBS San Francisco. A
committee was formed to suggest
steps that could be taken to solve
the research dilemma, with a number of leading buyers and sellers
of time taking part in preparation
of the report made public March 2.
Capacity Attendance Seen
An auditorium full of leading
research figures is expected at the
March 19 forum, to be held at the
Hotel Shelton, New York. Edgar
Kobak, station management consultant and NAB board member,
will be emcee. Members of the special test survey committee will participate and will explain the committee's recommendations.
After the report has been laid
before the meeting, committee
members
serve onfrom
a' panel
that
will
acceptwillquestions
the floor
and then take part in a research
battle-royal.
The special committee recommended that NAB take the lead in
launching a $140,000 project designed to analyze radio-TV audience measurement methods, compare available data and conduct
original field experiments to show
why different survey techniques
agree or disagree.
A study of the various techniques
used in measuring the broadcast
audience to determine which provides the most accurate information should be only the first step in
the appraisal, Mr. Nielsen, presiPage 26
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dent, A. C. Nielsen Co., which uses
the Audimeter (mechanical recorder of dial turnings) method of
counting listeners, said.
Commenting on recommendations
of the Special Test Survey Committee for Evaluating Audience
Research, Mr. Nielsen said that the
committee also should study the
projectability of the findings of the
various methods. "Regardless of
the accuracy of the information
from lessany
one home,"canhe besaid,
"unthe technique
applied
to a true cross-section of all U. S.
homes, the information is either
non-pro jectable or projectable to
only
a limited
area." consideration
Another
important
is the "amount and kind of information" each research technique
provides, Mr. Nielsen noted. "Obviously," he said, "it should provide
information for the entire broadcast day, which normally runs to
19 hours and for some stations as
much as 24, and the information

should be equally accurate for all
times of the day." (Mr. Nielsen's
reference to the "entire broadcast
day" was taken as a sideswipe at
the coincidental telephone technique used by C. E. Hooper Inc.,
which cannot continue through the
night for fear of disturbing too
many sleepers.)
Mr. Nielsen said that when, as
is now the case, what is sought is
a means to measure the relative
accuracy of the various yardsticks,
"the obvious thing is to look for a
master yardstick against which to
measure the others." But, he continued, "there is no such master
yardstick. Every research technique proposed as a standard is
characterized by certain features
which are inherent in one or more
of the techniques to be appraised,
features which themselves are
sources of possible error."
Mr. Nielsen continued: "One of
the committee's recommendations
is to compare the results of vari-

CONGRATU LATIONS are exchanged
by Oscar Katz (I), CBS director of research, and Charles A. Woleott, vice
president in charge of sales and service, A. C. Nielsen Co. Radio-TV Div.,
following signing of a new long-term
contract covering National Nielsen
Radio Index Service (story page 42).
ous research services in the same
cities. Whatever the purpose may
be, one of the results will undoubtedly be to invite people to score the
various services on the 'average'
basis, despite the lack of any research or statistical justification
for doing so.
"Does this mean that the relative ability of various techniques to
provide accurate findings cannot be
determined?
Not at all. In the .
searchweforshould
some not
'scientific'
evalu-of
ator
lose sight
common sense and clear thinking
as guides.
One need but list all |
possible sources of error and then
examine each technique in terms of ,
the sources of error which are in- ,

Ryan Outlines Problems
Facing Broadcasters
THE JOB facing broadcasters in selling radio as a medium was outlined to the Boston Radio Executives Club at the Hotel Touraine last
Wednesday in a fighting speech by William B. Ryan, making his first
public appearance as president of BAB.
Presiding was Harold E. Fel*
of
presidentREC
ows, Boston
the
ing circulation of any medium.
With
respect to the affections of
and general manthe buyer, Mr. Ryan questioned:
ager of WEEI.
Although BAB
"Why are operators jittery about
The in
planit." for broadcasters, adherent
hasn't set up a
vertisers and agencies to combine
radio? he The
buyer
blueprint yet, Mr.
proof,
offered
FCCisn't."
figures For
on
forces in establishing an industrygross
revenue
showing
increases
in
Ryan dio
toldexecutives
the ra- local retail and national spot in the
wide, non-profit onorganization
to
(Continued
page 36)
past
few
years.
that the objectives have been
Quoting numerous figures to BOND POSTED
Mr. Ryan
set, that BAB will illustrate radio's status in the afC & W Faces Prosecution
fection of listeners, he emphasized
be a service orFACING prosecution by the U. S.
the increase in set purchases both
ganization supplying important
facts and information and, in an- in TV and non-TV homes and a Government on 17 counts of mail
swer to a question from the floor, 30% increase in radio listenership
fraud for their pre-holiday Christthat it will sell radio and is not in TV homes in the past year.
mas treeonornament
"pitch"
deals
offered
radio and
television
"The reactions of buyer and
designed to do anything for television.
public are beginning to revive the
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 5], Harold Cowan and Ralph
He urged the industry to start faith of operators after a period
Whitmore, operators of Cowan &
thinking, to re-examine itself. of panic," Mr. Ryan continued.
"There are so many obvious, in- "They've gained heart and are be- Whitmore Enterprises, Hollywood,
herent values in radio that adverginning to stick out their chests."
have in addition two law suits pend-'
tisers have bought without demandingAssigned
against claims
them. of Luis Kutner,
Family Institution
ing basic facts. We've reached
Radio's
soundness
as
a
family
inthe point now where we must find
Chicago attorney, David L. Jacobstitution and a medium of adverson has filed suit in Los Angeles
out what we have," he declared.
tising
is
evident
from
a
number
of
The broad base to start with,
Superior Court for $7,000. Mr.
facts, BAB's head declared. He Jacobson is asking $5,000 to cover
BAB's president said, is a conpointed to its growth in strong TV
sideration of these factors: Numchecks Messrs. Cowan and Whitber of receivers or circulation, posi- markets and, referring to the Assn.
more assertedly issued to Mr. Kutof
National
Advertisers,
charged:
ner on which they stopped payment. |
tion with respect to affections of
Mr. Kutner represented Messrs. )
buyer and listener, whether radio "It has no right to take a collective
Cowan and Whitmore in early Jan- |
is stronger or weaker in the opin- approach on cutting rates. The
ANA has not done any basic re- uary when they first faced Federal
ion of station and network operasearch on TV in radio homes. I Grand Jury investigation.
tors, whether fundamentally sound
hope broadcasters will have enough
or weaker as to function of radio
The two are also facing a breach
as an advertising medium, and guts to insist that any cutting of of contract suit from owners of
whether it is intelligently and rates will be done by you as operaEndm-e casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleFeb. 26].
forcefully sold or done so apoloMessrs. Cowan and Whitmore
BAB, he forecast, hopes to progetically.
vide pertinent research so that sta- have posted $2,500 bail each and
Arming the group with facts and
tion managers can more accurately
figures, he pointed to 44 million
are scheduled to appear in the
evaluate and know where rates are
radio homes and 95% saturation
court next Monday (March 1Q)
high or low.
for arraignment and plea.
of homes, or the greatest advertis- tootors."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
I
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SELLING

Goebel Brewing Co., Detroit and
Muskegon, Mich., is sponsoring all
home and away games of the Detroit Tigers, plus 26 training camp

^
a
BASEBALL
A TLANTK
in
several
southeastern cities.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., long York Yankee games will be fed
gamesing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastMarch 5]. Thirty-five
Tiger
P. Ballantine & Sons will cover
out of New York to about 18 staone of the leading sports broadhome
games
will
be
televised.
casters, enters its 16th consecutive
tions, reaching into the Connecticut
spring exhibition games of four
Miller Brewing Co. will sponsor
major league teams, according to
year of professional baseball cov- Valley to Springfield, Mass., and
westward to Scranton and StroudBrewer's games on WEMP Milwauerage, with a budget exceeding
Henry Gorski, advertising mankee for the 10th
that of 1950.
ager. Clubs are Yankees, Phillies,
burg, Pa., starting April 10. Coconsecutive
year.
Braves
and
Athletics.
Joining
the
Arrangements for the schedule,
sponsorship arrangements are inEarl Gillespie,
brewery on WINS New York for
under direction of N. W. Ayer & volved.
new WEMP
Yankee games will be White Owl
All Pittsburgh Pirates league
Son, Philadelphia, are nearing comsports director,
cigars.
Atlantic,
Supplee
and
games
will
be
broadcast
live
at
pletion and final details will be anwill handle playhome and reconstructed on the Ballantine will share Philadelphia
nounced in a few days. The schedby-play.
MBS's Game of
road, originating at WWSW for a sponsorship. Ballantine will be
ule is confined to Atlantic's marketsole sponsor of Braves games on
19-station hookup.
the Day major
ing area in New England, along
Live broadcasts of both home and
WNAC Boston.
the Eastern Seaboard and west
league baseball
i into Ohio.
away games of the Boston Red
broadcasts for
Yankee Pre-Season Games
Sox
will
be
carried
from
WHDH
In
Some
cases
Atlantic
will
share
the 1951 season
Dn
Mr.
Gillespie
Final six games of the Yankee
will be available
sponsorship with sports adver- Boston over a New England nettisers such as P. Ballantine &
pre-season tour will be heard on
work of 12 to 14 stations. Trainto local and re18 stations. Philadelphia and New
Sons, Supplee milk (Philadelphia)
ing camp coverage began March
gional advertisers, Bert Hauser,
England
hookups
are
involved
in
10.
Twenty
home
games,
day
and
and Rieck-McJunkin dairy firm
co-operative program director, anshared sponsorship.
(Pittsburgh).
nounced last week.
night, will be telecast on WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV will share home
^ : Five major and one minor league
and WNAC-TV as well as WJARAdvertisers have three choices:
J i team will be covered on the 1951 TV Providence.
games of the Braves with WBZSponsorship of a complete game;
Atlantic schedule, with telecasts of
All home games of the Baltimore
TV, both under Ballantine's spon- a 60-second spot at game's beginsome games arranged or in the Orioles will be broadcast play-bysorship, and WJAR-TV will carry
ning; or 30-second spots at the end
- ■ ■ planning stage.
play, and games away will be re- this schedule, according to the of each half-inning, he said.
brewery.
All
day
and
14
night
c
o
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
e
d
,
o
n
WITH
that
city.
Training camp broadcasts of
Thirty-one states, from Florida
Philadelphia Athletics and Phillies
games of the Braves will be tele- to Oregon, beginning April 16, will
Two games a week may be telecast
cast. Yankee Network is carrying
began March 10. All home and
on WMAR-TV Baltimore, under
receive the broadcasts. Stand-by
) away games of both teams will be plans still in the tentative stage.
all Brave games as well as exhibiunits for carrying alternate games
wli » sponsored until close of the regution games, starting March 10.
In addition Atlantic is expected
(Continued on page SU)
For the 10th consecutive year
lar season, the Phillies over WPEN
: "j i
to sponsor Liberty network games
and the Athletics over WIBG Phil" of i
adelphia. A regular network of
about 15 stations will be fed from
Shibe Park. If there is no home
For Spring Meet
::a : game, road games will be carried.
RATES
TOP
ANA
AGENDA
:': All daytime home games of the
two Philadelphia teams will be RADIO RATES, target of the
Commercials," by Don L. Kearney, vertising steering committee; Fred
televised, divided among WPTZ
Assn. of National Advertisers in assistant sales manager for TV, Manchee, executive vice president
•a•t- - (TV), WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV.
an unsuccessful campaign last The Katz Agency; "Successful in charge of marketing and merchandising, BBDO; Samuel G.
Three pre-season games for the
Ways to Merchandise Your TV
summer, will move into the spotcity championship will be televised.
Barton, president, Industrial Surlight
again
in
a
special
and
closed
Advertising,"
by
Willson
M.
Tuttle,
An expanded schedule of New
veys Co.; Carl Haecker, manager
vice president of Ruthrauff &
radio and television session during
of display, RCA.
ANA's spring meeting March 28- Ryan, and "Advertisers' ObligaGeorge McMillan, vice president
tions in Radio and TV Program30 at Hot Springs, Va. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26]. nounced. ming," by a speaker to be an- of the Bristol-Myers Co. and chairman of the ANA government relaThe advance program for the
tions committee, will be moderator
meeting, released last week, also
Advertising Costs
indicates that there will be opof
a panel
of "How
Shortages
and discussion
Priority Orders
Will
In another session, also Thursportunities for the inflammatory
subject to arise at other sessions
day afternoon, "Advertising Costs, Affect Advertising and MerchanYesterday and Tomorrow" will be
dising Facilities." Subjects to be
throughout the three-day meeting.
Surveyed by H. H. Dobberteen, vice covered include "What Are the
The ANA's new radio rate study,
which has been in progress for president and director of media, Television and Radio Set ManuBenton & Bowles. His address is
several months, late last week was
facturers Planning?" and "Will
said to be in the process of being
described as "a comprehensive sur- Shortages of Film Affect Televey of advertising costs for the
vision?", along with the prospects
checked and cleared for early dispast decade showing what has hap- of newsprint rationing and of
tribution. Authorities felt it unpened in each medium; the degree higher magazine rates.
questionably would be a focal point
of ANA discussions.
to which efficiency has been af"What Changes, If Any, in Mefected; the effect on a typical buddia Selection and Use During
This study, covering radio rates
get; the influence of inflation; and
in TV markets, follows one prePeriods
of Product Shortages?"
pared last summer which held that a look at the future in terms of will get the attention of a panel in
what
advertiser,
agency,
and
media
a
Thursda
rate cuts ranging up to 50 and
y Morning (March 29)
session on industrial advertising.
can do about increased costs."
55f/c for some stations in TV marIn a Wednesday afternoon ses- H. T. Rowe, advertising manager,
kets might be mathematically
FOR the 10th consecutive year, the
sion (March 28) Lowell McElroy,
International Business Machines
Goebel Brewing Co. of Detroit and
"reasonable." The ANA drive on
Muskegon, Mich., will sponsor play- radio rates based on that study ANA vice president, will discuss Corp., will be in charge.
finally was abandoned.
"Advertising Plans of ANA Memby-play broadcasts of all home and
Among principal speakers at the
away games of the Detroit Tigers.
"Trends in Radio Time Values"
bers," which is described as "re- closing session Friday morning,
sults
of
a
new
ANA
survey
to
get
will be one of the subjects for a
Richard E. Jones (I), WJBK Detroit,
March 30, will be Army Secretary
the current score on budgets, meand Edwin J. Anderson (r), Goebel
panel discussion in the radio-TV
Frank Pace, who will discuss "The
Session Thursday afternoon, March
president, sign the contract making
themes, etc." is geared to the Global Situation as seen by the
Thedia, program
WJBK the key station in the 38- 29, along with "Daytime TV" and
At the annual ANA
station Goebel Baseball Network.
"evaluation of Radio and TV Re- theme of "Advertising In a De- Pentagon."
dinner the preceding evening, Wilfense
Economy,"
with
speakers
to
Looking on is Harry Heilmann, vetServices." The speakers
liam H. Laurence, science editor of
include Arthur C. Fatt, executive
were notsearch
announced.
eran sportscaster, who will handle
the
New
York Times, will discuss
vice
president,
Grey
Adv.
Agency;
Other
features
scheduled
for
the
the broadcasts. Agency is Brooke,
Don Hause, Armour & Co., chair- "What Atomic Energy Means to
Smith, French & Dorrance Inc., De- radio-TV session are "Typical
troit.
man of the merchandising and ad- U. S. A. in War — in Peace."
Techniques and Costs of TV Film
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Swayze,

NBC-TV Commentator John Cameron Swayze, WFIL-TV Philadelphia
and WAVZ New Haven last Saturday were presented with the 1950
Alfred I. duPont memorial awards at a dinner at the St. Regis Hotel,
★
New York.
Inclusion of a television commentator and a TV station among the
award winners marks the first time
that the awards committee has recognized television as on a par with
radio. duPont awards in former
years, since they were first presented in 1942, have been made exclusively in the field of radio, although last year two special citations were made for outstanding
Mr. Annenberg
Mr. Knauth
achievements in television — to
ABC-TV and to WPIX (TV) New
United States "for outstanding and
York.
meritorious service in encouraging,
With this full recognition of fostering, promoting and developing American ideals of freedom
television, the name of the awardmaking foundation was changed to and for loyal and devoted service
include television as well as radio to the nation and to the commuand now reads "Alfred I. duPont .
served by theseaward
stations.
. . ."
Radio and Television Awards
The nities
commentator
received
Foundation." The foundation, established by Mrs. Jesse Ball duPont in memory of her late husband, is set up on a perpetual
funded basis which assures an uninterrupted continuity of these
annual awards, each of which
cai-ries with it a cash gift of $1,000.
Presented each March, the
awards are designed to honor the
late financier by perpetuating "his
profound interest in science and
industry and his unwavering devotion to the welfare of his country
and of humanity." Language of
the awards and the reasons for
them is fixed by the agreement of
the foundation and reads the same
from year to year.
The station awards — made to one
station with high power and wide
coverage, this year WFIL-TV, and
to a low power station with more
restricted coverage, this year
WAVZ — are presented to two stations located within the continental
TRADE RULES
Radio-TV Conferences Urged
TRADE practices conferences covering the radio and television industry were proposed in a notice
released Friday by the Federal
Trade Commission.
Although no date was set for the
meetings, which will look to proposed trade practices rules covering the radio-TV manufacturing
industry, it was announced that
when held the sessions will be presided over by FTC Chairman
James Mead.
James D. Secrest, general manager of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., asked FTC for the conference last November following
action by the RTMA board.
Trade practices rules covering
the radio receiver industry were
released by FTC in 1939. In this
present proceeding the rules will
be brought up to date for this
phase of the industry and expanded to cover television as well.
Page 28
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by
Mr. Swayze
is conferred and
"in
recognition
of distinguished
meritorious performance of public
service by aggressive, consistently
excellent and accurate gathering
and reporting of news by radio and
the presentation of expert, informed and reliable interpretation
of news and opinion for the purCone
AD

COUNCIL

WFIL-TV,

WAVZ

pose of encouraging initiative, integrity, independence and public
service through the medium of
radio and /or television."
The awards were received by Mr.
Swazey; Walter Annenberg, president, Triangle Publications, licensee of WFIL-TV; Victor W.
Knauth, casting
president,
WAVZ BroadCorp.
Mr. Swazey is featured as commentator on the Monday-throughFriday Camel News Caravan, telecast on the NBC-TV network at
7:45-8 p.m., and as permanent
"anchor man" on the panel which
attempts to guess Who Said That?
on NBC-TV, Monday, 10:30-11 p.m.
Awards ceremonies were filmed
by International News Service and
edited for distribution to TV stations through the INS video newsreel subsidiary, Telenews Productions Inc.
The 1950 awards committee
members were: Mrs. duPont; Dr.
Francis P. Gaines, president,
Washington & Lee U.; M. H. Aylesworth, radio consultant and
NBC's first president; Ben McElway, publisher, Washington
Everting Star (WMAL) ; Mrs.
Hiram Houghton, president, NaNamed

Board Chairman;

Mr. SWAYZE
tional Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Those scheduled to attend th<
dinner Saturday included:
Frieda Hennock, FCC Commissioner:
William H. Goodman, secretary of th(
Alfred I. duPont Radio & Televisior
Awards Foundation; Mrs. duPont; Dr
Gaines; Mr. Aylesworth; Mr. Annen
berg and Roger Clipp from WFIL-TV;
Mr. Kanuth and Daniel W. Kops fron
WAVZ; Vice Chairman Mark Woods
President Robert Kintner, Board
Chairman Edward J. Noble, ABC;
Board Chairman Niles Trammel]
NBC; President Frank White, Mutual;
Hubbell Robinson, CBS vice president
representing President Frank Stanton;
C. Edmund Allen, United Press; Olivei
Gramling, Associated Press; Willian:
McCambridge, Press Wireless; Ber
Gross, New York News; Woodrow
Wirsig, Look magazine; Bruce Robertson, Broadcasting • Telecasting; The
Cities Service Green and White
Quartet, comprised of Edward Hayes
Floyd Sherman, Leonard Stokes and
J. Alden Edkins, and their accompanist and arranger, Kenneth Christie
who presumably will sing for theii
dinner.

Campaign Plans Covered
FAIRFAX M. CONE, board chairman of Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles, was elected chairman of the board of
the Advertising Council at the annual meeting of council directors in
New York last week.
*
Mr. Cone succeeds Samuel G. the Advertising Federation of
Gale, General Mills vice president America, Chicago Assn. of Comin charge of advertising, home
merce and Chicago Community
service and public services, who
Fund, as well as a newly-elected
trustee of the U. of Chicago.
becomes chairman of the
A campaign to educate citizens
board's planning
throughout the country in methods
committee.
of meeting an atomic attack will
WYATT
&SCHUEBEL
Re - elected as
begin next month, Mr. Cone said,
vice chairman of
first
on
network
radio
and
continuNamed by Two More Agencies
the board were
ing in other media. Although plans TWO more advertising agencies.
Lee H. Bristol,
are not fully formulated, he said Westheimer & Block, St. Louis, and
president of Brisit would be a "personal preparedtol-Myers Co.;
Liller, Neal & Battle, of Atlanta,
ness" drive to tell people what to have named Wyatt & Schuebel as
Louis N. Brockdo if an attack comes, invite writMr. Cone
their representative advertising
way, executive
ing-in for printed instructions to
vice president of
post in their homes, and to alert agency in New York.
Young & Rubicam Inc., and Philip them for further information from
Among the agency clients already signed by the firm are Doyle
L. Graham, publisher of the Washtheir State Civilian Defense headDane Bernbach Inc., New York, and
ington Post, which controls WTOP
Washington. Mr. Graham also was
Honig-Cooper Co., San Francisco
quarters. Meeting in May
Jan.
29].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
appointed committee.
chairman of the board's
Mr. Cone mentioned also the teleexecutive
vision
allocation
plan,
instituted
Council President Theodore S.
Accounts handled by Westheimei
Repplier was re-elected to a sixth three months ago and similar to & Block are Bettendorf's Supev
term, and Allan M. Wilson and the radio allocation plan in pre- Markets, Candy Bros. (Red Cross
vious use. Forty-three advertisers
cough drops), Eckrich Packing Co
George P. Ludlam were re-elected
as vice presidents. Frederic R. and four major TV networks have
(meat specialties), Hy-Test Show
Gamble, AAAA president, and voluntarily joined the plan, he said, Co., and Schutter Candy Co., among
which
allocates
donated
air
time
to
others.
Paul B. West, ANA president,
public service message requests
Among accounts serviced by
were re-elected as secretary and and
needs.
treasurer, respectively.
Liller, Neal & Battle are the following: Allied Drug Products Co.,
Mr. Cone, who follows Mr. Gale
A meeting of the council's board
as the second midwestern business will be held May 10 in Detroit to Armour Fertilizer Works, Brock
make a general presentation of Candy Co., Colonial Stores, Big
leader in the post, has been a di- council
operation and its results to Star Super Markets, Liberty Life
rector of the council for three
years, and next month completes a business men there, according to Insurance, National NuGrape Co.j
Mr. Cone. Other meetings are
Puritan Mills, and U. S. Beverage
year's
term Heas also
AAAAis achairman
Foundation.
the
board.
director of
of planned, he added.
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TOP

PRIORITY

By JOHN OSBON
ELECTRONICS' position as an
"important industry" with top
priority has been perceptibly
strengthened on the government
level within the past fortnight.
Official recognition came on the
heels of a new round of discussions
among federal production authorities and components equipment
industry representatives. The
meetings were
designed to clear
the air for more
fruitful use of
U. S. electronics
and communications resources.
Equipment
and
Mr. Weiss
M tlJ
parts manufacturers last week were heartened
BOM 1 by the assurance
as far as
of tl A the defense effort is 'concerned,
that
m i there is no more important
branch
ft
of industry than electronics." Still
■IT hanging fire, however, was the conl fru
sumer phase — whether adequate
" i :l replacement parts would be made
Soar • available to home owners of radio
ABC and television receivers.
hum! II Importance of electronics was
Ijtual I stressed by William H. Harrison,
:et! r
obi Defense Production Administrator,
Olive and other government officials, and
ifiii i reflected in a series of significant
Be :! developments, chief among them :
M
9 Appointment of Lewis Allen
tM t Weiss, former board chairman of
Tij
Wlij Mutual Broadcasting System, and
Eaya 3 Don Lee Broadcasting System, as
j an ii director of National Production
MB Authority's Office of Civilian Requirements, set up to assure an
■ tha i adequate supply of raw materials
for civilian consumption.
# Promise by NPA that it will
study suggestions that parts manufacturers be permitted to continue
production at the present rate and
also to provide an additional 50%
mi i output to maintain radio-TV sets
1
is 2! and other civilian equipment in
operating order.
9 Expansion
of NPA's
Electronics Products Division
to handle

Electronics

as a consultant within OCR
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 29, Closed Circuit, Jan. 15],
is directing a program "to assure
maintenance of goods and services
essential to the civilian economy,"
according to Manly Fleischmann,
NPA administrator.
As the claimant agency, OCR
and Mr. Weiss will survey possible shortages, weigh civilian requirements against defense needs
and make recommendations designed to avert damage to the civilian economy. It is expected that
OCR will give civilian equipment
users, including radio and TV
manufacturers and, indirectly, the
entire broadcast industry, a voice
in government planning.
Mr. Weiss' office will integrate
controls exercised by NPA over
consumer goods, acting as liaison
with manufacturers and distributors. Officials stressed that OCR's
real effect probably will be felt
later this year or early next when
the impact of mobilization is expected to cut sharply into civilian
production.
Mr. Weiss was board chairman
of Mutual from 1947 to 1949, retiring as a member in November 1950.

Industry

Reassured

He also served as president and
director of the Don Lee Broadcasting System, Pacific Northwest
Broadcasting System and California Broadcaster Inc. from 1943
until last year.
Expansion of electronics activities within NPA has been revealed
by Donald S. Parris, deputy assistant, NPA Electronics Products
Division, under which the new sections will function.
Unofficial Outline
Under present plans, the structure shapes up unofficially in this
manner: L. H. Niemann, tubes; E.
M. Nyhen, radio-TV; J. A. Milling,
end equipment; Edward W. Glacy,
conservation programs. These officials will work with Mr. Parris and
John Daley, chief of the Electronics Division. A staff of perhaps
20 will put the division on a solid
working basis.
The cobalt and nickel problems
arose in a series of conferences
between NPA authorities and representatives ofindustries concerned
with manufacture of speaker magnets, which utilize cobalt heavily,
and tubes, including miniature
units.
Loud-speaker
makers have

stressed that civilian radio-TV output hinges largely on fresh supplies and felt the allocation program, now operating on a 80% use
basis with authority required from
NPA, should be reanalyzed.
NPA officials indicated they
are reviewing cobalt in view of
current conservation measures and
use of substitute metals and expressed belief the industry will
have enough to get by during
March. The speaker magnet problem will be studied thoroughly.
Mr. Niemann promised to look
into the tube situation, which was
posed by the Joint Electronic Tubes
Council in its plea for more available nickel for all tube production.
The supply is fast running out,
industry representatives told NPA.
In addition to tubes, problems
relating to conservation, end uses,
and radio-TV transmitters and
receivers will be looked into, NPA
promised, mentioning formation of
new sections for that purpose.
Assurance t h a and
t theelectronics
nation's
communications
equipment would be kept in good
working order despite shortages of
raw materials was given in an
order permitting assignment of
priority ratings for procurement
of equipment and supplies for
"maintenance, repair and operation
of their
present facilities."
(Continued
on page 68)It spe-

"»*s Ch™9*
FCCthe app
CO
measure (S 537) which, if enWhile NT
the textRO
of theL
reply was
acted in present form, would give
withheld by the committee, it was
known that the Commission has the President authority to silence
not only radio and television broadgenerally approved the staff procasting but other radiation devices.
posal, with certain reservations.
The former power is already clearThe committee, headed by Sen.
ly defined
tions Act. under the CommunicaEd C. Johnson (D-Col), who introduced control legislation at the
The committee still was awaitrequest of the military, was still
replies from the Defense Dept.
studying further amendments to and ingthe
Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. on its substitute plan to
rewrite Sec. 606 (c) of the Act,
providing for inclusion of certain
devices capable of serving as a
navigational aid to attacking enemy forces. NAB already has indithat "slight modifications"
in the cated
committee
proposal would
serve the desired purpose [Broadproblems dealing with radio-TV
Feb. 26]. casting •Telecasting, March 5,
transmitters and receivers, tubes,
and industry metals conservation
No Air Force Reply
program.
iscia j
The U. S. Air Force, which repEarlier Actions
resented the Defense Dept. at hearings on the controversial bill, had
These developments cut across
not filed its reactions late ThursSopi | earlier actions designed to:
day, although its chief witness,
Croi | (1) Assure that radio and teleMaj. Gen. Francis Ankenbrandt,
vision stations and other commer■:>i
USAF communications director,
■La
cial equipment users would not be
earlier had indicated informally the
2 I lacking
in transmitters and other
substitute would be acceptable.
There was speculation last week,
products for "maintenance, repair
however, that the military may be
and operation" — so-called "MRO"
FCC APPROVAL was granted last fortnight to assignment of license of WDSUorders. A set parts repair proAM-FM-TV New Orleans from Edgar B. Stern Sr. to WDSU Broadcasting Corp.
awaiting comments from the Air
gram was under study by NPA
Consideration involved was $1,185,000 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
:< last week.
Defense Command on FCC's pro5]. Officials of the new operating corporation are Edgar B. Stern Jr. (inset),
:
jected plan covering the role of
(2)
Cut
back
use
of
steel
in
sets
broadcast stations in the event of
J to 80% and copper to 75%, and
who owns 67% of the stock, and (I to r) Lester E. Kabacoff, executive assistall-out emergency. The Commission
j continued aluminum curtailment of
ant, who holds a 3% interest; Robert D. Swezey, executive vice president and
forwarded its two-pronged
had
general manager, 20%, and Louis Read, vice president and commercial
35% — for April-June.
(Continued on page 68)
manager, 10%.
Mr. Weiss, who has been serving
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RADIofAT
APPROVAL
a proposed
Communications Act amendment, designed to give the Defense Dept.
control of non-broadcasting radiation devices without extending
present radio-TV controls, was
tendered by FCC last week in comments filed with the Senate Intermittee. state & Foreign Commerce Com-

W"J
SIC s'has
MU
ONAL
FUNCTIONAL
or "planned
programming"
been a blessing to
TImusic
NC
FU
FM and the listening public, has violated no FCC rules and is not the
evil inferred by FCC's open letter inquiry into the operation of four
FM stations, announced in late January.
That's the sum-and-substance
receivers installed on the premises
reply the Commission got last week
from the four FM outlets involved
of stores, restaurants, industrial
— WFMF Chicago (WJJD Inc.), plants and other subscribers to the
various specialized services. Some
WLRD Miami (Mercantile Broadinclude background music with all
casting Co.), WACE-FM Chicopee,
Mass., and KDFC Saulsalito, Calif. vocal announcements deleted while
others allow certain announcements
(Sundial Broadcasting Corp.).
to
be heard, depending on the deThe Commission's detailed insire of the subscriber.
quiry into each station's policies
and practices [Broadcasting •
Stations' Reply
Telecasting, Feb. 5] questioned
Among
the contentions made by
whether the "planned" music operation (1) justified classification as the four stations in their replies
to FCC's inquiry were the follow"broadcast" rather than "point-to- ing:
point"; (2) pre-empted broadcast
• Two of the four said they had
frequencies for uses for which wire
been established because of the
lines might be employed; (3) otherbright future foreseen for FM and
wise violated FCC rules on log en- encouragement
given by the Commistries and announcements as to
sion and others, but turned to funcidentification of the station, comtional programming in a last effort
mercials and mechanical transcripto keep a service on the air. The
tions.
other two indicated they specialized
Inquiry also was made by the for competitive reasons.
Commission on such policy issues
• FCC itself, even in its Blue
Book, has recognized the value and
as the degree of program control
effected by the licensee and the approved of specialized programming.
General public response further has
general public service rendered.
acclaimed the operations to be in the
All four of the stations, through
public interest.
contracts with affiliated music
• All indicated they program for
service firms, transmit supersonic
the specialized interests (music, or
music and news) of the general pubtone signals along with the regular
lic and were not programming to a
program fare. These supersonic
special group at the expense of the
signals turn on or off the special
general public. Diversity of program
fare, large number of public service
announcements and programs were
pointed up. Civil defense aspects
REED NAMED
were also noted.
• All four licensees emphasized
'Voice' Eyes Industry Unit
strongly they retain full program and
operational control, as required by
PLAN for an 11-man industry
law. They cited provisions of congroup to "augment and completracts with the music service firms
ment" the Voice of America and
required full compliance with
other State Dept. information ac- which
rules.
tivities was shaping up on the FCC• All
announcements and log engovernment level last week followtries
required
by FCC are made. Deing the appointment of Philip D.
sire and practice of certain indiviReed, board chairman of General
duals such as subscribers to delete
Electric Co., as chief of a General
portions of program fare is not
Business Committee of the U. S. within FCC jurisdiction. That stations provide this switching service
Advisory Commission on Informais incidental to and in no way imtion.
pairs their regular general program
Department officials revealed
service.
that it would soon send one of its
• Two of the stations, WFMF and
officials — possibly accompanied by WLRD, said they had been injured
one of the advisory members — to
Europe to study progress of the
Barnard Joins State
current "campaign of truth." James
D. Shouse, board chairman of CrosTHURMAN L. BARNARD, execuley Broadcasting Corp. and vice
tive vice president of Compton
president of Avco Mfg. Co., reAdv., New York,
portedly has survey European operhas been granted
ations and is prepared to report on
a six-month leave
the South Pacific area [Closed Cirof absence by the
cuit, Feb. 5].
agency's
boardto
The new industry group already
of directors
had held one meeting and plans
devote his full
to meet again soon, it was extime to the explained. Committee members inpanding program
clude Sigurd S. Larson, president
of the informaof Young & Rubicam, who has
tion division of
served as a consultant on Voice
Mr. Barnard the State Departoperation [Broadcasting • Telement [Closed
casting, March 5]; William RobCircuit, Feb. 19]. Mr. Barnard,
bins, vice president, General Foods
chairman of the plans board and a
Corp.; J. F. Spang Jr., president,
director of the agency, plans to
Gillette Safety Razor Co., and
take over his Washington post as
others.
consultant late this month.
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by
naturein ofwhich
FCC'sit inquiry
and
the the
manner
was issued,
citing use of the Commission letters
by
salescompeting
arguments.wired-music firms in
Concerning the manner in which
FCC handled its investigation,
WFMF stated:
Station WFMF has been injured and
aggrieved as a result of the manner in
which the Commission made available
for public circularization the subject
letter . . . That action was unwarranted, and the unjustified implication
that, not only station WFMF, but also
the other
have arrangements forstations
the samewhich
or similar
services,
are willfully
the Commission's
rules
. . . andviolating
the Communications
Act
... is without known precedent.
At least one enterprise which is
admittedly engaged in the business of
furnishing
music
by the use a of"planned
wire lines
has service"
utilized
that unfair incident as a capricious
propaganda measure at the commercial
competitive level.
The right of qualified licensees to be
permitted fectivelytothe art
develop
and ef-is
of FM legally
broadcasting
an inherent right. The abrogation of
that right by unwarranted regulatory
practice, which may be construed to
be arbitrary and capricious, is not conwith any
of the and,
Amer-in
icansonantsystem
of precepts
broadcasting,
fact, is contrary to the mandate of
Congress . . .
WLRD on this subject stated:
. . . WLRD regrets to state that it
and [Twin City Sound System Inc.]
have been done great harm by the
wording
the Commission's
notice . . of. inasmuch
as copies ofpublic
this
notice have been circulated by salesmen for the various wired music companies and have been shown to various
customers
Twin
City ofas "proof"
that
WLRD
wasofviolations
"guilty"
vicious
pernicious
of the
law and
and
that WLRD's license would be revoked
any day if not any minute. The Comprocesses the
haveprivate
thus been
subverted mission's
to serve
ends
of the wired music companies.
We cannot but feel that the tone of
the
Commission's
lettergiven
. . .toandit the
widespread
publicity
by
the Commission's
placing
mimeographed copies on the press table
for
public distribution, is most discouraging, to say the least, to such as us
who have been suffering with FM these
several years.
We trust that in its consideration of
this letter the Commission shall adopt
a constructive and helpful attitude
toward encouraging FM broadcasting.
We mit
request
the Commission
perWLRD tothat
continue
its present type
of operation. Such permission is a
necessity if FM only stations, such as
we, are to survive and even more
fundamental, if the bright future predicted for FM by the various members
ize.
of the Commission is ever to material-

McFARLAND
BILL
House Scheduling Near;
HEARINGS on the McFarland Bill
(S 658) to realign FCC procedures
most likely will be held after the
Easter recess by the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, itwas learned last Thursday [Closed Circuit, March 5;
Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Jan.
29
et seq.].
There were indications that the
House committee is having a difficult time in lining up witnesses
from the broadcast industry to
testify on the bill.
House leadership plans the recess
for March 22 through April 1. It
was understood that the hearings
would be called "promptly," indicating swift scheduling by Committee Chairman Robert Crosser
(D-Ohio).
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will
be back from his six-week vacation
by then and presumably will be
asked to testify on the bill.
In the Senate, Commerce Committee Chairman Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.) pointedly said in the
Congressional Record last Tuesday
that "undoubtedly this very vital
bill will shortly be worked out between the Senate and the House."
Cites Editorial
His remarks were entered along
with a reprint in the Record of
Broadcasting • Telecasting's
March 6 editorial, "The Plotkin
Thickens." The editorial referred
to actions by "FCC lawyers in
thwarting remedial legislation,
keeping
inviolate
FCC's in
record
of blocking
any the
changes
the
substantive law since 1934." Among
these methods cited were the apparent moves by the agency to
select "piecemeal" the "sugarcoated provisions" of the bill for
Congressional approval, "thereby
kicking the bill in the teeth."
The FCC's monitoring bill (HR
1730), to which the McFarland Bill
has been attached as a rider, is
awaiting approval by the Senate.
Also marking time is the FCC request that the Senate Judiciary
Committee initiate a radio fraud
bill, similar to the postal fraud,
law. Committee Chairman Pat McCarran (D-Nev.) has scolded the
FCC for failing to mention that
the radio fraud provision is contained in S 658 that was passed
by the Senate.
FCC, it was learned, has acknowledged Sen.
McCarran's
letteron but
had little
comment
to make
its
content.

EMERGENCY
ROLE
Radio-TV Ready, Heslep Says
RADIO stands prepared to carry
out a major role in the national
emergency, augmented by the
newer TV industry, Charter Heslep, chief of the Atomic Energy
Commission's Radio - Television
Branch, told the 10th Annual Conference on Station Problems at the
U. of Oklahoma.
Addressing the conference Saturday, Mr. Heslep, a former broadcaster (MBS and NBC), compared
the radio industry's present-day
position with that just a decade
ago when it was merely considered
an entertainment medium. Now the Station Log Rules
need for radio support in a na- RULES amendments have been
tional emergency is attaining
proposed by FCC to make its prowider recognition, he said.
visions for the keeping of station
Mr. Heslep said news broadcastapplicable
station permiting has made rapid strides in a logs tees
as well as tolicensees.
Rules
decade. Moreover, he said, the
would
be
modified
to
include
the
Broadcast Advisory Council and
Advertising Council are acting as phrase "or permittee" after the
industry liaisons with defense
word "licensee." Comments are invited by April 2.
agencies.
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System

fairly recently, most time-buyers assumed

that

everything else being equal, the "listener-preference" accorded any station could reasonably be judged by determining that station's "Entertainment

Popularity".

Today local programs in five other categories usually determine station preference. News is the largest audiencebuilder most stations possess. Sports often rank second,
with various local Specific Farm Programs, Educational and
Public Interest features high on the list. Thus these Five
Points of local programming today offer a highly important
criterion of station evaluation. . . .
During the next few months, these WHO

pages will describe

and prove WHO's outstanding achievements in each of
these five programming departments — which, in turn, help
explain WHO's foremost position as a public facility and
as an advertising medium. We suggest that you tear out
and file these pages. They will offer significant contributions to your time-buying procedures.

WTO
# for Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Hollywood Probt
Widens Scope

Representativ
new york • Chicago • san francisco
X
as exclusive national
representatives

effective
March

1,1951

CBS in Columbia... South Carolina's largest .city
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RADIO-TV
TALENT
IN an open hearing against a backdrop of secrecy which veiled the'
identity of future witnesses, the House Un-American Activities Committee last Thursday launched its inquiry into alleged Communist influences within the entertainment field.
While the first session touched
★
■
quoted as saying he could make no
only indirectly on the broadcasting
"statement
now."
industry, committee officials and a
Committee authorities empharanking minority member served
sized that issuance of a subpena
notice that the probe probably
was not to be interpreted as indiwould embrace personalities who
cating that the committee wanted
have performed dual roles in motion pictures and in radio and tele- to question their own activities.
The committee also will interrovision.
gate personalities with respect to
The committee heard testimony
from V. J. Jerome, identified by their knowledge of others.
the committee as chief of the ComNo Definite Agenda
munist
Party's
Cultural
Commission.
Frank Tavenner Jr., chief committee counsel, said Thursday that
Revelation of the subpoenas came
the
committee
had set no definite
from Rep. Harold H. Velde (R-Ill.),
agenda for further hearings, nor
who asserted that the hearings
probably would embrace radio and was it divulging possible witnesses.
television, as well as the film in- The Hollywood phase of the inquiry is slated to get underway
dustry. Rep. Velde, a ranking Republican minority member of the March 21, carry over to the following day and continue after the
committee, declined to reveal deEaster recess — probably around
tails on his statement that a former
April 1, according to Mr. Tavenner.
CP member
would turn
state's evidence and discuss
Communism
in He said that "most" of the hearings probably will be open. Part
Hollywood.
of Thursday's hearing was closed,
Among those for whom subpoenas
he noted.
were issued — though not necesMr. Jerome, who declined to
sarily served — were Abe Burrows,
answer
over 100 questions in the
a television entertainer who apThursday morning session, said he
pears weekly on CBS-TV's
ThiswasIs had not registered under the InShow Business.
Mr. Burrows
ternal Security Act.
He told the group he had "no
knowledge" of reports that Norman Corwin, a writer for the
NARBA TREATY
United Nations, had been delegated
NCAB Approves Agreement
by the tionsparty
or related
to infiltrate
radioorganizaor TV
NORTH CAROLINA Assn. of
Broadcasters last week rallied be- guilds or unions. Mr. Corwin had
been identified with Communisthind the new NARBA agreement
front organizations in previous
currently in the Senate for ratificommittee documents.
cation [Broadcasting • TelecastMeanwhile, in a check made late
ing, March 5, Feb. 26, 12]. The
association last Monday advised its Telecasting,
Thursday byit BROADCASTING
was learned that•
membership that the executive
no exclusively radio-TV personalicommittee had studied the treaty,
ties in Hollywood had been sumwhich provides for distribution of
moned by the House Un-American
frequencies among North American
Activities Committee to testify.
countries,
and wasradio
convinced
North Carolina
stands"that
the
None, so far, had been served subpenas,
it was said.
greatest
benefit" with ratification of theto act.
NCAB saw NARBA not only as
a means of protecting present allocations, but of paving a way for a
decision in the clear channel proceedings. The association also declared that the treaty limits Cuban
use of U. S. I-B channels; gives
the United States latitude in shifting its I-A assignments, and, if depermits increasing
number ofsired,
stations
on these the
channels
without losing I-A protection
status.
NCAB also disclosed it had retained Andrew G. Haley of the
Washington law firm, Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson, to appear in
its behalf before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee if the
full-scale hearings on NARBA are
held, as is generally conceded.
WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
TWELVE TV sets have been donated
to Valley Forge Hospital by RCA,
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director RY.19
Camden.
BROADCASTING
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television segment but believed
unavailable for either post (story
page 23): Byron Price, assistant secretary general, United Nations, and
wartime Director of Censorship;
Frank White. MBS president; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford; Robert K.
Richards, NAB public affairs director;
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; Edgar Kobak, consultant; John
F. Patt, president of G. A. Richards
stations; Rep. Harris Ellsworth (ROre.), former Interstate Commerce
Committee member and interested in
KRNR Roseburg, Ore.; J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of Cox
stations; John H. DeWitt, WSM Nashville; Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston; Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver;
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia; William B. Ryan, BAB; Donn
Tatum, KHJ Los Angeles; Gilmore
N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.; William S. Hedges, NBC; Eugene S.
Thomas, WOR New York; Comr. Rosel
Hyde, FCC; G. Richard Shafto, WIS
Columbia, S. C; A. D. Willard Jr.,
WGAC Agusta, Ga.
Three radio attorneys have been
mentioned: W. Theodore Pierson,
Paul D. P. Spearman and Philip G.
Loucks. Mr. Loucks was NAB man-

NAB Dilemma
(Continued from page 25)
annual equipment and service exhibition.
Imminence of the April convention complicates the problem of the
presidential selection committee.
Meeting of the group will be held
later this month, it was learned.
The date was uncertain because
two committee members and
Judge Miller are out of the country.
Over a score of names have been
mentioned for the NARTB presidency. Many of them have come
up since Mr. Haverlin declined the
presidential offer, perhaps influenced by reluctance of some BMI
board members to release him from
the copyright agency.
Taken at random, the committee
list includes these names among
others:
Joseph A. McDonald, ABC vice
president; Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R
Representatives and broadcaster;
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, also mentioned for directorship of NARTB's
THEY

REALLY

FILL

CAPT. SAM TOWNSEND (r), USNR,
president of WARC Rochester, N. Y.,
and WKST New Castle, Pa., pins
medal on Midshipman Raymond F.
Newell, battalion leader of the
NROTC, U. of Rochester. Looking
on is Major Morgan, secretary-treasurer. Reserve Officers Assn.
aging
in 1930-35.
The director
committee
has no official
list of candidates. Appointed at

ERUP

in CENTRAL

OHIO

the NAB board meeting in Florida
last month, the committee decided
to sound out Mr. Haverlin on his
availability. Word quickly spread,
culminating in an offer to Mr.
Haverlin Feb. 28 and its rejection a
week later.
Mr. Haverlin formally notified
the presidential committee last
Monday that he had decided to decline this offer, and made the decision known to the BMI board
at a special meeting Wednesday.
The BMI board had given him a
free rein in making his decision,
and pledged its support whether
he accepted the NARTB post or
elected to remain at the helm of
BMI.
"The honor of even being considered for so important a post is i
great, but I believe my decision
to remain at BMI is in the best
interests
of allHe concerned,"
Mr.
Haverlin said.
added:
My inability to accept the position
so generously offered by the committee is based on two reasons. The
first is my belief that neither my
training nor my experience fully fits
me for the magnitudes and the complexities of the responsibilities it
entails. The second is my conviction
that I can better serve broadcasters
by staying where I am.
I shall always be profoundly grateful to the committee for the con- i
sideration it gave me, and to the BMI
board for the understanding manner
in which it gave me entire liberty to
make my own decision and for the
assurances it gave me that it would
support
follow. whatever course I elected to
NAB President Miller presided
over the Wednesday session as
(Continued on page 87)
Atlantic Baseball
(Continued from page 27)

in the event of last-minute postponement will be available. Al
Heifer, MBS sportscaster, and Dick
Binghatary.
m, his assistant, will do the
commen

Latest Hooperatings
More

Show

Listeners

♦Source: Latest SRDS Cons. Mkts.

'GOOD MILEAGE
'OM WBNS. MORE
'LISTENERS PER DOLLAR
THAN AKlV OTHER
CENTRAL OHIO
STATION /

Than Any

POWER
March 12, 1951

Columbus,

With

Other Station

Travel on WBNS, the shortest route to the big
share in this great market. $56,598,000 worth of
gas, oil and hundreds of related items are purchased annually in these 24 Central Ohio Counties.
Latest Hooperatings show that WBNS dominates
Central Ohio with more listeners than any other
station, and in Columbus, has the highest percentage of listeners every night. Write for ratings
or ask John Blair. Then pass up your competition
with WBNS.

CENTRAL
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WBNS,

WBNS

In a package deal reported as
"in excess of $100,000," Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield)
with start of the baseball season jj
March 27 will sponsor play-by-play
of 168 Hollywood Stars games and
four quarter hour disc m.c. programs daily on KLAC Hollywood.
Contract is for 39 weeks. Agency J
is Cunningham & Walsh, New
York.
Exclusive radio rights to the
games is costing the cigarette
company $20,000. This does not
include Station time or sportscasters to handle the assignment, according to Don Fedderson, KLAC
vice president and general man-

KTTV (TV) Hollywood at a cost
ager.
of $50,000 a few weeks ago acquired exclusive TV rights to 25
Hollywood Stars home games, but
no sponsor has as yet been signed.
PLUS
Los Angeles Brewing Co. (Eastside beer) at a total cost of $250,000 for the package, will sponsor
AskWELD-FM
John Blair
71 home games of the Los Angeles
Angels and 69 feature films on
KLAC-TV with start of season
5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
Feb.
19].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Telecasting
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•
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CBS

OUTLET

J

Cl,s dawn breaks, selling begins . . . and
the day's first sales messages are heard by
most Americans on radio. The salesmen
are popular local entertainers, men who
sell more products for more advertisers
than any other salesmen in the world.
Their clients are among the nation's
foremost advertisers, who recognize radio's
unique ability to sell in the
impressionable early hours of the day.
For example:
Procter & Gamble Co.

sellin

fc 8

Peet Co.
Colgate-PalmoliveKellogg Co.
Lever Brothers Co.
General Electric Co.
Sterling Drug, Inc.
Standard Brands, Inc.
Bristol-Myers Co.
Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Corp.
The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co.
B. C. Remedy Co.
Eastern Air Lines, Inc.
Curtis Publishing Co.
Pepsi-Cola
Co.
Whitehall Pharmacal
Co.
Continental Baking Co.
Florida Citrus Comm.
Musterole Co.
Consolidated
Products Co.
Grove Laboratories, Inc.

The Best Foods, Inc.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Philip Morris & Co., Ltd.
Metropolitan
Life
Insurance Co.
Philco Corp.
Vick Chemical Co.
Hill Brothers Coffee, Inc.
Pharmaco, Inc.
The Cudahy Packing Co.
International Salt Co., Inc.
Corp.
Potter Drug & Chemical
Bon Ami Co.
Centaur Co.
Carter Products, Inc.
Cowles Magazines, Inc.
Stanback Co., Ltd.
Chap Stick Co.
Kasco Mills, Inc.
Murine Co.
Warner
Norge
Div. Corp.
-BorgRootes Motors, Inc.

The advertisers listed above are using
early morning spot radio on one or more
of the nation's major stations represented
by NBC SPOT SALES. You, too, may
capitalize upon the sales impact of morning
radio advertising. Just call in an NBC
Spot Salesman. He will convince you that
your selling day should begin at dawn.

I

NBC
NEW YORK

BROADCASTING
i

CHICAGO

• Telecasting

WNBC
WMAQ
WTAM
i
WRC
5
represents: |
Spot 5Sales
I
WGY
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
KOA
KNBC

New York
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
Denver
San Francisco
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Radio
Market

Data

for
Oakland,
California

1. How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2> How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs, .
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.
3> What does Hooper say?
KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
4* Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.
5. What about KLX results
...and promotion?
Just send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.
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Research Forum
(Continued from page 26)
provide the industry with a singlestandard broadcast measurement
service was proposed last week by
Mr. Hooper, president of C. E.
Hooper Inc.
The recommendation that control
and support of broadcast audience
research be placed in the hands of
a single cooperative organization,
similar to the Cooperative Analysis
of Broadcasting which dominated
the radio ratings field until it gave
way to the aggressive attacks of
the privately owned and operated
Hooper firm, was sent Friday to
14 executives representing advertisers, agencies, networks and station representative organizations.
Presents Problem
Mr. Hooper starts by presenting
the problem as he sees it:
There is a multiplicity of ratingservices operating with different standards and techniques. Broadcasting is
now taking an even greater share of
the advertising' dollar, yet at no time
in history has there been such chaos
and confusion in any field of advertising records. The inevitable result
is that never before has the buyer of
broadcast advertising found it so difficult to learn what he is getting for
his money, and never before has the
seller been confronted with such confusing and contradictory evidence regarding the size of the audience he is
offering for sale.
Next comes the solution: "Advertisers, their agencies, the stations and the networks collectively
should sponsor, control and support
a broadcast measurement service
using one standard. They should
form an industry-wide, non-profit
association controlled by the industry and functioning as policy
makers, copyright owners, collectors of supporting revenue and contractors with 'operating' firm." The
"operating" firm suggested is C.
E. Hooper Inc.
Pointing out that the broadcast
measurement not only supplies a
basic evaluation but also furnishes
"proof of advertising," Mr. Hooper
states that "the cost of audience
measurement is and, therefore,
should be treated as a normal,
standard broadcast advertising cost
like talent, production, rehearsal
time, royalties, transcription fees,
studio rents, etc."
The industry association, he suggests, should be formed with various classes of membership, each
member paying fees reflecting his
use of broadcasting. These fees,
cumulatively, would cover the cost
of the service which, Mr. Hooper
says, need not be confined to audience measurements but might also
include coverage.
The first step for the new organization would be to take over radio
Hooperatings, TV Hooperatings
and the two-state TV program
popularity Hooperatings "on a
cost-plus contract together with all
subscriptions standing on the
Hooper books from stations, networks, agencies, advertisers and
others," Mr. Hooper proposes. If
all stations in Hooper surveyed
cities and all advertisers and agen-

cies making substantial use of radio subscribe to the service at present Hooper rates, he claims that
the change-over from a telephone
coincidental system to an automatic method of audience measurement could be financed out of participation in existing standard
Hooper services.
For the automatic method, Mr.
Hooper proposes use of the Hooperecorder system developed by his
organization which "scans" the dial
tunings of all sets in a cross section sample of homes at the rate
of IV2 seconds per set and reports
its findings to a central office.
The letter was sent to Lewis Avery,
president, Avery-Knodel Inc.; H. M.
Beville Jr., NBC director of plans and
research; Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president, Young & Rubicam;
Fairfax M. Cone, board chairman,
Foote, Cone & Belding; Ben C. Duffy,
president, BBDO; George T. Durham,
media director. Lever Bros. Co.; Marion Harper, president, McCann-Erickson; Kenneth R. Hinks, vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
Gordon Hughes, manager, Markets
Analysis Dept., General Mills; Fred
B. Manchee, director of research,
BBDO; Lowell McElroy, ANA vice
president; J. James Neale, vice president, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Victor T. Norton, NBC vice president
for administration; Mark Woods, vice
chairman, ABC.
GURNEY TO CAB
Senate Group Approves
NOMINATION of former Sen.
Chan Gurney (R-S. D.) to the Civil
Aeronautics Board, submitted by
President Truman Feb. 28, was
unanimously confirmed by the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee last Wednesday with
early Senate action expected.
A co-founder of WNAX Yankton, S. D., in 1926 and active in
radio until 1933, Mr. Gurney was
defeated in the state's primaries
last year. If approved by the Senate, he would serve the unexpired
portion of a six-year term ending
Dec. 31, 1952, vacated by Harold A.
Jones who resigned. Mr. Gurney
was succeeded in the upper chamber by Sen. Francis Case (R-S. D.)
after serving two six-year terms.
As a member of the CAB, Mr.
Gurney would receive a salary of
$15,000 per year.

HOOPER

ANSWER
In Si nd linger Suit

ANSWER and counterclaim filed
Wednesday by attorneys for C. E.
Hooper Inc. in the Sindlinger vs.
Nielsen vs. Hooper suit in the District Court in Philadelphia deny
all material allegations in the complaint against C. E. Hooper Inc.
They claim that the Hooper organization is an innocent bystander in
a controversy between Sindlinger
& Co. and A. C. Nielsen Co. and
was dragged into the controversy
merely for the convenience of the
plaintiffs.
The Hooper answer denies the
charges of monopolizing and attempting and conspiring to monopolize, the circulation of false
rumors about the plaintiffs and
interference with the customer relations of Sindlinger & Co.
CBS EMPLOYES
Vote Results Inconclusive
CBS white-collar employes in New
York, at an NLRB election March
7, voted inconclusively respecting
union representation for bargaining purposes. Two highest votes
cast were against having any union
and for Local 3, Newspaper Guild
of New York, CIO. As a consequence, a run-off election will be
held between those two choices at
a date to be announced.
Out of approximately 726 eligible
voters, a total of 644 ballots resulted, according to Arthur Goldcharge. berg, NLRB hearing officer in
The 644 ballots were broken
down as follows:
Ballots
For:
1 Void
3 Challenged
169
Local York,
3, Newspaper
Guild of
York
CIO
117
54
15
286

Local 153, Office Employes
International Union, AFL
Local 50, District 65, Distribute, Processing
and Office Workers
of America
Independent
CBS EmployesUnion Group of
Against having any whitecolor union

Swifts
Ice Cream

OLD

FRIEND

Renewing year after year,
Swift promotes the sale of its
fine ice cream through KJR's efficient coverare of Western
Washington.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
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Radio Costs Less
(Continued from page 23)
noters-per-dollar figure for magazines of 365.
(After the ad had been prepared, CBS decided that a
"weighted" average might be more
valid than the "unweighted" average used above. The network
found out, in sum, that a full-page
black-and-white ad in each of the
eight magazines would make 32,438,30,7 ad-noting impressions at a
total cost of $83,750, or 387 adnoters per dollar. This "weighted"
average is 6% higher than the
"unweighted" average, but it does
not significantly affect the comparison with radio and furthermore it is offset by subsequent increases in magazine rates, CBS
noted.)
Newspapers
The 249 figure is the average
number per dollar of noters of
500-line ads in 94 daily newspapers
in the 50 biggest U. S. cities — a
"weighted" average based on the
total people reached by 94 average
500-line ads (one in each paper)
divided by the total cost of these
ads. Using circulation figures as
reported by Standard Rate & Data
Service in January, CBS found
the combined circulation of all 94
papers to be 22,237,660. Multiplying this by 2.5 (estimated number
of readers per paper) gave an
estimated 55,594,150 people reached
by the 94 papers, and applying the

average ad - noting percentage
(10.5% — taken from the Continuing Study of Newspaper Readership) gave a total of 5,837,386 adnoters. Dividing this by the total
cost of the 94 500-line ads
($23,435) gave 249 ad-noters per
dollar for newspapers.
Half-hour once-a-week evening
programs were chosen to represent
radio in this comparison for two
reasons, CBS said. Mathematically,
it is hard to combine half-hour,
once-a-week shows with quarterhour, five-times-a-week programs.
The greatest TV competition is
against the half-hour shows, after
8 p.m. (If the strip shows had
been included, the network added,
the nighttime figure for listenersper-dollar
than 591.) would have been higher
Full-page black-and-white ads
were chosen as a "standard, reasonable measure of magazine cost
and readership," CBS explained,
and the 500-line newspaper ads
(generally about a fifth of a page)
were also chosen to be realistic
as "a fair gauge of newspaper
values for all ads of less than fullpage size." Full-page newspaper
ads, CBS noted, are too expensive
for continued use by most advertisers. Big city papers were chosen
as fairest to newspapers, since in
general the cost-per-thousand-circulation varies inversely with the
size of that circulation.
Nielsen ratings, including only
listeners hearing at least six minutes of a program and so "almost

certainly hearing one commercial
and probably several product mentions," were chosen as the best
-comparison with the ad-noting
ratings used for printed ads. Adnoters are persons who, in an aidedrecall interviews, say that they remember having seen (not read) a
particular ad. If the more rigorous "read-most" measurement had
been used (indicating those who
report reading half or more of an
ad), the magazine ad-readers-perdollar figure would have dropped
below 100. CBS stated that the
pass-along circulation of magazines, notably Life, was taken into
account. Life, for example, was
credited with 5.6 readers per copy.
Costs Included
Although time-and-talent costs
were used in the radio compilations, only space rates were
counted for newspapers and magazines, production costs (averaging
about 11% for magazines, 7%
for newspapers) being disregarded
to make the comparisons unchallangeable by printed media.
Television was omitted from the
media comparisons, CBS explained,
"because television is not yet a
national advertising medium," with
its admittedly "great impact . . .
not yet evenly distributed throughout the population and usually
available only at a premium price."
"In measuring the three big national media," CBS summed up,
"we have made an earnest effort to
use the most recent data, to use
comparable data and to make only
comparisons that are thoroughly
fair. If anything, we think we
have leaned over backwards to give
printed media an advantage. Omission of production costs is a case in

Myrtle Mikko
MRS. MYRTLE HAFFER MIKKO,
point."
39, died March 4 at Columbia Hospital, Washington. Burial was
Wednesday at Atlantic City, N. J.
She is survived by her husband,
Frederick Mikko, and father, Gustave Haffer. Mrs. Mikko was secretary to W. Theodore Pierson of
the law firm of Pierson & Ball for
the past seven and a half years.
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March 12: BMI Program Clinic and
Missouri Broadcasters Assn. Meeting,
Jefferson City, Mo.
March 12-13: American Management
Assn., Marketing
Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
March 13: NARTB-RTMA-FM Industry
Committee
ton, D. C. Joint Meeting, WashingMarch 13: NBC Affiliates Meeting,
Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Texas.
March 14: BMI Program Clinic, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
March 15: Excise Tax Hearings on
Radio-TV, House Ways & Means
Committee, Room 1102 New House
Office Bldg., Washington, D. C.
March 15-17: Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Board of Governors Meeting,
Ottawa, Ont.
WFPG STRIKE
Engineers, Announcers Out
WFPG Atlantic City went off the
air March 6 at 8:40 p.m. when its
engineering staff walked off duty
without notice and without continuing negotiation, according to Fred
Weber, station manager.
IBEW had demanded raises up
to 58%, as well as other concessions, he said, adding the union
had taken strike action without
notice of any kind. He said only
two negotiation meetings had been
held with IBEW, March 2 and 6.
Announcers failed to report for
duty March 7, he declared, recalling National Labor Relations Board
recently held a hearing on recognition of WFPG announcers but
has not yet issued a decision.
Katz Agency Additions
FRANK FITZPATRICK and
Charles McAbee Jr., were named
last week to the radio sales staff
of Katz Agency, New York office.
Mr. Fitzpatrick, with a substantial
background in the radio representation field and also in newspaper
and magazine space sales, joins
Katz today (Monday). Mr. McAbee, formerly with NBC Spot
day.
Sales and George P. Hollingbery
Co., begins his new duties Thurs-

00*
PERSONSESWHO446,6
SPEND...
REACH
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

WREN
IS IN TOWN!

i

IC.

TOPEKA
Kansas

5000
Watts

For first hand information on radio in the Topeka market,
call WREN's Fred Conger at Weed and Company offices.
Chicago: State 2898
N.Y.: Murray Hill 3-8078
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* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropolian centers, asnring unduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
LNationally Raprefnted by W1LUAM G. HAMBEAU CO. J
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ates
PACKAGED
BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT

There

is no split responsibility

when

installing

Gates — all

items of consequence are manufactured in the spacious Gates
factory. These include such vital
accessories
modulation
antenna

as frequency

and

monitors, turntables,

coupling

phasors and many

equipment,
other similar

equipments often purchased and
not manufactured.
Performance

and

wise — quality and

appearanceconstruction-

wise — there is great value in the Gates
matched package system. The greatest
value of all is in "no buck to pass" — with
Gates your one source supply, Gates is the
one source that must produce
they do! This is evidenced
broadcasting

results, and

by more

Gates

installations in the past five

years than any other make.
*Gates BC1F air-conditioned 1000 watt
broadcast transmitter. Leader in the quality
field. In use all over the world. Descriptive
brochure on request.
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MORNING symposium on broadcast transmission systems, an
afternoon panel discussion of the
"Empire State Story" and an evening session on color television will
combine to make Tuesday (March
20)" the vention
bigof the
day Institute
of the 1951
conof Radio
Engineers for the broadcast engineering contingent.
The four-day meeting (March
19-22) will be held in New York
with headquarters and meetings
divided between the Waldorf-Astoria and Grand Central Palace,
where the exhibits of technical and
scientific electronic equipment also
will be housed. As is customary at
these IRE gatherings, the emphasis is placed on the papers in
which the country's leading electronic scientists reveal the results
of their labors during the past
year. Several hundred papers,
ranging in subject matter from
such abstract topics as the extension of the mathematical theory of
random networks into the field of
biology to such down-to-earth
material as the design of radio and
television receivers, are scheduled
for presentation in more than 40
symposia during the convention.
Robert C. Sprague, president of
the Sprague Electric Co. and chairman of the board of RTMA, will be
chief speaker at the annual con-

vention banquet in the Waldorf's
grand ballroom Wednesday evening. This dinner session also will
feature the presentation of the
IRE awards. This year's major
award, the IRE Medal of Honor,
will be made to Vladimir K.
Zworykin, vice president and technical consultant of RCA Labs, in
recognition of his pioneering work
in television.
Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager
of radio and allocations engineering, IRE president in 1950, will
serve as toastmaster of the president's luncheon on Tuesday, when
he will turn over the president's
gavel formally to the 1951 president, I. S. Goggeshall, general
traffic manager of overseas communications, Western Union Telegraph Co. Jack Carson, comedy
star of his own program on NBCTV, will enterntain at the luncheon,
to be held in the hotel's Starlight
Roof.
McRae To Speak
Annual meeting of the Institute
will be held at 10:30 Monday morning in the Grand Ballroom. Dr.
James W. McRae, director of transmission development, Bell Telephone Labs, will be the principal
speaker at this meeting, opening
session of the convention.
Speakers at the Tuesday morning
session on broadcast transmission

Papers, Exhibits Set
systems and their topics will be: R.
H. Tanner, Northern Electric Co.,
Belleveill, Ont., "Master Control Facilities for a Large Studio Center";
P. S. Christaldi,
DuMontin Labs,
tronic Instrumentation
AM, FM"Elecand
TV Broadcasting Through Use of the
Cathode-Ray Oscillograph"; Carl E.
Smith, WHK Cleveland, "Performance
of Sectionalized Broadcasting Towers"; R. A. Isberg, KRON-TV San
Francisco, "Increased Economy and
Operating Efficiency Through Systemic Design"; G. Edward Hamilton,
ABC, "Technical Considerations of
Television Recording."
Tuesday Panel
Participants in the Tuesday afternoon panel discussion of the "Empire
State Story" will be: O. B. Hanson,
R. F. Guy, Lester Looney, NBC; Frank
Marx, ABC; R. D. Chipp, DuMont TV
network; T. E. Howard, WPIX (TV)
New York; H. Gihring, RCA; F. G.
Kear, Kear & Kennedy; W. F. Lamb,
Shrieve, Lamb & Harmon; B. H.
Richardson, Starrett Bros. & Ekin.
The Tuesday evening meeting on
color television will include the following papers and speakers: "Prinof Adding Color Bell
to Television,"
W. T. ciplesWintringham,
Telephone
Labs; "Color Television as a Multiples Problem," D. B. Smith, Philco
Corp.; "Spectrum Utilization in Color
Television," R. B. Dome, General Electric Co.; "Some Laboratory Experiences with Color Television," A. V.
Loughren, Hazeltine Electronics Corp.
The convention agenda also includes three daytime meetings devoted to television — a Monday
afternoon session on color TV, a
Thursday morning session on
various aspects of television transmission and a Thursday afternoon
session on TV receivers. TV sets
also will be discussed along with
radio sets in a broadcast receiver
session on Wednesday afternoon.
CONNECTICUT State Network reelected Glover Delaney of WTHT
Hartford, president, and Paul Baumgartel, executive secretary of group.
Member stations of network are:
WSTC Stamford; WTHT Hartford;
WNEC New London; WNHC New
Haven, WNAB Bridgeport, WATR
Waterbury; WTOR Torrington.

<*m<jL MSu PRt STO

WITHIN
17 hours,
end Sheldon
in9 Week
Flam
Peterson, KLZ Denver special events and news director,
made eight recordings of
two spectacular fires and
gave listeners accounts
realistic upto-the-minute
on
three news programs. Fire
in the Denver Athletic Club
the afternoon of Feb. 17 cost
four lives and an estimated
$1 million. Mr. Peterson had
four on-the-scene tape recordings readied for the 5
p.m. newscast. For the 10
p.m. newscast, he had three
more taped recordings. Early
next morning, Mr. Peterson
was called out of bed for a
$500,000-$l
the
Wolhurstmillion
SaddlefireClubat
and had a telephone-recorded
story in time for the 9:30
a.m. newscast.
HAWTHORN
NAME
To Defense Agency Post
APPOINTMENT of Arthur S.
Hawthorn, RCA Engineering Products Dept., as special assistant to
Walter W. Watts in the Defense
Production Administration, has
been announced. Mr. Watts, vice
president of the department, joined
DPA last January as assistant to
the adminstrator. Mr. Hawthorn
will advise on staff matters and
supervise the agenda for the DPA
Production Executive Committee.
Arthur Treanor, part owner of
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., and
executive consultant for Booth
newspapers for 30 years, was officially named director of National
Production Authority's Printing &
Publishing Div. [Closed Circuit,
Feb. 19]. Donald G. Shook, the
division's acting director, was appointed deputy director. He has
been a weekly newspaper publisher
and commercial printer.
DPA also announced appointment
of Morris V. Rosenbloom, National
speSecurity Resources Board, as
cial assistant to Edwin T. Gibson,
General Foods Corp., who was
named deputy administrator for
staff services last month.
THE
NUMBER ONE
MADISON
STATION
SERVING
A METROPOLITAN

9M

AREA

OF
168,630
REPRESENTING AN INCREASE
OF 29.1% OVER 1940
Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON 1310 ... ESTABLISHED 1925
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THEATRE

IT'S INTERESTING. . . DIFFERENT. . . INFORMATIVE
featuring an All-Star Cast including:
MYCALEX 410 The most versatile and nearly perfect insulating material yet
developed for the electronic industry, meeting all the requirements for Grade L-4A,
and fully approved as Grade L-4B under Joint Army-Navy Specification JAN-1-10.
MYCALEX 410X The leadless formulation that can be injection molded to
extremely close tolerances.
MYCALEX 400 Low-loss sheet insulation fully approved by the Army and
Navy as Grade L-4 insulation under Joint Army-Navy Specification JAN-1-10.
MYCALEX K A complete series of capacitor dielectrics available in sheets, rods
and molded parts to order.
Admission free — no waiting — no standing!
For an interesting and informative 22-minutes of
entertainment, in full color, be sure to drop-in at the
MYCALEX THEATRE at the I.R.E. Show. You'll
see the entire story of how MYCALEX, the low cost,
high efficiency dielectric is manufactured and
fabricated from raw material to finished product,
and how it can be used in your applications.
This film is particularly timely and significant
in view of the current acceleration in the electronic
field. Anyone, even remotely interested in dielectric
materials, will benefit by and enjoy seeing this
really remarkable film. We'll be looking for you!

TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. Off.

i

BROADCASTING

•

CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade-Marks
Executfve Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20 • Plant and General Offices: Clifton, New Jersey
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Promotion
■

iatama
HONORED
during Fisher
40th anniversary
luncheonwithat- (ISeattle
is
Merrill Mueller
(second,Flouring
I), NBCMills'
commentator,
who huddles
to r)
Earle Lawrence, manager. Fisher's Packaged Products Div.; Walter G.
Tolleson, NBC Western Network's
and asst.
sales sales
mgr. mgr.; J. S. Davis, Fisher v. p.

HADACOL medicine man is Stan
Johnson (r), druggist and club president of Beloit, Wis., Fellow Optimists
Club. Getting lift from giant-sized
bottle is WBEL Beloit General Manager L. O. Fitzgibbons.

JUDGING entries for "Name the
Dog" contest
Chicago
show on
are Skip
(I to Farrel's
r) Homer WMAQ
Heck,
station's
prod.
-prog.
mgr.;
Harry
Ward, WMAQ continuity acceptance
mgr.; A. W. Kaney, station relations
mgr.; Jack Ryan, NBC Chicago press
chief.

TRIO who sparked KCBS San Francisco and Lucky Stores (grocery
chain)
campaign
homes gift
for aged
are (IfortoNo.r) Calif.
Forrest's
May, Lucky Stores pres.; Bill Weaver,
KCBS disc jockey; Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS v. p. and KCBS gen. mgr.

TOASTING 100th broadcast of NBC's
daytime serial. Dr. Paul, and coincident 50th anniversary for Wesson
Oil and Snowdrift Sales Co., sponsor,
are (I to r) John Dawson, Pacific
Coast div. sales mgr.. Wesson; Lewis
S. Frost, asst. to NBC Western Div.
v.p.; division's v. p., John K. West.
HELPING hand to hospital patients is given by KTFI Twin Falls. Presenting
25 of total 35 Zenith portable bedside radio sets to J. C. McGilvray, superintendent of newly-built Magic Valley Memorial Hospital, is KTFI Manager F.
M. Gardner.

BASEBALL

Drives Set

GATE

By NAB, RTMA
TWO separate promotion projects designed to boost attendance at major
and minor league baseball games have been launched by broadcasters
and set manufacturers.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. announced last week it had sent to all
member companies a baseball promotion packet. This project is de- vens, Crosley Division.
Appointment of Mr. Brescia to
signed for participation of distributors and dealers as well as the baseball league post was made
set makers.
by Phillip Piton, assistant to the
NAB disclosed that Matty Bres- president of NAPBL, on NAB's
recommendation. Mr. Brescia will
cia, owner of Matty Brescia Enterprises, Memphis, had been retained
prepare a promotion campaign for
as consultant in
radio and television stations as well
radio and TV to
as minor-league club owners.
the National
Earlier in the winter William B.
Assn. of ProfesRyan, then NAB general manager
sional Baseball
and now Broadcast Advertising
Leagues. He will
Bureau president, participated in
serve as liaison
conferences between baseball inbetween the
terests, led by President George
Trautman of NAPBL, and NAB
leagues dio-TV
andinterests.
raofficials.
Both NAB and
Former Broadcaster
RTMA pledged
Mr. Brescia
during winter
Mr. Brescia will be retained for
conferences to support organized
a
six-week to three-month period,
baseball during the coming season.
working with radio and TV station
Many club owners have contended
and network operators. He is a
radio and TV play-by-play pro- former
broadcaster, having been at
grams tend to cut down attendance
WMPS Memphis and NBC Chicago.
at the ball parks.
Working with Mr. Ryan for NAB
Taking the lead in RTMA's co- has been Robert K. Richards, NAB
operation with leagues were its
Sales Managers Committee and public affairs director, now deAdvertising Committee. Both urged
signed to cooperate with Mr. Brescia in developing the promotional
complete cooperation with baseball
organizations as 1,000 radio and campaign.
TV stations prepare for their
Mr. Ryan commented on the drive
heaviest season of game coverage,
as follows:
with perhaps 300 more stations
In all of our conversations with
airing the contests than was the Mr. Trautman and Mr. Piton and
case in 1950.
others in the baseball group, I have
found a sympathetic attitude toward
closer working relationships between
Suggests Tie-ins
great American game and the
RTMA's promotion packet lists the
great American medium. It is true
31 methods of cooperation and re- that gate receipts have fallen off in
minds that National Baseball Week
some ball parks during the past two
will be observed April 15-21. Spe- seasons, but there is no demonstrable
cial tie-ins are suggested for this evidence that radio has been the prinevent.
cipal cause of this loss.
Mr. Trautman and his associates
Theme of RTMA's campaign is
feel with me that a proper working
set forth by a special subcommittee
that carried out the project. The arrangement between baseball executives and broadcasters will not only
theme is to sell baseball and telecontinued radio-baseball servvision— not one at the expense of insure
ice to the public, but convince club
the other — in publicity, window dis- owners that a medium which has
plays, direct mail, along with radio proved its ability to sell all kinds of
and TV networks and stations.
broadcasts and services can also sell
the ball games.
Members of the RTMA subcommittee are Dan Halpin, RCA Victor
Division, chairman; Fred Lyman,
Allen B. DuMont Labs; V. C. HaNIELSEN PACT
MBS, CBS Get Index Service
A. C. NIELSEN Co. has completed
'Why the BasebaN Bat?'
long-term subscriptions to the NaIN THE words of KWFC Hot
tional Nielsen Radio Index Service
Springs, Ark., it is "selling
with Mutual and CBS and is conbaseball with a baseball bat."
tinuing negotiations with ABC and
To publicize the fact that
NBC for similar contracts, meanKWFC will carry play-bywhile continuing service to those
play descriptions of baseball
networks
under an interim agreement.
games, the station is sending
salesmen to prospective sponsors armed with baseball
CBS' new agreement with Nielsen is said to call for payment of
bats, as sort of a conversaabout $100,000 a year and the MBS
tion piece. When the prospect
agreement for about half that sum,
asks,
"Why the baseball
representing increases well above
the salesman
launchesbat,"
his
50% for both networks. New arselling pitch. At last report,
rangement with each network is a
salesman had a respectable
batting average.
long-term affair, running for more
than two years.
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TRUSCON
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WOW, Omaha, Nebr. Truscon
Self-Supporting Radio Tower,
500 feet high overall.

world

leader

in

better

radio

tower

engineering

Truscon experience in radio tower engineering is
world wide . . . meeting all types of topographical
and meteorological conditions . . . and supplying
many different tower types— guyed or selfsupporting . . . tapered or uniform in cross-section
. . .for AM, FM or TV transmission.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient
Truscon district office, or to our home office in
Youngstown, will bring you immediate, capable
engineering assistance. Call or write today.

WHDH, Boston, Mass. Three
Truscon Guyed Towers; 565
feet,605 feet,and 645 feet high.

WSAM AM-FM, Saginaw, Michigan. Truscon386Self-Supporting
Tower,
feet high.

See the Truscon
Exhibit, Booth 230,
Institute of Radio
Engineers Show.

KAA-284, Owatonna, Minnesota, Northern Natural Gas
Company. Truscon Self-Supporting Tower, 260 feet high.

WXEL-TV, Cleveland,
Ohio. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
437 feet high.

WTCH, Shawano, Wisconsin. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
240 feet high.

WMRI -FM, Marion,
Indiana. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
336 feet high.

TRUSCON®
COMPANY
Subsidiary ofSTEEL
Republic Steel Corporation
BROADCASTING
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WEMP-FM, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Truscon
Self-Supporting Tower,
456 feet high.
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TO REACH THE
GREATEST

NUMBER

OF PEOPLE IN

S
OHIO'
t
1st Marke

24 HOURS A DAY*

THE

ECONOMICAL
WAY
IS
WW

* Ohio's 1st Market
* 10th Richest in the nation
* Reaching the worker audience in one of the greatest
industrial expansion areas in
the Great Lakes region!

'ROUND-THE-CLOCK
L-l-S T-E-N-l-N-G
Local Sports News
Plus
National Sports Events
Through

. . .

LIBERTY
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
The only Cleveland Radio Station
on the air 24 hours a day!

serving Ohio's \\
1st market U VIM
24-hours §

Cleveland

1260 kc. 5000 w.
day! Evtrttt-McKinrtty
aftepreientMAy
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SPECIAL FM radio receiver for use
by civil defense organizations having
Two-way radio systems at their command has been announced by General Electric. Neal F. Harmon, CD
coordinator for the GE Electronics
Dept., discusses design features of the
"Civil Defender" receiver with
Charles Race, designer of the unit.

Field Tests 'Successful'
OPPORTUNITY to broaden the
scope of FM station operations and
infuse new business blood in that
field is envisioned by Multiplex
Development Corp., following "successful" field tests of its multiplexing. FCC has been given the
findings on the system which permits simultaneous transmission of
three separate programs without
interfering
withservice.
a station's general broadcast
According to William S. Halstead, president of the New York
firm, the report was prepared by
Murray Crosby, Crosby Laboratories, who had been retained as
Multiplex consultant. FCC had requested detailed field measurements
as condition of an experimental
broadcast authorization made early
last year.
Mr. Halstead cited the advantages of successful multiplexing,
particularly at this time when demands of new radio services — for
defense communications, specialized forms of broadcasting such as
subscription radio, storecasting,
transit radio and mobile communications— are creating channel allocation problems.
Technical Findings
Among technical findings of the
field test report were:
Spectrum width of transmitted wave
of FM station actually is reduced
through multiplexing; /
A second
channel of "ex-is
cellent"program
transmission characteristics
provided
without
interference
to the
main channel;
The main channel of the FM station
continues to meet all high-fidelity FCC
requirements relative to FM stations;
Mr. Crosby's report also points
out that the FM signal broadcast
to the general public is received by
it on regular low cost, mass-produced FM receivers and no measurable degradation of service is
produced by the additional multiplexed signals. Successful multiplex transmission to a moving

2,228,020 Receivers
Produced in Year
FM OUTPUT
UP
RADIO set manufacturers turned out 2,228,020 radio and TV receivers
containing tuning circuits for the FM band in 1950, according to an
analysis
the year's
outputof by
RTMA offound
that 18%
the Radio-Television
8,174,600 home Mfrs.
radiosAssn.
(excluding
portables)
—
1,471,900
sets
—
contained FM circuits. It found that
eluding portables), 86% were
10% of the 7,463,800 TV receivers
straight radio table models.
— 756,120 sets — contained tuners
for the FM band.
Previously RTMA had announced
that
broadcast and 7,These figures compare to 1 mil- 463,80014,589,900
TV sets were turned out
lion radios with FM in 1949, and
during
the year
•
500,000 TV sets with FM.
Telecasting,
Feb.[Broadcasting
12].
Production data cover the entire
industry, RTMA members and nonmembers alike. They were compiled
by the RTMA Industry Statistics
Committee, headed by Frank W.
Mansfield,
Sylvania Electric Products.
TV Output
Breaking down TV output,
RTMA found that 2,941,560, or
39%, were table models; 3,820,060
or 51% were consoles or consolettes; 702,180 or 9% were phono
combinations.
Of the 8,174,600 home radios (exvehicle in the New York City area
is also cited.
Field tests were held in various
sections of New York City and
suburbs, with fringe reception
tests as far as 45 miles from the
FM station, KE2XKH, located at
70 Pine St. Facilities were formerly under call of WGYN.
Pending before the Commission
is a petition for a rule-making procedure seeking FCC authority to
permit FM stations to utilize benefits of multiplexing signals. It's
felt that the supplementary services would be a boon to FM, particularly in affording additional
channels of revenue for those presently losing money.
Principals in the Multiplex firm,
besides Mr. Halstead, a radio engineer, as president, are Frederic
A. Willis, vice president and director, who served with the OSS
during the war and at one time
was a CBS executive; and Alvin Untermyer, a New York attorney, as director.
The Washington radio law firm
of Kreiger and Jorgensen represents Multiplex Development Corp.

SPORTS CLINIC
Broadcasters Given Tips
GOALS to strive for were enumerated at the first annual clinic for
sports broadcasters at the U. of
Florida, Gainesville, Feb. 26-28.
"Personal integrity is essential,"
said Walter (Red) Barber, CBS
sports director. "You are the eyes
of the listener, and you are obliged
to report facts, nothing more, nothAl Heifer, chief sports announcer
for ingMBS,
less." declared that "preparation is 75% ofwas
your discussed
broadcast." by
Television
George Walsh, ABC and DuMont,
Philadelphia. Mr. Walsh emphasized: "Never lose sight of the
fact that the audience can see as
well as hear. Make them a part
of All
the speakers
contest." urged that sports
announcers undertake a crusade
against gambling, pointing out that
if this is not done, sports very well
could be ruined.
Others who spoke were, A. K.
(Rosey) Roswell, chief sportscaster
for the Pittsburgh Pirates; Burt
Shotton, former Brooklyn Dodger
and Philadelphia Phillies manager;
Jack Cummins, sports director,
WTVJ-TV Miami; Bob Woodruff,
U. of Florida head football coach,
and J. Frank Goodwin, U. of Florida professor of salesmanship.
Florida's General Extension Division conducted the clinic. The
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters cooperated.

UPPERLY IMPOSSIBLE
TO GET MILKEP
Al^OUISP HERE
WTADON

WITH

THE AIR

IB
930 KC. 1,000 Watts CBS
©UINCY, ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

Our Silver Anniversary Year of Service — to 88,210
rural-urban homes in the tri-state area of III., Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.
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WESTINGHOUSE
Reports Income Gain
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
Corp.'s 1950 net income totaled
$77,922,944, compared with $67,268,555 in 1949, according to the
company's annual report, issued
last Tuesday.
Net sales billed for 1950 reached
a record high of $1,019,923,051, as
against the 1949 total of $945,699,382 and the former all-time peak
of $970,673,847 set in 1948.
The report did not break down
the totals to show figures for individual Westinghouse companies,
which include Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc. (WBZ-AM-FM-TV
Boston, WBZA-AM-FM Springfield, Mass., KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, KYW-AM-FM Philadelphia,
WOWO-AM-FM Fort Wayne, and
KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore.).
Reviewing 1950 activities, the
report cited Westinghouse production of radar-directed rocket-firing
devices and other military equipment; called attention to production of a mercury vapor lamp useful both in improving quality of
film telecasts and in insuring safer
flying, and said 1950 brought a record demand for Westinghouse radio
and TV sets and home appliances.
Cites Cutback
In line with his preceding week's
estimate that Westinghouse radio
and television set production will
drop about 20% during the first
quarter of 1951 and perhaps up to
about 35% for the entire year
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 5], President Gwilym A.
Price said "more and more Westinghouse facilities will be devoted
to defense production as 1951 progresses."
He outlined a $42 million expansion program for 1951, which includes a new electronic tube division expected to employ about 1,000
persons in two buildings to be
erected near Elmira, N. Y. He also
noted that construction already has
started on a TV plant at Metuchen,
N. J., "which if the military situation requires will be used for electronics production."

TAFT

POLICY

Revealed Regarding MBS
BROADCAST policy of Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) is not to place
any time for radio addresses on the
Mutual network, it is understood.

BENEFIT party held by the Detroit chapter of AFRA catches this "bull session" off guard with (I to r) James G. Riddell, president, WXYZ Detroit;
Boaz Siegel, AFRA executive secretary; Pierre Paulin, president, WWJ Detroit,
and Edwin K. Wheeler, formerly with WWJ and now business manager for
the Detroit News.
FARNSWORTH SUIT
Filed in District Court
FARNSWORTH RADIO & Television Corp., now owned by International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., and Jesse B. McCargar, Edwin M. Martin, Lloyd S. Gilmour,
Philo T. Farnsworth, George Everson and Paul H. Hartman, former
officers and /or directors of Farnsworth, were named in a suit by two
stockholders, Barnet Joseph and
Max Felshin, filed March 5 in the
U. S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.
Plaintiffs alleged that "false
statements of material facts . . ."
concerning the "nature and value
of
Farnsworth's
its
financial
condition inventory,
and net losses
. . ." had been made; and that the
individual defendants "did avail
themselves of their inside and fiduciary relationship to . . . obtain
and utilize information obtained as
directors and officers ... to sell
their respective stock holdings at
prices greatly in excess of those
prices which could have been obtained .. . when the true facts . . .
were publicly revealed. . . ." The
plaintiffs asked $2660.08, and damages for stockholders so entitled.

Morse Heads Del Monte
S. F. B. MORSE is chairman of
the board of the Del Monte Properties and not of California Packing Corp. as was incorrectly reported in a picture caption in
Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb.
26. Mr. Morse extended greetings
to participants in the Bing Crosby
Pro-amateur Golf Tournament
which was broadcast over LBS with
origination through KDON Santa
Cruz, Calif.

Jack Martin,
Sen.made
Taft'sthisadministrative assistant,
known
when asked to verify a report that
Sen. Taft had refused at first to
go on MBS until Mutual News
Commentator Frank Edwards,
sponsored by the AFL, submitted
his news scripts for inspection.
Mr. Martin denied this report,
saying that the Senator had not
asked MBS to delete criticism of
him or his labor policy. The spokesman explained that the Senator
had informed the network that he
would not place time with it beof theEdwards
"consistent"
attack,is
which causeMr.
allegedly
mountingicies.against
Senator's
Mr. Martinthe said
these polattacks are contained "in almost every broadcast
by Mr. of
Edwards."
The
misconstrual
the Taft
policy in regard to MBS broadcasts
probably came about because of an
attempt by Sen. Taft to cancel a
Lincoln Day dinner speech he had
scheduled over the network, according to Mr. Martin. He explained that Sen. Taft finally decided to let that broadcast proceed
because too many arrangements
would have been involved had the
program been cancelled.
Third

UIDZ

Oldest

Station

in the Nation
making

FRIENDS

and SALES

for 30 YEARS

On March 17, WDZ is celebrating its 30th Anniversary.
WDZ first went on the air with a power of 10 watts. Today, with
1000 watts of power and 28 BMB counties, WDZ is recognized as
the major selling force in the Billion Dollar Decatur Market.

Deposits and assets in Mississippi banks are now at an
all-time high. This is more
reason than ever why you should
reach this prosperous market through
WJDX . . . "the voice of Mississippi."
BROADCASTING

For 30 years, WDZ has provided news, public service and entertainment to a continuously growing loyal audience. These
listeners can become your customers when you use THE
selling power of WDZ in the rich Decatur market.
See Free & Peters
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

DECATUR
ILLINOIS

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

Third Oldest Station in the Nation
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lOOO WATTS
1050 KCS
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ON

THE
THE

SPOT
SALE

INFLUENCE

IN PACIFIC

NETWORK

RADIO,

MAKES

COAST
TOO!

The don lee network has powerful on the spot influence in
45 important Pacific Coast markets— and in 24 of these markets, Don Lee is the on/fy"hometown"network station.
This, above all else, explains why Don Lee is the hardest selling network on the Pacific Coast; it's designed to sell
Pacific Coast people on the spot locally, where they live and where they spend their 15/2 billion dollars annually.
With Don Lee, there is consistently good reception by Pacific Coast listeners because Don Lee— and only Don
Lee— was built to meet the special Pacific Coast reception problems. Great distances between markets, mountain
ranges (5,000 to 14,495 feet high) and low ground conductivity made it advisable to locate network stations
within each of the many vital marketing areas. That's why the best, most complete and most economical coverage
for the Pacific Coast is obtained with Don Lee's 45 local network radio outlets.
Only Don Lee, therefore, offers advertisers the persuasive power of local influence, local prestige and on the
spot selling. That's important in selling and it's an exclusive Don Lee network selling advantage.
willet H. brown, President • ward d. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
I 31 3 NORTH VINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
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Of 45 Major Pacific Coast
8
3
ONLY 10
have
Don
Lee
have Don Lee
have stations
and 1 other
of all 4
and 2 other
network station
network stations
networks
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Cities24
have Don Lee
and NO other
network station
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With Don Lee, your product gets local "hometown" acceptance where you want it— to meet your specialized
marketing problems. You buy coverage to fit your distribution. No waste. You buy only what you need.
Only Don Lee can direct your sales message to all Pacific Coast radio families from a network station located
within these 45 important marketing areas. It's the most logical, the most economical, the most influential coverage you can get for the Pacific Coast. That's why Don Lee consistently broadcasts more regionally sponsored
programs than any other Pacific Coast network.
Don Lee Stations on Parade: KWIL— ALBANY, OREGON
Located close to the boundary between Linn and Benton Counties, KWIL is the only network station locally serving the
rich central Willamette valley of Oregon. The two counties have a population of about 82,000 people who spent well over
$50,000,000 in retail sales in 1949. The on-the-spot selling power of KWIL will put you in command of this wealthy market; the 45-station Don Lee Network will put you in selling command of the entire Pacific Coast.

The

Nation's

Greatest

Regional

Network

Represented Nationally by JOHN blair & company
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ANA-lyzed

editorial

*|

WE DON'T know what statistical hocus-pocus
the Assn. of National Advertisers will use to
substantiate its soon-to-be-renewed campaign
for radio rate reductions, but we will bet the
ANA steers clear of any cost-per-thousand
comparisons between radio and other media.
A CBS research study, reported in detail
elsewhere in this issue, shows that radio
reaches so many more people per advertising
dollar than magazines or newspapers that
there is no argument at all to support a demand for cutting radio rates.
The study shows that, if anything, radio
ought to raise its prices.
The ANA's unsuccessful attempt last summer to force radio rate cuts was based on the
theory that television had drained off so much
radio audience that radio network advertising
had become uneconomical. Without doubt, radio
has lost audience to television, but also, without doubt, radio still delivers more people per
dollar spent than competing media.
That kind of arithmetic can be figured on a
cash register. It's the kind of simple truth
that cannot be explained away, no matter how
hard the ANA tries.

Blunder in California
THE YEARS have seen an alarming increase
in the potency of the FCC drive toward program regulation. Invidiously, the force has
been indirectly applied. FCC spokesmen— from
every pulpit available — have declaimed against
hint of regulation of program coneven tentthe
in advance.
Thus, the orientation has been indirect
through hearing designation of applications
for renewal; through statements of policy regarding renewal standards; through the infamous Blue Book, and now through the proposed conference on the content of television
which well could become the Pink
program
Book. s,
The evil of this extralegal drive for program
control was best pointed up in the 1948 report
of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee on the progenitor of the present
McFarland Bill (S 1333). The Committee said:
But to write a decision which censures a
licensee and establishes a new course of
conduct for him, and that course of conduct
is inferentially prescribed for all licensees
by that decision, is a thoroughly bad andto
indefensible procedure. It is contrary
every concept of American jurisprudence;
it smacks of cunning and clever legal subterfuge; it is that type of administration
that has brought the Commission into ill
repute; it is the principle reason for the
ative procedures restrengthened com enadministr
ded in this bill.
A few years ago no one would have believed
a report that organized broadcasters anywhereof
in this land would invite direct censorship
programs in advance.
As the lawyers would say, mirabile dictu,
that day has come!
It happened in California. At a meeting last
month of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., FCC Regional Attorney Joseph Brenner was a speaker. When he concluded, several
broadcasters asked if he would be willing to
institute a series of workshop discussions on
programming planning that would conform to
FCC desires. Mr. Brenner was willing, if sufficient interest is expressed, to conduct a course
on what the FCC wants in programming.
So members of SCBA are filling out a postcard questionnaire indicating whether or not
they will delegate program managers to attend
classes, the day of the week and the time of
day they would prefer indoctrination.
It's hard to believe that those responsible
quite realize what they are doing. No doubt,
advance instructions by FCC personnel on how
to plan programs is economical. It might save
money and get some security. Good pupils will
avoid danger of hearings on renewals and, if
they learn
theirform
lessons
theycalls
won't
ceive the FCC
letterwell,
which
for rean

THE ON-THE-AIR
campaignPerkin
by WOW' Omaha
Keep 'em
urging listeners to replace or repair faulty
radio sets is one that might well be taken up
by all broadcasters. As WOW says: "If world
peace efforts fail, your radio will be the most
important device in your home."
The importance of radio (and television) as
a defense arm has been underscored repeatedly,
most recently by the National Production Authority which wisely has assured an adequate
supply
of
functioning.replacement parts to keep equipment

affidavit of a "responsible officer of the licensee" explaining away some programs concerning which some bluenose has objected.
Economy and security, indeed!
It was the desire for security and the reluctance to do their own thinking which made
many of the German and the Italian people
such willing collaborators of their dictators.
Any such trend here is far more dangerous
than appears from the seemingly innocent development in Southern California.
It is to be hoped that the SCBA members
will by now have awakened to the horrendous
implications of the course they have set. Surely
the wish for a free radio cannot be consistently
coupled with the desire for security at any
cost.

Another development heartening to broadcasters is the appointment of Lewis Allen
Weiss, former board chairman of Don Lee
and of MBS, as director of the Office of Civilian
Requirements in the NPA. Mr. Weiss, a man
of vast practical experience, understands the
extreme usefulness of broadcasting in a time
of crisis.
It behooves broadcasters not only to see to
it that their own plants are in good operating
condition but also to encourage proper maintenance of the instrument that completes the
broadcast connection — the receiver. Truly
these days a radio set can be the most important device in any home.
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KJBS

to BAB

to BAM?

THE $140,000 research project proposed by
the KJBS Special Test Survey Committee to
evaluate audience measurement methods is
just the kind of job for which Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc., as yet a paper organization, was conceived.
It is also intended to produce the kind of
fundamental research that is needed by Broadcast Advertising Bureau as raw material in
preparing sales aids for radio and television.
We think BAB, which is now getting underway under new and vigorous leadership, should
take the project under its supervisory wing,
assigning the actual work to a BAM activated
for this specific first purpose. The project
is so desperately needed to releive the present
muddle in broadcasting research that it should
be launched immediately.

£

our respects to:

GEORGE

BENNETT

LARSON

GEORGE
BENNETT
was
looked upon
as a boy LARSON,
wonder in who
the radio
industry 25 years ago, today is obliged
to perform wonders that were beyond imagihim. nation when the title was first conferred upon
Mr. Larson is vice president and general
manager of WPIX (TV) New York, an independent station with a budget to match,
tions.
situated amidst the big-spending network staThe miracle Mr. Larson is asked to pass is
that of persuading large numbers of television
viewers to tune in WPIX at the same time that
other stations are carrying ornate programs
that cost as much as $50,000 a performance.
Since that is the kind of money that Mr. Larson
can afford to spend on about a week of program ing, itis easy to see what demands are
made on his ingenuity in accomplishing his
mission.
Fortunately, he learned early in his career
the trick of stretching a dollar beyond the
limits of elasticity intended by the U. S. mint.
Ben Larson likes to recall, however, a
hard nugget of wisdom passed on to him 25
years ago when, seeking a larger program
budget, he was told by Program Director Sid
Fox of KDYL Salt Lake City:
"Ben, anybody can do it with money. It takes
a smart guy to do it without money."
Since that time, Mr. Larson readily concedes, this bit of philosophy has rung true as
a solid advertising fact, and as a credo to
remember in current video budget problems..
As he puts it: "I doubt if the time will ever
arrive when we don't have to economize and
review constantly the expense side of our business. We take what we have to spend, and do
as "Stretching
good a job asit"wein can
stretching
it.''
this...caseby simply
implies
a recognition of the fact that WPIX is an
independent, non-radio affiliated TV station
which depends largely on the ingenuity of Mr.
Larson and others in the higher echelon of the
newspaper-owned operation.
Before Ben Larson jumped aboard the
Daily News flagship early last year, he had
made his mark in other video associations culminating asteady rise through the broadcasting ranks that began in 1926.
George Bennett Larson was born in Salt
Lake City on March 15, 1910, and educated at
the U. of Utah and, later, New York U. Fresh
from the campus, the youth began his radio
career as an announcer at KDYL Salt Lake
(Continued on page 81)
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Average quarter-hour increase in Washington
area homes for WTOP, Jan. 1951 vs. Jan. 1950,
The Pulse Inc. and 6MB*

STATION

dent's Materials Policy Commission in Washington. Mrs. Sullivan served
over 14 years with Mr. Price, who is now assistant secretary genera
at United Nations, and is assisting Mr. Paley in his Washington assignment.
front office

BILLINGS, general manager WAJR-AM-FM Morgantown,
FORD
W. Va., appointed general manager West Virginia Radio Corp.
(WAJR, WDNE Elkins, W. Va., WJER Dover, Ohio). He will
continue to head operations at WJAR.
RICHARD E. KAISER, veteran broadcaster, appointed general manager
East Liverpool Broadcasting Co. (WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio).
PAUL MARTIN, program manager WKBW Buffalo, appointed station
manager and program director WCCC Hartford, Conn.
JOHN Q. CANNON appointed assistant secretary RCA, effective April 1.
Mr. Cannon has been attorney with legal department of RCA Victor
Division, Camden.
F. J. KELLEY, executive manager and vice president WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla., appointed director St. Petersburg Times.
RA-TEL Representatives, N. Y., appointed national representative for
WWIN Baltimore.
CHARLES V. DRESSER, account executive Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone
Inc., N. Y.", to sales department WOV New York.
GEORGE LASKER, manager WBMS Boston, resigns April 1. He has
not announced future plans.
GUS MAEHL, KYA San Francisco, to KFRC San Francisco sales department replacing JIM RICHARDS, who joins John Blair & Co.,
same city.
ANNE MULLER SULLIVAN, formerly secretarial assistant to Byron
Price at Associated Press and wartime Office of Censorship, to staff of
WILLIAM S. PALEY, chairman of board, CBS, and now head of Presi-

STAY

ON

TOP
With

L. PRESTON COLLINS, lieutenant governor of Virginia, elected president Mountain Empire Broadcasting Corp. (WMEV Marion, Va.). He
succeeds ROBERT LANE ANDERSON, publisher of Smyth County
News, who sold his 25% interest to corporation. Other officers elected
were: ROBERT C. WOLFENDEN, general manager, elected executive
vice president, and LEON D. BEVILLE, re-elected secretary-treasurer.
IRA
MORTON,
Chicago.
FRANK

syndicated TV columnist, to sales staff WBKB

(TV)

TAYLOR Jr., assistant and commercial manager WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla., resigns to join Wilson & Toomer Fertilizer Co., same city.

MAJ. WILLIAM BORRETT, general manager CHNS Halifax, retires.
G. J. REDMOND, commercial manager, succeeds Maj. Borrett. DOUG
GRANT appointed business manager.
FREDERIC L. HORTON, account executive Metropolitan Sunday Newspapers, and former sales staff member NBC, rejoining NBC radio network sales staff.
COLIN M. SELPH, vice president in charge of sales KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, resigns June 1, and is on leave of absence starting March 1
to follow other interests.
JOSEPH K. MARSHALL, account executive KCBS San Francisco, called
to active duty with Air Force.
DOROTHY MALONEY, commercial traffic manager KMBC-KFRM
sas City, Mo., to Free & Peters Inc., in S. F. office.

Kan-

ROBERT E. WIDMARK to sales department WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
He was with Chicago office Meredith Publishing Co.
RICHARD C. PATTERSON Jr., ambassador to Guatemala and former
executive vice president NBC (1932-37), nominated by President Truman
as U. S. Minister to Switzerland.
COLE KEYES to sales staff WGN Chicago. Was with booking unit
Music Corp. of America, same city.
J^etionaLi • • •

KFSD

The station that consistently delivers the major
share of the audience in San Diego, California

J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director Cox radio and TV operations, visited New York and Washington last week for high-level industry
conferences. . . . FRANK ROEHRENBECK, director of distribution and
recording for MGM Radio Attractions and general manager WMGM
New York, received award from National Society for Crippled Children
for program The Story of Dr. Kildare.
NAT M. ABRAMSON, manager WOR New York entertainment bureau,
grandfather of girl, born March 1. Father, EPHRAIM ABRAMSON, is
WPIX(TV) New York TV engineer. . . . HERBERT V. ACKERBERG,
CBS vice president in charge of station relations, and Dorothy Kennedy
Doyle, New York, were married last Tuesday at Hampshire House,
New York.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)

Station in San Diego . . . Dial 600
Represented Nationally by PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
BOSTON « CHICAGO • DETROIT « LOS ANGELES » NEW YORK • SAN FRANCISCO
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moted by NBC to Spot Sales in when the position was vacated by
Alex Roseman. Since heading the
New York. One year later he was
sales department of the WCAU
advanced to sales manager of Westinghouse's KDKA Pittsburgh. In stations, he has increased the
sales staff from five to eight people.
1943 he returned to Philadelphia
as sales manager of KYW. In This includes Anne Lawton, the
November 1944 he rejoined NBC in only woman selling radio and TV
New York, and two years later he time in Philadelphia. At the end
became manager of Spot Sales.
of 1950, WCAU reported that it
The important event in his had had the most successful year
in its 28 year history.
life in 1946 was selling Francis
Armstrong, secretary to John
Mr. deRussy's hobbies are huntRoyal, vice president in charge of
ing and fishing. He is a member
television at NBC, on the idea of of the Television Assn. of Philabecoming Mrs. deRussy.
delphia, the Poor Richard Club and
After 13 years experience in the the Radio Executives Club in New
field of advertising and radio, he York. He lives in Goshen, Pa., and
returned to Philadelphia for the has two children, Carter, 2, and
Edith, 1.
post of director of sales at WCAU,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RADIO
ZIV SERIES
New 'Bold Venture' Sales
FREDEEIC W. ZIV Co.'s transcribed-syndicated adventure series,
Bold Venture with Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, has been
selling to automobile and furniture
sponsors throughout the country, it
has been announced. Also, nine
more brewers have contracted to
sponsor the series, which is to be
released March 26.
Nine furniture dealers have purchased the show for 52 weeks for
in the following mar■-•3 ; broadcasting
kets :
WORX Madison, Ind.; WNCC
Barnesboro, Pa.; WCPA Clearfield,
Pa.; WTBO Cumberland, Md.; WSLI
Jackson, Miss.; WRGA Rome, Ga.;
WPCF Panama City, Fla.; (station
undecided) Davenport, Rock Island,
Moline; (station undecided) Wheeling,
W. Va.; KCOW Alliance, Neb.; (station undecided) Sikeston, Mo.; KWHK
Hutchinson, Kan.; and KBST Big
Springs, Tex.
Six automobile dealers have purchased the show for 52 weeks to be
broadcast in the following markets:
KHAS Hastings, Neb.; WBAY Green
Bay, Wis.; KODY North Platte, Neb.;
WCHS Charlotte, W. Va.; KTRY Bastrop, La.; (station undecided) DuBois, Pa.
In addition to the 82 cities previously reported sold to beer sponsors [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5], the following have
signed 52 week contracts:
Genesse Brewing Co., Rochester,
through Rogers & Porter, in Buffalo,
Syracuse, Albany, Troy, Schenectady,
Jamestown and Geneva; all New York.
Ft. Pitt Brewing Co., Pittsburgh,
through BBDO, Pittsburgh.
Storz Brewing, Omaha, in Des
Moines, Cedar Rapids, Mason City and
Sioux City, Iowa, and Sioux Falls,
S. D.
National Brewing Co., Baltimore,
through Owen & Chappell Adv. in
Hagerstown and Frederick, Md.
Fred Koch Brewery, for Dunkirk,
N. Y.
American Brewing Co., in Alexandria, La.
Pfeiffer Brewing Co., through Maxon Adv., Detroit, in Clarksburg,
Youngstown and Mansfield, Ohio.
Gunther Brewing Co., distributor in
Lynchburg, Va.
Hampden Mild Ale in Manchester,
Nashua, Portsmouth, Laconia, all New
Hampshire.
WHAS Rate Structure
CHANGE in the rate structure of
WHAS Louisville, Ky., becomes
effective March 15. When Rate
Card No. 10 goes into effect on that
date, the 7-8 a.m. period moves from
Class C to Class B time, according
to Neil Cline, the station's sales
director. He points out no change
was made in the announcement
rate or in the rest of the WHAS
rate structure. This change for
WHAS was erroneously reported
as a change for WHAS-TV in the
March 5 Broadcasting • Telecasting.
BROADCASTING

TIEUPS

Noted in Subversive Guide
NEW listing of alleged Communist
or Communist-front organizations
and publications has been issued by
the House Un-American Activities
Committee in the form of a "Guide
to Subversive Organizations and
Mr. Filipps
WOL

Mr. Wilbur

EXPANSION

Executive, Programs Added
EXPANSION of the WOL Washington executive staff was announced last week by Fred Palmer,
general and commercial manager
of the Liberty network capital key
station. At the same time it was
disclosed that WOL plans a marked
increase in the number of programs to be fed the growing list
of Liberty stations.
Ben E. Wilbur, for many years
with the Voice of America, has
been named assistant to the manager and program director. He has
been in radio 16 years, including
posts at WFBM Indianapolis and
at WCOL and WHKC Columbus.
Allan Filipps, formerly WOL
program director, becomes a commercial representative of the station.
Main program development will
be in the news field. Raymond
Swing, picked up from WOL by
Liberty on a co-op basis, is said to
be heavily sold around the nation.
Other nationally known commentators are to join the Liberty staff
in the near future. WOL at presents feeds seven 15-minute and a
number
Liberty. of five-minute programs to

Publications."
Among those listed with radio
connections are:
Emergency Committee on KFI,
which the committee said was "cited
as an organization formed to protest
the discharge by Los Angeles Radio
Station KFI of six news analysts and
commentators who were the media of
pro-Soviet, Red-slanted propaganda."
It referred to the California Committee on Un-American Activities, Report, 1947, page 180.
Hollywood Community Radio Group
Inc., which the committee noted was
"cited as a 'Communist inspired and
directed' organization whose 'immediate objective is the establishment
of a radio station in Los Angeles
County." report,
Again itpagereferred
California
370. to the
People's Radio Foundation Inc.,
which the House group said was
"cited as subversive and Communist"
by former Attorney General and now
Associate Justice Tom Clark in letters to the Loyalty Review Board in
1947 and 1948; and "cited as a
Communist Front" in the 1948 California Committee report, page 392.
Provisionsal Committee for Democracy in Radio, described as "cited as
a Communist front" by the California
Committee 1948 report, page 392.

A relatively new network, operated on a co-op basis, Liberty is
described as operating in the black
despite lack of a New York key.
It is understood the network is
negotiating with WINS New York
to become key station in that city.
WOL operates on 1450 kc with 250
w plus booster station. It has
applied for 5 kw on 1460 kc.
KFI SEPARATION
Radio-TV Operation Split
FINAL SEPARATION of radio
and television activities of KFIAM-FM-TV Los Angeles was announced last week by President
Earle C. Anthony. Following previous separation over the past several months of sales, parts of program, continuity acceptance and
other departments, management
last week separated the engineering and program departments into
independent radio and TV units.
Personnel affected by the change
are H. L. Blatterman, co-chief engineer, appointed chief engineer of
the radio operations; Curtis W.
Mason, co-chief engineer, as chief
engineer, KFI-TV; Seymour Johnson, KFI-TV facilities engineer, to
research and design department in
charge of AM-FM-TV operating
facilities.

• Telecasting

KY.

CLINIC
Hears Radio Praised
RADIO was unsparingly complimented by Adolf F. Rupp, U. of
Kentucky basketball coach, at the
first Annual Clinic for Radio
Broadcasters at the university
campus in Lexington.
"The tremendous popularity of
our sports at the university as well
as the state is due entirely to radio
broadcasting of the games," Coach
Rupp told the clinic.
Other topics discussed at the
clinic, Feb. 23-24, were, "The Place
of Kentucky's Radio Stations in the
Civil AsDefense
Program,"
"Radio
Law
It Pertains
to the Taxation
of Radio Stations," "Sports Announcing" and "Audience MeasureTechnique."
The ment
clinic
was a cooperative activity of the Department of Radio
Arts, U. of Kentucky, and the
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.
College Conference
MORE THAN 60 delegates from
23 eastern colleges are expected to
attend an Intercollegiate Radio
Conference sponsored by WCSR
Smith College, Northampton,
Mass., March 16-18. The conference will offer an opportunity for
discussion of college radio problems and the college station's place
on the campus. WCSR is a member
of Pioneer Broadcasting System.

Many of our advertisers date their
association with WIOD back 20 years
-- 15 years -- 10 years.
They've
"recipe"
for
selling found
their WIOD
products hasandtheservices.
They
the "seasoning"
we useknow
-- theit'soutstanding
SERVICE
we render Southeast Florida that
gives that extra plus!
And,
no better
proof of WIOD's
servicethere's
than the
congratulatory
messages
received on our 25th Anniversary
January 18, 1951 from Congressmen,
local and state officials, prominent
citizens and just plain listeners.
Our Rep, George P. Hollingbery Co.,
will tell you all about it. Call 'em.

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS

. 610 KC * NBC
March 12, 1951
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LIQUOR AD BAN
Proposed in Maine Bill
SPORTS broadcasts bearing sponsorship of alcoholic beverage advertisers could not be aired in
Maine under provisions of a bill
pending in its legislature. Measure also bans radio, magazine or
newspaper liquor ad copy containing information beyond the advertiser's name, brand-name or statement of sponsorship.
In hearings held before the Liquor Control Committee, Frank
Hoy, WLAM Lewiston general
manager and spokesman, Maine
Broadcasters Assn., pointed out the
bill's impractibility in that national
periodicals and radio broadcasts
from New York and Massachusetts'
stations could not be screened for
advertising content. "Will you
jam them (broadcasts) as iron
curtain countries do to keep out
Voice of America broadcasts?" he
asked. Supported by Arthur Tiffin
of Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services (WGUY Bangor, WGAN
Portland), Mr. Hoy said the liquor
commission already had authority
to eliminate misleading ■ advertising.
Maine law defines liquor as any
beverage with 1 % or more alcohol. Penalty for violation of the
bill introduced by State Rep.
Ernest Brown would be a 30-day
censure on sale of the specific brand
involved.

Truman

Asks

Congress

occupancy with the manpower!

problem.
For 'Voice' Funds
Authorities thought it possible!'
'TRUTH'
DRIVE
hearings may be held some-')'
A NEAR $100 million outlay to finance international broadcasting fa- that
time this week. Edward W. Bar-j
rett,
Assistant Secretary of State !
cilities for the Voice of America and to "assure adequate coverage"
behind the Iron Curtain and other "critical areas" was requested by for Public Affairs, and other dePresident Truman last Monday.
officials will testify be- !
transmitters, and would enlarge a fore the partment
In a letter to House Speaker
joint
subcommittees, j
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) , the Chief previous allocation of $41,288,000
headed by Sen. Brien McMahon
by Congress last summer for
Executive told Congress that "the voted
(D-Conn.) and Rep. A. S. J. Carinitial construction of facilities.
gravity of the international situanahan (D-Mo.). Other members!
The
House
Appropriations
State
tion" makes it necessary that the
are :
U. S. accelerate its broadcast facil- Dept. subcommittee discussed
(Senate) — Sens. Theodore Green I
Voice funds last week but took no
ities construction "to make our
(D-R.I.), J. William Fulbright (Ddefinite
action.
It
was
not
immedicampaign of truth more effective
Ark.), H. Alexander Smith (R-N. J.) ■
ately known whether special hear- and Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. (R-Mass.).
in countries behind the Iron Curings would be held on the addi(House) — Reps. Robert B. Chiperfield
tain." He requested $97.5 million
tional appropriations.
(R-Ill.), James G. Fulton (R-Pa.),
for the Voice.
Franklin
D. Roosevelt Jr. (D-N. Y.)
Last
Monday's
request,
coupled
The President asserted that "in- with an estimated $115 million for and Clement J. Zablocki (D-Wis.).
credible as it may seem, Communist lies are widely believed in fiscal 1952 and the $111 outlay already obligated for the current
NLRB DECISION
many parts of the world because
the people there have no way of year, would push State Dept. inforKVEC
Wins Employe Dispute
mation appropriations into the
learning the truth." He stated his astronomical
PRELIMINARY
findings that
strata
—
roughly
$223
conviction that the new appropriamillion if Congress approves the KVEC San Luis Obispo, Calif., had
tion is an "essential part" of the supplemental and regular budgets
refused to bargain with Local 202
nation's effort to achieve internaof the International Brotherhood of
tional stability and to deter the now before it.
Electrical Workers (IBEW), but
Of
this
sum,
approximately
$180
spread of aggression.
million
is
siphoned
to
the
Voice
had not discriminated against cer-j
"Present world conditions make
covering the period July 1950 to tain technical employes, were
it imperative," Mr. Truman de- July 1952. That estimate is based
adopted
by the last
National
Labor Re- 1
clared, "that we avail ourselves of
lations Board
Thursday.
(two regular, two suppleevery possible means for present- on four mental)
sets of budget requests.
The decision, upholding the recing the truth to the rest of the
ommendations filed by Examiner j
In submitting the new suppleworld and counteracting the distormental, President Truman said the William E. Spencer in September i
tions and untruths that the Commonies would be used for construc1950, was the outgrowth of a communist leaders and their puppets
tion of new broadcast facilities and
plaint charging that the station
had
unlawfully discharged Milton
areThespreading."
$97.5 million, which would
for "the final links in a ring" of
Crane, Dwight Stephenson and
be obligated this fiscal year ending transmitters. He said the program
will be expanded and speeded up, Chester Egan when it abandoned
June 30, accents new powerful
with a new target date for present
FM operation and transformed the
construction set for Dec. 31, 1951.
AM transmitter into a combination operation.
State Dept. officials explained
NLRB ruled that there was total
that previous requests were based
on pre-Korean estimates over a lack of evidence that the station,
three-year period. Fresher esti- licensed to Christina M. Jacobson,
mates— the $97.5 million asked last had discharged Messrs. Crane and
week — are the result of figures Egan because they supported the
union. The board ordered KVEC,
compiled by national communications experts at the request of the however, to reinstate Mr. Stephenson. KVEC had contended that disdepartment.
continuance of FM eliminated a
Budget Breakdown
technician's
job
and that the emThe 1951-52 breakdown, already
ploye "had shown himself to be
approved by the Budget Bureau
negligent and incompetent in his
and now pending before the Senate
and House Appropriations commitAccording to NLRB, KVEC had
duties. technicians
. . ."
tees, calls for $25 million for radio
asked
to audition for
RADIO — AMERICA
operations, and miscellaneous sums
announcing duties when it dropped
for other activities.
the FM transmitter. Mr. Crane did
Officials also explained that some
not avail himself of the opportumonies may be allotted for the purnity and Mr. Egan failed to qualify,
chase and distribution of small in- with discharges following the audi- \
tions.
expensive radio receivers, earThe decision also dismissed
marked for shipment to Iron Curtain countries. RCA and other
KVEC's contention that it was
companies have indicated their under no obligation to bargain bewillingness to manufacture these
cause the union never represented
sets, which may range in cost from
an "uncoerced" majority, and the
$5 to $15. Congress voted $2,860,- unit sought was "inappropriate."
257 for this purpose last year
It said that the station was obliged
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
to maintain bargaining relations
Aug. 28, 1950].
MICHIGAN'S
since Oct. 27, 1949, when the union
Meanwhile, public affairs groups
made its claim of majority repreof the Senate Foreign Relations
most
powerful
sentation.
and House Foreign Affairs committees are primed to hear a firstadvertising
hand report on Voice progress in
the "campaign of truth" once they
clear their decks of other pressing
Why buy 2 or more...
medium
do 1 big sales job
business. A joint session, originally
FREE SPEECH MIKE
slated for last Monday, was poston "RADIO BALTIMORE"
poned because of a time conflict of
Contact
State Dept. testimony before House
The Goodwill Station Inc. Fisher Bldg. • Detroit • CBS • 50,000 Watts
WJR
PETRY CO.
Appropriations members and the
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company
WBAL
EDWARDupper chamber committee's prePage 52 • March 12, 1951
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WBNS-TV

Program

The word of Miss Sharp works wonders for her
sponsors. As a leader in presenting fashion,
food and homemaking news to central Ohio, she
has held the consumer's confidence for over
1 2 years.
Her informal "Sharp Comments" bring televiewers an interesting half-hour variety of news,

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 64

views and interviews in the women's world — and
offer TV advertisers an excellent opportunity to
chat about their products. Local as well as national advertisers are securing good results from
Miss Sharp's popular television program.
Write for program details and success stories
on "Sharp Comments" in central Ohio's rich TV
market ... or ask your Blair TV representative.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10
CBS-TV Network— Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM
Sales Office: 33 North High Street
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Markets

STARS...

exciting 15-minute

TV

Show
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"All
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Can
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You

at Home,

at Work,

AUDIENCE-TESTED!

film fea-

Videodex

tures presenting the real lives of the Movie

at Play

Captured

excellent

ratings (3 mos. averages) in the

following cities: Buffalo 34.8; Chicago 14;
Capital's most colorful personalities. Running comment by the well-known
syndicated

Hollywood

Cleveland

nationally

28; Washington

columnist, Erskine

19.3.

ADVERTISERS!

Johnson.
A MOVIE

1 4.4; Los Angeles 1 1 .4; St. Louis

fan magazine

on film, picturing

the hobbies, businesses, amusements
the stars . . . glimpses of Hollywood
ions-in-the-making

of

Inquire

immediately

respecting sponsorship

in your markets.

Selling fast— but many

areas still open.

Cost: 50%

of Class A live one-time quar-

ter-hour rate for stations used. (Also avail-

fash-

able to TV stations for resale locally.)

. . . behind-the-scenes

secrets in the shooting of million dollar mo-

26 PROGRAMS

tion pictures. Five or six subjects in every

READY,

more

in produc-

tion. Running time: 12 minutes
commercials.

program— something to attract every mem-

Center

fadeout

without
permits

insertion of middle commercial.

ber of the televiewing family.

Audition

prints on request— write, wire, telephone
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ASCAP

BEGINS

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
ASCAP LAST Wednesday mailed
to the nation's TV broadcasters
license forms covering the use of
ASCAP music on video programs
on a per program basis. Licenses
were issued by ASCAP on its own,
the terms included having been rejected the previous week by the
All Industry TV Per Program
Committee which for more than a
year had been trying to negotiate
a satisfactory license agreement
with the society [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 5].
Letter of transmittal, signed by
Otto A. Harbach, ASCAP president, said that the licenses were
being distributed in accordance
with his letter of Dec. 14, 1950,
which notified TV station operators
that negotiations with their committee had failed and that ASCAP
would shortly issue per program
licenses of its own making. Since
then another meeting of the television committee and a group of
ASCAP executives was held, Feb.
28-March 2, but no agreement was
reached then, either [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5], so
ASCAP went ahead and sent out
unilaterally drafted license forms.
"We wish to assure you," Mr.
Harbach wTrote, "that the enclosed
form of per program license represents our sincere effort to arrive
at a fair rate on the basis prescribed by the Television Per Program Committee of your industry
— that is, one on which no payment
is to be made on spot announcements between programs even
though the program preceding or
following the spot announcement is
one which contains ASCAP music."
Dec. 15 Expiration
The per program license forms
set Dec. 31, 1951, as the end of the
license period. This is at variance
with the blanket license forms issued by ASCAP in October 1949,
which gave Dec. 31, 1953, as their
concluding date. The blanket licenses, however, contain a clause
giving ASCAP the right to conclude them at the end of 1951 on
90 days notice. Both contracts are
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1949,
ASCAP's free licenses to television
stations having ended on Dec. 31,
1948. Since then, most TV stations
have used ASCAP music on an interim agreement basis, making flat
fee monthly payments which will
be adjusted on the basis of the
Telecasting

12, 1951
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

STAN

terms of the license accepted by
each station.
Three of the TV networks (ABC,
CBS, NBC) have blanket licenses
from ASCAP for themselves and
for their owned and operated TV
stations. DuMont also has a blanket
ASCAP license for its network
operation, but the agreement includes a special clause giving DuMont the right to exchange the
blanket deal for a per program license if it so desires after having
examined the per program offer.
The three TV stations owned by
DuMont are operating under the
interim licenses.
The proposed rates, covering
"each local commercial television
program of which any of the musical content shall include, in whole
or in part, any musical composition licensed hereunder," according
to the license form, call for payments of the following percentages
"of the station's full television rate
card as published in Standard Rate
& Data applicable to a single local
commercial television program for
the time when such local commercial television program shall be

By Mailing 'Rejected1 Forms
facilities for local TV programs.
broadcast," are as follows:
Co-op network programs are con"(A)
8y2%
of
such
full
television card rate if the station has
sidered as network and not local
gross receipts from sponsors less programs and, like other network
than $150,000 per year for such
shows, are covered by the networks' licenses from ASCAP. Stations are not required to pay
year,
"(B)or 9% of such full television
card rate if the station has gross
ASCAP for revenue from local political telecasts and are also exreceipts from sponsors between
$150,000 and $300,000 per year for
empted from paying for motion
such year, or
picture programs if they have been
licensed at the source.
"(C)sion card
9y2%
full televirate ofif such
the station
has
At first glance the fees asked by
gross receipts from sponsors in ASCAP for video commercial
excess of $300,000 per year for shows under the proposed per program license do not greatly exceed
the 8% royalty payments paid on
of Local Show
such Definition
year."
The license form describes a radio commercial programs under
the ASCAP per program radio sta"local television program" as -any
tion licenses. But vigilant telecastprogram broadcast by the station
ers were prompt to point out that
"other than a network television
the radio licenses are not based on
program," which is defined as a one-time ratecard rates but on acprogram "broadcast simultaneously
tual receipts for time, after contractual discounts, agency commisor
by
so-called
'delayed'
or
'repeat'
broadcasts (sometimes known as
sions and sales costs have been
'rebroadcasts') over two or more
deducted.
According to one executive of a
affiliated stations."
"Gross receipts from sponsors"
company operating both a radio
mean the gross payment of adverand a television station, which has
(Continued on page 66)
tisers for the use of the station's
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C0NTEMP1?
IN
CARROLL
as
in
the
press.
hear
Mr.
Carroll's
testimony
except
VOTING to make a "test case"
The controversy drew two edito- before cameras, Rep. Magee reflectof James J. Carroll's refusal to
rials from the Washington Post
testify before TV cameras in St.
ed, "there arises the question of
Louis, the Senate Crime Investiwhich questioned "whether it is whether the Senator was most insound policy to force testimony
terested in getting the facts or in
gating Committee last week recommended that the Senate cite the from witnesses under the distracting influence of television lights getting the fullest publicity."
"betting
commissioner" for conExpressing himself on telecasttempt.
and microphones." In its view, the
ing of testimony, Rep. Magee comPost
saw
regular
use
of
TV
in
comThe action is the first step lookmented, "To me the whole idea is
mittee investigations as encouraging to a decision on whether a witinane and repulsive. It would bring
ness can be forced to testify with
ing "inquisitors to put on a show"
the Congress to a new low level in
instead of compiling information.
video cameras present [Broadcastpublic
esteem. The dignity of the
"Fact-finding would almost inevi- courtroom
ing • Telecasting, March 5].
would become only a
tably degenerate into circus anA fortnight ago Mr. Carroll
memory
while
its sacred portals
walked out of a hearing that was
became a testing ground for the
Magee Gives Warning
being covered by KSD-TV St.
future Faye Emersons and Jimmy
Both the Post and the WashingLouis. The "betting commissioner"
told Sen. Estes Kefauver (Dton News pointed out that courts
John S. Hayes, WTOP Inc.
Tenn.) televising constituted an in- do not require witnesses to testify
tics." such conditions. These senvasion of his constitutional right under
Durantes."
(WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington)
timents were echoed in remarks by vice president, struck back at the
of privacy and subjected him to
ridicule and embarrassment.
Rep. Clare Magee (D-Mo.) which
Post's condemnation in a letter to
were read into the Congressional
Sen. Kefauver, committee chairthe editor. (The Post has controlRecord.
man, has since put himself on recling interest in WTOP Inc.)
ord in favor of continuing telecasts
Rep. Magee warned, "We should
Sweeping
aside arguments that
of the crime committee's public never let these investigations deter- television would spur showmanship,
iorate into forums of entertainment
proceedings (see coverage story
Mr. Hayes said that on the connor should they be used to assaspage 72).
trary, presence of video would tend
Reaction was swift in industry
sinate character."
(Continued on page 66 )
When Sen. Kefauver refused to
and Congressional quarters as well
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A New
TV

Art

itself new, is
TELEVISION,
adopting a new audio art to
achieve both better quality and
lower cost.
This new art is magnetic sound
recording. Its use in making television films has saved countless
thousands of dollars, yet improved
audio quality — and still bigger savings and better quality can be expected.
Those benefits, now enjoyed primarily at network headquarters,
can also be expected at individual
TV stations. Magnetic recording
applies to any television film, from
filming local programs and commercials to filming live action that
is to be sent to other stations.
Television approached magnetic
recording gingerly at first, seeking
economies.

By DANIEL E. DENHAM
NEW YORK TECHNICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO.
First step was to switch from
optical film to magnetic tape in
making
the duplicate
or "safety"
sound master.
This reduced
costs
sharply, since the magnetic
"safety" could be erased and reused repeatedly after the film was
completed. Savings ran into tens
of thousands of dollars in the New
York area in the first few months.
Another advantage was realized
at the same time — 'the magnetic
"safety" could be played back immediately. This speeded production and saved additional thousands
of dollars. Since the producer
could play back the audio section
immediately, he could make correc-

tions on the spot instead of having
to do it later when it would require
reassembling an expensive cast and
set.
TV stations have been quick to
adopt the new method: CBS with
Fairchild magnetic tape equipment:
NBC with RCA 16mm magnetic
film equipment; and DuMont and
New York' City's Television Unit,
with Reevesound 16mm magnetic
film equipment.
After magnetic recording had effectively cut costs, television began considering its other virtue —
quality — and adopted magnetic
tape or film for the master as well
as the "safety." Mixing the various tracks (dialogue, background
music, etc.) was all done on the
magnetic medium, and the completed audio master was magnetic.
Quality was improved, since the
magnetic medium retains its original quality throughout processing,
while the optical system suffers
several losses in quality.
Better Quality
With this method, the finished
product is still a composite picturefilm-and-optical-recording, but the
quality
is better,
and costs
' are
lower since
the magnetic
material

%

a

•

Q

%

a

TV STATIONS hove been quick to
adopt the new method of magnetic
sound recording, Mr. Denham says.
Above are two of the Fairchild Pic
Sync magnetic recorders installed at
the CBS television studios in New
York. At left is an RCA 16mm magnetic
film recorder
New
York TV used
studios.in NBC's

can be re-used.
However, the method that gives
the best audio quality and lowest
cost is the "dual system," which
uses the magnetic medium both for
recording and for playing back.
Safeties and masters are made on
magnetic, with mixing and dubbing
also on magnetic, thus the finished
audio product is a complete master
magnetic film or tape. This is
played back in a magnetic playback
unit in synchronism with a separate
picture film projector.
A better picture image is also
obtained, since the picture processing steps are cut down, thus eliminating imperfections created by
those steps. A negative print is
used. And costs are still further
reduced cessing
duesteps.to the fewer *film pro-

LATEST technical improvements
in the ever developing art
of television usually
are
translated into
savings for the
telecaster and
better service for
the viewer. Daniel
E. Denham, an
authority on magneticcording
sound
refor TV,
herewith points
Mr. Denham
up its advantages
to
station operators. Mr. Denham is the New York
technical sales representative for
the Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
of
Paul, maker
of film.
"Scotch"
soundSt.recording
tape and
[Two definitions may be in order:
Magnetic film, is of 16mm, 17%mm, or
35mm width; has a 5-mil cellulose
acetate base similar to motion picture
film; has a coating or iron oxide instead of an emulsion; and is perforated, with the sprocket holes being
the same pitch and width as those in
picturehas film.
Vt"
wide,
a baseMagnetic
thickness tape
of IV2ismils,
and is coated with iron oxide similar
to the magnetic film, but has no
sprocket holes.!
In the "dual system" of using a
magnetic medium for playback, the
major problem that television encountered was lip synchronization.
It was also the only important
problem, since other questions —
fidelity, signal-to-noise ratio, amplitude variation, level, storage
conditions etc. — had been proved
through radio use of magnetic tape
and film.
Sprocket holed magnetic film
seemed the obvious way to achieve
perfect synchronization between
sound and lip movements. A
recorder, using magnetic film and
run by a synchronous motor (fed
from the same line source as the
synchronous motor of the picture
film), stays in perfect lip synchronism. The two machines are
locked in synchronism at the start
of the take, and stay that way
throughout the take. The operation
(Continued on page 70)
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CINCINNATI

POST-

Poll

Results

Here's the Way

You Voted;

The Emcees

and the "Big Hand"
•BY MARY WOOD

WCPO-TV

was

FIRST

in:

Personality — Paul Dixon
Drama

— Pulitzer Prize Playhouse

Music — Cavalcade
Quiz - Twenty
Daytime
Kitchen

Show
Show

of Bands

Questions
- Dixon

Song Shop

- Cathy's Kitchen

Xk.W

WINS

ANOTHER

"FIRST"

FOR

WCPO-TV

Cincinnati tele-viewers were recently polled by Mary Wood
of the Cincinnati Post. Their Favorite TV Personality: Paul Dixon.
Their Favorite Daytime
continue to show

Show:

Paul Dixon's Song Shop. Surveys

that night and day, week

after month, WCPO-TV

after week,

month

is first in Cincinnati.
*From Cincinnati Post Television Poll, 1951

WCPO — TV, AM, FM
affiliated with the
Cincinnati Post
Represented by
THE BRANHAM CO.
WCPO-TV
Telecasting

Channe
CINCINNATI,

carries top 5 multi-weekly programs seen in Cincinnati . . JANUARY
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SCOT
LOR

TELEVISION'S importance in the
national economy may be underscored by the alacrity with which
the Supreme Court could windup
the long-raging color controversy.
In the wake of the high court's
announcement last Monday that it
would hear oral arguments, observers pointed to the April 1 expiration of the lower court's stay
order against commercial use of
color by CBS and recognized the
possibility of a bench opinion being
handed down shortly thereafter.
However, some sources felt that a
final decision might not be rendered
until late spring.
Further avenues of action could
be an extension of the stay order
pending the issuance of the Supreme Court decision, or even complete disregard of the expiration
of the stay order.
It is expected that on March 26
the government's case will be presented by Solicitor General Philip
B. Perlman, with Samuel I. Rosenman of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin
& Kaye as CBS counsel. For the
appellants, it is anticipated that

20th CENTURY
Buys Color System Share
PURCHASE of an interest in a
new theatre color television system by 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. was announced last week by
Spyros P. Skouras, president, following his return from Switzerland.
Developed by the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology in Zurich,
the Eidophor projection system, as
it is known, is expected to be deliverable in about 18 months, following solution of certain technical
difficulties.
The Eidophor projector under
development will not be any larger
than those now in use in movie
houses, according to Mr. Skouras,
although the size and complexity
of the original experimental apparatus caused it to appear impractical.
"With this new system, we will
be able to broadcast whole operas,
recitals by the greatest living
musical artists, sports events, practically anything, to thousands of
motion picture houses simultaneously," he said.
The system is described as a development from the basic idea of
modulating the light of an outside
source, such as an arc lamp, until
its intensity corresponds to a television signal. It is said to "closely
approach" 35mm film in screen
brightness, tone scale, contrast
ratio and detail.
The purchase included exclusive
rights to the manufacture and distribution of Eidophor equipment in
the United States as well as an undisclosed interest in the European
manufacture and distribution.
Page 58
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John T. Cahill and Judge Simon
H. Rifkind, counsel for RCA and
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., respectively, will appear.
In setting the case for argument
last Monday, the Supreme Court
turned down a motion by CBS,
FCC and the Dept. of Justice to
affirm a previous ruling of the
Chicago District Court which had
upheld the right of the FCC in
authorizing commercial use of the
CBS color system [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 5, Jan. 22].
However, the stay order by the
lower court to April 1 was also

continued by the high tribunal.
The appellants in their replies
to the CBS-FCC-Justice motion of
last month claimed that the Chicago court had not afforded "judicial review" in dismissing the
case with "express" language that
"showed it (District Court) intended to leave decision of this
case on the merits" to the Supreme Court.
Further, the appellants questioned that the FCC original decision was based on an adequate
hearing record. RCA alleged the
record was
"admittedly inade-

NEW ORLEANS had its first glimpses of color television Feb. 28 and March
2 when CBS coincided color demonstrations with a March 2 meeting in the
Crescent City of Districts 4 and 5 of the Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26], Shown at a cocktail party during
the meet are (I to r) Howard Summerville, general manager, WWL New
Orleans; Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president; Glenn Marshall, WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.; Jack Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president, and Adrian Murphy,
CBS vice president.

quate" and that the Commission
has
its duty
to inform
itself""violated
and to take
account
of de- '
terminative facts.
The appellants also questioned
whether there was a violation of
the Administrative Procedure Act,
alluding to "refusal" of the FCC
to consider the RCA Progress Report and the report of the Condon
Committee "even though these were
submitted in RCA comments . . .
requested
by the
CBS, FCC
andCommission."
the Dept. of
Justice in its earlier motion to
affirm to the Supreme Court undertook to answer RCA charges, saying that the action of the District
Court in sustaining the FCC decision was "an admittedly difficult
one, but one of exactly that nature
which is within the informed competence of an administrative
agency." This motion recognized
the rapid technical developments
that constantly occur in television
but
to "theofobvious
fact"
that pointed
if a system
satisfactory
color television was to be initiated
at the earliest practical time, there
must bewhere inajudging
"stopping
the point"
issue. someThe motion termed the matter
"the classic case for judicial nonintervention" and declared "it is
elementary that in such circumstances, the Court will not substitute its judgment for that of an
administrative agency."
While most opinion in Washington indicates that the FCC's original decision will be upheld in
the Supreme Court, it is questioned
just how far the fruits of victory
can be applied by CBS in the face
of the national defense situation
and
terials.the scarcity of certain maNevertheless, CBS has indicated
it was ready to continue its original color telecasting plans once
the issue was settled in its favor.
13 New

**>
BUSINESS
K
OR
NE
IN THE TW
flurry of
business activity
Tues. and Fri.; and Reynolds Tobacco Co., for Sat., 8:30-9 p.m.,
resulting from the annual midMarch contract negotiations be- portion of Jack Carter Show,
through William Esty Co., New
tween the networks and adverYork, effective March 10.
tisers, the four TV networks reported atotal of 13 new sponsored
NBC-TV also reported one canprograms; 7 cancellations and 5
cellation, Musical Comedy Time,
renewals.
Mon. on alternate weeks by ProcNBC-TV topped the new busiter & Gamble, through Compton
ness list by signing five new sponAdv., New York, effective March
sors in early March, including:
19.
Brewers Corp. of America (CarlNew ABC Contract
ings Red Cap Ale) sponsoring
ABC-TV
laid claim to three new
Callings Takes You to the Races,
programs acquired in early March:
Sat., 15 min., between 4 and 4:30
Jacques Kreisler Mfg. Corp., Kreisp.m., for 17 weeks through Benton
ler's Band Stand, Wed., 8:30-9
& Bowles, New York, beginning
p.m., through Hirshon-Garfield
April 7 ; Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Inc., New York, beginning March
through William Esty Co., New
11 ; Cluett Peabody & Co. for HoliYork, for Miss Susan, 3-3:15 p.m.,
day Hotel, alternate weeks, Thur.,
Mon.-Wed.-Fri., beginning March
9-9:30 p.m., through Young &
12; Hollywood Candy Co., sponsorRubicam, New York, beginning
ing Hollywood Junior Circus, alterMarch 22, and Ralston-Purina Co.,
nate Sun., 5:30-6 p.m., beginning
March 11 through Ruthrauff & Pets and Pals, Sat., 4:30-5 p.m.,
beginning March 11, through GardRyan, New York; Procter & Gamner Adv., St. Louis.
ble, through Benton & Bowles, New
York, beginning March 27, for
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc. renewed Super Circus for 52 weeks,
Kukla, Fran & Ollie, 7-7:30 p.m.,

Advertisers

Sun. 5-5:30 p.m., through J. M.
Mathes Inc. Cancellation of the
Billy Rose Show, sponsored by
Hudson Motor Car Co., Tues., 99:30 p.m., effective March 27,
through Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
and the American Safety Razor,
Pharamcraft sponsorship of The
College Bowl, Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, was also reported by the
network.
CBS revealed no new business
for the early March period, but
signed 52-week renewals for four
of its shows: American Tobacco
Co., for This Is Show Business,
Sun., 7:30-8 p.m., through BBDO;
B. F. Goodrich, for Celebrity Time,
Sun., 10-10:30 p.m., through
BBDO; General Foods, for The
Goldbergs, Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.,
through Young & Rubicam, New
York, and Oldsmobile for CBS TV
News, Mon.-Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
through D. P. Brother, Detroit.
The network fell victim to three
(Continued on page 66)
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Executives

View

Dedication

"
::
MORE than a score of top U. S.mm
broadcasting and agency executives and editors and publishers
were in Havana yesterday (Sunday) to attend the dedication of
Goar Mestre's CMQ-TV, television
affiliate of CMQ Havana, key station of Circuito CMQ, a major
Cuban radio network.
The new TV station, described
as the "most modern in the world,"
was built at a cost of $632,000 and
comprises some 45,000 square feet
of floor space. It includes four
large studios, film laboratories and
shops for building sets and props.
The television building adjoins
CMQ's multi-million dollar radio
building, erected in 1948 and known
as Havana's "Little Radio City"
which presumably will now be
called "Radio and Television City."
The CMQ-TV structure, equipped
Goar- Mestre, owner and director of the Circuito CMQ network, is telethroughout with the latest RCA
vised on a pre -inauguration program of CMQ-TV .
TV studio apparatus, also houses
the station's RCA transmitter (5 headed by NAB President Justin
feature of the day's races. The
kw video, 2.5 kw audio) and supvisitors then were to be guests of
Miller, together with another group
ports the 275-foot transmitting
of foremost Latin American broadhonor at the inaugural CMQ-TV
tower with its super-turnstile ancasters, was to arrive in Havana
program and at the presidential
tenna, designed to give CMQ-TV
reception.
an effective radiated power of 20.5 Friday evening and to have a preview of the stations Saturday
kw video and 10.25 kw audio. The
Head of CMQ and the CMQ network, which includes^eight stations
Blaw-Knox tower rises 385 feet morning. On Saturday evening
about sea level and is said to be they were to meet Cuban governowned and operated by the network, Mr. Mestre has long played
ment and business leaders at a rethe heaviest ever built in the U. S.
ception at the home of Mr. Mestre.
a leading role in Latin American
It is designed to withstand winds
broadcasting. He now serves as
of over 250 miles an hour, a necesSunday's agenda began at 11 a.m.
at a church service at which a high president of the Inter-American
sary precaution in the tropical hurchurch dignitary was to bless Broadcasting Assn. His brothers,
ricane region. Six RCA TV cameras are installed in the studios
CMQ-TV. That afternoon the Abel Mestre, president of Bestor
and two more are included in the visitors were to have lunch at the Products, Cuban distributor for
Jockey Club and to witness the General Foods and Home Products
station's mobile unit for remote
International, and Luis Augusto
running of the CMQ-TV Handicap,
pickups.
President to Attend
The president of the Cuban reRCA Makes Available
public, Prio Socarras, was to atTo Other Firms
COLOR
TUBE
tend the opening telecast of CMQTV at 7:30 p.m. Sunday and to remain at the station for a tour of RCA'S TRI-COLOR direct view television receiver tube was made available to other TV manufacturers last week when RCA sent to its licensees
the video studios followed by a rein
the
video receiver manufacturing field a bulletin detailing the
ception in his honor. A special
dramatic show was planned as the processes in the production of these tubes.
CBS expressed immediate inter- *
station's opening program, followed
by a variety show featuring top est in the news that the tube might
glass plate of the tube.
Publication of the bulletin does
be
built by others than RCA, which
Cuban entertainers. A telecast of
an outstanding sports event was to last fall had declined an FCC re- not make the RCA tube immediquest to turn over to CBS any of
ately available to CBS. RCA at
conclude the evening's program
schedule.
these tubes on the ground that the the time of the FCC request said
The United States delegation,
suggestion was comparable to ask- that CBS would be able to get
ing the New York Yankees to turn
some of the tubes when they were
over Joe Dimaggio to the Philadelput on sale, but RCA itself has not
phia Phillies for the World Series.
yet begun to turn them out commercially and it will take some
"If this is not just another attempt of RCA to stall color," a time, possibly months, before any
of the RCA licensed companies has
CBS spokesman said, "and if this them
on the market.
tube really works, we are very
much interested in it, because such
a tube would work better with the
CBS system than with any other.
Hoffman Sponsors
We want to see and to try out any

The three Mestre brothers associated in CMQ operations (I to r) :
President Goar Mestre, Abel
Mestre and Luis Augusto Mestre.
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color tube that anyone develops."
The RCA bulletin numbered LB822 and titled "Manufacture of an
RCA Developmental Three-Gun
Tri-Color Kinescope," in 14 pages
fully illustrated with photographs
and diagrams described step by
step the way the tube is made, including the stencil process used to
print the phosphor dots on the

AT $2,500 per picture for first run
telecasting rights plus station time
and facilities, Hoffman Radio Corp.,
Los Angeles (TV sets), March 3
started sponsoring a weekly feature
film on KLAC-TV Hollywood for
13 weeks. Showing will expand to
17 additional markets if the film
series proves popular, according to
present plans. Agency is Walter
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mestre, president of Mestre y
Espinosa, wholesale drug firm of
Santiago, Cuba, are associated with
Goare Mestre in the broadcasting
— and now telecasting — venture.
CMQ-TV is Havana's second
video station, Radio Union Television operation
having launched
city's
first TV
lasttheOctober
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Oct. 30, 1950]. There are now
some 18,000 TV receivers installed
in the Havana area, with the number increasing at the rate of 3,000
to 5,000 a month. CMQ-TV will be
represented in New York by Melchor Guzman & Co., which already
acts in that capacity for CMQ.
Among those representing the U. S
television industry at the opening
ceremonies will be: John F. Royal,
NBC vice president; J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of the Cox
Stations (WSB Atlanta, WIOD Miami.
WHIO Dayton); Edmund A. Chester,
CBS news director, Sylvester L.
Weaver, vice president in charge of
NBC's television department; Clifford
W. Slaybaugh, sales manager of RCA
International; Edward Lyman Munson, Brig. Gen. U.S.A. (Ret.) and
director of TV operations for NBC;
Mr. Miller; Cal Joseph Abraham, public relations liaison for NBC, and
Albert Protzman of NBC.
Others Attending
The Latin American radio industry
was to be represented by: Fernando
Eleta A., president RPC Network,
Panama; Emilio Azcarraga, president
XEW Mexico City, and Ramon Quinones, president WAPA San Juan, P. R.
Among the advertising leaders who
were to attend: Irwin A. Vladimir,
president Irwin Vladimir & Co. Inc.;
Robert H. Otto, president Robert Otto
& Co. Inc.; Melchor Guzman, president, and Albert M. Martinez, vice
president in charge of radio, Melchor
Guzman & Co.; Thomas W. Hughes,
vice president National Export Advertising Service; Arthur A. Kron, executive vice president Gotham Advertising Co. Inc.; Thomas Lane, vice
president in charge of television McCann-Erickson; Harold E. Weinholtz,
international division Young & Rubicam Inc.

JANUARY

GROSS

Quadruples
GROSS time
sales for '50
three Period
of the
four television networks in January 1951 more than quadrupled
their total for January a year ago.
This is shown in Publishers Information Bureau figures, released
today (Monday), placing the January 1951 totals for ABC, CBS
and NBC at $8,082,876. Their
January 1950 total was $1,901,294.
Figures for DuMont Television
Network were not available.
Gross time figures for the two
months
follows : were computed by PIB as
NETWORK TELEVISION
Jan. 1951
Jan. 1950
ABC
$1,281,739 $ 234,069
CBS
2,613,915 625,072
NBC
4,187,222 1,042,153
TOTAL

Telecasting

$8,082,876 $1,901,294
• BROADCASTING

FTL-82A DUAL SCANNER
Smooth handling of spot commercials
and station breaks.
Use as a scanner with montage effects.
Lap dissolves between stills or between
live pickup and stills.

d !

Use to insert sponsor's message in a
live pickup.
Can be operated as two separate
scanners with manual or automatic
switching.

I- FTL-35A SINGLE SCANNER

FTL-35A SINGLE SCANNER

FTL-82A DUAL SCANNER

|J Low operating cost; add-a-unit auxiliary makes it a dual scanner.
Console mounted for smooth operation.
Handles from one to thirty-six 2" x 2"
slides in or out of sequence.
Write for FTL Flying Spot Scanner brochure.
Federal

Telecommunication
500 Washington Avenue

Telecasting
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Laboratories

Jnc.

Nutley 10, New Jersey
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These

advertisers

ake

hay

while

the

sun

shines

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
with Susan Peters in "Miss Susan'
General Foods Corp.
with The Bert Parks Show
Procter & Gamble Co.
Corn Products Refining Co.
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Hunt Foods, Inc.
Simmons Co.
Andrew Jergens Co.
Durkee Famous Foods
American Home Products Corp.
Minute Maid Corp.
Hazel Bishop, Inc.
with The Kate Smith Show
Standard Brands, Inc.
with NBC Comics
Lever Brothers Co.
with Hawkins Falls
(scheduled for early Spring start)
Quaker Oats Co.
with Gabby Hayes
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Mars, Inc.
Kellogg Co.
International Shoe Co.
Welch Grape Juice Co.
Wander Co.
with Howdy Doody

on

the market
February

NBC

Television

is big — with 11,100,000 sets installed as of
1, 1951.

the audience is big — with 6,142,500 viewers reached
each clay by television's top daytime show. (NBC

4 to 5 pm)

the ratings are big — one show hits 25.0 . . . another, 11.4
in the 3:30 to 5 : 00 period.

the results are big — daytime is sales time, and success
stories are the order of the day.

and costs are low — competitively low. Time charges
are one-half of evening rates. Talent costs are lower, too.
Result : Daytime

TV is showing its heels to other visual

media on a cost-per-thousand basis. Ask about
select daytime availabilities.
Data sources: ARB, February weekly averages.

A service of Radio Corporation of America

NEW YORK, CIRCLE 7-8300 • CH IC AGO, SU PERIOR 7-83 00 • HOLLYWOOD, HOLLYWOOD 9-6161

• DETROIT, SALES REPRESENTATIVE, WOODWARD 3-6872

Half New
Found

York Homes
to Have TV

telestatus
1
=

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES

. . •.

920,500

NOW

lere are
there

HALF of the homes in the New
York metropolitan area are now
equipped with television receivers,
according to a survey just completed by the psychological workshop of Hofstra College for NBC.
Results indicate an appreciable
gain in the area's video population
in the past year, showing 51% of
the metropolitan households having
TV sets in the early weeks of this
year as against only 29% found
so equipped by a Hofstra study in
March 1950.
Tabulation of the current Hofstra
findings in the various parts of the
metropolitan area, showing percentage of television homes in each
part, follows:
Total (16 counties), 51%; New York
City (five boroughs), 47%; Bronx, 52%;
Brooklyn,
Queens, area
54%; counties),
New Jersey (nine 55%;
metropolitan
56%; sauWestchester,
Rockland
and
NasCounties, 61%
The Hofstra survey employed a
prelisted probability sample, a
technique used in another survey
by Hofstra and before that only
by the U. S. Bureau of Census.
More than 5,000 homes, selected
in advance according to rigid stratification specifications to insure a
representational sample, were included in the survey. Study was
directed by Dr. Matthew N. Chappell, chairman of the college's
psychology department. Findings
of the study are now being analyzed qualitatively by Dr. Thomas
Coffin, former chairman of the department, now supervisor of the
City

AM-FM-TV
C^liannel 4
it our oe&t (ji
your best buij
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

The

u
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NBC-TV.
program
Robinson

research

division of

Bout Leads

Hooperatings, Feb. 1-14
FIRST 10 TV programs in popularity, during the first two weeks
of February in 12 New York and
Ohio cities, were topped by International Boxing Club; LaMotta vs.
Robinson fight, which rated 58.7
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 26], according to the February Hooperatings Pocketpiece.
Programs and ratings:
1. International Boxing Club —
LaMotta vs. Robinson
58.7
2. Texaco
Theatre —
MiltonStareerie
56.3
3. Fireside Theatre
44.1
4. Philco TV Playhouse
43.1
5.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
41.9
6. Comedy Hour
39.6
7.
Sid
Caesar;
Imogene
Coca
39.1
8. Cactus Jim
38.9
9. Cavalcade of Sports —
Brion vs. Layne
37.6
10. Godfrey and Friends
36.1
(Special event: General Eisenhower's Feb. 2 television appearance was rated 51.8.)
Berle Tops List
In ARB TV-Nationals
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre once more tops the list, in
both popularity rating and total
number of homes reached, of all
television network programs, as
shown by the American Research
Bureau's TV national ratings.
The ARB reportCitysaid also that

(Report 154)
General Eisenhower's telecast to
the nation Feb. 2 reached 4 million
homes and an estimated 11.2 million persons, achieving a popularity rating of 43.1.
ARB national rankings follow:
RANKING BY POPULARITY RATING
1. Star Theatre
67.1
2. Your Show of Shows
50.2
3. Talent Scouts
48.8
4. Fireside Theatre
47.0
5. Comedy Hour
45.1
6. Philco Playhouse
45.1
7. General Eisenhouser
43.1
8. Groucho Marx
43.0
9. Godfrey & His Friends
43.0
10. Hopalong Cassidy ..41.8
RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
1. Star Theatre
7,430
(Add 5,015
000)
2. Your Show of Shows
3. Comedy Hour
4,800
4. Groucho Marx
4,730
5. Philco Playhouse
4,650
6. Godfrey & His Friends
4,340
7. Fireside Theatre
4,300
8. Studio One
4,110
9. Talent Scouts
4,000
10. General Eisenhower
4,000
AT&T Extends
Facilities to Binghamton
EXTENSION
of AT&T's
TV network facilities
to Binghamton,
N. Y., at 1:30 p.m., last Wednesday
brought to 43 the number of cities
getting video program network
service via Bell System hookups
and added WNBH-TV Binghamton to the roster of interconnected
TV network affiliates.
From New York, TV programs
get to Binghamton by traveling
(Continued on page 70)

Weekly Television Summary — march 12, 1951, telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
7,400
Memphis
Ames
KOB-TV
WMCT
WOI-TV
Miami
Atlanta
44,681
WTVJ
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
78,553
55,000
273,353
79,277
91,500 Milwaukee
Pa!timore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
212,880
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Binghamton
34,410
WNBF-TV
Birmingham
238,200
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
13,800 Nashville
WSM-TV
New Haven
WTTV
143,800
24,781
Bloomington
36,000
WNHC-TV
New Orleans
ftoston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
674,373
WDSU-TV
New
York
Buffalo
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
181,957
WBEN-TV
Chicago
Charlotte
WBTV
WOR-TV, WPIX
49,464
2,150,000
Newark
WATV
61,372 Norfolk
854,436
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
250,000 Oklahoma City
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WTAR-TV
422,503
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
132,000 Omaha
WKY-TV
61,459
C olumbus
Dallas,
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
814,000
73,370
Phoenix
66,961
109,264 Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft. Worth
212,000
Davenport
Providence
30,150
WDTV
Quad CitiesWOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
44,668 Richmond
WTVR
WJAR-TV
E. Moline170,000
105,355
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Detroit
WICU
WHAM-TV
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
419,449
WHBF-TV
Erie
46,280 Rock Island
68,754
es Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline44,668
73,375
Salt lake
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuadCityCiti KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
109,264 San Antonio
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
39,000
Grand
Rapids
San Diego
KEYL,
41,542
159,173
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
WLAV-TV
110,543 San
83,500
Francisco WRGB
Greensboro
Schenectady
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
WFMY-TV
57,455
Houston
139,600
65,238
Albany-Troy
KPRC-TV
HuntingtonCharleston
KING-TV
WSAV-TV
38,000 Seattle
268,000
132,000
Indianapolis
St. Louis
WFBM-TV
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
27,000
68,200
WMBR-TV
101,405
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
Tulsa
Johnstown
Syracuse
WJAC-TV
120,000
WSPD-TV
KOTV
Kalamazoo68,125 Utica-Rome
67,750
WKTV
120,269
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
Washington
Kansas
244,260
107,919
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
WDAF-TV
Wilmington
Lancaster
38,500
Lansing
WGAL-TV
WD EL-TV
WJM-TV
46,000
59,901
80,553
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
KTLA, KSTL, KTTV
877,421
Total Markets on Air 63
Estimated Sets in Use 11,189,000
Stations on Air 107
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within televiewing area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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;.
A rich matador put a sorrowful end-ta

"I'll fight a bull and win back this eyeful,"

Manuel's calls at his girl's hacienda.

Said he — but much

To

THE

better he'd picked out a rifle!

Markets
Win Dayton*

SHOW

MUST

GO

ON

WHIO-TV
* Dayton and the whole surrounding Miami
Valley is dominated* by Dayton's first
and favorite TV station, WHIO-TV.
Let National Representative, G. P. Hollingbery Company, submit the figures that
For Manuel-type

labor just showed

prove it — and all the market data that
showing can do for your sales!

to each neighbor

That the bull is odds-on, if you don't know your saber.

CHANNEL

MORAL: For a killing in the Dayton market, use a proven
' sales weapon — Dayton's
first—WHIO-TV.

13
; Pulse January report shows
that WHIO-TV had 8 of
top 10 televised shows!

m
DAY

TOR 1,

OHIO
tv

jo-
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ASCAP First Stanza
(Continued from page 55)
bought its ASCAP music for radio
under the per program license arrangement, the payments made for
radio programs on the average
amount to less than 5% of the
station's published card rate for a
single broadcast. The 9%% royalty
payment proposed by ASCAP for
television, therefore, would come
close to doubling the rate paid for
radio, he said. He added that the
9%% rate will apply to most TV
stations, as few will have annual
incomes of less than $300,000.
Fees for sustaining television
programs under the new ASCAP
per program licenses are set at
2% of the card rate for the time
of telecast for stations grossing
less than $150,000, 2%% for stations grossing between $150,000
and $300,000 and 2V2% for stations
grossing more than $300,000 a
year. These fees contrast with a
flat Vz% fee for radio sustainers.
Both commercial and sustaining
per program radio licenses include
a special rate for the incidental use
of ASCAP music of one-fourth the
regular rate. The television per
program licenses do not include any
such incidental rate.
Blanket Licenses Sent
Along with the new per program
forms, ASCAP also sent the TV
station operators copies of the
blanket licenses negotiated with an
industry committee in the fall of
1949. These call for fees figured
on the "radio plus 10%" formula.
That is, the station calculates its
ACCAP payments by taking its
gross time sales, deducting rate
card discounts and rebates, 15%
agency commission and 15% sales
costs, and then figuring 2%% of
those net time sales (which would
be the payment for radio), and
finally adding an extra 10% to that
figure as a TV surtax.
Station blanket sustaining fees
are related to the net income of the
video stations. If the station nets
$150,000 a year or more, its
monthly sustaining fee is the
amount of its highest half-hour,
one-time rate. If the net is between $50,000 and $150,000 a year,
the sustaining license fee is the
highest quarter-hour, one-time rate
per month. Sustaining fee terms
for TV stations netting less than
$50,000 a year, if there are any,
have not been determined.
TV station operators now have
30 days (figured from the date of
receipt of the license forms) to
decide which license if either they
are willing to accept. If the station operator finds both unacceptable, he may then, on or before the
30th day, ask ASCAP to negotiate
a different deal with him. After
60 days of negotiations, if no pact
is reached, he can go to the Federal
Court in New York and ask the
court to set the terms. All this
time, he can continue to use
ASCAP music under the terms of
the interim agreement.
If the station operator decides
Page 66
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to accept one or the other ASCAP
licenses, he will, of course, pay
under that arrangement from the
date of signing until the expiration
of the license, with fees for the
interim period (Jan. 1, 1949, to
date) recalculated accordingly. The
four options a station have were
described by Otto A. Harvach,
ASCAP president, in his Dec. 14,
1950, letter to TV stations as follows:
"(A) Signing a per program
form and paying on that basis and
furnishing the requisite logs, music
lists and reports for the entire
term (i. e., from the effective date
of the interim license agreement
to the expiration of such per program license agreement);
"(B) Signing a per program
form, paying and reporting at
blanket rates up until the signing
of the form and thereafter at per
program rates;
"(C) Signing a per program
form, paying and reporting at
blanket rates up until such dates
prior to the dates of such signing
as you have adequate logs, music
lists and reports, and thereafter
at per program rates;
"(D)of Signing
and license
paying for
on the
basis
the blanket
the
entire term."
If the TV station operator decides not to accept either form of
license and not to try to negotiate
a better deal nor yet to go to
court but just to get along without
any ASCAP music, he has 70 days
from the time he received the
ASCAP forms to adjust his interim
period payments on the basis of
the standard blanket rate, the per
program rate for his station or
the "reasonable value" of the license.
Network Business
(Continued from page 58)
cancellations when Nash Motors
dropped the Nash Airflyte Theatre,
Thur., 10:30-11 p.m., through
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New
York, effective March 15; Prudential Life Insurance Co., failed
to renew Prudential Playhouse,
alternate Tues., 8-9 p.m., through
Calkins, Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith; and Quaker City
Chocolate Co., dropped its Wed.,
5-5:15 p.m., segment of Lucky Pup
after March 14, through Adrian
Bauer, Philadelphia. CBS-TV
however, will pick up one new
show when Strike It Rich, sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Mon-Fri., 4-4:30 p.m., becomes a
simulcast sometime in April, as it
is reported.
DuMont Gains
DuMont TV gained one new program, Front Page Detective, Fri.,
9:30-10 p.m., to be sponsored, effective March 16, by the Wine
Growers Guild, through Bascom
& Bonfigli, San Francisco. Network reportedly also has sold its
Arthur Murray Show, Mon., 9-9:30
p.m., to a new sponsor.

TEST

STATION

Sylvania Files Application
EXPERIMENTAL station at Emporium, Pa., to compare operations
of VHF and the lower and upper
portions of UHF was requested in
an application filed with FCC last
week by Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Radio Tube Division.
Sylvania told the Commission
the experimental outlet would provide "actual field test data on the
feasibility of extending TV coverage to isolated communities through
the use of low power, unattended,
satellite stations." The VHF transmitter would operate on Channel 7
(174-180 mc) while the UHF
transmitters would function in the
520-540 mc and 870-890 mc bands,
the latter having effective radiated
power of 300 w.
FCC was told the stations would
operate a total of 84 hours weekly
and about 50% of the time would
air monoscopes and test patterns
and the other 50% of the time
would rebroadcast programs from
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.
Cite 'Illegal' Station
Last fall FCC reported it had
detected the "first illegal television
station" at Emporium, which it
stated was "constructed and operated" by Sylvania's Tube Division
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Oct. 23, 1950]. The station reportedly rebroadcast programs from
WNBC-TV New York and WJACTV. Sylvania
tendere in Federalpleaded
districtnolo
courtconat
Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 30 and was
fined $2,500.
In its experimental application
filed with FCC last week, the firm
said the
stations
woulddata
alsoon"provide actual
field test
the
operation of new circuits and tubes
in the VHF and UHF spectrum
with particular reference to marginal operations. Further contributions are expected to be made
through actual field tests of receivers manufactured by Sylvania and
other manufacturers using tubes
manufactured by Sylvania in
fringe and marginal reception
areas, as well as making possible
complete investigation of customer
complaints under actual operation
conditions." Cost of the installation
will be $10,500, FCC was told,
while yearly operating cost will be
$29,200.
RECEPTION POOR
Man Wants To Sell House
A RESIDENT of Johnson City,
Tenn., wants to sell his house because its location is not suitable
for TV reception.
That's just how television-conscious the Tennessee city has become since interconnection on the
coaxial cable by WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C. Five months after
the installation the reported number of teleset owners grew from
about 150 to well over 1,000.
WBTV is reportedly the only TV
station serving Johnson City, 98
air miles from Charlotte.

Carroll in Contempt?
(Continued from page 55)
to put a sobering effect on proceedings.
Key points in Mr. Hayes' letter
included:
# There
is novideo
"glare"
or distraction because
can operate
without use of klieg lights.
# Industry people believe they
have an obligation to bring to the
public "as many congressional hearings as we find possible to tele9 The public has the right to
expect them.
9 By so doing, the industry
performs a public service "without
In rebuttal, the Post cried "misvise."
interpretation," claiming it had
confined its argument to investigaparallel."
tions only and not to hearings in I
general. Congress, the paper said,
has the right to force witnesses to
speak but "it ought not put them
on exhibit by means of television
or force them to speak into radio
This stirred a protest from Al- j
microphones."
bert
L. Warner, NBC commentator
who is featured on Sunoco's 6:457 p.m. 3-Star Extra. The distinc- i
tion between "hearings" and "in- j
vestigations," he said, were "pointless and the
unnatural."
While
Post would bar both
radio and television from investigational hearings, Mr. Warner observed that the paper would not
"spare" witnesses from newspaper
reporting. He said that often TV
and radio coverage of actual words
of a witness and his questioners
was in striking contrast to newsheadline victimization.
dio andpaper
television
are a medium"Ra-of
information just as are newspapers.
If a hearing is to be public it should
be During
open to
mediathere
. . was
." unthisalldebate
covered abill that has been lying
dormant before the House Rules
Committee that would specifically
bar (1) radio, (2) television, (3)
photographs, and (4) moving pictures from congressional committee
investigations
ness was
testifying. while any witThe bill (HR 1017) was introduced by Rep. Clifford P. Case (RN. J.) early in the 82d Congress.
He had sponsored a similar measure in the 81st Congress. However,
no hearings have ever been held on
the proposal.
Rep. Case told
Telecasting
in anBroadcasting
interview that•
while he thought his bill was
"timely" because of current publicity over the Carroll episode, he
had no immediate intention of
prompting swift action by the Rules
Committee.
'Super Circus7 Sponsor
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago (surgical dressings, allied products) ,
will sponsor the second half-hour
of Super Circus on ABC-TV, Sunday, 4-5 p.m. CST, starting June
10 during the summer months only.
The agency is Leo Burnett, Chicago.
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Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in the San Francisco Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Sts., San Francisco
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Radiation Control
(Continued from page 29)
"critique" — covering alerting and
operational phases of defense procedure— to command headquarters.
Authorities indicated Thursday that
the command's reactions would be
forthcoming shortly.
The critique, which also has been
submitted to Federal Civil Defense
Administration officials, reportedly
spells out the role of broadcasting
stations in the event of enemy
attack — how many would remain
on the air, for what length of time,
etc.
In its reply to the communications minded
Senate Commerce
Committee, FCC was understood
to have stressed the need for more
adequate legislation covering additional radiation devices capable
of serving navigational "homing"
purposes.
It also was understood that FCC
questioned licensees' right of appeal on cessation of operation in
times of dire emergency — a right
which it considers an "essential
safeguard"
regulation. in normal government
The Commission also has questioned the issue of criminal sanctions, which it felt should be more
dearlv spelled out. inasmuch as
Sec. 606 of the Communications
Act contains no express provision
^elating to violations falling under
Presidential authority. The Johnson bill presentlv provides, in the
form of an amendment to the Criminal Code, a fine of $10,000 for
individuals and $50,000 for corporations.
Two Alternatives
The committee, however, is currently studying two suggestions:
(1) an alternative to the NAB
proposal (to amend Sec. 502 of
the Act) which would extend general penalties where violations of
FCC Rules and Regulations are
made; (2) addition of a separate
subsection under Sec. 606 (c) which
would set forth penalties for violations.
Next executive session of the
committee is set for March 14,
though it was held possible that
the whole control plan may be
broached before then. Earlier action, it was said, would hinge on
the expected comments from the
military and RTMA.
Another suggestion being studied
by the committee staff is that defining types of devices, with a view
to specifying those which radiate
in excess of five or, possibly, 10
miles — on the basis they may be
adjudged capable of serving as
enemy navigational aids.
The question of identifying these
devices still hanes in the balance,
although committee communications experts have conferred recently with representatives of FCC
and RTMA on the problem.
Some segments of the manufacturing industry have expressed
concern lest FCC obtain too broad
an authority over radiation devices, it was learned.
Meanwhile, it was learned last
Page 68
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week that some officials of the
Civil Defense Administration had
raised minor questions on the FCC
broadcast-emergency plan. It also
was understood that the plan now
before the air command is designed
to permit some stations — presum"monitor"
outletsably—those
to designated
remain onas the
air in
every community.
Comments from the command,
expected early this week, would
pave the way for final approval of
CDA's technical or communications
manual, which is designed to apprise state civil defense directors
of the role radio and television
stations will play in civil defense
through emergency periods.
Until the status of broadcast stations is crystalized — and until FCC
adopts rules and regulations for
utilization of amateur radio frequencies on the basis of tentative
allocations — CDA is stymied in this
effort. CDA last week reportedly
was prodding the air command for
its comments so that the agency
may proceed with the manual.
Another step in emergency planning also hinges on the plan — a
meeting to be called by FCC with
industry (technical) representatives slated to sit in. One such
meeting already has been held.

TVA PACTS
N. Y. Local Approves Four
PERFORMER scales for local telecasts from New York stations, including WCBS-TV WNBT (TV)
WJZ-TV and WABD (TV), were
approved
Television
Authority's
New Yorkby local
last week.
Contracts for WPIX WATV and WORTV remained to be negotiated.
Scales for all performers except
sportscasters, who received full
TVA code network rates, were set
at 67% % of corresponding network
code rates.
Rehearsal hours included as part
of the fees were reduced as follows:
PERFORMERS
Performances
Per Week
Length of Program
15 Min. 30 Min. 60
10 Min.
1
3 hrs. 4 hrs. 155 hrs.
2
6
8
12
9
3
20
20
4
16
25
5
....... 1512
ANNOUNCERS (Off Camera)
One hour rehearsal included per
program. CHORUS DANCERS
Included rehearsal per 15 minutes
program: 6 hours.
Included rehearsal per 30 minutes
program: 12 hours.
Included rehearsal per 60 minutes
program: 20 hours.
CHORUS SINGERS
Included rehearsal per 15 minutes
program: 4 hours.
Included rehearsal per 30 minutes
program: 6 hours.
Included rehearsal per 60 minutes
program: 10 hours.
SPECIALTY ACTS
Included rehearsal four hours per
program.
WALK-ONS AND EXTRAS
Included rehearsal 3 hours per

Top Priority
(Continued from page 29)
cifically prohibits priority ratings i
forThe"personal
household
formula or
originally
had use,";
been
proposed to NPA by the Assn. of
Electronic Parts and Equipment
Mfrs. and the eastern division of
the Sales Managers Club, following
a meeting in Chicago earlier this
year ing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastFeb. 12].
NEW YORK employes of CampbellEwald anniversary
Co. celebrated
agency's
40th
with the
a reception
and dinner at the Hotel Pierre. During the event Daisy I. Huntington
received a check from Henry T.
Ewald (r), company president, in appreciation of 30 years service. A
special scroll extolling the entire
New York staff for distinguished
achievement during 1950 was accepted in their behalf by Winslow H.
Case (I), senior vice president in
charge of eastern operations.
TV

CONTEST
NAB to Give Awards
AWARDS contest for television
programs, nouncedwith
to be anat the winners
NAB (NARTB)
convention at Chicago April 15-19,
was announced last week by
Charles A. Batson, director of the
NAB Television Dept.
Certificates will be awarded stations submitting the best presentations covering unusual and productive local programs, based on modest budgets, not requiring extensive
local facilities and within reason
for the average TV station.
All TV stations are eligible to
enter the contest, regardless of
NAB membership. A board of
judges will be selected outside station-network ranks to select the
best programs. Winning presentations will be on display at the Chicago convention.
The contest is expected to provide basic material for a TV program clearing house. It is the first
step in a project designed to provide stations with a library of ideas
assembled from the entire industry.
Aiding Mr. Batson in the project
is Bette Doolittle, assistant director of the TV Dept.
Types of local programs eligible
for the contest include those suitable for release by a single station.
They can include live studio programs, locally produced film programs, local telecasts with film
excerpts and remotes.
program.
Other provisions of the contract
included:
(1) All extra rehearsal rates to
be the applicable rehearsal rates
specified in the code for networks.
(2) All performers to be permitted to double in or out of category
without additional compensation.
(3) All other terms and conditions to be the same as those in
the code for networks.
The contract went into effect
March 11 and extends to Nov. 30,
1952.

The new regulation permits application of the rating by business
firms and other institutions without
individual authorization by NPA,
but may not be used to purchase
production material — material or
components to be incorporated in
electronic and communication end
products. istrator
It wasFleischmann
designed,
Admin-to
stated,
"avoid the loss of production and
Exclusion of a priority rating to
home sets came as a surprise to
employment."
some industry officials last week. It
was their understanding that parts
dealers or distributors could apply
the rating to receivers needing
replacement parts — on the basis of
informal talks with NPA officials.
They felt maintenance would have
priority over new set parts.
Representatives of the National
Electronic Distributors Assn. and
other members of an industry advisory committee, meeting last
Monday with NPA officials, also
stressed problems relating to raw
materials. The industry advisory
group: (1) advised against establishment of any government distributing agency for electronicparts-components, contending that
failure to use their warehouses
would force them out of business;
(2) recommended that the Amateur
Radio Emergency Corps (national
network of "ham" stations) be provided with sufficient parts for
emergency use; (3) stated they
have limited sales of speakers for
radio-TV sets to replace worn-out
parts and have stopped selling to
manufacturers of new sets.
Urges Conservation
NPA urged that conservation
measures be instituted to reclaim
and save vital materials, and
named a task group to study simplification and standardization, and
a possible repair-parts program.
The agency had repeatedly
stressed conservation as one key
to top production, a program which
already has been launched by individual manufacturers and by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
President Robert C. Sprague,
who delivered a preliminary conservation report to NPA, has requested cooperation of RTMA members, to be implemented at an early
meeting of industry engineers
March
5].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
KECA-TV Hollywood has started
Sunday morning programming bringing its total weekly telecasting hours
to 81.
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nothing/finer

transmitting

Wherever you wish eyes and ears to extend beyond their
physical range . . . wherever you wish to have
many eyes see a closeup . . . whether in color or in black-andwhite TV — Du Mont equipment assures you of the
finest in precise, dependable, economical performance.
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Magnetic Recording
(Continued from page 56)

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
'Nation's Leading TV Stations
Offers the Following
TV

FILM

PACKAGES

MAJOR
COMPANY
CO
AMS
OG
RE suchPR
jasR
stars
FEATUwith
1

Barbara
STANWYCK
Robert
YOUNG
Jimmy
DURANTE
Claudette
COLBERT
Jack
BENNY

PauletteD
Jimmy
DDAR
GO

STEWART
Merlo
OBERON
Melvyn
DOUGLAS
Raymond
MASSEY

if^WKTERNS
. featuring
THE

RANGE

BUSTERS

| KERMIT MAYNARD
lL SMITH BALLEW

»»orj 0,
■'" "Hopple »rr0
„
c*>rrol

MUSICAL
VARIETIES
121/2 min each • featuring
MOREY
\ AMSTERDAM 4

IS

UNODHS
rcMSlOTO
e»cA

J*
^
1
005Sinformt
RTo
further
Jfor
10 ation and complete i
%
list, write to

°

LommonujEflLTH
723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N Y.
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of such a synchronous - motor,
sprocket-holed film recorder was
nothing radically new to technicians
and was readily accepted.
The only new equipment involved
is a magnetic recorder capable of
using sprocket-holed magnetic film.
Its costs range upward from $1,000,
and can be used for both recording
and play back. The recorder is
made in both the portable and the
stationary model. The rest of the
TV station's sound facilities, including amplification equipment
can be used as before with some
minor adjustments in the input and
output circuits to compensate for
the magnetic film.
Magnetic tape usage in the dual
system (as compared to using magnetic film) presented more of a
problem. There were no sprocket
holes to guide the tape, and the
tape system was not as familiar
to the engineers as the magnetic
film system.
To the problem of synchronizing
the tape, two solutions have been
found and are now used by manufacturers of magnetic recording
equipment.
In the first method, a 60-cycle
signal is recorded perpendicular to
the normal sound track. During
playback, the signal is picked up
by a discriminator which controls
the speed of the playback motor.
This machine aligns itself every
l/20th of a second, thereby keeping lip synchronization.
Second Method
In the second method of synchronizing tape, a control track is
recorded as the modulation of a
carrier. This carrier is placed at
the extreme end of the high frequency spectrum above the playback response. The line frequency
which synchronizes the tape machine and film camera at the time
of recording is used to modulate
the carrier.
During playback, the line frequency to which the film projector
is locked is compared in phase with
the modulating frequency of the
control track, and the maximum
error at any time cannot exceed
90 degrees-phase shift, or one-fifth
of a frame. This phase control
method has been used at CBS-TV
for some time.
For these two methods, any existing professional quarter-inch
tape recorder now in the field can
be adapted to keep lip synchronization during recording (but not
during playback). This is accomplished with adapters and interlocking device that range in price
from $150 to about $350.
However, for playback no successful adapters for standard tape
equipment have yet been found.
Instead, synchronous playback requires aspecial playback machine,
and this equipment, now available,
ranges from $1,000 to $5,000. Two
machines are available for synchronizing playback by the first
method mentioned above, and one

machine for the second method.
One other possibility — still a
"gleam in the eye" — exists for using magnetic recording in TV. It
would consist of coating a magnetic
oxide on the edge of movie film,
or of laminating a thin magnetic
tape on the edge of movie film,
between the sprocket holes and the
edge of the film. Possibilities are
being explored in several laboratories. How long it will take to
develop this, and what it will provide in terms of cost and quality,
are of course yet unknown.
However, two methods are already available for the use of magnetic media for both recording and
playback — the method that uses
sprocket-holed film, and the method that uses quarter-inch tape.
Both of these have been used successfully and are available now.
They are practical for individual
television stations — and both methods offer TV stations still further
improvement in quality, and still
lower production costs.
NCAA
THREAT
Members Warned on Ban
THREATS to expel or suspend
members of the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. if they violate the
group's one-year ban on live television concluded a special threeday session on video in Chicago
March 3 casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleMarch 5]. At that
time,
the television committee and Chairman Tom Hamilton of the U. of
Pittsburgh, set up machinery to
back the January declaration of
the NCAA that no live telecasts of
football would be permitted during
the 1951 season.
An escape hatch was included,
however, for state colleges and universities which hold membership in
the NCAA. If state legislatures
order the schools to permit public
telecasts of the games simultaneously, the association "will request
withdrawal" of the member thus
"forced" to violate the ban. They
would not be eligible then to take
part in association athletic events.
Although live, simultaneous telecasts will not be permitted this
year, the TV committee and the
executive council of the group plan
some kind of "experimental" video.
Industry representatives outlined
their suggestions on use of theatre
TV, Phonevision, Skiatron and delayed highlights of games at the
Chicago meeting. The group began
consideration of what form or
forms will be used at that time, but
a final choice may be delayed several months.
Hollywood

Candy

Signs

HOLLYWOOD CANDY Co., Centralia, 111., for Hollywood candy
bar, is sponsoring Hollywood Junior
Circus for half an hour on alternate Sundays on the NBC-TV
cable network. The agency is
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. The
show alternates with The Magic
Slate, Sunday, 4:30-5 p.m. CST,
and originates in Chicago at the
Studebaker Theatre.

Education Series Mapped
FORMATION of Teleprogranu
Inc.,
majorOG
TVRA
network
MS' eduLEPR
TEfirst
cational project, was announce'
last week by NBC and the Alfret
P. Sloan Foundation. The Sloar
Foundation has appropriated $87,500 to establish the non-profit organization and NBC will donatf
air-time, studio facilities and tech- In
nical equipment.
Initial project of the educationa
organization will be a series of 2(
weekly experimental programs de
voted to the general subjects oijl
economics, social sciences and nat
ural sciences beginning early ii •
June on Sunday afternoons.
William Hodapp, former scrip
editor and producer for WAV! 1
Louisville, Ky., has been namec {
executive director of "Telepro ;
grams," and Davidson Taylor, gen [
eral production executive for NBC;;
supervisor for the network.
Members of the board of di
rectors, who will also act as pro :
duction advisors, are: Dr. Arnolc \
J. Zurcher, executive director oiJL
the Sloan Foundation;
Frederic; \;
W. Wile Jr., vice president ir,
charge of TV production for NBC
Theodore S. Repplier, president oi
the Advertising Council, and William J. Driscoll, assistant vice president of the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co., New York.
Emerson Reports Profit
CONSOLIDATED net profit of $4,367,186 for the 13 week period
which ended Feb. 3 was reported
last week by Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. and subsidiaries
as compared with $2,076,292 for the
same period of 1950. Figures are
before provision for federal income and excess profits taxes.
Consolidated net profit, after taxes,
was reported as $1,518,856.
Telestatus
(Continued from page 6U)
over both coaxial cable and radio
relay, AT&T reported. They are
moved on the cable as far as Albany and switch there to the
Albany-Syracuse microwave relay.
At Cherry Valley, N. Y., two relay
points west of Albany, the signal
is beamed south to Binghamton
by way of new relay stations at
New Berlin and Windsor.
Unlike the normal relay station
arrangement with an antenna on
top of the structure, the stations at
New Berlin and Windsor are topped
with aluminum reflectors measuring 10 by 15 feet. Signals from
Cherry Valley
the and
first are
reflector at Newstrike
Berlin
bounced to a receiving antenna at
the base of the tower. After passing through amplifying equipment
they are beamed from a ground
level transmitting antenna which
bounces them against another reflector to the Windsor station,
where the process is repeated.
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NLRB

€'^
5
ilm byrWalter J. Klein Agency
UNITED TELEVISION PRO- fplanned
or
t
and featureep
old
Western
type
GRAMS has leased rights to halfmelodramas with a commercial
hour Royal Playhouse to Du Pont
Industries for showing in 18 easttwist,
urgingshirt
viewers
to buy
Belk's
ern cities for 26 weeks. Series
controlled
band,
Archdale.
was originally released as FireThey are being used during Belk's
side Theatre and was produced by weekly Gene Autrey half -hour show
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES,
on WBTV (TV) Charlotte.
Los Angeles. The programs have
Inj now been sold in 30 markets for
total billing of $750,000, according
FIVE STAR PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, is expanding its present
to officials of the firm. Among markets sold are: Theo. Hamm Brewing
facilities in the Edgar Bergen
Co., St. Paul, sponsoring series on Bldg. to include two new stages as
well as new executive offices. Firm
ten KING-TV Seattle, KPRC-TV Houshas completed TV film commercials
ton and WTCN-TV Minneapolis;
Bank of America, San Francisco,
for several national advertisers, insponsors on KGO-TV San Francluding Lucky Tiger Hair Tonic
(through
Grant Adv., Chicago) and
cisco
and
KECA-TV
Los
Angeles;
i i\ local Nash dealers on WDTV (TV)
Alka Seltzer (through Wade Adv.,
pit i
Chicago).
Pittsburgh; Fall' City Brewing Co.,
Louisville, on WAVE-TV Louisor c a'
ville; local Helzberg Jewelers on
WDAF-TV Kansas City, and local JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS is now filming the second
gas and electric company on WKYTV Oklahoma City.
program tective
in series.
its Title
Frontis Page
The DeTV
W2
Murder Mystery, starring Edmund
prs FILMS FOR TELEVISION Inc., Lowe. Firm also is completing production of an hour, feature-length
new syndicated film producer, is
reconditioning Strand Theatre in religious film, Hill Number One,
based on story of the Resurrection.
Beverly, Mass., for film production.
Film will be distributed to all TV
Charles W. Phelan, former Yankee
stations and networks for showing
fit Network sales manager and owner
of WESX Salem, Mass., heads the during Easter Week. . . . Same
company. First production will be firm producing three one-minute
and three 20-second TV commerQuizzed by the Stars, a daily quarcials for Waitt & Bond Inc. (Blackk I
ter-hour sports quiz. Negotiations
stone cigars). . . . Stan Freberg
lis are going on with Harry S. Goodand Daws Butler have been signed
man Radio Productions to repreby firm to narrate animal voices
sent the firm nationally.
in series of 26 TV commercials now
being produced for Dodge.
iesj:
* * *
am! MAYO VIDEO, TV package producer, is planning TV films featur- ALEXANDER FILMS, Chicago,
ing famous explorers and films announces completion of six 20taken on their expeditions. The
second TV spots for Florsheim
Explorers Club will furnish the ex- shoes; six 20-second spots for
I -pedition films.
Ivalon sponges through Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, and four oneminute commercials for Manor
ratio
KLEIN,
MOODY & House coffee through Earle Ludgin.
r as j) BURKE,
SHELL, Charlotte, N. C, has comiAl ! pleted a set of three one-minute
the 5 "horse operas" for Belk Dept.
SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Store, same city. Spots were
Corp., Beverly Hills, has completed
Bit
two series of five three-minute
musical shorts, one group featuring Allan Jones and the other, the
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
Devil Dja dancers.
% ❖ *
100
G.
L.
ENTERPRISES,
New York,
ESTABLISHED 1913
isi
and Burl Ives are producing new
peep
half-hour TV film series, Famous
::2Tales, featuring fairy tales for
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
both children and adults. First
;»]
film to be available April 10.
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
it
a
ABBY
TELEVISION
Inc., New
York, new production-distribution
company, is releasing package of
1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
39 feature films for TV, first in
series of 93 features to be produced
Oak Park, Illinois
by company. Color prints of new
:hiC»BO: AUSTIN 7-B62D
half-hour film mystery series are
to be released in March.
Telecasting
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HEARING
To Be Transferred

NLRB New York hearing of the
jurisdictional dispute between Television Authority and Screen Actors
Guild, Screen Extras Guild, will be
transferred to Hollywood at an unannounced date, Chester L. Migden,
NLRB hearing officer in New York,
ruled last week.
Transfer of the hearing, which
began Feb. 20 and has since received testimony of TVA witnesses
in New York, was made on motion
of SAG and SEG to receive testimony as to working conditions and
production techniques involved in
making Amos 'n' Andy and hum
and Abner TV films.
Central question of the hearing,
resulting from SAG-SEG opposition to TVA's petition to represent
all performers before motion-picture type cameras for TV purposes,
is whether all such performers
may, legally speaking, "appropriately" be included within a single
bargaining unit.
SAG and SEG, which do not contest TVA jurisdiction over talent
on "live" and kinescoped programs,
will try to show that production
techniques and working conditions
involved in TV film-making differ
from
those involved in "live" presentations.
TVA witnesses testified in New
York a fortnight ago that two television networks had produced TV
films in Hollywood' with rented facilities and that a third network
planned to follow suit.
TVA Stand
TVA contends that how a show
is produced (whether all live, part
live and part film, or all film) is
unimportant, since from a performer's standpoint the industry is
indivisible; he may perform live
one day and on film the next.
SAG-SEG viewpoint, on the other
hand, is that essentially different
techniques and working conditions
are involved in film performances
as contrasted with live performances
whichdifferent
makein performers'
interests
each case, and
that SAG already has contractual
agreements with motion picture
producers relating to film performers.
TVA seeks to represent talent
employed by networks or stations
telecasting on a multiple-station
basis in New York, Chicago, and
Los Angeles. This includes ABCTV, CBS-TV, NBC-TV, the DuMont network, and WOR-TV New
York and WGN-TV Chicago. Performers involved include actors,
masters of ceremony, quiz-masters,
disc jockeys, singers, dancers, announcers, sportscasters, specialty
acts, walk-ons and extras.
Some measure of the complexity
of the issue was suggested in testimony that film sequences and film
inserts had been used in conjunction with live shows when scripts
called for action unobtainable inside the studio.
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... is the concluding, final, ultimate,
last chance for the 1951 YEARBOOK to
be included with a subscription to
BROADCASTING. After March 31, the
few remaining copies will be sold
separately for $5.00. Before it's too
late, subscribe now — and get the . . .
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AT OPENING of Continental Film Theatre on WOR-TV New York, Feb. 11,
are (1 to r) Norman Livingston, WOR-TV director, commercial program
operations; New York Mayor Vincent Impellitteri, Erberto Landi, president
of his own ad agency, and Robert Mayo, WOR-TV sales director. Mr. Landi
is co-producer of the foreign language films program.

EXAMINING cartoon cell at United
Productions of America, Burbank,
Calif., seventh anniversary art festival are (I to r) Hans Conreid, radio
actor, and John Hubley, vice president and supervisor of the firm which
produces TV movie and films.

NBC OFFICIALS Jimmy Dolan (I), assistant director of sports, and H. M.
Seville Jr., director of plans and research, visit radio-TV plant of WBAP
Fort Worth. Visit was made during
trip to Southwest last month for
NCAA meeting.

NEWLY-ELECTED officers of San Francisco Chapter of Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences are (I to r) Lou Simon, KPIX (TV) treasurer; Peggy Martin,
KGO, corresponding secretary; Harold See, KRON, president; Vannie Baker,
KGO, 2d vice president; Howard McGill, Zock Radio Corp., 1st vice president, and Melba Ford, KRON, secretary.
AT CONCLUSION of his premiere telecast (via NBC-TV) under sponsorship
of Kellogg Co., Victor Borge, pianist-humorist, is given congratulatory handshake by W. H. Vanderploeg, Kellogg Co. president. Present are (I to r)
T.
D'Arcy
Brophy, supervisor;
board chairman,
KenyonRalph
& Eckhardt;
Brew,
v. p. andof
Kellogg account
Mr. Borge,
Olmstead,John
v. p.
in charge
advertising for Kellogg; William A. Chalmers, v. p. in charge of radio and
TV, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Mr. Vanderploeg.

SENATE Crime Investigating
Committee, headed by Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D., Tenn.), focused its
attention on California last fortnight.
KGO-TV and KPIX (TV) San
Francisco telecasts of the Kefauver
Committee hearings March 2 and 3
reportedly drew the largest daytory. time audience in Golden Gate hisBoth stations canceled all other
daytime programs to bring televiewers and radio listeners the
proceedings
direct from the bar of
inquiry.
One Bay Area newspaper reportedly used a TV receiver in its
city room to make early deadlines.
Neither station telecast commercials and station breaks were superimposed on screens so as not to
interrupt the hearings.
KECA-TV Hollywood's Feb. 2728 exclusive telecast of the hearings in Los Angeles brought a wild
burst of public enthusiasm.
Station executives were confident
that they had done a conscientious
job of coverage. But they were
unprepared for the estimated 3,000
phone calls which jammed the
switchboard. Also, more than 100
telegrams were received congratulating the station.
Mayor Fletcher Bowron said,
STATE STATIONS
Washington Bill Proposes
ESTABLISHMENT of two television stations owned and operated
by the State of Washington would
be authorized by the terms of a
bill currently under consideration
by the State Legislature. The
measure (HB 563) was introduced
by State Rep. Marshall Forrest
(D-Bellingham).
The proposed measure establishes a Washington State Television Commission, composed of public education and higher education
officials and three "members of the
general public to be appointed by
the governor, at least one of whom
shall be actively engaged in the
television industry." It would be
authorized to apply to FCC for at
least two stations, one on each side
of the Cascade Mountain range
which divides the state between
east and west.
The measure also would appropriate $50,000, "or so much thereof as may be necessary" to carry
out provisions of the act.
The commission would be instructed to conduct "a comprehensive survey of the television industry" and "formulate a detailed
policy" for operation of the stateowned stations, to be submitted to
the next session of the State Legislature, scheduled for 1953. If
FCC approval is received prior to
that time, however, the commission
is directed to launch the station
without waiting for further Legislative action.

"KECA-TV deserves the thanks of
the community for performing this
vital
public
service."
Several
hours
of commercial time
were pre-empted by the station for
its coverage. An enthusiastic wire
from four KECA-TV viewers offered loyally to "do our best to buy
your sponsors' products who gave
James T. Vandiveer, executive
up
their time."
producer
of station remote telecasts, directed and produced the
coverage. He was assisted by Bill
Zeck. Cameron Pierce was technical supervisor; Harold Huntsman, technical director. Frank La
Tourette arranged for the telecast.
The California hearings were
anotheracross
step the
in nation.
the committee's
march
Previous
hearings covered by radio and television were held in St. Louis
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,^'
March 5], Detroit, [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 26], and New;[Vlit*]
Orleans Feb.
[Broadcasting
• Tele-!
casting,
5].

ZENITH
WARNING
Sent Phonevision Panel
PHONEVISION subscribers in the
Chicago test group received warning letters last week from Zenith fjck
Radio Corp., informing them that
unauthorized persons identifying
themselves as Zenith service men
were entering some of the homes
illegally. Letters were mailed after
"several cases" of such entry were
reported, although no details were
given as to whether any criminal
actions followed the trespassing.
Letters included an identification
card such as is carried by each
Phonevision repairman, and customers were asked to request showing of the card by anyone attempting to check or remove the television set. Zenith installed a Phonevision-equipped video receiver in
each of the 300 test homes.
Test families were advised again
not to discuss their reactions to'
Phonevision with anyone outside
the family. This presumably was
a measure taken to insure a "fair
sample" for the National Opinion
Research Center at the U. of Chicago, which will analyze results.
DuMont

Network

Sued

SUIT against DuMont Television
Network for $16,773, allegedly an
unpaid remainder due for 16 quarter-hour TV film programs, was
filed by Wallace Orr and Tel Ra
Productions, Philadelphia, in the
U. S. District Court of the Southern
District of New York on March 1.
The films, according to a letter allegedly written by a DuMont official, copy of which was filed with
the complaint, constituted the program 1950 Baseball Previews.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING
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TV

STERN MEET
Airs TV Effect on Habits
* (TELEVISION as it affects children
Iras exposed to two hours of scruinizing by a panel of educators
nd broadcasters as feature of the
ourth annual Western Radio"elevision Conference at the Hollyrood (Calif.) Roosevelt Hotel,
larch 2-3.
The new medium emerged with
elatively few blemishes. The few
cars uncovered were attributed
nore to society as a whole, with
?V held up by panelists as merely
. reflection of public habits and
lemands. Good taste, patience and
oresight themed the two-day conference, with educators agreeing
hat TV as well as radio is an exDEMOXSTRA TIXG the use of various lenses on the WBAL-TV camera
ell ent medium.
to a Johns Hopkins U. student is Mr. Wagner (I) with Mr. Wilkes in
Admitting some aspects of video
the background.
ire open to criticism, Klaus Lands:>erg, vice president of Paramount
Television Productions Inc. and
reneral manager KTLA (TV)
Hollywood, cited in particular beer
WFAA-TV, WBAL-TV, KSL-TV Report Projects
ind cigarette sponsorship of sports
?vents popular with youthful audiCASE* *
N SHOW
EDUCATORS
the na- the direction of Program Manager
gj|£nces. Because of their influence
EDUCATIOthroughout
Arnold Wilkes. Slated to continue
Dn this young audience, Mr. Landstion continue to enjoy the wholethrough the spring months, courses
hearted cooperation of telecasters
oerg said such advertisers should
include instruction on cameras,
lot be permitted to sponsor sports
on projects designed to showcase
.svents. He offered no objection
television's effectiveness as an edu- control room, settings, special efcational medium of great potential
fects, films, commercials and prothough to such advertisers utilizand to extend the curriculum of the
duction. Technical classes are han5nAing station time at hours when
dled by Lou Wagner, technical
children are away from the screen.
university and college to the viewsupervisor, and Sam Philpot, staer's living room.
Parents Responsible
tion art director.
One of the latest public service
Mr. Landsberg believes however,
On another level — actual educaprograms launched on behalf of
that it is up to the parents, not education is that reported by
tional telecasts — WBAL-TV also is
:.the station, to determine type of WFAA-TV Dallas, which is co- cooperating with a number of colsa program children should view.
leges and universities for presenoperating with Southern Methodist
tation of college-level programs
z*ft Industry - education cooperation U. on a weekly series of 12 telecovering a variety of subjects
was stressed by Judith Waller,
casts titled Television University —
XBC Central Division director of SMU. The program is aired each
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Feb.
19].
r3 i public affairs. Speaking on broadThursday, 9:45 p.m., from WFAAAnother indication that educacasting and public service, Miss
TV studios and other focal points.
tors and commercial TV stations
Waller said there was much to be
Among the subjects slated for
can work together in the public
done by broadcasters and educators
class examination are the theatre,
interest is in evidence at KSL-TV
■ditto work out problems for successscience, music, academic orientaSalt Lake City. Each Thursday
.-,-ful programs that will be of intion, fine arts and TV's educational
t-L terest and acceptable to the masses.
potentialities. Live telecasts of the station telecasts The World U
8-8:30 p.m., which is proplays by drama students also are Live In,
-:•(• She declared much more research
duced under the auspices of the U.
on the variety of interests of the contemplated to supplement the
of Utah extension division. Many
public needs is necessary and felt classes in theatrical orientation.
academic fields are being explored
•that education should be able to In future weeks the university's
during the series.
put its research forces to work and music school will share the TV
Additionally, the university is
gather the basic facts about radio
camera's attention with a telecast
doling out credits to persons signand television audience building.
version of "Carmen."
ing with its extension division, even
Educators were urged to take adOrigination Points
though
the programs are designed
vantage of the current TV station
to interest students and casual
According to present plans, some
viewers alike.
'freeze" and prepare themselves
of the programs (running about
for the programming opportunities
The introduction of education to
half an hour) will originate in
to come wThen "lift" takes place.
WFAA-TV studios, while other arm-chair viewers has picked up
Other speakers at the sessions
momentum in recent weeks, with a
full-hour telecasts will emanate
included Hal Hodge, coordinator of from the campus of Southern
number of stations now cooperatchild welfare, Los Angeles County
Methodist.
ing regularly with universities and
Schools; Dr. Mason Rose, executive
colleges in public service projects,
An offshoot of education-station
director of the National Foundacooperation has developed at many of them during prime evening
tion of Psychological Research;
WBAL-TV Baltimore, which has TV periods. In addition, telecastPaul Price, radio-TV columnist,
ers have carried a host of special
invited students of Johns Hopkins
Los Angeles Daily.
U. to attend classes for an accrededucation seminars and other proited TV course held in its studios.
Two-day conference was devoted
grams with a campus motif.
primarily to televsion, with KNBH
Among TV outlets which have
The project is designed for mutual
collaborated on regular or special
and KECA-TV providing produc- benefit of WBAL-TV and students
tion demonstrations and work shop in view of the dearth of trained
projects, in addition to WFAA-TV
instruction and information.
and KSL-TV, are WWJ-TV Detroit,
personnel and the current manMrs. Inez Richardson, secretary
power situation, station reports.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WTCN-TV
of Hoover Institute and Library at
Staff members are contributing
Minneapolis-St. Paul, WRGB (TV)
Stanford U., was elected chairman
first-hand information to students
Schenectady, WAAM (TV) Baltifor the coming year.
with liberal arts background under
more, and WTVJ (TV) Miami.
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

'CHILD' ADS
FTC Drops Investigation
ASSURED that there will be no
further resort to controversial
"child appeal" advertisements such
as published last fall, the Federal
Trade Commission announced last
Thursday it has abandoned plans to
"institute legal proceedings"
against a group
of television
manInc.
ufacturers and Ruthrauff
& Ryan
FTC Chairman James M. Mead
said the commission has accepted
written assurances from 22 TV
manufacturers and the agency that
such a campaign would not be resumed. He warned, however, that
in "closing
the the
case right
on this
FTC
reserved
to basis,"
reopen
its probe if warranted by future
developments.
The original inquiry grew out of
a TV set advertising campaign
(published and broadcast), which
imputed educational handicaps to
children in homes which did not
possess television receivers. FTC
undertook the probe on the basis of
complaints
the other
Nationalgroups,
Education from
Assn. and
even though the first ad theme was
immediately scrapped, and requested copy specimens with a
view to examining their "truth or
falsity" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4, Nov. 27, 1950].

FOOTBALL
TV
NCAA Offered Solution
COLLEGES can permit live telecasting of football games and make
money at the same time, despite
the one-year ban issued in January
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. This was asserted last week
by John S. Meek, president of John
Meek Industries and Scott Radio
Labs, in a letter to the NCAA as
its TV committee met in Chicago
Mar.
5].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Mr. Meek advocated a plan by
which a college or university would
charge alumni and "friends" $10
aschool
year games,
for "television
rights" of
to
and for purchase
a "complimentary" ticket to each
game. This ticket, Mr. Meek sugbe issued
stergested,
who would
may
becometo "a
a youngfuture
student at the school, to a disabled
veteran or a serviceman."
Video "rights" for home viewing
could be sold also to non-alumni
who want to buy the "free" tickets
as gifts. The contributor, according to the plan, would receive a
"TV season ticket" to put on top
of his TV set "as a token of his
This formula would, in the opinion of the TV manufacturer, "(1)
bring
football to millions at home,
support."
thereby making and keeping
friends; (2) bring money into college treasuries and (3) keep the
stands crowded on Saturdav afterMarch 12, 1951
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u
N'T

BE

BUILT," they Said... but

General

Electric

Built

It!

WHAS-TY
Louisville/ Kentucky

GOING UP-m E ANTENNA THAT COULDN'T BE
BUILT. When others gave up, General Electric solved the
most difficult high-gain TV antenna problem ever undertaken bya manufacturer. Two developments here are noteworthy. First, a special feed design saved several thousands
of dollars for the broadcaster. Instead of the usual two, this
antenna requires only one transmission line to feed it, a

simplification achieved by designing and building a special
slot diplexer, first of its kind to be used in high channel
operation. Second, G-E engineers were able to maintain desired antenna characteristics by compensating for increased
pole diameter through the lower portion of the antenna.
At Louisville the WHAS-TV antenna is driven by a G-E
5 kw high channel transmitter.

Spectacular 12-Bay Superturnsfile for WHAS-TV is first ever made for
Television Broadcasting — gain measured from input better than 12.5
UNIQUE SLOT DIPLEXER PERMITS SINGLE LINE ANTENNA FEED!
Rival manufacturers said it couldn't be done— that nobody
- could build a 12-bay antenna of superturnstile design and
make it work. Why not? Because the required mast diameter
would be so large it would affect the antenna characteristics.
General Electric television engineers didn't think so. They
accepted the challenge, took the problem back to Electronics
Park, put to work the immense research, engineering, and manu-

♦

facturing facilities of this great plant... and delivered the complete antenna to Louisville four months later!
Building TV station equipment is a precision job. If your
station plans present difficult problems of design, engineering,
or construction, put G.E. on your team. Offices in all principal
cities. General Electric Company, Commercial Equipment Division, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

WOR-TV
New York

LARGEST LOW BAND
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA!
At KRLD-TV, Dallas, Texas,
this 10,000 pound, heavyduty antenna provides an effective gain of 6.2. It is designed and built to withstand
a 50-pound wind loading,
equal to a 150-mile-an-hour
gale. Inset shows batwings
of heavy-walled tubing.

WIND LOADING 60 POUNDS! Rising 1050 feet above the Hudson River, the WOR-TV tower at North Bergen, N. J. is the highest structure in the state. General Electric FM and TV antennas,
mounted together on a special mast, can resist a wind velocity of
165 mph. WOR-TV is also equipped with General Electric FM
and TV transmitters and a custom built control console.
*for VHF commercial operation

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

R. THOMAS B. SYMONS, Maryland educator, appointed director of
public service
WBAL - AM - TV
Baltimore, succeeding the late
Dr. David E. Weglein.
AL BLAND, program director
WBBM Chicago,
cited by Marine
Corps for cooperation to Marines
Mr. Symons
when program director at KMOX St. Louis.
GILBERT D. BROOKS, announcer
WKNA-AM-PM Charleston, W. Va.,
appointed chief announcer-assistant
program director. DICK REID and
DON REED appointed to announcing
staff WKNA.
JACKSON LAUNER appointed continuity chief WCEN Mt. Pleasant,
Mich. He was with WOMT Manitowoc, Wis. GENE COURTER and
DAVE LOCKHART appointed to announcing staff. BETTY PELLETIER
named traffic manager at station.
ED CONRAD, director at WTCN-TV
Minneapolis, to ABC-TV Chicago, in
same capacity.
TOM KERSEY, music and . transcription department KECA Hollywood,
named writer-producer. He replaces
FRANK MORRIS, transferred to production staff ABC Hollywood.
KEITH KERBY, manager Keith Kerby Ltd. (celebrity commercials), S. F.,
to KGO San Francisco as program
director, replacing JOHN GALBRAITH, resigned to freelance in
radio and television field.
BENJAMIN F. KROUSE appointed
staff artist W GAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
He was with Kamp & Godfrey Adv.
Agency, same city.
EARL STEEL appointed to announcing staff WCCO Minneapolis. SALLY
FOSTER named vocalist at station.
DON GEHRING, writer - producer
WFDF Flint, Mich., called to active
duty with Army.
DONAL HASSLER named head of
transcriptions ABC Chicago, replacing JANE NILES, resigned.
SARAJANE CHERASHORE, publicity
department WPEN Philadelphia, resigns.
MARTIN McNEELEY, announcer-disc
jockey WJMO Cleveland, to WJR Detroit, in same capacity.
HUBIE WEISS, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, to WDSU-TV New Orleans, as
producer-director.

JIMMY DURANTE, radio, stage, movi
and NBC-TV star, was featured ji
two
story "Mr.Article
Durante's
Year"page
in Parade.
based Biai
his NBC television show.

air-casters
A/euri • • •
WADE H. ALLEY, Dayton office FBI,
appointed program
and public
relations director
WHIO Dayton. He
succeeds LESTER
SPENCER, now
manager WKBV
Richmond, Ind.
JOHN L E BON
SMITH, announcer
WSOC Charlotte,
N. C, to WBTV
Mr. Alley
(TV) same city in
program
department.
BUDDY DEAN, disc jockey WHHM
Memphis, to WITH Baltimore in same
capacity.
ROBERT OAKLEY, program packager, to KTTV (TV) Hollywood as
director in program development. He
was manager KROY Sacramento.
JOY RUSSELL-SMITH, script secretary KNX Hollywood Bob Hopkins
Program, to KTSL (TV) Hollywood as
story editor. MALEESE BLACK,
script secretary CBS Dollar A Minute,
replaces her on KNX program.
MELVIN W. GREEN, controller
WOOD Grand Rapids and WFDF
Flint, Mich., named treasurer WFBM
Indianapolis. LEONARD BRIDGES,
controller King-Trendle Broadcasting
Corp., Detroit, replaces Mr. Green.
BILL HODAPP, continuity editor
WAVE Louisville, appointed director
of Teleprograms Inc., NBC-TV New
York.
TOM JACOBSON, announcer Progressive Broadcasting System, to Pacific
Regional Network, Hollywood.
JACK BRIGGS
to KFMB-TV San
Diego as staff announcer.
SHELBY GORDON, creative director
Stewart Potter Inc., Chicago, to writing staff Columbia Pacific Network,
Hollywood.
SCOTT HANNAH, announcer CKWX
Vancouver, appointed program director CJBQ Belleville.
STEVE DUNNE, NBC Sam Spade and
Don Lee Jack Kirkwood Show, signed
for feature role in Portland Pictures
forthcoming movie "A Woman Possessed."

Langendorf

Consistently renewing its
schedules year after year, this
fine Western bakery proves its
loyalty to KJR's efficient coverage of Western Washington.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
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RALPH HATCHER, manager WPLH
Huntington, W. Va., to stations department ABC, effective March 5.
KEITH CULVERHOUSE, DorranceV/adell Inc., N. Y., to ABC sales presentations department, effective March
5.
BOB WALTERS to ABC-TV Life With
Linkletter musical group as pianist,
replacing VIC VALENTI, resigned.
HENRY TAYLOR to show's writing
staff.
PAUL EVANS, copywriter KIDO
Boise, Ida., to active duty with Navy.
VERN MOORE, chief announcer, also
to active duty with Navy. PETER
FURNO Jr., staff announcer, to active
duty with Army.
JAMES McKIBBEN, program director
KIDO Boise, Ida., takes on extra
duties of promotion director for station. JIM COWAN, KNOX Grand
Forks, N. D., to announcing staff.
GENE PERKINS, staff announcer, appointed night supervisor for station
operations. MARILYN PEARSON,
new to radio, to staff as copywriter.
BARBARA WOOTERS named to program department as copywriter.
BERNIE ALLEN staff announcer
WIND Chicago, called into Army.
JOE KENNEDY, KASI Ames, Iowa,
replaces him.
ARMAND LaPOINTE, disc jockey
Pacific Regional Network, Hollywood,
to Phil Regan Show, NBC.
LARRY BROWN, disc jockey WPEN
ried.
Philadelphia, and Alma Goloff, marRAY RICH, TV program director, and
MARIE CHAUVIN, receptionist WDSU
New Orleans, married.
DAVE WEBSTER, WJNO West Palm
Beach, Fla., elected mayor of Glenn
Ridge, Fla.
TOM WABER, announcer WXYZ Detroit, father of daughter, Ellen Elizabeth.
DAVE KIMBLE, sales promotion manager WBBM Chicago, father of
daughter, Patricia.
STEVE LAWRENCE, announcer
WXYZ Detroit, father of boy, Stephen
Michael.
JEAN TYMEC, publicity department
WIND Chicago, and William Kuehn,
married.
CHICK VINCENT, producer-director
WOR New York, presented award of
merit from "Wake Up, America!"
committee for "the patriotic duty his
program is performing on uncovering
subversive activities in the United
MAGGIE JOHNSON, star of Your
Television Shopper, WABD (TV) New
States."
York, selected "most glamorous housewife in television" by John Robert
Powers, model agency head.
LU HURLEY, star of Man on the
Street, KRON-TV San Francisco, respecial award,
the "Televiewers'
Oswald"ceived (made
of kitchen
gadgets)
from group of Marin County fans.
W. LEE MEREDITH, continuity diof boy. rector WNAX Yankton, S. D., father
MARILYN MULLIN, KCBS San Francisco, resigns to marry Bob McLachlan March 31. Miss Mullin is
niece of Bing and Bob Crosby.

HAL STEWART, newsman-announce
Navy.
KIDO Boise, Ida., to active duty witl
NORMAN WALLACE appointed news
man-announcer KIDO Boise, Ida
RON SMITH, announcing staff, \
United Press radio office in Nev
York.
MARTIN BAUERMAN, new to radio j
to news department KXOK St. Louis
replacing WILLIAM NOONAN, re i
called
Corps. to active duty with Marini
FRANCE LAUX, sportscaster KXOE
St. Louis,
"Elmer"
greater
St. awarded
Louis Bowling
Assn.f rorrii
recognition of his outstanding radic
work in bowling activities during
1950.
BERT LEE Jr., sportscaster WMGM
New York, scheduled as principal
speaker at dinner meeting of New
York and New Jersey Chapter of 4th
(Ivy) Division Assoc., (World War
Veterans), March 6, in N. Y.
GEORGE FABER, news writer WBBM
Chicago, named night news supervisor.
GASTON FISCHER, news writerreporter CBS, starts quarter-hour
weekly news analysis broadcasts on
Columbia Pacific Network.
MAJ. GEORGE
FIELDING ELIOT,
MBS commentator and military analyst, to originate his War Review
program, 9:45-10 p.m. Sunday, from
leading
March 12.European cities, beginning
TED HUSING, sports announcer and
commentator Pabst Blue Ribbion
/. B. C. Boxing Bouts, CBS-TV 10 p.m.
Wed., resigns reported due to inability to cover both local New York
radio commitments and out-of-town
fights. RUSS HODGES, CBS sports
commentator, replaced Mr. Husing,
effective with March 7 Ezzard Charles-Jersey Joe Walcott fight.
ALLEN FORBES, news director
KYSM Mankato, appointed to news
writing staff WCCO Minneapolis.
E. W. ZIEBARTH, news analyst, and
CEDRIC ADAMS, news reporter
WCCO Minneapolis, voted most popular in their respective fields in annual
state-wide radio poll conducted by
Minnesota Radio Council.
JENNINGS CULLEY, sportscaster
WSLS Roanoke, Va., father of boy.
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"You go to the Radio Section ' of SRDS when
you want to find things out," says a
long-experienced media man. Standard
Rate is really a manual. It informs.

are

"Supposing we go into a market where we have
had no experience, say for our frozen food account. Iturn to Standard Rate first to size up the
stations in that market. I am interested in knowing their affiliations and their power. If there are
two stations in a market, both with 50,000 watts,
we look at the rates. Then we check the coverage ;
and then we determine which station should give
us the most for our money.
"When I look up the various stations in any city
in Standard Rate, I read everything there including the ads, when they tell me anything, like what
programs they have and how much spots on them
cost."
Many stations are contributing additional information that helps buyers buy, in Service-Ads
near their listings in SRDS Publications (like the
WFBR Service-Ad reproduced here) and near their
markets' listings in CONSUMER

Note to Broadcasters: In the 64-page SPOT RADIO
PROMOTION HANDBOOK your advertisers and
prospects and their agencies describe in detail
what they want to know about stations. Copies
at $1.00.

NEW YORK
BROADCASTING
1

Hot

WFBR

in

Stuff

on

Baltimore

WFBR's "Morning
on spots
o week spent
I2fl
2j22£
" Show$60is bringing
week .in -sales of oil
per on
in $1500
in 'Maryland
• ; r burners for, tKe Cumberland Coal Co. of Baltimore.
Cumberland Coal Co. of Baltimore sells
Timken Silent Automatic Heating Systems.
They wanted to sell more. In January of this
year they bought one minute spots on
WFBR's
Maryland" Show
. . . to thegreat
tune"Morning
of $60 a inweek.
They gave away no diamond rings, no trips
to Europe. All they did was tell people, on the
right station, at the right time, on the
right program, about their product
On June 29. they wrote to tell us they're

averaging $1500 a week in sales from this $60
per week investment. And this is the only
radio letter,
time and
In the
same
they station
informedthey're
us theyusing!
are doubling
their
in Maryland"
— to schedule-still
include room onair "Morning
conditioners.
"Morning in Maryland" is a WFBR "homegrown" show — conceived, produced and performed in WFBR's studios. There are other
WFBR "home-growns," too — with equally
impressive sales stories. And they all add up
to this: in Baltimore, the right station is:

RATE

&

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
More than 270 radio and TV stations are running Service-Ads in
SRDS publications to supplement
and expand their listings ivith information that helps buyers buy.
* The Radio Section of SRDS is
now called Radio Advertising Rates
and Data.

DATA

SERVICE

The National Authority Serving the Media-Buying Function
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
"
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
>
• Telecastin,

Burners

MARKETS.

That's why, when you're comparing stations and
markets, it pays to check the Service-Ads in Radio
Advertising Rates and Data* and in CONSUMER
MARKETS. They may save you further search
for information you want right on the spot.

STANDARD

Oil

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
March 12, 1951
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programs

promo|ion
premiums

LANG

WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
13 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. V.
Vdwort Calibre Programs at Xocal Station Cost

That's why YOUR spots are on
the Southwest's favorite station.
Your agency can produce the
best transcriptions, but if they're
not aired to a large, responsive
audience — your spots can't
PULL. KROD has the most listeners over the El Paso Southwest
most of the time, night and day.
That's why spots on KROD have
pulling power.
KROD
CBS,
EL PASO
KEY STATION, SOUTHWEST NETWORK
5000
WATTS
600 TOP O' THE DIAL
RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
DORRANCE D. RODERICK, President
VAL LAWRENCE, Vice Pre*. & Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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THE COON-SKIN CAP # # #
WOOD Grand Rapids sending
coon-skin caps to trade and advertisers with letter explaining- fedora.
Letter points out that "Whenever
you wear this coon-skin cap, remember that all of us other
WOODsmen here in Grand Rapids
are working day and night to help
build sales for national and local
advertisers in this market." Letter
tells advertisers that station can
produce "mighty happy hunting."
KEEN COMPETITION # # #
KDKA Pittsburgh, 1951 School
Science Experts, starts March 17,
Sat. 4 p.m., radio quiz series featuring high school science students
from Western Pennsylvania, competing for college scholarships. Students from public, parochial and
private schools take part in shows.
On first six programs, they compete for cash awards and gold
keys. On seventh broadcast, May
8, the six finalists will fight it out
for scholarships.
THE BIG SWITCH
• • •
WNAX Yankton, S. D., sending
"Big Aggie" banks to advertisers
and trade. Card attached reminds
advertisers that station is switching to CBS June 15 and that Big
Aggie ". . . and my hired hands
at WNAX are looking forward to
helping you sell your products . . .
as we've been doing for the nation's biggest advertisers for
nearly 28 years. . . . Sow your advertising dollar in the Big Aggie
land and reap a harvest of soaring
sales and increased goodwill." The
bank has Big Aggie overlapping a
small tractor and is very colorful.
NEW TYPE FORMAT # # #
KQV Pittsburgh has developed
new format for calls to station
after noon-time news broadcast.
Roz Alpert, who takes part in news
show, answers all calls and gives
information request by listener on
air. Show provides daily coverage
of news, and things that housewives may be interested in. Show
follows the newscast.
COWBOY SHOW
• • •
CBS RADIO Sales sending brown
brochure to trade and advertisers
about new western film, Range
Rider, headed "You don't know
what you're missing!" Card attached to top of piece says "Reach
partner! For a pen, we mean. You
can get the drop on your competition if you get on the dotted line
pronto for this brand-new TV
Western hero." Inside gives details of show, with picture of cowmirror.boys shooting behind him via a
'MORNING DEVOTIONS' • •
WSB-TV Atlanta, Morning Devotions, 10:50-11 a.m., Mon. through
Fri., with local ministers of all
faiths giving scripture reading,

prayer and devotional message. Details of daily shows handled by
officials of Atlanta Christian Council. "Morning Devotions is being
added to our schedule in answer
to requests from our audience,"
General Manager John M. Outler
Jr., said. "We hope the program
will do some real good."
*★***★★
INTERNATIONAL SHOW
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa,
Sidney, Iowa, USA, calling
Sydney, Australia, March 11,
30-minute show giving people
down under look at small
town in America. Show featured interviews with Iowa
farmer, housewife, community club president, high
school students, rodeo owner
and war bride from Australia
now living in town. Sydney,
Australia, in exchange will
give description of its city
including harbor scene, surfing on beach, horse racing
and other interesting scenes.
This is third international
exchange of programs for
station.
*
*
*
*
*
* #
HOT COVERAGE
O • •
KOA Denver has covered million
dollar fire that wrecked local athletic club. New station manager,
Charles C. Bevis Jr., who had just
arrived few hours before fire, was
within blocks of it when it broke
out. He rushed to scene and phoned
in reports to station. Station aired
five special bulletins and 45 minutes of special broadcasts. Tape
recorders were set up in Denver
Press Club across the street for
interviewing firemen, club workers
and taping an eye witness account
of fire. Mr. Bevis praised news
and special events staff for fine
work in covering fire.
CRASH COVERAGE
# # ®
WNAX Yankton, S. D., news staff
covered crash of airliner March 2,

immediate

in which 15 people died. Station
flashed first bulletin half-hour
after wreck and in less than hour
and one-half had a newsman on
scene. Station flashed several more
reports of accident and had interview with rescuer. WNAX later
gave names of injured and dead
and taped interviews with five of
10 survivors at hospital. Station
fed accounts of wreck to KRNT
Des Moines and WMT Cedar Rapids. Telephone report also was fed
to KSOO Sioux Falls and station
newsmen covered story for United
Press. Station also fed first hand
account to ABC in evening newscast.
LOCAL BUSINESS
# # #
KATL Houston sending advertisers
letter with small plastic telephone
receiver pasted on page. Letter
headed "Increased profits ... as
close as your telephone." Piece
goes on to explain that more local
advertisers place business with station than any other station in city.
Letter invites advertisers to try
station.
FUTURE FARMERS CONTEST
WHAS Louisville presented awards
totaling $5,000 to 27 winners in
annual "Farm Incentive Program"
sponsored by station during 1950.
Barry Bingham, president WHAS,
The Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times, presided over annual luncheon Feb. 17 at which awards were
TALENT
• • •
presented. HUNT
WLW Cincinnati sending press
book to theatre owners and managers giving information about station's "Star Search" hunting for
talent. The huge booklet has red,
white and blue covers. Inside gives
information on prizes and publicity that station may receive.
Also has names of famous people
in show business who were at one
time with WLW. Book carries promotional data theatres may use.
TESTS LISTENERS
• • •
KRSC Seattle, Frederick & Nelson
Concert Hour, Frederick & Nelson
Dept. ments
Store,
announceinvitingaired
request10 for
specific
items in classical music. Station
reportedly received 575 letters indicating total audience to be two
and one-half times larger than anticipated.

revenue

produced

with regional promotion
campaigns
23
serviceyears
to theof

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

programs throughout
your coverage area

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General
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NATIONAL
NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES — and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Rating
REGULAR WEEK JAN. 21-27, 1951
Rating
Current
Current
Homes
Current Previous
Homes
urrent Previous
%
%
Rank
Rank
Rank Rank
Programs
Programs
8.2
6
5
VENING, ONCE A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS) .
(8.8)
21.0
8.1
7
1
2
1
7.6
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS).
7.7
8
13
1
2
Aunt
Jenny
(CBS)
19.9
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
16.9
7.7
9
8
Rosemary (CBS)
3
3
9.0
Amos V Andy (CBS)
24
16.3
10
5
4
Young Dr. Ma lone (CBS)
.
(3.3)
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
.
15.9
5
4
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
Charlie
McCarthy
Show
(CBS)
7
6
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS) .
Walter Winchell (ABC)
15.7
14.3
9
7
2
2
The Shadow (MBS)
Red Skelton (CBS)
6.7
13.7
8
8
3
o
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
10.0
9
Fibber
McGee
&
Molly
(NBC).
DAY,
SATURDAY
(Average
ForOver
All Hollywood
Programs)
(5.9)
146
13.7
8.2
2
Stars
(CBS)
10
13.4
My Friend Irma (CBS).
Armstrong Theater (CBS)
1
VENING, MULTI -WEEKLY "(Average For All Programs)
11.6
(5.7)
Let's Pretend (CBS)
1
6
1
Beulah (CBS)
2
2
Tide Show (CBS)
9.9
5
3
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY
Lone Ranger (ABC)
9.6
8.4
VEEKDAY (Avera ge For All Programs)
(5.7)
8.7
4
9.4
1
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NielsenMa Perkins (CBS)
2
(%)
to
41,903,000—
the
1951
estimate
of
Total
United
2
9.3 RATING"
Romance
of
Helen
Trent
(CBS)
3
3
8.9 States Radio Homes.
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
4
7
Big
Sister
(CBS)
14
(*) homes
Homes listening
reached only
during1 all
any part of the program, except
5
8.3 for
to 5or minutes.
Guiding Light (CBS)
8.9
ra.
WSNY

CASE

Renewal Is Recommended
In Initial Decision

RENEWAL of the license of WSNY Schenectady, N. Y., and approval
to acquisition of effective control by Winslow P. Leighton, are recommended in an initial decision by Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham, announced by FCC.
The ruling would dismiss opcontrol of WSNY in
posing petitions by George R. Nel- had acquired
1948 and that FCC approval
son and associates, which alleged early
should have been obtained. The
"perpetration of fraud and numerinitial
decision said Mr. Leighton
ous other irregularities on the part
through several stock transactions
of their associate stockholder,
increased his personal holding
Winslow P. Leighton."
from one-fourth to about one-third
Consent is recommended by the interest and introduced three reladecision to transfer of control of
tives as stockholders, the combined
Western Gateway Broadcasting
holdings totaling 55%.
Corp., WSNY licensee, from BenjaClears Leighton
min L. Dubb, Bradley Kincaid and
Prentiss Carnell Jr. to Mr. LeighThe examiner found no "wilfulton, Florence B. Walcott, Fredness of purpose to deceive" atIerick G. Lippert and Barbara W.
tended Mr. Leighton's failure to
Leighton.
file the proper transfer application
-;j There is pending outside the since he promptly reported each
proceeding a separate application
stock transaction to FCC. The exfor FCC approval to sale of all
aminer also noted Mr. Leighton
stock held by Mr. Nelson and Wil- did not consider himself in legal
liam G. Avery in WSNY to Mr. control because his personal interest totaled only one-third.
Leighton pursuant to a "settlement agreement" of mid-1950, the
On
the
basis
of WSNY's
decision said. The Nelson group
formance
since that
time as perthe
;by this agreement also withdrew
city's only independent outlet, assigned 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc,
a competitive bid for WSNY's facilities [Broadcasting • Telecastand on the basis of proposed iming, April 3, 1950].
provements in service, the examThe examiner concluded Mr.
iner concluded the license should
Leighton for practical purposes
be renewed. He indicated, how-

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

TLcdw/iaL
J'SuduMA.
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
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ever, that FCC would closely watch
future operation to determine if
these proposals were carried out
and to see if "station management
. . . has gained a proper conception
of all the requirements placed
upon the licensees of radio stations
in the Communications Act" and
the Commission's rules.
Respecting the opposing petitions by Mr. Nelson and his associates, the examiner noted a court
action instituted by the Nelson
group
"charging
Leighton
with
fraudulent
misconduct,
is expected
to be dismissed upon motion of the
plaintiffs, in the event the proposed transfer of their stock to
Leighton should be approved." The
ruling observed "the adjudicatory
processes of the Commission are
not designed or intended as a
medium for settling personal differences or for the adjudication of
controversies of a private nature
which are best determined by resort to courts of law."
The ruling continued:
Although Leighton did acquire actual control of the corporation without the Commission's consent as
required in the Communications Act,
the evidence of record, insofar as it
reflects the impact which any of his
stock transactions herein may have
had upon the business interests of
other stockholders in the corporation,
is not pertinent
Commission's
inquiry,
and it is tonottheshown
by a fair
preponderance of the evidence that
his demeanor in connection with
these stock transactions was such as
to adversely affect his character qualifications as an officer or stockholder
in the corporation.
Three

AFCA MEET
Set April 19-21, Chicago
LESLIE F. MUTER, past president of the Radio Mfrs. Assn., and
Robert C. Sprague, president and
board chairman of the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., are scheduled
to address the April 19-21 national
Armed Forces Communications
Assn. convention in Chicago.
Discussion will be held on electronics, signal communications and
photography,
to of
explore
the convention theme
strengthening
AFCA'stionalcontribution
in the naemergency.
ROBY NAMED
Heads NARND Committee
MAX ROBY, news chief of KSL
Salt Lake City, has been named
1951 standards committee chairman for the National Assn. of Radio News Directors. F. O. Carver
Jr., WSJS Winston-Salem, NARND
board of directors member, will
serve as liaison officer for the
board.
Others named to serve on the
standards committee are Rex
Davis, KMOX St. Louis; George
Gow, KANS Wichita; Ben Holmes,
KOMA Oklahoma City; Charlie
Day, WGAR Cleveland; John
Thompson, KNBC San Francisco;
George Passage, WRVA Richmond,
Va.; Art Smith, WNAX Sioux City,
Iowa, and Ev Dutton, CKRC Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
ABC

1080
Kilocycles

Join LBS

THREE stations have joined the
Liberty Broadcasting System:
KDAC Fort Bragg, Calif., WFMU
(FM) Crawfordsville, Ind. and
WXGI Richmond, Va. KDAC is
licensed to Edward Mertle, president, and operates with 250 w on
1230 kc. WFMU is licensed to
Journal Review Inc. with 13 kw on
102.9 mc (Channel 275). WXGI,
a 1 kw daytimer, operating on 950
kc, is licensed to Radio Virginia
Inc. WXGI will join the network
April 1.

BALANCED PROGRAMING
for better listening. ..|
more

listeners

WK*£Oi
Louisville,
Ky.
JOE
EATON, MGR.
Represented Nationally by
JOHN
BLAIR >t CO.
March 12, 1951
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outstanding
play-by-play
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presid
WALTER
William BLAKE
Kester, &viceCo.,
Hollywood, named executive sales director Parsonnet Studios Inc., that
city, with headquarters at 3 W. 57th
St., N. Y.
H. H. SCUDDER and A. U. PINKNEY
elected vice presidents of International Standard Electric Corp., N. Y.
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y„
announces newly produced five-minute radio transcription series for
promotion of diamond sales by retail
jewelers, Tom Terriss Stories of Fabulous Gems. Show .has started in seven
new marekts: San Fernando, Calif.;
Hartford, Conn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Boise,
Ida.; Lockport, N. Y.; Lorain, Ohio,
and Marion, Ohio.
FACTS CONSOLIDATED, S. F., market research firm, moves to 116 New
Montgomery. Telephone number remains Douglas 2-2445.
BERNARD I. MILLER to sales staff
Academy Film Productions, Chicago.
He was president and general manager WMOR (FM) Chicago and head
of his own television production company, B. I. Miller & Assoc.
FRED A. BOSIN appointed eastern
sales manager for TV commercials
and motion pictures Kling Studios,
Chicago.
ROBERT N. FEGEN to sales and contract staff Jam Handy Organization,
Detroit.
JAMES SMITH, Paramount Pictures,
and ROBERT SEITER, 20th CenturyFox, to film editing staff Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood.
JACK O'MARA, Pacific Coast manager C,March
E. Hooper
Inc., resigns effective
7.
u
rnent re-elected president
(^i/Jp
JOHN
S. MECK
John Meek Industries, Plymouth, Ind.
G. F. MECK re-elected treasurer of
firm. Other officers elected were:
RUSSELL G. EGGO, executive vice
president and secretary; B. L.
BETHEL, vice president in charge of
purchasing; CHARLES E. PALMER,
vice president in charge of production; LEWIS G. WOYCKE, vice president in charge of engineering, and
CHARLES L. HUBBARD, vice president in charge of planning.

with

HILADELPHI A'S|
MOST
POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT

arts

G

DIAL
990
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C. M. LEWIS, manager RCA's broadcast field sales activities for Engineering Products Dept., named manager of broadcast and communications
sales section of Engineering Products
Dept. Mr. Lewis has appointed following men to head specific broadcast
and communications sales groups:
DAN PRATT, manager of communications and microwave sales; J. A.
RENHARD, Washington representative, and P. T. SCHWARZWALDER,
manager of sales analysis. Mr.
Lewis joined RCA as transmitter engineer in 1934.
EDWIN B. HINCK appointed sales
manager electronic parts division,
Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc., East Patterson, N. J. He succeeds HARRY
VanRENSSELAER, called to active
duty with Air Force. Mr. Hinck was

northeast district sales manager for
company's transmitter division.
MOHAWK BUSINESS MACHINES
Corp., N. Y. (electronic equipment)
has moved to new offices at 47 West
St.
L. J. OLIVIER, merchandise manager
at New Orleans for Graybar Electric
Co., N. Y., appointed manager of New
Orleans branch of company.
S. W. SCOTT, Los Angeles district
sales manager Graybar Electric Co.,
N. Y., appointed Pacific district manager. He succeeds H. L. HARPER,
retired.
DON G. MITCHELL, president Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y., appointed special consultant to Air
Force staff for assisting in procurement of electric equipment and component parts.
LEONARD F. CRAMER, vice president and director Allen B. DuMont
Labs Inc., Clifton, N. J., to head government liasion department, recently
formed by DuMont. New department
is working with government on military contract negotiations.
F. J. COOKE, chief engineer Electronic Tube Lab, Remington Rand,
N. Y., to Reeves Soundcraft Corp.,
N. Y., as general manager Colorcraft
and Magnetic Tape Divisions, Springdale, Conn.

CBS-TV technical crew 16, assigned
to Perry Como Show and Stork Club
Show, presented award of merit from
alumni division of School of Radio
Technique, N. Y.
JEROME TANNENBAUM named chief
engineer of audio division Concord
Radio Corp., Chicago.
HOMER KORNMAN, engineer WSLS
Roanoke, Va., father of daughter.
NINTH annual "Books for Cook" campaign over WCBS New York yielded
137,897 books for New York hospital
patients and set new record by 20,000
publications, station reports.

FCC ORDERS to revoke the |
cense of WXLT Ely, Minn., |£
the permit of KFMA Davenport
Iowa, would be affirmed accordin;
to an initial decision by Comi
George
E. Sterling, announced b'
FCC.
The initial ruling pointed ou
that FCC's order of May 23, 195C
revoking WXLT "was based oi
facts disclosed on investigatior
showing that Charles W. Ingersol
then the individual licensee, ha>
transferred control, and in fad:
abandoned the station without th
Commission consent required b
Section 310(b) of the Communica

:
1
j

"

The initial decision explained th •!
tions Act."
WXLT revocation order furtheJ
stated Mr. Ingersoll "and his radi
consultant, L. W. Andrews, had, v
the application for constructioi
permit and subsequent applica
tions, by concealments and misrepj;
resentations, deceived the Com
mission as to the financing ahjj
ownership of the station." The peri
mit
Mr. Andrews
for hisKFMi
"was ofrevoked
because of
com '
plicity in the matters set out ii
the
WXLT revocation order," i
continued.

Comr. set
Sterling
"th lit
matters
out in concluded
the revocatioi
order have been completely sus
tained by the facts developed ilk
the hearing on these orders." Oi$h
these grounds, he recommendec
the revocation orders "must" bi
affirmed.
WXLT is assigned 250 w full^o
time on 1450 kc. KFMA is as
signed 250 w daytime on 1580 kc
Mr. Andrews Feb. 28 submittec
the
cancellation"11
FCC KFMA
recordspermit
show. for His
letter t(
the Commission indicated he hac T
no objection to FCC's granting th(:
application of KFMA Broadcasting
Co., a new applicant,
for KFMA':!
assignment.
Mr. Andrews
a fort
night ago announced he was retir
ing from the consulting field t^
instruct in and supervise the East
ern Iowa • Telecasting,
Radio School Feb.
[Broadcasting
26]

the
KOKOMO
market
is rich!
Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%
Latest Conlan Figures . . .
FOOD SALES
RETAIL SALE SALES
$181,967,000 $46,980,000
NO. FOOD STORES

DRUG STORES $6,539,000
FARM ft
591
77

1000 WATTS

DRUG SALES

$65,071,000

KOKOMO, INDIANA
■ Columbia Broadcasting System
National Rep: Weed & Co.
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Respects
(Continued from page UB)
A t!ity. His most pressing problem,
|e reminisces, revolved around his
tfort to obtain a larger budget to
un a program he was handling —
In effort which led to his verbal
ncounter with Mr. Fox.
Though only 16 at the time,
oung Ben took the counsel to heart
nd eventually moved up to proram director himself. In 1929,
eeking other pastures, he looked
p New York and network radio as
possible wedge.
With the aid of boundless genially and dogged persistence, the 19ear-old Utah youth convinced
CBC that he should be a producerlireetor. For five years he planted
^imself in NBC control rooms in
flew York and other key network
ities, working on remote pickups,
iis air credits included a celebratd list of some of early radio's most
nemorable programs, among them :
Texaco Fire Chief, with Ed Wynn;
I hase and Sanborn Hour, Eddie
Oantor and Dave Rubinoff; A & P
gypsies,
Milton Cross; Fleisch1
nan's
Yeast
Hour, with Rudy Val1l
jee, and the Paul Whiteman Pro•j* hram for General Motors Corp.
As one thing led to another,
-oung Larson turned from radio to
advertising agencies. He joined the
Joseph Katz Co. New York office in
L934, and in the next eight years
moved through a succession of
agency radio positions which also
mcompassed Ruthrauff & Ryan and
Young & Rubicam.
He compiled
other air credits: The Big Show
(Block & Sully), Gillette Community Sing (Milton Berle), Al Joleon Program and Flying Red Horse
.Tavern (with Beatrice Lillie).
Y & R soon put Mr. Larson's now
/acknowledged talents to use on
what was then a debatable proposition— daytime radio — much as
daytime video is now in the formative stage. He supervised the direction of such offerings as Kate
\Smith Speaks, Joyce Jordan, M.D.,
The Second Mrs. Burton and
fot 1 Bright Horizon from 1941 to 1942.
first intimate conret ' Mr.tactLarson's
with television came in 1940
Las
13011

GUESTS at the Spot Radio Clinic luncheon sponsored by
the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives Feb.
20 at New York's Biltmore Hotel were Robert Crandall,
director of media, and Betty Bruns, in charge of radio,
Sherman & Marquette Inc. New York. Attending the
luncheon (I to r): Standing, Frank Fitzpatrick, George

while still at Y & R, which was
evaluating the new visual medium
on behalf of its own clients. For
two years he headed up its TV activity which, though it dealt with
experimental shows, was already a
fulltime job. Mr. Larson handled
scripts and direction for General
Foods Corp.'s Aldrich Family, Agfa
Ansco's Photo Quiz and test runs
for Y & R radio commercials
adapted for television. During this
period, he muses, he was busier
than Arthur Godfrey today, sandwiching in demonstrations and
meetings with office duties.
Later Mr. Larson, collaborating
with Joe Cross, sold Lever Bros, a
video show on DuMont's WABD
(TV) New York titled I Challenge
You. That effort marked his initial
contribution — and a temporary
goodbye — to television.
In 1942 he became general manager and part owner of WWDC
Washington, and was instrumental
in boosting the station to a level
where, with the aid of "block program ing," itcould lay the groundwork for successful independent
operation.
Joins WPEN
Mr. Larson transferred his
sphere of operation to Philadelphia
in June 1945, assuming the management of WPEN, then the
Evening Bulletin's radio independent in the Quaker City. The following year he filed an application
*****
for WPEN to construct and operate
a TV station there. The newspaper took over control of WCAU
Philadelphia in December 1947 and
also got its TV station through an
RESULTS?
application transfer.
Under the new alignment Ben
THAT'S US
Larson was appointed a vice president and director of television with
CHN
S
responsibility for the task of buildHALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
ing and organizing the WCAU-TV
structure. By May 1948 the staMaritime* Busiest Station
tion was programming a seven-day
week schedule and making the
5000 WATTS-NOW!
Larson name well known in mushrooming TV circles.
Interested? Atk
In early January 1950, when
JOS. WEED & CO.
WPIX was seeking a man to replace the resigning Robert L. Coe
330 Madison Ave., New York
as station manager, the New York
\
Daily News Syndicate negotiated
BROADCASTING
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P. Hollingbery Co.; Frank Breslin, Headley-Reed Co.;
Jones Scovern, Free & Peters; Thomas Campbell, The
Branham Co.; David Simmons, John Blair & Co.; Arthur
McCoy, Avery-Knodel; seated, John Allison, Paul H.
Raymer Co.; Mr. Crandall,
Miss Bruns, Michael Flynn,
Katz Agency.

with the up-and-coming TV executive who had fashioned a career
as a crack network producer and
management personality. Later in
January he was named a vice president of WPIX Inc.
Combined Talents
In Mr. Larson, now a 25-year
veteran, they probably obtained a
measure of Ziegfeld and the Wizard
of Oz in one fell swoop. Today
he is seldom stumped when WPIX
is called upon to substitute ingenuity for sheer weight of programming dollars. By using blockprogramming (a little thing Mr.
Larson presumably picked up at
WWDC) and a heavy slate of film
programs, plus a 120-event schedule of sports attractions from
Madison Square Garden, WPIX
doubtless is making a buck here
and there.

the good local show should not be
overlooked because it offers both
viewer and advertiser an opportunity to get together on the most
intimate
basis . is. ."married to the
Mr. Larson
former Doris Dunn. They live in
Lawrence Farms, East Chappaqua,
N. Y., with their two sons, G. Bennett Jr., 10, and Eric Chase, 9. His
hobbies include "television, theatre,
gardening,
travel" —tothesay,indulgence
of which, needless
not just
anybody
can do "without
money."
He
is a member
of the University
Club of Washington, D. C.
r« •••••••»••••••••••••••• **, ••••«*
• «•••••••••••••• "mi" •
♦ •• ••••• •
• ••
•• • • • •
[•••♦■
sou?
••
K
I***

was over
his "baptismal
as That
he took
the reins ofvow"
the
New York independent: "Programs
with a strong local appeal will be
developed ... It became increasingly apparent in television that

[•• •••
••■
• ••

AD INSTITUTE
To Attract 200 Delegates
FRANK GAITHER, advertising
manager, WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, is
among listed speakers at Emory
U.'s second annual Advertising Institute scheduled March 16-17 at
Atlanta. Expected to attract more
than 200 advertising personnel, the
meeting will discuss problems which
face advertising in a national
emergency.
Other scheduled speakers include Dr. George Gallup, director
of the American Institute of Public
Opinion; E. B. Weiss, director of
merchandising, Grey Adv. Agency;
Elon G. Borton, president, Advertising Federation of America;
Howard P. Abrahams, director of
sales promotion, National Retail
Dry Goods Assn., and Wilbur
Smart,
Adv.
Co. vice president, D'Arcy

AGENCY:
P">l"f
& ekly
Cecil we
CAMPASGN:
30 minutei

OLK?
BUYING NORF
RU
ADD WLOW TH
N!
AFORJOEMA

»•*•••]
•• • •»•«
• • • »J
••••#« c
t•••••I
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March 2 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to Feb. 28 to file exceptions to
initial decision issued on applications
of Lakeland Bcstg. Corp., Wausau, and
John R. Tomek, Wausau, Wis.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Nashville Bcstg. Co., Nashville, Tenn.
— Granted extension to March 9 to file
proposed findings on its application and
that of Southern Bcstg. Co., Nashville.
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
Okla. — Granted request that transcript
of testimony on its application and
that of Caddo Bcstg. Co., Anadarko,
Okla., be corrected.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Gila Bcstg.
Co., Winslow,
—
Granted
continuance
of hearing Ariz.
on its
application from March 5 to June 5 in
Washington.
Christian County Bcstg. Co., Taylorville. 111. — Granted continuance of the
hearing on its application from March
12 to May 14 in Washington.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
Circle Bcstg. Corp., Hollywood, Fla.
— Granted continuance of the hearing
on its application from March 1 to
April 3 at Washington
March 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KYUM Yuma, Ariz. — Mod. CP change
frequencypletion date.
etc. for extension of comLicense for CP,
KFIR
North
Bend,station.
Ore. — License to
cover CP new AM
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1030 kc
KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex.— Extension of SSAlocal1030sunrise
kc 50 Boston
kw, using
nonDA from
to local
sunset Corpus
for 12 mo. beginning March Christi,
15.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KXRN
Renton, Wash.— RETURNED

Successful marketing
is an pjjptf jj^ operation .
Printers' Ink stands
alone as the one

publication thatp^j
every phase of
i.mallMI^ completely,
that integrates all
the complexities of
marketing for the

fCC

actions

MARCH

A

2 TO MARCH

A

8

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
application for acquisition of control
by Velva Dickinson Fuller through
purchase of 1 sh from Cecil Pattee.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Tuskegee Bcstg. Co., Inc., Tuskegee,
Ala.
new —AMDISMISSED
station on application
580 kc 500 w for
D. CP
March 6 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
American Bcstg. Corp., Lexington,
Ky. — Granted request to cancel license
and delete remote pickup KA-8370.
WQXR-FM
cense for aux. New
trans.York— Granted liWBAT Marion, Ind. — Granted mod.
CP change type trans, and for approval
of ant. and trans, location.
Actions taken March 1
Racine Bcstg. Corp., Racine, Wis. —
Granted request to cancel licenses
KA-5552, KSA-945 (extended temp,
basis to 3-1-51); dismiss pending renewal application and delete remote
pickups.
WFSSCP (FM)
Coram, L.of I.—
Granted
mod.
for extension
completion
date to 9-13-51.
WTBO-FM Cumberland, Md.— Same
to 6-1-51; cond.
Granted following renewal of licenses
on regular basis: KA-3891, Turlock
Bcstg.
KA-6974,
Nueces Corp.,
Bcstg. Turlock,
Co., CorpusCalif.;
Christi,
Tex.;
KIA-609, 610, Roanoke Bcstg. Corp.,
Roanoke, Va. Granted following renewal of licenses on regular basis subject to change in frequency which may
result from proceedings in Doc. 6651;
KA-7839. KMB-535, The Voice of the
Orange Empire Inc., Santa Ana, Calif.;
KA-2130, Modern Bcstg. Co. of Baton
Rouge, Inc., Baton Rouge, La.; KA2244, Lou Poller, Chester, Pa.; KA-7264,
Community Bcstg. Co., Corpus Christi,
Tex.; KA-2025, Central Bcstg. Co., San
Marcos, Tex.; Extended following licenses on temp, basis to June 1: KA5234-5236, KTTV Inc., Los Angeles;
KA-7154, KPIX Inc., San Francisco;
KA-4039, Allen B. DuMont Lab, New
York; KA-4621-4623, General Electric
Co., une
Schenectady,
N. Y.;Wash.
KA-8149,
TribPub. Co., Tacoma,
Extended
following licenses on temp, basis to June
1, subject to change in frequency which
may result from proceedings in Doc.
6651: KA-7152, KA-7153, KA-7155, KA7156, KPIX Inc., San Francisco; KA-3416,
Albuquerque Bcstg. Co., Albuquerque,
N. M.; KA-4620, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.; KA-6975, Mario
Acosta,tionMayaguez,
R.; KA-3625,
WNEL Corp.,P. San
Juan, P.StaR.
Granted following renewal of licenses
on regular basis, subject to change in
frequency which may result from proce dings in Doc. 6651: KA-3596, KKA851,
McKinney
McKinney,
Tex. Air Enterprises Inc.,

WNEWnewNew
install
trans.York— Granted license
WJLB
stall aux.Detroit
trans. — Granted license inKGGF Coffeyville, Kan. — Granted license increaseDA-2
power unl.).
etc. (690 kc 5 kwN 10 kw-LS
KWBG Boone, Iowa — Granted license
power,unl.).
etc. (1590 kc 500 w DANchange
1 kw-LS
WNCCcense newBarnesboro,
Pa. — Granted
standard station
and changeliof studio location (same city); 950 kc
500 w D.
Paramount Television Productions
Inc., Hollywood — Granted CP new remote pickups
WORK
York,KA-8436-7.
Pa.— asGranted
CP install old main
trans,
aux. trans.
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as
shown:
WBND
to 8-22-to
51, cond.;
KOOKBelleville,
Billings,111.,Mont.,
5-1-51. cond.; WLEU-FM Erie, Pa., to
9-19-51; WELI-FM New Haven, Conn.,
to 10-10-51.
Extended
pick-1,
up licenses following
on temp, NBC
basisremote
to June
subject to cond. that action is without
prejudice
to any
action
Commission
may take with
respect
to any
pending
applications for renewals of licenses of
stations licensed to grantee: KA-4815,
4816, KA-5189-5192, Hollywood; KA4814, 4818, 5148-5150, KA-5163, San Francisco; KA-4683, 4685, 4686, 5193-5196,
Denver; KA-5174-5177, 5469-5472, KGA844, Washington, D. C; KA-4676. 4680,
5145, 5146, 5147, 5162, KSA-720, Chicago;
KA-4687, 4690, 4691, 4693, 5169-5172, New
York. Extended following remote pickup station licenses on temp, basis to
June 1: KA-2965, KA-6678, 6679, Mercantile Bcstg. Co., Miami Beach, Fla.;
KA-2313. 4606-4608, KQA-755, WJR, Detroit;
Cleveland. KA-2775. 7065, KQA-795, WGAR
Granted following renewal of licenses
on regular
KGA-447-448,
White
Rosebasis:
Bcstg.KA-5319,
Co., York,
Pa.
Extended following NBC remote
pickup licenses on temp, basis to June
1, subject to condition that action is
without mission
prejudice
to anyrespect
action toCommay take with
any
pending
applications
for
renewal
licenses of broadcast stations
licensedof
to grantee. Frequency assignment subjectingstoinchange
resulting
from 5130,
proceedDoc. 6651:
KA-4823,
5131,
KMA-676, Hollywood; KA-4822, 5071.
5072. KMA-675, San Francisco; KA-4675,
KA-5073, Denver; KA-5004, 6514, 6515,
Washington; KA-4673, 4999, 5000, Chicago; York.
KA-4669, 4670, 5001. 5002, KEA650, New
Extended
following
remote
licenses on temp,
basis to
June pickup
1, subject
to change
in frequencyin which
may 6651:
result from proceedings
Doc. No.
KA-4552, 4553. KMPC Los Angeles; KA4605,
WJR Ohio.
Detroit; KA-3407, WGAR
Cleveland,

Granted following renewal of licensej»
of STL Pub.
on aCo.,
regular
Auburn
Auburn,basis:
N. Y.;KEA-srr
KEB I
76, General Electric Co., Schenectady
N. Y.; KGA-99, White Rose Bcstg. Co i
York, Pa.; KIB-79, WDOD Bcstg. Corp I
Chattanooga, Tenn.; KQA-55, Joe L_U
tended
following
license onW. temp,
Smith Jr.
Inc., Beckley,
Va. basi
Ex4^
to
June 1:license
KQB-47,
Extended
of FMNBCSTL Cleveland'
on temi
basis to June 1: KEA-46, Edwin i
Armstrong. New York.
Vir N. for
James,
— Grante
licenses
new Salida,
remote Col.
pickups,
KA ,
4364,
KA-3127,
KA-3126,
KA-3154.
Portsmouth Radio Corp., Portsmoutl
Va. — Granted mod. CP specify fit
quency
26.39 tomc cover
in addition
to 26.1
mc
and oflicense
same for
KA
3520.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
Western further
Union extension
Telegraph
Granted
of timeCo.-fc
filing exceptions to initial decision i
Doc. 9539 (intercity video transmissio
service); time extended to March 30.
Booth Radio and Television Station
Inc., Lansing, Mich. — Granted continu
ance of hearing from March 22 to Ma
14, on its application.
KWBR Oakland, Calif. — Granted con
tinuance
of hearing from March 16 t"
June
tion. 18 at Washington on its applica
FCC General Counsel — Granted ex
tension to Feb. 28 to file exceptions t
initial decision issued on applicatior
of Lubbock County Bcstg. Co. et al.
Central City-Greenville Bcstg. Co
Central City, Ky. — Granted dismisss
petition to accept late appearance file
on Feb. 20 in proceeding on applicatio
and
of Muhlenberg
Co., that
Central
City, Ky. County Bcstf
David M.dismissal
Baltimore,
Scranton,
Pa.-.
Granted
without
prejudic
of application.
KULP El Campo, Tex. — Dismissed pe
tition
requesting
reconsideration
an'
rehearing
of its application;
hearin
scheduled April 20 at Washington.
New Tex
Bcstg., Clovis,
N. M.-fo
Granted
withdrawal
of petition
severance, reconsideration and gran
of application filed Feb. 6.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Vermilion Bcstg. Corp., Danville, 111
— Granted request that transcript o
record on its application be corrected
WSIX Nashville, Term.— Granted re
quest that time for filing proposed find
ings of fact and conclusions up appli
cation of Vermilion Bcstg. Corp., Dan
ville. 111. be extended from March
to March 16.
WOOF Dothan, Ala. — Granted con
tinuance of hearing from March 7 t<
May 7 in Washington on application.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WORD Spartanburg, S. C. — By mem
orandum
opinionapplication
and orderto grantee"leave
to amend
specif;
new
trans,
location;
and
to
retain
sucl-t—
28).
application, as amended, on hearini
docket without change in schedulec
hearing date of Feb. 28 (Action Feb
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Lawrence County Bcstg. Co., Law
enceburg
Granted2 tocontinuano
of
hearing Tenn.
from — March
May 2 i:
tion.
Washington in proceeding on applica
SpaSaratoga
Bcstrs. Inc.
and N.Saratoga
Bcstg~~
Co.,
Springs,
Y. — Pursuan
to
opinior
and Commission's
order of Feb.memorandum
7, denying petitioi

advertising, management,
sales and agency executives

SERVICE

who are the leading
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626
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DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
servire for
over phone
lb years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

PT6-JA portable
recorder and amplifier shown
offer -unmatched fidelity and
flexibility at moderate price.
Write MAG NE CORD, Inc.
360 f«h Michigan Ave., Chkago 1, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS

BROADCASTING

• Telecastini

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
ixecutive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
' Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1723 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE'

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
I
pa . BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

KEAR

& KENNEDY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ai

'.1
:a
i?
iSoa

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.

Member AFCCE*

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

-Z - ill >

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"re
on
"Registered Professional Engineer"
EX. 8073
_.::! ■ 820 13th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

GUY

KSMN Mason City, Iowa; KWHK
Hutchinson, Kan.; KFBI Wichita, Kan.;
WFUR Grand Rapids, Mich.; WNEW
New York; KWJJ Portland, Ore.; KSOO
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Modification of CP
WARM Scranton, Pa.— Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
Following FM stations filed applications for extension of completion dates:
KRNT-FM Des Moines; KWBW-FM
Hutchinson, Kan.; WNBC-FM New
York; WFMY Greensboro, N. C.
CP for Changes
WOOK-FM
Silver Spring, Md. — CP
change frequency from Channel 240
(Class A, 95.9 mc) to Channel 262
(Class B, 100.3 mc), ERP from 0.59 kw
to 18.4 kw, studio from Silver Spring
to Washington, D. C.

I of Spa Bcstrs. Inc. to reconsider and
set
asideandCommission's
opinion
order of Aug.memorandum
17, 1950, in
which Commission ordered record be
reopened to permit Saratoga Bcstg. Co.
to present evidence in support of its
application, ordered that further hearj ing be scheduled in Washington April 4.
H March 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
March 7 Decisions . . .
License for CP
KPAT Pampa, Tex. — License to cover
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
hi I CP new AM station.
Special Authority
KFDX Wichita Falls, Tex.— License
i to cover CP increase power.
WRFL
(FM)
Winchester,
Va.—
License Renewals
Granted special experimental
authority
Applications for license renewal filed to operate WRFL by remote control
from studios without licensed operator
!|.by following AM stations: KJBS San
hi Francisco; KGYW VaUejo, Calif.;
in attendance at trans.; for period
\\ WEAS Decatur, Ga.; WDZ Decatur, 111.; ending Sept. 7. BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Modification of CP
WRSA Warsaw, Ind. — Granted mod.
CP to change DA-D; engineering corid.
March 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Applications for license renewal filed
by following
ham, 111.; KJANstations:
Atlantic,WCRA
Iowa; EffingKCHI
Chillicothe, Mo.; KGBC Galveston,
Tex.; KGRI Henderson, Tex.; KFVD
Los Angeles; WIVY Jacksonville, Fla.;
KHMO Hannibal, Mo.; WRJM Newport,
R. I.; WKRT-FM Cortland, N. Y.
AM— 590 kc
KCSJ
Pueblo,
DA-N to DA-DN.Col.— CP change from
SSA— 1250 kc
KTW Seattle, Wash. — SSA operate
additional
hours 7:30-8:30 p.m. DST
Thurs.
Sun. in from
Sept. last Sun. in April to first
License for CP
KBIS
Bakersfield,
Calif.— License to
cover CP new AM station.
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala. — License
to cover CP new TV station.
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.— Same.

ADLER ENGINEERING

CO.

Modification of CP
Following stations request extension
of completion dates: KHAD Delano,
Calif.; WHO-FM Des Moines; KFUOFM Clayton, Mo.; WWOL-FM Buffalo,
N. Y.; KIBA-FM Madison, Wis.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1420
WWHG Hornell, N. Y.— CP change
from 1320 kc 1 kw D to 1420 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N unl. DA-N.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WDLP MISSED
Panama
DISapplication City,
for CPFla.—
change
trans,AM andtower.
studio sites, mount FM ant.
on
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash. — RETURNED
application
foretc.
license to cover CP increase power
KSDO San Diego, Calif .—RETURNED
application for license renewal.
WKRS Waukegan, 111.— Same.
WZIP Covington, Ky. — Same.
KSTV Stephenville, Tex. — Same.
WMCR (FM)
Kalamazoo,
TURNED application
for Mich.—
licenseRE-to
cover CP new educational station.
Birney Imes Jr., Kosciusko, Miss. —
(Continued on page 88)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
If you think sales, breath sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 441,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Manager auxiliary studio.
Good announcer-salesman with previous experience as manager auxiliary
studio to assume full charge town
12,000. Unusual opportunity. Box 49J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Pennsylvania independent
offers an opportunity to enter sales in
a prosperous market. Only station in
area. Radio background essential.
Salary plus commission. Must have
car. Box 813H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
5 kwmostindependent
station in one for
of the
beautiful cities
in the east. Major market — unlimited
opportunity. Pleasant working conditions,mission.
congenial
and Write
comFamily staff.
man Salary
preferred.
Box 71, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman -copy writer.
Guarantee $75.00 minimum right man.
Old established ABC affiliate single
station market. Midwest. Box 341,
BROADCASTING.
Not satisfied with $100 a week? Posales manager?
a futuretentialhere
in New Good.
England There's
for a
real producer. Good salary and liberal
bonus. Box 381, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station,
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo, income requirements. KSEI,
Pocatello, Idaho.
Announcers
Experienced announcer, long established Michigan kilowatt now accepting
auditions for opening April 1st. Graduated wage scale, talent. Send platter
or tape, letter of qualifications and
photo, to Box 756H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - copy writer.
Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give full
details with first reply including disc,
photograph, experience, salary required and military status. Salary open,
dependent upon qualifications. Box
830H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination announcer-enImmediateclimate.
opening.
west.gineer.
Exceptional
Box South837H,
BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs announcer with
first class ticket. Car necessary.
Good salary for good man. Send reply to Box 960H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer needed April 1st for AMTV station in midwest city of 125.000.
Must have at least two years commercial experience. Send letter with
references
and disc to Box 31H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give
full details with first reply including
disc, photograph, experience, salary
required and military status. Salary
open, dependent upon qualifications.
Box 831H, BROADCASTING.
Network
in one
of nation's
attractive station
northern
resort
sections most
desires combination announcer-engineer.
Emphasis on good straight announcing.
Good pay. Box 18J. BROADCASTING.
Progressive southwestern kilowatt has
immediate opening for combination
man, emphasis on announcing. Good
salary, and opportunity for right man.
Send audition, qualifications and snapshot to Box 23J. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer with first class license for
small market network station deep
south. Character and announcing abilmo'e BROADCASTING.
important than experience.
Box ity27J,
Announcer with ticket. One year announcing experience. $225 month, raise
in six months. J. B. McNutt, KBUD,
Athens, Texas.
Rush disc, photo and particulars to
KVOC, Casper, Wyoming, if you desire
position as combination announcer and
engineer. Job now open. Will consider
inexperienced
man. Must have first
class ticket.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Staff announcer with play-by-play experience. 1000 watt daytime Liberty,
newspaper affiliate. T. V. A. locality,
30,000 population. None considered
without audition disc, photo, present
employer reference. Berney Burleson,
WETB, Johnson City, Tennessee.
Disc jockey. Must be good and different. Contact Don Lilly, Program Director, WHHM, Memphis, Tenn.
Staff opening in the immediate future.
We will be
glad
talk to
any who
announcer with
firstto class
ticket
wants excellent working conditions in
new studio building with heavy starting wage, and opportunity for program
directorship. Call collect, Bevo Middleton
or Kermit
dersonville,
N. C. Edney,
Phone WHKP,
9061. HenWanted: First class announcer, or combination announcer
- engineer.
Radio
Station WKEU,
Griffin,
Ga.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engineer by 1000 watt NBC affiliate. Send
details of experience, business and
character references. Must be experienced in announcing and hold first
class license. Southern man preferred.
WLAK, Lakeland, Florida.
Immediately — Combination man for
network station. State experience and
salary reouirements first letter. WMLT.
Dublin, Georgia.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.
We're looking
for anoperation
announcer
knows
control room
and who
can
do a good MC job on disc shows. If
yon have made a name for yourself as
aopportunity
DJ at a good
local onstation,
here'scoman
to move
up. Send
plete details and audition disc to Merrit Milligan, Program Director, WTAD,
Quincy, Illinois.
New kilowatt daytime metropolitan independent needs morning man with
proven record. Also needs news man
with deejav experience. Send tape or
platter, salary expected and full details. WVKQ, Columbus, Ohio.
Announcer with ticket for south Georgia station, pays $57.50 for 40 hours to
start expanded operations. Contact
Manager,
WVOP, Vidalia, telephone
327.
Technical
Need
transmitter operator, first phone.
ING.
$50
per week. Box 999H, BROADCASTImmediate opening chief engineer who
can announce. State salary, experience,
first letter. Box 61, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for small station
engineer, well experienced, sober and
reliable on midwest 50,000 watter. Write
or wire qualifications. Box 13J,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer — Experienced in equipment
maintenance and directional arrays for
5 kw midwest station. We need a man
of ability and a desire to do a good job.
Salary, insurance, vacations and hours
are good,
but it'sa not
for a lazy
Will
appreciate
snapshot
alongperson.
with
outline of experience, education and
references. Box 171, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer needed at once.
New 1 kw daytimer, southeast, near
metropolitan
market.
Experience
ferred but not
essential.
Box pre551,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for new radio station
in metropolitan area. Must have had
previous experience as chief engineer
small town. Fulltime operation. A fine
opportunity
for advancement. Box 50J,
BROADCASTING.
Operator for Texas station. Give full
details. Box 54J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class engineer in network affiliate. Experience
not necessary. Quarters furnished for
single man. KBKI, Alice, Texas.
Wanted: Chief engineer with technical
knowhow. 250 watt Mutual affiliate,
Western Electric equipment. $65.00
forty hour week. Little announcing.
Contact
Texas. Paul Singer, KDWT, Stamford,
Immediate opening: Engineer for Mutual affiliate in Kearney, Nebraska.
Excellent working conditions. Write,
wire
braska.or phone KGFW, Kearney, NeWanted: Engineer. Experience not necessary. Send details immediately. Stu
Sanders, KWBG, Boone, Iowa.
Combination engineer-announcer for
1000 watt ABC outlet in city of fifty
thousand, new equipment, modern studios. Start sixty dollars with increases
seventy dollars. Send disc to H. T.
Duke, Radio Station WALB, Albany,
Georgia.
Wanted: First class engineer-announcer.
Fulltime Mutual located beautiful Virginia mountain
area.salary
Experience
not
necessary.
Starting
$215, per
month.
Rush
disc
and
photo
to
WCFV,
Clifton Forge, Va.
Immediate opening transmitter engineer. $50 for forty hours. Write or
wire Pa.
Chief Engineer, WCOJ, Coatesville,
Chief engineer for dual net station.
Excellent working conditions. Details
first
land. letter. WDYK, Cumberland, MaryImmediate position for engineer with
good voice to develop as combo man.
No experience necessary. Start at $50
with steady increases. Only limit on
salary is your ability to learn. Ideal
conditions
to growSend
withdisc
Michigan's
neer FM station.
of voice pioand
information to Robert Epstein. WFRS,
Murrayigan.Building,
Grand Rapids, MichCar necessary.
Engineer first class license from south.
Experience not absolutely essential.
Best working
Car necessary. AM-FM.conditions.
Draft exempt.
Write,
phone,
Point, N.wireC. Yancey Cecil, WHPE, High
Transmitter man. First class license.
No announcing. Daytime shift. Experience Isn'tImmediate
necessary. Veteran preferred.
boldt,
Tennessee. need. WIRJ, HumSouthern Ohio 250 watt daytime wants
engineer with first or second class
phone ticket. Good opportunity for
man to get experience if he is willing
to work. WJEH, Gallipolis, Ohio.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Transmitter
1 kw ABC.Harolc
Givq'
draft
status, engineer.
age, references.
White, WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
First class operator for WQUA, Moline
Illinois,
for the quad-cities.
In
elude allCBSinformation
in first letter
Write to Larry Lynch, Chief Engineer
Engineer-announcer. With license. Ex-'f
cellent
good Will
futuretrain.
in prosper-'*
ous smallsalary,
operation.
Contact 1
Hal King, WPKE, Pikeville, Kentucky; '
Production-Programming, others
Continuity writer, 1000 watt network
station in Michigan offers excellent op- Wportunity
and Rush
good sample
salary copy,
for experienced writer.
quali 1 fications, photo and salary expected to
Box 755H, BROADCASTING.
Girl capable of taking charge of continuity department. Some air work.
Pennsylvania 250 watter. Give full
details first reply including disc, photo- L_
graph, experience
and dependent
salary requirements. Salary open,
upon
qualifications. Box 832H, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
writer wanted
for AM-TV
station in midwest
city of 125,000.
Must
have experience. Send letter with copy
samples and references to Box 301,
BROADCASTING.
Woman reporter-writer wanted for AM
TV station
in midwest city
125,000.
Must
be experienced.
Send ofdisc
and 1
copy
samples to Box 321, BROADCASTING.
Continuity director. Preferably female.
Disc,
photo, samples of copy. Box 691, i
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced woman in traffic
and continuity for 250 watt Mutual afTexasraisemar-in :
ket.filiate,
$50.00 located
for in48 southwest
hour week,
three months. Qualifications and photo
first letter. Box 24J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced bookkeeper, college graduate,
with bestregional
business west
and
character
references,
coast
independent
station.
Excellent
working conditions, top salary for
qualified person. Send full information
first
letter. Write Box 31J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Copywriter
copywriter-anprogressiveorliving
network
station.
Midwest. nouncer,
Working,
conditions
tops. Salary right. Rush details Box
34J, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
writer, sales
must and
be program
experienced, imaginative,
minded, willing to work for advance in
aggressive
Start $50.00,
hour
week. organization.
Apply immediately
WORZ,45
Orlando, Florida.
Wanted at once: Continuity writer, call
Mr. Shepherd or Mr. Graham at 921,
WWGS, Tifton, Ga.
Situations Wanted

ill:

£ af

m
I%

Managerial
Can you top this? Took fourth station
in 100,000 market within 18 months
made it first in listenership, local and
national sales. Increased gross seven
times. Halved expenses. Young, aggressive, college graduate, veteran and
draft exempt. Presently employed. Desirenity.toughBox 760H,
marketBROADCASTING.
with real opportu- itManager-chief engineer — experience 20
years radio. Married, 43, children.
ING.
South only. Box 862H, BROADCASTManager: Fully experienced, mature,
sober,
complete reING. honest.sponsibilityAssume
. Box 872H, BROADCASTManager-salesmanager, 43, married,
family. 18 years background radio,
newspaper, department store advertising. College graduate, personable,
mature judgment, seasoned camNow employed
manager
network paigner.
station,
desiressaleschallenging
connection single station market under
30,000.danceHost
abuninitiative,workable
experienceideas,
pioneering
three stations. Good record, go anyBROADCASTING.
where, reasonable
salary commission
able
notice.basis.
BoxAvail251,
Commercial manager desires change.
minimum start. South$75.00eastweekly
only. Box 861, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
inager-sales manager, now employed,
ong on sales and promotion. Can
pw a profit for station now in the red.
n bring additional sales help. Prefer
■lith
or southwest. Box 901, BROAD&.STING.
■twork executive offers highest calir station
management
ability.
Expetnce:
Radio
station sales
manager;
twork promotion manager; sales delopment head, leading national rep=entative. Consultant to management
50,000 watt stations. Also impressive
'JtaMlevision record. Box 9J, BROADCASTING.
ajor market experience, staff, sports,
HRKanagerial. Permanent. Married vet,
«
Bailable.
Box 12J, BROADCASTING.
Red
diversity degree in radio; extensive
actical experience all phases radio,
ant management opportunity small
arket station, midwest or southwest.
»bx 17J, BROADCASTING.
anager, present employer references,
iccessful small market background
ith excellent sales record. Experiiced all phases. Available April 1st.
on reservist, draft exempt veteran,
pmpleteBox history
and references on relitest.
26J, BROADCASTING.
anager, 12 years experience, mature,
•ber, successful sales background,
ssume full responsibility. Desire midest or eastern location. Salary plus
rcentage. Box 47J, BROADCASTING.
BAD (
Salesman
ilesman-newscaster. Now in Mis»uri. Personal interview desired. $100
inimum. Box 401, BROADCASTING.
ilesman, 25, married, draft exempt,
„ ^lree years radio experience. Prefer
;; -i- idwest. Box 2J, BROADCASTING.
-TV*.
u talesman-announcer, experienced sales";e.
an. Knowledge
Recent Radioall City
trainee
phases
radio.graduAg^-essive,
willing.
Seeks
opportunity
ith
a
future.
Veteran,
32.
Box
5JT,
Broadcasting.
eed services of capable, reliable,
j nowhow salesman? 30. College grad.
i.'raft exempt. Announcing-programling
talent. Available anywhere. Box
J. BROADCASTING.
ilesman-announccr, heavy on sportsI asting. Draft exempt. Some experi—td--j-nee.
Also write continuity, operate
-ontrol
JG. board. Box 55 J, BROADCASTtic

Announcers

aseball man. Available now or spring.
Experienced
all sports-staff.. Box 227H
iROADCASTTNG.

;aseball broadcaster, major
taff; veteran; married; collegeleague;
grad;
xperienced. Box 458H, BROADCASTNG.
i'ports announcer, three years experience, married, draft exempt. Play-byplay baseball, football, basketball,
pp-rated sports review, news, commeriials, DJ, board operation, all-round
|nan. Want year-round play-by-play
h sportsminded community. Moderate
alary plus talent. Currently employed,
vailable two weeks notice. Consider
11 offers. Box 526H, BROADCASTING.
play-by-play
man experienced
naseball
live and
recreated broadcasts
avail;ble for this season. Air check availible.
Excellent
references.
Box
564H,
3ROADC ASTING.

Sports wanted year-round. Experienced AA baseball, midwest basketall, football and all staff. National
igency, sponsor recommendations,
/eteran, 3 children, college. Draft
sxempt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
iportscaster, 5 years experience. Draft
rxempt. Employed 5 kw in 250,000
:ity, station dropping baseball. All
;ports. Air check tarjes. $90 week plus
alent. Box 201, BROADCASTING.
AJinouncer-newsman. Friendly, maure, draft proof man with voice of
luality and mike mannerism that is
Pleasingly persuasive wants long haul
with southeastern station. Disc
■/a iob
ent upon request. Box 331, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sports director of progressive station
desires to move to larger market where
abilities can be better exploited. Lookingplayforall permanent
position.
major and minor
sports.Play-byMajor
league references. Draft exempt. Box
701, BROADCASTING.
Florida stations: Key DJ, announcerproducer
in major ofeastern
market
ing for change
climate.
Box look871,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Limited exeperience but
thoroughly
trained. Excellent
ences to substantiate
capabilities.referNot
worried about long hours. Disc on request. Box 881, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first phone
seeking employment western New
York, northwestern Pennsylvania area.
Versatile staff man, news, commercial,
jockey network affiliate experience.
Presently
employedreturn
kilowatt
ent but desire
nearindependBuffalo,
New York. Vet. Minimum $65.00. Disc,
references, photo on request. Box 891,
BROADCASTING.
California or southwest. Young talented
DJ returning to radio after short singing career. 2V2 years experience on
mike.
Draft deferred. Box 911, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Strong on commercials,
good on disc shows, news, will travel.
Age
ING. 23, single. Box 3J, BROADCASTBaseballenced live
play-by-play
man.allExperior recreation,
sports
plus staff. Married, draft exempt. Best
references. Prefer southwest. Box 4J,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, all sports, plus disc
jockey. Board experience. Will travel
anywhere. Age 27, single. Veteran.
Draft status. 5A. Graduate leading
N. Y. radio television announcing
school. Box 6J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer wishes to relocate.
Presently pendent.
employed
at 250 watt strong
indeOne year experience,
on announcing. 1st class ticket. VetING. eran, married. Box 7J, BROADCASTMorning man, 8 years success large
city. Witty,bination,
dependable.
commarried, exempt,Ticket,
employed.
$100. Box 10J, BROADCASTING.
Topflightsports.
play-by-play
All
major
Availableannouncer.
for coming
baseball season. Will accept staff work
with try.
play-by-play,
anywhere
counMarried, veteran,
draft inexempt.
Box 11J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-engineer or
either. 1st phone, console operation,
knowledge classical music, 100-mile
radius N. Y. C. Box 14J, BROADCASTING^
Experienced announcer, good newscaster, disc jockey, board operator,
veteran, draft exempt. East only. Box
21J, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, disc jockey, newscaster.
Three ing,
years
announcconsoleexperience
operation, staff
sportscasting.
29 years old. Draft exempt. Send for
further details, disc and photo. Box
22J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, news, DJ,
console, ployed,
draft
exempt,
emwill travel,
disc, married,
details. Box
25 J, BROADCASTING.
All night disc jockey available. Eight
years
of successful
shows. experience.
Announcer Proof
for network
shows.
Married
and
children.
Box 28J,
BROADCASTING
.
Announcer, 3 years experience, employed, desires coastal city station with
congenial atmosphere. Draft exempt.
Disc and excellent references available.
Box 29J, BROADCASTING.
Baseball sports broadcaster, busy in
banquet league, national newspaper
recognition,
of references.
ried, veteran,best
college
education, Marcivic
leader, desires bigger market, expanding AM fication
or TVbaseball
station
and
higher
classileague. Further details
upon request. Box 30J, BROADCASTING^
Here's the pitch. Sports coverage that
will sell. 11 years background on playby-play and studio analysis of all
sports. Will set up highly salable sports
package with accent on local coverage
for progressive outlet in large market,
AM-TV or both. Vet, married, 3 outfielders, adugout full of recommendations with pictorial brochure and E.T.
$100
week
plus talent. Box 35J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Inexpensive! My complete knowledge
and slight nouncing,
experience
in radio.
Anconsole operator.
Salesman.
Married veteran. Consider all offers.
References.
Box 37J, BROADCASTING.
High cost of hiring? Young veteran,
some experience announcing, control
board, seeks opportunity. Fully familiar all phases radio. Available reasonING. able salary. Box 38J, BROADCASTAnnouncer, professional quality. Strong
on commercials, news, DJ. Write copy,
operate board. Limited experience.
N.Y. indie.
28, vet, draft exempt. Box Married,
39J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, good voice. Can write copy.
Limited experience. B.S. Degree in
speech. 26, vet, draft exempt. Control
board. Box 40J, BROADCASTING.
Two announcers, salesmen, control
board operator arriving Texas April
1st. Some experience. Request personal
auditions.
Discs on request. Box 41J,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, 24, two college degrees, extensive
training all phases
announcing and newscasting
at Radio
City. Pleasing voice, fine DJ, exempt.
Will travel. Disc available. Box 42J,
BROADCASTING.
AA baseball broadcaster completely experienced live, recreation,
regional network broadcasts.
Also broadcaster
for
one ofball.
country's
major colleges
footCurrently employed,
but instation
will
not affiliation.
carry '51 baseball.
AA
or AAA
Draft free.Desire
Top references. Personal interview.
Box
44J,
BROADCASTING.
Staff and sportsman, first class license.
3 years experience, married, veteran,
24. Midwest, upper midwest preferred.
Box 48J, BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt college student, two
years non-commercial experience, good
announcer and DJ man, desires fulltime position east of Mississippi. $35$50 week. Box 53J, BROADCASTING.
Native southerner: Announcer and control board operator, also continuity.
Some experience. Draft exempt. Box
56J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer (colored). Very personable
voice. Practical knowledge of radio and
control ence.
board
operation.
SomeBoxexperiVet, draft
exempt.
57J,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, 29. Graduate, copywriter, experienced, very fine clear
voice. Proven results. Montana born,
college educated, musician, DJ, operate board. News, special events, ad lib,
restricted license, excellent references.
Married. 2617 7th Avenue South, Billings, Montana.
Announcer, 32, single. Experienced.
Deep, resonant voice. Can handle
board. Will travel. John Gary, 2111
S. Central2-1950.
Park, Chicago 23, Illinois,
Rockwell
What are you looking for in a sports
announcer? A man who directed and
broadcast all sports for No. 1 sports
station in state? Whose every sports
broadcast
sold? That'sbroadcast
me. Readyof
to
deliverwasexperienced
professional baseball for right station.
Hathorn, 42-27 81st Street, Elmhurst,
N. Y.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sports announcer, 26. Veteran, four
years experience class A baseball, live,
recreated,
football,
basketball.
Excellent staff man.
Minimum
$60. Available
two weeks. Johnny Special, 1285 S.
Barrington Ave., West Los Angeles 25,
Calif.
Announcer, Pathfinder graduate, good
on news and commercials, draft exempt, anywhere except southeast.
Thieme, 1222-A Oak Street, Kansas
City, Missouri.
Sporis-st.'.ff announcer looking for playby-play baseball. Am presently employed in Logan,
W. Va.
whereContact
there
is no baseball
during
season.
Mike Wynn, Box 696, Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Engineer, seven years experience at
250 watt network station. Last 4 years
as chief. 30 years of age, married, one
child,calsober,
references.
Good technibackground,
draft exempt,
have
car, available on two weeks notice.
Want position with progressive station.
Now employed with Tennessee station.
Make offer. Box 8J, BROADCASTING.
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.
Will build your new station completely.
Tower construction, licensed engineer,
4 years above average announcing.
Presently employed. Best references.
Prompt answer to all offers. Southeast
preferred. Box 19J, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, three years extransmitter,salary,
recording,
remotes.perience
State details,
working
conditions. Travel, best offer. Draft
exempt,
Bill Donelson,
1421 Sycamore St.,car.
Kingsport,
Tenn.
Production-Programming, others
Seventeen years in radio. Now employed. Program and production work.
CASTING^
Air
work requested. Personal interview my expense. Box 995H, BROADProgram
director now employed deCA
siresST
same work IN
in smallG.
town. Interested in sales also. Box 996H, BROADPublicity sales promotion director available immediately for radio or TV. Unfulfilled financial promises cause of
present freedom. Radio, TV, publicity,
newspaper experience. College degree,
TV training, veteran, draft exempt.
Qualifications,
nished.
Box 271,recommendations
BROADCASTING. furTwo man news sports team can add
punch to local programming. Combined 18 years
manageING^
ment,
production,experience
publicity, inpromotion.
Prpft exempt. Box 281. BROADCASTNewsman and continuity writer. Two
years experience
with college-owned
station.
Some commercial
experience
Thoroughly trained in sports and speevents,
gathering,
and rewrite.
B. IN
A. news
Degree.
Single veteran,
CAcial
ST
G.
draft exempt.
Prefer west coast or
Rocky Mountains. Box 601, BROADSports director, professional baseball,
college football, basketball, play-byplay, metropolitan area. University
graduate. Box 711, BROADCASTING.
Need woman's touch? Seven years
writing, announcing, programming.
Want change to challenging spot in
progressive
CASTING. station. Box 851. BROAD-

We'll buy your radio station all or part. Now operating a
successful radio station in a major market, we are anxious to
acquire another large or small market station regardless of
power. This is the opportunity you have been waiting for to
liquidate your holdings. Our radio station is making a profit
in a tough TV market. Not interested in Stations west of the
Mississippi. Act now for the best deal. First come first served
with our money. We are owners, please no brokers. AH replies
strictly confidential.
Don't commit yourself to a price until we contact you. You'll
hear from us if you answer this invitation to sell.
BOX 947H, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Girl Friday, young alert, proficient,
experience in proofreading, continuity
and music library. College graduate.
Box 36 J, BROADCASTING.
6 years experience for sale: Network
announcer, time salesman, program director, production team and free lance
packaging. If offer good, will travel
anywhere. Draft status: Exempt, World
War II veteran. Age 28. Single. Box
43 J, BROADCASTING.
Need a dynamo in your news room?
Working news editor thoroughly experienced getting and building local
news show desires change. Draft exempt. Air talent. Box 45J, BROADCASTING.
Got the sales-curve blues?
Try the
most saleable, entertaining record show
you've wants
ever heard.
coastBackdisc
jockey
change West
of scene.
ground of fourteen years in radio. Require $8,000 on yearly contract for two
or three hour show. Available April.
For the saleable facts, write Box 51J,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Auto-dryaire, model 46 coaxial line
pressurizer—
100 feet 7/8"$50.00.
rigid
coaxial line$100.00.
with connectors
Jordan College of Music, 1204 North
Delaware Street, Indianapolis 2, Ind.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Low priced single market station in
south, suitable for combination operation. Will appreciate full details. Box
371, Broadcasting.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: mitter.
Complete
kw AMoperating
transMust be in1 good
condition.
Box
943H,
BROADCASTING.

YOUR

RADIO

SALE

1000 WaH Fulltime Independent New York State market
over 300,000 — good successful
propertyto and
wishes
retire.growing — owner
Principals only.

Help Wanted

Box 32J, BROADCASTING

Managerial
STATION MANAGER WANTED
— also disc jockey —
Expect to need station manager April
first. Single station city population
35,000.dio sales
Tough
selling job
involved,Also
raexperience
required.
want disc jockey who sells on air and
on street. Send complete details, or
call Poughkeepsie (NY) 8707.
H. W. DUTCH CASSILL
P. O. Box 305, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Announcers
Network station in
city over a million
needs
topflight
newscaster, commentator.
Must be experienced in
gathering and preparing
own material and have
had good commercial
history. Splendid
opfor rightsalary,
man.
Substantialportunitybase
plus high talent. Only
qualified
applicants
be considered.
Send will
all
informationscription to plus tran-

STATION

Box 153, BROADCASTING
NEED

A DOCTOR?

Are your gross sales anywhere near those of outstanding stations of your category
in comparable markets?
Is your overall-expense percentage flirting with Radio's too-high, yet everincreasing, national average?
Do unimpressive listener-ratings enable the competition to hijack thousands of
dollars of revenue you might have had?
If you plausibly can expect more from your operation, why don't you do
something about remedying the situation?

Candidly, this advertisement bears upon the availability of a currently-unhappy,
directing executive with 18 years of widely-varied, successful experience in management, sales, programming and promotion at networks, 100-50,000 watt chainaffiliated and independent stations in metropolitan markets.

Rather than proclaim
it is suggested that a
... to prove to you
can be managed with

FOR

$100,000

Salesman

DOES

Stations

Wanted: Complete used studio and
transmitter equipment for 250 watt instal ation. Cy Bahakel, WABG, Greenwood, Miss.

Television
University
grad. TV,
Now watch
in radio,
ful, but think
TV,successdream
TV.
saysprescription?
"change to TVP. S.sales."
Can Doctor
vou fulfill
Can
sell like LICASTING •East.
Box 20J. BROADTELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
General Electric FM 3 kw transmitter.
General Electric monitor. Box 741,
BROADCASTING.
Western Electric 9A playback head.
Brand new. In original case. Price
$40.00. Box 33J, BROADCASTING.
For sale, in whole or in part, 50 kw
transmitter 40-50 mc, excluding final
amplifier power supply; 4 GL 880 tubes,
complete water cooling system • Genera! Radio 775 frequency monitor.
WEFM, 135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.
For sale: Approximately five hundred
feet brand new 70 ohme coax seveneighth inch copper conduit. 20 foot
lengths. Best offer cash, F.O.B. Radio
Station WHKP, Hendersonville, N. C.
For sale: Westinghouse 50 kw FM amplifier. Excellent condition. Contact
E. S. Long, Radio Station WHKY, Hickory, N. C.
TV A-lestal,
condition,
pedincludes lapproiectal
dissolve and
feature.
First
come
or
best
offer.
WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Fla.

For Sale

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Net affiliate in
major market needs
competent director of
women's programs.
Minimum four years experiencecommercial
required, plus
excellent
history.
Must be able to assume
full directorship
women's activities. ofSplendid
opportunity for qualified
person. Excellent base salplus high talent.photo,
Send
all ary,information,
plus disc or tape to
Box 16 J,
BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted

here the extent of accomplishments, soberness and income,
meeting be arranged in New York, Chicago or Washington
how greater net profits and a more efficient station-property
the right prescription.

Prudence advises the anonymity of Box 1J, BROADCASTING.

Equipment, etc.
Immediate delivery. Ampex
AVAILABLE
for RADIO
and/or TV
I'm looking
radioarea,
or television stationforin athegoodrightmarket
preferably metropolitan, to settle permanently
as
announcer-deejay-emcee.
Jobs
here offer no future. I do quality work
and want a quality station. Please don't
get
the impression
that I'mdonna"
a typical
"know-it-all"
or "prima
— because reallyFive
— I'myears
not —experience
just honestin and
ambitious.
two
Midwest Worked
stations all
— I'mphases
not except
the "rovin'
kind"!
sales.
Production and record library work
(hundreds
of tradeandcontacts).
special-(I
ties— pop music
show tuneAirdeejay
don't collect and play rare, old jazz sides),
morning clock, authoritative news, quiztalent
emcee,
fresh, smooth
adlib
new toastmaster,
ideas.
Friendly,
good natured,and homey,
sincere
air personality.
Considerable
stage emcee
ready
for television.
Married.experience
29 years—
old, no drink, veteran, no reserve. Have
non-radio job now. so can afford to wait
for
the you
righthonestly
position.believe
Please yours
don't reply
unless
is a
worthwhile offer. Will consider either
radio or television. We both know that
"rehearsed" audition discs aren't a true
criterion
a performer's
why I'll oftravel
anywhere byabilities.
car to That's
audition
interested
stations—available.
no obliga-No
tion.forPictures,
full details
openingdress fornow?
Save my name and adwire NOW. future vacancies. Phone, write,
TOMMY EDWARDS
1708 West Walnut St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Call Division 4-6264 any day till 3 P.M.
Free to all radio people! Send name and
address forDERFULmembership
card in WONCLUB OF AMERICA!

tape recorders, model 400
five available. Used less
than ten hours each, price
F.O.B. New York.

NOW

Southern

Box 46J, BROADCASTING.

California

ELECTRIC GENERATING — Not Surplus
International
diesel
100 —h.p..
50 kw.
Electric —Machinery
generator
3 and
phase
60 cycle.
230 volt
all self-contained
mounted
on
skids. Two heavy-duty external mufflers,
and connecting pipe. Needs only external
fuel tank to operate. In A-l condition.
Price $3,500 FOB our transmitter.
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa

For sale:mit er,11 GEGE FM
250 watt
FM transfrequency
and
modulation monitor, 1 Collins 250
watt AM transmitter, 1 Collins 2Y
antenna matching unit, 1 Lehigh
189 ft. lated,self
tower coax,
insu340 ft.supporting
Vi hard drawn
340
ft.
Ys
soft
drawn
coax,
72
340 ft. 2-12 lead covered cable,ohm,
340
ft. 2-8 Parkway cable, 1 GR crystal
for GR 475C-681B, 1339 kc in GR
holder. Contact Theodore Kalin,
Chief Engineer, Radio Station
WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.
(Continued on next page)

Radio

Station

$75,000.00
This kilowatt independent station went on the air about three years ago.
During the first year did an excellent volume of business ... in excess of
$130,000.00. The management problem has always been prevalent with no
ownership presently directing the property. Plant and equipment was new
throughout— RCA all the way. Fixed assets cost $110,000.00. Now for sale
at $75,000.00 free and clear. Station doing slightly less than break-even, but
with owner-on-the-job, a sales staff — property is a real value.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Harold R. Murphy
James
W. Blackburn
Washington
Bldg.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
V. HamiltonSt.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Exbrook 2-5672

Schools

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)

SRT-Radio
amoucas turn imadcastim whom.
Intensive full or port lime

USED ARE16" GOOD
PROGRAM
RECORDS
AS GOLD!
Highest pricea paid for outdated, scratched or
damaged Clean
16 inchout pure
vinyl transcription
records.
your library
at a profit.
Drop
us
a
post
card
or
letter
quantity, in records or pounds,estimating
you offer theto
sell. ping
We'll
send by
you aircurrent
instructions
mail. price and shipJ. W. NEFF LABORATORIES, INC.
Mfrs. of Nef-O-Lac Record Compounds
Stockertown, Penna.

COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING •ADVERTISING
Outstanding fatuity of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved for Veterans
Write for Prospectus
School of Radio Technique
UO lldg., lodio City, Niw York 20. M. Y.
221 South Wabash Av»„ Chicago 4, llliools

onw *

,J ■,-*51*;S»w»',ob

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. I2th • PORTLAND, OREGON
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.

WILL BUY FM TRANSMITTER
NEED lOkw RF IN FM BAND
WANT
10KW TRANSMITTER COMPLETE
3KW TRANSMITTER/DRIVER
10KW AMPLIFIER
ANY MAKE. NEW OR USED. WILL
DISMANTLE EXISTING INSTALLATION EAST OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER.
PHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
WALTER WIDLAR
BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP.
1800 E. 38TH STREET
CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
EXpress 1-3535
BROADCASTING
1

0

NAB Dilemma
(Continued from page 34)
BMI board chairman. The meeting
was described as entirely amicable.
Convention plans began to take
shape last week as the timing of
three meetings — management, engineering and television — was
charted at NAB headquarters.
After usual pre-convention events
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago,
Sunday, April 15, opening ceremonies will start Monday at 10
a.m. instead of in the afternoon as originally proposed. Mr.
Thomas will preside, introducing
Judge Miller who will give his
annual message. A speaker from
the advertising field may be scheduled. If a new president has been
elected, he will be introduced at
the opening session.
No luncheon meeting has been
arranged. In the afternoon a defense mobilization panel will be
held, with FCC and NAB staff
directors taking part. Topics will
include manpower, materials and
programming. This panel replaces
the annual FCC roundtable held
by the engineering section of the
convention.
A reception will be held at 5-6
p.m. in Exposition Hall, where
heavy equipment will be on display.
The Tuesday agenda includes a
two-hour BAB program, starting
at 10 a.m. The luncheon program
has not been arranged, but it is
believed the Tuesday and Wednesday luncheons will include FCC
Chairman Coy's annual address to
the industry and an outstanding
radio entertainer.
Labor-management and sports
panels are planned Tuesday afternoon. Richard P. Doherty, employeemployer relations director, will
conduct the labor - management
panel. Mr. Richards and Oscar
Elder, assistant director of public
affairs, will be in charge of the
sports panel. At least one prominent figure in the sports field likely
will take part. Tuesday evening
will be featured by the annual Radio Pioneers Dinner.
An FM panel will open the
Wednesday program, continuing
until lunch. Research and tax panels are planned Wednesday afternoon. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB

research director, will direct discussion along that line. Ralph W.
Hardy, NAB government relations
director, and Vincent Wasilewski,
attorney, will direct the tax-legislation panel.
First membership meeting of the
new NARTB will be held Wednesday afternoon, to be followed by
the ahnual banquet.
Thursday will be television day.
It will be programmed by the TV
section of the association. Details
of the agenda have not been decided, but the day will close with
a TV business session.
Engineering Conference is scheduled Tuesday and Wednesday but
it is expected many of the technical delegates will want to take
part
in
table. the Monday defense roundWOAI SALES
AM, TV Now Separated
A SPLITTING of the radio and TV
sales
operationswasat announced
WOAI-AM-TV
San Antonio
last
week by Arden X. Pangborn, general manager of Southland Industries, owner-operator of the stations. Effective last Friday, Jerry
Lee, former WOAI program and
production manager, took over the

Mr. Dickey

Mr. Lee

TV sales operation, succeeding
Jack Keasler, AM-TV sales head,
who resigned to join Thomas F.
Conroy Adv. Inc., San Antonio. A
radio sales manager will be announced later
Also effective March 9 was the
combining of radio and television
programming under a single program manager, Perry Dickey, formerly TV production manager. Ed
Hyman, talent and production staff,
has been named program and production director for TV.

RADIO'S COST
Denny Cites Advantages
POINTING out advantages of radio over other media, Charles R.
Denny, NBC executive vice president, presiding over a two-day district meeting of NBC western
affiliates at the Beverly Hills
(Calif.) Hotel, last week told affiliates that "no present medium, including television, gives the advertiser the mass coverage and selling
motivation at such low cost as network radio.
"Radio's advantages," he continued, "grow even larger in the
present period of war mobilization.
The medium gives advertisers the
only assurance of keeping their
channels of communications wide
open
the whole
The tomeeting
was population."
the first of a
series of four being held during
the next two weeks in key U. S.
cities to demonstrate the network's
new radio sales presentation
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 19]. Approximately 60 representatives from the network's western affiliates attended. Accompanying Mr. Denny from New York
were Carleton D. Smith, vice president in charge of station relations;
Norman E. Cash, director of radio
station relations.
Next district meeting is scheduled for Houston, March 13.
New Agency Formed
FORMATION of William Spitz
Co., advertising agency, at 114 S.
Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y., has
been announced by William Spitz,
active in agency work since 1934.
The new agency will initially provide complete national and regional
advertising service for 14 firms in
the upstate area, for radio, television, newspapers, and other
media. Eleanor Bellinger is production manager.
Miles Labs Renews
MILES LABS, Elkhart, Ind., for
Alka-Seltzer and vitamins, renews
One Man's Family on the full NBC
radio network for 52 weeks through
Wade Adv., Chicago. The program
is aired five times weekly, 6:45-7
p.m. CST, with a West Coast re-

peat.
EXCLUSIVE!

Shell Oil placed "Shell's Dinner
Edition of the News" on KJR —
their only radio in Western
Washington.
The Nation's Richest
Survey average of 50.1
every hour to gooc

• Telecasting
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Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
El Dia Bcstg. Co., Avalon; Angeles
Bcstg. Co., Temple City, and Newport
Harbor Bcstg. Co., Newport Beach,
Calif. — Initial decision issued by Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume to grant
application of El Dia Bcstg. Co. for new
AM station on 740 kc with 10 kw day
and to deny bids of Angeles Bcstg. Co.
for 250 w day on 760 kc and Newport
Harbor Bcstg. Co. for 1 kw day on
740 kc, directional. See story this issue.
Decision March 6.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Lancaster,
C— Royal onBcstg.
Granted 1 kwS. daytime
1360 Co.
kc.
Grantee is owned by Arthur Wilson
Davis,
local
laundry
and
dry
cleaning
businesses. Granted March 7.
Cheyenne. Wyo— Great West Co.
Granted 1 kw daytime on 1370 kc.
Principals:
William T. Kemp,
50% owner KVER Albuquerque,
president
and
49% owner; W. J. Harpole, owner
KVOP Plainview, Tex., and 50% owner
KVOU Uvalde. Tex., vice president
49%;
Arthur2%. Klihe,
attorney,
treasurer
Granted
March secretary7.
Northport, Ala. — West Alabama Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1 kw daytime on 1280 kc.
Equal owners: W. P. Thielens, W. M.
Jordan and T. H. Gaillard Jr., all
owners WXAL Demopolis and WPBB
Jackson, Ala. Granted March 7.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.— Door County
Bcstg. Co. Granted 500 w daytime on
910 kc; conditions. Granted March 7.
(Temporary Authority)
WIOD Miami— Extended temporary
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 83)
Applications Cont.:
RETURNED application for CP new
AM station 860 kc 1 kw D.
March 8 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Extension
WKID-FM Urbana. 111. — G ranted
temp, extension of license for 10 days
pending receipt of renewal application.

r

BILL

ANSON
"Hollywood
BAND
A ST
DaiAN
ly D"

3 HOUR

FEATURE
on
K F W B
Bill Anson's success
stories for such sponsors
as Surf, Kaiser-Frazer,
Cavalier Cigarettes and
others are outstanding.
His ready made audience
makes him a good radio
buy.
Some participations available.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.

H
KFWB
IN HOLLYWOOD
980 on the dial
Page 88
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

I
CASTINGMarch
• TELECASTING,
Feb. ;1
Re-filed
7.
KALT
Atlanta,
Tex. — Resubmits
application
for assignment
of license
new partnership adding new partn
[BROADCASTING
• TELECASTED'
Feb. 26]. Re-filed March 7.
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif. — Resu
mitted
for transfer
of i]
stock inapplication
Palm Springs
Bcstg. Co.,
censee, to Joseph E. and Theodore
Gamble for $61,500 [BROADC ASTLN
O TELECASTING,
Feb. 12]. Re-filt
March
6.
KSPA Santa Paula, Calif .— Transf
of 700 sh.
from radio,
Benjamin
Brown,
who (3314%)
retires from
in equ
parts to Donald W. Kemp and Jam
C. Kemp, each 16%% owner. C. Ha
vey
Haas retains
33%% interest. Co:
sideration
Filed
Marchfor 2.stock transfer not give
KOAM Pittsburg, Kan.— Transfer
5 sh. (1%)
for $1,500
Mrs.transf
E.
Baxter
to Lester
L. Cox.fromAfter
Mr. & Mrs. E. V. Cox would joint
own 50% and Lester E. Cox and so
Lester L.,
March
2. would jointly own 50%. Fill
WHBY
Bay, Wis.—
of license Green
from WHBY
Inc. Assignme
to Norbe
tine Fathers. Both assignor and assign
are non-profit organizations under O
der of The Premonstratensian Fathe
of Roman Catholic Church. Change
for
and 2.administrative purpos<
FiledtaxMarch
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Ja
1:
AM 8, dates
FM 21,and
TV reasons:
0. New deletioi
effective
WMCA-FM New York— WMCA In
license, Feb. 28. Facilities assign
WALK (FM) which changed call al
to WHOM-FM New York [BROAJ
CASTING • TELECASTING, Feb. 13
KBIX-FM
Muskogee,
Okla.—
homa
Press Pub.
Co., license,
Feb.Okl <
License allowed to expire at request
licensee. No reason given.
OPERATIONS SUSPENDED
WSKB McComb, Miss.— Granted a
thority to remain silent for 90 da
March
pending 7.financial reorganization. Acti'
WMRA Myrtle Beach, S. C— San
KSFH (FM)
San Francisco—
authority
to remain
silent for Grant
60 da
from Jan. 17 on condition this action
not to be considered as passing on a
plication to reinstate permit. Unle
plan for refinancing is filed by end
period, permittee will be expected
turn in permit for cancellation. Actii
March 8.

SUMMARY TO MARCH 8
J&eOte
HqX,
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Pending Hearing
Appls.
49
Grants
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
134
271
AM Stations
124
167
10
4
664
517
FM Stations
2,238
Cond'l
2,22360
388
107
In
TV Stations
* On the air.
171
authority for 6 mo. from March 5 to
enue unknown. Application is licensee
operate with power reduced to 2 kw. WFBL there. Filed March 6.
Granted March 1.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WMGM New York — Extended temWABY from
Albany,
N. Y. — Assignment
porary authority for 90 days from license
Adirondack
Bcstg. Co. of
to
March 8 to operate with reduced power
Eastern New York Bcstg. Corp. for
of 5 kw. Granted March 7.
$22,500. Adirondack is owned by The
FM GRANTS
Press Co. Inc., in turn subsidiary of
Gannett Co. Inc., Rochester, which conClingman's
Peak,
Yancey
County,
trols WDAN Danville, 111., WHEC
N. C. — Mount Mitchell Broadcasters
Rochester, N. Y., WENY Elmira. N. Y.,
Inc. Granted new FM station on Chanand WTHT Hartford, Conn., and owns
nel 295 (106.9 mc, Class B) with ERP
Olean Times-Herald Corp.. parent
300 kw and antenna height above aver- 49%
of WHLD Olean, N. Y. WABY
age terrain 3,300 ft. Allocation plan is firm
modified to switch Channel 295 from balance sheet of Dec. 31. 1950, showed
Hickory, N. C, to Yancey County. See deficit of $65,700. Eastern New York
Bcstg. principals: Neldon L. Kidd, 12%
story this issue. Granted March 7.
owner WINR Binghamton and 20%
West
Plains,
Mo.
—
Robert
F.
Neathery. Granted Channel 247 (97.3 mc, owner WNDR Syracuse, N. Y., director; Hyman E. Mintz, New York State
Class B), ERP 1.15 kw. antenna 130 ft.
assemblyman, vice president; David A.
Estimated cost $4,700. Grantee is owner
KWPM West Plains. Granted March 7. Kyle, Columbia U. student, president;
George Field, RCA recording division,
TRANSFER GRANT
director; Arthur L. Cooper, with WDLA
Walton, N. Y., secretary, and Martin
WHOB
Gardner,
Mass.
—
G
ranted
transfer of control of Gardner Bcstg. A. Karig, vice president-general manand 25% owner WWSC Glens
Co., licensee, through sale of 100% in- Falls, ager
N. Y., treasurer. Each holds
terest
by
D.
M.
Richman,
Rose
S.
Rich18.46%
interest
except Mr. Karig who
man, Owen A. Hoban, M. A. Moore
and Rex Reynolds to William F. Rust holds 7.6% interest. Filed March 7.
WKAX
Birmingham,
Ala. — AssignJr., H. S. Kilgore, W. J. Barkley and
ment of license
from Courier
Bcstg.
Ralph tionGottlieb
for $15,000
plus assumpof obligations
totaling
$13,000. Service Inc. to WLBS Inc., for $35,000.
Transferees Rust arid Kilgore, who will WLBS Inc. principals: E. D. Rivers Sr.,
licensee WGOV Valdosta, Ga., and chief
own 40% and 20% respectively, are owner
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla., chairpart owners WKBR Manchester. WTSV
man of board and 78.5% interest: Tom
Claremont and WTSL Hanover. N. H.,
Carr, regional director-vice
president
and WTSA Brattleboro, Vt. Mr. Bark- Liberty
System, president
9%;
ley, 28.1%, also is part owner of sta- Ralph M.Bcstg.
Dennis, WGOV chief engitions.
Mr.
Gottlieb,
11.9%,
is
commerneer, vice president 5%; B. P. J. Timm,
cial
manager
of
stations.
Granted
March 8.
part owner WDMG Douglas, Ga., and
chief owner Timm Co., proposed purFred Elswit
chaser of WGAA Cedartown, Ga.. secNew Applications . . .
retary-treasurer 7.5%. Mr. Rivers also
has part7. interest in Timm Co. Filed FUNERAL SERVICES were he
AM APPLICATIONS
March
Kalamazoo. Mich. — W. A. Pomeroy,
WJEJ-AM-FM Hagerstown, Md. —
in Los Angeles last week for Fr< i
1470 kc,mated cost
directional,
kw day;
esti- Transfer of 268 sh. in Hagerstown
Elswit, 37, William Morris Agent
$18,290, first1 year
operating
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
from
Bertha
M.
cost $51,890, revenue $85,500. Applicant Blessing to Grover C. Crilley for $6,700. Inc., Beverly Hills theatrical ager.: i
is owner Wellam Adv. Co., Lansing,
is president-general
manand his wife, Dorothy, 34, wb
and 27%6. owner WILS Lansing. Filed Mr. Crilley
ager and 29.71%
owner. His daughter,
March
Beinice Crilley Paulgrove, owns 20%. were killed March 2 when the ligif.:
Kansas City, Mo. — David M. Segal. With new stock family holding would
plane in which they were returnirr
1380 kc, 1 kw daytime; estimated cost total 68.85%. Filed March 7.
$18,500, first year operating cost $42,000,
KOY Phoenix and KYMA Yuma, from Las Vegas to their home :
revenue $60,000. Applicant is chief Ariz. — Assignment of licenses from Salt Santa Monica crashed into Clai
owner KDMS El Dorado, Ark.. RTFS
River Valley Bcstg. Co. to new firm
under same ownership, KOY Bcstg. Co. Mt. during a snowstorm. Mr. Els
Texarkana,
and WGVM
Greenville, Miss. Tex.,
Filed March
7.
Reorganization separates radio from
first joined the talent agent
Menominee, Mich. — Green Bay Bcstg. other business interests. Filed March 7. wit
Co., 250mated wcost $12,550,
fulltimefirst
on year
1490 operating
kc; estiWLBK DeKalb, 111.— Resubmitted ap- in New York 15 years ago, goir
plication for relinquishment of control to the Beverly Hills office in 194 i
cost $54,000, revenue $70,000. Applicant by Theodore
Lanes through sale of The couple is survived by two sorij.
is licensee WDUZ Green Bay. Wis. stock to otherA. stockholders
[BROADFiled March 1.
Davenport, Iowa — KFMA Bcstg. Co.,
1580 kc, 250 w daytime; estimated cost
$13,556, first year operating cost $45,983,
revenue $55,952. Applicant is 100%
carries the weight
owned by A. D. Peirce. Permit for
KFMA, held by L. W. Andrews Inc. for
same facilities, has been returned to
in the Oregon Market
FCC. Comr. George E. Sterling also
has issued initial ruling to affirm FCC
order to revoke KFMA permit. See
DAY
or NIGHT
story this plication
issue.
KFMA2. Bcstg. Co. apfiled March
TV APPLICATIONS
Charleston, S. C. — Southern Bcstg.
Co., Channel
mc), ERP 35424 ft.;
kw
visual,
12 kw7 (174-180
aural, antenna
estimated cost $162,500, first year
operatingknown.
cost
$125,00,
revenueWUSN
unApplicant
is licensee
there.
350,820
KG*
o
Station Su
B rv. ey• • ' 337.330
g 410
Charleston, S. C. — Atlantic Coast
B
BM
Bcstg. Co., Channel 2 (54-60 mc), ERP
L
TA
TO
13.4 kw visual, 6.7 kw aural, antenna
381 ft.; estimated cost $197,738, first
ES
LI
FAMI
year operating cost $100,000, revenue
From 1949 BMBJ
$80,000.Filed
Applicant
PORTLAND, OREGON NIGHTTIME
there.
March 6.is licensee WTMA
DAYTIME
on the efficient 620 frequency ISE
Syracuse, N. Y. — Onondaga Radio
S :::>«.<^
Bcstg. Co., Channel 10 (192-198 mc),
ERP 30.36 kw visual, 15.18 kw aural,
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
350.030
antenna 731 ft.; estimated cost $176,000,
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY & CC
first year operating cost $145,000, revKGW . •
BROADCASTING
• Stotion
Telecastir
Station
CB
301,910
Stotion D
205,440

Super FCC?
(Continued from page 23)
I Communications expert.
I The name of E. K. Jett, vice
n-esident of the Baltimore Sunpapers and director of its TV operaions (WMAR),
repeatedly has
irisen in connection with government allocations. He is a retired
iaval communications officer and
= now devoting part-time to a
Pentagon assignment on internaional allocations on a loan basis.
Be is regarded as one of the
vorld's foremost allocations experts, with a background of 30
-ears in communications in the
\avy, with the former Radio Commission, and successively as assist'(*tnt chief engineer, chief engineer,
;5 j'ftnd member of the FCC. He reined in 1947 to accept the BaltiIII ■ ■
more position.
FCC Attitude Uncertain
How the FCC majority would
la tand on the creation of such an
-aijiigeney, which could impinge upon
Some of its authority, is con. eetural. Individual Commissioners
Lrive known to guard zealously the
Sanctity of their authority and it's
- lieved several present members
ed] vould take a dim view of any
ig'ency whiah would do more than
D ibsorb the President's communications -allocations functions now
ti argely vested in IRAC.
But the FCC, almost to a man,
: ;robably would oppose a "super
7CC" which would take over all
: illocations functions, leaving to
he existing agency only the reguatory and licensing and rule-makim ng functions. In due course this
vould degrade the FCC into a secjndary administrative body — an
>mpty shell.
There has been consistent comifolaint — from the FCC and from
Fk >rivate users — about IRAC operaiges ions over the years. The military,
- hich has largely dominated IRAC,
i i as been effective in "pre-empting"
. arge blocks of the spectrum for
z 'uture use, it has been argued, de: >riving private applicants of op: lortunities for public service. It
S vas largely because of this condition that the President named the
. :: Temporary Policy Board in February 1950. It has held sessions
osoj
ll
WDRC
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T
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errd
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tions Board, which became the
Board of War Communications,
was established by presidential
mandate. The five members of this
board,
however, were the commuTV
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
nications heads of the various govFCC as of February 28 follows :
ernmental agencies identified with
AM
FM
109
Total authorized
the
defense
or war efforts, with
107
Total on the air
2,353
683
60
517
Licensed (All on air)
the
FCC
chairman
(James Law2,237
665
49
165
Construction permits
rence
Fly)
sitting
as
its directing
Conditional grants
2,222
131
head. FCC itself handled all of the
197
451
947
Total applications pending
180
282
8
administrative functions.
Total applications in hearing
12
Requests for new stations
4
124
New station requests in hearing
While the temporary board con273
22
38526
Requests to change existing facilities
7
2
cerned itself principally with tele171
Deletion of licensed stations in February . . .
2481
communications problems, shying
1
Deletion
of
construction
permits
* On the air
away from broadcasting and telecasting questions, it was felt that
any permanent agency inevitably
behind closed doors during the past
Policy Board, headed by Irvin
would deal with broad policy matyear, and completed its report last Stewart, former FCC Commisters affecting allocations for all
month.
sioner and now president of U. of
media.
A case in point, for examWhat if the President approves
West Virginia, was created in Febple, would be the quest of educaruary 1950. Other members of the
the project and proceeds to name
tional institutions for a fixed perChairman Coy and Mr. Webster to board are: Dr. Lee A. DuBridge,
centage of TV allocations to be
*
1
the new board?
president of California Institute of reserved for future use.
There would be two FCC vacanThe Stewart board retained the
David H. of
O'Brien,
recies to be filled. Comr. Frieda B. Technology;
tired vice president
Graybar
New
York management engineerElectric Co. and wartime director
Hennock is an avid, though unaning firm of Ford, Bacon & Davis to
of
distribution
for
the
Army
Signounced, candidate for the chairmake a survey of the economics of
nal Corps; William L. Everitt,
manship. She probably would have
the communications industry. To
head of the electrical engineering
assist in the drafting of its report,
the
solid
backing
of
the
women's
division of the Democratic National
department of the U. of Illinois,
it
also retained two "writing spewho
also
served
on
the
Condon
Committee headed by India Edcialists"— Charles Schwarz, former
Committee on color television, and
wards. And she has rallied considinformation director of the Naerable support among educators in Dr. James R. Killian Jr., president
tional Security Resources Board,
the Massachusetts Institute of and Frederick
her crusade for allocation of a fixed of
Technology.
Fassett, of Carnegie
Institute.
percentage of facilities for educational-TV.
The board's assignment covered
Senate Majority Leader Ernest
It is felt that Chairman Coy such matters as policies for the
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and chairmost
effective
use
of
radio
frequenwould not support Miss Hennock's
man of the Interstate and Foreign
candidacy. They have not seen eyecies by governmental and non-govCommerce subcommittee on radio,
ernmental
users,
and
alternate
to-eye on many policy issues. Vice
Chairman Paul A. Walker, now 70, administrative arrangements for had urged the temporary board to
appointment of an Asprobably would not want the rigors sound and execution of such poli- recommendsistant
Secretary of State for
of that office. There are no other
cies, and policies relating to interCommunications.
It is believed,
Democrats on the FCC.
national radio and wire communihowever, that the board rejected
cations.
this recommendation in favor of
It isn't beyond the realm of reaGave Report in February
son that Mr. Coy would be disposed
the
to recommend Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
The committee submitted its re- sion. three-man permanent commis— an Idaho Republican — for the
port last month — about a year after
its creation — to President Truman.
chairmanship. He served as interim
Herbert Erpelding
chairman two years ago and won
That the board would be disposed
acclaim for speeding up the inter- to recommend a permanent agency
was indicated by the fact that it FUNERAL SERVICES were connal processes. There is ample preceducted Thursday in Los Angeles
met with representatives of the
dent. The chairman of the Securifor Herbert Erpelding, 43, former
ties & Exchange Commission,
Budget Bureau and also conferred
Harry McDonald of Detroit, is a with Chmn. Coy. Mr. Jett likewise
Chicago radio actor, who died Monhad been called in several weeks
day at his home in Van Nuys, Calif.
Republican.
Another name heard for any up- ago as an expert.
Mr.
Erpelding, whose radio name
Creation of such a board also
coming Commission vacancy is
was
Wilms Herbert, has been apmight obviate the necessity of a
Neville Miller, Washington attorpearing in character parts on netreturn to the World War II strucney, former NAB president and
wood. work shows originating in Hollyformer mayor of Louisville. Vice
ture. Then, a Defense CommunicaPresident Alben W. Barkley, a fellow Kentuckian, most certainly
would get behind him.
Robert B. Bartley, executive assistant to House Speaker Sam Rayburn (his uncle), who served as
director of the Telegraph Division
of the FCC in 1934, also is believed
d by Lockrae
Another BMI "Pin VP" Hit— Publishe
to
have
potent
support
for
a
commissionership.
FACE
A
Benedict P. Cottone, FCC genWHAT
OH
eral counsel, presumably would be
in line for a promotion. He is highVic. 20ly regarded by Chairman Coy. He
Oil Records: Phil Harris —
most assuredly would be a candith— Lon.
date if more than one vacancy oc4070; Henry Jerome-Ray Smi
curs. Both Comrs. George Sterling
978;
977; Brownie & Stick Magee— Lon.
and Hyde, of the present membership, came up through the ranks
Guy Lombardo — Dec. 27487.
from chief engineer and general
counsel, respectively.
The President's Communications
March 12, 1951
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COMR. WEBSTER CRITICIZES
STATION DERELICTIONS

TV A, CHICAGO STATIONS
REACH AGREEMENT

FCC policy of "condoning" mistakes of erring
broadcasters who plead "innocence of the law"
assailed by Comr. E. M. Webster in dissenting
on order announced last Friday. Order removed from hearing docket and granted renewal applications of KXLR North Little
Rock, KWEM West Memphis, KHOZ Harrison and KWAK Stuttgart, all Arkansas.
Stations were alleged to have engaged in
transfers of negative control; said to have
failed to advise Commission promptly of setting up service company which took over "for
considerable period" responsibilities of all four
licensees; and alleged to have filed "seriously
inaccurate reports" with FCC.
Comr. Webster scored "rapidly growing tendency of many broadcasters to practically
ignore the Communications Act and the Commission's Rules and Regulations, while at the
same time going to great lengths to familiarize
themselves with the laws, rules and policies
which govern other business enterprises in
which
have a monetary
interest."
Frieda they
B. Hennock
also dissented
and Comr.
voted
for hearing. Chairman Wayne Coy did not
participate.

TELEVISION Authority and Chicago TV stations came to terms after four months dickering as union pickets were ready to carry out
membership orders to strike. Contracts are
effective as of last Thursday and expire
Nov. 30, 1952, although they have not been
signed and won't be until 30-day period for
settlement of jurisdiction over singers and musicians on TV shows. Both TVA and American Federation of Musicians claim authority.
AFM claims that its members appearing on
TV need not hold TVA card.
Management of the four Chicago TV stations will "cooperate fully" with leaders of
both unions in settling matter during month.
Performers'
pay agreed
work commercial
rate. upon at 52%% of net-

JUDGE

MILLER

STARTS

VOICE' INSPECTION TOUR
NAB President Justin Miller flew from New
York Friday en route to Mexico and Latin
America on inspection tour for State Dept.
As member of U. S. Advisory Commission on
Information, Judge Miller will inspect facilities
and service of Voice of America.
En route to Mexico City Judge Miller
stopped at Havana as guest of Goar Mestre,
owner of CMQ Havana, taking part in dedication of new TV outlet (see story page 60).
He was to leave Havana Sunday by plane for
Mexico City to start inspection tour. His
itinerary takes him to Sao Paulo, Brazil, where
he will be principal speaker at opening session
of Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters
March 19.
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.,
NAB District 7 director, will represent United
States at IAAB meeting. He is member of
IAAB board of directors.
Judfje Miller will go to Rio de Janeiro, returning to Washington March 24.
MULTI-MARKET RATINGS
STARTED BY PULSE
PULSE on Friday unveiled ratings of top
r-rosrams on first multi-market Radio Pulse,
based on combined network ratings in 14 major markets. New report, furnished gratis to
Pulse subscribers, measures radio listening of
10,738,780 families.
Reports will be made bi-monthly, available
within month of completion of interviewing.
First report, covering January-February 1951,
shows Jack Benny as top rated program, with
15.1, Arthur Godfrey as top daytime show with
9.3, Theatre of Today as top weekend daytime
show, with 6.6. As all 14 cities have TV service, ratings are lower than national ratings
including non-TV areas, Pulse pointed out.
Page 90 • March 12, 1951

NAB EXHIBITOR LIST
MAY SURPASS 1950 SHOW
FIRST response of NAB associate members
to notice of light equipment and service exposition to be held on fifth floor of Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, during April 15-19 convention
indicates show will equal and perhaps surpass
1950, according to Arthur C. Stringer, retained
by NAB to manage annual displays. Heavy
equipment to be shown in basement Exposition
Hall [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
5]. Already signed for fifth floor section are:
Capitol Records Inc. (Broadcast Div.); Collins Radio Co.; Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.; General
Precision Lab.; Harry S. Goodman Productions;
Keystone Broadcasting System; Lang- Worth Feature
Programs; Magnecord Inc.; Mcintosh Engineering
Lab.; Musicolor Inc.; SESAC Inc.; RCA Engineering
Products Dept.; RCA Recorded Program Service;
Standard Radio & Transcription Service; Standard
Rate & Data Service; Wincharger Corp.; World
Broadcasting System; Frederic W. Ziv Co.
RTMA SELENIUM STUDY
SPECIAL committee to study shortage of
selenium, used in TV receiver rectifiers, named
Friday by Robert C. Sprague, president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Group will meet
Thursday in Washington. Chairman is Darwin
C. Brown, RCA Victor Division.
FCC Answers Editorial
(Continued from page 4)
Telecasting, Feb. 26].
In his letter, Comr. Walker is said to have
expressed desire "to set the record straight."
He reportedly stated flatly that FCC had "no
objection" to testimony (which included submission of "model bill") being made public.
Comr. Walker was said to have emphasized
that he "personally telephoned" House committee to that effect but he was told by committee staff executive sessions are traditionally closed and therefore committee could not
change Congressional policy.
Comr. Walker was understood to have declared everything which transpired at session
had been said before by FCC, and Commission
would always continue to make its views
"freely" known to Senate or to House whenever requested. A point raised by Comr. Walker
was that meeting was not held at FCC's request
but at express wish of House committee.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 4 )
investigation into other U. S. agencies.
NAB directors to take bigger role at April con
vention, with board committees assigned t
appear on platform during every session.
FEAR that set manufacturers might be draw)
into FCC jurisdiction under NAB proposal t
amend Communications Act (radio-TV con
trol bill) will bring opposition from Radio
Television Mfrs. Assn. to Senate Commerc
Committee amendment (see story page 29).
SHORT-TERM TV PACT
EXPLAINED BY ASCAP
END-OF-THIS-YEAR expiration date of ne^
ASCAP per program TV licenses, which per
plexed some recipients, explained by Hernia;
Finkelstein, ASCAP general attorney, as de
signed
to permit
story page
55). early changes, if needed (earl;
"We don't know what the formula will pro
duce," he said. "It may be too high or toi
low. We should know better by the end o
the year." At that time, he said, terms cai
be re-examined. Meanwhile, neither ASCA1
nor telecasters will be tied to long-term con
tract. Asked about TV network per progran
licenses, he said none had been asked for bu
if any TV network wanted one, ASCAP wouh
provide it.
NABET SIT-DOWN STRIKE
SURPRISE sit-down strike of NABET engi
neers, resulting from dispute with IATSE
stagehands union, as to jurisdiction over elec
trical switchboard operation in TV studios
forced NBC's WNBT (TV) New York off ai:
from 11:32 to 12:38 p.m. last Thursday ant
caused 10-second silence on WNBC. NLRI
considered dispute last May and resolved it b}
plan involving alternating control by two un
ions. But friction developed from plan ii
operation. NBC's operations in Chicago
WMAQ (AM) and WNBQ (TV) were off aii
20 minutes because of trouble in New York
FTC

DIVISIONAL

SHIFT

RADIO
and Periodical
Advertising Division
section wij'ol
be
integrated
with Investigation
Federal Trade Commission, Chairman James
M. Mead has announced. Donald B. Gatling
radio-periodical chief, will be acting directoi
of Division. Mr. Mead also announced creation of Defense Survey Division within FTC
to study raw material order enforcement.
May
Lift from
TV page
Freeze
(Continued
k)
number of applicants did not exceed numbei
of channels.
Twenty-day period for exceptions likely
would be allowed after new allocation is made
It also appeared likely that hundreds of
UHF station permits could be granted, though
public.
acquisition of equipment might be barrier.
Manufacturers might be able to build converters adapting present TV receivers to UHF
later building VHF-UHF models. Much developmental work has been done on transmitters.
UHF allocations would receive higher power
than VHF because of band characteristics, i
When Commission takes final vote there
might be delay in announcing reallocations in
case separate or dissenting opinions are to be
Educational and program policies may cause
prepared.
delay in final action.
Belief expressed necessary materials for
transmitter construction will receive favorable
government action.
BROADCASTING
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TELEVISION

WLW

LEADS

in LEADING

daytime

TV

cities

During the day, sets in use in the three cities served
by WLW-Television
are among

—

Cincinnati, Dayton

and

Columbus

the highest in the nation —
Average Sets In Use*
13.9%

CINCINNATI
DAYTON

12.2%

COLUMBUS

11.1%

In

—

each of these cities, the WLW-Television

has a much

larger share of the daytime

station

audience

than the leading competitor.
Average Share of Audience*
WLW-TV
Leading
Station Competitor
WLW-T,

Cincinnati

47.5%

37.4%

WLW-D,

Dayton

63.1 %

26.2%

WLW-C,

Columbus

57.7%

24.3%

Here's proof positive that WLW-Television

delivers the greatest

daytime

largest TV

audience

in the midwest's

second

market.

TELEVISION
WLW-T
CINCINNATI
*Videodex, December, 1950, 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

WLW-D
DAYTON

WLW-C
COLUMBUS

more

than

400,000
sets

now

in

the

WWJ-TV

multi-billion

dollar

MARKET

They're multiplying rapidly . . . and so are the sales of advertisers who use the visual selling power of WWJ-TV to push their
products in Detroit.
When you're on WWJ-TV, you're on Detroit's NBC station . . .
the station that TV's Detroit Tigers' ballgames, Red Wings' hockey
games, big-time boxing . . . the station that's 2 years ahead of the
others in age, in programming know-how, in production experience
. . . the station that commands the prestige that naturally goes
with leadership in public service.
It's as clear to advertisers as WWJ-TV's picture is to Detroiters,
that WWJ-TV is the Number One buy in a market that is headed
for its twelfth consecutive year of capacity production.

FIRST IN MICHIGAN

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Repretentatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

NBC Television Network

MARCH
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\ Renews Attack
n Radio Rates

Mr

Page 23

WIS

and

the

o Set Production
head of 1950
Page 23

drama

isees Are Called
iecret Defense
Meet

This year, as a part of the DuPont Award winning "WLS
SCHOOL TIME" broadcasts — a five time a week sustaining
series for in-school listening, now in its 15th year — WLS
inaugurates a new series based on the drama of the Atom.
Each program translates into understandable and dramatic
terms the meaning and significance of the new world of
Atomic Energy. Indications of the success of this new
radio venture can be found in the article appearing in a
recent issue of Variety.

produce
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,5 p.m.
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The programs are being written in cooperation with the
Argonne National Laboratories and, at the request of
:he Atomic Energy Commission, will be available to
the National AssnWatinn
-„sociation of Educational Broadcasters
for broadcast on its fifty
ifty-one affiliated stations
throughout the nation.
This
confidence ana
and trust cuspiayea
displayed by
the Atomic
ms commence
oy tne
Energy
Energy Commission is most gratifying. The responth new era cannot be oversibility of radio in this
For, as . radio's
ever consistent
magic touch
can
sell, so can itemphasized.
serve
. . and thru
service
accrues listener loyalty and belief — the basic ingredients ofadvertising results.

various bjg1 un^S deP«te\nd
intricate^.
Si£V
r

0i radio a

^

— — ■

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK
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WHAS

IN

TRADITION

Seven out of the first ten ... as shown
by the University of Louisville in the most
intensive coincidental telephone survey ever
conducted here. Over 13,400 calls were made
in one week. Ask your Petry man about
the high-rated local shows produced
especially for participating sponsors.

Basic
Serving a market

of more than

CBS

interconnected

80,000 television homes

WHAS

VICTOR A. SHOUS, 0/rccfor

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

TV

Affiliate

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER- JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

BROADCASTING
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Circuit
Closed
ACTUAL lifting of TV station licensing freeze
will not catch government allocation authorities napping. National Production Authority's
Electronics Products Div. hopes to have Controlled Materials Plan in operation July 1 to
provide for additional equipment materials.
Group will recommend program on industry
rather than individual basis now. Defense
Production Administrator will review and
make final decision.
SAME procedure holds true for emergency
equipment needed by stations. Electronics
Div. will recommend on basis of requirements
filed by Civil Defense Administration. Authorities say there will be no "blanket authority," but needs will be treated individually on
merits as interpreted through CDA.
FINAL FCC approval of revised TV allocation
proposal possible this afternoon (Monday) if
tentative meeting on report is held as scheduled. Unless major revisions ensue, report
should be out this week according to best estimates (see story page 25). Action need not
be withheld pending return of Comrs. Rosel
H. Hyde and Paul A. Walker from trips.
FEAR voiced at NAB headquarters that April
convention attendance may suffer if many
small station executives attend FCC's March
26 defense conference in person instead of via
engineering and/or legal counsel. Thorough
briefing on defense techniques to be given at
NAB convention.
TWENTY-FIVE advertising agencies are in
running for National Guard recruiting contract for new fiscal year beginning July 1.
After closed briefing, i-epresentatives were
asked to fill out questionnaires and return by
April 5. Board will narrow field to less than
a dozen and then invite formal presentations
and hold hearing.
LENNEN & MITCHELL, New York, looking
for local news program availabilities in radio
for Old Gold cigarettes.
NEXT state group to support new NARBA
treaty: Missouri Assn. of Broadcasters. No
formal announcement yet, but it's understood
communications, detailing MAB's stand on
allocation of frequencies among North American nations, are enroute to those members of
Congress and government officials concerned
with NARBA.
LONG-DISTANCE lines kept hot as two NAB
committees — presidential and TV manager — ■
move toward selections. TV group willing to
hold off another fortnight pending presidential
action, desiring to select man acceptable to new
president, but already it's showing signs of
impatience.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., Lucky Strike
cigarettes, through BBDO, New York, said to
be considering daytime television show across
board built around Singer Snooky Lanson.
THOUGH no date set, Senate Foreign Relations Committee last week definitely put full(Continued on page 9k)
Page 4
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ngAssn. meeting
March 19: Upc
Americanomi
Marketing
on Radio-TV Research Techniques, Hotel Shelton. New York.
March 19-22: IRE National Convention, Waldorf
Astoria, New York.
March 26: FCC-Licensee Civil Defense Conference, Washington.
March 26: Oral Argument on Color TV, U. S.
Supreme Court, Washington.
March 28-31: Assn. of National Advertisers, The
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
April 3: McFarland Bill (S-658) Hearings begin.
New House Office Bldg., Washington.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 68)
Bulletins
PEDLAR & RYAN, New York, placing spot
announcement campaign in 72 radio and all
television markets, starting March 26, for Procter & Gamble's Camay soap. Contract calls
for 10 daytime spots per week or five nighttime
one-minute E. T.'s in radio and five daytime
and nighttime 20-second announcements. TV
announcements for 13 weeks.
JUSTICE DEPT. PROBES
BAN ON FOOTBALL TELECASTS
JUSTICE Dept.'s anti-trust division probing
complaint by Oklahoma State Senator against
NCAA-Big Seven ban on live football telecasts.
Sen. George Miskovsky telegraphed Atty.
Gen. J. Howard McGrath and his deputy, Peyton Ford, asking for study to determine if
criminal or civil action could be taken.
Asst. Atty. Gen. H. Graham Morison, antitrust division head, told newsmen, "We're going
to
look into
Denying
that it."
NCAA has banned live telecasts, Dr. Hugh C. Willett, NCAA president,
said in Los Angeles there will be some live
telecasting of college football games next fall.
He explained that the resolution NCAA
adopted merely asks members to join in "a
controlled
experiment."
That means,
he added, that most games
would be filmed and released on TV the following week. Dr. Willett deplored Oklahoma
Senate bill which would force state-supported
institutions to permit live telecasting (see
early story page 60). NCAA's TV-committee
will meet soon to "work out plans for controlled live TV," Dr. Willett revealed.
WWDC
APPOINTS BLAIR
WWDC Washington names John Blair & Co.
as national representative, effective May 15.
Station joined MBS week ago as Washington affiliate, incorporating selected MBS shows
into its block programming format of music,
news and sports. Blair contract covers only
AM operation. WWDC-FM and transit handled by H-R Representatives Inc.
GE TO SHOW UHF TUBE
NEW ceramic tube for use on top end of
UHF TV band to be shown by General Electric
Co. today (Monday) at luncheon in New York.
It's described
wave
output. as 900 mc tube, 1 kw, continuous

f!)
Brie
Busine
AGENCY
NAMEDss# Howard
Hat
Stor<
New York, to William Warren, Jackson
Delaney, New York. Radio will be used.
TONI CHANGE # Toni Co., Chicago, r
places Give & Take on CBS with Alias J a
Doe, Sat., 12:30-1 p.m. (CT), effective April
Program will originate in Hollywood. Produ !
to be advertised not selected. Agency, Fool
Cone & Belding, Chicago.
NAMES
REPRESENTATIVE
# WDOi
Cleveland has appointed Walker Co. as exel j
sive national representative according to
Morris Pierce, president and general manage
TINTAIR MOVING # Bymart Inc. (Tintai
moving its present weekly half-hour Somers
Maugham video show on CBS to NBC in la
April, taking over Musical Comedy Time, oi
hour on alternate Mon., 9:30-10:30 p.m. Latt
program dropped by Procter & Gamble. Agem
for Bymart, Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
SPONSOR'S SUMMER RIGHTS
DEFINED BY NBC-TV
SUMMER hiatus rights of NBC-TV sponso
set up in plan announced Friday by netwoi
Sponsors in Class A time— those which ha
been on network 13 weeks prior to effecti
date of hiatus, may take not more than eig
weeks' hiatus without charge if, by April
they give NBC written notice accompanied I
order for at least 13-week resumption.
If they want more than eight week hiat
they can take up to five weeks additional
agencies pay regular station time rates f
weeks over first eight (they will not be chargi
for time sold to others, however).
No rate discount to be given sponsors wl
remain on network during summer, but NB'
TV offers incentive plan with contribute
toward program expenses.
Sponsors in Class B and C time — no fr
hiatus. Those wanting eight-week hiatus mu
cancel with 60-day notice and also give fir
order for at least 13-week resumption.
Network officials emphasized plan is f
this year only.
TRAMMELL AND WHITE
NAMED TO BAB COMMITTEES
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC board chairma
appointed
to BABandBoard
of Directors'
tive
Committee,
Mutual
President Exea
Frar
White to Research-Promotion Committee, BA
Board Chairman Edgar Kobak announced Fi
day. Their selection was by agreement amor
networks, which will rotate service on con
mittees, with CBS and ABC being represent
at end of year. Other committee appointmer
announced March
10 days12].
ago [Broadcasting • Tel:
casting,
BAB, in special bulletin last week, alert<
member stations to Hart, Schaffner & Mai
April promotion letter which advocates utiliz;
tion of radio spots prepared by company f<
its local dealers. Bulletin includes "sales pile
angles" and copy of Hart, Schaffner & Mai
radio spots.
BROADCASTING
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MORE

AND

MORE

PEOP

ARE

LISTENING

TO

WORK
YORK,

PENNSYLVANIA

NOW
5,000
WATTS
— This recent power
increase gives advertisers — at no extra cost — wider
coverage, more listeners. Morning, afternoon and night —
Conlan ratings and BMB show WORK as the Number One
Station in this ever-increasing, progressive buying market.
Ten year population increase York Metropolitan trading
area 13.7% (1950 Census of Population ). Let WORK sell
for you in this important mid-Pennsylvania section. Complete market growth information available on reguest.
Represented by
ROBERT
Chicago

MEEKER
San Francisco

ASSOCIATES
New York

WORK
York, Penna .
Esi: 1932
A
S T E I N M

SROADCASTING
1

•
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Los Angeles
5000 Watts — Day
1000 Watts — Night
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HOW

JUNGLE

AND

PRAIRIE

HELP

REARM

AMERICA

America has so many steel
mills that the job of making
sure they will never go
"hungry" has started a worldwide search for iron ore.
This page tells about three
vital steps in steel production:
1. More ore ... 2. Better transportation . .3. New steel mills.
WOOD

FOR IRON: An American

1 steel company is pushing a new
railroad to open ore deposits in
Africa. This native of Liberia is
sharpening a saw to cut railroad
ties.

MAKING HISTORY WITH STEAM: New steel miUs (and production from present mills) are going up so fast that the summer
2
season of ore boat transportation needs to be stretched. This
picture shows first winter-time trainload of frozen ore being
given a steam bath for fast dumping.
If enough steel for armament and steel for homes and business
are possible at the same time, competition among America's
more than 200 steel companies will accomplish it. Production
records are zooming . . . If you want to read more facts about
your country's greatest industrial hedge against war and inflation, write for preprint from the magazine Steelways, "African
Iron and American Steel," American Iron and Steel Institute,
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
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3 is
used in making iron. America
has more steel production than all
the rest of the world, but minions of
tons are being added.
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ne of the basic facts of radio is that all stations and markets are "new and

different" as compared with one another —

and that makes one of the basic,

incontestable, never-changing advantages of National Spot Radio.
The differences between markets and stations can give you headaches or opportunities. Our biggest job here at F&P

is to help you minimize

the headaches,

cultivate the opportunities, by supplying honest, accurate facts about the stations
and markets at the right. Only with such facts can you truly capitalize on the
advantages of our medium,

FT
REE

or on the time, money and effort you spend in it.

&

P
Jr

ETERS,

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

. ROANOKE

EAST.

.

.

. DES

MOINES?

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

WMCA
KYW

New York

IND.

Philadelphia

NBC

50,000

KDKA

Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

WFBL

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

CBS

5,000

WIS

Columbia, S. C.

NBC

5,000

WGH
WPTF
WDBJ

Norfolk

ABC

5,000

Raleigh
Roanoke

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

WHO
WOC

Des Moines

NBC

50,000

Davenport

NBC

5,000

WDSM

Duluth-Superior
Fargo

ABC
NBC

5,000
5,000

Fort Wayne

NBC

10,000

KMBC-KFRM
WAVE

Kansas City

CBS

5,000

Louisville

NBC

5,000

WTCN

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000

WMBD
KSD

Peoria

CBS

5,000

St. Louis

NBC

5,000

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC

5,000

KRIS

Corpus Christi

NBC

1,000

WBAP
KXYZ

Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

NBC-ABC
ABC

50,000
5,000

KTSA

San Antonio

CBS

5,000

KDSH

Albuquerque
Boise

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

Honolulu-Hilo

CBS

5,000

Portland, Ore.

ABC

50,000

Seattle

CBS

50,000

WGR

MIDWEST,

50,000
5,000
5,000

SOUTHWEST

WDAY
WOWO

KFAB

MOUNTAIN

AND

WEST

KOB

O

Oklahoma
Only

50,000

f

#

agency

City's

||Watt

Station

CLEMENS F. HATHAWAY,
president of agency.

executive SSC&B, N. Y., elected vic<

RUTH JONES, media supervisor on P&G's Tide at Benton & Bowles
N. Y., promoted to assistant director of media for Procter & Gamble.
W. A. CHALMERS, vice president in charge of radio and TV Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., resignes. GARTH MONTGOMERY, succeeds Mr J
Chalmers [Closed Circuit, March 12].
DAVID SMITH, Foley Agency, Phila., appointed assistant radio-TV di4
rector to FRANK KNIGHT.
PHILLIP A. STREICH, vice president in charge of media, to handle TV
and radio H. H. DuBois Agency, Phila.
STEPHEN M. WEBB, Spitz & Webb, Syracuse, appointed vice president
Richards & Webb Inc., same city. Agency formerly Wilbur 0. Richards
Adv., changed name when Mr. Webb joined firm.
LES WAAS, independent producer and freelancer, to J. Cunningham Cox
Adv. Agency, Phila., as director of Radio-TV.

on all accounts
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Curt
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the networks until 1935 when he
joined Marschalk & Pratt, as radio
director to handle the radio news
programs of the Esso account.
In 1942 Mr. Peterson was drafted
into the Army. He had served in
the First World War as a second
lieutenant. After a tour in Alaska
and then at the Pentagon, Mr.
Peterson finally was mustered out
of the Army on April 1, 1945, with
the rank of captain. He returned
to M&P as radio director and in
1949 became a partner in the firm. Mr.
Peterson still handles radio, and now
television, for the
Esso Standard 0 i 1
account. He has
watched the advertiser grow from its
sponsorship of a
news program on
seven stations in
1935 to the 52 station operation which
it is currently. In
addition Esso sponCBS-TV's Alan
YoungsorsShow.

Pratt Co., New York, "is pretenWhat the fellow left unexplained
was that Mr. Peterson, partner and
director of radio and television at
Marschalk & Pratt Co., is not even
pretentious
about that dislike. He
sion."
doesn't trumpet it or dramatize it;
it just happens to be a fact, a
serene condition of his existence.
Consequently, Mr. Peterson would
be the first to grimace at the description of himself as
something as heroicsoundingneer."as
Yet he"piois
unquestionably that.
In September of
this year,
Peterson willMr.celebrate
his 25th year in the
broadcasting industry. He began his
career in radio at
WJZ New York in
1926 as a singerannouncer-copy writer. It was a period
during which hordes
of eager young men
sheTheis Peters
the on's
forme—r
Ruth
Matteson, an
PETERSON
received their innoculations of the radio
actress — have been
bug. Mr. Peterson was one of the married since September.
As for hobbies, Mr. Peterson
compartively few on whom the
admits that Mrs. Peterson bought
innoculation
him some oil paints and a book on
In 1927 he "took."
moved to WEAF, now
how to paint. So far, however, all
WNBC New York, as supervisor
of announcers for both the Red he has done is read the book. He
and Blue networks. In 1928 he spends his spare time studying
bebecame assistant commercial pro- French and watchingClubTV.andHe Beta
Theta longs
Pi.to University
gram manager. He remained with
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Obviously

beat

OUTSTANDING
JAMES G. COMINOS, vice president and general manager and radioTV director LeVally Inc., Chicago agency which closes its doors in May,
to Needham, Louis & Brorby, same city, as vice president and account
executive on Household Finance Corp. Account, which resigned LeVally
early this year, is expected to use radio and TV.
DAVE NYREN, TV program producer Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., named
director of new program and talent development for
radio-TV department.
THOMAS PRENDERGAST, copywriter McCann-Erickson, N.Y., to Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co., N. Y., as copywriter.
HERMAN S. THOERNEBE, vice president and copy
director John Falkner Arndt & Co., Phila., appointed
creative director.
Mr. Nyren

BOB KNAPP, radio-TV copy chief Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago, named executive director of radio-TV.

BARRETT WELCH, account executive Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., to
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., in same capacity.
HUGH HORLER appointed radio director MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto,
succeeding the late M. ROSENFELD.
PATRICIA GREW, commercial writer Young & Rubicam Inc., N.Y.,
transferred temporarily to agency's Hollywood office.
DON DICKENS, copy staff Leo Burnett, Chicago, to Needham, Louis &
Brorby, same city, in similar position.

WMBD
Rich
Everybody
machines"
America .
this Peoria

Dominates
Peoriarea

So attached to their "Cats" do owners and operators become that they
oftentimes endow them with personal nicknames . . . and that's a
tribute to the more than 26,000
PEOPLE who build Caterpillar
Tractors. It's Caterpillar PEOPLE who are responsible for the
amazing Caterpillar record of

ED LEFTWICH, technical TV director Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to
Masterson, Reddy & Nelson, N. Y., as director in charge of all TV
properties.

performance.

MIKE KRICH, story editor Nash Air fly te Theatre, to Biow Co., N. Y.,
as story editor on Philip Morris Playhouse.
J. HUGH E. DAVIS, executive vice president Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, and JENNIFER HOLT, Chicago radio and TV actress, married
in Colorado Springs Mar. 3. BOB HOPE was best man.
named radio director Vickers & Benson Ltd.,

ROBERT G. WILDER, public relations staff Lewis & Gilman Inc., Phila.,
named chairman National Production Authority advisory committee for
public relations in that region. He is one of 14 executives chosen to
counsel NPA.
BILL DOWDING
Co., Toronto.

appointed assistant radio director J. Walter Thompson

DAN WISE, Edward Davies Assoc., appointed producer Wallace Orr Adv.
Agency, Phila.
MAHLON G. REMINGTON named director of merchandising and sales
promotion Ward Wheelock Agency, Phila.
JEAN MATZKE, Aitkin-Kynett Co., Phila., to Lohmeyer-Adelman Inc.
as production manager. JOHN J. HENDERSON, Al Paul Lefton Co.,
Phila., appointed director of merchandising Lohmeyer-Adelman.

PHIL GIBSON, Local
News Editor . . . ivith 29
years experience as neiuspaper reporter, columnist,
newscaster and news editor,
it's obvious that Phil knoius
his Peoriarea! Peorians like
their news fresh as their
morning eggs, and Phil gives
it
to them quickly and accurately.

EARL ALLVINE, formerly in motion picture work, named to staff
Merritt Owens Adv. Agency, Kansas City, Kan.
BROADCASTING
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This holds in radio, too — and
particularly at WMBD. The
PEOPLE at WMBD have unmatched experience in the knowledge of radio preferences of
Peoriarea listeners . . . they work
as a team to produce the best in
Peoriarea radio.
N o wonder, then, that WMBD so
thoroughly dominates this rich,
prosperous market! Rating after
rating shows that WMBD
reaches more listeners IN ANY
TIME PERIOD than the next
two stations COMBINED!
Tribute indeed to the people at
WMBD. . . .

Charles C. Caley,
Vice President & General Manager
Don D. Kynaston,
Director of Sales

WALTER BUNKER, vice president in charge radio and TV Young &
Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, in New York for month's conferences.
JAMES) W. CHRISTOPHER, The James W. Christopher Co., L. A., appointed manager of L. A. office Lannan & Sanders Ltd., Dallas. Lannan
& Sanders will take over all of Mr. Christophers accounts. West Coast
branch will operate under name of Lannan, Sanders & Christopher.

Market

knows the magic name, "Caterpillar". The "big yellow
are a familiar sight on the byways and highways of
. . yes, and all around the globe from there ! Obviously,
product is outstanding.

J. E. JACOBS to public relations staff J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

PETER HARROCKS
Toronto.

the

See Free & Peters

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
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From

where

61/ Joe

Watch

The

Out

"Blind

Marsh

For

Spots"

Stopped by Squint Miller's farm the
other day and saw a vinegar bottle in
his kitchen with an oversized cucumber inside it. The cucumber filled the
whole bottle.
' 'What's a cucumber doing in there?"
I asked him. "That's my 'blind-spot'
reminder," says Squint. "My grandmother kept one in her kitchen to remind her to take stock of herself now
and then.
"I slipped that bottle over the cucumber when it was growing on the
vine,'" he went on. "And like certain
viewpoints, not noticed, it just grew
and grew — now its there to stay."
From where I sit, we could take a
cue from Squint and watch for our
own "blind spots" and prejudices before they grow too big to get rid of.
We've got to respect our neighbor's
right to his preferences . . . preferences
for a certain make of car, a favorite
movie star, or a temperate glass of
beer after work. We won't be tripped
by any blind spots if we keep our eyes
— and minds — open!

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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Showsheet Cited
EDITOR:
I am sure that you are aware
of the fact that your monthly TV
showsheet is of great value and
constantly referred to by all agencies in network television.
You would be doing agency buyers a great favor if you would
also publish a showsheet giving
network television daytime schedules. While I realize that the programming picture changes quite
rapidly, nevertheless, half a loaf
is better than none to starving
timebuyers. . . .
Robert M. Renschle
Manager
Timebuying Dept.
McCann-E 'ricks on Inc.
New York
[EDITOR'S
Beginningwillwith
the
April 2 issue NOTE:
the showsheet
include
daytime
as
well
as
nighttime
TV
programming.]

SCBA 'Censorship'
EDITOR:
Few working broadcasters would
disagree with the anti-censorship
philosophy of your March 12 lead
editorial, "Blunder in California."
Unfortunately, when you take off
from that general principle to castigate the Southern California
Broadcasters' Assn. for allegedly
"inviting direct censorship of programs in advance," you are criticizing actions which just didn't
happen. Somewhere in the 3,0(10
miles between Los Angeles and
Washington the facts about FCC
Regional Attorney Joseph Brenner's talk at an SCBA meeting became terribly garbled. Here are
the facts:
1. SCBA monthly luncheons discuss varied matters of interest to
the 56 members, with programs
guided by a seven-man board.
Guests from allied fields are invited to specific meetings. Among
them recently have been spokesmen of organized advertising
agencies, civil defense heads, station representatives, etc. Mr.
Brenner, as local representative of
an organization certainly as important to our industry as the
above, was invited — to discuss not
advance censorship of programs,
but technical interpretation of FCC
regulations with which broadcasters are in constant contact,
such as sponsor identification and
logging regulations. He restricted
himself to such interpretative aspects and emphasized that his remarks were "unrehearsed, unofficialenceandwasunauthorized."
no more out of His
line presat a
regional broadcasters meeting than
the customary invitation of the
chairman of the FCC to NARTB
conventions, nor several occasions
when visiting FCC Washington

personnel have attended SGEL- .j
luncheons — without criticism.
2. At the conclusion of thu
luncheon,
Mr.
Brennerseveral
if he managers
would coveraskec'l
th I
same ground at a later meetinj
for some of their working person,]
nel, who are not ordinarily presen.J
at the managers' meetings. The; !
did not ask, as the editorial claims |
"if he would be willing to institute
aon series
of workshop
discussion
programming
planning
thai'
would conform to FCC desires. H
Mr. Brenner agreed, if there wal
sufficient interest, to hold a repeal
session on. what
. . not,
course
the "to
FCC conduct
wants in1
3. SCBA invited managers bl
programming."
mail to note on a return postcarw
if they wanted such a meeting; i
so, what
day and As
houra would
most
convenient.
result b<Ol
their response, program peoplj'
gathered with Mr. Brenner lasW
Wednesday afternoon to cover thjjjj
same ground as the discussions a.V
the managers'
meetings. Comllj
ments from those who attended in 1
dicate that the session was edu I
cational and helpful, with not thi.il!
slightest
dictation
or cen'1sorship. hint
Thereof is
not now,
ani l
never was, any intention to projlj
long this single informal confer jH
ence into a course series. . . .
Robert J. McAndrews
Managing Director
Southern California Broad
casters Assn.
Hollywood
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We are relieved t
hear
Brenner's talk
talk toto pro
th
SCBA that
and Mr.
his subsequent
gram
personnel
were
confined
to
rou
tine matters such as logging technique
and sponsor identification. Such, how
ever, was not indicated in the SCB;
bulletin upon which our editorial wa
based. The implication in the bulleti
and in postcards sent to members wa
that Mr. Brenner would be pleased t
conduct a workshop discussion to in
sure that "air copy conforms to Com
mission regulations,"
kind many
of phrasa)
that
used tothecover
temptshas atbeen
censorship.]
* * *
The WCFM
EDITOR:

Story

Spring is almost here, and th
silly season is once again upon u:
At least it appears to be upon you
editorial staff, judging from th
paragraph about WCFM in you
March 5 issue.
You have, of course, missed th
point entirely. Our stockholders, a
investors in FM radio, are justl;
angry at the radio manufacturin
industry for its failure first, to pre
mote FM, and then to keep up wit
the public demand for FM set
which has developed despite thi
lack of promotion. If you disagre
with this statement ask some of th
Washington distributors and radi
stores managers. As a journal al
legedly alert to everything goin
(Continued on page 18)
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Indiana

elects

University

PRESTO

8-DG'S

Prominent
preliminary

wherever

mid-western

college chooses

survey of commercial

INDIANA UNIVERSITY. AT BLOOMINGTON
recording laboratory in continuous operation.

yoiTgo
there's
PRESTO!

Presto after

and educational

studios

now has a professional-quality

Made possible by pooling the resources and knowledge of the Department of Radio,
School of Music and Audio-Visual Center, this new lab is the result of painstaking
care in every detail of planning, purchasing and construction.
Presto was selected as the equipment best suited to the quality and budget
requirements. The basic machines are Model 8-DG disc recorders, installed with a
specially designed relay control system and operational status lights on each unit.
These are supplemented by an 8-D disc recorder, a PT-900 portable tape
recorder for studio and on-location use, and a rack containing two 41-A limiting
amplifiers and two 92-A recording amplifiers.

The recording room at Indiana U.,
showing presto disc recorders and
reproducers, presto rack mounted
amplifiers and the famous presto
PT-900 portable tape recorder.

Visit PRESTO
hird Floor— Grand

The selection of presto equipment was preceded by a study of the facilities of
established commercial recording studios, contacting other Universities with similar
programs and visiting the Library of Congress recording laboratory. The continuous
use of the equipment these past months verifies this selection.

at IRE Show

Central

Palace

RECORDING CORPORATION
March 19-22
Paramus, New Jersey. Mailing Address: Box 500, Hackensack, New Jersey
In Canada: Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Overseas: M. Simons & Son Co., Inc., 25 Warren Street, New York, New York
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ED
INTEREST
IF YOU'RE
IN SALES

.

i

'etter Hitch Your
B,
Wagon

Yes, and easy listening, too
— heard nightly Monday
through Friday at 7:00 on
WRC. In just a few short
weeks, "BATTERS' PLATTERS" has grown to the
listening stature of an early
evening stand-by.
Charlie Batters' casual style
has a long-lasting way
with habit audience, based
on good music and offhand comment— spiced but
balanced.

This regular half-hour, in
peak time has a few participations open, certainly
worth your planning for
STRONG coverage in the
ever-growing Washington
market. Batters' style isn't
studied . . . it's designed
for hard selling. His growing list of sponsors is our
best recommendation.

Star, Ifested
You're
Interin SALES
in
SOME of the Denver radio men who were guests at the fourth birthday party
of KFG at Firzsimons Army Hospital included KFEL Disc Jockey Ray
Perkins (holding cake) and (I to r) Bill Jones, KLZ newscaster and disc
jockey; Pete Smythe, KLZ singer and discer; Matthew McEniry, KLZ public
affairs director; Robert Owen, KOA Chief Engineer; Eugene P. O'Fallon Jr.,
KFEL promotion manager; Earle C. Ferguson, KOA program manager, and
Jack Fitzpatrick, KFEL news director.
OPERATORS of the Hospital Radio Program Distribution System
at Fitzsimons Army Hospital and
veterans who are patients there,
believe that Denver radio stations
rate a 21-gun salute for their willing cooperation and help.
Under the assignation of Bedside Network Station KFG, the
unit airs 15 hours daily to vet-

J£

strictly

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

Mr. CUTCHINS

•
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Must

Be HEARD

Produce
And

to

SALES.

WISN

Gives

You MORE LISTENERS For LESS
MONEY
Than Any
Milwaukee

Station.
I
I
I

YOUR BEST BUY IS

Page 14

erans in the Denver hospital.
Brooks Connally, KFG manager,
who prepared a summary of activities in connection with completion
of the fourth year of operation,
said:
"Delving through the program
logs of past months and years, I
noted a number of outstanding con( Continued on page 78)

Milwaukee-land.
I
I
I
'onvincing Copy

Other

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 PM

*y NBC SPOT SAUS

to the WISN

better knownoneprod
ky'sKen,tucbour
of ucts
ALTHOUGH
bon whiskey, is not advertised through the broadcast me-

business

dium, that does not mean that
radio-television is without a strong
supporter in the bluegrass state.
William S. Cutchins, vice president and advertising director of
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., not only believes in the effectivenes ofthe broadcast media
but his company, under Mr. Cutchins' direction, invests a major
part of its large budget in radio
and television advertising.
The prominence enjoyed by the
tobacco company in the radio and
television field must be a source of
constant gratification to Mr. Cutchins, who worked his way up the
ladder from salesman with B&W to
his present executive position. Since
1928, when he joined the firm, he
has not ventured to any other
enterprise.
For a company that siphons off
the cream — roughly $3 million to
$4 million annually — of its ad budget to aural advertising, this
(Continued on page 82)

Iou'll Like Doing
Business WithWISN.
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Gimme

the

the

with

R egardless of what consumer
use, you know

one

lens

.9

index you

that our Red River Valley hay-

seeds are one of the most prosperous
kets" in America.

"mar-

And WD AY covers them like a tent.
(1) For the period Dec. '49 — Apr. '50,
WDAY got a Share of Audience more
than three times as great as Station B,
Mornings, Afternoons and Evenings —
actually got the highest Hoopers among
all NBC stations in the nation for the
second year running!
(2) BMB

Report No. 2 credits WDAY

with

a Daytime Audience of 201,550 families. 77.7% are average daily listeners!
(3) According to a recent 22-county survey
by students of North Dakota Agricultural College, WDAY leaves all competition far behind — gets a 78.6% family
preference against a mere 4.4% for the
next best station!
Complete,
& Peters!

fabulous facts, from

us or Free

m,

n. d.

NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES

• 5000 WATTS

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
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new

business

//etu/otk
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., N. Y. (Sweetheart Soap), March 26 starts
five weekly The Woman In My House on NBC, Mon.-Fri., 3:45-4
p.m. (PST); 1:45-2 p.m. (EST). Contract 52 weeks. Agency:
Duane Jones, N. Y. Program packaged by Carlton E. Morse.
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE Inc., N. Y., renews Super Circus for 52
weeks starting April 8 on ABC-TV. Product sponsors first half of 4-5
p.m. (CT) Sun. show. Agency: J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.

INDIANAPOLIS

LEVER BROTHERS Co. (No-Rinse Surf) effective April 2 starts
Hawkins Falls, Pop. 6200, Mon. through Fri., 5-5:15 p.m. on NBC-TV.
Show will originate in Chicago. It was originally launched as summer
replacement in 1950 on network. Douglas Johnson will write and Ben
Park will produce it. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.

Ask

The

SEALY MATTRESS Co., L. A., March 20 starts sponsorship Chet Huntley news commentary Tues.-Thur., on ABC California stations, 5:30-5:45
p.m. (PST). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Alvin Wilder, L.A.
SIXTH ARMY For Recruiting, S. F., March 18, started five week sponsor| ship of Dink Templeton's Sport Page on full Don Lee network (45 stations) Sunday, 10:15-10:30 a.m. (PST). Agency: West-Marquis Inc., S. F.
^pot • • •

PIZZA-FRO Corp., Chicago (frozen pizza pies), begins introductory radio
and TV campaign in Chicago in about six weeks, using participations
! handled by name personalities. Spots expected to be expanded into other
markets later. Agency: Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago. Account
executive is Francis Kerr.

What

I PETER HAND BREWERY Co., Chicago (Meister Brau Beer), extends
v its TV schedule for Pantomime Quiz from Chicago to Lansing, Grand
I Rapids and Rock Island this month. Agency: BBDO, Chicago.

is meant

by

slogan—

the

"The

stations

-@<fenci/ -@japointmenti

that

MARYLAND STATE FAIR Inc. (Laurel Race Track, Laurel, Md.) appoints Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington, as advertising counsel,
with extensive plans for promoting spring meet throughout Middle
Atlantic area. Radio and TV will be used.

never

outpromise

FLEMING-HALL TOBACCO Co. (Sano, Encore and Sheffield cigarettes) appoints Weiss & Geller, N. Y., to handle advertising. William
H. Saul is a account executive. Media plans are not completed.

• . . but

always

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP., Chicago, appoints Needham, Louis &
Brorby Inc., same city, to handle advertising for company and subsidiaries.
outperform"

DEMPSTER FURNITURE Co., Sikeston, Mo., appoints The Harold
Kirsch Co., St. Louis, to handle advertising and merchandising. Radio
will be used.
BERNHARD ALTMANN Corp., N. Y. (House of Cashmere sweaters and
argyle socks), names Byrde, Richard & Pound Adv. Agency, N. Y., to
handle advertising. Media plans being set for fall campaign.
PENNSYLVANIA WINE Co. (distributor of Sylvania "Peerless" California wines) names Gray & Rogers, Phila., to handle advertising.
DEPT. OF FINANCE OF PUERTO RICO appoints Publicidad Badillo,
San Juan, to handle advertising of its Income Tax Bureau. MYRURGIA,
S. A. (Barcelona, Spain) appoints same agency to handle advertising
of its cosmetics and perfumes in Puerto Rico.

JOHN I. EDWARDS, radio-television program director ABC Western
Division, to Maier Brewing Co., L. A., as advertising manager.

WISH

Indianapolis

WH0T

South Bend

WANE
WHBU

Fort Wayne
Anderson

ABC
ABC
CBS

• ABC— CBS

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., INC.

NAT KALECH, western regional sales manager, Tihtair (Bymart Corp.)
named general manager.
BROADCASTING
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
on in the radio industry, you should
know that FM's battle for equal
and fair treatment has been going
on a long time, and that the struggle of FM stations has nothing at
all to do with the manner in which
these stations are financed.
We are not, as you neatly imply,
asking Congress to investigate the
reasons for our own failure. We do
not think we are failing. And since
you place a virtue on "the principles upon which the U. S. broadcasting system was built," by which
I presume you mean commercial
radio, WCFM is entirely commercial. We sell stock to the public. If
this is what you mean by financing
ourselves through public subscription, you ought to include a great
section of American industry which
procures capital by issuing stock.
We support ourselves, you'll be
pleased to know, by the usual methods of selling time and services.

but even if your statements were
true, which they are not, the question is not how WCFM is financed
but what to do to insure fair play
for the FM industry. The resolution passed by our stockholders,
which you correctly reported on
page 42 of the same issue, states
the case plainly. It calls for a Congressional investigation of the apparent attempt on the part of many
radio set manufacturers to scuttle
FM. Your editorial muddies the
issue. Worse, it resorts to sophistry
— a popular pastime these days in
discrediting those with whom you
disagree. Broadcasters who have
invested in FM will not be taken
in by such arguments.
George A. Bernstein
General Manager
WCFM (FM) Washington
[EDITOR'S
This journal
standsof
on its recordNOTE:
of unequaled
coverage
the continuing story of FM development. If, as Mr. Bernstein says, WCFM
supports itself by the usual methods of
selling time and services, it would seem
unnecessary for a "Listener Committee
for Better Radio" to be engaged in a

CM

public fund-raising drive to pay for a
proposed series of Sunday afterncon
BBC urograms to be broadcast on
WCFM [BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING, Feb. 19.]
ARBI Report Value
EDITOR:
. . . Your report of the ARBI
tests in Washington should be of
tremendous value to all radio stations.
We should greatly appreciate
. . . reprints of the "Radio Power
Topsissue
Papers
in 26.
D.C."
the
of Feb.
. . .tests from
Maxson
Manager I. Bevans
KDZA Pueblo, Col.

suffering from nausea and vapoi
over the copy that advertising m<
dia have been accepting from Har
acol. Instead of curing a sou
stomach, it gave me one. Then
took
pages size
of Ed
James'
piec
in an two
economy
issue
of Broai
casting • Telecasting. Some c
my aches and pains disappeared
and I sure want to recommend th:
product to others who feel irritate
and nervous about our industry,
feel better now, and my younge,
boy is only six months old.
This is an unsolicited testimony
Victor A. Sholis
V. P. and Director
WHAS Inc., Louisville
* * *
Mit Schnapps?

Real Testimonial
EDITOR:
I'm Kuhnel Vic Sholis, who
farms a little AM-TV acre called
WHAS here in the bayous of Kentuckiana. For some time I've been

in

EDITOR:
Apparentlyis read
Broadcasting
Telecasting
by a few pe
pie because we are getting lette
about the right spelling of "basse
pfeffer." It was correctly spell<
in your first proof and misspell
in your second which ran witho
correction.
Jerome Sill
General Manager
WMIL Milwaukee
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
non-Teutoi
proofreader who
let theA error
slip by
a WMIL advertisement March 5 I
been advised that the "p" is as imp<
scribes.]
tant
"hassenpfeffer"
as the
to
theto delectable
dish the
wordrab t
'Voice' Staff

a

EDITOR:
A word of appreciation for yo
timely editorial, "Voice Or Babel
26].
[Broadcasting
° Telecasts
BLUE
CHIP
IfiKET ! Feb.
A staff of 13,000 on the [Voi
of America] payroll by 1952 is
assurance of attaining the objc
fives of service, nor is it likely
THE
LARGEST
G.M. PLANT
CITY
contribute toward the maintenar
of an ultimate service in keepi
with the American concept of ra<
With wages 32% above the national average, Flint folks employed by Buick, Fisher
broadcasting. Bureaucracy thri\
upon its fat, rather than muse
Body, A.C. Spark Plug and Chevrolet (and
and in all probability such grow
would only strengthen the reso
tion of those who would perpetut
there are more G.M. employees in Flint than
a system of government operat
in any other city in the nation) help spend
radio, both here and abroad!
Rex
Howell
President
over $25,000,000 every month in the Flint
KFXJ Grand Junction, C I
market. They form the nucleus of a "Blue
Chip" prospect list for YOU!
hear YOUR

Be sure they

sales message! Tell it over Flint's

first station . . . WFDF*!

FLINT
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY r J J
REPRESENTED
THE

KATZ

BY

AGENCY

Associated with: WOOD
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Grand Rapids— WFBM

Indianapolis— WEO A Evansville

'Meaty
EDITOR:

Article'

. . . Your meaty article, "Radi i
Power,"
in the• Jan.
26 issue . I
Broadcasting
Telecasting
a splendid example of a solid stc \
to the retailer that radio can t
and should be telling constanl ;
Both retailers and radio are mi $
ing a bet where advertising app I
priations are set up so lop-side j»
in favor of the one medium — wl I
it has repeatedly been proved t t
a more equitable combination jt
media will do the better job. . |;|
Kermit
L. Richardson
Commercial
Mgr.

KGHI Little Rock, Ark. 1
BROADCASTING
• Telecastil

HELP WANTED
Busy industrial Cleveland is on the job! A
new high in employment was reached recently withpay
606,500
on Greater
Cleveland's
industrial
roll. With
industry
at work,
more help is needed and WGAR serves by
recruiting employees. More people at work
means more dollars put to work buying
your products and services. When it's help
wanted . . . personnel or sales-wise . . . let
WGAR do a job for you!

CIVIC ADVISORY COUNCIL
WGAR has formed a Civic Advisory Council consisting of
citizens from the fields of business, labor, government, religion and education. This group meets regularly with WGAR
department heads to exchange views on how WGAR can best
serve the broadcasting needs of its area. This enables WGAR
to better support worthy projects with its time and talents.

the

A WGAR

SPOT

-for SPOT

AWARD WINNER
Americans who make outstanding contributions to a
better understanding of freedom by what they write, do
or say, receive the Annual
Freedom Ralph
Foundation's
awards.
Worden

ADVERTISER

Northern Ohio's largest appliance dealer, Strong, Carlisle &
Hammond Co., advertises on
Northern Ohio's Most Listened To
Station! General Manager of the 1
Philco Division, Mr. Homer G. Frank
(center), has been with the firm for
20 years. Mr. Paul W. Buchholz (right)
is advertising manager. Mr. Samuel
Abrams (left) is president of Ohio
Advertising Agency, Inc.
WGAR
Cleveland
50,000 WATTS . . . CBS

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

(right), an award winner for
his
series,"Hometown,
interviews Mr.Ohio"
E. T.
Broderick (left), editor of
the Lake County News Herald
of Willoughby, Ohio.
"Hometown, Ohio" highlights unusual features and
interesting personalities of
communities in Northern
Ohio. It is available for
sponsorship.
Represented Nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
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► KWK St. Louis, Globe-Democrat station, held dual celebration
March 17 — its 24th anniversary
and St. Patrick's Day. Founded by
Thomas Patrick Convey, with studios in the Hotel Chase, station has
been in Globe-Democrat Tower
Bldg. since 1949. Growth of station since 1927 under presidency of
Robert T. Convey, son of KWK
founder, was stressed on 24th anniversary, which found studios decked
in green for general holiday atmosphere.
► William F. Malo, commercial
manager at WDRC Hartford, is
observing his 21st anniversary with
that station this month. . . .
Charles Parker, WDRC control
room operator, is marking his seventh anniversary there.
► Kraft Foods Co. celebrated
sponsorship of Kraft Television
Theatre March 7 with telecast of

TO

200th dramatic performance, "Delicate Tory" starring Felecia Montealegre, Nelson Olmsted and John
Erickson. Program is aired
Wednesday, 9-10 p.m.
(Ky.)

T
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► Lester H. Bowman, director of
technical operations for CBS Hollywood, is completing 22 years
service with the network this
month.
* * *
► Tomorrow (Tuesday) The Johns
Hopkins Science Revieiv, weekly
telecast of current developments in
science, will begin its fourth year.
Program originates at WAAM
(TV) Baltimore each Tuesday and
is carried as far west as Chicago
by the DuMont network.
► KRNT Des Moines on March 11
marked the anniversary of what it
believes may be the oldest local radio program on the air with the
same sponsor. The program, Uncle
Dan Reads the Funnies, is sponsored by the Colonial Baking Co.
It was originated in 1933 by Art
Smith,
original
"Uncle
Dan,"
who
now the
is news
director
of WNAX
Yankton - Sioux City. Current
"Uncle Dan" is Carter Reynolds.
* ❖ *
► France Laux, sportscaster for
KXOK St. Louis, celebrated his
21st anniversary in St. Louis radio
March 5. He started at KMOX as
sportscaster and chief announcer,
and has aired all types of sports,
including nine World Series and
nine All-Star baseball contests.
* * *

WARM wishes are extended to Frai
C. Shroeder Jr. (I), vice president ai
general manager of WDZ Decati
III., by Mayor James Hedrick, on t
occasion of the station's 30th am
versary. In recognition of the eve
March 17, WDZ carried news, far1
sports and musical programs cc
trasting 1951 with 1921. Stati
was founded at Tuscola as a "grc
information medium" for Centi
Illinois and still serves tha.t co
munity with an auxiliary studio,
switched facilities to Decatur
October 1949 and later moved
new studios in the heart of the ci
HOUSE BUILT
DJ Leads City Proje
FLAMES which destroyed t
house of Mi\ and Mrs. John P<
Jones, of Jacksonville, Fla., a
snuffed out the lives of their t
babies, also kindled fires of co
dents. in fellow Jacksonville re
passion
These fires
compassion
fanned by w<1
Chapeau, WM:w
Jacksonville,
on his
mornish;
disc
jockey
quietly sugges
that the c
make it a cc
munity project
Mr. Chapeau
provide
a r]
home for
and Mrs. Jones.
Fifteen minutes after Mr. C
peau made the suggestion,
necessary labor had been vol 1
teered and an architect made av 1
able a set of plans. Even la 1
scaping companies came throug 1
Construction began early Ma I
10 and by nightfall March 11, IV 1
Jones
hadchore
completed
her ftj|
household
of sweeping

carpenters' shavings.
Jacksonville residents, who I
preciated the opportunity to |
something for the Joneses, do 9
their chapeaus to Ted Chapearji
WMBR
likes to refer to
"House that Jax Built," and I
if a visitor should ever w|
CKDM are call letters of new 250 w that
to visit the home, just turn to j
station on 1230 kc at Dauphin, Man.
right — on Chapeau Drive.
• Telecasti
BROADCASTING
I
1

► One of the oldest regular programs on any Canadian station is
Club Broadcast, Sunday, 10-10:30
a.m., which is celebrating its 28th
anniversary on CFCO Chatham.

NOW

FOR

THE

FIRST

TIM

GL-6019
See this great new G-E
power tetrode at the I.R.E.
Show in New York, March
19 to 22. Or wire or write
for descriptive folder ETD1 52. ElectronicsDepartment,
General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, New

GENERAL

BROADCASTING

•

York.

ELECTRIC
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it's

WHEN

easy,

YOU

KNOW

BULOVA

WRIST

SPEIDEL

BANDS,

WATCHES
at

$37.95

TOTAL

ORDERS

TOTAL

SALES

TOTAL

COST

COST

PER

.
OF

WITH
each

589
$22,352.55

STATION

ORDER

TIME
....

. $145.00
$.247

A HE chart shows the amazing results 5 five-minute
programs on KWKH recently scored for a St. Louis
jewelry store. 25 minutes of early-morning Class C
time produced over $22,000 of orders, at a sales cost
of less than 7/10 of 1%!
Hoopers and BMB figures tell you why KWKH can
come up with sales stories like this. Year after year
KWKH consistently gets top Shreveport Hoopers —
far out-running the nearest competition, Morning,
Afternoon and Night! And for every one radio family
in Shreveport, KWKH gets nine BMB families in 87
Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties. 75% of these
303,230 families are "average daily listeners" to
KWKH!
What other facts and figures would you like? Write
direct or ask The Branham Company.

KWKH
Texas
SHREVEPORT
The Branham Company

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

f LOUISIANA
v AfkckflSAS

Representatives V^~_
Henry Clay, General Manager

—

I
Vol. 40, No. 12

ANA:

WASHINGTON,

ROUND

By RUFUS CRATER
THE ASSN. of National Advertisers hauled up its artillery last
week for a second blast at radio
rates, unveiling a new study which
purports to show television has cut
evening radio time values up to
60% in some cities.
Big gun of the campaign is an
analysis prepared by the ANA
Radio and Television Committee
entitled "Radio Time Values, Supplement I," which brings forward
to April 1, 1951, the estimates contained in the original, highly controversial, and at least temporarily
ill-fated study brought out last
summer [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 31, 24, 1950].
The new study, released last
week, says in effect that events
since issuance of the first study
have more than borne out the ANA
contention that TV is undermining
evening radio time values both on
full networks and on individual
■r->dio stations in TV cities.
Distributing Study
Copies of the study are being
sent to the four major networks.
NAB, BAB and National Assn. of
Radio and Television Station Representatives, as well as to ANA
members.
Employing the same formula
used in last summer's report as a
gauge to TV's effect on radio values, and using NBC and CBS as
examples, the report says:
"For the individual stations affected by TV competition, radio
time values show declines, when
measured in this way, that run as
high as 60%. For the two full
radio networks, including the stations in non-TV cities, the reduction in time values attributable to
the inroads of TV amounts to 19.2%
in the case of NBC, and 19.4%
in the case of CBS."
By comparison, the earlier study
had estimated that the full networks' respective time values had
been reduced 14.9% each because
of television.
Like last summer's, the new
study presents estimated nighttime radio rate reductions for NBC
and CBS radio affiliates in some
53 TV markets each. These estimated cuts range from 5 to 60%.
Only one station, WSM Nashville,
is given no cutback under the
formula.
The study covers the period
October-November 1949 to OctoBROADCASTING

D. C, MARCH

Trys Comeback

TWO
ber-November 1950. It was prepared under the direction of George
Duram, media director of Lever
Bros., as chairman of the ANA
Radio and Television Committee.
Using data from both A. C. Nielsen Co. and C. E. Hooper Inc., but
making clear that the ANA committee's conclusions do not necessarily represent the views of these
or other cooperating organizations,
the study comes to these basic conclusions:
® Average ratings for CBS
and NBC sponsored evening radio
programs occupying the same time
spots during the interval OctoberNovember 1949 to the same period
of 1950 showed "significant and
continued declines."
$ At the same time "the cost
per thousand homes reached by
these programs increased 24.6%

RADIO
By J. FRANK

19, 1951

SET
BEATTY

PRODUCTION of radio sets, on
the upgrade for two years, continues to show a heavy increase,
according to Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn.
The rate of increase promises
to go higher as manufacturers
find a steadily rising demand for
radio sets. At the same time a
number of individual TV makers

7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

on Radio

for CBS and 27.7% for NBC," as
against 21% for CBS and 18.4%
for NBC in the original report
covering March - April 1949 to
March-April 1950.
9 Radio listening in TV homes
"has stood up well as compared
with listening in radio-only homes"
in morning hours, but "has suffered progressively in the face of
television competition during the
course of the afternoon, and still
approaches elimination during the
evening
@ In hours."
TV cities surveyed by
C. E. Hooper Inc., television's
share of the total radio-TV evening
audience "continued to increase
sharply between April-May and
November - December 1950, to a
point
in excess 70.5%).
of 70% in one city"
(Philadelphia,
The new study, coming on the

Rate

Red uctions

heels of a CBS research project
showing radio still reaches more
people per dollar than any other
medium [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12], does not mention the relative effectiveness or
the costs of other media. It is
slated to reach the ANA spotlight
in a closed session — and perhaps
other sessions — at the ANA spring
meeting March 28-30 at Hot
Springs, Va.
The report specifies, perhaps in
deference to anti-trust laws, that
"no trade group should attempt to
dictate to the radio stations and
neworks a formula for pricing ra"However," it continues, "it is
onlydioappropriate
that advertisers,
time."
in making plans for the effective
marshalling of their advertising
(Continued on page 72)

&l»
UP
PRODUCTION
find demand slowing up ■— with
failing to make more AM and AMFM receivers. Accordingly some
television dealers starting to resort to cut-price devices — after
of them are showing revived interest in the radio market, though
turning out TV sets at a record
the
unit price as
and inthetheprofit
as attractive
TV aren't
field.
Both AM and AM-FM radio reHere
is
the
radio
set
(AM and
ceivers, particularly in the table
models,
AM-FM) situation thus far this
pace.
areas. are in short supply in some
1,203,591 radio sets turned out
This has caused some factories
to concede they missed the boat in in January 1951, compared to 934,1950, and this year as well, by year : (Continued on page 73)

FM RECEIVER problems were discussed by station-manufacturer group last Tuesday. Seated (I to r): Leonard
Marks, attorney; Lewis M. Clement, John W. Craig,
Crosley Division; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington;
E. H. Vogel, General Electric Co.; Frank U. Fletcher,
WARL-FM Arlington, Va. Back row, K. A. Chittick,
RCA Victor; Edward Sellers, NAB; A. J. Rosebraugh,

• Telecasting

N

Philco Corp.; Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington; Harold Hirschmann, WABF (FM) New York;
M. S. Novik, consultant; James D. Secrest, Edward K.
Wheeler, RTMA; Josh Home, WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount,
N. C; Hugh Boyer, Zenith Radio Corp.; Henry W. Slavick,
WMCF (FM) Memphis; Raymond Green, WFLN (FM)
Philadelphia; Joseph Martin, WDSC Dillan, S. C. (guest).
March 19, 1951
• Page 23

RAID
ABC
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
NO HEROINE of a daytime radio
serial ever was more beset with
troubles than those NBC found
itself confronted with last week.
Fully occupied with trying to beat
back the ANA assault on nighttime radio rate structure, NBC was
suddenly confronted with a surprise raid on its major afternoon
accounts, it was learned last week.
And — unkindest cut of all — this
new attack came from another network and a supposed ally, ABC.
Five leading advertisers, currently sponsoring 12 quarter-hour
and one half-hour five-a-week afternoon programs on NBC, and
their agencies reportedly received
ABC's written offer of a 45% discount on one-fourth of the full-hour
one-time rate if they would transfer these shows to ABC for broadcast in the hours between 1 p.m.
and 6 p.m. Furthermore,, ABC of-

BASEBALLCASTS
Reynolds Signs on MBS
BASEBALL broadcasting plans
continued active last week on both
the network and local levels.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., for
Camel cigarettes, repurchased the
five minutes immediately following
each Game of the Day on MBS,
Monday through Saturday, for its
Camel Scoreboard. Purchase was
negotiated through William Esty
Co., New York.
The Game of the Day will be
available again for local and regional cooperative sponsorship
throughout the season, beginning
April 16 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12]. This year,
for the first time, the network is
offering a Sunday double-header on
the basis of both live and tape
broadcasts for daytime and/or
evening programming.
In Oklahoma City, P. A. Sugg,
manager of WKY-TV, announced
the station had contracted to telecast 22 of the Oklahoma Indians'
home games this season. Telecasts
will be sponsored by the Southwest
Radio & Equipment Co., Oklahoma
City, and Oklahoma Philco Dealers.
F. J. Humphries, Indians' president, commented : "In my opinion,
telecasting of the games will help
boost attendance and will prove a
great service to the public, baseball and TV fans alike."
Up New England-way, Cart
Clements, sports director, WHAY
New Britain, said broadcasts of
the Red Sox Grapefruit League
games began March 10. In keeping with its policy of expanding
its sports coverage, WHAY this
year will air both home and away
games. Curt Gowdy, sportcaster,
will handle the home games and
travel with the team when it plays
out-of-town contests.
Page 24
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Bid

For

NBC

fered to contribute $1,000 per program per week toward the program
cost of these daytime serials.
If the offers are all accepted —
and it was learned that they are
receiving respectful attention — ■
NBC would lose 13 afternoon serials which now solidly fill the NBC
schedule from 2:30 to 6 p.m.
Advertisers approached by ABC
LIBERTY

PLANS

Chicago Group Hears
LIBERTY BROADCASTING System solicited Chicago-area membership Monday night as managers of
four stations met informally to
hear an outline of its programming. Stations represented were
WJOL Joliet, WNMP Evanston,
WOPA Oak Park and WWCA
Gary.
Among topics discussed were
Liberty's plans, beginning next
month, to add Commentators William L. Shirer and Joseph C.
Harsh, each handling a quarterhour show daily.
Proposed affiliation would cost
each of the stations $400 monthly
on a firm one-year contract, it was
reported. The network is understood to be planning a sales organization which will sell network
shows to national advertisers, time
for which will be paid for by Liberty and pre-empted locally.
Mr. Shirer is author of Berlin
Diary, and entered radio in 1945
after working as Paris editor and
foreign correspondent for the Chicago Tribune. Mr. Harsh has been
a CBS commentator seven years,
and is a former writer for the
Christian Science Monitor. Both
reportedly will broadcast exclusively for Liberty.
Vice President H. B. Bumpas,
who has been acting as manager of
the Chicago office, has returned to
Dallas headquarters. His replacement will be announced shortly.

Afternoon

Strips

with its new afternoon proposal
were said to include:
Procter & Gamble Co., now sponsoring five afternoon quarter-hour,
across-the-board serials on NBC—
Life Can Be Beautiful, Road of
Life,
Young's
Family,
Right Pepper
to Happiness
and Lorenzo
Jones. Agencies placing these P&G
programs include : Benton &
Bowles, Compton Adv., DancerFitzgerald-Sample and Pedlar &
Ryan.
General Foods Corp., now sponsoring When A Girl Marries and
Portia Faces Life on NBC. Benton
& Bowles and Young & Rubicam
are the General Foods agencies for
these programs.
General Mills, now sponsoring
Live Like A Millionaire for a daily
half-hour on NBC, placed through
Knox-Reeves Adv.
Sterling Shows
Sterling Drug Inc., now sponsoring Backstage Wife, Stella Dallas,
and Young Widder Brown, all quarter-hour strips on NBC, all placed
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - SamWhitehall Pharmacal Co. (Div.
of American Home Products
Corp.), now sponsoring Just Plain
Bill and Front Page Farrell, each
aple.15-minute serial drama on NBC.
John F. Murray Adv. Agency
places this business.
ABC's offer mentioned all five
advertisers and is believed to be
available only on a block basis and
if accepted by most, if not all, of
these accounts.
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., ABC
vice president in charge of radio,
confirmed that the offer had been
made. Mr. Jahncke emphasized that
the time rate offered by ABC was
a standard one and was on the
network's rate card. He would not
discuss the proposal for ABC to
absorb part of the program cost.
Mr. Jahncke denied that the

offer would alter ABC's basic rate^
structure.
Although official comments werej
lacking, off-the-record comments off
NBC executives were couched in
vigorous if unquotable language.
Desulphurized, they showed a genthat inevitably
ABC's success
in f
this eral
raidfeeling
would
lead tc
aradio
general
breakdown
in
daytime
rates.
Any break in daytime rates alsi
would certainly bring about a comparable if not greater decline frr
evening rates for radio, these executives believed. They pointed ou1
that the ANA campaign for radic
rate reductions in the evening
hours when competition from tele
vision is strongest had been resist
ed with difficulty last summer anc
that the renewed ANA recommen
dations for even stronger rate cut;
than originally proposed would al
most certainly succeed if daytime
rates were to be cut first.
BERK APPOINTED
Joins Warwick & Legle
HARRY A. BERK, former presi
dent of Foote, Cone & Belding In
ternational Corp., joins Warwick
& Legler, New York, as a partnei
director and vice president. H
will also serve as chairman of th.j
agency's plans board.
During the war Mr. Berk was i
colonel and was appointed to th]
White House staff as assistant ti
the personal representative of th j
President.
Before his discharg
he was a member of an economi
mission of four which Presiden
Truman sent to China. In 194
he joined Foote, Cone & Belding t
organize the agency's oversea
operation.
He resigned in Europ
in 1949.

'51 AIRLINE ADS
$2 Million For Radio-T
NEARLY $2 million is earmarke
for radio and television adverti;
ing in 1951 by scheduled U. i
airlines, according to the Ai
Transport Assn., Washingtoi
Total ad budget will reported!
pass the $16 million mark. -j
In the past, airline radio tin;!
has been devoted mostly to spej
announcements with an occasionTV show. This year, howeve
TWA has a regular radio prograi
on NBC, Mr. and Mrs. Blanding
Habitant

Campaign

HABITANT SOUP Co., throug
Chambers & Wiswell, Bostc
[Broadcasting • Telecastin
March 12], is placing spot ai
nouncement and participation pr>
grams on the following station;
WSPD Toledo, WTOL Toled
WXYZ Detroit, WMAQ Chicag
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul, WCP
Cincinnati, WNBC New Yor
WGY Schenectady, WAGE Syr
cuse, WFBL Syracuse, and has r
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix newed on KMPC Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING
Telecastin

RADIO

By JOHN OSBON
U. S. radio and television station
licensees were summoned last week
by the FCC to a secret emergency
meeting in Washington March 26.
Although the entire project was
classified (the FCC would not even
admit that such a meeting had been
called), it was learned authoritatively that the Commission would
present broadcasters with a proposed plan for radio-TV operations
during a war emergency.
It was believed the plan would
attempt to resolve conflicting beliefs about radio-TV broadcasting
during enemy attacks.
The view of the Air Defense Command is that there should be radio
silence in certain instances to prevent homing of enemy planes and
guided missiles on radio beams.
Civil defense officials, however,
claim radio will be their chief

MATERIALS
Conservation Plans Set
CONSERVATION of strategic
raw materials used in electronics
production drew special attention
from a top manufacturer and trade
association last Wednesday.
RCA Victor Div. embarked on
a vast campaign among its plants;
offices and service groups to conserve critical materials and encourage maximum production of
civilian goods, thus keeping workers employed until defense production orders start snowballing.
Over 42,000 employes have joined
in the drive with a slogan of "Save
Materials — Save Jobs — Serve Your
Country." Manufacturing, sales
distributing and repair groups are
participating.
Meanwhile, members of the National Electrical Mfrs. Assn., meeting in Chicago, were told that materials— more than markets, manpower, skill or plant capacity —
hold the key to top national defense
planning.
Col. Willard Chevalier, executive vice president, McGraw Hill
Publishing Co., said that "our military requirements are heavily
concentrated in electronic control
equipment, vehicles and airplanes
— the sort calculated to multiply
our limited manpower by giving it
the best of modern equipment."
Control equipment, he added, costs
as much as a whole tank during
the last war.
Cutbacks in civilian goods will
not prove as severe as some authorities have indicated, he declared, on the premise that requirement figures are generally far in
excess of available supplies. Orders
forbidding the "frivolous" use of
copper, steel and other metals "will
make more material available" for
useful and necessary consumer
consumption, Col. Chevalier asserted.
BROADCASTING

Broadcasters

SILENCE?

means of giving vital information
to the public at times of attack.
Although details of the plan
which the FCC will present March
26 were within the realm of military secrecy, it can be reported
that they involve substantial modification of equipment, permitting
stations to remain on the air by
the use of deception techniques
such as frequency changes.
The March 26 meeting is without
precedent. In all of World War II
no government agency ever attempted to convene the entire
broadcasting industry for a defense planning session, nor was
there ever nationwide operational
plan requiring broadcasters either
to quit the air or resort to quick
changes of frequency for deceptive
purposes.
The plan has been submitted to
the Air Defense Command, it was
learned. The Commission called the
meeting after conferences had been
held between high officers of that
Command and an official in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Authorities saw in the FCC decision a positive recognition of
broadcasting's vital role as a principal avenue of information during
attack, indeed the only means of
communication with the public in

ALLOC
By LARRY

AVON
CHRISTOPHER

FCC's revised TV allocation proposal may be issued this Thursday
or Friday — perhaps sooner.
To a number of cities — in view
of reports the Commission may at
least partially unfreeze the UHF
band if no objections are received
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 12] — it could mean that
television service might be just
around the corner.
How quickly the corner might be
turned would depend upon the
enthusiasm of applicants, the
promptness of FCC processing (including comparative hearings if
required) and the aid of reportedly
sales-eager equipment and set manufacturers (see story, page 57).
Add to this the defense situation.
The proposed allocation revision
may well preview the beginning of
the long-foreseen, unprecedented
expansion and revolution of the
communication media within the
U.S. — the challenge of that ever
nearer "tomorrow" for all broadcasters, aural and visual.
The report is expected to issue
later this week if the Commission
has been able to meet earlier to
give the proposal a last review and
approval.
But should additional modifications be ordered — and they can,
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To

Attend

case more vulnerable carriers such
as wire were destroyed.
In its notification to broadcast
licensees, FCC invited them to attend the highly-classified session
to discuss proposed plans and problems dealing with the operation of
stations during the period of imminent air attack. The Commission
indicated that technical operations
and methods of alerting the public
would be discussed in detail.
The invitation was limited to two
representatives from each station,
presumably a top executive and
chief engineer from each licensee
operator of AM-FM-TV facilities,
which number about 2,500. Admission will be by ticket, with licensees
each tendered a card marked "restricted" and asked to return a
form notifying the Commission of
their intention to appear. It was
understood that stations would be
allowed representation by legal
counsel if desired. According to
plans, the session would be held in
the Interdepartmental Auditorium
adjacent to FCC headquarters.
Topics slated for discussion by
FCC and industry representatives
include :
0 "Methods of deception" by
which stations could operate with-

PLAN
just as they repeatedly have during the past fortnight — the report
may be delayed until next week
or so.
Because of the major revisions
which have been made, FCC is expected to request formal comments,
and replies thereto. These would
have to be filed within about 30
clays and it would mean several
more weeks would ensue before the
Commission could commence its
hearing on the city-by-city allocation proposals which are a part of
the revised report. This hearing in
turn may take as much as two
months to complete and is expected
to be one of the liveliest sessions
yet held in view of the extensive
witness roster [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 5].
FCC Can Review
After this final-phase hearing,
FCC can then review its proposals
along with the comments of industry and others and work out the
final allocation plan. No real overall lifting of the freeze and resumption ofnormal processing procedures can occur until then.
At this writing, the significant
aspects of FCC's revised proposal
appear to include :
0 Complete revision of the cityby-city allocation table, including
both VHF and UHF.
• Full allocation of the UHF

'Classified'

Briefing

out lending themselves as navigational aids to enemy aircraft.
# Results of tests conducted by
the Commission, in conjunction
with the Air Force, which will
throw light on the broadcasters'
participation
in civil defense activities.
9 Use of to
sub-audible
or "coded"
frequencies
alert civil
defense
personnel in threatened communities without notifying the public at
once.
6 Modification of existing
broadcast facilities which would
enable stations to remain on the
air during imminent or actual attack, and role of designated monitor outlets.
O The monitoring role of FCC
during an emergency.
It was learned exclusively by
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
Thursday that the question of
whether — and what — broadcasting
stations will remain on the air will
hinge largely on modification of
existing facilities, thus accommodating the "objectives and purposes" of the Defense Dept. plan.
One military official, who declined to be quoted by name, said
stations would have to comply with
this requirement "if they intend to
(Continued from page 62)

Expected

This

Week

(some 65 channels from about
500 to 890 mc) instead of the previously proposed partial allocation
(42 channels). These augment the
12 VHF channels which are in use.
# Relatively prompt unfreezing of the UHF band, perhaps
even before conclusion of the cityby-city allocation-proposal hearing
and final decision, depending on
the number and nature of comments opposing specific allocation
proposals.
# Unfreezing might be possible
in Specific areas where no opposition to the allocation has been file 1
and the overall allocation effect
would not be negative. But chances
for this are slim.
0 Some VHF unfreezing may
follow in certain areas like Hawaii,
Alaska and Puerto Rico, although
it's doubted any similar spot thaw
within the U.S. would be consistent with the overall allocation policy and planning.
9 Even after any general UHF
or spot UHF-VHF unfreezing, applications would be subject to normal processing procedure — including comparative hearing — -before
actual grants could be made.
# Education probably will get
allocation reservations in the UHF,
and possibly the VHF, but it won't
(Continued on page 68)
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.Did

He

Invent

Radio?

TWENTY-THREE years ago this month a 68-year-old hermit was foun<
dead in a dilapidated shack in Calloway County, Ky. Was he the invento
of radio?
L. J. Hortin, associate professor, School of Journalism, Ohio U., think:
he may have been. Mr. Hortin, one-time reporter for the St. Loui:
Post-Dispatch and Associated Press, has assembled painstaking researcl
that indicates Nathan B. Stubblefield, who died in poverty and obscurity
may have been the first actually to transmit a voice and music withou
wires.

■

Mr. Stubblefield receiving wireless
telephone messages near Philadel
phia in May 1902.

By L. J. HORTIN
-AY DOWN in the tip of
Kentucky you'll hear on
your radio every hour or
so: "This is Station WNBS Murray, Ky., Birthplace of Radio."
If you're a stranger in those
parts, you'll smile indulgently and
reflect that it's probably a tall tale
told by an over-bourbonized Kentuckian.
If you're a scientist, you'll ask:
"What about Marconi, DeForest,
Fessenden, Preece, Poulsen, Fleming, and all the others?"
Old-timers down in Western Kentucky will answer you about like
this: "Oh, we've heard about some
of them. Of course, they deserve a
lot of credit. But, stranger, we
heard Nathan B. Stubblefield talk
to us in Murray by wireless as
early as 1892 — a long time before
we heard about these other fellows."
The "NBS" in Murray's call letters WNBS are the initials of
Nathan B. Stubblefield, whom they
credit with the invention of radiotelephony.
Mr. Stubblefield was born in
Murray, Ky., in 1860, the son of

Atty. and Mrs. William Jefferson
Stubblefield.
In his teens, he read and studied
everything available on the new
science of electricity. When Alexander Graham Bell phoned Tom
Watson on March 10, 1876, "Come
here, Watson; I want you," Mr.
Stubblefield was experimenting
with "vibrating" communication devices and other "queer contrapThe Murray Weekly News cartions."ried this news item on March 10,
1887 : "Charley Hamlin has his
telephone in fine working order
from his store to his home. It is
the Nathan Stubblefield patent and
it was the best I have ever talked
through."
Mr. Stubblefield's vibrating telephone was patented Feb. 21, 1888 —
Patent No. 378,183. His "acoustictelephone" was a local success.
About 1890 he developed a "Bell
telegraph."
Scientists had known for a long
time, of course, that electricity
could jump across gaps of intervening space. But just when or how
this young Kentucky inventor made

the first private discovery of the
ability to transmit sounds by wireless will perhaps never be known.
Evidence points to the period of
1890-1892.
He did tell a St. Louis PostDispatch reporter in January 1902:
"I have been working for this 10
or 12 years, long before I heard of
Marconi's efforts or the efforts of
others to solve the problem of
transmission of messages through
space without wires. . . . This solution is not the result of an inspiration or the work of a minute. It is
the climax of years."
First Tests Without
Ground Wires
Mr. Stubblefield's first crude experiments "were made without
ground wires." He said the messages were first sent "by means of
a cumbersome and incomplete machine through a brick wall and several other walls of lath and plaster
without
wires
any machine
description."
He called
his offirst
the
"wireless telephone" as the word
"radio" or "radio-telephony" was
not then in use.
But what about Marconi? Mr.
Stubblefield's proponents have a
rather simple answer. In the first
place, in 1890 Marconi was only 15
years of age, since he was born
April 17, 1875. Mr. Stubblefield
was 30 and had read and studied
practically all books and magazines
available on the subject.
In the second place, telegraphy
The Stubblefield home in Murray,
Ky., where the inventor made his
early experiments in radio-telephony, burned in 1913, but is commemorated by a marker on the
campus of Murray College. In the
left photo, the family pose outside
the home with some of his equipment. Right photo gives a view of
the interior of the house, with Mr.
Stubblefield and his son Bernard
standing beside the invention.

is different from telephony. Henc
wireless telegraphy and wireles
telephony are different invention
Telephony has to do with tran
mission of sound, while telegraph
does not. The radio of today
understood primarily to refer t
the transmission and reception o
sound.
In a book copyrighted by Trun
bull White in 1902, entitled Ou
Wonderful
Progress, there ai
separate articles on Messrs. Mai
coni and Stubblefield.
This boo
gives
the date
of Marconi's
in
wireless
telegraphy
(not succes
telepl
ony) as
adds: his"Hemajorit
(Mai :
coni)
had1899,
not but
reached
when the idea of telegraphy witl
out wires began to interest hii
and he decided upon it as his sp<
cial field of labor. . . ." He woul i
have
reachedhe probably,
his "majority"
1896; hence
accordin i'l
to this book, started woi-king on i
about 1895.
In this same book (a copy is c
file in the Library of Congress)
an article on "Telephoning Withoi
Wires." The article says flatly (;
297) : "The inventor is Nath;i
Stubblefield."
Several close friends of Mr. Stui "I
(Continued on page 92)

Agreement

AMONG those attending the annual
directors meeting of the Advertising
Council in New York fortnight ago
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
12] were these radio executives
(I to r): Frank White, MBS presidentMark Woods, ABC vice chairman;
Paul W. Morency, vice president and
general manager, WTIC Hartford,
Conn., and Ralph W. Hardy, NAB
director of government relations.

AFM-NETWORK
PEACE
cently Mr. Petrillo was able to
By PETE DICKENSON
JAMES C. PETRILLO, AFM presi- reach similar agreements with severalvisionindependent
producers of teledent, last week reached an agreefilm.
ment with radio and television netLast week's agreement, however,
works on terms less drastic than
was the first penetration of the
those demanded by two powerful
and strike-minded locals but still broadcasting industry by the royalty principle.
severe enough to represent subThe new agreement obliges netstantial union gains.
works to pay the fund 5% of the
In addition to obtaining general
gross revenue
from sales of telesalary scale increases, Mr. Petrillo
vision films.
was able for the first time to estabMusicians Get Increase
lish in the broadcasting industry
The union won a 15% wage inthe principle of employer contribucrease for staff musicians, with
tions to the AFM music performtwo weeks vacation with pay.
ance fund.
The increases will bring salaries
Phonograph record manufacof staff musicians in New York to
turers have paid millions of dollars
to the fund in recent years since $220.17 for a 25-hour week and to
in Los Angeles, according
they acceded to Mr. Petrillo's de- $132.25
mands, following 20 months of to unofficial estimates.
It also won wage scale parity in
AFM boycott against them. Re-

12
Networks Gqin 15- Lose
SIGNINGS
H
RC
MA
show, three renewals and one canBy GRETCHEN GROFF
R. Murrow, Monday-Friday, 7:45-8
cellation. The National Dairy
15 CBS southwest staFOUR RADIO networks gained a p.m., over
tions, through Fitzgerald Adv., Assn., effective April 1, will spontotal of 15 new and renewed con- New York; General Foods, for My
sor a news show, 3:30-3:45 p.m..
tracts during the mid-March con- Favorite Husband, Saturday, 9:30Sunday,
filling in 15 minutes of
tract negotiations with advertisers, 10 p.m., effective March 31, through
the recently cancelled Miles Labs
to counterbalance the 12 program
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York;
show, The Quiz Kids. General
sponsors they lost, according to a and the Carnation Co., for Family
Mills renewed When a Girl MarBroadcasting • Tele- Party, Saturday, 10-10:30 p.m., efsurvey bycasting last
ries, Monday-Friday, 5-5:15 p.m.,
week.
fective March 24, through Erwin,
effective March 26, through Benton
CBS accounted for the most ac- Wasey & Co., New York.
& Bowles, New York; Miles Labs,
tivity among the networks by linNetwork was reported on the One Man's Family, 7:45-8 p.m.,
ing up one new program and six verge of concluding negotiations
Monday - Friday, through Wade
renewals, but dropping a total of with the Chevrolet Div. of General
Adv., for 52 weeks; News of the
five shows. The Philip Moms
World, 7:30-7:45 p.m., MondayPlayhouse, which started March 15, Motors to sponsor its Hear It Now
documentary
program,
10-11
p.m.,
Friday,
through Wade Adv., New
Friday.
was purchased by Philip Morris
York, effective in April for 52
Co., Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m., and
weeks.
ABC Changes
reportedly brought $750,000 in
MBS Adds Two
ABC revealed the sale of one
gross billing to the network.
Renewals included : Procter & new Monday-Friday, news proMBS signed two new sponsors
and one renewal and lost one program; one renewal, and five canGamble, for Perry Mason, Mondaycellations during the last several
gram. The Vitamin Corp. of
Friday, 2:15-2:30 p.m., through
weeks. Serutan Inc., through Roy America (Rybutol) purchased the
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York;
S. Durstine Inc., New York, added
General Foods, for The Second
Gabriel Heatter, Thursday, 7:307:45 p.m. program, through Harry
Mrs. Burton, Monday-Friday, 2- 10 minutes daily to its 12:25-12:30
Monday-Friday news program fea- Cohen Adv., New York, effective
2:15 p.m., 52 weeks, through Young
March 29. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
& Rubicam Inc., New York; Lever
turing Edwin C. Hill for sponsorBros., Talent Scouts, Monday,
ship of Don Gardner, 12:20-12:30
Co., purchased Camel Scoreboard,
five minutes following Game of the
p.m., effective April 23.
8:30-9 p.m., for 40 weeks through
Firm however is dropping its Day, about 2 p.m., Saturday,
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York;
Sterling Drug Co., for Sing It John Kennedy news program, 2:30- through William Esty Co. Inc.,
New York. Burrus Mills & Eleva2:35 p.m., Monday-Friday, effecAgain, Saturday, 10:30-11 p.m.
tor Co. renewed its Light Crust
segment, for 52 weeks; Carter
tive April 20. Equitable Life Assurance Society renewed This Is Doughboys, 12:45-1 p.m., Monday,
Products, for Sing It Again, SatYour FBI, 8:30-9 p.m., Friday, for Wednesday, Friday, for 13 weeks
urday, 10-10:15 p.m. segment,
through SSC&B, New York, for 52 52 weeks.
on 165 stations, through TracyOther cancellations included:
Locke Inc., Dallas.
weeks, and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
I Co., for Strike It Rich, 52 weeks,
Amurol Products Inc. cancelled
Miller's High Life Beer, of The
Monday - Friday, 4:30-5 p.m., Lawrence Welk Show, Wednesday,
its Thursday night sponsorship of
10-10:30 p.m., effective March 28, Gabriel Heatter, 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
through William Esty Co., New
York, beginning April 2.
through Mathisson & Assoc., Mil- which was replaced by Rybutol.
waukee; Texas Co. of The MetroCancellations
politan Opera, Saturday, 2-5:15
Cancellations on CBS were:
p.m., effective March 17 (with the
Chamberlain Sales Corp., of Eric closing of the Metropolitan's sea- Army-Air Force Plans
U.S. ARMY and Air Force, through
son) ;Botany Mills of the Botany
j Sevareid and the News, Sunday,
Grant Adv., Chicago, plans renewal
Song
Shop,
10-10:15
p.m.,
Sunday,
l 5:45-6 p.m., effective April 1,
I through BBDO, New York; By- through Silverstein-Goldsmith Inc., of Ralph Flanagan and his orchesNew York; Pacific Coast Borax
tra on ABC in its national recruitmart Inc., (Tintair) for Frank
ing campaign. Other broadcast
, Sinatra, Sunday, 5-5:15 p.m., effec- Co. of The Sheriff, Friday, 9:30recommendations, for both AM and
1 tive March 18, through Cecil & 9:55 p.m., through McCann-ErickTV network shows, were made to
son, New York.
I Presbrey Inc., New York; PanWashington officials late last week.
■ American Southern Corp., Edward
NBC reported gain of one new
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Reached

radio and television. Formerly,
television musicians received 95%
of the radio scale.
A wage increase for ai'rangers,
orchestrators, composers and copyists is to be distributed by a subcom it e ofnetwork and Los Angeles AFM local representatives so
that ceed
its15%.over-all cost will not exThe contract will cover three
years and is retroactive to last
Feb. 1. Only 10% of the wage increases will become effective immediately, the remaining 5% being
subject to approval by the Wage
Stabilization Board.
The union was defeated on one
demand by New York Local 802 for
a prohibition of the use of transcribed or recorded music on network stations between 8 a.m. and
midnight.
"If I could have called a strike
and won it, I'd have called it," Mr.
Petrillo candidly admitted last week
after reiterating his long-standing
antipathy
to "canned
music."
"Records,"
he added,
"are probhere to stay."
In ably
reaching
his agreement with
the networks, Mr. Petrillo overrode strike votes by both New York
and Los Angeles locals. They had
voted to walk out Wednesday night.
The Petrillo settlement was reached
that morning.
Petrillo Makes Announcement
It was announced by Mr. Petrillo
Wednesday at a news conference
at which the AFM chief was
flanked by Frank Stanton, CBS
president; Robert E. Kintner, ABC
president; Joseph McConnell, NBC
president; Mark Woods, board vice
chairman of ABC, and Theodore
C. Streibert, president of WOR
New York, MBS outlet there.
The AFM chief said strike action
in New York and Los Angeles
could not have been localized. As
a consequence it had been vetoed
for fear it would jeopardize musicians' interests throughout the
country.
Effortsareas
to "pipe"
into the struck
would music
have
necessitated extension of the
strikes into ever-larger areas of
the country, not only among radio-TV musicians but among those
in theatres and night clubs.
Queried as to his relations with
New York Local 802, which was
rumored to be dissatisfied with Mr.
Petrillo's predominance in AFM
affairs, the latter said, "From my
standpoint,he they're
good."
Pressed
further,
said that
he and
the
local were "far from any break in
DuMont network, which was not
relations."
a party to the settlement, sent representatives tothe first few meetings and then dropped out, he said.
Negotiations with DuMont would
be handled by Local 802.
Both a union and a network
version of the terms of the settle(Continued on page AO)
March 19, 1951
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House
McFARLAND

BILL

Group

Hearings

Set for April 3

STATUS of this year's Congressional effort to write into law a new Communications Act, realigning FCC procedural functions, narrowed down
to the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week.
Legislation in question is the so-called McFarland Bill (S 658), sponsored by Senate Majority Leader
Ernest W. McFarland, chairman,
Commerce Committee Chairman
Senate Commerce radio-communiEd C. Johnson (D-Col.) formally
cations subcommittee [BROADCASTreceived FCC Acting Chairman
ING • Telecasting, Jan. 29 et seq].
Paul A. Walker's letter challenging
Under Senate pressure, the
Broadcasting • TeleHouse Commerce Committee has a portion ofcasting's
March 5 editorial on the
formally scheduled open hearings
McFarland measure, entitled "The
on S 658 for April 3, following the
Plotkin
Thickens"
[Broadcasting
® Telecasting,
March
12].
House - planned Easter recess,
Sen. Johnson had inserted the
March 22-April 2. It was learned
that NAB may ask to testify. Last
editorial in the Congressional
summer, when the same measure
Record March 6, with the comment
was heard in the House, NAB filed that "undoubtedly this very vital
only a statement.
bill (S 658) will shortly be worked
Presumably other witnesses will out between the Senate and the
include FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy, who has returned from his
That part of the editorial consix-week vacationing.
House."tested by Comr. Walker concerned
Parliamentary steps taken by the
House committee's hearing on
Senate in its obvious move to spur the
radio legislation deemed as immediHouse action on the measure were
ate and necessary for the committee
completed last week. On Monday,
to consider in light of the emerthe Senate unanimously passed a
gency. The editorial said the hearHouse-approved bill (HR 1730) to
"was held behind closed doors
which again the McFarland Bill —at ing
the FCC's behest."
was attached as a "rider." The
Quotes Layton
bill, before changed in the Senate,
would have authorized funds for
Comr. Walker's letter quotes
the FCC to acquire land and buildElton J. Layton's announcement
ings for monitoring purposes, a of the hearing to the Commission.
provision which, incidentally, is in- Mr. Layton is the' House commitcluded in the text of the McFarland
tee's clerk. Comr. Walker undermeasure.
lined the words "executive session"
which were contained in the anAs a backdrop to this rumbling
nouncement.
of legislative machinery, Senate
In addition, Comr. Walker asserted that after he had made
known his feeling that "I had no
objection to the publication of our
MBS OUTLETS
testimony," he was informed by
Regional Meets Set Mr. Layton that all hearings on
FRANK WHITE, president of administrative agencies were executive and "that if one were made
Mutual, and a group of network
public, all would necessarily be
executives have scheduled a series
of regional affiliates meetings start- made public."
ing last Saturday and continuing
Comr. Walker assured Sen. Johnthrough the month.
son that "there was nothing said
The sessions will cover all phases before the House Committee either
of programming and station re- by myself or by any other memlations.
bers of the Commission which was
Last Saturday's session was to
be at Salt Lake City and was to
be followed by one at Colorado
Springs yesterday (Sunday).
Among executives attending the
sessions are, in addition to President White: William H. Fineshriber, vice president in charge
of programming; Adolf N. Hult,
vice president in charge of sales;
E. M. Johnson, vice president in
charge of engineering and station
relations; Charles Godwin, director
of station relations; Roy Danish,
Western Div. manager of station
relations; Robert O'Conner, manager of station information, station relations.
Remaining meetings scheduled
are: Today (March 19), Albuquerque; March 20, Charlotte, N.
C; March 21, San Antonio; March
22, Nashville; March 23, New Orleans; March 24, Tulsa; March 2627, Minneapolis; March 27-28,
Jacksonville, Fla., and March 30,
Detroit.
Page 28
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not thoroughly responsive to the
summons of the committee and
which we were not then, and are
not now, willing, with the consent
of the House Committee, to have
made
public."
Among
the material submitted
to the committee at that time was
the FCC's "model bill," the contents of which have been explained
in Broadcasting • Telecasting,
both in the Jan. 30, 1950 issue and
in subsequent issues.
Maine Liquor Ad Bill
MAINE House of Representatives
last week upheld an unfavorable
committee report on a bill affecting
liquor advertising. Bill would have
banned radio, magazine and newspaper liquor ad copy containing
information beyond the advertiser's
name, brand name or statement of
sponsorship [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12].

talent as a news reporter
nt
'Se un
areue
ONmor
was
appiq
SIer
LE
TE VInev
than it was last week when
Frank Costello, who feels
cruelly used when people call
him the underworld boss of
America, was interrogated in
New York by the Kefauver
committee.
Mr. Costello is a shy man who
seldom ventures in public without
the protective coloration of a platoon of functionaries who dress
almost as impeccably as he does
and are nearly as freshly barbered.
His theory apparently is that in
the midst of a covey of painfully
groomed look-alikes he will pass
unnoticed.
The news that the Kefauver
hearings were to be televised presented adilemma to a man with so
great an admiration for anonymity.
Mr. Costello finally agreed to appear on the television screen, providing his face was not shown.
This solution was no more successful as concealment than his
habit of surrounding himself with
bodyguards. Somehow the camera
view of the headless Mr. Costello's
ADMEN WARNED
Borton Asks Vigilance
ELON G. BORTON, president,
Advertising Federation of America, last week warned the ad industry to guard against further
restrictive laws and regulations
such as those already controlling
advertising. Mr. Borton voiced his
warning in an address before the
Syracuse
Executives Sales
Club. and AdvertisingHe declared that unless advertising watches its step carefully in
this mobilization period, it may find
itself burdened with further regulation and possibly even direct
taxes. Above all, he cautioned, advertisers should not relinquish
their place in the competitive marketceed
justavailable
becausegoods
demand
now. may ex-

PROGRAM FACTS
Telecasts of Senate Crime Investigating Committee sessions in
New York, March 12-16.
Sponsor: Time Inc'. on WJZ-TV
New York, WFIL-TV PhilaWXYZ-TV Detroit
and
WENR-TVdelphia,
Chicago,
Mon.-Fri.,
9:30 a.m. -12 noon and 2-5 p.m.
Sustaining on WABD (TV),
WCBS-TV, WNBT (TV), WPIX
ing.
(TV) New York and on WTOPington
various fTVi
times. W~^>Pool
TV andat WNBW
operation with WPIX originatexquisitely tailored chest, his spol
less pocket handkerchief, his man
cured hands nervously picking e
his faultlessly - turned lapels o
toying with his eyeglasses only ac
centuated the impression that h
is indeed a sinister figure.
The perfection of Mr. Costello
tailoring was at odds with h:
speech. Financial success ht
bought him skillful barbering an
tasteful haberdashery but not
cure
for his
to the doub"<
negative
andaddiction
the pronunciation
"th" as "d."
"I didn't have nuddin to do wi<
dat," he said at one point.
Camera work during the hea:
ings was generally confined 1
views of the witness or of the ii
terrogater. In a session of sue
absorbing interest there was r
need for continued switching, ar
restless camera direction wou
probably have been distracting.
If there were any doubt unt
now that television deserves a
ceptance
as that
a first-class
medium — one
does whatnev i
other can do — the telecasts of t!
Kefauver sessions dispel it.
In all the cities where the K
fauver committee has been tel
vised stations have reported u
common public appreciation. T
plain: Television's
reason istruthful
cilessly
eyes and me
ea
show a man for what he is
crook,
citizen. crackpot or respectat

No wonder some of the witness
by the Kefauver coi
subpoenaed
mittee have been reluctant to e
pose themselves.
• Telecastir
BROADCASTING

Eye War Threat
PLANS NAB To
N
O
I
T
N
E
V
N
O
OPERATION
of broadcast and TV
C
take part in the sports discussion,
casting, March 12]. This debate
stations in a mobilization economy,
though other sports also will be takes place at the Hotel Shelton at
noon under auspices of American
with emphasis on steps to meet the considered. The commercial feasibility of morning TV programming
danger of enemy air attacks, will
Marketing Assn., New York chapwill be reviewed, with discussion
ter; New York Radio & Television
feature the opening day of NAB's
Research Council, and Radio Execannual convention April 15-19 at of types of programming suitable
utives Club.
in this new video frontier.
the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Actual experiences of TV staActually NAB will be under a
Among central topics at the Chition operators will be exchanged in
cago convention panel will be the
new banner — National Assn. of
report of the Special Test Survey
Radio and Television Broadcasters
the panel covering low-cost operations. Set circulation and receiver
Committee issued March 2 [Broad— starting April 1.
maintenance will be discussed.
casting • Telecasting, March 5].
The opening afternoon (Monday,
A Wednesday feature of the The committee recommended that
April 16) of the formal convention
management conference will be a NAB take the lead in suggesting
agenda will be devoted to a defense
research battle royal, with top offi- ways of clearing up the confused
mobilization panel [Broadcasting
radio-TV research situation.
cials of leading audience measure• Telecasting, March 12]. New
ment
firms
taking
part.
This
sesOn Tuesday's convention agenda
interest developed in this panel
will be a morning FM discussion
sion will take up where the March
last week when stations were asked
19 research debate in New York
with Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
by FCC to attend a Washington
Washington, expected to preside as
defense panel, scheduled March 26. leaves off [Broadcasting • TeleIt may develop into the largest
assembly of broadcast licensees in
industry history.
Coming just three weeks later,
the convention panel is expected to
include military and FCC spokesmen who will report on steps taken
after the March 26 meeting. It is
likely they will go into ways of
carrying out recommendations
made at the FCC meeting.
Defense Session Planned
Broadcast, television and engineering delegates of NAB will be
invited to the convention defense
session. This panel is an outgrowth
of the annual FCC-Industry
Roundtable which has become an
annual feature of the NAB engineering conferences.
Besides emergency steps in case
HERBERT V. AKERBERG (second, I), CBS vice president, and his bride are
of air attack, the convention panel
greeted at airport in Dailas by John W. Runyon (I), president of KRLD
will go into manpower problems,
Dallas, and Clyde Rembert, KRLD managing director. Mr. Rembert had an
orchid for Mrs. Akerberg. The newlyweds stopped in Dallas March 7 between
engineering and material operations and other defense issues. The
planes en route from New York to Tucson, Ariz.
list of panel participants is not
complete. Curtis B. Plummer, FCC
chief engineer, has accepted an invitation to take part.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy would
be welcomed as a participant, it TELL
Electrical,
Radio and Machine
STORY
By DAVERADIO'S
BERLYN
was indicated. Tentative indicaWorkers (CIO); W. P. Thomas,
RADIO'S
STORY
(and
TV,
too)
tions are that he will speak to the
president, Diamond Specialty Corp.,
as a dynamic medium of communiwhole convention Tuesday noon,
cation was told in all its force and Lancaster, Ohio, and James F.
his annual address to the industry.
Reilly,
executive director, League
City.
flavor before a Congressional comEngineering conference meetings
of New York Theatres, New York
mittee last Thursday.
will be held Tuesday and WednesSetting of this dramatic re-tellday, ApriM7-18: They will be of
ing was the House Ways & Means
a technical nature. The annual
Hardy Terms Discriminatory
NAB (NARTB) banquet will be Committee which heard testimony
Mr.
Hardy said a tax applied
for one day on the subject of
held Wednesday night, with broad"solely
to radio and television, and
proposed increased excise taxes on
cast, TV and engineering delegates
radio and television sets; a boost not to other media of public eneligible to attend.
lightenment and information, is
on the manufacturing level from
An entire day of TV discussion
discriminatory
and basically rethe
current
10%
to
25%.
will be held Thursday, including
Testimony was voluminous, but
pugnant to our traditional determithe first business session of the
nation to keep the channels of
NARTB television segment. This
interwoven into radio-TV speakers'
statements was the theme that, in information to the American public
meeting will be held under auspices
unfettered and available to all of
the words of Ralph W. Hardy, NAB
of the NARTB television board.
Important policy matters are to be government relations director, ra- the people, regardless of their ecosettled. Board chairman is Eugene
dio and television are "media of
station."
NAB'snomic spokesman
said the proS. Thomas, WOR-TV New York.
public enlightenment and informaposed
excise
could be regarded as
This first meeting of the autonOther witnesses who testified a "tax on the circulation of vital
omous TV establishment within the
Robert C. Sprague, president
association will go into such topics were
information to the public at large."
He said surveys showed that the
oftion."
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.;
as sports, low-cost operations,
morning programming, sales, set Mort Farr, president. National Ap- nearly 3,000 radio outlets' broadcasts are heard regularly by 95%
pliance and Radio Dealers Assn.;
circulation, the FCC's TV freeze,
mobilization and related topics.
James B. Conkling, president, Co- of all American families, with a
lumbia Records Inc.; Beniamin C. majority of listeners habitually
Leading figures from organized
baseball and football groups will Siegel, International
Union of tuned to newscasts.
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an NAB FM director-at-large and
chairman, NAB FM Committee.
A panel on how to sell FM time
will include Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY-FM Decatur, 111., discussing
how to sell FM time and related
topics; Raymond Green, WFLN
Philadelphia, value of research;
Robert Dean, KOTA-FM Rapid
City, S. D., building and selling the
FM audience; Josh Horne, WFMA
(FM) Rocky Mount, N. C, selling
FM to networks; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., and
working.
Rural Radio Network, FM netPellegrin Heads Panel
Frank E. Pellegrin, of H-R Representatives Inc., will head a panel
on specialized services. Taking part
will be Stanley Joseloff, president,
Storecast Corp. of America; Howard Lane, Field Enterprises, functional music; Hulbert Taft Jr.,
WKRC-FM Cincinnati, transit radio.Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM)
Washington, will conduct a panel
on the progress of FM broadcasting. On the platform with him will
be Morris Novik, consultant; Leonard Marks, attorney, and possibly
a representative of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
As previously announced, formal
convention ceremonies will open
Monday morning, with Mr. Thomas
appearing as chairman of the
board's convention committee.
Judge Justin Miller, who becomes
chairman of the NARTB board,
will give his annual report. He will
present his successor as president,
in case the presidential committee
has made its selection.
The presidential group has been
called to a meeting in Washington
March 26. No official developments
have taken place in the presidential situation since Carl Haverlin,
(Continued cn page 36)
At

Excise

Hearing

"We tend to lose sight of the fact
that radio broadcasting is now the
most important medium of mass
communication in the U. S.," Mr.
Hardy continued. Records, he explained, show 1.900 daily newspapers as against approximately
3,000 radio stations licensed. Such
comparison, he said, gives a "starting point to comprehend radio's
Mr. Hardy pointed out that President Truman was cited by Treasury Secretary John W. Snyder as
recommending $3 billion additional
position."raised from excise taxes
revenue
on consumer goods "which are less
essential" or which use materials
that will be in short supply.
In answer, Mr. Hardy noted the
statement
Truman that
dio must by
be Mr.
maintained
as "rafree
as the press" and that he has at his
disposal broadcasting facilities and
receiving sets "to bring his voice
to every American simultaneously
and ingon• Telecasting,
short notice"Oct.[Broadcast16, 1950].
He also pointed out that Defense
(Continued on page 38)
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FCC
SHEPPARD
FORMAL objection to the FCC's
recent action in granting license
renewals to ABC owned stations
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 26] was voiced last week by
Rep. Harry R. Sheppard (R-Calif.),
long time proponent of network
licensing by the Commission.
The ABC stations had been on
temporary renewal since the fall
of 1949, while the FCC studied
certain questions about the network's relations with its affiliates.
Rep. Sheppard, in a letter to the
FCC March 13, called attention to
the Commission's public notice of
Oct. 31, 1949, and the specific comof "WINGthat
Dayton
in whichof
it was plaintstated
an official
ABC "stated in meeting with its
affiliates that regardless of the
FCC laws, the affiliates will have to
violate these laws if they, the affiliates, wanted to continue their
affiliations with the network."
Hits FCC Action
The California congressman cited this as "definite" evidence that
ABC was "flagrantly violating"
FCC rules, and that the Commission was rewarding the network by
"exposing" the complaining stations to it and renewing ABC station licenses without "even" writing a proposed decision on findings.
Rep. Sheppard declared that "it
would appear" that someone in the
FCC "has failed to carry out the
provisions of Sec. 404 of the Communications Act."
"It's getting to be fairly common talk in the broadcasting industry that it is not healthy for stations to complain to the FCC about
network violations or restraint of
trade practices," he asserted, "since
the FCC does nothing about these
station violations, but the FCC does

RED CROSS
Radio-TV Support Campaign
AMERICAN RED CROSS has announced that this year, as before,
the advertising industry, radio,
television and the press is lending
full support to its March 1951 fund
campaign for $85 million.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman and ARC national
fund chairman, spoke on financial
aims and needs of the Red Cross
during a special NBC program,
Parallel 38, 10:30-11 p.m. March
12. The program was a dramatization of the organization's work.
Louis C. Boochever, ARC public
relations director, said, "In generously sponsoring advertising space
and radio and television time for
the Red Cross, American business,
too, is demonstrating its awareness
of our part in the national emerRadio and television networks as
gency."
well as more than 2,000 local stations throughout the country have
pledged complete support.
Page 30
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Action

on

ABC

PROTESTS
put the complaining stations in a
position whereupon the network
coerces the stations to a point
where they concede to the network
that they, the complaining stations,
have been bad boys and that they
will offer no further objections to
the network's steamroller tactics."
Declaring he had in his possession an "extremely large" number
of signatures of officials of stations, both independent and network affiliates, requesting concrete
action against such practices, Rep.
Sheppard
mayradio
be
sure
that I averred
will not "You
let these
stations down."
A veteran advocate of restrictions on networks' activities, Rep.
Sheppard has two bills pending in
Congress (HR 73 and HR 10)
which would require licensing of
networks by the FCC, while arming the Commission with sanctions against the networks, and
would take control of rebroadcasting rights away from the networks
and place it in the hands of the
originating station or sponsor,
whoever assumes the greater cost
of the particular, program [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 8].
These bills are similar in content
to his measure introduced in the
81st Congress [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb, 20, 1950].

CBS and MBS with flourishing under the Act as "one of the greatest
monopolies this country has ever
seen [and] has grown to such proportions that it dictates what entertainment and what information
the public shall hear over the public's own airways."
Bill May Be Heard
There is a possibility that the
Californian's proposals may come
up before the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee
where his bills have been marking
time. The committee begins public
hearings on the McFarland Bill
to realign FCC procedures (S 658)
April 3 (see story page 28).
Last year, when the House group
heard testimony on the procedural
bill, Gordon P. Brown, owner of
WSAY Rochester and a perennial

FCC

RED

PROBE?

No More Confusion?
IF A CONGRESSMAN can
do it twice, so can the bill
clerk. It happened with the
so-called Sheppard Bill sponsored by Rep. Harry R.
Sheppard
(D-Calif.)
license networks
and tototake
control of rebroadcast rights
away from the networks. In
the 81st Congress, the bill
was given the House number,
7310. The two bills introduced in the 82d Congress,
covering the same ground,
are HR 73 and HR 10. This
should clear up some of the
confusion
for the broadcaster.
campaigner for stricter control
over networks, urged combination
of the McFarland legislation with
the then pending Sheppard Bill
[Broadcasting • Telecasting
Aug. 21, 1950].
None Scheduled
Ferguson Says

NO SENATE "task force" has been delegated the assignment of investigating the FCC in search of alleged subversive elements, Sen. Homei
Ferguson (R-Mich.) told Broadcasting • Telecasting last week.
Sen. Ferguson and Sen. James O. Eastland (D-Miss.) are the members
of Chairman Pat McCarran's
(D-Nev.) Special Subcommittee on present time, he could not give ani
Internal Security who head up a assurance that the probe wouk
"task force" that is looking into by-pass such agencies as the FCC
Had Asked Investigation
"Communist infiltration" in the
Two other "task forces," shroudec
in a hush-hush cloak, are probing
Last summer, Rep. Sheppard de- executive agencies.
This preliminary investigation is "Communist infiltration." One o
manded an immediate investigation by the Justice Dept. and the being conducted with top-level these units, each unit consists o
about two Senators with staff in
Federal Trade Commission of al- secrecy, it was understood.
Sen. Ferguson said that while vestigators, is charged with comb
leged violation of the Communications Act and anti-monopoly laws
the committee has full "jurisdic- ing for Communist infiltration o:
by the four major networks
influence from abi'oad. Majorit;
tion" over alleged Communistic
Senator heading this unit is Sen
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
"infiltration or influence" in govJuly 24, 1950].
ernment agencies, "no task force Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.). Stil
Rep. Sheppard then asked the has been assigned to that project," another unit is watching such in
filtration in the armed services
agencies to report their findings
meaning the FCC.
The
Michigan
Republican
pointed
to
Congress and take "corrective"
Senator Unavailable
action.
out that while no efforts have been
He had attacked ABC, NBC,
Eastland,
who was in Miss
launched along that line at the
Sen.
issippi last week, was unavailabl
for comment on an unverified re
port that possibly the subcommitte
is considering an investigation o
the FCC.
The new and powerful Senat
investigating unit was created las
January to look into Communis
and subversive activities [Broac
casting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]
The subcommittee of the Senat
Judiciary Committee has bee
granted powers rivaling those o
the House Un-American Activitie
Committee. Seven Senators are o
this subcommittee. They includ
Sens. McCarran, Eastland, Fergu
son, O'Conor, Willis Smith (D
N. C), William E. Jenner (Ind.
and Arthur V. Watkins. It wa
provided with a $160,000 budget b
the upper chamber.
Among its functions originall
AMERICAN RED CROSS blood bank drive was given a boost on the Bob contemplated is an inquiry into th
Turner sports show over WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y. During one of the
McCarran Communist Control La-*
sports telecasts, Sam Urzetta, national amateur golf champion, is shown
which prohibits Communists an
donating a pint of blood while Ed Sullivan, Toast of the Town emcee, holds subversives from sponsoring radic
his hand reassuringly. Mr. Sullivan was in Rochester to launch the Red Cross labeled.
TV time if sponsorship is no
campaign there.
BROADCASTING
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Would

Grant

NO!EVIDENCE has.
been presented
ground for disqualifying Mr. Sherby from stock ownership in WMIE.
respecting the reputation ofM
Arthuril
B. McBride or his past ownership
The taxi "monopoly" of Messrs.
McBride and Sherby in Cleveland
and operation of Continental
was declared to not reflect unfavorPress, national racing news service, to disqualify him from being a
ably upon their qualifications in
stockholder in a radio station.
view of testimony praising the taxi
That is the substance of an ini- firms' operations.
tial decision reported by FCC last
Continental Press Details
week to grant consent to WMIE
Continental Press itself in effect
Miami, Fla., for assignment of its
construction permit from Lincoln
gained a clean bill of health as far
as FCC is presently concerned.
Operating Co. as trustee for Sun
Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick,
Coast Broadcasting Corp. to Sun
Coast itself. Mr. McBride and his who presided in the case, pointed
Cleveland business associate, Daniel
out that although the record does
Sherby, are substantial owners of not contain "detailed information
Sun Coast. They also are part concerning the operations of Conowners of WINK Fort Myers, Fla.
tinental Press," no evidence was
presented to show that the race
WMIE's handling of race broadnews service is involved in any uncasts also was found to "not reflect
lawful activity and has never been
unfavorably upon the character of
found
to have been so involved.
its management or of the stockThe examiner pointed out the
holders of. Sun Coast."
The initial decision found no
FCC case was not a "legislative or

WMIE

Change

investigatory proceeding in which
the initiative for questioning witnesses and issuance of subpenas is
sometimes taken by the presiding
"It is rather," he explained, "an
adjudicatory proceeding subject to
officer."
the
Administrative Procedure Act
and more particularly, an adversary
proceeding in which counsel for
the applicant organizes and presents the evidence favorable to the
applicant and in which Commission
counsel is primarily responsible for
such preliminary investigation as
may be made and for the organization and presentation of evidence
which might be regarded as unfavorable to the applicant."
The examiner
emphasized that
full opportunity was made available at the hearings for any "public" witness to present any relevant
evidence or testimony.
The decision declared Mr. Mc-

OFF FOR the South is Giimore N.
Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., rep
resenting U. S. broadcasters at Inter
American Assn. of Broadcasters meet
ing at Sao Paulo, Brazil, starting to
day. He took off from International
Airport, New York.
Bride placed Continental Press in
operation in November 1939, "a
few days after Nation-Wide News
discontinued its services. Unlikt
Nation-Wide News, which sold racing news to bookmakers, Continental Press did not sell news to
bookmakers but to six customers
each of whom was the publisher of
a racing 'scratch' sheet."
The initial
attention has notruling
been said
called"our
to any
conviction of Arthur B. McBride or
of Continental Press on crimina
charges and the record does no
show that Continental Press oper
ates in violation of any State o
It further
Mr. McBrid
Federal
law."observed
sold
Continental
Press in 1942 to
James Ragen Sr. and his son
James Jr., but after the death o
the elder Ragen, full ownershi
was acquired by Edward McBride
student at U. of Miami law school
and son of Arthur McBride.
Since disposing of Continental
Press, the record shows the elder,
McBride has had no part in its
operation, the decision said.
The decision also added that
Edward McBride has no interesl
in WMIE and "knows practicallj
nothing about the operations ol
Continental Press but leaves its
operation and management entirely
in the hands of his uncle, Ton
Kelly, who has been with Conti
nental Press since its formation ii
1939 and who was instrumental ir
persuading Arthur B. McBride
[brother-in-law] to establish tht

JjHECK

Buffalo's "PULSE"

today!

See all the top shows on WG R ! It's THE station
in Buffalo for best buys day or night.
COLUMBIA
NETWORK
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free &. Peters. Ino.

R
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L<o ]. ("fitz") Yitzpatrkk

I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry

Respecting Continental Press th<
initial decision noted that the sec
service."
ond
interim report of the Senati
Crime Investigating Committee wai|
issued subsequent to the closing o:
the record in the WMIE case. Th
footnote added neither the Senate
committee report "nor the evidenc
upon which it is based are on th.
record of this proceeding and there
fore cannot be used for the pur
poses
this initial
The ofsecond
interimdecision."
report of th
Senate committee, issued in lat
February as Senate Report No. 141
(Continued on page Si)
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PEOPLE

FROM

ALL

OVER

-THEY

LISTEN

TO

KYW

At 6:25 AM on a recent weekday morning, a KYW program aired
a single offer of a cardboard-backed thermometer. Three days later,
the mail count stood close to 5,000 pieces! 1,757 came from Philadelphia—the rest from some 600 communities elsewhere in Pennsylvania and in 20 other states. People really listen to KYW. . early and
late, near and far! For availabilities, check KYW or Free & Peters.
<ed)
NNSYLVANIA
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PHILADELPHIA
50,000 WATTS NBC AFFILIATE
WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

WBZ
• WBZA
• KDKA
• WOWO
• KEX • KYW
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV, for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Clears McBride
(Continued from page 32 )
in part declared: "From the preponderance of evidence before the
committee a conclusion is warrented that the Continental Press
Service is controlled not by Edward
McBride or Thomas Kelly but by
the gangsters who constitute the
HOOPER

surveys

the

SEVENTEENTH

STATE

■X- THE SEVENTEENTH STATE
A compact market composed
of a homogeneous group of 53
counties in Eastern New York
and Western New England
. . . so called because its
population exceeds that of
32 states in the U. 5.
IIV

and

Hooper

discovers

that:

WGY delivers a regular listening audience in all 22
cities of the Seventeenth State.
WGY's average evening audience is larger than the
audiences of the next two stations combined.
WGY's daytime audience is 18% larger than the next
best station's daytime audience.
WGY's share of audience is above 20% in 15 of the 22
cities. Station "B's" share of audience is 20% or over
in only 4.
This tremendous power and
at a lower cost than any
area needed to reach the
Sales, New York, N. Y., or
Schenectady, N. Y., today!

coverage advantage is yours
combination of stations in the
same markets. Call NBC Spot
the WGY Sales Department,

50,000 WATTS
8 10 K . C .
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
THE ONLY
STATION
COVERING
ALL
22
MARKETS
OF
THE
17TH
STATE
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Capone
syndicate."conclusions noted
The examiner's
that "a number of 'characters'
whom Arthur B. McBride knows
. . . were newsboys working for
Mr. McBride when he was employed in the circulation departments of newspapers over 20 years
ago. This was a 'pretty tough
business' and some of the boys, to
employ McBride's language, 'are
[now] judges and some are hoodlums.' There is nothing in the
record to show that he is presently
associated with hoodlums."
McBride Reputation Lauded
"On the contrary," the conclusions stated, "his reputation in
Cleveland, according to the testimony of 13 leaders in the civic,
political, religious, business and
professional life of Cleveland, who
have known him from 8 to 30 years,
is excellent for good associations
as well as for such other qualities
as honesty and integrity, truthfulness and veracity, respectability
and abidance with law, candor and
openness, fairness, comprehension
of public duty, public spirit and
personal diligence in management."
Regarding the "charge by James
M. Cox, former governor of Ohio,
that Arthur B. McBride had characterized Al Capone as a 'fine fellow' and had attempted to intervene with him (Cox) on Capone's
behalf, during the newspaper 'exposure' of Capone in Miami and
prior to his conviction for violation
of the Federal income tax laws,"
the initial decision stated this "has
been refuted by elaborate and persuasive testimony and documentary
The examiner said "we are conevidence."
vinced that Arthur McBride was
not in Florida at the time of his
alleged intervention on behalf of
Al Capone; that his first visit to
Florida did not occur until some
years later, after Al Capone had
been convicted of violation of income tax laws and was serving
time in a Federal penitentiary; and
that he did not intervene with
Governor Cox on Al Capone's behalf. We can only conclude that
Governor Cox was mistaken as to
the time and subject matter of the
conversations which he had with
decision said Mr. McBride
Mr.TheMcBride."
testified his conversation with Gov.
Cox dealt with Moe Annenberg and
his ownership and sale of the
Miami Tribune.
Respecting the programming of
WMIE, the initial decision said:
WMIE, unlike one or two other stations in the Miami area, does not
broadcast pre-race information such as
"scratches," track conditions, jockey
changes, the varying, odds, and the
views of private
handicappers.
Its announcements of horse
race results
are

part of its general coverage of sporting
events, and spot announcements on its
"Sports Jamboree" relate not solely to
the scratch sheet publication called
"The
Harvey A.and
Jr. aSports
but
to
restaurants
varietyDigest"
of othei
businesses.
It has a policy
delaying
announcements of raceof results
for atits leasl
15 minutes and such evidence as the
record contains shows an actual average delay of 22.7 minutes for 119 race;
for the week of Dec. 9-15, 1949, witr
only two broadcasts of the 119 occurring in less than 15 minutes.
In the most significant aspects of it;
horse race broadcasts, WMIE appear;
to follow or exceed the standards 0!
WWDCtion for renewal
[Washington],
whose
of license
was applicagrantee
on Jan. 29, 1948, and to avoid the meth
od of operation followed by WTTJS
[Wilmington,
whose
for
renewal ofDel.],
license
was applicatioi
denied oi
Oct. 11, 1950.
Such evidence as is contained in the
record does not demonstrate tha
"bookies"
use or have used WMIE'
broadcasts
on bets. of race results to pay of
WMIE's failure to carry programs o
the Greater Miami Crime Commissioi
and its broadcasting of the Barry Gra;
program do not reflect unfavorabl;
upon the character of the managemen
of WMIE or of the stockholders of Sui
Coast.
The advocacy of legalized gamblin;
by Barryof Gray,
a commentator
master
ceremonies
on WMIE, amto
gether with his policy and practice o
permitting
opposing
on contro
versial topics
such asviews
legalized
gam
bling, cannot be regarded in any wa;
adverse to this application.
The failure of WMIE to carry th
Crime Commission programs and Barr;
Gray's belittling
these upon
programs
explained
as beingof based
a con i
viction that men who have paid thei
debt to society or who have been ap
prehended for alleged illegal activitie
and released, should not be "spot
lighted" or hounded.
regard
to the itpersuasivenes
of Without
this point
of view,
is clear tha
this failure to cooperate with a singl
civic organization is too remotely re
lated to the character of the manage
ment of WMIE or of the stockholder
of
Coast to warrant any unfavor
ableSunconclusion.

TAX 'WRITE-OFFS'
GE, Westinghouse Approve1
TWO electronic manufacturers
General Electric Co. and Westing
house Electric Corp. — were amon
the 200-plus companies which wer
allowed "rapid" tax write-offs dui
ing the period Jan. 25 throug
March 7, according to a repoi
released last Wednesday by De
fense Production Administrate
William H. Harrison.
In the report, covering 231 com
panies which received certificate
for projects estimated at $1,183
424,159, GE showed certifie
amounts of $336,306 for electroni
tubes and an aggregate sum o
over $30 million for aircraft part
made at three of its plants. Wes1
inghouse was permitted amortize
tion for $24.5 million worth of ail
craft supplies. General Mills In
was certified $448,000 for "service:
research, and development."
The determined
percentage individually
of tax write-ofc
was
each certificate issued and is base
on the relationship of the propose
production expansion project unde
the military
Firms specialt
equippe'|
with
facilitieseffort.
for making
items are granted a higher rat
than those whose products will I
marketable after the emergenc;
DPA explained.

amortizatio
for tax
ions DPA
and, in the cas
filed with
areApplicat
of electronic firms, referred for re>
tion y. to National Prodn
ommenda
Authorit
tion
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Stations

FIRST

AT

acclaim

APS

it

rwonderful

SUBSCRIBER

GREENSBORO,

N.

idea"—

CONFERENCE

ACTUAL

C.

COMMENTS

BY

BROADCASTERS
Big turnout

hears APS

staff outline value of
WHO

creative selling and programming

"I think the entire meeting and its

in building greater radio sales

ANOTHER
SELLING

WONDERFUL
IDEA

BECOMES

acceptance was tremendous."
""This was the beginning of a neiv

NEW
A FACT!

One more phase of Associated's unique campaign to help its subscriber
stations SELL by giving them real sales service has been launched with
resounding results. First in a series of regional program and sales clinics,
this meeting at Greensboro, N. C, on February 19 scored a clear hit with
the APS subscribers who attended. How they felt, and their expressed reactions to this "why didn't it happen before?" event, are enthusiastically
reflected in the column at right.
This was the kind of meeting that station sales and program personnel
have long hungered for. Best of all. it didn't cost them a cent because
their stations are subscribers of APS.
MORE

ATTENDED-

IS COMING!

phase in library 'merchandising9
which has certainly been inspiring and
refreshing. Once-a-year meetings
like this should be planned. Working
out the elementary questions in
advance could help save time in the
meetings
'"''The
." radio sales meeting I
best

have ever attended — by far.''
"I think that your
was excellent and
out of the meeting
really have gained

idea of this meeting
if everybody got
what I did, they
some good ideas

There will be plenty more subscriber conferences in city after city, across
the whole Lnited States .. .wherever Associated members want to build
greater sales for their stations, using the unmatched APS Library that
'"pays for itself".
In the near future, APS Subscriber Conferences will be held in cities
like Atlanta, Memphis, Chicago, New York, on the West Coast. Watch for

"I think this is a wonderful idea, one
ofandtheadvice.''''
best meetings I have attended."

announcement of the session nearest your market. If you're an APS subscriber, you'll get a personal letter.

ever attended! !!"

NOTICE

TO

NON-SUBSCRIBERS:

The profitable value of these clinics with their exchange of vital selling
ideas is obvious. But they're only part of the extensive sales service every
APS subscriber enjoys without additional charge. They also receive
(among other advantages) transcribed sales meetings for use in their own
stations; regular copies of "The Needle", a monthly newsletter of selling
tips; the APS Merchandising Calendar; sales promotion material that
wins sponsors for APS pre-produced shows, personal visits by sales-skilled
APS representatives — and the finest transcribed library in the world.
There are many other benefits to be gained as an Associated subscriber.
And a few more stations still can be. Write us today for full details on how
you may become a subscriber. (Incidentally, even though you may already
have another library, there is a new precedent-breaking plan that makes
it possible for you to benefit from the APS extra services right away ! Ask
us about it!) The coupon is for your convenience.

"Thought meeting was best I
"Your meeting was the best I have
ever attended."
"Your meeting was most helpful, both
from a program and sales standpoint. We hope that they will continue."
"This has been a most worthwhile
meeting and you are to be congratulated on another first in the industry."
"The information APS has brought—
the confidence Mitch exudes— all
are like a shot in the arm! !!"

Maurice B. Mitchell, General Manager
Associated Program Service
151 West 46th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Associated

Program

151 West 46th Street, New

York

Service

19, N. Y.

I'm interested in knowing more about Associated Program
Service for my station. Will you send the facts right away?
Name
City
Title
Station
Street...

"the library that pays for itself "

.Zone

State

#

New

Concept

Daytime

for Effective

Radio Buying:

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

METROPOLITAN

NETWORK
For the first time in
the history of radio
advertising, five stations
within one market offer
their combined audience — the
second largest in the area —
as a unit buy
at lowest cost per listener

Five Independents have joined forces to offer
low-cost, effective daytime coverage of the
important Washington market to national
advertisers at a 50% saving over combined
individual rates. Each station is owned,
managed and programmed independently,
competing aggressively for local business.
Each of the five stations has its own loyal
listening audience available now to national
advertisers as a composite unit which delivers a major part of the metropolitan
audience.
Met

Net Advantages: 1. Complete daytime coverage of the market at the lowest
cost per listener* of any station in the area.
2. Second highest average daytime audience** in the Washington market. 3. simplified buying — five-station coverage with
one order, one transcription, one invoice.
Programs can originate from studios of any
member station. 4. Spot announcements
may be bought for the same time on each
station, or staggered at various times from
station to station. 5. Low rates: i/i-min. or
time signals, $18.24; 1-min., $22.80; 5-min.,
$36.48 (26-time) . Complete card on request.
For further details or complete brochure, please
write or phone Jack Koste, Independent Metropolitan Sales, national representatives, 60 E.
42nd St., New York City— MUrray Hill 2-4813. J.
Douglas Freeman, Commercial Manager, Munsey
Building, 1329 E Street, N. W., Wash. 4, D. C,
STerling 1772.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
METROPOLITAN NETWORK
UfADI
VlnAL
WBCC
WFAX

AM & FM. Arlington, Va.
780 KC, 1000 W.
AM & FM. Bethesda, Md.
1120 KC, 250 W.
Falls Church, Va.
1220 KC, 250 W.

sPrinaHumV Silver
1050 KC,
1000 Md-w.
WfiA
I* MIX
, Va.W.
ndria1000
AlexaKC,
If 730
WPI
*Based on comparative cost analysis
of Pulse Reports. July-Oct., 1950.
Washington, D. C. with rates from
Standard Rate & Data Service.
Complete analysis available upon
request.
"Pulse
D. C. Reports, July-Oct., 1950, Wash.,
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Convention Plans
(Continued from page 29)
BMI president, declined a committee bid to become NARTB president [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12].
At least a score of names have
been mentioned in connection with
the NAB presidency. Two names
mentioned last week, in addition
to those previously cited, were FCC
Comr. Robert F. Jones and Gordon
Gray, vice president of WIP Philadelphia.
Election of Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
Denver, as director-at-large for
medium stations [Closed Circuit,
March 12] leaves only one vacancy
on the board, the District 8 directorship. Ballots for election of a
successor to George J. Higgins,
who resigned when he moved from
WISH Indianapolis to KMBC Kansas City, were mailed to District 8
members last Tuesday.
Dist. 8 Balloting
In the District 8 balloting only
two candidates are nominees. They
are R. M. Fairbanks, president of
WIBC Indianapolis, and Milton L.
Greenebaum, owner - president of
WSAM Saginaw, Mich. Several
other proposed nominees received
four votes but five were necessary
for nomination. Ballots must be
returned to NAB not later than
March 29. The new director will
serve until the 1952 convention.
The runoff race for the mediumstation directorship was even until
the last days of the balloting, when
Mr. Terry pulled ahead of John
Esau, KTUL Tulsa, a candidate to
succeed himself. Mr. Terry formerly served on the board from
1946-50 as District 14 director. His
new term starts after the April
convention. Messrs. Terry and
Esau had been tied in the original
voting, necessitating the runoff
KMBY IS SOLD
Bought by Kenyon Brown
KMBY Monterey, Calif., has been
sold to Kenyon Brown, president of
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., by L.
John Miner and Taft R. Wrathall,
subject to FCC approval. Consideration of $45,000.
KMBY
is assigned
250
unlimited won 1240
kc.
This is Mr.
Brown's second
purchase
radio stationof ina the
West, following
not long after his
announced purMr. Brown
chase of KWRN
Reno, Nev., still pending before
the Commission [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 15]. Mr. Brown
also owns interests in KEPO El
Paso, Tex.; KGLC Miami, Okla.,
and KBYE Oklahoma City. The
sale of KMBY was handled by
Blackburn-Hamilton Co., radio station and newspaper broker.

election which closed last Monday
Plans for the annual equipmen
and service exposition at the con
vention continued to move forwan
last week under direction of Arthu
C. Stringer, retained by NAB ti
handle the show. Added to the lis
of exhibitors [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 12, 5] wer<
Andrew Corp., Associated Prograr
Service, Azrael Adv. Agency, BMJ
Allen B. DuMont Labs, Bruc
Eells & Assoc., Gates Electric Cc
and General Electric Co.

ENDORSES BAB
NARSR Changes to NARTSI
NATIONAL Assn. of Radio St
tion Representatives went on rec
ord last week as endorsing th
objectives and proposed operatin
plans
of BAB.
Holding
its first quarterly men
bership meeting Wednesday e
the Biltmore Hotel in New Yorl
the station representative organ
zation also voted to change il
name to National Assn. of Rad:
& Television Station Represent;
tives— NARTSR.
NARTSR Vice President Ma
Everett, president of Everet
McKinney, who presided in ti
absence of President Robei
Meeker, noted that almost all men
bers of the association now ha^
television connections, so that tl
new name expresses the compos
tion of the group more accuratel
The membership's endorsemei
of BAB objectives and operatir
plans was coupled with a hope th;
BAB will devote a substanti
amount of its budget and time
development of spot business.
Members said the volume of n
tional spot business in 1950 can
close to that of the total of e
four AM networks, and that tl
stations received a substantial
larger proportion of the net re
enue. Station subscribers of BA
have so much to gain from conti
ued growth of national spot bus
ness, NARTSR members said, th
BAB can easily justify giving sei
ous attention to problems of n
tional spot industry.
Lewis H. Avery, president
Avery-Knodel Inc., and NARTS
board member and past presidei
who is one of three NARTSR mei
bers on the BAB board of directo]
reported on the recent organizati'
meeting of the new time sal
promotion agency.
Participating in the meeting
addition to Messrs. Everett a;
Avery were:
Joseph Timlin, The Branham C
NARTSR treasurer; Sterling Bees'
Headley-Reed Co.; James Lebaron, E
Tel Representatives;
H. McC<
Averv-Knodel;
Wells Arthur
H. Barnett,
Jo
Blair & Co.; George W. Brett. The Ke
Agency;
Maschinski,
Young Jr.Stephen
Inc.; Joseph
Weed, Adam
Weed
Co.: F. Edward Spencer. George
Hollingbery Co.: Jerrv C. Lyons. We
& Co.. Eugene Katz, The Katz Agenc
NARTSR secretary; Ralph McKinnt
Paul
RaymerAssoc.
Co.; Edgar Filic
Robert H.Meeker

CANADIAN RADIO factories produc
703,800 receivers valued at $52 milli
in first 10 months of 1950, accordi
to reportOttawa.
of Dominion Bureau of St
tistics,
BROADCASTING
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Remarkable

Case

History,

REMEMBER

1 932?

REMEMBER

1 937

REMEMBER

1941?

REMEMBER

1 950?

over

19

years!

DEPTH OF THE DEPRESSION, WITH
THE ACCENT ON MORE SALES
?

On the 2nd day of April. Sibley, Lindsay &: Curr
Co. of Rochester, N. Y.— the largest department
store between New York City and Clevelandwill air the 5000th consecutive broadcast of its

- '!

extending

15-minute program, "Tower Clock Time." over
WHAM.
Through 19 years of war and peace, deep depression and boom prosperity, Sibley's has used
W HAM continuously five days a week, 52 weeks
a year, to move merchandise with the same radio

ERA OF UNCERTAINTY— WAS IT
"GOOD TIMES" OR NOT?
START OF 5 YEARS OF
SCARCITIES AND RESTRICTIONS
WITH THE CLOUDS OF WAR
AGAIN OVER THE WORLD

program.
Here at WHAM we're mighty proud of that,
naturally. And we're proud, too, that "Tower
Clock Time" has three times won a First Prize
in the annual NRDGA competition, and. in
1950, capped its achievement by winning the
NRDGA Grand Award. Congratulations are in
order to the management of Sibley's for consistency and program excellence of prize-winning
calibre.

Any time buyer can see that there's a moral in this story:

I

A major retail institution such as Sibley's
knows its area market and people intimately,
from A to Z. When such an advertiser invests heavily year after year on one station,
you can be quite sure that that station is

producing SALES in real measurable volume!
Sibley's knows by experience— and so do many
other advertisers— that there is no better,
more powerful sales-by-air medium in Western New York than WHAM!

The Stromberg-Carboit
Station
ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

mAM

GEORGE
BROADCASTING
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Tell Radio's Story
(Continued from page 29)
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson took
to the airwaves when making a
personal appeal to workers involved
in the recent crippling railroad
strike and "how would you measure
the essentiality of the televising of
vital UN proceedings?"
Mr. Hardy also referred to WOW
Omaha's on-the-air campaign urging listeners to repair or replace
faulty radio sets because in case
of peace failure "your radio will be
the most important device in your
home" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5].
Other points raised by Mr.
Hardy took in these fields:
£ Broadcasters' "established
pattern" of cooperating with the
Adveritsing Council in promoting
major government and welfare
campaigns in the public interest.
9 Postmaster General Jesse M.
Donaldson's statement to the House
Post Office and Civil Service Committee afortnight ago, while testifying on proposed increases in
second-class postal rates, to the
effect that even though boosts were
enacted into law, deficit in this
category — including newspapers
and magazines — would still stand
at $16 million a year. "This is no
insignificant subsidy for our associates in the public information
field," Mr. Hardy emphasized.
Resorting to rhetoric, Mr. Hardy
oracled:
"The
sweating horse,

topped by a dusty rider with a
leather mail pouch slung over his
shoulder, plodding down the deeprutted post roads of colonial times
to deliver the news has been replaced by the electronic miracles
of radio and television."
® These media "if kept free
from discriminatory tax encumbrances" can break down economic
barriers "to full enlightenment and
understanding . . ."
© Broadcasters cannot understand the logic of the government
which on one hand would subsidize
distribution of newspapers and periodicals while on the other, demanding a25% tax "as a penalty
for the use of receiving sets for
instantaneous live access to news,
general information, and entertain% Problems of the potential TV
station
ment." operator in areas to be
eventually "unfreezed" in that sets
will cost more than they did in
non-freeze sections, thus restricting
circulation for broadcasters' program services.
Mr. Hardy concluded: ". . . we
would urge you to reject the excise
tax principle as related to the avenues of the sounds and pictures
that have such a vital influence on
our thoughts and actions."
Mr. in Sprague's
pointers were
seven
number:
(1) Contemplated tax on sets
would curtail sales about 40%,
causing loss of corporate income
(Mr. Hardy pointed up pioneering

KXO

and
The Imperial Valley

Our

25th

Birthday

Serving America's fastest growing farm community, population 74,500 ... a controllable, profitable test market!
Yes, the nation's richest farmers . . . $25,250 yearly
income per family . . . are covered like a blanket
with KXO, with its 71.2% Crossley share of audience, (El Centro), leading other network stations
by wide margins. Influence of given newspapers
are sectional only.
YES, YOU EAT YOUR CAKE AND HAVE IT,
TOO ... BY COVERING THE RICH IMPERIAL
VALLEY WITH JUST ONE STATION . . .
KXO
El Centro, California
Page 38
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broadcasters' colossal investments
in TV), excess profits taxes and
personal income taxes.
(2) Despite industry use of some
materials in short supply, taxing
should not be used as a means of
controlling their use. Such authority is invested in NPA which is
thoroughly familiar with the industry's problems.
(3) Excise increases would be
passed on to consumer and would
particularly discriminate against
lower income buyers.
(4) Radio-TV sets are essential
media of communication. In times
of national emergency they are
valuable in civil defense training,
for maintaining high morale and
"as a means of vital communica(5) Attempts to raise additional
revenues from existing excises on
a "selective" basis greatly increase
present
inequities and discriminations.
tion."
(6) Congress never before has
imposed excise taxes until an industry has passed through its initial developmental period — television is still in this period.
(7) A 15% extra excise on the
10% tax on TV sets at the manufacturing level already leveled since
the
start of the Korean War is discriminatory.

How to eat your cake
and have it, too!

Combine

headlines would shout the muzzling
$7.20 Ad Brings $1,000
TIMESELLERS for WTMA
Charleston, S. C, need to expend little effort convincing
George Hamrick, Charleston
real estate and insurance
man, what a rewarding form
of advertising radio is. Mr.
Hamrick is practically Exhibit A. The local businessman baited his hook with a
$7.20 Sunday newscast and
drew out a whopping §20,000
real estate transaction which
netted him a $1,000 profit!
This profit was one that
didn't get away, thanks to
radio advertising.

Paul H. Raymer Co., Nat'l Rep.

Dealers Give Case
Mr. Farr's brief was equally prolific. In telling the dealer's side of
the radio-TV story, Mr. Farr reminded that dealers protested the
proposed
tax .on. ."the
infant
television 10%
industry
struggling
to He
get said:
started.
. . ."
"Television
is not a
luxury in the mink coat or diamond
class . . . sales are very poor now
. . . decline in sales in many markets as much as 40 to 50% below
last year at this time."
The proposed 25% tax "will tend
to
pyramid serious
retail prices"
with
an
immediate
decline in
retail
sales, and any slow-up in mass buying crippling turnover may edge
retailers out of the TV set market,
Mr. Farr opined.
Said Mr. Farr: "Newspapers and
radio and television are the greatest disseminators of news. They
are great molders of public opinion. They are a positive force to
combat subversities. Were such a
25% tax proposed for newspapers,

of Mr.
the press.
. . ."pointed out inConkling
creases in excises for phonograpl
records (also 25%) would beai
heavily on the products as a sourcf
of morale-building and education
Educational media, he said, alway:
have been exempt from taxes.
Mr. Siegel asserted that Secre
tary
to "sell
Con i
gress Snyder
and theis trying
American
people
fallacious theory in an attempt t<
effect passage of a proposed nev
The union
executive warned tha
excise
tax program."
the low-income family would b<
hardest hit by higher excise taxes
"Certainly ... a radio, and t<
a lesser degree, a television se
constitutes a necessity rather thai
a luxury." Rather than trying t
discourage sales of sets, Mr. Siege
went on, "an enlightened govern
ment should be doing the reverseto make sure at least every horn
hasMr.a Thomas,
radio." speaking for indus
trial television, asked that "enter
tainment TV," as he put it, b
taxed but that its industrial coun
terpart not be penalized.
Live Audiences
For legitimate theatres in Ne^
York, Mr. Reilly, who claimed
million persons were box officed a
network show originations (bot
radio and TV) in Gotham alonf
entered a plea that a nominal fe
be levied to protect his interest
from "unfair competition," hel
offset their decline in receipts an
provide the government with a los
of potential revenue.
Retail sales tax program as
substitute for manufacturers' ex
cise taxes was recommended Marc
7 by a called
business
organi
zation
the executives'
National Commit
tee for Fair Emergency Excis
Taxation.
Testimony was presented b
Louis Ruthenburg, chairman of th
committee and also chairman o
the board, Servel Inc., Evansvilh
Ind., on the opening day of excis
tax hearings.
Supporting
Ruthenberg'
views
were ArdeMr.
Bulova,
chairma
of the board of Bulova Watch Cc
and vice chairman of the tax com
(Continued on page 40)
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YOU

MIGHT

THE

WORLD

FLY

NON-STOP

AROUND

-

BUT...

YOU

NEED

WKZO-WJEF
TO

FLY

AND

HIGH

WKZO-TV

IN

KALAMAZOO-GRAND

RAPIDS

No matter what yardstick you use, the Fetzer stations
are by all odds the best radio and television values in
Western Michigan.
WKZO-TV

is the official basic CBS Outlet for Kalama-

zoo-Grand Rapids . . . Channel 3. It is a multiplemarket station serving five Western Michigan and
Northern Indiana markets with a buying income of
more than $1,500,000,000. As of February 1, there
were more than 100,000 television receivers within
the .1 MV line of WKZO-TV — more sets than in the
Dallas-Fort Worth,
markets.

Memphis

or Syracuse television

WKZO-WJEF are an equally impressive value for your
radio dollar. Both consistently lead the Hooper parade
in their home cities. They average about 50% more
listeners than the next-best two-station combination
in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids . . . yet cost 20%
less! In the Grand Rapids area alone, WKZO-WJEF
have an unduplicated coverage of more than 60,000
homes. New figures credit WKZO-WJEF with a big increase in their unduplicated BMB Audiences since
1946 —

up 46.7%

in the daytime, 52.8%

What other facts would you like? Avery-Knodel
them, or write us direct.

'The United States Air Force did, in February, 1949.

WJEF

WKZO-TV
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AFM Peace
(Continued from page 27)
ment, which remained to be worked
out in detail, were made available
to newsmen and contributed to the
following summary:
RADIO
Weekly engagements — New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles: 15% rate
increase retroactive to Feb. 1 and extending to Feb. 1, 1954.
Weekly engagements — network
owned & operated stations elsewhere:
15% rate increase effective at the end
of current contracts with locals in
respective cities and extending to
Feb. 1, 1954.
FM: No change.
ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS:
No change.
STAFF MUSICIAN EMPLOYMENT:
Networks agree to employ same number of musicians as under previous
agreement.
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS (network programs simultaneously sponsored by different advertisers in various localities): Same rate as for one

you with

reauirements. ^eu c
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TUBES

of AMERICA

HARRISON,

N.J.

sponsor.
PARTICIPATING PROGRAMS (network programs constituting one integrated unit, with no specific portions allocated to one or several
sponsors): Rate of single engagement
plus $5 per man per each half hour
or less.
ARRANGERS, ORCHESTRATORS,
COMPOSERS, COPYISTS, etc.: Overall 15% adjustment of rates with
"sub-committee representing the local
in Hollywood and the companies . . .
to meet to allocate such 15% of the
total expenditures to the various
items
the price list."
PAID onVACATIONS:
Two weeks for
staff musicians, with date and temreplacement or not at discretion ofporary
employer.
INSTRUMENTS EXCLUDED FROM
"DOUBLES" PAY: Staff musicians to
get $5 per day for first additional
instrument, and $3 per day for each
additional instrument, excluding the
following: Saxophones and members
of saxophone family; bass saxophone;
clarinet and bass clarinet; bassoon
and contrabassoon; oboe and English
horn; flute and piccolo; piano and
celeste; piano glockenspiel; banjo,
mandolin and guitar; electric guitar;
drums, including tambourines, triangles, castinets, etc., of "regulation
outfit"; mallet played instruments;
tympany and bass drum where used
as a single instrument; tuba and
sousaphone; trumpet and fiuegelhorn.
TELEVISION
PARITY: All network television
scales to have parity with network
radio scales.
SINGLE ENGAGEMENTS: Up to
local in whose jurisdiction telecast
is made.
WEEKLY ENGAGEMENTS: Applicable network radio scale of local in
whose jurisdiction telecast is made.
COSTUMING OR MAKE-UP: Increased from $6 to $12 per service.
^ AUDITION FILMS FOR LIVE
SHOWS: Permitted if used only for
audition purposes, and if "each is
identified with the AFM."
TV FILMS: ". . . Subject to a
separate agreement . . . providing for
payment to the music performance
trust fund of 5% of the gross program revenue of the film, with the
understanding that the picture will
not pass out of the control of the
networks
at anyAll time."
REMOTES:
are under jurisdiction
of
AFM
federation, rather than
locals.
SIMULCASTS: Increased from $15

HOUSTON
MEET
Hears NBC Sales Plans
NBC's 1951 radio sales presentation, graphically documented, was
exhibited
affiliated
stations to
in thethenetwork's
southwest
last
Tuesday at a meeting in Houston,
second of a series of such sessions
being held across the country.
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president, presided, stress- 1
ing the advantages of radio over
other media as he had done the
previous week in the first meeting
of the series in Hollywood [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 12].
Attending
the Houston session
were :
Jack Harris, KPRC Houston; Harold
Hough, WBAP Fort Worth; Martin
Campbell. WFAA Dallas; David Wilson,
KPLC Lake Charles, La.; George
Thomas, and Evan Hughes, KVOL La
Fayette, La.;
KSYL Alexandria, La.;Sylvan
BusterFox,Harvey,
KRIS
Corpus Christi, Tex.; Harvey Wheeler,
KPRC;ney Ogle.
George
BarKRGVCranston.
Weslaco,WBAP;
Tex.; Cecil
Beaver, KTBS Shreveport, La.; Aubrey
Jackson, KRGV; Archie Taylor. KANS
Wichita; Paul Goldman and James Noe.
KNOE Monroe, La.; N. L. Carter.
WSMB New Orleans; T. B. Lanford.
KPLC; E. Newton Wray, WTBS; Harold
Wheelahan, WSMB; Tom Kritserj
KGNC Amarillo; Ted Taylor, KANSKRGV; tonio;Hugh
WOAIKRIS;
San Jack
AnT. FrankHalff,
Smith,
McGrew, KPRC; Arden X. Pangborn.
WOAI; Roy Dabadie, WJBO Baton
Rogue; Gus Brandborg, KVOO Tulsa:
Douglas
WJBO; P. E. Mills
and A. B.Manship,
Craft. KPLC.

Tell Radio's Story
(Continued from page 38)
mittee, and Leon Henderson, economic adviser to the group. Mr.
Bulova is a one-time owner of
WNEW New York.
The witnesses pointed out that
excise taxes on the retail level
would eliminate the "hidden" tax*
on the manufacturer's level.
Business Representatives
The business group also include
these members:
vice presi^j
Glen McDaniel, RCA
dent, who is to become
president
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.;
Robertof
C. Tait, president, Stromberg-Carlson
Co.; Henry P. Bristol, chairman of
the board, Bristol-Myers Co.; J. H
Carmine, executive vice president
Philco Corp.; J. W. Craig, vice president, Avco Mfg. Corp.; F. A. Holme,
assistant to the chairman, General
Electric
R. D. Admiral
Siragusa,Corp.
chairman and Co.;
president,
Mr. McDaniel is chairman of the
organization's
on proce- i
dures. Mr. Tait committee
is a vice chairman.
Democrats on the House committee disclosed earlier in the week
a speedup drive to get lower
chamber
a tax
boosJ
bill
beforeapproval
May 1. ofThis
schedule;
calls for the committee to start a
draft of the measure April 2.
to $25 for each commercial simulcast
and fromtaining
$7.50
to $10 for each sussimulcast.
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS: Same
as radio.
PARTICIPATING
PROGRAMS: . j
Same
as radio.
ARRANGERS, ORCHESTRATORS
COMPOSERS,
COPYISTS, etc.: Same
as
radio.
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KGW
WHICH

THE

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

in

the

r

ORBGOHl

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
Newberg, Oregon, second largest city in the northwest corner of
the state's lush, prosperous Willamette Valley, lies under the
primary domination of KGW. With its numerous industries, including apulp and paper mill, canneries, fruit and nut dryers, and
machinery works, and because of its importance as a trading
center for diversified agriculture, Newberg is important to the
KGW advertiser. COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of this city
was proven in a recent Tour-Test, conducted with the cooperation
of the Oregon State Motor Association and witnessed by Mr. J. A.
shown above with "Miss KGW".
Newberg
Moore,
Remember.
KGW businessman,
delivers Newberg and the rest of the expanding
Oregon Market ... through COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE.

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D
NIGHTTIME

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
PRESENTED
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Oklahoma

U. Conference

Gets Emergency

Plan

R^l'S
RADIO'S vital role RO
in theLE
event of a military crisis was outlined in
terms of urgency by Charter Heslep, chief of the Atomic Energy Commission's Radio-Television Branch. Mr. Heslep spoke before the 10th
Annual Conference on Station Problems at the U. of Oklahoma.
"Communism is mobilized and the
greatest duty is to inform.
United States is not — yet," warned
Mr. Heslep. He underscored raBe security conscious — don't be
dio's service as a means of coduped by a foreigner.
ordinating defense facilities, locally
Preserve your freedom — keep
and nationally [Broadcasting •
censorship sensible.
Telecasting, March 12].
Protect your plant — a radio staTurning to the possibility of an
tion is a saboteur's target.
atomic attack, the AEC executive
Enlist for civil defense — plan for
mutual
aid.
said that "radio could save thousands of lives by quelling the panic
Work hard, plan harder, and keep
that would accompany an atomic
calm.
attack.
In his address, Mr. Heslep was
hewing
close to the conference
"The people should be informed
that the radioactivity from an A- theme selected by Dr. Sherman P.
bomb explosion would not affect
Lawton, Oklahoma U., "Radio
their radio sets, and the public
Looking Ahead to the Next Decade." Dr. Lawton is coordinator
should be advised to keep their raof radio instruction and conference
dios turned on during an attack
coordinator.
so they can receive helpful instrucThe conference, March 9-11,
tions."
He strongly urged radio men to sponsored by the university and by
enlist their services for civil de- the Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.,
fense and gave the following 10 was held at the university campus
rules for broadcasters to use in at Norman.
preparing for mobilization and a
Curtis Speaks
possible crisis :
James R. Curtis, KFRO LongKeep your station strong — plow
profits into defense.
view, Tex., speaking on "Aids to
Keep on the air — prepare for
Getting National Sales," advised
physical emergencies.
the 250 registrants to "give all
Plan to fight panic — lives can be you've got for a reasonable price."
saved if bombs fall.
Bill Bryan, KTOW Oklahoma
Build a strong newsroom — your
City, who chose the topic, "Pro-

Have

You

Seen

the "Primer"?

Just off the press! Eight pages of facts and figures presented
in simple "first grader" style that gives you the low-down on
this tremendous market as concerns CKLW and TV. Reading
time: 2 minutes! Uses: Unlimited! Write today . . . it's FREE.
800 KC
50,000 WATTS

CKLW
Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26
Adam J. Young Jr., Inc.

National Representative "K"
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/. E. Campeau
President

gramming the Small Station in the
Years Ahead," predicted the next
few years will require more ingenuity and resourcefulness to sell.
Clarence Wilson, KWCO Chicasha, Okla., in his talk on "Selling
Locally," compared selling to farming. "An account requires cultivation, occasional fertilizer and conMorris
stant care."Novik, radio consultant,
cautioned broadcasters that they
must use restraint and fair-play
in order to preserve radio's freedom. Mr. Novik spoke on "Freedom
of
RobertBroadcasting."
J. Burton, BMI vice
president, addressing the conference on "Music Copyright and
Problems of the Next Decade," said
that "the most active group in the
copyright field at present is
UNESCO." Pointing to a UNESCO
meeting in Paris this summer on
the possibility of international
copyrights, Mr. Burton added that,
"We must not be isolationist; we
should work with the UN on the
copyright problem, but neither
should we be suckers."
David R. Milsten, SESAC representative, Tulsa, speaking on
"The Future of American Musical
Tastes," said that if universal interest in music is to be kept up it
will be necessary to bring to the
public the type of music it requests.
Other speakers included William
O. Wiseman, WOW Omaha; Rowland Broiles, Broiles Advertising
Agency, Fort Worth; Edgar T.
Bell, KTOK Oklahoma City; Lt.
Robert B. Mackall, radio-TV officer,
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.; Charles
McDowell, ASCAP representative
from Dallas; Gene T. Kinney, Associated Press, Oklahoma City, and
Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga.
In a telecast over WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, E. W. Ziebarth,
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul; A. H.
Caperton, Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas,
and John W. Dunn, WNAD-FM,
Norman, discussed "The American
Way of Broadcasting."
GURNEY TO CAB
Senate Gives Confirmation
AMID a round of tributes to their
former colleague, the Senate March
9 unanimously confirmed the appointment of ex-Sen. Chan Gurney
(R-S. D.) to the Civil Aeronautics
Board for the remaining portion of
a term ending Dec. 31, 1952.
Mr. Gurney, who helped found
WNAX Yankton, S. D., 25 years
ago and who remained active in
the radio field until the early '30's,
will succeed Harold A. Jones, resigned, at a reported salary of
$15,000 per year. Mr. Gurney had
been reported available for a key
government post since the first of
the year. He was defeated in the
state's 1950 primaries by Sen.
Francis Case (R-S. D.). His confirmation came two days after
unanimous approval of the nomination by the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March
12].

Leonine March
FOLLOWING closely a fire
which burned KFMB San
Diego out of its studios
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5], a freak storm
brought lightning which
struck the KFMB transmitter
towers at nearby Grantville,
putting the station off the air
for more than an hour. On
top of that, when employes
arrived at the studios next
morning,
50mile
- an - they
hourdiscovered
winds had
huffed and puffed and blown
in the front entrance. Stepping over the door, they went
on the air as usual.
ANNUAL
REPORT
GE Profits, Sales Soar
GENERAL Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., and its consolidated
affiliates set an all-time record for
net profit in 1950, according to the
company's 59th annual report subdiner. mitted by President Ralph J. CorNet profits recorded for last year
reached $173,424,000—38% more
than the previous peak earnings of
$125,639,000 for 1949— while net
sales ure,
jumped
22% over
1949's figwith a record
$1,960,429,000
compared to $1,613,564,000 for the
previous year, Mr. Cordiner reThe report, transmitted to stockported. holders March 8, did not break
down the figures for individual
General Electric Co. properties
which include WGY WGFM (FM)
and WRGB (TV) Schenectady.
Net earnings for 1950, Mr. Cordiner reported, were equivalent to
8.7 cents per dollar of total revenuemonandstock.
to $6.01
perprofit
share 56%,
of com-or
Of net
$97,060,000, was declared payable
as cash dividends on GE common
stock. Amount was equivalent to
$3.40 a share for 1950 compared to
$2.50 a share declared the previous
year. Provision for taxes last year
was $299,446,000, largest sum ever
recorded for this purpose.
Additionally, expenditures for
plant and equipment totaling $58,237,000 were reported by the company, with $51,214,000 provided for
depreciation. Net book value of
GE's plant and equipment at the
close of 1950 was $276,503,000,
which was less than the amount
spent for those items during the
last four years.

RTMA

Favors Corps Plan

SUPPORT of the plan to establish
a Reserves Specialist Training
urged March 9 by RadioCorps was
on Mfrs. Assn. in letters to
Televisi
Congress. RTMA said the shortage of engineers will be aggravated
unless steps are taken to assure a I
of graduates from
steady flow
colleges.
technical
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Hooper

was

here.*

Wow!
In the Cedar Rapids area, WMT has 2
listeners for every 1 shared hy all other
stations combined . . . the biggest share
of audience in our history.
Among the nation's 64 Hooperated cities,
the Sets-in-Use comparison shows
Cedar Rapids tied for first in the afternoon,
second in the morning and evening. (Actual
%s: a.m. 26.4; p.m. 24.5; eves, 34.5.)
Among the 60 Hooperated CBS stations,
WMT's share of audience is first, morning
(80.4), afternoon (69.1), and evening (72.2).
This clearly establishes WMT as the highest
Hooperated CBS station in the nation.
There's a catch in this. Hooperatings are
for metropolitan areas. WMTland is 19,100
sq. miles big (2.5 mv line area). Cedar
Rapids is just a small part of our audience.
For a small part of your budget ($27 per
1-minute Class A commercial, 52-time rate)
you can reach rich WMTland. The
Katz Agency will be glad to tell you more
* Oct. -Nov., 1950 rating period

CEDAR RAPIDS
600 KC
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
BASIC COLUMBIA

NETWORK

DEADLINE

MARCH

31

... is the concluding, final, ultimate,
last chance for the 1951 YEARBOOK to
be included with a subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. After
March 31, the few remaining copies will
be sold at $5.00 each. Before it's too
late, subscribe now — and get the . . .
1951
BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK

BONUS
MAIL COUPON

TODAY!

Broadcasting • Telecasting
879 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Please enter my BROADCASTING • TELECASTING subscription immediately and
be sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
as part of this order.
□ $7 enclosed

□ please bill
NAME
TITLE
STREET

COMPANY
CITY
YEARBOOK
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"OPERATION CHARLIE," NBC's welcoming party for Charles C. Bevis, new
general manager, KOA Denver, drew more than 500 civic and radio leaders
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5]. In a relaxed mood are (I to r) John
West, vice president in charge of NBC's Western Division; Mr. Bevis, James
N. Gaines, NBC vice president in charge of owned-and-operated stations, and
Lloyd E. Yoder, former KOA chief now manager of KNBC San Francisco.
Over 18,000 Members
Set to Attend

IRE CONVENES
MORE THAN 18,000 members of the Institute of Radio Engineers are
expected in New York this week to attend the technical meetings, at
which 210 papers will be presented, and to view the latest models of
electronic equipment on display at Grand Central Palace as part of the
IRE's 40th annual convention. *
Meetings, beginning at 10 this
tralized multiple TV transmitting
antenna installations in other cities.
morning (Monday) and continuing
through Thursday afternoon, will
Aside from the technical sessions
be held at the Palace, the Waldorfand exhibits, IRE's 1951 convenAstoria and the Belmont-Plaza.
tion program includes the annual
Tuesday might well be labeled
business meeting on Monday morn"Broadcast Engineers' Day," with
ing, the IRE cocktail party that
a morning session on "Broadcast
afternoon, the president's luncheon
Tuesday noon and the banquet
Transmission Systems," an afternoon panel discussion of the mulWednesday evening, with RTMA
tiple antenna atop the Empire
Board chairman Robert C. Sprague
State Bldg., from which six TV
as principle banquet speaker.
stations soon will be telecasting
The IRE Medal of Honor for
simultaneously, and an evening
1951 will be awarded at the banpanel on color television. Speakers
quet session to V. K. Zworykin of
and papers scheduled at these
RCA for outstanding contributions
meetings were listed in the March
to national security and to televi12 issue of Broadcasting • Telsion. The Morris Liebmann Memoecasting.
rial Prize will go to R. B. Dome
TV Sessions
of General Electric Co. for his work
in TV and FM broadcasting. A. B.
Convention agenda also includes
Macnee of the U. of Michigan will
three TV meetings comprising 15
receive the Browder J. Thompson
papers and including a demonstraMemorial Award; Marcel J. E.
tion of the new "ultra-portable"
TV pickup equipment developed by Golay of the Signal Corps the
Harry Diamond Memorial Award,
RCA. Atomic piles, radar, guidedand W. W. Harman of the U. of
missile controls, gun-aiming computers and similar military de- Florida the Editor's Award.
velopments will be discussed as
IRE Fellowships will be presented to 41 IRE members:
fully as is compatible with national
security. Other papers will deal
Robert Adler, Zenith Radio Corp.;
with new circuits and component
J. G. Brainerd, U. of Pennsylvania;
C. G. Brennecke, North Carolina State
parts permitting continued manuCollege; R. D. Campbell, AT&T; R.
facture of radio and TV receivers
W. Deardorff, Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.;
and other civilian electronic prodJohn H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville;
ucts, while conserving critical maHarold F. Elliott, consulting engiterials.
neer; Clifford G. Fick, General ElecThree floors of Grand Central
tric Co.; E. L. Ginzton, Stanford U.;
Palace will house 276 exhibits with
William M. Goodall, Bell Telephone
a combined value in excess of $7 Labs; John T. Henderson, National
Research Council, Ottawa, Can.; C.
million, presented by equipment
J. Hirsch, Hazeltine Electronic Corp.;
manufacturers, research laboraWilliam E. Jackson, Civil Aeronautics
tories and the government. In- Administration;
J. B. Johnson, Bell
cluded will be elaborate exhibits
Telephone Labs; A. G. Kandoian,
of the military uses of electronics
Federal Telecommunications Labs; C.
put on by the Army Signal Corps,
E. Kilgour, Crosley Div., Avco; T. J.
Navy and Air Force. Certain to be Killian, Office of Naval Research; J.
a focus of attention is a 14-foot
B. Knox, RCA Victor Div.; V. D. Lanscale model of the Empire State
don, RCA Labs; George Lewis, St.
Michaels, Md.; Harry R. Lubcke, Don
"TV totem pole" antenna, which
Lee Broadcasting System; David C.
may set a pattern for similar cen-

Women's Forum
INNOVATION of the 1951
IRE convention will be the
women's forum, to be held at
10 a.m. Thursday at the Waldorf-Astoria, for wives and
other feminine guests of the
convening engineers. Nadine
Miller, director of press and
public relations for C. E.
Hooper Inc.; Beatrice A.
Hicks, president of the Society of Women Engineers,
and Mildred McAfee Horton,
former head of the WAVES
and ex-president of Wellsley
who
is currently
NBC's first
woman
board member,
will
address this meeting. On
Monday the IRE's women
guests will be given an afternoon party at the Waldorf
and on Wednesday a tour of
the Waldorf, a luncheon and
fashion show and choice of
matinees.
G. Luck, RCA Labs; John F. Morri
son, Bell Telephone Labs; G. A. Mor
ton, RCA Labs; G. W. Olive, Canadia
Broadcasting Corp.; O. W. Pike (de
ceased), General Electric Co.; L. I
Reukema, U. of California; H. W. G
Salinger, Farnsworth Research Corp.
Otto H. Schade, RCA Victor Div.
Dominic F. Schmit, RCA Victor Div.
W. E. Shoupp, Westinghouse Electri
Corp.; P. F. Siling, RCA Frequenc
Bureau; H. R. Skifter, Airborne In
struments Labs; B. R. Teare, Cai
negie Institute of Technology; Goi
don N. Thayer, Bell Telephone Labs
Henry P. Thomas, General Electri
Co.; William C. Tinus, Bell Telephon
Labs; Ernst Weber, Polytechnic Ii
stitute; R. H. Williamson, Gener;
Electric Co.; W. T. Wintringham, Be
Telephone Labs; G. A. Woonton, M<
Gill UREGIONAL MEET
IRE to Convene in Bosto
FIFTH annual Radio Engineerin
Meeting of the North Atlantic Rf
gion, Institute of Radio Engineer;
will be held April 21, at the Cople
Plaza Hotel in Boston.
Among scheduled speakers ar
Donald B. Sinclair, chief engineei
General Radio Co., Cambridgi
Mass.; Robert B. Dome, Gener*
Electric Co., Syracuse; Howar.
Schultz,
physics
department,Brool
Yal'
U.
; William
Higgenbotham,
haven National Lab, Upton, Lon
Island, N. Y.; William A. Meissne:
New England Deaconess Hospita
Boston, and John W. M. Bunkei
Massachusetts Institute of Tec!
nology, Cambridge.
Chester

W.

Rice

CHESTER W. RICE, 65, form?
research engineer for the Gener;
Electric Co. and noted invento
died in Boston March 9. A son c
the late E. W. Rice, former pres
dent of that company, he was 1ft
ing in retirement. Mr. Rice we
credited with developing a soni
locator for ships and planes alon
the radar principle, and worked o
radio, submarine detectors an
radar, in which fields he held ni
merous patents.
BROADCASTING
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WSAZ Huntington played host to the one-day meeting of the WVBA.
An informal get-together included these host and visiti?ig radiomen
(I to r) : Mr. Rosene, Mr. Beacom, Mr. Smith and Walker Long, secretarytreasurer* of• WSAZ-TV.
*

Cussed Wires
CROSSED wires attracted
the attention of national
news services fortnight ago
when it was reported that
KMYR Denver gave its listeners an unexpected description of telephone wiring,
explained in rather harsh
language. According to the
report, a KMYR program
was interrupted by a strange
voice: "X?xx! These xxxxx
wires always give me fits . . ."
While studio executives listened in horror, a second mystery voice joined the uncensored conversation. Two
telephone workmen repairing
wiring had tapped into the
station's transmission lines
and their small phones acted
as microphones, broadcasting
their conversation.

WOMEN'S
SESSION
New Group Meets April 6-8
FIRST convention of the new
American Women in Radio & Television, outgrowth of the former
NAB Assn. of Women Broadcasters, will be held April 6-8 at the
Hotel Astor, New York, according
to Agnes Law, chairman of the
AWRT Steering Committee.
All women employed in radio and
television and related fields are eli- i
gible to attend. Copy of the constitution and by-laws will be mailed
shortly. AWRT chapters are being
formed all over the nation.
Registration for the three days
will cost $10.
Proceedings open Friday morning, April 6, with a visit to the new
United Nations building and U. S.
delegation headquarters. After a
reception and buffet supper, an
evening meeting will be held, covering broadcasts by women in other
countries.
A breakfast meeting will be held
Saturday, followed by a business
meeting and adoption of the constitution and by-laws. Luncheon
will precede a fashion show. Other
Saturday events include a reception, buffet supper and an evening
meeting to be addressed by speakers from radio, TV and government.

1A/1/P A MCCT
Medical Reporting Code Set;
If VDn
IVlLL I
New Officers Elected
MANPOWER problems and adoption of a "code of ethics" governing
radio-press medical relations, as well as election of new officers, highlighted a meeting of the West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. at the
Frederic Hotel in Huntington, W. Va., March 10.
Officers elected for the new term *
ceeds George Clinton, WPAR
were Joe L. Smith Jr., WJLS-AMParkersburg.
FM Beckley and WKNA-AM-FM
The association voted to set up
Charleston (The Personality Staa personnel pool for West Virginia
tions),
president;
J.
Patrick
BeaOutgoing president of the WVBA,
com, WWW and WJPB (FM)
broadcasters, with Miss Shein deleMr. Clinton (I), discusses associagated to maintain a file of appliFairmont, vice president; and Miss
cants. WVBA also is on record
tion matters with two re-elected
Alice Shein, WBTH Williamson,
Sunday's agenda includes breakdirectors (I to r) Mr. Rine and secretary-treasurer. Nine directors
favoring the relaxation of engifast, business meeting and election
Mr. Gray.
also were named. Mr. Smith sueneering standards to permit thirdclass operators to be used as during of officers, with adjournment at
the last emergency. Group also 1 p.m.
Hosts for various functions will
agreed to transmit a letter congratulating Leonard Kapner,
include the greeting card industry,
WCAE Pittsburgh, on his election
Grocery Mfrs. Assn., Servel, Betas District 3 director of NAB.
ter Shoe Guild, New York Dress
New Directors
Institute, Millinery Stabilization
Directors named during the oneCommittee, food and beverage inday session were: Jack Reynolds,
dustries, and others.
WKWK
Wheeling,
Dist.
1;
Glacus
LATEST SURVEY* SHOWS WVAM
Merrill, WHAR Clarksburg, Dist.
WITH GREATEST PERCENTAGE
2; Bert Sonis, WTIP Charleston,
°
Dist. 3; Mel Barnett, WLOH
t
GAIN OF ANY ALTOONA STATION.
t
Princeton, Dist. 4; Emile Hodel, Walter S. Chambers
A
WCFC
Beckley, FM stations;
WALTER SCOTT CHAMBERS,
BECAUSE:
Marshall Rosene, WSAZ-AM-TV
80,
president of WCTW (FM) New
Huntington, TV stations; Bill Rine,
As Altoona's only full-time 1000 watt staCastle, Ind., and publisher of The
WWVA Wheeling, large stations;
tion, WVAM reaches more central PennsylNew Castle Courier -Times, died
George Gray, WKNA Charleston,
vania families.
medium stations; Flem Evans,
last Tuesday after a two-year illWPLH Huntington, small stations.
ness. Active in Indiana DemoBECAUSE:
Text of the "Doctor-Press-Radio
cratic politics, Mr. Chambers served
Code of Ethics," adopted earlier
24 years as a state senator after
this year by the West Va. Medical
Top rated CBS shows, plus strong local proAssn. and Medical - Press - Radio
gramming, mean more listeners.
being elected in 1914. He is sur- «
Conference, is as follows:
vived by his widow; two sons, Scott
(1) Designated spokesmen for state
WHY NOT LET WVAM SELL CENTRAL
and county medical societies to be B. Chambers, WCTW general manavailable to representatives of the
PENNSYLVANIA FOR YOU?
ager, and Walter S. Chambers Jr.;
press and radio to give information
three daughters, and a sister, all
*Co7ilan Report, Jan. 14-20, 1951
promptly on health and medical sub- of New Castle.
(2) In matters of private practice,
the
jects.wishes of the attending physician
or surgeon will be respected regarding
late the confidence, privacy or legal
the use of his name or a quotation.
rights of the patient.
(3) Members of the staff of each
(4) Representatives of the press anc
hospital will, in the absence of — or at
WARD*
WVAM
radio recognize that the first obligatior
the request of — attending physician,
designate official spokesmen who shall of the physician and hospital is to safe
ALTOONA
JOHNSTOWN
be competent to give authoritative in- guard the life and health of the patienl
formation to the press and radio about
and they will refrain from any actiorjj
emergency or unusual cases at any
or
demands that might jeopardize th< |
time, but will not jeopardize the hosRepresented by W e e d and Company
pital-doctor-patient relationship or vio- patient's life or health.
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WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed"& Co.
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Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres.— Gen. Mgr., Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr.— Sales Mgr.
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Over

400

markets

sold

in just 90

days!

Bought by RADIO STATIONS!
such as WDSU New Orleans; WOW Omaha; WGST Atlanta; WMPS
Memphis; WNOX Knoxville; WSGN Birmingham; KLZ Denver; KEX
Portland — and
who easier
know that
renewals
sales.Bold Venture means higher ratings, more

Bought ^REGIONAL ADVERTISERS!
such as Rhodes Furniture Co.; Log Cabin Bread; Southern Dairies; Donovan Coffee
Co.; Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co.; Seaboard Beverage Co.; Fleetwood Coffee
Co. — who assure themselves of quality, audience and increased sales.

Bought by AD AGENCIES!
such as Maxon, Inc. for Pfeiffer's Brewing Co.; Campbell-Mithun
for
Beer;Storz
Harold
KirschCo.Agency
Oil Co.;
and Hamm's
Jacobs for
Brewing
— who forknowBorder!
that this
great Bozell
show
delivers you mat merchandising opportunities.

Bought tylOCAl ADVERTISERS!
leaders in their field such as Heineman's Dept. Store, Jonesboro; Jordan and
Booth's Men's Siore, Shreveport; White Way Cleaners, Minneapolis; Standard
Mattress Co., Hartford — who get a big name, network calibre show at a fraction
of its original cost.

CINCI»I

!** MA 01
son

1 ATI
6

editorial

*Jf

No Better Buy
AS THIS publication predicted a week ago,
the ANA's new report on radio time values
(reported elsewhere in this issue) avoided the
one issue upon which there can be no debate — that despite the inroads of television, radio
still gives an advertiser more for his money
than any other national medium.
There cannot be any quarrel with the ANA's
basic conclusion that radio is losing audience
to television. There can, however, be a very
proper disagreement with the thesis that rates
ought to diminish in direct proportion to the
decrease in listeners.
Radio rates, like those of other media, must
be related to the rates of all media. That being
so, there is no reason whatever for a reduction
in national network charges at this time.
In this publication last week was a CBS
report showing that radio today reaches 591
people per dollar, magazines reach 365 for a
dollar, and newspapers only 249. The margin
of radio's advantage in such a comparison a
year ago, two years ago, was even greater.
The margin still justifies present rates.
The loss of audience to television in the past
two years has, in effect, meant an increase in
the cost of radio advertising, since network
rates have remained unchanged in that time
(and for many years before). There would be
reason for advertiser alarm at that development were it not for the fact that in the same
interval the costs of other media have soared —
the result of rate increases which in many
cases were not based on proportionate growth
of circulation.
We wonder if any advertiser can point to
any service or commodity he uses in his business that has not increased in cost?
The fact is that the price of radio has been
remarkably stable, in relation to other avenues
of advertising, in a period characterized by
rampant inflation throughout the economy.
Radio, gentlemen of the ANA, costs more
than it used to, but it demonstrably is still
your best buy.
Ice Moving Out?
IN THE STIR created by the disclosure that
FCC is poised for the momentous step toward
lifting its 29-month-old television licensing
freeze, a word of caution is desirable.
First, the Commission at the moment appears to be more unpoised than poised. A new
channel allocation plan which was described
as virtually a fait accompli 10 days ago has
now come unstuck. Last week it was reported
to be undergoing bureaucratic surgery, or
face-lifting, and the prognosis was uncertain.
But that is a temporary condition.
Whether this week or later, a new allocations table will be forthcoming. The important
thing to remember is that, unless the Commission renounces all the procedural policies it
has held dear since September 1948, then we
are still months away from the grant for the
nation's 108th television station.
For allocations proposals take hearings, and
before hearings the licensees, applicants, and
would-be applicants will be given a chance to
oppose the proposed plan, or parts of it, and
they will also have an opportunity to answer
the oppositions thus filed. After hearings, FCC
must weigh all the conflicting proposals it has
heard, and come up with a final plan. Then
the Commission has said it will hold the door
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open for 60 days for new applications before
cranking up its licensing machinery.
There's a good chance that when the new
applications have been toted up, the Commission and the applicants will find that in most
major markets, and many others, the number
of applicants exceeds the number of channels
available — or at least the number of VHF
channels — with the result that competitive
hearings will be necessary. And there go so
many more months between now and the actual
issuance of TV grants.
There are reports that FCC plans to thaw
out the UHF at once, while keeping VHF on
ice. Such a move of course would be at odds
with the principle of the freeze itself — that is,
to retain flexibility in order to work out the
best possible overall allocation.
Concurrent reports say FCC plans to open
up some 70 UHF channels — meaning all of the
UHF TV band— instead of the 42 it originally
proposed. Thus it might be able to argue that
it has enough channels to guarantee, in the
UHF, the flexibility which has been its byword in denying pleas for an early VHF thaw.
From last week's frenzy, we would judge
that final answers to these and corollary questions have not yet been reached.
At this point, patience would seem to be the
guideword for all of those within the regulation of the Commission. Patience and, of
course, fortitude.
Fiddle-dee-$$$
THE FACT that James C. Petrillo last week
vetoed strike votes against radio and television
networks by two rebellious locals and settled
with the networks for less than the locals had
demanded should not be taken as an indication
that the czar of music has suddenly softened,
either in the head or the heart.
A close look at the terms of the settlement
shows that Mr. Petrillo is as realistic as ever.
He is a man who wants the moon, but is patient
enough to take it a piece at a time.
For one thing, the agreement introduces
into the broadcasting business the principle
of paying tribute to people who don't work.
The networks agreed to pay into the AFM
music performance trust fund 5% of the gross
program sales revenue of all motion picture
films made for television.
In relation to the total volume of business
done by the networks, the 5% royalty on films
will not amount to much. The unsettling thing
about it is that it establishes a precedent in
the broadcasting industry. It would be woolly
thinking indeed to hope that Mr. Petrillo will
not treat it as such in future negotiations.
Doubtlessly the networks feared that the
alternative to acceptance of the royalty principle— which was established throughout the
phonograph record industry several years ago
after a 20-month musicians' boycott — was a
strike. No matter what the alternative, resistance to the proposal now would have been less
costly than acquiescence.
The networks also agreed to a 15% wage
scale increase that will elevate staff musicians'
salaries into such an executive level that fiddlers will probably start coming to work in
white-piped vests and cutaways. For a 25-hour
week a staff musician will be paid $220.17.
That will amount to $11,448.84 per year, unless, of course, he works overtime in which
case he will make more money.
Television scales, which used to be 95% of
radio scales, were established at parity, meaning that TV musicians got a 20% pay raise.
It is not easy to imagine the total dimensions of the moon that Mr. Petrillo yearns for,
but whatever they are, the piece of it he got
last week ought to hold even him for a while.

- our respects to:

ERNEST

LEE JAHNCKE

JR.

ed
addresswas
a letter
LONGLuck,agoABC,
SOshing
NOT
"Astoni
New York,"
delivered to Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., th<
network's vice president in charge of radio
He received it with the equanimity of a man tc
whom it has happened before.
After the amphibious landing on Souther:
France during the last war, Commdr. Jahnck(
was aboard a ship on which a British office]
proposed the toast: "Astonishing Luck!" H<
was referring to the ship's having survivec
another invasion, and the phrase struck the
commander standing nearby as particularly
felicitous. It became his "tag-line."
Signing an occasional letter today, in whicl
the phrase has replaced "sincerely yours," Mr
Jahncke remarks that "it can work either way.'
But if luck is a factor, it would appear t<
have worked only one way for him. A net
work vice president at 37, only 12 years (wit!
4% out for wartime Navy duty) after enter
ing the field, his career is, to say the least
hardly "average." While presiding ove
ABC's 296 radio affiliates, Mr. Jahncke super
vised extension of the television network fron
coast to coast.
How he came to such a pass in radio am
television is not particularly explained by hi
background. Born Aug. 8, 1912, in New Or
leans, where he attended public schools amgraduated in 1928 from New Orleans Academy
he appeared destined by family background
for public life. Through his mother he wa
directly related to Secretary of War Stan
ton in the Lincoln Cabinet. His fathei
successful as a ship builder and in the build
ing supply business, and one of New Or
leans' "vanishing" Republicans who wouldm
"vanish," served as Assistant Secretary o
Navy in the Hoover administration. Youm
Jahncke obtained a broad view of life prac
tically before anything else — something of I
record in New Orleans, which emphasizes th
amenities.
At 15, facing an ordeal for which most ap
plicants find special preparation to be a wis
precaution, he entered Severn School near Arj
napolis to prepare for Naval Academy entranc
examinations. But not until he "almost" h?
attended Tulane U. in New Orleans, as did th
rest of his family; and had been made a mem
ber of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the social fra
ternity whose Tulane chapter his father ha
helped found.
Admitted subsequently to the Navt
Academy, where he became the fifth younges
plebe, Midshipman Jahncke enjoyed his firs
(Continued on page 75)
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where

there's

smoke

. .

. . . you find people using the products of
the Carolinas' mammoth tobacco industry.
Prosperous tobacco farmers and tobacco
workers are among

the 3,000,000

ians whose loyalty to WBT

Carolin-

makes

biggest single advertising medium
two states.

it the
in the
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March 5]. DOUGLAS FLEMING, program and merchandising manager
KABC same city, replaces Mr. Collie. PAUL ADAMS, advertising department San Antonio Light, appointed to TV sales service staff.
J. I. MEYERSON
front office

AARON

RUBIN has been elected assistant treasurer ABC it was announced last week by C. NICHOLAS PRIAULX, vice president and
L treasurer. Mr. Rubin has been assistant to the treasurer and has
been with ABC since its formation.

BOB McCLARY, sales department KCOL Ft. Collins, Col., appointed
sales manager succeeding DAVE SCHLOTHAUER, appointed national executive director of AMVETS. BILL
HANSEN, continuity chief, appointed to sales staff.
PEGGY HUNT replaces Mr. Hansen.
JOHN CARLILE appointed to sales service staff WFEC
Miami. He was with CBS.
RON SMITH, salesman WERE
Cleveland in same capacity.

Cleveland, to WTAM

GEORGE
HANSEN,
classified sales staff Omaha
World-Herald, to sales staff KMTV (TV) Omaha.

Mr. McClary
RAY JOHNSON,
sistant manager.

chief engineer KMED

Medford, Ore., appointed as-

SEARS & AYER Inc., Chicago, appointed national sales representative
for KWHN Fort Smith, Ark.
BOB GEARSON, time salesman WSB-AM-TV
duty with Air Force.

Atlanta, called to active

EUGENCE C. LITT, timebuyer Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y., appointed
sales executive Independent Metropolitan Sales, N. Y. Independent
Metropolitan Sales has moved to new offices at 60 E. 42nd St.
GEORGE C. COLLIE, AM-TV merchandising manager WOAI San Antonio, appointed to radio sales staff, succeeding J. MILLARD BISHOP,
recalled to active duty with Air Force [Broadcasting • Telecasting,

Put

Yourself

FRED MOSIMAN, salesman WLBH
sales staff WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111.

Mr. Meyerson

Reach

*

l,o0o

omes
WINS spots move mountains of everything — from collar
buttons to "Constellations" — fast! Let us give you examples!
WINS spots have a high Pulse but a low rate per
thousand homes. Let us show you!
WINS spots, in other words, sell more, cost less.
Get the straight facts on a WINS spot buy.
Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
•Source: Pulse oi N. Y.— Dec, 1950
Buy WINS..
it Sells!

.

WINS
50KW
New York
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DANIEL E. SCHMIDT III, Atlanta and New York offices George P. Hollingbery Co., to sales department
WOR New York, as account executive.

HELEN MOBBERLEY, assistant to general manager WWDC
ton, to sales staff WTTG (TV) same city.
ANN RUTLEDGE, copywriting department WTVJ
to sales department.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
I
CORPORATION

Washing-

(TV) Miami, moves

WALKER. Co., N. Y., named exclusive national representative, effective immediately, for WDOK Cleveland.
fteUonaU

• • •

GEORGE WALLACE, advertising and promotion manager NBC, will
speak March 29 on "Selling Network Radio in 1951," at sales promotion
and merchandising luncheon session of American Marketing Assn., New
York Chapter, Hotel Shelton. . . . GORDON McLENDON, president
LBS, made honorary citizen Dennison, Tex., in honor of his work in sports
announcing. . . . JACK WILEY, sales staff WCAU Philadelphia, and
MILLIE ANDERSON, WCAU secretary, to be married.
NED CONNOR, general manager KRKD Los Angeles, in St. Luke's
Hospital, Pasadena, recuperating from leg operation. . . . ROBERT LEE
manager, and LEIGH STUBBS, program director CHUM Toronto, married March 9
BOB RUDOLPH, salesman, and PEGGY TAYLOR, KEX
Portland, Ore., married. . . . ROBERT LEE, manager, and LEIGH
STUBBS, program director CHUM Toronto, married.

on

spot!

Mattoon, 111., to

MORRIS MILLER has become associated with law firm
of Lucas & Thomas, Washington. He will work under the supervision
of Scott Lucas, former Senator from Illinois.

not
apply. in the same area) should
ownership
NEW

a

appointed general manager KOME Tulsa, Okla. He
was assistant to publisher of Muskogee Phoenix & Times
Democrat, and KB IX Muskogee, Okla. He replaces
DICK CAMPBELL who has been invited to remain
with station in executive capacity.

AM OUTLETS
Examiner Recommends

NEW AM stations for Columbus
and Wellston, Ohio, are recommended in an initial decision by
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith, announced by FCC.
Sky Way Broadcasting Corp.
would receive 1 kw daytime on 1580
kc at Columbus for the city's first
new AM station since 1922 while
Stephen H. Kovalan would be
granted 250 w daytime on 1570 kc
at Wellston, a city of 5,537 persons
without a daytime primary service. Mr. Kovalan is foreman in
Hazel-Atlas Glass Co., Clarksburg,
W. Va. Sky Way is permittee of
WVKO (FM) Columbus.
Neither station would cause objectionable interference to any
other existing or proposed outlet,
the decision found.
As to overlap of the 0.5 and 2.0
mv/m contours of the Columbus
outlet and the 0.5 mv/m contour of
the WONE Dayton, Ohio, under
partial common ownership, the examiner ruled the area involved is
served with primary signals by 9
to 17 other stations and Sec. 3.35
of FCC's rules (forbidding dual

The initial decision found thai
this overlap area involved 1,109 sq
mi. with a population of 60,099, oi
34.5% of the area and 12.1% oJ
the population to be served by th<
Columbus station. The examine]
also found the proposed Columbia
station would not fully meet FCC'i
engineering standards as to mini
mum signal required in the indus
trial and business areas, but helc
this should not preclude a grant
The four stockholders (38%) o:
Sky Way who also hold interes
(63.5%) in WONE are: Gusta^
Hirsch, Sky Way president; Ronah
B. Woodyard, WONE president
Loren M. Berry, WONE vice pres
ident, and J. Frank Gallaher
WONE secretary-treasurer.
BAB

Distributes Replies

BROADCAST Advertising Burea
has distributed over 7,000 copies o
its reply to the Pittsburgh stor:
of American Newspaper Publisher
Assn. BAB investigated the Pitts
burgh situation after A N P i\
claimed business had fallen aparj
in the city during the October news

paper strike.
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We are in a slate of Emergency.
We musl build our military strength — and,
at the same time, we musl keep our economy

strong

for the long pull. Inflation bleeds both!

One

wag

to

hit

at

the

heart

of

Inflation

more
Right now, our nation faces a tremendous production job.
We have been producing at nearcapacity to meet our civilian demands.
Now we must also produce guns, tanks,
planes and other war materials to build
our military strength.
How

do we do it?

production
tion, by making supply catch up with
demand, we not only make America
stronger, we also do much to help to
check Inflation.
5 more things that musl
be done to check Inflationeven with price controls

We must shift part of our production
from peacetime to war goods. This means
fewer civilian goods to buy until we can
increase our production of both defense
and civilian goods.

1. Support increases in taxes: To put
our Government on a "pay-as-you-go"
basis.

Increased production calls for improved management and labor skills,
more factories, expanded plants, and new
machinery.

3. Increase personal savings: To provide investment money for greater
production and to lessen the demand
for goods.
4. Buy only for real needs: Overbuying only increases shortages, and adds
to the inflationary pressures.

If Government, management and
labor pull together — if every one
of us works harder, accepts the fact
that living is going to be tougher —
we can do the job!
What's more, by increasing produc-

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

2. Maintain credit curbs: To reduce
the competition for civilian goods.

5. Cut non-military expenditures: To
provide money for vital military needs
and to hold down tax increases and
borrowing.

These things won't be easy for any of us
to do. We must also forego increased
wages and profits unless they are the result of increased production. But everybody will agree it's worth sacrificing to
prevent the Sixth Column Enemy— INFLATION—from bleeding our economy.

This message is one of a series on Inflation brought to you by the life insurance
companies and their agents, who believe
that keeping America strong is the job
of each and every one of us.
You can help check Inflation by doing
your part and by letting your representatives in Government know that you
support every action they take to stop
Inflation— The Sixth Column Enemy.
Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
★

★

★

★
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Radio Advisory Group
Is Formed
DRIVE
THE GOVERNMENT last week called on the commercial radio industry
— and at least one prominent executive from the advertising agency field
— to help sell America's "truth campaign" overseas.
At the same time a House Appropriations emergency subcommittee set
tentative hearings this week on
cation, Northwestern U., Evanston,
111.
President Truman's $97.5 million
request for additional broadcast
Judge Miller, the logical choice
facilities and the "final links in a
ring" of transmitters earmarked to to head up the radio group in lieu
of his membership on the overall
penetrate the Iron Curtain and
other countries through the Voice
Advisory Commission on Information, has already begun a tour of
of America [Broadcasting • Teleduty for the State Dept., calling
casting, March 12].
As part of its recent drive to for inspection of Voice facilities
and service in Mexico and Latin
utilize the services of private in- America. He is expected to return
dustry, the State Dept. last Tues24.
day announced the formation of a March
The radio committee is slated to
Radio Advisory Committee of the
U. S. Advisory Commission on In- meet periodically with department
formation. The committtee is officials, reviewing policy and technique and possible methods of
headed by NAB President Justin
strengthening them. The unit also
Miller and comprising 12 other
will take an active part in familexecutives from network, station
iarizing the American public,
and other groups.
through broadcast facilities, with
Earlier, the department confirmed the appointment of Thurman L. "aims, scope and effectiveness of
the information program." PriBarnard, executive vice president
vate radio's role in aiding the govof Compton Advertising Inc. and
ernment's sprawling effort will be
former 0 WI director, as a consultant on special projects relating to explored in all facets, it was explained, under the general superthe U. S. information program
vision of Edward W. Barrett, As[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
sistant Secretary of State for
March 12].
Public Affairs.
Other members of the radio adProgress Report
visory unit — one of a number of
While the State Dept. moved to
media panels created by the State
imbue the Voice with a magnetic
Dept. — are: William S. Paley,
board chairman, CBS (who also is selling personality, a second Congressional group prepared to hear
chairman of the President's Maa progress report on the efficiency
terials Policy Commission); Theoof the foreign information arm.
dore C. Streibert, board chairman,
MBS; Charles Denny, executive
A joint Congressional public affairs subcommittee, chairmaned by
vice president, NBC; Edward
Noble, board chairman, ABC; WesSen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.)
ley I. Dumm, president, Associated
and Rep. A. S. J. Carnahan (D-Mo.)
Broadcasters Inc. (KSFO San
— key members of the Senate Foreign Relations and House Foreign
Francisco); Jack W. Harris, general manager, KPRC Houston;
Affairs Committees — have called
hearings for today (Monday), with
Henry P. Johnston, general manager, WSGN Birmingham; John F. Secretary Barrett and other officials slated to appear.
Patt, president, WGAR Cleveland;
In other developments:
G. Richard Shafto, general manager, WIS Columbia, S. C; Hugh B.
• Rep. Tom Steed (D-Okla.) urged
his House colleagues to familiarize
Terry, vice president and general
manager, KLZ Denver; Mefford R. themselves more closely with the
"important" work being conducted by
Runyon, executive vice president,
the Voice and quoted testimonials
American Cancer Society; Donley
by David Sarnoff, RCA board chairF. Fedderson, president, University
man, and others to support his views.
Assn. for Professional Radio Edu• Rep. Edwin Arthur Hall (R-N. Y.)

'TRUTH'

JIMMY DURANTE
"Four Star Review/' NBC

Microphone
of

the

STARS

RCA's new ribbon-pressure

... a ribbon-pressure microphone that
is so slim ... so skillfully styled ... so
unobtrusive . . . you must look twice to
see it.
Despite its slim construction, the
starmaker meets the exacting quality
standards of other RCA professional
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is substantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It
is free from wind rumble and air blast
. . . and virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
microphone stand . . . can be used in
place of any RCA microphone. No
extra attachments needed.

introduced a bill, referred to the
House Foreign Affairs group, which
would authorize Voice officials to
prepare
a seriesconsumption.
of "truth" pamphlets
for overseas
• The Voice inaugurated programs
in Portuguese and Swatow (Chinese)
dialects and stepped up transmission
schedules to France, Hungary,
Turkey, Italy and England. Additions
raise the output to 37 hours-55
minutes daily in 29 languages and
dialects.
• An anti-Kremlin underground
refugee group — "Radio Free Russia"
— disclosed it is using a mobile unlicensed station to beam programs to
Soviet troops in Germany. Group
claims it covers themes untouched by
the Voice or BBC because it is not
hampered by diplomatic amenities.
AGENCY
LEAGUE
Formed by New York Group
FIRST meeting of the newly organized League of Advertising
Agencies Inc., New York, representing a score of smaller agencies
which seek to promote greater effectivenes on the local level, was
held last Thursday at the Midston
House in New York.
Topic for discussion was "Advertising Agency Networks." Future
plans
a meeting
on Radio
"How
Small include
Accounts
Can Use
and Television." The league will j
hold frequent meetings under a
charter which extends to the membership scope outside of New York, j
Key officers of the group, formed
within the past fortnight, are
Joseph M. Russakoff, Vanguard
Adv., New York, president, and
Harry Waterston, Waterston &
Fried, first vice president. Other
officers include: Ken Rader, Kenneth Rader Co., second vice president; S. Duane Lyon, of S. Duane i
Lyon Inc., third vice president;
Bjert Brisch, Will Burgess & Co.,
treasurer; Max B. Perlman, M. B.
Perlman Co., executive secretary,;
and
Gloria Sobelman, Stevens Adv.,t
secretary.
High dues and national opera-S
tion of an organization such as the
American
Assn. of Advertising!
Agencies
necessarily eliminates:!
many of the smaller agencies from
membership, Mr. Russakoff pointedi;
out, adding that no attempt isl
being
made togroup.
compete with any
other agency

For delivery information call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or
write: Department PC- 19, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J. (In
Canada write: RCA Victor Limited,
Montreal.)

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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OFFICERS of the newly formed League of Advertising
Agencies Inc. are (I to r): Dr. Herbert Minot, legal
counsel; Bert Frisch, Will Burgess & Co., treasurer;
M. B. Pearlman, The M. B. Pearlman Co., executive secretary; J. M. Russakoff, Vanguard Adv., president; Gloria

F. Sobelman, Stevens Adv. Inc., secretary; Harry Waterston, Waterston & Fried, first vice president; Kenneth
Rader, The Kenneth Rader Co., second vice president,!
Louis Zasloff, legal counsel, and S. Duane Lyon, S.
Duane Lyon Inc., third vice president.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

MARC.

A

Servic^of
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Newsweekly

Little Man: "Tell me, Officer, what do you
*

know about WOR-tv's 'Merry Mailman'
Transmitter Demand
Increases
Page 57

•

on channel 9?"

Officer: "Well, me lad, all I know is that
it's one of New York's fastest-growing
kid shows. I know that in a little

ndustry Music Group
>ints Special Counsel
Page 57

over 4 months, its rating
jumped from 1.4 to 3.9*
and during the past
4 weeks it pulled

Telefile: WLAV-TV

about 12,000 pieces of mail

Page 58

Little Man: "I guess that's big stuff on tv?"
Latest Set Count

I

By Markets
Page 64

Officer: "Big stuff's no name for it, man. It's just a sample of the power
of WOR-tv, in New York. It's the best local, early-evening,
kid show buy on TV today."

1
WOR-tv,
channel
'Tele pulse

n

1

9

VARIETY
1 Date in Manhattan
11 AM-12 Noon, Mon.-Fri.
WNBT, New York
2 Norman Ross Varieties
11:30-12 Noon, Mon.-Fri.
WNBQ, Chicago
3 Whirligig
2:30-3:00 PM, Mon.-Fri.
WPTZ, Philadelphia
4 Notes and Keynotes
12:30-1:00 PM, Mon.-Fri.
KNBH, Hollywood

television's
economy

packages

Television too expensive

5 Easy Aires
1:15-1:30 PM, Mon.-Fri.
WNBK, Cleveland

?

6 Herson in Person
2:00-3:00 PM, Mon.-Fri.
WNBW, Washington

Let's see. Suppose your budget
is under $1000 per week. Suppose you want
to reach people in eight of the largest
television markets . . . like New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles.
Impossible ? Not at all.

7 Tucker Talk
2:00-2:25 PM, Mon.-Fri.
WBZ-TV, Boston
8 Rollin' with Stone
1:45-2:45 PM, Mon.-Fri.
WRGB, Albany-Troy
Schenectady-

For $817.50 per week you can participate
in all — that's right, all — of the eight
top-ranking TV programs pictured above.
The potential circulation for your
advertising message is over 6,000,000
TV sets. Economy ? Definitely.
Your NBC Spot Salesman has all the details
on television's leading daytime spot
buys in the nation's major markets.
Interested ?

en dial NBC

Spot

Sales:

Circle 7-8300 in New York
Superior 7-S300 in Chicago

O) 5

\
Cherry 1-0942 in Cleveland
Hollywood 9-6161 in Hollywood
Greystone 4-8700 in San Francisco

Page 56
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Vashington 4, D. C.

MARCH

TRANSMITTER
WHEN FCC opens its doors once
more to the processing of television
applications — perhaps within a
week, according to latest indications— the manufacturing industry
will be ready to start producing
the transmitters and receivers
needed to carry TV to its potential heights.
A quick pickup in transmitter
orders occurred last week following disclosure in Broadcasting •
Telecasting that the FCC was
poised to issued a proposed new
VHF-UHF station allocation. TV
granting has been frozen since
September 1948.
Manufacturers Interested
At least 10 manufacturers are
interested in getting transmitter
orders. Plant activity is at a low
point, aside from developmental
work. Two or three companies are
understood to have built up small
floor stocks against the end of the
freeze.
One factory has just disposed of
its stock to those with contingent
TV transmitter orders, selling the
gear on the basis of priority of
contract signing. It had more bona
fide orders than transmitters.
Earlier the company had sold a
few transmitters to TV applicants
who had decided to take a chance
on getting a VHF grant.
Allen B. DuMont Labs announced
VHF

CHANNELS
Canada Considers Plan
ALLOCATION of four VHF channels above the present Channel 13
for stations along the United
States border is being considered
by the Canadian Dept. of Transport.
The plan was recommended by
the Canadian Radio Technical
Planning Board. It is based on provision of similar facilities in the
United States by the FCC.
Suggested channels would start
at 216 mc, top of the present U. S.
VHF band, with each channel 6 mc
wide. Military services have reserved this piece of the spectrum
and the Canadian board said its
recommendation hinges on relinquishing of the four-channel segment.
Addition of four channels in the
international border area would
open room for a number of VHF
stations in the Channel 2-13 portion of the band.
Telecasting

19, 1951
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Makers

DEMAND

last week that WMBD Peoria, 111.,
had contracted for a complete DuMont installation, including 5 kw
"Oak" transmitter and five-bay
antenna.
As to UHF transmitters, manufacturers are not quite in agreement. One leading experimenter
reportedly could turn out models
of its present field test transmitter,
if 10 or 12 were ordered, but these
would not be of commercial design.
Estimates of cost of a 1 kw UHF
TV transmitter range from $150,000 upward. Some factory officials
contend they can easily build UHF
transmitters, based on new types
of tubes which four companies are
said to have developed. They contend there is no problem developing
adequate power.
In all discussions of transmitter
production the factory specialists
add a qualification based on availability of materials. One pei-son familiar with production figured
manufacturers could build 100 TV

Ready

for Freeze

Lift

UP
transmitters this year without difficulty, assuming materials are
available and plants are not
swamped by government orders.
A possible holdup in transmitter production, should orders be
placed, could center around the undecided color TV situation. A
source close to manufacturers indicated no plant is now building
transmitter equipment for CBS
color. If the Supreme Court decides for the CBS system, it was
said, present transmitter equipment cannot be used. This source
claimed the lack of compatability
is as serious in transmitters as it
is in the case of TV receivers, requiring all existing equipment to
be converted.
Receivers No Problem
Receiving sets to pick up stations in the UHF band can be
built quickly, it was indicated. Major manufacturers want to know
what incentive there would be if

they went into the UHF problem
seriously. They want to see an
imminent market for UHF receivers before tooling up, publicizing
and promoting such sets.
Some plants, it was indicated,
would quickly market receivers
with UHF converter attachments,
to be followed by sets specially designed for the new video band and
sets picking up both UHF and
VHF. The point is raised that some
converter-equipped receivers would
set up interference in the neighborhood.
An anonymous press release was
issued last week in which it was
stated that the TV transmitting
equipment business is "booming"
despiteleasethe
FCC's freeze.
resaid investors
were The
buying
and storing transmitters. It concluded, "Thus many new areas are
assured of telecasting service in
the not distant future, thanks to
the foresight of American enter-

|ndustry Music Gr°»p counsel
NA
D Simon
INJudge
monthsED
and the balance in nine
RIFK
FORMER
Federal
H. HI
Robert P. Patterson, who will
doubtless
Rifkind has been retained as spe- months. "A full accounting will
prise." plan and present
cial counsel for the All Industry
be made to all subscribers and any
ASCAP's court case, should matTelevision Per Program Committee,
ters reach court action stage. The
funds remaining . . . will be reDwight W. Martin, WLWT (TV)
committee has asked for my recturned, pro rata," he said.
Cincinnati, committee chairman,
ommendations and my selection
Appointment of Judge Rifkind
and Stuart Sprague, committee
as special counsel and the fundwas former Federal Judge Rifcounsel, have announced. Judge
raising activity of the committee
Rifkind, whose appointment was
should not be interpreted as a batReferring to ASCAP's announced
tle call, but rather as a necessary
proposed to the committee by Mr.
per program
rates, Mr. Martin told
kind . . ."
Sprague, is currently representing
precaution against a crisis that is the nation's TV station operators:
threatened
but
may
never
develop,
"Your committee cannot endorse
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. in the color TV case, now
this proposal and regretfully must
Mr. Sprague expained. Mr. Martin
take the view that any hope for
in his letter to stations also made
before the U. S. Supreme Court.
Concurrently, Mr. Martin sent to it clear that the move does not fair terms with ASCAP will reall 107 TV stations now on the air mean that hope for an amicable
quire a great deal more time
in the United States a report of the settlement has been abandoned.
and/or
action."
Hope court
that satisfactory
per procommittee's last ditch negotiations
Position Outlined
with ASCAP and the per program
gram license terms may still be
"ASCAP's action," he stated, secured from ASCAP without litilicense proposed by ASCAP followgation stems from the provision
ing failure of the negotiations to "has compelled us to employ addiachieve license terms which the
tional legal counsel to try this
of the consent decree, which AScommittee felt it could recommend
case and to plan its preparation in
CAP a decade ago accepted from
the Dept. of Justice as a condition
to the industry [Broadcasting • collaboration with Mr. Sprague.
Telecasting, March 12, 5].
. . . Whenever the opportunity
to continued existence, that broadcasters who find terms of ASCAP
presents itself, negotiations,
With his report, Mr. Martin
whether
by
the
committee
or
by
licenses
unacceptable may negotiate
made an appeal for funds to "meet
counsel, will be continued in an
the contigencies which have arisen
individually with the society. The
effort to obtain a fair and reasondecree further provides that terms
as a result of the present stalemate." He asked stations to
agreed on between ASCAP and any
license."
pledge payment to the committee
broadcaster must be made availMr. ableSprague's
letter to Mr. Martin pointed out that for many
of a sum equal to four times their
able to all broadcasters.
months he had been advocating rehighest one-hour card rate, payThis opens up the possibility that
able one-quarter now, one-quarter
tention of special counsel "of the a TV station operator, dissatisfied
(Continued on page 66)
in three months, one-quarter in six standing of former Federal Judge
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WLAV-TV

ftty&r

Pioneers

in Film

For

Program

Local

H add thrift and conTAKE' DUTCservatism,
a dash of electronic development, strengthen
with Americana — the Mid- West
variety — and you have the meat of
WLAV-TV's success in serving the
Grand Eapids-Kalamazoo areas of
Western Michigan the past 19
months.
This three-part formula works
in synchronization for the television sister of WLAV-AM-FM that
is licensed to Leonard A. Versluis,
sole-owner of the tripartite operation.
Set ownership, which has climbed
from a token 500 sets when WLAVTV was being built, to a total of
more than 110,000 receivers, speaks
loudly for the Hollander strain that
has begotten the area's high rank
in home ownership.
Electronic development in the

Mr. Steed

Mr. Versluis Jr.
Page 58
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form of video swept the traditional
American curiosity of Western
Michiganers for the new and the
progressive in no less a force than
it had in other parts of the United
States.
WLAV-TV was born Aug. 15,
1949, on, Channel 7 (174-180 mc)
with 10 kw aural and 20 kw visual
power, serving the Grand Rapids,
Muskegon, Kalamazoo, Battle
Creek and Holland heretofore TVisolated regions.
When only authority for construction had been obtained by Mr.
Versluis, the fertile field for set
sales was already being explored.
Radio sales groups were invited to
WLAV's radio auditorium for
meetings, thus sparking the station's pioneering.
Mr. Versluis' original plan was
to operate a kinescope station until

Mr. Hoyle

Mr. Kaufman

Mr. Stevens

Mr. Kirby

a cable spur from the main telephone line 100 miles south of Grand
Rapids was laid.
But set distributors, taking their
cue from past experiences in established TV markets, urged a "live"
operation as basic to a larger volume of receiver sales. Mr. Versluis,went
recognizing
the and
argument's
strength,
along
planned
to give
Weston Michigan
work shows
the openingliveday.netBuild Three-Tower
Relay System
In order to expedite this, Mr.
Versluis financed an unusual
three-tower relay system, of which
he is the sole owner. This relay
links the main RCA transmitter,
located 13 miles south of Grand
Rapids (for which equipment was
installed and on the air 20 days
after towers and equipment were
delivered) with Chicago in an offthe-air-pickup operation.
Originally, the system consisted
of a two-tower set up, transmitting
both audio and video from any Chicago TV outlet. Signals were picked
up from the other side of Lake
Michigan at Stevensville, a distance of 55 miles. From that site,
programs were beamed 37 miles
north to Cedar Bluff and thence to
the main transmitter, another 37
mile hop. The relay was utilized
from the opening date of the station until April 1950, when a third
tower was built near Michigan
City, Ind., eliminating the long 55
mile relay and most of the overwater transmission.
Station executives thank network advertisers "who placed the
nation's finest programs in this
one-station market," starting a
"television boom," by lighting the
initial fuse that August day.
They also praise the cooperation
of WXYZ-TV Detroit. James Riddell, WXYZ-TV general manager,
loaned technicians, production men
and extra equipment for WLAVTV's opening program at the Grand
Rapids' Midtown Theatre. Local
T c 1c c a

and state civic leaders made theii
TV debut, joining representatives
from the major networks in aiding
WLAV-TV's arrival on the videc
scene. A stage show, telecast foi
IV2 hours, drew an audience ol
1,500 throughout
guests. TVthe "parties"
wert
held
area.
WLAV-TV recalls that at a $18(
hourlyavailabilities
rate, the station's
nightt(
time
soon bowed
the SRO sign. And with the sta
tion's finger on the set puls<
(Grand Rapids Distributors clean
all sets for purchase in the Wes
Michigan area), it was rewardec
with an increasing count tha
quickly showed a doubling of the
television audience within its 4(
mile radius.
Executives who operate this non
live (on local level) camera sta
tion, since WLAV-TV makes use 0:
network, film and kinescope only
include:
Steed, manager.
formerly with
ra".
dio,Hy is M.general
He wai
operation
opening AM'
ii
associated since
with itsWLAV's
September 1940.
Hal Kaufman, formerly 0:
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, is pro
gram director, joining with the ad

Mr. VERSLUIS
ting
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dition of the television facility.
Another former radio executive,
David Hoyle of WDUK Durham,
assumed supervision of production,
the position he held in North
Carolina.
Bob Kirby, chief anouncer;
Leonard A. Versluis Jr., chief of
the photographic department, and
Lee G. Stevens, chief engineer,
began their duties from the TV
facility's begining.
Mr. Versluis Sr.. who has spent
his lifetime in photography and
portrait work, has concentrated on
the happy combination of television and picture taking.
Both silent and sound films are
made in the WLAV-TV studio.
When WLAV-AM was constructed,
housing space was fortunately
spacious enough to add television
departments. Thus, both programs
and filmed announcements are
"shot" right at home at a modest
cost to the local advertiser. Style
shows, sport events and various
performances are filmed on sound.
WLAV-TV's movie studio is
equipped with essential lighting
for live camera telecasts, thereby
assuring few problems when local
live telecasting begins. To date,
however, the station feels its film
procedure is satisfactory and economical to station and advertiser.
Opaque and transparent slides are
made in a matter of a few hours at
the Versluis photograph studios,
located a block away. Artists and
card-writers are on the payroll.

tres Inc., also said'H
toar
be ds
controlled
District Court on June 25, 1948,
hip'
A QUESTION— raised by the FCC
o" is Pictures,
ti
es
Q»
by
Paramount
and to
a mandate
and
decree
of
the
P
as to who controls ownership of Wmade
I
H
S
R
E
N
O Supreme Court its order and judgdeny these applications.
Allen B. DuMont Labs — has been
The. ensuing freeze on television
ment as the result of anti-trust
cited as a "critical hardship" for
for more than two years and the
action against Paramount Pictures
the
latter
in
conduct
of
its
business.
Inc. The consent judgment issued fact that the proposed control issue has been in abeyance during
Point was raised last week by then contemplated complete diDuMont in a motion to dismiss a
vorcement of the domestic exhibithat time created an "uncertain
tion business, and the ownership
and undetermined" status for DuJuly 20, 1950, application for "in- and control of theatre assets of
Mont with resulting hardship, acvoluntary transfer of control" of Paramount Pictures Inc. from the
cording to DuMont counsel.
DuMont's WABD (TV) New York,
WTTG (TV) Washington and
production and distribution busiPlans for development of the Duness and the ownership of all othWDTV (TV) Pittsburgh to ParaMont Network have, been "handier assets (among which were Dumount Pictures Corp. [Broadcastcapped" by the continuing "uning • Telecasting, July 31, 1950].
Mont Stock) of the Paramount decertainty," as well as "doubts
fendants. As a result the two new
Application was an aftermath of a
raised
by
the
Commission"
to
court consent decree for dissolution
control of company
policies,as the
corporations — United Paramount
Theatres Inc. and Paramount Pic- motion alleges. Counsel also points
of Paramount Pictures Inc., wheretures Corp. — were formed.
to "serious concern" of DuMont, as
by certain holdings were to be diThe current DuMont motion
vided between Paramount Pictures
a manufacturer of electronic equippointed
out
that
on
Jan.
26,
1949,
ment, with respect to contractual
Corp.
and
United
Paramount
Theatres.
the FCC had placed stations li- relationships with the government
Paramount, along with DuMont,
censed to DuMont Labs on tempoin development and fabrication of
has denied that the 29% interest
rary license pending examination
equipment
in the present international emergency.
in DuMont held by Paramount Pic- of the qualifications of the licensee
tures Corp. has affected control
in view of the Supreme Court deAmong other issues raised in the
over affairs of DuMont apart from
cision "notwithstanding the fact motion was the withholding of FCC
that
DuMont
had
never
been
a
the fact it is the biggest minority
action on DuMont's application to
stockholder in DuMont. The transparty to or affected by the matters
operate its New York WABD from
fer application of last year was
the Empire State Bldg., an authorithere
involved."
filed under protest. Paul A. Porter
zation already given other New
Stock Control
of Arnold, Fortas and Porter, ParThe DuMont motion advises that York stations, had been withheld.
amount counsel, declared at the
It was held that the unresolved contime that the action was with the holders of Class A stock in Dutrol issue is largely responsible.
Mont, of which Paramount Pic"clear understanding that such aptures owns only 2.9%, elect the
FCC has not yet acted on appliplication is in no-wise an admiscation to transfer control of KTLA
sion of control and that all state- president, vice president and five
of
eight
directors;
whereas
the
Los
Angeles
of Paramount Televiments made there relating to consion Productions Inc., licensee of
Class B stock, owned 100% by
trol must be considered in light of Paramount, elects the secretary,
Radio Studios
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles to ParaHouse TV Staff
mount Pictures Corp., as well as
treasurer, assistant treasurer and
thisLast
protest."
week's motion for dismistransfer requests of WHKB (TV)
three
of
the
eight
directors.
Dusal was filed by William A. Roberts,
One-half of the large radio
and WBIK (FM) Chicago, and
Mont counsel further offers explanstudio now houses the film editing Roberts & Mclnnis, DuMont counation that control is not vested with
WSMB AM-TV to United Parasel, who traced the history of the Paramount.
department, television programmount Theatres.
entire
proceedings
since
a
U.
S.
ming and traffic, announcers' studio
Conceding
that
Paramount,
as
and audition projection room. Sales
owner of the Class B stock, can
and publicity units of both radio
block amendments affecting stockand television have been inte- uled on a participating basis Mon.1-2:30 p.m.
holders' rights, the motion points DTN STATIONS
grated although extra technicians, Fri.,
Local advertisers have quickly
out that "the business of the corcontinuity writers, film editors, assumed
Loewi Denies Sale Report
sponsorship of a number
poration, particularly the acts and
traffic people and photographers
of network cooperative programs.
affairs with which the Commission
MORTIMER W. LOEWI, director
were added.
This, in addition to the segment of would be concerned, is conducted by of the DuMont Television NetAdditions to the full photo- local shows purchased.
the board of directors (of Duwork, last week flatly denied a regraphic resources of the Versluis
Last summer, WLAV-TV carried
port that DuMont is considering,
Mont)." Also, it was added, the
Studios include some $5,000 worth
live telecasts of both the Chicago
holders of Class A stock have the or has considered, selling its three
of lighting, settings and movie
Cubs and White Sox baseball
same negative powers.
owned TV stations to Paramount,
equipment. Advertisers are
games. Television dealers in the
which owns about 29% of Allen B.
The
petitioner
maintained
that
it
charged on a per-hour and film area sponsored the Cubs' telecasts
desired dismissal of the transfer
DuMont Labs, owner of the netfootage basis for announcements
work.
while Fox Alpine Beer paid the
application "since its consideration
and programs. One-minute comcheck for White Sox coverage.
and grant by the Commission would
mercials range in cost from $50In fact,
Mr. Loewi
said, "DuWLAV-TV's
afternoon
and
night
has sought
to purchase
the
appear to establish, at least in the mont
$350.
schedule is usually close to being minds of the public, the existence
Paramount interest in the DuMont
Breakdown of weekly programs
sold out with program time and of control of . . . DuMont ... by Corp. To sell the DuMont stations
shows 50% hours network live announcements offerings at a
"to Paramount or anybody else,"
commercial; 9% hours network
premium. Schedule of programParamount."
The issue regarding control of he said, "would be completely inkinescope commercial; 12% hours
ming extends from 1 p.m. to 12:25
DuMont Labs by Paramount first
consistent with our policy of conlocal film commercial; 5 hours net- a.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10:30 a.m. to
arose,
the
motion
relates,
in
constantly
improving the facilities of
Ij work live sustaining, and 1 hour midnight on Saturday; 12:30 p.m.
nection with Sec. 3.640 of the Comour our stations and our programI film sustaining. Total is 78%
to midnight, Sunday. WLAV-TV
mission's rules which limits the
is affiliated with all four television
I; hours of weekly programming.
number of TV stations under comming to our 62 affiliates."
networks.
! Station's rate, effective last Jan.
His statement was issued in remon control to five outlets. In a
Plans for the future fit in with
L 1, is $375 basic hour for network
proposed decision of Dec. 16, 1948,
ply to a published report that arI and spot advertising. Representathe station's pioneering in film: the FCC concluded that Paramount
rangements for acquisition of the
I tive is John E. Pearson Co.
Constant improvement and de- exercised control over DuMont
three
DuMont
stations — WABD
Dating back to its first telecast,
and, as a result, proposed to sever
velopment of WLAV-TV's motion
(TV) New York, WTTG (TV)
picture
technique
and
filming
of
I WLAV-TV reports it has received
from the proceeding DuMont appli- Washington and WDTV (TV)
1 a constant stream of mail. When
commercial production on still a
cations for TV stations in ClevePittsburgh — had been virtually
larger scale. A project under way
I 1,800 housewives wrote in requests
land and Cincinnati and applicaI; for afternoon film features, the is the filming of a religious procompleted several months ago but
tions of Paramount Television Program for national distribution in
I station started such a show, Reel
was upset by a reversal of stock
ductions
Inc.,
United
Detroit
TheaI Relaxation. This program is sched- the coming months.
tres Inc. and New England TheaTelecasting •BROADCASTING
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GRIDCASTS —
BY LAW
Clemente
Bill Demands

O'n
SEARS, ROEBUCK Co.
Cassidy on WDSU-TV
Louis Read, WDSU-TV
Maurice Kramer,

the dotted

line . .

completes plans for 52-week sponsorship of Hopalong
New Orleans, Sat. Arrangements are set by (I to r):
coml. mgr.; Ralph Batchelor, Sears sis. pnmm. mgr.;
mgr., and W. Z. MacDonald, WDSU-TV sis. rep.

MARTIN L. STRAUS II (center),
president and board chairman. Bymart Inc. (Tintair), visits stars of his
latest participation-show, Cavalcade
of Stars, Dancer Marilyn Taylor and
Comic Jackie Gleason. Show seen
weekly on DuMont TV network.

SPONSORSHIP of Cisco Kid on
WSAZ-TV Huntington each Sunday
is assured as Lawrence H. Rogers
(seated, I), station mgr., hands pen to
Harold Frankel, gen. mgr. of Frankel's. salesman
Standing at
is Jack
Gary, acct.
WSAZ-TV.

FRED F. FLORENCE (seated, r), pres..
Republic Natl. Bank, sets sponsorship
of March of Time on KRLD-TV Dallas. Others are J. B. Taylor (seated),
J. B. Taylor Inc., agency; standing,
Lewell Lafferty (I), Republic, and
W. A. Roberts, KLRD-AM-TV.

SERIES of late film releases will be
telecast by WSB-TV Atlanta under
sponsorship of McClean Trucking Co.
Discussing details are W. A. McClean, company pres., and Frank
Gaither, WSB-TV coml. mgr. Series
is titled Armchair Playhouse.

PEPSI-COLA hopes to hit the spot with contract for TV Hi-Life Hilarities,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati teen-age revue which started March 10. Participants
at signing of 13-week pact are, seated (I to r): James Arnn, sis. mgr., local
Pepsi-Cola Co.; Walter Gross, firm's pres.; Walter Haenle, pres., Haenle Adv.
Agency, which handles account; standing, William McCluskey, WLWT sales
manager, and Herb Flaig, station salesman.

ARMY AND NAVY football schedules would be telecast under law,
according to legislation introduced
in the House last Wednesday by
Rep. L. Gary Clemente (D-N. Y.),
who was quoted as saying:
"TV hasn't hurt anybody and
everyone should get a chance to
see these teams play." Although
Navy has not made any television
commitments for 1951, thus acknowledging the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference's December
stand that none of its members
telecast games next season, Capt.
Howard Caldwell, U. S. Naval
Academy athletic director, said:
"Of course, the Army-Navy game
will be televised, as usual."
Navy telecast only two of its
home gridiron contests last season,
Southern California and Tulane,
but several of its away games
were on TV. Capt. Caldwell added
that Navy has not planned to "televise any of our games this season,"
but that "we can't say what the
JOINT

FACILITY
Video To Be Added
SENATORS and Congressmen will
soon have the opportunity to add
filmed reports for television stations to their regular radio recordings sent back home to radio outlets.
Ralph R. Roberts, House Clerk,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
last week that both the Senate and
the House have approved the setting up of television facilities as
an addition to the radio services
now offered by the Joint Recording
Facility, operated by Robert Coar.
Procurement Bids
A meeting will be held soon by
Mr. Roberts and Leslie Biffle, Senate Secretary, on the method of advertising bids for necessary television equipment, it was learned.
All equipment will be installed
at present quarters of the Joint
Recording Facility on the fifth
floor of the Old House Office Bldg.
Funds for television will come from
past profits obtained through the
regular operation of the radio recording service.
It is expected that the regular,
nominal charge for TV filming —
as is now done for radio recordings— will go toward dissipating
the
cost of adding television to the
Facility.

Kellogg Sets Show
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., for its new product, Corn
Pops, will spot the half-hour, oncea-week film, Wild Bill Hickok, in
TV markets starting April 15. The
schedule will start on the West
Coast and expand into additional
markets during the rest of the
year. Leo Burnett, Chicago, is the
agency.

Army, Navy Telecast;

teams we play away are goinj
Rep. Clemente's bill (HR 3234)
referred to the House Armed Serv
ices Committee, would direct th<
superintendents of both the Mili
to do." Naval academies "to ar
tary
range and
for the televising of all reg
ularly scheduled football game;
played by the teams of thesi
schools."
NCAA

BAN
Video Ruling Favoret
EASTERN College Athletic Con
ference members, meeting in Ne\
York, went on record last week a
favoring
the of
NCAA
ban on
"liv
telecasting
college
footbal
Fran for
Murray,
games
1951." U. of Pennsylvania
athletic director, spoke in favor o
telecasting the games. Mr. Murra;
said that "live television offers :
boost
our public
relations."
closed tosessions
at the
Hotel BiltIi
more, however, representatives o
91 institutions passed a resolutio
endorsing the action taken b
NCAA at Dallas [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Jan. 15].
GRID TELECASTS
Okla. Bill Would Defy Ba
A BILL to force state-supporte
universities to permit telecasts c
their gridiron games was befor
the Oklahoma state legislature las
week.
Co-authored by 24 of the state
senators, more than enough to pas
it, the bill was referred over pre
test to the senate's education coir
mittee for a public hearing. P. J
Sugg,
manager
of to
WKY-AM-T
Oklahoma
City, was
appear b<
fore the committee last Thursda;
A similar bill in Texas receive
much the same treatment and
emerged from the committee e i
onlya adirective
"suggestion"
rather tha'!
as
[Broadcasting
Telecasting, March 5].
ALEXANDER CO.
TV Sales Up 400
ANNUAL
sales volume increa:
last year of more than 400% in til
television division has been r-j
ported
the Alexander Film C(
Coloradoby Springs.
Announced
also was the r
election of the following officia
at the annual stockholders' mee I
ing: J. Don Alexander, presider
Don M. Alexander, vice preside)
in charge of production; Don Ale:
ander Jr., vice president; M.
Mclnaney, vice president in charf
of sales, and E. B. Foster, seer I
tary-treasurer. Elected directo J
were J. Don Alexander, Don Ijj
Alexander, Don Alexander Jr., \

B. Foster and Thomas Burgess. '
Telecasting
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CHICAGO PACT
TV A Signs With 4 Stations
WRINKLES in the Television Authority-American Federation of
Musicians dispute in Chicago regarding jurisdiction over actormusicians [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12] were being
smoothed out at informal discussions "on a national" level last
week.
In the meantime, video performers were working under terms of
the newly-signed contract with the
four stations there, WNBQ (NBC)
WENR-TV (ABC) WGN-TV (DuMont) and WBKB (CBS).
Rates and rehearsal hours were
settled after extended debate on
two categories, models and sportscasters. The final contract provides that play-by-play men on
Class A sports events — major
league baseball, college and professional football and major boxing —
will receive $135 per event. The
rate is $100 for all other sports.
The assistant sportscaster, handling color, is to receive $100 per
event for Class A, $89.25 for
Class B.
Model Rates
One model working an hour
show, with three hours rehearsal
free, gets $39.38. The scale moves
downward as the number of models
goes up, so that seven or more
models for the same one-hour show
make $27.38 each.
Other points agreed on:
TVA members agreed to an extra
hour of rehearsal for quarter-hour
shows. One-a-week 15-minute shows
give the performer $36.75, with three
hours rehearsal included; two weekly,
$68.25, five hours; three, $94.50, seven
hours; four, $115.50, nine hours, and
five, $131.25, 11 hours.
These figures and the following tables
apply
performers
more tothan
five lines:on camera handling
1 perf .
weekly
2
half-hour
$115.50
( rehearsal )
(12 hrs.)
(6$65.63
hrs.)
120.75
hour
89.25
(rehearsal)
(18 hrs.)
(9 hrs.)
3 perf.
weekly
4
5
half-hour
$131.25 $144.38 $157.50
(rehearsal) (18 hrs.) (24 hrs.) (30 hrs.)
hour
152.25
181.13 210.00
(rehearsal) (27 hrs.) (36 hrs.) (40 hrs.)
On-camera
speaking
less
than
five linesperformers
receive $19.68
for five
minutes or less (with one hour of rehearsal); $22.96, 6 to 10 minutes, (one
hour); $26.25, 11 to 15 minutes, (one
hour); $32.81, 16 to 30 minutes, (three
hours); $37.09, 31 to 45 minutes, (four
hours) and $39.38, 46 to 60 minutes (five
hours). Extra rehearsal is $4 per hour.
Off-camera rates, which do not apply
to speciality acts, sportscasters or group
singers and dancers, follow:
5 min. or less$13.00 half-hour
6-10 min. 17.50 half-hour
11-15 min.
21.75 one hour
16-30 min.
26.25 one hour
31-45 min.
29.10 one, one-half hours
46-60 min.
30.50 two hours
Performers receive $20 each on live
signatures, for any length program.
Actors on cut-ins, hitch-hikes and cowcatchers on camera earn $27.50, including dress and one-hour rehearsals; offcamera, $15.00. Walk-ons and extras get
$15
a half30 -hour
show or less, $20 for
moreforthan
minutes.
commercial
rates equal
of Local
the network
commercial
rate. 52\'2%
Sustaining shows produced locally have
pay
scales
equal
to
662/37c
of
the
local
commercial rate.
Telecasting

Initial demonstration of food products on color television drew enthusiastic comments from advertisers and CBS executives. Viewing the
demonstration (I to r) : John Hancock, director of the Kroger Co. and
a partner in Lehman Bros.; Adrian Murphy, CBS vice president and
general executive ; J. B. Hall, Kroger president; William Sanning, advertising director of the firm, and C. M. Robertson Jr., president of the
Ralph H. Jones Adv. Agency.
Advertisers

Enthusiastic

After CBS Showings
LAUD
COLOR
CBS DEMONSTRATIONS in New York for a score of leading national
advertisers of what their products looked like on CBS color television
last week left guests and CBS officials enthusiastic.
The closed-circuit demonstrations were presented Monday through
Friday at CBS headquarters, where
top executives of the advertisers
Mills, after seeing his company's
watched their products on the tele- multi-colored towels and sheets
demonstrated
later Wednesday.
vision screen. The special showings
Another executive, James E.
are slated for completion today
Hanna, vice president in charge of
(Monday).
radio and television for N. W. Ayer
"Color television will revolutionize the advertising of food prod- & Son, said the best compliment
ucts," J. B. Hall, Kroger Co. presi- he could pay CBS color was to
dent, was quoted by CBS followpoint out that "the real thing — the
strawberry eclair, the chocolate
ing Monday's demonstration. It milk
— came through the best, betwas "what the food industry has
ter even than the pictures on the
been waiting
for,"
he
said,
and
predicted that color television would
"Wait 'til those baseball fans
have a revolutionary effect on de- displays."
watching a ball game on their repartment Store and clothing adverceiver see beer being poured on
tising techniques.
color television — they're sure to
After watching Tuesday demonstrations, the network quoted
work up a thirst," was the remark
of James McDermott, assistant adJanette Kelly, director of the home
vertising manager of P. Ballantine
service department of General
Mills, as predicting that TV color & Sons. Following a demonstration Thursday of products of the
would markedly increase audience
Manhattan
Soap Co. and the Hudappetites. "Color television makes
son Pulp and Paper Co., Gerry
the food look so appetizing," she
said. Another viewer the same day, Martin, director of television of
Duane Jones Co., New York, was
Read Wight, radio and TV director of J. M. Mathes Inc., agency for said to have described the results
Northam Warren Corp., maker of
as "I"perfect."
could almost smell the SweetCutex nail polish and lipstick, exheart soap," was the reaction of
pressed his pleasure at the way
Tarr, advertising director
Cutex colors showed up on the Archie
of Manhattan Soap Co.
screen. "I predict that when color
Raymond Warren, vice president
broadcasting starts, the cosmetic
advertisers will fight to get on the and advertising director for the
Bulova Watch Co., saw his comair
said. first with their products," he
pany's watches
in color
on
the screen
and appear
was said
to have
Gundell Predicts
observed: "This definitely will be
A prediction that every color our
No. 1 advertising medium. The
television viewer would put on 20 watches showed up beautifully, and
pounds was attributed to Glenn
also the different colored watch
Gundell, advertising director of Nabands
and Straus,
straps." board chairman
tional Dairy Products Co.'s SealMartin
test Division, who saw the demonof Bymart Inc. (Tintair), was
stration of his company's products
Wednesday.
quoted
as saying
"in television
my humble opinion,
whenthat
color
comes and the freeze is over, color
"I was tremendously impressed,"
was the comment of George Boyer,
television will become a much more
advertising manager
of Cannon
important medium thrn black-and• BROADCASTING

KTTV-DuMONT
Affiliation Planned April 7 7
SUBSTANTIAL completion of
negotiations to make KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, Los Angeles Times
station, the affiliate in that city of
DuMont Television Network, effective April 1, was announced last
week by Dr. Allen B. DuMont, DuMont Labs president, and Norman
Chandler, president of KTTV Inc.
"It is the intention of the DuMont Television Network, with the
activation of AT&T service to the
West Coast, to originate programming from the KTTV studios in
Hollywood for release nationally
over the microwave," Dr. DuMont
said. "Plans are presently under
way to produce in Hollywood motion pictures especially made for
Mr. Chandler said that "KTTV
television."
is happy to have entered into this
agreement with the DuMont Television Network and we are looking
forward to many years of successKTTV
formerly was owned 49%
ful association."
by CBS, which sold its interest to
the Times, now holding 100% of
the station.
CLASSROOM MUSIC
WNBW Sets Test Series
EXPERIMENTAL series in classroom "music appreciation" lessons,
directed at selected sixth-grade students, was begun by WNBW (TV)
Washington last Wednesday, 9:45
a.m., under supervision of the District of Columbia Board of Education. Titled Music Time, the eightweek series will teach music to
students at various elementary
schools, with WNBW furnishing
TV facilities and technical "knowThe series is the result of a year's
planning by WNBW.
Full control of program content
is under the assigned staff of
teachers, assistants and students.
Instruction is given to a studio
how."
class
and students in schools watching in their classrooms. Purpose of
the series is to test the potential
value of television as an aid to
classroom education, a project underway in other TV markets
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 12]. Results will be measured in tests given to TV and nonTV classes. Records, pictures, films
and textbooks will be used as visual
aids during the programs, with
each telecast lesson running 30
minutes.
GF Sponsors
GENERAL FOODS Post Cereals
Division is to sponsor Captain
Video Mon.-Fri., 7-7:30 p.m. over
the DuMont TV Network, beginning April 2. Benton & Bowles,
New York, is the agency.
white and by far the most important medium
Reaction
of of
Philall."
Kalech, Bymart
vice president and director of sales
and merchandising, was described
as: "It's perfect for our prodMarch 19, 1951
uct. . . ."
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Radio Silence?
(Continued from page 25)
stay on the air." He said it may
prove "costly" to the industry but
is necessary to accomplish the objectives. He declined to discuss the
nature of the modifications.
It was further revealed that this
phase of the plan will be placed
squarely before industry and other
representatives at the emergency
session. Another phase, unrevealed,
is still being retained by the Air
Defense Command, an organization which exercises complete control over hemispheric air operations.
Some engineering authorities expressed belief, however, that the
cost of modifying existing station
equipment would be small in relation to the original investment. In
transmitters, for example, crystals
could be altered where the method
calls a change in frequency transmission to obviate possibility of
"homing" enemy craft. It was held
that, where frequency shifts were
not of a radical nature,, the cost
would not be exorbitant.
On the other hand, if wholesale
shifts are in order, a complete
change in directional array would
be necessary, thus involving an expensive changeover.
Initially there was speculation
that the proposed "modification"
might imply the addition of simple
devices which would permit air
command centers to pipe in on
coded frequencies for the information of civil defense personnel stationed at broadcast receivers.
Cost Seen Slight
Some engineering authorities
felt the addition would not entail
great expense and pointed out, additionally, that it would serve as
an alerting means — not as a method
of silencing stations per se.
Experiments embracing utilization of sub-audible frequencies
have been conducted by FCC and
defense officials over a period of
months, with participation of
strategic ground and air services.
Likewise, FCC has held a meeting
with a limited number of industry
engineers on this and other phases
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 15].
Moreover, the Commission had
put licensees on notice that defenseemergency authorizations will be
made "from time to time" as part
of
uses.its current study of radio's war
Apparently taking cognizance
of the possible frequency shift
issue and alluding to so-called
"classified grants for existing stations," FCC has noted that such
procedure would fall under Sec.
2.407 of its Rules and Regulations.
The Commission may authorize:
. . . The licensee of any radio station during a period of national emergency to operate its facilities upon
such frequencies, with such power and
points of communication, and in such
a manner beyond that specified by the
station license as may be requested by
the Army, Navy or Air Force.
One of the methods now under
Page 62
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TV HELP WANTED ADS
WXEL's Answer to Manpower
INTENSE BIDDING of industrial
firms for defense workers provided
WXEL (TV) Cleveland with an
idea which has strong appeal to
sponsors and potential sponsors.
Three
prominent Cleveland
firms are now
making "help
wanted" appeals
over five WXEL
programs. A
backlog ofstitutes""subwill replace some of the
present sponsors
if and when their
Mr. March
respective
employment needs are
met.
Events in Korea inspired Jack
March of the WXEL sales staff,
former tennis professional star and
tournament director, to approach
Franklin Snyder, WXEL station
manager, with the suggestion.
Used As Commercials
The "help wanted ads" are interjected into the programs as commercials. Job availabilities are
shown on the screen and are described by a commentator. Then
the plant's address and phone number is flashed onto the screen.
Queries from prospective employes usually begin immediately
by phone, while many interested
televiewers report to the personnel
offices for further information.
Audience response has been so
great it is reported that the volume
has justified firms setting up their

Shortage

own phone answering service on
nights their programs appear.

FCC. Aside from the holiday aspect, it was pointed out, too, that
hotel reservations may present a
problem.
The fate of the military's express design to control broadcasting, not only in times of imminent
or actual attack but also during a
period of "strained international
relationship," still hung in the
balance on Capitol Hill last week.
Meanwhile, Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. offered its own suggestions for radiation control, outlining them in two alternative
amendments. RTMA stressed
again its feeling that no further
legislation is needed over radioTV stations, but held that, if other
radiation devices are to be controlled, proper limitations should
be afforded within any amendments to Sec.munications606
Act. (c) of the ComWithheld
While Reply
contents
of the replay
were withheld by the committee,
it was understood that RTMA
would (1) eliminate from control
any devices which are incidental
radiators except when such de-j
vice is used, or intended for use,
as a navigational aid; and (2)
provide that so-called incidental
radiation devices, if included, be
limited to those capable of transmitting radiations beyond a fivemile distance.
Industry authorities have expressed concern lest legislation be
enacted which would bring radioTV receivers and other instruments
under complete FCC jurisdiction
[Closed Circuit, March 12]. In
this instance, RTMA's position
differs from NAB's proposal to
include devices radiating between
10 kc and 100,000 mc but not
specifying any limitation on area
coverage.

Talent behind the drive to recruit
workers: Top, WXEL News Director Bob Rowley who does news
show for Cadillac; middle, Sportscasters Gail Egan (I) and Clay
Dopp who handle the Sports Desk
for National Screw ; bottom, Newscaster John Fitzgerald of Manpower Headlines sponsored by A
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. W
consideration (which would enable
some stations to remain on the
air) is that dealing with so-called
synchronized
or "locked"reportedly
frequencies. This technique
enjoyed popular favor in Great
Britain during World War II, and
entails a synchronization of stations on a single frequency, which
would destroy their homing value.
Some authorities view the FCC
"critique" — a two-pronged proposal detailing the alerting and
operating phases of defense
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 15, Feb. 12, et seq.] — as a
compromise between the military's
apparent
predilection
for situations
radio-TV
station control
in all
and the Civil Defense Administration's advocacy of keeping some
stations on the air at all times in
pursuance of its role as the "nerve
system
civil ends,
defense."
To itsof own
the Defense

sentatives unofficially have indicated they would go along with it.
In any event, industry representatives will receive a classified
briefing on their emergency role,
while Air Force, Civil Defense and
other department officials sit in as
observers, it was learned. There
was the
someMarch
disfavor
at week's
on
26 date
chosen end
by

Dept. last December requested legislation, introduced by Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) and Rep. Carl
Vinson (D-Ga.), which would empower the President to control
radio-TV broadcasting and other
electromagnetic radiations capable
of serving as navigational aids.
At week's end the Air Force,
which represents the Defense
Dept. in this phase, had not yet
replied to a proposed staff amendment offered by the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, headed by Sen. Johnson,
which seeks to include certain
radiation devices but eliminate the
broadcast applications already set
forth in Sec. munications
606Act. (c) of the Com-

RTMA

summed up the substance of previous engineering
testimony offered during hearings
on the radiation bill before the
Senate Commerce Committee
Feb.
26].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,

Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General
Electric Co., member of the RTMA
Engineering
the committee that Dept.,
radio told
receivers
are
"incidental radiators" and are
worthless as homing devices because they cannot be located geographically, signal source is diffused, and theSmith,
radiated
power
low. David
Philco
Corp.,is'
had suggested limiting application
of devices to those radiating over:
say, half a mile.
There has been speculation that
The second proposal offered by
the military has been awaiting
RTMA was designed to fit into the
comments from the Air Defense
Command before approving the framework created by the Senate
Commerce Committee, which alsc
committee plan, though its repreis studying the possibility of limit• BROADCASTING
ting
Telccas

J.

ing types of devices to be covered.
Committee spokesmen said late
last week that no action would
be taken on the staff plan, which
would amend sections of the Communications Act rather than entail new legislation, until comments are filed by the Dept. of
Defense.
FCC already has tendered its
general approval of the committee amendment, with certain reservations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12]. These include Commission preference for a
clearer definition of criminal sanctions; questions on licensees' rights
of appeal on cessation of operation
in times of dire emergency; and
other phases.

TVA IN L. A.
Five Stations Near Signing
AGREEMENT between the Western Section of Television Authority and five Los Angeles TV stations on a contract covering performers was expected over last
weekend, but there was prospect
of a TVA strike against a sixth
station, KFI-TV, which has refused
to recognize TVA.
KTTV (TV) which formerly sat
in on contract negotiations as an
observer, last week joined KNBH,
KTSL, KLAC-TV and KECA-TV
in active participation in negotiations.
Two main problems still to be
worked out were that of the adjustment of present performer contracts with stations to bring them
into conformity with basic wages
and working conditions stipulated
in the TVA code, and definition as
to what constitutes a sustaining
program.
Refusal of KFI-TV to recognize
Television Authority may lead to
a strike against the station by that
union, following passing of a strike
resolution by TVA at a meeting
last Monday. Meetings between
station management and union executives were continued through
last week, however, in an effort
to come to a peaceful solution of
the problem.
Reasons for Action
The TVA resolution, which followed earlier authorization of a
strike against the station, declared
that action was taken because of
the station's refusal to recognize
the union ; to bargain with it in
good faith; and "discriminatory
discharge" of three members of the
union.
A few weeks ago KFI, separating its AM and TV operations, fired
three union announcers from the
AM staff and hired three nonunion men for the TV announcing
staff. With that move the station
announced its intention of maintaining an open shop.
TO INTRODUCE dealers of Hoffman
Sales Corp. (TV sets), L. A., to new
"pivot
plan" sales
of selling,
manufacturer
has started
clinic for
all dealers
selling on retail level.
Telecasting

Plan Public Education
CD CAMPAIGNS
Via Radio-TV
GOVERNMENT planners last week were marshalling blueprints designed
to implement public enlightenment and education in civil defense on the
local community level through broadcasting facilities.
Industry-wide mobilization, already launched by numerous radio and
TV stations in connection with
*—
local defense officials [Broadcastprogram will stress the importance
ing • Telecasting, March 12],
of carrying CDA's air raid warnhas drawn the enthusiastic suping cards.
port of the Federal Civil Defense
The radio kits will take the form
Administration and military auof scripts adaptable for local use
thorities.
on various topics to be aired by
broadcast stations. The kits will
Current local campaigns promise
to give much-needed muscle to be distributed by the federal
agency on the basis of the number
planning now well underway within the CDA's Audio-Visual Divi- of stations in each state.
Current activity along this line
sion and among state and commu— and also in television— has been
nity groups, as well as through
the Advertising Council which is limited pending appointment of
radio and TV section chiefs for
working with White House officials
the Audio-Visual Division. They
on projected campaign themes.
are expected to be named shortly.
Especially active in civil defense
Heading up motion pictures is
program demonstrations to date,
aside from CDA Administrator
Howard Johnson, who will work
closely with the television section
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., are Jesse
when it materializes on distribuButcher, director of the CDA
tion of films, which also will go to
Audio-Visual Division, and Col.
theatres, civic, educational and
Edward Kirby, chief, Radio-TV
other groups. First of the 11
Branch, Dept. of the Army. Both
attended a recent demonstration
prints, "Survival Under Atomic Atheld at WWJ-TV Detroit under
tack," is being issued shortly. It
originally was to be ready March 1.
sponsorship of the Detroit Television Council [Broadcasting •
Cost Problem Cited
Telecasting, March 5].
Complicating the problem now
Mr. Butcher asserted last week
in Washington that television can
is the question of cost — what porwill be borne by CDA, state
play its biggest role in placing de- civil tion
defense offices and stations.
fense information effectively and
dramatically before viewers. He
In any event, two companies —
United World Films and Teletran
also noted that his division's motion picture section is preparing a — are producing the series at the
series of 11 films which will be request of the defense agency for
renting through local dealers.
telecast by stations. Similar plans
Films will be 16mm and 8mm and
are
being
mapped
for
radio
stations.
prices range from $17.50 for 16mm
sound to $9.75 for silent. A
Requests Received
48 frame film strip is priced at $3.
Another factor concerns the
Col. Kirby revealed that numerchain of distribution which will
ous stations have deluged Washington officials with requests on
assure the largest possible audience in each state, including prohow television can best push devision for TV stations. A third
fense programming. Both he and
source of concern is overall CD
Mr. Butcher paid unstinting tribute
funds which will make these ento the industry for offering facilities without request to do so.
terprises possible.
President Truman already has
Broadcasters convening in Washington March 26 for a special
sent Congress a proposed $403 million budget for the Federal Civil
emergency session called by FCC
(see separate story) will be given
Defense Administration — part of
a briefing
radio-TV's
tional role, on
it was
learned. instrucRadio stations are geared to
play a prime role in the civil defense program. Generally, aside
from local station and network
forum participation, the government's program will be reflected
in a two-pronged plan: (1) a
forthcoming allocation through
The Advertising Council enlisting
network and station aid; and (2)
Audio-Visual's own production of
radio kits, to be sent to state civil
defense directors for distribution
to stations.
The Advertising Council allocation is expected to be announced
shortly. White House officials and
executives of the council have discussed the plan, giving civil defense equal prominence with other
drives, and have approved the
campaign, it was learned. The
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it to tide the agency over for the
remainder of this fiscal year ending June 30 and $119,323,000 to be
held for the following 12 months.
Some of these funds are intended
for matching against state outlays and to finance Audio-Visual
and other activities [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 5]. A
House Appropriations Emergency
subcommittee held closed hearings
on the proposal last week.
KLAC-TV PACT
Gets AFM Kinescope Rights
IN DEAL worked out between
KLAC-TV Hollywood and American Federation of Musicians, the
station has been given the right
to use musicians on programs
kinescoped for distribution to other outlets nationally.
The contract was signed several
weeks ago but held under cover,
according to Don Fedderson, vice
president and general manager of
KLAC-TV. It calls for KLAC-TV
to
AFM card
5% rate
of each
market's
TV pay
station
for programs
ing.
telecast.
Station, it was said, is
the first to sign such an agreement. Kinescoped programs will
be distributed as an open-end offerIn addition to syndicating its
own programs, plans are in the
making for KLAC-TV to distribute feature films to video stations.
This also would be done by paying
a percentage of the station card
rate to AFM. Although no deal
has been completed with James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, or the
union, it is expected that negotiations will be concluded shortly, it
was said.
Distributing Shows
KLAC-TV has started distribution of kinescoped versions of Leo
Carrillo's Dude Ranch Varieties,
sponsored by American Vitamin
Co., to stations in six other markets. American Diary, starring Mr.
Carrillo and containing no music,
and sponsored by General Controls
Co., also is being released via kinescope in markets outside the Los
Angeles area.

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco Chicago
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
A STEINMAN STATION
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other
three
NBC led the
J'IAAjL IfL QnduWJOL
^
with 79. Others were, CBS, 75; product
,
, " "."
„Food , and ,
~W released
' "
zmes, according to a study
classifications,
ABC 42 and DTN 18
by Dynamic Films Inc., New York.
A total of 894 different com- Chain Stores were far out in front.
•
panies placed 962 accounts during This grouP 1'eportedly patronized
The offer was made by Hathaway
January, while 3,408 local retailers networks for 39 shows and placed
Mfg. Co. (curtain fabrics) , through
used spot schedules, Rorabaugh 279 spot accounts for a combined
its agency, Abbott Kimball Co., in
■
reports.
total in January of 318 (see table) . ads in three "home" publications
anfj one women's service magazine
In the number of network sta- * lassification with the secondT GSXGrGOy ....
tions used, three firms were tied for greatest usage was that of Beer
and in film spots made by Dynamic
On May
30, 1949 there
top honors with 61 each. The three fnd Winen wlnch bought ^ime_, f°r and telecast on stations in Boston,
were 2500 Sets in WFBMwere, De Soto Div. of Chrysler JJ™^^ J0**
a total ot 66
Nat Zucker, chairman of the film
bb IfT^T'
(You Bet Your Life), Manhattan ^.pot sche(->ules toi a JsFrt
TV,
L V s coverage area.
goap {0ne Man>s Family) and the tlme Purchasescompany, said in presenting the
Texas Co. (Texaco Star Theatre).
* * *
data.
Network figures in the Rora- Video Response
The magazine ads drew a comTafJaV
baugh report cover the entire TODS Maaazines in Test
bined total of 13,431 replies, at
,wu*lf
....
month and are reported by the net3
■
ca
a cost of $1.46 per response, based
fllAra
nra
WOrks'
headquartersSPot
and
RESPONSE
to
an
offer
of
a
free
on
total space costs of $19,615, Mr.
Cliere Ore
local figures are furnished by the home decorating booklet, made conZucker
ted
From the tele.
various station and cover the week currently in four national maga,
r .
company rethe
casts' he said>
TV zines and on TV stations in four
of the 107
7-13. are Eight
Janf%
ft
1AJ f%J
in the cities, indicate that cost per in- celved 3>145 requests for its booknot included
stations
| #
spot and local figures.
quiry on television City
may be considlet, averaging $1.11 per response
(Continued on page 70)
maganational
in
than
less
In Rorabaugh's breakdown by erably
^#
U mm y
Sets in use
City
WeGkly T6l6vision Summary — march i9> i95l telecasting survey
in WFBM-TV's
Ou'le s On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
coverage area
WTVJ
KOB-TV
Louisville
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Ames
WMCT
WOI-TV
7,400 Miami
Memphis
55,000
82,858
Atlanta
79,277
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
104,000
47,625 Milwaukee
In planning your TV covWTMJ-TV
Baltimore
273,353
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
251,100
34,410 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
erage remember to TAKE
Binghamton
224,721
Birmingham
WSM-TV
WTTV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
143,800
36,000 Nashville
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Bloomington
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
14,900 New Orleans
24,781
Boston
674,373
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
Buffalo
New
York
52,150
Central Indiana Market —
WBEN-TV
190,911
WABD.
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WATV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Charlotte
WBTV
65,003
Chicago
Newark
COMPLETELY
COVWBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
854,436 Norfolk
2,150,000
250,000
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
WKY-TV
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
ERED by WFBM-TV.
132,000
453,575
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WIWC, WTVN
Dallas,
Omaha
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
,400950
81794,,1
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
70 66
KPHO-TV
Represented nationally by
Ft. Worth
109,264 Pittsburgh
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WDTV
WTVR
21372,,400000
Davenport
49,581 Providence
The Katz Agency Inc.
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise , E. Moline170,000
WJAR-TV
Richmond
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
105,355
Dayton
419,449 Rochester
Detroit
Erie
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
WHAM-TV
50,000 Rock Island
WHBF-TV
68,2,71954
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 77
Ft.Dallas
Worth49,581
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
109,264 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
Diego
KEYL,
61,459'
39,000
Kalamazoo
1 1 1 ,929 San Antonio
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
WFMY-TV
83,500
Greensboro
San Francisco WRGB
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
57,455
41,542
Houston
KPRC-TV
147,000
69,498 SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
HuntingtonWFBM-TV
KING-TV
159,173
WSAZ-TV
38,000
Charleston
132,000 Seattle
Indianapolis
75,800
WFBM-TV
KSD-TV
St.
Louis
27,000
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
WSPD-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Johnstown
75,100
Toledo
268,000
Syracuse
WJAC-TV
KOTV
WKTV
Channel
Tulsa
Kalamazoo101,405
Utica-Rome
120,269 Washington
120,000
Grand City
Rapids WDAF-TV
WKZO-TV
Kansas
WMAl-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
107,919 Wilmington
Lancaster
68,951)
Lansing
WDEL-TV
WGAL-TV
38,500
244,260
46,000
84,606
WJIM-TV
6
59,901
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, K LAC-TV, KNBH,
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated Sets in Use 11,313,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
televiewing
area.
Where
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanie!
may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TVcoverage
Circulation
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
ii
"Jbi&L ul QndianjoL
necessarily approximate.
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WMAR-TV

The

network

show

the American

with the highest rating in Baltimore

Research

Bureau

is none

according

other than ' Arthur

to

Godfrey

and his Talent Scouts/' Top rated local show is Tuesday night wrestling
from the Coliseum with Bailey Goss as Master of Ceremonies. Both
come

through

on Channel

Two.

284,985
sets in Baltimore (Baltimore set
Circulation figures as of March 1 st).
IN
MARYLAND
MOST

PEOPLE

WATCH

WMAR-TV
★
CHANNEL
2
★
Represented

by

THE KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
NEW YORK ■ DETROIT « KANSAS CITY ■ SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
■ ATLANTA
- DALLAS
■ LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION
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Rifkind Named
(Continued from page 57)
with
may
ones
then

ASCAP's per program terms,
be able to negotiate better
for his station which would
become the model for a general industry per program license.
A number of telecasters, however, believe that the unwillingness
of the ASCAP committee, headed
by its general attorney, Herman
Finkelstein, to compromise in negotiations with the all industry
committee is clear proof that the
society's management, and presumably the ASCAP board from
whom the management receives its
instructions, do not want to make
a fair deal on their own responsibility but would prefer to have the
license terms set by the courts,
even though these terms may well
be less favorable for ASCAP's
membership than those offered by
the TV committee.
Rifkind History
Describing the new special counsel in his report to Mr. Martin,
Mr. Sprague said:
"Simon H. Rifkind got his law
degree from Columbia Law School
in 1925. Thereafter he spent a
year as a member of the Columbia
U. research staff in legal economics and contributed a number of
articles to the professional press.
Thereupon, he became associated
with United States Senator Robert
F. Wagner, as a member of the

nothing
under

but

our

firm of Wagner, Quillinan & Rifkind. That association continued
until 1941, when he became a judge
of the Federal Court in New York.
He resigned from the bench in the
middle of 1950 and became a member of the firm of Paul, Weissn,
Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison."

Movie Makers Face TV Issue
FOLLOWING the successful conclusion of a contract with major
motion picture producers last
month [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19], Screen Writers Guild
last Thursday opened negotiations
for a new contract with the first
group of independent screen producers, The Independent Motion
Picture Producers Assn. Negotiations with another independent
group, Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, are scheduled for later this week.
Foremost among things the union
seeks are clarification of television
issues and separation of rights.
The contract with the major producers provides for the latter and
reopening of the contract every
two years on the question of TV,
or any time the producers make an
offer concerning the medium to the
Screen Actors Guild or Screen Directors Guild.
KTSL (TV) Hollywood joins Southern
California Broadcasters' Assn. as 53d
member.

smiles

umbrella!

THE MARCH OF TIME's success
with its TV film adaptation of
General Eisenhower's Crusade in
Europe has led the same group to
start work on a follow-up series,
tentatively titled Crusade in the
Pacific. Unlike the first series, this
will be based on no single book or
record of the campaign, but will
draw from records and reports of
all the services and from both
Allied and Japanese documents.
About 300 million feet of film will
be examined before the studio decides on the specific scenes to be
presented in the series which, with
all the background material necessary to make the area comprehensible to. American viewers, will
amount to "a military and political
history of the Pacific-East Asian
world
from 1931
throughPeabody
1951."
. . . Crusade
in Europe,
Award winner, is still being shown
throughout the country, in some
areas for the third time.
UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION,
New York, has been appointed national distributor of the Great
Merlini, new half-hour TV film
series produced byand
G &filmed
W PRODUCTIONS
at
FLETCHER SMITH STUDIOS,
New York. Ted Post of CBS is director of the show. The program
is to be distributed on the basis of
local and regional sponsorship,
UA's TV Director John Mitchell
announced. . . . The firm also reported that John Kieran's Kaleidoscope now has a coast-to-coast
audience with KRON-TV San
Francisco and KING-TV Seattle
heading the list of 10 new outlets
set to telecast the quarter-hour
series.
FIELD RESEARCH DIVISION of
the Paper Cup & Container Institute offers help to any producer
planing to make training or educational film dealing with emergency feeding under disaster conditions. Farley Manning, division
director, at 551 Fifth Ave., New
York, will
provide
technical assistance in such
scenes.

HOLLAND

KALAMAZOO

NOW- 110,543 SETS

IIILMMU
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Beverly Hills, has completed
a series of five TV film shorts featuring the Hoosier Hot Shots.
ABBY Inc., New York, has leased
rights to 92 first run TV films to
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Contract gives station two year exclusive rights to films in the Los
Angeles and San Diego areas.
Forty features and 52 Westerns
are included.
PAUL
PARRY PRODUCTIONS,
Hollywood, has completed the third

in its projected series of 13 thirteen-and-one-half minute TV films,
Calendar Girls, featuring humorous
narration by Ray Foster and wellknown New York and Hollywood
models.
HOME STAR THEATRE Inc., new
TV film producer, has been organized by several Hollywood
motion picture industry personalities, including Charles Laughton,
film star; Edward and William
Nassour, producers; George Bagnail, former United Artists West
Coast executive; and Paul Gregory,
talent agent.
DUDLEY
TELEVISION Corp.,
Hollywood,
has completed
three film
20second animated
singing
spots, featuring Four Hits & a
Miss, for Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco. KNBH (TV) Los Angeles
and KTTV (TV) Hollywod head
the list of Western stations slated
to air the spots. Agency is Long
Adv. Service, San Jose, Calif.
* * *
JERRY

FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, has completed
The Other Face, another in its
Front Page Detective TV film
series. Film will be telecast March
23 on KTTV (TV) Hollywood. .
The firm estimates that 40 million
viewers will see its hour-long TV
film program, Hill Number One.
So far, more than 113 showings are
scheduled for the public service
film dealing with the story of
Easter. The four major TV networks and 76 independent stations
plan to show the film during Easter
week-end.
WILLIAM WILBUR ADV. Inc. has
packaged half-hour informal women's program, At Home With Maria,
starring Maria Riva, noted for her
appearance
in play, "Foolish No-is.
tion." "Homemaking-cah-be-fun"
to be theme of the new show, arRichmond.ranged by the agency's Trudy
SAG-TVA

Hearings

NLRB New York hearings on the
jurisdictional dispute between Television Authority and Screen Actors Guild, being transferred tc
• Tele[Broadcasting
Hollywood casting,
March 12], are expectec
to get underway in two to three
weeks. According to a SAG spokesman, hearings will be concernec
with testimony on working conditions and production techniques involved in making CBS Amos 'n
Andy films only, rather than those
with Lum and Abner TV films to<
as previously announced, inasmucl
as only
the
latter.a pilot film was made o:
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for film projection: The Eastman 16mm.
Television Projector, Model 250. The
first heavy-duty 16mm. projection instrument designed for TV film requirements, it is specifically engineered to
obtain the best possible flat-field image
ho
plus theater-quality
sound reproduction from 16mm. sound film for broadcast on TV audio and video circuits.

Whisper-quiet mechanical operation
— plus sound reproduction free from
high-frequency distortion — it is simple
to operate. It will deliver continuousduty performance on a full air-time
schedule. Capable of instant start-stop
operation, it gives your programming
staff a tool for intercutting film and live
action instantaneously.

to,

for film recording: The Eastman Television Recording Camera. Whether network or local, live or film, recording of
every broadcast program is your only
permanent program record. It can pay
for itself — and earn a profit, too — by
giving your air-time schedule more flexibility, your advertisers wider market

Motion Picture Film Department
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

coverage, and your program department more sales potential.
This equipment is available for immediate delivery and installation. For
detailed information concerning prices,
specifications, and installation data,
write directly to Rochester or any
branch office.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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Allocation

Plan

(Continued from page 25 )

BETWEEN

(

COMMERCIALS

MULVIHILL

For the first time in Northern California the full dramatic impact of "governmentin-action" was brought into the
homes of thousands of viewers,
when KPIX telecast the hearings of the Kefauver Senate
Crime Investigation Committee.
Only through the miracle of
television was it possible, by a
simple flick of a dial, for viewers
to actually witness the complete
proceedings direct from the Federal Court Room in San Fran18 HOURS
Nine hours a day, for the
full two days of the hearings,
on March 2 and 3, the KPIX
Remote Crew trained their
cameras on the real-life drama
of investigators and witnesses
in their serious game of questions and answers. Without
question this was the most complete on-the-spot news coverage
yet achieved in Northern California.
PURLIC SERVICE
AT ITS REST
In keeping with its traditional
policy of serving the public interest, KPIX deleted its commercial
schedules and mobilized additional manpower in its unrestricted effort to bring these
telecasts, of nationwide significance, to televiewers.
The impact of KPIX's telecasts, in arousing public interest in the crime hearings, was
overwhelming. Congratulatory
letters from all over Northern
California deluged the station,
lauding KPIX's outstanding
public service; and, a coincidental survey indicated that
over 50% of all television sets
in this area were in continuous
use during the two days.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co.

wmmm
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get the 20-25% of the total it requested.
(§> Despite some proposals, operating VHF stations are not expected to be switched to UHF channels,
but operators can expect a number
of VHF channel interchanges.
® VHF and UHF channels will
continue to be intermixed in the
same metropolitan areas. In the reshuffle, some VHF allocations now
unoccupied have been turned into
UHF channels. When faced with
VHF competition, the UHF allocation will be multiple where possible.
© Offset carrier operation will
play a more direct role in allocating
the "tight" eastern half of the
country. Directional antennas will
be possible "shoe horns" in specific
cases but will not be part of the
allocation policy.
@ VHF power will be 100 kw,
UHF 200 kw, with antenna height
500 ft. above average terrain
(VHF power now is 50 kw). Increasing antenna heights to the top
practical limit will be encouraged
since the effect of greater coverage
is not attended by the corresponding increase in interference which
occurs through boosting power.
® Variable station separation
standards have resulted, but with
average separation about 180 miles
seen for co-channel operation.
Spacing considerations have been
set forth in more complex manner
than the former proposed mileage
separations of 220 miles for VHF
co-channel operation (200 miles for
UHF) and 110 miles VHF adjacent
channel operation (100 miles UHF).
(Co-channel separation for VHF
presently is 150 miles).
Station Spacing
® Because of geography, location of population concentrations,
station spacings will naturally be
wider in West, closer in East.
While the proposed report by
late last week was known to be in
"good shape" generally, it had suffered a thorough face-lifting over
that originally recommended by
the staff. Such suggestions as giving a boost to UHF by allocation
revisions which would force many
operating VHF stations almost immediately into the UHF were not
well received and hence revised.
The proposed revision is not expected to be a unanimous report.
Some dissenting opinion may issue on technical-policy issues and a
vigorous dissent by Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock is expected on the educational issue. Her views may be
shared at least in part by others.
Admittedly concerned that speculation about TV allocation has
gone astray in too many quarters,
FCC wants to release the report
as quickly as possible. But its desire for haste has been well tempered by realization of the technical complexity of the TV plan as
well as the long-range, nation-wide

economic and social impact it contains.
The Commission obviously would
like to issue as many grants and
enable the construction of as many
stations as possible before defense
cutbacks would preclude such construction, aswell as set production.
No one need tell FCC its freeze
has been unpopular and generally
misunderstood. Correspondence on
the subject, bulging the TV dockets, is a constant reminder.
FCC also knows TV has been
recognized as a potent civil defense
medium and it is believed defense
authorities also would like to see
as broad a TV circulation as soon
as practical without impeding the
rearmament program.
BANKS' AID URGED
In Anti-Inflation Drive
AMERICA'S banks were invited to
join with radio-TV in driving home
the government's anti-inflation
campaign in a speech by Robert
N. Pryor, vice president of WCAUAM-TV Philadelphia, before the
Public Relations Conference of the
Pennsylvania Bankers Assn.
Mr. Pryor urged bankers to put
their positions of trust and dependability in the public mind to
work for the country in its efforts
to avert major inflation. He said
the banks, through public service
announcements on radio-TV, could
become "a sort of 'Voice of America' at home."
He noted that "in the past, bankers have profitably used radio to
sell their services and to educate
people about banking. Now you
can extend this public acceptance
to the field of television to tell the
people of your community more
about the five anti-inflation steps
set up by the American Bankers
Assn." He pointed out that "more
than 2,000 banks are using radio
and television. . . ."
PHILCO OUTPUT
TV Remainsof 'Satisfactory'
PRODUCTION
television receivers has been maintained at a
high level and 1951 first-quarter
earnings are running at "very satisfactory" levels as a result of a
material conservation program,
Philco Corp. stockholders were told
last Monday in a letter accompanying dividend checks.
William Balderston, Philco president, also cited development of its
new television chassis which is
claimed to give improved performance while conserving scarce materials. Philco's new TV receiver,
demonstrated in Washington last
month [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19] and slated for introduction later this year, eliminates
use of cobalt and reduces need of
other metals, Mr. Balderston noted.
"The fact that it requires a reduced quantity . . . should make it
possible to maintain present television output at higher levels than
would otherwise be the case," he
pointed out, adding that Philco will
make its new designs available to
the whole industry.

1
March 19: American Marketing Assi
Meeting on Radio-TV Research Tec)
niques, Hotel
York.
March
BMI Shelton,
Program New
Clinic,
Cole
rado 19:
Springs.
March 19: MBS Regional Affiliate
Meeting, Albuquerque, N. M.
March 19-20: Colorado Broadcastei
Assn.,
Program Clinic
and Rounc
table Discussion,
Broadmoor
Hote
Colorado Springs, Colo.
March 19-22: IRE National Conventioi
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Rad:
Engineering
Palace,
New Show,
York. Grand Centr
March 19-29: Inter- American Broar
casting Assn., Second Convention, Se
Paulo, Brazil.
March 20: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting, Charlotte, N. C.
March 21: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting, San Antonio, Texas.
March 22: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting, Nashville, Tenn.
March 24: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting, Tulsa, Okla.
March 26: Oral Argument on Col<
Television, U. S. Supreme Com
Washington, D. C.
March 26: FCC-Licensee Civil Defen:
Conference, Washington, D. C.
March 26-27: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting, Minneapolis, Minn.
March 27: Annual Membership Mee
ing, ASCAP, Waldorf-Astoria, Ne
York.
March 27-28: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting,
Fla.
March
28: Jacksonville,
National Television
Fil
Council All-Day Forum, New Yor
March 28-31: Assn. of National Adve
tisers,
Spring
Meeting,
stead, Hot
Springs,
Va. The Horn
March 29: BMI-N. C. Assn. of Broa
casters Programming Clinic, Selw
Hotel, Charlotte, N. C.
March 30: MBS Regional Affiliat
Meeting, Detroit, Mich.
March 31 -April 1: Advertising Feder
tion of America, Eastern AFA Inte
city
Women's
Club Conferenc
Shoreham
Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
April 2-5: Premium Advertising Ass
of America, Chicago Premium Ce
Chicago. Exposition, Hotel Stevei
tennial
April 3: McFarland Bill (S 658) Hea
ings Begin.NewOpen.
designated.
House Room
Office toBid;
Washington, D. C.
April 5-7: Sixth Annual Georgia Rad
Ga.
Institute,
Henry W. Grady School
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athei
April
Astor,6-8:NewAWRT
York. Convention, Ho1
April 11: Brand Names Day 1951, He
Commodore, New York.
April
11-13:Miami
AIEEBeach,
Southern
Meeting,
Fla. Distr
April 14: Fifth Annual Spring Tec
nical Conference, Cincinnati Secti
of IRE, Engineering Society Hea
quarters, Cincinnati.
April 14-18: Financial Public Relatio
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Te
April
15-19:Hotel
NARTBStevens,
29th Annual
vention,
Chicago. Co

Give-away

Telecasting

PRIZES

"Fastest-growing prize service
in the West." We serve more
than 50 AM and TV stations,
plus network shows.
We use $2 to $50 items and
invite inquiries
manufacturers and their from
agencies.
We
give you 100% cooperation.
Associate Needed —
For Chicago Office; investment
and your services required.
RAY AND BERGER
1471 N. Tamarind Ave.,
Hollywood 28; Telephone:
HUdson 24202
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WHYftufenOheateZMhTV

from

Your

THIS

Easy

MIRACLE

SECRET...

TURRET

and

TUNER

only Zenith

IS THE

has

You sit anywhere in the room ... blissfully relaxed ... with Zenith's
wonderful "Lazy Bones" Remote Control in your palm. You press lightly
with your thumb, and change programs one after another! No jumping
up, not one knob to touch or re-tune! This operation of the tuner by
remote control is possible because Zenith's Turret Tuner is truly a miracle
of automatic precision and stability !
Yes, all the necessary adjustments are made for you automatically, all
at one time . . . and this tuner is so heavy — so sturdy — that even years of
constant use will not cause its contacts to lose their precision and let the
picture drift and fade!
And that's not all . . . this tuner is so much more sensitive that even in
far outlying locations, it takes signals too weak for other sets to handle,
and turns them into beautifully clear, steady pictures !
What's more, there is no other tuner in television so easily, quickly,
inexpensively adapted in your home to receive the proposed new ultrahigh frequencies on present standards, without an external converter!
Please remember — ONLY ZENITH HAS THIS TURRET TUNER. So regardless of what you read or hear, before you invest in television be
sure to see for yourself that Zenith is different from all others ... indeed, the Royalty of Television. Your Zenith dealer invites you to prove
this in your own home, before you buy.
•
• •
Above, New Zenith- "Aldrich," Console TV. New 165 sq. in. 2-in-l Screen gives
instant choice of circular or rectangular type pictures. Period cabinet, Mahogany veneers and hardwoods. $369.95. Includes Federal excise tax. Prices
subject to change without notice.
Zsnilh Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, Illinois • Over 30 Vears of "Know-How" in Radionics® Exclusively • Also Makers of Fine Hearing Aids

it!

Telestatus
(Continued from -page 6U)
from the total time costs of $3,502.
Mr. Zucker added that the cost per
inquiry for the two TV stations
that pulled the largest response
averaged only 60 cents, while for
the two best magazines the cost
per response averaged $1.19, or
twice as much, indicating that further testing may show per-inquiry
costs appreciably less in TV than
in magazines.
Stating that the help of client
and agency enabled Dynamic to
produce film spots that "do justice
to the delicacy and fine workmanship in Hathaway fabrics," Mr.
Zucker said that "because of the
success of this test campaign, we
have already produced more films
for Hathaway which are beingutilized in a national campaign."
U. of Ky. Surveys
Viewing Habits
THE TELEVIEWING habits of
the more than 80,000 TV families
in the Louisville, Ky., area have
been the subject of a comprehensive survey just completed for
WHAS-TV Louisville by the Psychological Services Center of the
U. of Kentucky.
Taken during the week of Jan. 8,
the survey involved 13,000 telephone calls. The study revealed
that from 6 to 10 p.m. an average
of 57.8% of area TV sets are in
use. Friday was the biggest evening with 64% of the sets turned

Broadcast
Attend

on; in second and third positions
were Sunday evening, 62.9%, and
Saturday, 51%. Of the 13,000
homes phoned, 42% reportedly
owned telesets. Almost 80% of
these were reported in the upper
middle and lower middle income
groups.
Advertest Studies
Weekend Audiences
SUNDAY is reported a bigger TV
day than Saturday in Advertest's
February issue of "The Television
Audience
of Today,"
covered weekend
habits inwhich
television
homes. During the period Feb. 513, Advertest interviewers contacted 754 teleset owners throughout
the New York reception area.
Peak of televiewing both days
was arrived at during the hours
8-10 p.m. The number of telesets
turned on rose sharply at 7 p.m.
and continued on a generally high
percentage level until 11 p.m.
Videodex

Reports

Nation's Top 10 Shows
TEXACO Star Theatre is shown
as leader of the top 10 TV shows
in the latest Videodex National
Report covering 63 markets. The
variety show, starring Milton
Berle, won the attention of 60.5%
of TV homes in 61 cities — a total
of 6,339,000 TV homes— for the
period, Feb. 1-7. The list of leading shows follows:
PERCENTAGE TV HOMES
1. Texaco Star Theatre (61 Cities)... 60.5
2. Talent Scouts (22 Cities)
45.1

Engineers!

Broadcast

Day at IRE

Nat'l. Convention & Radio Engineering Show
Tuesday, March 20th has a special group
of papers for Broadcast Engineers:
• Symposium: BROADCAST TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS— Morning
General Meeting
"Master Control Facilities for a Large Studio Center" — R. H. Tanner
"Cathode-Ray Oscillography in AM, FM, and TV Broadcasting" — P. S. Christaldi
"Optimum Performance of Sectionalized Broadcasting Towers" — C. E. Smith
"Increased Economy and Operating Efficiency of Television Broadcast Stations
Through Systemic Design" — R. A. Isberg
"Technical Considerations of Television Broadcasting" — O. B. Hamilton
• Symposium: PANEL DISCUSSION
ON THE "EMPIRE STATE STORY"
Afternoon
A detailed discussion of the electronic, electrical, architectural, and mechanical constructional features of the Empire State broadcasting facilities by a group of
specialists who are specifically involved in the activity.
• Symposium: COLOR TELEVISION — Evening
A panel of several leading engineers from companies currently engaged in color television research and development will discuss the most recent technical advances
which have been achieved in their respective laboratories during the past year.
IRE Member Registration $1. Non-member $3.
AS EXHIBITED AT THE267 Exhibits
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Comedy Hour — Martin & Lewis
(58 Cities)
44.7
Fireside Theatre (38 Cities)
42.6
Philco TV Playhouse (56 Cities)... 41.8
Kraft TV Theatre (39 Cities) 41.0
Show of Shows (58 Cities)
40.8
General Eisenhower (44 Cities)... 39.4
Godfrey & Friends (49 Cities).. . 37.5
Studio One (50 Cities)
35.5
NO. Star
OF TVTheatre
HOMES IN 000'S 6,339
Texaco
Comedy
Hour
—
Martin & Lewis. . . 4,169
4,517
Show of Shows
Philco TV Playhouse
4,059
Fireside Theatre
3,906
General Eisenhower
3,557
Godfrey & Friends
3,519
Talent Scouts
3,506
Studio One
3,443
You Bet Your Life
3,423

Sponsor-Program
identification Surveyed
ABILITY of televiewers to correctly link sponsor and products to
programs was notably higher than
radio listeners, in a survey based
on five programs conducted by
Trendex- Inc., New York. The televiewers averaged 78.8% correct
identification; the listeners, 56.2%
for the five shows. Following are
the
RADIO
Stop individual results:
0.0% 40
fication Know
33.8%
Correct WisidentiJack Benny
66.2%
You Bet Your Life . . 55
5
8.6
54.3
the Music .... 37.1
Stop
0.3
36.9
Lone or Consequences 6.28
Truth
36
4
0.6%
Ranger
60
11.2%
Don't
You Benny TELEVISION
88.2%
Jack Bet Your Life . . 78.7
1.6
19.7
16.7
the Music .... 82.4
Truth
2.3
Consequences 74.4
Lone orRanger
3.7
23.3
70.4
0.9
25.9
(Second quarterly Sponsor Identification
Index forleasedNetwork
TV programs
will be reMarch 15 with
March Trendex
TV
Program Report.)
Nielsen Rates
'Star Theatre' Tops
MILTON BERLE's buffoonery on
the Texaco Star Theatre still manages to tickle enough ribs to enable
the program to maintain its lease
on first place in the National Nielsen-Ratings for the top TV programs. Nielsen's latest report, covering the two weeks ending Jan.
27, places
the top 10 shows as follows :
Homes
Rank
Program
(000)
1. Texaco Star Theatre
6,414
2. Colgate Comedy Hour
4,992
3. Philco TV Playhouse
4,634
4. Show of Shows (Crosley)
4,576
5. Show of Shows (Participating).. 4,428
6. Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
4,309
7. You Bet Your Life
4,260
8. Martin Kane
3,994
9. Toast of the Town
3,962
10. Arthur Godfrey (L. & M.)
3,814
Homes
Rank
Program
(%)
1. Texaco Star Theatre ....
61.5
2. Show of Shows (Participating) . . . 50.0
3. Colgate Comedy Hour
49.7
4. Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
48.3
5. Show of Shows (Crosley)
47.9
6. Philco TV Playhouse
47.8
7. Fireside Theatre
47.7
8. Gillette Cavalcacte
45.1
42.9
10.9. Godfrey's
Hopalong Scouts
Cassidy
42.9
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.

circulaTV TELEVISION
Outshines set
'Star'
tion in the Washington, D. C,
area has passed that of the
Washington Evening Star's
Sunday edition, it has been
reported. The Washington
Set Circulation Committee
said there were now 244,260
TV receivers in the area.
The Star's Sunday circulation, according to the Audit
Bureau of Circulations, is
237,657.
FREED

RADIO

Files Bankruptcy Petitioi
VOLUNTARY petition in ban!
ruptcy has been filed by Free
Radio Corp., New York, manufa
turer of television sets and ele
tronic communications equipme
under the trade name Freed-Eis
mann, through its attorney
Krause, Hirsch, Levin & Heilper
New York, in the U. S. Distric
Court for the Southern District oj
New York.
Radio Corp. of America, credite
with $57,353.75, and Sylvania Elet,
trie Co., credited with $8,720.6'
were listed among the 10 larges
creditors out of a general group c
300.
Cites Reasons
The action, according to papei
filed by the company, was "mad
necessary by reason of the fac
that . . . [Freed Corp.] . . . Q
unable to pay its debts as thei
mature. The lack in the sale c
television sets, which is a matte
of common knowledge in the telej
vision industry, has resulted in th'.j
debtor's present predicamen
coupled with the fact that it mail
tains, at the present time, an invei
tory of approximately $923, 000. '!
Schedules
the had
company's
bilities
and of
assets
yet to luh
compiled, and a period extendin
to March 27 was granted by th
court for that purpose.
The company proposed, anion
other things, to pay unsecure
creditors 100% in 12 monthly i
stallments commencing six montr
after the court should confirm sue
arrangement.
Officers of Freed Corp. wei
listed as Arthur Freed, presiden
director and 75% stockholdei
Irvine:tor; G.Freed,
secretary and
direcLeon Freedman,
assistar
secretary and director, and Joshu
Seiaer, vice president.
The petition was referred ft
Referee John E. Joyce.

ratings for sponsored network
shows, March 1-7 :
1. Fight of the Week
(Walcort-Charles)
Charles' Bout
2. Star Theatre — Berle
3. Comedy Hour
Tops Trendex Report
4. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
CHAMPIONSHIP bout between
5. Your Show of Shows
6. Fireside Theatre
"Jersey Joe" Walcott and Ezzard
Charles beat Milton Berle to the
7. Martin Kane. Private Eye
8. Cavalcade of Sports
punch by registering a 60.3 Tren9. Godfrey 'n Friends
dex rating during the week of 10. Man Against Crime
March 1-7.
SPECIAL EVENT
Following are the top 10 Trendex
America Applauds — Richard Rodgers . .
• BROADCASTIN
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While a camera is put in place, production problems on Success Story
are discussed by (I to r) Bill Bowers, floor captain; George McMeans,
works manager of Kaiser, and Mr Schlichter.
★ * ★ ★
DAY

AT A STEEL

MILL

KTTV

Takes Viewers on Hour-Long Tour

intricate plan devised by the teleKTTV (TV) Hollywood's most
ambitious program to date, and
phone company involving a special process of double transmispossibly one of the most complision and signal pickup phone lines
cated television programs yet attempted by any TV station, was undertaken when the station did a
remote telecast of the workings of
the Kaiser steel mill, Fontana, for
its bi-weekly Success Story program series.
Integrating the activities of the
huge and widely spread-out plant
into an hour-long program, the
station utilized three remote
trucks and four cameras placed at
three locations. Two cameras
were placed at the open hearth
Put the
! B' furnaces, the focal point of the
telecast, and one camera each at
the No. 2 blast furnace and the
"655" thru
blooming mill. Microwave links
the
were used by the production crew
between the various locations which
were a half-mile apart. Transmitting "dishes" mounted atop
Studio -Test
each of the secondary locations
beamed signals to corresponding
receiving "dishes" on top of the
open hearth building.
Technical Problems
Several technical difficulties
arising from the extent of the
territory covered as well as those
from the nature of the telecast
had to be overcome by the station
production crew. One of these
was that the exceedingly bright
Test it for lows!
light given off by the open
hearth furnace prohibited an orTest it for highs!
dinary TV camera from giving the
Test it for fidelity!
true picture of the molten metal
process as well as background acTest it for voice!
tivity. This was overcome by using a special optical filter on the
Test it for music!
camera lens, cutting down the
Test it for versatility!
glare of the light and yet allowing
a clear picture of the activity.
Test it for ruggedness!
Another problem to surmount
iifi because of the great distance beTest it for "non-pop"!
tween pickup points was that of
Test it for convenience!
installing a dependable communications system for audio signals to
Test it indoors, outdoors!
enable split second timing of camera movements and cueing.
One of the station's major problems was that the use of so much
microwave equipment in the plant
itself left none to transmit the
signal from the steel mill to the
MICROPHONES • SPEAKERS
station's transmitter on Mt. WilPHONO PICKUPS • TV BOOSTERS
i son. This was taken care of by an
Telecasting •BROADCASTING

sending the picture to nearby Mt.
Diablo; then to the phone company building in downtown Los
Angeles; control
thence room,
to theand
station's
master
from
there to Mt. Wilson.
Karl Schlichter writes and produces the Success Story series under the supervision of Kai Jorgensen, of Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.
advertising agency. Richfield Oil
Co. sponsors the public service
telecasts which aim to portray
American business successes.
Balaban Recovering
JOHN BALABAN, president of
Balaban & Katz theatre chain,
Chicago, which owns WBKB (TV)
there, was recovering Friday at
La Casita Hospital in Indio, Calif.,
after undergoing an emergency
appendectomy Monday. He and his
wife are in California for a vacation.

ENZINGER SUIT
Motion To Dismiss Planned
ATTORNEYS for Ed Sullivan,
star of Toast of the Town on CBSTV, will file a motion to dismiss the
complaint of Mrs. Irene Castle McLaughlin Enzinger in Chicago Circuit Court April 4. Mrs. Enzinger,
a famous dancer before World
War I and now a Chicago socialite,
charges Mr. Sullivan, Ford Motor
Co., which sponsors the show, and
CBS with invasion of privacy by
the "unauthorized" showing of a
dancing film in which she appeared
with her (then) husband, Vernon
Castle.
The film, which was telecast in
March 1950, reportedly was loaned
to Mr. Sullivan for use in a 1936
stage show. Arvey, Hodes & Mantynband, Chicago firm representing
Mr. Sullivan, will file an answer to
the brief if the motion to dismiss
is overruled. The case might not be
heard for "two or three years,"
one attorney said.

SEE Why Audio Engineers Switch to this

SLIM-TRIM
TV

DYNAMIC

The only Microphone with all these Features!
Slim-Trim Design • Dynamic Performance • Response
40-15,000 c.p.s. ± 2.5db • Individually Laboratory
Calibrated • Power Rating -53 • Pop-Proof Head;
built-in Blast Filter stops wind and breath blasts •
Exclusive Acoustalloy Diaphragm withstands severest
service •. Omnidirectional; requires no closely associated auxiliary equipment • Changeable Low Impedance • Removable Swivel • Vi" or %"-27 thread
mounting • Cannon XL-3 Connector • All parts precision ground • 20 ft. broadcast type cable. Write
today for further facts! Model 655. Price. . . .$200
Send for Catalog No. 110

402 CARROLL STREET • BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 73 East 40th St. New York 16, N.Y., U.S.A. Cables: Mab
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ANA: Round Two
(Continued from 'page 23)
expenditures, should wish to keep
track of trends in the value of
radio time. And in doing so, it is
appropriate and possible to demonstrate how television is altering
that
value." its formula — used in
Explaining
the preceding study — it said:
The method suggested to members
for measuring relative radio time
values is based on the simple arithmetic growth of television homes.
It employs standard data that are
local and can be kept current. The
method is simple and clear-cut.
Unwarranted basic assumptions are
eliminated. There is little, if. any,
area for genuine disagreement. It
handles the problem equitably in each
city area and thus serves the network
advertiser and the spot advertiser
equally. It does not affect time values
in non-TV cities. For all these reasons, this arithmetic method is suggested to advertisers as a practical
way to evaluate radio evening time.
One change in formula is substitution of a 60-mile area for the
40-mile area previously used in
counting television homes. The report explains that this revision
"corresponds with the change made
by NBC ... in its method of reporting thiscommittee
information."
The ANA
cited a table
based on Nielsen figures as demonstrating that "each new TV installation signifies, for all practical
purposes, the virtual elimination
of one more home from the total of
actual or potential radio listening
during evening broadcast hours."

Says Walter H. Kniffin
Igr. of Media,
H. W. Kastor & Sons

"I am pleased to send our
contract on the Eddie Arnold
Show for the next 52 weeks.
The tremendous effectiveness of KDAL helped immeasurably inselling our
client on your market.
KDAL's greatly increased
BMB plus KDAL's unusually
high ratings helped swing
the decision to the DuluthSuperior market and, of
course, KDAL. We are looking forward to the usual
KDAL type of merchandising and promotion job."

KDAL
DULUTH-SUPERIOR
5000 WATTS
ON 610
Page 72
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Valuthat
It conceded
"there
still is,
of course, some slight degree of
radio listening in TV homes. Therefore, any calculation must be subject to whatever value one wishes
to place on this vestigial radio
listening in TV homes." The ANA
committee valued it at "zero."
In preparing the study, the committee listed each TV city in which
CBS or NBC had a radio affiliate.
The number of radio homes covered
by each of these affiliates was
recorded, based on information
from the station, from BMB figures, or from estimates based on
the station's power and frequency.
Then the number of TV homes
within a 60-mile area was entered,
using April 1 as the mid-point of
the first half of 1951.
On the assumption that each TV
home formerly was a radio home
but had since eliminated evening
listening, the relative time value of
each station was assumed to be
reduced by the ratio of TV homes
to claimed homes. These percentage figures were rounded off to the
next lowest 5% for simplicity's
sake, the report said.
(Where TV coverage areas are
greater than AM coverage areas,
the committee explained, the base
used in calculating the value-declined ratio was increased "to include the entire number of families
in the 60-mile area, again using
NBC
Withestimates.")
this formula, the report

Looking over a transmitter at the
new WFAA-WBAP-570 installation are (I to r) Paul Barnes,
WFAA-WBAP plant supervisor;
R. C. Stinson, WBAP technical director, and Ray Collins, assistant
manager of WFAA in charge of
technical
❖ *operations.
*
WFAA-WBAP
New 570 kc Plant Underway
WFAA Dallas and WBAP Fort
Worth are jointly installing a new
$200,000 directional antenna system and transmitter to improve
nighttime reception on the 570 kc
frequency which the two stations
share.
The new WFAA-WBAP-570 facility will be combined with their
820 kc plant at Grapevine, between
the two north Texas cities. Under
an unusual FCC arrangement, the
radio affiliates of the Dallas
Morning News and Fort Worth
Star-Telegram divide time on the
air on the same two frequencies.
ABC is heard in the Forth WorthDallas area on 570, NBC on 820.
Completion of the new 570 transmitter with 5 kw power is scheduled for mid-June. Three 650foot towers will be used with the
ground system covering 100 acres.
The old 570 plant was at Arlington, Tex. Engineers said combining WFAA-WBAP-570 *nd 820 (50
kw) plant facilities will make for
a more efficient operation.
radio
gave
the following
"relative based
time values
of two networks
on television displacement as of
NBC
CBS
April
1, 1951":
1. Current
gross nierht
hour cost in TV cities $18,295
2. Relative values in TV
cities
12,965 $17,945
3. Reduction in relative
12.156
value in TV cities (1
minus 2) . .
5,330
4. Current full network
29,920
gross night
5,789
5. Relative
valuehourof cost
full 27,785
network (4 minus 3) 22,455 19.4%
6. Percent reduction in
24,131
relative value of full
network (5 divided
by 4)
19.2%
For individual NBC and CBS
affiliates in TV markets, the committee estimated reductions in evening radio time rates would be in
order as follows:
No reduction — W S M Nashville,
NBC affiliate.
5% cut— WHO Des Moines, WOAI
San Antonio, WDAF Kansas City, all
NBC affiliates; WWL New Orleans,
CBS affiliate.
10%— WSB Atlanta, WFAA Dallas,
KVOO Tulsa, WOW Omaha and WLW

Cincinnati among NBC affiliates; KS1
Salt Lake City, KFAB Omaha, WRV;
Richmond and WHAS Louisvill
among CBS affiliates.
15%— KOMO Seattle, KNBC Sai
Francisco, KTAR Phoenix, KOB Al
buquerque, KSD St. Louis among NB<
affiliates; WBT Charlotte, WRE<
Memphis, WLAC Nashville amor
CBS affiliates.
20%— WSOC Charlotte, WSMB Ne^
Orleans, WMC Memphis, WBRC Bii
mingham, WOC Davenport, KPR<
Houston, KDKA Pittsburgh amon
NBC affiliates; KSO Des Moine;
KIRO Seattle, WJR Detroit, KCB
San Francisco, KRLD Dallas, KMB
Kansas City, KTRH Houston, WAF
Birmingham, KGGM Albuquerque an
WQUA
filiates. Moline, 111., among CBS aj|
259fc— WJAC Johnstown, WSPJ
Toledo, WJAX Jacksonville, WTA
Norfolk, WDEL Wilmington, WK
Oklahoma City and KDYL Salt Lak
City among NBC affiliates: WCC
Minneapolis, W K Z O Kalamazo
WARD Johnstown, WMBR Jacksoi
ville, WBIG Greensboro, KTSA Sa
Antonio among CBS affiliates.
30%— WIRE Indianapolis, WHA:
Rochester, WBZ Boston, WMAQ Ch
cago, WGY Schenectady, WAV
Louisville and WJAR Providenc
among NBC affiliates; KOOL Phoeni
WPRO Providence, WFBM Indiana]
olis, KCBQ San Diego. KMOX S
Louis, WAGA Atlanta, WJAS Pitt:
burgh, KOMA Oklahoma City, WIB
Utica among CBS affiliates.
35%— WIOD Miami, among NB
affiliates; KTUL Tulsa, WHEC R
Chester, WGBS Miami, WBBM Ch
cago among CBS affiliates.
40%— WOOD Grand Rapids, KFS
San Diego, WMBG Richmond, WGA
Lancaster, WINR Binghamton, WT1V:
Milwaukee among NBC affiliate:
WISN Milwaukee, WGR Buffal
WBNS Columbus, WNBF Binghar
ton and WJEF Grand Rapids amor
CBS affiliates.
45%— WWJ Detroit, WTAM Clev
land
NBC affiliates;
WTF."a
filiates.
Troy, among
WHIO Dayton
among CBS
50%— KFI Los Angeles, WSY
Syracuse, WRC Washington, WEE
Erie, KSTP Minneapolis-St. Pa
among WKRC
NBC Cincinnati,
affiliates; WFBL
WCBS Syirj
Ne'
York,
cuse among CBS affiliates.
55%— WNBC New York, WBF
Buffalo among NBC affiliates; WG«
Cleveland, KNX Los Angeles, WTC'f
Washington among CBS affiliates.
60%— KYW Philadelphia, WB;
Baltimore among NBC affiliate
WCAU
Philadelphia, WCAO Bali
r
KUOA
SILOAM SPRINGS, ARK.
ONE ADVERTISERS
OF THIS WEEK'S

5000
WATTS
M.B.S. AFFILIATE
Serving 4-State Area
Mo.
Ark.
Kan. Okla.
Associated With KGER
Long Beach, Calif.
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more, WEEI Boston among CBS affiliates.
The study included a table indicating that, for 21 CBS nighttime
programs, the cost per thousand
homes reached had increased from
$5.62 in October-November 1949
to $7 in October-November 1950, a
gain of 24.6%. For 20 NBC nighttime programs the increase was
shown as from $6.85 per thousand
I homes to $8.75, or 27.7%, during
I the same period. The figures are
based on gross nighttime hourly
rates, the report explained, "since
1 only the ratio between the two
years is important."
Conclusions
Other tables led the committee
to these conclusions:
"1. For the hours from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m., radio listening actually
' is higher in television homes than
in non-television homes.
"2. During the hours from 1 p.m.
through 7 p.m., the amount of radio
listening in television homes becomes progressively less in comparison with that in radio-only
homes . . .
(Assuming that listening in radio-only homes equals 100%, the
report summarized its findings on
radio listening in TV homes as
follows: 1-2 p.m., 83%; 2-3 p.m.,
81%; 3-4 p.m., 74%; 4-5 p.m.,
;69%; 5-6 p.m., 55%.; 6-7 p.m.,
.31%.)
"3. During the nighttime hours
; of 7 to 11 p.m., an average of only
■6.3 out of 100 TV homes listened
Ito their radio sets, as compared
with 34.8 out of 100 radio-only
nomes. In other words, there was
32% less radio listening in television homes than in non-television
iomes in November 1950. This
figure compares with 83% as given
in the previous report for the
month of December 1949."
' The report reiterated that "the
; problem of calculating the relative
value of radio time to the adveriser must be approached on a local
asis. In the first place, televiion's adverse effect on radio listening occurs currently in only 60
ity or market areas. It is in these
ities and their suburbs — not in the
undreds of other station areas
' without TV — where radio values
are being reduced. Furthermore,

PROTECT

Radio Set Production
(Continued from page 23)
000 in January 1950.
The January 1951 output is 29%
over 1950 and an estimated 20%
over 1949.
1,325,450 radio sets turned out in
February 1951, compared to 1,059,200 in February 1950.
The February 1951 output is 25%
over 1950 and an estimated 45%
over 1949.
These RTMA production figures
thus show a spectacular increase
in the production of radios in a
period that also has witnessed
perhaps a four-fold jump in production of television sets. The
RTMA data apply to the entire
manufacturing industry.
Much of the soaring demand for
sets centers around table models,
with many manufacturers selling
AM-FM combination types instead
of FM-only or AM-only. One company has quadrupled its AM-FM
output of table models since the
first of the year and still is behind, schedule. Another major
manufacturer will boost AM-FM
table model production 50% to
75% over 1950.
The whole set production problem was taken up in detail last
Tuesday at a three-way meeting
of industry and factory committees. Taking part were the NAB
the user of spot radio must be considered. He is obviously concerned
with the relative values of time on
individual stations."
The committee cited Hooperatings for the Jack Benny Show and
Lux Radio Theatre in five non-TV
cities and in five cities with at
least 25%o TV audience.
"These two particular examples
suggest that outstanding evening
radio programs can make some
progress where there is no TV competition, but that even the two top
programs in radio cannot hold up
where TV has developed to any
appreciable extent," the report concluded. "It will be noted that the
average drop for the three-year
period in the five TV cities was
59% for Lux Radio Theatre (25.9
to 10.7) and 47% for Jack Benny
(24.1 to 12.7). Both shows had
increases in non-TV cities."

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing:, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs. Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored -to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION - LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
AM
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Kansas City, Mo.

FM Committee, headed by Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington;
the Industry FM Committee,
headed by Morris Novik, consultant; the FM Committee of
Radio - Television Mf rs. Assn.,
headed by John W. Craig, Crosley
Division. Sessions were held at
the . NAB Washington headquarters.
To some extent the manufacturers conceded there are shortages
of FM-AM sets, especially in recent weeks. The NAB committee
will send out questionnaires to
broadcasters in an effort to obtain data from local distributors
on demand for FM sets. The
RTMA committee will recommend
that RTMA conduct a separate
survey. NAB's group will submit
its findings to RTMA.
Manufacturers scoffed at any
suggestion they were trying to
hold back FM or deliberately refusing to produce enough sets.
RTMA was invited to send a
representative to the NAB convention in mid-April, to take part
in the April 18 FM panel discussion. Suggestion was made that
the joint groups meet again in late
April to review developments at
the NAB convention. Mr. Novik
said he understood some Capitol
Hill committee members were interested in a proposal to conduct
an investigation to find out what
is holding back FM.
Josh Home, WFMA (FM)
Rocky Mount, N. C, said the state
can't get enough FM receivers and
contended his city is 49% FM
equipped. General Electric was
described as sending 10% of its
FM-AM table sets to North Carolina.
Mr. Novik said Germany is gearing for FM production because
Russia is using the choice frequencies. He added German manufacturers might be a source of FM
sets if U. S. manufacturers don't
turn out enough to meet the demand. (See list of those attending three-committee conference in
photo, page 23. Elliott Sanger,
WQXR-FM New York, was not
present at time photo was taken.)
NAB COMMITTEE
To Cover Government News
STAFF coordinating committee
has been set up in NAB by President Justin Miller "to assemble,
confirm and distribute day-to-day
information emanating from govThe groupernmentalissources."
to guide NAB in
keeping broadcasters advised concerning wartime problems such as
news of personnel, material, taxation and restrictions on broadcast
operations. Ralph W. Hardy, government relations director, is committee coordinator.
Data gleaned from government
publications will be summarized in
the NAB management newsletter.
Committee members, besides Mr.
Hardy, are Richard P. Doherty,
employe-employer relations director; Neal McNaughten, engineering director; Vincent Wasilewski,
attorney, and Robert K. Richards,
public affairs director.

SPARTANBURG
(county)
1950

U. S. Census
POPULATION
147,888
ithin the last ten years
Spartanhurg has enjoyed a
healthy growth. The population of Spartanburg County
has increased to 147,888 — a
gain of 16 per cent.
Over 100,000 of the people
of Spartanburg County live
within a 10-mile circle of the
City of Spartanburg.
J^.etail sales in Spartanburg
now exceed $100,000,000.
Spartanburg is the HUB CITY
of this highly industrialized
and thickly populated Piedmont section.
D ollars go farther on WORD
— Spartanburg's BEST
DIO BUY!

SERVSNi
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Walter J. Brown, President
SPARTANBURG
South
SEE

Carolina
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RED PROBE
Hearing Slated Wednesday
CONGRESSIONAL probe of alleged Communist infiltration in the
entertainment world, with undertones of possible subversive associations in the radio-TV field, was
quiet on Capitol Hill last week.
But behind the scenes the House
Un-American Activities Committee was mapping plans for a hearing slated to be held this Wednesday and resume after the Easter
recess.
On the western front, however,
there were complaints that the
committee should not confine itself
to Hollywood but should extend its
inquiry into radio, television and
other industries. The suggestion
was offered by Y. Frank Freeman,
chairman of the Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers.
Mr. Freeman said he does not
regard the probe as an attack on
the industry, some members of
which have been subpoenaed to
testify Wednesday, but is an effort
to unmask individual Communists
and their sympathizers. He suggested, however, that radio, TV
and defense industries, as well as
newspapers and schools, also be
included in the inquiry.
Among celebrities reportedly
asked to appear are Abe Burrows,
Larry Parks, John Garfield, and a
score of others, for whom subpenas
have been either issued or served.
The committee has made plain that

it has not identified any one of
them as "friendly" or "hostile."
Once again authorities cloaked
agenda, identity of witnesses and
other details with secrecy. It was
held likely that the Wednesday session would be partly open and
some of it "executive" or closed.
Who would appear was not known
at week's end. Another hearing was
in prospect for Thursday, after
which the committee plans to recess until about April 1.
One of the more interesting possibilities was an unconfirmed report last week that a former network director is being served to
testify on infiltration of Communists in the radio industry. Authorities declined comment on the personality phase and said the committee has no plans at present to
set aside sessions for that field
alone. They emphasized again that
the probe will be charted along the
course of individual personalities
rather than any industry segment.
Reorganization Power
EMERGENCY power of the President to reorganize governmental
agencies in the interests of national security was blocked last
week by House rejection of legislation (HR 1545) which would have
permitted such action. Last year,
Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), opposed a Presidential plan to reorganize the FCC,. giving additional
powers to the FCC Chairman. The
Senate then voted down the plan.

HOOPER
^
TULSA
December 1950 — January 1951
Mon. thru Fri.
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon— 6:00 P.M.

KVOO

25.8
44.0
Sunday Noon — 6:00 P.M. 27.3
40.6
6:00 P.M.— 10:30 P.M.
* Sign off at Sunset

"B"

"C"

"D"

22.5
20.0

20.6

16.5

19.1
32.9

9.9
13.0
13.6

//p//
9.2
5.5

4.2
9.2
13.3

8.9
4.2

*
5.9
1 1.3*
21.0*
Morning, afternoon and night, KVOO continues to lead the
parade Hooper-wise and every other way in Tulsa, the
heart of Oklahoma's No. 1 market. More than 25 years
of great broadcasting history plus topflight programming
today make KVOO "listeners choice!" Being "listeners
choice" makes it "advertiser's choice" too!
For availabilities call, wire or write KVOO or
your nearest Edward Petry & Company office.
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NAME
DIRECTORS
Ad Council Elects Four
ELECTION of Howard M. Chapin,
marketing manager of Birds Eye
Division of General Foods, and
Kenneth Collins, vice president and
merchandising coordinator of several Burlington Mills' sales divisions, as directors of the Advertising Council was announced last
week by Chairman Fairfax M.
Cone. Both executives represent
advertisers on the council board.
Directors-at-large elected included Samuel C. Gale, past chairman of the board and now planning
committee chairman; Lee H. Bristol, re-elected vice chairman of the
board for a third term. Mr. Gale
is vice president and advertising
director of General Mills, and Mr.
Bristol is president of BristolMyers Co.
Council campaigns under way
include a special Red Cross defense mobilization drive of which
Mr. Collins is volunteer coordinator, and a government reorganization campaign of which Mr.
Chapin is volunteer coordinator.
EMPLOYE SUES
Asks $30,000 of WAGA
SUIT against Fort Industry Co.
and James E. Bailey, as managing
director of WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, has been filed by Clifford
Rogers, WAGA technician. Damages of $300,000 are asked on the
ground the plaintiff was defamed
and otherwise injured when WAGA
charged three technicians with
sabotaging equipment when they
walked out Jan. 14 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29, 22].
Action was filed in Fulton Superior Court, Georgia. The plaintiff denied he had done anything
to injure WAGA property. He
contended WAGA's $10,000 damage
suit against the technicians was
"done maliciously" to defame the
plaintiff, attempt to break his spirit
in connection with the strike and
to obtain a medium for disseminating slanderous statements.
WFPG STAFF
Union-Station Settle
NEW agreement covering wages
and working conditions of IBEW
engineers at WFPG Atlantic City
was announced last week by the
union. Announcer-control operators
failed to report for duty March 7,
according to Fred Weber, station
manager, with WFPG staffing and
continuing operation without loss
of operating time or program
scheduling [Broadcasting 9 Telecasting, March 12]. The walkout
ended March 9 when an armistice
was established, according to Mr.
Weber.
A new agreement was reached
March 15, IBEW stated, setting up
a wage scale starting at $50 a week
and ranging up to $75. IBEW said
a similar agreement was signed
with WBAB Atlantic City, with
WMID that city having reached
accord several weeks ago.

The 'Blatz Song'
THOSE who decry the existence of radio commercials
should check with Michael
Henry, general manager of
WKOW Madison, Wis.
WKOW carries a disc jockey
show, You Ask For It, which,
according to Mr. Henry, has
listeners calling for a commercial— a singing commercial, no less. The spot carries the message of Blatz
Brewing Co., a participating
sponsor through Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New
York. In a letter to Barry
Keit, account executive and
recently appointed traffic
manager of Headley - Reed
Co., New York, WKOW national representative, Mr.
Henry submitted more than
100 cards and letters from
listeners requesting the playing of the Blatz song, which,
he said, has become "one of
the most popular tunes on

the show."
WMAW
LICENSE
FCC Grants Plea Tim fc
WMAW Milwaukee has bee
granted further opportunity b
FCC to plead for a license to cove
itsThe
permit.
Commission March 7 vi
cated and set aside its final dec
sion to deny the license on grounc
of alleged misrepresentation (
ownership [Broadcasting • Teli
casting, Dec. 25, 1950; Jan. 1
and has scheduled the case fc
oral argument March 30. The a>
tion was taken by FCC upon pet
tions for reconsideration filed V 1
the station which deny the charge
The Commission's final decisic
had reversed the earlier recor
mended decision of Hearing E:
aminer Basil P. Cooper, whoi
initial ruling had found no ev|j
dence to support charges of owne
ship concealment [Broadcasting
Telecasting April 17, 1950
Comr. Paul A. Walker had di
sented from the Commission's fin
ruling to reverse the examinei
decision.
WMAW
assigned
5 kw fu;
time
on 1250is kc,
directional.
T!
station has been on the air sin
1948 and is owned by Midwe
Broadcasting Co.
CFRN-PM Edmonton is now on iy
with 279 w on 100.3 mc.
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Respects
(Continued from page 50)
success. By graduation time in
11933, he was 86th in a class of 431,
ommander of the Honor Company,
president of a serious literary
group called the Trident Society,
;heer leader and member of the
ewimming team.
Looking back, Mr. Jahncke reballs that radio engineering was his
:oughest subject, almost causing
lim to "bilge out" of the Academy.
As a "lowly" ensign, and later
s a lieutenant (j.g.), he spent
our years cruising about the world
brith the fleet. In 1937 he left the
\ravy to seek his civilian fortunes
n New York. Locating a job with
\TBC
as that
nightthetraffic
ae found
room supervisor,
within his
neans was a pretty dismal affair
md settled back to the realization
hat things were "lowly" again.
j3ut it wasn't for very long. By
.939 he had become assistant maniger of station relations for the
31ue Network, predecessor of ABC,
>ut at the time still an NBC operaion.

SPANISH
GROUP
New Texas Unit Formed
FOLLOWING a two-day meeting
in Dallas March 3-4, Texas Spanish -Language Broadcasters announced completion of its organization.
Affiliates are KCOR San Antonio,
KTXN Austin, KUNO Corpus
Christi and XEO Matamoras and
XEOR Reynosa, Mexico. Latter stations are managed by Americans
living in trans-border Texas towns.
Clyde B. Melville, radio representative serving as business manager for the new group, said its
purpose was to reach for advertisers the south Texas concentration of an estimated 1.5 million
Spanish speaking people in the
state, with programming and commercial operation in line with "approved NAB-type practices and
Affiliates now have from 40 to
principles."
100% of their programs in Spanish,
according to Mr. Melville, hence
"can offer to advertisers specialization in advertising their products
to Spanish-language people."
The Spanish audience in Texas
has a "tremendous buying power,
little realized," Mr. Melville said,
citing a U. of Texas survey published in 1949 as showing 20% of
the state's population in the language segment.
Carnation Evaporated Milk is
using all affiliate stations of the
Spanish-language group presently
on a five-day-a-week schedule with
15-minute shows, according to Mr.
Melville.
Harlan Oakes & Assoc., Los Angeles, isnational representative for
the group. Dallas office is 402 Melba
Bldg., phone Sterling 1558.

Recalled to Navy
In 1941, when World War II
threatened,
even
before Pearl
labor, Mr. Jahncke was recalled
0 active duty by the Navy as aide
[ o Vice Admiral Adolphus Andrews,
ommandant of the Third Naval
Mstrict and commander of the
Eastern Sea Frontier. During the
our and one-half years which
ollowed, he served in four am■hibious invasions: Normandy,
Southern France, Lingayen and
)kinawa. He was commended for
is part in the planning and excution of the invasions of Southrn France, Lingayen and Okinawa.
Returned in 1945 to civilian life, vision shows everything. Tints of
aren't transmis|$e rejoined ABC (which had suc- the imagination
sible by color television, and
■eeded the Blue Network) and enneither
are
strange
lands such as
f-red the field for the second time.
TV scenic artist can depict. If
«8y 1947 he was manager of sta- no
radio were to disappear, much that
tion relations; by 1948, manager
f television station relations, and now stirs public imagination would
1949, vice president in charge
disappear."
Transmission of news, a most
if station relations both for radio
vital
function in the Emergency
jnd television. When ABC sepaEra, will continue to be more efrated television and radio operafective by radio than by television,
ions in 1950, Mr. Jahncke was
romoted to his present position as he believes. "I'm not trying to belittle television. Both it and radio
ice president for radio.
have
a place, and a rather irreRadio, like the infantry, he beeves, is here to stay. He regards
placeable one, in our lives."
Idea of a hobby is not one Mr.
as "an essential, irreplaceable
i?dium," and one about which "the Jahncke takes to readily. "I grew
up with boats, and I play bad golf
sets" have been generally ignored.
fairly regularly. I enjoy many
1 Radio has become so well-inteI rated into our living habits as a hobbies, but I'm not a total enthusiast about any particular one.
1'ieople that its extraordinary services are considered part of the My hobby, if you can describe it
:enery. Unlike sunlight, which
that way, is to avoid hobbies."
A member of the University Club
occasionally is blotted out by clouds,
! adio is always present and conof New York, Mr. Jahncke belongs
equently taken for granted. Only also to the Newcomen Society and
'hen it irritates us is it noticed, the Army and Navy Club in Washnd then to be complained about,
ington, D. C. He also is a panel
tore American than apple pie, member of the American Arbitration Assn.
nee more Americans have adopted
as part of living, radio has made
Married to Cornelia Dickerman
e ghbors of us all," he says.
of New York in 1940, Mr. Jahncke's
'Radio leaves much for the lis- family now includes Leila, 10;
Ernest Lee III, 7; Carter, 4, and
•ner to fill in with his imagina;on," he points out, "while tele- Redington, 1.
POADCASTING
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REVIEWING promotion plans for the Texas Spanish-Language Broadcasters
are, seated (I to r) Robert N. Pinkerton, manager, XEO Matamoras and XEOR
Reynosa, Mexico; Joe Harry, assistant manager, and Frank Stewart, manager,
KTXN Austin, and William P. Smythe, manager, KCOR San Antonio. Standing, Harlan G. Oakes, Harlan Oakes & Assoc.; Jack Mayberry, manager,
KUNO Corpus Christi; Stanton Morris, asst. mgr., KCOR; Mr. Melville.
POWER INCREASE
WBEN-FM Plans 106 kw
NEW CONSTRUCTION will increase WBEN-FM Buffalo's effective radiated power to 106 kw from
6 kw, the station announced. It
will continue on a frequency of
106.5 mc (channel 293).
Construction will begin April 1
in the nearby town of Golden on a

1,057-foot tower, the top of which
will stand 2,699 feet above sea
level. Edward H. Butler, president
of WBEN Inc., said that one of the
most modern antennas in the world
will be used. Program transmission is expected to begin during
the first quarter of 1952. A new
transmitter building will be constructed adjacent to the tower.
Equipment will be RCA throughout.

ClMLAND'S Hm STATION • wjw • CIJMUHD'S/jfow^ SICNAl- wjw • CLEVELAND'S ^
CHIEF

S7>^

SAYS:

"Cleveland heap big hunting ground
Seventh city in the nation
Sales-wise hunters sure have found
It rings the bell to use Chief Station"

HAPPY
HUNTING

(SALES)
GROUND

Use WJW- Greater Cleveland's most merchandising minded, promotion-minded station— to bag sales in the
Greater Cleveland market!

o
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E
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Kennelly, media director &
radio timebuyer.
Page 409 — Milton
Adv. Pep
Co..
add to Weinberg
radio accounts:
Boys,
Manny, Moe & Jack of.
California.
Page 414 — Columbia
Broadcasting
System Inc.: Executive
& Staff,
add: Chicago Office of NetMichiganworkAve.TV Sales,
George410J.N.Arkedis,
Western television sales manPage 546 — Under Frequency Measuring
Services
Elecager. tronic Co.,list:
1802 Eidson
North Third
St.,
Temple,
Tex.
Tel.:
3901.
Merrill Eidson.

1951
'YEARBOOK'
ADDENDA
ream, director of program
CHANGES and additions received after the 1951 Yearbook went to press
development; Charles H.
are included in the following list which will also serve to correct some
Wolfe, cials;
director
commerDonald N.of McClure,
errors made in compiling the vast volume. For convenience, the informanager
of
production;
mation is arranged numerically by Yearbook page number. Personnel
Robert Reuschle, manager
of timebuying; Frank Bibas,
abbreviations may be found on
motion picture director.
Page 142— WOC
-TV isDavenport,
page 6 in the 1951 Yearbook.
Don Bohl
d of TV. Iowa,
Page 404— Olian Adv. Co. of Chicago,
Page 32— Radio
Corp. of America,
RCA
Page 150— WFKY
Frankfort, Ky., W.
listing should read: 334 Pure
Communications
Inc. after
Wallace Robinson is now p
Oil Bldg., Chicago 1. Tel.: THESAURUS UNIT
Samuel M. Thomas, vice
replacing
B.
C.
Edwards.
State
Radio
Dept.:
president in charge of New
Add: R. B. Hensley, vp and
Irwin 2-3381.
A. Olian,
president;
Sets Research Department
York District, add: Frederick
I.
J.
Wagner,
vice
president
Mrs.
B.
G.
Norris,
secy-treas.
P. Guthrie, assistant vice Page 154— WNBS Murray, Ky., add: H.
& radio & TV director; A. C.
president in charge of WashRCA Thesaurus & Syndicated ProT. Waldrop, p; Troy Glideington District.
well,
grams last week announced creace. cm & pd; John Latham,
Page 69— WMcCrary
ATM Atmore,
Ala..
Everett
CAB DECISIONS
is g & cm; Lillian Page 155 — KSYL Alexandria, La., delete
tion
of
a commercial research de-"i
Miller, pd; C. W. Reddoch, ce.
Paul H. Goldman, gm.
Members Asked to Ratify partment with Donald D. Axt,
Page 71— Everett
WGWD Gadsden,
Ala.,
delete
Page
156—
KNOE
Monroe,
La.,
Paul
H.
E. Porter Jr., news
sales service supervisor, as manGoldman is new gm replacMAIL VOTE of membership of the
and sports dir.
ing Robert E. Bausman.
Page 93— KECC Pittsburg, Calif.. Ted Page 169— WHMP Northampton, Mass.,
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters is
Purpose of the new department,
correct spelling of g & cm, being taken to ratify a decision of
Mermodborne as replaces
Harry
Ospd; LeSalle
Gilman
Alexander W. Milne.
according
to Thesaurus, is to corager.
replaces Fred Knop as nd.
Page 179— WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich., the CAB board of directors at its
relate and disseminate merchandischange national rep. from
Page 94— KCBS San Francisco, Calif.,
William Nietfeld replaces
Burn-Smith to Forjoe.
Quebec meeting [Broadcasting •
ing information and sponsor sucGrant Holcomb as d of news
Page 180— WKNX Saginaw, Mich., de- Telecasting, March 5], to appoint
cess stories for use by Thesaurus
and special events. Add:
lete
O.
J.
Kelchner,
co-o
&
a
chairman
and
vice
chairman,
and
station
subscribers in selling to::
Howard Luck Gossage, adv.
gm. Add:
William
J.
Edand sis. pmm.
wards, p & gm; Howard H. have the latter move up automaand
retaining,
local advertisers.
Page 102— WCNX
Wolfe, Williams,
secy-treas. vp. & sm;
tically each year. Malcolm Neill,
Donald
Kenneth Middletown,
A. F. Bishop isConn.,
chief
CFNB Fredericton, was elected
operator of tech. dept.
Page 200— KOLN
DAB MEETING
R. Fry isLincoln,
p & gm.Nebr., Paul
chairman, and F. H. Elphicke,
Page 126— KTFI Twin Falls, Ida., Richard Bingham is now pd re- Page 211— WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., add CKWX Vancouver, vice chairman
placing Lenore Parker.
Thesaurus to transcription
Set May 3-4, in Columbia
libraries.
Page 127— WOKZ Alton, 111., Ray L.
for 1951-52.
Watton is gm replacing HarPage 224— WSKY
Asheville,
N.
C,
Hal
OHIO
Assn. of Broadcasters' an
A Canadian Radio Week comEdwards
is cm; William
old Fitzgerald;John
John Coughlin
O'Hara,
nual management meeting is sched
Clements, ce.
pd
replacing
mittee
of
the
CAB
was
appointed
and Bill Burch is cm.
uled for May 3-4, at the Neil Housi
Williamston, N. C,
Page 138— WISH Indianapolis, Ind., C. Page 233— WIAM
Robert Best is publ. rel. & to work with Radio Mfrs. Assn. on in Columbus.
Bruce McConnell is p replacplans.
Serving
are
Harry
SedgDiscussion will be devoted ti
prom. d.Red Lion, Pa., John
ing Frank E. McKinney;
wick, CFRB Toronto; Murray
Robert B. McConnell is vp & Page 272— WGCB
selling,
overhead, competing media
M.
Norris
is
p;
John
H.
Norgm replacing G. J. Higgins.
Brown, CFPL London; W. B. C. promotion
ris, sm: Stanley D. Deppen,
and civil defense. Car
Add: William H. Spencer, sm.
Burgoyne, CKTB St. Catherines;
Page 140— WJVA rectSouth
Bend,
Ind.,
corGeorge,
vice
president and genera
Page
280—
WJAY
Mullins,
S.
C,
owners
spelling of ce, Francis
are: W. L. Harrelson & Bill Phil Lalonde, CKAC Montreal, and manager, WGAR Cleveland, sail
J. Bock.
Gauss Smith; Forrest Ramsey
Dr. Charles Houde, CHNC New
that details, including the name o
Carlisle, Que.
is sm; George Magera, ce.
a nationally known speaker, wouL
pd.
Page 287— WLIL
Lenoir
City,
Tenn.,
Bob Dickson is prog. & pmm
For the 1952 annual meeting, to be available in a few weeks.
replacing
Johnny
Redwine;
Mr. Al Durante
Edward Seward is ce replac- be held at Toronto March 24-27,
J. Walter Thompson Co.
ing William T. Newton.
the agenda committee appointed is
J. Fred Woodruff
Page 294— KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex., the same as the Radio Week comNew York City
Harry H. Hayes is new gm.
FUNERAL services for J. Fre
Dear Al:
mittee,
with
addition
of
Mr.
Neill
Page 296— KULP
El Campo,
Melbadean
Wells isTex.,
now Mrs.
m;
Woodruff, 65, former vice presiden
and
T.
J.
Allard,
CAB
general
manHorace
Wells,
cm.
You fellers'll be glad ter know
of Campbell-Ewald Co., were hel
Page 302— KMBL dressJunction,
Tex.,Lane.
adager, Ottawa.
thet on Monday nights
durin'LUX
th'
is: Flat Rock
period
in the Little Church of the Flower;
Canadian Standards Assn. comRADIO
Tel.:
824.
Affiliated
with
LBS.
mittee of the CAB consists of E. Forest Lawn Memorial Park, Glen
THEATRE is
James E. Calhoun is p & gm;
Mrs. James E. Calhoun, pd; 0. Swan, CKEY Toronto; Clive dale, Calif., March 10. He died i
on
air,
WCHSth' has
Charles Cunningham, ce. Eastwood,
CFRB Toronto, and Huntington Memorial Hospita
Use Capitol transcription
55.6% of th'
library and AP news service.
George Chandler, CJOR Vancouver,
Pasadena, March 8, after a brie
audience,
an'
they's diofivestations
raPage 327— WISC Madison, Wis., add: who heads the CAB technical comillness. Mr. Woodruff was th
ABC under network affiliain town!
mittee. On BMI Canada Ltd., agency's Pacific Coast manage
Think uv it,
tion.
Page 391— Add:
Chambers
& Wiswell
Al! With five
CAB members this year are Phil from 1932 until retirement in 1931
Inc.,
250
Park
Square
Bldg.,
stations,
Lalonde, Harry Sedgwick and Ken
Besides his widow, Mrs. Vir
WCHS has
Boston 16, Mass. Tel.: Libertybers,
2-7565.president;
George Helen
J. Cham-C. Soble, CHML Hamilton. The CAB
ginia Woodruff of San Marine
55.6%
uv th'
audience
on
FM committee consists of J. 0. Calif., surviving are three sons,
Horrlgan,
media
director.
Monday
Radio Accounts: John E. Blick, CJOB Winnipeg.
nights! Now
Cain Co.; S. C. Clayton Co.
daughter and five grandchildren. •
ain't thet
(Za-Rex); Elm Farm Food
sumpthin'
!
Jest
goes
ter
Stores;W. Howard
John
Leavitt Johnson's;
Co. (Tedshow thet
die); National Packing Co.
KGLO or
folks
'round
here really
Page 393 — Add:
Dorrance-Waddell
Inc.,
160 East
56th St., New York,
lissens ter
N. Y., Tel.: Plaza 9-5120.
West VirginDick Dorrance, radio & teleNO KGLO, SHE
ny's
one number
station!
,
vision director; Eugene Waddell & count
Johnexecutives;
Cashman,
acYou fellers
SETTER.
COLLECT
William
fer
J.aworkin'
Walter orta
Bonyun,
director
of
marketTHESE
EGGS
ing. Radio
& TV Co.;
accounts:
keep thet
Glamour
Products
Reed
mind
whenin
Inc.
Products Co.; Austin Greene
PRETTY SOON.'
yer radio
alookin'
fer
tions.staWCHS
Page 397— Add: Art Gruber Assoc., 5316
South
Girard
Ave.,
Minnereally deelivapolis, Minn. Tel.: Regent
ers th' lis1307. Art Gruber & Sam
seners!
Algy
Levitan.
Yrs.
Page 402 — McCann-Erickson Adv.
Agency,
radio Thomas
departmentH.
should read:
Lane, vice president in
Lib
charge of radio & TV; Alfred
WCHS
J. Scalpone, vice president,
15th
SERVICE
69,740 rural-urban
director of programs; Wilhomes,year
withoffarm
incometo $535,703,000;
total
liam
vice presiCharleston, W. Va.
dent,C. Dekker.
director of radio
& TV
kglo
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
service; Mrs. Dorothy B. Mc1300 KC, 5,000 Watts CBS
represented by Weed & Company.
Cann, vice president, execuMASON CITY, IOWA
tive producer; Hendrik BooBROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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TALENT WAGES
WSB To Examine Separately
SALARY problems peculiar to the
talent field will be treated separately by the Wage Stabilization
Board, Hollywood producers and
guilds have been told. Timing
of such a study was not disclosed,
however.
According to W. Willard Wirtz,
acting executive director of WSB,
that in lieu of an "interpretation
and ruling" on the request of Hollywood attorneys that talent be
specifically exempted from the
freeze [Broadcasting •
- Or wage
Telecasting, Feb. 26], actors, directors, writers, etc. are authorized
to operate within the framework of
General Regulation Nos. 5 and 6.
These regulations permit (1)
employers to recognize contracts,
either by exercise of options or
other practice set forth in the contract, in effect last Jan. 25, including periodic increases specified
either on merit or length of service ;
(2) individual contracts already
signed or contemplated after last
Jan. 25 for "promotion or transfer" or for "new or changed jobs,"
providing compensation is in accordance with the fixed procedure
I. : followed in 1950 and not in excess
of the amount paid to comparable
talent.
However, Mr. Wirtz explained,
the so-called "10% formula" is not
applicable to the motion picture industry, under Regulation No. 6, although individual cases can be
treated by specific application and
upon a case-to-case basis. Each
employer must keep records of
each adjustment made in order
that the board can inspect them.
According to WSB, the talent
classification embraces: Actors and
actresses; extra talent, including
dancers; producers and associate
producers; directors and producer
directors; assistant directors, including technical directors; dance
directors; writers, song writers
(music and lyrics) ; composers;
musicians ; art directors ; wardrobe
designers ; cameramen ; assistant
cameramen and operative cameramen; sound engineers (professional), and film editors.
Similarity of these skills to those
found in television and also in some
radio lines gives rise to speculation that the Hollywood request for
exemption may set the precedent
for radio-TV entertainers.
A three-day hearing that was to
have been held in February on the
applicability of the wage freeze to
employes in radio, newspapers and
related fields was cancelled [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19].

The Nation's Richest
lurvey average of 50.1
Every hour to good

BROADCAST
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FINAL RULES
Set on Disaster Service
FINAL rules and procedures for
the Disaster Communication Service in the 1750-1800 kc band have
been announced by FCC, effective
March 21. Provisions are substantially as proposed
last year [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 7,
June 12, 1950].

DURING WHK Cleveland's "Opening Week," [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 5], the Mutual board of directors visited Cleveland to hold its quarterly
meeting at the new WHK studios. Looking over a model of the station are
(I to r) William Fineshriber Jr., MBS vice president in charge of programs;
J. B. Maurer, WHK sales manager, and Robert A. Schmid, MBS vice president
in charge of advertising, research, planning, promotion and publicity. Both
MBS executives are from New York.
FAX

SYSTEM

WU Has High-Speed Unit
HIGH-SPEED Fax, a new facsimile system eliminating processing
at the sending and receiving ends,
and operating over a carrier frequency of 25 kc on a band width
of 30 kc, was unveiled by the Western Union Telegraph Co. in New
York last week.
Ten times as fast as the ordinary
desk facsimile system, the new
method was described as carrying
written, printed or picture matter
8V2 x 14% inches in size or less, at
the rate of one-quarter inch per
second. That reportedly equals 180
thousand words per hour, equivalent of a 90-page issue of a magazine per hour.
A motor speed stabilizer, developed by Western Union, permits
1,800 rpm with such minimum of
oscillation that the copy does not
waver perceptibly.
First installations of the system
are to go to the Army, it was announced. Later High-Speed Fax is
expected to be operated commercially anywhere the volume of copy
traffic is large enough. The system
has been tested by the company for
over a year between New York and
Washington, it was announced.
Oliver S. Warden
OLIVER S. WARDEN, 85, publisher of the Great Falls (Mont.)
Tribune and owner of KMON
Great Falls, died at his home last
Monday. Mr. Warden, a director
of the Associated Press and noted
civic leader, had served as a member of the Democratic National
Committee in Montana for 17 years
prior to his death. A key figure in
reclamation and international aviation activities, he also owned the
Montana Farmer Stockman, the
Great Falls Leader and a printing
and supply business. Mr. Warden
became owner of the Tribune in
1895. He is survived by four children of his first marriage; his second wife, the former Eleanor G.
McCrae, and their son, Jock Finley.
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Remote Pickups
FCC has proposed rules changes
to allow licensees of AM and TV
stations, which have remote transmitter sites and employ microwave studio-transmitter links, to
utilize remote pickup stations to
provide communication between the
studio and transmitter. Rules already allow this for FM stations.
Comments are invited by April 2.

Advertising

The service is open to both nongovernment and government stations, or any person eligible to hold
a license under the Communications Act and who is participating
in a bona fide disaster communications group. The service is designed "to provide essential communications incident to or in connection with disasters or other incidents which involve loss of communication facilities normally
available or which require the temporary establishment of communication facilities beyond those norThe allocation
mally available." as originally made
in 1945 primarily provided for
peace-time disaster communication,
but as now constituted does not
preclude use of the service incidental to war-time emergency, FCC
said. Emergency uses cited include floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, explosions, plane and train
wrecks, "or the consequences of
armed attack." Detailed rules and
application forms are available
from FCC.

to

Advertisers

How the Big 25 Advertised
ADIO advertisers frequently
dollars from P&G, the # 1 adverR shift media.
tiser, than any other medium . . .
That is one of the important
Radio has been getting an increasing share of the soap, drug
facts documented in "How the Big
and
toiletry
business ; the 7 leaders
25 Advertised" — a new and original study recently published by more than tripled their investments
between 1936 and 1949 . . .
Printers' Ink as a service to the
buyers and sellers of advertising.
"How the Big 25 Advertised"
is a good example of why
The Big 25 are those advertisers whose combined
Printers' Ink gets top atinvestments in the six
tention from the top executives who buy advertising
major media were the
— why it stands alone as
greatest during the 14-year
the magazine for adverperiod 1936-1949.
In this analysis of how
tisers, and for advertising
to advertisers.
the pacemakers of national advertising shifted their budgets and
And that's one good reason why
strategy over the years, significant
your advertising in Printers' Ink
media buying trends are revealed.
strengthens your "consumer franFor example . . .
chise" with the buyers of advertising and keeps them sold on you
Radio cut the biggest slice out
when media shifts are considered.
of the 2'/2 billion dollars invested
by the Big 25.
(Copies of the "How the Big 25
Advertised" research report are
62% of Radio's slice came from
available at s5.00 each.)
just eight of the Big 25 . . .
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
Radio received more advertising
advertising director
205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston « London
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 14)
tributions by Denver radio stations
and broadcasters . . . there has
been little or no public recognition
of these activities. . . ."
The operation includes a threechannel wired system with outlets
near each of the 2,800 beds at Fitzsimons, largest Army hospital in
the continental United States.
Through this system three programs are fed simultaneously, one
of hospital origination, the others
from Denver stations.
Mr. Connally said that help from
Denver broadcasters includes baseball broadcasts, special events,
celebrity guests, and many hours
of work from the station staffs. He
specifically mentioned KFEL KLZ
KOA KMYR and KTLN, and added that in many cases stations
went to considerable expense to
furnish programs.
Manager Connally said that the
KFG staff includes three announcer-writers,. Gerry Tunnell, formerly with KGGM Albuquerque; Bill
Charles, formerly with EID Idaho
Falls, and Paul Blue, formerly with
KTLN Denver; and a chief engineer, Robert A. Miller, who served
three years with the CAA.
PLOUGH Inc., Memphis (WMPS Memphis), will open new plant in Memphis in June. The company will throw
open its doors to employees, their
families and guests during week long
ceremonies.

KSWM
JOPLI
N , M O.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring
unduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C BS

in

JO
PLI
N, MO
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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National Nielsen Ratings* Top Radio Programs
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR WEEK FEB. 4-10, 1951
Current Rating
Current
Previous
Ho0'!,eS
Rank Rank
Program
(%)
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For Ail Programs)
(9.3)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
24.5
2
2
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
19.7
3
5
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
17.6
4
7
My Friend Irma (CBS)
17.1
5
3
Amos 'n'Winchell
Andy (CBS)
17.1
6
6
Walter
(ABC)
15.6
7
4
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
15.5
8
12
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
15.3
9
8
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
15.0
10
11
Red Skelton (CBS)
14.1
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(5.8)
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
11.7
2
2
Tide Show (CBS)
10.6
3
4
Lone Ranger (ABC)
9.0
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(6.2)
1
6
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS)
11.1
2
1
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
10.4
3
2
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
10.2
4
3
Ma Perkins (CBS)
10.1
5
21
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
9.8
6
7
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS)
9.5
7
4
Big Sister (CBS)
9.5
8
10
Aunt Jenny (CBS)
9.4
9
12
Rosemary (CBS)
9.3
10
33
Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) (CBS)
9.2
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.1)
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
10.3
2
2
The Shadow (MBS)
9.5
3
3
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
7.3
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(6.1)
1
1
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
12.0
2
4
Give and Take (CBS)
10.0
3
2
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
9.9
EXTRA WEEK JAN. 28— FEB. 3, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current Rating
Current
Previous
H"mes
Rank Rank
Program
(%)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
21.1
2
2
Jack Bennv (CBS)
18.9
3
5
Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
16.9
4
3
Amos V Andy (CBS)
16.6
5
10
My Friend Irma (CBS)
16.6
6
8
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
16.3
7
4
Godfrey'sWinchell
Talent Scouts
(CBS)
16.2
8
6
Walter
(ABC)
16.0
9
27
Bob Hawk (CBS)
15.8
10
19
Mystery Theater (CBS)
15.2
Number
of homes
is obtained
by applying
"NIELSEN-RATING" (%) to 41,903,000
—NOTE:
the 1951
estimate
of Total
United States
Radio the
Homes.
(*)
reached during all or any part of the program, except for homes listening only
1 to Homes
5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
SAFETY DRIVE
WMCA Survey Gets Action
AS A RESULT of a WMCA New
York six-months survey into the
cause and effect of automobile fccidents in the city, the station has
managed to get the Citizen's Union
to introduce a bill
i in New York
State Legislature
which aims to alter existing laws.
In addition,
WMCA
will
launch a new
show on the subject called The
Killers effective
Mr. Straus
today (Monday).
The new plan
will call for a law which will substitute the present system of state
liability insurance law, with motor
vehicle compensation insurance as
driver's lifor a contribute
a requirement
cense. Drivers would
to
a state-administered fund, and all
benefits available from this fund
(without legal wrangling over who
caused the accident) would go to
automobile victims.
"The recorded evidence accumulated by WMCA," declared Milton
M. Bergerman, chairman of the
Citizen's Union, convinced us of
the necessity of campaigning for

this much needed reform. The
chairman also pointed out that
Nathan Straus, president of
WMCA, was a former administrator of the U. S. Housing Authority,
a state senator and had pioneered
in this field with his bill for compulsory compensation automobile
insurance which he introduced in
the New York State Legislature
from 1921 to 1926.
Leon Goldstein, WMCA vice
president in charge of programs,
directed the six-month investigation using mobile recording units.

PARAMOUNT STARS
Set To Air Royal Spots
ARRANGEMENTS for a spot announcement series, in which Paramount Pictures stars will promote
Royal Desserts and their movies,
have been completed by the film
corporation and Standard Brands
day.
Inc. and will begin over major radio network stations next SaturOne-minute spots will be used on
154 network stations in 105 cities
from coast to coast, with each star
guaranteed a minimum of 10 spots
per week
each ofstation.
Paramount saidona total
4,000 national
breaks will be used for the onemonth promotion. First spots will
feature Bob Hope and be timed
with the Easter engagement of his
Lemon
DropTheatre.
Kid at New York's
Paramount
BRAND NAMES DAY
To Salute Merchants
SEN. JAMES H. DUFF (R-Pa.)
is slated to be the principal speaker
at the sixth annual Brand Names
York.
Day celebration, April 11, in New
The dinner, climaxing the event,
will be highlighted by presentation
of the third annual "Brand Name
Retailer of the Year" awards to
merchants in 17 separate fields of
retailing. Chairman of the Brand
Names Day committee is E. Huber
Ulrich, assistant to the president
of the Curtis Publishing Co.
Armstrong Plans
ARMSTRONG CORK Co., Lan
caster, Pa. (floor and wall cover
ing), has announced plans for its
1951 advertising program — "the
most extensive in the company's
history." Additional outlets are to
be added to the 45 NBC TV stations
now carrying Armstrong's Circle
Theatre, Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m.
Stations will be added either for
live or kinescope showings, the announcement said. The company
also will continue its weekly radio
show, Theatre of Today, on 178
CBS
Saturday 12 noon12:30 stations,
p.m.

individually and as Represented
a group by
THE KATZ AGENCY/ INC.
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DISC JOCKEY CONTEST' ©
WAVE Louisville, Disc Jockey
Contest, Oertel Brewing Co.,
agency M; E. Kopmeyer Adv.,
same city, received over 26,000
pieces of mail in two-day contest
for would-be disc jockeys. Winner,
Miss Pat Stevens of Louisville, re; eeived all-expense-paid vacation in
Florida. Station reports previous
contest pulled almost 24,000 pieces
;of mail. Show has backing of local
clubs and business organizations
which provide loyal following when
contestants from their groups enter
L-ontest.
RADIO SUCCESS • • O
WPTR Albany, N. Y., has converted one more to radio by showing its ability to reach public. Local
insurance man dipped into his own
pocket for two spots on local show.
Spots panned out so well that insurance man was swamped with
leads on prospective business. In
fact, it reportedly was too much
^for him to handle alone, so he
used spots to hire help.
RURAL LISTENERS
© © ©
AVRFD Worthington, Ohio, sending
brochure to advertisers and trade
based on station's ability to reach
farm listener. Piece is headed: "Is
your product on the shelves of
WRFD's General Store." Inside has
picture and background of two
farm broadcasters. It also has results of survey taken about farm
and non-farm listeners made by
station. Back outlines different
shows station presents along with
rromotion and publicity material
WRFD uses.
TV QUIZ SHOW
© © #
KSTP-TY
Minneapolis-St. Paul,
~ I.Dollars and $en$e, alternate Suna *idays
by
•First 9:30-10
National p.m.,
Banksponsored
of Minneapolis. Show uses two studios with
"contestants from St. Paul in one
and the other for Minneapolis contestants. Teams made up by civic
~ organizations are given same test
B .in their separate studios with only
, the viewer watching both. Each
i jteam wins quantity of silver dol•i r"lars for correct answers, and show
,is topped off with jackpot question
•at end.
SPANISH BROADCAST
© ©
V.TOU Kokomo, Report From
Spani, taped recorded broadcast direct from Madrid using facilities of
Spanish State Radio. Former
•Y.TOU staffer, Eric Ericsson, who

WALLOP.

WM
AM
REP. BY MEEKER
MARINETTE, WISCONSIN.
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programs

promotjon

attends U. of Madrid, broadcasts
about Spain today. Reports last 10
minutes and cover subjects ranging
from arrival of the U.S. Ambassador to opening of bullfight season.
FUTURE RELEASES
© # ®
WWCC Hartford, Pick A Hit,
March 11, featured 12 unreleased
records in cooperation with Columbia Record distributor in Hartford. Listeners were asked to vote
for favorite record giving reason
they liked it. Prizes included TV
set and record players. A tie-in
newspaper campaign was used.
*★*★***★★*

.
tops in aVama

THIS is one of 100 24-sheer billboards placed by WCAO Baltimore
throughout that city. The call letters
are three feet high in red against
white background. They are being
used to plug 20 CBS network shows.
L. Waters Milbourne, president of
station, said, ". . . we want to . . .
build and hold big audiences both for
our network and our spot clients."
An estimated one million people will
see posters per day.
★ ★***★*★★★
DIRECT BROADCAST © © ©
WROK Rockford, 111. recently
broadcast directly from Madison
Square Garden the Beloit College
vs. Seton Hall basketball game
during National Invitational Tourney. Humphrey Cadillac & Oldsmobile, and The Kroger Co. (supermarkets), sponsored broadcast.
School located in area had large
following, so station arranged to
air game. Kroger Co. used window
displays to promote broadcast in
14 stores in towns located in area.
Broadcasts were to continue as
long as team remained in tourney,
but unfortunately they lost their
first game to Seton Hall.
THEATRE DISCUSSION
© ©
WNBW (TV) Washington, Sat.,
March 17, 2:30-3 p.m. Special
program, Curtain Call for '51, presented under auspices of UNESCO
and American National Theatre
Academy, discussing subject:
"What is international theatre
month?",
being celebrated
during
March.
Panel
included: Robert
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premiums
Schnitzer, managing director of
Ballet Theatre, moderator; Rosamond Gilder, on ANT A board;
Blanche Yurka, stage and screen
actress; Paul Green, playwright;
M. S. Sundaram, cultural attache
of Indian Embassy; Rosemary
Krill, drama student, Catholic U.
of America.
'FAT BOY' PROMOTION
© ©
KPRC-TV Houston, cooperating
with Houston Post, has launched
"Fat Boy" promotion, based on
Salesman Elmer Wheeler's The Fat
Boy's Book. Paper is running book
in serial form and station is conducting contest to promote interest
in series. Two contestants were
selected, both weighing over 250
pounds,
to compete
station's
TV
director,
Gene with
Lewis,
who
weighs 250. Contestants must use
Mr. Wheeler's diet for 16 days.
The one losing the most weight
during period will be awarded
prizes. AM-TV RATINGS
HIGH
© ©
WSB-AM-TV Atlanta reports that
both Bob VanCamp shows on radio
and TV have gained high listener
ratings in area. On radio It Pays
To Listen, giveaway show, has doubled its rating during the morning
hours. Program switched from
popular music to classical tunes.
On TV It Pays To Watch, patterned after AM show but on film
and built around Snader musical
series, has followed suit.
© •
TV BROCHURE
WBTV(TV) Charlotte, N. C, sending trade and advertisers revised
brochure showing summary of coverage, viewership, promotion, sales
effectiveness and production facilities. Brochure has map of coverage, charts and letters from viewers confirming distance covered by
station.

LENTEN
WSPD-TV

SERIES

©

©

©
Toledo, Town Topics,

immediate

devotes 15 minutes every Wed.
during lent to various Christian
churches in area for use in presenting to viewer the origin and
customs of different churches. Interviews with priests, guest speakers from United Council of
Churches, dramatic skits by high
school students and scripture interpretations are featured.
© ©
FACT BROCHURE
WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations
sending trade eight-page brochure
containing facts about stations.
Cover is blue with man with sandwich board standing next to lampsign reads:
"Eat was
at Joe's."
Inside post,
tells
how "Joe"
smart
enough to use radio in advertising.
It also has market-area coverage
charts for each station (KYW
Philadelphia, WOWO Ft. Wayne,
KDKA Pittsburgh, WBZ Boston,
WBZA Springfield, KEX Portland).
MUSICAL EVENT
© © ©
CKCW Moncton, N. B., sponsoring
for fourth year Moncton Musical
Festival, May 7-12. Event designed
as public service helping to develop
musical talent of city. Competition open to both professional and
amateur, trying for music scholarships at many music schools.
PROMOTION SERIES
© ©
WJW Cleveland has been using
transit ads tieing in with newspaper ads and direct mailing pieces to
trade and advertisers. Transit layout has roundup of many different
promotions used by station.
TRICK GIMMICK

©

©

©

WTRY

Troy, N. Y., sending advertisers and trade trick gadget it is
using in contest. Station asks
trade to send copy that best ties
in with gadget and puts across
station's point. Station offers case
of Scotch as prize. The small gimmick proves that the hand is faster
than the eye. Round metal case
has picture of bullfighter and bull
with
bull's headto
shouldsmall
be. hole
Headwhere
is attached
chain with stem to be inserted in
hole. Lever on side operates sword
in fighter's hand. Metal sword appears to pass through neck without severing it.

revenue

produced

with regional promotion
campaigns

23 years
service
to theof
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
Genera/

Manager
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LUNCHEON
marking
(FM)'s student
fifth yearprog,
as Boston
operation
finds
seated (I to r):
Harry WBUR
von Hassein,
dir.; Dr.U. Harold
C. Case,
BU's pres.; Dr. Daniel L. Marsh., ret. pres. and now chancellor; Alan Carter,
WNYC New York, representing Nat'l Assn. of Educational Broadcasters;
standing,
Howard Harold
M. LeSourd,
dean WEEI
of BU's
schoolDr.ofJohn
publicDesmond,
relationsMass.
and
communications;
E. Fellows,
Boston;
Comr. of Ed.; Prof. Samuel B. Gold, dir., BU's radio and speech div.
^M.
-=- *«— M»
' :'"-«*

MOVERS are Frank DeRosa (I), who
vacates NBC Chicago sales desk for
national AM spot sales position, and
Ken Nelson, Mr. DeRosa's successor,
who transfers from local sales traffic.

NBC'sshownewgets
Philsend
Regan
ices
off atArmed
TravisServAir
Base in California by (I to r) Alfred
N. Steele, pres., Pepsi-Cola Co., sponsor; MiltonTom
Biow,McCray,
Biow Co. dir.,
Inc., P-C's
agency;
NBC
Western Div. radio operations.

RECORD fish catch is strung by M. J. O. BLICK (I), CJOB Winnipeg pres.,
holds Gillin Memorial Award made
M. Lasensky (r), pres.. Tower Construction Co., Sioux City, at La Paz, at CAB meeting. William Cranston
(center), CKOC Hamilton, award
Mex. J. B. H«ghey, v. p. in charge
of eng., Hughey & Phillips, L. A. comm. chmn., displays memorial pla(tower lighting equipment), admits
que. Beside him is W. H. Stovin,
Horace N. Stovin & Co., runner-up.
his angling didn't fare as well.
AT OPENING of Rand Shoe store in Chicago is this quartette (I to r): Ralph
Goshen, WBBM Chicago salesman; Ken Sickinger, v. p., Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, agency; Ben Kastel, Rand Shoe gen. mgr.; Ralf Brent,
WBBM sales mgr. WBBM covered opening.

WTNJ CASE
Petition Revocation Order
HEAEING on the revocation of the
license of WTNJ Trenton, N. J.,
was postponed indefinitely by FCC
last week pending action by the
Commission on a petition for reconsideration filed by the station
March 9. WTNJ's petition, asking
the Commission to rescind its revocation order of Dec. 20 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 25,
1950],
said
order's allegations
of false and the
misleading
testimony
by the former general manager of
the station in a 1949 hearing were
"in error and cannot be substantiated by record facts."
The petition claimed FCC's
charge of transfer of control without approval could not be substantiated. It said Erling C. Olsen,
charged with assuming unauthorized control, "acted in a lawful
capacity as agent of Mr. [Charles
E.] Loew and Miss [Julie V.] Loew
in making an investigation of the
unsatisfactory operation of the
station under [Franklyn J.] Wolff's
management. . . . All of the actions
which he had taken have been in
his capacity as an officer of the
corporation and with the full
knowledge, consent and approval of
the board of directors including
Mr. and Miss Loew."
The Commission's
charge of was
unauthorized transfer reportedly
based on independent investigation
and on information obtained from
a transfer application in which
Mr. Olsen would have become
trustee for Mr. and Miss Loew.
WTNJ's petition contended that
"instead of 'abdicating' control of
WTNJ, Mr. and Miss Loew . . .
instituted an action in Federal District Court which resulted in the
dismissal of Wolff as manager,
hired a new manager, retained new
counsel, increased the size of the
board of directors, elected new directors and officers, and loaned adMEDIA GAG
Voluntary Code Urged
PUBLISHERS— and indirectly all
public media — were asked by Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer March 9 to help keep "vital
security
information"
poten-of
tial enemies
even at from
the risk
charges of censorship.
In an address before the Ohio
Newspaper Assn. in Columbus, he
suggested that a voluntary code
formulated by publishers would
greatly assist government officials
who may have released security
data in fear of criticism had they
withheld it.
The Commerce Secretary, who is
president of Great Trails Broadcasting Corp. (WING Dayton,
Ohio), quoted his reply to a letter
from the chairman of the Freedom
on Information Committee of the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors,
and noted
that "it and
is those
who
furnish
the columns
the

ditional funds to enable the station to continue its operation."
The petition pointed out the
Loews had "done everything within
their power to rehabilitate and
improve the licensee corporation
both from a policy and an operations standpoint. Over a period of
years they have spent $200,000 in
this enterprise with little, if any,
As a result of the changes initiated by them, the petition stated,
WTNJ has been placed on a payreturn."
ing basis "for the first time in many
years and the program service has
been substantially improved."
The Commission, on its own motion, ordered the hearing originally
scheduled March 16 to be continued
indefinitely pending action on the|
petition for reconsideration. WTNJ
is assigned 250 w daytime on 130C
kc. WTNJ petition was filed by
the Washington law firm of Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler.
RADIO EXHIBIT
Educational Programs Sei
MORE THAN 400 recorded entries
of programs aired over U. S. anc
Canadian radio stations during the
past year have been submitted foi
the 15th annual American Exhibi
tion of Educational Programs. Thi:
was announced by Dr. I. Keitl
Tyler, of Ohio State U., Columbus
where the exhibit is to be held.
Awards will be announced Ma;
4. The yearly exhibition is held ii
conjunction with the Institute fo
Education by Radio, sponsored b;
the university and directed by Dr
Tyler.
Eight Storecast Sponsor:
STORECAST Corp. of Americi
added eight new sponsors durinj:
February, bringing its 1951 new
sponsor list to 20. Twenty re
newals also were signed durinj
February. New sponsors include.
Beech-Nut Packing Co., New Yorki
Barcolene Co., Boston; Bu-Ta
Products Ltd., Los Angeles; Sell'
Specialties, New York; Hoyt Bros
Newark; Gordon Chemical Co
Philadelphia; National Fruit Proc
ucts Co., Glassboro, N. J., and J. I
Swayne & Sons, Kennett Squar;
Pa.

microphones who have the real responsibility for the proper influencing of public opinion."
BROADCASTING
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JOE
IAM M. MERTZ Jr., RD,
WILLGLASS,
LARRY L. STEWA
and JAMES C. McCORMICK
i appointed sales representatives Fredi eric W. Ziv Co., N. Y. Mr. Mertz has
been assigned to Chicago area; Mr.
1 Glass to Memphis area, including
western Tennessee and northern Mississippi; Mr. Steward to Miami area,
r^nd Mr. McCormick to Los Angeles
;.rea. PAUL LANDRES has been
signed to long-term contract as director in West Coast studios of Ziv Television Programs Inc.
ROBERT SCOTT, TV director
Bracken TV Productions, L. A., replaces DOUGLAS JENKINS, vice
president and production manager,
recalled to armed services.
HARLOW WILCOX signed by Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, to
narrate new series of TV film commercials being produced for Oldsmobile. LES WHITE signed as director
of photography for Front Page DetecV tive currentlv being filmed by company. LEO S. ROSENCRANS, radiofilm writer, to writing staff Jerry
Fairbanks.
DEMBY Co., N. Y., TV and radio package agency and public relations consultant, moves to larger quarters at
is Si . 34 E. 51st St., to accommodate recently
added motion picture department. New
i division headed by MYRON L. BROUN,
vice president.
ED FISHER, assistant publicity director Republic Pictures, L. A., to Cadillac Productions, L. A. (TV film producer), as vice president. Will work
in public relations and sales promotion.
MAL BOYD, partner P.R.B. Inc., N. Y.,
with MARY PICKFORD and BUDDY
ROGERS, in New York from Hollywood for three weeks.
PRIMROSE PRODUCTIONS Inc., radio, TV and movie production company, incorporated in California for
SI million. Board of directors includes
JOHN IRELAND, movie actor; ALBERT PEARLSON, JOYCE PRIMROSE LANE, KEMP NIVER, RICHARD MORLEY. Offices are being
uai established in L. A.
1 EDWARD KAUFMAN, research de:' t partment Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to
- : | Marketscope Research Co., Newark, as
: ] account executive.
'a ' C^ulpment • • •
D. W. GUNN, assistant to general sales
manager Sylvania Electric Products
J Inc., N. Y., appointed equipment sales
J> Manager of radio and TV tube divij sion. G. V. BUREAU named to newly
created position of government sales
in radio and TV tube divi■ i manager
sion.

allied

arts

E. C. TRACY appointed manager of
broadcast sales RCA's engineering
products department.
PHILCO Corp., Phila., announces new
line of high voltage condensers, designed specifically for high voltage,
high temperature application in TV
receivers, industrial electronic equipment and vibrator power supplies.
New line of 26 condensers ranges in
voltage of 3,000, 5,000, 6,000 and 10,000
volts DC.
R. O. BULLARD, assistant to manager
General Electric tube division, appointed manager of manufacturing for
division.
GEORGE F. SANDORE, district manager for Atlanta area technical products division RCA Service Co., appointed manager of newly created sales
and merchandising section. CARL E.
JOHNSON, manager theatre service
section, named manager of district
operations. He continues supervision
of contract administration, technical
and theatre groups. ADOLPH GOODMAN, manager district sales section,
appointed manager of commercial operations, in charge of Camden repair
shop, communication service groups
and public demonstration group. C. L.
SWINNEY, supervisor Atlanta district,
named manager of district.
POTTER & BRUMFIELD, Princeton,
Ind. (electrical equipment), constructing new plant to double production
output.
ELECTRO - VOICE Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., announces new moderately
priced "slimair" dynamic microphone.
Model 636 is 1-1/16" in diameter and
10" long.
It can be used on stand, in
hand
or hanging.
RCA has turned over new type walkietalkie radio to Army Signal Corps.
New radio is half size and weight and
has twice range of ones used during
World War II, firm says.
BILL BURKE, salesman
Cheese Co., to Storecast Corp.
ica, N. Y., as merchandising
resentative in southern New
area.

Pabst-ett
of Amerfield repEngland

ELECTRONIC PARTS DIV. of ALLEN
B. DuMONT LABS Inc., E. Paterson,
N. J., has announced Y2A deflection
yoke for sharper TV pictures. It is
designed for use with TV tubes of 60
to 70 degree deflection angle covering
present popular tube types.
HAROLD E. KARLSRUHER, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., appointed
chairman of radio and TV manufacturers and distributors group for 1951
Cancer Crusade, N. Y.
"Technical •
CLINTON ALBERTS, KGFJ Los Angeles, to KGER Long Beach, Calif., as
transmitter technician. RALPH WILnicalSON,staff.KGER, appointed to CBS techJOHN BEHNEY, dramatic director
WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa., to WTVJ
(TV) Miami as cameraman. RICHARD
ZBJN Jr. also to station as cameraman.
JOSEPH E. CROTTEAU appointed to
engineering staff WFEC Miami replacing WILLIAM REEDER, resigned:
WILLIAM COYNE, TV engineer
WNBQ Chicago, recalled to active
duty with Air Force.
MARSHALL RIFE, radio field engineers supervisor NBC Chicago, and
MARY LOU BRENNAN, engineering
department secretary, married March
3.
HENRY KLUG and GENE HATHAWAY named to engineering staff
WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y.
RAY KEMPER, Don Lee Broadcasting System, to CBS Hollywood in
sound department. MARSHALL KING,
KPRO Riverside, Calif., to network
as audio technician.
WINSLOW S. STEWART, THEODORE T. EMM and VINCENT F.
MAHONEY to KECA-TV Hollywood
engineering staff. Mr. Stewart was
formerly cinematographer Adel Precision Products, Burbank, Calif., and
assistant producer Telepix Corp.,
Hollywood; Mr. Emm, Sun Co., San
Bernardino, Calif.; Mr. Mahoney was
independent radio servicing technician.
LEO PIOTROWSKI, TV engineer,
NBC Chicago, father of girl, Jane
Helen.
AFCA SPEAKERS

;
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Set for April 19-21 Meet
ROBERT C. SPRAGUE, chairman, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
will be one of the principal speakers at the April 19-21 national
Armed Forces Communications
Assn. convention in Chicago's
Drake Hotel [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 12].
Other speakers include, Fleming
W. Johnson, director of manufacturing, J. P. Seeburg Corp., Chicago; John M. Sanabria, vice president, American Television Inc.,
Chicago, and Capt. William C.
Eddy, USN (ret.), president, Television Assoc. Inc., Chicago.

SUMMER COURSE
KNBC, Stanford Institute
KNBC San Francisco and Stanford U. announce that the ninth
annual Stanford-NBC summer Radio-Television Institute will convene on the Stanford campus at
Palo Alto, Calif., June 21.
The eight-week course will offer
university credit or non-credit instruction in radio writing, television, radio sales, production, news
and special events, program planning, music for radio and similar
subjects. Faculty will be staffed by
regular Stanford faculty members
and
KNBC.heads of departments at
CBC Applications
BECAUSE the Canadian Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa, has ruled that
new applicants for radio stations
must show they have steel on hand
for building necessary towers, etc.,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
boarding didofnotgovernors'
March
hear any new
AM,meetFM
or TV applications. The CBC
board, meeting at Ottawa March
15-17, heard applications from a
number of stations for share transfers and licensee transfers; request
from CJSO Sorel, Que., for establishment of a permanent studio at
Joliette to originate CJSO programs there, and application from
CJNT Quebec to have bilingual
broadcasting privileges, the station
being licensed as an English-speaking outlet.
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV
Buy
Stations within
60 miles of

YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Trade Area

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
W FM Jon- 105.1
FM Meg.
50,000 Watts
WATTS
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Headley-Reed Co.,
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 1U)
doubtless is a fortuitous blessing
for Brown & Williamson — and the
industry as well.
h
If Willie, the Kool-minded penguin, really could talk shop as
o
effectively as he speaks in radio and
TV
spot commercials throughout
w
the
country, he might recall Mr.
Cutchins' early days as a native
Virginian at the Richmond Academy and Virginia Military Institute. There is no evidence to indicate that the youth's early disciplining and indoctrination curbed
his advertising and selling inclinations.
Bill Cutchins moved on to Princeton U. and, later, to the U. of
Nanking where he specialized in
the Chinese language, both oral
and written.
At B&W, he launched his career
in the tobacco firm's leaf department, transferring to manufacturing and finally sales. In 1944 he
was appointed a member of B&W's
board of directors and the following year was transferred from
sales to advertising. Other promotions followed in short order.
Mr. Cutchins was named director of advertising and a member of
the company's executive committee
in early 1946, in which capacities
he served until November of that
year, when he jumped to vice president in charge of advertising — personal progress that more than

PENNSYLVANIA'S
3 SID
CITY
and

ADJACENT

0.5 MV/M
0.1 MV/M

AREAS

1890 Sq. Mi. 259,874 Pop.
6365 Sq. Mi. 576,164 Pop.
Write for latest brochure
and coverage maps.
5 0 0 0
WATTS
DAY
eutci
NIGHT
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equalled that of the fast-growing
firm itself.
In his present position, Mr.
Cutchins works with J. W. Burgard, B&W advertising manager,
with responsibility for overall advertising media operations. As part
of his duties he meets with officials
of the company's two advertising
agencies — Russel M. Seeds Co.
(Raleigh cigarettes, Sir Walter
Raleigh pipe tobacco) and Ted
Bates & Co. (Kools and Viceroy
cigarettes). He also spends considerable time in the field talking
with consumers of tobacco products
and visiting friends he made in
the wholesale and retail tobacco
trade when he was in the company's sales department.
Under Mr. Cutchins' watchful eye, B&W today sponsors People Are Funny and its summer replacement A Life In Your Hands
on NBC; an assortment of spot
announcements on nearly 300 radio stations, and a promising spot
campaign on some 70 TV outlets
in the larger markets where set
circulation reaches a prescribed
figure.
Belief in Radio
The company's continued use of
nighttime and also daytime radio
is based on the conviction held by
Mr. Cutchins and his associates
that aural broadcasting should not
be sold short for years to come on
the premise of delivering listeners
at a low-cost per thousand.
Until the facts prove otherwise —
and sales figures as well — Mr.
Cutchins and B&W's advertising
manager, Mr. Burgard, have expressed their intention of appropriating a large part of their budget
for AM radio. And B&W's television plans are based primarily
on the objective of improving and
broadening its spot franchise until
it is of equal caliber to its radio
franchise — one of the best in the
United States.
Bill Cutchins is a member of the
University Cottage Club of Princeton U. and the Princeton Club of
New York. In Louisville, his home
city (he lives in Indian Hills, a
suburb), he belongs to the Pendennis, Wynn-Stay and Louisville
Country clubs. He is a member of
the board of trustees of the Norton
Memorial Infirmary.
Mr. Cutchins and his wife, the
former Sue Wilson, have three
daughters, Barbara, Carol and
Alexandra, aged 21, 18 and 8, respectively. His hobbies are golf
and, of course, Chinese literature.
Religious Shows
A SURVEY of religious programming on 2,800 AM-FM-TV stations
has been undertaken by G. B. Gordon, assistant professor, department of speech and radio, School
of Religion, Butler U., Indianapolis. Mr. Gordon explained that his
study will have two phases — to obtain facts about religious programs
and sponsors' names and addresses,
and to determine such factors as
purpose, policy, and financing of
those programs.

PULSE CITIES
To Add Detroit, Atlantc
EXPANSION of Pulse broadcast
audience surveys into Detroit and
Atlanta this spring will increase
the number of cities covered by The
Pulse Inc. to 16. Figures for these
two cities also will be included in
the new multi-market radio ratings
introduced by Pulse March
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting
March
12].

CLAIM could be made that Jerry
Crocker, WCUE Akron disc jockey,
is scraping the bottom of the
bucket these days for program ideas.
In a frenzy of inspiration he dove
into a tank to interview a night club
entertainer named Divena who performs under water. After a brave
effort to talk while submerged, Mr.
Crocker was revived.
ISE

All network programs, both commercial and sustaining, broadcast
in three or more of the 14 market
covered, are rated in the new serv
ice, which measures the listening
of 10,738,780 families. Ratings art
based on a sample of 5,840 radio
homes each quarter-hour on Satur
day, Sunday and individual eve
nings. Monday-Friday ratings arc
based on 16,200 radio homes pei
quarter-hour before 6 p.m. anc
29,600 radio homes after 6 p.m
According to Sydney Roslow, dire
tor of Pulse, "this is larger thai
either Nielsen's national sample oi
the 36-city sample which formec
the basis of Hooper's network rat

Chicago 'Teen-Age Seminar
NBC CHICAGO and Junior
Achievement Inc., in the same city,
Leading programs in the Janu
are cooperating in the presentation
ary-February 1951 Multi-Marke
Pulse
survey were :
of a radio-TV workshop for "outstanding young people" in the
LEADING SHOWS
achievement group. Fifteen youngBenny Show
15.
sters from 15 to 21 years are at- Jack
Luxings."
Radio Theatre
12.
tending the 12-week seminar. This
Amos
'n'
Andy
12.
is the first time JA has offered
Walter Winchel!
11.
radio-television training. Its usual
10.
procedure is to set up selected Edga My Friend Irma
Bob
Hope Show
10.
persons in businesses of their own. r You
Berg Bet
Your
Life
9.
en
NBC speakers at the seminar
Godfrey's
Talent Scouts
9.
Fibber McGee & Molly
9.
will include Homer Heck, radio
program - production manager;
TOP. .10 DAYTIME
Harry Ward, continuity acceptance
Arthur Godfrey
9.
Grand Slam
7.
editor; John Keown, AM production
1
1.
Rosemary
7.
director; Howard B. Meyers,
Big Sister
7.
WMAQ sales manager; George
Ma Perkins
7.
Helen
Trent
7.
Heinemann, TV operations manager for WNBQ; Arthur Jacobson,
Wendy
Warren
—
News
7.'
Gal, Sunday
7.'
TV program manager; Ted Mills, Our
The Guiding
Light
7.
executive TV producer; Paul Moore,
Aunt Jenny
7.
TV technical operations superSAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
visor, and John Whalley, controller.
Theatre of Today
Judith Waller, director of public
Grand Central Station
The Shadow
affairs and education, and her asDetective Mysteries
sistant, Betty Ross, planned the True
S;ars
Hollywood
Let's Over
Pretend
series with Thomas M. Pendergast,
Give
and
Take
executive director of Junior
Martin Kane
Achievement.
Metropolitan Opera
The Faicon
SENATORIAL WIRES
Telegraph Probe Group Set
THREE-MAN Senate Rules subcommittee, named by Sen. Carl
Hayden (D-Ariz.), committee chairman, is studying the use of the
telegraph frank and how to tighten
present regulations.
The study was an outgrowth of
complaints of indiscriminate use of
Senate telegraph privileges. It has
been reported that Sen. George W.
Malone (R-Nev.) used his Senate
telegraph privilege to wire news
releases to radio stations and newspapers throughout the country at
the taxpayers expense [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Feb. 26].

A $7,500 Lou Gehrig Memorial Scholar
ship Mel
at Columbia
U. hasYork
been Yankee
create .1
by
Allen, New
sportscaster, from fan contribution j
to Mr. Allen at a Yankee game in th
latter's honor last August. Dr. Gray
son L. Kirk, vice president and actin;
head of the university, from which Loi i
Gehrig was signed by the Yankees i; |
1923, accepted the gift.

2 or more. .J
Why dobuy
1 big sales job;

'RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
PETRY CO.
EDWARDIVBAL
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CATALINA OUTLET
Proposed by FCC
INITIAL decision has been reported by FCC to grant a new AM
station at Avalon. Calif. < Catalina
Island ), on 740 kc with 10 kw daytime to John H. Poole trading as
El Dia Broadcasting Co. Mr. Poole
nas been operator of an experimental UHF television station at
Long Beach, Calif. He would dispose of KALI Pasadena. Calif.,
should the grant be made final.
Hearing Examiner Jack P.
Blume, who wrote the initial ruling, would deny the competitive applications ofAngeles Broadcasting
'Go., seeking 250 w daytime on 760
kc at Temple City, and Newport
Harbor Broadcasting Co., requesting 1 kw daytime on 740 kc directional at Xewporc Beach, Calif.
Both applicants failed to appear at
the hearing and their bids were
denied in default, the examiner
said.
Avalon is located on Santa Catalina.
large island about 20 miles off the coast
Df Southern California and a part of
populaCounty.
Los Angeles
tion according
to the Avaion's
1940 census
was
1.637 with the rest of the island having
i95 persons. The island is a large
resort area, the decision noted, and
- - focal point ' in Southern California of
persons interested in marine activities
including boating and commercial and
sport ered
fishing.
Overare10.000
motor-powsmall craft
licensed
by the
Coast Guard in the area, augmented
oy a large number of sailing vessels.
Catalina receives service during the
lav from 22 standard stations on the
mainland,
includingwould
KALI.
Poole's
proposed
station
haveMr.anMonthly
auxiliary studio
in Los Angeles.
D Derating cost was estimated at S10.000
with revenue about S14.000 to S1S.000
monthly.
N. Y. AD ASSN.
To Sponsor Student Tour
COLLEGE SEXIORS, majoring in
advertising, will get a chance to
examine the industry first-hand
when the Assn. of Advertising
Men, Xew York, sponsors a program entitled, "Inside Advertising," April 2-6.
Among organizations participating are Young & Rubicam Inc., The
Advertising Club of Xew York,
Sales Executives Club and the Admen's Post of the American Legion.
More than 40 colleges are scheduled to send delegates.

RADIO, VIDEO MUSTER
'Sound Off in Military Morale Programming
RADIO and television stations are
mustering "front and center" to
boost military morale.
The roll call of participants is
rapidly growing and the parade of
serviceman programs is keeping
cadence as the nation mobilizes its
armed potential.
Following are a few examples
which have been reported to
Broadcasting • Telecasting:
Phil Regan, Irish tenor, is being
starred in his own show for servicemen over XBC under sponsorship
of Pepsi-Cola Co. His Sunday
broadcasts originate in rotation
from Army, Xavy, Air Force and
Marine bases and defense plants.
WJR Detroit is carrying a new
program dedicated to all servicemen. The weekly series, Service
Serenade, began March 1.
WMLS Sylacauga. Ala., twice
weekly broadcasts taped interviews
with members of Alabama's Xational Guard unit now on duty at
Camp Edwards, Mass. Four Sylacauga institutions present the program, Report from Battery A, as
a public service.
WOTW Feature
Also from Camp Edwards,
WOTW Xashua, X. H., has aired
a special broadcast consisting of
one day of the Army life of Xashuans now stationed at the Massachusetts installation. Wire recording for the special show was made
by 1st Sgt. Xorman DeLude,
WOTW staff member, now on active Army duty.
WKLY Blackstone, Ya.. near
Camp Pickett, carried a musical
variety series, The U3d on Parade,
direct from camp service clubs.
Idea for the show, which featured
GI talent,
was Brown
sparkedMerry,
by a who
GI's
wife,
Carson
was publicity director for WBTWBTY (TV) Charlotte, X. C, until last December. Mrs. Merry is
now WKLY's savant on promotion,
sales, and special features, and
served as m.c. for the series, which
was climaxed with a banquet sponsored by Blackstone merchants.
WBAL-TY
Baltimore's weeklv

in TOPEKA
s
'/Kan5a
hEVDicE
T
W
WIB
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Rehearsing
lines for
GI
series are finalist
Pvt.WKLV's
Salvatore,
Merry.
former Neiv York
singer, and Mrs.

Army show, Call to Arms, was honored this month with an award presented by the U. S. Armed Forces.
Written and produced by George
Mance, of WBAL-TV's staff, Call
to Arms is a half -hour show composed entirely of Armed Forces
personnel.
WPIK Alexandria is proud of
its weekly series, Fort Belvoir In
Review, which reports the current
training and activities at the nearby engineer corps training installation.
WCSS Amsterdam, X. Y., is using a heavy spot campaign in special promotion efforts on behalf of
servicemen. The station offers to
record messages from families of
servicemen anywhere in the world.
Families come to the studio and
make recordings by appointment.
These recordings are fashioned into
10-inch discs and then mailed.
KSTP-TY Minneapolis-St. Paul
through its telecast series, That
Door Marked Private, keeps home
CANADIAN SHOWS
Top Ratings Announced
OXLY OXE CAXADIAX offering
made the first 10 evening network
programs heard in Canada during
February, according to the national
rating report of Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., Toronto. Charlie McCarthy
led the list of 30 network shows
with a rating of 39.1, followed by
Radio
Theatre,
35.5;Brooks,
Amos32 A;
'n'
Andy, 34.7;
Our Miss
Twenty Questions, 29.3; My Friend
Irma, 27.9; Aldrich Family, 25.5;
My Favorite Husband, 24.8; Your
Host (Canadian program), 24.5.
and Suspense, 24.3.
Daytime network programs. 17 in all.
were led by five American shows, Ma
Perkins.
Pepper Young's
19.8;Ripht 20.8;
to Happiness.
19.3: BigFamily,
Sister.
18.1, and Life Can be Beautiful, 16.8.
Of the shows,
27 French-language
eveningin
network
five most popular
February were Vn Homme et Son
Peche. 31: Radio Carabin. 30.3; Metropole. 30.2; La Pause qui Ref raichit. 29.3.
and CeuxFrench
qu'on language
Aime 28.3.
daytime
showsThewere18
led by Rue Principale. 29.1: Jeunesse
Doree. 27.1: Quart d'Heure de Detente,
2~.l:Tante
Lucie 24.8.
and A VEnseigne des
Fins
Gourmets.

town televiewers informed of Minnesota Xational Guard activities
through films made at Camp
Rucker, Ala. Each week, That Door
Marked Private, sponsored by GE
Supply Corp., takes viewers on a
tour usually closed to the public.
It concerns many topics other than
those dealing with military themes,
however.
WDAY Fargo, X. D., last week
was planning to present from Camp
Rucker a series of special programs
Xorth
Dakotain Xationalinvolving
Guardsmen
located
the
Alabama camp.
CAB Certificates
FIRST members of Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters' Quarter Century
Club, presented with certificates at
the CAB annual meeting at Quebec
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 5], are:
William H. Baker, CFKB Toronto;
John Beardall, CFCO Chatham; Major
W. C. Borrett, CHNS Halifax; George
Chandler, CJOR Vancouver; M. V.
Chesnut, CJVI Victoria; Phil Clayton,
CFCH North Bay; J. A. Dupont,
CJAD Montreal; W. Vic George,
CFCF Montreal; Arthur Holstead,
CKWX Vancouver; Leslie Horton,
CKOC Hamilton; A. D. Jacobsen,
CHAB Moose Jaw; Miss A. E. Marshall, Carl O'Brien and A. A. Murphy,
CFQC Saskatoon; Art Mills, CJGX
Yorkton; G. R. A. Bice, CFRN Edmonton; Lt. Col. K. S. Rogers, CFCY
Charlottetown ; Leonard Spencer,
CKAC Montreal; E. 0. Swan, CKEY
Toronto; C. A. Landrey, CHNS Halifax; and J. S. Neill, CFNB Fredericton.

Sears
Says

"yes"

to

WGRD
in competition with four
other Grand Rapids Radio Stations, Sears Roebuck selected WGRD to
tell the Sears story to the
people of Western Michigan.
BECAUSE —
GREATER COVERAGE
of WGRD's
LARGER AUDIENCE
LOWER COST
PROVEN RESULTS
Sears Daily Schedule —
Two 15 Min. programs
Six announcements

WGRD
"The People's Station"
Grand Rapids, Michigan
McGillvra
for call
latest
"Hoopers"
March 19, 1951
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COURT RULING

'PRIVACY' SUIT
Filed in L. A. Court
NAMING CBS, General Foods
Corp., Phillips H. Lord Inc., Benton
& Bowles Inc. and Young & Rubicam Inc. among defendants, William A. Sampsell, retired restaurant chain owner, has filed a $500,000 damage suit in Los Angeles
Federal Court.
He charges that when Gang
Busters was broadcast over CBS
stations last October, dramatizing
the criminal history of his son,
Lloyd, his own name was used
without permission, several incidents depicted were "false and
untrue" and the program generally
violated his rights of privacy. The
suit further states Mr. Sampsell
notified CBS after the first broadcast that he objected to use of his
name and portrayal, but despite
this, another episode of the story
was broadcast a week later.

HOWSER CASE
New Trial Is Denied
JUDGE Alexander Holtzoff of the
U. S. District Court, Washington,
D. C, has denied a new trial to
Fred N. Howser, former California
Attorney General, who lost a $350,000 libel suit against ABC Commentator Drew Pearson last January [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan 29].
Mr. Howser had charged Mr.
Pearson with libeling him on an
ABC network broadcast by accusing the Californian of taking a
$1,200 bribe from a gambler.

Reach

Settlement

SUIT filed by Al Laval against
the Black Hawk Broadcasting Co.
and R. J. McElroy, general manager of its KWWL Waterloo, Iowa,
has been settled out of court, Mr.
Laval has announced. Formerly
sports and educational director
of KWWL, Mr. Laval is now
in the sales department of KXEL
Waterloo. The suit, filed in November 1949 [ Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 5, 1949], sought
recovery of overtime pay.

WIS

and

drama

WMPS Memphis has signed a contract with The d-CON Co. Inc., Chicago,
which the station is heralding as the "greatest radio campaign in mid-South
history." Making plans are (I to r) Jerry Garland, d-CON vice president;
Harold R. Krelstein, vice president and general manager, WMPS, and Lee
Ratner, president, d-CON. The company signed for the 3:30-4 p.m. period
Monday-Friday, using a different program each day.

IG ELECTIONS
Jonkel Tells How Radio Helped Sen. Butler
SENATORS have been given an
earful about radio announcements
and how they can help influence
and win elections.
Jon M. Jonkel, who was campaign manager for Sen. John Marshall Butler, when the Republican
defeated former Democratic Sen.
Millard E. Tydings last fall in
Maryland, filled the lawmakers in
on the intricacies of radio soundmaking.
Graphically he described how
spots were used to circulate Sen.
Butler's name "the way you put
any other commodity across." This
method, Mr. Jonkel said, took in
music and slogans. Examples: "Be
for Butler" — "like the Bromo Seltzer ads." Mr. Jonkel then demonstrated aseries of "Be for Butler's"
at a pace described by one newsman
as "at railroad engine tempo."
Some announcements, Mr. Jonkel
explained to the Senate committee
investigating the Maryland Senatorial election, caused considerable
consternation in ex-Sen. Tydings'
campaign headquarters. One particular spot, he said, used machine
gun fire, mortar fire, plus the sound
of richochets. For the latter, Mr.
Jonkel gave emphasis to his testi-
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Barn Dance

7

by giving his version of the
sound monyeffects.
A spoken passage followed the
whining bullets and chattering
guns in this manner, Mr. Jonkel
said : "That's the way the war in
Korea sounds. Do you in your
heart believe we were ready for
Korea? Vote for John Marshall
In still another spot, he added,
"we had brakes squealing, and a
Butler."
slogan
— stop waste in government,
stop this, stop that. We had alarm
clocks going off, and 'Be for Butler, Be for Butler, Be for Butler.' "
Arrangements were made, according to the witness, so that
every time Mr. Tydings spoke on
the radio his time was preceded
and followed by these 20- to 30-second spot announcements.
RIGGIO CORP.
Signs FTC Agreement
RIGGIO Tobacco Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y., has signed a stipulation with
the Federal Trade Commission,
agreeing to cease certain representations made for its Regent
cigarettes in broadcast and other
advertisements. The agreement
was announced by FTC March 11.
Under terms of the stipulation
the tobacco firm promised to discontinue claims that Regents (1)
provide any defense against throat
irritation due to smoking, (2) offier
cooler smoking because of extra
length or oval shape. The agreement does not, howover, prevent
claims that during the time the
extra length is smoked, less irritating properties are contained in
the smoke therefrom. Riggio sponsors NBC-TV's Leave It to the
Girls, Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m. EST.
ABC Spot Sales distributing "Radio
Program Schedules" folder containing March 1-31 schedules for WJZ
New York, WENR Chicago, WXYZ
Detroit, KECA Los Angeles, KGO San
Francisco and WMAL Washington.

Protects 'Guard' Reception
TEMPORARY injunction against
operation by the Yonkers Cabinet
Corp., Yonkers, N. Y., of a dielectric heater which was reported!;.'
interfering with U. S. Coast Guard
reception on its aeronautical frequency 7530 kc, was granted the
FCC March 2 by Judge Samuel H.
Kaufman of the U. S. District
Court for the Southern District of
New York. It is the first case in
which FCC has used the courts to
halt radiation interference.
According to the Commission
transmissions subsequently traced
to the heater were first picked u
on Jan. 29. FCC's complaint said
that when interference continued
despite repeated notice to Maitlanc
Brenhouse, Yonkers president, the
court proceedings were begun. The
heater, an electronic type for industrial use, was manufactured by
Girdler Corp., Louisville, Ky., according to the FCC account oi
communications from Mr. Bren
house. Transmissions from the
unit, which varied between 751C
and 7535 kc, were picked up bj
FCC monitoring stations in Laurel
Md.; Powder Springs, Ga.; Allegan, Mich.; Lexington, Ky., anc
by a mobile unit irt Yonkers, the
Commission said.
Zaimes

Files

SUIT for $250,000 in damages, alleging libel and character defamation, has been filed against the
New York Compass by Charles
Zaimes, newscaster and commen
tator at WALL Middletown, N. Y
Basis of the suit was a story, published Dec. 31 and titled A Towr
of Terror, which dealt with Mr
Zaimes' news campaign "to expose
Communist influence" in a fur
workers union, according to WALL
The article claimed that workers
are living in fear because of the
broadcasts.
FTC

Order

DECEPTIVE
marking
of radic
tubes, attributed to Continenta
Corp., Chicago, and its officers
would be prohibited under terms o;1
an initial decision reported by £
Federal Trade Commission tria
examiner. The proposed order alsi
would require the firm to stoi
representing it has been licensee
by RCA "to make or distributi
radio tubes" and that it is a tubi I
manufacturer. The order become: I
final in 30 days unless it is ap 1
pealed, stayed or placed on th<|
commission's review docket.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
V^^/ One
the leading
and
oldestof schools
of Radio
Technology in America, offers its
trained
Radio
and
Television
techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14. N. T.
of America
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D. GALE, manager traffic
PAUL
department NBC Western Div.,
appointed manager of newlyi cnsolidated station relations and
traffic department. ALAN COURTNEY, acting manager station rela1 ins, guest relations, public affairs
r.d education., named station relations contact for new department.
AROLD STORM appointed director of
on
promoti
Kansas
K F R M KMBCCity, Mo., succeedS. Mcing TJOHN who
has
DERMOT
been appointed lotcal salesative.represen
Mr. Storm
has been with
and KFAB
WOW
Omaha, and WNAX
Yankton, S. D.
Mr. Storm
DICK KARNOW,
news director
VIRY Plattsburg, N. Y., appointed
- hief announcer and sports director.
ESTHER FOX, continuity department
-| VIRY, appointed continuity director.
IAROLD PHILLIPS, new to radio,
&med
to accounting department.
j')AVE
appointed part-time
\ nnouncer.SMITH
•ETER COLE, chief announcer and
•jlissistant program director WVCG
rhoral Gables, Fla., to WTVJ (TV)
.h'liami, as announcer. LENORE
'.].<EHM appointed to program staff.
:WORMAN L. PREVATTE appointed to
4 jrogram
department
staff WBTV
iTV) Charlotte, N. C. He has been
nth several stations in North Caroina.
ACK DOUGLAS, EDDIE COONTZ
nd JOHN BRADY to KFI-TV Los
.ngeles, as director-announcers. Mr.
Jouglas and Mr. Coontz are program
ackagers; Mr. Brady was freelance
ctor and writer.
CHARLES RAY signed to exclusive
ontract with Palmetto Broadcasting
System, Anderson, S. C, to do series
if shows. He has been with several
tations in Louisiana and Mississippi.
-IILTON BROWN, NBC press department staff writer, appointed column
• ditor for network, effective immeditely. He replaces URSULA HAL.ORAN who resigned last week to
xcept position with Mack Millar &
lenry Rogers publicity firm.
L\NE MAUCLAIR, writer-producer
7oice of America, to KLAC-TV Los
Ingeles, as production assistant. Replaces JEAN BRADFIELD, resigned
c join Wisbar Productions Inc., L. A.
|TV film producer).
?RANK PARIS, script department
^BS Hollywood, to network editing
taff.

air-casters

JUSTLN R. DUNCAN, TV program
director WOAI-TV San Antonio, to
devote full time to public and client
relations for station [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 5].
EARL WARREN, special feature announcer CKY Winnipeg, to announcing staff CKXL Calgary.
JESS OPPENHEIMER, producer CBS
My Favorite Husband, father of boy,
Gregg. March 8.
BARR SHEETS, supervisor of ushers
CBS Hollywood, appointed to new
position guest relations manager for
network. JACK VAN NOSTRAND,
News Bureau KNX Hollywood, replaces him in former capacity.
DRESSER DAHLSTEAD, production
manager ABC
Western Div.,
named program dire c t o r. He succeeds JOHN I. EDWARDS, resigned
to join Maier Brewing Co. as advertising manager. Prior
to being made
production manager,
Mr. Dahlstead was
chief announcer for
network Western
Mr. Dahlstead
Div.
PHIL BAKER replaces JACK PAAR
as m.c. of NBC The $6b Question. Mr.
Baker was previously with program,
then under name of Take It Or Leave
It from December 1941 to September
1947, when GARRY MOORE took over.
CAPT. PAT GRIFFITH, WAC, formerly with NAB, has been transferred
from duties as public information officer at Fort Myer, Va., to the RadioTelevision Branch, Dept. of the Army,
Pentagon.
BARRY CASSELL, to WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, as TV announcer.
FREDERICK P. LAFFEY, program director WLAW Lawrence, Mass., recalled to active duty with Army.
ROBERT W. BRECKNER, director
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, appointed
executive director. He will build department responsible for all sports,
special events, news and public service programs on station.
LAWRENCE WHITNEY named assistant public relations director WGN
Chicago.tinuityHeacceptance
joined
staffstation's
in 1949. conKEN WOODDELL, sports announcer
WLBH Mattoon, 111., father of son,
Ken Jr.
PHIL GORDON, pianist-singer, to
WDSU-TV New Orleans talent staff.
PAT CRAFTON, KRON-TV San Francisco, father of daughter, Mimi.
NICK PERRY appointed chief announcer WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
CLARK SUTTON, student, to publicity
department replacing VINCE DI RICCO, resigned. JAY RUSSELL, WATV
(TV) Newark, to WDTV working on
special research-public relations project.
JEAN HERSHOLT, star CBS Dr.
Christian program, elected president
Hollywood Bowl Assn.

Powerful Station
Most
Lansing's
S
I
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GEORGE DINNICK, music director
WINX Washington, appointed program
director, succeeding WILLIAM HEDGPETH, resigned.
MAT DUNDREA appointed musical
director WINX Washington. Was with
WABP Tuscaloosa, Ala. WILLIAM
TINKER, Armed Forces Radio overseas, appointed to announcing staff.
BELL HART, WONE Dayton, to WPFB
Middletown, Ohio, as night disc jockey
and announcer.
ELSIE MILLER, accountant KGER
Long Beach, Calif., retires April 1.
AL MALLICOAT, announcer, recovering from broken leg.
FRED McCALL appointed to announcing staff KEYL (TV) San Antonio.
He was with KVAL Brownsville, Tex.,
as program director.
JEAN SARGEANT, radio-TV womens
news commentator, to WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia.
WARREN NIELSON, announcer KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, appointed chief
announcer. DOC and ESTHER EMBREE, entertainers KFEQ St. Joseph,
Mo., to talent staff KMA.
WILLIAM H. TANKERSLEY, merchandising manager Columbia Pacific
Network-KNX Hollywood, named
manager, program operations department for CBS Hollywood. LEON W.
FORSYTH, promotion and advertising
department Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
L.
A., replaces him as merchandising
manager.
ALAN SNOWDEN, KIHR Hood River,
Ore., to KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz.
JOHN SIEMER, WIZE Springfield,
Ohio, to WIOU Kokomo, Ind., as announcer. DOROTHY HACKER to
WIOU as staff organist.
EDWIN C. METCALFE, assistant to
RUDOLPH PICARELLI, sales service
coordinator KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
replaces Mr. Picarelli, who was recaled to armed services. ROB R.
HIESTAND Jr., executive producer
KFI-TV Los Angeles, to KTTV as
staff director.
JOHNNY MARTIN, WLIZ Bridgeport,
Conn., to staff WXYZ-TV Detroit.
SHIRLEY SCHUTT, continuity acceptance department ABC Hollywood,
to
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, in similar
capacity.
QUSl • • •
H. ROENSCH,

manager Kigford
Ranch, S i 1 o a m
Springs, Ark., appointed associate
farm director
KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
MARTIN D. MANNIX,
and
farmpromotion
director
WIRY Plattsburg,
N. Y., appointed
news director. He

his
duties continue
as promotion
wil1
Mr. Roensch
director.
CHET
BOSWORTH appointed music director, librarian and
farm director.

JAIME del VALLE, CBS Hollywood
producer, father of boy born March 10.
ERNIE TANNEN, program director
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., elected
president Montgomery County Press
Assn.
JULIAN BENTLEY, news director
WBBM Chicago, to Europe March 19
for four-week reporting trip. News
will be shortwaved back for broadcast
on his regular show. He will visit
England, Scotland, France and Italy.
CARL RANDALL, news department
KCBS San Francisco, on tour of
Alaska to gather material for profile
on Alaskan defenses for CBS' Hear It
Now show.
BILL NIETFELD, news director,
KCBS man ofSan
Francisco,
named section
chairNorthern
California
of California Associated Press Radio
Assn.
BOB BRUNER appointed news director WIOU Kokomo, Ind. He was with
WSOY Decatur, 111.
PAULINE FREDERICK, ABC commentator, to deliver lectures before
Rotary Club, Johnson City, Tenn.,
March 20 and the East Tennessee State
College, Johnson City, March 21. Her
Pauline Frederick Reports broadcast,
8:45-9 p.m., to originate from WJHL
Johnson City March 21.
WALTER CRONKITE, CBS Washington news commentator, recovering in
Bethesda Naval Hospital from appendectomy. He was stricken March 9.
CLOYD HEAD, commentator WMAQ
Chicago, returns from 10-month European and Middle-Eastern trip. He
resumes his broadcasts next month.
JIM ARKISON, sports director WALE
Fall River, Mass., named outstanding
radio sportscaster
for 1950 by local
AMVETS
post.

WLBH
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION
in V2 millivolt primary

WLBH

FILLS THE GAP

between your metropolitan
station coverage
WLBH
ULBH-FM
1170 KC 25B W> 96.9 mc 23,000 W.
J. R. Livesay, Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLM AN, Nat'I Rep.
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NEW
FM OUTLET
To Purchase WMIT Plant
GRANT March 7 of a construction permit for a new Class B
FM outlet on Clingman's Peak,
Yancey County, N. C, paves the
way for reactivation of the old
facilities of WMIT (FM) Charlotte— pioneer FM station which
ceased operation last April.
Under plans submitted to FCC
last December [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 1], Mt. Mitchell
Broadcasters Inc., permittee, is
purchasing WMIT's plant atop
Clingman's Peak for a reported
$27,500. In addition to the WMIT
10 kw transmitter, the new firm
also is installing a new 50 kw amplifier to boost the station's output
to 300 kw effective radiated power
on Channel 295 (106.9 mc).
According to the original application, the new outlet's 1 mv/m
contour will include 27,380 sq.
miles while the 50 uv/m contour
will include 50,600 sq. mi.
Principals in Mt. Mitchell Broadcasters Inc. are W. Olin Nisbet Jr.,
Charlotte investment banker, president and 31% stockholder; John C.
Erwin, Charlotte businessman, vice
president and 20% owner; W. H. B.
Simpson, part owner of WMRC
Greenville, S. C, as secretarytreasurer, 6.6%.
KPET

GRANT
Would Go Fulltime
KPET Lamesa, Tex., would be
granted extension of operation
from daytime only to fulltime, on
690 kc with 250 w, according to an
FCC initial decision last week.
Hearing Examiner Jack P.
Blume found it desirable to recommend the grant although the proposed nighttime operation violated
FCC standards respecting the limitation on Class II operation. He
found a first primary nighttime
service would be rendered to Lamesa which now is a "white" area,
without primary signal at night.
According to FCC rules, Class II
operation at night is limited to 2.5
mv/m contour, which for KPET
would include 19,000 persons. However, because of objectionable interference at night, KPET will be
limited to its 25.4 mv/m contour,
including only 7,900 persons.

PT63-A shown has 3 separate :
' heads —monitors from the tape.
! Unit construction permits port[ able or rack mount operation.
Write MAGNECORD, Inc.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS
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A
fCC

mobile, area of Louisville, to base, As
Lane, 2% mi. northeast of New Eas
wood, Ky., and to be used with WH>
and WHAS-TV.
Followingof were
granteddates
mod.as CPs
extension
completion
show f1
KWBW-FM Hutchinson. Kan., to 651;
Ariz., to N.6-15cond.;KYUM
KA-7164Yuma,
Poughkeepsie,
Y.,
5- 6-51; WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio, to 56-9-30-51;
9-51.
51, cond.;KA-5776
KRNT-FM
Des Moines,
Lewisburg,
Tenn.

9

actions
MARCH

9 TO MARCH

15

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
March 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Applications for license renewal filed
by following: KOCS Ontario, Calif.;
KCBQ San Diego; WMBI Chicago;
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.; WBCC Bethesda, Md.; WBZA Springfield, Mass.;
KEX phia;
Portland,
KYWKEDO
PhiladelWOAI San Ore.;
Antonio;
(FM)
Ontario, Calif.
License for CP
KVAS Astoria, Ore. — License to cover
CP change frequency etc.
WLWTCP (TV)
Cincinnati— TV
License
cover
new commercial
station.to
Extension of SSA
KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex.— Extension of SSAlocal1030sunrise
kc 50 Boston
kw, using
nonDA from
to local
sunset ningCorpus
Christi,
for
12
mo.
beginMarch 15.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Tuskegee Bcstg. Co. Inc., Tuskegee,
Ala.
DISMISSED
new — AM
station on application
580 kc 500 wforD. CP
March 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Applications for license renewal filed
by following; KLKA Little Rock, Ark.;
WTIC Hartford, Conn.; WFEC Miami;
WALT Tampa, Fla.; WSFT Thomaston,
Ga.; KWKH Shreveport, La.; WBZ Boston; WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich.;
KSTP St. Paul; WTNS Coshocton, Ohio;
KDKA
Pittsburgh; KSTA Coleman,
Tex.
Change Name
William R. Smith tr/as White County
Bcstg. Co.,
CP new AMto
station
1300 Searcy,
kc 1 kwArk.
D —AMENDED
change name of applicant to White
County Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Replace CP
KEDO (FM) Ontario, Calif.— CP to
replaceistingexpired
FM station.CP for changes in exModification of CP
WBOW-FM
Terre Haute,
Ind.— Mod.of
CP new FM station
for extension
completion date.
WLAV-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Same.
March 13 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Los Angeles
GrantedERP
license
forKTTV
commercial
TV —station:
vis
power 30.9 kw, aur 15.6 kw; and to
change studio location.
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.— Granted
license for commercial TV station; vis
power 5 kw, and to designate studio and
transmitter locations (not a move).
WNAC-TV Boston— Granted license
for new commercial TV station.
WJZ-TV New York— Granted mod CP
for TV station for reduction of ERP
to 3.0 kw vis., 3.0 kw aur., and increase
ant. height to 1378 ft.
WCAT South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, Rapid City, S. D.—
Granted authority to remain silent for
period beginning March 9 and ending
March 20 during suspension of regular
instructional period.
KPOCcense forPocahontas,
new station;Ark.
1420— Granted
kc 1 kw lid.
WWIN Baltimore, Md.— Granted li-

unl.

cense for new station; 1400 kc 250 w
KGPHcense forFlagstaff,
Ariz.—
new station;
1230Granted
kc 250 li-w
unl.
WNBC-FM New York— Granted mod.
CP
to extend completion date to 6-21-51
(cond).
KCRE
City, Calif.—
Granted
license forCrescent
new standard
station;
1400
kc 250 w unl.
WMFG
Hibbing,
Minn.— Granted license install
new trans.
WGBS Miami, Fla.— Granted license
change DA-D (DA-2) cond.
KRXK forRexburg,
Ida.— station;
Granted 1230
linew standard
kc 250 cense
w unl.
KGO-TV San Francisco— Granted license for new commercial TV station;
ERP:
vis. 25.4 kw, aur. 12.6 kw 1260 ft.
ant. height.
The Fort Industry Co. Area, Detroit,
Mich. — Granted license for new TV
pickup
station KA-7677.
KECA-TV
Angeles— Granted
cense for newLoscommercial
TV station;liERP—
vis. 29.4 kw aur. 14.7 kw 3040 ft.
ant. height.
KECA-FM
Granted
license for new Los
FM Angeles—
station; 95.5
mc (Ch.
238) 3.8 kw, 240 ft.
American Bcstg. Co. Area New York,
and Chicago — Granted licenses for new
remote
pickup KA-5106, KA-6197, KA6176.
Regional Bcstg. Co., Chicopee, Mass.
— Granted CP and license for new remote pickup KA-8476.
WCSC Inc., Charleston, S. C. —
Granted CPs and licenses for new remote pickup KA-8474-5.
The Snowy Range Bcstg. Co., Laramie, Wyo. — Granted license for new
remote pickup KA-7582.
American
Bcstg.
Co., remote
New York
Granted
license
for new
pickup—
KEB-910.
College of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif.
— Granted license for new remote pickup KA-7347. Bcstg. Inc., Wenatchee,
Appleland
Wash. — Granted CP new remote pickup
KA-8477.
Dairylands Bcstg. Service Inc., Marshfield, Wis. — Granted CP new remote
pickup
KA-8478.
The Voice
of the Orange Empire Inc.,
Santa Ana, Calif. — Granted CP new
remote pickup KMB-816.
WMNE
Wis. —andGranted
mod.
CP forMenomonie,
approval of ant.
trans,
and main studio locations.
WACL Waycross, Ga. — Granted mod.
CP for cation,
approval
ant. andlocation
trans, and
lospecify mainof studio
change type trans.
Columbia Bcstg. System, Chicago —
Granted mod. license to change KA4695 location from mobile, area of Chicago, to mobile, area of New York, and
to be used with WCBS New York in
lieu WBBM Chicago.
WHAS Inc., Louisville, Ky.— Granted
mod. of license KA-4619 to change from
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
STerling 3626

WRTA Altoona, Pa. — Granted licen
install new trans.; cond.
WNEW New York— Granted licen
to use old main trans, as an alternaWWHG Hornell, N. Y.— Granted (
change
trans,
location,
main studio
cation and
install
new trans.
WLCK Campbellsville, Ky.— Grant
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trai
location and specify studio location.
WJRI Lenoir, N. C— Granted licen
install new trans. (BL-4354). Grant
license to use old main trans, for au
WKYB Paducah, Ky.— Granted licen
change frequency, etc. (570 kc 500
N, 1 kw LS, DA-2 unl.; cond.).
WPGW for Portland,
Ind.— Granted
cense
new standard
station a:
specify studio location; 1440 kc 500
KJBS
Francisco— Granted (•
D,
DA-D.newSantrans.
install
KOVC
Valley
CP install new City,
trans. N. Dak.— Grant
KCBS San Francisco — Granted mc
CP 8-21-51;
for extension
to
cond. of completion ds
KTSL
(TV)
Hollywood—
Granted mcds
CP for extension
of completion
to Extended
9-26-51. following television ai
station licenses on temp, basis to Ju:
1, 1951: KA-3427, Albuquerque BcsC
Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex.; KA-34
KA-3429,
Balaban
& Katz
Corp..
cago; KCA-61
Oxford,
Conn.,
KA-34Ci'
KA-3432 New York, KA-4448 Pit1
burgh, KA-3433 KA-3434 Washingtc
D. C, Allen
B. DuMont
KA-21
KA-2107,
General
Electric Lab;
Co., Schene
tady,
N.
Y.;
KA-3436
KA-4841
KA-48'
Paramount Television Productions In
Los Angeles; KA-4858, Westinghou
Radio Stations Inc., Boston.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
Muhlenberg County Bcstg. Co
Central City-Greenville Bcstg. C
Central City, Ky. — Granted petition
Muhlenberg County Bcstg. Co. for d
missal without prejudice of its applic
tion.
Commission's
own applic
moti
removedOnfrom
hearing docket
tion of Central City Greenville Bcs
Co. Dismissed as moot petitions
Central City-Greenville Bcstg. Co. fil
March 2 to continue hearing and
accept late appearance.
WLAC Nashville,
Grant
continuance
of hearing Tenn.—
on applicati
of Radio Reading, Reading, Pa. frc
March 15 to April 16 in Washington
WISE Asheville,
tinuance
of hearingN. onC— itsGranted
applicatico
from March 19 to April 19 in Was
ington.
WANT Richmond, Va. — Granted lea
to
amend
application
to specify
trans,
site and
for removal
of applicnit
tion as amended from hearing dock
WLCKto Campbellsville,
Ky.— Grant
leave
intervene in proceeding
application
of
Clark-Montgomery
Bcs
Co., Winchester, Ky.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
KGAR Garden City, Kan.— Grant
leave to amend its application to sh<
corrected calculations of interferer
to KFNF and KARK and to incorpor;
new copy of horizontal plane patte
showing corrected bearings towai
these
stations and
computed
tical sections
for new
corrected
bearinv<
Granted in part request that petiti
previously filed Jan. 10 for author
to
take deposition
of Markdismissed
U. Watrope
Denver,
be withdrawn;
tion to take deposition.
WJEL Springfield, Ohio— G rant;
continuance of hearing in proceedi

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL

RADIO

MONITORING COMPAN>
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
.Vashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, 0. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1723 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E . C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
it : BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
i
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Registered Professional Engineer"
120 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
now scheduled at Trenton March 16,
pending action
on petition
for reconsideration filed March
9 of Commission
order of Dec. 20, 1950, revoking license.
March 13 Applications...
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Applications for license renewal filed
by following: KCVR Lodi, Calif.;
WKXY Sarasota, Fla.: WCSI Columbus.
Ind.; KSTT Davenport, Iowa; KLKC
Parsons, Kan.; WMEX Boston; WDGY
Minneapolis; WKBW Buffalo; WGNY
Newburgh, N. Y.; WBT Charlotte,
N. C; KWCO Chickasha. Okla.; WHIM
Providence, R. I.; WNOX Knoxville.
Tenn.; KAMQ Amarillo, Tex.; KDSX
Denison, Tex.; KORC Mineral Wells,
Tex.; KGA Spokane, Wash.; WCBT-FM
Roanoke Rapids, N. C.
License for CP
KWAX (FM) Eugene, Ore. — License
to covertionalCPFM station.
new noncommercial educaModification of CP
KFOX-FM Long Beach, Calif.— Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
WGBS-FM Miami— Mod. CP new FM
station to change ERP from 27 kw to
1.5 kw, ant. from 395 ft. to 80 ft.,
change trans, and studio sites.

its application from March 12 to
ly 14, at Washington.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
«VGB Great Bend, Kan.— Granted
itinuance from March 9 to April 5
Washington of hearing on applican of Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, Kan.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
SYA San Francisco — Granted conuance of hearing in proceeding on
application and that of KVSM San
teo, Cal.. March 12 to May 16, in
-shington; also granted authority to
end application to change operating
ignment from 1260 kc, 1 kw-N and
:v/-D
unl. totrans,
1060 site.
kc 50 kw unl. DA
i to move
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
?TNJ Trenton, N. J.— On Commisi s own motion, continued indefi:-~iy hearing in revocation proceeding
OADCASTING
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KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

TENDERED
FOR FILING
WETO
Gadsden, Ala. — CP change
hours from D to unl., operating with
100 w-N, 1 kw-D, on 930 kc.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WCNU Crestview, Fla. — RETURNED
application for license renewal.
KBKI Alice, Tex.— Same.
March 14 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of License
WCBT-FM Roanoke Rapids, N. C. —
Granted further temporary extension
of license to 6-1-51.
WKRT-FM Cortland, N. Y.— Granted
further temporary extension of license
to 6-1-51.
Modification of CP
KIDO Boise, Ida.— Granted mod. CP
to change DA-N; cond.
CP Granted
KFSB
Joplin,
move center towerMo.—
of Granted
DA etc.; CPcond.to
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Designated
for hearing in Washington on May 4
re application to increase power from

100 w to 250 w. unl. on 1400 kc; made
WGIL Galesburg, 111.. KVFD Ft. Dodge.
Iowa,ties toand
Columbia, Mo., parthe KFRU
proceeding.
Reinstatement of CP
Red Oak Radio Corp., Red Oak, Iowa
— Granted reinstatement of expired CP
which authorized a new station on 1600
kc 500 w D, subject to filing within
60 days, of an application for mod. of
permit to specify a different trans, site
and ant. system
which will standards,
meet requirements of engineering
or in lieu thereof, to notify FCC within
same
period of timeat that
has commenced
siteconstruction
previously
granted and is otherwise in accordance
with original authorization.
Program Test Authority
WWBZ Vineland, N. J.— On petition,
granted authority to conduct nighttime
program
tests inunder
whichD authorized change
hoursCPfrom
to unl.
on 1360 kc with 1 kw, and install DA-N.
SSA Extension
KWBU
Corpus
Tex.—on Granted
extension of SSA Christi,
to operate
1030 kc
50 kwing hours
usingfrom
non-directional
LS Boston, ant.
Mass.,dur-to
LS Corpus Christi, for period not to
exceed 12 months from March 15, pending decision in clear channel hearing.
(Continued on page 91 )

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<? per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
If you think sales, breath sales, sell
sales, then you are the man for us.
Write Texas ABC station. Box 441,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Pennsylvania independent
offers an opportunity to enter sales in
a prosperous market. Only station in
area. Radio background essential.
Salary plus commission. Must have
car. Box 813H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
5 kwmostindependent
station in one for
of the
beautiful cities
in the east. Major market — unlimited
opportunity. Pleasant working conditions,mission.
congenial
and Write
comFamily staff.
man Salary
preferred.
Box 71, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman -copy writer.
Guarantee $75.00 minimum right man.
Old established ABC affiliate single
station market. Midwest. Box 341,
BROADCASTING.
Proven salesmen wanted by aggressive
southern broadcaster expanding to absorb established power station in major
southern market. $1000 per month, or
better, opportunity for salesmen who
can qualify. Best of personal and
business backgrounds needed. Send
complete personal and business data,
actual sales record, references, photo.
Replv
confidential. Box 71J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Woman with experience who
can sell and write copy so that you can
qualify for this position. Here is what
you ant
get.working
salaryconditions,
plus commission,
vacations pleaswith
pay, yearly
bonus
plus
Floridalocated
sunshine. This is a new station
on banks of the world famous Indian
River two minutes from the blue Atlantic. If this sounds good to you,
send photo and all details to Box 79J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Must do outstanding job fnr
station 20 years operation. East, middle
Atlantic, television soon. Right man
can ket,be1st letter
salesmanager.
marwith photo Excellent
and reference.
After this, interview will be arranged
with help on expense. Box 116J.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station,
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo, income requirements. KSEI,
Pocatello, Idaho.
Wanted: Salesman. Experienced time
salesman for 250 watter in Chicago
metropolitan area. Tremendous opportunity. WOPA, Oak Park.
America's
Pictures, largest
established publishers
38 years. News
Affiliated
Marlin Firearms Company, having had
contracts over 300 radio stations coastto-coast, needs four more high type
salesmen with cars. Accustomed earning $250 and more commission weekly,
travel, place radio stations cooperative
publicity display cabinets, merchants
windows. For interview send all details about yourself. Chas. F. Smith.
Radio Division Illustrated Current
News, Inc., New Haven, Conn.
Announcers
Experienced
established Michiganannouncer,
kilowatt nowlongaccepting
auditions for opening April 1st. Graduated wage scale, talent. Send platter
or tape, letter of qualifications and
photo, to Box 756H. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-disc jockey for
southern station, salary plus talent,
available immediately, draft exempt.
Box 65J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Progressive southwestern kilowatt has
immediate
opening
for combination
man. emphasis
on announcing.
Good
salary, and opportunity for right man.
Send shotaudition,
and snapto Box 23J.qualifications
BROADOA STING.
If you're a good announcer with first
class
ticket,
you're
worthup-and-coming
seventy-five
starting
salary
to an
Pennsylvania
independent.
experience, full details and discGive
in first
reply. Box 90J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer who knows rural programming, who can MC a western musical
unit and who can sell mail offers for
an immediate opening at this 10 kw,
ABC affiliate. Write giving complete
information on your background and
audition disc. This is an excellent opportunity for the right man. Radio
Station
Kansas. KFBI, P. O. Box 1402. Wichita,
Wanted. News announcer-continuity
writer. Salary commensurate with ability. Send photo, disc, qualifications to
General Manager, KNEX, McPherson,
Kansas.
Rush disc, photo and particulars to
KVOC. Casper, Wyoming, if you desire
position as combination announcer and
engineer. Job now open. Will consider
inexperienced
man. Must have first
class ticket.
Somewhere in the U. S. A. is a man
who does not smoke or drink, has clean
living habits and could fill our need
for an all-round announcer, news and
production man. Control room experience helpful. Salary comensurate with
ability. Good chance for advancement.
Call Mr. West or Mr. Starcher at
WAVL in Apollo, Penna.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Morning man, experienced. Strong on
news. Permanent. Five day week,
liberal company benefits. Salary plus
talent. Best working conditions. Send
disc. Give full details, availability,
draft status. WENY. Elmira, N. Y.
Top 1 giniakw
CBS affiliate
in West
Viris accepting
auditions
for staff
announcers. Please send disc, experience and salary requirements in first
reply
W. Va. to R. Brown, WJLS, Beckley,
Immediate opening for good announcer
with first class license. Salary dependent upon ability. WJOC, Jamestown,
New York.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engineer by 1000 watt NBC affiliate. Send
details of experience, business and
character references. Must be experienced in announcing and hold first
class license. Southern man preferred.
WLAK. Lakeland, Florida.
Immediately — Combination man for
network station. State experience and
salary
first letter. WMLT,
Dublin.reouirements
Georgia.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.
We're looking
for anoperation
announcer
knows
control room
and who
can
do a good MC job on disc shows. If
yo" have made a name for yourself as
a DJ at a good
local onstation,
here'scoman
opportunity
to move
up. Send
plete
details
and
audition
disc
to
Merrit Milligan, Program Director, WTAD,
Quincy, Illinois.
Announcer with ticket for south Georgia station, pays $57.50 for 40.hours to
start expanded operations. Contact
Manager,
WVOP, Vidalia, telephone
327.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Immediate opening chief engineer who
can announce. State salary, experience,
first letter. Box 61, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Experienced in equipment
maintenance and directional arrays for
5 kw midwest station. We need a man
of ability and a desire to do a good job.
Salary, insurance, vacations and hours
are good,
but it'sa not
for a lazy
Will
appreciate
snapshot
alongperson.
with
outline of experience, education and
references. Box 171, BROADCASTING.
Operator for Texas station. Give full
details. Box 54J, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer, emphasis on announcing, 2nd class ticket
OK, 250 watter near New York. Box
72J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for 250 watter near New
York, complete charge. Box 100J,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, willing to learn announcing. StartFull
$45, details
rapid advancement,
extras.
first letter. plus
Box
106J, BROADCASTING.
I wantested inaworking
transmitter
inter-is
at his engineer
trade. This
a new 10 kilowatt operation directional
antennae. Affiliated with eleven other
stations in mountain area. This is a
good connection with a future. ConIdaho. tact Milo Petersen, KGEM, Boise,
Engineer: First ticket, at once. Phone,
wire, KROS, Clinton, Iowa.
Combination engineer-announcer for
1000 watt ABC outlet in city of fifty
thousand, new equipment, modern studios. Start sixty dollars with increases
seventy dollars. Send disc to H. T.
Duke,
Georgia. Radio Station WALB, Albany,
Immediate opening licensed engineer
to operate
control room and transmitGeorgia.ter. Need car. WBBQ, Augusta,
Engineer, first class license, experience
not necessary, conveniently located,
best working conditions, position open
on or after March 17. F. M. Wagner,
WCNC, Elizabeth City, N. C.
Chief engineer for dual net station.
Excellent working conditions. Details
first
land. letter. WDYK, Cumberland, MaryTransmitter engineer with first class
license for AM and FM operation.
Bachelor quarters available. Write
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.
Wanted: First class engineer, wire giving qualifications.
Covington,
Ga. Radio Station WMOC,
Engineer-announcer. With license. Excellentoperation.
salary, good Will
futuretrain.
in prosperous small
Contact
Hal King, WPKE, Pikeville, Kentucky.
Chief engineer-announcer, immediate
opening. emphasis on engineering.
State salary expected, when available
and send photo and audition if possible.
Manager, WPLA, Plant City, Florida.
Transmitter engineer, no announcing.
No experience necessary. Transmitter
within walking distance of town.
WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
Wanted: First phone engineer. $50.00,
40 hours. WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Need broadcast engineer first phone.
Employment immediately. Contact
Chief Engineer, WWST, Wooster, Ohio.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Continuity director. Preferably femal
BROADCASTING.
Disc,
photo, samples of copy. Box 6E
New Pennsylvania independent nee<
ING.
girl
for continuity and air work. Sta
experience and full details first repl
Good salary. Box 91J, BROADCAS'
Have opening for program direct
near future. Announcer with some pr
gramming Write
experience
co
sidered.
or call will
Radio beStatii
WEPM,
Martinsburg,
W.
Va.
Person
interview necessary.
Continuity writer, must be expei
enced, imaginative, sales and progra
minded, willing to work for advance
aggressive organization. Start $50.00,
hour week. Apply immediately WOR
Orlando, Florida.
Wanted at once: Continuity writer, c;
Mr. Shepherd
WWGS,
Tifton, orGa.Mr. Graham at S'.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
ING.
Manager-chief engineer — experience
years radio. Married, 43, childr*
South only. Box 862H, BROADCAS
ING.
Manager:
Fully experienced, matu
sober, honest. Assume complete i
sponsibility. Box 872H, BROADCAS
Manager-salesmanager, 43, marric
family. 18 years background ratf
newspaper, department store advert
ing. College graduate, personat
mature judgment, seasoned ca
paigner. Now employed sales manaj
network station, desires challeng:
connection single station market uni
30,000. Host workable ideas, abi
dance initiative, experience pioneer
three stations. Good record, go ai
where, reasonable
salary commission
able
notice.basis.
Box Av;
BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager, now employ
Strong on sales and promotion. C
show a profit for station now in the r
Can bring additional sales help. Pre
south or southwest. Box 901, BRO/
CASTING.
In eighteen months increased gross
times with station in 100,000 marl
Ready to move up. Completely
perienced
all phases radio. Box l
BROADCASTING.
Good, who
sober,
ager
can experienced
really sell, station
produce m (
program
shows,
is
open
for
posit:1
want permanency, decent salary.
73J, BROADCASTING.
Station sold. Manager available ;
west or midwest. 19 years experiei
Can produce profits. Box 88J. BRO;
CASTING.
Now production manager for Conr
ticut ABC station. Qualified announ
newscaster and news writer, contini
writer,
man.and Wide
ence in promotion
administrative
detailexp!
w(
Five years background. Seek progi
directorship of independent or netw
station
that needs building. Write .'
103J. BROADCASTING.
Mr. Station Manager: If you have to
program
directorswhy andnot engineers
your managers
try a g
commercial man to do the job. 1
year
I
sold
seventy
thousand
business and still making good in
moi i
Can manage your station, especiall l
it is in the red. Experienced in e\ 1
branch of radio except engineer |>
Can guarantee you results. Sal;
program
ideas, regardless
of sizein ofra
tion
or market.
Ten years
married, children, age 45. Box 1
BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager. Complete s
and radio advertising background, f
in important New York spot with
national contacts. Family man.
wishes relocate attractive New Engl
market, preferably Connecticut. Sal
plus
commission desired. Box 1
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman-newscaster. Now in I
souri. Personal interview desired. !
minimum. Box 401. BROADCAST!
Salesman,
married,
draft exer
three
years25,radio
experience.
Pr
midwest. Box 2 J. BROADCASTS I

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman-announcer, experienced salesman. Recent Radio City trainee graduate. Knowledge all phases radio. Aggressive, willing. Seeks opportunity
with a future. Veteran, 32. Box 5J,
BROADCASTING.
Account executive, experienced, college, mucho zip. desires position, com' mercial manager, salesman, agency,
I station
CASTING.reps, east. Box 98J, BROADSalesman: 6 years experience. Aggressive, persistent, but definitely not high
pressure. Presently owner, manager
250 watter. Selling to move into larger
market with greater opportunity. Age,
29, married, two children, draft exempt.
Good voice, extensive announcing background, mediately.
especiallyWritenews.
Available
imBob Amos.
WHKP,
Hendersonville, North Carolina.
Announcers
Baseball broadcaster, major league;
staff; veteran; married; college grad;
experienced. Box 458H, BROADCASTING;
Baseball play-by-play man experienced
— ~; in
ableliveforand
thisrecreated
season. broadcasts
Air check availavail * BROADCASTING.
able. Excellent references. Box 564H,
Sports wanted year-round. Experienced AA baseball, midwest basketball, football and all staff. National
agency, sponsor recommendations.
Veteran, 3 children, college. Draft
a s exempt.
Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
■
Announcer-newsman. Friendly, mature, draft proof man with voice of
quality and mike mannerism that is
pleasingly persuasive wants long haul
job with southeastern station. Disc
sent
upon request. Box 331, BROADCASTING.
:sj= thoroughly
Announcer. trained.
Limited Excellent
exeperiencereferbut
ences to substantiate capabilities. Not
worried about long hours. Disc on reouest. Box 881. BROADCASTING.
;s"|: years
All night
disc jockey
Eight
experience.
Proofavailable.
of successful
;shows. Announcer for network shows.
Married and children. Box 28J,
BROADCASTING.
f,Baseball sports broadcaster, busy in
banquet league, national newspaper
recognition, best of references. Married, veteran, college education, civic
leader, desires bigger market, expanding AM or TV station and higher classification baseball league. Further details
upon request. Box 30J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, good voice. Can write copy.
Limited experience. B.S. Degree in
speech. 26, vet, draft exempt. Control
ooard. Box 40J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, professional auality. Strong
m commercials, news, DJ. Write copy,
aoerate board. Limited experience on
N.Y. indie. Married, 28. vet, draft exrapt. Box 39 J, BROADCASTING.
;Vot a Don Wilson, but lots of radio
rjmowhow. 28. married, draft exempt.
^JBC trained,
plus tenAnnouncer,
years activeboard
experience in radio.
operator, production man. Desire western states. Available after April 15.
Box 64J, BROADCASTING.
1111111 = 8 years successful morning
Personality. Combination, witty, reiable. married, employed. $100. Box
0J, BROADCASTING.
innouncer-salesman. Limited experiKnowledge
all phases
radio,
lecent ence.
graduate
leading
radio school,
tfew York. Veteran, draft exempt.
Wrong on DJ and sports. Control board
perator. Varied sales experience Box
|4.T, BROADCASTING.
Saseball man. Experienced all sports.
Southwest
only. Married veteran. Box
8J.
BROADCASTING.
ncrease sales with a versatile personlity. Interesting DJ. Two years exerience. Draft deferred. Southwest.
•ox 82J. BROADCASTING.
iaseball broadcaster, currently emloyed though station not carrying
>1 baseball. Rated region's top playy-play man. Baseball livewire; footail
one AA
of country's
lajorbroadcaster
colleges. for
Desire
or AAA
filiation. Draft free. Present employer will furnish excellent refer mes. Box 83J, BROADCASTING.
arolina broadcasters. 5 years expertise in all phases. Top announcer
£nts program director or combination
a-'ing $60. Box 87J, BROADCASTWG.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, employed, draft exempt,
married, car, experienced, all phases
radio, desires permanent position with
future, will travel. Box 94J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, capable, good
newscaster, DJ, married, veteran, seeks
permanency, future, east preferred.
Box 96J, BROADCASTING.
Want a hillbilly disc jockey? Good
knowledge hillbilly music. 8 years
mike experience. Just completed 4%
years at 5000 watt CBS outlet with own
unit. Other phases announcing. News,
commercials, farm reporting, etc. No
drifter. E.T. on request. Replies
promptly answered. Available latter
part April. Box 97J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, medically discharged veteran. Single, 26, 3 years experience.
Good all-round
staff man. Box 99J,
BROA
DCAS
TING.
Announcer — Ambitious sportscaster
seeks opportunity to gain practical experience in small livewire station. VetSingle,Can
23, operate
hardworking.
Creative,eran.
reliable.
control board
and turntable. Go anywhere. Details,
disc on ST
request.IN
Box G.
101J, BROADCA
Employed announcer, experienced, traffiction,
programming,
married, draftemphasis
exempt, on
will productravel.
Box 95J, BROADCASTING.
Versatility the keynote. Announcer,
strong on DJ, news, commercials. Some
console. Will travel. Sober, veteran.
Box 104 J, BROADCASTING.
Baseball man desires change. AA ball
last year. Draft exempt. All offers
considered. Write Box 105J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Inexperienced. Young,
single, sober, serious. Inexperienced.
College degree in broadcasting. Inexperienced. Extremely capable. Inexperienced. Inexperienced,Box
inexperieBROADCASTING.
n c e d, inexperienced.
109J,
Married, vet, 31, 4 years experience.
Sports, ming,
AM desires
andposition
TV, news,
with programreliable
station. Excellent references. Box
111J. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1st phone, some copywriting, programming,
employed IV2 years, willing
makingworker,
$60. Car,
draft exempt, 24 years. Complete offer.
Box 112J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer specializing in
play-by-play, available. 3 years sports
and staff announcing. Married veteran
seekingBoxpermanent
position with future.
117J, BROADCASTING.
Upper midwest or Great Lakes stations
attention: Now announcing, all phases,
desire position in above only, data,
disc. Box 120J, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Baseball play-by-play.
Former player. College degree in
broadcasting.
industrious. CapableYoung,
despite single,
inexperience.
Draft ST
exempt.INBox
110J,
BROADCA
G.
Draft exempt veteran. Willing to learn
announcing bottom up. Salary with GI
Bill okay. Finest references. Disc and
photo. Box 121J. BROADCASTING.
Available, topflight play-by-play
nouncer-com entator with solid an-14
years sports background. Has handled
triple-A baseball, big league pro basmajor college
football onFurther
eastern andketball,
southern
networks.
experience in other sports, news and
independent station programming.
Family man, 32, university grad. Salary
expectations modest where security
offered. Write or wire Box 126J,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, 29. Graduate, copywriter, experienced, very fine clear
voice. Proven results. Montana born,
college
educated,
musician,
DJ, adoperate board. News, special
events,
lib,
restricted license, excellent references.
Married.
2617
7th
Avenue
South,
Billings, Montana.
Experienced, newscaster, announcer,
copywriter,ferences,
married,
draft and
exempt,
personal data
disc reon
request. Available immediately. Mark
Douglass,
1708
E.
Gordon,
McPherson,
Kansas.
Miss last week's want ads? Look up my
ad and picture
last week's1708Broadcasting! Tommyin Edwards,
West
Walnut, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Announcer-continuity writer. Two
years experience. DJ, news, disc.
Willing to travel. Ted Fehlberg, 5 West
63rd Street, New York City.
Seeking re-location, prefer job in midwest, or Penna. Presently employed
as a writer-announcer. Seeking straight
announcing job. Call Mr. Garrett, Telephone 4-12-60. Oil City, Penna.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Disc jockey
capable,
conscientious, familiarteam,
aJl phases
control
board
operation with light but concentrated
experience. One married, one single.
Both draft exempt. Disc, resume, references available. Jim Melville, 37-15
59th Street, Woodside Long Island,
New York.
Announcer-salesman-continuity writer.
Limited experience. Veteran, 20, draft
exempt. Recent graduate leading radio
school. Strong on DJ and commercials.
Disc
available.
Hunt, N.30-67
49th Street.
Long Johnny
Island City,
Y.,
AStoria 4-9038.
Announcer, capable, conscientious, familiar all phases control board operation with light but concentrated experience. Married, have family, vet,
draft exempt. Disc, resume, references
available. Arthur McAnneny, 511 Washington Street, Hoboken, New Jersey.
Announcer, capable, conscientious, familiar all phases control board operation, withperienclight
but toconcentrated
exe, is willing
travel. Single,
draft exempt. Disc, resume, references
available. Jim Melville. 37-15 59th
Street, Woodside, Long Island.
Four years as combination man (first
phone). Heavy on announcing. Lots
of programming, production, news. Fit
in any department. Medical discharge.
Tom
Texas. Perryman, KSIJ, Gladewater,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer (colored). Very personable
voice. Practical knowledge of radio and
control ence.
board
operation.
Vet, draft
exempt.Some
Rai experiTasco,
103-06 29th Avenue. East Elmhurst,
N. Y., Illinois 7-9819.
Sports-staff announcer looking for playby-play baseball. Am presently employed in Logan, W. Va. where there
is no baseball during season. Contact
Mike Wynn, Box 696, Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires connection progressive station. First class license
since 1935. ferFormer
RCA engineer. Reences. 75J, BROADCASTING.
First phone,
3 yearsVeteran,
transmitter
experience 1000 watts.
27, married.
Available 2 weeks, employed. State
offer. 102J, BROADCASTING.
Field engineer desires position with
consulting radio engineering firm. Expestruction.
rienced in measurements
and con-15
Draft exempt, available
days. Box 122J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Consultant experience
and ability can save you money. Interested only in long term arrangement.
15 years experience. References. Box
76J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experienced AM, FM,
recording, draft proof. Box 42, Holden,
Mass.

Experienced announcer-engineer, vet,
28, would prefer work in northeast
area. Bob Peters, 8 Upland Road,
Brookline 46, Mass., Beacon 1855.
Experienced DJ, news, also remote
shows, urban
originating
from Chicago's
subtheaters. Plav
eran, will travel.
Bill guitar.
Pugsley, 24,
1400vetN.
State, Chicago.
Spanish-American girl disc jockey,
board, announce, continuity, traffic.
Permanent connection. Single, dependshow script
ready able.
forReferences.
airing.Woman's
Lita Santos,
6526
Selma, Hollywood 28, Calif.

NEED

AN

Technician, experienced broadcast
operation using various popular makes
of equipment. Available quickly for
straight transmitter position. Please
describe your requirements. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 51, Plainview, Texas.
1st phone, straight engineering preferred, 200-mile radius of New York
City.
Tomaszeski, 210 Second
Square Raymond
3-0403.
Street,
Jersey City, N. J. Journal
(Continued on next page)

ANNOUNCER?

®

Booking for a job

©

equipment-

#

need

®

want- to buy a station

for sale

an engineer

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
minimum)wanted,

104

per

word ($1.00

Help wanted, 20$ per word ($2.00 minimum)
All minimum)
other classifications 25$ per word ($4.00
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

For Sale
Stations
Radio station in western city of 200,000.
Priced at
down. Broadcast
TV application$125,000,
filed. May half
Brothers,
Brokers, Binghamton, N. Y.
Equipment, etc.
General Electric FM 3 kw transmitter.
General Electric monitor. Box 741,
Newsman and continuity writer. Two
BROADCASTING.
■
years experience
with college-owned
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
station.
Some commercial
experience
Box
107J,
BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly trained in sports and spe- 260 feet one-inch rigid transmission line
cial events, news gathering, and re- and fittings. 3500 feet #5 copper wire.
write. B. A. Degree. Single veteran,
draft exempt. Prefer west coast or KGPH, Flagstaff, Arizona.
Rocky
Mountains.
Box 601, BROADOne 150 foot self-supporting, insulated
CASTING.
American Bridge tower; one type BT20-A 250 watt GE AM transmitter; one
Sports director, professional baseball,
type BT-l-B 250 watt GE FM transcollege football, basketball, play-bymitter
with typemonitor;
BM-l-A type
freplay, metropolitan area. University
quency complete
and modulation
graduate. Box 711, BROADCASTING.
BY-4-C GE four bay low-power — offside antenna and supporting mast; apWant to make a deal? I'll give you
proximately 20 feet
Comm. Prods.,
experienced ability in news, announctransmission
and l5/8"
dehydrator;
tals for 1450 line
kc and
101.7
mc. Makecrys-us
ing, writing and production for an opportunity to prove to you that I can an offer, all or part. WENE, Endicott,
do even better with your sports pro- New York.
gramming. University of Minnesota
For sale: Approximately five hundred
grad., veteran, 2 dependents. Write
feet brand new 70 ohme coax sevenBox 77J, BROADCASTING.
eighth inch copper conduit. 20 foot
lengths. Best offer cash, F.O.B. Radio
Need
woman's
touch?
Seven
years
Station WHKP, Hendersonville, N. C.
writing, announcing, programming.
Westinghouse 50 kw FM amWant change to challenging spot in For sale: plifier.
Excellent condition. Contact
progressive station. Box 851. BROADCASTING.
E. S. Long, Radio Station WHKY, Hickory, N. C.
Program director, producer, special For sale: Presto 92-A recording amevents, ad lib, TV, time sales at leadplifier. Like new. Used very little.
ing stations in Minneapolis, Kansas
$325. WMVG, Milledgeville, Georgia.
City, Nashville. 8 years experience.
Wanted to Buy
$5,000 plus yearly. Married, references.
Box 68J, BROADCASTING.
Stations
N. Y. radio-TV copywriter desires spot Texas or Oklahoma station: Experiwith medium size agency. Experience.
enced station manager wants complete
radio-TV production background.
control. Have cash for liberal down
Young,
payment. Your chance to sell before
CASTING.veteran. Box 84J, BROADsummer slump. Confidential. Box 69J,
Florida, Texas stations: Producer, pro- EROADCASTING.
with being
topnotch
personal-in Wanted radio station in city over 100,ity gram
show director
currently
broadcast
able to be bought or financed with
major metropolitan market. Box 93J, 000
$150,000 cash or less: Will also consider
BROADCASTING.
including unmortgaged very profitable
station in single station market as a
Program director, fully experienced,
part ofworkany
deal.
profitable Will
netsales minded, mature. Successful backaffiliate
withPrefer
TV potential.
ground programming, top news and consider other properties if circumannouncing. Draft exempt. Box 113J,
stances warrant. Replies confidential
BROADCASTING.
and every principal answered. Box
127J,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, newscaster. Ten
years experience. Draft exempt. Sure
Equipment, etc.
would like to hear from you. Write for
3 to 10 kw FM transmitter co-ax and
further information. Box 118J, BROADCASTING.
high gain antenna, state condition and
price. Box 80J, BROADCASTING.
Need a dynamo in your news room?
Ca^h for 451
quick
1-%" rigid Prodcoax.
Working news editor thoroughly ex- Andrew
or sale.
Communications
perienced getting and building local
ucts
1A-625.
Must
be
perfect
shape
for
news show desires change. Draft ex- new FM installation. Give price amount
empt. Air talent. Box 119J, BROADcondition.
Box
108J,
BROADCASTING.
Canda S
TING.
Program director, vet, draft free, famVy man. Presently employed. Desires Wanted: Complete transmitting equipment for 1000 watts including transchange. Jim Ferguson, 4 Forrest Drive,
modulation amplifier.
and frequency
North Pekin, Illinois.
itor andmitter,
limiting
Box mon114J,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Wanted: Two turntables complete with
pickups.
not needed.
be
Salesman
with
or Pre-amps
without cabinets.
GiveMayprice
and condition. Chief Engineer, KSUM,
Ex journalist, 35. wants job as local Fairmont,
Minnesota.
time salesman with TV station. $75
plus commission. Write for resume.
Wanted: Approved kilowatt transmitter
Box 85J, BROADCASTING • TELEin
condition. Box 1071, PlainCASTING.
view,goodTexas.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Radio newsman, 30, now employed,
wants change of scene, new challenges.
Veteran. Father. College graduate;
experience (newspaper and radio) totals five years. Box 889H, BROADCASTING.

25©

Watt

Colorado

Fulltime

Independent - $20,000.00
This
unlimited
time independent
watt andstation
in Colorado
— in that
the itshadow
of the '
beautiful Rocky Mountains
— is making250money
has every
indication
will continue
toOwner
do so.
It
is
priced
at
an
extremelv
realistic
figure
for
quie'e
saV
because
op
the
war.
get awayit isimmediately.
Whenyouyouhavecontact
nearest forofficeimmediate
of the Blackburn
HamiltonmustCompany
suggested that
funds theavailable
deposit asradio properties of this value move quickly. Owner would like to have substantial down
payment and the balance on approval by the Federal Communications Commission but to the
right
party terms can be arranged. Here Is an opportunity to live and work in enjoyable
surroundings.

For Sale
Help Wanted
Announcers
Network station In
city over a million
needs
topflight newscaster, commentator.
Must be experienced in
gathering
and preparing
own material
and have
had good commercial
history. pSplendid
opfor rightsalary,
man.
Substantialortunitybase
plus high talent. Only
qualified
applicants
be considered.
Send will
all
information plus transcription to
Box 15J, BROADCASTING

1000 Wart Fulltime Independent New York State market
over 300,000 — good successful
propertyto and
wishes
retire.growing — owner
Principals only.

Technical
Box 32J, BROADCASTING
Major south Florida station needs
FULLY EXPERIENCED
ENGINEER WITH FIRST
CLASS LICENSE.
Must be thoroughly acquainted with all
phases of control room operation, installation and maintenance. Adequate compensation for right man. Give complete
employment history, references, affiliations, personal data and draft status. Box
I25J. BROADCASTING.

La

Equipment, etc.

ELECTRIC GENERATING — Not Surplus
International
diesel
100 —h.p.,
50 kw.
Electric —Machinery
generator
3 and
phase
60 cycle.
230 volt
all self-contained
mounted
on
skids. Two heavy-duty external mufflers,
and connecting pipe. Needs only external
fuel tank to operate. In A-l condition.
Price $3,500 FOB our transmitter.
KGLO, Mason City. Iowa

Production-Programming, others
Net affiliate in
major market needs

competent director of
women's programs.
Minimum four years experiencecommercial
required, plus
excellent
history.
Must be able to assume
full directorship
women's activities. ofSplendid
opportunity for qualified
person. Excellent base salplus high talent.photo,
Send
all ary,information,
plus disc or tape to
Box 16J,
BROADCASTING
Woman

Personality

Attractive (for future TV),
experienced on-the-air personality, able to write and
produce her own show,
good on interviews, wanted
by the leading station in
major market.
Send full details, photo,
disc, salary requirements.
Box I24J, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Announcers

Western Electric 1KW
Broadcast Transmitter
Latest model 443-A complete with
tubes plus
powerthree
amplifier
tubes
used spare
less than
years.—
Traded in oni recent 5KW transmitter—now tuned to 580 Kc. but will
retune to any broadcast frequency —
in excellent condition and for those
who prefer W.E., nothing finer.
Gates Radio Company
Quincy, Illinois
Telephone: 8202
FOR SALE: 178 foot used radio or TV
broadcasting tower. Sturdy construction,
all members and bolts galvanized. Will
erect or sell outright. Shipping arranged.
Reasonable. Western Steel Erection Co.,
2105 E. 72 St., Chicago, PLaza 2-8088.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
USEDARE16" GOOD
PROGRAM
RECORDS
AS GOLD!
nighest
paid for
outdated,
scratched o'
damaged price*
16 inch
vinyl transcriptioi
records.
Clean
out pure
your library
at a profit
Drop
us
a
post
card
or
letter
estimating
quantity, in records or pounds, you offer tinn
sell. instructions
We'll send by
you aircurrent
price and ihip
ping
mail.
J. W. NEFF LABORATORIES, INC.
Mfrs. of Nef-O-Lac Record Compound
Stockertown, Penna.
Employment Service

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C
SAN FBANCISCO
Harold ft. Murphy
Junes W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 8-4350
Exbrook 2-5673

Stations

THEY WOX'T WANT ME INWORLD WAR III!
Veteran with
exceptional
versatility station.
is interested in joining
a progressive
Topnotch hillbilly deejay with a proven
sponsor-drawing ability. Also good pop
music deejay,
and commercial
announcer. Longnews,
experience
in production.
Currently employed in executive capacity,
but
not "title-conscious."
If you
have a
GROWING
station and are
interested,
write to Box 81J. BROADCASTING.

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
qualified,
placing agers,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc
jockies.
Inquiries
invited
from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
Management
Radio
&
TV
726 Bond Bldg.,
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.

a i

FCC

Actions

(Continued from r>age 87)
March 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WHOU Houlton, Me.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
iciate.
WVVBZ Vineland, N. J. — Mod. CP
hange hours operation and install DAfor extension of completion date.
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.— Mod.
■ CP new FM station to change trans,
'site, ERP, ant. height, trans, type, etc.
AM— 1370 kc
KGNO Dodge City, Kans. — CP to
change from 1 kw-D 250 w-N to 5 kw-D
1 kw-N. trans,
install
new trans, and DA.
change
location.
AM— 1380 kc
KPRS Olathe, Kan. — CP to change
from 1590 kc to 1380 kc and change ant.
License Renewals
Following AM stations request renewal of license: KFBK Sacramento,
Calif.; KGDM Stockton, Calif.; KIPA
iHilo, Hawaii; WHOW
Clinton, 111.;
WLPO LaSalle, 111.: WKTM Mayfield,
Ky.; WNOE New Orleans; WLEW Bad
Axe, Mich.; WCAR
Pontiac, Mich.;
WAPF McComb. Miss.; WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio; KLPR
Oklahoma City;
iWBUT Butler. Pa.: WKOW Madison,
(Wis.
March 15 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
KD AC Fort Bragg, Calif— Designated
jfor hearing at Fort Bragg on May 7,
re application for license to cover CP,
ifor 1230 kc 250 w unl., and placed application for transfer of CP to Charles
R. Weller, receiver, in pending file.
KTXC Big Spring, Tex.— Designated
•for
hearing for
in Big
Springof on
May for14
application
renewal
license
1100 kc 100 w unl.
CP Revoked
KFST Fort Stockton, Tex.— Adopted
•order revoking CP for 860 kc 250 w D
effective April 18. If application for
hearing is made on or before April 3
jthe order shall stand suspended until
conclusion of hearing.
License Renewal
WJCD Seymour, Ind.— Granted renewal of license for regular period.
March 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FDLING
AM— 1590 kc
VVTVB
Coldwater,
Mich. — CP to
:hange from D to unl. with power of
J500 w-N AMENDED to change from 1
kw-D 500 w-N to 5 kw-D 500 w-N on
'1590 kc, using DA-D-N in lieu of DA-N.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
icense: WVCG
Coral Gables, Fla.;
rtTRL Freeport, 111.; WSIV Pekin, 111.;
iVANN Annapolis, Md.; WINS New
i'ork; WQXR New York; KEVA Sham'•ock, Tex.; KFDX Wichita Falls, Tex.;
In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,
Okla. One of America's
top independents. Lawson Taylor, Mgr. Represented byJack Koste,
Independent Metropolitan Sales.

FCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY TO MARCH 15
l^COte
S&X
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
134
270
120
AM Stations
2,238
518
FM Stations
664
2,228
166
*1
11
4
TV Stations
107
65
44
391
171
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
KID Idaho Falls. Ida. — Announced
final decision granting change from
1350 kc with 5 kw day and 500 w night
to 590 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw
night directional. Decision March 9.
INITIAL DECISIONS
KPET Lamesa, Tex. — Announced initial decision by Hearing Examiner Jack
P. Blume to grant change hours of
operation from daytime only to fulltime,
on 690 12.kc with 250 w.
Initial operating
decision March
WMIE Miami, Fla.— Announced initial decision by Hearing Examiner Leo
Resnick looking toward grant of application of Lincoln Operating Co., as
trustee for Sun Coast Bcstg. Corp.. to
assign construction permit of WMIE
to
Sun 14.Coast Bcstg. Corp. Decision
March
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WMAW Milwaukee — By order granted
in part petition filed by permittee.
Midwest Bcstg. Co.. requesting that
Commission's
decision offorDec.
21, 1950to
(denying application
license
cover permit) be vacated and set aside
and that reargument be held; scheduled
oral argument March 30 before Commission. Dismissed as moot petition for
extension
of authority
WMAW.
Order
March 9. to operate
KXLR North Little Rock, KWEM
West Memphis, KHOZ Harrison and
KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.— Upon petitions
of licensees, removed from hearing
docket and granted applications for renewal of licenses for regular period.
Comrs. Webster and Hennock dissented
and voted for hearing. Comr. Webster
issued 9. dissenting opinion. Order
March
WTUX Wilmington, Del. — Port Frere
Bcstg. Co. Inc. granted authority to
continue temporary operation of WTUX
until midnight April 30, pending action
on petition for rehearing etc. filed by
WTUX on Nov. 1, 1950. directed against
FCC decision of Oct. 12, 1950 denying
application
March 14. for license renewal. Order

Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Crystal City, Tex.— Winter Garden
Bcstg. Co. Granted 250 w unlimited
on 1240 kc. Estimated cost $17,830.
KOMO
burgh.

Seattle; WDUQ

(FM) Pitts-

Modification of CP
KFI-FM Los Angeles— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
KCBC-FM Des Moines, Iowa— Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
License for CP
WAER Syracuse, N. Y. — License for
CP new non-commercial FM station.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WBET Brockton, Mass.— RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
REWARD
$65.00 for forty hours. One sports man; one hot
morning disc jockey, with first class tickets. Excellent high, dry climate; very friendly small town in
Indian country. Send references, disc or tape.
Don't
apply
want Kto G work
have
ideas.
Prefer unless
marrriedyou man.
A K,andGallup.
New .Mexico.

1ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Principals: J. H. Mayberry, 80% owner,
chief engineer KSIX Corpus Christi,
15% owner KBKI Alice, Tex. and 12%%
owner Community Bcstg. Co., applicant
for Corpus Christi; William E. Stubblefield,tor 20%
KSIX. owner,
Grantedspecial
Marchevents
14. direcMemphis,
Tenn.
—
Frank
J.
Granted 1 kw daytime on 1480 Keegan.
kc with
engineering conditions. Estimated cost
$8,700.
Keegan is owner
Keegan's
School Mr.
of Broadcasting
and ofTelevision.
Granted March 14.
Cape Co.
Girardeau,
Countyon
Bcstg.
Granted Mo.
250 — wCape
daytime
1220 kc. Estimated cost $10,350. Grantee
is permittee of KGMO (FM) Cape
Girardeau. Granted March 14.
Goldsboro. N. C. — Southern Radio &
Television
Granted cost
1 kw$24,000.
daytime on 730 Corp.
kc. Estimated
Grantee is permittee WFMC (FM)
Goldsboro.
Granted March 14.
KLIF Oak Cliff. Tex.— Trinity Bcstg.
Corp. granted CP to change from 1 kw
unlimited to 5 kw daytime and 1 kw
night on 1190 kc using night direcMarch tional;
14. engineering condition. Granted
KEPO El Paso, Tex.— KWFT Inc.. licensee, granted CP to change from 5
kw unlimited to 10 kw local sunset and
514. kw night with daytime directional;
engineering conditions. Granted March
FM GRANTS
Following FM stations were granted
changes in existing facilities on March
14 as leans
indicated:
New kw);
Or(ERP from WTPS-FM
55 kw to 27.5
WNAE-FM Warren, Pa. (Frequency
from Ch. 221 (92.1 mc) to Ch. 222 (92.3
mc) and ERP from 550 w to 2.2 kw;
conditions); WFMW-FM Madisonville,
Ky. (Frequency from Ch. 276 (103.1 mc)
to Ch. 230 (93.9 mc) and ERP from 1
kw to 2.85 kw and antenna from 130
ft. to 375 ft.; conditions); WBCA Schenectady, N. Y. (ERP from 3.5 kw to
1.55 kwduced with
refrom 950 directional
ft. to 850 ft.;antenna
condition.)
TRANSFER GRANTS
WWNF to Fayetteville.
C— Granted
consent
assign licenseN. from
Wayne
M. Nelson Inc. to Rollins Bcstg. Inc.
for $32,500. Granted March 14.
WHOS
Decatur,
Ala.—
Granted
sent to assign
license
from
Claudiacon-E.
Kinney, administratrix of the estate of
H. H. Kinney, deceased, and D. T.
Kinney to Barrett C. Shelton and John
H. Jones d/b as North Alabama Bcstg.
Co. for $50,000. Granted March 14.
WPAB Ponce, P. R. — Granted consent
to Rafael Gimenez Aguayo and Alfonso
Gimenez Aguayo to acquire control of
licensee corporation through transfer
by Carlos Clavell to 9.6% of stock for
$10,000. Granted March 14.
WHDF ofHoughton,
Mich— Michigan
Granted
transfer
control Upper
Bcstg. Co., licensee, from A. L. Burgan,
deceased, to George L. Burgan, son of
transferror. No money involved.
Granted March 14.
WAKR-AM-FM
transfer
of control Akron,
SummitOhio—
RadioGranted
Corp.,
licensee from Viola G. Berk et al., to
Viola G. Berk individually and as
trustee. No money involved. Granted
March 14.
WBEX of Chillicothe,
Ohio —Bcstg.
Granted
transfer
control Shawnee
Co.,
licensee, from Walter A. Graham, et
al., to Truman A. Morris, et al.,
through sale of 100% stock interest for
$67,000 plus net current assets, which
amounted to $18,374 as of Oct. 31, 1950.
Granted March 14.
New Applications . . .
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KOJM
Mont. — North
Relinquishment
of controlHarve,
of licensee,
Montana
Bcstg. Co., by chief stockholders Dr.
F. W. Aubin, E. J. Pepin, Leo R. Bill-

ings and George H. Bauer through
issuaftifee of 555 sh jiew stock to 13 new
stockholders, all local businessmen. Par
value
$100. Total
Filed March
9. of 253 sh now issued.
WOV censeNew
York— Assignment
of lifrom Wodamm
Corp. to newly
organized New Jersey corporation of
same name by consolidation of holding
company, Victory Bcstg. Corp. and
present licensee. No change in ownership: Richard E. O'Dea, 68.9%; Ralph
Weil,
Filed 16.6%,
March and
9. Arnold Hartley, 14.4%.
WAKE Greenville, S. C— Acquisition
of control of licensee, Piedmont Bcstg.
Co.,
by Vardry each
D. Ramseur
John
A. Ramseur,
now 25%andowner,
through purchase of . 50% interest
ownedCharles
in equalB. parts
Joe H. Britt
and
Britt.by Consideration
$17,500. Filed March 9.
KMLW Marlin, Tex.— Assignment of
permit from W. L. Pennington and
Virgil H. Gage, partnership d/b as Falls
County Public Service, to Mr. Pennington individually. Consideration not
given. Filed March 9.
KXRJ Russelville, Ark. — Acquisition
of control Valley Bcstrs. Inc., licensee,
by Clyde R. Home, present stockholder
and secretary-treasurer, through purchase of interest of Jerrell A. Shepherd,
consisting of 200 sh. common and 60 sh.
preferred, for $18,000. Filed March 14.
WEEK Peoria,
111. — from
Involuntary
signment of license
Robert as-S.
Kerr. D. A. McGee, T. M. Kerr, T. W.
Fentem, Dean Terrill, Grayce B. Kerr,
and Geraldine H. Kerr, A Partnership
d/b as West Central Bcstg. Co. to Robert S. Kerr, D. A. McGee, T. M. Kerr,
Dean Terrill,
B. Kerr,
Geraldine H. Kerr,Grayce
and Callie
B. Fentem
and Liberty National Bank & Trust
Co., co-executors of the estate of T. W.
Fentem, A Partnership d/b as West
Central Bcstg. Co. Mr. Fentem, deceased, owned 6.944% of stock. Control of licensee not affected. No moneMarch tary
14. consideration involved. Filed
WCOP-AM-FM Boston— Voluntary assignment of license from Massachusetts
Bcstg.
stockholder,
CowlesCorp.
Bcstg. toCo.,parent
for purposes
of administrative efficiency and econmonetary
is
involved.omy. No Filed
March consideration
14.
WIMA-AM-FM Lima, Ohio— Consent
to transfer 85 sh. in Northwestern Ohio
Bcstg. Corp., licensee, from Ruth S.
Rickman, sole beneficiary under will of
W. L. Rickman, deceased, to R. W.
(Continued on page 93)
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PLATTER
ETER POTTERS 1
■Ij That's
Peter Potter
who
Disc Whirler
Supreme
PARADE"
1 lias been
spinning the
5 prettiest Platters in Plat1 terdom
KFWB. for 14 veais over
] fabulous.
His success Hisstories
are
audience
I is
gigantic.
Here's
your chance to
cash in on both Audience
and Results in the NaMarket. tion's Second Largest
Some
able. participations availNationally Represented by
William C.RambeauCo.

IN HOUYWOOD
980 on the dial
March 19, 1951
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Did He Invent Radio?
(Continued from page 26)
blefield have testified that they were
given private demonstrations of
the "wireless telephone" as early
as 1892. They were convinced,
moreover, that he doubtlessly had
achieved success privately even
before that date.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, former general counsel for the Woodmen of
the World and founder of Murray
State College, testified before a
FCC Commissioner in Murray in
1947 that he had personally heard
Mr. Stubblefield demonstrate his
"wireless telephone" as early as
1892.
Dr. William H. Mason, surgeon
and family physician for the Stubblefield family, has testified concerning the early experiments. "I
was privileged to see and hear private demonstrations of his invention which he called the 'wireless
telephone' many years before he
gave the first public demonstrations in 1901 or 1902," Dr. Mason
said in a signed statement. "It was
probably as early as 1892 that I
first knew of his invention."
What did this early invention
look like? What was its secret,
which Mr. Stubblefield so persistently guarded? The first question
is easy; the second may never be
fully answered.
All who saw the early sets (he
made several) tell of mysterious
boxes, batteries, coils, nickel-topped
steel rods, transmitters and receivers.
Mr. Stubblefield manufactured
his own batteries. One type was
later patented March 8, 1908, No.
600,457. This battery he later described as being "the bed rock of
all my scientific research in raidio
(his spelling) today."
The portable radio is a comparatively recent development, but let
Dr. Mason tell about the first portable radio (wireless telephone) he
saw about 1892:
"One day he (Mr. Stubblefield)
handed me a device in what appeared to be a keg with a handle
on it. Carrying out his instructions, Istarted walking down the
lane with the keg. From it I could
hear distinctly his voice and a harmonica which he was broadcasting

MS

and

drama

to me. Time and again I heard similar demonstrations. These were
several years before Marconi made
his announcement about wireless
telegraphy."
For several years, Mr. Stubblefield toiled with his discovery permitting only a few trusted friends
to know about it. Then at the
turn of the century came the announcement of the achievements
of Marconi and others, in wireless
telegraphy.
"The first public test of telephoning without wires," says Trumbull White's book, "was made at
the Kentucky village where the inventor lived, on the first day of
January 1902, only a few weeks
after Marconi's success in signaling across the Atlantic by telegraph without wires." Ten days
later Mr. Stubblefield gave a demonstration of wireless telephony
for a reporter of the St. Louis PostDispatch.
Said the staff correspondent on
Jan. 10, 1902: "However undeveloped his system may be, Nathan
Stubblefield, the farmer-inventor of
Kentucky has assuredly discovered
the principle of telephoning without wires, using only the earth's
electrical charge for the transmission of the voice from one distant
point to another."
'Through Space and Earth'
The reporter quoted Mr. Stubblefield as saying that day: "I can also
telephone without wires through
space as well as through the earth,
because my medium is everywhere."
What did this "first broadcasting
station" look like? It was a tiny
workshop built onto the porch in
the front of Stubblefield's modest
home. The workshop-station was
barely wide enough to hold the
transmitter and a chair. The transmitting mechanism was concealed
in a box 4 feet high, 2Vz feet wide,
1% feet deep.
Two wires the thickness of a lead
pencil coiled from its corners and
disappeared through the wall of the
room and entered the ground outside. On top of the box were the
transmitter mouthpiece and a telephone switch.
What was in the box, the inventor wouldn't say.
"In that box," admitted Mr.
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New WFDR Policy
WFDR (FM) New York last
week announced a policy of
telling its listeners about other stations' programs which
they might like to hear. For
instance, on station breaks
WFDR listeners are told
what the next WFDR program will be, and then advised that if they would prefer Jack Benny or Tallulah
Bankhead — or some other radio or TV show scheduled for
that time — they should tune
to such-and-such network.
"We may lose some audience," said Manager Lou
Frankel, "but we would have
lost them in any event if they
had remembered to shift
their dial. By giving the listener the opportunity to shift,
we think we're giving the
WFDR audience a service
they'll appreciate."
Stubblefield, "lies the secret of my
success." He said it hadn't yet
been patented, nor was it yet perfect: "I can now telephone a mile
without wires. . . . The system
can be developed until messages
by voice can be sent and heard all
over the country, to Europe, all
over
world." yards away was the
Fivethehundred
experimental receiving station. It
was a drygoods box fastened to the
foot of a stump. A roof was placed
on top, and one side had hinges for
a door. Wires, connected with the
ground on both sides, ran into it
and were attached to "receivers."
The St. Louis writer said Mr.
Stubblefield's 14-year-old son, Bernard, was left at the broadcasting
station on the porch while he and
the inventor went to the stump.
There the reporter picked up the
receivers and heard spasmodic
buzzings.
Then: "Hello, Can you hear me?
Now I would count ten. One-twothree - four - five - six - seven eight - nine - ten. Did you hear
that? Now I will whisper."
Reporter Amazed
The amazed reporter said: "I
heard as clearly as if the speaker
were only across a 12-foot room
the
10 numerals
Bernard
whistledwhispered."
and playedThen
the

and again — always with excellen
reception.
Fame was in Mr. Stubblefield':
grasp. Dr. Mason said he saw i
written offer of $40,000 for a par
interest in the invention. Specu
lators wearing diamonds "as larg<
as your thumb" came to Murra:
to interview the inventor.
Of course he was invited to g<
East to demonstrate his marvelou
device. And he did. Scientist:newspaper men, promoters, an
just plain curious persons pai
tribute to him.
On March 20, 1902, he broadcas
messages (words and music) fror
a steam launch on the Potoma
River to scientists and newspapei
men on the banks.
On Decoration Day of the sam
year he demonstrated wireless te
lephony at Fairmont Park in Phik
delphia. The messages were broac
cast from the second story of th
away.
Belmont
Mansion at least a mil

Newspaper articles were printe
in New York, Philadelphia, an
Washington acclaiming him as ir
ventor of the wireless telephon*
The Kentucky farmer was reco£
nized as a genius.
From this point the story
vague, because Mr. Stubblefiel
told very little about what hai
pened. It is known that he becam
connected with a company that wa
to promote the invention, th p
"Wireless Telephone Co. of Amer
ica." In a bank vault at Murra
is a certificate of 50 shares issue
to Hugh P. Wear, who was a frien
of Mr. Stubblefield.
Incorporated in 1902
Incorporated in 1902 under th
laws of Arizona, the Wireless Teh
phone Co. of America was caj
italized at $5 million, according t
Mr. Wear's stock certificate. Se^i
eral friends and business assocv .
ates of Mr. Stubblefield also bougl
stock, in all probability.
The problems of getting patent >|;
legal advice, and financial assii
tance were stupendous. Was th
invention patentable ? Certainl
parts of his device were thot
found in telephones. How coul
one sell an instrument that woul
permit everybody with a receive
to enjoy the benefits of the broac
cast? How could he distinguis
between genuine friends and sh\
sters ?

Anyway,
came butback
ho re
with
a taste he
of fame
not mu
of fortune. He was fearful th?
some of his Eastern acquaintance
were more interested in sellin
stock than they were in develo;
ing the invention. Although h
knew he had the secret of a world
shaking device, he was unable t
capitalize on it. He became some
what embittered and more reticetl
than ever. Meanwhile he kej
working on his magic box.
But his friends at Murray ha
not lost faith. They knew hi
wireless telephone would work. S
several of them persuaded him t
For an hour they tested it, sink- try to get it patented and markete<
ing the rods into the ground again
According to a "prospectus" of th
new plan, the original "financi;
BROADCASTING
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mouth organ — probably the first
music program ever heard over the
radio.
Later the Kentuckian and the
reporter walked down a wagon
track a mile from the house and
the broadcasting booth. There they
took a receiving outfit and tried the
experiment again. The outfit consisted of the receiver, connecting
wires, and steel rods topped with
hollow nickel plated balls of iron.
Below each ball was an inverted
metal cup. After sinking the rods
into the ground, they listened.
Bernard
was still broadcasting —
and clearly!

supporters of this enterprise, all
of Murray, Ky." were: Senator
Conn Linn, B. F. Schroader, R.
Downs, J. D. Rowlett, George C.
McLarin, John P. McElrath. Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, who had hear his
early „ experiments, was now an
attorney and he assisted in the
patent applications. There were
others in Murray who contributed
money and assistance in this attempt to develop the invention.
The new application for a patent
was for certain improvements in
wireless telephony, particularly reI lating to installing the device in
, carriages, ships, and trains. The
I application was filed April 5, 1907,
Serial No. 366,544.
I This Wireless Telephone was
patented May 12, 1908, No. 887,357. In his application, Mr. Stubblefield described the invention as
follows: "The present invention relates to means for electrically
transmitting signals from one
point to another without the use
of connecting wires and more particularly comprehending means for
| securing telephonic communication
. jK between moving vehicles and way
stations."
His second venture East proved
s fruitless except for the patents.
He came back home nearly penniless, embittered, and disappointed.
X Perhaps he felt responsible for the
Ti financial losses his friends had ini|icurred in his behalf. What caused
. «: this fiasco?
"World Not Ready"
Perhaps it was the same set of
circumstances that brought failure
on the other attempt. The most
logical answer is: The world was
;not quite ready for it.
Another reason for failure was
the fact that the DeForest tube
was developed about this time.
Fleming's tube-diode was also
. ' being demonstrated. The radio
. ; (telephony and telegraphy) was
moving ahead — at least in the
laboratories and workshops.
The automobile wasn't developed
,to the point where it could utilize
|!his "wireless telephone." In fact,
ithe use of the device in automoibiles and trains is of comparatively
recent origin.
Whatever the cause, life for the
disappointed genius was to become

KGNC Amarillo, Tex., Farm Editor J. B. "Uncle Jay" Linn (second, r) attended
the annual Houston Fat Stock Show and Livestock Exposition in order to
give his listeners a first-hand account of goings-on. Discussing a program
are (I to r) Glenn McCarthy, president of KXYZ Houston; William Boyd
(Hopalong Cassidy), Mrs. Linn, Mr. Linn, and Albert Lee, president of the
exposition.
a bitter tragedy. Later his family
became separated. The old home
where he invented his wireless
telephone burned about 1913.
Finally he became a virtual hermit, living alone in poverty and
proud bitterness. He would talk
to only a few of his friends, neighbors, or relatives. In general, he
curtly refused offers of help.
On March 28, 1928, Nathan B.
Stubblefield died — alone, penniless,
and all but forgotten.
A few years before his death,
the eccentric inventor scribbled on
the margin of an old Electrical
World magazine these words — addressed to Vernon Stubblefield Sr.,
a distant cousin but a very close
friend: "You and I will yet add
luster to the Stubblefield name."
In another note he commented
that he had lived 50 years ahead
of his time. Perhaps he was right.
FCC

Roundup

(Continued from page 91 )
Mack (35 sh.) and George E. Hamilton
(50 sh.). Mrs. Hickman waived her
rights to stock to Mr. Mack, who had
endorsed $16,000 note for deceased with
shares eral.
in Mr.question
serving his
as collatMack assigned
rights
to 50 sh. to George E. Hamilton, present
stockholder, for $9,411.50, said sum be-

hy
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ing
Marchused14. to retire part of note. Filed
WAAM
(TV) Baltimore,
Md.—licensee,
Transfer of control
WAAM Inc.,
from Ben Cohen, Morton L. Silberman
and Herbert Levy, Voting Trustees, to
Ben Cohen, Herman Cohen and Herbert
Levy, Voting
Trustees.
Application
involves substitution
of alternate
voting
trustee for resigned voting trustee. No
money involved. Voting trust controls
63% of stock. Filed March 14.
AM APPLICATIONS
Wabash,
Bcstrs. Inc.Ind.—
1400The
kc, Wabash
250 w Assn.
fulltime.of
Estimated
cost
$25,600,
first
year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $35,000.
Equal owners: Daniel Watkins, Muncie,
Ind., undertaker; Robert F. Crandall,
chief engineer WCBC Anderson, Ind.;
and
Bob Ballard,
salesman WCBC.
Filed H.March
13.
Tuskegee, Ala. — Radio Tuskegee Inc.
580 kc 500 w daytime. Estimated cost
$22,500, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $48,000. President and 1.25%
owner is J. L. Youngblood, 50% owner
Tuskegee Oil and Fertilizer Co. Vice
president and 13.75% owner is William
C. Woodall Jr., 50% owner WDWD
Dawson, Ga.; one-third owner WGRA
Cairo, Ga., and 25% owner WFPM
Fort Valley, Ga. He is brother of Allen
M. Woodall, who has one-third interest
in WDAK Columbus, Ga.; 25% interest
in WCOS Columbia, S. C, and 20% interest in WRDW Augusta, Ga. Secretary and 13.75% owner is William E.
Morris, 4% owner Stevens Industries
Inc.,
and 13.75%
ownerDawson,
is Ed.Ga.J. Treasurer
Young, 7%
owner
Stevens Industries, 1%% WGRA, 16%%
WFPM. Directors and each 13.75%
owner: E. D. Stevens, chairman of
board and 20% owner Stevens Industries; Matthew E. Williams, president
and 20% owner Stevens Industries,
16%%
and WFPM;
R.
Geiseinterest
Dozier inJr.,WGRA
vice president
7%
Stevens Industries, 16%% WFPM, 3%%
WGRA; C. M. Cruickshank Jr., 7%
Stevens Industries. Directors and each
1.25% owner: Frank H. Carr, Mayor of
Tuskegee, and Floyd Forman, owner
Dradeford
March
13. Insurance Agency. Filed
Redmond, Ore.— Harold C. Singleton
and W. Gordon Allen d/b as Redmond
Bcstg.
Co., cost
1240 $7,800.
kc, 250 Equal
w, unlimited.
Estimated
owners:
Haroldurer andC. 34%
Singleton,
secretary-treasowner of Walla Walla
Bcstg.owner
Co. (KWWB);
Gordon Allen,
?ole
of KGALW. Lebanon,
Ore.
Filed March 14.
Portage, Wis. — Portage Bcstg. Co.,
1350 kc, 1 kw, daytime. Estimated cost
$29,440. Principals are W. T. Comstock
(president and 92% owner), majority
stockholder in Comstock Publishing
Co.; Stanley
Buckles
(secretary-treasurer and 7.7%),
reporter
for Portage
Daily gramRegister
and
conductor
proon WIBU Poynette, Wis.; ofHarold
Sommers (vice-president and .3%),
owner Coast-to-Coast store in Portage.
Filed March 15.
TV APPLICATIONS
TJtica, N. Y. — WIBX Inc., Channel 3
(60-66 mc),
ERP 684.6
17.2 ft.
kw above
visual, average
8.6 kw
aural,
antenna

Radio-ated Advertising
EFFECTS of the atomic
bomb have been felt even in
the radio advertising industry. CKNW New Westminster, B. C, is claiming to
be the first in sales promotion of atomic bomb shelters.
Client for this radio-ated advertising isAllen Eccles, who
has launched a spot campaign daily. In addition, Mr.
Eccles has developed a device
which may be worn like a
boutonniere to warn the
wearer of the presence of
radiation. Could the boutonniere, actually shaped like a
Small club button, be called
a g-uranium?
terrain. Estimated cost $226,721, first
year operating cost $120,000, revenue
$180,000.
Applicant
licensee
AM-FM there.
Filed isMarch
9. WIBXWichita, Kan. — Radio Station KFH
Co., Channel 5 (76-82 mc), ERP 15.8 kw
visual, 7.9 kw aural, antenna 409 ft.
Estimated cost $202,460, first year operating cost $250,000, revenue $125,000.
Applicant
licensee
there.
FiledisMarch
12. KFH-AM-FM
Wichita, Kan.— KAKE Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Ch. 10 (192-198 mc), ERP 100 kw visual,
50 kw aural, antenna 500.5 ft. above
average terrain. Estimated cost $331,927.70; cost operation first year $200,000;
14.
revenue
first year $220,000. Applicant
is licensee KAKE Wichita. Filed March

\ THE
WIDE DOO
OPEN
R'S
\

\ NEW ORLEANS'
\ LUCRATIVE
Dnegro
k/L
^
QL MARKET

IV

D A—
Reach more than

V<2 million
ored peopleColin
the WMRY coverage area. Programmed for
Negroes by Negroes, WMRY is
effectively directing the buying
habits of this vast, faithful audience.
600KC "THE SEPIA STATION"
WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO
Nqt'l. Representative
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
MORT SILVERMAN
General Manager
March 19, 1951
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NBC ISSUES NEW RATES
TO WNBW
(TV) WASHINGTON

OWNERSHIP ISSUES
IN THREE STATION

NEW rate card for NBC's WNBW (TV)
Washington announced Friday, effective April
1. One-hour gross rate for Class A time will
be $550; Class B, $415; Class C, $275. Oneminute announcements and station breaks:
Class A time, $120 net; Class B, $90 gross;
Class C, $60 gross. Rates for station identification sharing announcements will be one-half
station break rates.
Announcing new rate card No. 6, NBC Spot
Sales Director James V. McConnell said orders
accepted before April 1 for program periods
and Class- B and C announcements and station
breaks will be protected at current rates
through Sept. 30, provided there is no lapse
in schedule. Orders accepted for Class A announcements and station breaks will be protected through June 30.

OWNERSHIP issues involved in FCC's designating for hearing license renewal bid of
KTXC Big Spring, Tex., and license application of KDAC Fort Bragg, Calif., Commission
indicated Friday. Alleged ownership misrepresentation ofKTXC said basis for revocation
of permit of KFST Fort Stockton, Tex.
Commission indicated KTXC and KFST actions based on disclosures in letter from Leonard R. Lyon concerning alleged contracts
granting part interests in KTXC to V. T. and
E. W. Anderson. Mr. Lyon is original permittee of KTXC and part-owner of KFST in
equal partnership with Andersons and Clyde
E. and George T. Thomas, "all of whom participated in the illegal transfer" of KTXC,
FCC charged. FCC said Andersons denied
Lyon allegations "but were completely unresponsive" regarding contracts of April and
July 1949.
In KDAC case, FQC said it wanted more
data on financing of station and ownership
background of permittee, Mendocino Coast
Broadcasters.

RADIO, TV LAUDED
BY SENATE PROBERS
TRIBUTE to radio and television as having
created the "modern counterpart of a town
meeting" was paid Friday by Rudolph Halley,
chief counsel of Senate Crime Investigating
Committee, in exclusive interview at New York
hearing over WMGM New York by George
Hamilton Combs, WMGM commentator.
"An entire city is enabled to sit in and make
judgments," Mr. Halley said. Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), committee chairman, who
also was interviewed, described increased public interest and attention as "healthy sign."
SKIATRON

TO

DEMONSTRATE

SUBSCRIBER-VISION TO FCC
SKIATRON Corp. announced plans Friday to
demonstrate its "Subscriber-Vision" to FCC
in New York Tuesday and said it would follow
shortly with application for authority to conduct limited public test similar to Zenith's
Phonevision tests in Chicago.
Showing- for FCC, conducted in cooperation
with WOR-TV New York, will include first
"Subscriber-Vision" broadcast
regular
broadcast hours, Skiatron said. during
Plans call
for
FCC members to see closed-circuit demonstration at WOR-TV transmitter site 11-11:30
a.m., and then witness regular broadcast 2:303 p.m.

CITED
CASES

CRIME PROBE HOOKUP
EXPANDED BY TIME INC.
TIME Inc., through Young & Rubicam, New
York, added 15 stations to four-station ABCTV chain telecasting Senate Crime Investigating Committee hearings in New York, it was
announced Friday. New stations: WKTV (TV)
Utica, N. Y.; WXEL (TV) Cleveland; WTVN
(TV) Columbus; WCPO-TV Cincinnati;
WHIO-TV Dayton; WJAR-TV Providence;
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; WSM-TV Nashville; WTCN-TV Minneapolis; WHBF-TV
Rock Island; WSPD-TV Toledo; WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich.; WFBM-TV Indianapolis;
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, and WNAC-TV Boston. Previously carrying: WJZ-TV New York;
WENR-TV Chicago; WXYZ-TV Detroit; and
WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Hearings telecast
9:30-12 noon and 2 p.m. to conclusion daily.
JEROME E. KENMORE
FUNERAL services for Jerome E. Kenmore,
32, WOR New York engineer, were to be held
yesterday (Sunday) at Somerville, N. J. He
leaves his widow, Thelma, and two children.

SANDBERG JOINS JWT
JOHN V. SANDBERG, recently resigned as
vice president in charge of advertising for
Pepsodent Div. of Lever Bros., joins J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, May 1, as account
executive. He is former advertising manager
of Kraft Foods Co.

ADVISORY COUNCIL ADDS
BILL SHADEL, of CBS, president, Radio
Correspondents Assn., said Friday that organization has accepted invitation from NAB
President Justin Miller to serve on industry
Broadcast Advisory Council. Judge Miller is
president of council, which recently decided
to extend scope of its representation [Broadcasting ® Telecasting, March 5].

EXTRA ZENITH DIVIDEND
DIRECTORS of Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago,
declared 50-cent extra dividend on capital
stock Thursday. This amount is in addition
to regular 50-cent quarterly payment. Last
October, Zenith also voted 50-cent extra payment, first in several years.

MRS. ROOSEVELT JOINS
ELEANOR ROOSEVELT was 200th woman
broadcaster to join new American Women in
Radio & Television, according to Dorothy
Spicer, who is handling organizational work.
Association to hold first convention April 6-8
in New York.
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scale NARBA hearings on agenda. Invita
tions to appear to be issued soon to intereste<
parties. Hearing date contingent on disposi
tion of troops to Europe and wheat to Indi;
issues, current major problems of committee.
TERRE HAUTE BREWING Co., Champagn
Velvet Beer, through its agency, Biow Co., Nev
York, preparing radio and television spot an
nouncement campaign in about 60 market
starting April 1.
MEDIA REVIEW today (Monday), by Pa
American Coffee Bureau, New York, will prob
ably conclude in allocation of budget to com
bination network radio and TV campaign. Bu
reau already sponsors Human Side of th
News, Mon., Wed., Fri., over ABC 7-7:05 p.m
Agency, Federal Adv., New York.
GRELLVA Inc. (Krashe cosmetic prepara
tions) planning to use radio spots in at leas
four midwest markets through newly aj
pointed agency, Kenneth Rader Co., New YorlDEMOCRATIC National Committee preparin
radio-TV schedule for series of Jefferson-Jack
son dinners throughout nation. President ex
pected to speak on national radio and tele
vision hookups at April 14 Washington dinnei
though networks and time not set. He ma
speak from White House or attend event a
National Guard Armory.
RECOMMENDATION of President's Ten
porary Communications Policy Board repoi
for three-man government communication
group [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Marc
12], which would pass on frequency demand:
has drawn frowns from military. Copies o
classified document reviewed by FCC Con
meeting.
missioners
and discussed at last Monday
RADIO Correspondents Assn. polling membei
ship on No. 1 problem: Whether to holcTcockta
party in place of cancelled Presidential dinne ;
Latest guess: Some function will be held I
early April — without President, of course, hi
attended by government dignitaries.
WYOMING
OUTLET SOLD
APPLICATION
for transfer of control c
KVRS Rock Springs, Wyo., to be filed wit
FCC in few days.
New owners are Roc
Springs Newspapers Inc., publishing Dail
Rocket; William C. Grove, 16% owner, trea;,
urer and general manager of KFBC Cheyenne
Dave Richardson, publisher of Rock Spring
Newspapers; Frank Flynn, commercial mai
ager KFBC; Larry Bicliffe, sports directc
of KFBC; Bud Fisher, manager of KRA
Rawlings. Tracy S. McCraken, president (
KFBC, and his son, Robert, are principal <i
substantial owners of newspapers in Cheyenn J
Rawlins, Laramie, Rock Springs and WorlanrJ
all in Wyoming.
Mr. Grove is part-owner <|
KRAL, holds CP for new Sydney, Neb., outlel
and is applicant for new outlet at Wheatlan I
Wyo.
He recently sold his 11% interest il
KCSJ Pueblo, Col.
GENERAL

FOODS

SHIFTS

WILLARD P. BROWN, assistant to Charli
G. Mortimer Jr., General Foods vice presiderl
appointed assistant product manager in coil
pany's Minute Division. David W. Thursto I
associate advertising manager for Minute E I
vision,as transferred
to company's
sion
assistant product
manager.Jello-0 Divl
JOINS NATIONAL EXPORT
HARRIET M. BELILLE, timebuyer of Gre I
Adv., New York, to National Export Ad I
Service, as timebuyer.
BROADCASTING
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TELEVISION

LEADS

in LEADING

daytime

TV

cities

During the day, sets in use in the three cities served
by WLW-Television
are among

—

Cincinnati, Dayton

and

Columbus

the highest in the nation —
Average Sets In Use*
13.9%

CINCINNATI
DAYTON

12.2%

COLUMBUS

11.1%

In

each of these cities, the WLW-Television

has a much

—

larger share of the daytime

station

audience

than the leading competitor.
Average Share of Audience*
WLW-TV
Leading
Station Competitor
WLW-T,

Cincinnati

47.5%

37.4%

WLW-D,

Dayton

63.1%

26.2%

WLW-C,

Columbus

57.7%

24.3%

Here's proof positive that WLW-Television

delivers the greatest

daytime

largest TV

audience

in the midwest's

second

market.

^TELEVISION
WLW-T
CINCINNATI
♦Videodex, December, 1950, 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.r

WLW-D
DAYTON

WLW-C
COLUMBUS

Five new RCA-equipped stations in Mexico, Brazil and Cuba, add television to the forces which make Good Neighbors of all the America!

"
qoes "Good A/efqh6or
A/oiv ieki//s/o/i
powerful electron tubes, new monitoring equipAs little as 10 years ago, television— to the
ment, and antennas.
man on the street— seemed far away. Today,
television is in 10,500,000 homes.
As our neighbors to the south watch television,
they see another RCA development— the kinescope.
Newest demonstration of TV's swift growth is
It is the face of this tube which acts as the "screen"
its leap to Latin America. Three RCA-equipped
in all-electronic home TV receivers ... on which one
stations are now in Cuba, 1 in Mexico, another in
sees sharp pictures in motion.
*
*
*
Brazil— and more are being planned. These stations are contributing to television progress by
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and elecProof of the results of RCA Researcl
following a single telecasting standard. They also
tronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St.,
is seen in the magnificent pictures pro
use developments from RCA Laboratories: the
duced on the screens of the new 195 J
N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of AmerRCA Victor home television sets.
supersensitive image orthicon television camera,
ica, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20, N. Y.

IVor/c/ Leac/er

/n *Rcrc//o —

ftrsf

/n ~7e/ew's/on
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that

power-full

brings

to all food

wholesalers

a vital

station,

and

SUBJECT:

THE

DECISION:

New

York,

manufacturers

distributors

Yes, this is an advertisement addressed to

story!

THE

in

food advertisers. But it's also a message to
be read by everyone who uses, or will use,
radio to sell more things, more often to
more people on WOR.

"How can I make more money on what I make?"
"Let's use WOR."

THE ADVERTISING AGENCY: Duane Jones, 570 Lexington Avenue, in
New York . . . probably one of the most successful sellers of packaged goods in
America today.
THE MAN WHO DECIDED: Richard C. Staelin, advertising manager for the
Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp., 505 Park Avenue, New York City
THE

RESULT:

Read on, it's an amazing story.

and

you'll find it on

page 33

here's

the plan

the midwest

WLS

that

sells

market!

FEATURE

FOODS

d radio program
and
merchandising

service
featuring
MARTHA CRANE and HELEN JOYCE

Radio's Ever Magic Touch reaches into
the kitchens of thousands of Midwest homes . .
and onto the shelves of thriving Midwest grocery
outlets ... thru the services of WLS FEATURE
FOODS. For more than 16 successful years, FEATURE
FOODS, a daily half-hour participating homemaker
program, has helped leading manufacturers of kitchen
used products to increase sales in this great market . . .
in which over 10% of the nation's food sales are made.
The program combines the talents of Martha and Helen
(the Midwest's most popular homemaker team) with
an extensive merchandising service that keeps
manufacturers constantly advised of what is happening
in retail outlets ... to theirs and competitive products.

RECENT RESPONSE
• Martha and Helen mentioned once that listeners could receive a copy of a free booklet
on gift wrapping techniques by dropping them
a card. From this one mention came 3,171 individual requests!
• During a discussion on making candy at
home, Martha and Helen offered listeners a
booklet containing recipes for making homemade candy. 1,554 requests for the booklet
resulted.

Through its highly personalized merchandising service,
FEATURE FOODS offers continuous day-after-day contact with
points of sale to:
• Improve distribution
• Stimulate promotion by dealers
• Get greatest possible visibility of
• products
Know how many stores are out-ofstock and do something about it
Further, advertisers receive regular reports
showing exactly what happens from month to month
at the retail level.

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR ^ AND COMPANY

New

Signal

Doubles
.fill: :

^^in^^^^^^^^

WJIM's

^1l^^^^l§^^^^^B

Coverage

of Central
Michigan
WJIM's
exclusive alldirectional signal is now
stronger, clearer than ever
before . . . doubling the
coverage of a rich area
where over a million and a
half people buy more than
a billion and a half dollars
worth

L

of retail goods every

year.

Latest

Hooper

Show

Reports
7-to-l
For

Preference

WJIM

Listener

G

loyalty for WJIM,

too, is now

at a new

Hooper

reports

WJIM,

ABC

Michigan,

high.

prove

that

in Central

leads

all local

competition by better than
a 7-to-l margin during the
important evening listening hours — with a higher
rating than all other stations combined. For full
details
(and

on

latest

WJIM

availaWJIM-TV)
bilities, call the nearest office of H-R
tives, Inc.

LANSING

H-R REPRESENTATIVES

Representa-

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February bv Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post' Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879
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Closed
March 26: FCC Emergency Meeting for BroadWarwick & Legler, New York, as agency.
TIP to advertisers concerned about radio losing
cast Licensees, Interdepartmental Auditorium,
audience: Factory output of radio sets for first
Washington, D. C.
NEW RCA CAMPAIGN f> RCA-Victor sponhalf of March running ahead of January and
March 26: Oral Argument on Color TV, U. S.
soring Phil Harris & Alice Faye Show Sun.,
February, far ahead of same period in 1950
Supreme Court, Washington.
7:30-8 p.m. over NBC for 10 weeks starting
and 1949. Production totaled 364,916 receivers
March 28-31: Assn of National Advertisers, The
yesterday (Sunday) through May 27. Agency:
for week ended March 16.
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
April 3: McFarland Bill (S-658) Hearings begin.
FCC's THIRD TV report may prove boon (1)
BLOCK SPOTS • Block Drug (Polident)
New House Office Bldg., Washington.
to set manufacturers who can build multiple
preparing radio spot announcement campaign
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 32)
tuning sets for UHF as well as VHF range
in 25 markets starting April 2. Agency, Cecil
and thereby offset existing inventories of VHF
& Presbrey, New York.
sets; (2) lawyers and engineers who will get
surge of activity in prosecuting applications;
PEPSI-COLA PLAN # Biow Co., New York,
Bulletins
(3) and, later, suppliers and program builders.
contemplating radio spot announcement camEMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH Corp.,
paign in plant cities only.
RUDOLPH HALLEY, chief counsel of KeNew York, to launch largest nationwide factory
PHILCO SPECIAL $ Philco Corp. signed
fauver Crime Investigating Committee who
paid
campaign
firm's history.
has won acclaim for conduct of proceedings,
Friday to sponsor special Easter show with
Radio advertising
and TV spots
will beinused.
Milton Berle on NBC-TV yesterday (Sunday),
knows his radio. He is member of law firm
of Fulton, Walter & Halley of New York and
3-4
p.m., replacing Nash Dealers. Agency,
SOMMYL PHARMACAL Corp. of America,
Hutchins Adv., New York.
Washington, which has handled FCC proceedthrough its agency, Emil Mogul Co., New York,
ings involving G. A. (Dick) Richards stations
plans $250,000 advertising campaign using exWJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland, and KMBC
LITTLE REACTION AVAILABLE
tensive radio and television advertising to
Los Angeles, on renewal proceedings.
promote its Nu-Pax, new non-habit-forming
ON TV ALLOCATION
sedative. Company has lined up Martin Block
AMBITIOUS PLANS for creation of TV proINITIALcation plan
reaction
to FCC's (see
new story,
proposed
and Rayburn & Finch in New York, with spots
for television
page allo19)
duction and distribution syndicate, specializing
on
other
radio
and
TV
programs
to
follow.
indicated
some
disappointment
in
proposal
to
in Latin American film productions, are under
mix UHF and VHF channels in many areas.
way. Heading new firm is Frank Fauce, HollyR. MORRIS PIERCE, president and general
wood producer who has specialized in Spanish
By Friday report had only limited circulation
manager of WDOK Cleveland, offered, and is
and most sources declined to comment pending
language production. His partners, silent at
expected
to
accept,
engineering
position
with
full review of proposals.
present, understood to be Emilio Azcarraga,
Voice of America. Mr. Pierce would take
Mexican radio and motion picture entrepreneur,
Many Washington engineers had not recharge of erecting transmitters necessary for
turned from IRE sessions in New York. Howand Goar Mestre, operator of Cuba's CMQ
Voice's world girdling expansion program.
ever, opinion was ventured plan represented
network and CMQ-TV. Trio met at Sao Paulo
theoretical improvement over previous order.
last week during sessions of Inter-American
RCA-VICTOR TO PROMOTE
Broadcasters Assn.
One engineer claimed putting UHF and VHF
BASEBALL ATTENDANCE
in some cities impractical, that coverage aspects of UHF and VHF were not comparable
DESPITE widespread reports, it's practically
RCA-VICTOR Division to sponsor advertising
certain now that Wayne Coy will seek and get
for use in common market. Networks, adverreappointment to his FCC chairmanship prior
tisers and agencies in New York declared
and promotion campaign on behalf of professional baseball as part of plan developed by
to June 30 expiration. Confirmation virtually
they hadn't had chance to study report.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., according to J.
certain. Later, he may consider several talkedB. Elliott, RCA-Victor vice president and chairup posts — one possibly with new three-man
PROBE CABLE PROBLEM
man of RTMA Sports Committee. Advertising
super board which might be created by Presito include radio, TV, magazine, newspaper and
INTRICATE PROBLEM of distribution of
dential mandate to coordinate governmentindustry allocations and assume Presidential
other promotions.
coaxial cable charges among stations and netemergency powers on communications under
works carrying telecasts of Kefauver hearings
Radio advertising to include announcements
Section 606. Or he may entertain outside proexpected to lead to protracted negotiations.
on Big Show, Boston Pops, Screen Directors
posals such as mentioned proffer of new
was ABC"
ing situation
Playhouse, Duffy's Tavern and Man Called X,
complicat
factor
One of
Inc. Another was
NARTB-TV helm.
to Time
hearings
sale
all on NBC. Go-to-games theme to be pushed,
network
scheduled
conflict between regularly
also, on NBC-TV Kukla, Fran & Ollie. Dealers
HOW will educators raise money to enter nonstamany
of
desire
and distributors urged to cooperate.
and
commercial programs
commercial TV, now that FCC has capitulated
tions to carry Kefauver instead.
to Hennock-agitated demands for fixed reservation of facilities (209 assignments are speciData
Sports
College
Asks
Dept.
Justice
fied) ? There's some basis for report that
U. S. Dept. of Justice Friday asked National
organized educational group, spearheaded by
of sports, which had been devoted mainly to
Commissioner Hennock, will seek endowment
Collegiate Athletic Assn. and Big Seven Conference
for
texts
of
decisions
imposing
ban
on
from such funds as Rockefeller, Carnegie and
professional baseball broadcasts. Result of
these inquiries had been adoption of formula
new half-billion dollar Ford Foundation.
telecasting of college sports events. AntiTrust Division studying bans.
covering play-by-play broadcasts. Renewed
NEW rate structure to be recommended to
complaints in 1950 caused probe to be reopened
Requests for texts made by Assistant AtNARTB (NAB) board, giving special discount
torney General H. Graham Morison, chief of
and department is watching entire baseball
broadcast operation.
for joint AM-TV memberships.
division, in letters to Kenneth Wilson, NCAA
Chicago official, and Walter W. Kraft, Norman,
CLOSE race indicated in NARTB (NAB) DisIt was apparent from Friday's action that
Okla., Big Seven official. Inquiry on possible
trict 8 directorship election contest between
department wants to scan football telecast
antitrust violation asked fortnight ago by
R. M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis, and
situation carefully. NAB, Radio-Television
State Senator George Miskovsky, of OklaMfrs. Assn. and professional baseball leagues
Milton L. Greenebaum, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
19]. homa [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
With half votes in, two candidates are running
last winter worked out plan for extensive pro(Continued on page 86)
motion of game attendance during coming
Department's probe broadens longtime study
season (early story, page 61).
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Analysis

Based upon Official Published Reports - BMB . Study No. 2.
^^^^^^ •
Subscribing
Station:
WSAV
Savannah
Savannah
Station "B"

For three subscribing Savannah, Georgia stations:
Total Weekly
Average Daily
Total BMB
Radio Homes:
Audience Families:
Audience Families:
D 82,080
D 57,009
D 143,670
N 109,100
N 53,850
N 33,786
D 46,163
D 65,810
D 106,860
N 46,070
N 83,320
N 31,578
D 51,880
D 19,323
D 30,470
N 44,800
N 28,430
N 16,996

Number
Counties:
D 42
29
DN 28
N 20
D 7
N 3

Station "A"

630 tee.
5,000Time
watts
Full

in Savannah WSAV
Represented by Hollingbery
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Washington 4, D. C.
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

What 50,000 -Watt Chicago radio station is
located in the very center of the dial -at
1000 Kc?
What Chicago station had the greatest gains
in Pulse Ratings in 1950 as compared to 1949?
What Chicago station offers spots that reach
tuned-in homes for as little as 48 cents per
1,000?
What Chicago station has 30% greater listenership now than two years ago-TV or no TV?

What Chicago station has such effective, diversified programming that it ranks at the top
in Classical Music as well as in Sports?

What Chicago station has shown a spectacular percentage increase in national advertising volume during the past year?

5r

FCC Plans 2,000 TV Outlets
CBS, NBC Answer ANA Rate Drive
Paging an ANA Einstein — an editorial
Security Meet To Draft Operational Plans
Margarine Makers Increase Radio-TV
ABC Denies Rate Cutting
Bradley, Coy To Address NARTB Meet
Broadcast Engineers Meeting Set
New FCC Bills Would Up Chairman's Power
AMA Hears Test Survey Report
Sprague Cites Military Production Impact
New 'Super' Electronics Board Seen
CBS Gross Billings
Up
Commissioners' Views on Allocations
Complete Proposed Allocations
TELECASTING Starts on Page 59
DEPARTMENTS
48
7812 On All Accounts
Agency
Beat
Aircasters
55 On Dotted Line
Allied Arts
77 Our Respects To
Editorial
Open Mike
FCC Actions
Public
Interest
FCC Roundup
Promotions,
84 Programs.
Premiums
Feature of Week . . 16
Front Office
Strictly Business
52 Upcoming
New Business
11

23
19
22
20
21
23
22
19
24
24
24
26
26
27
581?
57
4016
14
48
32
50
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"My

show's

doing*
where

why

to

"Tine
it

is...

switch

CBS?"

"Most
do

shows

better

mm

WW; "

Programs on CBS average 700,000 more listening
families than those of the second-place network.
Programs on CBS reach a thousand families at an
average cost 97<t under the next best network buy.
Data are full-day NRI averages for all available months of 1950.

NETWORK SHOWSHEET *OT
<;i
iwn a v:
/V\L->IN UA Y
OUINUM
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
Metro. CBS
Lite Ins. Kid MBS
wiioroot
not
in
service
Stripsof
TiieTsrrsrroir
News
Allan Jackson
Mon-Fri.
Drew Pearson Charlie Wild
6-7 p.m.
Repeat
OT
Bob
Warren
Roy
Rogers
yuaxer
6:00 PM
s
(185)
You(22)and
(514)
Parade
of Sports
(IS5)
SeemanHeadlines
Bros.
the World
«
6:15-6:20
S
Mon.
(273) R*
6:15
Music
s
Cudahy
Packing
(2S8) R — frP-P., Our—
«
No Network
6:20-6:46
MysteryS File Miss Brooks
Nick Carter
Co-op
6:30
P
&
G
Ivory
j
(152)
R
sun
OilExtra
uo.
3-Star
(332)
«
«
«
Lowell Thomas
■
6:45
(J4)
Co-op
Beulah
P 8(103)
G Orel!
R Fulton Lewis Jr. Pure Oil Co.
Affairs of
Richard Wallace Amer.Tob.Co.
Jack Benny
Kaltenborn
7:00
Headline Edition
Peter Salem
mi) r
Show
(31)
(190)
R
H&li
Dinner
Date
OT
Tide(III)ShowK
«
«
«
Echoes
from
Co-op
the Tropics
7:15
Elmer
(302)
S
u *Davis CamibefTSoup
Co-op*
kexall
uenerai
Mills
Miles Labs.
Noxzema
lea KiacK
General Foods AlicePhilFaye
HsfrisLone Ranger
Y Andy Juvenile
Club 15R Gabriel(07)Heatter News of World
7:30
(145)
Familys Hour Amos (183)
Jury
s Show
(153)
Am.Oil-Hamm.
(155) R
Miles Labs.
Mutual
«
Ed. Murrow
7:45
Hartley
One
Man's
Fam.
(1011 Ul \t
Newsreel
Hedda Hopper
Singing
t loul n it
Mars Inc.
Bromo
Seltzer
Coca-Cola
Hashknife
McCarthy
Stop theS Music C.^hnw
8:00
Hollywood( 1 lilStar1 D
Railroad
HI(170)u Hour
o
Inner Sanctum PI'hAnea
Marshal
1Q9)
Show
s
n nouse ' i oi i w
A.A.of RR's
Stop
the
Music
8:15
S
P&S tide
Mars Inc.
Lever-Lipton
Enchanted
Hour
8:30-8:55 VoiceFirestone
Theatre Guild General Motors Godfrey
Firestone
8:30
Stop r171)
the Music Red rlSkelton
Talent Crime
i9i
dM)
Henry Taylor
Fighters
Kill)
(140)
dCOUIS
'
1531
n
\*
J*)
—
l
Stee
(i«)
World
U.S.
Old Gold
■
FlashesWide
8:45
Stop theil'*!SMusic
a
Murder By Bell Telephone
V'"0)
Richard Hudnut Electric Cos.
United
Or
'•
ineatre
(W&)
Not
Lever-Lux
Walter
Winchell
Corliss
Archer
9:00
Lux
Radio
Experts
Telephone Hour
(1K7)
Concert
Opera
S
S
(159) R
Andrew111)Jergens
"
«
Louella Parsons
9:15
Sterling Drug Philip Morns Committee on Texas
■ ales Rangers
ot tne
Present Danger
DreamS Boat
9:30
Album
of FamilMiisir
(919)
s
1 .11 iarrtllill
i 1 L 1 Horace(1701Heidt
War
War Front-,, ,W,).NS.er,i, ce
Review
9:45
Front Ba,,d »' *merlca
Burton Dixie Carnation Co. Oklahoma
US Army & Air Lvr.-Pepsodent A.HomeF. of L.
$64
Question
10:00
Contented
Hour
Orchestra
Symphony
Edwards
S
Corp.,» . . Paul
(IIS)
Force,R.Flanagan
Let's Go |
|My Friend
uHarvey
I lQ
With
(176) Irma Frank (133)
Orchestra
(179)
Boston "Pops'
Gloria Parker
"
(207;
1
Love
A
Mystery
10:15
Show
Co-op
s
Sterling Drug
Voices and
This Is Europe
George
J. B. Kennedy R.J.Bob Reynolds
Longines-WiltOT"
nauer.Choraliers
10:30
Hawk
Events
Sokolskv
(166)
(149)
The Three
Harry SWismer
Suns
S

,<

COMPARATIVE

ABC
Not in Service
«

Co-op
HeadlineEdition
Elmer Davis
General
Co-op*Mills
Armstrong
of the
S.B.I. (1S2)
Mars Inc.
Can You
Tp? This?
1 FlyCo-op
Anything
♦OT S

Wm. Wrigley
(HI)
Life
with Luigi
Town Meeting
(175)

Co-op
SUNDAY
MBS
NBC
Elder Michaux World News
World News Happiness Hour: Leon Pearson
Wormwood
Forest
E.Power Biggs
S
S
We
Remember
Dixie
4
i
Voice of Proph(9:30-19 Spl.)
ecy, VofP Inc.
(105)
Quartet
Trinity
Coal
EverettNewsHolies Hudson
D&H Miners
Choir
Spl. (14)
Message ol Church of Air RadioClassBible
National
Radio
Pulpit
S
Israel
S
S
(266)

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

CBS

10:15
10:30

NegroChoirs
College
S

10:45
11:00

Fine Arts
S
Quartet

11:15
11:30

The Christian
In Action
S

11:45
News
12:00 N
S
■ Foreign
12:15 Pf 1 Reporter
S
Co-op
12:30

Piano
Playhouse

12:45
1:00
1:15

Sun. Serenade
Sammy
S Kaye's

Dr. Peale
Prophecy
Voice of
Art ol Living
S
News
(319)
ChurchS of Air
Highlights
S
Faultless
Christian Ret. Starch
Salt Lake City Church
Time
Back to
God (266)
Tabernacle
Morning
(50) Spl.
Serenade
S
N'western U.
UN Is
Invitation to
Review
S
S
My SBeat
Learning*
TBA
America
United
College Choirs
Platform
S
People's
Howard K.
Smith

Wm. News
Hillman

. J?if,hlield ,

Dawn Bible

(35)Sym.
Phil.N.Y.

The Eternal
Light
S

Ernest U. of Chicago
Fulton
&Lewis
! Frank
At Home
Round Table
ReportPentagon
From
The

John Steele
Adventurer

Philip Morris
Traveler
Truth
Conse- Mysterious
Chr. S. Monitor U.S.or"Army
Views the News
The Lineup
fl. F. of L.
Time
DefenseFor
Frank Edwards
(22)
(181)
5
1Mystery
Love A
Sterling Drug
Dance
J. B. Suns
Kennedy
Cloak
Room
Capitol
(207)
Orchestra
1 The Three
Co-op
Today

ABC
Milton Cross
9:00 Al 1 Opera Album
S

TUESDAY
Strips
NBC
Metro. CBS
Life Ins. Kid MBS
News
Alla.i(«)Jackson
Bob Warren
Repeat of
Parade Sof Sports
the World
«
6:15-6:20 S
S
Music
No Network
6:23-6:45
P & G Ivory
Sun OilS Extra
Co.
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
(133) R
(33)Oil Co.
Beulah
Fulton Lewis Jr. Pure
Harkness
P&G
u and"- Dinner Date
YoDrift"
p~re
Echoes(27)from
Tide Show
Campbell Soup
a*
[IIS ■ I UJI .i
Rhodes(302)Pharm. Miles
(145)
Club 15R
iho Trrni't
Gabriel Heatter News of Labs.
World
(1S5) R
(991)
Mutual
Am. Oil-Hamm.
Miles OH)
Labs.
Co-oj
Ed.
Murrow
Sterling Drug
Newsreel One Man's Fam.
duPontof Am
CountCristo
of iavalcade
Monte
VI yslery Theater
s
(J44)
(150) H R
£151)
R
C-P-PT'thPwdr.
Official
Lewis-Howe
Detective
Mr.
S
Mrs.
(W)
Baby Snooks
s
North Mi2) R

Co-op

Altar
Y

« «*
Co-op

Nc
Cam)
—a
P1

P5
Headline
Low f
Edition
El.ner Davis
Ti!
Loie Ranger
General
Mills
°
— Co-op*
Oii) Mr.
Ed
BobMarsBarkley
Inc.
S
mieriian Agent
Am. i
Fat Man
Gallery
s

Dr
Che
Har
— C ■

Bob Hope
.iggett & Myers
—
—
:ibberPet McGeeS
Milk
Mr. President
s
-Molly (.152) J

i
Bi i1 -

Rogue's
Lawence
P.
Welk
f.B 1
s
Sterling Drug
'eopleare Funny J. B. Kennedy
Jrown & Wmsn.
— (Jfia) ..,,.(507,1.
The Three , . C
ABC
Bo
Sunss
DAY
TIME
Co-op i .
Lever Bros.
— Big(131)
Town

MONDAY - FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ABC
C.B.S. MBS
NBC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Jack Baker
(Network Opens Washington
Coffee in
No School
Co-op Co-op
10 a.m.)
News
I Robt.Hurleigh
News
S
s
Barnyard
Show
Follies
Barnyard
Follies
TellCo-opYou
S
Neighbor
S
316) R
Boston Sym.
Tennessee
„
Clevelandaires
Jamboree
S
Dress Rehearsal
S
Philco Corp.
Co-op
Garden
Gate
"
Breakfast
(290) Club
Ferry-Morse
Make(182)Way
Sterling Drug A. Godfrey
Toni
Welcome
Miscellaneous Mind Your
My True Story
Cecil Brown P&G,Travelers
for Youth
s
S
Manners
Program
(142)
(172)
R
A. Godfrey Faith Our Time
Lever-Rinso
(216) R
(30)
(175)
R
Coca-Cola
General Mills Pillsbury, Reid- Dixieland
Breakfast
Pet Milk
Relreshment
Helen Hall
Betty Crocker Murdock, GodRed
Foley
Show
Mary (151)
Lee Taylor
«
*
Time,
Morton
frey
(180)
R
Swift
&
Co.*
Co-op
(48)
Spl.
(202)Morris
R
Downey-flU)—
Club
Natl.
Biscuit
Philip
A. Godfrey
Modern
Harrison Prods.
11 Double(132)
or
Nothing
Romances 228
Campbell
10:30Cecil Brown
083)
R
A. Godfrey
Moore & Co. Adventures of
Let's Pretend
V.Serutan
Lindlahr Liggett & Myers*S Ladies Fair Bristol-Myers The NewS Junior Cream
of Wheat B. Your
Home
Junction
Break the Bank
Beautiful trchie SAndrews
(190) R
David(148)Amity
1 65 1 M-W-F
S
A Day
Serenade
Contnl. Baking
Bible
Georgia
Messages
Shoe
Prudential
Ins.
Quick asS a Flash Grand(49)Slam Lorillard-Kraft* Jack Berch
EdBrown
McConnell
S
Co-op
Somerset
Crackers
Queen
for
Soldier's
Bymart 147
P&GRosemary
Ivory Snow
Armour
Maugham
Bill Watson
S
Garroway
(163)
Dial(141)
Dave(166)
Party
(136)
General
Foods
101
Ranch
Boys
Armstrong Cork
No Network
Barriault
J.Philip
OlsenMorris
Show Wendy(150)Warren Kate Smith
Washington
S
Man on
(231)
Quaker
(176)
News
the FarmOats
Service
Theater
of
T'day
Lever Jenny
Bros.
Pickens
Don Gardiner Aunt
Lanny
S*
SpeaksRoss
SAffairs
Public
S
(90)
American
US
Whitehall
Not In Service Helen
Pillsbury Mills
Farmer
TBA
Trent Miscellaneous
No Network
Program
Grand.
Cen.Sta.
S
Service
Marine
Band
(167)
Burrus, Light Manhattan Soap
Our Whitehall
Gal Sunday CrustCo-opDough The Woman In
Harvey
(161)
P&G Ivory, Spic Boys (M-W-F) My House (153)
Armour
Leslie
Radio City USA
& Span, Big
Allis-Chalmers
(eff. Co-op
4/9/51)
Stars
Over
S
Sister (142) Cedric Foster
Nichols
Navy
Hour
Natl.HourFarm(166)& H.
News
W-Th-F
Hollywood
(181)
(154)
*
[ M&T, Music
P&G Oxydol
Jerry & Sky
Luncheon I Lou Webb
Ma .147)
Perkins
with
S
Ted Malone
Orgnst., Pickens
Lopez
| Party Rpt.
ABC
General Mills
Breakfast Club
261 1 R
Swift & Co.
Breakfast
Club

Metrt
thi 1

NotABCin
Service

1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15

Ted Malone
This Week
S
At Home
„ ■
Phil's Harmon
S
Orchestra
i-1 1-

This
WorldWeek
S il[,
Around the
Dr.BillyGrah,, ,

3:30
3:45
4:00

—

4:15

Cld-Fashiom
RevivalDecision
Ho: t:, "

4:30

- ' bi
GospeTBcsU.'
Hour of
*-

— _

4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30

5:45

Author M« ,
Critics
Greatest
Ever
Told StiT,(i
Goodyear

blnations. Inc.
NESDAY
MBS
Repeal of
Kid Strips

ABC
NBC
News
No!
in
Bob Warren
Service
s
Parade of Sports
«
6:15-0:20
S
Music
6:20-0:45
S
Sun Oil Co.
«
3-Slar Extra
—J
(34.)
Oil Co.
H -J Fulton Lewis Jr. Pure
Headline
Kaltenborn
FHilinn
(291)
Co-op*
(31)
Co-op
I [ Dinner Date
Playboys
Elmer
Davis
'— -V
Miles Labs. Gene;al Mills
Beltone
!Gabriel Heatler News of World rmstrong
of the
S.B.I. (162)
—Miles(m
Co-op
Labs.
Mutual (Ine Man's Fam.
s.
— - - > Newsreel
(150) H R
The Hidden
Screen Guild
HallsSchlitz
of Ivy
u Truth
Players
S
S
— — m>
«
«
> : International
Airport
«*

Kraft
-Gildersleeve
(151)

k1

lAUAVA-UIUM'lhin
jeooio-riym
Dealers (171)
Groucho Marx
ouDei i ourLiie

2,000S Plus
„
— .
Family
Theatre
S
«
A. F. of L.
ii :rank Edwards
(133)
1 Love A
Mystery
Dance
Orchestra
S . .,

Bristol Myers
Dist. Attorney
(161)
Im.Cig.SCig.
The urn
Big Story
«
Short Story
S

«
«
Old Gold Orig.
Imateur Hour
— (232)

Lee Hals
. Montgomery
—42Z&)
Time lor
Defense
s
' , " '
Sterling Drug
1. B. Kennedy
WD
The Three
Suns
s

THURSDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Allan Jackson
Kid
RepeatStripsol
(22)
You and
«.
the World
s
«
No Network
P & G Ivory
Lowell Thomas
(103^ R
P & G Dreft , ulton Lewis Jr.
P & GB ' (291)
(111)
TideBeulah
Show
Dinner Date
Club
15
I
Campbell
Soup
,
(145) R
CA Co-op
Labs- Inc.
abriel Heatter
1—m. (tS54-H
Mutual
Ed. Oii-Hamm.
Murrow
— 4JJU4 — Newsreel
California
P8G,F.B.I.Gen. M Caravan
S
(149) R
"*
Whitehall
Mr. Keen H odPalS Blades
Gun Club
(113)_
(157) a
True
Electric
AutoFalseor
Lite, Suspense
——
Co-op
Hall Bros.
Hallmark
- Rnund-up
layhnusf (174) .
Reporter's
Philip
Morris
Playhouse
(ISO)
Freddie
; Marlin

A. F.Edwards
of L.
Tank
(22) A
1Mystery
Love

NBC
News
Lionel Ricau
S
'arade of Sports
6:15-6:20
Music S
6:20-6:45
S
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
02)
Pure
Oil Co.
Harkness
(23)
Playboys
Miles Labs.
News of World
— (m
Labs,
C neMiles
Man's Fam.
- Gen.
(150) H R
lldrich Foods
Family
— (UI)
Gen. Foods
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8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri.,ABCPhilip Morris, Walter
Kiernan's One Man's Opinion. 200 stations.
12:20-12:30 PM Mon.-Fri. Don Gardiner sustaining until 4/23/51 when Sterling Drug
will sponsor.
5:30-6 PM Tues., Thur., Superman.
5:30-6 PM Wed., Black Hawk.
7- 7:05 PM Mon.-Fri., Edwin C. Hill.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries Co.,
Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
8:30-9:15 AM Sun., CBS
General Foods, Sunday
Morning
Gatherin',
103 stations.
8:30-8:45 AM M-F, General
Foods. Renfro
Valley Country Store, 58 stations.
11-11:05 AM Sat., Campana Sales Co. Bill
Shadel News, 178 stations.
11:30-35 AM Sun., Animal Foundation Inc.,
Bill Shadel News. 58 stations.
3:55-4 PM M-F., also Sat. 12:55-1 PM Pillsbury Mills Inc., Cedric Adams, 154 stations.
10-10:30 PM Fri.. We Take Your Word, sustaining, split network.
MBS
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri.. Bill Henry & the News,
Johns-Manville, 374 stations.
10:25-10:30, 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri., 12:2512:30, 2:25-2:30. 3:25-3:30. 4:25-4:30 PM
Mon.-Fri.,
Bab-O Reporter. B. T. Babbit Inc.
11:30-12 noon Tues.. Thur.. Kraft Foods Co.,
co-sponsors Queen for a Day.
5:55-6
KraftPMFoodsTues..
Co. Thur., Bobby Benson,
*OT— Operation Tandem programs sponsored
by Whitehall Pharmacal et al.
-8-8:15 AM Mon.-Fri.NBCAlex Drier, Shelly Oil
Co. 26 stations.
8- 8:15 AM, Sat. This Farming Business, Skelly
Oil Co. 26 stations.
10:30-10:45 AM. Mou-Fri. Csl Tiuney, General
Mills, 11 stations.
STING
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For your ticket to new
summer

sales, watch

the WCAU
At Home
they

for

campaign:
or Away

never

leave

"WCAUSA

»>

WCAU
The Philadelphia Bulletin Station
CBS affiliate, 50,000

watts

Represented by Radio Sales
few Jersey, Delaware and Maryland shores; Poconos; Upper Chesapeake; New Jersey and Pennsylvania lake reser

LEATHERSMITH OF LONDON Ltd. (British personal leather goods)
names Needham & Grohmann, Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising. Magazines will be used with possible TV assistance for gift season sales.
new

BRITISH AMERICAN OIL Co., Toronto (oil and gasoline), early in April
starts daily spot announcements on major market stations in Canada.
Agency: James Lovick Ltd., Toronto.

business

MORTENSEN RUG Co., Oakland, appoints Small & Gautreaux, same
city to handle advertising. Radio will be used.

A/eturotk • • •

BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City (Py-Co-Pay Tooth Brasher), March
20 started sponsorship of Danger on CBS-TV Tues. 10 p.m. Company also will sponsor Quick As a Flash over ABC New England
stations Tues.-Thurs., 11:30 a.m. EST. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
ROUGH RIDER Inc., S. F. (men's slacks and sportswear), started March
24 Saturday News With Bud Foster on full Don Lee network (45 stations), Saturday, 10-10:15 a.m. (PST). Contract, 52 weeks. Agency:
Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.
PEPSI-COLA Co., to sponsor The Phil Regan Show, Sun. 5:30-5:55 p.m.
over CBS, effective June 3. Program under same sponsor, now being
heard over NBC, Sun. 5:00-5:25 p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT Co., Toronto (breakfast cereal),
started March 6 to June 21, from Sept. 4-Dec. 27, MBS network program
Straight Arrow on eight Dominion network stations, Tues., Thurs. 5:306 p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., Sunnyvale, Calif. (Rancho Soups), starts
The Ruggles, ABC-TV on KGO-TV San Francisco and KECA-TV Los
Angeles. Agency: Russell, Harris & Wood Inc., S. F.
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR Co., sponsoring 5:55-6 p.m. newscast,
Sun. over CBS. Agency: McCann-Erickson, Inc., N. Y.
Jtfpot & -@<jencif -Qjapoint me nti • • •
AIRMAID HOSIERY MILLS & Subsidiaries, Dallas, appoint J. B. Taylor
Inc., same city, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.

DRUGS

McCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL Ltd., Montreal (Texaco oil and gasoline),
April 2 starts 200 spots campaign, six days weekly, on large number of
Canadian stations. Agency: Erwin, Wasey of Canada, Montreal.
OKLAHOMA STATE PLANNING and RESOURCES BOARD appoints
White Adv. Agency, Tulsa, to handle advertising. Agency planning
national and state advertising for bid to get new industry and vacation
and travel business.
R. M. HOLLINGSHEAD of Canada Ltd., Toronto, starts daily spots and
flashes campaign on number of Canadian stations. Agency: McConnell,
Eastman & Co., Toronto.
AUTOMATIC WASHER Co., Newton, Iowa, appoints W. W. Garrison
& Co., Chicago, to handle advertising. Firm considering use of radio
and/or television. Earl Lines is account executive.
CANADA

PACKERS Ltd., Toronto (margarine), starts weekly transcribed quarter-hour program on Canadian Atlantic coast stations.
Agency: Grant Adv. of Canada, Toronto.
RUBSAM & HORRMANN BREWING Co., N. Y. (R & H Beer), names
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., to handle advertising.
CANADIAN DUREX ABRASIVES Ltd., Brantford, Ont. (Scotch tape),
renews for remainder of 1951 daily spot announcement campaign on 18
Canadian stations. Agency: Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.
WM. WRIGLEY

Jr. Co., N. Y. (P.K. and Dulce 16 chewing gum), ap(Continued on page 56)

CENTRAL
STAY

WELL

OHIO
-LOOK

FOLKS
WELL

r^^jTrAttH011

Use WBNS if you want to sell your share of
the $28,691,000 worth of toothpaste, aspirin
and thousands of drug items purchased annually by Central Ohioans.
Latest Hooperatings show that WBNS dominates Central Ohio with more listeners than any
other station, and in Columbus, has the highest
percentage of listeners every night. Write for
ratings or ask your John Blair representative. A
campaign on WBNS will prove a real tonic to
your sales.

•s

.

V/BMS
GOOD

IS A

CENTRAL

PRESCRIPTION

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS

TOR SA66IK6
SALES /

AskWELD-FM
John Blair
* Source: Latest SRDS Cons. Mkts.
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WBNS

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,
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HITCH

YOUR

PRODUCT

agency

beat

ILLIAM L. MORISON, director of media Dorrance-Waddell Inc.
N. Y. appointed treasurer and member of board of directors.

WSJS

OPPENHEIM, VAN SLYCK & KLAUS Inc., S. CleveF., is
new agency formed by merger of RAMSEY OPPENHEIM and VAN SLYCK advertising agencies. RAMSEY OPPENHEIM is president of new firm; PHIL
VAN SLYCK, vice president, and ERWIN KLAUS, of
Buchanan & Co., S. F., vice president. DANIEL C.
GORDON, art director with Van Slyck, will continue
in same capacity with new agency. New firm address
is 425 Bush St.; telephone: Yukon 6-6688.

DICK DORRANCE,

president Dorrance-Waddell Inc., N. Y., and Nina
(Continued on page 13)

YOUR

ADVERTISING
DOLLAR

AM-FM
WINSTON-SALEM
Represented by:
NBC Affiliate
HEADLEY-REED CO.
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Lonnie Rochon
"Bee Hive,"
10:30 pm to 12
midnight
NATIONAL

AND

ADVERTISERS
ON
SHOWS:
Alaga Syrup

REGIONAL
LONNIE'S

Hadacol
Red Arrow Drugs
Royal Crown Products
Southern Select Beer

on all accounts

FOR

STAR

Griffin Shoe Polish

$104,434,000*
Farm Income
* Sales Management 1950
Survey of Buying Power

VALUE

RANCH

McKEARNEY, account executive Foster & Davis Inc.
land, appointed vice president.

Mr. McKearney

MORE

RADIO

ESTHER HUFF, noted radio and TV personality, named director of
radio and TV Comstock & Co., Buffalo. DONALD K. BEYER appointed
account executive. He was with several airlines handling public relations
and advertising. ALBERT D. McCOY appointed account executive.
MILES

A 15-COUNTY MARKET
With Over

K-NUZ

TO A

Joseph Kat
uNew
tive, CK,
t exec
acczounCo.,
BLA
BETH
York, has been characterized
as one of the most brilliant women
in the advertising industry.
Elizabeth (Beth) Black is a native New Yorker and was educated at Scudder School for Girls and
the American Academy of Arts.
She went to the latter school to

cial timebuyer, it rediscovered Miss
Black and promoted her to that
position.
Miss Black placed the first introductory chain break campaign
for Spry, and launched spot schedules for such clients as Dodge, Gillette and Noxzema.
Five years later, she moved to
the Joseph Katz Co. as director of
media. In 1949, Joseph Katz, president
of the agency, named
Miss Black account
executive on the Ex
Lax account. She
has continued in that
position ever since
and in addition continues to supervise
media for the client.
A substantial
amount of the Ex
Lax advertising

preparetress.toBut when
be an she
acstarted to look for
a job, and discovered
that producers were
not looking for a 5foot-10-inch ingenue,
she quit thoughts of
the stage to become
a secretary to A. W.
Erickson, president
of the Erickson Co.
(now McCannErickson Inc.).
A year later she
budget
goes into radio spots.
moved to Ruthrauff
Miss
Black
lives in
& Ryan as secretary
to the head of the
Manhattan with her
radio department.
sister, Jean, a playAfter serving one
wright, who has
Miss BLACK
year in that capaciwritten such Broadty, sheferredwas
to the transdepartment of the Wise" and a dramatization
way plays as of
"Penny
Moroffice manager as executive secretary.
ley's "Thunder on the Left."
Beth's favorite hobbies ai*e fishAnd, when in 1934 the agency
(Continued on page lb)
was scouting about for its first offi-

Thorn McAn Shoes
(Plus a choice list of
local advertisers)
Beginning its fourth year or
K-NUZ,
Hive"
noM
reaches a the
vast "Bee
market
of 107,
718 colored people.*
(* Based on 1948 estimate, City o
Houston Planning Department.)
For information call
FORJOE
National Representative
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
at KEystone 2581
TWX HO 414
'RADIO RANCH'
P. O. Box 2135

- i I,, mm
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Agency Beat
(Continued from page 12)
' Frances Sittler, executive editor McFadden Publications, announce their
marriage.
LEX BOYD, advertising manager Tim Griffin & Son, S. F. (furniture
dealer), to Elliott, Daly & Sherman, same city, as account executive.
STAX WARREN,
department.

publicity ABC, to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., publicity

HAROLD QUIRAM, Westward magazine, and WILLIAM
Max Landphere & Assoc., S. F.

PAHLE

to

DOX BELDIXG, president Foote, Cone & Belding, X. Y., named chairman of board of directors Freedoms Foundation Inc., Valley Forge, Pa.
O'XEILL, LARSOX & McMAHOX, Buffalo and Toronto, and GORDON
& GOTCH, London, England, and Toronto, enfranchised by Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters.
LOWE RUXKLE Co., Oklahoma City, moves to temporary offices in
Liberty Xational Bank Bldg.
NELSOX-GREENWELL, visual media firm, incorporates under name
Visual Media Inc., and moved to new and larger quarters at 17 E. 45th
St., N. Y.
ALAX CAMERON, Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency, L. A., transfers
to San Francisco office of firm early in April.
WIXTHROP BRUBAKER, account executive, Roger Brown Inc., N. Y.,
to Geyer, Xewell & Ganger, same city, as copywriter.
JOHN A. MULLEN, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, joins Maxon
Inc., N. Y., in radio and television copy department.
ROBERT ROUSE, advertising department United Grocers, S. F., to WestMarquis Inc., S. F., as assistant account executive.

A

H. G. SELBY, buyer on Crosley account, Benton & Bowles, N. Y. for
past two years, appointed manager of publication media for agency.
AUDREY CALDER, Oakland Post-Enquirer, to Small & Gautreaux Adv.
Agency, Oakland, as copy chief.
XORMAX ROBBIXS, copy department, Young & Rubicam, X. Y., to
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., in similar capacity.
PATRICIA JEAN POWELL,
& Co., S. F.
LEVINGER ADV. AGEXCY
Rosa, Calif.

KPIX (TV) San Francisco, to Umland
opens office at 311-A Mendocino Ave., Santa

JOHX E. CRAIX, Colman Co., S. F., named assistant PIO of Sixth
Army recruiting service.

*oucarit

heat

the

Dutch...

Said the Dutch people to Tys Terwey, when he helped
get their government radio back on the air immediately
after V-E Day. And what Tys said to the Dutch people,
in Dutch, about the part America was playing in the war,
has probably changed the course of history!
From his post as director of Radio for The Netherlands
and from world-wide short wave broadcasts, "News From
London," Tys came home from the war to more drama
and excitement in the news. His story, "Battle of Bullets
and Ballots," from Athens, Tennessee in August 1946,
received nationwide acclaim. And it was Tys who gave
dramatic chronicle to the Straight Creek, Kentucky mine
disaster on Christmas Day, 1945.
He has recently completed 13 programs in the British
West Indies for broadcast over 25 American stations.
Most of Tys' twenty-one years in radio have been devoted to news. His distinctive style, a homey down-toearth reporting, is easily understood. No wonder he so
quickly established himself as one of the Mid-South's top
news personalities.
FOR ALL THE FACTS
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

ATTENDING the last dinner-meeting of the Women's Advertising Club of
Baltimore, at Baltimore's Sheraton Belvedere Hotel (I to r): L. Waters Milbourne, president, WCAO Baltimore; Mary E. Busch, club president, and
treasurer of the Emery Advertising Corp. of Baltimore, who presided at the
meeting; William C. Gittinger, vice president, CBS, and guest speaker who
talked on "The Future of Advertising Media"; Betty McCall, director of
women's programs, WCAO, and a member of the board of the club, and Ewell
K. Jett, vice president and director of television for WMAR-TV Baltimore.
BROADCASTING
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Please Omit

billings figures
published in BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
are obtained from Publishers Information
Bureau, which compiles the figures from
information supplied by the networks.
Since some billings of Don Lee, Yankee
and other regional networks are not
reported TO Mutual, Mutual cannot
report them to PIB.]

Flowers

EDITOR:
The Open Mike section of
Broadcasting • Telecasting this
week [March 19] was excellent.
Let's have more good "meaty" letters-to-the-editor expressing individual opinions on important developments and less throwing of
bouquets.
Frank E. Shaffer
General Manager
WEIR Steubenville, Ohio
* * *
•
Wrong Agency
EDITOR:
In a recent issue I noted that you
have listed Richard E. Thibaut
Inc., New York wallpaper manufacturer, as the account of Jackson
& Co., New York.
Since June 1 the Franklin Fader
Co. has handled the Richard E.

open

mike

Thibaut Inc. account . . .
Marion Cox Stoker
Dir. of Merchandising
The Franklin Fader Co.
Newark, N. J.
* * *
On Mutual Billings
EDITOR:
For many years I have watched
the monthly and yearly published
gross billings for the various networks and Mutual, as you well
know, has always been at the bottom of the heap. I have always
wondered just how these figures
are arrived at.
It strikes me that CBS, NBC

and ABC probably show their entire billing, including all regional
business. On the other hand, you
are undoubtedly aware that Mutual
in itself could only report billings
for a portion of the entire business
carried on the Mutual network and
all of its several associated networks such as, Don Lee, Yankee,
etc. In order to obtain a true
comparative figure, it seems to me
you would have to get figures from
every segment of Mutual and total
them together before you could
offer a real comparison.
W. R. Taft
Manager
KRKO Everett, Wash.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Most of the network

Nunn 'Respects' Lauded
EDITOR:
This is to compliment you and
your associates on the profile in
your March 5 issue.
Our Respects To Wesley Irvin
Nunn is one of the best handled
and best written items of this kind
that I have ever read.
Sidney A. Wells
Vice President
McCann-Erickson
Inc.
Chicago
*

* *

Full Sports Day
EDITOR:
... On Saturday, March 10,
WJRD Tuscaloosa carried three
play - by - play sporting events —
baseball, football and basketball.
Beginning at 12:55 CST, we carried a play-by-play description of
Grapefruit League baseball game
between the Giants and the Cardinals. Beginning at 3 :30 p.m.
CST, we carried the complete playby-play description of an entire
football game at the U. of Alabama. This was the annual A-Day
classic in which the U. of Alabama
squad is divided into the Reds and
Whites. At 8 o'clock p.m., WJRD
followed up with a play-by-play
description from the Liberty
Broadcasting System of Oklahoma
Aggies versus Kansas U. in basketball.
I've been active in radio over 10
years and this is the first time I
have ever heard of a similar situation coming up. . . . Frankly, I
would like to know if it has ever
happened before? . . .
Richard B. Biddle
Asst. Manager
WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)

The ONLY miniature self-contained mag\y
netic tape recorder . . . "IN THIS WORLD"
MINITAPE . . . credited by Mr. Lowell Thomas and Mr. Lowell
Thomas, Jr., as the instrument that made possible the recording
'of their fabulous journey to TIBET.
MINITAPE . . . the first commercially available complete magnetic
tape recorder operating solely from self-contained batteries. The
During December and January of
size of a shoe box with a total weight of less than 1 5 pounds.
this"OUT
year OFtheTHIS
"BESTWORLD
SELLER" ACROSS THE HIMALAYAS TO
by LowellFORBIDDEN
Thomas, Jr.,TIBET"
outsold everyfield . . . non-fiction and
novels thinasg in itswell.

STANCH1016 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
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HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

ing (during vacations in Northern
Vermont), bridge, needlepoint and
performing in amateur theatrical
groups.
She is a member of the Radio
Executives' Club and has served
two separate terms as vice president of that organization. She is
also a member of Radio Pioneers
and the New York League of Business and Professional Women.
Charles

Rollins Crowell

FUNERAL services were conducted March 16 in Menasha, Wis.,
for Charles Rollins Crowell, 70, who
died there March 15. Mr. Crowell,
who made his home at Fremont,
exa Heretired
Wis., was ecutive.
worked advertising
in Chicago for
Lord & Thomas and Henri, Hurst
& McDonald.
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Best

and

Milwaukee

why:

here's
High

1.

buy

Hoopers* — Now 3rd Highest Hooperated Independent inthe Nation between 6:00 and 10:00 P.M.

In Milwaukee consistently No. 3 Morning and Evening,
now No. 2 in the afternoon ! No. 1 on individual program ratings competitive to National Network

Lower

Costs — No other station in Milwaukee

audience at a lower cost per 1000.
2.

Shows.

delivers

At the 250 time fre-

quency, $9.75 buys a Nighttime minute — $7.80 a daytime
minute.

3.

Top Programming — 24 Hours of Music, News and Sports.
Continuous popular, familiar music native to Milwaukee,
interrupted only by clear, concise 5 min. newscast and
leading play-by-play Sports broadcasts.

Personnel — Highest Paid Program Staff with exception
4.

one Network

Station.

Air Salesmen — not announcers.

Full time local news staff.
* Based on 7950 May-September Hooperatings and 7950 December- 7 95 7 January Index

24 Hours

of Music, News

and Sports

Head ley Reed, before you buy
let them

Hugh
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Boice, Gen'l Mgr.
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feature

(One at a time or any combination)

Bill Herson
Conducts "Your Timekeeper" from
6:00-9:30 AM Monday thru Saturday.
A consistent, hard-hitting salesman.
Top-drawer listening and selling
power for years.

THIRTEEN is a lucky number
as far as KWNO-AM-FM Winona,
Minn., is concerned.
The stations have just signed
H. Choate & Co., largest Winona
department store, for its 13th annual advertising contract. KWNO's
first retail advertiser, the company went on the air the day after
KWNO began broadcasting in
January, 1938.
Choate's first broadcast was a
half-hour morning "rise and shine"
program of recorded music. Called
Choate's Musical Clock, the show
has been aired six days a week
since.
Emcee for the program is Charles
A. Choate, company vice president and general manager. Mr.
Choate mortars the recordings together with an informally blended
mixture of commercial plugs, news
tidbits, and special announcements.
In addition to the half-hour morning program, the department store
sponsors a five-minute noontime
musical show seven days a week
and maintains spot announcement schedules which reach a saturation point during promotion
compaigns.
In 1938, when KWNO began

9n
Nancy Osgood
Outstanding women's director on the
air in the nation's capital. Nancy's
daily mid-morning audience and sponsor loyalty means "sales power" for
your product.

of the meek
Radio
Market
for
Oakland,

i.
Completing the 13th annual advertising contract are Mr. Choate (r)
and H. Rod Hurd, KWNO sales
manager.
&
*N %
broadcasting, company officials recom ended a13-week trial pei'iod.
Charles Choate insisted that the
officials give radio a long-enough
chance to prove its worth to the
store. Enthusiasm tore away the
shell of apathy when the officials
saw results.
David A. Moffitt, KWNO promotion manager, regards the 13year-contract signing as an excellent testimonial for the effectiveness of radio advertising — and the
Choate Co., it appears, agrees with
him.

strictly

business

^^etf'ne. all o*t
IB
H

9,

lllll
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How many people?
There are 3 million people in
the coverage area of KLX, the
top station in Hooper ratings.
KLX claims only 600,000 as
steady listeners.
2. How rich are they?
Oakland area radio listeners
spend 100 million for drugs,
1 billion for food, 1/2 billion
for general merchandise, 1/4
of a billion for radios, TV and
furniture.

KLX leads all independent
San Francisco and Oakland
3. radio stations in the Oakland
Hooper . . . and often leads in
all six periods!
Do San Francisco Independents cover Oakland?
No, these stations reach only
15% to 35% of the Oakland audience that KLX covers. You
can check this by adding the
Hooper share of audience figures for all six periods.

rfavop's Lam
Tomis Pete
of songs
"Therson
ONE ite
Old
il ghter"— and for a good reason. As a boy in Fort Dodge, Iowa,
the vice president and Chicago
manager of the O. L. Taylor Co.,
station representative, tended the
town's gas street lamps, morning
and night.

Charley Batters
Conducts "Batters' Platters" a novel
participation program heard nightly
from 7:00-7:25 PM, Monday thru Friday. Choice time and choice programming.

California

What does Hooper say?

-»

A salesman's salesman, Mr. Peterson has been a "peddler — and
proudtionoffrom it"
his graduathe ever
U. ofsince
Illinois
in 1931.
First, he sold men's clothing and,
incidentally, picked up some ideas
about togs that make him one of
the best dressed males on Michigan
Blvd.
His experience in media has been
wide and varied, giving him a grasp
of advertising possessed by few in
the representative business. Before 1944, Mr. Peterson sold newspaper space. He broke in with the
Chicago office of Scripps-Howard
Newspapers in 1931, advancing
from junior to senior salesman in
two years. In March 1935 he became national advertising manager
of the El Paso Herald-Post, and
when that paper merged with the
El Paso Morning
and Sunday

Data

5. What about KLX results
...and promotion?
Just send for success stories on
your field. Also, KLX has won
7 national awards for sound
promotion.
Mr. PETERSON
Times the following year, he became national advertising manager
of all three publications.
In July 1944, O. L. (Ted) Taylor
offered him the position of Chicago
manager of Taylor-Howe-Snowden
Radio Sales, a predecessor of Mr.
Taylor's present station representative firm. He seized the oppor(Continued on page 5U )
.

KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by
BURN-SMITH CO., INC.
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...as

impossible
Bonanza

as

covering

Seefine

California's
with

outside

radio

Be sure you are properly equipped to cover the Beeline. That's a
3-billion-dollar market, you know
— all of inland California plus
western Nevada — with more
buying power than Detroit . . .
higher retail sales than Phila-

prefer their own stations — the
five BEELINE stations.
Use all five to blanket the
whole market. Or use the BEELINE stations individually, to
cover a major Beeline shopping
area. For instance . . .

But you choose the wrong
delphia.*
equipment if it's outside radio —
Los Angeles or San Francisco
radio. You need on-the-spot radio. Because Beeliners are independent inlanders who naturally

KERN BAKERSFIELD
It's the CBS station for 59,000
radio families in oil-rich Kern
County — with a BMB home-city
weekly audience of 84 % daytime,
92% at night.
'Sales Management's 1930 Copyrighted Survey

M'Clatchy
Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
• PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KWG
KFBK
KOH
I
KERN
Stockton
(ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Sacramento (ABC)
Bokerstield (CBS)
Fresno
KMJ(NBC)
250 watts 1230 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
5000 watts, day;
1000
watts,
night
5000 watts 580 kc.
630 kc.
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WITH
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*MORE LISTENERS-PER-DOLLAR THAN

SEE YOUR HEADLEY-REED MAN
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for

a

little

ANY OTHER TV OR RADIO STATION
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PLANS
FCC
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
FCC LAST Thursday issued its
proposed television allocations plan
intended to release TV from the
freeze that has gripped it since
Sept. 30, 1948, and to distribute
nearly 2,000 VHF and UHF stations among some 1,200 U.S. communities.
The plan, however, was only a
portent of a thaw. There are factors involved in it which could delay the melting process, although
the Commission hoped the ice age
would be over by next fall.
Responding to the demands of
educational interests, the Commission ear-marked a whopping 10%
of the 2,000 stations, in VHF as
well as UHF, for noncommercial
operation, withholding them from
commercial applicants indefinitely.
It also proposed to switch 31 of
the 107 existing VHF stations in
63 cities to new VHF assignments
(see table this page).
These and other considerations
of the plan were expected to be contested by some commercial broadcasters at hearings set to begin
May 23.
Partial Freeze Lift Proposed
Partial lifting of the freeze —
with prospects that in the near
future (1) some U. S. cities might
at least gain UHF service, (2) existing VHF stations may be able to
get power increases, and (3) U. S.
territories could get prompt VHF
service — highlighted proposals contained in the revised FCC report
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
' March 19, 12].
How soon and how extensively
the Commission may be able to
order the partial freeze lift — or any
part of it — depends entirely upon
the natureby of comments FCC reI
ceives May 8. This date is set
as deadline for replies to industry
statements supporting or opposing
the Commission's report. These
initial comments are due April 23.
FCC asked that no new TV applications be filed now, emphasizing "reasonable" opportunity will
be provided in all cases where the
freeze was relaxed, the same policy it would follow when eventually
completely lifting the freeze.
In effect previewing economic expansion and social revolution of

2,000

TV

OUTLETS

Proposed Changes for Operating Stations
Present Proposed
Channel Channel
Licensee or Permittee
City Affected Assignment Assignment
Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts (WOI-TV)
Ames, Iowa
4
5
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. (WSB-TV) Atlanta, Ga.
8
11
Birmingham Bcstg. Co. (WBRC-TV) Birmingham, Ala. 4
6
Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTV)
Bloomington, Ind. 10
4
Balaban & Katz Corp. (WBKB)
Chicago
4
2
Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWT)
Cincinnati 4
5
Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-TV)
Cincinnati 11
12
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. (WCPO-TV) Cincinnati 7
9
Empire Coil Co. Inc. (WXEL)
Cleveland
9
8
National Bcstg. Co. (WNBK)
Cleveland
4
3
Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWC)
Columbus. Ohio 3
4
Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWD)
Dayton. Ohio
5
2
Miami Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WHIO-TV) Davton, Ohio
13
7
Central Bcstg. Co. (WOC-TV)
Davenport, Iowa 5
6
Leonard A. Versluis (WLAV-TV)
Grand Rapids, Mich. 7
8
WSAZ Inc. (WSAZ-TV)
Huntington, W. Va. 5
8
WJAC Inc. (WJAC-TV)
Johnstown, Pa. 13
6
WGAL Inc. (WGAL-TV)
Lancaster, Pa.
4
8
WAVE Inc. (WAVE-TV)
Louisville, Ky.
5
3
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV)
Louisville, Ky.
9
11
Memphis Pub. Co. (WMCT)
Memphis, Tenn. 4
5
The Journal Co. (WTMJ-TV)
Milwaukee
3
4
The Elm City Bcstg. Corp. (WNHC-TV)
New Haven, Conn. 6
8
WTAR Radio Corp. (WTAR-TV)
Norfolk, Va.
4
10
WKY Radiophone Co. (WKY-TV)
Oklahoma City 4
7
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc. (WDTV)
Pittsburgh 3
2
The Outlet Co. (WJAR-TV)
Providence, R. I. 11
10
Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHAM-TV) Rochester, N. Y.
6
5
General Electric Co. (WRGB-TV)
Schenectady, N. Y. 4
6
Central New York Bcstg. Corp. (WSYR-TV)
Syracuse, N. Y.
5
3
WDEL Inc. (WDEL-TV)
Wilmington, Del. 7
12
unknown magnitude, FCC's longawaited report also proposed:
® Full allocation of the UHF
band, with 65 or 70 channels to be
assigned to augment 12 VHF channels, thereby providing for nearly

RADIO

2,000 VHF and UHF stations in
more than 1,200 communities.
$ General reservation of about
10% of the VHF-UHF channels
for an "indefinite" period for noncommercial, educational stations

SUPERIOR

By RUFUS CRATER
AN OUTPOURING of statistics
attesting radio's money-wise superiority as an advertising medium
came from CBS and NBC last week
paralleling the Assn. of National
Advertisers' renewed offensive
against evening radio rates in TV
markets [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19].
The persuasive network statistics were issued as the ANA prepared for its spring meeting March
28-30 at Hot Springs, Va. [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 12],
where the report of its radio-TV
committee is expected to arouse
lively discussion during a closed
session.
The report will be one of the
subjects of a panel discussion
Thursday afternoon, March 29,
along with "Daytime TV" and
"Evaluation of Radio and TV ReComplete proposed TV allocations
on page 58; opinions on page 27.
search Services."
Although media representatives
.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CBS,

^«
(82 in VHF and 127 in UHF).
@ Completely
newpuge
city-by-city
allocation
table (see
58) and
substantially revised engineering
and procedural proposals.
% Scheduling of May 23 as
commencement of hearing on cityby-city allocation proposals, with
April 23 deadline for receipt of
supporting and opposing comments
and May 8 deadline for replies
thereto. The hearing may take
two months.
@ Switch of 31 existing VHF
stations (instead of previously proposed three) to new VHF assignments, with nearly all involved reportedly gaining better coverage
and /or less interference, but some
facing substantial transmitter and
antenna modifications.
@ Designation of small group
of 13 or 18 "flexibility" channels at
top of UHF for such future use as
experimentation in Stratovision or
"polycasting," neither of which
would be accepted now.
0 Intermixture of VHF and
UHF in the same area, with 52
channels (No. 14 through 65) to be
intermixed with the 12 VHF channels (No. 2 through 13).
® Reduction of station classes
from previously proposed three
(Continued on page 27)

NBC

Answer

ANA

offered no official comment oi i the if he wanted to reach the audience
radio will have next October.
ANA rate study, the week saw
these developments which •astiThe latest CBS study, a fourdated the ANA report in origi: n but page collection of charts, figures
which in themselves denied the
and source data, entitled "The
ANA thesis that TV has di
Price of People," is based on the
cally undermined radio time v alues necessity of judging media prices
riNG,
— all prices — in the light of the
in many cities:
whole national economy, and in the
# Following up its fa ctual
light
story issued two weeks ago
other. of their relationships to each
[Broadcasting 8 Telecas*
March 12], CBS completed a
After charting the 1944 - 51
trends in (1) radio and magazine
umented pamphlet which t:races pretrends in radio and magazin<
costs-per-thousand; (2) the U. S.
vertising costs and costs of
wholesale price level for all comeral commodities, and shows that
modities, and (3) the radio and
>hind
magazine advertising prices in
radio is "the better buy in 1
i docadFull Presentation
of "constant-value dollars,"
■tiser terms
CBS summarizes:
radio
;how,
® NBC showed its full :
"The price of people (delivered to
sales presentation to newsmen and
an advertiser) has gone up, like
released the research data be
everything else. But it has not gone
it, citing facts and figures to s
up as fast or as far as most other
for instance, that an advei
commodities.
would have to buy a 500-line ;id in gentogether,
the three
n
c
every daily newspaper in all 1 951." "Taken
(Continued on page 20)
cities of 100,000 population and up
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Radio Superior
(Continued from page 19)
charts show that national advertisers are actually getting better
values today than they were in
1944 — slightly better in the big
magazines and considerably better
in CBS nighttime radio.
"Specifically, the average cost
for all commodities has gone up
71%; for ad-noters 57%; for CBS
listeners only 17%. Thus, in terms
of constant-value dollars, the magazines are today 8% cheaper and
CBS is 32% cheaper than in 1944.
"Any way you figure it . . . CBS
is the better buy in 1951."
Though the radio computations
in the brochure apply to CBS
nighttime costs, they are believed
to be typical of all network radio
in making comparisons with other
media.
The magazines used in the study
are Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday
Evening Post, McCalls, Good
Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal and Womans Home Companion.
Nielsen figures are used in computing radio audiences; Standard
Rate and Data information in estimating circulation, and Starch
Reports in determining "ad notings."
'Constant- Value'
The "constant-value dollar" figures were ascertained by dividing
the figures on radio and magazine
costs per thousand by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics index showing
the rise in the wholesale price level
for all commodities.
NBC's "Research Appendix," the
factual basis of the sales presentation which NBC is currently
showing to affiliates throughout the
country, points up the scope, economy and effectiveness of network
radio in comparison with other
media.
"Radio is 13 times bigger than
four weeklies combined," the appendix asserts. Its estimates place
the time spent with four leading
magazines — Saturday Evening
Post, Collier's, Life and Look — at
129,402,000 man-hours per week,
as against 1,725,696,000 weekly
man-hours of radio listening estimated for next October.
Still looking ahead to next October, NBC estimated that better

tion could be expected to have
3,881,000 "notings" at a cost of
$18,575, as against the 8,565,000
delivered circulation of a halfhour, evening, network radio program costing, on the average.
NBC also reported that radio
$19,484.
was
the favorite medium of 15 of
the 25 biggest spenders in six
major
1949. media from 1936 through
Defense Issue

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"We have a report someone is violating the radiation clause of the
Communications Act."
than nine out of ten families will
have radio sets, and that three of
the nine will have television. Even
eliminating the TV homes — expected to approximate 14.5 million —
network radio will be unmatched,
NBC said. It points out that one of
ten families reads Life and one of
ten reads Saturday Evening Post,
this circulation being about evenly
divided between TV and non-TV
areas, while two of ten families
read This Week, whose circulation
is almost all inside TV markets.
But to eliminate TV homes would
be "unrealistic," NBC argues, citing Nielsen figures in support of
its contention that "in essence, a
TV home is one-third of a radio
home, since there is 30% as much
listening to the radio in television
homes as in radio-only homes."
Thus the network estimates that
"radio, in the evening, in October
1951, will effectively reach seven
out of every ten homes in the U. S.
. . . And this is giving full weight
to the effect on radio listening of
14.5 million TV homes."
NBC's research also found:
Average cost per thousand potential radio homes for four networks
(time and talent) will be $1.03 for

Paging An ANA Einstein
IN ITS NEW proposal for reduction of radio
rates, the Assn. of National Advertisers has
made an error that would flunk a freshman
student of economics. The ANA has assumed
that the value of the dollar has remained
constant during recent years.
The only factor considered by the ANA in
its formula to figure the amount of rate reductions has been the growth of television
and its attendant drain on the radio audience.
The ANA disregarded the even more obvious
fact that while radio was losing audience to
television, the whole economy was losing a
bout to inflation.
Since 1944, according to figures compiled by
CBS, the U. S. wholesale price level for all
Page 20
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an evening half hour, even assuming there is no evening listening in
TV homes. For Life, the estimate
was $3.55; Saturday Evening Post,
$3.06; This$2.Week, $2.53; and for
television,
From the standpoint of delivered
audience, NBC gave these estimates
on cost per thousand: Radio, $2.27
for an evening half hour; Life,
$3.45; Saturday Evening Post,
$2.80; This Week, $3.54, and television (assuming 35 interconnected stations), $3.34 for time and
talent.
Cites Comparisons
It would take 500-line ads in all
daily newspapers (222) in every
city as large as 100,000 population
(92) to achieve "notings" comparable to the estimated 8,565,000 delivered circulation of a half-hour
evening network radio program,
NBC calculated. And where the
average time and talent cost of a
half-hour, evening, network radio
program is $19,484, the figures
show, the 500-line ads would cost
a total of $38,530.
Going at it another way, NBC
reported that 500-line ads in the
largest daily in each of the 92
cities of 100,000 or more popula-

commodities has risen 71%. In the same period the cost-per-thousand for eight leading
magazines has gone up 57%. But for CBS
radio, the cost-per-thousand nighttime listeners (with adjustments made for losses to
TV) has risen only 17%.
In terms of constant dollar values, radio
today is cheaper than it was in 1944.
A forecast of comparative media costs as of
next October has been made by NBC, as reported in this issue. NBC figures that at that
time the average network radio evening sponsor will be paying $2.27-per-thousand delivered
listeners. Life's cost-per-thousand will be 52%
higher, Saturday Evening Post's 23% higher,
This Week's 56% higher, and half -hour eve-

Apart from costs and circulation, NBC also emphasized that
network radio is "the advertiser's
greatest open channel of communication to the American buying
public in this defense mobilization
period when heightened production
and living standards are increasspending ofpower";
"there
is noingthreat
materialthat
shortages
or rationing in radio as there is
in other media"; that radio's flexibility "meets the immediate needs
of the advertiser in reaching specific markets with sales messages
keyed to the moment"; that NBC
network facilities "offer the advertiser a larger potential audience than any other network, and
a greater circulation than any
other network, both inside and outside of television areas."
As the networks unlimbered
their statistics, Edgar Kobak, BAB
board chairman, business consultant and station owner, said in an
interview that radio rates should
have been raised in recent years,
and he warned against the degrading of rates by "special deals."
Many of Mr. Kobak's views, outlined under questioning by Broadcasting • Telecasting, could be
applied to the ANA study, though
he declined to mention by name any
organization or any organization's
specific activities.
Radio, he felt, refused too long
to raise rates when increases were
clearly justified. It gave away values it should have sold, he declared.
Mr. Kobak also cautioned against
"special deals" — media's offering of,
lower rates to some advertisers
than to others.
Over the past few decades, he
pointed out, media have grown
strong and won confidence by sticking to their rate cards. Specialdeals, he warned, will tear down
(Continued on page 21+ )
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AN
EDITORIAL
ning television 56% higher.
Further, the average evening network halfhour will reach 8.6 million listeners. NBC
points out that the only way a newspaper
advertiser could reach that many people would
be to buy 500-line ads in every daily newspaper in every city of 100,000 population or
more. The network radio half-hour would cost
$19,484 including time and talent. The 222
newspaper ads would cost $38,530 including
5% art and mechanical charges.
In a period marked by general rises in costs,
radio has continued to provide more audience
per advertising dollar than any other medium.
Not all the mathematicians the ANA could
hire would be able to disprove that fact.
BROADCASTING
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Set to Hear

SECURITY
SESSION
nals serving as navigational aids) ; representatives of the Civil DeBy JOHN OSBON
fense Administration, the Dept. of
WILL RADIO silence blanket U. monitoring operations, station and
Defense, NAB and the Senate and
S. airwaves in the event of all-out
FCC; certain "methods of decepemergency? To what extent will
tion" which may be utilized in the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce committees were invited to
event of impending attack ; a report
FCC and military plans assure
attend
as observers. In the case
on
tests
involving
sub-audible
or
the maintenance of communicacoded frequencies designed to alert of the Hill groups, communications
tions as the "nerve system" of civil civil defense personnel ; warning
specialists are expected to represent
defense?
them.
systems and other technical phases.
These are two of the questions
News Restrictions
FCC already has forwarded a
for which broadcast licensees seek
Commission authorities emphatwo-fold plan — for operating and
concrete answers as they gather
sized that newsmen present would
alerting procedures — to the Air
today (Monday) in Washington
Defense Command, which recently be honor-bound not to disclose vital
for FCC's unprecedented security
held conferences with a key De- security information (operating desession [Broadcasting • Teletails) which may prove of value to
fense Dept. official. Neither the
casting, March 19].
Upwards of 400 licensees — or command nor high military au- the enemy. Only members of the
thorities have tendered approval of U. S. press corps will be permitted
their representatives from legal
the "critique," as yet, but arje to attend.
or consulting engineering firms —
Broadcasters who do not attend
expected to submit reactions and
are expected to attend the "re- comments
once broadcasters have were invited to participate in the
stricted" session, called by the Combeen sounded out.
Chicago sessions, which also would
mission for the purpose of outlinembrace non-NAB members. The
Over 3,000 licensees, comprising
ing proposed operational plans for
operators of AM, FM, TV facilities, engineering conference has been
radio and television broadcasting
were invited by FCC to attend the set for 9:30 a.m. April 16. The
during full-scale war.
FCC continued to shroud the emergency session. Each licensee
Commission's second notification
meeting in the utmost secrecy — it operation will be entitled to send was mailed last week.
The meeting today may throw
had not even announced it— but two representatives, with admission by ticket only.
further light on the avowed intensaid the briefing would be restrictIt was learned last week that
tions of the Defense Dept. to seek
ed to the industry and "U. S.
press" as wellresentatives
as whogovernment
will sit inrepas
Kefauver-FCC
observers.
Differ
FCC authorities have informed
E TRANSFER
industry members that they may
THREE-PLY development involving the FCC and the Senate Crime Inbypass the meeting and attend,
vestigating Committee broke upon the Washington scene last week.
O Crime Committee Chairman Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) said he
instead, an "informal engineering
would oppose an initial decision reported by FCC to grant consent to
conference" slated to be held during
the NAB Chicago convention next
WMIE Miami, Fla., for assignposition and saying:
month (see separate story).
ment of its construction permit
from
Lincoln
Operating
Co.
as
"He
[Mr.
Resnick] ignores what
Summons Not Mandatory
trustee
for
Sun
Coast
Broadcasting
our
interim
report
said: That McBroadcasters reportedly had deBride is the real head of ContinenCorp.
to
Sun
Coast
itself
[Broadluged the Commission with queries
tal Press, the racing wire, and
casting • Telecasting, Mar. 19].
wanting to know whether the sumthat he has connections never men@
A
committee
spokesman
dismons for today's session was manclosed that FCC may be called
tioned in Resnick's report.
datory. Informally, authorities in"I am going to write a letter to
upon to testify before the crime
dicated that it was not. However,
probers early this week to present
Wayne Coy. We will send a comthey expected between 400 and 800
plete report on McBride and the
views on remedial legislation the
industry representatives.
wire and have the FCC examine it
Full details had not been set late committee might recommend of
Congress. The WMIE case may
before
it takes Press
any action."
Thursday, but it was believed that
Continental
itself in efcome up at that time, it was underkey FCC members would deliver
fect
gained
a
clean
bill of health
stood.
talks at the meeting, slated to be
9 FCC Chairman Wayne Coy as far as FCC is presently conheld at 10 a.m. in the Interdepartcerned. The initial decision had
was quoted late Thursday to the efmental Auditorium. Among those
noted
that
the second interim refect that FCC is limited in its deciwho conceivably may attend are
sions
on
individual
cases
to
only
port
of
the
Senate group was isFCC Chairman Wayne Coy, Comr.
sued after the closing of the recthe evidence presented. He thereby
George Sterling, Chief Engineer
ord in the WMIE case.
Curtis Plummer, and engineerbacked
up the inposition
of FCC's
The second interim report of the
initial findings
the WMIE
case.
ing staff members, though details
Senate committee, issued in late
On the Record
had not been resolved Thursday.
February as Senate Report No.
The U. S. Supreme Court color
FCC Hearing Examiner Leo
141, had declared, in part: "From
television hearing also is slated to Resnick, on the basis of the hearthe preponderance of evidence before the committee a conclusion is
open today — in the early aftering record, had found no evidence
warranted that the Continental
noon— and industry authorities
respecting the reputation of Arpointed out that FCC members
Press Service is controlled not by
thur B. McBride, or his former
will be required to attend those sesEdward McBride or Thomas Kelly
ownership of Continental Press,
sions. But it was believed that
national racing wire service, to but by the gangsters who constithe Commission would be well
disqualify him from being a stockIt tute
wasthe Capone
learned syndicate."
that the Senate
holder in a radio station.
represented at the security meeting, the first of its kind ever held
committee has tentatively schedTo this, however, Sen. Kefauver
took exception.
uled government department heads
by the government for the broadThe FCC initial decision also to testify before it this week on
casting industry.
legislative recommendations.
FCC is expected to present its had cleared Daniel Sherby, Cleveproposed plan at the outset, with
land business associate of Mr. McAmong the department chiefs listed is Chairman Coy. Because of
Bride. Messrs. McBride and Shera question-and-answer period to
wide television coverage of the
by are chief owners of Sun Coast
follow. The plan reportedly covers
and they also are part owners of hearings (see story, page 61),
such phases as additional equipment for stations (which would
WINK Fort Myers, Fla.
there is the possibility that FCC's
enable them to remain on the air
appearance will be seen and heard
The Senator was quoted in New
in certain instances without sig- York last Wednesday to be in op- be a vast TV and radio audience.
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Plans

control of radio and television
broadcasting and other "electromagnetic radiations" capable of
serving as "homing" devices. It
also may help to resolve the apparent conflict between views held
by civil defense officials and Air
Force authorities.
The Defense Dept. still has filed
no comments on its own legislation,
now before the Senate Commerce
Committee, which would empower
the President to control, not only
radio-TV stations but also other
devices which throw off radiations
to the extent of serving as navigational aids.
Congressional Action
The Commerce Committee, headed by Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
proposes to amend Sec. 606 (c)
of the Communications Act, which
already gives the President authority over stations, to include devices
which radiate in excess of say,
five or ten miles. It was understood last week, however, that the
military reaction to this plan may
be forthcoming shortly, thus paving
the way for committee action on
the proposal.
There was some speculation in
Washington last week that President Truman may issue an executive order designed to supplement
Hill action on the radiations control measure.
Some authorities expressed belief that the Chief Executive may
take such action as an interim
measure to insure the invocation
of authority vested in him under
provisions of Sec. 606 (c) of the
Communications Act. While he
already has declared a national
emergency as provided in that
section, a further order would be
(Continued on page 66)

BATES HALSEY (standing), O. L.
Taylor Co., New York, and Tom
Lynch, Young & Rubicam, New York,
review Swansdown Cake Mix (Devils
Food Mix and Instant Cake Mix)
merchandising reports from some of
the 16 Lone Star Chain stations
broadcasting the Golden Gate Quartet
transcribed program for General
Foods.
March 26, 1951
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MARGARINE
MARGARINE manufacturers plan
to "spread it on thick" in radio and
television promotion campaigns.
Lever Brothers' Jelke Good Luck
launched a spot anMargarine hasnouncement
radio campaign in
about 80 markets with 42-week contracts. Starting dates varied from
Feb. 19 to March 26. BBDO, New
York, is the agency.
Mrs. Filbert's Margarine,
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, New York, is currently
running a radio spot announcement
campaign in New England and in
New York state, and is considering
a TV campaign.
Best Foods' Nucoa Oleomargarine, through Benton & Bowles,
New York, began a radio campaign
in Connecticut March 19 with further expansion expected shortly.
Swift & Co., Chicago, through
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, is
planning £ampaigns for Allsweet
in such states as approve sale of
colored margarine. Several companies are using a similar plan.
Swift is closely following national and state legislation. The.
firm just finished an all-Minnesota
radio spot campaign Feb. 24 after
that legislature ok'd sale of colored
margarine.
Allsweet gets one-third of the
budget on the 10-10:30 p.m. portion of Your Show of Shows on
NBC-TV Saturday. TV afternoon

AAAAJEET
_
Stresses Mobilized Economy
ANNUAL meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
will be held April 19-21 at the
Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., with a restricted
guest list due to an expected heavy
attendance from member agencies,
it was announced last week.
governRalph W. Hardy, NAB
ment relations director, will be one
of the speakers at the meeting,
theme of which is to be "Advertising in a Mobilized Economy."
Mr. Hardy will discuss "Govern-ment Attitudes Toward Advertis
ing-— What Senators and Congressmen are Saying."
Other speakers announced thus
far are Sen. Paul H. Douglas (D111.), who will address the annual
AAAA dinner on April 20; Dr.
Richard Glenn Gettell, chief economist of Time Inc., who will speak
on "What Will Advertising be Like
in a Mobilized Economy?", and Dr.
Ernest Dichter, psychological consultant, on "Case Histories in the
n."
of
Study
AAAA Motivatio
President Frederic R.
Gamble explained that only key
officers of related organizations are
being invited to the meeting. "We
are genuinely sorry that our guest
list must be smaller than usual, but
total reservations at the hotel this
year must be limited to 400," he
said.
April 19 sessions will be for
members only.
Page 22
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Spot Campaigns Increased
^gdio, ^
cials. It is now being featured for
participations are used on shows in
several
Baltimore and Washington.
sleeve. weeks on The Great GilderAM participations are used in
In addition, the product helps to
the Marjorie Mills regional show
sponsor the Ruggles Show on an
on the New England Network from
WBZ Boston. Six stations in all AM regional network on the West
Coast. These are the only plans
are used. Also used are AM parfor the moment. The company
s on Housewives'
Protecavoids some areas in which butter
tive Leagueticipationin
Los Angeles,
and
is favored by high taxes against
TV participations on four daytime
shows in Los Angeles.
colored margarine, and concenvariety.trates on the color-it-yourself white
Allsweet regional and local cutins are used in the Southwest on
Don McNeill's Breakfast Club via
BERLE SIGNS
ABC. This campaign began a fortnight ago.
30-Yr., $1 Million Pact
Swift has indicated that it will
NBC last week signed a 30-year
continue to push Allsweet with
contract with Milton Berle, a virspot, both AM and TV, and that
tual lifetime pact for the actorit will expand schedules throughcomedian, for exclusive use of his
out the year, following legislative
talents and services in radio and
approval of the sale of colored
television.
margarine in various states.
Although the network did not
Cloverbloom Planning
disclose the actual amount of the
contract — said to be the longest
Radio and TV are being considered in media plans being made
in TV — it is understood to approximate $50,000 a year.
now by Cloverbloom Margarine, a
product of Armour & Co., Chicago.
The agreement calls for Mr.
Berle's services in acting, producHandled by Foote, Cone & Belding, writing, and directing. It coving, Chicago, the product is adverers his regular appearances on
tised on Cisco Kid in 12-15 AM
markets in the Southwest.
his own TV show, sponsored by
Parkay Margarine, made by the Texas Co. (Tues. 8-9 p.m.) and
Kraft Foods, Chicago, will continue
his guest appearances on other
to have major commercials on The
programs.
Mr. Berle was represented in
Great Gildersleeve, The Falcon and
the contract negotiations by his
Kraft Television Theatre.
attorney, Irwin H. Rosenberg, and
The multiple products of Kraft
Wallace S. Jordan and Nat Lefare rotated, so that Parkay will
have tags on these shows when it kowitz, both executives of the William Morris Agency.
does not have the main commer-

ABC
NBC
WARY
A PERIOD of watchful— and wary
— waiting followed last week upon
the heels of ABC's ambitious bid
for NBC's afternoon serial lineup
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 19].
Charges of rate-cutting and
fears of a price war which would
seriously
damage circulated
network radio's
rate
structure
freely
among other networks, but ABC
stoutly denied it was cutting rates.
Reports that NBC had made a
counter-offer to the five NBC afternoon sponsors approached by
ABC also circulated, but top NBC
officials insisted they had no knowledge of any counter-move.
Agencies for the advertisers involved were studying the ABC proposal and preparing detailed reports for their clients, and expected no immediate decisions.
Nor did ABC look for prompt
answers — not for a fortnight, at
least, officials said. Meanwhile,
however, they were mulling over
plans for a gigantic advertising,
promotion and publicity campaign
which was part of the offer to the
advertisers involved.
While some media authorities
looked upon the ABC venture as
the equivalent of an approximately 15% cut in prevailing network

Denies

rate levels, ABC officials flatly inalterationis ininvolved.
ABC's
basic sisted
ratethat nostructure
Nor did they think acceptance of
their offer would lead to a price
war.
The offer was for a 45% discount
on one-fourth the full-hour onetime rate, plus a $1,000 weekly
contribution by ABC toward program expenses, if the advertisers
involved — currently sponsoring 12
quarter-hour and one half-hour
five-a-week afternoon shows on
NBC — would move' these shows to
ABC, also in afternoon hours.
Features Explained
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., ABC
vice president in charge of radio,
said the only feature of the offer
which is not on ABC's rate card
is the program contribution — and
that program contributions are
and have been "a common practime. tice" among networks for some
ABC advertisers have been approached with similar offers from
time to time, he said.
Referring to the 45% discount
on one-fourth of the full-hour rate,
he
said 45%on isthe
and type
has been
ABC's
standard
of contract
being sought in this case, based on

KFH Wichita, Kan., celebrating 2S
years of service, presented orchids —
figuratively and literally — to loca
10-year advertisers. Figuratively, ir
an ad saluting local and national
advertisers of 10-years standing. Literally, an orchid was delivered to eacr
of the local accounts. Paul Wilson,
KFH account executive, pins an orchid on Judy Dodsen, also an account
executive, just prior to making the
deliveries.

Daylight Time
MEASURE (S 1176) to provide
year-'round daylight saving time
during the war emergency was in-,
troduced in the Senate last Wednes
day by Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D
Col.). It was referred to the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee he chairmans.

Rate

Cutting

Lure

dollar volume, 52-week commitments, etc. Whereas the usual rate:J
for
quarter-hour
is 40%* ■
of thea one-hour
rate, show
he continued
it is standard practice among networks to make it one-fourth of:
the hourly rate (for quarter-hour,
programs) if the sponsor carries'
an hour of programs, whether'
they are contiguous or non-contiguous.
objected
of
theHeABC
offer to'
withanythelinking
Assn. oi
National Advertisers' latest move
against evening radio rates in TV
markets. ABC, he said, is the ally
of all radio in opposing any move
to cut rates.
r
The advertisers approached by
ABC, and the number of programs
sponsored by each on NBC in afternoon hours, are Procter & Gamble, now sponsoring five aftei'noor
quarter-hours ; General Foods
Corp., sponsoring two; General
Mills, Sterling
sponsoring
a daily
halfhour;
Drug,
sponsoring
three quarter-hour strips, and
Whitehall
Pharmacal, sponsoring
two.
The offer, it was reported, is available only on a block basis and •
only if accepted by most (if not
all) of these accounts.
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Will Address
BRADLEY,
By J. FRANK BEATTY

NARTB

Convention

COY
TO
SPEAK
the-record for an intimate resume
ing. Judge Miller will deliver his board Saturday, the 14th, and a
BAB board meeting Sunday. Other
of the Korean war situation. Fi- annual address to the membership.
If a new NARTB president has satellite events will be held.
THE highest - level experts on
nally, Gen. Bradley will answerbeen named, he will be introduced
radio-TV station operation during questions from the floor on any
Space has been alloted exhibitors
the wartime emergency will take phase of the military or defenseby Judge Miller. Another speaker
for the annual exposition of broadto be named for the afternoon
part in the NARTB (NAB) con- broadcast situation. This, too, will is
cast-TV equipment and services,
session.
be off-the-record.
under direction of Arthur C.
vention April 15-19.
Chairman Coy will address the
Stringer, retained by NAB to direct
Heading the all-star cast being
Engineering Sessions Set
Wednesday luncheon, giving his
assembled for the Chicago meeting
the show. Heavy equipment will be
shown in the basement Exposition
will be Gen. Omar Bradley, chair- annual talk to the industry. The
Formal programming of the Enman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, critical defense situation, anHall, with light equipment and
gineering Conference, third conservices on the fifth floor.
vention feature, starts Tuesday
and Wayne Coy, FCC Chairman.
nouncement ofproposed TV allocaSupporting them will be key
tions and the emergency station- morning and runs through WednesThe Monday morning mobilizaofficials from defense production
operating program add importance
day afternoon. Engineering deletion meeting will include Curtis
to
his
address.
gates are eligible to attend the Plummer, FCC chief engineer; Mr.
agencies, high FCC executives and
'9 281! spokesmen for specialized military
As it now stands, the convention
Monday morning and afternoon
McNaughten; two or three NAB
meetings.
ids-. and civil defense units.
is a four-way operation. First
board members familiar with tech:tol i The four-day meeting, with its there will be the pre-convention
Full-day sessions are planned
nical and manpower problems;
k in r pre-convention industrywide FCC
mobilization rally. It will be held Tuesday and Wednesday for manClem Randau, executive director
Monday morning, April 16, in the
tisnol o mobilization rally [Broadcasting
agement delegates. The annual as- of the Office of Civil Defense, and
sociation banquet will be held representatives of the military.
Eighth St. Theatre, an annex of
. lit. s • Telecasting, March 19] adds up
Wednesday evening.
to what has been described as the the Stevens Hotel. FCC last week
The morning program will be
mailed invitations to all broadcast
most practical convention program
Fourth, an all-day television
broken down into three parts —
and TV stations to attend the rally, meeting will be held Thursday.
in radio-TV history.
Manpower, Program and Informawhich is open to all broadcasters
In
the
course
of
the
MondayThe day will close with a TV busi- Roundtable.
tion Policies, and FCC-Military
Ml
and
telecasters.
ness meeting, first ever held by the
Thursday radio-video meetings the
9 i i agenda will cover all important
Second, the formal convention
video segment of the association.
This rally will be a sequel to the
Pre-convention events will inwill open at 2 p.m. Monday, in the
phases of station-network opera(Continued on page 83)
tion during the emergency. The
Stevens, with Mr. Thomas presidclude ameeting of the NARTB-TV
program is designed to give radioTV executives a rapid-fire education in how to operate efficiently
and profitably during the mobilization period.
ndq
AgeDuMont
y Chi
Tw°-Dations,"
by cog
John oBrush,
ETwill be held TuesdayME
FIFTH
annual NI
Broadcast
Engineering
Conference
L
as i j Tentative plans for the TuesdayCA
TECH
Labs;
"A
Discussion
on
the
FCC
Wednesday Broadcast Engineering
Wednesday, April 16-17, at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, in connection
Conference were nearing comple- with the annual NARTB (NAB) convention (see convention story TV Allocation Priorities," by Berthis page).
nard O'Brien, WHEC Rochester.
tion last week (see story this
E. M. Johnson, engineering vice
page). Also in the final stages
Normally one of the highlights
gineering portion of the convention
president of MBS, will preside
were agendas for the Thursday
of the engineering meetings is the is still tentative. Neal McNaughTuesday afternoon. Papers will
TV session, the Broadcast Adverannual FCC-Industry Roundtable.
ten, engineering director, is coorditising Board clinic slated Tuesday
nating the agenda.
include: "Transmitter MainteThis year, however, the roundtable has been transferred into an
morning and a series of specialized
The Tuesday morning technical
nance in an Emergency Period,"
panels covering station operation.
meeting is to open with Orrin W. by a representative of RCA Servindustrywide FCC-station mobilization rally to be held Monday
Towner, WHAS Louisville, presidice Co.; "Remote Operation of
Committee Heads
morning, prior to formal opening
Broadcast
Transmitter s," by
ing. Papers will include: "MaxiThe board convention committee
of the main convention.
George Chandler, CJOR Vancoumum-Economy TV Broadcasting,"
is headed by Eugene S. Thomas,
by Carl Lee, WKZO Kalamazoo,
Engineer delegates are eligible
ver, B. C; "Trends in Audio
WOR-TV New York. Robert K. to attend and take part in the
Mich., and Martin Silver, Federal
Equipment," by W. Earl Stewart,
RCA; "Groundwave Field Strength
i IRichards, public affairs director, is Monday rally as well as other conTelecommunication Labs; "A 5 kw
in charge of overall convention
vention events in addition to their
Variations With Temperature," by
UHF
TV
Transmitter,"
by
HowStuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey.
programming. Neal McNaughten,
own technical sessions.
ard M. Crosby, General Electric
engineering director, is lining up
A James Ebel, WMBD Peoria,
Present programming of the enCo.; "Video Switching for TV Sta111., is to preside Wednesday morn:: the technical conference. William
B. Ryan, BAB director, is programing. Papers now listed include:
ming the BAB session. C. E.
"Improved Single System PhotogArney Jr., NAB secretary-treasraphy for TV," by John Battison,
urer, is directing the convention
Tele-Tech; "Results of the RCAarrangements.
NBC Ultra-High Frequency ProjAnnouncement that Gen. Bradects in the Bridgeport, Conn.,
ley and Chairman Coy would take
Area," by Raymond F. Guy, NBC;
part in the convention added pres"Television and TV Networks," by
tige to a program already packed
Dr. M. E. Strieby, AT&T; "New
with leading specialists in broadEquipment Designs for AM Stacast and associated operations.
tions," by Jack Young, RCA.
Gen.
Bradley
will
speak
at
the
Afternoon meeting of the second
■
April 17 (Tuesday) luncheon.
day will be presided over bv John
As now planned the Tuesday
H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville.
luncheon will be programmed with
Papers include: "A New High
two features. First, excerpts from
Gain UHF TV Antenna," by Lloyd
three winning Voice of Democracy
0. Krause, General Electric Co.;
contestants will be performed, to
BMI
clinic
at
Omaha,
presented
by
the
Nebraska
Broadcasters
Assn.,
brought
"Flying Spot Scanner Signal-tobe followed by an on-the-platform
together civic officials and radiomen, both from Nebraska and from afar. Noise Ratio," by A. J. Baracket,
appearance by the fourth national
Telecommunication Labs;
Federal
winner. Gen. Bradley was one of Pictured during a luncheon meeting in the Blackstone Hotel are (I to r) Glenn
"Basic Labor Relations Problems
Dolberg,
director,
station
relations,
BMI;
Robert
Burton,
BMI
vice
president;
the judges who picked the four
national winners.
Ted Cott, general manager, WNBC-AM-FM, WNBT (TV) New York; Carl for Engineers," by Richard P. DoHaverlin, BMI president; Glenn Cunningham, mayor of Omaha; William J. herty, NAB; "Ancillary Services
After this feature, Gen. Bradley
Newens, manager, KOIL Omaha, and president, NBA; Harold LeMar, vice of FM," by John V. L. Hogan, Howill deliver an address on the Eugan Labs; "A Modern 35 kw Shortropean situation. This speech will president, Omaha Chamber of Commerce; Paul Fry, president and manager,
wave Broadcast Transmitter," by
KBON Omaha; Robert Saudek, vice president and assistant to president, ABC,
be taped for delayed broadcast.
J. L. Hollis, Collins Radio Co.
New York, and Al Marlin, BMI.
Then the luncheon will go offMarch 26, 1951
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NEW

FCC

BILLS

A FAR MORE sweeping- reorganization plan that would give the
FCC Chairman greater powers
than even contemplated in the Truman plan of 1950 is contained in
legislation submitted in both
branches of Congress.
The legislation (S 1139 and companion HR 3307) apparently would
concentrate in the Chairman additional authority in both administrative and executive functions and
appear to go beyond Mr. Truman's
reorganization plan that was rejected by a Senate 50-23 vote in
the 81st Congress [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, May 22, 1950].
This broad-based measure would :
9 Transfer the executive and
administrative functions of the
FCC to the Chairman. They include such "internal management"
as budgeting, accounting, appointment and assignment of personnel,
supply, management research, information and publications "and
Also
other administrative matters." would
coming under the Chairman
be "relations with Congress" and
"execution of FCC policies." Under
the Chairman's
the Truman plan, chiefs
of major
power to appoint
administrative units would have
been subject to Commission approval.
Personnel Assignment
% By default, place in the
Chairman's jurisdiction the appointment and assignment of personnel in the immediate offices of
the Commissioners. The Truman
plan had specifically exempted
these personnel. The new bills do
not.
nt to re# Allow the Preside
move from office any member of
the Commission for "inefficiency,
neglect of duty, or malfeasance in
for no other cause." Mr.
office, but
Truman's reorganization proposal
had not contained this provision.
6 Stipulate that at the expiraRadio Superior
(Continued from page 20)
strong structures and impair confidence.
He characterized special deals
by a seller as "a sure sign his
product is over-priced." In that
case, he said, the proper procedure is to issue a new rate card
— without waiting for advertisers,
ANA, or anyone else to demand it.
Conversely, he continued, if
rates are too low they should be
raised.
Another disastrous result of special deals, Mr. Kobak said, is that
they engender rumors of other
deals — many of them ill-founded —
with the result that a suspicious
state of mind and an unwholesome
special - deal psychology spreads
through the industry.
Media, he said, should abandon
any such approach and encourage
confidence by publicly stating, in
advertisements and otherwise, their
position in favor of uniform rates
for all.
Page 24
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Increase

tion
a Commissioner's
term, his
he
could ofcontinue
to serve until
successor is appointed and "qualified," another provision not included in last year's White House
request.
Both bills, which would amend
the Communications Act of 1934,
were referred to the Senate and
House Expenditures committees.
Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
and 12 other Senators sponsored
the bill in the upper chamber; Rep.
Clare Hoffman (R-Mich.) in the
House.
There are some pointed ramifications involved in the processing
of the bills, however, that make

Chairman's

Power

speedy passage or even serious
consideration by Congress questionable :
(1) The measures are subject to
normal, lengthy, Capitol Hill procedure with approval needed from
both
Senate
Truman planandwasHouse.
only Last
one year's
of 21
sent to Congress under the Reorganization Act of 1949 which provided that the recommendation
would become effective in 60 days
unless disapproved by one or both
houses of Congress.
(2) FCC is not the only regulatory agency involved in the bills
which were drawn up along the
lines of a new recommendation bv

ADVERTISER and agency representatives visiting the stars of the NBC Halls of
Ivy show are (I to r) Ted Rosenak, director of advertising and merchandising,
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, program sponsor; Ronald Colman and
his wife, Benita, stars of the show; Scott Leonard, account executive. Young
& Rubicam Inc., Chicago; Barton Cameron, Y&R, Chicago, and Donald
McGrath, western divisional manager, Schlitz Brewing Co.

the Commission on Organization
of the Executive Branch of the
Government (the Hoover Commission). Other agencies included are
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Federal Power Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission,
Civil Aeronautics Board, National
Labor Relations Board and board
of governors of the Federal Reserve System.
The inclusions of more than one
regulatory agency in itself speaks
for detailed committee staff studies.
A spokesman for the Senate Expenditures Committee, of which
Sen. McClellan is chairman, said
no hearings are contemplated and
there was doubt of any being scheduled at least until after April.
Johnson Attitude
There is also the attitude of
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.). Last year, the
Senator introduced a resolution
opposing the organization
President's
FCC replan.
Sen. Johnson had expressed concern with the breadth and apparent
concentration of powers which the
plan would have vested in the
Chairman in comparison with those
of other Commissions.
A firm believer that FCC is a
creation of Congress, Sen. Johnson
had opined that the reorganization
plan would have usurped Congressional authority by placing the
regulatory agency more fully under
the direction of the executive
branch.
NAB and other radio spokesmen
had waged a concerted campaign
with eventual defeat of the measure.
At

SURVEY

REPORT

AMA

Meet

AIRED

ods will be made on the basis of
THE PLAN of the special test survey committee for clarifying the
information to be sought from the
radio-TV research problems [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5], various
services with respect to
was laid before an estimated 190 marketing, advertising and broadsize of sample, sampling techniques,
casting representatives last week by the committee members themselves.
methods, and the like, with a proAt a luncheon sponsored Monday
and
research
director;
Dr.
Mathew
N.
ject supervisor in charge. For
by the radio-television discussion
Chappell, Hofstra College; E. Law- the comparison of available data
group of the American Marketing
rence Deckinger, research director, Mr. Deckinger noted, the commitAssn., New York chapter, seven of
tee recommended that the project
Blow Co.; Herbert L. Krueger, manthe eight committeemen outlined
ager, WTAG Worcester, Mass., and go into six cities where several
their findings and proposals during
Frederick B. Manchee, vice president,
a panel session presided over by BBDO. The other committeeman, A. services are in operation.
Mr. Chappel noted that it prob-.
Wells Wilbor, of General Mills, was
Edgar Kobak, business consultant
ably would be necessary to set up
unable to attend.
and board chairman of BAB.
experimental operation to re-:
Mr. Avery outlined the types of an
Dr. Kenneth Baker, NAB resolve many differences which
search director and chairman of services available, and Mr. Deckotherwise. cannot be eliminated
the special committee, characterized
inger described basic reasons for probably
differences among them — size, area,
the report as a substantial contriDr. Baker said costs of the overbution which in itself should make
and representativeness of the samall project could not be accurately
ple, for instance, the methods emtimebuyers much more "sophistiestimated now, but pointed out that
ployed, hours covered, etc.
cated" purchasers of services.
$140,000 seemed likely to cover
He also expressed hope that primost of it. Parts, he said, can be
Outlines Courses
vate studies which already have
done for much less. The special
been made to show differences bebasic comparison, he estimated
Summarizing
the
committee's
contween the various research services,
clusions, Mr. Manchee outlined the
and other useful material on the three recommended courses: (1) would cost $70,000 to $100,000. He
added that he had had "only one
problem, may be brought out into Analysis of audience measurement
nibble"
manager. for the post of project
the open as a contribution toward
methods, (2) comparison of availclarifying the overall problem.
able data, and (3) experimental
NAB is expected to be asked tc
The session consisted of a review
research
to develop further infor- initiate the financing.
and explanation of the original
mation on the areas of, and reasons
Robert Hutton, Edward Petry &
report, with the various committeefor, agreement and disagreement
Co.,
chairman of the AMA radiomen participating on a questionamong existing techniques.
television discussion group, presidanswer basis. These included:
ed over the opening and closing
Mr. Beville explained that it is
Dr. Baker; Lewis H. Avery, Averyphases of the meeting.
Knodel; Hugh M. Beville, NBC plans contemplated the analysis of methTelecasting
BROADCASTING
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PRODUCTION
MILITARY
By PETE DICKERSON
ing out as many radio and television sets as their plant facilities
CONVERGING on New York for
the 40th annual convention of the and military orders will permit,"
Institute of Radio Engineers, vis- Mr. Sprague said.
iting engineers from the U. S. and
"It is, therefore, highly imabroad last week heard Robert C.
portant that government officials
Sprague, president and board chair- make provision in their planning
man of RTMA, estimate that mili- for the healthy continuation of our
civilian economy, for we do not
tary electronics production would
reach a peak rate of $2.5 billion in know when all of the present manthe fall of 1952 and then decline
power and production facilities in
to an annual rate of about $1.5 our industry may be needed for the
billion.
nation's defense."
Mr. Sprague also took occasion
"In this connection," he said, "it
should be borne in mind that mili- to defend the engineers' position in
the color television controversy.
tary production dollars have about
half the impact on our industry as
Hitting at FCC Comr. Robert
civilian production dollars. This
F.
Jones for his supplemental opinis for a variety of reasons, but
ion in the FCC color TV case,
particularly because a considerable
which
"questioned . . . the 'good
portion of special and elaborate
faith, truth and veracity' of prommechanical gear is obtained from
inent industry engineers," Mr.
manufacturers not generally conSprague
denied have
categorically
"the
sidered apart of our industry."
charges which
been hurled
Civilian Orders
at our industry. ... I think that
any fair-minded person would conBarring an all-out war, industry
that they (engineers) are
will be able to "maintain a sub- honest cedeand
fair in their ultimate
stantial amount of civilian production, even at the peak of the miliReviewing television history, and
judgments."
tary output" despite the military
load, he said.
pointing
"engineers
have
been in out
the that
center
of the color
only materials
the shortages
of "Apparently
certain critical
will television controversy for the past
prevent manufacturers from turn10 years," the RTMA head offered
the profession a credo:
Differences of engineering opinion
can and should honestly exist. Unanimity of engineering judgment is
not necessarily desirable.
L-W SUIT
AFRA Action Denied
Changes in engineering opinion
resulting from the passage of time
SUIT by Lang-Worth Feature Proand the gaining of experience are
grams, brought in New York State
healthy, and normally to be expected.
Supreme Court to enjoin American
It is improper and futile to ask
Federation of Radio Artists' strike
engineers to reach final and valid conclusions at too early a stage in the
activities, was denied last Wednesdevelopment
of new systems of equipday by Judge Isidor Wasservogel.
ment.
AFRA's counterclaim to have the
Mr. Sprague spoke at the annual
court order Lang-Worth to sign
the 1951 transcription code also
IRE banquet Wednesday night, durwas denied, without costs to either
ing the four-day conclave which
attracted more than 18,000 engiparty.
neers from the U. S. and 30 foreign
Union strike activities began
countries. During the course of
Feb. 13 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19, March 5, 12] fol- the meetings, held Monday through
Thursday at the Waldorf-Astoria
lowing the transcription firm's reand Belmont Plaza Hotels and
fusal to sign the code. AFRA al- Grand Central Palace, some 210
leged that the company had gone
technical papers were delivered at
back on its word to sign when settle43 sessions.
ment was announced last December.
Other Highlights
Lang-Worth charged that provisions of the code had been changOther developments during the
ed between the time of settlement
four-day meeting:
and final printing of the contract.
A 14-foot model of the Empire
In denying Lang-Worth's acState Bldg. television and FM antion, the court found AFRA strike
tenna, expected to be completed
activities to be legal; the code to this spring, was unveiled Monday
be a "bargaining agreement," and
by a distinguished industry-FCC
the strike objective to be lawful.
group led by Brig. Gen. David
In denying the union counterSarnoff, RCA board chairman; FCC
claim, the court found that no emComrs. Frieda Hennock, George E.
ployer-employe relationship be- Sterling, and E. M. Webster; Edtween AFRA and Lang-Worth
ward J. Noble, ABC board chairexisted. While AFRA was free
man; Mark Woods, ABC board vice
to continue its strike, Lang-Worth
chairman; Comdr. Mortimer W.
was free to continue to refuse acLoewi, director of the DuMont Telceptance of the code, the court
evision Network; Lt. Gen. Hugh
said.
Drum, Empire State Bldg. president; Dr. Frank G. Rear of Kear
Lang- Worth was expected to appeal to the appellate division of the
& Kennedy, Washington consulting
New York State Supreme Court.
radio engineers; Phillip B. StephBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

IMPACT
ens, business manager of the New
York Daily News, which owns
WPIX (TV) New York; I. S. Coggeshall, new IRE president; Raymond F. Guy, retiring president of
IRE, and NBC radio and allocations engineering manager, and
others prominent in the industry.
Gen. Sarnoff said he knew of no
achievement in television transmission comparable to the Empire
State antenna. "It is truly a miracle," he said.
Design, construction and installation problems of the antenna were
discussed by a panel of 10 engineers
active in the project or "experiment," as it frequently was refer ed to.
'Empire Story'
Speakers describing the "Empire
State story" included:
O. B. Hanson, Mr. Guy, and Lester
Looney of NBC; F. G. Kear, one of
the owners of the building; W. F.
Lamb of Shrieve, Lamb & Harmon,
New York architects of the building
and advisers on the antenna; Herman
Gihring of RCA; T. E. Howard of
WPIX; R. D. Chipp of DuMont network; and Frank Marx of ABC.
A new General Electric UHF
television transmitter, described as
"the world's most powerful," with
an effective radiated power of 100
kw, was unveiled Tuesday. Incorporating a new type of UHF
velocity-modulation 5-kw tube, developed under contract with GE
by Varian Assoc. of San Carlos,
Calif., and a "radically new type"
of antenna, which magnifies by 20
times the effective radiated power,
the transmitter is now undergoing
tests in Syracuse, N. Y., it was
RURAL

RADIO
Commercials Favored
MORE than 38% of rural radio
listeners throughout the United
States favor "commercials"; 38%
are indifferent, and only 24% actively dislike them, according to a
study by Radio Reports Inc. for
Rural Research Institute Inc., New
York, released last week.
The average rural radio listener owns two radios, prefers Arthur Godfrey by a considerable
margin, chooses news programs
over all other types and listens an
average of four and three-quarter
hours a day, the survey indicated.
Published in a booklet Rural Radio Listening, these findings are
based on a telephone survey of 28
states which reached 3,679 residents in 37 small communities, only
three of which had populations
greater than 25,000.
Other findings included 2.3 radio
ownership per family, with 49%
owning car radios; variation in listening time ranging from 3 hours
and 59 minutes in Middle Atlantic
states to 6 hours and 9 minutes
in the Mountain states. Women
listened 5 hours and 48 minutes a
day, as compared with 3 hours and
36 minutes per day for men.

IRE

w

H. M. CROSBY, General Electric engineer,tube
adjusts aaround
new UHF
modulated
which velocityGE has
built a 5 kw UHF television transmitter at Electronics Park, Syracuse.
Transmitter will operate in the 500
mc region. GE announced the development at the IRE meeting.
announced (see story page 58-C).
Another development unwrapped
by GE was the first high-power ceramic tube for radio, television and
commercial use, said to represent
"a radical departure from conventional tube design." Designed primarily for UHF transmission after
FCC releases the UHF band, the
GL-6019 was described as operating
up to 900 mc at 1 kw output. Use
of ceramic in the tube, according
to GE, minimizes high-frequency
losses and improves envelope cooling in comparison with glass tubes.
A 30-inch television picture
tube, "the largest on the market,"
was described by H. W. Grossbohlin of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
The tube is a development of the
"90 degree-deflection technique,"
which permits the electron beam
inside the tube to sweep through
a 90 degree angle as it traces each
horizontal line on the tube face.
The technique, itself a new development, will allow reduction of the
tube length and thus ultimately
reduction of TV set cost, he said.
New Tube
Another new TV picture tube,
said to eliminate use of critical
metals, reduce cost and improve
picture clarity, was announced by
the Rauland Corp. of Chicago. No
re-engineering is needed, and the
only added equipment required is
"an inexpensive voltage control,"
the company said.
An RCA portable television camera and transmitter, made to be
carried by one person in a backpack and having a range of one
mile, was demonstrated by L. E.
Flory of RCA Labs. The outfit
which weighs 53 pounds, is a product of recent developments in pencil-sized tubes and other sub-miniature component parts, he said.
Transmitting in UHF with a
power of 2 w, the new transmitter
operates in conjunction with a control station located within a mile
radius. The station, while monitor(Continued on page 3U)
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Electronics

center on a close assistant of the
'
SUPE
CREATION
ofR
a'
"super"AintraGENCY
DPA administrator — one grounded
agency electronics board to coordiin industry problems. The chairnate all production in the nation's
man would report directly to Gen.
mobilization program — including
responsibility for speeding military Harrison.
It was believed that Walter W.
contracts to radio-TV manufacturers — highlighted activity on gov- Watts, vice president in charge of
ernment and industry fronts last the Engineering Products Dept.,
week.
RCA Victor Div., would be the logical choice for the post. Mr. Watts,
Further reassurance that the
now on leave of absence from RCA
vast, sprawling electronic-communiis serving as specation industry commands "top pri- Victor,cialcurrently
assistant to Gen. Harrison,
ority" in the defense effort was
working on electronics and proseen in these key developments:
curement phases of mobilization
@ Formation of an Electronics
with established government agenProduction Board at the policy cies.
level, with authority to determine
Harrison's decision to name
both military and civilian require- a Gen.
top-strata electronics group is
ments under the chairmanship of attributable,
in some quarters, to
a top industry figure.
a
request
by
Defense Mobilizer
@ Disclosure of plans designed
Charles E. Wilson, some weeks ago,
to give electronics a heavy share that such action be taken. Mr. Wilof critical materials when allocason posed the suggestion at an elections are placed under rigid restrictronics meeting of government and
tion around July 1. The plans will industry representatives.
encompass steel, copper and alumiIn announcing the long-range
num.
conservation program at the Hotel
Commodore in New York, Dr.
Conservation Planning
Baker noted that the action had
At the same time industry engi- been authorized by the RTMA
neers, meeting at the request of board of directors and given imDr. W. R. G. Baker, director of the
petus by President Robert C.
Engineering Dept., Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., approved a plan
to study utilization of materials in
various product lines, with emphaCBS
GROSS
sis not only on conservation but
also redesigning methods and techGROSS BILLINGS on the CBS
niques for receivers and component parts. Bureaus will be set up radio network gained 12% in 1950
to reach a total of $70,745,000, the
within present RTMA Engineering
Dept. sections to explore these company said last week in its annual report to stockholders.
problems.
CBS
television network gross
The "super" agency structure
was announced Wednesday by Gen. billings were reported at $13 million— a 271% increase over 1949.
William H. Harrison, who heads up
The report showed consolidated
the Defense Production Adminisincome of CBS and its domestic
tration, policy-making materials
agency. While Gen. Harrison had subsidiaries increased almost $2
not yet appointed a chairman to million, reaching a total of $9,555,preside over the board, it was un- 329 before federal income and exderstood that the selection would
cess profits taxes.
Increased tax rates and enactment of the excess profits tax law,
however, reduced consolidated net
income to $4,105,329, or $2.39 a
share, as compared with $4,184,079
($2.44 a share) in 1949. Compared
with 1950's $9.5 million figure, 1949
consolidated income before taxes
was $7,634,079.
Gross income after deductions
for discounts, commissions and returns was placed at $87,973,447 for
1950, as against $74,980,578 for
the preceding year.
Total assets were shown as $53,833,265 at the end of 1950, including $2,405,904 in talent contracts, program rights, scripts, etc.
(less amortization). The comparable figures at the end of 1949 were
RCA Victor's campaign "to save materials, save jobs and serve the na- $49,793,850 total assets with
tion" is underscored by posters like $3,438,522 attributed to talent contracts, etc. (less amortization).
the one pictured above, which decIn
a
summary statement, Board
orates the company's Camden, N. J.
plant. The company said that more
Chairman William S. Paley and
President Frank Stanton noted
than 42,000 employees are cooperating in the conservation drive. that in 1950 "once again the peo[Broadcasting • 19].
Telecasting, March
ple turned to (radio broadcasting)
as their swiftest and best source
Page 26
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Sprague in an appeal to the indusMarch
try 5].
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
The quality of radio and TV receivers and components should not
deteriorate because of conservation
and, in fact, may result in improvements in efficiency and performance, he stressed.
"It is the responsibility of the
RTMA Engineering Dept.," Dr.
Baker declared, "to undertake the
problem of material utilization, not
only through substitute materials
but also from the viewpoint of
mechanical design, circuit design
and standardization, both mechanical and electrical."
Proposed Measures
Dr. Baker suggested two approaches to material problems: (1)
"Better and more efficient utilization" of critical materials, and (2)
substitution of materials in the
non-critical category to avoid possibility of shortages later. He continued:
"Regardless of the material classification— critical or non-critical —
there is a need for the maximum
standardization of types, sizes,
shapes, values, etc. An immediate

B

U

acceleration of our normal programs of standardization, well
planned and executed, may, in it-l
self, result in appreciable conservation of material."
Bureau
heads set up within the
various groups of the RTMA Engineering Dept. are: Transmitter Section, M. R. Briggs, Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.; Receiver Section, L. M. Clement, Crosley
Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati.
Ohio; Receiver Components Group,
R. J. Biele, General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.; Sound Equipment Section.
O. L. Angevine Jr., Stromberg-Carlson
Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Special Electronic Equipment Section, chairman
of executive committee (to be named);
Joint Electron Tube Engineering
Council, Virgil M. Graham, chairman
of council and associate director of
RTMA Engineering Dept., of Sylvania
Electric Products Inc.. New York.
Activities of the several bureaus
will be coordinated by an Advisory
Council consisting of David B.
Smith, vice director of the Engineering Dept.; Ralph R. Batcher,
chief engineer of the Engineering
Dept., and Dorman D. Israel, chairman of the General Standards
Committee. Mr. Clement will be
chairman of the Advisory Council.
Sitting in on the new electronics board will be (1) a chairman,
not yet officially appointed by DPA
Administrator Harrison; (2) the
(Continued on page 70 )
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of information about the things
that matter to the most.
"Advertisers, appraising radio's
continued influence and Columbia's
audience - leadership, invested a
greater sum in CBS-Radio in 1950
than ever before in any network,"
they continued.
CBS radio gross billings were
15% over the second network in
1950, the stockholders were told.
In television, the report said,
advertisers during 1950 "bought
out virtually the entire CBS-TV
nighttime schedule, and the company expanded its facilities and
personnel to begin a substantial
daytime schedule as well."
Average Network Size
The report said average size of
the radio network used by CBS
advertisers increased from 118 to
133 stations in daytime, and from
144 to 148 stations at night. CBS
radio advertisers sponsored 3,253
hours and CBS television advertisers sponsored an additional 941.
The automotive, tobacco, candy
and soft drinks, drugs and toilet
goods, soap and household supplies,
lubricants, and food and food beverage industries accounted for
more than $1 million of network
radio billings.
Clients using both CBS radio
and CBS TV were reported to have
increased from 20 to 32 during the
year. Those using- radio increased
from 63 to 64 and those using TV
went from 46 to 82, the report said.
Value of local time and talent
v/hich CBS-owned stations made

available Up
for public
proin '50
12%interest
grams and announcements in 1950
was placed at more than $2 million.
The CBS color TV victory before
the FCC was blocked from commercial application by RCA's appeal to
the courts and Columbia's plans
for
colorcasting by"have
beencommercial
further complicated
the
current national emergency." Even
so, the report
noted, "CBS
. . .
continued
its schedule
of public
demonstrations, showing color television to more than 250,000 guest
viewers in New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia
cities." grew
The CBS and
radioother
network
from 186 to 193 stations in 1950,
the report pointed out, while the
CBS television network increased
from 55 to 61, of which 46 stations were reached by cable or
microwave relays.
Messrs. Paley and Stanton foresaw "expanding- program responsibilities.
"In a time of national emergency," they said, "the broadcaster's basic responsibility to pi-ovide
good
of all kinds assumes
still programs
broader dimensions.
"The increased need for good
information programs is self-evident. But the need for top-flight
entertainment programs, while not
so readily apparent, is just as
"For entertainment programs do
more than lighten human burdens.
great.
They create and hold a substantial
'audience-in-being'; and this wait(Continued on page 85)
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(Continued from page 19)
(metropolitan, community and rural) to one. Reduction of grades
of service from previously proposed three (A, B and C) to two,
(A and B). Minimum and maximum powers to depend upon population of principal city and interference factors.
Q Minimum effective radiated
power of 50 kw for station servingcity with 1 million or more persons, 10 kw for city of 250,000 to
1 million population, 2 kw for city
50,000-250,000, 1 kw for cities under 50,000.
Q Maximum power on Channels
2 to 6 would be 100 kw; Channels
7 to 83, 200 kw.
% Minimum co-channel station
separations of 180 miles for VHF,
165 miles for UHF; minimum separations between transmitters of
co-channel stations would be 170
miles for VHF and 155 miles UHF
(previously proposed co-channel
separation was 220 miles VHF, 200
miles UHF; present VHF separation is 150 miles).
0 Reduction of previously proposed adjacent channel separation
of 110 miles in VHF and 100 miles
in UHF to 70 and 65 miles respectively.
9 All stations to employ offset
carrier type of operation, with
VHF stations to be offset from each
other by plus or minus 10 kc (1
kc tolerance), but specific UHF
values to be set later.
0 Limitations on UHF assignments and station spacing because
of oscillator radiation, intermodulation, image interference and intermediate frequency (IF) beat.
A Directional antennas may be
employed to improve service but
may not be used to reduce minimum station separations.
& Prediction of service areas
and interference to be based on
lower atmosphere propagation only. No protection to be provided
from lone: distance skywave interference (sporadic E and F2 layers), which may occur particularly
in VHF Channels 2 to 6.
Cooperation Asked
Cutting paperwork and procedure to the bone and demanding
fullest cooperation from the industry, FCC indicated it would
move as swiftly as possible toward
full lifting of the freeze and finalizing it new allocation proposal.
Virtually sweeping its house
clean of earlier engineering and
allocation proposals, FCC in issuing
the new report rendered "moot"
the more than 500 industry comments and petitions already on file.
"Interested parties may hereafter participate in the proceedings
initiated by this notice only by complying with the procedures set
forth herein," the report emphasized. This means the filing of appropriate new comments and petitions by everyone who wishes to
take part, whether they have been
parties heretofore or not.
The report, finally approved by
the Commission late Wednesday
afternoon, was rushed through
BROADCASTING

applicants for any and all channels,
including VHF.
Comr. Robert F. Jones, in a brief

F. C. SOWELL, manager of WLAC Nashville, receives a citation from Jack L.
Minton, chairman, Nashville Traffic Commission, for "outstanding public
service." Mr. Sowell served two years as chairman of the Chamber of Commerce safety committee. Others present were John Milliron, traffic inspector,
and Ed Burgess, police chief.
necessary revision and duplication
by the staff working overtime
Wednesday night.
A "separate view" respecting the
educational reservation was appended by Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, out-spoken crusader for a
25% allocation to education. She
contended FCC's proposal "by
failing to give the schools a sufficient share of the remaining television chan nels, will adversely
affect the course of education in
the United States for generations to
"We ought not, while conceding
come."
the
principle of educational telekill it in practice," Comr.
Hennockvision,charged.
Chairman Wayne Coy, in "additional views" beyond the majority
report, supported the educational
reservation but indicated concern
over the "startling lack of data"
as to the "willingness and readiness
of educational institutions . . .
to use television as an educational

He also felt it important for
FCC "tovation emphasize
that educational
the reserof channels for
stations in no way relieves the
licensees of commercial television
stations of any responsibility to
render a well rounded program
service, including a reasonable proportion of time devoted to programs
that meet the educational needs of
the community."
Webster's Views
Comr. E. M. Webster, in a partial
dissent, did not agree sufficient
showing had been made to warrant
the educational reservation at all.
He would agree to a specific community reservation, however, upon
proof of sufficient need.
Similarly, Comr. George E.
Sterling in a partial dissent felt
no need for a VHF educational
reservation and pointed out educational institutions can compete
on equal terms with commercial

partial dissent,
objected
to FCC's
proposed
procedure
whereby
one
year "freezes" would be imposed
on any amendment to the allocation
table once it's made final.
Comr. Paul A. Walker did not
participate in the final vote since
he is in Puerto Rico presiding
over a revocation hearing involving
WRIA Caguas.
In explaining procedure to be
followed in its proposed partial
lifting of the freeze on new station
construction, FCC said "the most
important single factor" which induced the freeze "was the desire
to ascertain whether sufficient
mileage spacing had been provided
between assignments" in the existing allocation table.
FCC stated that on the basis of
evidence it had obtained through
the reallocation hearings, and at
the "expiration" of the deadline for
filing of replies to comments (May
8 unless postponed by further order), it proposed to take the following actions:
(a) The Commission will determine
whether any issue has been raised
which would prevent the lifting of
the "freeze" with respect to channel
assignments in Alaska, Hawaiian Islands, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.
These territories
sufficiently
removed from the are
continental
United
States so as not to be involved in the
separations problems of continental
United mentStates
no assignproblem and
withpresent
any neighboring
countries. Separations have been
maintained within the Territories
which are in accordance with the
Commission's proposals. . . . Accordingly, in the absence of any issue with
respect to these separations, the Commission proposes
lift theTerritories
"freeze"
with respect
to theto above
without waiting
a final determination on to
all reach
the assignments
proposed in [the city-by-city table].
(b) The Commission will determine
whether any issue has been raised
with respect
to the inCommission's
proposed assignments
the UHF band.
In the absence of such issue, and where
serious (Continued
procedural on or page
practical
28) ob-

tool."

of a non-commercial educational teleALL FCC Commissioners, except use TV as an educational tool.
visionec/
station.
Allocations
P°5
y Pr°
Paul A. Walker who is in Puerto
mpon
co
^c
S
Recognizing
other
needs
of
highThe
Chairman acknowledged the
EW
VI
'
S
MR
CO
Rico at this time, participated in
er educational institutions, the many time-consuming procedures
the March 21 Third Notice of Furthat could be needed for such a deChairman said "it is understandther Proposed Rule Making. Chairable that such a decision [to enter
cision, but added "it does not seem
man Wayne Coy and Comr. Frieda
unreasonable to expect boards of
TV]
is
not
easily
taken.
The
conB. Hennock wrote additional views,
trustees and administrative offitinuing cost of operations without
cials of educational institutions to
concerned with the proposed reserany income is perhaps a more dif- declare their intentions at an early
vations of channels for educational
ficult hurdle than the funds retelevision broadcasters. Dissents in
quired to build the transmitter and date, subject to action by state legpart by Comrs. E. M. Webster and
George E. Sterling also dealt with
Chairman Coy also stated that if
islatures."
educational reservations. Comr.
Describing TV frequencies as the
proposed reservation is made
Robert F. Jones dissented in part studios."
constituting "an important and final, it is "important" for the
to those portions which would re- large part of a great natural re- Commission to emphasize that the
quire rule-making proceedings in
way relieves the lisource" and maintaining that it action "incenseesno
order to make changes in the proof commercial television
was
"essential"
that
such
a
reposed allocations table.
stations of any responsibility to
source be utilized in the public in- render a well-rounded program
COY'S ADDITIONAL VIEWS
terest, he pointed out:
service, including a reasonable
... It certainly cannot be regarded proportion of time devoted to the
Chairman Coy, expressed the beas
being
in
the
public
interest
if
telelief there is a "universal awarevision frequencies, now proposed to be
reserved by the FCC, are not utilized programs that meet the educaness" of the great potentialities
within
the reasonably near future . . .
tional needs of the community."
of television in the field of educaIt is my opinion that the reasonably The possibility of educational innear future is the time required for edtion. However, he declared, there
stitutions deciding to use television
ucational institutions to make up their
minds as to whether or not they will in cooperation with commercial
is a "startling lack" of data conutilize television in their educational broadcasters, rather than as opercerning "willingness and readiprogram and in so doing decide to be(Continued on page 31)
come an operator or a joint operator
ness" of educational institutions to
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(Continued from page 27)
jections do not exist, the Commission
will
considerwhich
liftingspecifically
the "freeze"
on
request
aapplications
UHF channel.
(c) The Commission will determine
whether any issue has been raised
with respect to applications by existing television licensees and permittees
to increase power in accordance with
the proposals. ... In the absence of
such issue the Commission will conlifting the are
"freeze"
so faron asa
existingsider stations
concerned
case-to-case basis where it appears
that a grant of increased power not in
excess of the maximum specified . . .
will not affect channel assignment
proposals offered by the Commission
or by interested parties and will not
unduly ibilityrestrict
Commission's
flexin reachingthe final
determinations
with respect to assignments still in
issue.
Both VHF and UHF channels
would be available for immediate
assignment in the territories, FCC
indicated, although it is expected
that sufficient VHF channels exist
to meet the present demand.
FCC was not prepared to discuss
just how the UHF freeze lift might
ensue in the U.S. itself since the
response of the industry and possible "issues" which might be
raised are indefinite factors. It is
believed that although the "ideal"
situation may not occur of being
able to promptly un-freeze the entire UHF allocation, specific area
"thaws" will be feasible.
Similarly, no further explanation
was offei-ed by the Commission as
to just how far it may go in granting existing VHF stations the
power increases indicated.
Normal Processing
FCC emphasized that even
though certain channels might be
unfrozen shortly after May 8, potential applicants will have to go
through normal processing procedures, including comparative hearings where more bids pend than
there are available channels, before grants can be issued.
The Commission also said a
"reasonable" period of time would
be allowed for the filing of applications in each instance.
FCC's report was termed the
"third notice of further proposed
rule making." For purposes of
identification, FCC designated that
all proceedings pertaining to this
"third notice" would be called
"Part III" of the overall reallocation proceeding which initially began in the summer of 1948. The
hearings dealing with the 1948
proposals were designated "Part
I", while those dealing with the revised proposals of July 1949 were
termed "Part II".
Four detailed appendices were
attached to the new report. They
replace those issued earlier. Appendix A contains proposed amendments to FCC's engineering standards and rules and regulations.
These proposed amendments codify
the new TV policies and procedures.
Appendix B, a highly technical
section containing several charts,
sets forth values and methods for
prediction of areas of service and
interference. Appendix C is the
new table of city-by-city allocation
proposals, while Appendix D is the
tableCanada
of "illustrative"
for
and Mexico. proposals
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The new city-by-city table specifically provides for a total of 1,965
VHF and UHF assignments in
1,256 different communities in the
U.S. and its territories. Included
are 526 VHF and 1,230 UHF commercial stations, plus 82 VHF and
127 UHF noncommercial, educational stations. The 12 VHF channels alone, as presently allocated,
would provide for only about 400
stations in 140 markets, FCC noted.
The Commission pointed out the
new table does not "place a limit
on the ultimate number of TV stations." FCC said that "while it
does indicate maximum channel
usage as far as metropolitan areas
and the eastern half of the country
are concerned, additional UHF as-

signments are usually possible in
less congested regions — particularly in the far West — and no attempt
has been made to list those thinly
populated places which some day
may be in a position to support a
local TV station."
FCC's 1949 proposal, even though
based on only a partial allocation
of the UHF, provided for some
2,200 assignments in more than
1,400 communities. But FCC considers its new table more "realistic" since it omits many small
communities previously listed.
FCC explained
its "illustrative"
assignments
contained
in Appendix
D for Canada and Mexico are those
"which might be allocated on the
same basis as the overall proposal
*
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44-47; 50-53
50, 49
43
63
62
34
4750
53
45-48; 51-54
515654 42
41
64 34
63
46-49.
52-55
58 4542
50
64 35
36
50
51,
65 35
46
47-50;
55
52,
58 44
51
66
36
65 38
37
67 37
57 44
49-52; 53-56
54, 53
66
51
54-57
57 45
51
53
67
39
68
38
48
55
55-58
52
50-53;
59
56, 55
52
68 40
54
69
59 4748
51-54; 56-59
53,
60 4649
70 39
40
58
63
47
50
62
56
55
54
57-60
60 49
60
69
41
61
54
58,
57,
64
63
56
71
41
55. 57
61 50
58-61
62
6152
60-63
65 52
57
70 43
42
71
72
54-57;
60,
73 4243
66
65
59-62
58
72
44
58
55-58;
48-51'
73 45
61-64
66
59
59
61, 60
74 44
70 51
64
56-59;
63,
62,
67 5351
62-65
60
75
45
53-5i
59
74
45
59,
61
6556
57-60; 63-66
64,
6967 53
68 5452
76 46
57
63
69 55
75 48
47
77 47
58-61;
59-62;
76
52-55- 64-67
687173 54
78
48
66,
6163
65, 62
70 56
55
63
60-63;
65-68
77
49
62
68
71
72 56
65
64
79 49
78 50
61-64; 66-69
67-70
62-65;
68, 64
66
58
57
65
76
7066
75
80 50
79 51
64
67, 67
69,
73
59
74
66
58
68-71
68
7674 5760
62
81 52
51
63-66;
75
59
67
68
67
81
53
82
80
52
78
72
64-67; 69-72
71, 69
60
65-68;
82
54
73
70-73
83
53
78
72,
70,
71-74
69
70
83 55
69
78
66-69; 72-75
70
71
77 6563
56
55
67-70; 73-76
61
75
73, 72
71
64
79 63
57
56
76
62
68-71; 74-77
74,
77 61
79 68
72
58
76, 7473
77
69-72;
62
54
73
66
65
59
58
70-73;
75-78
72
74
75
67
82
66
71-74;
74
60
59
77-80
76-79
77, 7678
78,
80 64
82
6770
60
72-75;
80 69
71
81
76
68
62
78-81
65
57
73-76;
72
75.
81 70
7577
79, 77
69
63
74-77; 79-82
83
80,
79
73
78
68
63
75-78; 80-83
83
81, 80
79
71
79
64
65
6166
76-79; 81-83
75
61
82-83
81
7371
72
80
75
62
74
67
83
66
77-80
80
83
74
67
82
64
81
76
83
83
68
69
82
78-81
82
* It is82 recognized that some existing operations do not comply with the 81minico-channel
channel
operation
that are extensive
set forth
above.mum Itseparations
has notforbeen
possible orto adjacent
remove all
of these
cases without
dislocation. The Commission will study each such operation on a case-to-case
basis in the hope that eventually they may all be brought up to the minimum
separations.

if the borders between the countries
did notmentsexist."
formalintoagreehave been No
entered
with
Canada or Mexico, FCC said, "but
views are being exchanged with
respect to these matters and it is
expected that satisfactory understandings will be reached."
The proposed alterations with
respect to Channel 9 at Cleveland
(WXEL), Channel 5 at Syracuse
(WSYR-TV) and Channel 6 in
Rochester (WHAM-TV) , FCC said,
"resulted from the Commission's
efforts to arrive at an equitable distribution of channels between the
U. The
S. and
Canada." 28 channel subremaining
stitutions proposed for existing,
operating VHF stations, FCC explained, "resulted from the Commission's efforts to reduce interference, make available a reasonable number of channels and to
effect the maximum utilization of
the VHF television channels in the
FCC States."
contended that by these
United
changes it would increase the service area of the stations already
on the channels and reduce the
interference which would be caused
to new stations that will be added
to the channels in question.
In order to make the substitutions, FCC plans to direct each
licensee
to "show
cause" in or
the permittee
further hearing
why
the respective license or permit
should not be modified as proposed.
FCC specified that the further
(and final) hearing in the proceeding will be devoted only to comments and proposals relating to
the city-by-city tables.
Comments which are to be filed
by April 23, FCC said, must be
accompanied by supporting engineering statements. Those not
containing appropriate engineering
statements will be rejected, FCC
indicated. No comments will be
accepted after April 23, FCC
warned, unless the deadline is extended by further order.
Must Support Views
The Commission pointed out that
comments also will be received
through April 23 from persons
who feel the proposed rules and
engineering standards are not
based
of record. must
But, "
FCC upon
said, evidence
such objections
specifically identify the page of
the hearing transcript or exhibit
which supports the objection.
On or before the May 8 deadline
"interested persons" may "submit
written comments (including data,
views
arguments)
in opposition"
to the orearlier
comments,
FCC said,
but these must be accompanied by
supporting engineering statements
also.

No replies will be accepted which
"advance new proposals" or are
filed after May 8, FCC said. This
deadline also could be extended by
further order.
"Comments which merely support" comments previously filed
won't
be accepted, the Commission
cautioned.
Support or opposition may be
• Telecasting
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indicated before April 23, however,
one FCC spokesman explained, by
such groups as chambers of commerce or city councils.
FCC urged participants to "incorporate as much evidence as is
practicable"
comments
and exhibits in
in the
orderinitial
to shorten
the

further pi'oceedings. Following the
closing of the record, FCC explained, "the Commission upon consid■ it
eration of all proposals, counteriaii
proposals and evidence in this proceeding will adopt such rules, regulations and standards, as will best
serve the public interest." FCC
specified no initial decision or oral
at argument although it could do so
if it wished.
The Commission, however, may
hold oral argument as requested
s- by the Federal Communications
i
a Bar Assn. on the latter's contention
: d the allocation rule-making proAnttnno Halflht Abov* Averogt Ttrroln
cedure proposed bv FCC is "unlawful".
Comparative relationship of effective radiated power and height, of anIn addition to the present 12
tenna above average terrain is shown in this FCC chart which augments
VHF channels (No. 2 through 13,
' table of power limitations on page 30.
54-216 mc), FCC proposes to allocate 65 or 70 UHF channels.
cause better coverage and equip- Act, namely, to provide a television
These would begin at either 470 mc
ment performance could be expected
service as far as possible to all
or 500 mc, depending upon the
decision FCC may make upon the there. On the other hand, there people of the U. S., and to provide
was testimony to the effect that a "fair, efficient and equitable disBell System proposal to allocate
tribution of television broadcast
differences would not be apprethe band 470-500 mc to multi-chanciable throughout the entire UHF
stations to the several states and
nel broad band common carrier
mobile radio service in lieu of TV
communities." FCC proposed to re"In any event," the Commission
broadcasting.
affirm its five pi-iority principals.
These
are:
band."
"the effect of such difThus, the 52 UHF channels (No. continued,
ferences on the optimum utilizaPriority No. 1 — To provide at least
14 through 65) to be specifically
television service to all parts of the
tion of the band are likely to be one
assigned to communities would run
United States.
the Commisfrom either 470 to 782 mc or 500 to small.sion Accordingly,
Priority
No. 2 — To provide each comhas concluded that allocation
munitystation.
with at least one television
812 mc. This would leave either
broadcast
of the entire UHF band for telePriority
No.
3 — To provide a choice of
13 or 18 "flexibility" channels (No.
vision broadcasting on a regular at least two television services to all
66 through 78 or 83) running from
parts of the United States.
basis
would
result
in
the
maximum
782 or 812 mc to 890 mc.
PrioritymunityNo.with 4at— Toleast
provide
comutilization of television channels in
two each
television
broadcast
stations.
Could Transmit Color
the United States."
Priority No. 5 — Any channels which
On the intermixture issue, FCC
remain unassigned under the foregoing
All of the channels would be
priorities
will be depending
assigned toonthethe variallocated as 6-mc channels in ac- said "it is reasonable to assume that
ous communities
size
economic problems will be faced
of
the
population
of each community,
cord with FCC's monochrome and by UHF broadcasters in areas
the geographical location of such comcolor standards, it was indicated.
munity,
and the number
television
available
to such ofcommunity
FCC spokesmen pointed out any where VHF broadcasting exists. services
from
television
stations
located
in other
Similar problems confronted the communities.
channel could be used to transmit
VHF
broadcasters
prior
to
incolor in accord with the color transAmendment Procedure
creased receiver distribution in
mission standards adopted by the
Commission last fall, depending, of their respective areas."
FCC proposed strict procedures
"It is reasonable to assume," for requesting or making changes
course, upon outcome of the litiFCC pointed out, "that if the entire in the allocation table. In brief,
gation pending today (Monday)
before the U. S. Supreme Court, in UHF band is allocated for regular they are:
broadcasting, television
which RCA has challenged the television
1. A channel assigned to a comcolor standards (see story page 62). receivers will be built to receive
munity in the FCC table of TV assignments shall be available, without
VHF
and
UHF
signals.
If
interFCC explained that although
mixture
were
avoided,
it
would
be
the necessity of rule making proceedsome testimony was presented
ings, to any other community located
to limit many areas to
which favored allocation of only a necessary
within 15 miles of the assigned comportion of the UHF band at this one or two VHF stations even
provided the minimum separathough UHF assignments were
time pending acquisition of additionsmunity
are maintained.
available for those areas and addi2. Upon adoption of the table, said
tional data, "greater support was
tional stations could be supported
given to the proposal to assign
table shall not be subject to amendtelevision channels in the entire financially."
ment on petition for "a period of
one year from the effective date of
"Moreover," FCC continued,
UHF band for immediate use."
"VHF stations are capable of pro- the Commission's final order amend"It was urged," FCC said, "that
ing said Table. Upon expiration of
viding a greater coverage than
a need existed for additional comone year period the Commission
mercial television channels; that UHF stations. Hence, a more ex- said
will consider petitions filed during
tensive television service is made
such an allocation would encoursaid period requesting changes in the
age developments in UHF equip- available where some VHF assign- Table. Thereafter, where the Comments
are
made
in
as
many
commission has conducted a rule making
ment; and that due to problems not
munities as possible than where
proceeding in which it amended or
previously considered, i.e., oscillator
only VHF assignments are made
refused to amend said Table, no petiradiation, intermodulation, image
IP
tion concerning the amendment
in some communities and only
interference, etc., more channels
or denied may be filed within
were necessary to provide an ade- UHF assignments are made in the granted
one year after the effective date of
other
communities."
quate
number
of
usable
channels."
1
In setting up its allocation table, the Commission's final order amendtestimony
presentedof
or refusing
to amend under
said the
Table."
to "Some
the effect
that thewasallocation
FCC endeavored to meet the two3. ingExcept
as provided
five
fold objectives set forth in Sees. 1 priority principles or paragraph 1
the lower portion of the UHF band
above, no application for a TV station
was preferable," FCC said, "be- and 307(b) of the Communications
BROADCASTING
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in a community specified in the table
will be accepted
said ap-is
plication requestsfora filing
channel"if which
not contained in the Table. Persons
desiring to apply for a channel not
specified in the Table must first secure an amendment thereof through
appropriate
rule making proceedings."
Petitions proposing
changes in the
table must show the extent to which
such changes "conform" to the five
priority principles, based on stations
operating in accord with the table and
employing the appropriate maximum

FCC explained persons desiring
power.
to file an application for a community not listed in the table and
which is not eligible for assignment pursuant to paragraph 1
above, may file an application for
one of the flexibility channels in
the UHF or a petition for a rule
making proceeding to secure either
a VHF or UHF channel pursuant
to the policy outlined above.
In applying the provisions outlined in paragraph 2, FCC explained each area specified in the
table will be considered separately
so that the provision is applicable
only if the Commission's action related to an assignment for the
area in question.
For example, if FCC denies a petition for rule making asking that
Channel X be removed from City One
to City Two, no petition for rule making to move a channel from City One
to City Two will be eligible for filing
for one year, even though the request
may be to remove Channel Y or Z
from City One. However, petition
may be filed before expiration of the
year to remove a channel from City
Three to City Two.
The procedural policy here proposed by the Commission to amend
the allocation table, already opposed by Comr. Jones in his brief
partial dissent, is expected to draw
considerable fire from the industry.
Concerning grades of service
to be rendered, FCC concluded
two grades would be sufficient in
lieu of the previously proposed
three grades. FCC explained "Grade
A service is so specified that a
quality acceptable to the median
observer is expected to be available for at least 90% of the time
at the best 70% of receiver locations at the outer limits of this
service. In the case of Grade B
service the figures are 90% of the
time and 50% of the locations."
Some specialized cases may be allowed, FCC indicated.
Field strengths and interference
ratios proposed:
Required
median field strengths in
dbI. above
1 uv/m:
Grade of
Service Ch. 2-6
Ch.7-13
Ch. 14-83
A
68 db 71 db 74 db
B
47 db 56 db 64 db
II. Permissible co-channel ratios in
db of median desired field strengths to
10% undesired field strengths:
Grade of Ch. 2-13 Ch. 14-83
ServNonNonice offset
Offset
offset
Offset
53 db
A
51
db
45
db
B
34 db
28
36 db
45 db
28 db
The Commission explained it pro(Continued on page 30)
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Page 29

Plans 2,000 TV Outlets
(Continued from page 29 )
poses "the use of iso-service contours which express service in
terms of the ratio between desired
and undesired signal in decibels, or
the minimum required signal levels
in decibels above one microvolt per
meter."
Respecting its proposed methods
for describing service areas and
interference, FCC said it is recognized the propagation charts
"may
have
to be measurements
revised from time
to time as more
are
made" and added "interested persons are encouraged to make as
many measurements as possible
and submit them to the Commission."

Data Sufficient
FCC said it "is satisfied that on
the basis of the data presently
available to it the data underlying
the propagation charts are sufficient to afford an adequate statistical basis, for describing field intensities under average conditions,
but it is expected that there may be
substantial variations in individual
areas."
"It is also realized that propagation to distances of the order of
500 to 1,500 miles via the sporadic
E layer and to distances beyond
via the F2 layer may occur in certain of the channels," FCC said.
"However, since such interference
may occur over extremely large
distances, it is not possible to
protect stations against such interference unless operation on such
channels is limited to one or at
best a few stations."
"In order to provide stations for
the various communities," FCC
concluded, "the Commission has
determined that the overall public
interest is better served by not
protecting television broadcast
stations against this type of interference."
In reducing station classes from
three to one, FCC proposed the
following power limitations:
MINIMUM POWER
Population of City
(excludes adjacent Minimum ERP*
metropolitan areas) (in db above 1 kw)
1,000,000 & above 17 db/500 ft. ant.
250,000—1,000,000 10 db/500 ft.
50,000— 250,000
3 db/500 ft.
Under 50,000 0 db/300 ft.
MAXIMUM POWER
Maximum ERP
Channels (in db above 1 kw)
2^6
20 db/500 ft. ant.
7—13
23 db/500 ft. ant.
14—83
23 db/500 ft. ant.
FCC explained 17 db above 1 kw
at 500 ft. is equivalent . to effective radiated power of 50 kw,
while 20 db at 500 ft. equals 100
kw power.
"Any station may be authorized
on appropriate application to inOr equivalent,
based
same values
Grade
A * service
radius as
withon these
of ERP and antenna height above average terrain. No minimum antenna
height is specified. However, wherever
feasible, high antennas should be used
to provide improved service.
Page 30
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crease its power to the maximum
set forth above without the necessity of a hearing so far as interference to other stations is concerned," FCC pointed out.
Antenna heights greater than
500 ft. above average terrain are
encouraged "as a means for imquality toefthat
service."
ERP mustprovingbethe limited
value
which will avoid interference within the Grade A service radius of
any other station, however.
Respecting station separations
(see table page 28), FCC observed
that "on the basis of the evidence
in the record, it is clear that considerations of terrain and other
propagation factors will materially
affect many of the theoretical computations." But, FCC noted, "much
of the propagation data — although
the best available-^ — upon which the
Commission relies is necessarily
quite
meager."
In view
of the problem it cannot get data without stations and
cannot allocate stations without
data, FCC concluded it must go
ahead and make assignments upon
a reasonable consideration of the
data at hand, but with a safety
factor provided.
FCC reduced its adjacent channel separation minima since it
found adjacent channel interference "is so readily subject to being
controlled by adequate design and

production methods by manufacturers" of receiving sets.
On the problem of oscillator
radiation, FCC indicated it would
not be necessary to consider this
factor in VHF allocation since the
Radio and Television Mfrs.
Assn. has recommended a standard
IF of 41.25 mc to minimize such interference. As to the large number of VHF receivers now in use
with an IF of 21 mc, FCC said
"efforts have been made to minimize such interference without reducing the number of VHF assignments" in the allocation table.
FCC indicated, however, it has
been necessary to limit the UHF
assignments in certain respects because of oscillator radiation, as
well as intermodulation, image interference (picture and sound) and
IF beat (see table page 28).
Multiple Interference
Regarding the problem of multiple co-channel interference, FCC
said "it appears that interference
from more than one station may
be accounted for satisfactorily by
plotting a composite interferencelimited contour on the basis of the
most severe limitation in each direction due to any single interfering station. This approximation appears to be sufficiently
accurate for the purpose of determining station separations and

power
limitations."
Regarding
offset carrier operation, FCC noted "testimony substantially favored offset operation
and tests have indicated that such
operation resulted in an improvement of approximately 17 db over
non-offset carrier operation." Although a question has been raised
concerning possible frequency stability of transmitters used in these
operations, FCC said "it appears
that this problem is not serious and
that frequency stability can be
provided which will insure adequate
and proper offset carrier operaAs to directional antennas, FCC I
said "if future data indicate that
the performance of directional
transmitting antennas can be
tions." predicted, particularly in
properly
areas where reflections occur, their
use for interference protection can
be given further consideration."
Concerning the educational reservation issue, FCC said in its
opinion "the need for noncommercial educational television stations has been amply demonstrated
tinued:
on this record." The report con- I

The Commission further believes
that educational institutions of necessity need a longer period of time to
get prepared for television than do
the commercial interests. The only
way this can be done is' by reserving
certain
for theeducational
exclusive '
use
of channels
non-commercial
stations.
REVISED PROPOSED TV CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS BY STATES
Obviously, the period of time dur(New 1951 Proposal, Compared With July 1949 Proposal *)
ing which such reservation should
Total of
Total 29
Number
Commercial Commercial20 Educational
Number of exist is very important. The period
VHF
Communities
UHF
38 (1949) must be long enough to give educaAssignments
State
(1951) (1949) (1951) (1949) VHF UHF (1951) (1949) (1951)
60
tional institutions a reasonable opAlabama ....
9
6
2
3
32
24
45
Arizona
12
portunity to do the preparatory work
14
15
52
2
0
22
35
29
69
104
Arkansas
8
27
34
2
1
26
31
38 that is necessary to get authoriza- 1
California . . .
34
28
24
100
2
6
41
80
124
tions for stations. The period must
Colorado ....
7
50
3
1
23
45
36
56
Connecticut
4910 not be so long that frequencies re- !
2
1
11
9
53
0
1
10
4
18
44
Delaware ...
1
1
2
3
for excessively long pe0
1
2
2
4
4 main unused
251
Dist. Columbia
riods of time.
4
4
461
0
1
1
5
891
6
Florida
51
18
29
5
4
40
69
The Commission will survey the
11
35
38
32
Georgia
13
2
14
3
37
32
Idaho
14
general situation from time to time
1
1
22
38
28
60
Illinois
21
9
12
42
2
3
36
33
56
47 in order to insure that these objecIndiana
5
1514
29
1
6
28
38
45
47
tives are not lost sight of.
12
Iowa
5
10
42
22
2
4
38
19
58
Kansas
10
9
35
43
2
35
2
36
FCC
explained the following
49
51
33
3
26
21
Kentucky
5
0
1
25
32
24
63 method was employed in, making i
Louisiana
11
11
2819
1
2
26
42
36
Maine
8
9
18
25
1
2
20
11
29
34 the educational reservations:
27
3
8
8
Maryland
3
0
1
7
12
11
456
In all communities having three or
Massachusetts
3
4
12
53
25
1
0
13
8
23
16
3147
27
more assignments (whether VHF or
16
42
Michigan
17
0
6
40
37
65
Minnesota
12
7
38
34
2
0
35
35
48
45 UHF) one channel has been reserved
3
34
27
Mississippi
7
37
1
4
28
27
39
for a non-commercial educational staMissouri
14
15
3
2
30
33
46
Montana
17
tion. Where a community has fewer
10
20
16
73
5
1
26
52
39
93
Nebraska
12
10
20
1
1
19
36
34
4770
than
three
assignments, no reserva46
347
Nevada
13
8
44
1
1
16
27
22
52
379
43
1
10
8
New Hampshire ... 1
1
0
11
6
12
tion
has
been
madeareexcept
in those"
1
9
communities which
primarily
edu339
New Jersey
1
328
0
0
8
6
57
New Mexico
12
55
20
3
0
cational
centers,
where
reservations
39
New York
16
16
31
0
8
30
26
55
have
been
made
even
where
only
one
3836
North Carolina .... 11
7
36
1
7
29
51
15
North Dakota
14
52
or two channels are assigned. As be17
13
46
2
4
17
31
63
Ohio
13
14
28
33
30
25
tween VHF and UHF, a UHF channel
7
0
47
40
35
25
Oklahoma
9
9
32
2
4
34
54
41 has been reserved where there are
20
Oregon
8
3
1
21
32
63
18
fewer
than three VHF assignments,
38
37
9
Pennsylvania
1
3
21
391
Rhode Island
28
35
1
2
except
for those communities which
0
20
1
1
1
4
3
116
South Carolina .... 6
19
1
2
20
16
27
are primarily educational centers
South Dakota
10
10
16
42
2
2
17
31
30
52
37
where a VHF channel has been reTennessee
11
16
36
2
2
31
33
27
51
52
served. Where three or more VHF
53
37
Texas
43
46
115
140
7
11
138
176
Utah
8
9
8
33
40
1
2
10
19
41 channels are assigned to a commuVermont
1
114
1
8
8
44
22
0
1
8
6
10
13
1869
nity, aVHF channel has been reserved
Virginia
8
8
24
5
0
25
19
except in those communities where all
27
Washington
10
3
1
24
36
41
West Virginia. . .
VHF assignments have been taken up.
6
5
16
0
4
16
23
3114
Wisconsin
8
9
31
33
In those cases, a UHF channel has
25
1
4
27
42 been
13
reserved.
9
9
37
1
0
23
46
Wyoming ....
45
37
33
20
2171
Totals
484
123017
It is recognized that in many com73 127
1239 1421
1914
TERRITORY
21
0
munities the number of educational
29
45
Alaska
15 493
0 1677
29
4
0
6
19
institutions
exceed the reservation
27
Hawaii
16
0
4
0
4
which is made. In such instances the
Puerto Rico
0
1
0
5
9
various institutions concerned must
0
Virgin Islands
0
0
2
3
11
526 538
1230
1256
enter into cooperative arrangements
Grand Totals
1677
82 127
2216 so as to make sure that the facilities
1432
1965
are available to all on an equitable
Unofficial Estimate.
basis.
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Comrs/ Views
(Continued from page 27)
ators or joint operators of a noncommercial educational station,
was raised by the Chairman.
He pointed out that there are
TV broadcasters who are now beginning to make "substantial contributions" towards educational
needs of their community — in some
cases "upon the initiative of the
television broadcaster."
Conceding that many of these
programs are not in "choice" viewing hours, the Chairman said that
since commercials stations already
provide for periodic interruptions
in commercial series for seasonal
or other needs of sponsors, it
"would seem easy" to make arrangements for educational programs to be substituted in choice
viewing hours for wider circulation.
Cites Competition

"I don't want anyone to think
that I am satisfied that commercial television stations are now
meeting or in the future can meet
all the educational needs of the
people of this country," Chairman
: :* Coy reminded, "however, I do know
iKk that they can do much along this
line and it is my belief they will
■-4 - do more . . . under the impact of
competition from educational television stations."
This competition, he emphasized,
will not be a reality merely by reM
serving channels, but it can be "if
there is a clear and immediate re-:.>
the part of institutions
le » indicatingsponse" onthey
intend to utilize
television
in
the
educational pro-r-3.9 cess.
-&
Chairman Coy, in stating his
concurrence on the proposed reservation expressed his "hope" that
ensuing proceedings will give the
FCC "further and more certain"
information than it now has with
respect to utilization of the frequencies proposed to be reserved
for educational stations.

are solutions offered to the problem, observed that the Commission
"ignores this question — makes no
mention of it, nor any attempt to
meet
andHennock
solve it."
Comr.
also maintained
that the reservation of television
channels should be stated unconditionally "without any suggestion
at all of a possible time limita-

LEAVING Rochester, N. Y.'s, Eastman Theatre after a successful session of
America's Town Meeting of the Air, broadcast over ABC arid WARC
Rochester, are (I to r) George V. Denny Jr., moderator and founder of Town
Hall; Sam W. Townsend, president-general manager of WARC; William C.
Foster, ECA administrator, and General Carlos Romulo, head of the Philippine
UN delegation. The program was attended by more than 3,000 persons.
cational television and "adequate"
recognition of its needs must be
made "now or never," Comr. Hennock maintained the reservoir of
channels is "virtually being exhausted by this allocation" and for
all practical purposes, future provision for educational-television
channels "is now being foreclosed."
Pointing out that the Commission
is obligated to bear in mind the
future needs and demands of the
country, she admonished: "We must
not permit ourselves to be unduly
swayed by the entreaties of those
whose interest is the immediate
commercial use of the medium."
"The true test of a technological
innovation lies in the ultimate uses
to which it is put for the public
benefit," Comr. Hennock observed.
She declared the Commission recognized the principle of reserving
channels for educational TV, but
had made "inadequate" provision
for it. She further expressed the
hope that "inadequacies" within
the proposal would be remedied before the action is made final.

HENNOCK'S SEPARATE VIEWS:
Pointing to "defects" in the proposal that should be rectified,
Comr. Hennock, in her separate
views termed the reservation plan Comr. Hennock held the Commission "has struck an imbalance of
"inadequate and ineffective" in
many "vital" respects and "cer- the various interests here involved
tainly not a sufficient recognition
and has not provided education
of the need and merit of educawith the proportionate share of
tional television." Failing to give the channels it deserves." She conschools a "sufficient share" of the tinued:
remaining TV spectrum will affect
The Commission, in reserving apof the has
totalfailed
assign-to
the course of education for generaments in theproximately
48 10% states,
tions to come, she maintained.
provide facilties for education in a
large number of cities of substantial
Comr. Hennock described the
size. Thus there is no frequency revalues of TV to the educator and
served in more than one-fourth of the
168 standard metropolitan areas in the
cited its influence on child and
United States, although these cities
adult alike:
range from Pittsfield, Mass., with a
For this reason, the Commission has
of 65,000, to Youngstown,
a special responsibility to insure that population
Ohio, with a population of 525,000. The
these children, as well as adult listeners,
absence of a reservation is particularly
have full access to the best in educaserious in those cities where important
tion and culture, in addition to the gencolleges and universities and successful
eral fare offered by commercial broadeducational
broadcasters are located.
casters. In the hands of the educator,
Comr. Hennock said basis of
television can be an unparalleled instrument for developing and spreading
FCC's action in "failing" to reknowledge and enlightment — the
serve one frequency for education
foundations of a strong and free
America.
in the many cities where two frequencies have been assigned, can
Inadequate provision for educaonly
be
that such reservation
tional TV "primarily penalizes,
not the educators, but rather the would leave but one commercial
American people," she said.
station in that city and "thus enHolding that provision for educourage a potential monopoly."
BROADCASTING
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This basis,adequate ishe
is "inn lightmaintained,
of the record
and
theExclusion
public policies
here
involved."
of educators from television and the "resultant" loss to
the community is too high a price
to pay for encouragement of competition between two commercial
stations in a two-channel city, she
declared.
Comr. Hennock also cited proposed allocations in many of the
largestfines thecities
which she
"conreservation
for said
education
to the UHF band and makes no
provision for educational broadcasting in the VHF band now in use."
'Heavy Burden'
"To restrict education in these
cities solely to an outlet in UHF
is to place it at a fundamental disadvantage, cut sharply into its potential effectiveness, and add an
unusually heavy burden to those
already
she said.carried by local educators,"
She held that up to now, UHF
operations have been completely
experimental and that there were
no assurances as to when UHF
equipment would be available and
UHF stations in operation. In
cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Washington,
Detroit, Cleveland and others,
there are at least three or more
VHF outlets in operation with a
large proportion of the families
there already owning VHF receivers which cannot, without extensive conversion, receive telecasts in UHF, she declared. She
questioned "How then can the Commission, consonant with the practical realities of the situation force
educators in these localities to
carry the additional burden of UHF
operations, which they clearly are
ill-equipped
to do?" it is extremely
In such circumstances,
unwise for the Commission to fail to
make some provision for education on
VHF in these "closed cities." The
same is true, for reasons stated above,
in those cities with less than three TV
assignments for which no reservation
at all has been made.
Comr. Hennock, saying the record is "replete" with evidence as to
the need of educational TV in
these "closed cities" and that there

For the Commission to expressly
state the intention of review the educational reservations as a basic conditon of its action, gives the reservation
the flavor of being temporary as well
as invites pressure on educators, as
well as on the Commission which would
make
reservation
tion."the policy
abortive
. . . a short-lived and
... I hope, however, that the Comdisposition to character
give the does
reservmission's
ation a temporary
not indicate a basic attitude of disbelief and distrust towards television.
Education must not be given the giblets
of the television turkey.
Comr. Hennock stated that the
FCC faces the same problem
which was presented to it in 1935
with respect to reservation of
standard broadcast radio facilities
for educational and other nonprofit institutions. Then, she said,
the Commission recommended to
Congress "that there was no need
for Congressional action to reserve
radio
She frequencies."
maintained that the Federal
Radio Education Committee, set up
at that time as a means of cooperation between commercial broadcasters and educators had been
"largely unable to achieve hopedfor objectives" due to the withdrawal of financial support by commercial broadcasters. Comr. Hennock observed:
Itmakes
is to provision
this Comission's
credit that
it
on
television
and does fornoteducation
rer>eat the
grievous error of 1935. Yet, I am
forced to conclude that the Commission is again selling education short in
its current allocation plan, and I believe that the future will similarly
prove it short-sighted in its failure to
provide sufficient channels for a nationwide system of educational TV.
STERLING DISSENT IN PART:
Comr. Sterling concurred in the
action reserving channels for noncommercial education use in the
UHF band, subject to review from
time to time as to their demand
and utilization. He expressed
"doubt" of the wisdom of reserving VHF channels for non-commercial educational stations except
in territories and island posseswhere such
are in sions
ample
supply.VHF channels
He pointed to the request of educators for reservation of channels
until such time as they can obtain
funds, whereas industry is prepared immediately to build VHF
stations. A limited amount of
transmitting equipment is available and receivers for this band
at this time are not in short supply, he said, concluding:
It would seem to me that it is in the
public interest to make available service to the public in those areas of the
country that have been denied a television service because of the color issue and the freeze.
Comr. Sterling further noted that
the Commission's decision makes
all channels available on a competitive basis to both industry and
(Continued on page 32)
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Comrs.' Views
(Continued from page 31)
educators on a commercial basis.
"If an educational institution desires to compete for a VHF channel
in a given city it is free to do so
and, if successful, could program
its station as other educational institutions are doing in aural and
television broadcasting," he said.
WEBSTER DISSENT IN PART:
Comr. Webster declared he did
not agree, on the basis of the record so far, that reservations for
non-commercial educational purposes should be made. He said that
reservation is warranted "only if
a specific showing is made that
there is a reasonable probability
that if an educational channel is
reserved it will be utilized in the
reasonably near future." He pointed
out, however, that if sufficient
showing is made in hearing (on
community - to - community allocations), he would be in favor of
reservations in those communities
where sufficient showing is made.
JONES DISSENT IN PART:
Comr. Jones, for the reasons set
forth in his dissenting opinion in.
a case involving Yankee Network,
decided March 22, 1948 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 29,
1948], dissented from the portions
of the proposal which would require rule-making proceedings in
order to make changes in the table,
once it is adopted.

CALIF. GROUP
KFI Quits on NARBA Issue
KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles has resigned from California State Radio
& Television Broadcaste/s Assn.
because the association failed to
nullify a reported unanimous membership approval of the proposed
NARBA.
George Whitney, KFI general
manager, said he had asked the
association to nullify a resolution
passed during the annual meeting
in San Francisco [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 26]. He said
the request was ignored. The association comprises broadcasters with
varied interests and it should not
act on such a controversial topic,
he contended.
In a letter of resignation to
William B. Smullin, KIEM Eureka,
Calif., new CSRTBA president,
Mr. Whitney said he felt the
NARBA pact is not beneficial to
California broadcasters. He added
his belief that the membership
would not have voted approval of
the pact had they fully understood
its effects.
"HOW Advertising Creates Employment" subject of fourth annual creative writing competition sponsored by
San Francisco Adv. Club among high
school students. Tenth, 11th and 12th
grade students have until March 31 to
submit entries. Essays are limited1 to
500 words.
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WORTH'S Inc., Waterbury, Conn., department store, has begun sponsorship
of 1 9 programs weekly over WBRY Waterbury. Present for the signing of the
contract were, seated, Murray L. Grossman, WBRY account executive; Peter
Trier, Worth's vice president, and J. Maxim Ryder, WBRY manager; standing,
E. Christy Erk, WBRY newscaster; Walter O. Howard, WBRY program director; Russ Sumpf, newscaster, and Bob h'olczer, WBRY emcee.
Court

Restrains

WEAM Action
IVEAWAY
ISSUE
WEAM Arlington, Va., last Wednesday was barred from rebroadcasting digits given by WWDC Washington in its giveaway "Lucky Social
Security Numbers" announcements, unless proper credit is given WWDC.
A temporary restraining order against the suburban Washington
station was issued by the U. S. District Court in Alexandria. WWDC
right laws." He further stated
in its suit alleged that WEAM was
that though there were specific
laws and rules to protect against
picking up the six-number digits —
which earn prizes for WWDC
'pirates'," it
* that from of
listeners on the basis of social "encroachment
seems
time to time insecurity numbers or drivers perdividuals in the industry "must
mit— and was advising listeners to take the initiative to smoke out"
contact WEAM for further infor- those who would encroach through
such means.
mation on how to get the winnings.
The suit said that no credit or
mention of WWDC was given.
The restraint is effective until PAPERS VS. RADIO
April 9 when final hearing will be
Told to Postal Group
held.
Howard Stanley, WEAM station manager, following the court
order announced that the station
would continue to rebroadcast the
numbers with mention of WWDC.
He said that he hoped "nationwide" publicity in the matter would
lead to the end of this type of
giveaway program.
Ben Strouse, vice president and
general manager of WWDC, declared that the entire communications industry has always been on
guard "against those who would
infringe property rights and copySUPPORTS NARBA
Missouri Group Resolves
MISSOURI Assn. of Broadcasters,
following a meeting fortnight ago
in Jefferson City, unanimously
passed a resolution in support of
the new NARBA treaty now in
the Senate pending ratification
[Closed Circuit, March 19].
Copies of the resolution were
forwarded to Sen. James D. Kem
(R-Mo.), Sen. Thomas C. Hennings
(D-Mo.), and Sen. Frank Carlson
(R-Kan.). Sen. Kem placed the
resolution in the March 19 Congressional Record.

THERE is a radio-TV sidelight to
the newspaper - magazine appeal
that was put before the House Post
Office Committee last week. It came
about in testimony on the administration's proposal to double secondclass postal rates ; the category
that
azines.includes newspapers and mag-

March 26 : FCC Emergency Meeting for
Broadcast Licensees.
Open, 10Interdepartmental Auditorium,
a.m.,
Washington, D. C.
March 26: Oral Argument on Color
Television, U. S. Supreme Court,
Washington, D. C.
March 26-27: MBS Regional Affiliates
Meeting, Minneapolis, Minn.
March 27: Annual Membership MeetYork. ing, ASCAP, Waldorf-Astoria, New
March 27-28: MBS Regional Affiliates
Meeting, Jacksonville, Fla.
March 28: National Television Film
Council All-Day Forum, New York.
March 28-31: Assn. of National Advertisers,Hot Spring
Meeting,
stead,
Springs,
Va. The HomeMarch 29:casters
BMI-N.
C.
BroadProgrammingAssn.
Clinic,of Selwyn
Hotel, Charlotte, N. C.
March 30: MBS Regional Affiliates
Meeting, Detroit, Mich.
March 30-31 : Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters, Sales and Program Clinic,
Evangeline Hotel, Lafayette, La.
March 31-April 1 : Advertising Federation of America, Eastern AFA Intercity Hotel,
Women's Washington,
Club Conference,
Shoreham
D. C.
April 2-5: Premium Advertising Assn.
of
America,
PremiumStevens,
Centennial Chicago
Exposition, Hotel
Chicago.
April 3: McFarland Bill (S 658) Hearings Begin. Open.
Room to be
designated,
Washington, New
D. C.House Office Bldg.,
April 5-7: Sixth Annual Georgia Radio
Ga.
Institute,
Henry
W. Georgia,
Grady School
Journalism,
U. of
Athens,of
April
Astor,6-8:NewAWRT
York. Convention, Hotel
April 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April
11-13:Miami
AIEEBeach,
Southern
Meeting,
Fla. District
April 14:nicalFifth
Annual
Spring Section
TechConference,
Cincinnati
of IRE, Engineering Society Headquarters, Cincinnati.
April 14-18: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Tex.
April 15-19:vention,
NARTB
29th Annual
Hotel Stevens,
Chicago. ConApril
USA National
Committee
of the16-18:
International
Scientific
Radio
Union and
Professional
Group
tennas and Wave Propagation onof Anthe
IRE, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C.
April 19-21: AAAA 33d Annual Meeting, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
April
19-21
: Armed
Forces Drake
Communications Assn.
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April 20-21: Southwestern IRE Conference, Southern Methodist U.,
Dallas.

April
21 : New England Radio EngineerBoston.
ing Meeting, Copley Plaza HotelApril 24-26: American Newspaper Publishers Assn., Annual Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
May 2-4: AIEE Northeastern District
Meeting, Syracuse, N. Y.
May
3-4: Ohio
Assn. of Meeting,
Broadcasters
Annual
Management
Net
House, Columbus.
May
17-19: Madison,
AIEE Great
Meeting,
Wis.Lakes District
May 31 -June 2: National Sales Executives Convention, Waldorf-Astoria
New York.
June 10-13: Advertising Federation oi
America,hibit, Annual
Convention
ExHotels Chase
and ParkandPlaza
St. Louis.
June
10-13: AFAClubs
Council
on Women's
Advertising
Convention
(wil
choose Advertising Woman of th<
Year), St. Louis.
June 12-16: National Assn. of Radic
Farm Directors Spring membership
Ark.
meeting, St. Louis and Fayetteville
June 17-21: Advertising Assn. of th«
West, 48th mopolitan
Annual
Convention, CosHotel, Denver.
June 20-22: American Marketing Assn
Conference, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
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A newspaper publisher said increased postal rates would tend to
give impetus to competition it receives from television but that the
new competing drive would be met
in the same manner that the papers
attempted to counter radio.
But it was a Congressman who
pointed out that such things as the
telecasts of the Kefauver Crime
Committee in New York tend to
drive up newspaper sales since the
public wants to read about what it
sees and hears. It was admitted
in testimony that radio-TV and
newspapers "complement" each
other but also compete for the advertising dollar. Postmaster General Jesse A. Donaldson had told
the committee that the U. S. has
been picking up a check for $200
million a year on second-class mail
— the deficit in reality a subsidy to
newspapers and magazines and
other publications.
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WOR

It was from Vera Brennan, crack radio timebuyer
for the Duane Jones Co.

bution far beyond metropolitan New York due greatly
to the help of WOR.

Said she, "Look, I've got the Hudson Pulp and
Paper Corp. account. They'd like to increase sales.
What've you got that'll work quick?"
Said we, "Oh, there's some good time on the sta-

3. Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp. found that WOR
produced the largest audience at the lowest cost-perthousand of any media used.

tion."
Miss Brennan said, "Thanks."
We said, "Thanks."
then it broke!
The account executives were Paul Werner and Philip
Brooks, at the Duane Jones Co. They saw and had
quite a talk with Richard C. Staelin of the Hudson
Pulp and Paper Corp.
They said jointedly, "Let's go."
It was November, 1942. It was a time when people
were a little addled; things weren't, if you'll recall, "just
But the Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp. went on
right".
WOR.
the results —
1 . Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp.'s paper napkins now
outsell all other napkins— combined— in metropolitan
New York. (And, incidentally, the company gives
WOR 90% of the credit for lifting Hudson from the
rank of a "private label" to the # 1 name in the paper
napkin field.)
2. Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp. expanded its distri-

4. Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp.'s program pulled
46,000 requests for pictures of John Gambling— not
free, mind you; each request was accompanied by 150
and proof of purchase of a Hudson product. It was the
greatest
history return Hudson had ever had from any magazine, newspaper or other media used in its advertising
We could tell you lots more, but you get the idea.
Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp. is still on WOR.
But here are the major points:
WOR
Sold more products for the Hudson Pulp and Paper
Corp. than any media it had ever used.
At less cost.
Reached more retailers.
Enthused Hudson's salesmen (because it increased
their— the salesmen's— incomes!).
Did the job fast.
And Hudson is on WOR today.
NOTE: If you want to sell anything fast, WOR suggests this: Hire a good agency (maybe Duane Jones).
Get a good radio station (maybe WOR ). And you'll be
on the road to making more sales than you ever did for
less money.

our add) ess is
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that power-full station
at 1440 Broadioay, in New York

Chicago
HARVEY

Court

Hears

CASE

Argument
A FEDERAL Grand Jury in Chicago last week heard opening arguments
in the government's case against ABC Newscaster Paul Harvey, who
is alleged to have illegally entered grounds of the Argonne National
Lab, atomic energy workshop near Lemont, 111., Feb. 6.
The Dept. of Justice has authoropening day (Monday) were Emized U. S. Attorney Otto Kerner
mett Dolton, the guard who caught
Jr. to prosecute the newscaster
under Section 793 A of the U. S. and arrested Mr. Harvey within
seconds after he allegedly scaled
Criminal Code, which forbids rethe fence; Robert Hessler, laboralease publicly of information vital
tory security officer; Robert E.
to national defense. The maximum
Aulabaugh,
Argonne communicapenalty is 10 years' imprisonment
tions officer, and FBI agents who
and a $10,000 fine, or both. The
worked on the case.
law concerns those who try to obAsst. U. S. Attorney Edward J.
tain "information respecting national defense with intent or reaRyan is presenting the governson to believe that the information
ment's case. Mr. Harvey, whose
full name is Paul Harvey Aurandt,
is to be used to the injury of the
is represented by former U. S.
U. S." and makes it a criminal
Sen. C. Wayland Brooks and Grenoffense to enter any "research lab- ville
Beardsley.
oratory or station" operated by or
for the government to get such
Mr. Harvey, who has criticized
information.
security at the plant on his broadcasts frequently, said on his SunScales Fence
day show preceding the first meetMr. Harvey was nabbed by an
ing of the Grand Jury that there
Argonne guard early the , morning
was a "third" person with him in
the car that night. This was the
of Feb. 6 after scaling a 10-foot
fence surrounding the atomic
first time this information was revealed by him. He said the third
plant. He, in FBI and other investigations, admitted his purpose
man got inside the guarded area,
remained long enough to identify
was to ditions
expose
"lax security"
conto his radio
and television
himself with a coin-box telephone
operator, and left undetected. The
audiences. He appears on a quarnewscaster devoted most of his
ter-hour Sunday night ABC netshow to his arrest.
work show, and is scheduled to replace Baukhage on a network susThe newsman, when first arresttainer beginning April 2, five-times
ed, claimed he had "been working
weekly, 12-12:15 p.m. CT. He apin conjunction and cooperation
pears locally on WENR-TV five with the investigating agencies of
nights weekly and WENR six
several government agencies." This
nights weekly, all of which are
was denied by the FBI.
sponsored.
Possible co-defendants in the
projected government indictment
Military Production
are Charles Rogel, former Argonne
(Continued from page 25)
guard, and John J. Crowley, former civilian employe of the Office
ing the telecast pictures, at the
same time sends out a stream of
Naval Intelligence and a Naval
Reserve officer, both of whom ad- pulses which stabilize the camera
mitted working with Mr. Harvey
and may transmit vocal instructions to the cameraman.
in his "exposure" efforts. They reportedly accompanied the newscastThe portable camera, an adaptation of the RCA industrial TV
er in his car the night of the entry. Two other Argonne guards
camera, uses the Vidicon tube and
have reportedly been fired also.
includes a miniature kinescope picture tube to serve the cameraman
On the fourth day of the hearing, Thursday, State Rep. Fred
as a view-finder. With 42 tubes and
Busbey (R-Chicago) appeared to associated circuits providing syntestify after so requesting from
chronizing frequencies for a standWashington earlier in the week.
ard 525-line, 30 -frame interlaced
He discussed a report which said
he was one of the originators of TV picture, the "portable station"
operates for 1% hours on a single
the entire scheme. Mr. Harvey is battery.
believed to have reported this at
the Wednesday Grand Jury sesThe cameraman's narration is
sion.
picked up and transmitted by a
combination of small microphone
Rogel Statement
built into the camera case and an
electronic circuit which adds the
The ex-guard, Mr. Rogel, is understood to have admitted he told
voice signals to the picture signals
both Mr. Harvey and Rep. Busbey
as they are radiated to the control
about the alleged security weakstation.
nesses at Argonne seven months
A radio receiver set attachment
ago, three months before Mr. Busbey was elected to take office in which automatically distinguishes
between music and speech, turning
January. Mr. Harvey, when asked
why the legislator did not take off the set a syllable or so after a
spoken announcement or singing
any action on the information given
commercial begins, and turning it
him, reportedly answered, "he
on again when the music resumes,
didn't want to tip off the enemy."
Government
witnesses on the was demonstrated by its inventor,
Page 34
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IT WAS a champagne bath for these
three at the launching ceremonies of a
new tugboat named for the late Ellis
A. Gimbel, uncle of Benedict Gimbel
Jr., president and general manager of
WIP Philadelphia. L to r: Benedict
Gimbel; Sam Serota, WIP director of
special events, and Philadelphia
Mayor Bernard Samuel.
Dr. R. Clark Jones, theoretical
physicist of the Polaroid Corp.,
Cambridge, Mass.
Based on the frequency and
abruptness of the pauses which distinguish speech from music, the
device "listens" for the pauses,
measures their length, "remembers" pauses of the preceding few
seconds, and decides accordingly.
Singing terized,
commercials
characamong other are
things,
by
clearer enunciation than non-commercial singing, and thus they
activate the device more readily.
Dr. Jones does not consider his
invention a threat to radio advertising. The estimated $15 or $20
cost of the attachment if placed on
the market would be paid only by
people strongly disliking commercials and such listeners "could
scarcely be considered a profitable
part of the radio audience," he said.
Polaroid Corp., which has stated
it will not manufacture the attachment because its facilities are fully
occupied, has turned all rights over
to Dr. Jones, who is looking for a
manufacturer.
A new theory of communications,
"The Information Theory," one of
whose by-products may be to enable existing television transmission facilities to 'carry a 10 times
greater load, was briefly described
by N. Marchand, engineer for Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Long
Island, N. Y.
Although the extent of the theory and any devices which may
have resulted from it could not be
disclosed for security reasons, Mr.
Marchand said research was directed toward the fact that much
of what is currently transmitted is
"unessential." Thus stationary objects in a television picture need
be transmitted only once until they
are moved, or some change takes
place. Only an estimated 10% of
the ordinary band width is required
to transmit essentials, he said. In
radio broadcasting, likewise, noise
as well as information is transmitted.
Studies have proceeded, he concontinued, with an eye upon the

human brain, considering it as
an electronic machine. Everything
coming into the brain is an impulse, possibly chemical, which is
correlated with what has been
previously stored in memory. Then
by cross-correlation, the brain sifts
the essential from the unessential.
In the electronic spectrum, individual magnetic waves are recognizable inthe same manner as brain
impulses. What was sought, therefore, was a machine to receive
"everything," separate out the unessential, and store the essential.
What once has been stored need
not be transmitted again, only the
changes to it. Three color signals
already can be telecast simultaneously and then separated at the
receiver, he said.
"We really are on the brink of
aMr.whole
new said.
broadcast design,"
Marchand
Chief Engineer R. A. Isberg of
KRON-TV San Francisco, described for a late session the economy
and efficiency obtainable by TV
stations from systematic design.
"With conventional equipment
layouts, a transmitter man, a video
man, audio man, film man and
possibly a camera man would be
required to do the work which two
qualified technicians easily acKRON-TV,"
he said.
This wascomplish atdone,
he continued,
through initial planning of station
layout, equipment and program
structure. All "adjustments" were
broughtat within
arm's by
reachgrouping
of two
men
KRON-TV
studio and control facilities at the
transmitter and in a "U"-shaped
console, he said.
On display at Grand Central
Palace were 276 exhibits of military and civilian equipment valued
at more than $7 million, and representing firms responsible for more
than
90%
of technical radio products.
No Threat
The exhibits were somewhat less
extensive than those last year,
however, because of defense-production activity on the part of
manufacturers and their uncertainty as to the extent conversion to
defense production will have to go.
1951 highest
of the award,
Medal'
of Winner
Honor, for
IRE's
was Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin,
vice president and technical consultant of RCA Labs, and famous
for his inventions which include
the iconoscope.
Cited for his contributions to
electronic communications, Dr.
Zworykin, speaking at the annual
banquet Wednesday evening, called
upon his fellow scientists to make
electronics serve mankind through
medicine.
"The range of problems in medicine to which electronic methods
could be applied is remarkably
broad, embracing both diagnosis
and therapy," he said. "Increased
emphasis on this objective would
enhance the service of our profession to mankind and broaden the
(Continued on page 66)
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Let's

get

back

in

the

..."
business
radio
SAYS ROSS MULHOLLAND — Hollywood Top Disc Jockey

"Let's get back in the Radio Business. Audiences can
buy any phonograph record easily and they are
as perishable as lettuce. I try to give them something
they can't hear by twisting the dial to every other
radio station. Nor can they play it at home and tune
me off. For a balanced program directed to all audiences
I use the Standard Library daily. The commercial
requirements of participating programs frequently
necessitate short but complete arrangements
and Standard's got them!'

MARK L. HAAS — Vice-President in charge of
broadcasting for KMPC — SAYS:

CHARLES COWLING

"We feel that the Standard Program Library, in addition to
its use by Ross Mulholland, furnishes KMPC with a firm
foundation for excellent musical programming and use it

"Mulholland's approach and programming are new and different in this market and are adding new listeners every day.

extensively throughout the day. More and more of our program people are specifically requesting that Standard discs
be used in their productions!'

SELL

WITH

— National Sales Manager of KMPC,

Hollywood — SAYS:

Sales results prove his point and I am happy to endorse his
use of Standard!'
Had enough? There's the proof
... by men who know! Standard
Program Library can do the same
for you. A call to your nearest
Standard office will bring you all
the facts . . . and the key to
more sales for your station.

TRANSCRIPTION

SERVICES,

INC.

140 N. La Brea, Hollywood • 360 N. Michigan, Chicago
665 Fifth Ave., New York
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Barren Assures Congress
STRONGER
'VOICE'
AMERICA'S radio "Voice" is ring- State Dept. language desks, the who sat in as an observer, felt this
ing throughout the world in Psychological Strategy Board, U. S. question poses the greatest dilemma. And Sen. McMahon instronger, sharper tones today be- embassies and panels in related
quired whether the fact of Soviet
cause of substantial technical im- fields of radio, science, motion picjamming was being pressed home
tures and printed media.
provements and a "closer integrato its peoples.
Secretary Barrett lauded Prestion" with U. S. foreign policy, topMr. Phillips replied the Voice
ranking Congressional members
ident Truman's wisdom in appointwere assured last week.
ing these panels and also noted that
plans to impress the "reckless
various specialists have been re- course" of Soviet actions and U. S.
As a result of America's greatly
good
will on Russian people, and
cruited as special consultants. Speexpanded "campaign of truth,"
cifical y, he singled out Thurman L. that the jamming factor was part
"Kremlin-controlled Communism is
of that plan. He said there is
Barnard, executive vice president
being exposed as vicious, phony and
evidence the broadcasts are getting
of
Compton
Advertising
Inc.
reactionary."
through "better and stronger,"
This was the picture painted to [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
and that reports in recent months
March 19, 12], and Joseph B. Phila Joint Congressional Public Affrom embassy officials and Soviet
fairs subcommittee last Monday by
lips, former New York Heraldlisteners indicate the Voice is "atTribune
foreign
editor,
new
policy
key State Dept. officials, headed by
tracting more
attention."
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Sec- coordinator.
Secretary
Barrett
said the Voice
Personnel Issue
retary of State for Public Affairs.
is reported as "the greatest single
Speaking
of
problems,
Secretary
The occasion was a hearing deweapon
today"to
signed to apprise Congressional
Barrett referred to one of personand that intheCzechoslovakia
State Dept. plans
nel
recruitment,
particularly
in
the
members of Voice progress in reincrease Polish programming when
cent months. Co-presiding were
foreign language and radio techit obtains sufficient personnel.
nician fields where there are shortSen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.)
Sen. Benton interposed that he
ages. The program, however, has
conferred with Voice officials in
and Rep. A. S. J. Carnahan (Drecruited 1,200 new specialists and
Mo.), members of the Senate ForNew York and pointed out that
hopes to obtain another 1,600 for budget limitations necessarily
eign Relations and House Foreign
Affairs committees.
these activities, he said.
mean priorities in the order of
The State Dept. official observed
Secretary Barrett traced events
news, commentaries, etc. With
which had transpired since last that, while Russia had "almost
more expenditures, the Voice could
air short plays on democracy, he
noted.
spring: (1) recognition by military jammed us out" 18 months ago,
there has been "substantial imleaders of the need for a "more
Secretary Barrett also revealed
provement." Today slightly over
militant" information program ; 20% of all transmission
is getting
(2) President Truman's request for through to Moscow, and from
60%
a stepped-up truth drive; (3) deCHAVEZ
PLAN
signation of 28 key countries as to 80% to neighboring areas. The
targets for increased radio and
improvement resulted from a greatCombine 'Voice' With ECA
other activity, and (4) need for
SEN. DENNIS CHAVEZ (D-N.M.)
ly strengthened Munich transmitcloser consultation with American
ter (now six times more powerful)
last Tuesday added his own proand mass program transmission
embassies on the psychology and
posal to a list of alternatives relatwith
BBC
and
other
countries.
media to be utilized in each couning to the present operating status
Secretary Barrett declared that of the Voice of America. He urged
try.
Soviet Russia previously had al- that the radio arm and other inCampaign Stress
located funds 10 times in excess of
formation activities be combined
When the campaign got underthose for the Voice, now reduced to with ECA and Point IV plans under a single agency.
way, Mr. Barrett told the subcomfive-fold, but pointed out that their
mittee, the Voice set out to empropaganda frequently is too
The proposal was contained in a
phasize the breach between Soviet
"flambouyant and extreme" and bill (S 1164), referred to the Senpromises and actual developments,
ate Foreign Relations Committee,
has begun to backfire.
which would extend provisions of
build up "spunk and resistance" of
Sens. William Benton (D-Conn.),
Soviet-controlled countries and
the 1948 ECA Act, making them
Theodore Green (D-R. I.) and Sen.
those within the USSR periphery,
McMahon wanted to know whether
"applicable to any nation friendly
to the interests of the United
inculcate the desire for underminour truth campaign has stressed
ing USSR domination and build up the positive rather than negative
States," specifically Latin America.
psychological obstacles.
side of political themes explained
". . . To defeat the assault that
Progress has been reflected in a by the Voice, and were assured by Communist propagandists are constantly conducting there (Latin
Secretary Barrett that they did.
closer working arrangement among
America), I feel that it is necesofficials and representatives of the
Sen. Benton, strong Voice advocate
sary that the Voice of America
and other information activities be
administered
ECA,"
Sen. Chavez stated in by
a floor
speech.
THE GREATEST IMPACT MEDIUM
The New Mexico Democrat's recommendation was another alternative to present Voice operation
IN CINCINNATI
made since the first of year, recalling earlier suggestions posed by
See Centerspread This Issue
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.).
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee has scheduled no acON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
tion on the Benton measure
(S Res 76), which asks exploration of these possibilities: Creation of an independent agency,
formation of a "wholly-owned govWCKY
ernment corporation," or establishment of a Psychological Strategy
CINCINNATI
Board to assist the Voice within
the present State Dept. structure
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Feb.
26].
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EXCHANGING ideas at a two-day
district meeting of NBC Western
affiliates at the Beverly Hills Hotel
in California [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 12] are (I to r) H
Quenton Cox, manager, KGW Portland, Ore.; Charles R. Denny, NBC
executive vice president, and O. W.
Fisher, president, KOMO Seattle.
that a group of 22 scientists have
been working with the State Dept.
recently on "new and improved
methods of increasing" Voice effectiveness, including counterjamming techniques. Additionally,
officials also are preparing new
transmitter plans. Latter was
slated, for discussion in executive
session of the committee with
State Dept. representatives.
Other Congressional members attending were Reps. Chet Holifield CDCalif.) and Robert B. Chiperfield CRin with
Barrett IB.).
wereSitting
Charles
Hulten,Secretarygeneral
manager of the U. S. information and
educational exchange program, and
Howland Sargeant, deputy assistant
secretary for Public Affairs.
The State Dept. contingent also
aired recordings of actual Soviet jamming and ran a documentary film of
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, designed to
bring American democracy home to
foreign countries. Officials also submitted documents showing editorial
and listener comment on the Voice,
and a resume of radio operations.
Earlier, there was a proposal in
the House advocating an international broadcasting agency comprising allied nations and bearing
the title, the Voice of Freedom.
Rep. Edith Nourse Rogers (RMass.) urged formation of the
agency to replace the Voice of
America and the radio services of
other
integrated
scale. countries
The Voiceonin anAmerica
and '
elsewhere, she declared, has not
been effective and is "too closely
associated with the foreign departments of their respective
governments."
Now!
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How
The

Block

By JOEL SCHEIER
PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
WIRY PLATTSBURG, N. Y.
WE LIKE local business. As a
matter of fact we like all kinds of
business but the local boys are the
mainstay — the meat and potatoes,
the backbone, the steady customers,
the payroll. And when we sign a
group of advertisers who several
months ago did not even seem to be
prospects we feel we have cause
for celebration.
Take what happened recently
(other stations may want to take
it too, and if they do I hope it
works as well and as profitably for
them).
For several months we've been
seeking the right idea to offer the
Clinton Street Merchants who are
not associated in any way other
than through location. These merchants are ail small advertisers, a
shoe store, appliances shop,' florist,
radio repair, ladies' ready to wear,
food market, dry cleaner, photographer, jeweler, drug store, hobby
hangar, etc. The area is not a focal
point. Therefore, any advertising
suggested must serve the double
purpose of helping to inject more
life into the area itself and also
to bring each merchant additional
business.
At this fortunate time, two contiguous MBS co-ops opened up for
sale — Robert Hurleigh with the
news from 9 to 9:15 a.m. and Tell
Your Neighbor with household
hints, poems, anecdotes, and the
Golden Rule Award from 9:15 to

WHILE trolling in Florida waters,
Joseph M. Bryan caught this darlin'
of a white marlin. Mr. Bryan, president of the Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co., owner and operator
of WBT-WBTV Charlotte, N. C, is
justly proud if this deep-sea denizen
which weighed 56 pounds and measured 7' 2", tip-to-tip. Even more
proud is he, however, of the 367 Impound blue marlin he boated a few
days later. Both marlins have been
entered in the 16th annual Metropolitan Miami Fishing tournament.
Page 34-D
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WIRY

Sells To

Local

groups

Buster
9:30
Friday.a.m. — both Monday through
The Clinton Street Merchants
were invited to our studio for an
audition of these two programs
which had been taped that morning.
Dubbed on the tape was the general
announcement inviting the radio
audience to listen to Robert Hurleigh and Tell Your Neighbor with
the compliments of the Clinton
Street Merchants. This announcement began at 8:59 a.m. — we then
switched to Robert Hurleigh and
on the three cut-ins we backed up
two to four of the merchants' messages allotting not more than 25 to
30 words to each.
Tied Together
With Cut Ins
Then at 9:14:30 we cut in and
told the audience that they had
heard Hurleigh with the compliments of the Clinton Street Merchants and invited them to stay
tuned to Tell Your Neighbor under
the same auspices. We cut in on
the three announcements on Tell
Your Neighbor in the same way
winding up at 9:29:30 with a "listen again" sign off with the compliments of the Clinton Street
Merchants.
The sponsors' messages are roEXPLAINS

AS the author most ably expresses
it, local business is "the meat and
potatoes" for the
average community station. Joel
Scheier's recipe is
to attract the advertisers by offering group rathe
"moredio buys
for onyour
money" theme.
His tenet is exMr. Scheier
panded and developed in this article on how WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y.,
of which he is president and general manager, makes the concept
pay off.
tated each day so that they never
come in at the opening, middle or
end of the show two days in a row.
We have written five varieties of
general announcements for the
8:59, 9:14:30 and 9:29:30 breaks
so that the copy is fresh in its entirety every day. The sponsors all
pay an equal share of the total cost
and we can handle up to 20 sponsors, all of whom sign up for a
13-week period.
By assisting these people to get
more business both for their neigh-

ATOMIC ENERGY
WLS Inaugurates Educational Program

ATOMIC ENERGY, complex for
even a mature mind, is being delineated simply and dramatically
for minds of Midwest youngsters
in a series of nuclear fission stories
broadcast by WLS Chicago. The
program, New World of Atomic
Energy, was conceived last May
by Mrs. Josephine Wetzler, WLS
education director.
Because no books on the subject
have been written for elementary
school children, teachers and educational supervisors in the station's
four-state primary area urged Mrs.
Wetzler to incorporate a series on
atomic energy in the regular
School Time period. Classroom
broadcasts are aired Monday
through Friday, 1:15-1:30 p.m. during the school year, and have been
an integral part of the service programming since 1937.
Parents and educators on the
School Time Advisory Council requested a program keyed to the
learning level of middle and upper
elementary grades. WLS General
Manager Glenn Snyder and Program Director Harold Safford gave
the go-ahead for an 11-week series.
Mrs. Wetzler called in Science
Writer Marcella Albert and they
conferred in detail with Lester C.
Furney, assistant to the director of
Argonne National Lab. at Lemont,
111., and Dr. Harvey B. Lemon, special consultant to the laboratory
who was a member of the group

conducting initial atomic explosions in New Mexico. The format
was acceptable to the Atomic Energy Commission, and was worked
out with the aid of Charter Heslep,
chief of the radio-TV section.
New World of Atomic Energy —
broadcast on Friday — explains how
mankind stands on a threshold of
a new world, as did his ancestors
when the discovery of fire was followed by its control. That sense of
discovery, blended with mystery
and adventure, is as inherent in
the dramatic sketches as the factual scientific material. Scripts
deal with the steps leading to the
finding of atomic energy, its present uses and its potential. Each is
checked by the AEC and Argonne.
Interest Adults
The broadcasts, in addition to
reaching more than a million children in parochial and public school
classrooms, command a vast audience of adults who find the simply
and expressively written scripts
understandable and enjoyable. The
series may be transcribed for member stations of the National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters, and
waivers are being sought from the
American Federation of Radio Ax-tists and the American Federation
of Musicians. Scripts will be available from the U. S. Office of Education.

borhood and themselves, by allowing them to participate in two network programs, we hope to retain
some six, eight or more of them
after the expiration of this sponsorship as larger sponsors on the
station. A worthy aim on our part.
To further the chance we are
taking for the effort expended, we
have had printed a show card in
two colors to be placed in the show
windows of each store and in the
store proper. These cards advise
window shoppers and store shoppers of the fact that these merchants are co-sponsors of Robert
Hurleigh and Tell Your Neighbor,
Monday through Friday, and invite
them to listen to the station — a
good promotion for sponsor and
station alike.
This extra effort on our part has
already paid off as you can see —
five half -hours a week to a group
of merchants no one of whom at
this moment could have bought
radio advertising by himself.
Right now, we have another
group in mind — smaller in number
— to whom I expect to offer Poole's
Paradise (another MBS co-op from
3 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday) if I can get eight of them to
purchase
a one-minute announcement per day.
Plans Expansion
If Successful
If successful, the station will include in this hour of network entertainment the 3,to 3:30
o'clock
station breaks
make and
the 4package
complete, just as we did for the
Clinton Street Merchants. We are
naturally charging one-time rate
for spot announcements in order
to cover the talent fee and station
spots.
Group plans such as this help
us pick up local business we could
get in no other way. And, as I said
before, we like local business. Other
stations which may not have tried
this idea yet may be able to profit
from our experience.

CANCER CRUSADE
Programs Set April 1-20
AMERICAN CANCER Society
Inc. has announced as part of
its plans for the 1951 crusade,
April 1-20, kick-off shows on the
four radio networks, special kits
for local radio and TV stations, a
specially transcribed all-star revue
and various "interest" programs
to be broadcast throughout the
drive.
The radio kits include transcribed appeals by famous personalities, and a script book compiled
by the society for every type of
program. The TV materials include three 20-second films with
Faye Emerson, Rex Harrison and
Lillie Palmer, and a one-minute
interview by Bill Rogers.
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What's

bad

about

profits

now?

1. During the past 20 years, a great many
uncomplimentary things have been said
about profits. In fact, profits have been
so thoroughly lambasted by left-wing
propaganda that a great many honest
Americans were beginning to wonder if
maybe after
there all.
wasn't something evil about
them

2* Today the answer is plain. The oil
industry, as one example, has had some
profitable years since 1945. Now, in 1951,
America is faced once again with the
prospect of all-out war. In war, as in
peace, petroleum is the lifeblood of a
nation. (During World War II, 60% of the
tonnage required to supply our armed
forces consisted of petroleum products.)

1940 1

1950
+
36%

4it
1.
REFINING CAPACITY

CRUDE PRODUCTION
4* As a result, the industry today is
producing 36% more crude each day than
it was in 1940. (Union Oil produces 71%
more.) The industry has 42% more
refining capacity. (Union Oil has 54%
more.) And finally, in spite of all the oil
we used up during World War II, the industry has 30% more underground crude
oil
reserves
today. (Union Oil's reserves
are 49% greater.)
3* Today the U. S. oil industry has from
1/3 to 1/2 more capacity than it had in
1940. Profits, and profits alone, have made
this possible. First, 88% of that increased
capacity has been paid for out of profits.
Second, what new capital has come in to
make up the other 12% was attracted by
the earning record of the industry.

BROADCASTING
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UNION

Oil
OF

5* So, next time anyone starts ranting
to you about profits remind him of this:
Only 40% of the average oil company's
net profits go out to the stockholders in
dividends. The bigger share goes into replacing and expanding facilities. Without
this expansion in the oil industry — and
other industries
well never
— America's
productive capacity ascould
have grown
big enough for the tasks that lie ahead.
COMPANY

CALIFORNIA

INCORPORATED
IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you'll
feel free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, Calif.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple oil*
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You won't need a fortune teller to convince you that your future is
assured with Mayfair's new profit package. . ."Movietown Radio Theater."
Want "Star names for listener appeal? "Movietown Radio Theater"
fairly sparkles with top-drawer performers to zoom up your Hooperatings.
to

Want Variety from week to week? Here's a package to add zest and life
your programming. Love, Romance, Comedy, Drama, Adventure, Mystery
... a well-rounded listener diet of fast moving 30-minute shows.
Want Network-calibre at low-budget costs? You get exactly that in
this expertly-produced, written and executed series of transcribed shows.
But even more important! Here's a package that makes selling as
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A*ord about

for the Sims, seleaed/h" i vt"> "'"need
'fc material fS""i.?^""d'ou"<ftd
Mr. Mitchell, forW*!? *b-'»K»es< show.

pleasant as your lunch hour . . . makes it as easy to get your problem
account's signature on the dotted line as downing your breakfast
coffee. And it's good for your pocket-book, because any way
you look at it, Mayfair's "Movietown Radio Theatre" can play a
pretty tune on your cash register and add some curved

-a &

figures in the right place on your P & L Sheet.
Unfortunately— we can only sell to one outlet in each market
area. So we'd suggest, for our mutual advantage, that
you tell your gal "Friday" right now to phone, write or send us a wireand we'll arrange for you to have a free sample audition— but fast!
May fair also has a "gold mine" of a package for
you in Alan Ladd and "Box 13 f Damon Runyon
Theater; "The Unexpected" and Knox Manning
in "Behind the Scenes." Free sample audition disc
available on request.
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REPORTS
Kefauver Discs Lauded

RADIO reports to citizens of Tennessee from the Nation's Capital
via recordings by Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) have evoked enthusiastic response from a group
of broadcasters in the state, who
point up the public service rendered.
Sen. Kefauver was one of a
group of Senators mentioned last
month as illustrative of legislators
who record discs for use of radio
outlets in their home states
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 26].
The article in the ensuing weeks
has stirred considerable discussion,
particularly in the home state of
Sen. Kefauver. Upon solicitation of
Charles G. Neese, the Senator's
administrative assistant, additional
comment has been made available
to Broadcasting • Telecasting.
F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville,
former president of the Tennessee
Assn. of Broadcasters, has stated
that "WLAC considers it is a most
important feature of our public
service programming" [Open
Mike, March 12].
Here are further comments by
broadcasters relayed by Mr. Neese:
Frank J. Proctor, WTJS Jackson, said his station was "very
happy with it [recording]." Pointing out that if WTJS did not feel
the program was a service to its

Court Hears Argument
SCRIPPS-HOWARD Radio Inc.'s
appeal
fromBroadcasting
FCC's preference
of
Cleveland
Inc. as
grantee of a new AM station at
Cleveland (WERE) was heard in
oral argument last Wednesday before the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia
Feb.
26].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,

WINNERS of the Alfred I. duPont 1950 awards for outstanding public service receive certificates of honor and checks for $1,000 [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 12]. L to r: Dr. Francis P. Gaines, president of Washington and Lee U., who made the presentations; Mrs. Alfred I. duPont;
Walter H. Annenberg, president. Triangle Publications, which owns and
operates WFIL-TV Philadelphia; John Cameron Swayze, NBC-TV news commentator, and Victor Knauth, president, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
listeners, "we would not devote the
time and expense of bringing it to
Harold Krelstein, WMPS Memthem."phis, noted "Sen. Kefauver's weekly
report ... is more than sufficiently
interesting to justify your charge
to us for production. . . ." And
F. J. Corbett, WGAP Maryville:
". . . we do not consider [your
program] a political broadcast in
any way. Rather we find it entirely
in the public interest. . . ."
A high degree of listener inter-

est, as measured by mail and comment, moved Louis C. Wrather,
WENK recommend
Union City, that
to reflect,
"we
would
its critics
listen to it regularly ... it is not
'politics' . . . but uncommon public service for the 'folks back
home.' Mr. Wrather cited an occasion when a recording did not arrive in time for the broadcast.
". . . We were swamped with phone
calls from listeners," he said.
F. L. Crowder, WHBT Harriman,
observed the programs have been
favorably received by the listening
audience, ". . . the public seems to
appreciate your letting them know
just what is happening in Washington in these crucial days." i
PHIL
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BAKER
To Open Daily Series

WITH Baltimore, beginning April
2, will present Phil Baker in the
Phil Baker Show from 2-4 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday.
The station operates on 1230 kc
with 250 w. Thomas G. Tinsley
Jr. is president and general manager; Robert C. Embry is vice
president and commercial manager.
Nelson Gidding, New York radio
and television writer, has been
hired to work with Mr. Baker on
both
the introduction and the commercials.
In addition to the WITH show,
Mr. Baker replaces Jack Parr as
emcee of NBC's The $6b Question. He was the original star of
this show, then under the name
of Take It Or Leave It.
The show reportedly will cost
WITH slightly in excess of $50,000
a year. It is understood that WITH
plans eventually to syndicate the
program as a packaged series.
Mr. Baker is to service accounts
personally in Baltimore but will
tape the program in New York.
On each program, he will do the
opening and closing and also make
all introductions to the musical
selections. In addition, he will do
all the commercials. Headley-Reed
is station representative.

The Commission decision, made
final in January 1949 after lengthy
hearings, granted the application
of Cleveland Broadcasting for 5 kw
fulltime on 1300 kc, directional
night, while denying the competitive bid of Scripps-Howard. Cleveland Broadcasting also is operator
of WERE-FM there while ScrippsHoward operates WEWS (TV)
Cleveland. The latter is under common ownership with the Cleveland
Press.
Scripps - Howard charged FCC
failed to give full consideration to
all factors of comparison between
the two applicants and claimed it
should have received the grant on
the basis of being the better qualified applicant in the majority of
these factors. Scripps-Howard argued FCC neglected consideration
of all but those factors favorable
to Cleveland Broadcasting, namely
resident stockholders, ownershipoperation
diversifi-of
cation of integration
the control and
of media
mass communication.
FCC and Cleveland Broadcasting, however, told the court full
consideration had been given to all
relative factors and that no "sharp
differences" actually existed between the applicants except on
those factors cited by the Commission as grounds for its choice. FCC
emphasized the court previously
has icyaffirmed
Commission's
polin these the
issues,
including that
of preference for the non-newspaper applicant in a comparative
case, other things being equal.
WFOX

To Move

CHARLES J. LANPHIER, president, WFOX Milwaukee, announced
last week that on May 1 the station will move into new quarters
in the Bankers Bldg. "The new
space is adequate for anticipated
television facilities," said Mr. Lanphier,
addingthethat
the WFOX-AM
tower atop
Bankers
Bldg. will
be used for TV also.
mmm
Now!
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As a matter of fact, all seven . . peerless saleswomen on the
Westinghouse stations. . are dated up well in advance, because
they've proved their ability to move merchandise economically
into millions of homes.

They offer large and loyal audiences in six of the nation's
leading market-areas: Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Portland, Oregon. And

the

programs they represent are so flexible that you may use one or
all, from once to five times a week. You may concentrate your
promotion in a single day or maintain it over a full year!
Pertinent facts are related in a new, 16-page booklet entitled
"Help Wanted." If you want to move your product into more
homes, better get a copy now! Ask Free & Peters.

WESTINGHOUSE
KDKA
• KYW
• KEX
•

RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
WBZ
. WBZA
• WOWO
• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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O'n tke dotted line
WCPO Cincinnati gets contract for large scale advertising from owners of
Frisch's restaurants, drive-in chain. Seated (I to r), Irvin Frisch and David
Frisch, restaurant owners; standing, Sam Johnston, WCPO acct. exec; Glenn
C. Miller, station director; Henry Rollman and Harvey Carey, Rollman & Carey
Adv. Agency.

WLAW Lawrence, Mass., signed as
exclusive ABC outlet in Greater Boston, [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 12] by, seated (I to r), Robert
E. Kintner, ABC president, and Irving
E. Rogers, WLAW pres., treas. and
gen. mgr.; standing, E. Lee Jahncke
Jr., ABC v. p.; William F. Lucey,
WLAW business mgr., and James H.
Connolly, ABC v. p.

KOA Denver contracts with Lumber
Dealers Inc., Denver, for firm to
sponsor transcribed Music for America. Signing is O. W. Nelson, of
LDI, while Jerry Lawton (I), KOA
acc. exec, and C. C. Bevis Jr., KOA
gen. mgr., smile approval.

WKTY LaCrosse, Wis., announced
signing of year's contract for daily
15-minute sportscasts by, seated
(I to r), George Woodward, adv. mgr.
McKenzie Chevrolet Co., sponsor, and
Ver! Bratton, WKTY gen. mgr.;
standing Charlie Kearns, WKTY
sportscaster, and Bill Gerrard, WKTY
salesman.

AUTO Club of Michigan renews annual news contract on WGFG Kalamazoo and WJIM Lansing. W. B.
Bachman (r), ad dir.. Automobile Insurance Exchange, AAA, signs contract with Harold F. Gross, gen. mgr.
of both stations.

WHHM Memphis, Tenn., signs Sadler Dist. Co., Falstaff Beer, distributor to
sponsor over 200 major league broadcasts. Herb Sadler, company president,
sets contract with, standing (I to r) Fred Hancock, Sadler salesman; Patt
McDonald, WHHM gen. mgr., and George Mooney, WHHM comm. mgr.

ATTACK
Radio, TV Stations Help Prepare Public

IN quiet
resolve,
and television stations
last radio
week continued
to take the lead in preparing inhabitants of America's cities for
action in the event of an atomic attack [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12]. Here are further
reports of stations' efforts to alert
the public.
Six top officials of the Atomic
Energy Commission, headed by
Chairman Gordon Dean, are participating ina thorough survey and
visual roundup on the work of the
AEC on a special CBS-TV series.
The series, The Facts We Face,
originates in the studios of WTOPTV Washington. It is presented
each Sunday afternoon and is a continuing series dealing with the
many aspects
of the effort.
nation's expanding mobilization
Visual material for demonstration use on the programs includes
a model atomic reactor and vegetable plants of various types, showing effects of soil treated by radioactivity. Other by-products and
uses of atomic energy also will be
shown.
WWDC Feature
Also in the nation's capital, over
WWDC, Dr. Daniel L. Seckinger,
chief of the D. C. Civil Defense
Medical and Health Services,
warned that a surprise A-bomb
attack on Washington's downtown
area
alties. would produce 120,000 casuDr. Seckinger outlined what
dangers to expect in an interview
on the WWDC public service program, Civil Defense and You.
In Philadelphia, city, state and
national civil defense leaders took
part in a special half-hour WFIL
broadcast. The program climaxed
a three-day civil defense meeting
and was recorded by WFIL for the
use of other local stations. Representatives ofmost of the 48 states
attended the meeting.
WFDR (FM) New York has for
the past two months been carrying
AD

AWARD
Goes to 100% Radio Drive
HIGHEST merit certificate in the
annual Mac Wilkins Memorial Advertising Award Contest, conducted annually by the Oregon Advertising Club, has been awarded for
the first time to a 100% radio advertising campaign.
The 1950 award in the $1,000$5,000 budget classification was
presented to Milton L. Levy, advertising manager of KBKR Baker,
Ore., for his campaign on behalf
of Levinger's Rexall Drug Store,
in Baker. The store, using three
half-hours and one quarter-hour
weekly, plus announcements, on
KBKR, has built a gross volume
in excess of all other drug stores
in the area, it was stated.
Full credit for this volume was
given KBKR by Henry Levinger,
Rexall owner in Baker.

a sponsored program, Civil Defense
Reporter. The WFDR series emphasizes A-bomb dangers and is
conducted with the Red Cross so
that the public is able to tell of
everything happening and why.
Colorado's Director of Civil Defense, Lt. Gen. Henry L. Larsen,
USMC (ret.), outlined disaster
plans in a speech before the Denver
Advertising Club which was broadcast over KOA Denver.
WSB-TV Atlanta is conducting
a nine-week series of weekly, halfhour first aid lessons using qualified Red Cross instructors. Al- s
though televiewers will not get
diplomas, they will know how to
behave competently in an emerWDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.,
gency.
began this month to devote premium time to a monthly series entitled, Prepare to Survive. The
series, to run indefinitely, is being
produced in cooperation with the
Office of Civil Defense. Guest authorities will inform televiewers
how to protect themselves under
atomic attack.
LIBERTY SIGNS
Two Midwest Stations
ONE-YEAR contracts have been
signed with Liberty Broadcasting
System by WWCA Gary, Ind., and
WOPAing • Oak
Park, 111. [BroadcastTelecasting,
March 19],
which began scheduling network
programming last week.
WWCA, which has been on the
air a year, and WOPA, which went
on last October, are carrying exhibition baseball games until April
14, after
which they
broadcast recreations
of plan
majorto league
games. Station managers Dee Coe
of Gary and Egmont Sonderling
of Oak Park carried full Liberty
schedules last week to determine
audience reaction as a basis for
final show selection.
Gagwriters Convention
SIXTH annual Gagwriters Convention will be held April 4 at the
Gagwriters Institute convention
hall, 225 W. 46th St., New York.
This will be part of the observance
of National Laugh Week, April 1-8.
Jan Murray, CBS comedy star, will
be principal speaker in a session
devoted to bettering relationships
between comedy writers and comedians.
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U. S. TANKER (center) refuels carrier USS LEYTE and destroyer USS ROBERTS
while underway. Improved oil tankers have helped strengthen U. S. defense — resulted also in speedier deliveries on the home lront at lower cost over the years.

Sea-going
boost

"islands

U. S. Naval

of

oil"

power

Striking power of the U. S. Fleet today has been extended
thousands of miles by refueling at sea from specially equipped
oil tankers.
These fast, modern tankers are one of the many peacetime developments ofthe U. S. oil industry now being used to strengthen
America's defenses.
On the home front, they have helped step up the efficiency and
cut the cost of oil transportation— so that it now costs less to ship
a gallon of gasoline from Texas to New York than to mail a penny

CARRIER REFUELS DESTROYER. Ships of the United
Navy can now also refuel each other using ingenious flexible
A carrier like the USS LEYTE carries enough oil to cruise over
thousands of miles herself, fuel her own air squadrons, and
other ships in her own task force as well.

States
hoses.
many
refuel

postcard.
This is one important reason why the high quality gasoline you
buy today costs about the same as gasoline did 25 years ago —
only taxes are higher.
In peace or war, America's thousands of privately-managed
oil companies provide the public with the finest oil products in
the world at the world's lowest prices.
This has come about because free men, competing vigorously
over the years, have out-distanced the world in their race to outdistance each other. The benefits of this competition go to you and
the nation.
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute, 50 W. 50 St., New York 20
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SPEEDY NAVY CRASH BOATS, developed for split-second rescue
of downed fliers, gain added power from high octane gasoline. Today's gasoline — though priced about the same as 25 years ago — is so
much better in quality that 2 gallons now do the work 3 used to do.
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Multiplex
FACSIMILE

Network

Programming

Expands

Schedule

RADIO INDUSTRY'S first multiplex facsimle network, programming
from Columbia U.'s Graduate School of Journalism, New York, expanded
its schedule to five hours daily for five days last week to serve participants in the Farm and Home Week program at Cornell U., Ithaca, N. Y.
The network is a joint venture *
of Columbia, Hogan Labs, Rural
order, new and less expensive facRadio Foundation and WOR-FM
simile recorders capable of unattended operation.
New York, WHVA (FM) PoughProgram material includes news
keepsie, WQAN-FM Scranton and
WHCU-FM Ithaca. The programs
summaries, weather reports and
originate at Columbia, are sent by maps, road-condition information,
land-line to the WOR-FM trans- market reports, fashion notes and
other similar material.
mitters, and are relayed in turn
by the Poughkeepsie and Scranton
The network has been operating
stations.
for a half-hour daily during the
The facsimile receivers produce
school week since Feb. 5 [Broada 9 by 12 inch page every three
casting • Telecasting, Feb. 5]
and one-third minutes, and a five- and plans to continue throughout
hour broadcast is equivalent to 20 the school year.
standard newspaper pages. The
WOR-FM Originates
equipment being used was designed
by Hogan Labs, which is headed by
The experimental FM transmitPresident John V. L. Hogan and
ter of Maj. E. H. Armstrong at
Vice President Elliott Crooks. It Alpine, N. J., KE2XCC, has been
was manufactured by General Elec- used as the first station in the
tric Co. GE was reported ready relay until recently, when WORto redesign and produce, upon
FM's became the originating transmitter. Major Armstrong, FM inventor, and Mr. Hogan, who has
FTC AD CHECK
concentrated on facsimile development for the past 20 years, issued
Feb.
Sets Aside 2,457
a joint statement last week describing the multiplex relay exTOTAL of 2,457 radio and periodical advertisements were set aside
periments.
during February by the Federal
Major Armstrong noted that his
Trade Commission, according to a experimental station had been used
report issued last week. Thirty- to prove many developments in FM
nine percent was referred to Radio
and said: "It was a pleasure for
& Periodical.
me to cooperate with Mr. Hogan
Referring to the disposition of in the field tests that we have just
the advertisements, FTC said the completed. The network multiplexed facsimile system has now
referrals had been broken down
progressed
to a point where pracinto the following categories: (Butical operation over some other
reau of Antideceptive Practices) —
Litigation Div., 14; Radio & Periodical Div., 761; Medical OpinHenry Named
ions Div., 544, and Investigation
WILLIAM (BILL) HENRY, MBS
Div., 487. The Industry Cooperation Bureau received 415 advertisenews commentator, has been named
ments (Trade Practices Confer- by the Radio Correspondents Assn.
ences Div.) and 236 specimens
of Congress to handle its political
( Stipulations Div. ) .
plans for the 1952 Presidential
The Radio & Periodical Div. now
campaign. He will work with the
Democratic and Republican Nais integrated with FTC's Investitional Committees on arrangements
gation Div., under the supervision
of Donald B. Gatling, acting direc- relating to radio, including facilities at convention sites, according
tor, who had been serving as radioident.Bill Shadel, association presperiodical chief [Broadcasting • to
Telecasting, March 12].
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David Lawrence Sets Show
AFTER an absence of 18 years,
David Lawrence, editor of United
States
and
World News
Report,
will return to radio April 1 with
a regular Sunday
news program on
the full NBC network, 3:30-3:45
rp.m.
en c David
e From
LawWashington will
Mr. Lawrence be sponsored by
the American
Dairy Assn. and will feature "news
ahead tion's
of capital.
the news" from the naMr. Lawrence founded the United
States Daily in 1926, changing it
to a weekly, the United States
News, in 1933. World Report was
founded in 1946 and merged with
the News in 1947. He had a regular radio program of semi-educational talks on the federal government and its relation to the citizen,
Our Government, on NBC from
1929 to 1933. Previous to that he
was heard frequently on that network, covering political conventions
and other special events.
In addition to his magazine interests, Mr. Lawrence writes a nationally syndicated newspaper column, appearing daily in more than
200 papers. He also has written
several books, among them The
True Story of Woodrow Wilson,
published in 1924, and The Other
Side of Government, Beyond the
New Deal, Stumbling into Socialism and Diary of a Washington
Correspondent. His newspaper career began in 1902 when he worked
as a parttime reporter for the Buffalo Express at the age of 14.
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Theodore C. Streibert, president
of WOR, said that "in view of the
cooperation
of WOR with Hogan
menced."
Labs in the development of the
present facsimile system, starting
in 1944, we are always interested
in assisting in any practical application of facsimile to a public
service or commercial use."
The facsimile network now has
almost a score of recorders in use
— two at each of the relay points,
eight in Ithaca and five in New
York.
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IMDRIN CASE
FTC Appeals Court Ruling
ACTION of a Chicago Federal
Court in dismissing a suit against
the Rhodes Pharmacal Co., Chicago, for allegedly false advertising of Imdrin is being contested,
the Federal Trade Commission has
announced.
The commission said it had instructed its general counsel to appeal the decision of the U. S. District Court for Northern Illinois,
which previously denied the
agency's request for a preliminary
injunction against the medicinal
manufacturer [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 5]. Notice of
appeal was submitted to the court
March 15.
FTC had sought the injunction
against further dissemination of
alleged misrepresentations in
broadcast and published advertising copy pending final disposition
of the case — presumably a ceaseand-desist order. The claims originally were challenged by the
government in August 1949. Since
then, FTC contended in its suit,
the
defendants
have "persisted"
in
national
dissemination
of the
claims.
Dolcin Case
In another drug case last week,
the commission held hearings on
a complaint lodged against the
Dolcin Corp., New York, for allegedly "false and misleading" advertising of Dolcin, a medicinal
preparation. Hearing was held in
New York last Tuesday on charges
leveled by the government in the
fall of 1949.
Officers of the Dolcin Corp. have
steadfastly denied that the broadcast advertisements were either
false or misleading, though they
admitted that the specimens cited
by FTC were used on the air. Attending Tuesday's session were
Abner E. Lipscomb, FTC trial examiner, and Joseph Callaway,
government attorney supporting
the complaint.
Strict prosecution of these and
other cases are in line with a policy
announced earlier this year by FTC,
which served notice it would seek
injunctions against food, drug,

TRIPLE

THREAT

Dairy Spots on WKRC

Getting together for shop talk at the banquet are, standing, (I to r)
Robert Acomb and local Sealtest Advertising Manager Robert Taylor;
(seated) Hulbert Taft Jr., executive vice president of Radio Cincinnati
Inc., and Walter Bassett, vice president of local Sealtest distributor.
cosmetic and other related firms
against whom it lodges charges of
advertising misrepresentation.
In dismissing FTC's suit against
Imdrin, Judge Walter LaBuy of the
Chicago Federal Court ruled that
the commission had "failed to
maintain the burden" of proof in
support of its allegations, and had
been delinquent in its prosecution
of the complaints.
FTC still has the Imdrin case
under advisement following completion of testimony given by
Rhodes Pharmacal Co. A decision
is not expected until April or possibly May.

FTC HEARINGS
Gov. Charges Price Plot
HEARINGS on a government complaint that Sylvania Electric Co.
and Philco Corp. allegedly violated
the Robinson-Patman Act through
price discrimination in the sale and
purchase of radio tubes have been
held by the Federal Trade Commission in New York the past fortnight.
The government charges that
Sylvania sold tubes to Philco Corp.
for prices substantially less that
those extended to 350 Sylvania distributors, and that Philco had accepted that arrangement in violation of the act. The effect, FTC
said, may be to "lessen competition
THE LEADERS CHOOSE
or tend to create a monopoly."
In a prepared statement, A. L.
KG
E R
B. Richardson, Sylvania attorney,
5000 WATTS— FULL TIME
asserted that the company "denies
it is granting discriminations in
LONG BEACH— LOS ANGELES
price"
and been
that in
its accordance
prices "are with
here
and have
its stated schedules and conform to
recognized trade practices." Philco
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED
Corp.'s position is that the firm is
OIL COMPANY SPORTSCASTS
"on the same functional level" as
Sylvania and that it did not violate
Investigate, then buy
the act by accepting Sylvania's
KGER
prices.
THE STATION OF THE
CJBQ Belleville, small market postwar
station, has started profit sharing plan
AMERICAN HOME
to take effect this summer on twice
ASSOCIATED WITH KUOA
yearly basis. A sizable percentage of
net profit will be distributed to station
SILOAM SPRINGS, ARK.
personnel.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Arwater Kent Winners
ATWATER KENT auditions winners and runners-up will be presented over the ABC radio network
April 7, 9:30-10 p.m. Winners are
awarded $2,000 each, and runnersup $1,500, with third, fourth and
fifth awards of $1,500, $1,250 and
$1,000 respectively. Instituted in
1926 by the late Atwater Kent, annual auditions were continued until 1933 and later, after World War
II, were reactivated. All non-professionals between 18 and 28 are
eligible to compete.
SOI THWEST

Trio

LIVE spot announcements on all
three branches of the broadcasting
tree— AM, TV and Transit Radio
(FM) — will go a long way to insure a successful campaign for
Sealtest as a result of its present
13 week contract with WKRC-AMTV-FM Cincinnati.
Besides arranging for cooperation between the media, the Matthews-Frechtling Dairy, Cincinnati
Sealtest distributor, did its best to
encourage better understanding between the groups responsible for
putting over the ice cream and
cottage cheese sales drive. A banquet for the local dairy's salesmen
and department heads was also attended by all talent from the
WKRC stations who were to have
a part in the intensive campaign.
Robert Acomb, of the agency bearing his name, also attended.
Mr. Acomb's agency made the
purchase for Sealtest. Concerning
the
banquet,
saidbecause
: "The
dinner
was a Mr.
greatAcomb
success
Sealtest men feel they know the
WKRC people who will be helping
them sell their products, and the
performers know the kind of people
who represent Sealtest."
WNBC New York honored by National Safety Council's Award of Merit
for 1950, for special series of safe
driving announcements, featuring
James Melton, concert star.
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*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Get the entire story from FREE & PETERS
CBS.. 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Owned ar.d Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
ROANOKE,
VA.

WDBJ
FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives
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McCarthy

cites

Resolution on Agronsky
RESOLUTION by a Texas American Legion post, taking exception
to certain broadcasts by ABC Commentator Martin Agronsky and
the network disconthat
asking
tinue them, has been published in
the Congressional Record.
The resolution was adopted by
American Legion Post 52, Dept. of
Texas, and inserted in the Record
March 14 by Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.), whose stand on
Nationalist China has prompted
criticism from Mr. Agronsky.
The resolution recommended to
ABC and sponsors of Mr. Agronsky's program in the Houston area
that "his services in that capacity
be discontinued immediately" because of an alleged "left-wingphilosophy."
RADIO-TV MEET
Ga. U. Sessions April 5-7
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, vice
president and general manager of
Associated Program Service, a section of Muzak Corp., will speak at
the sixth annual session of the
Georgia Radio and Television Institute.
Sponsored by the Georgia Assn.
of Broadcasters and the Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, the
institute will be held April 5-7 at
the U, of Georgia in Athens.

L. A. PIXLEY, president of WCOL Columbus, Ohio, presents a plaque from
Ohio U. to Robert Ganger, executive vice president, P. Lorillard Co., in appreciation toOld Golds for bringing the Original Amateur Hour, starring Ted
Mack, to the university campus. L to r: Nick Keesely, vice president of
Lennen & Mitchell Inc.; Mr. Pixley; Mr. Ganger, and R. O. Runnerstrom,
WCOL general manager. Presented March 8, it reportedly was the first
time the show has saluted or appeared at a university. Proceeds from the
show went to the university development fund for cancer research and
scholarships. Program was heard in Columbus over WCOL and coast-tocoast over ABC.
NEWFOUNDLAND BROADCASTING Co. has bought 25 acre site three
miles outside St. John's, Nfld., for new
5 kw transmitter on 930 kc recently
authorized by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. boardexpected
' of governors.
Entire installation
to cost
$125,000. G. W. Stirling, St. John's,
is president of company.

MILTON BERLE,
"Texaco Star Theater," NBC

—without

stealing

the

act

RCA's "ST^M^KER"
and virtually impervious to mechanical
... a ribbon-pressure microphone
that is so slim ... so skillfully styled . . . shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
so unobtrusive . . . you must look twice
to see it.
microphone stand . . . can be used in
Despite its slim construction, the place of any RCA microphone. No
extra attachments needed.
starmaker meets the exacting quality
For delivery information call your
standards of other RCA professional
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or write :
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is sub- Dept. PD-19, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J. (In Canada write:
stantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It is
free from wind rumble and air blast . . . RCA VICTOR Limited, Montreal.)
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SCHOOL PROBE
Orlando Stations Cover
SERIES of investigations involving
the discharge of faculty members
at Rollins College, Winter Park,
Fla., have been given thorough airing by Orlando outlets. WLOF
WORZ and WHOO report coverage
of the event.
WLOF, using tape recordings,
cancelled all regular programs during the first week to air the hearings, according to General Manager J. Allen Brown. Several
attempts were made to prevent the
broadcasts, Mr. Brown said, with
some officials of the hearing asking
to edit the tapes before they were
aired. On the third day of the
hearings school officials ruled that
no more broadcasts would be permitted. WLOF newsmen, however,
continued to cover the "closed
meetings," Mr. Brown reported.
The investigations, which are expected to continue for several
weeks, have created wide interest
in the area, and the WLOF tapes
have been used in compiling official school records, Mr. Brown
said.
Study Awards Set
FELLOWSHIPS open to radio,
magazine and newspaper correspondents who are now working
abroad, or have worked abroad, for
study from Sept. 15, 1951, to
June 15, 1952, in New York, have
been announced by the Council of
Foreign Relations. The council
headquarters in New York at 58
E. 68th St. Stipends, equal to
salaries relinquished during the
period, plus fees incident to study
and research at universities in the
area, will be provided to those
receiving the awards.
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TWIN CITIES TR
May Resume in St. Paul
TRANSIT FM service, suspended
in the twin cities pending a revision of the existing contract with
Transit Radio Inc., Cincinnati, may
be resumed shortly in St. Paul, it
was strongly indicated last week.
R. C. Crisler, president of Transit Radio Inc., said his firm is attempting to resuscitate the operation, which ran afoul of insufficient
local funds; alleged sabotage of
transit radio receivers, and an
intra-company legal suit involving
stockholders of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co.
Broadcast Services Inc., which
operated the service, had a national
sales contract with Transit Radio
Inc., with WMIN St. Paul as the
originating outlet. TR reportedly
is negotiating with the station for
resumption of the service in St.
Paul.
Mr. Crisler said that Transit
Radio Inc. also had weighed the
possibility of filing suit against
Broadcast Services Inc. but thought
it likely that his organization
would try to put the transit FM
operation on a working basis again.
One obstacle in the path of resuming service in Minneapolis is a
newly-passed ordinance which prohibits all advertising on public
vehicles.
Women Ad Executives
PLANS are well underway for the
eastern conference of the Women's
Clubs of the Advertising Federation of America at Washington's
Shoreham Hotel March 31-April 1.
The women advertising executives
will meet under sponsorship of the
Washington and Baltimore Women's Advertising Clubs. More than
200 delegates are expected from
Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Alabama, Tennessee, Connecticut, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
Florida, Rhode Island and South
Carolina.
KCBS San Francisco engineers are
conducting extensive tests on broadcast impulsesandof four-tower
station's new
50 kw
transmitter
directional
array at Novato, Calif. New transmitter, completed Feb. 1, will be ready
for use late this spring when FCC
performance tests are completed.
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SEN.

O'MAHONEY
Starts Dem. Radio Series
A MAJOR address from Detroit
by Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (DWyo.) over the coast-to-coast MBS
network is scheduled to be one of
the first speeches designed to kick
off a series of Jefferson-Jackson
Day state dinners, the Democratic
National Committee revealed last
week. Sen. O'Mahoney will speak
9-9:30 p.m. EST.
The national committee said that
many of the state events will be
broadcast or telecast locally, on
regional networks and, in some
cases, on national hookups. The
programs will be carried as public
service features. The Republican
National Committee is entitled to
equal time for comparable GOP
functions.
President Truman is expected to
lend impetus to the Democratic
dinners with a major non-partisan
address at Washington's National
Guard Armory April 14. It also
was held possible that the Chief
Executive would speak from the
White House. National radio and
television coverage is said to hinge
on a decision expected momentarily
upon his return from Florida
[Closed Circuit, March 19].
Key Democratic leaders and cabinet officials also are booked for
state functions, slated for Des
Moines, Omaha, Lancaster (Ohio),
Portland, Indianapolis, St. Paul,
Los Angeles and York (Pa.).
SCBA

Committee

Set

FOUR-MAN nominating committee to make recommendations for
officers of the Southern California
Broadcasters' Assn. for the coming
year has been appointed by A. E.
Joscelyn, CBS Hollywood director
and president of SCBA. Named
were William J. Beaton, general
manager, KWKW Pasadena; Lawrence McDowell, commercial manager, KFOX Long Beach; Van
Newkirk, co-owner KRNO San
Bernardino; George Whitney, general manager, KFI Los Angeles.
The committee will report its selections at SCBA's April 12 meeting; elections will be May 10.
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FORD FRICK (r). National League
president, contracts to give MBS the
broadcasting rights to Game of the
Day for the 1951 season. Frank
White (I), MBS president, and Paul
Jonas, network director of sports, approve the signing. The program will
feature outstanding games of the
American and the National Leagues
beginning April 16 over 375 MBS
stations. It will be available to local
and regional advertisers for sponsorship. Last year 3,250 sponsors
backed the games.

SUMMER
DRIVE
KMOX Starts Campaign
EMPHATIC example of individual
station summer campaigning is
provided by KMOX St. Louis, 50
kw CBS affiliate. SCBA is arming
its salesmen with a 20-page folder
for advertisers on the theme that
the station's listeners are as numerous in the hot-monthed season as
in any other time of the year.

PROETZ AWARDS
Competition Now Open
OPENING of competition for the
1951 Erma Proetz Awards has
been
announced
Women's
Advertising
Clubby oftheSt.
Louis,
which is sponsoring the contest
for the seventh consecutive year.
A combined category of radio
and television will be honored.
The competition is open to any
woman in the U. S., Canada,
Mexico or Cuba who is engaged in
advertising, whether she belongs
to an ad club or not. Entries must
be postmarked by May 1.
AFA Hall of Fame
NOMINATIONS are now open for
candidates for the Advertising Hall
of Fame, Gilbert T. Hodges, of the
Wall Street Journal and head of
the AFA managing committee, announced last week. Nomination
blanks may be obtained from the
AFA office, 330 W. 42nd St., New
York 18, N. Y. Candidates may be
suggested by any advertising
group, company or individual.
Closing date is April 25. Election
by a panel of 11 advertising leaders
is based on "special achievement
and service in the upbuilding and
advancement of the social and
economic values of advertising."
Only two persons will be elected
this year. Candidates must have
been deceased two years before
June 1, 1951.

C & W
TRIAL
Date to Be Set April 2
HAVING pleaded not guilty to 17
counts of mail fraud which resulted
from their pre-holiday Christmas
tree ornament "pitch deal" on radio and television [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 12], Harold
Cowan and Ralph Whitmore, head
of Cowan & Whitmore Enterprises,
are to appear before Federal Judge
Leon Yankwich in Los Angeles
April 2 for trial date setting.
The pair entered a not guilty
plea on March 19 when they appeared before Federal Judge William C. Mathes for arraignment
and plea. With his hearing calendar crowded, the case was then
assigned to Judge Yankwich.
Now free on $2,500 bail each,
Messrs. Cowan and Whitmore were
indicted by a Federal Grand Jury
in Los Angeles March 2 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 5]
after several
investigation
which
started weeks'
in January.
The duo aroused much indignation by allegedly misrepresenting
the esthetic and monetary value of
the decorations they offered for
sale at $1.00 each. Following many
complaints, post office inspectors
and the office of U. S. Attorney
Ernest A. Tolin started an investigation. Federal Grand Jury indictments followed.

Basing its brief on The Pulse's
1950 survey of the St. Louis market, KMOX presents these hard
facts: Yearly radio audience average was 7.5, also the average figure
for listeners May through August,
or 97,871 persons tuned to an
average daytime KMOX quarterhour summer period. Another halfpoint was picked up from "out-ofhome" radio listening, raising the
audience count to 104,395.
Cites Retail Sales
KMOX also tells its advertisers
that the area's average retail sales
in June, July arid August equal
the average for the entire year.
Presenting a breakdown of products sold during this three-month
period in dollars and cents, KMOX
asks if the advertiser manufactures one of these products and
if so, "how much of these sales are
you getting?" On another tack,
KMOX points to homebuilding and
home ownership and figures showing craftsmen and industrial workers in the area taking an averaged
"staggered" two-weeks vacation in
the summer. Added to these considerations, says KMOX, are visiting vacationers and auto riders.
Together, these factors culminate
in "a sound, logical, receptive, seasonal market," the folder concludes. For "suggestions," the station capsules summaries of its local
shows which have selling priority.
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TO EVALUATE the true significance of television as a spectator at public hearings like
those of the Kefauver committee, it is necessary to ignore much of the emotional debate
that rages on that subject these days and to
view the arrival of this incomparable instrument in proper historical perspective.
To a large extent the evolution of government from the monarchial authoritarianism
of feudal times to the parliamentary democracy of today has depended upon the opening
of government activity not only to public participation but also to public scrutiny.
The Star Chamber courts, whose dark secrecy protected the most unjust verdict, gave
way to public trials and the jury system. Lawmaking was removed from the inaccessible
throne room to the public meeting house of
parliamentary bodies.
This evolution has been slow and at times
painful (the U. S. Senate met behind closed
doors until 1792 when forced by editorial pressure to admit the public) , but it has been made
inevitable by the very nature of democratic
progress. True democracy requires that all
branches of the government function in full
view of the people.
In television, there is at hand an instrument
that brings this evolutionary process to very
nearly an ultimate stage of development. If
one is to accept the theory that corruption and
ineptitudes flourish in concealment and wither
when exposed, one must also believe that television is the greatest enemy of governmental
chicanery and bumbling yet invented.
In the debate that rages these days as to
the propriety of television's presence at public
hearings like those of the Kefauver committee
the question has been raised (surprisingly,
by some thoughtful persons) as to whether a
witness' rights to a fair trial are abrogated if
he is required to perform before an audience
larger than can be accommodated in the hearing chamber.
We submit that his rights are not impaired.
Indeed they are protected to an extent undreamed of by the great jurists who conceived
and advanced the principle of public trial.
If 50 spectators in a court room enhance a
defendant's chances of fair trial, how much
greater insurance is provided by an audience
of millions?
There is another argument that says television injures the dignity of proceedings, that
its lights demean a hearing room to the level
of a carnival, that participants are apt to adjust their behavior in recognition of the fact
they are being observed and so neglect the
J 1 essence of the case at hand in their concern for
making a favorable impression on the audience.
This argument is faulty too.
The lights to which objections have been
raised are not necessary to television, but are
put there by newsreel cameramen. In itself
television provides no greater distraction to the
sensible participant than the audience that is
present in person.
The onus of propriety in the conduct of a
televised hearing is on the examiner and the
witness alike. Television has an absolutely
impartial eye and ear. It does not edit or
interpret. It simply sees and hears. It cannot turn a hearing into a carnival unless the
hearing itself is so conducted. It cannot make
Page 48
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a man a bum unless he is one.
At every stage of progress since feudal
times there have been powerful men who for
selfish purposes have endeavored to counteract
reforms, to perpetuate the status quo essential
to their own survival. There is no doubt that
the introduction of television as a spectator
at government proceedings represents an important stage of this continuing evolution, and
as a consequence it has its enemies.
Who are the enemies of television? They
are those who cannot stand its merciless inspection.
Its friends are all those who believe the Star
Chamber and the unquestioned king are obsolete and that the struggle toward democracy
has been worthwhile.
Silver Threads

Among

our respects to:

Gold

IF HE is to get his money's worth out
of his new 30-year NBC contract, Milton
Berle ivill have to defy the statistics of
insurance actuaries who put the average
life expectancy at 67.2 years. If he expires on cue from the actuaries, Mr.
Berle will be gypped out of 4.8 years
of his fabulous income. Mr. Berle's timis usually
but we'll
bet
that ingwill
be one impeccable,
cue he contrives
to miss.
Today and Tomorrow
TODAY the nation's broadcasters and telecasters will learn of their responsibilities on
the tomorrow they hope will never come. That
tomorrow is the instant of enemy air attack.
And at that instant, the broadcast services
must alert and inform. This must be according to plan. The plan is being evolved by
government, through the FCC and the military.
Every man-jack must know his assignment.
That is the blue-print to be given the nation's
broadcasters at today's unprecedented briefing
in Washington.
It will become evident that radio's role is
both fundamental and frightening. Radio
(meaning all electromagnetic emissions) on
the one hand must adapt operations to preclude
possibility of enemy plane or guided-missile
"homing." And the mass radio media (radio
and TV) on the other, must inform and instruct the populace . . . and thwart hysteria.
It must be that way because only radio is
possessed of the speed of light in reaching
nearly all of the people at any time. There's
no time lag, no presses to roll, no wire lines
to maintain.
The mechanics are entrusted to the engineers. But the public responsibility is that of
the licensed broadcaster.
More than a blue-print is needed. Provision
must be made for adequate equipment and
trained manpower. Both must be in depth —
auxiliary or standby transmitters and men who
can double on all essential assignments. Appropriate authorities must recognize this.
Otherwise the whole program is imperiled.
American radio will cooperate to the hilt.
There may be heavy expenditures in modifying
equipment to supply deception techniques.
There may be entailed alterations of directive
patterns. Whatever is required, it must be
assumed, will be done. And it likewise must
be assumed that the authorities will make provision for tax-relief, amortization, or reasonable compensation in hardship cases.
This planned approach by government warrants applause. Broadcasters are being mobilized as surely as those on the fighting fronts.
Every station owner or manager assumes
the role of commanding officer. It must be
thus in a world engulfed in a war of ideologies
today,
divined. and in which the tomorrow cannot be

KENNETH

FREDERICK

SCHMITT

birth
at the
been inwith
managers
FEW
a station
in stature
grown have
and have
for a quarter of a century, as has Kenneth
Schmitt of WIBA Madison, Wis.
Mr. Schmitt, who presides over one of the
most resplendent broadcasting layouts in the
nation, has had only two employers since leaving the U. of Wisconsin in 1925: The Madison
Capital Times, original licensee of WIBA, and
the Badger Broadcasting Co., WIBA licensee
since 1930. (And he has had the same boss —
William T. Evjue — who is and has been president of the Capital Times Co. and the Badger
Broadcasting Co. Badger Broadcasting is
jointly owned by the Capital Times Co. and
the Wisconsin State Journal Co.)
Kenneth Schmitt joined the Capital Times
as an $18-a-week reporter, but within a year
had been given the duties of radio editor, along
with his general news assignments. When the
newspaper bought a half-interest in a homemade radio station in 1926 (investment: $900)
Mr. Schmitt was called upon as a parttime announcer.
"The station was operating parttime, too,"
he recalls. "It would take the air (sometimes)
for a couple of hours — usually two or three
In 1927,
WIBA went fulltime and Mr.
nights
a week."
Schmitt went along "whole hog." He was an
announcer and program director and, before
long, "when we realized people would pay for
some cameofa salesman.
the thingsHethey
behas could
been athear,"
WIBAhe ever
since.
Every chapter of WIBA's history contains
some reference to Kenneth Schmitt. He assisted William T. Evjue, editor of the Capital
Times, in launching his famous noon newscasts,
which have been an institution in the Madison
area for 24 years. Mr. Schmitt was at the
mike himself for about 14 years.
He helped set up Phil LaFollette's statewide radio campaigns for governor from
WIBA, as well as daily remotes from the state
legislature, and weekly chats from the governor's office. He handled some of the arrangements for Young Bob La Follette's radio campaigns for U. S. Senator.
Under Ken Schmitt's direction, WIBA became one of the first stations in the country
to broadcast police bulletins direct from squad
cars, and his early listing of lost pets became
a permanent fixture. Originally designed to
assist owners in finding their lost dogs, it has
helped run down errant horses, cattle, goats
(Continued on page 51)
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Navigational Aid
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., has been
helping pilots on their scheduled
daily flights into Jamestown on
their route between Buffalo and
Pittsburgh. Simon Goldman, WJTN
manager, said that whenever an
Ail-American pilot requests identification of the radio station as an
additional navigational aid, the station interrupts its program long
enough to identify itself by its call
letters.
School Closings
KJFJ Webster City, Iowa, has been
cooperating this winter with school
officials in announcing school closings due to inclement weather.
Heavy snows have created a need
for this public service. Wayne J.
Hatchett, general manager, said
that on March 12-13 alone, the station carried more than 350 public
service announcements each day.
* * *
Aid to the Aged
WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C,
aided a 70-year-old couple who had
been burned out of their apartment.
Radio appeals brought numerous
gifts to the aged couple, who were
living on Social Security and did
not have fire insurance.
* * *
Silent Prayer
KXOK-FM St. Louis each noon
broadcasts to bus riders an invitation to spend a few moments in
silent prayer. The announcer asks
passengers to join in offering silent

2/
^044^
. . . that Thumb

District

farmers listen to

In

The

Public
Interest

prayers for "the protection of our
men who are fighting overseas . . .
and for the fulfillment of our hope
for lasting peace." A station
spokesman said, "We know there
are hundreds of relatives of servicemen on board the busses at that
hour and we feel we are bringing
them closer to their loved ones
during the period
* *of *silent prayer."
Hospitalized Children
KGO-TV San Francisco has brightened the lives of hospitalized children by humorous drawings. The
station is decorating wards at children's and Shriners hospitals with
drawings and cartoons produced on
Jolly Bill's daily TV program.
Drawings are sent to hospitals following each day's telecast; letters
of appreciation have been received
from children and from directors
of hospitals.
* * *
Nervous Groom
WSB Atlanta wore Cupid's mantle
last week and assisted at a wedding. A nervous groom had dropped
the wedding band while in a florist's
shop on his way to the nuptials.
The florist called the station newsroom. Could anything be done ? The
unknown groom's plight was featured on a 6 p.m. newscast. A few
minutes after the broadcast the
harried groom claimed the ring
and
uled. the wedding went on as schedBlood Donation
FRED WOOD, general manager of
WWBZ Vineland, N. J., gave a
practical demonstration of blood
donation in a Vineland theatre before 2,000 persons. Mr. Wood do-

WTTH!
AFRS
First with the news

and

farm reports . . . make
WTTH our favorite station !

WTTH
1380 on your Dial
PORT HURON,

MICHIGAN

Represented by
Weed & Co.
ABC
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Contest to better land use, increase
soil fertility and for higher yields
of quality corn. Directing the station's efforts are C. W. (Jack)
Jackson, KCMO agricultural director, and Bruce Davies, KCMO associate agricultural director and farm
markets reporter. Cooperating are
local agricultural groups.

NEED

Technicians

for broadcast technical engineers to serve in a supervisory
capacity with the Armed Forces
Radio Service in Europe, Japan
and Korea was revealed last week
at the Pentagon. The AFRS, which
operates the Armed Forces Radio
Network overseas, has sent out a
call for personnel — now on duty or
in the reserves — who would qualify
as chief radio engineers and serve
with the rank of captain. Duty
would consist of perhaps two
months' tour of duty overseas in
supervisory role, with remaining
term at the Pentagon. Applications are being accepted by Lt. Col.
Robert H. Camp, Troop Information & Education Div., Office of
Chief of Information, Dept. of
Army, Washington, D. C.

nated a pint of blood, making a
tape recording throughout the
process. He interviewed the nurse
taking the blood and several World
War II veterans who had received
plasma during the war. Tape was
used on the air, and resulted in
more than 100 pledges from prospective donors.
* * *
Heart Association
WKY-TV Oklahoma City and the
Oklahoma Heart Assn. co-sponsored astage show and auction and
in an hour raised more than $5,300
for the association. The stage
show, comprised of WKY and
WKY-TV talent, was free to the
public. An association official said
that the publicity thus received
would be worth more even than the
respectable amount of money
raised.
Corn Club Contest
KCMO Kansas City, Mo., is jointly
sponsoring a Community Corn Club

Lost Soles
NEIL R. BAIRD, KGWA Enid,
Okla. newsman, covered three major blazes in Enid with such zeal
that his water-soaked, fire-eaten
shoes were a complete loss. Mr.
Baird, however, reportedly did an
outstanding job of covering the
fires.
* * *
Radio Results
A. E. ANSCOMB and Bill Maser,
both of WKBW Buffalo, enjoy telling how the station was able to
help locate
little
boy. the mother of a lost
4-H Clubs
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul has a
plan to work with 4-H clubs to
better world understanding. WCCO
assisted in the observance of National 4-H Club week and spotlighted the greatly expanded 4-H
program. Gene Wilkey, WCCO
manager, said that this was the
ninth annual 4-H WCCO get-together.

RED

CROSS

CAMPAIGN
Radio, TV Stations Donate Time, Talent

THE Red Cross fund drive moved
into high gear last week with the
nation's radio and television stations accelerating their support.
In Philadelphia, several stations
joined forces to sponsor a series of
noon rallies on behalf of the camClyde Spitzner, WIP commercial
paign.
manager, who heads the rally committee, said the series is receiving
full backing from WFIL-AM-TV,
WCAU-AM-TV,
WPTZ, KYW and
WIP.
In Charlotte, N. C, three staff
members of WBT-AM-FM and
WBTV (TV) are contributing time
and abilities to aid county drives.
Kenneth I. Tredwell Jr., WBT
program manager, is serving as
voluntary chairman for the Mecklenburg County Chapter of the Red
Cross; Ben McKinnon, of the WBTWBTV sales staff, is a member of
the public information committee,
and George Adams, of the promotion department, is a captain in
charge of solicitations.
WGL Revue
Staffers from all departments of
WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., aided National Guard units and the local
Red Cross chapter in staging an
11-act revue, starring Yolande
Betbeze, Miss America of 1950.
Crosley Div. of Avco Mfg. Corp.
is cooperating on TV in the drive

by linking the fund campaign in
commercial announcements on programs it sponsors.
A special broadcast honoring
volunteer workers and campaign
contributors was broadcast over
KNBC San Francisco March 18.
KNGS Hanford, Calif., went allout on an energetic promotion campaign that included remotes, studio
programs and even sound trucks
cruising streets. Sponsors donated
announcements and time to the
drive.
North of the border, CFPL London, Ontario, Canada, sparked the
Canadian Red Cross fund campaign by presenting 12 dramatic
programs characterizing Red Cross
activities.
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HERDING TO ODM
Named Information Chief
APPOINTMENT of Andrew H.
Berding, deputy director of information for ECA and veteran newspaperman,for the
as chief
of ofpublic
information
Office
Defense
Mobilization was announced March
16 by Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson.
As PI director, Mr. Berding will
coordinate for policy releases from
all government defense agencies
under a procedure set earlier this
year by ODM officials and implemented in recent weeks [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19].
He will work with Howard Chase,
top consultant to Mr. Wilson; Scott
Hershey, transferred from the National Security Resources Board
information division, and others.

Respects
(Continued from page 48)
and blackbirds over the years.
Mr. Schmitt was one of those
who selected Blue Mounds Hill, 30
miles west of Madison, as the site
for WIBA-FM's transmitter. (This
is the second highest hill in the
state.) WIBA-FM serves nearly
the whole of southwestern Wisconsin, and Mr. Schmitt thinks
"FM still is the best broadcastingmedium."
Much of the excellent planning
for WIBA's Radio Park, a fouracre est
plot
one of modern
Madison's studios
highknollson where
were opened in March 1949, was
Mr. Schmitt's. The property will
accommodate TV installations, for
which WIBA has applied.
"We hope to have TV some day,"
says Mr. Schmitt, "but there is no
question as to the great future of
radio. Radio provides a distinct
medium of entertainment that TV
does not always enlarge or enhance. Radio is basic, and while
TV adds sight to programs, the
seeing is not always necessary, or
desirable. Where the picture is
necessary, or supplemental, TV is
certainly what we want. But I
think radio and television will complement each other for a long time
to come."
Studies Engineering
Born in Janesville, Wis., July 23,
1902, Kenneth Frederick Schmitt
was supposed to be an electrical
engineer. At least that is the course
his father, a plumbing contractor,
picked out for him when he went
off to the U. of Wisconsin in 1921.
Perhaps the elder Mr. Schmitt, a
former Wisconsin department commander of the Spanish-American
War Veterans, was influenced by
the knowledge that his son had
made Some of the highest grades
in physics ever recorded at Janesville high school. But young Kenneth had other ideas and, although
he originally enrolled in the School
of Engineering, switched to a general college course within two
years.
A campus romance with Norwegian-born Carol Docken, of Mount
Horeb, Wis., blossomed into marriage within a few months after

W,*m*M D.C.i»ar«r Bids * —
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INP Photo
THREE years of peace for networks and AFM [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 19] produce smiles from (I to r), standing, Frank Stanton, CBS president; Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president; Mark Woods, ABC vice chairman;
sitting, Theodore C. Streibert, WOR New York president; Robert E. Kintner,
ABC president, and James C. Petrillo, AFM president.
Mr. Schmitt joined the Capital
Times. There are two sons: Kenneth Jr., 23, student of dentistry
at Northwestern U., and David T.
Schmitt, 21, in training with the
armed services at Camp Gordon,
Ga. The family lives in a centuryold house near Madison's beautiful
Lake Mendota, where Mrs. Schmitt
has a priceless collection of antiques. Her husband's only hobby
is bridge, "the only thing that
takes his mind away from radio."
Mr. Schmitt, who has been station manager of WIBA since
March 1, 1945, was one of those
responsible for bringing the old
League of Wisconsin Radio Stations (now Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.) back to life about five
years ago. Originally organized in
1929, the LWRS was inactive for
many years. Ken Schmitt has been
secretary of the association for the
past four years.
TOTAL of 55,000 radio announcements,
13,000 TV announcements, 77 radio,
55 TV programs
and six
tinental network shows
weretranscondonated
by Los Angeles area broadcasters on
behalf of safety campaigns according
to Jim Bishop, retiring president of
National Safety Council, Greater Los
Angeles Chapter.
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NELSON DINNER
Given by Avery-Knodel
VETERAN Timebuyer Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, was given a farewell dinner
March 13 at the Biltmore Hotel by
Avery-Knodel Co., station representative firm. The JWT radio and
television timebuying staff and
Avery-Knodel representatives were
present. Miss Nelson retires the
end of this month after 24 years of
service.
Those attending the dinner were :
Lewis H. Avery, president; Arthur
H. McCoy, treasurer, Pierce L. Romaine, John J. Tormey, F. G. Neuberth Jr., Thomas J. White Jr., N. R.
Madonna, John F. Wade, director of
TV sales, all from Avery-Knodel Inc.,
and Maurice J. Corken, commercial
manager WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111. From JWT were: Anne C. Wright
Jayne M. Shannon, James O. Luce
Jr., William Wren, William H. Thomas, Mario Kircher.

Louisiana

Meet

TWO-DAY meeting of the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters will be
held Friday-Saturday, March 30-31,
at the Evangeline Hotel, Lafayette,
La., according to Tom E. Gibbens,
WAFB Baton Rouge, LAB president. Sales clinic will be held
Friday afternoon with a program
clinic scheduled Saturday morning.
LAB members will direct these
panels. A cocktail party will be
held Friday evening, preceding the
banquet, with Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc, president of LeBlanc Corp.
(Hadacol), as host.

IN BIG AGGIE LAND
tv MEANS
'tain't visible!

This 267 BMB county area — with
$2.9-billion in retail sales — can
be sold by WNAX alone.

CBC International Plans
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will
have $1,928,600 to spend in fiscal
1951-52, starting April 1, according to estimates tabled in Parliament at Ottawa March 12. This
is down from $3,292,361 in fiscal
1950-51, which included capital expenditures on purchase of the new
Radio Canada building at Montreal. Some curtailment of international programs is expected this
year. CBC International Service
is similar to Voice of America service, and is operated by CBC for the
Canadian Dept. of External Affairs.
SPOT SATURATION SALES KIT for
1951 describing use of radio for special retail selling events, being sent
by BAB to member stations. Kit contains releases based on reports by four
department stores which were named
winners in the Spot Saturation Campaign Division of NRDGA's 1950 radio
program contest.

WMAX
570 - 5KW
- ABC
YANKTON • SIOUX CITY
Represented by KATZ
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HAROLD

PARISE, salesman WEBC Duluth, appointed manager WHLB
Virginia, Minn.
JOSEPH F. QUINN, assistant general manager WJMA
Orange, Va., resigns. Future plans not announced.

front office

GORDON SHERMAN, general manager WMAY
Springfield, 111., elected president Lincoln Broadcasting Co., WMAY owner.

LAMBERT B. BEEUWKES appointed general manager WBMS Boston, effective April 2. Was general manager WDAS Philadelphia
and prior to that was affiliated with Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
JACK TUBE, advertising salesman KOME
signs.

Tulsa, re-

ART THOMAS, general manager WJAG Norfolk, Neb.,
since 1932, retiring from radio. ROBERT E. THOMAS,
his son and assistant manager, appointed manager of
station.
GLENN CALLISON, chief engineer LBS Dallas, elected
vice president in charge of engineering for network.
HENRY BUCCELLO, Charles R. Stuart Adv., S. F., to
Mr. Beeuwkes
Columbia Pacific Network as San Francisco sales manager. He replaces OLE MORBY, who transfers to KNX
Hollywood as assistant general sales manager for CBS Pacific Network.
RAY BARNETT,
manager.

KGO San Francisco, to KSMO

San Mateo as sales

ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., N. Y., appointed U. S. representative for
British Guiana Broadcasting Co., Georgetown, B. G., (Radio ZFY) and
Jamaica Broadcasting Co., Kingston, Jamaica (Radio Jamaica). The
Young firm's international division sales department will handle accounts.
WILLIAM A. ROBERTS, commercial manager, and ROY M. FLYNN,
technical supervisor KRLD Dallas,
named assistant general managers.
Both retain their previous functions.
Mr. Roberts, with station more than
20 years, is in charge of sales for
KRLD-AM-FM-TV. Mr. Flynn, with
KRLD since its establishment in 1926,
heads technical department including
48 technical men.
DICK CAMPBELL, general manager
Mr. Flynn
KOME Tulsa for past four years,
Mr. Roberts
resigns [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19]. Mr. Campbell is a radio veteran of 15 years both as executive and outstanding news personality through Southwest. Future
plans not announced.
DAVE MARGOLIES, sales staff WHOM New York, and GEORGE
VOGEL, commercial manager, KZRM and KZRF Manila, P. I., to sales
staff WLIB New York.
BEATRICE KENTZ, formerly media assistant BBDO, L. A., to Katz
Agency Inc., L. A. Mrs. Kentz was supervisor media detail Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago.

JOPLIN,
MO.
KSWM

PERSONS WHO446,600*
REACHES
SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring unduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
[NatkmaUy Represented by WILLIAM G. EAMBEAU CO.
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RA-TEL Representatives Inc. appointed to handle national spot sales for KLOU Lake Charles, La.
Mr. Parise
WILBUR HULICK appointed sales representative in
six southern states for Palmetto Broadcasting System.
JOHN E. PEARSON Co., N. Y., appointed exclusive representative for
KSDO San Diego, Calif.
RUTH P. MOODIE, research department CBS, to John Blair & Co.,
N. Y., as research assistant.
H-R REPRESENTIVES Inc., S. F., appointed exclusive national representative for WMSC Columbia, S. C.
fictional* • • •
HARRY BANNISTER, general manager WWJ Detroit, received award
of Michigan Regional Conference of B'nai Brith Anti-Defamation League
"for giving constructive meaning to the ethical, cultural and spiritual
concepts inherent in our American way of life." . . .
LLOYD E. YODER, general manager KNBC San Francisco, elected to
board of directors of Northern California Electrical Bureau. . . .
LAMONT L. THOMPSON, radio-TV sales representative KCBS San
Francisco, father of girl, Judith Ann. . . .
JOHN M. OUTLER Jr., general manager WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, grandfather for third time. . . . MAX GOLDMAN, assistant general counsel
FCC, and Ruth Basset Calvin, announce their engagement.

CBC

tion in the Joliette area is made,
this matter will be reconsidered."

ACTIONS

Share Transfers Proposed
NUMBER of Canadian stations
were recommended for share transfers at a meeting of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broad17.
casting Corp. at Ottawa March 15CJNT Quebec, which asked for
permission to go bilingual, was depermissionthisbecause
licenseniedtothat establish
station "the
was
on condition that it would be an
exclusively English-language station." (Listeners in Quebec reportedly have been complaining
that the English used on the station is read by French-speaking
announcers whose English pronunciation istoo French).
Share transfers were approved
for recommendation to the Dept.
of Transport for CHLT Sherbrooke,
CFCY Charlottetown, CHLN Three
Rivers, CJFX Antigonish, CKRD
Red Deer, CJCB-AM-FM and
CJCX (short wave) Sydney, CKFH
Toronto and for CHOK Sarnia,
with ownership of the station now
in the hands of Claude R. Irvine,
managing director, and two former
majority shareholders, H. M. Hueston and A. D. McKenzie, holding
no more shares.
CJSO Sorel was given permission
to operate a permanent studio in
nearby Joliette, "in view of the
fact that there is no local community station in the Joliette area.
If an application for a license to
establish a local community sta-

Realigns Farm Unit
FARM programming functions of
the Radio & Television Service,
unit of the Dept. of Agriculture's
Information Office, have been realigned under Kenneth F. Gapen,
assistant director of information.
Bob Crom, formerly of KGLO
Mason City, and WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, is supervising single
station activity. Milton Bliss,
former extension radio editor at
the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, is supervising network
programming.
COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK,
Santa Ana, Calif., as a courtesy to
personnel and customers tunes in three
KVOE programs daily — 10 a.m. Alka
Seltzer
News,
Coffee NoonDay
News
and Folger's
Frank Russell
Show,
an hour of early afternoon music.
iB—Mi "
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R. S. PEARE
GE Executive, Dies
ROBERT S. PEARE, 50, vice president of General Electric Co. in
charge of public
relations and advertising policy,
died March 18 at
Ellis Hospital,
Schenectady, a
week after suffertack. ing a heart at-

IONOSPHERE

IAAB

MEET
Miller Urges Freedom
GOVERNMENTS should not interfere with broadcasts, even in
time of war or emergency, if people
are to be warned quickly about
danger or disaster, NAB President
Justin Miller declared in an address to the Inter-American Assn.
of Broadcasters. The IAAB opened
its inter-American meeting last
Monday in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
In the main IAAB address Judge
Miller submitted a 10-point program designed to guarantee freedom of communication in the Western Hemisphere. The program was
scheduled for later consideration at
bly.
the IAAB's second general assem-

RESEARCH
NBS Adds Mobile Lab to Obtain data

NEW MOBILE research station,
designed to obtain more comprehensive data on the ionosphere and
to be incorporated into the existing
chain of 60 world-wide permanent
ionosphere stations, was announced
last week by the Central Radio
Propagation Lab. of the National
In 1946, Mr. Bureau of Standards. More than
Peare received an one-fourth of the world-wide staaward from the
Mr. Peare
tions ai-e maintained by NBS.
National Assn. of Public Relations
The propagation of radio waves
over long distances depends on
Counsel Inc., as having made "the
greatest contribution in the past their reflections from the ionoyear toward improvement of the
sphere, aseries of electrically contechniques and application of pubducting layers in the earth's atlic relations from the professional
mosphere, NBS explained. Because
these layers are continuously
and ethical standpoint."
Born Jan. 11, 1901, in Bellmore,
Ind., and a 1922 graduate of the changing, knowledge of their
is necessary for reU. of Michigan, Mr. Peare joined characteristics
liable communications. NBS collects
GE shortly after leaving school.
He actively directed AM, FM and and analyzes data from all over the
TV stations in Schenectady and world and publishes predictions of
usable frequencies between any
on the West Coast.
Mr. Peare is survived by his two places at any hour.
With the new unit, ionospheric
widow, Katharine, and two daughters, Elizabeth J. and Nancy J., soundings will be made from points
all of Schenectady, and a brother,
midway between two permanent
Reeve, of Rockville, Ind.
transmittin g-receiving stations.
The unit is a caravan made up of
two prime movers and two trailers.
The equipment includes two gasoRCA SERVICE CO.
line-powered generators which will
provide 10 kw each for the transSurveys Electronic Needs
mitting, receiving and recording
FIELD supervisors of the RCA
components in the event commerService Co. Government Service
cial power is unavailable. One
Division met in Camden, N. J., trailer has been converted into
living quarters.
last week with armed forces representatives to discuss government
The caravan's first recording
stop, 30 miles east of Cincinnati, is
requirements relating to installation and maintenance of electronics
a point midway between the
Bureau's transmitting station at
equipment in the U. S. and overseas.
Sterling, Va., and a leased transSupervisors from eight foreign
mitting station operated by Washington U., St. Louis. The project,
theatres of operation attended a
three-day session which ended last termed "St. Louis Experiment," is
Wednesday, according to P. B. expected to continue for three or
four months, NBS said. When the
Reed, vice president of the RCA
experiment is completed, the unit
Service Co. in charge of the govwill be moved to another centerernment division. Group secures
and trains field engineers and spe- point site. Within a few years and
cialists for civilian duty with the after a number of midpoint locations, the Bureau expects to have
Air Force, Army and Navy on
installation and maintenance of all sufficient information to map accurately the paths of radio waves
types of electronics equipment. Mr. across the
U. S. and into other
Reed disclosed that RCA techniparts
of
the
world.
cians are serving in 28 different
All three transmitting-reeeiving
overseas locations and at various
stations will use the model C-3
posts in the U. S.
automatic ionosphere recorder developed by the Bureau. Its transmitted power is 20 kw and it is capTHE LITTLE
able of scanning a frequency range
of 1 to 25 mc in a time interval
STATION
as small as 7.5 seconds, NBS
WITH.
stated. Signals will be transmitted,
received, and recorded on film strips
at a 24-hour per day basis.
The St. Louis Experiment involves comparatively short distances. However, it is known that
THE
the discrepancies between theory
REP.
and practice increase in magnitude
BY MEEKER bigwallop!
as the distance between transmitter and receiver becomes greatMARINETTE.
er, NBS explained. To investigate
WISCONSIN
lZZZETLA
this effect, the mobile unit later
BROADCASTING
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will be placed at the midpoint of
much more widely spaced permanent installations. The next stop
may be between the Sterling station and one in the Hawaiian Islands, Alaska, San Francisco,
Puerto Rico, or Panama. Before
the program is completed, the
mobile unit will have been placed
at the midpoint of the path to
most of the Bureau's ionosphere
stations in the western hemisphere.
NABET

TO CIO
Affiliates April 7
NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians will affiliate with the Congress of Industrial
Organizations as an international
union April 1, President John R.
McDonnell of San Francisco announced at NABET's Chicago headquarters Thursday. Some 3,000
members of the independent radio,
television and film workers union
voted to affiliate five to one in a
referendum.
The international charter offered
by the CIO permits the NABET
organization setup to remain the
same with its present officers. The
union has national contracts with
ABC and NBC, and other agreements with 80 independent radio
and TV stations.
Affiliation will enable NABET
"to fill the great need for more
adequate organization, representation and service for employes" in
radio, television and films, Mr. McDonnell said. He added that there
will be no change in NABET policies. Plans are being made, however, to increase organizing efforts
"to accomplish complete organization" of radio, TV and films, he
said.
Other officers are Edward B.
Lynch, of Rochester, N. Y., vice
president, and George Maher of
Chicago, executive secretary. All
were recently elected to new threeyear terms of office.

THE

GREATEST

Gilmore Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., NAB director appearing
as U. S. delegate, introduced Judge
Miller and paid tribute to his juridical and association achievements.
Judge Miller was elected honorary
president of the assembly. Goare
Mestre, of CMQ Havana, presided
at the meeting as IAAB president.
Edmundo Montiero, president of
the Sao Paulo radio group, was
sembly.
elected president of the current asIAAB received word that it
had been accepted into membership
by the United Nations Economic &
Security Council, meeting in Santiago. IAAB is the first broadcast
association admitted to the council.
Numerous assembly addresses
emphasized the "deplorable situation" of La Prensa, Argentine
newspaper suppressed by the Peron
government. IAAB speakers reemphasized the association's stand
on behalf of free speech and independence from government influences.
Fifteen nations were seated at
the assembly, political situations
and dollar exchange having cut attendance to some extent. Delegates
voiced optimism that IAAB was
developing an effective record in
maintaining free radio and building up solidarity among hemisphere
nations.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
book

reviews

PRINTERS' INK ADVERTISING IDEA
BOOK.
By "Printers'
Dik" Funk
editors&
and
contributors.
New York:
Wagnalls Co. 400 pp. $5.
CONTAINING 634 "tested" ideas
written in capsule form for quick
reading, Printers' Ink Advertising
Idea Book presents ideas arranged in dictionary style for
ready reference. The material was
selected from many thousands of
advertising ideas in the Printers'
Ink files. This is the third in a
series of "Idea Books" planned for
the Printers' Ink Business Bookshelf.
RADIO IN FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION IN UNDEVELOPED AREAS. By
J. Grenfell Williams, UNESCO. Paris,
France: 152 pp., 65 cents.
THIS paper-bound volume, Publication No. 600, of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization, is another
step in the series of studies on
specific problems of mass communication.
J. Grenfell Williams, the author,
is director of the Colonial Service,
British Broadcasting Corp.
The publication discusses the instructional possibilities of radio,
particularly in 16 underdeveloped
areas ranging from Algeria to the
West Indies.
It brings into focus such prob-

Advertising is bought
by theEBujlof
executives who plan
■ „,
GjMMHI strategy
and tactics.
Printers' Ink is
read by the whole

marketing group
of advertising, management, sales and
agency executives
who are the leading
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lems as radio and the aims of
fundamental education, and broadcasting techniques in relation to
a somewhat specialized audience.
UNESCO sales agent in the
United States is Columbia U.
Press, 2960 Broadway, New York
27, N. Y.
* * *
NOTEBOOK ON COLOR TELEVISION.
By Edward M. Nowl. Paul H. Wendel
Publishing Co., Indianapolis. 45pp $1.
DESCRIBING fundamentals of the
various proposed TV systems,
Notebook on Color Television has
been prepared by Edward M. Nowl,
author of Television for Radiomen
and lecturer for Temple U., Philadelphia, Pa., for experimenters,
hobbyists and TV servicemen.
The reference book includes descriptions of basic elements of
color TV; the adaption of standard
TV receivers for black-and-white
reception of color signals; adapters
and converters for color signals;
the CBS, RCA, CTI and other
systems; tricolor picture tubes;
color wheel assembly and control
units; tabular summaries of performance characteristics and a
chronology of TV development.
Drawings and photographs supplement the text.
* * *
HANDBOOK OF BROADCASTING,
The Fundamentals of AM, FM, FAX
and TV. By Waldo Abbot. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 494 pp. ?5.
NEW third edition of this basic
text has been published in revised
form, with three-fourths of the material entirely new. Current radio
progress is included, together with
substantial coverage of TV, FM
and facsimile.
Prof. Abbot, associate professor
of speech, director of broadcasting and manager WUOM U. of
Michigan, offers the dual perspective of a station manager and veteran radio educator. The book
explains duties of personnel in all
phases of broadcasting. Chapters
on the business side of radio are
included as well as news, sports,
law and use of newest types of
recording equipment.
* * *
OPPORTUNITIES IN TELEVISION. By
Jo Ranson and Richard Pack. New
York:
Guidance Manuals Inc.
128 pp. Vocation
$1.
BY the same authors of Opportunities in Radio, this latest in the
Vocational Guides series is an upto-date review of employment and
career opportunities in all phases
of the TV industry. Co-authors are
Jo Ranson, WMGM New York director of publicity, and Richard
Pack, WNEW New York program
director.
Concise chapters on TV acting,
writing, producing, directing, engineering, selling and promotion,
research, programming, news announcing and servicing are supplemented by factual tables of
actual positions with a national
network, including the educational

INSPECTING one of the tubes at the
new KCBS San Francisco 50 kw
transmitter at Novato, Calif., are
(I to r) Frank Stanton, CBS president, Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, and
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS vice president and KCBS general manager.
and experience requirements. Concrete salary information also is
included throughout the book. Operation of networks and small TV
stations is discussed in detail. A
glossary of TV terms and slang is
given.
ABC SPOT SALES
Lynch, McLaughlin Named
EDWARD LYNCH, former radioTV salesman at ABC Central Division and WENR Chicago, has been
appointed
ager of the manCentraltional
Division
naradio spot
sales and WENR
local sales, it was
announced last
week. Mr. Lynch
has been with the
network since
1947.
Mr. McLaughlin Also appointed
to a new post is
Roy W. McLaughlin, manager of
WENR-TV, who has been named
to head the Central Division's national television spot sales department and WENR-TV's local sales.
Mr. McLaughlin has been with ABC
since 1943.
Kellogg on Mutual
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., for Corn Pops, will sponsor
Wild Bill Hickok on the Mutual
network starting April 1 through
Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago
[Closed Circuit, March 5]. The
radio verson of the show, which
Corn Pops sponsors on TV also,
will be aired from Hollywood Sunday, 6-6:25 p.m. (CST) on 287 stations at the start. The half-hour
video series will be introduced in 24
markets on a spot basis in midApriling,[Broadcasting
• TelecastMarch 19].
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego has taken
temporary offices and studios at Hotel
San Diego while its permanent facilities at Pacific Square, damaged in
recent
tion. fire, are undergoing reconstruc-

tunity to become associated with
"the most penetrating medium of
them all," and the name "Tom
Peterson" has signified "TaylorChicago" ever since.
Thomas Hubert Peterson was
born in Fort Dodge Oct. 2, 1906.
As a young man, he had other jobs
besides that of lamplighter. He
progressed from "soda jerk to milk
deliveryman
to creamery
worker."
At
Fort Dodge
High School,
he
liked dramatics, debating and
sports. He pursued liberal arts at
Illinois, where he belonged to Alpha
Delta Sigma. He met his wife, the
former Meribah Mabie of Evanston,
111., on the campus at Champaign.
The Petersons live in a Dutch
Colonial house in Evanston, on Chicago's North Shore. Their daughter, Roxanne, 15, attends the local
high school, where she recently won
a scholarship in art. Mr. Peterson
spends much of his spare time at
home working in his well-equipped
woodwork shop. But the difference
between
and hemost
of his ilk him
is that
turns"putterers"
out masterpieces of craftsmanship. Some
of the most graceful occasional
pieces in his home are "by Peterson." The family rumpus room is
his creation.
Formerly active in the Chicago
Kiwanis Club, Mr. Peterson now
devotes much of his spare time
downtown to the Chicago Executive
Club, which he serves as vice chairman of the
Table toCommittee. HeSpeakers'
also belongs
the
Chicago Athletic Assn. In Evanston community activities, he serves
on the Fourth of July Celebration
Committee, which each Independence Day stages an extravagant display of pyrotechnics at Northwestern U.'s Dyche Stadium. He also
helps to promote the annual Evanston Community Concert.
Ad

Week

GOVERNORS of eight Western
states have designated this week
(March 26-31) as "Advertising
Recognition Week" with mayors of
communities where there are ad
clubs doing likewise. Dedicated to
the part advertising has played
and is playing in raising the standards of American living "AdverWeek" Assoc.
is sponsoredtising
by theRecognition
Advertising
of
the West.
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ROBERT LIVINGSTON, producer
KFI-TV Los Angeles, named executive producer. DON PATTON, junior director, appointed senior
.
director BILL RAPP, floor director,
named junior director. BILL OTT,
commercial properties department,
named floor manager. ROBERT
BOWMAN, stage crew, to commercial
properties department.

air-casters
called to active duty with Marine
Corps. BOB ROBERTS named announcer on night-shift. BOB ANDERSON, relief announcer, now on
fulltime basis. RAY BENNINGSON
and FRANK BILLINGS, staff announcers, resign.
JOAN LEWIS, continuity department
KOLN Lincoln, Neb., to KMTV (TV)
Omaha.

LEW SCHWARTZ appointed production manager WJAR-TV Providence,
R. I., succeeding J. S. SINCLAIR,
called to active duty with Navy.
FRAN YOFFEE appointed continuity
director WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
EUGENE GOOD appointed staff artist
for station.
MELVIN MOSS named promotional director WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, Mich.
He was with WMRP Flint, Mich., and
WWGS Tifton, Ga.
SCHOOL of Radio Technique, N. Y.,
last week announced following personnel placements: RAY NANKEY to
WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y., as announcer-promotion manager; JOHN
CALHOUN, to WFLO Farmville, Va.,
as announcer - continuity writer;
RICHARD KIDNEY to WBPZ Lockhaven, Pa., as announcer-continuity
writer; ALLEN PARSONS to WCPA
Clearfield, Pa., as announcer-continuity
writer; THURSTEN STABECK to
WPEP Taunton, Mass., as announcercontinuity writer.
ROBERT HENDRICKS named senior
transcription clerk, CBS Hollywood,
replacing RAY ANGONA, transferred
to KTSL (TV) Los Angeles as assistant technician.

JOSEPH HANTIN appointed copy director WXGI Richmond, Va., replacing CARL BAREFOOT, resigned.
HAL FREDERICKS, disc jockey
KXOK St. Louis, elected to board of
directors of Outdoor Writers Assn.
ED GLACKEN, news and sports director WKRT Cortland, N. Y., to
WBOC-AM-FM Salisbury, Md.
RICHARD H. CUTTING, announcer
CBS Hollywood, and EDWINA BOOTH
WATERBURY, secretary CBS, married March 15.
JAMES ORGILL, script chief WGAR
Cleveland, presented award from Ohio
State Safety Council for outstanding
achievement for program So Help Me,
It's The Truth.
Miss LUCKEY NORTH appointed
staff announcer WBKB-TV Chicago.
She was formerly with WNBQ (TV)
same city.

WILLIAM HEDGPETH, program director WINX Washington, appointed
assistant director of operations WTOP
Washington, replacing ELMA WILLIAMS, resigned.
BILL PETERS, traffic manager WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., to production staff
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
BLY VAUGHN appointed womens director KJCK Junction City, Kan., replacing NANCY HARRIS, resigned.
KEN THOMAS, graduate student, and
DON DAUER, senior student Kansas
State College, to station as staff announcers.

MICHAEL RUPPE Jr., emcee Slovenian Polka Party WEMP Milwaukee,
inducted into Army.
VERNON CRAWFORD, announcer
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla., presented "Sailfish Conservation Trophy
Award"
Sailfish
Conservation
Club
of
Floridaby for
his work
in that field.
TOM GROODY, research scientist
California Academy of Sciences and
emcee of Academy's Science in Action
on KGO-TV San Francisco, presented
San Francisco Examiner "Favorite
Local TV Program" award.
ANN FOUNTAIN, traffic director
KOME Tulsa, Okla., resigns. Future
plans not announced.
EDWARD A. BYRON, producer-director of Mr. District Attorney on NBC,
presented citation from National Exchange Club, sponsor of National
Crime Prevention Week, for his fight
against crime.

NONA LOU GREEN, WBAP-AM-TV
Fort Worth personality, featured in
article, "Meet These Interesting People," in March issue of The Fort
Worther, Chamber of Commerce publication.
GRAHAM

ARCHER, night-shift announcer KGW Portland, appointed
announcer-producer Hostess House
Party, replacing WAYNE ROBERTS,
a radio

program

merchandising

and

service

featuring

MARTHA

CRANE

MERRILY BROOKS, continuity department WBT Charlotte, N. C, appointed to program department of
station.
LEE HERBERT appointed to announcing staff WHAN Charleston, S. C, replacing TIM HAYES, recalled to Army.
WDLLIAM C. BROPHY appointed to
announcing staff WTIC Hartford,
Conn., replacing JIM STRONG who
has entered Armed Services.
ALEEN SANFTLEBEN, secretary
KXOK St. Louis, and George Meyer,
married.
GREGG CHANCELLOR, KOME Tulsa,
to
KCOL Ft. Collins, Col., as announcer.
W. LEE MEREDITH, continuity direcboy.
tor WNAX Yankton, S. D., father of
RICHARD ROBBINS, director CBS
Meet The Missus, father of boy, Randy
Scott.
HARRY OWENS, KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles Harry Owens Royal Hawaiians, father of girl, Melinda.
MAJ. EDGAR L. TIDWELL, former
program director KGB San Diego, assigned to information section of
Japan Logistical Command, Yokohama, as chief of Armed Forces Radio.
MARVIN MILLER, Hollywood freelance announcer, signed for featured
role in film "Peking Express" by Hal
Wallis Productions.
VIRGINIA
PATTERSON,
W L W D
(TV) Dayton, to WHIO-TV Dayton
as TV personality.
JACK GROGAN, production manager
WNEW New York, resigns April 18
to make six-month trip abroad for
radio and theatre research.
DOROTHY TROSPER appointed traffic manager WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
succeeding ART MINICK, called to
duty with Navy.
BRAD CRANDALL, director-producer
WSB-TV Atlanta, father of daughter,
Leslie.
JACK BERCH, of Jack Berch Show on
NBC, appointed co-chairman of National Council of Churches' drive for
clothing for needy people of all faiths.
SAM ZURICH, announcing staff WIS
Columbia, S. C, father of boy, John
Christopher.
SUSAN McELVEEN named receptionist at WIS Columbia, S. C, replacing
JULIE HENDRICKS, resigned. JOHN
EVANS, WCOS Columbia, to announcing staff WIS.
LENORE KINGSTON, emcee Occupation: Housewife KTTV (TV) Hollywood, named chairman of radio and
TV Commerce.
for Women's Div., L. A. Chamber
of

and
HELEN JOYCE
(see inside front cover)
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Mr. Cochran

printed in Worceszette.
ter Telegram - Ga-

CHARLES
JEANT,
news SARstaff
WCCO Minneapolis, named associate
news director for station.
CLEM COOPER, announcer WENT
Gloversville, N. Y., . named special
events head replacing PHIL SPENCER,
now in Armed Forces.
WILLIAM WINTER, news analyst
KPIX (TV) San Francisco and recent
winner of San Francisco Academy of
TV Arts and Sciences award for best
news presentation, leaves April 9 for
six-weeks tour of Europe. He will
film living conditions in Europe for
later release on his TV program.
Films will be offered for national
syndication
cisco release.following local San FranFORRESTER MASHBIR, director and
production manager KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, to KTTV (TV) Los Andirectorsupervision
of station'sof sports
events,geles asunder
BOB
BRECKNER, executive director.
VON ORME, farm director KSL Salt
Lake City, is recipient of annual
"Friend of 4-H" title.
MAX ROBY, news editor KSL Salt
Lake City, selected chairman of
standard committee, function of National Assn. of Radio News Directors.
DON ELLIOT, newsman, WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta, and Sarah Owen, announce
their marriage.

Mr.
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RON COCHRAN, news director WCOP
Boston, to news
staff, CBS Washington.
CLYDE HESS,
news analyst
WTAG Worcester,
had entire script
from recent
broadcast on gambling

CLETE ROBERTS, news analyst
KFWB and KLAC-TV Los Angeles,
on eight week tour of Far East. Itinerary includes Honolulu, Wake Island, Guam, Manila, Tokyo, Hong
Kong, Formosa, Korea and Australia.
He will be accompanied by RUSSELL
DAY, newsreel cameraman.

WWDC
WASHINGTON
JOINS MUTUAL
March 26, 1951
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Hill Group

Launches

Celebrity Probe
'RED' I
N
Q
IRY influences within the entertainment
INQUIRY into alleged UCommunist
field was last Wednesday on Capitol Hill, but the hearing failed to turn
up any concrete evidence that radio and television are earmarked for
separate study.
The hearing also was conspicu- *
ous by its absence of any television
posing Communist infiltration in
or newsreel cameras on the scene,
labor organizations," and that presor direct broadcast lines — a policy
ent sessions are designed to accominvoked by the House Un-American
plish the same objective in the
Activities Committee earlier in the entertainment world. "Past and
week. Only tape recordings were
present" party activities will be
permitted.
explored, he added.
One witness, Actor Larry Parks,
Admitting that he joined the
failed to throw any light on pos- Communist Party in 1941 but had
sible subversive infiltration into dropped membership in 1944 or
Hollywood's radio-TV broadcast in- 1945, Mr. Parks said there are
dustry. In fact, the two media
Communists in the Actors Laborawere not mentioned during the sestory, a "showcase group" for actors, but stated he was not aware
sion. Gale Sondergaard and Howard DaSilva also appeared.
of any attempt to gain control of
it. Mr. Parks asked that he not be
Hearings were recessed to April
10, a tentative date, at which time
required to furnish names of memauthorities thought it likely that a bers.
number of celebrities would appear
The decision to bar TV and newsunder subpena before the commitreel cameras from the hearing room
tee. It was understood, though not was made earlier last week when
confirmable, that between 35 and
Mr. Tavenner posed the question to
50 entertainment personalities —
Rep. John Wood (D-Ga.), commitsome of them in radio-TV — have
tee chairman. The policy was
been slated for subpena. Among
adopted for Wednesday's session
them reportedly is Abe Burrows,
only, but Mr. Tavenner felt it likely
CBS-TV star [Broadcasting • that the procedure would be folTelecasting, March 19, 12].
lowed in subsequent hearings
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
During Wednesday's hearing
March
5].
Frank Tavenner Jr., committee
Mr. Tavenner cited a committee
counsel, said the group has "succeeded to a marked degree in ex- agreement two years ago which
served to place the problem at the
discretion of the chairman when he
felt it would hamper the work of
committee members. After discussions between Rep. Wood and
Mr. Tavenner, it was agreed to
permit tape recordings or use of a
sound track under a pool arrangement. The tape was used Wednesday evening by at least one Washington station.
The counsel revealed that tele-

|
LEWIS' ANSWER
To Tydings' Charges
FULTON LEWIS jr., MBS news
commentator, testified last Tuesday
before the Senate subcommittee on
privileges and elections which has
been
probingelection
last fall's
Maryland
Senatorial
in which
Sen.

DIZZY DEAN, (seated) baseball star,
is happy over the contracts for his
new program which have flowed into
the offices of Colson & Co. Inc.,
Dallas. So are Harry Colson (r),
president of the package firm, and
Jim Gregory, vice president in charge
of sales. Within two weeks after the
transcribed series was announced,
queries reportedly came from 43
states, Hawaii, Alaska and Canada.
Stations already signed up are KMOX
St. Louis; KXYZ Houston; KXOL Ft.
Worth; KFDA Amarillo; KXLL Missoula, Mont.; WGNC Gastonia, N. C;
WINN Louisville; KCBD Lubbock,
Tex.; KCRS Midland, Tex.; WALA
Mobile, Ala., and WJJJ Montgomery,
Ala.

vision stations had requested permission to televise the hearing, but
were turned down along with newsreel photographers.
PRIMARILY to acquaint government
agencies with its facilities for defense
production, Tele-Tone Radio Corp. has
prepared 36-page illustrated booklet
showing its products, plant data, history and sales growth, World War II
production, engineering and research
information, and thumbnail sketches
of key personnel.

B usiness
(Continued fr om page 11)
New

points Publicidad Badillo Inc., San Juan, P. R., to handle advertising
in Puerto Rico.
EDWARD HA WES & Co. Ltd., Toronto (floor wax), starts one minute
musical and dramatic programs on 25 Canadian stations. Agency: A. J.
Denne & Co., Toronto.

DAVID C. KETNER, brand advertising manager, Lever's No-Rinse Surf,
appointed vice president in charge of advertising for
Pepsodent division of Lever Brothers.

John Marshall Butler (R-Md.) defeated former Democratic Sen.
Millard E. Tydings.
Mr. Lewis challenged Mr. Tydings' statements delivered before
the committee during earlier hearings which protested the manner
and method of campaigning by Sen.
Butler and his campaign staff. Mr.
Tydings
attackedasserting
Mr. Lewis'
role
in thehadelection,
that
the commentator made political
speeches against him nightly on
free time supplied by Mutual. He
had charged Mr. Lewis with being
"even more reckless with the truth"
than Sen. Butler and protested
that he was denied equal time to
answer the commentator.
In answering the allegations, Mr.
Lewis said the free time argument
was "untenable" because Mutual
sells his program to local stations
who may broadcast it on their own
or sell to a sponsor. The particular program in question, Mr.
Lewis continued, was sponsored on
MBS stations in Maryland and
that his broadcasts on the TydingsButler campaigns were not political
speeches but "strictly legitimate,
truthful, factual reporting and
commentary."
Mr. Lewis said: "Ex-Sen. Tydings indulged this committee in
some romantic imaginings about
some sort of a conspiracy between
the Chicago Tribune, the Mutual
Broadcasting System, the Washington Times-Herald and me, to
violate laws prohibiting corporations from contributing to political
The Tribune and WGN Chicago
campaigns."
own
MBS. approximately one-fifth of
Mr. Lewis added, "In so far as
his radio experiences in the last
campaign go, Sen. Tydings bit his
own arm," asserting that the former Maryland Senate member tried
to allegedly "blackjack" MBS into
giving him radio time.
The Senate group has been attempting to unfold claim and
counter-claim lodged by opposing
factions in the November election
and preceding campaign.

Howl

J. L. MOORE, general sales manager Folger Coffee
Co., S. F., elected vice president of firm.
ERIC P. ALVORD, Philippines Air Lines, named advertising and public relations manager Morris Plan of
California, S. F.
Mr. Ketner

National Representative: John Blair & Co.

i
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BRUCE W. WERT, sales promotion staff Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., Akron, appointed director of advertising media, succeeding
R. D. FIRESTONE, resigned.
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nlkes-Bar

TAXPAYERS

SPONSOR

•

#

KHJ Los Angeles, Voice of Freedom, Sun., 11:15-11:30 a.m. (PST).
Robert T. Le Fevre, author, political and geopolitical books, speaks
on taxes and other issues of public
interest and answers questions
sent in by listeners. Program
sponsored by United Taxpayers of
California Inc., non-profit organization. Agency: Raymond R.
Morgan Co., L. A.
POLKA

SHOW

WEMP Milwaukee, Slovenian Polka Party, Sun. 10-10:30 a.m., complete show devoted to polka tunes.
Program directed to young and old
people of area playing tunes of
noted polka artists. Show founded
by Michael Rupp Jr., who wrote,
produced and announced show, until called into Army recently.
MET FUND

DRIVE

©

•

•

ABC presented special two-hour
Metropolitan Opera Jamboree
March 24, 8-10 p.m., in cooperation
with the Met's Fund Committee
drive to raise $750,000. Operatic
"jam session" was to feature performances by Broadway, Hollywood and Met celebrities to stimulate telephone contributions from
across country.

FIRST LIVE SHOW

•

•

#

WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, program
Show Without a Name, Mon., 6:306:45 p.m. Program, featuring topics concerning garden, yard, landscaping, tree planting, care of
houseplants, use of fungicides and
insecticides, will be named by viewers. Dick Cech conducts show.

NEWS

STYLE

•

•

•

KGO-TV San Francisco announced
premiere of Edmund Lowe's Front
Page Detective in promotion sheet
to trade simulating newspaper
front page with pictures, stories
and headlines, news style, telling
of various promotion and merchandising angles of Wine Growers
Guild new TV campaign in Northern California. Station also sent
bottles of Guild Wine and special
press kit to newspaper and trade

im mediate

programs

promo|jon

press representatives boosting program and sponsor's product.
DANGEROUS BROADCAST #
WDOS Oneonta, N. Y., carried
taped broadcast of daring bobsled
ride down Mt. Van Hoevenberg,
Lake Placid. Sportscasters Sandy
Squires and Bob Thompson made
recordings of run via walkie-talkie
with Mr. Squires aboard and Mr.
Thompson recording. The duo also
made interviews with noted winter
sports stars.
*****★★★
NEW TYPE OF FORUM
WOL Washington, Call The
Forum, started Sun., March
5, audience at home asking
questions of forum members
via telephone. Calls are recorded and given to panel
member for answering.
Shows will feature members
of Congress including Sen.
Robert Taft (R-Ohio) and
Rep.
N. J.). T. Millet Hand (R-

NATURE

DISCUSSIONS

produced

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
W. McCOLLISTER,

BROADCASTING

*

•

KRON-TV San Francisco, Stop,
Look & Listen, Tues. 5:15 p.m.,
features Janet Nickelsburg and
group of school children in discussions of nature topics. Speci-

HOWARD

PAUL

•

Norfolk, Va., reports successful daily quiz show which offers
no prizes. Every morning, Disc
Jockey Ted Harding asks his listeners "Daffy Riddle." If he gets
five correct answers over phone
during playing of one record, his
listeners win game; if not, Mr.
Harding wins. Last month 250 riddles were sent in by listeners, station reports.

revenue

broadcasting industry

•

WNOR

with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the

•

General

• Telecasting

Manager

KYSM

Mankato, Minn., in conjunction with U. of Minnesota held
refresher course in principles of
advertising for staff of station Feb.
27. John F. Meegher, KYSM general manager, and Gene Seehafer,
assistant professor of advertising,
conducted three conferences on selling radio time, developing successful retail radio advertising campaigns and radio copy writing.
CAREER FORUM
# # #
WFBR Baltimore, Youth Career
Forum, program designed to aid
high school students in choosing
vocations. Linnea Nelson, former
timebuyer at J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, inaugurated first
show Feb. 1, speaking on advertising. Other noted speakers will
appear on show that has backing
of local school board.
PROMOTION SHEET
• # #

********
NO PRIZE QUIZ

premiums
mens and pets of children are
exhibited on the program.
RADIO AD COURSE
# # #

KPIX (TV) San Francisco plugs
its new Rumpus Room show in
sales promotion sheet to trade.
Stars of program, Monty and
Natalie Masters, are billed as
"KPIX's 'Masters' of sales." Text
urges advertisers to let the Masters "build sales for you . . .
Join our impressive list of satisfied sponsors." Participations on
program are offered at $75.
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
# #
WQAN Scranton conducting 13week educational series with more
than 100 local high school students
participating. Students took elimination exams for six top ranking
scholars who take part in series.
Winner will be awarded one-year
full tuition, non-resident scholarship to U. of Scranton, Marywood
College, or Keystone Junior College.
THE BIG TOWN SHOW
# #
WINS New York, Know Your
Town, 7:15-7:30 p.m., a weekly interview-type program to acquaint
New Yorkers through representatives of city's many clubs and organizations with what's going on
in town.

CATHOLIC DRIVE
McCarthy Heads Fund Group
EUGENE J. MCCARTHY, sales
staff, CBS, has been appointed
chairman of the Radio, Television
and
Theatreof Div.
of the inCardinal's
Committee
the Laity
the 1951
Catholic Charities fund drive.
Vice chairmen are William P.
Gargan, of William Gargan Productions, New York, and James
V. McConnell, NBC.
Other members of the division are
Charles C. Barry, Martin Begley and
Charles Binnis, all of NBC; Joe Bier,
WOR New York; Frank Burke. Radio
Daily; James Caddigan, DuMont TV
network; Fred Coll, Coll & Freedman,
N. Y.;tionJack
Costello,
American
Federaof Radio
Artists;
John Doscher,
WOR Skelton
New York;
"Uncle
Jim" Harkins,
Red
shows;
Anthony
Hennig,
ABC; Edward J. Herlihy. NBC; John
Reed King, announcer; Edgar Kobak,
business consultant; Thomas F. Malone,
Adam J. Young Jr. Inc.; Thomas J.
McDermott, N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York; James McGarry, BBDO, New
York; Thomas J. McMahon, N. W. Ayer
& Son; John McNeil, TV consultant;
John J. McSweeney, WMCA New York;
C. Nicholas Priaulx, ABC; Pat Stanton,
WOV New York; Jack Thompson, Free
& Peters; Joseph J. Weed, Weed & Co.;
Richard Winters, WINS New York, and
Adam J. Young, Adam J. Young Jr.
Inc., New York.
Harold

Swisher

HAROLD SWISHER, veteran
newsman, died March 16 of heart
attack on a Southern Pacific passenger train at Del Rio, Tex. Mr.
Swisher was radio manager of the
UP Western Division.

\onvu

,v\i;\

S!

VOBUE

AOtON

CORPORATE NAME of CKPR Fort
William, Ont., has been changed to
H. F. Dougall Co. Ltd., according to
the radio branch, Dept. of Transport,
Ottawa.
BASEBALL
SOUND EFFECT
RECORDS
5 D/F SPEEDY-Q DISCS
IC0VER ALL REQUIREMENTS
*10.or$2.eo.
Order C.O.D. Today While Supply Last*
Charles Michelson, Inc.
23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 19 PI 7-0695

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
. Network. Calibre Programs at Cocal Station Cost
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Revised
FURTHER REVISION of FCC's
proposed table of television allocations for the U. S. on a city-by-city
basis, announced by the Commission last Thursday (see story page
19), is reprinted herewith. It provides for some 2,000 commercial
and noncommercial (educational)
VHF and UHF stations in more
than 1,200 communities. "Illustrative" border allocations for Canada
and Mexico also are given.
Hearings on the specific allocations begin May 23 while comments of approval or opposition
must be filed not later than April
23, with replies thereto by May 8.
The new table completely supplants earlier tables proposed in
1948 and 1949. New table also
specifies by asterisk (*) those 82
VHF and 127 UHF channels specifically reserved for educational
stations on an "indefinite" period
basis. All channels are of the
same class, FCC having dropped
earlier proposals to provide for
metropolitan, community and rural
classes of stations.
Revised proposed allocations are
as follows:

Proposed

Blytheville
Camden
Conway
El Dorado
Fayetteville
Forrest
City
Fort Smith
Harrison
Hope
Helena
Hot Springs
Jonesboro
Little Rock
Magnolia
Malvern
Morrilton
Newport
Paragould
Pine Bluff
Searcy
Russellville
Springdale
Stuttgart

VHF
Channel
No.
3
10
5
9
2*, 4, 118

7

TV

Channe
No.
UHF
49
64
50
26
41
22
54
16*, 22
24
15
52
39
17, 23
28
46
43
28
13*
4419
33
36
14
35
29
52
25
16
33

CALIFORNIA
Alturas
9
Bakersfield
10
Brawley
Chico
12
Corona
Delano
22,
El
Centro
Eureka
13
Fresno
12
Hanford
21
Los Angeles —
34
2,
4,
5,
7,
9,
11,
13
Madera
30
28*, 34
Merced
Modesto
14
Napa
Monterey
8
62
56
Oakland (see San Francisco)
40,
Oxnard
* INDICATES RESERVED FOR "INDEFINITE"
Petaluma
PERIOD TIONALFOR
NONCOMMERCIAL,
EDUCA46
18,
USE.
Red Bluff
16
Redding
7
32
28
Riverside
30
ALABAMA
Sacramento
6, 10
46
38
UHF
Salinas
VHF
48, 40*, 33
Channel
Channel
San
Bernardino
No.
No.
San Buenaventura
21, 24*,
27,
Andalusia
San Diego
3*, 8, 10
20,
Anniston
San
Francisco-Oakland
—
54
29
Auburn
37
38, 60
44
Bessemer
San Jose 2, 4, 5, 7, 9*1 1 20, 26, 32,54*,
Birmingham 6, 10*, 13
San
Luis
Obispo
6
42,
48
36,
Santa Barbara
23
Brewton
26
60
14
Clanton
Santa Cruz
5016
Cullman
Santa Maria
44
23
Decatur
Santa Paula
16
18
Santa
Rosa
Demopolis
4019 56*Stockton 13
Dothan
Tulare
Enterprise
27
22
44
Eufaula
18
Ukiah
41
Florence
Visalia
3
52
19
Watsonville
Fort Payne
Gadsden
Yreka
11
15, 40
2149
Yuba City
Greenville
Gunthersville
COLORADO
Huntsville
31
Alamosa
17
Jasper
20, 19
Mobile
42 48
22
5, 8
19
Canon
City
Boulder
9*
32
Montgomery
36
20, 26 22
Craig
12
Colorado
Springs
10,
12
23
Opelika
58
Sheffield
47
Delta
17*, 24
Selma
24
Sylacauga
26
Denver
2,
4,
6*,
7
Durango
64
Talladega
15
Thomasville
27
Fort
Collins
44
Troy
Fort Morgan
38
15
Tuscaloosa
Grand
2118
45, 5116
Gree'ey Junction
Tuskegee
50
University
La Junta
28, 24
Lamar
38
14
ARIZONA
Leadville
14
Ajo
32
Longmont
1815
Bisbee
Loveland
Montrose
Casa Grande
18
Clifton
2134
Pueblo
3,
5,
8*
Salida
Coolidge
30
25
Sterling
25
Douglas
25
Eloy
Trinidad
24
Walsenburg
Flagstaff
30
9, 11
Globe
CONNECTICUT
Holbrook
14
34
Bridgeport
6
43, 30
49
Kingman
Hartford
Mesa
18, 59
24
12
Meriden
Miami
63
28
New Britain
Morenci
31
New Haven
8
17
Nogales
New London 3
Phoenix
65
21
Norwalk
(See
Stamford)
Prescott
4, 5, 8*
Norwich
57
Safford
15
Stamford-Norwalk
Tucson
27
Storrs
Williams
2516
Waterbury
2,
6*,
40
Winslow
53
Yuma
11, 13
DELAWARE
Dover
ARKANSAS
Wilmington 12
Arkadelphia
40
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Bates ville
30
34
Benton
Washington
4, 5, 7, 9
53, 59*
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20, 26*

Channel
VHF
Channel
No.
FLORIDA

Allocations
UHF
Channel
17, 28
No.32

Eel'e Glade
25
Bradenton
14, 23
Clearwater
30,
2
16, 20i9
Daytcna
De Land Beac h
44
Fort
Lauderdale
Fort Myers
7*, 12ii
20
Fort Pierce
18,
Gainesville
Jacksonville
4
36
14
15, 26
Lake West
City
Key
33
2*,
Lakeland
22
Lake Wales
Leesburg
Marianna
17
Miami
5,6,7, 10
Oca
la
4,
Orlando
5415
Palatka
Panama
City
17
Quincy
36
6, 79
Pensacola
3, 10
St.
Augustine
St. Petersburg
(See Tampa)
30*, 25
Sanford
35
Sarasota
34
Tallahassee
Tampa-St. Petersburg
3*, 8, 10,— 13
15*, 21
West Palm Beach
5, 1210
nA I'hri
UU IIn\ty
GEORGIA
24
25
Amcricus
31
30*, 36
8
60
Ar°t Ion. tohi
2,11 11*
2
Aucjusto
12
EiQinbrtdcjs
35
Brunswick
53
28,
34
v. o ■ 11 . on
33
Cartersvi lie
63
3,
Columbus
4
Cordele
45
43
Dalton
25
Douglas
18
32
52
Dublin
15
Elberton
16
Fitzgerald
23
28, 50
34*
Fort
Valley
Gainesville
13
Griffin
39
La Grange
41*, 47
Macon
9*,
Marietta
59
57
Mifledgeville
51
Moultrie
48
Newnan
61
Rome
9
Savannah
11
Sfatesboro
Swainsboro
20
Thomasville
Tifton
6
27
Toccoa
14
35
22
Valdosta
Vidalia
8
26
16
6,
Waycross
IDAHO
Burley
6,
Blackfoot
33
Boise
9
15
Caldwell
, 7, 2
12
Gooding
Coeur
Emmett d' Alene
26
42*
Kellogg
23
Idaho Falls
3
8
Jerome
17
33
11, 3
Lewiston
Nampa
Moscow
12
14
Pocatello
Payette
io
Preston
Rexburg
41
13
27
21
Rupert
Sandpoint
9
Twin
WallaceFalls
27
Weiser
20
ILLINOIS
Alton
20,
48
Aurora
16
Belleville
54
Bloomington
15
Cairo
24
Carbondale
34
Centralia
32
Champaign
Chicago
21
2, 5, 7, 9, 1
26, 32, 38, 44
24
Decatur
Dixon
17, 23
Danvi'le
47
28
Elgin
Galesburg
Freeport
23
Harrisburg
40
22

Channel
No.
VHF

48
No.
UHF
60
Channel

Jacksonville
29
40
Joliet
Kankakee
14
Kewanee
La Salle
Lincoln
38
Olney
53
Macomb
61
Marion
Mattoon
46
MolineVernon
(See Davenport, Iowa)
Mt.
35
Quincy
37*, 43
49
Peoria
Pekin
8
10
21
Rockford
13
e
Davenport,
Iowa)
Rock Island (S<
16
Streator
3
Springfield
65
Urbana
50,
Vandalia
Waukegan
21,
27, 28
33
22
Anderson
39, 52
30*,
3645*
15
Angola
oearora
Gary
20, 39
26*
Bloomington
4
Columbus
56*, 42
62
Ccnnersville
38
Elkhart
27*,
33
Evansville
1961
Fort Wayne
7
34,
Indianapolis
18
5150
58
Hammond
20,
26
56
Jasper
47*, 59
Kokomo
31
Lafayette
Lebanon
6, 8, 13*
Logansport
Madison 24*
Marion
Michigan City
29
62
10
Richmond
Muncie
49, 2*32
55
40*,1 46
Tell
City
Shelby
ville
South Bend 21*
57*, 25
63
31
Terre Haute
Vincennes
4544
Washington
60
IOWA
Ames
Algona
37
Atlantic
5
Boone
19
Burlington
Carroll
32, 4338
39
Cedar Rapids 9
Charles City
Centerville
3125
18
Cherokee
14
Clinton
64
Creston
30*, 36, 42
Davenport-Rock
Island-4, 6
Moline (III.)
Decorah
44
50
Dubuque
Des Moines
8, 11*, 13
20,46
17,
23 26*
Estherville
56, 24
62
Fort Dodge
54
Fairfield
21
Fort Madison
Grinned
24
44
Keokuk
Iowa City
2*
Knoxville
33
Marshalltown
49
35
Mason
City
12
Muscatine
58
Newton
29
Oelwein
28
Oskaloosa
52
Ottumwa
Red Oak
30*, 36
Shenandoah
20
Sioux City 4, 9
42
Storm Lake
15
Waterloo
7
Spencer
Webster City
2732
50
Abilene
KANSAS
31
Arkansas City
Colby
4934
Atchison
60
Chanute
Coffeyville
33
22
Concordia
47
Dodge City
1623, 22*
El Dorado
39
4*
Emporia
Garden
Fort ScottCity
Hays
31
GoodlandBend15*
Great
28
2
20
7
55
18
12
Hutchinson
lola
27
20
Independence
44

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

\

Junction City
Lamed
Lawrence
Lavenworth
Liberal
McPherson
Manhattan
Newton
Olathe
Ottawa
Parsons
Pittsburg
Pratt
Salina
Topeka
Wellington
Wichita
Winfield
Ashland
Bowling Green
Campbellsville
Corbin
Danville
Elizabethtown
Frankfort
Glasgow
Harlan
Hazard
Hopkinsville
Lexington
Louisville
Madisonville
Mayfield
Maysville
Middlesborough
Murray
Owensboro
Paducah
Pikeville
Princeton
Richmond
Somerset
Winchester

VHF
Channel
No.

11*

7
13
3 10
KENTUCKY
id

3, ii
7
6

UHF
Channel
No.
15
29
17
54
14
26
23
14
52
21
46
38
36
34
8*
24
42, 4348*
16, 5922*
4017
16
23
35
43
28
36
20
19
27,
33
15*, 21
49
26
57
24
33
14
43
6014
45
22

37
LOUISIANA
42
Abbeville
Alexandria
11, 13
Bastrop
id
Baton Rouge
28, 34*, 53
40
39
Sogalusa
21
Crowley
14
DeRidder
64
Eunice
46
Franklin
5118
Hammond
30
Houma
48
Jackson
Jennings
38
5
Lafayette
7
Lake Charles
19*, 25
30
Minden
43
8
Monroe
Morgan City
Natchitoches
3617
New Iberia
Mau/ ft'lflnnc 2*, 4, 6, 7
20, 26, 58
3215
Oakdale
Opelousas
54
20
Ruston
Shreveport
3, 12
Thibodaux
22
Winnfield
24
MAINE
23
Auburn
29
io
Augusta
»« Banger
* II Bar Harbor
2, 5
22
IB I
65
m 1 Bath
4159
Belfast
20
Biddeford
Calais
7
18
i \\Dover-Foxcroft
17
Fort Kent
24
Houlton
% Lewiston
17
d
« Millinocket
14
Orono
t Portland
47*. 53
2 Presque Isle
6, 138
19
9 Rockland
B Rumford
55
2515
12*
Van Buren
35
Waterville
MARYLAND
14
Annapolis
Baltimore
2, 11, 13
18, 24*, 30
Cambridge
17
Cumberland
22
62
Frederick
52
Hagerstown
16
Salisbury
MASSACHUSETTS
52
Barnstable
Boston
44, 50, 62
56
Brockton
2*, 4, 5,' 7
Fall River
40, 46
Sreenfield
Holyoke (See Springfield)
42
38
Lawrence
32
Lowell
New Bedford
28, 34
36
Northampton
15
North Adams
* INDICATES RESERVED FOR "INDEFINITE'
PERIOD FOR
TIONAL USE. NONCOMMERCIAL, EDUCAROADCASTING

No.
Channel
VHF
Pittsfield
Springfie
ol
W o rceste Id-Holy
r
Alma
Alpena
Ann Arbor
Bad Axe
Battle Creek
Bay City
Benton Harbor
Big Rapids
Cadillac
Cheboygan
DetroitLansing
East
East Tawas
Escanaba
Flint
Gladstone
Grand Rapids
Hancock
Houghton
Iron Mountain
Iron River
1 ronwood
Jackson
Ka lama zoo
Lansing
Ludington
Manistee
Manistique
Marquette
Midland
Mount Pleasant
Muskegon
Petoskey
Pontiac
Port Huron
Rogers City
Saginaw
ROLL

MICHIGAN
9

4
2, 4, 7

OUT

13
12
8
5
9
12
3
6

VHF
Channel
No.
Sault Ste. City
Mari s 8, 10
Traverse
West Branch
MINNESOTA
Albert Lea
41
Alexandria
30
Bemidji
Austin
6
15
Brainerd
12
58, 63
64
Cloquet
42
Crookston
3926* Detroit Lakes
20,45
Duluth-Superior
36
Elv
Fairmont
60
50, 56*, 62
Faribault
Fergus Falls
Hastings
Grand
Hibbing Rapids
3, 6, 8*
25
16, 22*,
28
17*, 40
2319
id
International
Little
Falls Falls 11
Mankato
27
Marshall
'
36
(Wis.) —
31
54
Minneapolis-St.
2*, 4, 5, 9, 11
48
Montevideo
New Ulm
Pau!— io
Northfield
18
Owatonna
15
Red
Wing
14
Rochester
17
7
19
St. Cloud
47
St. Paul (See Minneapolis)
Stillwater
29, 3135
Thief River Fall s
44
Virginia
Wadena
34
Willmar
24
Winona
51, 57
UHF
Channel
64
55No.61
14^ 20

UHF
Channel
No.
5121
in OA*
57
36
28, 34*
24
18
44
2116
32, 38
40
20
.16
20
29
22
14
26
17, 2319
15
43
45
63
55
33
39
26
27
31
6115

THE POLKAS
Is Theme of Brewery Television Program

KRANTZ BREWING Corp., Findlay, Ohio, has keyed its TV advertising to polka rhythm and is dancing a schottische over its success.
The brewery, maker of Old Dutch
Beer, has capitalized on the tremendous regional interest in polka
music throughout Northern Ohio
and is producing a weekly one-hour
TV show via WEWS(TV) Cleveland built around the polka theme.
A few pop tunes creep in, but
for the most part it's polka, polka,
polka. A retailer tie-in is the Polka
Hit Parade which features the five
top polkas of the week as voted by
post cards available at Old Dutch
Beer outlets.
The Old Dutch Polka Revue fea-

tures a different band each week
and Jack Clifton, talented disc
jockey, is on hand to roll out the
polkas, in addition to rolling out a
commercial now and then.
Another program over WSPDTV Toledo, is a five-day-weekly
midnight production featuring a
girl and boy pianist and vocalist
team. Format consists of playing
requests and interviewing guests
from local bistros. The half-hour
program is called Old Dutch Nite
Cap.
Both shows are produced by the
brewery's agency, Ohio Adv. Agency Inc. of Cleveland. Herman
Spero is account executive.

16*

It's Disc Jockey Clifton who suggests to Northern Ohio televiewers,
"Let's have another piece of polka music and let's have another glass
of Old Dutch Beer."
• Telecasting

No.
VHF
Channel

Worthington

UHF
Channel
No.
16
32
44*, 50
29
37
32
35
56
28
1921, 27
24
4615
17
52
33
31
38
25
29
22
56
34

MISSISSIPPI
13

Biloxi
Brookhaven
Canton
Clarksdafe
Columbia
Columbus
Corinth
Greenville
Greenwood
Grenada
Gulfport
Hattiesburg
Jackson
Kosciusko
Laurel
Louisville
McComb
Meridian
Natchez
Pascagoula
Picayune
State College
Starkville
Tupelo
University
Vicksburg
West
Yazoo Point
City

6

9
II
3, 12

MISSOURI
Carthage
12
Cape Girardeau
Caruthersville
Chillicothe
Clinton
Columbia
Farmington
12
Festus
Fulton
Hannibal
7
Jefferson City
13
Kansas City
Joplin
Kennett
Kirksville
4, 5 12
Lebanon
Marshall
Moberly
Mary ville
Mexico
Monett
Nevada
Rolla
Poplar
Bluff
St. Joseph
2
St. Louis
Sedalia
6
Sikeston
4, 5, 9*, 11
West
Plains
Springfield
Billings
Anaconda
MONTANA
3, ib2
Butte
Bozeman
Cut Bank
Deer
Dillon Lodge
Glasgow
2, 8, 11*
Glendive
Great
HamiltonFalls
4, 6,4 7*
Hardin
Havre
3, 5
Helena
Kalispell
10, 128
Laurel
9,
11
Lewistown
13
Livingston
Miles
City
11*, 13
Shelby
Missoula
Sidney
PoisonLodge
Red
3, 6*, 10

41
18
5614
30,49 36*

14
15
16, 52
22
2714
24
2718
33
30
19, 2125
23
18
40
26
35
14
28
15
3145
30, 26*,
36, 32
42
37
20

, 9*

11it, 36*
3016
18
20
25
20
17
14
1416
14
2116
20
18
18

Whitefish
Wolf Point
NEBRASKA
12

Alliance
Beatrice
Broken
Fairbury Bow
Columbus
Falls City
Hastings
Fremont Island
Grand
Kearney
Lexington
Lincoln
McCook
Nebraska City
Norfolk
North Platte
Omaha
Scottsbluff
York

ii
5
13
10, 128
2, 4

NEVADA4
Boulder City
10
Carson City
Carlin
Elko
6, 7*
3, io
(Continued on page
March

26, 1951 •

40
38
2152
2114
49
19
35
18*, 23
24
17
50
27
16
16, 22, 28
33
58-B)
14
15
37

Page 58-A

Revised

* INDICATES RESERVED FOR "INDEFINITE"
PERIOD FOR NONCOMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL USE.
VHF
Channel
No.
3, 6

Ely
Fallon
Goldfield
Hawthorne
Henderson
Las Vegas
Lovelock
McGill
Reno
Tonopah
Winnemucca
Yerington
Berlin
Claremont
Concord
Durham
Keen©
Laconia
Littleton
Manchester
Nashua
Portsmouth
Rochester

Channel
UHF
No.
29
31

8, 10*, 13
8
3, 98
7

18
21*, 27
33

NEW HAMPSHIRE

26
37
27
43
45
48
24
54

11'

19
21
58
46, 64
52

NEW JERSEY
Asbury Park
Atlantic City
Bridgeton
Newark
New Brunswick
Paterson
Trenton
Wildwood

13

NEW MEXICO
Alamogordo
Albuquerque 4, 5*, 7, 13
Artesia
Atrisco-Five Points
Belen
Carlsbad
Clayton
Clovis
Deming
Farmington
Gallop
3, 10
Hobbs
Hot Springs
Las Cruces
Las Vegas
Lordsburg
Los Alamos
Lovington
Portales
3* 8,
Raton
Roswelf
Santa Fe
Silver City
2, 9*,
Socorro
Tucumcari
NEW YORK
Albany-SchenectadyTroy
6
Amsterdam
Auburn
Batavia
Binghamton 12
Buffalo 4, 7
Cortland
Dunkirk
Elmira
Glens Falls
Gloversville
Hornell
Ithaca
Jamestown
Ma lone
Massena
Middletown
New York 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 1 1
Niagara Falls 2
Ogdensburg
Olean
Oneonta
Oswego
Plattsburg
Poughkeepsie
Rochester 5, 10
Rome (See Utica)
Saranac Lake
Schenectady (See Albany)
Syracuse 3, 8
Troy (See Albany)
Utica-Rome
13
Watertown
Ahoskie
Albermarle
Asheville
Burlington
Chapel Hill
Charlotte
Durham
Page 58-B

47
37
48
41
17
18
21
24
23
27
35
17
14
46
22
19
14
20
23
27
46
22
15
25
17*, 23
52
37
33

56
46*
40, 4623*
17,
18, 24
39
50
29
14*, 20
20
58
14
60
19, 25*, 31
24
54
48
28
31
2127
15, 21' 18
35
19, 25*
53
20
63
, 62

NORTH CAROLINA
13

3, 19
1

•

40*, 46
36, 42*
March 26, 1951

4*

Proposed TV Channel
(Continued f rom page 58-A)
VHF
Channel
No.

Elizabeth City
Fayetteville
Gastonia
Goldsboro
Greensboro
Greenville
Henderson
Hendersonville
Hickory
High Point
Jacksonville
Kannapolis
Kinston
Laurinburg
Lumberton
Mount Airy
New Bern
13
Raleigh
5
Roanoke Rapids
Rocky
SalisburyMount
Shelby
Sanford
Southern Pines
Statsville
Washington
Wilmington
Wilson
12
Winston-Salem
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Bottineau
5, 12
Carrington
Devils Lake
8
Dickinson
Fargo
2*,2, 104
Grafton
Harvey
Grand Forks
6, 13
Jamestown
Lisbon
6*, 10, 13
Minot
Rugby
New Rockford
Valley City
Wahpeton
Williston
8, 11
OHIO
Akron
Ashtabula
Athens
Bellefontaine
Cambridge
Canton
Chillicothe
5, 9,
Cincinnati
4,3, 6,5,
Cleveland
Columbus
Coshocton
Dayton
Findlay
Defiance
2, 7
Gallipolis
Hamilton-Middletown
Lancaster
Lima
Lorain
Mansfield
Marion
Massillon
Middletown
Hamilton) (See
Mount Vernon
Newark
Oxford
Piqua
Portsmouth
Sandusky
11,
Springfield
Steubenville
Tiffin
Toledo
Warren
Youngstown
Zanesville
Ada
Altus
Alva
Anadarko
Ardmore
Bartlesville
Blackwell
Chickasha
Claremore
Clinton
Duncan
Durant
Elk City
El Reno
Enid
Frederick
Guthrie
*
43Guymon
Hobart
Holdenvilfe
Hugo
Lawton

OKLAHOMA

12
5

UHF
Channel
No.
31
18
48
34
52
57
27
30
16
59
2615
50
41
28
53
21
55
30.
38

McAlester
Miami
Muskogee
Norman
Oklahoma City
Okmulgee
Pauls Valley
Ponca City
Pryor Creek
Sapulpa
Seminole
Shawnee
Stillwater
Tulsa
Vinita
Woodward
Albany

Allocations

VHF
Channel
No.
7, 9,

UHF
Channel
No.
47
58

26
6125
19, 40
64
42
59
*
,
3953 45
, 37*
3129
28
17, 23

No.
VHF
Channel
Vermillion
Watertown
Winner
Yankton

6, 3
TENNESSEE

Athens
Bristol
Chattanooga
Clarksville
Cleveland
Columbia
Cookeville
Covington
Dyersburg
Elizabethton
Gallatin
Fayetteville
Harriman
Humboldt
Johnson
Jackson City
Kingsport
Knoxville
Lawrenceburg 2*, 4,
Lebanon
McMinnville
Mary vi lie
Memphis
Morristown
Murfreesboro
Nashville
Oak
Ridge
Paris
5, 10*,
Pulaski
Shelby ville
Tullahoma
Union City
Springfield

S
12

Channe
UHF18
No.35
17
38
4114
46
43, 49, 40
55
53
39
24
19
46

OREGON
48
55
Ashland
50
Astoria
Baker
20*, 58
2616
9
11
51'
34
42
Bend
Burns
27
28
1614
Corvallis
io
54
64
49
30
45
39
18
Eugene Pass
2, 4*
25
Grants
37
49
20, 30
26
15
Klamath Falls
46
56
51
La Grande
13
Lebanon
42, 48
46
McMinnville
30, 36
29, 35* Medford 4,
8
16
North
Bend
2*
32
16* 2Pendleton
26, 32
28
26
43
Roseburg
Portland
6, 8, 10*,
44
28
52
21, 24
27
18*,
42
4024* Salem
18,17
14
Springfield
The
Dalles
55
Abilene
TEXAS
22
Alice
PENNSYLVANIA
37
Allentown
9
23
33
Alpine
Altoona
32
Amarillo 2*, 4, 5, 7, 10
34
Athens
51
Bethlehem
39,
45
12
20
42
65
48
Bradford
Austin
38
Butler
19, 43
25
Bollinger
32
25
18,
24,
30
Chambersburg
38
46
Bay City
Du Bois
Beaumont-Port
Easton
Arthur
33
Beeville
45
12
Emporium
Erie
Big Spring
Harrisburg
31
63
4* 17*
3Hazleton
57
49, 55*, 62
6115
4, 6
56
Johnstown
25
42
27,
33
63
Lancaster
56
EXGRI
D STAR
26
Lebanon
Lewistown
37
Meadville
Lugs Ball for TV in Texas
48*, 54
New City
Castle
Oil
41*
35,
21
29
3, 6,
15
37'
34*, 40
Philadelphia
38
A FORMER U. of Texas end31,and
Pittsburgh
Reading
2, 11,
20
53
16*, 22
World
War
II
combat
pilot
carried
18
45
47,
43
the ball for televisioR.
55, 53
6164
n inE.the(Pep
Texas
17,23,29,35*
34*
py)
19, 28
25* Scranton
Sharon
16, 22
Legislature at Austin.
Sunbury
State College
31
Uniontown
63
Blount, state rep17
39
Washington
resentative
65
35t 41
Wilkes-Barre
36
fro
m Big Spring,
Williamsport
65
York
28, 14
34
introduced a reso
23
43, 5449
RHODE ISLAND
lution to force
36
Providence
58
state - supported
60
12
schools to sell
SOUTH10,CAROLINA
59
Aiken
44
video rights to the.
58
Anderson
30
14
Camden
highest bidder
Charleston
Conway
19*,
25
46, 5152
Columbia
23
5].
Mar
[Brch
Tel
oad
cas
eca
tinng.
Florence
sti
g •
16, 22* Rep. Blount
50
Georgetown
Greenville
47
This added up to asking the
Lake City
Greenwood
27, 33
55
Sou
thwest Confex-ence to defy the
21
Lancaster
27
44* against live television
Laurens
NCAA ban
Marion
Newberry
50
58
football games. After
coll
of
ege
21
37
36
14*
Orangeburg
being shunted to a sub-committee,
44
30
Rock Hill
the resolution emerged as only a
6131
45
Spartanburg
17 29*
23,43
Sumter
"suggestion from the legislature"
62
Union
51
instive.
ead of a semi-compulsory direct
55
SOUTH DAKOTA
In Austin, it is well-known that
32
Aberdeen
9
17
47
30*Fourche
Belle
Rep. Blount does not easily accept
64
56
Brookings
65
15
defeat and Rep. Blount knows thac
Hot Springs
17
the game is not over. He may try
39
12
Huron
15
27
5
26
Lead
23
4415
Madison
46
Mitchell
25
Mobridge
48
Rep. Blount played on the Texas
20
20
teams
27
again. which defeated Alabama in
Pierre
23
Rapid
City
the 1948 Sugar Bowl game, and
27* Sioux Falls
7
15
28*,21,34
21
6, 1310
crumbled Georgia in the 1949
Sturgis
11,
20
14
Orange Bowl classic.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

56'

38, 44*
1—

* INDICATES RESERVED FOR "INDEFINITE"
PERIOD FOR NONCOMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL USE.

Brigham
Cedar City
Logan
Ogden
Price
Provo
Richfield

UHF
Channel
No.
43
ii
15
i<i
1i *t1
52
1190
54i y
57
40
21
48
20
16* 5622
4728

4 5

6 10

16
3* 91 OO25
5216
17

A Q 10*
A
2 4 5 7*
3,k in1 U
11

J, O
11
11/o 111 J

2
**
5

Of 0
4 5 9* 12

12

42
1/
117/ , 401*J
35 48
41
CI
14
24
46
30
4158
32• •
16, 53
22
18*, 24
19
20
18
19
28*, 34
45
51
16*, 22

6
7
ii
3, 6
UTAH

2
12
11
9
13
BROADCASTING

io
20 27
26
52
on myOA*
OO, *» 1 , 64
**/
62
58
23
42
io
A11 7
23 29Id
36
H7
CO14
40
28
40
IOJo
101 o
IO
IOJo
J/,
OA*
xU t zoOA
HO
ZU
65
i19z
1o
50
32
18
38
14
■•
*1J
40
35
62
OA
ill
17
ii
jj'-ii
ia
nn22311 o
29

Oft* 11

36
30
18*, 24
•

VERMONT
4, 5, 7*

Bennington
Brattleboro
Burlington
Montpelier
Newport
Rutland
St. Albans
St. Johnsbury

VIRGINIA
Blacksburg
Charlottesville
Covington
Danville
Emporia
Farmville
Fredericksburg
Front Royal
Harrisonburg
Lexington
Lynchburg
13
Marion
Martinsville
Newport News
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Norton
10, 12
Petersburg
Portsmouth
Norfolk) (See
Pulaski
Richmond
Roanoke
3,6
South Boston
7, 10
Staunton
Waynesboro
Williamsburg
Winchester
WASHINGTON
Aberdeen
Anacortes
Bellingham
Bremerton
Centra
lia
Ellensburg
Ephrata
Everett
Grand Coulee
Hoquiam
Kelso
Kennewick
Longview
Olympia
Pasco
Port Angeles
Pullman
Richland
Seattle
Spokane
Tacoma
Walla Walla
Wenatchee
Yakima
Beck ley
Bluefield
Charleston
Clarksburg
Elkins
Fairmont
Hinton
Huntington
Logan
Martinsburg
Morgantown
Parkersburg
Welch
Weston
Wheeling
Williamson

11,4, 5,13 7, 9*
2,5,84, 6, 7*
WEST VIRGINIA
io*
3
12
8, 13

7, 9

UHF
No.
Channel
18
20, 26
44
33
58
16*, 22
40
46
34
30
49
44
39
19
24
47
25
34
54
16
50
33
52
15, 21*, 35
27
41
23*, 29
37
14
36
42
17
27,2833*
58
34
18, 24
44, 50
49
43
22, 28
17
52
39
60
37
33
16
25
19
24
20, 26
56*, 62
31
55
23, 29
21
43*, 40
49
22
41
35
5831
23
15
25
32
17

WISCONSIN

*5

DHon Uno m
Borger
ora ay
Breck en ridge
B re n h o m
Brownfle Id
Brownsville
Brownwood
Bryan
\- n 1 10 ress
Cleburne
Coleman
College Station
Conroe _
Corpus Lhnsti
Corsicana
C r\i clnl f" i tu
Cuero
Dalhart
Dallas
Del Rio
Denison
Denton
Eagle Pass
Edinburg
elCI Lampo
D— r—
ci raso
FaCIm«.«Im*Jm
!f urnas
rioyaaoa
Cab* C|»L(hh
rorr
j rock Ton
rorr worm
Gainesville
Ga Iveston
Gonzales
Greenville
no r ii n gen • 1 1 _
U.LI
Hebbronville
Henderson
Hereford
nil isooro
Houston
Huntsville
Jacksonville
Jasper
Kermit
Kilgore
K ingsvi Me
Lamesa
L o m pasas
Laredo
Levelland
LiTTieTieia
Long view
LUDDOCK
Luf
M, Akinnen
Ham
rflCM
McKinney
Marfa
marsnaii
Mercedes
Mexia
Midland
r/lineral wells
Mission
Monahans
Mount Pleasant
Nacogdoches
New Braunfeis
Odessa
U range
Pampa
rea rsa n
Pecos
r er ry ton
Ploinview
Port Arthur (see
Beaumont)
Qua noh
Raymondville
Rosenberg
San Angelo
San Antonio
San Benito
San Marcos
Seguin
Seymour
Sherman
Snyder
Stephenville
Sulphur
SweetwaterSprings
Taylor
Temple
Terrell
Texarkana
Tyler
Uva Ide
Vernon
Victoria
Waco
Waxahachie
Weatherford
Wichita Falls

VHF
Channel
No.

St. George
Salt Lake City
Tooele

Channel
VHF
No.

Ashland
Appleton
Beaver Dam
Beloit
Eau Claire
Fond
Green duBayLac
Janseville
Kenosha
La Crosse
Madison
Manitowoc
Marinetto
Milwaukee
Oshkosh
Portage
Prairie du Chien
Racine
Rhinelander
Rice Lake
Richland Center
Sheboygan

Sparta
Stevens Point
Sturgeon Bay
Superior (See
Duluth, Minn.)
22, 28*
Telecasting

42
13
6
8
3
ii
4,

19*, 57
2515
54
37
63
32*, 38
21*, 27, 33
65
48
61
19,
25,
31
10*, 12
*
34
32,1738*
22
49, 55
59
21
50
15
20, 4426

'FAMILY

NIGHT

ON Four
CBS-TV'
Sponsors Promote Friday Shows

A COOPERATIVE promotion venture, calculated to identify Friday
night as "Family Night on CBSTV," has been instituted by four
New York agencies handling Friday shows extending from 8 to
10:30 p. m. on that network.
With CBS cooperating, the promotion drive was opened with
drum-beating for last Friday
night's four-program block.
The shows, their sponsors, and
the agencies are : Mama, sponsored
8-8:30 by General Foods on behalf
of Maxwell House Coffee, through
Benton & Bowles; Man Against
Crime, carried 8:30-9 by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. for Camels,
through William Esty Co.; Ford
Theatre,
sponsored 9-10 on alter60*
45* nate weeks by Ford Motor Co.
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, and
Star of the Family, sponsored 1010:30 by Nash Kelvinator through
Geyer, Newell & Ganger.
Seventeen stations carry all four
programs, and others carry one
or more. CBS has prepared promotion kits, including slides, for
distribution
to the stations involved.
Posters also are being sent out
— one station reportedly asked for
1,000.
The agencies are dividing promotion costs equally. CBS handled the production of kits and
posters, with the agencies paying
poster-mailing costs. The agencies

Wousau
Wisconsin Rapids
Cody
Buffalo
Casper
Cheyenne
Douglas
Evanston
Green River
Greybull
Gillette
Lander
Laramie
Lovell
Lusk
Newcastle
Powell
Rawlins
Riverton
Rock Springs
Sheridan
Thermopolis
Torrington
Wheatland
Worland
53*
24*
Arecibo

VHF
Channel
No.
7

Channel
UHF
No.1416

WYOMING
2, 6
11, 13

10
12
13
9, 12

13
U. S. TERRITORIES
PUERTO RICO

Caguas
57*
Mayaguez
Ponce
San Juan

117,3, 95
ALASKA
Anchorage
2,3*,7*,8, 11,10 13
Fairbanks
2, 4, 7, 9*,11, 13
Juneau
Ketchikan
4, 2,9 4, 6*
Seward
13
Sitka
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Lihue, Kauai
3, 8*, 10, 12
Honolulu, Oahu
2*,2, 4,4, 7,9* 9, 11, 13
Wailuku, Maui
8, 10*,58-D)
12
(Continued on 3,page

29
40
24
14
17
1816
36
3114
28
30
19

27
24
15
34

also are issuing special releases,
geared to the consumer level, under
a standard heading which proclaims "Friday Is Family Night on
CBS-TV" and lists the shows
involved.
Alternate-week benefactors of
the promotion campaign will be
Live Like a Millionaire, which General Mills sponsors in the 9:30-10
spot every other Friday through
Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, and a
program to be announced for the
9-9:30 period in the weeks when
Ford Theatre is not carried.

GE

VHF PERMIT
FCC Grants Modification
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. was
granted modification of the permit
of its experimental VHF station
KE2XHX by FCC last week to
incorporate an additional experimental transmitter operating in the
UHF from 480-890 mc. Effective
radiated power up to 100 kw would
be used.
Fortnight ago a similar request
for authority to conduct propagation and other tests in the UHF
was made of FCC by Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., Radio Tube
Division, Emporium, Pa. [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 12].
GE's KE2XHX at Electronics
Park, Syracuse, N. Y., has been
authorized to operate on VHF
channels 2 through 13 with peak
visual effective radiated power of
50 kw and aural 25 kw. The new
UHF transmitter, with power output of 5 kw, would feed into "an
experimental helical four-bay travelling-wave antenna having a calculated power gain of 20, so that
the peak effective radiated power
would reach the unprecedented
value of about 100,000 watts," FCC
was told.
GE stated "it is proposed to
make extensive propagation tests
at this power level and frequencies
in an effort to determine to what
degree such a value of ERP would
result in improved UHF television
performance over that obtainable
with previously available ERP's of
the order of 10,000 watts."
GE currently is advertising to
the trade its new power triode tube,
GL-6019, claiming "for the first
time in TV 1 kw at 900 mc"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 19]. The advertisement
said the tube, involving ceramic
construction, was on display at the
IRE show in New York last week.
FCC also was told the new UHF
transmitter would be used to test
GE's newly developed helical TV
antenna. The research program is
being directed by J. E. Keister, section engineer in charge of TV and
broadcast equipment, commercial
equipment division.
March 26, 1951
• Page 58-C

Revised Proposed Allocations
(Continued from page 58-C)
VHF
UHF
VHF
Channel
Channel
Channel
Channel
UHF
No.
No.
No.
No.
lethbridge
7
22
2
Vernon
27
Victorrcr
6
15
2
Medicine Hat
40,
46
BRITISH COLUMBIA
MANITOBA
34
Chilli wack
21, 32
42
Brandon
Cranbrook
19
Flin Flon
5, 9, 1138
Fernie
24
124
14
Kamloops
Dauphin
16
Portage
la Prairie
Kelowna
21
13
St. Boniface
(see Winnipeg)
48
Nanaimo
Winnipeg-St.
1719
Nelson
5
Boniface
4, 6, 7, 13 18, 24, 30, 36, 42
New Westminster (see Vancouver)
NEW BRUNSWICK
15
Penticton
Campbellton 12
20
Port
A'berni
Edmundston 10
27
Prince Rupert
11
Fredericton 9
28
Trail
6, 7
Moncton
..
16
Vancouver- New
Newcastle
.
.
18
Westminster
14, 30, 36
14
6, 8, 10

26
No.
Channel
Channel
* INDICATES RESERVED FOR "INDEFINITE"
VHF
PERIOD TIONALFOR
UHF41
St. John
4, 6
USE. NONCOMMERCIAL, EDUCA17,No.23
St. Stephen
Sackville
8
22
VHF
UHF
Woodstock
36
Channel Channel
NOVA SCOTIA
19
No.
No.
Amherst
18
Hilo, Hawaii 2, 4*, 7, 9, 11, 13 ..
Antigonish
9
34
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Bridgewater
Halifax
3, 5, 10
12
15, 21, 27, 43
Christiansted 8
37
Kentville
Charlotte Amalie 10, 12
Sydney
New Glasgow
CANADA
Truro
ALBERTA
15, 3121
2, 4, 6
Windsor
Calgary
2, 4, 10, 12 17, 23, 29, 35
4614
Yarmouth
13
Edmonton
3, 5, 11, 13
Grande Praire 2
ONTARIO
Barrie
Lacombe
8
14
39
Belleville
Brantford
2516
Brockville
Chatham
14
Ccrnwall
36
Fort
GuelphFrances 5
19
45
Fort William (see Port Arthur)
5518
Hamilton 1310
51, 57
Kenora
9
22
Kingston ..
26, 5330
44
Kitchener
Kirkland Lake
9
London Bay
Nor>h
2629
Niagara Falls
10
15
A
Oshawa
3
Orillia
30, 49
40
—
Ottawa-Hull
Owen
Sound
8
24
Pembroke
4,
9,
11
13
40
32
,n
Peterborough
22
William 2, 4
14, 20, 30
i
PortFort
ArthurYour
St.
Catherines
.
St. Thomas
Sarnia
Saul: Ste. Marie
22
Smiths Falls
Sudbury
42
Stratford
27
17, 23
2, 12
Timmins
Bestouu
6
19, 25
Toronto
32, 38
9
Windsor
Wingham
36
6, 9,5, 117
1
Woodstock
47
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Charlottetown 13
14
'
Summerside
11
2020
s
Granby
o
Chicoutimi QUEBEC
2, 12
14
°
19
Drummondville
2
25
3* *
R
i
's
c
Hull
(see
Ottawa,
Ont.)
h
ia
es
t
Pennsylvan
Jonquiere
23
Matane
Verdun 2, 6, 7, 10, 12
50
Montreal15, 44
New Carlisle
2
14
Market!
Quebec
Riviere
du Loup4, 5
29, 3039
136
21
Rimouski
9, 11
17
Roberval
St. Hyacinthe
Ste. Anne de la
33
Pocatiere
38
27
Shawinigan Falls
Sherbrooke
42, 4817
Sorel
Thetford Mines
31
Three Rivers
21
Valleyfield
Verdun (see Montreal)
37
Victoriaville
Grave!bourg SASKATCHEWAN
22
Moose Jaw
4, 7
18, 24
North Battleford 3
Prince Albert 11
Regina 2, 9, 12
21, 27
Saskatoon 8, 13
14
Swift Current
30
Watrous
6
15
Yorkton
3
MEXICO
BAJA CALIFORNIA
Tijuana
Mexicali 6,7, 129
SONORA
Nogales
Hermosillo 9, 2,11,4, 136
Ciudad Obregon 3, 7, 9
Navojoa 5, 11, 13
Chihuahua CHIHUAHUA
2, 4, 5
Hidalgo
del
Parral
Ciudad Juarez 9, 11, 133
In WIUCES-BARRE
. • . . It's WILK!
COAHUILA
Saltillo
4
Piedras Negras 2
AM — FM
•
ABC AFFILIATE
Villa Acuna
10
NUEVO LEON
Monterrey
2, 6,
10, 12
TAMAULIPAS
Nuevo Laredo
. 11, 13
J AVERY-KNODEL, INC., National Representatives
Matamoras 7
New York
• Chicago
• Atlanta
• Los Angeles
• San Francisco
Reynosa
9
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Newsweekly

r
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ISSUE:

le Story Coverage
kings Wide Praise
Page 67

;w NCAA Proposal
Expected
Page 61

iatron Shows System
For FCC Members
Page 63

-gather each Wednesday,
Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 68

to crack another

exciting 0case,
when DU MONT presents
00
The Plainclothesmani
00
2,0
Television's most unique mystery

-

program

-

in which the camera plays detective.

DU
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NOW

AVAILABLE

HEN it comes to smart time buying, news is again
very much in the news. People are following newscasts more closely today than at any time since the
end of the war . . . and their interest is bound to
increase as time goes on.
Now, for the first time in Philadelphia television,
WPTZ has available for sponsorship three choice
morning news slots— 7:30 A.M., 8:00 A.M. and
8:30 A.M. Scheduled within WPTZ's sensationally
successful "Three To Get Ready"* program, these
5-minute news telecasts are edited in the WPTZ newsroom and are ably presented in a straight, reportorial style.
It is our considered judgment that in the early morning hours, the public wants crisp, last-minute news
with no frills or furbelows . . . news that will bring
them up to the minute on what happened and
what's happening.
These three news periods now available not only
have a tremendous future as an advertising vehicle but
they are an exceptionally sound, attractively economical, time purchase right this minute!
Moreover, we have the feeling that the wise advertiser who buys one or more of these news strips will
find them an effective sales tool now and ten years
from now.
For the complete story on these exciting availabilities— present ratings, the surrounding "Three To
Get Ready" program and any other facts you need —
give us a call or see your nearest NBC Spot Sales
Representative.

if i
f:f j

PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Bldg. • Phila., Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244
*6.8 ARB rating during first week on the air

What's New in Television ?
Take a Look at

WPTZ
FIRST IN TELEVISION
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

Widespread
(See editorial,CRIME
page 48)
'THE
ACTION-PACKED screens in millions of American television set
homes attested last week to this
prevailing sentiment :
The Kefauver Crime Committee
telecasts had fired the imagination
and captured the curiosity of the
public. It had touched the citizen's
sense of civic responsibility.
Television was
promoted in one
big sweep from
everybody's whipping boy— in the
sports, amusement and even
the retail world
— to benefactor,
without reservations. Its camera
eye had opened
Sen. Kefauver
the public's.
If one had attempted to measure
the palpitation of the public's pulse
(Hooper did take a sighting on
the television audience) most set
owners would have been too busy
— watching the crimecasts.
Almost overnight the TV tones
of the hearing rebounded with press
notices, cartoons, and radio-TV
commentaries and Congressional
combustion.
These were the shades and tints
of this national TV story:
Special Survey
0 Special Hooperatings taken in
TV homes in New York indicated
the proceedings had up to 100%
of the TV audience at certain
stages, with ratings ranging up
to 34.3, and sets-in-use going as
high as 36.6 during some afternoon
hours.
# NBC asked the Senate Crime
Investigating Committee to lift the
ban against the televising of Frank
Costello's face. Chairman Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) said the restriction would have to stand since
the right of Mr. Costello's request
was undetermined by law and the
committee wanted his testimony
with or without an accompanying
TV view of Mr. Costello's countenance.
0 James J. Carroll, St. Louis
"betting commissioner," changed
his mind about not testifying before video and flew to the capital
city as the committee swung its
setting from Gotham to Washington. But he won a committee conTelecasting

cession that permitted no televising
STORY'
of his face.
® This development eased Mr.
Carroll from the threat of a contempt citation. The action also
apparently indefinitely postponed a
"test case" of the St. Louis incident
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March
12, 5].
Q Radio was drawn into the
media scuffle. At one point in his
New. York "walkouts," Mr. Costello
stated his reluctance to continue
speaking in his laryngitis-wracked
voice before either radio or television microphone. Mr. Carroll
said he had "mike fright" and
objected to its use. Neither witness won his point.
% Ground swell of public interest in the crimecasts moved Rep.
Jacob K. Javits (R-N. Y.) to cite
on the floor of the House this televiewer concentration as new material in support of his resolution (H
Res. 62) to amend House rules to
permit radio-TV coverage of important sessions in the lower
chamber [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 15].
Senators began to speak about
extending the life of the committee, which is slated to expire the

NEW

NCAA

Praise

for

TV

Coverage

give details on the effect of increased viewing on electric consumption,
but did say it was necessary to
operate an additional giant generator— capable of supplying 80,000
customers
hearings. with current — during the

This is a familiar face to televiewers of the Senate crime probe.
Shown is Rudolph Halley, the committee's chief counsel. Photo was
shot set
from
the tube
of aYork.
monitorat ABC
in New
* * *
last day of this month.
The Kefauver committee wound
up its eight days of sittings before
cameras and microphones in New
York last Wednesday and the very
next day, radio-TV was on the
scene in Washington for further
hearings.
Consolidated Edison Co. of New
York officials said there was a "decided increase" in electrict use during the hearings.
They couldn't

PROPOSAL

By GRETCHEN GROFF
TV STEERING Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
was reported last week to be ready to recommend a seven-game 1951
football schedule for each of the four networks, with all NCAA schools
limited to no more than two telecasts each.
Tom Hamilton, chairman of the
mittee and TV network officials to
committee, when asked to confirm
the report, said only that the proeffect
a
to theTV.NCAA's
moratoriumsolution
on football
posal was among several under
consideration at this time.
The period for negotiation between the networks and potential
"This is a new, wonderful medium," he added. "We have to live advertisers of the football telecasts
with it but we have to see to it is rapidly approaching and NCAAnetwork meetings have produced
that too many of our schools don't
no workable agreement.
get hurt.
Representing the networks were :
"The headlines were wrong
Sig Mickelson, CBS; Davidson
when they said we'd banned teleTaylor, NBC; Tom Velotta, ABC,
vision. The one-year moratorium
we declared is for the purpose of and Les Arries, DuMont network.
studying all of its phases and ef- Members of the committee, in addition to Mr. Hamilton, were Ralph
fects. We will attempt to make
useful recommendations on April
Furey, Columbia U.; Max Farring6 so that the networks can begin
ton, George Washington U., and
Bob Hall, Yale U. Also present were
negotiations with advertisers."
representatives of two theatre TV
The reportedly proposed recommendation came as a result of a firms: Nate Halpern, Fabian, and
meeting in New York last WednesRobert O'Brien, Paramount.
The committee and the networks
day between members of the com• BROADCASTING

Business activities in many offices were at a virtual standstill
as personnel crowded around TV
sets. The Brooklyn Chapter of
American Red Cross found it desirable to install a TV set at its
blood donor center in order to attract donors to their appointments.
Traffic, which had fallen off to 18
donors last Monday, snapped back
to 55 the day the set was installed.
TV coverage was originated by
WPIX (TV) New York and fed
by WPIX to WABD, WCBS-TV,
WNBT (TV) and WJZ-TV.
ABC (WJZ-TV) sold the program to Time Inc., first on one
station, then on four, and later on
19 — with the 19-station lineup continuing under Time sponsorship
when the hearings resumed in
Washington last Thursday.
The DuMont network, owner of
WABD, estimated its coverage of
the New York phase had cost it
(Continued on page 64)

Would Set Limitfirst held a collective discussion,
the outcome of which was four
general points of agreement among
the networks. According to one network's representative, the networks agreed: (1) To "continue to
cooperate with the committee";
that (2) "plans proposed by the
TV committee prior to the meeting were operationally and commercially unsound"; (3) "it appeared that there might be some
legal
be resolved";
(4)
"the questions
committee towas,
in our view,
an exploratory body but that we
could not and did not recognize it
as a bargaining unit."
Plan Refused
The committee had previously
proposed that only two networks
be permitted a 20-game schedule
which would carry games to areas
outside of the NCAA district in
which they were being played. This
was refused on the ground that it
would double cable and crew costs,
(Continued on page 72)
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Scontrot
c*
ONE of the US
final stepsSH
toward
resolution
of the long-raging
color
DOWN
OW
SCOT
versy will be taken today when the U. S. Supreme Court hears oral
argument of government and industry.
On one side — in opposition to the FCC's adoption of CBS color
standards last Oct. 10 will be John
T. Cahill and Judge Simon R. Rif- proceedings may run over to Tueskind, counsel for RCA and Emerday. Ordinarily, the Supreme
son Radio & Phonograph Corps.,
Court opens at noon at which time
respectively.
it renders decisions and opinions
In opposition, Solicitor General
in cases already presented. It is
Philip B. Perlman will present the immediately thereafter that the
oral arguments on the color degovernment's case with Judge
cision will get underway.
Samuel I. Roseman arguing in behalf of CBS.
It's expected that Mr. Cahill will
Possibility exists that the color open
followed by Judge Rifkind
as intervenor.
Mr. Roseman and the Solicitor
TV BOOKING UNIT
General Perlman will next present
UTC to Release Nationally
their cases. Each side will be
UNITY Television Corp. has been
limited to one hour with a 15-minute allowance for rebuttal.
set up to serve as a national booking organization for producers and
Last fall RCA and its two subowners of motion picture television
sidiaries— NBC and RCA Victor
rights, Arche Mayers, president, anDistributing Corp. — had brought
nounced last week.
the case into the Chicago Federal
The new TV organization is lo- District Court. That court last
cated in the Paramount Bldg., 1501
Broadway, New York. Robert
Dec. 22 upheld the Commission's
approval of CBS color standards
Wormhoudt, former sales manager
of Standard Television Corp., has by a 2-1 vote [Broadcasting •
been appointed national sales di- Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
rector. Connie Lazar, formerly
However, the Chicago court at
television director of Film Equities
the same time continued its tempCorp., was named national proorary restraining order against
gram director. Sid Weiner, for- commercial
use of CBS color until
merly with Films International,
April
1
or
such
time as the Supreme
has been appointed national teleCourt dissolves the restraint.
vision booker.

Mr. Drescher

Mr. Hess

DuMONT
NAMES
Three Department Heads
APPOINTMENT of three DuMont
Television Network executives to
new departmental directorates was
announced last week by Chris J.
Witting, network
general manager.
Clarence G.
Alexander was
named director of
network operations; Norman
W. Drescher, director of station
relations, and
Joseph W. Hess,
director of budget
Mr. Alexander
and
ices. general servAll three had served as administrative assistants to Mr. Witting.
Mr. Alexander, who has been administrative assistant assigned to
the DuMont production and promotion department, is a TV pioneer,
having joined NBC in 1936 and assisted in setting up that network's

television department. After wartime service as commanding officer
of the Willow Run Bomber Plant,
he rejoined NBC in 1946 and served
as business manager of the televisionMont adepartment
until he joined Duyear ago.
Mr. Drescher, with DuMont for
the past 18 months, formerly conducted his own management engineering business. He was appointed
administrative assistant to the general manager during the latter part
of 1950.
Mr. Hess, a certified public accountant, was an internal auditor
for the Eclipse-Pioneer Div. of
Bendix Aviation from 1943 to 1945,
when he moved to Jacob Ruppert
as head auditor. He remained in
that position for five years before
joining DuMont,
where
administrative
assistant hein was
charge
of accounting and general services.
Coaxial Cable Ordered
WDSU Broadcasting Corp., New
Orleans, announced last week that
both ABC and NBC have placed
orders for coaxial cable facilities
for WDSU-TV. Installation is expected to be completed by mid-1952.
Robert D. Swezey, corporation executive vice president, commented,
"The extension of the cable to New
Orleans will mean that the people
of New Orleans will share with the
eastern portion of the country all
of the benefits of simultaneous re-

Frieda, Freedom and Frequencies
ception."an editorial
IN AN atmosphere beclouded by outlandish
Our view has always been that educational
ting aside these "flexibility" channels for an
demands of educators who would make of the
or religious or secular organizations should
eventual move "upstairs" from VHF to an all
UHF allocation?
nation a sort of TV pedagogic state, the FCC
come before the licensing authority on an
last week handed down a laborious third report
That, to the chagrin of many, was perpeequal footing with commercial groups. For
on TV, looking toward a competitive nationtrated in FM a few years ago. There are
example, WWL New Orleans is an applicant
wide service, and with the resumption of
those on the FCC, Chairman Coy included, who
for a commercial TV outlet. The fact that it
licensing possible by this fall.
feel that some day all TV will move upstairs.
is operated by Loyola U. did not deter it from
To the extent that the plan provides for
Those "13 to 18" reserved channels, could cerapplying for a TV facility which it probably
tainly
accommodate
the
stations
assigned
to
educational assignments on a "reservation"
will get, in view of its distinguished past servbasis, in both VHF and UHF, it constitutes a
the 12 VHF channels now allocated.
ice and its financial responsibility. There are
smashing victory for Madam Comr. Frieda B.
dozens of other instances.
Provision is made for nearly 2,000 stations
Hennock. It was she who single-handedly had
on what appears to be a generally equitable
Withal, in view of the exigencies, we believe
whipped up a fervor among the teachers and
basis — except for the educational fiasco. Inthe FCC majority probably made as good a
mothers of America that is without precedent
compromise as it could. The fundamental engiequities exist, however. For example, it's inin broadcast annals.
congruous to appraise Pittsburgh as a market
neering appears to be sound. Larger metroThe report — which appears at first blush to
with only two VHF stations (the third being
politan areas are provided power adequate to
be a skillful job of handling a highly complex
cover their markets. UHF and VHF channels
ear-marked for education). It's just as exand controversial project — actually is a comtreme to appraise Chicago as a four commerare intermixed to make possible sufficient outpromise of sound engineering and expediency.
cial station market, or Houston and Richmond
lets to meet public need. Except for the enigma
The fact that seven Commissioners went in
with
only two VHF assignments. There will
of the educational aspect, the FCC zealously
five different directions renders that comment
be trouble in Boston, San Francisco and Inseeks to provide maximum use of the TV chanindisputable.
dianapolis. Other lesser markets appear to be
nels, even to the extent of utilizing directional
Madam Commissioner, who protests the insurfeited, but then these are in the open spaces
antennas under guarded conditions.
adequacy of the educational reservations, inwhere nature has provided ample separations.
The procedures outlined by the FCC are
wardly must feel a warm glow of satisfaction.
It is significant that the FCC particularizes
wide
open. There's a time-table. The freeze
She didn't get long-term reservations for eduthat unless the non-commercial educational
could be thawed by the fall. But there's also
cational stations. And she didn't get that
assignments
are
absorbed
within
a
reasonable
Gargantuan 25% of the available assignments
a race against the defense time-table. The
period (a year is implied) they will be thrown
FCC, we believe, has done the best it could
(or of the channels). But she did emerge with
open for possible commercial occupancy,
with what it had. In due course, public opinion
a first refusal for non-commercial educational
will decide the educational issue. (Could anythrough appropriate rule-making procedures.
applicants for at least a one-year period, and
Thus, the educators must meet this challenge.
thing be more educational than the Kefauver
for about 10% of the available assignments.
crime investigation?)
With the anticipated demand for TV, it would
The FCC appears to act wisely in avoidine
be contrary to public interest and to our ecorigidity, and in holding in reserve 13 to 18
There should be no artificially contrived barnomic concepts to permit available assignriers in the path of expeditious consummation
UHF channels as "flexibility" assignments.
ments
to
remain
vacant.
The
FCC
would
have
These ostensibly are to be used for continued
of the new proposed allocations. There should
been well advised, in our view, to have speciexperimentation in Stratovision and Polycastbe an educational cut-off date. Isolated inequified an actual cut-off date on the educational
ing, as well as to accommodate future requireties should be adjusted without undue delays.
ments.
reservations, to block any malingering or use
Otherwise, defense mobilization may render
of dilatory tactics by educational aspirants.
We take pause here. Could the FCC be setthe third report academic.
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SKIATRON
SKIATRON Electronics & Television, New York, last Tuesday
undertook to prove to visiting
members of the FCC the ability of
its Subscriber- Vision "box office"
system of television to "scramble"
and "unscramble" the TV picture
satisfactorily.
The firm, which has been conducting experimental broadcasts
through WOR-TV New York's
North Bergen, N. J., transmitter
under temporary authorization,
presented both a broadcast and a
closed-circuit demonstration for
the Commission members and FCC
staff executives.
Demonstration Fare
During an over-the-air broadcast
of Subscriber-Vision, 2:30-3 p.m.,
the Commission watched the Skiatron method of coding and decoding aslide; a "live" golf lesson,
and a film, "The Vanishing El."
The Skiatron decoders, based on
the use of perforated IBM-Remington Rand type punch-cards, immediately transformed a flickering
seismic image into a clear steady
picture.
(Individual use of the SubscriberVision would necessitate possession
of a video set equipped with a
special decoder and decoding cards.)
While the Commission viewed
the broadcast from the Skiatron
laboratories, the demonstration

SHOWINGS
was seen simultaneously by viewers of WOR-TV within 60 miles of
the transmitter, and by newsmen
at the Skiatron suite in the Pierre
Hotel, New York, where the firm
held a preview and news conference.
During the conference, Frank J.
Quigley, assistant to the president
of Skiatron, revealed that following the demonstration, Skiatron
would file an application with the
FCC requesting permission to
equip sets of standard make in
New York, for a controlled experiment similar to the Phonevision
test in Chicago.
Listing the varied assets of Subscriber-Vision, Mr. Quigley pointed
to the World Series' gigantic advertising costs, which would be
eliminated under the Subscriber-

CHICAGO PACT
Stations, AFM To Meet
REPRESENTATIVES of management from Chicago's four TV stations and the American Federation of Musicians are expected to
meet in New York this week to
solve the jurisdictional dispute over
musicians who also are actors or
singers which cropped out in the
final stages of settlement of the
local Television Authority code.
TVA, as well as AFM, claims
jurisdiction over such performers,
the only point to be settled in the
TRANSMITTERS
local contract [Broadcasting •
Regular Unit Ok for Color
Telecasting, March 19]. Because
of continuing discussion on this,
STANDARD commercial TV transcontracts went into effect March
mitters can be used for both CBS
color and black-and-white, and this 7 through April 6 without signatures. The one-month delaying
will be the case with UHF transmitters, according to William B. action is believed to be time enough
Lodge, CBS vice president in for settlement of the dispute by
charge of general engineering. Mr. executives of stations WNBQ
Lodge made his statement in reply WENR-TV WBKB and WGN-TV
to an article in the March 19 with the musicians' union.
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Portions of the new code were
detailed at the luncheon meeting of
The article quoted a "source
close to manufacturers" as say- the Chicago Television Council
ing that no plant is now building
Wednesday, when negotiators and
transmitter equipment for CBS
observers were introduced by President Fred Kilian.
color; that "present transmitter
equipment cannot be used" for the
Among them were attorneys
CBS system, and that "the lack of Walt Emerson, Tom Compere and
compatibility is as serious in trans- John Moser; Harry Dieter, radiomitters as it is in the case of tele- television business manager of
vision receivers, requiring all existFoote, Cone & Belding; John Whaling equipment to be converted."
ley, NBC Chicago comptroller, and
Mr. Lodge reminded that CBS
Geraldine Kaye and Cliff Norton
color "has been transmitted for of the TVA board.
many months over the regular
Mr. Dieter, who sat in on four
WCBS-TV Channel 2 transmitter
of discussion as an agency
in New York, and has also been months
observer, asserted the local code
transmitted over the transmitters
"is much more equitable than the
of such stations as WOR-TV New
network agreement drawn up in
York, WCAU - TV Philadelphia,
New York." The results, in his
WMAR-TV Baltimore and WTOPTV Washington. All of these sta- opinion, "show a lot more thought,
particularly regarding rehearsal
tions use standard RCA and GE
5 kw television transmitters and hours and individual working conditions. No part of the code was
it should be recalled that the demsloughed off." He described the
onstrations ofCBS color in Washington, which were widely wit- code as advantageous to all, "innessed in the course of the color
cluding the advertiser who pays."
The present contract ends Nov.
hearings, emanated from the
30, 1952.
regular transmitter of WTOP-TV."
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

For

FCC

Members

Vision "pay-as-you-see" system.
Mr. Quigley ventured that a $20
million gate could be produced
without the burden being carried
by a single advertiser.
Service to all tastes, classes and
groups can be provided by the
system, Mr. Quigley explained, although no estimate of cost to the
subscriber can yet be made. The
decoder can be installed on all
standard sets, with direct application to color TV of either CBS or
RCA, and the UHF frequency
bands.
"bootleg to
cards"
canThebe danger
averted,ofaccording
Mr.
Quigley, by rapidity in the change
of the cards, or by the possibility
of renting the decoder to establish
the viewers identification.
Although the collection agency
has not yet been discussed, Consolidated Edison, New York, has
approached Skiatron for consideration as the logical choice, since it
provides the electrical power for
the City of New York, Mr. QuigHeley said.
also asserted that development of the coding and decoding
system might have far-reaching
military value, although, for reasons of security, he could not elaborate further on the topic.
The Commission earlier had visited the WOR-TV transmitter at
North Bergen to view a closedcircuit demonstration from 11-11:30
Members of the FCC attending
the Skiatron sessions were:
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comrs.
p.m.
Freida Hennock, George E. Sterling,
Rosel H. Hyde. Robert F. Jones and
E. M. Webster. Representing the FCC
staff were General Counsel Benedict P.
Cottone, Asst. Gen. Counsel Harry M.
Plotkin and engineers, Cyril M. Braum
and Edward W. Allen.
EXTRA

REVENUE

Faught Cites Phonevision
ADOPTION of Phonevision, in addition to the present commercial
television system, would give TV
a "huge
source ofexpand
revenue"
that
wouldsecond
significantly
the
variety and amount of program
fare available to the public, Millard
C. Faught, president of the Faught
Co., New York public relations
firm, said last week.
Speaking at a March 21 meeting
of the Investment Bankers Assn.
in Chicago, Mr. Faught said: "TV
can now do or offer only what advertisers can or will pay for. With
Phonevision, it could also do and
offer what the public, with all its
now-neglected minority interest
groups,
would television
pay for." would benCommercial
efit from Phonevision, he said, because "millions of more people
would be given more reasons to
buy and use television sets" and
also "with two sources of revenue,
and more audience, TV-PV stations
would be built in hundreds of towns
and cities which will never support
a television station (or stations)
on advertising alone."

GOOD NEWS is the order of the day
at WWJ-TV Detroit as Richman
Brothers, clothier, contracts to sponsor a new daily newscast three days
per week. L to r: C. H. Schlieger,
McCann-Erickson account executive;
H. P. Scharf, Richman advertising
manager, and Norm Hawkins, WWJTV sales manager. Bulova Watch
Co. will sponsor the newscasts two
days per week. Both contracts are
for 52 weeks.
KNBH REALIGNS
Cole Named Program Mgr.
IN a KNBH

(TV) Hollywood reorganization, Albert V. C61e, production supervisor of the field department, was named program
manager of the NBC affiliate, effective April 1. He succeeds Robert
V. Brown, resigning after 19 years
with the network. Latter has announced no future plans but is said
to be currently negotiating with
the NBC-TV network.
Other personnel affected include Edward Sobol, production
manager, transferred to NBC network operations; John Gaunt, dimanager.rector, and William C. Jones, floor
The station also announced dropping of two and
one-quarter
hours
of afternoon
sustaining
programs,
as part of an economy move ordered by NBC. Programs affected
were Comedy Matinee and Curious
Camera, dropped entirely, Notes
& Keynotes and Paul Pierce Show,
cut from a half-hour to 15 minutes.
SAVANNAH OUTLET
WSAV Files Application
APPLICATION for new television
station in Savannah, Ga., was filed
last week by WSAV, that city, seeking Channel 6 with an effective
radiatedmatedpower
of cost
18.2 iskw.
Esticonstruction
$167,000.
Harben Daniel, president and
general manager of WSAV, said
a three-bay antenna, 404 ft. above
sea level, was planned atop the local Liberty National Bank Bldg.,
with studios and transmitter in
that building.
If authorized by the FCC, Mr.
Daniel believed the outlet could be
in operation in 1952. Savannah
is 72 miles off the coaxial cable,
but he expressed hope that AT&T
would construct a : connection by
starting time of the station.
March 26, 1951
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From Washington Post

Story7
The Crime
(Continued
from page
61)
more than $30,000. It sent four
hours of the daytime sessions to
three affiliates and moved all of
last Monday night's to 11 cities,
apart from extensive daily coverage on WABD.
WTOP-TV and WNBW (TV),
both in Washington, also took porsions. tions of the daily New Yox-k sesCoverage of the hearings was
praised by Sen. Charles W. Tobey
(R-N.H.), a member of the investigating committee. In a tribute to TV, radio, and press during
an interview on WMGM New York
— which carried the entire proceedings and whose coverage was
picked up in part by radio stations outside New York — Sen.
Tobey said the "marked feature"
of the New York phase was "the
most wonderful reporting of an
event I have ever known."
Other New York radio stations
carried highlights of the proceedings.
Sen. Kefauver expressed his "appreciation ... to WMGM, the radio station which furnished the
facilities for the radio pool," and
WPIX as originator of the telecasts.
The Senator in Washington, in
rebutting anti-TV objections raised
by Mr. Carroll, said the TV issue
was the only one in the "case" concerning the "betting commissioner." He cited conditions in St.
Louis as good and said concession
to Mr. Costello was made because
conditions were not so good in the
New York hearing room.
"Sen. Kefauver said TV is a
"great means of public communication," ifthe witness is not bothered by lights or physical conditions. He personally saw no difference between a television audience and the one actually in attendance. This latter reference to
"differences" apparently referred
to Mr. Carroll's former demand for
recognition of his right of privacy.
Mr. Carroll, in complaining of
"mike fright," mentioned he was
against rebroadcasts as well.
Mr. Costello smiled obligingly
Page 64
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for the cameras at the close of
his New York testimony, when
Harry Brundage, WPIX announcer
got himself a serene scoop.
Rudolph Halley, chief counsel
for the committee, became a "TV
star" in meteoric fashion. As leading interrogator it was his face
seen the most on TV screens.
WPIX estimated last Monday
that 15 to 20 million persons were
looking at the hearings on television. Figures for morning (9:3012 noon) Hooperatings that day
showed 26.2 rating of the 2% million sets in metropolitan New
York, nearly 20 times the January
1.5 for average early day hours
(8-12 noon). This rating covered
the appearance of Ambassador to
Mexico William O'Dwyer, former
New York Mayor.
Three theatres in New York and
one in Albany carried the telecasts. Some housewives gave "TV
parties" for benefit of neighbors
without sets. Two New York theatres canceled regular film programs to show the telecasts.
WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn.,
reported "top public interest"
caused them to suspend regular
schedules to re-broadcast "a running account of the proceedings."
After the program was picked up
via WMGM, it was fed over Connecticut State Network lines to
WTHT Hartford, where it was also
carried.
Washington Coverage
In Washington, WWDC (Mutual)
reported it was tape recording
Capitol proceedings for a 45-minute nightly playback, 7:45-8:30
p.m., in the choice commercial time
segment. It also was sending a disc
for WNEW New York's use for
airing a day later. Dennis Sartain,
WWDC's news editor, was in
charge of the tape job.
On Friday WFDR(FM) New
York said it was broadcasting all
the Washingotn sessions and would
continue on davs hearings were
held.
A U. S. Commissioner in New
York saw Louis Weber testifying
and then saw and heard him arrested on a charge of perjury. In his
office, Mr. McDonald presided at
the arraignment of Mr. Weber and
Educational TV
JACOB (Greasy Thumb)
GUZIK, of Chicago, before
being told he was in contempt of the Senate and held
on a $10,000 bond by the
Senate Crime Investigating
Committee (all in view of
the TV camera), was prodded by Sen. Alexander Wiley
(R-Wis.) to answer his interrogators. Mr. Guzik refused
on grounds the answers might
incriminate him. Asked if he
obtained this familiar phrase
from counsel, he said no.
"Where did you get this
phrase
you're
repeating?"
Sen. Wiley
queried.
A quick
answer came back: "I heard
it on television."

The Problem of Readjustment

held him on $25,000 bail for hearSociology students traded their
textbooks for a television set at
Rutgers U. when their home assignment was to watch the hearings. Instructor Andres Lunde said,
"The hearings provide an analysis
view of criminology, social problems and legal procedure."
In Philadelphia, a patrolman
watching the hearing on. his set
was unaware that his house was
on fire. Flames ate through the
kitchen, a second story bedroom
and the roof before the officer noticed them.
Comment on the hearings blossomed nationwide in the editorial
columns of the press.
A student publication, Syracuse
U.'s Daily Orange hailed video coverage as adding the medium to the
status of a "ful-fledged member
of the press," and as "part of this
nation's press ... is entitled to
the same grants given newspapers
and radio in coverage of news
events.
. . ."
The Washington
Post, majority
owner of WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington, ran its third editorial
on television coverage in a fortnight. It continued along a line
that a Senate investigation should
no more be subject to TV than
courtroom witnesses. It warned
that the more hearings are regarded as "mere entertainment, the
more easily organized crime can be
sloughed off and forgotten."
But the Post reflected: "Certainly a major purpose of the Kefauver
investigation is exposure, and in
this the media of information —
television and radio as well as the
press — are extremely important."
Two editorials outlined the New
York Herald Tribune's view of the
TV coverage. It called the program
"unprecedented," which indeed it
was, and pin-pointed the telecasting: "Here is the perfect combination of information and entertainment. Every bit of it is exciting
stuff, and deserves all the presentation it is getting."
'Potential Staggering'
The Tribune went on: "The potential is, of course, staggering. If
television can educate (and incidentally, entertain) the whole population on crime and politics, why
not take in Congress, the Legislature at Albany, or even our Board
of Estimate and City Council?"
It said, "Anything that makes
for a better informed citizenry is
desirable . . ." and wound up its
comment with an opinion that
newspapers will play its companion
hand with TV by telling "what the
show was all about" after the public gets the drama by video.
In other editorial comment, the
Christian Science Monitor steered
a middle course seeing TV coverage
of the hearings as helping to
"arouse Americans to the menace
of the unholy alliance between organized
gamblinghand,
and warned
crime . that
. ."
but, on the
other
unless TV lights and cameras are
skillfully used they can become an

From New York Herald Tribune
impediment in such proceedings as
in a courtroom.
New York Times looked at this
"major phenomenon of our time"
and came up with: "We are encouraged by the extent and intensity
of Max
interest
in this
Lerner
in inquiry."
the New York
Post, commenting on right of privacy in investigations covered by
TV, mused "... a man who engages in shady activities thereby
opens himself to public scrutiny.
His liberties must be guarded, but
it is hard to see that immunity
from the TV camera is a greater
liberty than immunity from the
press. For some of them the ordeal
by TV is undoubtedly unpleasant.
But it may teach us a few things.
ThisEchoes
is onefrom
show other
that corners
wakes usof up."
the
country where the Kefauver hearings hit the television audience
with a tremendous impact were still
being heard by BroadcastingTelecasting which has been printularity.
ing the incoming reports with regCites Reaction
For example, KPIX (TV) and
KGO-TV San Francisco plus KSDTV St. Louis told of unprecedented
reaction of viewers to telecast
hearings in their cities.
San Francisco stations aired two
full days of hearings, which
brought thousands of enthusiastic
letters and calls and drew favorable comment from Bay Area columnists.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch reprinted page of letters praising "outstanding public service" programs,
telecast Feb. 23 and 24, and lauding industry in general for providing "ringside"
Television
— ofseats.
World Series, UN
fame — had crossed a new threshold.
Phonevision

Tests

ZENITH RADIO Corp., in its final
fortnight of Phonevision tests in
Chicago, last week began programming a midnight showing of movie
films as a replacement for the regular afternoon feature. Saturday
and Sunday matinees continue at
2 and 3 p.m., however.
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WCPO-TV
Of

Piles

Up

Proof

Audience

In a four week period of January, 1 1,301 entries were
received in a contest to name a beagle hound pup,
staged by Guenther, Brown and Berne, Inc., a Cincinnati advertising agency, for its client, Royal Furniture
Company.
The
Big entries
Jim Stacy's
Round,program,
drew contest
from 70Mid-Day-Merry-Gocounties of Ohio,
Indiana and Kentucky, with many coming from towns
90 to 100 miles away, showing a WCPO-TV BONUS
audience far in excess of even secondary coverage
figures.
Here's proof of WCPO-TV's leadership. WCPO-TV has
been 1st in every Pulse Survey for every month since
it first went on the air, July 1949. WCPO-TV dominates
day-time
television listening in Cincinnati and the Rich
Ohio Valley.

0-50 entries per county
51 or more entries per county

SHARE OF THE TELEVISION AUDIENCE,
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
45%
59%
1 2 noon
7 AM to 12 noon
STATION
36%to 6 PM
31%
10%
19%
WCPO-TV
"B'
STATION
STATION "C

rVCPO — TV, AM. FM
affiliated with the
Cincinnati Pojf
Represented by
THE BRANHAM CO.
WCPO-TV

Telecasting

Channel
CINCINNATI,

OHIO

carries 9 out of top 10 programs seen in Cincinnati . . February Pulse
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How
How about that 19.0 Telepulse rating Happy Wilson's carved out for
himself Sunday afternoons at 5:30?
Small wonder his "Happy Wilson
Show" on WAFM-TV is the most
looked-at hillbilly program in town.*

about
About what you'd expect of Happy,
though. Star of his own network
AM show and personal appearances, ace mountain musician and
recording artist, he's Alabama's
best known- and best loved hillbilly.

y'
Happy'sHshow
isn't
onlysone on
pthe
ap
WAFM-TV that cuts a fancy figure.
Telepulse shows that, all in all,
WAFM-T Vpr ogr ams average higher
ratings than the programs of the
competition.

19.0
19.0 (and remember, that's a rating
— not a share-of-audience) is just
one measure of the success Happy
can bring you. Another is booming
Birmingham, where industry is
buzzing and pay envelopes bulging.

rating?
Rating? 19.0 is a runaway — the
kind that will put your product way
out front in Birmingham. How
about Happy's 19.0... for you? For
details, get in touch with your
Radio Sales representative or . . .
^Telepulse of Birmingham, Jan.- Feb. 1951.

WAFM-TV
"TELEVISION ALABAMA"
CBS in Birmingham • Channel 13
Represented by Radio Sales
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Security Session
(Continued from page 21 )
necessary to serve notice that he
intends to invoke that authority,
it was felt.
Other authorities noted the Defense Dept.'s previous request for
control legislation at the earliest
possible moment. The department
had termed it a matter of extreme
urgency and contended the legislation was needed to enable it to
further its planning on these
phases.
On the other hand, there was
some conjecture that the reported
order, if it materializes, may touch
on the possible creation of a threeman permanent government communications policy board. Under
such a plan, which is reportedly
before the President [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12],
the board would not only absorb
functions of the existing Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee (that is, allocate spectrum
space to government services) but
also embrace authority to commandeer facilities under Sec. 606.
The military is understood to
have some misgivings about such
a proposal [Closed Circuit, March
19], but is believed to favor the
issuance of an executive order now
which would solidify the Presidential authority over radio-TV
stations. Originally it was disclosed previously, the Defense
Dept. had favored vesting such control in the Secretary of Defense
but altered its proposal when it submitted it to Capitol Hill.
Meanwhile, the House Armed
Services Committee, before which
a similar military control bill
pends, has referred legislation to
a subcommittee headed by Rep.
Carl Durham (D-N. C), fourth
ranking majority member of that
committee.committeeRep.
has takenDurham's
no actionsubon
it, pending action by the Senate
group, it was understood.
WTMJ-TV Tower
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, as the first
step in a two-part plan to expand
its service and coverage, has filed
application with FCC to install a
new 1,000 ft. transmitting antenna.
The station later, after FCC relaxes its TV freeze, plans to file
for the maximum power to be allowed by the Commission. In increasing its antenna from the existing 300 ft. to 1,000-ft., WTMJTV would reduce its effective radiated power from 16 kw visual, 10
kw aural to 0.925 kw visual, 0.578
kw aural, thus retaining the same
actual coverage area until the
freeze is lifted and greater coverage permitted.
BOOK on How To Make Television
Commercials is being prepared by Nat
Falk, for publication later this year
by Almat Publishing Corp., New York.
Mr. Falk is author of How To Make
Animated Cartoons, published several
years ago.

BOSTON
COLOR
CBS Demonstration Tomorrow
CBS, in conjunction with the 100th
anniversary celebration of JordanMarsh department store, Boston,
will demonstrate its color TV system March 27-31 in that city.
Three receivers on Marsh's fifth
floor annex will pick up nine daily
shows, featuring Patty Painter,
CBS's "Miss Color Television,"
fashion models and merchandise
of the store.
The department store has scheduled full page ads in all Boston
Sunday papers to advertise the
color demonstrations.
Boston is the seventh city to
view CBS color television, the
others being New York, Washington,lantaPhiladelphia,
and Chicago.New Orleans, AtJordan-Marsh also became the
first store to purchase permanent
color-TV equipment for inter-store
promotion. A Remington-Rand
camera, control and receivers were
ordered by the store, to present
merchandise in color on sets placed
throughout the building.

NAVY HISTORY
NBC To Produce Series
A MAJOR effort to chronicle history on television has been promised by NBC, which announces
that it will produce a series of
films recording U. S. naval history, with the cooperation of the
Navy Dept. Announcement of the
production was made by Sylvester
L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., NBC vice
president in charge of television,
and reported
on NBC-TV's Battle
Report,
Washington.
Mr. Weaver said the project
"represents NBC's first major attempt to tackle the problem of presenting contemporary history on
aThecomprehensive,
network plans dramatic
to stress basis."
known
visual techniques, over and above
good pictorial documentary and
news summaries of naval events.
NBC and Navy technicians will
screen thousands of feet of official
unreleased Navy film for the series,
scheduled to get underway late this
year. Slated as a joint NBC-NavyMarine Corps venture, the series
will cover every major action since
1937, when the USS Panay was
shelled, down through recent
United Nation actions.
Mr. Weaver announced that the
network would set up a special unit
to coordinate and produce the new
project, under supervision of Henry
Salomon Jr., USNR officer. The
Navy will use the first 26 weeks
of the series for recruiting and
education purposes.

Big Screen — Big Laugh?
TELEVISION'S influence on
the theatrical box office was
at least tacitly acknowledged
in a March 18 Philadelphia
Inquirer advertisement for
the Lawndale movie house. In
announcing the showing of
"At War With the Army," a
picture starring Jerry Lewis
and Dean Martin (who appear on NBC-TV's Comedy
Hour), the theatre said:
"You can just imagine how
much funnier they are on our
65,000-inch screen."
IDEAL EXCHANGE
Urged by WTVJ Manager
A PLAN for interchange of ideas,
policies and problems facing television station managers has been
suggested to general managers of
14 southern TV stations in a letter
written by Lee Ruwitch, vice president and general manager of WTVJ
(TV)
The Miami.
plan calls for a letter a
month from each station manager
of the group to all other managers
within the group. Subject will be
designated in advance, and the letters are to be kept confidential.
Military Production
(Continued from page 3U)

base of the electronics industry."
Other prize winners included:
R. B. Dome of General Electric,
awarded the Morris Liebmann
Memorial prize for his television
and frequency-modulation work; A.
B. MacNee of the U. of Michigan,
awarded the Browder J. Thompson
Memorial Award; Marcel J. E.
Golay of the U. S. Army Signal
Corps, given the Harry Diamond
Memorial Award; and W. W. Harman of the U. of Florida, presented
the Editor's Award.
Fellowship Awards
IRE Fellowships were granted
to 41 institute members: Obert
Adler, J. G. Brainard, C. G. Brenneck, R. D. Campbell, R. W. Deardorff, John H. Dewitt, Jr., Harold
F. Elliott, Clifford G. Fick, E. L.
Ginzton, William M. Goodall, John
T. Henderson, C. J. Hirsch, William
E. Jackson, J. B. Johnson, A. G.
Kandoian, C. E. Kilgour, T. J.
Killian, J. B. Knox, V. D. Landon,
George Lewis, Harry R. Lubcke,
David G. Luck, John F. Morrison,
G. A. Morton, G. W. Olive, O. W.
Pike (deceased), L. E. Reukema,
H. W. G. Salinger, Otto H. Schade,
Dominic F. Schmit, W. E. Shoupp,
SECOND Los Angeles television sta- P. F. Siling, H. R. Skifter, B. R.
tion to lease a motion picture theatre
for television program showing,
Teare, Jr., Gordon N. Thayer,
KLAC-TV has taken a two-year lease
Henry P. Thomas, William C.
on the 855-seat Beverly Hills Music
Hall. KTLA (TV) Los Angeles not Tinus, Ernst Weber, R. H. Williamson, W. T. Wintringham, G. A.
long ago leased Melvan Theatre for
telecasting of its audience shows.
Woonton.
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The Station, of course, was KPIX
San Francisco's pioneer television outlet
BEST . . . children's show
"Once Upon a Time"

BEST . . . live commercial
Acme Beer

BEST . . . personality
Ben Alexander

BEST.. . newscaster
William Winter

BEST . . . locally produced film
"Teletrips"

YOUR own award . . . more sales
from fewer dollars ... is sure
to be found on
r

KPIX
nationally by
Represented
The Katz Agency

channel

five

San Francisco
w
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'Good Housekeeping'
Consumer Survey
telestatus
(Report 156)

1

{=

THE

§§ DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT

WORTH

Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES ...
920,500

NOW

ill ere

are

AMONG members of a Good
Housekeeping magazine consumer
panei who do not now own television sets and do not intend to buy
one soon, the three principal reasons given for waiting to acquire
TV were: (1) can't afford it, (2)
waiting for better pictures, (3)
waiting for better programs.
A survey of the panel, which
consists of subscribers distributed
in proportion to the circulation of
Good Housekeeping , showed that
19.4% now own TV sets, radio-TV
or
tions.radio-phonograph-TV combinaOnly 12.6r/< of non-owners, however, have not seen TV. The others, save for 1.2% who did not
answer a question on the subject,
have all been exposed to TV at
least once or twice.
Of those who do not own TV,
4.9% intend to buy a set in the
next few months; 24.9% in a year
or two; 35. 9% will wait longer. By
income group there is sharp variation on these questions. Only 1.1%
of those with incomes under $2,000
will buy in the next few months,
while 6.3%- of those with incomes
over $5,000 intend to buy in that
period.
Among; those not intending to
buy in the next few months, 26 2%
say they can't afford it (another
response that varied widely amon?
income groups) ; 25.8 % are waiting for picture quality to improve;
34.6%
want
better programs;

12. 27c are waiting for color.
Smaller percentages gave other
reasons.
Among those who expressed an
intention to buy, either soon or
eventually, 31.7% thought they
would purchase television-only sets,
22.67( TV-radio combinations, and
36.7% TV-radio-phonograph combinations. The others had not made
up their mind or did not answer.
Among those who want a radioTV combination, 47.8% want FM
radio included, 16.4% want AM
and 30.7%. don't care which.
As to picture screen size, by far
the most want 16-inch screens —
50.9%. Only 0.7% would be satisfied with 10-inch size, 19% want
12-inch, and 18.9% want 19-inch.
Videodex Compares
Atlanta, National Ratings
THE VIDEODEX report for Atlanta, covering February viewing,
was released for the first time by
Jay & Graham Organization, Chicago, last week.
The Atlanta report, comparing
Atlanta and national ratings,
shows "how the network advertiser
cannot assume similar audiences in
different
regions
the The
country,"
the research
firm of
stated.
table
below presents the Videodex (63
market) ratings and those in Atlanta for competitive network
shows. "In each case the network
City

2.
rating
does not represent the audiAtlanta
enceFredimpact
National
4118.8.8
Waring in a southern market."
24.1
17.8
4.l. Philco Playhouse
37.
Celebrity
Time
28.7
23.8
5. Dave Garroway
21.4
3. Perry Como
16.7
Camel
News
22.6
25.7
Horace Heidt
21.9
31.6
8.6
Lights Out
28.1
11.1
Billy Rose
33.4
12.6
Vaughn Monroe
6. Mama
Quiz
Kids
13.2
30.2
19.7
Big Top
32.8
34.9
27.2
7. Two Girls Named Sitnith 14.2
6.5
49.9
Bet
Your
Life
8. You
Star of the Family
32.8
11.7
4.2
12.7
16.4
Guide-Post Reports
On Pittsburgh Programs
ED SULLIVAN'S Toast of the
Town was picked as the best-liked
TV program by 800 Pittsburgh
area housewives responding to a
Guide-Post Research survey released last week.
The housewives, all in TV homes,
were asked: "Which television prodo you likewas
best?"
No check
list of gramprograms
provided,
and
all answers were written in. GuidePost pointed out that there is only
one station in Pittsburgh, WDTV
'TV), and thus each program is
without concurrent competition.
Most popular programs of the
800 housewives were :
Ed Sullivan, rated best by
27.2%; Milton Berle, 21.3%;
Mama, 10.9%; Studio1 One, 7.6%;
(Continued on page 70)

City
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KRLD-TV's
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Weekly Television Summary —
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Louisville
Sets in Area
f Ibuquerque
Ames
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
WMCT
WTVJ
Memphis
WOI-TV
Miami
7,400
Atlanta
104,000
47,625 Milwaukee
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Prcltimore
82,858
waam, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
55,000
-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
P-nghamton
79,277
34,410 Minn.
WNBF-TV
251,100
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Pirmingham
Nashville
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
224,721
P loomington
WTTV
WSM-TV
284,9*5
14,900 New
36,000
143,800
New Haven
Orleans
Boston
WNHC-TV
700,510
24,781
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Puffalo
New York
WDSU-TV
Charlotte
WBTV
190,911
WBEN-TV
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
Chicago
WOR-TV, WPIX
65,003 Newark
'"-lurrtbus
52,150
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
2,240,000
259,000
Norfolk
Cincinnati
WATV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
854,43* Oklahoma
City
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
61,459
WTAR-TV
71,658
453,575
Dallas,
WKY-TV
150,000 Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
814,000
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Ft. Wrrth
WDTV
KP.LD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
109,264 Phoenix
KPHO-TV
37,400 79,495
Davenport
WOC-TV
212,000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.,
Providence
49,581
105,355
WJAR-TV
WTVR
Richmond
WHIO-TV, WLWD
E. Moline
172,000
Dayton
Detroit
445,679 Rochester
Erie
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
WHAM-TV
68,754
50, COO Reck Island
Ft. Dallas
WorthInclude Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline77,219
49,581
Salt Lake
CityCities WHBF-TV
Quad
109,264
KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
39,000
San Antonio
111,929
Grand
RapidsW
LAV-TV
San Diego
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
KFMB-TV
42,097
Greensboro
San
Francisco
WFMY-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
89,000
168,215
Houston
57,455 Schenectady147,000
KPRC-TV
69,493
WRGB
Albany-Troy
HuntingtonCharleston
38,000
WSAZ-TV
75,800
KING-TV
268,000
Indianapolis
132,000 Seattle
St. Louis
KSD-TV
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
23,000
107,961
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
Toledo
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
WJAC-TV
75,100 Tulsa
KOTV
KalamazooWKTV
120,000
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
120,269 Utica-Rome
68,950
Kansas City
107,919 Washington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
38,500
WDAF-TV
Lancaster
244,260
Lansing
WDEL-TV
WGAL-TV
84,606
46,000
59,901
W JIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated Sets in Use 11,486,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within televiewing area utors,
TV Circulation committees, electric companies
partia'ly
duplicated. Since
Sourcesmanyof set
based some
on data
distrib successive
summaries. Total sets in all areas is
anrj
manufacturers.
are estimates
compiled are
monthly,
may from
remaindealers,
unchanged
necessarily approximate.
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'Super7 Agency
(Continued from page 26)

director of NPA's Electronics
Products Division, John Daley;
(3) general manager of the Atomic
Energy Commission; (4) representatives of the Defense Production Administration, Dept. of Defense, Munitions Board and the
armed services.
Primary function of the toplevel group is to assure that "no
electronic bottleneck stymies any
element of the defense effort," it
was explained. To that end, the
plan calls for greater attention to
research and development, expansion of facilities, and production
engineering. The board will determine overall requirements — military, civilian, industrial and foreign— for electro-products and recommend methods for distribution.
Widespread Growth
In announcing creation of the
super-agency, Gen. Harrison pointed out that the use of electronic
devices has grown to such widespread proportions in , defense
equipment and the nation's communications facilities that failure
to develop and produce sufficient
products on schedule could affect
the entire mobilization program.
Basic components in radio, television, radar and other fields are
also applied in other businesses, it
was noted, with the result that the
problem of adequate supply of
components involves segments of
industry not normally associated
with electronics.
The new board also will recommend policies and procedures for
insuring required production, including expansion, conservation
and product standardization programs. NPA will remain, however,
the liaison center for electronics
industry on questions relating to
components, production, materials
and supply, it was explained.
The Controlled Materials Plan
now under study is understood to
be similar to that invoked by the
government during the last war as
a last step measure to assure
equitable availabilities in the various industries.
NPA has been working on CMP
plans for a number of months and

Your

Top

TV

only recently high authorities disclosed that adequate provision
would be made for new TV stations which would begin operation
should FCC lift the freeze
[Closed Circuit, March 19].
As originally contemplated, FCC
was designated as "claimant agency" for all electronics and communications equipments using vital
materials. It is understood, however, that the Commission preferred to withdraw its participation, with NPA's Electronics Products Division assuming the claimant's role.
In that capacity the division
will, under CMP operation, recommend a program for the expansion
of the communications-electronics
industry, in view of the freeze-lifting, and forward it to the Electronics Production Board, which
will review and render the final decisions. Similarly, the division will
follow the same procedure with respect to emergency equipment requirements set forth by the Civil
Defense Administration.
At the Products
present group
time, acts
NPA's
Electronic
on
individual cases when manufacturers petition the agency for specific adjustments on materials allocations. CMP will gear the whole
operation to an industry-wide level, without recourse to particular
requests.
Civil Defense Case
In the case of equipment needed
for civil defense or other emergency purposes, it was explained,
no blanket authority will be extended to the whole industry but
cases will be judged on the merits
of each on the basis of recommendations from CDA.
The problem of obtaining sufficient nickel for radio-TV receiving tubes was posed by L. H. Niemann, chief of the Tubes Section,
NPA Electronics Products Division. To that end, he has recommended formation of an NPA tube
industry advisory committee comprising tube manufacturer-members of RTMA. If approved, the
group will hold its first meeting
April 3.
Mr. Niemann disclosed that a
proposed plan to establish a critical materials program for the radio-television industry is now be-

Sales

Opportunity

KRON-TV Policy
KRON-TV San Francisco has
advised all advertising agencies that it no longer will
accept mail order business
where the account does not
have a recognized local retail outlet. Existing accounts will not be renewed,
Harold P. See, director of
television, added. This policy
in no way affects occasional
use of premium offers by advertisers sponsoring programs of at least five minutes
duration, the announcement
said. Accounts affected include those without local retail outlets wherein the advertising message is used
exclusively to secure direct
viewer response to the product through the use of station
mail facilities, or through
use of phone numbers for
ordering merchandise, the
statement pointed out.
fore top-level NPA officials. The
plan would be the first step toward
the industry-wide Controlled Materials Plan.
"We have offered two basic arguments to maintain a reasonable
going rate for receiving tube production," Mr. Niemann said. "The
first is designed to support radioTV as an economic venture. The
second would give tube manufacturers enough work to meet quantitative demand until such time as
defense orders are stepped up."
Cathode ray tubes are not a problem here, he added.
In effect, then, tube makers
would be assured sufficient work to
enable them to forestall oft-mentioned work slowdowns and take
up the slack between decreased
civilian fulfilment and military
bookings. Mr. Niemann has sat in
on Munitions Board and industry
meetings
dealing with receivingtubes.
Conservation Lauded
Meanwhile, an opinion that industry is cooperating wholeheartedly in conservation programs, particularly with respect to nickel,
was voiced by Edward W. Glacy,
who heads up the conservation section of the Electronics Products
Div. He expressed hope the industry will make
"great
conserving
nickel
and progress"
that similarin
savings would be made in scarce
cadmium, which is used in power
tubes.
There is hope that cadmium can
be eliminated entirely in radio set
production and later, when the industry devises acceptable substiTelestatus
(Continued from page 68)
Arthur Godfrey, 4.5%; Al Morgan,
3.8% ; Molly Goldberg, 3.5%; Paul
Whiteman, 3.5%; Cavalcade of
Stars, 2.4%, and Stop the Music,
2.3%.
The survey was conducted in
January.
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tutes, in television set output. At i
the present time, producers can ,
continue to utilize the metal in |.
television.
Under a recent NPA amended
order, it may be used for parts
inside electronic tubes, resistance
welding electrodes, operating parts
of electric controllers and switches,
and surfaces in electronic equipment which require good conductivity for radio frequency current
and which must remain constant in
electrical or radio frequency resistance.
NPA officials also cited a Westinghouse product, Covar, which
comprises about 18% cobalt and
29% nickel and is used in tubes.
Conservation programs, such as
those initiated recently by RCA
and Philco Corp., among others,
were singled out by officials as
evidence of broad industry cooperation.
Cadmium also has been the subject of meetings involving NPA
authorities and industry representatives from RTMA, since the metal
also is expected to be in short supply in the months ahead.
There also is an acute shortage
of selenium for use in manufacture
of rectifiers — a situation which
prompted RTMA President Robert
C. Sprague to appoint a special
committee. The group met in
Washington March 15 at RTMA
headquarters and conferred later
with Mr. Daley of the Electronics
Division, and Donald S. Parris,
deputy assistant.
Re-design Problems
Early study had indicated that
the proposed re-design of TV sets,
if adopted, will necessitate many
times the number of selenium rectifiers that previously have been
used. Reductions in supply are
anticipated in the near future because of defense needs.
While some NPA officials were
confident that a controlled materials plan for radio and television
manufacturing might serve to alleviate layoffs in certain component
parts firms, some manufacturers —
notably the smaller ones — evinced
concern lest skilled labor be lost in
the interim period until government orders start rolling in.
Amongdrea Radio
themCorp.
reportedly was AnAn Andrea spokesman revealed
that his firm will be operating at
only 40% capacity unless it receives government contracts "in a
Others, like Ernest Hall, executive vice president of the Pilot
Radio Corp., feel the anxiety over
hurry."
the
time lag between present civilian cutbacks and actual military
order placement is unwarranted.
Meanwhile, the Defense Dept.
has revealed that "much of the
$15.4 billion still available for contracting under the 1951 appropriations will be spent in electronics
and communications equipment, as
well as in other fields. Authorities
estimate electronics' share at approximately $2billion.
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FOR

DISTINGUISHED

LEADERSHIP

KGO-TV

SAN

AND

FRANCISCO

ACHIEVEMENT

- OAKLAND

Yes, KGO-TV is setting the pace
in the fast-growing San FranciscoOakland Bay Area television
market.* KGO-TV is San Francisco's "knowhow" station ... in programing ... in
production ... in engineering ... in sales ... in
promotion. It provides a comprehensive
service and produces real results for its
advertisers. Check ABC-TV
Spot Sales for availabilities.
KGO-T

ABC S TELEVISION STATION FOR THE
SAN FRANCISCO- OAKLAND BAY AREA

<fe Latest available j\CEB estimate.
170.000 sets March 1,1951.
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New NCAA Proposal
(Continued from page 61)
and be financially impractical, as
well as discriminatory.
A variation on the proposal was
that each network would be allocated five weeks apiece on a 20game schedule, but it was also met
with defeat.
The legal questions of the networks revolve about the possibility
of any agreement concluded with
NCAA being deemed "in restraint
of trade" and illegal. Network attorneys present at Wednesday's
meeting were careful to avoid any
act on the part of their clients
which might be so construed.
Following the general conference, representatives of each network met individually with the
committee to submit their own
plans and proposals.
When questioned as to the result of the conference, Mr. Hamilton said: "We have had talks
with the networks; they submitted what they consider practical
proposals. We will consider their
suggestions and then submit them
to the whole committee to be voted
upon on April 6 and then submit our
recommendations to the whole committee to be voted upon on
6."
April
The networks showed a variety
of responses. One reported that it
would consider only complete
freedom of contract negotiation between the individual school without
referral or approval by any disTELEVISION
m EES

in LEADING

daytime

TV

ciffies

During the day, sets in use in the three
cities served by WLW-Television — Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus — are among
the highest in the nation —
Average
CINCINNATI

.

Sets In Use*
. . . 13.9%
. . . 12.2%
... 1 1.1 %

In each of these cities, the WLW-Television
station has a much larger share of the daytime audience than the leading competitor.
Average
Share of Audience*
WLW-TV
Leading
Station Competitor

WtW-T
Cincinnati. . 47.5%
WLW-D
Dayton. ... 63.1 %
WLW-C
Columbus. . 57.7%

37.4%
26.2%
24.3%

Here's proof positive that WLW-Television
delivers the greatest daytime audience in
the midwest's second largest TV market.
C WLW

^TELEVISION

WLW-T WLW-D WLW-C
CINCINNATI
DAYTON COLUMBUS
♦Videodex. December, 1 950. 6:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m.
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trict committee or national committee of the NCAA.
Another would agree to the
seven-game football schedule which
the committee was supposedly
planning to recommend.
However, all networks appeared
in complete accord as to the need
for removal of the committee as an
intermediary for negotiations between the colleges and themselves.
OKLA. GRID TV
Justice Dept. Eyes Case
OKLAHOMA Senate bill to direct
state schools to permit live football
telecasts was shelved last week under a banishment-threat from the
Big Seven Conference, but the Dept.
of Justice anti-trust division continued its investigation.
Both the Big Seven and NCAA
had barred members from allowing live telecasts of athletic events
for a one year trial period. Big
Seven representatives voted 6-1 to
ban Oklahoma from Conference
competition if it violated the television rule.
Sen. George Miskovsky, who introduced the state bill, called the
Big Seven vote a "brazen insult."
Sen. Miskovsky, previous to the
vote, had telegraphed the Dept. of
Justice to ask if any civil or criminal action could be taken against
19]. ban [Closed Circuit, March
the
H. Graham Morison, head of
Justice's anti-trust division, said
last week that the department is
"actively interested" in the case.
Also that Sen. Miskovsky's allegations were "pretty rough" and that
the department is now only in the
process of assembling and examining the facts.
DuMONT
PLANT
Starts Shorter Work Week
ATTRIBUTING the move to production cutbacks resulting from
government regulations, Allen B.
DuMont Labs last Thursday announced that employes at DuMont's TV receiver and electronics parts manufacturing plant at
East Paterson, N. J., would go on
a four-day work week effective today (Monday). They formerly
worked five days a week.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president
of DuMont Labs, said the company's plants at Allwood, Clifton
and Passaic, N. J., being engaged
in government work, will not be
affected, and that he hoped the
change at East Paterson would be
temporary. Several government
contracts are in negotiation, he
added.
Video Program Guide
THE Des Moines Sunday Register
is promoting its new television supplement which gives complete
weekly program listings. The fourpage supplement is tabloid size and
includes advertising, feature stories
and signed columns.

SALES

ROCKET

Weekday

Show Credited

A COOKING SHOW, Martha Lanning's Come Into The Kitchen, over
WSB-TV Atlanta, is credited with
increasing sales of a dried milk
product 1,000%!
The compliment came in the form
of a testimonial from James J.
Selvage, general sales agent, who
said that the 11-11:30 a.m. Monday-Friday show is doing a "splendid" job for Jerrell's Nonfat Dry
Milk Solids.
Mrs. Lanning uses the Jerrell
product on the show in the preparation of various recipes.
PHONEVISION
Canada's Prospects Mulled
PHONEVISION and its possible
application to Canadian television
has been under discussion in Chicago by Cpmdr. E. F. McDonald
Jr., president, Zenith Radio Corp.;
R. H. Cairns, broadcast engineer
from the Telecommunications Div.
of the Canadian Dept. of Transport,sistant
and Andre
asdirector ofOuimet,
TV for CBC's
Montreal.
In a statement to the press,
Zenith reported Mr. Ouimet as saying that there is no doubt that
Phonevision appears to be a sound
solution to the economic problem
involved in bringing television to
Canada's 14 million people. Mr.
Cairns reportedly said that he
could find no technical difficulties
standing in the way of Phonevision's use in Canada.
TVA L. A. Contract
WESTERN section of Television
Authority still continues optimistic
over early settlement with five Los
Angeles television stations of negotiations for a contract covering
TV performers [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19] as meetings continued through last week.
Negotiations will be resumed tomorrow (Tuesday). Possible strike
action against KFI-TV is expected to await the outcome of negotiations with other stations (KNBH,
KTSL, KLAC - TV, KECA - TV,
KTTV). A resolution to strike
taken by the union two weeks ago
charged the station had refused to
recognize it and bargain in good
faith; and "discriminatory discharge" of three union members.

BOOMS
SALES
Of Rubbermaid Products
A TV success story with a bounce
was reported by the Wooster Rubber Co., Wooster, Ohio, after the
firm had studied returns on two
one - minute commercials shown
three afternoons a week over a sixweek period in a large eastern city.
The spots reportedly resulted in
retail sales increases of 40%, 30%
and 25% for Rubbermaid houseware products in three department
stores, selected for their good test
characteristics.
"We weren't prepared for the
rush of buying that took place,"
one test
buyer said
said.they
"Nearly
half
our store
customers
came
in to buy the Rubbermaid items
they saw on the television programs." He added
"if we'd
had complete
stocks that
on hand,
our
sales would have been up another
Manager G. G. John15 Advertising
orson 20%."
said that the professionally
prepared TV commercials had open
time at both beginning and closing
of the script to permit local store
tie-in. He believes that the practical demonstrations of Rubbermaid products in use in a typical
kitchen were important factors in
the tion
spots'
success.
of the good
use to "Demonstrawhich these
products can be put really helped
here. . . . One test store reported
that many customers who came in
to buy items featured in the two
TV spots also purchased five or
six related Rubbermaid items for
their homes." The films are now
available for use by stores all over
the
country, Mr. Johnson announced.
WPIX (TV) Expands
EXPENDITURE of $120,000 for
studio expansion and improvement
at WPIX (TV) New York headquarters to accompany the station's new $200,000 facilities in the
Empire State Bldg. has been announced. Construction of a fourth
studio and control room at its present location and purchase of new
RCA cameras, microphone boom,
video monitors, and other equipment, will be included in the expenditure, the announcement said.

SAG-TV A Wrangle
NLRB hearings on the Screen Actors Guild and Television Authority jurisdictional dispute get underway in Hollywood today (Monday)
following transfer of the hearings
from New York [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19* 12]. Chester L. Migden continues as board
hearing officer. Hearings are to
provide testimony on working conditions and production techniques
involved in making CBS Amos 'n'
Andy TV films, expected to be completed this week.
Telecasting

RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates are
Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity
Trained
bv . . and
. Showmanship
Network
Trained
to . . Professionals
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained with . .
problemsTV and Radio
Complete
Commercial
Equipment
Trained under ,
Actual Broadcast Conditions
For Promof free Service
Coll. Write, or Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-3212
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Look

into

this

PROFESSIONAL

Telecast
and

see

Projector
years

Dependable

of

Service

The GPL Model PA- 100 — a 16- mm Studio Projector

Sharper
From

Pictures
Any

Film

The importance of 16-mm film in television programming has called for new
standards of projection quality and dependability. The GPL Model PA-100 is
the first projector designed and built specifically for television studio use. It is a
heavy-duty film chain projector for operation with any full-storage type film pick-up.
The professional, sprocket-type intermittent, similar to that used in the finest
35-mm equipment, is quiet and troublefree. It provides a vertical stability of better than 0.2% over years of service. Film
is protected — tests show more than 4,000
The Model PA-100 is o 16-mm
projector consistent with the professional character of television
station operation. Its enclosed
4,000 foot film magazine provides for 110 minutes of projection * an entire feature.

WRITE, WIRE
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in Your

Sound

Studio

passages without noticeable film wear.
The high quality optical system resolves
better than 90 lines per mm, with illumination so uniform that corner brightness
is at least 90% of center. With a 1,000 watt
light source, the projector delivers 100
foot-candles to the camera tube. The
sound system provides a frequency response truly flat to 7,000 cps, with flutter
less than 0.2%.
The Model PA-100 is one of a complete
line of GPL 16-mm television studio and
theatre projectors built to highest 35-mm
standards.
OR PHONE

FOR DETAILS

General

Precision Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE
NEW YORK

TV Camera Chains
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mmm
film
&
PRODUCTIO
SERVICES

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
(producers of short-length
films since 1919)
S.DOD TDP- QUALITY COMMERCIALS
LOW-COST RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FOR ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS
WIRE OR WRITE
COLORADO SPRINGS

GOLF

Covered by AM-FM-TV

N

SARRA,
TELEVISION

MATCH

INC.

COMMERCIALS

MOTIDN PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS

HOLLYWOOD

WHEN Golf Pro Sammy Snead
slamed his opening drive of the
Greater Greensboro Open Golf
Tournament, March 23-26, a special filming speed process enabled
WFMY-TV Greensboro to telecast
the event.
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV general manager, said that within an
hour after any important bit of
play the station would telecast the
highlights.
Pilot Life Insurance Co., Greensboro, purchased exclusive broadcast rights for the tournament,
with WFMY having FM and TV
rights and WCOG Greensboro having AM rights.
Sale was announced jointly by
Dick Andrews, advertising manager of the insurance company,
Mr. Kelley, and Henry Sullivan,
WCOG general manager.

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
0>T
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD -9-7205

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-B62D

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for Television
SEND FOR CATALOG
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
PLAZA 3-1531

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
S1Q W. S7TH STREET. N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41
E. 50TH HILL
ST., NE'B-116Z
MURRAY

RKO PATHE, INC.
624 MADISON

TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
TV FILM SPOTS
20-SECOND AND 1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
STERLING 4650

AVE.

PLAZA 9-3600

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
FILM & PRODUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE OF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
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TELE-MOVIE CASE
Files Bankruptcy Petition
TWO-HUNDRED Chicago mothers, who planned TV careers for
their children, filled the chambers
of a federal referee Wednesday to
hear the voluntary bankruptcy petition of Tele-Movie Pictures Inc.,
same city. K. L. Stoutenberg,
president, listed assets of $2,100
and liabilities of $4,600.
He said his firm began shooting
juvenile pictures for TV in 1949,
and got $150 each from 600 children for training and casting them
in parts. Casts were to get a third
of the sale price of the films. Mr.
Stoutenberg said 30 films were
completed, but only one was sold
for $1,500, which was never paid.
He said video networks insisted on
picture changes which were not
financially or technically acceptable
to Tele-Movie Pictures. Another
hearing will be held April 5 by
Federal Referee Austin Hall.
TV REPAIRMEN
RCA Home Study Course
RCA Institutes Inc. has announced
that it will open to the industry
a highly specialized, field-tested
Television Home Study Course to
help alleviate the shortage of TV
repairmen.
A detailed course outline, together with further information,
tuition rates and enrollment forms
is available on request from the
Home Study Div., RCA Institutes
Inc., 350 W. 4th St., New York
14, N. Y.

TABLE TELESETS \
Admiral Reduces Prices
MOVE TO PUT table model video j
the week
"low-price
sets
d field"
by Admiral
made inlast
was back
Corp., Chicago, as it announced
lowered prices on three of its "most
popular"
A 17-inchreceivers.
mahogany cabinet set,
17K12, which formerly sold at
$279.95, has been repriced at
$249.95. The 16-inch 16R12 went
down from $249.95 to $209.95, in J
mahogany, and from $239.95 to
$199.95 in ebony. This last price is
the first time a 16-inch model made
by Admiral has sold for less than
$200 since before the Korean outbreak, the company reports.
Manufacture on these models has
been stepped-up so that mass pro-;|
duction will compensate for the
lower prices, said President Ross
D. Siragusa. Seeing a "pressing
public need for low-priced merchandise," he directed rescaling of
prices on the low cost end of the
line "to fill that need in these days
of high down payments, excise
taxes and inflation in general."
PULSE RANKINGS
Show Program Preferences
TEN top-ranking TV program
types for February, as reported by
The Pulse Inc., were boxing 22.2,
westerns 18.5, drama and mysteries
17.4, comedy (variety) 16.3, comedy
(situation) 14.9, talent 12.4, news
12.3, kid shows 11.3 and musical
variety 11.3. Gen. Eisenhower and
Charles E. Wilson, carried by all
networks, rated 52.1 and 16.3 respectively.
During the week in February
studied, available network time was
88% filled between 8-9 p.m. and
93% filled between 9-10 p.m., Pulse
reported.
'Mul-TV Patent

"MUL-TV" has been approved by
the U. S. Patent Office as a trademark for the multiple TV antenna&
of Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. The firm announced
that over 2,000 TV dealers are
using Jerrold Mul-TV equipment
to demonstrate large numbers of
sets. The antennas are also used
by apartment buildings and other
multi-unit developments. Total sales
of Jerrold Mul-TV equipment have
passed the $1 million mark, the
firm reported.

EDDIE CANTOR, Jack Benny, Bing
Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
Crosby and Bob Hope are among those
chosen as Hollywood's Ten Best Cition "RADIO BALTIMORE"
zens by a panel of 10 leading columnCompel
ists in a poll for Modern Screen magazine. Selections made on basis of outEDWARD1
RETRY CO. .
IVBAL
standing, unselfish civic activities.
Telecasting
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film
INS-TELENEWS last week announced that interviews with individual fighting men in Korea would
be filmed and presented in TV and
theatrical news programs. The firm
feels that this feature will result
in better documentation of the war.
Crossing of the Han River was
dealt with in the first release handled by Chief Far Eastern Cameraman Wade Bingham. . . . Same
firm's production of the All Nations
Symphonies has been signed for in
Buffalo over WBEN-TV for May
premiere by Manufacturer's &
Traders Trust Co. and in Washington over WTTG(TV) for March 30
debut by DuMont TV sets and
Campbell Music Co. Robert H. Reid,
manager of the INS TV department, announced that additional
deals are pending for the first
series of 13 films featuring the
Santa Cecilia Rome Symphony and
narration by Milton Cross.

report

March 31. Contracts are all for 52
weeks. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES,
Los Angeles, will soon start filming of half-hour TV sports programs, Shoiv of Champions, based
on published short stories of William Cox and featuring outstanding personalities in various sports
fields who will act as narrators for
programs concerning their particular sport. Scheduled for appearance are Jack Dempsey, Ben Hogan, Joe DiMaggio, Jack Kramer,
and "Gorgeous George." Each of
the films is budgeted at from $15,000 to $25,000. Secretary-Treasurer

Basil Grillo will supervise production.
# * #
UNITED TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS, which will handle distribution of the Crosby firm's Show of
Champions, has been signed to distribute projected series of 52 halfhour TV mystery films, Hollywood
Affair,
to be
by Parsonnet-Lewis.
Newproduced
York. Pilot
film is
completed but top motion picture
actor is being sought for lead role.
. . . UTP also will distribute projected series of weekly half-hour
programs, Medicine on the March,
featuring panel of four doctors
from staff of St. John's Hospital,
who will discuss medical subjects
in lay language and answer questions put to them by prominent
movie personality. All proceeds
from show will go to the hospital
in Santa Monica, Calif., to be used
for completion of new wing. RKO
Producer John Beck will produce
series.
,

V-Latina

for sli TV

^Action!

BALANCED"

TV

Ca

(Pat. Pendinz)
TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction

KILLIAM SHOWS Inc., New
York, is releasing The Edison Film
Library for TV sponsorship. Series
includes 1,200 subjects, dating back
as far as 1898, chiefly one or two
reel "vintage" dramas. Package
is represented by Ray Block Assoc.,
New York.

type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.

SNADER
TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Los Angeles, has completed
filming of eight variety acts for
TV shorts. Acts featured Yonelli,
musical clown; the De Havilands,
acrobats; Ray Vaughan, musical
bottle performer; Aubrey, magician; Hector and Pals, in dog act;
Paul Gordon, bicycle performer;
Johnson Brothers, jugglers; Unger
Twins, dancers.

Telecasting

WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., has purchased half of city block for future
growth and development of TV facilities. Wilbur M. Havens, owner-manager, said that in near future it is
planned to build another $750,000 addition to present $110,000 addition now
being completed.

mercss

APEX FILM Corp., Los Angeles,
has completed two experimental
Cavalcade of America TV films for
duPont at an approximate cost of
$20,000 each. The films are based
on the NBC radio show of the same
name. Agency is BBDO, New York.

KLING STUDIOS, Chicago, has
completed 24 video commercials for
Admiral Corp., seven for Greyhound Bus Co., nine for Kellogg,
six for Mitchell Air Conditioning
Co., eight for Broadcast Corned
Beef Hash and others for Ideal Dog
Food, Jays Potato Chips and the
Chicago Tribune. . . . New addition
to firm is Ted Shargel, former animator with Disney Studios in Hollywood.
* * #
ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS
Inc., New York, announces that
Cisco Kid, TV Western series, will
be sponsored by Ward Baking Co.,
New York, on WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., starting March 18; on
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.,
April 1; on WNBK(TV) Cleveland,

CATALOG
LISTS
U. S. Films For Television
A CATALOG of U. S. government
motion pictures cleared for television has been compiled by Seerley
Reid, assistant chief, visual aids
to education section, Office of Education, Federal Security Agency.
The 49-page volume lists by title
392 government films available for
TV. A short synopsis of releases
accompanies each title.
Films from these government
departments are included : Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior
and the Treasury. Also, ECA, FSA,
TVA, VA and ter-American
the Affairs.
Institute of In-

Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
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KOREAN

NEWS

'Double Censorship' Hit
DISPUTE over "double censorship" in the Korean war theatre
drew fire last week from five primary news agencies, who complained that copy is being screened
at two focal points and cut sharply
before transmission to America
and other world capitals.
Request for a single censorship
was presented orally at a conference of wire service officials and
Col. E. C. Burkhart, chief of Gen.
Douglas MacArthur's press advisory division. Dispatches have
been censored both at 8th Army
Headquarters in Korea and in
Tokyo in the past 10 days.
Bureau officials asked for a review of the troublesome censorship
situation, which has eruuted periodically since last fall. Col. Burkhart said the petition would be
studied, but could offer no indication whether the dispute may be
ironed out. Representatives of AP,
UP, INS, Reuters and Agence
France Presse attended the meeting.
Among other complaints, newspapermen protested that the
time lag in the double censorship
slowed down copy.
a
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!

-
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At the new WILK transmitter are (I to r) Mr. French, George Van
Kirk, engineer; J. H. Black, Westinghouse district manager, and Mr.
Morgan
WILK POWER
Increased to 5 KW
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa., owned
and operated by the Wyoming Valley Broadcasting Co., on March
17th increased its power to 5 kw
day 1 kw night on 980 kc. The
station had been operating with
250 w on 1450 kc.
State and civic officials attended
the opening dedicatory program,
The Ship of Happiness.
WILK started operation Feb.
13, 1947. The executive staff includes, Dr. I. C. Morgan, president; Harold Gray, vice president;
Atty. Mitchell Jenkins, treasurer;
Roy E. Morgan, secretary and
general manager; Thomas P.
Shelburne, station manager; Hal
Berg, program director; Jerry
Butler, sales manager, and Theodore S. French, chief engineer.
SPOT

Facts about the QUAD-CITIES
Rock Island, Moline, East Moline,
Illinois and Davenport, Iowa
* Population
(metropolitan counties)

233,012*
* Total Retail Sales
$246,605,000

* Food Group (Retail Sales)
$52,346,000
* Drug Group (Retail Sales)
$7,643,000
* 1950 U. S. Census Preliminary Report
Sales figures for Quad-City Metropolitan
Counties from 1948 U. S. Census of
Business
Delivering More Listeners at a
lower cost . . .

5000 WATTS
AM
NAT'L.
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TIE-IN
Set By Royal Desserts
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Royal desserts ) , last week
signed a year's radio and newspaper promotion tie-up with Hollywood motion picture studios. Involved in the radio tie-in are Paramount Pictures and Pine Thomas
Productions. Approximately 4,000
one-minute transcribed spots will
be cut using about 12 stars from
the studios who will plug Royal
Desserts as well as latest pictures.
Spots run 5 to 10 weekly on each
station coincident with release of
films in the particular city. Total
of 154 stations and 105 markets
throughout the country will be
used over a year's time.
First spots were used last week
promoting Bob Hope in Paramount's "Lemon Drop Kid" on San
Francisco stations. Other stars include Ray Milland, Mona Freeman, John Lund, Jan Sterling. Reciprocal deal also includes use of
stars' pictures on dessert boxes.
Agency is Ted Bates Inc., Hollywood.

Streetcar Named Cottage
TOM MCCARTHY, newscaster for WKRC Cincinnati,
did a one-minute selling-job
for the Cincinnati Street
Railway Co., which had 26
"weary, decrepit" streetcars
up for sale. He suggested
that they might be used as
summer fishing cottages,
even aswhether
hen houses.
don't
know
anybody"I would
want one, but there they are
. . . $175
ers. In 10each,"
days he
all told
werelistensold,
and company officials traced
22 sales directly to show.
Hennock Talk
WARNING that FCC is allocating
and opening up "for licensing all
of the spectrum space that is available for television," FCC Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock last Monday
told the Eighth Annual Community
Institute of Mamaroneck-Larchmont, N. Y., that educators must
come out of the classroom and make
full use of the new medium. Speaking on "TV — A Threat or a Blessing?", Comr. Hennock said educational use of television "is not
merely a visionary dream; it is a
real possibility that can be realized
within the near future. No other
step to improve America's educational system and to raise its cultural standards of living can even
be compared with it."

LEE ESTATE
Mrs. Rieber Asks One-Third
ONE THIRD of the approximately
$13 million estate left by Thomas
S. Lee, heir to the late Don Lee's
broadcasting and automobile distributing fortune, was claimed in
a suit filed in Los Angeles Superior
Court last week by his sister
through adoption, Mrs. Christine
Lee Rieber of Metuchen, N. J.
Mrs. Rieber charges that Don
Lee, who died in 1934, in his will
violated an agreement under which
he adopted her and sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Lee Fry. It reportedly
provided he treat them as his natural children. She declared he
breached the agreement by bequeathing them only $1.00 each in
his will. Their mother, Mrs. Mary
F. Boyd, was the sister of Don
Lee's then wife, Mrs. Annabelle T.
Lee.
The suit maintains the sisters
are entitled to share equally with
his son, Thomas, who ended his
life Jan. 13, 1950, by leaping from
a Los Angeles building.
Mrs. Fry, living in West Los
Angeles, has pending a similar suit
directed against Public Administrator Ben H. Brown in charge of
Thomas Lee's estate.
Under a will written in 1934,
Thomas left his entire estate to
R. D. Merrill, Seattle lumberman,
whose late wife was a sister of Don
Lee. The document, however, is
being contested by Mrs. Nora S.
Patee of San Marino, Calif., maternal aunt of Thomas.
Don Lee radio and television
properties were acquired by General Tire & Rubber Co. last December for $12,320,000 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 1].
KTSL (TV) Hollywood was then
sold to CBS, with Lincoln Dealer
acquiring KDB Santa Barbara.
WNLK Norwalk, Conn., received a
letter of commendation from the
city's Mayor Irving C. Freese, thanking the station for "splendid publicity
given us in promoting safety in our
city." dents
The
mayor a added
"accihave shown
moderatethatdecrease
and I sincerely believe . . . publicity
given by the radio station has been,
to a large degree, responsible for this
decrease."

NEWLY-FORMED Press Club of
Dallas, with membership from working
newsmen of both radio stations and
newspapers, will stage its first annual
gridiron dinner April 21 with W.
Stuart Symington as speaker.
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H. LESLIE HOFFMAN, president Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A., named chairman of industry committee for local
annual Heart Assn. drive. JOHN
MORE, copy chief Brisacher, Wheeler
& Staff, L. A., to Hoffman Corp. in
newly created post of television program producer.

itd

-S'i
!4
39*
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A LAN LIVINGSTON, vice presi% dent in charge of packaging and
merchandising records, Capitol
ecords Inc., Hollywood, named head
'aces
Artists
Repertorie Div.
He reJIM & CONKLLNG,
resigned
to
in Columbia Records. FRANCIS
COTT, assistant to Mr. Livingston in
bum merchandising, named director
f album repertoire. ED NIELSON ap)inted head Los Angeles branch of
apitol distribution, replacing VOYLE
ILMORE, transferred to Artists &
epertoire Div. [ Broadcasting • TelekSTlNG, March 5].
ADEN POWELL, sales staff KFI-TV
os Angeles, to associated T-V Film
i'oducers, Burbank, as account exutive for commercial spots.
ALTER WHITE Jr., president, and
:fe Shirley Thomas, vice president
ommodore Productions, Hollywood,
ave April 25 for vacation in Hawaii.
HELD RESEARCH is new name for
ervin D. Field & Assoc., S. F. rearch firm.
LL Los Angeles TV stations — KECAV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
TLA, KTSL and KTTV — are now subribers to Los Angeles TV Hooperatigs, it was announced last week by
E. Hooper Inc. Uniform move was
ade to eliminate the "confused proram rating situation," according to
ooper firm.
OUR MORE Canadian stations have
ught Tello-Test, package of Walter
ehwimmer Productions, Chicago. They
re CKCK Quebec City, Que.; CHLO
Thomas, Ont.; CKSO Sudbury,
nt., and CJRW Summerside, Prince
dward Island.
ERBERT BAYARD SWOPE Jr., teleision producer-director, NBC New
ork, has acquired rights to complete
orks of Sax Rohmer, author, for
alf-hour TV series to go into proaction in fall. Writings comprise
er 200 short stories, novels and
lays. First two of planned series
ill be Sax Rohmer Presents, with Mr.
•ohmer narrating, and Fu Manchu.
FILLIS COOPER, radio-TV writer,
rill adapt stories to television.
1AM SEARFOSS, commercial manger WSAL Logansport, Ind., and
ERT ROSENBERG, head of his own
usiness, to sales staff of Harry S.
oodman Productions, New York.

WILLIAM E. TAYLOR, press bureau
manager Lever Bros. Co., to Marlen
Pew Assoc., N. Y., as partner.
WILLIAM F. MacCRYSTALL, general
manager KMGM (FM) Los Angeles,
appointed West Coast sales representative of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Radio
Attractions.
JOHN BOURKE, Julian Adv. Service,
S. F., to staff Family Circle magazine.

ALFRED M. ECKSTADT, assistant
manager electronic parts department
Krich-New Jersey Inc., Newark, RCA
Victor Northern Jersey distributor,
named industrial sales engineer of
department. He will direct promotion
and sale of electronic equipment and
parts to broadcast stations, industrial
accounts, government agencies and
similar organizations.
Comdr. E. F. McDONALD Jr., president Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, received special award for pioneering
Phonevision, at Second Annual Dinner of Southern California Society of
Radio and Television Editors.
GERALD GOETTEN, Los Angeles appliance and TV salesman, to DuMont
Labs as assistant central states rediately. gional sales manager, effective immeZETKA TELEVISION TUBES Inc.,
Clifton, N. J., announces new twocolor, 12-page catalog is available to
trade without cost. Book covers 16"
through 20" picture tubes made by
company. Picture of tube is accompanied by descriptive copy and diagrammatic drawings.
LEON A. WORTMAN appointed director of advertising and sales promotion
for Audio & Video Products Corp.,
N. Y.
DIXIE B. McKEY, radio engineering
consultant, appointed field sales representative RCA microwave and mobile
communications products in Southern
states. He will make his headquarters
at RCA regional offices in Dallas.
HERBERT J. ALLEMANG, management consultant, appointed vice presiPhila. dent on executive staff Philco Corp.,
carries

DAY

or

Market

NIGHT

KG*
Station •„
B . • 337.330
295 470
Station C • • • , 92,630
350.030

PORTLAND, OREGON Station D ' - • ■
on the efficient 620 frequency NIGHTTIME
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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S QCr-inical • • •
FRED SLINKER, engineer ABC-TV
Chicago, father of son.
D. H. HAWLEY named chief of commercial operations Canadian National
Telegraphs, Toronto.
RUSS HUNT named technical director on Don McNeill's TV Club on
ABC-TV from Chicago.
JAMES J. KRAKORA Jr., chief engineer WFJL (FM) Chicago, resigns to
join experimental color laboratories
operated by Motorola Inc.
TRUCK

SETS
ICC Studies Problem

A PROPOSAL governing the location of TV viewers and screens
in trucks, busses and other vehicles
is under study by the Interstate
Commerce Commission in the wake
of a deadline on objections to that
and other suggested "safety" regulations.
The rule was advocated by the
commission's Motor Carrier Division and will be reviewed by the
agency along with other measures
applying to all vehicles operating
in interstate commerce.
At the same time, it was disclosed
that the commission is "nearing a
decision" on another recommendation that household movers of the
American Trucking Assn. be given
specific authority to haul television sets in interstate commerce.
With respect to TV receivers in
vehicles, a suggested rule (3.3421)
would provide that any motor vehicle so equipped "shall have the
viewer or screen located at a point
to the rear of the back of the
driver's seat, if it is in the same
compartment as the driver, and
shall be located as not to be visible
to the driver while he is driving
the motor vehicle."
Similar provisions are set forth
in laws passed by some state legislatures in the past year.

the weight

in the Oregon

DEADLINE

MARCH

... is the concluding, final, ultimate,
last chance for the 1951 YEARBOOK to
be included with a subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. After
March 31, the few remaining copies will
be sold at $5.00 each. Before it's too
late, subscribe now — and get the . . .
1951
BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK
BONUS
MAIL COUPON

Please enter my BROADCASTING • TELECASTING subscription immediately and
be sure to send the bonus '51 Yearbook
as part of this order.

Survey

A SURVEY of TV news operations
is being made by a Boston TJ. student in cooperation with the National Assn. of Radio News Directors. Questionnaires, together
with a letter from Ben Chatfield,
WMAZ Macon, Ga., NARND president, were mailed to more than a
hundred TV stations. The student,
Marion Del Vecchio, will complete
a thesis based on the questionnaire
returns. The report then will be
turned over to NARND for mailing
to interested members.

TODAY!

Broadcasting • Telecasting
879 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

□ $7 enclosed
News

31

□ please bill

NAME
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March 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash. — RESUBMITTED application for license for CP
to increase
power, change DA-N, install new trans.
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— License for CP
to change frequency, power, hours of
operation, install DA-N and change
ant. system.
WGGH
(FM)newGreenwich,
cense for CP
FM station.Conn.— LiWBJC (FM) Baltimore, Md. — License
for CPtional new
non-commercial educaFM station.
Modification of CP
WEGG Mooreneld. W. Va.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
KSRTCP (FM)
Calif.—
Mod.
new FMBeverly
station Hills,
for extension
of completion date.
WNAC-FM Boston— Mod. CP new FM
station for extension of completion
date.
WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
7.7 kw to 2.4 kw, ant. height from 415
ft. to 100 ft. etc.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WATM Atmore, Ala.; KTHS
Hot Springs
Nat'l Pk., WCAZ
Ark.; KSDO
San
Diego
(resubmitted);
Carthage,
111.; WKAI Macomb, 111.; WKRS Waukegan. 111.; WCNB Connersville, Ind.;
WLRP New Albany, Ind.; WKLO Louisville, Ky.; WFGM Fitchburg, Mass.;
WOAP Owosso, Mich.; KMOX St. Louis;
KFAB Omaha, Neb.; WWGP Sanford,
N. C; WTAM Cleveland: WTOD Toledo, Ohio; WGPA Bethlehem, Pa.;
WCAU Philadelphia; WVJP Caguas,
P. R.; KTFY Brownfield. Tex.; WRVA
Richmond, Va.; KING Seattle, Wash.;
WTTN Watertown,
Wis.; WKID-FM
Urbana,
111.
March 20 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of License
WKID-FM Urbana, 111.— Granted
further temporary extension of license
to June 1.
BY THE SECRETARY
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.— Granted
license for new TV station and change
studio and trans, locations.
Phoenix Television, Inc., Area Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted license for new TV
Pickup station KA-7379.
WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga.— Granted license covering changes in FM station;
Ch. 291 (106.1 mc), 7.3 kw; 190 ft.
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown:

FOR

DEPENDABLE

look

A
fCG

actions
MARCH

16 TO MARCH

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y. to 10-1-51;
WRVC Norfolk, Va. to 6-15-51; cond.;
WWBZ Vineland, N. J. to 6-8-51; cond.;
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. to 5-1-51;
WHO-FM Des Moines, Iowa to 7-1-51;
WBOW-FM Terre Haute, Ind. to 10-951; WLAV-FM Grand Rapids, Mich, to
9-16-51; WFMY Greensboro, N. C. to
6-5-51; KHAD Delano, Calif, to 9-26-51;
WHO Des Moines, Iowa to 7-1-51; cond.;
WARM Scranton, Pa. to 6-15-51; cond.
American Bcstg. Co., Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted license covering
changes in facilities of TV STL station
KMD-96.
WNAVcense Annapolis,
Md. in
— Granted
licovering increase
power and
changes
in
maximum
expected
operatunl.) ing value; cond. (1430 kc 1 kw DA-N
K T I S -license
F M Minneapolis,
Minn. —in
Granted
covering changes
FM
station
(Ch.
253
(98.5
mc)
5.3 kw,
250 ft.).
WJZ-TV (Aux.) New York— Granted
mod. CP to change ant. system and
ERP from vis. 425 w, aur. 207 w to vis.
455 w, aur. 228 w ant. height 1252 ft.
KFOX-FM Long Beach, CalifGranted mod. CP for extension of comdate to 7-1-51. W. Va. — Granted
WPAR pletionParkersburg,
licensetical ant.
covering
installation
and mount
FM ant.newon verside
AM tower.
WLDS-FM Jacksonville, 111.— Granted
license covering changes in FM station;
(Ch. 263 (100.5 mc) 9 kw 340 ft.).
KVOL-FM Lafayette, La.— Granted
license covering changes in FM station;
(Ch. 241 (96.1 mc) 15 kw, 220 ft.).

to ALLIED

for your station supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largest in the country) and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guaranteethefastest, most complete equipment supply service
for the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
to coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send for ALLIED'S 212-page Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide, listing broadcast equipment
and supplies ready for immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
exactly what you want— when you want it! All
station orders, large or small, get preferred
Write to BROADCAST DIVISION
speedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
ALLIED RADIO
intelligently to keep your station running at top 833 w. jackson Blvd., Chicago 7
efficiency at all times.
CaM: HA y market 1-6800

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D.
C.
STerling 3626
Page 78
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cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

SERVICE

SERVICE

0

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
it peon"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

WWOC mod.
Manitowoc
Twp., Wis.—
Granted
CP for approval
ant.
trans, and main studio locations and
change type trans.
KFDX Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted
license covering installation of two new
main trans., increase power and change
DA (990 kc 1 kw 10 kw-LS, DA-2 unl. I.
KPAT Pampa, Tex. — Granted license
new
cond.).AM station (1230 kc 250 w unl.;
KFIR censeNorth
unl.).
new AM Bend,
stationOre.—
(1340Granted
kc 250 liw
KBMN Bozeman, Mont. — Granted liunl.). cense new AM station (1230 kc 250 w
KMLW Marlin, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. trans, location,
specify main studio location and change
type of trans.
WETO Gadsden, Ala.— Granted linew AM(930station
and D.).
change studio cense
location
kc 1 kw
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
The Court House Bcstg. Co., Washington Court House, Ohio — Granted petition insofar as it requests leave to
take depositions of numerous public
witnesses and certain stockholders in
corporation and denied insofar as it
requests removal of hearing in proceedingtralre its
that Ohio,
of Cen-to
Ohio application
Bcstg. Co., and
Galion,
the field.
Granted petition for leave to amend
its
lieu application
of 250 w D toetc.specify 500 w D, in
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio
— Granted petition for leave to amend
application so as to reduce power at
DA.
night from 1 kw to 500 w, and to revise
Fayette Bcstg. Co., Washington Court
House, Ohio — Granted petition for discation. missal without prejudice of its appliWMIK Middlesboro, Ky. — Granted petition insofar as it requests dismissal
of its application: denied insofar as it
requests dismissal without prejudice.
KHOZ Harrison, Ark. — Dismissed as
moot "Petition for Leave to Amend
and Supplement,"
on Sept. 11,appli1950,
since
petitioner is filed
not amending
cation in any manner; that the material filed with petition is merely supplemental argument to that made in
petition for reconsideration.
WJVA South Bend, Ind. — On Commission's own motion scheduled hearing
in proceeding
re application for reBend. newal of license for April 12, at South
By Examiner J. D. Bond
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D. and KTOE
Minnesota Valley Bcstg. Co., Mankato,
Minnesota — Granted motion of KDSJ
for leave to amend application to spe1 kwunl.,unl.andDA-N
in lieu as
of
1420 cify
kc980 1kckw,
application
amended was removed from hearing
docket. On
own applicamotion,
removed
fromCommission's
hearing docket
tion of KTOE.
Clark-Montgomery Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Winchester,
Ky. — application
Granted motion
for
leave
to amend
to show
new estimates with respect to costs of
construction, to show use of different
make tionoffortrans,
Also granted
moleave etc.
to amend
to specify
definite site at which trans, and ant.
system of proposed station is to be
located.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
KFFA Helena, Ark.— Granted petition requesting FCC to accept its late
appearance
proceeding
re application for CP toin increase
daytime
power,
install new trans, etc.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
FCC General Counsel — Granted peti-

tion requesting that transcript of c I
argument,
held on
Feb. Apparatus
21 on the iC !■1
tion
by Garfield
Medical
New York, to strike General Couns IF
"Proposed in Conclusions
of Law," i|
corrected
various respects.
Garfield Medical Apparatus Compa
New York — Granted petition requc
ing that FCC accept late filing
memorandum annexed to petit
which petitioner states is in clarifi
tion of its findings of fact and cone
sions of law previously filed; memor;
dum annexed to petition was accept
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawt
Okla. — Granted request for additio
time
April 2, to infile proceeding
proposed findi]
and to
conclusions
re
application; action on petition for les
to amend and reopen record will
when ina further
orderuntil
will after
be issued.
held
obeyance
Apri'
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Radio California, Sacramento, Ca
— Examiner called conferences of
parties to this proceeding to meet
offices of FCC, Washington, D. C.
March 30, for purpose of discuss]
methods of developing proof relat:
to issues in proceeding, particula
question of objectionable interferer
other matters as will
aid in expeditic
from
operation,
and su'
conductproposed
of the hearing.
KTUR Turlock, Calif .—Granted pe
tion for continuance of hearing pi
ceeding re application of Radio Cz
fornia, Sacramento. Calif, from Apri
to May 2, at Washington.
Granted petition of KTUR for £
thority to take deposition of Ce
Lynch of Modesto, Calif., at offices
KTUR in Turlock, Calif., on March
in proceeding re application of Ra<
California.
March 20 Applications . . . |
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
WLBE Eustis, Fla. — Mod. license
change
main name
studio location
AMENDIfrc
to change
of applicant
Paul Hunter to WLBE Inc.
KEPO El Paso, Tex. — Mod. license
change name licensee from KWFT Ii
to Rowlev-Brown Bcstg. Co.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.— Same.
AM— 1420Falls,
kc Tex. — San
KWFT-FM Wichita
WWHG
CP kcto 1chan
from
1320 Hornell,
kc 1 kw N.
D toY.—1420
kw
500 w-N DA-N.
Modification of CP
WANT Richmond, Va.— Mod. CP m
AM station AMENDED to change trai
location from 1705 Colorado Ave.
Belle Isle and change studio locati
from 1705 Colo. Ave. to N.E. corn
Third & Broad Sts. and change ty

Muscatine,
Iowa ERP
— Mod.frcC
newKWPC-FM
FM station
to change
9.3 kw to .78 kw and type trans.
Following stations request mod. C
for extension of completion date
WDSU-FM New Orleans; KGMO (FT
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; KJSK-FM C
lumbus, Neb.; WAYS-FM Charlotf :
N. C; WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. V;
KSDS
Diego, Calif.; KDYL-1
Salt LakeSanCity.
CP to Replace CP
WRBI CP(FM)for Blue
111.— CP
replace
new Island,
FM station.
License for CP
WBGE-FM Atlanta, Ga. — License f
CP new FM station.

PT6-JA portable
recorder and amplifier shown
offer unmatched
fidelity and
flexibility at moderate price.
Write MAGN ECORD, Inc.
360 N. Michigan Ave,, Chicago,!, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEER
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JANSKY & BAILEY
- 3«£, Executive Offices
National Press Building
tin* Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
■ twta Washington,
D. C.
ADams 2414
•■::<:
Member AFCCE *
1 re
airfes.
; -a
' Aptft
isaejp Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
'aith
<•■Ci£j Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
5 Of
Dl. 1319
aeet INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
0. c_
WASHINGTON, D. C.
-'•-sx
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
-- su;
js
pi;pg' Craven, Lohnes & Culver
C to!
- Aprib MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
-: a
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
if to]
pea
Member AFCCE *
-i':a :j.

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. RufFner
Member AFCCE

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
a frcte BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
:;oe i
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
:nAre.r
-mi 927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.
te£«

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

4M.0

LYNNE C. SMEBY
- dra
Registered Professional Engineer"
-')'
-•;:..CoOW 820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
DM
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

crease power from 16 kw vis., 10 kw
aur., to 90 kw vis., 45 kw aur. New
application filed to change ERP to
0.925 kw vis., 0.578 kw aur. with ant.
985 ft.
March 21 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
WBET Brockton, Mass. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on May 9,
re application to change from 990 kc to
1460 kc, increase hours of operation
from D to unl. and install DA-N with
power of 1 kw; made WSAR Fall River,
Mass., party to proceeding.
Pa. — on
Designated
forWHUN
hearingHuntingdon,
in Washington
May 10,
re application to change from 1400 kc
250 w unl. to 1010 kc 1 kw D and
install new trans.
Mooresville,
N. C. — onDesignated
forWHIP
hearing
in Washington
May 11,
re application to increase power from
1 kw D to 5 kw D on 1350 kc, and
install new trans.
Modification of CP
WKAP Allentown, Pa. — Granted mod.
CP to change trans, location, type
trans., and DA-N maximum expected
operating value; cond.
KMPC Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
application for mod. CP for six-month's

extension thorized
of completion
date.from(CP10au-to
increase in power
50 kw on 710 kc DA-N).
Designated for Hearing
KIWW San Antonio, Tex. and KUNO
Corpus Christi,
Tex. in— Designated
consolidated
hearing
Washington for
on
May 17 re application of KIWW to
change from 1540 kc to 1400 kc 250 w D,
with application of KUNO to change
from 100 w to 250 w (unl. on 1400 kc);
made KBOP Pleasanton, Tex.; and
KNAL Victoria,
to proceeding. Denied Tex.,
petitionparties
of KUNO
for
reconsideration
without
hearing.and grant of application
Floral City Broadcast Co., Monroe,
Mich, and Ionia Bcstg. Co., Ionia, Mich,
and Seneca Radio Corp., Fostoria, Ohio
— Designated for hearing in Washington
May 21, in consolidated proceeding, re
applications
requestingfor
frequencynew1430 stations
kc: Floralall City
for 500 w D-DA; Ionia for 500 w D. and
Seneca for 1 kw unl.; made WGRD
only.
Granding with
Rapids,
Mich.,
proceedrespect
to party
Ionia toapplication
WFTC Kinston, N. C. and WELS
Kinston, N.
— Designated
for consolidatedC.hearing
in Washington
May
23, re application of WFTC to change
(Continued on page 8U)

L-CP 1
WFGN mont,
Gaffney,
S. C;Crockett,
KTRM BeauTex.; KIVY
Tex.;
KXRN Renton, Wash.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
AM— 1400 kc
Wabash Assn. of Bcstrs. Inc., Wabash, Ind. station
— RETURNED
for
new AM
on 1400 application
kc 250 w unl.
License for CP
Member AFCCE*
KNPT Newport, Ore.— RETURNED
application for license to cover CP
TV— Ch. 3
change frequency, power, install new
trans,
and DA-N.
WTMJ-TV
KWSC Pullman, Wash.— RETURNED
ecrease
ERP Milwaukee,
from 16 kw Wis.—
vis. CP
10 kwto application
for license to cover CP install new trans.
ur. to .925 kw vis. .578 kw aur., change
pe ant. etc., ant. height 985 ft.
Assignment of CP
License Renewal
KMLW Marlin, Tex.— RETURNED apfor voluntary assignment of
Following stations request renewal of CP [FCC plication
Roundup, March 19].
cense: KPMC Bakersfield, Calif.; KIBE
alo Alto, Calif.; KECC Pittsburgh,
SSA
alif.; KOWL
Santa Monica, Calif.;
KTW Seattle— RETURNED applicaBYS Canton, 111.; WCFL Chicago;
tion
for
SSA
to
operate
from 7:30 p.m.
^IVLOI LaPorte, Ind.; WKAM Warsaw,
to 8:30 p.m. DST Thurs. eves.
•Ind.; KCHA Charles City, Iowa; KAYL
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
3torm Lake, Iowa; KOFO Ottawa, Kan.;
tCLOU Lake Charles, La.; WKOX FramAssignment of License
ngham, Mass.; WABJ Adrain Mich.;
IWCNX Saginaw, Mich.; WNEW New
KWEW
Hobbs, N. M.— DISMISSED
ifork (alt. main trans, only); WKBS
application for assignment of license
[FCC Roundup, Feb. 19].
Dyster Bay, N. Y.; WJMO Cleveland,
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee— DISMISSED
,Phio; WPGH Pittsburgh; WRYO Rojfhester, Pa.; WSCR
Scranton, Pa,;
at request of applicant bid for CP inROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOtf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20<J per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<£ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Texas ABC station desires aggressive
commercial manager. Box 158J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced man as manager-salesman,
to assume
fullstation
charge inwestern
vania radio
city ofPennsyl30,000,
Pittsburgh area. Finest and most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity
to qualified person. Box 165J, BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted immediately, combination engineer with emphasis on announcing. Immediate opening for man
with good attitude.
all correspondence addressedHave
to Box
186J,
BROADCASTING.
Sales executive for old established network affiliated station in thriving
southern market. Opportunity to take
over immediate sales direction and
ultimate
management. Box 197J,
BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted for opening in small
northeast market. 1000 day. Send complete history on managerial record.
Sales a major requirement. State past
radio connections. References required.
This
job requires
full all-round
radio
experience.
Remuneration
worth effort
needed to make successful operation.
Box 199J, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman-copywriter.
Guarantee $75.00 minimum right man.
Old established ABC affiliate single
station market. Midwest. Box 341,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for top salesman with
proven ability with established station
in
one of south's
best radioopportunity
markets.
Commission
basis provides
up to $1000 per month. Additional long
range future. Only established salesmen with proven ability and excellent
business and personal background will
be considered. Send photograph, personal and business references, actual
sales record, etc. Confidential. Apply
Box 142J, BROADCASTING.
Transcription salesmen, currently in
field, willing to sell additional transcribed news package on commission
basis. Write Box 153J, BROADCASTINGS
RatJio library salesmen or transcription
salesmen. Materially increase your
weekly income! Sell the radio program
that
is a "must"
for secondary
as well
as primary
markets.
No competition
to your present job. Excellent remuneration. Write in confidence to Box
183J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted — Basic ABC station
in market over one million. Generous
commission. Must be successful radio
salesman. Reply Box 201J, BROADCASTING^
Wanted: Salesman for undeveloped
market. Must like small town life.
No floaters. Family man preferred.
Make own deal within reason. Write:
Manager, KLMR, Lamar. Colorado.
Salesman for dual net station. Excellent working conditions, guaranteed
base plus commissions. Details first
letter. WDYK. Cumberland, MarylandSalesman: Independent AM-FM. State
experience and references. Contact
direct, WFRO, Fremont, Ohio.
Miami's
opening forleading
alert, independent
experienced has
salesman
with perseverence, imagination and
drive — draw against 15% commission.
Full details first letter. Car necessary.
References will be checked: R. P.
Jones, Radio Station WMIE, Everglades
Hotel, Miami, Florida.
Wanted: Salesman. Experienced time
salesman for 250 watter in Chicago
metropolitan area. Tremendous opportunity. WOPA, Oak Park.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Progressive southwestern kilowatt has
immediate opening for combination
man, emphasis on announcing. Good
salary, and opportunity for right man.
Send toaudition,
and snapshot
Box 23J.qualifications
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-disc jockey for
southern station, salary plus talent,
available immediately, draft exempt.
Box 65J, BROADCASTING.
If you're a good announcer with first
class
ticket,
you're
worthup-and-coming
seventy-five
starting
salary
to an
Pennsylvania
independent.
experience, full details and discGive
in first
reply. Box 90 J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, central Illinois,
250 watter. Give full details, experience and salary required. Box 135J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediately — Dependable, exempt, experienced announcer-e n g i n e e r for
morning shift, with car. New midwest
500 watt daytime. Start $60.00. Rush
details. Box 145J, BROADCASTING.
Morning man who is friendly and just
"talks
'em." Good
at north
central tonetwork
station,salary
5 kw.
Send
CASTING^
disc
and data to Box 146J BROADWanted: Announcer-morning DJ. Experienced man, strong on record show
and news. Good starting salary, graduated pay scale, talent. Send disc, experience, photo and salary expected to
Box 202J. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class license must not be drifter. South network station. Pay $75.00, 44 hours.
Man with auto desired, not necessary
however. Box 163J, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opening on established station
for trained announcer. Large south
central market. Top salary scale for
those who can qualify. Successful
background at good station needed.
Send personal and business references,
photo, announcement and disc jockey
samples. Reply confidential. Box 198J,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Reliable 1000
watt station
opening
for experienced staff manhascapable
of doing
strong
sportscasts and handling other sports
assignments. Good salary, plus talent.
Send enceplatter
photo, instate
and salaryandexpected
firstexperiletter.
Box 203J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with ticket. One year announcing experience. $225 month, raise
in six months. J. B. McNutt, KBUD,
Athens, Texas.
Wanted — Combination man April 1.
Emphasis on announcing, newscasts required. Possibly sales. Give draft
status. KCOG, Centerville, Iowa.
Announcer who knows rural programming, who can MC a western musical
unit and who can sell mail offers for
an immediate opening at this 10 kw,
ABC affiliate. Write giving complete
information on your background and
audition disc. This is an excellent opportunity for the right man. Radio
Station
Kansas. KFBI, P. O. Box 1402. Wichita,
Rush disc, photo and particulars to
KVOC, Casper, Wyoming, if you desire
position as combination announcer and
engineer. Job now open. Will consider
inexperienced
class ticket. man. Must have first
Announcer. Straight staff. Minimum
one year experience. Established ABC
affiliate single station market. Rush
personal and experience resume, plus
references, draft status. Expected salary, tape or disc audition. No east
or west coast applicants. Ken Marsh,
KWNO. Winona, Minnesota.
Opening for two announcers. Salary
open subject to qualifications. Experience as chief announcer, program director, salesman, or possessor first class
ticket helpful. Established small town
fulltime
Arkansas.network affiliate. KXAR, Hope,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer for nice small
town where hours are your own. Salary
to right man. $60.00 week. Contact
Ken Bishop, KXIT, Dalhart, Texas.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Immediate opening for good announcer
with first class license. Salary dependent upon ability. WJOC. Jamestown,
New York.
Combination man for network station.
$60 weekly. WKLV, Blackstone, VirWanted
Combination announcer-engiginia. neer —by 1000
watt NBC affiliate. Send
details of experience, business and
character periereferences.
be first
exnced in announcing Must
and hold
class license. Southern man preferred.
WLAK, Lakeland, Florida.
Immediately
— Combination
man and
for
network station.
State experience
salary reouirements first letter. WMLT.
Dublin. Georgia.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
Pa.
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
We're lookine for an announcer who
knows control room operation and can
do a good MC job on disc shows. If
yo" have made a name for yourself as
a DJ at a good
local onstation,
here'scoman
opportunity
to move
up. Send
plete
details
and
audition
disc
to
Merrit Milligan, Program Director, WTAD,
Quincy, Illinois.
Technical
Operator for Texas station. Give full
details. Box 54J, BROADCASTING.
First ing.phone,
to learn announcStart $45,willing
rapid advancement,
plus
extras. Full details first letter. Box
106J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Man or woman engineer to
do combination work. Write Box 150J,
BROADCASTING.
I wantested inaworking
transmitter
inter-is
at his engineer
trade. This
a new 10 kilowatt operation directional
antennae. Affiliated with eleven other
stations in mountain area. This is a
good connection
with aKGEM,
future. Boise,
Contact Milo Petersen,
Idaho.
Chief engineer,
and maintenance only. supervision
Excellent opportunity
with exceptional future. Send details,
background, salary requirements, Radio
Station KWWL, Waterloo, Iowa.
Immediate
opening
neer. Union
scale. transmitter
Five day. engiforty
hour week. WARL, Arlington, Va.
Chief engineer and transmitter operator.
salary,either
experience,
referencesState
first letter
job. WASA,
Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Wanted by May First. First class engineer or engineer-announcer. Prefer
experienced
maintenance
Reasonable salary.
Good livinffman.
conditions.
Reply WBUY, Lexington, N. C.
Technicians. AM-TV studio and transmitter vacation relief starting June
15th. Possibility several permanent.
WCAU, 1622 Chestnut Street, PhiladelImmediate opening for engineer with
phia.
first phone,nouncing,operate
console,
an40 hour, five
days noweek.
Contact Dwight North, Chief Engineer,
WCNT, Centralia, Illinois.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer — Reliable knowle*
AM-FM and interest in hi-fi. W
quick tothinking
trouble-shooter
likes
take initiative.
Write M.vijD
Rogers, WGMS, Washington 5, D. Cl
Wanted: Man for transmitter and c<
trol board operation with 1st class ti
et. Experience unnecessary, 250 v.
fulltime ABC station. State minim
salary
in Y.reply. Write WHDL-A
Olean, N.
Position open now for operator w
first class radiotelephone license. P
manent employment for right man. I
ferences required. Forty hour sal;
basis. WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Chief engineer-announcer, immedi
opening, emphasis on engineeri
State salary expected, when availa
and send photo and audition if possit
Manager, WPLA, Plant City, Florida
Transmitter engineer, no announci;
No experience necessary. Transmit I
within walking distance of tov
WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
First class phone transmitter operat
Experience not necessary. Phone WSJ
Petersburg, Virginia.
Studio
engineer
wanted.Contact
LicenseVic (
sirable but
not essential.
diana.
Voss,
Radio Station WWCA, Gary, ]
Need broadcast engineer first phoi
Employment immediately. C o n t a
Chief Engineer, WWST, Wooster, Oh
Production-Programming, other
New Pennsylvania independent net
girl for continuity and air work. Stj
experience and full details first rep
Good salary. Box 91J, BROADCAS
ING.
Copywriter-women's
Topnotni
NBC
eastern station editor.
in pleasant,
size community. Send complete c
tails, sample of work, voice recordir
availability. Box 138J, BROADCAS
ING.
Program director for Pacific Northw*
network 1000 watter. Man with initi
tive, production experience, good ;
voice. State experience, draft stati
availability, salary, picture. Box 15:
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced and aggressi
news director-newscaster for regior
station in northeast. Must organize ai
direct department in addition to wr
ing and air work. Two wire servic
supplied. Straight salary. In writii
give full background. Box 17?
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Radio program or spot car
paign
idea that
has painting
produced andprov<se
sales
for car
cover results
installation
firm. Write Box
195
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Network executive offers highest cal
ber station management ability. Exp,
rience: Radio station sales manage
network promotion manager; sales d
velopment head, leading national rei
resentative. Consultant to managemei
of 50.000 watt stations. Alsn impress^
television record. Box 9J, BROAI
CASTING.
In eighteen months increased gross te
times with station in 100,000 marke
Ready to move up. Completely e:
periehced all phases radio. Box 67
BROADCASTING.
Good, sober, experienced station mai
ager who can really sell, produce an
program
shows, is decent
open for
positioi
want
permanency,
salary.
Bo
73J, BROADCASTING.
Station sold. Manager available fc
west or midwest. 19 years experieno
Can produce profits. Box 88J, BROAE
CASTING.
Manager-sales manager. Complete sale
and radio advertising background. Noi
in important New York spot with to
national contacts. Family man, 3:
wishes relocate attractive New Englan
market, preferably Connecticut. Salar
plus commission desired. Box 123.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager-sales manager, 16 years experience radio, television, newspaper,
emphasis on administration, sales and
programming. Background includes 7
years as network AM-TV sales manager; 2 years station manager network
radio affiliate; 5 years leading national
representative; 3 years advertising department metropolitan daily. Industry
wide references will vouch for ability
and results. Age 39, married, family.
West coast location desired but will
consider elsewhere if real opportunity.
Available
CASTING. May 1. Box 155J, BROADSalesmen
Salesman, 25, married, draft exempt,
experience. Prefer
three yearsBoxradio
midwest.
2J, BROADCASTING.
background.
Radio, newspaper, agency veteran.
Box
exempt,
29, draft
Family,BROADCA
STING.
164J.
Salesman, desires south or southeast,
start. PerS75.00
position. manent!
J, BROADCASTING.
Box 169minimum
Salesman-announcer, resonant voice.
news, good DJ,
Strong on commercials,Some
experience.
sales background.
vet, married.
Will resettle. 25 years,Franklin
Street,
240
Harold K. N.Farley,
Paterson,
J.
Announcers
Baseball play-by-play man experienced
availin live and recreated broadcasts
season. Air check availfor this
ableable.
Excellent references. Box 564H,
BROADCASTING.
year-round. ExperiSports wanted
enced AA baseball, midwest basketball, football and all staff. National
agency sponsor recommendations.
college. Draft exVeteran, 3 children,
empt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer— Ambitious sportscaster
exseeks opportunity to gain practical
v etperience in small livewire station,
Creang.
hardworki
23,
Single,
eran tive reliable. Can operate control board
and turntable. Go anywhere. Details,
101J, BROADBox
disc on request.
G.
TIN
CAS
r,
Versatility the keynote. Announce
ls. Some
DJ, news, commercia
strong on Will
veteran.
Sober,
travel.
console.
Box
104 J BROADCASTING.

Married, vet, 31, 4 years experience.
TV, news,
andposition
AMdesires
Sports, ming
reliable
with programstation. Excellent references. Box
.
TING
111J. BROADCAS
emed,
experienc
Announcer-engineer, watter. Strong
250
ployed Wisconsin
DJ,
pop
results
Proven
on announcing.
no reserve.
Married, veteran,
sports.better
Box
anywhere.
conditions
Seek
137J, BROADCASTING.
Comic DJ, trick cues, mystery voices,
effects. 8 years success. Combination,
married exempt, employed. $100. Box
139J. BROADCASTING.
jockey
Experienced announcer, disc
personality will take over AM or PM
show. Sustain and build same. $60
140J, BROADtalent. Box
base plus TIN
G.
CAS
Versatile D-J immediately available.
Experienced. Young and ambitious.
California and southDraft deferred.
west California resident. Box 141 J,
BROADCASTING.
on net and indies
All phases announcer
or Great
desires change to midwest
Lakes region. Data, disc. Box 144J,
.
TING
DCAS
BROA
Announcer wants more experience.
College, vet. knows RCA board. Travel.
Box 148J, BROADCASTING.
excelgraduate,
, 39.
Announcer
experience,
years sales
12 college
lent voice.
anExperienced staff Gerdraft exempt.
nouncer and DJ, console. Fluent STBox 149J, BROADCA
man. Disc.G^
IN
Baseball announcer: One of nations
best. Real promoter. Not run of the
radio-TV yearmill. Available for
work. Box 154J, BROADCASTround N
I
G.
Announcer, 28, experienced, presently
exempt, interested
employed, veteran,
television,
will travel, prefer west,
southwest, consider all offers, tape,
photograph available. Box 170J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Family man, draft exempt, would like
job as librarian and disc jockey, experience 1000 and 5000 watt stations,
work board, emcee shows, ad lib commercials, do hillbilly shows with guitar,
nice personality available at once. Box
168J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-engineer. First
phone. Presently employed 250 w.
Seeking move east or west coast. Salary dependent, location, hours. Box
172J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-control board operator-continuity writer. Limited experience.
Vet, 22. Box
Ex-comic,
draft exempt. Will
travel.
176J. BROADCASTING.
Ex pro baseball player with radio background desires baseball play-by-play.
Age 22, draft exempt. Also news, DJ,
continuity writer. Experience P. B. O.
Box 177J. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, married vetnewscaster, and
DJ. future.
Seeks positioneran,withgoodpermanency
Box
180J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman, professional
sports delivery. Draft exempt. Limited
experience. Write continuity. Operate
control board. Box 188J, BROADCASTING^
Announcer, presently employed, strong
commercials, disc jockey and news, can
operate console, two years experience,
married, draft exempt, will relocate.
Box 190J, BROADCASTING.
Combination man. Experienced in all
phases of announcing. Strong on news.
Capable disc jockey. Desire position
east or southeast. $80 minimum. Box
194J. BROADCASTING.
Experienced commercial announcer,
presently
employed,
wants to locate
south draft
or westexempt,
coast.
Sober, stable, family man. Age 32,
college graduate. Disc, photo, full
qualifications on request. Box 196J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with full knowledge of writing, news editing and console operation. Especially
on news,
mercials. Draft good
exempt.
Write comDick
Brattin, 2130 S. E. Salmon, Portland,
Oregon.
Veteran, 29. college grad, radio grad,
good references. Desire straight announcing job. Lee Drake, 1102 West
Edgemont. Phoenix, Arizona.
Seekingwest, orre-location,
prefer jobemployed
in midPenna. Presently
as a writer-announcer. Seeking straight
announcing job. Call Mr. Garrett, Telephone 4-12-60. Oil City, Penna.
Play-by-play staff announcer looking
for baseball broadcasting. At present
doing Contact
sports-staff
work Wynn,
in Logan,
W.
Va.
Mike
Station
WLOG, Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Phone first, salary, hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.
Field engineer desires position with
consulting radio engineering firm. Expestruction.
rienced in measurements
and con-15
Draft exempt, available
days. Box 122J, BROADCASTING.
Competent engineer, experienced all
phases including chief and 5 kw operation.
exempt,
excellentposition.
references.Draft
Will wait
for suitable
CA
ST
Details on
request.
BoxG.
152J, BROADIN
Experienced combo man, with 1st
phone desires location in competitive
market. Strong on news, DJ. Married,
veteran
two years "show
biz"
background.with References
exchanged.
Box 156J, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast operator with two and onehalf years experience, available March
26. Single, vet, 33. Write Box 157J,
BROADCASTING.
Employed engineer or combination,
would like to work in Portland, Oregon
or vicinity. Married, veteran. Box
161J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Complete experience
construction, maintenance, operation,
directional antenna. State wages, hours,
etc., first letter. Prefer midwest or
west. Box 171J, BROADCASTING.
exoperator: inAM-FM-TV
TransmitterPreferably
perience.
potential TV
ING.Further information
station.
supplied
on request. Box 174J, BROADCASTbroadcast experience.
3 years
Engineer,within
300 miles N. Y. C. State
Prefer
salary first contact. Box 175J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, young, experienced both
transmitter
and studio,
remotes, maintenance,
some AM-FM,
announcing,
draft exempt, car. New England preferred but all offers considered. ComCASTING^
plete details through Box 181J, BROADTechnician, experienced, transmitter,
console, remotes, combo work. Wish
to locatenesota.
in Presently
midwest
preferably
employed.
Box Min185J,
BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer, presently employed desires job with future,
married, draft exempt and experienced.
Box 187J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer
withSome
first experience
class phone,
veteran, sober.
remotes
and
10
watt
xmters-receivers
(portable)
ING^
can relocate. Box 189J, BROADCASTExperienced
engineer,
single.
Walter M. Dahlberg,
502 N. 27,
21 St.,
Superior,
Wisconsin.
Engineer, any size station. Thirty years
experience. Go anywhere.. Formerly
with FCC. John F. Lamont, Seven
Cleveland Avenue, Cranston, Rhode
Island.
Technician, experienced broadcast
operation using various popular makes
of equipment. Available quickly for
straight transmitter position. Please
describe your requirements. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 51, Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Newsman and continuity writer. Two
years experience
with college-owned
station.
Some commercial
experience
Thoroughly trained in sports and special write.
events,
news
gathering,
and reB. A. Degree. Single veteran,
draft
exempt. Prefer west coast or
CASTTNG.
Rocky Mountains. Box 601, BROADFlorida, Texas stations: Producer, prowith being
topnotch
personal-in
ity gram
show director
currently
broadcast
major metropolitan market. Box 93J,
BROADCASTING.
News, sports, production, promotion,
writing. All experience at an excellent
networkket.station.
for larger grad,
marUniversity Ready
of Minnesota
veteran, ADC
2 dependents.
Write Box
BRO
ASTING
. 143J,
Farm: Program
director-commentatorconsultant
available
shortly. Preference
dairy mixed farming northeast. Can do
weekly farm
connected newspaper.
Box page
167J, for
BROADCASTING.
News, commercial and staff man available.vision.
FiveLastyears
radio,with
one same
year 5tele3V2 years
kw
station. Looking for some security at
progressive station in large market.
Box 173J, BROADCASTING.
Do you need a program director? Two
years commercial experience, five years
director
radio, midwestern
university. Canofannounce
topflight morning
show and give your station the very
finest in programming. Conscientious,
capable and willing to work day and
night to improve your station. Box
182J, BROADCASTING.
Six yearsgroundexperience
for sale.
Backincludes network
announcing
and production
work;
independent
station salesman and program director;
free lance writer and director, packaging. Age 28. Draft exempt. World
War 2 veteran. Go anywhere if offer
good. Box 191J. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
young lady. area
Desiresstation.
position in a metropolitan
Experiencecastingincludes
considerable
and programming
withbroad1000
watt
net
work
station.
College
BROADCASTING.
tion plus practical knowhow. Boxeduca192J,
Professional home economist desires
positiontive,asestablished
women'sstation.
director One
with year
acbehind mike. Excellent home economics and teaching background. ThorING.
ough
of radio.DiscPrefer
midwest. knowledge
Best references.
and photo
on request. Box 204J, BROADCASTYoung woman desires position in program department of northeastern state.
Trained in all phases of radio. Experienced. Greatly programs.
interested in
children's and women's
Contact
Miss Dorothy Guyle, 15 Spencer Street,
Lyons, New York.
Television
Salesmen
University graduate desires, position in
TV sales. Best qualification, results.
Box
195J, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
March graduate
of finest
production schools one
in east.
Six TVmonths
announcing with AFRS. Age 25, draft
exempt, mature, married and sober.
Impeccable references from people in
industry. duction.
Start
in any disc
phase
of proPhoto and/or
on request.
Box
179J, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Successful 1 kw daytimer and class B
FM in large eastern metropolitan market. Gross '49 and '50 over $200,000.
Principals
CASTING. only. Box 205J, BROADBest offerEquipment,
takes 3 kw etc.Federal FM
ING.
transmitter, Andrew 4 bay side mounting antenna with 280 feet 15,'B inch cable,
hangers, etc. Box 136J, BROADCASTGE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Have new guyed radio towers complete
with #10 bare copper ground wire.
Write Box 162J, BROADCASTING.
RCA 3 kw FM and GE 3 kw FM transmitters, two GE
monitors 2 bay
GE BM-1A
antenna,station
reasonable.
Box 166J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Equipment, complete set
tower lights (4) and flashing beacon
Hughey-Phillips,
Gates $100.00.
tuning
unit
model 21A $200.00.
less meter,
Westinghouse tower flasher unit $40.00.
2-Pickering 16 inch transcription arms
complete with heads, $15.00. Brush
tape recorder model BK-401, $65.00
8 ft. rack open end, $12.00. In good
condition. Box 200J, BROADCASTING.
GE 250 watt FM transmitter, 2 bay
antenna, frequency, modulation, aural
monitors and jack strips in 6 ft. rack.
KFMB.
San Diego.
Price $3500.00
FOB. Radio Station
(Continued on next page)

PRODUCER -DIRECTORS

WANTED

for foreign language programs. New York and Germany.
Must have minimum three years experience directing live programs network or large commercial station, and working
knowledge of spoken German or French. Salary open. Must
be available immediate interview N.Y.C. Send detailed resume
to Box 160J, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
One 150 foot self-supporting, insulated
American Bridge tower; one type BT20-A 250 watt GE AM transmitter; one
type BT-l-B 250 watt GE FM transmitter complete with type BM-l-A frequency and modulation monitor; type
BY-4-C GE four bay low-power — offside antenna and supporting mast; approximately 20 feet
Comm. Prods.,
transmission
and 1%"
dehydrator;
tals for 1450 line
kc and
101.7
mc. Makecrysus
an offer, all or part. WENE, Endicott,
New York.
For sale: Approximately five hundred
feet brand new 70 ohme coax seveneighth inch copper conduit. 20 foot
lengths. Best offer cash, F.O.B. Radio
Station WHKP, Hendersonville, N. C.
500 pounds, new #10 bare copper wire.
Cash only. Write Radio Station WKCT,
Bowling Green, Kentucky.
For sale: One kw Western Electric
transmitter, 200 foot Wincharger,
tower and all necessary related equipment for studio and transmitter, including office equipment. Now in daily
operation,
but available
1 because of consolidation.
AlsoApril
one Collins
limiter and one Presto recorder. Inquire WWHG, Hornell, New York.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced manager desires to puror invest
in to inpersonally
age achaseradio
station
midwest manarea.
Write Box 184J, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Cash for 451
quick
1-%" rigid Prodcoax,
Andrew
or sale.
Communications
ucts 1A-625. Must be perfect shape for
new FM installation. Give price amount
and condition. Box 108J, BROADCASTING^
Wanted: Approved kilowatt transmitter
in good
condition. Box 1071, Plainview,
Texas.
Will pay cash for good used equipment
for 250 watt installation. Everything
from tower to studio. Gadsden Radio
Company, P. O. Box 937, Gadsden,
Alabama.
Miscellaneous
Wanted: Stations interested in quality
mail order deals that do not backfire.
Quality guarantees repeat business.
Box 147J, BROADCASTING.
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric, RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson Electronic Co.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901.
Help Wanted
ADVERTISING AGENCY
wants man with sound radio background or radio agency experience, as
assistant to radio-television director.
Well known Providence, R. I. agency
handling important radio-television
accounts. Mail complete details. REPLIES CONFIDENTIAL. Box 159J,
BROADCASTING.

Southwest

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Net affiliate in
major market needs
competent director of
women's programs.
Minimum four years experiencecommercial
required, plus
excellent
history.
Must be able to assume
full directorship of women's activities. Splendid
opportunity for qualified
person. Excellent base salplus high talent.photo,
Send
all ary,information,
plus disc or tape to
Box 16J,
BROADCASTING

Employment Service (Cont'd)

Announcers

Licensed and Bonded

Network station in
city over a million
needs
topflight newscaster, commentator.
Must be experienced In
gathering and preparing
own material and have
had good commercial
history: pSplendid
oportunity for right man.
Substantial base salary,
plus high talent. Only
qualified applicants will
be considered. Send all
information plus transcription to
Box 15J, BROADCASTING
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
USED ARE16" GOOD
PROGRAM
RECORDS
AS GOLD!
Highest prices paid for outdated, scratched or
damaged 16 inch pure vinyl transcription
records. Clean out your library at a profit.
Drop us a post card or letter estlmatine the
quantity, in records or pounds, you offer to
sell. ping
We'll
send by
you aircurrent
instructions
maiL price and shipJ. W. NEFF LABORATORIES, INC.
Mfrs. of Nef-O-Lac Record Compounds
Stockertown, Penna.
Employment Service
RADIO PERSONNEL
Wanted: Capable, experiencedprogram
staff andirectornouncers,
disc jockey,
MC-TV, newscaster,
combination
engineerannouncerwriters.and
copyJobs waiting.

BERT ARNOLD,
Keene Road,
Clearwater, Florida
/ am placing better
men with better
stations
every day.everywhere

Independent

$50,000.00
Only station for TWO very attractive and growing southwest
markets. This facility has been on the air several years and the
installation is above average for a local station. It has operated
profitably but never with the benefit of a capable owner-manager
devoting fulltime. An excellent opportunity for two working partners
who know radio.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc j ockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Fraiier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
Register Today
BOROM RADIO PERSONNEL
SERVICE
703 S. Vernon . Dallas 8, Texas

Miscellaneous
FOR

RENT

Television,

Radio

or Theatrical

Use

Rendezvous Room at the
centrally located Hotel Victoria. 73'6" long, 23'9"
wide, 16'11"
modates 225 high.
people.AccomFully
air conditioned. Beautiful
decor.
Phone or write:
Mr. Wm. J. Munson
Hotel Victoria
7th Ave. & 51st St.
Circle 7-7800

NEW WJR UNIT
100 Kw Possible If Needed
A FULL 100 kw signal can be supplied by WJR Detroit, if requested,
in the event of a national emergency, ithas been announced. The
station dedicated its new 50 kw
Western Electric transmitter
March 19, 62d birthday of Founder
and Owner G. A. Richards. WJR
announced that the former 50 kw
unit is being maintained as a supplementary or replacement unit to
the new transmitter.
Mr. Richards, also owner of
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los
Angeles, dedicated the new unit
to the preservation of American
freedoms. Over 100 congratulatory wires and letters reportedly
were received by Mr. Richards
from Sen. Ferguson, Sen. Nixon,
J. Edgar Hoover, C. E. Wilson,
Harold Lloyd and others.
In his wire to Mr. Richards, Sen.
Ferguson (R-Mich.) said, "The
new facility is another example of
the
which has"
madea
WJRprogressivism
and the Richards
name
symbol of public service in radio
and gives real meaning to your
good will and free speech mike
slogans. Your own anniversary
is a milestone — the life of a man
who is among the foremost as a
hardhitting exponent of Americanism, who was fighting on the home
front against Communism long before it was popular to be doing so."
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7 AWARD

WFDR Wins Special Laure
ANNUAL "Page One" awards oi
the Newspaper Guild of New Yori
will be presented April 13 tc
Tallulah Bankhead, Sid Caesar anc
Imogene Coca, and WFDR (FM )
New York, at the Page One Ball
Astor Hotel, New York.
Miss Bankhead, NBC's Big Shou
mistress of ceremonies, was chosen
by
for sparkling
"putting
new the
lifenewspapermen
into radio in her
performance on the Big Show," and
Mr. Caesar and Miss Coca, stars
of Show of Shows, NBC-TV, for
their TV comedy.
Selection of WFDR for a special
citation was based on its "consistent position championing liberalism
and labor's rights, for its adult
liberal approach to the field of radio, and for its responsibility to
the public." Station is the outlet
for the International Ladies Garment Workers Union.

AD BUDGET
Canada Ups Expenditures
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT is
doubling its expenditures on advertising recruiting drives for the
armed forces. The estimates for
the fiscal year starting April 1,
amount to $3,836,000 as compared
to $1,995,000 in 1950-51 fiscal year.
No breakdown was given in the
estimates tabled at Ottawa last
week by the Dept. of National Defense as to how much of this
amount will be spent on radio advertising, but recruiting drives on
radio are to be intensified.
The Canadian Army will spend
in the coming fiscal year $1,181,000
as against $1,100,000; the Royal
Canadian Navy will spend $500,000
as against $180,000; the Royal
Canadian Air Force $1,480,000 as
against $710,000; and the Defense i
Research Dept. $15,000 as compared to $5,000.
CKOM are call letters of a new 250
w station on 1340 kc recently authorized for Saskatoon, Sask.
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Bradley, Coy to Speak
(Continued from page 23)
FCC's industrywide defense meeting scheduled today (Monday) in
Washington, first such meeting in
history. By convention time the
plans for emergency operation are
expected to be in final shape. Station operators will hear in detail
just what is expected of them in
case of imminent air attack. They
will learn how to get ready for
emergency and what to do in case
a warning is sounded.
No luncheon meeting is scheduled by the convention arrangers
Monday noon, with the formal
membership session starting at 2
p.m. Following this meeting a reeption will be held in connection
with the exposition.
Tuesday morning will mark
opening of the engineering program and a management meeting
devoted entirely to BAB.
While the BAB program is still
in the tentative stage, it is known
the agenda wTill be strictly on the
workshop level. After two or three
talks outlining the BAB operation
the meeting will be thrown wide
open for a practical discussion of
radio's competitive position and
what BAB is doing about it.
Kobak to Preside
Edgar Kobak, chairman of the
BAB board, will preside at the
meeting. Mr. Ryan will tell what
BAB is doing, how it is doing it,
and wThat's to be done in the future,
analyzing radio from a sales promotion standpoint. Past radio advertising officials of NAB are
slated to take part. A factual outline of radio's national position is
planned, with a research specialist
as speaker.
The morning is designed to be a
complete broadcasters' meeting on
radio advertising. Delegates will
have a chance to say what they
want from BAB in the way of sales
aids, rate protection and competitive promotion. Attempt by the
Assn. of National Advertisers to
beat down radio rates because of
TV's
impact may get prominent attention.

WASHINGTON song contest was crowned March 19 when the District of
Columbia Commissioners accepted the winning entry as the official song of
Washington. The anthem, "Washington," was written by Jimmie Dodd, of
Hollywood, who won out over 3,600 entries. Celebrating are (I to r) Henry
J. Kaufman, Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., agency which planned and placed
all advertising in connection with the contest; Howard Mitchell, National
Symphony Orchestra conductor and contest judge; Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, nationally known music authority and contest judge; William F. Sigmund,
agency partner; Philip Graham, publisher. The Washington Post, principal
owner of WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington; Mr. Dodd, James H. Simon, Washington-Baltimore Motorola distributor who originated the song contest idea;
Jeffrey A. Abel, agency partner, and Sam Jack Kaufman, leader of Loew's
Capitol Theatre orchestra, which made the first recording of the song.
ment panel and a sports panel.
Main topic in the sports section
will be baseball broadcasting, with
a review of NAB's participation in
major and minor league promotion.
Taking part in the labor meeting
will be Richard P. Doherty, director
of the NAB Employe-Employer Relations Dept.; Lawson Wimberley,
executive assistant to the international president, IBEW; A. Frank
Reel, executive secretary, AFRA;
Ernest de la Ossa, NBC director
of personnel; Philip G. Lasky,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Several
board members will participate.
An FM meeting will feature the
Wednesday morning convention
agenda with Ben Strouse, WWDCFM Washington, presiding as
chairman of the FM Committee.
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111., will head a panel on selling
FM time. With him on the panel
will be Raymond Green, WFLN
(FM) Philadelphia, on value of
research; Robert Dean, KOTA-FM
Rapid City, S. D., on building and
selling the FM audience; Josh
Home, WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount,
N. C, on selling FM to networks;
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca,

After Gen. Bradley's luncheon
address, the convention will split
into two sections, a labor-manage-
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N. Y., and Rural Radio Network,
on FM networking.
A panel on specialized services
will be headed by Frank E. Pellegrin, of H-R Representatives Inc.
With him will be Stanley Joseloff,
Storecast Corp. of America; Howard Lane, Field Enterprises, functional music; Hulbert Taft Jr.,
WKRC-FM Cincinnati, transit
radio.
FM Discussions
A discussion on progress of FM,
and its future, will be directed by
Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM)
Washington. With him will be
Morris Novik, consultant; Leonard
Marks, attorney, and one or two
others. Ed Sellers, FM Dept. director of the association, will take
part in the morning's meeting.
Following the Wednesday luncheon address by Chairman Coy the
convention will split into research
and legislative-legal panels.
Leading research figures will take
part in the panel covering that
subject. Included will be Kenneth
H. Baker, director of the association's research department; Arthur C. Nielsen, of A. C. Nielsen
Inc.; C. E. Hooper, of C. E. Hooper
Inc.; Sydney J. Roslow, of The
Pulse Inc.; James W. Seiler, of
American Research Bureau.
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham, will take part as chairman
of the Broadcast Audience Measurement board. He will discuss the
HOUSE
for SALE
Douglas Manor Center hall,
powder room, unusual living, diningterroombedrooms,
and kitchen.
Foursecond,
mastwo baths
two rooms and bath third floor.
Basement game room, built-in bar
with lentrefrigerator,
hot water oillavatory,
heating.excel120
feet ter
on Drive,
Hollywood
Avenue
at Cenblock from club,
one
more to exclusive beach and dock
with tender service. Construction
— hollow tile with tile roof. 24
minutes ecutive
to New
York.
transferred
out Radio
of townex-;
will sacrifice $37,500. BA 9-0602.

status of that organization, formed
following dissolution of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau to investigate
and develop a plan for industrywide measurement.
Agenda for the legislative-legal
discussion is still in the formative
stage.
The annual banquet winds up
the Wednesday program.
Thursday will be television day.
As now planned there will be cochairman for the proceedings —
Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
Worth, who headed the Jan. 19 TV
meeting at which video stations
decided to organize under the NAB
banner; and Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman
of the association's TV committee
and an important figure in developing the video unit.
Interest in the TV program
jumped last week as FCC came out
with its proposed TV allocations in
the VHF and UHF bands (story
page 19). The day's program will
include a sports panel, with leading sports figures taking part, and
a panel on TV programming during morning hours. A feature of
the day will be the contest on
"Profitable Program Ideas for TV,
1951." Awards will be made to
stations for best programs suitable
for local telecasting. Advertising
agencies can participate in the contest through local stations but the
stations will get the awards.
A TV business session winds up
the day's program and closes the
convention. Mr. Thomas will preside as chairman of the TV board
of directors.

WLBH
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION
in Vz millivolt primary

WLBH FILLS THE GAP
between your metropolitan
station coverage
WLBH
WLBH-FN
1170 KC 250 W. 96.9 mc 23,000 W.
J. R. Livesay, Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLMAN, Nat'l Rep.
March 26, 1951 • Page 83

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 79)
Decisions Cont. :
from 1230 kc 250 w unl. to 1 kw unl.;
960 kc install DA-N, and change trans,
location, with application of WELS to
change from 1010 kc 1 kw D to 960 kc
1 kw-N 5 kw-LS, install DA-N new
trans.
Clarksville Bcstg. Co., Clarksville,
Tex. and Texo Bcstg. Co., Clarksville,
Tex. — Designated for consolidated hearing in Washington on May 24, re applications, both requesting new stations
on 1350 kc 500 w D.
Request Denied
KTED Laguna Beach, Calif. — Denied
requesttion of for
of FCC
acFeb.reconsideration
21 which denied
request
for reconsideration of action taken
Dec. 27, 1950, refusing further time for
station KTED to remain silent.
Order Adopted
Radio
Reading,
Reading,
Adoptedof
an order amending
issuesPa.in— order
Sept. 6, 1950, designating for hearing
application to include following as issue
4 therein: "To determine whether the
installation and operation of the proposed station would constitute a hazard
to
navigation."
requests
newairstation
on 1510 (Applicant
kc 1 kw unl.
DA.)
Designated for Hearing
Aurora Broadcasters, Inc., Ketchikan,
Alaska — Designated for hearing in
Washington on May 8, re application
for new station on 580 kc 500 w-N
1 kw-D unl.
CP to Replace CP
WOAK(FM) Oak Park, 111.— Granted
CP to replace expired CP.
WEWO-FM Laurinburg, N. C— Same.
BY THE COMMISSION
Action Set Aside
KRUN Ballinger, Tex. — Pursuant to
Sec. 1.725(c) of rules, FCC set aside its
action of Feb. 28, granting renewal of
license of KRUN for regular period,
and granted extension of license on a
temporary basis to June 1.
Authority Granted
WINZ Hollywood, Fla.— Granted authority for 30 days from date to operate
with 500 w-N 1 kw-D and temporary
DA. rect
Power
method. to be determined by indiSTAs Granted
Granted STAs to four FM stations —
WOR-FM New York; WHVA Poughkeepsie. N. Y.; WQAN-FM Scranton,
Pa.; WHC0-FM Ithaca, N. Y., to waive
provisions of Sec. 3.266 of rules to
permit multiplex facsimile transmissions for five hours daily, for period
March 19 to 23'. Action March 16.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Radio Pittston FM and Television
Co., Pittston, Pa. — By memorandum
opinion and order denied petition for
leave to amend application to specify
1540 kc in lieu of 1450 kc.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel— Granted petition requesting that period for filing
proposed findings in proceeding upon
applications of KMPC Los Angeles,
WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland for
renewal of licenses, be extended from
Mar. 21 to April 20.

March 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1060 kc
KYA San Francisco — CP to change
from 1260 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N to 1060
kc 50 kw unl., install new trans, and
DA-DN etc. AMENDED to change
type trans., trans, location and change
DA systems.
AM— 1080 kc
WIVX Jacksonville, Fla. — CP to
change from 1050 kc 1 kw D to 1080 kc
1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N AMENDED to
decrease night power from 500 w to
250 w and change DA pattern.
AM— 740 kc
WTAOcreaseCambridge,
inpower from 250Mass.—
w to CP
1 kwto and
install new trans.
License for CP
WICH Norwich, Conn. — License for
CP new vertical ant, and change trans,
location.
WIAM Williamston, N. C. — License
for CP new AM station, change studio
location and change type trans.
WHO-FM Des Moines, Iowa — License
for CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
KEPH Ephraim, Utah— Mod. CP new
non-commercial FM station for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: KNX Los Angeles; KXLA
Pasadena, Calif.; KSMO San Mateo,
Calif.; KWSO Wasco, Calif.; WTOP
Washington; WBRD Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.; WSMI
Litchfield,
WLBH WREX
Mattoon,
111.; WMRP
Flint,111.;Mich.;
Duluth, Minn.; WELS Kinston, N. C;
WLIO E. Liverpool, Ohio; KVOO Tulsa,
Okla.; WLOA Braddock, Pa.; KRLD
Dallas, Tex.; KGBC Galveston, Tex.;
KWED
Sequin.
KSTV City.
Stephenville, Tex.;
KSL Tex.;
Salt Lake
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
David M. Segal, Kansas City, Mo. —
RETURNED application for CP for new
AM station on 1380 kc 1 kw D.

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

£oK
jScOte
SUMMARY TO MARCH
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
126
134
Licensed CPs
Class
Grants
PenAppls.
171
On
Air
In
396
ding
Hearts
*1
10
AM Stations
107
266
FM Stations
515
165
4
663
2,238
TV Stations
43
2,23266
Cond'l
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. (Lawrenceburg Bcstg. Co
1370 kc, 500 w, day); WERL East Rainelle, W. Va. (Greenbrier Bcstg. Co., Hi
kc, 250 w, unlimited); KOCP Walnut Ridge, Ark. (Southern Baptist College, 132
kc, 1 kw, day); KDEF Albuquerque, N. M. (Frank Quinn, 1280 kc, 1 kw, day
KAPK Minden, La. (Parish Bcstg. Corp., 1240 kc, 100 w, unlimited); WJET Eri'
Pa. (Myron Jones, 1570 kc, 250 w, day); WCHN Charlotte, N. C. (Surety Bests
Co., 930 kc, Bcstg.
5 kw-day,
1 kw-night,
Patchogue,
(Patchogue
Co., 1580
kc, 250 w,night
day);directional);
WHOM-FM WPAC
New York
changed N.froi"5
WALK (FM) (Atlantic Bcstg. Co. Inc., Ch. 222 (92.3 mc), 11 kw, antenna 631 ft.)
WMIT (FM) Clingman's Peak (Yancy County), N. C. (Mount Mitchell Bcstrs. Inc
Ch. 295 (106.9 mc), 300 kw, antenna 3,076 ft.); KITE-FM San Antonio, Te>
(Charles W. Balthrope, Ch. 247 (97.3 mc), 9.225 kw, antenna 185.6 ft.).

et al. to David W. Jefferies, Michael J
Docket Actions . . .
Cuneen Jr. and Joseph V. Lentin
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
through purchase of 450 shares fo
$20,000. Granted March 21.
KICKdum Springfield,
Mo. — Byreconsidered
MemoranWTBO-AM-FM Cumberland, Md.Opinion and Order
Grantedfrom
voluntary
assignment
of lit„
action of May 12, 1950 which designated
censes
Cumberland
Bcstg. Co.
for hearing application for renewal of Maryland Radio
Co. through purchas
licenses removed from hearing and
of
granted renewal for regular period.
Marchall 21.stock for $115,000. Grantei
Non-Docket Actions . . .
KOAM Pittsburg,
Kan. —of Grantee
voluntary
relinquishment
contro
Pittsburg Bcstg. Co. Inc. by E. V. Bax
AM GRANTS
ter and Mrs. E. V. Baxter through sale
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Lookout Bcstg. by Mrs. Baxter, of 5 shares to Leste
Cox. Granted March 13.
Co. Granted 1 kw, day, on 1260 kc. Lee
Estimated construction cost $20,901.65.
KSPA
Paula, ofCalif.
— Granter
Principals include William F. Stone, voluntary Santa
acquisition
control
Sant.i
25%,
previously J.chief
accountant
WDXBYz Paula Bcstrs.
Inc., licensee, by Donah
Chattanooga;
Leslie
Dross,
25%,
March 22 Applications . . .
W.
Kemp
and
James
C.
Kemp
througl
owner Gary Finance Co.; John A. purchase of 700 shares from Benjamii
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Thompson, mingham,
25%,
WEDR25%,Bir-y3 C. Brown. Granted March 12.
Ala.; J.y3E.owner
Reynolds,
AM— 930 kc
WCEC-WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount
owner WEDR and manager of WJRD
N.
C. —Josh
Granted
assignment
of licensi
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Granted March 21.
WETO Gadsden, Ala.— CP to change
from
L. Home
to Eastern
Caro
from 1 kw D to 1 kw-D 100 w-N on 930
Puyallup,
Wash.
—
Clarence
E.
Wilson.
lina
Electronics
Inc.
Granted
March 9
Granted 100 w, unlimited, on 1450 kc.
kc and change trans, equipment.
Estimated cost $15,025. Mr. Wilson is
WBAY Green Bay, Wis.— Granted as
AM— 1250 kc
signment ofFathers.
license from
WHBYMarch
Inc. 16tc
50% owner and manager of KWCO
Norbetine
Granted
Court House Bcstg. Co., Washington
Chickasha, Okla. Granted March 21.
Court
House,
Ohio
—
CP
new
AM
station
Ava,
111.—
Ava
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted
250
on 1250 kc 250 w D AMENDED to w, day, on 1580 kc. Estimated cost
New Applications . . .
change from 250 w to 500 w etc.
$10,200. Partnership consists of father
and son, Leonard M. and Leonard F.
AM— 980 kc
Johnson. Former is owner of The Ava
AM APPLICATIONS
KDSJ580Deadwood,
D.— to
CP 1420
to change
latterMarch
is jourfrom
kc 250 w S.unl.
kc 1 Citizen, newspaper,
neyman carpenter. and
Granted
21. McLennan
Waco, Tex.—
E. 920
Richards
Bcstg.L. Co.,
kc, 1 kw,d/bday:a<
kw-D 500 w-N AMENDED to change
Monroe, Wis. — Green County Bcstg.
Co.
Granted
500
w,
day,
on
1260
kc.
from 1420 kc to 980 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
estimated construction
cost $24,915. anc^
Mr :
is secretary-treasurer
Estimated cost $15,900. Principals, each Richards
License for CP
owning 25%, are Kenneth W. Stuart, 20% owner Good Neighbor Bcstg. Co.
WTCN-FM
Minn. — Li- Willard R. Schuetze, Edwin W. Schuetze
March
(KIWW).16. San Antonio, Tex. Filed'
cense for CP Minneapolis,
new FM station.
and Doran
Zwygart,
men. Granted
March all21.local businessKREL-FM Baytown, Tex. — Same.
LaFollette, Tenn.— LaFollette Bcstg.?
KLAC-TV Los Angeles— License for
Co. Inc., 1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited; esti-;
KALE in Richland,
ranted
CP new TV station and specify ERP
switch
facilities Wash.
from —900G kc,
1 kw,
31.4 kw vis. 15.75 kw aur. in lieu of day to 960 kc, 1 kw, unlimited, night
.
28.1 kw vis. 14.8 kw aur. etc.
directional;
conditions.
1
Granted
Marchengineering
21.
Modification of CP
WTJHin facilities
East Point,
Granted
from 1Ga.—
kw to
5 kw
WMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Mod. CP switch
on 1260 kc. Granted March 21.
new FM station for extension of completion date.
Denver,
switch
in KTLN
facilities
from Col.
990— Granted
kc to 1150
kc,
1 kw, day. Granted March 21.
FM GRANTS
Charleston,
Mo. — Ch.
S o u269t h(101.7
Missouri
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted
mc),
IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER NEEDS
290
w,
antenna
90
ft.;
with
condition.
Granted March 21.
promotional ideas sold to produce cash
Columbia, S. C. — Radio Columbia Inc.
Granted Ch. 250 (97.9 mc), 1.5 kw, anrevenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
tenna 260 ft.; engineering condition.
Estimated cost $12,000. Grantee is liWrite, call, or wire
March 21.censee W C O S Columbia. Granted
WBGU
Green, Ohio
— Bowling Green Bowling
State University
granted
new
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
non-commercial educational FM station
on
Ch.
201
(88.1
mc),
10
w.
Granted
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
March 16.
KRCC Colorado Springs, Col. — Colorado
College
granted
mercial
educational
FM new
stationnon-comon Ch.
217 (91.3 mc). 10 w. Granted March 13.
Oklahoma
of EduyialionaL
JsuoduMA,
cation,City,
OklahomaOkla.—
City, Board
granted
new
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
non-commercial educational FM station
on
Ch.
205
(88.9
mc),
3
kw,
antenna
We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
65 ft. Granted March 13.
that members of our Organization have received while working
TRANSFER GRANTS
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
WNLK
Conn. — Bcstg.
Granted
transfer of Norwalk,
control Norwalk
Co.
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director M.Y.19
Inc., licensee, from Benjamin Ginzburg
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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mated construction cost $10,873.81. Principals include President and 4.3% Owner
William L. Sharp Jr.. President and %
owner Sharp Distributing Co. (Gulf
Oil Products), LaFollette; Vice President and 8.7% Owner William Hatfield,
president and 47% owner Oak Ridge
Drive-In Theatre, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
Secretary-Treasurer and 6.5% Owner
Edward F. Wheeler, V> owner Tri
Countv Motor Co., LaFollette: Carlin
S. French, 8.7%, y3 owner WATO Oak
Ridge. Tenn. resentatives
and Inc.,23%
owner Frank
H-R Rep-E.
Chicago;
Pellegrin, 13%, V3 owner WATO, and
23% owner H-R Representatives Inc.,
vice president of Transit Radio, Chicago
and New York, and 35% owner KSTL.
St. Louis; Marvin Paul, 8.7%, chief engineer for WATO; and twelve others.
Filed Mar. 20.
Kosciusko, Miss. — (RESUBMITTED)
Birney L-nes Jr., 860 kc, 1 kw, day;
estimated cost $22,550. Mr. Imes is
owner of WROX Clarksdale, Miss.;
WCBI Columbus, Miss.; WELO Tupelo,
Miss.; WMOX AM-FM Meridian, Miss.;
WNAG Grenada, Miss. Filed March 21.
FM APPLICATIONS
Logan, W. Va.— Logan Bcstg. Corp.,
Ch. 225 (92.9 mc), 20.2 kw, antenna
725 ft.; estimated construction cost
$11,500. Applicant is also licensee of
WVOW Logan. Filed March 13.
TV APPLICATIONS
Peoria, ni. — West Central Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 12 (204-210 mc), 40 kw vis., 20 kw
aur., antenna 556 ft.; estimated construction cost $497,241, estimated operating cost first year $240,000, revenue
first year $200,000. Applicant is also
licensee WEEK Peoria. Filed March 20.
Peoria. 111. — Illinois Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 12 (204-210 mc), 23.45 vis., 11.7 aur.,
antenna, 356 ft.; estimated construction
cost $192,000, operating cost $175,000,
revenue
$150,000.Filed
Applicant
is licensee
WIRL Peoria.
March 20.
Savannah, Ga.— WSAV Inc., Ch. 3
(60-66 mc), ERP 18.2 kw vis., 9.12 kw
aur., antenna 369 ft.; estimated construction cost $167,000, operating cost
$96,000, revenue $96,000. Applicant is
also licensee WSAV-AM-FM Savannah.
Filed March 21.
Mobile, Ala. — Pape Bcstg. Co., Ch. 3
(60-66 mc), ERP 17.4 kw vis., 8.7 kw
aur., antenna,
328 ft.; estimated
struction cost $214,750,
operating concost
$200,000, revenue $250,000. Applicant is
also licensee WALA Mobile. Filed
March 22.
Waterloo, Iowa — Josh Higgins Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 43.5 kw vis.,
21.7 kw aur., antenna 400.7 ft.; estimated construction cost $125,769, operating cost $120,000, revenue $125,000.
Applicant
is alsoFiled
licensee
FM Waterloo.
March KXEL-AM22.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KOLS Pryor, Okla. — Assignment of
license from L. L. Gaffaney and J. B.
Smith, a partnership d/b as Lakes
Area Bcstg. Co. to L. I. Gaffaney tr/as
Lakes Area Bcstg. Co. through purchase
of Mr. Smith's yz interest by Mr. Gaffor $6,500.
Mr. Gaffaney
is generalfaneymanager
of KOLS.
Filed March
20.
KSNY Snyder,
Tex.—
Involuntary
signment of license from John Blake as-to
John Blake, Individual, and John Blake,
Administrator of Estate of Pauline
Blake, deceased. Action is routine compliance with Texas community prop-
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CBS Gross Billings
(Continued from page 26)
ing audience is of vital importance.
This is the great tuned-in part of
our population that can respond to
any instant emergency. This is
also the audience that is constantly
available to hear and heed messages of public import . . .
"In peace or war, or in between,
all types of pi-ograms have their
special virtues and their special
audiences. But so long as radio
and television are mass media, and
so long as most of the people most
of the time want to be entertained,
programs that command the biggest audiences will continue to assume the greatest importance in
broadcasting. And they will continue to be available as primary
carriers of urgent public informaCBS programs in 1950, the retion."
erty laws.
March
20. No money involved. Filed
WIBV from
Belleville,
Assignment
license
John H.111.—
Schultz,
Marshallof
True, Paul A. Wnorowski, Marvin V.
Mollring, John W. Lewis Jr.. and
Joseph H. Yaegel d/b as Belleville
Bcstg. Co. to Belleville Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
new corporation owned by four former
partners: Mr. Wnorowski, 40%; Mr.
Lewis, 20%; Mr. Mollring, 20%; Mr.
True, 20%. Two retiring partners are
paid
March $2500
20. for their % interest. Filed
WMTE Manistee, Mich. — Acquisition
of control Manistee Radio Corp., permittee corporation, by Dr. Thomas A.
Manwell through purchase of interest
of Darwin S. Evens, Mrs. Wealthy I.
Evens and Lloyd M. Evens for $5,000.
Mr. Manwell
Filed
March is21.a physician in Manistee.
WLAU Laurel, Miss. — Transfer of
control Southland Bcstg. Co., licensee
corporation, from C. H. Leggett and
James V. Willson to Norma H. Leggett
and C. T. McCallum through purchase
of
Mr. Willson's
Y» interest
by Mr.of
McCallum
for $32,500
and transfer
Mr.
Leggett's
^
interest
to
his
wife as
a gift. Filed March 21.
WIST Charlotte, N. C. — Assignment
of construction permit from Surety
Bcstg. Co. to Bcstg. Co. of the South,
a legal formality in the transfer of the
radio interests of Surety Bcstg. Co.,
which also included WSPA-AM-FM
Spartanburg, S. C. and WIST (FM)
Charlotte, previously approved by FCC.
No money involved. Filed March 21.
W IE J- AM-FM
Hagerstown,
Acquisition of control
HagerstownMd.—Bcstg.
Co., licensee, through purchase of 268
shares from Bertha M. Blessing by
Grover C. Crilley for $6,700. Mr. Crilley
is president and general manager and
with his daughter. Berniee Crilley
Paulsgrove, will now control 68.85%.
Filed March 21.
WVMC Mt. Carmel. III.— Assignment
"f license from Mt. Carmel Bcstg. Co.
to James Roland Brewer and Stephen
Porter Bellinger for $25,000. President
and 75% partner is Mr. Brewer, also
licensee WTCJ Tell City, Ind. Manager
and 25% partner is Mr. Bellinger, staff
employe of WTCJ. Filed March 22.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AM 8, FM 27, TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
KSNI (FM)Inc.,
Salinas,
Calif.—
Salinas
Neivspapers
license.
March
13.
Lack
of
public
interest
and
financial
burden.
KEFMValley
(FM) Bcstg.
Inglewood,
Calif.— Centinela
Co., construction
permit, March 13. No reason given.
WWLHU., (FM)
New Orleans,
La.—
Loyola
construction
permit, March
13. Insufficient audience.
WINR-FM Binghamton, N. Y —
Southern Tier Radio Service Inc., construction permit, March 13. Economic.
WVUN
(FM)Corp.
Chattanooga,
Unity Bcstg.
of Tenn., Tenn
license,—
March 8. No reason given.
WPAT-FM Paterson, N. J.— North
Jersey Bcstg. Co., license, March 8.
Towersive todestroyed
replace. by storm; too expen-

Tel e c a s 1 1 n

port continued, "climbed to a new
height of public and sponsor acceptance," with an average of 14
radio programs in the "top 20" reported by the Nielson Radio Index.
"And even disregarding the 'top
20' programs completely, the average CBS program audience in late
1950 was still 13% larger than on
any other network," the report
added.
CBS-TV shows, the report said,
"attracted so many new advertisers to the nighttime schedule that
all seven nights are now virtually
filled with sponsored programs." In
the 12 city Multi-Market Telepulse
reports, "CBS had more programs
in the 'top 10' more times than
any other network," it was reported.Network Owned Show
Reviewing its "long-range plan
of talent and program development," the network pointed out
that "programs that have been developed by CBS are owned by
CBS; they can be scheduled at
times that are best for their own
maximum growth, and, once established, they can be held at strategic points throughout the week's
schedule. . . ."
As a result of these plans, CBS
said that during 1950, "CBS-built
radio programs accounted for approximately one-third of the week's
commercial time," and, in TV,
"the major part of our nighttime
commercial schedule."
Exclusive talent contracts signed
during the year included those with
Arthur Godfrey, Sam Levenson,
Garry Moore, Harold Peary, Frank
Young.
Sinatra, Ed Sullivan and Alan
Public affairs programs included,
among others, 110 hours of telecasts and numerous radio programs
from the United Nations.
Educational Channels
MID-CENTURY White House Conference on Children & Youth in a
report last fortnight urged FCC to
reserve channels for non-commercial TV stations. Also advocated
was wide use of television by educational, health and social agencies
in carrying out their mass educational aims.

ORAL
ARGUMENT
Asked on Proposed Denials
ASKING reversal of FCC's proposed denial, Kansas City Broadcasting Co., seeking a new station
in Kansas City, and the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, applicant for
Independence, Mo., requested oral
argument before the FCC. Both
seek 5 kw daytime on 1380 kc.
Commission issued its original
decision in July of 1950, and in a
revised proposal last Dec. 29
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 1], held among other things,
that granting the Mormon's Independence application would be a
violation of the First Amendment
in that church bodies may not be
licensed for stations if their radio
purposes includes furthering their
religious interests.
In its brief last week, the applicant contended the Constitution has
no such interpretation and that
they had planned diversified program service with time for other
religion.
The Kansas City brief last week
took issue with FCC Examiner
J. D. Bond's views on the qualifications of a stockholder.
Congressional Immunity
CITING rapid news dissemination
which can publicly defame an individual even before he has an opportunity to deny the allegation,
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.)
asked Congress last week to rea Congressman's
right in
to
insert strict
libel-immune
statements
the Congressional Record. Chairman Celler's House Judiciary Committee already has before it a bill
by Rep. Winfield K. Denton (D-Ill.)
to allow persons libeled in Congressional debate to sue the government.
AMERICAN Medical Assn. releasing,
through its state and local medical
societies, experimental series of 12 TV
scripts on various medical topics, for
use by local stations without charge.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
even, with polls closing end of week.
...at

NARTB PRESIDENCY GROUP
MEETS IN WASHINGTON
SEVEN of eight members of NARTB (NAB)
special committee authorized to select and sign
contract for association presidency to meet
this afternoon (Monday) in Washington.
Doubt expressed James D. Shouse, WLW
Cincinnati, would be back from Latin American
inspection trip for State Dept.
At least half-dozen names of candidates to
be considered at meeting, which will be held
at secret site. Committee may designate one
member or subcommittee to handle actual
negotiating, if agreement is reached on one
name.
Known- to be receiving serious attention is
Byron Price, assistant secretary general,
United Nations, and wartime Director of Censorship [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
12]. Though William B. Ryan, president of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, has been considered, it's known he prefers to remain at
BAB. Selection of Mr. Ryan would have left
vacancy at BAB. Maurice B. Mitchell, vice
president of Associated Music Publishers and
former BAB director, said to have indicated he
would not be available for BAB presidency.
Eugene S. Thomas, WOR New York, actively
mentioned for NARTB presidency as well as
head of NARTB's autonomous TV section. He
has been mentioned for BAB's presidency
should Mr. Ryan be drafted for NAB post.
Selection committee has been doing informal
screening job by telephone on long list of presidential names. Three FCC members have been
discussed — Chairman Wayne Coy and Commissioners Rosel Hyde and Robert F. Jones. Most
attention has been directed outside NAB headquarters but name of Robert K. Richards, public affairs director, has received serious attention. In government field, committee has considered Lewis Allen Weiss, director of Office
of Civilian Requirements. Mr. Weiss is former
MBS and Don Lee board chairman. Frank
White, MBS president, another candidate
seriously discussed.
Selection committee includes Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington, secretary; Allen W.
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.; William B.
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Robert D.
Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; William A.
Fay, WHAM Rochester; Patt McDonald,
WHHM Memphis; Harry R. Spence, KXRO
Aberdeen, Wash., and Mr. Shouse.
DUMONT
TO MOVE

TAKES STEPS
TV STOCKS

INTENSIFIED advertising and merchandising
programs to move merchandise from dealers'
floors, including new half-hour television program, planned at Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Quarterly regional sales managers meeting in
East Paterson, N. J., Walter L. Stickel, national sales manager, announced Friday.
Details of new TV program were not announced, but it will be used to back up dealer
efforts. For first time in DuMont history,
dealers were authorized to make trade-in offers
for old television sets, to be tied in with DuMont's 20th anniversary.
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AGGRESSIVE SELLING URGED
TO MOVE TV RECEIVERS
DECLINE in TV set sales is seasonal, follows
established pattern, and can be met by "aggressive, competitive" selling and sales promotion, according to H. G. Baker, vice president
and general manager, RCA Victor Home Instrument Dept. He said TV industry "must
face the fact that we cannot expect forever
that the customer will beat a path to the
television
If that dealer's
time has door."
come, he added, industry
can go far to offset sales decline "by employing its established talent for sales promotion,
. . . without falling back on pricing measures."
He cited RCA Victor's current set advertising
campaign
"a major
reason"than
whyin RCA's
current TVas sales
are higher
same
period last year.
SEN. JOHNSON TO OPPOSE
NEW FCC LEGISLATION
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON (D-Col.), opponent of the Hoover Commission's recommendation to reorganize FCC vesting additional
powers in chairman — measure rejected by
Senate in 81st Congress — last Friday told
Broadcasting © Telecasting he will oppose
new legislation introduced last week (see story,
page 24). New bill apparently would effect
even greater concentration with chairman.
Sen. Johnson declared if hearings are called
by Senate Expenditures Committee and if he
is called to testify, he will strongly state opposition. If bill goes to Senate floor without
hearing, Senator said he most likely would
enter debate and exert whatever argument he
could to defeat measure.
CONVENTION
INTEREST HIGH
ADVANCE registration for NARTB (NAB)
convention meetings April 15-19 in Chicago
increased last week, with 332 registered for
management sessions, 71 for engineering and
122 for TV. Addition made to engineering
agenda Friday (early story, page 23). Mai P.
Mobley, KMPC Los Angeles, will read paper
on "Recording Co-Channel Skywave InterferMAYOR LAUDS HENNOCK
ence."
PITTSBURGH
Mayor David L. Lawrence,
president of U. S. Conference of Mayors,
Friday wired congratulations to FCC Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock on reservation of TV channels for non-commercial educational use, as
reflected in Thursday proposed plan. Declaring he would seek to have all universities and
schools in Pittsburgh area make application
for city's one educational allocation [channel
13] on cooperative basis, Mayor Lawrence
added, "Moreover ... I shall urge all mayors
to back a movement to secure non-commercial
educational TV stations in every city possible."
FCC DENIES APPLICATIONS
NEW STATION bids of Lemoyne College,
Memphis, and Aaron B. Robinson tr/as Ripley
Broadcasting Co., Ripley, Tenn., each seeking
250 w fulltime on 1400 kc, denied by FCC Friday in final decision. Denials based on engineering grounds, FCC said.

NBC is understood to be reviewing its sun |
mer hiatus structure with one possibility bein
elimination of usual hiatus penalty.
THOSE disposed to look askance upon UH
as necessarily secondary in TV to VHF ma
have surprise coming. Technical view at FC1
is that UHF will provide finer quality becaus
there's no tropospheric interference, no Flayer and no serious sporadic E, which, wit
anticipated refinements, should provide bette
pictures
if station coverage ranges wi'
be
more even
restricted.
WHITHER Phonevision now that FCC doe
not propose additional commercial VHF allc
cations for Chicago? One answer is tha
Zenith's McDonald sees Phonevision on estat
lished stations for specified hours — not full
time pay-as-you-use TV stations.
BIOW CO., New York, has taken an option oi
half-hour dramatic show Congressional Inves
tigator owned by Rockhill Radio, for presenta
tion in both radio and television to one of it
clients.
JACKSONVILLE may get its second VHI
TV hands-down as by-product of FCC's pro
posed TV allocations. Station was deniet
Channel 2 after CP had been issued, on ground:
of undue delays, but city-owned WJAX con
tended it had to await approval of funds b?
city government.
FCC allocations
Chairman Coy's
com
ments
on educational
underscort
necessity of awaiting budget authorization;
tently.
from state legislatures, which meet intermit
WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB Co., New York
preparing $250,000 campaign to promote Amoi
'n' Andy show on CBS-TV, sponsored by Blat?
beer, starting June 28.
BYMART INC. (Tintair) to take over spon
sorship of Sam Levenson show, Saturday
7-7:30 p.m. on CBS-TV, when Oldsmobile drops
program April 21. Cecil & Presbrey, New
York, is agency.
WHILE

MEMBERS OF FCC were non-committal after viewing Skiatron's "subscribervision," there did not appear to be great
enthusiasm evinced by either its technical oi
lay
It's presumed
that Skiatron's
questmembers.
for authority
to enter subscription
TV
field may be considered by FCC along wit?)
Zenith's Phonevision, now undergoing practical
test in Chicago.
ABC NET INCOME $84,605
ABC and subsidiaries in calendar 1950 had net
income of $84,605 after Federal income taxes
company reported Friday. Income figure compares with 1949's $519,085 net loss after reduction of $327,000 for recovery of Federal income
taxes under Internal Revenue Code's carryback provisions. Estimated useful life of certain TV equipment was lengthened, based on
engineering study, with result that provision
for depreciation was reduced by $300,000 to
$1,190,000 for 1950, ABC said.
ARKANSAS OUTLET
NEW AM STATION on 790
500 w night directional at
would be granted to Gateway
in initial decision reported
BROADCASTING

FAVORED
kc with 1 kw day.
Texarkana, Ark.,
Broadcasting Co.
by FCC Friday.
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During the past year The KMBC-KFRM Team
has substantially increased an already comfortable lead audience-wise in the great rectangular
Kansas City Primary Trade area. Proof lies in the
result of a late 1950 survey made at the Kansas and
Missouri State Fairs and at the American Royal.
The KMBC-KFRM Team has built effective
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and economical coverage of the territory without waste circulation but more important, the
building continues!
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for full details on why The KMBCKFRM Team is your best buy in the Heart of
America.

KMBC-KFR
GRAMMED
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIA

BY KMBC

scores

according

to

WJR

Mr.

Hooper's

leads

scoreboard

. . .

in 29 out of 40 daytime

periods

(M hour periods — Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. to 6 P.M. — Hooperatings December, 1950 — February, 1951)*

And after 6:00 P.M. WJR
«v
FREE
«* SPEECH
MIKE

leads

in 38 out of 63 evening

periods

Q/2 liour periods — Sunday thru Saturday
— 6 P.M. to 10:30 P.M. — Hooperatings October thru December, 1950)*
Detroit Radio Hooperatings only — Detroit has 525,000 of the
3,263,000 radio homes within the WJR }4 MV/M primary area.

score

with ^|£JR
CBS 50,000 Watts

in leadership

and

listenership
WJR The Goodwill Station
Fisher Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich.
Represented by Petry

